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A Fable

The

Product

That

Wasn't

Very

Good

Looking

Once upon a time there was a Product that wasn't very good looking. And that was a shame, too,
because it was a nice little Product, a pleasant thing, harmless and unassuming. Even useful.
But, it just wasn't very good looking. For this reason, it dealt the Advertising Men a dilly of a fit. Heaven forbid
that they should picture it. They certainly couldn't describe it. It was undemonstrable.
The Advertising Men were in a king-sized, filter-tipped Quandary. But one day when they were conferring,
the Mailroom Boy walked into the Conference Tent with some fresh quills and risked a Suggestion:
why not just tell the People what the Product did? Not describe it. Or picture it. Or demonstrate it.
This was a Great Idea and they did it. And the Product sold like crazy.
And the Mailroom Boy was made a Vice President. And all was well.
Moral: Sometimes words speak louder than action. Honestly now, is your product good
looking? Demonstrable? If not, just tell the People what it does! For this, use Radio.
We have several attache cases full of hard-hitting facts about our favorite medium.
we show them to you?
THE
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TOUGH TRIAL • Looks as though radio
will pass one of its sternest tests — its use
as exclusive advertising vehicle in introduction of new product into competitive
market. Test, begun in secret market several months ago by Radio Advertising Bureau, involves product in grocery field.
Sixteen other brands of same product were
in market when test began. RAB's brand
now ranks fifth in retail sales despite
heavier advertising spending in all media
by several competing brands that were well
established before RAB brand entered
market. RAB won't release full details of
test until next fall.
•
U. S. Steel Corp., sponsor of last of
long-running hour-long live drama series
originating from New York — CBS-TV's
U. S. Steel Hour — not only intends to keep
it that way, but is considering stressing
both "live" and "eastern" aspects of program in light of drama show exodus to
Hollywood. Effective later this month or
early February, U. S. Steel will unveil
slogan "The Broadway of Tv" and will
make intensive effort to sign Broadway
stars for series.
•
BOYCOTT ON BOYCOTTS? • For first
time in years there is hope of plugging one
of biggest holes in Taft-Hartley law —
secondary boycott. Law-makers have long
feared to make even minor changes in law
lest they open door to major amendments
and invite labor reprisals. But since McClellan committee revelations of union
corruption, business groups see chance to
get fair hearing on secondary boycotts. Of
current interest is National Labor Relations Board plea for court order restraining AFTRA from boycotting tactics against
WCKY Cincinnati (see page 82).
•
Union threats against advertisers and
agencies to keep accounts off broadcast
stations involved in labor disputes would
be banned in bill (S-76) introduced by
Sen. Carl Curtis (R-Neb.), who hopes it
can be extricated from pigeonhole. U. S.
Chamber of Commerce is behind such legislation, with Charles H. Tower, NAB
labor relations manager, serving as chairman of C of C secondary boycott subcommittee:
•
QUESTION OF STYLE • Sudden firing
of Kudner Agency by Buick Div. of General Motors after 22 years [Advertisers &
Agencies, Dec. 23] has led some agency
men handling auto accounts to wonder privately whether they ought not to have
future hand in helping to decide new
model styling. Their argument seems to be
that if their advice is sought — and utilized
— by other manufacturers for new package
designs, why is it not being used by trendconscious Detroit which depends on pack-

Broadcasting

age to sell car? Detroit's comeback:
There's more to styling autos than mere
"package design;" agencies are not
equipped with engineering know-how. Yet
agencies feel that their diverse advertising
experience keeps them in closer touch than
Detroit's automakers with public's wants,
needs and tastes.
•
Although FCC has devoted two days to
briefing on Network Study Staff Report,
with two additional days scheduled for this
week (Jan. 6-7) likelihood is that additional
time will be needed to complete review
(story page 27). Much ground remains to
be covered, it's learned, and number of
Commissioners are not satisfied that conclusions of1,485 page report are warranted
by study itself.
•
TOLL CALL • In all likelihood, major
networks will trot out first team in toll
television hearings Jan. 14-16 before Chairman Oren Harris' House Commerce Committee. Following FCC, which appears on
first day, tentative lineup calls for appearance of CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton
Jan. 15 and NBC President Robert W.
Sarnoff Jan. 16. ABC-TV's spokesman will
be determined today (Monday) and is likely
to be AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson, who, along with other network
presidents, has been outspoken in opposition to on-the-air toll tv. In addition, NAB
President Harold E. Fellows has requested
opportunity to testify. (See stories, pages
50 and 10.)
•
What's best time for station people to
call on timebuyers when they're in New
York? Radio Advertising Bureau ran survey among buyers to find out. Half said
it made no great difference. But other half
showed preference for Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday mornings.
•
MONOPOLY

HUNT

• Notion that gov-

ernment isgoing after "monopoly" newspapers which own radio-tv stations is
deeply ingrained in Washington's news
corps. William P. Rogers, new attorney
general, addressed National Press Club last
Thursday, and was asked in Q & A session :
"What are the prospects of antitrust actions against monopoly newspapers which
own tv and radio stations?" He facetiously
ducked direct answer by asking: "Do you
have anyone in mind?"
•
At NPC luncheons, all questions are
written and are anonymous. Thus, identity
of newsman who asked newspaper-divorcement question wasn't revealed, but it was
symbolic of inquiries made repeatedly since
forced sale two months ago of Kansas City
Star stations WDAF-AM-TV by court de-

circuit-™*

cree. At that time [Editorial, Dec. 9] it
was said that in this case an antitrust conviction was involved and that neither Congress nor courts nor FCC has ever held
that it's contrary to public interest for
newspapers to own or operate stations.
•
STAY-AT-HOMES • Seventeen of top 50
advertising agencies in radio and television
billing did not lose an account during
1957. Some product shifts were made
among these agencies but accounts themselves were not lost by following during
past year: D. P. Brother; Ted Bates & Co.;
Compton, Cunningham & Walsh; Lennen
& Newell; Norman, Craig & Kummel;
Needham, Louis & Brorby; Parkson Adv.;
Gardner Adv.; Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield; Bryan Houston; Fuller & Smith
& Ross; Donahue & Coe; Doyle Dane
Bernbach, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, and
McCann-Erickson.
•
Latest temperature reading of FCC indicates that members are cooling off on
staff clear channel proposal whereby 12 of
24 clear channels would be duplicated and
other 12 would be permitted to increase
power from 50,000 w to minimum of
500,000 and ceiling of 750,000 sets
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 25]. Present disposition seems to be to retain status quo
except to solve problem involving KOB
Albuquerque, which for years has been
operating under temporary authority on
W ABC's (New York) 770 clear channel,
whereas its book assignment is on WBZ's
(Boston) 1030 kc.
•
FATEFUL

MEETING

• Broadcasters and

FCC, will be awaiting — with more than
normal interest and even apprehension in
some circles — results of executive meeting
this Wednesday of House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee. After six months
of preparation by staff, Rep. Morgan
Moulder (D-Mo.), chairman, feels committee is ready to start public hearings in
its investigations of FCC and five other
agencies. Still to be decided: What form
first hearings will take and which agency
will be No. 1 on target list.
•
Highlight on agenda of CBS Tv Affiliates meeting in Washington Jan. 13-14
will be paralyzing effect of Barrow Network Study Report [Lead Story, Oct. 7,
1957] upon broadcasting if its substance
were to be adopted. On theory that network affiliates must take lead in offensive
against Barrow conclusions, affiliates in executive session will hear analysis of report
and its consequences from John S. Hayes,
president of the Washington Post Broadcast Division (WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington; WMBR-AM-FM-TV Jacksonville).
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THE

LEAD

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

TRADE

STORY

ASSNS.

Tv Network Practices Questioned — Networks and stations
probed on purported violations of Chain Broadcasting Rules
as unearthed by checks of Barrow Network Study investigators as FCC resumes study of Barrow Report with
indications that interested parties may be invited to submit
comments on whole report. Meanwhile, Edward Petry,
pioneer station representative, warns whole broadcasting

Busy Time for NAB Board — Radio and tv directors face
near-million-dollar budget and long list of industry worries
at winter meeting, to be held Jan. 22-24 at Phoenix, Ariz.
Page 76.

structure is threatened by Barrow group's attack on network
option time arrangements. Page 27.

When Is a Boycott Legal? — Favorite custom of striking
labor unions to be aired by federal court following National
Labor Relations Board injunction plea based on AFTRA
activities against WCKY Cincinnati. Page 82.

ADVERTISERS

& AGENCIES

TvB to Report Tv Network Billings — Bureau announces it
and three networks will contribute to new monthly service
of Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers
Reports. TvB, which already reports on spot tv spending, will
issue monthly reports on network tv, starting with this month.
Page 37.
Delight of Dairy Farmers — The broadcast media are doing
such a good selling job for the American Dairy Assn. that
the group unhesitatingly is alloting 60% of its budget for
radio-tv. Page 31.
Ad Tax Decontamination — Precautions being stepped up
outside Baltimore, St. Louis and Norfolk. Strategy session
held in Chicago. AFA blueprints defensive measures. Baltimore's media taxes go into force. Page 38.

PERSONNEL

RELATIONS

NETWORKS
Cohen's Remarks Cost ABC-TV — Out of court settlement
of $68,962.64 made to two Los Angeles policemen who
sued for "slanderous and libelous" statements made on Mike
Wallace program. Page 43.
CBS-TV's Gross Swells — Network reports first 10 months of
1957 ran 6.8% ahead of corresponding period in 1956.
Page 48.
Nix on 'Boredom' — TvB, armed with Nielsen total audience
figures, says statistics on network tv audience show that
audience at an all-time high, or 19% more homes in 1957
than in 1956 via evening network tv, and 10% more homes
via daytime network tv. Page 43.
OPINION

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
Timebuying Is Only the Beginning — Emil
Mogul's Leslie Dunier points out that constant checks and possibly readjustments are
in order throughout the life of a contract.
Writing in the weekly Monday Memo, he
tells of the system his agency uses.
Page 113.

WBC

Sets Second Public Service Meet — Industry-wide conference on local public service programming to be held in
Baltimore March 5-8. Westinghouse officials look for even
greater success than that at similar session in Boston last
February. Page 87.
MR. DUNIER
GOVERNMENT

A SPECIAL REPORT
FCC to Kickoff Pay Tv Sessions — On the first of many expected 1958 treks to Capitol Hill, FCC will provide opening
testimony in House Commerce Committee hearings on toll
tv, starting Jan. 14 and scheduled for three days by Chairman
Oren Harris. Page 50.
FCC Confirms Radio's Health — Radio revenues continue
upward climb, reach $480.6 million in 1956, up 6% over
previous year, and profits before federal taxes hit $49.2
million, up 7%. FCC 1956 financial report on radio shows
income of network radio down 93.8% from 1955, only
$364,000 in 1956. Page 52.
The Biggest Station Buy — CBS files for FCC approval of
$20 million purchase of WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia
plus real estate from Philadelphia Bulletin. Page 56.
Fm Authorizations Show First Increase — Fm grants during
fiscal 1957 show first increase in nine years, FCC says in
annual report. Report also takes swipe at increasing demands
by Congress on Commission
growth of radio." Page 60.

time; highlights "phenomenal

Voice Sells Truth Abroad — Here's a special report on how
the Voice of America maintains its around-the-clock activities
on behalf of freedom. Page 64.

How's
Progressing?
Broadcasting's
quarterly
Telestatus Tv
shows
who is on — the
air, target dates
of permittees
and offers other helpful information to the timebuyer. Also,
there's a complete rundown
Page 101.

on

network

programming.

DEPARTMENTS
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BUSINESS BRIEFLY
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CLOSED CIRCUIT
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WHB

is first in 432 of 432 quarter hours 6 a.m. to midnight
(Pulse, Kansas City 96-county area ... 6 a.m. to midnight,
Monday through Saturday, Sept., 1957)
Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether
it be Area Nielsen or Pulse . . . WHB is the dominant first
throughout . . . with audience shares consistently in the
40% bracket. And, WHB is the dominant first
among every important audience-type!
Talk to a Blair man
or WHB General Manager George W. Armstrong.
* situated in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa

WHB
Kansas

City

10,000 watts
710 fee.

WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Sc. CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC. .
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
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D'Arcy Adv. Gets Halo Account;
Two More Mentioned for Buick
Search of four important national accounts for new agencies [Lead Story, Dec.
30, 1957] narrowed to two Friday as
D'Arcy Adv., New York, was awarded
Colgate-Palmolive's Halo shampoo, for
which C-P has budgeted more than $2 million in advertising. Earlier Tatham-Laird,
Chicago, gained Kolynos toothpaste (story
page 37), leaving $23 million account of
Buick Div. of General Motors Corp. and
approximately $1.7 million account of
Bon Ami Co. still in quest of new agencies.
Carl S. Brown Co. resigned Halo last
Nov. 12 after handling shampoo product for
three years and C-P's Vel Beauty Bar, not
yet assigned, but also expected to land at
D'Arcy.
Rumors as to where Buick will land still
are rampant on Madison Ave. Compton
Adv. and Young & Rubicam now are mentioned frequently in addition to Leo Burnett
and Benton & Bowles [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 30, 1957]. One Y & R official said it is
unlikely his agency would take General
Motors account since it handles one member
of Ford family (Lincoln) and agency has
long record of policy not to resign smaller
account to take on bigger one.
Wallace Protests Use of Name
In Suit Settlement Statement
Out-of-court settlement of original $2
million libel suit against ABC-TV, Philip
Morris and Mike Wallace's production firm
by two Los Angeles police officials (story
page 43) brought protest from Mr. Wallace
Friday. He said: "I did not authorize the
statement made in my name by attorney
Robert Myers. I did not authorize the entry
of the stipulated judgment. . . ."
Mr. Wallace referred to attorney Myers'
public statement in which — speaking for
ABC, sponsor, agency and Mr. Wallace —
he regretted "the most unfortunate, unexpected and profoundly regrettable" Wallace
broadcast of May 19, 1957 [Networks,
May 27, 1957].
Attorneys pointed out, however, that
settlement — in which officers Parker and
Hamilton will collect nearly $69,000 and
abandon suit — was worked out by insurance
company and that network and Mr. Wallace
had no control over it. Company is Seaboard
Surety Co., which reportedly has two
policies covering Mr. Wallace's program:
one protecting ABC-TV, other protecting
Newsmaker Productions, Mr. Wallace's firm.
Pay Tv 'Cultural' Guise Assailed
Pay television is condemned as "menace"
in current issue of The Nation by Dallas
W. Smythe and his wife, Jennie, who criticize particularly support "or at least friendly
Broadcasting

deadline

neutrality" given to pay tv campaign by "intellectuals." Article challenges contentions
of pay tv promoters that "cultural" programs will become staple commodities of
toll tv. It claims that although "cultural"
telecasts may be offered at outset of operations, backbone of programming will be
same as now made available through free
tv. Authors noted "one of the most skillfully conducted public-relations campaigns
of modern times has brought pay tv to the
verge of acceptance." Mr. Smythe, onetime
FCC economist, is research professor of
communications at U. of Illinois.
TvB Says Tv Advertising
Was $1.3 Billion in 1957
Net time, talent and production expenditures in television advertising came to $1,322,000,000 in 1957 and will rise to $1,416,400,000 in 1958, TvB estimated Friday.
TvB report broke expenditures down as
follows:
Network— $629.7 million in 1956, $661.2
million in 1957 and $694.3 million in 1958.
National and regional spot — $325 million
in 1956, $360.8 million in 1957 and $386.1
million in 1958.
Local— $255.2 million in 1956, $300 million in 1957, and $336 million in 1958.
TvB's estimates for 1957 and 1958 were
predicated on 1956 figures as estimated annually by McCann-Erickson

Ink.
TvB

President Norman

for Printers'

E. Cash made

clear that "the figures are estimates based
on net time, talent and production and are
not to be compared with PIB or Rorabaugh
Reports, which are computed on gross time
costs only." He said: "This careful prediction shows the continued acceptance of television, which is resulting in a constant climb
in advertiser preference as the No. 1 national medium. In 1958, as in 1957, tv will
again enjoy a greater share of advertising
dollars."
BATTERY

TV

PORTABLE

Motorola Inc. announced Friday it
had developed "first fully transistorized battery-operated portable tv set."
General production hinges on availability of component transistors, with
price likely to be higher than conventional models, according to Edward
R. Taylor, executive vice president of
Chicago firm's consumer products division. Market availability expected by
1960. Set includes 14-inch tube and
31 transistors. Two batteries can be
recharged from auto cigarette lighter
or ac outlet, with operating cost
placed at 4/10 cent per hour.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 31.

NETWORK NEWCOMER
• Glamorene
Inc., N. Y., rug and upholstery cleaner
manufacturer, which has built its overwhelming overnight (two-year) success strictly via spot tv, will make its first use of network tv sponsorship Jan. 28 by sponsoring
NBC-TV's new Tuesday (7:30-8 p.m.) version of Jan Murray's daytime quiz Treasure
Hunt. Agency is Product Services, N. Y.
BACK IN SPOT • Peter Paul Inc. (Mounds
candy), Naugatuck, Conn., ordering new tv
schedule averaging about three spots per
week in 60 markets. Campaign, set to start
Jan. 19, actually is return to spot schedule
by Mounds. Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
N. Y., is agency.
NO COMBINATIONS • Lever Bros. Foods
Div. (Imperial margarine), N. Y., expects to
break "shortly" with national radio and tv
spot campaign. In its buying, Foote, Cone &
Belding, N. Y., agency for Imperial, is placing either radio or tv spot in each individual
market but not both in same market.
TAKES 'TREASURE HUNT' • Hazel
Bishop Inc., N. Y., through Raymond Spector Inc., N. Y., signed to sponsor NBC-TV's
new Treasure Hunt series (Tues., 7:30-8
p.m.) tomorrow (Tues.), Jan. 14 and 21 and
thereafter on alternate week basis. Glamorene Inc., through Product Services, will
sponsor on alternate weeks (see above).
BUYS

COLOR

SPECIAL

• Hallmark Cards

Inc., Kansas City, will sponsor "Hans
Brinker or The Silver Skates," musical
adaptation of classic, on NBC-TV Feb. 9,
6:30-8 p.m. EST, in its continuing series of
color specials, network reported Friday.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
AD

PLANS NEARLY READY • American Sugar & Refining Co. (Domino sugar,
other products), N. Y., expected to have new
media plans set in about three or four weeks.
Company now working over strategy on
market-by-market basis. American Sugar
budget is for spot tv and spot radio as well
as newspapers. Advertiser's last tv spot run
covered Sept. 23 through Dec. 22 in 76 markets. Radio spot also is used extensively.
Ted Bates, N. Y., is agency.
C & P KEEPS GOING • Chesapeake &
Potomac Cos. (telephone) reported renewing spot tv campaign, using ID's, for 52
weeks in Washington, D. C, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia. Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.
January 6, 1958
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PEOPLE
GEORGE H. BUSCHMANN, since 1952
with Covington & Burling, Washington,
at

ABC-TV, Affiliates Set Agenda
For Sessions in Miami Beach, Fla.
ABC-TV Affiliates Assn.'s board of governors, heads of ABC-TV owned stations
and top ABC-TV network officials will meet
at Miami Beach's Balmoral Hotel tomorrow
(Tues.) for series of separate sessions. O&o
station heads and ABC-TV management will
meet Tuesday and Wednesday; affiliates
board, headed by Frederick S. Houwink,
WMAL-TV Washington, will meet Tuesday
and Wednesday, then confer with ABC-TV
management Thursday.
Affiliates board understood to be pleased
with ABC-TV progress in 1957 but also to
be hopeful that certain problem areas may
be smoothed out. Discussions expected to
range over broad area of network operation,
including programming, sales and station
relations. In general, board members anticipate healthy sales increases in 1958.
Affiliates board is composed of Chairman
Houwink; Harry Lebrun, WLWA (TV) Atlanta; Joseph Hladky, KCRG-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; Joseph Bernard, KTVI (TV)
St. Louis; Donald Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas
City; Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver;
J. W. McGough, WTVN-TV Columbus,
Ohio, and Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston. Messrs. McGough and Herold will
be unable to attend.
ABC-TV officials slated to attend, besides
those of owned tv stations, are Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of parent American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres; Oliver
Treyz, vice president in charge of tv network; James T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV programming and talent vice president; Slocum
Chapin, client relations vice president;
Thomas W. Moore, sales vice president;
Alfred R. Beckman, station relations vice
president; Ralph Hatcher, national manager,
tv station relations; James Beach, vice president and director of network's central division; Donald W. Coyle, sales development
and research vice president; Dean Linger,
advertising and promotion director; Simon
B. Siegal, AB-PT financial vice president;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC comptroller;
Leslie Harris, national spot sales coordinator, o&o stations; Michael J. Foster,
press information vice president; Earl Hudson, vice president in charge of western
division, and others.
Woodruff

Heads

New

Tv

Service

Formation of new firm to syndicate
library service of 10,000 commercial slides
plus audio catalog for local tv stations announced Friday in New York by Charles
Woodruff, head of his own tv slide-production firm there for several years and formerly with NBC. New company is Television Mat Service Corp., with Mr. Woodruff president, and its library service is
called Telemat, to be used in manner similar
Page 10
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D. C, law firm, appointed to newly-created
post of executive assistant at Radio Cincinnati Inc., according to Hulbert Taft Jr.,

deadline
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to newspaper mats in print media. Other
officers are Frank Brenner, New York attorney, secretary, and Sam Freestone, formerly with Twin Coast Newspapers, New
York, vice president and head of sales.
CBS

Ponders

To Clear

Up

Alternatives
St. Louis Impasse

CBS is considering "various alternatives"
to impasse created by stay issued against
FCC approval last October of transfer of
network's ch. 11 grant in St. Louis to unsuccessful applicants, spokesman for network said Friday. He added CBS still "trying to find best way of going ahead as
expeditiously as possible with both transactions," but that decision will depend in
part on what action FCC takes.
On Friday, FCC authorized its legal staff
to submit petition to U. S. Court of Appeals
in Washington for reconsideration of stay
order by full seven-judge court. Appeals
court, by 2-1 vote, stayed ch. 11 transaction
only; CBS purchase of ch. 4 KWK-TV St.
Louis for $4 million unaffected. If maintained, stay will freeze plan to turn over
ch. 1 1 necessary so CBS can close purchase
of ch. 4 facilities (earlier story, page 74).
Atson New NBC V.P.-Treasurer;
With Rubin Becoming Controller
Election of George D. Atson. NBC controller, as vice president and treasurer of
network, and appointment of Aaron Rubin,
assistant controller, to succeed Mr. Atson as
controller, announced Friday by NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff after board meeting.
Mr. Matson succeeds Earl Retting, who resiened post to accept election as president
of California National Productions, NBC
subsidiary [Film, Dec. 16, 1957].
Mr. Matson joined NBC in 1952 as
operations analyst and during following year
was appointed assistant treasurer and then
controller. Mr. Rubin started with NBC in
1937 as member of accounting department,
left in 1942, was assistant treasurer at
ABC, returned to NBC in 1954 as chief
accountant and later became manager of
budgets and financial evaluation and eventually assistant controller.
W.

Va.

Renewals

Set for Hearing

For failure to furnish required financial
information, FCC Friday informed Williamson Broadcasting Corp. hearing is necessary
on applications for license renewals of
WBTH Williamson and WMCD
Welch,
both West Virginia. Commission said,
despite repeated requests, licensee has not
filed 1955 and 1956 financial reports for
two stations. Complaint also stated balance
sheets contained in license renewal applications were dated more than 90 days prior
to date of filing, also violation of Commission regulations.

president. Taft stations include WBRC-AMTV Birmingham, Ala.; WTVN-AM-TV Columbus, Ohio; WBIR-AM-TV Knoxville,
Tenn., and WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati.
JOHN J. WEIR JR., who directed broadcast sales at John H. Perry Assoc., national
media representative, appointed account executive in N. Y. office of Blair Television
Assoc., national tv station representative.
DENNIS ROEHL, formerly director, radio,
tv and motion picture activity of United
Foundation of Metropolitan Detroit and
previously with Storer Broadcasting Co.
there, appointed account executive in Detroit
office of John Blair & Co., radio station
representative.

FCC

Grants

11

New

At First '58 Meeting

Stations
Friday

FCC actions taken Friday at first meeting following holidays included following
new station grants:
• Louisville, Ky. — Board of Trustees,
Louisville Free Public Library, granted noncommercial, educational ch. 15, with 20 kw.
• Greenwood, Miss. — Greenwood Broadcasting Co. (WABG), granted ch. 6, 30 kw,
374 ft. antenna. Owned by Cy N. Bahakel,
who owns radio stations in southern states.
Action made final Dec. 4 initial decision.
• Berryville, Ark. — America's New Era
Radio, granted 1480 kc, 1 kw day.
• Brattleboro, Vt.-WKNE
Corp.,
granted 1490 kc, 250 w. Action made final
Nov. 20 initial decision.
• Murphy, N. C. — Cherokee Broadcasting Co., granted 600 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Instructions to staff by Commission include
denial of competing Valley Bcstg. Co.
• Tacoma, Wash. — Thomas Wilmot
Read, granted Class A fm, 103.9 mc, with
850 w, 240 ft. antenna.
• Inglewood, Calif. — Albert John Williams, granted Class A fm, 103.9 mc, 450
w, 385 ft. antenna.
• Hendersonville, N. C. — Radio Hendersonville Inc. (WHKP), granted Class B fm,
102.5 mc, 4 kw.
• Brookline, Mass. — Champion Broadcasting System Inc.. granted Class B fm.
92.9 mc, 13.5 kw.
• Towson, Md. — WTOW Inc., granted
Class B fm, 101.9 mc, 20 kw.
• Springfield, Ohio — Champion City
Broadcasting Co., granted Class A fm, 103.9
mc, 1 kw, 62 ft. antenna.
Fellows

Asks

to Testify on Pay Tv

Opportunity to testify before House Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee at pay-tv hearings beginning Jan.
14 asked by NAB President Harold E. Fellows. He lauded statement by Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) that pay-tv decision
should be made by Congress rather than
FCC [At Deadline, Dec. 30, 1957].
Broadcasting
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THE PHILADELPHIA TELEVISION AUDIENCE

PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN AREA
wfilJ
STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY
Other
(ABC1
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

1*1.5

Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
Sign-on to Noon
Noon to 3:00 PM
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Noon to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:UU rpl to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight

1*3.5
32.5
U0.3*

23.8
26.6
18.5
17.9
Ul. 9 3o.l
19.8
36.1*
61.1
35. 0*
25.5
19.1
i*1.3
27-0
27.1

53.2

29.2
30.3

27.0

SATURDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

26.5

17.9

39.0
21*. U
23.3

36.9
15.8

31.2

1.9

Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight
^ICN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

18.1
29.1
28.0

2.2
2.1*
1 A

0.3
0.1

TV

\JflL~

0.2
3.0
2.6

A "3

0.7
36.9
1*7.9
56.1

26. 1*

0.2

2.5

1.8*

0.7

0.9
3.0

0.3

35.6

SUNDAY

0.2

1*3. U

1.1

2l*.6 1*6.2
35.0
1*2.7'
2.3
3.6*

28.7
25.5
27.8
25.3

36.5
32.5
36.6
38.9

32.5

2.3
2.1*

0.1
0.2

39.1*

2.3

0.1

3U.1*

0.2

3l*.0
These shares are based on time periods when the station
was on the air. The asterisk is used only for stations
that are on less than the station telecasting the most
quarter hours during the particular period.
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IN REVIEW
CHANSA

THE

CAPTIVA

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE CHAN improves
ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Chicago, on WBKB

it has

the Wednesday

night 10:15-10:45 time spot
by 257% to become the
NUMBER

ONE

syndi-

cated program in the market on any station, any day,
any time!
Outstrips closest competition by over 53%, capturing
a 39.2%, share of audience.
(Videodex 11/57).
Captures the big share of
audiences in Los Angeles,
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New

Orleans,

PHILADELPHIA

,

CHICAGO!

improved

FROM

A program series and a singer, both
known for past triumphs, scored a singular
success last Monday night.
See It Now cameras accompanied Marian
Anderson on a 35,000-mile goodwill tour
through Korea, the Philippines, Vietnam,
Thailand, India and Burma. The Southeast
Asia trip was sponsored by the State Dept.
and the American National Theatre Academy.

CH

SMASH

LADY

Pittsburgh,

Dallas-Ft. Worth and in key
market after market!

In this new coup by the generalissimos
of the tv documentary — Edward R. Murrow
and associate Fred Friendly — the audience
was given a camera study of people, faces
and reactions to a superb artist and a dignified ambassador of the U. S.
The cameras registered on film an insight
into the singer and the peoples who made up
her audiences. Revealed was Miss Anderson
the gifted singer, one of the truly great
talents of our time. Sampled were her musical renditions, which cannot fail to fire a
response from an audience. Seen was Miss
Anderson the articulate spokesman of a
U. S. minority people whose contributions
to the country's culture she personifies.
Only a few of the high points: The movement of the singer's hands; a greeting in
song ("Getting to Know You" from'The
King and I") sung by Vietnamese children
who kept time to the music with their feet;
"Go Down, Moses" sung in New Delhi;
a brief speech and a hymn at the shrine of
the great Gandhi, and the pride brightening
the faces of a Bombay orchestra formed for
the express purpose of accompanying the
singer's recital.
The program's sponsor, IT&T, kept faith
with the enriching and moving presentation
by keeping commercials to a minimum —
even skipping the closing message. This
service must have brought the communications giant much goodwill in a program
itself devoted to goodwill and understanding.
Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by International Telephone &
Telegraph through J. M. Mathes, filmed,
on CBS-TV, 10-11 p.m. Dec. 30.
Producers: Edward R. Murrow, Fred W.
Friendly; reporter: Gene Deporis; camera
man: Charles Mack; sound engineer:
David Blumgart.
ALL-STAR

JAZZ

SHOW

"Well . . . you take some skin . . . jazz
begins. Then you take a bass . . . man, now
we're gettin' some place. Take a box . . .
one that rocks. Take a blue horn . . . New
Orleans-born. Take a stick . . . with a lick.
Now you've got jazz
So claims Cole
Timex' All-Star Jazz
that or a jazzed-up

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
Page 12
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. . . jazz . . ■ jazz."
Porter. But whether
Show on NBC-TV was
version of what tranParaspired on the stage of New York's
mount Theatre in the late 1930s is something that remains to be seen and studied
by the music critics. The talent was rife and
individual performances superb, but here is
one case where the whole cannot be judged
solely on the quality of its parts.
The Timex extravaganza was all live.

SOFT

SELL?

RCA last week found itself in the
position of buying an ad to praise the
"triumph" of a CBS-TV program.
Actually, it was RCA Victor, and the
ad was for a record album of the
soundtrack of the See It Now show
covering singer Marian Anderson's
tour of the Far East. "Her tv triumph
of last night . . . yours to enjoy today,
and always, on RCA Victor records,"
the copy
The night
"triumph"
scored
last ran.
Monday
againstwasa
specialCBS-TV
jazz program
on RCA's
TV.
spokesmen
saidNBCthe
album was recorded by RCA Victor
rather than Columbia records because
Miss Anderson is under contract to
RCA Victor.

Most of it was staged in Manhattan's Ziegfeld Theatre and a remote pickup was fed
out of Chicago's Blue Note cafe — one of the
nation's last refuges of good jazz. It was
a swinging hour but it wasn't good television.
This medium has yet to recognize jazz for
what it is— the expression of deeply-rooted
human emotions through the use of musical
instruments. It is not something that can be
trained to perform according to schedule
nor turned on and off like a spigot. On Dec.
1, CBS-TV's The Seven Lively Arts presented tv's first serious continuous excursion
into the world of jazz, previous Omnibus
programs notwithstanding. Overly-stylized —
the emphasis was on the bordello, the drooping cigarette and sweat-stained shirts — the
CBS-TV program still came much closer
to showing the guts of pure jazz than that
on NBC-TV last week. For one thing, it
didn't roam aimlessly from Dixie to bop to
avant-garde. For another, CBS-TV's John
Crosby
said too
littlemuch.
whereas NBC-TV's Steve
Allen talked
For jazz to run its course it should remain
uninterrupted and unobstructed. As Leonard
Bernstein pointed out on tv in 1956, jazz is
basically an art of improvisation that should
be left alone. It becomes decidedly square
when someone starts waving a baton.
A commercial note: One questions the
wisdom of having John Cameron Swayze —
no cool pitchman — stuffily tout the virtues
of Timex. His sonorous, unrelaxed sell was
out of tune with the program format.
Production costs: Approximately $200,000.
Sponsored by U. S. Time Corp. through
Peck Adv., both N. Y., on NBC-TV, Dec.
30, 10-11 p.m.
Production conceived by Larry White and
Sylvan Taplinger; producer: Mr. White;
director: Dwight Hemion; writer: George
T. Simon; musical integration: Eddie Safranski; m. c: Steve Allen; principals:
Louis Armstrong, Jack Teagarden, Dave
Brubeck Quartet, Gene Krupa, Cozy
Cole, June Christy, Carmen McCrea,
Duke Ellington Orch., Woody Herman
Orch., Charlie Ventura, "Peanuts" Hucko,
Arvell Shaw and Marty Napoleon.
Broadcasting

AFTER

SAID

AND

ALL'S

DONE

-TV

WJBK
CHANNEL

IS

(\2>)

DETROIT

STILL

No.

1

Reports FLINT AUDIENCE
SIGN ON TO SIGN OFF
(Nov., 1957; Released Dec, 1957)
IN

Just a few days ago, in December,

FLINT

1 957, ARB released the

first truly comprehensive television audience report for the
Flint area (58 airline miles from downtown

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL
2
DETROIT

Detroit). In light of

varied and confusing trade advertising concerning that area
(complete with "facts" concerning almost everything except
the basic ingredient of AUDIENCE), we respectfully call your
attention to the fact that our Detroit Channel 2 outlet is still
No. 1 in Flint area viewing, with more overall viewing than all

STATION

B

DETROIT

STATION
BAY

CITY

STATION
Flint is but one of several important out-state areas so covered

31.2

C

the non-Detroit stations combined, just as it is tops in Detroit.

by WJBK-TV,

33.0

17.7

D

LANSING

8.3

proving again that the wise buy is the station

that saturates where buying power concentrates — with maximum
power of 100,000 watts, 1,057-foot tower, and with complete
facilities for local programming

in full color. Basic CBS.

STATION

E

DETROIT

6.9

Represented by /W<t^\<M
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC VAQ^AV

STORER

NATIONAL

SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison, New

York 22, N. Y.

230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.; 1 1 1 Sutter, San Francisco, Cal.

All

Others

3.8

1957
now

was a dynamic

year for television. There

three and a half million more

year. More

television homes

people are spending more

than a year ago. And

than last

time watching

the three networks'

television

share of audience

has increased over 1956, while the independent

stations' declined.

1 957 also saw an unprecedented

shift of audience among

NBC

One

emerging

as the Number

network

into a virtual stand-off for the Number
During

the day NBC

an audience

has declined

At night NBC's

average audience

months

One

nighttime

has jumped

In terms of nighttime half-hour wins NBC
are now

10%

in twelve

10%.

and its major

tied with 21 apiece.

In the completely reprogrammed
Monday-Friday

while the

11%.

while the other network's has dropped

competition

position.

by 6%. This is

over last year for NBC

second network

networks, with

daytime and advancing

leads the second network

increase of 30%

are

strip, NBC's

7:30-8:00

audience

is 71%

PM

(NYT)

greater than a year ago.

These gains are naturally reflected in NBC's business
ledger. Sponsored time and gross network billings are the
highest ever recorded
While

by the network.

advancing in audience

for distinguished programs

and sales, NBC

also won

than any other network.

more

During

awards
1957

it gave America its most talked about productions— television classics
like Green Pastures, Pinocchio, the General Motors Fiftieth
Anniversary

Show

and Mary

Martin's Annie

also offered the nation's educational
first live network

Get Your

Gun.

television stations their

programming.

By all yardsticks of leadership, 1957 was a year of substantial
progress for the
NBC

Television
Source: Nielsen Television Index.

Netwoi

NBC

OPEN MIKE
The

Grey

Matter

editor:
We

appreciate very much

the objective

manner in which you covered I'ajjaire
Kolynos [Lead Story, Dec. 16, 1957]. We
are especially grateful for the thoroughness
of your research and writing since you had
very little time to put this together.
Christopher Cross
Vice President
Grey Adv., New
Alarm,

Then

York

Nausea

editor:
Your Dec. 23 "Brighter Day" editorial
is splendid. (The only possible fault I ever
found with this page is that it has caused
me habitually to start reading Broadcasting
from back to front.)
I agree that "Jingle Bell Rock" should
not cause viewing Christmas with alarm.
However, on Christmas Eve I did hear
something on my car radio which alarmed
the hell out of me — just before nausea set
in: An automobile commercial was read to
the background accompaniment

of "Come

wrong in thinking that all of us
AllAmYe IFaithful."
who believe in and depend upon advertising
and its media must suffer from such minor,
but quite virulent demonstrations of stupidly
bad taste?
S. M. Armstrong, Adv. Dir.
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.
A Sound
editor:

Success

. . . Regarding
"Stereophonic
[Advertisers
& Agencies,
Dec. 23.Sound"
1957]
. . . KCSJ-AM-TV tried this on Christmas
Eve, and I must report it as a complete
success. The program was titled Sounds of
Christmas and was sponsored by Broome
Bros., hi-fi and stereo dealers in Pueblo.
This is now on a 13-week contract for a
half-hour each Sunday afternoon.

TV

226,725

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON,
When

HOMES

quality was effect
not true
"hi-fi,"
but with
theThe
stereophonic
it was
considerably
better than that which the majority of our
listeners are accustomed to hearing.
Marion L. Cunningham
Dir., Engineering and Production
KCSJ-AM-TV Pueblo, Colo.

you walk into the lives of 1,452,800 people, you walk

into greater profits. These families have an average effective buying income of $5,735. 0 ° They're in a sales-lively market rich in
growth potential, where retail sales have increased a whopping
125% in ten years and where buying power is up 40%! Only two
great TV stations in Mississippi's capital city reach this market.
Why stay on the outside? The best door in the world is open to you.
'Television Magazine ""Sales Management 1957 Survey of Buying Power
MISSISSIPPI

C H AN N E L
HOLLINGBERY
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IS

SOLD

OIM

TELEVISION

CHANNEL
KATZ

Calmness

or Chaos?

editor:
Your editorial "Is Conelrad Obsolete?"
in the Dec. 16 issue made me very happy.
I have never been able to convince myself
that our enemy will ever aim military hardware by means of homing on broadcast
stations. Also, I believe the Air Force has
completely overlooked the horrible panic
which I feel would take place in this country if the public suddenly found that favorite
broadcast stations have gone off the air and
a strange new voice from Civil Defense
Control Center is attempting to inform and
control the population — if in the excitement
the population managed to retune receivers
to the Conelrad frequency.
There are too many complexities in ConelBroadcasting

BECAUSE

THEY

K now

cfamtt

/
/0$ on top.

TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top of 1,329,000 people,
representing 407,700 families and 357,555 TV homes.*
ABC
TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top of more than 3'/a million
tourists ivho visit South Florida and Miami every year.
So when you show it on WPST-TVyou

show it to the World!

NETWORK

Public Service Television, Miami, Fla.
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.

*Source — Television Magazine
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OPEN

MIKE CONTINUED

rad to expect a badly frightened public to
react according to a well laid out plan. I
am sure that the broadcasters themselves,
with the assistance of Civil Defense, will
be able to do a much better job of controlling the population in time of attack by
staying on the air on the regularly assigned
channels and using the same voices that the
people have learned to identify.
I feel sure that Conelrad would cause the
very panic the enemy would like very much
to create in event of attack.
Frank A. Dieringer
Chief Engineer
WFMJ-AM-TV
By Any
editor:

Other

Youngstown, Ohio

Name

I'd like to correct one point about our
agency in your generally excellent run-down
on ad agency broadcast expenditures [Lead
Story, Nov. 25].
The error is, I suppose, semantic: Edward
H. Weiss & Co. did not, as you said, make
its debut among the top 50 broadcast agencies this year [1 957]. What it did was to
change its name from Weiss & Geller, under
which name it had been in your listings for
all of the last five or six years, except
1956. . . .
L. S. Botts
Public Relations Dir.
Chicago
Edward H. Weiss & Co.
Makes

it easy

On the Wrong
editor:

to score in the
GREATER

In the Dec. 2 issue you stated in an

Market

article, "Broadcasters Rally to Hold Off
Poachers in Tv, Fm Frequencies," that
Motorola Inc. made the boldest suggestion

Radio stretches out

when it said that 450-890 mc is "bestsuited" for urban mobile communications.

Salt Lake
Big KSL

to reach an audience of

It
certainly
not band
Motorola's
intention
to was
indicate
that this
is better
suited
for urban mobile radio than it is for other

over 1,311,000* spectators in the
metropolitan areas as well as
the thousands
towns which make

of cities and

up the greater

Salt Lake Market.

So join the

team now that plays for all of
this big, booming
market

111 county

. . .then sit back and watch
your client score points
with this great audience.

Get on the Big "K"
KSL

team

RADIO
50,000 WATTS
CBS for the Mountain West
Represented by CBS radio
spot sales

* NCS 1956 Basic Service Area
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Frequency

VIS:

purposes. Frequencies below 450 mc are
probably better suited for urban mobile
radio than frequencies above.
I believe your reporter has misinterpreted
a statement in our filing. In our filing we
describe the propagation characteristics of
the radio spectrum from 25 to 890 mc as
related to the land-mobile services. We
characterized the frequencies in the 25-50
mc band, the 150 mc band and the frequencies above 450 mc. In making this
characterization we state that frequencies
in the 25-50 mc band are suited for widearea rural coverage, in the 150 mc band
for the medium-range coverage in both
urban and suburban areas and those in the
450-890 mc band are best suited for shortrange coverage in urban areas. This whole
statement indicates that of the uses to which
the various bands can be put, the best use
for the 450-890 mc band for land-mobile
purposes would be urban mobile radio.
If our statement has created an incorrect
impression, we hope that this impression
is now clarified.
Arthur L. Reese, V. P.
Chicago
Motorola
Inc.
Broadcasting

casting & Telecasting, and Sponsor.

Thanks,

NBC

. . .

Your ad in The Wall Street Journal, Broadcasting & Telecasting, and Sponsor
so adequately told our story.
We're proud of our affiliation with NBC... and we're proud of the facts you
brought out in the ad... facts like:
. . . a 23% audience rating increase in key time periods!
. . . that 90% of today's KFAB

audiences are adults!

Like you say, NBC, KFAB is on the move and producing big results for advertisers daily. . .and doing it for a lower cost-per-thousand than any other Omaha station.
Get more
E. R. Morrison.

Broadcasting

facts from Petry — or from KFAB's

General Sales Manager,
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I've
Staked
a Claim
in Texas
To my friends over the country, I am mighty proud to
announce our purchase of Radio Station KWFT, Wichita
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AMERICA
Harrison,

N. J.

MODERN
Jazz as explained by high priest of
the cool sect, Dave Brubeck. Other
music luminaries interviewed:
Home, Handy and Lombardo.

MISSING
A Long Island family laments the
loss of its pet penguin. "This Is New
York" helps find her. Reward : pet
penguin bites announcer Dugan.

Strike which would cut off New
York's milk supply is covered by
exclusive interviews with adamant

MARILYN
More talked about than talking,

labor and management officials.

she gives rare, on -air appraisal of
Actors' Studio, her cooking and her
ambition to play role of Grushenka.
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THIS

IS

NEW

YORK

PLAYBOY

PLAYBOY

On day of his re-election as New
Jersey Governor he tells'This Is New
York" he is "pleased, not surprised"
by his nationally-significant victory.

Al Capp talks about the lampooning
of "Li'l Abner," by rival comic "Mary
Worth." Capp counterattacks, pictures little lady as "Mrs. Worm."

On-the-spot coverage of Bronx
subway crash, including tapes
of emergency amputation allowing
motorman to be freed from his cab.
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OUR

to Jack

the key station

MIDDLE

MARKET
with

a

24

hour

schedule

and

5000
LIVELY

Krueger

WATTS

the number

Bespectacled, mild-mannered Jack Elmer Krueger pronounced Kree-ger) is a
native Milwaukeean and veteran Journal-man at 43 (born Dec. 2, 1914). He chose

of

listeners than all other stations
combined in
(March-April, 1957 — C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

A
LANSING

his association's objectives at the Milwaukee Journal stations, perhaps exemplifying his own working philosophy that "if you're a gentleman in this business, you
can get cooperation almost anyplace." He is credited by colleagues with this quality,
plus the meticulous trait of stick-to-itiveness (typified by the familiar furrowed brow)
and a firm grasp of what makes a station news operation tick. At WTMJ-AM-TV,
news pays its own way in terms of economics and listener-viewer acceptance, according to George Comte, manager of radio-tv for The Journal Co.
Mr. Krueger inherited the RTNDA reins of responsibility, for mounting the attack
on the American Bar Assn.'s Canon 35 and other barriers, from Ted Koop, CBS
Washington, at the newsmen's annual convention [At Deadline, Trade Assns.,
Nov. 11, 1957].

w

has over twice

Elmer

THE uphill fight to overturn traditional barriers and win further stature for
electronic newsmen may well be epitomized in the nature of the man they elected
their organization president for 1958.
In synthesizing efforts for better reporting standards and more recognition at
management, government and public levels, news as a respectable profession and
highly salable commodity gains sharper impetus as a much-desired goal within the
500-member Radio-Television News Directors Assn.
Jack Krueger, news editor of WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, seems to have achieved

in

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

RESPECTS

journalism on the advice of a counselor who noted he didn't have enough mathematics
to pursue architecture. Young Mr. Krueger attended A. E. Kagel grade and South
Division high schools, enrolling in 1933 at the U. of Wisconsin in Madison. He was
graduated in 1937 with a BA in journalism which included an advertising sequence.
He labored in the traditional vineyards — as copyboy while still in school for the
southside community Milwaukee Times (1933-34) and later, during summer months,
for the Journal (1935-36). (At the Times he served as the 19-year-old editor during
the vacationing absence of the publisher.) In April 1937 he resigned to join the
Journal staff, handling general reporting and police assignments. In 1938 he moved to
the Journal's two-man radio desk, thus inching into the WTMJ operation. He has been
news editor for the past 15 years (and of the combined broadcast news operation
since WTMJ-TV started telecasting Dec. 3, 1947).
Today the news department operates with relative autonomy from management
within the strict standards of The Journal Co. Mr. Krueger supervises a seven-man
crew (which rewrites all Journal or wire service stories), aided by the Journal's desk
and legmen. (The Journal supplies stills and two outside companies provide film.)

r
MR.
contact

Krueger claims audience acceptability for this schedule over the years (15minute formats are used on radio at the luncheon, dinner and late evening
hours) and sponsor salability (a dozen or more have stuck with WTMJ radio for

Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

greatest working factor against a 'magic formula,' militates against standardization."
(WTMJ-TV was among the first U. S. stations to use color film, the first with sound
on spot news color film and the first to shoot film for news in Milwaukee.)

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

As RTNDA

president, Mr. Krueger intends to follow through on Mr. Koop's accomplishments inmembership increases and will appoint a special committee to
emphasize station cooperation in the exchange of news dissemination methods among
RTNDA members.

WILS

"e^
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several years). He visualizes news as primarily "informing people. . . . We don't
editorialize or play up our newsmen. Nor do we use tapes and film merely for the
sake of using them. We have found that film stories take more time to tell, but each
tv station must operate with a combination to determine the most suitable balance,
taking into consideration the economic and competitive factors. Competition, the

January 6, 1958
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Mr. Krueger holds distinguished achievement awards for the "outstanding news
story televised" (a court access trial) and outstanding tv news operation from
RTNDA-Medill School of Journalism (Northwestern U.) in 1956 and distinguished
service awards for radio reporting from Sigma Delta Chi (1946 and 1950), including
a special citation. He is president of Wisconsin Associated Press Radio-Television
Assn.; past board member of AP Radio-Television Assn.; past president of the SDX
Milwaukee professional chapter; president of the undergraduate chapter of Alpha
Delta Sigma, professional advertising fraternity (he wears advertising and journalism
watch fobs), and board member of the Milwaukee Alumni Chapter. He also belongs
to Sigma Phi Epsilon (social) and the Milwaukee Press Club.
His hobbies are golf, amateur theatre, painting, bridge and bowling. He and his
wife (former June Hilgendorf, whom he married in 1940), have a son, Reynold, 15.
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Hooper figures for October-November 1957 show "Radio 99"
with a 13.8 % share of audience (Monday-Friday, 7 AM-6 PM).
This represents a 187.5 % increase over the last report!
Under
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the dynamic
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REPORT

challenges
Petry

networks,

appears

Television networks and affiliates had a
giant-sized New Year baby on their hands
last week. It was a simple inquiry from the
FCC about certain practices unearthed by
members of the Network Study Staff during
its two-year-long $221,000 investigation of
television network activities.
In essence the FCC said that the staff
headed by U. of Cincinnati Law School
Dean Roscoe L. Barrow had made certain
allegations of violations of existing Chain
Broadcasting Rules in its two-volume, 1,300page report issued last October [Lead Story,
Oct. 23], and what about them?
The networks and about 25 stations were
asked to respond by Jan. 19.
In the meantime, the FCC prepared to
continue its study of the ponderous Barrow
Report today and tomorrow. This will be
the third and fourth briefing session under
the tutelage of Dean Barrow and members
of his staff now organized as the Office of
Network Study under Harold G. Cowgill,
chief of the Broadcast Bureau.
A stout defense of network option time
came from an unexpected, but outstanding
practical broadcast businessman last week —
Edward Petry of Edward Petry & Co. Inc.,
station representative firm. Network option
time, Mr. Petry said, is an essential requirement for a strong network lineup, which in
turn is required for a strong station. Although Mr. Petry specializes in spot sales for
his client stations — in opposition to network
time — he made it clear that he was interested
in seeing that his clients have strong stations.
Without strong network programming, he
declared, stations would not be the good
buys they are for spot sales. The abolition of
option time is one of the strongest recommendations bythe Barrow group.
In its deliberations on the Barrow Report
there are indications that the Commission
may invite comments from all interested
parties rather than institute separate rulemaking proceedings in each of a number of
separate areas. This action, it is thought, may
come within the next few weeks. The apparently tentative decision to call for comments as opposed to rule making is based,
it is understood, on the fact that rule making
carries the connotation of implied approval
and the FCC does not want this at this time.
It is believed that if and when the Commission issues a general invitation for comments on all aspects of the Barrow Report it
would permit 90 days for submission of comBroadcasting

DRAWS

stations

on

in unaccustomed

FIRST

affiliation
role

ments. Presumably there would then be a
form of oral argument, after which the
Commission might consider drafting new
rules, or enter into formal rule-making proceedings.
Reaction to the FCC's letters of inquiry
was definitely nil at the end of last week.
All three networks refused not only to comment but even to discuss the matter off the
record.
It was understood that the FCC had
notified both Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee
and Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the
House Judiciary Committee that it was still
in the middle of its Barrow Report study.
Both committees had asked for a status report 90 days after the Barrow study was
issued.
FCC

PICKS

UP

THE

BALL

The cheery holiday trappings have long
since departed the templed
premises of the three television networks — but one
Christmas greeting has remained to haunt ABC, CBS,
and NBC. It is a simple letter of inquiry from the FCC
to each of the networks asking them to account for certain practices unearthed by
the Barrow staff in its network study [Closed Circuit, Dec. 30].
The basis for the Commission's questions — sent to
the networks Dec. 20 — was
the several instances cited

of

practices
network

defender

• Primary affiliates used their influence
with the networks to keep programs they
were not carrying from being used by other
stations.
• The question of affiliation with other
stations in communities adjacent to larger
markets where a network had a key affiliate
was conditioned in many instances on the
agreement of the key affiliate.
• Networks used the lever of rate increases to force affiliates to acquiesce in
clearances.
The FCC's letter to all three networks—
and to some 25 stations — set forth the purported infractions and asked whether the
information was correct, whether the network or the stations wished to comment,
and whether the practice has continued.
Involved are potential violations of Sec.
3.658 (a), (b) and (h). These concern the
relations of stations with
networks regarding program
exclusivity, rate increases,
territorial exclusivity and
network control of a station's non-network rates.
Responses to the Commission's letter were asked
in 30 days.
Although inquiries were
also directed to 25 stations,
it was understood that al-

were
in one
way or
al stations
90 individu
most involved
another in some of the cited

■

examples of implied infractions. The first inquiries
were sent, however, only to
those stations whose licenses

in Dean Roscoe L. Barrow's
two-volume, 1,300-page report on purported violations
of existing chain broadcast
rules, as well as other alleged infractions of present
regulations which the Network Study staff discovered
in its spot check of network
documents and papers during its two-year investigation.
The FCC allusions, it is

i

understood, in essence imthat:
• plyNetworks
forced affiliates to revise national spot
rates to make them conform to network rates.

BLOOD

were up for renewal in January and February.
Should the subject still be
under investigation as other
station renewal applications
come in, it is expected some
of these too will receive a
letter of investigation.
There is some thought,
however, among industry
representatives and FCC
officials, that the matters
may

DEAN

BARROW

be clarified and explained satisfactorily before
the next group of station renewals are submitted.
Commission
January 6, 1958
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BARROW REPERCUSSIONS continued
phasized that the letters were not to be construed as charges of violations on the part
of networks or stations.
Rather, it was declared, this is the routine
method the FCC uses in handling any complaint— it sends the information to the station or network and asks for comments.
Then, if the response is unsatisfactory, regular proceedings are instituted. Otherwise
the matter is dropped.
The suspected activities were, it is understood, in many instances cited in the twovolume, 1,300-page Barrow Report.
Specifically, the FCC used the information
uncovered by the Barrow investigators as
the basis for the letters of inquiry to the
networks and stations.
The Barrow Report was replete with examples of ostensible pressures by the networks on affiliates — and in some cases of

PETRY

DEFENDS

A leading station representative went to
the defense of networks last week in a
charge that some of the Barrow Report's
proposals could "seriously jeopardize the
entire broadcasting structure."
Edward Petry of Edward Petry & Co.,
the original station representative, said in
a statement prepared for release today (Monday) that "to hobble the networks through
a further unwarranted, unnecessary and undesirable restriction of network option time
would do a disservice to every person in
the country now enjoying the wonders of
television."
He made clear that he is speaking "as
a competitor of the television networks."
"Since the final success of the Petry
company is totally dependent upon our
ability to place national advertising on the
stations we represent, no one can be more
directly concerned than we with any network practices which might injure our
operation," he asserted. "Therefore, I feel
that, both from experience and self-interest,
I am qualified to state the importance to

work station relations official in a memorandum to the network president suggesting that consideration be given to affiliating
with a station in a particular market added
that a key affiliate in another community
" 'wouldn't like such overlap a little but
maybe under the circumstances it's the thing
to be done at the proper time for the good'
of The
the network."
Barrow document also referred to a
staff memo drawn up to give a network
" 'ammunition' to argue with an important
affiliate in respect to the network's plan to
affiliate with a station in another community,
but which was partially within the first
affiliate's service area."
It also quoted a letter sent by a network
official to a station attempting to block the
network's plan to affiliate with a station in
a nearby area. The gist of the letter was
the network's avowal that it was happy with

TV

OPTION

TIME

our operation of network option time. A
strong station schedule with the proper
allocation of time for network programs
is the most valuable thing we have to sell
to the national spot advertiser."
Moreover, he said, "I submit that the
stations themselves recognize the importance
of network option time in the maintenance
of strong networks to help them serve the
public interest in their communities." He
said that "neither the stations nor the advertisers are opposed to the present network option time arrangement — and neither
Mr. Petry also challenged the Barrow
are we."
Report's conclusion that certain network
practices have, together, restrained competition between network and national spot.
"Speaking as a practical business man," he
said, "I believe this conclusion is completely
fallacious. It has been the lack of an adequate number of competitive television stations in the major markets of the country,
more than any other single factor, that
has restricted competition.

port noted, violated Sec. 3.658(b) which
prohibits a network from entering into any
agreement with one affiliate regarding affiliation with a station in another community.
On the question of network pressures to
insure clearances for its program, the Barrow study cited a CBS practice "to exact a
promise from potential affiliates in some of
these markets that they will operate as
■primary' affiliates, granting CBS the bulk
of their clearances." In another citation, the
document referred to a CBS station relations
statement to a potential applicant (then in
hearing with others for a contested channel
in a key tv market) that the network would
be " 'interested in talking only on the basis
of primary affiliation.' " The applicant had
said that he planned to use the best programs
of other networks as well, since he would be
the only vhf in this important market.
A third example of the primary affiliation
principle by CBS was the quotation in the

"As the FCC has permitted additional
stations to commence operating, we have
witnessed all the healthy aspects of vigorous
American competition come into play. The
development of a third major television network and independent sources of programming are far greater safeguards against undue restriction of competition than any government fiat.
'Although the allocation problem is far
from solved, enough new stations have
commenced operations for us already to
note the effects of strenuous competition
for the advertiser's dollar."
Mr. Petry also noted that the Barrow
Report "suggests the possibility of control
of rates." He continued: "This, in turn, has
a close relationship to the national spot rates
and the local rates of these stations. At best,
any government intervention in the control
of The
ratesstatement
is dangerous."
went on:
"The academic conclusions of well-meaning non-broadcasters can very well be overly
influenced by the specious, but very vocal
arguments of some small special-interest
groups.

affiliate's pressures on a network in order
to protect its position.
All of the illustrations are contained in
Chapters V and VII of the Barrow Report.
The first example in Chapter V is the
question of affiliation and "overshadowed"
markets. Where a market is completely
overshadowed by an affiliate, the Barrow
Report made no charges in relation to the
fact that the affiliate might object to the
network affiliating with another station in
the overshadowed area.
But, where another area is partially overshadowed the Barrow staff found, according to its report, some evidence of primary
affiliates vigorously opposing an affiliation
to a station in the secondary area.
One instance, cited in the Barrow Report
concerned an affiliate objecting "even where
the proposed new affiliate was separated by
85 miles and by mountainous terrain." In
another instance, the report noted, a netPage 28
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its relationship with the present affiliation
status and that "if the adding of
would place this relationship in jeopardy,
then we wouldn't do anything without comyou first.instance,
. . ."
Ining toanother
the Network Study
staff referred to an attempt by a regular
affiliate in one community threatening to
refuse to run any program which was also
run by a prospective affiliate in a nearby
community. This led the network to tell
the prospective affiliate that it could have
access only to those programs not carried
by the regular affiliate, according to the
Barrow staff. There was a happy ending to
this item; a footnote in the Barrow Report
indicated that apparently the network was
able to persuade the regular affiliate to withdraw its opposition since a regular affiliation untimely was granted to the second
station.
These activities, if true, the Barrow Re-

Barrow Report of an interoffice memorandum which referred to a telephone call between an unidentified CBS official and the
grantee of a vhf channel in an unnamed city,
tn this the writer indicated that he explained
to the new tv grantee that the only way
CBS would be interested in affiliation would
be onbecause
a primary
basis,
because " 'We
felt
that
of past
relationships
between
and NBC that we would not want
to play second fiddle to NBC

in this in-

fn another case, involving a single vhf
station city, a network station relations officer reported that " '
has agreed that
'"
if we can stance.come
to satisfactory terms,
TV will become a full-fledged primary of
CTD [Columbia Television Division], not as
it is presently operating with part of a schedule from one network and the remainder
This practice contravenes Sec. 3.658(a),
from a second.' "
Broadcasting

the Barrow staff noted. This forbids a station to bind itself to accept programs exclusively from one network.
The Barrow Report also cited several
illustrations of networks conferring with affiliates about placing programs not cleared
by the affiliate on another station in the
same market or in another city.
It called attention to a CBS interoffice
memo

of July 13, 1956, stating that the network had notified an affiliate that it was
seeking clearance from another station in the
same community since the affiliate was not
available for the program. This memo indicated, according to the Barrow staff, that
the affiliate had given " 'his blessing' " to the
network's action.
On another occasion, the Barrow Report
indicated, CBS sent a letter to the same affiliate stating that " 'pursuant to our understanding' the network would offer the facilities of a station in a nearby community to

"I have no quarrel with the Barrow conclusions that there are some present network
practices that can, and should, be corrected. But to cut the heart out of this vital
network service is quite another thing.
"Proper government supervision isone thing, but an atmosphere of continued and,
usually, uninformed harassment, accusation and investigation by various government offices is not the climate in which television,
which is just 10 years old,
can grow to its full, wonderful maturity. Whether it is
from the point of view of education, entertainment or,
above all, of national defense
communications, any ill-adEDWARD
vised action which would
cripple the effectiveness of
the networks would seriously jeopardize the

course, reminds us that any such move
on our part would affect his station time
clearances' in the several markets in which
this multiple owner was located."
Another NBC memorandum was noted by
the Barrow staff which described conversations with a key affiliate about placing a
program on two sttaions in two communities
within a 150-mile radius of the key affiliate's
market. The writer of the memorandum, the
Barrow Report noted, expressed "restrained
optimism at the prospect of obtaining the
affiliate's consent. . . ."
A further NBC interoffice memo cited in
the Barrow document involved discussions
with a key affiliate about placing a program
with another station in the same community
since the affiliate could not carry the show.
"The station reminded the network represenative 'that they had never cleared programs of any other network and would be
very disturbed to see us do this.' " The net-

Edward Petry & Co. Inc., the original station representative, has sold time to national advertisers for radio and tv stations.
"I have worked closely
with both the stations we

"Because of the importance of this network-station relationship, I am very concerned with recent developments in Washington. Specifically, I refer to the report of
the Network Study Staff of the FCC, identified as the Barrow Report.
"A constant search for improved use of
the public airwaves and their proper control is not only commendable, but also essential. However, an indiscriminate attack,
which in my opinion would hobble, if not
destroy, the keystone of our great broadcasting system, is a matter so serious that
I feel I must speak up against such an unwarranted attack.

have the privilege to represent, as well as with the networks with which they are
affiliated.

PETRY

"In participating in, as well
as in observing the growth of
broadcasting — first in radio
and then in television — from
its infancy to its present status as a major communications force, I have fully appreciated the complex nature
of the business and the vital
inter-relationship between a
network and its affiliates.

the advertiser." The network assured its primary affiliate that the arrangement with the
other station would be cancellable on 28-

work official, the Barrow Report quoted, recommended that " 'in view of this reaction,
and the fact that the other stations in the

days' notice. This letter, according to the
Barrow staff, also states, " 'This arrangement
is made in recognition of the peculiar client
problem in this critical area and is not a
precedent for arrangements with respect to

market are carrying other commercial programs, that the network should not attempt

the network official stated, and " 'he, of
Broadcasting

tions to clear network programs.' "
More than 20 quotations from interoffice
memoranda and letters from networks to
affiliates — and in several instances vice versa
— were included in the Barrow Report.
Among the quotations were these:
"A network station relations official wrote
on Feb. 5, 1954, in an inter-office memorandum: 'At the present time, we are receiving very good clearance from this station with the exception of two commercial
programs, one of which is the Sunday 9:30
to 10:00 p.m. [Program A] which is blocked
by [Network B program]. On Monday, 8:00
to 8:30 p.m. [Program B] is blocked by

service to its community without a strong
and healthy network.

entire broadcasting structure."
Mr. Petry said that "for over 30 years I
have been actively engaged in the practical
selling side of the broadcasting business.

advised a multiple owner that his "numerous
cancellations of the network's afternoon
shows might 'force us to look for other
stations in his markets.' " The official also
stated that he talked to the manager of another station in the same community about
taking some daytime shows, but that the
second station wanted a general agreement
regarding the carrying of programs not
cleared by the regular affiliate. The regular
affiliate was aware of these conversations,

affiliate carries the full ABC schedule "in
processing their requests for rate increases."
The Barrow Report also stated that "NBC
has recently adopted a new type of circulation measure which has as one of its objectives to serve as a 'built-in incentive for sta-

My initial experience was as a radio station
salesman. For over 25 years my company,

"Through the stresses and conflicts of
this growth period, there has emerged very
clearly the vital role of network service. The
station, the basic unit of broadcasting,
could perform only a fraction of its vital

other' programs of the network."
NBC, the Network Study indicated, also

takes into account the extent to which an

to place the program on other stations.' "
These practices violate Sec. 3.658(b), regarding the provisions which prohibit a
station from preventing or hindering another
station in the same community from broadcasting anetwork program which it is not
carrying itself, or from preventing the broadcast of a network program on a station in
another community.
The most significant and extensive attack
on network practices in the Barrow study
was that devoted to the purported use by
the networks of playing off requests by affiliates for rate increases against the subject of
time clearances.
ABC,

the Barrow

document

indicated,

"Although there are some aspects of the
Barrow Report with which I agree, I think
it is appropriate at this point to confine
myself to those sections relating to the role
of the
national sales representative. . . stations'
.
"Let me stress that I speak as a practical
businessman, not as a well-intentioned
theorist. Proper and necessary regulation is
not total control. . . ."
[Network B program]. As a condition to this
rate increase, I recommend we exact live
clearance from [this station] for these programs if we decide that live clearance will
provide the shows with better ratings.' "
Another station relations official interoffice memo of April 21, 1952:
" 'Regarding the attached from [station].
In view of the fact that I have a lot of
faith in [station manager] as far as clearing
of time for us on [Station A], I'm not too
much inclined to fight over his request for
a $700 rate against the $650 rate that he
Or, again, in an interoffice memo to the
head of a network television department in
March 15, 1954: " 'Herewith a summary of
our clearance difficulties, improvement of
which is suggested as an incentive to nethas.' "
increase.'
work rate 23,
In Jan.
1956, "a station wrote to the
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i
THE

LETTER

THAT

The Dec. 20 letter that went to the
networks and stations inquiring about
certain examples of network practices
quoted in the Barrow Report and
which indicate on their unsubstantiated face violations of existing Chain
Broadcast Rules was somewhat different for each recipient. In general it
followed this form:
Attached are references to letters
and documents, copies of which were
obtained from your files by the Network Study Staff. These appear to
raise a question that [name of network]
and som; of its affiliates have engaged in practices contrary to the provisions or purposes of the Commission's Chain Broadcasting Rules, specifically Sect. 3.658 (a), (b) and (h).
The Commission wishes a complete
statement in respect to these matters.

station relations chief of a network, which
included the following:
" 'On Monday Morning, Dec. 5, I made
a presentation to you concerning rate adjustments .. .
" 'May I point out to you that since Dec.
5 we are now cleared for one of the evening
half-hours on a delayed basis. This now
cuts our night time problems to only onehalf hour per week. In addition, we have
cleared for the entire [Program A] on a delayed basis on both [two stations owned by
the licensee]. In effect this reduces our network clearance problems to very few
And finally, the Barrow Report cited a
telegram sent by a station relations official
to a station on August 5, 1954, which read
in part:

STARTED

IT

ALL

The originals of the documents are
in your possession. The references are
grouped in relation to the specific
rules which may be involved.
1 . Full statement of facts concerning each item, including substance of
conversation between network and licensee concerning any understanding
or agreement and the disposition of
the matter.
2. Whether [name of network] has
engaged or is currently engaged in activities similar to those indicated with
other licensees.
3. Future plans and instructions, if
any, to employes and information
provided to affiliates or prospective
affiliates.
An answer is requested in 30 days.
The letter was signed by Mary Jane
Morris, secretary of the FCC.

CBS

memorandum

quoting one official as

describing its efforts as a " 'campaign on our
part to equalize spot and network rates'."
It quoted another 1952 internal note
which indicated that CBS Spot Sales and
Network Research would work together
particularly in questions concerning increased rates.
In a letter by a CBS official to an affiliated station in 1952 complimenting the station on maintaining parity between its national rate and its spot rate, the Barrow
staff quoted the letter as saying: " '. . . We
feel the day is not far off when we are going
to have to insist that our affiliates level
off this differential and raise their spot rates
on a parody (sic) with their network rates
before we can attain (sic) any request

" 'Thanks for the ulcer elixir old friend
but the doctor says I need another spoonful. Delighted to adv[ise] of Sept. 30 start
for [Program A] and cheered by continuation of [Program B] and [advertiser] Sunday pgm [program]. You have my written
promise to push for your rate increase to
become effective at earliest opportunity

whatsoever for a network rate increase'."
Again in 1952, a CBS official wrote to
a station relating to a telephone conversation in which the station apparently promised to revise its spot rates so that they
would coincide with the network rates.
An interoffice memorandum between two

This alleged practice of using rate increases as levers for clearances conflicts

ate's gross hour night rate be increased, and
included, according to the Barrow staff, the

with Sec. 3.658(a), the Barrow staff implied. This section prohibits a network from
having any understanding with a station
which would hinder or penalize a station
from using the programs of another network.

following: " 'We assume that the station's
spot rate will be increased proportionately'."
Again the Barrow Report quoted a CBS
stations relations 1954 interoffice memo
which recommended that among other

In discussing networks' alleged activity
to persuade affiliates to equalize spot rates
with network rates, the Barrow Report cites
various internal memoranda to bolster its
contention that the practices are widespread
within ABC and CBS— but it absolved NBC
of such direct participation.
The Barrow staff cited a 1952 internal
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officials of CBS' station relations department recommended in 1953 that an affili-

things steps be taken to equalize an affiliate's network and spot rates.
Other similar examples are quoted to imply that CBS used its powers to force affiliates to change their spot rates to more nearly equal network rates.
The position of ABC on this subject was
the same as CBS', the Barrow staff indicated. It quoted a 1953 memorandum re-

garding an increase of rates for a station,
in which the author added: " '1 further recommend thai a condition of this rate increase be that the station increase its national spot rate to a minimum of (sum] per
hour, which would represent 85% of the
proposed network rate'." The network management denied this recommendation for
several reasons, the Barrow staff declared,
among them the fact that the national spot
rate increase should come before the network rate increase.
In 1954, the Barrow document stated, a
senior ABC official wrote to an important
ABC affiliate that a recommendation would
be made to increase his network rate provided the station increased its spot rate —
and if within six months it again raised its
spot rate, an additional network rate boost
would be recommended.
In a 1955 letter from a top official of
ABC to the manager of an ABC affiliate,
this was made clear, according to the Barrow Report: " '. . . The second point that
should be considered [regarding an increase
in the network rate] is the relationship of
network rate to national spot rate. Certainly the immediate question is raised in my
mind as to whether you should have a network rate of [sum] when you have a national spot rate of only [sum] . . . My personal opinion is that the national spot and
network rates should be the same. Where
they are not the same, I think they should
have a maximum spread of no more than
As to NBC, the Barrow staff partially
absolved that network of such practices.
"The Network Study Staff has found no
evidence that NBC has participated in such
understandings
or agreements with its affili15%'."
ated stations," the report stated. "However,
NBC has attempted indirectly to influence
the level of national spot rates fixed by affiliated stations in a manner which, while contrary to the public interest, does not appear
to constitute a specific violation of the present Chain Broadcasting Rules."
Spot, Network Parity
It cited an interoffice memorandum between two NBC officials which declared:
" 'No consideration will be given to rate
increases for stations whose current spot
rate during network option time is below
rate'."
network
theThe
Barrow
Report also quoted a number of internal notices dealing with differentials between network and spot rates on
NBC owned-and-operated stations and urging that the owned stations bring their spot
rates in line with their network rates.
Internal semi-annual rate reviews were
also quoted in the Barrow document to indicate NBC management's concern with the
parity problem involving network and spot
rates on NBC affiliates. The quoted material indicated that NBC was concerned
about the disparity in December 1954, was
pleased in June 1955 and again in December 1955 and became slightly concerned in
September 1956 when the gap in evening
rates between network and spot charges
was 7.9%.
Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES

DAIRY
FARMERS'
BIG
AD
BUSINESS
• 60% of American Dairy Assn. budget is in broadcasting
•

Sales staff: Como,

'Casey Jones,' network

Anyone who invests in a commercial enterprise naturally expects a reasonable return and America's dairy farmers, who think
and act like most other businessmen, are
certainly no different. Since 1940 more of
them have been voluntarily pouring more
money into a nationwide, non-brand consumer advertising and merchandising program.
The "Voice of the Dairy Farmer" is the
American Dairy Assn., whose rapid growth
in membership (nearly 700,000 in 46 states)
and increased budget reflects the best testimonial to its success and efficacy as a
farmer-financed organization.
This year is likely to bring a still
juicier outlay. Meeting in Tulsa, Okla., Sept.
23-25, American Dairy's executive committee drew up a record budget of $5,618,000
for advertising and merchandising, including
$5.1 million for consumer media. The broadcast breakdown:
• Television, $2.8 million; radio, $200,000; radio-tv share of all media, about 60%.
• The properties (association sponsorship
started Sept. 14): The Perry Como Show on
NBC-TV (160 markets); Casey Jones on a
spot tv film basis (in 1 8 markets not covered
by the Como series), and a 52-week schedule
of spots and station breaks on NBC Radio
(from 10 a.m. -3 p.m., a maximum of 15
minutes per week, running from one to
three weeks at a time on a staggered basis).
The new budget becomes effective with
approval by farmer participants at American
Dairy's national convention this March.
And the association plans to prepare complete individual product campaigns in advance for the first time in its 17-year history.
The first major promotion under the 1958
advertising program will be a concentrated

spot radio

including radio-tv commercials, focusing
attention on the association's four-point
program of advertising, merchandising, research and public relations. His will be a
vital role, with his own personal music a
running theme in all broadcast commercials.
At the 1957 convention the organization's
membership gave the green light to a
$5,005,000 consumer advertising-merchandising-sales promotion, over half earmarked
for network radio-tv — a half-million-dollar
boost over the 1956 budget.
American Dairy also plans to spend, for
1958, about $80,000 on grocery, restaurant
and dairy trade publications; $45,000 on
farm publications; $35,000 on public relations advertising, $50,000 on newspaper mat
service; $20,000 on market test advertising,
and

$18,000 on "other advertising expenses." Overall budget for advertising, merchandising, research and education, membership, public relations, and administrativefinancial expenses: $6.9 million.
The prospect of an annual $10 million
consumer program within the next few
years is not regarded lightly by and for an
organization which tripled its overall operating budget (including public relations, merchandising and research) in four years.
The phenomenal development of American Dairy as the "voice," bargaining power
and public relations agent for U. S. dairy
farmers has convinced both association members and non-members of the continuing
need for a sales promotion program to build
consumer demand for a variety of dairy
products. These include milk and butter
staples, ice cream, cheese, whipping cream,
cottage cheese, sour cream, evaporated milk
and non-fat dry milk.
A significant point, as American Dairy

in a given year because, as for most other
advertisers, the budget is limited.
Radio and television have been major
media for American Dairy through the
years, with substantial investments for time
and talent. Network tv advertising, in particular, has found favor with the association
because dairy farmers can buy top talent
and attract millions of viewers for dairy
product pitches in all markets at "relatively
low cost" to an industry of some two million
people. What's more, network tv — and network radio — gives dairymen an opportunity
to compete with other advertisers in select
time periods.
Martin J. Framberger, general manager of
American Dairy Assn., summarizes its views
in this statement:
"To do our job we must talk with as
many consumers as effectively and as often
as we possibly can. This means that we use
a number of different media in our advertising program.
"We use radio and television extensively
because these media reach into many millions of homes on a cost basis that makes
sense to us. Our use of these media has
been helpful to us in expanding our total
sales effort, in blanketing the nation with
promotion campaigns that are having a good
effect for the dairy farmers who provide
the funds." And, it should be noted, who
also vote on radio-tv properties at their
annual convention.
All dairymen who sell milk are eligible
to participate (as high as 75% do in many
areas) in the American Dairy program. An
advertising committee reviews the annual
advertising schedule and studies advertising
messages submitted by the American Dairy
staff and Campbell-Mithun Inc., its agency.
Another group accepts, rejects or revises the
suggested program and makes its recommendations to the executive committee, on
which each state has a representative and
which is elected by the board of directors,
to carry out board duties. The executive
FUN FOOD

cream

AMERICAN DAIRY ASSOCIATION
IN this sequence in a 60-second film commercial for chocolate
ice cream, Mr. Moo, "voice of the association," finds that you
"can't beat fun," (in a race across the screen), so the next time
you "throw" a party, serve ice cream, the fun food. Taking his
advertising - merchandising - publicity campaign for ice cream and cherries ("We cannot tell a lie, there's nothing more scrumptious .. .") during February. Subsequent '58
ice cream promotions will feature vanilla
in mid-June and July and chocolate in
November.
While American Dairy Assn. is the voice
of the dairy farmer, Mr. Moo is the newlyacclaimed "voice" of the association itself.
He will demonstrate and sell various dairy
foods during the 1958 season in all media,
Broadcasting

own advice, Mr. Moo comes out of the store with a huge package of ice cream, smiling self-satisfiedly . Leaving him to enjoy
his repast, the commercial ends with a brief shot showing
the association logo and labeling ice cream "The Fun Food."

sees it, is that the market for dairy foods
has been improving on a total and per

committee approves the schedule (and budget) and puts it before a vote of the dele-

capita basis, notwithstanding the age-old
farm problem of crop production exceeding
consumer demand at an increasingly faster
rate, since World War I.
Against this background, American Dairy
holds firmly to a basic tenet about advertising: whatever methods are utilized, the
purpose is to tell as many people as possible
about product merit and ask them to buy.
It uses different but not all media nationally

Identified with ABC-TV's Disneyland the
past three seasons, dairymen voted to drop
gates.series because of "increased production
the
costs" and the belief that the audience is
"now dominated by children while the association's effort is directed primarily at
adults." They voted, through American
Dairy, to sponsor alternating weeks of selected /Love Lucy re-runs on CBS-TV, but
January 6, 1958
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reportedly withdrew from negotiations when
the network was unable to come up with a
suitable time period. (Re-runs are spotted
ironically, opposite the same Disneyland,
Wed., 7:30-8 p.m. EST.)
What is the philosophy behind the Perry
Como purchase? Says Don Coleman, American Dairy Assn. advertising manager (who
leaves American Dairy this month to join
Campbell-Mithun as assistant manager of
C-M's New York office), of the series which
started last month:
"We need a top-quality, all-family show.
Because of the nature of our business, giveaways, quizzes, controversial type programs
and others do not fit. Como is a natural. He
himself and his program bespeak wholesomeness, cleanliness — the same properties
of dairy foods.
"Network radio does a good job for
American Dairy in plugging the tv holes
which exist in rural areas — and at a favorable price. Additionally, radio, when used
on a concentration basis, as American Dairy
does, helps build the 'peaks' in promotions."
While no provision is made thus far for

spot radio or tv as such (though money may
be allocated at a later date from a contingency fund), the association believes
strongly in spot announcements. It cites a
study of consumer attitudes which showed
that use of spot commercials would help
increase milk-drinking by adults, particularly
during evening hours. In fact, it tends to
think of radio advertising in terms of "netThe workminimal
spot tv bought by American
spot."
Dairy in 1956, according to Television Bureau of Advertising figures, amounted to
$94,000, which was spent in Rochester,
N. Y., although the agency, CampbellMithun Inc., reports the sum as actually
less.
American Dairy is very high on Mr. Como
to do a job because of a plus factor. Mr.
Coleman feels that "color on tv is great"
and that "it's too bad there are so few sets."
He adds: "Some of our basic animated commercials are being done in color; others in
black-and-white. We plan to do about 30%
of the commercials live; we hope to have
some of them remotes-live. We liked our

AVON

CALLING

With the familiar door chimes and

THE door chimes signify the calls of
85,000 Avon representatives.

salutation "Avon Calling," the cosmetic
firm will launch the first 13-week cycle
of its 1958 tv spot schedule on Jan. 13.
The films, prepared by Monroe F. Dreher
Inc., New York, Avon agency, are slated
for 125 stations in approximately 110
markets.
At least 10 different commercials in
both one-minute and 20-second versions
are planned in the 1958 schedule which
Dreher terms Avon's most ambitious
drive.
The spot format is— as it has been in
Avon's tv advertising over the past five
years — geared to company marketing
methods, based exclusively on direct
selling. Objective: to create consumer
open-door policy for Avon representatives. Devices used: quality atmosphere;
a selling scene demonstrating the comfort
and convenience of Avon's personal buying methods; beauty "try-ons" in the
privacy of one's home; a doorway scene
showing the Avon representative calling
at the best possible point of purchase

THE "best point of purchase" — the consumer's home.

THE film closes with the familiar logo
and the voice-over "Avon calling."
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(the consumer's home); the ding-dong
door chime, and the "Avon Calling"
slogan signature.
One of the one-minute films will introduce Spray Essence, a new concentrated fragrance formula in an aerosol
bottle. The spot stresses that Spray Essence is as lasting as perfume, every
woman can afford it, it comes in six
Avon scents, and that each bottle holds
700 sprays.
Dreher team members on the Avon tv
campaign are E. A. (Hap) Dreher III,
executive vice president and Avon account executive; Leonore Buehler,
creative director; Hal Weaver, television
director, and Louis F. Hanke, vice president and art director.

first commercials on the Como show. Again,
our products and Como go together like
bread and butter." American's color film
commercials have been produced by Cascade, Sarra and other companies.
Mr. Coleman adds a reservation, however,
about color for American Dairy:
"There must be more sets in use before
future color programming becomes a real
factor for us. On the testing we have done,
color helps our food products to show up
much, much better. Colorcasting premiums,
however, may cast doubts as to the relative
effectiveness of color vs. standard black-andwhite. My personal guess is that it will be
at least until 1960 before color becomes a
real tv consideration for us."
About daytime tv: ". . . If and when
dollars become available, American Dairy
hopes to be in . . . [perhaps] in 1959. We
can't think of a better way to talk with
housewives — unless you have a show like
The purchase of the Como series is described by agency and client as a further
Perry Como's."
indication of tv's importance to "the most
successful marketing campaign on behalf of
an agricultural commodity in the United
States." Utilization of the visual medium
has been
a question
of began
"how?" itsnotexpanded
"why?"
since
American
Dairy
program
of advertising-merchandising in the
fall of 1953.
Prior to that year, in the early '50s, the
association had used some radio, including
Bob Hope and commentator David Lawrence on NBC. It also dipped into tv to the
extent of participation with local dealers
on Paul Whiteman's Tv Teen Club on ABCTV. But there was no concerted effort to
take full advantage of broadcast media.
With advent of the 1953-54 season, on
the basis of strong farmer-member support,
American Dairy became the original sponsor of the Bob Crosby Show on CBS-TV.
The following season it bought its first national nighttime tv series, Disneyland, and
renewed it for two additional seasons. It
also co-sponsored The Lone Ranger one
The American Dairy Assn. account at
Campbell-Mithun Inc. is supervised by
Phelps Johnston, vice president and coyear.
manager of the agency's Chicago office, who
generally is credited with knowing the dairy
business, its problems and its idiosyncrasies
(one of them: never abbreviate as ADA
lest that be associated in the public mind
with Americans for Democratic Action).
He has literally "lived" with the account
for several years, the last four of which
have been particularly successful. Harry
Johnson is account executive on the account
at C-M.
"The record of the association's success
[since 1953] is a clear index to the effectiveof television
as a medium," Mr. Johnsonnesssaid,
continuing:
"The responsible executives of the association demonstrated very clearly that they are
aware of what a balanced program, including
strong television, has meant by the attitude
they took when schedules of forthcoming advertising were submitted for their approval.
The question was never, 'Shall we continue
Broadcasting

Food sales indicate the basic soundness of the Milky Way Market OOD
F
...the clusters of busy, thriving communities orbited around Florence
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grocery carts. Give power to your brand story with WBTW's
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
on tv?' but rather, 'What tv availabilities offer
us the best opportunities?' "
The nucleus of American Dairy Assn.'s
relatively small, closely-knit organizational
staff includes Lyman McKee, president; William Hitz, vice president; Shelly Robert,
market research director; Martin J. Framberger, general manager; Mr. Coleman, departing ad manager (and brother of Howard
Coleman, manager of WMAQ Chicago), and
Frank Neu, director of public relations and
sales promotion. The president and others,
including secretary, treasurer and assistant
secretary-treasurer, serve as an administrative committee, supervising activities between
meetings of the executive committee and
submitting its actions and recommendations
to that group for approval.
Much of the progress realized by American Dairy in the growth years since 1953 is
credited to Merrill Warnick, recent outgoing president who served on the executive
committee for 10 years, and Lester J. Will,
who resigned as general manager last December. The latter came to American Dairy
after 10 years as account executive at Campbell-Mithun. Both were honored by the
association in March with "distinguished
service awards for outstanding contributions
to the dairy industry."
As part of its broad consumer program,
the organization serves as a rallying point for
several special campaigns throughout the
year. They run from the "Refresh With
Milk" campaign in January to the pre-Christmas cheese gift campaign in October-November.
Most notable of these promotions is the
dairy industry's biggest single merchandising
event — "June Is Dairy Month." Cooperating
in the promotion are such big-name advertisers as Campbell Soup Co., General Mills,
National Biscuit Co., Quaker Oats Co. and
General Foods Corp.
Joining American Dairy in co-sponsorship
in June were American Butter Institute,
American Dry Milk Institute, Dairy Assn.
Executives, Dairy Industries Supply Assn.,
Evaporated Milk Assn., International Assn.
of Ice Cream Manufacturers, Milk Industry
Foundation, National Cheese Institute, National Creameries Assn., National Dairy
Council, National Milk Producers Federation and Purebred Dairy Cattle Assn.
American Dairy also makes it a point
to cooperate throughout the year with
the nation's farm broadcasters (National
Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors) and
with government agencies.
The lineup for dairy month, Mr. Framberger proudly points out, constitutes "the greatest number of major manufacturers ever
to cooperate in a single food merchandising
event." This year's event was tied into the
founding of Jamestown colony, marking arI
rival of the settlers' first cows, the original
American dairy herd — the dairy industry's
350th anniversary.
Milk distributors received special promotion kits including suggested radio-tv
commercials and newspaper ad mats designed for local brand use tie-ins. Local
dairies and retail outlets also used the kits.
How effective is such a campaign?
American Dairy Assn. enlisted the servBroadcasting

ices of Alfred Politz Research Inc. to ascertain the degree of public identification with
"June Is Dairy Month." The results: 49%
of the adult population recalled the promotion, compared to 35% in 1954. Additionally, 14% of all adults were able to identify
the month, as against only 6% in 1954.
While milk consumption probably is the
No. 1 product for promotion, American
Dairy also participates in campaigns designed to push milk as a companion item
with other edibles. Typical of these are the
milk-and-cereal promotions with the Cereal
Institute, a cream and berries drive with
General Mills and a July ice cream campaign
with Log Cabin Syrup, Seven-Up, General
Mills (Wheaties) and the Pineapple Growers Assn.
The follow-up to the "June Is Dairy
Month" promotion was the 1957 July Ice
Cream Festival, with the theme that "you
can do the darndest things with vanilla."
The motif was chosen to help boost vanilla
as the ice cream industry's biggest selling
flavor to even greater heights during the
summer season.
At other times of the year, the emphasis is
on cheese products, as during the lenten
season and in October-November when a
special pre-Christmas gift campaign is conducted, and on egg nog during NovemberDecember.
The Politz consumer study, conducted last
fall, reflected the effectiveness of American
Dairy's advertising program in several respects while summarizing public attitudes on
dairy products. One area, for example,
showed that it is not quite enough to cite
milk as "nature's most nearly perfect food."
The association's campaign is now directed
at the idea that milk is an excellent refreshing beverage as well. Many consumers have
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 7, 14 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
Jan. 9 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of Stars,
Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
NBC-TV
Jan. 6-10, 13-15 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Howard
Miller Show, participating sponsors.
Jan. 6-10, 13-15 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
Jan. 6, 13 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and Spiedel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Jan. 7 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Jan. 8, 15 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television

long agreed it is a wonderful product but
does not always rate high as a beverage. In
short, its "social standing" has left something to be desired.
This thinking guides the association in its

advertising theme that to "refresh with milk"
is really nature's own way of staying refreshed for a longer period of time. And all
the research sponsored by American Dairy
Assn. would be fruitless, it points out, unless
it is put to work effectively. The only way
to make certain consumers know about the
advantages of a product like milk is to tell
them about it.
Thus, American Dairy makes effective use
of advertising and merchandising techniques, including radio-tv media, because it
can't
afford,
on behalf of dairy farmers,
not to.
What groundwork is laid before the start
of any dairy product campaign?
Months before any advertising appears,

distributors are advised of upcoming "additional sales power." They either prepare
their own point-of-purchase material or buy
material supplied by American Dairy. Related food groups can join in, too, as when,
for instance, butter is featured for Christmas
cookies.
By the time a campaign actually starts,
food stores have been informed about the
special events and told how to use it for additional sales. Special displays have been set
up by distributors and related food groups.
Together with "advertising before the consumer reaches the store," this type of merchandising (which includes packaging) is
deemed a necessity, particularly with the
growth of self-service stores and no clerks to
handle products and suggest to consumers
what to buy.
Aside from workingm®closely with dairy
A BBS! T
mMWWffl

I

Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J. Walter Thompson Co.
Jan. 9 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA-Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Warner-Lambert through Lennen & Newell.
Jan. 9 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring
Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros, through
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Jan. 11 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Jan. 11 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco Co. through BBDO.
Jan.
12 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
Jan. 12 (8-9 p.m.) "Beauty and the Beast"
on Shirley Temple's Storybook, Hills
Bros. Coffee, Breck and National Dairy
Products, all through N. W. Ayer & Son.
Jan. 12 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
Jan. 14 (8-9 p.m.) Omnibus, Union Carbide through J. M. Mathes and Aluminium Ltd. through J. Walter Thompson Co.
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food processors, stores, restaurants and other places, the association has worked avidly
to develop strong public relations and publicity programs. It claims to be doing an
effective job building consumer good will
for the dairy industry and its products, with
the result that newspaper editors and other
public opinion molders now more commonly praise the industry for its selling efforts
than berate dairymen for surplus problems
involving government action.
American Dairy Assn. carries out an extensive product publicity program through
its home service department where competent home economists test and develop new
recipe ideas for dairy foods. Recipes and
photographs are made available to radio-tv,
newspaper and magazine food editors, showing the product in attractive color or in
black-and-white.
Today the dairy industry employs perhaps two million people and "it is important
that consumers feel friendly" toward it, with
an annual business of over $10 billion in
retail sales at stake.
These factors explain why the association conducts a dairy information program and why it feels public relations "is
the work of everyone in the dairy industry."
Acting as a public relations agent for the
nation's dairymen, American Dairy stays
aloof from controversial legislation and has
managed to get all segments of industry to
work together in this unique venture.
It recently polled a national representative cross-section of some 1,761 dairymen
(who sell 50 pounds or more of whole milk
each day) to ascertain their attitude about
the association's program. It found that
dairymen recognize the relationship between
their problems of markets and prices and the
action of advertising and sales promotion.
A majority (78%) reported an awareness
of their responsibility to convince consumers
to use more dairy products; and that advertising is the way to do it. A total of 87%
stated that advertising and sales promotion
help to increase milk and other dairy sales.
It's considered difficult even for a brand
advertiser to measure his sales results against
sales promotion expenditures and with a
non-brand mass education program, such as
conducted by American Dairy, the measurement becomes virtually impossible.
But American Dairy Assn., through research, advertising, merchandising and public relations, has definitely advanced the
cause of building markets for dairy foods
and is unique in its functions.
The manner in which dairymen have
tackled the job of moving milk and utilizing
proven business tools seems to be evidence
that sound business thinking prevails on the
nation's dairy farms.
Mount, Clenaghen Form Agency
James Mount and Jack Clenaghen have
formed Clenaghen & Mount Adv. in Portland, Ore., they have announced. Mr.
Mount, with Jack Clenaghen Advertising
since July, formerly was manager of KGW
and sales manager of KXL, both Portland.
Mr. Clenaghen has owned his agency for
12 years. The new firm, based at 614 Corbett Building, will specialize in small and
medium-size accounts of all kinds.
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agency; nor does any advertiser or any advertising agency dictate the programming.
Networks and stations allow only two options: not to buy either a time period or a

FC&B's
Cone
Defends
Admen
Against Charges
H. Fairfax Cone, chairman of Foote,
Cone & Belding's executive committee, has
taken author Vance Packard to task in a
spirited defense
of advertising, refuting
charges that adverexecutives dictatetising
the content
of
radio-tv programs
and other claims.
Writing in the
January issue of
Atlantic Monthly,
under the vertising
title,
"Ad-a
Is Not
Plot," Mr. Cone answers criticisms leveled
by Mr. Packard
MR. CONE
in a September Atlantic Monthly article, "The Growing Power
of Admen." Says Mr. Cone:
"Advertising is not a plot. Nor are advertising people wily plotters. They are
salesmen, in print and over the air. And
just as most good salesmen-in-person seek
to know all they can about their prospective
customers, so do most manufacturers and
their salesmen-in-advertising undertake to
learn all they can about their prospective
customers."
Mr. Cone emphasizes that the "essential
thing about advertising is that it is a multiplier of sales messages. It adds very little
to the unit cost of most things to buy. As
a result, advertising is one of the most important elements in mass production, for it
makes mass selling at reasonable cost
Discussing charges of alleged radio-tv
program
possible." dictation, Mr. Cone felt, "It need
only be said that no half-hour of time on
any network or independent station is controlled by any advertiser or any advertising

HOW

program that is offered, or not to renew it."
Mr. Cone argued that "tune-in is the
basis for almost all program decisions" and
guides networks and stations alike in programming." He noted that advertising "goes
where circulation is, where people in the
greatest numbers want to look and listen.
Advertising can afford to pay for programs
just so long as advertising is effective in
selling; it has no other purpose."
In his article, Mr. Packard, author of
The Hidden Persuaders, a criticism of motivational research as used in advertising,
ascribed "admen's power" to an annual $10
billion expenditure designed to persuade
the American public to buy goods, about
40% of which he felt to be unnecessary
and not serving any real need.
Mr. Cone counters that of the $10 billion
spent on advertising in the U. S., the total
placed by agencies is some $4 billion, and
challenged Mr. Packard's statement that the
expenditure for advertising is entrusted to
the agencies. He asserted, "There are no
cases on record where any considerable
sums of money have been entrusted to
anyone for expenditure." He pointed out
that "advertising budgets, like advertising
plans and advertising messages, are no less
subject to management scrutiny than expenditures for plant and equipment and
The FC&B executive describes as "fantastic" Mr. Packard's charges that "advertising men now ponder the advisability of
making the 'entertainment' portion of their
sponsored
payroll." tv programs a little dull so that
the commercials will seem more exciting
by contrast." Mr. Cone asks:
"What advertising men? Who? Where?
And with the connivance of what network

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 123,717,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Dec. 22-28. This is how they spent their time:
68.4%
53.6%
78.1%
30.1%
24.7%
27.5%

(84.622,000)
(66,312,000)
(96.623,000)
(37,239,000)
(30,558,000)
(34,020,000)

spent 1,904.0
spent 979.9
spent 383.3
spent 169.4
spent 385.0
spent 129.8

million
million
million
million
million
million

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

watching television
listening to radio
reading newspapers
reading magazines
watching movies on tv
attending movies *

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park. Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report,
from whicn these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of
these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated
audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is a interviewing
cumulative total
able within
2-7 days
of the
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availSINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Dec. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 105,703,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (85.7% of the people in that age group);
(2) 40,908.000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 44,959,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

Tv

Network

To

Be

Billing

Released

Data

by

TvB

Television Bureau of Advertising will become the releasing source of network billings figures to be provided by the new
service undertaken jointly by Leading National Advertisers Inc. and Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc., TvB is announcing
today (Monday).

SPONSOR, agency and network officials get ready to send Jacques and Jill up the
hill to fetch a pail of profits for Max Factor by way of ABC-TV. Nelson Gross
(seated, c), director of advertising for Max Factor & Co., signs for exclusive sponsorship of the new Anne Jeffreys-Robert Sterling show which debuts on ABC-TV
Monday, Jan. 20, 8-8:30 p.m. EST. Others at the signing: seated, Slocum Chapin
(1), ABC-TV vice president of client relations, and Hal Roach Jr., president of
the studios producing Jacques and Jill; standing (1 to r), George Gruskin, co-head
of the tv department, William Morris Agency Inc.; Walter Tibbals, radio-tv
director, Anderson-McConnell, Max Factor's advertising agency; Ralph Lazarus,
secretary, Max Factor, and Bruce Altman, vice president, Anderson-McConnell.
or station official who must suddenly have
decided that commercials and not programs
attract the audiences by which they live?"
"The absurdity of most of Mr. Packard's
charges should be patent," Mr. Cone asserts,
particularly those purporting to give "as
standards of general advertising agency operation and practice a number of experiments and experiences in so-called motivational research, amateur and professional."
Tatham-Laird Gets Kolynos;
Agency President Uses Product
The

$300,000 Kolynos toothpaste account, lost by Grey Adv., New York, "because" its president admitted brushing his
teeth one morning with Crest, has been inherited by a Chicago-based agency whose
president started using Kolynos "about six
wee*ks ago."
Tatham-Laird Inc., a $23 million agency,
picked up the account, including certain
test-stage products, to become the seventh
agency for Whitehall Pharmacal Co. Grey
lost the business after a tv interview during
which Arthur C. Fatt, its president, admitted he brushed his teeth with rival
Crest, thus setting off a chain of controversy
over "brand loyalty" of admen [Lead
Story, Dec. 16].
Broadcasting learned authoritatively that
J. Kenneth Laird, president of TathamLaird, and his family had started using
Kolynos about mid-November. Before that,
according to Mrs. Laird in their suburban
Broadcasting

Chicago-Kenilworth home, "we had tried
Pepsodent and Gleem."
Weiss, Schwimmer Set Talks
To Retail Advertising Meet
Edward H. Weiss and Walter Schwimmer,
president of the advertising agency and tv
production-distribution firm, respectively,
bearing their names, will be among key
speakers at the sixth annual Retail Advertising Conference in Chicago Jan. 18-19.
Retailers and suppliers will join media
and advertising representatives at the twoday meeting in the Palmer House, with
Bud Gore, retail advertising manager, Chicago Daily News, and Ralph Heineman,
head of Ralph Heineman Inc., serving as cochairmen of the sessions. The purpose of the
conference is to discuss ways and means of
making retail advertising more productive
and profitable.
Mr. Weiss will talk on motivational research on the basis of his agency's experiences inthe field. Mr. Schwimmer will discuss his book, What Have You Done for
Me Lately?
Other speakers include James W. Petty
Jr., executive vice president, H & S Pogue
Co., Cincinnati department store, on what
management expects of advertising and
sales promotion, and Warren Leslie, director of special events and public relations
for Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, Tex. Theme
of this year's conference, co-founded by
Messrs. Gore and Heineman, is the highlycompetitive retail field in the face of rising
costs.

The LNA-BAR project is a considerably
expanded service succeeding the Publishers
Information Bureau tv reports, which are
being abandoned [At Deadline, Nov. 11,
3 957, et seq.]. From the new service TvB
will release each month (1) gross time expenditures on the networks, monthly and
cumulatively; (2) number of brands using
network television; (3) gross time expenditures of the top advertisers and the top
brands; (4) gross billing by product classification, and (5) totals in daytime and
nighttime television.
TvB said that, representing its three network members, it would provide station
lineups and also financial cooperation to
LNA and BAR. The LNA-BAR service, officials reported, will make individual brand
expenditures in network television available
for the first time.
"The cooperation of the television networks, TvB and LNA-BAR shows the continued acceptance of responsibility by the
television industry toward its clients to supply them with the most complete information concerning our medium," TvB President Norman E. Cash reported.
"TvB has been collecting spot data
through the N. C. Rorabaugh Co. and now
it will be possible for advertisers to have
access to the total investment by brand of
national advertisers in the tv medium.
"In our role as the industry business
league, it is most appropriate that we join
with our network members to make possible
more and better information for more advertisers and their agencies. The multiplicity
of brands being offered on network television today makes the brand-by-brand information more vital than ever."
Mr. Cash voiced hope that the "combined investment of TvB, ABC, CBS and
NBC would go a long way toward assuring
the continuation and expansion of network
billing data furnished the advertising fraterBob Morris, President of BAR, and
Francis Miller, president of LNA, issued
this statement: "We look forward to a long
and pleasant association with TvB, the television networks and the other enthusiastic
supporters
of ours who have been urging us
nity."
for so long to produce this type of service.
The first reports for the month of January
already are in process. Everything is being
done to maintain the same high standards
that LNA and BAR have been individually
known for in the past."
Pettersen Forms Own

Ad

Agency

Jack Pettersen, marketing vice president
and account supervisor on the RCA-Whirlpool account at Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
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Chicago, has announced his resignation and
the formation of his own agency.
Jack Pettersen & Assoc. opened offices
last Thursday at 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, but declined to identify its clients.
Robert L. Hess, promotion supervisor for
K & E in Chicago, joins the new agency as
vice president.
Before joining Kenyon & Eckhardt, Mr.
Pettersen was with Leo Burnett Co. and
earlier advertising manager of Motorola Inc.
and merchandising director of Norge Div.
of Borg-Warner Corp.
AFA

Film

Attacks

Strip

on

Fights

Advertising

To help fight growing attacks on advertising from four chief sources — legislation,
propaganda, subversion and personnel piracy— the Advertising Federation of America is distributing a new sound film strip,
"Who's On Watch?" created by J. Walter
Thompson Co. and Chartmakers Inc., both
New York. The 20-minute presentation predicts that "more than 150 costly laws to
restrict and tax advertising will be proposed
within the next 12 months," pointing up
that Baltimore, St. Louis and Norfolk tax
plans are just the beginning of problems to
be faced by advertising in 1958.
Aside from legislation, AFA's presentation alerts the industry to be on guard

MEDIA
TO

GROUPS

OPPOSE

• Chicagoans
• Broadcast

AD

form

Ad

ACT
TAX

battle lines

Club takes lead

The outbreak of advertising tax virus in
Baltimore, St. Louis and Norfolk, Va., is
spurring media groups in other cities to
start planning remedial action should the
idea spread to their localities.
In Chicago last week, even though there
was no hint of such a local action, station
and agency members of the Broadcast Advertising Club huddled for a briefing session.
In the meantime, the Advertising Federation
of America, already in the forefront of the
fight against such taxation in the three taxstruck cities, stepped up its preparedness
orientation for other communities (story,
at left).
At the strategy-planning session in Chicago, representatives of network-affiliated radio-tv outlets primarily and agencies holding
membership in the Chicago Broadcast Advertisers Club were apprised of developments
in Baltimore, St. Louis and Norfolk, Va.
Dangers in the Baltimore levy were
projected to station and agency levels in
Chicago, with distinctions drawn between
national and local advertising in all media,
including time and space. Threats were outlined by Ward L. Quaal, vice president and
general manager of WGN Inc. (WGN-AMTV Chicago) and BAC president and John
Moser, BAC attorney.
While there appears to be no imminent
threat of such a proposal from within the
Chicago City Council, it was emphasized
that if the movement gains momentum,
Chicago and other cities might be disposed
to follow suit.

PROBLEMS

attacking the industry from all

sides, points up the AFA's film. The slide
above illustrates the opening of the group's
20-minute film.
against "propaganda from our enemies, subversion from within and piracy among ourselves! This is the dilemma facing the advertising industry today. Not a fear-monger's
fantasy, these are real problems — problems
which have moved leaders of the advertising
profession to decisive action."
The rising trend of unjust propaganda,
AFA says, "is reducing the effectiveness of
advertising and undermining public confidence." Subversion constitutes the acts of
"careless practitioners in the profession,"
AFA explains, who "through exaggeration,
dishonesty and poor taste, are giving advertising abad name." A shortage of experienced workers in the field has caused
the growth of personnel piracy, AFA notes.
The film presentation is being distributed
by AFA for advertising club and other public showings. Print kits may be purchased for
$25 from AFA, 250 W. 57th St., N. Y.
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The Broadcast Advertising Club is expected to keep a close watch on prospective
advertising tax threats and efforts will be
made to alert other organizations (including
the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
Central Region, the Assn. of Commerce &
Industry, Chicago Federated Advertising
Club, Sales Executives Club, etc.), to the inherent dangers in such proposals.
Baltimore's new advertising taxes went into effect last Wednesday but, at least for the
time being, the city's radio and television
stations plan to hold the line against passing
on added costs to the advertisers.
Stations checked last Thursday in Baltimore felt it is "much too early" to consider
any revision in sales procedure that might
adversely affect good will with clients. Further, itwas optimistically pointed out, prospects are good that the local circuit court
will act soon, possibly this week, on the
pending pleas for injunctive restraints on the
city taxes.
Actually, a good portion of the commercial time now being aired was negotiated
prior to last month. Though the city council
enacted the taxes Nov. 15, that body subsequently amended the ordinance to stipulate
that the taxes were applicable to business
contracted for between that time and Jan.

1 that would be used after Jan. 1 [Advertising & Agencies, Dec. 2, 1957].
First return on January business under
the 4% tax on gross sales would be due
Feb. 25 and the 25th of each month subsequent to the month in which the time is
sold. The 2% levy on gross receipts of media
is to be paid quarterly, starting next April
15. Pending determination of the many court
suits, however, all tax money will be placed
in an escrow fund.
One more radio station and another publication have joined the united front against
the taxes. WEBB, 5 kw daytime independent,
filed in circuit court last Monday and the
Afro-American, Negro publication in five
eastern cities, entered suit on behalf of its
Baltimore edition. Judge Edwin Harlan has
given the city until Jan. 8 to show cause why
the last injunctive pleas should not be
granted. A fortnight ago, the city answered
injunction petitions by 14 other plaintiffs
[Advertising & Agencies, Dec. 23, 1957].
Baltimore hopes to gain $2.65 million
annually to help fill a shortage of about $17
million in the city's budget. Observers last
week, however, pointed out the yield would
be considerably less since broadcast and
other media grosses would be reduced under
such tax burdens. Locally, Mayor Thomas
D'Alesandro's entire tax program, including
the advertising levies, is being attacked as
short-sighted economic threats to Baltimore
in driving business from the city.
The ad tax germ already has infected St.
Louis, where alderman Alfred Harris is to
introduce a like proposal next week, and
Norfolk, where Mayor W. Fred Duckworth isplanning a 0.03% advertising levy
if he is successful in having amended a Virginia statute that forbids taxing of news
1957].
media [Advertising & Agencies, Dec. 30,

ANA Survey on Tv Time Barters
Shows Few Advertisers Use It
Is there more
barter?

talk than action to tv

The Assn. of National Advertisers, New
York, last week issued a general report on
a survey of its members which disclosed
that of the 234 advertisers responding only
16 have had experience with barter time.
Of the 16, nine reported they were satisfied
with their experience and four of these currently are using barter.
What did the satisfied barter users have
to say? Noted one: "For peanuts (in money)
and our product, I get exposure and identification over network tv. This we consider a
publicity expense and we like publicity. We
do not confuse it with advertising." Another
replied that barter was "economical . . . got
good time for much less cost than a cash
outlay
would who
have have
required."
But those
ceased their use of
barter were more critical. "We have traded
first class merchandise," stated one correspondent, "for third class time." Another
claimed that "proof of performance was
hard to get and on some occasions we discovered months later that we had missed
an entire schedule." All five dissatisfied
users complained about the "poor time" or
Broadcasting

FAMILY

RADIO

FILLS A NEED

. . .

that's why it is accepted by so many so avidly.
People are attracted to the companionable music,
the titillating features.
Ten years of sifting and sampling has demonstrated
that a general audience can be kept intact by a
continuous program service of broad acceptance.
No audience fragmentation by special group
programing.

Bartell Group family radio is a happy union of
>
%

the best in broadcasting — creating audience participation and entertainment for buyers in six

H^r,

Highlighting
major markets.the success of family radio is the

-?v;':;^'i;'^f> clear rating dominance of Bartell Group Stations.
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"second or third rate, generally weak stations and/ or small markets."
Non-users who commented had this to
say: barter is a poor business practice; it is
a disservice to the industry and a "right
deal" is hard to find.
Mills, Exec. Committee
Retires from

Kenyon

Head,

the company's request," William B.
Lewis, president of
the agency, said.
He had been
chairman of the executive committee at
K & E since 1951.
Prior to that he was

president for two years. He joined the
agency in 1934, was elected a vice president
in 1935 and executive vice president in
1942. Much of Mr. Mills' free time is spent
on his ranch at Lake Placid, where he breeds
prize winning shorthorns.
20th Century-Fox Policy
To Emphasize Use of Radio
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., New
York, last week announced details of its new
"motivational" advertising policy which will
show an increased emphasis on the use
of radio advertising for new film productions and off-amusement-page advertising in
newspapers.
Charles Einfeld, vice president in charge
of advertising and publicity for the company, questioned the value of using the
"time-worn" method of advertising on
amusement pages of newspapers, claiming
these pages are not serving "the purpose
they once served due to the lack of editorial space and poor positioning." He noted
that Fox recently completed one of its
largest radio saturation campaigns on ABN
for "The Enemy Below." He continued:
"Radio is a marvelous tool for us to work
with. It provides us with an audience propulsion because of its personal appeal to the
woman at home — a most important segment
of our audience. Drivers in their cars — a
captive audience — have an emotional motivation. Radio timebuying can achieve this
and more."
On

RTES Seminar

Slate: Seiler,

Crane, Fox, Headley,

of C & C Tv Corp., and Frank M. Headley,
president of H-R Representatives and of
Station Representative Assn. On Jan. 28,
Lever Bros, media director, Sam Thurm,
tv.
speaks about his company's view of radioThe luncheon sessions of the seminar are
held at the Shelton Hotel in New York.

& Eckhardt

Dwight Mills, chairman of the executive
committee of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, retired Tuesday. "Mr. Mills has
wanted to retire for
the past three years
but has stayed on at

MR. MILLS

senting Arbitron" (ARB's new electronic
instantaneous ratings system). David P.
Crane. Benton & Bowles media vice president, speaks Jan. 14 on "The General FoodsBristol-Myers Buy" — sponsorship in tv spot
shared by the two national advertisers. A
week later (Jan. 21), barter in spot tv will
be discussed by Matthew M. Fox, president

Thurm

Discussions of instantaneous ratings, barter in tv, shared sponsorship in spot tv and
an advertiser's look at the broadcast media
are scheduled by the Radio & Television
Executive Society for the second half of its
timebuying and selling seminar.
The "second semester" begins tomorrow
(Tuesday) with American Research Bureau
President James W. Seiler speaking on "PreJanuary 6, 1958
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VIDEODEX

NIELSEN
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Nov. 10-23
Total Audience
Rank
No. Homes (000)
1. Gen. Motors 50th Anniv.
Show
19,858
2. Gunsmoke
18,169
3. Holiday in Las Vegas
17,263
4. Perry Como Show
17,222
5. Ed Sullivan Show
15,368
6. I've Got a Secret
15,203
7. Steve Allen Show
15,162
8. Tales of Wells Fargo
14,750
9. Have Gun, Will Travel 14,502
10. Danny Thomas Show
14,502
Rank
% Homes *
1. Gen. Motors 50th Anniv.
Show
49.4
2. Gunsmoke
45.5
3. Holiday in Las Vegas
43.0
4. Perry Como Show
42.8
5. Ed Sullivan Show
38.1
6. Steve Allen Show
37.8
7. I've Got a Secret
37.6
8. Tales of Wells Fargo,
37.2
9. Have Gun, Will Travel
36.6
10. Danny Thomas Show
36.1
Average Audience +
Rank
No. Homes (000)
1. Gunsmoke
17,345
2. I've Got a Secret
14,214
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
13,967
4. Have Gun, Will Travel 13,843
5. Danny Thomas Show
13,637
6. Perry Como Show
13,472
7. Ford Show
13,225
8. Zane Grey Theatre
12,731
9. Wyatt Earp
12,648
10. Gen. Motors 50th Anniv.
Show
12,442
Rank
% Homes *
1. Gunsmoke
43.4
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
35.2
3. I've Got a Secret
35.1
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
35.0
5. Danny Thomas Show
33.9
6. Perry Como Show
33.5
7. Ford Show
32.6
8. Zane Grey Theatre
31.9
9. Wyatt Earp
31.9
10. Gen. Motors 50th Anniv.
Show
31.0
t Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing
only 1 to 5 minutes.
% Homes reached during the average
minute of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv
homes within reach of station facilities
used by each program.
Copyright 1957 A. C. Nielsen Co.

TOP
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Dec. 1-7
% Tv Homes
Gunsmoke
30.7
Perry Como
29.9
Cavalcade of Sports
29.7
Wednesday Night Fights 28.9
I've Got a Secret
28.5
Dinah Shore
27.3
Climax
26.7
Danny Thomas
. 26.6
Playhouse 90
26.4
Tennessee Ernie Ford
26.1

No. Tv Homes (000)
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
10,948
2. Perry Como
10,414
3. Cavalcade of Sports
10,384
4. I've Got a Secret
10,258
5. Dinah Shore
9,657
6. Climax
9,563
7. Danny Thomas
9,475
8. Tennessee Ernie Ford
9,319
9. Playhouse 90
9,047
10. Playhouse of Stars
8,965
Copyright Videodex, Inc.

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
order, tvappear
this week's
BROADCASTING
ratingsinroundup.
Information is in following order: program
name, network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Steve Allen (NBC-130) : participating sponsors, Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Cavalcade of Sports (NBC-171): Gillette
(Maxon), Fri. 10 p.m. -conclusion.
Climax
(CBS-162):
Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30
p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participating sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Ford Show (NBC-182) : Ford (JWT),
Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y & R) alternating. Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
(JWT), American Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Holiday in Las Vegas (NBC-168) : Exquisite
Form (Grey), Nov. 16. Sat. 8-9 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198) : R. J. Reynolds (Estv), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Playhouse 90 (CBS-134): participating
sponsors, Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m.
Playhouse of Stars (CBS-144): Schlitz
(JWT). Fri. 9:30-10 p.m.
Dinah Shore Chevy Show (NBC-160) :
Chevrolet (Campbell-Ewald), Sun. 9-10
Ed Sullivan (CBS-174): Mercury (K & E).
Eastman Kodak (JWT). Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158) : General
Foods (B & B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Night Fights (ABC-99): Miles
p.m. (Wade).
Labs
Mennen (M-E), Wed. 10
p.m. -conclusion.
Welis Fargo (NBC-147): Buick (Kudner),
American Tobacco (SSC&B). Mon. 8:309 p.m. Earp
Wyatt
(ABC-103)
: General
Mills
(D-F-S), Procter
& Gamble
(Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Zane Grey Theatre (CBS- 145): General
Foods (B & B), Ford (JWT) alternating.
Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.
Broadcasting
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market, smart advertisers use WDAY-TV. No
other Red River Valley media can even touch
it — for impact, economy and efficiency!

"V^7~HEN it comes to livin' high off the hog,
* " mighty few places in the U.S.A. can hold
a candle to the Red River Valley!
That's because our hayseeds make big money!
And they buy the same things you city slickers

Ask your PGW

go for — aspirins and artichokes . . . beer and
baby foods . . . cookies and Cadillacs!
To

sell

more

goods

in

Colonel for all the facts.

(P.S. If you're a stickler for facts-and-figures,
we've got STACKS of surveys to prove WDAYTV's dominance. And we mean prove it!)

this high-income

WDAY-TV
FARGO,

N. D.

Affiliated

•
with

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

Broadcasting

CHANNEL
NBC

6

• ABC

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
BUSINESS

BRIEFLY
THE

INSTANT ACTIVITY • Four CBS-TV daytime programs will be focal point for monthlong promotion by R. T. French Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., for its instant mashed
potatoes. Starting Jan. 6 commercials will
be aired on As the World Turns, Edge of
Night, Beat the Clock and The Verdict Is
Yours, supporting in-store promotion activity. Theme of tv campaign is "magic
before your eyes," with demonstration commercials stressing advantages of French's
instant mashed potatoes.
Agency for French instant mashed potatoes, introduced nationally last year, is
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
FOUR TUNE IN • New business totaling
$300,000 was announced by CBS Radio
Thursday in three separate contracts. Charles
Pfizer & Co. (Candettes throat lozenges),
Brooklyn, through Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., bought eight weekly units of
daytime drama and four weekly "Impact"
segments for 12 weeks beginning today
(Monday). Hearst publications, N. Y.,
bought 10 daytime drama segments for one
week starting Jan. 21 through Grey Adv.,
N. Y., and Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit, through Grant Adv., N. Y., signed
for four weekly "Impact" segments for four
weeks starting last Friday.
CROSS-PITCHING • Group of movie
exhibitors in Cincinnati has signed for 52week sponsorship on WKRC-TV that city
covering weekday weathercasts (Daryl
Parks and the Weather at 6:25 p.m.), station reported last week. WKRC-TV said it
believes this to be "first" for long-term contract of regular tv show by movie exhibitor

group. Involved are S & S Enterprises, the
Bein circuit, Ackerman Enterprises and Hill
circuit — comprising downtown, neighborhood and drive-in theatres. Promotion will
stress that features advertised will not be
seen on tv for at least seven years. Station,
meanwhile, will promote movies and moviegoing during its late night tv feature film
showings.
CROSS COUNTRY • Charles Pfizer & Co.
(agricultural chemical products), Brooklyn,
N. Y., has signed 26-week contract for 902
spot participations on Cross Country, weekly half-hour film series scheduled to start
on 40 tv stations in 15 states Jan. 27. Purchase was handled by Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, and covers most of markets.
Series is being produced by Cross Country Network Inc., wholly-owned subsidiary
of Fred Niles Productions Inc., ChicagoHollywood film firm, and is designed for
rural viewers. It consists of filmed reports,
interviews and features, with local station
radio-tv farm directors supplying live onthe-spot news, weather and market reports.
CHESTERFIELD SPECIAL • Liggett &
Myers (Chesterfields), N. Y., has bought
another NBC-TV special show, starring Dean
Martin, to be presented Feb. 1. McCannErickson, N. Y., is agency.
NETWORK LAUNCHING • Van Camp
Sea Food Co., Terminal Island, Calif., this
week launches 14-week, $500,000 tv campaign for Chicken of the Sea tuna. Company
will use four daytime tv network programs:
Queen for a Day and It Could Be You on

OTHER

VIEW

Agency executives have received a
letter from William H. Hylan, CBSTV vice president of sales administration, that makes this point:
The total volume nighttime network
viewing has gone up more in 1957
than in any of the past five years.
Reasons for the climb, according to
Mr. Hylan, are (1) the addition of 3.5
million tv homes in 1957, (2) the average family is spending more time
watching evening tv than in 1956 and
(3) the family is spending more evening tv time with network programs.
Each of the three networks, he emphasized, "is delivering a bigger average nighttime audience" that it did
in 1956.
Acknowledging that competition
among the three tv networks is
"keener" than ever before, he labeled
as "completely false" the "current tv
season's most frequently-heard cliche"
that sponsors are getting small audiences because of three-network competition.
NBC-TV; The Verdict Is Yours and As the
World Turns on CBS-TV.
Van Camp is sponsoring each program
for a quarter-hour every other week, the
two CBS-TV shows on Tuesday, the two
NBC-TV shows on Wednesday, using buying
procedure that gives sponsor advantage of
special contiguous rates offered by both
networks.
Agreement for exchange of commercials
with other advertisers participating in programs has been worked out to give Chicken
. of the Sea alternate week plugs on other
days.
Filmed commercials for White Star tuna,
alternate label to Chicken of the Sea in
certain markets, will be fed into those cities
through network facilities.
Van Camp agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L. A.
Edsel, Nielsen

Figures Indicate

'Wagon Train' Helped Sell Cars
Strictly aside from ratings, has network
tv helped Ford Motor Co. sell its new Edsel?
The answer apparently is yes — according
to figures released by A. C. Nielsen Co. and
Ford's Edsel Div. involving its sponsorship
of Wagon Train on NBC-TV.
Edsel reports its automobile sales have
exceeded those of "two long-established medium-priced cars" in 28 states and rank
sixth among "eight medium-priced makes
in the central, southern and midwest regions." Actual sales data was not released.
Edsel deems it significant that the sales
curve shot upward when it started co-sponsoring Wagon Train in late October and
since it "began taking Disneyland (ABCAimed
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week

offer

week!

TV)
in the
ratings."
Edsel
quoted
Nielsen ratings on Wagon
Train (Nov. 13 and 20 programs) of 27.7
in average audience and 35.1 in total audience as against 24.8 and 33.2 for Disneyland.
Broadcasting
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A&A

SHORTS

Foote, Cone & Belding has closed its Hollywood office and consolidated Southern California staff into single headquarters in Los
Angeles Statler, 900 Wilshire Blvd.

ABC

Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, announces
opening of contact office at 744 Broad St.,
Newark, N. J. Richard N. Gulick, board of
directors, Nopco Chemical Co., Harrison,
N. J., appointed manager of new office.

Damage suits for $3 million, filed by
Los Angeles Chief of Police William H.
Parker and Capt. James Hamilton of the
police intelligence squad against Mickey
Cohen, Mike Wallace, American Broadcasting Co., Philip Morris Inc. and N. W. Ayer
& Son [Networks, July 15, 1957] were
settled out of court Thursday for
$68,962.64.
The suits stemmed from statements about
the two officers made by Mickey Cohen,
ex-convict who is carrying on a running
feud with the Los Angeles police depart-

Borden Co. reports formation of new division, Borden's Milk & Ice Cream Co. New
company will unite Borden's milk and ice
cream operations — both broadcast advertisers— into one corporate entity. Borden
Vice President Francis R. Elliot is to head
new division as president, while ice cream
General Manager Harry L. Arches becomes
new vice president.
Allan J. Copeland Adv., member of Midwestern Adv. Agency Network, announces
opening of new quarters in Lincoln Tower,
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1. Telephone:
Central 6-8586.
Lawrence Kane & Artley Inc. has moved
to 405 Park Ave., N. Y. 22. Telephone:
Plaza 1-4120.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Pepsi-Cola appoints Robert Acomb Inc.,
Adv., Cincinnati, Ohio, to handle advertising for its plants in Hamilton, Ripley,
Portsmouth and Cincinnati, all Ohio, and
Lexington, Ky.
John H. Breck
names Spellman
undisclosed new
to be introduced

Inc., Springfield, Mass.,
Assoc. Inc., Boston, for
product in cosmetic field
in 1958.

Minute Maid Corp., N. Y., formerly handled
by Ted Bates & Co., appoints Hilton &
Riggio Inc. that city.
Haviland China of New York names Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, effective
Feb. 1.
American Electronics Inc., L. A. (Berlantr
American tape recorders), appoints CarsonRoberts Inc. that city.
Sears, Roebuck, Baltimore, names W.
Doner & Co. that city.

B.

Travellers Luggage Co., N. Y., appoints
Rose-Martin Inc. that city.
General Beauty Products, division of Coty
products, appoints BBDO, N. Y., for its
Lilly Dache, Lucien Lelong and Marie Earle
products, effective Jan. 15.
Capri Equipment Co., L. A., has named
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan that city
to handle advertising for Capri swimming
pools, currently distributed in Southern
California, with plans for establishing dealerships throughout country this year.
Roselux Chemical Corp. (Rose-X bleach,
liquid starch, Crisp plastic starch, ammonia,
French-Style bluing, Fluffy rinse), Brooklyn,
N. Y.. appoints Keyes, Madden & Jones,
N. Y. and Chicago, to handle its advertising.
Broadcasting

WISHES

COHEN
interview

HADN'T

•

Ex-gangster's

•

L. A. police collect for Mike Wallace

TALKED

costs stiff suit settlement
guest's cracks

ment, on the May 19 telecast of ABC-TV's
Mike Wallace Interviews, sponsored by
Philip Morris through N. W. Ayer. Both
plaintiffs alleged that Mr. Cohen's remarks
were "slanderous and libelous." Both declared that their demand for a correction
had not been met by the retraction and
apology made by Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
vice president on the Mike Wallace program May 26.
Chief Parker, who had sued for $2 million, received $45,975.09 in the settlement.
Capt Hamilton, suing for $1 million, received $22,987.55. Settlement was made on
behalf of Mr. Wallace, the network, the
sponsor and the agency, but what part of
the total each contributed was not revealed.
Mr. Cohen, who on Tuesday filed a $500,000 suit against Chief Parker and Capt.
Hamilton in federal court, charging them
with violating his civil rights, did not sign
the settlement agreement. However, a
motion for dismissal of the suits against him,
filed by the plaintiffs, was considered almost
certain.
After Judge Clyde C. Triplett of the Los
Angeles Superior Court had signed the
judgment dismissing the suits, Robert P.
Myers of Lillick, Geary, McHose, RoeghkeMyers, attorneys for the defendents, read
this statement:
"American Broadcasting Co., Mike Wallace, Philip Morris and N. W. Ayer & Son
all regret the most unfortunate, unexpected
and profoundly regrettable Mike Wallace
broadcast of May 19, 1957. On behalf of all
of them, we repeat our regret that the statements made on the program were broadcast.
We further want to express our appreciation
for the fair attitude shown by Chief Parker,
Capt. Hamilton and Messrs. Halverson and
Binford [attorneys for the plaintiffs] which
has led to the settlement of this litigation
so far as our clients are concerned."
Howard M. Binford and Byron Halverson, attorneys for the plaintiffs, issued the
following statement: "Speaking on behalf
of our clients and ourselves, we are appreciative of the fact that the American
Broadcasting Co. has realized and acknowlin this matter."
its responsibility
Still edgedpending
is the $2 million suit against
the same defendents of C. B. Horrall, former
police chief of Los Angeles, who also alleges
damages' from Mr. Cohen's remarks on the
May 19 telecast. Former Los Angeles Mayor

MICKEY COHEN
$68,962.64 Worth of Talent
Fletcher Bowren demanded a full retraction
but has taken no further legal action. Under
California law, such action may be taken
at any time during the year following the
date the alleged damages were inflicted.
Network

Tv

Audience

At Ail Time
High— TvB
With the first 11 months of 1957 accounted for, the tv audience (network) was at
an all-time high last year with each month
exceeding the comparable monthly audience
of the previous year (1956).
This is the finding released Thursday by
Television Bureau of Advertising, which in
the process made an oblique reference to
Cunningham & Walsh's 10th annual Videotown Tv Study. In that study, C & W found
viewing habits stabilized with a "creative
vitality" in programming needed to substantially increase audience size [Lead
Story, Dec. 9, 1957]. A month before
Videotown's release, C & W President John
P. Cunningham had spoken out sharply
against what he labeled the "boredom
factor" in tv, warning that television, an
"important advertising tool," may be "in
danger
being that
blunted
and dulled."
TvB of
asserted
its figures
(as compiled
by A. C. Nielsen Co.) are "in contrast with
the worn, yet unsubstantiated phrase these
days
[of] 'the boredom
factorevening
of television'."
According
to TvB, the
network
tv advertiser reached 19% more homes in
1957 than in 1956 (based on JanuaryNovember) and the average daytime tv advertiser reached 10% more homes in the
comparisons. In homes reached per broadcast: average evening network program,
1,325,000 more last year than in the preceding year; average weekday daytime programs, 272,000.
Harvey Spiegel, TvB's assistant research
January 6, 1958
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director, in commenting on the report also
noted that the average evening program
increase for 1957 over 1955 was 39%,
and the average weekday program increase,
those same years, was 31%. Here is the
trend in network tv program audience, as
tabulated:
THE TREND OF NETWORK
PROGRAM AUDIENCES

in

top

ratings

unduplicated

and

homes

. .

.

TV

1955, 1956, 1957
JANUARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
OF EACH YEAR
(NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE BASIS)
Change
%
Rating(Plus
Homes
000)
%
Average Evening Program
1955 (136)
(133)
21.1 5,939
1956
6.957
1957 (123)
Plus 19
21.6
22.3
Average Weekday Daytime 8,282
Program
1955 (46)
8.1
2,275
1956 (50)
8.4
2,711
1957 (55)
8.2
2,983
Plus 10
(NOTE: Figures in parentheses are the number
of programs)

seven

o'clock

Referees Carry Mikes to Give
Assist to CBS-TV Bowl Viewers
Football tv fans on New Year's Day were
rewarded with an assist from CBS-TV as
to what happens on the field during actual
play. Referees in the Cotton (Navy-Rice)
and Orange (Oklahoma-Duke) bowls, both
on CBS-TV Wednesday afternoon, were
equipped with self-contained, hidden radio
units. As a result, viewers could hear the
referee's explanation of penalties and field
decisions in his voice and at the exact
moment made.

Jerry Strong
entertainment news
7:00-7:05 p.m.,
Monday-Friday

Bill Malone
sports newsp.m.,
7:05-7:10
Monday-Friday

Del Malkie
local news, p.m.,
weather
7:10-7:15
Monday-Friday

* weekly cumulative rating,
THE SEVEN O'CLOCK FINAL: . . 24.7%
* WTOP-TV entertainment news, local
news and weather, 6:30-6:45 p.m.: . . 21.6%
* WRC-TV news, weather and sports,
6:30-6:45 p.m.:
15.6%
* WTTG news, weather and sports,
6:15-6:30 p.m.:
10.2%
* The SEVEN O'CLOCK FINAL reaches 184,225
unduplicated homes each week. WTOP-TV's similar
show, 161,103. WRC-TV's, 116,353. WTTG's,
76,077.
*ARB, November, 1957; Television Magazine November set count.
in

short

last

. . . the

word

seven

for

sales

o'clock
in

final

is the

Washington

Apparently the system worked fine in the
Orange Bowl (played at Miami, Fla.) but
some technical difficulties occurred during
the Cotton Bowl game at Dallas with some
of the referee's words lost. The units were
similar to those used at times on Ed
Murrow's Person to Person show. A batteryoperated transmitter was placed in the referee's back pocket, the microphone under
his shirt and the antenna was run down the
leg. The radio was on at all time with the
announcer signaling the control booth when
he wanted to go down to the field, cutting in
on the referee's mike. During the Navy-Rice
game, the difficulties encountered were
traced chiefly to the fact that the pocket
transmitter was running continuously, with
such matters as battery change, etc., posing
inconveniences.
A CBS-TV spokesman noted that the
network had planned to use the system a
year previously but the inability to get permission from the referees involved and other
such problems interfered. In the system,
the referee is not aware at what moment
the network is airing his voice.
Lang
The

maximum

power on channel ^ WASHINGTON, D.C.
AN EVENING STAR STATION Represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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Elected CBS

Controller

election of Harold C. Lang, assistant treasurer of CBS Inc., to the newly

created post of controller of the corporation is being announced today (Monday) by
L. Byron Cherry, vice president for finance
and management services of CBS Inc.
Mr. Lang joined CBS as assistant treasBRO ADCASTING

SKOAL

CHEERS

A

VOTRE

SANTE

We're starting the New Year with a special fifth
our FIFTH YEAR

OF TELECASTING .... and with a salute

to our viewers and advertisers, who have helped immeasurably
in keeping us THE

FIRST TV STATION

Viewers PREFER
November ARB

IN SHREVEPORT.

our station! The proof lies in the
which gives us 7 of the TOP
shows .... 19 of the TOP

Advertisers PREFER

us, because of our PERFORMANCE

10
25!

story.

Let your Raymer man "set 'em up", while he tells you that
story .... he knows it well and likes to tell it!

annel

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

Broadcasting

H. RAYMER

la.

CO., INC.
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AUDIENCES!

_
TIME, 7

NBC

NO

A

SPECIAL

SPOT

SALES

DIFFERENCE

MORNING
Two basic facts about nighttime radio are generally accepted
today: (1) A substantial nighttime radio audience exists.

<M£
ADVANTAGES OF NIGHTTIME

&
RADIO— Add the
results

of the NBC Spot Sales study to the known facts about nighttime radio, and a powerful story emerges:

(2) Cost-per-thousand is as low as that of morning radio.
Now there is definite proof of a vital third fact: nighttime
and morning radio audiences are of the same quality and
value to advertisers.

• No difference between nighttime and morning radio
in terms of audience quality.

In a special study commissioned by NBC Spot Sales, The
Pulse, Inc., compared the characteristics of evening radio

• Nighttime radio cost-per-thousand is, in many
lower than that of morning radio.

listeners with those of morning radio listeners. With remarkable consistency in all of the markets studied (New York,
Chicago, and San Francisco), the Pulse 1,620-interview
sample proved that, for all practical purposes, there is no
difference in the quality of morning and nighttime radio
audiences. Here are highlights* of the study:

cases,

• Greater advertising impact and memorability in commercially uncrowded nighttime hours.
• Greater separation from competing product commercials.
• Considerably more freedom of choice of commercial
location.
• Attractive discount plans available to nighttime advertisers.

RADIO

AUDIENCE CHARACTERISTICS 3 MARKET COMPOSITE
MORNING
NIGHTTIME
LISTENERS
LISTENERS
(7
TO 10 PM)
( 6 TO 9 AM )
SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL
51.9%
50.5%
Upper
49.5
48.1
Lower
SIZE OF FAMILY
40.9
One or Two
44.4
41.2
36.9
Three or Four
Five or more
17.9
18.7
AGE OF HOUSEWIFE
40.5
42.7
Under 35
35 or over
59.5
57.3
EDUCATION OF
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
College
21.1
22.8
High School
53.2
54.3
16.6
Grade School or none
17.9
AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP
Yes
No
TELEVISION OWNERSHIP
Yes
No

• A substantial nighttime radio audience exists.

79.6
20.4

76.8
23.2

94.0
6.0

92.8
7.2

• Greater variety of program
hours.
All indications point to a much

types during nighttime

increased use of nighttime

spot radio in 1958. The time to be investigating the possibility of nighttime radio is right now.
*Call your NBC Spot Radio Salesman today for all the
details of the new study on the quality of nighttime radio
audiences.
WRCA, NEW YORK
WHK, CLEVELAND
WRCV, PHILADELPHIA
WAVE, LOUISVILLE
WRC, WASHINGTON
WMAQ, CHICAGO
WAMP, PITTSBURGH
KSD, ST. LOUIS
KOMO, SEATTLE-TACOMA
KNBC, SAN FRANCISCO
^^^^
KGU, HONOLULU
^^HH^k
SOLD

BY fN Bill SPOT
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urer in June 1954. Before that he was with
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, New
York accounting firm, where he was in
charge of the audits of some of the nation's
largest companies.
Treyz:

ABC-TV

Outlook

Now
'Best in History'
ABC-TV begins the new year with the
"best prospects in its history," largely because of improved programming and the
increased number of homes that can be
reached in 1958 over 1957, Oliver Treyz,
vice president in charge of the network, reported last week in a year-end statement.
Mr. Treyz' optimism also was reflected
in ABC-TV's current billings and the network's future outlook. He said billings for
1957 will approximate $81 million. He added that since October 1957 the network is
billing "at a rate of approximately $100,000
a year." For 1958, Mr. Treyz said, the network is "hopeful time sales will exceed
the past year, Mr.
total."
thisReviewing

Treyz

claimed the network "has proved without
exception that it can deliver with at least as
much

force as its competitors." He contended that ABC-TV has risen "to the position of a fully competitive, fully-programmed network." He called improved
programming and larger circulation the two
primary factors in the network's ascendance

and elaborated on these points in this way:
"First, there has been a substantial improvement in ABC Television's ability to
provide programming service and advertising opportunities in important markets of
the country out of which it had been frozen
by lack of stations. At the start of 1957,
ABC Television was reaching but 75% of
U.S. homes on a live basis; today ABC-TV
is covering nearly 85% of all U.S. tv homes
live (over 94%, including delayed broadcasts). And when other new stations go on
the air in 1958, ABC Television anticipates
90%-plus live coverage.
"The second factor— and the most important one to the viewers we do cover —
has been programming. Huge sums have
been invested in new programs this season
by ABC Television. We have delivered hits
in all categories against the roughest competition. Maverick is the hit western of the
year; Zorro the top adventure show; The
Real McCoys the best of the new situation
comedies, and Pat Boone is the freshest and
most refreshing young singer on the air.
And the audience favorites of past seasons
He cited Nielsen figures to show that as
back."
areNovember
of
1957, ABC-TV delivered more
than 7 million homes per average minute of
commercial evening time, as compared with
4,932,000 homes in November 1956. In the
daytime, Mr. Treyz claimed, ABC-TV is
"the number one network from 3-6 p.m."

CBS-TV
10
MONTH
GROSS
UP
6.8%
CBS-TV in the first 10 months of 1957
The use of video tape marked continued
increased its gross billings 6.8% over the
development in the year at CBS-TV, with an
corresponding period in 1956, according to
expectation by early summer of nine machines in operation in Hollywood and 14
areleased
year-end
review
of
the
network's
activity
in New York. Cost of installation of the
last week.

POP

PARADE

6=15

toMidhite

WVET

IS

FIRST...

. . . your best radio buy
in Rochester, N. Y.

WVET

RADIO
ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE
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During the year, a total of 128 advertisers
were on the network, 29 of them new to
CBS-TV and 13 of these also new to network tv as a medium. The 13 included All
State insurance, American Can, American
Gas Assn., American Liberty Oil, Bird &
Son, Carling Brewing, International Telephone & Telegraph, lames S. Kemper Co.,
Libby-Owens-Ford Glass, Pan American
Oil, Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Stroh Brewing
and Sunshine Biscuit.
Among the highlights of the report:
The network's affiliates totaled 231 stations, a new high for CBS-TV. Primary affiliations gained in the year: KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, WWL-TV New Orleans, KIRO-TV
Seattle, WTVD (TV) Durham-Raleigh and
WMBD-TV Peoria.
The Extended Market Plan marked its
third year as a sales concept, the group
growing to 34 stations and 58 advertisers
using one or more EMP stations. The Extended Program Service, meanwhile, chalked
up a total of 65 sponsored quarter-hours per
week offered, with 38 sponsors agreeing to
allow some stations on the network to use
their programs in the service. EMP permits
advertisers to use small market stations not
purchased in the national structure while
EPS enables affiliates in smaller markets to
broadcast designated commercial programs
on a sustaining basis and with the commercial message deleted.

tape centers and subsequent operation at
the network will exceed $3 million by that
time with video tape recorders operating
about 600 machine hours weekly compared
to 100 hours per week last year.
CBS-TV also emphasized U. S. families
spent more time last year watching tv than
ever before, noting gains in ratings and in
the number of homes delivered.
Describing its news-gathering organizations (CBS News) as "the largest in broadcasting," CBS-TV pointed out that more
special programs of news and public affairs
interest were presented last year than in any
previous year in the network's history. It
paid particular attention, for example, to
the interview (exclusive and unprecedented)
of Russia's Nikita S. Khrushchev.
A full rundown of program fare in the
year included capsule accounts of a number of new shows, among them such programs as Perry Mason; Have Gun, Will
Travel; The Big Record, and many others.
In the program field, CBS-TV pointed to
specials such as Cinderella and The Edsel
Show as well as such series as DuPont Show
of the Month, The Seven Lively Arts, Twentieth Century, Conquest and Playhouse 90.
In sports events, the network covered 124
major events, in football, baseball, horse
racing, hockey and tennis as well as swimming and diving championships and water
ski competition.
Broadcasting

this
radio

WORKS

A. . .
i]T|Tiii|Tiii|'!ni|i^ij^^j^i|ii"n'

Just in case it escaped you, please note that the radio

that annually spend 567 million dollars more

on the right is tuned to 1210

the audiences of the next highest station. And why

that's WCAU

RADIO,

CBS

on the dial . . . and

in Philadelphia.

The other one? Well, let's call it Station WXXX.
Sure it plays all the time . . . but who does it play to?
With a few personalities, concentrating on a limited
type of programming,
market does it reach?
WCAU
by more

RADIO

what

part, if any of your

does WCAU stand out in Philadelphia area broadcasting? .. . because we program for everybody.
With

top flight authorities covering the news and

sports . . . outstanding women's shows, including the
popular afternoon serials . . . music shows for both
the young and old . . . the best of CBS

works as it plays . . . for it is heard

families in Philadelphia and its suburbs

than any other of the 14 local stations . . . families

you

than

network

headliners and Philadelphia's outstanding radio
personalities (24 of them at last count) ... we offer
variety in programming

that has meant leadership

in this important market for 35 consecutive years.

buy

responsiveness
. . . when

u
WCAU
yo
put

RADIO

to
work!

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio Station 9 Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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GOVERNMENT

FCC

BATS

FIRST

•

Pros and

cons

•

Hearings

by

to follow

Harris

IN

PAY

Commission

committee

The annual pilgrimages of the FCC to
Capitol Hill will start earlier than usual
this year — Jan. 14 to be exact. On that date,
just seven days after Congress reconvenes
tomorrow (Tuesday), the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee will begin
three days of hearings on pay tv. The Commission has been invited to be the first
to testify and has indicated it will be available on that date.
Other witnesses, both for and against
pay tv, will follow the Commission to the
stand during the next two days. Just who,
besides the FCC, will testify and in what
order has not yet been determined. Last
Thursday, the committee mailed the first
official notices of the hearings to all parties
that had requested the right to testify.
Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House
Commerce Committee, announced last fall
[At Deadline, Sept. 23, 1957] that hearings
on toll tv would be held early in January.
Rep. Harris' statement followed by less than
a week an FCC announcement that it would
accept applications for toll tv on a threeyear test basis, but would approve none before March 1 [Lead Story, Sept. 23, 1957].
Two weeks ago during an interview on
KNOE-TV Monroe, La., Rep. Harris stated
the hearings would begin Jan. 14 [At Deadline, Dec. 30, 1957]. In that interview, Rep.
Harris said the Commission has been "quite
derelict in not facing it [pay tv issue] head
on and reaching a final conclusion, without
dilly-dallying around with some pressure
groups from both sides."
Rep. Harris, who has been outspoken in
his criticism of the FCC's stand that it has
the authority to authorize pay tv, said he is

/V&V

TV

SET-TO

in three-day

get underway

Hill session

early next

week

convinced "(1) that to permit pay-as-you-see
tv would be a change in policy which the
Congress should decide; (2) that it would
destroy the free use of the spectrum by the
general public and make a utility out of the
industry . . . and (3) that there is no provision of law that would permit the Commission to establish rules and regulations to
adequately and properly control such procedures. Therefore, in my opinion, the principle of so-called pay tv would be against the
bestTheinterests
of the
American
public."that it
first word
to the
Commission
would be called on to testify at the start of
of the hearings was received Thursday from
W. E. (Ed) Williamson, newly-appointed
chief clerk of the committee. Rep. Harris
said he wants the FCC to give a general situation report on pay tv — covering everything
that has transpired in the past. Chairman
John C. Doerfer will take the stand and the
other six commissioners will be available for
questioning by committee members.
Mr. Williamson said the committee does
not know if the hearings will run more than
the three days now scheduled. He said they
will be on the "general subject of pay tv"
and not limited to any specific bill or proposal. Itis expected that wired tv as well as
on-the-air tv will be discussed.
While the committee does not have a list
of witnesses beyond the FCC, others expected to testify (for pay tv) include Zenith,
Skiatron, International Telemeter (Paramount Theatres), Teleglobe Pay Tv Systems
Inc., Blonder-Tongue Labs Inc., all of which
have proposed different systems for transmitting pay tv; RKO Teleradio Pictures
(which has announced plans to file a pay tv

FORCE.

*

Aimed

. .

to

hit

IN preparation for hearings starting Jan. 14
on pay tv, W. E. (Ed) Williamson (I), chief
clerk of the House Commerce Committee,
and Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
the committee, go over past records.
application); Lou Poller, owner of now dark
ch. 25 WCAN-TV Milwaukee; Raymond
Kohn, owner of ch. 67 WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa. (favors a test); WSES (TV) Philadelphia, which two weeks ago became the
first to file an application for pay tv authority
[Government, Dec. 30, 1957], and Rep.
Frank Chelf (D-Ky.), an advocate for a
pay tv test "in the marketplace."
The most outspoken — -with many expected to make appearances at the hearings
— against pay tv have been the networks,
NAB, Joint Committee on Toll Tv (movie
exhibitors), various labor affiliates of the
AFL-CIO, Theatre Owners of America, several veterans organizations (excluding the
American Legion), American Citizens Tv
Committee, and several individual members
of Congress.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), Sen.
Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), Sen. William
Langer (R-N. D.) and Sen. Charles Potter
(R-Mich.) are legislators who have been most
outspoken in their condemnation of toll tv.
Rep. Celler and Sen. Thurmond are authors
of bills to prohibit it and Sen. Langer has
announced plans to introduce a bill outlawing both wired and on-the-air subscription
tv.
In addition to Rep. Chelf, Sen. Andrew
Schoeppel (R-Kan.) and Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, have advocated public tests of the system. Sens. Schoeppel, Potter and Thurmond are members of the
Senate Commerce Committee.
Congressional mail the past six months has
been heavy on the subject and in some offices has run as high as 10-1 against. There
also have been several public opinion polls
the past few months which show the public
solidly aligned against toll tv [Lead Story,
Nov. 18, 1957, et seq\.
Rep. Harris conducted a running word-battle with the Commission all last summer on

records
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for

you!

that body's stand that it has the authority to
authorize pay tv, first taken publicly last
Broadcasting

WHAT

DOES

THE

BAROMETER

BROADCASTING

OT IN A FULL decade has a new year's outlook for American
business been so beleaguered by imponderables as is the panorama
1958 brings. For in the spectrum
parts of optimism,
Your

of qualified opinion are mixed

caution, and some black bands of pessimism.

business — whether

it embraces

television, radio

or the

parallel fortunes of both — is, by nature, infinitely resonant
the nationwide tempo of ALL business.
Will consumer demand (and purchasing
pace of industrial production?
Will 1958's sales potentials warrant
tising investments?
Will the electronic media
this new

urge)

a continued

sustain

to

today's

climb in adver-

still gain — or lose — in their share of

year's total advertising

hi short, hoiv goes the barometer

budget?
of broadcasting

business?

Is

this a time for confidence — or for uncertainty?
On February

24 — with a unique and special issue keynoted

to the theme of ''Perspective: '58" — broadcasting attempts
to answer some of these imponderables . . . and answer them
with reportorial fact instead
of prophecy.
In business — as with seamanship

of with any gift (or guess)

— one must navigate by known

landmarks, fixed features ( economic or celestial ) , and the common sense that comes with experience.

"Perspective : '58" will render a significant and authentic service
to the business of broadcasting in two important ways : ( 1 ) by
reviewing

and compiling

radio progress
forward

during

the first complete

1957;

and

perspective

(2) by projecting

on TV-

its trends

into 1958 — statistically, as well as with the borrowed

The Most Complete and Authoritative Review of Television and Radio Progress,
Trends and Prospects-"PERSPECTIVE: '58"
—Will Bring the TV, Radio and Advertising
Business Such Important

Features as These:

• a complete tabulation of estimated 1957
radio and TV net time sales (local, spot
and network)

— as compiled by BROADCASTING. (These will be related to official FCC figures of previous years. )

• a comprehensive analysis of how radio
and TV advertising probable volume in
1958 relates to general economic trends
. . . a feature calling upon the considered
judgment of many top'economic, business
and advertising experts.
• a review of progress in radio audience
research and TV audience research— individually presented, and seeking to anticiexperts best qualified to

pate 1958's trends in program tastes as
well as changing listening/viewing
habits.

"Perspective: '58" sets for itself a comprehensiveness of task
that could only be assumed by broadcasting, the leading businessweekly of television and radio ... an assignment, in fact, of

• a resume of TV and radio growth, measured in the increased number of operating stations, expanded facilities, and
economic investment.

skill of top economic

and

advertising

analyze them.

dimensions seldom
of business.

essayed by any trade publication in any area
• an examination

It is more than prediction to assert that "Perspective: '5£"
will be minutely studied from cover to cover by every responsible executive throughout

the field of television and

radio advertising.
The factual report it will deliver represents
questing by the largest, most

competent

radio business ... an authoritative
nent to intelligent evaluation
broadcasting business.
Achievements

of diligent

has

influenced the size and organizational
structure of advertising agencies.

• investigation of the effect subscription
television may have (if authorized on the
air) upon both TV
stations.

and radio commercial

of everything

• a forecast, calling upon

progress

facts

and known plans, of 1958's developments
in TV film syndication.

of such editorial caliber have earned broadcasting

• an authoritative review of the past year's
advances in sale of television and radio

leadership through

tangibly, they have also won
of the next three TV

lies ahead

perti-

of today's

an unapproachable

the past 26 years. More

paid circulation greater than that

and radio business papers combined.

"Perspective: '58" will find a prominent place upon the desks of
advertisers, their agencies, and station management from coastto-coast — not just during the week of February 24, but for many
months thereafter. Within the factual forum of its pages lies an
ideal opportunity
[Deadline:

television

editorial staff in TV-

round-up

of what

months

of how

for your advertising to tell them about you!

February

6 for proofs; February

13 final deadline.

! It's one no TV or radio station advertiser with a 20/20 vision on
the future will let go unheeded. Regular rates and sizes prevail.

station properties.
• a factual
ments
or may —
and radio

report on technical developduring 1957 which already has —
influence the operation of TV
broadcasters.

IN SHORT — a thorough roster of inquiry
the factors that spell success (or problems)
business of broadcasting during the year
There can be no more graphic or essential
work in which to display the advertising

into all
for the
ahead.
frameadvan-

tages you offer today's planners and buyers of
TV or radio time!

BY

THE

Radio
now

BYE -The

BROADCASTING

Yearbook, traditionally published each year in January, will
be combined

Telecasting

with

Yearbook

the former

and issued as

a combined and all-inclusive BROADCASTING yearbook during the early
Fall. This special "Perspective: W
issue thus affords the most compelling medium for advertisers

previ-

ously represented in the

Radio

Yearbook

at the year's start.

EXECUTIVE AND PUBLICATION

HEADQUARTERS

1735 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Telephone : MEtropolitan 8-1022
Vice President : Maury Long
Southern Sales Manager: Ed Sellers (Washington

BUREAUS
444 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York
Telephone : PLaza 5-8355
Sales Manager : Winfield R. Levi
Sales Service Manager: Eleanor R. Manning
Eastern Sales Manager : Kenneth Cowan

360 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois
Telephone : CEntral 6-4115
Midwest Sales Manager : Warren W. Middleton

6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
Telephone : Hollywood 3-3148
Western Sales Manager: Bill Merritt

BROADCASTING
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY

OF
1735

TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

DeSales Street, N. W. Washington

6, D. C.

A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

WOMEN

May [Government, May 27, 1957] when
the FCC asked for comments on pay tv. On
June 6 [Government, June 10, 1957], Mr.
Harris asked the FCC to justify its pay tv
stand and George C. McConnaughey, then
FCC chairman, replied the Commission has
the legal power to authorize pay tv but had
not prepared a legal conclusion in writing.

. . . have
and

The U. S. and Russia have agreed on
some points in their negotiations on cultural
exchange, but neither side would say last
week what the points are. Radio and television programs are involved in talks which
have been going on since October between
Soviet Ambassador Georgi N. Zaroubin and
William S. B. Lacy, special assistant to the
U. S. secretary of state for East-West exchange.
The New York Times last week reported
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FCC, Others to Witness 'SP'
The FCC, interested members of Congress and the Washington press will have
a chance to judge for themselves the merits
of the much-publicized new advertising technique, "subliminal projection," on Jan. 13
at special demonstrations in WTOP-TV
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-and
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kids

. . . then
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it's time

While

the

off to school

an agreement "in principle" and said it
should lead this year to an exchange of
information and experts in science, industry
and the arts. There has been no action yet,
however, on radio-tv programs, films or
broadcast-jamming, the newspaper said. The
State Dept., answering queries raised by the
Times report, said nothing would be announced specifically until all points have
been covered in the East-West negotiations,
which continue.
In its description of what types of people
might travel between the two countries under the preliminary agreement, the Times
mentioned newspapermen, scientific, industrial, construction and agricultural experts,
teachers, students, artists and athletes.
Broadcast media experts were not mentioned.

POWER

(according to these rated quarter-hours
from the new Nov. 1957 ARB Survey)

Breakfast

U. S., Russia Reach Agreements
In Cultural Exchange Parleys

BUYING

Channel 3, KTBS-TV
Weekdays, Monday

[Government, July 8, 1957]." The Commission then adopted its "Memorandum of
Law Concerning Authority of the Federal
Communications Commission to Authorize
Subscription Television."

the

...and

Expressing "amazement" at the FCC's
position. Rep. Harris called it a "shocking
disregard of the rights of interested parties
and the rights of the general public as well

the

16

to

3
4

* Nov. 1957 ARB Metro Shreveport Survey

Washington's Broadcast House studios. The
demonstrations, one for the government officials at 11 a.m. and another for the local
press at noon, will be presented by the
Subliminal Projection Co. of New York
City over closed-circuit facilities of the
station.

KTBS
ABC

Panel

Okays

WTVD

(TV) Tower

The Air Space Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee has recommended FCC
approval for WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C,
to build a tower 1,498 feet above ground,
southeast of Durham.
Broadcasting

SHREVEPORT,
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
See your nearest Petry Man

for complete details and availabilities
January 6, 1958
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GOVERNMENT continued
RADIO
RADIO-TV FINANCES: 1956 AND 1955
Broadcast Revenues, Expenses and Income of Networks and Sta tions
of Radio 1 and Television Broadcast Services

Radio
Television
Industry Total
Radio
Television
Industry Total
Radio
Television
Industry Total

1956

Per cent Increase
or (Decrease)
1955
in 1956

($ Millions)
Total Broadcast Revenues
$ 480.6
$ 453.4
6.0
896.9
744.7
.20.4
$1,377.5

$1,198.1

Total Broadcast Expenses
$ 431.4
$ 407.4
707.3
594.5
$1,138.7
$1,001.9

15.0
5.9
19.0
13.7

Broadcast Income (before Federal Income Tax)
$ 49.2
$ 46.0
7.0
189.6
150.2
26.2
$ 238.8

UP

6%
IN 1956— FCC
• Time, talent $480.6 million
• Total radio profits up 7%

1955—1956
Service

REVENUE

$ 196.2

21.7

1 Includes am and fm broadcasting.
Note: 1956 radio data covers the operations of four nationwide networks and three
regional networks, 2,915 am and am-fm and 51 independent fm stations. 1955 data
is for the same networks and 2,704 am-fm and 38 independent fm stations. 1956
tv data covers the operations of three networks and 474 stations. 1955 data is for
four networks and 437 stations (three networks after Sept. 15, 1955, when DuMont
ceased network operations).

DISCRIMINATING

buyers consistently buy the consistently proven #1

TV

station (KJEO-TV) in the fabulously rich Fresno and
San Joaquin Valley market. Consult your Branham man
now for further fascinating details. We GUARANTEE
you'll save your energies . . . get more for your monies
... on KJEO-TV Fresno. ACT TODAY!

Total radio revenue from the sale of time
and talent was $480.6 million in 1956, the
FCC reported last week.
This was a 6% gain over the $453.5 million revenue of 1955.
The annual
figurestabulation
were reported
the FCC's
1956
of radioin station
and
network financial data, issued last Thursday.
Total radio network and station profit before federal income taxes in 1956 was up,
too — $49.2 million in 1956 compared to
$46 million in 1955, a 7% gain.
But not all elements of radio shared in
the profit increases.
Seven networks — four national and three
regional — plus 19 owned stations took in
total revenues of $70.2 million in 1956,
but their profit before federal taxes totaled
only $364,000. This was 93.8% below the
$5.9 million they took in as income in 1955,
and well below the $8.2 million in 1954,
$10.4 million in 1953 and $11.2 million in
1952.
In fact, revenue from network time sales
was down even for the 2,896 non-network
owned outlets. They took in $7,302,000 in
1956 from national network time sales,
but this was 40.9% below the 1955 figure.
But everywhere else, revenues and profits
showed a bounding rise.
The FCC's release last week showed
total revenues for radio and television at
$1.8 billion — of $1.4 billion excluding commissions and production and talent expenditures by companies not under FCC jurisdiction. This is 15% over 1955.
Tv revenues reached $896.9 million,
20.4% over 1955. These had been reported
last summer [Government, Aug. 26, 1957].
Radio revenues were $480.6 million, up 6%.
Combined radio-tv profits, before federal
taxes, were $238.8 million, up 21.7%. Tv
profits were $186.9 million, up 26.2%; radio's were $49.2 million, up 7%.
Total revenues of all radio stations, aside
from the seven networks and their 19 owned
stations, went almost 10% higher than in
1955— up 9.4% to $410.4 million. Profits
were $48.8 million, up 21.7%.
The sale of radio network time reached
$48.4 million, a drop of 24.4%. But national spot was $145.5 million, up 20.8%
and local advertising climbed to $297.8 million, up 9.5%.
Losses were reported by 849 radio stations-— 29.3% of the total. This compares
to 27.5% of the stations reporting losses in
1955.
Fm stations reported a total revenue of
$2.4 million, compared to $1.9 million in
1955.
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Thirty-six of 51 fm stations owned by
non-am licensees reported losses in 1956.
This compares to 31 out of 38 in 1955.
In a listing of more than 225 communities
in which there were more than three sta(Additional tables, pages 54-55)
(Text continues on page 56)
Broadcasting

• •what

a

"business"

card!

So, nighttime radio's dead, is it?
Just take a look at the 94 national, regional and local advertisers
who say "it ain't so!"
They're convinced that WBC's
sell like crazy!

"Program

PM"

can, and does,

We'll admit that lots of people watch TV, but so do lots of
people listen to nighttime radio . . . especially when it's
"Program PM".
To get their ear, to prove that No Selling Campaign is Complete
Without the WBC Stations, put "Program PM" to work for
your product. Call A. W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, Jr., WBC VP-Sales,
at MUrray Hill 7-0808 in New York, or your PGW Colonel, j
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WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,

INC.

»ADIO
BOSTON, wbz+wbz,
PITTSBURGH, KDKA
CLEVELAND, KYW
FORT WAYNE, WOWO
CHICAGO, WIND
PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION
BOSTON, WBZ-tV
BALTIMORE. WJZ TV
PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND,
KVW-TVKPIX
SAN FRANCISCO,
WIND represented by AM Rodio Solet
WJZ TV represented by Blair. TV
KPIX represented by The Kotz Agency, Inc.
All other WBC stations represented by
Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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RADIO

BROADCASTING

VS. FCC

Item

AM

Comparative Financial Data of Am
1955—1956
($ Thousands)

i

1. Network time sales:
$
a. Nationwide networks
b. Regional networks
c. Miscellaneous networks and sta-

I
i
i

(40.9)
7,302
2.8
2,348

783 27.9
(31.6)

3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established agencies, representatives,
brokers and others

38,422

19.1

Net time sale revenues

385,063

9.9

I

B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
Sundry broadcast revenues
Total revenues from incidental
broadcast activities

12,575
11,346

(4.4)
7.9

23,921

1.1

Total broadcast revenues . . . . 408,984

9.4

I

C. Total broadcast expenses of stations.

I

D. Broadcast income (or loss) before federal income tax
$49,191

1

(3.6)
7.9

Total

$431.4

$407.4

5.9

. . 359,793

7.9
21.6

1 2,686 stations reported in 1955.
2 Some small amount of network and national non-network time
sales may be included here since stations with less than $25,000
time sales for the year do not report detailed revenue breakdown.
Note: Excludes 51 independently operated fm stations.

$

.4
48.8

$

$ 49.2

5.9
40.1

(93.8)
21.7

$ 46.0

7.0

1 Includes the operations of 19 network owned stations in 1955 and
1956.
2 Includes 2,724 am, am-fm or independent fm stations in 1955 and
2,947 in 1956.
HOW

W:
i
1
m

m

$ 72.4
335.0

and operated stations)1
Other radio stations2

2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
20.2
125,530
and sponsors
9.4
22
287,52
.
sponsors.
and
advertisers
b. Local
Total revenues from non-network time sales
413,052
12.4
Total time sale revenues
423,485
10.7

I
®
I

$ 69.8
361.6

Total

10,433

Total

and operated stations)1
Other radio stations2

Broadcast Income (before federal income tax)
4 nationwide networks and 3 regional networks (including owned

Radio Stations

tions

$ 78.3 (10.4)
375.0
9.4
$453.3 6.0

Total Broadcast Expenses

2.8961

Number of stations
A. Revenues from the sale of time:

$ 70.2
410.4
$480.6

4 nationwide networks and 3 regional networks (including owned

Per Cent of
Amount Increase
1956 (Decrease)

Item

I

Per Cent Increase
or (Decrease)
1955
1956

1956

and operated stations)1
Other radio stations2
Total

FARED

STATIONS

1955

4 nationwide networks and 3 regional networks (including owned

1

HOW

AND

($ Millions)
Total Broadcast Revenues

to compare Broadcasting's
interesting
s with those reported last week
estimate
by the FCC.
BROADCASTING FCC
Class
National Network $ 46.926,000 $ 44,839,000
Regional & Misc.
4,807,000 3,585,000
Network
National & Regional
141,592,000 145,461,000
Non-Network
293,564,000 297,822,000
Local
TOTAL
$486,889,000 $491,707,000

1

1956

Broadcast Revenues, Expenses and Income of
Radio Broadcast Services
1955—1956

In February last year, Broadcasting
ran its estimate of radio net time sales
for 1956 in its annual radio yearbook.
This was based on a questionnaire to
a large representation of the 3,000
radio broadcasters in the U. S. It is

1

FINANCES:

FM

STATIONS

FARED

Broadcast Revenues, Expenses and Income of Frequency
Modulation (Fm) Stations
1955—1956
1956
1955
No. of
Amount
No. of Amount
Item
Stations (Millions) Stations (Millions)
Total Fm Broadcast Revenues
Fm Stations Operated by:
Am licensees:
Reporting no fm revenues 302
Reporting fm revenues 119
$1.0
Non-am licensees
51
1.4
Total Fm Stations 472
$2.4

332
123
38
493

$0.9
1.0
$1.9

Total Fm Broadcast Expenses
Fm Stations Operated by:
Non-am licensees
51
$1.8
38
$1.4
Industry Total
.. 1
...
.. 1
(Fm Broadcast Income (before federal income tax)
Fm Stations Operated by:
Non-am licensees
51
$(0.4) 38
$(0.4)
Industry Total

.. 1

...

.. 1

( ) Denotes loss.
1 In view of the difficulty in a joint am-fm operation in allocating fm
operation expense separately from am station operation expense,
licensees of such stations were not required to report fm station
expense separately. As a result, fm industry totals for expense and
income are not available. Am-fm licensees, however, were requested
to report separately the revenues, if any, attributable to fm station
operation if such data was readily available. In only a few instances did am-fm licensees state they were unable to segregate the
fm revenues.

if
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HOW

MANY

AMS

ARE

LOSING

MONEY

Number of Am Radio Stations Classified by Year Licensed Showing
the Number Reporting and the Number Reporting a Loss
1955—1956
1941
and Prior

All

Item

Stations1
A. Total Stations Reporting in 1956. . . . 2,902
849
Number Reporting a Loss in 1956. .
Per Cent Loss in 1956
29.3
B. Total Stations Reporting in 1955 . . . . 2,692
Number Reporting a Loss in 1955 . .
741
Per Cent Loss in 1955
27.5

862
234
ars2
Ye27.2
853
227
26.6

I
I
1

Year Licensed
1951
1946353
1,337
26.4
335
1,326
25.3

1952
85
29
34.1
82
22
26.8

1953

1954
158
42
26.6
41
153

142
41
28.9
140
38

146
1955

1956
172

34.2
138
78

100
58.1

56.5
1 Excludes 13 key stations of networks in 1955 and 1956.
s 63 stations, licensed during the war years 1942-1945, are also included in this group.
FM STATIONS REPORTING LOSSES— 1955-1956

NETWORKS

AND

||

ALL STATIONS

Comparative Financial Data of Am Radio Networks and Stations
1955—1956
($ Thousands)
Per Cent of
Amount Increase
Item
1956 (Decrease)

RADIO NETWORKS AND O&O'S
Comparative Financial Data of Am Radio Nationwide and
Regional Networks and Their Owned and Operated Stations
1955—1956
($ Thousands)
Item

Number of networks
Number of stations
A. Revenues from the sale of time:

71
2,9 152

1. Network time sales:
a. Nationwide networks
$ 44,839
b. Regional networks
2,802
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations
783
Total

48,424

2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
and sponsors
145,461
b. Local advertisers and sponsors . . 297,822
Total revenues from non-network time sales
443,283
Total time sale revenues

491,707

Number of networks
Number of stations
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
(25.6)
(12.4)
27.9
(24.4)

20.8
9.5
12.9
7.7

3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established agencies, representatives,
brokers and others

51,402

12.8

Net time sale revenues

440,305

7.2

B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
Sundry broadcast revenues
Total revenues from incidental
broadcast activities

24,016 (10.6)
14,839
2.0
38,855

Total broadcast revenues .... 479,160

(6.2)
5.9

C. Total broadcast expenses of networks
D. Broadcast income (or loss) before federal income tax
$ 49,555

6.9

Per Cent of
Amount Increase
1956 (Decrease)
7
191

1. Network time sales:
a. Nationwide networks
$37,537
b. Regional networks
454
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations
Total
2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
and sponsors
b. Local advertisers and sponsors. . .
Total revenues from non-network time sales
Total revenues
from time
sales

37,991

(21.7)
(50.2)
(22.2)
1

19,931
10,300

24.9
13.4

30,231

20.7

68,222

(7.6)

12,980s
55,242

(2.4)
(8.8)

1

3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established agencies, representatives,
brokers and others
Net time sale revenues
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
Sundry broadcast revenues
Total revenues from incidental
broadcast activities

11,441
3,493

(16.7)
(13.3)

14,934

(15.9)

Total broadcast revenues . . .

70,176

(10.4)

69,812

(3.6)

C. Total broadcast expenses of networks
and stations

1 Includes three regional networks: the Yankee Network Inc., The
Don Lee Broadcasting System and the Texas State Network Inc.
a 2,704 stations reported in 1955.
Note: Excludes 51 independently operated fm stations.

Broadcasting

1
i
1

||

36 of 51 fm stations operated by non-am licensees reported losses from operations during 1956 and 31 of 38 such stations
reported losses from operations during 1955.

RADIO

1

50

26.8

27.1

I

D. Broadcast income (or loss) before federal income tax
$

i

364

(93.8)

1 Includes the operations! of 19 network owned stations in 1955.
2 Of this amount $6,691,294 is applicable to the total sale of network time.

1
1
I

West

Texas

Television

Network

GOVERNMENT continued

tions, the following cities showed total broadcast revenues of more than $5 million:
Boston, over $6 million; Chicago, over
$18 million; Detroit, over $9 million; Los
Angeles, over $15 million; New York, over
$28 million; Philadelphia, over $9 million;
St. Louis and Washington, D. C. over $5
million each.
OKAY

ASKED

IN

SALE

WCAU-AM-FM-TV
OF
• CBS Inc. to pay $20 million
• It's biggest station sale yet
The FCC was asked last week to approve
the $20 million sale of WCAU-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia plus real estate from the Philadelphia Bulletin to CBS. The application
was filed Dec. 31, for what is the biggest
transaction in broadcast history [At Deadline, Dec. 23, 1957].
CBS is paying $12.6 million for ch. 10
WCAU-TV and $3 million for 50 kw, clear
channel WCAU (on 1210 kc) and WCAUFM. The network also is paying $4.4 million
for the eight-acre WCAU Radio & Tv
Centre on City Line and Monument Aves.,
six miles from downtown Philadelphia.
Not included in the transaction is the

Philadelphia Bulletin's 75% ownership of
the voting stock of ch. 22 WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa., nor its Muzak franchise for
Philadelphia.
The Bulletin said that its reason for selling the highly successful WCAU properties
is that it is "narrowing the scope of its business activities" through liquidation of principal broadcast interests.
The application showed that Robert McLean, chairman of the board of WCAU Inc.
and principal owner of the Bulletin Co.,
owns 300 shares of Class A common and
612 shares of Class B common of CBS Inc.
It also indicated that John S. Williams,
WCAU director, owns 200 Class B common
of CBS and that the Bulletin Co. itself owns
23,700 shares of Class A common and
29,200 shares of Class B common of CBS.
Donald W. Thornburgh, president of
WCAU Inc., owns 306 shares of Class A
CBS common.
CBS Inc. is authorized to issue 6 million
shares of Class A and of Class B common.
There are 4,216,115 Class A and 3,435,731
Class B shares of CBS common outstanding.
The original cost of WCAU stations was
given as $2,821,359.69 and of the land
and buildings as $2,821,017.49. Estimated
replacement costs were listed at $2,966,000
for the stations and $4.4 million for the
land and building.
The Nov. 30, 1957, unaudited balance
sheet for WCAU Inc. showed total assets
of $11,908,024, of which $1,367,894.54
was listed as current assets; $2,529,081.47

MlONAL
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good will; $649,935.07 interest in WDAUTV; $2,120,021.99 depreciated value of
buildings, and $880,257.39 depreciated value
of equipment.
Current liabilities were given as $216,954.76, with total liabilities listed as $1,822,393.05. Surplus totaled $10,004,216.99, of
which $86,522.21 was contributed; $165,288 paid in; $8,153,882.55 earned, and $1,-

598,524.23 profit between Dec. 30, 1956,
and Nov. 30, 1957. Capital stock at no par
value was listed at $81,414. Net worth was
listed at $10,085,630.99.
The agreement indicated that CBS has
agreed to continue furnishing the Bulletin's
Muzak service via WCAU-FM for at least
one year after transfer approval at the cost
of the program plus 15%.
The agreement also included a comprehensive formula for figuring the value of
film and feature motion pictures which
WCAU-TV has under contract.
Principal CBS stockholder, the application shows, is CBS Chairman William S.
Paley, whose holdings add up to 10.9%.
Frank Stanton, CBS president, is a 1.8%
stockholder, and Leon Levy, 2.2%. Officers
and directors holding options for stock purchases are Henry C. Bonfig, CBS Inc. vice
president, 7,603; Arthur L. Chapman, CBSHytron president, 7,500; Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS Radio president, 7,803; Merle S. Jones,
CBS Television president, 7,500, and Goddard Lieberson, Columbia Records president, 7,450.
The CBS data also showed Dr. Stanton
has interests in wired music distribution in
Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio.
CBS estimated it would spend $5.8 million in operating WCAU-TV and $2.55 million in operating WCAU-AM-FM in its
first year, and that revenues would be $9.6
million for WCAU-TV and $3 million for
WCAU-AM-FM for the first year.
The consolidated CBS balance sheet for
Oct. 26, 1957, showed total assets of $220,887,753, of which $156,260,505 was listed
for current assets and $5,064,950 for good
will. Current liabilities were given as $70,124,434, and earned surplus as $67,537,248.
Consolidated net income of CBS for 1955
was $13,397,427, and for 1956, $16,283,462.
The application stated there would be no
change in management at the WCAU stations. Mr. Thornburgh, who is in charge of
the Philadelphia stations, was vice president
of CBS' west coast operations before taking
the helm of the Bulletin's broadcast activities
in 1949.
WCAU-AM-FM was sold to the Philadelphia Record (J. David Stern) at a $2.15
million stripped price in 1946. Sellers were
Dr. Leon and Isaac D. Levy, Mr. Paley and
his father, Samuel Paley. They had bought
the station in 1925. In 1947 the Bulletin
bought Mr. Stern's Record and the Camden
(N.J.) Courier-Post, with the WCAU stations bringing $2.9 million of the total price.
The Bulletin at the same time sold its WPEN
Philadelphia to the Sun-Ray Drug Co. for
$800,000. Ch. 10 WCAU-TV was licensed
to the Bulletin in 1948.
When the WCAU sale is approved by
the FCC, CBS will have acquired its limit
in station ownership. CBS already owns
WCBS-AM-FM-TV New York, KNX-AMFM and KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, WBBMAM-FM-TV Chicago, KCBS-AM-FM San
Francisco, KMOX-AM-TV St. Louis,
WEEI-AM-FM Boston, WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, and WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
The last two are uhf stations.

CBS bought KNXT

in 1950 for $3.6 milBroadcasting
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Both WCUE,
Akron,
broadcasting more
more

often — are

by Avery- Knodel,

■TREPRESENTATIVES

SALES

and WICE, Providencenews... more music

now

represented

nationally

Inc.

m/m/ Wk
delivers more listeners per dollar than any other
medium in Providence. Fastest growing station in the rich
Providence area — 955,000 population, 305,000 radio homes.
Aggressive new management . . . and popular programming . . .
have made WICE your best buy in this booming market!

consistently gives more listeners per dollar
Wcue
throughout the great majority of the day than any other Akron
station. Up-to-the-minute and on-the-spot news, too. WCUE's
1,000 watts of well - programmed power sell to a market of
247,888 radio homes (NCS #2).
Both stations now represented by . . .

AVERY-

KNODEL

I N C O R P O RATE

NEW

YORK

ATLANTA

DALLAS

DETROIT

SAN

FRANCISCO

D

LOS

ANGELES

CHICAGO

SEATTLE
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lion from the Thomas

S. Lee interests. It

paid $6 million in 1953 to the Balaban &
Katz theatre chain for what is now WBBMTV. In 1954 is paid $350,000 for what is
now WXIX to the Bartell interests and
paid an additional $650,000 to Lou Poller
for the studio and facilities of WCAN-TV
Milwaukee. In 1956 the network bought
what is now WHCT for $650,000 from General Times Tv Corp. And in October 1957,
CBS paid $4 million for ch. 4 KWK-TV St.
Louis after winning the contest for ch. 11
in that city. The network turned over its
ch. 11 grant to the remaining three unsuccessful applicants. The transfers, approved
by the FCC, await disposition of appellate
action (see story page 74).
The Philadelphia Bulletin is owned by the
McLean family. The Bulletin paid $650,000
for its controlling interest — -75% of voting
stock, 33V3% of non-voting stock — in ch.
22 WDAU-TV Scranton last year.
Sen. Potter Asks
Of

Brown-Lions

Justice Probe
Area

Tv Blackout

Labeling the tv blackout in the Detroit
area of the Cleveland Browns-Detroit Lions
professional football championship game
"dictatorial and
Potter (R-Mich.)
Dept. to launch
In a letter to

arbitrary," Sen. Charles E.
last week asked the Justice
an investigation.
Attorney General William

Rogers, Sen. Potter "suggested" that Justice
"call in the contracts between the networks
and the National Football League for scru-

IN DARKEST

CAROLINA

If Ed Osborne, manager of WBCU
Union, S. C, could have his way, the
FCC would treat itself to a fat geography lesson. High on the list of
studies would be the difference between South Carolina and South Africa. According to Mr. Osborne, his
station recently received its remote
control license renewal with the
WBCU

studio address as "East Main

St., Union, South Africa."
.
tiny." Despite a complete sellout of the
game, played in Detroit Dec. 29, which
precluded "any possible harm to gate receipts" NFL Commissioner Bert Bell refused
to permit television within 75 miles of
Detroit, Sen. Potter stated. The game was
telecast to the rest of the nation by NBC-TV.
"The public interest is not always served
when so much power is permitted to reside
in the hands of one man [Mr. Bell]. If a
single individual can deprive hundreds of
thousands of loyal fans of a chance to see
their team fight for the championship, then
perhaps the law governing these contests
should be changed," Sen. Potter stated. He
sent a copy for comment to the FCC.
In defending the Detroit blackout, Mr.
Bell said it would not be fair to those who
had purchased tickets, on the premise the
game would not be on tv.

SDX's Newton Raps Bar Group
For Recommendations on Canon

35

A report to the American Bar Assn. recommending that ABA's Canon 35 ban
against broadcasting and photographing of
court trials be allowed to stand [Trade Associations, Nov. 4, 1957] was sharply criticized last week by a committee of Sigma
Delta Chi, newspaper journalistic fraternity.
V. M. Newton Jr., managing editor of the
Tampa (Fla.) Tribune and chairman of the
fraternity's Freedom of Information Committee, said the Canon 35 report fails to recognize that the American courts belong to
the people.
The adverse report was issued by Judge
Philbrick McCoy of Los Angeles Superior
Court, chairman of an ABA committee investigating revision of the canon.
A debate on the disputed canon has been
proposed for the Feb. 24-25 meeting of the
ABA House of Delegates, to be held at
Atlanta.
Mr. Newton wrote Judge McCoy in detail about the report. He disputed a contention that trials are not less public than they
were a century ago merely because broadcasters and photographers are excluded
from courtrooms. He told Judge McCoy this
statement ignores the growth in population,
development of suburbs, ignorance of citizens in government procedure and growing public hostility to both government and
the courts.
Most legal objections to telecasting of
trials may be based merely on the novelty
of this new medium, Mr. Newton said. He
suggested trials be filmed and recorded for
use by the courts and for "such publication
as the nation's communications media believe fit." He added, "If the citizen is presumed to know the law, he is entitled to
every opportunity to observe its processes."
Johnson

Authors

Antitrust

Article

Frederic A. Johnson, counsel for WINS
New York, is the author of an article in the
latest issue of The Antitrust Bulletin, titled
"Baseball, Professional Sports and the Antitrust Acts." Mr. Johnson, who has been a

You've
never
heard
it sobygood
—
and Pulse
bears
us out
rating
WBNS radio first in 315 out of 360
quarter hours Monday through
Friday — 6 a.m. to midnight. And
when you hear sales coming from
1,707,400 folks with $3,034,624,000
—Askthat's
John"good
Blair. hearin' "WBNS
RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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leading critic of baseball's "reserve clause"
and has represented many minor and major
league players in challenging the legality of
such contract stipulations, contends in the
article that Congress cannot continue to
exempt baseball pacts from the provisions
of the antitrust acts. He cites the substantial
revenue to baseball from radio-tv broadcasts
as one of the major contributing factors in
placing the sport in interstate commerce and
thereby within the purlieu of the antitrust
laws.
Sunset

Signs FTC

Agreement

Sunset House Distributing Corp., Hollywood, has signed a Federal Trade Commission consent order agreeing not to claim its
Color Filter tv receiver attachment will
produce the same effect as color television.
Last week's action grew out of an FTC
complaint filed against the firm June 24.
Broadcasting

ople

insist

party.,."
Thanksgiving
Indeed it is. The end of a great ABC Television year (and the start of what
should be an even greater one) is the perfect time to fill an imaginary ballroom
with people to whom

we owe thanks. People like:

The advertisers and agencies whose concrete support has made

possible our

successful move to fully competitive status. (We're also thanking you by currently serving up an average of almost Vz of the total network TV audience at
considerably less cost than our competition.)
The press, both trade and consumer, for their full and fair coverage of our
growth into fully competitive status.
Our directors and stockholders, whom
tremendous
CBS

we thank for their confidence and

personal investments.

and NBC, for their part in making the whole industry picture a healthy,

competitive one. (And bear in mind, gentlemen, that our newly scored average
30% share of audience didn't all come out of your slice. ABC's revitalized
programming has increased viewing levels in virtually every time period in
which ABC competes.)
Our affiliates and employees, whose enthusiastic hard work has brought us
so far.
And let's not forget the FCC. Their implementation
of broadcasting has made all of this possible.

of the American

system

So carve up the turkey and uncork the wine. This one's on ABC — with thanks!

ABC

TELEVISION

NETWORK

Q
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FCC

WORKLOAD

•

Fiscal 1957

•

Fm

permits

KEEPS

report cites radio growth,
increase; spectrum

A continuing increase in the FCC's workload brought on by the " phenomenal growth
of radio" and increasing demands on its time
h\ Congress; the first numerical increase
in fm authorizations for the past nine years
—these are just two of the highlights in the
Commission's 23rd annual report to Congress covering fiscal year 1957. The report
was released yesterday (Sunday) and is
166 pages long.
Concerning the period from July I, 1956,
to June 30, 1957, the Commission said it received the greatest number of applications
for spectrum space in any of its 23 years
and now has made 1.8 million (200,000 during 1957) radio authorizations of all types.
During the year, more than 9,700 broadcast applications were filed at the Commission, an increase of approximately 1,000
over 1956. Applications for new tv stations
increased from 91 to 132, am from 384 to
424. Of these, 31 tv and 107 am applications were designated for hearing.
The fiscal year closed with 8,304 broadcast authorizations, a net gain of 922 over
fiscal 1956. There were 561 commercial fm
stations authorized, a net gain of 15. This
increase reversed a downward trend which
has been unchecked since the peak year of
1948, when 1,020 fm stations were authorized. Of the 561 authorized, 530 were on
the air. Applications for new fm stations
doubled from 28 in 1956 to 58 in 1957.
And, for the first time in many years there
were competing applications for fm facilities
and four have been set for hearings.
The Commission attributed the revived in-

space

RISING

Hill demands
applications

on time
set record

terest in commercial fm to opportunities for
additional income through functional music
operations.
On June 30, 1957, there were 475 commercial tv stations (389 vhf and 86 uhf) on
the air and 24 operating educational stations
(19 vhf and 5 uhf). In addition, construction permits were outstanding for 230 tv
stations (51 commercial v's, 121 commercial
u's, 10 educational v's, 15 educational u's
and 33 translators). Also at the end of the
fiscal year, there were 14 vhf and five uhf
satellite stations on the air and 41 operating
translators. There was a net gain of 42 in
commercial tv authorizations, for a total of
651.
The report estimated over 90% of the
U. S. population is able to receive at least
one tv signal and over 75% can receive
two or more. Cities with at least one tv station totaled 302, while 80 had two or more,
27 three or more and 1 1 four or more.
"Serious difficulties, relating principally to
the use of the uhf channels, impeded the
fuller utilization of available channel assignments," the Commission stated.
A major part of its time during the past
three years has been devoted to determining
whether some alleviation of tv problems may
be found in revisions of the present tv allocation plan and engineering standards, the
Commission stated. Along this line, the FCC
finalized rule making in 13 deintermixture
proceedings, amended the mileage separation
requirements and increased the maximum
power for uhf stations from 1,000 kw to
5,000 kw.

Also during fiscal 1957, the FCC took
the position it has the authority to authorize
pay tv and has invited applications to be
processed after March 1. This move met
with considerable opposition in Congress and
the House Commerce Committee will hold
hearings next week on pay tv (see page 50).
Am broadcast station authorizations
showed a net gain of 218 for the year, increasing to 3,238. Of this total, more than
1,200 were daytime only outlets. Citing industry estimates, the report stated there are
nearly 150 million am and fm sets in the
U. S.
Four major am rule-making matters received the Commission's attention during
the year. They included the clear channel
proceeding, the daytime skywave proceeding,
a Daytime Broadcasters Assn. petition for
extended hours for daytime stations and a
petition by the Community Broadcasters
Assn. to increase the maximum power of
Class IV stations to 1 kw.
The report cited as the Commission's
"first and foremost" problem the fact that
the fields which it regulates are in a state
of flux due to constant change and expansion. "This is reflected in the complicated
and time-consuming task of reviewing spectrum allocations and revising rules and
regulations to accommodate new communication methods and more services. The
rapid march of radio is accompanied by
mounting administrative perplexities involving competition, distribution, interference, enforcement and processing considerations," the report stated.
"Then there is the additional factor that,
while the Commission regulates the elements
responsible for the high tempo of modern
communication, it is in turn regulated to
an unusual degree [by Congress and the
courts]. The Commission has done everything possible to expedite its adjudicatory
procedures but is handicapped by amendments to its governing act which afford
parties exceptional opportunities and extensive processes to balk and delay the
finalizing of its decisions."
Taking a swipe at congressional investigations and inquiries, the report found that

0mm

Congress has given the Commission "additional administrative and regulatory responsibilities which demand more of its
time and manpower. Also, at the risk of
backlogs in its routine, the Commission
must give priority to mounting congressional committee inquiries and requests for
information, some of which cover the same
basic data but want it in a form that requires separate exhaustive research and

^
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The Commission operated with an appresentation."propriation of $7.8 million during fiscal
1957, and closed the year with 1,197 employes, 81 more than in 1956. On the first
day of the fiscal period, the commissioners
received an increase in salary from $15,000 to $20,000 ($20,500 to the chairman).
Also at the start of fiscal 1957, T. A. M.
Craven replaced Edward M. Webster on
the Commission and at the end of the period
George C. McConnaughey (chairman) left
and was replaced by Frederick W. Ford,
with John C. Doerfer named chairman.
During the year, 57 initial decisions were
Broadcasting
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I'M

JOE

THEY

FLOYD

SAY

HELLUVA

I'M

. . .

A

SALESMAN!

That's because I like to give
the advertiser a run for his
money — always have! Like
creating a whole new empire of
customers— KEL-O-LAND
— more than a million strong,
with over $1,220,150,000 in

buy. How's that for selling
the blazes out of your product?
ALL

OF

KEL-O-LAND
IN YOUR

TV

CBS

PICTURE
.

ABC

NBC

KDLO
Aberdeen —

CHANNEL
Huron ;— Watertown ;

KELO
Sioux Falls CHANNEL
KPLO

CHANNEL
Pierre — Winner — Chamberlain
... and KEL-O-LAND's
new, big radio voice is
KELO
RADIO
1,032-ff. Tower

• 13, 600- watt Power Eqv.

General Offices, Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.
Represented by H-R
In Minneapolis it's Bulmer & Johnson, Inc.
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and microwave, "radio's new workhorse."
The report also showed that by the end
of fiscal 1957, approximately 77,000 channel
miles of Bell Telephone coaxial cables and
microwave facilities were being used to
interconnect 458 tv stations in 315 cities.
Color service was available to 338 stations
in 209 cities. The Commission also authorized 18 new microwave radio relay systems
to provide off-air pickup and relay of tv
programs to community antenna systems.
Instituted during fiscal 1956 with a $221,000 appropriation, the FCC's Network Study
Staff completed its study (Barrow Report),
which was released early in October. The
1,300-page report deals with television primarily and currently is being studied by
both the Commission and Congress [see
Lead Story, page 27]. A new Office of Network Study was established to assist the
Commission in dealing with problems concerning radio and tv networks.
Station sale applications were popular
during the year at the Commission, which
received 1,315, an increase of 239. The report predicted this trend would continue

annual retail sales. It's a
triple-market package, and you
get it for one single-station

PUT

issued covering 78 broadcast cases and the
number of hearing examiners was increased
to 12, two more than last year. The Commission was a party to 107 (64 new during
the year) federal court cases, compared to
93 in 1956.
Total broadcast authorizations exceeded
8,000 with over 9,700 applications received.
Total incoming mail at the Commission was
928,000 pieces with 415,000 pieces sent
out.
The rapid growth of radio, the increasing
demands by both present and potential users
for more spectrum space and the technical
developments in electronics require the Commission to review its frequency allocations,
the report stated. In this respect, the Commission this year held hearings on utilization
of the frequency above 890 mc and plans
future hearings on 25-890 mc. Cited as new
techniques for spectrum conservation were
offset carrier, single sideband, split channels

upward.
In order to help the FCC apprise broadcast stations of advertising found to be
false and misleading, the FTC entered into
a cooperative agreement to keep the FCC
informed of questionable advertising broadcasts over radio and tv stations. Included in
the information are the call letters of stations
involved and the Commission so informs
these stations for appropriate action.
Every state had am and tv stations at
the close of fiscal 1957, but seven states
did not have fm authorizations. Texas, with
311, had more am, fm and tv authorizations
combined than any other state and led individually in both am and tv. California
followed with 279, Pennsylvania 229 and
New York 214. In city authorizations, New
York led with 38 broadcast permits, while
Chicago and Los Angeles each had 34.
The Commission continued its field engineering and monitoring activities, inspecting 1,100 broadcast stations which resulted
in 593 citations, compared to 615 in 1956.
A second mobile unit was built and put into
operation in the West. Many illegal operations were investigated and several in-

stances of assistance in emergencies were
cited.
Receiving considerable FCC and government attention during the year were tall
towers. The Commission currently has pending proposed rule-making which would require the location of towers more than 500ft. high in "antenna farm areas." This rulemaking has been deferred pending conclusion of a study by the Joint IndustryGovernment Tall Structure Committee.
At the end of the year, 52 tv towers 1,000ft. or higher were in operation, construction permits were outstanding for 17 and
applications were pending for 20 more. During the year, KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M.,
went on the air with a tower 1,610-ft. above
ground, making it the tallest man-made
structure in the world.
Nimtz Says He'll Ask Removal
Of Rayburn Ban Against Tv
Rep. F. Jay Nimtz (R-Ind.) last week disclosed plans to introduce a bill which would
authorize television coverage of House sessions and committee meetings and hearings
open to the public. "A great deal could be
accomplished by showing the public what
actually happens on the floor [of the House]
and in committee meetings," he said.
A member of the House Judiciary Committee, Rep. Nimtz made known his plans
when asked during an interview telecast by
WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind., his opinion of the
ban on radio, tv and camera coverage of
House proceedings. If the public is admitted, television should be admitted, he
said, citing the relatively small number of
people who actually attend congressional
sessions and hearings.
The bill, which currently is being drafted,
would give the House Administration Committee the responsibility of setting up ground
rules to facilitate television coverage. Rep.
Nimtz said he decided to introduce the
measure after following closely the dispute raised last summer by the House UnAmerican Activities Committee, which permitted tv coverage of hearings in San Francisco [Government, June 24].
Several bills which would remove the
ban, imposed by House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) against radio-tv and camera
coverage of House proceedings, now are
pending before the House Rules Committee.
Admiral

Denies

FTC

Charges

Admiral Corp., Chicago, has denied Federal Trade Commission charges that its advertisements for television sets deceive the
Answering an official complaint filed in
the fall [Government, Nov. 25, 1957], the
public.
firm denies FTC allegations and admits
only that it advertises sets. The FTC complaint said the firm's ads describe sets as
"21 -inch," "21" or "24," with asterisks referring to a footnote "in small letters and
far removed" from figures, which state the
viewable area of the tube in square inches
and that the displayed figure refers to diagonal measurement. Admiral's response
asks that the complaint be dismissed.
Broadcasting

WGR-TV now leads all other
stations with the largest share of
the viewing audience in Buffalo
from sign-on to sign-off seven days
a week!
Nine of the top fifteen shows in
Buffalo are seen on WGR-TV. They
include "Wyatt Earp" (highest
rated of any show on any station
— with 44.9% of the viewing
audience) , "Sugarf oot," "The Frank
Sinatra Show," "The Pat Boone
Show," "Maverick," "Broken
Arrow," both "Lawrence Welk"
shows and "Ozzie and Harriet."
Other network shows which won
hands down on WGR-TV are
"Mickey Mouse Club,"
"Disneyland," "Zorro," "Rin Tin
Tin," and "Colt 45."

IN*

BUFFALO

WGR-TV led in 19 out of 20 quarter
hours, 5:00-6:00 p.m., Monday
to Friday.
Local shows took their share of
rating honors, too — and WGR-TV
averaged more viewers per set than
any other station!
Source: October ARB
Hot network programming —
outstanding local personalities —
superb studio facilities — local
acceptance — tremendous bonus of
Canadian coverage — and the
strongest merchandising in. Buffalo.
No wonder WGR-TV is the first
choice of advertisers as well
as viewers.

-TV
WGR
ABC
CHANNEL
2

Contact Peters, Griffin, Woodward
for availabilities.
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WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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This 26-position master control dominates Voice of America headquarters in Washington. Through this patch
board the Voice sends its programs to transmitters for relay to regional stations for broadcast to the world.

VOA'S
Emphasis

$17
on

MILLION

factual

The Voice of America was set up to tell
the truth about America and the activities
and polices of the U. S. government to the
world.
In recent months the truth about America
has not been all favorable, but the Voice
has continued "selling" straightforward
news — even when it hurts.
"Not everybody in the U. S. A. would
agree on every program as exemplifying
every virtue radio-wise, or as fully representing every segment of American life," Robert
E. Button, director of VOA, said recently.
"But that is not necessary. The voices of
America are after all diverse and sometimes
discordant, and as long as our official Voice
reflects what we honestly are, the audience
will react, with amusement, or chagrin, or relief or perplexity, but never, thank goodness,
with disbelief."
When America's Vanguard rocket went
"phfft" on the beach at Florida's Cape Canaveral several weeks ago the word went
out all over the world. Among those passing
the bad news to the friends and enemies of
the U. S. was this official arm of the American government, the Voice of America.
When townspeople and students rioted in
Little Rock against the integration of Negro
students in Central High School, the word
went out all over the world. Again by the
Voice of America.
When President Eisenhower had his
stroke, the Voice told the world.
This policy — which to so many in the
United States is a method of self-flagellation
— is a deliberate and long-standing rule of
the 15-year-old voice of the U. S.
Tell the truth, no matter how it hurts.
Because, in the long range, people will believe you. And that's the important thing.
Credibility.
Right from the beginning when America's
Page 64 • January 6, 1958

broadcasts

PITCH

gains

overseas

voice began going out over the airwaves in
1942 to the Nazi-enslaved peoples in Europe,
this single principle has been the foundation
stone of what is now a $17 million enterThis has established a position in the
prise. battle of words that is unique.
world
Not long ago Hungarian freedom fighters
who had to flee from the Soviet enslavement of their country were interviewed.
Seven out of 10 said they had regularly
listened to Western broadcasts. And 85%
said they considered the Voice of America
particularly reliable. A recent survey among
East German refugees found 83% agreeing
that VOA broadcasts were straight.
This gives the Voice leverage. When the
UN issued its denunciation of the ruthless
suppression of Hungary by Soviet military
forces the text of that report was broadcast throughout the world. In fact, during
certain periods it was read at a slow, dictation speed so that it could be taken down for
re-publication in enslaved countries behind
the Iron and Bamboo curtains. Where there
is tyranny you can be sure there are clandestine means of communication.
News, straight news, is the hard core of
Voice transmissions.
But, beyond the news, there are other
programs which tell the world about America, its history, its aims and its culture.
The success of the Voice of America may
be measured in a negative sort of way.
Our broadcasts are jammed by the Soviets. And, the closer a Voice program is to
the hurtful truth about Communism the
greater the tantrums in which the Soviets
and their satellites explode.
The Voice must hurt the Soviets, because
jamming costs money, lots of money. The
Communists spend more money on jamming
the Voice of America than the whole United

FOR
converts

TRUTH
for

America

States Information Agency program spends
yearly — and that takes in not only radio and
tv, but also press, motion pictures, information centers and cultural activities.
USIA's 1957-58 budget is $96.1 million.
One Communist country alone, Poland,
spent as much as the whole VOA budget,
$17 million, in jamming Voice broadcasts.
This information came out earlier this
year when Poland won a measure of independence from Moscow. It announced that
it was ceasing to jam the Voice and boasted
that this move would save $17.5 million a
This might be a peculiar way to determine
if your message gets across, Mr. Button
says, but when your competitor goes to
year. lengths to keep your message from
such
reaching customers "it must mean
There
words are
the
USSR
buying."
Far East
tries.

they're

are other potent signs that our
being heard and are registering in
and its satellites and even in the
and Asian Red-dominated

coun-

The Communist press devotes columns of
scarce newsprint to apoplectic attacks on the
Voice, and heavy space to answering item
by item Voice broadcasts of a few days
before.
There are other ways the Voice knows
that its words are getting through. Giveaways as a means of checking audience are
old hat in the United States commercial
broadcast industry. The Voice uses this
system too.
It received more than 4,000 requests for
an English study guide from Turkish listeners to be used in VOA's weekly English lesson broadcasts.
It has been asked for 43,000 copies of an
8xl0-in. glossy photograph of the new IsBroadcasting

WEBC

PROVES

WEBC

PULLS

in

AND

DULUTH
One

Day

SUPERIOR
Event

33,000
Conclusive

brings

over

shoppers.

proof of WEBC

pulling power

is shown

in their one day PREMIER
CHRISTMAS
VIEW which was promoted only on WEBC.
than

Vs the population

of Duluth

far the largest response
any media promotion !

in Duluth's

REACH

and

the DULUTH
with
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by

history from
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7
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m
>
4
See your HOLLINGBERY MAN
In Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley
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lamic Centre in Washington from listeners
to its Arabic language programs.
In the last few weeks, the World Brotherhood Foundation has received more than
2,000 esays (on brotherhood) from all over
the world. This contest has been publicized
solely on the Voice of America.
And. of course there is the mail count. In
1956, the Voice received 326,000 pieces of
mail from all over the world. It received
10,000 letters from listeners to its Arabic
programs, 20,000 from Iranians, 5,000 from
Turkish listeners.
It even gets mail from behind the Iron
Curtain — through blind post office box numbers in border cities like Vienna, Berlin and
Helsinki.
But, best of all the Voice recently had the
opportunity to interrogate several hundred
people who had been living in Russia for
more than two decades and who have come
into the Free World.
These people, identifiable only as returnees, have lived all over Russia — in Moscow,
Kiev, Minsk, Stalingrad, Leningrad, Odessa,
Tashkent and Samarkand. They agreed that
people in Russia listen to the Voice of
America.
These were no ingratiating answers. Mentioned were specific broadcasts, individual
announcers were identified, and distinct bits
of information were recalled.
Based on this information, VOA officials
estimate that the Voice of America has more
than 30 million listeners in the USSR itself.
Radio, VOA people agree, is everywhere.
There are, according to the most informed
sources, about 130.5 million radio sets
throughout the world plus 24.7 million
wired loudspeakers. This excludes the U. S.
and Canada. In the USSR itself, there are

THE

VOICE

ANI

Three days before last Thanksgiving,
five men and a woman crowded into tiny
Studio 12 at the Voice of America's
Washington headquarters. At exactly 11
a.m., Nov. 25, they began talking halfway around the world to the people of
Iran. The language they spoke was the
Persian of that ancient land, and what
they said was picked up and transmitted
overseas by powerful U. S. shortwave
transmitters. There three other U. S.
transmitters picked up the messages and
rebroadcast them to the bazaars and villages of Iran. There, it was 7 p.m.
Morteza K. Yahyavi, opened with
news highlights, including the arrival of
the King of Morocco in Washington.
Miss Shamsi Martazavi followed with
reports on a speech by President Eisenhower, Vice President Nixon's warning
to the Free World, and Gen. Brucker's
statement on missiles. Saeed Mirbaha reported on German Foreign Secretary
Von Brentano's return to Europe, an Islamic rug exhibition in the U. S., and a
joint statement by the presidents of Lebanon and Pakistan. Javad Haddad then
read a calendar of events, after which
Mohammed Zarnegar read a short feature discussing the Nov. 25, 1917, free
elections in Russia which resulted in
Bolshevik use of force to disband the
estimated to be
and 20 million
Surprisingly,
VOA's English
VOA broadcasts

COMING

6.1 million radio receivers
wired speakers.
the Russians do not jam
broadcasts. They only jam
in the mother tongue of the

SOON!

THE

PERSIANS

freely elected Constituent Assembly and
institute the Red reign of terror.
Abbass Malayeri followed the news reports on British Prime Minister McMillan's arrival in Paris, a UN report on
the Israel-Jordan border dispute, and the
sentencing of Communists in Jordan.
At 11:30 Mr. Yahyavi returned to report on art and cultural activities in the
United States, concluding with a special
feature devoted to Frank Lloyd Wright,
noted American architect.
This program went through master
control in Washington to overseas transmitters at Bound Brook N. J., and at
Brentwood, N. Y. Bound Brook shortwaved its overseas on 21 and 26 mc;
Brentwood on 17 mc. At Tangier, Morocco, itwas picked up and rebroadcast
on 15 mc, 17 mc, 21 mc, and 25 mc. The
USS Courier at the Grecian island of
Rhodes received the signal and rebroadcast it on 1259 kc. At Salonika, Greece,
the Persian broadcast was rebroadcast
on 17 mc. The whole program was repeated one hour later from tape recordings made at these relay points.
It also was carried on the BBC shortwave international broadcast.
The reason for the plethora of repeats
is simple: Russia jams our Persian
broadcasts.

USSR or those of its minorities or satellites.
There's one exception to this. The Voice's
Persian broadcasts are jammed.
The busy concern of the governments of
the shackled people listening to Voice has
one amusing sidelight.
One of the most popular of the Voice's
non-news programs is Music-USA. This
is a simple, hour-long disc jockey, platterspinning show broadcast in English every
night all over the world. It is run by a slow
speaking, pleasant-voiced 35-year-old who
apparently has won the admiration of jazzlovers from the Steppes to Down-Under.
He is Buffalo-born Willis Conover.
In Bulgaria a special police detachment
formed to detect clandestine listening to
western broadcasts had to be disbanded. Its
members became too enamored of MusicUSA.
Music-USA has a worldwide audience.
Mr. Conover gets letters by the thousands
each week — from Prague, from New Zealand, from Warsaw, from Switzerland. Jazz
undoubtedly is an international language
and these quotations from letters to Mr.
Conover confirm this:

Aimed

to

open

new

MERCHANDISING

opportunities!
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"More jamba boogie, please."
"I have yet to hear a slush-pump [sliding trombone] player who sends me more
than Miff Mole."
"Thank you, Angel, for Oscar Petersen's 'Tenderly.' "
The programs are even recorded in Russia, it has been authenticated, and played
for the delectation of Soviet "cats."
The basic element in VOA's programBroadcasting

GOVERNMENT continued
ming is news — what is happening in
America, what is happening abroad. Next
comes commentary. These are editorials
from American newspapers and periodicals,
and more recently has been added a roundup of American radio commentators.
But beyond the hard news are the special programs that bring the flavor of the
United States to the world.
There is the American Theatre of the
Air. This has been established as a series
of 90-minute radio spectaculars in English
in cooperation with the American National
Theatre & Academy. The first presentation,
last June, was Thornton Wilder's "Our
Town" and it featured Martha Scott, who
played in the original 1938 Broadway production, and such other American stage
stalwarts as Marc Connelly, William Redfield and Walter Abel.
On Dec. 13, the second in this series
was broadcast around the world. This was

75%

OF

VOICE

EUROPE
Albanian
Armenian
Bulgarian
Czech and Slovak
English
Estonian
French
Georgian
German (to Germany)
Hungarian
Italian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Polish
Rumanian
Russian 2
Serbo-Croat
Slovene
Spanish
Ukrainian
Uzbek
Total

Hrs.-min.
:30
:30
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:00
H
:30
:45
2:00
o
1:00
1:00
1:30
:45
3:00
1:00
:15
H
1:00
:15
19:00

LATIN AMERICA
:30

English

In television, the Voice has what it considers a winner in Report from America.
This is a filmed show, packaged by the
Voice and used on tv stations in foreign
countries. It features NBC commentator
Joseph C. Harsch and is shown on BBC
monthly. It is then bicycled to 26 other
European countries, with narration dubbed
in five other languages — French, German,
Spanish, Polish and Arabic.
Report from America is produced by
NBC on a contract from VOA. It is directed by London-bom Don Cash, an NBC
staffer. Its treatment of the contemporary
American scene is serious, but light and

.
.
.
.

Japanese
Korean . . .
Mandarin .
Russian . . .

A special "report" on the American political election in 1956 even made a Communist telecast. This film was made available to Radio Warsaw and on Nov. 5, 1956
it was broadcast as part of that station's
world roundup program. The film covered
the history of both major parties, the conventions, how delegates are chosen, primaries and dramatic moments in recent
conventions.

BEAMED

TO

tries in 1942 — when they were under
the heel of the Nazis. More than 60
hours a day are devoted to reaching
these people and Russian language programs are heard in the Soviet Union
Repeats
Hrs.-min.
2:00
1:00
3:1 5
1:30
1:00
3:30
H
1:00
:15
2:45
C1)
3:00
2:30
4:00
1:45
11:30
:30
:30
H
1:30
:30
42:00
:30

00
00
30
45
00
00
00

2:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
1:30
:30
1:45
:30
4:30
1:30

America is particularly strong in Western
Europe, Latin America and Japan.
This method of getting America's voice
and picture to foreign audiences is becom-

RED

Hrs.-min.
2:30
1:30
4:30
2:45
2:30
4:30
i1)
1:30
1:00
4:45
C1)
4:00
3:30
5:30
2:30
14:30
1:30
:45
e)
2:30
:45
61:00
1:00

2:30
1:30
1:30
3:00
2:30
1:00
2:30
1:30

around the clock with 160 transmitter
hours devoted to this purpose each day.
Here is the Voice of America's daily
language schedule, as submitted last
summer in its annual report to Congress:

Thai
Ukrainian .
Vietnamese
Total

10:45

NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST,
SOUTH ASIA, AFRICA
Arabic
English
Greek
Indian/Pakistani Languages
Bengali
(3 times weekly) ....
Gujarati
(1 time weekly) ....
Malayalam
(1 time weekly) ....
Tamil (4 times weekly)
Telegu (1 time weekly)
Urdu (1 time weekly). .
Hindi (daily)
Urdu (daily)
Persian
Turkish

6:30
2:30

Repeats
Hrs.-min.
:30
:30
1:30

total

Hrs.-min.
1:00
1:00
2:30
29:30

1:00

9:00
4:00

9:00
3:00
:45

Total

18:45

:45

1:00
1:00

:30
1:45
1:00
1:30

2:15
1:00
1:30
:45

3:00
1:30

3:45

22:30

6:00

14:00

71:00

128:00

:45
18:45

WORLDWIDE
"Music— USA"
..
Grand

COUNTRIES

Originations
Hrs.-min.
:30
:30
1:00

Total
30
30
30

In France, during peak listening hours
the VOA-produced half-hour lei New
York is carried on the entire French national radio network of medium wave stations. This demand for information about

Total

FAR EAST
Amoy . . .
Burmese .
Cambodian
Cantonese
English . .
Indonesian

licked the smog problem, how American
women shop, etc.

entertaining. "Reports" have covered American roads and traffic, how Pittsburgh

BROADCASTS

The Voice of America directs 75% of
its output to the people behind the Iron
and Bamboo curtains. Peculiarly enough,
the Voice began sending its broadcasts
to the Eastern European satellite counOriginations

Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie."
with Mildred Dunnock, Kim Stanley, Eli
Wallach and Karl Maiden.

8:00
57:00

1 Programs produced regularly for broadcast over local stations and
networks. This report does not include Voice of America "package
programs" provided to local networks in many countries.
2 One half-hour European Russian beamed simultaneously to
Europe and the Far East.
Broadcasting
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SAN

ANTONIO

KON

O

" TV

Channel

12

NOON

MONDAY

And

from

12

'Til MIDNIGHT
THROUGH

3 PM

FRIDAY

to Midnight

Monday

through Friday
THAN
TWICE

KONO-TV
has MORE
AS MANY
V4 hour

firsts

other

as

stations
than

ALL

COMBINED!

all competition!

San

Antonio

110%

MORE

(122 firsts vs 58)

THE SAN ANTONIO TELEVISION AUDIENCE
November 19 through 25, 1957
The survey dates for this report vere selected
at random from the period of November 1 through
28 by a disinterested party and kept confidential by ARB.
SAN ANTSTA
ONITIO
O MET
ROPRE
OLITAN
N SHA
OF AREA

S-I
MONDAYSCTTHR
U N-U
FRISEDAYSriMMjpy
Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00- AM to 12:00 Noon

affiliate

Television network

Broadcasting

H-R TELEVISION, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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In Puerto

Rico

Vj

Spanish
is
the language

CONTINUED

THEY'RE BEHIND
Who are the "voices" of America? A
Thai princess, descendant of the King of
Siam. A Chinese professional man who
escaped from the Communist regime. A
famous Czech actress who fled her tortured homeland after it fell under the
noose of the Reds. A native Jerusalem
broadcast correspondent, now heading
the Voice's Arabian desk. These and
many others are the voices of America
to the world.

USIA'S 'VOICE'
head of VOA in July 1956 when J. R.
Poppele resigned. Mr. Poppele was the
former engineering vice president of
MBS. Before then Mr. Button was in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense and
in April 1955 was named deputy director of VOA. A native of Tenafly, N. J.,
and a 1936 graduate of Dartmouth College, Mr. Button joined NBC in 1940
and was assistant program manager of
the Blue Network when he entered the

As part of the United States Information Agency, the Voice comes under the
leadership of George V. Allen, director
of USIA. A career State Dept.
official (his last job
was as American
ambassador to

Army during World War II (G-2 with
General Bradley's Third Army). He returned to NBC-TV as an account executive and left in

job last month. He
succeeded Arthur
Larson, President

the Voice of America are looked after

people,
the BroadComing: cast Advisory
mittee, which includes the followMR. ALLEN

in USIA's budget. Mr. Larson, who had
succeeded Theodore A. Streibert, former
MBS president, now is one of President
Eisenhower's assistants.
The Voice is run by Robert E. Button,
former NBC program and sales executive. Mr. Button became the operating
ing a more and more significant aspect of
the Voice's operations. Although direct
short wave and medium wave broadcasts
account for 735 hours weekly, the Voice's
package
weekly. programs amount to 45 Vi hours
By mid- 1957, VOA had placed 333
hours of our programs on Greek radio stations, and 817 hours on Iranian radio stations.
It now has arrangements with 2,500 local
radio outlets in 60 countries and with 300
tv outlets in 39 countries.
The nurturing of local tv stations in
foreign countries is a definite practice for
Voice officials. Tv's impact is admittedly
tremendous, they agree, and the more tv
stations there are in other lands, the better for us.
The Voice's tv effort was begun in 1953.
Naturally, the tv program is limited to
stations on "our side." There are however
slight cracks in the Iron Curtain. There are
the tv stations in what Voice people call

January 6, 1958

affairs of

catedofindustry
by a group
dedi-

congressmen that resulted in a drastic cut
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Greece) and a former director of
VOA before the
creation of USIA
in 1953, Mr. Allen
took over his new

Eisenhower's chief speech writer and
author
"Modern
—
who ranofinto
a storm Republicanism"
with Democratic

So Spanish-speaking Pulse interviewers ring doorbells there
same as in similar foreign-language
areas in the U. S. Indeed no other
method works!

1954 fense
forDept.the
Depost.

call "gray" cities — Vienna, Berlin and Helsinki, and at the Bamboo Curtain on the
other side of the globe, Hong Kong and
Seoul.
Tv broadcasts in those cities cross national boundaries and are viewed by those
living under Communist domination.

MR. BUTTON
A. McDonald, NBC; Roger Joseph
W. Clipp,
Triangle stations; Robert T. Colwell, J.
Walter Thompson Co.; Donley F.
Feddersen, Educational Tv-Radio Center; Raymond F. Guy, NBC; Ralph N.
Harmon, Westinghouse stations; Jack
W. Harris, KPRC Houston, Tex.; Frank
L. Marx, ABC; Howard S. Meighan,
CBS; J. R. Poppele, broadcast management consultant; Sylvester L. Weaver,
broadcast management consultant.
This can work the other way, too. East
Germany recently switched its tv standards
to be compatible with those of the West —
and now West Germans are able to receive
Communist telecasts from East Berlin.
There are major tv questions now agitating the minds of VOA officials. They require long-range planning, and they involve
the possibility of establishing VOA-owned
tv stations aboard, what to do about longrange scatter tv, and the increasingly popular Eurovision network which has the
potential of interconnecting all of Europe.
American programs and broadcasts to
the world are aimed undeviatingly at telling
the story of American policy and events.
Many of them are affirmatively good, but
often VOA must broadcast bad news. Vanguard was one; Little Rock was another,
but the Voice is still fighting the ill effects
on world opinion of atomic bomb tests,
the Girard incident in Japan, labor racketeering, juvenile delinquency and other
effluvium of American life.
The Voice put out 115 hours of programming daily and more than 75% of
them are directed to people behind the Iron
and Bamboo curtains.
The competition puts out 302 hours of
programming daily.
Voice programs are broadcast directly to
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
the peoples of the world via short wave and
medium wave.
They are originated in Washington or
New York and transmitted by wire lines
to 30 U. S. transmitters. These in turn
shortwave them to any or all of the 55
repeater stations on the other side of the
oceans. These repeaters then rebroadcast
the programs, and also some taped material
on hand at the overseas bases, to the target
areas for which they are intended. Many
of them are repeated twice and more times
in a day.
The headquarters of the Voice of America is on the second floor of the Health,
Education & Welfare Dept. building in
southwest Washington. It is strictly utilitarian. There are located 18 studios, tape
and transcription facilities, and a master
tape-duplicating installation capable of turning out 40 tapes simultaneously. There are
10 tape editing booths, a recording control
center, a master control, editorial offices, and
music and transcription libraries.
Master control in Washington, ensconced
behind a glass wall, is a huge panoramic
keyboard. It is capable of selecting program material from 100 sources and can
handle 26 programs at the same time.
There are also studios in New York, and
a radio center for originating programs at
the huge Munich relay base and at Cairo for
the Middle East.
Until 1954 the headquarters of VOA was
in New York. But in that year, following
attacks on VOA, by the late Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, the Voice moved bag and baggage into its Washington quarters to escape
the "international" flavor of New York.
The 30 U. S. transmitters are Voice installations, but they are operated under
contract by NBC, CBS, Crosley, GE and

FROM vast mattress-antenna
one the Voice of America
world. In inset is the U.S.S.
three shipboard transmitters

farms in the United States and in Europe, such as this
brings the voice of America to peoples throughout the
Courier, anchored off the Greek Island of Rhodes, whose
feed VOA programs to the Near East
erton (U. K.) and the Island of Rhodes.
others. There are 14 on the East Coast (at
Bound Brook and Wayne, N. J., and at
This constitutes a combined output of
Brentwood and Schenectady, N. Y.) . There
8 million watts. Three of the transmitters
are six in the Midwest (all at Bethany,
are million-watt stations, at Munich, Okinawa and at Manila.
Ohio), and 10 on the West Coast (at Delano and Dixon, Calif.).
Altogether the Voice's transmitting inOverseas there are 55 transmitters at 10
stallations represent a $45 million investbases. The bases are Tangier, Munich, Saloment. They cost $2 million a year to run.
nika, Manila, Honolulu, San Fernando
A new high powered facility is soon to
(P. I.), Okinawa, Colombo (Ceylon) , Woofget underway in the Middle East. This is a
$4 million job, and is rated at 500 kw (with
a directional signal estimated to be able to
lay down 2 million watts).
The base at Rhodes in the eastern Mediterranean isone of the most interesting
and unique of the Voice's facilities. This
Cwttttw
is the floating USS Courier, a converted
Maritime Commission cargo vessel which
is anchored off the island. The ship is
338 ft. long and its 5,800 tons were converted into a floating transmitter in 1952.
The Courier is run by the U. S. Coast
Guard, with VOA civilian personnel staffing the broadcast operation. It has three
transmitters on board, one 150 kw for medium wave, two 35 kw for short wave. Also
TV's
PROPELLING
contained in the floating Voice are three
generators, capable of 500-kw output.
NEW
FORCE!
The Courier costs about $700,000 annually to operate.

Aimed
to

hit

RATINGS
fast!
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Strategically centered in the boiling
Middle East arena, Courier broadcasts go
out to the Moslem world and also to the
Soviet and satellite countries.
The Arab world today is poised on the
brink — it could be lost to the Free World
tomorrow. Russia and its cohorts are pouring in 27 hours daily to tell their side
of the story, selling their brand of political and economic life. Radio Cairo, under
Egypt's Gen. Nasser, is a 300 kw mouthpiece for the purveyors of anti-AmericanBroadcastino

ism — and the 300-kw transmitter came to
Egypt from Red Czechoslovakia.
The American message amounts to nine
hours daily, and our most powerful voice
is the Courier's 150 kw.
The new transmitter will do much to
remedy this imbalance.
The USIA's $95.1 million appropriation
for 1957-58 is 16% less than the $113 million for the previous year. This stiff cut —
actually USIA had asked for $140 million —
hit all actvities, including the Voice. The
Voice's Soviet and trans-Iron and Bamboo
curtain activities have been maintained, but
its programs for the Middle East, the Far
East, Latin America and Western Europe
have been restricted. Tv activities, for example were cut 75%, especially in Western
Europe and Latin America.
This budget tightening has been felt in
many ways. Mr. Button points out three
distinct areas which have suffered. These
are (1) quality of programs, (2) maximum
use of facilities and (3) a slow-up in attention to vital areas.
VOA people must have a feel for the
areas they specialize in, Mr. Button maintains. They have to visit, see people, imbibe
the flavor of the area and the sense of the
people. They must get a reaction to Voice
programs to determine whether they are
getting across. The budget cutback has severely limited this kind of field work.
The vast array of technical facilities
around the world should be operated virtu-

e 7re

ally 24 hours a day. Many programs should
be repeated time after time after time on
the same frequencies and on other frequencies. But that costs money, and the budget
cut has caused a diminution of this practice.
In some instances programs have been
eliminated or cut. For example the whole
Cambodian service was deleted. But what
hurts most, Mr. Button emphasizes, is that
where programs should have been increased
decisively, they either have continued at
their present level or have been increased
so moderately that it has been hardly
effective.

Africa. They can be won to our side, but

Mr. Button puts it succinctly in these
words:

they won't be unless they know us and get
the unvarnished story of what we are doing and saying. Allied to this is the importance of the so-called neutral nations — India
for example. We must increase our contact
with them, or else they will be persuaded
to draw further and further away from us.
And finally, there is tv. The tv service of
VOA must be increased by the hundredfold, especially in those countries where tv
is just beginning. Programming is such a
vital ingredient to this new communication
medium that we can assure success by exerting ourselves to give our friends program
material.

"Sales of Communism are being made,
not because Communism is a better product, but because the sales force is better
organized and the sales service boys are

Almost half the people of the world cannot read or write. A recent UNESCO study
shows that there are 700 million adults
(an adult is anyone over the age of 15) who

heavily
This armed."
is the way the Voice would use
added funds:

are illiterate. This is 44% of the world's
adult population. The greatest number are
in Asia and Africa, where some countries

More world-wide programs in English.
First, English language programs are not
jammed. Secondly, a great mass of people
throughout the world is acquainted with
English.
A step-up in transmissions to Communistdominated countries. People behind the Red
curtains distrust their own information
sources; they trust the Voice.
More programs into the new countries,
those just emerging as distinct, independent
nations, like Ghana and the Sudan in

have as high as 99% of their people illiterate. The Soviet Union itself has from 5
to 10 million illiterates, 2.5% to 5% of its
population. In Bulgaria, 25% of the adult
population is unable to read or write; in
Rumania, 23%; in Greece, 25%; in India,
80% to 85%.
But all these people have ears; they can
hear. And what they hear can possibly make
the difference between the democratic way
of life and "theirs."

(Proud:
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GOVERNMENT continued
Radio
Add

Liberation,

Their

Own

RFE

Barrage

The old adage of never putting all your
eggs in one basket applies to the Free
wesson*

|

IM LOGIC
I
gZ 7 ' ' ' ' ' ' I I > > ' J : J > ' ' UJ
Over 14 million TV

sets tune

regularly to WFGA-TV, NBC
television to 64 counties in
South-Georgia and North-Florida.
You can't reach the rich Florida-Georgia market without
Jacksonville.
You can't reach the multibillion dollar Jacksonville-area
market effectively without
WFGA-TV.
So, the assignment is to apply
the above facts to your TV
schedule to solve your sales
problem.
BASIC

NBC

AFFILIATION

Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

World's radio barrage against the Soviet
empire. The Voice of America is the United
States government speaking. There are two
other American-backed broadcast operations
directed at the people of the Soviet Union
and its satellites, Radio Liberation and
Radio Free Europe.
Radio Liberation has a unique role —
it broadcasts 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, exclusively to the people of the Soviet
Union. An arm of the American Committee
for Liberation, founded in 1950, Radio Liberation isstaffed with more than 150, the
bulk Soviet exiles. It transmits the voice of
Free Russia from radio centers near Munich
and also at Tapei on Taiwan in order to
reach both ends of the Soviet land mass.
The transmitters range from 20 kw to 50
kw, and shortwave is used solely. The broadcasts are in the Russian language or in one
or the other of the 17 official languages
spoken by cultural minorities within the
U.S.S.R.
The parent committee, which is underwritten byprivate American sources including foundations, also publishes Russianlanguage newspapers and supports the Institute for the Study of the U.S.S.R. Howland
H. Sargeant, former U. S. Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, is president;
Richard Bertrandias is director of the radio
division.
Radio Free Europe pours the voice of
freedom into the satellite countries from 22
transmitters divided into five groups, each
group aimed at one of these five enslaved
countries: Czechoslovakia. Poland, Hungary,
Rumania and Bulgaria. It is the broadcast
division of the Free Europe Committee
which was established in 1949 and which is
headed by loseph Grew, former American
ambassador to Japan and onetime Undersecretary of State. Its aim is the independence of Eastern Europe from Soviet domination.
Payroll Nearly 2,000

WFGA-TV
Channel
Jacksonville,

12
Florida

FLORIDA'S

Almost 2,000 people comprising 26 nationalities work for RFE. It has 22 transmitters, at Munich and Lisbon. For one
hour each night, RFE saturates each of
three satellite countries with transmissions
from all of its broadcast installations — with
powers ranging from 10 kw up to 100 kw.
RFE also maintains a monitoring staff,
which listens in to Radio Prague, Radio
Bratislava, Radio Warsaw and Radio Budapest as well as to Moscow broadcasts. The
RFE programs run a gamut of news and
commentary, but also include cultural and
human interest programs tailored for each
of the five target countries.

Both Radio Liberation and RFE are certain they are getting through, since they, like
VOA, receive mail at blind post office box
numbers, hear of their successes from travelPage 74
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ers and refugees, and point to Soviet jamming and newspaper and periodical attacks
as evidence that their broadcasts are being
received.

Court

Issues Temporary

Stay

In St. Louis Ch. 1 1 Situation
A federal court last week by a split, twoto-one vote, issued a temporary stay against
consummation of the St. Louis ch. 1 1 situation whereby CBS was assigning its ch. 1 1
grant to the three losing applicants.
At week's end the FCC was considering
asking the full U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington to review the decision.
The concomitant purchase by CBS of
ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis for $4 million was
not involved in the stay, but it is understood
that CBS has not yet closed that transaction.
The stay came on an appeal by St. Louis
Amusement Co., a one-time ch. 1 1 applicant. It was granted by Circuit Judges E.
Barrett Prettyman and Warren E. Burger.
Chief Judge Henry W. Edgerton dissented.
St. Louis Amusement Co. (the former
Fanchon & Marco theatre circuit) was an
applicant for ch. 1 1 in the early days of
that vhf hearing before the FCC. It dropped
out when it failed to persuade the FCC and
the appeals court to dismiss CBS's application— on the ground that CBS was so far
superior to all other applicants it was sure
to win the grant.
The ch. 1 1 grant was due to be assigned
without payment to 220 Television Inc.,
one of the three remaining applicants. The
other two, St. Louis Telecast Co. and
Broadcast House Inc., hold options to share
ownership with 220 Television Inc.
Examiner
In FTC

Finds

Charges

Against

Renaire

of False Ads

Renaire firms in Washington, D. C, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey and Pennsylvania have made false claims in newspaper
and radio advertisements for the Renaire
plan of purchasing food and home freezers,
it is held in an initial decision by a Federal
Trade Commission hearing examiner. The
action is subject to Commission confirmation, appeal, stay or review.
The examiner upheld charges made in
May 1956 that Renaire falsely claims a
customer's initial food order is worked out
by "accredited food budget analysts" and
that a customer will have the services of
"trained, qualified food consultants" in planning food purchases. Renaire's analysts and
consultants are not professional people, according to FTC Examiner Joseph Callaway,
but are salesmen whose essential job is "to
sell freezers." The firms also have misrepresented that government-inspected meat is
exclusive with Renaire, that each carton of
food carries a U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
inspection label and that production costs
can be controlled by having Renaire food
inspected by U. S. officials, he said.
Charges that price advantages were misrepresented, however, were dismissed.
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNSNAB

BUDGET

NEARS

MILLION

•

Directors face long list of industry issues

•

Membership

at record figure as new

NAB (ex-NARTB). with an all-time record membership of 2,196. will face an association budget approaching the $1 million
mark when the combined Radio and Tv
Boards meet Jan. 22-24 at Camelback Inn,
Phoenix, Ariz.
An unprecedented list of legislative and
regulatory pressures, plus the usual problems
of protecting the rights of free broadcasting,
will confront the three-day board meeting.
A series of committee sessions will start Jan.
19 in advance of the separate Radio and Tv
Board meetings Jan. 22 and 23, respectively,
to be followed by a joint directors' session
Jan. 24.
In advance of the meeting some directors
have suggested that President Harold E.
Fellows be given additional assistance to
meet the growing list of problems [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 16. 1957]. Already Mr. Fellows has vested added duties in the office
of Howard H. Bell, whose title was changed
from assistant to the president to assistant
to the president in charge of joint affairs.
The board meets under the original association title — National Assn. of Broadcasters
— following an overwhelming membership
vote in favor of this change in line with a
proposal set in motion at the board's 1957
winter meeting.
Membership as 1958 opened consisted of
1,415 am stations, 337 fm stations. 4 radio
networks, 319 tv stations, 3 tv networks and
118 associates in manufacturing and related
fields. This is an increase of 70 members
over a year ago.
The budget submitted at the beginning of
1957 was $952,000. including $125,000 allocated to the Television Code Review
Board. This compared to $928,000 for the
association's 1956 budget.
A major step during 1957 was expansion
of the NAB public relations department,
ordered a year ago by the board. The department expanded personnel and took on
new duties under Donald N. Martin, public relations assistant to the president. Its
work has included promotional material such
as publications and films, plus measures to
meet anti-industry movements and to promote public understanding of broadcasting.
Committees will report to the board their
recommendations on the 1958 convention

MARK

year begins

Hill investigations and proposed laws, pay
tv, excise tax relaxation for all-wave tv sets
and assorted hearings and probes. The FCC's
Barrow Report (see page 27), with its
sweeping proposals to revise industry business methods, will be reviewed.
1 he Tv Board will be interested especially
in pay tv and the proposed tv circulation
audit plan. A tv membership survey will be
submitted, reflecting membership ideas about
a major nationwide survey project that has
been five years in the development stage.
The survey would involve an all-industry
non-orofit corporation with a budget that
mi«ht run up to $1 million for the first year
and less in future years if it were put on a
continuing basis. A lot of research has gone
into the planning of this project. It was discussed in detail during the autumn regional
meetings, with a limited majority of members apparently favoring the idea.
While this tv circulation audit would be
conducted on an all industry basis, it isn"t
likely to get off the ground unless the association's Tv Board gives its approval.
Other topics before the tv directors include progress of the wired tv living-room
movies in Bartlesville, Okla. [Special Report, Nov. 11, 1957]. NAB has conducted
the first phase of a Bartlesville survey, a preservice study conducted last summer before
the project was operating. A follow-up
study is planned early in 1958.
Pay tv still is a tough problem for the
Tv Board. The association has opposed any
use of spectrum space allocated to broadcasting for this subscriber type of service.
The board will go into the whole problem of
spectrum use. Such subjects as subliminal
(too fast to be seen) tv and plans to promote
use of film through a station manual are
slated for review during the week.
Both Tv and Radio Boards, plus the Combined Board, will go over details of the Los
Angeles convention. The basic program
format has been laid out, including plans for
meetings and exhibits in both the Biltmore
and Statler hotels.
The radio directors will receive a proposal

to adopt visual and aural symbols identifying
stations
to the
association's
Standards subscribing
of Good Radio
Practice.
Other
topics will include a research project designed to show the true dimensions of radio
listening, a proposal to ask set manufacturers
to include fm tuners in tv sets, progress in
negotiations over AT&T transmission tariffs,
standard format for radio rate cards and a
radio employment and wage study.
Both radio and tv directors will review
association efforts to obtain an American
Bar Assn. hearing on ABA's Canon 35,
which bars electronic reporting of court
trials. President Fellows has asked ABA's
House of Delegates for a chance to present
the industry case Feb. 24-25 at the group's
Atlanta meeting. The House will receive a
report from its canon revision committee.
This report recommends minor changes in
wording of the canon but retains the electronic bans.
Koplovitz Gets Nomination
To Head FCBA for Next Season
William C. Koplovitz, Washington radio
attorney, has been nominated to be president of the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. for the 1958-59 season. He would
succeed George S. Smith. Balloting is scheduled for Jan. 10 at the Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, when the FCBA annual meeting takes place. The annual FCBA banquet
takes place that night at the same hotel.
Other officers nominated for the coming
year are Leonard H. Marks, first vice president; Frank U. Fletcher, second vice president; Arthur H. Schroeder, secretary; Kelley
E. Griffith, treasurer, and Edwin R.
Schneider, assistant secretary.
Named for election to the executive committee were Norman E. Jorgensen and
Thomas H. Wall, for three-year terms, and
Ben C. Fisher, one year. They would succeed Donald C. Beelar, W. Theodore Pierson and Thomas W. Wilson. Remaining on
the executive committee are Henry G.
Young.
Fischer, Harold E. Mott and Verne R.
Nominations were made by a committee
headed by Philip J. Hennessey Jr., and including Vincent B. Welch, Frank Roberson,
Percy H. Russell Jr., William A. Porter and
George O. Sutton.

at Los Angeles (April 27-May 1), efforts to
break down barriers to camera and microphone reporting of court trials and other
public events, steps to meet issues facing
am, fm and tv station-network operators
and participation in international activities
through the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters. President Fellows is scheduled to
attend a spring meeting of IAAB with the
U. S. delegate, Gilmore N. Nunn, WBIR-TV
Knoxville, Tenn.
A new issue confronting the combined
boards will be the flurry of city advertising
taxes (see page 38) [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 30, 1957 et seq.]. Legislative discussions will include the swarm of Capitol
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Howe
Head

Kenyon & Eckhardt; Ted Bergmann, president. Parkson Adv.; C. Terence Clyne, executive vice president, McCann-Erickson;
Philip H. Cohen, vice president, Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Ralph Cohn,
vice president, Screen Gems; James C.
Douglass, vice president, Ted Bates & Co.;
Robert L. Foreman, executive vice president, BBDO; Tom Johnston, vice president,
Grant Adv.; Nicholas E. Keesely, senior vice
president, Lennen & Newell; Robert E.
Kintner, executive vice president, NBC; Dan
Seymour, vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co.; William S. Todman, partner, Goodson-Todman Productions, and Oliver Treyz,
vice president, ABC-TV.

of ABN, Robinson of CBS-TV
Heart Fund Radio, Tv Units

Appointments of Quincy Howe, news
commentator for the American Broadcast-,
ing Network, and of Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
executive vice president of CBS-TV, as
heads of the radio and television committees of the 1958 Heart Fund campaign,
have been announced by Sylvester L. Weaver
Jr.. public relations committee chairman of
the American Heart Assn.
The primary function of the committees,
according to Mr. Weaver, is to secure support from the entire broadcasting industry
for the Heart Fund's month-long drive
starting Feb. 1.
Other members of the radio committee

Membership of the television committee
includes James S. Bealle, vice president.

NEW
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Merchandising Executives Club, N. Y., announced details of educational program to
be carried out in association with nine colleges and universities in metropolitan area.
Program includes availability to colleges
of monthly talks made at MEC meetings;
employment guidance to college students
interested in merchandising and marketing
fields, and establishment of semi-annual
seminar to which college students will be
invited.
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SHORTS

Officers nominated were president, Robert Gross (American Film Producers); executive vice president, William J. Reddick
(W. J. German Inc.); executive secretary,
Bernard Haber (BBDO); general secretary,
Sally Perle (Central Casting Corp.); treasurer, Lou Feldman (DuArt Labs); production vice president, Hal Seeger (Seeger
Productions); distribution vice president,
Sydney A. Mayers (Guild Films Inc.);
agencies vice president, Don T. Widlund

IT ^^JHE

IN ON

ASSOCIATION

Arizona Broadcasters Assn., Phoenix, has
announced Jan. 11 as date for its semiannual meeting. It will be one-day meeting
and will be held at Valley Ho Hotel in Scottsdale. Election of officers will take place.

y^^^^^^J^^

LISTENERS

CASH

SEE

THE

TRADE

The nominating committee of the National Television Film Council has named a
slate of officers and directors to serve in
1958. The election will be held at the next
monthly luncheon of NTFC in New York
Jan. 23.

WIS

KEEPS

Goldsmith, consulting engineer; E. P. Genock, Eastman Kodak Co.; Waldo Mayo,
Mayo Video; Arche A. Mayers, Standard
Television Corp.; Marshall G. Rothen, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Dave O'Shea, Weed Television Corp.; Charles W. Carpenter, Technicolor Corp.; Donald Mack, Filmack Trailer Co.; Nicholas Farkas, Farkas Films Inc.,
and Peter Keane, Screen Gems Inc.

Natl. Tv Film Council Nominates
Robert Gross for President

are Robert E. Eastman, president of American Broadcasting Network; Bertram J.
Hauser, MBS executive vice president;
Thomas J. McDermott, vice president, Benton & Bowles; Edward H. Mahoney, vice
president, Cunningham & Walsh; John F.
Meagher, radio vice president, NARTB;
Fern Melrose, president, American Women
in Radio & Television; Robert P. Mountain,
vice president, Young & Rubicam; J. James
Neale, vice president, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; John K. West, vice president, NBC
(Hollywood); George Wolf, formerly vice
president, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Sidney J.
Wold, president, Keystone Broadcasting
Co.

A

(J. Walter Thompson Co.); television stations vice president, Edward Hamilton
(ABC-TV); technical services vice president. Ralph Koch (K & W Film Service);
membership vice president, Joseph T.
Dougherty (E. I. DuPont de Nemours).
Directors nominated were John J.
Schneider, Lennen & Newell; Dr. Alfred N.
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*excerpt from typical letter
received Dec. 9, 1957.

NBC
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
G. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President
W. Frank Harden, Managing Director
Represented Nationally
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FILM

Rank
Of

Interested

Film to Tv, Says

in Sales
Sochin

Although the Rank Organization several
years ago sold its current and old movie
products to tv for lack of a theatrical market
in the U. S., Rank now is not interested in
the tv market, according to Irving Sochin,
general sales manager for Rank Film Distributors ofAmerica Inc., New York, U. S.based distributing arm.

4-SIGHT

CHANNEL

Not

4

Mr. Sochin declared Thursday that "we
are not presently thinking of releasing our
films to tv." He noted that "no thought at
all" is being given to eventual tv syndication
because "at long last we are finding enthusiastic response to our product by theatre
managers." He explained that several years
ago, Rank Distributing Co. (predecessor to
RFDA) released a number of British-made
films to television "because we didn't find
a ready market for our films in theatres."
The biggest Rank contribution to television was the 145-picture deal with ABCTV for its Famous Film Festivals in 195556. Included in the two packages — of 40
and 105 films each- — was a number of post1948 films, reasonable because there were
no residual rights involved.
Mr. Sochin also took cognizance of paytelevision, saying, "We have looked at the
Bartlesville experiment, but have come to
no RFDA
conclusion."
was organized last April to fill
the long-standing gap in U. S. distribution
of Rank products. It plans expanding its
national organization to some 16 offices in
1958.
Ziv's 'Sea Hunt'

in 146

Markets

No special "seeing" device is
needed to magnify results when

New sales of the Sea Hunt half-hour tv
film series to regional and local sponsors

you use Channel 4 -Sight on the

and to tv stations have raised show's coverage to 146 markets, it is to be announced
today (Monday) by Walter Kingsley, general sales manager of syndication operation
for Ziv Television Programs, New York.
New regional sponsors of the series are
the Schlitz Brewing Co. for Orlando and
Pensacola, Fla.; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. for Indianapolis and Houston, and General Baking Co. for Schnectady and Louisville. Local sponsors include Coca-Cola Bottlers, Sioux City, Iowa; Modern Bakeries,
Johnson City, Tenn., and Bennett Paint Co.,
Twin Falls, Idaho. New station sales were
to WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; WSLS-TV
Roanoke, Va.; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo.; KNAC-TV Fort
Smith, Ark.; KMID-TV Midland, Tex.;
WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y., WSIS-TV NashVa. ville, Tenn., and WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.

great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets in a
vastly healthy and wealthy market.
Power: Visual

100 kw

Aural

50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground
■
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Up 148%

National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last
KGNC-TV
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4
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week issued a year-end review of its activities in 1957, spotlighted by the company's record net income and by its entrance
into field of television station ownership.
Ely A. Landau, board chairman, reported
that net income for 1957 totaled $1,094,031, which he described as a 148% increase
over the 1956 net revenue figure of $441,877. The company's expansion program, he

added, included acquisition of a controlling
interest in KMGM-TV Minneapolis and
purchase of WATV (TV) Newark, the
latter awaiting FCC approval.
SG

Announces

Of

112-Feature

Availability
Film Package

Screen Gems Inc., New York, last week
announced the availability of a new group
of 112 feature films which will be sold
under the package name of "Triple Crown."
The package consists of 52 Columbia Pictures films; 52 Universal-International films
and eight films produced by Screen Gems
for
showing on CBS-TV's Playhouse 90 last
season.
Jerry Hyams, director of syndication for
SG, said sales on the package were concluded with eight tv stations before the formal sales campaign began. Purchasers of
"Triple Crown" were WBBM-TV Chicago,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, KRON-TV San
Francisco, WHCT (TV) Hartford, WISHTV Indianapolis, WANE-TV Fort Wayne,
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City and KFMB-TV
San Dieso.
Feature films in the package include "It
Happened One Night," "All Quiet on the
Western Front," "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," "Lost Horizon," "My Sister Eileen"
and "Brute Force."
'Mike Wallace' Goes Overseas
The availability of Mike Wallace Interviews for overseas distribution by ABC film
syndication has been announced by George
T. Shupert, president of ABC Film. Initially,
26 half-hours of the program carried live
on ABC-TV (Sat., 10-10:30 p.m.) will be
offered to English-speaking countries
throughout the world. Canadian distribution
will be limited to markets where coverage
does not overlap continental United States
markets.
FILM

ABC

CLIPS
SALES

Film Syndication, N. Y., reports that

26 Men, already signed in 150 U. S. markets, has been sold in Canada to CKMI-TV
Quebec City and CBMT-TV Montreal.
Screen Gems, N. Y., has sold its Father
Knows Best, Tales of the Texas Rangers,
77th Bengal Lancers, Jet Jackson and All
Star Theatre half-hour tv film series to
CMBF-TV Havana, Cuba.
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., has announced that its "Champagne Package" of
58 feature films has been sold in 16 new
markets, increasing total markets on series
to 50. New stations signed include KMOXTV St. Louis, WGN-TV Chicago, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, WWJ-TV Detroit,
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City and KOIN-TV Portland,
Ore.
Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television,
N. Y., reports sale of Spanish-dubbed version of Hopalong Cassidy to Goodyear-Oxo,
Mexico City, for telecasting in Mexico on
52-week basis. Company also reports sale
of its Jungle tv film series and library of
Broadcasting

Planning

Here's
a

a

Plan

Radio

"A"

minimum

For the small station operator who plans to start
with a modest amount of capital, Plan "A" will
prove desirable. It provides for economical
"combined" studio-transmitter operation offering the programming requirements for records,
control room announce, one studio, tape facilities, network and remotes.
Plan "A" permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. It is designed for a single operatorannouncer to work directly from control room.
The equipment location makes this practicable,

that

Tmk(s) ®

Broadcasting

DtO

since turntables, tape recorder, control console
and record rack are all within easy reach.
While Plan "A" is ideal for most small stations,
it is just one of three basic plans that can be
modified to meet your needs exactly.
Building layouts, together with a discussion of
equipment requirements, and current trends are
included in a new brochure. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Department B-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR
Company

CORPORA
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FILM CONTINUED

PROGRAM SERVICES

150 Encyclopaedia Britannica films to HST1 \ Bangkok, Thailand.

L. A. Anti-Pay-Tv Group
Begins Referendum Move
Citizens Committee Against Pay-Tv has
begun to collect signatures on a petition to
halt the inauguration of closed-circuit toll

FILM PRODUCTION
Screen Gems Inc., N. Y., announces production of two half-hour situation comedy
series to start January. Ben Feiner Jr. to
handle My Old Man, starring Ed Wynn.
Carol Irwin to produce Minerva, starring
Myrna Loy. SG also has announced that
it will produce new half-hour comedy tv
series, Dear George, in association with
G AC-TV. Series concerns adventures of
young lady working as press agent in Hollywood.
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., has completed 12 programs of its George Jessel's
Show Business half-hour tv film series, which
is being filmed by Desilu Productions, Hollywood. Total of 36 half-hours will be produced. Series is scheduled to be telecast
early this year.
MGM-TV reports it has begun shooting its
new tv series, Northwest Passage, at its Culver City, Calif., studios. Series — adult adventure set against background of French
and Indian wars — has been sold to NBCTV and is slated to be shown in fall 1958
season.
Odyssey Pictures Corp., L. A., began production of its new tv series The Gaucho
at Churubusco Studios, Mexico City, Nov.
27. Series is based upon Douglas Fairbanks
Sr. starring vehicle, produced for United
Artists in 1927. Nathan Juran is directing
pilot film, starring Carlos Rivas.
Stark-Layton, independent New York tv
production firm which packages two NBCTV live shows, Modern Romances and True
Story, is preparing four film series for airing
next year. New series City Police was scheduled for production Dec. 15, Abby Tupper
is scheduled Jan. 15 and Meg Malone and
Inside Detective, Feb. 15.
RANDOM

SHOTS

Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., producer of tv films and industrial motion
pictures, reports it will establish its own
animation service in New York headquarters, effective Jan. 1.

Cincinnati's

pay tv, either by air or by wire, as threatening the very existence of the theatres.
Paradoxically, a major theatre operator,
Fox West Coast Theatres Corp., in conjunction with International Telemeter Corp.,
Paramount Pictures subsidiary, holds one
of the franchises granted by the city council
to which the theatre association is protesting. Skiatron Tv Inc. holds the other franchise. The franchises, authorizing the companies to install and operate closed-circuit
toll tv systems in Los Angeles, became effective Dec. 23 with publication of the
enabling ordinances passed by the council
and signed by the mayor, despite a strong
effort to get him to veto the measure
[Program Services, Dec. 23].
Signatures are coming in "the thousands,"
Mr. Tuchler said last week. "It's the most
popular referendum ever held in Los Angeles with a better than 95% acceptance," he
declared, predicting that the necessary
51,767 signatures will be collected easily
before Jan. 23, deadline for filing the petition. Volunteers are going from house to
house to collect the signatures to expedite
the task of writing in the precinct of each
signer, a tremendous job when signatures
of people from all parts of town are collected in such places as theatre lobbies, Mr.
Tuchler said. A professional organization,
Morgan-Keaton Co., is supervising the collection and validation of signatures. The
California Federation of Women's Clubs
and other organizations, including several
unions, are cooperating with SCTOA in the
campaign, he said.
Chappell Files Suit Against WSAY
A copyright infringement suit against
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., has been filed by
Chappell & Co., it was announced last week

Most

Independent
50,000

tv systems in Los Angeles until the city's
voters have the chance to express their
views in a public referendum. The committee is headed by Julius Tuchler, who
during the many hearings on toll tv by city
officials appeared as representative of the
Southern California Theatre Owners Assn.,
which has vigorously opposed any type of
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STATION

24 hours a day— seven days a week ^

OHIO

Itk

by ASCAP. The complaint charges the station with performing four songs without
authorization. It was made in the U. S.
District Court for the Western District of
New York. It asks not less than $250 for
each unauthorized performance.
Tv Music

Licenses

Extended

10 Days Pending ASCAP Meet
Television stations were operating with a
10-day extension of their ASCAP music
licenses last week pending an ASCAP board
meeting to be held this Thursday to decide
for or against renewing the licenses for four
300 tv
in Approximately
favor of renewal
as stations
of latehad
last"voted"
week,
years.
compared with 3 voting against it. The
ASCAP negotiators had indicated willingness to renew if a "substantial majority" of
stations accepted [Stations, Dec. 30, 1957].
But the ASCAP board, meeting last Monday, apparently was not satisfied with the
returns, even though they then stood at
about 260-to-3 for renewal.
The ASCAP board accordingly notified
Judge Simon H. Rifkind, counsel to the allindustry negotiating committee, that the old
licenses — which expired Dec. 31 — would be
extended 10 days to permit other stations
to make their wishes known.
If no agreement is reached and the old
licenses are not extended again, stations
playing ASCAP music after Jan. 10 will be
infringing on ASCAP's rights. But they
could avoid this by formally demanding
licenses, which would give them 60 days to
negotiate new agreements. If there were still
no agreement at the end of 60 days they
could take the matter to court, which would
hold hearings and set what it considered
reasonable terms.
PROGRAM

SERVICES

SHORTS

United Recording Labs., N. Y., has moved
to new quarters at 681 Fifth Ave., New
York 22. Telephone: Plaza 1-4660. New
facilities include three sound-proofed recording studios; Altec E-V Telefunken, RCA
and Western Electric microphones; Altec
and RCA custom consoles, and Ampex tape
recorders.
Westminster Recording Co., N. Y., will hold
series of meetings weekend of Jan. 10 in
N. Y. to be attended by company distributors throughout country. Dr. Kurt List,
musical director, will give demonstration
of stereo recordings and discuss latest developments inWestminster recording techniques and other top officials will report
on company plans for 1958, including Westminster's entry into popular music field.
S. Jay Reiner Co., national contest and
merchandise organization, has announced
expansion program to be highlighted by
move of company into its own building
early this year at 155 Mineola Blvd.,
Mineola, N. Y.
Voice of Prophecy, Glendale, Calif., is offering quarter-hour Time for Singing (sacred
hymns and songs) to stations without charge.
Audition tape supplied upon request to
Voice of Prophecy, Box 1511, Glendale 5.
Broadcasting
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and
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helpful

me
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."

says RICHARD LOCKMAN
Vice-President
Emil Mogul Company,

Inc.

"The

advertising business keeps growing bigger, keeps growing
effective advertising is just one part of the giant task of moving

counter.

Now

more

than

ideas, marketing
that Advertising
didn't prove

Age

ever before, a day-to-day

techniques
covers

and

all bases

to be stimulating

RICHARD LOCKMAN
Should anyone doubt that advertising can
offer unusual vistas for bright young people,
Mr. Lockman might be singled out as a case
in point. Starting in advertising at 19, this
New Yorker steadily rose to the front ranks
of his field. Now, at 36, he is a principal of
the Emil Mogul agency, where he supervises
the Revlon account and takes an active part
in the plans board functioning on all accounts.
At the beginning of his career, Mr. Lockman
worked for several small agencies and attended New York University evenings. With
a B.A. to his credit, he became advertising
brand manager for The Mennen Company.
After five years with the company's men's
line and baby products, Mr. Lockman moved
on to Bourjois, Inc. During his five-year
association with Bourjois, we was named vicepresident in charge of advertising and merchandising, and helped launch a number of
new cosmetics. He also created the names
for two new fragrance lines— "Christmas in
July" by Monico and "Roman Holiday." In
1955, Mr. Lockman joined the Emil Mogul
Company as a vice-president and director.

awareness

of the latest promotional

merchandising

schemes

remarkably

well. There

reading

and

thoroughly

broader. Creating
merchandise across the

is indispensible.
hasn't

been

an

I find
issue that

helpful to me."

There may be, as the man said, "no business like show business,"
but the business of selecting markets and media in today's complex
economy is certainly not without its share of competition and excitement.
One thing's sure, in any business, decision-makers must be on top
of the news of their field. That's why you'll find that most of the
advertising executives who are important to you — those who influence
as well as those who activate major broadcast decisions — are
enthusiastic Ad Age readers.
At the Emil Mogul Company, for example, where $7,500,000* of its
1956 billings were placed in radio and television, planning broadcast
schedules is a vital part of the agency's operation. Among its
broadcast accounts is the Rayco Manufacturing Company, Inc. (auto seat
covers and convertible tops) and Revlon, Inc., for which Mogul
handles such products as Silken Net hair spray and Aquamarine shampoo
and lotion. Every Monday, 17 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age
provide "thoroughly helpful" information to Mogul executives, while
24 paid-subscription copies get a going-over at Rayco and Revlon.
Add to this AA's more than 39,000 paid circulation, its tremendous
penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 11,000 agency people alone, its intense readership
by top executives in national advertising companies, its unmatched
total readership of over 145,000 — and you'll
recognize in Advertising Age a most influential medium
broadcast decisions your way.

for swinging

^Broadcasting-Telecasting 1956 Report.

7 Year (52 issues) $3
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

AFTRA

TACTICS

•

NLRB

asks

•

Federal

injunction

court

may

FACE
in secondary

decide

How far can a labor union go in using
the secondary boycott against broadcast stations or networks involved in labor disputes?
The familiar union pressures against advertisers and agencies appear in a vast majority of strikes against broadcast employers.
They have been used with zeal against firms
doing business with WCKY Cincinnati, involved in a dispute with American Federation of Television & Radio Artists.
But now a U. S. District Court and the
National Labor Relations Board have
entered the dispute. Next Friday Judge John
H. Druffel of the federal court will hear an
NLRB plea asking an injunction to halt
AFTRA's tactics against WCKY.
The case marks one of the few times a
court has ordered a hearing in a broadcast
boycott case. It may unsnarl one of the most
confused legal tangles in the labor relations
field — the amount of secondary boycotting
allowed by the Taft-Hartley Act.
NLRB's Cincinnati complaint against
AFTRA and its request for an injunction
are based on AFTRA efforts to force or
induce employes of advertisers, agencies and
other firms to refrain from doing business
where WCKY is involved.
According to the NLRB's regional director, John C. Getreu, AFTRA tried to keep
its members who were employed by advertising agencies and recording firms from
making advertising recordings that were to
be broadcast by WCKY.
This is a special application of the secondary boycott, differing from the common
practice of sending to advertisers and agencies this type of a notice: "We would like
to inform you that a labor dispute is in

extent

COURT
boycott
of such

TEST

against
union

WCKY

activities

The NLRB action is based on Sec. 8 (b)
(4) (A) of the National Labor Relations
Act, which brands as an unfair labor practice
"forcing or requiring any employer or selfemployed person to join any labor or employer organization or any employer or
other person to cease using, selling, handling, transporting, or otherwise dealing in
the products of any other producer, processor, or manufacturer, or to cease doing
business with any other person."
WCKY and AFTRA had been negotiating
several months prior to a strike that began
Aug. 28. The station had offered the same
terms contained in the WKRC Cincinnati
contract but would not agree to a union
shop, it said. Announcers at WCKY had
voted 7-5 last May to join the union, the
station having operated on an open-shop
basis. Six announcers walked out Aug. 28
and have been replaced. Five announcers
remained on duty.
WCKY has disputed a union demand for
pay within pay. amounting to 55 cents
per commercial announcement — whether
live or recorded and regardless of the fact
that no service was performed in the case of
recorded announcements.
C. H. Topmiller, WCKY president, said,
"The union threatened to bankrupt WCKY
and has tried to carry out this threat
through illegal boycotts. We are glad the
NLRB has decided to call a halt to this
reckless and unfair conduct." On behalf of
AFTRA, the Cincinnati local's attorney,
Jonas Katz, said, "There are very serious
legal questions involved about the validity
of seeking this injunction."

progress against. . . ."
The NLRB injunction request asked for
a hearing of the issues, explaining that
since mid-September AFTRA has ordered
member employes at agencies and other
business places who were working on advertising recordings not to make any recordings for broadcast on WCKY.
Employes of these firms have complied
with instructions, with the result that agencies and other employers "have ceased using
WCKY facilities to broadcast transcriptions
and recordings advertising the products of
the clients of the advertising agencies and

WGAW
Relays Payments by Fox
Writers Guild of America, West, has
mailed checks totaling $35,000 to 125
screen writer members as first payment in
the Matty Fox-RKO deal for the release of
post '48 films to tv. The payments represent
one-sixth of the $235,000 Mr. Fox agreed
to pay to the writers of 82 feature pictures

other employers," according to the NLRB
petition. It added, "It may be fairly anticipated that unless enjoined, respondents
[AFTRA] will continue and repeat their

Entries for the 1958 National Headliners
Club Awards Contest will be received up
to March 10, according to Mall Dodson,
executive secretary of the National Headliners Club, 2307 Boardwalk, Atlantic City,
N. J.

acts."
The petition also asked that AFTRA be
restrained from picketing and from directing
orders and threats at employes of agencies
and other firms in efforts to get them to
strike or to refuse to work or to prevent
business firms from using WCKY.
A complaint issued Dec. 30 by Mr. Getreu
as NLRB regional director covers the same
ground as the injunction plea. The court is
asked to restrain the union pending final
action by NLRB
complaint.
Page 82
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and an undetermined number of shorts, in
36 equal monthly payments, six of which
have already been received, Frank S.
Nugent, president of the Screen Writers
Branch of the guild, reported in a letter
accompanying the checks.

AFTRA's Pension Fund
Ready to Begin Payments
The pension fund of the American Federation of Radio & Television Artists,
adopted in November 1954, was ready to
begin payments to performing artists last
Wednesday, according to a joint announcement from Donald F. Conaway, AFTRA
national executive secretary, and I. S.
Becker, vice president of CBS Radio, the
acting co-chairman of the fund's trustees.
It was pointed out there was no indication
of the number of union members who
would apply for benefits. Under the plan,
benefits are calculated on a normal retirement age of 65 and also are payable in a
reduced amount after age 55. An AFTRA
spokesman said there are about 2,000 members who are 55 or over but it is not known
how many of these artists would apply for
Under the terms of the plan, performers
pensions.
retiring in 1958, the first year of pension
payments, can establish their claims to the
more substantial benefit amounts by their
records of employment back to Jan. 1,
1951. Any performer who earns at least
$1,000 a year under AFTRA agreements
will be provided with some retirement benefits, adjusted to his earnings. It was said
that performers with earnings in the $4,000$12,000 a year bracket will be able to draw
lifetime benefits ranging from $21 to $167
a month, exclusive of social security.
The fund stems from the AFTRA collective bargaining agreements with producers
of live television and radio productions and/
or radio transcriptions. Producers contribute
5% of a performer's compensation to the
AFTRA pension and welfare funds, with
2% earmarked for the health and welfare
program and 3% for the pension.
AFTRA last week also released the annual report of its welfare fund, which
showed that during 1957 members were
paid benefits of more than $240,000.

AWARDS
Deadline Set Next March 10
For Headliners Awards Entries

Mr. Dodson said the radio-tv section of
the club's competition is open to newscasters
regularly affiliated with radio or tv stations and networks. A series of awards
will be given for "consistently outstanding"
radio network news broadcasting; radio station news broadcasting; tv station coverage
of a news event; tv network coverage of
a news event; radio station public service;
tv station public service, and radio-tv or

theatre column-writing or reporting for a
publication or syndicate.
Entries should contain summaries of programs or series along with visual descriptive
matter including films. Radio material
should be presented in a folio containing
explanatory material and a five-minute tape.
The club will return non-winning entries at
its expense.
WINS Inaugurates Police Award
Two rookie patrolmen who solved the
holdup-murder of a Brooklyn store dealer
Nov. 27 were picked as first winners of the
WINS New York "Honor Police Officer of
the Week," it has been announced. Families
of the officers will receive $25 awards from
the station, which bases the selection on
nominations by listeners.
Broadcasting
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TV Stations are now taking delivery on Ampex "Videotape"* Recorders, and the long awaited "quality
revolution" is here. For these machines magnetically record TV pictures on tape with the full grey scale, and
playbacks look live!
This means your recorded programs and spots will be identical in quality to the original telecast. Your commercials will have all the feel of "live camera," but without the danger of fluffs. And they can be recorded just
minutes before telecast time.
See the tremendous
and compare.
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quality advance
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*TM Ampex Corporafion

STATIONS
6:30, Chief Engineer George Pyle flicked the
switch bringing in the network.
KXLJ-TV Helena, began program tests
Jan. 1 with Rose Bowl game, broadcasting
on ch. 12. Both KXLJ-TV and the parent
KXLF-TV are owned by Ed Craney (44%)
and other stockholders in the Z Net. Z Net
stations besides KXLJ-AM-TV and KXLFAM-TV are radio stations KXLQ Bozeman,
KXLL Missoula and KXLK Great Falls,
all Montana. All these stations are affiliated
with NBC. The tv stations are affiliated with
ABC as well.
WAVE INC., Louisville, Ky., on the 24th anniversary last week of its radio station,
WAVE, released plans for a new Radio & Television Center to be built by spring or
early summer of 1959. The one-story structure, to house WAVE and WAVE-TV at
Floyd and Jacob Sts. in downtown Louisville, will cost in excess of $1.5 million for
building and land, exclusive of equipment and furnishings. The building will be raised
about five feet above ground, allowing parking and storage space on the lower level,
to augment parking and loading facilities in the rear and property areas adjacent
to studios. Overall, the new center will measure 37,500 square feet on the main floor.
WAVE and WAVE-TV (the latter in its tenth year) at present are operating from the
WAVE Building at Preston and Broadway, where WAVE Inc. has been installed
since 1941. Architect for the new plant is Read Henry of Hartstern, Louis & Henry.
WEZB

Transmitter

By Dynamite

agent conceded one was not available in
the city.

Wrecked

in New

Violence

The transmitting plant of WEZB Birmingham, Ala., daytime station, was wrecked by
dynamite late Dec. 30. Auxiliary equipment
was placed in operation Jan. 1 after loss
of a full day of service. Nobody was injured
in the blast.
Gene Newman, president and principal
owner of WEZB, told Broadcasting it was
the third case of violence against his business within six months. He said the WEZB
tower wires were cut last summer wrecking the tower. Similarly, he said, the tower
of his WHRT Hartselle, Ala., was wrecked
a short time later.
Mr. Newman said he had received a call
several days ago from Joe Harmon, Birmingham business agent of the radio division of
International Brotherhood of Electrical

Damage caused by the dynamiting was
estimated at $10,000, with the transmitter
and monitors described as a total loss. Birmingham police indicated the station and
union had been involved in controversy.
WEZB has its main studio in suburban
Homewood and auxiliary studio in the
Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel in downtown Birmingham.
Newly on Air: WMBD-TV,
KXLF-TV Satellite KXU-TV
The first day of the new year saw two
new television stations go on the air —
WMBD-TV Peoria, 111., and KXLJ-TV
Helena, Mont., satellite of KXLF-TV Butte,
Mont.

conNewwith
tech-

WMBD-TV (ch. 31) is a CBS-TV affiliate.
Going on the air at 6 p.m. Jan. 1, the station broadcast a half-hour dedicatory program, then picked up CBS with / Love
Lucy. During the introductory half-hour,
Charles C. Caley, president and general

nician at WEZB but was told there wasn't
any point of a meeting unless the local was
able to supply a competent technician. Mr.
Newman said he was willing to hire another
competent technician but claimed the union

manager of WMBD Inc. (WMBD-AM-FMTV), and Robert O. Runnerstrom, WMBD
vice president, made brief statements and introduced local talent — presenting short samples of weather, sports and news shows. At

Workers. WEZB had signed an IBEW
tract last summer. According to Mr.
man, the union agent asked to meet
him to discuss addition of another
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Ratings

The following sales of
station interests were

announced last week. All are subject to FCC
approval.
WCAU-AM-FM-TV
PHILADELPHIA o
Application filed for FCC approval of $20
million purchase by CBS (see page 56).
KTYL-AM-FM MESA (PHOENIX) ARIZ.
• Sold to Sherwood R. Gordon, president
of Gordon Broadcasting Co., by Dwight
Harkins and others for $150,000. Gordon
Broadcasting also owns WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati and sold WILD (now WYDE)
Birmingham last spring to The Bartell Group
for $325,000. KTYL operates on 1310 kc
with 5 kw day, 500 w night. KTYL-FM operates on 104.7 mc with 16 kw. The application for this sale has been filed with the
FCC.
WZIP COVINGTON, KY. • Sold to Ed
Weston, assistant general manager of
WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, Ohio;
Arthur Steloff, soft drinks bottler, and Len
Goorian, media merchandising, by WZIP
Inc. (Arthur L. Eilerman, president) for
$150,000. Mr. Weston was largely responsible for WCPO winning several awards
such as the Alfred P. Sloan and Variety
management awards. Mr. Weston helped to
found the Cincinnati Summer Playhouse and
is now the theatre's vice president and director. The transaction was handled by R.
C. Crisler & Co. WZIP operates on 1050
kc with 250 w, day. The application for this
sale has been filed with the FCC.
On-Hour 15-Minute Newscasts
Scheduled for Daytime by WOR
WOR

United

HANDS

New York was scheduled to initiate

today (Monday) a comprehensive news coverage policy whereby 15-minute newscasts
will be broadcast every hour on the hour
from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-through-Friday.
The station will continue its nightly news
block from 6-8 p.m. and its late evening
wrap-up at 11 p.m.
Robert Leder, vice president and general
manager, explained the move was adopted
after a Pulse survey which showed that
listeners in the station's coverage area prefer
news in depth. With this schedule of locallyoriginated news programs, he said, WOR
will allocate more than one-quarter of its
daytime programming to the coverage of
news. The station, an MBS affiliate, also will
continue to pick up the network's fiveBroadcasting

minute newscasts according to Mr. Leder.
The Pulse study, conducted for WOR
during September and October 1957, Mr.
Leder disclosed, showed that 62.9% of
listeners in the New York area tune in
specifically to hear the news; two-thirds of
these "specific" news listeners prefer 15minute newscasts, and 68.5% listen to news
programs during the average day. The new
WOR policy will add 15-minute newscasts
at 2, 3, 4 and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Mr. Leder pointed out that last June
the station began a schedule of 15-minute
newscasts at 11 a.m., 12 noon and 1 p.m.
and these segments were "sold out" this past
fall and winter.
Bartlett, Gaither

Appointed

General Managers at WSB-TV, WSB
Marcus Bartlett, station manager of WSBTV Atlanta, Ga., and Frank Gaither, his
counterpart at WSB, have been appointed

MR. BARTLETT

MR. GAITHER

general managers of their respective stations, itis being announced today (Monday)
by J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director
of WSB-AM-FM-TV.
The promotions were announced after the
retirement of John Outler, long-time general manager of both WSB and WSB-TV.
Mr. Bartlett joined WSB in 1930, serving
successively as musical director, production
manager and program manager of both
WSB and WSB-TV. He has been assigned
exclusively to the television operation since
1951.

DATELINES

Newsworthy

LOS ANGELES • KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
reportedly gave its viewers an exciting hour
and 22 minutes Monday morning with its
live coverage of the siege and capture of
two armed bandits by police. The police surrounded a cafe in suburban Inglewood
where the robbers were holding six men
and a woman as hostages. Notified of the
event at 8:30 a.m., KTTV alerted two remote units and reportedly was on the air
with the story at 9:48 a.m.
From then to 11:10 a.m., KTTV viewers
watched more than 150 police crouching
behind parked cars and on roofs aiming
pistols, rifles and sub-machine guns at the
cafe building, the fruitless negotiations for
the release of the hostages, surrender of the
bandits and the final arrest of the criminals
and rescue of their victims. Bill Welsh,
KTTV's director of special events, described
the action as it occurred.
The telecast, which KTTV asserts marked
the first time that tv had given live coverage
to an event of this kind, included commercials for General Petroleum Corp. Products. The station has an agreement by which
this advertiser underwrites to a certain extent any special news event KTTV thinks
worthy of live coverage. General Petroleum
also sponsored two kinescope broadcasts of
the original telecast, which were aired by
KTTV
at 1:45 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. the same
day.
When

they found out about the live tv

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

coverage, the Los Angeles Times reported
Tuesday, "the two men inside began to
demand what channel they could watch
themselves on by tuning in the cafe's tv

'New'

Audience

Uncovered

In Survey by WTTM's Walker
Fred E. Walker, general manager of
WTTM Trenton, N. J., always a strong
believer in nighttime radio, has a new talking point. He has uncovered what he calls
an "unknown" traffic hour between midset."
night and 1 a.m., when, he says, more
breadwinners are traveling to and from
work than can be found listening to their
car radios at the morning hour of 7-8.
The WTTM survey was made by checking major industries (500 or more employes)
for data on workers and hours, verifying
findings from other sources.
The new peak revealed by WTTM virtually equals the two-hour flow at 6-8 a.m.,
the survey shows. Agencies and advertisers
are generally bypassing a large audience
potential in this first hour of the day, Mr.
Walker feels.
Illustrating the comparison of peak traffic
hours in the Delaware Valley, the WTTM
survey offers these figures, representing
"breadwinners" in transit:
Morning — from six to seven, 10,467;
from seven to eight, 10,025; from eight to

Mr. Gaither was associate general manager of WGST Atlanta before joining WSB
as commercial manager in 1946. For a
time he served as commercial manager for
both radio and tv before becoming station
manager of WSB in 1951.
KRHM (FM) Opens New Quarters
KRHM (FM) Los Angeles has opened
new offices and studio at 3440 Wilshire
Blvd.; telephone Dunkirk 5-7421. Harry
Maizlish, owner of the station, said that the
expansion results from increased sales activity, both at KRHM and in the national
syndicated program field. The Milton Cross
Show, originated at KRHM, is now on the
air in nine other fm markets and other programs are being readied for syndication.
Constructed under the supervision of Paul
Wieman, chief engineer, the KRHM studio
is equipped with apparatus installed by
Studio Supply Co. of Los Angeles, including a studio-control dual channel console
custom built by Studio Supply to KRHM's
specifications. This provides stereophonic
channels from microphone to transmitter.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

MANUFACTURING

nine, 33,723. Afternoon — from three to
four, 8,343; from four to five, 24,095; from
five to six, 29,143. Late night, early morning
— from eleven to midnight, 6,125; from
midnight to one, 11,431; from one to two,
650.

GE Appoints Jamro, Platts
In Management Reorganization

KPAR-TV to Open in Abilene
KPAR-TV Sweetwater-Abilene, Tex., will
start programming from new auxiliary
studios in Abilene at 6:30 p.m. Thursday,
according to W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., president of West Texas Television Network
(KDUB-TV Lubbock, KPAR-TV
and
KEDY-TV Big Spring). Civic leaders have
been invited to ceremonies at 5th and Pine
in downtown Abilene, where 12-ft. plate
glass windows will give passersby full view
of broadcasting in the new center. L. W.
(Bud) Smith, regional sales manager of
KPAR-TV, will reside in Abilene, while
Bert Metcalf, operations manager, remains
in Sweetwater.
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., names Paul H.
Raymer Co.
KDOT
Palmer.

Reno,

Nev., names

O'Connell-

KOSI Denver-Aurora, Colo., names Edward
Petry & Co., which also represents KOBY
San Francisco, commonly owned with KOSI
by Mid America Broadcasting Co., David
M. Segal, president.

A reorganization
of General
Electric Co.'s
transistor
and rectifier
management
was
announced last week by H. Brainard
Fancher, general manager of the semiconductor products department. Under the new
setup, the position of plant manager for
each of the department's three manufacturing plant locations is created and the former
position of manager of manufacturing is
abolished, Mr. Fancher said.
Appointed were Theodore E. Jamro, formerly manager of manufacturing for the
department, to manager of the Buffalo transistor plant, and George F. Platts, formerly
manager of engineering equipment development, to manager of the Syracuse semiconductor plant at Electronics Park, N. Y.
Mr. Jamro also was appointed acting manager of the Clyde, N. Y., semiconductor
rectifier plant.
Mr. Fancher pointed out that GE's transistor and rectifier business has grown faster
during the last five years than the semiconductor industry, adding that industry
sales billings have increased from $10 million in 1953 to an estimated $143 million
this year.
Davis Sees Component Gains
Semiconductors will have a 35% sales
gain to $200 million and receiving tubes
up 7% to $420 million in 1958, according
to an estimate of industry prospects last
week by L. Berkley Davis, general manager,
electronic components division, General
Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky.
Unit sales of transistors will increase 75%
to an estimated 48 million devices valued
at $108 million, he said, with the entertainment market continuing to absorb about
two-thirds of the units. Transistor portable
radio sales jumped 45% in the first 10
months of 1957, he noted, and will double
in 1958. Use of transistors in auto radios
will rise 75% next year, Mr. Davis said,
but will not become large scale until 1959
or later.
He said 13.7 million tv picture tubes will
be sold next year, bringing manufacturers
$260 million. About one-half will be replacement units.
Audible
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Prompter

Patented

An audible prompter that can be heard
by a performer but not by the audience
has been granted Patent 2,817,705 by the
U. S. Patent Office. The prompter is mounted
on the boom with the microphone. A
manual operator backstage can disconnect
the broadcast circuit while speaking to the
performer. The inventor is Douglas E. Spears
of Los Angeles. The device is described
as suitable for television, radio and motion
pictures.

Datrel Markets 'Tape-lndx'
Bernard W. Rivkin, president of Datrel
Co., New York, announces that Tape-lndx,
a new product he has invented to index,
locate and log individual selections on a
reel of tape, is being marketed. Tabs of

four colors and numbered from one to
six are pressed on the tape and the subject
is recorded on a label corresponding to
the tab color and number. The label then is
placed on the tape box or reel for future
reference. Datrel is the distributor and the
manufacturer of Tape-lndx. The company
is headquartered at 520 Fifth Ave., New
York 26.
RCA

Announces

Scholarships

RCA has awarded scholarships to 31
colleges and universities for the current
academic year, it has been announced by
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president and
chairman of the RCA Education Committee. Each scholarship provides a grant of
$800 to the student and a contribution of
$500 to each of the colleges and universities
maintaining the scholarships.
RCA

also announced it has granted fellowships, each worth about $3,500, to nine
university students for advanced studies in
engineering, physics and dramatic arts. RCA
fellowships were inaugurated in 1947.
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA reports shipment of traveling wave
antenna to KGHL-TV Billings, Mont., and
6-kw transmitter to KOB-TV Albuquerque,
N. M.
Allen B. DuMont Labs, reports that Electrical Products Mfg. Co. Ltd., Mount Royal,
Que., has been ganted exclusive license to
manufacture and sell DuMont television receivers, high fidelity phonographs and radios
in Canada. Electrical Products Mfg. Co.
was organized in 1945 as manufacturer of
electronic equipment. It is headed by Myer
F. Pollock, president, and Samuel Sokoloff,
secretary-treasurer.
Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., Long
Island City, N. Y., has announced that it
has in limited production what it calls first
commercially available stereo cartridge designed to play back 45/45 Westrex stereo
groove. It is available as Model 603 combination arm and cartridge at $250.
RCA Semiconductor Div., Harrison, N. J.,
has announced reductions in prices of two
power transistors and vhf "drift" type transistor. Transistor types with their corresponding price reductions are RCA-2N301,
23%; RCA-2N301-A, 25%, and RCA2N384, 40%.
Audio Devices Inc., N. Y., manufacturer
of magnetic-tape, recording discs and silicon
rectifiers, reports it has distributed 5%
dividend to its stockholders of record Dec. 3.
Telescript-CSP Inc., N. Y., has set up business in television prompting equipment field
and announces it will offer equipment for
direct purchase by tv stations. Headquarters
is at 263 W. 69th St., N. Y. 23. Telephone:
Trafalgar 4-7272.

Spirling Products Co., Hicksville, N. Y., announces new indoor tv antenna called Spico
Viscount "combining new styling with patented electronic advances." It is priced at
$19.95.

Broadcasting

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
Public Service Programs Meet
Set March 5-8 in Baltimore
Plans for the second industry-wide conference on local public service programming, to be held March 5-8 in Baltimore
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 30, 1957], are being
announced today (Monday) by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
The first such conference was held last
year in Boston. The session this year will be
a day longer than last year's.
The Baltimore program, to be developed
under the supervision of Richard M. Pack,
WBC programming vice president, will be
designed to advance the use of radio and
television for education, information and
enlightenment.
"This year," Mr. Pack said, "we are striving for greater expansion of these working
groups, with an approach that can be more
intensive because of the rapport created at
Boston and developed in a year-long interchange of viewpoints and ideas. This has
created a demand for exploration of areas
not included in the Boston agenda, among
them the relationships of public service with
promotion, sales and research and further
extensions of public service values in news,
disc jockeys and other standard programming forms."
Donald H. McGannon, WBC president,
said the decision to hold a second conference "was indicated by the enthusiasm with
which the Boston conference was accepted
and by the spirit of mutual cooperation displayed by the dedicated broadcasters and
educators who came from all over the country to pool their ideas and viewpoints toward
the common goal of improving broadcasting's service to the public.
"Our experience with the Boston conference far exceeded our expectations but also
pointed up specific areas in need of further
development. The requests have been universal and we believe that the entire effort
can be advanced by this next conference.
We hope that the experiences gained to date,
plus the high level of enthusiasms reached,
will let us go even beyond the results
achieved at Boston."
Some 200 broadcasters from 100 stations,

along with educators and public servants,
participated in the Boston conference.
Speakers included George C. McConnaughey, then FCC chairman; Joseph N.
Welch, noted Boston attorney; Charles Van
Doren, Columbia U. instructor, now with
NBC; Dr. Frank C. Baxter of the U. of
Southern California; Dr. Bergen Evans of
Northwestern U.; Edward Stanley, manager
of public service programs for NBC, and
Louis G. Cowan, CBS vice president. Attendance at the conference is by invitation.
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PALM
TREES
AND
SNOWBALLS •
WQAM Miami snowballed happiness to the
children of six local orphanages on Christmas Day. Jerry Wichner, WQAM d. j., invited the public to Bay Front Park on Dec.
24, 1957, to throw snowballs. Those allowed
to throw a snowball were required to contribute agift to one of the orphanages. Approximately 1,500 gifts were presented as a
result of the 12 tons of snow WQAM
brought to the park. Santa Claus and an
artificial igloo were on hand to greet the
nearly 3,000 who responded to Mr. Wichner's offer.
"700 FUND"

• WBZ

Boston collected over

$10,000 in the "700 Fund" which benefits
the Salvation Army's Christmas appeal for
700 needy cases. The contributions topped
last year's record by more than $2,000 on
Christmas Eve when a Salvation Army representative stationed at the WBZ entrance
collected that amount in two hours.

SCR

AN

TON,

ONE
SAFETY AWARD • KEX Portland, Ore.,
will make an annual award of $500 to the

FIRST

OF

100

RE NNA.

THE
MARKETS

citizens' group in Oregon which does the
most to promote traffic safety. The only provision is that the money be utilized in connection with the organization's accident prevention program. Oregon Gov. Robert D.
Holmes has been requested to appoint a
committee of judges to review the competition annually.
BLOOD DONORS • KUDI Great Falls,
Mont., recruited 206 blood donors in one
day through an intense schedule of spot
announcements on Dec. 19. The need for
extra blood by the Red Cross during the
holidays was the incentive for KUDI to ask
people to call the station and "be a KUDI

OSI - KOBY
turn over products
not audience

fkE tttAUDIENCE
IdfiflAofiS -".

CARDS
donor." FOR KIDS • KPHO Phoenix,
Ariz., received more than 3,000 cards and
gifts from listeners to the Red Mcllvaine
Show. The items were distributed Christmas
Eve to the 160 children of the Valley of the
Sun School. On Christmas Day the show

WHBF
RADIO

& TELEVISION

COMING!
Greatly

Expanded

TV

Coverage from a New
1000 ft. Tower

presented "music to open gifts by" from 6
to 9 a.m.
DOLL HOUSE • WRC-AM-TV Washington concluded its 22nd annual Doll House
campaign to collect toys and cash for needy
children. A record $3,472.61 in cash and
11,345 toys were collected.
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A WEEKLY
PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
George Dew has been elected president
and Larry M. Kaner vice president of Breast
O' Chicken Tuna Inc., San Diego. Mr. Dew
has been with Wcstgate-California subsidiaries of Breast O' Chicken since 1946. Mr.
Kaner has been sales manager for Breast
O' Chicken since 1952. Mr. Dew succeeds
Jim Lane, who has resigned to join Barnes
Chase Agency, L. A., and Mr. Kaner succeeds Harold Requa. who has joined Foote,
Cone & Belding, L. A., as account executive.
Eldon E. Smith, vice president who recently
was succeeded by Robert H. Brinkerhotf
as manager of Young & Rubicam's Chicago
office [People, Dec. 30] has been appointed
merchandising director in charge of all
agency offices. He succeeds Samuel Cherr,
who retires after 32 years with Y&R. Earl
Angstadt was promoted from supervisor lo
manager of merchandising department, replacing Mr. Smith, who became manager of
department in 1953 and of Y&R's Chicago
office in 1956.
0
William R. Wright elected vice president
and account supervisor in Chicago office
of Young & Rubicam.
John N. Prewitt Jr., account executive, Hanford
& Greenfield, Rochester,

mira, N. Y.

N. Y., elected vice president. He joined agency in
February 1955 and before
that served as station manager of WTVE (TV) El-

Harmon G. Nelson, radio-tv director of
Stromberger. Lavene, McKenzie, L. A., appointed vice president.
Isabel Beasley, office manager, Wade

Adv.,

Hollywood, and creative director on agency's
Miles California account, named administrative vice president.
Ed E. Deuss, formerly vice president at
Critcheld & Co., Chicago, to Sorensen Adv.
Co. that city as vice president and account
executive.
Maxwell A. Arnold Jr., copy supervisor,
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco,
elected vice president.
John Harper, timebuyer at D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
Chicago, to North Adv. Inc. that city in
similar capacity. He succeeds Ed Scannell,
resigned.
Richard S. Hochman, formerly public relations director of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., Chicago, to Grant Adv. that
city as midwest regional public relations
account executive on Florists' Telegraph
Delivery Assn.
Frank Taubes, with Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
since 1952, and Willard Benner, with agency
since 1957, have been appointed creative
supervisors.
Richard S. Paige, formerly media director
Page 88
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REPORT OF FATES AND FORTUNES
mmmmmmmmmmmmm
of North Adv. Inc., Chicago, to Grey Adv.,
N. Y., as associate media supervisor.
Wallace Lepkin, former research director at
Erwin. Wasey & Co. (prior to that agency's
merger with Ruthrauff & Ryan), has joined
MacManus, John & Adams as research director in agency's New York office. He
reports to Henry Halpern, vice president and
MJ&A research director.
David I. Silverberg, senior research analyst
at Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, to
George H. Hartman Co. that city as head
of research department.
Nan

Marquand, producer on Revlon account, BBDO, N. Y., placed in charge of
tv talent for commercials in tv department,
succeeding Stephen Kaplan, who is now
working on new tv programming there.
Marianne Baer, formerly with N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y., and Bob Chambers, previously
with BBDO that city, join Chicago office
radio-tv department of Needham, Louis &
Brorby as writers. Robert Stanley, formerly

THE new owners of KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles have taken over full operation of
the station with (1 to r) Amos Baron as
sales manager, Kenyon Brown, president,
and Alvin G. Flanagan, general manager.
The three men are shown above at their
first official conference. KCOP is now
owned by KCOP Television Inc., which is
headed by Mr. Brown. Bing Crosby is
chairman of the board and George L.
Coleman and Joseph A. Thomas are
board members.

with
Foote, Cone & Belding, joins NL&B's
art staff.

NETWORKS

Clifford Botway, associate media director,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather as member of media de-

Jack Benson, employment interviewer with
ABC's personnel department since 1953,
promoted to employment manager.

partment.

Joe Given has resigned as commercial announcer on CBS Radio's Lowell Thomas
and the News program (Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7
p.m.), but will continue as morning newscaster on WNEW New York and as freelance tv and radio commercial announcer.

Harold R. Stevens, advertising department.
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, to
Fletcher, Wessel & Enright Adv., St. Joseph,
Mo., copy department.
Lrv Lowenthal, copywriter, Gardner-Stein
Adv., Chicago, and Jerome B. Shaffer, public information specialist, U. S. Navy, Washington, to Holtzman-Kain Adv., Chicago,
copy-contact division and public relations
staff, respectively. Martin Wolf, sales promotional manager, Publisher's Development
Corp.,
Skokie,
111., joins H-K's creative and
contact staff.
Clifford E. Boettcher,
H. Maish Co., and
vertising manager of
Corp. Assn., join

vice president of Jay
Melvin Cranfill, adIndiana Farm Bureau
Western Advertising

Agency's Racine (Wis.) copy and contact
staff. Robert J. McCollom, formerly advertising manager of Missouri Farmers Assn.,
to WAA's
staff.

Chicago office copy and contact

Jack Egan, writer at Chicago Sun Times
and previously member of news staff of
WILL-AM-TV Champaign-Urbana, 111., to
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, public
relations staff.
Arthur A. Kron, executive vice president,
treasurer and managing director, GothamVladimir Adv. Inc., N. Y., elected president
of Englewood Hospital Assn., Englewood.
N. J.
Dorothy Whitehead Pegoix de Bayeux, 63,
in publicity with J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.,
died of pneumonia Dec. 18 in Brooklyn
Hospital after eight-week illness. She had
been with Mathes agency 21 years.

wmmmmmmmm

FILM
William N. Kirshner, formerly with Fred A.
Niles Productions, NBC-TV, both Chicago,
and Geller Productions, Hollywood, to Pilot
Productions, Evanston, 111., as director of
sales promotion.
REPRESENTATIVES ...
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and sales manager, KTVR (TV) Denver.

George Arnold, formerly account executive
and retail advertising specialist at KCBS
San Francisco, to CBS Radio Spot Sales as
manager of sales development. He will headquarter in New York.
William F. MacChrystall, general manager,
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M., joints H-R
Television Inc., L. A., sales staff.
Edward R. Eadeh, industry consultant to
FCC Network Study group, has joined Weed
Television Corp. as research director. Before
joining FCC in 1955, Mr. Eadeh was research director at former DuMont TeleviBroadcasting

sion Network. He
MBS and ABC.

also has served with

George Skinner, veteran ►
radio-tv performer and
program consultant, has
joined Katz Agency as
full-time radio program
consultant, replacing John
Pearson, who left Katz
last September for station
programming post with American Broadcasting Network. Mr. Skinner has been engaged in independent radio program consultancy, analyzing and making programming recommendations since August for
six major outlets.
STATIONS
M James B. Shaum named
treasurer of May Broadcasting Co. (KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, and KMTV
[TV] Omaha).
F. Parker Hoy named president and general
manager of WLAM Lewiston, Me., succeeding his father, Frank S. Hoy, who is retiring
as general manager. Frank Hoy will remain
as treasurer of Lewiston-Auburn Broadcasting Corp. (licensee of WLAM) and will
continue his weekly series of public service
broadcasts on that station.
James R. Sefert, na- ►
tional account executive,
WLWC (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, named to head new
sales office of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
and WLWT [TV] Cincinnati, WLWC, WLWD
[TV] Dayton, all Ohio, and WLWA [TV]
Atlanta), which is located in National City
East Sixth Bldg., Cleveland 14. New office
will represent Crosley stations in Cleveland
area, northern Ohio, Michigan, western
Pennsylvania and WLW Detroit.

Foley; Mel Evans, WGAC Augusta, named
KEEP production manager; Lew Holder,
KLO Ogden production manager, to KEEP
as morning disc jockey, and Walt Snow,
former chief engineer, rejoins station after
several years' absence.
Tony Kramer and Michael Lannon, who
have been serving in WRCA-AM-TV New
York's promotion department for several
years, have had their areas of responsibilities
defined, with Mr. Kramer appointed audience promotion manager for stations and
Mr. Lannon sales promotion manager. Both
report
to Max Buck, director of sales and
marketing.
Howard Zuckerman, recently discharged
from U. S. Air Force, to WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., as operations executive in charge
of production.
Robert J. Reardon, cen- ►
tral division office of NBC
Spot Sales, to WNBC (TV)
New Britain, Conn., as director of sales. He formerly was on advertising
staffs of Wisconsin State
Journal and St. Louis Star
Times. He also worked in newspaper representative's firm of Scolaro, Meeker &
Scott in Chicago and with tv representatives
Harrington Righter & Parsons.
Joe Klaas, sales manager, KCSB San Bernardino-Riverside, Calif., promoted to executive manager. Thomas J. Lawson, advertising manager, KOOO Omaha, joins KCSB
as local sales manager.
Leonard C. Nachbar, chief accountant-office manager, WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul, promoted to business manager of
WTCN-AM-TV.
George Hutchins, program -director, KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, and John L. Schambow, promotion manager, WKOW-AM-TV
Madison, Wis., named operations manager
and promotion manager, respectively, for
KVTV.

Rubbing noses might be effective
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Eugene C. Gray, media director, Allmayer,
Fox & Reshkin, Kansas City, Mo., to
KTVH (TV) Wichita, Kan., as general sales
manager.
■< Peter B. James, formerly general manager,
WJAR-TV
Providence,
R. I,, to WRC-TV Washington as sales manager,
succeeding Charles M. de
^Bk X/HH Lozier, who has resigned
to open his own advertising agency in Washington.
Wayne Douglas, sales manager of KOCA
Kilgore, Tex., to KEEP Twin Falls, Idaho,
as national-regional sales manager and
sports director. Dave Hilty, salesman, KLIX
Twin Falls, named KEEP local sales manager and Lenny Hesterman, disc jockey,
KSL Salt Lake City, to KEEP as program
director succeeding Don Foley, who joins
KROY Sacramento. Other staff changes:
Dick Spry, KVOG Ogden, Utah, named
continuity director succeeding Lou Munro
Broadcasting

Ron Schafer, disc jockey, KRE Berkeley,
Calif., to KSAN-AM-TV San Francisco as
merchandising and publicity manager.
Elliott Litt, formerly with KL1F Dallas, to
KPAL Palm Springs as program director.
Don C. McCarty to WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio,
as assistant program director.
Dave Dary, morning news editor, WIBW
Topeka, Kan., to KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex., as news director.
Jack Knell, news director, WBT Charlotte,
N. C, resigns to go into private business.
Jane Achor, in public relations with Scriveners Adv. Agency, to WRR Dallas as director of promotion and public relations.
Helen Lindsey joins WMBR
Fla., as continuity director.

lacksonville,

Jo Ranson, press and public service director,
WMGM New York since 1956 and before
that radio editor and columnist for now

34th Street C^J at 8 th Avenue
Manhattan's largest hotel with 2500
rooms, all with bath and free radiotelevision in many. Meditation Chapel
open to all faiths. Midtown location.
Direct entrance to Pennsylvania Station. Three air-conditioned restaurants.
LAMP POST CORNER . . . COFFEE HOUSE
GOLDEN THREAD CAFE
Singles
Doubles
I Suites
from $7
from $H
| from $23
JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR., President
CHARLES W. COLE, Gen Mgr
Other MASSAGLIA HOTELS —
SANTA MONICA. CALIF. Hotel Miramar
SAN JOSE, CALIF. Hotel Saintc Claire
LONG 8 EACH, CALIF. Hotel Wilton
GALLUP, N.M. Hotel El Rancho
ALBUQUERQUE, Hotel Franciscan
DENVER, COLO. Hotel Park Lane
WASHINGTON, D C. Hotel Raleigh
HARTFQRD, CONN. Hotel Bond
PITTSBURGH, PA. Hotel Sherwyn
CINCINNATI. O. Hotel Sinton
NEW YORK CITY Hotel New Yorker
HONOLULU Hotel Waikiki Biltmore
CHICAGO MIDWEST HEADQUARTERS
BOOKING OFFICE 200 • E. WALTON DE 76JW
BOSTON OFFICE 80 BOYLSTON ST. HU 2-0040
■■■■»
World-famed hotels
1 1 ■'
Teletype service— Family Plan
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
KSBW

Salinas, all California, as host of

nightly Hendrix Hide-a-Way.
Tom Field, veteran newscaster, joins WEW3
(TV) Cleveland for 1 I p.m. East Ohio Gas
Co. newscasts. He left Cleveland in October
to join Philadelphia station.

announcer for Cubs' games
Boudreau, who joins WGN
work with Jack Quinlan, who
Chicago after five years. They
at WGN on year-round basis.

in 1958. Mr.
Jan. 1, will
leaves WIND
will function

Dick Reynolds joins KWY
disc jockey.

Cleveland as

Paul Rhone, account executive-announcer,
KPRO Riverside, Calif., to KRHM (FM)
Hollywood as announcer on Milton Cross
Show.
Ted McKinstry, disc jockey, KRAM Las
Vegas, Nev., takes on additional duties as
announcer-director and newscaster on
KLAS-TV that city.

defunct Brooklyn Eagle for 15 years, will
join editorial staff of Variety Jan. 13.

George Cobb, announcer, KOA Denver, to
WISH-TV Indianapolis in similar capacity.

Argyll Campbell, reporter. Northern Virginia
Sun, Arlington, to WDSU-TV New Orleans
as reporter-cameraman.

Jim

Aubrey Morris, veteran newsman and former police reporter for Atlanta Journal, to
WSB Atlanta news staff.

Davis, formerly with WTTV

(TV)

Bloomington, Ind., to WLWI (TV) Indianapolis announcing staff. Bob Barrett, formerly with WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind., to
WLWI (TV) continuity staff.

Richard L. Raab, formerly with advertising
department of Ohio Bell Telephone Co. and
John W. Galbreath & Co. (realtors), to
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, as account
executive.

John W. Hargis, account executive, WBSR
Pensacola, to WJNO West Palm Beach, both
Florida.

Ed O'Boyle, formerly operated his own
sports promotion firm, to KOB Albuquerque, N. M., as account executive.

Glenn Marshall Jr., president of WMBRAM-TV Jacksonville, Fla., elected president
of local chamber of commerce.

Thurston (Ted) Holmes, station manager,
KSON San Diego, to XEAK Tecate,
Mexico, as account executive.

Fred M. Thrower, vice president-general
manager, WPIX (TV) New York, named
radio-tv chairman, United Hospital Fund of
New York advertising and publishing group
in its 78th annual funds campaign for 80
member voluntary hospitals.

John Hendrix, formerly announcer with
KHSL Chico and KBLF
Red Bluff, to

BEST

FRIEND

A

Stuart Peabody, for 33 years advertising
executive with Borden Co., has joined
George Fry & Assoc., New York management consulting firm. He retired from Borden as assistant vice president and is past
president of Assn. of National Advertisers,
director of Advertising Council and past
chairman of Advertising Research Foundation. His new post at Fry was not announced. Clarence E. Eldridge, vice president at Fry, has been retained by American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies as consultant
on public relations on matters relating to
Frey Report to be published this month
by ANA.
MANUFACTURING t
Henry T. Heald, president of Ford Foundation, elected to board of directors of AT&T
replacing Myron C. Taylor who has resigned
after serving 28 years.
Nathaniel M. Marshall, national sales man-

Arnie D'Angelo and Randy Place, both
recently released from service, re-join
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., as staff announcers and program specialists.

Bert Maine to KCVL Colville, Wash., as
newsman and announcer.

THE

and planning of WKNO-TV.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES wmmMmmmmm

Lou Boudreau, former manager of Cleveland
Indians and Kansas City Athletics and onetime playing great, to WON Chicago as

FCC approval of sale of WDIA Memphis
by Bluff City Broadcasting Co. to midwest group headed by Egmont Sonderling
(c) was occasion for conference with
newly-appointed executives. Harold Walker (1), WDIA commercial manager, becomes vice president in charge of sales,
and Bert Ferguson (r), former co-owner
(with John R. Pepper), was appointed
executive vice president and general manager. WDIA is programmed exclusively
for Negro listeners.

C. E. LaFond, chief engineer, WKNO-TV
Memphis, Tenn., died Dec. 21 following
heart attack. Mr. LaFond was one of first
staff members to engage in development

STATION

EVER

HAD!

"There is no doubt in our minds
that the TelePrompTer has vastly improved the quality of our commercial
service to our advertisers. It enables
our announcers to deliver a wonderfully effective commercial at all times."
Mr. Lee Ruwitch, Exec. Vice Pres.
WTVJ, Miami, Florida

ager. General Precision Lab's industrial
products, Pleasantville, N. Y., named associate director of sales for division.
Max E. Markell promoted to manager, commercial administration for eastern area of
RCA electron tube division, Harrison, N. J.
Mr. Markell joined division in 1944 as
senior salesman and later served in various
executive capacities.
Frank H. Fries, formerly manufacturing
superintendent in charge of metal operations, Sylvania Electric Products, Towanda,
Pa., chemical and metallurgical plant, has
been appointed manager.
Edward G. Reitz promoted from marketing
research staff to manager of advertising
administration at Motorola, Chicago. He
succeeds Hugh H. Engleman, named tv advertising and sales promotion manager.
C. E. Kirkpatrick, Erie district manager of
Graybar Electric Co. at Cleveland, transfers
to Chicago as central district manager. J. W.
Carol!, Allegheny district manager at Pittsburgh, and G. L. Call, central Pacific district
manager at San Francisco, elected directors
of Graybar.

INTERNATIONAL wmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Stanley Burke appointed CBC correspondent
at United Nations, N. Y., succeeding Charles
Lynch. Mr. Burke appeared on number of
CBC interview programs in recent years
while Ottawa correspondent of Vancouver
Sun. He has travelled widely in Canada's
far north, Europe and China.
Jay Rogers to CHUM
nouncer.

Jim Blair, Equipment Sales Manager
311 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 2-3800
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The new TelePro 4000 is the
coolest, and quietest rear screen
projector on the market

Toronto

as an-

Cam

Langford, announcer of CHUM Toronto, to McKim Adv. Ltd. that city
creative department.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD

Station

kc.KDGO
KWl'R
Co., 1270
WFRA
kc.
WHEY
Co., 1220
KBLT
1290
kc.

Authorizations,
Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
December

26 through December

31

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA— directional antenna, cp— construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.— WROM-TV
Inc., ch. 9— Changed from WROM-TV.
KLOR-TV Provo, Utah— Beehive Telecasting
Corp., ch. 11.

New

Existing

Translators
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED*
K75AH
Club Inc. Indio, Calif.— Coachella Valley Tv
K73AI Redwood Falls, Minn. — Redwood Tv
Improvement Corp.
K80AL Redwood Falls, Minn. — Redwood Tv
Improvement Corp.
K83AE Redwood Falls, Minn.— Redwood Tv
Improvement Corp.
K78AH Joplin, Chester, Inverness & Rudyard,
Mont. — Joplin Tv Club Inc.
K76AG Shelby, Mont.— Shelby Tv Club Inc.
K76AF Eureka, Nev. — Eureka Volunteer Fire
Dept.
* Translator
channels
are designated by the
numbers
in their
call letters.

NATION-WIDI E

Am

New

Durango, Colo.— Basin Bcstg. Co., 1240
Claremore, Okla. — Claremore Bcstg.
kc.
Franklin, Pa.— Robert H. Sauber, 1430
Millington, Tenn. — Millington Bcstg.
kc. Changed from WTNB.
Big Lake, Tex. — Big Lake Bcstg. Co.,

Stations
APPLICATIONS
Chicago, III. — Lester Vihon, 107.9 mc, 16.7 kw
unl. P. O. address 161 E. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Estimated construction cost $13,575, first year
operating cost $24,900, revenue $15,000. Mr.
Vihon,
sole owner,
is publisher's
consultant and
in
advertising.
Announced
Dec. 30.
East Orange, N. J Upsala College*, 91.1 mc,
10 w. P. O. address Charles G. Lundgren, East
Orange, N. J. Estimated construction cost none,
first
year operating cost $3,000. Announced
Dec. 18.
Braddock, Pa. — Matta Bcstg. Co., 96.9 mc,
67.8 kw unl. P. O. address 1233 Braddock Ave.,
Braddock, Pa. Estimated construction cost $5,060,
first year operating cost $18,000, revenue $20,000.
Owners are William G. Matta, George C. Matta
and E. R. Matta (each Va). Announced Dec. 30.

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Muncie, Ind. — Delaware County Bcstrs., 1550
kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address James B. Tharpe,
342 West 40th St., New York, N. Y. Estimated
construction cost $50,300, first year operating
cost $76,000, revenue $83,000. Owners are Joseph
L. Rosenmiller Jr. and James B. Tharpe (each
50%). Mr. Rosenmiller is vice president and
58% stockholder of WESO Southbridge, Mass.,
president and 52% stockholder of WCTC-AMFM New Brunswick, N. J. Mr. Tharpe is 5%
preferred stockholder and 2.5% common stock
holder of KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex., KPARTV Sweetwater, Tex., and KEDY-TV Big
Spring, Tex. Announced Dec. 30.
Walhalla, S. C— Oconee Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc.
1 kw D. P. O. address Box 986, Tryon, N. C.
Estimated construction cost $18,958, first year
operating cost $22,500, revenue $36,800. Owners
are Mildred Allen and Edithe Mooneyham (each
50%). Mildred Allen and Edithe Mooneyham
each owned 50% of WTVN Tryon, N. C, and
WABV Abbeville, S. C. Announced Dec. 30.

Fm

Existing

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KFMX San Diego, Calif.— Sherrill C. Corwin,
96.5 mc.
WNEW-FM New York, N. Y.-DuMont Bcstg.
Corp., 102.7 mc. Changed from WHFI.
WLOV
99.9
mc. Cranston, R. I.— Neighborly Bcstg. Co.,
Ownership

Existing

KIKK
800 kc.

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Bakersfield, Calif.— Valley Bcstg. Co.,

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

•

WGMS-FM Washington, D. C— Seeks assignment of cp from The Good Music Station Inc.
to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. as part of previous applications. Announced Dec. 39.
WLEX Lexington, Ky. — Seeks assignment of
license from Central Kentucky Bcstg. Co. to

FINANCING

TELEVISION

•

•

Changes
APPLICATIONS

»

APPRAISALS

INEWSPAPER

EASTERN

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

FULLTIME

NETWORK

1 KW

MAJOR

MAJOR

LOCAL

FULLTIME

DAYTIMER

MARKET

NORTHWEST

$250,000

$150,000

$60,000

$175,000

$165,000

Excellent facility.
Good
staff and

Terrific agricultural and urban
coverage. Making
money.
Well
equipped. Terms
available. Good
real estate.

Excellent Georgia resort growth
area station with

This daytime independent will
gross almost the
asking price and
is showing a

Serving $350,000,000 retail
sales. Excellent

good profit. Good
terms to qualified
buyer.

Priced realistically. 29% down.

high

profits. Includes real estate
valued at $50,000.
Terms available.

fine but undeveloped potential.
Good present net.
1/3 down.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St.. N. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO,

ATLANTA,

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Barney Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

The First1 and
1 . First in properties s old— Small, Large and Volume

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.

Only2 National

your

Media

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

JA 3-3431

Call

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

DALLAS,

GA.

staff. Good
audience rating.

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Brokerage Firm
2. Coast-to-Coast. Five Office; Strategically Located

office

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
January

6, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

Lexington Bcstg. Corp. for $255,000. Roy B.
White Jr. is sole owner. Mr. White was advertisingnounced
and radio
Dec. 30. consultant in Chicago. AnWFST-AM-FM Caribou, Me.— Seeks assignment of license from Forest S. Tibbetts tr/as
Northern Bcstg. Co. to Northern Bcstg. Co. to
be owned by Mr. Tibbetts and Elbridge F.
Stevens Jr. (25%) for which Mr. Stevens pays
$5,000. Announced Dec. 31.
WHRB-FM* Cambridge, Mass.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee non-profit, no-stock corp.
(Harvard Radio Bcstg. Co. Inc.) through election of new members to Board of Trustees.
Announced Dec. 20.
WSTP Salisbury, N. C— Seeks relinquishment
of negative control of licensee corp. (WSTP
Inc.) by Thomas D. Harrell Jr. through sale of
stock (20%) to John J. Ikner Jr. for $5,000. Mr.
Ikner is chief engineer of WSTP. Announced
Dec. 30.
KWAT Watertown, N. D. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corp. (Midland National Life
Insurance
from John
Life D.
Co.'s
Inc. to C.Corp.
W.
Murchison Co.)
Jr. and
Murchison.
change. Announced Dec. 30.
KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corp. (Great Empire Bcstg.
Corp.) from Arthur B. Hogan, Frank Oxarart,
Albert Zugsmith, John D. Feldman and Ashley
Robison to F. F. Lynch, Glenn G. Griswold and
Kevin Brendan Sweeney for approximately
$180,000. Mr. Lynch will own 28%. Mr. Griswold
will own 18%. Mr. Sweeney will own 36%. H. J.
Cole, station accountant, retains his 18% interest. Mr. Sweeney, president of RAB. is also 32%
owner of company buying KFOX Long Beach,
Calif. [CHANGING HANDS, Dec. 23]. Mr. Lynch
is general manager of KBYE. Mr. Griswold was
general
manager Dec.
of KFEQ-AM-TV
St. Joseph,
Mo. Announced
30.
KRWC Forest Grove, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of license from Irving V. Schmidtke to F. Demcy Mylar for $6,000 rent plus first option to
purchase station. Mr. Mylar is in Gospel ministry. Announced Dec. 26.
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of
license from Bluff City Bcstg. Co. to WDIA
Inc. for $1 million. New owners are Richard
Goodman, Chicago real estate, 55%, Egmont
Sonderling, 25%, and Mason A. Loundy, Chicago
banker, 20%. Buying grouD also owns WOPA
Oak Park,nounced111.,
Dec. 26.and KXEL Waterloo, Iowa. AnWKLC St. Albans, W. Va.— Seeks assignment
of license from Raymond I. Kandel to The
Kandel Corp. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced Dec. 31.

personnel. While ideal

Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of Mountain View Bcstg. Co. for new
am station to operate on 1590 kc, 5 kw D, in
Jonesboro, Tenn., and Lee County Bcstg. Co.
for new am station to operate on 1570 kc, 1 kw
D in Pennington Gap, Va., and denying application of Scott County Bcstg. Co. for new am
station to operate on 1570 kc, 250 w D, in
Gate City, Va. Announced Dec. 27.

for most small stations,

Routine

of Hartford to site 19.8 miles northeast of New
Haven and 14.5 miles south of Hartford, increase
ant. height from 720 ft. to 770 ft., and change
type ant. and other equipment, pending evidentiary hearing;
made
Announced
Dec.
26. WWLP party to proceeding.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission dismissed protest and petition for reconsideration by Winnebago Television Corp.
(WTVO ch. 39), Rockford, 111., directed against
Oct. 30 grant of application of Greater Rockford
Television Inc. (WREX-TV ch. 13), Rockford,
for transfer of control from Louis E. Caster,
et al., tonounced Continental
Television Corp. AnDec. 30.
PETITION
FOR RULE
MAKING FILED
Sanford A. Schafitz & Guy W. Gully d/b as
Community Telecasting Co., Farrell, Pa. — Petition requesting change in allocation plan as
follows: Youngstown, Ohio — 21, 27, 45*. 73 — 21, 27,
33, 45*. Pittsburgh, Pa.— 2, 11, 13*, 16, 47, 53—2,
11, 13*, 16, 22. 53. Clarksburg, W. Va.— 12, 22, 69
—Dec.
12, 79,
27. 69. *Youngstown-New Castle. Announced
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
On petition by Storer Bcstg. Co., Commission
on Dec. 24, granted extension of time for filing
comments from Dec. 30 to Jan. 31, 1958, and 30
days thereafter for rebuttal comments in matter
of amendment of Parts 1 and 17 of rules to
encourage the grouping of ant. towers and
multiple use of structures for supporting ant.,
and amendment of Part 17 to provide new
criteria for determining whether application for
study.
ant. towers will require special aeronautical
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on December
23 J. Frederick
Issued order following first prehearing conference in proceeding on am applications of
Santa
Rosa
Bcstg. Co.,
Santa9, Rosa,
et al.;
hearing
for Jan.
1958, Calif.,'
is continued
without scheduled
date.
Ordered that further prehearing conference
will be held Jan. 13, 1958, re am applications of
Ralph D. Epperson, Williamsburg, Va.
By Hearing on
Examiner
Herbert
Sharfman
December
23
On oral request of all counsel, ordered that
hearing scheduled for Jan. 2, 1958, is continued,
and on own motion, further ordered that new
date for hearing will be set by subsequent
order, in proceeding on am application of
Capitol Bcstg. Corp. (WCAW) Charlestown, W.
Va.
Grantedtension ofpetition
of Broadcast
for 1958,
extime from
Dec. 31 toBureau
Feb. 3,
for filing proposed findings of facts and from
Jan. 10 to Feb. 13, 1958, for filing reply findings
in matter of revocation of television cp of
Nevada Telecasting Corp. (KAKJ) Reno, Nev.
On own motion ordered that hearing scheduled for Jan. 16, 1958, is continued indefinitely,
in
re application of Sacramento Telecasters Inc.
of
cp.
(KBET-TV ch. 10), Sacramento, Calif., for mod.

Hearing

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of

it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit
your needs.
Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now

Roundup
ACTIONS

BY FCC

By memorandum opinion and order. Commission granted protest by Springfield Television
Bcstg. Corp. (WWLP ch. 22), Springfield, Mass.,
and postponed effective date of Oct. 30 grant
of application of Triangle Publications Inc., for
mod. of cp of WNHC-TV (ch. 8) New Haven,
Conn., to change trans, location from 9 miles
north of New Haven and 28\'z miles southwest

Kadio

Station

available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. B-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

On ownference
motion,
ordered
Drehearing
conscheduled for
Jan. that
10, 1958,
is continued
indefinitely, in proceeding on application of
Louisiana Purchase Co., for new tv station to
operate on ch. 2 in St. Louis, Mo., and Signal
Hill Telecasting Corp., St. Louis, to change from
ch. 36 to ch. 2.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of December 27
KQTY Everett, Wash. — Granted assignment of
license to Walter N. Nelskog and Paul Crain,
d/b under same name.
KWAT Watertown, S. D, — Granted transfer of
control from Life Companies Inc., to C. W.
Murchison Jr., and John D. Murchison.
WGMS-FM
Washington,
D. C— Granted as-

Tax, estate and many

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
other personal problems

an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
^BLackburn

Gompantj

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford
B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
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ereate the need for

• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
bseeutive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Officti and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE '

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
Republic 7-3984

Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

PAUL

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

CO.

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8213
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*
PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A PULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Me.
Phong Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

GODLEY

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricnlm
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS.. INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

JGEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
ExMutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

— Established

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
D I. 3-7503

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

LOWELL
R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
antennaWash.
towers
Munseyby Bldg.,
4, 0. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

Member AFCCE*
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FOR THE RECORD continued
WPFB
Ohio Granted cp to install newMiddletown,
trans.
Following
granted
tion dates as were
shown:
WPLN extensions
Plymouth,of N.compleC, to
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV
4-30-58; WEUC Ponce, P. R., to 3-31-58; WAZA
As Reported by FCC through Nov. 30
Bainbridge, Ga., to 4-29-58.
FM
AM
Actions of December 24
527
KNTV San Jose, Calif. — Granted license covLicensed (all on air)
3, 1 67
13
ering changes in facilities of tv station: ERP
10
vis. 26.3 kw, aur. 15.5 kw, ant. 2,770 ft.
CPs on air (new stations)
1 17
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex. — Granted license
109
CPs not on air (new stations)
covering changes in tv station: ERP vis. 316 kw,
72
588
aur. 158 kw, ant. 1,170 ft.
5 1
Total authorized stations
656
KKTV Colorado Springs, Colo. — Granted li32
3,289
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
cense for tv station.
374
9
KOAT-TV
Albuquerque,
N. 87.1
M.—kw,
Granted
li116
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
cense for tv station:
ERP vis.
aur. 44.7
41
122
kw, ant. 4,270 ft.
490
Total applications for new stations
50
KETC St. Louis, Mo. — Granted mod. of cp to
20
218
change studio location, ERP to vis. 27.5 kw, aur.
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
13.8 kw, ant. 600 ft., make minor equipment
11
1
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
35 386' changes, change type ant., and ant. height above
46
21
245
Total applications for major changes
average
terrain and redescribe trans, location.
27
KJEO Fresno, Calif. — Granted extension of
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
completion date to 6-30-58.
0
2
1
CPs deleted
Actions of December 23
1 27"
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of license to WDIA Inc.
SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
WBFM New York, N. Y. — Granted assignment
of license to Wrather Corp.
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Dec. 31
WHBG Harrisonburg, Va. — Granted assignCP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ment of license to Valley Bcstrs. Inc.
ON AIR
KGHL Billings, Mont.— -Granted authority to
Not on air For new stations
Lie.
Cps
operate trans, by remote control while using
AM
505
3,113
67
119
nondirectional ant.
KDOK Tyler, Tex. — Granted license covering
51
527
10
59
FM
increase in power and specify type trans.
131
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex. — Granted mod.
TV (Commercial)
3861
1272
119
of cp to change make of amplifiers of trans,
and make other equipment change.
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
WNEW-FM New York, N. Y. — Granted extension of completion date to 6-30-57.
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Dec. 31
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
UPCOMING
Commercial
414
83
January
Non-Commercial
22
6
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
8 There
144 uhf).
4 There

are, in addition, six tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 39 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.

signment of cp to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WIBG-FM Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted authority to remain silent commencing Dec. 31 and
continuing until completion of facilities proposed in application for cp.
WREM Remsen, N. Y. — Granted mod. of cp to
change ant.-trans. location, change main studio
and remote control point and change type wans.
WBPZ-TV Lock Haven, Pa. — Granted mod. of
cp to change main studio location (same as
trans, location) and waived Sec. 3.613 of rules.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WVEC-TV Hampton,
Va., to 7-4-58; WITN Washington, N. C, to
2-26-58.
Actions of December 26
Pa. — Granted assignment of cp
to WGLV
Easton Easton,
Pub. Co.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WMTN Morristown, Term.; KBKC Mission, Kan.,
with conditions on both.

4973
WCPC Houston, Miss. — Granted license covering increase in power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
installation of new trans.
KORD Pasco, Wash. — Granted license covering
increase in power and installation of new trans.
KATZ St. Louis, Mo. — Granted license covering increase in daytime power from 1 kw to
5 kw; and license to use old main trans, as aux.
trans, at main trans, site and operate aux. trans,
by remote control.
WCRV Washington, N. J. — Granted license
covering increase in power from 250 w to 500
w and installation of new trans.; condition.
WAUD Auburn, Ala. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
Granted licenses for following tv stations:
KETV Herald Corp., Omaha, Neb.; WLEX-TV
Lexington, Ky.; WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.
WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.— Granted license
covering
trans, site. installation of aux. trans, at main
WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis. — Granted license
for tv station and specify change in studio
location.

Jan. 6-8: National Collegiate Athletic Assn. 52nd
annual convention, Bellevue Stratford Hotel,
Philadelphia.
Jan. 11-15: 41st annual convention, National
Automobile Dealers Assn., Miami Beach Auditorium.
Jan. 13-14: CBS-TV affiliates, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
Jan. 16: NBC Owned Stations Div., "Know Your
Schools,"
luncheon D.
meeting,
Sheraton-Carlton
Hotel, Washington,
C.
Jan. 17-18: Midwestern Adv. Agency Network
annual meeting, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Jan.
17-19: Advertising Assn. of the West, midDiego.
winter conference, Hotel del Coronado, San
Jan. 18-19:
Retail Adv. Conference, sixth annual
28' Palmer House, Chicago.
meeting,
Jan. 22-24: NARTB, combined boards, Camelback
Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 24-26: American Women in Radio & Tv,
annual
SightBeach,
and Sound
more. Palm
Fla. Seminar, Hotel BiltJan. 30-31: 13th annual Radio & Television Institute, School of Journalism, TJ. of Georgia.
Jan. 31: Broadcasters Promotion Assn., board
meeting, Sheraton February
Hotel, Chicago.
Feb. 1: Farm Broadcasting Day, celebration to
be planned by NARTB and Dept. of Agriculture.
Feb. 3-7: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, general meeting, Statler and SheratonMcAlpin Hotels, New York.
Feb. 7: Advertising Federation of America, board
meeting, Milwaukee.
Feb. 8-10: Voice of Democracy, awards ceremonies, Washington.
Feb. 13-15: 11th annual Western Radio and Tv
Conference, Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 15-17: Western Assn. of Broadcasters (Engineers), The MacDonald, Edmonton, Alta.
Feb. 18-19: NARTB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21 : Annual convention, Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Feb. 20-21: British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
WHAY studios, New Britain.
Feb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House of Delegates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta.
Feb. 27: NARTB Emplover-Employe Relations
Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
March
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention
Kansas
City. and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel,
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 30-April 2: Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters, Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal,
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25< per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

Wanted, experienced commercial manager-salesman for small market. Salary plus commission.
Wanted, experienced staff announcer, $70.00 for
forty hours. Wanted, experienced newsman for
collecting and writing local and regional news.
Salary to be determined on experience and educational background. For details contact Sam
W. Anderson, Mgr., Radio Station KFFA, Helena,
Arkansas.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Eastern chain has new station under construction.
Needs assistant station manager immediately.
Eventually promotion to manager. Applicant
must have several years announcing experience,
sales experience, must be married, must have car.
Send tape, resume and photo. Box 157C, BROADCASTING.
General manager: Midwest single station market
in a city over 100,000. Fastest growing area.
Want proven aggressive big thinking man who
knows
how to get time sold. Box 491C, BROADCASTING.
General manager for medium sized western station. Must be hard working and capable of selling
the market, as well as radio time. Write in confidence giving full personal details. Box 545C,
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere there is a man, preferably young,
who has the vision, ambition and determination
to manage and grow with this single market
station in fine Texas town. Must be able to make
profit with small staff. Station makes money. Always has made money, but owners unsatisfied
with present leadership. State everything first
letter. Write Box 548C, BROADCASTING.
Strong selling manager wanted for radio and tv
station. Wonderful opportunitv for right person.
Send
ING. complete info to Box 562C, BROADCASTSales
Announcer-salesman wanted. Good salary for announcing shift, 15% sales commission. Located
in South Carolina town of 25,000. Box 439C.
BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity in a leading market, Wilmington, Delaware, for experienced radio salesman.
Guaranteed $125 per week against 15% commission. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, experience and present billing. Box 522C,
BROADCASTING.
I am looking for a young man who has been
a top salesman, salesmanager or manager of
a station in second 100 markets who wants to
move into a sales management position at a
station in the east top 100 market level. He
must know all the tricks of selling in a competitive market and have ideas and zest to
make a station rise to its peak efficiency. He
must know radio and have leadership ability.
This is a 5 kw am-fm facility now doing close
to $200,000 per year. Opportunity for money
and advancement. Owner has interest in other
stations and is a well-known leading broadcaster. Write me about yourself and your work
and
your
problems. I'll keep it confidential. Box
546C, BROADCASTING.
250 watt in Chicago; foreign language and negro
market. Experienced. Fine chance for advancement. Excellent salary plus substantial commission. Send all details in first letter. Box 590C,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for sober salesman with car who can
sell and service city and country accounts for
progressive radio station. Send resume. P. O.
Box 437, Rockford, 111.
Reliable salesmen-announcers wanted for midwest station group. Good pav. opportunities. Bill
Tedrick, KWRT, Boonville. Missouri.
Account
executive
for Arlington,
America's No.
1 countrymusic station,
WARL,
Virginia.
Good
salary plus substantial commission. Paid vacation. Opportunity for advancement in management post in our other operation. Call Bob Cobbins, Kenmore 6-9000.
Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Top sales opportunity for experienced selfstarterket.toWKLZ,
become
sales manager in 150,000 marKalamazoo.
Announcers „

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Interviewing, announcers with background in
farm radio with potential to become farm director of progressive radio station. Send resume
and tapemationrecording
for our
will be treated
withexamination.
confidence. InforP. O.
Box 437, Rockford, 111.

Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers. Good working conditions, 40-hour
week, paid vacation, time and halC, $85 a week.
Minimum one-year experience necessary. Excellent opportunities for advancement to executive
position. Send tape, with news, commercials, and
sample graph.
music
program,
plus resume and photoBox 274B,
BROADCASTING.

Pioneer network station in heart of nation's
finest fishing and hunting country will have
opening soon for announcer with friendly approach and some knowledge of sports. First
ticket and some technical knowledge highly desirable. Share moving expenses. Modern station
and finest equipment. Send tape and information
to KRLC, Lewiston, Idaho.

Announcer
for progressive
independent
in northern vacationland.
No floaters.
Send tape
and
background
immediately.
Box
366C,
BROADCASTING.

WFRL, Freeport, Illinois has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer. 48-hour Week,
overtime over 40 hours. Paid vacations, free inWalters. surance, daytime operation. Write or call Bud

Western Virginia daytimer needs capable announcer with first ticket. $85.00 per week or better, depending on experience. Box 385C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first class engineer or a salesmanfirst class engineer for northeastern station.
Pleasant working conditions, vacation arrangement. Box 390C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer 250 watt network station wanted.
Send complete details including salary expected.
Tape,
etc., will be returned. Box 437C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro personality dj for Chicago.
Top salary for right man. Send background,
photo and brief taped sampling of news, dj and
commercial ability at once, special delivery.
Box 443C, BROADCASTING.
Florida, south coast. Aggressive independent
needs personality pop-dj. Send tape, resume,
references.
CASTING. $100 week to start. Box 468C, BROADWork in successful station with excellent facilities, congenial staff, and good opportunities. If
you have pleasant voice, and good delivery, send
resume to Box 470C, BROADCASTING.
5 kw fulltime Georgia independent needs hillbilly announcer without the accent. Must have
voice good enough for production spots. Prefer
party who is available for personal interview.
Send tape and letter with all information including references. Box 483C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with your letter. No recent radio school
graduate, please. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Need immediately experienced, steady morning
man. Florida station. Must be able to meet and
Combo operation. Good workcompetition.
top ing
conditions. CBS station. Give full details in
letter to Box 547C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted at once one good announcer with 1st
class ticket and maintenance experience. Must
be clean cut and reliable. Send audition and full
details to Bill Stewart, WPBC, Minneapolis.
Experienced versatile announcer who knows
popular music for Washington, D. C. area independent. Send resume, tape and photo to Jack
Moran, WPHC, Alexandria, Virginia.
Suburban Cleveland independent accent on local,
need excellent voice, one year minimum experience. Send tape, resume 1st reply. Personal interville. view
Ohio.
required, $95.00 or better" WPVL, PainesAnnouncer with first phone for eastern North
Carolina station. One of growing chain. Salary
open. Contact Bill Rhyne, Manager, WRNB, New
Bern. North Carolina.
Versatile announcer. Immediate opening for topflight announcer who has proven record as successful dj as well as all-around staff abilities.
Integrated operation permits some on-camera tv
depending upon abilities. Send complete information background, experience, past and expected
earnings,
Georgia. tape and photo, WSAV, Savannah,
Technical
Radio station near Atlanta has immediate opening for combination engineer-announcer. Must
have FCC commercial first radio-telephone license. Above average salary, vacation policy, and
other benefits. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Box 423C, BROADCASTING.
Excellent job open for good combo announcerengineer. Send complete details including audition tape which will be returned. Job pays $100
weekly. Box 438C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. First class engineer with good announcing voice. Top pay. State salary requirements,
include tape and picture. Rush to Box 510C,
BROADCASTING.

A radio station within 50 miles of Philadelphia,
anPennsylvania
nouncers. Youneeds
name part
days,time
timestop-notch
and salary.
Box 554C, BROADCASTING.

Need engineer or engineer-announcer for 5kw
Wisconsin station. Personal interview required.
Recent graduates considered. Box 524C, BROADCASTING.

Experienced Negro announcer with good voice
and personality wanted by an outstanding
negro station. Send tape, resume and picture.
Box 568C, BROADCASTING.

Are you this man? Employed as chief or assistant. Stymied by salary ceiling. Good employment record. Work is clean, well organized. You
enjoy doubling in brass as announcer or program
Available
personal
interview.department.
Virginia station
offersforsalary
in access
$6000 per year, opportunity to earn more. All
replies confidential. Must contain all details.
Box 587C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer with first class ticket for
America's No. 1 country-music station WCMS,
Norfolk, Virginia. Highest salary to qualified
man. Call Roy Lam a re, Madison 5-0525.
First engineer-announcer, immediate opening,
WDSR, Lake City, Florida. Contact Fred Temple,
Manager.
Wanted, chiex engineer for 1000 watt daytime station. New equipment, remote control, good working conditions. Must have experience in radio
equipment, maintenance. WKBC, North Wilkesboro. North Carolina.

Alabama radio station has opening for experienced announcer. Good salary plus 15% commission on sales. Box 573C, BROADCASTING.
We're looking for a good solid disc jockey with
that "certain something" besides knowledge of
"top 50"
and audience
a good voice.
Must be able
to attract adult
in substantial
aggressive
Ohio market. Prefer responsible, experienced,
married man. Basic salary plus a lucrative talent
fee set-urj. Send taoe and resume in confidence;
material "returned. Box 576C, BROADCASTING.
Combo announcer. First phone. Must be experienced announcer. No maintenance. Wire
qualifications night letter, collect, or call Cherry
7-4464, Durango, Colo., collect.

January
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RADIO
Help

RADIO

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Chief engineer-announcer. Capable of maintaining 5 kvv remote control. Short announcing shift.
Present chief with us for past 10 years, leaving
January. Minimum starting salary $100.00 per
week plus profit sharing plan paid quarterly.
Would prefer personal interview as this is a
permanent job. Send complete background,
photo, and tape to: Jack Helms, Manager, WNVA,
Norton, Virginia.
Production-Programming, Others
Know a good copywriter? Tell her (or him) to
contact Box 342C, BROADCASTING.
Central U.S. desires energetic disc jockey to
handle special programs and conduct teen age
parties throughout coverage area. Exceptional
opportunity. Excellent pay. Send tape and complete details to Box 565C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Gal Friday who can write good copy,
do some air work and programming. One who
would enjoy living in a pleasant, cosmopolitan,
small, southern city near a major military base.
One who can rise to the challenge of "Studiowith-out-walls"
SendN. tape
to P. O. Box E, operation.
Jacksonville,
C. and resume
Have position open for male or female in copy
and traffic. Send complete letter and sample
of work. P. O. Box 437, Rockford, 111.
Need by January 16, newsman gather, write,
edit local news; operate mobile unit. 5000 watt
southwest independent. Salary open. Send tape
and background to Jack Britton, Radio Station
KTRN, 917 >/2 Scott, Wichita Falls, Texas.
Copywriter will be needed on January 20, 1958
affiliate KWKH, Shrevewatt CBS Ifradio
50,000
by
port,
Louisiana.
interested send sample of
work and personal background.
Wanted: Wide awake newsman or girl. One who
can write and gather local news. Apply Ed Allen,
WDOR, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
Continuity writer experienced in straight production, copy, good typist. Prefer man. Immediate
opening. Call collect, Easton, Pa., 6155, Art Burns,
WEEX.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Recently sold my station after ten years of profitable operation. Ready to bring you a most
thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the
broadcasting business, all phases. Married, family, 37 years old, available February. Looking
for community with a future. Box 224C. BROADCASTING.
General manager, age 32. Primarily a salesman,
with energy and know-how to build business and
a competent sales force. Good with personnel and
programming. Box 481C, BROADCASTING.
Manager: small-medium market. Good saleable
ideas, will increase sales and cut expenses. Take
full charge of operation and do sports too. 10
years experience. Married, 3 children. $110 week
plus percentage. Box 506C, BROADCASTING.
Sales executive, radio and television, 12 years
top management metropolitan station. Numerous
creative success stories. Married, family, 42 years
old. Box 556C, BROADCASTING.
General manager available for first offer that
offers greater potential than present general
manager position. Middle age family man who
can make decisions and money. Not seeking
security only greater challenge. My files and
personal meeting will indicate my ability. Best
terms with present company. Not satisfied till I
become greater success. Box 569C, BROADCASTING.
Manager, currently managing very successful 5
kw daytimer which I constructed for owners.
Experienced all phases radio, from manager to
janitor. Have 1st phone. Want opportunity to
progress $$$. Have access to dozens of proven
profitable ideas. Somewhere there is a station
that needs a top man and is willing to pay for
him, $9000 minimum with more as station grows.
Box 571C, BROADCASTING.
Have just sold my interest in 2 stations. 20 years
experience available to aggressive organization.
Have good staff (including sales) I could bring
with me. Would consider investing. $12,500 plus
over-ride. Industry references on request. Box
586C, BROADCASTING.
Bangor to Tucson, Mt.
tv. Man-wife team. He
ca's great mike
interesting
offer. selling
Worth
BROADCASTING.
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Kisco to WOR.
sells; she one
personalities.
looking into.
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Radio or
of AmeriMake
any
Box 599C,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General manager. Eleven years radio. Best references. Built losing small-market station to
profit during recent economic slump. Seeking
greater responsibility, larger, competitive market. $9000.00 plus. Write K. W., 4720 SW 99th
Ave., Beaverton (Portland), Oregon.
Announcers
Basketball announcer, 7 years experience. Finest
of references. Excellent voice. Box 898B,
BROADCASTING.
Savor the flavor of a distinctive negro persongraduate
broadcasting
school. You'll
never ality,
regret
or of
forget
that authoritative
newscasting style, convincing commercials and original di fashion. Competent writer. Box 525C,
BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 535C, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
536C, BROADCASTING.
Negro dee-jay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 537C, BROADCASTNegro team-husband and wife. Sure-fire puller
with services and gimmicks. Ready to make
money for you. Box 538C, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer
Young, settled, ambitions announcer. Family
man. If you are willing to pay good money for a
permanent man with executive possibilities and
have room for such advancement, write for my
qualifications. Box 583C, BROADCASTING.
Commercial dj — 2 years experience, recently disfrom Army.
Seeks >/4 million market or
more. Boxcharged584C,
BROADCASTING.
Seek dj show. Have tape, will travel. N.Y. eastern seaboard. Box 585C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer second license, soon have
first. Formerly with Norfolk good music station
WRVC-FM. Washingtonian desires Washington
area. College, single. Box 589C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2l,i years radio and tv. Strong on
news and commercials, good dj. Hard worker,
excellent references. Family man, veteran, available immediately. Box 592C, BROADCASTING.
I'm a Virginia boy. I want to stay in or near
Virginia.
You like
mayme,notespecially
think I'mcollege
great, and
I don't,
but listeners
high
school. I'm not an announcer I'm an entertainer.
Got a job, now? Box 595C, BROADCASTING.
Reliable family man with two years experience
desires permanent, opportunity offering position,
sports, news. Box 600C, BROADCASTING.
Reliable, vet, family, college. Sales also desired.
Box 61, Stockton, Minnesota.

Los Angeles; here's the "bit". I say "neigh" to
tapes.
Get
the factsdj,straight
"horse's"
mouth.
Top-rated
sports,from
news.the Box
539C,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, plav-by-play, sales,
family recommendations. Prefer southeast. Callwrite Bob Hott, WTSB, Lumberton, N. C.

Change in music policy causes us to lose a real
air
If let
you're
in you
a major
and
want salesman.
a top jock,
us tell
about market
him. Write
to Box 544C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, 1st phone, $85, no car. Consider
routine maintenance. Available immediately.
Berkshire 7-6721 after 6:00 P.M. Russ Randolph,
2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.

Family man, top voice, 10 years experience,
desires permanent change. College education.
50,000 watt and tv background. 4 years morning
and night
dj. Strong
sports play-by-play
and
news.
Available
afteron January
10th. Box 555C,
BROADCASTING.

Available: Experienced announcer, news traffic,
sales, programming. 3 years all phases. Excellent
voice. Contact A. Richards, 67-40 110th Street,
Forest Hills, L. I., N. Y. Call: BO 8-2510.
Technical

Early morning man. Year and a half in small
town operations wants metropolitan area music
and
news. Tape, resume. Box 558C, BROADCASTING.

Experienced engineer, announcer, salesman,
wants position in which he will have opportunity
ING.buy in. Consider CP. Box 582C, BROADCASTto

DJ, three years experience, fast paced, knows
music, good commercial. Box 559C, BROADCASTING.
Northwest-outstanding newcomer. DJ, news,
sales. University graduate, 22, single. 1 year experience as announcer in educational tv and
radio. Third phone, run board. Box 560C,
BROADCASTING.
Florida-announcer, three years experience, family, reliable, desires Florida position. Box 561C,
BROADCASTING.
Listeners demand, you must have, sparkling
news coverage. Award winning news editor,
newscaster guarantees delivery for $10,000 year.
Box 566C, BROADCASTING.
Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer personality disc-jockey
interested in position near metropolitan area.
Mature voice, quick on ad-lib, strong delivery of
commercials. Work own board, married, college
graduate. Box 572C, BROADCASTING.
Excellent country music deejay. First phone, no
maintenance. Tops on commercials, news, pops,
too.
Six years experience. Box 574C, BROADCASTING.
Radio or tv staff announcing or tv production,
any capacity. BA Degree, major, communications. Full practical experience in tv studio facilities, camera, switching, audio. Jazz, pop deejay.
Strong commercials, news. Sports background,
play-by-play. Negro. No dialect. Not "stereotype." Married. Best references. Box 578C,
BROADCASTING.
Package deal! Buy two good men, get the service
of four! Two ace disc jockeys, one also produces
fantastic production commercials, the other is a
star time salesman. Combined total 18 years
experience. Want large market, 100,000 or more.
TV
desirable.
bothalsodoing
well
now, affiliation
so this will
cost you.We're
It will
pay you.
Details, write Box 579C, BROADCASTING.
Comedian, stooge, musician. First ticket. Seeking
larger market. Minimum $140.00. Box 580C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, first phone. 4 years experience.
Wants southern location. No maintenance. $100
week. Box 581C, BROADCASTING.

Tech school graduate. Have 1st phone. Desire
position broadcast field. No experience. Consider
any offer after January 20. Box 598C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Girl Friday with four years radio traffic experience wishes to re-locate in a southern California
station. Resume and photo upon request. Box
551C, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv copywriter, humor, offbeat. San Diego
or Los Angeles. Box 557C, BROADCASTING.
Program director or art director. Versatile.
Imaginative. All phases tv-radio. First phone.
Writer, artist, cartoonist, advertising. College,
Fine Arts and Telecommunications. Married.
West preferred. Box 575C, BROADCASTING.
Want to liven your programming? Now available for immediate programming, hour packagetaped comedy shows. For information write Box
577C, BROADCASTING.
Looking for an attractive girl personality, one
with college degree, experience? Then write Box
591C, BROADCASTING.
Farm director, copywriter, excellent references.
Lyle Nelson, Route 1, Breckenridge, Minn.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Management
Expanding central U.S. stations desire manager
with proven record. Good salary. Unlimited opportunity. Excellent working conditions. Send
full details to Box 563C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales manager, midwest vhf NBC-ABC 240,000
set market. If you are on the way up, this is
opportunity. Send complete resume, picture,
references, estimate income requirements. Box
543C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be techin measurement
andCharacter
maintenancenically
of tv qualified
transmission
equipment.
and technical references required with application. Box 690B. BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter opCASTING.eration. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADNeed two television transmitter engineers at
once. Experience required. Contact J. E. Gray,
KHQA-TV Quincy, Illinois.
Production-Programming, Others
Promotion manager. We want a man who can
tell
storyWeeffectively
and this
salesstation's
promotion.
offer thisthru
man audience
a good
story to tell and a chance to stand on his own
two feet. We are a medium-sized vhf west coast
station. Please send a complete resume in complete confidence. Box 540C, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity for news man with strong
midwest radio-tv operation. Need man who can
report news, write, do both radio and tv air
work. Send full info, tape, availability, salary
desired, photo to Box 564C, BROADCASTING.
Want to add to continuity department, one experienced tv copywriter for station in fastest
growing market in southeast. Salary open, depending on ability and past experience. Send
samples and background first letter to Richard
A. Fennel, WRDW-TV, Augusta, Georgia.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Announcers
Able sports-staffer, play-by-play, good voice, now
11 months regional tv, 18 months Detroit radio,
B.A.,
prefer west coast. Box 458C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, presently in radio,
desires opportunity in radio-tv station. Single,
27, veteran. Tape, resume available. Box 552C,
BROADCASTING.
Seeking job as staff announcer radio-tv. Thoroughly trained. Live commercial experience.
Tape available. Box 593C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced
chief engineer
industry's
newest
medium
multicasting,
with in
seven
years am-fm.
Qualified announcer, photographer. Prefer
Florida. Box 588C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, three years television studio operation and maintenance experience. Prefer midwest. Box 601C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Cameraman and photographer. Years of experience and owns own equipment. Box 433C,
BROADCASTING.
Have experience, will travel. TV program manager and director seeks new position with growing tv station. Fully experienced all phases of
tv operations with established network and film
contacts. College education, family, and 11 years
in industry. Best references available. Box 504C,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. Experienced, family. Presently employed top eastern basic. All phases
production. Desires more opportunity. Box 549C,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-director-talent. College grad, married,
solid television background, desires shift to
better paying job in metropolitan market. Presently employed. Box 550C, BROADCASTING.
FOR

FOR

SALE

WANTED

Stations — (Cont'd)
1 kw regional, daytime only, in wealthy, growing
midwest market serving over 500,000 people with
retail sales of $628,000,000.00 | available thru purchased of all caoital stock in licensee corporation. $50,000.00 will handle. Qualified parties, no
brokers, contact Box 553C, BROADCASTING.
Southern California daytime station, established,
over five hundred thousand people in primary
area, excellent potential. Box 1412, Beverly Hills,
California.
Texas daytimer. Good small market. $11,000
down. Floyd Bell, Box 1051, Texarkana, Texas.
California southern market quarter kilowatt.
Potential $85,000.00. $40,000.00 down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic, Los
Angeles.
California smaller market station $56,500.00. $20,000.00 down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.

WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Responsible group interested in medium market
station in Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York or
Michigan. Will retain qualified personnel including manager. Box 479C, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821-19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
INSTRUCTIONS

WANTED

Private instruction desired, FCC first phone. New
York City. Box 594C, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Announcers

MILKMAN

WANTED

For sale: One kilowatt day timer in good small
market.
CASTING.$5,000 will handle. Box 440C, BROAD-

Equipment
Technical equipment wanted. Two Houston
camera pedestals in good condition. Write imING.
mediately stating price. Box 541C, BROADCAST-

Metropolitan area radio station, largest city in
the south, first time offered. 5,000 watts. Outstanding potential. Terms to responsible persons.
Write or wire Box 447C, BROADCASTING.

used 3 kw fm transmitter and acWanted, good
cessories. Reply Box 567C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 3 kw or 5 kw fm transmitter, and fm
. Hazucky
Kent
WKIC,
ard,
n monitor.
and modulatio
frequency

Wisconsin station with excellent record of earnings and gross sales. $100,000 cash required with
terms on balance. Only replies from qualified
principals will be answered. Direct replies to
Box 492C, BROADCASTING.

Interested in purchasing a 3 kw or a 5 kw fm
transmitter or a 5 kw fm amplifier which can
be driven by a 1 kw RCA fm transmitter.
E. Sonderling, WOPA, Oak Park, Illinois, Village
8-5760.

U

I Metropolitan market in New
England needs a hardy, happy,
healthy,

■*

hard - hitting record

\ rider for "Destination Dawn"
Monday thru Saturday, Midnite to 6 A.M. Good salary
plus commissions.
resume to
Box
I

FOR

MORNING

* Two

of Nation's

$ independents,
$ one rated and
* top

tape,

41 5 C, Broadcasting
:x*e
:xic
=xx=3

$15,000
*

Send

TOP

most

famous

both number
both located in

metropolitan

markets,

| looking for fine morning
$ — good

*

MEN

voices, humor,

men

£ bly gimmicks. Send tapes and
J backgrounds immediately to:
Box

493C,

*
*
*

J
J

possi- *

SALE

Stations

Broadcasting

BUY

Equipment — (Cont'd)
FM transmitter 6 to 10 kw and accessories Including monitor and studio equipment. Contact
George Voron & Co., 835 N. 19th St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
Remote control system recently removed from
service. Excellent condition. Receiver and amplifiers drive any make am monitors. Reasonable.
Box 450C, BROADCASTING.
10 kw RCA Channel 6 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter, 4.75 mc low pass
filter. Now in use and in perfect operating condition. Less than 10 months old. Substantial saving.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorders: cleaning house, as is, needs
work, one BRX1 Berlant Manual $275.00 one
BAX1 automatic rack mounts, $300.00 2 Ampex
600's
good condition, $400.00 each. Box 597C,
BROADCASTING.
Two Wincharger towers, each 150 feet insulated,
with hardware, dismantled, and stored FOB Pocatello, Idaho. $300.00 each tower, $550.00 for
both. Write Jim Brady, KIFI, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
1 Presto model SR-950 tape recorder. Capable of
4 hours continuous recording. Best offer. 1 Ampex model 300 tape recorder, capable of 2 hours
continuous recording. Best offer. 1 Presto disc
recording group, consisting of 2 8-N recording
turntables, 1-C cutters, 1 88-A amplifier, plus accessories. Best offer over $800.00. Contact Mr.
Patrick S. Finnegan, Chief Engineer, WLBC,
Muncie, Ind.
For sale 10 kw fm transmitter, General Electric,
never used and in excellent condition. Contact
Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
Available immediately 200 foot self supporting
CN Blaw Knox tower. Six years old. WWIN,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding,
repair,unsolicited
etc. Also A.testimonials
M. Monitor praise
service. Nationwide
our products and service! Send for catalog.
Eidson Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.
For sale: Amnex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.

TO

*
*

BROADCASTING

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
O Immediate opportunity available for a
q top-notch radio newscaster in major
Q midwest market. Must have dynamic
on-the-air personality, good writing
style, and ability to cover news beats.
Send resume, picture and tape.
Box 505C, BROADCASTING
500O00000O00OO00000OOO00OOO0C
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RADIO
Help
3MC

i

EMPLOYMENT

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer
>tx=

World's First Radio Station
Needs
STAFF

ANNOUNCER

WWJ-The Detroit News is seeking
man of unusual ability to handle
staff announcing assignments. Must
have minimum of three years station experience and offer solid references. Excellent salary and staff
benefits. Send tape, photo, and
resume to: Program Manager,
WWJ-The Detroit News, 622 W.
Lafayette, Detroit 31, Michigan.

BROADCASTERS

Situations Wanted
Announcers
NETWORK PERSONALITY
Seeking association with progressive radio station. Will bring unique talents to cosmopolitan
city for proper exploitation by alert management.
Singer, musician, raconteur; quality deejay.
No rock 'n' roll — no automation announcing. A
network personality intimately associated with
nation's top recording and musical celebrities.
Articulate, dependable. Have tape — will travel
anywhere in U. S. or Canada. Sensible salary
plus incentive. For audio resume, write Box 596C,
BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Looking toward Florida?
There are 137 stations
within its 830 mile stretch
— equal to the distance
from Chicago to Pensacola.
Save time, travel and money through the
services of our Florida associate. This full
time representative can assist you in planning itinerary and conducting you to sellers.
PAUL H. CHAPMAN
84 Peachtree
Atlanta

MID-WEST

FULL

COMPANY
17 East 48fh
New York

TIMER

A radio pioneer — 1,000 w. daytimer and 500 w. night. Good
signal across miles of prosperous
industrial and farm areas. Network
affiliate. Two news services. Grossing in excess of $100,000. Excellent equipment. Priced at $125,000
with $37,000 down. Less for allcash offer. Allen Kander and Company. 1625 Eye St. N. W. Washington 6, D. C. Phone NAtional 8-1990.

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7. D. C.
NORTH DAKOTA
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
PLACEMENT SERVICE
Is available to you with no fee charged if
you want employment in broadcasting,
radio or TV in North Dakota. Write to
Les Maupin, Secretary-Treasurer, PO Box
232, Minot. North Dakota.
FOR

SALE

Equipment

ZXiC
RADIO

SERVICES

WANT
MAKE

A BARGAIN?
OFFER
362'

Guyed

'STAINLESS'

Tower

erected and painted in 1953 —
excellent condition.
Complete
system;

with 4TY25D Antenna
4PY19B input feed

adapter; 37-12' sections WR1500AA Waveguide (some never
unpacked); Deicing Equipment
Type PY22A2; Lighting Equipment for above plus spring hangers, etc.
Phone or Write your offer
WEEU— Reading, Pa.
FRanklin 6-7335

RECORDING

TAPE

Top grade, 7" reels, heat spliced from
very fresh stock-boxed. 1800' $1.75;
1200' $1.25. Enclose check including
postage with order.
AUDIO LABORATORIES, INC.
74 East Palisade Ave.
Englewood, N. J.
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Dollar
far
MMallar

INSTRUCTIONS

beat a
START at $75 to $100 week!
Radio and television stations by the hundreds request our graduates as announcers,
writers, actors, etc. New term starts Feb.
3rd. Write for details immediately to:
NATIONAL
ACADEMY
OF
BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th St., N.W. (Dept. B-T)
Washington, D. C.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

'Christmas in the City7 Shown
In KPRC-TV, WQED (TV) Shows
KPRC-TV Houston and WQED (TV)

Pittsburgh (non-commercial educational station) both used Christmas in the City as the
theme for special Christmas programs last
month.
KPRC-TV's show was produced, written
and directed by local talent, and two mobile
units and seven cameras served three remote
locations. Two cameras also were used for
studio shots. The station used live and film
shots for the show and visited a church, hospital maternity ward, orphans' home, home
for the aged, a typical family and neighborhood, the city's business district, a bus and
train depot, the municipal airport, Ellington
Air Force Base, the Star of Hope Mission,
the Salvation Army, decorated homes, yards
and churches and hotel and theatre lobbies
and department stores. The sponsor, Southwestern Savings & Loan Assn., of the hourlong show reportedly was so impressed with
it that it took an option for a similar production for Christmas Eve 1958.
WQED's program was an hour and a half
long and featured three choral groups,
Christmas stories and children playing
around a large Christmas tree. The show
also included selections by the Pittsburgh
Concert Choir, the Boys' Choir of St. Edmund's Academy and the Edgar Thompson
Caroliers of the United States Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh.
KLO

D. J. Doubles

on Mat

Morgan White, disc jockey with KLO
Ogden, Utah, challenged the well-known
wrestler "The Bat," to a wrestling match —
on pogo sticks. The contest was for six out
of ten falls to win and The Bat, much to the
amusement of the crowd, was not so expert
on the bouncing stick as Mr. White and
lost the first two falls. Becoming enraged
at the laughter, the professional wrestler
abandoned his pogo stick, flattened the
referee and tossed the KLO staffer over the
ropes into the ringside seats. These rough
tactics cost him the match, as the referee
awarded the bout to the disc jockey on a
disqualification.
'Get Well' Wire

to Ike from

KALL

Shortly
after President
illness was announced,
KALL Eisenhower's
Salt Lake City
sent him a telegram indicating its ". . .
prayerful desire for your immediate and
complete recovery." The station did not
plug the promotion in advance, but an hour
before sending it, announced that listeners
calling Western Union would have their
names included. A total of 123 Utahans
called in before the time was up and a few
days later KALL received a letter on White
House stationery, expressing the President's
". . . warm thanks for your prayers and
good wishes . . ."
Auto Sales Boosted by KHQ-TV
Contests on 5 O'clock and Late Movie
over KHQ-TV Spokane are attributed with
elevating a Lincoln-Mercury dealer's sales
position from last to first place in the area.
Last July 15, the automobile dealership
changed hands and the new owners placed
Broadcasting

60% of its advertising budget with KHQTV in sponsoring "Leo's Tour" contests in
the station's MGM movie shows. Photographs of locations in Spokane are shown
during commercials together with a clue to
its locality. Viewers are invited to submit
a card naming the exact place pictured and
the person sending in the earliest postmarked correct answer wins $10. Such was
the success of the campaign that the car
dealer had to obtain models from other
Lincoln-Mercury distributors to fill orders.

Gives Merchants 'Confidence'
WAPO Chattanooga is sending pamphlets
to merchants in the area telling of its "Confidence Campaign." With information culled
from the local chamber of commerce, the
station has begun an "intensive campaign of
GOOD news." The circular adds: "WAPO's
business is to make your business better . . .
Talk good news — sell more."
WFIL Uses 'Broadcasting' Story
Broadcasting's story on WFIL Philadelphia's music jury [Stations, Oct. 28, 1957]
is being reproduced and circulated by the
station. WFIL-TV also has issued a map
and market data-folder headed "The Best is
Getting Better." A full-page ad in the Dec.
15 Philadelphia Inquirer's tv supplement
announced WFIL-TV's new tower is delivering double the previous signal strength.
WBRZ

(TV) Seen

Behind

Bars

Prisoners at Angola, Louisiana's state
penitentiary, have requested that their latenight privileges be changed from the traditional Saturday, to Tuesday night. Reason:
the three westerns WBRZ (TV) Baton
Rouge airs that evening. A prison official
stated, ". . . Cheyenne, Tombstone Territory
and Colt .45 are the shows they [the prisoners] like to watch, so Tuesday night only
they are allowed to stay up until 11."
NBC Correlates Groucho, ETV
NBC has issued a new booklet entitled
Educational Television and Groucho Marx
which presents the question : "How can popular entertainment shows make possible
'special interest' programs that instruct and
enrich the cultural life of the American
people?" The booklet explains that television's advertising revenue, while financing
popular entertainment, also enables the networks to create "special interest" programs
such as NBC's educational television series
which is currently produced in cooperation
with the Educational Television and Radio
Center at Ann Arbor, Mich.

WCSH-TV PORTLAND, Me., News Director Larry Geraghty (1) and announcer Phil
Murray, have the world at their shoulders on the set the station uses for its Sunday afternoon Opinion program.
news director, for its 48 newscasts each day.
WIND Chicago, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. station, has a similar arrangement with
John Knight's Chicago Daily News
America,

Russia Exchange

Ideas

What is said to be the first open, direct
and off-the-cuff exchange of ideas by educators in the U. S. and the Soviet Union will
be broadcast on the second CBS radio edition of Radio Beat today (Monday), 10:051 1 p.m. Contrasts between the Soviet and
American educational systems will be the
main topic of discussion. The American
panel, speaking from CBS Radio studios in
New York, includes Dr. Carrol V. Newsom,
president of New York U.; Dr. Barnaby C.
Keeney, president of Brown U., and Dr.
Gaylord P. Harnwell, president of the U.
of Pennsylvania. Speaking from the studios
of Radio Moscow will be academician Ivan
Petrovsky, rector of Moscow U.; Prof.
Michael Chelikhin, director of the Moscow
Institute of Power Engineering, and Peter
Polukhin, head of the Dept. of Mining,
Metallurgical and Building Sciences of the
Colleges of the U. S. S. R.

an "all-encompassing radio-newspaper alliance," itwas announced Monday by Martin
Hogan, station manager, and Stuart List,
publisher of the Hearst newspaper. The
agreement calls for the use of all services of
American's editorial and reportorial staff,
feeding news to Don H. Graham, WCFL
Broadcasting

Viewer

Names

EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL
ADVISERS

Program

shotgun and a girl's bicycle.
A "contest within a contest" was run for
advertisers and agencies, wherein staffers
were invited to estimate the number of en-

ATORS

RADIO

WSIX-TV

A "Show Without a Name" was broadcast by WSIX-TV Nashville throughout
November, while over 10,000 viewers sent
in suggestions for a new name for the afternoon musical-variety program. A 1958 Nash
Metropolitan hardtop was awarded the contestant who sent in the selected entry: Be
My Guest. Other prizes: a mink stole, 21inch tv set, hi-fi and radio combination,

N

THE

Kits

plastic-coated cups, napkins, sugar and Ceylonese teabags.

KANDER

EGO

Tea-Making

To draw radio-tv trade's attention to the
forthcoming "Take Tea & See Week," Jan.
10-25, the Tea Council of U. S. A. Inc. —
currently underwriting $1.2 million all-tv
push until March 4 — last week sent out special promotional kits to "stimulate midmorning
afternoon
'breaks.' heater,
" The
kit containsandelectric
water tea
immersion

ALLEN

FOR
WCFL Allies With 'American'
WCFL Chicago, owned by the Chicago
Federation of Labor, has completed an
agreement with the Chicago American for

there.

Tea Council Sends

PURCHASE
and

&

AND

CO

SALE

OF

TELEVISION

STATIONS

WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DENVER

1625 Eye St., N.W.
60 East 42nd St.
35 East Wacker Dr.
1 700 Broadway

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242
RAndolph 6-6760
Acoma 2-3623
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
KWIZ

Offers

Funeral

to Drivers

A free funeral was offered by KWIZ
Santa Ana, Calif., for anyone killed in an
automobile accident during the holidays. To
register for this service, all che station required was a postcard with the applicant's
name and address. KWIZ' manager Hal
Davis said, "It may sound a bit gruesome,
but following the free funeral idea comes
the pitch for safety on the highways, with
suggestions on how to win the free funeral —
failing to signal, discourtesy and drunk driving, etc." The station reports only one application was received and, as yet, has not
had the opportunity to supply the free
funeral.
Hotpoint Dealers Seek Treasure
The contest department of Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc. will handle judging for

EUGENE S. THOMAS (r), general
manager of KETV (TV) Omaha, congratulates Nat Gayster (1), Ted Bates
& Co., for giving the winning reasons

a new "treasure hunt" dealer contest being
conducted by its client, Hotpoint Co., for
its tv receiver line. Ten Caribbean island
trips and 42 prizes valued at $30,000 are
among the sales inducements of the contest,
running Dec. 30, 1957, through Feb. 28,
1958. Dealers may participate by (1) displaying for two weeks a minimum of four
Hotpoint tv sets in their windows and (2)
photographing the display and mailing it to
the agency. Entries will be judged for arrangement ofmerchandise and originality of
idea and uniqueness of sales approach. First
ten dealers chosen will win, along with their
wives, a four-day weekend in the Caribbean

why "KETV's 9:35 p.m. movies are a
good buy for a national spot advertiser." Art Berla, H-R Television Inc.,
station representatives, was present to
offer congratulations to the winner of
a GE portable tv, first prize in the national timebuyer competition.
tries WSIX-TV would receive in the promotion. Young & Rubicam's Jack F. Johnson
received $100 for making the closest guess.

One

Call

for

all

You

LIGHTING
LIGHTING
Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment, M.R.
High Intensity Arc
Equipment, Dimmer
Equipment 250 W —
10,000 W, Diffusion,
Scoops, Reflectors, Bullboards, Cable.
PORTABLE
POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators
15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Castermounted). Portable
Transformers — Dry
and Oil, Portable
Substations.
DOLLIES
Fearless and Raby Panoram Dollies, Crab and
Western Dollies.
GRIP
. EQUIPMENT
MoeTon Turntable for
. iCars and Displays,
Mole Richardson Boom
and Perambulator, Parallels, Ladders and
1 Steps', Scrims and Flags,
v ■-; Dots and Stands.
•> .:
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Need

in

EQUIPMENT

RENTALS

ANYTIME-

ANYWHERE!

For quick service, expert advice and one low price
for equipment, installation and removal, call on
one of the nation's largest suppliers of temporary
lighting facilities— Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are just a few of the
many items available for quick delivery whenever
and wherever needed.

Write or Wire for Catalog and Free Estimates

JACK
234

A.

FROST

Dept. BT
Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:

41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

and eligibility to hunt for "lost" or "secretly
buried" treasures after being provided with
maps. Top prizes are $3,000, $2,000 and
$1,000. Other prizes are a Hollywood trip,
a wardrobe, 200 shares of Canadian uranium stock and gift certificates.
KEX

Promotes

For-Real

Rose

Bowl

For a two-week period ending Dec. 22,
KEX Portland, Ore., disc jockeys tossed a
rose into a "KEX Rose Bowl," every time
they played a record. The station offered the
listener guessing the number of roses in the
bowl, a round trip for two to see the OhioOregon Rose Bowl football game. A local
woman submitted the closest estimate out
of 1,500 entrants and, with a member of
her family, was flown to Pasadena for the
New Year's Day tourney.
Ex-Carnival

Barker to Host Show

Information on extrasensory perception,
teleportation, magic, psychic phenomena,
telepathy, space travel and odd assortments
of other topics will be heard on Mutual
weeknights starting Jan. 13 in the 11:0512 midnight segment and featuring the Long
John Show. Moderator John Nebel is featured on WOR New York midnight-5:30
a.m. He has been a professional mindreader, band leader, theatrical manager,
proprietor of a traveling medicine show,
store owner and carnival barker.
CBS to Run 'Couple' Double
A new daytime drama series, The Couple
Next Door, starring Peggy Lynch and Alan
Bunce, made its debut on CBS Radio last
Monday (Mon.-Fri. 2:30-2:45 p.m.). The
program, in addition to its regular schedule,
will be repeated Monday through Friday
7:30-7:45 p.m. from December 30 until
January 31, replacing that portion of Amos
V Andy Music Hall. Commenting on this,
Howard G. Barnes, vice president in charge
of CBS Radio network programs, stated that
"this will give us an opportunity to increase
our sampling, in order to merchandise this
program to those people who do not regularly listen to daytime dramas, thereby offering an opportunity to build an even greater
audience for our daytime program sched-

'World

Tonight' for Every Night

CBS

Radio's World Tonight news program, hitherto carried Monday-throughFriday, 9:05-9:25 p.m. and Saturday 9:009:30 p.m., started on a seven-day-a-week
basis, beginning Dec. 30, from 10:05-10:15
p.m. CBS News correspondent Blair Clark
will continue to serve as anchor man on the
ule."
weekday schedule and newsman Ned Calmer will serve in the same capacity on weekends.
WEEI's Moore Waxes Memories
Carl Moore, host of Carl Moore Remembers (daily, 7:05-7:20) over WEEI Boston,
sings popular songs of 50 years ago on a
new long-playing record being sold by the
station. Mr. Moore is accompanied by
Frank Bell's combo and, on some of the
twelve numbers, is joined by Gloria Carroll
to sing duets.
Broadcasting
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January
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Total U. S. Stations on Air: 525
(Commercial: 497; Educational: 28)
(Includes Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico)
Total Cities with On-Air Stations: 323
Total Tv Households: 39,800,000
(ARF — Census data as of April 1957)
HOW

TO READ

THIS LISTING

Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date when known.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, and station's
highest one-time hourly rate.
Asterisk (*): non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
► WAIQ (»2)
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC. ABC; Harrington, Righter,
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $800
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS; Katz; N; $850
WBMG (42) 11/29/56-Unknown
DECATUR—
► WMSL-TV (23) NBC, CBS. ABC; McGillvra;
N; $150
DOTHAN—
► WTVY (9) CBS, ABC; Young; N; $150
FLORENCE—
► WOWL-TV (15) CBS, NBC; Forjoe; $200
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV (10) NBC, ABC; H-R; N; $500
► WKRG-TV (5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $450
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Young, N; $200
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $450
MUNFORDf—
► WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf—
WSLA (8) 2/52/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $550
► KPHO-TV (5) Katz; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; N, LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KGUN-TV (9) ABC; Headley-Reed; N. LF. LS;
$300
► KOLD-TV (13) CBS; Hollingbery; $300
► KVOA-TV (4) NBC; Branham; N; $300
YUMA—
► KIVA (11) ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; $200
KYAT (13) 1/25/56-Unknown
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO—
► KRBB
(10) NBC
(ABC, CBS per program
basis); O'Connell; $200
FORT SMITH—
► KFSA-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Venard; $200
► KNAC-TV (5) CBS; H-R; $250
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N; $500
► KTHV (11) CBS; Branham; N; $450
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) ABC; Branham; N; $450
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV (6) (See Texarkana, Tex.)
Broadcasting

PRESENT

AND

PLANNED

TELESTATUS
TV STATIONS

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD—
► KBAK-TV (29) CBS, ABC; Weed; $350
► KERO-TV (10) NBC; Petry; N; $500
BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)—
► KQED (*9)
CHICO—
► KHSL-TV

(12) ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel; N;

EUREKA
$250
► KIEM-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$250
KHUM-TV
(6) 1/16/56; March; Hollingbery;
►FRESNO—
KFRE-TV
CBS; Blair Tv; N, LF, LS;
$150 (47) (12)
► KJEO
ABC; Branham; N, LL; $600
► KMJ-TV (24) NBC; Raymer; N, LF, LS;
KVVG (27) (See Tulare, Calif.)
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Katz; $2,300
► KCOP (13) Petry; $1,500
► KHJ-TV (9) H-R; $1,750
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LS, LF,
► KRCA
(4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL,
$3LF;500 $3,600
► KTLA (5) Peters, Griffin, Woodward; LS,
LL; $1,500
► KTTV (11) Blair Tv; $2,000
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
OAKLAND (SAN FRANCISCO)—
KTVU (2) 6/27/57-March; H-R; N, LF,

$650
$600

LL;
LS,
LF,

LS;

$1,000
REDDING—
► KVIP-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Fleharty; N; $250
SACRAMENTO
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; N, LF, LS; $850
► KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $900
KGMS-TV (46) 3/2/56-Unknown
SALINAS (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; N; $425
SAN
DIEGO— (8) CBS; Petry; N; $900
► KFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; N; $850
SAN FRANCISCO—
► KGO-TV (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $1,700
► KPIX-TV (5) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,700
► KRON-TV (4) NBC: Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL, LF, LS; $1,700
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; $115
KBAY-TV (20) 3/11/53-Unknown
KPRT (26) 12/20/56-Unknown
KTVU (2) (See Oakland)
JOSEf—
►SAN
KNTV
(11) ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed; N; $250
SAN LUIS OBISPO—
► KSBY-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; $220
SANTA BARBARA—
► KEYT
(3) NBC, ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed;
N, LS; $450
STOCKTONf—
► KOVR (13) ABC; Hollingbery; $800

Published in first issue of each quarter

► WTIC-TV (3) Harrington, Righter & Parsons;
WEDH (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown
NEW
BRITAIN—
► WNBC
(30) NBC; NBC Spot Sales; N; $600
$800
HAVEN— (8) ABC; Katz; N, LF. LS: $1,200
►NEW
WNHC-TV
WELI-TV (59) 6/24/53-Unknown; H-R
NEW LONDON) —
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-Unknown
NORWICHf—
WCTN (*63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf —
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
WATERBURY—
► WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; $200
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON—
► WVUE-TV (12) Katz; $1,600
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV (7) ABC; H-R; $1,500
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $1,250
► WTOP-TV (9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
► WTTG (5) Weed; $1,000
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
$1,800
DAYTONA BEACH—
► WESH-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; $400
FORT
LAUDERDALE—
► WITV
(17) ABC; Forjoe; $500
FORT MYERS f—
► WINK-TV (11) CBS, ABC; McGillvra; $150
FORT PIERCEf—
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLE—
► WFGA-TV (12) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward; N, LL, LF, LS; $600
► WMBR-TV
(4) CBS, ABC;
CBS Spot Sis.WJCT
(*7)
2/28/57-February
N;
$850
WJHP-TV (36) See footnote
► WCKT (7) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF; $950
► WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
► WPST-TV (10) ABC; Petry; $825
MIAMI—
► WTHS-TV (*2)
► WTVJ (4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL, LF, LS; $1,100
WGBS-TV (23) (See footnote)
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
► WDBO-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
ORLANDO—
WEAL-TV (18) 9/21/55-Unknown
WLOF-TV (9) 6/7/57-February; Young
$450 CITY—
►PANAMA
WJDM
(7) ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; $175
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV
(3) ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; N;
WPFA-TV (15) See footnote
PETERSBURG—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC; Venard; $400

COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV (11) CBS, ABC; Boiling; $250
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Pearson; $175

►TALLAHASSEE—
WCTV
$350 (6) See Thomasville, Ga.
► WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair Tv; N, LF, LS; $850
►TAMPA—
WTVT (13) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $850
WEDU (*3) 9/19/57-April
WEST
PALM BEACH—
► WEAT-TV
(12) ABC; Venard; $250
► WPTV (5) NBC, CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $275
GEORGIA

►DENVER—
KBTV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
► KLZ-TV
N; $750 (7) CBS; Katz; N; $750
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $650
► KRMA-TV (*6)
► KTVR (2) Blair Tv Assoc.; $500
GRAND JUNCTIONf—
► KREX-TV (5) CBS, NBC, ABC; Holman; $150

► WALB-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Venard; N; $250
ALBANY—
ATHENSf
WGTV — (*8) 9/5/56-Unknown
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,000
►ATLANTA—
WLWA
(11) ABC; Crosley Sis.; $900
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,000
WETV
WATL-TV(*30)(36)3/21/56-Unknown
See footnote

MONTROSE—
► KFXJ-TV
Junction) (10) (Satellite of KREX-TV

► WJBF (6) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $350
►AUGUSTA—
WRDW-TV (12) CBS; Branham; $350

TULARE—
KVVG (27) See footnote

► KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; $225
PUEBLO—
CONNECTICUT

Grand

►COLUMBUS—
WRBL-TV
(4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; N;
► WTVM (28) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; N; $300

BRIDGEPORT—
► WICC-TV (43) ABC; Young; $200
WCTB (*71) 1/29/53- Unknown

$400
► WMAZ-TV
Knodel;
N; (13)
$400 CBS,
MACON—

HARTFORD—
► WHCT (18) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $650

►SAVANNAH—
WSAV-TV (3) NBC, ABC: Blair Tv Assoc.;
N; $300
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► WTOC-TV
(11) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
N; $300
THOMASVILLE—
► WCTV (6) NBC. CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$350
roAHO
ISEf(2)
►BO
KBOI-TV
CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward; $250
► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
$250
IDAHO FALLSf—
► KID-TV
(3) CBS, ABC,
NBC; Gill-Perna;
$225
lEWISTONf—
► KLEW-TV
(3) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash.)

TWIN FALLSf—
► KLrX-TV (11) CBS, ABC. NBC; Gill-Perna;
$175 (13) 11/9/55-Unknown
KHTV
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) Masla; $120
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; N; $900
WCHU (33) 9/19/57-Unknown
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $4,100
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $2,400
► WGN-TV (9) Petry; LL, LF, LS; $1,800
► WNBQ (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL, LS,
LF; $4,000
► WTTW (*11)
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53-Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney: $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC; Gill-Perna; $350
EVANSTONf —
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HAXRISBURGf—
► WSIL-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Walker; $150
LA SALLE
► WEEQ-TV (35) (affiliate of WEEK-TV Peoria)
PEORIA—
► WEEK-TV (43) NBC; Headley-Reed: N; $600
► WMBD-TV (31) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward: N; $500
► WTVH (19) ABC; Petry; N; $550
WIRL-TV (8 ) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited
until completion of deintermixture rulemaking.)
QUINCY (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Young; N; $350
► KHQA-TV (7) See Hannibal, Mo.
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; N, LF, LS;
$450 (39) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $350
► WTVO
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE) —
► WHBF-TV
(4) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
N; $800
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) NBC. ABC; Young; N; $250
WMAY-TV (2) 6/27/56 (Ordered to show cause
why station should not operate on ch. 36).
URBANAf —
► WILL-TV (*12)
INDIANA
ANDERSONf —
WCBC-TV (61) 3/16/56-Unknown; $150
BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) Meeker; $1,000
ELKHART (SOUTH BEND)—
► WSJV (52) ABC; H-R; $300
EVANSVILLE—
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
► WFIE-TV (14) NBC; Raymer, N; $350
► WTVW (7) ABC; HolUngbery; N, LF, LS; $350
FORT WAYNE—
► WANE-TV (15) CBS; Petry: N; $500
► WKJG-TV (33) NBC; Raymer; N; $450
HATFIELD—
WVSJVTV (9) Initial Decision-2/18/57
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV
(6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,200
► WISH-TV (8) CBS; Boiling; N, LF. LS; $1,300
► WLWI (13) ABC; Crosley Sis.; N, LF, LS; $1,100
► WTTV (4) See Bloornington
LAFAYETTE—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, NBC; Rambeau; N; $200
MUNCIE—
► WLBC-TV (49) NBC, ABC, CBS; Holman; N;
$225
PRINCETONf—
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
ROANOKE—
► WPTA (21) ABC; Meeker; $400
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SOUTH BEND (ELKHART)—
► WNDU-TV (16) NBC; Petry; N; $500
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS; Raymer; N; $500
TERRE HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV (10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Boiling; N;

► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Young; N; $250
LAFAYETTE—
CHARLES—
►LAKE
KPLC-TV
(7) NBC, ABC; Weed; $250
► KTAG (25) CBS; Raymer; $150

IOWA
$500
► WOI-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed; N; $650
AMES— RAPIDS—
CEDAR
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC; Weed; N; $425
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; N; $625
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV (6) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $800
MOINES—(8) CBS; Katz; N; $700
►DESKRNT-TV
► WHO-TV (13) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward:
N, LF, LS; $700
KDPS-TV (11») 12/12/56-Unknown
KGTV (17) See footnote
FORT DODGE—
► KQTV (21) ABC, CBS, NBC; Pearson; $150
MASON
CITY—(3) CBS; Weed; $350
► KGLO-TV

► KNOE-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; N; $400
►MONROE—
KLSE (*13)
NEW
ORLEANS—
► WDSU-TV
(6) NBC; Blair Tv; N, LL, LF, LS;
► WJMR-TV (20) CBS. ABC; Weed; N; $600
► WWL-TV
(4) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $900
$1,100
► WYES-TV (*8)
WCKG (26) 4/2/53-Unknown; Gill-Perna
WWEZ-TV (32) 9/26/56-Unknown
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; $500
► KTBS-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Petry; N; $550
MAINE

►OTTUMWA—
KTVO (3) See
►SIOUX
KTIV CITY—
(4) NBC,
► KVTV (9) CBS,
►WATERLOO—
KWWL-TV (7)

Kirksville, Mo.
ABC; Hollingbery; N; $350
ABC: Katz; N; $425
NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $625
KANSAS

►ENSIGN—
KTVC (6) ABC. CBS; Katz; $100 (satellite of
KAKE-TV Wichita)
GARDEN CITY—
KGLD
Great (11)
Bend)6/14/57-January (satellite of KCKT
GOODLANDf —
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
GREAT
► KCKTBEND—
(2) NBC, ABC; Boiling; N; $300
KAYS-TV (7) 5/29/57-Unknown
HAYS—
HUTCHINSON
(WICHITA)—
► KAKE-TV (10) See Wichita
► KARD-TV (3) See Wichita
► KTVH (12) CBS; H-R; N; $575
MANHATTAN!—
KSAC-TV (*8) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $360
TOPEKA—
► WIBW-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $360
WICHITA (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV (10) ABC; Katz; N; $675
► KARD-TV (3) NBC; Petry; N. LL, LF. LS;
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
$650
ASHLANDf —
WALN-TV (59) 8/14/52-Unknown; Petry
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.) —
► WEHT (50) CBS; Young; N; $400
LEXINGTON—
► WKXP-TV (27) Pearson; $251.30
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Boiling; N;
$218.50
LOUISVILLE—
► WAVE-TV (3) NBC, ABC; NBC Spot Sis.; N;
► WHAS-TV
CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons;
N;(11)$1,000
$1,100
WQXL-TV (41) 1/15/53-Unknown; Forjoe
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
NEWPORTf—
WNOP-TV (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
OWENSBORO—
WKYT (14) 3/14/56-Unknown
PADUCAH
—
► WPSD-TV

(6) NBC; Pearson; N; $400
LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA —
► KALB-TV (5) NBC, ABC, CBS; Weed; $250
BATON ROUGE—
► WAFB-TV (28) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; $250
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $400
WCNS (40) 7/19/56-Unknown
Port City Tv Co. (18) Initial Decision 10/31/57
NEW

TV

STATIONS

THE following tv stations started regular
programming within the past three months:
KO AC-TV (*7) Corvallis, Ore.; KPACTV (4) Port Arthur-Beaumont, Texas;
WLWI (13) Indianapolis; WKST-TV (45)
New Castle, Pa.; WINR-TV (40) Binghamton, N. Y.; WOWL-TV (41) Florence, Ala.;
KXGN-TV (5) Glendive, Mont.; WMVSTV (*10) Milwaukee; WEEQ-TV (35) La
Salle, 111.; WBOY-TV (12) Clarksburg, W.
Va.; WHDH-TV (5) Boston; KWRB-TV
(10) Riverton, Wyo.; WBLN-TV (15)
Bloomington, 111.; KTWX-TV (9) Sheridan,
Wyo., WSUR-TV (9) Ponce, P. R; WMBDTV (31) Peoria, 111.; KVII (7) Amarillo,
Tex., and KXLJ-TV (12) Helena, Mont.

WPTT (10) 11/14/56-Unknown
AUGUSTA—
►BANGOR—
WABI-TV
(5) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N;
► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; N; $300
$350 SPRING—
POLAND
Parsons;(8) $400
► WMTW
CBS, ABC; Harrington, Righter &
PORTLAND—
► WCSH-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Weed; N; $500
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $500
PRESQUE
ISLE— (8) CBS; Venard; $225
► WAGM-TV
MARYLAND
►BALTIMORE—
WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LS, LF;
► WJZ-TV (13) ABC; Blair Tv; N; $1,400
► WMAR-TV
(2) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,500
$1,500
WITH-TV (72) 12/18/52-Unknown; Forjoe
WTLF (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
► WBOC-TV
SALISBURY—

(16) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; N;

MASSACHUSETTS
N.
Y.)
$200
ADAMS (PITTSFIELD) —
► WCDC
(19) (Satellite of WTEN

Vail Mills.

► WBZ-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
BOSTON—
N, LS, LF; $2,400
► WGBH-TV (»2)
► WHDH-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair Tv; N.
LL, LF, LS: $2,500
► WMUR-TV (9) See Manchester, N. H.
► WNAC-TV (7) CBS, ABC; H-R; N; $3,000
WXEL (38) 10/12/55-Unknown
WJDW (44 ) 3/12/53-Unknown
BROCKTON!
WHEF-TV — (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE (BOSTON)—
WTAO-TV (56) See footnote
Mass.)
GREENFIELD
—
► WRLP (32)
(Satellite of WWLP Springfield,
►SPRINGFIELD—
WHYN-TV (40) CBS; Branham; N; $600
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N, LS;
WWOR-TV (14) See footnote
WORCESTER—
$700
MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV
ANN
ARBOR— (20) See footnote
WUOM-TV («26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW, FLINT)—
► WNEM-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Petry; N, LF, LS;
►CADILLAC—
WWTV (13) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; $350
$800
CHEBOYGAN—
WTCM-TV (4) Initial Decision-6/21/57
►DETROIT—
WJBK-TV
(2) CBS; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
► WTVS (»56)
► WWJ-TV
(4) NBC; Peters, Griffin. Woodward;
$2,600
N, LF, LS; $2,400
► WXYZ-TV (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $2,200
► CKLW-TV (9) (See Windsor, Ont.)
WB ID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
EAST LANSING!—
► WKAR-TV (*60)
FLINT!—
WJRT (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
GRAND
RAPIDS—
► WOOD-TV
(8) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $1,175
WMCM (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
IRONWOOD—
WJMS-TV (12) 11/30/55-Unknown
KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
(3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
N; $1,300
► WJIM-TV
NBC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;(6) N,ABC,
LF, CBS,
LS; $1,000
LANSING—
WTOM-TV (54) See footnote
►MARQUETTE—
WDMJ-TV (6) CBS; Weed; $200
Broadcasting

TELESTATUS

ONONDAGO —
Michigan State U. (10) Initial Decision— 3/6/57
PORT HURON—
WHLS-TV (34) 11/14/56-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)
► WKNX-TV (57) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; N; $375
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; N; $144
MINNESOTA
ALEXANDRIA—
Central Minnesota Tv Co. (7) 12/5/57-Unknown
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV (3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$500
► WDSM-TV (6) See Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) See footnote
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KMGM-TV (9) Branham; $1,000
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,650
► KTCA-TV (*2) LF, LS
► WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL; $1,608
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; $1,200
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC, CBS; Meeker; N;
$250
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXlf—
WVMI-TV (13) 8/1/57-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
(4) CBS, NBC, ABC; Everett-Mc► WCBI-TV
Kinney; $180
GREENWOOD—
Co. (6) Initial deciGreenwood
sion 12/4/57Broadcasting
GULFPORT—
WSTG (56) 8/1/57-Unknown
HATTIESBURG—
► WDAM-TV (9) NBC, ABC; Pearson; N; $175
JACKSON—
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC; Katz; N; $400
► WLBT (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $400
LAUREL—
WTLM (7) 2/21/57-Unknown
MERIDIAN—
(11) CBS. ABC, NBC; Headley► WTOK-TV
Reed; N; $275
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELO—
► WTWV (9) NBC; Masla; N; $150
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV (12) CBS; Headley-Reed; N; $600
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC; H-R; $250
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS; Weed; N; $350
► WGJ5M-TV (10) See Quincy, HI.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; $275
JOPLIN—
► KODE-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$300
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV
(5) CBS; Katz; N, LL, LF. LS;
$1,300
► KMBC-TV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $660 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV (4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $1,060
KIRKSVILLE—
► KTVO (3) CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; $300
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV (2) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; $400
ST. LOUIS—
► KETC (*9)
► KMOX-TV (4) CBS; CBS Spot Sales; N; $1,500
► KSD-TV (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
$1 200
► KTVI (2) ABC; Blair Tv; $1,000 (operating
temporarily on ch. 2)
220 Television Inc. (11) 10/23/57-Unknown
SEDALIAf—
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; $200
SPRINGFIELD—
► KTTS-TV (10) CBS; Weed; N; $325
► KYTV (3) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; N; $325
MONTANA
BILLINGS—
► KOOK-TV (2) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; $200
KGHL-TV (8) 11/23/55- January; Young; $200
BUTTLEt—
► KXLF-TV (4) ABC; $100
KOPR-TV (6) 8/1/57-Unknown
GLENDIVEf—
► KXGN-TV (5) CBS; Webb; $125
GREAT FALLSf—
► KFBB-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$200
KTCL (3) 5/29/57-Unknown
Broadcasting

HELENA
► KXLJ-TV
Mont.)

(12)

(Satellite of KXLF-TV

Butte,

KALISPELLf—
► KGEZ-TV (9) CBS; Cooke; $125
MISSOULA —
► KMSO-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
KA N; $250
►HA
KHAS-TV
(5) NBC;
Weed;
NEBRAS
ST
$150INGSHAYES
CENTER—
drege)
► KHPL-TV
(6) (Satellite of KHOL-TV

Hol-

HAY SPRINGS—
KDUH-TV (4) 8/1/57-January; Headley-Reed;
$150 (satellite of KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D.)
KEARNEY (HOLDREDGE)—
► KHOL-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Meeker; N; $300
LINCOLN—
► KOLN-TV
(10) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► KUON-TV (»12)
NORTH
$450 PLATTE—
KWSL
(2) 8/1/57-Unknown
►OMAHA—
KETV (7) ABC; H-R; $900
► KMTV (3) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LS, LF; $900
► WOW-TV (6) CBS; Blair Tv; N; $900
SCOTTSBLUFFt—
► KSTF (10) (Satellite KFBC-TV Cheyenne)
NEVADA
Nevada
Radio-Television
Inc. (10) 11/6/56ELKO—
Unknown
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
LAS VEGAS—
$275
► KLAS-TV
(8) CBS; Weed; N; $250
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
► KSHO-TV (13) ABC; McGavren-Quinn; $200
►RENO—
KOLO-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; Pearson; $300
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55- Unknown
NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENEf—
WKNE-TV (45) 4/22/53-Unknown
MANCHESTER (BOSTON)—
► WMUH-TV (9) ABC, CBS; Forjoe; $700
MT. WASHINGTONf—
► WMTW (8) See Poland Spring, Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARKf—
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
WHTO-TV (46) See footnote
CAMDENf—
WKDN-TV (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Forjoe; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICK?—
WTL.V (•«) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KGGM-TV (13) CBS; Branham; N; $400
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC; Boiling; N; $300
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N; $410
KNME-TV (*5) 10/23/57-Unknown
CARLSBAD—
► KAVE-TV (6) CBS, ABC. NBC; Branham; $150
►CLOVIS—
KICA-TV (12) CBS; Pearson; $150
►ROSWELL—
KSWS-TV (8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Meeker; N;
SANTA
FE—
KVIT
$250 (2) 1/25/56-Unknown
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WTEN (10) (See Vail Mills)
► WTRI (35) ABC; Venard; $400 (has temporary
authority to operate on ch. 13)
WPTR-TV (23) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTVZ (»17) 7/24/52-Unknown
BINGHAMTON—
► WINR-TV (40) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N,
LL, LF, LS, $300
► WNBF-TV fl2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv; N;
WQTV
$1,000 (*46) 8/14/52-Unknown
►BUFFALO—
WB EN-TV (4) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LS, LF, LL; $1,050
► WBUF (17) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $650
► WGR-TV (2) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N: $1,200
WNYT-TV (59) 11/23/55-Unknown
WTVF
(*23) Tv
7/24/52-Unknown
Great Lakes
Inc. (7) Initial Decision 1/31/56
CARTHAGE
(WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC (NBC per program
basis); Weed; $250
►ELMIRA—
WSYE-TV (18) NBC, ABC; Harrington, Righter
& Parsons; N; $100 (Satellite WSYR-TV
Syracuse)
WTVE (24) See footnote
ITHACAf—
WHCU-TV (20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WTJBT (•14) 1/8/53-Unknown

LAKE PLACID (PLATTSBURG)—
► WPTZ (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
►NEW
WABC-TV
YORK— (7) ABC; Blair; $4,150
► WABD-TV (5) Weed; LL, LF, LS; $3,000
► WCBS-TV
(2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LS, LF,
$400
LL; $8,000
► WOR-TV (9) H-R; $3,000
► WPIX (11) Peters, Griffin, Woodward; $2,000
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LS. LF,
LL; $9,200
+■ WATV (13) See Newark, N. J.
WREG (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
WKNY-TV (66) See footnote
►ROCHESTER
WHEC-TV ■ (10) CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney;
N; $800 (5) NBC. ABC, CBS; Peters, Griffin,
► WROC-TV
Woodward; N; $700
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; N, LF. LS;
WCBF-TV (15) 5/10/53-Unknown
WROH (»21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
$900
► WHEN-TV
(8) CBS, ABC; Katz; N; $1,000
SYRACUSE—
$1,350
► WSYR-TV
Righter &
Parsons; N,(3) LS,NBC:
LF; Harrington,
$1,100
WHTV (*43 ) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS; Cooke; N; $550
VAIL MILLS (ALBANY)—
►UTICA—
WTEN sons;
(10)
CBS; Harrington, Righter & ParN; $400
NORTH CAROLINA
► WISE-TV (62) NBC, CBS; $150
ASHEVILLE—
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC; Venard; N; $450
CHAPEL HILLf —
► WUNC-TV (»4)
►CHARLOTTE
WBTV (3)— CBS, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LL, LS,
LF; $1,000
► WSOC-TV (9) NBC, ABC; H-R; N; $900
WUTV (36) See footnote
► WTVD (11) CBS; Petry; N; $550
DURHAM—
FAYETTEVILLEf —
► WFLB-TV (18) ABC, CBS, NBC; Burn-Smith;
GASTON lAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
GREENSBORO—
$120
► WFMY-TV
Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N,(2)LF,CBS;
LS; $800
GREENVILLE—
► WNCT (9) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $400
NEW BERNf —
WNBE-TV (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
► WRAL-TV (5) NBC; H-R; N, LF, LS; $600
WNAO-TV (28) See footnote
RALEIGH—
►WASHINGTON—
WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $325
WILMINGTON—
► WMFD-TV
Assoc.; $250(6) NBC, ABC, CBS; Wagner-Smith
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $600
WTOB-TV (26) See footnote
NORTH DAKOTA
►BISMARCK—
KBMB-TV (12) CBS; Weed; N; $150
► KFYR-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
$275 (Includes satellite KUMV-TV Williston)
DICKINSON—
► KDIX-TV (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Holman; $150
► WDAY-TV
Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; (6)N; NBC,
$450 ABC;
FARGO— FORKSt —
►GRAND
KNOX-TV (10) NBC; Rambeau; N; $200
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; $250
KMOT
(10) 10/5/55-Unknown
(Satellite of
KFYR Bismarck)
MINOT—
► KXJB-TV
VALLEY
CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; N, LF, LS; $550
►WILLISTON—
KUMV-TV
(8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Blair Tv
Assoc. (satellite of KFYR-TV Bismarck)
OHIO
► WAKR-TV (49) ABC; Burke-Stuart; $300
AKRON—
ASHTABULAt—
WICA-TV (15) See footnote
CANTONf
WTLC —(29) 3/22/56-Unknown
►CINCINNATI—
WCET (*i8)
► WCPO-TV (9) ABC; Blair Tv; N; $1,300
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; N; $1,200
► WLWT (5) NBC; Crosley Sis.; N, LL, LF, LS;
WQXN-TV (54) 5/14/53-Unknown; Forjoe
$1,500
►CLEVELAND—
KYW-TV
(3) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
► WEWS
(5)
N; $1,950 ABC; Blair Tv; N; $1,800
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Assignment Pple
with HoC.otHolmes
Co-op
Br"
Coca-Cola
El ft. Marrow
Eddie Fisher

People
FunnyAre

TiewF
Horatio
Homhlower
Hows
gadio Bewg

"NewF-

Top Tunes
America's
Krah-rW
The Story
Princess

RobL 0. Lewis

Secrets ol
Scotland Yard

Quincy Howe
Daly— Chevrolet
Sow1-Star
Oil SEitra
Co-dp
Co-op
Alex Dreier
News of World
Life and
the World
X Minus One

ClO-AFtfL
Edw. P. Marian

Delco Batteries
Lowell Thomas
Lorillard

Top Tunes
America's
Kraft-News
The Story
Princess
Fulton Lewis Jr

Grove
MervNow.*Top Tunes
Griffin
Vick
Amos V Andy I America's
Show
Music Hall
Lombardoland
(parti cipatini)
USA
Co-op
HUT
Ed. R. Murrow
Heatter"
Hews
Exploring
Tomorrow
Grove
Robt. 0 Lewis
Bill Kemp

Football
Scoreboard
Saturday
'-Star Extra
Sua Co-op
Oil Co-op
News
Alex Dreier
News of World
Life and
the World
Bob Hope

Show
How?
News— Sincmiz
News—Rusty
Sioiomr
Show
(Participating
Theatre
Nifhtline
Rusty
Grove
Grove
Men
News
Royal
Monitor
Draper
Draper
Ue
News
'57Chevrolet Newi UN Radio Reviev
UTS
Chevrolet Nem UN Radio Review
wss*
Ne
MusicQuBeyond
een'
Lorillard
Music
Beyond
the
Stars
"
H
owT
Grove
the Stars
Lorillard
The World
TheTonight
World
Bill Stern
Tonight
Bill Stern
Monitor
"HewT Eric Sevareid
Eric Sevareid
Nightiine
Music Beyond
The
Stars
Music
Beyond
Stuart
The Stars
Dance
Foster
Orchestra
Show
News
CBS News
CBS News
Music
Beyond
616-AFL-hcw
The Stars
Living
Family
Music Beyond
Gillette Boxing
Dance
The Stars
Orchestra
News
Dance
News
| Sports Digest
Orchestra
(X of
News
Music
the World
Music Beyond
The Beyond
Stars
The Stars
Highlights
Life and
Sports
News
the
World
ABN Late News
ABN Lata News
News
News
News
-tStMusie Beyond
Musie Beyond
Dance
Dance
The Stars
The Stars
Orchestra
Orchestra
Late News
Late News
Bill Kemp
Shew
(Participating)

Chase
at the
News
News—Grove
Reynold
g
in
t
Sp'k ol Spor
Saturday
Country
At Ease
Night

News'
Speaking
olSport
■New?"
Vincent Lopez
Show
Lawrence
Welk

Top Tunes
Doorway
Viewpoint
America's
Kraft-News

6:15

To News
Travel
Hawaii
Calls

7:00
7:15

Style
Simonii— Hews

Life
WordHourol

7:30
7:45

Chevrolet Hew
Entertainment
U.S.A.

Bandstand
USA
News

LastTheWord
"World
Tonight
Lorillard
Grove— Sports
Grove— News
Lorillard
Dance
Orchestra

News'

6:00 m

News

Monitor

8:15

Bandstand
T.USAHenrich"
Bandstand
USA
News
Bandstand
News
USA

8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
OleR.J.Opry

9:30

Reynolds
Grand

9:45

Music Beyond
TheNews
Stars

10:00
10:15

Dance
Orchestra
Music Beyond
The Stars

Late News

8:00

News

News

Dance
Orchestra

Music Beyond
The Stars

Monitor

10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PW

News*
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Lutheran
Hour
Longines
Symphonette

NBC

ABN

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS
MBS

NBC

ABN

Lutheran's
Layman's
Leagu
The Lutheran
Hour

Entertainment
USA
News

America's
Top
Tunes

Staley

News

Coldene, Hark
S imoniz, Lever
Carnation
R
Housepartyt

America's
Top
Tunes
New York
Philharmonic
Orchestra

America's
Top
Tunes
Monitor

Kent
Grove
Suspense
Chevrolet News
Grove
Kent
Vick
Johnny Dollar
Kent
Grove
FBI in Peace
and War
Ford Road Shoi

Nylo Net News
America's
Top
Tunes

America's
Top
Tunes
T. Henrich
America's
Top
Tunes

Top Tunes
America's

Woman in
My' News
House
** Family"

Late News

Ford
Road
ArthurShow
Godfrey
UN on
Record
(Fri. only)

News

Top Tunes

Les Griffith
*7:55-8
Camels
——Norwich
News & The News.
**
Camelsp.m.,
Midas
News
ABN—
8:55-9 a.m. Sun. Gen. Fds.— Galen Drake
11:30-11:35 a.m. Sun. Lou Cioffl— News
t Houseparty.
CBS—
3-3:15
p.m. M.Th. — Coldene.
3:15-3:30 p.m.. Wed., Simoniz, Swift.
Sat. — News 10:00 10:05 a.m.; 10:55-11.00 ».m.:
12 Noon-12:05 p.m. 126 Sta.
Doug Edwards— Pall Mall Wed. Th. Fri. 8:25-3«

America's News ~
News

Metropolitan

Top Tunes
America's
News

Opera
News

Pepper Young'

Dance
Orchestra

Top Tunes
News
America's

Monitor

p.m.
Series B — (8:05-8:30 p.m.) Kraft, Mon. thru Fri.;
Aslum, Mon. thru Fri.; S. C. Johnson & Son.
Fri.
MBS—
•Whitehall Pharmacal News with Westbrook Van
Voorhis.
"Gabriel Heatter — Tues. Imorin; Thurs. Beltone,
Fri. Spring Air Co.

Top Tunes
US Army

News
America's

Show
News
Dance

Top Tunes
America's
News

Intermezzo

Top Tunes
America's
News

Sp'king of Sporl ;
Top Tunes
America's
Kraft— News
Top Tunes
America's

Top Tunes
America's
News

January 6, 1958
Explanation:
Listings in order: Sponsor, name of
NYT.
program; R repeat. TBA to be announced. Time

Top Tunes
America's

Dance
Orchestra

Texas Co.

Wall
Street
Final
News

America's
Top
Tunes

News

Five Star Matine

Top Tunes
News*
America's
News

News

News

Ford Road Shot

NBC

Wings
Healingol

:ord Road jjjoj Tint'n' Set New!
News

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
Adventure
News
In Science

News*
Ralston-Purin;
R. Harkness

Orchestra
MakeForWay
Youth

Top
Tunes
T. Henrich
America's
Sports News
Magazine

* Monitor news on the hour starts at 8 a.m. on
both Saturday & Sunday and is broadcast eacc
hour on the hour for the broadcast day. Monitor
NBC—
news and others indicated (*) are fully spon
sored on a network basis.
** All programs indicated (**) are available oi
a network-local participation basis to sponsors
(E) programs are repeats offered in alternate
time periods by the network on a recorded basis.
Service
at the
thirtyhalf-hour
periods daily
are scheduled
for tlx1minute on
(M-F) with
programs following same starting 1-minute aftei
the halt-hour.

TELESTATUS

► WJW-TV (8) CBS; Katz; N; $2,000
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV
(10) CBS; Blair Tv; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; Crosley Sis.; N, LL, LF; $1,100
► WOSU-TV (*34)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC; Katz; $825
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $1,100
► WLWD (2) NBC, ABC; Crosley Sis.; N; $1,100
WIFE (22) See footnote
ELYRIAf—
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS, ABC; H-R; N; $200
MANSFIELDf —
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSULONf—
WMAC-TV (23) 9/4/52-Unknown; Petry
OXFORD—
WMUB-TV (*14) 7/19/56- July
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$500
► WTRF-TV
(7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Katz; N; $1,000
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
Great Lakes Bcstg. Co. (11) Initial Decision3/21/57
WGTE-TV (*30) 6/27/57-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $400
► WKBN-TV (27) CBS; Raymer; N; $450
WXTV (73) 11/2/55-Unknown
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ-TV (18) NBC, ABC. CBS; Pearson; $150
OKLAHOMA
ADA—
► KTEN (10) ABC, CBS, NBC; Venard; N; $225
ARDMORE—
► KVSO-TV (12) NBC; Pearson; N; $150
ELK CITY—
Southwest Broadcasting Co. (8) Initial Decision 10/16/57
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $600
LAWTON—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC; Pearson; $150
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KETA (»13)
► KGEO-TV (5) See Enid, Okla.
► KWTV (9) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $850
► WKY-TV (4) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $950
KTVQ (25) See footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; N; $825
► KTUL-TV (8) ABC; Avery-Knodel; $600
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N, LF,
LS' $750
KOED-TV <*11) 7/21/54-Unknown
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
KCEB (23) See footnote
OREGON
COOS BAY—
KOOS-TV (16) 9/4/56-Unknown
CORVALLIS—
► KO AC-TV (*7)
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC; Hollingbery; N; $300
KLAMATH FALLS—
► KOTI (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$150
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$250
PORTLAND—
► KGW-TV (8) ABC; Blair Tv; $700
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $900
► KPTV (12) NBC; Katz; N; $700
ROSEBURG—
► KPIC (4) NBC: Hollingbery; $150 (satellite of
KVAL-TV Eugene)
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf—
WQCY (39) 8/12/53-Unknown; Weed
WFMZ-TV (67) See footnote
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV (10) ABC, CBS; Blair Tv; N; $750
BETHLEHEM —
WLEV-TV (51) See footnote
EASTONt—
WGLV (57) See footnote
ERIE—
► WICU-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Petry; N; $700
► WSEE (35) CBS; Young; $300
HARRISBURG—
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; N; $325
► WTPA (27) ABC; Harrington, Righter & Parsons; N: $385
WCMB-TV (71) See footnote
HAZLETONt—
WAZL-TV (63) 12/18/52-Unknown; Meeker
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JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (19) CBS; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV (6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
LANCASTER (HARRISBURG, YORK)—
► WGAL-TV
LF; $1,200 (8) NBC, CBS; Meeker; N, LS,
WLAN-TV (21) 11/8/56-Unknown
LEBANONt—
► WLBR-TV (15) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; $200
LOCK HAVEN—
WBPZ-TV (32) 5/8/56-January; ABC; $100
NEW CASTLE—
► WKST-TV (45) ABC; Everett-McKinney; $350
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV
(10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LL,
LF, LS; $3,500
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC; Blair Tv; N, LL, LS, LF;
$3,200
► WHYY-TV
(*35)
► WRCV-TV (3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL,
LF, LS; $3,200
WPHD (23) 9/28/55-Unknown
WSES (29) 3/28/56-Unknown
PITTSBURGH—
► KDKA-TV (2) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LF, LS; $2,000
►► WIIC
WQED (11)
(M3)NBC; Blair Tv; $1,800
WTVQ (47) 12/23/52-Unknown; Headley-Reed
WTAE-TV (4) 7/25/57-September
WENS (16) See footnote
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
READING —
WHUM-TV (61) See footnote
SCRANTON—
► WNEP-TV (16) ABC; Boiling; $225
► WDAU-TV (22) CBS; H-R; N; $600
WTVU (44) See footnote
WKOK-TV (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
SUNBURY-f-—
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; N, LL,
LS, LF; $575
► WILK-TV (34) ABC; Avery-Knodel; N; $475
WILLI AM SPORT t —
WRAK-TV (36) 11/32/52-Unknown; Meeker
► WNOW-TV (49) Young; $150
YORK—
► WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Masla; N; $200
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE—
► WJAR-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Petry; N; $1,200
► WPRO-TV (12)CBS; Blair Tv; $1,200
WNET (16) See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON—
► WAIM-TV (40) ABC; Headley-Reed; N; $150
CAMDENf —
WACA-TV (14) 6/3/53-Unknown
CHARLESTON—
► WCSC-TVward; N;(5)
$400CBS, ABC; Peters. Griffin, Wood► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Weed; N; $300
WTMA-TV (4) 8/1/57-Unknown (stay pending
outcome of protest)
COLUMBIA—
► WIS-TV ward;
(10)N; $450
NBC, ABC; Peters, Griffin, Wood► WNOK-TV (67) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; $200
FLORENCE—
*"WB^L18) CBS' ABC- N50: CBS SPot Sis.;
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; N; $525
WGVL (23) See footnote
SPARTANBURG—
► WSPA-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $500
KXAB-TV
8/30/56-April;
DAKOTAWeed; $150
ABERDE
ENf- (9)SOUTH
DEADWOODf —
KDSJ-TV (5) 8/8/56-Unknown
Falls)
FLORENCE—
► KDLO-TV
(3) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux
MITCHELL—
KORN-TV (9) 11/13/57-Unknown
RAPID CITYf —
► KOTA-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; $200
Neb.)
(Includes satellite KDUH-TV Hay Springs,
KRSD-TV (7) 12/20/56-Unknown; NBC
RELIANCEt—
► KPLO-TV (6) H-R; $510 (Satellite of KELOTV Sioux Falls)
SIOUX FALLS—
► KELO-TV
CBS, KDLO-TV
ABC, NBC;Florence
H-R; $510
(Includes (11)
satellites
and
KPLO-TV Reliance)
KSOO-TV (13) Initial Decision— 6/18/57
► WCYB-TV
(5) (See Bristol. Va.)
BRISTOL— TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA—
► WDEF-TV (12) CBS; Branham: N; $450
► WRGP-TV (3) NBC; H-R; N; $400
► WTVC (9) McGillvra; $150
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS, ABC; Venard; N; $250
JACKSON—
JOHNSON CITY —
► WJHL-TV (11) CBS, ABC; Pearson; $300
►KNOXVlllE
WATE-TV— (6) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $600
► WBIR-TV (10) CBS; Katz; N; $600
► WTVK (26) ABC; Pearson; N; $300

MEMPHIS—
► WHBQ-TV (13) ABC; H-R; $900
► WKNO-TV (»10)
► WMCT (5) NBC; Blair Tv; N; $900
► WREC-TV (3) CBS; Katz; $900
►NASHVILLE—
WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; N; $825
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; H-R; $700
► WSM-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N. LF, LS; $825
► KRBC-TV (9) NBC; Raymer; $225
TEXAS
E—
ABILEN
— (10) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
►AMARILLO
KFDA-TV
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC; Katz; N; $350
► KVII (7) ABC; Venard; $250
► KTBC-TV
(7) CBS, ABC.
NBC; Raymer;
$340
AUSTIN—
N; $525
►BEAUMONT—
KFDM-TV
CBS, ABC;
Peters. Griffin.
Woodward; (6)N; $350
► KPAC-TV (4) See Port Arthur
KBMT (31) See footnote
SPRING— (4)Lubbock)
►BIGKEDY-TV
CBS; Branham; $150 (satellite of
KDUB-TV
BROWNWOOD—
KNBT-TV (19) 6/6/56-Unknown
► KBTX-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Raymer; $150
CORPUS CHRISTI—
BRYAN—
► KRIS-TV ward;(6)
N, LF,NBC,
LS; ABC;
$300 Peters. Griffin, Wood► KZTV (10) CBS; H-R; $300
KVDO-TV (22) See footnote
► KRLD-TV
DALLAS—
► WFAA-TV
$1,100

(4) CBS; Branham; N. LF, LS;
(8) ABC; Petry; N; $1,008

► KELP-TV
(13)
EL
PASO —
► KROD-TV
(4)
► KTSM-TV (9)
WORTH— (11)
►FT.KFZJ-TV
► WBAP-TVward; N, LL,
(5)

ABC; Avery-Knodel; $300
CBS; Branham; N; $450
NBC; Hollingbery; N; $325

Blair Tv; $1,000
NBC;LS; Peters.
LF,
$1,000 Griffin, WoodGALVESTON (HOUSTON)—
► KGTJL-TV (11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $1,200
HARLINGEN (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN,
WESLACO)— (4) CBS, ABC; H-R; $300
► KGBT-TV
►HOUSTON—
KGUL-TV
► KPRC-TV
► KTRK (13)
► KUHT <»8)
KNUZ-TV
KXYZ-TV
LAREDOf—
► KHAD-TV

(11) See Galveston
(2) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,100
ABC; Hollingbery; N, LF, LS; $1,000
(39) See footnote
(29) 6/18/53-Unknown
(8) CBS, NBC, ABC; $187.50

►LUBBOCK—
KCBD-TV (11) NBC,
► KDUB-TV (13) CBS;
(includes
satellites
and
KEDY-TV
Big
9/9/57
Texas sion
Technological

ABC; Raymer; N; $350
Branham; N, LS, LF; $630
KPAR-TV Sweetwater
Spring)
College (5) Initial deci-

► KTRE-TV (9) NBC, ABC; Venard; $225
LUFKIN—
► KMID-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Venard; N; $250
MIDLAND—
MONAHANS—
KVKM-TV (9) 8/1/57-June
NACOGDOCHES—
KTES (19) 6/21/57-Unknown
► KOSA-TV (7) CBS; Boiling; $300
ODESSA—
PORT ARTHUR (BEAUMONT)—
► KPAC-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Raymer;
N; $350
► KCTV
(8) CBS; Venard; $200
SAN
ANOELO—
KVTX (3) 2/28/57-Unknown
ANTONIO—
►SANKCOR-TV
(41) O'Connell; $200
► KENS-TV (5) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $700 (12) ABC; H-R; N; $560
► KONO-TV
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LF, LS; $700
SWEETWATER (ABILENE) —
► KPAR-TV (12) CBS; Branham; $200 (satellite
of KDUB-TV Lubbock)
TEMPLE (WACO)—
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $350
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
►KCMC-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC; Venard; N;
► KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; N; $300
TYLER—
$260
KMVA-TV
(19) 5/2/57-Unknown
VICTORIA—
WACO
(TEMPLE)—
► KWTX-TV
(10) ABC, CBS; Raymer; N; $300
WESLACO (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN,
► McALLEN)—
KRGV-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Raymer; $300
WICHITA FALLS—
►KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; N, LF, LS;
► KSYD-TV
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(6) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $350
Broadcasting

TELESTATUS

UTAH
PROVO—
KLOR-TV (11) 12/11/57-Unknown
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV (5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $600
► KTVT (4) NBC; Katz; N, LS; $700
► KUTV (2) ABC; Avery-Knodel; $600
KUED (*7) 12/13/56-January
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS; Weed; $450
VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON—
WARL-TV (20) 10/10/56-Unknown
BRISTOL—
► WCYB-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Weed: N, LF, LS;
$300
DANVILLEf—
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON—
► WVEC-TV (15) See Norfolk
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC; Peters, Griffin
Woodward; $250
LYNCHBURG—
► WLVA-TV (13) ABC; Hollingbery; $300
NEWPORT NEWS—
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WAVY-TV (10) (See Portsmouth)
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS; Petry; N, LF, LS; $875
► WTOV-TV (27) McGillvra; LL, LS; $380
► WVEC-TV (15) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $400
PETERSBURG—
► WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Select; N, LF, LS; $750
PORTSMOUTH—
► WAVY-TV (10) ABC; H-R; N, LF, LS; $700
RICHMOND—
► WRVA-TV (12) CBS; Harrington, Righter Se
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $700
► WTVR (6) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N, LF, LS;
$875
► WXEX-TV
(8) See Petersburg
ROANOKE—
► WDBJ-TV (7) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LF, LS; $600
► WSLS-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N,
LF, LS; $675

ON
LUNGHAM — WASHINGT
►BEKVOS-TV (12) CBS; Forjoe, Stovin-Byles; $550
EPHRATA—
► KBAS-TV (16) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima)
KENNEWICK—
KTRX (31) 8/1/57-Unknown
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV (19) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima)
SEATTLE (TACOMA) —
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC; Blair Tv; N, LF, LS; $900
► KOMO-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL, LF,
LS* $1 125
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS; Weed; N; $900
► KTVW (13) Hollingbery; $425
KIRO-TV (7) 7/25/57-February; CBS; Peters,
Griffin, Woodward
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV (6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $625
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $600
► KXLY-TV (4) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $600
VANCOUVER!—
KVAN-TV (21) 9/25/53-Unknown; Boiling
YAKIMA—
► KIMA-TV (29) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; N;
$500 (Includes satellites KEPR-TV Pasco,
KBAS-TV
Ephrata and KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho.
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD—
► WHIS-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $250
CHARLESTON—
► WCHS-TV
(8) CBS; Branham;
N, LF, LS:
$650
WKNA-TV
(49) See footnote
CLARKSBURGf —
► WBOY-TV (12) NBC, ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel; $250
FAIRMONTf —
WJPB-TV (35) NBC, ABC; Gill-Perna; N; $200
HUNTINGTON—
► WHTN-TV (13) ABC; Petry; N; $600
► WSAZ-TV
(3) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,000
OAK HILL (BECKLEY) —
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; N; $200
PARKERSBURG —
► WTAP (15) NBC. ABC, CBS; Pearson; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO) —
► WSTV-TV (9) See Steubenville. Ohio
► WTRF-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $600
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
WISCONSIN
EAU CLAIRE —
► WEAU-TV (13) NBC. ABC, CBS; Hollingbery;
N; $300
Broadcasting

GREEN BAY—
► WBAY-TV
► WFRV-TV
► WMBV-TV
LA
CROSSE—
► WKBT
(8)

(2) CBS; Weed; N; $500
(5) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; $400
(11) See Marinette
CBS, NBC, ABC; H-R; $360

MADISON
► WHA-TV— (»21)
► WISC-TV
(3) $550
CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LF, LS;
► WKOW-TV (27) ABC; Headley-Reed; N; $280
► WMTV (33) NBC; Young; N; $325
MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV (11) NBC; Venard; N; $300
MILWAUKEE—
► WISN-TV (12) ABC; Petry; N. LF, LS; $1,000
► WITI-TV (6) Branham; LL, LF, LS; $600
► WMVS-TV (*10)
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N. LL, LF, LS; $1,450
► WXIX (19) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $800
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► KDAL-TV (3) Sep Duluth. Minn.
► WDSM-TV
Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; (6)N; NBC,
$450 ABC;
WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV (7) CBS, NBC. (ABC per program
basis); Meeker; N; $350
WHITEFISH BAY—
► WITI-TV (6) See Milwaukee
► KSPR-TV
(6) CBS;
MING $120
WYOWalker;
SPER—
►CA
KTWO-TV
(2) ABC, NBC; Meeker; $150
CHEYENNE—
► KFBC-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Hollingbery;
RIVERTON—
► KWRB-TV
$200
SHERIDAN—
► KTWX-TV

KINGSTON, ONT.—
► CKWS-TV (11) CBC; All-Canada; $280
►KITCHENER,
CKCO-TV ONT(13)— CBC;

Hunt, Weed;

LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.—
► CJLH-TV (7) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $160
LONDON,
$450 ONT.—
► CFPL-TV
(10) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $525
MEDICINE HAT, ALTA.—
► CHAT-TV (6) CBC; Weed, Stovin-Byles; $100
MONCTON, N. B.—
► CKCW-TV
Reps.; $250 (2) CBC; Stovin-Byles, Canadian
MONTREAL,
► CBFT (2) QUE.—
CBC (French); CBC; $1,000
► CBMT (6) CBC; $750
NORTH BAY, ONT.—
► CKGN-TV (10) CBC; Young, Mulvihill, Hunt;
OTTAWA,
► CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC (French); CBC; $300
► CBOT (4) CBC; $400
$250
PETERBOROUGH,
ONT.—
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $265
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.—
► CFCJ-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $225
PRINCE ALBERT, SASK.—
CKBI-TV (5) CBC, CBS; All-Canada, Weed;
QUEBEC CITY, QUE.—
► CFCM-TV (4) CBC; Hardy, Weed; $475
► CKMI-TV (5) CBC; Stovin-Byles, Weed; $250
RED
DEER, ALTA.—
► CHCA-TV
(6) CBC; Hunt; $100
$175
REGINA,
SASK.—
► CKCK-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $300
RIMOoSKI, QUE.—
► CJBR-TV
(3) CBC
Young; $260

(10) CBS; Meeker; $150

Hardy.

(French); Stovin-Byles,

(9) Meeker
ALASKA
ANCHORAGEf—
► KENI-TV (2) ABC, NBC; Fletcher; $150
► KTVA (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; $150
FAIRBANKS!—
► KFAR-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; $150
► KTVF (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; $135
JUNEAUf—
► KINY-TV (8) CBS; Wagner-Smith; $60

SASK.
— ABC. CBS. NBC; Young;
►SASKATOON,
CFQC-TV (8)
CBC,

► KUAM-TV nental; $120
(8) ABC,
CBS. NBC; IntercontiGUAM
AGANAt—
HAWAII

SAULT$230STE. MARIE, ONT.t —
► CJIC-TV (2) CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed; $200
SHERBROOKE,
QUE.f—
$260
► CHLT-TV
(7) CBC (French); Canadian Reps.,
Hardy; $460

lulu)
►HILOf—
KHBC-TV

(9) (Satellite of KGMB-TV

Hono-

HONOLULUt—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$400 (Includes
KHBC-TV
Hilo.)satellites KMAU-TV Wailuku,
► KHVH-TV (13) Smith Assoc.; LL, LF, LS
► KONA (2) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; $350
► KULA-TV (4) ABC; Young; $250
WAILUKUf—
► KMAU-TV (3) (Satellite KGMB-TV Honolulu)
► KMVI-TV (12) (Satellite KONA Honolulu)
► WSUR-TV (9) PU
PanERT°
America
RIC° Bcstg.; $150
CAGUASfMAYAGUEZf —
ABC, CBS, NBC; Inter-Ameri► WORA-TV
can; N, LF,(5)LS; $150
Dept.
of
Education
Decision 10/16/57 of Puerto Rico (3) Initial
PONCEf—
WKBM-TV (11) 5/3/56-Unknown
WRIK-TV (7) 6/20/57-Unknown; $150
SAN JUANf —
► WAP A -TVworks; $325(4) NBC, ABC; Caribbean Net► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; $300
WIPR-TV (*6) 2/2/55- January
CANADA
ARGENTIA, NFLD. —
► CJOX-TV
(10) (satellite of CJON-TV St.
John's)
BARRIE,
ONT.—(3) CBC; Mulvihill, Young; $300
► CKVR-TV
— All-Canada. Weed; $170
►BRANDON,
CKX-TV MAN.
(5) CBC;
CALGARY, ALTA.f—
► CHCT-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $350
CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.—
► CFCY-TV (13) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $190
EDMONTON, ALTA.—
► CFRN-TV (3) CBC; Tv Reps. Ltd., Young; $400
ELLIOT LAKE, ONT.—
CKSO-TV-bury,1 Ont.) (3) (Satellite CKSO-TV SudHALIFAX, N. S.f—
► CBHT (3) CBC, CBS; $300
HAMILTON, ONT.f —
► CHCH-TV (11) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $550
JONQUIERE,
CKRS-TV QUE.—
(12) CBC; Young; $250
KAMLOOPS, B. C.f—
CFCR-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $75
KELOWNA, B. C.f—
J
,
► CHBC-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $170

QUE.f (4)
— CBC; Hardy, Weed; $160
►ROUYN,
CKRN-TV
ST. JOHN, N. B.f—
► CHSJ-TV
(4) CBS,
Canada, Weed;
$300 ABC, CBS, NBC; AllST. JOHN'S, NFLD.f —
► CJON-TV (6) CBC, CBS; Weed, Stovin-Byles;

SUDBURY,
► CKSO-TVONT.—
(5) CBC. ABC, CBS. NBC; All-Canada, Weed; $270
SWIFT
CURRENT,
— $120
CFJB-TV
(5) SASK
Forjoe;
SYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $275
ONT.—
►TIMMINS,
CFCL-TV
(6) CBC; Mulvihill, Devney; $180
TORONTO,
► CBLT (6)ONT.—
CBC; $1,000
VANCOUVER,
B. C.f—
► CBUT (2) CBC;
$580
VICTORIA, B. C.f—
► CHEK-TV (6) CBC; Forjoe; $210
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) Young; $1,100
WINGHAM, ONT.—
► CKNX-TV (8) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $235
WINNIPEG,
► CBWT (4)MAN.t
CBC;— $400
MEXICO
JUAREZf (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Times Sales; $240
►MEXICALI—
XEM-TV (3) National Time Sales, Oakes; $200
TIJUANA
DIEGO)—
► XETV (SAN
(6) ABC;
Weed; $800
The following stations have suspended regular
operation
have not
turned Pensacola,
in CP's: KBIDTV
Fresno,but Calif.;
WPFA-TV
Fla.;
WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des
Moines, Iowa; WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.; WWORTV Worcester, Mass.; WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.;
WFTV (TV) Duluth; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.;
WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio;
WGVL lotte,(TV)
WUTV Ohio;
(TV) KTVQ
CharN. C; Greenville,
WIFE (TV)S. C;
Dayton,
(TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KCEB (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.; WTOB-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C; KVDO-TV Corpus Christi,
Tex.; WKJF-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.; WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C; WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.;
KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville,
Va.; WACH-TV Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV
Charleston, W. Va.; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.;
WCAN-TV Milwaukee; WTAO-TV Cambridge,
Mass.; WENS (TV) Pittsburgh; WTVU (TV)
Scranton, Pa.; WTOM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KMBT
(TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WKNY (TV) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WCMB-TV
Harrisburg, Pa.; WGBS-TV Miami; WLEV Bethlehem, Pa.; WGLV Easton, Pa.; KVVG (TV)
Tulare, Calif.; WJHP-TV Jacksonville, Fla.;
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
January 6, 1958
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COMPARATIVE
ABC
Noon

SUNDAY
CBS

NBC

ABC

12:15

Kellogg
Wild Bill
I lickok
F

12:30
12:45

MONDAY
CBS
Cosmopolitan
Love footnote
of Life
see
— mi —
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Guiding LLight

Let's
Take
A Trip

NETWORK

1 :00
1:15

NBC

SHOWSHEET
ABC

Tic
Tac
Dough
Participating
LYou
"*I
ld
- tBeCou

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

As the
TurnsWorld
(see footnote)

Carter A.
Natl. Carbon
Amer. Home
Football
Preview

T7*T
"2150"

Beat the
Clock
(see footnote)

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Johns
Hopkins
File 7
L
Dean
Pike
L
American
Mach. & Fdy.
Bowling
Stars
F
Hartz Mtn.
Products
Paul
Winchell
Presents
L
Sweets Co,
Texas
Rangers
F

6:15
6:30
6:45

7:15

Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
For It
F

7:30
7:45
8:00

Kaiser
Companies
Maverick
F

8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

R. J.
Reynolds
Adventure
at Scott
Island
F
Helena
Rubinstein
Caesar-Coca
Show
L

9:30
9:45

TBA

10:00

General
Foods
Scotland
Yard
F

10:15
10:30
hi 0:45

Youth
Wants
to Know
The Last
Word
L
Face The
Nation
I.
World
News
Roundup
L

Seven Lively
Arts

General
Mills
Lone
Ranger
F

6:00

7:00

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
(see
footnote)

Wisdom
F

Look
Here
General
Motors
Wide
Wide
World
L
TJrt:on
Carbide
Aluminum
Ltd.
Omnibus
(1/26, 2/9,
2/23,
3/23)3/9,
Drug
Sterling
Saber of
London
F

Beat
the
Clock

Pan
American
Meet
The
Press
L

Prudential
Twentieth
Century

Outlook
My
F

American
Bandstand
Participating
L
Do You Trust
Your Wife
Participating
L

American
Bandstand
Participating
L
Kellogg

Colgate
Big Payoff
The Verdict
Jay
Is Yours
(see footnote)
P&G
The Da
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
Edge of
Night
(see footnote)

Participating
L
Close
Co-opUp
L

Sweets Co.
Superman
F
Mickey

Net. News
As the World
Turns
(see footnote)

Amer. Tob.
Bachelor
Father
(alt. wks.)
Jack Benny
Mercury
(alt.)
Eastman Kd
Ed Sullivan
Show
L

Gen. Elect.
GE
Theatre
F
BristolMyers
Hitchcock
Theatre
F
P. Lorillard
(Alt.
wks.)
Bevlon
The $64,000
Challenge
Florida
Citrus
(Alt. wks.)
Remington
L

American
Bandstand
Participating
L

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
participating Do You Trust
Your Wife
Participating
C-L
L
a Day
Queen for
participating

Chemstrand
RoyalSally
McBee
F
Pharmacraft
Greyhound
S. C. Johnson
Steve
Allen
L

Chevrolet
Dinah
Chevy
Show
Shore's
L

P&G
Young
Ixjretta
F

Daly — News
American
Bandstand
L
Max Factor
Guy Show
Mitchell
L
Purina
BalstonBold
Journey
F
Firestone
Voice of
Firestone
L

L
B. &News
Wm'son
Johnson &
Johnson
(Alt.
wks.)
Wildroot
Rob. Hood F
General Mills
(alt.
wks.)
Carnation
Burns F& Allen

Top and
Tunes
New Talent
(L)

American
Bandstand
Participating
L
Kellogg

The Day
Verdict
Is Yours
(see footnote)
P&G
The Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
Edge
Nightof
(see footnote)

Lvr.-Lptn.
(Alt.
Toni wks.)
Co.
Talent
Scouts
Danny
Gen. Foods
Thomas
Show
F
Gen. Foods
December
Bride
F

Westinghouse
Studio One
in Hollywood

Am. Buick
Tobacco
Fargo
Wells
F
Pharmaceu.
L
TwentyOne
Alcoa
Goodyear
A Turn
of Fate
F
Ford
Philip Morris
Suspicion
L-F

NBC I
Dough
Tic Tac
Participatini
L

ItRe Could
You
Participatini
CloseL Up
Co-op

(see Turns
footnote)

Miller
L
Show

(see footnote)
Brillo
Foyle
F

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
participating
C-L

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
(see
footnote)
American
Randstand
Participating
L
DoYour
You Wife
Trust
Participating
L

a Day
Queen for
participating
Modern
Romances
Participating
L
Comedy
Time
F
Participating

American
Bandstand
Participating
Kellogg
L

Kitlv
Foyle
F

Colgate
Day

The Verdict.

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
participatini

Is Yours
(see footnote)

a C-L
Day

The Brighter
Am.F&n
I lome
Pr.Storm
Secret

QueenL for
participatiii;

Edge of
(see Night
footnote)

Modern
Participatini
Romances
Comedy
L

Big Payoff

Sweets Co.
Wild
Bill
Mickey
Hickok

Time
F
Participatini

NBC News

Whitehall
KelloggL
News

Cheyenne
Am.
Chicle
Palmolive
ColgateSugarfoot
(Alt.
Fwks.)
Luden's

R.J. Reynolds
Alt. wks.
P&G
SilversPhil
F

Gen. Mills
P&G
(Alt.
wks.)
WyattF Earp
Miles Labs
(Alt. wks.)
Rlstn. -Purina
Broken
Arrow
F
Bell

1 Ioward,
Co-op

Reat
Clockthe

Sports L Focus

Whitehall
(Alt. wks.)
Name
TuneThat

General
Electric

Net. News
As the World

Mouse
F
Club
(see footnote)

Whitehall
News L

Daly — News

Lambert
Restless
WarnerF
Gun

— im~ —

Kitty

Big Payoff

Wander Co.
Sir Lancelot
F
Mickey

Bonson
NBC News

(alt.)
Speidel
RCA
PriceL Is
Right

CBS
Cosmopolitan

1 toward
Miller
Co-op
Show
L

Sports L Focus

Dodge
Plymouth
Lawrence
Welk

NBC
Dough
Tic Tac
Participating
L

Mouse
F
Club
(see footnote)

Sports L Focus
Friend,
Flicka
F

Art
House Party
(see
footnote)
Linkletter's

Foyle
F
-ffe

Mouse
Club
F
(see footnote)

L
B. &News
Wm'son
Soup
Campbell
Lassie F

Beat the
Clock
(see footnote)

Kilty

Time
Participating
F

WEDNESDAY

L

Howard
Miller
Co-op
Show
L

Modern
Bomances
Participating
L
Comedy

ABC

It Could
Be You
Participating
L
Co-opUf
Close

Net. News
1:30

TUESDAY
CBS

Lever
(alt.
wks.)
Shulton
EveShow
Arden
F
Pharmaceu.
To Tell
The LTruth

Telephone
Time
System
F

3. C. Johnson
(alt. wks.)
PetRedMilk
Skelton
F

West FPoint

Revlon
The $64,000
Question
Lorillard
Foreign
Assignment
V
Legion

Co-op
Treasure
Hunt
L

Whirlpool
Gobel
RCA,ig. (alt.)
& Myers
Fisher
P&G
Meet
McGraw
F
R.J. Reynolds
ChesebroughPonds
F Show
mings
RobSinger
Cum(alt.)
Lipton
Californians
F

News L
B. & Wm'son

NBC News

Am. Chicle
Daly-News

News L
B. & Wm'son
Gold Seal
General Mills I (alt.
Love wks.)
Lucy
Shaeffer
F
Gen. Foods
Metals
Beynolds
Derby
Kellogg
F Foods Oldsmobile
Disneyland
(alt.
wks.)
Pillsbury
Armour
The Big
(alt. wks.)
Territory
Tombstone
L
F
BristolMyers
Record
Eastman
Kodak
Adv. Betty
ofF Ozzie
& Harriet
Plymouth
White
L
Show

Miles Labs.
Wednesday
Mennen
Co.
Night LFights

(alt.)
Drackett
Lewis-Howe
(alt.Edsel
wks.)
Wagon
Train

Scott
Knows
Father
F
Best

Colgate
F
Millionaire
The
I've Got
R. J.
L
Reynolds
A Secret
U. S.Steel
SteelHr.
Armstrong
U.S.
(alt. wks.)
Armstrong
Cork
Circle
L
Theatre

Kraft
Television
L
Theatre

Your
This Is
L
Life

THURSDAY
CBS
NBC
ABC
ABC
Hotel
Cosmopolitan

Tic
Tac
Dough
Participating
L
It Could
Be You
Participatin;
L

It Could
Be You
participating
L

Close-Up
L
Co-op

Close-Up
Co-op
L
Net. News
As The
World
Turns
(see footnote)

Net. News
As The
World
Turns
(see footnote)
Beat the
Clock
(see footnote)

American
Bandstand
Participating
L
Do You Trust
Your Wife
Participating
L

American
Bandstand
Participating
L

Art
Linkletter's
House
Party
(see footnote)
Big

FRIDAY
CBS
NBC
Dough
(Alt.
wks.)
Tio
Tac
Swift
Hotel
L
Cosmopolitan participating

1Howard
Miller
Show
L
Co-op

Beat the
Clock
(see footnote)

Kitty

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
(see
footnote)

Foyle
F
American
Bandstand
Participating
L

Howard
Show
Miller
Co-op
L

Foyle
F

BristolMyers
NBA
Basketball
concl.)

2:30

(2 p.m. to
Racing

— ran
—
The Day
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm

The Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret.
Storm

For A
Queen
participating
L

Edge of
Night
(see footnote)

Modern
Romances
Participating

Kellogg
Woody
Woodpecker
F

Modern
Romances
participating
L
Comedy
Time
F
participating

Mickey
Mouse
Club
F
(see footnote)

American
Bandstand
Participating
L
Kellogg

Hialeah
St.through
1/18/58

Day
C-L

from
3/1/58
Brewing
Miller
Wildroot Co.
AU-Star Golf
F

Comedy
Time
F
participating

Sweets Co.
The
Buccaneers
F
Mickey
Mouse
Club
F
(see footnote)

NBC: Today, 7-10 a.m.
ticipating sponsors).

3:15
3 ;00
3:30

FOOTNOTES:

3:45

Explanation:
Programs in
italics sustaining; Time NTT'
|L,
live; P, film;
K, kinescope
(parrecording;
E, Eastern
netIwork; M, Midwestern.

4:15
4:00
4:30

ABC — Mickey Mouse Club
Mon.-Pri. 5:30-6: AmPar, Armour, Bristol-Myers, Gen. Mills,
Mattel, Miles Labs, Mars, Pillsbury Mills, Peter Shoe Co.

4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

6:30

B&W,
Ronson
NBC News

Sports Focus
L
Daly — News
Mars
Kellogg
H Circus Boy
F
AC Sprk. Pig.
I!ISeven-Up
Zorro Co.
F
Sylvania
The Beal
McCoys
F
Chevrolet
Pat Boone
Chevy
Showroom
L
O.S.S.
F
V. S. Rubber
Navy Log
F

American
News L
Sports L Focus

WhitehaU
News
L
Quaker
Oats
Sgt. Preston
of the Yukon
F
P. Lorillard
Richard
Diamond
F

WarnerLambert
Tic Tac
Dough
Toni
DeSoto
You Bet
Your Life F

Schick
Lig. & Myers
Dragnet
Chrysler
F
Motors
Am. Home
Climax
Borden
The
Choice
People's
F
Ford
Bristol Myers
Tennessee
(Alt. wks.)
Ernie
Amer. Gas
Ford
L
Philip Morris
rAlt. wks.)
Lever
Bristol Myrs.
Bosemary
Clooney
Playhouse 90
L
KimberlyClark
Hazel Bishop
(alt. wks.)
Oats
All State Ins. Quaker
Jane
Wyman

Daly — News
National
Biscuit
Rin
Tin Tin
F
Am. Chicle
Jim Bowie
F
Revlon
Walter
Winchell
File
F
Chesterfield
Frank
Sinatra
L
Buick
Frigidaire
Patrice
Munsel
L

Mennen
Soup
Co.
Campbell
Colt .45
F

NBC News

B&W,
American
News L

Drug
Sterling

R. J.
RemingtonRand
Truth or
Reynolds
Purex
Dick
Leave It
(alt.
wks.)
Toni Are
Funny
F
L-O-F
Consequences
People
Clark
to Beaver
L
Show
F
Glass
Participating Perry Mason
Am. Tobacoo
Show
L
Lorillard
F
KimberlySocony
Clark
(alt. wks.)
Court of
Noxzema
Last Besort
Mobil Oil
F
Whirlpool
Trackdown
Riley
F
Mogen
Williamson
David
Wine
Sunbeam
Am.
Dairy
Lever
Dickie
Country
Gen. Foods
(alt. wks.)
Life of
Helene Curtis
(alt. wks.)
RCAKnomark
Music
Dick & the
Perry LComo
ZaneFordGrey
F
Duchess F
Jubilee
Theatre
Lig. & Myrs.
F
Nestle
Club Oasis
Am. Tobacco
Dodge
Hazel
Bishop
(Alt.
wks.)
R.J.Reynolds
Helene Curtis Max (alt.)
(Alt. wks.)
GaleShow
Storm Polly Factor
M Squad
Bergen
F
Div.
C'gate
P'olive
L
Mr. Adams
The
Scott Paper
and FEve
Lawrence
Lever
Welk
(alt.
wks.)
WhitehaU
Schick
Palmolive
Brewing
Show
Have Gun,
Schlitz
Gisele
The
Thin
ColgateMacKenzie
L
Will
Travel
Man
Show
The Schlitz
F
F
L
Playhouse
F
Pharmaceu.
& M.
B. & Wmson.
Gillette
(alt. wks.)
PhilipMike
Morris Liggett
What's
(alt.
wks.)
Cavalcade
For? It
Rrngton
Rnd.
Lineup
P&G
Wallace
Gunsmoke
of Sports
L
F
L
L
F
Am. Tobacco
American Oil
Toni
StateIns.Farm
Hamm
(alt. wks.)
Your
Hit
Parade
Time to
L
Red
Barber's
I
Person
Corner L

[CBS:
Captain
Kangaroo,
8:45 a.m.;
CBS Morning
News88:45-9 a.m. (participating
sponsors); Garry Moore, MTh„ 10-10:30
a.m.; Fri.,
1011:30
a.m.; Arthur
Godfrey,
M-Th., 10-10:30; (see foot12 noon. notes); Strike It Rich, 11:30-

2:45

6:15

Whitehall
News
L

MONDAY-FRIDAY AM

2:00
2:15

The Verdict
Is Yours
(see footnote)

Edge of
Night
(see footnote)

1:45

Carter

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
participating

DayA
For
Queen
participating
L

Mr ■iii* if
SATURDAY
>
NBC
CBS
AFTERNOON
Sterling
Jimmy
Noon
SATURDAY AM
True Story
12:15
L
Dean
CBS: Capt. Kangaroo, sust.
Show
I Mighty Mouse Playhouse,
DiaryDrug 12:30
L
10:30-11 a.m., General Foods,
Sterling
alt.
weeks; 11-11:30
Colgate;a.m.;
Susan's
I Show,
Sat12:45
12 noon.sust.
urday Playhouse, sust. 11:30F
1:00
Detective's
Gen. Mills
SUNDAY AM
(Alt.)TheNestle
1:15
Lone Banger
[CBS:
Lamp Look
Unto UpMy And
Feet,Live,
10F
10:30 a.m.;
10:30-11 a.m.; Eye on New
York
11-11:30
a.m.;
Camera
1:30
Three, 11:30-12 noon.

Kitty

Colgate
Big Payoff
NBC
" Matinee
Theatre
Participating Do You Trust
The Verdict
C-L
Your Wife
Participating ^ Is Yours
(see footnote)
L
Day

Payoff

ABC

6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

8:15
8:00
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

CBS — Garry Moore: Mon.-Fri.
15 minute segments sponsored
by Gerber, General Foods, Dow
Chemical,
General
Mills,
Sunshine Nestle,
Biscuit,
Campbell,
Lever, Vick, Pla. Citrus Comm.,
Sunshine Biscuit, Hoover.
Arthur Godfrey Time: Mon.Thurs. 15 minute segments
sponsored by Standard Brands,
| Sh
e r w i Peter
n - W i 1 1Paul,
i ams, Armour,
General
Poods,
Bristol-Myers, Pharma Craft.
House Party:
15 minute
segments sponsored
by Kellogg,
Lever, Pillsbury, Swift, CampSimoniz, Standard Brands,
Toni,bell,Staley.
The Verdict is Tours: 15 min.
segments sponsored by General
Sales.
Mills, Toni, Swift, Atlantis
Love of Life: 15 min. segments
sponsored
by Am.
M-W-P; P&G
Tues. Home
; P&Q, Prod,
Am.
Home Prods, (alt.) Thurs.
As the World Turns: 15 min.
segments sponsored by Mon.,
P&G; Tues., P&G, Vick; Wed.,
P&G; Thurs., P&G, Pillsbury;
Fri., P&G, Swift.
Beat the Clock: 15 min. seg.ments sponsored by Mon., sust.;
Tues.. Nestle, Gerber; Wed.,
Atlantis Sales, Mogen David
Wine; Thurs., Nestle, Sunshine
Biscuits, Purex ; Fri., General
Mills, Gerber, Johnson & Johnson, Vick.
Edge ments
of Night
min. P&G,
segsponsored by15 Mon.,
Standard Brands; Tues., P&G,
Fla. Citrus Comm., Vick; Wed.,
P&G, Atlantis Sales, Pet Milk;
Thurs., P&G, Pillsbury; Fri.,
P&G, Pla. Citrus Comm., Vick.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
For complete list of special
program see box p. 110.

© 1958
by Broadcasting
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10:15
10:30
10:45
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INTERNATIONAL
SPECIAL

PROGRAMS

ON

THE

TV

NETWORKS
CBC

Herewith, a list of scheduled programs not appearing in the tv showsheet on the preceding page. Programs listed are special network
programming planned for the next three months and will replace the
normally scheduled program or programs in the time slot in which
they appear.
CBS-TV
Jan. 12 (Sun.), 6-7 p.m. 17 th annual Bing
Crosby National Pro-Amateur Golf
Championship
Jan. 18 (Sat.), 12-1 p.m. Concert from Carnegie Hall
Jan. 19 (Sun.), 5-6 p.m. Conquest
Jan. 21 (Tues.), 9:30-11 p.m. Dupont Show
of the Month
Jan. 22 (Wed.), 8-9 p.m. High Adventure
with Lowell Thomas
Jan. 26 (Sun.), 6-7 p.m. The Twentieth
Century
Feb. 1 (Sat.), 12-1 p.m. Concert from Carnegie Hall
Feb. 3 (Mon.), 8-9 p.m. The Lucille BallDesi Arnaz Show
Feb. 21 (Fri.). 7:30-9 p.m. DuPont Show
of the Month
Feb. 23 (Sun.), 6-7 p.m. The Twentieth
Century
Feb. 25 (Tues.), 8-9 p.m. High Adventure
with Lowell Thomas
Mar. 8 (Sat.), 12-1 p.m. Concert from Carnegie Hall
Mar. 9 (Sun.), 5-6 p.m. Conquest
Mar. 24 (Mon.), 8-9 p.m. High Adventure
with Lowell Thomas
Mar. 27 (Thurs.), 9:30-11 p.m. DuPont
Show of the Month
Mar. 30 (Sun.), 6-7 p.m. The Twentieth
Century
NBC-TV
Jan. 1 (Wed.), 11.45-1:45 p.m. Tournament
of Roses Parade
Jan. 1 (Wed.), 1:45 p.m.-Concl. Sugar Bowl
Jan. 1 (Wed.), 4:45 p.m.-Concl. Rose Bowl
Football Game

Jan. 12 (Sun.), 4-7 p.m. Pro Bowl Football
Game
Jan. 12 (Sun.), 8-9 p.m. Shirley Temple's
Storybook — "Beauty and the Beast"
Jan. 14 (Tues.), 8-9 p.m. Omnibus
Jan. 21 (Tues.), 9-10 p.m. Jerry Lewis Show
Jan. 23 (Thurs.), 10-11 p.m. March of
Medicine
Feb. 2 (Sun.), 6:30-7:30
p.m. Shirley
Temple's Storybook
Feb. 3 (Mon.), 8:30-9:30 p.m. Dean Martin
Show
Feb. 6 (Thurs.), 8:30-9:30 p.m. Bob Hope
Show
Feb. 9 (Sun.), 6:30-8 p.m. Hallmark Hall
of Fame
Feb. 12 (Wed.), 9-10 p.m. Telephone Time
Feb. 16 (Sun.), 2-4 p.m. NBC Opera Com"Rigoletto"
Feb. 18pany—(Tues.),
8-9 p.m. Jerry Lewis Show
Feb. 19 (Wed.), 7:30-8:30 p.m. Shirley
Temple's Storybook
Feb. 25 (Tues.), 10-11 p.m. U. S. Steel
Auto Show
Mar. 2 (Sun.), 9-10 p.m. Bob Hope Show
Mar. 5 (Wed.), 7:30-8:30 p.m. Shirley
Temple's Storybook
Mar. 16 (Sun.), 5:30:6:30 p.m. Telephone
Time
Mar.
18 (Tues.), 9-10:30 p.m. Emmy
Awards presentations
Mar. 23 (Sun.), 6:30-7:30 p.m. Shirley
Temple's Storybook
Mar. 24 (Mon.), 9:30-11 p.m. Hallmark
Hall of Fame
Mar. 26 (Wed.), 10:30-12:15 a.m. Oscar
Awards presentations
Mar. 30 (Sun.), 2-4 p.m. NBC Opera
Company — "Die Meistersinger" Part I.

COMING

SOON!

:
/:i:s~::;>:S

On

Board

Sets Discussion

Plan to Ban

Giveaways

Representations in connection with a proposed regulation to prohibit certain types of
giveaway shows will be heard at the Feb. 14
meeting of the board of governors of CBC
at Ottawa, Ont.
proposed regulation
would
"prohibit
theThe
broadcasting
of any offer
of any
prize,
gifts, or bonuses or any contest, except a
contest involving skill, provided that (a) all
the participants are present in the broadcasting studio and take part in the broadcast concerned or (b) entries are made in writing
and the award or size of all prizes depends
on the examination and judging on their
merit of all such entries."
Hearings on this proposed regulation will
be held in public. In addition, the CBC
board will hear applications for new radio
and television stations, power increases and
applications for share transfers.
La Television de la Baie de Chaleurs Inc.
is applying for a
Carlisle, Que. The
kw video and 27
directional antenna
terrain.

ch. 5 tv station at New
application calls for 52
kw audio power with a
1,613 feet above average

CJCB-TV Sydney, N.S., is applying for a
satellite station at Inverness, N.S., on ch. 6
with 6 kw video and 3.2 kw audio power
and antenna 987 feet above average terrain.
Robert Paul MacGowan has applied for
a new broadcast station at Fort William,
Ont., with 1 kw on 800 kc, and Michael
Mutzak has applied for a daytime radio station at Port Credit, Ont., suburb of
Toronto, with 1 kw power on 1540 kc.
CKNX Wingham, Ont., is requesting a
boost in power from 1 to 2.5 kw daytime
and 1 kw nighttime on 920 kc.
CFAM Altona, Man., is asking for a
power boost from 1 to 5 kw and frequency
change from 1290 to 1050 kc.
CKSF Cornwall, Ont., wants to boost its
power from 250 w to 1 kw and change frequency from 1230 to 1220 kc, along with
a change in its transmitter site.
CKTB St. Catherines, Ont., is asking for
a power increase from 1 to 5 kw and frequency shift from 620 to 610 kc.
Lloyd Olan, who has a license for
tion at Huntsville, Ont., which is not
operation, is asking for a power boost
250 w to 1 kw, frequency change from
to 590 kc, and permission to change
mitter site.

w.s
NEW

NG

PEW

PRO

CE

FOR

•

•

CJON

St. John's, Nfld., is requesting permission for a standby transmitter license.
Share transfers are being requested by
CKEK Cranbrook, B. C; CKOK Penticton,
B. C; CKDM Dauphin, Man.; CFBC St.
John, N. B., and CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.
CBC

Aimed
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Plans Tv Relay Center

CBC plans to set up a television network relay center at Calgary, Alta., early in
the new year to go into operation with
extension of microwave facilities to the
Pacific Coast on July 1. The center, to be
equipped with four magnetic video recorders, will record on tape the tv proBroadcasting

EDUCATION
grams originating in Toronto for retransmission at a later time. The relay system is
necessary because of time zone differences.
The microwave network now operates from
Quebec City to Calgary and will be connected both eastward and westward before
the end of the year to give Canada a complete coverage over five time zones from
Atlantic to Pacific, with only the island
province of Newfoundland not on the network.
Welsh

Commercial

Tv Outlet

Sets Target Date for Jan. 14
The new commercial tv station to serve
south Wales and western portions of England will go on the air Jan. 14 according
to Sir Robert Fraser, director-general of
the Independent Television Authority. The
station was to have started Dec. 17, but
technical defects in the antenna system that
would have resulted in an inferior signal
prompted a postponement [International,
Nov. 11, 1957]. The new Welsh outlet is located at St. Hilary.
ITA also has announced that its planned
tv station for north and east England,
slated to commence by the end of 1958,
will be programmed by a new company to
be formed by prominent citizens in conjunction with film producer Sidney Box,
impresarios George and Alfred Black and
the London News-Chronicle. Sir Richard
Pease, chairman of Transparent Paper Ltd.,
will be chairman of the new company.
IATSE

Gets CBC

Wage

Boost

A 7% wage increase retroactive to June 1
was announced by CBC Dec. 24 in a settlement with the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes. The settlement
also provides that on Oct. 1, 1958, employes
who have not reached the top of their salary
range will receive a further 4% salary increase. Basic salaries cover a wide range as
the union represents some 1,500 workers
such as technicians, carpenters, script assistants and wardrobe staff.
Lord's Day Trial Postponed
The trial of CKEY Toronto, CBC and the
three Toronto daily newspapers under the
Lord's
Day Act,
has been from
postponed
in
Ontario
courtsagain
at Toronto
Dec.
11 to Jan. 15. Postponement was due to
delay in the Ontario Court of Appeal on
an application by the CBC that it is not
subject to prosecution under the legislation.

E. Stark
d
Howar
. «MANCIAl CONSORTS
"°

NEW

YORK

22. N. *

\AU Inquiries Confidential^
Broadcasting

HOTEL
Parent, Teacher

Objection

to Tv

Changed — Northwestern's Witty
Teachers and parents are abandoning
their long-time opposition to television on
the ground it adversely affects the vision,
emotions, playtime and school work of
children.

B.

"At first, large numbers were skeptical
concerning any desirable outcome from
tv," Dr. Witty said. "Typical complaints
were these: 'Tv is reducing our children to
a race of spectators'; 'Life should be lived,
not watched.' Today more parents and
teachers accept televiewing as a part of our
design of living. They cite problems less
frequently and indicate that many children
actually appear to read more because of
interests awakened by tv offerings.
"However, many also are concerned about
the children who read less as well as about
the very large amount of leisure time consumed by tv and the neglect of other activities.

WJBK-TV to Run Credit Classes
WJBK-TV Detroit has announced a Delem."
troit U. credit course to be telecast mornings, Monday through Friday, beginning
today (Monday). The first course, as announced byBill Michaels, managing director
of WJBK-TV and vice president of Storer
Broadcasting Co., will be Introductory
Psychology, taught at 7-7:30 a.m. by Dr.
Herbert J. Bauer, U. of Detroit professor of
psychology. Mr. Michaels said the credit
course at WJBK-TV is the first in a series of
similar ventures and that discussions are underway with another institution, Wayne U.,
Detroit. He emphasized the ch. 2 commercial station's interest in inspiring viewers to
buy converters to see similar programs on
Detroit's uhf educational WTVS (TV).
Esso Finances Boston Tv Class
Northeastern U., Boston, has announced
it will use its grant from the Esso Education
Foundation for a teacher refresher course
in mathematics to be telecast over WGBHTV Boston, non-commercial educational station. The credit course will be televised live
on weekday evenings next June and July,
with supplementary in-class work and examinations to be held at Northeastern U. on
Saturdays. Text books and materials are being subsidized from the Esso grant, which
is from a total $500,000 distributed by
Esso to 84 privately supported colleges and
universities.

'

of show business

Dr. Paul Witty, professor of education at
Northwestern U., reported a "marked
change" in attitudes in television's full decade of operation. Addressing the 124th
meeting of the American Assn. for the
Advancement of Science at Indianapolis
Thursday, he described results of an eightyear study of reactions to tv by 2,000 elementary and high school pupils, along with
their teachers and parents. The study was
conducted in Chicago and suburban Evanston, 111., and Kenosha, Wis.

"Despite the limitations of tv it has many
desirable features. Let us remember that
tv is a problem mainly in homes where parents allow it to become and remain a prob-

MADISON We
AT st
50THon
lew
English Lounge
Meeting place

MADISON

AT 52N

Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre

A

HAZARD

THAT

NEVER

SLEEPS

A daily occurrence —
Radio and TV Stations
are accused of
LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY — PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF
COPYRIGHT

PRIVACY
VIOLATION

through act of station,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.
THE

SPOKEN

WORD

IS MASTER!

BUT you
can
INSURE
against embarrassing loss
by having our unique
Excess
Policy
at amazingly low cost.
Write for details and rates
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Chicago
New York,
Sari Francisco,
175 W.
107 Wllliom
100 Bush
Jackson
St.
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This
You

is

the

kind

of

meet people face to face and heart

to heart here — the growing-up and
grown-up people of 747,640 T.V. homes.
These are nourishing and happy homes,
in the thriving 41 counties in the 3 states
of the WHIO-TV market. Our loyalty
is expressed in our programming, in
public service —

ONE

in such little things as

OF

AMERICA'S

hold

our

station

has

no triple spots. Theirs we learn about
through mail counts and ratings in
which we consistently excel.
These

people comprise

one of the

most rewarding areas you can reach —
both in quality and size. Let National
Representative George P. Hollingbery
tell you all about them.

GREAT
Reaching

AREA

2,881,420

People

on

people

whio-tv
CBS
channel

day ton,
ohio

7

STATIONS

MONDAY

MEMO

from LESLIE L. DUNIER, vice president, radio-tv, Emit Mogul
TIMEBUYING

IS

ONLY

Co.

THE

BEGINNING

"Will you rate me in December as you did in May?"
As implied in this paraphrase of the rhetorical title on

of measurement. The heart of the system is a tabulation
sheet for entering monthly data as the information comes in.

Jimmy Walker's famous ballad, you can't count on constancy
in radio-tv programming or scheduling.
Actually, if there's any one constant in the broadcasting
firmament, it is its very inconstancy. Program popularity
fluctuates endlessly. Time slots change. Those mighty important neighbors, adjacencies, move in and out.

For example, the "Performance Diary for Tv Programs"
records — above the table for monthly entries — the market,
contract starting and closing dates, name of product, station, program, time, preceding and following programs, and
contract year.

Broadcasting's changing whirl spawns a perpetually recurrent problem for agency timebuying departments — at
least, for those who recognize and are willing to face it.
Namely, follow-up checks after contracts are released to see
what's happening to those costly commercials — especially in
television — and to do something about value-shrinkages.
There's probably no timebuyer who doesn't yearn for a
lengthy breathing spell after the last contract of a heavy
schedule has been dispatched. A mountain of hard work in
the timebuying department preceded release of the schedule —
interviews with station and network reps, market-by-market
allocation of the budget in relation to product sales and
potentialities, study of desirable availabilities, analyses of

In the diary itself, there are spaces for entering alongside each month the following: program rating, preceding
program rating, following program rating, program changes,
audience composition (showing men, women, teen-agers and
children separately), homes reached, cost and cost per
thousand.
The "Performance Diary for Tv Spots" provides the same
type of monthly record for each spot tv commercial, market by market and station by station. To obtain audiencesize figures for spots, we average the ratings for the programs that precede and follow the commercial.
In both diaries, we use Nielsen and Pulse ratings, entering
them separately so that we can note and allow for rating
differences.

relative costs, and searches for "best buys" in terms of
time costs, audience size and composition, time segments,
budgetary limitations, station and program personalities,
competitive advertising, adjacencies, amount of over-commercialization and degree of harmony of availability with

Now the performance diary system is certainly not the
Last Word in measuring advertising impact. It cannot deliver

the product's image and function. To say nothing of preliminary agency and client conferences, mid-stream revisions,
and the clerical chores of drafting schedules and contracts.

What you're after are
further investigation and
watch for are changes that
where along the line. When
the next step of exploration

NO

TIME FOR A BREATHER

A timebuyer would be less than human if he didn't feel
like taking a breather after all that. But if the client's interests
and investments are to be fully protected, there can be no
escape-hatch to crawl through for a nap.
The volatility of broadcasting makes follow-through a
necessity for any agency that wants to be sure the client
will get his money's worth during the entire run of the
schedule. Timebuying is only the beginning.
By "follow-through" I mean systematic, periodic checks of
the fluctuations occurring during the schedule's run that may
alter the value of the commercial, for better or worse.
Naturally, it's a joy to behold an enlarging audience, or improving audience composition, giving a good boost to the
value of a commercial. Here, aside from rejoicing, the job
for the agency is one of recording the enhanced value of
the spot for future use and of checking the fact against the
client's sales in the market to see if the change is reflected
in product movement.
But it is as a "trouble-sleuth" that systematic performancechecking on commercials makes its most eloquent justification. Here, its role is to detect instances where, in terms of
indicated results, the pulling power of the advertising is
below expectations — and then to investigate the situation
thoroughly to determine the source of the weakness. This
probing goes beyond local media-performance study. It
entails review of the product's sales, retail distribution,
merchandising activity, selling promotional effort by wholesalers and competition in sales, advertising, merchandising
and so on.
To facilitate and simplify the great quantity of work necessary for serviceable follow-through, we have developed at
the Mogul agency a system for both network and spot tv
advertising which we call "Performance Diary."
The system, implicit in the title, amounts to a month-bymonth record of how a specific commercial is faring in its
time slot in each market, as shown by available yardsticks
Broadcasting

more than it's capable of doing. It should be employed as a
starting point in following through on schedules.
clues and signals that call for
evaluation. What you have to
almost invariably show up somethe changes become significant,
covers everything that may have

caused the changes, including the client's marketing activity.
Evaluating performance for network shows on a marketby-market basis has demonstrated on a number of occasions
that you can't apply national ratings uniformly to all markets. A high-rated network program may significantly rise
above or fall below the national average in a given market.
Two years ago, for example, it was found that sales of
Esquire shoe polish were good wherever local ratings for
Masquerade Party, the network tv show sponsored by the
product, were high. Conversely, in markets where the show's
ratings were below the national average, sales suffered correspondingly. Itwas possible, using the localized performance
diary, to take steps to remedy the situation after intensive
study of all pertinent factors. The remedies varied with the
findings, sometimes leading to dropping market for this
vehicle and changing to other media strategy, sometimes
resulting in developing special promotions to bolster the impact of the program in the market.
One thing is certain, whether for network programs or
spots, experience with a diary system has proved its worth
in helping get the most for every dollar spent.
Leslie L. Dunier; b. Sept. 1, 1924, New
York City. Bachelor of science in advertising, New York U '., 1945. Began advertising career with Reiss and Sterling agencies, New York, in 1945; in 1947 became
director of advertising and sales at Moskin
department store chain, New York. In August 1951 formed own agency, specializing in broadcast
advertising for chain stores. Joined Emil Mogul Co. in 1953
as business manager of radio-tv department. Named director of radio-tv June 1954, elected vice president in charge
of department in January 1957.
Served with Army Air Force during World War II. Married
(1955) Norma Carol Rich of New York. Member, Radio &
Television Executives Society. Sport: golf.
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EDITORIALS

'58
Perspective:
THIS is a freakish moment in broadcasting history.
In the year just ended the highest advertising volume of all
time was placed on radio and tv.
Yet, as a new year begins, broadcasters and their customers are
talking about the possibility of a recession. Is there genuine cause
for worry about business in 1958?
The full answer to that question will occupy a special issue of
Broadcasting Feb. 24 (and is now occupying a prodigious amount
of staff time in preparation). Meanwhile, from the research we have
conducted so far, we are willing to make a generalized guess that
there is no reason for worry, but there is reason for adjustments of
points of view.
Except for a rest period here and there, the American economy
has been expanding fantastically for a decade. It would have taken
a perverse sort of skill for radio and television to have avoided
prospering in such a period. The record broadcast advertising of
1957 was as much the result of the general American economic
boom as it was the work of broadcasters.
The trick which broadcasters may have to turn in 1958 is that
of maintaining and improving last year's gains in the face of a
leveling-off of American business.
It is obvious, of course, that broadcasters cannot disengage
themselves from the general economy to the degree that they prosper if the rest of American business does not. But they can, by
skillful management, do better in proportion to the general economy
than they have in the past.
Broadcasters may be gratified with their record of 1957, but they
may not be complacent about it. In that year the selling efforts
of both radio and tv, by individual broadcasters and sales representatives and by the sales associations, Radio Advertising Bureau
and Television Bureau of Advertising, showed definite results. These
efforts can be intensified.
We think that 1958 will be a better year for American business
in general than some bearish forecasters have predicted. It can
certainly be a better year for American broadcasting if broadcasters
will face it with confidence and the will to compete.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sherwln' L. Tobias
Harris

on

Toll

Tv

THE chairman of the powerful House Commerce Committee is
now on record as opposing subscription television.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) chose a localized forum on which
to make public his conviction — a filmed interview on KNOE-TV
Monroe, La. — but that did not lessen the national importance of
his statement.

Petry's Option Play
FROM an unexpected corner today comes a voice which should
cause the FCC, as it labors over the Barrow report, to sit up and
take notice.

"I am now convinced," said Mr. Harris, "that to permit pay-asyou-see tv would be a change in policy which the Congress should
decide; that it would destroy the free use of the spectrum by the
general public and make a utility out of the industry, which was
never contemplated when the Federal Communications Act was
passed; and that there is no provision of law that would permit the
Commission to establish rules and regulations to adequately and
properly control such procedures.

The voice is that of Edward Petry, a pioneer station representative. While station representatives generally have seemed sometimes
to operate as a network-baiting society, Mr. Petry comes to the networks' defense. In the Barrow report he sees an "unwarranted
attack" that holds profound dangers for all of television.
Network option time, which the Barrow report would outlaw, is

"Therefore, in my opinion, the principle of so-called pay tv
would be against the best interests of the American public."
It would be foolish, of course, to assume that the opinion of one
Congressman — even a powerful committee chairman — is the
opinion of the whole Congress. But it is not foolish to say that
when Mr. Harris reached the firm decision he has announced, the
advocates of toll tv lost an important round.

in Mr. Petry's opinion essential — not to the networks alone but
also to stations and station representatives, and, indeed, to viewers.
"A strong station schedule with the proper allocation of time for
network programs is the most valuable thing we have to sell to the
national spot advertiser," he asserts. He thinks governmental
tampering with rates is dangerous at best, and he considers it "completely fallacious" to say, as the Barrow report did, that network
practices have restrained competition between network and spot.
He also has an admonishing word to say about regulation:
"Proper government supervision is one thing, but an atmosphere of
continued and, usually, uninformed harassment, accusation, and
investigation by various government officers is not the climate in
which television, which is just 10 years old, can grow to its full,
wonderful maturity. Whether it is from the point of view of education, entertainment or, above all, of national defense communications, any ill-advised action which would cripple the effectiveness
of the networks would seriously jeopardize the entire broadcasting
structure."
Mr. Petry by no means condemns

the entire Barrow report.

"Some parts" he expressly agrees with. He does not enumerate
these, but they are not indeducible. No doubt separation of networks
from general national spot representation is high on his list. Be
that as it may, the significance of his statement is that it was made
by a veteran competitor of the networks speaking out in support of
the networks as a keystone element of the broadcasting business.
Page 114
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Reaching

the

People

THE new year begins with world affairs in a frightful state. To
keep the American people informed, there probably will be
inordinately heavy demands for time on television and radio from
the heads of government.
In the past it has been customary for the President of the United
States to address the nation over combined radio and television
networks. There have been some deviations in recent months, particularly as to television, wherein one network (the same network,
incidentally) has invariably carried the President live and others
have variously telecast the address live or on a delayed basis.
The live tandem hookup of all networks, both tv and radio, is
no longer necessary, or even desirable, from the coverage standpoint. How much better and fairer it would be to have one tv and
one radio network pick up the President live and the others
stagger their delayed broadcasts later the same day. The live pickups should be rotated among the networks.
In this manner, people who may have missed the live broadcasts
can be reached later with the important texts. It would be fairer to
the networks and their affiliates who, after all, provide the sustaining time. It would also be fairer to the network and station advertisers who would be pre-empted only every third time on tv and
fourth time on radio, and thus tend to equalize revenue losses.
Broadcasting

The

Pulse

Report

for September-October,

1957 shows that KSTP's new programming
is already doing the job in MinneapolisSt. Paul.

%

15.7

During the important morning hours
from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., KSTP shows a
15.7%
August

in

gain as
figures.

compared

with

the

July-

"More music, more news, more often" is the
secret of KSTP's success. The music is excellent, the news (from KSTP's nationally
famous news facilities) is up to the second.
It attracts an audience, it keeps an audience
and . . .
IT SELLS !
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Want

proof?
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Petry

office or

has it.
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50,000
Basic NBC
Minneapolis
The

Northwest's

Watts
Affiliate

-StPaul

QUALITY

Station"

by
Represented
_
Edward
Petry & Co., Inc.

It's

Fun

To

Be

ARB
keeps pollin'. . . KCRA-TV
In survey after survey, KCRA-TV stands out
as

Sacramento's

Here's

top

television

the November
ARB
• On Top with 48.8% Share
• On Top with 13 of the first
• On Top with 10 of the first

On
keeps

Top!

pullin'. . »

station.

story, . .
of Audience, Sign-on-Sign-off, Monday-Sunday
15 national spot syndicated programs
15 network programs

• On Top with the highest rated local women's program
• On Top with the two highest rated children's participating programs
Five sound, consistent reasons why KCRA-TV
is the place to be To Sell the Big 31 county
Sacramento Television Market.

CLEAR
Call Edward
For more
Audience

Petry and Company
facts on
and
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Availabilities
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W

120

sales

IT

H

at

thousand!

And the other 24% are so far from Baltimore that they're
controlled by distribution centers outside of Maryland.
When

you buy W-I-T-H,

you buy all of Metropolitan

Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645** — up
20.2% in the past seven years alone. You get blanket
coverage of the total effective buying market— and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost per thousand.
That's why
"Sales Management, 1957

W-I-T-H

has twice as many

advertisers as

other Baltimore radio station. That's why ... for drugs
and every other product ... it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

It "figures"!
Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
is

. . .

Tom

Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry,

Vice-President

I-

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Pliiladelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago
and Boston; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

Louisville's
BEST

FOREMOST

KNOWN

and

FIGURE

Even with a mask, WHAS-TV's Channel 11 figure is
known by more individuals than any other man, woman,
creature or character in the Louisville market.

child . . .

He's a standout . . . synonymous with WHAS-TV's outstanding
community service programs such as "Operation Cancer",
the first live public telecast of a major operation; "WHAS Crusade
for Children", which tested the hearing of 95,000 school
children; "What's Your Question?", which allows viewers to
ask direct questions of newsmakers every week.
The Channel 11 figure should remind you that for selling
results, your advertising deserves individual attention . . . and the
ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING
OF CHARACTER.
In Louisville, WHAS-TV

FOREMOST
BEST

programming

in

PAYS

OFF!

Service-

in Entertainment!

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

Buyers

and

File

Users

this page

information

of

Radio

Advertising

with

your

folder

you must

know

in "shopping"

on

Des

Moines
this great

KRNT went on the air 22 years ago. Its management
a manner that the public would be proud of the station.
KRNT

is a 5,000-watt

affiliate of the Columbia

KRNT is important to people. It is manned
they know it and the public knows it.
KRNT

Radio.
market

in

This

Iowa

is

wisely.

has always tried to operate

Broadcasting

in such

System.

by people who have important

work to do and

is programmed

with the whole family in mind. It presents a balanced schedule of
entertainment, religious, agricultural, educational, news, sports and discussion programs each
week. This station operates in the public interest, convenience and necessity. It is mature.
The

KRNT

news operation

is directed by a professional

newsman.

He

directs a staff of

eight professional newsmen. The newscasts on this station are now, and have been, among the
highest rated in the United States. The people respect KRNT newscasts for their accuracy and
KRNT news presentations are adult.
objectivity. They like their completeness.

KRNT's professional three-man
athlete known throughout the nation.
fessionally.

sports team is headed by a former college and professional
KRNT programs sports events heavily, and does them pro-

Music heard on KRNT is selected by a qualified music director, a man of musical knowledge, aprofessional musical arranger. The music is selected for family appeal. Our musical offerings are always in good taste.
KRNT

personalities are erudite, articulate, friendly, alert emcees.

They

serve

as hosts.

They are not "disc jockeys". Their bid to fame is not jive talk. They did not get to be be favored
personalities by flagpole sitting or playing some record over and over for 24 hours. They are constant, useful companions to thousands. They entertain. They inform. They serve the people.
Here

is an example.

One

afternoon

recently when

a snow

storm caused

hazardous

driving

and traffic tie-ups, KRNT threw formats away and reported conditions from all over the area. Four
hundred phone calls were handled on a three-hour program. People depend on KRNT . . . KRNT
never lets them down. The people who work here take pride in its operation and the people who
listen to it respect it.
Because

KRNT

stands for something,

it amounts

to something

to people. The policies which

govern KRNT are well known by the people. There are many products and services we won't advertise. For instance, we don't accept beer or liquor advertising and people know we turn down
thousands of dollars from this classification each year. In the last city election, KRNT did not
sell political advertising. We gave it away — equitably — to all candidates. In this particularly vital
election we figured the public was best served that way. Not all the people agree with the policies
which govern our operation but they respect us because they know our principles are not for sale.
KRNT is believable.
Character makes a medium believable. To be acted upon advertising has to be believed by
the people you want to sell. It makes all the difference in the world who represents your company.
KRNT

has spent years building strong character in the community. It represents you well. Its reputation for dependability has been firmly established and is jealously guarded.

That's why KRNT is famous for results for advertisers. KRNT is believed in by most people.
It has character. It stands for good things in the community. It has great acceptability among
people in the age of acquisition. It amounts to something to people who amount to something. It
is believed by people.
KRNT is a successful commercial station. It carries more local advertising by far than any
other station in this six-station market. Most of its business is repeat business. It has an excellent
repeat national spot business.
KRNT

is a good radio station ... has exceedingly

high ratings, too.

KRNT, Des Moines, Iowa, is represented by a good organization, the Karz Agency, and their
office is as near you as your telephone.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc., 1735 DeSales St.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

more

listeners

KRLD

are

tuned

Dallas

Radio

than

to

full-time

the

to

any

radio

state

of

other

station

in

Texas

N.C.S. NO. 2
ONE

ORDER — ONE BILLING — MAXIMUM COVERAGE— MINIMUM COST.
KRLD, the oldest CBS affiliate in Texas, is the
only 50,000 watt station in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area not sharing its time and frequency
with another station. This greatest of Southwestern markets, plus North Texas and Southern
Oklahoma, can be delivered to you by KRLD
at less cost per one thousand listeners. You need
not divide contracts with two stations — you
earn greater frequency discounts — you get
maximum impact for minimum investment.

KRLD

Without a doubt, KRLD Radio 1080, CBS outlet for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in
the biggest market in the biggest state. In this
rapidly expanding market your basic advertising medium should be — MUST be — KRLD.
KRLD is the radio station of The Dallas
Times Herald, owners and operators of KRLDTV Channel 4. KRLD-TV, telecasting with
maximum power from atop Texas' tallest tower,
reaches out farther, with a strong clear signal,
than any other TV station in Texas.

Radio

CBS

DALLAS
JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board
REPRESENTED
50,000
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DEFENSE PLAN • There's growing talk
of setting up of tv network affiliates organization to contest those portions of
Barrow Network Study Report that would
disrupt network - affiliate relationships.
Whether this committee would be composite of affiliates of all "live" networks
or would break down into individual units
is one of issues. Proposal is on agenda of
CBS-TV affiliates which meet in Washington today (Mon.) and tomorrow.
•
Purpose of affiliates group or groups,
however organized, would be to combat
such extreme proposals as outlawing of option time and other currently accepted
contractual relations between affiliates and
networks wherever proposals might arise —
at FCC, in Congress or even in courts. In
1937, Independent Radio Network Affiliates (IRNA) was formed on all-network
basis to negotiate with AFM on employment of live musicians and later figured
prominently in combatting FCC's then
proposed chain monopoly regulations,
which became effective in 1941.
•
PEACE

PIPE • Contenders Tv of New

Hampshire Inc. and WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., were talking business last week:
Tv of New Hampshire to buy ch. 9 facility from former New Hampshire Gov.
Francis P. Murphy for $720,000. Details
of purchase being worked out but at week's
end specifics had not jelled. Tv of New
Hampshire, comprising local businessmen,
is withdrawing its application for ch. 9,
whether or not purchase plans works out.
Local group filed in opposition to WMURTV application for renewal and comparative hearing was scheduled to begin today
(Monday). WMUR-TV previously had
been earmarked for sale to Storer Broadcasting Co., for $850,000 conditioned upon
move closer to Boston, but transaction was
canceled by mutual consent.
How long will CBS wait for St. Louis
ch. 11 situation to clear before closing
on its $4 million buy of ch. 4 KWK-TV
in that city? Appeals court issuance two
weeks ago of stay on ch. 11 transfer by
CBS to unsuccessful applicants on face
blocks CBS's ch. 4 buy. Network will
probably await appeals court reaction to
FCC plea last week that matter be reheard
by full court (see page 86), but it could —
and probably will, if legal maneuvering
stretches out — surrender its ch. 11 grant
and close ch. 4 sale pronto. Stay was
granted by split court on plea by St.
Louis Amusement Co., one-time ch. 11
applicant.
•
THE MOULDER MOOD • Never has
FCC been more gloomy about convening

Broadcasting

of new Congress, entirely because of activities of Moulder Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight (see page 76). There's
violent disagreement among members of
subcommittee itself on procedures of staff
(which reportedly has already spent much
of $250,000 budget in less than year) sending its investigators to opposite coasts and
to hinterlands in checking FCC expense
vouchers and trying to tie up entertainment with influencing of FCC on major
tv decisions.
•
Checking of expense vouchers by FCC
members and staff and gifts to their families is only part of dragnet. Fact that
several FCC members have RCA color
receivers in their homes (as do quite a
few members of Congress) is being talked
up. Country club vouchers in Washington
have been checked involving not only
Washington network and other representatives, but also number of Washington
attorneys. In rift on committee, Chairman
Moulder (D-Mo.) has been charged with
giving to press incorrect information following last Wednesday's executive session.
It's likely that when FCC is called, possibly
two weeks hence, executive, rather than
public hearing will be held.
•
RUMOR BRAKE • C. Terence Clyne last
week chose direct way of trying to stop
rumor that his recent promotion to "senior
vice president in charge of worldwide tvradio" at McCann-Erickson [At Deadline,
Dec. 16, 1957] was no more than kick
upstairs. Mr. Clyne sent out personalized
circular letter advising that "there is no
change in my responsibilities on the television-radio front for all of our domestic
clients" and that foreign offices "simply are
an added duty." He added that he still
had account management responsibilities
for Liggett & Myers and Bulova. Letterhead identified him as "C. Terence Clyne,
chairman, plans review board."
•
Mutual' s extension of broadcast day to
2 a.m. (from 12 midnight) begins today
(Monday) and network is understood to
have lined up first sponsor in new period.
It's Hudson Vitamin Corp., New York,
which has signed for Mon.-Fri., 12:1512:30 a.m. portion of Barry Gray Show
(Mon.-Fri., 12:05-2 a.m.), beginning today.
Hudson also reported to have bought
Mon.-Fri. 12:15-12:20 p.m. segment of
MBS's Answer Man. Agency: Pace Adv.,
New York.
•
AWARDS PREVIEW • CBS-TV and
NBC-TV will split major honors in 1957
Sylvania awards, to be presented Thursday
night. Citations for distinguished achievements in creative tv techniques will have

circuit:

special meaning to both networks since
two
programs
singled Jack
out — Paar
NBC-TV's
Tonight
(to be renamed
Show,
see page 63) and CBS-TV's telementary
series The Twentieth Century — represented
considerable risks and investments. CBSTV, it's understood, scored well in news
and public affairs categories and NBC-TV
is to be cited for broadening its news
service over past year.
•
That airspace-drop-in situation (see page
78) has become so snarled that top level
group of broadcast and FCC representatives met several weeks ago at NAB headquarters in Washington, decided that fullscale meeting with aviation representatives
must be held soonest. Details for meeting
being worked out.
•
AIR

MINDED • Dominance of broadcasting in media strategy of Parkson Adv.
is pointed up anew in allocations just made

for agency's client, Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
for 1958. Agency, which since Oct. 1 has
been headed by Ted Bergmann, former
vice president of McCann-Erickson, is
committing approximately $14 million for
network tv; $3 million for spot tv and radio
and $3 million for print media (Sunday
supplements and national consumer magazines). Products include Geritol, Sominex, Williams Aqua Velva, Lectric Shave
and shave creams, Serutan-Plus, and
Zarumin,
plus J. products,
B. Williams
Williams shaving
SkolDivision's
sun tan
lotion, Conti hair shampoo and Kreml
hair tonic.

Why did FCC choose oral hearings on
Barrow Report recommendations when for
last few years it has traveled "paper" route,
asking that written comments be submitted? There are number of cogent reasons justifying step (see page 82), but some
cynical observers predict that method and
March 3 date meet tactical situation with
Congress; it will be about then that Congressional committees may become interested in network activities, and Commission could say, with proper justification:
We can't talk about matter; it is before
us now.
•
SURPRISE WITNESS • Subscription television hearing, which opens tomorrow
(Tues.) before House Commerce Committee, may get off to start which toll tv
advocates won't like. Late Friday there
emerged possibility that Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman of powerful
House Judiciary Committee, would be
first witness when hearings begin. Rep.
Celler is among most outspoken opponents
of subscription television in any form.
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THE

LEAD

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

STORY

Tv Costs Assailed, Defended — Campbell-Ewald radio-tv
chief says tv ownership is near saturation point and that with
third network competing for audiences, further cost increases
may not be justified. Other agency executives give their views.
TvB contends growth in tv homes and in time spent viewinu

'Victory' Still Going Strong — NBC Television Films' Victory
at Sea — though shown on the NBC-TV five years ago and
released for syndication in 1953 — continues to maintain a
healthy list of buyers. Page 52.

means all networks' audiences will go on growing. Page 33.

Splits Warner Package — Distributor now offers features on 52-title basis to be released in stages. Cuts 200 titles
from more than 800 picture offerings. Page 54.

ADVERTISERS

TRADE

& AGENCIES

From Tip to Toe — Revlon, familiar name in painting milady's
finger-tips, turns to shining m'lord's boots as it purchases,
for cash, tv-wise Knomark Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, shoe polish
firm. Revlon hints at further external diversification but
no change in agency structure is contemplated. Page 41.
Agency Gains Edge in Idea Fight — Federal district court
judge confirms the preliminary injunction granted Warwick
& Legler last October in fight with ex-client Schick over use
of the "cotton test" idea. But final solution to the dispute
must await formal hearing. Page 35.
NETWORKS
Barrow Report High on CBS-TV Agenda — Meeting of
executives from network and affiliated stations opens tomorrow in Washington. Network Study Report due for
much discussion. Page 60.

AAP

ASSNS.

Colleges Scan Pay Tv — New medium's future role in football to be scrutinized by National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
Controls similar to network tv rules will be considered by
new NCAA tv committee. Page 95.
OPINION
The Case for Film Tv — Live programming has its place,
says Leslie Harris, but there are many more attributes, including flexibility, that usually weigh in favor of the filmed
product. The vice president and general manager of CBSTV Film Sales expresses his opinions in a tape-recorded
interview with Broadcasting editors — a sequel to producer
David
Susskind's
comments favoring live tv [Opinion, Dec.
30]. Page
120.

The Mass Sales Approach Is Wrong —
Your tv commercial should have the individual touch, encompassing empathy, personification, believeability and imagination.

Auto Radio Network? — Stations sought as possible affiliates
in plan to provide radio programming for motorists. Thinking of "American Automobile Network": monthly retainer
to "affiliates" and optioning of some time for national sponsorship. Page 64.
Rating Jubilee — NBC-TV claims to be No. 1 in nighttime
schedule based on Nielsen's Nov. 1 1 report, leading CBS-TV
for the first time since September 1 954. Page 64.
GOVERNMENT
Toll Tv on Capitol Hill — House pay tv hearings, beginning
tomorrow (Tuesday) , extended to cover minimum of six
days with toll proponents to follow FCC to stand. NAB
and networks to lead opposition fight as four more bills
are introduced in Congress to prohibit pay tv. Page 76.
Moulder Reader to Start — Following controversial ZVi-hour
executive session of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Chairman Moulder announces hearings will start on
FCC "within two weeks." Rep. Moulder's account of other
doings that went on behind closed doors are "inaccurate," say
others. Page 76.
Hearing on Barrow Set for March 3 — FCC asks for notification of witnesses by Jan. 31, hopes to keep tight reins on
one of most significant hearings to broadcasters in years. At
stake are many fundamental network practices. Page 82.
Caught Between FCC, Airspace — Applicants for vhf dropin channels stymied in Airspace Panel. Because of mileage
separation and city service signal requirements, antenna sites
are limited — conflicting with antenna farm idea mothered by
aeronautical interests. Page 78.
FILM

The Busy Tempo at UI-TV — Universal-International Studios'
10-year log shows an output of well over 5,000 commercials
for more than 50 different advertisers. Here's a look at its
history. Page 46.

That's the advice of Arthur C. Fatt. presiMR. FATT

dent of Grey
Monday
Memo.Adv.,
Pagewriting
129. in this week's

EDUCATION

— That's the amount Ford
for Educational
Million reports
$2.5
Foundation
it spent toTvhelp ETV during the year
ended Sept. 30, 1957. Page 66.
MANUFACTURING

Buyers at the Mart — Radio-tv dealers, converging on Chicago's mid-winter furnishings show, eye the big (console
hi-fi) and the little (portable transistor tv) in receivers.
RCA's Collins forecasts continued growth in high fidelity.
Page 68.

DEPARTMENTS
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES...
AT DEADLINE
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
EDITORIAL
EDUCATION
FILM
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
MONDAY MEMO
NETWORKS

33
9
37
92
5
130
66
46
107
76
18
118
33
68
129
60

OPEN MIKE
17
OUR RESPECTS
28
PEOPLE
102
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
89
PROGRAM SERVICES
59
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS . .100
RATINGS
44
STATIONS
90
TRADE ASSNS
95
UPCOMING
106

,ess

z
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New

word

from

New

Orleans:

WTIX now enjoys 29.2% of the daytime radio audience. (7 a.m. -6 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., November-December Hooper.)
And

then, there's Pulse:
WTIX is first in 433 quarter-hours, tied for first in 22, second in only
48 and third in only 1 ... of a total of 504 quarter hours.
So whether you go by Hooper or Pulse . . . you've got yourself the
dominant New Orleans station . . . when you buy WTIX.
Chat with Adam
son.

W

1 IX

Young
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General Manager

first • • • and getting firster in 11-station NEW

STATIO
TODAY'S
RADIO
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT

... or WTIX

FOR
• HOME

INI

S.

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Fred Berthel-

ORLEANS

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broa

at

COURT

SLAPS

JUSTICE

Federal judge in Philadelphia District
Court Friday told Department of Justice it
had no basis for suing RCA-NBC under
antitrust laws in NBC's acquisition of
Westinghouse's Philadelphia radio-tv properties last year after FCC approved transaction.
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, denying
Justice Dept. motions to strike RCA-NBC
defenses, ruled:
• FCC has primary jurisdiction over
transfers, and after it has approved transaction, Dept. of Justice cannot attack it.
• When administrative agency makes
final decision in matter under its jurisdiction, this can be attacked only according to
statutory provisions — first by appeal to
FCC, then to U. S. Court of Appeals. This
refers to doctrine of administrative finality.
• FCC decided case, so other government agencies are bound by its decision.
This is doctrine of res judicata.
Lengthy, 22-page opinion sustained RCANBC defense on these three significant factors. Next step, legally, is for Judge Kirkpatrick to dismiss suit, it is understood.
Effect of decision hits both ways. Justice
Dept. will now have to inform FCC immediately when it desires to participate in
cases, and FCC, it is thought, will now have
to rule on antitrust charges in hearing
cases. Ironically, FCC sided with Justice
Dept. in opposition to RCA-NBC position
on right of Justice to bring antitrust suit
even after FCC approved transfer case.
Asst. Attorney General Victor R. Hansen,
chief of antitrust division, said he had
not seen ruling and declined comment until
he had read and studied it. He observed
that if ruling strikes at fundamental intergovernment activities, undoubtedly Justice
will appeal to higher courts.
Another Justice Dept. source said that
based on information available, appeal
undoubtedly will be taken. "After all," he
said in response to observation terming decision defeat for Justice, "don't forget we
lost the DuPont case in district court too."
Last year Supreme Court of U. S. upheld
Justice Dept. antitrust suit involving DuPont
Co.'s holdings in General Motors Corp.
In NBC-Westinghouse case, NBC in
1955 acquired Westinghouse's KYW and
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia in exchange
for network-owned WTAM-AM-FM and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland. In addition NBC
paid Westinghouse $3 million. Informal allegations were made at time that NBC
had threatened Westinghouse with withdrawal of all NBC affiliations unless Westinghouse agreed to swap.
FCC conducted investigation of coercion
charges, and in December 1955 approved
transfers by vote of five to one (Comr.
Bartley dissenting). Commission had advised
Justice of applications and allegations, but
Broadcasting
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RCA- NBC

deadline

SUIT

Justice's only response, few days after Commission approval, was that it was investigating for possible antitrust violations.
Justice did not ask FCC to hold up action
on transfers.
Justice Dept. submitted case to grand
jury in Philadelphia in summer of 1956,
but no indictment was brought in. Civil
antitrust suit was filed by Justice Dept. in
December 1956 in Philadelphia District
Court, seeking not only abrogation of Philadelphia-Cleveland swaps but also divestiture
of such NBC assets as deemed "necessary
and appropriate."
More Time for Class IV Comments
FCC on Friday extended time for filing
of comments on proposed rule-making to
permit local Class IV stations to increase
power to 1 kw (from maximum 250 w
now) from Jan. 13 to Feb. 12. Community
Broadcasters Assn., representing local stations, asked for across-board increase in
maximum power; Commission's rule-making
proposes this, with important limitations.
St. Louis Tax

Idea

Not

Offered

Advertising tax suggestions for St. Louis
not submitted to board of aldermen's weekly
meeting last Friday. Alderman Alfred Harris
fortnight ago had said he would propose
exploration of idea to Jan. 10 session [Adv.
& Agencies, Dec. 30, 1957]. No reason
given for Friday inaction. Tax was to be
patterned
along
lines of Baltimore's recentlyenacted 6%
levies.
C-C Tv '57 Gross: $3.2 Million
Closed-circuit tv communications industry
grossed estimated $3.2 million during 1957.
Nathan L. Halpern, president of TNT
Tele-Sessions Inc., N. Y., announced Friday. In 1957 TNT itself provided closedcircuit services to 23 accounts producing
gross revenues of $2,610,000, "about 81%
of the entire industry," Mr. Halpern
claimed.

•

BUSINESS

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 33.

BUDGETING $2 MILLION • Drackett
Co. (Windex window spray and Drano
cleanser), Cincinnati, understood to be allocating $2 million in gross billings for campaign directed to women's audience, buying
15-minute segment on alternate weeks for
52 weeks on five NBC-TV daytime shows —
Price is Right, It Could be You, Matinee
Theatre, Treasure Hunt and Queen for a
Day. Order is to take effect in March.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
KEEPS

MAN' RUNNING • Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y., has renewed
MGM-TV's Thin Man series on NBC-TV,
Fridays 9:30-10 p.m., for another 26 weeks.
Involved are 13 new programs for rest of
season, plus 13 re-runs. Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y., is agency.

REWARD

NBC-TV's Dave Garroway announced Friday he has been
"swamped" with requests for copies of
Rockefeller report on national security
since his offer on Today show, three
days earlier, to send it to any viewer
who asked for it. At last count 200,000 requests for copies of 25,000word report had been submitted, Mr.
Garroway said, describing mail-pull as
"35 times greater than the response
to any other single Today program in
its six years on the air."

'THIN

SPORTS AND SPOTS • ChesebroughPonds Inc. (Valcream hair-groom), N. Y.,
planning tv schedule using sports shows and
spots in selected number of markets, starting Jan. 27 for 52 weeks. Compton Adv.,
N. Y., is agency.
PURSUING HOUSEWIVES • Chas. B.
Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y., today (Mon.) launches 13-week saturation
daytime tv spot campaign in Toledo, Oklahoma City, Louisville, Atlanta, Kansas City
and Nashville and will make bid for housewife radio audience starting Jan. 27 with
two-week participation campaign in ABN's
daytime schedule. Programs include Don
McNeill's Breakfast Club, Jim Backus
Show, Herb Oscar Anderson Show, Jim
Reeves Show. Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.,
is Knox agency.
CRISCO

GENEROSITY'S

BRIEFLY

SPOTS

• Procter &

Gamble

(Crisco), Cincinnati, planning television
spot schedule to break within next 10 days
in number of markets with until-forbid
contract. Compton Adv., N. Y., is agency.
GREYHOUND TO RUN • Greyhound
Corp., Chicago, through Grey Adv., N. Y.,
planning radio and tv spot schedule. Radio
starts Jan. 19 for 13 weeks in about 40
markets and television March 30 for 10
weeks in west coast area. Latter schedule
will run in Oregon, Utah, Nevada, California and Washington.
TEXACO

TABS

• Texas Co. (Texaco petroContinues on page 10
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BERNARD E. NEARY, formerly station
and general sales manager, WINZ Miami,
appointed managing director of Storer
Broadcasting Co.'s WGBS that city.

deadline

Rep. O'Konski Selling Two Ams;
Three Other Purchases Announced
Purchase of broadcast properties owned
by Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.) by
group owning ch. 7 WSAU-TV Wausau,
Wis., for $225,000 announced Friday. Purchasers bought WOSA Wausau (550 kc with
5 kw, ABC-MBS affiliation) and WLIN
(FM) Merrill, Wis. (100.7 mc, with 9.7 kw).
Transaction is subject to usual FCC approval.
Other sales announced, also subject to
FCC authorization:
• WABB Mobile, Ala.— Sold to Cy Blumenthal by Mobile Press Register for $150,000. Mr. Blumenthal also owns WARL
Arlington (Washington, D. C), WCMS
Norfolk, both Va.; KCKN Kansas City,
Mo., and 10% of WROV Roanoke, Va.
WABB operates on 1480 kc with 5 kw, with
ABC affiliation.
• WBOP Pensacola, Fla.— Sold to E. O.
Roden group by Vern L. Bressler and associates for $65,000. Mr. Roden and his associates also control WBIP Booneville, WAZF
Yazoo City, WEGA Newton and WTUP
Tupelo, all Miss., and KREL-AM-FM Baytown, Tex. Paul H. Chapman Co. handled
transaction. WBOP operates on 980 kc with
500 w daytime. Application filed for FCC
approval Friday.
• Filed Friday for FCC approval was
$43,500 sale of 54% of KAVE-AM-TV
Carlsbad, N. M., by Edward Battison and
wife to Edward P. Talbott and associates.
Mr. Talbott currently owns 22% of stations
and would own 50.5% upon Commission
approval. He also owns 5% of El Paso
(Tex.) Times and KROD-AM-TV there.
Mr. Battison is radio consulting engineer.
CBS-affiliated KAVE operates on 1240 kc
with 250 w; ch. 6 KAVE-TV is affiliated
with all three networks. Stations' balance
sheet, dated Nov. 30, 1957, showed deficit
of $19,294.

Happy Pennsylvania Radio Client
Doesn't Stint in Praising Medium
Using radio is "best thing" that ever
happened to Bright's Stores Inc., according
to Board Chairman Richard D. Edwards,
whose firm operates stores in two small
Pennsylvania markets: Lansford (pop.:
8,000) and Lehighton (pop.: 6,565).
Latest issue of Radio Advertising Bureau's
membership newsletter, The Radio Salesman, which was being prepared Friday for
distribution, says company puts 4% of its
$2 million-plus annual sales into advertising,
1.5% in radio (half-hour broadcasts from
main store in Lansford every Saturday) and
remaining 2.5% in other media including
seven newspapers. RAB letter quotes Mr.
Edwards :
"When we went on radio 23 years ago it
was the best thing we ever did. I don't bePage 10 • January 13, 1958

lieve in 13-week contracts. Radio is a 52week proposition. The longer a store is on
the air, the greater the returns in sales and

R. MORRIS PIERCE, in charge of WANETV Fort Wayne, Ind., since start in 1954,
named vice president and general manager
of WANE-AM-TV. In new combined operation, REID G. CHAPMAN will be WANE
manager under Mr. Pierce with direct responsibility for radio sales and programs.

President
good will." Asks $8.95 Million
For FCC in Fiscal 1959
President Eisenhower's budget requests
for fiscal 1959, being sent to Congress today
(Mon.), asks $8.95 million appropriation for
FCC. This represents $650,000 increase
over $8.3 million appropriated for current
fiscal year. Commission received $7.8 million for fiscal 1957. President also asked $6
million appropriation for Federal Trade
Commission and $110 million for U. S. Information Agency.
President's message revealed $1.7 million
will be earmarked during 1959 for Commission broadcast activities ($1.6 in 1958,
$1.5 in 1957); $7.3 million for personnel
salaries ($7 million in 1958, $6.9 million
in 1957); $434,600 for Conelrad ($370,000
in 1958, $239,000 in 1957). Average salary
for Commission employes during fiscal
1959 is expected to be $6,208. compared
to $6,203 during current year and $6,257
in 1957.
FTC requested budget is up $50,000 over
$5.9 appropriated for fiscal 1958 and agency
received $5.5 million in 1957. Total earmarked for investigation and litigation during 1959 is $1.2 million (same figure as current year, $1.1 million in 1957).
USIA request has been raised above $95
million appropriated for current year, but is
still below $113 million agency received for
fiscal 1957. Of 1959 request, $20 million
will go for broadcast services ($17 million
this year, $20 million in 1957). Additional $5
million was requested for transmitter in
Near East.
Cincinnati

Court

Order

Bans

Secondary

Boycott of WCKY

Temporary injunction restraining American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists and its Cincinnati local from secondary boycott activities granted late Friday
by Judge John H. Druffel, of U. S. District
Court, Cincinnati. Order was requested by
National Labor Relations Board pending
board action on its own complaint against
AFTRA procedure in strike against WCKY
Cincinnati [Personnel Relations, Jan. 6].
Judge Druffel restrained union, its staff
and employes as well as members from attempting to induce personnel not to work
on production of commercial transcriptions
for use on WCKY. His order covered
picketing designed to force agencies or advertisers not to do business with WCKY
and it instructed union to inform personnel
about injunction. AFTRA contended mistake had been made and that effort had been
made to correct it. Union claimed members
acted as individuals and not in concert.

JOSEPH C. WINKLER, formerly of
WCAU Philadelphia, named commercial
manager of WFLN (FM) that city by Raymond S. Green, executive vice president of
good music outlet.
ROBERT D. MORGAN, with Calkins
& Holden, N. Y., since 1956, elected
vice president and director. FRANK J.
HARVEY, formerly with General Foods,
elected agency treasurer and WALTER B.
GEOGHEGAN, C & H vice president,
elected director.
EDWIN L. FLETCHER, 38, research director at Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago,
who died at Hinsdale (111.) Sanitarium and
Hospital Thursday, to be buried in Hinsdale
today (Mon.). Survivors include wife and
two children.

BUSINESS
BRIEFLY
Continues from page 9
leum), N. Y., reported lining up three-week
spot tv campaign in more than 50 markets,
starting end of January, using largely nighttime station break and ID announcements.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
Texas Co. also has placed order with NBCTV for special show to be telecast April
9, 9-10 p.m. Program will tie in with
Texaco's swing-into-spring campaign and
will feature Benny Goodman and other
stars. Show will be created and produced
by C&W in association with William Morris.
NETWORK
RADIO-BOUND • Q-Tips
Inc. (cotton swabs), Long Island City,
N. Y., making first use of network radio
starting Feb. 17 with 13-week participation
(10-a-week) drive using NBC radio's Bandstand, News of the World, and True Confessions. Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.,
N. Y., Q-Tip agency, is also buying supporting radio spot in as-yet-undetermined
number of markets.
Johnson

Motors

Buys

Hope

Schedule for three Bob Hope tv programs on NBC-TV this spring has been set
for co-sponsorship by Johnson Motors (outboard engines), Waukegan, 111., it was announced Friday by W. H. Jonas, advertisingsales director. While no co-sponsor signed
by network yet, "several are actively considering participation" according to Mr.
Jonas. Date and time for Hope shows: Feb.
6 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EST), March 2 (9-10
p.m.) and April 5 (9-10 p.m.).
Broadcasting
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OPEN MIKE
Ghost Story
editor:

In an effort to stir up some additional
promotion for the scheduled start Jan. 7 on
WFGA-TV Jacksonville of the new syndicated series, The Gray Ghost, I instituted
a search for a living relative of Colonel
John Mosby, the Confederate guerilla whose
adventures are being told in the series.
Thumbing through a Jacksonville telephone
book, I found a Leonard Mosby. This
Mosby was a distant relative of the fighting
colonel, all right; he also is production manager of WMBR-TV Jacksonville, a competing station here.
That phase of the Gray Ghost's promotion campaign ground to a sudden stop
right there.
Bill Walker, Promotion Mgr.
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Pass the Ammunition
editor:
We ... are fighting this pay-tv issue.
. . . We are against it and in May last year
we passed a resolution against pay-tv. I
would very much like to have the Nov.
18, 1957, issue of your magazine as it had
the cross-country pulse on pay-tv.
Mrs. Fred S. (Gerri) Teasley
State Radio & Tv Chairman
California Federation of
Women's Clubs
Commercial
editor:

for Pay-Tv

The telecast of the Rose Parade was the
best selling point yet for pay-tv. The constant and too-long commercials were irritating and there was much confusion. We
were told many times that there would be
a commercial "because of a lull in the
parade," while it was quite evident there
was no lull. There were more commentators than participants. . . .
Our college library carries your excellent
publication and we thought we laymen have
our best chance to get through to the broadcasters through Broadcasting.
It would be possible to superimpose
slides on the picture exclusively instead
of interrupting some of the fine bands. . . .
The industry still has a lot to learn about
parade telecasts. ...
Don Potts
U. of Minnesota
Duluth

Divided Opinion
editor:
It is encouraging to those of us whose
faith in fm has remained unshaken to observe the efforts, notably of a group of
west coast stations, to actually promote fm
radio once again.
However, it would seem to me we might
question the means of this promotion.
How many people would turn on their
tv sets to hear fm programs? Most manufacturers have recognized that televiewing
Broadcasting

and music listening are two separate types
of entertainment: the all-inclusive tv-radiophono has virtually disappeared in favor of
two units, the tv set and the radio-phono
combination.

CASE

HISTORY

— DRIVE-INS

Fm, to develop into a full and selfsufficient medium, must not exist as an
"attachment" to tv, but must take its place
in the form of separate, complete radio
sets. . . .
Fm still has enough obstacles to surmount
without trying to buck established listening
habits.
George W. Hamilton
98th Machine Records Unit
Ft. George G. Meade, Md.
An Axe
editor:

for a Turkey?

The anguished outpouring of producer
David Susskind [Opinion, Dec. 30, 1957]
is very heartbreaking until the question
comes to mind as to just what axe is Mr.
Susskind grinding. . . .
He contradicts himself again and again.
For instance, he says, "When you see a film
that says, 'George Stevens directed and produced'— you can bet your money it's going
to be a good show." No argument! But
even George Stevens had to start some time.
On the other hand, Mr. Susskind says,
"Yes, we find a competitive situation with
Hollywood and yet, every time they buy
away a Rod Serling, Eva Marie Saint or
Grace Kelly, new Serlings, Saints and Kellys
rear their wonderful heads, and so we have
an endless pouring in of new talent. . . ."
As all the new talent has- to start some
time, so a film producer has to start some
time. Not all new talent is good; so not
every film producer is good. But as some
of the new talent makes the grade, so do
some of the new film producers. It is ridiculous to condemn all film for television because a few are no good.
Again Mr. Susskind says, "Now take an
equivalent half-hour show as a live project. . . . We will have eight days to rehearse
over and over again — finding new values,
deeper meanings, better characterization,
more interesting extensions of the conflict."
Mr. Susskind is inadvertently admitting
that he does not know what the script is all
about or what he wants or is trying to
achieve. . . . During rehearsal haphazard
things happen and if they strengthen the
overall effect, he preens his feathers, bows

"Your

KBIG

A Value

Is As
As

Big

Our

WHEN
SCOTS MANAGEMENT
CORPOHamburger!''
Glorified
RATION finished locating the tenth in its
chain of Self-Service Drive-Ins at hightraffic spots on Los Angeles' far-flung
arteries in the spring of 1957, the next
step was selection of one advertising
medium giving strong coverage for
all 10.
ON ADVICE OF BECKMAN-KOBLITZ, INC.
advertising agency, Scots gave the assignment to radio; specifically, to the
740 high-traffic spot on the radio dial
filled by the Catalina Station, KBIG.
"SCOTS MESSAGE, 'where they glorify
the \94 hamburger,' obviously reached
the desired audience" testify agency
partners Milt Beckman and Eddie
Koblitz.
"100,000 HAMBURGERS were sold during the three-day annual 1 0-cent sale . . .
plus ; countless French fries and soft
drinks. At the regular 19^ price, Scots
sells 6 million hamburgers a year... 3
million malts ... 500,000 pounds of
potatoes.
"COVERAGE

IN THE RIGHT places,; plus

friend-making programs and actioncreating air personalities, makes KBIG
as big a value as the \9<j: hamburger!"
Your KBIG or Weed contact has a
handy file of case histories in other categories to help you judge Southern
California radio.

and proclaims, "What a good boy am I."
On the other hand, if it's a turkey, he keeps
quiet, as there is no evidence in the form
of film to continually confront him.
To Mr. Susskind, I say, give me two
cameras, a crew which can handle them,
and I'll run rings around anything he will
ever do live for television. . . .
William Maron, Pres.
Radio Bergen Inc.
Jersey City 6, N. J.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Maron is not the only
differ from those of Mr.
one whose opinions
Susskind on the virtues of film vs. live programs
in television. Les Harris, vice president and general manager of CBS-TV Film Sales, answers Mr.
Susskind's arguments and puts the case for filmed
tv in a special Broadcasting taped interview in
this issue, starting on page 120.]

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Hat. Rep, WEED and Company
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IN REVIEW
THE
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in
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per

cost

lower

homes

unduplicated

.

. .

LAST

WORD

The Last Word has reappeared on CBSTV's Sunday afternoon "egghead" lineup.
It's very welcome.
An informed and witty panel weighed,
among other things, the difference between
knowledge and wisdom; the pronunciation
of sputnik and whether the incorporation
of the word into general usage constitutes a
propaganda triumph for the Soviets.
One subject discussed was — and is— of
particular interest to the broadcast advertising business: the matter of the "incompleted
comparisons" in radio-tv commercials particularly and in other forms of advertising.
The term applies to a product, for example,
that claims to "clean cleaner" but makes no
comparison with another product. The
panel for the premiere telecast — Dr. A.
Whitney Griswold. president of Yale
U.; Gretchen Finletter, author-playwright
and John Mason Brown, author-critic — felt
the "incompleted comparison" is "deceptive"
and "offensive." Mr. Brown was particular-

o'clock
lSlTlkT

/k

ly perturbed about "coffier coffee" and suggested that only "cornier corn" could be
more distasteful.

T

Production costs: $6,900.
Returned to CBS-TV Sun., Jan. 5, 3:30-4
Produced by Bill Weinslein for the Public
Affairs Dept., CBS News; director: Lamar
Caselli; moderator: Dr. Bergan Evans.

p.m.
ADVENTURE

AT

SCOTT

ISLAND

It used to be fashionable among tv smalltalkers to swear Sunday night allegiance to
either Sullivan or Allen. There could be no
~"
Bill Malone
sports news
7:05-7:10 p.m.,
Monday-Friday
Curies Moving
Miller Brewing
available Mondays only

r~
Jerry Stron©
entertainment news
7:00-7:05 p.m.,
Monday-Friday

Not only top-rated by ARB,

compromise. That is, until ABC-TV adroitly
straddled Bret Maverick across 7:30-8:30
p.m., and wound up rustling a good chunk
of the ratings.

Del Malkie
local news, weather
7:10-7:15 p.m.,
Monday-Friday
SRO/Cities Service

And, with the prospect of Sid Caesar and
Imogene Coca coming on at 9 (starting Jan.
26) it appeared that the Treyz troops were
readying a Sunday night coup. But a big
question mark hangs over that 8:30-9 slot
when ABC-TV and Camels splash around
the New England seacoast with Adventure
at Scott Island.
True, Scott Island continues the adventure theme of Maverick but it's questionable
whether it can stand up against the competition or provide a strong enough bridge

but least expensive:
per thousand
unduplicated
homes

THE

SEVEN

WRC-TV's
WTOP-TV's
WTTG's

in

short

the last
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News

Program:

News

News

FINAL:.

Program:

Program:

. . . the
word

seven
for

. $4.10

$8.65 -$9.27
$6.20
$9.05

o'clock

sales

in

— $4.37

final

is

Washington

between the four-bell programs that ABCTV plans fore and aft.
Barry Sullivan, as Captain David Scott,
an ex-Navy officer, is harbormaster of
Scott Island and, like his forefathers who
sailed the New England coast, is responsible
for the general welfare of the island. The
first film was concerned with the rescue of
a boy trapped in a tidal cave while seeking
hidden treasure.

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 WASHINGTON, D.C.
AN EVENING

STAR STATION

for full availability information,
check H-R Television, Inc.

Mr. Sullivan was properly heroic in saving the lad, and he handled his acting chores
creditably, despite the wooden support from
others in the cast and a generous sprinkling
of stereotype lines in the script. Filmed on
location in Massachusetts, the series promises some interesting and picturesque backgrounds for the harbormaster's adventures.
It appears that Adventure at Scott Island
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Today's
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DON W. BURDEN, President
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IN REVIEW
CHANSATIONAL!

could hold its own in most time periods. In
the select Sunday evening spot given it,
however, Scott Island may suffer the fate
of a journeyman in all-star competition.
Production costs: $35,000.
Sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
through William Esty Co., on ABC-TV,
Sun., 8:30-9 p.m. Premiered Sun., Jan. 5.
Produced by Ziv Television Productions;
producer: Jon Epstein; director: Eddie
David; writer: Carey Wilbur.
Cast: Barry Sullivan, Paul Burke and
Nina Wilcox.
TWENTIETH
SMASH

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE

CHAN

improves

ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Los Angeles, on KRCA it
has improved the Saturday
night 7:00-7:30 time period
by more than 92%, with a
22.1% share of audience in
this 7 station market. (Pulse
11/57).
George

Burke

of KRCA

states, unsolicited, "Needn't
tell you how well the
program is progressing.
Clients most happy with
Captures the big share of
it."
audiences in Chicago,

If a modern Paul Revere, shouting "To
rocketry, the missiles may be coming," is
what is needed today, then Prudential and
CBS public affairs must be credited with
riding hard and fast to help spread the word.
In its '"report to the nation," the Twentieth Century series' 90-minute depth study,
' Where We Stand," packed a wallop on a
weekend that saw a couple of hard punching news stories breaking in Washington:
the request for March retirement by Lt. Gen.
James M. Gavin, U. S. Army chief of
weapons research and development, and the
release of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund
study warning that the U. S. must take
corrective measures to block a shift of military and scientific superiority to the Soviet
bloc within two years.
The superb timing was spurred to some
extent by CBS itself — the network announced last week that the Fund had advanced its release date to Sunday afternoon
at the request of CBS News. Thus the
report and the program, coinciding, would
"achieve maximum

Atlanta, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Dallas-Ft. Worth and in key
market after market!

CENTURY

warning effect for the

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

Jan. 14 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
Jan. 22 (8-9 p.m.) High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas, Delco Batteries through
Campbell-Ewald.
NBC-TV
Jan. 13-17, 20-22 (1:30-2:30 p.m.)
Howard Miller Show, participating sponsors.
Jan. 13-17, 20-22 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Jan. 13, 20 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
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journalism.
The program drew freely on a group of
top-notch CBS correspondents and on about
eight filmed interviews of top-ranking "experts" to measure the strength of the U. S.
as compared to Russia. It was a massive
assignment.
Gen. Gavin was the subject of one of the
interviews. Other top technological experts
in government — Dr. John P. Hagen, director of the nation's satellite program; Maj.
Gen. Bernard Schriever of the Air Force
ballistic missile program; Maj. Gen. John
B. Medaris, head of the Army's missile program, and Rear Adm. John E. Clarke, chief
of the navy's missile work — were consulted
via the personal interview technique. In addition, Gen. Omar Bradley, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Abram
Bergson, Harvard U. economist and Russian
expert, and Dr. Morris Meister, principal of
the Bronx High School of Science in New
York, were questioned their respective
fields.
The cumulative effect was to place in perspective for the viewer a comparison of the
Soviet Union with the United States on
areas including satellites, missiles, conventional military forces, education, economics
and sciences. Conclusion: that the U. S. is
one-two years behind Russia in the Rocket
Production costs: Approximately $115,000.
Age.
Sponsored by The Prudential Insurance Co.
of America, through Reach, McClinton,
N. Y., on CBS-TV, 5:30-7 p.m. Jan. 5.
Producer: Leslie Midley, for special news
show unit of CBS News; editor-chief reporter: Alexander Kendrick; co-producer
and
director:
Don
Hewitt; narrators:

COLORCAST

CBS-TV

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

nation." It was a clean scoop for electronic

Jan. 14 (8-9 p.m.) Omnibus, Union Carbide through J. M. Mathes and Alumin-

I

N

Cr)

ium Ltd. through J. Walter Thompson
Co.
Jan. 15, 22 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Jan. 16 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell.
Jan. 16 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
Jan. 18 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Jan. 18 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North Adv. and
American Tobacco through BBDO.
Jan.
19 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
Jan. 19 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
Ewald. Chevrolet through CampbellJan. 21
Gobel
Kenyon
through

(8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
McCann-Erickson.
Broadcasting
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
Waller Kronkite, Howard
Daniel Schorr.

K. Smith and

BOOKS
WWL-TV
catches

TV

Movie-ers

while
A

they're
AWAKE!

THE SEVEN LIVELY ARTS by Gilbert
Seldes, Sagamore Press, New York, 306
More than three decades have passed
pp. author-critic
$4.95.
since
Gilbert Seldes first wrote
his now-famous Seven Lively Arts. On a
late winter evening in 1922 — two years before the book first saw print — author Seldes
turned to a friend at Broadway and 45th
St. and coined the phrase that now has
become not only a standard way of describing entertainment, but which also gained the
dubious distinction of giving birth to a shortlived CBS-TV program.
Much has happened since 1924. and
through the use of footnotes and up-to-date
marginal notes, author Seldes has bridged
the 34 years with remarkable ease. In this
span of time, radio came up, then television
and as a consequence, the films began to decline.
Sharp-tongued and acid-penned as ever,
Mr. Seldes does not take advantage of the
glorious opportunity offered him to cover up
some of his glaringly off-base predictions
and bald statements issued "way back then."
As a matter of fact, he allows practically
all of them to stand, and on top of that,
points a wry and unabashed finger at some
of his most notable mistakes.

At 10:45 every Monday-thru-Friday
night and at 10:30 on Saturdays and
Sundays, THEATRE 4 comes on strong
with another outstanding feature film.
Channel 4's 10:30 (M-F) News-SportsWeather is the perfect attraction to
hold viewers on WWL-TV.
THEATRE 4 is the wafchab/e night movie
in New Orleans. Your Katz Representative has the specifics for spot sales. Or
call Howard Summerville or Harry
Stone at Express 4444, New Orleans.

ESSENTIALS OF TELEVISION, by
Morris Slurzberg, William Osterheld and
Elmo N. Voegtlin. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36.
687 pp. $8.50.
Of special value to tv servicemen, this
book is a useful reference for information
on the theory of electronic circuits and
vacuum tubes and their application in tv
receivers. The first two chapters present
basic principles of television and the following eight chapters describe in detail the
operation of the various sections of the receiver. The last three chapters are devoted
to a complete circuit analysis of three commercial monochrome sets, color tv theory
and receiver circuits and uhf tuners.
TELEVISION PRODUCTION, The Tv
Handbook & Dictionary, by Harry
Wayne

McMahan. Hastings House, Publishers Inc., 41 E. 50th St., New York 22.

231 pp. $7.50.
The author has compiled one of the more
useful volumes for illuminating the procedures and terminology of television production. While planned as a running text, a
special index enables the reader to look up
more than 2,000 different terms that tv has
created in its ten commercial years.
Mr. McMahan, a vice president and member of the plans board of Leo Burnett Co.,

THE CRESCENT CITY
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Chicago, as well as supervisor of tv commercial creative operations there, was assisted bymore than 50 specialists in working
out this book on the procedures of 16 basic
operations in tv. The volume, ideal for both
the practitioner and the student, has been
adopted as a textbook in many colleges and
universities.
Broadcasting
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From

SOUND!

listeners

KPRC

is Houston's
microphones

EVER

know

sounds

NEWEST

that

better!

EQUIPMENT

oldest radio station in point of years, but Houston's
to turntables, "pots" to "cans," KPRC

transmitters and towers of KPRC

is completely, strictly "1958!"

KPRC

HAS

Since its inception KPRC
for its listeners. Today

FINEST

HAS

Houston's

they are liking KPRC's

Length of service per man

MOST

jockeys, news department

EXPERIENCED

at KPRC,

Network

presentations

STAFF

than at any other Houston

station. Length of time

and this includes management,

announcers,

and engineers.

JACK HARRIS
Vice-President and General Manager

JSTON'S

. . . Five minutes of news

programming.

is higher at KPRC

per man

new programming

personalities, plus the best of NBC

new sound in sound

HOUSTON'S

in radio is also more

PROGRAMMING

has operated in the belief that radio is obligated to perform a service

every 30 minutes, top local music

KPRC

is the only radio station

with the studios and transmitter in one location.

HOUSTON'S

give KPRC

Studios%

are all in one location and all new! This means better quality to

begin with, and no loss of quality through long transmission lines. KPRC
in Houston

newest in equipment.

JACK McGREW
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
Station Manager
National Representatives
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BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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OUR

RESPECTS

WROV
A.
to Joseph

Harold

Beam

■ *.
IS

JOE REAM

•••••»..••♦

sits in a swank Washington office befitting the responsibility of his job

as CBS vice president but he isn't much impressed by all this commercial decor.
A folksy sort of fellow, he keeps a corncob pipe just right of the modern botanical

RED

cluster adorning one side of the big table that serves as his desk. This isn't for effect.
Joe Ream seldom does things merely to impress a visitor, or even a superior at CBS.

HOT

It's just that he likes to smoke a corncob pipe, plus several beat-up briars as well as
cigars and cigarettes.
Curiously, this blunt and unassuming executive has spent most of his commercial
life in the lush atmosphere of Madison Avenue. Last August he was pulled out of
a high government post — deputy director of the ultra-secret National Security Agency
in Washington — to rejoin CBS as Washington vice president. The appointment followed the death of Ralph W. Hardy, who had suffered a heart attack. It brought Joe
Ream back to the CBS executive team under President Frank Stanton. This ended a

• IV.

five-year separation that started in 1952 when Executive Vice President Ream retired
from CBS to start a Florida ranch.

IN

ROANOKE!

new

ratings!

President William S. Paley's war service, a three-man operating unit was formed —
Frank Stanton, Joe Ream and Frank White. All were given senior vice presidencies
and promoted to the 20th floor where top brass is housed at 485 Madison Ave.
After World War II Mr. Kesten retired because of ill health, Mr. Paley became
board chairman and Dr. Stanton assumed the presidency. A year later Mr. Ream
was named executive vice president, holding the post until he resigned in 1952
because of his wife's illness.
A partly frustrated farmer, he happily picked a 600-acre site near Tallahassee,
Fla., and set about the task of stocking the land and building a ranchhouse. He had
learned something about rural life as owner of a New Jersey farm and soon had
Rocking Chair Ranch in operation. Rancher Ream fitted easily into the Florida community. He stayed there until 1956, a year after Mrs. Ream's death, but felt he
was too far from hie five children, the youngest having reached prep school age.

new

leas!
\(

program

hot

new

ideas

r
in mercha

idising!

For the rest of the sizzling story,
call Burn-Smith Co.
or Burt Levine (collect)

the
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buy

WROV
ROANOKE
• VIRGINIA
Burt Levine, President
1240 on your dial
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in 1934 after eight years with a Wall Street law firm.

He set up the network's legal department, an assignment that brought him into close
touch with such operating problems as participation in the FCC's network monopoly
hearings. When Paul W. Kesten became CBS executive vice president in 1942 during
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hot

Mr. Ream

Broadcasting

AT that point he was receptive to a call from the National Security Agency. The
. work was challenging and highly secret. It gave him the feel of official Washington. Recently he moved into a house in Georgetown, his first city house. There
he can house all five children at vacation time — Jackson 25, Stephen 23, Davidson 20,
Nancy 17 and Christopher 15.
Joe Ream is the opposite of a stuffed-shirt type. He is informal, natural, simple and
often falls into a roaring and infectious laugh. He will throw up his hands in desperation as he contemplates a stack of work, bemoaning the complexity of life, people
and things. After which he will move in and clean up the work with minimum fuss.
His loyalty to CBS is unbounded and his friendships almost unlimited.
No decibel meter is safe when Joe, an enthusiastic debunker, starts discussing some
of the fancy trappings of modern office life. A query about his key job at CBS prior
to 1952 draws this resounding reply, slightly censored, "Let's not kid anybody. I
was only a plumber. Executive vice president — baloney. Somebody had to keep the
sewers open." That's a typical Ream reaction — right to the guts of the situation,
maybe a bit ear-drum shattering but definitely reflecting his practical sense of values.
The Washington social whirl annoys him occasionally but he often will have more
fun than anyone at a crusty soiree. He likes time to himself — time to think, plan and
maybe loaf a little. When the going gets tough at the office he will start tearing his
hair but his brand new crew-cut has about eliminated that outlet for executive agonies.
He likes to tinker with tools and recently has gone in for foreign cars — a Volkswagen
and a jaunty little DKW.
Joseph Ream was born Oct. 5. 1903, at Bedford, Iowa. His father was a Methodist
minister. Young Joe Ream had his public schooling in Topeka, Kan., went to college
at the U. of Kansas, was graduated from Yale Law School in 1925 and joined the
Cravath, Swaine & Moore law firm. When CBS decided to set up its own law department in 1934, he became a combination lawyer and broadcaster.
At 54, he is holding down one of the more difficult CBS assignments, feeling the
Washington pulse and wading through the legislative and regulatory problems that
come up every hour on the hour, half-hour and points between.
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Detroit
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Are

A

GREAT

INTERVIEW

Originating "Live" From

OF

Civic

Often

GREATER

DETROIT

Leaders

Heard

On

NOONDAY
BROADCAST

One Of Detroit's Popular Downtown

ON

Restaurants

The roster of famous names who have appeared on "ACROSS THE
PLATE" reads like a "WHO'S WHO" of Detroit civic leaders. They
include the Mayor, city councilmen, and leading public figures from
many city departments. These intimate noonday interviews— originating "live" from Yeaman's— Detroit's most popular gathering spot for
leaders in sports, entertainment, and civic work— are heard Monday,
thru Friday from 12:15 to 12:30 on WKMH . . . bring challenging,
up-to-the-minute discussions on current topics of interest. Besides local
leaders, many famous national figures have been guests on the program . . . Secretary of the Army Brucker, Clare Luce, Danny Kaye,
General Maxwell Taylor, and dozens more. "ACROSS THE PLATE" is
one more example of how WKMH and public service go hand-inhand . . . bringing the best in radio programming to the Greater
Detroit area.
*Fourth in a series of ads showing how WKMH
serves the Michigan Public in Greater Detroit

KNORR
Broadcasting

BROADCASTING

WKMH
DETROIT

• DEARBORN

John Carroll, Managing Director

CORP.

FRED A. KNORR, PRES.
Represented by HEADLEY REED
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new
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for

e

color

RCA

of

performance

television

TM-21

systems.

Color

Monito

This new color control monitor is a reference standard for evaluating the quality of color
television pictures from any source. Providing the most precise and brilliant color picture available . . . this new monitor accurately reproduces the scene as the camera sees it.
QUALITY
Camera

CONTROL

OF

COLOR

PROGRAMMING— The

Chains, Switching Systems, Master

TM-21

is used in Color

Control and Transmitting

monitoring color picture quality. It is the basic instrument

Control for

for checking registration,

shading and deflection linearity . . . color fidelity of the entire TV system . . . chroma
to monochrome

ratio . . . color phase or hue adjustments.

BEST POSSIBLE

COLOR— When

used to display color pictures in clients' rooms and

executive offices, the TM-21 lets the station put its "best color foot forward." Clients
will be impressed by the bright, high definition picture.
COLOR ACCURACY AIDS PROGRAM PRODUCTION-Production departments can
use the new monitor for accurate continuity control of color programming. Producers
and directors will get a true color picture of what's happening on the set. Costume and
background colors can be seen in proper relationship. Lighting can be accurately
evaluated, production aided.
SIMPLIFIED

MONITOR

ALIGNMENT— Initial adjustment

is extremely simple. Built-in

test switch reduces set-up time to minutes. Screen grid selector switch provides quick
viewing of primary colors.
LONG-TIME STABILITY— Once set up, monitor adjustments "hold." Extra stability
has been designed into brightness, contrast, decoder, convergence, and linearity circuits.

Get maximum return from your color TV investment! Ask
your RCA Broadcast and Television representative for further
information on the new TM-21 Color Monitor. In Canada:
Write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

I"

I

Check

these

additional

technical

features:

• Feedback techniques and precision components
provide long-term stability.

• All components

• Automatic brightness tracking for color balance.

• Automatic wide-band

• Convergence

• Stabilized black level shows effects of pedestal
adjustments, aids close control of color in

• Stabilized diode demodulators.

RADIO

operation during mono-

chrome picture intervals.

circuits designed for rapid setup.

• DC restoration at black level, stabilized by
feedback.

and tubes easily accessible.

picture low-lights.
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SHREVEPORT
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FAMILIES?

(KWKH
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NCS

63,730
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Nielsen NCS No. 2 shows that KWKH
gives
you more circulation than all other Shreveport
stations combined!
KWKH

is the only station in the Shreveport

area with a full-time News Department, full-time
Farm Department, Sports Department and Oil and
Gas Department. KWKH programs with quality.
Listeners respect and believe what they hear on
this "Great Station," and results prove it.
KWKH's

140 counties have

727,530

radio

homes. That's more people than live in St. Louis
or Washington! And KWKH actually reaches
over twice as many homes as either Shreveport
TV station!
KWKH Nielsen coverage map (NCS No. 2, Nov., 1956)
showing counties with weekly audience of 10% or more
of total homes. Nielsen actually credits KWKH with measurable audiences as far distant as Luna County, New Mexico
— and many other counties not shown on this map!

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
I TEXAS
SHREVEPORT,
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CBS

The Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
Henry Clay
Representatives Executive Vice President

Radio
Fred Watkins
Assistant Manager
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The always combustible issue of television costs caught fire again last week.
The spark was struck when the televisionradio vice president of an agency putting
$25 million a year into tv raised the question of diminishing television values.
He was joined by executives of 10 other
major agencies. By week's end, despite the
efforts of Television Bureau of Advertising
to douse or dampen it, the fire showed no
signs of going out.
The man with the match was Philip L.
McHugh of Campbell-Ewald whose clients
include Chevrolet, Delco, General Motors
Acceptance Corp. and Goebel Brewing.
Because of approaching saturation in tv
homes and the "three-way split" of audiences with the rise of ABC-TV as a network
force, said Mr. McHugh, "the argument
that the advertiser must pay more each year
for time and talent is losing — and in many
cases already has lost — its
validity. Demands for increases, based on increased
viewer audiences, soon may
be answered: 'What increases?'."
In support of his argument
he cited the top 10s in Nielsen's first November measurements in 1957 and 1956. For
the 10 shows, he noted, "the
average total audience was
actually 200,000 homes higher in 1956 than in 1957—
despite the national increase
of 3.5 million tv homes in
1957."
He also pointed out that
in the same measurements,
three of the 1956 shows outdrew 1957 by one to two million homes
apiece; that four almost broke even, trailing
1957 by about 100,000 per show; that two
of the November 1957 entries beat 1956
each, and that "only one"
by about 300,000
outdrew
its 1956 rival by more than a
million.
His statement — and it was made plain that
he was speaking for himself and his agency,
not for any client specifically — drew general but not unanimous endorsement among
Broadcasting

notice

HIT

they'll

resist

saturation,

average

THEIR

increase

audience

audience

now

agency executives queried by Broadcasting. Among officials of the television medium itself it drew prompt rebuttal.
TvB President Norman E. Cash said TvB
had checked total audience figures not only
on top 10s but also on every 10th show
thereafter through the 120th in Nielsen ratings and that these showed consistent audience growth each year from 1953 through
1957. These are based on the first December report of the Nielsen Company for each
of those years because, TvB explained, the
December 1957 report is the latest available.
TvB also noted that if Mr. McHugh "had
used the average audience per telecast of
the 10 programs [in the November 1956
and 1957 Nielsens] he would have seen that
each of the 10 increased over the preceding
year — an excellent testimonial to the creativity being shown by our advertising

TWO

VIEWS

ON

CEILING?

in tv

bills

being

fragmentized

is the

biggest

ever

1957 was the all-time November high in
time spent viewing) combine to increase
television's total audience. I believe this increase provides plenty of room for all
three networks to increase their delivered
audiences — increase in value to their advertisers.
"Look at the increase in the number of
programs reaching over 10 million homes
per telecast, again looking at first December
Nielsen reports each year. In 1956, 34.4%
of the programs were in the 10 million
homes category. In 1957, 43.9% reached
over 10 million. This is a 29% increase in
the number of 10-million-or-more-homes
category — additional evidence there's room
for all three. The figures speak for themMr. Cash also noted that in the first
December Nielsen the top show reached
3.332,000 more homes than the top proselves."

VIEWING

Philip L. McHugh, television-radio vice
president of Campbell-Ewald, last week
said tv homes are nearing saturation
and rise of third network is dividing
audiences. Norman E. (Pete) Cash, president of TvB, cited Nielsen figures showing steady growth in audiences of individual programs each year through 1957.
MR. CASH

agencies as they develop commercials that
hold the audience's interest." The average
audience ratings, Mr. Cash pointed out,
are those used to figure cost per commercial minute.
Mr. Cash said television in 1957 grew
at the rate of "one new television home
every eight seconds," and called this "certainly ahealthy sign." He continued:
"The growth in both tv homes and in
time spent viewing per tv home (November

gram in the same report for 1956. "These
extra three million homes," he said, "are
an audience about equal to that of Milton
Berle when he was 'Mr. Television'."
But Mr. McHugh took this as proof of
another point he's made. After the TvB
statement was issued, he observed that the
program Mr. Cash was talking about —
Annie Get Your Gun — was the type of
show he had in mind when he said, in his
original statement, that the "three-way split"
January 13, 1958
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would gradually affect the audiences of all
programs "with the possible exception of
heavily promoted, talent-laden and extremely
expensive special shows."
He also said that "actually the purpose of
my statement was to ask, 'Where do we
go from here?' It would seem that the TvB
— and I consider them very good friends
of ours — are being unduly defensive because we certainly have passed the days
when we could expect every year ahead to
show a gigantic increase of tv homes over
the previous year."
Mr. McHugh felt that "perhaps the most
important — and, in the long run, most
effective — resistance to increasing cost will be
the resistance of the advertisers themselves.

C. Terence Clyne, senior vice president
in charge of tv and radio for all McCannErickson offices, said that "this fall has
seen the transition from a sellers' to a buyers' market. It was inevitable with a threeway split of audience. As we go into the
future it is our opinion that cost not only
must be held back but reduced."
Mr. Clyne also predicted that long-term
contracts — 52 weeks — inevitably would be
rarer and rarer next season. The networks
may have to go back to 13-week contracts

now stands, the audience for an individual
program
is bound toa diminish."
Sam Northcross,
William Esty Co. vice
president, former director of the agency's
tv activity and account executive on R. J.
Reynolds' Salem cigarettes, did not regard
Mr. McHugh's observations as unusual.
"Everybody in the business," he said, "is
deploring
costs."is not the time to
But, he mounting
warned, "this
sell the tv medium short. Tv still is the 'most
mass media' of any advertising vehicle.

mmmmm

NINE
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ECHO

'TV
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TOO

HIGH'

And

although alternating or split sponsorship has somewhat mitigated the cost problem for the sponsors, the whole concept of
television broadcasting would suffer if all
single-sponsored programs were driven off
the air because of cost.
"For without single sponsorship, network
programming becomes a form of pure
'participation' (i.e., tv spot) advertising and
for many an advertiser it loses its appeal.
Lost to him is any real say in contents, and
lost is the all-important sponsor identification with the program and with the star.
This removes for him some of the sales and
merchandising benefits which attracted him
to the medium to begin with. . . .
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"Of course many agencies, including
Campbell-Ewald, have been aware of this
situation for some time and have intelligently acted on it— effectively resisting spiraling
costs. And it is a step I am sure will be
taken by many more agencies and advertisers
in The
planning
for television
1959."
tv networks
had noyear
official
comment.
But it was noted that ABC, before Mr. McHugh's statement, had prepared an analysis
showing on the basis of the second Nielsen
report for November time-and-talent that
time-and-talent cost-per-thousand per commercial minute was going down, as compared to the preceding November. For example, this CPM — according to ABC's
analysis — dropped from $3.47 to $3.06 on
ABC-TV and from $3.73 to $3.54 on NBCTV, while on CBS-TV it edged up from
$2.66 to $3.00.
Agency officials took a generally approving view of Mr. McHugh's position, though
often with qualification and emphasis on
the values of television as a super-salesman.
George Polk, in charge of programming
and planning for the radio and television
department of BBDO, New 'York, held that
"something must be done about the zooming
costs — when such shows as Groucho Marx'
and Restless Gun with ratings in the 30's
are crying for some relief from other sponsors and there are no takers." He claimed:
"Television costs must come down. It's
not that the value isn't there. It is just that
it requires such an outlay that whether the
value is there or not it is overshadowed by
inability to maintain it. All of this may be
the beginning of a trend toward smaller unit
buys."
He added that "it does take less money
in the long run to buy a decent number of
specials than it does for a regular alternate
half-hour series."
Page 34
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in the near future, he said.
Mr. Clyne offered a three-way solution
for rising costs: (1) reduce size of station
lineups, (2) networks hold the line on facilities cost and (3) talent lower its prices.
A vice president of a top agency, who
did not wish to be identified, felt "Mr.
McHugh has taken a good position. The
time has come when the growing acceleration
of time and talent costs in television has to
come to a stop.
"What is happening is a reduction in prospects for the tv networks. As the situation

There now are about 70 individual tv programs reaching 9 million homes each week,
coverage that is incomparable with any other
"Cost per thousand in tv," Mr. Northcross
continued, "still is on the favorable side
medium." again with most [media] operacompared
Mr. tions
Northcross
felt that tv audiences will
today."
be leveling off "as audience leveled off in
radio." Competition, he said, will be healthy
for tv in the long run, Summing up, Mr.
Northcross asserted that tv's coverage and
Broadcasting

effectiveness are "outstanding" compared
with any other national advertising medium.
J. Walter Thompson Co.'s top man in
network tv — Dan Seymour, vice president
and radio-tv director — could not quite see
why contention should rage at this time over
the question raised by Mr. McHugh.
He said flatly that network tv is only "repeating network radio's history," and that
a period of more selective viewing has been
reached. But, he observed, the "threecorner fight among the tv networks has been
on for some time."
going
It is not necessarily the fact that a tv show
may be "expensive" that rules the roost in
the industry today, he continued, but a matter of programming — how good is the show.
Of time and talent costs, Mr. Seymour declared that station rates in the future will be
guided as they always have been — by circulation; while in talent, costs are "flexible."
Rather than resistance of advertisers to
network tv costs per se, as expressed by
Mr. McHugh, the JWT executive suggested
that more and more advertiser resistance is
being put up against 52-week contracts.
Asked how else an advertiser could hold onto
a choice time period, Mr. Seymour answered: "That's the difficulty."
Hal James, vice president in charge of
radio-tv for Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, called Mr. McHugh's
stand "a laudable one" but questioned
whether the line could be held on tv costs.
He felt the value to an advertiser has been
depreciated because of inroads on audiences,
but voiced the view that television is still
a grand medium." Mr. James pointed out
that "there just isn't any other place" an
advertiser can put his money to obtain the
value he obtains from tv, and indicated that
"reasonable" increases will not be resisted by
tv-minded sponsors.
Thomas McDermott, vice president in
charge of radio-television for N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, agreed completely with Mr.
McHugh. He said Mr. McHugh is "on the
right track" and reported that Ayer has been
and will continue to press efforts to stem
the cost spiral in tv. The agency, he said,
has cautioned tv networks on the danger that
high costs hold for the economy of television
generally. He criticized the thinking that increasing costs "must be put up with" if an
advertiser wants to remain in the medium.
Bruce Dodge, vice president in charge of
east and west coast offices of North Adv.,
New York, held that tv costs have been
"out of line" with audiences delivered but
expressed the view that increases have not
been so marked in the past two years as
they were four and five years ago. He added
that, in his opinion, networks and program
packagers are beginning to realize they cannot seek substantial increases in the future
because of what he called near-saturation of
tv set ownership in the country.
He pointed out that, compared to audiences delivered, cost hikes have been higher
tor the "expensive, special shows" whereas
increases for other programming have not
been so extreme. As an example, he cited
programs sponsored by Toni, a North client:
You Bet Your Life with Groucho Marx, and
People Are Funny whose individual ratings
Broadcasting

for November

1956 and November

1957

were substantially the same. The cost increases for 1957, Mr. Dodge said, were only
nominal for both programs.
Ted Bergmann, president of Parkson
Adv., which puts about 80% of Pharmaceutical Inc.'s $20 million advertising budget
in network tv, said: "Programming costs are
rapidly getting out of hand. They always
are a problem. The continued escalation in
these costs from year to year of 10% has
become almost standard in the industry."
He branded
condition
as "wrong,"
because on suchthisa basis
a national
advertiser
who continues with a show on a network
for a period of five years automatically will
be paying 50% more in production costs for
the program. "Of course," he observed, "if
a show has proven itself, some increased cost
is deserved."
He characterized as a "delusion" the position held by broadcasters that as station facilities are added, the advertiser of necessity
is obtaining greater audience. He noted that
such added facilities actually dilute the audience per station faster than sets themselves
increase in the same markets.
"There must be a loss of audience all
along the line," Mr. Bergmann declared, asserting that networks, stations and programmers "must take this factor into consideraMr. Bergmann thought too that Mr. McHugh pointed up only part of the story.
tion."
In networking, the former head of the DuMont Television Network continued, "shows
don't dominate a time period any more." In
addition to the three-network competition,
Mr. Bergmann pointed to feature film and
syndicated film programming with which
the network advertiser must contend in
many markets. Thus, he said, "the network
advertiser is getting it perhaps from five
sides, not just three."
Mr. Bergmann agreed readily that today it
takes a "very major expenditure" for an advertiser to market his product and thus
much deliberation in using such media as
television.
In the future, he asserted, there "has to
be an examination of the time cost on a
market by market basis" with a conclusion
made on the total cost of the full network.
This assessment, he thought, would be
spurred by continued conversion of single
and dual station markets to three-station
markets. It is reasonable to assume, he concluded, that the ability of a station to deliver audience would be cut by a third or
even a half.
Mark Lawrence, radio-tv vice president
of MacManus, John & Adams, agreed with
Mr. Bergmann that the competition of independent stations featuring movies or sports
programming is a major factor in the division of network audiences — perhaps the
single most important factor, he thought.
There are two types of audience for a
show, he said: those who tune in automatically and those who tune in with some
special expectation. Name guest star appeal,
he asserted, is aimed at the latter group in
an effort to win new viewers and is promoted
by pre-show advertising whose cost is absorbed by the network.

JUDGE

CONTINUES

'COTTON
TEST'
BAN
• At issue: shaver ad idea
• At odds:

W&L,

Schick

Inc.

A federal court judge last week declined
— for the time being — to say whether the
"cotton test" of electric shaver efficiency
belongs to Warwick & Legler, New York,
which conceived it, or to Schick Inc., for
whom it was conceived.
Judge J. Cullen Ganey continued "until
further order" the temporary injunction
granted Warwick & Legler last October to
prohibit
Schick idea.
from using the "cotton test"
tv commercial
The idea: to rub a wad of speciallytreated cotton down one side of a male
model's face— the side shaved by razor "B"
— then to repeat the same process with the
side shaved by the Schick. The first cheek,
not being as "finely shaved," would be covered with "big globs of cotton."
The disputed copy-and-art idea is of
precedent-making proportions. For example,
a vindication of W&L's position — namely
that an agency, not a client, is entitled to
retain any and all unpublished advertising
material — would mean that an ex-client cannot take advertising ideas conceived by its
former agency to a new service organization [Advertisers & Agencies, Oct. 28,
Nov. 4, 1957].
Judge Ganey said that "I am of the opinion, and I so find, that the rights of the
parties will be better served if the status
quo is maintained until I have determined
who is the rightful owner of the 'cotton test'
idea." He continued the preliminary injunction until further order of his Eastern Pennsylvania District Court or of the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit, leaving
the way open for Schick to appeal to the
higher court, which Schick's counsel said it
would do.
While the judge did not decide for Warwick & Legler, he intimated — by his findings
of fact and conclusions of law — that the
agency's position was one of considerable
merit. Among his findings and conclusions:
• Warwick & Legler's "cotton test" idea
was "unique, novel and valuable," and that
"it had never been publicly used by any
advertiser and was not copied by W&L."
That prior to Dec. 6, 1956 (at which time
Schick still retained W&L) the client had
not seen nor heard of the "cotton test" idea
that was to have been used in tv commercials
and print ads, and that it was only six
months later that Schick (by that time having switched agencies by appointing Benton
& Bowles, New York, not a defendant in
the action) expressed interest in using the
idea. That no charge for conceiving and developing this copy platform was made to
Schick and that, by virtue of the language
of the termination contract, Schick had
agreed not to lay claim to any W&L-prepared but unused advertising plans.
• "No case has ever come to our attention in which a contract between agency and
client has provided that unpublished or unianuury 13, 1958
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FROM matter and energy Union
Carbide creates many things.

COMPLEX chemistry makes life
easier within the home.
ANIMATED

be most exceptional."
• That at the time W&L

approached

Sperry-Rand Corp. (Remington-Rand Div.)
with the "cotton test" idea in hopes of
selling the idea, S-R and W&L "entered
into a written agreement" which provided
that Schick*s rival would pay W&L $500
each week the idea was used by S-R
(through its agency, Young & Rubicam).
However, the agreement provided that
"W&L must establish in an appropriate
judicial proceeding that it owned the 'cotton
test' idea and that (Schick) had no right to
use it. . . ." (However, on Sept. 27, "in
spite of" the one-time tv exposure [on NBCTV's Dragnet, Sept. 19], S-R went ahead
up W&L's
agreement
its future
with
idea for
use.) and picked
• Seeing as how Schick has already used
the idea on tv and in print (a one-time ad
in Look magazine that appeared after the
injunction was issued since the magazine
was made up before said injunction was issued) the judge said: "Unless it is prevented
from doing so, defendant (Schick) intends
to use the 'cotton test' in future television
commercials and other advertising media."
• That,
assumption"
that
W&L
will "making
establish the
its title
to the idea
(through issuance of a permanent injunction), "the continued appropriation and use
of that idea by (Schick) will destroy not
only whatever value it may be to W&L but
also its right to sell the idea to whomever
it chooses. Moreover, defendant will be
held to have appropriated a unique idea
which it first became aware of as the result
of a confidential relationship between itself
and Warwick & Legler."
• ' W&L has no adequate remedy at law."
The judge also found that Sperry-Rand
should not be a party to the proceedings,
reversing an earlier opinion drawn up before learning that S-R. like Schick Inc., is
Page 36
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CARS, buildings, equipment are
better because of UC research.

ABSTRACTION

How can you tell the complex story of Union Carbide Corp. and
its 1,200 trademarked products in one minute and 45 seconds?
This was the problem posed to J. M. Mathes & Co. writer-producer
Gene Reichert and Academy Pictures artist Paul Kim by the UC
account group at the agency. The answer will be unveiled tomorrow

used advertisements, plans and so on become the property of the client on termination. There may be such provisions in
existence without our knowing about them.
If there are, however, they would certainly

CLOTHES look better longer because of chemical fibers.

(Tuesday) night as Robert Saudek Assoc. 's Omnibus (sponsored by
UC and Aluminium Ltd.) goes color for the first time in a special
one-hour program scheduled on NBC-TV 8-9 p.m. (The program
resumes its normal alternate Sunday afternoon telecasts Jan. 26.)
Usually, animation features either (a) product closeups or (b)

a Delaware corporation, thus creating no
"diversity problem" as first anticipated. (Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
such intra-state litigation is in the realm of
state court adjudication.)
Late Thursday, W&L President H. Paul
Warwick said that Judge Ganey's findings
"completely confirm our position," and that
the agency is "gratified that the results to
date completely vindicate (its) position."
However, counsel for Schick noted that Mr.
Warwick's "victory statement" was "premature" since there exists a "distinct possibility" that the Circuit Court of Appeals
may reverse Judge Ganey's finding and conclusions. Asked whether Schick would consider taking the matter as high as the U. S.
Appellate Court of even the Supreme Court,
Schick counsel thought not. But he indicated
that Schick has no intention at present of
abandoning its $1.5 million counter suit
against W&L filed in late October [At
Deadline, Oct. 28, 1957]. This suit seeks
to recover $1 million in commissions paid
W&L by Schick during its October 1955April 1957 association plus $50,000 damages. While noting that "an agency was
making a federal case out of one of many
thousands of ideas that are being ground
out daily on Madison Ave.," counsel felt
that Schick had been damaged through "all
this publicity" and that it was entitled to
compensation.
Zenith to Hear Agency Pitches
For Its $1 Million Ad Account
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, will start
hearing pitches today (Monday) from advertising agencies interested in landing its
$1 million account effective next April 1.
The electronics account (radio-tv receivers and other products) is being dropped by
Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, the fourth
agency to handle it since 1953. The account
previously had been serviced by BBDO until
that agency inherited a segment of the
Philco Corp. business.
About 15-20 agencies, virtually all with

Chicago offices and including many headquartered in that city, have expressed an
interest in the account, it was learned.
Zenith's primary broadcast activity was its
quarter-sponsorship of National Collegiate
Athletic Assn.'s national football telecasts
this past fall. MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.
handles its hearing aid account.
TvB

Tells

How

Tv

Retailers

Brings

Sales

"If you know how to sell behind a
counter, you have the built-in knowledge of
how

to create television advertising," retailers were told last week by Howard P.
Abrahams, director of retail sales for Television Bureau of Advertising. Speaking before the Smaller Stores Division at the 47th
annual convention of the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn., held Monday through
Thursday in New York, Mr. Abrahams told
the store executives the average family
watches tv 42 hours a week, "more time
than your employes spend working for
you." He noted those who watch tv the most
have more money to spend.
The TvB official urged the retailers to use
tv more widely as an advertising tool and
explained, "The big trick is to be yourself"
in tv advertising. He explained, "You can
project your personality and the store's personality through devices which come naturally to you." Mr. Abrahams told the retailers that if they are not using tv now,
"you just aren't reaching all of your potential audience. This is because among older
families television viewing is actually twice
as great as newspaper reading, while in the
young families, viewing time is actually four
times
time."
To reading
prove television
works for retailers,
Mr. Abrahams recalled that "last August,
Malley's in New Haven [Conn.] added television to its selling team for its white sale.
They upped their sales for their white goods
department from $42,000 to $74,000. . . .
Last January, Sears in Wheeling [W. Va.]
Broadcasting

cartoon characters. But the UC commercial does neither. Instead,
it makes use of abstract art, subordinates character to symbolism
and avoids direct shots of UC products. Considering the shortage of
time, the client agreed to a quick run through of UC's well-known
trademark group — Prestone, Bakelite, Eveready, Pyrofax, Stellite
and others. Another unusual aspect of this commercial is the fact
that the musical score, composed and orchestrated by Bud Bazelon,
is maintained at the same sound level as the narration and thus

ran their furniture sale exclusively in television and upped their sales volume from
$51,000 to $98,000." Both '"being good
merchants," he said, they are repeating these
events "right now."
Mr. Abrahams was introduced by Joseph
Feller, president of Joe Feller Ltd., Ottawa,
Ont., who reported successful use of spot tv
by his firm "for years" and observed "repetition has power." He said, "We're very
happy with television." Feller uses a 20second vehicle. "Every commercial starts
and ends the same although the center part
is changed each week and a different item
is promoted," Mr. Feller said.
During the NRDGA convention, Mr.
Abrahams also addressed the separate meeting of the Independent Retailers Syndicate,
attended by representatives of the 125 stores
of the syndicate from all sections of the
U. S. TvB's retail sales staff also gave a
presentation to the Associated Merchandising Corp. meeting, attended by AMC store
officials from throughout the country.
NRDGA, which announced change of
name to National Retail Merchants Assn.
following the annual business meeting at the
convention, found from a member survey
that there was a trend to greater use of both
radio and tv during 1957.
NRDGA Executive Vice President J.
Gordon Dakins said a survey of 2,000 member stores showed that 70% used radio in
1957 with 32% using more, 26% less and
42% making no change over 1956. For television, he said, 53% used the medium last
year with 43% using more, 23% using less
and 34% making no change over 1956.
Mr. Dakins said, "Few retailers plan any
serious changes in their sales promotion approaches this spring" with overall expenditures to remain about the same as last year.

BUSINESS

plays an integral, not secondary, role in putting across the UC story.
Although abstract art is difficult to explain, a Mathes executive
took a fling at describing the abstract sequences — "The film opens
with abstract shapes representing the elements of nature . . . these
shapes begin to take more recognizable form . . . changing into a
pattern suggesting chemical processing . . . until gradually the
traditional UC corporate hexagon begins to emerge."
UC will repeat the new commercial in black-and-white Mar. 9.

PARLIAMENT NEWS FLASH • Spot television campaign described as largest ever
conducted for a cigarette will be launched
Jan. 19 to promote "new" Parliament cigarette. Details were not disclosed. Parliament, Philip Morris product, also will use
ABC-TV Mike Wallace Show, sponsored
by PM, starting Jan. 18. Newspapers and
magazines also will be used. Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., is agency.
New

filter is described by Parliament officials as recessed device consisting of

30,000 filaments providing the "most complete filtering action of any filter cigarette
now on the market." New blend of tobaccos
was developed to balance flavor with high
filtration and recessed protection, they asserted. In addition, Parliament prices will
be reduced to match those of other popularpriced filter cigarettes, effective today
(Monday).
NEW PAINT JOB • Gelvatex Div. of
Shawinigan Resins Corp. (paint), Anaheim,
Calif., will put bulk of more than $200,000
appropriated for Gelvatex advertising
through August into tv. Company plans
one-minute commercials — filmed demonstrations of new method of interior painting. Campaign is planned for stations in
southern and central California, but no film
company has been chosen for production as
yet, nor has station list been completed.
Campaign is being placed by Philip J.
Meany Co., L. A., newly appointed agency
for Gelvatex.

"However, many stores reported that they
are planning to cut their newspaper lineage
in order to offset the rise in their newspaper

SATISFIED, WANTS MORE • B. T. Babbitt Co., N. Y., for Bab-O, having successfully completed first radio spot campaign
out of its new agency, Donahue & Coe,
N. Y., now reportedly is readying second
major national radio push to start end of this
month.

advertising rates," he added. He said a good
many stores plan to increase use of direct
mail this spring.

INSTANT ACTION • Borden Co. (instant
coffee), N. Y., launched 19-week spot tv

Broadcasting
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campaign Jan. 6 in seven markets throughout country, utilizing afternoon and evening
time periods. Agency: Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.
OF

MR, MEDIA, MUSIC • With motivation research having proven to researchers at Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., that calorieconscious dieters still have a yen for white
bread and will eat it at drop of a properlylaced jingle, Mogul's client, Bakers Franchise Corp. (Lite-Diet special formula white
bread), N. Y., this week launches special
MR-inspired broadcast-and-print media

Saturation radio spots will be placed 1530 times weekly on 150 radio stations with
30 tv stations also to figure in push. Radio
push.
jingle utilizes familiar Gilbert & Sullivan
tune and goes like this: "Oh, its texture is
fine and its flavor is great — As delicious as
any bread you ever ate. Who'd believe it
could help you control your weight? So buy
it . . . Lite Diet . . . Lite Diet."
MUTUAL THERAPY • Niagara Therapy
Mfg. Corp. (Cyclo-Massage units), Adamsville, Pa., has signed to sponsor 11:35 p.m.12 midnight portion of The Long John Show
on Mutual (Mon.-Fri., 11:05-12 mid.), starting today (Monday). Agency: George Millis
Adv., Philadelphia.
SHIRT

TALES

• Phillips-Jones Corp. (Van

Heusen shirts, men's sportswear), N. Y.,
has signed for participating sponsorship of
ABC-TV's West Point (Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.)
starting Jan. 21. Grey Adv., N. Y., is
agency.
JUDGMENT PENDING • Paisano Productions' Court of Last Resort — currently
sponsored by P. Lorillard Co. on NBC-TV
(Fri. 8-8:30 p.m.) — has been sentenced to
limbo by sponsor. Effective Mar. 4, Old
Gold will drop show, but sentence is not
being passed easily. Committed to 52-week
contract with network for that time period,
January 13, 1958
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Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone
Gets Alitalia Airline Account
A new account made its appearance last
week on Madison Avenue as Alitalia, the
Italian airline, appointed Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone, New York, as its agency. The
appointment is effective immediately.
Alitalia (bolstered in strength since Nov.
1 when it absorbed Linea Aeree Italiane
[LAI], had never had a U.S. agency, although
LAI did: Manhattan Adv., New York. The
account, initially billing a reported $500,000,
presently is considering using radio later this

EARNEST skipper
prize catch; said
pleased to be on
Breast O' Chicken
short time spent

is bringing home a
catch is obviously
its way to being
tuna — and after a
placating a whale

with tuna salad that's exactly what
happens in this filmed commercial for
the sea food firm. Created by Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, the
animated cartoon technique used in
the commercial proved successful in
four markets; new commercial will be
used in expanded schedule starting
Jan. 20. Number of markets has not
been set.

Lorillard must pick another show before
that time. Officials at Lennen & Newell,
N. Y., Lorillard's agency, commented: "We
are looking at other properties."
NEW TIMES • Kiplinger Washington
Agency Inc. (Changing Times magazine),
Washington, through Albert Frank — Guenther Law, N. Y., has bought Sat., 8:15-8:30
a.m. and 6:05-6:20 p.m. periods on CBS
Radio for its Changing Times program for
13 weeks, effective last Saturday.
WEEKEND COLOR • Clairol Inc. (hairtints), N. Y., through Foote, Cone & Belding
there has renewed five-minute "Impact"
segment on Saturday Galen Drake Show on
CBS Radio for 13 weeks starting Jan. 18.
PHILCO RIDES AGAIN • Philco Corp.,
Philadelphia, will return to network radio
by resuming sponsorship of American
Broadcasting Network's Don McNeill's
Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m.), Jan.
20. Philco sponsorship, on behalf of its full
line of consumer products, will cover five
segments of Breakfast Club weekly. Agency
is BBDO, N. Y.

year and may possibly "look into" television
in 1959, according to Alitalia Advertising
Manager Guido Vittori.
DR&J was named after a two-month
search by Alitalia; it was understood that
Charles W. Hoyt Co. had been one of the
leading contenders for the account, based
on its KLM account experience. Hoyt, however, asked to be removed from consideration last month after the Dutch airline postponed its previously-announced switch from
Hoyt to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Other agencies that had solicited the new
account: Bozell & Jacobs, Caples Co. and
Van Brunt & Co. The latter agency recently
was organized
mer Buchanan
France, who
France moved

Local Instantaneous
Expected

W. Seiler, director of American Research Bureau, explained to an audience of agency people last week the
new Arbitron system that can provide
instantaneous ratings (see story, this
page), one timebuyer was heard to
hiss between clenched teeth: "Oh
fine! Now we can get ulcers every
90 seconds instead of every month."
Page 38
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Soon

Ratings

in New

York

The American Research Bureau's electronic instantaneous ratings — called Arbitron— should be close to operating a local
service in New York approximately a week
from today (Monday).
This estimate was given last week by ARB
Director James W. Seiler at a timebuying
and selling seminar luncheon held in New
York
Society.by Radio & Television Executives
The Arbitron system will employ devices
in receivers installed in sample homes and
linked by telephone line to a central office
that will provide reports at 90-second intervals as to what channels the sets are tuned
to or whether they are off [Advertisers &
Agencies, Dec. 23, 1957].
ARB expects to have 300 homes in New
York equipped with transponders (the device placed in the tv set) when the service
starts in that city. Mr. Seiler noted that the
instantaneous ratings system will not be set
up in any city unless there is a minimum of
200 homes equipped with transponders.
Trendex

'MADHOUSE 90'
Instantaneous ulcers? After James

by Albert Van Brunt, a for& Co. account man on Air
left that agency when Air
to BBDO.

Adds

New

Markets

Effective Feb. 1, Trendex Inc., New
York, will add five cities to its present list
of 15 multi-station markets used in compiling telephone coincidental ratings on all
network television programs, it was announced last week. The new cities are
Boston, Houston, Indianapolis, OmahaCouncil Bluffs and St. Louis. According to
Trendex, the expansion is in line with the
firm's policy to measure audience size in
those areas represented by affiliated stations
of all three television networks, areas inter-

connected bycoaxial cable and, therefore,
areas where the three major networks compete directly for television audiences.
Beirn Elected President
Of C. J. LaRoche & Co.
F. Kenneth Beirn, senior vice president
of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, has
joined C. J. LaRoche & Co., New York, as
At LaRoche
president.

Mr. Beirn succeeds James
Webb, come
who chairman
will beof
the board. Mr. LaRoche, who is Mr.
Beirn's brother-inlaw, continues as
treasurer and will
become chairman of
mitee.
the executive comMr. Beirn, president of Ruthrauff &

MR. BEIRN

Ryan

before

the

was a prior
partner of Biow-Beirn-Toigo merger,
(now defunct)
to his association with R&R. Before that he
was with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York.
Mr. Beirn worked with Whitehall Pharmacal Co. during his tenure at D-F-S and
again at Biow-Beirn-Toigo. He also helped
bring the Bon Ami account into the R&R
shop; Bon Ami dropped EWR&R late last
year and has not yet named a new agency.

STICKPIN

SEASON

Well, Harry Winston Inc., a New
York jeweler, had this big diamond
for sale, see? It was getting along
toward Christmas and Harry was having a little trouble getting it off his
hands because this wasn't any ordinary diamond. It was 127 carats and
Harry wanted $1 million for it— a
pretty steep price even with the inflation.
Harry's
sentativeWell,
down when
in Dallas
heard repreabout
this ice cube — dug up in Brazil and
once owned by the Portuguese royal
family — being on the block, he came
to a quick decision. After all, where
else would the biggest market be for
such a whopper of a jewel than you
know where? He acted accordingly,
and so for three weeks before
mas a commercial was run
with music — on KLIF Dallas
to the local millionaires that

Christdaily —
hinting
if they

didn't get in touch with Harry Winston
in New York pronto, why then somebody else might grab it.
A lot of people did get in touch
with Harry Winston in New York,
all right, but they were told that Harry
hadn't even authorized the KLIF commercials. Their inquiries were referred
right back to Harry's patriotic but
over-zealous representative in Dallas.
Harry wasn't talking about it last
week. Neither was his man in Dallas.
Broadcasting

In

Maryland

Most

People

Watch

WMAR-

TV\

Channel

2

—

*

WMAR
Maryland's
SUNPAPERS

Pioneer
Station
TELEVISION

T

BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
Telephone Mulberry 5-5670 TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THI KATZ AGENCY, Int., New York Detroit, St. Louis. Son Francisco. Chicago Atlanta. Dollos, Los Angeles CffOflflGf

VtEAV-TV
Eau Claire .... the

mum
IN

WISCONSIN

• Programming the BEST
NBC and CBS.
• A single station market

of all three networks,

ABC,

in the heart of Wisconsin

. . . covering twice the population and twice the area
with our new 1,000 foot tower with maximum
• Serving a giant land of %
million cows.

power.

million people and two

WEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN
See

your

Hollingbery

in Minneapolis,
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man

see BILL HURLEY
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued
KNOMARK
•

Revlon's

•

Adding

ENTERS
$9 million buy

REVLON

unites heavy

Esquire line is first move

From tip to toe in 26 years. Thus read
the story of Revlon Inc. last week as the
cosmetics firm bought — for an estimated $9
million cash — the 31-year-old family-owned
Knomark Manufacturing Co., manufacturer
of over 450 shoe cleanser products carrying
the "Esquire" brand name.
The acquisition brings together two heavy
tv advertisers that both scored their sharpest
sales advances after turning to broadcasting.
For Revlon, purchase of Knomark ("Esquire," "Scuff-Kote," "Lano-Wax" and
"Lanol-Wite") represents the first outside
acquisition in its history. Company officials
describe Revlon's excursion into Schering
Corp. last year — via the purchase of 150,000
of some 1.76 million outstanding shares —
as merely "an investment, nothing more."
Revlon spokesmen said last week that the
Knomark purchase was only "the first of a
number of diversifying moves we will make
into other package goods industries other
than our own." Revlon already has begun
internal diversifications. Through its recentlyestablished Thayer Labs, Revlon has begun
testing a room deodorizer and other household products that, by coincidence, also are

FOLD

tv advertisers

in diversification

Francis' Blind Date. The next season it
purchased an ABC-TV variety show starring
Kyle MacDonnell — a program that fared ill.
In succeeding years it sponsored Kate Smith
and Arthur Godfrey, but did not identify
itself with "big-time tv" until it picked up
for two consecutive seasons the Ed Wolf
package, Masquerade Party. In 1955-56 and
1956-57 it left ABC-TV for NBC-TV,
backed portions of Caesar's Hour and currently sponsors for 52 weeks that network's
Perry Como Show.
In their early histories, both Revlon and
Knomark staked their respective futures on
chance — and in both cases, chance turned
to handsome dividends.
Revlon — currently sponsoring CBS-TV's
The $64,000 Question, alternate weeks of
that network's The $64,000 Challenge,
ABC-TV's Walter Winchell File in addition
to sporadic spot campaigns on tv (principally
for testing) — revolutionized the cosmetics
industry in 1932 by introducing the first
opaque fingernail polish made with pigments

can best be illustrated by recalling their net
sales for 1932— $4,050.
Knomark — though not as spectacular an
advertiser as Revlon — in somewhat the same
manner took a gamble, and won. In 1938,
after a decade of producing strictly liquid
polishes (mostly under private labels) brothers Samuel M. Abrams and Albert Abrams —
now president and vice president — turned
to paste polish, created the shoe wax industry's first complete color line and, more
important, banked all they had on gearing
their sales to the quality market by introducing the luxury-priced (25 cents) Esquire
brand. Instead of distributing through department, food, drug and five-and-dime
stores, Knomark turned to shoe stores and
shoe repair parlors, educated salesmen to
sell
Esquire
to customers
"higher planned
ticket"
models.
Actual
advertising,of though
to break in 1941, was delayed by the war.
In the meantime Knomark, through razorsharp merchandising and aggressive door-todoor salesmanship, fought for and won 5%
of the total U. S. shoe polish sales. Today,
the Esquire brand claims to be the undisputed leader in all polish sales, having bypassed Shinola and Griffin.
With the acquisition of Knomark — effec-

handled by Emil Mogul Co., Knomark's
agency for the past 18 years.
Wall Streeters first got a hint that diversification was in the works as far back as
December 1955 when Revlon floated its
first public stock offering at $12 a share. In
June 1956 a stock split was put in effect.
Revlon will operate Knomark as a whollyowned subsidiary. No change in Knomark's
executive management team nor in its present ad agency structure is contemplated,
Revlon officials asserted. Furthermore, the
Esquire name will be retained intact since,
as one Revlon executive put it, "Why tinker
with a sure-fire name?" But advertising observers felt that some of Revlon's very aggressive tv theories might be applied to
future Esquire ad strategy — a plan, which
if carried out, could be executed with maximum efficiency since Mogul also represents
a number of Revlon products now using tv
on both spot and network basis.
For Knomark, purchase by Revlon represents the culmination of a 20-year steady
growth "from zero into the many millions."
Though Executive Vice President Melvin
Birnbaum declined to make any comment
at all, it was learned that Esquire's share
of the industry-wide $85 million annual
sales plum comes to about 45%. Though
producing Esquire brands since shortly before World War II, Knomark did not begin
hitting its true stride until after V-E Day.
One reason may have been that returning
G.I.'s made Americans more "shine-conscious." Another, and possibly more cogent
reason: Knomark's stepped-up advertising
expenditures. In 1945, Esquire spent $80,600; today it spends in excess of $2.5
million, of which a substantial part goes
to television.
Esquire made its tv debut in 1949-50 with
a 14-station ABC-TV hookup for Arlene
Broadcasting

REVLON executives (I to r) Charles Lach man, senior vice president; Charles Revson,
president, and Martin Revson, executive
vice president, go over paperwork for "the
first of one of a number of diversionary moves" — Revlon's acquisition of Knomark.
instead of dyes. It followed this up seven
years later by introducing the first lipstick
color that would match nail polish, thereafter hitting hard upon the theme "matching
lips and finger tips," and sold lipsticks as
fashion accessories, not merely as a cosmetic.
In 1955 Revlon again turned beauticians on
their ears by introducing the "Futurama"
case, complete with lipstick refill in the same
price ran°e as ordinary brands. Revlon
frankly admits that "Futurama" was "made"
by its tv exposure. With domestic net sales
fast approaching the $60 million mark and
with some $18 million allocated to advertising (of which roughly 65% is tied up in
tv), the fact that the three principals, Charles
Lachman and the Revson brothers — Charles
and Martin — made their hunches pay off

tive immediately — Revlon's overall 1958 net
sales will probably exceed $100 million, for
in addition to its domestic sales of approximately $60 million are some $8 million
garnered from overseas. Then, too, this is
the year Revlon may be expected to introduce on a national scale its men's line
("Top Brass" hair cream, etc.) and a host of
non-cosmetic products developed by Thayer
Labs. Furthermore, Revlon also will go
ahead with its "five year plan" to establish
Revlon-owned companies in Latin America
and in the Far East.
Revlon's agency structure, revised last
fall [Advertisers & Agencies, Sept. 23,
1957] includes: Warwick & Legler, C. J.
LaRoche, Emil Mogul Co., Dowd, Redfield
& Johnstone and Noyes & Sproul. Products
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
include "Living" lipsticks, "Touch and
Glow." "Moon Drops," liquid rouge,
"Silken-Net." "Sun Bath," "Satin-Set." the

ACTIVITY

Aquamarine line, "( lean and Clear," the
"Intimate" perfume line, Revlon nail enamels, ''Spray Mist," "Love Pat," medicated
"Silicare" and others.

There were 123,886,000 people in the U. S. over 12 \ears of age during the week
Dec. 29-Jan. 4. This is how they spent their time:

AFA
On

Alerts

71.9%
59.3%
79.2%
30.3%
29.1%
31.6%

Retailers

Advertising

Taxes

The attention of retailers was focused
last week on the hobbling effect that advertising taxes could have on the entire U. S.
economy.
Speaking in New York at a meeting of
the Independent Retailers Syndicate last
Wednesday, C. James Proud, president and
general manager of the Advertising Federation of America, declared that advertising
is the stimulant that sells more than half
of all America's goods and services. Such
taxation could, as a consequence, be a
crippling body blow to all business and the
consumer alike, he said.
The AFA is in the forefront against city
ad taxes already enacted in Baltimore; the
inception of a similar movement in Norfolk,
Va., and a like plan that was to be introduced
last Friday in St. Louis (see page 9).
Reiterating AFA's strong opposition to
the rash of taxes, Mr. Proud assailed "punitive and discriminatory" ad taxes on the
principle that advertising has been traditionally exempt because it encourages the sale
of products.
The advertising tax becomes a "hidden"
tax, he maintained, in that it is passed on
to the consumer, reduces sales and profits,
eventually cuts overall tax revenues, creates
unemployment and distress among smaller
industries and tends to discourage industry
and commercial growth in the affected area.
Mr. Proud reaffirmed AFA's intent to
continue the fight against advertising taxation
with all legal weapons and said his organization stands ready to provide an organizational plan to combat the levies to all communities faced with the threat.
In another meeting Thursday, the National Retail Merchants Assn., largest such
group in the nation, adopted a resolution to
oppose any taxation on advertising.

NAME'S FAMILIAR
A broadcaster became president of
the National Retail Merchants Assn.
(formerly National Retail Dry Goods
Assn.) last week (see story, page 36).
He is George W. Dowdy, president of
WAYS Charlotte, N. C, and executive vice president-general manager of
Belk Bros. Co. there. Mr. Dowdy succeeds Richard H. Rich, president of
Rich's Inc., Atlanta, for a one-year
term with the association which represents more than 8,200 department,
specialty and chain stores doing in
excess of $17 billion worth of business annually. Mr. Dowdy has been
chairman of the NRMA executive
committee since last October and has
been a director for several years.
January 13, 1958

(89.074,000)
(73.464,000)
(98,118,000)
(37,537,000)
(36,051,000)
(39.128,000)

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

spent 2,026.4 million hours
watching television'!
spent 1,106.5 million hours
listening to RADlot
spent
412.1 million hours . .
reading newspapers
spent
188.3 million hours . .
. reading magazines
spent
454.2 million hours
watching movies on tv+
spent
150.0 million hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co.. Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report,
from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of
these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated
audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
t Figures for the "watching television" and "watching movies on tv" categories are the
highest ever recorded by Sindlinger & Co.; the "listening to radio" figures are the second
highest ever recorded.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Jan. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,560,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.0% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,265,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,324,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

Lever

Bros., Shulton

Ask

Out

From CBS-TV's 'Eve Arden Show'
CBS-TV's Eve Arden Show, formerly
called // Gives Me Great Pleasure, apparently no longer pleases alternate sponsors
Lever Bros, and Shulton Inc. It was learned
last week that both advertisers have notified
CBS-TV that they want out at the conclusion
of the second 13-week cycle the end of
March. The program is seen Tuesday, 8:309 p.m. following the Phil Silvers program,
and while both advertisers hope to retain the
CBS-TV as of last week hadn't
time
found period,
a program replacement that appealed
to both. Lever's agency on Eve Arden is
J. Walter Thompson Co.. while Shulton's
agency is Wesley Assoc.
Shulton, meanwhile, has begun a 52-week
radio spot campaign in five major markets
(New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Detroit), representing a cutback
from 1957's 18-market lineup. In March,
however, Shulton will launch a spring-summer weekend radio campaign on behalf of its
men's line plus 47 additional radio markets for Bronze Tan. Concerning its network plans, should Shulton be unable to
settle on a suitable CBS-TV replacement
program, it may drop out of the Tuesday
evening time slot and once again re-consider the use of such one-shot programs
as See It Now.
SP Poses Problem

for WCTU

Another group has added its voice to the
speculation about subliminal advertising.
While the FCC and the networks have their
own problems to work out, the national
Women's Christian Temperance Union has
a more specific worry: will breweries use
the "invisible" commercials to sell beer?
Mrs. Glen G. Hays, WCTU president,
said that breweries have not yet used the
"subliminal
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HOW

commercial

technique" but

"they are reported to be eyeing it as a likely
solution to their dropping sales." "In radio," she said, "we may possibly expect an
iso-spot voice, 'Drink Booze's Beer,' to pop
out of symphony, soap opera or sports programs." No plan for combatting the possibility have been announced by WCTU.
RM

Commercial

Proving

Worth;

Production
Michel

Unit

Elevated

"In-the-shop" production of some of its
own tv commercials apparently is working
out at Reach, McClinton & Co., New York.
The agency reported last week that its tv
commercial production subsidiary, RMC
Productions Inc., has completed shooting its
35th commercial. The subsidiary was set
up three months ago.
Reach, McClinton also announced that
Werner Michel, the
agency's vice president in charge of tvradio and president
of the production
subsidiary,
was ofelected a director
the
agency
last week.
Mr. Michel
noted
g. "umppr ■MM_
^MpHBBBP^^^

operation is not dethat the subsidiary's

ct
signedhave to
who
beenrefle
pro■Sk %* w9i
uP°n film Producers
MR. michel
ducing, or will produce in the future, commercials for Reach, McClinton, but that the
subsidiary "is one more service which our
agency can now offer exclusively to our
advertisers." Reach. McClinton, Mr. Michel
said, now can offer clients a choice between
commercials of outside production companies or of the wholly-owned subsidiary.
RMC Productions has some commercials
for the Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Newark, N. L, the agency's top account
Broadcasting

Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES cont.nued
;md sponsor of The Twentieth Century
scries on CBS-TV [Adv. & AGENCIES, Dec.
2, 1957].
Mr. Michel claims the subsidiary unit cuts
overhead with the savings channeled into
agency services to clients.
Erwin, Wasey of South Becomes
Humphrey, Williamson & Gibson
Erwin, Wasey & Co. of the South, Oklahoma City advertising agency, has discontinued its 17-year-old affiliation with the
New York firm (now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) and has become Humphrey,
Williamson & Gibson Inc., principals in the
southwest concern have announced.
Warren A. Humphrey, who has had financial control of the agency since 1950 as

HUMPHREY

WILLIAMSON

GIBSON

vice president and manager, is president of
Humphrey, Williamson & Gibson. Mitchell
L. Williamson and Ellis Gibson, account
executives, are vice presidents of HW&G.
The new president joined the agency — ■
founded by the late Harold Halsell in
1926 — in 1938, when it became HalsellHumphrey Inc. Mr. Williamson has been
with the firm since 1946 and Mr. Gibson
since 1952. HW&G handles 31 accounts in
Oklahoma and Arkansas and is a member
of the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
A

& A

appoints (Jrant Adv., N. Y., to handle advertising for parent organization and subsidiary companies, including American Automobile Insurance Co. and Associated Indemnity Corp.

Moxley Massage Equipment Co. (national
Sue Ann Food Products Corp. (Cocktail Delight food products), Chicago, appoints
Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen.

manufacturer and distributor of "Two-inOne" massage pillow and chair) appoints
Beckman • Koblitz Inc., L. A.

Hixon & Jorgenson, L. A., appointed to
handle Southern California advertising for

E. J. Korvette Inc. (department store chain),
N. Y., has appointed William Warren,
Jackson & Delaney that city.

LATEST

RATINGS

ARB
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for December Ratings
Rank
45.9
1. Gunsmoke
41.5
42.9
2. Perry Como
Lassie
4.
38.7
6. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
3.
5. Tales of Wells Fargo
35.0
Wyatt Earp
33.9
34.1
7. You Bet Your Life
8. Danny Thomas
33.8
9. GE Theatre
33.8
10. Alfred Hitchcock
33.5
33.5
Ernie Ford
Rank
Viewers (000)
1. Perry Como
48,690
2. Gunsmoke
46,720
3. Lassie
45,130
4. Steve Allen
38,480
5. Ed Sullivan
37,070
6. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
36,830
7. People Are Funny
33,890
Have Gun, Will Travel
32,970
9. Jack Benny
32,900
8. You Bet Your Life
10.
32,580
Copyright American Research Bureau Inc.

SHORTS

Chicago Federated Adv. Club announces
move of offices from 139 N. Clark St. to
expanded quarters at 39 S. Wabash Ave.
Sven Thornblad
Sales Engineering Co.,
N. Y., has joined services and facilities with
F. P. Walther Jr. & Assoc., Boston.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Whirlpool Corp., St. Joseph, Mich., appoints
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, to handle advertising for newly-acquired gas refrigeratorice maker line of Servel Inc., Evansville,
Ind. K & E handles RCA-Whirlpool account.
American Viscose Corp., Philadelphia, appoints Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb &
Keen that city to succeed N. W. Ayer &
Son, effective April 1 .
Arthur Murray Dance Studios, Baltimore,
appoints Joseph Katz Co. that city.
Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic Brush Co., subsidiary of
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., names
Fletcher D. Richards Inc. as agency for
its Prolon Div.'s Dinnerware Dept.
Gwaltney Inc. (meat packers), Smithfield,
Va., appoints Robert M. Gamble Jr. Adv.,
Washington.
American
Page 44
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campaign of Sen. William F. Knowland for
governor. In Northern California LykkeWilkin & Assoc. will handle Knowland advertising and public relations activities.

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Nov. 24-Dec.
Total Audience t
1.
Rank
No.
2.
Annie Get Your Gun
4. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
3. Gunsmoke
6. Perry Como Show
5. Ed Sullivan Show
Danny Thomas Show
Tales of Wells Fargo
8. Steve Allen Show
7.
9. GE Theatre
10. Cheyenne
1.
Rank
2.
Annie Get Your Gun
4. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
3. Gunsmoke
Perry Como Show
5. Ed Sullivan Show
6. Danny Thomas Show
7. Tales of Wells Fargo
8. Lassie
9.
10. Cheyenne
GE Theatre
Average Audience %
Rank
No.
1. Gunsmoke
2. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz

7, 1957
Homes (000)
21,712
18,416
17,840
16,521
16,521
15,203
14,956
14,585
14,420
14,008
54.0
% Homes
45.9*
44.7
41.2
41.0
37.9
37.7
37.4
36.8
36.4
Homes (000)
17,139
15,738

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Annie Get Your Gun
Danny Thomas Show
Tales of Wells Fargo
Have Gun, Will Travel
GE Theatre
Perry Como Show
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
December Bride

15,491
14,379
14,090
13,596
13,390
13,019
12,937
12,690

Rank
% Homes *
1. Gunsmoke
42.9
2. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
39.2
3. Annie Get Your Gun
38.5
4. Danny Thomas Show
35.8
5. Tales of Wells Fargo
35.5
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
34.3
7. Lassie
34.0
8. GE Theatre
33.8
9. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 32.7
10. Perry Como Show
32.4
t Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing
only 1 to 5 minutes.
t Homes reached during the average
minute of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv
homes within reach of station facilities
used bv each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C Nielsen Co.
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in this week's
Broadcasting order,
tv ratings
Information is in following order: program
name, network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Steve Allen (NBC-150) : S. C. Johnson &
Son (NL&B), Greyhound (Grey), U. S.
Time (Peck), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Annin Get Your Gun (NBC-170): Pontiac
(MJ&A),
Pepsi-Cola (K&E), 8:30-10:30
p.m. Wed. Nov. 17.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS-194): Ford
(JWT), Tues. 9-10 p.m. once a month.
Jack Bennv (CBS-179): American Tobacco
Corp. (BBDO), Sun. 7:30-8 p.m. alt. Suns.
Cheyenne
(ABC-99) : General Electric
(Y&R), alt. Tues. 7:30-8:30 p m.
Perry Como
Show
(NBC-163): participating
sponsors.
Sat.
8-9 :p.m.
December Bride (CBS-178)
General Foods
(B&B),, Mon. 9:30-10 p.m
Ford
Showp.m.(NBC-182): Ford (JWT), Thurs.
9:30-10
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R) alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
(JWT),
American
Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred
Hitchcock
Presents (CBS-145):
Bristol Myers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
Lassie (CBS-90): Campbell Soup (BBDO),
Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
People
Are Funny
(NBC-129) : R. J.
Reynolds (Esty). Toni (North), Sat. 7:30Ed88-Sp.m.
Sullivan
Show (CBS-174): Mercury
p.m. Eastman
(K&E),
Kodak (JWT), Sun.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158) : General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Tales
of Wells
Fargo Tobacco
(NBC-147) (SSC&B),
: Buick
(Kudner),
American
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Lassie (CBS-90): Campbell Soups (BBDO),
Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
Wyatt
(ABC-103):
General(Compton),
Mills (DF-S), Earp
Procter
& Gamble
Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO),
Toni
(North) alternating.
Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
Broadcasting
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SHREVEPORT!

Another astonishing McLendon

success story!

Trendex* tells it sensationally — from last
among eight Shreveport stations in November
to FIRST in December — a one-month miracle!
Shreveport's new KEEL has jumped from 4%
of the Shreveport audience in November to
32.7% in December . . . next highest station
18.2% . And these are just metro ratings — they
tell nothing of the way the huge coverage of
KEEL has keel-hauled the 69-county area it
dominates with its 10,000 watts at 710 on the
dial — 1 ,420,400 population in its half-millivolt
area. KEEL (formerly KTBS), 35 years old this
year, and yet as new as tomorrow! In one month,
KEEL has 21% more listeners than all Shreveport network stations combined, and 55% more
listeners than the next highest independent radio
station. Just ask the General Manager, Richard
Wilcox, or your nearest John Blair man for the
full picture on KEEL.
Trendex — December 13-19, 1957 — 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
— based upon a conclusive sample of 7,571 calls.

A

TEXAS

TRIANGLE
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KILT

KLIF-KFJZ
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WORTH
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Represented by John Blair & Company
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FILM
THE

FEATURE
• Producing

IS

THE

COMMERCIAL

the 'sell' is big business

at UI-TV

• And business may total $3 million gross for '57
One Friday, Harry Grey. BBDO west
commercials for Lever's Lux soap (via J.
Walter Thompson Co.) featuring U-I concoast production supervisor of the DeSoto
tract players, plus individual commercials
auto account, received a long-distance call
for Curtis Pub. Co.'s Ladies Home Journal
from Detroit. Subject: a new, factoryand the Adam Hat Co.
inspired "dividend deal" that DeSoto would
• Pieced together the filmed segments
be instituting the following week in order
of General Electric Co. -sponsored Celebrity
to help its dealer force-move the remaining
Time and Gulf Oil Co. -sponsored We, The
'57 stock out of the showroom.
People,
both early network entries.
Written instructions arrived first thing
Looking back to U-I's first tv ventures,
Monday morning ordering the agency to
Mr. Gluck noted recently that "we must
produce a one-minute "rush-job" tv film in
have seemed awfully amateurish. We walked
time for use on Thursday's You Bet Your
into television almost blindfolded."
Life on NBC-TV. BBDO immediately got in
touch with George Bole, tv production head
These days UI-TV — having been spun off
from UWF in May 1956 for apparent tax
at Universal-International Studios in Hollyreasons and assigned to Universal Pictures
wood, the "working" operation of Universal
Corp., the parent company — is in television
Pictures Corp. "Could you," asked Mr.
with the blindfold off. Where once its ofGrey, "do the job?" UI-TV could— and did
ficials had to beg and cajole for space and
— thereby shattering a record of sorts. The
commercial was shot Tuesday and two days
equipment, nowadays they have considerable
stature on the lot. Soundstage No. 9 —
later appeared on NBC-TV, beating UI-TV's
roughly the size of Madison Square Garden
previous record of a commercial having
— is a permanent UI-TV hunting ground.
been shot Monday, shown on tv that SaturAdditionally, while not as much in the
day.
packaging-syndication business as its rivals,
On the DeSoto "job," the balance of
e.g., MGM-TV with The Thin Man, Warner
Monday was spent in getting script, art,
Bros, with Cheyenne and Maverick, UI-TV
props and soundstage space ready so that
does produce network shows. The most reshooting could begin at the crack of dawn.
Tuesday, no sooner did the cameraman
cent example: ABC-TV's The Woody Woodpecker Show which Kellogg Co. began
finish a magazine load than it was rushed
sponsoring
Thursday afternoons at 5-5:30
to the film lab for work print finishp.m. Oct. 3. The Woodpecker program coning. At the same time, fine grains were
sists of Walter Lantz theatrical cartoons, a
"pulled." After lunch, Mr. Bole and the
BBDO people screened the fine grains. By
NOW YOU SEE IT .
8:30 p.m. dubbing had been completed and
at 9:30, the film was back in the lab for
The "gimmick" that makes Topper's
composite printing of action and sound
friends disappear into thin air — a rather
track. At 10:30 a.m. Wednesday, the film
.elaborate, tricky and detailed photowas approved and rushed to NBC-TV
process called "matting" — has been apstudios for insertion in the Groucho Marx
plied successfully to a series of brandquiz show. Total elapsed time: 30 working
new Coca-Cola commercials that now
are being placed cooperatively throughhours. Though three weeks is "normal time"
at UI-TV, rush-jobs like that for DeSoto are
out the country by Coke and its franchised local bottlers.
becoming more common by the day.
In the 10 years leading up to last Aug. 1,
Producing these spots for McCannUI-TV has produced well over 5,000 comErickson, Coke's agency, was Universalmercials, servicing more than 50 different
International
Studios' tv department
advertisers and some 16 agencies.
which processed the 40-print, $50,000
order over a period of eight weeks.
So frantic is life these days at UI-TV that
the department's supervising factotum, a
Shooting the film was "relatively easy,"
former theatre manager named Norman E.
notes a U-I official. '"It was the techniGluck, is apt to ask, "what hath God
cal work that took us so long." In order
to allow the girl in the series actually
wrought?"
Universal-International entered television
to appear to be rising in mid-air and to
out of shere necessity, although studio ofpermit the "invisible" pouring of the
amber elixir some inches above the
ficials are quick to deny this (see box).
The move was made in 1947 not just to
table with nary a finger showing, several "takes'" had to be effected which
boost the studio's sagging fortunes ($3
were then superimposed on top of one
million loss in 1948) but to take up some
another.
of the overhead on plant and property —
an overhead that rises steadily whether any
Using the girl rising from her chair
theatrical features are in the making or not.
as an example (below), this is how the
matting process works. First the girl is
At the very outset, UI-TV was simply
shot sitting in the chair; then the chair
a sideline of United World Films, a U-I
and all other background are drawn out
subsidiary then, as now, the world's biggest
with a paint brush, leaving just the figdistributor of 8 and 16 mm film. In 1948,
ure of the girl. The figure is then moved
UWF's tv section had:
up one frame at a time so that when it
• Produced a series of five star-endorsed
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special tv script and commercials for the
cereal maker — all UI-TV produced.
While not the biggest tv film commercial
producer in the business, UI-TV is the first
major Hollywood studio to have recognized
not only the inevitability of having to live
with tv and like it— but also to do something
about it. It also holds the record as the
most active of the Hollywood "majors" in
the filming of tv commercials. Furthermore,
while its new rivals — MGM-TV and Warner
Bros. — are still only taking orders of no
more than 25 per series, UI-TV — because
of its vastness — can and does readily tackle
orders of 5 to 52 units per series. For CocaCola Co., it recently completed a series of
32 films; for DeSoto, 36; for Pepsi-Cola Co.,
33, and for Schick Inc. 12 films.
Though UI-TV officials won't disclose the
division's earnings, it can safely be said that
gross on commercials (excluding income on
industrial films for such blue-chip advertisers as Campbell Soup Co. and U. S. Steel
Corp.) probably will be well in excess of
$3 million by the end of the year. Industrials
reportedly will account for another $450,000 this year. Ten years ago, when the television division began business under the
banner of United World Films, its income
was said to be no more than $40,000.
Over the past decade, UI-TV's philosophy
has been that "an agency's worst commodity
is a poor commercial." While not every
commercial of its making is an awardwinner, the firm feels it can offer an advertiser and his agency something none of its
competitors — Cascade, Warner's, Van Praag,
MPO, Filmways, Elliot Unger & Elliot,
Sarra, Transfilm — can: namely, an unblem-

DON'Tto be rising. This
YOU
. NOW
is
reeled off,
she seems
image is then shot against the background. Result: the type of visual trickery that is shown in both pictures.

Coke adds its own bright lift to life

Unique way to serve 'unique' beverage
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BLUE
Though UI-TV has been producing commercials since 1947, it did not really begin keeping "score" until seven years ago.
Here, year-by-year, is a partial "growthrecord" of blue-chip advertisers and agencies:
• 1950: Eastman Kodak Co. (J. Walter Thompson); Bymart-Tintair (Cecil
& Presbrey, now defunct).
• 1951: Ford Motor Co. (Kenyon &
Eckhardt); Motorola (Ruthrauff & Ryan); Lustre Creme Shampoo (Lennen &
Newell); Bulova Watch Co. (Biow Adv.,
now defunct); Garrett & Co. wines
(R&R).
• 1952: Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.
(L&N); E. & J. Gallo Winery (Biow);
Philip Morris Co. (Biow); AnheuserBusch Brewing Co. (D'Arcy); Coca-Cola
Co. (D'Arcy); R. J. Reynolds Co. (William Esty Co.); Chrysler Corp.'s DeSoto,
Plymouth Divs. (BBDO); General Tire
& Rubber Co. (D'Arcy).
• 1953: U. S. Air Force (DancerFitzgerald-Sample); Lever Bros.' Surf
(BBDO); Pepsi-Cola Co. (Biow); B. F.
Goodrich Tire Co. (BBDO).
• 1954: Kaiser Steel Co. (direct);
Jacob Ruppert Brewery (Biow); Procter
ished 10-year track record, all the experience gathered over a 50-year period of movie
making, unlimited use of sets, locations,
props and a "gimmick department."
This is the department that tackled — without batting an eyelash — DeSoto's request
last year for a ballet sequence of 10 automobiles from 180 ft. up. UI-TV sales manager Al Mendelsohn recalls: "... a plane
couldn't have hovered long enough nor
could we get a helicopter to hang still long
enough. But we took it, as ordered, 180 ft.

up in the sky." Other than saying that the
staff built a 180-ft. high tower, Mr. Mendelsohn would not detail this "trade secret."
Some of the firm's techniques are not in the
realm of "classified material," since from
time to time the studio's engineers work

CHIP

SCORE

CARD

& Gamble Co.'s Joy and Fluffo (Biow);
Pan-American Coffee Bureau (Cunningham & Walsh); Sunshine Biscuit Co.
(C&W).
• 1955: Toni Co. (Leo Burnett); Associated Products Co. (Grey Adv.) ; Lever
Bros.' Lux (JWT); E. I. DuPont de Nemours (BBDO); Campbell Soup Co.
(BBDO); Kellogg Co. (Burnett); Maytag (Burnett); General Electric Co.
(BBDO); Olin Mathieson Chemical Co.
(D'Arcy); American Stock Exchange
(direct); Studebaker-Packard Corp.
(Benton & Bowles); Continental Oil Co.
(B&B); Scott Paper Co. (JWT); Falstaff
Brewing Co. (D-F-S); Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. (BBDO).
• 1956: Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
(C&W); Pabst Brewing Co. (Burnett);
Procter & Gamble Co. (Burnett) ; ColgatePalmolive Co. (L&N); Procter & Gamble (B&B) ; Richard Hudnut Div., Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
(BBDO); RCA Victor (K&E); Pillsbury
Mills (Burnett); General Motors Corp.
Chevrolet Div. (Campbell-Ewald) ; Anderson-Clayton Foods (D'Arcy); Ronson
Co. (Norman, Craig & Kummel); Langendorf Bakeries (Compton Adv.); Forehand-in-glove with the Motion Picture Research Council, thus are obliged to share the
secrets with other Hollywood studios.
Among these techniques: an instantaneous
matting process which eliminates, to all intent and purpose, weeks of having to align
fore and background shots; a follow-focus
lens which allows camera crews to move in
from a long pan to a close-up without having to dolly, and a rheostatic automatic spotlighting device that triggers lights as a
camera passes overhead.
Last season, the audience for CBS-TV's
Cinderella special with Julie Andrews was
exposed to a 90-second commercial on behalf of Pepsi-Cola Co. which made history.
It was the first filmed commercial shot in
continuous action, that is, without a single

AT regular Monday morning U-I staff meetings, tv commercial production plans and
schedules get equal billing with a $2 million film project. Since no tv commercial job
can do without the services of all U-I departments, the advertiser is assured of the full
"Hollywood" treatment.
January 13, 1958
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most Dairies (BBDO); Philip Morris'
Parliaments (B&B); P. Lorillard Co.
(L&N); U. S. Steel Corp. (BBDO);
Narragansett Brewing Co. (C&W); Ford
Co. Mercury Div. (K&E); Burgermeister
Brewery (BBDO).
• 1957: American Tobacco Co.
(BBDO); Lorillard's Kent (Young &
Rubicam); Union Oil Co. (Y&R); Delco
Div., GMC (Campbell-Ewald); Chrysler
Corp. (Grant); Beechnut-Lifesaver Corp.
(Y&R);
Inc. (B&B); S. C. Johnson's Schick
Wax (B&B).
While from outward appearances, the
above record might indicate that UI-TV's
year-by-year record was one of gains and
dips, only "new" advertisers are listed.
The fact is that most advertisers and agencies signed by the studio as clients as far
back as 1948 are still regularly serviced
by the studio. For instance, where DuPont initially assigned the studio to do a
30-second anti-freeze spot, UI-TV this
year did a series of three-minute commercials for DuPont's CBS-TV specials.
Its bulk-order specialty has kept its

agency-list limited to "the big ones." Most
consistent users of UI-TV are B&B,
BBDO, K&E and JWT.

interruption or break. The "gimmick": UITV built sets adjacent to one another, employed twin-sister models. As set No. 1 was
filmed with Model "A," her sister would
hastily change costuming and hop to set No.
2, and so on. What viewers thought they
saw: the same girl throughout. Kenyon &
Eckhardt officials thought so highly of UITV's work that they assigned the studio a
"repeat" for the Mary Martin Annie Get
Your Gun special on NBC-TV.
Property-wise, sets and "streets" on Universal^ 400-acre lot have a net worth of $5
million. Advertisers, should they desire,
can make use of an actual 40-ft. waterfall,
a jungle, a Virginia mansion and even a
complete New England town. Some 15,000
set units (that is, complete flats and props)
are stored in two large hangars and the $1.5
million worth of props — some 100,000 ranging from a dainty teacup to a two-ton truck
— can be made available instantaneously
through the aid of an elaborate crossindexed filing system.

After 10 years of actively producing
commercials, UI-TV thinks it can determine
when to do a commercial and when not to.
This is not to say that the studio is choosy
about its clientele, but if it feels that the
time allowed it by an agency will result in
a fast but poor job, it will reject the business. Recently, because of a deadline situation, the studio turned down an intricate
project of a major bottling company, lost a
possible $ 1 60,000 order. "It's all too easy to
take on a job for the sake of the job," asserts
Mr. Gluck, "but you just don't fashion a
mold and from this stamp your commercials.
is custom-tailored."
Each
Of job
interest
is the fact that 99% of its
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turnout is shot in 35 mm. "We look at our
commercials in the same way our colleagues
look at their feature films," adds Mr. Gluck,
"and feature films are easier to make because you don*t have to be quite so exacting." In a feature film, he points out, the
producer has an average of 90 minutes in
which to project the writer's ideas; in tv,
the producer has, at most, 60 seconds. "The
problem." declares a studio official, "is to
hist get on film and then ultimately onto the
tv tube in the viewer's home all the glamor,
appeal and tinsel with which the product
has been presented in the slick magazines."
Making things difficult nowadays is the
problem of color. Not long ago, one of

producer out to the Coast. Each specific job
is supervised by Mr. Bole, his assistant Joe
Swavely and studio production vice president Ed Muhl.
Of UI-TV's future, Mr. Gluck has but
one thing to say: "More and better commercials."
Ackerman
Joins Screen Gems
As Production Vice President
Appointment of Harry Ackerman, formerly vice president in charge of programming for CBS-TV Hollywood, as vice
president
in charge
of production for
Screen Gems Inc.,
was announced last

UI-TV's faithful clients, Campbell Soup
Co., asked for a sales promotion film for

week by Irving Briskin, production
executive of Screen

one of its new soups. "We just don't want
any old red," Campbell officials said, "we
want Campbell's red." This situation, reduced to the 262 sq. inches of a tv set, can
slow up work to some extent. Color tv
clientele includes DuPont, Chrysler Corp.,
RCA, Philip Morris and Coca-Cola Co.
Though on paper UI-TV's business falls
into two distinct spheres of operations —
"business" out of U-I New York headquarters, "production" in Universal City —
tied together by reams of Teleprinter paper,
telegrams and long-distance phone lines, a
fair amount of production is done in the
East. Most of this production, however, consists of "location jobs."
Coordination between New York and
Hollywood is extremely tight. An advertiser
submitting his specific script and commercial requirements to the New York office
will not be quoted UI-TV's price until the
Hollywood office has appraised the job.
Should the advertiser want his agency to be
"on the job," UI-TV will invite the agency

Gems. Mr. Ackerman will assume his
new duties Feb. 3.
M r . Ackerman,
who had been associated with CBS-TV
since 1948 in various
production
capacit
ies, executive
left the
network about a year ago to form his own
company. Ticonderoga Productions. As
part of his arrangement with Screen Gems,
Mr. Ackerman will move Ticonderoga Productions into the Screen Gems structure,

MR. ackerman

and he will operate with SG under a coproduction plan.
Schulke Succeeds Osgood
In Paramount Sunset Post
James A. Schulke, who joined Paramount Pictures Corp. several weeks ago to
assist in the development of the company's
tv activities, has been elected vice president

and general manager of Paramount Sunset
Corp.. Paramount tv subsidiary.
He succeeds Stanton Osgood, who asked
to be relieved of the general managership of
the Paramount Sunset lot to go into independent radio station operation. Mr. Osgood said he is considering a number of
western radio stations and expects to have
completed his purchase arrangements in
about 30 days.
Mr. Schulke, noting that the Sunset studios purchased from Warner Bros, three
years ago have been modernized and reequipped at considerable expense for efficient and rapid production of theatrical
and video films, said that Paramount Sunset
has been considering offering aid in production of pilot films and series to networks,
established syndicators and successful tv
producers. There are no plans for Paramount Sunset to produce its own tv film
series, he said.
Before joining Paramount, Mr. Schulke
was affiliated with James L. Saphier Agency, Rosenberg-Coryell Agency (both talent
agencies), and was radio-tv account planning manager of Young & Rubicam.
SPG

Asks

Group

Action

to Block

Sale of Post-'48 Movies to Tv
Rallying the motion picture guilds and
theatre operators to form a united front to
block the sale of post- 1948 theatrical motion
pictures for use on tv, Screen Producers
Guild is sponsoring a dinner conference to
be held Thursday at Romanoff's in Beverly
Hills, Calif. Leaders of Screen Actors Guild.
Screen Directors Guild and Screen Writers
Guild have been invited to join those of
SPG, as well as a number of prominent
members of Theatre Owners of America.
The TOA invitation list includes such
names as Leonard Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, which owns the ABC-TV Network
and the ABN Radio Network as well as the
nationwide chain of Paramount Theatres,
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and Mitchell Wolfson, president of WolfsonMeyer Corp., which owns WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Fla., a 20% interest in WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., and controlling interest
of WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., as well as
a Florida theatre chain.
In announcing the meeting, Samuel G.
Engel, SPG president, said his group will
urge immediate and definite action by the
four guilds and the theatre association to
outlaw the release of theatrical motion pictures made after 1948 to television.

FORC

Prudential
• • •

Makes

Loan

to C&C

Tv

C & C Television Corp., New York, announced last week that the Prudential Insurance Co. of America has advanced the
film company $3 million with which to
make the final payment to RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc. for the purchase of the RKO
motion picture library. The RKO library

Aimed

to

build

PRESTIGE

for

you!

was acquired by C & C Television in December 1955 for $15.2 million and the films
currently are being presented on more than
100 tv stations throughout the country by
means of a barter transaction with International Latex Corp.
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in Washington,
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EVERY
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It's another big win for WRC

in the nation's Capital. The latest

Nielsen* proves WRC is the Number One Radio Station from 6 pm
to midnight every night of the week! And the lead is impressive.FOR THE
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Ask now about expanding your evening schedule on WRC. And ask, too,
for details of the important new Pulse study that proves there
is no difference in the quality of nighttime and morning radio
audiences. Your NBC Spot Sales representative is the man to see!
WRC
* 980
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
SOLD BY {NBCj
*NSI
Report— Washington.
D.C.. Area—
October-November,
1957
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'VICTORY'
•
•

STILL

GOING

STRONG

NBC-TV Films' World War II Navy series still tops in ratings
First on network, it later ran in 125 markets, is now in 53

'Sales still roll in and ratings roll up. In
New York the series has been running for
years and the rating is going up."
So reports NBC Television Films on the tv
film series. Victory at Sea, created several
years ago, commissioned by NBC-TV in
1951, aired on the network in the 1952-53
season and syndicated since May 1953.
NBC Television Films (a division of
NBC's subsidiary California National Productions) isnot quite certain as to the reason
for the series' consistent success: "We don't
know — maybe because it's a good show."
That may be a very good guess. Apparently local and regional advertisers across the
country think so; they have bought the series
for exposure in 125 markets since Victory
was offered for sale (and it was sold to stations in another 45 markets).
Victory at Sea has 26 half-hour episodes.
It was filmed expressly for television and
shown initially on NBC-TV (starting Oct.
26, 1952). It covers the history of naval
operations during World War II from the
dark days after September
1939 when Hitler's U-boats
preyed on Allied shipping in
the Atlantic to the final defeat
of the Axis in the Pacific. Its
61,815 feet of film were
culled from an original source
of 60 million feet — a source
that included the files of 10
governments
cies.

Sylvania's Grand Award for Tv, the Freedoms Foundation George Washington
Medal, a George Foster Peabody Special
Award, Christopher Award for "outstanding
achievement" and an "Emmy" from the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
That is the background. But currently,
Victory is chalking up still more statistics.
The series is on the air in 53 markets. In
New York and in Los Angeles, Victory is in
its seventh syndication run — eighth exposure, including the network telecast. The
series is in its fourth run on KHI-TV Los
Angeles, starting on that station at the beginning of 1956; and for two years it has
been in the same time period on WP1X (TV)
New York, where it began on that station
in October 1955 (Sundays, 7:30-8 p.m.
with an American Research Bureau average
of 6.1).
Which sponsors have been responding to
Victory? According to a compilation just
completed at NBC Television Films, banks
and utilities together accounted for 25%

ous cities, First National Bank of Bluefield
(W. Va.), Illinois Bell Telephone in Chicago,
Standard Federal Savings & Loan Assn. in
Detroit, Montana Physicians' Service in
Great Falls, Washington Water Power in
Spokane, Madison (Wis.) Gas & Electric
and
Savings & Loan Assn. in Salt
Lake Western
City.
Richfield Oil Co. has been a big regional
backer of the series. Other "institutionals"
were Blue Cross at Harrisburg, Pa., the Mississippi Power & Light at Jackson, Lincoln
Income Life Insurance Co. in Louisville and
General Electric in Pittsfield, Mass. Wellknown national advertisers have been active
with the series: R. J. Reynolds Co. is the
advertiser on WPIX in New York and
Miles Labs (Alka Seltzer) in San Francisco
on KRON (TV).
Writer-producer of Victory was Henry
Salomon, a naval historian, who conceived
the series commissioned by NBC in January
1951. As an ensign, Mr. Salomon produced
The Victory Hour, a Navy-sponsored network radio series. Later he served in the
Atlantic and the Pacific taking part in six
landings in major combat operations. As a
naval historian he was twice decorated by
the Secretary of the Navy. Mr. Salomon
headed a special NBC unit to film the series

and 26 agen-

This is the unusual "track
record" of Victory:
• Produced at a cost of
$600,000 (not a modest sum
when seen in the light of tv
costs in 1951-52 compared to
the higher costs of today),
the film series' returns have
more than exceeded the investments plus the cost of
distribution.
• The series was released a
couple of years ago by United
Artists as a motion picture —
the episodes were compressed
into the running time of a
full-length feature — but didn't do too well in
theatres; the soundtrack of the Richard
Rodgers score (composed especially for the
series) was offered in record form in 1953
by RCA Victor and became a best seller (it's
still on the market), and now Doubleday &
Co. is planning to publish Victory at Sea in
book form, probably next fall. It will be
based on the series, will follow the outline
of the theatrical feature and will contain
about 300 official photographs from Allied
and Axis records.

(banks 17% and utilities 8%); automobile,
oil and hardware advertisers combined were
responsible for 35% of series sponsorships
(auto 18%, oil 9% and hardware — includes
building supplies — 8%); electrical appliances 10%; clothing and department stores
7%; food advertisers and food stores 6%;
breweries 6%, and other categories 11%.
NBC notes also that major life insurance
companies and real estate brokers (the film

• At the outset, Victory was unusual. Although it was placed on the network sustaining, the series at the same time was aired
in three other lands: Canada, Great Britain
and Cuba.

division calls them "rare entrants in syndication sponsorship") were among sponsors of
Victory—- and one of the most "unusual" was
the American Federation of Labor Carpenters Local 1780 (on KLAS-TV Las Vegas).
A partial list of sponsors shows Mutual Savings Bank of Boston, Bank of Greenwoods

• Victory earned 10 awards, including

(Augusta, Ga.), Household Finance in vari-
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that actually was a prototype of the Project
XX series since produced on NBC-TV by
him.
Mr. Rodgers wrote the musical score — the music arranged by Robert Russell Bennet, who conducted the former NBC Symphony for the series' soundtrack.
Robert W. Sarnoff, now NBC's president,
was director of NBC unit productions when
he was first approached (in 1950) by Mr.
Salomon with his idea for the show.
Messrs. Sarnoff, Rodgers and Salomon
won U. S. Navy Distinguished Service
Awards for the series.
As the series continues in more than 50
markets, this conclusion is obvious: Victory is not yet played out. Already assured: a revenue double the investment.
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED
NTA Film Network Names Schmid
As V. P. for Station Relations

WE

HEARTILY

RECOMMEND

Robert A. Schmid, formerly vice president of RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.. last
week was named to the newly-created post
of vice president for station relations for
the NTA Film Network. Mr. Schmid had
been associated for
more than 20 years
with MBS and its
parent company,
RKO

Teleradio Pictures, until the network's sale five

months ago. At Mutual, he had been
administrative vice

AND

president over sales,
MR. SCHMID

ENDORSE

programs
and
advertising; vice
president
in charge of station
relations, and vice president in charge of advertising, public relations and research.
Earlier he had been with CBS and Young
& Rubicam.
In announcing Mr. Schmid's appointment, Ely A. Landau, chairman of the board
of NTA, said the move was in line with
expansion plans of the company, covering
the film network, owned and operated stations and syndicated shows.
AAP Announces New Sales Plan
For Its Warner Bros. Features
Associated Artists Productions is announcing today (Monday) a new sales plan
for the Warner Bros, features it distributes.

Carolyn
30

SltolJar
PARK

AVENUE,

Ofssoclaies

NEW

YORK

16. N.Y.

As described to AAP's sales staff in an
annual general sales meeting last Thursday
and Friday at the Commodore Hotel in New
York:
More than 200 titles have been eliminated
from those being distributed. (AAP acquired
more than 800 Warner Bros, features originally in July 1956.) The remainder has been
placed in groups of 52 titles for release at
intervals during the next few years. The
first of the 52 groups (called "Vanguard")
is being released at once. Running time of
each picture averages 90 minutes.
According to W. Robert Rich. AAP's
meeting:
general
sales manager, who conducted the
"This sales plan is actually the result of
requests made to us during the past year by
^
5 station owners. We have taken the initiative
among distributors in giving the stations
what they want: smaller groups, all topdrawer pictures, and spaced out so that
stations can have the pick of the . . . Warner
Bros, library without being committed to

WOI-TV
CHANNE
AMES—
Robert
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MOINES,

Mulhall,

General

IOWA
Manager

large
investments."
The total-library
fact that AAP
had begun withdrawing many of its Warner features and certain Warner Bros, cartoons was reported as
early as last November [Closed Circuit,
Nov. 4, 1957].
At that time, the distributor said it had
called back only those films (in about 30
major markets) for which stations have expressed no immediate interest. AAP also
was understood to have felt that if product
was held back for a year or more, the features may be worth more in time because
of pay television or other new developments.
Broadcasting

Just

Good

Radio

. • •

geared to the specific tastes, needs, and interests
of each community
Representatives: WTRY
John Blair & Co.
WAVZ
National: Hollingbery Co.
New England: Kettell-Carter
Daniel W. Kops, President

Broadcasting

•

ALBANY,

SCHENECTADY, TROY,
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Richard J. Monahan, Vice President and National Advertising Manager
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PANORAMA

POTOMAC

:

one of a series of impressions
of Washington by T. Miyashita
commissioned by WTOP
Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS

Television Spot Sales
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EXECUTIVES of American Broadcasting Co. and ABC-owned tv station managers met
Tuesday and Wednesday in Miami Beach. Front row (I to r): Leonard H. Goldenson,
president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres; James G. Riddell, WXYZ-TV
Detroit; Simon B. Siegel, ABC treasurer; Selig J. Seligman, K ABC-TV Los Angeles;
John H. Mitchell, ABC San Francisco. Back row: Robert L. Stone, W ABC-TV New
York; Sterling C. Quinlan, WBKB (TV) Chicago; Oliver Treyz, vice president in charge
of ABC-TV; John Pival, WXYZ-TV; Matthew Vieracker, WBKB.
Affiliates

nd

After ABC-TV
Sessions
ABC-TV affiliates are generally happy
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with the network's ratings and business
prospects, judging by the comments of their
spokesmen after three days of meetings in
Miami Beach, Fla.
The ABC-TV Affiliates Assn. board of
governors met Tuesday and Wednesday,
joining top network executives Thursday.
Votes of confidence and friendly expressions
marked the Balmoral Hotel meetings Thursday evening as the conference ended.
Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington, chairman of the affiliates' board,
made this comment after Thursday's session:
"We are certain that we will continue to
accelerate toward the No. 1 position in
terms of network popularity during the
coming broadcasting season."
Oliver Treyz, vice president in charge of
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in the future "to spread the risk when a
mass movement of top ABC executives is

Optimistic

o
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>_c

ABC-TV, said the network "expects to
work harder than" ever in the affiliates' behalf in 1958." He added, "We appreciate
the affiliates' cooperation."
Color television was discussed by the two
groups. Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of the parent American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, described the network's
position this way, "When the groundswell
of public demand as demonstrated by sales
demonstrates that the public going for color,
ABC-TV will broadcast it."
Messrs. Goldman, Treyz and James T.
Aubrey, ABC-TV programming and talent
vice president, headed the network's executive groups at Miami Beach, They met
Wednesday with o&o station managers. The
o&o station group met separately all day
Tuesday and again Thursday morning.
An expression of confidence in the network and concern for its executive heads
was voiced by a three-man committee comprising Joseph Drilling, KJEO (TV) Fresno,
Calif.; J. J. Bernard, KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
and Joseph F. Hladky Jr., KCRG-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. They asked ABC-TV's

heads

planned," recalling that seven of the ABC
group had taken the same plane to Miami.
"Please," Mr. Hladky added, "take separate
Other affiliate board members at the meeting were Harry Lebrun, WLWA
(TV)
Atlanta; Donald Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas
City, and Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston.
planes."
Other ABC-TV officials included Slocum
Chapin, client relations vice president;
Thomas W. Moore, sales vice president;
Alfred R. Beckman, station relations vice
president; Ralph Hatcher, national manager,
tv relations; James Beach, vice president
and director of the network's central division; Donald W. Coyle, sales development
and research vice president; Dean Linger,
advertising and promotion director; Simon
B. Siegel, AB-PT financial vice president;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC comptroller;
Leslie Harris, national spot sales coordinator, o&o stations; Michael J. Foster, press
information vice president, and Earl Hudson, western division vice president.
Sarnoff

Notes

Slow

Start

Then Triumph of Tonight'
Hits — especially in television — are completely unpredictable. So declared NBC
President Robert W. Sarnoff Thursday in
another of his "open letters" to radio-tv.
Mr. Sarnoff took particular note of
Tonight, a program that not only has surprised the critics with its success but which
also has reaffirmed NBC-TVs faith in
live late-night tv. The show's resurgence
followed a low point in which affiliates, up
until only a few months ago, had abandoned
the old, or non-Jack Paar Tonight show, for
feature films.
Mr. Sarnoff likened NBC's gamble on
Jack Parr with that of a hit Broadway
show. "In the early weeks of last July, before Jack started," Mr. Sarnoff noted, "any-

NETWORKS CONTINUED
one in the trade could have won a handsome legacy by accepting the short end
of prevailing odds that the new Tonight
would be laid to rest after the first 13
weeks."
Mr. Sarnoff dwelled on the network's
unhappy time with the post-Steve Allen
Tonight show when programming executives
there viewed the night club-newspaper columnist-guest star format as "sure fire."
Recalling that he had "seldom seen more
enthusiasm for a program idea" than that
format, Mr. Sarnoff noted that NBC-TV
"tried scores of different approaches," yet
it "continued to receive a popular and critical thumping — the worst, I think, in the
history of television until that birthday party
at Madison Square Garden. Stations began
defecting from our late-night lineup in favor
of feature films. Sponsors avoided the show
like the plague and our weekly lossses
mounted."
What followed then, Mr. Sarnoff wrote,
were weeks of weighing live vs. film programming inthe late hours and the decision
was finally made to stick with live. The
clincher: "The idea that Mr. Paar's amiable
personality and quick wit could hold a substantial national audience if he were given
a sufficient span of air time, a responsive
studio audience and guests with a broad
enough cross-section of interests and talent
to lure people away from the 1940 Gables
and Loys. This time the performance surpassed the prospectus."
Look magazine may ask, "Will Jack Paar
Spoil Success?" but Mr. Sarnoff doesn't think
so. NBC will borrow a theatrical tradition
by hoisting the star's name above that of the
vehicle: "In the near future," NBC-TV will
drop the title Tonight and substitute The
Jack Paar Show starring Jack Paar.

Auto

Radio

Solicits

Network

Affiliations

A new radio "network" that would be
aimed at automobile listeners tentatively is
slated to start next May I, it was learned
last week.
Stations have been solicited in a letter
signed by Lebein H. Gilford of Milwaukee,
who associates himself with "station relations" for the "American Automobile Network" with offices in Suite 520, Metropolitan Block, Milwaukee 3.
Mr. Gilford asked that stations "at least
for the present" keep plans for the network
service "confidential" because "at this point
the American Automobile Network is simply exploring possible affiliations . . . along
the main routes of national travel."
Reached by telephone in Milwaukee
Thursday, Mr. Gilford, who did not otherwise identify himself or others connected
with the proposed network service, commented: "There is nothing to report. It is
not fully organized."
Revealed in Mr. Gilford's letter, however,
were these plans:
• Stations are being sought which operate
within a specified band of the radio spectrum— "so that the automotive public may
know instantly where to turn for AAN

"well-defined" broadcast periods for national sponsorship of news, weather, sports
and motoring information programs with
the station compensated on the basis of "a
regular affiliation agreement."
• AAN "for the present" would remain
non-interconnected — "this means your station would supply the news, weather or
sports service sold nationally in a number
of markets strung along main U. S. travel
routes. Longer, entertainment-type programs
are Mr.
on Gilford
transcription."
noted that in time the AAN
might be in a position to supply interconnected service for special sports events.
The AAN letter pointed out that the
network planners are "some distance from
readiness to negotiate or sign our affiliation
agreements" but said they had found responses from other markets indicating a
start could be made "immediately were station relations our only consideration."
NBC-TV

Claims

In Nighttime

Victory

Nielsen

Report

NBC-TV claimed last week that for the
first time since September 1954 it had taken
over the No. 1 position for the full nighttime
schedule in Nielsen's network area report.
The claims and ratings, based on Nielsen's
second November report, were circulated

service, no matter where one may drive."
• A "unique" station compensation plan
is under consideration: initially stations
signed as affiliates would be compensated on

to NBC-TV's agencies, advertisers and prospects, noting the statistical record represented the network's "most impressive rating

a "monthly retainer" and in exchange
would identify themselves with the network
and would broadcast information on road

performance this season."
According to figures shown in Nielsen's
November report No. 2 (based on a sample
in 14 city areas in which each of the three
networks has its own outlet) NBC-TV led
CBS-TV in average audience ratings by 4%
and ABC-TV by 26%. Noted the network:
"A year ago NBC trailed CBS by 22%
and was 38% above ABC. In terms of increase over a year ago, NBC is up 13%
[average audience rating in November 1956
was 19.2 and 21.6 in November 1957];
CBS down 16% [24.7 average audience
rating November 1956, 20.7 November
1957] and ABC up 24% [13.9 in November

conditions and other
way data at "clearly
normal station break
• The "network"

automotive and highspecified times during
periods."
would option certain

I!
TARGET

1956 and 17.2 in November 1957]."
NBC also said that "even more impressive" are the half-hour "wins" — that NBCTV scored 21 for the first week November

V's
T
PROPELLING
NEW

FORCE!

hit your
MARKET
with

impact!

rating, and 26 for the second week. CBSTV, according to these figures, dropped
from 15 to 12 while ABC-TV dropped from
10 to 9.
Breaking down the figures further, NBCTV's researchers showed NBC-TV to be
leading on four nights (Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday); CBS-TV on two
nights (Friday and Saturday) and ABC-TV
on one night (Tuesday). Last year, according to these statistics, CBS-TV led on six
nights, Sunday through Friday, and NBCTV on one, Saturday night.
CBS-TV had no immediate comment.
ABC-TV spokesmen said they had no quarrel with the figures, which they said point
up ABC-TV's growth in the past year. They
noted that where their network was 10.8
behind the 1956 leader (CBS) in multinetwork average audience ratings, the 1957
report puts them only 4.4 points behind the
current leader (NBC).
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Washington's
It took the Washington
to jump

from

one million

reach

the first million

Since
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than
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to two

mark.

Washington's

Area

million

That's

its

ears

in population.

has

17

only 17 years — from

a sign of phenomenal

population

in

virtually

any of the other ten largest U.S. metropolitan
That's your lucrative market — and WWDC
station. It's no coincidence that our growth

years
1940

It had taken
growth.

tripled —

to 1957 —

140 years to

Here's

another.

has grown

faster

areas.*
Radio

is your logical

rate has paralleled the

area's — to the point where we were first or a mighty close second
in every PULSE survey of 1957. We have a simple formula — to be
a listenable station to our 2 ,000 ,000-plus area audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing
increasing sales for you.

listeners for us, ever-

radio Washington
WWDC

"Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
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EDUCATION
FORD

FUND

PAYS

ETV

$2.5 MILLION
IN '57
• Foundation makes report
• $2 million paid to ETRC
More than $2.5 million was paid by the
Ford Foundation to educational television
during the year ended Sept. 30, 1957, according to the Foundation's annual report
being released today (Monday).
Going into the 1957 fiscal period, Foundation commitments to ETV from previous
years, which were still outstanding, amounted
to $6,413,340. In addition, $448,050 more
was allocated during 1957. The disbursement of $2,545,000 last year reduced the
$6,861,390 total to $4,316,340 going into
the current fiscal year.
The largest payment went to the Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann
Arbor, Mich., which received $2,022,000
of the $6,263,340 which the Foundation
granted during 1956 to assist the Center's
general program through 1959. In addition, the Foundation last year granted and

•

paid
$113,350 foractivities.
the ETRC's development
and information
A balance of $4,241,340 was still to come
to the Center as of last Sept. 30.
Grants were also made and paid to the
American Council on Education ($125,000)
for the work of the Joint Council on Educational Television, and to the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters ($97,000)
for projects in the professional development
of education by radio-tv.
Sums of $37,500 each, appropriated prior

The
Novemnber \ 4
'a
ARB just
came in.

WE
Cedar

Rapids -Waterloo

watching

November

time in Iowa, 4 to 10 pm
KCRG-TV
Station B
Station C

For

DID

a long time

KCRG-TV

to the last fiscal year ' to release time of
school faculty members for educational tv
programming, were paid during 1957 to the
U. of Alabama, U. of Detroit, U. of Nebraska and North Carolina State College. In
the same vein, new grants of $37,500 were
made to Boston U., U. of North Carolina
and U. of Wisconsin. The UNC commitment
was paid during the same fiscal year, the
others carrying over to the current period.
Commenting on completed programs, the

IT!
ARB

shows

that

daily, KCRG-TV

90 Quarter
67 Quarter
13 Quarter
has been

hour
hour
hour

a good

during

TV

(that's us) leads:

firsts
firsts
firsts
buy, delivering

sub-

stantial audiences at a very low cost per thousand. But now, it's
the buy in Eastern Iowa, with the highest ratings and the same
low rates.

CEDAR
ABC-TV
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Foundation praised the success of its TvRadio Workshop in producing the 90-minute Omnibus show on tv networks for five
Omnibus, which completed its run on
ABC-TV last March and formerly was on
years.
CBS-TV,
has since been sold to Robert
Saudek Assoc. for further commercial use
[Networks, Feb. 25, 1957]. Mr. Saudek
served as director of the Tv-Radio Workshop producing Omnibus.
The Ford Foundation was created in 1936
by the late Henry Ford and Edsel Ford and
is essentially an educational foundation.
The Fund for the Republic, originally
set up by Ford Foundation appropriations
but which since has assumed a completely
independent status, currently is planning a
"study" of the tv medium [Government,
Dec. 23, 1957]. One of the projects will be
concerned with mass media of communications (starting with tv) and the other will
be devoted to political parties, pressure
groups and professional associations.
Broadcasting
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• Jump in high fidelity sales cited by RCA Victor's Miller
• Chicago event highlights new developments in transistor tv
Revolutionary developments in console
luxury -minded consumer segments. It
seemed agreed, though, that initial tangible
high fideltity and portable, transistor tv,
effects are not likely to be measurable until
plus conventional refinements in radio-tv
the model is placed in mass production,
receivers, piqued the interest ol buyers al
the midwinter International Home Furnishprobably in the next two years.
Two buyers contacted by Broadcasting
ings Show in Chicago last week.
expressed belief that, at least in the early
Louis J. Collins, general sales manager
marketing stages, sales of battery-powered
of RCA Victor Radio and "Victrola" Div.,
transistor sets are likely to be hampered by
reported sales of console hi-fi models in
1957 virtually tripled totals in 1956. with
high prices — one of the reasons frequently
an expected final volume of $300 million.
given for slow progress in color tv. Costliness of transistors and batteries might
He predicted sales would reach $400 million
this year, with a continued trend toward
hold the initial price line around $400-$50()
console units. The show will run through
before they dip to the more salable $150Jan. 17 and then be opened to the public
$250 level.
The Motorola cordless model utilizes 3 1
for
the first time
Merchandise
Mart.in the history of Chicago's
transistors powered by two nickel-cadmium
At the same time RCA Victor unveiled a
batteries and is capable of 12,000 cycles or
playing hours (six hours per charge), at an
new modular high fidelity system for achievoperating cost of about four-tenths cent an
ing a "complete home entertainment syshour for 12 w power consumption. The battem." It consists of a basic unit — a fourtery complement may be recharged by an
speed, three-speaker phonograph — plus
automobile cigarette lighter out of home or
matching auxiliary speaker and record cabian ac outlet, when a recharger is used.
nets for placement on a low-boy bench.
Thev can be grouped with either of two
Again, buyers' reactions were mixed on
RCA 21-inch tv models in the manner of
color tv. Some dealers, such as Chicago's
building blocks and bought for less than
Polk Bros, appliance chain, reported increased 1957 sales, running about 30%
$500. The basic unit includes a stereo-jack
ahead
of
1956. Some stores pointed out
for addition of a stereophonic sound system.
they have sold color receivers, but at no
Phonograph and speaker cabinets have depercentage profit comparable to that for
tachable legs and may be purchased separately.
black and white (excluding portables). Buyers reported discounting practices have perMotorola's new portable transistorized tv
receiver commanded substantial dealer intervaded selling, rendering list prices nonexistent for color sets, and there were the
est, with views varying on its market potenfamiliar
complaints of others about alleged
tial. Some buyers likened the market prospects to those for portable radios, while
servicing problems and high set prices.
others felt sales would be limited to the
It was acknowledged, however, that RCA

"TARGET"

TV's
NEW
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FORCE!

Aimed
to

hit

RATINGS

•

models have been selling best, particularly
in Chicago, where WGN-TV has become
the third station to enter colorcasting. Not
only is the gap closing between color and
monochrome sets in terms of average dollar
volume, as reported by RCA Victor Distributing Corp., but sales have jumped in
recent months [Manufacturing, Dec. 30,
1957]. (According to one late estimate, approximately $100,000 worth of color units
were sold in Chicago in the waning months
of
last year, at an average price of $600$700.)
But the growing bonanza now seems to
be
hi-fi, as noted by RCA's Mr. Collins.
He instated:
"The market in high fidelity units, next to
television and radio, has shown the most
remarkable strides in the home instrument field. When returns are in, it will
be revealed that the American public has
spent more than $300 million for high
fidelity instruments during 1957. In 1956,
the total was only $175 million. Moreover,
the 1957 figure will be increased by more
than 30% in 1958, reaching an all-time
high exceeding $400 million. . . .
'"Two years ago, high fidelity sales were
mostly in table portables, but last year,
62% of hi-fi instrument sales were console
models. In 1958 we expect this ratio to
70%."
to about
grow
Typical
of the
more conventional refinements in tv sets is a 21 -inch tv console
with 10-inch cabinet depth, claimed by Syl-

►

vania Electric Products Inc. to be the "slimmest ever placed in commercial production."
The new model represents a "further advancement" of the 110-degree deflection
system introduced by the company in December 1956. Tiny but powerful portables
marked the radio lines of many manufacturers.
Dummy Antenna in Gates Unit
A new 1 kw am transmitter announced
this week by Gates Radio Co., Quincy, 111.,
features an inbuilt dummy antenna for offthe-air tests, enabling a station to test before
its tower is up and at any time thereafter.
The dummy antenna was a popular sug-

fast!
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A fully-transistorized, battery-operated television receiver, claimed to be the "first truly
portable tv set," is shown by Robert W.
Galvin, president of Motorola Inc., Chicago
electronics manufacturer, which devised the
unit. [At Deadline, Jan. 6]. The cordless
model utilizes a J 4-inch tube and 31 transistors, plus two batteries good for 12,000
hours' operation (2,000 cycles).
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t

a

good

radio

station!

KFEQ
RADIO
is proud to be celebrating its
35th Anniversary in a highly competitive, fastmoving business. A third generation of listeners is
depending upon KFEQ for factual agricultural
information, news and entertainment. Farmers and
farm-allied businesses depend upon KFEQ Radio
for livestock and grain market quotations in order
to conduct their daily buying and selling of
their products.

KFEQ
RADIO
is a good station. For 35 years
it has grown and prospered in an area that has
the world's most particular consumers — the midwest
farmers and town folks.

KFEQ

RADIO

gives its listeners what they

want — what they need to hear — and it's this
receptive audience that makes cash registers ring.

KFEQ
RADIO'S listening audiences in the
northern half of Missouri, southern Iowa, northeast
Kansas and southeast Nebraska are larger than
ever before and agricultural prospects for 1958
are bright.

KFEQ

RADIO

covers a highly potential area:

Population
2,502,600
Counties
139
Radio Homes
749,720
Spendable Income $3,671,187,000

We are also proud
of our new national representative
SAINT JOSEPH, MISSOURI
680 KC
• 5000 WATTS

Ted

Nelson,
Ted

Broadcasting

Exec. V. P. KFEQ

Branson,

Mgr. KFEQ

Broadcasting Co.
RADIO

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

579 Fifth Ave.
New York

1901 West 8th Street
Los Angeles

85 Post Street
San Francisco

35 East Wacker
Chicago

Drive
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MANUFACTURING continued

Tulsa

gestion, Gates says, in a survey of broadcasters.
The new transmitter, Model BC-1T, is
designed with vertical construction, giving
access to all controls through the front door,
a feature planned to save floor space (BC-1T
measures 78 x 36 x 32 inches, occupying
8 square feet of floor space). To achieve
frequency stability without crystal oven,
thermostats or thermometers, BC-1T uses
vacuum-type crystal units, according to
Larry Cervone, Gates sales manager.

ranks 7th in the

nation in spendable income per person. And,
KVOO
ranks 1st in
penetration and coverage of the rich Tulsa area
— all this, plus bonus

11 -Month Radio Output, Sales Up;
Tv Set Production, Sales Drop
Production of radio sets during the first
1 1 months of 1957 ran well above the 1956
level but tv output declined, according to
Electronic Industries Assn. Sales of radio

coverage in Kansas,
Missouri and Arkansas!
Yes, KVOO
your

is always
for

1st choice

reaching the 7th! Better get on right now!

-—

-5S51HEPJ

IJuwW^^

KVOO

sets increased during the 11 -month period,
which tv experienced a decline.
Output of radios totaled 13.6 million for
the 11 months compared to 12.3 million in
the same 1956 period. Tv production totaled 5.8 million sets compared to 6.7 million
in the comparable 1956 months. Of the
574,646 tv sets produced in November,
55,035 had uhf tuners.
Retail sales of radio sets for 1 1 months
of 1957 totaled 7.7 million units compared
to 6.7 million in the same 1956 months.
Tv sales totaled 5.6 million sets compared
to 5.8 million in the comparable 1956
months. Radio set sales do not include auto
models, which move directly to factories.
Following are radio and tv set production figures for November and the first 1 1
months of 1957 (units):
Auto
May
Total
vision
Radio
Radio
450.190
February (1957)
January
1,085,529
522,859
464.697
521,624
1,264,765
March (5 wks)
1,609.073
July
597,532
559,842
361,246
1,115,813
342,386
380,452
396,151
Tele1,023,771
June (5 wks)
543,778
April
612,588
416,058
1,088,343
256,279
360,660
673,734
August
301,971
446,419
September (5 wks)
965,724
1,610,748
832,631
522,746
October
661,994
November
563,066
1,569,180
574,646
1,688,868
TOTAL
5,825,804
4,925,157 13,634,402
Ward

Elected to Presidency

Of Altec Parent

The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market
• 37th fir Peoria
Center
Broadcast
HAROLD

C. STUART

GUSTAV

President

BRANDBORG

Vice Pres. £r Gen.

Represented

by

EDWARD

Mgr.

PETRY

& CO.

Corporation

A. A. Ward, executive vice president and
director of Altec Companies Inc., Anaheim,
Calif., has been
elected president of
the sound equipment
concern, it has been
announced by G. L.
Carrington, chairman of the board
and chief executive

1 170

KC

• 50,000
"The
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WATTS
Voice

• CLEAR

CHANNEL

of Oklahoma"

• NBC

officer. Altec Companies is the parent
firm of Altec Lansing Corp. (public
address, theatre, recording, broadcast,

MR. WARD

scientific, hi-fi equipment) and its Los Angeles division, Peerless Electrical Products
(audio and power transformers), Altec Service Co. and Newpaths Inc. (research).
Soon after Altec Service Co. was formed
in 1937, Mr. Ward became its head of
Broadcasting

Snowshoe

Hare

Lepus americanus erxleben
Living in northern Michigan' s spruce
and cedar swamps, this white-coated
"ghost" is almost impossible to see
against the snow. His unusually large
feet act as snowshoes as he roams in
quest of twigs and bark.
Original sketch by conservationist
Charles E. Schafer

Put

your

money
Why

where

the

people

are

reach rabbits with your radio advertising? WWJ

on people — with

fresh, appealing

entertainment

concentrates

like the "WWJ

Melody Parade," with sprightly personalities like Hugh Roberts
in the morning, Bob Maxwell from fabulous Northland shopping
center, Jim
Use WWJ

Wood

and Jim

DeLand

A

m m

m

WWJ

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the state's buying power
lives within WWJ's daytime
primary coverage area.

Broadcasting

spectacular

Eastland.

all day . . . every day.

k

Here's your real target

from

m

AM and FM
RADIO

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS
NBC Affiliate
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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MANUFACTURING continued
specialty engineering. With creation of Altec
Lansing Corp. in 1941, he became that firm's
general manager, becoming successively vice
president and executive vice president. When
the parent firm, Altec Companies, was set
up in 1956, Mr. Ward was elected its vice
president-director and became executive vice
president last year.
Sylvania Marks Record '57 Sales;
Mitchell Expects 10% More in '58
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. sales in
1957 set a new record high for the company,
according to Don G. Mitchell, chairman and
president, who predicted that sales in 1958
will "substantially" exceed the 1957 record,
possibly by as much as 10%, depending
upon the duration of the "economic adjustment." Sylvania's final sales figures for 1957
are not yet available, but Mr. Mitchell said
the year's volume had exceeded the record
of $332 million in 1956. The 1956 total was
adjusted to include the sales volume of
Argus Cameras Inc., then an independent
company, which became a division of Sylvania in January 1957.
Final earnings figures for 1957 have not
been compiled, but Mr. Mitchell said they
will not equal those of 1956, which
amounted to $4.10 a common share, adjusted for Argus. He cited such factors as
the television industry adjustment during the
first half of 1957, a continued industry-wide
price squeeze in some of the company's
more profitable lines, large outlays for research and development in a number of
fields and unusually heavy expenditures for
new manufacturing facilities. These factors
were accentuated further, he added, by
softening of the general economy in the
second half of 1957.

9-Month General Instrument Net
Exceeds That for Whole of 1956
Nine-month net earnings in 1957 for
General Instrument Corp.. Newark, N. J.,
topped earnings for all of 1956. the electronic components firm reported last week.
GIC manufactures radio-tv equipment.
Board Chairman Martin H. Benedek
noted that the gain was all the more remarkable in the light of a 12% drop in tv set
production last year "and shows concretely
the effects of the company's continuing program to broaden its base in all electronic
fields, thus steadily eliminating our dependence on the fluctuations of the tv
Earnings for the nine months ended Nov.
market."
30, 1957: $1.2 million (before taxes) compared with $700,729 (before taxes) for the
same period of 1956. Increase in net earnings was 63%. Sales for the nine-month
period of 1957 came to $25.3 million as

munications, photography, electronic and
nuclear instrumentation — some being used
in missile and satellite programs — accounted
for more than 50% of the year's total production. Nems-Clarke started this year with
a backlog 27% greater than on Jan. 1, 1957,
the company head states.
MANUFACTURING

reports shipments of color film camera to KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.; one-sec- j
tion superturnstile antennas to KVAL-TV
Eugene, Ore., and WWJ-TV Detroit; eightsection superturnstile antenna to (WTVM
[TV] Columbus, Ga., and 1-kw used transmitter and 24-gain antenna to WBPZ-TV
Lock Haven, Pa.
ORRadio

divisions. They are Instrumentation Tape Div., to be
headed by James D. Grady
Jr., and Audio Products
Div., to be headed by
Robert D. Browning. The
two men will supervise all
phases of manufacturing in
their respective divisions,

components market fell off, GIC's "own
share of this tv market was enlarged, further
'cushioning' the company against the overRecord Volume

Nems-Clarke Co. (Div. of Vitro Corp. of
America), Silver Spring. Md.. reports record
production and business booked during
1957. A. S. Clarke, president, says sales
booked totaled $4.75 million, 35% better
than 1956, and the value of electronic equipment manufactured and shipped last year
exceeded $4.3 million.
Proprietary products in the fields of com-

"TARGET"

Industries Inc.,

Opelika, Ala., reports that
it has established two new

noted that while the tv

all industry decline."
Nems-Clarke Shows

SHORTS

RCA

against $25.4 million for 1956's nine-month
Mr. Benedek
period.

from procuring raw materials to shipping of finished
product.
direct and They
controlalso
all will
phases
MR. BROWNING

of processing and production and supervise all personnel in their divisions.

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., announced it will discontinue production at
its Quincy, Mass., plant of tv picture tubes.
Cathode ray tube production at Quincy plant
henceforth will be concentrated on special
purpose tubes for industrial and military
uses, the company said. Raytheon will continue to supply television picture tubes to
distributors for replacement market.
Blonder-Tongue Labs., Newark, N. J., has
announced production of tv booster designed
to improve reception on vhf channels 2 to
13. It is Model B-23 and it also works on
small master antenna systems, firm reports.
Stancil-Hoffman Corp. has announced new
self-contained,
battery operated recorder
which weighs 13 lbs.
Called Minitape, recorder contains automatic volume control
preamplifier, recording amplifier and
separate playback
amplifier. It is designed for 50input,
ohm
microphone
and full level recording is reported possible at distances of 100 feet or more and
automatic volume control feature handles

MERCHANDISING

opportunities!
Page 72
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"this extreme sensitivity as well as close
talking." Accessories are available including
remote control unit, miniature power amplifier and speaker system, automatic voltage
regulated battery charger, microphones and
canvas carrying case. Price: $494.
Broadcasting
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AIN'T

THE

NO TIME FOR GLORY
MASSACRE
T SAND CREEK
starring Barry Sul livan
starring AEverett
Sloane
COUNTRY

HUSBAND

starring Frank Lovejoy and Barbara Hale
SO

SOON

TO

DIE

kstarring Richard Basehart, Anne Bancroft

CUPPER

SHIP

starring Charles Bickford, Jan Sterling
CONFESSION

starring Dennis O'Keefe, June Lockhart
...and other great hits for first run syndication!

N

THE

FIRST

VBBM

WFIL

Chicago

Philadelphia

24

HOURS

KRON

IT HAPPENED

ONE

SISTER

TOP

KUTV

Bakersfield

MARKETS

WHCT

Salt Lake City

KFMB
San Diego

Hartford

COLUMBIA

NIGHT

LOST

starring Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert
MY

THESE

WBAK

San Francisco

from

IN

HORIZON

starring Ronald Coleman

EILEEN

MR.

starring Rosalind Russell

SMITH

GOES

TEXAS

starring William Holden
TO WASHINGTON

starring James Stewart and Jean Arthur

HOLIDAY
starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant
...and other great first run hits!

is

^^^^^^^

m

from

ACT

UNIVERSAL

OF MURDER

BRUTE

starring Fredric March
THE

SUSPECT

starring Burt Lancaster
ALL QUIET

SIDE

on the WESTERN

FRONT

starring Lew Ayres

starring Charles Laughton
EAST

FORCE

OF HEAVEN

ALL MY

starring Bing Crosby

SONS

starring Edward G. Robinson

. . . and other great first run hits!

for information

call

GEMS,
INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
711
FIFTH
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
NEW
ORLEANS
TORONTO
NEW YORK
DETROIT
nn 1 Fifth Ave-. 709 Fox BWg. 230 N. Michigan Ave. 1334 N. Beechwood Or. 1032 Royal Sr. 102-108 Peter St. Vs||l§
fiata 1-4432 Woodward 1-3979
Franklyit 2-3696
Hollywood 2-3111
Exprest3913
Empire 3-4096 \
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GOVERNMENT

MOULDER
Dissension

SUBCOMMITTEE

reported

FCC

in Hill committee;

may

I ho FCC in .ill probability will lace public hearings before the House l egislative

tusion was a report that everything is not
harmonious within the staff itself.

Oversight Subcommittee "within two weeks.
Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), subcommittee chairman, announced last week.

In answer to a question if "any charges
ol malfeasance or misconduct against individual commissioners would be made prior

Rep. Moulder made his announcement
following u controversial 2Vi-hour executive
session of the subcommittee, also attended
by Rer>. Oren Harris, chairman of the parent
House Commerce Committee.
Just what transpired behind the closed
doors of the committee meeting is somewhat
clouded as several conflicting views have
been expressed on what was said. One thing
is official — the committee will meet again
today ( Morula) ) to decide its course and to
set up a schedule of hearings.

to the hearings" Rep. Moulder said this
matter also would be taken up at today's
meeting. He did not indicate whether
grounds for such charges have been found
in preliminary investigations.
The subcommittee was organized last
March to determine if six regulatory agencies are administering the laws as Congress

And. despite denials from practically all
sources, it was learned there is considerable
disagreement among the committee members
over the course the staff has followed in its
investigations — with the focal point centering
around Dr. Bernard Schwartz, director and
chief counsel of the stall". Adding more con-

TV

HEARINGS

•

Pros, cons unlimber

•

FCC

leads off; among

Zenith, "debated" pay tv in a Washington
newspaper.
Page 76
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weeks

• Rep. Harris, chairman of the parent
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, had agreed to sign subpoenas which
the subcommittee felt necessary to issue to
secure the information it seeks.
• Commissioners of all six of the agencies
have answered questionnaires on "gifts"
they have received since 1949 [Government, Oct. 14, 21. 1957].
• The subcommittee reviewed a 30-page
memorandum submitted by Dr. Schwartz
outlining results of investigations and suggesting hearing procedures.
• The committee will decide at today's
meeting whether any charges of malfeasance
and misconduct will be brought into the

"progressed to where we are in a better position to hold hearings [on the FCC] than on

ported dispute
over the subcommittee's
er to issue
subpoenas
was the result powof a

the• others."
There were no conflicts or differences

misunderstanding perpetrated by an "erroneous" story in a Washington newpaper. Rep.
Harris said that he was "amazed" at statements in the article and, prior to last Wednes-

of opinion among committee members concerning the staff or the work it has done.

REP. FLYNT

OPEN

REP. MACK

TOMORROW

for Harris committee

testimony

antis: Sarnoff, Stanton, Goldenson,

In other Washington toll tv developments
last week, four bills were introduced in
Congress designed to prohibit pay tv; Michigan State Sen. Harold Ryan (D) climaxed his
anti-pay tv drive [Government, Oct. 21.
1957] with a personal appearance on Capitol Hill, and Sen. Charles Potter (R-Mich.)
and W. Theodore Pierson. attorney for

in two

open prior to public hearings.
Both Reps. Harris and Moulder said a re-

biggest guns

The expanded House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee pay tv hearings begin
tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10 a.m. and now
are scheduled to/run through Jan. 22. Order
of witnesses will. -he the FCC tomorrow and
Wednesday, proponents of toll tv Thursday
and Friday. President Harold Fellows for
the NAB also Friday and the networks, individual congressmen and others on Jan.
21 and 22.

testify

his "impression" is the FCC will be first because investigations of that agency have

REP. MOSS

REP. HARRIS

PAY

intended and immediately after last week's
meeting adjourned. Rep. Moulder stated:
• Hearings will start within two weeks and

SMOLDERS

Fellows

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
the Commerce Committee, originally scheduled the hearings for three days [Government, Jan. 6; At Deadline, Dec. 30, 1957]
but last week announced they will be extended for a minimum of six days and may
proceed beyond Jan. 22.
The witness list will read like an industry
"who's who" gathering, with both opponents
and proponents sending top representatives.
On the witness stand for those advocating
toll tv will be James M. Landis (for Skiatron),
former dean of Harvard Law School and
also former chairman of both the Securities
& Exchange Commission and Civil Aeronautics Board: Washington attorney Paul
A. Porter (for International Telemeter), and
another Washington attorney, Mr. Pierson,
will represent Zenith.
Prominent on the opposing side will be

REP. WILLIAMS

CHMN. MOULDER

the three television network presidents,
Robert Sarnoff (NBC), Dr. Frank Stanton
(CBS) and Leonard H. Goldenson (ABC);
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), author of
a bill to ban pay tv; Sen. Potter, outspoken
pay tv foe on the Senate side, and Mr.
Fellows.
To open the hearings, the Commission
will be "asked to give the committee the
benefit of the knowledge and information it
has obtained and to answer any questions
the committee members might have," according to W. E. (Ed) Williamson, chief
clerk. One point the committee intends to
go into concerns the Commission's stand
that it has the authority to authorize pay
tv tests.
Heading the list of tv bills introduced
last week, Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.)
Thursday offered his promised measure
(S 2934) [Government, Nov. 4] "to prohibit the charging of a fee on the general
public for the privilege of viewing programs
through the medium of television sets in
private homes" until the FCC has authorized
the charging of such a fee. The bill also
Broadcasting

day's meeting, had never been asked to okay
subpoenas to be issued by the Oversight
Subcommittee. He said he would consider
such requests on an individual basis, and as
chairman of the Commerce Committee,
would authorize any request for a subpoena
which he felt is justified. However, no
blanket subpoena authority was given to the
Moulder subcommittee.
Rep. Moulder did not specify last week
what agency records he might want to subpoena, but last month hit the Commission
for refusing to turn over its files on pending
cases [Government, Dec. 23. 1957]. Both
he and Rep. Harris indicated subpoenas may
be forthcoming in the near future.
Strong opposition to Dr. Schwartz' report was registered by some members of the
committee, who felt that Rep. Moulder's
account of the entire session was "not very
accurate." They felt, it was understood, the
staff has been taking too much into its own
hands without consulting the committee,
and that the committee must exercise more
control over the staffs activities.
The work of the staff to date has gone far
afield of the announced purpose of the committee, itwas felt. In an apparent contradiction of Rep. Moulder's statement, one source
said a "vote of confidence" for the staff was

REP. O'HARA

REP. HALE

prohibits the Commission from authorizing
pay tv without the express approval of
Congress.
Last Tuesday, anti-pay tv bills were introduced byRep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.)
(HR 9629), a member of the House Commerce Committee; Rep. Adam C. Powell
(D-N. Y.) (HR 9706). and Rep. Ray J.
Madden (D-Ind.) (HR 9690). Already pending in Congress are bills banning pay tv
introduced by Rep. Celler and Sen. Strom
Thurmond (D-S. C).
Following a six-day trip to Washington, Michigan State Sen. Ryan parked his
anti-toll tv trailer on the Capitol plaza and
presented Rep. Harris with petitions bearing over 20,000 signatures asking Congress
to stop pay tv before it gets started. Mr.
Ryan also presented a resolution of the
Detroit Common Council opposing it.
Mr. Ryan said over 90% of the people
he has talked to since starting his campaign six years ago are against pay tv. Asked
if he agrees with this figure, Rep. Harris
said he "doubted very seriously if the public is fully aware of the consequences of pay
Broadcasting

not mentioned during Wednesday's meeting.
Still another report had Dr. Schwartz doing
an excellent job while being handicapped by
an "incompetent and inexperienced" staff.
Contacted Thursday night. Rep. Moulder
stressed that "no one has complained to me
about any member of the staff" at any time
Nor, he said, did he intend to seek a vote
of confidence for Dr. Schwartz and his
assistants. He reported complete satisfaction
with the committee's staff and the progress
of its investigations.
He said publicity on "sensational or misconduct" matters have given an erroneous
impression of the committee's purpose and
that he personally would seek to avoid "sensationalism" during the committee's hearings.
While Rep. Moulder said all commissioners now have answered the bitterly-objectedto questionnaire, he did not disclose the
answers and indicated their future use has
not been determined. Upon receiving the
questionnaire, the FCC said it would not be
possible to answer the questions on gifts
objectively and asked for a conference with
Mr. Moulder. This was granted last month
[Government, Dec. 23, 1957] and as a
result the commissioners agreed to submit
answers.
Asked if the questionnaires had been

REP. HESELTON

REP. BENNETT

WHILE

ON

THE

ROAD

What are the perquisites of an
FCC commissioner? When he travels
he receives, just like any other government employe, transportation and
$12 per diem.
On very rare occasions — hardly
six times in the last few years, it is
understood — the chairman of the
Commission is authorized to approve
reimbursement of actual expenses, but
not more than $25 per day, in addition to travel.
And, while on a per diem basis,
the government traveler is allowed to
submit additional vouchers to cover
such things as taxicabs and streetcars.
answered "satisfactorily," Rep. Moulder
replied that they were still under study.
Other subcommittee members are Reps.
John Bell Williams (D-Miss.), Peter F.
Mack Jr. (D-Ill.), John J. Flynt Jr. (D-Ga.),
John E. Moss (D-Calif.), Joseph P. O'Hara
(R-Minn.), Robert Hale (R-Me.), John W.
Heselton (R-Mass.) and John B. Bennett
(R-Mich.). Reps. Harris and Charles Wolverton (R-N. J.), are ex-officio members.

COUNSEL SCHWARTZ

tv" and that he hoped the hearings starting
tomorrow will help inform the public.
The Ryan caravan stopped in six large
cities on the way to Washington and the

new programming
pay tv, but
that "it
difficult
to obtain ondefinitive
replies.
Oneis

public "hugged and kissed us" wherever
a stop was made, Sen. Ryan stated. More
than 10,000 post cards and 600 petitions for
mailing to Congress and the President were
passed out along the way, he said. He hopes
to be back in Washington to testify in person during the pay tv hearings this week.
Articles on pay tv by Sen. Potter (against)
and Mr. Pierson (for) were to appear yesterday (Sunday) in the Washington Star.
"It is important that everyone who owns
a television set understands the precise effect

like." Any system that utilizes for profit the
radio frequency, "even to a fractional extent," is contrary to the public interest, he
stated.

of pay television if it should be authorized,"
Sen. Potter said. "It would mean that at
certain hours of the day . . . the non-subscriber would get a 'scrambled' or unintelligible signal. . . . This is like buying a
refrigerator and being required to drop a
coin in the slot before you can open the
door and get something to eat."
Sen. Potter said pay tv advocates have
been asked to be specific about promised

hears instead general promises of 'superior'
motion pictures, sporting events and the

"The fact is that the various pay television
schemes run absolutely counter to the basic
theory of the legislation which established
America's broadcast system. They propose, in effect, to usurp some of the limited free time now available and supplant
it by a sort of domestic slot machine operation. .. . The American people are among
the best-informed in the world because of
our free communications media," he said.
Subscription television "can never be
used to make you pay for that which you
get free," Mr. Pierson said, but "is a means
by which the programs that you must leave
home and pay to see can be received in your
home. ... To mention a few, these include
many championship boxing matches, home
football and baseball games, new motion
January 13, 1958
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED

V

DROP-INS

OF

FCC

STYMIED

RULES,

AIRSPACE

A steel curtain has been dropped in
front ol television broadcasters seeking
"dropped-in" vhf channels in six cities.
The top-level Washington Airspace Panel,
a unit of the Air Coordinating Committee,
has been turning thumbs down on all recent
requests lor approval of antenna towers involving such cities as New Orleans, Miami.
Norfolk, Va.. Lafayette-Lake Charles and
Houma, all Louisiana, Utica, N. Y. (AlbanySchencctady-Troy) and St. Louis.
The Washington panel recommends approval or disapproval of antenna sites and
heights requested by broadcast applicants
depending on its evaluation of whether or
not a proposed structure is a hazard to air
navigation. All towers that are 500-ft. or
more above ground must be submitted to the
Washington group by regional panels.
The vhf channels are those which the FCC
allocated to various metropolitan areas last
year in an endeavor to alleviate the woes of
vhf-uhf intermixture.
"PREVENT blackout of your tv set" cries the
banner in the background as Rep. Oren
Harris (I}, chairman of the House Commerce
Committee, receives more than 20,000
signatures of individuals opposed to pay tv
from Michigan State Sen. Harold Ryan.
Mr. Ryan brought his anti-toll tv trailer to
Congress to make a personal appeal.
pictures, legitimate theatre and opera. . . .
loll tv will deliver these programs to your
home at a much lower cost than you now
incur in seeing them away from home."
Citing telephone, telegraph and transportation services, as users of the public
domain, Mr. Pierson pointed out that they

charge the public for their services. "There
could hardly be a principle more contrary
to American practice, experience and concept than one holding that all enterprises
that use the public domain must supply their
products and services
maintain that the air
to the people, can find
bring more pleasure
many
Mr.
from
from
many

free," he said. "We
waves, which belong
no better use than to
and information to

more people at a much lower cost."
Pierson stated revenue to tv stations
subscribers, when added to revenue
advertisers, actually will mean that
more tv stations will be on the air,

resulting in more service to the public. "And
since subscription revenue will pay a substantial part of the cost of station operations, the cost of the medium to advertisers
will be reduced and more small advertisers
will find it within their reach . . ." he said.
"Should investors and enterprisers, who
devote years and millions to finding a cheaper way to provide our people with more and
better service, be denied the right to enter
the market place and let you, the public,
decide whether their ambitious goals have
been accomplished? For government to
deny the public this right ... is totalitarian
in the extreme — it is the absolute antithesis
of our American system of free enterprise."
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Last August, the Washington panel, suddenly conscious of the budding problem,
officially asked the FCC to modify its rigorous requirement that stations strictly maintain the co-channel and adjacent channel
station separations.
The

Commission noncommittally answered early last month and expressed an
interest in hearing from the Airspace Panel
( 1 ) What maximum heights would be approved at the sites requested by the applicants and (2) what farm areas would be
approved with maximum heights to be permitted— but with a definite expression that
mileage separation should be maintained in
at least one instance.
The cases involved were applications for
St. Louis' ch. 2 and Terre Haute's ch. 2.
Last week the Airspace Panel approved
an antenna farm for Terre Haute which
meets all criteria. Action on the St. Louis
situation is stymied, it is understood, because the existing St. Louis farm area is 6-7
miles short of the 170-mile separation requirements with the Terre Haute farm.
The tall tower drop-in snag developed in
ironic fashion.
When the FCC began allocating vhf dropins, it insisted that mileage separations be
rigorously met. In Zone I, this is 170 miles
co-channel; in Zone II. 190 miles and in
Zone III, 220 miles. Adjacent channel separation for all zones is 60 miles.
The Commission requires also that a minimum signal strength be placed over the principal city to be served. This is 5 mv/m for
chs. 2-6; 7.07 mv/m for chs. 7-13.
In order to meet the separation factors,
the area where drop-in antennas may be
built is severely circumscribed. These sites
are usually some distance from the cities to
be served. In order, therefore, to meet the
city signal requirement, tall towers — 1,0002,000-ft. above ground — are a necessity.
It is this lack of flexibility in locating antenna towers that is giving schizophrenia to
aviation people.

CONFLICT
RULINGS

It was only recently that representatives
of broadcasters and aeronauts hammered
out an agreement to establish antenna farms
for tall tv towers.
This principle — of locating all tv towers
in a single area for each city — is the subject of rule-making at the FCC even now.
In 1956 the Commission issued a proposal
to revise Parts I and XVII of the Rules to
"encourage" the grouping of antenna towers (Doc. 11665). Last November it issued
a Further Notice of Proposed Rule-Making
on the same subject, including the criteria
to be used in meeting this suggested requirement. Comments are due Jan. 31.
The farm idea came after more than two
years of work by a joint government-industroversy.
try group representing all sides of the conIn its Dec. 8 response to the Airspace
Panel on the St. Louis and Terre Haute
cases, the Commission declared it "fully
appreciates" the airspace problems which
are presented by tower construction problems. It added, "However, it is believed
that waivers of station separation requirements should be made only under the most
compelling circumstances in fuii consideration of the aeronautical and television aspects that comprise the public interest.
Moreover, it is apparent that significant departures from existing television separation
standards may seriously impair the administration of television service and add to the
complexity of airspace problems."
May Want to Kibitz
Just a few weeks ago the Commission
also agreed to furnish the Airspace Panel
with copies of its proposed rule-making
notices where vhf drop-ins are involved.
This is on the theory, it is understood, that
Airspace representatives may find it advisable to participate in the rule-making
proceeding where a situation obviously will
cause airspace difficulties.
Besides the St. Louis and Terre Haute
situations,
following: other problem cities are the
• New Orleans — Ch. 12 must be located
at least 220 miles from ch. 12 WJTV (TV)
Jackson, Miss. This requires a site about
30 miles south of New Orleans, whereas
the antenna farm is only five miles south of
the city. The 30-mile site runs into difficulty
with air traffic into the New Orleans area.
• Miami — Ch. 6 must be located 220
miles from ch. 6 WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.
This requires a site near Homestead, Fla.,
about 20 miles south of the city. The antenna farm is located about 30 miles north
of Miami. The southern site conflicts with
Miami's
bean air heavy
traffic. Latin American and Carib• Norfolk — Ch. 13 must be located 170
miles from ch. 13 WLTV-TV Lynchburg.
Va. This requires a site about 15 miles
southeast of Norfolk in Princess Anne
County, but the Norfolk antenna farm area
Broadcasting
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is 5-(-> miles southwest of the city. The
Princess Anne site runs afoul Navy flight
patterns, particularly from aircraft carriers
approaching the great Norfolk Navy Base.
• Lafayette-Lake C harles, La. — Ch. 3 in
Lafayette must he 190 miles from ch. 3
WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss., and 60 miles
from ch. 2 WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge, La.
Ch. 3 in Lake Charles must be 220 miles
from ch. 3 KTBS-TV Shrcveport, La. This
puts the Lafayette ch. 3 site about 20 miles
southwest of that city, near Kaplan, La.,
and the Lake Charles ch. 3 site about 30
miles southeast of the city, near Lake
Arthur, La. Airspace recently approved an
antenna farm for this area about 10 miles
northwest of Lafayette at Church Pt.. La.
Both the Kaplan and Lake Arthur areas
conflict with air approaches to the present
Strategic Air Command base at Lake
Charles.
• Utica, N. Y. — Ch. 13 WKTV (TV) is
under orders to move to ch. 2 in order to
permit ch. 13 to be added to the AlbanyTroy-Schenectady area. The ch. 2 Utica site
must be 60 miles away from ch. 3 WSYRTV Syracuse, N. Y. This requires an area
around Herkimer, N. Y.. about 15 miles
east of Utica. But this was found to interfere with jet planes flying out of Griffis Air
Base at Rome. N. Y. Airspace Panel recommended apoint nearer Utica, but this
would be about three miles short of the
required 60 miles adjacent channel separation with ch. 3 Syracuse.

FTC

Reports

to Congress

Monitoring
Radio-Tv
On
Work of the radio-tv monitoring unit is
assessed as .i "significant development" in
advertisement policing by the Federal Trade
Commission, acording to the agency's 43rd
annual report prepared for Congress. The
128-page document covers the fiscal year
ending June 30. 1957. including the first
eight months of operation for the monitoring unit, created in the fall of 1956 [Government, Oct. 15. 1956).

One case developed by the new unit —
that against American Chicle Co. (Rolaids)
and its "man-in-thc-white-coat" tv commercials (Government. May 20 .1957. et seq.]
in a list of the year's
gets top
—
typical
casesbilling
on deceptive advertising and
business practices. (Hearings still are in
progress on the Rolaids complaint and are
to resume this month after several weeks'
suspension.)
Official complaints against broadcast
commercials of Mentholatum Rub and
Whitehall's Heet and InfraRub also are
mentioned in the annual report. Others in
the monitoring unit's output of six cases involve Omega oil, Helene Curtis shampoo
and Lanolin Plus shampoo.
Monitoring goes forward in Washington
and FTC field officers on fixed schedules —
not overlooking ad lib commercials — the
report says, adding that many other investigations are underway. The public is giving

"useful assistance" by stating gripes to the
FTC, the agency acknowledges.
Describing the year's work of its scientific division, the FTC classifies plastic
screens for simulating color tv among "unusual matters" investigated. More routine
products getting continuing attention are
drugs and cosmetics. During fiscal 1957 the
FTC looked for health hazards in other
places — among them devices for eliminating static electricity from phonograph records and film.
A radio manufacturer, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., is listed among typical
deceptive practice cases handled during the
year. This firm signed a consent order
agreeing not to represent that its radios
containing vacuum

tubes are "transistor

Work by the FTC on both deceptive
practice and monopoly cases is mounting,
the annual summation shows, and of the
radios."
two
general categories, deceptive practices
take most of the Commission's time. Of 242
official complaints issued in fiscal 1957-58
— a postwar peak — 187 were on deceptive
practices. Of the 187, a total of 153 resulted in final orders against firms involved.
Comparable figures for the preceding year:
150 complaints on deceptive practices and
133 orders.
Sen. Morse
Technical

Asks

FCC

to Make

Study of Daytime

Case

Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) last week
asked the FCC to put its own technical
staff to work on the daytime broadcast
case "so that the Commission's decision is
not governed solely by the strength or
weakness of the arguments advanced by
the interested parties, but represents the
decision that most promotes the public
The Oregon senator, chairman of the
interest."subcommittee on daytime broadcastspecial
ing of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business, has been urging the Commission
to act on the petition of the Daytime Broadcasters Assn. DBA seeks a change in the
rules to permit daytime stations to begin
operating at sunrise or 5 a.m. and to cease
broadcasting at sunset or 7 p.m., whichever permits maximum hours of broadcasting. At present, daytime stations are restricted to operating between local sunrise
and sunset.

PAUL

HEINECKE.

PRESIDENT

LICENSING THE PERFORMANCE,
MECHANICAL OR SYNCHRONIZATION

RIGHTS IN

"THE BEST MUSIC IN AMERICA"
TO THE ENTIRE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY,
RADIO. TELEVISION, MOTION PICTURE, TRANSCRIPTION
AND PHONOGRAPH
RECORD COMPANIES, THEATRES,
CONCERT HALLS, HOTELS, ETC., WITH
A REPERTORY OF DISTINCTION
PRODUCERS OF THE FAMOUS
SESAC TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY
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Last month, the Commission issued a
notice of proposed rule-making to revise
the rules along these lines [Government,
Dec. 23, 1957]. Comments are due by
March 18.

Sen. Morse, last September, accused the
FCC of "unwarranted and inexcusable"
delay in acting on the DBA petition which
was filed in 1955. It was at this time that
Sen. Morse recommended that the Commission use its own staff to "find a solution to the apparent dilemma between needs
and demands for better local service on
the one hand and physical obstacles on
the other." The Commission had pointed
out that the daytime predicament was tied
in with the clear channel and daytime skywave cases.
Broadcasting
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BARROW

STUDY

•

Top echelons

•

Witnesses

from

asked

HEARING
tv networks

to submit

An open public hearing on the momentous
and controversial Barrow Report on television network practices has been scheduled
to begin March 3.
In a surprise decision last week, the FC C
reverted to earlier practices and scheduled
a full-fledged oral hearing on the recommendations which threatened to change fundamental network practices, including option
time, must buys, affiliation arrangements.
The hearing will be before the full, sevenman Commission. It is expected to bring to
Washington the top echelon of the three
major tv networks to plead opposition to
the Barrow recommendations.
The FCC asked that those interested in
participating file a notice of intent, including a brief outline of the subject matter to
be covered by the witness, by Jan. 3 1 .
Although the official Commission notice
(see below) did not say so, it was the
consensus of several commissioners that the
hearing might run anywhere from 5 to 15
days.
The Commission also said it did not
want written statements at this time, except those relating to inaccuracies in the
factual data or statistical tables in the report.
The Barrow Report was issued last October [Lead Story, Oct. 7] following a twoyear study of the television industry by a
special staff under the leadership of Dean
Roscoe L. Barrow of U. of Cincinnati Law
School.
The study, set up by a special $80,000
Congressional appropriation in 1957, got

TEXT

OF

FCCS

Docket No. 12285

SesBy Public Law 112, 84th Congress, 1st
sion, the Commission was authorized and directed by Congress to conduct a study of
radio and television network broadcasting.
The study was formally instituted by the
Commission's Delegation Order No. 10 of July
20, 1955 (FCC 55-810), in which it delegated to
a Network Study Committee of four Commissioners its powers and jurisdiction to carry
out the study.
By Public Notice (FCC 55M-977) and seoarate Order of Nov. 21, 1955 (FCC 55M-978),
the Network Study Committee announced the
purposes and objectives of the study. A special Network Study Staff was organized to
conduct the study and this staff has. for the
past two years, been gathering information
concerning the structure, operations and
practices of the networks in their relationships with the other components of the industry.
On Oct. 3. 1957, the director of the Commission'sStudy
Network Study
Staff submitted
to
the Network
Committee
a Report on
Network Broadcasting. The report presents,
for the first time in recent years, an integrated compilation of information and data
concerning network television broadcasting.
The study has served to highlight the nature
and scope of current problems affecting the
administrative regulation of broadcasting.
The study and the resultant Staff Report
have afforded the Commission a basis for reap raising its rules and regulations relating
to chain broadcasting, in the light of conditions existing in broadcasting today, and for
determining whether the Commission should
consider revisions of its rules and regulations
and whether it should recommend to Congress the enactment of additional legislation
relating to networks or amendments to the
Communications Act.
The voluminous and detailed report of the
Network Study Staff is now under considera-

expected

summaries

MARCH

3

to testify

by Jan. 31

under way in September of that year with
the appointment of Dean Barrow as its director. At its height, the staff numbered 13.
A second appropriation of $141,000 followed the next year. The two-volume report
issued Oct. 3, 1957, was 1.485 pages in
and included the following recomlength,
mendations:
• Place networks under direct FCC
lation.

regu-

• Prohibit option time, must-buy station
lineups, network station representation of
stations other than those owned by the network.
• Prevent networks from influencing station affiliates in setting spot rates.
• Cut back station holdings to bar any
licensee from owning more than three vhf
stations in the top 25 markets.
• Require all station sales to be for cash
so others than the proposed buyer can make
comparable bids and acquire standing in
comparative hearings.
• Require networks to make public all
affiliation agreements, proposals for affiliation or disaffiliation, and affiliation compensation contracts.
• Give the FCC the power to levy fines
against stations for infractions of rules and
regulations.
• Make networks place programs on nonaffiliated stations, if requested by sponsor
and affiliates fail to clear; on stations in
other markets even though the market is

HEARING

NOTICE

tion by the Commission. Copies of the report
are available for inspection at the Commission's Public Reference Room in Washington,
D. C, and copies will be available shortly at
the Government Printing Office. The report
recommends a number of amendments to the
Commission's
chain
rules andto
recommends that
the broadcasting
Commission propose
Congress several
amendments
to
the Communications Act.
The Commission is of the opinion that, at
this stage of the study, it is advisable and
appropriate to hold a public hearing at which
interested persons and organizations may
have the opportunity to comment, primarily
by way of oral testimony, on the findings,
recommendations and conclusions contained
in the aforementioned report.
The Commission believes that the purposes
of the Network Study directed by Congress
will be best served by the adoption of the
procedures designated herein, so that it may
have the benefit of the views of interested
persons and organizations in its consideration
of the need for a revision of its rules and
policies in the broadcast field.
For the purposes of this hearing, and in
order to afford the Commission with the utmost assistance in its consideration of these
matters, it is requested that persons desiring
to appear and testify should focus their attention primarily upon the specific findings,
recommendations and conclusions contained
in the report; and that their testimony should
be directed principally toward their views
and opinions with respect to the effects and
impact which the aforementioned recommendations of the report might have on television broadcasting service in the public interest, and an evaluation of such recommendations in terms of enhancing the development of a nation-wide, competitive television system. However, such witnesses may
also address themselves to any other issues
of fact or policy raised by the report.
Written statements will be accepted at this

served by an affiliate in another city, provided the sponsor desires this exposure.
Last week the Commission completed its
briefing on the network report by Dean
Barrow and Dr. Louis H. Mayo. It met
Monday and Tuesday, the third and fourth
briefing sessions on the report. It had met
Dec. 16 and 17 also. Further sessions on
elements of the Barrow Report will be handled by the Office of Network Study, established last fall. This group is headed by
economist Warren Baum.
Still in preparation is the network staff's
report on programming. This was delayed
due to litigation with some film producers
and distributors who refused to furnish information requested by Commission investigators. A court finally ordered that this
material be submitted. This material is still
being collected and evaluated by ONS.
The Commission's position, it was learned,
is that the March 3 proceeding will be in
the nature of a legislative inquiry, similar to the proceeding recently concluded on
the use of the spectrum above 890 mc.
Witnesses will be heard, cross-examined
by staff and questioned by commissioners.
Following this, should the Commission decide to follow any of the Barrow recommendations, itwill issue notices of proposed rule making on specific topics. These
will then follow the normal routine of rule
making, guided by the procedures established inthe Administrative Procedures Act.
Actually, the Commission last Wednesday was faced with three alternatives on
how to proceed in the Barrow Report matter. One proposal was that the Commission
issue a general invitation to interested parties to submit written comments. Another
was that notices of proposed rule making be

time only forac uraciethe
of pointing out ins, if any,purpose
in the factual data or
statistics contained in the report.
The Commission is, of course, desirous of
receiving all testimony which will be of material assistance to it in making appropriate
determinations of the important and complex
issues facing it in this proceeding. However,
the Commission wishes to conduct and conclude this hearing in as expeditious a manner
as possible. It therefore desires to avoid the
reception of testimony which will be merely
repetitive or cumulative. Examination of witnesses will be conducted by the Commission.
Accordingly. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that a hearing will be held before the Commission en banc at its offices in Washington,
D. C, commencing at 10:00 a.m. on the 3rd
day of March 1958, in the above entitled matter, for the purpose of obtaining testimony
by interested persons and organizations, as
indicated above, on the findings, recommendations and conclusions contained in the
Report of the Network Study Staff.
All persons desiring to participate in the
hearing shall file a notice of appearanc
e as
provided
n's Rules and
Regulations,in ontheor Commissio
before Jan. 31, 1958, said
notice to contain the name of each
the organization he represents, if any,witness,
and a
brief outline of the subject matter proposed
to
be covered in the testimony of said
witness.
After all of the testimony has been received
the Commission will determine what further
proceedings, if any. will be held in this matter.
Authority for this proceeding derives from
Public Law 112, 84th Congress, 1st Session
and is contained in Sections 1, 4(i) 303(g) (i)
of 1934.
a?1n^) andFEDER
403 of
Communication!
AL theCOMMU
NICATIONS Act
COMMISSION
Secretary
Mary
Jane Morris
Adopted:
Released: January
January 8.9,1958
1958
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CBS,
UNCOMMUNICATIVE
'The Commission believes thai it
would be premature to comment on
the report of Mr. Cox |Kenneth A.
Cox, special tv counsel to the .Senate
Commerce Committee] until it has
completed its deliberations with respect to the Network Study Staff Report."
This is the essence of the FCC's
Dec. 24 notice to Sen. Warren G.

(D-Wash.) in compliance

Magnuson
with the Senator's request last summer that the Commission advise the
Committee, of
Commerce
Senate

issued. Hie third, and the one adopted, was
the open hearing proceeding.
The Commission unanimously adopted
the third course, it is understood, because
it felt that it would be more expeditious to
have witnesses available for questioning at
the time statements were submitted.
The "paper" route, it was felt would only
swamp the Commission with burdensome
written comments and without the spontaneity of having the witness present. The
rule-making suggestion was deemed dubious
because of the implications that the Commission favored a certain course.
The Commission emphasized in its public
notice that it would use every effort to keep
the hearing from getting out of control.
The notice of the oral hearing proceeding

In

which he is chairman, of FCC views
on Mr. Cox's special report on television network practices. The Cox
last June, recommended
issued
report,
solutions advanced
same
the
of
many
When it was
Report.
Barrow
the
by
issued, Sen. Magnuson asked that the
FCC comment on it not later than 90
days after the issuance of its own network study report. The Barrow Report ss as issued Oct. 3.
The rest of the Commission's letter related the steps taken since issuance of the Barrow document.

came two weeks after it was learned that
the Commission had sent letters of inquiry
to all three tv networks and about 25 stations on allegations of violations of present
Chain Broadcasting Rules [Lead Story, Jan.
6]. The violations, all culled from Barrow
staff findings, implied networks ( 1 ) forced
affiliates to revise national spot rates to
make them conform to network rates, (2)
permitted primary affiliates to prevent the
network from placing a program not carried
by the primary affiliate on another station,
(3) allowed primary affiliates to exercise
veto power over the network affiliating with
a station in a market which the primary
affiliate claimed as part of his service area,
and (4) used the promise of rate increases
to talk affiliates into more clearances.

Take

off

that

gray

flannel,

at

FTC

CBS and NBC have filed briefs with the
Federal Trade Commission defending their
chain store promotion plans and asking the
commission to reverse the decision of a hearing examiner finding that six grocery manufacturers illegally discriminated among their
store customers by using the broadcast merchandising plans [Government, Oct. 28,
1957].
The networks, not respondents in the case
but owners of stations involved, were granted leave to file amicus curiae briefs in connection with the manufacturers' appeal. They
were denied permission to participate in oral
argument before the commission, which in
try.
effect will be ruling on a merchandising
scheme widely used in the broadcast indusThe CBS brief defending its "Supermarketing" clusion
plan
the examiner's
that thecounters
manufacturers
supported conthe
promotion plan, saying he might "with equal
cogency . . . conclude that the respondents
paid WCBS' rent or for equipment or salaries." The network's "Supermarketing" plan
is supported by total revenue (local and network sales), the brief states. Government
counsel contends that manufacturers financed free time for stores (given them by
stations in return for display space).
The paper pointed out that CBS' promotion scheme "has been directly ruled upon
in a proceeding to which CBS was not made
a party and in which it was denied the right
to intervene and even to argue orally before the examiner."
NBC's brief dealing with its "Chain Lightning" promotion cites a letter written in 1949
by Allen M. Jones, identified as former general counsel of the FTC, in which he "approved" aradio plan for piping radio commercials through loudspeakers in customer
stores of advertising suppliers. Not all cusomers of the advertisers could participate

You can't even look like Madison

plan," the brief states.
In another development, the FTC dropped
charges against one of the nine suppliers
originally charged with illegal discrimination through use of broadcast promotion
plans. Pepsi Cola Co., New York, was
cleared Wednesday when the Trade Com-

up this Cascade buy. Where ya been,
Smidley? This Cascade is tremendous.
An exclusive billion-dollar television

mission adopted an examiner's recommendation to drop the case because of a "lack of

market — the biggest single buy in

potential
Tv Test proof."
Standards

the West and getting bigger every day.

The FCC last week authorized tv stations
to continue to conduct test transmissions in
accordance with the previous Commission
notice on the matter until Oct. 3 of this year,
pending the adoption of a standard test signal. These signals, transmitted during program periods, serve as guides for station
engineers and are unseen by home viewers.
The time for filing comments in this proceeding has been extended to June 13.
The FCC warned that the equipment used
during the test authorization may become
obsolete when final specifications are adopted, the implication being that stations should
Broadcasting
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Ma!!!

Look,

not invest too heavily in what could be only
temporarily usable equipment. Stations
originating such test signals were requested
to notify the Commission.
Town

No

Ratings!!!

— Sets in use is all you need to
know for the California-Oregon
Trio — exclusive vhf coverage
for nearly 100,000 tv families
who can't be reached either by
San Francisco or Portland.

SETS IN USE . . . SUMMERTIME

SIGN-ON
to 6:00 PM
Mon-Fri
Saturday
Sunday
6:00 PM to
SIGN-OFF
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

KIEM-TV3 KBES-TV5 KOTI-TV2
Medford Klamath
Eureka
Falls
California Oregon Oregon
25.2%
17.7
16.7

23.8%
18.0
23.3

24.9%
20.8

55.6
50.9
56.5
55.7
57.6
47.0
53.3

58.9
59.5
49.0
52.3
48.9
43.9
43.8

52.1
47.1
50.0

23.1

54.7
47.9
41.7
39.4

Interviewing was done in each area under
personal direction of Kenneth H. Baker,
July 6 through August 6, 1957.

Three

Markets — One

Billing

I@ES©:«KOT
KIEM©»KBTV
TV 2— Oregon
5— Oregon
TV 3-Calif.
Medford
Klamath
Falls
Eureka
MARKET

FACTS

Population
Families

356,330
115,760

Tv Families
Retail Sales

92,720
$485,803,000

Consumer Spendable
Income
$610,357,000
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka, Hillside i-itll TWX EKli
national
blair^m^
nr
or as* associates representatives
New YnrV. Cnicaco. San Francisco. Seattle. Los Angeles.
D.>th< Detroit, aeksonvi i le. St. Louis. DosUn.
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Of

Estimates

TASO

Report

Completion
Late in 1958

The final report of the Television Allocations Study Organization, organized late in
1956 to study the vexatious vhf-uhf problem, should be completed toward the end
of 1958, TASO executive director George
week. Dr. Town's estiR. Town said last
mate was made in the 1957 annual report.
Most of the work of TASO panels probably will be finished by the middle of 1958,
Mr. Town stated, but the analysis of propagation data "might well require two years
to bring to a true state of completion." However, an "intensive" study of propagation
data could be readied in an additional six
months after the middle of 1958, Dr. Town
declared — which would bring the final TASO
report in as 1958 draws to a close.
Previously. TASO estimated completion
of its chores by June 1958.
TASO was set up following a suggestion
by then FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey for a "crash program" to investigate the vhf-uhf problem and to submit findings to the FCC. It is underwritten by NAB.
EIA. Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Committee for Competitive Television
and the Joint Council on Educational Tv.
Dr. Town pointed out that there have
been 13 meetings of the TASO board in
1957, 1 1 meetings of the Panel Coordinating Committee, and 39 meetings of the six
panels. Dr. Town said he traveled over 28,200 miles during the year attending TASO
meetings, demonstrations and to speak at
meetings. He also pointed out that 233 engineers from 131 organizations are serving
on TASO units.
Hearings Planned on 1789 Law
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.), chairman of
the House Government Operations Subcommittee, last week announced that hearings will be held Feb. 3-4 on a proposed
amendment to the government's "housekeeping" statute. The law, on the books
since 1789, authorizes federal agencies to
keep records and has been improperly used
as authority for withholding information
from the public and Congress, according to
Rep. Moss. News industry representatives,
including Sigma Delta Chi (national journalism fraternity), will be asked to testify.
Boggs

Seeks

Educational

FCC

Prepares

Petitions

Against Okay of KOB-AM-TV Sale
The Commission last week began preparing documents to deny a total of five petitions by three stations requesting a review
of the approval, last March, of the transfer
of Control of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque,
N. M., from Time Inc. and the late Wayne
Coy to KSTP Inc. One of the petitioners,
AB-PT (WABC) N. Y., intends to argue its
case before the U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington on Jan. 22.
The petitions to the FCC on the KOB
transfer specifically requested a review of
certain rulings of the examiner, termination
of KOB's operating authority on 770 kc and
dismissal of applications for modification
of KOB's cp and license. WABC also asked
the Commission to reopen the record and
expand the issues.
Others participating in the request to
review the KOB case, besides AB-PT, were
KXA Inc. (KXA) Seattle, Wash., and Westinghouse Broadcasting (WBZ) Boston, Mass.
FCC Petitions Appeals Court
To Rehear St. Louis Argument
The FCC last week petitioned the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Washington to reconsider its stay order stopping the transfer
of St. Louis ch. 11 by CBS to 220 Television Inc. and two other unsuccessful
applicants [Government, Jan. 6]. The Commission said no irreparable injury had been
shown to exist and that there were grave
doubts that St. Louis Amusement Co. could
win the case on its merits.
St. Louis Amusement Co. had asked for
the stay, pending the outcome of its appeal
from an FCC decision granting CBS the
right to award the ch. 1 1 grant to the other
applicants. The transaction is part of a
switch whereby CBS bought the facilities of
ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis for $4 million
and relinquished its ch. 1 1 construction
permit to its erstwhile opponents without
payment. The Commission's request last
week to the court asked that all nine members of the appeals bench rehear the argument. The stay was ordered by a vote
of two to one, two weeks ago.
Revercomb

Named

Ford Legal Aide

FCC

Comr. Frederick W. Ford announced last week the appointment of
George H. Revercomb, now with the legal
department of the
Southern Railway

Tv Aid

System, as his legal
assistant. Mr. Revercomb's appointment
is effective Jan. 16.
Mr. Revercomb.

Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.) last week introduced abill (HR 9634) which would
provide up to $1 million to each state "for
the establishment and improvement" of television stations. The bill requires that a
state first receive a tv grant from the FCC
and then apply to the U. S. Commissioner
of Education for financial assistance and
was referred to the Committee on Education & Labor. It is similar to a measure
(S 2119) introduced last spring by Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee [Government, May 27, 1957].

to Deny

f
MR. REVERCOMB

son of Sen. Chapman Revercomb (RW. Va.), was born
in Charleston, W.
Va., in 1929. He
received his B.A. de-

from Princeton U. in 1950 and his law greedegree
from
the U. of Virginia in 1955.
Broadcasting

You

Might

Pitch

A

BUT

Ringer
.

.

.

8

YOU

NEED

6A.M.-12NOON

WKZO
35

12 NOON-6 P.M.

30

6P.M.-12 MIDNIGHT

29

20
Station "B"
21
21

RADIO

IN

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

PAYDIRT

GREATER

WESTERN

CREEK
MICHIGAN!

with WKZO. Pulse figures at the left prove that WKZO
livers —
it morning, afternoon and night!
Many

of the most

impressive

ratings are for WKZO

de-

local

shows — with several giving up to 41% Share of Audience
— or over twice the share of the nearest competition!

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

more

facts? Ask your Avery -Knodel

CBS

Radio
and

Avery-Knodel,

Broadcasting

JO*

Reach out and ring up the higgest share of the KalamazooBattle Creek and Greater Western Michigan radio audience,

9
Station "C"
10
10

the championship

WKZO

of

HIT

Want

Ted Allen won

Out

TO

AND
6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH, 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE— MONDAY-FRIDAY

Times

in 1955

man!

for Kalamazoo-Battle

Greater

Western

Inc., Exclusive

Creek

Michigan

National

Representatives

with an .863 ringer average in 35 games.
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GOVERNMENT continued

ALREADY

FCC to Investigate Operation
Of Vhf Booster in Northwest

AVAILABLE

In its announcement of public hearings on the Barrow report, the Commission referred to the fact that the
1.500-page Barrow Report was due to
be reprinted shortly by the Government Printing Office.
The most inclusive chapter-bychapter summary of the two-volume
network study report was published
as the lead story in the Oct. 7 issue of
BROADCASTING. The same issue contained averbatim reprint of Chapter
XV of the Report, containing the
stall's summary and recommendations.

FCC Denies McNary Petition
For Fm Antenna Polarization
The FCC has denied a petition by James
C. McNary, Washington, D. C, consulting
engineer, asking that fm stations be authorized to use antenna systems employing
either horizontal or vertical polarization.
Though Mr. McNary's proposal "has some
merit in that it would provide better reception of fm signals on automobile receivers
using vertical whip antennas," the Commission said, "the possible adverse effects on
home reception where horizontally polarized
antennas are used" could be a "serious problem." In a dissent to the ruling. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley stated that he "would
make vertical polarization permissive."
The Commission noted that the existing
rules now permit a station to add vertically
polarized elements "to an existing horizontally polarized antenna system and thus
radiate elliptically polarized signals" which
include a "substantial vertical component."

The FCC last week said it would look
into a complaint concerning the operation
of a vhf booster in the Lewiston, IdahoClarkston, Wash., area.
Advised by Pete Thomas, manager of
ch. 3 KLEW-TV Lewiston, that an 85-foot
steel tower had been erected near the IdahoWashington border and within two miles of
the KLEW-TV tower with indications that
il was intended for use as an on-channel
booster, the FCC promised to take such
action as appears "appropriate."
Ironically, the same week, the FCC granted two translators to Orchards Community
Television Assn. Inc., Lewiston. At the
same time the FCC denied petitions by
KLEW-TV to designate the translator applications for hearing. The Commission was
"of the opinion that tv service in that area
would be improved rather than jeopardized

program outlets." The transby additional
lators would operate on ch. 70, to translate
programs of ch. 2 KREM-TV Spokane, and
on ch. 76 to translate programs of ch. 6
K HQ-TV Spokane. Comr. Bartley favored
a hearing in this case.
The

entire problem of so-called unlicensed boosters has been a thorn in the

Commission's side for some years. There
is no authorization for on-channel boosters.
For the past few years a partial solution
has been found through the use of the translators, which lift programs from the vhf
band into the uhf for re-transmission.
Boosters, which operate on the vhf band,
pick
a station's
them up
on the
same vhfprograms
channel. and "boost"
Boosters are usually located in far-flung
rural areas which normally would not have
access to tv. The FCC has ordered such

boosters to cease operation only to be met
by refusal. Court decisions have upheld the
Commission's position. However, no U. S.
marshals have yet taken to the hills to
close down the unlicensed transmitters.
The FCC last July proposed rules which
would limit vhf booster power input to one
watt, establish minimum performance standards, prevent interference and require the
inclusion of certain automatic devices to
prevent malfunctioning during absentee operation. The time for comments on the proposed rules has been extended to WednesTwo

day Jan. 1 5.
Texas

Tech

Directors

Protest Proposed Tv Grant
Two members of the board of directors of
Texas Technological College, holding an
initial decision for ch. 5 Lubbock, told
an FCC examiner last week they were opposed to the college engaging in television.
The trustees appeared before Hearing
Examiner Millard French in the Lubbock
ch. 5 hearing which followed an FCC order
last year to reopen the hearing.
Originally Texas Tech was in hearing
for the vhf channel with C. L. Trigg. Mr.
Trigg later dropped out, leaving the school
alone in its bid for ch. 5. An initial decision in favor of the grant of Texas Tech
was issued in September last year. Last
month the Commission ordered the hearing
reopened to determine whether Texas Tech
was legally qualified to operate a commercial
as well as a non-commercial tv station. It
also asked that all the facts be developed
involving the offer by KDUB-TV and
KCBD-TV, both Lubbock, to donate $30,000 each to Texas Tech and Texas Tech's
payment to Mr. Trigg of $25,000 for out-ofpocket expenses.
The directors were J. Evetts Haley and
Thomas Linebery. They said they had opposed the college's application for tv, and
that they feared that acceptance of the
KDUB-TV and KCBD-TV offers would
obligate the college to refrain from commercial operation. The college proposes a
non-commercial operation at present.
The hearing is tentatively scheduled to
continue Jan. 15.

"TARGET"

Baseball

Commissioner

to Meet

With Congressmen on Sunday Tv
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick plans

Aimed
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IMPACT

to

your

messages!

to meet with Reps. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) and Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.)
"within the next 10 days" to discuss what
can be done about major league plans to
add Sunday telecasts in minor league territory this spring.
Rep. Celler is chairman of the House
Antitrust Subcommittee which last summer
investigated professional sports and Rep.
Keating is the ranking minority member.
Last month, they warned CBS-TV not to
finalize its Sunday baseball plans until the
matter could be taken under study [Government, Dec. 16, 1957].
Mr. Frick has supported a minor league
protest of the Sunday tv plans but cannot
act because the Justice Dept. has advised
organized baseball that any attempt to curb
tv probably would violate antitrust laws.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
AFM
Of

Local

Trust

Wins

Funds

claim that these moneys actually belong to
the musicians employed in the manufacture
of the records and motion pictures.
In requiring employers to make trust
fund payments, national AFM violated its
responsibility, as bargaining agent, to consider only musicians employed by those
companies or eligible for employment, rebel
musicians assert.

Block
Fees

Los Angeles Superior Court Judge John
J. Ford on Wednesday granted the petition
of a group of Hollywood musicians for a
preliminary injunction to prevent recording companies operating in California from
making payments based on 21% of the- current recording wage scale to Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music Performance Trust Funds established by the American Federation of Musicians.
At the same time, Judge Ford denied the
request of the Hollywood group, members
of AFM Local 47, for similar injuctions
against trust fund payments based on royalties from the sale of phonograph records,
and on payments made into the trust funds
by motion picture companies for the right
to use theatrical motion pictures on tv.

The basic suits, filed in November 1956
in the California Superior Court in Los
Angeles [Personnel Relations, Nov. 26
and Dec. 3, 1956], ask $8.5 million damages
from the parent union on behalf of some
6,000 musicians employed in the phonograph recording industry and $4.5 million
from the national AFM on behalf of 2,400
musicians in the motion picture industry.

The injunction granted by Judge Ford
will block the payment of about $750,000
a year. The money will be held by the Citizens National Trust & Savings Bank, acting
as receiver, pending the determination of
proper ownership. The injunction succeeds
a temporary restraining order which already
has withheld the $375,000 due both for
February and August 1957.
Injunctions were asked by the plaintiffs
to prevent payments by record and motion
picture companies to Mr. Rosenbaum until
the courts have held a trial on the merits
of the suits by the rebel musicians which

Networks
In

Labor

Keep

Busy

Negotiations

Network labor negotiators were busy on
several fronts last week, conferring with
radio-tv union leaders on new contracts or
preparing for upcoming negotiations.
Perhaps the most important development
was the opening of negotiations in Boston
between representatives of NBC and ABC
and officials of the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians ( AFL-CIO)
for a new pact covering radio-tv engineers
and other technical employes. The present
pact expires Jan. 3 1 and expectations are
that negotiators will be closeted in conferences for the rest of this month before a

settlement is reached. It is reported that
NABET is seeking wage increases ranging
from 10% to 15%, as well as other fringe
benefits. Some 1,400 employes at NBC and
about 1,100 workers are involved.
CBS, meanwhile, is preparing for its upcoming negotiations with the International
Brotherhood of Electric Workers to be held
in Washington, D. C, Jan. 21. IBEW holds
jurisdiction over radio-tv engineers and
technicians at CBS. The current pact expires Jan. 31. The negotiations will affect
about 1,200 employes.
The NABET-IBEW negotiations resulted
in deferment of contract talks between CBS
and NBC and the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and IATSE's
New York Local 644 regarding a new contract for newsfilm cameramen. An IATSE
official said the union agreed to hold up
its negotiations until the network representatives were available. The contract expired on Dec. 31, 1957, and all terms of
the new pact will be made retroactive to
Jan. 1 of this year. Several hundred cameramen, employed as "casuals" and on a free
lance basis, are represented by IATSE and
Local 644 across the country.
IATSE's New York Local No. 1 last week
reached an agreement covering stagehands
and associated employes at CBS, NBC and
ABC in New York subject to ratification of
its membership. If approved, terms of the
contract also will apply to workers at
WABD (TV), WPIX (TV) and WOR-TV,
all New York. Approximately 1,000 employes are affected by the agreement.

F/i&orto

IN

The November '57 ARB reports —
Between 7 a.m. and 12 midnight

TOTAL

Sunday through Saturday
KMJ leads with 200 quarter-hour firsts

RATED

TIME

while Station A has 134, and
Station B has 132
PERIODS
KMJ-TV
Broadcasting

• FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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STATIONS
■

■
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f
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director of special events, crouches for cover while describing the
action; hands in the air, the first bandit rushes from the gas-filled
cafe to surrender; one of the six hostages held in the cafe collapses
after his rescue; Mr. Welsh (r) attempts to interview one of the
bandits who had a strong aversion to the microphone.

THE immediacy of on-the-spot reporting is evident in these blowups— from KTTV (TV) Los Angeles' coverage of the siege and
capture of armed bandits Dec. 30 [Datelines, Jan. 6]. Taken from
footage shot by KTTV newsreel or from the tube, the pictures
show (1 to r) KTTV's remote unit working on dish equipment while
the truck is moving into position; a cameraman ducks for
cover as he hears a shot ring out — having no way of knowing it
was the first tear gas bomb fired by police; Bill Welsh, station

DATELINES

Newsworthy

MOSCOW — While many news media early
last week were circulating the rumor that
Russia had fired a manned rocket into space,
KXOK St. Louis called Moscow and got a
prompt denial. Reaching UP Bureau Chief
John Shapiro within an hour of the original
break in the U. S., KXOK newsman John
Meyer learned that Soviet officials would
not confirm the report. Mr. Shapiro said the
rumor may have originated in Western diplomatic circles. Later the U. S. State Dept.
suggested it could have been prompted by a
space fiction program broadcast by Radio
Moscow.
HOLLYWOOD — KABC

here is sold on its

helicopter mobile unit after the first week's
performance. At the moment a boy, trapped
COMPLETE

News

KTTV asserts the coverage was "television history in the making,"
as the first time that tv had given live coverage to an event of
this kind. KTTV coverage lasted for an hour and 22 minutes.

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

in the mountains, was rescued, the KABC
craft was hovering in the vicinity. The word
was flashed back to the Hollywood studios,
where newsmen got confirmation from officials and were able to broadcast what is
claimed as a "clear-cut news beat." Within
the hour interviews with the boy and his
father also were aired by KABC.
FORT WAYNE — It was Sunday (Jan. 5)
when a Saberjet crashed nearby, and Perry
Steckbeck, newsman of WOWO Fort Wayne,
heard the police report on his radio at home.
With an early alert, Frank George was able
to have the WOWO mobile unit on the
scene broadcasting details and an interview
with the pilot within an hour of his bail-out.
ORLANDO — WLOF

in this Florida city got

DOtiAlN^liCI...
175,170 TV Homes
296,000 Families
V/z Billion EBI
830 Million Ret. Sales

a round-up on freak weather in Central
Florida by asking listeners in surrounding
territory to telephone collect if it was snowing in their cities. Calls came from 65 miles
around, and WLOF broadcast the beeper
reports four times an hour day and night.
Reacting as quickly as the weather changed,
WLOF's sales department sold the reports to
local and regional sponsors.
MIAMI — When the New Year's Eve King
Orange Parade clogged the land route back
to studios of WCKT (TV) Miami, newsmen
resorted to the waterways to get a film report
back. Discarding Biscayne Boulevard for
Biscayne Bay and a speedboat, they docked
at the studio lab doors in time to process
parade footage and put it on the 1 1 p.m.
news show.
NORFOLK — WTAR-TV here is setting a
two-hour standard for getting sound-on-film
coverage on the air. Newsman Everette Boykin lost nearly an hour in traffic Jan. 6,
when a bombsr crashed at 4:40 p.m., but
still was able to have the film back and
processed in time for the 6:30 p.m. Esso
show. The week before, on Christmas Eve,
Harry Nicholas covered a 9 p.m. fire and
had film Hour
and facts
Eleventh
News. ready for WTAR-TV's

WRBL-TV

FIRST in 97.3%

of

ALL Quarter Hours
(AREA PULSE, MAY '57)
call HOLLINGBERY co.
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WEAN-WPJB-FM

in Legislature
The speaker of the Rhode Island House
of Representatives granted permission to
WEAN-WPJB-FM Providence to install
microphones in the chamber and broadcast
opening proceedings for the third straight
year, according to H. William Koster, general manager of the stations. The Providence Journal-Evening Bulletin outlets did
live pickups of ceremonies as the legislature
Broadcasting

PHILCO

TLR-6
Provides
for

Microwave
Maximum
Unattended

System
TV

Reliability

Relaying!

Philco TLR-6 microwave provides economical transmission of
NTSC compatible color or monochrome TV signals . . . plus
full audio channel. Here is a completely modern microwave
system . . . especially designed to meet the needs of community
TV operators for thoroughly dependable operation.

• Highly reliable, unattended one-watt operation
• Field proven in extended multihop ap-

Heavy duty power supply provides 1 full watt output to insure
outstanding operational reliability in continuous unattended
service.

plications
• True repeater permits

Philco TLR-6 provides S-T-L relaying in the 5900 to 7400 mc

top quality, long haul

bands. All components mount in standard 19" racks. Unitized
circuit construction simplifies maintenance. Built-in test and
metering circuits assure uninterrupted service at all times.

operation
industry
• Highest power in the

Here is reliability of performance unaffected by severe weather,
free from the many limitations of wire and pole lines, unhampered byproblems of difficult terrain, over-water transmission or
expensive rights-of-way.
Philco engineers will be happy to help you with your special
Microwave requirements. Please contact us for further informa-

• Full voice channel
multiplexing
Write for Specification Sheet
which describes
the new Philco
TLR-6 microwave system.

• Philco offers complete
turnkey service . . .

tion. Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.

surveys . . . installation . . . maintenance

At Philco, opportunities are unlimited in electronic and mechanical research and engineering.
Government
PHILCO.
Broadcasting

&

Industrial

Division

4708 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
In Canada: Philco Corporation of Canada Limited, Don Mills, Ontario
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STATIONS CONTINUED

HIRSUTE

CHANGING

PURSUIT

Roadblocks were set up by Virginia
police after a Fairfax County bank
was robbed of several thousand dollars by two men wearing false beards
and driving a black automobile.
WARL Arlington, Va., Executive
Manager George Crump and disc
jockey Don Owens were in the area
and, as they both have (real) whiskers,
were stopped by the police. The officers tugged on the suspect whiskers
before being convinced of their genu-

HANDS

ANNOUNCED

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
WPON PONTIAC, MICH • Sold to Chief
Pontiac Broadcasting Co. by Gerity Broadcasting (James Gerity Jr.. president) for
$275,000. Chief Pontiac Broacasting is
owned by Edward E. Wilson (35%), son of
former U. S. Secretary of Defense Charles
Wilson; John C. Pomeroy (10%) president
of W1LS Lansing. Mich., and Lansing
Broadcasting Co. (55%), licensee of WILS.
WPON operates on 1460 kc with 500 w.
The application for this sale has been filed
with the FCC.

ineness and passing WARL's staffers
on their way. The beards that caused
this brush with the law were grown
for the 1958 WARL Whisker Derby
which hopes to raise at least $500
for the Brace Fund of the Children's
Hospital, Washington, to buy orthopedic braces for youngsters in need.
Men listeners are invited to grow
beards and compete for the $300 prize
awarded the finest beard. There also
will be 14 other cash prizes given at
the April 6 finals.

KBAM

convened Tuesday, interrupting regular programs with frequent live broadcasts from
the House chamber, under guidance of News
Director Harry V. McKenna and a special
events team accompanying him from the
Providence stations.

LONGVIEW,

WASH.

• Sold to

Paul D. Wickre, recently with RCA's government service division and Page Communications Engineers, by John Truhan
and W. Gorden Allen, operators of several
Pacific Northwest stations, for $84,500.
Jack L. Stoll & Assoc. was broker. KBAM
recently was granted a shift from 1220 kc
1 kw daytime to 5 kw on 1270 kc. The station has a pending application for tv ch. 33.
KWSL-TV
NORTH
PLATTE,
NEB. •
Construction permit for ch. 2 outlet sold to
North Platte Television Co. by Goldenrod
Tele-Radio Co. for $5,000 plus 100 shares of

§

\

mm*

\

wesson

8

IM

j

LOGIC

]

Over 'A million TV sets tune regularly to
WFGA-TV, NBC television to 64 counties
in South-Georgia and North-Florida.
You can't reach the rich Florida-Georgia market without Jacksonville.
You can't reach the multi-billion dollar
Jacksonville-area market effectively without
WFGA-TV.
*

So, the assignment is to apply the above

9 facts to your TV schedule to solve your sales
problem.
BASIC NBC AFFILIATION
Represented

by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

WFCA.TV
WWr\Irt"
I

FLORIDA'S
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Channel

W

Jacksonville,

COLORFUL

Inc.

12

Florida

STATION

TRACK

RECORD ON STATION

SALES, APPROVALS

stock in North Platte to Ray J. Williams,
president and one-third owner of Goldenrod. Rush Clarke is president and 4.3%
owner of North Platte Television. Mr. Williams is60% owner of KRFC Rocky Ford,
Colo. The application for this sale has been
filed with the FCC.
APPROVED

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,
page
KOVR107.(TV) STOCKTON, CALIF. • Sold
to Gannett Co. (Gannett newspapers-broadcasting interests) by Hoffman Radio President H. Leslie Hoffman and associates for
$1,477,239. Gannett owns newspapers in
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and
Illinois, and also WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, WENY Elmira, WHDL Olean (minority), WINR-AM-TV Binghamton, all
New York, and WDAN-AM-TV Danville,
111. Comr. Bartley voted for a McFarland
letter. This sale follows the breakdown of a
deal to sell the ch. 13, ABC-affiliated station
to Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co. (Lowell
Thomas, Frank Smith and others) due to
the
Nov.tight
11]. money market [Closed Circuit,
WJMS-TV IRONWOOD, MICH. • Ch. 12
construction permit sold to WDMJ-AM-TV
Marquette, Mich., for $10,000 to be a full
satellite of ch. 6 WDMJ-TV. WDMJ stations are owned by Frank J. Russell, president of WMIQ (TV) Iron Mountain, Mich.
More

Than

Half of Radio

Spot

Sold in Top 20 Markets in '57
The top 20 markets of the country in
1956 once again accounted for more than
half of the national total of spot radio billings.
The top 10 markets accounted for almost
40%.
These figures were released last week by
H-R Representatives in an analysis of the
1956 radio financial data issued the preceding week by FCC [Government, Jan. 6].
H-R officials said that "the concentration
of radio spot billing in a handful of top
markets marks the perpetuation of a trend
which was first evident in 1954 and continued without significant variation in 1955
They offered this
year-by-year breakdown:
Billing
and 1956."
1954
Markets
38.8
Top
10
61,545,198
Top 20
Total
$46,666,628
Billing
%51.2of
— 1955
Markets
41.3
Total
Top 10
64,102,726
Top 20
$49,760,632
Billing
%53.2of
Markets
Top 10
Top 20

Total
39.9

75,065,654
$58,024,559
%51.6of
For all markets throughout the country,
FCC reported spot radio billings in 1956
Broadcasting

Fashion's
via Air EXpress

a
with

wow
exclusive

America's so-called "sticks" are going the way of the
Toonerville Trolley. From Wahoo, Nebraska, to Waites
Corner, Massachusetts, today's ladies want Fifth Avenue fashions. Not tomorrow. But right now. So an alert
dress manufacturer expands his sales by bringing
style to small-size, big-money towns, coast to coast,
overnight! And he does it via Air Express, the only
complete door-to-store air shipping service to thousands
of cities and towns !

in

Wahoo

door-to-store

delivery!

radio controlled), a nationwide private wire system,
a personnel of 42,000. Yet Air Express is inexpensive ;
for instance, a 15 lb. shipment from New York to Fitchburg, Massachusetts costs only $3.50 with Air EXpress
— $2.30 less than any other complete air shipping
method. Explore all the facts. Call Air EXpress.

You can expand your market in exactly the same way
— no matter what you make, or where. Air Express
gives you every metropolis in the nation, plus some
21,000 off -airline communities! And it's Air EXpress
that puts at your beck and call 10,212 daily flights on
America's

scheduled airlines, 13,500 trucks (many
CALL
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STATIONS CONTINUED
came

to $145,461,000, a gain of 20.8%

over 1955's $120,393,000.
The H-R study, made under the supervision of Paul R. Weeks, partner and vice
president of the station representation firm,
was based on the market-by-market reports
issued by FCC. The top 10 and top 20 markets were chosen on the basis of retail sales
within their metropolitan areas, as defined
by the Census Bureau.
WBC Cites '57 Billings Gains,
Sees New Increases for '58
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. officials
last week looked forward to "an even more
promising opportunity" for the company's
radio-tv ooerations in 1958 after citing gains
of 6.3% in tv billings and of 27.6% in radio
billings in 1957 over 1956.
A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice presidentsales for WBC, observed the tv gain was
accomplished "after appropriate adjustment,
for new, competitive stations in Pittsburgh
and Boston." Based upon 1957 results, Mr.
Dannenbaum projected a 5.9% improvefor the company's tv stations in 1958
over ment
1957.
Tom W. Judge, national television sales
manager for WBC, forec?st an industry-wide
expansion of 8% to 10% in spot television
over 1957, adding: "With their audience
dominance and community service, we expect that the WBC stations will be among
the more effective stations in the industry in
1958."
The accomplishments of the WBC radio
stations in 1957 and the outlook for 1958
were summarized in this way by Perry B.
Bascom, national radio sales manager for
WBC:
"1957 has underscored the continued
ognition of radio as the most potent
medium. Our stations enjoyed a record
increasing gross billings by 27.6%
1956. We expect to continue to grow in
in the area of 6%

recmass
year,
over
1958

over 1957."

Avery-Knodel Promotes Neuberth
Frederick G. Neuberth, who has been with
Avery-Knodel Inc., station representative for
10 years, has been named director of radio
research, a newly created post, it was announced by Lewis H. Avery, president. In
announcing the establishment of a separate
radio research department, Mr. Avery noted
THE

BEST

FRIEND

A

lhat the move was part of the firm's continued expansion in the direction of greater
service and increased sales development efforts on behalf of represented stations.
Blair-Tv Reveals

Operation

Of 25-City 'Test Market Plan'
Blair-Tv revealed last week that it has had
a "Test Market Plan (TMP)" in effect for
some months.
The station representative has lined up
25 of the tv markets served by its station
clients to participate in the plan which permits an advertisers to buy one, all 25, or
any part of that number of markets, in order
to test tv.
As explained to advertisers last week,
TMP is designed to ease the way for new
advertisers or for advertisers' new products
without testing tv on a costly, national
basis.
While similar plans have been in effect,
Blair-Tv noted that its TMP "is probably the
first market research provided at absolutely
no additional cost beyond the normal charge
for the media involved."
Under the plan, the station in each test
market pays for all research costs. Research isconducted by The Pulse Inc. which
incorporates product questions along with
its regular interviewing in the market.
According to the firm, advertisers can test
via TMP the following: brand awareness
and actual merchandise movement, relative
effectiveness of spot tv vs. other media, right
copy approach to the sales story, most effective commercial length and advantages
or programs vs. announcement schedules,
live or film, daytime or nighttime.
Nine

Engineers

Strike at WOV

Nine engineers began a strike against
WOV New York last Tuesday in a dispute
said to center around the working locations
of the staffers, who operate both from
studios in New York and transmitter-studios
in Carlstadt, N. J. The strike started while
negotiations were b~ing held with Local
1212, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers for a new contract to replace
the one that expired Dec. 31, WOV reported. The station remained on the air
with supervisory personnel. IBEW officials
could not be reached for comment.
STATION

EVER

T£t£FRSi?TO

"TelePrompTer is to a station what
the television set is to an average
viewer. Neither can remember how

cospoy
m riBti's

they managed prior to the acquisition

HAD!

Mr. Harry Kalkines
of same."
Program Director
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville, Florida

TlBE*IEfJ^©M[pIIklFl
COR PO RA T I ON
Jim Blair, Equipment Sales Manager
311 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 2-3800
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Presentation

Introduces

WCUE,

WICE to New Rep, Avery-Knodel
An unusual presentation took place in
New York last week when the Elliot Stations
(WCUE Akron and WICE Providence) presented a color sound film especially to
introduce the market and the station activities to its new station representative, AveryKnodel. The color sound film was narrated
by Tim Elliot, president of the Elliot Stations. The film described the growing Akron
and Providence markets, the community activities of the stations, the station personalities and the format of the stations, which
is basically music, news and public service.
The stations also editorialize on everything
from political candidates to basic community problems three times a week.
WCUE went on the air in February 1950
and WICE was acquired by the Elliots in
August 1956. Both are daytime independents but WICE expects to go fulltime
shortly. At the showing Monday the following represented WCUE: Harley Lucas, vice
president and station manager; Jack Maurer,
vice president in charge of sales; Jean Elliot,
vice president, promotion manager; from
WICE: Gus Parmet, sales manager, and
John Crohan, vice president and station
manager.
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

KVII (TV) Amarillo, Tex., names Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell as its national representative and Clarke-Brown Co. as its
southern representative.
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., names
Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.

Venard,

KWBR Oakland, Calif., appoints Harlan G.
Oakes & Assoc. as representative for Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
WEIR

Weirton, W. Va., recent NBC
filiate, appoints Weed & Co.
STATION

af-

SHORTS

WIP Philadelphia reports that 10-month
period (February-November) sales reached
highest point in station's history. Local sales
currently are 8% ahead of 1956 and national sales 19% ahead.
WCCO

Minneapolis-St. Paul employes received share of stock in CBS as Christmas
gift from station management and owners.
Station reports that nearly 100 employes
received stock.
WRC-FM Washington reports it is off air
for 30 days, effective Jan. 8. Reason given
is station's transfer of broadcasting facilities
from present location in Sheraton Park
Hotel to new headquarters at 4001 Nebraska
Ave., N. W.
KRUX Phoenix has increased power to 5
kw and has changed frequency from 1340
kc to 1360.
WCSH-TV Portland, Me., reports that credit
of 5% to be applied against subsequent
business will be allowed any advertiser using
in excess of $20,000 annual billing for time
charges, providing second year business is
continued at rate of $400 or more weekly.
Broadcasting

TRADE ASSNS.
NCAA

CASTS

WARY

A new look at pay tv was taken last week
by National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
For many years NCAA has entertained
dreams of vast riches from college football— money enough to finance complete
athletic programs at most colleges.
Now NCAA is acting to evaluate the
more realistic side of the subscription medium, judging by a report of its Television
Committee headed by Robert J. Kane of
Cornell U. The committee report was approved Wednesday at NCAA's annual meeting in Philadelphia.
The committee concluded that the 1958
college football tv program must include
rules about pay tv, explaining: "The absence
of definite restrictions might speedily destroy
all of the gains achieved by the NCAA's
lengthy and careful supervision of football
television."
Since 1951 NCAA has held tight controls
over football telecasts, allowing one game a
week plus occasional regional and local
games and letting an exclusive contract to
the highest network bidder. This plan has
been designed to prevent tv from cutting
sharply into the attendance at college games.
Last week's report raised questions about
the danger that uncontrolled pay tv might
hurt college football. The committee said,
"If subscription tv actually produces revenues of anticipated extravagance, the association through its Tv Committee must take
a long and penetrating look at a situation

EYE

AT

PAY

TV

which might result in such disproportionate
financial benefits for a few member colleges
that the whole existing institution of intercollegiate football would be quickly thrown
out of balance."
The committee

recommended

that the

1958 committee, to be appointed soon, "give
painstaking consideration to the likely impact of subscription, closed circuit and delayed television upon college football and
shall include in the 1958 tv plan such provisions with respect thereto as it deems necessary to prevent adverse effects upon college football."
While NCAA concedes it can't predict
how fast pay tv will grow, it expects to see
both pay tv and closed-circuit operations under way next fall in some communities, citing developments in west coast baseball and
the Bartlesville, Okla., Telemovies experiment. "Football being the most desirable of
all autumn entertainment offerings, there is
every likelihood that overtures for rights in
this area of activity will be made before
many months have passed," the report
stated. A subcommittee made a study of
this phase of tv during the year.
Closed-circuit telecasts of college football
were on a small scale, covering only a few
showings for alumni groups.
An attendance study of the 1957 football
season showed an increase of 1.4% to 15
million paid admissions over 1956, com-

pared to a 4.6% gain the previous year.
The flu epidemic was described as a factor
cutting the amount of increase.
The committee commented, "The bare
attendance figures are misleading if they
suggest that the harmful effects of even
limited television have been eliminated or
even neutralized. Although attendance in
1957 rose 1.4%, the combined averages of
population, income and enrollment jumped
3.6%.
"The Southwest, with consistently the
best avoidance of tv competition due to its
exceptionally heavy scheduling of night
games, has with equal consistency experienced the greatest gains in ticket sales since
the pre-television era. And the East, which
has faced the most competition from 'free
50-yard line seats' has seen its paid attendance fall farthest since 1947-48."
Nielsen figures compiled for NCAA show
that the average rating of a year ago, 30.5,
was maintained in 1957. The greatest number of homes reached was 14.8 million for
the Army-Navy game Nov. 30, or 29.6 million people. The average weekly audience
was placed at 23 million people. A "coverage factor" of 98.0%, or 0.6% above 1956,
"indicated that virtually every segment of
the country equipped to receive television
viewed the NCAA games," according to the
report.
Discussing financial aspects of the 1957
football program, the report said, "When
making its successful bid for designation
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
as the network which would carry the
NCAA program, NBC stated its willingness
and intention to offer a payment of $185,000
for telecasting privileges on each of the
eight single-game national dates, and
$80,000 for each of the contests on the one
three-game national date. It was on this
basis that NBC proceeded to negotiate separate contracts with the home managements
of each of the contests in the national

tridge, advertising-sales promotion manager,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Edward
Stanley, NBC public service program manager; Matthew J. Culligan, NBC Radio vice
president; Don DuMont, timebuyer, J.
Walter Thompson Co., Atlanta, and Lester
Krugman, president, Lester Krugman Assoc.

series."
Sponsors of games on NBC-TV were Sunbeam Corp., Zenith Radio Corp., BristolMyers and Libbey-Owen-Ford. BristolMyers in turn sold half of its one-fourth
segment to Reynolds Tobacco Co.

The formation of a business analysis committee by Philadelphia radio and tv advertising interests was proposed Wednesday by
NAB President Harold E. Fellows. Addressing the Television & Radio Advertising Club
of that city, he said the committee could

South

provide once a month "a concise and effective summary of the business done during
the previous 30-day period by the various

Carolinians

Meet

Jan. 17-18

Network and agency speakers will address
the winter convention of South Carolina
Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn.,
meeting Jan. 17-18 at the Hotel Fort Sumter,
Charleston. A reception and smorgasbord
will be held the evening of Jan. 16.
Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, is
association president. Aiding in arrangements are J. William Quinn, WBTW (TV)
Florence; J. Drayton Hastie, WUSN-TV
Charleston, co-chairman of the convention;
J. Forrest Ramsey, WJAY Mullins; Gerry
Quick, WNOK Columbia; Randy Davidson,
WAKN Aiken, and Louis M. Neale Jr.,
WBEU Beaufort, convention co-chairman.
Guest speakers include David E. Par-

Fellows Proposes Philadelphians
Form Business Analysis Group

retail
in the marketing
Mr. categories
Fellows contended
periodicarea."
reports
on the promise of prosperity could inspire
renewed sales effort in some categories and
install confidence in merchants. The service
would be supplementary rather than competitive to reports issued by the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, he said, and could
be provided in other cities by similar business analysis committees.
"Broadcasters are experts in the field of
communications," he said. "Taking the raw
material developed by your own business
and industrial and mercantile associations,
you can help in the difficult process of dis-

tributing it in places that will make

it

most
useful
and effective."
He added,
business
statistics
of this nature
could "If
be
given to the merchants by broadcast sales
representatives under the imprimatur of this
club, it would serve to enhance the prestige
of the radio and tv media in the area.
"If these statistics were related to the
national economy's progress, in order that
we could set up among the nation's retailers an even greater sense of competitive
enterprise in a nation that thrives on competition, we might get something started
that would do more than all of these other
accepted economic ideas and concepts to
thwart recession and encourage consumer
confidence."
Chicago Jewish Groups Form
Religious Broadcasting Unit
The establishment of a Radio & Television Commission to centralize Jewish programming efforts and cooperate with Protestant and Roman Catholic broadcast activities in Chicago was announced Wednesday.
Also involved in the consolidation of
area religious programming are the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago and
Church Federation of Greater Chicago. The
new Jewish agency will be headed by Rabbis
Lawrence H. Charney, Logan Square Congregation, and Leonard Mervis, Oak Park
Temple, with Henry H. Mamet as executive
director, according to Rabbi Henry Fisher,
Congregation B'Nai Zion and president of
the Chicago Rabbinical Assn.
The organization is partly the outgrowth
of a radio-tv workshop clinic conducted by
WGM-TV Chicago for some 70 rabbis last
Dec. 3.
Besides representing Chicago Judaism,
the commission will work closely with Rev.
John S. Banahan, secretary for radio-tv material, Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago, and Miss Pearl Rosser, executive secretary, Church Federation of Greater Chicago. It will receive financial support from
the Jewish Welfare Fund and various participating groups and foundations and will
headquarter in the Board of Jewish Welfare
Building, 72 E. 11th St., Chicago.
NAB Tells Story of Free Tv
A booklet telling the story of the U. S.
system of telecasting has been published by
NAB. Titled "Free Television — How It
Serves America," the booklet is a companion
piece tolished"Radio
U. S.revised
A.," which
wasfourth
pubin 1953 and
for the
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to

time in April 1957. It is designed for the
general public, and explains how tv works
technically and how the American system
of free tv was established. The text shows
the role of tv in the national economy and
in the life of the average family. News, the
NAB tv code, and station and network

Religious Broadcasters Set Meet
The annual convention of National Religious Broadcasters will be held Feb. 5-6
at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
President Eugene R. Bertermann announced
that several leading broadcast officials
will take part in the program. These inBroadcasting

REACHING
to

reach

UP

out

KSLA-TV

INCREASES

6 TIMES

WITH

COVERAGE

NEW

DRESSER-IDECO

TOWER

Here's the story —
BEFORE: Beginning operation in December, 1953, KSLA-TV, Shreveport, La.,
was equipped with a 265' tower and
served a population area of 177,100.
AFTER:
changed

In November,
to full power

1955 the station
operation with a

new 1 1 95' Dresser-ldeco guyed tower
increasing population coverage to
1,089,350.
• When KSLA-TV decided to "reach up
to reach out" they naturally turned their
tower problem over to Dresser-ldeco.
Why? Because Dresser-ldeco knows
towers . . . has been supplying stations
with new and expanded tower needs since
broadcasting began. Meeting many unusual requirements in location, loads and
weather conditions has given Dresserldeco engineers a background in tower
design
industry.and construction unmatched in the

It's little wonder

Dresser-ldeco

is re-

sponsible for more than half of the nation's tallest TV towers and hundreds more
of usual heights.
So when you are ready to "reach up to
reach out" it's just good sense to call in
Dresser-ldeco, regardless of whether your
tower requirements are average . . .
unusual ... or spectacular.
For a practical talk about your tower,
write Dresser-ldeco or contact your broadcast equipment representative.

Dresser-ldeco
Company
ONE

OF THE

DRESSER

INDUSTRIES

TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-3,
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
elude John C. Doerfer, FCC chairman;
Harold E. Fellows, NAB president; Edward Stanley, NBC; Dr. George D. Crothers,
CBS; Wiley F. Hance, ABC, and Robert F.
Hurleigh, MBS.
Theme of the meeting is "Preserving Our
American Heritage." Dr. C. B. Nordland,
WMBI Chicago, and Rev. Ralph Freed, of
"The Voice of Tangier," Morocco, will
speak on religious broadcasting. Dr. Oswald
C. J. Hoffman, of the International Lutheran
Hour, will review work of this series.
ARTNA Report Expresses Concern
Over Problems of Broadcast News
The chance of "massive and possibly even
chaotic changes" in the financial base supporting news and related public service programs poses serious problems for broadcast
newsmen, according to the Assn. of RadioTelevision News Analysts. The association
has issued a report on public service broadcasting with emphasis on news analysis.
Quincy Howe, ARTNA president, said
the association hopes to interest a foundation or other group in financing a comprehensive study of news coverage, special
events broadcasting and the educational,
religious and cultural field. He lauded William Costello, of the association, for his
work in directing the current study.
Besides reviewing the history of federal
regulation and problems facing the news
analyst, the report discusses operation of
the NAB radio standards and tv code. "In

the main the codes are pious verbiage," the
report says. A section on American Federation of Television & Radio Artists suggests the union "is probably not in a position to advance the interests of newsmen
professionally, whatever value it might have
economically."
Pay tv is described as the most unsettling
influence in the industry, with the possibility
it can have a profound influence on the
future of ARTNA members. "The FCC has
never been weaker nor more politicalminded than at present," it is stated.
Citing a need for comprehensive data on
news broadcasts, the survey said the Assn.
of Radio & Television News Editors (apparently referring to Radio Television News
Directors Assn.), "which conducts a yearly
convention, has never attempted to analyze
itself quantitatively or statistically."
Networks are chided in a section on editorializing for incidents in which newscasts
were edited or kept off the air in efforts
to be objective in presentation of news. A
statistical supplement shows data on programming at a score of stations plus a series
of economic tables.
Still Photographers Adopt
Code for Courtroom Behavior
A code of courtroom ethics has been
adopted by National Press Photographers
Assn., representing still cameramen, according to Robert McCandless, of the Champaign-Urbana (111.) Courier, chairman of the

group's freedom of information committee.
The code was drawn up to aid cameramen in courtroom deportment so court decorum will not be disturbed, Mr. McCandless
said. It advocates pre-trial conferences with
judges to determine rules of conduct. Photographers are urged to dress conservatively,
avoid flash shots, use telephoto lenses for
closeups and pool pictures when necessary.
Newsreel and tv cameramen are advised
to use noiseless cameras and a minimum of
cables and to take advantage of natural
courtroom light. Tripods should not be
placed between court principals and the
audience, the code states.
Rating Service Spokesmen
To Address Disc Jockeys
The role of rating services in popular
music broadcasting will be covered by three
top research executives at the "Pop Music
Disc Jockey Convention & Seminar" to be
held March 7-9 under sponsorship of Storz
Stations. The site will be the Muehlebach
Hotel, Kansas City.
Rating service speakers will be Sydney
Roslow, president of Pulse Inc.; Frank
Stisser, president of C. E. Hooper Co., and
Edward Hynes, president of Trendex.
The program opens March 7 with an evening reception to be hosted by the Storz
Stations. Record companies will underwrite
meals and the March 8 banquet. Attendance may reach 1,000, judging by present
indications, said Bill Stewart, Storz national
program director. Mr. Stewart is handling
reservations at the Storz office in Kilpatrick
Bldg., Omaha 2, Neb. All disc jockeys, program directors, and management personnel
in broadcasting and record industries are
eligible to attend.
Boorom Promoted by Sweeney
To Direct RAB Member Service
Warren J. Boorom, Radio Advertising
Bureau promotion manager, has been promoted to director of member service, effective Jan. 15, President Kevin B. Sweeney
announced last week.
Mr. Boorom will
panded department
bility for increasing
ices to its members

be in charge of an exthat will have responsiRAB's individual servand also for expanding

the bureau's station membership.
He will be assisted by four regional managers. From New York headquarters they
will travel territories eight to twelve states
in size to help RAB members and recruit
new ones.
Some service functions of the promotion
department also will be merged into the
new department, which also will absorb
personnel currently assigned to the membership department.
TRADE ASSNS. SHORT
Television Bureau of Advertising has announced itwill give its presentation "The
Vision of Television — 1958" in Minneapolis
today (Monday), Indianapolis Jan. 16, Cincinnati Jan. 17 and St. Louis Jan. 20.
Presentation reports "latest research findings,
answers questions of tv's costs, suggests new
demonstration techniques, proves efficiency
of tv and shows where it is going," company
reports.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
a studio-showroom for broadcasting Reddy
Kilowatt, a program it sponsors Mon.-Fri.
3:30-5:30 p.m. Conducted by WFPG disc

No Bad Morning News
For KMPC Breakfast Audience
Good news.
Those two words sum up the story of the
8 a.m. newscasts on KMPC Los Angeles,
sponsored each Monday-Friday morning for
nearly eight years now by Harris & Frank,

jockey
Bob Weems,
show's
music, news,
householdthe hints
and format
contests.is
Th" company invites local appliance stores
to b;come participating sponsors in this
c Tort to increase use of kilowatt hours.

chain
of California.
21 retail men's clothing stores in
Southern
First, the series has meant good news
listening for the public. Howard Flynn, news
editor of the program, points out that each
newscast is prepared on the theory that "just
before, during or after breakfast, listeners
are in no mood to hear about blood, gore,
stabbings, bludgeonings and the like, so they
get none of this. If such a story is so hot
that it has to be used, we touch on it briefly
so that the listener will know of the occurrence, but rewrite it for the breakfasting
listener.
"Local and state capital news form a big
part of the newscast, as do traffic and public health items and weather reports. The
delivery contains the necessary amount of
authority, but is kept informal. Stentorian
tones and Voice of Doom delivery won't
ever be found here. Further, every Harris
& Frank newscast contains one or two features designed to prompt a chuckle or a
laugh." As a result of this format the
audience for the program has grown until
reportedly it is the top morning newscast in
Los Angeles, the number one program of
any kind at 8 a.m. and the third most popular
Monday-Friday daytime radio show of any
kind in the area, with a 5.6 rating in the
September-October Pulse report.
This popularity makes the daily newscast
good news for its sponsor, proving the
soundness of the thinking that launched
the series and that has kept it going, summer
as well as winter, past the 2.000-broadcast
mark, reached in November. More convincing proof comes from the sales results of
the program's commercials. For example, a
few months ago, the stores stocked a new
all-cotton, no-iron shirt and introduced it
on the morning news. "At the end of the
week they had to take the commercials off
the air — sold out," reports Mr. Flynn, who
as radio-television supervisor of Walter Mc-

NAB Sends Guidance for Farm Day
Promotion kits to guide broadcasters in
observance of Farm Broadcasting Day Feb.
1 have been mailed by NAB to the 1,000
radio and tv stations requesting the service.
The theme of the Feb. 1 observance is,

OFFICIALS of the Peoria (111.) Journal
Star and that paper's station, WTVH
(TV) Peoria, try out the new "FastFeed" television service from newsrooms of the Journal Star. They are
(1 to r) Charles L. Dancey, assistant
to the president of the Journal Star;
Harold Phillips, station manager,
WTVH; Charles A. West, business
manager of the newspaper, and Henry
P. Slane, president of WTVH and the
Journal Star. Drawing on 26 newsroom
specialists, the system operates on no
set schedule, sending out microwave
reports as news develops.
I

R.

C. CRJSLER

&

Early this fall, KMPC instituted an increase in rates. Before approving this boost
in its advertising budget, Harris & Frank
polled the managers of its stores, asking
whether they thought the increase should be
met or the program dropped. Overwhelmingly, the store operators voted for the retention of the morning newscasts.
Utility Sponsors WFPG in Window
The Atlantic City (N. J.) Electric Co.
features WFPG that city in the window of
the downtown office it has converted into

COMPANY,

|
RICHARD C. CRISLER— PAUL
A.
£
I

BUSINESS

I

RADIO

BROKERS

AND

S

Fifth-Third Bank Bldg.,

X

Cincinnati 2, Ohio

I

Creery Inc., Los Angeles, is in charge of the
commercials on the program as well as its
news contents. The commercials are normally limited to two one-minute spots on each
15-minute newscast.
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"Farm Broadcasting Serves Rural America." Kit material includes sample news releases, proclamations, lists of program and
promotion ideas, sample scripts and announcements, list of free film material and
background data for speeches.
Co-sponsoring Farm Broadcasting Day
are the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, National
Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors
and NAB. Organizations cooperating include the National Grange, American Farm
Bureau Federation and National Council of
Farmer Cooperatives.
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lists three rules for checking a record's
worth: (a) It must have a pleasing melody
not obscured by the arrangement, (b) The
performance must not feature passages characteristic of rock 'n' roll (piano, twanging
steel guitar, etc.). (c) No strident vocal renditions, "which virtually eliminates most
female singers, many groups and certain
male singers."
CBS-TV
Film Sales Sets New Award
CBS Television Film Sales is offering an
annual award for the top promotion merchandising campaign to the advertiser or
agency which exhibits the most creativity
in a comprehensive plan for bringing syndicated programs to the attention of the
public, its own employes and business associates, ithas been announced by Fred J.
Mahlstedt, director of operations and production. The award will be presented in
late February.
'Pegs' Plug 'Sweet

Music' Policy

1

In observance of KPEG Spokane's "sweet
music" policy, four girl d. j.'s spin records
and give news and weather reports in soft
voices. The "Pegs," as they are called, are
Peg Long, Peg Warner, Peg Snyder and Peg

$

Frank. The station stresses "easy-to-listen-to
music," all time favorites and the ballad type
"pop" in its new policy.

$

$
Dunbar 1-7775
Mur. Hill 7-8437 $
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WTXL Outlines New Music Policy
In a memo to employes, WTXL West
Springfield, Mass., outlines its new music
policy. Staffers are instructed that all announcements must be followed by music and
not to dilute the efficacy of commercials with
talk about the singer, bandleader or arranger. ("When we want a record advertised
— we'll sell time for the purpose.") WTXL

Bridge Players Get KTLA (TV) Show
Bridge fans are catered to by KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles in its What's the Bid? (Wed.
8-8:30 p.m.). Robert Lee Johnson, bridge
Broadcasting

on fire trucks to give on-the-spot coverage.
A mid-January beauty contest (for redheads only) also is being conducted to find

teacher-author, and Louis Quinn, comedy
writer-tv personality, are expert and host
on the show in which teams of players,
chosen from all walks of life, vie each week

the girl personifying KYW's

for a $50 prize. The bridge hands are preselected and shown to viewers so they can
follow the bidding. When the contract has
been made, the contestants play out the
hand for the money and eligibility to be
challenged for following weeks until deposed. After the tournament, Mr. Johnson
offers comments and instruction to KTLA
viewers on how the game should have been
played.
WNAC-TV

Collects for 'Cinema

Fort Dodge Gets Bingo-Type Game
Now that bingo-type games are partially
legal (one of the law's stipulations is that
no fee or purchase be required of players),
KGTV (TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa, has started
a 13-week series of "T-Vingo" Jan. 7. The
T-Vingo Co., Denver, reports that this
home-participation game is "especially
tailored for tv," as it requires no extra labor
for filing or answering telephones.

7'

A truck was hired by WNAC-TV Boston
Dec. 6 to pick up 724 MGM movies from
Culver City, Calif., for delivery to the station for its Cinema 7 (Mon.-Fri., 1-4:30
report of the truck's crosscountry progress was given to viewers
nightly, creating considerable interest by
the time it arrived Dec. 13. MGM's lion,
Leo, flew from Los Angeles to Boston to
meet the truckload of movies. WNAC-TV
ran ads in Tv Guide, local newspapers and
trade magazines as well as showing slides
for a week before Cinema 7's Jan. 7
premiere. One of its sponsors gave a luncheon for food brokers and their sales staffs
at which Norman Knight, WNAC-TV vice
president introduced Cinema 7's hostess,
Sue Bennet, and presented a preview of
the show.
Happy

Event

CJCH

Airs 'Woman's

and "I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm,"
etc.) and interviewing workers in boiler
rooms, steel furnaces and other hot locations. The Cleveland Fire Dept. is cooperating with KYW in a fire prevention drive incorporating aseries of fire equipment displays outside its studios. The station's roving
reporter, Ed Hersch, rides to conflagrations

Bibfe Studies Aired by WMAL-TV
An experimental series of Bible study programs was started Jan. 5 on WMAL-TV
Washington under the auspices of the Council of Churches, National Capital area. The
course is being conducted by Dr. George
M. Docherty, pastor of New York Ave.
Presbyterian Church, Washington, in cooperation with American U. Six university
students take part in the production.

for WOOD

"Willy Wood," trademark of WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich., appeared in a series
of ads in local papers publicizing the arrival
of announcer-disc jockey Big Bud Lindeman. The first cartoon showed the woodpecker gazing through binoculars expectantly for the new staffer. Subsequent ads
showed Willy getting everything in order
and final pictures portray 6-ft-2-in., 220-lb.
Mr. Lindeman being flown to WOOD by
four storks.
CJCH

KETV (TV) Promotes 'Kit Carson'
To promote the Adventures of Kit Carson, KETV (TV) Omaha held a contest to
find the youngster who could best draw a
picture of a pony shown on the tv screen.
The contest was open to children of all
ages and it reportedly drew 1,500 entries.
The winner received a Shetland pony.

LICENSE PLATES with "TV" prefixes
were acquired by WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, Program Director Gomer
Lesch for staffers' cars. He is seen
here with the tags, numbers 1 through
38, for which he made a trip to the
Carolina coast so that WFMY-TV
employes would be continually reminding motorists of their station and
medium.

p.m.) A

Big Bud

warmth.

Week'

News

Halifax, N. S., has a special 15-

minute Woman's Week program on news of
particular interest to women. Prepared and
edited by Mrs. Olive Guthrie MacDonald,
it deals with news of outstanding men and
women in the political, artistic, humanitarian and fashion world.
'Dotto' Succeeds 'Strike It Rich7
A daytime television quiz program, Dotto,
began on CBS-TV Jan. 6 (Mon.-Fri. 11:30
a.m.- 12 noon). It replaces Strike It Rich,
which was canceled. The new show is sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York,
through its agency, Ted Bates & Co., New
York.

I
A LOW COST LINE OF
KINESCOPE

land, Ohio, is the "hottest station in town,"
it is airing records with "hot" titles ("We're
Having a Heat-Wave," "Hotter Than That"
Broadcasting
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SQUARES"

MOM
(Adults

Robert H. Jones, account service group head,
McCann-Erickson Corp.
(International), named vice
president. He joined
agency when Marschalk &
Pratt became affiliated
with it.

POP

who

LISTEN

can

buy)

KITE

Sheldon B. Sosna, formerly copy supervisor
at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, to Grant Adv.
that city as vice president.

"Cool Cats" Get Their
Kicks Elsewhere

More SoMi
Mommies
Any

president and media director at Bryan Houston Inc.
from 1954 through late last
year, has joined Warwick
& Legler in similar capacity. Mr. Dobberteen succeeds Harry Way, W&L
media director, who has joined Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. Before joining
Houston, Mr. Dobberteen was media vice
president at Foote, Cone & Belding and in
various media posts at Benton & Bowles
from 1935-1953.
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THE
MARKETS

Paul

James Fitzmorris appointed account supervisor and J. P. Perry account executive on
new Kolynos toothpaste account at TathamLaird Inc. [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan.
6].
Carl A. Shem, formerly at Compton Adv.,
and Homer A. Yates Jr., previously with
Allstate Insurance Co., to account executive staff of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago. Bruce W. Barnes, formerly art
director at Carl S. Brown, N. Y., to N L
& B New York staff in similar capacity.

TV

Daniel

A.

Packard,

former Kelvinator executive (1940-55), has been
named vice president and
marketing director of

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

January 13, 1958

C. Stuart Siebert Jr., vice president and
senior account executive at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, appointed account supervisor on RCA- Whirlpool account. He succeeds Jack S. Pettersen, resigned to open
Jan. 6].
own
agency [Advertisers & Agencies,

Lefton Co., N. Y., to D'Arcy that city as
account supervisor on Halo account.

Batman elected vice president at Cunningham &Walsh, N. Y. He becomes director of creative department and secretary of
creative board at agency.

Coverage from a New
1000 ft. Tower

•

Don Arvold, general advertising manager of
Pet foods, cereals and feed divisions of
Carnation Co., will join BBDO, L. A., executive staff on Feb. 1.

Bennett Foster, copy chief with Charles
Bowes, Adv., L. A., to Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie that city as copy supervisor.
George A. Bailey, formerly account supervisor, hard goods division, Dowd, Redfield
& Johnstone, N. Y., to account group at
city.
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford that

Tom

COMING!
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& Mather, appointed vice president

copy chief, Emil Mogul
Co., N. Y., named vice
president. Mr. Berger
joined agency in 1940 and
resigned four years later
to open his own agency.
He returned to Mogul in
1954 as account executive.

John Emmart, account executive on California Wine Advisory Board account and
supervisor of merchandising of package
goods accounts for Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
S. F., appointed vice president.

REPRESENTED

Benson

John A. Garber, vice president, Al Paul

Katz Co., Baltimore, and Scripps-Howard.

Expanded

Stanley D. Canter, di- ►
rector of research, Ogilvy,

Berger,

Bernard Kramer, ac- ►
count executive, Emil
Mogul, also named vice
president. Mr. Kramer
joined agency in January
of 1956 after 22-years in
advertising, including associations with Joseph

Greatly

Samuel L. Frey, media ►

■< H. H. Dobberteen, vice

and Papas Listen

Daily to

Adrian Price, account supervisor, Wexton
Co., N. Y., elected vice president.

director, Colgate-P a 1 m olive Co., to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., as
vice president and media
director.

David T. Thomas, also ►
account service group
head at M-E, named
vice president. Mr. Thomas
joined agency in 1954.

TO

Corp. account out of Geyer's Detroit office.
His most recent advertising post was with
McCann-Erickson as vice president and
senior
1956. marketing executive. He left M-E in

INC.

Kelvinator

Geyer Adv., N. Y., Kelvinator agency, effective
Feb. 3. He will work on
division,
American Motors

Robert Gibbons, radio-tv manager of McCann-Erickson's Cleveland office, transfers
to Home Creative Dept. in N. Y., effective
Jan. 20, where he will be creative group
head on number of accounts, including
Bulova. Jerry Turk, agency's radio-tv copy
supervisor, will succeed Mr. Gibbons as
radio-tv manager. Harry Black has been
appointed to newly-created position of films
and programs manager.
W. A. Jimison, advertising director, Chicago Milk Div., Borden Co., promoted to
Broadcasting

advertising director. Chicago Central (fluid
milk and ice cream) District of Borden.

Lady Help of Christians R.C. Church, East
Orange, N. J.

Christian Valentine Jr., supervisor of production for tv-film and radio commercials,
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., appointed director of tv-radio commercial production
department. In his new post, Mr. Valentine
will supervise both live and film commercial
production.

FILM

Jim Cox, station manager, KDAY Los
Angeles, to Glasser-Gailey Inc. (L. A.
AAAA
agency specializing in food
products) as sales and promotion director.
George C. Anthony, media director, Stromberger, LaVene & MacKenzie, to Dan B.
Miner Co., L. A., in similar capacity, effective Jan. 15. Edith M. Grooms, media director of Dan B. Miner, will take three
months leave of absence from agency and
return in consulting capacity.

Burt Kleiner, with investment firm of
Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Beverly Hills,
Calif., and William H. Hudson, petroleum
executive in Texas and Oklahoma, elected
•to board of directors of National Telefilm
Assoc., N. Y.
Ken Silver, special representative in N. Y.
for Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
named N. Y. manager of Alexander International, firm's export sales division.
Claire Morris Barrows, formerly offcamera homes and gardens editor of NBCTV Home show, to Hartley Productions
Inc., N. Y., film producer and distributor,
as editorial and sales associate.
Adraia Coe, production co-ordinator for
CBS-TV's I've Got a Secret, has resigned
from staff of Goodson-Todman Productions, N. Y., after six-year association.

Ben Halsell, Texaco merchandising manager, to newly-created post of director of
advertising and sales promotion for Texas
Co., N. Y.

Fredrick L. Gilson, has joined CBS Television Film Sales, N. Y., as account executive. Mr. Gilson is graduate of Trinity
College and served in U. S. Air Force for
four years.
NETWORKS

of Reach, McClinton's
New York office, named
director of public relations
and publicity. Mr. Nelson
joined agency last April
after serving as editor of
American Petroleum Institute's quarterly
publication. He was associated before that
with Radio Free Europe and has been
freelance magazine writer.

Dr. William H. Lundin, chief psychologist
for five years at Chicago State Hospital,
teacher of graduate courses in field of
group psychotherapy at Loyola U. since
1952 and parttime lecturer in psychology
at Northwestern U., joins Gordon Best Co.,
Chicago, as director of motivation research.

Thomas E. Ward, member of New York
public relations department of U. S. Steel
Corp., to Chicago office as assistant to director of public relations.
Calvin Merrick, formerly art supervisor at
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, appointed art
director for Grant Adv. that city. He will
work with Loren C. Moore, vice president
and art director for agency's worldwide
network.

Santo Calapai, art director, Heineman,
Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph (formerly
Franklin Bruck Adv.), to Burke Dowling
Adams, N. Y., as art director.

Patrick D. Fox, 83, retired Borden Co. vice
of Borden's
and former
president
Jan. 3.
N. Y., died
Co., president
Farm Products
He retired from Borden in 1942. Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered Tuesday in Our
Broadcasting

SAYS:

concentr8
your message on an audience
captiv8ed
by TOP

CBS and local programs!

PENETR&
with 35,000 watts to
dominS
a 103.1 percent satur8ed market
•
IN LAS

VEGAS,

NEV.

you'll appreci8 the value,
once you've tried

...
■< George
D. Matson,
controller, NBC, elected

Watter Henry Nelson,
public relations manager

VEGAS

KIASSV

Michael Sasanoff, formerly executive creative
television supervisor of Biow Co., to Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., N. Y., as creative
director of tv and radio department.

Faith T. Felttis, advertising manager. District Grocery Stores, Washington, to Larrabee Assoc. that city as media and research
director.

LAS

LAS
VEGAS NEVADA
KLAS-TY
CBS $ Television Network
Represented by WEED TELEVISION

vice president and treasurer [At Deadline. Jan.
6].

Aaron Rubin, assistant ►
controller, NBC, succeeds Mr. Matson as controller.

Selig J. Seligman, general manager, KABCTV Los Angeles (ABC o&o station), has
been elected vice president of ABC Div.
of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.

NOW wSp1

BUSU

Richard L. Linkroum, executive producer of
NBC-TV's participating programs, named
director of special program sales.
Robert A. Loeber, formerly sales representative atWMAQ Chicago, to sales staff
of American Broadcasting Network there.
John H. Mitchell, ABC

vice president and
general manager of KGO-TV San Francisco; Donald M. Hine, program director of
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and CBS Television Pacific Network, and Ralph Clements, television field supervisor of NBC-TV,
Burbank, Calif., make up membership of
radio-tv section of communications committee for 1960 Olympic Winter Games, to
be held in Squaw Valley, Calif.
STATIONS
William F. Malo Jr. named vice president
and general manager of WCTC New Bruns-

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with
the largest share of the viewing audience
from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,
Griffin, Woodward for availabilities.

TV
RWG
ABC
CHANNEL
2

IrplSYMBOL OF SERVICE
1 A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV,
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
wick, N. J. He succeeds James Vogdes,
resigned. Mr. Malo formerly was presidentgeneral manager of WHAR Clarksburg.
W. Va., and before that president-general
manager of WERI Westerly, R. I.
Bob Hanna, retail sales
manager, WPST-TV Miumi, promoted to national
sales manager. He has
worked in radio and tv
for 14 years as announcer,
producer and personality.
He also was in tv promotion and merchandising before getting into
sales work.
Bernard E. Neary, sta- ►
tion and general sales
manager, WINZ Miami,
to WGBS that city as managing director. He formerly was Florida manager of
Ziv Television Programs,
eastern sales representative
for Geyer-McAllister Trade Publications
and spent four years with radio department
of Kudner Adv., N. Y.

Robert H. Dolph named general manager
of KVOD Denver. He is owner of KFTM
Fort Morgan, Colo., and president of
Colorado Broadcasters-Telecasters Assn.
William Tucker, commercial manager,
K1RO Seattle named station manager.
■< Harold
Kirsch, who
formerly owned and operated his own agency,
Harold Kirsch Co. Adv.,
St. Louis and Miami, to
WGEM
Quincy, 111., as
sales manager.
William J. Connelly Jr., formerly general
manager of KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
and more recently account executive in
WBBM Chicago local sales and in western
office of CBS Radio Spot Sales, has been
appointed sales manager of network's o&o
WBBM. He succeeds James Hensley, resigned.

CASTING?

Tom

Duggan, whose night commentary program on KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles is noted for being both
entertaining and exasperating, has been
signed to co-star with Boris Karloff
in the motion picture, "Frankenstein
— 1975," being filmed in CinemaScope
by Allied Artists Productions.

Ed Fallert, formerly with KLRJ-TV Las
Vegas, Nev., to KAIM Honolulu as commercial manager.
Bill Corder, director at WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, appointed production manager.
■< John M. Bushnell Jr.,
chief engineer, KVOOAM-TV Tulsa, named
director of engineering.

Jeff York, account executive, KFMB-TV
San Diego, to XEAK Tijuana as local sales
manager.

M Lee Allan Smith, sales
staff,
WKY
Oklahoma
City, named local sales
manager.

■< Raymond E. Carow,
sales manager, WALBAM-TV Albany, Ga..
named general manager.

George H. Buschmann, ►
with Washington law
firm of Covington & Burling since 1952, joins Radio Cincinnati Inc.

Mel S. Burka acting ►
manager
of WTIP
Charleston, W . V a . ,
named general manager,
succeeding late Berton
Sonis. Mr. Burka has
been active in radio field
for past 16 years.

Houston, Tex.

TYPE

■< Walter (Buddy) Hiles,
account executive, KSAN
San Francisco, named
sales manager. Before
joining KSAN, Mr. Hiles
was associated with
WCIN Cincinnati, Ohio;
WAAF Chicago; KREL
and WCHB Detroit.

(WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati and WTVN-AM-TV
Columbus, both Ohio;
WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, and WTVNAM-TV Knoxville) as executive assistant.
Robert C. Richards named commercial
manager of WOL Washington for that city
and Baltimore.
Lee Morris, sales representative, WSB
Atlanta, and Don EUiot Heald, WSB-TV,
named commercial managers for radio and
tv, respectively.

John Barth, KVOO- ►
AM-TV, succeeds Mr.
Bushnell as chief engineer
of KVOO-TV. Robert L.
Greaige, studio engineer,
succeeds Mr. Barth as
studio supervisor and Ray
Wiman, art director of
WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga., joins KVOO-TV
as staff artist.
Thomas D. Tyson, formerly advertising and
sales promotion manager of J. A. Williams
Co., to WAMP and WFMP Pittsburgh as
press and promotion manager.
Raymond E. Owen, as- ►
sistant chief engineer,
WTVN-TV
Columbus,
Ohio, promoted to chief
engineer succeeding William Hansher, who has
been named special assistant to president of RadioCincinnati Inc. (owner of WTVN-TV
other Taft stations).

and

Bernard F. Corson Jr., assistant manager of
WLS Chicago, assumes additional duties as
program director, effective Jan. 16. He succeeds Herb Howard, resigned.

Cincinnati's

Most

Independent
50,000

watts

Sandy Jackson, KOWH
named program director.

Powerful
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of SALES
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24 hours a day— seven days a week

^

Omaha.

Neb.,

Robert B. King, WDZ Decatur, 111., joins
WSOY-AM-FM that city and WSEI-FM
Effingham, 111., as program director. Illinois
Broadcasting Co. is licensee of stations.
Bob Brown, news director, WBEL Beloit,
Wis., named program director and office
manager. Don Schuenemann, formerly with
WBYS Canton, 111., joins WBEL as news
director and early morning d. j. Bill
Dommer, formerly sports director, WONW
Defiance, Ohio, named WBEL sports director, d. j. and engineer.
Richard A. J. McKinney, WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio, to KYW-TV Cleveland as
film director.
Broadcasting

Robert J. McCarthy, formerly with Forjoe
& Co., to sales staff of WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Karolyn Karl Harris, 57, former radio
soloist announcer in East and Midwest,
died Jan. 2 from injuries received when she
was struck by automobile Jan. I.

NOW'S

theti

to SELLibrate
"point

the new

of sale"

in the

GOLDEN
VALLEY...
(Central Ohio)

REPRESENTATIVES
Harry Smart, Blair-Tv, named midwest sales
manager, with headquarters in Chicago.

ABOVE, Willard L. Cobb (1), secretarytreasurer and general manager of KALBTV Alexandria, La., receives a proclamation from that city's mayor, W. George
Bowden Jr. The proclamation marked
Dec. 30 as "M" day in Alexandria and
urged all citizens to "observe the day in
a fitting manner by viewing all of NBC's
morning shows" on that station. The
occasion was KALB-TV's new NBC programming schedule which begins at 7
a.m. instead of 12:25 p.m. Mr. Cobb
holds a pound of "happiness and good
luck for 1958" which was sent by KALBTV to agencies, leading advertisers, NBC
officials, network personalities and the
personnel of
Joseph Weed.

station's representative,

Maury Farrell, veteran ►
of 21 years in radio and
tv broadcasting, named
director of special sales,
special events and sports
for WBRC Birmingham.
George E. Moynihan, producer-director,
WBZ-TV Boston, named public affairs director, succeeding Chester F. Collier, appointed public affairs director of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Ethel Grey, formerly women's director,
WSBA York, Pa., to WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
in similar capacity.
Neil Boggs, assistant news director, WCHSTV Charleston, W. Va., to West Virginia
State Road Commission as public relations
director.
Mel Corvin, public relations representative,
P. K. Macker & Co. (international public
relations organization), to KCBS San Francisco as sales account executive.

Charles R. Kinney, ac- ►
count executive, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward tv department, named assistant
sales manager, reporting to
Lloyd Griffin, PGW vice
president and director of
tv. Mr. Kinney joined
company in 1955 after six years sales work
with stations in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

V
TN•-T
WH
HUNTINGTON
CHARLESTON
★

NEW
TOWER
1,000 feet above average terrain

★

FULL

★

316,000 watts
GREATER COVERAGE
554,697 TV homes

★

Get the
dollars and cents story
right now

Lewis C. Greist named account executives.

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13

Mr. Wright formerly was with NBC as network tv sales presentation writer and Mr.
Greist was with WCBS New York as account executive.

A C0WLES STATION • ABC BASIC
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry Co., Inc.

Sam B. Schneider, mid- ►
west manager of trade
magazine, headquartering
in Chicago, to CBS Radio
Spot Sales that city as account executive. Mr.
Schneider was with KVOO

NOT
OF

Tulsa, Okla., before joining trade magazine.

3 All Inq uiri&s Confidential]
Broadcasting

HA&P

■< Fulton Wilkins, eastern
sales representative for
KNX Los Angeles, CBS
Radio in that city and
CBS Radio Pacific Network, also joins CBS Spot
Sales as account executive,
effective Jan. 20.
Ted Van Erk, for seven years special agent
for Federal Bureau of Investigation in New
York, Pittsburgh and Baltimore offices,
named to sales staff of Boiling Co., N. Y.

BECAUSE MORE PEOPLE LISTEN TO

I

Edward Berman, with Allen B. Dumont
Labs, from 1952-56 as manager of new
market and dealer development, has rejoined
firm in capacity of dealer development manager of television receiver division.

EL 5-0405

SALES POTENTIAL
$2,727,662,000 in all the major U.S.
Census sales categories

•< Arthur E. Muth, account executive in PGW
tv department, also named
assistant sales manager, reporting to Mr. Griffin. He
joined PGW in 1953 after
two years with Weed &
Co. John R. Wright and

MANUFACTURING mmmmmmm

BROKERS onaF.NANC^AoN
TELEVi
RADIO an<*
^0_-.T
STREET
50 EAST 58th
22. N. V
NEW YORK

POWER

W. H. Meyers, formerly chief engineer for
Farnsworth Television & Radio Co. and
works product manager of Crosley Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp. before becoming manufacturers' representative, died Dec. 24 in
Syracuse, Ind., Funeral services were conducted Dec. 28. He was member of Institute
of Radio Engineers.

RADIO

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA
than the other three city
stations combined
AM-FM

1

5000 W-600 KC

AFFILIATE FOR
WINSTON-SALEM/ GREENSBORO / HIGH POINT
CALL HEADLEY-REED
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PEOPLE

CONTINUED

UPCOMING
January
Jan. 11-15: 41st annual convention. National
Automobile Dealers Assn., Miami Beach Auditorium.
Jan. 13-14: CBS-TV affiliates, Shoreham Hotel.
Washington, D. C.
Jan. 16: NBC Owned Stations Dlv., "Know Your
Schools,"
luncheon D.
meeting,
Sheraton-Carlton
Hotel, Washington,
C.
Jan. 17-18: Midwestern Adv. Agency Network
annual meeting, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Jan. 17-18: South Carolina Radio & Television
Broadcasters, Hotel Fort Sumter, Charleston.
Jan.
17-19: Advertising Assn. of the West, midDiego.
winter conference. Hotel del Coronado, San
Jan. 18-19: Retail Adv. Conference, sixth annual
meeting, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 22-24: NAB, combined boards, Camelback
Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 24-26: American Women in Radio & Tv,
annual Palm
SightBeach,
and Sound
more,
Fla. Seminar, Hotel BiltJan. 30-31: 13th annual Radio & Television Institute, School of Journalism, U. of Georgia.
Jan. 31: Broadcasters
Promotion Assn., board
meeting, Sheraton February
Hotel, Chicago.

ELSIE JENSEN (seated), head of the contract department at the Katz Agency, is pictured with Herbert Goldberg (second from right), purchasing agent with the company, at a farewell party marking their retirement. G. R. Katz (1), chairman of the
board, and M. J. Beck (r), treasurer, are extending farewell sentiments to the two of
them. Miss Jensen joined Katz in 1927 and Mr. Goldberg in 191 1.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Norman Dolnick, account supervisor, and
A. J. Rose, general manager, Harshe-Rotman
Inc. (national public relations firm), appointed vice presidents in Chicago office.
John P. Cole Jr., attorney, Broadcast Bureau
of FCC, to Smith &
Pepper, Washington law
firm. He received BS
degree from School of Enof Alabama
gin coring
j.
mmtm Ja&m Polytechnic Institute in
1953 and was graduated from George
Washington Law School in 1956.

EDUCATION
::. ......
Thomas F. Curry, producer-director and
production coordinator, WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., to U. of Connecticut, Storrs,
as associate radio-tv supervisor.
TRADE ASSNS.
John M.
of WSB
position
Georgia

Outler, retiring general manager
Atlanta, named to newly-created
of public relations director of
Assn. of Broadcasters.

Keith Culverhouse, assistant director of sales
promotion, Television Bureau of Advertisment. ing, promoted to director of sales develop-

Feb. 1 : Farm Broadcasting Day, celebration to
be planned by NAB and Dept. of Agriculture.
Feb. 3-7: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, general meeting, Statler and SheratonMcAlpin Hotels, New York.
Feb. 5-6: National Religious Broadcasters, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 7: Advertising Federation of America, board
meeting, Milwaukee.
Feb. 8-10: Voice of Democracy, awards ceremonies, Washington.
Feb. 13-15: 11th annual Western Radio and Tv
Conference, Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 15-17: Western Assn. of Broadcasters (Engineers), The MacDonald, Edmonton, Alta.
Feb. 18-19: NAB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21: Annual convention. Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Feb. 20-21: British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
WHAY studios, New Britain.
Feb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House of Delegates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta.
Feb. 27: NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, NAB Hdqrs.. Washington.
March
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention
Kansas
City. and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel,
March 14-17 : Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 30- April 2: Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters, Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal,

"TARGET"

m

Aimed

records
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April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 24-26: A AAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
May
Tampa, Fla.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.

riwnaum

*

to

for

April 10-12: 10th Southwestern
Institute of Radio
April
Engineers Conference
& Electronic Show, St.
Que.
Anthony
Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April
20-22: Atlantic
of Broadcasters,
Fort
Cumberland
Hotel, Assn.
Amherst,
N. S.

hit

you!

May
Advertising
Federation
America,
fifth 1-3:
district
convention,
Mansfield,of Ohio.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7 : Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto. Ont.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference. National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD

Station

pickup of programs of its station WDMJ-TV (ch.
6), Marquette,
nounced Jan. 8.for broadcast bv WJMS-TV. An-

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
January

Meyer Bcstg. Co., Bismarck, N. Dak.— Granted
applications for (1) new private tv intercity relay
station and (2) mod. of cp to change direction of
radiation of relay station KAQ-30, near Douglas,
in order to include KMOT (ch. 10), Minot, in
system interconnecting KFMY-TV (ch. 5) Bismarck,
(ch. 8), Williston. AnnouncedandJan.KUMV-TV
8.
KTRX Kennewick, Wash.— Waived policy and
granted special temporary authorization to operate for two months at reduced aur. power of
8.22 kw with separate aur. ant., pending completion of facilities authorized. Announced Jan. 8.

2 through January 8

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf —
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency,
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw —
watts, w — watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day.
New

pervery
ant.
kiloN—

Tv

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Louisville, Ky. — Board of Trustees, Louisville
Free Public Library*, granted uhf ch. 15 (476482 mc); ERP 19.8 kw vis.. 10.7 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 303 ft., above
ground 380 ft. Estimated construction cost $48,392,
first year operating cost $16,500, revenue none.
P. O. address 301-333 Library Place, Louisville 3,
Ky. Studio and trans, location Louisville, Ky.
Geographic coordinates 38° 14' 40" N. Lat., 85°
45'
27" W.& Long.
Trans.,Washington
ant. RCA. 5,
Legal
Krieger
Jorgensen,
D. C.counsel
Consulting engineer Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn,
Washington 5, D. C. Announced Jan. 3.
Greenwood, Miss. — Greenwood Bcstg. Co.,
granted vhf ch. 6 (82-88 mc ) ; ERP 30.4 kw vis.,
15.4 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
347 ft. above ground 383 ft. Estimated construction
cost $145,250, first year operating cost $78,000, revenue $120,000. P. O. address Box 414, Greenwood.
Studio and trans, location 5 mi. west Greenwood
on Miss. Rte. 10. Geographic coordinates 33° 31'
33"
Lat., counsel
90° 16' 09"
W. Long.
Trans,
and ant.
GE. N.Legal
Stephen
Tuhy,
Washington.
Consulting engineer, Page Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt, Washington. Cy N. Bahakel, 100% owner
of applicant, also owns WABG Greenwood,
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.; WKIS Roanoke, Va.;
WOOD Lynchburg, Va.; WLPH Huntington, W.
Va.; WKIN Kingsport, Tenn., and WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. Announced Jan. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Arecibo, P.R. — Abacoa Radio Corp. vhf ch. 12

NATION-WIDI

night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. SSA — special service authorization,
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.

Allocations
TV CHANNEL CHANGE
By report and order. Commission (1) granted
petitions by California Inland Bcstg. Co. (KFRETV ch. 12), Fresno, Calif., and Sacramento Bcstrs.
Inc. (KXOA-AM-FM), Sacramento, and (2) finalized rule making in Docket 11785 to amend the
tv table of assignments by adding chs. 17 and
39 to Bakersfield, Calif., effective Feb. 7. Announced Jan. 6.
TV CHANNEL CHANGE PROPOSED
By notice of proposed rule making, Commission invites comments by Feb. 7 to proposal by
Lion Television Corp. (WDAM-TV ch. 9), Hattiesburg, Miss., to shift that channel to Baton
Rouge, La. Announced Jan. 6.

(204-210 mc); ERP 20 kw vis., 12 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 1,006 ft., above
ground 353 ft. Estimated construction cost —
building and some equipment owned at present.
P. O. address Box 126, Arecibo, P. R. Studio location Arecibo, P. R. Trans, location Barrio Cerro
Gordo, P. R. Geographic coordinates 18° 17' 53"
N. Lat.,
67° 5'Robert
25" W.M.Long.
ant. RCA.
Legal
counsel
Booth Trans.,
Jr., Wash.,
D C.
Consulting engineer Alfred C. Weed Jr., Santurce,
P. R. Owner are Jose Donate Casanova, Gloria
Ramos de Donate, Manuel Pirallo-Lopez and
Carlos Pirallo-Lopez (each 25%). All these owners own equal amounts of WMIA Arecibo. In
addition Carlos Pirallo-Lopez owns 14% of
WISO Ponce, P. R., and and Manuel PiralloLopez 27% of same station. Announced Jan. 6.
Yakima, Wash.— Charles R. White uhf ch. 23
(524-530 mc); ERP 21 kw vis., 10.5 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 957.6 ft., above
ground 148.5 ft. Estimated construction cost $63,000, first year operating cost $120,000, revenue
$150,000. P. O. address 12555 S.W. Edgecliff Rd.,
Portland 1, Ore. Studio location Yakima, Wash.
Trans, location Yakima, Wash. Geographic coordinates 46°RCA,
31' 56"
120° 30'engineer
30" W.
Long. Trans.
ant. N.GE.Lat.,
Consulting
Harold C. Singleton, Portland, Ore. Mr. White,
sole owner, was former 21% owner of CHEK-TV
Victoria, B. C. Announced Jan. 6.
Existing

Translators
San Luis Valley Tv Inc., Romeo, Colo. — Granted
cp for new tv translator station on ch. 79 to
serve Romeo, La Jara and Manassa, Colo., by
translating programs of KOB-TV (ch. 4), Albuquerque, N. Mex. Announced Jan. 3.
Orchards Community Television Assn. Inc.,
Lewiston, Idaho — Granted cps for new tv translator stations; one on ch. 70 to translate programs of KREM-TV (ch. 2) Spokane, Wash., and
the other on ch. 76 to translate programs of
KHQ-TV (ch. 6) also Spokane. By letter denied
petitions by Lewiston Tv Co. (KLEW-TV ch.
3), Lewiston, to designate applications for hearing. Commission is of opinion that tv service
in that area would be improved rather than
jeopardized by additional program outlets. Comr.

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WJMS-TV Ironwood, Mich.— Granted cps for
private tv inter-city relay system for off-the-air
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1NEWSPAPER

EASTERN

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

FULLTIME

MINNESOTA

1 KW

MAJOR

MAJOR

LOCAL

DAYTIMER

DAYTIMER

MARKET

NORTHWEST

$250,000

$80,000

$60,000

$175,000

$165,000

Excellent facility.
Good
staff and

This
500-watt
daytime station
is showing a nice
profit. Studios
located
in the
heart
of downtown area. Cash.

Excellent Georgia resort growth
area station with

This daytime independent will
gross almost the
asking price and
is showing a

Serving $350,000,000 retail
sales. Excellent

good profit. Good
terms to qualified
buyer.

Priced realistically. 29% down.

high profits. Includes real estate
valued at $50,000.
Terms available.

fine but undeveloped potential.
Good present net.
1/3 down.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO,

ATLANTA,

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Barney Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

The First1 and
i. First in properties sold— Small, Large and Volume

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431
Only2 National

Call

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

DALLAS,

GA.

your

Media

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

staff. Good audience rating.

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Brokerage Firm
2. Coast-to -Coast. Five Offices Strategically Located

office

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Bartley
Jan.
8. dissented; favored hearing. Announced
Jackson Hole Translator Inc., Jackson, Wyo. —
Granted cp for new tv translator station on ch.
72 to translate programs of KID-TV (ch. 3)
Idaho Falls, Idaho. Announced Jan. 3.
Planning

Radio

a

Station?

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit
your needs.

New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Berryvllle, Ark. — Pat S. Goolsby and James E.
Oliphant 1480
d/b kc,
as 1 America's
Era Radio
granted
kw D. P. New
O. address
% Mr.—
Goolsby, Rt.
Harrison,
struction cost4,$11,655,
first Ark.
year Estimated
operating concost
$14,400, revenue $24,000. Mr. Goolsby (66%%), 50%
owner KXYR Clarksville, Ark., and Mr. Oliphant
(33V3%), nounced
radio
Jan. 3. technician, will be owners. AnLake Worth, Fla.— Garland C. Burt and Sam
C. Phillips d/b as Gold Coast Bcstg. Co.— granted
1380 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Mr. Burt, 822
Carleton St., Lakeland, Fla. Estimated construction cost $15,246, first year operating cost $29,000,
revenue $36,000. Mr. Burt is program director,
WLAK Lakeland. Mr. Phillips owns recording
and music firms in Memphis, Tenn., and \'3 of
WHER Memphis. Announced Jan. 8.
Brattleboro, Vt.-WKNE Corp.— granted 1490
kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address % Joseph K. Close,
17 Dunbar St., Keene, N. H. Estimated construction cost $36,297, first year operating cost $45,000,
revenue $60,000. Mr. Close is pres. and majority
stockholder. WKNE Corn, is licensee, WKNE
Keene, N. H., cp-holder, WKNE-TV Keene, controlling stockholder, WKNY Kingston, N. Y. and
WKNY-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Announced
Jan. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Benson, Ariz. — Vernon G. Ludwig, 1600 kc.
1 kw D. P. O. address Box 111134 N. W. Branch,
Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
$11,000, first year operating cost $22,000, revenue
$34,000. Mr. Ludwig, sole owner, has been chief
engineer at KMED Medford, Ore. and KCOK
Tulare, Calif. Announced Jan. 6.
Page, Ariz.— Harold J. Arnoldus, 1340 kc, 250
w unl. P. O. address 40 East 100 North, St.
George, Utah. Estimated construction cost $18,844,
first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $45,000.
Mr. Arnoldus, sole owner, is in loan business. He
is applicant for am station in Kanab, Utah (see
below). Announced Jan. 3.
Fontana, Calif.— Louis Helfman, 1470 kc, 500 w
D. P. O. address 16755 Merrill Ave., Fontana,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $32,570, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $50,000. Mr.
Helfman, sole owner, is in real estate and auto
accessories. Announced Jan. 7.
Pueblo, Colo. — Steel City Bcstg. Co. Inc., 1480
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address E. E. Koepke, 1601
West Jewell Ave., Denver, Colo. Estimated construction cost $38,619, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue $60,000. Owners are Frank E.
Amole Jr., Ewald E. Koepke (each 40%) and
Richard M. Schmidt Jr. (20%). Mr. Amole is
50% owner of KDEN Denver, Colo. Mr. Koepke
is 50% owner of KDEN. Mr. Schmidt is attorney. Announced Jan. 3.
Haines City, Fla. — Haines City Bcstrs., 1400 kc,
100 w unl. P. O. address R. L. Cook, 420 Lehigh
St., Lake City, Fla. Estimated construction cost
$13,915, first year operating cost $28,000, revenue
$36,000. Owners are Richard L. Cook and Margaret C. Pitts (each 50%). Mr. Cook is salesman
for life insurance company. Margaret Pitts is
feature writer on St. Augustine Record, St.
Augustine, Fla. Announced Jan. 6.
Chicago, 111. — South Cook Bcstg. Inc., 1600 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address % Anthony Santucci, 164
East 23rd St., Chicago Heights, 111. Estimated
construction cost $17,257, first year operating cost
$35,000, revenue $45,000. Owners are Gustav W.

Hahn, Anthony Santucci, Anthony Di Carlo Jr.,
James Caperelli Jr., Anthony D'Amico (19.9%
each) and Gabriel J. Aprati (2.5%). Messrs.
Hahn,
D'Amico,
and Caperelli
are inis
radio and
tv salesSantucci
and service.
Mr. Di Carlo
AT&T employe.
nounced Jan. 8. Mr. Aprati is attorney. AnNewport, N. H.— Kenneth E. Shaw, 1010 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address Citizens Bank Bldg., Newport, N. H. Estimated construction cost $34,885,
first year operating cost $31,500, revenue $46,208.
Mr. Shaw, sole owner, is attorney and judge.
Announced Jan. 3.
Wawarsing, N. Y. — Ulster County Bcstg. Co.,
1370 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Alfred Dresner,
66 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $17,284, first year operating cost
$35,843, revenue $41,000. Owners are Samuel Dresner, Rose Dresner (each 45%) and others. Samuel Dresner is 25% owner of WWHG-AM-FM
Hornell,
Jan. 3. N. Y., as is Rose Dresner. Announced
Carnegie, Pa. — Carnegie Bcstg. Co., 1590 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 411 North Fourth St.,
Box 446, Fort Pierce, Fla. Estimated construction
cost $41,796, first year operating cost $75,000,
revenue $85,000. Owners are Hoyt C. Murphy
(two-thirds) and G. R. Chambers (one-third). Mr.
Murphy is owner of WJDY Salisbury, Md. Mr.
Chambers owns WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.
Announced Jan. 6.
Waco, Tex. — Audiocasting of Texas Inc., 1580
kc, 500 w 1 kw LS and Unl. P. O. address 510
Liberty Bldg., Waco, Tex. Estimated construction
cost $25,956, first year operating cost $72,000,
revenue $110,000. Owner, Audiocasting Inc., is
licensee of KJOE Shreveport, La. Audiocasting
Inc. is owned by President Joe C. Monroe
(16.67%), Edward C. Laster (20.84%), Glenn O.
Smith (10.42%) and others. Announced Jan. 6.
Kanab, Utah — Harold J. Arnoldus, 1240 kc,
250 w Unl. P. O. address 40 East 100 North, St.
George, Utah. Estimated construction cost $15,844,
first year operating cost $25,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr. Arnoldus, sole owner, is in loan business. He
is applicant for am station in Page, Ariz, (see
above). Announced Jan. 3.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WMPA, Aberdeen, Miss. — granted mod. of license to specify hours of operation now authorized on temporary basis — Monday through Friday from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Saturday 6 a.m. to
6 p.m., and Sunday 7 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. (1240 kc,
250 w). Announced Jan. 3.
WTIG Bowling Green, Ohio — granted increase
of power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 730 kc, DA-D; engineering conditions;
waived Sect. 3.30 of rules to extent necessary to
permit use of present studio facilities at present
location. Announced Jan. 8.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
kc.WACT Tuscaloosa, Ala.— New South Radio, 1420
WAPE Jacksonville, Fla. — Brennan Bcstg. Co.
Changed from WJFL.
WNVY Pensacola, Fla. — Florida Radio & Bcstg.
Co., 1230 kc. Changed from WEAR.
N. C— Wendell-ZebulonWENZ
RadioWendeU-Zebulon,
Co., 540 kc.
WYNN Florence, S. C— Twin Carolina Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WPDE.
New

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Inglewood, Calif. — Albert John Williams, granted 103.9 mc, 450 w unl. P. O. address 1310 Fairfield

. . Hi
Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. BB-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

Carolina*

Florida

SHOJMMM0O

$155*000.00

Profitable property in a single
station market. Good real estate.
$25,000 down with balance over
five years.
Exclusive

CORPORATION

of yFlorida's
in one
facility
Top
medium
markets.
Presentl
profitable with good growth potential.
Terms available.
with
ompanij

of AMERICA

Tmk(s) ®

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson
5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
ill
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• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H* Wr OqssiII
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE •
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington f, D. C.

A. D. RING

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCB *
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting

MAY

Radio & Television

Sheraton Blag.
REpublic 7-3984

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE •

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOO POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Uetnber AFCCB *

GUY

C. HUTCHISON

B. HEFFELFINGER
Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

— Established
PAUL

GODLEY

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE •

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Broadcasting

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE •
PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, 0. C

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE •
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

OLiver 2-8520

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A PULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phoqf Jackson 3-5302

CO.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write Fer Free Catalog, specify course.

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCB*
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Consulting Engineer AM-FN-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
EMoeutlve 3-1X10 E«ecvtive 3-5851
Member AFCCE •

8401 Cherry St.

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Member AFCCE •

JOHN

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE •

CARD

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

RALPH J. BIT2ER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

NATIONAL ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING, INC.
Complete Engineering Service
2101 Conway Garden Rd., Orlando, Florida
Phone 4-9715
MaintenanceInstallation and
Proof of Performanco

Member AFCCE
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED
St.. Glendale. Calif. Estimated construction cost
$8,500. first year operating cost $12,000, revenue
$12,000. Mr. Williams, sole owner, is permittee,
KTYM Inglewood, Calif. Announced Jan. 3.
San Francisco, Calif. — Sherrill C. Corwin —
O. address 122
granted 104.5 mc. 29.92 kw unl. P.Calif.
Estimated
S Robertson, Los Angeles 48,
operating cost
year
first
$28,700,
cost
construction
$25 000, revenue $20,000. Sherrill C. Corwin is sole
owner. Mr. Corwin is 15'; owner KAKE-AM-TV
Wichita, Kans., minority stockholder in KPRO
Riverside, KROP Brawley, KYOR Blythe, KREO
San
Indio all Calif., and permittee KABY-TV and
Francisco, applicant for ch. 34 Los Angeles
lerton, both Calif. An1190 kc at
Jan. 8.
nounced Anaheim-Ful
San Francisco, Calif. — Franklin Mieuli, grouted
106 9 mc. 16.6 kw unl. P. O. address 760 Market
St San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction
vear operating cost $35,000. revcost $15,500, first
enue $38,000. Mr. Mieuli, sole owner, has various
business interests. Announced Jan. 8.
Towson, Md.-WTOW Inc., granted 101.9 mc, 20
kw unl. P. O. address WTOW Towson, Md. Estimated construction cost $13,770, first year operating cost $1,200 (costs will be carried by parent
am station), revenue $3,000. Owners are John S.
Booth, Harry J. Dalv (each 45%) and others. Mr.
Booth is vice president, general manager and
one-third stockholder of WCHA Chambersbure.
Pa., vice president and 25% stockholder of WTVE
(TV> Elmira, N. Y., president and 99% owner of
WMLP Milton, Pa., president and 45% stockholder of WANB Waynesburg, Pa. and president
and one-third owner of WBRX Berwick, Pa. Mr.
Daly is 10%, stockholder of WMLV Millville, N. J.,
45',' owner ofJan.
WANB,
one-third owner of WBRX.
Announced
3.
Brokline, Mass.— Champion Bcstg. System Inc.,
granted 92.9 mc, 13.5 kw unl. P. O. address 790
Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass. Estimated
construction cost $14,900, first year operating cost
$6,000, revenue $7,500. Champion Bcstg. System
owns WBOS Boston. Herbert S. Hoffman, owner
of
also owns Jan.
one-third
of
WSMEChampion
Sanford,Bcstg.,
Me. Announced
3.
Hendersonville, N. C. — Radio Hendersonville
Inc., granted 102.5 mc, 4.035 kw unl. P. O. address
Box 649, Hendersonville, N. C. Estimated construction cost $5,050, first year operating cost
$3,000, revenue none. Owners are Beverly M. Middleton (50.75%), Clarence E. Morgan (25.25%) and
others. Beverly Middleton is president and 63.55%
owner WWIT Canton, N. C. Mr. Morgan is director and .3% owner of WWIT. Announced
Jan. 3.
Springfield, Ohio — Champion City Bcstg. Co.,
granted 103.9 mc, 1 kw unl. P. O. address Spring
and High Sts., Springfield, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $5,000, first year operating cost
$6,000. revenue $6,500. Owners are R. Stanley Lucas, William T. Bailey and Robert L. Yontz (each
one-third). Mr. Lucas is attorney. Mr. Bailey is
attorney. Mr. Yontz has been salesman for WJEL
Springfield, Ohio. Announced Jan. 3.
Tacoma. Washington — Thomas Wilmot Read
granted 103.9 mc, 850 w. unl. P. O. address Rm.
206, Peck Bldg., 1712 Sixth Ave., Tacoma. Washington. Estimated construction cost $3,409, first
year operating cost $7,000, revenue $15,000. Mr.
Read, sole owner, has been a student during past
five years. Announced Jan. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Santa Maria, Calif. — Santa Maria Bcstg. Co.
99.1 mc, 3.226 kw unl. P. O. address Box 951,
Santa Maria, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$16,725, first year operating cost $10,000, revenue
$5,000. Owners are Frank J. Nesmith, Walter W.
Smith and Marion A. Smith (each one-third). Mr.
Nesmith is music business. Walter Smith is engineering employe of manufacturing firm.
Marion Smith is attorney and in music and
trailer resort businesses. Announced Jan. 3.
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Stockton, Calif.— Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. 92.9
mc, 1.525 kw unl. P. O. address Alan L. Torbet,
409 East Market St., Stockton, Calif. Applicant
owns KRAK Stockton; individual owners are
Alan L. Torbet (18.6%), L. E. Chenault, Bert
Williamson, Amelia Schuler (each 17.5%) and
others. L. E. Chenault, Mr. Williamson and
Amelia Schuler
nounced Jan. 3. own KYNO Fresno, Calif. AnChicago, 111. — Electronic Music Co. 93.1 mc,
17.5 kw unl. P. O. address 161 East Erie St., Chicago 11, 111. Estimated construction cost $7,000.
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
Owners are John Engelbrecht and Stephen A.
Cisler (each 50%). Mr. Engelbrecht is president,
general manager and 40% stockholder of WIKYAM-FM Evansville, Ind., and WTVK (TV) Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Cisler is president, general manager and majority stockholder of KEAR San
Francisco (now leased to KOBY), president, general manager and 50% owner of KEAR-FM San
Francisco, 50%
of KIBS Bishop, Calif.
Announced
Jan. partner
6.
Existing

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WIBG-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— granted cp to
change ERP from 20 kw to 6.3 kw, ant. from 355
ft. to 7S0 ft., and waived Sect. 3.205(a) of rules to
permit locating main studio outside city limits
and not at trans, location and Sect. 3.311(c) to
permit less than required signal level over PhiladelphiaJan.and3.its Metropolitan district. Announced
CALL

LETTERS ASSIGNED

KLIR-FM Denver, Colo.— George Basil Anderson, 100.3 mc.
WICBWITJ.
Ithaca, N. Y.*— Ithaca College. Changed
from
Allocations
FM CHANNEL CHANGES
By order, Commission amended Class B fm
allocation plan by substituting ch. 273 for 299 in
Salinas, Calif., 298 for 300 in Chicago, 111., 294 for
287 in Tuscola, 111., 229 for 233 in Jackson, Miss.,
and 293 for 294 in St. Louis, Mo. These changes
were made to correct certain channel spacing deficiencies in fm allocation plan which might have
caused interference; no existing stations are
affected by changes. Announced Jan. 3.
By order. Commission amended its allocation
table for Class B fm stations by adding ch. 283
to Philadelphia, Pa., and substituting ch. 278 for
ch. 284 in Trenton, N. J. This change was requested by The Young
People's
of the
Air, Philadelphia.
Announced
Jan.Church
8.
By order. Commission amended its allocation
table for Class B fm stations by substituting ch.
223 for ch. 245 in Sacramento, Calif. This change
will facilitate action on pending application to
change assignment of KFBK-FM in order to
eliminate tv interference in area to its present
operation on ch. 245. Announced Jan. 8.

Ownership

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

KIBS Bishop, Calif. — granted assignment of license from James R. Oliver and S. A. Cisler to
Southeastern Sierra Bcstg. Corp. (Mr. Oliver,
president); consideration $11,000. Announced
Jan. 3.
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.— granted transfer
of control from H. L. Hoffman to Gannett Co.,

Inc. (WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, WENY Elmira,
and WINR-AM-TV Binghamton, all N. Y., and
WDAN-AM-TV, Danville, 111.; consideration
$1,477,239.
Commissioner
Bartley
for a McFarland letter.
Announced
Jan. voted
8.
WJMS-TV Ironwood, Mich.— granted (1) assignment of cd to Lake Superior Bcstg Co.
(WDMJ AM & TV, ch. 6, Marquette); consideration $10,000. and (2) extension of time to construct. Will ooerate WJMS-TV as satellite to
WDMJ-TV. Announced Jan. 8.
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.— granted assignment of
license to KUSN Corp. (Wyman N. Schnepp.
president; some stockholders have interests in
KQLIE Albuquerque, N. Mex.); consideration
$50,000. Announced Jan. 3.
KFDA Amarillo, Texas— granted (1) assignment of license to Lone Star Bcstg. Co. and (2)
transfer of control of latter to Charles B. Jordan;
involved stock transaction in which Mr. Jordan
relinquishes 25% interest in KFDA-AM-TV (ch.
10), for sole ownership of KFDA by Mr. Jordan
and KFDA-TV
by Amarillo Bcstg. Co. Announced
Jan.
3.
APPLICATIONS

KTYL-AM-FM Mesa, Ariz.— Seeks assignment
license and SCA from Harkins Bcstg. Inc. to
of
Greater
Phoenix Bcstg. Co. for $150,000. Greater
Phoenix Bcstg. is owned by Gordon Bcstg., Sherwood Gordon president, which also owns WSAIAM-FM Cincinnati, Ohio. Announced Jan. 6.
KRFA Fordyce, Ark.— Seeks assignment of cp
from Dallas County Bcstg. Co. to Kermit
F.
Tracy for petition to dismiss previous application
for Fordyce. Mr. Tracy is chief engineer of
KLRA Little Rock. Announced Jan. 3.
KFFA Helena, Ark.— Seeks assignment of license from J. Q. Floyd, Sam W. Anderson and
Deasdia A. Franklin, administratrix of estate of
John T. Franklin, deceased, partnership d/b as
The Helena Bcstg. Co. to Sam W. Anderson and
Deasdia A. Franklin d/b as Helena Bcstg. Co.
Mr. Floyd's interest. Mr. Anderfor two-thirds
for $10,000
son will own
of station, Deasdia A
Franklin, one-third. Announced Jan. 8.
KPLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license and cp from School of Radio Arts
to KPLA Inc. for $40,000. KPLA will be owned by
John H. Poole (75%) and Don C. Martin (25%)
Mr. Martin is current licensee of KPLA (FM)
Mr. Poole is licensee of KBIG Avalon, 49% owner of KBIF Fresno and holds cps for KBIC-TV
Los Angeles and
Fresno all California.
Announced Jan. KBID-TV
6.
WILZ St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.— Seeks assignment of cp from Edmund A. Spence, tr/as
Holiday Isles Bcstg. Co. to Holiday Isles Bcstg.
Co. Corporate
nounced Jan. 3.change. No control change. AnKANS Wichita, Kan.— Seeks assignment of license from State Bcstg. Co. to Radio Active Inc.
for $200.
owners are Jerome W. O'Connor. 0C0.
ThomasNew
L. Davis
and Harry H. Patterson.
rach
Mr. Fla.,
O'Connor
is sole of
owner
WPFA one-third.
Pensacola,
50% owner
KLEEof
Ottumwa, Iowa, and 709*r owner of WBOW Terre
Haute, Ind. Mr. Davis manages WAAF Chicago
Mr.
is building contractor. Announced
Jan. Patterson
3.
KMLB-AM-FM Monroe, La.— Seeks assignment
Inc to
Station
Bcstg. Inc.,
Liner's WSTV
of license
of
licensee
for $105,000.
Inc. from
WSTV
WSTV-/VM-FM-TV SteubenviUe, Ohio, is owned
bv Jack N. Berkman, president (17.21%), Louis
Berkman, vice oresident (17.21%) and others
WSTV Inc. is licensee of KODE-AM-TV Joplin,
Mo. Individual owners of WSTV have i^te-ests
in WHTO-TV Atlantic Citv, N. J.. WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa., WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.,
and WPAR-AM
nounced Jan. 3.-FM Parkersburg, W. Va. AnKNOE-TV Monroe, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from James A. Noe to Noe Enterprises
Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced Jan. 3.
WLAM Lewiston, Me. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corp. (The Lewiston-Auburn
Bcstg. Corp.) from Frank S. Hoy to Frank S.
Hoy and F. Parker Hoy as family group as gift.
Announced Jan. 7.
WJDY Salisbury, Md. — Seeks assignment of cp
from Hoyt C. Murphy to Norman M. Glenn for
$13,059. Mr. Glenn was former owner of WCHI
ChiJlicothe, Ohio. Announced Jan. 7.
WEGA Newton, Miss. — Seeks assignment of
license from Newton Bcstg. Co. to East Central
Bcstg. Co. for $12,500 or $15,500 on time. Owners
are B. L. Blackledge (50%), F. M. Smith (26%)
and others. Messrs. Blackledge and Smith are
each 50% owners of WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss.
Announced Jan. 3.
KXLW Clayton, Mo. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corp. (Saint Louis County Bcstg.
Co.) from John W. Kluge and Marcus J. Austad
to Big Signal Radio Bcstg. Co. for $285,199. Big
Signal Radio Bcstg. Co. is owned by R. J. Miller
and George Eng (each 50<5). Messrs. Miller and
Eng have various business interests. Announced
Jan.
6.
KWSL-TV
North Platte, Neb.— Seeks assignof cp from
Goldenrod
Tele-Radio
Co. 100
to
North mentPlatte
Television
Co. for
$5,000 plus
shares of stock in North Platte to Ray J. Williams, Dresident and V3 owner of Goldenrod.
Rush Clarke is president and 4.3% owner of
North Platte Television. Ray J. Williams is 60%
owner of KRFC Rocky Ford, Colo. Announced
Jan. 1.
KNED
McAlester, Okla. — Seeks transfer of
Continues on page 116
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
t SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, 11.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos etc
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Experienced radio-tv salesmen, announcers, engineers. Send resume, tapes immediately. Southern Radio, P. O. Box 585, Macon, Ga.
Wanted, experienced commercial manager-salesman for small market. Salary plus commission.
Wanted, experienced staff announcer, $70.00 for
forty hours. Wanted, experienced newsman for
collecting and writing local and regional news.
Salary to be determined on experience and educational background. For details contact Sam
W. Anderson, Mgr., Radio Station KFFA, Helena,
Arkansas.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Eastern chain has new station under construction.
Needs assistant station manager immediately.
Eventually promotion to manager. Applicant
must have several years announcing experience,
sales experience, must be married, must have car.
Send tape, resume and photo. Box 157C, BROADCASTING.
General manager: Midwest single station market
in a city over 100,000. Fastest growing area.
Want proven aggressive big thinking man who
knows how to get time sold. Box 491C, BROADCASTING.
General manager for medium sized western station. Must be hard working and capable of selling
the market, as well as radio time. Write in confidence giving full personal details. Box 545C,
BROADCASTING.
Only fulltime independent in comnetitive market
needs combination assistant manager-commercial
manager. Some air-work helpful but not essential. Box 682C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Announcer-salesman wanted. Good salary for announcing shift, 15% sales commission. Located
in South Carolina town of 25,000. Box 439C,
BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity in a leading market, Wilmington, Delaware, for experienced radio salesman.
Guaranteed $125 per week against 15% commission. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, experience and present billing. Box 522C,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent future for experienced salesman with
Memphis independent. Good salary plus. Box
608C, BROADCASTING.
Detroit independent needs experienced salesman.
Excellent future, unlimited potential. Box 609C,
BROADCASTING.
Splendid future with Newark independent for
man with proven sales ability. Box 610C,
BROADCASTING.
Outstanding advancement opportunity for experienced, stable salesman, northern California
independent. No house accounts, take over existing billing; draw against commissions ranging up
to 25%. Send full personal details first letter.
Box 626C, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman wanted new, progressive music
and news in excellent dry, high climatic conditions. You can grow with our organization.
Salary plus. Box 646C, BROADCASTING.
Suburban Chicago. Aggressive, young salesman
with some experience. 25% commission with advance. All information first letter. E. Wheeler,
WEAW-am-fm, Evanston, Illinois.
Top sales opportunity for experienced selfstarter to become sales manager in 150,000 market. WKLZ, Kalamazoo.
If you are a radio time salesman and can produce, you can make $300.00 the first week.
Strictly commission. Phone Jack Doyle, Chestnut 1-6656, St. Louis, Missouri, for telephone
interview.
Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer

Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers. Good working conditions. 40-hour
week, paid vacation, time and half, $85 a week.
Minimum one-year experience necessary. Excellent opportunities for advancement to executive
position. Send tape, with news, commercials, and
sample graph.
music
program,
plus resume and photoBox 274B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for progressive independent in northern vacationland. No floaters. Send tape and
background
immediately. Box 366C, BROADCASTING.
Western Virginia daytimer needs capable announcer with first ticket. $85.00 per week or better, depending on experience. Box 385C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-flrst class engineer or a salesmanfirst class engineer for northeastern station.
Pleasant working conditions, vacation arrangement. Box 390C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer 250 watt network station wanted.
Send complete details including salary expected.
Tape,
etc., will be returned. Box 437C, BROADCASTING.
Florida, south coast. Aggressive independent
needs personality pop-dj. Send tape, resume,
references. $100 week to start. Box 468C, BROADCASTING.
Work in successful station with excellent facilities, congenial staff, and good opportunities. If
you have pleasant voice, and good delivery, send
resume to Box 470C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with your letter. No recent radio school
graduate, please. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Need immediately experienced, steady morning
man. Florida station. Must be able to meet and
top competition. Combo operation. Good working conditions. CBS station. Give full details in
letter to Box 547C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro announcer with good voice
and personality wanted by an outstanding
negro station. Send tape, resume and picture.
Box 568C, BROADCASTING.
Alabama radio station has opening for experienced announcer. Good salary plus 15% commission on sales. Box 573C, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer. Emphasis on announcing, routine board work, but first phone required. Excellent pay for right man. Multi-station market
in western Washington. Outstanding recreational
facilities. Wonderful crew. Multiple station ownership enhances promotion possibilities. Send
CASTING^
tape, resume and photo. Box 613C, BROADExperienced, successful morning personality
for long established regional in large New
England market. Combination radio-tv operation.
Excellent pay and working conditions in this
union station. Must have good voice, humor,
and know music. Send tape and background to
Box 641C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first class engineer needed immediately for top-notch music-news indie within
100 miles New York City. Announcing most important. No maintenance. Top salary for top
man.
ING. Tape, resume to Box 644C, BROADCASTImmediate opening for announcer on 5 kw network station in the southwest. Send audition
tape, picture, and resume to Box 648C, BROADCASTING.
Like south Florida ocean beaches, fishing, boating? Small successful network station needs
announcer. $75.00 week plus sales commissions.
Send
ING. tape, references. Box 650C, BROADCASTChief engineer opportunity announcing-sales or
sales service. New RCA remote controlled transmitter automatically switches to standby transmitter if main fails. Progressive businesslike station in pleasant community within 2 hours drive
New York City. Send resume, picture. Box 663C,
BROADCASTING.

sent to

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Opening for good announcer, must be experienced, first ticket not needed. All new RCA
equipment. Music, news format. Most ideal spot
in California to live, one hour to trout fishing
Box 674C, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced staff announcer with mid-western music and news operation in a city of 125,000
population. Send
resume and tape to Box 675C, BROADCASTING
Wanted: Staff announcer and salesman-announcer for South Carolina daytimer. Send complete details with tape, including references
Box 680C, BROADCASTING.

Northeast Pennsylvania davtimer will pay from
85 to 100 depending on ability for dee-jay with
first class ticket. Emphasis on air work but
engineering ability also important. Position just
opened up. Send tape, photo, resume to Box
681C, BROADCASTING. No beginners please
Wanted: Newsman. Some board work. $100 per
week. KIFI, Idaho Falls.
Pioneer network station
heart of nation's
finest fishing and huntingin country
will have
opening soon for announcer with friendly approach and some knowledge of sports. First
ticket and some technical knowledge highly desirable. Share moving expenses. Modern station
finest equipment. Send tape and informati
on
to KRLC, Lewiston, Idaho
5 kw fulltime Georgia independent needs hillbilly announcer without the accent. Must have
voice good enough for production sDots
Prefer
party who is available for personal interview
Send tape and letter with all information including references. WACL, Waycross, Georgia

Experienced announcer to handle teenage disc
jockey program, plus staff work. Possible tv
work also. Send picture, tape and resume WCOV
Montgomery, Alabama.
Disc jockey needed now. Must be able to sell
hit a fast pace, and care about production A
good solid job for the right man. Town
30 000
progressive station, fine pay and workingof conditions. Contact Clyde Johnson, PD WFIN Findlay, Ohio.
Have immediate opening for afternoon and early
evening man top rated
Must be live wire
personality. Rush tape,station.
resume and photo to
Ken Mercer, WMFJ, Daytona Beach,
Florida
Suburban Cleveland independent accent on local
need excellent voice, one year minimum experience. Send tape, resume 1st renly. Personal interview required, $95.00 or better. WPVL Painesville, Ohio.

Experienced music and news announcer No beginners please. Tape, resume, photo,
past
and expected earnings, and references plus
letter. WRTA, Altoona, Pennsylvania. with first
Technical
Excellent job open for good combo announcerengineer. Send complete details including audition tape which will be returned.
weekly. Box 438C, BROADCASTING.Job pays $100

Wanted. First class engineer with good announcing voice. Top pay. State salary requirements,

t0 Box 510CChief
engineer
e- Rush
better
.withPictur
than average
broIdcaI
wanted
at ting
once. 30 hours announcing per voice
week
with minimum maintenance. Insurance benefits,
paid vacations; ideal working and living conditions. Name your price.
Joe Wilder WBAW
Barnwell, S. C, immediatCall
ely
£l™d £rs\ class Phone man for transmitter.
WWCA,ACon.tact
Gary, YicJov
Indiana. H- Voss- Radio Station
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RADIO
Help

RADIO

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Wanted — combination announcer-engineer, accent on engineering. Short announcing trick.
Florida east coast. Ideal working conditions. State
salary expected. Box 685C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming,
Program director-announcer with
ity for southern New Jersey's
pendent. Salary open. Box 686C,
ING.

Others
executive abilleading indeBROADCAST-

Need by January 16, newsman gather, write,
edit local news; operate mobile unit. 5000 watt
southwest independent. Salary open. Send tape
and background to Jack Britton, Radio Station
KTRN, 917 V2 Scott, Wichita Falls, Texas.
Copywriter will be needed on January 20, 1958
by 50,000 watt CBS radio affiliate KWKH, Shreveport, Louisiana. If interested send sample of
work and personal background.
Newsman to gather, write and deliver local
news. Operate tape recorders. Must be experienced. $100 to start with increases plus profit
sharing plan. Manager, WCOJ, Coatesville, Penna.
Program director-newsman for independent station in north-western North Carolina. Good
working conditions. If interested write or call
WKBC, North Wilkesboro, North Carolina.

Situations Wanted
Exception to the rule! Couple to work as sales
manager and program director. Fifteen years
experience in both white and negro operations.
Employed, but desire change to southern climate.
Excellent references. New, compact station in
small city preferred. Box 635C, BROADCASTING.
Management
Experienced radioman desires managership
small station in south. Announcing, sales, programming. Box 634C, BROADCASTING.

BIG MONEY

goes

F. C. C. LICENSED

General manager. Experienced, young, aggressive. 11 years in broadcasting. Recently general
manager vhf station in market with over 700
million retail sales, 1 billion consumer income.
Turned losing operation into profitable high
rated station, number one in market. Strong on
sales, programming, promotion, administration.
Family man,
community-minded.
Seeking
manent position.
Available February
1st. perBox
664C, BROADCASTING.
General manager. Eleven years radio. Best references. Built losing small-market station to
profit during recent economic slump. Seeking
greater responsibility, larger, competitive market. $9000.00 plus. Write K. W., 4720 SW 99th
Ave., Beaverton (Portland), Oregon.

RADIO

The

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Young, ambitious, experienced radio man seeks
station management position. Experience includes sales, announcing and promotion work.
Fresh Ideas to make radio sell and put station on
top. Write to Box 643C, BROADCASTING.
If you are looking for a progressive man as
my brochure.
write for
general
take me manager,
on speculation.
College,
ten and aDon't
half
years experience, teacher in radio, lecturer of
radio and tv, writer for theatre and actor, with
a strong organizational and public relations ability. Ibelieve
in a gimmick
"Intelligence."
Married
to school
teacher called,
and artist,
34 years
old, will travel. Box 655C, BROADCASTING.
General managementship wanted, now employed
assistant general manager highly promotional
operation, 18 years radio experience, references,
married and reliable, can and will produce. Box
662C, BROADCASTING.

to

MEN!

Sales
Available: Sales manager-promotion director
for progressive operation midwest to west coast.
Successful salesman metropolitan, farm markets.
Successful sales manager-promotion director
with tion
regional,
competitive
market.
Former
owner. Produce
personally,
direct
othersstato
top production. Know programming. Married,
age 30. Would like connection multiple station
operation. Best references. Get the facts! Box
629C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Presently employed. Interested in
working for small station with dependable policy
and personnel. Box 669C, BROADCASTING.
Young woman with five years experience radio
sales seeks sales or sales management position
with live-wire independent. Box 672C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Basketball announcer, 7 years experience. Finest
of references. Excellent voice. Box 898B,
BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Here's a top rated hillbilly who would like to
join a top
rated
in the S.E. Good references. Write
Box station
612C, BROADCASTING.
Available now! Experienced dj and production
man. Family man. Desire spot on announcing
staff of progressive radio station. Box 614C,
BROADCASTING.
Win a executives:
lifetime "discMidwest,
jockey." Contest
opensouth
for
radio
northeast,
Florida. Prize: Intelligent, girl dj, guaranteed top
performance. To qualify answer yes to the following questions: 1. Do I need capable, experienced girl 22, top-rated dj, cooperative? 2. Does
position require enthusiasm, ability to sell products, ad-lib, run board, obtain more audience?
Mail your
entry now!
615C,
ING. This contest
is notBox
based
on BROADCASTremuneration.
Entries judged on opportunity, future.
Radio announcer, negro. Thoroughly trained in
all phases. Good dj man. Prefer small growing
station. Reliable, good potential. Tape available.
Box 619C, BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious dj; good voice; 3 years experience including major market; married; college. Box 627C. BROADCASTING.
News announcer, dj. Radio-tv experience. Top
references, complete information and tape on
request. Box 633C, BROADCASTING.
Available after the first of the year. Desire personality type work, will consider all offers. My
show is popular music, sports results, smooth
production, no hot shot. Salary open, prefer
major market. Request brief description of show
desired. Box 637C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone. Married, no children,
good selling
voice,Smooth
2 years dj
experience,
authoritative newscasts.
shows. Box
639C,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, fast paced, good commercial, knows music,
ING.
three years experience. Box 645C, BROADCASTStaff announcer-dj. Commercial experience. Tape
available. Prefer competitive market. Box 653C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, music, news, sports, commercials.
Operate board. Writer. Young. Cooperative. Box
654C, BROADCASTING.
First class announcer seeking job with future on
sports-minded station. Basketball, baseball, football play-by-play.
news,
color, familiar with
tv. Will
travel Box DJ,656C,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, young announcer with resonant, authoritative voice. Can operate own board and
turntables, knows production, familiar with
Spanish, French. Box 659C, BROADCASTING.

F.C.C. License — the Key to Better Jobs
An FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and
more interesting employment. This license
is Federal Government evidence of your
qualification. Employers are eager to hire
licensed technicians.

Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 535C, BROADCASTING.

Grantham Training Does the Job
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass FCC
examinations. We train you quickly and
well. All courses begin with basic fundamentals— NO previous training required.
Beginners get 1st class license in 12 weeks.

Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
536C, BROADCASTING.

Looking for future with small, growing, imaginative station. Prefer northern California and
vicinity. Good voice, single, vet. Can write, deliver good commercial, sports, news copy. Photo,
tape available. Box 661C, BROADCASTING.

Negro dee-jay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 537C, BROADCAST-

Announcer, radio school graduate, seeks position.
Will travel, tape available. Box 665C, BROADCASTING.

Negro team-husband and wife. Sure-fire puller
with services and gimmicks. Ready to make
money for you. Box 538C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj with 2 years experience. Radio
school graduate. Experienced in gathering and
airing local news. Married. Desire position with
future. Box 667C, BROADCASTING.

Learn by Mail or in Residence
You can train either by correspondence
or in residence at either division of Grantham School of Electronics — Hollywood,
Calif., or Washington, D. C. Our free booklet gives details of both types of courses.
Send for your free copy today.

Northwest-outstanding newcomer. DJ, news,
sales. University graduate, 22, single. 1 year experience as announcer in educational tv and
radio. Third phone, run board. Box 560C,
BROADCASTING.

MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU.

Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
vears experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.

\ Grantham Schools, Desk B-3 \
821 19th Street N. W. fin 1505 N. Western Ave.
Washington 6, D. C. Ull
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can
get my commercial FCC license quickly. I understand
there Is no obligation and no salesman will call.
Name
Address
City
State
I am interested in:
□ Home Study, □ Resident Classes

Comedian, stooge, musician. First ticket. Seeking
larger market. Minimum $140.00. Box 580C,
BROADCASTING.
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Looking for an attractive girl personality, one
with college degree, experience? Then write Box
591C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer-dj desires position in eastern
Iowa, northern Illinois, or southern Wisconsin.
Reliable, references. Box 605C, BROADCASTING.
Staffer 5 years. Good at any et all. Really air
sells. mum
Desires
"home."
Married. Require mini$110.00. Box
607C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj, 10 months experience, can program pop,
rock and
country music. Operate
own board.
Box roll,
677C,or BROADCASTING.
Country-western dj. Guitar. Staff. Third. Thoroughly experienced. References. Box 679C,
BROADCASTING.
If you are interested
in getting
type"
announcer
for your station
with a 10"network
years experience, contact Carmine Diorio, Winoka Village,
Huntington Station, N. Y. Minimum $100 week.
Washington, D. C. area: Versatile young radio
man; announcer, first phone, news, office. Will
come to you for personal interview. Write Ralph
Heller,
1426-21st Street, N. W., Washington 6,
D. C.
Available June: top-flight dj, newsman. At
twenty-two am experienced morning-man, teentime idol, midnight serenader. Ex-pd. manager
nation's best commercial college station. Reliable,
sober, hard-working. Hear me out or watch this
space but for gallop-ing Pulse hire Dick Morgan,
WPRB, Princeton, N. J.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

RADIO

-RADIO
Ours

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, experienced,
sires a change for the
please. Contact Jack J.
Freeport, Illinois, or call

presently employed debetter, no juke boxes
Quirk, 624>2 S. Benton,
Blue 1078.

Technical
Combo-car-class I commercial card. Californiacan come February 1st. Box 617C, BROADCASTING.
Young wake up man with ideas, gimmicks, and
experience. Technical and construction background. First phone, presently employed. Prefer
Florida. Box 631C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio-tv engineer first class license
available immediately, south preferred. Box
632C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years broadcast studio and transmitter plus other electronic fields. 1 year tv.
Strong on maintenance. No announcing. Interested in chief of moderate size am or am-fm
operation. Available February. Box 642C,
BROADCASTING.

Help

Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter opCASTING.eration. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADNeed transmitter and studio engineers bv February 1st. Experience required. Contact Chief Engineer, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
Promotion manager. We want a man who can
tell this
storyWeeffectively
and
salesstation's
promotion.
offer thisthru
man audience
a good
story to tell and a chance to stand on his own
two feet. We are a medium-sized vhf west coast
station. Please send a complete resume in complete confidence. Box 540C, BROADCASTING.
Sales promotion-tv. Experienced tv sales promotion specialist to prepare sales presentations,
handle direct mail campaigns and direct other
station sales promotion activities. Large eastern
market, Dermanent position with excellent working conditions. Box 624C, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first phone, am experience, some anCASTING. nouncing. Will travel, family. Box 678C, BROAD-

TELEVISION

Program director or art director. Versatile.
Imaginative. All phases tv-radio. First phone.
Writer, artist, cartoonist, advertising. College,
Fine Arts and Telecommunications. Married.
West preferred. Box 575C, BROADCASTING.

SALE ~

is a

PERSONAL
Designed

to fulfill the Personal

Requirements
and

SERVICE

of

our

Buyers

Sellers

Production-Programming, Others

Want to add to continuity department, one experienced tv copywriter for station in fastest
growing market in southeast. Salary open, depending on ability and past experience. Send
samples and background first letter to Richard
A. Fennel, WRDW-TV, Augusta, Georgia.

Production-Programming, Others

FOR

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Chief, presently employed, desires position as
chief. 4Y2 years experience includes installation
of new equipment. Announcing experience,
available immediately. Box 652C, BROADCASTING.

Have first, will travel, desire engineer position,
radio or tv. Recent grad of C.I.R.T. Don Browning, 6364 Yucca St., Hollywood, Calif. Hollywood
4-1151.

STATIONS

Personal Service is the most important factor in doing business
• It goes beyond mere negotiating
and multiple offices to the very
core of personal needs, personal
resources, personal abilities.
• It puts the human element into
the cold facts of buying and
selling. That is why
our sales stay sold.

99.9%

of

Situations Wanted
Management
General manager now managing network vhf
station, small market. Have developed present
station to maturity and now desire larger market. Ten years radio and television management
experience. Extensive midwest and New York
agency contacts. Excellent network and national
representative relations. Under 40. References.
Box 232C, BROADCASTING.

NORTHWEST
1. Exclusive in town

of 12,000.

Well equipped, good staff, sound
economy.

Only $28,500 down.

Young woman, 21, with two years experience as
traffic
manager,
director
women's
programs,
desiresdiscjobjockey,
in small
city. ofCan
type,
write commercial continuity and run control
board. Box 611C, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

2. Exclusive. Profitable. Full Time

Able sports-staffer, play-by-play, good voice, now
11 months regional tv, 18 months Detroit radio,
B.A., prefer west coast. Box 458C, BROADCASTING.

gross $40,000. Only $12,000 down.

Pencil-pushing, tape-toting metropolitan radio
news reporter-writer offers services to aggressive, thinkforward station. Write 621C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced, presently in radio,
desires opportunity in radio-tv station. Single,
27, veteran. Tape, resume available. Box 552C,
BROADCASTING.

Reliable man desires steady position as newssports director and/or announcer on station in
Wisconsin or northern Illinois. Ten years experience with special emphasis on news, sports
and
special events. Reply Box 651C, BROADCASTING.

Radio or tv staff announcing or tv production,
any capacity. BA Degree, major, communications. Fullcamera,
practical
experience
tv studio
facilities,
switching,
audio. in
Jazz,
pop deejay.
Strong commercials, news. Sports background,
play-by-play. Negro. No dialect. Not "stereotype." Married. Best references. Box 578C,
BROADCASTING.

Man, 13 years all journalistic fields, reared in
radio. Desires position publicity-promotion. Wife
experienced newspaper, magazine. Box 668C,
BROADCASTING.
If you need (1) top rated nighttime or morning
show programmed with taste from the top-pop
records, (2) production, promotion and service
minded
this" college
graduate.
27,
veteran dj,
but how
withabout
youthful,
energetic
sounding
voice. Prefer personal interview to taped audition. Write Box 684C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers
Florida vhf in gulf coast resort community needs
hard working announcer immediately. Good
radio announcer eager to learn television will
be considered. Character references and audition tape required with application. Box 636C.
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Technical
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical references required with application. Box 690B. BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

SOUTH
Only station in market of 20,000.
Newly

$17,500 down.

Four years on camera experience. Very strong
on commercial, news and news editing and direction. With same organization for duration of tv
experience. Desire advancement to larger market. Possibly as news director. Box 606C,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced chief engineer in industry's newest
medium multicasting, with seven years am-fm.
Qualified announcer, photographer. Prefer
Florida. Box 588C, BROADCASTING.

equipped. Daytimer.

ROCKY

Captive market. Grosses
but should do $5,000.

JACK

Chief engineer, fully qualified, now chief large
midwest
station, $8,000. Box 649C, BROADCASTING.

&

Production-Programm ing. Others
News director. Television and newspaper experience. Can gather, write and organize news.
Familiar with press and movie cameras. Seeks
greater opportunity. Box 620C, BROADCASTING.

$3,000

Asking $35,000, low down
ment and good terms.

Studio supervisor or chief engineer who can take
complete charge. 15 years experience in operation, maintenance, construction and administration assures you of efficient, economical technical
operation. Proven ability supported by past
performance and references. Now employed as
tv studio maintenance chief. Salary open. Box
622C, BROADCASTING.

Employed studio engineer, 26, family desires employment in Florida or Texas, Louisiana coast.
Military elect, school and experience, 8 months
experience on video sw., audio, camera, proj.,
maintenance, 1st class ticket. Write P. O. Box
231, Duluth, Minn.

MOUNTAIN

L

pay-

STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

for

the sale of Radio & TV Stations
6381 HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES

BLVD.

28, CALIF.

Hollywood 4-7279
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TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
ProductionLProgramming, Others
Attention metropolitan NYC!! Talented young
ion position
producer/director seeking product
packager. Will consider
With station, agency orExperie
all phases,
nced
assistant or trainee.
educated, progressive. Resident of city. Resume,
references. Box 628C, BROADCASTING.
Production manager-producer/director. 8 years
agency and local televi. Network,
experience
seeks permanent position with
sion production
future. College. Married. Box 630C, BROADCASTING.
and freelance producertop network
Former rector
seeks connection with a growing
writer-di
am station. Wish to reenterprising tv and/or without
smog and congeslocate in mild climate
tion Thoroughly experienced all phases except
and comboth creatively and
maintenance; ca"n write announce
orig, sell,
mercial copy, direct,
sponsor.
local
for
inate specific new programs
Knows
tv.
live
as
well
as
film
Experienced
music-news-sports type programming, also dramatic, quiz and panel shows requiring production Excellent credits and references on request. Box 640C, BROADCASTING.
Publicity director or public relations position
in journalism
' College graduate
desired newspaper,
and
relations with
college public
daily
publicity background. Box 647C,
television TING.
BROADCAS
SRT graduate, college background, experience,
Can qualify also
seeks position in tv production.
as camera man, audio man, switcher and boom
operator. Resume. Box 658C, BROADCASTING.
Top-notch woman film editor, experienced all
phases film production, network tv. Capable, dependable, personable. Box 660C, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, publicity. Experienced tv publicity,
programrating research, thorough knowledge
683C.
ming; lively
ING.copy, hard-worker. Box
BROADCAST
state adverYoung artist. College. Experienced
tising agency. Wishes break in ground floor
television art, set design. P. O., Box 192, Jefferson City, Missouri.
FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: One kilowatt day timer in good small
market. $5,000 will handle. Box 440C, BROADCASTING.
Wisconsin station with excellent record of earnings and gross sales. $100,000 cash required with
terms on balance. Only replies from qualified
principals will be answered. Direct replies to
Box 492C, BROADCASTING.
1 kw regional, daytime only, in wealthy, growing
midwest market serving over 500,000 people with
retail sales of $628,000,000.00+ available thru purchase of all capital stock in licensee corporation. $50,000.00 will handle. Qualified parties, no
brokers, contact Box 553C, BROADCASTING.
Texas daytimer. Good small market. $11,000
down. Floyd Bell, Box 1051, Texarkana, Texas.

$250,000; PennsylKentucky $75,000; Michigan
vania $450,000; Channel 6 $5,000,000; Florida
$75 000' Pennsylvania $150,000; Massachusetts
Florida $88,500;
West Virginia
$85'000Florida
2 iy2 million;
Channel $68,000;
Florida $85,0C0;
$350,000; Channel 5 over a million; Virginia
$75 000; Illinois uhi $160,000; Maine $100,000;
Please write Haskell BloomMichigan $70,000.
berg, Broker, Lowell, Massachusetts.
Northeast medium market. $375,000, terms. Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Southeast profitable medium market. $250,000.
terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W..
Atlanta.
Gulf south secondary market station, $80,000,
terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W.,
Atlanta.
Florida, profitable small market station, $35,000
down payment. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
Upper south small market station, serving three
counties. $65,000, terms. Chapman Company, 84
Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
New York area, $350,000, terms. Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Florida, profitable fm station, large market,
$100,000, terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W„ Atlanta.
Florida coastal metropolitan market station.
$100,000, terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
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FOR

WANTED

SALE

Stations — (Cont'd)
Individual and syndicated buyers for good propel ties. Urgently need 1-5 kws and tv stations,
radios.
and offer of $1,200,000 on two network Avenue,
HOLCO, IVanhoe 1-8482. 514 Hempstead
West Hempstead, New York.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg..
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
radio and television owners and operaFormer
tors.
Equipment
10 kw RCA Channel 6 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter, 4.75 mc low pass
filter. tion.
Now
in use10 and
in perfect
operating saving.
condiLess than
months
old. Substantial
Box 542C. BROADCASTING.
Streamline your console with new chrome finish
mushroom type Western Electric knobs (a 0.85^.
Also available smaller size mushvoom chrome
@ 0.60V and smaller round chrome (S 0.40c. Box
670C, BROADCASTING.
One used Tapak spring wound portable recorder
in
good condition $200,000. Box 671C, BROADCASTING.
2 RCA model Ml 12800 B turntables with portable
carrying cases. Converted to 45 RPM, complete
with arms and heads. Heathkit tube tester, model
TC 1, like new. Brush recorder BK 403 in excellent operating condition. Heavy duty power supply used in conjunction with remote transmitter.
Best cash offer. Don Moran, Chief Engineer,
WBEV, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.
One 1126-C Western Electric program operated
level-governing
amplifier.
Fivecircuit.
years Mounts
old. Operates from and into
600 ohm
on
19 inch panel. In good condition. $150.00. WFKY,
Frankfort, Kentucky.
For sale 10 kw fm transmitter, General Electric,
never used and in excellent condition. Contact
Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Am interested in investing-in or purchasing an
unproductive local Florida radio station as an
experienced working member of the organization. Write Box 616C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced news, program and play-by-play
sports director seeks interest in radio station.
Have experience and finances. Box 623C.
BROADCASTING.
Buy or lease with option to buy. Low priced am
operation. Prefer rockies, consider anywhere.
Salesman, announcer, engineer. 18 years experience. Now managing. Consider management.
Box 625C, BROADCASTING.
Stations wanted! Southwest. For private sale
only. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.

FM transmitter 6 to 10 kw and accessories including monitor and studio equipment. Contact
George Voron & Co., 835 N. 19th St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821-19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
INSTRUCTIONS

One kilowatt transmitter for standby. Working
conditions must be guaranteed. Submit price,
description and shipping cost. KPOA, Honolulu.
Studio lights (used)
8" Fresnel spots, 19"
20" and 25". Send
Hargan. KSBW-TV.
California.

needed at once. 18" scoops
roller coaster standards, also
all details and price Bill
P. O. Box 1651. Salinas,

GE opaque, slide projector, type PF-4-A with
single barrel lens, A-l condition. State price.
Chief Engineer, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Disc recording equipment, Presto, RCA etc. Write
J. F. Cerny, WJOL, Joliet, Illinois.
Interested in purchasing a 3 kw or a 5 kw fm
transmitter or a 5 kw fm amplifier which can
be driven by a 1 kw RCA fm transmitter.
E. Sonderling, WOPA, Oak Park, Illinois, Village
8-5760.

WANTED

Private instruction desired, FCC first phone, New
York City. Box 594C, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help

Excellent

Wanted
Sales

opportunity

for top

notch Sales Promotion

man

major

market.

radio

and

TV

Must be experienced
Sales Promotion

in

in creative

techniques.

This is a top job for the right
man.

Rush

background

rial in confidence
Box

215C,

mate-

to

BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Announcers

Wanted, good used 3 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Reply Box 567C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, fm transmitter 10-kw. Give full details
and price. Box 638C. BROADCASTING.

BUY

— (Cont'
Equipment
Thesaurus-Western
Electric
ERPI d)transcriptionsXavier
Cugat's
Orchestra-Bruzzese-150
NormanNew Rochelle, N. Y.
5 to 10 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Ed
Nail. 4516 North Libby, Oklahoma City.

Equipment
Good used 5 kw transmitter, air cooled. Box
501C, BROADCASTING.

General Electric 20 kw amplifier, type TF-4-A.
Please give full details first letter. Box 618C.
BROADCASTING.

TO

TV

ANNOUNCER

CALIFORNIA-VHF
3 Network
Needs announcer

Station
who is versatile,

stable, personable and easy to get
along with. Must be top air salesman willing to do many jobs in
addition to announcing. Good
working conditions and profit
participation. Send photo, tape
at 7!/2 rpm with various commercials, all references first letter
to Gary Ferlisis, KSBW-TB, P. O.
Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Need top quality TV announcer
) for VHF operation. Excellent opportunity for man who can de- Jb
liver. Please send tape and pic- (
ture to Ralph Webb, P. O. Box
3128, Waco, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
TV

ARTIST

CALIFORNIA

VHF

3 Networks — 2 Station Operation
Needs top-flight all-around artist. Scenic, tv graphs, hand lettering, air brush, type setting, animation, 2x2 slides as well as promotion department art and ads.
Good working conditions in California's best climate. Profit participation, medical, and other
benefits. Send all details, experience and references first letter
with several samples to: Gary
Ferlisis, KSBW-TV, P. O. Box
1651, Salinas, Calif.

CALIFORNIA
TV

WANTED

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

VHF

STATION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

IF

THEN

your sixty hour week is no longer sufficient to meet the heavy demands of
your administrative duties . . .
you are developing a new operation,
expanding an established one, looking
for ways to cut costs and increase profits, replacing a key man, or seeking a
practical solution to the aforementioned
problem of time-consuming details that
must be handled out of your own office;
I may have just the talent, experience
and the extra sixty hours a week you
need.
My last ten years have been spent in
preparation for the job of administrative
or operational assistant to the capable
and progressive station or group manager Iam now seeking . . . ten years
of becoming solidly conversant (from
actual operation through formulation of
policy) with all phases of competitive
commercial telecasting in a major market (engineering excepted), while specializing in producing top ratings and
high profits from a film-heavy program
schedule.
With the preceding business qualifications and as a healthy, high-voltage,
nationally known, 35-year-old, married
and paternal,
broad-to
caster, Icould property-owning
be a valuable asset
you and your operation.
For complete details write or wire Box
657C, BROADCASTING.
FOR

Equipment
1

AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING COMMISSION
TENDERS will be received by the General
Manager, Australian Broadcasting Commission,
264 Pitt Street, Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, up
to 3 p.m. on 20th March, 1958, for the supply
and delivery of technical equipment for the establishment ofNational Television Studio Centres
in Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and Hobart.
X
Tender forms and full particulars are obtainable from the New York Representative, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Room 3320,
630 5th Avenue, New York 20, New York; Telephone PLAZA 7-2462.

INSTRUCTIONS

START at $75 to $100 week!
Radio and television stations by the hundreds request our graduates as announcers,
writers, actors, etc. New term starts Feb.
3rd. Write for details immediately to:
NATIONAL
ACADEMY
OF
BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th
St., N.W. D.(Dept.
Washington,
O. B-T)

SALE

Equipment
COMMUNITY

ANTENNA

Midwest

system with 700 subscribers and potential of 1,800.
Now receiving four TV stations.
Good earnings record in a good
town. Attractive terms to right
buyer.
Box 673C, BROADCASTING

NEEDS
"Gal Friday." Small market. 3 network
vhf on California coast needs all-around
woman who knows tv traffic and continuity. Must be thoroughly experienced,
good on detail and follow through. The
girl we need can run a tv program department including sales service. Pleasant working conditions. Profit participation. Major medical hospitalization plan
and paid vacation. Be a one woman tv
station program department and enjoy
it in California. Send all details, references, photo to: Rowena Kimzey, KSBYTV, P. O. Box 286, San Luis Obispo,
California.

BUY

TENDERS

MR. MANAGER:
IF

TO

TOP TRANSCRIPTION

TURNTABLE

Do you know that the FAIRCHILD
model 530-G is the only 3 speed
Direct Drive Turntable expressly
designed for continuous broadcast
use?
Just one example — its rugged
drive is vibration mounted on a 75
\ lb. slab of structural steel to minimize rumble transmission.
4 Write for complete details.
FAIRCHILD RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

Long Island City 1, New

York

SELECTED
ANNOUNCERS
AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women,
graduates of the School of Announcing
are interested in acquiring experience.
Complete information including audition tapes sent on request. Let us
help you find the right man for your
staff. There is no charge for this service. Write or phone
DETROIT SCHOOL
of
ANNOUNCING AND SPEECH
5840 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Production-Programming, Others

PROMOTION
MANAGER

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Sales
<><*£>«><c><c><J><>^^
Position Wanted

TV Sales Manager

Who gave his station a 58.9% increase in National Sales in 1956 over 1955 and a 24.5%
increase in 1957 over 1956! (In a four-station
market ! ! )
He's had eleven successful years in the B&T
industry; 4 years in Radio, 7 years in Television (all major markets). Every minute devoted exclusively to the sale of station time
and facilities.
Complete reference list including present employer, past employers, leaders in the B&T industry . . . top local and national agency people
will be furnished upon request.
For full information, write Box 666C,
BROADCASTING
Broadcasting

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT
ROADCASTERS

SERVICES
EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZ1ER. INC.
1 736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7. D. C.

WANTED
Major network tv-radio affiliate
in first fifty markets needs fairly
experienced man or woman to
head up department. Responsible
for audience and trade press
print and to supervise the merchandising department. Stations
long time ARB-Pulse leaders in
market with top-flight story and
excellent national representative.
Can arrange personal interview in
Chicago and New York areas
within next thirty days. Salary
open.
Box 687C, BROADCASTING
January 13, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD Continues from page 110
control of licensee corp. (Pittsburg County Bcstg.
Co.) from Paul Silva, Carl Ross, James Ross,
Charlie Fassino and Anna Blau Fassino to Ray
Van Hooser for $32,000. Mr. Van Hooser (99.2%)
owner is general manager of KNED. Announced
Jan. 8.
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corp. (Mid-Land Bcstg. Co.) from
Oregon Radio Inc., Lane Bcstg. Co. and Donald
B. McCormick to David E. Hoss and Leander
Quiring for $35,000 plus additional business sum.
Mr. Hoss was manager of KSLM Salem, Ore.
Mr. Quiring has had various business interests.
Announced Jan. 3.
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, Pa.— Seeks
assignment of license and SCA from WCAU Inc.
to CBS for $15.6 million, excluding real
estate. CBS owned stations include WCBS-AMFM-TV New York, KNX-AM-FM and KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles, WBBM-AM-FM-TV Chicago,
KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco, KMOX-AM-TV St.
Louis, WEEI-AM-FM Boston, WXIX (TV) Milwaukee and WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn. Announced Jan. 6.
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Term. — Seeks assignment of cp from WROM-TV Inc. to Martin Theatres of Georgia Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced Jan. 1.
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from KUNO Inc. to KUNO Radio Inc.
for $136,600. KUNO Radio is owned bv James
Cullen Looney (51%), McHenry Tichenor (39%)
and Trov R. McDaniel (10%). These men als^
own KGBT-AM-TV Harlingen, Tex. Announced
Jan. 6.
KDAV Lubbock, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from David P. Pinkston, Leroy Elmore
and David R. Worley, limited partnership, d/b
as Western Bcstg. Co. for $50,000. Announced
Jan. 8.
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from KBAM Inc. to Paul D.
Wickre for $84,719. Mr. Wickre is communications engineer. Announced Jan. 3.
KAYE Puyallup, Wash. — Seeks transfer of
negative control of licensee corp. (Radio K Inc.)
from Henry Perozzo to E. L. O'Hearn for $44,000.
Mr.
O'Hearn
president and
manager
of Radio
K Inc.is Announced
Jan. general
3.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
Commission gave notice that Nov. 20 initial
decision which looked toward grant of application of WKNE Corp. for new am station to
operate on 1490 kc. 250 w, U, in Brattleboro, Vt.,
became effective Dec. 30 pursuant to Sec. 1.853
of the rules. Announced Jan. 3.
By order of Jan. 3, Commission made effective
immediately Dec. 4 initial decision, as modified,
and granted application of Greenwood Bcstg.
Co. Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 6
in Greenwood, Miss. Announced Jan. 3.
By order of Jan. 8. Commission made effective
immediately initial decision of Dec. 4 and
granted application of Garland C. Burt and Sam
C. Phillips, d/b as Gold Coast Bcstg. Co., for
new am station in Lake Worth, Fla., to operate
on 1380 kc. 500 w, D. Announced Jan. 8.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting issued
initial decision looking toward grant of application of Karl Kegley for new am station to
operate on 1570 kc, 250 w, D, in Vanceburg, Ky.
Announced Jan. 6.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on Jan. 3 directed preparation of
document looking toward granting application
of Cherokee Bcstg. Co. for new am station to
operate on 600 kc, 1 kw, D. in Murphy, N. C,
and denying competing application of Vallev
Bcstg. Co.
Commission on Jan. 8 directed preparation of

United
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STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

through Dec. 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs DELETED
SUMMARY

OF

STATUS

OF

Compiled by BROADCASTING
ON AIR
Lie.
Cps
AM
FM
TV

3,130
527
(Commercial)

65
11

3961
1012
OPERATING TELEVISION
VHF
Compiled by BROADCASTING

Commercial
Non-Commercial
1 There
licenses.
s There
longer in
144* There
uhf).
* There

503
227
256
.1 ,
291

TV

]1
526
53

113
657

1Q
jy
590
9
48
19
0
3
0

51
127
/o
38
13
51
1

AM, FM, TV
through Jan. 8
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Not on air
For new stations
103
514
129
61
51
1 14

395'
1012

STATIONS
through Jan. 8
UHF

TOTAL

414
22

6
83
are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 40 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.

documents looking toward:
Granting application of Great South Bay Bcstg.
Co. Inc. for new am station to operate on 540
kc, 250 w, D, in Islip, N. Y., and denying mutually
exclusive applications on Stern Bcstg. Co. and
America Family Bcstg. Co. for stations in Ridgewood, N. J.; and
Denying five petitions in KOB proceeding filed
by American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.
(WABC) New York, N. Y., KXA Inc. (KXA)
Seattle, Wash., and Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WBZ) Boston, Mass. (stemming from March 13,
1957, approval of transfer of control of Albuquerque
Co. from
[KOB Time
and Inc.,
KOB-TV]
Albuquerque, N.Bcstg.
Mex.,
and Wayne
Coy to KSTP Inc.) which requested review of
certain rulings of examiner, termination of
KOB's
770 cpkc, ofandKOB
dismissal of operating
aDplicationsauthority
for mod.on of
and
license to cover modified cp; also denying WABC
petition to reopen record and expand issues.
Carroll Bcstg. Co., Oak Grove, La., and
Humphreys County Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications
for new am stations to operate on 1460 kc, D;
Carroll with 500 w and Humphreys with 1 kw;
denied request of Carroll for extension of time

news

AM65
3,130
100
5yj
3,295
108

FM

produces!

to amend application. Announced Jan. 3.
KSIL Silver City, N. Mex.— Designated for
hearing application to change facilities from
1340 kc, 250 w, U, to 1430 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS, U;
made KARM Fresno, Calif.; KLO Ogden, Utah;
KTUL Tulsa, Okla., and KOSI Aurora, Colo.,
parties to proceeding. Announced Jan. 8.
The Albany Bcstg. Corp., Albany, Oreg.; W.
Gordon Allen, and The Community Bcstg. Co.
of Oreg., Eugene, Oreg. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations
to operate on 990 kc, D; Albany with 250 w, and
Allen and Community with 1 kw; made KOIN
Portland party to proceeding; denied request of
Allen to include issue to determine financial
ability of Chester B. Wheeler (president of
Albany)
to meet his
to purchase
stock. Announced
Jan. commitments
3.
Williamson Bcstg. Corp., WBTH Williamson,
W. Va., WMCD Welch, W. Va.— Is being advised
that applications for renewal of licenses indicate necessity of a hearing. Announced Jan. 3.
NARBA

Notifications

List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Mexican broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignment
of Mexican broadcast stations attached to recommendations of North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement Engineering Meeting
Jan. 30, 1941.
MEXICAN
690 Kc.
XEAK Tijuana, Baja California — 50 kw DA-N,
Unl. (change in call letters from XEAC). Class
I-B. 11-25-57.
960 Kc.
XEK Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas — 5 kw D/DA1, 1 kw N, Unl. (change in call letters from
XEDF). Class III. 11-25-57.
970 Kc.
XEDF Mexico, D. F.— 1 kw D/ND, 500 w N,
Unl. (change in call letters from XEK). Class
III. 11-25-57.
1310 Kc.
XEBP Terreon, Coahuila — 250 w N/ND, 5 kw D,
57.
(reduce daytime power). Class III. 11-25Unl.
List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Canadian broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments
stations attached to recof Canadian broadcast
ommendations of North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement Engineering Meeting,
Jan. 30, 1941.
Broadcasting

497

CANADIAN
570 Kc.
CKEK Cranbrook, 15. C— 1 kw DA-1, Unl.
Class III. Now in operation.
CKCQ Quesnel, B. C— 1 kw DA-2, Unl. Class
III. Now in operation.
730 Kc.
CKLG North Vancouver, B. C— 10 kw DA-1,
Unl. (PO: 1 kw 1070 kc DA-1 II). Class II. E. I. O.
12-15-58.
920 Kc.
CJCH Halifax, N. S.— 5 kw DA-N, Unl. Class
III. Correction of error in class shown on List
#114.
1130 Kc.
CBR Vancouver, B. C— 10 kw DA-1, Unl. Class
I-B. Delete assignment.
1280 Kc.
CKCV Quebec, P. Q— 5 kw DA-1, Unl. Class
III. Now in operation.
1290 Kc.
CFAM Altona, Manitoba — 1 kw DA-1, Unl. Class
III. Now in operation.
1570 KC
CFOR Orillia, Ontario — 10 kw D/ND, 1 kw N,
Unl. Class II. Now in operation.
Routine

Roundup
ACTIONS

BY FCC

report and order, Commission postponed
By Jan.
1, 1958 to Jan. 1, 1959, time for TV
from
translator stations to comply with certain requirements for type approved equipment, and
extended from Sept. 1, 1957 to Sept. 1, 1958, time
for limited type approval of equipment meeting
certain minimum requirements. Commissioner
Hyde absent. Announced Jan. 6.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Granite City Broadcasting Company Mount
Airy, North Carolina — Petition requesting allocation of ch. 8 to Mount Airy, North Carolina
and substitution of ch. 11 for ch. 8 at Charleston,
West Virginia. Announced Jan. 3.
Everett L. Dillard, tr/as Commercial Radio
Equipment Company WDON Wheaton, Maryland
—Petition requesting rule making to amend
rule 3.25 to delete frequency 1540 kc therefrom
automatically reclassify assignment of KXEL
from amentClass
1-B assignment
to a 3.182(4)
Class II(b);
assignin accordance
with Rule
and
sever consideration of 1540 kc from Docket Nos.
6741 and 8333. Announced Jan. 3.
WKJF-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. — Petition requesting amendment
Rules so stations
as to provide
that licensees of fm of
broadcast
engaging
in
functional
music
operation
may,
at
licensee's
option, do so on either simplex or multiplex basis;
or, in alternative, that Commission grant Station WKJF (FM) waiver of Section 3.293 so as to
authorize this station to engage in functional
music operations on a simplex basis to and including March 1, 1959. Announced Jan. 3.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
Telecasting, Inc., WENS Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania— *Petition requesting amendment of Sec.
3.606 in accordance with either of following two
reallocation plans: (1) fourth vhf channel would
be provided in Pittsburgh and Steubenville
would become all-uhf by exchange of ch. 9 and
16 between two cities; (2) following changes in
vhf channel assignments would be made: add ch.
6 to Pittsburgh and delete same from JohnstownAltoona aTea; add ch. 8 to Philadelphia-Wilmington-Camden-Atlantic City area and JohnstownAltoona area, and delete same from Lancaster;
and add ch. 12 to Cleveland-Akron area and
Johnstown-Altoona area, and delete same from
Erie and Clarksburg. Announced Jan. 3.
*Denied by memorandum opinion and order, 1218-57.
By report and order, Commission denied petition by James C. McNary, consulting radio engineer, Washington, D. C, for amendment of
rules to authorize fm broadcast stations to employ antenna systems utilizing either horizontal
or vertical polarization, and terminated proceeding in Denial is without prejudice to refiling at
later date when more conclusive data to warrant
changes are available. Commissioner Bartley
voted for grant. Announced Jan. 6.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
On petition by Electronic Industries Association (EIA) (formerly RETMA), Commission on
December 27, granted extension of time for filing
comments from Jan. 15 to June 13, with time for
filing replies to such comments 30 days thereafter, in matter of amendment of Part 3 of rules
concerning Tv broadcast stations to authorize or
require television reference test signal.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on dates shown:
Granted petition of Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Jan. 20 to file Comments to
"Petition
to defer
action upon
in alternative,
to designate
for hearing
withor, application
for
channel 12, New Orleans, Louisiana" filed by
Supreme Bcstg. Co. Inc., and Oklahoma Television Corp., in proceeding on applications of St.
Anthony Television Corp. and WTVJ Inc., for cps
for new tv station to operate on ch. 11 in Houma,
La. Action Dec. 30.
Broadcasting

By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown:
Granted motion of Broadcast Bureau for leave
to submit "Comment on 'Opposition' filed by
Riverside Church and 'Answer to Reply' filed by
Huntington-Montauk Broadcasting Co., Inc." in
proceeding on fm applications of The Riverside
Church In The City of New York, New York,
N. Y., and Huntington-Montauk Broadcasting
Co., Inc., Huntington, N. Y. Action Dec. 26.
Granted petition of WDAY Inc., for intervention in proceeding on applications of Fargo
Bcstg. Co. and North Dakota Bcstg. Co., Inc., for
cps for new tv stations to operate on ch. 11 in
Fargo, N. Dak. Action Dec. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French on
December 19:
Dismissed as moot petition to postpone hearing, filed by Western Television Company, proceeding on application of Texas Technological
ch. 5 in Lubbock, Texas.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown:
Granted petition of Hogan Bcstg. Corp., Long
Beach, Calif., for dismissal without prejudice of
its fm application, and applications of Hall Bcstg.
Co., Inc., and Richard C. Simonton, Los Angeles,
are retained in hearing status. Action Dec. 31.
Order tinuedthat
hearing
scheduled future
for Jan.which
7 is conto date
in immediate
will
be specified by hearing examiner re mod. of cp
of Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WJTV ch. 12) Jackson,
Miss. Action Jan. 2.
Ordered that hearing scheduled to resume on
Jan. 6 is continued to date in immediate future
which will be specified by hearing examiner re
application of Television Bcstr. Inc., for mod. of
cp to change from ch. 31 to ch. 12 in Beaumont,
Texas, and applications of KPBX Bcstg. Co., and
Brown Telecasters, Inc., for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 12 in Beaumont. Action Jan. 2.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on
December 31:
By memorandum opinion and order, denied
petition of WKBW-TV Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., for
leave to amend its application for new tv station
to operate on ch. 7 in Buffalo, N. Y., with respect
to its engineering proposal and financing.
By Commissioner Richard A. Mack on dates
shown:
Referred to full Commission motion by Port
City Television Co. Inc., to dismiss its application
for new tv station to operate on ch. 18 in
Baton Rouge, La. Action Jan. 7.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown:
Granted motion of Kermit F. Tracy, Fordyce,
Ark., to extent that he seeks continuance of
proceedings scheduled for Jan. 2 and 6 re his
am application and that of Jefferson County
Bcstg.. Co., Pine Bluff, Ark.; proceedings are
continued to date which will be specified by
hearing examiner. Action Jan. 2.
Order that hearing is scheduled for Feb. 18
re application of Triangle Publications, Inc., for
mod. of cp to change transmitter location, increase ant. height, and change type of ant. and
other
equipment
ch. 8) New Haven,
Conn. Action Jan. (WNHC-TV
3.
Granted joint petition of David M. Segal and
Kenneth R. and Misha S. Prather, Boulder, Colo.,
for indefinite continuance of proceedings which
have been scheduled herein, viz., Jan. 6 — exchange of engineering exhibits; Jan. 13 — exchange of direct
Action Jan.
6. cases; Jan. 2f> — formal hearing.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
Jan. 6:
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on Feb. 5 re am applications of Radio
Tampa, Tampa, Fla.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Jan 2:
Granted joint motion by United Broadcasting
Company Inc., and New Hanover Broadcasting
Co., and order after first prehearing conference
in proceeding on their applications for new tv
stations to operate on ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C,
as amended is modified to provide that: (1) direct
affirmative case exhibits and testimony will be
notified to and exchanged by parties on or before March 13; and (2) further prehearing conference will be convened on March 27.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Jan. 3
WTND, WORG-FM Orangeburg, S. C— Granted
involuntary transfer of control from J. L. Sims
et al., as a family group to Henry R. Sims, et
al., as Executors and Trustees of Estate of J. I.
Sims, deceased, and Hugo S. Sims, et al., as
Trustees of Estate of H. S. Sims, deceased.
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (increase height); condition.
WIDU Fayetteville, N. C— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant-trans, location, studio location
and change type trans.
WJDM Panama City, Fla. — Granted extension
of completion date to Jan. 31.
Action of Jan. 2
WIVI Christiansted, V. I. — Granted extension
of completion date to June 30.
Actions of Dec. 31
WASK,
WFAM-TV
Lafayette, Ind.— Granted
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED
assignment of licenses and cp to Lafayette Bcstg.
Inc.
WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.— Granted license
for tv station (main trans, and ant.); ERP vis.
100 k\v, aur. 50 kw, ant. 1,000 ft.; and license to
maintain ant. incorporated in BMPCT-2748 as
auxiliary facilities.
KOOS-TV Coos Bay, Oreg.— Granted cp to replace expired cp for tv station.
KIXLtrans.
Dallas, Tex. — Granted cp to install new
main
WJFL Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted cp to install
a new trans, for auxiliary purposes only, change
location of auxiliary trans, (location of main
trans.); and mod. of cp to change ant. -trans,
location and type trans.; condition.
WKPA New Kensington-Tarentum, Pa. —
Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.; conditions.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KFKF Bellevue, Wash, to
April 17; KBEV Portland, Oreg. to April 1;
WBVE Vineland, N. J. to April 20; WHOT Campbell, Ohio to March 30; WJFL Jacksonville, Fla.
to April 27; KFOX Long Beach, Calif, to April
10; WPNX Phenix City-Alabama, Columbus, Ga.
to March 1; KDLS The Dalles, Oreg. to March
31 (condition on all); WBYE Calera, Ala. to
April 1; KHAD-TV Laredo, Tex. to July 20;
WATV Newark, N. J. to Feb. 21; WTWO Bangor,
Maine to March 13.
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.— Application for extension of completion date dismissed.
WBFC Fremont, Mich. — Granted permission to
sign-off
at 7:00
p.m. for a period of 90 days due
to financial
reasons.
Actions of Dec. 30
WQAM Miami, Fla. — Granted assignment of license to Mid-Continent Bcstg. Co.
KDWC
West Covina, Calif .—Granted license
for fm station.
WBUR Boston, Mass. — Granted cp to move
trans. -studio from 640 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.; ant. 160 ft.
WERE-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted CP to
install new FM antenna and increase ERP to 40
kw; antenna 600 ft.
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.— Granted CP to replace expired CP which authorized changes in
TV station which expired 12-14-57.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WSUR-TV Ponce, P. R.
to 1-27; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss, to 6-1.
WRNC Oakland, Md. — Granted extension of
authority to remain silent to April 1, 1958.
WMOU-FM Berlin, N. H.— Granted authority to
remain off the air to 1-23 due to equipment
failure.
License

Renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of
license: WBSR Pensacola, Fla.; WCNH Quincy,
Fla.; WCNU Crestview, Fla.; WD AT South Daytona, Fla.; WDBO Orlando, Fla.; WDVH Gainesville, Fla.; WFLA Tampa, Fla.; WFOY St. Augustine, Fla.; WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla.; WNOG
Naples, Fla.; WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.; WPIN
St. Petersburg, Fla.; WPLA Plant City, Fla.;
WRWB Kissimmee, Fla.; WSIR Winter Haven,
Fla.; WSTU Stuart, Fla.; WSWN Belle Glade,
Fla.; WTWB Auburndale, Fla.; WTYS Marianna,
Fla.; WWPF Palatka, Fla.; WZRO Jacksonville
Beach, Fla.; WDAE-FM Tampa, Fla.; WDBOFM Orlando, Fla.; WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla.;
WJAX-FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WNDB-FM Davtona Beach, Fla.; WTND WORG(FM) Orangeburg, S. C; WAIR Winston- Salem, N. C; WGOL
Goldsboro, N. C; WGPS (FM-ED) Greensboro,
N. C; WKNY Kingston, N. Y.; WCBT Roanoke
Rapids, N. C; WELS Kinston, N. C; WTYC Rock
Hill, S. C; WSKY Asheville, N. C; WBLA Elizabethtown, N. C; WGTM Wilson, N. C; WIRC
Hickory, N. C; WMSC Columbia, S. C; WRXO
Roxboro, N. C; WCHL Chapel Hill, N. C; WMBL
Morehead City, N. C; WGSW Greenwood, S. C.

Screen Gems' Fineshriber Notes
Booming Sales in Latin America
As an indication of booming business for
Screen Gems Inc. in Latin America. William
Fineshriber Jr., director of international operations, reported last week that the company's sales volume there during the last
six months of 1957 was more than double
that of the entire previous 12 months.
In line with the business expansion there,
Mr. Fineshriber announced that Gottfried
(Fred) Hofer Jr. has been added to the
sales staff of Screen Gems' affiliated company in Latin America, sharing the territory with John Manson, vice president and
sales manager. Mr. Hofer, who will work
out of Mexico City headquarters, formerly
was with Young & Rubicam Mexico. S. A.,
as head of the plans board.
Mr. Fineshriber said that during December, 13 program sales were made in six
Latin American countries. Screen Gems, he
added, now has programs sold in 13 countries there and is negotiating for sales in
another four.
Multiple Impact With 3 Spots
Tv advertisers in Canada can reach over
two-thirds of a market with multiple impact
by using only three 20-second spots, survey
studies of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, reveal. Two studies were
made in October at widely spaced communities in Canada to prove the power of television advertising in Canada.
The first survey was made in London,
Ont.; Calgary, Alta.; Regina, Sask.; and St.
John's, Nfld. Three different evening time
periods were selected during the week. The
report showed the three spots reached 68%
of all homes an average of 1.6 times each.
The second survey was made in Saskatoon, Sask.; London, Ont.; and St. John's,
Nfld., on a late evening program Monday
through Friday. Results showed that the
spots reached 45% of all homes in these
communities an average of 2.2 times each.
Grant
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New

Offices Abroad

Grant Adv. Inc. has opened five new overseas offices to give the agency a total of
40 (nine in the U. S.) throughout world.
Will C. Grant, president, announced last

KANDER

FOR

PURCHASE
and

&

AND

SALE

CO.

OF

of Ceylon, Colombo; Mrs. Marjorie Prentiss, Grant-International's Latin-American
Division, Nassau; David Yates, chairman
of the Advertising Agents' Assn. of Central Africa, in Salisbury, and David Hart,
head of Grant's South Africa operation, in
charge of the Salisbury-Bulawayo offices,
with a manager to be named for the latter.
Frederick E. Spence is executive vice president in charge of all Grant foreign office
operations.
ABROAD

IN

BRIEF

TV RATE CARD: As two more of

West Germany's non-profit stations join
Bavarian Radio in commercial television
programming [International, Dec. 9,
1957], the four-station network has announced new rates. To reach 400,000 tv
homes, a German advertiser can buy a 15second spot in the daily half-hour commercial program for the deutschmark
equivalent of $508. Commercials also are
set up for 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 seconds,
with prices ranging up to $1,905 for one
minute. Each additional 10 seconds costs
$309. Program rates also have been fixed
for a minimum five-minute show, with a
minute commercial, to a maximum of 20
minutes with four minutes of commercials.
Commercials in these shows are $1,430 per
minute, and time costs from $48-119 per
minute, depending on length of the program. All rates go up as much as 25% on
Saturdays and volume discounts are given.
Stations carrying the commercial segment
in otherwise sustaining schedules are Bavarian Radio, Munich; Hesse Radio, Frankfurt;
South West German Radio, Baden-Baden,
and Radio Free Berlin.

RADIO RETURN: Operating commercial radio locally on a basis similar to the commercial network programming (see above),
South West German Radio grossed more
than $1 million last year, an increase of
47.5% in the twelve months, it announced.
Radio operations of South West German
Radio, like television, are financed by a set
tax and subsidized by small commercial
portions inserted in a generally sustaining
schedule.

TELEVISION

STATIONS

WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DENVER

for $45-50 million of Grant's estimated
overall $78 million (about 22% in radiotv). Office managers are Harold T. Glaze,
formerly senior account executive-director
of a local Singapore agency, in Singapore;
Reginald Candappa, Associated Newspapers

GERMAN

ALLEN

EGO

Monday. Locations are Singapore, Malaya;
Colombo, Ceylon; Nassau, Bahamas, and
Salisbury and Bulawayo, both in Southern
Rhodesia. International business accounts

1625 Eye St., N.W.
60 East 42nd St.
35 East Wacker Dr.
1 700 Broadway

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242
RAndolph 6-6760
Acoma 2-3623

COMMERCIAL TALK IN BELGIUM: A Belgian company for the operation of commercial television programs has been established
in Brussels under the name of Office de
Telediffusion. There are no privately owned
stations now in operation in Belgium, but
the new organization plans to start commercial broadcasting, possibly in cooperation
with local government stations, at the
start of the Brussels World Fair in April,
Broadcasting

1958. Among the shareholders of Telediffusion are major advertisers, publishers,
receiver manufacturers, advertising agencies,
and non-Belgian companies (some U. S.
firms have been reported among them).
TROUBLE IN TIRANO: Viewers in the north
Italian town of Tirano were irritated all last
fall and part of the winter by picture
fadeouts recurring during the most popular
shows. Months of sleuthing led police to the
door of Tirano's motion picture theatre.
There they identified Marco Soltoggio as
the enterprising operator, who with a friend,
had been going out periodically and cutting
the coaxial cable with a hatchet.
'BRACK' COAX DEFINITION: The vocabu
lary of television critics stands to be enriched, ifa gadget being developed in London catches on. Associated Rediffusion is
perfecting apparatus that lets the viewer talk
back to the broadcaster both aurally and
visually. To register disgust, it is reported,
the viewer pushes a button on his set and
a loud "brack!" is sounded in the broadcast
studio. The button also illumines a red
"fireside critic's light." The company has
said it plans to equip 200 viewers with the
device to show how programs are doing.

Aimed

RED SIGNAL: Color television is slated to
come to Russia this year, according to a
report by Radio Moscow, which also has
announced plans for more stations in the
U. S. S. R. and a new 1,033-foot tower in
Leningrad, planned as the highest in the
Soviet Union. Color will be confined to
Moscow at first, according to the report,
and will be extended later to other cities.
Also contributing to the spread of Soviet
tv will be the reduced price of sets, announced by the Ministry of Trade at the
first of the year. While vodka, champagne,
automobiles and other luxury items went up
as much as 20%, the cost of tv sets dropped
14-18% to about $350.
CHROMATIC ASIATIC TV: At a time when
monochrome tv set sales in Japan are spurting, a manufacturer has announced it will
start production of color receivers. Tokyo
Shibaura Electric Co. last week said it
would turn out 100 color sets on a trial
basis, using parts imported from RCA. Total
tv sets in Japan, reported last week at
730,206, are expected to reach a million
early this year.
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A simple, versatile, and economical
standby system consisting of two separate
bays of the AMCI Type 1020 Antenna
can be mounted on the legs of an existing
tower. Shown here is the Station WXYZTV installation in Detroit, Michigan,
being used with a 50 kw transmitter. They
may also be mounted

STARTER: Puerto Rico's first
SAN JUAN
onal television station, operated by
educati
the government, went on the air in San
Juan last week. Gov. Luis Munz Marin
dedicated WIPR-TV, broadcasting on ch. 6
with 100 kw, on Monday, promising private
broadcasters that the station would not compete with them. WIPR-TV reportedly is
able to cover all of Puerto Rico except the
southwest corner. It is operating 5Vi hours
daily starting at 3 p.m., with 60% of the
schedule broadcast live. Rafael Delgado
Marquez is general manager and Leopoldo
Santiagi Lavandero program director.
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flexibility,

There seem to be three sides to the
debate on whether it's better to do a
program on film or do it live. Some say
film is better, some say live, some say
each has certain advantages. Where do
you stand?
It depends on the program, the circumstances, the type of presentation.
You feel there is room

for both?

I definitely do.
What kind of program
is better on film?

about

Frank

Sinatra?

I think Frank Sinatra made a serious mistake going on film. The spontaneity of a
Sinatra, the impact or the rapport between
the singer and his audience, can best be
preserved live. I make no case for film
where a personality such as a Sinatra or
Dinah Shore or that type of entertainer is
concerned. Not only do I think a variety
show should be done live but a musical
"Live television has become restricted to parlor, bedroom and
kitchen . . . it gets pretty dull." The
speaker: Leslie Harris, taking issue
with producer David Susskind's outspoken partisanship for live tv [Opinion, Dec. 30, 1957]. Mr. Harris, vice
president and general manager of CBS

Television Film Sales, presents the
case for film in this recorded interview with Broadcasting. Mr. Harris
has touched a lot of industry bases in
his 42 years. While still at Washington
Lee U. he spent summers announcing
at WDBO Orlando, Fla. His first job
after school was with WOR New
York as an announcer, followed by a
stint as station manager at WQAM
Miami. In 1941 he moved to CBS, in
the production department, left there
to become radio director of Benton
& Bowles. He later joined NBC as
program director of network radio;
then joined Colgate-Palmolive as head
of radio-tv. After a time in independent production with producer Bernie
Schubert, he returned to CBS.
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show, generally speaking, is better if it is
done live.
How

about a dramatic show?

I think film is superior for a number of
reasons. There is no question that a dramatic show can be done live extremely
well, but there are definite restrictions generally speaking, the artistic performance

is better if it's on film. There is certainly
a wider latitude insofar as sets and locations are concerned. The possibility of error
is less. The chances of a better performance are improved on film.
Now

live's

FILM

Susskind

latitude,

cost

eras begin to roll, and we've got a show!
This isn't good. And I think that's why the
proponents of the live television dramatic
show say the live show is better, simply
because the actors have had more rehearsal. That I can't argue with.
/ think perhaps you and Dave Susskind are closer together than I thought
you would be, because he was talking
throughout in terms of 2V2 and 3 days
of production for a film show.

do you think

Can I reverse this a little? I think the
latitude of film is much wider than for live
broadcasts, so I would prefer to say what
kind of program I think is best live. A
variety program. I would never suggest that
a variety program be put on film. For instance, Ed Sullivan or Perry Como.
How

TV

I have to cushion all these with

some negatives. The problem with film today is there is too much rush and not enough
money. If we are to do a film in three days
as compared to a live dramatic which possibly has two weeks' rehearsal, obviously the
film show is likely to suffer. Where the problem arises is to equalize the costs of film
and make them comparable to a live show
and at the same time benefit from the better
values that can be realized in a film show.
The trouble is that with a film show today,
most actors walk into the studio, the cam-

Well,
it'sit.not adequate; there's no question about
Why can't there be a longer period
for film?
Because, in the first place, the scales between the live actors union and film actors
union are different and the entire cost factor, technically speaking, is much higher
on film; so if you have two weeks' rehearsal
to do a film show as opposed to a live show,
the cost would probably be twice as much.
I think I'm being conservative.
Does this mean that film can never
replace live in television?
1 don't think it's good for film to replace
live. There should be room in television for
both. I don't think there should be any arbitrary standards or evaluations as to
whether film should replace live or live
should replace film. Both of these media
are necessary and important for television.
It becomes a question of which is the most
acceptable or which can be utilized to the
best advantage.
Let's build a case for film. Let's tell
our readers the type of program you

think best on film, the advantages

of

I think the analogy between film and
live is very similar to the theatre and the
film. today. In the theatre — the live
screen
theatre or live television there obviously
are limitations. For instance, you can't do
a successful western show in a theatre. Conversely, you can do a tremendously good
western on film. Now whether we say the
western dramatic form is the essence of
art or not, the fact remains that a western
is probably the most popular form of entertainment on television today. Westerns
have been tried live and they have been
dismal failures and will probably remain
so. Obviously, the show that demands outdoor shots, change of locale and action has
Broadcasting

to be done on film. Live television today,
in my opinion, has become restricted pretty
much to parlor, bedroom and kitchen.
Everything is interior and it gets pretty
dull.
I
How do you expand your horizons? You
have to go to film. Today, in all the studios
we've made, Americans are traveling and
they're reading books that deal with adventure, out-of-doors life. We find more
interest in that type of thing. Ten years ago
in radio if we did a soap opera where the
locale was Paris, nobody listened. But today people want to see these things, and
the most successful motion pictures in the
past eight or 10 years included "Three
Coins in the Fountain," a travel show;
"Roman Holiday," another travel show, and
Katherine Hepburn's "Summertime." In effect, what they did was to take a dramatic
show and super it over a travelogue. The
only way you can possibly do that in television is on film. Apart from this, I think
properly used, displays an actor
film,
that
to better advantage.
One of the assertions made was that
there is really nothing distinguished
about any filmed tv program. Is this
true?
Of course not. There is something distinguished about Gunsmoke, whether you
are a western fan or not. It's a damned welldone film. I think a great many film series
have distinguishing characteristics. I can't
point to / Love Lucy as a great artistic
achievement, but certainly from the popular acceptance, a series like Lucy is fine
entertainment. If we are to compare television film today and, say, some of the

What
run?

would

the average film show

Around $35,000 for a half-hour show.
And the same show live?
Closer to $45,000 or $50,000. And if we
go into the hour extravaganza, then we are
really in the big money. For instance, many
of the extravaganzas today, such as these
recent anniversary shows where the cost is
running up to $300,000, could have been
done on film probably better — and cheaper
— but the question then is whether the actors would be available for film. Remember,
the personalities involved are a big factor
today. A great many top personalities will
go live but they do not want to go on film,
because they know that film is going to be
around for the next 10 years. I think if
most advertisers or producers had their
choice, they would prefer to go film because obviously the future holds more for
film than it does for live insofar as covering costs.
Would you say live shows on the whole
are more creative than film shows?
Not a bit. I don't see why. There we get
back again to the basic problem that a film
show must be done in a very short period
of time and the director doesn't have a
great deal of time to be very creative. But
from the standpoint of sets, of acting ability, the way an actor responds to a camera
and an audience, there isn't a great deal
of difference. Marlon Brando is probably
better on film today than he was on the
stage. He certainly was not a big name on
the stage until he became a film star. The
same goes for a great many other people.

really great motion pictures, such as "The
Ten Commandments," obviously no comparison can be made. But this is strictly
a cost factor. If we had the same amount

Is the film director confined to the
sound stage? We talked about outdoor
shooting. Is there actually a lot of outdoor shooting?

of money to spend on television, the quality situation could be pretty quickly corrected. This is an economic problem.

Oh, there is a great deal of outdoor shooting. I think it's becoming more and more
popular. In our series, The Gray Ghost, for
instance, I would say 90% of the action
is out-of-doors. And in Gunsmoke, series

Do you think the viewer knows when
a show is on film?
Absolutely not. We've made a number of
studies. They cannot tell the difference between live and film and, more important,
they care less. This is an academic factor

like that, certainly 80%
doors.
How

or more is out-of-

about the situation comedy?

Well, most are on film: Eve Arden, Our

Definitely, and more important, a way
for the producer, because it makes the film
available to the advertiser for considerably
less than he would have to pay if there
were not the possibility of repeating.
By going into syndication?
Going into syndication, or even for that
matter, being rerun on the network. Lucy
is being rerun on the network today and
is getting ratings almost as high as it used
to in its heyday, and this is six years later.
That's pretty good.
What I am trying to determine is
whether there are advantages to films
that a live program couldn't give an
advertiser.
The advantages of film to an advertiser,
I think are tremendous. For instance, if he
has any regional problem, obviously he
can't go for a live show, he's got to go for
a syndicated show or a regional show. Also
something to bear in mind for the future
is the foreign market. American advertisers
today, such as Lever or Colgate or General
Foods which have foreign interests, undoubtedly are going to think in terms of
shows also being seen in these areas. There
have been inquiries as to whether American
shows cannot be shown in England or Italy.
Advertisers in the United States who have
programs on the network quite often ask
if we will provide the same show in the
Latin American market and we are doing
so more and more.
How much of your market
the foreign area?
Twenty-six per cent. We

is now in

think that will

grow to probably 30% or 32%. It's spreading out all over, and obviously film is the
reason. Now NBC is even talking about
offering kinescopes of its spectaculars overseas. We haven't gone that far yet; but if that
day comes, then we are talking about the
large spectacular really on film. Another
factor would be that they could reduce
their costs by selling them overseas. I think
we've got to think in terms of tape for
the future. Certainly it's a time-saver and
it takes the pressure off studios in a great
many cases. So what we will have in effect
is a live show on tape.
Do you siderable
think
tape will
to any conextent replace
film?
OPINION

insofar as the average viewer is concerned.
Basically what they are looking for is a
good show; it entertains, it educates, it
amuses.
Carrying that one step further, do you
happen to know what percentage of.
say. the top ten or top twenty are film
and how much live?

Only three of the top ten are not on film.
Gunsmoke is No. 1 — that's film. The Lucy
special, Wells Fargo, Danny Thomas, Jack
Benny, Cheyenne and Wyatt Earp. Only
Sullivan, Como, and Jerry Lewis are live.
What about the cost of film? From an
advertiser's point of view, isn't it
cheaper for him to buy a film show in
the long run?
Definitely, yes.
Broadcasting

Miss Brooks, Ozzie and Harriet and the
Danny Thomas Show. To set up a situation
comedy show using the devices they use
live would be an almost impossible task.
I don't believe there is a single situation
live, is there?
No, I was trying to remember one.
What about the advantages of reruns
on the syndicate itself?
Reruns definitely. If it's a great show, it
deserves to be seen again. With today's
rating base spreading out, if 30% of the
people saw it the first time, potentially
70% of the people in this country have
not seen the film, plus the fact a great
many shows are enjoyed by people who
have seen them before.
This is a way for the advertiser to
recapture

I rather suspect it will.
It's less expensive.
Yes, but only because it eliminates laboratory costs. Otherwise the costs are pretty
constant.
You haven't made
tape yet?

any plans to use

None at all.
But isn't it true film shows repeat
the same thina over and over again,
while in the live show we can extend
the scope?
I don't think that's true. The stereotype
format, live or film, is generally due to the
time factor. By that, I mean the tendency
of advertisers to wait until the last moment
before they sign the contract on the proJanuary 13, 1958 • Page 121

we can put it on the shelf a couple of years
and by the time we bring it out there will be
a whole new group of children to look at
it. 1 think this will become a major factor.
Is that being done generally?
No, not yet. We're thinking of retiring
Amos 'ri Andy next year for awhile and give
it a chance to settle and wait until new
viewers come along.
Is there any one of your tv film series
which has beat the problem of residuals,
that sold enough in its first run?
I don"t think in the whole history of television there is any show that has made
enough money for the first run in syndication to clear entirely its production costs
and go into residuals. Residuals, as opposed
to repayment, because on the second run
the actors and director automatically get
a repayment, but by residuals I mean ownership in the film which would mean a net
after the gross has been met.
How

is Whirlybirds making out now?

Whirlybirds is extremely good; it's one of
our biggest sellers. The first series, let's say,
is now in a money-making position, but it
took a year to pay for itself. Now, the second series has begun, so that means it will
be another year before we will be off the net
for the second series.
is But
it? that's not par for the course, or
No, it certainly isn't par for the course —
that's very exceptional. When a show manages to pay its production costs in the first
How

do

you

expand

your

gram. If you've got only a month or a
month and a half to get the show in production, you haven't time to work with
a group of writers and attempt new approaches. You've got to fall back on some
tried and tested premises. The same thing

horizons

in television?

You

known but talented actors and actresses.
Today, on film we would much prefer to
get really talented actors or actresses than
we would to get a name star. Film will
build them and has consistently. I don't
think Jim Arness was very well known before he went on Gunsmoke. Certainly the

applies if it's live. You're going to rely on
what you know has a sure-fire audience appeal. I don't think there can be any distinction between film and live insofar as
the tried formats are concerned. There are
a lot of them around.

Tod Andrewses. the Hugh O'Brien's, and
those people were not big stars until they
got on these shows. Film built them very

Does the fact that the tv filmmaker
has to work on a very tight budget
mean it's also very difficult to get highpriced stars, good-name talent?
Well, yes, and you also must bear in
mind that the real top-name talent wants
more for film than they do live.

Yes. First, you've got to recover the costs
of the program before you can get to the
residuals for the stars. So, say a star has
10% ownership in a show and the show
costs $35,000 and conceivably sells for

quickly.
Do you feel residuals are overrated?

I would say almost double, because when

less. That's one year gone and no residuals.
In fact, you haven't even recouped production costs. Then the program goes into
syndication. By the end of the second year
you may have made up all the costs of the

they put it on film they know it's for keeps,
it's going to be seen time and time again.
If they make a live shot, it's one time and
you're out. So the price is set up accordingly.

show. So now you're even. It will be the
third year before there are any residuals
and with the large amount of property on
the air today as opposed to, say, three years
ago, we think about three years is all there

also get payments, don't they, on
theThey
residual?

is for a film show. Three repeats and you're
out. So that doesn't add up to a gTeat
amount for residuals.

How much
percentage?

more would you say? What

Rerun payments, that's correct. But,
as I say, a great many top personalities will
not appear on film because of motion picture commitments. It's a difficult problem,
of course, but in another way it has been
a godsend to a great many actors and actresses who are not well known. Film has
contributed greatly in building up the unPage 122
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Does the three-year life span apply
to live shows, too?
Yes, I think it does in most cases. The
audience becomes bored with the same
characters, and you run out of situations.
We retire films today. For instance, Range
Rider has been out for four years. Now

have

to

go

to

film

year this is very unusual. We originally
thought it took a minimum of 2 to 2Vz
years to do that, but we're going to keep
in mind that the whole area of film syndication has been upgraded in the past year.
Syndication in the beginning was synonymous with cheapness and they always said,
"This is network quality and this is syndication," the inference being that syndication is pretty third-rate quality. In the beginning syndication was inferior and again
the economic factor was the cause. Stations
were unwilling to pay a great deal of money
for films, so as a result we had to downgrade the production costs, the quality was
not too good, but stations and advertisers
have accepted syndication films and now
it's comparable to network quality.
In most cases, viewers in the average city
don't know half the time whether this is
a syndicated film or whether it's on a network. And as the stations and the advertisers have indicated a willingness to pay
more for these films, we have been able
to upgrade the quality. Now the production
costs of a syndicated film in most cases
are identical to the costs of a network film.
Is there any definite formula as to
the amount of money you put up for
a show?
We usually put up 100%, although there
are a variety of formulas.
One hundred per cent and you hire
outside producers.
But you
want For
to remember
it's
notRight.
an outside
producer.
instance, Sam
Gallu, producer of Navy

Log, was conBroadcasting

Only

STEEL
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so
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so

well

First Automatic Teamaker. After years of research, the
tea industry, the restaurant industry and a large food
machinery manufacturer have perfected the first automatic
teamaker. It dispenses hot tea, iced tea, hot water or cold
water at the touch of a button. Like almost all commercial
food equipment, it is made from Stainless Steel because
Stainless resists corrosion, is easily cleaned and looks bright
and new forever. Don't forget, you can buy Stainless Steel
equipment for your kitchen, too.
The Heart Of The Atomic Reactor. The world's first
full-scale atomic power plant devoted exclusively to serving
civilian needs is now in operation at Shippingport, Pa.,
northwest of Pittsburgh. Here, the nuclear core, or charge of
fuel, is being lowered into position. Inside the cylindrical
barrel is the nuclear fuel assembly, approximately 6 ft. in
length and over 6 ft. in diameter. The unit weighs 58 tons
which includes the 14 tons of natural uranium surrounding
165 lbs. of highly enriched uranium "seed."
nuclear reaction takes place within the core, to
bine generator of 100,000-kilowatt capacity. The
as well as some parts of the core itself, is made
high-quality steel.

The
drive
core
from

"hot"
a turbarrel,
ultra-

Boring Work. Notice the 3 V2 foot-diameter holes near the man at the right. They penetrate through 200 feet of rock and coal.
The big coal-mining machine operates just like a carpenter's auger. The coal "chips" are loaded directly onto the truck with
a conveyor belt. Each auger is 17 feet long, and they are chucked together to make up one long string. Auger blades are made
from USS Cor-Ten Steel which has 50% more strength (yield point) than structural carbon steel, four to six times the resistance to atmospheric corrosion, and good resistance to abrasion.
UNITED

Broadcasting

STATES
STEEL
American Bridge . . . American Steel & Wire and Cyclone Fence . . . Columbia-Geneva Steel
Consolidated Western Steel . . . Gerrard Steel Strapping . . . National Tube ... Oil Well Supply
Tennessee Coal & Iron . . . United States Steel Homes . . . United States Steel Products
United States Steel Supply . . . Divisions of United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh
Union Supply Company • United States Steel Export Company ■ Universal Atlas Cement Company
USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks.
Watch the United States Steel Hour on TV every other Wednesday (10 p.m. Eastern time).
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OPINION CONTINUED

this year; next year they will all be back
here in New York. And the moment we

tracted by CBS. CBS paid for the show,
bought the script, approved the producer,

get a decent facility setup in New York, we'll
certainly do as much filming in New York
as on the Coast. As a matter of fact, there
are a lot of shows that are planned for the

the director, everybody on the show. He's
producing directly for CBS under full control of CBS. A show like The Gray Ghost
was the idea of Lindsay Parsons. He
brought it to CBS. CBS in turn underwrote
the show completely, but insofar as script
control, director, cameramen and cast, that
is done with the full approval of CBS.
There is no such thing as where we just
say arbitrarily to a producer, "Okay, you
just go and produce the show and send it
to us." Take our upcoming Diplomat series
(about the State Department), for instance.
We perhaps have 10 scripts now, have
hired our star, Clare Boothe Luce, and we
don't know who we'll assign it to. We'll
probably hire a producer and have him
put together a unit.
What's, the reason for this independent
production setup now?
Well, for instance, a producer like Lindsay Parsons has had wide experience and is
very competent. It's much simpler for us
to assign production to a producer who
has the facilities or has worked with his own
production unit for years. I think it's a matter of competency to a large degree, competency and know-how. If we have to set
up a unit, then it means us hiring all the
personnel and it creates a lot of problems,
although I think we'll eventually get into
direct production ourselves.
Why
this?

do you think you're going to do

The

audience

to.

can't

future that demand a New York locale. It's
a very exciting city. For instance, in our
legal series, Attorney, we're not going to
have a lawyer riding up and down a palmlined street, we're going to shoot him down
on Broad Street or some place where we
can get some sense of urgency or excitement to it.
When

do you think we will have adequate facilities in New York?
I would guess in about a year or so. I
thing Mayor Wagner is definitely aware of

Would you say there is any truth to
the assertion that it's the so-called getrich-quick people who are engaged in
film tv today?
No, I think that's absolute nonsense. The
people engaged in film tv today are exceptionally skilled craftsmen; they're basically
the same people who are involved in motion picture production. I can't imagine any
of them going in for a get-rich-quick scheme
or a fast buck. There might be some fringe
producers who have cooked up a fast promotion deal, but they haven't lasted long,
and the same can be said for a lot of live
producers. None of them have succeeded.
I would say by and large the people in film
television today are very sincere hard-working, competent people.
How about the producers who are
doing the live specials? Can you call
them get -rich- quick boys, too?

this problem now and they've already indicated that they are going to extend themselves to make it easier for picture production in New York. One of the problems
in New York was that, for instance, you
had to have a special permit to photograph
a picture in Central Park. If you are photographing on the street, you have the crowd
problem. And it was difficult to get the permit; we had problems with police protection.
You had to go to four or five different
agencies to get all your permits.
From what I understand now, they are
going to centralize this in one agency. That
will immeasurably help the situation, and
as we start to photograph more, obviously
more talent is going to come into New

Oh, absolutely not, because, let's face
it, today television film is the lifeblood of
Hollywood, not motion pictures any more.
And the same people — the technicians —
are in television that were in the motion

York, technical talent. We don't need artistic talent, but technicians are needed here
in New York.

All motion picture directors, however,
pictures.
do not necessarily make good television di-

distinguish

between

live

and

film

Absolutely not. Most of them are extremely capable people. They have to be,
because putting on a live spectacular today
demands skilled artistic people. The same
applies if its done on film.
Then you would say specifically that
it's not true that the rejects and retreads from the Hollywood motion picture industry are in television film?

and

cares

less

We haven't found enough competent producers that we want to trust our production

There is also the cost of keeping a
competent staff.
That's right. There is a big overhead factor there, because, you see, the only way
to operate economically in syndication is
to film the series and then cut off your production costs, and if you have to rent
studios and keep producers and various
other personnel on, it means an overhead.
Is the production end of the business
moving out to the West Coast?
I don't think so. This is Hollywood talk.
They have a terrible inferiority complex.
The reason there has been an exodus to
Hollywood can be reduced to a couple of
simple equations. First, facilities in New
York are very limited. Second, personnel
in New York is limited. There are perhaps
five good cameramen around in New York.
Very few motion picture directors are in
New York, although the best actors in the
world are in New York.
Equipment is another thing; you don't
have the equipment resources Hollywood
does; you don't have the editors, a tremendously important factor; you can't get the
overnight service you get in Hollywood.
If you want rushes at nine o'clock tomorrow morning, you get them; here you can't.
Another factor is that a lot of theatrical
people like to live on the West Coast; it is
very pleasant out there. But this is a vogue
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ALABAMA
Without CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA,
coverage of Alabama cannot be complete, or even
adequate. That's because CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA is the home of more than 1,000,000
people — one-third of Alabama s population and retail sales!
You cover Central and Southern Alabama only
with WSFA-TV. You cannot cover it with any other
station or combination of stations. Include WSFATV in every Alabama advertising program.
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA
WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama Counties*
Population
1,093,100
Retail Sales
$ 741,637,000
Food Store Sales
$ 184,927,000
Drug Store Sales
$ 21,859,000
Effective Buying Income
$1,062,690,000

WSFA-TV

MONTGOMERY

*Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus Counties
Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1957

WS

FA-TV

Channel 12 — maximum-power VHF • NBC/ABC

MONTGOMERY

Represented by the Katz Agency • A WKY Television System Station
See WSFA-TV

Broadcasting
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OPINION CONTINUED
rectors. A motion picture director is used
to working with a large screen and wide
panoramic action while the television director has got to get in pretty close and depend more upon lighting effects and tight
shots. But the cameramen, the gaffers, the
rest of the crews in television film today
are the same people who the following week
will work on a multi-million dollar motion
picture.
There is a trend toward getting specials on film. Shirley Temple, for instance.

tainly in
film were
have been
there was

"The Pied Piper" the effects on
far superior to what they would
able to achieve live, and although
some artistic criticism of the show,

I don't think it had anything to do with
this transference to film.
Aren't there some technical improvements which could be made in tv film?
For instance, I note from time to time
on the television screen you don't get
the complete picture, you get cut-offs.
Well, that's true. Of course, a great
many technical innovations have been developed in the past year, both film and live,
and tape will be a tremendous factor insofar
as technical innovations are concerned.

That's true and I think this will become
more and more evident. After all, one of
the most successful of the spectaculars was

Do you think of any area of tv film
programming that could be improved?

"The Wizard of Oz," which was a motion
picture, and I don't think any spectacular
yet is comparable to "The Wizard of Oz."
There are effects you can get on film that
certainly cannot be duplicated live.
I think perhaps if some of the recent
spectaculars had been done on film, they
would have benefitted a great deal. Cer-

Well, let's say that all areas could be improved. We don't take the position that
film is perfect any more than we say that
live is perfect.
How about public service programming
in film?
Well, public service programming

ing toward film. It's almost out of the quesPLAYBACK
QUOTES

i

RADIO'S

NEXT

STEP

Local radio lacks a champion and, accordingly, it must create its own strong
voice within the community, says James
Howe, president of the Florida Assn. of
II Broadcasters. Now president-general man|| ager of WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla., Mr.
Howe addressed the 1 1th annual Radio

fj
||

Institute held by the New Jersey Broad|;i casters Assn. in cooperation with Rutgers
||
U. A portion of his remarks:

||
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The time has come for radio to take its
next step forward. That step is to make
that latent power active by the creation
and exercise of an editorial policy for
your radio station. We need it, we must
have it and I think it is inevitable. We are
no longer children and we must forget
the fears of childhood. We are grown
men and a grown industry, and today we
must face reality. We have both a moral
responsibility and an economic necessity
for taking this next step forward.
We must be careful not to assume the
stupidity and arrogance of the average
newspaper publisher, who believes, like
the Hapsburgs, that the paper he inherited
from his father is a divine instrument. . . .
We must not use our editorial policy as
a tool for self gain or self interest, for to
so do would be to soon lose the faith the
people have in our stations today. We
must be courageous enough to stand firm
in our beliefs when the angry advertiser
calls to cancel his contract because he
differs with our opinion, and when the
angry housewife calls to assure us she is
going to listen to the top 40 stations from
now on.
Don't worry! Both the advertiser and
the housewife will be back. And when
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WORTH

RIGID

Vice president and general manager of
CBS Television Film Sales and I have been
with CBS about VA years. Before that I
was a package producer in live and film for
about 2Vz years.
Before that I was with Colgate-PalmolivePeet, as head of television, at which time
we were involved in both live and film television, The Comedy Hour, the only time it
was any damned good. Before C-P-P, I was
the national program director of NBC Radio
Network. And before that I was originally
in production for CBS.
You're right back where you started.
Except now I've switched to film.

REPEATING

STANDARDS

Administrative agencies have a penchant for arriving at decisions which
many times are at variance with previous
rulings. There are three reasons for this
says Paul Dobin. former chief of the
FCC's Rules & Standards division and
now a radio attorney associated with the
Washington law firm of Cohn & Marks,
in the Dec. 5, 1957 Virginia Law Weekly:
. . . First, the manner in which administrative decisions are written makes
them

photograph through a microscope the beginnings of life? It has to be done on film.
It just can't be done live.
How long have you been with CBS?
Your title first, of course.

f

they come back, they'll have even more
respect for you and your radio station.
I sincerely believe that the most important single step forward radio broadcasting can make today is to adopt an editorial policy and with it, its proper leadership in its community.
With this leadership comes the needed
voice. Let me make one thing clear, the
power of the voice will come from the
leadership in the community . . . the
editorial policy leads to leadership and
leadership leads to an authority and a
respect which will enable local radio to
assume its place alongside of and in
proper proportion to the networks and
tv in the minds of our people, our politicians, and of the FCC, and will allow
us to assume our proper place in the sun
as an important segment of our industry.
NO

tion to do major public service programming
live. For instance, how could Conquest be
done live? Impossible. You can go on. A
good example is Odyssey which tried it live. I
think Conquest is vastly superior to Odyssey.
What show in one hour could go from under the sea to 100,000 feet in the air and

extremely susceptible to inconsistency. Administrative agencies generally have special staffs who are delegated the responsibility of preparing administrative opinions. We may assume
here — and the writer believes it to be true
— that the ultimate decision or judgment
is almost always that of the agency members themselves. It is unfortunately too

often the case, however, that agency
members are concerned mainly with the
decision and the detailed reasons for the
decision are the creation of the agency

§|
l|

writing staff and not the agency members themselves. It is appropriate to point
out that most majority agency opinions
are per curiam; individual members do
not take public responsibility for their
own views even when they are personally written by members of the majority.
Further, dissents are frequently registered without opinion or with one or two
sentence opinions.

|§
|§
||
||
||
Ifi
|§

Secondly, some members of administrative agencies are not lawyers and are, ||
therefore, not schooled in the judicial ||
tradition which is essential for a healthy
and sound administrative adjudicatory
In addition, there is a tendency on the
system.
part of all agency members — lawyers
and non-lawyers alike — to want to hide
the real basis for decision. Mind you,
the real basis may be a reasonable one
that would not be unwarranted or improper. But the administrative agency,
born in an atmosphere of flexibility, frequently does not like to be tied down to
principle. Like an arbitrator who has no
responsibility for uniformity of decision,
administrative agencies like to be free to
decide future cases without worrying
about consistency or past decisions. Some
reasons, if announced in particular cases,
would be too specific to be avoided in future cases without explanation. Agencies

|l
Iff
jig
§§
||
|f
if!
||
||

may, therefore, prefer to cast their deci- §|
sions in an imprecise standard which ||
leaves them with free hands and no em- i|j
barrassment when they wish to deviate
from past decisions.
i
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averages

(Nov. 1957) prove undisputed

leadership

of KLZ-TV.

KLZ-TV leads with 24 of the top 50
shows in the Denver market including
'iivpi % •< rated network
(Gunsmoke 37.5)

show

v ! \\'\\\ - l rated syndicated
(Whirlyfcirds 34.4)

'

show

" t rated local show
(10 p.m. News 21.8)
PLUS

■

N--t rated local morning
(Bob Butz 5.8)

news

'v v - I rated local afternoon
(Carl Akers 10.5)

'''."fli ""-'i rated local children's
(Fred'n'Fae 8.7)
'.

news

show

I rated local weather
(Dick Becker)

' \[>

t rated local sports
(Starr Yelland).

KLZ-TV delivers biggest audiences
consistently day after day. Call
your KATZ man and get the KLZ-TV
power story in Denver.
CBS

in

DENVER

10 TOP

SYNDICATED

SHOWS

1. Whirlybirds
34.4..KLZ-TV
2. Sheriff of Cochise... .27.5..KLZ-TV
3. Dr. Hudson
26.5. .KLZ-TV
4.
Trooper
5. State
Frontier
Doctor

26.4.
.Stat. 'B'
24.0..KLZ-TV

6. Highway
Patrol 24.0. . KLZ-TV
Stat. 'C
7.
Harbor Command....21.1..
8. Boots & Saddles
20.3..KLZ-TV
TEL

fiepresenfed
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9. O. Henry
20.3..KLZ-TV
10. American Legend... .19.4..KLZ-TV

by the KATZ

Agency

Broadcasting

MONDAY
from ARTHUR

Don't
you

MEMO
C. FATT, president, Grey Adv.

bury

have

the

come

The challenge posed by tv as an advertising medium has assumed startling proportions. With the changing tempo of television
programming and skyrocketing operational
costs, the burden of the commercial grows
heavier and heavier. To satisfy the diversified interests of the increasing tv audience,
longer and more spectacular shows are running the cost of time and talent to an alltime
zenith.
A large part of the commercial's problem
is that it must not only maintain its own
viewer interest in the very shadow of the
program it sponsors, but outshine other
commercials as well.
The key, then, is creating "product preference." Research has demonstrated that
commercials for one brand can achieve as
much as 40-to-l advantage over another
brand in their ability to create product preference. In the light of these odds, we had
better take a new and closer look at our
commercials. Sudden sales death is the answer to an advertiser, large or small, who
shrugs off this responsibility, for no advertiser can afford feeble commercials.
It is obvious that the commercial was
sired by the wrong parents. The creative
genes that produced the tv commercial, and
its older brother, the radio commercial, were
conceived out of the marriage between the
stage (theatre and movies) and the podium.
These parents were poor progenitors for
their offspring, because stage and podium
are keyed towards mass reaction. Actors
and public speakers talk to an audience.
Playwrights and speech writers aim their
point at attaining collective group response,
and can reply on a quick "brush fire" audience response. That is to say, audience emotion spreads quickly in an auditorium where
people are gathered for a specific reason,
with all attention directed to a central focal
point. But mass selling is opposite to the
goal of the commercial. The tv commercial
is a "lone wolf," appealing to individual
taste rather than mass audience identity.
Unlike the theatre, it can be dismissed quite
easily by merely flicking a dial without any
embarrassment.
If personal selling, then, is the essence
of the commercial, we will have to breed
it from new stock. It would have been better
if the tv commercial were the child of the
house-to-house salesman or retail store
clerk; raised in an environment of personal
hand-to-hand contact, and nurtured by the
specific basis of individual taste. Only in
this way can a real and lasting understanding of salesmanship be learned.
Before the advent of television, advertisers had long wished for a medium by
which they could show and demonstrate
their products in the customers' homes.
However, this dream was short-lived, for
this electronic miracle teased the advertising
business into too much too soon. In awe and
amazement at tv's vast advertising potential,

Broadcasting

product
to

praise

many abandoned creating individual appeal
for the mammoth response to be gained by
thousands of "home theatre" audiences. Tv
commercials adopted all the tricks and stratagems of the stage, screen and platform to
influence collectively, rather than individually.
Even though we have examples of personal selling in the form of many tv personalities, there still persist commercials
which lecture, rave and orate, talk the viewer
into lethargy — are pompous, irritating,
wildly exaggerated and result in burying the
product they have came to praise.
In many ways, we are starting to awaken
to this fact, and have made vast strides
toward greater effectiveness. Many commercials have now developed an audience
following due to greater ingenuity in both
dramatic and humorous presentations on a
personal level. But instead of relaxing our
pace towards greater creativity, we must
continually strive to advance in tv product
presentations.
Developing the ingredients of personal
selling holds a large share in raising the
standards of tv commercials. There is a
strong parallel between the training of a
personal representative going into a consumer's home and the planning of a tv commercial. Both are based on the sales approach for an in-the-home salesman. To
attain a maximum degree of personal selling ingredients, a commercial must penetrate deeply into the consciousness of the
individual viewer. Many opinions to the
contrary, the reaction of each viewer, rather
than mass reaction of a market audience,
will result in sales increase. With these
thoughts in mind, let us look at some of the
elements of the commercial which contribute to personal selling, and which add up
to what we at Grey call "Action IngrediEmpathy: Many leading psychologists
and motivational researchers talk about the
need for creating an empathic response in
anents."
audience. Logically enough, it applies
directly to advertising, being "the complete
understanding of another's feelings, motives,
etc." Establishing empathy, therefore, is
vital to creating personal selling appeal.
Still far too many commercials fail to
achieve this goal.
Personification: Many commercials rise
to the heights of incongruity by using
Deople completely out of keeping with the
product they represent. If, to begin with,
there is bad casting, no amount of tv ingenuity can make the commercial successful. The commercial personality and the
product personality must be twins.
Believability: Sincerity must reflect in
every costly second of viewer time. This
will come about if the salesman is comoletely familiar with the product, and if he
justifies his knowledge of the product by
presenting it enthusiastically and in keeping

Arthur C. Fatt, president of Grey
Adv.; b. New York City, July 7,
1 904; Educ. New York U. Joined
Grey Adv. as office boy, still
there 36 years later. Elected president three years ago. Made headlines last month when agency lost
Kolynos toothpaste account after
he said in tv interview that he had
used a competing brand [Lead
Story, Dec. 16, 1957].

with the mood of the commercial. And
above all, make it apply directly to YOU.
Without believability, there is no selling.
Imaginative Selling: Remembering that the
object is personal selling, we can use many
devices made possible by television, such as:
Cartoons, puppets, film and live scenic designs, unusual camera angle shots and a
great variety of musical background to
give added dimension to personal selling.
Skillfully accomplished, they can fire the
imagination and help surround the product
with romance and excitement.
Better Copy: We've said a lot about
"how" the sales message should be delivered,
but the message itself is probably the most
important single ingredient.
Three basic principles to be adhered to
in copy are: Be sure the copy is directed at
the individual, not a group; be sure you've
got a sound selling idea directed to the
consumer's self-interest and developed with
creative imagination. Failure will result
from dull and uninteresting copy. The effective commercial never tries to cram too
much into the time allotted. The reason is
obvious. Viewer absorption is a limited
quality. A well constructed commercial will
contain a single strong wallop, and no
more. It is erroneous to suppose that the
more you say, the more will be retained.
There are no set formulas for good commercials. Neither is there a panacea for
every tv problem. There are, however, certain guiding principles that I've mentioned
which can stimulate the pay-off qualities of
the commercial — the "Action Ingredients"
of personal selling. If the viewer can put it
in his pocket and carry it away with him, all
the cost and planning that went into creating
the commercial are amply repaid.
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You

Get

What

You

Pay

For

IT IS hard to act thoughtfully in the presence of an overturned
hornets' nest. And last week a hornets' nest was tipped over
Phil McHugh. He stirred up the old "tv costs are getting out
hand" controversy.
Hard though it may be to do, consideration must be given
complaint. The likes of the radio and television vice president
Campbell-Ewald are not to be brushed off lightly.

by
of
his
of

There is some logic in Mr. McHugh's contention that the
emergence of ABC-TV as a strong network will have its effect
on the size of the audiences of CBS and NBC. When a pie is being
split up, one piece cannot be cut larger withbut reducing the size
of some of the others. But this proposition presupposes that the size
of the pie remains unchanged, and here is the first place where we
disagree with Mr. McHugh.
As a matter of fact, Nielsen average-audience figures show
prime-time gains for all three networks in November 1957 over
November 1956, the months Mr. McHugh cited.
But Mr. McHugh feels that with 82% of all homes now tvequipped there is "extremely little room for more than moderate
enlargement of total viewer audiences." We cannot imagine saturation for television stopping at the 82% level. The percentages get
smaller as the numbers get bigger, but the numbers are still growing. Mr. McHugh acknowledges the "tricky" nature of his reasoning
on this score and himself notes that last year's 9% gain actually
translates out to 3.5 million homes.
Then he argues that the average total audience of the Nielsen
November top 10 "was actually 200,000 homes higher in 1956
than in 1957 — despite the national increase of 3.5 million tv homes
in 1957." Among other things, he also cites figures to show that
three of the 1956 shows outdrew 1957 by one to two million homes
apiece.
We do not challenge the accuracy of his figures. But we do think
it should be pointed out that "total audience" measurements, because they count everyone who tunes in for as long as six minutes,
naturally favor the long program — and that Mr. McHugh's 1956
top 10 represented almost twice as many hours of programming
as the comparable 1957 top 10 did. Largely because the 1956
measurement included presidential election returns, the top 10 for
that November amounted to 14Vi hours of programming as compared to 734 in the November 1957 listing.
On an average-audience basis — that is, the audience per average
minute — every show in the November 1957 top 10 outdrew its
counterpart in the November 1956 list. What's more, the average
for all 10 was not down 200.000. but actually was well over 800,000
homes higher in November 1957 than in November 1956.
The average-audience figures — which are the ones used in figuring
cost per commercial minute — put quite a different light on the issue.
Television is costly, but not out of proportion to what it does for
the user. We might add that it is costly not only to buy, but also to
operate. This overhead isn't going down, a fact Mr. McHugh ought
to appreciate. We haven't heard of any price cuts lately in the line
of cars he's selling.
Toward

Another

IRNA?

IN the give and take of business under our free enterprise system
the networks and their affiliates often quarrel. But these are
private fights resulting from the interplay of competition. Neither
the networks nor the affiliates have called a cop.
Yet there are cops on the scene — squads of them. The Antitrust
Division of the Justice Dept. for example. The FCC, by way of its
Special Network Study, generally known as the Barrow Report.
And, of course, every committee of Congress that could find an
excuse to get in on the television act.
Stations affiliate with networks because they have found the network system the most effective way of establishing audiences and
of making their own ventures successful. That certainly was true
in the development of radio before radio was confronted with tv
competition. And it certainly is true of tv today.
Not too many months ago, the tv network structure was out of
balance. There were four networks, but not enough outlets to go
around. DuMont subsequently dropped out, and while the condition was alleviated, the imbalance persisted. Last year, however, enough outlets in key markets were activated to enable ABCPage 130
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix from an idea submitted by William S. Stokes, continuity director, WSOC-AAi-TV, Charlotte. X. C.
"Miss Parsons, when writing on-air promotion, we do not refer viewers
to 'see your local paper for time and channel'!"
TV to become more competitive, and it, because of astute programming and hard selling, has become a contender. There now are
three major tv networks, in contrast to the situation just two years
ago when there were two majors and two red-ink minors.
So the deplorable competitive situation that caused such lamentation two years ago — when Congress, the FCC and the Antitrust
Division pulled out all stops, has in substantial degree adjusted
itself. And this through free competition.
In the readjustment processes inequities unquestionably developed. The public demanded more service. Congressmen besieged
the FCC to cut corners and grant facilities. But inequities or no,
in a single decade competitive, three-network service has been provided, afourth "film" network is making substantial progress, and
the public is receiving a quantity and quality of service that was
considered impossible a decade ago.
Whatever the justification for stern measures two years ago, conditions today do not warrant the kind of punitive action being
espoused in some Congressional quarters and which are implicit in
the Barrow Report recommendations.
Without particularizing, it is clear that implementation of the
basic recommendations of the Barrow Report — which, incidentally,
coincide in large measure with the prior findings of the Celler Committee and the report of Kenneth Cox, counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee — -would do violence to present network-affiliate
relationships and the networks' ability to provide high-quality service.. This would impede the rights of stations to conduct their operations as free enterprisers. Instead their lot would veer dangerously
toward public utilities, subject to the rate regulation and interference with programming and sponsorship that would follow.
The FCC last week completed its "briefings" on the Barrow Report and has set a hearing preparatory to the drafting of proposed new rules. The networks can be expected to go all-out in
their repudiation of the Barrow findings. That, however, is not
enough. What about the affiliates? All cannot file individually.
Whether the NAB can act for them is questionable, because of the
his oric conflict of interest within its varied membership.
But there are points on which all affiliates have a community of
interest. Even the independents cannot condone rules that would
place the business of television in a regulatory straitjacket.
In the late 1930's, radio was plagued by inordinate demands of
Jimmy Petrillo's AFM and by another FCC which had in the works
proposed rules governing "chain monopoly" applicable to networks.
There was organized the Independent Radio Network Affiliates
(IRNA) to plead the case for all radio.
We think all tv licensees (the networks are not themselves
licensed) should consider means by which they can move together
in thwarting overt or covert acts that will constrict their ability to
do business as free enterprisers. Another IRNA could be the answer.
Broadcasting
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SCALE

Whether you're buying a veal chop
or television advertising, you get what
you pay for. So any smart buyer checks to see
what's actually delivered for his money. You can't
eat the butcher's thumb.
In our rich Huntington-Charleston market, no TV
station delivers so much for so little as WSAZ-TV.
By day (9 A.M. to 5 P.M.) , the next-best station
charges you 171% more per 1,000 homes; the lastplace station, 327% more. By night (7:30 to 10:30
P.M.) , the gap is equally great — 123%

and 197%,

respectively. Dollar-for-dollar, here's the scorecard:

WSAZ-TVB
Station
Station C

Cost-per-M
Daytime
2.57
$4.06
.95

Cost-per-M
Nighttime
2.50

$1.12
3.33
(Source: ARB, November '57; all figures based on 260-time frequency)
Even more important, day or night, you get a juicy
62% more total homes with WSAZ-TV than with
the other two stations combined. Plus a wide surHUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON,

W. VA.

.
w„
nrwon
Affiliated with
Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM 6ARTEN, Commercial Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency

rounding coverage of 100 counties in four states.
Plus Channel 3 clarity. Plus the prestige of the Ohio
Valley's oldest, best-liked TV

station.

Better see Katz and get yourself a choice cut of all
this advertising wallop!
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the

fact that WJAR-TV's
primary coverage area includes, not just Providence
but all southeastern New England, including Boston, Fall River, New Bedford,
Worcester! Call your Petry man and let him show you just how much extra
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MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL . . . WDGY is first . . . NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . All-day.
All-day average. Proof: Pulse. See Blair or General Man- Proof: Hooper (29.2%) . . . Pulse. See Adam Young or
ager Jack Thayer.
General Manager Fred Berthelson.
KANSAS CITY . . . WHB is first . . . All-day. Proof: MIAMI . . . WQAM
is first . . . All-day. Proof:
Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper, Area Nielsen, Pulse. Hooper (37.0%) . . . Pulse (410 1st place V* hours out of
All-day average as high as 48.5% (Nielsen). See Blair or 432) . . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See
General Manager George W. Armstrong.
Blair or General Manager Jack Sandler.
WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
TODD

STORZ,

PRESIDENT

• HOME

OFFICE:

OMAHA,

NEBRASKA

WQAM
representedMiami
by JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

An

"SELLING
important
new

BIG
AGGIE
film, coming
to

LAND"
your
city soon

Umbrella coverage is just one facet of the fabulous WNAX

in New York and Chicago and will be coming to these

story. You'll find out about the tremendous buying power
of the WNAX listener — spendable income of $3,012,164,000
in '56; the Gross Farm Income — 3rd in the nation; the outstanding loyalty of Big Aggie listeners in 175 counties in
5 states to their station, WNAX.

cities soon —
MINNEAPOLIS
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
CEDAR RAPIDS
SAN FRANCISCO

This sound and color film has played to SRO audiences

BIG AGGIE LAND

ST. LOUIS
OMAHA
DES MOINES
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES

If a showing isn't indicated for your city, arrange for a
special showing with your Katz representative. "Selling
Big Aggie Land" is a must for any time buyer interested
in selling a rich market of 600,000-plus families.

WNAX-570
CBS
RADIO
YANKTON,

S. D. - SIOUX

CITY, IA.

A Peoples Broadcasting Corporation Station

Now
THE

Showing

EARLY

SHOW

on

AT

5

P.M.

and
THE

LATE

OVER

SHOW

A

AT

BILLION
WORTH

11:10

P.M.

DOLLARS
OF

MGM-TV
SPECTACULAR

MOTION

PICTURE

HITS

Exclus

ively

on

For biggest audience in the Charleston-Huntington-Ashland market .
schedule WCHS-TV. Call Branham or Jack Gelder, Vice President and
General Manager,

WCHS-TV.

WCHS*TV
Serving Charleston-Huntington-Ashland . . . from the biggest market!
Charleston's only TV Station
BASIC CBS
r>„KHc>.0rf owe™ ivrnnriav <S3rri issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc., 1735 DeSales St.,
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
NUb^ Washington 6 DC

CHANNEL

purchase

this

TV

instead
WGAL-TV

is dominant

8

MULTI-CITY

MARKET

market
of a single

city

in the three standard

metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York — as well as in numerous other cities —
Lewistown, Lebanon, Gettysburg, Chambersburg, etc. When developing marketing plans
for your product, look beyond the usual single- LiT
city concept. Profit from
city dominance.
STEINMAN

STATION

WGAL-TV's

multi- .7^*™

. Clair McCollough, Pres.

316,000
LANCASTER,
NBC

WGAL-TV
Representative: The MEEKER
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• Los Angeles

WATTS

PA.

CBS
• San

Francisco

Broadcasting

closed

RATINGS PROBE • Battle of program
rating services will erupt in Congress this
session. Ramrodding project is Sen. A. S.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) who feels that
program ratings are responsible for overdose of Westerns and what he regards as
programming imbalance that does not give
viewer choice during prime evening hours.
Sen. Monroney feels that ratings might
have validity as one point among several

There's precedent for "sense of the
House" type of action. Senate, in 1938,
adopted resolution declaring it sense of
that body that no power in excess of
50,000 w be authorized in radio broadcast in(>. Nearly two decades have elapsed

but that they should not be "the holy writ"
for advertisers, agencies, networks and
stations.

SOMETHING EXTRA • At request of
major account, J. Walter Thompson Co.
last week called station and newspaper representatives toits New York offices for sessions dealing with facilities for merchandising. Advertiser, it's understood, wants merchandising services to go along with any
consideration of media to be used. Agency

Ratings inquiry will go into such matters
as why small audience samples should
control destinies of programs. Sen. Monroney plans to confer shortly with Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of
Commerce Committee and Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.) of Communications Subcommittee on projected hearings. Presumably spokesmen for rating services, among
others, would be called.

PREDICTION • Within two years Robert
W. Sarnoff will become chairman of board
and chief executive officer of NBC. Robert
E. Kintner, one of four executive vice presidents, will succeed Mr. Sarnoff as NBC
president. Mr. Kintner joined NBC in January 1957 after having served with ABC
for 12 years, last seven as president. He is
new EVP in charge of television programs
and sales and is member of board.

and FCC hasn't yet authorized power beyond 50,000 w. Crystallization of House
opinion may come this week (see page 31).
•

also expects to gather information — representatives were asked to fill out details on
questionnaires — to help other accounts as
well.
•
NBC-TV

Spot Sales is organizing time-

buyer opinion panel to serve as "a sounding board on theory and practice" regarding industry issues and problems. NBC-TV
Spot Sales has sent questionnaire to more
than 1,000 timebuyers throughout country asking them to serve on panel and
will set it up (size still undetermined) on
basis of returns. In initial questionnaire,
timebuyers were queried on use of ratings.
Subsequently, panel members will be invited to comment on other subjects.
•
MUSIC

PROBE • Communications Subcommittee of Senate Commerce Committee plans hearings late in February on Sen.

Note: Robert W. Sarnoff four months
ago was elected director of RCA, NBC's
parent, over which his father, Gen. David
Sarnoff, presides as chairman of board.
Despite reports that young Sarnoff would
eventually move to RCA as an executive
officer, it is understood he personally prefers NBC's activity and is given major
credit for network's strides during his
incumbency as president.

HOUSE AND TOLL TV • Temper of
House Commerce Committee on toll tv
issue is such that FCC may be spared necessity of proceeding with its plan for consideration oftoll tv applications beginning
March 1. There's strong sentiment either
for legislation which would ban toll tv
broadcast service or for adoption of resolution expressing it as sense of House that
because of grave issues involved and questionable legal authority of FCC, Commission should take no action to authorize toll
tv on experimental or any other basis until
Congress expressly authorizes it.

George Smathers' (D-Fla.) bill (S 2834)
which would require networks and stations
to dispose of their interests in BMI and
music recording companies. At time his
bill was introduced, Sen. Smathers felt
networks, through ownership in BMI, were
"monopolizing" music over airwaves and
offering "inferior" songs. However, he
since has stated privately that he now is
not sure this is case, but he still wants hearing to air matter publicly. Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.) is chairman of subcommittee.
•
ABC-TV has quietly set up, through
parent American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, separate corporation to handle
its time and program sales in Michigan.
It's ABC Television Network Services of
Michigan Inc. and it's headed by Bill
Mullen, sales manager of network's Detroit Div. Officials say it was done to put
emphasis on sales in important Detroit
auto market as well as elsewhere in Michigan, and also because Michigan setup
makes it easier for locally incorporated

circuit;

organization to "do business." AB-PT has
another wholly owned Michigan subsidiary, WXYZ Inc. (WXYZ-AM-FM-TV
Detroit), but
authorities
there's no ,
connection
between
this andsayABCTNSMI
which was formed late last year.
•
TROJAN

HORSE • Faces got red at Advertising Federation of America and Advertising Assn. of West over radio public
relations bumble by AAW task force group
which produced transcription for use by
stations during National Advertising Week
Feb. 9-15. Disc, which was pressed before
AFA could check it, plugs print media in
both one-minute cuts and in two of three
30-sec. cuts. Third 30-sec. cut and all three
10-sec. cuts are "safe." AAW reportedly
will issue revised version and AFA is planning to substitute last year's discs. Typical
copy in snafu has woman shopper saying:
"Do I read the ads? I certainly do. I shop
the papers and magazines before I shop
the stores. That way, I can compare prices,
compare values. I know I save time, and
money and energy, thanks to advertising."
•
Newest legal complication facing labor
unions is antitrust damage suit ($150,000)
asked by victim of secondary boycott in
Cincinnati, where AFTRA is restrained by
federal court from preventing its members
from working on transcriptions for use on
WCKY. Suing is S. & S. Amusement
Corp., operating one of nation's largest
drive-in theatres. Union is charged with
trying to persuade public from going to
drive-in because it is advertiser on WCKY.
AFTRA also awaits National Labor Relations Board action on boycott complaint
filed by NLRB regional office.
•
LONG DISTANCE • It hasn't been widely
publicized, but stations in National League
baseball cities, with long-term pacts for
radio rights, may find '58 sponsor nut hard
one to crack. Rub lies in hefty line charges,
plus announcers' travel and other expenses
to feed local team games from parks of
new Los Angeles Dodgers and San Francisco Giants. Line charges between, say,
Chicago and West Coast (1,753 miles at
15 cents per mile per hour, plus daily $240
line "equalization" fee) would cost feed
station roughly $1,000 per game, not to
mention travel expenses and cut into prime
air periods because of time differentials
(running into evening hours).
•
Adhering to policy of promotion from
within, NBC-TV plans to appoint Edward Stanley, manager of public service
programs, to succeed Davidson Taylor,
vice president in charge of public affairs,
who has resigned (see page 84.)

Kansas

are

City

tuned

all

eyes

to

KCMO-TV

and

the "eye -full" tower
More quarter-hour firsts (according
to ARB and Nielsen) than any
other station.
Broadcasting at maximum power
from the world's tallest selfsupported tower
Mid-America's No. 1 station in
audience, picture clarity and
sales success
ANOTHER

KCMO-TV

Kansas

City

channel

5

ifineS

i

innel

5

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens
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£dith

stp^

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
Represented nationally by Katz Agency
KCMO-TV . . . One of Meredith's
Big 4 . . All-Family Stations.

and Successful Farming Magazines.

Broadcasting

THE

LEAD

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

STATIONS

STORY

Crucial Point With Pay Tv — Hearings open on Capitol Hill
as FCC's lawful right to permit toll tests is challenged by
congressmen fearful that trials may get out of control, destroy
all tv. At same time, CBS-TV affiliates map strategy to
counter pay television threat; Texans present mass viewer

'Juke Box' Station — No more a term of derision but an
actuality as WINS New York turns to automation. Station
installs first of two $1,500 RCA units which play records at
touch of fingertip, eliminate wear and tear, free record
librarian for other duties. Page 92.

protest to tolls; Zenith's Leitzell clashes with economist
Smythe on controversial issue. Page 3 1 .
TRADE
ADVERTISERS

ASSNS.

& AGENCIES

Radio Spot Money Is Spent — Broadcasting compares '55 and '56 buying in 169 major markets, combining
official FCC figures and reports compiled by SRA in cooperation with Adam Young. Page 46.

Qualified Victory — Two Wisconsin judges score courtroom
radio-tv coverage ban and back Colorado ruling, but one upholds right of defendant or witness to object to WISN-TV
cameras in Milwaukee trial ... a partial victory for broadcasters in equal access fight. Page 100.

U. S. Steel Loves Tv — Major manufacturer is delighted to
learn that the mass consumer medium can even produce
sales leads for such items as football stadiums. Page 34.

MANUFACTURING

Where

Baseball Tv Ticket — Close to $1.5 million is paid by P. Ballantine and R. J. Reynolds to telecast 140 games of New
York Yankees on WPIX (TV) New York. Notes brewery:
It took many hours of "discussing and reappraising our advertising budgets." Page 39.
Tv on the Farm — Looks good to American Cyanamid's
Farm and Home Div. Invested: $150,000 or more for 15minute syndicated farm television news show to be seen
weekly for 13 weeks. A first tv effort for the formerly printminded national advertiser. Page 40.

What's New at NARDA? — Nation's radio-tv dealers hear
plaudits for radio as effective-economical advertising medium
— and are urged to consider color tv and stereophonic recording as great profit potentials in '58. Color tv is on threshold of "breakthrough," they're also told. Page 96.

OPINION
Home-Grown

Edsel Ails — Ford Motor tries new medication: combines
Edsel with existing division, making it Lincoln-Edsel-Mercury
Div. Ford does not see any change in its advertising structure

Too — Don't believe that all spectaculars
have to be the full network extravaganza
variety. Harry Witt, vice president of
Reach, McClinton, tells how it can be done
on local level, describes such a success for

"at this time." Page 42.
GOVERNMENT

| mr. j^l
witt
FCC Gets Reprieve, Moulder Forced to Back Down —
Legislative Oversight announces "general" hearings on six
regulatory agencies will begin Jan. 27. Page 86.

Booster Proposals Endorsed — Proposed FCC rules establishing on-channel booster service for tv finds favor with all
of slim number filing comments except National Community
Television Assns., which blasts repeater scheme as impracticable and subject to abuse. Page 90.
PERSONNEL

Spectaculars Are Special,

PROGRAM

Prudential. He writes in
western office
Monday
Memo.of Page 129.

SERVICES

SP Exposed — Washington officials subjected to unseen
fluence known as subliminal projection react jocularly.
veloper James L. Vicary asks FCC for rules to authorize
of unseen-unheard commercials on tv. Precon system
west coast showing. Page 98.

inDeuse
gets

RELATIONS

Actors Guild Shoots for Moon — Pay increases that range up
to 100% sought in negotiations that commence today. Page
95.
NETWORKS

CBS-TV Affiliates Ready to Fight — Stations, meeting in
Washington, form five-man unit to plan strategy in meeting
threats to industry's life, review impact of pay tv; agree that
FCC's Barrow Report could wreck present system of network
broadcasting; match operating ideas with network officials.
Condensed text of CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton's keynote speech. Pages 62, 66, 106.

That's
'57 Tv Network Gross Heads Over $500 Million — of
last
indication from PIB compilations for first 11 months
year which total $466.5 million. Page 80.

Broadcasting

DEPARTMENTS
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES...
AT DEADLINE
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
EDITORIAL
FILM
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
MONDAY MEMO
NETWORKS

34
9
42
5
52
130
58
115
86
20
15
126
31
96
129
62

OPEN MIKE
18
OUR RESPECTS
26
PEOPLE
Ill
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95
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS . .104
PROGRAM SERVICES
98
STATIONS
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TRADE ASSNS
100
UPCOMING
124
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The

Twins

like

. . and

radio
fun

with

with

their

their

fun

. . .

radio

That's why WDGY is first* in the Twin Cities . . .
and why WDGY billings are at an all-time high!
Talk to a Blair man,

or WDGY

General

Manager

Jack Thayer.

* Latest Pulse.

WDGY

50,000 ivatts

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
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S
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Paul
WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
Miami
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

TOLL

TV

BENEFITS

TO

"The public can't possibly be hurt" by
a test of pay tv, W. Theodore Pierson told
House Commerce Committee hearing Friday morning as day's first witness in pay
tv hearings. Representing Zenith Radio
Corp., Mr. Pierson said "we have upset
the contentment of two powerful organizations." networks and theatre industry, and
that is reason they so violently oppose subscription test.
Hearings will resume tomorrow (Tues.)
with Solomon Segall, Teleglobe Pay-Tv
System, as first witness. He will be followed by presidents of three networks.
"We only want to use the stations that
they [networks] have no use for — and they
are few and far between," Mr. Pierson told
committee.
If pay tv is prohibited, Congress merely
will be stating theatres and wired systems
should reap profits, he said and asked:
"How could you interfere with us and not
our competitors [wired tv]?" He said Zenith
plans to apply at FCC for three test stations.
On the question of advertising on toll
tv, the witness said "We [Zenith] will not
license our system to anyone who will permit advertising."
Mr. Pierson said pay tv could not survive on uhf only because of conversion
problems.
The congressman said some baseball
people told him they are anxious for pay
tv because their World Series revenue would
be increased from present $3.5 million
yearly to "about $20 million." Mr. Pierson
said this assumption is "totally invalid."
Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.) asked if
Zenith will base its plea for continuation of
pay tv after test period on fact that large
amount of capital had been invested. When
Mr. Pierson answered no because Zenith
is fully aware it stands to lose large capital
investments, Rep. Dingell predicted the witness would be reminded of this statement
in three years.
Paul Porter (for International Telemeter
Corp.) and James M. Landis (for Skiatron
Tv) followed Mr. Pierson to stand Friday
afternoon. There was little cross-examination of afternoon witnesses because many
members of committee were not present.
Mr. Porter stated the World Series argument is in nature of "red herring" because
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick has
stated he would not approve contract placing World Series on pay tv.
International Telemeter now is negotiating for closed-circuit toll tv in over 50
cities and plans service in several by end of
1958, Mr. Porter said. He said closed-circuit
tv has one clear advantage over spectrum —
it can use channels on sets not assigned
to city.
Asked why his system is claimed to be
better than Zenith's, he said, because InterBroadcasting

PUBLIC

deadline

CLAIMED

national Telemeter will collect from subscribers in advance.
Mr. Landis said Skiatron plans to depend entirely on subscribers for revenue
and would accept no commercials.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 34.

Rep. Harris asked Mr. Landis if he
thought pay tv is public utility. "No, because tv is not necessity," was the answer.
Rep. Harris replied "you might as well try
to cut off water and lights as the tv set in
the home today."
NAB President Harold E. Fellows asked
the committee, in form of resolution, to advise FCC to halt action on pay tv pending
specific guidance from Congress, which he
said was only body competent to order a
fundamental change in the system of free
broadcasting. He listed free tv's programs
such as drama, grand opera, sports and
news-public affairs, observing that these are
the very programs pay tv would deliver.
Tv offers "the best possible showcase for
the products and services of American industry," Mr. Fellows said, explaining how
the economy is strengthened by this stimulation of demand to undreamed-of levels.
Pay tv would greatly diminish tv's sales
force, he argued. He said it would black out
important sports events for millions of
young people.
Mr. Fellows said tests of pay tv would
cost millions and it would be difficult if
not impossible for FCC and Congress to
retreat. He predicted pay tv would degrade
and eventually destroy the present free
service.

DODGE'S WINNING TEAM
Testimonial luncheon to winning
sales combination of Lawrence Welk
and television given by Dodge Div. of
Chrysler Corp. in Grand Ballroom of
Waldorf-Astoria in New York Friday
as auto firm called bandleader Welk
its "top salesman." Dodge reported
Christmas free-record promotion on
its Saturday and Monday night Welk
programs on ABC-TV brought "more
than one million people into Dodge
showrooms" during three-week period.
W. D. (Pete) Moore, Dodge director
of advertising and merchandising,
noted: "Ratings indicate the audience
you most
get; they
don't proof
show of
sales.
But
the
significant
success
is that our dealers are tremendously
enthusiastic about the show. We keep
hearing from them about people coming into
andonbuying
'because weshowrooms
saw the car
the Welk

IN STARTING

GATE

• J. A. Folger &

Co. (Folger's coffee), Kansas City, about to
break with radio and tv spot campaign.
Agency, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.,
would not confirm details, but drive is set.
FOLLOWS

ADVICE

• Doeskin Products

Inc. (facial, bathroom tissue), N. Y., formerly print advertiser which switched to
Weiss & Geller, N. Y., following presentation emphasizing tv [At Deadline, Dec.
30, 1957], expected to launch new campaign
in February using tv minutes, 20-seconds
and ID's in 10 major markets running until
June. Filmed spots produced by UPA, N. Y.,
are animations.
INSTANT ACTION • The Nestle Co.
(Nestea instant tea), White Plains, N. Y.,
reportedly placing spot tv campaign in undetermined number of markets starting
early in February. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is agency.
CANDY DAY PLANS • Fanny Farmer
Candy Shops, Rochester, N. Y., through
Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Rochester, planning radio schedule to coincide with "candy
holidays" starting with Valentine's Day in
February. Firm plans to use early morning
and evening spots.
CLOSING GAPS • Peter Paul Inc. (Mounds
candy), Naugatuck, Conn., adding about
10-12 markets for spot radio starting early
next month in western U. S., to fill in marketing gaps. Advertiser has just started new
tv schedule of three spots per week in 60
markets [At Deadline, Jan. 6]. DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is agency.
LOTS FOR LOTION • Andrew Jergens Co.
(Jergens lotion), Cincinnati, launching new
spot tv campaign in as many as 60 markets
with different starting dates, beginning with
today (Mon.). Length of campaigns also
varies with some orders going through
November (about 45 weeks). Agency is
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
AGAIN IN 150 MARKETS • Robert Hall
Clothes Inc., N. Y., understood initiating
annual spot radio-tv campaign in 150 cities,
starting in mid-February and extending
through June. Radio spots will vary from
70 to 100 per week in various markets and
tv spots from 15 to 20 per week.
BACK TO C&A • The Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. (vegetable compound, tablets), Lynn, Mass., announcing today
(Mon.) reappointment of Cohen
shire, N. Y.

show'."
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PEOPLE

at

Pearson

deadline

Brings Comr.

Into Miami

Ch.

Mack

Name

10 Controversy

Bitterly-fought Miami ch. 10 grant to
National Airlines burst into limelight again
Friday. In column published in newspapers
that day. Drew Pearson linked FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack with Miami attorney
Thurman Whiteside, and Mr. Whiteside
with National Airlines.
Gist of Pearson column was that Comr.
Mack had promised Mr. Whiteside to vote
for National Airlines in hotly-contested
case. Column quoted Comr. Mack as saying: "1 have never committed my vote to
anyone." Comr. Mack reaffirmed this to
Broadcasting.
Other parts of telephone interview between Comr. Mack and Jack Anderson,
Pearson associate, quoted FCC commissioner as acknowledging he had borrowed
money from Mr. Whiteside, a boyhood
friend, and that he still owed him "some
money." Column implied that Comr. Mack
threatened to embarrass certain Congressmen if they embarrassed him. FCC commissioner was reported as saying: "I know
some things you don't," and "If they are
going to play that nasty, they won't want me
to talk . . ." Mr. Pearson referred to Comr.
Mack as an "alleged Democrat who voted
for Mr. Eisenhower."
Comr. Mack declared he had never voted
for Eisenhower; "I have always voted the
Democratic ticket," he added. Word "nasty"
was used in reference to Miami situation,
not to Congress, Comr. Mack said. To reports that there had been suggestions he
resign, Comr. Mack said he had no intention
of resigning. He also reported that Moulder
Committee investigators were in his office
Friday morning asking questions about
Miami ch. 10 case.
Mr. Anderson told Broadcasting that
he had taken Mr. Mack's words down
carefully in shorthand. Mr. Pearson said that
he would have more on FCC in his Tuesday column.
Miami grant to National Airlines subsidiary resulted in denial of applications for
same facility by WKAT Miami Beach (A.
Frank Katzentine), L. B. Wilson Inc.
(WCKY Cincinnati) and North Dade Video
Inc. Initial decision by examiner in 1955
favored WKAT for ch. 10 grant.
Another 'Wallace' Suit Filed
Fletcher Bowron, superior court judge
and former mayor of Los Angeles, has
filed one million dollar damage suit against
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
Philip Morris, N. W. Ayer & Son, and Mike
Wallace, charging defamation of character
on the May 19, 1957, telecast of Mike
Wallace Interviews,
on ABC-TV, when
(Mickey Cohen was interviewed. Similar
|suits brought by William H. Parker, Los
Angeles chief of police, and Capt. James
5age 10

E. D. BROTSOS, vice president-media director, Edward J. McElroy Adv. Inc., L. A.,
becomes president of agency following
death last Wednesday of Edward J. McElroy, 59.

January 20, 1958

Hamilton of the police intelligence squad,
were settled out of court [Networks, Jan.
6]. Two million dollar damage suit of former Los Angeles police chief, C. B. Horrall,
still pends.
Tv Funds
Doubled

for Voice

of America

in Ike Budget

Request

Voice of America plans to step up tv
activities two-fold if Congress approves
Presidential request for $20 million for
Voice activities in fiscal 1959. Voice sum
is part of $105 million USIA budget request submitted to Congress by President
Eisenhower week ago [At Deadline, Jan.
13]. Breakdown of 1959 budget given by
USIA officials Friday.
Voice's $18,838,000 radio request compares with $16,867,000 in fiscal 1958. Close
to $2 million increase will go mostly for
10 hour-45 minute step-up in daily language programs (four more hours English;
four more hours Arabic; one more hour
Iron Curtain languages; 30 minutes extra
for Near East languages other than Arabic;
and 30-45 minutes more for Far Eastern
languages. This will up VOA's daily radio
program schedule from present 40 hours
to 51 hours.
Others sums include $630,000 for package programs and $480,000 for operation
of new facilities.
In tv, $1,086,000 for 1959 compares
with $562,000 for 1958, but is half of
$2,281,000 for 1957 activities. New money
will be used largely to feed material to foreign tv stations. Programs, on film, will be
mostly of U. S. events. Growth of tv
throughout world was stressed.
Of $5 million for construction, $2.9
million is to complete new Middle East
transmitter at still undecided site (Voice
got $1.1 million for this project last year).
Other $2.1 million is for major repair and
replacements of existing VOA installations.
UP

Plans

Expanded

Tv Service

Servicing of newsfilm and pictures to tv
station clients via magnetic tape is among
multitude of prospective innovations to be
explored by newly-formed research and
development department, United Press explained Friday in announcing appointment
of Central Div. Manager Bert Masterson
to direct department with headquarters in
Chicago. New department will seek to project and satisfy UP news and systems requirements and those of clients in all operation areas for next five to 10 years.
LeGate Returning to 'Miami News'
James M. LeGate is returning to Miami
News as public relations and promotion
director after having served 16 years as
manager of WIOD, and past year-and-ahalf as manager of WCKT (TV) Miami.
Charles
Kelly,
operations
manager of

JOE McDONOUGH, writcr-producer-director, tv-radio department, Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y., elected today (Mon.) as vice
president and creative group head, according
to C & W President John P. Cunningham.

WCKT (TV), will take over Mr. LeGate's
duties. He was formerly with WSUN-TV
St. Petersburg. Mr. LeGate managed WIOD
for Miami News before that station became
WCKR and part of News-Herald stations
headed by former NBC President Niles
Trammell.
Sacramento Sale Among
FCC actions Friday:

FCC Action

• Approved sale of KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif., by Lincoln Dellar to CalVal Radio Inc. (Riley R. Gibson, president)
for $500,000.
• Granted new am at Escanaba, Mich, to
Frank Russell Jr. Grant is for 1 kw daytime, directional, on 600 kc. Mr. Russell
is principal in WDMJ-AM-TV Marquette
and WMIQ Iron Mt., both Mich.
• Issued instructions to staff looking toward denying petitions by KRMD Shreveport. La., and Southland Television Co., unsuccessful applicants for Shreveport ch. 12,
seeking reconsideration and rehearing of
July 1, 1957, order affirming May 19, 1955,
grant to Shreveport Tv Co. (KSLA-TV).
WGGG,

WLOS

Being

Sold

Two sales announced Friday, both handled by Paul H. Chapman Co., and both
subject to FCC approval:
• WGGG
Gainesville, Fla., sold by
Thompson K. Cassel to Edward C. Wright
and Harry R. Playford, for $116,000.
Messrs. Wright and Playford own WNBY
Pensacola, Fla. (formerly WEAR), and are
applicants for Tampa ch. 10. WGGG is
250-w on 1230 kc, ABC-affiliated.
• WLOS Asheville, N. C, sold by Skyway Broadcasting Co. (Joe H. Britt and
family and Wolfson-Meyer group), to
C. W. Hogan for $105,000. Mr. Hogan is
former part owner and general manager of
WLBG Laurens, S. C. WLOS is 5-kw
day, 1-kw night, on 1380 kc, with ABC and
MBS affiliations.
Little to Sell KTUC

Tucson

Application for sale of KTUC Tucson,
Ariz., by Lee A. Little, owner-general manager, to group headed by Clarence Van
Haaften, of Casper, Wyo., for $160,000,
will be filed with FCC this week. Station,
founded in 1929, is on 1400 kc with 250 w
and is MBS-Arizona Network outlet. Mr.
Little, who has owned station for three years
and since 1942 had been manager-part
owner, will retain his Muzak concession
and real estate on which station is located.
Mr. Little also may continue his popular
morning show on station.
Broadcasting

WFBG-TV is dominant in 15 Central Pennsylvania
counties— the only area where it competes alone for
the audience with the Johnstown station. Proof from
A

Central Pennsylvania Trendex— the most complete
rating study ever made in the area: WFBG-TV delivers
24.2% MORE audience, sign-on to sign-off, seven
days a week. Only CBS station covering the area

TRIANGLE

STATION
-TV

from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg, WFBG-TV also carries
the best of ABC including "American Bandstand,"
the nation's number ONE daytime TV program.
Call Blair-TV today for rates and availabilities.
Sources: Trendex, December 1957/15-County Central
Pennsylvania Trendex, December, 1957

ALTOON

A— J^HTSTOWN,
Channel 10
ABC-TV

PA.

'CBS-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 4-6th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM

• FM

WFBG-AM
Triangle

• TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
National
Sales
Office,
485
Lexington
Avenue,
New
York
17,
New York

Broadcasting

• TV,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

• FM

• TV,

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

Harrisburg, Pa.
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ZIVs

NEW,

ALL

NEW

HALF

SERIES

ALREADY
TARGET

ACTION-ADVENTURE

ALL

IS

IMPACT!

Everything viewers look
for in engrossing TV fare!
MYSTERY

TARGET

OLYMPIA
BREWING
San Francisco
•• Tucson
Los Angeles
• Honolulu
• Phoenix
• Boise
Portland, Ore
• Spokane
Seattle
• Las Vegas
• Bellingham
Eugene
•
••
•

Idaho Falls
Santa
Barbara
Redding
Twin
Falls
San
Diego
Eureka

!

BOUGHT
BY:
• Chicago
DREWRYS
• Detroit
• Moline
BREWING
• Indianapolis
• Grand Rapids
• Rock Island
LansingHaute
• Terre
•• South
Bend
Davenport
• Kalamazoo
• Cadillac
Bay City
• Marquette
• E. Lansing
• Ft. Wayne
•• Toledo
Cedar Rapids
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i
THEM
1
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According
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released

dream!
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7
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never
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a
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3.0

For

Call

One

your

of

the

full

nearest

America's

story

of

WINN

Avery-Knodel

Really

Great

office

Independents

WINN

LOUISVILLE,
Glen
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A.

Harmon,

Vice

KY.-1240
President,

General

KC.
Manager
Broadcasting

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

LOST AND FOUND • KXO El Centra,
Calif., reported a 3-year-old girl missing at
6:10 p.m. Jan. 4. The bulletin brought out
a dozen men to help search. No clues, were
found and the bulletin was repeated and
several hundred men responded. KXO sent
its mobile news unit to the search headquarters and all regular programs and commercials were canceled at 8 p.m. Reports
from the mobile unit asked for donations
of search equipment, trucks, light plants,
batteries, coffee and for more volunteers.
The public cooperated and nearly 2,000 men
arrived to help. Just before midnight the
girl was found, alive and safe.
SAFETY SHOW • KTAN Sherman, Tex.,
studio property appeared to be the scene of
a tragic auto accident before Christmas.
Closer observation showed d.j. Jesse Pate
giving a traffic safety demonstration alongside Highway 75. A wrecked car, dummy
body, and scattered packages attracted
travelers. Each afternoon for ten days Mr.
Pate did his two-hour radio show by the
highway. An estimated 50,000 persons saw
the demonstration and more than 500 drivers stopped to talk to Mr. Pate. All KTAN
d.j.s asked listeners to sound their horns as
WOWO

PENNY

a pledge to drive safely during the holiday
season as they drove past the "wreckage."
"STAY OUT" • KMO Tacoma News Editor Ed Purcell added his efforts to the pleas
of traffic officials for a slow down on New
Year's Eve. During the Christmas holiday
the death toll on Washington highways was
high and included one five-death accident
near the KMO transmitter. Mr. Purcell

PRESENTS FOR PATIENTS • WLS Chicago raised $34,160 from listeners to the
"WLS-Prairie Farmer "Christmas Neighbors
Club." The money is used to buy equipment
for treatment of patients in more than 700
midwest hospitals. Since 1935 when the
club was organized a total of $522,867 has
been contributed. WLS-Prairie Farmer pays
all incidental costs of the club program and
issues a financial report to each contributor.
COLLECTS

$8,000

boys — 4, 9, 11 and 14 — and has lived
on help from local welfare agencies since
then. The only other money she has received has been the small earnings of
her oldest boy.
Realizing how important it is for a
family to have a permanent home,
WOWO is trying to work something out
with local realtors so they can use the
contributions to make a down payment
or full payment on a small house for
them. If the station can arrange to get
a home with the money, they also want
to get a piano for the oldest boy, who
has shown a talent for music.
The station began the promotion on
Dec. 9 and ended it 10 days later, but
listeners were so interested in the project
that donations continued to come in as
late as this month. WOWO asked its
listeners to send in a penny for the
family, but many of them went much
farther. A Hi-Y group collected $90;
a small boy donated 15 cents, which he
got when he put his tooth under his
pillow; a janitor donated all the pennies
he found when he swept up each day, and
one man went out into the street and

THE PENNY PITCH staged by WOWO
Fort Wayne for a needy family before
Christmas was a successful one and these
three station officials show a cartload of
pennies to prove it. L to r: Jim Luck,
Penny Pitch director; Cal
WOWO
(Stewart) Bollwinkel, program manager,
and Carl W. Vandagrift, general manager.
Broadcasting

4-SIGHT

taped a plea to motorists to "stay out of
my newscasts on Jan. 1." The tape, played
many times during the daylight and evening
hours of Dec. 31, earned high praise from
city, county, and state patrol officials. No
traffic fatalities or injuries were reported
over the New Year holiday in the TacomaPierce County area.

PITCH

The future probably was pretty bleak
for a young widow who is blind and her
four sons until WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.,
entered the picture. WOWO sponsored
its fifth annual Penny Pitch and collected
over $8,000 for the needy family.
The woman, who was deserted four
years ago by her husband, has had to
move from place to place with her young

CHANNEL

"pan-handled" the money after hearing
about WOWO's Penny Pitch on the radio. The station also reports that contributions came from as far away as
California and Florida.
In addition to the $8,000 collected,
clothing, furniture, food and offers of
future assistance were received by the
station. Some of the money collected
was used to purchase Christmas presents
for the family. The boys got bicycles, an
electric train, food and clothing and the
mother was given a complete new outfit of clothes.

No special "seeing" device is
needed to magnify results when
you use Channel 4 -Sight on the
great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets in a
vastly healthy and wealthy market.
Power: Visual

TOO lew

Aural

50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground
COLO

i

KANSAS
OACL A HOK*A

H MiX \
|O 1 M

KGNC-TV
4
CHANNEL
■
/
AMARILLO,
CONTACT
ANY
KATZ MAN

"**-»...<.
"""""'-....^
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KOB-TV
Albuquerque
WSB-TV
Atlanta
KERO-TV
Bakersf ield
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WGN-TV
Chicago
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WTVO ..... Durham-Raleigh
WICU-TV
Erie

WN EM-TV . . . Flint-Bay City
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV
. .Houston
WHTN-TV
HuntingtonCharleston
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KCOP
Los Angeles
WPST-TV
Miami

WISN-TV
KSTP-TV

Milwaukee
MinneapolisSt Paul
WSM-TV .
Nashville
WTAR-TV ........ Norfolk
KMTV
Omaha
WTVH
Peoria
WJAR-TV
Providence

KCRA-TV
Sacramento
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
KFMB-TV
San Diego
KTBS-TV . .
Shreveport
WNDU-TV South Bend-Elkhart
KREM-TV
Spokane
KOTV
Tulsa
KARD-TV
Wichita

ADVERTISING
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as
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advantages,

as

time

western

you

you

MEDIUM

periods

fans— as

please.
really

in all time

get

Because
results

many
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diverse
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when

you

!

reach

groups

and
buy

SPOT.

Television Division

The Original Station Representative
New York ■ Chicago » Atlanta « Boston * Detroit • Los Angeles ■ San Francisco > St Louis

OPEN MIKE
Patt's Paradox
editor:
In

"The

Giant's

Market",

in

the

Southeast

. . .

THE

The study by H-R Representatives showing approximately 40% of national spot
business concentrated in 10 top markets and
50% in 20 top markets is not surprising.
I would like to see an extension of the
study through all markets, and then a comparison with national newspaper advertising.
The results would show the newspaper dollar more widely dispersed with small markets getting a far larger share of the newspaper dollar than the radio dollar. Yet the
advertisers and agencies are essentially the
same.
James M. Patt
Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
WALL Middletown, N. Y.

M-G-M
PACKAGE

Dinner
IS OURS
ALONE
IN

THIS

GREAT
4-STATE

MARKET

now

"LEO'S

WFBC-TV

has

purchased

Goldwyn-Mayer

ROAR

4..."

ONlCHANNEL

the Metro-

film package

NBC

NETWORK

exclu-

sively for its Giant Market of 2-Million
People, including Greenville, Spartanburg, Anderson and Greenwood,

Ask

us or WEED

for ratings, avail-

abilities, and assistance.

Channel 4

South

Carolina, and Asheville, North Carolina.

editor:
Several of my friends did some research
Sunday, Dec. 22, from 6 to 7 p.m. ... by
phoning people at random in the Manhattan
and Brooklyn telephone books.
Frankly, I prompted this project to get
some idea of the listenership of my program,
De Motte Concert Hall, heard in New York
on WNCN (FM) Sundays, 6-8 p.m., and
in New England on other stations of the
Concert Network.
A total 200 calls were made. Persons
answering their phones were asked if they
own radio or tv or both; if radio, am or
fm or both? Owners of any of these were
asked if they were viewing tv or listening to
radio at that moment. If radio, am or fm?
If radio or tv, what program? How many
persons? Children?
As not everyone was at home, it was
necessary to call 12.2 numbers for every
10 persons interviewed. Of those contacted,
only 11.5% had neither radio nor tv; 83%
had tv, 87% radio and 81% both. Fm
owners comprised 52% of all or 59.6% of
radio owners.
Of tv homes, 43.4% were watching, 36%

Skies"
of Southern
(Jiant
"the
MAXIMUM
POWER
ON CHANNEL
4

...it's

Music

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by
WEED TELEVISION CORP.

of all; 26.4% of programs were children's
programs. Each set averaged 2.2 viewers.
Listening to am were 16.5% of all, or
19% of radio owners, while 58.6% of fm
owners, 34.4% of radio owners or 30.5% of
all were listening to fm. Each radio set, am
or fm, averaged 2.4 listeners. In 4% of
homes, both radio and tv were on, with tv
being watched by children.
A total of 24.5% of fm listeners, 14.4%
of fm owners or 7.5% of all were tuned
to my program.
Perhaps the results were due to the dinner hour. People do like good music with
their meals, and watching television can be
inconvenient when dining. . . . The fact remains that more people were listening to
radio than were watching tv. . . . And the
programs were definitely adult in character
and low-budget. There should be a lesson
here for broadcasters and advertisers.
Warren De Motte
Conductor
De Motte Concert Hall
New York
Broadcasting
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food prices rose only 1.2%.
These city by city comparisons are additional evidence that trading stamps exert
competitive
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It seems

to help keep food prices
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to assume

that,

for families living in "stamp cities," stamps
have helped contribute to a lower cost of
living in food purchases.
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not
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of both chains
gave

stamps,

KEFEEENCES: "Competition and Trading Stamps in
Retailing." Dr. Eugene R. Beem, School of Business
Administration, University of California.

and independent

"Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy." Dr.
Albert Haring and Dr. Wallace O. Yoder, Marketing

prices rose only

Department,

School of Business, Indiana University.
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IN REVIEW
CHANSATIONAL!
SHIRLEY TEMPLE'S STORYBOOK
At this point in the season it is apparent
that among the best tv has to offer are tales,
rocket or fairy.
An addition to the lighter of these two
lineups, Shirley Temple's Storybook series
on NBC-TV, had a stellar premiere in its
Jan. 12 adaptation of "Beauty and the
Beast." Superb performances by the cast —
Charleton Heston as the beast, Claire Bloom
as the beauty, E. G. Marshall as the merchant and June Lockhart and Barbara
Baxley as the selfish sisters — and lavish costuming and settings made this initial production a magical achievement.
SMASH

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE

CHAN

improves

ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Philadelphia, on WCAUTV it improved the Friday
7:00-7:30 time period on its
very first rating by more
than

17%

to immediately

become

one of the highest-

rated

syndicated programs in the market on any

station, any day, any time,
with a 41.9% share of audience. (Videodex 11/57).
Captures the big share of
audiences in Chicago, Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Baltimore,
Columbus, Detroit, New
Orleans, Pittsburgh, Dallas Ft. Worth and in key market
after market!

Magic land has frequently been treacherous territory for tv. Adding to the pleasures
of this sojourn was the debut of the grownup Shirley Temple, aided and abetted by
the special "magic" of live tv.
For NBC-TV, for Miss Temple and for
Henry Jaffe Enterprises Inc., the producer,
"Beauty and the Beast" was a triumph. Miss
Temple as the narrator is suitably attractive,
warm and with a well-modulated voice. Her
presence is welcome in the living room.
Casting was excellent. The actors were
believable, half the battle in portraying fairyland to an audience of adults and children.
Mr. Heston conveyed the despair and tenderness of the beast and Miss Bloom literally
bloomed as the beauty. In all respects, the
costuming and settings, though appropriately
lavish, were tasteful in black-and-white and
yet conducive to extraordinary impression
when seen in color. Mr. Heston's makeup —
replete with the mask of the beast — excellently implemented the role for an actor who
long ago learned to do more than read his
lines.
The storyline swept along the original
tale and forcefully managed to establish
characterization. By the telecast's conclusion
the ageless moral of goodness engulfing the
evil left a pleasant glow in the household.
The theme song of "Beauty and the Beast"
was "Dreams Are Made for Children." This
telecast reemphasized that such dreams can
be enjoyed by all members of the family.
Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by John H. Breck Inc., National
Dairy Products Corp. and Hills Bros, coffee, all through N. W. Ayer, on NBC-TV
Sun., Jan. 12, 8-9 p.m. EST. Premiere
live from Burbank, Calif.
Producer: Alvin Cooperman; director: Kirk
Browning; produced by Henry Jaffe Enterprises: adapted for television by Joseph
Schrank; costumes: Gwen Wakeling;
makeup: Claude Thompson.
Hostess-narrator: Shirley Temple.
Cast: Charleton Heston, Claire Bloom, E. G.
Marshall, June Lockhart and Barbara
Baxley.
END

OF

THE

RAINBOW

It may have been the end of the rainbow
for the family featured in the premiere of

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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Ralph Edwards' newest NBC-TV entry, but
for viewers it was an optical disillusion.
End of the Rainbow has set out to help
people realize lifetime ambitions and shower them with a life supply of goods in a half
hour. On the first show of the series, m.c.

Art Baker bestowed real estate and merchandise on an Illinois couple struggling to
raise a Hock of grandchildren. Subsequently
cameras will roam the country looking for
new places to pitch a rainbow.
This is a new pinnacle in the development of the giveaway show. It has been refined to the point that nothing is done except
to give away things. All secondary entertainment values — quiz questions, suspense, the
possibility of failure — are left out of the
new purified format. Some human interest
is left. Presumably the subjects of the show
are deserving, but little is left for the viewer
after recipients' worthy lives have been
sketched in. From there on it's plug heaven
at the end of the rainbow. Prize donors cerget their
network
money's
remainstainly to
be seen
whether
the worth.
sponsor,It
Pharmaceuticals Inc., feels it does.
Production costs: $25,000.
Sponsored by Pharmaceuticals Inc., through
Parkson
Advertising Agency
Inc., on
NBC-TV, Sat., 10-10:30 p.m. EST.
Executive producer: Ralph Edwards; producer: Edwin Baily;
director: Tom
Belcher; associate producer: Virginia Danson.
ANSWER

PLEASE

In some way radio has come full cycle
and now programmers are back to basics
that were current 30 years ago. An example
is CBS" Answer Please. With Walter Kronkite feeding miscellaneous information to
a curious announcer and the waiting world,
it sounds like something a production man
pulled out of the files of the Twenties.
The 1 5-minute session is based on queries
sent in by listeners in exchange for prize
dictionaries. Questions run the gamut from
who pays for unemployment compensation
to where does Mr. Kronkite get his answers.
More to the point might be, not where, but,
"Why bother?"
Production costs: $120.
Sustaining on CBS Radio Mon.-Fri. 7:307:45 p.m. EST.
ser.
Writer, producer and director: Sandra NemFeatured newsman: Walter Kronkite.
SEEN

&

HEARD

Omnibus made an attempt to reach suburbia last Tuesday evening with an hourlong
variety
showoldtitled
"Suburban
Review"
but the
trusty
carrier
of culture
got
stuck in its own tracks shortly after leaving
the city limits.
What Robert Saudek Associates attempted to prove by last week's fruitless
excursion into banality is anyone's guess.
(It may cationbewas that
assumed
NBC-TV's
the that
Omnibus
specialjustifisold
color; maybe so, but the color was purely
technical.) Dedicated followers of Bert
Lahr may have had themselves a field night,
but even good comedians can be tiring after
you have seen the same old repertoire time
and time again. The only fresh material offered was by Mike Nichols and Elaine May
— two extremely funny people.
The commercial by Union Carbide [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 13] was as
superb in black-and-white as it was in color.
Broadcasting
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Omaha
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DON W. BURDEN, President
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Last Fall, when
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OUR
to Jessurun

the key station

in

a

24

MIDDLE

hour

Oppenheimer

to Jess Oppenheimer, head of NBC-TV's newly established creative program
unit. This qualifies as expert opinion: his own youth was considerably mixed up by
eyes with faulty focus; the Emmy, Michael and Sylvania statuettes behind his
desk testify to his rank as a comedy writer.

MARKET

with

James

A maladjusted childhood is the best preparation for comedy writing, according

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

RESPECTS

schedule

and

Born Nov. 11, 1913, in San Francisco, Jessurun James Oppenheimer ("Jessurun
was my mother's maiden name and you can see why I shortened it to Jess and why
I then had to drop my middle name") went through grammar and high school there
in the normal time despite his eye handicap. He even kept up with his class for
trip.
three years at Stanford, but was glad to trade his senior year for a round-the-world
Back in San Francisco listening to a radio comedy skit, Jess was struck with the
feeling that "I could write a better one than that" and a few days later he showed
up at KFRC with a skit for Blue Monday Jamboree. He made his radio debut as
actor-writer that very night. Moreover, he was invited to come back the next week —
and the next.

5000
LIVELY

WATTS

has over twice the number

Convinced that he was ready for the big time, Jess announced that he was going

of

listeners than all other stations
combined

in

(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

to Hollywood, getting his family's consent by promising that if he hadn't earned $500
in six months he'd come back to San Francisco and the fur business. Two days later,
sitting in the anteroom of Young & Rubicam's Hollywood office, he heard two
executives discussing the shortcomings of a script for the Packard Hour, which
starred Fred Astaire. Jess left abruptly but returned that afternoon with a new
script that won him a job as writer at $125.
"I had to wait two weeks to find out whether it was $125 a week or a month,"
he recalls, "but it didn't really matter, as either way it added up to more than $500
in six months." (It was weekly pay.)
In the next few years Jess wrote for such top radio shows as the Jack Benny Program, Chase & Sanborn Hour, Screen Guild Show, and the Rudy Vallee-John Barrymore Sealtest series. In the Coast Guard (1942-45), he wrote recruitment scripts
and performed similar martial chores, meanwhile keeping his hand in commercial
radio by writing Baby Snooks routines for Fanny Brice. It was during his induction
physical that he first learned other people did not see things the way he had and that
objects that had been flat with blurry overlapping outlines became clear and threedimensional when seen through properly fitted glasses. ("But by then," he says, "it
was too late to convince my family that my low grades in school were not due to

contact

Venard,

Rintoul & McConneli,

Inc.

In April 1956, Mr. Oppenheimer left Lucy to join NBC-TV's program department.
Last November, after producing the two-hour General Motors 50th anniversary
telecast, he assumed his new post in charge of developing new entertainment programs
for the network. Currently, he is working on pilots for two new series; both are situa-

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

tion comedies; their working titles are June and Sis. There'll always be a place in tv
for situation comedy, he feels, but with less slapstick and more realism, fewer belly
laughs and more chuckles, than in the Lucy format.

WILS

*e\ft c^yfc
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dumbness or laziness.")
After the war, he continued with Baby Snooks as producer, director and writer,
then moved to CBS to work in the same triple capacity on My Favorite Husband, situation comedy series starring Lucille Ball. When this radio show was in
its third year on CBS, a video adaptation with the husband role revamped to fit
Desi Arnaz was worked out and a pilot film made and sold. In the fall of 1951
/ Love Lucy started its six-year run as a CBS-TV half-hour Monday evening show
that for just as long occupied a top position among tv's top ten.

January 20, 1958

With his wife, the former Estelle Weiss, whom he married in 1947, and their
two children, Joanne, 9, and Gregg, 6, Jess Oppenheimer lives in west Los Angeles.
Inventing ( he holds patents on a tv dolly and a mirror prompting device, and a new
machine for editing film is in the patent-pending stage) takes whatever time is left
from his tv duties, and he complains he has no time for golf.
"When I started in tv, my handicap was 7," he said sadly. "Now it's 17." He
belongs to Brentwood Country Club ("I use it mainly because the barber shop is
open on Sundays and I figure my haircuts cost me $450 last year"), Tamarisk Country Club at Palm Springs, Writers Guild of America and Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences.
Broadcasting
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PICK

AMONG

YOUR

THE

STARS

During the prime "A A" nighttime hours, when
stars shine brightest, WRC-TV

the

averages a 43% great-

er share of audience* than any other station in the
Capital ! And if you call pronto, WRC-TV

will arrange

ten-, twenty-, or the new thirty-second spots in this
prime evening time adjacent to the greatest stars
and shows in television.
If you figure lovely ladies attract the customers,
set your sights on availabilities flanking programs

IN

SPOT

WASHINGTON!

such as "The
MacKenzie

Dinah

Shore Show"

Show. " Or go Western

and "The

Gisele

with a fast-action

show like "The Restless Gun." Or use comedy to
gladden the hearts of your stubbornest prospects.
Pick your spot before

or after shows

George Gobel Show, ' ' ' 'Groucho Marx-You

like "The
Bet Your

Life' ' and ' 'The Life of Riley. ' ' A choice few of these
spots among

the stars are available noiv. Call WRC-

TV or your nearest NBC

Spot Sales representative.

SOLD BY

* ARB — Washington, D. C, Metropolitan Area Report — October 19S7.
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REACHES
opens

television

hearings

forces

Subscription television moved into
a showdown period last week as
hearings on the controversial issue
got underway on Capitol Hill. The
pay tv developments last week:
warn Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.)
I opened four days of toll tv
testimony before the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee by bitterly denouncing the pay
system and urging prompt action on
his bill to outlaw the toll method.
| The FCC spent the better part
| of the week under the same
committee's fire, explaining its legal
basis for authorizing subscription

muster

MOMENT
that

will

to

rouse

start

or

public

tv tests and also attempting to relieve congressional misgivings about
possible boomerangs

from

the trial

operation.
Following the FCC before the
House committee, attorneys for
three subscription tv companies —
Zenith, International Telemeter and
Skiatron — presented vigorous arguments supporting the validity of the
FCC's course in tentatively approving tests of on-the-air toll operation.
But one of them, Paul Porter of Telemeter, spoke more emphatically for
closed-circuit toll tv which he said
would not displace current service
in the television frequencies.

OF
stop
to

TRUTH

pay

tv tests

toll dangers
i CBS-TV

affiliates, meeting

| Washington,

were

in

rallied to a

crusade

to orient the nation's legislators and the public to the lethal
aspects of pay tv [page 106].
I But in Texas the public needed
| no

such

briefing. A

total of

66,707 viewers raised voices denouncing toll television [page 109].

One of pay tv's most ardent
disciples, Zenith public relations chieftain Ted Leitzell locked
in heated
Dallas

W.

debate

with

Smythe — on

economist
free

tv

[page 109].

Scene

of

decision

in

the

Congress

The House Commerce Committee last
week established itself as the key to the fate
of subscription television.

the networks — and will obscure the need for,
and further delay, much-needed industry

The committee began hearings in an atmosphere of urgency. The FCC has announced itwill begin considering applications for experimental toll tv March 1. Implicit inthe FCC announcement was the suggestion that Congress had time to move in.
The House hearings began last Tuesday
with a powerful opponent of subscription
television as the first witness. Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.), chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, had come to argue for
passage of HR-586, his bill to prohibit the
charging of a fee to view telecasts in the
home. Unless Congress acts to stop toll television, he said, "We will all be paying for
much the same tv fare which now comes to

He declared that because pay tv would
reforms."
collect new revenues, it does not follow

us without cost."
Rep. Celler, noting that as chairman of
the House Antitrust Subcommittee, he was
also concerned with toll tv, said pay tv
would "increase viewers' costs and broadcasters' profits" and "contribute to still
greater concentration of industry control
in the same hands as at present — those of
Broadcasting

that it would produce better shows. "Actually, there is no present dearth of programming resources, whether financial, technical or artistic," he said. "Present day television can produce superlative programs,
and sometimes does."
Those who look to toll tv for "programs
of greater intellectual content or artistic
merit" are doomed to disappointment, Rep.
Celler maintained, pointing out that under
pay-tv,
"the pressure
will be
to caterastoat apresent,
mass market
for maximum
He also reminded that there was no reason to believe there would be total freedom
from commercials and that there was nothprofit."
ing to prevent the sale of time. He conceded that at first advertising would be kept
off toll tv, but with acceptance of the new
technique "it is inevitable that commercials
will be introduced for the extra revenues."
Rep. Celler declared pay tv threatens to

start a chain reaction which cannot be controlled and which may end by destroying
free television. He maintained grave doubts
that free and pay tv could co-exist in that
stations, programs and talent would be
drawn into subscription tv.
As sports events begin to be carried on
toll tv, they will cease to be available to
free tv, Rep. Celler said. The Brooklyn
Democrat further envisioned adverse effects on radio, in that am broadcasts might
be stopped to protect the market for pay
tv broadcasts.

He called it "nonsense" to speak of pay
tv tests as indicators of public preference
since programs will be offered if enough
viewers are found who are willing to pay,
even though this need not be millions of
viewers. The great majority could be deprived of their free tv without an opportunity to register a choice, he said.

"Nor is it realistic to think that the proposed experiments can be turned off at will,"
Rep. Celler warned. "Experimentation in
such a dynamic field as television has long
demonstrated that the point of no return
may lie dangerously close to the threshold
January 20, 1958
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does have authority under present law to
authorize subscription tv operations, then
this committee and the Congress must decide whether the law should be modified in
the public interest to deny the Commission
this authority," he declared.
On the other hand, Rep. Harris said, if
it's decided that the FCC does not have any
authority or that the authority is uncertain or insufficient, then it must be ascertained whether and how the law should be
amended to grant "clear and sufficient" authority to the Commission.
The chairman noted that during conferences in 1952 on the McFarland act a

FEE FOE: Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.)
chairman of House Judiciary Committee,
urged fast action on his bill to outlaw subscription television. He was first witness
before House Commerce Committee hearings last week.
of experiment. If trials are conducted on a
base broad enough to produce meaningful
results, their success tends to generate vested
interests and irresistible interests."
He charged an outstanding example of
this was the FCC's 1952 allocations which
authorized intermixture of uhf in vhf-saturated areas. "The obvious explanation of the
Commission's long failure to provide an effective remedy is that it desired to avoid
hurting the profitable established vhf stations with which it was impossible for the
uhf stations to compete," he contended.
Rep. Celler said the networks "more than
likely" would end up supplying the programming for pay-tv as they do for free tv
with the only difference being that programming would be more profitable to present
and more expensive to receive.
With the task of "putting television's
house in order" still far from complete, it
seems "most unwise" to subject the industry
to such tests as the toll tv trials, he said.
Rep. Celler also expressed doubts as to
the FCC's right to authorize pay tv tests
and said that unless Congress intervenes the
entire policy issue will be rendered moot.
HARRIS

SETS OBJECTIVES

Opening the sessions Tuesday morning,
Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
spelled out the purposes of the hearing and
reviewed FCC-congressional history concerned with the question of the Commission's legal right to consider toll tv.
"If it is determined that the Commission
Page 32
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proposal was offered — and rejected — that
the term "broadcasting" in the Communications Act be redefined to include subscription broadcasting. He expressed belief that
Senate and House conferees were agreed at
the time that responsible committees in the
Senate and House had not had opportunity
to consider toll tv on its own merits; that
this question should be left for a later determination byCongress after detailed hearings and mature consideration of public
policy issues involved.
Rep. Harris cited the FCC's contention on
May 6, 1954: that an interpretation of
"broadcasting" had not been definitely
spelled out by the FCC or the courts, and
that legislative history supported the view
that the Commission may consider subscription tv as coming within the term
"broadcasting" as defined in the Communications Act. The FCC view was given in its
comments on a bill introduced by the late
Carl Hinshaw (R-Calif.) which would have
ruled pay tv as a common carrier service.
In the FCC's Feb. 10, 1955, notice of
proposed rulemaking for subscription tv,
Mr. Harris noted, the Commission asked
comments on its authority to regulate pay tv
operations. He indicated the FCC's uncertainty was reflected last April at the NAB
convention in Chicago when then Commission Chairman George C. McConnaughey
said that the FCC would have to go to Congress for some definite action that would
determine whether or not toll tv is in the
common carrier category.
"I assured the Commission [in a letter on
April 19, 1957] that our committee stands
ready to consider any legislation which
would grant to the Commission any additional powers which it might need to deal
with subscription television in the public
interests," Rep. Harris said.
However, the congressman declared, the
FCC issued a notice of further proceedings
in the toll tv matter on May 23, 1957,
"without giving any basis for its conclusions
that it had the statutory authority to authorize the use of television broadcast frequencies for subscription television operations."
Chairman McConnaughey, in a June 18
letter to Rep. Harris, stated its conclusion
had been reached after reviewing material
submitted to FCC but there was no formal
opinion and that the FCC had not prepared
and stated its legal conclusions in writing,
according to Rep. Harris.
The congressman said he subsequently
contacted new Chairman Doerfer "expressing amazement over the admission" that

there was neither a formal opinion nor legal
conclusions in writing. Rep. Harris said
Chairman Doerfer next transmitted, under
date of July 3, a "Memorandum of Law"
which gave the basis for the FCC conclusion that it had power under the Communications Act to authorize toll tv.
However, Rep. Harris called attention to
a notation on the Memorandum — "Adopted:
July 3, 1957" — and said that since it antedated the FCC May announcement, it appeared that it was adopted only on behalf
of the committee and Congress.
Rep. Harris questioned the FCC stand
in an Oct. 17, 1957 document that laid down
the ground rules for the toll tv tests [Government, Oct. 21, 1957].
"In the same breath the Commission
states that Congress could not have foreseen, when the Communication Act was
enacted, all possible developments in the
use of the radio spectrum including the
use of spectrum for subscription tv operations," Rep. Harris said. "The Commission
then turns around and claims that the absence of any specific prohibition in the Act
with regard to subscription tv proves conclusively that Congress meant to give the
power to the Commission to authorize subFCC ON

scription tv operations."
THE STAND

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, flanked
by the other six members of the FCC,
opened the Tuesday afternoon sessions by
emphasizing that no commissioner would
countenance any tv operation "which would
place our free television system in jeopardy."
He maintained that the Oct. 17 report
was "to indicate a receptive disposition to
authorize a controllable test of subscription
television under conditions in which it could
enrich — but certainly not destroy — what the
present system is able to offer to the public."
The FCC is mindful of dangers that could
arise, Chairman Doerfer said, and with that
in mind required in its First Report that
applicants for test authorizations submit
full details of any proposed operation, and
set out the limitations and conditions for a
trial.
Every toapplication
will be a "intensively"
scrutinized
decide whether
grant would
be in the public interest, he added.
Alluding to the many arguments for and
against pay tv, Chairman Doerfer said
the FCC concluded after "long and careful
analysis of a voluminous and complex record," that the questions could not be answered reliably without a "suitably limited
and controlled" trial demonstration of subscription television in actual operation.
The chairman declared that under the
Communications Act, the FCC was made
responsible for licensing the use of frequencies "in accordance with the broad statutory
criterion of the public interest, convenience
andHenecessity."
added that under Section 303 (g) of
the act, Congress had "instructed the Commission, inthe following language to: 'study
new uses for radio, provide for experimental
uses of frequencies, and generally encourage the larger and more effective use of raChairman
Doerfer
maintained
that the
dio in the public
interest.'
"
Broadcasting

SUBSCRIPTION TV continued

toll tv tests are "badly needed" to provide
the basis for "sound and mature" judgment
of the new service. Under the conditions
imposed by the FCC it would not subject
free tv to the "direful effects which have
been imputed to a full-blown subscription
television service"; nor would it "inhibit"
Congress or the FCC from making subsequent decisions in light of the trial experience, he said.
A three-fold benefit was cited by Chairman Doerfer: the public would have opportunity to assess and accept or reject toll tv;
claims of pay tv proponents could be judged,
and the FCC would be assisted in finding answers to some questions which cannot satisfactorily be answered by the record before
it. He added that a toll tv trial would assist

FEE FANS: W. Theodore Pierson, attorney
for Zenith (Phonevision), said controlled
tests of toll tv were "only logical" course
government could follow. Denial of chance
for private business to put its product to
public test would be counter to American
concept.
Congress in evaluating public policy involved and in deciding whether, in the light
of demonstrated actualities, it would wish
to prohibit toll tv or to impose controls not
envisaged in present law.
The chairman pointed out that while subscription tvtouches questions of public policy, the FCC is also mindful of its duty to
conduct its business in accordance with
policies laid down by Congress. "However,"
he added, "Congress has not seen fit to enact legislation directed specifically to this
subject."
Comr. Robert T. Bartley, who dissented
to the FCC toll tv action, claimed there was
not sufficient record on which to base a trial
demonstration. "I felt that before any authorization was made . . . the Commission
should have held an evidentiary hearing," he
said.
He maintained there was a "critical gap"
Broadcasting

in the record in that pay tv proponents had
failed to make a showing in response to
Commission request for specific information on how the tests would assist the FCC

action on the toll tv situation; that the
proposed procedure was mandatory to get
needed information not obtainable by other
means.

in evaluating the effects and potential hazards of subscription tv, if it were subsequently authorized on a more general scale.
Comr. Bartley stated that none of the

Comr. Rosel H. Hyde said the FCC might
have gathered more information before calling for the tests. Comr. Lee held the Commission had no major problem in tv that
could not be resolved by added facilities
and underscored the suggestion that pay tv
tests should be kept in the uhf band.
Mr. Doerfer, in answer to Mr. Harris,
maintained that it had been left up to the
FCC to divide and classify the spectrum.

have made a "convincing" showproponents
ing that the public interest or its need or its
advantage compels the authorization at this
time — "even of trial demonstrations."
To allow tests now is to buy a "pig in the
poke" that could become a "spectrum hog",
he charged. "Existing law may well prove
inadequate to maintain effective control,"
the commissioner warned.
The proposed toll service would be "rid-

Paul A. Porter, attorney for Paramount 's
International Telemeter, also favored on-air
tests but put most emphasis on role closedcircuit toll tv could fill in added service
without disruption of free tv. Wired system
is needed for tv to reach its full potential,
Mr. Porter implied.
ing piggy back" on a free
the public is entitled, and
of blacking out a portion of
lic for whose benefit this

system to which
poses the threat
the general pubsegment of the

spectrum
declared. "was intended and dedicated," he
Comr. Bartley also called attention to the
huge investment of billions of dollars that
the public has made in receivers for free tv.
"Since the Commission did not see fit to
call for evidentiary hearings, it now appears
to me entirely appropriate that this (Rep.
Harris') committee do so," he said.
Comr. Bartley also declared: "If subscription tv has the potential of public acceptance prophesied by the proponents, then
it would appear to me that the cost of a
wire system would be no bar to its success."
Under questioning by Rep. Harris, the
FCC commissioners reiterated their beliefs
that it was necessary at this time to take

Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) through
questioning brought out the difficulties that
stations encounter in affiliating and said that
such "blackouts" do not contribute to free

James E. Landis, counsel for Skiatron Electronic & Television Corp., said the fundamental issue of the subscription television
dispute was "the inherent right of the American people to choose their own entertainment and pay for it or not as they may

tv. He questioned the semantics of the term
choose."
"free tv". Someone pays, he said, "It's completely different from a free lunch."
During questions by Rep. Isidore Dollinger (D-N. Y.), Chairman Doerfer gave
assurance that an evidentiary hearing
IIP* would
be held at the conclusion of the tests before
proceeding further with subscription tv.
The chairman also stressed that findings
of the trial would be of assistance to Congress as well as to the FCC in determining
future action.
When commissioners returned to the witness stand Wednesday morning, much time
was lost through repetition of ground covered the previous day because the commissioners were required to repeat their answers.
In several instances, the witnesses called on

CONTINUED on page 105
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STEEL

commercial

draws

U. S. Steel Corp., which spends about $9
million a year in advertising ($1.3 million
in network television) in return for sales of
$4.5 billion, can attest to the fact that its
t\ advertising is hitting home.
The company reported last week that one
of its recent tv network commercials —
which itself cost but $5,500 (not considering
other costs of the program) — had drawn 500
inquiries from high-calibre potential custhat
"hotof leads"
them 15sales
tomers, among
could result
in overall
some $10
million. The commercial asked viewers who
wanted to build sports stadiums to write in
for a booklet.
Placed in CBS-TV's U. S. Steel Hour the
night of Dec. 18. the commercial featured U. S. Steel "spokesman" George
Hicks in conversation with Harry Stuhldreher, quarterback of the immortal "Four
Horsemen" of the U. of Notre Dame and
now assistant to E. E. Moore, a USS vice
president. The film, shot in early December
at the Tulane U. stadium in New Orleans
to tie in with the then-upcoming Sugar
Bowl game, discussed the work of U. S.
Steel's American Bridge Div. in building
the 81,000-seat arena. During the discussion, Mr. Stuhldreher suggested that those
viewers interested in building a stadium,

HITS

flock

of

PAY

sales

LODE

prospects

"whatever its size," ought to write for
American Bridge's booklet that "tells everything they need to know about planning,
placing, constructing and maintaining an
efficient, safe, long-lasting and attractive
stadium." Mr. Hicks thereupon told viewers how and where to write for the publication.
"Ordinarily," a U. S. Steel executive confessed, "this kind of commercial would
elicit a certain amount of 'crackpot mail',
say, 'I want to build a stadium in my backdidn't
this replies
But 500
rush awebooklet.'
yard; please
happen.
Instead,
got some
from schools, colleges, communities and
educational associations, each of them containing specific queries."
Of the 500 inquiries U. S. Steel reported
last week, 15 constituted "hot leads" for the
sales staff of American Bridge Div. These
were immediately routed to Pittsburgh for
action. One of them, from the town fathers
of Abilene, Tex., noted that a $750,000
bond issue already had been floated and that
U. S. Steel should send not only the booklet
but a salesman to close the deal.
Explains Joe Hevesi, senior staff assistant
at U. S. Steel who takes charge of the
U. S. Steel Hour commercials: "People believe our commercials. We aren't selling

RADIO-TV
TO
COOL
CADILLAC'S
WHY
Although most automakers are spending
such home improvement factors as "wallmore money in radio and television this
to-wall carpeting." The American consumer
of 1958, he feels, no longer thinks only of a
season than ever before, many industry
observers have wondered what has kept the
high-priced car to serve his or her needs
Imas a "status symbol" and the important
Cadillac,
—
cars
luxury
S.
U.
three top
woman's vote is now apt to go toward the
perial and Lincoln — from taking the plunge
house rather than the garage.
also. Cadillac hasn't used tv since 1956;
Thus, he explained, it becomes all the
Imperial's sole tv use has been on Chrysler
more
important to pinpoint buying audience.
Corp.'s billboard on CBS-TV's Climax! and
Instead of taking a "shotgun approach,"
Lincoln bowed out of CBS-TV's Ed Sullivan
Show last year.
Cadillac gears its messages at the moneyed
group with annual incomes of $10,000 and
A probable answer to the question was
up. He admits that tv reaches this audience,
put forward last Thursday by Charles F.
but felt that much of the high per-car adAdams, vice president and account supervisor on Cadillac Motor Car Div. of General
vertising allocation would be dissipated
through sheer volume. (Cadillac last year
Motors Corp. at MacManus, John & Adams.
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. Mr. Adams said
had sales of approximately $900 million,
producing 150,000
that despite Cadillac's $10-million-plus total
cars as against an
annual ad budget, it won't — for the present,
anyway — spend more than $500,000 in
estimated 45,000 Imbroadcasting because it is too much of a
perials and 25,000
Lincoln Mark lis. Its
mass medium. Specifically: (a) radio-tv
ad budget reportedly
produces too much waste circulation in
audiences who can't afford a Cadillac and
is based on the pre(b) the detailed Cadillac "story" — emphasizceding year's sales.)
ing "feel" rather than mechanical points —
Cadillac's $425.cannot be told in the short amount of
000 radio spot alcommercial time available in air media.
ggj|B jjjl jflHj location last fall repTo compound the dilemma is the luxury
resented an increase
fiHf Mm JBSmmm
auto industry's newest challenge: competidio activity
of its
1956
tion for the consumer dollar with such new
mr.*" ad/a m 5
of S9-000
over
ra— and this amount previously had been allorecreational habits as "trips to Nassau" or
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TV

stadiums

them a thing but a name, U. S. Steel, and
we cannot afford to make empty claims or
meaningless
boasts."
The reactions
to the stadium commercial
are nothing new to U. S. Steel. For example,
in 1955, the program — then on ABC-TV —
asked viewers to write in if they wanted to
build a cement patio, do-it-yourself style.
More than 120,000 replies were received
within a fortnight.
In a purely anecdotal vein, U. S. Steel
officials recalled the correspondence that
grew out of the commercial placed on the
program's radio predecessor, ABC's Theatre Guild on the Air. in 1948. the manufacturer talked about the steel tramway
built by American Steel and Wire Div., up
Cannon Mt., at Franconia Notch, N. H.
The program, rebroadcast by Armed Forces
Radio Service, reached a listener in Chile.
He had an old railroad on his hands. His
question: Would installing a tramway make
it profitable to keep the railroad. Mr. Hevesi
wasted little time, dispatched the letter to
U. S. Steel's export department, which
rushed its Latin American representative to
see the man in Chile. He now runs a tramway built by U. S. Steel.
Mr. Hevesi is given carte blanche to come

cated to Cadillac's limited tv spot drives during new car introduction. (Cadillac had taken
the precaution, however, of setting up an
emergency reserve fund which hard-pressed
dealers could, but did not tap to buy local
tv time. "There has been no dealer pressure
exerted
on usasserted.)
to get Cadillac back into tv,"
Mr. Adams
Asked whether Cadillac might consider
a year-round spot announcement campaign
on "good music" stations which claim to
deliver the "moneyed-group," Mr. Adams
said no, because "it's never been satisfactorily
proven to us that there is a direct relationship between appreciation of good music
and an ability to purchase." However, "we
would change our minds if someone would
make a definitive study of this claim."
Meanwhile, Ernest A. Jones, MJ&A president, denied reports that his agency is
actively or in "any other way" seeking the
$23 million Buick account. "Absolutely not
true," he said. "We would never resign
Cadillac or Pontiac to take on another car."
Mr. Jones also commented on the changing
marketing pattern in auto sales and noted
that the entire ratio structure that in past
years has described the low (60% of sales),
medium (35%) and high (5%) priced car
market
being drastically
around."
As such "isautomakers
as GM shifted
and Ford
add
"low"their so-called
to bracket
models this
premiumcategory,
priced
actually tends
to shrink, for "there is very little differBroadcasting

up with any idea he thinks will do well to
sell the company and create good will. Ideas
may center on stadiums, cement patios,
cyclone fencing or even so abstract an idea
as the responsibilities of a giant corporation
in maintaining good community relations —
the latter a subject of commercial discussion
on a show last August. After roughing out

were told that tourism in that area of Michigan was restricted because of the heavy
demand placed on the ferry connecting the
peninsula with the mainland. Then they
saw the bridge and were told of its ability
to convey 6,000 cars an hour over a fourlane, four-miles-long superhighway and they
learned all about the work put into building

his "pitch," Mr. Hevesi goes over the idea
with his immediate supervisors, administrative public relations head Charles Hughes
and U. S. Steel tv staff supervisor Charles
Underhill, a former ABC-TV vice president.
Also called in to work out detailed planning and execution of the idea are the members of the BBDO "team" — account supervisor Carroll Newton, account executive Ira

a bridge "the skeptics claimed could never
be built." Announcer Hicks, describing the
important role played by USS' American
Steel & Wire and American Bridge divisions, then remarked that the bridge is already amajor tourist attraction and invites
travel, recreation, industry and commerce
not only to the Upper Peninsula but also
to the Pacific Northwest, over 2,000 miles
distant.
This is what U. S. Steel learned:

Avery and copywriter John Hines. No trouble is spared in making the institutional
commercials effective and "believable." Location shooting is most often preferred by
the client, and one week may find the
client-agency team in Salt Lake City, the
next week in Birmingham.
The sponsor has $52,000 tied up in each
of the programs, seen 26 times a year (alternating with Armstrong Cork Co.'s Armstrong Circle Theatre). Recently, it called
upon Gallup & Robinson, Princeton, N. L,
to gauge the penetration of one of its commercials. The commercial, dealing with the
new Mackinac Straits bridge in upper Michigan— a five-mile stretch of steel and concrete that is now the world's longest suspension bridge — was aired Nov. 6 last year.
Viewers first saw the traffic bottleneck
that existed before the bridge was built and

ence nowadays between an expensive 'lowprice' car and a middle-price car." Thus,
where once upon a time a car owner would
shift gradually from low to luxury priced
models by first getting a medium-priced car,
he now will make the move to richness direct. "This requires much more concentrated
and personalized advertising," noted the
MJ&A executive.
Mr. Adams discoursed on the challenge
facing his Cadillac account while in New
York to plug a posthumous collection of
random thoughts on advertising by his late
father, MJ&A co-founder James R. Adams.
The new book, Sparks Off My Anvil, is being published this week by Harper & Bros,
and sums up the late Mr. Adams' advertising
philosophy gathered during 30 years of turning out Cadillac ad copy — some $250 million worth. The elder Mr. Adams died Nov.
5, 1956, leaving Sparks two-thirds finished.
Since that time, son Charles, who started
writing copy at MJ&A eight years ago, has
been rummaging through his father's voluminous notebooks to finish the job. Among
the "fragments" contained in the book is
this Adams Sr. observation: "Advertising
seldom accomplishes its purpose like an
atomic bomb. You have to train your sights
on segments of the target. You don't pulverize the competition in one blast."
Broadcasting

Though the "norm" for viewers remembering the commercial is 38%, 55% of the
men and 46% of the women watching the
commercial remembered it. A total of 95%
of the men and 90% of the women could
identify the sponsor of the program; 69%
of the men and 63% of the women recalled seeing commercials, and of these two
figures, 55% and 46% recalled the Mackinac Straits commercial in particular.
The client was especially pleased to learn
from G&R's sample that people not only
did recall the commercial; they could recite,
in considerable detail, the points put across
by George Hicks. Furthermore, many viewers took the opportunity to comment on the
production, found the commercials "wonderful," "interesting," "fantastic" — to cite

RADIO-TV

SPOT

SET

FOR
'NEW
OLD
GOLD
P. Lorillard Co., scoring with Kent filter
sales due largely to radio-tv [Advertisers &
Agencies, Sept. 2, 1957], is about to make
an extensive bid for the non-filter market
with a brand-new Old Gold brand. It's
called the Old Gold "Straight" and Lorillard
claims this to be the first low tar and nicotine non-filter brand on the market. To promote it, now that national distribution has
been effected, Lorillard will spend some $3
million over a 20-week period just in radiotv spot, or $750,000 more than the company allocated to Old Gold spot campaigns
in all of 1957.
The new package — white and gold with a
new format and coming in both "soft" and
"fliptop" form — will be viewed first on tv
Jan. 24 on the Old Gold-sponsored Court of
Last Resort on NBC-TV, 8-8:30 p.m. (The
advertiser will be dropping this show April
4, and presently is looking at other properties to fill the Friday half-hour slot until expiration of its NBC-TV contract next fall.)
The spot campaign — 90% in television —
is being prepared and should get under way
early in February. It is estimated by Lennen
& Newell, the Lorillard agency, that threefourths of the nation's tv homes will be
covered by the spot drive and 94% of all tv
homes will be reached bv the NBC-TV line-

just a few of the adjectives used. Respondents noted, "I have never seen films like
this. ... It gives the company a very good
reputation" or "I've always felt that this
was a great company with the country at
Women viewers, considerably more critical of tv commercials in general than their
mates, not only displayed a remarkable
remembrance
capability but offered such
heart."
comments as "the things that they advertise in their commercials are actual fact,
-not the advertiser's fancy," or "they didn't
overdo it." Many also commented on the
fact that they "never would have heard of
the
bridge" if it hadn't been for the commercial.
Gallup & Robinson interviews a representative cross section of tv viewers in
urban areas, interviews the day after a
program has been seen and completes the
interview within 24 hours. Viewers are
asked what program they watched, who
sponsored it, what products were advertised, names of specific products, etc. Only
people who can supply "sufficient details
about the commercials" are qualified as
respondents, and their verbatim testimony
is used. After establishing their legitimacy
as respondents, viewers are asked: (A)
"What reasons did the commercial give for
buying the production?" (registration of
selling message), (B) "Did the commercial
make a strong case for buying the product?"
(conviction) and (C) "Did the commercial
make people want to do something about
it?" (buying urge).

up for Court of Last Resort. Radio will be
used to supplement the saturation tv push.
Old Gold presently does not use spot.
No plans for continuing the drive past the
20-week period have yet been drawn up,
with both agency and advertiser waiting for
the outcome of the introductory drive.
Lorillard President Lewis Gruber disclosed that the new
was developed for the
majority" of smokers
the filter revolution .

Old Gold "Straight"
22 million "forgotten
who, "unbudged by
. . still prefer to take

their tobacco straight." Though filter sales
have been soaring the past few years and
non-filters declining in sales, Lorillard officials pointed out that it is "an inescapable
fact" that of every 100 smokers, 60 don't
buy filter brands.
According to Mr. Gruber, testing confirms that the new
brand averages 9%
less tar and 19%
less
nicotine insmoke
"the
mainstream

OLD

GOLD

decessor brand, he said.

than the 'second
best' major nonfilter brand." The
Old Goldare"Straights,"
which
replacing
the former Regulars,
contain 7% less tar
and 22% less nicotine than the pre-
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

CRANE

ANSWERS

SHARETIME

Over ten years, General Foods built up its prime time spot tv
package to the point where it represented a yearly expenditure of
$7.2 million (52-week schedule in more than 100 markets). When
some GF products using the schedule decided to drop out, the
investment looked too good for GF to give up — "a clearly outstanding media franchise," says David P. Crane, Benton & Bowles
media vice president.
Mr. Crane, with the agency for seven years after five years with
BBDO in Minneapolis and a stint with the Hormel Co. as advertising manager, had lots to say about General Foods' plan of sharing its tv spot sponsorship wealth with Bristol Myers, when he ad-

FIRST, let me describe the General FoodsBristol Myers "package." It consists of
some 700 IDs in 104 markets, an average of
7 IDs per market. General Foods occupies
31 weeks of the package, and Bristol-Myers
21 weeks. It is a 52-week operation. The
package ranges from 30 spots per week in
Los Angeles to as few as 3 spots per week
in the smaller markets.
Now the "why" of the package. Why was
such an arrangement necessary? This requires areview of General Foods interest
in and use of IDs. In 1953 when an improved instant Maxwell House coffee was
marketed, some $600,000 worth of spot television was employed. In its time, and by
the then existing costs of spot tv, that was
a substantial schedule. It was excitingly
successful — not by itself, of course, but in
combination with other media. But spot tv
did demonstrate the ability to secure enormously high delivered frequency of principal

THESE
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dressed the Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and
selling seminar Tuesday in New York (condensed text below).
The spot share plan — precedent-making and controversial to the
tv advertising fraternity — was a white-hot business issue when news
of it broke last summer [Lead Story, July 29, 1957]. Critics
hurled charges of "time brokerage" and warned the arrangement,
if pursued by other advertisers, could lead to a prime spot time
grab by as few as three agencies. B&B steadfastly denied these
charges, and in a q&a session following his talk, Mr. Crane flatly
stated that time brokerage implied a "profit" to GF or B&B, and
"We are not making any profit, we are not brokering time!"

selling points, arouse both consumer and
trade interest, and support local marketing
activities.
In the following year, 1954, Maxwell
House used $1,500,000 worth of spot tv,
the largest part in 20-second announcements.
That year we discovered the magic of IDs
and our ability to translate the brand copy
story effectively into IDs. In 1955, we used
$3,800,000 worth of IDs and these were
used by other General Foods brands (such
as regular Maxwell House, Birdseye, Jello)
when not used by instant Maxwell House.
Instant Maxwell House occupied about 60%
of the schedule, other General Foods brands
the1 balance.
The same situation held in 1956 when
the total spot tv expenditure amounted to
$7,200,000. The package by this time had
been improved and refined and was a clearly outstanding media franchise. The total
package averaged better than a 24 rating for

THE

CRITICS

'SPOTLIGHT'

52 weeks for the more than 100 markets in
which we were represented. A further improvement inthe package was made when
Benton & Bowles developed an equalization
formula which enabled us to precisely define and achieve four-week average frequency levels, market by market.
Since instant Maxwell House was using
two and sometimes three network properties which provided maximum reach with
long commercials, our interest and objective
in the use of spot was to provide intensity
of frequency. The equalization formula permitted us to adjust schedules, market by
market, to secure the desired frequency.
Also, it appeared that there was, in the
particular use of combinations of media,
a diminishing rate of return in the extended
use of intense frequency. Therefore, the
function of spot television was to provide
frequency increases during bursts or short
concentrations, not 52 weeks of continued
schedules.
In the course of preparing plans for instant Maxwell House for the current fiscal
year we learned that the other General Foods
brands which had shared the spot schedule
would not be able to continue to do so
since' their basic marketing and media strategies were not so oriented. This left the
client and ourselves with few alternatives.
We could have cut the total package back
to the affordable level for instant Maxwell
House — totally undesirable since it meant
carrying the whole schedule for 52 weeks
either at sharply reduced frequency or in
far fewer markets. Or we could have elected
to buy on an in-and-out basis, which meant
a sacrifice in efficiency and a loss of control
over the precise delivered frequency we required market by market.
Now, had we been dealing with a network
time and program franchise, we would have
been led naturally to seek a co-sponsor. Or
if we occupied magazine back covers or
other fixed positions, we would have asked
the publications, as per custom, to sell off
the positions either temporarily or permanently to other advertisers.
It was by no means a difficult transition
in thought to seek similar partnership for
the spot television franchise. Initially we
canvassed other Benton & Bowles advertisers. We found no prospects. Then we
sought prospects from among other General
Foods agencies. In Bristol-Myers we found
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
a prospect, and since General Foods and
Bristol-Myers had previously discussed
shared advertising franchises, particularly
network properties, we were especially delighted in their interest.
First we laid out a general plan with
Bristol-Myers and their agencies as to the
proposed handling, and then we approached
the reps and stations. You will, I think, be
interested in how the inter-agency mechanics
are handled.
Just as in the case of an agency of record
for network or spot schedules for a single
advertiser with more than one agency, we
agreed to handle the estimating, contracting
and billing on the spot sshedule on a cost
basis to the Bristol-Myers agencies. It is not
done at a profit to Benton & Bowles and the
agencies concerned have stated that they
feel the cost basis
which was established is fair to all
parties.
When we initially
approached reps and
stations with our proposals for the shared
use of the spot schedule, we received what
at best could be described as"mixed reactions." But we had
some sound reasons
MR. crane
for believing that the proposal was in everyone's best interest.
First, the arrangement provided for real
flexibility for an advertiser with a substantial investment and interest in local marketing. Flexibility should be a primary attribute of local media, if local media is to be
a principal marketing tool. Flexibility has
been somewhat limited in spot television and
the co-sponsorship principle extended flexibility. Second, we could assure reps and
stations of 52 weeks of business rather than
in-and-out buying on this large schedule.
This will certainly result in more profitable
volume for the reps and stations since there
is a minimum of trafficking and accounting
and 52 weeks uninterrupted scheduling is
obviously more profitable.
Third, the stations actually gained in total
revenue since General Foods and BristolMyers each pay their own rate — not a
single rate earned in combination.
These arguments have been seemingly
persuasive inasmuch as there is but one
station in the 104 markets which has refused the business. As you know, the Station Representatives Assn., through its Tv
Trade Practices Committee, approved the
principle of the arrangement.
The opposition to the arrangement has
based its arguments on several points. First,
some said that this was monopolistic practice in that it critically reduced availabilities
and, therefore, hindered a free market of
tv spot. It's a fact, of course, that any 52week schedule of any size takes availabilities out of the market — whether it's a single
advertiser or a schedule held by General
Foods and Bristol-Myers. But even as large
a schedule as the one we're talking about
represents only 4% of the availabilities between 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. in the
Broadcasting

television markets
Let me explain
the ID positions
week in the hours

that we are now using.
the 4%: If you multiply
available seven days a
between 7:30 and 10:30

p.m. and then multiply by the three stations available with network service, our
IDs occupy but 4% of the total available.
This sounds like something less than monopoly. Itsounds like small potatoes, in fact,
when compared with many, many other
schedules. A competitive product in Philadelphia, that is competitive to coffee, had
more than twice our number of spots in
November. In Dallas a local bakery had
73 spots per week against our 8 in November. In Los Angeles where the package
has the greatest number of spots, a toothpaste which shall remain nameless had 175
spots per week against our 30. You wonder
where the monopoly went.
No, I don't think that it could be said
that we have reduced availabilities seriously.
And it is interesting that the reps tell us
that they are by no means sold out on ID
availabilities in prime time. Monopoly is a
feeble word when supply exceeds demand.
Other critics of the plan said we were
creating undesirable precedents. I don't believe we created any precedent. I do think
we followed some well established precedents. There are ample precedents on every
hand in other media fields for co-sponsorship, and there are precedents within spot
tv, as a matter of fact. Both announcements
and local programs have been sold on an
alternating week basis. Certainly magazines
and network broadcasting have set a pattern
and precedent for shared positioning.
Spot television, and particularly the use of
considerable intensity super-imposed upon
other media coverage, is an excitingly effective marketing weapon. It offers tremendous
opportunity for fitting local marketing plans
on a tailor-made basis. But it must be kept
flexible. Television itself is too young a
medium to fall prey to those who prefer the
rigidity and safety of status quo to the needs
for flexibility. Spot television can prosper
to the degree that it makes itself attractive,
more attractive than other media forms. The
increasing cost of local television makes it
imperative that flexibility be offered in many
forms.
The General Foods-Bristol-Myers arrangement is just one example of flexibility at
work . . . and profitably for both advertiser and broadcasters.
Bates

1957

Billings

Up 35%
to $100
Million
Ted Bates & Co., New York, increased
its billing 35% in 1957 over 1956 with
more than $100 million recorded last year,
it was announced last week by William H.
Kearns, president.
The increase of $25 million-plus in 1957
came from clients who were with the firm
at the start of the year. No new clients
were added during the year.
"This is the way we like to see our
business grow," said Mr. Kearns. "It means
that, by and large, our clients' brands are
growing at a healthy, vigorous rate and
advertising budgets are being increased ac-

cordingly. As long
it is not necessary
scrambles for new
dilute the attention
present clients. We

as this growth continues
for us to engage in wild
accounts which tend to
and service given to our
get far more satisfaction

from seeing our clients' sales respond to
our advertising than from the occasional
landing of a new account."
Ted Bates was originally founded in 1940
with its first year billing mounting to approximately $5million. Mr. Kearns pointed
out that Bates has never lost a client to
another agency in its 17-year history. "We
reached our present size by electing to become specialists in handling consumer package goods where the advertising must be
extremely effective if the business is to
survive. We have 750 employes servicing
just 13 clients. Thus, on an average, each
of our clients has 60 Bates employes working on his account. The average of other
agencies in the top ten is only 25 employes

Ballantine,
per client."

Reynolds

Games
Buy 140 Yankee
Two advertisers are putting up what is
estimated at nearly $1.5 million to telecast
nearly all the New York Yankees' baseball
schedule this year.
The same advertisers — regional P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N. J., and national R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. of WinstonSalem (for Camel and Winston cigarettes)
— which paid about $800,000 for 89 games
last year (77 at home and 12 away) have
upped the ante for an expanded slate of 140
games (77 home and 63 road).
The Yankee tv package will be telecast
for the seventh straight season on WPIX
(TV) New York. The unprecedented telecast
schedule — so labelled by the Yankee club
and by P. Ballantine — represents more than
400 hours of tv coverage for fans in the
New York area.
According to the advertiser, the increased
coverage was prompted by the "monopoly"
big league position the Yankees will enjoy
in metropolitan New York — the New York
Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers have departed for San Francisco and Los Angeles,
respectively. Expected: higher ratings which
can zoom upward even farther should the
club get into a tight American League race
this season.
The agency for both advertisers is William Esty Co., New York.
The new away-from-home coverage
means that these games will be seen in New
York: 15 games on 12 Sundays and 11
on Saturdays plus 24 night games as well as
the April 15 season opener with the Red
Sox at Boston and the July 4 double header
in Washington with the Senators. Combined
with home contests, New York fans will be
able to watch a televised Yankee game
every Saturday and Sunday and on 44
nights throughout the season.
The major exception in the schedule of
games to be telecast are the night games in
Kansas City which do not start until 10
p.m. New York Daylight Time — judged
January 20, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
too late by the advertisers for fans to participate in baseball viewing.
It was learned that P. Ballantine had been
roughing out its advertising budget for 1958
as early as October. A month later, when
it was known that the National Leaguers
would move to California, a revision was
under way with the increased budgeting for
the increased Yankee coverage made up by
an additional advertising expenditure plus
some money taken from other appropriations.
Noted Leonard P. Faupel, advertising
manager for the brewer: "We spent many
hours discussing and reappraising our advertising budgets before this expanded tv

A

Leo Burnett Co. turned up the volume of
its tv commercials last week — in terms of
department expansion and personnel appointments.
The Chicago-based agency announced the
election of Don Tennant and Jack Hirschboeck, tv copy supervisors, as vice presidents, along with the addition of two former
Hollywood film production executives to its
staff. Expansion of its overall tv commercials
department prompted the personnel appointments.
Robert Wickersham,

schedule could be arranged."
TELEVISION

Leo Burnett Expands Activities
In Tv Commercials, Adds to Staff

DOWN

ON

THE

•

Cyanamid

division to start 62-market

•

Animated

commercials

to promote

national advertiser which has never

before used broadcasting is placing an estimated $150,000-$ 160,000 in time and production for a 15-minute farm news television program initially to run 13 weeks
starting Feb. 14.
The advertiser is the Farm and Home
Div. of the mammoth American Cyanamid
Co., New York, rated recently as the seventh largest chemical company in the U. S.
Assuming that the new 15-minute newsreel
show is renewed in the current 62 markets,
the total expenditure could reach $600,000$640,000 for 52 weeks.
The program is described by American
Cyanamid's division and its agency, Cunningham &Walsh, New York, as "the first
nationally syndicated television newsreel
designed for a farm audience."
The series is entitled Cyanamid

Farm

farm

animal

•
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FARM
newsreel

antibiotics

Newsreel. It is a 15-minute weekly program
made up of film. Major source of film is
INS-Telenews, the tv division of Hearst
Metrotone News Inc. Commercials will be
contained in one 20-second and two 1minute spots. Corporate mention of Cyanamid will be made in the program's opening
billboard and closing signoff. An original
music score for each of the 15 commercials
— all animated — is being recorded at Hankinson Studios, New York.
The 62 stations selected cover a major
part of the market area for Cyanamid's
Aureomycin, an antibiotic which has uses
on the farm as a feed supplement to promote growth and health in animals and as
a medicant to prevent and control diseases
in livestock and poultry.
The advertiser also markets a new type
weed killer called Amino Triazole.

PRESENTATION of story treatment of farm newsreel to be sponsored by Farm and Home Div. of American Cyanamid is made by
Tom DeHuff, tv account executive at Cunningham & Walsh (r).
Mr. DeHuff is originator and producer of program. Others in
picture (from left) are Edward H. Smythe, manager of merchandising, Burton Bowman, director of marketing, and Stephen B.
Bromley, advertising manager, all of Cyanamid Farm and Home
Div., and Henry C. Pendzick, account executive, Cunningham &
Walsh.
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formerly head of

Tv Spots Inc., Hollywood, and Chadwick
Inc., N. Y., has been added to Burnett's
Chicago staff as copy supervisor and also
will work on animation. He has been a
writer-producer of commercials for the past
10 years.
Chet Glassley, formerly president of FiveStar Productions, joins the agency's Hollywood office on the staff of Gordon M inter,
vice president in charge of film production.
In announcing these developments, Leo
Burnett reported that it turned out some
3,200 tv commercials and billed about $40
million in television during 1957. The
agency maintains production facilities in
Chicago, New York and Hollywood.
Earlier this month, Charles Pfizer & Co.
(agricultural chemical products), Brooklyn, N. Y., signed a 26-week contract for
902 spot participations on Cross Country,
a weekly half-hour film series scheduled to
start on 40 tv stations in 15 states next
Monday [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan.
6]. That purchase was handled by Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
The Pfizer program is being produced by
Cross Country Network Inc., a whollyowned subsidiary of Fred Niles Productions
Inc., a Chicago and Hollywood film firm.
This program differs from the series prepared for Cyanamid. It was pointed out
that Cross Country includes filmed reports,
interviews and features, with the local station radio-tv farm directors called upon to
supply live on-the-spot news, weather and
market reports.
The pilot Cyanamid film contains spot
news coverage of a livestock show; an Agriculture Dept. news report on livestock;
news flashes from diverse locales such as
Iowa, South America and St. Louis; a feature showing President Eisenhower meet-

ANIMATION was chosen for commercials for several reasons: to
develop distinctive look for Cyanamid advertising, to gain quicker
viewer recognition than live photography could gain and to avoid
for non-farm audience incomprehensible or distasteful reaction
which live photography of animal diseases and cures might provoke. As in this frame, from rough story board commercials, which
will promote Aureomycin, an antibiotic, and also soluable animal
products, mastitis treatment (using syringes), Rovac and Duova
swine vaccinations and Amino Triazole, a weed killer.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
ing with national winners of 4-H clubs and
a three-minute feature in which the advertiser salutes the "farmer of the week."
Most "farm newsreel" shows will be seen
on Friday, Saturday or Sunday in time periods falling generally between noon and
1 p.m., or between 6 and 7 p.m.
Stations are in the following states: Arkansas, California, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, New York (upstate),
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Washington state, and Wisconsin.
Edsel
No

Unites

Agency

With

Change

L-M;
Seen

The ailing Edsel was merged with Ford
Motor Co.'s Lincoln-Mercury Division last
week to create the Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln
division which now will handle all Ford
medium-priced, luxury and imported auto
lines.
According to Foote, Cone & Belding,
agency for Edsel, and Kenyon & Eckhardt,
agency for Mercury, there was no known
move to change the agency servicing. This
report was substantiated also by Ford officials who said "at this time no changes are
anticipated in the agency setup. Both Lincoln-Mercury and Edsel have been in the
broadcast media.
Auto industry insiders observed last week
that the Edsel sales lag does not reflect upon
the division's advertising. What actually occurred, according to these sources, was that
Edsel competed with its sister Ford Motor
Co. model. Mercury. The Mercury in the
1956-57 model year enjoyed a 12% slice of
medium-priced car sales, but when Edsel was
introduced the share dropped considerably.
In the new alignment at Dearborn, Mich.,
James J. Nance was appointed vice president and general manager of the new division. He formerly was vice president and
general manager of the Lincoln-Mercury
Division. Richard E. Krafoe, vice president
and general manager of the former Edsel
division, was assigned to the staff of R. S.
McNamara, who is group vice president for
the car and truck divisions.
Henry Ford II, president of Ford Motor
Co., paid particular attention to the advertisingbestructure,
commenting:
car
line will
merchandised
and "Each
advertised
individually. The dealer franchise for each
car line also will continue to be handled on
an individual basis, as in the past." Also
added to the newly created division is the
English Ford.
The Ford Company, meanwhile, released
figures showing Edsel sales with an 18.6%
increase during the first 10 days of January.
According to J. C. (Larry) Doyle, general
sales and marketing manager for Edsel, the
early introduction in September of the new
Edsel meant its dealers sold against "reduced cleanup-period prices of competitors
. . . and this competition continues to be
heavy in certain markets."
Ford invested $250 million in the Edsel
line. But in the four months that the Edsel
has been on the market, about 55,000 were
produced with an estimated half sold.
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TEATIME • Tetley Tea Co., through Ogilvy,
purchase time in New Haven and New
Benson, & Mather, N. Y., Jan. 13 launched
York. Renewal is effective Feb. 6. MacManus, John & Adams, N. Y., is agency.
second phase of extensive radio drive running from 11-16 weeks. Tea bag push will
MORE ON THE NOSE • Mail Pouch
be in top 40 markets. OB&M on Jan. 6
Tobacco Co., Wheeling, W. Va., for 1958
began invading 50 markets with 10-16 week
Kentucky Derby "Win a Horse" contest,
flights.
buying 25 participations on NBC Radio
week of March 10 and will supplement
HOT CHOCOLATE PUSH • American
with 50 spots placed in each of 30 top
Dairy Assn. and Chocolate Milk Foundaradio markets. Latter schedule is now being
tion are joining with Kraft Foods Div. of
bought. Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y., is
National Dairy Corp. in two-month promoagency.
tion of hot chocolate milk as wintertime
refreshment. Campaign includes network
TAKE FOUR • Bristol-Myers Co., N. Y.,
television properties and daytime radio comhas picked up participation in four network
mercials as well as participation by local
programs — three on ABC-TV and one on
dairies. American Dairy, through its agenCBS-TV through its agency, Young & Rubcy, Campbell-Mithun Inc., has scheduled
icam,
N. Y. Three purchases on ABC-TV
3,740 daytime radio announcements (30 and
for Bufferin are on following shows: West
60 seconds) on 187 NBC stations starting
Point (Tues., 10-10:30 p.m.), Scotland Yard
Feb. 9, plus 90-second commercial on its
(Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.) and John Daly and
Perry Como Show over NBC-TV Feb. 15.
the News (Mon.-Fri., 7:15-7:30 p.m.). For
Kraft will take part on Kraft Television
Bufferin and Vitalis, Bristol-Myers purTheatre Jan. 15 and Jan. 29, on Modern Rochased 8-8:30 p.m. segment of Perry Mason
mances Jan. 16 and Feb. 20 and on Tic Tac
(Sat., 7:30-8:30 p.m.) on CBS-TV. ParticiDough Jan. 23 and Feb. 6, plus advertisepations became effective Jan. 4 and 5, rements in national magazines, promoting
spectively.
hot chocolate and marshmallows. Agency
TRIPLE PLAY • Carter Products Inc.
for Kraft: Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
(Arrid cream deodorant), N. Y., signed as
TONIC TIME • Pierce's Proprietaries Inc.
participating
sponsor
of ABC-TV's
(Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery),
ican Bandstand
(Mon.-Fri.,
3-3:30 Amerp.m.,
Buffalo, N. Y., last Wednesday launched
4-5 p.m.) effective last Thursday. Cracker
new campaign on 140 radio stations in 130
Jack Co., and Joe Lowe Corp. (Popsicles),
markets on behalf of the stomach tonic.
N. Y., have signed as participating sponsors
Television is being tested along with radio
on that network's The Lone Ranger (Sun.,
push in several unspecified markets. Agency:
5:30-6 p.m.). Cracker Jack starts Mar. 2,
Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Lowe May 25. Agencies are Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., for Carter;
MORNING MAKEUP • Roma Lind Inc.,
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, for Cracker
Los Angeles, has bought 13 weeks of twiceJack, and Paris & Peart, N. Y., for Joe
weekly participations in Ladies Fair (Mon.Lowe.
Fri., 8-9 a.m.) on CTPN, for its new line of
cosmetics. Sales Advertising, Gardena, Calif.,
MAY BUY • Dictaphone Corp., N. Y.,
is agency.
considering television spot schedule in limited
number of major cities. If approved, it
NEWS BREAK o The Nestle Co. (Decaf
will start early in February. Young &
instant coffee), White Plains, N. Y., using
Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
broadcast media to introduce change in
FIRST FOR THIRTY • Bymart-Tintair
product's label — cartouche edged in gold
Inc. (hair colorings), N. Y., has become
enclosing the name and seemingly rising
from a cup of coffee. Red and white also
first advertiser to purchase half -hour portion
of NBC-TV's Jack Paar (Tonight) proappear on label. Tv and radio will be used
gram. Effective immediately, B-T has
in introductory campaign, using commerpicked
up
30-minute portion on alternate
cials on NBC-TV's news program featuring
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, and tv
Wednesdays to cover 49 markets. Heretofore, B-T used Tonight for participations.
spots in selected markets, as well as saturaNetwork purchase supplements saturation
tion wave of announcements on NBC Ratv spot campaign in 17 major cities. Product
dio's Monitor and CBS Radio's "Impact."
Services, N. Y., is agency.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is agency.
Buy on NBC News (Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7 p.m.)
RUFF & REDDY • General Foods Corp.
is for alternate Thursdays starting immedisigned as alternate-week sponsor for NBCately. American Home Products Corp.,
TV's new Saturday morning cartoon series
through Ted Bates Co. (both N. Y.), will be
The Ruff and Reddy Show (10:30-11 a.m.)
alternate News sponsor. Both News buys
for 52 weeks effective immediately. Agenrun through early April.
cy: Benton & Bowles, N. Y. •
FEBRUARY RENEWALS • Noxzema
BAKED GOODS • S. B. Thomas Inc.
Chemical Co., Baltimore, for its shaving
(bakery), Long Island City, N. Y., buying
creams renewing for another six weeks spot
newscasts on two Miami radio stations, one
lineup in 27 New York-New England radio
Tampa tv station, effective tomorrow
markets. In addition to Yankee Network,
(Tuesday) for 13 weeks. In New York,
Noxzema is buying supporting stations in
Thomas is using WNEW, effective Jan. 13.
Boston, Providence, Hartford and will also
Agency: MacManus, John & Adams, N. Y.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
commercials on the theory that viewers tire
of watching the same film. From time to
time, he added, the commercials are re-run
after a sufficient lapse of time.
The "off-beat" quality of the commercials
can be adduced by the following excerpt,
presenting Mr. Goodman as a spaceman:
"Greetings from the moon. I'm Commander
Goodman ofthethemoon
Ry-Krisp
Rocket,
I've
discovered
is made
of and
cheddar
cheese. Y'see, you
real flavor of any
to the whole-grain
the smorgasbord

can always discover the
cheese by putting it next
rye flavor of Ry-Krisp —
cracker in the checker-

board package."
An index of the commercials' popularity,
according to Mr. Hays, is the steady stream
of complimentary letters received by ABCTV and Ralston. Although he had no figures
available on the number of letters sent each
week by the audience, he said it was "very
substantial" and pointed out that about 40%
of the letters commenting on Bold Journey
also make reference to the high quality and
friendliness of the commercials.
MR. GOODMAN

AS HUNTER, COWBOY, INDIAN AND SHEIK . . . ~

RALSTON'S
TRIBUTE
TO
A
TV
TOUR
Television in general and a friendly,
on ABC-TV (Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.) to reach
the entire family audience for its cereal
good-humored commercial approach in particular are credited with the dominant role
line, including Rice Chex, Wheat Chex, Ryin boosting the 1957 sales of the Ralston
Krisp, instant Ralston and regular Ralston.
Div. (cereals) of the Ralston Purina Co.,
The company and GB&B decided at the
St. Louis, to 22% over those of 1956.
time the show went on the air 18 months
The tribute to television was enunciated
ago that the commercial approach should
by W. P. Hays, advertising manager of the
be directed to the family as a whole and
Ralston Div., who was in New York last
devised a format that stresses friendliness,
week on a business trip. He noted that the
humor, believability and originality.
And that brings up Lee Goodman.
22% increase was achieved by Ralston despite only a 5% increase for the cereal
Mr. Goodman, a former night club enindustry generally.
tertainer and comic, wins plaudits from
The upbeat by Ralston, according to Mr.
Ralston for translating the company's
Hays, began about 3Vi years ago when the
approach into reality. Over the past 18
division selected Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
months, Mr. Goodman has been the comSan Francisco, as its agency. GB&B, an
pany's "salesman" on tv and in this capacextremely air-minded company, revamped
ity, has demonstrated his virtuosity in acting. One week he sells the cereal products
the copy approach, reduced Ralston's allocation for its cereal products in newsas a big-game hunter, the next week as a
gentleman safecracker and after that as
papers, magazines, newspaper supplements
and premiums, and assigned 80% of the
King Henry VIII. In all, Mr. Goodman has
assumed more than 40 different roles.
budget to tv (approximately $2 million).
Ralston allocates the $2 million to sponMr. Hays pointed out the company desor the Bold Journey travel adventure series
cided to produce many different filmed
Krugmctn

Sees

$250,000

Increase

In '58 Co-op Ad Expenditures
An increase of $250,000 in co-op advertising spending — with perhaps 15% of it in
the broadcast media — was predicted for
1958 Friday by Lester Krugman, former
marketing vice president of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co., now an advertising
consultant. Mr. Krugman publishes Cooperative Advertising, a monthly newsletter devoted to co-op advertising activities. He
spoke at the winter convention of South
Carolina Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn.
Charles A. Batson. WIS-TV Columbia, presided as association president.
Mr. Krugman noted that roughly $2 billion was spent in co-op advertising last year,
and predicts that this year will see the figure
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climb to $2.25 billion and that "advertising
agencies will make a greater effort than ever
before to bolster income by handling the
co-op advertising programs for clients." His
estimates are based on "a number of surveys," Mr. Krugman said.
His explanation as to why agencies will
get more deeply involved with co-op: agencies need to maintain profit levels. "Recent
years have seen clients demanding more
services from agencies than ever before . . .
this change is reflected in the demand for
"marketing' services rather than 'advertising'
services." As the agencies strive to satisfy
client demands, costs rise and profits fall,
thus — reasons Mr. Krugman — they will seek
new sources for volume and profits to maintain their profit position.

The commercial films are produced for
GB&B by Signal Productions, Hollywood.
Ernest J. (Buzz) Hodges, GB&B vice president, is account supervisor for Ralston
cereals and Bud Arnold, vice president of
the agency and copy supervisor, writes copy
for the commercials.
Mr. Hays reported that although tv has
been the predominant medium used for
Ralston cereals the past 3Vi years and
still is, the division re-examined its policy
toward radio last fall. As a result, it assigned
about $300,000 for network radio, which
means placement of more than 90% of Ralston's annual budget for its cereal products
in the broadcast field.
The division uses participations on CBS
Radio daytime shows to promote instant
Ralston and regular Ralston only, Mr. Hays
said, and explained the division's media
strategy
this way:
ular Ralston
are hot"Instant
cereals Ralston
and we and
feel regthe
housewife and mother picks these products
for the family, so we use radio at a time
the lady of the house is listening. The division uses Bold Journey on television to
reach the entire family because we have
found that each member of the family has
a say in picking the cold cereals."
Tv for Stripe Still in Testing
How

about tv for Stripe? Answer: receiving close study. J. Walter Thompson
Co. and Lever Bros., both New York, are
continuing an "evaluation" and "consideration" of television advertising for the Pepsodent Div.'s new Stripe toothpaste with
Hexachlorophene (claimed as a bacteria
killer). The toothpaste actually is striped
pink and white and has a spearmint flavor.
While tv for Stripe still is being tested in
two unnamed cities [Business Briefly,
Dec. 30, 1957], Lever and JWT last week
moved the product's distribution and heavy
supporting advertising into metropolitan
New York, parts of Illinois (including Chicago) and Wisconsin. The current allocation, however, is all in print media.
Broadcasting

No self-respecting haruspex can afford to be caught
divining without a copy of this syllabus of Eastern
Iowa lightning and firepower. If you're nott on our
mailing list and would like a copy, notify us in
Cedar Rapids or our national representatives, The
Katz Agency, in New York.
P. S. : You don't have to play a mandolin.
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WHERE

RADIO

SPOT

Spot radio in 1956 took a whopping jump over
1955. But did all markets share in the upswing?
The table below shows that they did not. If a trend
is to be found, it would be that national non-network
advertisers are concentrating in bigger markets.
This table was computed last week from FCC official figures. The FCC financial report for 1956 was
released only three weeks ago [Government, Jan. 6].
Computations of the comparisons of 1955 and
1956 spot spending for the 100 biggest markets were

Market and No. of Stations
Akron (4)
Albany, Schn.. Troy (7)
Albuquerque (5)
Allentown-Bethlehem (6)
Altoona, Pa. (4)
Amarillo (5)
Asheville. N. C. (4)
Atlanta (10)
Atlantic City (4)
Augusta (5)
Austin, Tex. (4)
Baltimore (12)
Baton Rouge (5)
Bay City, Mich. (1)
Beaumont, Tex. (6)
Binghamton (4)
Birmingham (10)
Boston (15)
Bridgeport (2)
Brockton. Mass. (1)
Buffalo (10)
Canton, Ohio (2)
Cedar Rapids (3)
Charleston, S. C. (4)
Charleston, W. Va. (7)
Charlotte (6)
Chattanooga (6)
Chicago (23)
Cincinnati (8)
Cleveland (8)
Columbia (5)
Columbus, Ga. (4)
Columbus, Ohio (5)
Corpus Christi (6)
Dallas (7)
Davenport-Rock Island (5)
Dayton. Ohio (3)
Decatur, 111. (2)
Denver (11)
Des Moines (6)
Detroit (8)
Duluth (6)
Durham (4)
El Paso (4)
Erie (3)
Evansville, Ind. (4)
Fall River, Mass. (2)
Flint (5)
Ft. Wayne (4)
Ft. Worth (6)
Fresno (6)
Gadsden, Ala. (3)
Galveston (3)
Grand Rapids (6)
Green Bay, Wis. (3)
Greensboro-High Pt. (6)
Greenville, S. C. (7)
Hamilton-Middleton, Ohio (2)
Hampton, Va. (2)
Harrisburg (5)
Hartford (4)
Houston (11)
Huntington, W. Va. (6)
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1955
312,245
904,057
241,004
181,942
36,470
232,847
Q<? 371
NA
1,137,899
107,861
164.289
1,048,691
169,202
NA
206.500
92,799
596,474
NA566**
3,
2,56NA
1,186,576
NA
715,678
'48.171
192,683
848,753
229.183
2,727,063
8 S 600*
8,0
1,660,733
206,253
74.984
727,481
446.684
1,004,396
261,346
321,982
NA
841,905
1,249,623

73,534**
3,3211,580
86.200
122,542
84,482
146.299
NA
255,825
403,347
347,586
411,528
NA
33,062
338,526
109,325
107,167
199,129
NA
NA
220,248
1,001,028
1,283,952
155,334

1956
391,000
1.117,000
260,000
271,000
55,068
236,378
98.568
1,479,000
38,662
102,000
203.553
1.428,000
168.000
NA
169.000
1 15.944
624.000
3,308.000
NA
NA
1,508,000
266,000
727,274
137.98S
220,000
903,000
183.000
9,826.000
2,553,000
2,076,000
299,669
92,263
979,000
251.943
1,320,000
289.000
376,000
NA
1,231,000
1,357,000
5.544,000
215,000
98.302
189,000
1 19,829
164,352
NA
306,000
435,000
445.000
484,000
33,419
38,250
379,000
158,808
140.062
217,894
NA
NA
246,000
1.195,000
1.489,000
154.000

% Change
25.3
23.6
7.9
48.9
51.0
1.5
0.2
— 5.6
30.0
— 23.9
0.6
36.3
—18.4

24.9
4.7

27.0
— 6.9 *
29.0*
1.6
—20.
0
14.0

— 6.4
6.4
25.1
45.3
—43.6
23.0
21.5*
34.7
31.5
10.7
16.8
46.2
8.6
14.0
1.4
53.3
41.8
64.3**
12.3
19.5
7.9
27.9
17.5
15.7
11.8
45.3
30.7
9.4

11.8
— 19.4
0.6
16.0

MONEY

IS

SPENT

prepared by the Station Representatives Assn. in cooperation with Adam Young, a member firm. Computations for the other 69 markets appearing in this
list were prepared by Broadcasting.
The list is presented in alphabetical form for ease
of reference. The markets listed are those defined by
the FCC as standard metropolitan areas. Some cities
with larger populations than some of those shown
here are not defined by the government as standard
metropolitan areas and hence do not appear.

Market and No. of Stations
Indianapolis (5)
Jackson, Miss. (5)
Jackson, Mich. (2)
Jacksonville (7)
Johnstown (5)
Kalamazoo (3)
Kansas City (9)
Kenosha (1)
Knoxville (8)
Lancaster, Pa. ( 2)
Lawrence,
Lansing (2) Mass. (1)
Laredo ( 1 )
Lexington (3)
Lima, Ohio (1)
Lincoln (2)
Little Rock (5)
Lorain-Elyria, Ohio (1)
Los Aneeles (23)
Louisville (8)
Lowell, Mass. (2)
Lubbock,
Macon (5)Tex. (6)
Madison (3)
Manchester, N. H. (3)
Memphis (7)
Miami (10)
Milwaukee (8)
Mpls.-St. Paul (8)
Mobile (6)
Montgomery (6)
Muncie (1)
Nashville (7)
New Bedford, Mass. (2)
New Britain-Bristol (3)
New Haven (3)
New Orleans (11)
N.Y.— NE N.J. (28)
Norfolk (7)
Ogden (3)
Oklahoma City (7)
Omaha (6)
Orlando (5)
Peoria (5)
Philadelphia
Phoenix
(9) (19)
Pittsburgh (17)
Pittsfield (2)
Portland, Me. (3)
Portland, Ore. (11)
Providence (9)
Pueblo,
Colo. (3)
Racine (2)
Raleigh (5)

1955
866.004
170,247
NA
310,747
90,598
NA
1.501,002
NA
NA
238,585
NA
NA
NA
90,113
NA
25,543
201,904
NA
NA
764.478
4,551,000*
93.556
130,224
204.264
68,636
854,586
631,829
1,017,358

1956
1,1 1 1,000
159,379
NA
285.000
110,000
NA
1.864,000
NA
268,000
111,000
NA
NA
NA
319,110
NA
NA
214,000
NA
5,847,000
1,060,000
NA
92,492
159,374
236.560
94,644
965,000
745,000
1.148,000

— 6.4
%— Chang
8.7
28.3

20.9
24.2

12.1

254.1

— 5.9
11
38.7
22.4
15.8
12.9
37.9
— 17.9
1.6

28.5*
12.9
33.3
11.5

1,543,521
129,987
179,295
NA
690,881
NA
75,227
190.732

2,058,000
145,000
NA
176,343
NA
817,000
197,190
277.000

18.2
162.1
45.0

905,672

1,112,000
18,161,000
457.000
46,763

22.7
44.6
0.9

NA
315,915
14.251,700*
571,496
807.893
129.604
285.003
3.934.499
213,264
1.999,163
NA
227,066
691,184
581,465
NA
39.298
601,277

576,000
908,000
156,021
336,000
5,045,000
323.000
NA
2.773.000

12.4
20.4
17.9
51.6
28.2
27.4*
38.7

260.349
984,000
813,000
NA
67,151

42.4
14.7

618.940

2.9

39.9
70.9

** The 1955 FCC report excluded data for 5 network owned stations as
follows: Boston (1), Detroit (1), San Francisco (2) and Washington (1). The
1956 included data for those stations. Hence percentage gains shown for
those markets are not realistic.
* Although the 1955 FCC report also excluded data on network owned
stations in Chicago (2), Los Angeles (2) and New York (3), Broadcasting
has obtained from unofficial but authoritative sources total spot figures for
those markets including the network owned stations. Hence the percentage
gains in Chicago, Los Angeles and New York
correct.
TABLE are
CONTIN
UED on page 50
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They
When

Love

Us

In

Southeastern

they pop the question to TV viewers

Michigan

in the big Detroit area and in

Flint, Port Huron and all the rest of this thickly populated

section that makes

up the nation's 9 billion dollar fifth market, here's the answer
Pulse have been getting:
The

Station

That's

No.

7 00,000 watts, 7,057- ft. tower

1
•

is

Detroit's

Full co/or facilities

•

ARB

Channel

and

2

Basic CBS

Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

ORER

NATIONAL

SALES

OFFICES:

625 Madison, New

York 22, N.Y.; 230 N. Mich igan, Chicago 1, III., Ill Sutter, San Francisco, Cal.

ADVERTISER
m How do No-Cal and its agency, Paris
& Peart, account for the biggest I\ew York sales jump in
No-Cal history? They credit Spot Television on WRCA-TV.
No-Cal Board Chairman Hyman Kirsch says, "Spot TV . . . because
its high frequency at low cost makes a full saturation campaign financially feasible. And Spot's selectivity allows us to concentrate that
campaign on our prime sales target— the figure-conscious housewife."
"WRCA-TV," continues Mr. Kirsch, ". . . first, because it commands
such a healthy chunk of the New York audience. Secondly, because
it offers an economical saturation schedule of good availabilities.
And finally, because the station backs our 30-spots-per-week, around

the clock campaign with a complete merchandising and promotion
program— the headline-making Miss No-Cal Contest."
Does Spot Television on WRCA-TV deliver? "Actual sales figures
are confidential," says Mr. Kirsch, "but No-Cal is devoting a larger
share of a larger advertising budget to Spot TV. Not only have we
signed for an increased Spot schedule on WRCA-TV,

and renewed

our sponsorship of the Miss No-Cal Contest for 1958, but we've also
expanded our Spot TV campaign into the Philadelphia market."
Seated, left to right: No-Cal Corporation officials: Lee Kirsch, Treasurer; Hyman Kirsch, Chairman of the Board; Morris Kirsch, President.
Standing, left to right: Donald C. Porteous, TV-Radio Director, Paris
& Peart; Max Buck, Director of Sales, WRCA-TV; Ed Kenefick, TV
Spot Sales Representative, NBC Spot Sales.

PHOTOS BY MORRIS H JAFFE
RETAILER:

Joseph Reich, Grand

Union Supermarket

Manager

in White Plains says, "Judging from the additional

number

of cases we've been moving, No-Cal sales have increased appreciably in recent weeks."

Retailers and advertisers alike are convinced that No-Cal's use of
Spot Television pays off right down the line. They know first-hand
what adjacencies to the great NBC entertainment lineup and the top
local programs and personalities can do for advertisers who buy
schedules on the television stations represented by NBC Spot Sales.
Left to right: Joseph Reich, Grand Union Supermarket Manager, White
Plains Shopping Center, New York; Joe Murphy, Merchandising Manager, WRCA-TV; Irving Ehrlich, Sales Manager, No-Cal Corporation.

NBClSPOT

SALES

REPRESENTING TELEVISION STATIONS
HARTFORD-NEW BRITAIN— WNBC
NEW YORK-WRCA-TV
SCHENECTADY-ALBANY-TROY— WRGB
PHILADELPHIA-WRCV-TV
WASHINGTON-WRC-TV
MIAMI-WCKT
BUFFALO— WBUF

LOUISVILLE-WAVE-TV
CHICAGO-WNBQ
ST. LOUIS-KSD-TV
DENVER-KOA-TV
SEATTLE-TACOMA-K0M0-TV
LOS ANGELES— KRCA
HONOLULU-KONA-TV

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

Reading (3)
Richmond (7)
Roanoke (4)
Rochester (6)
Rock ford (2)
Sacramento (5)
Saginaw (3)
Salt Lake City (7)
San Angelo (3)
San Antonio (9)
San Bernardino-Riverside (8)
San Diego (7)
San Francisco (16)
San Jose (5)
Savannah (6)
Scranton (6)
Seattle (10)
Shreveport (7)
Sioux City (3)
Sioux Falls (3)
South Bend (2)
Spokane (6)
Springfield, 111. (3)
Springfield-Holyoke (7)
Springfield, Mo. (4)
Springfield, Ohio (3)
St. Joseph (3)
St Louis (12)
Stamford (2)

/o ^nangc

1 QCC
109,969
645,988
208,262
634,210
NA
491,104
79,073
346,493
56,705
928,432
132,732
469,321

127,000
722.000
172,953
776,000
NA
548.000
100.388
368,000
101,139
1,011,000
148,597
683,000
3,264,000
90,136
169,513
236,000
1,257,000
454,000

49,769**
1,872,844
164,257
214,461
912,331
475,114
63,490
110,197
NA
394,675
74,568
209,826
159,995
28,197
NA
2,398,206
NA

78,530
99,298
159,000
488,000
1 1 1,045
238,286
166,959
46,647
190,850

Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., has
issued first reports in a new weekly "Activity" service, showing in summary form
"what people are doing, buying, saying."
Activity covers media, consumer product
use, church-going, direct mail received, what
people talk about, shopping, etc.
Information is based on some 7,200 interviews in more than 200 counties in all
states and represents a condensation of
regular Sindlinger reports on specifics of

ACTIVITY

HOW

22.4
11.6
27.0
6.4
78.4
8.9
12.0
45.6
23.8
3.2
— 10.3
4.4
37.8
26.4**
— 9.
9
23.7

2,929,000
NA

Sindlinger Summarizes 'Activity'
In New National Weekly Service

media and product "talk-about," audience

— 15.5
17.0
11.8

23.5
48.9
13.6
4.4
65.4
22.1

17JO

1VI dr Kc L
Stockton (4)
Syracuse (5)
Tacoma (4)

123,291
387,065
70,662
360,951
NA
409,489
410,578
NA
127,437
568,982
129,501
NA

Tampa-St. Petersburg (11)
Terre Haute
Toledo
(4) (2)
Topeka (4)
Trenton
(1 )
Tucson (6)
Tulsa (6)
Utica-Rome
(4)
Waco (2)
Whee
ling (6)(13)
Washington
Wichita (5)

213,000
525,000
78,599
400,000
NA
644,000
433,510
NA

35.7
73.2
11.2
10.8
—46.5
57.1
5.6

68,000
603,000
10.8
6.0

144,000
NA
2,180,000
456,000
416,000
175,787
170,000

394,921
367,859
47,979**
1.1
152,321
141,378
115,797
127,829
364,846
84,372
313,646

Wichita Falls (3)
Wilkes-Barre (6)
Wilmington, Del. (4)
Winston-Salem (4)
Worcester (4)
York, Pa. (5)
Youngstown (5)

/o Ulldliyc

15.4
13.0
20.6
4.0
58.6
12.3

184,000
132,917
410,000

111,667
32.490.4**
20.1
377,000
** The 1955 FCC report excluded data for 5 network owned stations as
follows: Boston (1), Detroit (1), San Francisco (2) and Washington (1). The
1956 included data for those stations. Hence percentage gains shown for
those markets are not realistic.
* Although the 1955 FCC report also excluded data on network owned
stations in Chicago (2), Los Angeles (2) and New York (3), Broadcasting
has obtained from unofficial but authoritative sources total spot figures for
those markets including the network owned stations. Hence the percentage
gains in Chicago, Los Angeles and New York are correct.
15.4 "

action, trends and use.
Subscriptions to the Sindlinger Activity
report are being sold at $1.50 a week, $52

Station

for a year, and $15 for 13 weeks' trial.
The four-page Jan. 4 Activity (based on
the week ending Dec. 27, 1957) summarized
media exposure, comparing current with
earlier totals, categories and subjects most
talked about for average days and the week,
activities, purchases and planned purchases.
The report also features an omnibus summary table of activities and product use,
lists source material and compares Sindlinger figures on tv set ownership with those
of the Advertising Research Foundation.

Keeping the advertiser regularly informed
of what your station is doing for him is one
of the very best ways to keep him on your
station, a panel of agency executives told
the January luncheon meeting of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., held
Thursday at the Hollywood Knickerbocker
Hotel.
Not all clients can measure the results
of their radio campaigns, George Allison,
media director of Young & Rubicam, Los
Angeles, said, reporting that while several
Y&R clients had increased their radio expenditures last year, the withdrawal from
radio of one large advertiser who could not
check on the medium's results made the
office's overall 1957 spot radio billings drop
10% below the 1956 level.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 123,886,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Jan. 5-11. This is how they spent their time:
70.4% (87,166,000) spent 1,983.0 million hours
watching television
56.6% (70,119,000) spent 1,006.2 million hours
listening to radio
81.6% (101.091,000) spent
382.2 million hours
reading newspapers
31.8% (39,396,000) spent
179.3 million hours
reading magazines
26.7% (33,078,000) spent 412.9 million hours . watching movies on tv
24.1% (29,883,000) spent
1 14.6 million hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report,
from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of
these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated
audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co.

How

Should

Inform

He's Helped,

Client

SCBA

Told

Reports on stores that have increased
shelf or display space given to products
advertised on the stations, on stores that
have begun stocking the product since the
beginning of the radio campaign and similar
information not only will help the station
to keep that business but help the agency
to keep the account sold on radio and perhaps to get increased appropriations for the
medium, he said.
Hildred Sanders, radio-tv vice president
of Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, also
stressed the value of weekly or biweekly

progress reports. As an illustration, she cited
the weekly reports made to the agency by
KSAN San Francisco on the results of the

* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is a interviewing
cumulative total
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availof the
2-7 days
able within

Blue Seal bread schedule carried by "this
small station appealing mainly to the Negro
market." At the end of the contract, KSAN
submitted a three-page overall report which

SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Jan. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,560,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.0% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,265,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,324,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

the agency sent to the client and who returned itwith the notation, "This unasked
for report is remarkable. Keep them on the
list." Feeling the budget did not allow for
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
specialized stations. Miss Sanders did not
put KSAN on the following schedule, but
when she explained her reasoning to the
client at the next plans meeting he said only,
i think you might somehow find enough
money to go on using KSAN." And. she
"somehow I did."
reported,
Radio, wfiich has done such great selling
jobs in some fields, was urged to venture into
others, such as cosmetics, soft goods, furniture, luggage, jewelry, sporting goods, even
industrial products, by Mervyn Oakner, account supervisor of Anderson-McConnell,
Los Angeles. Similarly, he urged the development of new program features as useful
as frost warnings and Sigalert bulletins.
All three speakers advocated more and
better merchandising as one of the best
ways of getting and holding business, agreeing that all other things being equal the
station offering merchandising would get
the order. They also agreed that it should
be genuine merchandising, not just mailing
honest,"
to retailers.
postcards
jumbo
Miss Sanders
advised
the station"Beexecutives.
"Tell us how much merchandising you are
willing to give, either for so much business
or for so much money. Or tell us that a
specific schedule warrants $50 worth of
merchandising which you can't provide, so
we can have that money to spend on merchandising ourselves. Or just state frankly
that you don't believe merchandising is part
of your function and to hell with it."
Gillette's Self Appoints North
North Adv. Inc. has been appointed to
handle a new end paper home permanent
product (called Self) introduced by Gillette
Co. and announced last Thursday.
A large advertising budget has been set
aside for Self, which has been promoted

C38
0

NEW

PROPELLING
FORCE!

LORCA

The Next
10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 22 (8-9 p.m.) High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas, Delco Div. of General
Motors through Campbell-Ewald.
Jan. 28 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
Jan. 20-24, 27-29 (1:30-2:30 p.m.)
Howard Miller Show, participating sponsors.
Jan. 20-24, 28, 29 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Jan. 20, 27 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Jan. 21 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Jan. 22, 29 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television

in some test markets in recent months
after years of lab research, according to
Gillette. Broadcast commitments have not
been finalized, but national spot and local
television announcements are being planned
through the North agency.

"TARGET"

TV's

o

►

S

T

1

N

®

Theatre, Kraft Foods Co.
Walter Thompson Co.

through J.

Jan. 23 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell.
Jan. 23 (10-11 p.m.) March of Medicine,
Smith, Kline & French Labs through
Doremus, Eshelman Co.
Jan. 25 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

Jan. 25 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North and American
Tobacco through BBDO.
Jan. 26 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
Jan. 26 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby; Greyhound through
Grey Adv. and U. S. Time Corp. through
Peck Adv.

Jan. 26 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
Jan. 28
Fisher
Kenyon
through

(8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
McCann-Erickson.

Wilson,

Zenith

In Chicago;

Accounts

Agencies

Loose

Interested

Two Chicago-based accounts in the $1$1.5 million billings range were still on the
loose last week, with a flock of agencies
evincing substantial interest.
Wilson & Co., meat packing firm, was receptive to "several inquiries" from agencies
about acquiring its $1.5 business resigned
Tuesday after four years by Needham, Louis
& Brorby Inc. The account (ham, bacon,
sausage, canned meat and Jane Wilson
products) was active mainly in national
spot tv (about 30 markets) and spasmodically in spot radio. Because of its distribution patterns, Wilson & Co. was inactive in
network broadcasting. The resignation reportedly was over policy differences involving advertising and marketing aspects.
Zenith Radio Corp. also was being wooed
last week by several agencies seeking its $1
million account as successor to Earle Ludgin & Co. The latter agency was the fourth
13].five years to handle Zenith's radio-tv adin
vertising [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan.
AAAA,

SRA

Develop

Tv Art Guide

A framing guide to standardize the measurements of art work for television commercials has been developed jointly by the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
and the Station Representatives Assn. It is
now available to agencies and tv stations,
it was announced last week. The guide provides measurements for use in the preparation of television flip cards, telops and
slides as well as specific suggestions for
Page 52
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
safety margins, paper stock and use of
blacks, whites and greys.

PULSE*

says

.

.

Sample copies of the guide, which is
printed on cardboard 11 x 14 inches in size
are being distributed by AAAA to advertising agencies and by SRA to all television
stations. The guide may be printed as a
transparent overlay, which can be used as
a protective cover for art work sent to tv
stations and as a guide to station technicians
in framing the art work on camera, AAAA
and SRA said.

.

KLZ-RADIO

Volkswagen
has

the

highest

Denver

of any

Proof

that

which
single
the

listeners

programs...
segment

total

average

of

do
not

the

all-inclusive

rating

station!

prefer
to

a

just

station

a

audience...
radio

small,
but

to

audience.

to Appoint

Agency;

Radio-Tv Figures in Ad Plans
A foreign automaker which has made a
fairly substantial dent in the domestic car
market without ever launching a full-fledged
advertising campaign may soon turn to radio
and television on a limited scale.
Volkswagen of America Inc., U.S. distributor of Volkswagen G.m.b.H. of Wolfsburg, Germany, will shortly appoint its first
advertising agency — a move prompted, according to Advertising Director Scott
Stewart — by the
can't get along
this move." The
probably bill no
at the outset.

fact that "we feel that we
any more without making
Volkswagen account would
more than $750,000 a year

Volkswagen's sales have been so successful in the U.S. that some dealers insist on a
four-month waiting list for delivery.
Some 15 agencies have been screened and
all indications point to a "medium sized
agency," according to a Volkswagen spokesman. Appointment probably will be made
after Jan. 31, it was said, and broadcast

HOW?

Effective

Air

Personalities

media will "definitely figure" in planning
"the small national campaign" for the
beetle-like German auto.
Baltimore

• JACK

WELLS

• ART

GOW'S

• PAT

GAY

• JACK
• STARR

Show
Ladies'

Show

WELLS

YELLAND

• and DENVER

AT

from 10:15 to 11:15 a.m.

from 12:05 to 12:45 p.m.

Show

from 4:00 to 4:55 p.m.

S Party
NIGHT

Line from 8 to 9 p.m.

from 6:30 p.m. to Midnight

PLUS

personalities and features

from CBS — the nation's leading network!
"PULSE, October, 1957

560

KC

For the whole story call your KATZ man or Lee Fondren,
station manager
and director of sales in Denver.
CBS for the Rocky Mountain Area
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Suits

Hearing

The 16 suits filed over the past two
months by Baltimore media and merchants
against the city's advertising taxes, passed
last November and activated Jan. 1, will
have their first court test late next month
or early in March.
The hearing, to be held in the city's Circuit Court with Judge Joseph L. Carter presiding, will be a consolidation of all the suits
filed. The case may later be taken to the
State Court of Appeals and perhaps as far
as the Supreme Court.
The new ad taxes in question consist of a
4% tax on all advertising sales, and a 2%
levy on the gross advertising receipts of all
media [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 6].
Nielsen

KLZ

Tax

Slated for Court

from 7:15 to 9 a m
Choice

Ad

Study

Shows

Radio

Data

A modest schedule of 15 radio announcements broadcast during an average week
over a single station after 6 p.m. can reach
15% of the homes in a market nearly twice
each, according to a cumulative audience
study made for Radio Advertising Bureau
by A. C. Nielsen Co. Results of this survey
on the sales effectiveness and economy of
nighttime radio are contained in a folder
to RAB's
this week This
beingber distributed
stations and networks.
is the memninth
such survey made for RAB by Nielsen. The
city used was not identified.
Broadcasting

*

F.

R.

F.K.P. is many things .

P.

. F.R.P. is SPORTS

...

Play-by-play on every Oriole game . . . the full Colts season . . . thrillpacked Saturday afternoons of Navy football.
The World Series . . . the All-Star game . . . the Sugar and Rose Bowls . . .
championship boxing every week . . the running account
from trackside of horse races from Maryland and around the country.
The most complete day-by-day coverage of the sports world by WBAL
Sports Director Joe Croghan . . . interviews with people who are making
news wherever they are.
F.R.P. SPORTS sends WBAL reporters to Scottsdale, Arizona, for Orioles
lire-season forecasts . . . Joe Croghan to San Francisco to cover the Colts, and to
South Bend for a TSavy-Notre Dame clash . . . and anywhere there's a sports
event WBAL listeners want to hear about.
F.R.P. is SPORTS — fully covered, fully reported, fully broadcast
. . . AND SPORTS IS ONLY ONE PART OF F.R.P.

RADIO
WBAL
* 50,000 WATTS
ND
MARYLA
BALTIMORE,

*FULL

RANGE

PROGRAMMING
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Why Nu-Maid

Durkee

Director of Sales &

Advertising Selects

WLW

Radio and

"The

famous

Crosley Stations

really give a food product a surprise "Flavor-Lift". ..all the way
from

excellent time

slots and

talent sell to top merchandising
and promotion. Yes, WLW

Radio

and TV Stations constantly offer
new sales heights to advertisers.
Anyone

for going up!"

Elmer L. Weber
Director of Sales & Advertising
The Miami Margarine Company
Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!
1
r
V Television
ITLW-A
Atlanta
i
Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales:
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas... Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of >4kCO

Why Crosley Corporation

Vice President in charge

of Television selects

TelePrompTer Corporation

Eoui

"When we thoroughly studied the available
prompting devices, it seemed clear that the
Mod V TelePrompTer would best enable our five
television stations to deliver greater service
to our viewers -and

consequently greater

service to our advertisers. I was especially impressed with such TelePrompTer advantages as
its larger viewing area, ease of operation, protection against obsolescence — as well as its
overall acceptance by the industry."

U-T.rMurphy
JJohn

Vice President
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
In addition, all five Crosley TV stations now have the new TelePro 6000
rear screen projector, which can change 62 slides every 60 seconds and
reproduce every picture with the brightness and clarity of the original.
MOD V
TelePrompTer

——->

— U

CORPORATION

TeleMation

Call Jim Blair, our Equipment Sales Manager. You'll be glad you did!
Exciting new products to be revealed at the NARTB Convention.

311 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 2-3800
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON, D. C
DETROIT • MIAMI • PHILADELPHIA • TORONTO • LONDON

FILM

NBC-WRCA-TV
• 140

Republic

• Eventual

BUY

POST-'48

films sold

deal: $2 million

In the largest sales splurge of post- 1948
feature films, NBC's Owned Stations Division last week signed for the purchase of
140 Republic Pictures feature films for
WRCA-TV New York and was set to sign
for 218 post- 1948 features for five other
NBC-owned tv stations. The overall contract was estimated at $2 million.
A spokesman for Hollywood Television
Service, tv subsidiary of Republic which
negotiated the sale, said the contract for the
five NBC-owned stations was "certain" to
be signed Friday. He declined to give other
details on the transaction until the contract
actually was made.
Included in the package are such films as
"The Fighting Kentuckian" (John Wayne);
"Johnny Guitar" (Joan Crawford, Sterling
Hay den); "The Quiet Man" (John Wayne,
Maureen O'Hara); "Maverick Queen" (Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan); "Sands of

MOVIE

BATCH

Iwo Jima" (John Wayne); "The Red Pony"
(Robert Mitchum, Myrna Loy); "Lisbon"
(Ray Milland, Maureen O'Sullivan); "Fair
Wind to Jamaica" (Fred McMurray); "The
Last Command" (Sterling Hayden, Anna
Maria Alberghetti); "The Bullfighter and the
Lady" (Robert Stack, Gilbert Roland); "The
Vanishing American" (Scott Brady); "The
Twinkle in God's Eye" (Mickey Rooney);
"Rio Grande" (John Wayne. Maureen
Jr.).
O'Hara); "Thunderbird" (John Barrymore
The other NBC-TV stations scheduled to
enter into licenses for the Republic features
are WRCV-TV Philadelphia, WRC-TV
Washington, WNBC (TV) Hartford-New
Britain, KRCA-TV Hollywood and WBPFTV Buffalo, N. Y. The network also owns
WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
It was not known precisely how many
postbut
does
than

1948 features have been sold to tv,
an informed estimate was the total
not exceed 250. Of this number, more
80 have been placed into tv by United

The shares — at $3 each — originally were
scheduled for floating the week of Dec.

CNP's preparation for a "selling year"
includes 39 episodes of Union Pacific, since
Jan. 2 on sale to regional and local advertisers; a second series of 39 episodes of
Silent Service now being produced and to
go on immediate sale; release early this
year of 59 episodes of Medic, the network
series now being placed in syndication; production of a not-yet-titled series on international intrigue, and another on
news gathering; a split production arrangement in New England for Captain Courage
(arrangements underway since the summer

16, then were "indefinitely postponed" when
the market took a dive.
Mr. Roach declared that a decision as to

by Gerald Adler, CNP's European program
director), and distribution of a series pro-

when his company will make a public offering "will depend on general business conditions and upon future developments of discussions with one of the leading members

duced by Batjak Productions (John Wayne's
company) tentatively titled Danger Is My
Business.

'Soft' Market Blocked Sale
Of Roach Stock to Public
A "soft" market was held responsible last
week for the decision by Hollywood producer Hal Roach Jr. and New York broker
S. D. Fuller to terminate the underwriting
agreement which would have offered 375,000 shares of Hal Roach Productions Inc.
common to the public [Film, Dec. 16,
1957].

of the New York Stock Exchange." Neither
Mr. Roach nor his spokesmen would name
the brokerage company alluded to, but it
was learned that the company was not S. D.
Fuller & Co.
California
Girds

National

Productions

for Best Selling Year

California National Productions, NBC's
film syndication subsidiary, is looking forward to the "best selling year for syndication" and expects to have more new properties this year than at any time in its history.
The confident note was expressed to put
to rout any doubt over CNP's future following a streamlining of the subsidiary's
operations.
At one time, California's divisions included the handling of the NBC Opera
Company, international sales, film sales service, Calnatron (electronic device for use in
industrial films) and investments in Broadway shows. All of these activities have been
turned over to the network, placing CNP in
film syndication only, with some merchandising activity on behalf of certain filmed
series and network shows.
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Artists Television Inc. and a lesser number
of films have been made available by NTA,
C & C Television Corp. and some others by
small producing organizations. This does
not include many British-produced films
made after 1948.
It was considered doubtful that the release of the post- 1948 Republic features
will stampede the major companies into
placing their films on the market. A spokesman for a distributor of a major studio
pointed out that producers have been under
tremendous pressure from various exhibitor associations, including the Theatre Owners of America, to hold up on the release
to tv of post- 1948 films as well as pre- 1948
features still unreleased.
Another spokesman said the Republic
sales may have stemmed from internal problems within that company, which have been
accompanied by published reports that the
studio itself may be sold. In that eventuality, this source speculated, the company
would not be bound to pay the various
motion picture guilds for the post- 1948
films sold to tv, since Republic would be out
of the film production business.
selling seminar in New York. Matty Fox,
credited as the "dean" of tv-film barter and
president of C & C Television Corp., will
appear on the program with Frank M.
Headley. president of H-R Television Inc.
and H-R Representatives Inc. Mr. Headley
also is president of Station Representatives
Assn. The topic: "Is Film Barter Harmful
to the Television Industry?" Mr. Headley
will take the affirmative and Mr. Fox the
negative.
NTA

Asks

N. Y. High

To Put Disputed

Stock

Court
in Trust

Of CNP's more recent series, Boots &
Saddles— The Story of the Fifth Cavalry, is
claimed to be repeating the success gained
by the company in sales of Silent Service.
Boots (offered for sale only last July) currently is in at least 120 tv markets with
Silent Service (now in its second year) in

As a sequel to the legal battle for stock
control of Associated Artists Productions
Inc., New York, National Telefilm Assoc.,
New York, last week filed a new suit in the
New York State Supreme Court asking that
the AAP stock in question be held in trust
for NTA pending the outcome of litigation.
The complaint proposed that Gotham
Television Film Corp., United Artists Corp.
and the Chemical Corn Exchange Bank,
which NTA said holds the AAP stock, be

"just under 200 markets."
CNP also now speaks of a "team operation" made up of President Earl Rettig
and Vice President H. Weller (Jake)
Keever. Mr. Rettig, former vice president
and treasurer of NBC, has in addition to
his network experience a background of motion picture work. He is devoting most of
his attention to production and talent, tying
in with program creation and production

named as "constructive trustee for NTA."
It was reported this new action was taken
because Gotham Television was created as
a subsidiary of United Artists last Dec. 19,
subsequent to the time NTA filed a damage
suit for $200,000 each against UA and five
officers of UA and AAP (Dec. 23, 1957).
On Dec. 19 UA announced that Gotham
had purchased 700,000 shares of AAP
stock for about $8.5 million.

supervision by Robert A. Cinader, CNP's
vice president for programs. Mr. Keever,
who joined NBC Television Films seven
years ago as a salesman, has been considered the "strong man" in CNP sales.
RTES to Hear Film Barter Debate

The legal hassle began in early November when NTA announced it had contracted
to buy more than 50% of AAP common

Film barter, a development in spot tv
buying that has become widespread in only
the past year and a half, will be discussed
tomorrow (Tuesday) at the Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and

stock from a shareholders' group headed
by Louis Chesler, then AAP board chairman, and Maxwell Goldhar, then an AAP
director and vice president. Messrs. Chesler
and Goldhar later repudiated this transaction and NTA filed suit in New York State
Supreme Court.
In this latest action, NTA also renewed
its claims for damages cited in its earlier
Broadcasting

YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN

IF

YOU

NEBRASKA

DON'T

USE

KOLN-TV!

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen
NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

ARB

SURVEY

—

LINCOLN-BEATRICE

June 9-1 5, 1 957 —

MARKET

8:30-1 0:00 P.M.

This special ARB Survey of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
was made at the request of an important national advertiser. It shows that in EASTERN Lincoln-Land alone,
KOLN-TV gets more than twice as many viewers as the
leading Omaha station!
Rating
Share
57.0
29.5
KOLN-TV
24.2
Station B
12. 5
18.4
Station C
9.5
Others
.2
.4

There are only two big markets in Nebraska, and you
can't get them both with any one TV station.
All surveys prove that KOLN-TV

satisf actory outlet for Lincoln-Land — ■ 69 counties . . .
296,200 families . . . 191,710 TV sets.
KOLN-TV
Nebraska

is the Official CBS Outlet for South Central
and Northern

CHANNEL

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

Kansas.

Ask Avery-Knodel.

10 • 316,000 WATTS

• 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel,

Broadcasting

is your ONLY

Inc., Exclusive

National

Representatives
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FILM CONTINUED
suit, providing the stock is turned over to
NTA. If the stock is not turned over to
NTA the complaint said, plaintiff seeks $18
million in damages. Named as defendants in
the damage suit were United Artists Corp.;
Gotham Television Corp.; Elliot Hyman,
AAP president, and Ray Stark and Henry
J. Zittau, AAP directors.

the

last

word.

TPA
in

cumulative

impact

Gets Syndication

Rights

To 103 Episodes of 'Lassie'
Television Programs of America, the
original co-producer of Lassie before it was
sold to Jack Wrather, has acquired the syndication rights to 103 episodes of the program from Mr. Wrather for distribution in
the U.S. under a new title not yet selected.
Lassie will continue on CBS-TV under sponsorship of Campbell Soup Co. through
BBDO, New York.
The 103 episodes which TPA will distribute star the original Lassie cast including
Tommy Rettig, Jan Clayton and George
Cleveland. Mr. Wrather bought all rights to
Lassie from TPA and Robert Maxwell, the

o'cloc

k

program's original producer and co-owner
with TPA, in September 1956. Shortly after,
TPA contracted with Mr. Wrather to handle
foreign distribution of Lassie. Since then
the series has been sold in 22 countries and
is being dubbed or sub-titled in eight languages.

FILM SALES

Screen Gems, N. Y., reports sales on its
Shock! package of feature films to WXYZTV Detroit and KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
raising total markets on series to 95.
ON

CAMERA

CBS-TV anthology series, Rendezvous,
goes into production today (Monday) at
California studios in Hollywood, where
Filmmaster Productions will film "Sound of
Gunfire," only western episode in series of
13 half-hour tv filmed programs. Other 12
will be filmed in N. Y. Howard Erskine,
who co-produced and co-directed stage plays
"Desperate Hours" and "Happiest Millionaire," has his first tv and film assignment as producer of new CBS-TV program.
Works of such people as Stephen Vincent
Benet, Ludwig Bemelmans, John Hersey

Top rated: 26.1%, compared with 18.3% for
its nearest competitor in the field (ARB, 12/57).
Less costly: $3.85 per thousand unduplicated
homes, compared with $7.32 to $12.04 per
thousand for its competitors (ARB, 12/57).
December Neilson just arrived: Daily average
rating: 14.5 against a 12.1, a 10.8, and a
4.1 for the other three early evening
local news programs.

in

short

the last

. . . the
word

seven
for

o'clock

sales

in

and Ray
Bradbury are included in Rendezvous series.

final

Washington

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 WASHINGTON, D.C.
AN EVENING
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STAR STATION

is

for full availability information,
check H-R Television, Inc.

Television Programs of America reports
production of 39 episodes of New York
Confidential, starring Lee Tracy, will start
in May in New York. Most of each half
hour episode will be filmed on New York
City streets, making this series one of first
to use this locale as basis of regular tv program. Leon Fromkess, TPA vice president
of production, will be executive producer.
TCF-TV Productions, video subsidiary of
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., plans to make
seven tv pilot films in next two months. Pilots for Mr. Belvedere, Mother Is a Freshman, Cameo Kirby and Transatlantic, all
designed as half-hour series, will be filmed
at TCF-TV studios early in February, followed by pilots for three additional series,
as yet untitled, whose final formats are now
being worked out.
Broadcasting

WORKING

PARTNERS

V"4
FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PEUEGRIN, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

We

40m

fully recognize the importance

coverage of all important
our stations. And
the Working

TELEVISION

time buying areas for all

this coverage is provided both by

Partners who

as by the members
RADIO

of giving complete

head up H-R

as well

of our growing staff. All of whom,

by the way, have been selected on the basis of
maturity, experience
in this field. Today
continue

and records of performance

as when

H-R

to keep our promise

was started, we

to "always send a man

to do a man's job!"
380 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
OXford 7-3120

35 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago 1 , Illinois
RAndolph 6-6431

6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 2-6453

155 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, Calif.
YUkon 2-5837

416 Rio Grande Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
Riverside 2-5148

1065 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit 26, Michigan
WOodward 1-4148

101 Marietta Street
Atlanta, Georgia
JAckson 3-7797

520 Lovett Boulevard
Room No. ID
Houston, Texas
JAckson 8-1601

910 Royal Street
Canal 3917
New Orleans, La.

529 Pan American Bank Bldg.
Miami, Florida
FRanklin 3-7753
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NETWORKS

CBS-TV
Network

AFFILIATES
outlets

plan

The fight to preserve free broadcasting
will be carried to Capitol Hill, federal agencies and back to the grass roots, CBS-TV
affiliates decided last week.
Several hundred delegates to the Fourth
General Conference of CBS-TV Network
Affiliates, meeting Monday-Tuesday in
Washington, set up a special committee to
look into threats of utility-type regulation,
pay tv and a flood of Capitol Hill investigations. Then the committee will work out
ways of coping with what affiliates and network officials agreed is the most serious
situation in industry history.
Station executives took advantage of the
Washington locale to meet with their senators and congressmen. Many delegates
stayed over several days to discuss their
problems with the legislators.
At the weekend it was obvious that broadcasters with CBS-TV don't intend to lose
the Washington battle by default. A new
affiliates' committee, headed by John S.
Hayes of WTOP-TV Washington, went right

all-out

battle

There was complete agreement that unprecedented pressures require unprecedented
action by CBS-TV stations as well as the
network itself. President Frank Stanton of
CBS Inc. and Richard S. Salant, vice president, laid the groundwork as they showed
how television may be dealt crippling or
even fatal blows at a time when its informative functions are most needed. (See sum74.)

mary of Dr. Stanton's keynote speech, page

The future of broadcasting lies in Washington, focal point of the world, affiliates
were told. They responded by adopting
unanimously a resolution setting up the
committee headed by Mr. Hayes.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.,
who opened the conference Monday mornPage 62
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against

THEIR
utility

ing as chairman of the CBS Television Affiliates Assn., set the mood for the two-day
program. Merle S. Jones, president of CBS
Television, presided on behalf of the network. The affiliates heard network officials
review Washington events and discuss relations of the networks and stations.
The Monday evening banquet, at which
legislators were guests of station delegates,
featured entertainment by headliners. President Stanton said 82 senators and 400 representatives were guests. This was described
as one of the most impressive broadcasterlegislator social affairs in industry history
(1,280 steak dinners, one tuna fish salad).
Members of the FCC attended the dinner
as well as the two luncheons.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon and
Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson
(D-Tex.) were luncheon speakers. The Vice
President outlined the world situation and
lauded the informative role played by broadcasters. He predicted the public's appetite

FCC COMMISSIONERS were luncheon guests of CBS-TV affiliates
meeting in Washington last week. At head table Monday were
(I to r) F. E. Busby, WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.; Leslie C. Johnson,
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111; Comr. Richard A. Mack; Paul Adanti,
W HEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; Comr. Robert T. Bartley; CBS-TV
to work a few minutes after the Fourth
General Conference of CBS Television
Network Affiliates adjourned late Tuesday.
The committee named counsel and laid
preliminary plans to protect the rights of
affiliate stations and to cooperate with the
network in meeting common problems. It
will make recommendations to the CBS-TV
Affiliates Board.

TAKE

regulation,

STAND
pay

tv

pointed out what it felt were some distortions of logic and mis-matching of facts and
conclusions in the Barrow Report.
While no formal request was made by the
396 affiliate delegates (representing 177
CBS-TV stations), there was a feeling that
FCC should postpone its March 3 hearing
on the Barrow Report. Some argued the
hearing should be deferred until May inasmuch as the Barrow staff spent two years
researching and writing its report. A postponement would give broadcasters muchneeded time to prepare comments.
Adoption of Barrow recommendations for
almost unlimited regulation of networks
would strike at network ownership of stations and option time, cutting their effectiveness as information and advertising media,
networks and delegates agreed. These effects would lessen the impact of television
at the peak of its 10-year growth.
Affiliates paid a dramatic tribute to the
leadership of President Stanton "for his
massive personal contributions to CBS Tele-

President Merle S. Jones; FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer; CBS
Inc. President Frank Stanton; Comr. Rosel H. Hyde; Joseph H.
Ream, CBS Washington vice president; Comr. Robert E. Lee;
William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Comr. T.A.M.
Craven and James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo.

for informational programs will increase
and for entertainment programs will decrease. The majority leader said the United
States should go before the United Nations,
inviting other nations to join in the adventure into outer space.
Numerous informal conferences of CBSTV affiliates with their senators and congressmen were held during the week. The
series of events added up to what many
broadcasters felt was the most effective effort yet made by the industry in the government relations field. They pointed out, too,
that a continuing project is now under way.
While pay tv looms as the most immediate
threat (see story page 106), many CBS-TV
delegates felt the long-range proposals of
the Barrow Report to the FCC can wreck
networks and shackle station operations.
Many commented that pay tv advocates
have conducted elaborate and well-financed
campaigns, with only minimum activity on
behalf of free broadcasting.
Network executives pointed up their discussion of pay tv dangers by issuing a booklet ,"Free Television and the American People." This account of the pay tv situation is
to be widely distributed. The network also

vision, to us as CBS Television affiliates, to
our industry and, most important of all, to
our beloved America." The tribute continued, "Any industry can be proud when it
develops a truly great leader, willing and
able to serve his nation in a time of crisis.
Frank Stanton is such a leader, dedicated
and self-sacrificing, and to him on behalf of
our colleagues and all fellow Americans
we say a grateful and heartfelt 'thank you.' "
The recognition of Dr. Stanton's leadership was matched by the friendly feeling between affiliates and the network in the face
of common hazards. The affiliates lauded
CBS-TV for its public service programming
and agreed it has "merited the distinction of
being the world's No. 1 network." Network
personnel, facilities and promotion-publicity
services were included.
Station contacts with legislators included
small conferences on Capitol Hill, group sessions and such social events as a breakfast
meeting of California affiliates with state
legislators. At the California session, George
Whitney, KFMB-TV, told the Congressional
group that broadcasters wanted to give their
realistic comments on the "theories of a law
Broadcasting

This recent letter to
WROC-TV speaks for itself.
"We'd like to tell you about
the success we have had on
WROC-TV with Trudy McNall's
Home Cooking Program.
"About a year ago we launched
nance's mustard supreme,
a pouring mustard. For several
months distribution was spotty
and retail turnover slow.

here's

how

to

sell

in

Rochester

!

"In April we purchased one
one-minute spot per week on
Trudy McNall's program, plus
radio spots on two stations.
Distribution was immediately
achieved through all chains, and
in a matter of weeks the
previously reluctant independent
stores came into line. Four weeks
proved that Trudy McNall was
the primary factor in our success
and all other advertising
was dropped.
"Our local distributor reports
increases in sales of NANCE'S
mustard so far this year at 65%.
One local chain has more than
doubled its business.
"Our sales prove that this program
is at least the equivalent in
impact of shows with ratings
many times greater. Trudy
McNall really sells her viewers.*"
NANCE DELMARLE CO.
So Say dozens of other advertisers, too.
MORE

SPONSORS

WROC-TV

CHOOSE

BECAUSE

• 21 A% more homes reached
daily than the other Rochester
channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one
of the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising, best
advertising results
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

A

Symbol of Service
■

Broadcasting

TRANSCONTINENT

STATION

WROC-TV, Rochester WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo
WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

NBCABC-Channel
C-TV5
RO
W
Rochester, N. Y.
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A famous and useful sentence, that — because it
contains all the letters of the alphabet, carefully
assembled into a few well-edited words.
In BROADCASTING
Magazine, too, you'll find
everything from A to Z . . . everything that's timely
and pertinent about today's swiftly moving television
and radio business. It's skilfully edited, likewise, for
quick and informative reading— ungarnished by
fancy artwork and layout camouflage, undiluted by
generalities and superficial comment.
Key to the sustained editorial vigor of BROADCASTING isfound among the largest group of alert
brown foxes in the whole realm of television and radio
reporting. Backed by 26 years of experience in covering, correlating — and promptly documenting — the
growth of TV and radio, they are also far-&-away the
largest editorial staff in the field. Working from five
news-gathering offices in the U. S. and Canada, this

*The only ABC member in its
field, BROADCASTING'S total
PAID circulation averaged
18,428 copies on the last sixmonth ABC statement. Of these,
incidentally, 5,053 went to
agency-advertiser readers.

JUMPED

OVER

THE

LAZY

DOGS

group compacts each week's TV-radio happenings
into approximately 350 stories and 80,000 words per
issue of BROADCASTING,
No other publication approaches such comprehensive
and usefully cogent
CASTING aclear-cut
electronic media ...
PAID circulation (as

reporting.
leadership
leadership
verified by

It gives BROADas THE journal of
reflected in more
the Audit Bureau

of Circulations) * than the next three TV-radio publications together. In turn, this reader preference
(i.e., people pay only for what they want) has won
advertising dominance for BROADCASTING
as
well. It's measurable, again, by more advertising
pages annually than appear in the next three TVradio journals combined.
You might put it this way: in television and radio
coverage, there is BROADCASTING
Magazine.
Then there are only the others.

BROAD
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY

CAST
OF TELEVISION

I NG
AND

RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C,
A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

NETWORKS CONTINUED
school dean and his paid legal assistants."
Mr. Whitney added, "We respectfully request your support in suppressing these investigations and getting the various committees off our hacks."
The Hayes committee, which will report
to Chairman Lane's affiliates board, comprises Mr. Whitney; Carter M. Parham,
WDEF-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.; W. D.
Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., and
August Meyer, WCTA (TV) Champaign, 111.
Out of the two-day affiliates meeting
came a conviction that broadcasters have
suffered from fear, inhibitions and assorted
complexes in their legislative relations, according to many station delegates. They felt,
too, that stations should keep their communities informed on Washington developments in the field of regulation and pay-tv.
Some insisted that broadcasters have lagged
behind other media and other industries in
exercising their rights as citizens and businessmen to explain the broadcast position in
legislative and regulatory matters.
Small-Market

CBS-TV

Outlets

Ask New Study of Line Charges
AT&T line rates for tv transmissions to
small-market stations reveal "a wide latitude
of charges and quotations of charges" by
the parent company and its subsidiaries for
services of a nearly identical nature, according to the small markets committee of
the CBS-TV Affiliates Assn.
The committee adopted a resolution asking reconsideration of AT&T's existing rate
policies. Harry C. Butcher, KIVA (TV)
Yuma, Ariz., committee chairman, said
copies of a resolution adopted Tuesday during the CBS-TV affiliates Washington meeting will be sent to the FCC and the House
and Senate Commerce Committees.

CBS-TV

OUTLETS

•

Affiliates organize

•

WTOP's

Hayes

to present

heads

LOAD
views

unit to make

Stations affiliated with CBS-TV, convinced of the critical nature of the Barrow
report to the FCC, acted last week to meet
this regulatory crisis.
A new CBS-TV affiliates committee was
created at the Fourth General Conference
of CBS-TV Affiliates, held Monday-Tuesday
in Washington. This group will direct the
drive to present the stations' position on the
Barrow report as well as pay tv at regulatory and legislative proceedings.
John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington,
was appointed chairman of the affiliates
group. Other members are W. D. Rogers,
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; August C. Meyer, WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.; George
Whitney, KFMB-TV San Diego,, Calif., and
Carter M. Parham, WDEF-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.
The affiliates unanimously adopted a resolution stating the Barrow proposals "would
impose greatly increased restrictions and
regulation on television broadcasting and
would weaken affiliates, networks and the
affiliate-network relationship to the ultimate
detriment of the American public, and thus
would jeopardize the American system of
free television broadcasting."
Affiliates will finance work of the Hayes
committee, which retained Ernest W. Jennes,
of Covington & Burling, as counsel. The
committee is to coordinate the affiliates'
activities in connection with "developments
concerning government actions that affect
affiliate-network relationships and practices,
and affiliates as independent broadcasters."

FOR
on

BARROW

regulation,

legislation

stands on Washington

proposals

In essence, the Hayes committee will relate network and affiliate activities during
the period of Washington investigations and
regulatory pressures. It will see that the
affiliates' position is presented before the
FCC in Barrow Report proceedings.
Two days of discussion among several
hundred affiliates and top executives of the
network were devoted to close study of
the Barrow Report.
CBS President Frank
Stanton's keynote
talk Monday morning warned
networks and that
affiliates
alike would

suffer

severely if the Barrow recommendations are put in operation (see Stanton
talk, page 74).
MR. HAYES
The detailed story
of the Barrow report was presented by
Richard S. Salant, CBS vice president, and
Mr. Hayes.
"The near misses in the report — suggestions of new FCC power to act without
recommendation that it act now — are of
the gravest significance," Mr. Salant warned.
He noted, too, the "theoretical assumptions" not checked out against programming
facts in the FCC files.
Mr. Hayes said the Barrow recommendations would bring the industry far too close
to the status of a public utility. In the
face of the Barrow threats to stations and
networks, he said, affiliates must be articulate and well organized.
A "break 'em up" philosophy marks the
Barrow report, Mr. Salant said. He noted

"TARGET"

the report's assumption that greater fractionization — "the smaller and weaker the
business unit" — would benefit both industry
and public. He said the report would provide supervision of a network's affiliation
procedure "to equalize station bargaining
power" and then would reject the FCC's
proposal for five-year licenses, "the one
clearest and most immediate means to pro-

rowe.

. .

vide affiliates with strength and stability."
The report reaches conclusions by raising
questions and then answering them with
vague references to the public interest, Mr.
Salant said, adding that the government
would be in the position of exploring and
reviewing the most intimate business practices of the industry. He pointed out that
proposals to control networks "are not based
on a finding that networks' affiliation practices have contravened the public interest
butHeonly
that they
have.'
"
objected
to 'may
failure
of the
report to
recognize that CBS-TV has long supplied
its affiliation criteria to those interested.
Station-network relationships and the
strength of tv itself will be jeopardized by
proposed federal intervention, he said.
Mr. Salant defended option time practices
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ETHYL
world's

Corporation
largest

manufacturing

anti-knock
plant

Spend more-— where
there's more to spend

operates
compound

in Baton

Rouge

Ethyl Corporation's Baton Rouge plant has produced the
tetraethyl lead used to improve more than 450 billion gallons
of motor

and

aviation

gasolines. 4000

employees

Baton Rouge is the hub of a fabulous area
producing prosperity and new wealth from
petroleum, alumina, petro-chemicals and
many allied industries. Payrolls are at an
all-time high!
Here is spendable income for advertised
products . . . and WBRZ is the key to more
sales at lower cost because . . .

share a

$26 million payroll.
Many of the greatest names in American industry
invested hundreds of millions for new plants

have

OnlyA^g/fSunshine reaches more homes
in this BILLION DOLLAR MARKET!"

in this "empire area" and others are moving in
. . . with $254,800,000 in additional plants already
scheduled.
Baton Rouge — State Capitol, deep-water port,
home of Louisiana State University — is now the
center of America's
Broadcasting

fastest growing

industrial area!

WBRZ
2
BATON
ROUGE,
LOUISIANA
Tower: lOOl ft. Power: 100,000 watts
NBC-ABC
Represented by Hollingbery
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as a way to assure simultaneous nationwide circulation to advertisers. He said the
report itself has not supplied the proof
needed before the government can be justified in forbidding "this vital element of
voluntary
network-affiliate relationships."
Several Barrow report proposals to govern
multiple ownership and limit station transfers to cash deals drew his criticism. He
said a limit of one station to a customer
would be approached and added that singlestation owners would be jeopardized at

license renewal time. "The rules turn the
system topsy-turvy," according to Mr. Salant.
Newcomers without experience would have
preference in applications and transfers
and even in renewals, substituting "the weak
and inexperienced for those with demonstrated records of service," he explained.
The potential range of network regulation "would seem to be virtually limitless," he continued, affecting network programming, relations with advertisers, and
affiliation practices and decisions along with

rates and compensation. This would include regulation of must-buy practices, he
continued, explaining the report even proposes a rule to require networks and advertisers to permit programs to be carried
minus commercials on non-ordered stations
"upon reasonable payment by the stations
to the network and the advertiser."
Mr. Hayes said the proposal to expose
licensees to attempts by new applicants to
defeat their license renewals "would be a
real threat of protracted litigation for every
station every three years. Competitive transfer proposals and cash sales would seriously
affect the marketability of stations and delay or even make sales impossible as a
practical matter," he said.
The plan to have the FCC impose dollar
fines for rules violations, he contended,
would "turn the FCC into a police court."
The long-range aim of one station per
licensee would deprive the network of income from owned stations, affecting program service, he said.
Revamping of affiliate-network practices
would substitute a flat requirement of law
for what is now a matter of judgment, according to Mr. Hayes. Like Mr. Salant,
he objected to the option-time language in
the Barrow report and its assumption the
practice is evil because it gives the network the power to substitute its program
judgment for that of the affiliate. He said
the "peril" in the report "is clear, immediate
and serious" and holds "a grave threat for
each of our stations and for the public
which we all serve."
Network
Operations,
Programs

Get

Airing

CBS-TV network officials met with executives of their affiliated stations last week to

ENTERTAINMENT at Monday night banquet at CBS-TV affiliates conference was among
most lavish staged in Washington in recent years. This backstage group includes (1 to r)
Art Linkletter, emcee; one of the 24 June Taylor dancers who performed; Merle Jones,
CBS-TV president, and June Taylor.

work out operating problems and review
ways of providing better program and coverage service. Technical, business and program developments were reviewed at the
two-day Washington conference of affiliates
(coverage begins page 62).

William B. Lodge, station relations-engineering vice president, opened the review
of affiliate-network problems, going into
such topics as new contracts, time periods,
color tv, tv tape recording and copyright.
Other network speakers included Sig
Mickelson, CBS news vice president; John
P. Cowden, operations director of advertising and sales promotion; Hubbell Robinson
Jr., network program vice president; William
H. Hylan, vice president of sales administration, and Edmund C. Bunker, vice president
and director of station relations. Top-level
topics were handled by CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton and Richard S. Salant, vice

COMEDIANS at Monday banquet confer with Mr.
Jones before going on. Danny Thomas ( 1 ) performed as a single. Phil Silvers (r) appeared in his
Sgt. Bilko costume and had with him five regular
members of his Tuesday night CBS-TV show.
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VOCALIST on program was Patti
Page, star of the Big Record, who
talks here with Hubbell Robinson,
CBS-TV executive vice president in
charge of programs.

president.
The network talks covered details of network and affiliate operations. In turn a
group of affiliate spokesmen talked from
the standpoint of the station operator. While
there were grievances on both sides, the
tone of the two-day conference was amiable
and much of the time was devoted to the
two industrywide crises — pay tv and the
FCC Barrow Report.
Station speakers included C. Howard
Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., chairman
Broadcasting

Mon.

MEMO
EDGAR
341 PARK

AVENUE,

TELEPHONE:
Board of Directors
National Association
Washington, D. C.

KOBAK
NEW

MURRAY

YORK

I To: ML
From 5722

HILL 8-2727

of Broadcasters

Ed Kobak called this morning, and wants
to repeat the ad on industry leadership
which he ran in our issue of June 17,1957.
Note: Change NARTB to NAB wherever it
appears. He also wants 200 reprints.
Bill at one-time rate.

Gentlemen:
This not-too-tired, retired director of the NAB would like to submit some thoughts
for your consideration that may help strengthen our association and improve the service
to the membership and to the broadcasting business, primarily, in the best interest of
the listening and viewing public. There is a need for open minds to review where we have
been — where we are — and how to get where we are going to be sure we serve the public in the
best manner possible. We must live up to our responsibilities as licensees. Here they
are in topical form:
1. Separate associations for radio and television.
2. Set up strong program divisions for each association to assist members in program
planning and program services.
Programs are our number one responsibility.
3. Relocate the main office outside of Washington.
4. Review the work of committees — add new committees — disband those not needed should
any have outlived their usefulness.
5. Review financial structure and dues.
Do away with discounts for multiple ownership.
6. Review the Code Committee's operation and strengthen where necessary.
Self regulation can and must succeed or we will be subject to regulation by default.
7. Hold separate conventions for radio and television.
8. Review public relations activities.
9. Separate Freedom of Information work for radio and television.
Speed up work on the
manual for station and network operators.
10. Elect chairman for each association from Board membership as at present. Chairmen
should not be paid association executives.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Be prepared to fight Toll-Radio if this is the will of the members. Toll-Radio will
come if Toll-TV gets a test approval.
Get out our own Blue Books (select your own color) for radio and television as a challenge to licensees.
Review whether conventions should feature a Federal Communications Commission panel.
Set up an advisory council for radio and for television.
Review the work of relations with government, state and city agencies.

16.

Arrange for media research committees to meet with the Advertising Research Foundation to avoid duplication, waste of time and money and association-controlled research. There is danger of setting up research controlled by media without working
with advertisers and advertising agencies. Help underwrite this important work
through the ARF.
17. Review relations with Radio Advertising Bureau and the Television Advertising Bureau.
18. Give leadership to broadcasters on the subject of editorializing.
19. Set up awards for excellence in key fields of endeavor to inspire people in the
business to do better work.
20.

Use

advertising by the associations to tell our story — to back up publicity and public relations. Help members in this endeavor. We believe in advertising — let's
show it as an association by spending money for advertising.
21. Have financial information secured from stations handled by outside audit firm to
secure greater response — better facts.
22. Some members resign when they are not happy. They should stick and fight for improvements. When a member is on the outside he can do little to help strengthen the
important work to be done.
The foregoing points are only a starter. Ask for more ideas and suggestions to do
a better job. Appoint one or more committees to analyze the problems using Board members and non-Board members. Much good work is being done but it has to be better. There
is no better time to start than right now to take a close look and to take action. We
must raise standards and improve quality. The business ethics of our industry are
slipping. We live in a goldfish bowl — let's make it the cleanest and best— looking bowl
there is. There is gold in that bowl and to earn it we must do right. And the greatest
reward is in serving others well.
Let's do a better j ob.
Sincerely,

Director, WTWA
Oh yes — a P. S. to BROADCASTING — Congratulations
tions and the Associated Business Publications.

Jaiv

on joining

Thomson,

the Audit

Georgia

Bureau

of Circula-
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K02I

outstrips 'am
in Denver I

all

of the CBS Television Affiliates Assn.; P.
A. Sugg, WTVT (TV) Tampa; E. K. Jett,
WM AR-TV Baltimore; W. D. (Dub) Rogers,
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Norman Knight,
WNAC-TV Boston; F. Van Konynenburg,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis; Paul Adanti,
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; Frank Fogarty,
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.; Tom Chauncey,
KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz., and John S.
Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington. Some of the
station delegates spoke at closed sessions.
Resolutions adopted by affiliates at the
closed sessions lauded the network and its
executives for their operation of the network and for its public service programming efforts. Steps were taken to meet the
threat of pay tv and the FCC Barrow Report (see roundup story page 62). Stations
pledged greater effort to carry and promote
network programs.
Mr. Lodge said CBS-TV has followed
a middle-of-the-road policy on color, having spent several million dollars on its development. He explained large-scale color
programming could be started quickly and
observed that Ampex is preparing a color
tape machine to be demonstrated in April
at the NAB convention. He outlined steps
taken to meet the daylight time problem by
use of more than a score of video tape recorders.
Renewal of the ASCAP tv contract for
another four years reflects cooperation
among stations and the network, he said.
A review of current station affiliation and
disaffiliation practices included announcement that the network has just published
a booklet covering the subject in detail.
Mr. Cowden said the average affiliate ran
46 advertisements promoting CBS programs
in the Labor Day-Thanksgiving period, with
stations allocating 57% of available spots
to promotion of network shows. People no
longer stay with one network all evening,
he said, one-third swinging from one show
to the next.

Hooper

KQSI

and

no.l

Pulse

station

Agree -

6 am -6 pm

KOSI has captured Denver's buying public! This new
twist in radio has shattered the stilted precedent set by
old-fashioned stations! KOSI's new era of new ideas is
reflected in Pulse ratings of 5.1 average per quarter hour
6 am-6 pm . . . the undisputed No. 1 station overall!
Hooper shows KOSI outstripping sixteen competitors with
a 22 overall average. No wonder KOSI dominates Denver

watts

Donv&r is KOSI - land
WGVM
It's Miss.
Greenville,
#1#1 Nielsen
Hooper —
Call Ed Devney

BROADCASTING

Robinson defended network programming, arguing that the most critical
viewer should be able to find two hours of
good programming

on his set during any

given evening. Among current CBS-TV successes, he said, are Danny Thomas, Have
Gun — Will Travel and Perry Mason. He
said 19 new program projects are already

starring Mickey Rooney and Collector's
Item, starring Vincent Price and Peter Lorre;
a new one-hour western, Rawhide, to be

SEE PETRY FOR KOSI, Denver
and KOBY, San Francisco's No. I station
overall in Hooper, Pulse, & Nielsen!
MID - AMERICA

Mr.

in the development stage for next season, including a comedy series created by Nat
Hiken, of Sergeant Bilko fame. It will be
titled The Great Montague, starring Sir
Cedric Hardwick and Vivienne Segal;
Guestward Ho, starring Jeanne Crain; two
comedy melodramas, Personal and Private,

. . . It's time to see your Petry Man!

SI - 5,000

Merle S. Jones, CBS-TV president, said
CBS-TV has 7 of the top 10 evening programs. He added that quick ratings are getting a closer look this season.

CO.

produced by Charles Marquis Warren, creator of Gunsmoke; Rendevous, an anthology; Stage Coach; one-hour Garry Moore
STANTON TEXT BEGINS PAGE 74
AFFILIATE COVERAGE CONTINUES PAGE 79
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we

deliver

1000

this*
rke
oi
fl
31c

luch prettier, actually, frcli^ a sponsor's point . of view, because
these ladies buy! And at WVNJ you can talk to a thousand
of them (and their families) for one minute at a cost of only 31c.
Same rate for men, too.
Most advertisers know that the New WVNJ has more listeners
than any other radio station broadcasting from New Jersey. As
a matter of fact — almost twice as many as the next 2
largest combined.* 'Source — Hooperatings Jan. — Feb. — New Jersey
Most advertisers know the quality of this audience — for the new
programming concept of playing only Great Albums of
Music has brought the station thousands of new and potentially
better buyers than ever before.
Most advertisers know, too, that WVNJ delivers this audience
at less cost per thousand than any other radio station not
only in Jersey but in the entire metropolitan area as well.
Represented by:
Broadcast Times Sales
New York OX 7-1696

That's why WVNJ is the hottest radio station in the New
Jersey market — bar none. Get the facts and you'll
make WVNJ part of your advertising day.

WVNJ
Newark,
Radio

Broadcasting

Station

of the

New

Jersey

Newark

Evening

News
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WCKY

Brings

the

Cincinnati

NEWS-FIRST

With the largest and best staffed radio News
department in Cincinnati, only WCKY
RADIO provides COMPLETE News service,
7 days a week, with 33 newscasts daily. The
WCKY Newsroom is the PULSE of News
in Cincinnati, and augmenting the WCKY
news Staff, more than
tipsters in the
Greater Cincinnati area, insure WCKY'S
getting ALL THE NEWS — FIRST. So —
more people in Cincinnati tune FIRST to
WCKY for all the news — FIRST.
Portion of WCKY News Dept. with John Murphy, Director,
Lloyd Baldwin, Newscaster, Paul Sommerkamp, Sports
Director.
Baldwin broadcasts from studio adjacent to newsroom.
4. Lloyd
Leo Underhill receives tip on news story. Map shows
location of regular tipsters.
John Murphy and Art Larsen check two way phone story
direct from scene of news event.
,^_J

No

News

Medium

coverage

Good

News

-

in

is

—

but WCKY

WCKY'S
Newscovering.
car on the job at fire, with
Sommerkamp
Art Larsen, newscaster checks U.P. teletype
for national and international news.
7. WCKY covers public events with entry in Jr.
C of C cross country air race.
Paul Miller interviews Dag Hammarskiold,
Sec. Gen. of United Nations (right).

gives Cincinnati

so Cincinnati listens to WCKY
all the NEWS FIRST.
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CINCINNATI
C. H. "Top"
Topmiller
WCKY
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 1-6565

WCKY

is

CHICAGO
A M Radio Sales
Jerry Glynn
400 N. Michigan Ave.
Phone: Mohawk 4-6555
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SAN FRANCISCO
AKenM Carey
Radio Sales
950 California St.
Phone: Garfield 1-0716
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Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Mgr.
53 E. 51st St.
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
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50,000
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LOS ANGELES
A M Radio Sales
Bob Block
5939 Sunset Blvd.
Phone: Hollyv-'d 5-0695
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Television

A

weapon

in

the

not

to

missile
be

age:

disarmed

Grave threats to network television are posed by pay

minutes — we do not have

tv and the FCC's Barrow Report at a time when the nation's
fate depends upon leadership responding to an informed
citizenry, CBS President Frank Stanton told CBS-TV affiliates at their Monday-Tuesday meeting in Washington.

the luxury of time. Today there is a new ur-

Dr. Stanton portrayed the place of tv in the nation's
culture and economic welfare in a major analysis of problems facing the industry. He said tv's decade of rapid
growth came as the ICBM Age was developing. The
moves for legislative experimentation and subscriber
service do not find their roots in public demand, he said,
adding that "those who would tamper with the structure
ought to meet the burden of proof that there is need for
these proposals — and that they will constitute a cure and
fatal dose.''' of his address to the affiliates follows:
notA acondensation

gency.
Our first and vital job
is to speed up and improve the dissemination
of the information that is
the primary step in the
decision-making process;
for if there is a failure at
that
step, the whole
democratic scheme will
have failed. These new
demands for speed, for
reaching all the people
simultaneously, for immediacy, are put squarely

TP he television industry faces an immedi' ate and pressing opportunity for service
that it cannot fumble. Not only our national
welfare but our national survival is involved.

up to us in television.
The net television costs, after deducting
all revenues, of this CBS News organization
and
1957. its operations exceeded $11 million in

Paradoxically, that opportunity and obligation come to us when we face the most
serious and most direct threats to our
strength as an industry.
In the wake of the unarguable facts of
Russian technological advances, awesomely
dramatized by the space satellites, this nation has made the sobering discoveries that
it cannot take its own strength for granted
and that time is not always on its side.
Here we in the television industry have
a primary responsibility. It is providential
that television has had a decade of constant
growth to bring us to a position where we
have a real chance of meeting that responsibility. In the simplest way that I can put
it, that responsibility is to use television as
fully and as effectively as we know how to
help take up the slack that is characteristic
of democracies between the time of a need
for action and the time of action itself. In
the age of the ICBM, only by taking up that
slack can a democracy match a dictatorship
without imitating it.

We have tried to bring the American people a deeper understanding of the world and
its issues both through hard news programs
and through special reports, so that the
people can see and make up their own
minds about the problems of the world.
Our increased responsibilities require
harder concentration and greater emphasis.
The task of meeting these responsibilities
must fall primarily on the network end of
the business. It is only a network which can
provide the essentials of immediacy and
simultaneity. It is only a network which
can reach the people on a national scale and
gather the news on an international scale.
You at the station level have vital coordinate
responsibilities. The overriding need is for
all of us to do more. We must inform more
people, faster, more effectively, more fully
— day in and day out. If we fail in this responsibility, the decision-making start that
dictatorships have over democracies may

For a basic difference between the processes of a dictatorship and those of a
democracy is that the dictatorship can move
fast, without either the approval of the people or even an explanation to them. In a
dictatorship the role of the people is simply
to follow orders. In a democracy, on the
other hand, the people are directly involved

No one could be in this industry without
knowing very well that the prosperity of
this nation rests upon the increasingly effective distribution of goods and services to
more and more people. Television, and particularly network television, can, and must,
play a major part in the resolution of this
distribution crisis. For historically, television
has proven its value as an instrument of
marketing, and hence of distribution.
Let us just take a quick backward glance
to the period — only a little more than a
decade ago — immediately following World
War II. Peacetime production resumed —
and resumed with remarkable rapidity. Our
gross national product rose from $209.2
billion in 1946 to $257.3 billion in 1949 to
$363.2 billion in 1953 and to an estimated
$434.4 billion in 1957.
That was only half the miracle. The other

in, and must frequently spark, the decisionmaking procedure. Without a continuous
two-way flow of information, ideas and convictions from the people to its leaders and
from the leaders to the people, these democratic processes are frustrated.
In the past we have always had the time,
in the face of emergencies, to mobilize in
a way that ultimately assured victory. In
the age of missiles — when time is reckoned
not in months or weeks or even days but in

be an advantage which is decisive — and
fatal.

you

need

the

personal

'Tis not only what you say . . . but how
you say it in this business. That's why we
insist that, when you send us live copy . . .
our disc jockeys deliver a LIVE live
announcement! It's an INTEGRATED
commercial, too ... as much a part of the
show as Perry Como or Frank Sinatra . . . and
it's the word of a fellow that Milwaukee
listeners enjoy. Yes, by design on WEMP,
your copy gets the interpretation necessary
to effectively sell the market!

touch

to

sell

in

Milwaukee

KEY ENTERTAINMENT

STATION

BIG -7 BADIO PERSONALITIES:
records round the clock . . . 24 hours
a day, seven days a week . . .
SPORTS: Live Play-by-play Milwaukee
Braves Baseball; U. of Wisconsin
Football and Basketball ; special
sports events, 11 sportscasts daily
32 NEWSCASTS DAILY: Gathered
and edited by 6-man WEMP news
department from UP news wire, UP
sports wire, 2 mobile units, special state
correspondents, U. S. Weather wire
Police and Fire Dept. radio
regular daily telephone contacts.

WE
5000 watt -power at 1250 k.c

Broadcasting

represented wherever you live by Headley-Reed
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half was the nation's ability to digest this
enormous increase in the gross national
product. Personal consumption expenditures
rose from $146.6 billion in 1946 to $180.6
billion in 1949 to $230.5 billion in 1953 to
an estimated $280.5 billion in 1957.
Television, especially network television,
played a substantial role in achieving this
economic miracle through helping to market
the tremendous output of this country's postwar productive facilities. For this same
period was the period of television's explosive entry on the American scene. It is
more than coincidence that this rise in output and in consumption came with the rise
of television from a force of virtually zero
at the end of World War II to a force embracing over five hours a day of the time
today.
of 42 million families in the United States
The role of television in this dramatic
economic rise has been recognized by the
producers and distributors of our goods and
services in the most concrete form possible
— through their investment in television
advertising. These are hard-headed industrialists who want value received; and the
total of the dollars they spent in television
increased from almost nothing in 1946 to
$57.8 million in 1949 to $1 billion in 1955
and to an estimated $1.3 billion this past
Two

Threats to Tv

year.
This industry is entering a time of decision revolving about proposals that would
disrupt and seriously weaken the present
role of television in our society. These proposals come when the industry faces unprecedented responsibilities. There are two
threats to the vitality of our industry. One
is pay television, whose official beginnings
in the use of the air waves are less than
two months away, unless Congress intervenes. The other is the FCC's Study Staff
Report.
No matter how vital the role of a television network may be, it is entitled to no
immunity from competition or from the
normal operation of existing laws or the
munity.
ethics of our society. We ask no such imAt the same time the stake of all the public, all society, is so large that we ask those
who consider these changes to take a searching look at what we are doing and what
they are proposing. Let them examine
closely and fairly — not in grudging "yes
but" sentences scattered in isolation among
1,400 pages of prose but comprehensively —
what networks have done, what they are
doing, and what they can do. Let them make
a fair proposal not only of abstract theories
of the public interest but of the actual interest of the public in network television. Let
them focus on the public itself — what the
public wants and what the public has a right
to expect from us, and from them. Let them
weigh carefully — far more carefully than
they have done so far — whether the service
to the public will be strengthened or weakened by their proposals.
Network television has grown so fast and
rehas proven so lusty that our critics and and
formers tend to overlook the complexity
Page 76
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"There's

no

film

says Don

Lick,

on
North

the

American

North American has covered a number of stories
for Erie's WTCU-TV, including a recent blizzard,
and has wide experience in filming commercials
for TV. both live and animated.
"When

market

we opened our film service in 1953, I

searched the market for a really versatile film,"
says Mr. Lick. "We have found that DuPont 931
is superior in its latitude and ease of handling to
any other film available.
"Our business often requires us to demand film
shipments on a 24-hour notice when a big story is

Film

Corp.,

like
Erie,

931"

Pa.

breaking. When film is needed, all we have to do to
insure delivery is to contact our Du Pont Technical
Representative. His service— frequent calls— is another reason why we use Du Pont film exclusively."
Many TV cameramen are using Type 93 1 for all
shooting requirements. They simply carry a few
neutral density filters (.25, .50 and .75) with them
to adjust daylight exposures to the meter reading.
For more information, write our nearest sales
office or DuPont

Photo Products Dept., Nemours

Building 2420-2, Wilmington 98, Del.

•>tC, u. J. PAT. Off'
Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
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delicacy of the mechanism. With the rate of
growth of the last years, it may give the
bility.
illusion of invulnerability and indestructi-
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that

There is a softness in the national economy. We begin this year 1958 optimistic,
but realistically aware that this softness may
well be felt in television networking. We
shall have to work, and work hard. We must
never forget — although outsiders overlook
it— how significantly the loss of a single
half-hour in prime time can affect network
profits. Loss of a half-hour a week for a year
can cost a network almost $3 million: $1.3
million in time revenues — out of which the
network must support all its entire organization, its programming, its news and public
affairs and other activities— and $1.6 million that it must — except perhaps in marginal time — spend in order to maintain its
overall schedule and its service to affiliates.
It is plain that it takes only a relatively
small amount of sponsorship loss to wipe
out a network's profits. This instability of
network profits is in sharp contrast with the
comparative stability of station profits. When
a network sponsor is lost, the station loses
only a relatively small amount; and it can
either sell the time period itself, thus making
up the loss of station payments, or, at worst,
it can take the network service, thus saving
itself the cost of programming.
Even in years of maximum network
profits,
profits come
of a network's
handful
of
ownedthestations
close to matching
those of the network. In 1957 the total net
profits of as few as eight or nine of our
largest affiliates exceeded the total net profits
of the network.
Chipping away at the current structure of
television networking is bound adversely to
affect the service which the network can
provide to its affiliates and to the public.
This is why pay television and the proposals
of the Study Staff Report pose such ominous
threats to the continued maintenance and
expansion of the functions which the times
today so urgently call upon television networks to perform.
Draining Away

merits

the Vitality

the best.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

Negotiators for the Purchase
of Radio

and

COMPANY
and Sale

Television Stations

WASHINGTON

1625 Eye Street N.W.

NAtional

NEW

60 East 42nd Street

MUrray

CHICAGO

35 East Wacker

RAndolph

DENVER

1700 Broadway

YORK

Drive

AComa

8-1990
Hill 7-4242
6-6760

2-3623

First, if, as pay television's proponents
claim, it should prove commercially successful, itseems clear that it would drain the vitality from free network television. Over-theair pay television would necessarily blackout free television from a channel while it is
broadcasting the scrambled signal; a station
cannot simultaneously broadcast a pay signal
and a free signal. As programs and audience
are drawn away from free television, circumstances may well force affiliates, as a
matter of self-protection, to turn to pay television. As this occurs, the stations would,
of course, be unavailable as outlets for free
network broadcasting. And without a nationwide aggregate of outlets, there is no
network.
The effects of the black-out are further
compounded by the siphoning effects of pay
television. It takes the quarters and halfdollars of only a small minority of the
audience to provide the pay television promoters with a war chest large enough to
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attract away the talent — the performers, the
Broadcasting

producers, the writers, the creative people
, who provide programming for network television. Thus, the audience is fragmented;
-free television's coverage is fatally narrowed;" and at the very moment of greatest
:need, its programming creativeness on which
network television is so heavily dependent,
• is drawn away.
In these circumstances, network television
as we know it today, cannot survive if pay
television is successful. The American economy is deprived of an important instrument
of marketing. A source of entertainment
and of information is hijacked from the
American public. This is not a matter of
dack of confidence in the strength and resilience of free network television. It is just
a matter of economic and electronic facts
which are inescapable.
, The Study Staff Report poses threats from
a different direction but of, perhaps, even
greater gravity. I do not believe its authors
intend to cripple television networks. But I
do- believe that the very nature of this business of television networking — the delicacy,
the vulnerability of its profit structure which
I have just described — is such that the combination of such proposals as the unlimited
regulation of networks, the reduced ceiling
on network ownership of stations, and the
elimination of option time, would critically
hobble television networking as it is today,
and stunt any possible growth.
Let us take, for example, the proposal
broadly to regulate networks — in their relations with affiliates and advertisers and in
programming. The responsibility for the
delicate and exacting task of putting together
the most efficient network unit in terms of
affiliates and program structure would, under

public approval, television, with its 42
million families viewing over five hours a
day, has had such approval. These insistent
moves for experimentation seem almost inexplicable. They do not find their roots in
any public demand. They are not justified
by any disease which calls for such drastic
cures.
At the very least, those who would tamper
with the structure ought to meet the burden
of proof that there is need for these proposals— and that they will constitute a cure
and not a fatal dose. They have not begun to
END
meet such a burden of proof.

CBS-TV
AFFILIATES
Continues from page 70

VICE PRESIDENT Richard Nixon addressed
CBS-TV affiliates at lunch Monday, said
radio and television had "tremendous
power" to inform the public and might
be entering an era in which "information
is going to increase and entertainment perhaps to the same extent will be reduced."

The same considerations apply as well to
the question of limitation on ownership of
stations. There, too, it is simply a matter of
Broadcasting

Vice President Richard M. Nixon's Monday luncheon statement that news programming will increase and entertainment programming will decrease. He felt both types
will draw increased audience interest.
Describing the Douglas Edwards Show
as the "greatest single communications medium in the world," he explained the program reaches 7 to 8 million homes or 14
million persons daily, and 34 million different people in a week. He discussed sports
plans, including the Sunday major league
telecasts scheduled to start in. June. This
plan has drawn criticism but he said there
was no intention to withdraw. He added that
affiliates should support local ball clubs.

the
Report's and
proposal,
be divided
between
the network
the Federal
Government.
This can only mean a less effective advertising medium. And that means less income.
And less income means less programming
service — in quantity and quality.
The elimination of option time would
have the same effect. The report expressly
contemplates that less clearance will result.
It, does not take many half-hours per week,
as we have seen, to wipe out the network
profits_ altogether. And every loss of a halfhour compels us, as prudent businessmen,
to review our plans to see where we can and
must cut our service.
That is why it is impractical to consider
a so-called compromise of cutting nighttime
option time down from 3 hours a night to,
let us say, 2Vi or 2 hours. I must assume
that such a proposal means what it appears
to mean — the ultimate loss of sufficient
clearances to attract network advertisers
during 3V2 to 7 hours of prime time a
week. And if network service is to continue
during those periods to satisfy the demands
of the great majority of affiliates, 3V2 to 7
hours a week translates to a loss of $10V2
million to $21 million a year.
We can afford no such loss — not if we are
to maintain and improve network service,
not if we are to meet the demands of our
society.

variety show, and Front Office, a big business series featuring Ralph Bellamy.
CBS spent over $11 million in the field
of news, informational and educational programming, he said. As to daytime programs,
he said CBS-TV is moving aggressively and
he called on stations to carry these programs
on a regular basis.
Mr. Mickelson reviewed the worldwide
activities in the news and special events
field. He said he did not entirely agree with

Mr. Hylan pointed out that the day of the
advertiser waiting list has passed. With recession talk, he said, costs are up and profits
down. This is reflected in "a distinct attitude of caution" on the part of companies
in their advertising expenditures. In addition, he said, sponsors are becoming reluctant to make long-term commitments, especially in the case of new film programs. This
in turn could lead to a trend toward live
programs unless film purveyors provide
greater initial flexibility, he said.
MAJORITY LEADER Lyndon Johnson (DTexas) of the Senate delivered important
policy speech at CBS-TV affiliates' Tuesday
lunch. He called for non-partisan program
of space development, in cooperation with
United Nations. Sen. Johnson's wife has
interests in KTBC-TV Austin and KWTXTV Waco, both CBS-TV affiliates.
economics. If our major source of stable
income is taken away, or significantly reduced, we would have to do what any
sensible businessman would do: pull in our
belts. News and public affairs would become the immediate victims of any such
proposal.
If any industry has had a direct stamp of

Program ratings are tools for professionals, he said, criticizing "amateurs who can't
see beyond the top 10" and noting that
many factors beside ratings are involved in
successful programs. He cited the problems
inherent in the present system of contract
notification, with only 45 days notice prior
to date of cancellation. It isn't easy, he said,
to find prospects with $2Vi million or more
who will sign up quickly.
Mr. Adanti proposed a formula that
would replace some of the daytime 20second spots for local sale with one-minute
spots. The plan was referred to the affiliates
board. Mr. Fogarty proposed the network
provide more sports programs, notifying
January 20, J 95 8
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stations earlier and

specifying "realistic

prices."
Mr. Jett urged stations to carry more sustaining programs, holding the network
needs this incentive and adding that it will
build public respect for broadcasting. Mr.
Rogers reviewed network publicity and promotion practices, and asked for earlier mailing of publicity material. He said plain
packaging was adequate, belittling the fancy
kits sometimes sent out by the network.
Mr. Rogers proposed the network hold annual clinics for station promotion and publicity people.
Tv client sales will get tougher, according to Mr. Knight. He said there was an
almost complete stoppage of new clients entering television plus new thinking by old
clients about the way their tv dollars are
spent. He lauded the quality of CBS-TV
promotion and exploitation.
Mr. Van Konynenburg recalled that
WCCO-AM-TV gave employes shares of
CBS Inc. stock for Christmas gifts. He proposed the network provide early-morning
and late-night programming to meet competitive schedules. He suggested the network have traveling teams available for
local program clinics, with stations paying
costs.
Mr. Sugg said the industry should reevaluate its liaison with Congress and the
government, questioning the depth and calibre of present political communications.
The whole subject of government relations
was reviewed by affiliates Tuesday at two
closed meetings. Mr. Sugg is conducting an
informal study of the problem.
Banquet entertainment included Art Linkletter as m.c; Phil Silvers and platoon; Patti
Page and choral group; Danny Thomas and
a 24-girl line of June Taylor dancers. Hank
Sylvem directed a 25-piece orchestra. Lester Gottlieb was producer with Vic Allan
associate producer.
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The tv networks' gross time charges in
1957 will total well over $500 million, it was

$500
MILLION
FOR
'57
in 1956. NBC-TV was up 5.2% with over
$18.5 million in gross time charges for November, and ABC-TV increased its November showing in billing of 22.1%, compiling
a total of over $8 million.
In the 1 1 -month period, ABC-TV was up
6.3%, CBS-TV 7% and NBC-TV 2.6%.
November was the second highest billing
month in the year — October topping it by
about $1 million. This held true for each of
the networks.
The PIB tabulation of gross time charges
for November 1957 compared to November 1956 and the total 11 months of each

indicated last week by release of an 11month (January-November) compilation by
Publishers Information Bureau.
Tv network billing hit more than $466.5
million for the period covered, according to
PIB, a gain of 5.2% over the mark reached
for the same 1 1 months a year previous.
For the month of November, gross time
charges were up 9% over that month in
1956 — a total for last November of more
than $48 million. CBS-TV led the three networks, billing more than $21.4 million at
gross rates, a gain of 8% over that month
1956-1957 COMPARISON
November
November %
Jan.1957
-Nov.
1957
1956
Change
year:
$ 217,346,635
74,456,638
$ 6,619,109 +22.1
$ 8,079,932
ABC-TV
19,866,463
+ 8.0
21,449,468
CBS-TV
174,698,900
17,593,056
+ 5.2
18,511,686
NBC-TV
$44,078,628
+ 9.0
$466,502,173
$48,041,086
JANUARY- NOVEMBER 1957 TOTALS
ABC-TV
$ 6,715,581
6,175,488
March
6,848,848
6,682,786
July
April
7,258,807
June
6,413,708
6,348,496
August
6,134,380
September
5,704,888
October
8,093,724
November
8,079,932
$74,456,638
* Revised as of January 14, 1958.
January
May
February

CBS-TV
$ 18,309,088
20,231,474
20,172,173
19,385,098
20,307,762
18,356,892
18,537,069
18,240,823
19,935,115
21,449,468
22,421,673s
$217,346,635

ABN Signs Three New Clients
For Total of 20 in Five Weeks
Three new advertisers, Dodge division of
Chrysler Corp., Gillette Labs, division of
Gillette Co. and Florida Realty Bureau,
have signed for American Broadcasting Network programs, bringing to 20 the number
of new advertisers signed in the past five
weeks, it was announced Tuesday by
Thomas C. Harrison, ABN vice president in
charge of sales.
Dodge division purchased Late News
(Mon.-Fri. 7:55-8 p.m.) through Grant
Adv., New York. Florida Realty Bureau is
sponsoring a segment of the Herb Oscar
Anderson Show (Mon.-Fri. 10-10:55 a.m.)
through Stuart Schwartz Inc. and Gillette
has signed for participations in Herb Oscar
Anderson Show, as well as Jim Reeves Show
(Mon.-Fri. 1-1:55 p.m.); Jim Backus Show
(Mon.-Fri 2-2:55 p.m.), and Merv Griffin
Show (Mon.-Fri. 7:15-9 p.m.) in addition
to four Late News broadcasts on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Gillette also will
sponsor People in the News (9:55 p.m.) on
those days and Weekend News on Saturday.
Gillette orders, starting Feb. 2. were placed
through North Adv.
ABC-TV

CHAIRMAN of CBS-TV affiliates advisory
board is Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
Ore., presiding here at opening session of
the conference.

TO

Sets Affiliates Huddle

ABC-TV affiliates will be invited to meet
with network executives in Los Angeles
April 25, the Friday before the opening of
the NAB Convention in that city. On Saturday, the station men and their wives will

NBC-TV
$ 16,554,941
14,900,631
16,631,974
15,154,388
15,811,033
14,746,537
13,874,872
14,473,677
15,286,270
18,752,891
18,511,636
$174,698,900

Jan. -Nov. %
1956
Change
$ 70,026,679
203,124,982
170,254,402
$443,406,063

+6.3
+7.0
+2.6
+5.2

Total
$ 43,501,996
39,385,207
43,652,995
41,222,272
43,377,602
39,517,137
38,760,437
38,848,880
40,926,273
48,041,086
49,268,288*
$466,502,173

be the guests of the network at Disneyland.
During the Friday meeting, Oliver Treyz,
vice president in charge of the ABC-TV
Network, will give the affiliates a run-down
of
network's programming for the 195859 the
season.
Grabhorn

to MBS

Sales Staff

Appointment of Murray Grabhorn, formerly an account executive with the American Broadcasting Network, to the sales staff
of Mutual was announced last week
by Sidney P. Allen,
MBS sales vice president. Mr. Grabhorn
was vice president

MR. GRABHORN

for owned and operated stations of ABC
from 1942 to 1952
when he resigned to
serve on the sales
staff of Avery
Knodel Inc. and the
Edward Petry Co.

He rejoined ABN last year as an account
executive. Another addition to the Mutual
staff is Eugene Fitts, who has been named
to the newly-created post of director of
station services. Mr. Fitts has been a freelance producer-director since last June and
earlier was associated with MBS for ten
years as continuity acceptance director,
program director for WOR New York (then
owned by the network) and an executive
producer for Mutual.
Broadcasting
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Director of Advertising
Scott Paper Company

'I feel that Advertising
reporting
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day-to-day
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A graduate of Swarthmore College, Mr.
McCabe gained his initial marketing experience with the Jewel Tea Company, where he
was employed for seven years. From 1950
until he left the company to attend Harvard
Business School in 1952, he was assistant to
the Jewel advertising director. Mr. McCabe
joined Scott Paper Company's marketing research department when he graduated from
Harvard in 1954. The following year, he was
named assistant to the distribution committee,
and in 1956, transferred to Scott's advertising
department as retail product group manager.
In the latter position he was responsible
for the marketing and advertising of the
company's household paper products. Mr.
McCabe was named director of advertising
in 1957. "What leisure time seems to be
available," this busy young executive says,
"I devote to my family, tennis, and somewhat
amateur efforts at photography — in that
order."
#
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Keeping up with what's new in the marketing world
is given top priority by most of advertising's decision-makers. Small
wonder then, that most of the executives who are important to you — those
who influence as well as those who activate major broadcast
decisions — look to Advertising Age for "invaluable help." For here in one
package , they find not only the news and trends of their
fast-moving field, but timely sales messages about markets and media.
At the Scott Paper Company,

for example, television receives the

lion's share of the company's advertising budget. During
the first half of 1957, the 77-year-old firm allocated more than $2,000,000
to promote its napkins, facial tissues and other products
on tv. Every Monday, 16 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age keep Scott
executives up with the changes and developments affecting
them. Further, 470 paid-subscription copies blanket the agencies handling
the paper company's accounts, J. Walter Thompson
and Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc.

Co.

Add to this AA's more than 39,000 paid circulation, its tremendous
penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 11,000 agency people alone, its intense readership
by top executives in national advertising companies, its unmatched
total readership of over 145,000 — and you'll
recognize in Advertising Age a most influential medium
broadcast decisions your way.
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UP

TO

THE

HILL

NBC foreign correspondents, home for annual network
roundups, checked into Washington for a quick domestic assessment before returning to the four corners. On a one-day assignment Jan. 11 they met with Vice President Richard M. Nixon,
Cabinet members, leaders of Congress and other U. S. officials.
Later the overseas newsmen were honor guests at a Statler
Hotel reception. There they were toasted by Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, House Majority Leader John W. McCormack (D-Mass.). House Minority Leader Joseph W. Martin

N

TRENCHCOATS

Jr. (R-Mass.), Senate Minority Leader William F. Knowland
(R-Calif.), and others in a crowd that flocked from both Houses
on the Hill, the Pentagon, State Dept. and other federal agencies.
Robert E. Kintner, executive vice president of NBC, with
William McAndrew, director of NBC News, and Washington
newsmen, accompanied the overseas group that included Joseph
C. Harsch, senior European correspondent; Frank Bourgholtzer,
Vienna; Leif Eid, Paris; Welles Hangen, Cairo; Jrving R. Levine.
Moscow; Edwin Newman, Rome, and James Robinson, Tokyo.

MEETING with the vice president: (I to r) correspondents Bourgholtzer, Eid, Newman,
(NBC News Director) McAndrew, Robinson, Harsch, Levine and Hangen at Mr.
Nixon's headquarters on Capitol Hill.

THE House minority leader, Rep. Martin (r), is interviewed atthe Statler reception by Mr. Hangen (I)
and Mr. Harsch (c).

Morgan Charges ABN Breached
Contract, Sues for $375,000
A $375,000 breach of contract suit has
been filed against ABN by William S. Morgan Jr., vice president and general manager
of KLIF Dallas, whose appointment as
ABN programming vice president was
called off last summer.
The $375,000 sum, according to the complaint, isbased on a profit-sharing contract
plus a stipulated salary of $50,000 a year
for three years. The alleged commission
arrangement is desbribed as 3A of 1% of
ABN net profits before federal income tax.
The suit was filed in the United States Court
for the Southern District of New York.
Page 82
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ABN

MR. DULLES emphasizes a point for (I to r) Messrs. Harsch, Bourgholtzer, Newman, McAndrew and Kintner. Mr. Dulles' colleague, Assistant
Secretary of State Andrew Berding, also was at the party.

had no immediate comment.

Network

SENATE Democrats, Mike Mansfield
(Mont.) (c) and Hubert H. Humphrey
(Minn.) (r), talk to Mr. Levine.

officials announced

Mr. Mor-

gan's appointment last May, to become effective June 1 [Networks, May 27. 1957].
Subsequently, there was a switch in plans
[Closed Circuit, June 10, 1957]. Officials
said "certain unforeseen developments"
made the original plan "impractical from
the point of view of both parties, and it was
deemed best to recognize this at the outset.
. . . Our very best wishes are with [Mr.
Morgan]" [Networks, June 17, 1957].
Mr. Morgan, who alleges he had given
up his job and was in New York when the
decision was reversed, returned to the McLendon organization, which owns KLIF.
as assistant to President Gordon McLen-

don; then he moved to KIXL Dallas, and
last month returned to the vice presidency
and general managership of KLIF.
WSRS Becomes ASN's 303rd
WSRS Cleveland has become the 303rd
affiliate of the American Broadcasting Network, itwas announced Thursday by Samuel
R. Sague, president and general manager of
the station, and Edward J. DeGray, vice
president in charge of stations for ABN. The
station is owned by WSRS Inc. and operates
with 250 w on 1490 kc. WSRS succeeds
WJW there as ABN affiliate.
NETWORK SHORT
KMOT-TV Minot. N. D. (ch. 10), has
joined NBC as primary optional affiliate.
Broadcasting

On
the The
set "of
"I Love
Lucy,"1 Marring
Ball 1952
and Deal
Arnax.
nation
s Number
TV (how Lucid*
for 1951,
mmi
1953 is ,a pioneer of the technique of filming Its program m •
live show with audience. Desilu Productions ute* three MHdwl
35mm BNC cameras in filming "I Love Lucy."

TO

FIUE
B B

It takes more than just a good script to insure the success
Joan Davis on the set of "I Married Joan,"
% produced by P. J. Wolfson and appearing
on NBC. Three Mitchell 35mm BNC cameras
are used on this top TV show, which is in
its 2nd year. Jim Backus plays the male lead.

of a top-rated network prqgram. The on-stage performances of
the stars and supporting cast must be outstanding,
carefully timed, superbly directed. And the camera must
perform flawlessly in its vital role of recreating the
superior quality of the show for millions of TV viewers.
Mitchell cameras— internationally famous— provide the
matchless photographic performances so necessary to the
successful making of the finest theater quality films.
That is why, wherever top quality filming is the foremost
consideration, Mitchell Cameras are to be found . . .
bringing success into focus.

Dennis Day, star of "The Dennis Day Show,"
a top-rated NBC program. Originally "live,"
this series is in its second year, and is now
produced on film by Denmac Productions,
using a Mitchell 35mm BNC camera. MITCHELL

Broadcasting
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Joplin

NBC-TV

Promotes

Scott

To V.P. Heading
Sales
Promotion of Walter D. Scott to vice

created

for

you

president in charge of NBC Television Network Sales, succeeding William R. (Billy)
Goodheart Jr., is being announced today
(Mon.) by Robert E. Kintner, executive
vice president in charge of tv network programs and sales.
Officials also confirmed that Davidson
Taylor, public affairs vice president, has
resigned effective Feb. 1. His successor was
not announced.
Don Durgin, vice president in charge of
sales planning for NBC-TV, is being named
to succeed Mr. Scott as vice president and
national sales manager for the television
network. Dean Shaffner, director of sales

by

KODE-TV
A
136,547 TV HOMES* IN THE JOPLIN MARKET
Larger than Duluth, Phoenix, Ft. Wayne
.
$776,919,000 Buying Income; 669,800 Total Population /

, JOPLIN
KODE-TV

planning, will take over Mr. Durgin's current duties. The changes become effective

*NOW 28% HIGHER TOWER - HIGHEST IN 4-STATE COVERAGE AREA
•NOW 29% MORE POWER -71,000 WATTS MORE THAN
ANY OTHER STATION IN THE AREA
•NOW COVERS 136,547 TV HOMES IN JOPLIN
MARKET — AN ALL-TIME HIGH

Feb. 1, date of Mr. Goodheart's departure.
Before joining NBC Messrs. Durgin and
Shaffner both were vice presidents of ABC,
which was headed by Mr. Kintner before
he himself moved to NBC.

* Television Magazine Set Count, July, 1957

Mr. Goodheart, a co-founder of Music
You'll have more luck with KODE-TV-

JOPLIN,

MO.
'TANS'

316,000 WATTS Designed Power w /
101 miles Northeast of Tulsa • 150 miles South of Kansas City
203 miles East of Wichita • 250 miles Southwest of St. Louis

Harry D. Burke, V. P. & Gen'l Mgr.
Represented by AVERY-KNODEL

A Member of the Friendly Group . KODE, KODE-TV, Joplin * WSTV, WSTV-TV, Steubenville ■ WPAR, Parkersburg
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Corp. of America who came out of retirement to join NBC, was said to be
planning to go to Phoenix, Ariz., to consider several personal business proposals.
He joined NBC in May 1956 and became
vice president for television network sales
the following September.
Mr. Scott joined the NBC sales department in 1938. He became eastern sales manager in 1949, was named administrative
sales manager in 1951, and was elected vice
president and national sales manager in December 1955.

NOVELTIES
Series "N"
N-2101

@
DON
AND

JAZZ

Mr. Durgin joined NBC in March 1957
after serving as vice president in charge of
the ABC Radio Network (now ABN). He
started with ABC as a television sales presentation writer in 1951 and subsequently
served as head of research and sales development for both radio and television before becoming radio vice president in 1955.
Mr. Shaffner moved to NBC in May
1957. He had been vice president in charge
of research and sales development for ABC
Radio.

CLASSICS

REDMAN
HIS ORCHESTRA

featuring
COLEMAN
HAWKINS
and a host of jazz greats
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NEW

YORK

19, N. Y.

Mr. Taylor, who was said to be considering independent offers, has been with
NBC since January 1951. Before that he
was with CBS, where he served as vice president and director of public affairs and vice
president and program director. He started
in radio as an announcer with WHAS Louisville in 1929.
Broadcasting

Would

you

call

this

fair

play?

"Visitors"
a boost
—Referee
"Home"gives
team
has to score
on
its own. What
would that be?

kind of a game

Ridiculous — yet you and most
people face that same kind of unfairness allthe time with some of
your taxes. These are the taxes
you pay in your electric bills.
About 23 cents out of every
dollar you pay for electricity
goes for taxes. But a strange
twist in federal law exempts several million American families
and businesses from paying all
the taxes in their electric bills
that you pay in yours. These are
people whose electricity comes
from federal government electric
systems. You have to help make
up the taxes these people don't
s
Most American
feel that
everyone should pay his fair

ary-e of taxes. Don't you agree
shPa
at
th
this special tax favoritism
should be made more widely
known and given critical study?
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MOULDER

sidetracked

direction taken

for 'general' hearing

after 'bitter' executive

A collective sigh of relief was breathed
last Tuesday at the FCC after Rep. Morgan
M. Moulder was stymied — at least temporarily— in his plans to launch a no-holdsbarred investigation of the FCC.
Instead, Rep. Moulder's Legislative Oversight Subcommittee will begin "general"
hearings Jan. 27 of practices and problems
common to six federal regulatory agencies,
including the FCC. The subcommittee's
decision came after what was described as
a "bitter but bloodless" 5!/2-hour executive
meeting last Monday.
A wide split had developed within the
House body over what course the committee
would follow in its
hearings. One faction, led by Rep.
Moulder and Dr.
Bernard Schwartz,

"It has been my attitude to cooperate in
every
way,"
stated. of answered
What
useRep.
willHarris
be made
questionnaires detailing gifts commissioners
of the six agencies have received has not
been determined. Rep. Moulder stated. He
still has the answers and other members of
the committee have resisted efforts to
designate them for use of the staff. The
questionnaires, mailed last October [Government, Oct. 14, 1957], gave the first indication of what was to come and caused
the initial split within the committee.
"Some question has arisen about our staff,"
Rep. Moulder achave a very fine knowledged.
and"We
splendid staff and
Dr. Schwartz is doing a great
he
said.
That job,"
other
members of the committee do not share
the chairman's
ion of the staffopinand
Dr. Schwartz is an

REP. HARRIS

ance" by members of
the Commission. In fact, less than two weeks
ago Rep. Moulder announced the FCC, in
all probability, would be the committee's
first target [Government, Jan. 13].
The second faction felt, in no uncertain
terms, that this line of investigation would
not follow the announced purpose of the
Committee — to determine if the agencies
are administering the laws as Congress intended. Despite repeated denials, it is known
from several sources that Rep. Oren Harris,
chairman of the parent House Commerce
Committee, played a major role in sidetracking Rep. Moulder's plans.
Also expressing approval with the committee's action last week was House Speaker
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.), who was responsible
for the subcommittee's being formed in the
first place. On Tuesday, Speaker Rayburn
told newsmen the Moulder group now is
"on the right track. This is no pin-pricking
outfit, and it was never the purpose of the
subcommittee to find out who bought dinner
for whom."
At a 5 p.m. press conference last Monday, Rep. Moulder stressed "that there is
no controversy [within the committee and
between himself and Rep. Harris] whatsoever. The chairman of the full committee
is assisting us in every way possible. I hope
there will be no apprehension about the investigation to be conducted." He said the
objectives of the committee will be fulfilled
and that there is no foundation for the idea
that any attempt will be made to conceal
information.
Rep. Harris also was present for the press
conference and repeated that he, and not
Rep. Moulder, would issue any subpoenas
for the subcommittee. He said he would
Page 86
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huddle

authorize any subpoenas he felt justified.

the committee's chief
counsel, reportedly
was anxious to open
a double - barrelled
attack on the FCC.
Prime targets were
charges of "misconduct and malfeas-
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open ever.secret,
howA major point

of contention at last Monday's meeting was
a memorandum on suggested procedures
prepared by Dr. Schwartz.
According to one member. Dr. Schwartz'
recommendations generally were not followed in the committee's action, which indicates
the staff director's ideas have been shelved,
at least for the time being.
The committee's course was set by two
motions offered by Rep. John J. Flynt Jr.
(D-Ga.). One sets the hearing date and
purpose and the second outlines areas to
be covered. They were offered as substitutes
for a motion made by Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.) and were adopted "unanimously,"
according to Rep. Moulder. Following last
Monday's lengthy meeting, Rep. Joseph P.
O'Hara (R-Miss.), a leader of the antiMoulder faction, said: "I'm satisfied with
what we have done today."
The general hearings currently are scheduled for three days, beginning a week from
today (Monday), but Rep. Moulder said the
committee anticipates they will run longer.
Order of appearance of the six agencies has
not been determined.
If, as is expected, the pay tv hearings now
being held by the Commerce Committee
(see page 31) have not been completed by
Jan. 27, they will be postponed until Rep.
Moulder's group has completed its first
round of hearings, Rep. Harris said last
week.
Rep. Moulder said he hopes to start hearings on specific agencies "as soon as possible after the general hearings." It is understood he also hopes to follow his original
plans when the FCC hearing is called.

The text of Rep. Flynt's two motions:
(1) "In order to determine whether or
not the Civil Aeronautics Board, Federal
Communications Commission, Federal
Power Commission, Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission and
Securities & Exchange Commission are administering their respective statutes without
departure from the intent of the Congress
in enacting such statutes, the Subcommittee
on Legislative Oversight has decided first
to examine a few important areas of inquiry
common to all or a majority of the Commissions. Such areas for inquiry common to
all or a majority of the Commissions should
disclose whether or not there has been
variation from the intent of the Congress
in the respective statutes administered.
"The hearings will begin on Jan. 27, 1958.
(2) "The hearings scheduled to begin on
Jan. 27, 1958, shall present a general survey
of the work of the Civil Aeronautics Board,
Federal Communications Commission, Federal Power Commission, Federal ! Trade
Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission and the Securities & Exchange Commission.
"Questions to be presented at these hearings should be directed towards but not
limited to the following:
"(1) Powers given by enabling statutes;
(2) their possible inadequacies; (3) attempts to ameliorate these by agency rules;
(4) status with respect to executive branch;
(5) status with respect to legislative branch;
(6) status with respect to judicial branch;
(7) general discussion of agency functions:
(a) licensing; (b) rate-making; (c) cease
and desist power; (d) subsidies; (8) functions of commission in quasi-legislative matters: (9) function of commission in quasijudicial matters; (10) changes in areas

ACLU
regulated." Asks
Of

Broadcast

Hill

Study

Spectrum

The American Civil Liberties Union today (Monday) will urge Congress to make
a "full evaluation" of the broadcasting
spectrum, concentrating on the ways additional channels "can be opened up to
meet the public's need for diversity of information and opinion in radio-tv programThe union's appeal is contained in letters
sent to Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
and Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairmen
respectively of the Senate and House Interming."
state & Foreign Commerce Committees.
The letters are signed by ACLU Executive
Director Patrick Murphy Malin and Thomas
Carskadon, chairman of the ACLU radiotv panel.
The ACLU statement praised both the
reports of the special counsel of a Senate
communications subcommittee* and one
prepared by the special FCC Network Study
Staff as "helping to awaken the American
public to the tight control exercised by the
networks over American broadcasting." But
* See footnote page 88.
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USS

"T-l"

Steel

if,
in

1,199-foot

This is the new

1,199-ft. WBZ-TV

transmitting tower near Boston, Massachusetts. It's unique because up to the
838-ft. level its legs are of USS "T-l"
Steel, a constructional alloy steel so strong
that it enabled significant savings to the
tower owner. This structure was designed
and built by Dresser-Ideco for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
WBZ's tower presently supports a 6-bay
channel 4 antenna, but future plans call
for it to carry plenty of additional weight;

TV

Tower

pending FCC approval, another 300 feet
of height will bring it to an ultimate 1,499
feet. The tower had to be built with the
strength to accommodate this extra weight
without the necessity of future structural
modifications.

■

Round, hot-rolled, heat-treated bars of
USS "T-l" Steel were used for the three
legs up to the 838-ft. height because this
alloy steel has nearly three times the yield
strength of structural carbon steel. It
therefore enabled Dresser-Ideco to reduce
the size of the legs greatly, lowering shipping weight, welding costs, wind stresses
and over-all weight and price. For example,
consider the leg members at the bottom of
the tower. Cross-sectional area of these
"T-l" bars is only 56% of the area required with the usual structural carbon
steel, resulting in a 44% material savings.
Also saved: the cost of hot forging and
machining, since carbon bars of the size
required for the biggest members are too
large to be produced economically by hotrolling. Altogether, the builders estimate
that "T-l" Steel cut the cost of this tower
by 15%.
You, too, can achieve significant cost
savings by specifying USS "T-l" Steel
for large towers. For further information,
write United States Steel, Room 2801,
525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh • Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, San Francisco
Tennessee Coal & Iron Division, Fairfield, Ala.
United States Steel Supply Division, Warehouse Distributors, Coast-To-Coast
°
United States Steel Export Company, New York
W
2
USS

UNITED

CONSTRUCTIONAL
ALLOY
STEEL
USS and "T-l" are registered trademarks
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GOVERNMENT continued
the union contends that the relief proposed
by both these reports is only "a palliative"
and does not touch "the root of the trouble."
The trouble, the ACLU said, "is the failure to create additional channels so that
broadcast service, including diversity in programming, can be increased for the public.
Both the Magnuson* and Barrow studies
make a bow in this direction of re-evaluation
of channel allocations. But neither takes a
firm grasp on the problem by urging that the
use of the spectrum be reviewed to determine whether the present usable portion
for broadcasting is adequate for this nation's
present and future needs."
The ACLU letter refers to bills introduced
by Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.) and
Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.) to investigate
the whole broadcast spectrum and to the
support of such a project by Broadcasting
and by various trade associations, and added:
"We believe the problem will be met and
we again urge [that] Congress act to meet
it, by a full evaluation of the spectrum's use,
with the main focus on how additional
channels can be opened up to meet the public's need for diversity in programming."
ACLU explains its interest in radio-tv
programming diversity by citing the First
Amendment guarantee of free speech.
* The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee did issue an interim report on the
allocations phase of its investigation in which
it advocated an interim program of selective deintermixture and a gradual move of all tv to the
uhf band [At Deadline, July 23, 1956]. But committee members did not adopt a later report, on
network practices, drafted by Kenneth A. Cox,
former special tv counsel to the committee, in
which Mr. Cox condemned network option time,
must-buys and other practices [Lead Story,
July 1, 1957]. The latter study was issued only
as a "staff report."
Johnson Bills Would Prohibit
Certain Utility Tax Deductions
Rep. Lester R. Johnson (D-Wis.) has introduced two bills designed to prevent public utilities from deducting the cost of certain types of advertising for income tax
purposes. H.R. 9664, referred to the Ways
& Means Committee, would amend the
Internal Revenue Act so as to provide that
expenditures by public utilities for propaganda advertising, lobbying and other political purposes shall not be allowed as deductions from gross income.
HR 9663 would prohibit the Federal
Power Commission from treating propaganda advertising, lobbying and other political expenditures as operating expenses in
computing rates and charges, and would
require the reporting of such expenditures.
The bill, offered as an amendment to the
Federal Power Act, was referred to the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Last Thursday, the Advertising Federation of America issued a legislative bulletin
opposing the bills, stating "the real danger
of these bills is their possible effect on all
institutional advertising. The danger that
educational and long-range selling programs
of a proper institutional advertising campaign, not to be confused with lobbying activities, may lose their status as deductible
business expenses is uppermost in the minds
of advertising leaders. Passage of H.R. 9664
would be the foot-in-the-door cited by the
Revenue boys as precedent for the proposed
decree."
Page 88
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• Antitrust: Studying

CASE
ruling

• Unofficial: Challenge a 'must'
There were strong intimations last week
that the Justice Dept. is determined to appeal the defeat it suffered two weeks ago at
the hands of a Philadelphia district court
judge when he ruled that the government
could not sue RCA-NBC on antitrust
charges after the FCC had approved the acquisition of what is now WRCV-AM-TV
Philadelphia from Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. [At Deadline, Jan. 13].
Although officials of the Antitrust Division stated they are still studying the eightpage ruling by Philadelphia District Chief
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, there were
strong sentiments voiced unofficially that the
defeat in district court was too serious to
permit it to go unchallenged.
In essence, Judge Kirkpatrick held that
since the FCC had approved the transaction,
the Justice Dept.'s only recourse is an appeal to the FCC, and failing that an appeal
to the Circuit Court of Appeals — but that
this is too late now.
NBC in 1955 acquired WBC's KYW and
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia in exchange for
NBC's WTAM-AM-FM and WNBK (TV)
Cleveland and $3 million. The Commission
approved the transaction five-to-one in December 1955 after investigation of allegations of coercion. The Justice Dept. filed
civil suit in December 1956, after a Philadelphia grand jury failed to return an indictment, seeking not only abrogation of the
Philadephia acquisitions, but also divestiture of other network assets.
Judge Kirkpatrick's decision also ran
counter to the official FCC position that the
Justice Dept. can move on an antitrust complaint anytime.
In his ruling, Judge Kirkpatrick referred
to other cases which have held that appeals
from an action of a government agency
must be filed in the court of appeals, not
in other courts. He also held that when the
Congress in 1952 struck out a provision of
Sec. 311 of the Communications Act permitting the Justice Dept. to move against
broadcast licensees even after the FCC had
acted in a case, it "estopped" exactly that
action.
Even more strongly, Judge Kirkpatrick
slapped at the Justice Dept.'s failure to act
properly in this case. His ruling went on
to explain:
". . . The FCC requested and obtained
from all the parties all of the information
which the Government now has and on
which it bases this suit. The FCC was
under a duty to pass upon the issues presented by this evidence. The parties have
stipulated that the FCC decided all issues
relating to the exchange which it could
lawfully decide. There is no doubt that, in
finding that the exchange was in the public
interest, it necessarily decided (whether it
now agrees that it did or not) that the exchange did not involve a violation of a law
which declares and implements a basic eco-

nomic policy of the United States." The
opinion continued:
"Later statements by its chairman, as
well as the statements contained in an
opinion of one of the commissioners in
granting the license, which may be construed to mean that the FCC did not consider that the Government would be precluded from prosecuting, by its decision,
cannot
affect the outcome."
He added:
"The Antitrust Division was at all times
fully apprised of the proceedings and of the
facts upon which the Commission acted.
. . . In the present case the parties presented the Commission with full information, received permission for the transfer
in a proceeding which covered six months,
and consumated the transaction a month
thereafter. It may be noted that the Commission's approval was not granted until
over four months after the Antitrust Division had been officially notified of the proposed transaction and alerted for possible
antitrust features. The consummation of
the transaction occurred after the time for
appeal from the Commission's order had
expired. . . . The present suit was not filed
until December 1956, and it presented no
new facts and nothing which the Government had not known for over a year, and
no satisfactory explanation for the delay is
forthcoming."
Justice to
Detroit

Probe

Grid

Blackout

Antitrust problems of telecasting professional football and baseball were kicked
around in Washington last week with the
Justice Dept. promising an investigation of
football and House leaders expressing "deep
sympathy" toward the minor baseball
leagues.
Sen. Charles Potter (R-Mich.) released a
letter from Attorney General William P.
Rogers promising an investigation of the
Detroit blackout of the Dec. 29 championship game between the Detroit Lions and
Cleveland Browns [Government, Jan. 6].
"I have directed the antitrust division to
look into this matter promptly and to advise
me whether any action may be taken under
the antitrust laws. As soon as we have obtained all of the relevant information, I
will advise you [Sen. Potter] whether there
appears to be a violation of the antitrust
laws," Mr. Rogers stated.
In a second letter to Sen. Potter, FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer stated the Commission is not in a position to take any
action on the Detroit blackout. He said the
ruling was not made by a licensee of the
FCC, but by the National Football League,
and that it is a matter for the Justice Dept.
Last Tuesday, in an effort to forestall
CBS-TV plans to telecast major league
games into minor league cities on Sundays,
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick and
minor league officials met with Reps. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), chairman, and Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.), ranking minority
member of the House Antitrust Subcommittee. The committee held lengthy hearings last summer on professional sports.
The congressmen, while refusing to reBroadcasting

BROADCAST

CARDIOID

with REVOLUTIONARY

DYNAMIC

MICROPHONES

VARIABLE-D

DESIGN

Front-to-Back Ratio 2 to 6V2 times that of
most cardioid microphones!

Artists can work twice as far away from the 666 as from cardioids in common
use, yet there is no bass accentuation when worked

closely. An amazing feature

of the 666 is its ability to pick up sound and dialog at distances up to 10 feet
or more without appreciable loss of presence. This minimizes pre-recording.
Picture crowding is also eliminated with the 666 because of this distance
factor. For an exciting new experience, test the 666 today. List price: $255.00
E-V Model 666

Ask a Broadcast or Recording
Engineer about E-V Microphones

FREE!
Write for this highly informative
booklet which will answer many

E-V Model 667

of your questions on microphone
applications. "Professional
Microphones — for Television
and Broadcast Applications"
Dept. BT81 — Cum.^j 120

with Preamplifier
Here is an all-purpose broadcast microphone designed to fulfill
requirements of wide-range reproduction under a great variety
of conditions. It embodies all of the features of the 666 with
several more of its own. The 667 is a transistorized variable
cardioid composed of two units: the microphone and the variable
response control unit. This makes it possible to vary the response
from the control room or any remote point where a 50 ohm line
can normally be employed. 40 response curves are available on the
preamplifier. List price
$600.00
Broadcasting

®

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC. • BUCHANAN. MICHIGAN
Export: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A. Cables: ARLAB
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GOVERNMENT continued
open the hearings, promised to he "as helpful as possible within the law." However,
they said they would like to see the major
leagues take care of the problem themselves.
On Wednesday, the baseball contingent
met with Robert C. Bicks of Justice to continue their plea for relief from the planned
Sunday telecasts. Paul Porter, Washington
attorney, attended for Mr. Frick.

ON-CHANNEL
•

Only National

•

But broadcasters,

Broadcasters and

BOOSTERS

Community

Tv Assn. comments

others favor

booster enthusiasts

Justice was asked to give "some thought"
to extending blackouts of major league
telecasts from 50 to 75 miles from any
minor league city on days when the local
team plays at home. The minors plan

heartily approve the FCC's proposal to establish an on-channel booster service for
tv, it was apparent last week, with a scant
dozen comments filed Thursday, deadline
for comments. Most of those in favor recommended various revisions of the proposals for protection of existing services.

"further conferences" after which they
again will place their case before the
Justice Dept.

Only one "no" was filed. This was by
the National Community Tv Assn., spokesmen for most of the nation's 500-odd an-

MODEL
PEAK

SA-39B

LIMITING

A

FAVORED
oppose

FCC

proposal

protection for present tv services
tenna system operations. The gist of its
heavily documented filing was that boosters
would cause interference to the reception of
other tv signals, and with each other.
The Commission issued its proposed rulemaking last July. The proposals suggested
limiting on-channel boosters to 1 w, requiring prevention of interference to other
services, and requiring the use of automatic
devices to prevent malfunctioning. It also
proposed that repeaters must prevent interference to other stations, but would not receive protection from interference themselves. The suggested rules followed a visit
to the FCC and Congress by Colorado Gov.
Stephen McNichols earlier in July.
It is estimated there are at present hundreds of unlicensed on-channel, vhf boosters
in operation — mostly in the northwestern
and Rocky Mountain states. The Commission was legally upheld in its requirement
that boosters be licensed, but despite its
authorization of translator stations two years
ago (translators pick up vhf tv signals and
convert them into one of the higher uhf
channels), the number of unlicensed repeater stations have continued to grow.
Earlier comments, all favorable to the
idea of boosters, were filed by Adler Electronics Inc., KXLY-TV Spokane and
KELP-TV El Paso, Tex. (under joint ownership) and the Washington State Tv Reflector Assn. [Government, Dec. 23, 1957].
Reply comments are required by Feb. 14.

The new SA-39B limiting amplifier is a MUST for broadcasters who
want maximum signal power along with top quality transmission . . ,
is extremely important for stations with remote control who want
maximum protection at the transmitter.
The SA-39B Limiter combines fine performance standards with design
emphasis on easy serviceability, and is a worthy successor to the
hundreds of early Gates limiters which have earned an enviable
reputation for fineness. Very fast attack time, essentially instantaneous, isassociated with six switch selectable release times. In this
manner the engineer may adopt the mode of operation best suited
for him.

Remember, potential listeners can be actual listeners when a station's
equipment complement includes the SA-39B . . . another top quality
product from the new Gates line.
For detailed information on the new SA-39B,
contact the Gates Radio Company today!

GATES
A SUBSIDIARY
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Excerpts of last week's comments:
National Community Television Assn. —
Against repeater stations. NCTA has 300 of
the approximately 500 community antenna
tv systems as members, serving an estimated
40 million families and representing an investment of about $100 million.
NCTA feels repeaters will not provide
satisfactory fringe area television service
and will preclude obtaining of satisfactory
service by other means, namely antenna installation, translator or community antenna.
NCTA sponsored two engineering reports
on the booster situation, one by George M.
Frese, Wenatchee, Wash., consulting engineer, and the other by Archer S. Taylor of
Missoula, Mont., consulting engineer and
member of Montana State U.'s faculty.
The Frese report stated that vhf reflectors
would create "a chaotic and intolerable interference situation which cannot be resolved
or controlled by the use of type-approved
equipment." It also noted that uhf translators will have approximately 500 times
more effective radiated power than vhf and
that there is "no significant cost advantage
in the proposed vhf facility."
NCTA recommended that the FCC conduct an "on-the-spot intensive study of the
conditions as they now exist in the Pacific
Northwest . . . [this would offer] convincing
undesirability of this service."
of the
proof
In Mr.
Frese's report numerous examples
of booster interference are cited.
• To Penticton, B. C.'s $250,000 CATV
Broadcasting

system from Oroville, Wash., boosters. To
overcome this interference the Penticton antenna system is now receiving chs. 8 and, 12
from the Omak, Wash., unlicensed boosters.
It is also noted that the Penticton ch. 13 tv
station is receiving interference from the
Omak booster.
• To CATV subscribers in Loomies, Tonasket and Omak, Wash., receiving interference from Oroville, Wash.: they may also
be getting interference from Midway, B. C,
and Toroda Creek. Wash.
• The translator at Manson, Wash., proposed a move to a new site but could not
move because of interference from reflectors.

• The Ephrata, Wash., booster has transmitted other than broadcast programs, including airdrome control, aircraft voice,
etc., with strengths of from 6 uv to 40 uv.
• In Mansfield, Wash., before the advent
of reflectors, residents could receive chs. 2,
4 and 6; now they are able to receive only
ch. 4.
The second NCTA-sponsored engineering
report, by Mr. Taylor, was an analysis of 42
boosters in Montana. It concluded that the
unauthorized reflector service is on the whole
"not meeting the need [for tv] in terms of
quality reception . . ."
good
The adverse effect on local stations of
permitting uhf or vhf reflector stations was

pointed out. The report says, "It is axiomatic that technical standards and supervisory requirements cannot be reduced in
a repeater service in the crowded spectrum
below the standards required in the little
used top 14 channels of the uhf spectrum.
Mr. Taylor cites the fact that in Shelby,
Mont., an unlicensed booster is converting
a uhf signal from an authorized translator to vhf. In Poison, Mont., there is interference to direct tv reception. Mr. Taylor
also pointed out these possible sources of
interference: (1) oscillator radiation; (2)
intermodulation; (3) re-radiation.
He noted a frequency stability problem
in two installations which are only 100
feet apart. These are a repeater serving
Fraser, Mont., which converts ch. 8 to ch.
13 and another serving Fort Peck-NashuaGlasgow which converts ch. 8 there to ch.
12.
In closing, NCTA demands oral argument before the Commission, en banc, if
the FCC proposes to establish a vhf repeater service along the general lines discussed.
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters —
Takes no position for or against, but emphasizes need for conditions to protect
present regular tv stations from interference.
AMST also suggests that boosters might be
"tailored" to limit their use to remote areas;
that they be limited to 1 w effective radiated
power and 0.1 w of radio frequency output
power. AMST recommends that repeater
applicants be required to submit with their
applications a statement of consent from
tv stations that they intend to rebroadcast
and also agree to cease operations when
regular tv stations come into being in their
service area.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. — Favors,
Broadcasting

but recommends more liberal power restrictions. Suggests following power formula for
boosters: Chs. 2-6, 1 w; chs. 7-13, 3 w; chs.
14-83 10 w.

Triangle Publications Inc. — Recommends
that boosters be required to get permission
from tv stations operating on same or adjacent channels as proposed by booster. Also
recommends change in power limitations to
1 w for chs. 2-6; 3 w for chs. 7-13, and
10 w for chs. 14-83.
KSL-TV Salt Lake City— Favors. Also
urges that boosters and translators be permitted within calculated Grade B service
areas of conventional tv stations, and also
at greater distances than that covered by
regular stations.
KLZ-TV Denver and KTVT (TV) Salt
Lake City — Favor, but urge provisions to
ensure no interference with existing tv stations; also ask provisions to prohibit booster
operators from deleting any portions of the
relayed programs or from originating its own
programs.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters— Warns that boosters may inhibit regular
tv stations, both commercial as well as educational, from boosting powers and antenna
heights. NAEB adds that existence of boosters may "freeze" the transmitter locations
of existing stations. It asks that safeguards
against interference with regular stations be
provided in booster rules.
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.— General support, but thinks the automatic shutdown requirement in case of spurious emissions is too stringent and should be modified; that proposed power restriction should
be relaxed to permit power adequate to
accomplish the desired function.
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont.— Favors; also
urges no requirement for identifying call,
and no limitation on power. Power should
be based on size of the area to be covered
and the number of homes to be served.
KHVH-TV Honolulu— In favor, particularly in regions with mountainous terrain
where repeaters are needed to improve
coverage.
Mayor, City of St. George; Chairman,
Washington County Commissioners; President, St. George Chamber of Commerce —
Favor. Also urge less stringency in technical requirements.
Kanab, Utah, and Fredonia, Ariz., Tv
Organization — Favors. Also urges less stringent technical requirements.
Justice Scrutiny of Networks
To Continue at Least a Year
The Justice Dept. will continue its investigations of certain network practices
"for at least another year," according to a
letter from Deputy Attorney General Lawrence E. Walsh to Sen. Warren Magnuson
(D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, released last week.
These investigations include "alleged preferences by networks to their programs and
to the acquisition by the networks of interests in independent shows as a condition of
access of these shows to network time";
network option time and must buy requirements; the report of the FCC Network
Study Staff (Barrow Report), and other gen-

eral tv network practices. Mr. Walsh said
the investigations still are far from complete
and would continue for at least a year, "although the availability of manpower js

limited."Equal Time Relief
Libel,
Proposed in Rep. Hays' Bill
A bill (HR 9825) to revise the federal
election laws, giving broadcasters relief from
libel and equal time requirements, was introduced in the House last week by Rep.
Brooks Hays (D-Ark.). It is similar to Sen.
Thomas Hennings' (D-Mo.) clean elections
bill (S 2150) which has been favorably reported to the Senate by the Rules Committee [Government, July 8, 1957].
The measure provides that for a presidential or vice-presidential candidate to be
afforded equal time, he must be the nominee of a party whose candidate polled at
least 4% of the total vote cast in the preceding presidential election or whose candidacy is supported by petitions bearing
signatures representing at least 1 % of total
votes cast.
A candidate for a party nomination for
president or vice president can demand equal
time if ( 1 ) he is an incumbent of any elective federal or state elective office, (2) he
has been nominated for president or vice
president at any prior convention or (3)
his candidacy is supported by petitions bearing 200,000 signatures or signatures representing%1 of total vote cast in preceding
election.
The bill denies broadcasters any right to
censorship of political broadcasts but at the
same time protects them from civil or criminal court actions "because of defamatory
Under the bill, stations must charge canstatements."
didates the same rates charged other clients.
Candidates for president and vice president
would be permitted to spend ten cents for
each vote cast in any one of the last three
presidential elections. Candidates for senator and representative-at-large would be
authorized to spend $50,000; for representative, $12,500. The bill was referred to the
House Administration Committee.
Airspace Unit Files Comment
In Rule-Making on Ch. 13 Move
The first official participation of the Air
Coordinating Committee's Airspace Panel
in an FCC rule-making proposal occurred
last week when the Airspace unit filed a
comment in the rule-making proceeding
which proposes to move ch. 13 into Panama
City, Fla.
Airspace Secretary W. A. Simpson told
the Commission that his group had no
objection to the "drop-in" of ch. 13 to
the Panama City area and would approve
a 550-foot tower at Wewahitchka, Fla.,
about 23 miles north of Panama City.
This would permit a city grade signal to
Panama City and also would meet cochannel and adjacent channel mileage separations, thus complying with all FCC requirements, he noted.
The Airspace participation came about
when the unit, which reviews all applicaJanuary 20, 1958
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GOVERNMENT continued
tions for radio and tv towers to determine
aeronautical hazards and furnishes its findings to the FCC, found itself in difficulties
due to the FCC's vhf "drop-in" policy
[Government, Jan. 13], It was discovered
that the requirements of placing a city
service signal over the principal city plus
meeting the mileage separations limited the
area in which the drop-in transmitter could
be located. This, however, in many instances
ran counter to prior determinations for
antenna farms recommended by the Airspace group.
One result was that Airspace is being
notified of all Commission allocation proposals.
Also filed last week was a request by
ch. 47 KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., to make
Fresno an all-vhf city by allocating chs. 2,
5 and 7 to that city.
Fresno now has ch. 12 KFRE-TV, ch.
47 KJEO, ch. 24 KMJ-TV, all operating,
plus ch. 53 KBID-TV now off the air.
KFRE-TV is under orders to change its
assignment to ch. 30, with ch. 12 being
moved to Santa Barbara. This was done
last year in the FCC's deintermixture proceedings. These moves have been held in
abeyance pending the outcome of an objection by ABC, which seeks the move
of ch. 12 to Bakersfield, instead of to Santa
Barbara.
The KJEO proposal would require only
the deletion of ch. 5 from Goldfield, Nev.
(pop., 614, 1950 Census), it was pointed
out. Interestingly, KJEO was in the forefront of the fight to get Fresno changed
to an all-uhf city during the deintermixture
proceedings last year.
In other allocation actions during the last
three weeks the FCC:
• Invited comments by Feb. 7 to proposal
to shift ch. 9 WD AM -TV Hattiesburg,
Miss., to Baton Rouge, La.
• Added chs. 17 and 39 to Bakersfield,
Calif., effective Feb. 7, following request
by KFRE-TV Fresno and KBET-TV Sacramento.
Would

Cut

Communication

Excise

Rep. Thaddeus M. Machrowicz (DMich.) last week introduced a bill (HR
9920) to repeal the 10% excise tax on
communication services. One of the purposes of the bill is to "relieve discriminatory
taxes against users of long lines," Rep.
Machrowicz' office stated. The measure
would benefit networks and many stations
who use telephone facilities. Rep. Noah M.
Mason (R-Ill.) has announced plans to introduce an identical measure. The bill was
referred to the Ways & Means Committee.
Air Panel Asks Okay

of Towers

The Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee last week recommended
FCC approval for a 1,353-feet-aboveground tower for KRBB (TV) El Dorado,
Ark., east of that city, and a 999-foot tower
for Illiway Television Inc., one of six applicants for ch. 8 in Moline, 111. The Illiway
tower would be located southeast of Rock
Island, 111.
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WINS
WINS

engineer presses buttons to activate automatic disc-changer (inset, right).
AUTOMATES

Automation with records has made its
debut at WINS New York — a station centering most of its day-and-night programming
around the "top 40" in pop records. WINS
is giving the RCA-engineered BQ-102 automatic turntable console its shakedown run.
Apparently, station management is pleased
with the test run, for last week WINS
ordered a companion model to the BQ-102
to speed up transition from one record to
the next. (Like a jukebox, the BQ-102 takes
from 3 to 26 seconds between record
changes,
depending on the position of the
disc) .
The "gadget," which costs $1,500, eliminates individual handling of records by a
station engineer, does away with music cue
sheets, allows the engineer more free time
while a program is on the air, cuts down
on record "wear and tear" and frees the
record librarian for other station duties.
Save for an unexpected accident the first
day of operating the BQ-102 — Jan. 8 — when
the tone arm jammed, breaking a diamond
stylus, the WINS management is "perfectly
delighted with the results so far."
The BQ-102 is to all intents and purposes
a deglamorized jukebox, lacking only the
glass and the tinsel. Heavy-duty components
of the machine are encased in a grey steel
cabinet 3Vi x 3 x 2 feet. It stores up to 60
records or 120 sides and features an AMI800 record changer. The discs are changed
every Friday by the librarian after the engineer in charge has timed each record
manually so proper record can be kept of
the time needed for cue-in. (Each record
also has a variable length lead-in groove.
Thus an engineer must know, as well as the
d.j. on duty, how much talk is needed to
fill the void between records.)
The only drawback to the BQ-102, WINS

DISC

CHANGING

pointed out, is that it does not allow for
segue, but a station spokesman notes that
"it is not our policy to lead from one record
to another without some talk." Installation
of the second BQ-102 is expected to keep
talk to a minimum.
A great advantage of the machine is that
it eliminates the possibility of on-air slipups such as the case of an announcer introducing one record and the engineer putting
on the reverse side. Though error in button
punching can be made, the BQ-102 comes
equipped with an automatic reject that permits the engineer to correct his mistake
within a matter of seconds.
The top 40 discs are picked on the basis
of popularity in the New York market,
based on reports from some 100 music
shops and jukebox operators. "Popularity,"
WINS declares, "is based on the actual
amount
of of
cashtechnical
spent bybreakdowns,
listeners." WINS
In case
has placed spare records in the control room
to be played manually.
The record librarian, who formerly spent
most of her day stacking and filing discs,
now is free to conduct the WINS poll of
music shops and jukebox operators.
Program Director Mel Leeds feels the
BQ-102

allows "much tighter programming." Chief Engineer Paul von Kunits declares, "This is the first step in station automation." Controller Anthony Souptous justifies the $3,000 expenditure by noting that
"human errors" are practically eliminated.

WCPO-FM

Offers

Program

Time

WCPO-FM Cincinnati, which has been
duplicating WCPO-AM broadcasts, will be
open for use all day and every day to
Cincinnati's educational and cultural institutions for programs of their choice, acBroadcasting

cording to an announcement made last week
by M. C. Watters, general manager of
WCPO-AM-FM-TV.
Representatives of these institutions have
formed the Committee for Enjoyable Listening to take advantage of the offer.
No charge will be made to the cultural
institutions for their utilization of the 10 kw
station's facilities. Mr. Watters, who has
agreed to install lines and furnish equipment for the experiment, said the offer was
an effort to provide
level programming."
for a 6-month trial —
will be judged not by

listeners with "highHe said the offer was
the success of which
audience response but

by "the use Cincinnatians interested in upperclass radio fare make of it."
Cost Estimation Gadget Mailed
Timebuyers by CBS-TV Spot Sales
Timebuyers this week are being mailed a
novel aid for quickly estimating costs for
the purchase of 12 daytime and three nighttime announcements in top-ranking markets
based on rates of stations represented in the
markets by CBS Television Spot Sales.
The device, called a "Cume-Rule," provides data on weekly costs of the announcement schedule in the markets, per cent of
total U. S. tv families covered, number of
"family impressions" registered and the size
of the unduplicated audience reached and
expressed in terms of families and national
rating (percentages of the U. S. total).
This information is provided for market
groupings and for both 20-second or 10second announcements, daytime or nighttime. Markets are grouped (using A. C.
Nielsen data) as the top 15, 30, 45, 60 and
75. The three-announcement nighttime schedule is based on 8 p.m. Monday, 9 p.m.
Wednesday and 10 p.m. Friday on CBSrepresented stations; the 1 2-announcement
daytime schedule on 9 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday. All costs are predicated on the station's one-week rating. Source material is
from Nielsen Television Index, OctoberNovember 1957, using a total 41.2 million
U. S. tv homes.

The "Cume-Rule" reveals, for example,
that a 20-second nighttime announcement
schedule on a three-weekly frequency costs
an estimated $60,840 per week in the top
75 markets and $30,327 for the 10-second
nighttime schedule, while the 20-second
daytime schedule at a 12-per-week frequency
comes to an estimated $51,070, and an estimated $25,211 for the 10-second daytime
schedule.
These daytime purchases, according to
CBS Television Spot Sales, would provide
coverage of 90.6% of U. S. tv families,
32,917,000 family impressions, 33.5% of
the weekly unduplicated audience and
53.8% of the four-week unduplicated audience. In the nighttime, comparable information includes: same percentage in U. S.
family coverage; 26,580,000 family impressions; 40.1% of the weekly unduplicated
audience and 69% of the four-week unduplicated audience.

The

"Cume-Rule" measures approximately eight inches by three inches and has
a tab-slide insert that provides the information through window-cut-outs.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED
mayor, who congratulated the ch. 9 station
for progress since it began telecasting last
April. The new radio-tv building is being
raised at 1925 N. Tryon St., site of the
present am-fm plant. It will be a two-story
brick structure on a nine-acre tract and will
have 27.000 square feet of floor space.
WGN-TV
From

ACHIEVEMENTS of the "Know Your Schools" project conducted by NBC owned
stations were reviewed at a Washington luncheon Thursday. L to r: Thomas B. McFadden, NBC owned stations vice president; Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of Dept.
of Health, Education & Welfare; Lawrence G. Derthick, U. S. Commissioner of Education; Carleton D. Smith, general manager of WRC-AM-TV Washington, and Rep.
Graham A. Burden (D-N. C), chairman of the House Committee on Education & Labor.
NBC o&o's Report in Washington
On 'Know Your Schools' Project
NBC owned stations directed public attention to the nation's schools and their
problems during a six-week "Know Your
Schools" project that recorded 800 million
audience impressions, according to a report
presented in Washington Thursday by
Thomas B. McFadden, vice president of
NBC owned radio-tv stations.
Prominent government officials and education leaders were guests of the network
at a luncheon demonstration. They included
Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of the Dept.
of Health, Education & Welfare; Lawrence
G. Dertbick, U. S. Commissioner of Education, and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.
Separate projects were conducted in the
eight markets served by NBC owned stations. Parent-teacher organizations and
local school officials cooperated. More than
200 hours of programs and 3,000 public
service announcements worth an estimated
$1 million were devoted to the project by
the 13 radio and tv stations. A slide presentation and film dealing with station projects was shown at the luncheon.
Chairman Doerfer, a luncheon speaker,
called for support of vocational training
schools. He felt more emphasis should be
given these institutions. Secretary Folsom

after a Jan. 9 fire destroyed the university's
radio and tv studios in Swain Hall. Damage
was estimated at $75,000. The fire was one
of a series of seven blazes on the campus
Jan. 9. Arson was suspected. Much of the
video equipment was saved. John Young,
director of the WUNC-TV Chapel Hill
studios, said tv pickups were removed to
Raleigh studios immediately after the fire
but the remote bus studio was put into operation last Monday. A total of 70 undergraduate and 15 graduate students majoring
in radio and tv are active in the station's
operation.
WSOC-AM-FM-TV

Studios

Started

Work is underway on new $1.5 million
studios for WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte,
N. C, and is expected to be finished by
WSOC's 25th anniversary next September,
according to officials of the station. Larry
Walker, president, and Earle J. Gluck.
chairman of the board, broke ground earlier
this month at ceremonies attended by the

to Get

Ampex

First Gear

for VTR

Color

WGN-TV Chicago will be the world's
first tv station equipped to tape record and
play back color telecasts, Ampex Corp. reported last week. Ampex is delivering the
first of its new color conversion accessory
units to WGN-TV in June.
The color accessory is a single rack of
electronics which can convert any Ampex
VR-1000 monochrome tape recorder to
color. The prototype color converter units
are priced at $29,000, but a substantial reduction is anticipated when production
units are available, comparable to the reduction in the black-and-white recorder
prices from $75,000 for the prototype to
$45,000 for production models [Manufacturing, Dec. 9, 1957].
hi further planning for color expansion,
WGN-TV has announced the purchase of a
second RCA studio live color chain and
planned studio conversion by Feb. 1.
Carl J. Meyers, engineering director of
WGN Inc., reported the $50,000 equipment
and installation of additional lighting in
WGN-TV's Studio 7A. The station has been
transmitting a limited color schedule (3Vi
hours per week) since Nov. 8, 1957, and
expects to double it in the near future. Mr.
Meyers
also reported "exceptionally good"
viewer reaction.
The purchase of additional color equipment "will enable us to do more complicated studio productions, many of which
have been on our planning boards for
months," according to Edward J. Roth Jr.,
WGN-TV manager.

reviewed "the great record of accomplishment by our educational system." He said
the responsibility for schools always rests
with citizens at the local level.
Bakersfield

Am

Dubbed

KIKK

Dawkins Espy, president and principal
owner of the permit for Bakersfield, Calif.,
last week announced the station has been
assigned call letters KIKK. He expects to
put it on the air March 15 with 250 w, daytime operation. Mr. Espy is a partner in
applications pending before the FCC for
other ams in San Diego, Calif., and Phoenix, Ariz., and for a television permit in
Eugene, Ore.
Fire Destroys

WUNC-TV

Studios

WUNC-TV Chapel Hill, N. C, North
Carolina U. educational station, was operating from temporary facilities last week
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WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., will start operations Feb. 1 from its new $750,000 studios
in downtown Orlando. The ABC affiliate for central Florida will operate on 316 kw
video and 158 kw audio. With its 2,960 sq. ft. and a drive-in entrance, the main
studio can literally accommodate a bus. A 24x13 ft. client-viewing room will double
as a second studio. Officers of WLOF-TV are Joseph L. Brechner, president; Donn
R. Colee, vice president-general manager; John W, Kluge, treasurer, and Hyman
Roth, secretary. Young Television Corporation represents the station nationally.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

ACTORS
•

Union

GUILD

SHOOTS

seeks boosts up to 100%

THE

MOON

• Negotiations with producers begin today in New York
The Screen Actors Guild will demand pay
vertising agencies pledging adherence to the
present
contracts.
Such industry groups as
increases of as much as 100% in negotiathe
Assn.
of
Motion
Picture Producers, Allitions which begin today (Monday) with proance
of
Television
Film Producers, New
conPresent
commercials.
filmed
ducers of
York Film Producers Assn. and the Ameritract expires Mar. 20.
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies, as well
Major increases which the guild will
as independent producers, are expected to
propose stem from a reclassification of use
participate in the New York negotiations.
payments which now reach their maximum
when the commercial is televised in more
than 20 cities.
SAG Opens Talks With Producers
Under the proposal three more city
In New York; CBS, IBEW to Confer
groups would be added and added payNegotiations of new contracts continue
ments set for each. Beyond that, the guild
to occupy the attention of industry and
will ask a revaluation of the present system
labor representatives this week as the Screen
of weighting cities to determine classificaActors Guild opens talks today (Monday)
tion of use payments. Present weighting is
in New York with producers of tv film combased on population and tv audience size
mercials (for details, see story, this page) and
of 1952.
CBS begins discussions in Washington,
Under the present system, the use of a
D. C, today with the International Brothercommercial in New York counts as use in
hood of Electrical Workers.
seven cities. The guild proposes to count
Concurrently, negotiations between the
New York as 21. Chicago and Los Angeles,
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers &
now rated at seven cities each, would be
Technicians and NBC and ABC in Boston
revalued at 1 1 each. Other major centers
enter their third week. Expectations are that
would also count more.
a new pact governing 1,400 NBC and 1,100
The guild will ask an increase in miniABC technical employes will not be signed
mum base pay for on-camera players from
until the end of January when the current
$70 to $80 a day and for off-camera playcontract expires. It was reported that
ers from $45 to $55 a session. The perNABET, in addition to pay increases rangsession rate for group singers would rise
ing from 10% to 15%, also is seeking a
from $30 to $35 for two to four voices
four-day
week for engineers-technicians unand from $25 to $30 for more than four
der its jurisdiction.
voices under the union's proposals.
Although demands of IBEW upon CBS
Use compensation for on-camera playwere not available, observers believe that
ers in wild spots, defined by the guild as
the union, which represents about 1,200
"used on non-interconnected stations, indeengineers-technicians, will ask for condipendent of any program, at station breaks
tions similar to those NABET is seeking
only
and
not
over
30
seconds
in
length,"
from ABC and NBC. IBEW's contract with
for each 13 weeks would rise from $70 to
CBS expires Jan. 31.
$80 for 1-5 cities, from $105 to $135 for
Members of the International Alliance of
6-20 cities, $140 (the present top scale) to
Theatrical Stage Employes, New York Local
$185 for 21-50 cities, $235 for 51-100
No. 1, were to vote over the weekend on an
cities and $285 for over 100 cities.
agreement reached by representatives of the
A new category will be proposed for
union with those of ABC, NBC and CBS.
spots and commercials used on local parThe contract, if approved, will affect more
ticipating programs. For on-camera players
than 1,200 stagehands and associated emcompensation would start at $120 for 1-5
ployes and calls for a 3% wage increase in
city use, $175 for 6-20 cities, $225 for 211958 and another 3% raise in 1959. The
50 cities, $275 for 51-100 cities and $325
pact is retroactive to Dec. 31, 1957.
for over 100 cities for each 13 weeks of use.
Base pay for on-camera players in program commercials for 13 week use in 1-5
cities would rise from $105 to $120 and
from $140 to $175 for use in 6-20 cities.
For 21-50 cities the on-camera pay would
increase from $70 to $80 for the original
use and from $50 to $60 for each re-use.
For 51-100 cities the original use rate would
be $85 with $65 for each re-use. For over
100 cities the original rate would be $95
with $75 for each re-use.
John L. Dales, SAG's national executive secretary, agreed that the demands were
"substantial." He said they reflected "the
immense growth of the television industry
and the resultant increase in the advertising
value of filmed commercials since the negotiations in 1953 and 1955."
The guild now holds contracts with 620
film producers and has letters from 513 adBroadcasting

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS

for film commercials

K PAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER

KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS

West

Texas Television Network!

All three stations carry a simultaneous
and comprehensive line-up of top CBS
network programs plus local originations. As an economical combination
this one purchase reaches more families both in terms of coverage and in
audience than many of the "big city"
metropolitan markets.
December set count: 280,211

■=> X

SDIG Says FPA Won't Negotiate
For Directors' Contract in N. Y.
Screen Directors International Guild reported last week the Film Producers Assn.
of New York has declined to enter into
negotiations with the union for an initial
contract covering film directors in the New
York area. FPA, an association covering
many of the larger producers of tv film
commercials and industrial motion pictures,
explained that various of its members have
held "informal" conferences with representatives of SDIG and said further talks have
been delayed pending a resolution of the
problem of director-members of SDIG who
also own their own production units.
SDIG is a recently-organized union and
claims to have about 300 members, largely
in New York.
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Dealers

hear

urged

outlook
to make

AT
on

NARDA

color tv, stereophonic

polychrome

Radio as a quick, effective and economical advertising vehicle compared to other
media, plus a status report on color television and a look at 1958 business prospects,
commanded retailers' interest at the National Appliance and Radio-Tv Dealers
Assn. annual convention last week.
Some 600 dealers attended an advertising
panel during the three-day NARDA meet
in Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel and Merchandise Mart (Jan. 12-14). Color tv merchandising as one of the association's "trouble areas" and steps be taken to correct
certain problems were reviewed in the president's report Monday. Another highlight
was the exhibit of current and new products
(including color tv) considered to have high
profit potentials.
Profit potentialities of color tv and
stereophonic sound equipment were outlined in an afternoon session Tuesday, with
dealers urged to get behind tint as the industry's next "great breakthrough."
Radio easily emerged as the No. 1 medium during the initial advertising session
Jan. 12. Retailers were told they overlook
a bet by not including the aural medium,
particularly saturation spots, in their advertising plans.
"Radio as an advertising medium is the
cheapest and fastest means of selling a
customer for your product," Ray Quackenbush, president of Oliver Square Appliances, Wichita, Kan., told dealers in comparing its merits to newspapers and direct
mail. Selection of stations depends on two
factors, type of merchandise being offered
and ratings, he asserted.
In this tv age, Mr. Quackenbush claimed,
"saturation spots get results. You must
use at least ten a day or none at all," he
felt, stressing advertising of multiple products. A. C. Nielsen figures show, he added,
that a 20-spots-per-week schedule increased
to 30 per week reaches 32% more families,
and that his store has found "30-second announcements do the job best."
A schedule of 20 announcements reaches
43% of all families, two and one-third
times in 36 hours, he claimed, again citing
Nielsen. Radio is especially advantageous in
letting consumers know immediately of price
reductions on products, he told dealers.
Radio reaches 95% of all homes and
100% of all store prospects, hitting at the
point of sale and selling customers at lower
cost, Mr. Quackenbush said. As an example, he reported that for each $1 expenditure, radio contacts 648 people, tv 377,
newspapers 211 and direct mail substantially fewer prospects. He warned that dealers
are "overlooking the fast-growing Negro
market, which radio covers best."
In his president's report, Ken Stucky,
Stucky Bros., cited NARDA's 1957 "survey
of color television merchandising to find
out what was keeping this merchandise
from being sold faster and in better quantities." He reported:
Page 96 • January 20. 1958
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sound

tv 'next breakthrough'

"We found an unprecedented number of
items reaching our stores in faulty condition. A broad analysis of the extent of
damaged goods received and the specific
brands and nature of the damage gave us
tangible facts we turned over to the manufacturers. The new lines now being introduced provide abundant evidence that our
suppliers took this criticism seriously and
are determined to avoid or lessen its repiIn a Monday afternoon business panel,
R.
V. Finch, Home Appliance Co., Medtition."
ford. Ore., told dealers that tv retailers have
performed a "magnificent job" increasing
their efficiency. He pointed out the average
list price of a tv set a few years ago was
$300, with the dealer getting a 25% margin,
or $75. In 1956, he noted, the list price was
$190 and the dealer would have received
$47.50 if he had maintained the same 25%
margin.
"The people who look superficially at
percentages observe that the dealer is still
retailing tv sets at a 25% margin, so they
conclude that he has not increased his efficiency," Mr. Finch commented. Actually,
he is receiving 37% less in terms of dollars
of gross profit per item "in a tougher market with more trade-ins," he pointed out.
"It is also a larger annual increase in
productivity for tv retailers than the accepted 3% annual post-war increase in productivity accredited to all manufacturers,"
Mr. Finch asserted.
The convention-closer Tuesday was devoted to a discussion of new products with
high profit potentialities, under chairmanship of Mort Farr, Upper Darby, Pa.
The newest RCA color pitch to dealers
was delivered by Roger Drew, head of RCA
color sales. He felt "too many people have
seen color under adverse conditions" but
that on the whole there has been public acceptance of many features — the marked
contrast with monocrome, "excellent blackand-white," ease of tuning and controls.
Perhaps industry's biggest problem, Mr.
Drew suggested, is that it "badly lacks obsolescence. There are too many two-year and
four-year old sets and portable tv receivers
on the market. Automobiles have built-in
obsolescence but not television sets. But the
future of television is definitely wrapped up
in color — the next breakthrough in the inMr. Drew lauded dealers for their "tredustry."
mendous job" in selling television and told
them, "Millions of people want to buy color
sets if you want to sell them. There is no
excuse why it shouldn't represent the greatest proportion of all sales."
RCA color sales have been on the upbeat,
particularly since it introduced its Mark
series last September, Mr. Drew reported,
and the last five months have reached an alltime high. With the advent of four-color
tape, he added, the field is limitless. Color

reproductions the latter part of 1958 will
be a "tremendous" factor, Mr. Drew felt,
in "providing the means for networks and
stations to flood broadcasting time with
color." He also cited color sales results in
the Chicago area in terms of comparative
average dollar volume between color and
monochrome sales, claiming, "the gap is
closing and the breakthrough is here"
[Manufacturing, Dec. 30, 1957].
Growth of the stereophonic high fidelity
recording field was traced by Ben Barrow,
marketing manager of Ampex Corp., with
promise of heavy profit possibilities. He predicted that in less than a year music on
stereo tape will approach that of LPS in
price and cited progress of multi-channel
tapes. Mr. Barrow also foresees the day
when video tape recorders, which Ampex
pioneered, will be part of home entertainment, with less complex and expansive units
on the market. Ampex demonstrated its
stereo sound equipment, playing a tape comprising bits of various types of music.
Joseph Fleischaker, Wells Sales Appliances, Louisville, was elected new NARDA
president for 1958, succeeding Mr. Stucky.
Schwartz
Of

Sets Demonstration

His 3-Program

Multiplexing

A new system of multiplexing developed
by Al Schwartz, president of KBMS (FM)
Glendale, Calif., will make its first public
appearance Jan. 31 at a demonstration to
be held at the Moulin Rouge Theatre-Restaurant in Hollywood, with members of the
trade and industry and newsmen invited to
attend. Public demonstrations will be held
in following weeks, also at the Moulin
Rouge, where KBMS originates a nightly
remote program, Mr. Schwartz added.
The demonstration will feature the multiplexing of three programs simultaneously,
the main channel being used for programs
broadcast for the general public, the other
channels for commercial and industrial uses
such as background music for factories,
shops, restaurants and offices; facsimile and
"slow-scan tv." The last was described by
Mr. Schwartz as a system of narrow-band
television which transmits a picture and retains itfor a long period of time. Its use will
be chiefly industrial, such as providing visual
communication between different departments of a manufacturing plant, or commercial, or enabling a teller at a branch bank
to transmit a signature to the home office
for comparison with the master files before
cashing a check for a stranger. Slow-scan
tv is still in the development stage, Mr.
Schwartz said.

The demonstration also will show how
stereophonic programs can be broadcast
from a signal transmitted by use of multiplexing. "It's been a two-year development
for us," Mr. Schwartz said, "and we feel
proud of being the first station in the country to publicly demonstrate the 'miracle' of
high fidelity multiplexing." In addition to
KBMS, which he has operated for the past
two years, Mr. Schwartz also is president of
Planned Music Inc., a background music
service.
Broadcasting

RCA'S
COLOR
VTR
SHOWN
IN CAMDEN
"TARGET"

• Price firm at $63,000
• Delivery late this year
RCA showed its new color video tape
recording machines to more than 100
broadcasters and engineers last Wednesday
at Camden, N. J. — and announced firm
prices and delivery dates for the color
VTRs— $63,000 for color and $49,500 for
monochrome apparatus, with delivery promised toward the end of this year.
Before commercial delivery, RCA officials declared, seven prototypes will have
been delivered — six to NBC and one to
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
Performance of the color VTR machines
was hailed by spectators, who termed the
quality of the color recordings (sections of
the Perry Como Show and the Hal Miller
Show) as good as a live pickup. The recordings were made in Camden via an AT&T
line to Philadelphia from New York and
by radio relay to Camden.

NEW

*►

RCA

officials also reported that the operating cost of each color VTR machine
would be about $5 per hour, with power
requirements of 6 kw, on a regular 110-120
volt A.C. line. The equipment is contained
in six racks — one more than for monochrome— and features built-in erase head,
air lubricated tape guides, sound monitoring and dubbing provisions.
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A. H. Lind of the RCA broadcast equipment group told the audience that RCA
and Ampex had been holding discussions
on standardization so that VTR tape could
be used interchangeably on each other's
machines. He also expressed the opinion that
some form of standardization would be
forthcoming soon from the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers or Electronic Industries Assn.
The equipment demonstrated was the
same as shown by RCA last October in
New York [Manufacturing, Oct. 28,
1957].
Also shown to visitors were new RCA
film and slide projectors. The new slide projector, TP-8, is composed of two drums holding a total of 36
slides. A control panel with push-buttons
for each slide permits an operator to preset any three slides for on-air showing (without regard to the position of the slides in
the drums).
A fast start film projector also was shown
whereby picture and sound reaches, proper
speed in one second. An automatic cueing
device for film projectors was demonstrated.
This stops a motion picture film on a predetermined frame (plus or minus one frame)
in order to permit cutout for a commercial
and restarting at the exact frame on which
picture stopped.
The program was under the direction of
W. B. Varnum, manager of studio equipment sales. Also present were Dana Pratt,
manager, broadcast and tv field sales and E.
T. Griffith, manager, customer relations and
services.
Broadcasting

The

people in the multi-billion dollar North

market

demand

straight down

Jack Paar for their course of entertainment
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PROGRAM SERVICES
UNSEEN

TV

GETS

That invisible sell was s ecu on both
coasts last week — in the unveiling of a
new process and a demonstration of another entrant. At this time, in both in-

®
1

I
I

stances, results are "unforeseeable."
In Los Angeles, developers unveiled
the Precon process of subliminal perception before the L. A. Ad Club, an interested, ifnoncommittal audience.
In Washington, government officials
made up the audience as James L.
Vicary demonstrated the SP method he
introduced last September.
PRECON SUBLIMINAL GEAR
DEMONSTRATED, PUT ON MARKET
After eight years in the laboratory,
the "Precon*' process of subliminal perception is ready for use, executives of
Precon Process & Equipment Corp., New
Orleans, announced Tuesday.
Precon said the process is available to
advertisers, retailers and other business
organizations interested in adding this
new tool to their advertising and sales
programs; to producers of programs for
tv or theatres and to educators and
psychiatrists.
Following a description and demonstration of the system at the weekly
luncheon meeting of the Los Angeles Advertising Club. A. Brown Moore, Precon
president, and Vice Presidents Dr. R. E.
Corrigan and Hal C. Becker, who developed the system, invited those interested to discuss details with them during
the remainder of their week's stay in Los
Angeles.
No immediate sales to broadcasters or
to advertisers and agencies desirous of
using subliminal perception on their tv
programs are anticipated, the Precon
officials said. "We could make a pretty
good argument that no regulation is

EXPOSURE

ON

needed," Mr. Moore said, "but no broadcaster would go along without FCC approval." In-store displays probably will
provide the first in-the-field commercial
use of the Precon equipment, he said.
Precon apparatus will be made available on ( 1 ) either a straight sale basis
to users who will handle their own installation and maintenance or (2) a lease
arrangement with Precon responsible for
keeping the system in good operating
order, Mr. Moore said. He declined to
discuss prices, commenting that each
order will be tailor-made to the needs
of the buyer or leaser, so that any generalization as to price would be meaningless.
Neither would the Precon executives
discuss publicly the details of their
method of superimposing the subliminal
messages on the screen of a tv receiver
or display unit, pending the resolution of
the patent situation. No patent has as yet
been granted for any subliminal perception system, Mr. Moore reported, adding that although Precon filed its patent
application a year in advance of the
others, the matter may well be determined in the courts.

BOTH

'
COASTS

tv program was put into the Precon unit,
a box about a quarter the size of the tv
receiver, before being fed to the receiver,
with the Precon message added. A second
message was similarly superimposed over
a colored still picture in an internally
illuminated display. In neither instance
could the audience consciously decipher
the messages ("Precon" and "Drive
Safely") until the dials on the Precon
device were turned so as to bring out
the lettering as stationary words in front
of the pictures.
Dr. Corrigan, psychologist for Douglas
Aircraft Co., explained the work to develop the Precon process — which began
in 1950 when he was studying for his
Ph. D. at Tulane U. in New Orleans,
where Prof. Becker, electronics engineer,
is now assistant professor of experimental
neurology in the Tulane Medical School.
The first experiments, he said, proved
that individuals react differently to subliminal information of a neutral nature
and that with unpleasant or threatening
connotations. They also showed that the
subliminal presentation of answers to
problems materially speeded up the problem solving process.

The Precon spokesmen were emphatic,
however, in denying reports that the
superimposition of subliminal messages,
flashed too briefly for conscious perception, is technically impossible on tv.
Again the patent situation was used as
a reason for not revealing the frequency

geometrical symbols — a triangle, circle
and square. Questions following the
showings disclosed that if the symbol

of flashes used in Precon's system, but
executives pointed out that the closedcircuit demonstration put on during the
luncheon had worked and that if the system works on closed-circuit tv it certainly will work equally well when the
picture signals are broadcast instead of
fed into the receiver by cable.
In the demonstration, the closed-circuit

most pleasing to the viewer was subliminally shown with the movie, he was
apt to like the movie; if a displeasing
symbol was used, he usually disliked
the picture.
Accordingly, one of the immediate
uses anticipated for Precon, he said, will
be "to increase the entertainment value
of motion pictures and tv programs by

In 1954, Dr. Corrigan reported, they
began experimenting with the presentation of subliminal information in connection with motion pictures, using three

providing subliminal information to enhance the psychological moods or trends
of the material. This would stimulate
more active participation by audiences,
thereby increasing the positive appeal
and sense of enjoyment."
Similarly, in advertising, Precon can
be used to strengthen the appeal of the
product or service advertised, he said.
But he warned that the material presented
below the conscious perception limit must
be acceptable or the result may be a
negative response to the product.

PRE-CON subliminal tv apparatus makes its bow with its developers, Hal Becker
(I) and Dr. R. E. Corrigan, at Los Angeles showing.
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People will not accept what they don't
like, subconsciously as well as consciously, Dr. Corrigan stated. Each individual is"his own censor. He is the first
one to satisfy before a positive reaction
to advertising can be accomplished. The
advertiser must be certain that he presents visual material of the highest calibre
(both for entertainment and for Precon
information). To be positively associated,
the information must be acceptable to

Broadcasting

i
the general public in that it shall in no
way infringe upon the moral or social
standards of audiences.
"As such, the commercial application
of subliminal perception must be handled
by psychological experts, who are
equipped and trained to present the necessary information in a manner which
will establish positive motivation for, say,
tv audiences. In the hands of amateurs
the effectiveness of this method of communication as an advertising method
could be seriously misrepresented."
There is need for a lot of public education about subliminal perception, the
Precon officials asserted. The response
initially has been more emotional than
intellectual, they said, with fears of
"brainwashing" or of being made to do
something they don't want to do being
aroused. Dr. Corrigan noted that brainwashing, which implies passive acceptance of orders and a response outside the
direct control of the observer, is directly
contrary to subliminal perception where
the observer actively monitors and evaluates all subliminal information just as
he would information consciously received and responds in terms of his prevailing likes and dislikes.
Once the public understands the nature
of subliminal perception, they will accept its use and their acceptance will lead
to its approval by such governmental
agencies as the Federal Trade Commission and the FCC, the Precon officials
asserted.
WASHINGTON GETS PREVIEW
OF CONTROVERSIAL METHOD
Members of Congress, the FCC and
the Federal Trade Commission were subjected to the invisible sell last week in
Washington
— and they didn't seem to
mind too much.
The occasion was a demonstration of
subliminal projection, the method developed by market researcher James L.
Vicary. The system flashes advertising
messages on the tv screen so quickly they
are unseen by the audience, but are supposed to make a psychological impression.
Ever since the SP method was announced last September [Advertisers
& Agencies, Sept. 16, 1957], its public
use has been termed "sneaky," "unethical," "dangerous." Various members of
Congress have asked the FCC to ban
SP, with expressions of alarm that the
American public even might be brainwashed into accepting foreign ideologies
At the demonstration last week, Mr.
Vicary asked that the FCC establish regulations sothat SP can be used on the air.
At present the silent and sightless pitch is
banned by all three tv networks and
broadcasters have been asked to refrain
from using it by the NAB code board.
Mr. Vicary recommended a requirement that the audience first be shown the
advertising to be used and told that it is
going to be subjected to this subliminally.

RICHARD FORREST, executive vice president of Subliminal Projection Co., tells a
blue-ribbon Washington audience about the sub-threshold method of tv announcements. Inset shows the message flashed during the demonstration.
He also would ban unidentified "hidden" messages.
The test was made over closed circuit
facilities of WTOP-TV Washington. The
words "Eat Popcorn" and "Fight Polio"
were the messages used. A portion of a
chapter of The Gray Ghost was used as
the program. Before the program began,
the words "Eat Popcorn" were shown on
the screen and the announcer said that
this slogan would be projected subliminally "without interruption to the
program." No one detected the phrase.
In the second half of the demonstration the phrase "Fight Polio" was introduced without the audience's awareness. Only one member of the audience,
out of the 300 who viewed the two
showings, claimed to have received an
impression; a newspaper woman said
she thought of "March of Dimes" when
the "Fight Polio" message was projected.
The presence of the slogans was shown
to the audience by blanking half of the
screen. The messages showed for l/20th
of a second and were pulsed every five
seconds.
The reaction of government officials
was mostly jocular. Sen. Charles E. Potter Jr. (R-Mich.) said the method must be
regulated because it has a potential for
evil. FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer declined comment, as did FTC Chairman
John W. Gwynn.
The FCC has announced that it is
looking into the situation. It has also
noted that Sec. 317 of the Communications Act requires the identification of
sponsors on the air.
Others present at the sessions were
Reps. William A. Dawson (R-Utah),
Peter Frelinghuysen Jr. (R-N. J.), and

Samuel N. Friedel (D-Md.); FCC Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven and Frederick W. Ford and FTC Comr. Edward
T. Tait.
Also present were congressional assistants and FCC and FTC staff officials.
Mr. Vicary was accompanied by Richard Forrest, executive vice president of
Subliminal Projection Co., New York.
Among other highlights of the demonstrations:
• Use of the message "Write W-TWO"
by WTWO (TV) Bangor, Maine, which
resulted in no change in the mail count
Mr. the
Vicary.
at
station, was termed "inept" by
• SP is "reminder" advertising, supplemental to regular advertising. Mr.
Vicary emphasized. By itself it cannot
change a person's brand preference or
political leaning.
• If used on tv, more than 10,000
impressions during a 15-hour broadcast
day can be put across to the public, Mr.
Vicary pointed out. This is on a fivesecond interval method.
• In tests last year in a New Jersey
movie house, "Eat Popcorn" subliminal
messages increased the sale of popcorn
57% over normal, Mr. Vicary stated. A
"Drink Coca-Cola" message in the same
theatre boosted Coke sales by 17%.
• Application for a patent has been
filed with the U. S. Patent Office.
• SP Co. is testing the use of pictures
of brand products, instead of slogans or
messages, and of detection devices so the
unseen messages can be monitored.
• Networks have asked for information
on costs and charges and have been
supplied with a formula, Mr. Vicary said.
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PROGRAM SERVICES continued

TRADE ASSNS.

TelePrompTer

Two

Wins

For Basilio-Robinson

Tv Rights
Fight

TelePrompTer Corp., New York, announced Thursday it had made the top bid
and received rights for live visual coverage
of the Mar. 25 Carmen Basilio-Sugar Ray
Robinson fight in Chicago. TelePromptTer
will put the tv coverage into a closed circuit network of theatres throughout the
U. S., precluding any airing on home tv.
Radio coverage, not involved, has not been
set.
It was learned that unsuccessful bidders
before the International Boxing Club in
New York included the Gillette Co.,
which previously has sponsored the top
bouts on NBC-TV, and Theatre Network
Television, which also proposed a theatre
hook-up and had carried the fight last fall.
TelePrompTer won a point at that time by
clarifying bidding procedure after its dispute with TNT.
Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompTer president, said "The largest closed-circuit network ever provided for any event" will be
set up for the fight. His firm guaranteed a
"toll television" theatre audience of 500,000 seats and not less than $275,000 cash
minimum. Details of other competitive bids
were not disclosed. Mr. Kahn said newly
improved projection equipment produced
by his firm and General Precision Labs
will be used to give a theatre tv picture
equal to regular movie projection in both
clarity and brightness.
ASCAP

Charges

Infringement

Of Copyrights by WSAY, WTKM
The American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers reports that suits for
copyright infringements have been filed by
several of its members against Federal
Broadcasting System Inc., owner of WSAY
Rochester, N. Y , and WTKM Hartford,
Wis., alleging the stations played copyrighted songs without authorization.
The action against WSAY was filed by
Irving Berlin, Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe in U. S. District Court for the
Western District of New York and against
WTKM by Messrs. Loewe and Lerner and
Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein II
and Frank Music Corp. in the U. S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin.
The plaintiffs are asking the courts to restrain performance of various songs cited in
the complaint and to award damages of not
less than $250 for each "unauthorized" performance plus court costs and attorneys'
fees.
Keeshan-Miller

Firm

Dissolved

The partnership of Bob Keeshan, star of
CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo, and Jack Miller, producer and co-creator of the show,
has been dissolved, it was announced last
week. Mr. Miller will continue as a consultant under a two-year contract and will
keep his office at Keeshan-Miller for the
time being. He has formed a new firm John
A. Miller Productions. Bob Claver, writer
and associate producer has been named new
producer and will continue to write the
program.
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Favor

Wisconsin
Court

Judges

Access

Electronic journalism's fight for equal access to courtroom proceedings has received
a qualified boost in Wisconsin.
Serious questions about American Bar
Assn.'s Canon 35 were raised by Judge
Robert W. Hansen, head of the first branch
of Federal District Court for Milwaukee
County, and Circuit Court Judge Bruce F.
Beilfuss. Their decisions arose from a trial
involving a threat-to-bodily-injury complaint, parts of which WISN-TV Milwaukee
had started to film. The defendant's attorney objected.
Judge Hansen subsequently ruled that district court proceedings may be televised,
broadcast or photographed as long as neither the defendant nor witness object. In
the immediate case he ruled out coverage
of actual testimony during the trial, but
permitted picture-taking of other parts without permission from the defendant or witness. He stated:
"The right of the public to know is an
important right, and regulations, in part or
at least based upon the cumbersome and
less-than-quiet media for taking pictures or
arranging radio or television coverage of
some years ago, have motivated the feeling
that the taking of pictures or the televising
of proceedings through the use of a movie
camera, is necessarily a distraction to the
Judge Hansen made plain he doesn't feel
actual
court." coverage constitutes an interruption,
interference or distraction to the court
itself but does pose "an element of psychological distraction, either for the witness
or the defendant himself."
Jack E. Krueger, president of the RadioTelevision News Directors Assn., described
Judge Hansen's decision as a "formal statement" of that policy. He said the judge told
him that he believes in full tv coverage in
principle and that "I'm in full dissent with
the American Bar Foundation Committee's
report on Canon 35 and in full accord with
the Colorado Supreme Court ruling."
Wisconsin court policy on courtroom
coverage is a matter of personal discretion
by each judge. It was pointed out that the
legislative council had deleted restrictions
from the state's new criminal code before
it went to the legislature. Judge Hansen
feels his newest ruling, handed down Jan.
10, protects the right of radio, tv and press
media to courtroom coverage.
Circuit Judge Beilfuss was strongly in
favor of relaxing Canon 35, citing the Colorado court case for precedence and the
emergence of modern equipment. He felt
newspaper photographers should be allowed to take pictures in court if they do
not interfere "with the right to fair trial."
He made his comments Jan. 9 at a meeting
of the Wisconsin board of circuit judges.
Judge Beilfuss stressed the "vast improvement" in equipment and techniques of taking pictures the past 25 years — and pulled
off his own experiment at the board meeting.
Only five of 40 judges realized they were
being photographed.
A newspaper photographer equipped with

modern

cameras sat in the back of the

board meeting room and took several pictures. Judge Beilfuss then took a count of
hands and later commented: "I think we all
recognize the absolute necessity of the freedom of the press — without it, democracy
cannot survive. It is primarily through the
press and other media of publicity that the
people learn the facts and determine the
truth. Courts as well as the other branches
of government must be subject to public
scrutiny and criticism, lest tyranny result."
Judge Beilfuss cited the Colorado court
decision as the basis for his views.
ATAS
Third

National
Chapter

Meets;
Formed

Complete unanimity marked the first
trustee meeting of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Jan. 11-12 in New
York as representatives of both New York
and Los Angeles chapters met to discuss and
act upon the following:
• Appointment of national committees to
conduct future ATAS activities in the areas
of membership recruitment, building up a
film library, sponsorship of tv festivals, etc.
• Issuance of tentative approval to a
chapter request by a number of Baltimore
tv executives.
• Authorization for the Los Angeles and
New York chapters to begin publishing a
national newsletter that would succeed the
local editions now being published. (Los
Angeles would publish one month, New
York the next, with distribution to be effected among some 3,000 ATAS members).
• Lending unanimous approval to the
proposed reduction of 1957 Emmy categories from 29 to 25 this March, with three
"maybe" categories to be filled "if merited."
The day before the New York meeting, in
Baltimore, NBC-TV programming Vice
President Robert F. Lewine and Tex McCrary, representing national ATAS, addressed ameeting of 100 Baltimore tv, advertising and production executives. This
gathering telegraphed its request for an
ATAS charter to the national meeting, which
then granted tentative approval pending
completion of by-laws by the Baltimore
group.
Heading a group to name officers and
formulate plans for the Baltimore chapter
are Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV program director; James Kovach, WBAL-TV program
manager; Robert Cochrane, WMAR-TV
program manager, and Joel Chaseman,
WJZ-TV program manager.
Groundwork for the new chapter was
done last spring by D. L. Provost, vice president and general manager of the Hearst
Corp. radio-tv division (WBAL-AM-TV).
California

Fm

Group

Organizes

Papers of incorporation of the FM Broadcasters Assn. of Southern California were
meeting
at a Jan.
approved held
members,
10, of
and the
willassociation's
be filed at
the state capital within the next few days,
according to Saul Levine, attorney for the
group and also holder of cps for KBCA
(FM) Los Angeles and KBCO (FM) San
Francisco.
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SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS?
Yes!

Ask

Who

the

Owns

Man
One

WTAM • KWDC • WARE • KSEM
KTYM • KUTY • WCRB • KAJO
KWVY • KAIR • WMOO • KWRO
KCFI • KFOX • WJMC • WORC
WEZN • WKTF • WBUX • WMBA
WSCB • WRBS • WDXR • WMMA

TECHNICAL PAPERS to be read at the NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference, to
be held April 28-May 1 during NAB convention week in Los Angeles, were picked
at a meeting of the special program committee Wednesday in Washington. Present
were (front row, I to r): Raymond F. Guy, NBC; J. G. Leitch, WCAU Philadelphia;
Joseph B. Epperson, WEWS (TV) Cleveland, committee chairman; A. Prose Walter,
NAB engineering manager, and George W. Bartlett, assistant manager; James D.
Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo. Back row; William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Roy Pratt, WHO Des Moines; Lester Learned, MBS; Max Brice,
KTNT (TV) Tacoma, Wash.; William B. Lodge, CBS, and Frank Marx, ABC.

Engineers
For

NAB

Set

Papers

Conference

The newest developments in radio and tv
engineering will be reviewed at the 12th annual NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference to be held April 28-May 1 at the Statler
Hotel, Los Angeles, during the annual NAB
convention.
Subjects of technical papers to be read at
the conference were approved Thursday
by the NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference Committee, headed by Joseph B.
Epperson, WEWS (TV) Cleveland. The committee met with A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, and other staff executives.
The opening radio session April 28 will include remote control of directional antennas
and high-power transmitters, automatic
operation, effects of reradiation from nearby structures on directional antennas and
low-cost remote pickup gear built by station personnel. That afternoon the subjects,
dealing with television, will include monochrome video tape recorders, color video
tape recorders and three-image orthicon
color cameras. A panel discussion of network transmission is planned.
At the April 29 afternoon session the radio papers will cover analysis of compatible
single sideband system, factual operation
and results on compatible single sideband,
stable am directional antennas and fm multiplex. The April 30 afternoon meeting will
deal with tv, including small market tv, a
new image orthicon tube, system test techniques, tv broadcast repeaters and operational-installation aids for vidicon equipment.
A
May

combined radio-tv morning session
1 will include Chroma-Key color insert system, what management expects of
the engineer, operational and preventive
maintenance of tv equipment, principles of
lighting and staging for tv films, transistors
and their applications in broadcast equipBroadcasting

ment, influence of color telecasting on tv
lighting and a report on Television Allocations Study Organization activities.
The engineers will meet the mornings of
April 29-30 with NAB management delegates.
ABC's Morgan Elected to Head
Radio-Tv Correspondents Assn.
Edward P. Morgan, ABC newsman, was
elected president of the Radio-Television
Correspondent's Assn. in Washington last
week. Mr. Morgan also will be the chairman

N

of the organization's executive committee,
which administers the congressional radiotv galleries.
Other officers for the coming year are
Julian Goodman, NBC, vice president; Lewis
Shollenberger, CBS, secretary; Ann Corrick,
Corrick Productions, treasurer, and Edward
F. Ryan of WTOP Washington, Arthur
Barriault of NBC and Jack A. Gertz of
MBS, members-at-large of the executive
committee. All of these officers will be installed at the association's annual dinner
meeting, to be held March 29 at the Statler
Hotel.

Appointed as directors were Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer and editor emeritus of the IRE; D. B. Sinclair, vice president
of engineering, General Radio Corp., Cambridge, Mass.; and Ernst Weber, president
of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn and
president of Polytechnic Research and Development Co., Brooklyn.

• WTHR
• WBLD
• WXXX
• WACK
• WPEG
• KBBC
• KMOP
• KPBA
• KAMP
• KWIP
• KSTR
• KFEL
• KBNC
• WFNM

• WANA • WDOZ
• WHIY • WQXQ
• WBRD • WENO
• WMPY • WGAV
• WGAN • WPGC
• KVIN • KJEF
• KNOT • KUEQ
• KAGH • KBOK
• KDES • KALV
• KDAN • KOWL
• KUBC • KLOV
• KBIL • KLAK
• WUS • WKEN
• WTWB • WFBS

WBOP
KUPI
WRAM
KGRN
WMLF
KNOC
WAMD
WMPL
KTOE
WEGA
WEAV
KDBM
KAWL

• WBBN
• KYMR
• WRIC
• KLGA
• WMTA
• WFST
• WHMI
• WCHB
• KMRS
• WKDL
• KATZ
• KTNC
• KUVR

• WFSB
• WLPO
• WMCW
• KWBB
• WBLU
• WRUM
• WAMM
• KAGE
• KDRO
• WCPC
• KUSN
• KRNY
• KVLV

• WGRA
• WGIL
• WALT
• WSTL
• WCYN
• WLOB
• WJBF
• KBNO
• WKBY
• WNSL
• KCVK
• KTOO
• WHTG

KUBC • KHAM • KRAL • KMIN
KLEA • WONG • WDOS • WICY

W

IRE Names New Officers, Directors
Several new officers and directors for
1958 were announced last week by the Institute of Radio Engineers. W. R. G. Baker,
vice president of research of Syracuse U.,
and former vice president of electronics,
GE, was reappointed treasurer, Harden
Pratt was appointed to his 16th term as IRE
secretary. John D. Ryder, dean of engineering, Michigan State U., was appointed editor of the IRE to succeed Donald G. Fink,
director of research of the Philco Corp.

WEZY
WSJC
WQWB
WLWL
WMOV
KPID
KRUX
KHEP
KAHI
KSLR
KGOL
KRAI
KOSI
WFBF

R

WMNS • WEHH • KQDY
KILO • WOUB • WSRW
KHEN • KCCO • KPEP
WCBC • WMLP • WBUG
WPHB • WFIS • WAGS
KWNR • KOLY • WMSR
WFWL • WJDG • WHLP
WAGG • WHDM • WBMC
KITE • KFRD • KHFH

• KEYZ
• WBLY
• KGON
• WTIV
• WPFD
• WLIV
• WDKN
• WORM
• KWEL

KSOX • KSPL • KRAY
WRKE • WBRG • WBLU
KZUN • KORD • KHIT
KARY • KPEG • KCLV
WAJR • WPLY • WIBU
KFIZ • KCVL • KRTR

• KWIC
• WRIP
• KUEN
• WPHL
• WSHE
• KWIB
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AWARDS

TRADE ASSNS. continued
Newspaper Ad Execs Expected
To Blast Tv at Chicago Meet
Familiar fireworks are expected to explode against television when the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. convenes in Chicago starting today (Monday).
The occasion is the 80th annual meeting
of NAEA, at the Edgewater Beach Hotel
through Wednesday, under the chairmanship
of Gilbert P. Swanson, Spokane (Wash.)
Spokesman Review and Daily Chronicle.
The only formal item on the agenda involving tv by name is a New York News
presentation, "Newspapers vs. Television,"
to be given by Herbert M. Steele, its sales
promotion manager. Other speakers include
Ernest A. Jones, president of MacManus,
John & Adams Inc., who will talk Monday
morning on "What's An Advertising Agency
Worth?"; H. James Gediman, executive vice
president, Hearst Advertising Service, keynote speaker, and executives from J. Walter

SINCLAIR'S safe-driving radio messages ("Drive with care . . . use Sinclair
gasoline") are recognized in the first public service citation to be awarded by WQXR
New York. James J. Delaney (2nd from 1), advertising manager of Sinclair Refining
Co., accepts the award with Reynolds Girdler (3rd from 1), director of public
relations and advertising, Sinclair Oil Corp. Presenting the citation are Elliott M.
Sanger (2nd from r), executive vice president of the New York Times station, and

Thompson Co., who will give the agency's
"Interurbia — The Changing Face of America" presentation.

Norman E. McGee (r), WQXR's vice president in charge of sales. At left is
Sylvester M. Morey, president of Morey, Humm & Warwick Inc., Sinclair's
advertising agency. The Sinclair announcements are heard on 880 stations in 36 states.

TRADE

ASSOCIATION

SHORT

American Women in Radio-Tv Inc., N. Y.,
announces increase from $500 to $750 for
its fourth annual scholarship competition.
Entry deadline is Feb. 1. Winner will be
AWRT's
23-27.

guest at its S. F. convention April

CBS,
For

NBC

Run

Sylvania

Dead
Tv

Heat

Awards

CBS-TV and NBC-TV split 50-50 for the
1957 Sylvania Awards [Closed Circuit,
Jan. 13]. Each won 12 individual mentions
as more than 400 tv, film, stage and news
executives gathered Thursday night at New
York's Plaza Hotel for the yearly awards
dinner.
The awards, presented by Don G. Mitchell, chairman and president of Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., are given each year

SiW Pennsylvania's
3t° LARGEST
MARKET!

for "distinguished achievement in creative
television techniques." The unusual aspect of
this year's Sylvania sweepstakes, Mr. Mitchell pointed out, is that half the awards presented to networks "have been made to
programs which are basically educational,
or possess undeniably educational features."
In discussing the awards, the Sylvania head
placed special emphasis on educational tv
programming.
"Never before," he pointed out, "has this
nation, which depends for its very existence
on a free and enlightened people, been so
deeply aware of the vital importance of effective education. Television has strikingly
demonstrated its unique ability to meet this
need." He also praised local stations for "recognizing the paramount need for revitalized
education long before the launching of
Awards were picked by a panel of judges
Sputnik I."
who, in turn based their choices on nominations made each quarter during the past
year by 29 tv newspaper critics. Judges included: critic Deems Taylor; Newsweek radio-tv editor Marvin Barrett; Dean Kenneth

S C R A N TON; R E N N A ;
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Bartlett, director of Syracuse U.'s RadioTV Center; Pulitzer prize-winning historianauthor Bruce Catton; Kings County (N. Y.)
Judge Samuel S. Leibowitz; broadcaster
Mary Margaret McBride; and authoress-tv
panelist Cornelia Otis Skinner. Also on the
panel of judges were the following newspaper men representing the field critics

panel: Milwaukee Journal's Don Dornbrokke, Washington Star's Bernie Harrison,
San Francisco Chronicle' s Terrence
O'Flaherty, Atlanta Journal's Norman
Shavin, Denver Post's Thompson R. Watt
and Houston Post's David Westheimer.
The judges and field critics worked from
a table of 318 possible choices during the
three-day viewing and decisions session, according to J. Walter Thompson Co., agency
for Sylvania. An interim meeting was held
last June to review the nominations for the
first six months of 1957. The second session
began Jan. 3. A total of 226 network programs and 92 local and non-commercial educational shows were nominated to fill the
25 categories.
Though ABC-TV failed to win a single
Sylvania award, that network came close to
winning the outstanding musical series and
the outstanding new network series categories. Eleventh-hour balloting had ABC-TV's
Voice of Firestone competing with NBC
Opera, and ABC-TV's Patrice Munsel Show
with NBC-TV's Chevy Show and Perry
Como Show. And ABC-TV's Mike Wallace
Interview competed unsuccessfully with
CBS-TV's Air Power, Seven Lively Arts and
Twentieth Century.
The awards were presented as follows:
Outstanding original teleplay — William
Gibson for "The Miracle Worker" (CBSTV, Playhouse 90); outstanding tv adaptation— James Lee for "The Life of Samuel
Johnson" (NBC-TV, Omnibus); outstanding
performance by an actor — Lee J. Cobb in
"No Deadly Medicine" (CBS-TV, Parts 1
and 2, Studio One); outstanding performance
by an actress — Kim Stanley in "Traveling
Lady" (CBS-TV, Studio One); outstanding
supporting actor — Torin Thatcher in "Beyond This Place" (CBS-TV, DuPont Show
of the Month) ; outstanding supporting actress— Patty McCormack in "The Miracle
Worker" (CBS-TV, Playhouse 90).
Outstanding dramatic series — Hallmark
Hall of Fame (NBC-TV); outstanding new
Broadcasting

series — The Twentieth Century (CBS-TV);
outstanding documentary series — See It Now
(CBS-TV).
Special award — Marian Anderson for
"The Lady From Philadephia" on CBS-TV's
See It Now; outstanding network news —
NBC News department "for developing
techniques for the instant dissemination of
news"; special award — CBS News for Nikita S. Khrushchev interview on Face the
Nation for "outstanding and significant
journalistic television achievement"; outstanding public service series — UN in Action (CBS-TV); outstanding variety series —
Steve Allen Show (NBC-TV).
Outstanding comedy series — Jack Paar's
Tonight (NBC-TV); outstanding daytime
series — NBC-TV's Matinee Theatre; outstanding light musical program — Annie Get
Your Gun (NBC-TV spectacular); outstanding light musical series — Dinah Shore's
Chevy Show (NBC-TV); special award for
creative tv achievement in imaginative presentation of classical music on tv — NBC
Opera; outstanding children's series — Let's
Take a Trip (CBS-TV); outstanding religious series — Look Up and Live (CBSTV); outstanding educational series — Omnibus (NBC-TV); special award for outstanding creative coverage of educational
subjects — Wide Wide World program
(NBC-TV).
Special award — to NBC educational series
"for outstanding contribution in the field
of non-profit educational tv"; special award
— to Educational Television & Radio Cen-

OPPORTUNITY

to get most

for your money

awaits you when

you

select consistently proven #1 TV station (KJEO-TV)
in fabulously rich Fresno and San Joaquin Valley
market. Consult your Branham

man

now for further

fascinating details. We GUARANTEE you'll save
your energies . . . get more for your monies ... on
KJEO-TV Fresno. ACT TODAY!

ter, Ann Arbor, Mich., "in recognition of
its outstanding work in organizing the National Educational Television Network for
non-commercial education tv stations."
Local awards:
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio — The One Inside— outstanding local public service series.
(Series was "a courageous and dramatic
13-program film expose, which led to immediate reforms of conditions at the Toledo
State Hospital.")
WFAA-TV Dallas — Disaster, Dallasoutstanding local news and special events.
("For its swift coverage of the tornado of
April 2, 1957, and its follow-up telecasts
reassuring the public")
WGBH-TV
Boston— Disco very— outstanding children's educational series.
Exceptional merit citation — WTTG (TV)
Washington and WABD (TV) New York,
DuMont Broadcasting Corp., "for coverage
of the hearings held by the Senate committee labor-management relations investigation."
SDX

Asks

Entries for 1957

Awards

Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic
fraternity, is inviting nominations for 1957
distinguished service journalism awards in
15 categories, including radio or tv newswriting and reporting and station or network public service in both media, with a
deadline of Feb. 1, 1958. Entries are to
cover the calendar year 1957. Information
and entry forms may be obtained from Director of SDX Distinguished Service
Awards in Journalism, 35 E. Wacker Drive,
Chicago 1.
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
KFWB Launches 'Color Radio,'
Adds Texas DJ.s in Change
KFWB Los Angeles on Jan. 2 inaugurated
a new program format widely publicized
as "color radio," which includes the addition of three Texas disc jockeys, Bruce
Hayes from KLIF Dallas, Elliott Field from
KILT Houston and Ted Quillan from KELP
El Paso, who with KFWB veterans Al
Jarvis, Joe Yocum, Mitchel Reed and Bill
Balance, keep the records spinning for most
of the 24 hours of the day. Another Texan,
Chuck Blore, formerly program director of
KELP, now has that position at KFWB.
To prepare the public for the new proChannel 98," as
grammingits
on "Color
KFWB calls
980 kc position on the
radio dial, the station
of its air time during
1957 to promoting the
to come with the new
containing $1 and $5

devoted a large part
the last two weeks of
new listening delights
year. Color balloons
bills were released at

cell block of San Quentin Prison. U. of
California professor of criminology, Douglas
M. Kelley, took viewers on a tour of the
jail, interviewing inmates regarding the
criminal acts that sent them up and the
way time is utilized while behind bars. The
problems encountered by parolees were discussed by Dr. Kelley and Richard McGee,
director of the State Dept. of Corrections.

From out of the 200 replies he selected 10
to come to the studio and meet him. Mr.
Weed chose a 19-year-old blonde U. of
Miami sophomore as his partner for the
evening and, after presenting each of the
other finalists with a corsage, took his date
to the Americana Hotel, Miami Beach, for
dancing, dinner and the accompanying floor
show.

Inside the Walls was an addition to KQED's
regular educational experiments (Tuesday
and Thursday, 2:15 p.m.) involving a group
of San Quentin convicts taking courses for
academic credit.

Potentate

Disc Jockey

Weeds

Out

a Date

Gene Weed. d.j. at WQAM Miami, Fla..
now knows 200 reasons why girls would like
to go out with him. In his Top 40 show
(Mon.-Sat. 4-7 p.m. EST) he invited female
listeners to write, in 25 words or less, why
they would "Like a Date With Gene Weed."

to Report

for WPTR

Raif Shehab, emir of Lebanon, is the
latest member of the WPTR Albany, N. Y.,
news gathering service. The station is setting up the service by enrolling correspondents in key areas of the world for beeper
phone reports. The emir, visiting this country to meet radio hams with whom he
has communicated by shortwave, was presented his news correspondent's card by
Duncan Mounsey, WPTR's executive vice
president-general manager.

points of high pedestrian traffic; an "oldnew" caravan of a horse-driven vehicle
closely followed by a 1958 auto toured the
city, as did sound trucks blaring the KFWB
"color radio" message. Aerial banners, sky
writing and a kangaroo float emphasized the
big jump to "color radio."
MBS

Offers

Three

in New

Plan

Mutual today (Monday) launched an "offbeat" program with Boris Karloff in a Monday-Friday, five-minute series of dramatic
narrative readings based on actual and fictional stories (10:40-10:45 a.m.). The show
is offered under Mutual's station service
policy, which permits local stations to keep
program sale revenues. Other station service
programs being launched on a weekday
basis by Mutual this week are: Maggi McNeills: Assignment Broadway (10:55-11
a.m.), Fred Robbins: Assignment Hollywood (10:50-10:55 a.m.) and Gaylord
Hauser (10:45-10:50 a.m.).
'Lively Arts' Bows to 'Challenge'
A special series of seven hour-long programs entitled The Great Challenge will replace CBS-TV's The Seven Lively Arts
(Sun. 5-6 p.m.) effective Feb. 23. The programs, each to be a "symposium of undisputed leaders in a specific field," was inspired by the great "national interest in and
concern over various recent reports on the
size and scope of the current threat of

'LIVE'

CELEBRAT

With an announcer — borrowed — and
a symphony orchestra — hometown-variety—WEWS (TV) Cleveland celebrated
its 10th anniversary and at the same time
started a new decade with a "live" bang.
To highlight the new year, WEWS
General Manager James C. Hanrahan
determined to make January a "Festival
of Local Live Television." In the station's regular One O' Clock Club (expanded to run 1-2:30 p.m.), WEWS has
been featuring live broadcasts of the

Russian world domination," according to
Irving Gitlin, director of public affairs for
CBS News. Narrated by Howard K. Smith,
the series is, according to CBS, a logical

children's concerts of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra (above), a polka band,
another 15-piece orchestra and other live
entertainment.

"next step" for television to take in view
of the maximum attention being given by
the nation to the Gaither Report, the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund report, the network's recent "Where We Stand" telecast
and the President's State of the Union address.

The anniversary celebration wouldn't
be complete, Mr. Hanrahan decided,
without the presence of Bob Dale, a
favorite WEWS personality for nine
years. The only problem was that Mr.
Dale had been at KFMB-TV San Diego
for almost a year.

Live Show

by KQED

in San Quentin

KQED (TV) San Francisco was surrounded by 4,2Q0 convicts during its Inside the
Walls program originating from the north
Page 104
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AT

WEWS

(TV)

KFMB-TV Program Supervisor George
Santis and publicly shackled with a ball
and chain — the ball a replica of KFMBTV's "eight ball" insignia. The padlock
key stayed appearances
in San Diego;were
all made
Mr. Dale's
Cleveland
with
ball and chain much in evidence (see
below). He spent a week in Cleveland.
Another favorite Cleveland personality,
Paul Hodges, now in Cincinnati broadcasting, also returned for the celebration.
Throughout January, WEWS is bringing back Clevelanders who have gained
success in the entertainment field plus
other prominent entertainment names.

With KFMB-TV's cooperation, Mr.
Dale was on the scene, properly labeled
as the property of the San Diego ch. 8
outlet. Before leaving San Diego, Mr.
Dale was interviewed on the air by
Broadcasting

SUBSCRIPTION TV continued from page 33
the FCC's pay tv "expert," Lou Stephens,
to answer technical questions.
Rep. John W. Heselton (R-Mass.) opened
the session with questions on FCC control
of pay tv programming. Mr. Doerfer admitted the Commission had no direct control
over programming because of Sec. 326 of
the Communications Act and said many
commissioners have "grave doubts on how
far we can go." Checks would be maintained, he said, in seeing that applicants live up
to the representations made in their applications and through reports, personal observations and complaints. "I think there will be
a closer observation" of pay tv programming, Chairman Doerfer told the group.
He said the problem of FCC control over
programming has been a major one for the
past 10 years and suggested this would be
a valid area for the Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee to investigate.
Commercials on Toll
Mr. Doerfer then was asked by Rep.
Heselton if the FCC could require toll applicants to guarantee the public there would
be no commercials. Mr. Doerfer first answered in the affirmative, then qualified his
statement to say he would view with reluctance any application which included
the use of commercials. He said it may solve
the local advertisers' claim that they cannot
obtain spots in prime viewing hours and
"in spite of my reluctance, on Jan. 8, 1959,
I might vote to approve subscription commercials."
When the other commissioners were asked
to express their views on pay tv, Comrs.
Robert A. Mack and Frederick W. Ford
said Mr. Doerfer's stand covered theirs.
"My name's Craven — I don't know what
the future holds," replied Comr. T. A. M.
Craven. Comr. Hyde did not want to commit himself at this time, while Comr. Lee
said that, assuming he had authority, he
would not approve commercials now.
Mr. Doerfer said the problem has been
explored from legal standpoints and the
FCC could not deny applications proposing
advertising because of possible judicial review. "I'm concerned about it," he stated.
Rep. Samuel Friedel (D-Md.) asked Mr.
Doerfer: "Does your Commission have authority to regulate pay tv rates?" In reply,
the chairman said the Commission has no
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such authority except through the rates
listed in applications. He said it would be
considered a "misrepresentation" if an applicant raised its rates after going on the
air and that such a permittee would be in
"serious difficulty." All rates would have to
be applied uniformly, Mr. Doerfer said,
and no discrimination would be permitted.
"I would like to put in my two cents
worth," Comr. Craven said at this point,
claiming there is some doubt of the Commission's authority to regulate toll rates.
He said in voting for the FCC's October
pay tv order, it was his idea to ask Congress at a later date for authority to control
fees. Other commissioners also announced
an intention to bring the matter to Congress.
Directing his questioning toward competition between free and pay tv, Rep. Friedel
asked if the Commission can assure there

TUNES

I

would be no "total blackout" of free tv in
certain cities during certain hours. "We
would want to see whether there would be.
That wouldn't be the end of the world,"
Mr. Doerfer answered. He felt that no programming is good enough to completely
shut out the three networks.
Mr. Stephens said there "seems to be very
little practical likelihood" that this would
happen and that the FCC has the power
to impose conditions on pay tv grants restricting hours of operation.
If the FCC is given the power to regulate rates, programming and other phases
of pay tv operation, "Do you think you
might set yourself up as a sort of Interstate
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Commerce Commission?" Rep. John V.
Beamer (R-Ind.) asked. Mr. Doerfer replied
in the negative, but stated when business
organizations use a substantial portion of a
public property, they need regulating.
Search for Facts
Rep. Beamer then asked why the entire
pay tv matter wasn't brought to Congress
before the FCC issued its order. Mr. Doerfer
replied that the order was issued with the
intention of securing more information and
facts to present to Congress.
"Do you think the FCC acted with full
authority?" Rep. Beamer asked. "Yes," replied the FCC chairman. "I am perfectly
willing to take the 'hot potato' myself rather
than turn it over to Congress." Mr. Doerfer
said the lawmakers would be "besieged"
with claims by exponents and opponents of
pay tv and would not have the necessary
background and information to handle them.
"Congress is not afraid of 'hot potatoes,' "
Rep. Beamer countered. He then asked if
Mr. Doerfer thought Congress should spell
out what the FCC can — and cannot — do.
The chairman said yes because he is an exponent of legislative and judicial review. Mr.
Doerfer said the FCC acts every day on
matters involving jurisdiction and cannot
run to Congress every time to ask its intent
in passing the Communications Act.
Rep. John Flynt (D-Ga.) brought a kingsized laugh from the standing-room-only
audience when he asked: "As a member of
the Federal Communications Commission,
has the question of pay tv aroused your interest?" He then called each commissioner
by name and received a "yes" reply from all
seven. Rep. Flynt explained that his question
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SUBSCRIPTION TV cont.nued
was elementary but necessary to establish
following questions.
Rep. Flynt asked if the commissioners
have enough factual evidence to support
their pay-tv stands. Their answers: Comr.
Doerfer — no substantial evidence; Comr.
Bartley — yes; Comr. Mack — inconclusive;
Comr. Lee — no; Comr. Craven — not enough
to make recommendations to Congress;
Comr. Hyde — not enough satisfactory information, and Comr. Ford — no comment.
"Is there any way to obtain evidence except by tests or authorizations?" Rep. Flynt
asked. In reply, Comrs. Doerfer, Lee, and
Craven replied no; Comr. Hyde yes; Comr.
Bartley said yes through cross examinations; Comr. Ford said through hearings,
and Comr. Mack's answer was inconclusive.
Rep. lohn Bennett (R-Mich.) wanted to
know what would happen to free tv programs if pay tv is authorized during the
same time periods. The commissioners replied that this is one of the answers to be
obtained from tests. He then asked if the
FCC has studied effects of pay tv on the
present system and received a negative reply.
The next questioner, Rep. William Springer (R-II1.), showed concern over the fate of
free tv if pay tv is authorized. He asked
several hypothetical questions based on an
assumed grant of the WSES (TV) Philadelphia application [Government, Dec. 30,
1957]. He said the committee is not worried about today, but next year and the
next and the next.
Rep. Springer said the FCC will face the
problem of saving free tv from destruction
once pay tv is authorized. Mr. Doerfer said
the toll system would be checked before
this stage could be reached. "I can't quite

CBS-TV

the industry's side of the pay vs. free television story must be told to the public, to
the nation's legislators as well as federal
agencies. They agreed, too, that broadcasters have been sitting on their hands
while pay tv interests have conducted a
widespread and well-financed campaign.
President Frank Stanton of CBS Inc.
led the network's discussion of the problem, flanked by Richard S. Salant, vice
president. The station delegates at a closed
session adopted a resolution recognizing
the severity of the pay tv threat and urging
that the network and all affiliates tell the
industry's story in their own markets.
CBS-TV network was asked by affiliates
to give full and complete national coverage
to any governmental hearings on pay tv.
In essence, the pay tv discussions brought

•

O'Brien (D-N.Y.), as the Thursday sessions
opened, Chairman Doerfer said he was not
"deluding" himself that toll tv would produce better programming, though that is
what the FCC would like to see. He conceded that there would be some advantages
for the first subscription television applicants, but there also would be corresponding
disadvantages.
Asked if the Communications Act should
be reappraised "every 20-25 years," Chairman Doerfer agreed that the Act should be
reviewed periodically. He said this would
provide a check on whether the FCC is
carrying out the intent of Congress, or give
opportunity for a revision of the Act if the
intent of Congress changes.
"This would be a good field for legislative oversight [Moulder committee]," Rep.
O'Brien remarked.
Rep. Alvin Bush (R-Pa.) questioned
whether the test had been set up under sufficient controls and asked who was making
the demand for the test. Chairman Doerfer
enumerated the proponent firms and pointed
out that while the FCC is mindful of comments itreceives from the public, it "could
not conduct its business by taking polls" of
individual viewers.
Alluding to probable court tests, Rep.
Bush asked if the Commission felt "comfortable" about its right to authorize toll tv
tests.
The chairman's affirmative answer was
underscored by FCC General Counsel Warren Baker's emphatic statement: "I think

STATIONS

Pay-tv poses a death threat to free television, CBS-TV affiliates agreed as they met
in Washington last week.
Stirred by the danger to their existence,
the Fourth General Conference of CBS-TV
Affiliates, held Monday and Tuesday, agreed
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believe that, regardless of how much money
a producer has, he can guarantee the success of his program," the chairman stated.
Under questioning by Rep. Leo W.
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BAND

this is the type of case I'd be glad to take on
a contingency basis in court."
Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) took over
the questioning and turned out to be the
most persistent interrogator of the session.
His first salvo sought to ascertain if there
had been "tremendous overwhelming public
pressure" for the test.
"No," replied the chairman, "but there
was no great demand for tv before it was

allocated . . . nor for am."
In questioning what safeguards there were
to keep trial operations from becoming too
permanently entrenched. Rep. Dingell said
the situation could possibly be like the
camel of fable, who gradually worked his
way into the Arab's tent and then couldn't
be dispossessed.
Chairman Doerfer reiterated that the
ground rules for the test provided ample
protection and that no authorization would
exceed three years.
Rep. Dingell countered that such restrictions might mean that the trial operation
would not be a "true test."
"We gave as much latitude as we thought
appropriate — less than what the proponents
wanted,
than said.
the opponents wanted,"
Chairmanmore
Doerfer
Comr. Hyde expressed his belief that an
adequate trial had been set up by the FCC.
"We should not conclude at this point that
this test is inadequate," he maintained.
Chairman Doerfer was joined by the other commissioners in saying that the trial
operation period was necessary to resolve
certain questions that couldn't be answered
otherwise.
At one point Rep. Dingell interjected,
"I get the impression that the FCC was

AGAINST

out these points: Pay and free tv are incompatible and can't co-exist; if Congress
and the FCC decide to allow pay tv, CBSTV will go into the subscription business
as a matter of survival; the public will be
the loser if fees are charged for programs,
paying heavily for the same programming
now in the air; a small minority will get
this service but a huge majority will suffer.
The case for the industry was presented
in a booklet published last week by the
network. It is titled "Free Television and

TOLL

4 hours — two baseball games
@ $ .75
hours — two films @ $ .75
hours— two plays @ $ .50
hours — one opera @ $ .60
hours — two stellar variety shows
@ $ .75
6 hours — miscellaneous @ $ .50

3
3
3
2

$1.50
1.50
1.00
.60
1.50
3.00

This $473 for pay tv is more than the

Mr. Salant wrapped up the public's fate
by estimating that pay tv will cost the average family $473.20 a year. After citing
average program cost figures used by Telemeter and Skiatron, two pay tv applicants,
he broke down the estimate in detail.

average family now spends on all doctors'
and dentists' bills, plus drugs and medicines,
plus all cosmetics and shaving supplies, plus
all dentifrices and all other forms of personal and medical care, the CBS booklet
shows.
Continuing its breakdown, CBS finds
$473 is:
Seven times as much as the average fam-

The estimated $473.20 a year, or $9.10
a week, to be spent by the average family
for paid programs is based on 21 hours a
week viewing time (cut from the 35-hour
average for purposes of computation), he
said. The 21 -hour package is split this way:

ily spends on shoes.
More than it spends on all home furnishings and equipment.
Three times as much as it spends on
home heating and lighting.
More than it pays in a year to buy an
auto.

the American People."

Broadcasting

caught with a 'hot potato' and the easiest
way was to say 'well, we'll have a test'."
A few minutes later, he tartly remarked,
"I don't think I'm getting good, satisfactory
answers. I wish someone would tell me
what constitutes an adequate test."
The Michigan congressman posed a hypothetical question of a toll tv test operator
who violates the ground rules after the first
year and what the FCC's recourse might
be. He was told that the gravity of the
situation would dictate the Commission's
action.
Chairman Doerfer reiterated that the full
risk would be the entrepreneur's and that
the Commission could cut off the test if
need be.
In response to queries by Rep. J. Arthur
Younger (R-Calif.), the commissioners explained that decoder devices on the tv set
would not affect reception of free television
on any channel.
Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.) raised the
question of rates and was advised by Comr.
Ford that rates would be a factor for consideration bythe FCC in handling of applications.
Comr. Lee stated that as far as he was
concerned, such information would have to
be submitted in the application; otherwise,
he would consider it "deficient." Asked
what would be his attitude if the applicant
still didn't provide such information, Comr.
Lee flatly stated, "My vote would be no."
Michigan State Senator Harold Ryan for
the First District of Detroit then put into
the record his statement on the results of
his 16-week trailer campaign against pay tv.
[Government, Jan. 13]. He contended
that over 90% of the 20,000 people he con-

tacted in the cities between Detroit and
Washington were opposed to toll television.
When Rep. Bruce Alger (D-Tex.) took
over the questioning Thursday afternoon,
Comr. Lee admitted there would be additional expense [converter for some sets plus
decoder] if pay tv were put in uhf. He reminded, however, that shortage of facilities
was in back of most tv problems of the
Commission.
Asked by Rep. Harris why the FCC had
not limited the subscription television test
to uhf, Chairman Doerfer pointed out that
uhf has its handicaps and that the Commission had decided a "proper" test would
have to be open to both uhf and vhf.
Rep. Harris asked why the FCC decided
it was necessary to hold hearings on the
network situation [re Barrow Report], but
had not planned hearings on the toll tv
situation.
Chairman Doerfer referred to the 1,400page Barrow Report and said there was
"substantial factual" information already on
hand for the network hearing, whereas
there is still a "significant lack" of information on subscription tv.
Asked what criteria the FCC could apply to determine public interest insofar as
toll tv was concerned, Chairman Doerfer
gave a four-point answer: how did it get
to be a success? did it implement some dark
frequency? did it provide a supplementary
service? and did it siphon off talent and
genius and subject tv to auction practices?
ADVOCATES

AT BAT

The industry proponents of subscription
television took over the witness stand Friday morning as W. Theodore Pierson, at-

Three times as much as all the gas and
— paid $473 a year to pay tv, its promoters
would receive more than $3 billion. This
oil used for motoring.
contrasts with the quarter-billion spent by
More than twice the money spent on all
advertisers for production of free network tv
camrecreation (games, toys, food for pets,
shows, CBS points out, and these advereras and film, radios, tv sets and phonotisers could not possibly comgraphs, sporting goods, equippete for shows or talent. CBS
ment and participation fees).
Fourteen times as much as it
added, "Five-sixths of American families would have to do
spends on all spectator fees
without
what the other sixth
(community dramas, music and
would
conceivably
be able to
sports events, movies, plays,
concerts and ball games).
Mr. Salant told affiliates the
Using a breakdown by famnetwork supports legislation to
ily income, CBS estimated that
to nearly 9 million families
withhold
pay for." permission for overwith less than $2,000 expendthe-air pay television but feels
able income, $473 would be
it cannot oppose wired tv,
nearly five times the sum now
which doesn't use airwaves.
The effects of wired tv would
spent on all recreation; to more
MR. SALANT
than 7 million families with
be the same as over-the-air pay
$2,000 to $3,000, three times as much. To
tv, he said.
all but the slightly over 7 million families
The network will "dive in the waters of
with $7,000 or more expendable income,
pay tv and swim as hard as we can," he
warned, if the medium is authorized. He
the total recreation budget plus some funds
taken from other household needs would be
contended the impact of pay tv is "subconsumed by $473.
tractive," giving the public what it has now
but making it pay a heavy price.
And if those 7 million higher income
He conceded any progress made by pay tv
families — barely a sixth of all tv families
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torney for Zenith Radio Corp. declared that
the FCC's authorization of limited field demonstrations was the "only logical and judicious course that could be followed."
The FCC has had pay tv under consideration for six years, he pointed out, and "it
reached the wholly logical conclusion that
without the benefit of any actual operation
of subscription, it could not judiciously determine the validity of the arguments before
or Mr.
against
subscription."
Pierson
said that Zenith has invested
millions of dollars and many years in the
development of toll tv and had a right
to offer its new invention to the tv market
for rejection or acceptance.
"If the day ever comes when our government arbitrarily prevents private enterprise
from trying new inventions, ideas and services in the marketplace, the creative impulse
generated by our competitive system will
stagnate and degenerate," he declared.
Mr. Pierson said that arguments against
even limited field demonstrations that would
deny the public the right to sample a new
product or service "is so foreign to the
American concept that we cannot conceive
Congress entertaining it seriously."
The Zenith counsel maintained it "is difficult to conceive how this extremely cautious and well-hedged approach of the
Commission can be seriously challenged."
It is the FCC's duty to encourage and promote new and more efficient uses of the
spectrum by the public, he added.
Mr. Pierson discounted the arguments
that the public could be injured by saying
"both the Congress and the Commisson have
the courage and intelligence" to counter such

has been among "that minority who do not
like some aspect or other of free programming and who have been deluded into believing that pay television will have none
of those alleged defects." Pointing to a section of the new pay tv booklet dealing with
current free tv programming, he said the
affiliates can share the network's pride "in
what free tv programming is."
The next few months, Mr. Salant suggested, will be the make-or-break period
for pay tv. He said the network plans these
steps: Inform the people about television
so they can reach a sound decision; distribute the free tv booklet; testify before
the House Commerce Committee on the
subject, with President Stanton as witness.
He added, "The more we have thought
about this problem, the more inclined we
are to believe that once our legislators understand the facts in the situation, they will
be quick to see the basic issue in the public
interest that is involved and will brush aside
promptly this attempt of proponents of pay
television to seize publicly-owned airwaves
for minority advantage — and in the process
strike a mortal blow to the great democratic
institution of free television for all."
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SUBSCRIPTION TV continued
a condition. Even if the government failed to

take no action to prohibit off-air tests. He

act under such circumstances, "an outraged citizenry" would force termination of
toll tv, he said.
Sole purpose of pay tv is to supplement
and augment free programs on the wire with
features of box office quality, Mr. Pierson
declared. One of the major benefits, he said,
would be that pay tv would give the public
for the first time a "direct and controlling
voice" in some of the programs it receives,
"rather than leaving the selection entirely to
the whims and caprice of the advertising
agencies and a few network officials in New

also upheldthethe
Commission's authority to
authorize
tests.
Mr. Porter, former FCC chairman and
CBS Washington counsel, expressed his opposition to all pending bills to prohibit airlink toll tv. He said he understood these
bills were not designed to prohibit wired
subscription tv.
The present, off-air broadcast tv system
"falls far short of fulfilling the role which
television could have in our present society," Mr. Porter said. The advertiser controls the programming, he declared, and

York City."
The Zenith spokesman

"the program must be designed for the lowest common denominator — to have the

maintained it

would be "patently unfair" for Congress, directly or indirectly, to intervene between
"two competitors" in such a "highly complex field"
and especially
for it to cripple one
for the
benefit
of the other.
If free tv would be adversely affected by
pay tv — "which we disbelieve" — it would
happen whether the successful [pay] system
is wire or broadcasting, he said.
Paul A. Porter, representing the Paramount Pictures Corp. subsidiary, International Telemeter Corp., urged the merits of
toll tv — mainly on a wired or closed-circuit
basis.
In a statement prepared for Friday's committee session, Mr. Porter painted a picture
of wired pay tv which would "add" to
present tv programming, not subtract. He
meant by this, he said, that closed-circuit
tv would use unused channels on a receiver,
thus more fully utilizing the regular tv receiver. This is in contrast to off-air subscription tv which "blacks out" free tv
offerings.
Mr. Porter urged, however, that Congress

greatest mass appeal."
Pay tv, Mr. Porter said, can be successful without broad mass appeal. Minorities
will pay to support such special events as
opera, ballet, educational programs, etc.
He also said current movies could be shown
and such other events as sports programs
not now available on broadcast tv.
In discussing wired system, which he held
will come first whether or not off-air tests
are authorized, Mr. Porter said that in addition to adding programs to the regular tv
set, programs of community and civic events
would also be piped in — gratis.
Mr. Porter added that wired tv would "go
a long way towards solving the problems
of monopolistic control in the television industry." This monopoly is due, he said, to
the scarcity of channels.
Opposition to wired tv comes mostly
from theatre owners, Mr. Porter pointed
out. Broadcasters (networks or NAB) oppose off-air pay tv, not wired tv, he stated.
Mr. Porter estimated that Telemeter
wired system would be operating in "a num-

her of representative" markets this year. He
said that Telemeter had received more than
50 applications to use its system in off-theair tests.
In a statement scheduled to be presented
Friday, James M. Landis, special counsel
for Skiatron Electronic & Television Corp.,
emphasized that the root of the toll tv issue "is the inherent right of the American
people to choose their own entertainment
andMr.
pay Landis
for it orclaimed
not as they
that may
the choose."
Skiatron
system [Subscriber-Vision] had been successfully demonstrated to the public in New
York City over WOR-TV that city in a special test in cooperation with the New York
Academy of Medicine.
He said that a new "communication industry isprepared to offer its service to the
public — a service which the public can accept or reject." The major tv networks and
motion picture exhibitors — "our opponents"
— obviously are "afraid" to let the public
decide, he charged.
Mr. Landis said that "more free programs" as well as additional toll programs
would be offered. "Today, less than one
third of the available 1,875 tv frequencies
are being utilized," he declared. "These
channels are blank because the advertising
dollar can't be stretched far enough to cover
them. Subscription television would bring
new income to the telecasting industry . . .
more stations . . . greater program offering."
All Skiatron asks is "the right to compete" and the opportunity to put "an economic base" under the tv industry, Mr. Landis said.
In a related development Thursday afternoon, Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.) sent
a letter to Rep. Harris urging that the Commerce Committee take appropriate action to
prevent pay television from gaining a "footSen. Potter voiced opposition to any tv

t!
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PROPELLING

T"
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NEW

system that would cancel "the promissory
note" the government signed in decreeing
hold".
that
tv should be free. He charged that the
investment in sets has already amounted to
$17 billion and that nearly $200 million has
been invested by business plus much more
by individuals in building free tv.
Sen. Potter said that pay tv could survive
on about 5% of the audience and that, in
effect, 95% of the present audience could
be The
"outbid."
Michigan senator also declared that
the FCC authority to permit such tests is

FORCE

!

"open to serious legal question."
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Next on the calendar when the hearing
resumes tomorrow (Tuesday) for the second
week are the many opponents to the pay tv
trials including spokesmen for the major tv
networks, NAB President Harold Fellows
testified late Friday.
With the first week's hearings already
having consumed more time than expected,
it is problematical whether the balance of
the witnesses can be worked in this week.
Due to prior commitments, the Commerce
Committee will not be able to hold toll tv
hearings next week.
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Voices

66,707

Texan

Raised

Against

Pay

Tv

EAST TEXANS sang out in a 66,707-voice
objection when Marshall Pengra (above) of
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., asked them what
they thought about pay tv. The loud chorus
of protest (there were two affirmative voices)
reached the ears of Congress last week, as
Mr. Pengra forwarded the mail in time for
early pay tv hearings.
When folks around Tyler, Tex., speak,
they mean to be heard, Marshall Pengra can
verify. The general manager and co-owner
of KLTV (TV) Tyler outlined the pay vs.
free tv situation and asked East Texans
what they thought of pay tv, and 66,707 shot
back replies (the early count last week contained only two pro-pay tv votes).
This is the number of individuals represented in more than 1 1 ,000 cards, letters
and wires and some 200 petitions, which
KLTV has sent along to the House Commerce Committee for guidance in committee hearings on toll tv this week (see page
31).
In a broadcast Jan. 2, Mr. Pengra asked
viewers for preferences among four kinds
of television: free tv, closed-circuit pay tv,
community cable tv and broadcast toll tv.
The 66,707, except for two mavericks,
stood up to be counted for free tv.
They had been told by Mr. Pengra that
KLTV was ready to pitch its lot with paysee, contingent on some ifs — if viewers
thought the system should be tried, and if
it became a necessity for economic survival.
He quoted statements by network heads
that they would be forced to fall in line, if
pay tv should become established.
The KLTV broadcast also incorporated
a filmed panel discussion originally broadcast over KRON-TV San Francisco, featuring that city's mayor, city attorney and
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newsmen discussing closed-circuit pay tv.
After the KRON-TV film, Mr. Pengra
showed how a local closed-circuit system,
starting with baseball programs, might develop into a national toll system. He demonstrated the economic potential of pay tv
with the figures from the Politz Study on
how many viewers are willing to pay to see
the World Series, boxing and other shows
on a subscription tv system.
Before asking viewers to vote on whether
or not they wanted pay tv, Mr. Pengra
asked them to write and urge congressmen
to support free tv, to notify city authorities
about closed-circuit systems and to refuse
to pay any station or company for programs.
Encouraged by early and heavy response,
Mr. Pengra went on the air six days later
with a progress report. Last week he repeated the original discussion with a late
report from Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.)
on his bill to ban pay tv.
But 66,707 signatures don't tell the whole
story of the KLTV campaign. Local officials
and leading citizens — publishers, mayors,
bank presidents — have put themselves on
record against toll television and are influencing constituents and customers to join
them. They supplied quotes for Mr. Pangra's
first follow-up broadcast.
The KLTV news staff in a continuing investigation ofthe subject turned up numerous applications for pay tv franchises on
file with area city councils, including some
station applicants. After KLTV publicized
the fact, some of them publicly recanted and
joined the chorus coming out of East Texas
against the toll idea.
Free

Tv

of Fee

Airs

Tv
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Adversaries

The controversy over pay television was
aired on "free" television Jan. 12 as two
outspoken partisans clashed on ABC-TV's
Open Hearing (9-9:30 p.m.) Speaking for
pay tv was Ted Leitzell, public relations director for Zenith Radio Corp. (Phonevision);
his opponent was Dr. Dallas W. Smythe,
research professor of communications at the
U. of Illinois.
Moderating the 30-minute session from
Washington were ABC newsmen John
Secondari and Edward P. Morgan. Mr.
Secondari, head of the ABC Washington
news bureau, interviewed Mr. Leitzell and
Mr. Morgan, a news commentator, conducted the Smythe portion of the program.
The program had been underway for only
two minutes when Mr. Leitzell charged that
his opponent was burning the candle at both
ends. He claimed that "a little over three
years ago" Dr. Smythe wrote to him for
employment. "First he called me on the
telephone and asked for a job with Zenith
to become a paid consultant. In his letter he
said 'I would never accept a consulting relationship on policy matters unless I believed in the point of view I was supporting,' "Mr. Leitzell asserted. He went on to
quote Dr. Smythe:
" 'In the light of my Washington experience [FCC] and all my subsequent studies,
however, I think I could do a constructive
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IN MEMORIAM
An eight-page "special" edition of
the weekly Phoenix (Ariz.) Sun.,
dateddemise
Jan. of
13, free
1963,
"reporting"
the
tv and
and the
horrors
of pay tv, marks the latest effort by
KOOL-TV Phoenix to disparage the
toll-television cause. This five-year
jump into the future finds the man in
the street a defenseless, entertainmentless victim of a merciless, monopolistic
corporate octopus named "Payola-Tv
Page one of the tabloid edition sets
Inc."
the stage with a bold banner headline,
"PAY-V KILLS FREE
lead story about the end
free tv station in the U.
TV) following close on

TV," and a
of "the last
S." (KOOLthe heels of

CBS which "folded up last year."
There is an accompanying picture of
KOOL-TV's general manager, Tom
Chauncey, looking forlornly at the
"For Lease" sign on the station's door,
over which is the inscription, "See It
Free on KOOL-TV."
In Washington last week Mr.
Chauncey passed around copies of the
special edition to fellow CBS-TV affiliates at their meeting and told them
he hoped the state of affairs described
on its pages never becomes a reality.
The ensuing pages are replete with
mock ads and stories indicating a
future in which only the wealthy can
afford worthwhile pay-tv features,
whereas average people can barely pay
for re-releases of old free-tv shows,
travelogues and a Swamp Woman film
series.

job for you in helping to get commercial
authorization for subscription tv'."
Mr. Secondari interjected that this was
all "very interesting but that examination of
Dr. Smythe's credentials was not the purpose of Second Hearing. The purpose, Mr.
Secondari said, was "to inform the tv audience on paid tv . . ."
But Mr. Leitzell refused to be swayed.
"If there is any real debate you have the
right to question the validity of . . ." he said,

always

IMMEDIATE

has

before Mr. Secondari broke in — "But we're
not debating, sir." Following this exchange:
Leitzell: "Why did you ask me to come
down to a debate? The point is . . ."
Secondari: "Well sir, I asked you to come
down to inform the people . . ."
Leitzell: "Well, I'm just informing them
on what they're going to hear because . . ."
Secondari: "Well, first just let's . . ."
Leitzell: "Five weeks before he took his
paid job to do this paid study against paid
tv he made his last application to Zenith
for a job . . . and I'd like to have that on the
Secondari: "Well, now will you answer
record."
. ."
myAt question,
this point,Mr.
Mr. Leitzell
Leitzell . answered Mr.

•
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$90,000 a week, and "if one-sixteenth of
those viewers paid 25^ a week the gross that
the paid tv people would collect would be
more than twice the total cost of the program to the advertisers . . . and this inevitably would lead to the substitution of pay
Charging that if this came about there
for free tv."
would be a "technological monopoly," Dr.
Smythe said that "I can't imagine FCC or
the Congress or the public for a minute
would put up with the conditions necessary
to have competition between paid tv pro-

Bartlesville Pay

Tv System

Changes
moters."

were being "undemocratically" deprived of
testing a "new invention" because the "opposition" was trying to prevent the FCC
from learning all the "facts." He charged
that NBC "has even called their affiliates and
asked them to contribute money to a new

only pay tv operation in existence — has
changed its method of charges. It now offers
a metering plan as an alternative to the fixed
$9.50 monthly charge.

committee, the so-called 'Committee Against
Pay-As-You-See-Tv' operating here in Washington." NBC, however, asserted last week
it has neither contributed to the committee
nor asked its affiliates to do so.
Mr. Morgan, turning to Dr. Smythe, noted
that Mr. Leitzell's remarks "indicated that
at one time you favored ... at least exploring the merits of . . pay tv. You may want
to take equal time or the equivalent of it to
tell us why."
Dr. Smythe replied that "I shan't take the
time to disentangle the facts from the coloring in Mr. Leitzell's attack on me. But in
the beginning when paid tv was just a vague
idea, I, along with millions of others who'd
been subjected to the promoters' propaganda, thought it could operate in the public interest and I was very much intrigued by
it. But when the detailed plans of how pay
tv would be conducted became known,
which was subsequent to the time Mr. Leitzell discussed, I came to a contrary opinion
which I'm glad to support."
Dr. Smythe also said the "fact of the matter" is that "as few as one sixteenth of the
members of an audience of say Gunsmoke
could contribute enough pay-tv revenue to
"deprive the remaining 15/ 16th of seeing
it." Gunsmoke, he noted, reaches 13 million
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costs the advertiser

Secondari's specific queries on pay tv and explained the toll system's general workings.
But he maintained that the American people
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to Meter

Charges

The Bartlesville wired movie system — the

Under the new plan, subscribers are
charged $3.50 a month for any five pictures
during the month. Subscribers viewing more
than the five pictures pay a charge of 65
cents for each additional picture. The 65
cents is the same as the admission price to
Video Independent Theatres' downtown conventional first-run theatre.
The meter being used in the test was
manufactured by Video Independent subsidiary Electronics International Inc., Oklahoma City. It records only the amount of
time the subscriber's set is receiving Telemovies. It is installed outside the house and
is read monthly. There is no fee for meter
installation.
SYMPHONY

FOR

TOLL

An appeal for a "fair trial" of pay tv
"since this appears to be the only opportunity to program our great symphony orchestras" has been made by George A. Kuyper, manager of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. In a letter to Rep. Barratt O'Hara
(D-Ill.), Mr. Kuyper asked the congressman
to use his office to see that subscription tv is
given a trial.
Mr. Kuyper wrote that he is vitally interested in pay tv, "both as a citizen who
deplores the vast quantities of inferior prdgrams offered on my tv set and as manager
of one of our great symphony orchestras
which does not have, under the present control of our television channels, the opportunity to reach vast numbers of people who
long for good music and are presented with
so little of it." Rep. O'Hara had the letter
printed in the Congressional Record.
ANOTHER

ANTI-TOLL

BILL

The seventh bill prohibiting subscription
television was introduced last week in Congress by Rep. Cleveland M. Bailey (D-W.
Va.). Rep. Bailey's bill (HR 9898) follows
four introduced during the first week of the
current session of Congress [Goverment,
Jan. 13], while two anti-pay tv measures
are carryovers from the first session of the
present 85th Congress.
Broadcasting

PEOPLE

A WEEKLY REPORT OF FATES AND FORTUNES
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Albert Abrams, vice president and secretarytreasurer of Knomark Mfg. Co., newlyacquired Revlon Inc. subsidiary [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 13], appointed
president of firm. No mention was made of
Samuel Abrams, founder and president of
Knomark, but it is understood that he will
remain with company as officer.

Harry D. Way, former media director, Warwick & Legler, N. Y., to Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city, as vice president and director of media and member of
plans board.
■< Frank J. Savage, formerly associate copy direcjHJQk
]■
tor and copy department
manager, Young & Rubicam, Chicago, to H. M.
Gross Co., that city, as
vice president and creative
director.
Before joining
Y&R, Mr. Savage spent seven years as
copywriter for J. Walter Thompson Co., in
Detroit and New York.
Donald H. Ha Is teat), account executive, J.
M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., named vice president. Leonard Marshall, head of international department, also named vice president.

Tyler Davis and Robert C. Brilmayer, vice
presidents of Endorsements Inc., N. Y.,
named senior vice presidents. Mr. Davis
also named chairman of executive committee. In addition, Robert Montgomery, former Paramount Pictures executive, was appointed vice president of firm.
Wilbur E. Dutchess, assistant vice president,
and Frank J. Doogan, sales director, Pioneer Ice Cream Div., Borden Co., N. Y.,
elected vice presidents of division.

Don Foth, Byron Reynolds and Elinar Akerson, Charles Bowes Adv., L. A. and S. F.,
named senior vice president-creative manager, vice president-San Francisco manager
and vice president-business manager, respectively.
Milton S. Samuels, formerly with Lady
Esther for seven years as vice president,
Chemway Corp. and general manager, Lady
Esther division, to Gordon Best Co., Chicago, as vice president. Before joining Lady
Esther, he was sales manager of Jules Montenier.
Samuel Thrum, former
ly media director, advertising services division of
Lever Bros. Co., promoted
to newly-created position
of general manager of division. Mr. Thurm will
supervise Lever's corporate advertising and consumer relations
budget administration and operation of promotion services division, as well as continuing to direct media division.
Frederick G. Gahagan, research planning director, Institute for Motivational Research.
Alex Gochfeld, director of research coordiBroadcasting

nation, and Dr. John Vogel, head of European operations, elected vice presidents in
charge of research planning, research coordination and European operations, respectively.
Edward C. Fieri Jr., radio-tv timebuyer with
BBDO, N. Y., named supervisor of spot
broadcasting and telecasting with responsibilities for spot radio and television broadcast buying for agency. In his new capacity, Mr. Fieri will supervise radio and
tv buyers, assist in formation of media
plans and work on new business for spot
radio and tv.

John Harper, chief timebuyer, D'Arcy
Adv.'s Standard Oil, Monarch Foods and
General Tire & Rubber accounts, joins
North Adv., Chicago, as media director. He
will be in charge of time and space buying
for agency's Adorn hairspray, Hush deodorant, Silver Curls and Tonette home permanent accounts.
Bob Emenegger, for- ►
merly with Concord Co.,
L. A., public relations
firm, to radio-tv staff of
Dan B. Miner Co., that
city. He will be in charge
of budgeting and estimating of duction
department's
prowork.
Carl W. Stursberg Jr., formerly sales and

Perry E. Pasmezoglu, Irwin-Los Angeles
Adv. agency and previously for nine years
with Fox West Coast Theatres in public
relations, advertising and exploitation, has
joined Goodman Adv. Inc., L. A., as senior
account executive.

advertising
manager to
of Street
General
Foods'
Swansdown products,
& Finney,
N. Y., as executive assistant to president.

■< John T. Wheeler, Ford

Philip J. Meany, retired founder of Los
Angeles advertising agency that bears his
name, died Jan. 1 1 following heart attack,
15 days before his 70th birthday.

Motor Co.'s Edsel division, to Ross Roy, Detroit,
as account executive on
Chrysler division account.
Nat Lazar, formerly account executive in
direct mail division of R. L. Polk & Co., has
joined Shaller-Rubin Co., N. Y., as account
executive.
Ellis Dodson, formerly western regional
manager, becomes merchandise chief for
Paper Mate's wholesale and retail div.; Bert
M. McCabe, Los Angeles district manager,
named merchandising chief for chain drugs,
and Jack Houston, formerly syndicate sales
manager, assumes merchandising post for
variety and food sales. All will headquarter
at Paper Mate's executive offices in Merchandise Mart. Chicago. Paper Mate is subsidiary of Gillette Co.
Beverly
D. Bianco, ►
radio-tv coordinator, C. E.
Chapell & Sons, where she
handled copy, contact and
production work for 22
departments, joins Spitz
Adv. Agency, Syracuse,
N. Y., in similar capacity.
She also handled education programs for
WICU

(TV) Erie, Pa., and WGR-TV
falo, N. Y.

Buf-

J. Arthur Rath, advertising manager, Pocono
Record Inc., Stroudsburg,
Pa., joins Spitz as account
executive. Mr. Rath was
also associated with Ottaway
- Radio
Inc., Newspapers
where he handled
advertising space sales, layouts and copy for
Oneonta Star Inc.
Benjamin F. Grogan, 16-year veteran with
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y..
in various advertising-promotion-marketing
posts, to Lennen & Newell, N. Y., as associate merchandising director on StokelyVan Camp account.

Harold S. LeDuc, vice president in charge
of public relations, Bell Telephone Co. of
Pennsylvania, retired, has joined Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia, public relations staff.

Lawrence M. Goodwin of Detroit, J. Frank
Carpenter of Chicago and Jack V. Shippee
of San Francisco have been elected resident
vice presidents of United Film Service Inc.
Edward T. Kenner, formerly film producerdirector and production supervisor with
Maxon Inc., N. Y., to vice president in
charge of sales and service with Pintoff
Productions Inc., that city, producer of
animated commercials.
Bill Goodnight, general district sales manager, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo., promoted to manager of eastern
sales division,
with headquarters in Lexington, Ky.
Murray Baker, formerly Cincinnati district
sales manager of Distributors Corp. of
America, feature film distributor; Joseph
M. Barren, president of Film Creations
Inc.; George Drase, ABC-TV Chicago;
Rolan Van Nostrand, ABC-TV New York,
and Oscar (Bud) Lynott, Pepsi-Cola Mexicana S. A., and Lee Cannon, previously
with Ziv-Tv, all joint Television Programs
of America as account executives. Mr. Lynott joins TPA's foreign sales staff.
Arthur E. Breider, formerly with Ziv Television Programs, joins MGM-TV as central
division sales manager. He will handle sale
of MGM features, tv commercials and industrial films.
Peter H. Cooper, former production manager of UPA New York, has been appointed
manager of animation operations of Robert
Lawrence Productions that city producer
of television commercials.
Maurice A. Bergman, eastern talent and
story head, Universal-International Pictures,
N. Y., has resigned to take over newlycreated position of public affairs director
for Motion Pictures Assn. of America. In
his new post he also will take over duties
now assigned to Oscar A. Doob, executive
January 20, 1958
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Mr. Doob tendered his resignation late last
year to become effective Feb. 15.

ager, KBON Omaha, Neb., named to board
of directors of Inland, licensee of station.

John Gilmour, formerly producer-director
with Pathe Pictures Inc., N. Y., to Robert
Lawrence Productions, that city, as staff
director.

M R. Morris Pierce, head
of WANE-TV
Fort
Wayne, Ind., named vice
president and general manager of WANE-AM-TV.
Before joining WANE-TV,
Mr. Pierce had been with
WXYZ Detroit, WWVA
Wheeling and WGAR Cleveland.

William J. Hooper, formerly with ABC
Film Syndication, has been appointed account executive in Chicago office of CBS
Television Film Sales.
NETWORKS

Joseph A. Oleske, director of accounting
for CBS, appointed controller of CBS News.
Mr. Oleske will be in charge of newlyformed CBS News financial department.
M Jerome B. Golden, associated with American
Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres legal department
and previously with Paramount Pictures has been
elected secretary and general counsel of AB-PT,
succeeding Herbert Lazarus, resigned.
John Fitzgerald, director of sales service
for ABC-TV since June 1957, has been
promoted to post of administrator in cost
control unit of ABC. Alice Stamatis, assistant director of sales service for network,
named to succeed Mr. Fitzgerald as director
of sales service.

count executive.
Jack Ward

<s James Z. Gladstone,
formerly budget manager
for NBC, has been named
comptroller of MBS. Raymond L. Fuld, most recently associated with
MGM-TV film division,
has joined MBS as ac-

Mitchell, formerly manager of

American Broadcasting Network's script department, named to newly-created post of
supervisor of daytime programs, CBS Radio.
Mr. Mitchell was previously with NBC
script department as well as with Twentieth
Century-Fox and RKO Radio Pictures.
Carol Richards, vocalist, signed to appear
on ABN's Breakfast Club for 13 weeks,
starting Jan. 13, succeeding Jeril Deane.

STATIONS « '
Charles L. Murn, sales manager, WOKO
Albany, N. Y., elected to board of directors
of Governor Dongan Broadcasting Corp.,
and appointed station manager of WOKO.

Howard B. Hayes, vice president and general manager of Governor Dongan takes
on additional duties as general manager of
WPIK Alexandria, Va. -Washington, sister
station of WOKO. He has actively headed
WOKO since 1956 and will continue to do
so, but will combine his activities in offices
in Washington.
Joe H. Baker, vice president of Inland
Broadcasting Co. and assistant general manPage 112
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Norman L. Posen, account executive,
WMAL Washington, to WGKV Charleston.
W. Va., as executive vice president and
general manager.
Jack Stapp, formerly ►
program manager of WSM
Nashville, to WKDA that
city as vice president and
general manager, succeeding Harvey Glascock. Mr.
Glascock moves to New
York as national sales director for Kluge stations of wnich WKDA
is member.
Joseph Wolfman, vice president and general
manager, KCBQ San Diego, to KSON San
Diego as assistant to vice president.

■< William F. Malo elected
vice president in charge of
sales
Conn. for WDRC Hartford,

Robert

E.

Mitchell, ►

WINZ

Miami, named general sales manager. Mr.
Mitchell has been in
charge of local and national sales and has been
with station for two years
as account executive.
Thomas E. Leighton, commercial manager,
WSLB Ogdensburg, N. Y., promoted to
general manager.
C. Edward Little, formerly general manager, WITV (TV) Ft. Lauderdale-Miami, to
WGMA Hollywood, Fla., as general manager.

■< Dick Drummy Jr.,
WFAA-TV Dallas, promoted to national sales
manager. Before joining
WFAA-TV, he headed
Dallas tv sales office of
Edward Petry & Co. from
1950 until August 1954.

Bob King, program manager, appointed local and regional sales manager and Tom
Palmer, assistant program manager for
WFAA-TV, named to head programming
and production.
Lee Vincent named sales manager of WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
M. Earl McDonald, account executive,
WRVA Richmond, Va., named local sales
manager.

Jack Allen, formerly vice president and
general manager, WTVJ (TV) Miami, to
WPST-TV that city as retail sales manager.

Ben K. West, commer- ►
cial manager of WTVP
(TV) Decatur, 111., promoted to station manager.

Jayne Swain, assistant manager of WAKE
Atlanta, named station manager; Peter P.
Theg, formerly manager of WMTV (TV)
Madison, Wis., to WILD Boston as station
manager; Thomas Whitley named acting
station manager of WYDE Birmingham,
and Michael Secrest, formerly program production director of Storz and Johns Stations, named WYDE program director.
WAKE, WILD and WYDE are all Bartell
stations.
James C. Dowell named station manager of
KIOA Des Moines. Tom Looney, formerly
with KOSA Odessa, Tex., joins KIOA as d.j.

Nicholas A. Bell, man- ►
ager, WGUY Bangor, Me.,
to WARE Ware, Mass., as
station manager.

Lee C. Hanson, plant manager, Rochester
Gear Inc., to WKMH Dearborn, Mich., as
merchandising and promotion manager,
succeeding Robert L. Hodges.
Stephen C. Meterparel, formerly assistant
promotion manager, WBZ-TV Boston,
named assistant promotion manager of
WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield, Mass.
Barbara Beach, assistant traffic manager,
KBIG

Catalina, Calif., in station's Hollywood headquarters, promoted to traffic
manager, succeeding Nancy Hefley, who resigns to devote more time to her work as
professional musician and teacher of piano,
organ and accordion.
Bob Cooper, program director, KONO San
Antonio, to KGO San Francisco in similar
capacity. Hal Berger, production department, named KGO news director. Buddy
Webber, Jim Lange, Bill Anthony and
Steve Cannon also have joined KGO as
personalities.
John Hauser, engineering staff, WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich., promoted to assistant chief engineer.
Ronald J. Pollock, research and sales development consultant for WPIX (TV) New
York, named sales development supervisor.
Curtis Prior, merchandise manager, WRCAM-TV Washington, promoted to account
executive for WRC.
Ralph F. Glazer, formerly account executive, CBS Radio Spot Sales in New York,
to KSFO San Franciso in similar capacity.
Bob Faselt, formerly with Peters, Griffin &
Broadcasting

TWO-LETTER

MAN

Robert 0. Reynolds, president and
general manager, KMPC Los Angeles,
made sports page headlines last Monday when he and Billy Casper came in
second among amateur-professional
teams at the Bing Crosby Open Golf
Tournament held Jan. 12 at Pebble
Beach, Calif. In earlier years, Mr.
Reynolds was a regular sports page
feature as All-American football star
from Stanford U. and a member of the
Stanford Athletic Hall of Fame. The
Reynolds-Casper score was 261, just
one stroke behind the winning team.

Woodward, N. Y., to WNEW
account executive.

that city as

Henry A. Magnuson, news director, WCSH
Portland, Me., named night news editor of
WCSH-TV, succeeding Larry Geraghty, who
was appointed station's news director.
Monroe Benton, formerly news director,
WELM Elmira, to WTRY Troy, both New
York, as news editor.
Art Lamb, formerly host of his own show,
Lamb Session, on WTTG Washington, to
WRC that city as host of Scrapbook.
Tom

Eagleson, former excursion boat captain, to WQXQ Ormond Beach, Fla., as d. j.

Named "Mr. Q," he is on air from 7 a.m.
to noon six days week. He also has been
signed by WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla.,
to do across board fishing news program.
Bill Rice, WNEW New York, to WSAI
Cincinnati, Ohio, as news and staff announcer.

FOR

A

HAPPY

PRESENTATION

The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision's staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you've put into the original . . .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals — scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best . . . 35mm service, too!

and hear
you'll see

I

Bill Fitzgerald, formerly with Associated
Press in Indianapolis and reporter for
Nebraska City (Neb.) News-Press, to
KMTV (TV) Omaha news staff.

Q
FILM
21 West

Frank Taylor, chief announcer for three
years at WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio, promoted
to station's sales staff, effective Jan. 27.
Jack Remington, WKRC disc jockey, replaces Mr. Taylor as chief announcer while
maintaining on-air schedule.

In everything, there

Is one

R

f
LABORATORIES.
INC.
46th Street. New York 36, New York
A 0IVIS1ON OF J A. MAURER. INC.

best ...

in film processing. It's Precision

Dan Davis, formerly with KATL Miles City,
Mont., to KTLN Denver sales staff.
Robert W. (Bus) Spann, formerly with sales
department of WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C,
to WIS-TV that city sales department.

United

Press

Facsimile

United

Press

Movietone

Newspictures

John Hansen, who resigned Dec. 1 as manager of KABC Los Angeles, has joined sales
staff of KCOP (TV) that city.
Dewey Hodgin, formerly U. S. Army motion
picture photographer stationed at Yuma Test
Station in Arizona, to WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, production department.

Newsfilm

and
iLh |Build

Ratings

Merle H. Tucker, owner of KGAK Gallup,
N. M., named State Tourist Director in
Sante Fe by New Mexico Gov. Edwin
Mechem.
Broadcasting
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Kenneth Carter, for 17 years member

of

publicity staff of Universal-International
Studios, to Skiatron Tv Inc., L. A., as
publicity director.
MANUFACTURING •
S. A. Standing appointed assistant to vice
president and general manager of Raytheon
Manufacturing Co.'s receiving tube and
semiconductor operations. Mr. Standing also
will continue in his present capacity as
manager of cathode ray tube division.
James F. Cooper, manager, eastern district,
industrial sales for RCA electron tube division, has been appointed manager of division's industrial sales.

WEALTH of broadcasting background was represented at farewell party for Louis
Roen, NBC Chicago announcer who retired to Florida after 25 years service in
network's central division. L to r: Bob Brown, onetime NBC announcer in early
30s, now with Leo Burnett Co.; Mr. Roen; William Kephart, NBC Chicago chief
of announcers who started with network in 1930 as engineer; Norman Berry, announcer since 1934, and Jules Herbuveaux, NBC vice president in charge of WMAQ
and WNBQ

(TV) Chicago, who started in radio's crystal set days as musician.

William Grant, president of KOA-AM-TV
Denver, appointed state chairman of 1958
heart fund drive of Colorado.
Frank S. Lane, general manager, KRMG
Tulsa, Okla., elected president of that city's
press club for 1958.
Arthur Hamilton, station manager of WRCA
New York, appointed chairman of radio-tv
division of 1958 fund raising campaign of
Boy Scouts of America.
Bryson B. Rash, veteran newscaster for
WRC-AM-TV Washington, elected secretary
of National Press Club in that city.
Chuck Bill, farm director and m.c. -personality at WBKB (TV) Chicago, will lead
group of 30 local farm owners-operators on
good will tour of Europe and Soviet Union
from May 11-June 1. Purpose of tour, organized by Tom Maupin Assoc. of Lawrence, Kan., is to study agricultural methods
and conditions behind Iron Curtain.
REPRESENTATIVES
Fulton Wilkins, eastern sales representative
for KNX Los Angeles, with headquarters in
New York, to CBS Radio Spot Sales New
York as account executive. He succeeds
Ralph Glazer.
Robert J. Lobdell, formerly with Weed &
Co., N. Y., to Adam Young Inc. that city
as radio salesman.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES b
Herschel Williams, former vice president of
Ruthrauff & Ryan on Lever Bros, account,
to Robert C. Durham Assoc., N. Y., advertising agency management consultant firm,
as vice president and director.
Bernard A. Marden, general sales manager
and assistant to president of Nechi-Elna
Sewing Machine Co., has resigned to become
vice president and member of executive
plans board of S. Jay Reiner Co., national
Page 114
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contest and merchandising consultant, N. Y.
Robert Matthew Beck- ►
man, with Dept. of Justice,
Antitrust Div., as trial attorney from August 1956
to November 1957, joins
Washington law firm of
Koteen & Burke.
<

Herbert H. Schenck,

managing director of Companhia Radio Internacional do Brasil and vice president-director of Standard
Electric S. A., Rio de
Janeiro subsidiaries of International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp., joins Page Communications Engineers as director of engineering,
effective March 1.
PROGRAM SERVICES m
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
elected member of board of directors of
Western Union. Mr. Goldenson's election
fills vacancy caused by retirement of
Frederick H. Ecker, honorary chairman of
board of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
William F. Grady, administrator of Cryton
Precision Products, Columbia Records
operation devoted to production of non-recorded plastic products, has been appointed
director of manufacturing for Columbia.
Also announced were appointments of John
Woolford, with Angel Records since 1953,
to product manager, classical albums, and
Joseph Massimino, with Columbia for 17
years, to plant manager for company's
Bridgeport, Conn., operations.
Ray Plummer, formerly sales manager of
Choice Elliott, Co., real estate firm, to
Tel National, transcription library service,
as northeastern regional manager.

John W. Bjorkman, formerly sales manager
for W. L. Maxson Corp., to Allen B. DuMont Labs as military marketing manager.
Gustaf A. Wallenstrom, ►
with General Electric since
1924, appointed to newlyestablished position of consulting engineer on antenna system structures
for GE's technical products department. Mr. Wallenstrom, who has been design engineer for
broadcast equipment in department since
1945, will be responsible for liaison and
consulting work with department marketing,
field service, purchasing and legal units and
with outside customers and venders.
Richard

P.

Gilford, ►

formerly manager of advanced engineering, General Electric, communication products department,
named

manager of engineering for department.
He succeeds C. M. Heiden,
who has joined GE Research Lab
Schenectady, N. Y.

in

Dan R. McKennon, formerly regional sales
manager for Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., to Olympic Radio & Television Co.
in similar capacity, covering north central
states. He succeeds Jerry Allen, resigned.
■< Myron S. Spector, formerly president of Insuline
Corp. of America, appointed sales manager of
American Geloso Electronic Inc., N. Y., North
American sales agency for
Geloso Hi-Tone miniature
tape recorder (first Italian electronic sound
device to be imported for commercial use).
EDUCATION . .
Judith Waller, formerly public affairs representative for NBC, joins Ohio State U. in
Columbus as consultant in broadcasting
activities.

INTERNATIONAL \
Herb Rosenthal and Berle Adams, both vice
presidents of MCA Artists Ltd., elected to
board of directors of MCA Tv Ltd.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD

Station

Authorizations,

As Compiled

Applications

by BROADCASTING

January 9 through January 15
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes end routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, ep — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, he —
mit. BEP— effective radiated power, vhf— very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhlfB frequency, uM— ultra high frequency, ant.
thorization. SSA— special service authorization.
■ nfetin» aw,-— aural, vl». — visual. Jnr — kllowatts. w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.

New

Tv

Stations

APPLICATION
Walla Walla, Wash.— Northwest Bcstg. System
Inc., vhf ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 30.3 kw vis.,
23.28 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
1,252 ft., above ground 151 ft. Estimated construction cost $17,941, first year operating cost $217,000,
revenue $250,000. P. O. address 13273 Ventura
Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. Studio location
Walla Walla, Wash. Trans, location Mclntyre
Point, Ore. Geographic coordinates 45° 48' 36" N.
Lat.,
118°Richard
6' 7" W. H.Long.
Trans.-ant.
Legal
counsel
Burton,
North RCA.
Hollywood,
Calif. Consulting engineer J. Glen Turner, Encino, Calif. Owners are Warren L. Gray (32%),
Sara W. Holton, Edith L, Wellington and William F. Barclay (20% each) and Alma Carraher
(8%). Messrs. Gray and Barclay are engineers
with KHJ Los Angeles; Mrs. Holton and Mrs.
Wellington are housewives. Mrs. Carraher is
nurse. Announced Jan. 15.

KSWB (TV) Elk City, Okla.— Southwest Bcstg.
Co., ch. 8.
WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa. — Union Bcstg. Co., ch.
16. Changed from WARM-TV, effective Feb. 1, in
lieu of previous effective date of Jan. 1.
Translators
ACTIONS
Inc.K79AD
K70BA
Tv Assn.
Tv.K76AH
Assn.

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KNDA (TV) Elko, Nev.— Nevada Radio-Television Inc., ch. 10.

NATION-WIDE

THE

Am

Stations

APPLICATIONS
Placerville, Calif. — Nev. Placer & Eldorado
County Bcstrs., 1030 kc, 10 kw XJ. P. O. address
1714 Capitol Ave., Sacramento, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $100, first year operating cost
$14,000, revenue $48,000. Owners are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Everett Halstead Jr. Mr. Halstead owns

NEGOTIATIONS
•
TELEVISION
RADIO

FINANCING

presents

Media
these

EASTERN

MIDWEST

FULLTIME
LOCAL
$250,000

D. C.

Wm, T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

APPRAISALS

LARGEST

Brokerage

outstanding

Firm

investments

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

SINGLE
STATION

CAROLINA
NETWORK

WEST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

CALIFORNIA
FULLTIME

$70,000
Isolated market.
Well-operated independent. 30% down
with balance over
five years.

$160,000

$220,000

$250,000

Excellent medium
market fulltimer on
fine frequency. 29%
down. Good terms.
Needs owner-man-

Semi-major market
with limited competition. No more frequencies available.
Fine staff will stay.
Good profits.

A sound investment
with excellent real
estate and a long

ager.
WASHINGTON,

•

NEWSPAPER

INDUSTRY'S

National

Excellent facility.
Good staff and high
profits- Includes real
estate valued at
$50,000. Terms
available.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED*
Romeo, etc., Colo. — San Luis Valley Tv
Lewiston, Idaho — Orchards Community
Inc.
Lewiston,
Idaho — Orchards Community
Inc.

K72AO
lator Inc. Jackson, Wyo. — Jackson Hole Trans*
Translator
channels
are designated by the
numbers in their
call letters.
New

Existing

BY FCC

KDIA Auburn, Calif., and is electronic engineer. Mrs. Halstead
Announced
Jan. 15. is in beauty salon business.
Denver, Colo. — Denver Bcstg. Co. 1550 kc, 10
kw. D. P. O. address 8421 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
205, Beverly Hills, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $36,323, first year operating cost $125,000,
revenue
Owners
are William
John Hyland
in $150,000.
and Clifford
W. Paine
(each 50%).
Mr.
Hyland
is
attorney;
Mr.
Paine
is
in
food
business.
Announced Jan. 9.
Columbus, Ga. — Radio Muscogee, 1340 kc, 250 w
unl. P. O. address % Eathel Holley, 5800 Brookgreen Road, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. Estimated construction cost $5,202, first year operating cost
$24,000, revenue $48,000. Owners are Eathel Holley (50%), John A. O'Shields and Mary W.
O'Shields (each 25%). Mr. Holley is chief engineer, WAOK Atlanta. Mr. O'Shields is accountant. Mrs. O'Shields, former WAOK promotion
manager, is in advertising. Application contingent on grant of WDAK. Announced Jan. 9.
Long Prairie, Minn. — KWAD Bcstg. Co., 1400
kc, 250 w Unl. P. O. address Box 551, Wadena,
Minn. Estimated construction cost $13,100, first
year operating cost $32,000, revenue $36,000. Owners are Robert E. Ingstad (66%) Marlin T. Obie
(33%) and Mary Jean Ingstad (0.667%). Mr. Ingstad is president and majority stockholder of
KOVC VaUey City, KEYJ Jamestown and KBMW
Wapheton, all N. D., and KWAD Wadena, Minn.
Mr. Obie is vice president and manager of
KWAD, Mary Jean Ingstad is officer of KOVC,
KBMW and KWAD. Mary and Robert Ingstad
are applying, with others, for a.m. station at
Oakes, N. D. (see below). Announced Jan. 15.
Kimball, Neb.— Kimball Bcstg. Co., 1260 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address c/o Tom H. Lutey, Box
231, Kimball, Neb. Estimated construction cost
$33,000,enue first
year operating
$30,000,(27%),
rev$36,000. Owners
are Tom cost
H. Lutey
Conrad E. Bales, Joe C. Henry, Earl L. Vowers
and H. M. Vowers (each 6.25%) and others. Mr.
Lutey is furniture retailer. Messrs. Bales and
Henry are 8% owners of KWTV Douglas and 20%
owners of KIML Gillette, both Wyo. The Vowers
brothers
Jan.
15. are in ranching and oil. Announced
Nebraska City, Neb. — Otoe Bcstg. Co., 1600 kc,
500 w. D. P. O. address c/o E. D. Hundley, 112
East Ninth St., Trenton, Mo. Estimated construction cost $20,607, first year operating cost
$36,000, revenue $40,000. Owners are Edwin D.
Hundley (50%), Sam M. Arnold and Samuel A.
Burk (each 25%). Mr. Hundley is station mana-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Barney Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

ATLANTA,

DALLAS,

GA.

TEX.

Jack L. Barton
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
1515 Healey Bldg.
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175
JA 3-3431
Largest radio-television sales volume in our field.

Call

your

nearest

office

record of high earnings. Ideal living
conditions.

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of
15

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

STUBBLEFIELD,

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

ger.
Mo. Mr.
10% part-in
ni-r KTTN
111 KIKXTrenton,
Kirksville,
Mo. Arnold
;ind W is, partner
and
KIRX
in
KTTN. Mr. Burk is 50% partner
50', partner in KTTN. Announced Jan. 9.
Aztec, N. M. — I. E. Shahan, 1230 kc. 250 w. U.
P. O. address 407 West Broadway. Farmington,
N. M. Estimated construction cost $14,642, first
year operating cost $48,000, revenue $60,000. Mr.
Shahan, sole owner, is 13.6% owner of Farmington Community Television Inc. (community ant.
system). Announced Jan. 14.
Oakes, N. D.— Interstate Bcstg., 1220 kc. 1 kw D.
P. O. address 519 Dakota Ave., Wapheton, N. D.
Estimated construction cost $13,000, first year operating cost $32,000, revenue $36,000. Owners are
Robert E. Ingstad (90.52%) and others. Mr. Ingstad is president and majority stockholder of
KOVC Valley City, KEJY Jamestown and KBMW
Wapheton, all N. D., and K WAD Wadena, Minn.
Mr. Ingstad is applicant, with others, for am
station innounced
Long
Jan. 15. Prairie, Minn, (see above.) AnKingston, Pa. — Miners Bcstg. Service Inc., 1150
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 629, Pottsville. Pa.
Estimated construction cost $44,035, first year
operating cost $75,000. revenue $85,000. Owners
are Joseph L. Maguire (42-6/7%), John T. Maguire and Kenneth F. Maguire (each 28-4/7%).
The Maguire brothers are licensee or permittee
of WPAM Pottsville, WLSH Lansford, and WMBA
Ambridge, all Pennsylvania. Announced Jan. 14.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WAVO Avondale Estates, Ga.— The Great
Commission Gospel Assn. Inc., 1420 kc.
WYLD New Orleans, La. — Rounsaville of New
Orleans fective
Inc.,
Feb. 1.600 kc. Changed from WMRY, efKSRC Socorro, N. M. — John Blake, 1290 kc.
WCFR Springfield, Vt.— Connecticut Valley
Bcstg. Co., 1480 kc. Changed from WNIX.
KENY 930Bellingham,
Wash.— Whatcom County
Bcstrs.,
kc.
New

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

Stations

APPLICATION
Redwood City, Calif. — Frank James, 107.7 mc,
1.49 kw unl. P. O. address Redwood City, Calif.
Estimated construction cost $4,250, first year
I operating cost $9,600, revenue $10,000. Mr. James,
sole owner, is owner as joint tenant with his
wife of KSPA Santa Paula, Calif. Announced
Jan. 15.

can be modified to suit

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KTYM-FM
Calif.— Albert John
Williams, 103.9 Inglewood,
mc.
WTOW-FM
Towson,
Md.-WTOW
Lie, 101.9
mc.
WBOS-FM Brookline, Mass.— Champion Bcstg.
System Die, 92.9 mc.
WEDK Springfield, Mass.* — School Committee
of the Citv of Springfield, Mass.
WHKP-FM Die,
Hendersonville,
N. C— Radio Hendersonville
102 mc.
WBLY-FM Springfield, Ohio— Champion City
Bcstg. Co., 103.9 mc.
WOBN Westerville, Ohio*— Otterbein College.

your needs.

Ownership

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that

Existing

"
Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. BC-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

•
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Changes

Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISION

Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued initial
decision looking toward granting application of
Geoffrey A. Lapping for new am station in
Phoeniz, Ariz., to operate on 1480 kc, 500 w D,
with condition that program tests will not be
authorized until applicant has submitted proof
to show that he has divested himself of all interest in and severed all connections with KPOK

mmsmmm^ mmmmmm&^
Radio
Station and

, ^

, ,

wmmmmmmm

Newspaper
1

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create the need for
an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

J^Lackburn
Tmk(s) ®
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APPLICATIONS
KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif. — Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corp. (Hogan
Bcstg. Corp.) from Arthur B. Hogan to Kevin B.
Sweeney (32%), Harry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr.,
Kenyon Brown, George L. Coleman and Joseph
A. Thomas (each 17%) for $100,000 cash. Mr.
Sweeney is president of RAB. Mr. Crosby owns
25% of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, Calif, and
6.12% of KGLC Miami, Okla. Mr. Brown is 25%
owner of KCOP, 49.99% owner of KANS Wichita,manKan.,
owner and
of KGLC.
Mr.KGLC.
Coleownsand
25%22.15%
of KCOP
6.45% of
Mr. Thomas is 25% owner of KCOP. Announced
Jan. 9.
KLOV Loveland, Colo. — Seeks assignment of
license from William R. Vogel and Monroe T.
Smock, d/b as Vogel & Smock to Wm. R. Vogel,
Monroe T. Smock and Jack R. Caldwell, d/b as
Vogel & Smock. Mr. Caldwell purchased 5%
limited partnership
interest for $2,631. Announced Jan. 15.
WBOP Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from WBOP Bcstg. Co. to Tri-Cities
Bcstg. Co. Die. for $65,000. Assignee is owned by
E. O. Roden (40%), W. I. Dove (23%) and others.
Mr. Roden is sole owner of WBD? Booneville,
30% partner in WTUP Tupelo, 50% owner of
WAZF Yazoo City, 40% partner in WEGA Newton, all Miss., and 40% owner of KREL Baytown,
Tex. Mr. Dove is 17% owner of WAZF and 23%
owner of KREL. Announced Jan. 15.
KWVY Waverly, Iowa — Seeks assignment of
cp from Burt N. Murphy and Wilbur L. Schield
d/b as Cedar Valley Bcstg. Co. to Cedar Valley
Bcstg. Co. Corporate change. No control change.
Mr. Murphy is 22.5% owner of assignee and Mr.
Schield 29%. Announced Jan. 9.
WPON Pontiac, Mich. — Seeks assignment of
license from Gerity Bcstg. Co. to Chief Pontiac
Bcstg. Co. for $275,000. Assignee is owned by
Edward E. Wilson (35%), son of former U. S.
Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson; John C.
Pomeroy (10%), president of WILS Lansing,
Mich., and Lansing Bcstg. Co. (55%), licensee of
WILS. Announced Jan. 8.
KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev. — Seeks transfer
of positive control of licensee corp. (Television
Co. of America Inc.) from Nathan Adelson to
Mervyn Lee Adelson. Messrs. Adelson are father
and son. Announced Jan. 10.
K AVE- AM- TV Carlsbad, N. M.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corp. (Voice of the Caverns Die) from Nancy H. Battison to Edward P.
Talbott for $22,500. Mr. Talbott will then own
50.5%. Announced Jan. 13.
KXLE Ellensburg, Wash. — Seeks assignment
of license from Central Wash. Bcstrs. Die to
Willis R. Harpel and Stephen C. Wray d/b as
Wash. Bcstg. Co. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced Jan. 10.
WMAM-AM-TV Marinette, Wis. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corp. (M. & M. Bcstg.
Co.) from William E. Walker and others to Evening Telegram Co., Superior, Wis. (55%) and
others for $211,764. Eve. Tel. Co. is 32.25% owner
of WEBC Duluth, WMFG Hibbing and WHLB
Virginia, all Minn., 34.8% owner of WISC-AMFM-TV Madison, Wis., and is newspaper publisher. Announced Jan. 10.

NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341

^2 Gompanij
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
CHICAGO
ATLANTA

Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460

Si

1
1
i
SI:
I

i
I
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W.
ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

ask ■ ■
4» mm ■ ■
RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

EARL CULLUM JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
D ALIAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GODLEY

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

C. HUTCHESON

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR
T ll\

N
1 ™ • JAMES
o# nif 1 mm,
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Lonnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KcAK

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE

C

SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE*

nvocn
ROBERT i l.
L n/-\iviivic
MAMMFTTI I
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

J. G.

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING
DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

KANAWHA

HOTEL BLDG

RALPH J BITZER Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

PHONE:

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas

Dl. 3-7503

NEptune 4-4242

ENGINEERS

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
f. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

KOUNTREE,

Member AFCCE*

PETE

Broadcasting

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Member AFCCE*

Hiland 4-7010

SERVICE

CO.

Member AFCCE*

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

PAUL

1926 —

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electro n ics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

— Established

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

A

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering

ft A A m M
MAY

P.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

NATIONAL ACADEMY
of BROADCASTING
3338 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Since 1934 has trained and placed
many hundreds of men and women
in excellent TV and Radio jobs as announcers, writers, producers. Send for
residence and home study catalog.

NEptune 4-9558

Member AFCCE*
January 20, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Scottsdale, Ariz. Announced Jan. 10.
Routine

Let Collins

make

iteasy

for you to get into the

radio

Roundup

ACTIONS BY FCC
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING FILED
WKOX Framingham, Mass. — Petition requesting that revised tentative allocation plan for
class B fm broadcast stations be amended so as
to assignnouncedch.
Jan. 10.289 to Framingham, Mass. AnACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James 1).
Cunningham on dates shown
Ordered that hearings shall commence on
Mar. 10 in following am proceedings: Carroll
Bcstg. Co., Oak Grove, La., and Humphreys
County Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss.; The Albany
Bcstg. Corp., Albany, Ore., W. Gordon Allen and
The Community Bcstg. Co. of Ore., both Eugene,
Ore. Action Jan. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on January 7
On own motion, ordered that oral argument
will be made on petition to strike exhibits and
for grant, filed by Joseph M. Ripley Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., 9:00 a.m., Jan. 20, in proceeding
on its am application and that of Dan Richardson, Orange Park, Fla., and in same proceeding,
ordered that oral argument will be made on
Ripley's request for praecipe for witness subpoena to be directed to D. W. McLeed, Tax Assessor, Clay County, Fla., 9:30 a.m., Jan. 20.
By Hearing Examiner
on JanuaryH. 7 Gifford Irion
Granted motion for continuance of hearing
date and to set date for exhibit exchange filed
by WKBW-TV Die. and Greater Erie Bcstg. Co.,
in ch. 7 proceeding, Buffalo, N. Y.; exhibits Will
be exchanged among parties on Jan. 20, and date
for hearing is continued from Jan. 15 to Jan. 29.

business

Collins helps in station planning— experienced Collins broadcast engineers
give you any needed assistance in
planning your station . . . present
proposals for your consideration . . .
work closely with your consulting
engineer.
Collins is a single, complete equipment source
— there is convenience and savings in
dealing with a single source for your
broadcast equipment. Collins has it
all, from microphone to antenna.
And it's the finest you can buy.
Collins will finance your equipment purchases
— a minimum amount of initial capital is required. Payments are spread
over various periods of time, according to your choice.

The quickest, surest way to
get your station on the air
is to deal with

Collins

Radio

Company

CREATIVE LEADER IN COMMUNICATION
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By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on January 8
Granted petition of K. C. Laurance, Medford,
Ore., for leave to amend his am application to
specify operation on 1300 kc, 5 kw, instead of
800 kc, 1 kw and application as amended is removed from hearing docket, and application of
Philip D. Jackson, Weed, Calif., is retained in
hearing status.
BY FCC
On petition by Community Bcstrs. Assn. Die.,
Commission on Jan. 9, granted extension of time
for filing reply comments from Jan. 13 to Feb.
12 in matter of amendment of Part 3 of rules
and technical standards concerning power limitation of class IV am broadcast stations.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on January
9 J. Frederick
Ordered that hearing will commence on Feb.
4 re mod. of cp of Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WJTV
ch. 12), Jackson, Miss.
Ordered that further hearing will commence
on Feb. 3 re application of Television Bcstrs.
Inc. (KBMT) Beaumont, Tex., to change from
ch. 31 to ch. 12, and KPBX Bcstg. Co. and Brown
Telecasters Inc., for new tv stations to operate
on ch. 12 in Beaumont; written motion having
been waived for leave to amend application of
KPBX to change geographical coordinates of
proposed trans, location and add as exhibit No.
10 engineering statement by Jules Cohen, consulting electronics engineer, dated Nov. 4, and
Examiner having granted leave therefor, without objection, on hearing record on Nov. 12, it
is formally ordered that application is so
amended.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie9 Neal Huntting
on January
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 10
is continued to Mar. 31, and further prehearing
conference is scheduled for Mar. 27 re applications of Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp., Cy Blumenthal, Illiana Telecasting Corp., for new tv
station to operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Did.
By Chairman John C. Doerfer on January 9
Granted motion of Valley Bcstg. Co. for corrections in various respects to transcript of oral
argument in proceeding on its am application
and that of Cherokee Bcstg. Co., both Murphy,
N. C.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Ordered that hearing is scheduled for Mar. 14
re application of James H. Duncan (KSIL)
Silver City, N. M. Action Jan. 9.
Granted petition of Santa Rosa Bcstg. Co.,
Santa Rosa, Calif., for dismissal of its am apand retained
in hearing
status(KRAK)
applicationsplication,
of Golden
Valley
Bcstg. Co.
Stockton, Calif., and Radio Santa Rosa, Santa
Rosa, Calif. Action Jan. 10.
Granted petition of Fargo Telecasting Co. for
dismissal without prejudice of its application
and retained in hearing status application of
North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc., both for new tv

stations to operate on ch. 11 in Fargo, N. D. Action Jan. 10.
Denied request of McClatchy Newspapers for
substitution of hearing examiners in proceeding on application of Sacramento Telecasters
Inc. (KBET-TV ch. 10), for mod. of cp. Action
Jan. 13.
By Hearing

Examiner
Thomas
H. Donahue
on January
9
Granted joint petition for extension of time
to file proposed findings and replies by Atlantic
Coast Bcstg. Corp. of Charleston (WTMA-TV)
and protestant, with concurrence of Broadcast
Bureau, in proceeding on application of Atlantic
Coast for new tv station to operate on ch. 4 in
Charleston, S. C; time for filing proposed findings is extended to Jan. 20, and for filing replies
to Feb. 3.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on January
13 J. Frederick
By memorandum opinion and order, granted
petition of Radio Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa, Calif.,
for leave to amend its am application to submit
copies of agreement between it and Santa Rosa
Bcstg. Co., concerning dismissal of the latter's
epplication, etc.
By Hearing on
Examiner
January Basil
10 P. Cooper
Ordered that evidentiary hearing scheduled
for Jan. 20 is continued to date to be specified
at conclusion of further prehearing conference
re am application of Greylock Bcstg. Co.
(WBRK) Pittsneld, Mass.
By Commissioner
Richard
on January
14 A. Mack
Granted petition of Greenwich Bcstg.
Greenwich, Conn., for extension of time
exceptions and reply exceptions to Feb.
24.
respectively, in proceeding on its am
cation.

Corp.,
to file
10 and
appli-

By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on January 13
Granted motion of Television For New Hampshire Die, for dismissal without prejudice of its
application for new tv station to operate on ch.
9 in Manchester, N. H., and retained in hearing
status applications of The Radio Voice of New
Hampshire Inc. (WMUR-TV ch. 9) Manchester,
N. H., for renewal of license and license to cover
cp.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on January 14
Granted petition of James A. Saunders and
William F. Johns Jr., and accepted amendment
which proposes to include in application for
transfer of control of Ware Bcstg. Corp. (KIHO)
Sioux Falls, S. D., from Mr. Saunders to Mr.
Johns, statements setting out intention of Mr.
Johns to dispose of his interest in KMNS Sioux
City, Iowa.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Commission, by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 10
WTVC
Chattanooga, Term. — Granted assignment of cp to Martin Theatres of Georgia Inc.
KQDY Minot, N. D. — Granted license for am
station and specify studio location same as trans.
amWMNF
station.Richwood, W. Va. — Granted license for
WSLM Salem, Ind. — Granted license covering
increase in power and instaUation of new trans.
KPOK Scottsdale, Ariz. — Granted license covering increase in power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
installation of new trans.
Actions of January 9
Granted licenses for following am stations:
KAHI Auburn, Calif., and specify studio (trans,
location), conditions; WHTG Eatontown, N. J.;
KGRN Grinnell, Iowa.; KTET Livingston, Tex.;
KUPI Idaho Falls, Idaho, and specify studio
location and remote control point; WQUB Galesburg, 111., and specify studio location, conditions.
WAMF Amherst, Mass. — Granted license to
change frequency to 89.5 mc.
WDDS-FM Syracuse, N. Y. — Granted license
covering changes in fm station.
WADP Kane, Pa. — Granted license covering
installation of new trans.
KWBE Beatrice, Neb. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.; and license
to use old main trans, as alternate main trans,
at main trans, site.
KTBC Austin, Tex. — Granted license covering
installation of new main trans.
WMRO Aurora, DJ. — Granted license covering
installation of new trans, and operate trans, by
remote control (studio location).
KFBK-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
reduce ERP to 1.9 kw, frequency to 92.5cp mc,to
ant. height to 115 ft.; change trans.-studio location, operate trans, by remote control and
make changes in ant. system.
KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash. — Granted cp to increase ERP to 16.5 kw, change trans. -ant. Bite,
Continues on page 124
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
e SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge tor mailing (Forward remrMaaceespejr*^, pjeaes). AJ1 transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
' box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bboadcastino expressly repudiates any liability or raaponainillty for than1 custody or ratura.

Help Wanted

enExperienced radio-tv salesmen, announcers,
gineers. Send resume, tapes immediately. Southern Radio, P. O. Box 585, Macon, Ga.
for
If you are a salesman and feel you areC ready
contact
a big market like Washington, D.
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Eastern chain has new station under construction.
Needs assistant station manager immediately.
Eventually promotion to manager. Applicant
must have several years announcing experience,
sales experience, must be married, must have car -.
photo. Box 157C, BROAD
resume and
Send tape, ST
ING.
CA

Can you manage? Can you ansell?
Can you nounce?
You're the man we want to manage a
,
5 kw, daytime non-directional midwest station.
Start at $400.00 per month with percentage of
new Gates equipment, excellent workgross.ing All
conditions. Small market. Fully staffed. Box
746C, BROADCASTING.
Sales

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Florida, south coast. Aggressive independent
needs
personality pop-dj. Send tape, resume,
CASTTNG.
references. $100 week to start. Box 468C, BROADImmediate opening for experienced staff announcer with mid-western music and news operation in a city of 125,000 population. Send
resume and tape to Box 675C, BROADCASTING.
One of Ohio's finest small market operations
needs a good staff announcer strong on news.
working conin excellent
If you are
ditions, andinterested
fringe benefits,
and have experience
and good references send tape, resume and photo
to Box 690C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature, ready to settle down in
small market in Pennsylvania. General staff
work. Willing to follow station policy. $90 to
start. Profit sharing. Box 693C, BROADCASTING.
Top northern Arizona station has immediate
opening for capable announcer with first ticket.
CASTING.
tape and references. Box 709C, BROADSend

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcer

Disc jockey needed now. Must be able to sell,
hit a fast pace, and care about production. A
good solid job for the right man. Town of 30,000,
progressive station, fine pay and working conditions. Contact Clyde Johnson, PD, WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.
WINZ,music
Miami,
50,000invites
watts, tapes
Florida's
news
and
station
from biggest
top market
dj personalities for daytime opening. State availability and salary required. Tapes, regretfully,
will not be returned.
Suburban Cleveland independent accent on local,
need excellent voice, one year minimum experience. Send tape, resume 1st reply. Personal interview required, $95.00 or better. WPVL, Painesville, Ohio.
Experienced music and news announcer. No beginners please. Tape, resume, photo, plus past
and expected earnings, and references with first
letter. WRTA, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
Wanted, a first class announcer with first class
ticket. Send tape to Rex W. Parnell, Station Manager, WTHR, P. O. Box 788, Panama City, Florida.
Technical

ity in a leading market, WilmingGood tonopportun
Delaware, for experienced radio salesman.
15% commisGuaranteed $125 per week against
edunecessary. List age, 522C,
sion. Personal interview present
billing. Box
cation, experience and
.
ING
BROADCAST
Radio salesman wanted new, progressive music
dry, high climatic condiand news in excellent
tions. You can grow with our organization.
Salary plus. Box 646C. BROADCASTING.
Sales: Good opportunity in Mobile, Alabama for
experienced men who can sell radio. Guarantee
nec$100.00 week against 15%. Personal interview
essary. List experience, present billing, age, education. Box 719C, BROADCASTING.
d radio
Immediate opportunity for experience
salesman with brand new station in western
High
chain.
Pennsylvania, one of an expanding
market. Draw
quality operation in single-station and
particulars
against commission. Send photo
to Box 762C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced man to organize sales department.
New station, rich territory. Advise experience
and compensation desired. Box 763C, BROADCASTING^
A radio salesman who can produce, will have an
unlimited opportunity here. Ann Arbor, Normandy 3-0569.
Detroit independent offers excellent future for
aualified, top-notch salesman. Box 767C, BROADCASTING^
Agressive, imaginative salesman with excellent
sales record for Boston independent. Best prospects. Salary plus. Box 768C, BROADCASTING.

Texas regional needs experienced morning man.
Good chance for advancement. Starting salary
$90.00 per week. Send tape and full details to
Box 715C, BROADCASTING.

New daytimer going into medium size city in
the Pacific Northwest needs two good announcer
$450 to $500 per month. Prefer married
deejays.
men
with at least three years experience. Starts
March 8th. Send tape and picture. You must be
good. Box 782C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, 1st class experienced engineer with good
announcing voice. 20 hours announcing. $90 per
week. Send tape, references. Box 764C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening, experience, first phone,
metropolitan New York area. Six days, 48 hours,
salary 80 to 90 dollars, opportunity for overtime.
Box 776C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class engineer in
southeastern area. Some announcing preferred,
but not necessary. Send background details, exCASTING. perience, salary expected to Box 794C, BROAD-

Experienced time salesman with announcing experience. Emphasis on sales. Base salary plus
commissions. Excellent opportunity for right man
in lucrative market. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.

Immediate opening for experienced announcer
with first class ticket. Southeast. Send photo,
tape, background, salary needed to Box 795C,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted, experienced chief engineer. Salary open.
Contact Donald J. Dean, Manager, WABJ, Adrian,
Michigan.

Announcers

W. Pa. independent desires announcer with some
experience, good chance for advancement. Pleasant working conditions, vacation, good pay, immediate opening. Box 796C, BROADCASTING.

1st class engineer. WARF, Jasper, Alabama.

Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers. Good working conditions, 40-hour
week, paid vacation, time and half, $85 a week.
Minimum one-year experience necessary. Excellent opportunities for advancement to executive
position. Send tape, with news, commercials, and
sample music program, plus resume and photograph. Box 274B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
for progressive
independent
in northern vacationland.
No floaters.
Send tape
and
background
immediately.
Box
366C,
BROADCASTING.

One of southwest's great prestige stations wants
experienced on-air radio personality. Should be
disk-jockey in broad sense, but must be warm
and mature-sounding. Start $135 per week plus
bonus arrangement. In addition, possibility of
working in sister tv operation. Send recent photo,
resume and tape immediately to Box 720C,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, to run the morning show of an
established western Pennsylvania station. Must
be experienced, have imagination and do a
smooth running show. Board experience necesweek. Send tape and referhour BROADCASTING.
saryences$75 tofor
Box 40 722C,
Southwest net: needs morning dj radio, some tv.
Only experienced men seeking permanent position. Tape, photo, resume. Box 730C, BROADCASTING.
New daytime independent in major midwest
market programming for adult audience needs
good, experienced announcer. Send tape, picture
and full
details
Must be
able and
able oftobackground.
follow format.
Boxdepend761C,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-salesman. New concept in fm. Send
complete information, tape and photo to KCMKFM, 922 Linwood, Kansas City, Missouri.
Announcer, first phone, wonderful opportunity.
Ann Arbor, Normandy 3-0569.

Western Virginia daytimer needs capable announcer with first ticket. $85.00 per week or better, depending on experience. Box 385C, BROADCASTING.

5 kw fulltime Georgia independent needs hillbilly announcer without the accent. Must have
voice good enough for production spots. Prefer
party who is available for personal interview.
Send tape and letter with all information including references. WACL, Waycross, Georgia.

Experienced negro personality dj for Chicago.
Top salary for right man. Send background,
photo and brief taped sampling of news, dj and
commercial ability at once, special delivery.
Box 443C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, strong staff man, to handle disc
jockey,
and Good
staff starting
duties. One
of America's
pioneer news
stations.
salary
and other
benefits. Send tape, photo and resume to Elmer
Knopf, Radio Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

Broadcasting

Chief engineer, operations manager for suburban
metropolitan station in midwest. Responsible for
maintenance with complete supervision of strict
announcing and operating procedures. Must be
energetic, able to handle personnel, reliable.
Salary $120.00 plus, dependent upon experience
and ability. Box 396C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. First class engineer with good announcing voice. Top pay. State salary requirements.
Include tape and picture. Rush to Box 510C.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer or engineer-announcer. First class ticket
for 250 watt daytime operation, within 50 miles
large eastern
metropolitan
city. Excellent
conditions, vacation.
State experience,
salary. Send
photo to Box 704C, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer for Indiana nondirectional 1000 watt daytimer, $110.00. Box 750C,
BROADCASTING.

Need first class phone man for transmitter.
$260. Contact Victor H. Voss, Radio Station
WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Female copywriter, capable of handling air work.Top pay for professional. Midwest 1 kw. Box
739C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — BS top rated upper midwest musicnews station, two music men and one assistant
news editor. Box 765C, BROADCASTING.
Production supervisor-traffic manager to supervise announcers and handle makeup of daily
logs for
metropolitan
midwest
operation.
Previous success
in handling
personnel
necessary.
Salary in $125 range. Send photo, specific background to Box 779C, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Good solid job for a man with limited radio experience, but unlimited radio ambition. Must be
level headed and loyal. Must be able to type.
This job is for a man who would like to be program director and who is able to take care of
details. Box 781C, BROADCASTING.
News reporter. Local news man to cover city in
mobile news wagon. Gather, prepare and present
on radio and tv daily newscasts. Large eastern
market. Excellent opportunity for experienced
man. Box 793C, BROADCASTING.

We
stay! Ourin sales
manager,
with
radio wish
and he'd
tv experience
one of
top markets
has valid reason for resigning. Exceptional ability, persistence, loyalty. Capable of management.
Should earn $10,000 up. Prefers Massachusetts,
ING.
Connecticut, New York. Box 789C, BROADCAST-

DJ and staff man who knows all types of music.
Experienced, best references, college, young,
draft exempt. Restricted ticket. Personal interview only. Prefer 24 hour operation or tv affiliate.
Salary secondary to this personality — reliable
character-actor type with liberty to build own
show
and audience! Write Box 757C, BROADCASTING.

Continuity writer, experienced. Requires person
accepting responsibility. Write Tom
capable of KROC,
Bachrach,
Rochester, Minnesota.

Copywriter will be needed on January 20, 1958
watt CBS radio affiliate KWKH, Shreveby 50.000
port. Louisiana. If interested send sample of
work and personal background.

Newsman to gather, write and deliver local
recorders. Must be experinews. Operate tape
enced $100 to start with increases plus profit
sharing plan. Manager, WCOJ, Coatesville, Penna.

director-newsman for independent staProgram
tion in north-western North Carolina. Good
write or call
working conditions. If interested
WKBC, North Wilkesboro, North Carolina.
Experienced program director; one with superior
abilities, little air work. 250 watt station in the
n area. Write or call GenNew York metropolita
eral Manager, WSTC. Stamford, Conn.
RADIO
Situations Wanted

Diversified advertising man. Solid experience
with all types of national advertising in the
the largest
tough appliance business, with one of in
physics,
appliance manufacturers. A degree
, I'm interested.
too' Young. If it's challenging
Box 797C, BROADCASTING.
Management

Experienced radioman desires managership
small station in south. Announcing, sales, programming. Box 634C, BROADCASTING.
General managementship wanted, now employed
assistant general manager highly promotional
operation, 18 years radio experience, references,
married and reliable, can and will produce. Box
662C, BROADCASTING.
Seven years experience. Station manager, sports
director, news, disc jockey, play-by-play college
baseball. Vetfootball, basketball, professional
eran college graduate, career position desired.
Box 713C, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager, 5000 watt operation, ready for
phases
managing. Nine years experience allmarkets.
broadcasting, metropolitan and small
guarantee.
29. Family. Want commission, small
talk it
Won't tolerate sloppy operation. Let's
over. Box 725C, BROADCASTING.
Manager: Small-medium southeast market. Fifradio experience. Or want engineerteen years
for new application or invest in your cp.
partner
Box 732C, BROADCASTING
Manager for small market operation in middle
or south-east. Experienced and capable man with
family. All replies fully answered. Box 734C,
BROADCASTING.
Executive: Management/sales. 15 years respected
experience, profitable manthorough
reputation;agement
operation background. Now employed
sales manager radio/vhf tv major eastern market.
Strictly personal reason for seeking change.
Negotiations must be confidential. Box 754C,
BROADCASTING.
Station sold — new owners to operate, so I'm
available. As manager, small-medium market or
executive position medium large. 10 years management-sales-program ing. Wil give you
smooth, paying operation. 32, married, 2 children.
Box 755C, BROADCASTING.
Eight years radio, tv experience from ground
up, primarily radio sales. Available for management position where sales ability counts, $10,000
minimum. Family man, belong west or southwest.
Box 759C, BROADCASTING.
Ten year management-owner veteran. Experienced all phases radio. Successful background.
Family man. Growing area desired. Full resume
available. Box 787C, BROADCASTING.
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Sales manager in one or two station market in
midwest. Looking for more responsibilities and
opportunities. 5 years in sales. Presently employed. Box 792C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio and/or tv sales: Looking for productive
sales manager or salesman? 12 years experience,
early thirties. Background of New York radio-tv
sales, station and representative level — former
film sales manager and agency AE. Record speaks
for itself and I would like to do same at your
convenience. Presently employed but desire
greater growth potential. Married, responsible
and
Superior references you'll
know. conscientious.
Box 728C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, announcer with 10 years sales experience. Some announcing experience. Presently
employed. Will work on sales commission. New
York,
New Jersey, Conn. Box 773C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 535C, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
536C, BROADCASTING.
Negro dee-jay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 537C, BROADCASTNegro team-husband and wife. Sure-fire puller
with services and gimmicks. Ready to make
money for you. Box 538C, BROADCASTING.
Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Comedian, stooge, musician. First ticket. Seeking
larger market. Minimum $140.00. Box 580C,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer-dj desires position in eastern
Iowa, northern Illinois, or southern Wisconsin.
Reliable, references. Box 605C, BROADCASTING.
First class announcer seeking job with future on
sports-minded station. Basketball, baseball, football play-by-play. DJ, news, color, familiar with
tv. Will travel. Box 656C, BROADCASTING.
Country-western dj. Guitar. Staff. Third. Thoroughly experienced. References. Box 679C,
BROADCASTING.
Pops, standards, deejay. Newscaster, staff. College. Experienced. Will travel. Negro. No accent.
Not
"stereotype."
BROADCASTING. Married. References. Box 692C,
Would like work as announcer and salesman in
radio only. Good background with experience.
Write, I may be what you want. Box 694C,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer. Top rated shows since 1952.
Audience builder. Voice, style, dependability.
College grad. Desire permanent position at
metropolitan station. Box 697C, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Fast moving station; for sports, news
or disc jockey show. Married. College graduate
with 1 year experience. Can start immediately.
Box 702C, BROADCASTING.

Attention, Pittsburgh! Topnotch small town announcer, dj, newscaster, ready to make "the big
move,"
presently
employed
near notice.
you. Write
Good
background.
Available
two weeks
Box 721C, BROADCASTING.
All-around announcer-salesman available two
weeks notice, require warm climate minimum
$125.00 week. 20 years experience. Box 723C,
BROADCASTING.
Have ingredients for top deejay show. A good
mixer, fine voice, tasty commercials. Newsman
too. Seeking top music-news kitchen to cook
with power and gas. Dependable and ambitious.
CBS
and AFRS experience. Box 726C, BROADCASTING.
Need a quiet rating weapon against the screaming, jingle, tornado sound of your nighttime
competition. Have mink — will travel! Box 727C,
BROADCASTING.
Doer! Experienced! Network voice, authoritative,
sincere! Morning man, newsman, nightman, sales
manager. Intelligent, creative, capable. 32, married. Box 742C, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj, school trained, operate board, salary
second to opportunity. Veteran, travel. Box
744C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, some experience. College graduate,
vet, single, 23, looking for permanent position as
staff announcer or reporter announcer. Box
748C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, experienced. Seeks better working conditions, remuneration. Western locale.
Others considered. Box 749C, BROADCASTING.
News and/or sports in radio and/or tv or radio
pd. Permanent move to west: LA to bay area
or city such as Phoenix, Tucson, Albuquerque.
Happily married, 29, 3 years Northwestern. 8
years experience all phases radio, (all play-byplay, deejay, traffic, pd), 2 years tv, (news,
sports, spots: live). Box 756C, BROADCASTING.
Night or milkman dj. Experienced, best references. College, young, draft exempt. Restricted
ticket. Personality plus. Personal interview best
plan. Salary secondary to tasty music policy
and/or tv affiliate. Best offer in ten days takes
it. Write Box 758C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer presently employed, 4V2 years radio,
some tv southwest, wants change to radio or tv
offering good future. 28, married, dependable,
sober. Box 733C, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious announcing team with two years experience. Want break in larger market. Presently with 5 kw station. Believe we can spark your
sales. Box 735C. BROADCASTING.
Mature, staff announcer-pop dj. Have voice, will
travel. Box 736C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, strong news, smooth dj, one
year experience, much potential, prefer east,
however. Box 771C, BROADCASTING.
Interesting voice available for radio/tv staff announcer or dj. 33, married, actor-singer. Resume,
variety of tapes available for offer with bright,
lucrative future. Box 774C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, young, married, draft-exempt.
If you are a station in a large market and want
an audience sold and entertained, I am your boy.
Top ratings wherever I've been. Now ready to
move
ING. into big market. Box 775C, BROADCAST-

Specialty early morning wake-up and breakfast
show with gimmicks. Two man team can also
fill pd position, do copy, pr, board, news. Want
permanent deal in large urban area. $320 per
week. Box 706C, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, good music and newsman. Experienced
from top to bottom of log. Commercial specialist. Try me. Box 708C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer — mature voice, experience southern radio. Strong on news — put over good commercials— dj, programming — not floater. Will
travel. Box 710C, BROADCASTING.

Solid morning man — 6 years radio experience —
some tv — 32, veteran, married, reliable, steady
family man. Promising future will make me
come and settle. Prefer southwest area. Presently in large eastern area. Box 785C, BROADCASTING.

Attractive woman, 24, radio-tv. Warm, friendly
disc jockey, run own board. Good news, strong
commercials, special events. Writer, good references, college grad. Box 714C, BROADCASTING.

Sports, news position wanted; qualifications:
news gathering, writing: basketball, football
play-by-play; some disc, two years experience.
Midwest. Box 788C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-first phone, combo, $150.00 minimum,
7 years experience, classical, pop, news, play-byplay, limited sales. Family man, moving expenses, employed. Box 716C, BROADCASTING.

Presently employed negro dee-jay. Good board
man, smooth voice. 14 months experience. Strong
commercially, will give reference. Box 141, Paris,
Kentucky.

Announcer-dj, young, single, 4 years experience,
versatile, has ability to gain and hold audience.
Can do anything — dj, news heavy. Prefer midwest, will go anywhere for good deal. Must have
$100 per week. Box 784C, BROADCASTING.

Broadcasting
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Prod net ion -Program m ing. Others
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted immediately, copy girl to make up
Copy, traffic, some sales, servicing, experienced
books, write commercial and sustaining copy
negro programming also family man, 37, adverand some
sales
tising
degree.
Employed.
Box
790C,
BROADnent position
with presentation
NBC and CBSmaterial.
outlet inPermaPalm
CASTING.
Beach, Florida. Write Robert Murphy. Director
of Operations, WPTV, Palm Beach, Florida.
Foreign correspondent. Get exclusive taped interviews, features from Europe. Paris, London,
Berlin, etc. European man on the street reactions
TELEVISION
to news events. Air mail for particulars. Richard Alliger, 17th APU, APO 215, N.Y., N. Y.
Situations Wanted
Look-man with eight years experience, all phases
of staff work including pd. No floater, looking
for good
good Audwbon
future. Excellent
references. job
Eldon Q.with
Johnson,
Trailer Court,
Management
Henderson, Kentucky.
General manager. Experienced, young, aggressive. 11 years in broadcasting. Recently general
TELEVISION
manager vhf station in market with over 700
million retail sales, 1 billion consumer income.
Turned losing operation into profitable high
rated station, number one in market. Strong on
Help Wanted
sales, programming, promotion, administration.
Sales
Family man, community-minded. Seeking permanent position. Available February 1st. Box
664C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman: S.W. vhf, NBC, ABC, needs young exTV station manager, eight years experience in
perienced salesman for growing market. Contact RayGa.Carow, General Manager, WALB-TV
television, desires to relocate in larger market
Albany,
as manager or operations manager. Four years
in present position as manager of highly sucAnnouncers
cessful small-market station. Thoroughly experienced in all phases of station operation.
TV announcer California-vhf three network staThirtv-three years old, family man. Box 698C,
BROADCASTING.
tion. Needs announcer who is versatile, stable,
personable and easy to get along with. Must be
Former radio manager seek sales position with
top air salesman willing to do many jobs in
leading vhf station. Seventeen years radio exaddition to announcing. Good working condiperience includes selling, announcing, engineer,
tions and profit participation. Send photo, tape
managing. Prefers southeast or south central loat 7'2 rom with various commercials, all refercation. Box 747C, BROADCASTING.
ences. Eldon Q. Johnson. Audubon Trailer Court,
P. O. Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Television manager or sales manager available
February 15th. Presently employed as sales manTechnical
ager mid-west station. Desire return to Texas
or southwest. Top references. Heavy experience.
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
Family. Under 35. For more details or interin northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
view, write or wire Box 751C, BROADCASTING.
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be techin measurement
andCharacter
mainteWant challenge and top income. 12 years ad
nancenically
of tv qualified
transmission
equipment.
sales. 21/2 years present tv station. Past 6 months,
and technical references required with application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
billed $108,498.87 in 3-station market and was
promoted sales manager. Tax form verifies over
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
$13,000.00
in '57.
mediumlarge market,
salesQualified
manager astopmanager
20 markets.
Box
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter op753C,
BROADCASTING.
eration.
First
phone
required.
Box
691B,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Aggressive, new midwest station needs experienced control room technician, emphasis on
maintenance. Excellent opportunitv for advanceRadio
got it! employed.
Now I'd like
ment. Box 712C, BROADCASTING.
radio-tvknow-how?
opportunity.I'vePresently
Tape,a
resume available. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv engineer, 1st class license maintenance, construction, no operational. PermaRadio and tv newsman. Now in 1,000,000 populanent. Midwestern university, salary range — $5,000
tion market has proved ability as good voice,
up,
depending experience. Box 717C, BROADauthoritative newscaster, mobile news unit reCASTING.
porter, writer, rewriter, editor, beat reporter,
film writer, interviewer, tv weathercaster. FamNeed transmitter and studio engineers by Februily man, ageportunity30,
excellent
references,
wants opary 1st. Experience required. Contact Chief Ento use
background
as permanent
gineer, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
member
of
news
staff.
Box
711C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted three first phone engineers for expanding operations. Salary dependent on experience.
Television-radio announcer. Five years on camContact Chief Engineer, WTVD, Durham, N. C.
era. Six years radio announcing. All phases news,
sports. Midwest background. Now employed
Television engineer. Immediate opening for exmajor southwest market. Box 731C, BROADperienced engineer with first phone. Contact
CASTING.
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Technical
Production-Programming, Others
Young man, vet, 2nd phone, light tv experience,
wants position in engineering. Box 701C, BROADPromotion manager. We want a man who can
CASTING.
tell
storyWeeffectively
and this
salesstation's
promotion.
offer thisthru
man audience
a good
Experienced
engineer, graduate of technical
story to tell and a chance to stand on his own
school, married, excellent references. Prefer
two feet. We are a medium-sized vhf west coast
northwest. Box 737C, BROADCASTING.
station. Please send a complete resume in complete confidence. Box 540C, BROADCASTING.
Television broadcast technician, first phone, two
years experience, operation and maintenance,
TV artist California vhf three networks, two staveteran, RCA Institutes graduate, married, car,
tion operation. Needs top-flight all-around artist.
relocate anywhere, resume on request. Box 741C,
Scenic, tv graphics, hand lettering, air brush,
BROADCASTING.
typesetting, 2x2 slides as well as promotion department art and ads. Good working conditions
Production-Programming, Others
in California's best climate. Profit participation,
medical, and other benefits. Send all details, experience and references first letter with several
News director, 10 years radio, 8 years tv-news,
samples to: Gary Ferlisi, KSBW-TV, P. O. Box
all phases, needs immediate job. Desire medium
1651, Salinas, California.
to large market with station that is sold on news
and has or wants outstanding news operation.
"Gal Friday." Small market. 3 network vhf on
Will consider tv news staff job that includes onCalifornia coast needs all-around woman who
camera work if price is right. Excellent backknows tv traffic and continuity. Must be thorground. Box 699C, BROADCASTING.
oughly experienced, good on detail and follow
through. The girl we need can run a tv proNewsman available now. Five years Chicago exgram department including sales service. Pleasperience in news, sports, special events. Box
ant working conditions. Profit participation.
703C, BROADCASTING.
Major medical hospitalization plan and paid
vacation. Be a one woman tv station program
Experienced writer-artist-talent desires position
department and enjoy it in California. Send all
with medium size station. Tv-iournalism grad
details, references, photo to: Rowena Kimzey,
has popular cartoon weather show. Art direcKSBY-TV, P. O. Box 286, San Luis Obispo,
tor with air work preferred. Box 745C, BROADCalifornia.
CASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Top hillbillv announcer with first phone desires
easy, relaxed operation. No maintenance. News,
"pops" too. No regional accent. Box 171, Maumee,
Ohio.
Morning announcer gather local news, telephone
quiz shows, chief announcer, strong commercials.
College degree. Nick Alexander, 2E Palatine
Road. Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Single. 27. Go anystaff announcer.
Experienced
234 Crescent St., New Haven,
where. Bob Cohen,
Conn. UN 5-3528.
Want staff job radio and/or tv. 12 years show
hard sell.
biz background. Understand importance
Married. Will work hard and stick with good
Box 915,
F,
Haynes. 13240 So. Ave.
job. Skip6-2029.
Mitchell
Chicago.
Staff announcer-beginner-hard working. Eager
to please, grad midwestern broadcasting school.
travel anycollege, tape,
2 years
Excellentwhere.potential.
Salary secondary.
Immediate
photo,
resume. Mitch Garon, 3225 W Cortez, Chicago 51,
Illinois.
Wanted job in radio as announcer, combo, 1st
phone, married, vet, 26, will travel. Frank J.
Lay, 1006 N. Mariposa, Los Angeles 29, Calif.
Available announcer-combo, 1st phone, married,
21, prefer west coast. Richard Orellana, 1522
North Mariposa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Combo, 1st phone, $85, no car. Berkshire 7-6721
after 5:00 p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Light on experience, heavy with potential. 21/2
years college. Radio school graduate. Married,
one child. A. J. Waran, 6328 N. Mobile Ave., Chicago 30, 111., Newcastle 1-4364.
Technical
Nothing sensational, just solid middle-aged, sober,
reliable engineer desires change to stable operaING. tion. Prefer southeast. Box 752C, BROADCASTExperienced radio-tv engineer first class license
available immediately, south preferred. Box
632C, BROADCASTING.
Chief, presently employed, desires position as
chief. 4y2 years experience includes installation
of new equipment. Announcing experience,
available
immediately. Box 652C, BROADCASTING.
Tech school graduate. Have 1st phone. Desire
tv, fm. Available immediposition,
ately. broadcast,
Box 705C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer-announcer-sales. Available
soon. Box 718C, BROADCASTING.
Egghead — No, but a darned good practical chief
engineer. 20 years broadcast and tv experience
guarantees my ability to operate your technical
department in the most efficient and economical
way possible. I would like to build and/or operate your radio or tv property. Available upon
90 days notice only. Box 769C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, experienced construction, maintenance, operation. Have tools, test gear, transportation. College graduate; mature, sober family
man. Fair announcer, news and music. Deep
south only. C. G. Huey, Perry, Ga.
Production-Programming, Others
Our loss is your gain. Because of staff reductions one of the leading news departments in the
country
this directorship,
man go. He'shasgroomed
and readyhasforto aletnews
eleven
years experience, good voice and writes and
gathers
news
We'd like
to see
this
family
man professionally.
land a good paying
job offering
much security. For an audition and full information write Box 695C, BROADCASTING.
Making the most of your music library? Experience program, music, news, copy, operations.
Seek
creative opportunity. Box 696C, BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience — assistant manager, program director, sports director, sales. Play-byplay college-high school, basketball, football,
baseball. Disc jockey, combo, special events.
College graduate-radio major. Past president
Quarterback Club, Jaycees, State Jaycee Vice
President, Commander D.A.V. Have good job,
want better. Excellent references sponsors and
employer. Combination radio-tv or either. Three
weeks notice. All replies answered. Box 740C,
BROADCASTING.
Attention coastal stations — news announcer commentator. Experienced, college, steady. Box
783C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting
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TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Creative talent, production, direction. 800 hours
kid show. Expert visual continuity, program and
commercial. Expert still and cine photography.
Familiar graphics, 2V2 years news director 5 kw
am regional. Started 7th year present employer,
at top salary-wise. Pix, brochure, references.
Box 729C, BROADCASTING.
Jill-of-all-trades, 27, wants creative spot on
growing tv station. Top NYC packager and network experience in production, sales, writing,
casting, ticket distribution and promotion. Will
consider ferred.
any Box location
but university town pre743C, BROADCASTING.
Small independent Texas tv producer now in
N. Y. Seeks opportunity in eastern area. Excellent background all phases radio-tv. AnnouncING. ing, sales, production. Box 772C, BROADCASTInnocent victim of economy axe needs job.
Trained and experienced tv director, college degree and smooth production work. All offers considered. Mike O'Rourke, Mesick, Mich.
FOR

SALE

Stations
Southwest 500 watts daytime. New equipment
throughout. Billed excess $25,000 1957. Good
market. Attractive price and terms to qualified
principals. Good reason for selling. Reply Box
766C, BROADCASTING.
1 kw Bcstg. station located southwest; in black
notwithstanding absentee ownership. Studio,
tower,
modern
home allAddress
compact Box
on
10 acremanager's
tract owned
by station.
770C, BROADCASTING.
Gulf south single station market, $35,000. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
Southeast profitable medium market station,
$75,000, terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
N. W., Atlanta.
Florida medium market, $150,000, 29% down.
Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
Middle Atlantic, major market, $290,000 total,
$50,000 down. Chapman Company, 17 East 48th,
New York.
California southern market. Quarter kilowatt
$99,000.00. $35,000 down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and
Associates, 8630 West Olympic, Los Angeles.
Wyoming quarter-kilowatt. $10,000.00 down. Easy
terms. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630
West Olympic, Los Angeles.
California growing market. Potential $85,000.00.
$40,000.00 down.. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 West Olympic, Los Angeles.
Norman * Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Termer
radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
10 kw RCA Channel 6 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL Including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter, 4.75 mc low pass
filter. Now in use and in perfect operating condition. Less than 10 months old. Substantial saving.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.
UHF equipment, used. 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCAST-

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
Two Presto 6N recording turntables with overhead cutter mechanism. Switching arrangement
provided for continuous recording. Both operate
at 33',3 or 78 rpm and are mounted in a large
wooden cabinet with plenty of storage space
below. Contact KLTI, Longview, Texas.
2 RCA model Ml 12800 B turntables with portable
carrying cases. Converted to 45 RPM, complete
with arms and heads. Heathkit tube tester, model
TC 1, like new. Brush recorder BK 403 in excellent operating condition. Heavy duty power supply used in conjunction with remote transmitter.
Best cash offer. Don Moran, Chief Engineer,
WBEV, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.
Tv antenna, Channel 24, 25 or 26, RCA TFU21BLS.
On ground, spare parts. $1,000 cash. WCOS,
Columbia, S. C.
3 kw General Electric fm transmitter. Never
used. Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
540 feet of 3',s transmission line. Never used,
packed in original shipping crates. Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Rosyln, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
GE 1 kw tv uhf equipment complete. Cost $130,000. Price in one package $37,000. Everything
necessary for live, film and network operation.
Inventory
on request.
ers, Binghamton,
N. Y.Our No. 0116. May BrothWANTED

TO

BUY

Experienced news, program and play-by-play
sports director seeks interest in radio station.
Have experience and finances. Box 623C,
BROADCASTING.

Have $5000.00
and and
6 years
hard-to
working salesman
generalexperience
manager. asWant
buy radio station. What have you. Box 738C,
BROADCASTING.
Small am operation, college town preferable.
Others acceptable. Must support four families.
You'll be proud to have sold us. We're program
oriented, but good salesmen. Box 780C, BROADCASTING.
Stations wanted! Southwest. For private sale
only. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
Equipment
Wanted, good used 3 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Reply Box 567C, BROADCASTING.
General Electric 20 kw amplifier, type TF-4-A.
Please give full details first letter. Box 618C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Used Ampex recorders, Box 760C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Used 5 kw am transmitter. State full
details and price. Box 778C, BROADCASTING.
3 to 10 kw, fm transmitter, mod. and freq. monitor, remote control equipment, 2 to 6 bay
antenna, etc. Box 786C, BROADCASTING.
One kilowatt transmitter for standby. Working
conditions must be guaranteed. Submit price,
description and shipping cost. KPOA, Honolulu.
Studio lights (used) needed at once. 18" scoops
8" Fresnel spots, 19" roller coaster standards, also
20" and 25". Send all details and price Bill
Hargan, KSBW-TV, P. O. Box 1651, Salinas,
California.
GE opaque, slide projector, type PF-4-A with
single barrel lens, A-l condition. State price.
Chief Engineer, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2 year old Gates BC one-F 1000 watt transmitter,
like new: $3900; RCA BTA 250M, like new: $1950;
Western 310B 250 watts, make offer. 1000 watt antenna coupler: $175. All equipment now in operation. Phone Detroit, Jordan 4-6524.
GE 250 watt fm transmitter, monitor and antenna. Box 1412, Beverly Hills, Calif.

5 to 10 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Ed
Nail, 4516 North Libby, Oklahoma City.
FM transmitter 6 to 10 kw and accessories including monitor and studio equipment. Contact
George Voron & Co., 835 N. 19th St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.
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Help

Excellent

Wanted
Sales

opportunity

for top

notch Sales Promotion

man

major

market.

radio

and

TV

Must be experienced
Sales Promotion

in

in creative

techniques.

This is a top job for the right
man.

Rush

background

rial in confidence
Box

215C,

Radio station desired in medium east coast market. $20,000 down. Replies confidential. Box 724C,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted 500' Styroflex 1%" transmission fine.
Must be in good condition. Write to D. B. Ekberg, Station WLOL, Minneapolis, Minn.
Interested in purchasing a 3 kw or a 5 kw fm
transmitter or a 5 kw fm amplifier which can
be
driven by a 1 kw RCA fm transmitter.
8-5760.
E. Sonderling, WOPA, Oak Park, Illinois, Village

•

RADIO

Stations

Complete record pressing plant. Perfect condition. Much custom work to go with plant. Owner
must quit because of health. Will sacrifice for
$4500. Wonderful opportunity for any station
owner or any individual. Box 700C, BROADCASTING.
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FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in residont classes. Our schools aro located in
Hollywood, California and Washington. D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821-19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phono license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2718. EUcins Radio License School, 3608 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.

mate-

to

BROADCASTING
Announcers

I
WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
§
I 3 Experienced Announcers to §
y work in coastal New England. §
^ Must be: Good workers who will take
aggressive interest in their
job and station; thoroughly
experienced and able to project personality on the air
but always
within
framework of station
policy.

§
&
?
$

§ Salary open to men who can meet re
Box 777C, BROADCASTING
§ quirements.
Technical
:x k:
|J~ PHASOR ENGINEER
AND NETWORK
Immediate

1

opening in expanding

phasor development section with
the leading manufacturer of broad- Jj:
cast equipment.
Experience in this particular field
x! not necessary but must have experience and background in an- f
tenna design or RF networks. De
X gree desirable but not necessary.
!j Enjoy the personal contact and J]
flexibility of a moderately sized
company with the opportunity to
£ handle your own projects in a
short period of time.
Complete
employee benefits.
Chances for advancement.
5j Please send complete details and ij
photo, if possible, to Department
=0
GATES RADIO COMPANY
B-2
:>*K=r
Quincy, Illinois
IJ
vvr
«v
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted

TV
ANNOUNCER

CALIFORNIA-VHF
3 Network
Needs announcer

Station
who is versatile,

stable, personable and easy to get
along with. Must be top air salesman willing to do many jobs in
addition to announcing. Good
working conditions and profit
participation. Send photo, tape
at 7Vi rpm with various commercials, all references first letter
to Gary Ferlisi, KSBW-TV, P. O.
Box 1651, Salinas, California.

)f FOR SALE — Complete TV Studio Equipment. All +
General Electric in A-l condition, used two -ft
years and stored in a warm dry studio. 4r.
Jf 2Channel.
4PE5AI Camera,
"Ike" Film
+r
rack,Camera
con+
54- sole, stand and cables. Includ-ft
if ing such tubes
as are in
^
yL. equipment
$ 2,500 each
* 1 GPL — Model PA 100 16mm
X
jL. Projector
(recently
overJ
j*. hauled)
$ 3,000 X
1 2 PF-5-A 16mm Eastman ProJ
yL. jector
$ 3,500 each J
jj'
The
above
if
sold
as
a
group
$10,000
JJ
T 2 4PG2B1
Sync
Generators.
T (Binary Counters)
$ 750 each
5 1 4TC16B1 Sync Switch
$ 75
J 1 47V30A1 Sync Lock Amp
$ 250
T 1 4TC13A1
Program Switch
J Panel
offer
*
1 4TC31A1 Studio Switch PanTJ el
offer
T*
J 2 4TV19A1 Electronic Mixer. . offer
*
J 1 4TV39A1 Auxiliary Mixer . . offer
J 1 Selectroslide .Jr. 2x2
$ 100
*
J 4 Private Eye Monitors
$ 50 each M
J board
Kliegel and70 6 outlet
*
f*
manual Botolector
dimmers.
^ This is large enough to handle
M
all lighting in 40x50 studio . . $ 3,500 -fc
3f Many other small items such as power supplies, -k
Jf- utility amplifier groups, cabinets, racks, etc. •¥
List on request.
-fc
*•
CallEicholzer,
or write C.
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse, N. Y. GR-17111. ■¥
* Al
E.
HK
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■A

ARTIST

CALIFORNIA

VHF

3 Networks — 2 Station Operation
Needs top-flight all-around artist. Scenic, tv graphics, hand
lettering, air brush, typesetting,
2x2 slides as well as promotion
department art and ads. Good
working conditions in California's best climate. Profit participation, medical, and other benefits. Send all details, experience
and references first letter with
several samples to: Gary Ferlisi,
KSBW-TV, P. O. Box 1651,
Salinas, Calif.

RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC
1"
to 12" copper
widths strapping — .016" to .064" thick
Bonding
Copper ground wire — #8 — #10 — #12 gauge
Copper
screen
mesh — footage
.026" x needed
8' x 24'
Write expanded
for quotation
— advise
J. L. Clark Metals Co.
2108 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, III.
Haymarket 1-4533

RADIO
Production-Programming, Others
Situations Wanted
PROMOTION
MANAGER
WANTED

Major network tv-radio affiliate
in first fifty markets needs fairly
experienced man or woman to
head up department. Responsible
for audience and trade press
print and to supervise the merchandising department. Stations
long time ARB-Pulse leaders in
market with top-flight story and
excellent national representative.
Can arrange personal interview in
Chicago and New York areas
within next thirty days. Salary
open.
Box 687C, BROADCASTING

CALIFORNIA
TV

VHF

STATION
NEEDS

"Gal Friday." Small market. 3 network
vhf on California coast needs all-around
woman who knows tv traffic and continuity. Must be thoroughly experienced,
good on detail and follow through. The
girl we need can run a tv program department including sales service. Pleasant working conditions. Profit participation. Major medical hospitalization plan
and paid vacation. Be a one woman tv
station program department and enjoy
it in California. Send all details, references, photo to: Rowena Kimzey, KSBYTV, P. O. Box 286, San Luis Obispo,
California.
Broadcasting

Sales
F*/?~<
'^C^'^yr' 'J?~< '~&~< r-6r<
y Top-flight
sales
executive-salesman
^
tough selling
or administrac desires
tive assignment.
Formerly
general
> manager,
national
sales
manager,
& radio-tv stations. Remuneration
sec§ondary
to potential. Write
Charles
Blvd.,
Vincente
San
537
t Cowling,
Santa Monica, Calif.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

SALE

Equipment

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Announcers

TV

FOR

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

5f
&§
2
y
&
?
9

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used— Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

BROADCASTERS
MR. STATION, MANAGER:
IF you are operating at maximum executive
power, but your sixty hour schedule is
becoming too crowded for the creative
programming essential to your managerial ratings . . .
IF you anticipate strengthening your signal
and broadening your coverage with an
auxiliary dynamo in your administrative
power plant . . .
IF you want a high voltage assistant who
has never blown a fuse under the continuous pressures of competitive commercial telecasting . . . who has invested
ten years in intensive preparation for
such a job and is ready to make a
change . . . who has become solidly conversant with all phases of station operation (engineering excepted) while producing high profits and top ratings from a
film-heavy program schedule . . . who has
the desire and ability to translate your
policies and ideas into accomplished results
by applying the qualities of loyalty, integrity, resourcefulness, tact, controlled aggression, creative imagination and sound
business judgment . . .
THEN write BOX 791 C, BROADCASTING, right
now!

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7, D. C.

NORTH DAKOTA
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
PLACEMENT SERVICE
Is available to you with no fee charged if
you want employment in broadcasting,
radio or TV in North Dakota. Write to
Les Maupin, Secretary-Treasurer, PO Box
232, Minot, North Dakota.
INSTRUCTIONS

START at $75 to $100 week!
Radio and television stations by the hunas announcers,
dreds request our graduatesterm
starts Feb.
actors, etc. New
writers,
3rd.
Write for details immediately to:
NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF
BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th St., N.W. (Dept. B-T)
Washington, D. O.
January 20, 1958
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COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

through Dec. 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

am
65
3,130
100
3,295
395
108
503
227
29
256
1
1

TV
FM
526
11

T ATI
395
1101
13

53
590
39
9
48
19
0
19
3
0

657
51
76
127
38
13
51
0
1

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 15
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps
Not on air For new stations
52
523
AM
3,139
60
99
FM
527
13
59
130
TV (Commercial)
3961
101s
114
OPERATING

TELEVISION

STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 15
VHF
UHF
415
83
Commercial
24
Non-Commercial

1 There
licenses.
s There
longer in
• There
144 uhf ) .
* There

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 40 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted

and make changes in ant. system; ant. height
750 ft.
WIFI Glenside, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp to
increase ant. height of fm station to 330 ft.,
change ant. -trans, and studio location to Potshop Rd., E. of Germantown Pike, Norristown,
Pa., make changes in ant. system and change
station location to Glenside.
Kamp El Centro, Calif. — Granted change of
remote control authority.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex., to
April 1, conditions; KAUS Austin, Minn., to
March 2, conditions; WUTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C,
to May 15; KTWX-TV Sheridan, Wye, to July
8; WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa., to March 22; WMTTV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to April 29; WILK-TV
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to July 1.
KMOR Oroville, Calif. — Granted authority to
remain silent pending action on application to
transfer control of the license of KMOR to
John L. Breece.
KNDC Hettinger, N. D. — Granted extension of
authority for 8 p.m. sign-off time for additional
90 days
while preparing Form 301 for resubmission to FCC
KAAA Kingman, Ariz. — Granted waiver of
Sect. 3.71 of Rules to permit sign-off at 7:30 p.m.
daily for duration of license period in order to
effect operating economies. Licensee will remain
on air when broadcasting of public service programs is requested.
KAVE Carlsbad, N. M. — Granted temporary
authorization for 60 days beginning Jan. 6 to
sign-off at 7 p.m. daily. Request made pending
determination of whether to file for permanent
modification of license for specified hours.
WIRB Enterprise, Ala. — Granted extension of
special temporary authority to Feb. 1 to operate
specified hours: 5:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. week days
and full time on Sundays.
Actions of January 8
WJJC Commerce, Ga. — Granted assignment of
license to Jackson County Bcstg. Co., Inc.
WCOY Columbia, Pa.— Granted license for am
station and specify type trans.
WSME Sanford, Maine — Granted license for
am station and specify studio location (trans,
location), and for deletion of remote control
operation.
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted license
covering changes in ant. (increase height and
side mount short wave receiving ant.).
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.— Granted license covering installation of new trans, and deletion of
remote control operation.
Page 124
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4983
WPOR Portland, Maine— Granted license covering move of main trans. 100 yds. closer to
tower, and move aux. trans. 100 yds. closer to
tower
control. and operating aux. trans, by remote
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga., to
April 1; KANN Sinton, Tex., to June 30, conditions. tions; WISK St. Paul, Minn., to April 1, condi-

KWPR Claremore, Okla.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of January 7
WPTF-FM Raleigh, N. C— Granted cp to increase ERP to 50 kw, ant. height to 560 ft., and
change type trans.
KVSC Logan, Utah — Granted mod. license to
change name to Utah State University of Agriculture and Applied Science.
KORC Mineral Wells, Tex.— Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
KEEL-FM Shreveport, La.— Granted request
to cancel license. Call letters deleted.
Action of January 6
WRGR Starke, Fla.— Granted assignment of license to Rudolph M. Chamberiin and Dorothy L.
Chamberlin, doing business under same name.
Action of January 2
WHTN Huntington, W. Va.— Granted change of
remote control authority.
Action of December 10
WKTM-FM Mayfield, Ky.— Granted request to
cancel license. Call letters deleted.

UPCOMING
January
Jan. 22-24: NAB, combined boards, Camelback
Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 24-26: American Women in Radio & Tv,
annual Sight and Sound Seminar, Hotel Biltmore, Palm Beach, Fla.
Jan. 25: United Press Broadcasters of Indiana,
Sheraton-Lincoln Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jan. 30-31: 13th annual Badio & Television In-

stitute, School of Journalism, U. of Georgia.
Jan. 31: Broadcasters Promotion Assn., board
meeting, Sheraton February
Hotel, Chicago.
Feb. 1: Farm Broadcasting Day, celebration to
be planned by NAB and Dept. of Agriculture.
Feb. 3-7: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, general meeting, Statler and SheratonMcAlpin Hotels, New York.
Feb. 5-6: National Religious Broadcasters, Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 7: Advertising Federation of America, board
meeting, Milwaukee.
Feb. 8-10: Voice of Democracy, awards ceremonies, Washington.
Feb. 13-15: 11th annual Western Radio and Tv
Conference, Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 15-17: Western Assn. of Broadcasters (Engineers), The MacDonald, Edmonton, Alta.
Feb. 18-19: NAB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21: Annual convention, Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Feb. 20-21: British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
WHAY studios, New Britain.
Feb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House of Delegates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta.
Feb. 27: NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
March
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention
Kansas
City. and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel,
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 16-17: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
convention, Orange, Tex.
March 30- April 2: Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters, Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal,

April
Southwestern Institute of Radio
Que. 10-12: 10th
Engineers
Conference
& Electronic Show, St.
April
Anthony
Hotel
and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Kxposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April30*22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 24-26: A AAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
May
Tampa, Fla.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 9-11: Spring meeting, Assn. of National
Advertisers, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
June 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 22-26: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
August
Aug. 19-22: Western Electronic Show and Convention, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Broadcasting

The photographic industry is one of the largest consumers of silver. Over 5,000 ounces in
film emulsions were used in the production of Michael Todd's award-winning film, "Around
(Ag) the World in 80 Days." A standard 1,000-ounce bar of Anaconda silver is illustrated above.
SILVER
a shining

example

of how

Anaconda

stars

in many

Versatile, hard-working silver is growing in importance. Today, more
of this metal is used in industry than in coinage or silverware.
Strong, leakproof joints call for hydrogen brazing with silver. The
addition of silver gives electrical conductors an improved margin of

industries
The
AnacondA
Company

safety at above-normal temperatures. Increasing supplies of silver are
also needed for photographic emulsions, pharmaceuticals, new alloys,
electrical contacts, plating and a host of other uses.
Where is all this silver coming from? Silver is an important factor in
the complex economics of many non-ferrous metals. Ores mined mainly
for copper, zinc or lead also contain appreciable values in silver. In
fact, very often it is the value of the silver that makes it practical to
mine a low-grade deposit — thus making available additional supplies of
copper, lead or zinc.
Of course all this requires ingenuity, resources and research — a
combination which enables Anaconda to produce millions of ounces of
silver each year, and to offer business and industry an exceptionally
broad line of non-ferrous metals from aluminum to zinc.
Ad. No. 58251 A

Broadcasting

The American Brass Company
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
Ancles Copper Mining Company
Chile Copper Company
Greene Cananea Copper Company
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
International
Smelting and
Refining Company

January 20, 1958
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INTERNATIONAL
Commercial
Moving

Video

in Germany

Limited commercial television is gathering momentum in West Germany with the
announcement that two more stations will
join the four now telecasting a sponsored
half-hour daily and that one of the country's
largest motion picture studios will supply
some of the programming.
In a concomitant move, a rating company
has expanded its tv service to cover the
spreading commercial programming.
West German Radio, Hamburg, and
North German Radio, Cologne, two of the
largest radio-television organizations in the
country, have said they will join Bavarian
Radio, Munich, and three other stations
sharing a daily half-hour commercial show.
Although the newcomers gave no date when
they would join, their announcement virtually ensured the spread of the hook-up
throughout the country. The only sizable
station remaining, South German Radio at
Stuttgart, is believed ready to follow others
into the commercial plan. This would leave
only Radio Bremen, which, it is reported,
has only a few hundred sets in its assigned
coverage.
Meanwhile industrial and advertising interests are pressing the Bonn parliament
legislature and the West German postal
minister to open the spectrum to private
broadcasting. Commercial shows are conducted on a narrowly limited basis at present over public-monopoly stations that
broadcast otherwise sustaining schedules.
Operations are primarily supported by set
license fees.
The organization which will supply programming to the Bavarian Radio commercial network is Bavaria Filmkunst A.G.,
one of the country's largest motion picture
studios. Its contract calls for production
and sale of a 25-minute commercial show
twice a week. The contract is regarded in
Germany as the first step toward eventual
establishment of a full-scale tv film production center, supplementing the firm's primary theatrical activity.
Infratest, a small West German rating
service for commercial telecasts, announced expanded operations the first of the
year, covering stations in Bavaria, Hesse and
South West Germany. Interviewing 200
viewers daily from 8-9 a.m. (commercial
shows are telecast 7:30-8 p.m.), Infratest
publishes weekly ratings, data on social
groups, recall, impact, cost-per-thousand
sets and cost-per-thousand viewers.
CBC

to Expand

Microwave

CBC

System

will add the Atlantic Coast provinces to its microwave television network
officially on Feb. 2.
CBC and private stations in the Atlantic
Coast provinces already are hooked up by
the microwave network and will be joined
to the CBC national network at Quebec
City Feb. 2, when Bell Telephone of Canada turns the service over to the CBC. This
will give a live tv network for Canada from
the Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains,
where the microwave net now terminates
at Calgary and Edmonton in Alberta.
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The stations being added to the national
microwave network net are CBHT Halifax,
N. S.; CKCW-TV Moncton, N. B.; CHSJTV St. John, N. B.; CFCY-TV Charlottetown, P. E. L, and CJCB-TV Sydney, N. S.
CBC Now Accepting Spots
On Its Owned Radio Stations
The CBC board of governors at its last
meeting decided to change the policy of the
national broadcasting system and accept
spot announcements, even from patent
medicine companies, on CBC-owned stations.
For the first time since it was formed in
1936, CBC on Jan. 13 began to use regional
and local spot announcements on a new
Preview Show, Monday through Friday, on
CBL Toronto, CBE Windsor (opposite Detroit), CBO Ottawa, and CBM Montreal.
Four regional and four local spots daily
have been sold on this morning program
from 7-9:15. CBC officials point out that
the experiment will be closely watched for
listener reaction.
On CJBC Toronto, a second 50-kw CBC
station, the afternoon ABC Best of Backus
show was started Jan. 13, with participation
insert spot announcements. A daily Concert
Hour program, 3-4 p.m. on CJBC, is carrying adjacent spot announcements. And a
new early morning musical show on CBL
Toronto will also be made available for
spot announcements.
On the CBC Trans-Canada radio network
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada,
Hamilton, Ont. (through Russell T. Kelley
Adv. Ltd., Hamilton), on Feb. 2 starts five
weekly adjacency spots for 13 weeks on the
regional English and French-language daily
Farm Broadcast programs.
Station

Fees

to BMI

Canada

Boosted $2,000 From 1957
Canadian radio stations in 1958 will pay
$2,000 more to BMI Canada Ltd., Toronto,
than in 1957, with total fees to be paid by
all Canadian radio stations amounting to
$100,000.
The fee for BMI Canada Ltd., was approved at the recent sitting of the Canadian
Copyright Appeal Board at Ottawa, which
on Jan. 20 resumed its hearings for fee
increases requested by the Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn. of Canada
(CAPAC), the equivalent of ASCAP in
Canada.
CAPAC is asking for 2% of each station's gross revenue, up from the present
1.6%. CAPAC has conducted an audit of
Canadian radio station books and estimated
gross revenue for the past year at over $41
million. CAPAC also is asking for elimination of some deductions from gross revenue,
including commissions payable to station
representatives. Some Canadian stations report CAP AC's increase will up their fees
by as much as 35%.
BBM

Sets Spring

Survey

Dates

The spring survey of the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, is to be
made March 17-23 for the 30 metropolitan
and city areas in which Canada has been

divided for radio and television survey purposes, and from March 19-22 in rural areas
of Canada.
Announcement of the dates was made by
T. Ralph Hart, vice president of Spitzer &
Mills Ltd., Toronto, and chairman of the
BBM research and development committee.
Mr. Hart pointed out that the committee
strongly suggests avoidance of special promotions before and during survey days as
being in each station's advantage. "Otherwise," he stated, "there is a risk that if inflated figures result from such activity, they
may be discounted by users of BBM

re-

Japanese Audience Group Head
Asks for Global Organization
A proposal for an international meeting
of listeners and viewers as the first step
toward an organization to improve programs
on ports."
radio and tv in all countries has been
made by Masaji Mizuno, managing director
of the Radio Listeners and Tv Viewers
Assn. of Japan.
In a letter to the National Audience
Board, Mr. Mizuno says, in part: "It goes
without saying that the mass communication
is able either to advance or to retard the
speed of advancement of civilization. ... I
feel keenly that present programs of radiotelevision are lacking of reflection to the
supreme mission of encouraging social solidarity, respecting the human life, elevating
the
culture and virtue of human beings. . . ."
He continues:
"I consider that the mass communication
is our common asset and we are responsible
to the reasonable operation of this system.
It is further to be emphasized that it is
listeners' and viewers' role to let the mass
communication be a medium of increasing
the happiness of people and peace of the
world. . . .
"It is true
or less for
programs in
feel keenly
our ultimate
nationally."
Canadian

that we have endeavored more
betterment of radio-television
each country, while I always
that we are unable to attain
aim unless we cooperate interFined

for Car

Tv Set

Harold Smith, Hamilton, Ont., was ordered in Hamilton police court early this
month to remove his television set from his
car and was fined $5 under a new section
of the Ontario Highway Traffic Act which
prohibits installation of a tv set in a car operated on the highways. Mr. Smith argued
in court that his set was so installed that
it could only operate when the car is not in
motion, with the automatic gear shift in
park position, ignition off and power fed
through a 110 volt converter.
CKRN-TV

Begins Programs

Dec. 25

CKRN-TV Rouyn, Que., began telecasting. Dec. 25 and is the first tv station in
nothwestern Quebec province. CKRN-TV is
presenting programs in both French and
English on ch. 4. Bobby Gourd is general
manager, George Chartrand is station and
commercial manager and the station is represented byJos. A. Hardy & Co., Montreal
sales representation firm.
Broadcasting

CBC

Loses Appeal

to Quash

Lord's Day Act Charge
By a 3-2 decision on Jan. 9, the Ontario
Court of Appeal at Toronto, Ont., refused

microwave
conquer

the Lord's Day Act. CBC had asked the
court to quash an information last March
by representatives of the Ontario government charging contravention of the act.
Charges against the CBC, CKEY Toronto, and the three Toronto daily newspapers for gathering and disseminating news
on Sundays have been adjourned several
times since last spring while the outcome of

an alleged offense under the Lord's Day
Act and suggested a revision of the law
concerning Lord's Day observance would be
in the public interest.
The charges of breach of the Lord's Day
Act were instigated when the Toronto Telegram, evening daily, printing a Sunday
edition on March 17, 1957. The Sunday
Telegram subsequently folded in August
due to lack of advertising revenue.
Canadian

space

barriers

Whether it's a fixed station or a mobile unit, Ceco
microwave equipment surmounts the communication barrier. Because Ceco equipment is built to

CBC's request for an order to bar the hearing of a charge brought against it under

the CBC's appeal was awaited.
Three judges of the Ontario Appeal Court
upheld the ruling last June by Chief Justice
McRuer of the Ontario High Court that the
CBC could be charged in the same way as
CKEY and the newspapers. The dissenting
judgment declared that the CBC could not
be prosecuted as an agent of the Crown for

relays

a quality that is actually higher than the official
standards. For dependable pickup and relay under
adverse climatic conditions, you're wise to play
safe with Ceco.
ALL
METAL TRIPOD
Has cast top flange and
upper leg portion made
of one piece aluminum
alloy castings. Legs slide
Micro Wave Relay
Beam Reflector Head
Perfect for parabolas up
to 6-ft. diameter. Withstands torques of 225 ft.
pounds in elevation and
150 ft. pounds in azimuth. Environmental
treated for extreme weather conditions.
$ 285. OO Relay Tilt
Head Only

easily and have tie-rods
to center for automatic
leveling. Accepts
Balanced TV Head,
Micro Wave Relay Beam
Reflector Head(iiius.)
and other similar
professional tripod
heads. $260.00
Metal Tripod only.
FRANK

C. 7UCKER

Tv Set Sales Down

In 11 -Month Period; Radio Up
Television set sales for the first 1 1 months
of 1957 totaled 426,356 in Canada, compared with 561,590 the previous year, the
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfg. Assn. of Canada
reports. Sales in November totaled 60,481
units compared with 63,250 in November
1956. The bulk of the receivers was sold
in the province of Ontario, which accounted
for 158,131 units in the January-November 1957 period. Quebec province accounted for 113,688 sets, and the other eight
provinces for the balance of the 426,356 tv
sets.
Radio receivers sold in Canada in the first
11 months of 1957 numbered 515,724 compared with 506,578 in the same 1956 period.
Portable sets accounted for 50,166 units of
the total compared with 39,591 the previous year, while automobile sets totaled
117,548 in the January-November 1957
period compared with 113,707 in the 1956
period. Ontario buyers took 239,769 sets of
the total in the period.
INTERNATIONAL

Dept.B 31 5

West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

"TARGET"

SHORTS

Dominion Seven-Up Co. Ltd., Toronto, on
Jan. 4 was scheduled to start Zorro halfhour Walt Disney film on 34 Englishlanguage Canadian television stations.
Agency is Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto.
Crawley Films Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., has
moved its Toronto office and screening room
to 181 Eglinton Ave. W.
CBHT (TV) Halifax, N. S., last week began conducting experimental school television programs for three weeks with three
different subjects at three grade levels.
Broadcasting
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aUdienCe

In the 3-station Atlanta

market

a 42.6% share of the total tune-in, sign-on to sign-off Sunday
8 months average, May through December, 1957).

WSB-TV

has

through Saturday — (ARB

— in
COVerage
In the 50% or better penetration areas WSB-TV
covers 100 counties; 25% more than station B; 72% more than station C. (NCS

No. 2.).

-in
retail
sales
In the 50% or better penetration areas, counties
covered by WSB-TV have retail sales of $2,209,524,000. This is $135,277,000 more than
station B and $456,271,000 more than station C. (SRDS Consumer Markets.)

— in
facilities
Full power on low Channel 2, local programming
of nationally recognized professional caliber, Southern leader in telecasting in
the public interest. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution,
South's largest newspapers. NBC

"White
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affiliate. Represented

is the home

of WSB-TV

by Petrv.

and WSB

Radio

Broadcasting

MONDAY

jrom

HARRY

MEMO

W. WITT, vice president, Reach,

HOME-GROWN

McClinton

SPECTACULARS

The word "spectacular" need not connote a network extravaganza with a half-million budget. For many advertisers
there are rich rewards waiting in the use of another kind of
spectacular — the home-grown, or local, variety.
The local spectacular is a good advertising vehicle for any
company that wants to build its local representatives in their
own communities. And there is no particular difficulty in finding an event on which to hang such a broadcast. Every community has some sort of recurrent special event — a county
fair, for example. Schools and colleges, hospitals, orchestras,
all sorts of social and civic organizations can provide an event
worthy of spectacular treatment. To carry it can be good advertising, good public relations and good business for both
station and sponsor. And generally it can be done at a cost
well within the scope of the advertiser's local or regional
budget. These special events have a novelty value that makes
them easily and effectively promotable.
That's very important. Spectaculars are something special,
something rare, something that happens only once in a while,
not every day or even every week. They are outside the regular viewing-listening pattern of the public and the public has
to be told how special these programs are, how fortunate the
public is that broadcasters are willing to rearrange their regular programming to bring the public this special treat and
what fine civic minded people the sponsors are to underwrite
the program.
But our concept doesn't fit everybody. Banks, public utility
companies and organizations of the institutional type come
readily to mind as the kind of advertisers who can benefit by
sponsoring special one-time local broadcasts. But they don't
fit so readily into the advertising programs of supermarkets,
department stores or used car dealers — businesses which need
day-in-day-out saturation spot campaigns to keep their clientele informed.
And, as I said earlier, a spectacular is a sometime thing.
Its primary appeal is that it is something out of the ordinary,
and it's got to be kept that way to serve the purpose of the
station and the sponsor. A radio or tv series, broadcast once a
week, can provide fine entertainment and excellent advertising.
A schedule of once-a-week spectaculars can be nothing but
ridiculous.
SPECS' CAN

DO

SPECTACULAR

Co., Los Angeles

ARE

SPECIAL,

TOO

of the West. In the latter months of last year Prudential's
western home office sponsored four local spectaculars, or special one-time broadcasts. In August, there were the playoffs
of the American Legion Little World Series, held in Billings,
Mont. This event was broadcast by KOOK-TV Billings and
five "Z" Network radio stations. In October came Scouts
Onward, a special program aimed at helping the Boy Scouts
of Southern California in the annual recruitment drive. This
was broadcast by KRCA(TV) and KFI Los Angeles. These
two stations also broadcast Christmas in Stereo on Christmas
Eve. Another December spectacular was the annual Christmas program put on by the students of Brigham Young U.,
broadcast by KTVT (TV) and KDYL Salt Lake City.
THEY HAD

THE NOVELTY

VALUE

All four programs were extraordinary for local broadcasts.
All were broadcast on both radio and television. Three featured symphony orchestras, well known singers and dancers
and supporting casts numbering in the hundreds (chiefly local
youngsters whose relatives and friends helped swell the listening-viewing audience). Furthermore, these were stereophonic
spectaculars, and if you want more information about that
I'll refer you to the Dec. 23, 1957 issue of Broadcasting.
What's important here is that this kind of broadcasting, which
gets each family to participate by arranging a radio and a tv
set side by side to get three-dimensional sound with the picture, has that novelty value needed for effective promotion.
It's not too much to say that the sponsorship of these special local broadcasts paid off handsomely because in every
case the management of the radio and tv stations recognized
the prestige-building, public service potentials inherent in the
event and went all-out to build a maximum audience for it.
Stations have provided newspaper advertising, secured window displays, placed counter cards and sent wires to community leaders, ably backing up the promotional efforts of the
Prudential organization. Stations have been generous with
on-air promotion, including broadcast interviews with local
Prudential executives.
You can repeat this case history for your clients. If you
harvest the values inherent in the local spectacular, you can
reap the special results these events provide.

JOB

But, properly planned, properly produced and properly
promoted, a local spectacular can do a spectacular job for the
proper sponsor.
Let me support the preceding statements with a brief case
history of an advertiser who just happens to be a client of our
agency's Los Angeles office. The advertiser is the western home
office of the Prudential Insurance Co. of America, established
in Los Angeles in 1948 as part of a decentralization program
of the parent company.
The western home office has a separate regional advertising
budget allocated for local effort in regional markets in 1 1
western states and Hawaii. This regional budget is employed
to support local activities and to underscore the interest of
Prudential representatives in the civic and cultural life of their
communities in a way that would be impossible through the
national tv and magazine schedules of the parent company.
Broadcast programs have become increasingly important
vehicles for reaching these objectives in widely separated areas
Broadcasting

&

Harry W . Witt, b. Oct. 10, 1901,
San Francisco. B.S., School of Business Administration, U. of California, Berkeley, 1925. Began advertising career with San Francisco
Examiner. Was in broadcasting
from 1932 to 1950 successively as
sales manager and manager KGB,
San Diego; sales manager KHJDon Lee, Los Angeles, and with
CBS was sales manager, assistant
general manager of KNX and general manager of KTTV which he
established when CBS had 49% ownership. Left CBS in 1950
to open Calkins & Holden Los Angeles office as Vice-President. Left that agency early in 1957 with the formation of
Reach, McClinton.
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EDITORIALS
The

Bell

Tolls

on

Tv

f^OR THE first time since its advocates began promoting it,
we feel reasonably safe in saying that on-the-air subscription
television will not be approved.
It will not be approved because the Congress will assume the
responsibility — which the FCC seems unwilling to assume — of deciding that a subscription service would add nothing to the U. S.
television system but a whopping bill for the public to pay.
So far the advocates of toll tv have been unable to answer the
logical argument that subscription television would replace, not supplement, the free system.
Neither
tem could
system. In
last week,

has the FCC been persuasive in its view that a toll sysbe made to work without interference with the current
his testimony before the House Commerce Committee
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer tried to assure the

congressmen that he would not tolerate a toll service "which
would place our free television system in jeopardy." But he never
did make clear how he meant to create protection for free tv.
The reason Mr. Doerfer was unable to be specific is that there
is no way the FCC could possibly prevent the conversion of free
television into a subscription service if subscription tv were authorized.
All the television networks have repeatedly announced their opposition tosubscription television. All have also announced that selfpreservation would force them to go into it if it were approved and
began to develop.
No government agency could prevent that conversion.
No promise of a government official could force a network to
commit slow suicide while other interests developed subscription
services which drained the network's programs and its audiences.
The approval of subscription television will mean the inevitable
transition to a system which will differ from the present one only to
the extent of making the public pay for what it now gets free.
It seems improbable that Congress will wish to see that happen.
Discovery
A SUBSTANTIAL

in Washington

group of broadcasters made a discovery last

week. They learned that Washington doesn't necessarily spell
trouble, and that members of Congress can be good folks, anxious
to learn about broadcasters' problems at first hand.
The discovery was made at the Fourth General Conference of
the CBS Television Affiliates meeting with their network. It was a
highly successful meeting. The affiliates learned from the network
about the major regulatory and competitive problems that face
them, stemming from the FCC Barrow Report, toll tv, and various
legislative proposals dealing with network-affiliate business relationships.
There was a greater awareness of the dangers that beset free
enterprise broadcasting than has been apparent at other meetings
in recent years. Station owners and managers were hosts to their
Congressional delegations at a banquet attended by some 1,300,
featuring top CBS talent. Many broadcasters stayed over to complete unfinished business with the senators and congressmen. Some
may call it lobbying but it is unpaid lobbying in the interest of free
broadcasting and free enterprise and therefore in the interest of
the public. It was a job for all broadcasters, not CBS-TV affiliates only.
CBS-TV affiliates resolved to defend the network system against
the Barrow Report and additional legislative encroachments. They
are taking tangible steps, too. Whether there will be a formal organization, representing all network affiliates or whether an informal, loosely-knit group of affiliates of CBS will volunteer to
appear before the FCC and appropriate Congressional committees,
will be determined following consultation with other affiliate groups.
Meanwhile the CBS affiliates will go it alone.
The CBS affiliates had their meeting with their network in
Washington for the first time. They found it an ideal locale. (Other
network affiliate groups should take note.) They learned of the
importance of news and information programming, notably in
these tense times, and significantly, of the desirability of editorializing.
For years the American Society of Newspaper Editors has held
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Six Hix
". . . And another thing — quit referring to our hair oil commercials as
grease spots!"
its annual conventions in Washington, departing from the custom
only rarely. It gives the nation's editors the opportunity to deal
at first hand with the Congressional and government leadership —
the opinion-makers. The newspapers also, in large measure, underwrite through their Washington bureau chiefs, the famed Gridiron Dinners at which officialdom rubs elbows with journalism. It
isn't purely social, either.
There is strong sentiment among CBS-TV affiliates for regular
meetings in Washington. Perhaps the better way would be for the
three networks to rotate Washington sessions, topping them off with
a banquet at which each would parade its talent.
Unfinished

Business

O THE relief of the FCC, the House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight last week reversed its field.
A week before, its chairman, Rep. Morgan Moulder, had announced that the committee would begin hearings into alleged
misconduct at the FCC. Last week, under pressure both from within and without, the committee decided to divert its investigation to
the general question of whether six government agencies have been
functioning as Congress intended them to.
This leaves unsettled a question which the committee itself has
raised: Have FCC members been guilty of misconduct? The longer
that question remains unsettled the more damaging it is.
In our view the Moulder Committee owes the FCC either an
apology or a hearing.
In news stories leaking from the committee in the past few weeks,
it has been hinted that FCC members have become the pawns of
the companies they regulate, that they have accepted gratuities to an
unreasonable extent and have collected travel money from the
government when their expenses were paid by private interests.
These are grave accusations.
If they are based on solid
fronted in executive session
If the accusations cannot
Moulder Committee should
been maligned.

evidence, the accused should be conand given a chance for defense.
be supported by solid evidence, the
publicly announce that the FCC has

It would surprise us if the Moulder Committee investigators had
turned up any evidence of serious misconduct at the FCC. According to our knowledge of the FCC members, they are as earnest and
as circumspect as other government executives. They should not
have been subjected to the kind of inquisition instituted by the chief
of the Moulder Committee staff, Bernard Schwartz, who at the
very start of his assignment, publicly asked disgruntled applicants
and their attorneys to turn states' evidence.
The commissioners deserve a better break than they have been
given in the confusing stories emerging from the Moulder Committee in recent weeks.
Broadcasting
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KRLD-TV
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station!

MORE

throughout the week!
Weekdays, Monday through Friday, from 7 A.M. to
sign-off time, MORE Dallasites tune their sets to
Channel 4 than to any other TV station. There are
times duning the week when Channel 4 has a greater
audience than the combined total of two of the other
three Dallas-Fort Worth stations.

over the week-end!
From sign-on time Saturday to sign-off time Sunday
MORE Dallas television sets have been tuned to
KRLD-TV than to any other station. There are times
when Channel 4 has more Dallas viewers than the
combined audiences of the other three Dallas-Fort
Worth Stations — other times when KRLD-TV's audience is greater than the combined audiences of two
of the other stations.
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CLEAR

SIGNAL,
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KRLD-TV, Channel 4, operates on maximum power and telecasts from
atop Texas' tallest tower. It is the television service of The Dallas Times
Herald, owners and operators of KRLD, the only full-time 50,000 watt
radio station in Dallas-Fort Worth area. The Branham Company, national
representatives.
JOHN W. RUNYON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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DOUBLE TALK • Advertisers and agencies are reacting to current softness in national economy in sometimes contradictory
ways. Generally they talk with optimism
(though somewhat restrained) about their
future television plans. Yet coincidentally
some of them are quietly calling on network officials for some relief from commitments they already have. Sought-after relief sometimes takes form of outright dropping of shows, sometimes that of cutting
back from weekly to alternate-weekly
sponsorship. In some cases, it's not so
much economy as dissatisfaction with program or time period that prompts relief
call. But all three networks have some
sponsors who wish to cut back for one reason or another.

Here are some of sponsors wanting relief from present commitments: On ABCTV, American Chicle is looking for half
sponsor of Jim Bowie and Liggett & Myers
has sold off four more Frank Sinatra
shows to Bulova (April 25, May 9 and 23,
July 6), in addition to Bell Telephone's
decision not to renew Telephone Time in
April. On NBC-TV. DeSoto reportedly is
cancelling its half of Groucho Marx Show,
Warner-Lambert is looking for alternateweek sponsor of Restless Gun and P. Lorillard is seeking partner for Friday 8-8:30
p.m. period, which probably will be filled
by new western after Court of Last Resort
is adjourned in April. On CBS-TV, Mogen
David Wine is dropping out of Dick &
The Duchess and co-sponsor Helene Curtis may follow but is looking for new
show; Shulton and Lever are dropping Eve
Arden but may replace it; Kellogg is
abandoning its half-hour of Big Record
and Purex is cutting back on, if not out
of, Perry Mason Show.
RICOCHET • Although Chairman John C.
Doerfer last week took brunt of publicity
about alleged shenanigans at FCC, another commissioner is most apt to be personally hurt if FCC smear continues. Hes
Robert Bartley whose term is next to expire (June 30) and whose reappointment
must be considered soon by White House.
Unhappy irony is that of all commissioners,
Comr. Bartley has probably most consistent voting record on matters of principle. Inconsistency in FCC voting is
major target of Moulder Committee chief
counsel, Bernard Schwartz.
One piece of good news for advertising
came out of Washington last week. Bill
introduced last year by Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) [Lead Story, June 24,
1957] to outlaw quantity discounts by ad-
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vertising media is as good as dead. It's
understood that even its author has abandoned measure — which would bring services under provisions of Robinson-Patman
and Clayton Acts that now regulate pricing
of commodities.
WEST COAST REPEAT • Richard A.
Moore, president of independent KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, whose testimony before
Senate Commerce Committee two years
ago was in good measure responsible for
starting antitrust investigations of networks, may ask FCC to testify by unique
means at forthcoming hearings on Barrow
Report. Mr. Moore would like to submit
kinescope of his Commerce Committee
testimony and thus avoid personal trip to
Washington to repeat his charges that networks are violating antitrust laws in option
time, must-buy and other established
practices.
New controversy over radio audience
measurement techniques will be provoked
by report of NAB Radio Research Committee presented to Radio Board at Phoenix last Wednesday (story page 60). While
report was carefully drawn and gave no
specific answers, there were implicit in it
arguments for out-of-home listener data
which necessarily involves recall technique (now employed by Pulse). Conversely there was conclusion that coincidental method (Nielsen and Hooper) could
not do entire job. Report, submitted by
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City,
as radio research chairman, was not only
approved but committee was transferred
from ad hoc to standing status.
•
TOLL POLL • Informal poll of House
Commerce Committee after subscription
television hearings last week suggested that
majority favors action to stop toll tests. Observers pointed out that persuasive lobbying by toll advocates could sway sentiment
before issue comes to vote, but assuming
toll opponents are equally active and evidence continues to mount that public
doesn't want to pay, chances are committee will hobble or halt FCC in its announced course of authorizing tests of
subscription system.
Precon Inc., developer of subliminal
projection system, looks hopefully for
adoption of subscription tv. Precon officials have quietly been passing word during west coast demonstrations that subliminal commercials would be ideal on
toll system. People wouldn't consciously
know they were being shown ads while
watching television programs they had
paid for.

circuit

SHUFFLING THE SPECTRUM • Joint
government committee working on frequency allocations in preparation for 1959
Geneva international radio conference has
come to agreement on one significant
factor: U. S. must put its allocations house
in order before conference. In domestic
area this means taking care of military requirements for space and mobile users'
demands for increased portion of spectrum.
This means, according to informed observers, that FCC may have to take cognizance of lack of full utilization of uhf
television band. Feeling on part of government experts is that U. S. must settle
its own allocations problems well in advance of July 1959 date of Geneva meeting. Fear is that this sense of urgency may
push FCC into making commitments on
uhf before TASO report is submitted (now
promised by end of 1958).
MGM-TV wants to produce tv commercials in New York as well as on West
Coast where it now is expanding its commercial production services in Culver City,
Calif. So far, MGM-TV's Gotham search
hasn't borne fruit. But, say MGM-TV
spokesmen, company's hunt for suitable
studio space continues.

KFBB-AM-TV SOLD • Sale of KFBB
AM-TV Great Falls, Mont., by group
headed by Joe P. Wilkins, president-general manager and 55% owner, to Ed
Craney, Montana broadcaster, and Arthur
Schwieder, president of KID-TV Idaho
Falls, Idaho, for aggregate of $760,000
has been consummated subject to FCC approval. Mr. Wilkins will continue with
new owners on consulting basis as part of
overall transaction. Contingent transaction
involves sale by Mr. Craney of KXLK
Great Falls to comply with FCC duopoly
rules. Transaction handled by Hamilton.
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.
Negotiations expected to be completed
in next fortnight by Frank Atlass, program
director of WBBM-TV Chicago, and Earl
Muntz, tv set manufacturer, for controlling
stock in HIT-TV Ciudad Trujillo. Deal
would give Messrs. A tlass and Muntz each
25% interest and Dominican group smaller
shares in Dominican Republic's only tv station, being purchased from J. Arismendi
Trujillo, son of dictator Rafael Trujillo,
who operated government-owned commercial station. Additionally Mr. Muntz (who
last year went out of U. S. tv set business)
plans to set up receiver production firm,
it's understood. Republic now numbers
about 15,000 sets, functioning with 525line, 30-frame, 6-mc system.
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THE

LEAD

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

NETWORKS

STORY

FCC Faces Moulder Subcommittee Wednesday — Questioning will be on "general" problems. Charges made by Chief
Counsel Schwartz (leaked on wholesale basis to press last
week) will not be aired, Rep. Moulder says. Indications are
that more incriminating charges against Commission being
readied in connection with Miami, Boston and Indianapolis
tv grants. Page 31.

ADVERTISERS

& AGENCIES

ABN Cuts Back Live Shows — "All-live" programming policy
abandoned in move attributed primarily to costs. Two of five
live shows to be retained; others will convert to records. Labunski resigns as programming vice president. Page 68.
MBS 'Bonus' Stations to Switch to Pay Status — MBS President Paul Roberts reports that 'bonus' stations which carry
commercial shows without fees will become regular Mutual
affiliates, entitled to be paid for carrying sponsored programs.
He says Page
Mutual
outlets.
69. is first network to change status of 'bonus'

Challenge to Tv — Thomas Organ Co., major producer in its
field, likes its taste of tv and wants to expand its spending.
But Thomas wants to be sold right vehicle first. Page 44.

TRADE

JWT Taps Media Trio — Vice President Porter, Richard and
Ruth Jones figure in agency's strengthening of top media
echelon. Page 52.

Action in Arizona — NAB directors scuttle five-year-old plan
to set up industrywide county-by-county tv circulation audit
as board holds winter meeting at Phoenix. Pay tv, subliminal

Barter Bout in RTES' Arena — SRA's Headley and Ezzes of
C & C Television Corp. debate the pros and cons of the barter
system's application in tv. Page 39.

Professor Pokes at Tv 'Medical' Ads — He mentions no
names, but by use of debunking demonstrations and slogans
Rutgers U. professor swipes at commercials. Page 36.
Buick to Y&R? — Agency's resignation of Lincoln prompts
talk that it may be in contention for unattached Buick account. Page 34.
Tv Gets Annual Belittling — Meeting in Chicago, newspaper
advertising executives take another swipe at television, charging rising costs, imbalanced coverage and rating deception.
Page 64.

ASSNS.

perception, radio research and overhaul of association's convention procedure starting in 1959 are included in list of
board actions. Page 60.

FILM
Tv Is Coinmaker at Loew's — Report by President Vogel indicates that Leo's deficit diet could have been much worse
had it not been for MGM-TV business. Coincidental are new
plans by MGM-TV to increase its role in television. Page
84.
OPINION

Needed: An End to the 'Huckster'
Concept — Robert Lusk says wrong
impressions of advertising business
have been allowed to flourish in public's mind. Writing in Monday Memo,
Benton & Bowles president asserts
orientation campaigns against these
fallacies should be carried on by
each and every advertising man and
woman. Page 113.

GOVERNMENT

Quick Answer on Pay Tv Test Survival — House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee to meet this week to decide
whether it will flag down FCC's proposed tests. Two weeks
of hearings end. Page 70.
Bricker Network Bill Up Again — Ohio Republican presses
for hearing on legislation of networks by FCC. Date not
certain. Much depends on Barrow report developments. Page
80.

MR. LUSK
DEPARTMENTS

Hearing on Smothers Bill Slated — ASCAP-BMI squabble
airing at hearings on Sen. Smathers' bill
get congressional
to
to divorce
broadcasters in BMI. Sen. Pastore to preside over
proceedings, schedules March 1 1 starting date. Page 82.

PERSONNEL

RELATIONS

Labor Woes at Republic — Sale of $2 million package to
NBC division prompts Screen Actors Guild and Writers Guild
of America West to serve cancelation notices to Republic
Films. Problem stems from alleged failure to negotiate for
payments prior to releasing films for re-use. Page 90.
NABET Strike Vote Asked — Union negotiators charge ABC
and NBC with stalling tactics during current Boston contract
talks. Page 90.
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RESHAPES
CONVENTIONS,
CONFERENCES
Joint Board of Directors unaniegates meeting Feb. 24-25 in Atlanta when
media will argue their case against ABA
mously approved sweeping change in conCanon 35, banning them from courtroom.
vention and regional meeting formats at
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV New
close of three-day board sessions Friday
in Phoenix, Ariz. (Early stories start page
Orleans, chairman of NAB Freedom of In60).
formation Committee, will present broadcasters' case. Judge Justin Miller, former
Industry convention next April 27-May
NAB board chairman, reviewed status of
1 in Los Angeles is not affected by revision
freedom-of-access situation, reporting no
but 1958 autumn regional sessions will opimportant
changes since last board meeting.
erate under new procedure. Board accepted report of special convention study
Everett E, Revercomb, NAB secretarycommittee headed by W. D. Rogers Jr.,
treasurer, was re-elected for one-year term.
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Texas. Annual conVincent T. Wasilewski, government relavention, starting in 1959, will be restricted
tions manager, gave legislative report. Howard H. Bell, assistant to president, said 30
to ownership, management and officers of
active member stations.
state presidents have accepted invitation to
third annual state conference. Richard M.
"Serious problems facing the industry reAllerton, research manager, reported on
quire that top management be marshaled
Bartlesville, Okla., wired tv project. A. Prose
each year for thorough deliberations and
Walker,
engineering manager, discussed
action," Mr. Rogers said.
FCC spectrum studies and Douglas A.
NAB Fall Conferences, supplanting reAnello, chief attorney, reviewed municipal
gional meetings, will be tailored to cover
advertising taxes. Budget of $974,000 for
operating phases of station management including administration, sales management
fiscal year starting April 1 was approved.
and programming. Members can attend
Bruck Joins Pharmaceuticals,
most-conveniently located meeting. Starting
in 1959 fall sessions will be held later in
Big Advertiser Maps Expansion
season and in major cities. Sites in 1959
Pharmaceuticals Inc., New York, bluewill be Boston, Washington, Chicago, Atchip network tv advertiser, Friday anlanta, Dallas, Denver, Seattle and Los Announced election of Franklin Bruck. board
geles.
chairman of Parkson Adv., New York, and
Exhibit space at spring engineering conformerly president of his own agency, as
ference and ownership-management meetvice president in charge of new business
ings will be limited to broadcast equipment.
acquisitions. Parkson is Pharmaceuticals'
Associate members offering film, syndicated
agency. Also announced: election of Sheldon
features and other products and services will
Feinberg, assistant treasurer, to treasurer,
be limited to fall conferences. Present
replacing Jerome Cossman, appointed vice
schedule for 1958 fall conferences will be
president in charge of finance.
followed. Spring conventions will be held
Pharmaceuticals, which acquired J. B.
in Chicago 1959-60 and in Washington
Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn., last sum1961. Board's 1958 summer meeting will be
mer and this year is budgeting about $20
held in Washington during June and 1959
million in advertising — $14 million in netwinter meeting at Hollywood Beach, Fla.
work tv and $3 million in spot tv and radio
Expansion of NAB public relations pro[Closed Circuit, Jan. 13]— is out to buy
gram was voted by joint board. Action,
based on recommendations by Donald N.
Martin, public relations assistant to President Harold E. Fellows, calls for films,
SPACE AGE ORIENTATION
spots, slides, announcement copy and backNationwide effort "to awaken the
ground material plus stepped-up service of
public to the need for greater emnews written especially for broadcast. Most
phasis on attainments of intellect and
of these aids will be connected with special
industry campaigns or events.
skills" will be conducted by broadcasters under project approved at Phoenix
Films will dramatize radio and tv service
to nation. Radio film will trace news and
Friday by NAB Joint Board of Directors. Plan, drawn by Donald N.
special events coverage starting with HardMartin,
public relations assistant to
ing-Cox election returns in 1920 to present.
President Harold E. Fellows, will be
Tv film will concentrate on medium's contributions infields of public affairs and pubbased on theme, "Learn — and Live."
It is designed to meet challenge of
lic service programming. Public relations
space
age, Mr. Fellows said. Board
manual will be provided along with speaker
appropriated $10,000 for project.
guides. "Prestige booklet" will contain facts
Radio and tv will join in communityon NAB history and services. Promotional
by-community activity, to start about
booklet for radio members is planned.
May 1.
Board approved plan for NAB participation in American Bar Assn. House of DelBroadcasting
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BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 34.

BACK IN FOLD • Barbasol Co., Indianapolis, long out of network radio sponsorship,
returns Feb. 10 with $250,000 time purchase of CBS radio. Bought are Mon.-Wed.Fri. Phil Rizzuto programs in network's
across-the-board Sports Time, 7-7:05 p.m.,
for 52 weeks. Barbasol agency: Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
MUTUAL PLEASURE • Bristol-Myers
(Bufferin) N. Y. reportedly set to buy
series of Saturday and Sunday newscasts
and news adjacencies on Mutual under contract representing approximately $400,000
in net billings annually. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y. In addition, Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. is to start today (Mon.)
sponsorship of late afternoon news shows
and participations in at least three nighttime
mysteries, with billings estimated at $250,000 net. This is revision of L&M-MBS
contract reported few weeks ago [Business
Briefly, Dec. 30, 1957]. Agency is DancerFitzgerald Sample, N. Y.

additional companies. Mr. Bruck will handle negotiations to purchase drug firms and
related industries producing either consumer
or ethical products, or both. Pharmaceuticals, it's learned, is considering five companies with an eye to buying one or more.
Company's ad budget has jumped from
estimated $9.8 million two years ago and
$11.8 million last year to $20 million in
1958. Mr. Bruck also will supervise development of new consumer products for fastexpanding Pharmaceuticals. Family-owned
and headed by Matthew B. Rosenhaus,
brother of Irving R. Rosenhaus, presidentowner of WAAT-WATV (TV) Newark,
N. J., firm began in 1935 as Serutan Co.
Products of Pharmaceuticals: Geritol,
Serutan, R.D.X., Zarumin, Sominex, Aqua
Velva, Lectric Shave, Williams shaving
creams, Conti shampoo, Kreml hair tonic,
Skol sun tan creams and lotions.
Louis Ruppel, 54, Dies
Louis Ruppel, 54, one time CBS director
of publicity, died Friday in New York,
following stroke. He was associate editor of
American Weekly at time of death.
Mr. toRuppel
was editor
1949
1952. During
part ofofCollier's
1945 he from
was
editor of Chicago Herald-American, and
from 1935 to 1938, managing editor of
Chicago Times. He had also been on staffs
of New York papers.
January 27, 1958
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Chmn. Doerfer Explains TravelHarris Turns Back Station Stock
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer issued
second statement Friday in connection with
implications in Schwartz memorandum that
he had billed government for travel and
per diem for trip to Oklahoma and Spokane,
Wash., although expenses were paid for self
and wife by NAB. Although Schwartz document does not identify Mr. Doerfer, FCC
chairman had acknowledged he was commissioner involved.
At same time, Comr. Robert E. Lee said
only time he had ever submitted bill to government where his expenses were already
paid was to cover his own out-of-pocket
expenses. Only honorarium he ever received.
Comr. Lee said, was for article on pay tv
which appeared in Look Magazine March
20, 1956.
And, it became known Friday, that Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of House
Commerce Committee, parent of Moulder
subcommittee, has withdrawn from 25%
ownership of ch. 10 KRBB(TV) El Dorado,
Ark. Mr. Harris, according to ownership
report received by FCC Jan. 22 turned back
his 50 shares in station in exchange for return of his $500 and cancellation of note
for $4,500. Station, with 1,500 shares outstanding, remains in control of Dr. Joe F.
Rushton, W. C. Blewster and William M.
Bigley. Each has 50 shares, with 1,350 remaining in company treasury. Arkansas
Democrat paid $5,000 for his 50 shares
($500 cash, $4,500 credit) last year.
Full text of statement issued Friday by
FCC chairman's office follows:
"The National Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters urgently requested Mr. Doerfer to come to Spokane, Wash., to address
their meeting. As an inducement, they offered to take Mrs. Doerfer and pay her expenses. There was, however, no discussion
as to the paying of Chairman Doerfer's expenses. The reason which impelled Doerfer
to go was the complaint that no commissioner of the FCC had ever visited that
area to obtain, at first hand, knowledge of
the local radio and television problems.
"Mr. Doerfer rearranged his plans so as
to make the trip in connection with a prior
engagement in Oklahoma. Before Mr. Doerfer left Washington, D. C, on Oct. 15,
1954, he applied for, and obtained, at government expense, for himself a plane ticket
from Oklahoma City, Okla., to Spokane,
Wash., and back to Washington, D. C. Mr.
and Mrs. Doerfer left Washington, D. C.
on Oct. 15, 1954. Mr. Doerfer inspected
radio and television facilities in and about
Tulsa and Muskogee and spent a few hours
on such business in Denver. He also visited
such facilities in and about Spokane, Wash.,
and after making the requested address in
Spokane, returned to D. C. on Oct. 20,
Page 10
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MAITLAND JONES, creative executive,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, elected
vice president and creative director of Fletcher D. Richards, N. Y. Mr. Jones will
vacation
March [. in Europe, assuming new duties
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1954. On the day of his return, Mr. Doerfer
made out a voucher for five days per diem
at $9 and taxi fares for $10.50. The government paid Mr. Doerfer this on Nov. 4, 1954.
"Not until Nov. 12, 1954, did a representative of the Association telephone Mr.
Doerfer to ask the amount of Mrs. Doerfer's
plane fare. Mr. Doerfer called his secretary,
who stated she thought it was about $275 or
$280, but would look it up. The representative stated this was sufficient for his purposes, and inquired whether $575 would be
satisfactory.
"Mr. Doerfer accepted the reimbursement
for Mrs. Doerfer's plane fare and a $300
honorarium under the 1952 authorization to
members of the FCC to accept for publication or delivery of papers a reasonable
honorarium or compensation.
"Only 10% of the work of the FCC involves litigation. The remainder involves the
promulgation and enforcement of rules in
respect to the construction and operation of
television stations. Problems in large part
are local in character, and involve not only
technical problems, but hazards to air travel
by reason of the height and location of
lowers.
"Any suggestion that trips incident to
performance of such duties can be compared to a federal judge's discussing a pending case with a litigant is not only unwarranted but vicious."
Brown & Butcher Agency Formed,
Lands Lucrative Babbitt Account
Formation of new agency, Brown &
Butcher Inc., New York, and its appointment by B. T. Babbitt Co. announced Friday. Babbitt, which bills total $2.5 million
with large amount in radio-tv spot, switches
$2 million portion (Bab-O, Cameo soap,
other products) from Donahue & Coe and
remainder (Glim) from Doyle Dane Bernbach. Brown & Butcher succeeds Carl S.
Brown Co. and is headed by Carl S. Brown
and Thomas C. Butcher, former ColgatePalmolive executive most recently executive
vice president of Lennen & Newell.
Brown agency last fall reduced its billing
50% when it resigned Colgate-Palmolive's
Halo and Vel Beauty Bar. Mr. Brown had
serviced C-P accounts since 1943 including
Ajax cleanser. Babbitt's new management
team is headed by Marshall Lachner, formerly Colgate-Palmolive soap executive,
and also includes Michael P. Frawley and
Jack Sugden, both formerly with Colgate.
DDB Vice President-General Manager
Maxwell Dane said his agency had resigned
Glim earlier in week "due to conflict of
opinions" about ad strategy while Donahue
& Coe Executive Vice President Walter Weir
said switch came as "complete surprise."
D&C staff was told switch was due to presence of new management team at Babbitt
firm.

MORTON A. BARRETT, salesman since
1953 at The Boiling Co., N. Y., Friday
elected secretary with duties encompassing
direction of sales development. TED VAN
ERK, formerly FBI agent in N. Y., has
succeeded Mr. Barrett as salesman.
JUD

JAFFEE,

product advertising man-

ager. Block
Drug Co.,
City,
J"., to
Product
Services
Inc.,Jersey
N. Y.,
as N.
account
executive and member of plans board.

Woonsocket
Delayed,

Ad

May

Tax Proposal
Be Jettisoned

Proposal for 33A tax on gross sales of
local advertising media not submitted by
Friday to Woonsocket, R. I., city council.
Earlier Bernard W. Poirier, council president, anounced he would submit plan at
last week's session. Mr. Poirier indicated
Friday that he would withhold proposal,
pending changes that would assure tax not
being passed on to retailers and consumers,
though exact procedure to accomplish this
could not be explained. Ordinance was to
be along lines of Baltimore ad levies now
facing court test [Adv. & Agencies, Jan. 20].
Affected would be Woonsocket's two
radio outlets, fulltime WWON and daytime
WNRI. Zel Levin, WWON station manager,
Friday expressed confidence that tax proposal would not survive. Mayor Jean-Paul
Soucy stated that he would veto measure.
At least three of seven council members expressed opposition to it.
Next council meeting is Feb. 3, but observers feel that flood of local protests
against plan will prompt Mr. Proirier to
reconsider.
Comprehensive Tv Rating Service
Planned by New Wallach Research
Newly-devised television rating service
involving coincidental personal interviews
as well as phone announced Friday by M. A.
Wallach Research Inc., New York. Cost of
service to be made available to networks,
stations, advertisers and agencies has not
been established.
New service was designed by Miles A.
Wallach, president of research firm, and
George J. Abrams, vice president of Revlon
Inc., and chairman of radio-tv committee
of Assn. of National Advertisers. Service
will include personal interviews with viewers
while program is in progress so as to gauge
audience composition.
Using 2,000 interviewers, he said it is
planned that 100,000 viewers will be interviewed during each rating period to determine family audience composition, multiple
set homes by actual audience, commercial
memorability and acceptability of commercials; real audience of station-break spot
commercials, and channel switching.
Broadcasting
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OPEN MIKE
Tornado

Backlash

editor:
Your story in the Dec. 23 issue concerning the Mt. Vernon, 111., tornado and containing claims made by KMOX St. Louis,
was inaccurate and incomplete.
Contrary to the claims made in this story
the stricken area relied on WCNT Centralia,
111., for emergency information after WMIX
[Mt. Vernon, 111.] was knocked off the air.
This was determined by us as a point of interest after the disaster.
The station that "leaped into the breach"
was WCNT Centralia, which immediately
sent its mobile unit into the stricken community and stayed on the air many hours
past its normal sign-off covering the disaster.
The claim made in your story that KMOX
had "the only direct reports from the
stricken town" is probably good station
promotion but far from the actual truth.
WMIX and the city of Mt. Vernon appreciate all the assistance it received no
matter what the source. Stations throughout
southern Illinois as well as several St. Louis
stations did a fine job reporting the event.
But let's distinguish between routine news
coverage and real vital public service. All
the rest covered the news, but only WCNT
Centralia provided real disaster service for
the majority of the people of the city of
Mt. Vernon after WMIX was forced off the
air.
Raymond J. Cheney
General Manager
WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr. Cheney
fails to week
point
out
that this
publication
the following
(DATELINES, Dec. 30, 1957) set the record
straight by printing a story, equally prominent to
that in the Dec. 23 issue, giving WCNT full credit
for its emergency service and coverage and its
cooperation with WMIX, based on information
furnished by Mr. Cheney. It might also be noted
that the information for the original story in
the Dec.
23 issue,
omitted
WCNT's thepartnext
in
the
disaster,
was which
furnished
by KMOX
day near deadline while telephone service was
still undependable in the stricken area and this
magazine's
staffers
werecheck.]
unable to reach sources
they
ordinarily
would
The Show's
editor:

the Thing

It's encouraging to read in Broadcasting
each week that radio men report a great
resurgence of their medium; at least they're
restoring their faith in their own industry.
In my opinion, radio never "died"; in some
instances it was "killed" temporarily by men
of small faith and management that forgot
sound programming principles.
The show is and always has been the
thing. Recent years have seen too much
copycat programming. . . . Too much program planning is done by the radio "jack of
all trades," instead of specialists in programming. How stupid to read "help
wanted" ads for program directors who must
have good air voices, first class license, and,
oh yes, do some selling in between!
Program planning and production is a
specialized business, based on experience,
highly developed creative imagination, common sense judgment and that too often overlooked or minimized quality of knowing
how to handle people. Our finest radio and
television producers and planners were never
performers, but top showmen, steeped in
Broadcasting

the tradition and knowledge of the basics of
good programmanship.
Strong management, real selling and programming geared to the station's place in
the community, and not to a formula, will

7i

insure radio's continuing upward spiral of
success.
Thomas J. MacWilliams, Tv Dir.
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins Inc. Adv.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Roving
EDITOR:

Camera

This is an open letter to tv producers of
the bowl games and parades.
Every year during the football season
most of you fellows irritate a few million
viewers at half time by taking them away
from the field just when the band show goes
on. ... To those producers who do not
pull away from the field and to those sponsors who use phantom commercials, our
thanks and appreciation. But to those who
use that time to show the faces of a couple
of people, generally an announcer and a
politician, in a conversation reviewing what
we have just seen, we have strong criticism.
. . . And just one more tip. Nothing
bothers band people more than to have the
camera pan away from a 100-piece band,
which has spent many hours perfecting a
difficult half time show, and . . . pick up
some little freezing drum majorette, who
cannot twirl (though she can wiggle) and
hold the camera on her. . . .
Don McGee
Past National Commander
All American Drum & Bugle Corps.
& Band Assn.
San Francisco

Have Travel, Want
EDITOR:

Hitch your campaign to
a AN
M StLTM
*A)
WPTF personality
and watch
sales zoom. They are household
names in 84 counties . . . yes
84 . . . where WPTF reaches
over 50% of all radio homes.
In Raleigh-Durham, Wilson,
Rocky Mount or Fayetteyille.
In Chapel Hill, Greenville,
Danville, Va., or Dillon, S. C.
. . . WPTF personalities are
selling.
a first class passage to happy

Experts

. . . The International Telecommunication
Union . . . plans ... in 1958 ... for a
team of two experts to carry out a general
study of the state of telecommunications in
Asia and the Far East, as well as an overall
review of telecommunication requirements
in the countries concerned. The mission is
expected to last six months but the mission
of one of the experts may be extended to
cover a whole year . . . and should begin
... in April 1958 at the latest. While
Bangkok has been suggested as headquarters, the experts will be required to travel
and visit the countries covered by the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East (ECAFE). The annual salary will be
between $7,300 and $8,750, according to
the qualifications and experience of the experts. Each expert also will receive the subsistence allowance provided in the UN Regulations. . . . Any candidates nominated
must be in good health. . . .
Any person interested in this project
should get in touch with Mr. Francis Colt
de Wolf, Chief, Telecommunications Div.,
Dept. of State, Washington 25, D. C.
Francis Colt de Wolf, Chief
Telecommunications Div.
Dept. of State
Washington

<OV(*AGC
N<6 MASJiH19S6

WPTF
50,000 WATTS 680 KC
NBC Affiliate for Raleigh-Durham
and Eastern North Carolina
R. H. Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
National Representatives
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Reservations are pouring in.
Is your station
represented?

18-9,

1958

The Panel Discussions (A partial list)
"What the Deejay Can Do For the National Advertiser at the Local Level"
"Increasing Income and Prestige Through Related Outside Activities"
"Are Today's Radio Rating Services Obsolete?"
"How to Run Profitable and Successful Record Hops"
"The Ingredients for Today's 'Formula' Radio"
"Is Rock and Roll a Bad Influence on Teenagers?"
"The Record Artist's Obligation to the Nation's Youth"
"What the Time-Buyer Looks For in Buying a Market"
"The Program Director: Friend or Foe?"
The Panelists (A partial list of distinguished guest panel-members)
Arthur McCoy
Harold Krelstein
V.P., John Blair & Co.
V.P., The Plough Stations
Adam Young
Dave Segal
President, Adam Young Inc.
President, Mid-America Broadcasting Co.
Gordon McLendon
Frank Stisser
President, The McLendon Stations
President, C. E. Hooper Co.
Dr. Sidney Roslow, President, Pulse, Inc.
The Personalities (A partial list of the hundreds of top disc jockeys who will attend)
Martin Block
Howard Miller
Ed Bonner
Al Collins
Ira Cook
Jay Michael
Robin Seymour
Don Bell
Jack Lacy
Bill Armstrong
Peter Tripp
Paul Berlin
Eddie Clarke
Tom Edwards
"Coffeehead" Larsen
Ray Hutchinson
Norm Wain
Bob Cooper
Russ Hall

The

Storz

cordially

Stations
invite

Disc

your

attendance

and

Jockey

participation

NO COST

TO YOU

Hotel,

FOR ANY

. . . including Saturday

OF THE

FUNCTIONS

night's banquet, and the

talent-packed "All-Star Show" which follows immediately. These are completely under-written by
America's

leading record companies. Thus, your expenditures will be limited to transportation
and hotel accommodations.

Seminar

Kansas

City

REGISTRATION

IS GRATIS...

and is open to all
• Disc Jockeys
• Program
• Record

Directors
Industry

Management

• Broadcasting
Management

ARRIVE

SATURDAY,

You're welcome

IF YOU

first annual

Convention

Programming

Muelebach

in the

Personnel

Industry
Personnel

PREFER

to the Friday cocktail

party, but the business sessions don't start
until Saturday, so you can come in

/^CZTSS-^^

this registration

form

Saturday morning, and not miss any of the
Bill Stewart, The Storz Stations
820 Kilpatrick Building, Omaha, Nebraska
You will receive your confirmed reservation directly from
the hotel. Remaining
accommodations are limited, so
immediate action is vital.

business sessions. Also, the 1 p.m. Sunday
adjournment means you can be comfortably
back at your microphones Monday.

A service-to-the-industry

of the
YOUR NAME

Storz

Stations
ADDRESS

WDGY,

Minneapolis-St. Paul
WHB, Kansas City
WTIX,

STATION OR COMPANY

New Orleans

WQAM,

Miami

Todd Storz, President
Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska

TYP6 OF ROOM
ARRIVAL DATE

AFFILIATION

to

IN REVIEW
DUPONT

SHOW

OF THE MONTH

The excitement and immediacy of live
television — abetted by perhaps the most remarkable casting job ever accomplished

more

for

YOUR

money

!

for one production — literally "lit up the
sky" last Tuesday in the DuPont Show of
the Month production of "The Bridge of
SanThornton
Luis Rey."
Wilder's Pulitzer-prize winning
novel is a challenge to dramatization. It is
a short and simply written book, and its
central theme is a philosophical essay on the

o

meaning of love in its varied forms. Producer David Susskind and associates dove
in head first; they came up smelling like
a rose.
Distinguished theatrical talent electrified
the production. As the Marquesa de Montemayor, Judith Anderson made the lonely,
drunken old woman an intense personality,
living and real, for the 90 minute life of
the production. Viveca Lindfors gave a
memorable performance as La Perichole,
the actress, and in a scene they shared, she
and Miss Anderson created a vivid television memory. Each performance was a
creation in itself, yet implemented by fine
directing, they blended into a tight dramatic
unit.

SIX OF

THE

TOP

SHOWS

Put your product
periods
LOWEST

TEN

5-TIME-A-WEEK

BELONG

TO

in K-NUZ

for sure-fire
COST

PER

No.

Excellent camerawork intensified the elements of true drama: a gesture, a tapping
foot, the movement of a fan or a body
turning, the expression of eyes or mouth —
all were caught and permitted to tell their
part of the story.
As for production, surely this must have

K-NUZ

top-rated

sales

been one of television's most demanding
efforts; a huge number of sets were handled
with expert ease; loving care was lavished
on costumes and makeup.

time

at the

THOUSAND!

1

Buy

in

HOUSTON

There were some "howevers" about the
production. In spite of the expertness of the
adaptation, the sine qua non of the program
itself may be questioned: does the Wilder
novel truly lend itself to the dramatic form?
It is a philosophical novel in intent, and
while its characterizations are dramatic in
themselves, the action of the story is not
central in purpose. This, perhaps, was behind the somewhat slow pace, although the
tempo picked up considerably after a hesitant beginning. Too, in the transition from
novel to television, Wilder's ironic humor
got lost, leaving the play lacking in a dimension that the novel possessed.
Nonetheless, with the decision made and
the
program
drowned
out in done,
a chorustheof "howevers"
magnificats. are
To say that television succeeds most when
it is most like living theatre would be unfair to the potential of the medium. But
when the excitement and talent of good
theatre are fused with the scope and talent
of television, then viewing becomes a memorable experience. That was what happened
for 90 minutes last Tuesday night.

HOUSTON'S
24 HOUR
MUSIC
AND
NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co. —
Southern Reps.:
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •
CLARKE BROWN CO.—
San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta
IN HOUSTON,
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CALL

DAVE

MORRIS,

lAckson

3-2587

Production costs: $100,000.
Sponsored by the DuPont Co. through
BBDO on CBS-TV Tues. Jan. 21, 9:3011 p.rn. live from New York.
Producer: David Susskind for Talent Assoc.
Ltd.; director: Robert Mulligan; adapted
for television by Ludi Clair; assoc. producer: Michael Abbott; production superBroadcasting

Tak e
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II
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Nov.
8
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II
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II
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I I
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I
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Force
Vital
A with
more than twice

Omaha
Today's
in Selling
as many listeners as any other station
DON W. BURDEN, President
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And
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frequency
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But more
a most
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CBS

high

efficient costs.
Radio

audience

delivers

(as strikingly

revealed by a six- city study of the qualitative differences in listener attitudes
toward

stations). Here,

you talk to mil-
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really listen! CBS
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This is why
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
CHANSATIONAL!
Ml- Uf

visor: Murray Susskind; scenic designer:
Bob Wade; costumes: Sal Anthony.
Cast: Judith Anderson, Eva he Gallienne,
Viveca Lindfors, Hume Cronyn, Rita
Gam, Kurt Kasner, Peter Cookson, Steve
Hill. Theodore Bikel.
TWENTIETH

OS

ANGELES!

CENTURY

At this very moment, the U. S. criminal
population — that segment behind bars, at
any rate — numbers 188,000. A substantial
number of them will be released or paroled
this year, but the fact remains that of every
10 prisoners turned loose, 6 will go back to
serve additional sentences.

RATINGS

Thus the question: Does prison confinement necessarily lead to rehabilitation, and

all over the country! NEW

if not, what does? On CBS-TV's The Twentieth Century last night (Sunday), the question was answered most dramatically by the

SMASH
CHARLIE

CHAN

improves

ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Los Angeles, on KRCA it
has improved the Saturday
night 7:00-7:30 time period
by more than 92%, with a
22.1' , share of audience in
this 7 station market. (Pulse
11/57).
George

Burke

of KRCA

states, unsolicited, "Needn't
tell you how well the
program is progressing.
Clients most happy with
Captures
the big share of
it."
audiences in Chicago,
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Dallas-Ft. Worth and in key
market after market!

people most concerned with criminal rehabilitation: the criminals themselves.
It was a startling departure in photojournalism. This was not the face of crime
one expected. There were no stock shots of
whatever passes for crime on the Late Late
Show. Rather, it was a quiet look into the
mind of the criminal.
The crux of the matter was stated by
Austin H. McCormick, professor of criminology, U. of Calif., who noted that while
high prison walls might be reassuring to the
public, they were no guarantee against repetition of offenses.
Producer-writer-director Steve Fleischman
wisely did not fall back on the old comparison technique of showing the worst and
best in U. S. prisons; he merely allowed the
cameras to roam through the best. Apparently the state of New Jersey has made rapid
strides towards criminal reform in its two
institutions, the State Diagnostic Center at
Menlo Park and the reformatory for males
at Bordentown.
At the former, convicted criminals are
subjected to thorough psychiatric observations. Most gripping scene of the Menlo
Park segment: psychiatrist Dr. Ralph Brancale leading a drugged juvenile delinquent
into believing himself to be conducting a
hold-up; at the crucial point, the boy
"chickens" out and the psychiatrist knows
half his battle is won. At the reformatory,
convicts, at first sullen, aggressive and in
many cases, incorrigible, purged themselves
openly in what prison officials call "group
psychotherapy" — long bull-sessions between
prisoners in which all have a chance to talk
freely. New Jersey penologists believe that
when a criminal himself can recognize what
made him go wrong, he has taken the first
major step towards parole. The challenge
implicit in the whole program was hurled at
the viewer by one prisoner, due for parole
at the time this program was seen: "Try
to understand us ... if there is no understanding, you might as well not release
us.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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Production costs: Approximately $55,000.
Sponsored by the Prudential Insurance Co.
of America through Reach, McClinton &

Co. on CBS-TV, 6-7 p.m., Sun., Jan. 26.
Producer-writer-director: Stephen Fleischman; narrator: Walter Cronkite; photography director: Arthur Ornitz; film editor:
Lora Hays; research: Lenore Shatton;
production manager: Bert Rubin; asst. director: Jack Aichele; sound: Morgan
Smith; asst. film editor: Lucy Sabsay.
MD

INTERNATIONAL

NBC-TV's late and lamented Medic program— which from time to time came up
with some profound tearjerkers — has nothing on the latest of Smith, Kline & French
Labs' March of Medicine series, an hourlong color film entitled "MD International."
This program, aired last Thursday evening, was in the making for well over five
months. It showed it. Lovingly put together
by producer David Lowe and shot with the
entire world as its soundstage, "MD International" may well be the most profoundly
moving television program of this or any
other past year.
The "hero" of the program is the American doctor who has sacrificed both comfort
and Cadillac for the privations offered by
the world's most backward areas to stand
by the bedside of the world, or in the words
of writer Lou Hazam, "to lift the burden of
pain off the backside of the family of
It was not a pretty sight — -this hop, skip
and jump excursion to Pusan, Korea, Hong
Kong, Sarawak, Rangoon and wherever else
the blessings of modern science have yet
to make themselves felt — nor was it meant
to be. Viewers may well have blanched (or
man." their eyes) as the camera took in
covered
glimpses of advanced leprosy, or peered
deep into empty eye sockets or peeked in
on a heart-valve operation.
Pretty or not, many of those who saw
it must have felt a lump of humility in their
throats as an American doctor spoke of his
happiness in being able to restore the sight
of India's blind "untouchables," or as one
of his professional colleagues helped a Burmese lad find his missing "leg" after ten
One is told that there was no "glamor"
involved in making this film, that camerayears.
man, writer and producer lived on the same
primitive level as their subjects. Perhaps
this is what made this film such an excellent
document — the fact that by living among
their "cast of characters," the men behind
the camera received the kind of insight that
money workjust
can't
buy back home in the netcontrol
booth.
Production costs: Approximately $110,000.
Sponsored by Smith, Kline & French (in
Association with the American Medical
Assn.) through Doremui, Eshelman Co.
on NBC-TV Jan. 23, 10-11 p.m. in color
and black-and-white.
Producer-director: David Lowe; writer: Lou
Hazam; assoc. producer: Myron Oppenheimer; film editor: John McManus.
Narrated by Alexander Scourby and Norman
Rose, with an introduction by VicePresident Richard M. Nixon.
Broadcasting
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BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded _ in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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Across -the -Board

News=

All Aboard,

Pacific!

Union

IF you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of the area's eight
million usually are), Union Pacific will
reach you . . . VIA KBIG RADIO.
U P HITS SOLIDLY at the 99%

radio

homes and 80% radio-equipped cars
(114 autos per family!) with four newscasts aday on The Catalina Station.
"WE PICKED KBIG four years ago as a
basic for Union Pacific" says Marion
Welborn, Vice-President, The Caples
Company advertising agency, "because
its 10,000-watt island-based signal on
740 kc covers all eight counties of
Southern California, at lowest cost-perthousand. This year we have quadrupled KBIG programming for the
railroad!'
"NEWS ON KBIG has both quantity and
quality" adds H. J. Forbes, Union
Pacific Los Angeles advertising manager. "Hourly reports from AP, UP,
and City News Service, plus Sigalert
traffic bulletins, give us complete coverage. The air work of Alan Lisser and
Larry Berrill, year-after-year award
winners in their field, assures prestige!'
WHATEVER YOUR CATEGORY, your
KBIG or Weed contact has a handy file
of case histories to help your evaluation
of Southern California Radio.

I'm glad to be in all three of the major mass media, and am convinced they can be
more complementary than conflicting," John Dille confesses, with an eye for
the truth — in this case the Truth Publishing Co. and its broadcast properties.
Broadcasting (radio and tv) has entered a phase of "relative maturity and stability,"
he adds, but it wasn't always thus. As a newspaperman who followed in his late
father's footsteps, Mr. Dille cites radio's once-presumed threat to newspapers and how
the aural medium itself survived tv to make a strong comeback. And television has
emerged as a "dynamic, businesslike, hard-hitting medium

after a thorough shake-

down cruise."
As president of the Truth broadcast properties (WTRC-AM-FM and WSJV [TV]
Elkhart and WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.), and editor-publisher of the Elkhart
Truth, he apparently has found all media compatible, harking back to his early ambitions in communications. A native Chicagoan (born Nov. 14, 1913), John Flint
Dille Jr. was graduated from Evanston (111.) Township High School in 1931 and
attended the U. of Chicago, U. of Oklahoma and Northwestern U. At Chicago he
majored in business and social sciences, receiving a B.A. degree and (in 1956) an
M.A., specializing in communications.
As far back as he can remember, he wanted to get into mass media, Mr. Dille
recalls. His first job was editing and sales promotion work for the National Newspaper Syndicate, which his father (John F. Dille Sr.) founded. Save for four years
of Navy service (1942-46, serving in the American and Pacific theatres and leaving
as a lieutenant commander), he has been associated with National 17 years, starting
in 1935, editing and developing new features, negotiating with artists and authors
and handling sales and administrative duties. By 1947 he had become a vice president
and director (and still retains those positions).
Mr. Dille was offered an interest in the Truth Publishing Co., effective June 1,
1952, and was appointed vice president, director and general manager of the daily
Elkhart Truth and of WTRC. He was elected president of the corporation Jan. 1,
1953, and supervised construction of WSJV, which began operation in March 1954.
Two years later WTRC-AM-FM was split into a separate corporation (Truth Radio
Corp.), with Mr. Dille as president. In April 1957 Truth Publishing Co. acquired
controlling interest of WKJG-AM-TV for an estimated $1.6 million net and set up
WKJG Inc., of which he was named president. The publishing firm has applied for
ch. 2 in Terre Haute, with an FCC hearing set for March 31.
Vested with operational responsibility for the Truth broadcasting properties, Mr.
Dille is not disposed to minimize the problems involved, particularly those of the
"uhf islands" in the South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets. WKJG-TV (ch.
33) has been "extraordinarily successful," he feels, and WSJV, Truth's original television property, has been gaining advertising recognition, though it hasn't come easily,
he acknowledges. "The best evidence of our unflagging faith is our recent additional
major capital investment in a brand new tower and transmitter, coupled with a movement to a much lower uhf channel" (from 52 to 28 this weekend) for WSJV.
Mr. Dille defines his corporate philosophy as primarily that of getting "a team
of executives vitally interested in the mass media, who must have the qualities of
understanding human values and a sense of humor." Working under Mr. Dille are
Paul C. Brines, general manager of WTRC-AM-FM and WSJV Elkhart; Edward
G. Thorns, general manager of WKJG-AM-TV, Fort Wayne, and John A. Scott,
administrative officer of Truth Publishing Co., all vice presidents. Truth owns 60%
©f WKJG-AM-TV and wholly owns the South Bend-Elkhart properties; Mr. Dille
is largest single stockholder of Truth Publishing, with 45%.
Mr. Dille is a past member of the AP Managing Editors Assn.'s domestic and
foreign news committees and presently serves on its new trends group. He also is
working on Sigma Delta Chi's 50th anniversary committee for drafting a code of
ethics. He belongs to the American Society of Newspaper Editors and is past president
of the Elkhart Chamber of Commerce and director of the Rotary Club and YMCA.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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He also holds membership in Alpha Delta Phi, along with Young Presidents' Organization and Presidents' Council, St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Ind. (he's an Episcopalian and past vestryman). He also is a member of the national council of the
National Planning Assn.
An enthusiast for curling, Mr. Dilles also plays golf but says his main hobby is
"to see how much of a dent I can make in all the reading material which keeps piling
up." He and Mrs. Dille (the former Jayne Paulman) have two children, John Flint
III, 16. a junior at Lake Forest Academy, and Joanne, 9.
Broadcasting
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WKMH

is

in

"Battling

Billy's"

Corner!

From the pugnacious pitch of Billy's jaw, you'd
never know this youngster is battling one of the
toughest of all foes . . . cerebral palsy. Billy's a fighter
all the way — and seeing a boy like this makes one feel
(with a lump in the throat) that any help the rest of us
can give is a privilege we should be proud to share..
The United Foundation is Detroit's challenge to
cerebral palsy and 195 other public service activities.
Since its inception 9 years ago, it has received the
fullest cooperation from WKMH in its fund-raising
campaigns. In this worthy cause — as in many other
areas involving the public interest — WKMH stands in
the forefront.

Awarded by the United
Foundation of Metropolitan
Detroit to Station WKMH in
appreciation of their years of
outstanding service to the
Torch Drive.

WKMH
DETROIT • DEARBORN
John Carroll, Managing Director
*F/f/h in a series of ads showing how WKMH
serves the Michigan public in Greater Detroit.

KNORR
Broadcasting
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Channel

LITTLE

11

ROCK

CBS affiliation helps KTHV get — and hold —
most of the Arkansas television audience, most
of the time. But network affiliation is only one of
eight reasons why KTHV
this State!

is your best TV

buy in

The other seven:
1. Over 253,000 TV Homes
2. 376,000 Watts
3. Highest Antenna in Central South
(1756' above average terrain)
4. Channel 11
5. Center-of-State Location
6. Superb Neiv Studios
7. Knoiv-Hoiv Management
Ask your Branham

man for all the details on these

eight important KTHV

316,000

Watts

facts.

Channel

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
11
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House

•

Doerfer

PROBE

staff

faces

The FCC took it on the chin last week.
The blows came in rapid succession. First
a Drew Pearson column charging skulduggery was behind a contested Miami ch. 10
grant [At Deadline, Jan. 20]. Then another
Pearson column charging Chairman John
Doerfer with accepting expenses and favors
from the industry. Then, Thursday, came
the haymaker: a "leak" to the New York
Times of a confidential House subcommittee
staff report charging the FCC and its members on counts ranging from general malfeasance to deliberate breaking of the law.
And the end is not in sight. Sources indicate that still other charges against the
FCC are in preparation by Congressional
investigators: specifically, charges of "tremendous pressures" involved in FCC decisions in Miami, Boston and Indianapolis.
At week's end both the Commission and
those around it were still groggy from the
punches.
And this week . . .
Chairman

John C.

chief

Doerfer will testify

Wednesday on "general" Commission
problems before the House Legislative Over-

GROWS

charges

investigating

three members

skulduggery

MESSIER
at the

subcommittee

of the committee and the

House boss himself, Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.).
Following the meeting, Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman of the parent House
Commerce Committee, and Rep. Morgan
Moulder (D-Mo.), chairman of the subcommittee, told a news conference the
Schwartz memorandum would not be released generally in spite of the leaks.
At the FCC, an outward calm was maintained in the face of the charges while Mr.
Doerfer issued a statement labeling the report "inaccurate and misleading."
Rep. Moulder said that, since details
of the staff memorandum had been published, the general opinion of the nine-member committee was that the report should
be officially released. However, he said,
since the committee had not fully evaluated
the "serious" allegations made by Dr.
Schwartz, an official release might be construed as approval of the charges.
The subcommittee said it "recognizes its
very responsible role in early and orderly
study of such material and its duty to afford
any person whose record or conduct is in-

this

FCC
week

ence, Reps. Harris and Moulder were questioned
on the
Dr. committee.
Schwartz' continuedat length
service with
One
newsman
still was
Moulder
question
tioned.

asked point-blank if Dr. Schwartz
the committee's chief counsel. Rep.
replied that he is and that the
of dismissing him was not men-

Rep. Harris was asked if he still had
"faith and confidence" in the chief counsel.
The congressman replied that he has been
shown nothing which would cause him to
discredit Dr. Schwartz' integrity and ability.
These three questions were put to Dr.
Schwartz at his home Thursday night:
Q. "Did you supply members of the press
with your confidential memorandum?"
A. "I can't say. ... I can't answer that
type
the press."
Q. question
"Do youto know
who was responsible
for the leak?"
Q. "Do you plan to resign as chief coun."
A.
sel of"No
the subcommittee?"
A. "I do not plan to resign. I shall participate in thebegins
hearings
." which the
subcommittee
today. .(Monday).

CRAVEN

sight Subcommittee. Facing Mr. Doerfer
will be Dr. Bernard Schwartz, the subcommittee's chief counsel and author of a formerly top secret memorandum charging,
without naming names, that several of the
commissioners have been guilty of malfeasance in office.
Dr. Schwartz's confidential report, in the
form of suggested matters to be taken up
by the subcommittee, was widely quoted
last week in several papers and by the press
associations. These wide "leaks" resulted
in a 5V2 hour meeting last Thursday by the
subcommittee, interrupted only by House
roll calls and a hurried consultation between
Broadcasting

volved his full rights and an appropriate
opportunity to challenge the accuracy of
such charges in hearings at the earliest
date."
Dr. Schwartz
was conspicuous in his
practical
absence from Thursday's meeting, although
Rep. Moulder denied there was any "significance" to this fact. He said it was a
meeting of the committee only, with all
nine members present and no staff members
invited to attend. Also present were Rep.
Harris and Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (RN. J.), ranking minority member of the
parent Commerce Committee.
At the Thursday evening news confer-

Rep. Harris said the question of where
the leaks, or "plants" as described by one
party, originated was discussed at "great
length" during Thursday's meeting. Rep.
Moulder said the committee plans "to
make
every diligent
effort" toHedetermine
the informant
or informants.
said if
there is any indication a staff member had
given out the memorandum, such information would be followed to the fullest
extent.
Rep. Moulder was asked about a report
that Dr. Schwartz had been "forced" on
the committee. He denied this, stating the
chief counsel had been unanimously apJanuary 27, 1958
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FCC UNDER FIRE continued
proved by all members of the committee.
The subcommittee chairman also was

another staunch supporter of Dr. Schwartz.
The FCC will not be questioned about

asked if Speaker Rayburn had been consulted about the leaks. Evidently speaking
strictly for himself. Rep. Moulder replied
he had not. However, it is known that during one break in the meeting (it convened
at I p.m. and finally broke up at 6:30
p.m.). Rep. Harris and Reps. John Bell
Williams (D-Miss.) and John J. Flynt (D-

the Schwartz memorandum at Wednesday's
hearing. Rep. Moulder said, although the

Ga.) made a hurried trip to Mr. Rayburn's
office for consultation. The meeting was a
short one. but the three congressmen did
see the speaker.
Rep. Harris, asked about reports that a
"deal" had been made to "whitewash" the
Oversight Subcommittee's investigation,
said there is "no basis whatsoever" for the
charge. "It is unalterably untrue," he said,
in stressing that all charges before the committee will be followed through. He said
he would prefer open hearings on such
charges but the committee may vote to air
them in executive sessions.
Rep. Moulder originally had wanted to
tackle the FCC head-on but this plan was
sidetracked two weeks ago by a 6-2 vote
of the committee [Government, Jan. 20].
Voting with Rep. Moulder on the FCC investigation was Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.),

Report

misleading,

FCC commissioners publicly maintained
a calm reserve last Thursday in the face of
the charges recited in the Schwartz memorandum. The only one to speak out in detail
was Chairman John C. Doerfer.
Mr. Doerfer said:
"The report is inaccurate and misleading.
There is a provision in the Communications
Act which provides that a commissioner
may accept a reasonable honorarium and
compensation for delivering an address. This
is Sec. 4b.
"A commissioner may, when expenses
exceed the $9 or $12 [per diem], validly
accept compensation for the excess.
"With respect to the Comptroller Genhave no ofway
whethereral'sheopinion,
wasI advised
Sec.of4bknowing
of the
Communications Act."
Sec. 4b of the Communications Act reads
as follows:
"Each member of the Commission shall
be a citizen of the United States. No member of the Commission or person in its employ shall be financially interested in the
manufacture or sale of radio apparatus or
of apparatus for wire or radio communication; in communication by wire or radio or
in radio transmission of energy; in any
company furnishing services or such apparatus to any company engaged in communication by wire or radio or to any company
manufacturing or selling apparatus used for
communication by wire or radio; in any
company owning stocks, bonds or other
securities of any such company; nor be in
the employ of or hold any official relation
Page 32
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committee still plans a "thorough investigation of the charges." Asked what action
the committee would follow Wednesday
if Comr. Doerfer mentions the charges
against himself and his colleagues. Rep.
Moulder said "I just
Actually, it appears
randum contains only
which may be thrown

don't know."
the Schwartz memosome of the charges
at the Commission.

Baron Shacklette, the committee's chief
investigator, and Oliver Eastland, his assistant, have spent approximately six weeks
in Miami investigating the FCC's grant
of ch. 10 there to National Airlines.
A source said "tremendous pressures"
have been uncovered regarding the grant
and that questions have been raised on the
actions of all four commissioners who voted
for National — then Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, Mr. Doerfer, Robert E.
Lee and Richard A. Mack.
One source close to the committee reported that several new "promising" leads
have been turned up regarding the grant
of ch. 5 in Boston to WHDH-Herald Traveler and this is believed to be the next tar-

Doerfer

says

to any person subject to any provisions of
this Act, nor own stocks, bonds or other
securities of any corporation subject to any
of the provisions of this Act. [Such commissioners shall not engage in any other
business, vocation, profession, or employment; but this shall not apply to the presentation or delivery of publications or papers for which a reasonable honorarium or
compensation may be accepted.] Any such
commissioner serving as such after one year
from the date of enactment of the Communications Act Amendments, 1952, shall
not for a period of one year following the
termination of his services as a commissioner
represent any person before the Commission in a professional capacity, except that
this restriction shall not apply to any commissioner who has served the full term for
which he was appointed. Not more than four
members of the Commission shall be members of the same political party."
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde declared:
"I hope my conduct is not going to be
judged by this ex parte staff report. I am
sure that no one who is conversant with the
way I have carried out my duties is going
to permit this to discredit my work."
Comr. Robert T. Bartley stated:
"I haven't read it yet so I can't comment."
Unofficial comments by commissioners
and top staff officials labeled the "leak" of
the report as a "surreptitious effort to embarrass us," according to one FCC officer;
another declared that sections of the report
paint an incomplete picture and in one part,
obviously
is • the work of a "disgruntled"
former employe.

get of Schwartz and company. Also due for
close scrutiny — the ch. 13 Indianapolis grant
to Crosley (WLWI [TV]).
The subcommittee's hearings actually will
begin today with James R. Durfee, chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, scheduled as the first witness. He will be followed by the Interstate Commerce Commission Monday afternoon, the Federal
Trade Commission and Federal Power
Commission on Tuesday, and the FCC and
Securities & Exchange Commission on
Wednesday. The hearing was called to "examine a few important areas of inquiry
common to all" of the agencies.
Following the general hearings, the agencies will be called individually according to
plans of the committee. "That's exactly
what I intend to propose," Rep. Moulder
said when asked if FCC members would
be questioned about the Schwartz paper.
Text of the committee's statement refusing to release the Schwartz memorandum,
released after last Thursday's meeting:
"It has come to the attention of the Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight that a
confidential memorandum dated Jan. 4,
1958, prepared by Dr. Bernard Schwartz,
chief counsel and staff director of the subcommittee, for the exclusive use and consideration of the members of the subcommittee, has been made public without authorization bythe subcommittee, and is apparently in the hands of certain representatives of the press.
"The Subcommittee has observed that the
purported text of the memorandum has
been published substantially in certain newspapers and referred to in certain columns.
"The subcommittee has not authorized
and does not authorize the release of the
confidential memorandum, but in that it
has been published emphasizes that it is a
staff memorandum only. The subcommittee
has not had adequate opportunity to either
study or evaluate any of the material thus
far reported by the staff director bearing
upon the personal conduct of any member
of the Federal Communications Commission
or any other allegations affecting the actions
of any member of the Federal Communications Commission.
"The subcommittee recognizes its very
responsible role in early and orderly study
of such material and its duty to afford any
person whose record or conduct is involved his full rights and an appropriate
opportunity to challenge the accuracy of
such charges in hearings at the earliest practical date.
"The Legislative Oversight Subcommittee
will continue its fully comprehensive investigation and study as directed by the House,
including the matters referred to in the
memorandum, but it does not propose to
lend itself to any procedure which might
improperly and unfairly reflect upon the
character and reputation of any person or
persons by issuance of staff memoranda for
publication.
"The subcommittee has not concluded its
investigation on many of these matters involved and will insist upon full evaluation
of the evidence it now has or will obtain."
Broadcasting

The

victims

of

a

smear

an

THERE is serious doubt that the Moulder Subcommittee is
qualified to carry on its investigation of the FCC and other
government agencies.
So far, the subcommittee has been unable to discipline itself
or its staff. The result has been a series of news leaks — "plants"
would be a better word — which have created the impression that
( 1 ) members of the FCC are incompetent, crooked and servile
to the industries they regulate and (2) an energetic subcommittee staff is being cruelly suppressed in its patriotic desire
to bring the culprits to justice.
All the news stories have been based on a confidential memorandum submitted to the subcommittee by Dr. Bernard
Schwartz, chief counsel and staff director. The memorandum's
recommendations were rejected by a 6-2 vote of the subcommittee afortnight ago [Government, Jan. 20]. By that vote,
the subcommittee decided to proceed with a general investigation of six agencies instead of opening its hearings with a
probe of the alleged malpractices of the FCC.
It was after that subcommittee decision that the planting

editorial

began, first in Drew Pearson's columns and later in the New
York Times and other publications.
We don't pretend to know who has been the source.
If the subcommittee knows, it has yet to identify the source.
After its all-afternoon discussion of the leak problem last Thursday it issued a statement which added nothing but confusion
to a situation which was' already confused.
The subcommittee's hearings begin this week. As far as we
know, there has been no change in the plan to work first on
general questions pertaining to all six agencies, a procedure
that may take some time.
Meanwhile, what of the personal reputations of the members
of the FCC? How long are they to stand indicted by a chief
counsel's memorandum without a presentation of the evidence
and without a chance to prepare and offer a defense?
At the moment, the Moulder Subcommittee is a party to a
smear. It must either disavow its chief counsel and his memorandum or it must provide a prompt and proper hearing to the
men whom he has accused.

I

Schwartz'
Of

FCC

Citations

Wrongdoing

The Schwartz memorandum starts with a
listing of alleged peculations by unnamed
commissioners, accuses members of the
FCC

of undue "fraternizing" with the industry they are bound to regulate and moves
right into its main contention:
That the FCC is a quasi-judicial agency;
that FCC commissioners are judges; that
they must comport themselves as do their
brethren on the bench — and that they have
not done so.
The Moulder committee counsel charged
that FCC commissioners have accepted gratuities from industry sources; that they have
discussed cases with litgants; that they don't
even write their own decisions.
Mr. Schwartz' memorandum, first published in the Jan. 23 issue of the New York
Times, made these other points:
• The FCC has been inconsistent in its
decisions in comparative tv hearing cases,
benefitting big, multiple owners to the detriment of new, small entities.
• The Commission wrongfully has failed
to exercise its responsibility in the antitrust
field and in some cases has given licenses to
applicants guilty of antitrust violations.
• The FCC has failed to consider the
patent situation and has aided RCA to maintain and expand its dominance in patent
licensing.
• The FCC has aided monopoly, citing
the 1956 Press Wireless- Western Union case.
The offenses alleged by Mr. Schwartz boil
down to these:
• Commissioners have had their travel
and expenses paid for by industry, yet have
submitted vouchers and been paid by the
government.
• Wives of commissioners have had their
expenses paid by industry.
• Commissioners have color tv receivers
and other communications apparatus in
their homes, and are supplied gratis with
repair service.
Broadcasting

• Commissioners have used government
telephones to make personal calls.
It is following this listing of purported
misconduct that Mr. Schwartz fired his number one charge:
"If any of the above mentioned practices
were engaged in by a federal judge, there
would be grave doubt as to that judge's fitness to continue in office. For a judge to receive favors from a litigant before him
would be for him grossly to violate the canons of judicial ethics. Similarly, for a litigant
to confer favors upon a judge would be for
him to indulge in grave impropriety."
The memorandum went on to state that
the staff has uncovered evidence which indicates that FCC members have discussed
cases with litigants. Such "wholly improper"
conduct "violates a basic principle of Amer-

ican administrative law," the memorandum
declared, "that of so-called 'exclusiveness of
the record' under which administrative decisions are to be based solely upon the public
record in cases before the agency. It is also
clearly contrary to the Federal Administrative Procedure Act as well as Sec. 409 (c)
of the Communications Act, as amended in
[Sec. 409 (c) provides a barrier between
examiners and other members of the Commission in hearing cases; and between the
Commission and its staff upon determination of a hearing case.]
1952."
The document continued:

"The basic theory of administrative adjudication upon which the Congress acted
in delegating adjudicatory authority to the
Federal Communications Commission is
that the agency decision be based only upon
materials contained in the public record."
In a long discussion of the FCC's responsibility toestablish criteria for hearing cases
and their application, Mr. Schwartz baldly
stated that there have been "disturbing inThe New York U. professor first listed
consistencies."
the six standard issues usual in comparative
tv hearings: (a) local ownership; (b) integration of ownership and management; (c)
past performance; (d) broadcast experience;
(e) proposed programming and policies; (f)
diversification of the control of the media
of mass communications.
An analysis of some 60 comparative tv
hearing cases, Mr. Schwartz said has indicated "a most disturbing inconsistency^
"Such inconsistency has, in effect, enabled the Commissioners to act in individual cases on the basis more of whim and
caprice than that of the application of settled law to the facts of the case.
"At times, in truth, the Commission appears to have made decisions which are
diametrically opposed both to the standards1
which it itself has developed and to its own

COUNSEL

HIS 'secret' memo

SCHWARTZ

did well in print

decisions in other contemporaneous cases."'
Not only this, Dr. Schwartz said, but in
recent years there has been a tendency on
January 27, 1958
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the part of the Commission "to modify" the
weight given to the different standards.
The memorandum went on:
'Such modification has been in the direction of diminishing the importance of
criteria such as local ownership, integration
of ownership and management, and diversification of control of the media of mass
communications (all of which tend to favor
the small newcomer, without established
broadcasting interests) and magnify the
weight given to the criterion of broadcast
experience (which tends to favor the large
established company).
The report raised an eyebrow at the Commission's "quickie" grants, inaugurated several years ago, whereby two applicants
merged, or one bowed out. being repaid
his out-of-pocket expenses.
One of the most caustic sections of the
report deals with what Dr. Schwartz called
the "process of decision" within the FCC.
". . . The commissioners themselves do
not hear the evidence at the hearing. They
do hear oral argument, but even that
has not been deemed an essential prerequisite for a commissioner to cast his vote in
a case. They are not required to read the
record. They do not write the opinions explaining their decisions. Indeed, the only
concrete legal obligation imposed upon them
is that of voting in the particular case. . . .
For the experts chosen by the Congress
themselves to delegate even the job of explaining their decision to others is to defeat
the whole theory of agency expertise."
The Commission's Office of Opinions &
Review writes the final decisions.
The Commission's responsibilities for
checking into antitrust factors has been

neglected, Dr. Schwartz claimed. The Commission has refused to consider possible
antitrust violations. Dr. Schwartz stated, on
the part of applicants before it on the
ground that it cannot act unless a court has
adjudicated the case. It also has, Mr.
Schwartz stated, even granted applications
to applicants found guilty of antitrust violations in fields outside of communications.
Congress should look into this, the chief
counsel recommends.
| FCC officials have consistently held during recent years that it cannot properly adjudicate antitrust charges; that such allegations are for the Justice Dept. to consider.
It also has held that an antitrust conviction
in areas outside of communications does
not, of itself, disqualify an applicant.]
Dr. Schwartz also urged the Moulder committee to look into what he termed the
tendency to favor bigness involved in transfer cases (sale of stations). About 25% of
all tv stations have been acquired through
purchase, he said, and because the 1952
McFarland amendments to the Communications Act prohibit a comparative hearing, approvals have become "a mere formality." He suggested that the committee
might want to consider further legislation
to give the FCC review power over sales.
Striking at what he termed the failure of
the Commission to take into account possible misuse of patent monopolies, Dr.
Schwartz related that during the past 20
years the FCC has "invariably failed" to
move against alleged patent "offenses" of
RCA. In television, Mr. Schwartz contended, the Commission adopted standards
in 1945 which benefited the RCA, and again
in 1953 in its adoption of color standards.

"The Commission acted in its 1953 proceeding without even a public hearing, even
though
own of
patent
adviser both
and the
the Commission's
antitrust division
the
Dept. of Justice indicated to the Commission the serious antitrust consequences of
its acting without considering patent matters," the memorandum charged.
He also referred to the proposed rules,
offered several years ago but withdrawn
last year, which would have required all
licensees and applicants to submit patent
holdings and licensing information.
The document said:
"Without resolving the question of ultimate merit, the material submitted to the
Federal Communications Commission by its
patent adviser was clearly of such a serious
nature as to call for further Commission
action. Yet, the Commission summarily
dismissed the matter, refusing any further
consideration. It remained for the antitrust
division of the Dept. of Justice, building
upon the investigation and work of the Federal Communication Commission's patent
adviser, to file complaint in court. If the
patent adviser's work was sufficient to justify action by the Dept. of Justice, why was
it continually ignored by the FCC?"
[The Commission's patent adviser, until
he retired toward the end of last year, was
William H. Bauer.]
[The reference in the document to the
Press Wireless- Western Union case involved
the 1956 FCC decision denying Press Wireless' request to feed the Democratic convention to its subscribers direct from Chicago. The Press Wireless' application was
opposed by Western Union.]
In his conclusion, Dr. Schwartz noted
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Y&R

Resigns

Buick

May

Fit

Lincoln;
in Slot

The $3.5 million Lincoln automotive account was resigned last week by Young &
Rubicam, New York, causing rumors that
the agency is open for the more lucrative
$24 million unattached Buick account.
Officials at Young & Rubicam, however,
had no official comment to make except to
admit the resignation.
The Buick Div. of General Motors has
been silent as to where the account would
land. It was known, however, that Edward
T. Ragsdale, general manager of the division, was in New York this past week,
presumably to hear agency presentations.
Trade talk continues that Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, and Benton & Bowles, New York,
as well as Young & Rubicam, are the three
agencies in the top running for the Buick
business.
No new agency was announced for the
Lincoln Div. of Ford Motor Co. The Edsel
account will continue to be handled by
Foote, Cone & Belding and Mercury will
continue to be serviced by Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Presumably, a decision will have to be
made shortly for both Buick and Lincoln
Page 34
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since media plans should already be in the
works for auto campaigns which traditionally break in October.
Lincoln was last in tv on The Ed Sullivan
Show on CBS-TV with Ford's Mercury
Div., but dropped out of the show last
November. Lincoln used spot radio-tv during the fall.
Results 'Phenomenal7 for Tv Test,
Seaboard to Expand Use of Medium
The "phenomenal" sales results obtained
by the Seaboard Chemical Corp., Newell
Pharmacal Div., Livingston, N. J., in introducing a new product in the New York
area on a three-week test campaign has
prompted Seaboard (1) to triple its expenditure for a 13-week spot tv effort in the
area starting today (Monday) and (2) to
formulate plans for a nationwide tv campaign.
Paul H. Collins, president of Seaboard,
said his company, a small one in the field,
developed a new product several years ago
called "Liqua-Band," which he described
as "a liquid antiseptic that forms its own
bandage." The product, he said, has been
on the market for about 18 months with
distribution on the East Coast. Last June,
the company allocated $5,000 for a test
campaign in the Philadelphia area, using

two metropolitan newspapers, Mr. Collins
reported, and the results were "very disIn the middle of November, according
to
Mr. Collins, Seaboard decided to spend
appointing."
the same amount — $5,000 — for a threeweek tv campaign in the New York area,
using 20 spot announcements per week on
WABD (TV) New York. Despite the drawbacks— the New York market is considered
"highly tough" and the campaign was presented during the Christmas holiday season— Mr. Collins termed the results "phenomenal." Sales during December and January for the New York territory alone were
four times as high as in all the other territories combined and 23 drug wholesalers
in the area wrote in to ask for "LiquaBand," as compared with only four which
had handled the product before the tv campaign. Eight of the wholesalers, Mr. Collins
continued, called for repeat orders, adding
that wholesaler acceptance is "a must" for
success of a drug product on the contemporary marketing scene.
Starting today. Seaboard will invest
$15,000 for a 13-week campaign, using 12
announcements per week on both WABD
and WOR-TV New York. The company,
according to Mr. Collins, now has appropriated funds for a tv campaign in other
Broadcasting

that the hearings proposed in his memorandum on the FCC would be only the beginning. "It is to be expected," he said, "that
as further investigative material is developed
by the subcommittee staff, additional hearings will be held on the FCC."
The concluding paragraphs of Dr.
Schwartz' document read as follows:
"The proposals for hearings contained
in this memorandum have been put forth
by the subcommittee staff without anything
like dogmatic conviction. They are intended
only to serve as the basis for determination
by the subcommittee of the subjects to be
explored by it in its first public hearings.
At the same time it cannot be denied that
the whole question of the operation of the
federal regulatory agencies is now the subject of public interest and concern to an
unprecedented degree.
"A period of ferment is one for a straightforward and vigorous public articulation of
issues. Administrative law, almost more than
any other branch of the law, well exemplifies Mr. Justice Cardoza's famous statement
that the law has its periods of ebbs and
flow. One of the flood seasons is now upon
us. It is for this subcommittee to gather up
the driftwood and leave the waters pure."
The
Of

Schwartz
FCC

Charges

Malfeasance

Uncle Sam doesn't want its officials to
travel on somebody else's tab even if it saves
expense to the government. That's the import of an opinion the Comptroller General
of the U. S. (he keeps his eye on government spending) gave to Rep. Morgan M.
Moulder (D-Mo.), chairman of the House

Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, in a letter Dec. 24, 1957.

penses incurred by them in attending the
same convention.

The Comptroller General's views were
expressed following Moulder committee
staff assertions that members of the FCC
had their expenses paid by industry, yet also
collected travel and expense money ($12
trip. day) from the government for the same
per

"4. Members of the Commission have had
their wives' expenses paid for by the industry for attendance at industry functions.
"5. Members of the Commission engage
in constant fraternization with individuals

The memorandum composed by Dr. Bernard Schwartz made these charges of malfeasance against unidentified FCC commissioners:
"(1) A commissioner was fully reimbursed by the industry for the expenses incurred by him and his wife in attending an
industry convention at which he delivered
an address. This commissioner also claimed
from and was paid by the government his
full expenses (travel and per diem) to attend the same conve.ifion. Such duplication
of expense accounts apparently involves a
criminal felony in tha "lalse, fictitious, or
fraudulent' claim was filed against the United
States within the meaning of 18 U.S.C.
287 by the commissioner in question. See
also 18 U.S.C. 1001, 1914.
"2. Members of the Commission have had
their room, board and other expenses (e.g.,
cafe, valet, golf fees, etc.) paid by the industry while attending industry conventions.
At the same time, these commissioners have
claimed and received per diem from the
government for living expenses incurred by
them in attending the same convention.
"3. Members of the Commission have had
their hotel bills paid by the industry while
attending industry conventions. At the same
time they have claimed and received per
diem from the government for living ex-

and corporations who appear as litigants before the Commission. This includes such
things as payments by individuals, corporations or associations subject to the Commission's regulatory authority of commissioners' entertainment, travel, payment of hotel
bills and the like.
"6. Members of the Commission have received for their personal use color television
sets and other communications equipment.
"7. Members of the Commission have received free service contracts for their personal television, radio and hi-fi sets from a
company which appears as a litigant before
the Commission. These free contracts involve savings of up to several hundreds of
dollars per year for the particular Commission member concerned.
'8. Members of the Commission have
used Commission telephones (at government expense) to make purely personal
The memorandum
quotes the Comptroltelephone
calls."
ler General as indicating not only that the
law prohibits dual payments, but also his
view that "irrespective of whether the
United States may be saved the cost of
traveling expenses, our decisions have indicated generally that the payment by others
of the traveling expenses of an officer or
employe of the Government in a regular
duty and pay status is prohibited by 18
U.S.C. 1914."

eastern territories and eventually will expand to markets throughout the country.
Mr. Collins believes a product like
"Liqua-Band" is shown to fine advantage
on tv because demonstration of the product's performance is a strong selling point.
Seaboard is placing its advertising directly.
W-L, Borden's
Shuffle
Internal Organization

(Richard Hudnut), Ted Bates & Co. (Super
Anahist), Lennen & Newell (Emerson drug
products, including Bromo-Seltzer and
Fizzies) and Norman, Craig & Kummel
(DuBarry). Warner-Lambert uses tv spot
and some network.
The Borden agencies are Young & Rubicam and Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
handling
coffee. the
Y&Rlatter
services
both Borden's
cheese andInstant
food

Two major broadcast advertisers last
week announced internal reorganizations.
• Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,
Morris Plains, N. J., has formed a new
marketing division to be known as Family
Products Div. It will embrace all WarnerLambert proprietary drug, cosmetic and
toiletry lines including Listerine, BromoSeltzer, Super Anahist, Richard Hudnut and
DuBarry beauty preparations.
• The Borden Co., New York, consolidated its cheese and food producers, Borden
Cheese Co. and Borden Food Products Co.,
into a single arm to be known as Borden
Foods Co.

products. Borden sponsors The People's
Choice on NBC-TV on alternate weeks,
but places considerable emphasis on local
dealer spot drives through its many distributors and local branch dairies. Heading
the new Borden company is Theodore O.
Hofman, who resigns as general controller
of the parent Borden Co. The parent firm
also has set up a new autonomous regional
unit comprising dairy and food products
operations in eight southern states to be
known as Borden Co. Southern Div., with
headquarters in Houston. Two months ago,
Borden formed a similar company for western state marketing.

No change in the companies' agency
assignments are contemplated at present.
Warner-Lambert is serviced by Lambert &
Feasley (Listerine brand products), as well
as Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles

At Warner-Lambert, reorganization reportedly has just begun. J. S. Hewitt, president of the recently-acquired Anahist Co.,
has been designated president of the new
Family Products Div. Though the agencies

Broadcasting

probably will not be changed, advertising
is being consolidated from brand status to
divisional status. Irvin W. Hoff will become

VIEWERS who accepted when Sid
Caesar Invites You to tune in ABCTV yesterday (Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.),
were greeted by Mme. Helena Rubinstein from her famous duplex in New
York. The head of the sponsoring
cosmetic firm appeared briefly on film
in the opening commercial of the inaugural show.
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vice president and advertising director for
the entire division. But each hrand product
will have its own advertising manager, to
he appointed later.
W-L executives named to new posts include Robert G. Urban, executive vice
president and general manager of the
Hudnut-DuBarry lines; Frank Camp, vice
president and general sales manager for all
products save DuBarry; William Strawson,
vice president for Emerson drug products;
Gerald Fowler, vice president and marketing director. DuBarry; Matt F. Ruffle, Hudnut marketing director; Robert MacFarlane,
marketing director for all Anahist products,
and Joe Broun, trade promotion manager
for Anahist.
Ellis Retires as Kudner
Rohrabaugh

Named

Head;

as Successor

The resignation of J. H. S. Ellis as president of Kudner Adv., New York, was
accepted "with regret" last Tuesday by the
agency's board of directors. C. M. Rohrabaugh, an executive vice president, was
elected as Mr. Ellis' successor.
Mr. Ellis' move had been expected since
he had announced his projected retirement
last month shortly after Kudner lost the
$23 million Buick account [Advertisers &
Agencies, Dec. 23, 1957]. At that time,
Mr. Ellis said he planned to sell his stock
in the agency to other company executives
and retire from advertising.
The directors of Kudner also elected
Charles R. Hook Jr., an executive vice
president, as treasurer and J. W. Millard,
a vice president, as secretary. All other
officers were re-elected.
Recently Kudner overhauled its executive committee in order to relieve the load
carried by Mr. Ellis, who also served as
chairman and treasurer and performed creative work. At that time, Mr. Rohrabaugh
was appointed chairman of the executive
committee.
An agency spokesman later
Ellis already had sold his stock
to other executives in the
could not specify the amount
Ellis held.

said that Mr.
in the agency
company but
of stock Mr.

Morgan Succeeds Buchen
As President of Agency
The retirement of Walther Buchen as
president and the election of new officers,
including Leon Morgan, treasurer, as his
successor has been announced by The
Buchen Co., Chicago advertising agency.
Also elected at a stockholders' meeting
Jan. 14 were John M. McDonald, formerly
first senior vice president, as chairman of
the board; Joseph H. Caro, senior vice president who continues in that position and also
becomes treasurer, and Walter H. Baers,
promoted from vice president to senior vice
president.
Mr. Buchen, who founded the agency 35
years ago, is being retained as consultant
and Walther Buchen Jr. continues as account
executive. All the new officers except Mr.
Caro, who joined in 1952, have been with
the agency over 22 years. Buchen handles
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Chicago Title & Trust Co., Masonite Corp.
and Wood Conversion Co. accounts, all of
which have been active in network or local
tv.
Jaffe Forms Firm to Monitor
Tv Commercials for Advertisers
The formation of National Television
Monitor Corp., New York, which offers to
monitor tv commercials for advertising agencies and clients was announced last week by
Ken Jaffe, president. The company is at 541
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. Telephone
is Plaza 3-3815.
Mr. Jaffe claims his firm can provide
"tear sheets" for tv advertisers and agencies,
providing them with proof of "satisfactory
performance." NTMC charges $3 for each
report on a commercial and covers an exact
timing of the length, a description of the
commercial and a summary of other points
a client orders. His monitoring service, he
reported, is available in 72 tv markets and
is expected to expand to 150 markets.
Mr. Jaffe said his method of operation is
unique in that the monitoring is performed
by disabled persons throughout the country.
He has more than 200 of these "home-

bound" individuals, whom he describes as
"high-caliber and intelligent," on call. Mr.
Jaffe selected them on the basis of recommendations from welfare organizations.
It was his background as advertising manager of the Chunky Chocolate Co., Brooklyn, that prompted him to start his service,
Mr. Jaffe said. It was his feeling then, he
added, that some stations might cut a 60second commercial short; a live performer
might not present the commercial as instructed; a filmed commercial might be
reeled in reverse; an outdated commercial
might be used in new commercial dates;
wrong store tags, wrong dealer lists, wrong
prices might be telecast. Mr. Jaffe said he
realized there was a need for an organization
that could prove "satisfactory performance"
for an advertiser. He resigned from Chunky
Chocolate last October to form National
Television Monitor Corp. For the past three
months, Mr. Jaffe has been building his
organization and telling his story personally
to advertisers and advertising agencies.
Some of the clients for whom NTMC has
worked, he said, are Ballantine Beer,
Chunky Chocolate, Hicks & Greist, Philip
Morris Ltd., American Character Doll Co.
and Serutan.

PROFESSOR
BLASTS
TV'S 'MEDICAL'
ADS
A professor of pharmacology at Rutgers
last week saluted Irving J. Rosenhaus, presiU. spoke on WATV (TV) Newark last
dent of Bremer Broadcasting Co., owneroperator of WATV, for allowing Dr. Rodweek on what he called "distorted" medical
advertising on tv. He charged that a few
man's discourse to go on the air uninterclaims are so twisted they might be labeled
rupted. Mr. Rosenhaus, brother of Pharmaceuticals Inc. President Matthew B. Rosen"outright lies."
Dr. Morton J. Rodman spoke on the
haus, also serves on the drug company's
board of directors. Sale of WATV (TV) and
weekly Report From Rutgers program on a
WAAT-AM-FM Newark to National Teleseries dealing with "Drugs and Your
film Assoc. is pending FCC approval.
Mind." Although he did not mention any
While the university claimed that the
product by name, his use of slogans or
demonstration techniques left little doubt
pharmacologist's chief aim was to lecture
as to what brands were being discussed.
on "the dangers of self-medication," Dr.
Rodman apparently lectured on what he
He charged "many medicines advertised
considered the danger of believing certain
on tv do not allow a person to treat his
ills on the basis of
tv medical ads. To drive home his points,
Dr. Rodman on the WATV program:
correct information.
Instead, they present
• Slipped into a white doctor's coat
distortions." Among
which, he noted, was a "not-too-subtle
others, he criticized
gimmick" to lead the public into thinking
they see a doctor instead of an actor.
products
"which
claim
to relieve
acid
• Poured "concentrated stomach acid" —
in this case, a beaker of hydrochloric acid
stomach or 'tired
blood' " and which
— over a face towel at the beginning of
Report From Rutgers. Twenty minutes later,
"may lull a serioushe picked up the same cloth; there was no
ly sick person into a
false sense of secuhole, no burn, "nothing," said Dr. Rodman,
that would lend credulity to the familiar
rity and delay his
DR. RODMAN
going to a doctor.
claim by
antacid
tabletdo that
tratedanstomach
acid can
this "if
to concena sheet
This may prevent early diagnosis of ulcers,
cancer, tuberculosis and other ailments
which,
if treated
properly, can
be nor
cured."
Neither
Pharmaceuticals
Inc.
its
agency, Parkson Adv., New York, would
comment officially on the charges concerning "tired blood" ad claims. Pharmaceuticals'
Geritol uses such a term in its tv copy.
Agency President Ted Bergmann pointed out
all Geritol ads, immediately after describing
symptoms of iron deficiency, anemia or
"tired blood," urge the viewer to "see a
doctor" if the condition persists.
A Rutgers U. public information officer

• "Laughed" at the "fast-fast-fast"
gimmick
. . . etc." of agency copywriters assigned to
pain relieving products and analgesic compounds. He pictured the "straight aspirin"
copywriters trying to outdo the "buffered
aspirin copywriters," who in turn are trying
to better the "effervescent compounds copywriters." All three, he said, are obviously
allied against the "combination of five painrelieving ingredients" school of writing. He
explained that now that both the Federal
Trade Commission and the Food & Drug
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Administration have "clamped down" on the
"wild claims of yesteryear," the poor copywriter has only one thing to stress — speed.
But even this, Dr. Rodman claimed, is fallacious. "There exists no proof that headaches are gotten rid of any faster by one
product than by another. Certainly the consumer is wasting his money if he thinks
product X can shorten his pain. It cannot.
Furthermore, no one has ever been able to
say where and when pain stops and relief begins after swallowing a pill. Standard time
for aspirins is 20 to 30 minutes. I do not see

BARTER
Headley,

an acceleration by use of other medicines,"
he contended.
• Made known his impressions of the
claim by one deodorant manufacturer who
advertises the product by showing a woman
in a steam cabinet. He observed that the
tv spot maintains that the model's brow did
not "sweat" because it was covered by the
sponsor's anti-perspirant. "Humbug," noted
Dr. Rodman. He and his staff spent five
years studying the human temperature
regulating system and have found no chemical that could stop body perspiration at 104

BOUT
Ezzes

FOUGHT

battle

issue

of

An issue with which the television business has had to grapple
is the limited but far-reaching practice of bartering film for time.
At the Radio & Television Executive Society's timebuying and selling seminar in New York Tuesday, agency and broadcast executives listened to the pro and con of barter in a debate on the topic:
"Is Film Barter Harmful to the Television Industry?"
Speakers were Frank M. Headley, president of Station RepreBARTER: A SECOND-RATE PRODUCT
WITH AN EXPENSIVE PRICE TAG
The

fatal flaw inherent in barter is

simply this: Good time and good programming will always be sold for cash, dictated
by the law of supply and demand.
This same flaw has been expressed by
Edward D. Madden, formerly vice president
of International Latex. Mr. Madden, who,
along with Matty Fox is an outstanding expert on barter, expressed the belief that,
except on a limited scale, the barter deal
has seen its day. "You've got to have a good
product," he said.
It is obvious that a good station in a large
market will not barter away its valuable air
time for second-rate product.
A large part of the hubbub is traceable
to Matty Fox's biggest barter deal — the trading of the entire RKO Pictures library in
return for spots sold to International Latex.
However, it remains one of the only successful, national film barter deals. The
reason is well apparent: the RKO-Latex
transaction is the only barter deal which involved prime, first-run film.
Many top-billing advertising agencies
have made careful investigations of barter.
Most backed off when they were unable
to obtain sufficient information concerning
proposed stations and times, or the promised station list or schedule.

Let's take a look at some of these aborted
deals:
(1) A proposed 116 market barter deal
involving Exquisite Form Brassiere and
National Telefilm Associates broke down
when NTA failed to deliver enough of
the required network-affiliate stations within
a prescribed time limit. NTA has since
vehemently renounced barter.
(2) Hazel Bishop was claimed to have
"closed" a $7 million, five-year spot deal
with Matty Fox. It never got off the
ground.
(3) It was reported that McCann-ErickBroadcasting

television

IN
film

degrees fahrenheit temperature — the figure
cited in the tv ad, he claimed.
"You can find scientific proof for any
hypothesis," Dr. Rodman noted at another
point. "Science is notorious for its ability
to come up with conflicting theories. Just
because one scientist or testing bureau
reaches one conclusion does not mean that
it is 'safe.' Most of these ads go beyond
permissible puffery , . . and while they may
not be all downright lies, they are worded
in such a way as to make them scientifically

suspect."
RTES
trading

ARENA
to

a

draw

sentatives Assn. and of the station representative firm, H-R Television Inc., and Erwin H. Ezzes, vice president and general manager
of C & C Television Corp. Mr. Headley maintains that the barter
concept has a depressive effect on the television business. Mr.
Ezzes takes the opposite tack. The debate, including opening remarks, rebuttals and questions and answers, is reprinted in condensed form.

son readied a test of barter time for Rival
Dog Food in one of the ten major markets.
This deal did not materialize.
(4) It was reported that Procter & Gamble
bought barter spots from MCA-TV on behalf of Spic 'n' Span. If there were negotiations, they never reached the sit-down
stage.
(5) Last May it was intimated that Lever
Bros.' Pepsodent was planning a $50,000
summer barter experiment. If Pepsodent
ever considered barter, the idea has long
since fizzled.
(6) Even a barter transaction as heavily
publicized and apparently successful as

least valuable or so-called fringe time of
each station.
Barter time is by nature run-of-station.
Although a few token spots in each deal
may be Class A or B, most bob randomly
like corks in a hurricane sea. Not all spots
within a time period have equal actual
value, since certain adjacencies may have
higher ratings than others. If a schedule is
purchased for cash by an experienced timebuyer, he will make sure the spots are the
highest rated which current availabilities permit. But you can bet barter spots will be
clustered around the lowest rated adjacencies
in any time classification.
In terms of rating points, audience composition and even audience impressions per
dollar, barter may turn out to be very, very
expensive. On the other hand, a timebuyer
in a cash transaction will never make a
purchase unless it is a good value.
(2) Barter operators speak
blithely of the savings resulting from eliminating agency

Matty Fox's old nation-wide MPTV deal
may have a sequel. C & C Super bought
much of the time involved but not all.
Erwin, would you tell us why, after three
years, quantities of this time are still unsold?
Barter is highly similar to time brokerage,
and as such, a throwback to
the confused, uncoordinated
system which prevailed in
and rep commissions. But
radio during the late 1920s
they fail to point out that
and early 1930s before the
other middlemen step up and
establishment of exclusive natake
their cut.
tional representation.
(3) Barter deals are blind
In those days, most nabuys. Barterers talk mainly in
tional advertising contracts
terms of tonnage and percentwere negotiated by time brokage discounts below card rate,
ers. Now enter a new generaand very little about specific
tion of time brokers — the
station clearances.
barter boys hawking their
(4) Flexibility, one of the
wares in the language of disgreatest assets of the spot
count merchants. Let's examine film barter from both the
medium, becomes almost nonMR. HEADLEY
existent in barter.
There'sThe
no
advertiser's and station's viewcancellation clause in barter
contracts.
film vendors must make at least a 52-week
(1) The appeal to advertisers is couched
point:
commitment with the stations. The advertiser
in terms of a cut rate price.
in turn is tied down for upward of a year.
No matter how apparently advantageous
The reverse is also true in this arrangea buy is, unless it is able to fulfill the purpose
ment. There are no renewal options in barter
for which it was purchased — in this case
deals.
effective advertising impressions for the ad(5) Barter advertisers are tied down to
vertiser— it may be of little value. Since
an R O S schedule, and therefore their time
a barter schedule consists of time currently
unsold, it is probably composed of the
is on a pre-emptible basis. This means a
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card rate advertiser can automatically take
over any choice adjacency occupied by a
barter client.
(6) Once a schedule has been bought,
there are make-goods to arrange, affidavits
of performance to process and many other
details. On a card rate schedule, these
numerous services are provided by the station rep and the agency. Who will provide
these necessary services for the barter advertiser?
Now. let's look at barter from the station's viewpoint:
( I ) Barter arrangements grant preferential rates to participating advertisers not
available to others. This is a violation of
the standard 4A contract. Barter involves
under-the-counter rate cutting.
(2) The station which participates in barter trades away, at discount rates, its only
commodity — highly precious air time —
which it may be able to sell for cash and
profit.
(3) Barter deals enable film vendors to
undercut the station's own salesmen in the
sale of its own time.
(4) Just as bartered time is essentially
time the station has been unable to sell,
bartered film, with such notable exceptions
as the RKO library, is film which no longer
can be sold.
Barter, which even in its heyday never
consisted of more than a handful of well
publicized deals, has slipped badly in the
past few months.
BARTER: A PRODUCTIVE ASSET
FOR STATION AND ADVERTISER
I intend to sell you on an appreciation of
program barter arrangements which pay off
for the stations.
Program barter as a selling concept
started back in the early 50s. We started
it just after FCC lifted the freeze. Hundreds of new stations were coming on the
air. Some had tremendous dollar budgets
intended for programming which was consumed in application contests, in transmitter
buys and building and other costs. Although
the station's dollar budget was consumed,
stations still needed programming.
When a station throws the switch on a
transmitter at night, the time they haven't
sold that day has no revenue producing
value for a station whatsoever. Some stations even then were sold out in prime
time, but there were very few of these.
We had to overcome a bug-a-boo, the
then current misconception of what the
FCC meant by time brokerage. We sought
Commission approval and the FCC ruled
that the barter exchange of film for television spot time was not a violation.
So, with a thousand feature films, we
brought programming to stations who could
not otherwise afford it, and as the word
got around the industry, the bandwagon
got pretty full.
Now with the release of the RKO pictures in 1956, this touched off a new trend.
We had a virgin library of first run, major
company products, a programming source
that was much desired but hitherto unavailable to stations. At that time it was one
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of the most si/able business risks to take
programming as important and as costly as
this, and release it on program barter type
of distrbution. We did so thanks to the
vision and courage of Matty Fox and A. M.
Panell of the International Latex Corp.
How do we work with the Latex cornpan}? We licensed the RKO feature films
through the station, in exchange for ten

76.3% of the total tv homes, an average
of 5.14 times.
Although you can plead that the run of
schedule Latex spot is lower rated than it
would be on a fixed position, prime-time
basis, the cumulative efTect of a saturated
exposure does reach a huge audience.
You can't keep a client happy, as you
know, unless sales have increased. Latex sales have increased five times more in tv

spots a day, for a three-year
period. The station gets these
pictures for a ten-year period;
markets than in non-tv marwe get the spots for three
kets. Their girdle sales alone,
years. The station makes these
nine months after tv exposure,
spots available on a run of
increased from 100-130% in
schedule basis, within four
tv markets and only 5-25%
daily time periods that span
in non-tv markets. In the 1957
the entire broadcast day.
annual report of the Stanley
None of these spots fall in
Warner Corp., the Latex parprime evening time. Of the
ent company, the per share
ten spots made available, six
earning
was $1.82 against
are 60-second spots and four
1956's
per
share earning of
are 20-second spots. The sta$1.47. which for the parent
tions can move them at will,
and some do. Some stations
company was a 24% increase
in net earnings.
MR. EZZES
have been making these spots
available for about a year and a half. Yet
The C & C-International Latex arrangeno station has ever come to C & C and said
ment enables the station to turn a wasting
asset into a productive asset and provides it
that they were unable to sell a spot because
an inventory of important programming,
it had been committed to Latex. Although
which in turn generates sales income, and
they have the right to, few stations usually
take spots around the schedule. They befrees dollars to improve the station's overall inventory of programming. It is good
come almost fixed positions, but not necesfor the advertiser because his sales have insarily fixed in the best time periods.
creased.
Does the station like the arrangement?
The answer is unequivocally yes. We have
Mr. Headley: In rebuttal I would like to
closed barter arrangements with stations
remind you that the subject of this debate
is whether or not film barter is harmful to
reaching 33 million tv homes, and all these
stations now carry the Latex spot.
the tv industry, not whether the RKO-InThe stations like the deal because their
ternational Latex deal is harmful to the tv
industry. I told you in my major argument
unsold time has been converted into a productive asset which pays for good film prothat I thought the RKO-Latex barter deal
gramming, that in turn is flexible, that in
was the only one that has ever used firstrun film, and, therefore, in my opinion,
turn creates local, regional, and even national sales. By bartering their time for
was a good barter. A few facts that I would
like to mention:
film, their overall programming improves.
Does the advertiser like the deal? Now,
During the radio-tv workshop session at
understand that 100% of the time which
the Assn. of National Advertisers' annual
C & C receives is assigned to one advermeeting, participants were asked if anyone was using tv on barter. Nobody was.
tiser.
We
don't
compete
with
the
sales
representative.
The association subsequently polled its
We barter RKO films now for tv spots
members and announced that only 16 of its
which carry the Latex commercial into
234 members have ever used barter. Of the
stations whose combined coverage reaches
16, only nine consider their experience satis85% of the nation's tv homes. This gross
factory. Only four of the nine are still using
bank of time could be valued at over $50
it.
million at end-card rate. Latex uses this
With the exception of the numerous leadtime at the rate of approximately $15 million a year.
ing stations which particpated in the RKOLatex
deal, it is mostly marginal stations
Examine the recent budget expenditures
which barter time for film. The top-ranking
of the ten top spot advertisers of the counstations in a market, with limited availabiltry. The top position is held by a soap comities, are not likely to exchange valuable air
pany in Cincinnati that you might be familiar with. Their first quarter budget, I time for film. Generally, only stations in
read, is $3,726,000. Now, at the rate of
markets outside of the top 50 or 75 are
$15 million a year, measured in even quarmost amenable to barter: or the weaker inters. Latex expends $3,750,000, which I
dependents ina multi-station market, or the
suppose in the first quarter of 1957 would
uhf in a vhf area.
make them the number one tv spot adverErwin mentioned something about FCC
tiser.
approval on the RKO-International Latex
Latex spots average a 5.7 ARB. One spot
deal. This I believe: Many film barter deals
on all stations carrying them reaches an
are
either outright brokerage arrangements
average of 3,390,000 viewers. In Cleveland last month, the ARB showed that the
or very close to them. Barter film deals
are an invitation to greater regulation, and
ten Latex spots a day, in one week, reached
Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

OLD

FAVORITE

Some sponsors like to change programs every 13 weeks. Others will
keep a program on for a full year and
perhaps even through the first rerun. But the contract signed by
J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles,
with George Bagnall & Assoc. made
news because it called for the BoyleMidway Div. of American Home
Products Co. to sponsor the fourth
re-run of / Search for Adventure in
the same western markets and on the
same stations that carried the 52-week
series for its first, second and third
runs for the same sponsor in the
past three years. Latest re-runs start
Feb. 1 on KERO-TV Bakersfield,
KJEO-TV Fresno, KCRA-TV Sacramento, KCOP (TV) Los Angeles,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, all California; KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz.;
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah; KOINTV Portland, Ore.; KING-TV Seattle
and KXLY-TV Spokane, both Washington.

may lead to restrictive consequences in
other areas as well.
Some barter deals tie up a station's time
as long as five years, constituting a lien
on station time which the FCC may interpret as loss of program control.
Stations which barter extensively may be
placed in an unfavorable cash position, and
may lack current means of providing advertisers with added services, such as merchandising.
International Latex supposedly made the
best barter deal of all time. Why, then, has
it recently queried reps on availabilities?
One of the top agencies in radio-tv billing
made a thorough study of barter. Part of its
conclusions: "The use of barter deals or
any method of obtaining tv time at off-thecard rates should be approached with great
caution. If it is important to an advertiser
to be in tv, the barter method is not the way
to do it, for the reason that the more important stations in each market no longer
are desperate for film or for cash. This restricts abarter advertiser to low grade tv
stations."
McCann-Erickson intensively researched
barter last spring. A spokesman for McCann said: "The companies who have negotiated successful barter deals seem to have
fallen into the category of being less than
desirable television clients, and therefore
were satisfied to advertise on the less desirable stations in the market. Such clients in
all cases had no previous television history.
From a media standpoint, we are dealing
in what would otherwise remain unsalable
time. It is highly unlikely that any media
schedule would include the spots which
would be included on a barter deal."
I will now substantiate my position by
breaking down an actual barter deal and revealing the markets where stations were
willing to barter and where the advertiser
had to shell out the green stuff. The total
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schedule ran in better than 100 markets, of
which almost half were barter arrangements.
This doesn't sound like a bad ratio, does it?
But let's look into it further ... In markets
101 to 200, there were 37 barter deals and
only 15 cash deals. It still sounds pretty
good! Now let's go into the top 100 markets.
Here, out of a total of 60 markets carrying
the schedule, only 14 were obtained from
barter, and the other 46 received cash.
Now let's get down to basic markets where
all advertising campaigns begin, and where
so many are reaching the end — the top 25.
Out of these vital markets, 20 were bought,
but only three on a barter basis, in each instance the barterer was the lowest rated station in its market. Of the top 75 markets, 46
were purchased, but only 10 bartered.
On a coverage basis, the indictment of
barter as an effective means of reaching a
mass market becomes even more devastating.
Although the campaign went into well over
a hundred markets, less than 25% of the
nation's tv homes were reached via barter!
It all seems hardly worthwhile.
Mr. Ezzes: Frank is in agreement with
us essentially. He's arrived on the periphery
of the lessons we have learned from the day
we started to go into barter. There are fundamentals, think,
I
to be considered. From
the point of view of a sales manager, I find
it easier to barter good products, to barter
first front products, and to get an advertiser
the kind of time that will move an advertiser's product.
From the point of view of an advertiser,
if a barterer bartering any kind of film can
secure enough coverage both on a specific
station and on a group of stations, he can
provide an advertiser with the kind of exposure that the advertiser can find useful.
It is easier to barter with a first-run product.
We learned that when we started back in '52
and '53.
A floor discussion after the debate developed these questions and answers:
Q: Mr. Headley, on what do you base
your statement that only RKO film barter
is based on first-run film?
A: Well I'll answer that very fast. It is
the only one that I am familiar with that
has used first-run film successfully.
Mr. Headley, there is a second part to

four actually. The aim of our arrangement
is to barter our time with network affiliates.
Mr. Ezzes, have you measured, or can
you estimate the percentage of the 33 million homes covered by stations carrying the
International Latex deal who have actually
seen the commercial? In other words, what
is the net audience in a one- or four-week
A: I can't really answer that accurately.
period?
I don't get into those figures. I get most of
them from International Latex. I don't know
what the specific market coverage would be
other than an average. I know that if you
accumulate, if you take the per spot rating
accumulatively, you hit a figure at the end
of a week, that in the case of Cleveland was
about 700. As to what it is on specific markets, it varies according to the time placement.
Midwestern
Changes

Adv.

Name

Agency

Network

to Mutual

Network

The Midwestern Adv. Agency Network,
comprising agencies in the lower billings
bracket, announced an expansion of membership and changed its name to the Mutual
Adv. Agency Network at its annual meeting
in Chicago Jan. 17-18. Agency members
bill
approximately in the $250,000-$3 million
range.
New officers also were elected, with Fran
Faber, head of his own Minneapolis agency,
becoming president; Gladys Lamb, KellyLamb Adv., Columbus, re-named vice president-treasurer; Ken Warren, Warren &
Litzenberger, Davenport, Iowa, vice president, and James Taylor, head of the agency
bearing his name in Ottumwa, Iowa, secretary. The two-day convention was held at
the Bismarck Hotel.
The name change was dictated by the expansion of Midwestern beyond present
regional boundaries, according to Allan J.
Copeland, head of his own Chicago agency.
New members include Brooks Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, first Canadian agency in the group;
Lyons Adv. North Attleboro, Mass., and
Vanderboom, Hunt and McNaughton, Los
Angeles.

the question: Don't you have a problem to
make good the ratings on cash buys?
A: Indeed we do, but in connection with
barter deals, I ask you, who is going to handle that for the agency and the advertiser?
Mr. Headley, do you honestly feel that a
large advertising agency will recommend
barter to its clients, knowing that in most
cases barter will outpull cash buys?
A: Seems like a loaded question. The
study that I have completed in connection
with this subject would indicate to me that
those large agencies that have investigated
barter have come to the conclusion that they
are not in a position to recommend it to any
of their good clients.
Mr. Ezzes, of the stations delivering time
to C&C, how many of the top 100 markets
delivering time are independent stations?
A: Very few, I would say about three or

DISCUSSING the new Mutual Adv. Agency
Network setup are the group's new officers:
Seated (I to r), Mr. Faber and Miss Lamb;
standing (I to r), Messrs. Taylor and Warren
at the Chicago meeting.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Thomas

Co.

Sold

Wanted:

Creative

on

Tv;

Sell

Wanted: "Creative selling and techniques"
by tv stations and "one tv success story
lor our product."
This was the challenge to telecasters
offered by Larry Smith, advertising director
of the Thomas Organ Co.. during an interview in New York last week. The company
held a showing there of its new electronic
organ model thai has a sell -contained hi-fi
system.
Thomas Organ — a subsidiary of Pacific
Mercury Corp., Sepulvcda. Calif., which
with plants at Sepulvcda and Joplin, Mo.,
supplies Sears. Roebuck &. Co. with tv receivers tor all its stores in I 1 western states
and subcontracts both government and civilian electronic work — claims second place
in electronic organ manufacture and sales,
though in business less than two years.
- According to Mr. Smith, Thomas has
been in tv (spot) during the past two years —
hut not to the extent it would like.
Will Thomas organ pump a sweeter tune
—and more money — into television? From
Mr. Smith's viewpoint:
• The company "expects to be a sponsor
of a network tv show next fall" with one
hitch: "We need a musical show that can
integrate the demonstration of our organ

LOOKING for a super-salesman, tv variety:
This is the Thomas Mitsicale, electronic
organ with a built-in hi-fi system which was
shown in New York last week. The inset
at top right shows the hi-fi unit that actually
is built into the organ to the left of the keyboard. The Musicale utilizes the standard
Thomas organ amplifier speaker and sound
baffle, and adds a record changer and tweeter. The two instruments may be played
separately or together.
in the commercials and in the program itself. The programmer must be 'sold' on the
Thomas concept and on the product." He
explained the company at one time had considered sponsorship of the Nat King Cole
Show on NBC-TV (now defunct). "But
we were not sure we could meet production
and distribution demands" at that time.
• "We are ready to push television, if we
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ACTIVITY

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 123,886,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Jan. 12-18. This is how they spent their time:
70.8%
(87.71 1.000) spent 1.884.9 million hours
watching television
56.39?
(69.748.000) spent
998.4 million hours
listening to radio
83.0% (102,825,000) spent 395.9 million hours
reading newspapers
30.9%
(38,281,000) spent
! 83.0 million hours
reading magazines
25.4%
(31,467,000) spent 378.5 million hours ... watching movies on tv
22.9%
(28.361.000) spent
1 09.7 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report,
from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of
these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated
audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Jan. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,560,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.0% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,265,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,324,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

can get a tv success story for our product.
And the company is prepared to encourage
its 1,100 dealers throughout the U. S. to
use local co-op in tv (partly financed by
national advertising funds) appreciably
where stations creatively sell. Every one
of our distributors and dealers could be
sold on tv if creative techniques were used
by the tv medium."
• Thomas Organ is "sold" on tv. "Our
product, we find, has customers in all income brackets and in all walks of life —
no one group has a special claim on the
market. We must reach the most people
possible, visually and with demonstration.
Tv is a mass medium that can do it."
At the present, about two-thirds of
Thomas Organ's $1 million advertising budget goes into co-op advertising by dealers and
distributors. In the calendar years 1956 and
and 1957, the company placed an estimated
$150,000-200,000 per year in spot tv— personality shows — in Los Angeles, New York,
Atlanta, Miami and Philadelphia plus some
20 other markets. This spring, the company once more will move into spot markets
but this time will "experiment" on a marketby-market basis with current sights on about
20 markets. It's agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.
Prices of the Thomas models start at
$695 for single-manual, go up to $1,195
for two-manual. The new model with builtin hi-fi: $795.
Pulse Opens Chicago Subsidiary
Pulse Inc. has opened a new office in
Chicago under George P. Herro, former
MBS account executive there. Operational
subsidiary, Pulse Great Lakes Inc., has been
formed. Office is in Tribune Tower; telephone, Superior 7-7140.

Out-of-Home

Radio

Adds

in 1957— Pulse

25.7%

Listening

Out-of-home radio listening "continued at
a record level" during the past summer, adding 25.7% to radio's in-home audience, Dr.
Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse Inc.,
announced last week.
He said the 25.7% figure compared with
24.9% in the summer of 1956.
The figures are based on out-of-home
studies in 26 major markets. The summary
showed that during the average quarter-hour
between 6 a.m. and 12 midnight, 4.5% of
all the homes surveyed reported listening in
cars, at work or in other away-from-home
places. Authorities said this compared with
4.6% in summer 1956.
Pulse said 14 of the 26 markets showed
higher levels of out-of-home listening during
the past summer than in the preceding one.
The biggest gain was in Dallas, where 5.5%
of the homes reported out-of-home listening
during the average quarter-hour, as against
4.7% in the 1956 summer. Dallas' 5.5%
level also was higher than in any of the other
markets. Fort Worth was second with 5.3%.
Other cities registering higher out-of-home
levels in the summer of 1957 than that of
1956 were Atlanta, Detroit, Kansas City,
Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Va., St.
Louis, San Diego, Seattle and Washington.
In some markets the out-of-home level
was unchanged in 1957 from 1956. These
included Birmingham, Chicago, Cincinnati,
New Orleans. Other markets in the survey: Boston, Buffalo, Columbus, Houston,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco.
Among the individual markets, the percentage added to the in-home audience
by out-of-home listening ranged from
22.2% in Los Angeles to 28.5% in Dallas.
Pulse said the 26 markets contained
17,842,200 radio families.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Co-Sponsors
For

Dodger

At

Bat

Coverage

Pabst Brewing Co., Los Angeles, and
American Tobacco Co., New York, will cosponsor radio coverage of all games played
in 1958 by the Los Angeles Dodgers. This
includes the pre-season and regular schedule, at home and away.
Pabst, for its Eastside Old Tap Lager
beer, will cover nine southern California
counties and possibly Las Vegas. The American Tobacco Co. buy is for Los Angeles
only. The specific American Tobacco product for promotion on Dodger coverage has
not been set and will not be named for another month, according to the tobacco firm.
Agency for Pabst is Young & Rubicam,
Los Angeles; for American Tobacco, BBDO.
New York.
The Pabst announcement

was made joint-

ly Jan. 19 by Walter O'Malley, president of
the baseball club, and Robert Shlaudeman,
vice president of the brewery. Mr. O'Malley
confirmed a previous announcement that
there would be no free tv coverage of his
team's first season in Los Angeles. He expressed disappointment at difficulties encountered bythe toll tv organizations in attempting to go into operation in Los Angeles, but said that unless the games can be
telecast on a fee basis there will be no
television for his team this year.
"Subscription television should be just the
thing for sports," he said, noting that free
tv has cut down gate receipts without adding
enough revenue to compensate. "Last August, we were playing Milwaukee for the
leadership of the National League and
there were 9,000 people in the park. The tv
audience for that game was estimated at 3
million.
"Our total revenue from admissions and
radio and television rights last year was
less than we got from admissions and radio

rights before we started to let our games be
telecast, about 12 years ago," he declared.
"And it's not as if we didn't have a good
either."
team,
Commenting
that he had no fight with
free tv except where it cut into the earnings
of his team, Mr. O'Malley said he had received an offer for tv rights for the 1958
season that would have been interesting if
the games were to be played at Wrigley
Field, with a seating capacity of 19,000.
"We'd fill that regardless of tv," he stated.
"But the Coliseum, with 100,000 seats, is
going to be hard enough to fill without letthe gamesby atthehome."
watch
ting people to
Counties
be covered
Dodgers
radio broadcasts are Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, Ventura, Santa Barbara, Kern, San Luis Obispo, Orange and
Imperial, all California. Stations have not
been selected.
No sportscaster has been named to report
the play-by-play, but Vince Scully, Jerry
Doggett and Al Heifer, all under contract
to the Dodgers, have been mentioned as
likely choices for the assignment.
Whirlpool

Allots Sizable Chunk

Of 1958 Ad Budget to Radio-Tv
Whirlpool Corp. last week sliced its 1958
$21 million advertising melon for RCA
Whirlpool products, with broadcast media
getting a substantial piece.
Jack D. Sparks, Whirlpool marketing director, reported 18% would be allocated
for network tv and 30% divided between local (spot) radio, television and newspapers.
Another 35% has been set aside for special
promotions, of which a portion, it was believed, would go into broadcast media.
Another 17% has been set aside for national magazines. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Chicago.
Whirlpool currently alternates sponsorship of the Eddie Fisher and George Gobel

series, plus participations on the Perry
Como Show, both on NBC-TV. The new
advertising-promotion program will cover
Whirlpool's full line of laundry, range, refrigeration, air-conditioner and vacuum
cleaner equipment, plus complete kitchens
and accessories.
Contest

Features

Of 'Crown

Presentations

Stations' to Agencies

The 'Crown Stations" of the Northwest —
KING-AM-TV Seattle, KGW-AM-TV Portland, and newly added KREM-AM-TV
Spokane — staged a series of presentations
for agency people in New York last week,
then topped it off with a treasure hunt which
featured a $1,800 Ampex stereophonicsound tape recorder as first prize.
Walter Teitz, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
won the first prize and the other members
of his team won Vespa motor scooters.
They were Marian Jackson, Foote, Cone
& Belding; Dick Boege, D-F-S; Bette White,
Young & Rubicam, and Hubert R. Sweet,
Atherton & Currier.
Other prizes were 1 5 RCA hi-fi consolettes, five Lasle ski sweaters, 150 boxes of
Oregon pears and 150 boxes of Washington
apples. A vacation trip for two to the Pacific
Northwest, the door prize, was won by Sidney B. Silleck Jr., Kenyon & Eckhardt.
In all, nearly 300 timebuyers and other
agency people took part in the treasure
hunt, held Thursday night. To be eligible
they were required to attend one of the
various presentations put on by the stations
day.luncheons held Monday through Thursat
day or at breakfasts Tuesday through ThursMrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president and principal owner of the stations, headed the
"Crown" delegation. Others included Otto
Brandt, vice president and general manager
of KING-AM-TV; Walter Wagstaff, manager of KGW-TV; Robert Temple, manager
of KREM-AM-TV, and Gloria Chandler,
public service director for all Crown Stations.
KREM-AM-TV's addition to the Crown
group was cleared last Monday, effective
date of FCC approval of the purchase of the
stations by King Broadcasting Co., licensee
of KING-AM-TV.
Allison Merges

With

BDA

Burke Dowling Adams Inc., New York
and Atlanta, and J. Howard Allison & Co.,
Atlanta, have announced consolidation, effective Feb. 1. Allison & Co. will become
Adams Allison Co., a division of Burke
Dowling Adams Inc., and will be relocated
in BDA's Atlanta office at 992 W. Peachtree
St.. N. W.
Pellegrin to Address
KEY personalities involved in getting the Los Angeles Dodgers on the air over a radio
network covering nine counties in Southern California sign the contract with Eastside
Old Tap Lager beer: (I to r) Red Patterson, public relations director for the Dodgers;
Wick Crider, director, Hollywood tv program operations, Young & Rubicam; Robert
Shlaudeman, vice president of the Eastside company; Fresco Thompson, vice president
of the Dodgers; Harry Walsh, Dodgers' attorney; Ed Schram, advertising manager of
the Eastside Brewing Company, and (seated) Walter O'Malley, president of the Dodgers.
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Chicagoans

Frank E. Pellegrin, partner and vice president of H-R Representatives Inc. and H-R
Television Inc., has been scheduled to address the Broadcast Adv. Club of Chicago
Jan. 30. He will talk on "What Do Agencies
Really Want to Know About Stations?" at
the club's regular monthly luncheon meeting
at the Sheraton Hotel.
Broadcasting

WHO'S

ON

IN

FIRST

DENVER?
THE DENVER METROPOLITAN
AREA - ONE WEEK
STATION SHARE OF SETS-I
N-USE SUMMARY

If you're

STATION
I'M ON
STATION
I'M ON

A

confused,

we

sympathize.

"B"

C

Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon

FIRST" — if you look at it this way'

Sign-on to Noon
Noon to 3:00 PM
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

SAYS:

FIRST' — if you look at it this way

don't

it any

ask

you

special

way

at all. Just

PLEASE

(Sidewise,

upside

to look

at

diagonally,

down

or straight

on)

TABLE

Share

on

of Sets

November

"Station

in use"

6:00 PM to Midnight

\TT\JT.2

Rating

31.8*

31J

39.7* I 13.U*
25.1*7 I 15.9
26.1
33.

~T

Z

51.7

JSUNDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

66.1
1*3.1
23.9*
3U.1
17.0*
10.7
3.k

32.9

12.1
32.1

1*9.2
I5T3
3h.9

SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

1

30.8
28.1

30.8*
32.0*

Week
5.6*

in Denver

1.0

kh.2

8.5* I 52.7
5.6 3li.6
9.h
I 53.5

6:00 PM to Midnight

during

0.1

3h.h
12.2

6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

ARB

21.7 1 0.2
28.2*

30.2

SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY

at this complete

0.2

28.2*

Noon to 6:00 PM

[SATURDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

. . . look.

la.i*
2B.h
h6.k
3U.6
36.0*

hi. 6
52.0
3.9* I 30.7
6.0
2U.0

6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

We

Other

65.9

ONLAY THRU FRIDAY

SAYS:

"C"

KOA
(NBC)

3U.6*

. . .

*Ratings are less of a problem fo the industry
than interpretations of ratings.

KO

ATE

c

1

I SION

LEV
D

E
V

E
call NBC
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SIGNAL

FOR

A

The first faint sounds of Sputnik as it soared through space
NEWS

FLASH

were heard on NBC. This was one of the year's most important news breaks. More than that, it was dramatic evidence of the spirit which characterizes NBC News today.
At a time when headlines have a special urgency for America,
NBC

News

is providing minute-by-minute

coverage of world

events unmatched in broadcast journalism for speed, alertness, comprehensiveness and mature interpretation.

This has been evident all through
For its resourcefulness
News

the past months

at Little Rock, Variety called NBC

"a heads-up, hustling-, news-digging

Just recently NBC

received

astonishing

role it is playing in informing
view with Nelson

of crisis.

America.

Rockefeller on TODAY,

operation."
evidence
During
Dave

200,000

requests for the study were

Official recognition came
for outstanding

of the

an inter-

Broadcasting

when

network

Company

1957 in doing more

received

by NBC.

the annual Sylvania Award

news

"because

was given to the National
it has taken a big step in

things and greater things with news."

Garroway

offered a copy of the Rockefeller Study to anyone who would
send for it. Following

this single announcement

more than

NBC

TELEVISION

NETWORK

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Three

JWT

Promoted
Now

Executives
to

New

CAR

Posts

A schedule of three tv spots per

top-level executive appointments in

J. Walter Thompson Co.'s media department
in New York were confirmed Thursday, although aformal announcement had not been
made.
Arthur P. Porter, vice president and director of media, will have expanded duties
to include specific accounts (he already has
been assigned to Chesebrough-Pond's) ;
Richard P. Jones, associate media director,
has been named manager of the media department, and Ruth
Jones, broadcast and
station relations supervisor, takes on
the additional post
of associate media
director.
Mr. Porter has
been at JWT since
December 1954,
when he joined as a
vice president and
director of media.
MR. PORTER
For nine years before that he was with Leo Burnett, Chicago,
in subsequent capacities of director of research, account executive and vice president
in charge of media. Before his agency association, Mr. Porter was managing director
of the Gallup Poll of Canada and had been
a contact man for a publishers syndicate.
Mr. Jones was a media buyer at D'Arcy
Adv., St. Louis, and at Leo Burnett (starting
in 1949). At Burnett he moved up to account executive and in 1954 returned to
media as a group supervisor. He joined

O

LOR

CBS-TV
Jan. 28, Feb. 4 (9:30-10:00 p.m.) Red
Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son
through Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet
Milk through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
Jan. 27-31, Feb. 3-5 (1:30-2:30 p.m.)
Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
Jan. 28-31, Feb. 3-5 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Jan. 27, Feb. 3 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
(8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
McCann-Erickson.

Jan. 29, Feb. 5 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through
J. Walter Thompson Co.
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day, Monday through Friday — 6:30
p.m., 8:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. — in
the top 100 markets will reach 28,257,000 tv homes (72% of all tv
homes) and 10,430,000 new-car-owning homes (70% of all new-car-owning
homes), Halsey V. Barrett, director
of national sales, Television Bureau of
Advertising, told the National Automobile Dealers Assn. convention in
Miami. Each of these homes, Mr.
Barrett claimed, would receive four
sales calls per week — a total of
115,854,000 sales calls within five
days to 7 out of every 10 tv homes
and 41,720,000 sales calls on those
new-car-owning homes. Using IDs he
said, these sales calls can be made "for
less than a dollar per thousand."
JWT in 1955 as an associate media director.
First agency post for Miss Jones was as
an assistant timebuyer with Benton & Bowles
(1945-52), leaving B&B as supervisor on
Procter & Gamble broadcast advertising. She
then served for three years with Compton
Adv. as station relations supervisor and head
timebuyer on P&G. She left Compton in
November 1955 to become head timebuyer
at JWT, and was named later as the agency's
broadcast and station relations supervisor.
Hertz to Up

Radio-Tv

Spending

A "goodly portion" of Hertz Corp.'s substantially-boosted advertising budget for
1958— up 63% from $2.6 million to $4.25
million — will be allocated to broadcast media

CAST

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

Jan. 28
Fisher
Kenyon
through

on behalf of the company's rent-a-carsystem, it was announced last week.

SALESMAN

I

N

G

Jan. 30 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell.
Jan. 30 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
Feb. 1 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

Feb. 1 (9-10 p.m.) Dean Martin Show,
Chesterfield and Oasis cigarettes through
McCann-Erickson.
Feb. 1 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
Feb. 2 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
Feb. 2 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
Johnson & Son through Needham,
& Brorby; Greyhound through Grey
and U. S. Time Corp. through Peck

S. C.
Louis
Adv.,
Adv.

Feb. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.

The new budget heralds the firm's entrance into radio and tv on a scale "not
heretofore extensively employed." according to Walter L. Jacobs, president.
The exact amount to be spent in broadcast media was not revealed but was understood to be substantial. Campbell-Ewald Co.
is the Hertz agency.
Radio-Tv
In

Talks

Score
to

High

Retailers

Radio and tv emerged with high honors
at a how-to-do-it seminar for retailers — who
normally lean by tradition toward newspapers— at the sixth annual Retail Advertising
Conference
in Chicago's Palmer House Jan.
18-19.
Perhaps the best endorsement came from
Russell Carr, sales promotion manager of
Kobacker Stores Inc., Toledo, Ohio. His
report on media results from a special
"giveaway" event showed how radio and
tv both out-showed newspapers.
Walter Schwimmer, president of the film
syndication-distribution firm bearing his
name and Radio Features Inc., suggested
syndicated film shows and successful radio
packages as the best buys for local retailers,
particularly large stores or retail chains.
Leading retail representatives addressed
the two-day meeting, conducted by cofounders Budd Gore, retail advertising manager of the Chicago Daily News, and Ralph
Heineman, Ralph Heineman Inc. About 150
retailing, media, agency and other representatives attended the sessions. Among other key speakers was Edward H. Weiss, head
of the advertising agency bearing his name.
Mr. Carr cited a recent event at Kobacker's during which the store gave away a
Mercury automobile, utilizing all media for
the special promotion. Waving aside frequency use and other factors, Mr. Carr cited
media results, tabulating 48% of the actual
registration for the "giveaway" in what he
described as a "fair sampling." The results:
For newspapers — A return of 35% for
87% of the budget.
Radio — A 5.4% return for 1.3% of the
budget.
Television — 14.6% for 4.1% spent.
Direct Mail— 13.8% for a cost of 7.6%.
(The results were 31.2% registrations for
no-cost items — windows, signs, etc.)
Broadcast media, he noted, contributed
ratios of about four to one for every budget
dollar spent on radio and tv spots, compared to about one to three for newspapers.
"On a promotion of this type in the future,"
Mr. Carr asserted, "more money will be
spent on the high-result media . . . radio,
tv and direct mail . . . less will be spent on
newspapers." He added, "This survey played
an important part in determining, line by
line, just where we would spend our money
to Mr.
promote
the store suggested
for the fall."
Schwimmer
that,
may be highly expensive for the
retailer, the large department store
chain "can handle television and

while tv
average
or retail
work it

successfully into his advertising schedule."
He noted tv for the average retailer is "genBroadcasting

you're

covered/

pod-nuh!

. . . and you're shooting for complete coverage of
Tidewater, Virginia, including the cities of
Norfolk, Newport

News,

and Virginia Beach when

Tidewater's

Broadcasting

Hampton,

Portsmouth

you use WGH

Station

. . . 5,000

watts

—

1310

kc . . . Norfolk,

Virginia
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who's

We at WBBM-TV
know

second?

are anxious as a mother hen to

who's second in Chicago television.
The latest ARB

report shows one station in second place.

At the same time, another station is ranked second
by the Chicago Nielsen Station Index.
But Nielsen, Telepulse, ARB*... all agree on one thing...
WBBM-TV commands first place by a wide margin.
We believe that's what interests you.
Showmanship
Showmanship

shows the way in Chicago television. The same

that turns your advertising into Salesmanship.

The kind you find only on...^
y

BB1V1

~T\^

Chicago's Showmanship Television Station — Channel 2
CBS Owned— Represented by CBS Television
Spot Sales
♦December,
1957

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
orally not too practical" because of minimum 13-week commitments and high tv
time and program costs.
The large retailer's best buy in television,
Mr. Schwimmer suggested, is a "good national syndicated show, something that is of
proven merit — rather than building his own
program, which is fraught with peril." The
local client, he felt, shouldn't "gamble on
"homemade" programs but stay with the
tried-and-true. big-time filmed syndicated
shows that do a real hard-hitting job all
over the country and which prove they can
bring traffic into your stores."
Mr. Schwimmer reserved most of his
comments, however, for radio, noting time is
LATEST

TOP NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for November
Once-A-Week
Rating
Nov.
Perry Como
Lucy-Desi Show
Gunsmoke
Playhouse 90
Ed Sullivan
$64,000 Question
Danny Thomas Show
Alfred Hitchcock
Climax
GE Theatre
Burns and Allen
December Bride
Red Skelton
Lineup
Steve Allen
Loretta Young
What's My Line
$64,000 Challenge
Wyatt Earp
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts
Lassie
Twenty-One
Multi-Weekly
Rank
1.

Mickey Mouse Club

•
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3.
2.
4. CBS News — Edwards
Queen For A Day
Captain Kangaroo
Guiding Light
6. Art Linkletter
5. Search For Tomorrow
7.
8. The Price Is Right
Arthur Godfrey
10.
9. Garry Moore

increased
very be
substantially."
Radio can
used profitably for local
retail advertisers, he explained, if (1) the
program cost is reasonable; (2) it gets heavy
listenership; (3) it brings in store traffic,
and (4) it results in sales increases.
Mr. Weiss complained that so-called motivational research is lost on "many top advertising men" and cited the case of a sales
vice president for a $300 million-a-year
firm and marketing expert who acknowledged he knew nothing about the subject
at all. "MR" has not yet been applied to the
retail store field, Mr. Weiss observed, but
he described it as a "potential field" for it.
40.8

10.8

9.8

10.0
9.8
9.4
9.2
8.7
8.6
8.0

8.3
9.9
9.3

Oct.

38.2
37.9
36.3
32.9
30.6
29.3
29.0
28.9
28.6
27.5
27.1
26.6
26.3
26.1
25.5
25.4
25.2
24.9
24.7
24.5
24.5
24.5

38.4

Nov.
15.1

Oct.
13.8

9.1
9.1
8.2
7.8

2.
3!
4.
7.
8.
5.
9.
6.

10.

8.0

30.3
25.1
27.0
25.2
24.1
25.3
28.1
29.4
24.1

25.6
Rating

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Dec. 8-Dec. 21, 1957
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Rank
2.
1. Gunsmoke
4. Perry Como Show
3. Ed Sullivan Show
Jack Benny Show
6.
5. Steve Allen Show
Tales of Wells Fargo
7. I've Got a Secret
8. GE Theatre
9. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
10. Dnpont Show of the Month
Rank
1. Gunsmoke

37.2
36.7
36.5
36.2
35.9
35.7
35.5
35.6

Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Cheyenne
AVERAGE AUDIENCE :

NIELSEN
TOP

Perry Como Show
Ed Sullivan Show
Jack Benny Show
Tales of Wells Fargo
Steve Allen Show
GE Theatre
I've Got a Secret

1.
Rank

32.8
31.1

t Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing
only 1 to 5 minutes.
i Homes reached during the average
minute of the program.
*Percented
basedfacilities
on tv
homes
within ratings
reach ofarestation
used by each program.
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this week's
Broadcasting tv ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Steve Allen (NBC-150): S. C. Johnson
(NL&B), Greyhound (Grey), U. S. Time
(Peck). Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS-194) : Ford
(JWT), Tues. 9-10 p.m. once-a-month.
Jack Benny (CBS-179): American Tobacco
Corp. (BBDO). alt. Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
Burns & Allen (CBS-114): Carnation Co.
(EWR&R), B. F. Goodrich (BBDO). Mon.
8-8:30 p.m.
Captain Kangaroo (CBS-various): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 8-9 p.m.
CBS News (CBS-154): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Cheyenne (ABC-99) : General Electric
(Y&R), alt. Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Climax (CBS-162): Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
Perry Como (NBC-163) : participating
sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Page 56

the better radio stations." Mr. Schwimmer
described results obtained by advertisers
from his Tello-Test, which his company
syndicates nationally, as one of the more
successful program packages.
In Chicago, Mr. Schwimmer reported,
National Food Stores took on S & H green
stamps to help increase their business and
also bought the Tello-Test series for use as
a five-minute program, seven times daily.
"As a result of this double-barreled campaign," he claimed, "they reported that, at

the end of two months, their sales had been

RATINGS

PULSE

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

reasonable and "people still listen to radio
— not as much as they used to, but during
the daytime hours, particulary; millions of
women are faithful to the better programs on

No. Homes
(000)
17,716
16,356
15,038
14,791
14,544
14,502
14,502
14,338
14,132
14,090
%
44.1

Homes*
December Bride (CBS-178): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month (CBS-135):
DuPont (BBDO), Sun. 9-10:30 p.m.
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Arthur Godfrey (CBS-121): participating
sponsors, Mon. -Thurs. 10-11:30 a.m.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS-165): Lipton
(Y&R), Toni (North), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Guiding
Light
(CBS-118):
Procter &
Gamble
(Compton),
Mon.-Fri. 12:45-1
Gunsmoke (CBS-161) : Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R) alterp.m.
nating. Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
Bros. (JWT), American Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-145): BristolMyers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynolds Tobacco (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Lassie (CBS-90): Campbell Soups (BBDO).
Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
Lineup (CBS-162): Brown & Williamson
(Gates), p.m.
Procter & Gamble (Y&R), Fri.
10-10:30
Art Linkletter (CBS-144): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri., 2:30-3 p.m.
Mickey Mouse Club (ABC-94) : participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 5-6 p.m.
Garry Moore (CBS-116): participating
sponsors,
Mon. -Thurs. 10-10:30 a.m., Fri.
10-11:30 ajn.

2.
5.
3.
4.
8.
9.
6.
7.

No. Homes
(000)
Gunsmoke
Jack Benny Show
TalesGot
of aWells
I've
SecretFargo
GE Theatre
Danny Thomas Show
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Perry
Wyatt Como
Earp Show

10. $64,000 Question
1.
Rank
4.
2.
5.
3.
7.

16,851
13,637
13,555
13,514

Gunsmoke
Tales of Well Fargo
Jack Benny Show
I've Got a Secret

GE Theatre
6. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Danny Thomas Show
8. Wyatt Earp
10.
9. Perry Como Show
Have Gun, Will Travel

13,266
13,225
13,184
12,813
12,648
12,648
%
42.0
34.1
33.8
mes*
Ho33.3
33.2
32.9
32.5
31.9
31.7

Playhouse
90 (CBS-134): participating
sponsors. Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-188) : participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 11:00-11:30 a.m.
Queen for a Day (NBC-152) : participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5 p.m.
Search, for Tomorrow (CBS-129): Procter
&12:45Gamble
(Burnett), Mon.-Fri. 12:30p.m.
$64,000 Challenge (CBS-117): Lorillard
(Y&R), Revlon (BBDO), Sun. 10-10:30
$64,000
Question
(CBS-180) : Revlon
(BBDO), Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-190): Pet Milk (Gardp.m. ner), S. C. Johnson (FC&B) alternating,
Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-174) : Mercury (K&E),
Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS- 158): General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Twenty-One (NBC-150) : Pharmaceuticals
Inc. (Kletter), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick (Kudner),
American Tobacco (SSC&B), Mon. 8:309 p.m.
What's My Line? (CBS-157) : Helene Curtis
(M-E), Remington
Rand (Y&R), Sun.
10:30-11
p.m.
Wyatt Earp (ABC-103): General Mills
(D-F-S), Procter & Gamble (Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Loretta Young (NBC-163) : Procter & Gamble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
Broadcasting

AMERICA

LIKES

TV-AND

TV

GUIDE

In 10 years the people behind the screen who make
TV tick have done quite a job. Today, there are more
than 100 million televiewers and 40 million TV sets
—and

the number

of both is going up.

Acceptance of the "fabulous infant" has been
nationally contagious— and nothing is more indicative
of TV's impact than the ascendancy

of TV GUIDE.

Although only half as old as the medium

it mirrors,

America's Television Magazine has become
the byword (often the last word) in the TV home.
By capturing in print the excitement of TV's people
and programs it has become the authoritative voice
t

of television for more than 14 million viewers.

It now receives one of the rarest tributes a magazine
can earn: 6,000,000 weekly circulation.

Its circulation performance

is unequalled

in publishing: five consecutive million-or-more
per year gains.

TV GUIDE'S outlook-like that of TV-is bright;
it is clear both have a look America likes.

GUIDE

America's Television Magazine

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

VERIFICATION • Hudson Vitamin Corp.,
N. Y., has signed as first sponsor in Mutual^ new post-midnight programming period [Closed Circuit, Jan. 13] buying
12:05-12:30 a.m. and 12:35-1 a.m. segments of The Barry Gray Show (Mon.Fri.) starting last week. Contract is for 13
weeks. Agency: Pace Adv., N. Y.
ADDED

'IMPACT'

• Grove Labs. Inc., St.

Louis, has added ten "Impact-* segments to
its schedule on CBS Radio, starting Feb. 4.
Agency is Cohen & Aleshire, N. Y.
'SWINGING' BUY • Texas Co. (Texaco),
N. Y., will sponsor special, "Swing Into
Spring,*' to be seen April 9 in color on NBCTV 9-10 p.m. Show is designed to "recreate
the music, moods and dances of the swing
era of 1935-45," according to Texaco's advertising director Ben Halsell. Benny Goodman and his band will star in program. Cunningham &Walsh, N.
is producer of show in
liam Morris Agency.
staged recent General
show, will direct.

Y., Texaco's agency,
association with WilCharles Dubin, who
Motors anniversary

HOOP SCOOP • Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
has signed to sponsor finals of state high
school basketball tournament on 11 -station
regional tv network Mar. 21-22.
Tournament, which is being televised regionally for seventh consecutive year, will
be held at Huff Gymnasium in ChampaignUrbana and is expected to reach estimated
tv audience of 2.5 million viewers.
After a three-station coverage of quarter
finals Mar. 21, tournament windup will be
carried on these 11 stations Mar. 22: WBKB
(TV) Chicago, WCIA (TV) Champaign,
WDAN-TV Danville, WTVP (TV) Decatur,
WGEM-TV Quincy, WTVO (TV) Rockford, WHBF-TV Rock Island, WEEK-TV
Peoria, WEEQ-TV La Salle, WICS (TV)
Springfield, and KETC (TV) St. Louis.

WHO'S
DAYTIME

BUYING
BUYS

•

WHAT,v>x-:vXv::-i:::-::v::::-:<
WHERE
Three

advertisers

placed new and renewed orders totalling almost $2.5 million in gross revenue with
NBC-TV. The Drackett Co. (Windex. Drano), Cincinnati, ordered second quarter-hour
segment of The Price is Right (Mon.-Fri.
11-11:30 a.m.). first quarter-hour segment
of // Could Be You (Mon.-Fri. 12:30-1
p.m.) and third quarter-hour segment of
NBC Matinee Theatre (Mon.-Fri. 3-4 p.m.)
— all on alternate Fridays starting Mar. 7,
and quarter-hour segments of Treasure
Hunt (Mon.-Fri. 10:30-11 a.m.) and Queen
for a Day (Mon.-Fri. 4-4:45 p.m.) — both
on alternate Wednesdays starting Mar. 1 2.
All are for 52 weeks through Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.,
through Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, has ordered 16 quarter-hours on NBCTV's daytimers on four February dates.
Sandura Co. (floor, wall coverings), Philadelphia, through Hicks & Greist, N. Y.,
purchased second quarter-hour of The Price
Is Right, has extended its sponsorship of
second quarter-hour of Queen for a Day.
Both buys on alternate Mondays are for 13
weeks effective Feb. 24.
PABST AND PALS • News and reviewing
on NBC radio: Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago,
through Norman, Craig & Kummel, N. Y.,
ordered co-sponsorship of two George
Gobel and Ed Gardner Monitor segments
on 42 weekends over a 52-week period,
plus 20 five-minute segments a weekend
and 10 weekly participations in nighttime
programs during same 42-week period.
Pabst order also includes 12 weekend
participations in Monitor for other 10
weeks of year. RCA,
through Kenyon

& Eckhardt. also has signed to sponsor 20
five-minute segments of George Gobel and
Ed Gardner weekly in Monitor for 20
weeks effective immediately.
Renewals were made by Brown & Williamson, Louisville, and Bristol-Myers,
N. Y., for 52 weeks of NBC News-on-t heHour and Sun Oil, Philadelphia, for 26
weeks of Three Star Extra. Agencies, all
N. Y.: Ted Bates for B&W, Young & Rubicam for Bristol-Myers and Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan for Sun Oil.
A&A

SHORTS

Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L. A., to
move in March to 12th floor of new Tishman Bldg., 3325 Wilshire Blvd., tripling
space occupied now at 600 S. Lafayette
Park PI.
Johnson & Lewis Adv., L. A., has moved
5-7105.
to
1680 N. Vine St. Telephone: Hollywood
Publicis Corp., newly-created affiliate of
Publicis S. A., advertising agency in Paris,
has moved into New York quarters at 610
Fifth Ave.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Burlington Industries Inc. (textiles), N. Y.,
has named J. M. Mathes Inc. there as
agency for its institutional advertising, effective March 1.
Transogram Co., N. Y., manufacturer of
toys city.
and games, has appointed Wexton Co.,
that
Top-Wip Inc., producer of low calorie
whipped cream, has appointed CampbellMithun, Los Angeles.
McKale's Service Stations (owns and operates 44 service stations in Seattle, Portland,
Ore., and San Francisco) appoints Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Seattle.

PLAY BALL • Gunther Brewing Co. will
sponsor entire television schedule of Baltimore Orioles baseball team during 1958
season on WJZ-TV Baltimore. Station reports it is first time whole schedule will be
carried on one channel. WJZ-TV will pick
up all Baltimore games, carry all televised
road games — more than 50 games in all.
Agency for Gunther: Lennen & Newell,
N. Y.
LEVER BUSINESS • Pepsodent Div. of
Lever Bros. (Dove soap) signed last week
for two-week campaign on four American
Broadcasting Network's musical programs.
Dove agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N, Y., placed participations on following:
Herb Oscar Anderson Show (Mon.-Fri. 1010:55 a.m.); Jim Reeves Show (Mon.-Fri.
1- 1:55 p.m.); Jim Backus Show (Mon.-Fri.
2- 2:55 p.m.), and Merv Griffin Show
(Mon.-Fri. 7:15-8:55 p.m.). Lever, for
Breeze, previously had ordered participations on ABN's Don McNeill's Breakfast
Club (Mon.-Fri. 9-10 a.m.) as well as on
Anderson, Backus and Reeves shows.
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THEY brought a private eye back to the public eye as Richard Diamond, Private
Detective, absent from tv since summer, went on for P. Lorillard Co. (Kent, Newport
cigarettes), Thursdays, 8-8:30 p.m. EST, over CBS-TV. Arrangements are sealed by
Lewis Gruber (second from r), president of P. Lorillard, and William H. Hylan,
CBS-TV vice president, as Manuel Yellen (1), Lorillard vice president and director
of advertising and marketing, and Adolph Toigo, president of Lennen & Newell,
Lorillard's agency, look on.
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS.
WHAT

THE

BOARDS

•

Tv board

•

Radio

ends

group

gears for new

• Abandoned five-year effort to set up tv
circulation audit, proposed as county-bycounty picture of tv audience, but decided
to give members the benefit of research
studies (see below).
• Reiterated stand against introduction of
pay tv into the broadcast band.
• Reaffirmed Tv Code Review Board's
call for review of any proposals to use subliminal perception techniques on the air.
The Radio Board:
• Voted to spark an all-industry study
of music copyright problems in view of
Dec. 31. 1958, expiration of ASCAP contracts.
• Decided to change annual Radio Week
into month-long (May) celebration.
• Heard a research report evaluating current methods of measuring radio audience
and suggesting ways of improving present
techniques.
The Joint Board was given a $974,000
budget for the fiscal year starting April 1,
$22,000 above the present budget.
The joint directors reviewed plans for the
April 27-May 1 convention as well as a
proposal for complete overhaul of NAB
meeting schedules starting in 1959 (story
below).
The group urged the NAB membership to
support bills in the House of Representatives
allowing microphones and cameras at House
proceedings and heard Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans, chairman of
the NAB Freedom of Information Committee, outline plans for industry participation
in the Feb. 24-25 meeting of the American
Bar Assn. House of Delegates (story, page
66). Mr. Swezey urged broadcasters to encourage the fullest flow of information consistent with national security and the privilege of personal privacy. He stressed the
importance of membership steps to give
the industry's side of the story to the House
Rules Committee.
New Meeting Procedures
Put Up to Joint Board
A plan to overhaul NAB's convention
and regional meeting procedure starting in
1959 was submitted to the association's
Joint Board of Directors at its meeting last
week in Phoenix, Ariz, (see page 9).
This "radical revision" of the association's meeting format was offered
a
special committee which conducted a by
study
of the problem. The group investigated
numerous complaints that the abundance
of industry meetings imposes a severe drain
on the time of management and staff personnel. It also looked into details of programming, coming up with these changes:
•
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IN

PHOENIX

5-year tv circulation project

NAB's Radio and Television Boards of
Directors took, a close look at a number of
key industry problems last Wednesday and
Thursday in Phoenix. The Joint Board of
Directors met Friday (see page 9).
The main Tv Board actions:
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DID

ASCAP

negotiations

• The Management Conference will be
limited to ownership and management dele• The Engineering Conference will pregates. cede the management session.
• Exhibits will be confined to the engineering meeting and will be limited to heavy
equipment.
• Autumn regional meetings will be programmed to meet the needs of department
heads in such areas as sales, programming,
news and promotion.
• Light equipment and services (film,
transcription, syndicates) will exhibit at the
eight regional meetings instead of at the
annual convention.
These changes, it was felt, would meet
complaints that annual industry meetings
are too cumbersome, having a gross attendance of 4,500. The limit on attendance
would cut this figure to about 1,000, the
committee believed, and save both staff time
and heavy travel expense.
NAB's convention committee in charge
of detailed planning for the 1958 convention in Los Angeles, April 27-May 1, meets
today (Monday) at the Biltmore Hotel, that
city, to review programming and arrangements for the concurrent Broadcast and
Engineering Conferences. Both the Biltmore
and Statler Hotels will be utilized for the
meetings and exhibits. The plan to revamp
the whole convention setup does not apply
to the 1958 convention and regional sessions.
Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
will take part in today's committee meeting
to report on convention social features.
The special committee on future conventions, named last spring, includes John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, and
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., respective Tv and Radio Board chairmen;
W. D. Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.,
and J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
N. C, respective board vice chairmen; Alex
Keese, WFAA Dallas; C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, and James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo.
Messrs. Rogers and Jarman are co-chairmen of the 1958 convention arrangements
committee. Other members include Messrs.
Fetzer, Lindsay, Lane and Russell; Thomas
C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; Robert
O. Reynolds, KMPC Hollywood, and Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco.
NAB's Circulation Audit
Killed By Tv Board Vote
NAB's

five-year development of an industry-wide tv circulation audit perished
last week in the Phoenix, Ariz., meeting
room of the association's Tv Board.
This elaborate project, designed to show
television's circulation and coverage on a
nationwide basis, was the victim of a mem-

bership survey that showed strong objection
to an industry-wide operation.
The nonprofit project, somewhat resembling the old Broadcast Measurement Bureau idea, would have covered every county
in the U. S. It had an estimated first-year
budget of about $1 million.
The years and dollars devoted to the study
will not be entirely wasted, the Tv Board
indicated Thursday, announcing it would
make available to member stations and networks its new technique for measurement
of tv average-day and average-week circulation on a county-by-county basis.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va., chairman of a special circulation study
committee and one of the original sponsors
of the audit idea, told the board "the basic
research job accomplished can be of real
value to the industry and to individual members." His committee submitted a negative
report on the industry-wide project.
NAB will issue a detailed description of
research specifications and surveying techniques developed during the years of planning. This will be prepared by the research
subcommittee headed by Hugh M. Beville,
NBC vice president, aided by Richard M.
Allerton, NAB research manager. The method utilizes a telephone questionnaire technique. It establishes 15 minutes or more of
continuous viewing as a unit of circulation.
NAB research into the idea involved development of a special type of meter used
on home tv receivers. The meters were used
to check the accuracy of the interviewing
technique.
First signs of industry opposition to the
circulation audit developed last autumn during the association's regional meetings. Numerous broadcasters said they didn't like
the idea of paying for a survey that would
show coverage of stations not contributing
to the project. Others felt a survey that
didn't mention all call letters wouldn't be
of much use to timebuyers.
Research developments at last week's
board meeting included a report to the Radio Board on "Radio Audience Measurement." Itwas prepared by Robert T. Bower,
director of the Bureau of Social Science Research, Washington, for the NAB Radio
Research Committee. E. K. Hartenbower,
KCMO Kansas City, presented the report as
committee chairman.
The Bower report reviews basic requirements of radio audience measurement and
methods of measuring coverage. It pointed
to the need of combining out-of-home data
with in-home coverage and the use of individuals as the unit of measurement.
"The person listening
the home is acting as an
port said in objecting
household unit in radio

to the radio out of
individual," the reto the use of the
audience research.

"Even though he is a member of the household, only he, or a device attached to a
radio where he is, can report his behavior.
Obviously, any valid out-of-home measurement must collect data concerning the individual who has done the listening. Secondreports showing who else was listening cannot be used for this audience. Total radio
audience measurement calls for a sample of
households in which all members of the
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
household are contacted and in which data
is collected from each individual, including
his out-of-home listening."
The report offers suggestions for radio
research inquiry though it does not prescribe
a specific program of study.
Radio Board Maps Campaign
For New ASCAP Negotiations
An industry-wide move to study the music
copyright situation will be started May 1
by radio stations, The radio copyright contract with ASCAP expires next Dec. 3 1 , a
year later than the just-renewed tv music
pact.
Scene of the radio project will be the
NAB annual convention in Los Angeles,
which starts Sunday, April 27, and winds
up the following Thursday, May 1. The
plan resembles that of tv stations, which set
up an industry-wide move during the 1957
NAB (then NARTB) convention.
The radio plan was announced last
Wednesday during the NAB Radio Board
meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., by Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., radio chairman. He said the board has set aside time
for an all-radio industry discussion of music
licensing. All radio stations are invited to
attend, whether or not they belong to NAB.
The radio group decided to schedule a
month-long coast-to-coast radio celebration
to succeed last year's National Radio Week.
The idea of a full month of events originated
last spring in Philadelphia. May was selected
for the 1958 celebration. NAB, Electronic
Industries Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau
and National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers
Assn. will sponsor the event jointly.
The board heard a Washington legislative
report by Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager, on proposals to
overhaul the copyright law. He listed arguments on behalf of the present copyright
notice on all documents and the 28-year
copyright term. Douglas A. Anello, NAB
chief attorney, reviewed radio legal problems and told of the threat of local advertising tax proposals.
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, discussed progress of the association's
program for remote control of transmitters
and automatic logging.
Reports were received by the board from
these committee chairmen: finance, Alex
Keese, WFAA Dallas; am, F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn., and fm radio, Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington.
NAB Adopts Symbols
For Radio Standards
NAB

acted last week to broaden station

and network adherence to the industry's
rules of self-government — the Radio Standards of Good Practice and the Tv Code.
Meeting Wednesday at Phoenix, Ariz.,
the NAB Radio Board adopted visual and
audio symbols of good practice for the use
of stations and networks adhering to the
standards.
The Tv Board, meeting Thursday, heard
a review of Tv Code developments. The Tv
Code Review Board reported it had monitored nearly 21,000 programs in the past
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NEW

NAB

BUDGET

A new NAB budget of $974,000
was submitted last week to the NAB
Joint Board of Directors, meeting in
Phoenix, Ariz, (see page 60). The
figure is $22,000 above the budget
for the current fiscal year, which ends
March 3 1 .
Net estimated income of $995,000
includes radio (am and fm) station
dues of $570,770; tv, $318,000; and
sums from networks, associate members, the tv code, interest and miscellaneous sources. Excess of income
over expenses is estimated at $20,000.
The tv fund, separate from the general fund, anticipates net income of
$472,000, about $6,000 above the
current fiscal year. This is based on
dues from 319 stations. Of the tv
total, $318,000 was allocated to the
NAB general fund.
The budget specifies $125,577 for
the NAB Tv Code, about the same
as the current sum.

year and timed a quarter-million individual
commercials put on the air by two-thirds of
the code subscribers in the past three years.
The report was submitted by Edward H.
Bronson, tv code affairs director, on behalf
of William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, code board chairman.
This year, Mr. Bronson said, the code
board plans to check all remaining subscriber stations and to start a second round
of checks. More attention will be given
qualitative aspects of advertising as well as
programming, he added. Only five of the
116 tv stations monitored in 1957 were
found "in substantial disconformity" with
the code, he reported. Of these, three agreed
to change their policies and discussions
are under way with the other two.
A shield incorporating a lightning streak
and heraldic trumpet will be used as visual
identification of adherence to the radio
standards, the Radio Board decided. It
will be supplied in plaque form and mats
will be provided for use on letterheads and
promotional material. Worth Kramer, WJR
Detroit, chairman of the committee that developed the symbols, said an audio symbol
had been devised "to be as synonymous
with the visual as possible." The audio symbol includes music arranged and orchestrated by Percy Faith of CBS. The music
is martial and heraldic in nature.
The visual radio symbol includes the
association's name and the legend, "A
Good Practices Station." The audio symbol
will be provided with music alone so stations can produce an announcement using
their own announcers. Promotion kits will
be sent stations that sign a radio standards
pledge.
The pledge specifies adherence to the
principles of the standards in operation of
stations, display of the visual symbol and
broadcast of the audio symbol, and loss
of display and broadcast rights in case of
resignation from NAB or voluntary deci-

sion not to abide by the principles of the
station.
On the symbols committee with Mr.
Kramer
were
Carleton
Brown, WTVL
Waterville, Me.; Frank Gaither, WSB At. lanta, and Cliff Gill, KBIG Avalon, Calif.
Outgoing NAB Directors
Honored at Phoenix Meet
Three members of the NAB board ineligible to run for re-election when their
terms expire in April were guests of honor
at a reception held Thursday by the directors at their Phoenix, Ariz., meeting.
They were John M. Outler Jr., recently retired from WSB-AM-TV Atlanta; W. D.
Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., and
James H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke, Va.
Three directors were absent from the
Phoenix board meeting, including Robert
Eastman, ABN; Paul Roberts, MBS, and
Frank M. Russell, NBC-TV. E. J. DeGray,
ABN, substituted for Mr. Eastman. Robert
S. Hurleigh, MBS Washington, sat in for
Mr. Roberts, and Charles R. Denny, NBC's
Radio Board member, filled in for Mr. Russell on the Tv Board.
Other board members at Phoenix were:
Radio Board — Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ
New Haven, Conn.; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y.; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU
Philadelphia; Hugh M. Smith,
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn.; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Edward F. Baughn,
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.; William Holm,
WLPO La Salle, 111.; Ben Sanders, KICD
Spencer, Iowa; Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell,
S. D.; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville,
Kan.; Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas; George
C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City; J. G.
Paltridge, KABC Los Angeles; Robert O.
Reynolds, KMPC Los Angeles; Tom Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; Harold Hough,
WBAP Fort Worth; J. Frank Jarman,
WDNC Durham, N. C, board vice chairman; Todd Storz, Storz Stations; William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; J. R.
Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.; Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., board chairman;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio.
Tv Board— John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich., board chairman; Henry
B. Clay, KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.; C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations; J.
J. Bernard, KTVI (TV) St. Louis; Willard
E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston; Joseph
E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco;
James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs; Alfred Beckman,
William B. Lodge, CBS-TV.

ABC-TV,

and

VOD Winners to Visit Capital
The 52 state and territorial winners for
the 11th annual Voice of Democracy scriptwriting competition, selected from over
750,000 high school entrants, will be taken
to Washington Feb. 8-11 for a four-day allexpense tour of the Nation's Capital. The
four national co-winners will be announced
Broadcasting

at an awards luncheon. They will receive
$500 scholarships. The contest is sponsored
jointly by NAB, EIA and the U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

a

new

Georgians Announce Agenda
For 13th Annual Session
Broadcasters representing Georgia stations and other industry segments will take
part in the 13th annual session of the
Georgia Radio & Television Institute, to be
held Jan. 30-3 1 at Athens. Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters co-sponsors the meeting with
the U. of Georgia's Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism.
Former institute chairmen will be honored at a dinner to be given Jan. 29 by DiGamma Kappa, university broadcasting
fraternity. John W. Owen, Southern Bell
district manager, will be dinner host. Ernest
Rogers, Atlanta Journal, will be speaker.
Speakers at the institute include Walter
Cronkite, CBS newsman; Kevin B. Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau;
Robert R. Feagin, WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.;
H. Moody McElveen Jr., WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, and Henry M. Bussey II,
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.
Georgia broadcasters will bring selected
high school students as guests. George W.
Patton, WBML Macon, is institute chairman. On the arrangements committee are
L. H. Christian, WRFC Athens; James
Hicks, WRDW Augusta; George Oliviere,
WGST Atlanta, and Mrs. Esther Pruett,
WTOC Savannah. John W. Jacobs, WDUN
Gainesville, is GAB president. A series of
panel discussions will cover programming,
copy and traffic, local news and sports, promotion, advertising and public relations and
broadcast sales.
Promotions,

Civic Observances

Set for Farm Broadcasting Day
Proclamations recognizing Feb. 1 as Farm
Broadcasting Day are being issued by governors and mayors in all parts of the nation.
Over 1,000 radio and tv stations have received promotion kits prepared by NAB as
a salute to the day. Cooperating organizations are NAB, the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and the National Assn. of Tv and Radio Farm Directors.
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson saluted farm broadcasters, saying in a
recorded statement that "the public, and
especially farm people, owe a great debt
of gratitude to the farm broadcasting profession. From my own personal experience
as a farmer, I know how much farmers
depend upon day-to-day broadcasts on market trends and quotations, community meetings, weather forecasts and storm warnings,
news of scientific developments . . . and
explanations of our national farm program
policy.
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AFTERNOON:
90 minutes of comedy: Monday through
Friday. One time only rate, $60. No additiona! charge for live
demonstrations.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

STU ERWIN . . .
BEULAH . . . .
OUR MISS BROOKS
LATE

NIGHT : a new live pattern for late night programming:
I Bowling

I Nightcap
(live): contemporary
with Charlie Byrd.
Sunday,

jazz,

11:25 p.m. —
12:15 a.m.

one time only, flat, $80*
I Mystery Theater:
the cream of the whodunit
movies.
Monday,

11:20 p.m. —
conclusion
one time only, $60

1 Night Show:
tops in feature films.
Tuesday, 11:20 p.m. —
conclusion
one time only, $60

(live): Washington's
keglers compete.
Wednesday,

top

11:20 p.m. —
12:20 a.m.

one time only, flat, $80*
I Town & Country Time
dive) : country and western
music with Elton Britt.
Thursday,

11:20 p.m. —
12:20 a.m.

one time only, flat, $80*
I Promenade
(live) : popular music
studio dancing party.

and

Friday, 11:20 p.m. —
12:20 a.m.

one time only, flat, $80*
*no additional charge for live demonstrations

"Farmers now, more than ever, need access to good farm radio and television service. We're in the midst of a technological
revolution in agriculture. As a result farmers today need lots of capital and a wide
variety of know-how to bring their farms
to peak efficiency."
Theme of the observance is "Farm Broadcasting Serves Rural America."
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
NAEA

RAKES

TV

•

Hits rising costs, 'imbalanced'

•

Calls for research

to boost

television has had it— particularly network tv. It might just as well cede advertising (and entertainment) supremacy to
newspapers now.
Print salesmen, who know a good opportunity when they happen upon it. seized
the initiative from Madison Ave. agency
buyers last week and mounted their own
frontal attack on television costs |Lf.ad
Story. Jan. 13].
Members of the Newspaper Adv. Executives Assn. alternately added fuel (and
a good deal of fat) to the tv cost controversy and raked the visual medium over the
competitive coals at their annual Chicago
convention. Delegates met Monday through
Wednesday in the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
As advertised, newspaper salesmen, lead
by the American Newspaper Publishers
Assn's bureau of advertising, raised several
charges, some old, some new and all scathing. Perhaps the newest — and most damaging— was the implication left by a Hearstman — H. James Gediman, executive vice
president of Hearst Adv. Service Inc. —
that high television costs are responsible
for sapping the profits of the country's top
100 companies, despite the pattern of rising
sales (see story, page 66).
Newspaper speakers, paradoxically, also
had a few unkind words about advertisers
and their agencies, and did some soulsearching within their own ranks.
Charles T. Lipscomb Jr., president of
ANPA's bureau of advertising, called for
stronger research efforts to prove that newspaper space produces more sales per dollar
of advertising cost than do other media.
"The one most serious problem in selling
national newspaper advertising," he suggested, "is that many agencies and national
advertisers today believe that newspaper
advertising is considerably more expensive
than television, radio, magazines or supplements."
On the basis of 1956 figures supplied by
Mr. Lipscomb last Monday, total advertising
volume was approximately $10 billion, with
newspapers getting $3.2 billion and radiotv-outdoor about $3 billion including $1.2
billion in tv.
Nearly $4 billion went into direct mail
and other miscellaneous media, he reported.
Additionally, newspapers got 60% of all
local advertising ("nearly four million
U. S. retailers invest about $2.5 billion in
the daily newspaper — more than they spend
in all other media combined") while tv
gets a mere one-tenth of the print share.
Among other statistics (also 1956):
Forty-eight "big" advertisers spend $783
million in national tv and newspapers, magazines and outdoor — nearly one-third of
the total U. S. advertising dollars in these
media. (Radio does not supply figures by
advertisers.)
These "big" spenders put $232 million
in newspapers — about 30% of all national
newspaper advertising.
In his talk Mr. Lipscomb warned that
Page 64
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coverage,

COALS

rating claims

print's competitive

costs

to "ready to buy" prospects delivered by
newspapers as "pure blue sky." He said
there was "nothing to prove that there is a
real correlation between interest in a newspaper advertisement and buying."
Mr. Sweeney, in taking up the speech

despite their sales gains, the newspapers'
share of the national advertising market is
"weakening, with some very soft spots." He
recommended more newspaper research on
audience characteristics, readership and performance and "well-documented figures
proving that we are competitive in cost."
He declared "Electronic media have been
getting by with murder in their cost claims.
But the honeymoon is about over and many
big advertisers and agencies are beginning to
realize that even a correct average cost-perthousand advertising messages on tv doesn't
mean anything to them. There are few 'average' shows. Some big, successful tv shows
are getting a very good payoff. But many
low-rated shows, below average shows, are
losing a great deal of money for advertisers.
This kind of thing does not happen in newsadvertising." cited costs for a weekly
Mr. paper
Lipscomb
half-hour network tv program ("death million") and claimed "It takes between 13 and
26 weeks to find out whether a show is a

point-by-point, hit back at Mr. Lipscomb's
assertions by emphasizing radio's power in
the areas covered, and concluded:
"We salute one item in Mr. Lipscomb's
presentation — the complete, scientific appraisal of newspapers' performance as an
advertising medium.
"Newspapers along with other media
should find out why they can sell some merchandise and can't sell other merchandise,
should quit claiming they 'can lick everyone
on the block' and establish the area in which
they are superior.
"Newspaper advertising is going to be
with us for a long time — as long as newspapers perform a service to consumers.
"If the publishers will do something about
their slipping circulation, about getting in
step with the times editorially, they will
make the Bureau's job of justifying newsschedules somewhat
The paper
Television
Bureaueasier."
of Advertising

success or failure." He felt tv's big gamble
— feast or famine — is worrying lots of agencies and advertisers, especially as tv costs
continue to rise and new stations split audiences and reduce ratings," a contention held
by Philip L. McHugh, radio-tv vice president, Campbell-Ewald, and denied by the
Television Bureau of Advertising.
Some advertisers have felt over the past

found Mr. Lipscomb's speech to be riddled
with "generalities" and commented that
when the newspaper bureau saw fit to stop
playing with semantics, TvB would issue a
formal answer.

seven years they couldn't boost
of the market unless they were
in television and "this situation
great deal to do with the unusual

spectrum but it isn't what Mr. Lipscomb

their share
successful
has had a
amount of

turnover in agency accounts," Mr. Lipscomb
suggested. He noted agencies have a "tremendous investment" in television along
with advertisers.
Tv and newspapers are at an impasse on
acceptable research data today, he continued, but figures indicate sales messages
in newspapers are just as economical as in
tv. All media need better cost and coverage
research, he added, "But let's be sure that
advertisers get the correct interpretation of
the research now available."
Newspaper ratings, however, represent
"live prospects" for advertisers, while
"broadcast ratings indicate people with an
interest in the program, not necessarily a
buying interest in the product."
He asserted that the "true facts about
newspaper duplication are now out in the
open." Mr. Sweeney said no combination of
newspapers can provide coverage in their
own city zones "much less the wider area
they claim — the retail trading zone." In
many cities, the combination of all newspapers provides "barely more than 50% of
the families," he continued, "and in only a
handful of cities does combined circulation
approach seven out of ten families. This is,
of course, why radio is gaining and newspapers slipping in those categories where
'whole market coverage' is essential."
He termed the reference by Mr. Lipscomb

Radio Advertising Bureau President Kevin B. Sweeney reacted to Mr. Lipscomb's
recital by commenting "Newspaper advertising certainly has a place in the advertising

Mr. Sweeney
to be." declared that "there is not a
itmarket
paints
major
in which newspapers are
showing a [circulation] gain in proportion
to the gain in total population. In many markets affected by the rise in cost per copy,
there is a continuing sharp downward trend.
Show me a half dozen large markets where
there is a real rise in circulation since 1948
and I'll eat a copy of the Sunday New York
Times
in Macy's
Television
costswindow."
also occupied the core of
a New York news presentation Tuesday by
Herbert M. Steele, sales promotion director.
He claimed that "runaway" production and
talent costs make it "virtually impossible to
plan a firm budget." Taking a dozen or
more network tv shows over a five-year
period, he sought to show costs had risen
by as much as 300% in some instances.
By comparison combined line rate for all
daily and Sunday newspapers jumped
16.7%, or about 3% a year.
Mr. Steele also claimed network advertisers can't secure the balanced coverage
needed across the country and "where an
advertiser most needs strength his program
is frequently weak" because of this factor
and "unpredictable audience preferences."
So-called "iron-clad commitments" of network tv were coupled with "imbalanced,
scatteration" to point up the claimed "balanced, mass" coverage and flexibility of
newspapers.
Agency representatives graced the formal
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
agenda Monday and Thursday. Speakers
included Ernest A. Jones, president of MacManus, John & Adams Inc.. and three J.
Walter Thompson vice presidents — Arthur
A. Porter, John M. Willem Jr. and Henry
M. Whiteside — who delivered the agency's
"Interurbia — The Changing Face of America" presentation.
Hearst-man

Links

Tv

To Declining Profits
Hearst-man H. James Gediman last week
linked the alleged declining profit margins
of America's top 100 companies with "vaulting costs and investments in network tv."
As a result of advertisers' experiences with
television, he asserted, there's been a "return to reality" and the rediscovery of
newspapers.
Addressing the Newspapers Adv. Executives Assn. convention in Chicago, the executive vice president of Hearst Adv. Service
cited a Fortune article of November 1957,
pointing up a paradox of mounting corporate sales and declining profits. The article read, in part, that "In the past two
years, while sales and investment have continued rising, even aggregate profits have
turned down. In 1956. for the 100 biggest
firms, profits were down 4% compared
to 1955. and apparently the drop will be
greater in 1957 — they are not expected to
recover in 1958."
Mr. Gediman speculated they will not
recover "if the pattern of distribution of
their advertising investments, their headlong pursuit of sales-at-any-price, is not
abruptly reconstituted and squared with
certain fundamentals." He continued:
"These have been the years of vaulting
costs and investments in network tv, the
years that saw a movement of a greater
share of the national advertising dollar toward tv— the years of the great tv spectaculars, the years of multiple millions poured
into a medium that admittedly did demonstrate acapacity to boost sales and no doubt
still does.
"But you cannot run a business on the
theory of a brilliant series of advertising
hits and misses — not at $50, 60, 100 thousand dollars and even more on a single
throw.
"Not when time costs alone in one market— New York— run $241,000 for a 52week half-hour program on double A time
on one major tv station.

"Not when five 20-second night spots
per week, just one spot for each of five
nights, for 52 weeks over that same one station cost $598,000 — that's time cost only.
"Contrast these appropriations with newspapers where hardly a dozen national accounts average as much as 25,000 lines a
year. Can you imagine the job you could do
with newspapers with that kind of money?"
Mr. Gediman felt newspapers are "on
the threshold of being rediscovered again.
. . ." He suggested a "harassed industry,"
which has "over-balanced its advertising
placement and under-profited its stockholders," is tending to "trade the fever chart
of tv for the flow chart of newspapers."
"The advertiser is searching for odds
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somewhere within reason." Mr. Gediman
declared, claiming that 30 of approximately
60 new network tv programs this season
"are destined to be flops. This 50% predictable in time and talent exceeds $100
While echoing the concern of some
agency
buyers over tv costs, Mr. Gediman
million."
also
chided agencies for being susceptible
to catch phrases and magic formulas, citing
subliminal exposures (with the future possibility of a "cost-per-thousand per commercial /3,000th
1
of a second") and the western
fever.
Kiefer Elected

President

Of FM Development Assn.
J. B. Kiefer, KM LA (FM) Los Angeles,
was elected president of FM Development
Assn. at a membership meeting Jan. 17-18
in Detroit. He succeeds the late Robert
Brazy, first FMDA president.
Steps were taken to incorporate the
group as a non-profit association. Sigmund
Timberg, counsel, was directed to take care
of legal formalities prior to the NAB convention, to be held April 27-May 1 in Los
Angeles. FMDA plans to hold a two- or
three-day meeting before NAB programming gets underway.
Frank Knorr Jr., WPKM (FM) Tampa,
Fla., was elected vice president. Edward A.
Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston, 111., and
Harold Tanner, WLDM (FM) Detroit, continue as secretary and treasurer, respectively.
These committee chairmen were named:
licensing, William B. Caskey, WPEN-FM
Philadelphia; engineering, Samuel Gersh,
WFMF (FM) Chicago; membership, Mike
Merla, WBNY-FM Buffalo; organization,
Larry Gordon, WBNY-FM, and ways and
means, Al Wertheimer. WDDS (FM) Syracuse, N. Y. A drive for new members is
planned along with an effort to recruit associate members from equipment firms and
related groups.
ABA

Meet

to Hear

Broadcasters

In Industry Case vs. Canon

35

The industry's case on behalf of broadcast coverage rights in the courtroom will
be heard Feb. 24-25 at the winter meeting
of the American Bar Assn.'s House of Delegates in Atlanta, under a plan approved
last week by the house rules committee.
For the first time the house will meet in
committee-of-the-whole, according to Sylvester C. Smith Jr., Newark, chairman of
the rules committee. Radio-tv and other
media spokesmen will have a chance to
explain their side of the case and to oppose
an ABA committee report proposing only
minor changes in the ABA's Canon 35,
which bans radio-tv and cameras in the
courtroom.
The NAB's role at Atlanta was reviewed
at last week's board meeting in Arizona
(see story page 60).
Mr. Smith said the special house hearing
was ordered "in order that all members may
have the opportunity to consider all aspects
of this important subject before any final
action is taken. The question of photographing trials is one that affects the public
interest because of its relation to the ad-

ministration ofjustice. Our committee feels
that, in fairness and in the interest of reaching an informed judgment of the house, all
sides
the issue should
presented
fully."
Theof committee
plan bewas
approved
by
Charles S. Rhyne, Washington. ABA president, and James L. Shepherd Jr., Houston,
chairman of the house, ex officio members
of the rules group. The house, ABA's
policy-making body, comprises 238 delegates representing all state and 23 large
local bar groups and other organizations.
BPA Appoints Nine
As Regional Chairmen
New regional chairmen for Broadcasters
Promotion Assn. have been announced by
Howard Meagle, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.,
along with a promise of "all-out effort" to
double the complement before the third annual BPA seminar in St. Louis Nov. 16.
New regional chiefs, besides Mr. Meagle
as chairman, are the following: James Kiss,
WPEN Philadelphia, northeast; Ken McClure, WMBR Jacksonville, Fla., southeast;
Marian Annenberg, WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans, south central; Roy Pedersen,
WDAY-AM-TV Fargo, N. D., north central; Montez Tjaden, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla., southwest; Janet Byers,
KYW
Cleveland, Great Lakes; James
Barker, KBTV (TV) Denver, Rocky
Mountains; Edward Morrissey, KIMA-AMTV Yakima, Wash., west and northwest,
and Harvey Clarke, CFPL London, Ont.
Mr. Meagle suggested bi-monthly meetings of promotion managers, particularly in
larger cities, and appointment of regional
co-chairmen. Appointment of editors for
BPA alternating monthly bulletins also was
announced by Elliott W. Henry, ABC Chicago and BPA president: Gene Godt,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis (audience promotion); Hilda Woehrmeyer, WO WO Fort
Wayne, Ind. (sales promotion); Kenneth
Chernin, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia (merchandising promotion), and Dorothy Sanders.
(TV) Dayton, Ohio (employment WLWD
exchange).

Illinois Outlets to Get RFD' Show
Midwest radio broadcasters have met with
members of the Illinois Agricultural Assn.
to discuss a new 15-minute package program, RFD Illinois, which will be made
available free to Illinois stations.
The association, which serves as state
headquarters for the American Farm Bureau
Federation, has been servicing Illinois stations with five to six tape recordings in
recent years. The new transcribed series will
include short news items and music.
Serving on the broadcasters' advisory
group and meeting with IAA officials to review the association's programming activities were Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon;
Emil Bill, WMBD Peoria; Richard Faler,
WTAQ Quincy; George Biggar, WLKB DeKalb; Hugh Cordier, radio-tv director, U. of
Illinois, and Tex Barron, assistant information director, American Farm Bureau Federation. IAA was represented by Tom Vannier, radio director; William Allen, publicity
director, and Don Peasley, editor of IAA's
newspaper, Tab.
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programming

'with little left to do,' resigns as v. p.
week. Mr. Eastman said two months ago
ABN officials decided last week to abanthat musical arrangements alone were costdon their five-month-old "all-live" programing more than $6,000 a week, and in its beming policy in order to save money.
ginning stages he told Broadcasting in an
Although details were still being worked
exclusive interview that the all-live concept
out, the tentative plan was to cut all-live
would add "at least 50%" to overhead
musical programming from live and one[Broadcasting, Sept. 16, 1957].
third hours a day to about two. The rest
Plans being developed last week called for
the retention of two all-live shows. These
would be Breakfast Club at 9-10 a.m. EST
and the Jim Backus Show, which would be
moved into the 10-10:55 a.m. spot to form
a two-hour live block each morning, Monday through Friday.
The Herb Oscar Anderson Show and Merv
Labunski,

•

EASTMAN

MR. tABUNSKI

would be replaced by record shows headed
by personalities now presiding over the alllive programs.
Greater emphasis on news also is planned.
As a result of the new strategy, Stephen
B. Labunski resigned as vice president, effective last Friday. He has been heading up the
network's program activities since joining
ABN last June from WDGY Minneapolis,
where he was vice president and general
manager [Networks, June 17, 1957].
ABN President Robert E. Eastman, who
introduced the all-live policy, said that in
view of the policy change Mr. Labunski felt
there was little left for him to do and consequently resigned. Mr. Eastman expressed

Griffin Show would become record programs presided over by Messrs. Anderson
and Griffin, respectively, with the Anderson
show probably moving from 10-10:55 a.m.
to 2-2:55 p.m. and with the Griffin show continuing possibly in the 7:15-8:55 p.m. spot
but with records aimed primarily at the
teen-age audience. The Johnny Pearson
Show at 9-11 a.m. Saturdays, which converted to records a few weeks ago, would
be continued and a weekday version introduced, probably at 1-1:55 p.m.
Plans call for dropping the Jim Reeves
Show altogether. It originates at WSM
Nashville at 1-1:55 p.m.

Officials made it clear that this schedule
was tentative and still subject to change.
In a letter to ABN affiliates. President
Eastman explained the projected new lineup
and spelled out the reasons for the policy
change.
"For several very sound reasons," he
said, "we are altering some of our present
live-talent shows to personality shows emselected recorded music."
He gave ploying
thesecarefully
reasons:
"(1) It has been the request of many affiliates that we do this, at least for certain
personalities; (2) it will permit more cut-in
announcements for local sale than is possible within a live show; (3) it will permit
us to do a more extensive news job which
has been requested by affiliates; (4) we have
had a very good reaction on the conversion
of Johnny Pearson's Saturday morning show
to the employment of records in lieu of live
talent; (5) this effects some important and
necessary economies; (6) some of our personalities are more adaptable to working
with phonograph records than to being with
Mr. Eastman said that "there are certain
a live cast."
elements difficult to express, but nonetheless real, which make one show, with a given
personality, most effective on a live basis.
The same will not apply to another personality. We feel that the Jim Backus Show has
been outstandingly successful with the cast
just as it is. Therefore the plan is to retain
this in its present format.
"We are confident that the proper execu-

regret at his decision and said, "I feel sure
he will continue to make a valuable contribution to the broadcasting industry in whatever new undertaking he chooses. Everybody at ABN wishes him well and is confident of his future success."
In explaining the program changes to
ABN affiliates, Mr. Eastman acknowledged
that they represent a departure from policy
but that "We feel that they are right and
that we should never be so small that we are
afraid to change our minds and give the
reasons why."
He also advised affiliates that "In the very
near future we are going to have a series of
regional affiliate meetings around the country, at which time we want to discuss with
you our overall programming and planning
and personally receive your suggestions and
criticisms."
Several reasons were
ing to the decision to cut
ming. But observers felt
clearly was money and

given as contributback live programthe most important
speculated that the

board of that
ABN's
parent AB-PT
dictated
economies
be made.had virtually
With five live shows involved, having a
total of five orchestras averaging 25 musicians apiece, plus about five singers per
show, there have been estimates that talent
costs were running $20,000 to S25.000 per
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CBS RADIO will carry exclusive radio
coverage of the Carmen Basilio-Sugar
Ray Robinson middleweight championship fight March 25 under sponsorship
of the Mennen Co. and Miles Labs,
John Karol, sales vice president of the
network, announced Thursday.
Mr. Karol, noting that the last boxing
match on CBS Radio was in September
1954 (Ezzard Charles vs. Rocky Marciano ), hailed the signing of rights to the
Basilio-Robinson bout and its sponsor-

sales and advertising vice president, ex-

ship by two of the nation's major advertisers as "another rung in network radio's climb into advertiser and agency

Television coverage of the BasilioRobinson match will be handled by TelePrompTer Corp., which will feed a closedcircuit network of theatres [Program
Services, Jan. 20]. No home tv will be
aired.

Leonard C. Colson, Mennen adverattention."
tising director, and Perry Shupert, Miles

pressedticipation
pleasure
their companies'
in theat event,
which willparbe
broadcast starting at 10:30 p.m. EST.
Agency for Mennen is McCann-Erickson, New York; for Miles. Geoffrey Wade
Adv., Chicago.
At the signing in Chicago (1 to r):
Robinson; Louis Hausman, CBS Radio
vice president; Jim Norris, president of
the
silic International Boxing Club, and Ba-

Broadcasting

tion of these [program changes] will build
better ratings and prove to be more compatible with your local programming."
There was no indication as to the effective
date of the changes. Authorities indicated
that the live programs may continue for five
or six weeks, until the expiration dates of
the current talent contracts.
Nor was there any indication of the reaction of sponsors currently participating in
or signed for the live programs. These include Lever Bros. (Dove soap and Breeze
detergent) and Hudson Vitamins, all of
which are currently participating in some or
all of the programs, and Knox Gelatin Co.
and Gillette Co., which are set to start this
week and Feb. 3, respectively.
The all-live policy went into effect last
Sept. 2 with the Herb Oscar Anderson Show.
Other all-live musicals were introduced
within a few weeks. One cutback came a
few weeks ago when the Bill Kemp Show
was dropped from the 8-8:55 p.m. period
and the time was added to the Merv Griffin
Show. The Johnny Pearson Show on Saturday morning also started as a live show but
switched to records on Jan. 11.
MBS

TO

'BONUS'

WWL-TV
catches

TV

Movie-ers

while

they're
AWAKE!

ELIMINATE
STATIONS

• They'll get full affiliation
• Roberts cites move to suburbs
Mutual is scheduled to put into effect
shortly an order that will eliminate "bonus"
stations from the network roster and place
all MBS outlets on a full affiliation basis.
According to MBS President Paul Roberts, the "bonus" station principle — a station
is committed to carry commercial messages
without compensation- — is being eliminated
from the sales philosophy of the network.
All outlets carrying commercial programming will receive payment for service to
advertisers. Approximately 100 of Mutual's
460 affiliated stations are "bonus" outlets,
according to Mr. Roberts.
Mutual is the first of the radio networks
to eliminate the "bonus" station, Mr. Roberts said. These bonus stations are located
in smaller communities, and in the past,
advertisers buying a schedule on Mutual

At 10:45 every Monday-thru-Friday
night and at 10:30 on Saturdays and
Sundays, THEATRE 4 comes on strong
with another outstanding feature film.
Channel 4's 10:30 (M-F) News-SportsWeather is the perfect attraction to
hold viewers on WWL-TV.
THEATRE 4 is the wafchable night, movie
in New Orleans. Your Katz Representative has the specifics for spot sales. Or
call Howard Summerville or Harry
Stone at Express 4444, New Orleans.

were given a "free ride" on these stations.
It is Mr. Roberts' contention that the
"bonus" station philosophy is "outmoded"
today. He cites these reasons:
"There is a population swing from the
big city areas into the suburbs and other
small communities. Another important factor is the ever-increasing audience potentials
in automobiles. ... I think it's quite safe
to assume that motorists keenly listening
to traffic information are going to remain
with these stations and not switch to bigcity stations that are presenting non-informational shows. The advertiser right now,
on the bonus station principle, is reaping
a harvest of listeners at no cost to himself —
and to the detriment of the small station

NEW ORLEANS • CBS IN
THE CRESCENT CITY

owner."
Mr. Roberts said that Charles King, Mutual's station relations director, is checking
the affiliation contracts of all MBS "bonus"
Broadcasting
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stations, and within a short time "a suitable
amendment" to the contracts will he made,
changing
the stations' status to full affiliation.
Mr. Roherts descrihed this action as a
direct outgrowth of Mutual's plan to integrate network stations via fm multiplex
links. This plan will permit Mutual to complement its many thousands of miles oJ
Class A and Class C lines with fm transmissions from a projected 80 fm affiliates
throughout the country. The latter group
will, in turn, provide network links to Mutual's am stations.
"With high quality transmissions available to all Mutual stations," Mr. Roberts
continued, "it makes sense for us to eliminate the "bonus' station philosophy and reclassify all stations as full affiliates."
Mr. Roberts reported that in connection
with Mutual's plans for fm links, the station
has signed WCLM
(FM) Chicago and
WKIX-AM-FM Raleigh, N. C, as affiliates.
WCLM will serve as the network's fm transmitting link for the northern Illinois and
southern Wisconsin areas and WKIX-FM
for the North Carolina area. These "feed"
stations are two of an anticipated 80
throughout the country which, within the
next two years, will be network links for
Mutual's am affiliates.
A demonstration, via tape recordings, of
Mutual's fm side-band transmission was to
be made at the Oklahoma Broadcasters'
Assn. meeting in Muskogee last Friday. Abe
Jacobowitz, Mutual's general engineering director and creator of the fm transmission
plan, was to speak at the meeting.
Mr. Roberts also announced that Mutual
and the 42-station Intermountain Network
have entered into a new affiliation arrangement, effective Feb. 1. Under their agreement, MBS will act in Intermountain's behalf on time and program sales to national
advertisers.
Stanley Heads NBC Public Affairs
Edward Stanley,
manager of NBC's publie service programs,
last week was promoted to director of
public

I

affairs, succeeding Davidson

Taylor,
public affairs vice president
who has resigned effective Feb. 1 [Networks,
Jan. 20].
Mr. Stanley joined
NBC
in 1950 as

manager of the public affairs and education department and earlier had been a
newspaper reporter and editor for 12 years,
including a 10-year tenure with the Associated Press.
MR. STANLEY

NETWORK

SHORTS

WTXL Springfield, Mass., WCGC Belmont,
N. C, and WAMV East St. Louis, 111., have
become ABN affiliates, network reports.
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., reports that it has
become NBC affiliate.
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chief calls for action Thursday

concludes

hearing

The House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee won't dawdle over its
decision to Hag down or pass the FCC's
proposed test of subscription television.
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said last
Thursday that the committee would meet
this week, probably Thursday, to take action on the issue. He further stated that the
whole issue was economic.
Rep. Harris underscored the need for
immediate disposition of the matter at the
conclusion of nearly two weeks of hearings
on the proposed toll tests last Thursday.
As previously specified by the FCC, that
agency will begin consideration of applications for three-year trial operations on
March I.
The final days of the committee hearings
were sharply accelerated by Chairman
Harris, faced with a schedule that would
not permit continuance of the hearings to
this week and further pressed last Thursday with the need of freeing committee
membership for other emergency congressional activities.
The three days last week were principally
devoted to testimony of the heads of the
three tv networks, NBC President Robert
Sarnoff; American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres President Leonard Goldenson and
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton.
All three forecast that subscription tv
tests posed an economic crisis that could
strike a devastating blow to present free
television. However, they emphasized that
public would be the real loser since the
networks could shift to pay tv operation
without losing their positions.
Precluded from cross examination on the
final day by the hurry-up schedule was
Thomas F. O'Neil, president of RKO Teleradio Pictures, the first major broadcast
interest to say it would go into pay tv
operation.
Mr. O'Neil's advocacy of the toll tv trials
also carried a warning that wire subscription television posed an even greater threat
to present free tv. Misgivings about wire
pay tv also were voiced by Norwood J. Patterson, general manager of uhf KSAN-TV
San Francisco, who felt that the advent of
wire pay tv in his market would be KSANTV's death knell.
Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold
Electronics Corp., however, expressed the
opposite position: that cable tv, such as in
Bartlesville, Okla., did not pose any dangers
whatsoever to the present status of television.
Rep. Carl Albert (D-Okla.) was the first
witness when pay tv hearings resumed last
Tuesday morning. He said he could not
imagine anything less popular to the public than to authorize pay tv. "My constituents agree with me," the majority whip of
the House stated.
"It is naive not to suppose that fast
on the heels of pay tv would come proposals
to 'share the cost' by the introduction of

pro, con spokesmen

advertising so that the price of viewing, for
example, the World Series could be dropped
from $1 to 50$. I doubt that such a proposal
would meet with much resistance either
from the public or from the FCC. Certainly
it seems evident that commercials have had
no inhibiting effect. . . I believe that the
promise of no commercials
Rep. Albert said.

is illusory,"

Adding extra
to Rep. Albert's
statements
is the significance
fact that Bartlesville,
home
of the first operating wired pay tv system,
is
located in the Oklahoma
district.

congressmen's

Robert Sarnoff, president of NBC,

fol-

lowed Rep. Albert to the stand. "With a box
office in every home, pay tv could easily
outbid our advertiser-supported medium for
the same programs and talent we have developed and which provide us our economic
base," Mr. Sarnoff said in predicting the
end of the present free system if toll tv is
authorized.
The reason pay tv will win a "tug of war
for programs," he said, is because it will
need only a fraction of the audience free
tv pulls to be a financial success. As an example he cited the recent Annie Get Your
Gun spectacular watched by nearly 60 million people. "One-tenth of these homes, at
$1 each, would produce over $2 million
in revenue from a single performance. Is
there any doubt where talent and programs
would gravitate under the pull of that type
of financial magnet?" Mr. Sarnoff asked.
"As for the remaining 50 million people
unable or unwilling to pay the dollar, their
threatened disenfranchisement from programs once seen free is at the core of the
issue this committe now
said.

deliberates," he

Under pay tv, the NBC president contended, "the development of new programs,
the continuance of those public service programs that have made television such a
vital force in American life would be financially untenable. . . . Our program log shows
that hundreds of officials of the federal
government appear on NBC programs devoted wholly or in part to the examination
of serious national issues."
Mr. Sarnoff said he does not suggest that
pay tv would covet all of the current programming but the effects would follow if
subscription embraced only the principal
stars and attractions. The two cannot coexist, he emphasized. "Pay tv can succeed
only by cannibalizing free television."
He said that under a toll system, tv viewers would be divided along economic lines
and that the amount of programming offered
would "be reduced to a fraction of its present volume. ... To use pay tv an amount
equal to the present average set useage five
hours daily would cost far more than the
average American now spends for the movies, the theatre and sports attendance comHe said that "as far as NBC is concerned,
Broadcasting
bined."

we neither seek nor wish
But if it comes . . . we —
will have no real choice.
will be to go in the pay tv
business.

to enter pay tv.
like the public —
Our only choice
field or go out of

"In my view, the proposed tests promise
no meaningful resolutions of the issue. . . .
Tests provide an artificial, not a real, environment for assessing the effects of pay
tv, for they can be conducted on a basis
far removed from the realities of the operation once the tests conclude . . . The proposed tests would not resolve this dilemma.
They offer the pay interests a golden opportunity to infiltrate, beyond recall, under
the guise of experimentation.
"I urge that this committee officially request the FCC to withhold action on the
pending pay tv tests until Congress has resolved this public policy issue; that it report
favorably on the proposed legislation which
would prohibit the use of broadcast channels
for pay tv, and that it take appropriate action to expedite enactment of this legislation

getting it free. That means to me that it is
Rep. John J. Flynt (D-Ga.) asked Mr.
Sarnoff if he "would be willing to concede
that
instead of free tv" it [tv] actually is
free."
financed by "hidden costs." "No, I think it
is free tv. . . . Under the circumstances
free broadcasting is as free as anything can
be," was the reply. The witness then was
asked if the only question was not "who
gets the money in the long run?" "No,"
replied Mr. Sarnoff.
Rep. J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.) said
that he had difficulty in following the witness' arguments and that they seem "to
be the general arguments presented against
force."
competitive
anyAsked
by Rep. George M. Rhodes (DPa.), if under pay tv, people would have a
greater choice of programming rather than
letting "that be determined by the big advertisers," Mr. Sarnoff replied: "No sir. I
think they would have less choice. I think
there would be less programming and less

by the congress."
In answer to a question by Rep. Kenneth
Roberts (D-Ala.) Mr. Sarnoff admitted it is
possible pay tv might develop some new
talent but before this could be accomplished,

types of programming. . . ."
Q: "Then you see nothing bad in permitting afew big advertisers to determine
the type of programs that the American

current stars would be "siphoned" from free
tv.

people
A: "Ican
do see?"
not believe that a few large advertisers determine everything that the
American public sees. No, I do not. I
think that is a charge that just has no basis

Rep. John Heselton (R-Mass.) asked how
toll could establish itself as a "going business." "I do not think it should be given an
opportunity to establish itself," the witness
replied. To which Rep. Isidore Dollinger
(D-N. Y.) stated: "If you people will give
the people the programs thay want, there
will not be any clamor on anybody's part for
it [pay tv]."
Earlier in his statement, Mr. Sarnoff
testified that mass advertising actually has
lowered the prices consumers pay for products and this statement was attacked by
Rep. Heselton as being a "highly speculative
conclusion." He asked the witness for specific examples and Mr. Sarnoff replied that
advertising has been a driving force in the
increase in the U. S. gross national product.
Questioning network must buy policies, Rep.
Heselton asked Mr. Sarnoff to furnish for
the record all instances where affiliates have
turned down NBC programs.
Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), stating the
committee has a "bear by the tail," questioned Mr. Sarnoff at length on whether
the networks should pay the public for the
use of the radio spectrum. The questions
and answers went like this:

differ with you very much," Rep.
fact."
in "I
Rhodes
replied.
In predicting the doom of free tv against
pay, Rep. William Avery (R-Kan.) asked if
Mr. Sarnoff was not underselling the resources of tv. The witness replied that programming actually is talent, producers, directors and writers and that there are only
so many in each category.
Rep. John Jarman (D-Okla.) asked if
NBC has made any concrete plans to enter
pay tv. Mr. Sarnoff replied the network is
studying everything available on the subject
but has made no definite plans. He said
he could not say at what point the network
would feel it is necessary, for economic survival, to enter pay tv. Mr. Sarnoff stated
that pay proponents would not be satisfied until the medium had reached the stage

of normal operations and by then it would
be too late to save the current system.
Rep. Bruce Alger (R-Tex.) asked Mr.
Sarnoff if he were in the committee's shoes,
"do you believe you have the right to deny
was
the reply.
the public
a test of pay tv?" "I believe so,"
Rep. Edmund P. Radwan (R-N. Y.) and
Rep. Leslie C. Arends (R-Ul.) did not testify in person but entered statements last
Tuesday. "Ever since this scrambled phonyvision promotion scheme reared its ugly
head several years ago, I have seen in it a
threat to the survival of free television as
we have come to know
stated. He continued:

it," Rep. Radwan

"Despite pious protests to the contrary, I
have little doubt that fee television can only
prosper at the expense of free television.
... It would be virtually impossible for pay
television to improve upon the best of free
television. . . . The result is obvious. Pay
television would have to take over the best
in present television and the leftovers would
wither because they could not stand by
themselves.
"If free television is suffering from an
illness, then the cure offered by pay television profiteers is worse than the illness."
Rep. Radwan said he has received a large
volume of mail on the subject "unalterably
opposed" to. any toll plan.
Rep. Arends, minority whip of the House,
said he particularly was concerned about
the affect toll tv would have on the rural
areas. "It would mean that almost all the
people who now enjoy free television would
be blacked out . . . unless they pay their
quarters and fifty-cent pieces," he said of
his predominantly rural constituents.
He said a poll taken by the Minneapolis
Tribune showed that 70% of urban population and 83% of rural families were against
pay television. While free tv can be improved, Rep. Arends said, "I do not think
that putting pay television into effect represents an improvement. On the contrary,
it is my view that it will mean the denial of
to
pay.
television
. . ." to those who cannot afford
Solomon Sagall, president of Teleglobe
Pay-Tv System Inc., told the committee of

Q: "Who do present broadcasters pay for
use of the spectrum which belongs to the
public?"
A: "I don't believe we pay anybody."
Q: "You are assuming that you have the
right to use this public property without
paying anyone for it, are you not?"
A: "I suppose in a sense that would be
right, yes."
Q: "Why should this be called free television when your claim is . . . that the public can receive it, but you never refer to
the fact that you are using public property
without paying anyone for it?"
A: "If you want to put it this way, you
can, that we are using it free and they are
Broadcasting

PRESIDENTIAL LINEUP that presented the tv network's pay tv opposition to the Commerce Committee (I to r:) Robert Sarnoff, NBC-TV; Leonard H. Goidjnson, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, and Frank Stanton, CBS Inc.
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"a sensational new pay tv" method. "While
the Teleglobe system has many, many great
advantages, its most redeeming feature is its
application for education," Mr. Sagall said.
He outlined plans for the creation of a
new institution, the International Television
University, which would enable the student
to "register, take a course, do his homework, take a test and get a degree from an
accredited college or university without leaving his living room."
The Teleglobe system transmits the video
picture intact, while the audio portion is
sent in a scrambled version through wire
lines, Mr. Sagall said. A subscriber then
would flip a switch on his set to unscramble
the sound.
In answer to two questions by Rep. Flynt,
Mr. Sagall said it was undecided how many
subscribers would be required to make Teleglobe feasible and that wiring the video
signal would not be economically practicable
because of the prohibitive cost of coaxial
cables.
Rep. John F. Baldwin (R-Calif.) opened
Wednesday's session by expressing his full
support for the anti-toll tv bill (HR 586) of
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) and any
other legislation designed to keep television
free. The Californian stressed the expense
hardship that pay tv would inflict on retired
people, disabled veterans and others forced
to live on pensions or limited incomes.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
took the stand to state AB-PT's position, as
follows:
1. Pay tv will supply little, if anything,
that the public does not receive today on
free tv.
2. If subscription television succeeds,
free tv programs will move to pay tv with
the public as the big loser by being forced
to pay for programs it now receives free.
3. The lower and middle income groups,
which can least afford it, will suffer most.
4. Congress created the FCC to develop
and foster free radio and tv, but not to
encourage another system which could
destroy the present method without first
ascertaining the will of Congress.
5. Irrevocable changes should not be
made in the present system by the FCC until
Congress expresses its will.
6. FCC experience demonstrates the difficulty of "turning the clock back" after
interests have become established and there
has been a substantial expenditure for the
pay tv tests.
7. Congress should not be by-passed on
matters of basic national policy.
Even a trial basis for toll tv could spell
ruin for free television, Mr. Goldenson said,
by stripping the latter of its most popular
programs "by the sheer weight of its bidding
power."
There is no assurance that the quality of
tv programming would be improved, nor
is there any guarantee that pay tv ultimately
would not carry advertising, he pointed out.
Mr. Goldenson cited the role of free television in presenting political conventions,
congressional hearings, Presidential addresses and other national events. He also
enumerated the many public service pro-

grams being donated by free tv. All this was
to underscore Mr. Goldenson's next point:
"The revenues which networks receive
from commercially-sponsored programs
make possible the presentation of public
service programming which individual stations on their own cannot afford. Any significant threat to the economic base of free

How

It's

"We would be obliged, as a matter of
self-preservation, to enter the pay tv field,"
the AB-PT executive declared. "And our
experience and know-how in the entertainment field should enable us to take a leading
position, should this occur. Nevertheless,
we prefer to continue to serve all the American people with a constantly growing and
improved program service rather than depend on a small portion of the public for
a possibly
higher profit."
Mr. Goldenson
expressed disbelief that
the tests could be controlled since the investment required would create economic
interests which, once established, would be
"virtually impossible" to dislodge.
"In the last analysis, when you cut
through all the arguments for and against
pay television, it is inescapable that what is
proposed is a major reshaping of our national policy in the field of broadcasting,"
he said. "A matter of this magnitude, with
its far-reaching implications, should be one
for congressional rather than administrative
Mr. Goldenson suggested that the comdecision."
mittee advise the FCC that no authorization or trial should be granted pending congressional determination of policy.
To Rep. Alger's questioning on pay tv's
siphoning effect on present television programming, Mr. Goldenson said, "If you
took off 20 of the top programs now in
free tv, you could very well reduce free tv
to mediocrity overnight." He also maintained that within the three-year period of
the test, free television could be destroyed.
Mr. Goldenson told Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.) that public service programming
now being telecast "would necessarily have
to fall by the wayside" if the advent of pay
tv impaired free television's economic base.
The AB-PT head explained, under questioning by Rep. Younger, how the Sid
Caesar-Imogene Coca show starting yesterday (Sunday) on ABC-TV would cost
$100,000 and would be viewed by 10 million people, whereas in pay tv 1.2 million
viewers could bring in $600,000 and the
other 8-9 million would be deprived of the

program.
Rep. Younger interjected that ABC-TV
had siphoned the show from another network and questioned, "NBC isn't going out
of business because of it?"
Next to face the committee was Frank
Stanton, CBS Inc. president, who declared

easy

film.

on

network television threatens this programming— at a time when it is more important
than ever to have an informed and alert
The inability of a network to put its
citizenry."
program in markets, where scarce facilities
would be used for toll tv, would make free
network programs unacceptable to national
advertisers, he said. Cancellations would
occur, Mr. Goldenson warned, and the
economic base of television would dry up.

to

Because film offers unlimited
scope for special effects, for
polished perfection in all things !
One man is made two . . .
large objects made small . . .
small things, large . . . time and
space conquered— all with a
snap and precision that make
film sing out, its use constantly
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Truly, a good release is a
better release when you
USE EASTMAN FILM.
For complete information write:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Film,
Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, 111.;
Hollywood, Calif.
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GOVERNMENT continued
for iwo-thirds of the viewing hours it now
receives free, along with other statistical
data that had been presented the week before to CBS-TV affiliates meeting in Washington [Networks, Jan. 20].
Dr. Stanton claimed that the test is not
necessary, since:
(1) There are "decisional facts" available
in abundance to justify denial of the toll
tv proposals. He charged, among other
things, that the advantages of pay tv have
not been demonstrated by the proponents;
(2) There is no stipulation that the choice
test,
of the majority would be considered in the

CONGRESSMEN who testified on constituents' disfavor of toll tv trials: Rep. Carl Albert (D-Okla.) (I) and Rep. John F. Baldwin (R-Calif.).
that there could be no co-existence between
pay and free television "as we know it."
Dr. Stanton also voiced support of legislative action which would prevent administrative authorization of free tv airwaves for
toll techniques until Congress itself granted
such authority.
The CBS Inc. president pointed out no
stand was being taken against closed-circuit pay television since it did not involve
the spectrum and CBS Inc. did not seek
"federal protection from competition which
did not use the airwaves." However, Dr.
Stanton did point out that closed-circuit toll
tv proposes to ride "piggy back" on free
television by seeking to use existing sets
bought for free tv; also, though wired services would not black out airwaves, it still
will have "all the same injurious effects on
free television as will over-the-air pay television.
If pay tv begins to take hold and supplant free tv, "we will participate in it, if
we must, to survive economically," he stated.
"If we must go into it, we believe we would
get our fair share of the multi-billion dollar
bonanza which pay tv promoters portray."
Accordingly, the economic fate of CBSTV does not hang in balance, Dr. Stanton
continued, "but the fate of free television
does."
He termed pay tv essentially "subtractive
rather than additive" in that every time a
scrambled signal goes out, it necessarily
blocks a free signal. Dr. Stanton also labeled
as "subtractive" the tendency that pay tv
would have to "siphon" programs from free
television. "And with the enormous number
of dollars which just a small minority of the
audience can bring.', in. pay television will
most certainly be able to take those free
programs away," he emphasized.
"Where now the best in television is
available to all Americans, pay television
will fence off the best for the carriage trade,"
Dr. Stanton charged. "One prosperous
viewer can pay and deprive a dozen of his
neighbors of the programs they are now
enjoying."
The CBS Inc. president then cited the
cost of buying or renting a decoder (between
$40 and $85); the estimate that pay tv
would annually cost the average family $473
Page 74
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(3) The test outlined cannot achieve the
Commission's objectives.
Dr. Stanton stated that pay tv promoters
would be on their best behavior throughout the test. He compared it to writing a
book on child behavior during the week
before Christmas. "But here the stakes are
not a tricycle or a doll — they are $6 billion
a year," he said. "The proponents will have
the incentive, the resources and the patience
to Dr.
walk Stanton
carefully."
said that FCC

Chairman

John C. Doerfer's inference that he would
be reluctant to grant the last two or three
applications in an eligible area, would be
a "built-in incentive" to abandon free tv.
"The first station to apply might have an
advantage to the point of monopoly by
squatters' rights," he declared. "It would
put a premium on early desertion from free
Like preceding witnesses against pay tv.
television."
Dr. Stanton feared that the vast effort and
expense necessary for the test would create
a situation that might be irrevocable. He
pointed out that the difficulties of the tests
are not difficulties of details; they cannot
be fixed by "a little patching here and
Rep. Alger raised the point that if only
a small minority chose pay tv, then perhaps
the
advertisers could still find a means of
there."
using tv in those times not used for toll tv
and which would reach a large audience.
Dr. Stanton replied, "I think if you took
key programs in prime time out of free
television and put them in pay television,
you would shrink the universe for tv in
this country. Free tv would not maintain
anything like its proportionate share of the
viewing it has today because you need the
prime time to pull along the rest of the

service and news programming might not
fare too well in pay tv, pointing out that,
for example. CBS-TV last year suffered
a net loss of $11 million in providing this
type of programming.
Rep. Bennett asked if wire subscription
tv might not kill free tv. Dr. Stanton said it
was difficult to answer due to lack of experience with the problem, but "at least
we could compete — we would not be blackRep. services."
Rogers asked about the plausibility
ing out
of the government taking up all the channels and then putting them up for the highest bids.
"This is a novel theory and one to which
I have not addressed myself during my
operating career," Dr. Stanton replied.
"This is certainly contrary to the Communications Act ... I think it would have
to be applied to all use of the spectrum
andIn not
confined
to television."
the just
course
of questions
by Chairman
Harris, the CBS president said it was difficult to think of a tie between pay tv and
educational tv. Toll tv conveys "boxoffice."
he explained, whereas education should be
free, attracting people to it and whetting
Rep. William H. Ayres (R-Ohio), not a
appetites.
member of the Commerce Committee, was
permitted to read a brief statement into the
hearing record. He condemned "slot
chine payment" for tv programs and
sented polls conducted in his district
showed public disfavor of subscription
vision.

maprethat
tele-

Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold
Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, and a major advocate of cable theatre subscription
television, was next to testify. Mr. Shapp
urged that Congress direct the FCC to prepare a technical study of all proposed
scrambled broadcasting toll tv systems.
This, he said, would "reveal beyond a
doubt that none of the proposed scrambled
broadcast systems are workable." Then, Mr.
Shapp contended, the way would be clear
for the "orderly" development of a cable
theatre service currently "inhibited" by public fear and confusion about scrambled

The status of affiliates was touched by
schedule."
Rep. Avery, prompting the CBS president
to state that he could not "conceive of our
affiliates sitting still if their competition
went into pay television. I think they would
want to go in. The network as we know it
would slowly disintegrate."
"Do you think the economic factor is
the only reason you would lose them?" Rep.
Flynt queried.
"Yes — pure and simple," Dr. Stanton
answered.
Under Rep. Beamer's questioning. Dr.
Stanton maintained that although there
might be a transition period, there ultimately would be commercials on subscription television. He also said that public

TRIAL ADVOCATES from the broadcasting
field who expect toll tv to open new vistas:
Thomas F. O'Neil (I), president, RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., and Raymond F. Kohn,
president, Penn- Allen Broadcasting Co.
Broadcasting

broadcast proponents' "threats to usurp"
the commercial spectrum.
Mr. Shapp explained the installation by
Jerrold of the first cable theatre system in
Bartlesville, Okla. [Special Bartlesville

CLOCK

Report, Sept. 9. Nov. 14 , 1957]. The system involves cables into the homes and
connected to tv sets. The owners have a
choice of special features with monthly
bills rendered for services used.
Mr. Shapp contended that cable theatre
can supply programs that networks and independent broadcasters cannot present due
to lack of sponsorship. He said these include: new movies that have production
costs too high for the advertiser to bear;
cultural programs of limited audience appeal; foreign language programs "which
never found their way from radio to tv";
major sports events currently blacked out
to commercial tv or restricted to motion
picture theatres; educational programs, and
programs of a public service nature.
The next three witnesses, all testifying
against subscription tv, were Mrs. Samuel
J. McCartney, General Federation of Women's Clubs; Mrs. Harold Milligan, American Mothers Committee, and Marie Hurley,
National Federation of Music Clubs.

people
to*
listen

r

RADIO

WMBD's continuing leadership in the rich
Peoria market for 31 years is graphically
shown in the latest PULSE REPORT (November, 1957).

George A. Kuyper, manager of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, took the witness
chair to support toll tv. He charged that
television thus far has failed to present

WMBD

the public."
Mr. O'Neil declared that broadcast pay
tv would be much more acceptable
than
wired subscription "with its costly installation problems, inherent incompatibility with
present broadcasting facilities and lack of
present federal control."
The proponents of wired subscription are
already in operation, he warned, and "are
threatening to monopolize programs sources
for box office entertainment. It is urged that
Broadcasting
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Mr. O'Neil asserted pay tv had these
benefits:

4. Opportunities for testing and "grooming" new talent would be afforded.
5. "Traditional American entertainment
forms, now in financial jeopardy," would
be given a new lease on life.
6. Subscription tv would prove compatible to advertiser-supported television — "just
as subscription fees and advertising dollars
work together successfully to finance newspapers and magazines, under broadcast subscription these elements will operate smoothly to bring an expanded television service to

6am-12 Noon

Station

enough "fine music." He also contended
pay tv revenues would furnish financial
support to many musical organizations now
operating at a deficit.

1. As an additional program source, it
would bring top box office attractions into
the home.
2. The added competition of this new
programming would stimulate present programmers to more creative efforts, upgrading tv programs in general.
3. It would make independent stations
stronger, network affiliates more independent. It would help to increase the number of
tv outlets in present markets and eventually
increase the number of television markets.
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the

only

that

pass

can
the

"Thruway

broadcast subscription be given a real opportunity to compete with this more costly

without a network affiliation, has been in the
red since its inception in 1954 and that it

Mr. O'Neil charged that the opponents of

looked to pay tv as its "salvation." Mr.
Patterson said the end result would be better and more programming for San Francisco viewers.

pay tv advanced arguments marked by "sylsystem." logisms and prophesies" that sounded
"somewhat familiar."
He said there was the "old, familiar melody" that had been sounded with regard to
the anticipated effect of the new radio industry on the phonograph and record business and later to predict the "doom" of
radio at the hand of "that terrible infant,
Statements against subscription television
television."
were entered into the record by the motion

amaintained.
wire system is installed," Mr. Patterson

gally permit the tests.
Chairman Harris concluded the Wednesday sessions by saying that the committee would also accept written statements
(within five days) from John Holden, Amvets, Washington, and Byron Bentley, Theatre Arts magazine, New York. Amvets, like
other veteran organizations, opposes pay tv.

Lashing at opponents of subscription teleauthorized."
vision, Mr. Patterson declared, "The National Assn. of Radio & Television, the trade
association for the networks and their affiliated vassalls, is going to great lengths to
prevent the establishment of subscription

GOING WEST on the Thruway, you
pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear,
just past Syracuse.

Mr. O'Neil noted that RKO Teleradio
stations were independents in some markets, network affiliates in others. This, he
said, permitted a well-rounded evaluation
of the various program needs. Networks
provided a good backbone for programming at the affiliated stations and could be
effectively complemented with syndicated

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in
the $4 billion Western New York
market (plus big bonus audience in
Canada and on the Thruway) buy
WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes...
1,000,000 cars.

and local live and
asserted. However,
such as WOR-TV
mately found that
best audiences, he

ABC Affiliate. Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION
SYMBOL OF SERVICE
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
CWR0C-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV,
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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would not consider any arrangement except on a subscription television basis.
"I am sure they would switch to broadcast pay tv if it becomes available before

picture operators' Joint Committee on Toll
Tv and the Indiana Joint Committee Against
Toll Tv. The statements echoed sentiments
of earlier witnesses opposing pay tv and
emphasized the contention that under the
Communications Act, the FCC cannot le-

Thomas F. O'Neil, president of RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc., led off Thursday
morning urging the support of the toll tv
trials. RKO Teleradio, with holdings that
include six am, four fm and four tv stations
as well as the Don Lee and Yankee Networks, last fall became the first major
broadcaster to say officially that it would
participate in the pay tv tests [Program
Services, Nov. 11, 1957].

COMING EAST to the New York State
Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO
loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

Like the preceding witness, Mr. Patterson
saw an "imminent threat" of wired pay tv.
He said the new San Francisco Giants appear committed to wired pay tv; that KSANTV attempts to negotiate for such tv rights
had been fruitless in that the baseball club

film shows, Mr. O'Neil
at independent stations,
New York, it was ultifeature films attract the
said.

Mr. O'Neil disagreed that pay tv robbed
lower income families of the right to watch
tv and said that low income families as well
as high income families spend money for
recreational activities. He cited findings that
showed the average family with income under $2,000 per year spends $98 per year on
recreational activities while the average family whose income exceeds $10,000 per year
spends $513.
With the deadline hour for winding up
the hearings at hand, the committee did not
cross-examine Mr. O'Neil. However, Rep.
Heselton asked and was given permission to
prepare some questions which the RKO
Teleradio president agreed to answer in
writing for the hearing record.
Next witness, Norwood J. Patterson, general manager of KSAN-TV San Francisco,
also supported the proposed toll tv trial. He
said that KSAN-TV, the only uhf station in
San Francisco and the sole tv outlet there

"In any event," he noted, "we'll go out of
business if a wired system gets started in
San Francisco before a broadcast system is

television as a competitor."
Andrew Biemiller, director of the legislative department of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations, testified against the subscription tv trials. He cited anti-toll sentiments
of AFL-CIO President George Meany and
a resolution at the AFL-CIO convention in
Atlantic City that "unreservedly" opposed
The next witness, Henry Wadsworth,
Hollywood AFL Film Council, supported
tv. He cited the stimulus that pay tv
pay tests.
the
would provide in the film industry and said
that film workers did not regard television
as a "beast" but rather as an opportunity.
Rep.at Rhodes
questioned
the Council's
stand
the AFL-CIO
convention
referred
to by Mr. Biemiller. Mr. Wadsworth answered the Council had decided to remain
silent at the convention.
Another advocate of the tests, Raymond
F. Kohn, president of Penn-Allen Broadcasting Co., Allentown, Pa., said that trial
opponents were the "same
choked off fm and uhf."
He cited the dismissal of his
1955 for permission to use
uhf facilities of WFMZ (TV)

interests who
application in
the now-dark
Allentown to

test the "devil's handwork or heaven's blessing" of this new development. At that time,
he said, the FCC did not dismiss it as
illogical,
but as
"premature."
Mr. Kohn
maintained
that no one could
say at this time whether or not subscription
was good or bad and that the FCC had taken
a "sane, sensible, logical" step in looking
for a public demonstration.
In the closing moments of the hearings,
Harvey Rosenberg, American Citizens Tv
Committee, expressed opposition to testing
of toll tv. Chairman Harris then accepted
written statements from the following:
WTAO-TV Cambridge, Mass. (blackedout uhf), which contended that pay tv would
enable it to survive.
WNET

(TV) Providence, R. I. (blackedBroadcasting
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Life"
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saves
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This radioactive material has a rendezvous with fate.
And it must not be late. Its power to diagnose or cure
disease spans just a handful of hours, called a "halflife." Then, swiftly, its potency leaks away.
To forestall such danger, this peaceful atomic weapon
must race the clock to a hospital, often thousands of
miles away. And the vital responsibility for on-time
delivery is entrusted to Air EXpress.
Jobs like this are all in a day's work for Air Express.
And this same service is always at your service — no
matter what you make. With Air EXpress, you can
multiply your opportunities to sell anywhere in the
country, because Air EXpress gives you 10,212 daily
scheduled flights — plus fast pick-up with 13,500 trucks,
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delivery!

many radio controlled — plus a nationwide private wire
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out uhf), which made similar contentions.
WA1M-TV Anderson, S. C. (operating
uhf), supporting the toll tv trial proposal.
Lou Poller, former operator of uht
WCAN-TV Milwaukee and permittee of
another uht in that city, also endorsing the
tests but with certain revisions that would
include reserving the trial to uhf, limitations
on the number of stations in each community, and allowing the trial in cities
where present tv service would not be depleted.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn., contending that the toll tv would strengthen the
position of the independently-owned uhf.
American Civil Liberties Union, supporting the proposed trial but urging that the
FCC reject applicants who would have sponsored programs.
Illinois Congressmen

Deluged

With Heavy Anti-Pay Tv Mail
Two Illinois members of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
were literally flooded last week with antipay tv letters after WCIA (TV) Champaign,
111., asked viewers to inform their congressmen how they felt on the matter.
Republican William L. Springer late
Thursday had received over 8,000 letters
and 453 telegrams; Democrat Peter F.
Mack over 10,000 letters and 2,300 telegrams. Impressive to the two congressmen
was the fact that each letter was different
from the next and all had been individually
written.
WCIA, after first determining that Reps.
Springer and Mack would like to know how
their constituents felt on the subject, made
the plea over the weekend of Jan. 18. The
station also broadcast editorials against pay
tv, but stressed that viewers should express
their sentiments, whether for or against.
Rep. Mack's office reported that all the
letters except one have been against pay tv.
Rep. Springer, who had four members of
his office staff working on the letters Thursday, said the sentiment was "overwhelmingly against" toll. Rep. Springer, an outspoken
foe of pay tv, said the letters had served to
solidify his stand as the right one.
He also felt that WCIA had rendered a
public service in bringing the toll situation
to the attention of its viewers and said that
editorializing by stations on such matters
as pay tv is a good thing [see Editorials,
page 1 14].
Most common argument — and one which
was not stressed in the just concluded pay
tv hearings — against pay tv was one by
mothers who said they would deposit coins
for a program and then be interrupted to
take care of the children, answer the phone,
and 1.000 other daily chores of the housewife. Consequently, they would spend their
money without actually being able to watch
the program.
Also last week, the march of anti-toll bills
continued unabated. Reps. Thomas J. Lane
(D-Mass.) and Albert P. Morano (R-Conn.)
both introduced measures which would prohibit the charging of a fee to view television in the home. The two bills (HR
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THE

REJECTED

ARTIST

Eyebrows were raised in Chicago at
house commerce committee testimony
by George A. Kuyper, manager of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra that under present commercial tv sponsorship
the past ten years, symphonies, operas
and other musical fare has not been
made available to the public and that
serious music programs cannot compete with "mass appeal" shows on tv
page 75). Mr. Kuyper's Chi(story,
cago Symphony Orchestra has enjoyed
the distinction of being perhaps the
longest, continuously sponsored series
on tv in the U. S., being televised
locally for the past seven years. Including radio broadcasts, the symphony is
now in its 13th year on the air, with
the Chicago Title & Trust Co. as sponsor. Through the years the symphonies

WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich. This station
held not only that WJRT should be disqualified, but took the position that the
status of the other applicants also had
changed so radically the whole hearing
should start again from scratch. At the
time of the original hearing, WFDF was
part of the Consolidated group (Harry Bitner); all except the Flint station were sold
to Time Inc. There have been changes in
the Butterfield situation also, WKNX-TV
contended.
WJRT stated it had not intended, nor
did it, conceal any information on its plans
and the change was made after it had received the grant and the comparative case
was closed.
In a second oral argument last week,
Midwestern Broadcasting Co. ( Les Biederman interests) and Straits Broadcasting Co.
( WCBY) argued in their own behalf for the
grant of ch. 4 Cheboygan, Mich. An initial
decision favors Midwestern.

have enjoyed respectable if not spectacular ratings, according to agency
(The Buchen Co.), client (Title &
Trust) and station (WGN-TV) authorities, and have been regarded as a

All Will Have Time to File
For Barrow Report Testimony

"prestige" package for the Chicago
firm. The series at one time was carried by the old DuMont tv network
and kinescoped for use by downstate
Illinois stations.

March 3 open hearing on the Barrow Report [Government, Jan. 13] that it would
be lenient — it would give all comers time to
file appearances.
The deadline for appearances is Jan. 3 1 ,
but the Commission has already told one
group of CBS affiliates that it could file its
nominations by Feb. 8, and another CBS
group by Feb. 15. The filings are for the
purpose of identifying witnesses and the
subjects on which they will testify.
Meanwhile, the Commission has received

10164 by Rep. Morano and HR 10162 by
Rep. Lane) raised the number of anti-pay
tv bills pending in Congress to nine. Several
more legislators have announced intentions
to introduce similar measures.
Second

Oral Argument

Heard

By FCC in Flint Ch. 12 Case
The FCC last week for the second time
in four years heard oral argument on the
ch. 12 Flint, Mich., tv case.
At issue is whether the change of transmitter site by WJRT (TV) Flint, the successful applicant following a hard fought
comparative hearing, changed the nature
of the application to such an extent as to
disqualify it.
The Commission approved the WJRT
application for a change in antenna location from south of Flint to north of the city
in 1955. Unsuccessful applicants WFDF
Flint and W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc.
contested the change, claiming that applicant
WJR Detroit was changing its application.
FCC regulations prohibit an applicant from
amending his application after a hearing has
begun. The FCC denied the WFDF and
Butterfield contentions; they appealed and
the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
remanded the case to the FCC on the
ground that the comparative hearing was
stillLast
"open."
year a hearing examiner issued a
supplemental initial decision affirming the
FCC's 1954 grant [Government, Sept. 16,
1957]. The argument last week was on this
recommendation.
Also arguing against WJRT

was ch. 57

The FCC last week told inquiring networks and affiliates anxious to appear at the

responses to its "citations" last month [Government, Jan. 6] asking networks and stations to respond to charges carried in
the Barrow Report of network pressures on
stations involving rates and time clearances.
First responses were from Storer Broadcasting Co. (two stations) and WBTV(TV)
Charlotte, N. C. Both stated that they had
no knowledge of the alleged pressures, and
anyway their spot rates were not changed
to
the levels allegedly sought by the networks.
The Commission granted CBS to Feb. 7
to answer the purported violation of present
chain broadcasting rules. It is also understood that ABC had asked for an extension.
NBC's reply is not due till this week.
Liquor Bill Comes

Up Again

The anti-spirits crusaders are slated for
their annual journey to Capitol Hill next
month when hearings will be held by the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee on the bill (S 582) of Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.) to regulate liquor
advertising on radio and television. Committee last week agreed to permit Chairman
Warren D. Magnuson (D-Wash.) to designate the exact date. It will not be held until
after Feb. 15, following a request from labor groups which intend to participate but
which will be holding national conventions
in late January and early February.
Broadcasting
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Vice President and Chief Engineer, KXJB-TV, Valley City, N. D. SAYS:
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With our 1,085-foot antenna, and our North Dakota Broadcasting Company
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television programs to all parts of this state.

Help

with

KXJB-TV

Topflight

Serve

All

Television!"

without tube fatigue or image burn-in. Also, some
of the tubes have logged over 1,100 hours, and are
still doing a fine job. That's value-giving life, and
saves the station money.

"Our responsibility is a big one — to bring to isolated farms, as well as city homes, entertainment
and instruction that meet the highest standards of

"Call us both satisfied and pleased with General
Electric camera tubes — their performance, their

clearness, sharpness and continuity.

reliability, and long service life!"
*
*

"General Electric 5820's, like the one I'm holding,
help us live up to this responsibility. For one thing,

Your local G-E tube distributor stocks G-E Broad-

these G-E tubes aren't temperamental — far from it.
In our six studio cameras, they handle fast-changing
assignments of 50 to 70 live commercials a day,
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Division, General Electric Company, Oivensboro, Ky.
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Market

* 13-county Portland, Maine
trading area grouping
southern Maine-eastern
New Hampshire
* $1 billion-plus spendable income (7/1/57 SRDS estimates)
* 238,000 TV homes
(NCS #2 — 1957 Census projection)
The

Station

* greater penetration (Ncs #2;
* more viewers 13 -county area
Telepulse May 1957
Portland Metro Telepulse October
1957
Portland Metro ARB November
1957
* highest-rated news —
NBC News first
News on 6 second
* only NBC-TV affiliate effectively serving area
Ask any Weed-Television man
to shoiv comparative coverage
maps of the WCSH-TV market
area
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BILL

to press for hearings
depends

UP

on regulation

on action on Barrow,

Cox

AGAIN

measure
proposals

Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio) let it be
known last week that he will push for

85th Congress, although he does not expect there will be time to get it acted upon

Senate passage this year of his nearly fouryear-old proposal for FCC regulation of
radio and television networks.
At the same time Chairman Warren G.

by the House.
Sen. Bricker's long-range plan is to get
Senate approval this year, even if the measure dies in the House upon Congress' adjournment late this summer. He feels Senate
approval this year, preceded by committee
hearings, would mean there would be little
Senate delay in approving the same legislation when Sen. Bricker re-introduces the
bill into the 86th Congress, as he fully intends. This would get it to the House side
sooner for consideration in the 86th Con-

Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, of
which Sen. Bricker is ranking minority
member and former chairman, announced
that hearings will be
held on the Bricker
legislation (S 376)

Market..''
with $1 billion-plus buying
power and over 80% spent at
home . . .
The

•

NETWORK

in the "near future."
An "informal"
(telephone) conference among Sens.
Bricker and Magnuson and Chairman
John C. Doerfer of
the FCC — planned
over the past weekend— was to deterSEN. BRICKER
mine just how near
in the future that will be.
The snag: The Commerce Committee
wants the FCC to go on the witness stand
to state its views on the proposal to regulate networks and to comment on charges
which have been made against network
option time, must-buys and other practices,
which have been condemned in a staff report to the committee by its former special
tv counsel, Kenneth A. Cox [Lead Story,
July 1, 1957], and by others before and
after. The FCC, on the other hand, has
withheld its views pending its final action
on its own staff study, the Barrow Report,
which makes similar charges and covers
much the same ground and on which the
FCC has set hearings beginning March 3.
The weekend conference among Sens.
Bricker, Magnuson and Chairman Doerfer
was asked by the two senators so they could
get an estimate of when the FCC expects
to wind up its hearings and act on the
Barrow recommendations.
If the senators learn that the FCC expects to clean up the Barrow Report by,
say, "April," a Bricker spokesman said
Thursday, then the Senate Commerce Committee will hold up its own planned hearings on the Bricker bill until after it receives the final FCC report. But if the
senators ascertain that the Commission will
not be ready to make its report until "something like June" — which would give little
time during this session to hold hearings
on the measure and get Senate action on it
before an expected adjournment in early or
mid-August — both Sen. Bricker and Sen.
Magnuson are prepared to begin hearings
as soon as the committee can clear dates
for such sessions.
But the Bricker spokesman would make
no estimate on just when he thought that
would be.
It was learned that the Ohio Republican
wants to get his proposal before the Senate
and passed during this last session of the

The Bricker proposal was first introduced
May 13, 1954, during the GOP-controlled
gress.
83rd Congress when Sen. Bricker was chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.
Although the Democrats have controlled
the 84th and 85th Congresses, the Ohioan
has re-introduced the identical measure each
time. But, until now, he has never pushed
for its passage.
The reason Sen. Bricker has been willing
to let the network-restricting legislation lie
in committee is that the Senate Commerce
Committee has been conducting its threephase probe of television — tv network practices, uhf-vhf allocations problems and pay
television.
This investigation was inaugurated by
Sen. Bricker when he was chairman of the
committee in 1954 and has been continued by the Democrats under Sen. Magnuson. The Bricker move for a tv probe
by the full committee followed hearings on
uhf problems, held in the spring of 1954
by a Senate Commerce subcommittee then
headed by Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.).
Last week Sen. Bricker apparently felt
he had waited long enough to see action
on his proposal. And apparently the senator feels that his stand has been justified
to some extent by a suggestion in the Barrow Report that the FCC might want to
look into the possibility of whether it
should regulate the networks.
Sen. Bricker's spokesman said last week
the Ohioan is still convinced that "sooner
or later some form of regulation for networks" is needed. "Not strangulation," he
said, but "some check" to make them responsible to the FCC so that agency will
know "what they are doing — that they are
not just free entities." He said those people
who feel the senator wants to make public
utilities of the networks are "wrong."
The Bricker spokesman was quick to admit that hearings on the Bricker legislation
would in large part duplicate what has
been done already by the Senate Commerce
Committee in its overall tv probe, and by
other groups such as the House Antitrust
Subcommittee. But he still felt that such
additional hearings are necessary on the
senator's proposal to make networks, as
such, answerable to the FCC and to the
provisions of the Communications Act as
the act would be amended by the measure.
Broadcasting
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Smathers'

BMI

Bill

Set for Hill Hearing
The Communications Subcommittee of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee will begin hearings March I I
on a bill (S 2834) by Sen. George Smathers
(D-Fla.) which would prohibit radio and tv
stations and networks from ownership in
music publishing firms and/or record companies.
In announcing the hearings. Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.), subcommittee chairman,
took notice of the widespread interest the bill
has attracted within the industry [Government, Sept. 2. Aug. 2b, 1957]. He said
individuals prominent in broadcasting and
the music recording industry will be invited
to testify.
In introducing the bill. Sen. Smathers
charged the networks, through ownership
in BMI, have created a "monopoly" with
the result that inferior songs are broadcast
to the exclusion of better material.
Specifically, the legislation provides that
no construction permit or license for a
broadcasting station shall be granted or held
by (a) any person or corporation engaged
in, or which owns any interest in a corporation engaged in, the business of publishing
music or of manufacturing or selling recordings of musical composition; (b) any corporation which directly or indirectly is controlled by any person or corporation engaged in the business of publishing music
or of manufacturing and selling recordings.
Any licensee in violation of the bill, at
the time it is passed by Congress, would be
given a "reasonable time" to dispose of the
interests placing it in violation. The networks, while not licensed as such by the
Commission, would come under provisions
of the bill because of their ownership of
radio and tv stations.
Members of ASCAP and Songwriters Protective Assn. have been vocal in their praise
of the Smathers proposal. ASCAP repeatedly has charged that its songs have been
forced off the airlanes by the networks in
favor of BMI songs. ASCAP currently has
pending a $150 million damage suit against
BMI.
Sen. Smathers' bill, in turn, has been bitterly attacked by broadcasters associations
and BMI, which charged Sen. Smathers has
been mislead by ASCAP "propaganda."
ASCAP, BMI charged, is seeking publicity
which will prejudice the courts in the pending lawsuit.
Sen. Pastore stated Thursday that the lawsuit will play no role whatsoever in the hearings. "My only and sole concern is in the
public interest," he said, in stressing that
testimony will be limited to matters over
which Congress has jurisdiction.
Members of the subcommittee are Sen.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), John Bricker (R-Ohio)
and Charles Potter (R-Mich.). Sen. Smathers is a member of the parent committee.
Latest opposition to the S 2834 bill has
been registered by the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. in letters to the two Connecticut senators, Republicans Prescott Bush and
Page 82
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William Purtell. The association claimed the
bill implies that broadcast licensees would
and do show partiality to BMI songs over
ASCAP numbers. To refute this contention,
the Connecticut group invited senators to
visit, unannounced, any station and witness
the methods by which music is selected for
programming.
WMUR-TV
New

Bid Still in Hearing;

Filing for Ch. 9 Dismissed

The application of Television for New
Hampshire Inc. for ch. 9 Manchester, N. H.,
in opposition to the application for license
renewal of ch. 9 WMUR-TV that city has
been dismissed by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham [Closed
C'RruiT, Jan. 131.
The dismissal was requested by the former
group. The WMUR-TV application was
continued in hearing. At one point several
weeks ago an arrangement was worked out
by which Tv for New Hampshire Inc. was
to buy WMUR-TV from former New
Hampshire Gov. Francis P. Murphy. The
price was said to be $720,000. The deal,
however, fell through. Last year WMURTV was sold to Storer Broadcasting Co. for
$850,000, conditioned on the move of the
ch. 9 outlet closer to Boston. This transaction fell through when it became impossible
to find a site near Boston which would receive Airspace Panel approval.
FCC
Two

Threatens to Pick Up
Station Authorizations

The Commission threatened to take away
authorizations from two broadcasters last
week.

Watch
Seen

Over

FCC

by Lindow

Mileage

Rules

as AMST

Duty

Full tv service for the public requires
constant watch over FCC mileage separation rules by Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters, the association points out in
its first annual membership report.
In submitting the resume of the year's
developments, Lester W. Lindow, AMST
executive director, described field studies
and laid out plans for the coming year. The
AMST membership will meet April 27 in
Los Angeles during the NAB convention.
All FCC applications for new stations
and for transmitter shifts as well as all rulemaking petitions are scanned by AMST
counsel, the report shows, with oppositions
filed if breakdown of maximum service is
Projects on the current schedule include
proposed.
continued efforts to obtain removal of the
excise tax on all-channel tv sets to encourage uhf development. Reporting of House
and Senate committee investigations will
be continued. The association anticipates
continued efforts to break down mileage
separations and pressures on tv by other
services. Organized and accelerated moves
to create a system of drop-ins at degraded
mileage separations are anticipated.
Accomplishments include reports on field
studies of tv propagation characteristics in
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and Baton Rouge, La.,
areas plus an upcoming report on the
Madison, Wis., area. Mobile units are now
onerated in Columbia, S. C, and Fresno,
Calif. The units traveled over 40,000 miles
in 1957. The AMST findings have been
submitted to Television Allocations Study

It ordered a hearing for ch. 13 KYAT
(TV) Yuma, Ariz., for failure to build. It
also sent a McFarland letter to KTHE

Organization.

Thermopolis, Wyo., charging that its ownership had been changed without prior FCC

To Carry 'Fee or Free' Tv Debate
The subscription television issue will be
debated again Jan. 31, 7:30-8:30 p.m., PST,
on three northern California tv stations,

approval.
In the Yuma case, KYAT has been trying
to move ch. 13 into El Centro, Calif., and
asked the Commission to extend its cp until
the rule-making proposal is determined.
KYAT is owned by Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Co., which also owns KFMB-AMTV San Diego, Calif., and KERO-TV
Bakersfield, Calif.
In the Thermopolis case, W. S. Black was
charged with operating KTHE illegally, since
he did not secure prior Commission approval. Mr. Black bought the station for
$5,000 at a bankruptcy sale last year
[Government, Nov. 25, 1957].
FCC to Deny WSLA-TV Move
The FCC last week directed its staff to
prepare an order denying the application of
ch. 8 WSLA-TV Selma, Ala., to move its
transmitter closer to Montgomery, and to
build a 2,000 ft. tower. The proposed site is
50 miles from Selma and 23 miles from
Montgomery. A hearing examiner recommended disapproval last December [Government, Dec. 17, 1957]. The proposal
was opposed by Montgomery stations and
the U. S. Air Force.

Three

California

Tv Outlets

according to KRON-TV San Francisco
which will originate Fee or Free. Other
stations may be added.
KSBW-TV Salinas-Monterey will pick up
and rebroadcast the program while transmitting the KRON-TV signal by microwave
relay to KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo. Participants thus far include Paul McNamara, International Telemeter Corp. vice president
(for pay tv), against John Cohan, KSBWTV president-general manager, and Arnold
C. Childhouse, director, Northern California Theatre Owners Assn. Questions
telephoned by viewers, to be answered on
the air, will be received on special telephones set up in the cities during the proThe program will be the third on pay tv
carried by KRON-TV since late last summer.
The
gram.first was repeated by kinescope on
KSBW-TV and KSBY-TV and reportedly
prompted 5,006 viewers to write the two
stations, with all but four condemning the
1957].system [Program Services, Nov. 1 1 ,
pay
Broadcasting

NOTICE TO EDITORS— This advertisement currently appears in
leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan
Life has sponsored similar messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

Will

you

"weather

the

During the
pneumonia
frequency.
influenza —

stormy, disagreeable winter months, colds,
and influenza may strike with increasing
And this winter brings another variety of
"Asian flu."

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

winter"

in

good

lot on your physical
maintain your general
wise to take preventive
against all respiratory

health?

condition. While it is wise to
health in every way, it is equally
measures which may help guard
infections.

The symptoms of "Asian flu" are much like those of
other "grippy" colds . . . fever, marked tiredness, and
aching. Should these symptoms occur, call your doctor,
go to bed . . . and stay there until he tells you that the
likelihood of complications is over. Barring complications, doctors recommend home care rather than
hospital treatment.

Keep away from crowds as much as you can.

"Asian flu," like a severe cold, can lead to pneumonia. Medical science, however, has become increasingly skillful in treating pneumonia. Today, all but a
very small proportion of pneumonia cases are saved.
But treatment must be started promptly to bring
pneumonia under control quickly.

Wash your hands thoroughly before eating.

How you combat any respiratory disease depends a

COPYRIGHT

1957 METROPOLITAN

Metropolitan

Guard against chilling and dress warmly.
Avoid people who have respiratory disease.
Cover your coughs and sneezes with paper tissues.
Dispose of used tissues immediately.

Isolate any member of your family who has cold or
flu-like symptoms.
Your doctor may also advise vaccination against
"Asian flu."
Be sure to stay in bed as long as your doctor recommends.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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FILM
MGM-TV
ITS

TV

• Vogel

TO

ACTIVITY
reveals new

• Tv reduced
MCIM-TV
even further.

us MGM studio and distribution operations
lost $7,784,000.
MGM-TV has a number of projects underway. This is the status of current activity
and future plans:

BOOST

Loew's

tv plans
'57 losses

Charles C. (Bud) Barry, MGM-TV vice
president . was expected to leave for England this week to negotiate the sale of Northwest Passage tv series to BBC. Northwest
has been sold to NBC-TV and will be slotted
as a half-hour or hour series on Sunday

is stepping up its tv activit)

1 he new report of MGM-TV's plans for
increased expansion is coincidental with this
disclosure: money from tv was a major prop

nights next fall, possibly as a lead-in audience builder for the Steve Allen Show.
MGM-TV has been conferring with
George Cukor. MGM producer-director, on
a proposed hour or 90-minute dramatic
anthology (cn the idea of Playhouse 90,
MGM explains). The series would draw on
unproduced properties owned by MGM. A
number of other MGM properties on which
motion pictures were based in the past also
is being considered by MGM-TV for television series.
New accounts are being signed for its tv
commercial production unit in Culver City.
Mr. Barry has appointed Elmer Wilschke,
formerly in a managerial function with Fine
Sound, an MGM subsidiary, as business
manager of the department. Virgil (Buzz)
Ellsworth is manager of the commercial and
industrial department.
MGM-TV has revived talks with Leonard
Goldenson, president of AB-PT, and James
T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV vice president in
charge of programming and talent, on
possible MGM production for ABC-TV.
It has dusted off the projected anthology
formerly called Mystery Street and now
titled, Act of Violence.

for Loew's in a period when the motion
picture company's corporate health apparently sagged the most.
Indication of tv's importance in the past
was contained in a report to stockholders
by Loew's President Joseph R. Vogel that
mixed hopeful news with the sad. The blue
note was a $445,000 loss for the fiscal year
ended Aug. 31. 1957. The trumpeting:
Loew's would have earned $745,000 if the
company hadn't changed its accounting
practices; the "downward trend" of Loew's
business has been halted, and there will
be a "resurgence of business" for the company starting with this motion picture season.
Loew's MGM Lion for about a year and
a half has been on the prowl in the tv field.
Loew's now leases exclusive rights to the
pre- 1948 MGM library; is filming programs
for tv; is negotiating at present with ABCTV to produce film for the network; has
been expanding its production of tv commercials and rents studio facilities to other
companies for tv film production. (Example: California National Productions'
filming on the MGM lot of the Union Pacific tv series.)
Mr. Vogel did not detail Loew's current
tv activity, but noted, "Our television production has expanded profitably and is contributing to a more efficient utilization of our
studio facilities."
He revealed tv's hypodermic effect in a
brief rundown of the corporation subsidiary
contributions which showed every division
making money except motion picture production and distribution.
Before interest charges and federal income taxes, Loew's MGM Television, radio, record and music publishing subsidiaries earned $5,520,000; its domestic and
Canadian theatres earned $3,975,000; but

The studio's first entry on the network —
Thin Man on NBC-TV has been chalked up
as a success. Colgate-Palmolive has renewed
the show [At Deadline, Jan. 13] for another 26 weeks — 13 new programs for the
rest of the season and 13 reruns.
The MGM features (more than 700 being
distributed to tv by MGM-TV itself) are
now in approximately 88 markets, representing a value in gross sales of about $52
million.
The fiscal 1957 period was a critical one
for Loew's. The huge motion picture
(MGM) and theatre (Loew's Theatres) company was undergoing an internal tug-of-war
over control, while attempting to reduce

unwieldy, top-heavy expenditures and at
the same time build up its motion picture
production.
Mr. Vogel came out on top after a prolonged battle with a dissident stockholder
group. He also has been effecting economies.
In the first quarter of the current fiscal
year, Loew's lost $1,290,849, or 24 cents
per common share, Mr. Vogel said, "before
the upturn began to assert itself."
Gold Medal Studios Announces
$750,000 Expansion Plan in N. Y.
Gold Medal Studios Inc., New York,
which leases space to television and motion
picture producers, will spend $750,000 in
the next three years to expand its facilities
based on the firm belief that both motion
picture and television film production will
be done more and more in the East, Martin
Poll, president of Gold Medal, stated at a
news luncheon last Tuesday.
Mr. Poll stressed the substantially lower
eastern production costs as a primary factor
in helping his organization reach its decision
to expand. At the same luncheon, George
Justin, production manager of the movie
"Face in the Crowd," said the average Hollywood picture budgeted at $1.5 million
could be produced in a top New York studio
at a saving of $400,000 to $500,000.
Mr. Poll also pointed out that in addition
to an increasing number of independent
producers who are beginning to turn to New
York for production of theatrical films,
many companies specializing in television
films and commercials are coming back to
the city because of the economic benefits.
The expansion at Gold Medal's studios
(located in the former Biograph lot in the
Bronx) will include the addition of six new
stages in addition to the present two. Almost
immediately, Gold Medal will take over one
additional studio in the Bronx and add another in the DuMont TeleCentre, 205 E.
67th St., in midtown Manhattan. The studio,
to be known as Gold Medal Midtown, is
considered a secondary development compared to the Bronx expansion — where four
new stages will be built. The Bronx studios
will be known as Gold Medal Uptown.
Dietz Status

at Loew's

Revised

As the
partfilm
of an
movethatby Howard
Loew's
Inc.,
firmeconomy
announced

Cincinnati's

Most

Independent
50f000

watts

Powerful
Radio

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Dietz, vice president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation, has relinquished his $2,000-per-week post to become
consultant to the firm at $1,000 per week.
The veteran executive is credited with many
industry publicity innovations, including the
lion head trademark for MGM. Loew's
President Joseph R. Vogel meanwhile is submitting arevised slate of 19 board nominees
to stockholders for the annual meeting
Feb. 27.
Parton

WC

On the Air everywhere
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KY

24 hours a day—seven

STATION

days a week

to New

SG Sales Post

The promotion of A. Frank Parton to the
newly-created post of southwest area manager of syndication sales for Screen Gems
Inc. was announced last week by Robert
Seidelman, syndication sales manager of
Screen Gems. The southwest area becomes
Broadcasting

the sixth division of SG's syndication sales
organization.
Mr. Parton has been a sales executive
with Screen Gems in Houston for two years
and previously was with Ziv Television Programs. As part of an expansion move in the
southwest area, Richard Campbell, formerly
manager of KN AC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.,
has joined the staff under Mr. Parton. The
division headquarters is in Houston.
NTA 'Hall of Fame' Programming
Now Being Offered to Stations
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, is
offering tv stations a program service plan
providing them with unlimited use of about
1,000 hours of film programming, including
feature films, series and short subjects, it
was announced last week by Harold Goldman, NTA executive vice president.
Titled "Hall of Fame" programming, the
package will be sold through NTA's Famous
Films Div., which handles sales on re-run
films. Feature films in the package include
"How Green Was My Valley," "The OxBow Incident," "The House on 92nd Street"
and "The Foxes of Harrow." Among the
half-hour series in the library are The Adventures ofChina Smith, Combat Sergeant,
International Playhouse and Orient Express.
The library also includes cartoons and short
subjects.
Edward M. Gray, NTA vice president, is
in charge of the western area for Famous
Films and Stanley Florsheim, general manager, supervises the eastern area. New account executives at Famous Films are
Charles D. McNamee, with NTA since 1955;
Charles King, formerly with Television Programs of America; Leo W. Knight, previously with Ziv Television Programs, and
Jerry Weisfeldt, formerly with C&C Television Corp.
NTA

Network

Status Uncertain

As Initial Programming

Ends

The direction that the NTA Film Network will take in the next few months was
in doubt last week as its main programming
effort, Premiere Performance, was ending
its schedule of 39 weeks in a few scattered
markets throughout the country.
The network began operating on a commercial basis last April, with WarnerLambert Pharmaceutical Co. sponsoring
two-thirds of Premiere Performance — consisting of one and one-half hours per week
of feature film programming on 134 stations.
The 39-week sponsorship ended the beginning of January, except in markets which
had not run off all the dates. During the
39-week period, other advertisers sponsoring Premiere Performance included P.
Lorillard & Co., Hazel Bishop, Sunbeam
Corp. and Smith Bros.
A spokesman for Lambert & Feasley,
agency for Warner-Lambert, said the company was "very satisfied" with the NTA
programming, adding the sponsorship was
not renewed because the company committed itself last fall to sponsor one-half of
NBC-TV's Tic Tac Dough and all of NBCTV's Restless Gun. He added that WarnerBroadcasting

Lambert had tried, unsuccessfully, to sell
half of Restless Gun, hence could not consider renewed sponsorship of Premiere Performance.
An NTA spokesman insisted the dropping
of Premiere Performance will not interfere with other plans for the NTA Film
Network. He said plans are now in the
formative stage and encompass various
half-hour series produced by TCF Television
Productions, Hollywood, and several live
series.
ON

it's there

for you...
on

channel

CAMERA

CBS

reports it has authorized Talent Associates Ltd., N. Y., to begin production of
pilot film for new television series Too
Young to Go Steady, starring Don Ameche
and Polly Bowles, which will be done live
from New York. Series will be produced by
Michael Abbott, with David Susskind as
executive producer and will be owned jointly by CBS and Talent Assoc.
Screen Gems will begin production next
month in Hollywood of Dial 116, half-hour
tv film adventure-suspense that is expected
to be ready for syndication next fall. Series
will be produced for SG by Herbert B.
Leonard. Cooperation of Rescue Squad of
Los Angeles Fire Dept., whose telephone
number is 116, has been enlisted by producer.
Warner Bros.-Tv has begun laying groundwork for its fourth new tv series scheduled

COVE

R

AGE

for advertiser-availability next fall. Series of
39 episodes is titled Room for One More.
Tv Spots Inc., Hollywood, is making 260
five-minute episodes of new Crusader Rabbit tv cartoon series for distribution by
Capital Enterprises. Sam Nicholson is production supervisor and Chris Bob Hayward,
writer. Series is planned for March 15
release.
RANDOM

SHOT

CBS-TV Film Sales reports 30% rise in
gross sales for 1957 over 1956. Of gross
income for company, foreign sales accounted for 20% with 27% increase in that
category, company

announced.

FILM SALES
ABC Film Syndication, N. Y., reports sales
on 26 Men, half-hour tv film series, to
Molson Breweries, Erie, Pa., for WICU
(TV) Erie; WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.;
WITN (TV) Greenville- Washington, N. C,
and WGN-TV Chicago, raising total markets to 154.
Governor Television Attractions Inc., N. Y.,
has announced sale of The Laurel & Hardy
Show in 17 new markets, bringing total
markets sold to date to 96. New market
sales include KOOL-TV Phoenix; KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles; WVUE-TV Wilmington,
Del.; WTOP-TV Washington, D. C;
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; WPST-TV
Miami; WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.;
WEEK-TV Peoria, 111.; CKLW-TV Detroit;
WCCO-TV Minneapolis; WOW-TV Omaha;
WBUF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y.; KYW-TV
Cleveland; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WFAATV Dallas; KELP-TV El Paso, Tex., and
KXLY-TV Spokane.

Did you know that Sales Management
rates Tulsa both a better quality and
a better productive market than either
Boston or Baltimore? It's a fact; and
alert advertisers are taking advantage
of it . . . northeastern Oklahoma has
an effective purchasing power of $1billion. Your key to this pot of gold is
KVOO-TV with its productive programming, PLUS revealing market research, merchandising and promotion
aids, and constant attention to your
account and problems. Yes, in Tulsa,
it's for you . . . through Channel 2.
When do you start?

For current availabilities
contact any office of
Blair Television Associates
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STATIONS CONTINUED
Voters

Get

the

Picture

In Pro-Radar
Campaign
The battle in Pennsylvania over the
legality of installing radar "speed traps"
along the state's major arteries may be settled peacefully — through local television
bought and paid for by a state agency.
For years, the Pennsylvania state legislature has delayed radar for traffic control by
keeping enabling legislation bottled up in
committee. Among those for radar and
against the legislature is Gov. George
1 eader.
Last Monday, the pro-radar forces took
their battle to the public. That day, the
Bureau of Highway Safety, Dept. of Revenue— through Smith, Taylor & Jenkins
Adv., Pittsburgh — bought 10 live 30-minute
blocks of time from WTPA (TV) Harrisburg. Purpose: To show the public, via
remote tv, how the installation of radar can
cut down trallic hazards and save life and
limb. Two programs per afternoon, Monday through Friday, were scheduled.
The means used in the attempt to justify
the end: Pennsylvania's annual state farm
show sponsored by the commonwealth's
agriculture department and a big attraction
at this time of the year. While other state
departments exhibited their prize accomplishments and purposes, the Highway Dept.
staged an educational exposition of radar.
This is how it did it:
WTPA (TV) General Manager Don
Wear sent the station's remote unit to a
busy stretch of U. S. Rt. 22 five miles outside of Harrisburg. Its job: To "track" approaching autos and trucks with one camera
while another concentrated steadily on the
state-manned radar meter. When a vehicle
broke the 35 mph limit, the camera would
pick up the radar needle clocking the speed

and superimpose this image over the guilty
car or truck.
Able to watch this — and listen to the running commentary by WTPA Program Manager Mac McCauley — were 211,485 fair
visitors plus regular WTPA viewers. WTPA
installed four 21 -inch monitors at the highway safety exhibit at the fair and staged its
"(est programs" twice each afternoon, at
2:30 and again at 3:30. The purpose was to
convince the voter that radar patrolling does
not constitute "invasion of privacy."
About 51% of all vehicles seen during
the test were exceeding the speed limit.
Viewers on Tuesday afternoon saw a state
patrolman catch and ticket a speeding truck.
This was unrehearsed. After writing the
ticket, the patrolman drove back to the
WTPA remote truck to ask what was going
on and learned he had been on television.
WGN-TV

Gets Cubs

Home

Games

A new two-year contract for rights to the
Chicago Cubs daytime home games has
been signed by WGN-TV that city and the
club's management, it was announced
Wednesday. The pact, covering the 1958-59
schedules, supplements a three-year tv
agreement previously negotiated with the

CHANGING

win votes for radar "speed traps." And,
though the issue is a political one, there's no
question of demands for equal time; the
pro-radar highway department bought and
paid for their television campaign.
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WOR-TV to Carry 78 Games
Of Philadelphia Phillies
WOR-TV New York, which had been
telecasting the game; of the Brooklyn
Dodgers until the team moved to Los Angeles at the end of the last season, last week
completed plars for carrying 78 games of
the Philadelphia Phillies schedule this spring
and summer. It was reported the station
bought the tv rights for about $500,000.
A joint announcement last week from
Gordon Gray, executive vice president and
general manager of WOR-TV, and Robert
R. M. Carpenter Jr., President of the Phillies, said the station will telecast 58 home
games and 20 road contests. The Phillies
will meet Cincinnati 14 times, the Braves 9
times and Los Angeles, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Chicago 1 1 times each.
The schedule has been arranged so it will
not conflict with the home game telecasts

HANDS

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

APPROVED

page 101 .
WLEX LEXINGTON, KY. • Sold to Roy
B. White Jr. by Central Kentucky Broadcasting Co., J. D. Gay Jr., president, for
$255,000. Mr. White was an advertising and
radio consultant in Chicago. WLEX operates
on 1300 kc with 1 kw.
KBYE OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. • Sold
to Kevin B. Sweeney, Glenn Griswold and
F. F. (Mike) Lynch by Albert Zugsmith and
associates for approximately $180,000. Mr.
Zugsmith and his group bought KBYE from
Kenyon Brown and associates last summer
for $90,000. Mr. Griswold was general
manager of KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo.,
and Mr. Lynch is general manager of
KBYE. Mr. Sweeney will own 36% of
KBYE, Mr. Griswold 18% and Mr. Lynch
28%. H. J. Cole, station accountant, retains
his 18% interest. KBYE is a 1 kw daytimer on 890 mc.

FOCUSING on radar needles clocking the
speed of passing vehicles, WTPA (TV) cameramen literally work on state time — in an
effort by the Bureau of Highway Safety to

Chicago White Sox (1958 through 1960)
and a five-year arrangement for radio
broadcasts of all Cubs contests starting this
season. Jack Brickhouse and Vince Lloyd
will handle play-by-play of both teams on
television. Jack Quinlan and Lou Boudreau
have been signed for radio coverage.

KBIS BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. • Sold to
Eastern Electrosonic Industries Corp. by
Marmat Radio for $165,000. Eastern Electrosonic, manufacturer of sonic devices, is
owned by Lexmont Corp. (90%), real estate
holding firm, and William E. Casey (10%),
an officer of both Electrosonic and Lexmont.
KBIS operates on 970 kc with 1 kw.
KHUM EUREKA, CALIF. • Sold to Wendell Adams and Jock Fearnhead by Carroll
R. Hauser for $163,750. Mr. Adams is with
William Esty Co., New York; Mr. Fearnhead is vice president-general manager of
WINS New York. KHUM operates on 980

kc with 5 kw day, 500 w night, and is
affiliated with CBS. Mr. Hauser retains his
interest in KVEN Ventura, Calif.
KTYL-AM-FM MESA (PHOENIX) ARIZ.
• Sold to Sherwood R. Gordon, president
of Gordon Broadcasting Co., by Dwight
Harkins and others for $150,000. Gordon
Broadcasting also owns WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati and sold WILD (now WYDE)
Birmingham last spring to The Bartell Group
for $325,000. KTYL operates on 1310 kc
with 5 kw day, 500 w night. KTYL-FM operates on 104.7 mc with 16 kw.
WTAL TALLAHASSEE, FLA. • Sold to
Victor Diehm and associates by John H.
Phipps for $149,571. Mr. Diehm and group
own WAZL-AM-FM-TV Hazleton, WHOL
Allentown and WHLM
Bloomsburg, all
Pennsylvania; and WIDE Biddeford, Me.
Mr. Phipps retains WTYS Marianna, Fla.;
WKTG and WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga.,
and WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.
WTAL operates on 1270 kc with 5 kw and
is affiliated with CBS.
WGUY BANGOR, ME. • Sold, transfer of
control to Melvin L. Stone, Faust Couture
and David L. Royte by Sherwood J. and
Hilda R. Tarlow for $90,000. Mr. Couture
is president and 99.6% owner of WCOUAM-FM Lewiston, Me., 25% owner of
WLOB Portland, Me., president and 99.6%
owner of WFAU Augusta, Me. Mr. Royte
is commercial and sales manager of WLOB.
Mr. Stone is president and 76.716% owner
of WRUM Rumford, Me., 25% owner and
general manager of WLOB, president and
one-third owner of WSME Sanford, Me.,
president and 55.493% owner of WGHM
Skowhegan, Me. WGUY is on 1230 kc with
250 w, and is affiliated with CBS.
Broadcasting

of the New York Yankees on WPIX (TV)
New York, which will present 140 away
and home contests this year. No sponsor is
set for Phillies games.

Take

off

Syracuse Case Dismissed Again
A $1 million treble damage antitrust suit
against the Syracuse Post-Standard and Herald Journal and WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse
was dismissed for the second time in five
years last week by a federal judge.
Judge Stephan W. Brennan dismissed the
claim filed by WNDR Syracuse against the
Newhouse newspapers and broadcast stations. He said that WNDR had failed to
supply vital information. The suit had previously been dismissed by Judge Brennan in
1955, but an appeals court reversed the dismissal in 1956 and ordered trial [STATIONS, Sept. 17, 1956]. WNDR brought the
suit on charges that the Newhouse newspapers engaged in "package" advertising
deals and that spread "false rumors" about
WNDR.
Broadcasting

gray

flannel,

Precon, KTLA (TV) Agree
On SP Telecasting Plan
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and Precon
Equipment & Development Corp. have concluded an agreement whereby KTLA will
utilize Precon equipment and know-how to
initiate subliminal perception telecasting in
Los Angeles, according to an announcement
made jointly by Lew Arnold, general manager of KTLA, and A. Brown Moore, Precon president.
The developers of the Precon system,
Dr. Robert E. Corrigan and Hal C. Becker,
both Precon vice presidents, will work with
John Silva, chief engineer of KTLA, to
bring the technique to television as soon
as possible. Equipment designed for the
Precon system of subliminal communications now is being manufactured by General Precision Labs., New York.
The agreement between KTLA and Precon is a leasing arrangement whereby the
station is to pay Precon $2,500 a month
for the right to use the apparatus and to
have the help of the Precon experts in developing proper techniques for communicating with the tv audience at a level below
that of conscious perception. The agreement
specifies that the subliminal telecasts will
conform to the rules and regulations of the
government agencies involved and that
KTLA will inform the viewing public whenever the process is being used.
The KTLA lease was concluded last Monday, just six days after the Precon process
had been demonstrated and explained at a
meeting of the Los Angeles Advertising
Club [Program Services, Jan. 20]. At that
time Mr. Moore had felt that tv broadcasters were poor prospects for his company until the FCC gives its blessing to
subliminal telecasting. Now, a company
spokesman said, tv stations are considered
to be the most promising market for Precon equipment, particularly stations in such
major cities as New York, Philadelphia,
Detroit and Chicago. Neil Sinclair, Precon
sales manager, will be in New York this
week to discuss the matter with tv station
executives in that city.

that

Smidley.
You can't even loolc like Madison
Avenue anymore. Why, every other
buyer in the business is snapping
up this Cascade buy. Where ya been,
Smidley? This Cascade is tremendous.
An exclusive billion-dollar television
market — the biggest single buy in
the West and getting bigger every day.
Let's get a bundle on it, Smid,
or you've had it.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION .

You

can

have

patriotic
all

programming

year

long

A COLLECTION
...
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a ready-to-program
PATRIOTIC

profitable

. . .

AMERICANA

package

HOLIDAY

of 12 complete

SHOWS!

12 quarter-hour scripts offering a distinctive approach to Lincoln's
Birthday, Memorial Day, Washington's Birthday, Independence
Day, Flag Day, Thanksgiving, Columbus Day, Labor Day, Citizenship Day, UN Day, Veteran's Day and Armed Forces Day.
•15 discs featuring the finest band music, sacred songs and popular classics exclusively performed for the SESAC Transcribed
Library. Over 150 selections recorded on high-fidelity 16" transcriptions. Discs are leased on a one year basis from the time
of the receipt of order. A tremendous program and sales aid for
all the major patriotic holidays and in your daily programming
as wei
all for

only
ORDER

$49.50

complete!

AT ONCE
The Coliseum

sesac

inc.

10 Columbus

Tower

Circle — New

York 18, N. Y.
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STA1I0NS CONTINUED
a hearing will be held tomorrow (Tuesday). Mr. Whitney said KQUE offered $600
to any listener who would give it a $500
check hidden by KLOS.
KQUE

made this statement to Broadcasting: "Our station is now and in the
future against sensational money giveaways.
We are for solid radio entertainment. Our
format speaks for itself. We like contests
but, frankly, it's hard enough for us to support KQUE, let alone all of Albuquerque."
Young Report Claims Big Swing
To Independent Radio Dominance
The growth of local independent radio
over the network affiliate, according to Adam
Young Inc., New York, is "no longer a
trend . . . it's an accomplished fact." The
station representative Friday made public a
OFFICIALS of WPST-TV Miami entertained some 600 guests who came from
all over the country to the studio dedication Jan. 17. Hosts were (1 to r) Walter
M. Koessler, station manager; G. Ted
Baker, president and general manager of
WPST-TV, and Alexander (Sandy)
Hardy, senior vice president of National
Airlines, parent of the WPST-TV permittee. Public Service Tv Inc. George B.
Storer (extreme r). whose station operations headquarter at Miami, was one of
the hometown guests.

WOR Spends $450,000 on News
For Return of $1.5 Million
There is a sound profit motive behind the
expansion of quarter-hour news periods by
WOR New York — a million-dollar motive.
Introducing a lunch meeting of the Radio
& Television Executives Society of New
York to the inner workings of WOR's news
operations last Wednesday at WOR, Robert
J. Leder, station vice president and general
manager, said the "payoff has been tremendous" in both income and ratings. He
said WOR last year realized $1.5 million
gross from its news programming on an investment of $450,000 for both talent and
facilities. News shows now command premium rates, he noted.
Earlier this month WOR expanded its
quarter-hour news schedule to every hour
on the hour Monday through Friday, 7 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Five-minute and quarter-hour news
shows also are aired at other periods, including those of MBS. WOR emphasizes
straight news without interpretive commentary and uses many live pickups from two
mobile units plus an airplane, the latter also
enhancing showmanship, Mr. Leder said.
WOR has eight newscasters and 10 writers
on its staff, plus stringers both locally and
abroad.
The WOR executive said success of the
quarter-hour newscast is evidenced in rating
results and proves "people want the news in
depth. I've never found a valid reason for
the five-minute news show. It is just a sales
expediency and I believe the sales departments of stations have dictated the trend."
Mr. Leder explained that in each case
where a quarter-hour news strip was added
Page 88
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Site of the dedication program and
party following was the new WPST-TV
building on Biscayne Boulevard. Filmed
messages from Vice President Richard
M. Nixon, Florida Gov. Leroy Collins
and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
highlighted the broadcast, hosted by
Mr. Koessler. Afterward guests looked
over the two-story, $550,000 facilities.
Public Service Tv, wholly owned by
National Airlines, has been telecasting
on ch. 10 since August. It is affiliated
with ABC-TV.

the audience rating improved. He said that in
one month the new 11 a.m., 12 noon and

revised edition of its earlier report, "The
Dynamic Change in Radio," continuing the
analysis of audience trends in the nation's
top 25 markets between 1952-56. The revised report brings the report through late
1957.
The report claims a protracted drop in
popularity of the network affiliate. In 1952,
it noted, top-rated stations in the top 25
markets were dominated by network affiliates. At the time there existed no independent station with a "top" rating. Today the
reverse is practically in order, the Young
report claimed, with the ratio of independent vs. network affiliate in terms of popularity being 21 to 4.

1 p.m. quarter-hour newscasts obtained a
ming.
30% rating increase over previous program-

It also said that "with the exception of
the progressive plans of ABN [for other
news concerning this network, see page 68],

The WOR demonstration for RTES was
heightened by a news break involving a
mobile unit. What made fast coverage of a
hillside disaster in the Bronx unique was
that WOR could claim a beat. News executives of competitive major stations were part

network programming fails to generate listener identity. This is why in every one of
the top 25 markets, an independent station
ranks among the top three in audience size.
It is also noteworthy that in markets where
network affiliates have substantial audiences,
their non-network programming closely re-

of the "captive" audience in the WOR
dios at the time.
KLOS

Granted

Stay Against

stu-

KQUE

In 'Who's Got the Button' Case
There seemed to be a little confusion in
Albuquerque, N. M., last week over a potent
question: "Who's got the button?" Interested parties were KLOS, KQUE and the
radio audience.
KLOS at the weekend had a temporary
court injunction restraining KQUE from
broadcasting clues aired by KLOS, operating
a $500-per-week "Button, Button" contest
built around hidden checks.
The button contest, controlled by Murray
Worner, was started Jan. 14 by KLOS, according to E. Boyd Whitney, station president-general manager. Rights to clues were
sold to sponsors and a $500 check was
found the first week after the clues became
highly directive.
Mr. Whitney told Broadcasting that
KQUE monitored KLOS and put KLOS
clues on its own air. Last Thursday Judge
Robert W. Reidy of the district court
granted a temporary injunction restraining
KQUE from broadcasting the KLOS clues;

sembles the format of leading independents."
The Young organization represents stations in 12 of the 25 markets analyzed. At
present it represents no network affiliate save
perhaps CKLW Windsor, Canada (Detroit),
which carries occasional MBS programming.
WERE-FM

Silence Not Complete

WERE-FM Cleveland is off the air while
a new antenna is being installed. When the
station resumes broadcasting in mid-February it will operate with 40 kw, using a new
RCA six-bay antenna and new studio equipment.
While WERE-FM raises its new transmitter, WBOE (FM), the Cleveland Board
of Education station, is broadcasting part
of the WERE-FM schedule on a non-commercial basis. Three hours of programming
are fed each evening from WERE-FM studios to WBOE for broadcast under a cooperative plan worked out by Leo Batten,
manager of the educational station, and Sam
Elber, director of programs and promotion
of WERE-FM. Arrangements were made on
a tentative one-month basis.
Broadcasting

DATELINES

Newsworthy

BOSTON SUBURBS — Streeter Stuart, news
commentator of WBZ-AM-TV Boston, was
getting ready to leave for the office Thursday afternoon when two Air Force jets collided over the Arlington-Winchester area
near Boston, three blocks from his home.
The commentator, a film hobbyist, reported
to work that day ready to go on the air with
a complete story in narrative and motion
pictures. WBZ-TV laboratories processed the
film and had it ready for broadcasting in 20
minutes, setting a shop record.
While Mr. Stuart was getting first pictures
of the crash, regular staffers and stringers of
the Westinghouse stations were being dispatched bythe mobile telephone system employed by station personnel and some 30
stringers. Reports were quickly rounded up
from where the two planes hit (one crashed
into two unoccupied homes, the other on the
beach) and from the hospitals where two
surviving pilots were taken.
Coverage was coordinated by John Luttrell, news editor of WBZ-TV, and F. E.
(Dinny) Whitmarsh, news supervisor. WBZTV telecast the first film at 2:20 p.m. and
new reports thereafter during the day. Radio
highlights included several eyewitness reports by beeper phone.

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

ver obtained an interview with a confessed

KFAR-TV's chief engineer, William Van
Blitterswyk, to lie on his back in the snow
underneath the camera. Engineers used the
stars to check reference points.
NIAGARA FALLS — A scoop was claimed by
WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y., last Tuesday for
its coverage of a disasterous explosion there
which injured many people and rocked the
city. Direct lines with the police, hospitals

transoceanic telephone to alert the WMARTV newsroom, going on to record and film
a series of reports on the situation.

A series of six stereophonic broadcasts
of the Philadelphia Orchestra will be carried
live by WFLN-AM-FM, that city, and made
available to other stations in the form of
stereophonic tape. WFLN is making the
tapes available at $100 per program or
onetime hourly rate, whichever is lower.
Six stations already have notified Raymond
S. Green, WFLN executive vice president,
that they will carry the programs.
The first program will be broadcast
March 14. WFLN will carry one pickup
on its new am outlet, scheduled to take the
air March 14, and the other on the fm
station.
Broadcasting
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60 seconds. KFAR-TV reports that viewers
called in to say the picture was clear. To get
a picture of Sputnik, it was necessary for

rioters. Mr. Thomas' byline story for INS
was carried by many of the nation's papers.
DENVER — Robert J. Scott, of KIMN DenStereo

IS

FAIRBANKS — Live-camera coverage of
Sputnik II passing over Alaska was given
this month by KFAR-TV that city. It was
visible in Alaskan skies for about four
minutes and the station carried it on tv for

and sheriff's offices were maintained by News
Director Jim Thompson and he coordinated
the information for steady release over the
air. Reports from the scene of the tragedy
were fed to WJJL by Sales Manager Walter
Allen. General Manager Tom Talbot and
Chief Engineer Gus Czaplak were stationed

Schedules

WROV

murderer of a local policeman and the station reports that it scooped 21 other radio
and tv stations. The man, Donald Carl
Zorens, was interviewed behind bars in the
Denver County Jail and gave full details of
his crime and his emotions before, during
and after it happened. During the interview
Mr. Zorens offered to give his car and
money to the widow and six children of the
dead policeman.

WINSTON-SALEM— Spot coverage of the
Ku Klux Klan-Indian riot at Maxton, N. C,
by George Thomas,
news director of
WTOB Winston-Salem, N. C, went out
to the world over
CBS and wire services. One of his reports went on the
air five minutes before the actual riot,
at which time he
predicted momentary
violence, WTOB reMR. THOMAS
ports. In addition to
his coverage, the wire services reported an
incident of violence which occurred when
Mr. Thomas and three UP bureau men
were held up on a highway near the Indian
village of Pembroke by three carloads of

WFLN-AM-FM

IK

at both of the city hospitals' waiting rooms.
In addition, Mr. Talbot gave a complete
documentary, including a description of the
damage.

ROANOKE!

IN

hot

new

ratings!

audience 38%)
(average share of
TO 5 pm
2nd FROM 5:30 am

hot

new
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NASSAU — Sylvia Scott, hostess of the weekly Get Together show on WMAR-TV Baltimore, set out for a two-week swing through
the Bahamas filming feature material for her
Monday show back home. Her material
quickly turned tropical, however, when she
got into Nassau in the middle of a general
labor strike Jan. 14. Miss Scott used the
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APPOINTMENTS

WINS New York, KYA San Francisco and
KNOK Fort Worth, Tex., have appointed
Dora-Clayton Agency, Atlanta, as their
southern representative.

the

hot

buy

KBIF Fresno, Calif., has appointed McGavren-Quinn Co., S.F. and L.A.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., names
Representatives Inc.

H-R

WKAT Miami Beach, Fla., names Meeker
Co., N. Y.
WWRI West Warwick, R. I., appoints
Broadcast Time Sales as national representative and Nona Kirby Co. for Boston.

WROV
ROANOKE
• VIRGINIA
Burt Levine, President
1240

on your dial
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Republic-NBC
Brings

Guild

Film

Deal

Actions

The sale of 140 post- 1948 theatrical mo-

Samuel G. Engel, got a group of leaders of
the other guilds and also of the Theatre
Owners of America together in Hollywood
Jan. 16 for a strategy meeting on how to

tion pictures to NBC's Owned Stations division for use on the network's own tv stations
has brought Republic Pictures a pack of
labor trouble along with the $2 million which
NBC reportedlj paid for the package [Film,
Jan. 20].

block the release of post-'48 films to television, took no action against Republic last
week. The SPG contracts with motion picture production companies, it was learned,
contains no clause like those in the SAGWGAW agreements requiring the negotia-

I ast Monday, the board of Screen Actors
CiliiM unanimously voted to serve Republic
and its tv subsidiary. Studio City Television
Productions, with a 60-day notice of cancellation of contract for failing to negotiate
with the Guild for additional payments to
actors for this additional use of films on
which they worked. In addition to the notice
to Republic, SAG also notified its members
that, effective 60 days from then, they may
noi work for Republic or any of its subsidiaries.

tion of extra payments if post-'48 films are
released to tv.
The NBC-TV stations for which the Republic films were purchased may put those
pictures on the air without fear of guild
retaliation, guild spokesmen said. The agreements recognize the right of a motion picture company to release its pictures to television as well as to movie theatres and put
no restrictions on the buyers and leasers.
The guilds require only that the producing
company make satisfactory arrangements
with them for additional payments to their
members for the tv use of the films made
originally for theatrical presentation.
Richard G. Yates, vice president of Hollywood Television Service, Republic subsidiary which arranged the sale of the films
to the stations, declined to comment on
the action of the guilds.

SAG said that the action was in accordance with a clause in its collective bargaining agreement with motion picture producers which permits SAG to withhold the
services of its members from any producer
putting theatrical films made after Aug. 11,
1948, into tv without arranging for payments to SAG members. Guild officials also
stated that about a year ago Herbert Yates,
Republic president, had made an oral "gentlemen's agreement" with the Guild that he
would negotiate with it before selling any
of his post-'48 pictures for tv use.
The council of Writers Guild of America, West, meeting Monday evening, also
voted to serve Republic with a 60-day cancellation of contract notice, to apply not
only to the parent company and its subsidiaries but also to any organization in
which it holds a 50% or more interest. This
move, it was explained, would deprive independent picture producing companies working at Republic studios and financed in
whole or majority by Republic from employing screen writer members of WGAW. To
speed action, the WGAW council also put
the matter on the agenda of its Feb. 13
membership meeting, at which time a strike
could be called against the motion picture
company.
Screen Producers Guild, whose president,
COMPLETE

A spokesman for the American Federation of Musicians in New York said tbe
AFM is not involved in the dispute with
Republic since the union holds contracts
with
producers
features
to tv. covering release of post-'48
AFM,

IATSE

Officials to Plan

Block on Imported

Soundtracks

Presidents James C. Petrillo of the American Federation of Musicians and Richard
Walsh of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes with other top level
officials of the two unions, will meet Feb.
4 in Miami to discuss means for blocking
the use of imported soundtracks for filmed
programs for television.
Conferees will include Eliot Daniel, president of AFM Local 47, Hollywood, whose
members would normally be employed to
provide music for tv programs filmed there.
The local's monthly publication. Overture,
devotes a full page of its January issue to
DOMINANCE,
175,170 TV Homes
296,000 Families
V/a Billion EBI
830 Million Ret. Sales

of

ALL Quarter Hours
(AREA PULSE, MAY '57)
cau HOLLINGBERY co.
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wood, of which 28 are said to use "live"
music, five more that use it occasionally
and 113 shows "using non-union and foreign canned music." The soundtrack editors
are members of IATSE, hence that union's
concern over the problem.
The members of Local 47, who are currently engaged in a court fight with the
national AFM over its negotiating policy
of securing payments into the music performance trust fund from employers, instead
of wage increases for the musicians they
employ, allege that the trust fund payments
are directly responsible for the foreign
soundtracks on tv films. The AFM requirement that tv film producers employing
union musicians contribute 5% of the overall cost of production to the trust fund
results in payments so much in excess of
the normal musical budget for a tv program
that the producer is virtually forced to import his soundtrack, the rebelling musicians
assert.
NABET
Asked

Strike

Vote

in Dispute

The negotiators for the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians last week
asked its membership for strike authorization after charging that NBC and ABC representatives were employing
"stalling"
tactics in the current
contract talks
in Boston.
The discussions between NABET and the
two networks for a new contract covering
2,400 radio-tv engineers, technicians and
associated employes began early this month.
The present contract expires Friday and
strike authorization would enable the union's
negotiating committee to take this step, if
it was deemed necessary.
The major demands sought by the union
are a four-day, 32-hour week; a 15% wage
increase; protection from "the increasing
impact of automation"; an improved pension plan at NBC and the establishment of
a pension plan at ABC, and non-contributory health and welfare plans in place of
present plans supported partially by employe contributions.
Tyler Byrne, NABET international executive vice president and chairman of the
negotiating committee, said network representatives had dismissed the union's demands as "fantastic." He claimed that both
networks "could meet our demands without
impairing their financial positions in the
Network
officials could not be reached
slightest
degree."

WRBL-TV

FIRST in 97.3%

a list of tv programs originating in Holly-

for comment on NABET's allegations.
A negotiating committee representing tv
film commercial producers met again in
New York last week with officials of the
Screen Actors Guild to discuss demands
made by SAG two weeks ago [Personnel
Relations, Jan. 20]. It was reported that
producers considered SAG's proposals "excessive" and felt they were merely a device
to wring certain concessions from management. The guild is seeking pay increases
that range as high as 100%, predicated
largely on a reclassification of the use payments principle. The present contract expires in March.
Broadcasting

PROGRAM SERVICES

MANUFACTURING

Stations Now Mailing ASCAP
Renewals of Music Licenses

IRE Braced

The first signed renewals of ASCAP television music performance licenses, extending the old agreements for four years on
the same terms, are beginning to come back
to ASCAP headquarters from stations
around the country.
The three tv networks already had signed,
on Jan. 10, four-year renewals of their own
ASCAP contracts.
The ASCAP board of directors agreed
Jan. 9 to the four-year renewals of both station and network agreements, which were
favored not only by ABC-TV, CBS-TV and
NBC-TV but also by an overwhelming majority— the vote was about 350 to "5 or
10" — of the nation's stations [Program
Services, Jan. 6].
ASCAP itself had indicated willingness to
accept four-year renewals even before the
stations were polled. But it wanted assurance
that a "satisfactory" majority of stations
would go along. Hence the polling, conducted by a 15-man all-industry committee
headed by Irving Rosenhaus of WATV (TV)
Newark, which had negotiated with ASCAP
and unanimously recommended that stations accept renewal.
Renewal contract forms were distributed
to stations by Mr. Rosenhaus. They are to
be returned directly to ASCAP, 575 Madison
Ave., New York.
The new agreements are retroactive to
Jan. 1 and expire Dec. 31, 1961. For
blanket licenses, the choice of virtually all
stations as well as the networks, stations
pay 2.05% of time sales involving ASCAP
music, plus a sustaining fee equal to their
highest quarter-hour card rate per month.
Networks pay 2.5% of time sales plus a
sustaining fee of 110% of their highest
half-hour rate per month.
The old agreements, which expired Dec.
31, have been extended to Jan. 31 to allow
for signing and returning new contracts.
Petitions for Referendum
By L.A. Anti-Pay

Filed

Tv Committee

Chances for early inauguration of closedcircuit toll tv in Los Angeles dimmed last
week as the Citizens Committee Against
Pay Tv filed petitions with the city clerk's
office asking that the ordinances issued by
the city council be set aside until the voters
have a chance to express their views. Two
petitions were filed, one for each of the
franchises granted by the council to Skiatron
Tv Inc. and jointly to Fox West Coast Theatres and International Telemeter Corp.
Each petition carries more than 100,000
signatures, according to Julius Tuchler,
chairman of the committee and representative of the Southern California Theatre
Owners Assn., which has spearheaded the
campaign to block the entry of toll tv into
Los Angeles. The clerk's office has 30 days
in which to check the names on the petitions to make sure they are actually registered voters. But with signatures totaling
twice the number required for the referendum (51,767), it is anticipated that the toll
issue will be on the primary ballot in June.
Broadcasting

for New

Record

it takes

3

major

The electronics show of the year — the Institute of Radio Engineers' annual convention— will be bigger than ever. It's set for
March 24-27 in New York with a record
55,000 engineers and scientists expected.
The convention will feature 33 technical
sessions at the Waldorf-Astoria and 22 at the
New York Coliseum, which also will house

airlines

to

cover

the radio engineering show (20,000 displays by 850 exhibitors who represent 80%
of the electronic industry's total production.)
A radio and tv session will occupy the
afternoon of March 27 at the Coliseum.
Speakers and topics slated: D. Sillman of
Westinghouse Electric on design problems
in transformerless single rectifier tv receivers; R. M. Bowie of Sylvania Electric Products on problems in two dimensional tv
systems; J. P. Wolff and R. G. Rauth of
RCA on a new high-power horizontal-output
tube deflection system for color tv; C.
Droppa of Sylvania on improvements in
deflection amplifier design, and R. H. Overdeer of Philco Corp. on automatic gain control design considerations for tv receivers.
Also of interest to radio-tv: sessions
March 25 on broadcast transmission systems: stereophonic disc recordings; communications systems; audio, amplifier and
receiver developments, and beam and display tubes, and a March 27 session on propagation and antennas.

joe

At March

Minter

24-27

Shows

Convention

New

Stereo System

With two stereophonic disc recording systems already having been displayed — London and Westrex — a third made its debut
last week as Components Corp., Denville,
N. J., and Electro-Sonic Labs, Long Island
City, N. Y., jointly introduced the Minter
stereo disc compatible recording system. It
is named after Jerry B. Minter, electronic
engineer who conceived the system.
The new system differs from Westrex and
London in that it does not require either a
special playback cartridge or a special cutter
for twin cuts. It has one groove and can be
played on any present monaural system. The
second stereo channel is produced by means
of an fm side channel which is contained
within the primary signal recorded in the
same lateral groove. For stereo operation,
the signals are separated electrically and
led through separate amplifier and speaker
systems. Stations investigating the use of
stereo disc systems probably won't settle on
a standard system for some time. Minter,
as do Westrex and others, merely wants "to
bid for serious consideration."
Warwick

Stock Sale Announced

The sale of 50% of Warwick Mfg. Co.'s
capital stock to a group including Sears,
Roebuck & Co. (for which the former manufactures radio-tv-phonograph equipment)
was announced last week by John S.
Holmes, Warwick president.
Mr. Holmes has resigned and is being
succeeded by M. H. Clarke, previously vice
president of Dayton Rubber Co., Dayton,
Ohio. Mr. Clarke and W. C. Wagoner Jr.,
comprise the purchasing group with Sears.

KEL-O-LAND

floyd

it to

you

delivers
in one

single-station

CBS

•

buy

ABC

•

NBC

What's more, the fly-boys couldn't
carry all the gold in KEL-O-LAND,
but Joe starts it coming- your way
in just 20 seconds. $1,220,150,000
in retail sales . . . over a million
people in 93 counties of four states.
Listen to that cash-register ring
up your share of this wonderful
market from one single-station buy!
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KEL-O-LAND'S
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General Offices, Sioux Falls, S. D.
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Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
KREX

Takes to Ski Slopes

kREX

Grand Junction, Colo., takes to

the slopes for its Ski Time (Thurs. 6:45-7
p.m.). With Edith Quaglin and Solon Gray
at the mike, the show covers ski news,
snow conditions, equipment information and
interviews with skiing personalities. To give
a real "schuss" flavor to the quarter-hour,
Miss Quaglin each week takes a tape recorder to the slopes — Aspen, Glenwood,
Steamboat Springs — and tapes interviews
everywhere from the jumping runs to the
warming huts. Complete information on one
skiing area in the region is given each week.
WFMY-TV

Whips

Up Promotion

The station knew State Trooper was coming, "so they baked a cake. . . ." As an
announcement that Puffin biscuits had
picked up sponsorship of the syndicated
Him series, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C,
baked cakes decorated with frosted stars

listeners call in saying whether or not they
liked the show. In a period of two hours
the station received 1,437 calls (one, from
the state Telephone Co., informed WBUF
that whatever had happened on the station,
it was tying-up Buffalo's dialing system). A
final count showed 83% of viewers approved and looked forward to more movies
from

WBUF-TV's

package.

Name-Calling Gets WJAM 'Firsts'
Inquisitive listeners are getting new advertisers for WJAM Marion, Ala. Several
times a day it mentions names of merchants
in the area who do not buy time from
the station. Listeners' curiosity, aroused
by the unqualified announcement, prompts
them to phone the retailer named. WJAM's
manager, Wayne Vowell, reports "this
demonstration of radio's power generally
brings the retailer into the station," adding

that WJAM has many new advertisers
since this technique was inaugurated.
French

Auto

Gets

KBUR

Test

A gasoline-economy test on the Simca
automobile was staged by KBUR Burlington, Iowa, and the local franchise holder
introducing this French import in the city.
A six-day "count-down" spot campaign was
scheduled and, on the day of the test,
KBUR's promotion manager Joe Young
interviewed executives and mechanics of
the car firm in a 25-minute program from
the Simca's garage while it was being
readied. Under police surveillance 10 gallons of gas were put in the car and the
tank sealed. Mr. Young then headed the
Simca south, stopping every hour to call
in a progress report to KBUR which it
put directly on the air. The small car
eventually ran out of fuel in Caruthersville,

representing state trooper's badges. The
station sent them to top chain buyers in
the Greensboro market, along with a note
informing the buyer that the badge made
him an honorary "State Trooper of Arizona." The station reports that local buyers
and the advertising manager for General
Foods (manufacturers of Puffin biscuits)
have commended WFMY-TV for the delectable promotion.
New

Studios Opened

by KPAR-TV

With reportedly more than 20,000 viewers
sharing in the celebration, KPAR-TV Abilene, Tex., opened its new studios and increased its power to 91.2 kw Jan. 9. For a
week preceding the opening, two "bunny"
girls (representing KPAR-TV's "Sam the
Rabbit" trademark) visited Abeline service
clubs with number-bearing arrows and peanut butter "kisses from KPAR Kuties." The
day of the opening the "bunnies" and station personnel distributed the arrows to the
crowd — in preparation for a drawing for a
$5,000 prize giveaway. The 6:30 on-air dedication was emceed by Jimmie Isaacs, vice
president of the West Texas Television Network (KPAR-TV, KDUB-TV Lubbock and
KEDY-TV Big Spring) . The network's president, W. D. "Dub" Rogers, also spoke, as
did several Abilene civic leaders. Viewers
watched proceedings and the selection of
prize-winning numbers through the glass
windows which offer live studio presentations in full public view. The studio has
67,000 sq. ft. of production, office, and lab
space. According to the station the new
power will be increased to 150 kw as soon
as additional transmitting equipment installation iscompleted.
Buffalo's Not-So-Sneak Preview
Telephone chaos resulted from WBUFTV Buffalo's attempt at getting immediate
viewer response from a sneak preview of its
new syndicated film package. Unlisted in any
local newspaper, the movie went on the air
unpromoted except for spot announcements.
At the end of the film WBUF-TV gave the
station's phone number and requested that
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PARADING 24 models through Pittsburgh with KQV ribbons and portable radios was
only one of the stunts put on by the station when it affiliated with ABN.
KQV

PROMOTES

AFFILIATION

WITH

ABN

A many-faceted campaign was staged
by KQV Pittsburgh announcing affiliation with ABN Jan. 13 and its new live

d.j. Chuck Daugherty called on Pittsburgh's mayor, presenting him with a
live Kinkajoo bear. The mayor in turn

policy. Operation "The Live One" started
Jan. 6 with a series of one-inch teaser ads

signed a "Live One" Day proclamation
and recorded a message that was aired

in the city's three dailies. Each of the
messages was directed at a first name
("Sam," "Marie," "Jerry" etc.) and read:
"Call Express 1-3911. The Live One."
The station ran 252 of these ads during
the advance promotion and installed a
telephone answering service that said:
"Hello. This is The Live One.' I invite
you to tune into the newest sound in
Pittsburgh — American live radio — station KQV. . . ." Over 25,000 calls were
received and almost as many busy signals
were recorded, the station reports.
Agency executives and timebuyers
were visited by one of the three models
the station retained for giving out locked
attache cases labeled: "The 'Live One'
will return to open this Jan. 13."
Focusing attention on KQV's live
policy, Program Director John Gibbs and

frequently during the week's promotion.
On Jan. 1 1 three live turkeys were loosed
in a busy shopping area and KQV announced $10 rewards plus the fowl for
catching and bringing them to the station.
On the day of the switch to ABN, 24
models visited the admen and timebuyers
to open the mysterious attache cases. Inside each was a transistor radio, dial
permanently set on KQV, and a personal
letter from the station's general manager.
The models, wearing KQV banners and
carrying portable radios tuned loudly to
the station, then mingled with the downtown shoppers. Topping off the promotion, ahelicopter with "Live One" signs
on both
sides, flew over the city.
Last week ABN announced drastic revisions to its live programming policy
(see Networks).
Broadcasting

Mo., and a local official was contacted to
inspect the mileage and unbroken seal. Results: 445 miles on the 10 gallons of gasoline and three Simcas sold the day after the
test.
Teeners

Turn Out for WDGY

Sound

Every Day a 'Holiday7 on WSB
Anniversaries of events in history, birthdays and local happenings are being honored
by WSB Atlanta, Ga., in its seven-day-aweek Holiday program. Based on the idea
that every day of the year has many memorable events worthy of a mention, the station makes them the subject of daily features reportedly providing an excellent
vehicle for saturation campaigns.
Trip for 10 Best Discs

WNEW New York currently is running
a contest determining the 10 greatest record
performances of all time in a "Ballroom
Big Ten Contest" conducted by Art Ford,
star of its Make Believe Ballroom. Contestants, competing for first prize (Ford
Thunderbird or three-week expense-paid
trip to Europe), submit their list of top 10
records plus the reason for their number
one choice in 25 words or less.

Milestones'

on

Quality

wmm

In a quality market of 14 counties where
A
quality
market
of 28,520 rural
farm
598,800 people spent $1,016,738,000
— a per capita average of
homes with a gross in$1,885.00.
($204 above
come of $377,957,000 — a
the national average. )
per farm average gross income
of $14,307.00.
"Survey
of Buying
Salesmanagement's
Census - U.S. Department of Agriculture
.a Power — 1957"
NIGHT

JO
For over 35 years the Quint-Cities' senior station
(Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa — Rock Island, Moline and East Moline, Illinois)
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.
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Pelers, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

A LOW COST LINE OF
KINESCOPE

RECORDING

CAMERAS

Precision Engineered for Highest Quality Kinescope
Recording

'Minnesota

of

Dance

A dance, attended by 1,500 teen-agers,
was promoted by WDGY Minneapolis for
Coca-Cola and the Hopkins Recreation &
Parks Commission. The event, open only for
senior students from eight local high schools,
was emceed by disc jockey Bill Bennett with
guests, Jim Eddy of Mercury Records and
Dick Larson from the U. of Minnesota football team. Coca-Cola dolls were presented
the girls asked to dance by the guests and
a lucky ticket holder was awarded a portable radio. Proceeds from the promotion
went to the Parks Commission.

Auto,

The

. . . Even With

Unskilled Personnel

WCCO

Minnesota's history started to come to
life again Jan. 19 with the first of WCCO
Minneapolis' 12 Minnesota Milestones (1-2
p.m. CST) programs in connection with
the state's Centennial celebrations. "Ox
Carts to Rockets" echoed the history of
transportation from the first Vikings trekking into the state, to a glimpse at future
rocket travel.
The 1 1 following programs in the series,
sponsored by Twin City Federal Savings
& Loan Assn., will be broadcast the first
Sunday in each month throughout 1958,
and recordings will be made available to
schools and libraries. The Minnesota Historical Society has assigned a staffer to
work with WCCO on the project that is
recognized by the Minnesota Centennial
Commission as an official radio dramatiza-

Highest Quality Recording For.
• Rebroadcast or Direct Viewing
• Visual Record of TV Commercial and
Talent for Client or Agency
• Permanent Recordings of Closed Circuit Television
Special Models For:
• Television Stations
• Educational Television
Agencies
•• Advertising
Industry
• Custom Equipment Designed to your
Specifications
Standard Models
Priced from $885.00
For Further Information Contact:

tion of the state's history and prospects.
Rebel's Record Pleases WFMY-TV
Demand for the WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C, children's record, "The Old Rebel's
Hunting Trip," made before Christmas has
not abated with the season's passing, according to the station. Producer George
Broadcasting

Recording Unit
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Perry and cameraman Jim Tucker, creators
of The Old Rebel and Pecos Pete, characters
in the station's half-hour (Mon.-Fri.) children's program, produced the 45-rpm disc.
Recorded at the tv studios, it was distributed
throughout WFMY-TV's coverage area. The
station reports the record was a fine promotional piece and that it "couldn't be
more pleased with the results."
Hot Tips, Award for WINE
Hot news flashes are resulting from the
WINE Kenmore. N. Y.. offer of $10 for
the person submitting the best news tip
of the week. Since the promotion started,
a jet plane crash at Niagara Falls was
reported and aired within two minutes
after the crash, a $15,000 fire was bulletined
before the firemen arrived and a riot in a
local theatre was on the air before the
police got there. In another instance WINE
helped police capture robbers within an
hour of a hold-up, by airing their escape
route. The Veterans of Foreign Wars Jan.
7 presented the station its Americanism and
Citizenship award for "outstanding coverage of local, national and world news. . . ."
Agencies

Win

50 Spots From

KFMU

A sampling campaign is being conducted
by KFMU (FM) Glendale, Calif., via a
weekly drawing in which some Southern
California advertising agency wins 50 oneminute spots on KFMU to be used during
the following week for any of its clients.
Each week for 10 weeks, KFMU will mail
letters with return postcards to the agencies.
The cards returned will be put into a "lucky
hat" from which the winner will be drawn.
The Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles, was the first to be drawn from the hat.

ABC-TV

Reschedules

'Navy

Log'

ABC-TV's Navy Log is being presented
a half-hour earlier in the Thursday 9:30-10
p.m. time period effective last Thursday,
filling the gap left earlier this month when
O.S.S. moved to Monday 7:30-8 p.m. The
program to be seen in the old Navy Log
spot (Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m.) will be announced later. Navy Log is sponsored by
U. S. Rubber Co. through Fletcher D.
Richards Adv.

THE

BEST

WHEN Maverick (ABC-TV Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST) took the ratings lead over
the Steve Allen and Ed Sullivan shows, according to WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,

FRIEND

A

the station held a cocktail party for the city's advertising agencies. A local modelMaverick fan is pictured at the party beside a coffin marked: "Reserved for Steve
Allen and Ed Sullivan."
WAPI Has 'Breakfast at Tutwiler'
Breakfast was served Jan. 8 for 75 admen
and WAPI

Birmingham Ala., staffers, cour-

tesy of the city's Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel.
The occasion was a preview of Breakfast
at the Tutwiler, WAPI's half-hour (Mon.Fri.) series originating from the hotel's
Town & Country room. The show is all
live; music being furnished by the Henry
Kimbrell combo, with emcees Jim Lucas
and Barbara Bender interviewing visiting
celebrities, conventioners and people from
the breakfasting audience. A tape recording
was made of the first broadcast Jan. 13 to
assist in selling participations to advertisers.
Motorola Plays Knights' Gambit
Motorola Inc., Chicago electronics manufacturer, has declared January as "P. V.
Galvin Month," with a promotion designed
for distributor salesmen and built around

STATION

EVER

HAD!

"TelePrompTer has taken a wellmerited place in this age of inventions. Its usefulness is unquestioned,

an achievement group called the "Galvin
Knights." Salesmen are eligible for membership in the "round table" by achieving certain tv sales quotas. Those who meet quotas
win gold "Galvin Knight" rings and those
exceeding them are awarded diamonds for
their rings. Alternative prizes are available
for salesmen who already have won rings in
past promotions. Salesmen who conduct
"tube sentry" training sessions with their
dealers can earn sets of highball glasses.
Brenner

Wins

Slenderella

Contest

WAAT Newark disc jockey Paul Brenner
has been announced as the grand prize
winner of Slenderella International's "best
commercial of 1957" contest which closed
Dec. 31. Mr. Brenner and family will receive
a free trip to Nassau on the yacht Slenderella owned by the slenderizing chain's founder-president, Larry Mack. Runners-up in the
second annual contest to find the most persuasive ad-libber of the Slenderella message
were Eddie Coontz, KOMA Oklahoma City,
and Doug Pledger, KNBC San Francisco.
Judging was done by Slenderella's agency,
Management Assoc. of Connecticut, Stamford.

and I find it most helpful."
Mr. John Facenda
News Commentator
WCAU-TV,

TblLIEJP^l^MIIpIIklFl
■
11 CORPORATION
Jim Blair, Equipment Sales Manager
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Our new TelePro 6000 rear
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scenery creates
for the "oncost
of a slide.

WCUE
Don
WCUE

Plugs Don

De

De Coffee Corp., Cleveland, used
Akron as the only medium intro-

ducing a new product in Akron. A "oneday-special" climaxed a week of promoting
the product. The station offered listeners
a gift for writing and sending in the phrase
"Bon Jour Instant [coffee] means instant
friendship." WCUE received over 2,300
postcards in the one day of the promotion,
according to the station.
Broadcasting

Teen Queen

Builds WBBC

Audience

The Flint (Mich.) Record Shop increased
its business 50% during a teen-age beauty
contest over WBBC that city. Nominations
for "WBBC's Teen Queen" came from
Flint's 35 schools and 60,732 votes were
mailed in, or deposited at, the disc shop before the six-week contest closed. The winning girl received a clothing outfit, diamond
wrist watch and a trip to New York. As well
as increasing record sales, the promotion
was a successful audience-builder for
WBBC.
KSD-TV Reveals All
KSD-TV St. Louis is making friends with
the curious these days by inviting "sidewalk superintendents" to watch the station's
new transmitting plant and tall tower go up.
In a neat little folder advertising this special service, KSD-TV promises to send progress reports by mail "for your convenience."
The cover of the promotional folder shows
a typical sidewalk superintendent, with head
thrusting eagerly forward through one of the
knotholes in a bright orange fence.
WNOE's Owens Breaks Up N.O.
Gary Owens, WNOE New Orleans' morning disc jockey, has teamed up with author
Gerald Monday to produce a daily comic

strip of the air. One Man's Frenzy as the
strip is called, satirizes various facets of the
radio industry. Morning man Owens uses
his versatile voice to portray eight different
characters. The gimmick is now being sold
to New Orleans sponsors, the station reports.
Cartoons Appear on WBAL-TV
Baltimore tv viewers will be treated to
some editorial cartoons as Bill Johnson,
former newsman and syndicated cartoonist

for 176 college papers, parades his efforts
on the daily, 6:30 p.m. Newsbeat show on
WBAL-TV. Newsbeat features the commentary of WBAL-TV news director John F.
Lewis, whom the station characterizes as
"the only Baltimore television newsman

cur-

rently editorializing on the air."
'Peteie' Plugs KOME

in Tulsa

KOME Tulsa, Okla., claims to be "for
the birds" and, to take the word of a parakeet
named Peteie, the station is not making
an empty boast. For more than a month
KOME bird-dogged around Tulsa looking
for a fowl with the urge to talk, specifically
one who could chirp "There's no place like
KOME,
1300 ended
on yourwhen
radio!"
The search
Peteie was found.

Bob McVay, Manager

As the bird in the hand, Peteie and his
owner, L. M. Pierce, split a $100 savings
bond. Peteie now sings out after every
newscast on KOME, indicating to Tulsa listeners that being bird-brained isn't so bad
after all.
'Houston Press' & KXYZ Swap Staff
The Houston (Tex.) Press and KXYZ
there are undertaking joint public service
efforts. A direct wire connects the paper's
city room with KXYZ permitting the bulletining of local news stories throughout the
day and morning news-sportcasts are scheduled by the Press' staffers. Fred Nahas,
KXYZ' president-news commentator, and
disc jockey Larry Kane are writing weekly
Press columns, while Bill Roberts the
paper's social columnist continues his daily
KXYZ program. Advice for the lovelorn
also is given daily in Amy Lane of the Air,
a radio version of the Press' feature. This
interchange of staff from the two independent media was promoted by on-air announcements and front-page stories. A party

Like
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Hundreds

Broadcasters
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for Informative
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THE THIRD anniversary of KEPR-TV Pasco (satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima, both
Washington), was celebrated last month by a telecast cake-baking contest and "open
house" for people with birthdays on that day. Cash and tv sets were awarded the
bakers of best cakes and, following the studio party, the cakes were presented to
patients in local hospitals. Arguing over the rival entries are (1), Bill Moody,
KEPR-TV program director, and Monte Strohl, station manager.
Broadcasting

Stainless,
fnc*
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

A WEEKLY

was given for employes on both organizations so that radio and newspapermen could
meet their opposite numbers.

PEOPLE

ABC-TV

Emil Reisman, manager, Richard N. Meltzer Adv., L. A. office, joins Jon M. Ross
Adv. as partner.

to Show

New

ETV Methods

A special report to "broadcasters, educators and the general public" titled Bold
Journey Goes to School, will be presented on
ABC-TV tomorrow (Tuesday, 3-3:30 p.m.).
Broadcast tells how ABC-TV's Bold Journey
series of true adventure and travel films is
establishing new techniques for television's
use as a teaching source. The program
originally was scheduled as a closed-circuit report to station managers but ABC-TV
decided to put it on the air for general
viewing because of wide interest in the ways
of using tv for educational purposes.
KWK

Deletes

R V

R From

Library

In revolt against rock, 'n' roll music, KWK
St. Louis is pointing up its policy by conducting a record-breaking campaign. A
sharp snap is heard by listeners following

agreement that rock 'n' roll "has dominated
the music field long enough." By today the
station should be fresh-out of this type of
music.
ONE
FIRST

OF

■<

■< Arthur Decker, senior
vice president in charge of
administration and creative planning, Buchen Co.,
Chicago, to Donahue &
Coe that city as vice president, effective Feb. 1.
Paul Kelly, account ex- ►
ecutive on D&C's Norge
Corp. and York Corp. (air
conditioners) accounts,
promoted
ident.

100

MARKETS

to vice pres-

■< William Lavicka, account Presto
executive on
D&C's
National
Industries
account, also named vice
president.
Don Tennant, with Leo Burnett Co., N. Y.,
since 1950, and Jack Hirschboeck, with
agency since 1951, named vice presidents
in Burnett's tv commercial department.

Oscar Fileppo, with ►
Cohen & Aleshire for past
nine years, elected vice
president in charge of production, traffic and art

RADIO

Westinghouse

Novak,

copy

►

Broadcast-

Norman Stoken, advertising manager, American Hair & Felt Co., Chicago, to Holtzman-Kain Adv. that city as account executive.
Robert Nathe has been named

executive

producer of radio-tv commercial production
at Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N. Y. He formerly was with McCannErickson, N. Y. John Debenham, formerly
with J. Walter Thompson Co., to DCS&S
as film producer.
Kenneth V. Moore, account executive,
Johnson & Lewis Adv., S. F., named manager of L. A. office.
Warren B. Wiethaupt, chief space buyer,
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, promoted to
media group supervisor. Donald W. Osten,
media and research director of Larrabee &
Assoc., Washington, succeeds Mr. Wiethaupt as chief space buyer, and Daniel C.
Roberts has been promoted to research
group supervisor, with principal responsibility for Gardner's farm group accounts.
Tomi Block, formerly group copy director,
Tatham Laird Inc., Chicago, to DancerFitzgerald-Sample as copy supervisor. Marion MacDonald, formerly with BBDO,
N. Y., as group head on Campbell soup
account, to D-F-S in that capacity.
Arthur

Cerf

Mayer,

►

to agency copy chief. Before joining H&G Mr.
Mayer was with Norman,

group head and account
executive, Comstock &

COMING!

ing Co. account.

George DePue, account supervisor at Grey
Adv., N. Y., elected vice president.

Gene

H. Armsby,

development for American Broadcasting Network, to Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, N. Y., as
account executive on

copywriter, Hicks &
Greist, N. Y., promoted

formerly owned his own
advertising agency which
he merged with Comstock
& Co. in 1955, joins Rumrill Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
as vice president in charge
of market development.
He will headquarter in Buffalo, N. Y.

& TELEVISION

Edward

departments.

M James G. J. Wells, who

WHBF

FORTUNES

former manager of sales

Frank J. Westbrook, art director at Rutledge & Lilienfeld Inc., Chicago, appointed
vice president and creative director.

THE

OF FATES AND

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

the playing of a rock 'n' roll disc and the
disc jockey announces they will not hear
that one again over KWK as he drops the
pieces in the wastebasket. Order for this
audible thinning out of KWK's record library came Jan. 13 from its president, Robert T. Convey, after finding staffers were in

REPORT

Craig & Kummel, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles and Leo Burnett Co.
Stever Aubrey, vice ►
president and account representative, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y., to
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
as account service group
head. He will supervise
Chesterfield and Oasis accounts, reporting to C. Terrence Clyne,
senior vice president.

TV

Co., Buffalo, joins Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan

Coverage from a New
1000 ft. Tower

that city (division of Rumrill Co.) as copy supervisor.

Robert R. Riemenschneider, chief time
buyer, Gardner Adv., St. Louis, named
media director, succeeding Frank E. Heaston, who has been named account executive

Ralph C. Robertson, vice president and
marketing director, Geyer Adv., N. Y., has
resigned.

on agency's Busch Bavarian beer account.
Marvin Richfield, media buyer, Warwick &
Legler, to Product Services, N. Y., as
media director.

Elmer D. Silha, account executive at O'Neil,
Larson & McMahon, Chicago, elected executive vice president.

John J. Vince, formerly copy director at
Buchanan & Co., to BBDO, Toronto, in
similar capacity.

Greatly

REPRESENTED
Page 96
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Curtis Berrien, copy director of Reach,
McClinton & Co., N. Y., named creative
director. He also is senior vice president.
AI Goldman, copy supervisor, becomes
agency's copy chief.
Lawrence G. Stark, marketing executive,
Honig-Cooper, S. F., promoted to marketing director.
Bernard Gilwit, formerly with Richard K.
Manoff Inc., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
that city, as art director.
Gail Lynn Michaels to Grant Adv., Chicago, as assistant to radio-tv director. Jo
Zimmerman and John Wolff named assistants in media and production departments,
respectively.
John G. Shroeder, formerly media director
of Smith, Benson & McClure Inc., Chicago,
to Geoffrey Wade Adv., that city, as media
assistant.
Richard Lewis, market research director,
Venon Kilns, Los Angeles potter, to McCann-Erickson, that city, as assistant research director.

You

Don Grady, copywriter at Kudner Agency,
N. Y. to William Esty Co., that city, in
similar capacity.
Robert C. Schalk, formerly creative director
of Caldwell, Larkin & Sidener-Van Riper
Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., to Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia, as copywriter.
Don Moore, manager of CBS-TV story department, has joined tv department of McCann-Erickson, L. A., as story editor for
Westinghouse Studio One in Holywood.
Suzanne Jenkins, formerly field investigator
in both advertising research and product
research, Burke Marketing Research, Philadelphia, to N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, copy research bureau. Joseph A. Larkin has transferred from copy department
to service department and Edward J. Hardison transferred from radio-tv traffic to
timebuying at Ayer.

...you
when yov
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NEMS-

FILM
■< Andrew Halmay, formerly with Benton &
Bowles and Bryan Houston, both New York, and
Young & Rubicam Ltd.,
Toronto, joins Wilbur
Streech Productions, N.
Y., as vice president in
charge of sales and client relations.
Lawrence Woolf, radio-tv director of Christiansen Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago, appointed creative sales director at Filmack
Studios, that city. He formerly was tv supervisor on Chicago-originated network programs at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
Torben Johnke, director of photography for
CBS-TV's Dec. 23 episode of High Adventure With Lowell Thomas, to Robert Lawrence Productions. N. Y., as staff director of
photography.
William J.
and before
joined CBS
as account

Hooper, ABC Film Syndication,
that with Ziv Tv Programs, has
Television Film Sales, Chicago,
executive.

Broadcasting

A portable instrument for measuring
the wide range of radio signal intensities from 540 to 1 600 kc. Its range is
from 1 0 microvolts to 1 0 volts per meter,
making it equally effective for interference studies at low signal strengths and
close-in measurements on high-power
directional arrays.
Accuracy is assured by a calibration
method that compensates for variations
in tube characteristics and for voltage
variations in the self-contained battery
power supply. Operation is simple —
measurements made rapidly — direct
reading on oil ranges — requires no
charts or multiplication factors — no warmup period necessary.
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
Peter Del Negro, formerly midwest representative for UPA Pictures Inc., to Playhouse Pictures, animation firm, in similar
capacity.

M Lee Allan, WAVY
announcer, named

Wolf Mankowitz, screenwriter, has been
signed by Lawrence White, tv film packager,

staff
pro-

gram manager, succeeding Mr. Sheridan.

to write tv film series based on Aesop's
Fables.
John Alicoate, formerly with sales staff of
Ziv Tv Programs, and Ed Owens, formerly
with Associated Artists Productions, to Official Films' midwest sales division.
NETWORKS
hlroy (Crazy legs) Hirsch, star end of Los
Angeles Rams pro football team, appointed
sports director for Union Oil Co. of California and director of company's 76 Sports
Club weekly tv show (Thurs., 6:30-7 p.m.
PST) on ABC-TV Pacific coast network.
He replaces Bob Richards, former Olympic
champion, who resigned to devote full time
to his church work.
STATIONS
Fred L. Bernstein, executive vice president
of Gordon Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, resigns.
Irwin C. Cowper, sales ►
manager, WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., named vice
president in charge of
sales. Mr. Cowper joined
WTIC in 1933 and headed
Sks-c,"
radio sales department for
number of years before
being appointed sales manager of WTIC-TV
last February.

Ned Sheridan, program
manager, WAVY Portsmouth, Va., promoted to
general manager.

Clayton W. Eley Jr., ►
WAVY account executive,
named sales manager.

IN

Lewis T. Sayre, traffic and continuity manager, KEYY Provo, to KSUB Cedar City,
both Utah, as general manager.

Tony Carter, program director, WBHB
Fitzgerald, Ga., promoted to commercial
manager. Joe Liber succeeds him as program director.
Mel Ramsey of Los Angeles has been named
chief engineer of Lone Star Broadcasting
Co.'s KFDA Amarillo, Tex. He was graduated from Don Martin School of Radio &
Tv Arts, Hollywood, in 1952.
M Carl Loose, manager,
WBOY - AM Clarksburg,

Robert L. Gardner, formerly with KTRKTV Houston, to KFMK that city as general
manager.

W. Va., promoted to promotion and merchandising
manager
TV.

Lee D. Hirshland, station manager, KOLOTV Reno, joins KOLO in similar capacity,
succeeding Richard Colon, resigned.
Stuart H. Barondess, formerly national sales
manager of Dalworth Broadcasting Co.,
named station manager of KCUL Fort
Worth-Dallas.
Tom Brodersen Jr., director of housing and
industrial arts instructor, Nebraska State
Teachers College, Chadron, to KWYR Winner, S. D., as station manager. Rex Rovang,
chief announcer, KWYR, promoted to program director.
Lee Vincent named sales manager of WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Parker Smith, sales rep- ►
resentative, WKYW Louisville, to WGRC that city
as sales manager. Mr.
Smith has been in radio
for past 30 years and was
associated with WSM and
WLAC, both Nashville,
and WTJS Jackson, Tenn., before joining
WKYW.
Patrick W. Larkin, formerly station manager, WASL Annapolis, Md., to WDBF
Delray Beach, Fla., as manager, succeeding
Jack Lee, resigned to organize new corporation, Gifts-By-Wire.
Leo Daily, sales department, K1RO Seattle,
promoted to local sales manager.
Jack Barry, production manager, WPSTTV Miami, named operations manager.
George Booker, formerly program director
for WJHP-TV Jacksonville, Fla., succeeds
Mr. Barry at WPST-TV.

of WBOY-AM-

Dick Hustead, commer- ►
cial manager, WBOY-AM
succeeds Mr. Loose as
manager of WBOY.

Ray Reisinger, formerly sales promotionmerchandising manager, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, to WCKR Miami as promotion
director.
Mike Bradley, d.j., KOIL Omaha, Neb.,
named program manager. Lance Jensen,
KOIL announcer and d.j., appointed news
director.
Rupe Werling, formerly vice president,
WIBG Philadelphia, to WPGC Washington
as assistant to president.
Ben Smith, chief engineer, KTYL-AM-FM
Phoenix, to KRHM (FM) Hollywood as
assistant chief engineer.
Clay L. Morgan, commercial representative,
WAVE Louisville, named assistant com
mercial manager.
Roger A. Neuhoff, account executive WTO
Washington, to WRC-TV that city as sales
planning coordinator. He also will be in
charge of research and analysis of market
served by station.
Thomas

G. Leighton, advertising, sales and

public relations man, joins OK Broadcasting Corp. as director of sales and public
relations for WFCR Fairfax and WEER
Warrenton, both Virginia. Jules Henry,
manager of WEER, named director of operations for WFCR and WEER.
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Guy Wadsworth, formerly sales executive
with WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio, to WAVI
that city as sales director.
Roger Lee Miller, formerly with KMGMTV Minneapolis and KVTV (TV) Sioux
City, Iowa, to WTCN-TV Minneapolis as
director. Wendell W. (Bud) Doss, formerly
sales manager of KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
to WTCN sales staff.
Merrie Lynn Junkin, women's director,
KVOD Denver, to KTLN that city as director of promotion. Ted E. Foreman, former NBC air personality, joins KTLN as
new morning personality.
Pat Michaels, news editor, KWIZ
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Santa
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Ana, Calif., to KFOX
as news manager.

Long Beach, Calif.,

REPRESENTATIVES
M Thomas
H. Melohn,
advertising representative
for Women's Day magazine, to Chicago office
of Blair-Tv as account
executive.

James Shannon, chief radio-tv timebuyer
for consumer accounts, Ketchum, MacLeod
and Grove, Pittsburgh, to WIIC-TV that
city as national sales representative. Bill
McClinton, publicity director, WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, to WIIC-TV as assistant
public relations director.
Tedd Worple, account executive at WCTO
Janesville, Wis., to WTVO (TV) Rockford,
111., in similar capacity.
William Dean, formerly division sales manager, A. S. Aloe Co., St. Louis, to KMOX
that city as account executive.
Peter Good, assistant program manager,
WWJ-TV Detroit, and Leonard Guion, district manager for Alexander Film Co., join
WWJ-TV sales staff.
Tom O'Brien, former NBC staff announcer,
to WINS New York as announcer.
Jim Hill, formerly with WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn., and Paul Coughlin, WFBM
Indianapolis, Ind., to announcing staff of
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Larry Berrill, news director of KBIG Avalon (Catalina), Calif., has been named announcer of new Stan Kenton Show on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Erv Dodrill, formerly with General Electric
Supply Co., to sales staff of WOW Omaha.
Ward L. Quaal, vice president and general
manager of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, appointed radio-tv chairman in Illinois for
National Conference of Christians & Jews'
1958 observance of Brotherhood Week. He
was member of NCCJ tv committee in
1956-57.
James Davis, film director, WPSD-TV
Paducah, Ky., died Jan. 18.
Guy Harris, program manager of KDKA
Pittsburgh, has been named radio chairman
for that city's observance of National Advertising Week.
PROGRAM SERVICES
Roderick W. Beaton, southern division
manager, United Press, appointed central
division manager, succeeding Bert Masterson, who has been promoted to director of
UP's new
Beaton.

research and development department. Rhea T. Eskew, southern division business manager, succeeds Mr.

NEW

YORK

22. N. V

EL 50405

Sweet

Robert V. Meany, research department,
BBDO, and Martin Goldberg, assistant director of research, H-R Television and H-R
Representatives, N. Y., named H-R presentations and market analysis directors,
respectively.
Sam B. Schneider, formerly with KVOO
Tulsa, to CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chicago,
as account executive.

Broadcasting

Last Fall, September 30th to be exact,
we became Sixteen — Channel 16, that is —
moving from 46 forever. It's better than
youth-pills for everyone, our viewers and
clients alike in the nation's 65th tv market. For instance:
Our Power

is Doubled

Coverage is Doubled
7 Additional Counties Added
Approximately
Homes Added

21,000 uhf-tv

Total Coverage Now in Area of
200,000 uhf-tv Homes
Stronger Signal
Clearer Picture Definition

Thomas Montgomery, member of sales staff
of WNBQ (TV) Chicago, transferred to
NBC Spot Sales, that city. He succeeds
Robert Reardon, resigned to become sales
manager of WNBC (TV) New Britain,
Conn.
Robert Ross Tortorich, salesman, has joined
Chicago sales staff of John E. Pearson Co.,
replacing Frank Frost, who was moved to
managerial
post for firm's Des
office.

Moines

and, We're First on the Dial
We get a big charge out of being the
youngest and strongest station in
South Bend — Elkhart. But then being
sixteen has its special advantages for
you — and we want to share them with

you. WNDC-TV
Bernard C. Barth
and

Harold (Buzz) Davis, 52, account executive
with CBS Radio Spot Sales, New York, died
Jan. 16 following heart attack. He had
joined CBS in 1949 and formerly was assistant commercial manager in New York
office of WCAU Philadelphia.

Tom

CCA

Hamilton

NEW

BUSINESS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES mmmmmmmmmmm*
Robert W. Bergen, manager of Los Angeles
office of Harshe-Rotman Inc., national public relations firm, appointed director of west
coast operations.
Jeanette F. Sytsma, formerly director of
international media, Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., to International Services Ltd. (tv
consultant to stations in Guam, Bermuda,
Okinawa and Arabia and sales representative for various radio and tv stations), that
city, as executive assistant coordinating
media activities.
Philip O. Spelman, account manager. Communications Counselors Inc., N. Y., has been
appointed public relations account director
of Chrysler division account in Detroit office
of Communications Counselors.
Richard Mooney, 66, pioneer publicist in
broadcasting field, died Jan. 16 at U.S. Veterans Hospital, Sunmount, N. Y. He had
been with Steve Hannegan organization until 1950 when illness forced his retirement.
In mid- 1930s he was with Radio Features
Inc., public relations firm in radio field. Mr.
Mooney was said to have first discovered
Mary Martin and years ago also induced
Paul Whiteman to sign Bing Crosby.

GETTER
Kokomo,

Matthew

D. Burns and Frank J. Healy,

for WIOU

Indiana —

"This is one of the finest promotions we have ever attempted. We
sold twenty-nine accounts on the program$25,000,
totaling and
almost
many have never
used WIOU's facilibefore,"Jeffrey,
writes
John tiesCarl
General Manager of
WIOU.
In a letter to John
C. Gilmore, vice

MR. JEFFREY
president, Community Club Awards, Mr. Jeffrey further
states "a great percentage of these
accounts will be in our second campaign which we plan during Febru-

COMMUNITY

CLUB

AWARDS
ary."

MANUFACTURING
tnquirms ConAdontmlg

Sixteen

PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N, Y.
Phon©-, PLaza 3-2842
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

ROBERT COLESON (r) was the subject of special This Is Your Life program
staged by Ralph Edwards (1) at the
Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting
on Jan. 6. when Mr. Coleson retired as
western representative of the Advertising
Council. Art Linkletter (c) was among
the subject's past associates who greeted
him during the event.
vice presidents, Sylvania Electric Products,
elected senior vice presidents. They also
were named presidents of electronic tubes
and lighting products divisions, respectively.
Other vice presidents promoted to senior
vice presidents by Sylvania include Dr.
Bennett S. Ellefson, engineering research;
W. Benton Harrison, finance; Robert E.
Lewis, Argus cameras and semiconductor
products; Marion E. Pettegrew, home electronics, chemical and metallurgical products and parts; Howard L. Richardson,
electronic systems and special tubes, and
Barton K. Wickstrum, marketing. Dr. Ellefson also will have overall responsibility for
Sylvania's research labs and Mr. Wickstrum will be responsible for international
operations.
Harold A. De Mooy, manager of manufacturing for RCA receiving tube activities at
Harrison and Woodbridge, both New Jersey, and Indianapolis and Cincinnati,
named manager of receiving tube operations, RCA electron tube division, Harrison.
Edwin A. Speakman has been appointed
manager of planning for defense electronic
products, RCA, newly-created position. He
is former vice president and general manager of guided missile division, Fairchild
Engine and Airplane Corp.
Dr. Willis R. Whitney, 89, director of General Electric Industrial Lab. from 1900 to
1932 and vice president of company until
1941, died of heart attack in his home
in Schenectady, N. Y., Jan. 9. Dr. Whitney
supervised work of scientists, who are credited with having made important contributions to development of radio and television,
large turbine generators and x-ray devices.
Elliott Armstrong Crooks, 52, vice president
of Hogan Labs. Inc., N. Y., developer of
facsimile communications equipment, died
Jan. 8 at his Long Island home. Mr. Crooks
also was assistant professor at Columbia
U. School of Journalism.
GOVERNMENT
Alex Akerman Jr., executive director Federal Trade Commission, resigns to go into
private law practice in Washington.
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
HOLIDAY HOP • KTSA San Antonio's
Super Seven d.j.s hosted more than 5,000
teen-agers Dec. 27 at a record hop in the
Municipal Auditorium. Besides providing
Christmas vacation entertainment, the Bexar
County March of Dimes fund was enriched
more than $1,200. Mary Frances Willard
(Miss KTSA) was the official hop hostess
and 29 musical aggregations brought live
music to the scene. Thousands of records
and other gifts were given as door prizes. A
live appearance was also made by the staBoy. tion mascot, a 300-pound lion named Lover
WARMTH IN IOWA • The KCRG-AM-TV
Cedar Rapids news department reported a
story before Christmas which initiated aid
to a family burned out of their home. A
mother and her four children lived outside
the city limits and were unable to pay the
required fee for the firemen when their
home burned. The landlord also refused to
pay. KCRG circulated the story via UP and
response followed from all parts of the nation. Several hundred letters, money and
Christmas gifts flowed in to the family.
KCRG listeners contributed a tree, clothes
and home furnishings for the new apartment the mother found.
MESSAGES TO McMURDO
• Action
Central, WPTR Albany, N. Y., news unit, responded to a request for recorded music
from Navy personnel stationed at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, with a Christmas
bonus. Action Central called on Dave
Marks, a local ham operator, who contacted
the Antarctica base and obtained the names
of the men from the Albany area. Taperecorded Christmas greetings from their
families were sent by ham radio directly to
the men. The tapes and musical recordings,
sent under the Navy's mailing stamp,
reached the men in time for the holidays.

HI-FI ANTHEM • Every radio and television station in the U. S., plus every public,
private and parochial school in the country
soon will receive a free copy of what is said
to be the first high fidelity recording of the
U. S. National Anthem ever produced. The
announcement was made last week by John
C. Cornelius, president of the American Heritage Foundation. The new 78 rpm disc was
recorded and produced in November for the
foundation at cost as a public service by
RCA Victor Records division. The record
features the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Fritz Reiner conducting, and the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch conducting. According to Mr. Cornelius, Louis
Schweitzer, owner of WBAI-FM New York,
informed the foundation that although high
fidelity was introduced a decade ago, the
only recordings of the National Anthem
available up to this time "have been inadequate, old-fashioned platters and most of
these have been by foreign orchestras."
DOUBLE DRIVE SCORES • WTMJ-AMTV Milwaukee raised nearly $65,000 in the
six weeks before Christmas to provide for
the needy at home and abroad. Two programs campaigned for the Salvation Army
fund to be used in Milwaukee. Contribu-

tions totaled $33,271. Two other programs
collected a total of $31,384 for the CARE
Food Crusade.
SCHOOL'S OUT • KMPC Los Angeles
newsmen, working with the Los Angeles
County sheriff's department, smashed an
elaborate outdoor nude photography class
at an old Spanish mansion in nearby Flintridge. KMPC reporters learned of the operation and after checking its illegal nature assisted undercover agents in amassing the
evidence. The raid netted two art models,
the operator of the "school," and 1 5 amateur
photographers. William A. McMann, Chief
of the sheriff's vice squad, commended
KMPC for its cooperation.
LET'S

DANCE • WHBQ Memphis presented acheck for $1,491, collected from a
dance contest, to the local chapter of the
Goodfellows Organization, a group devoted
to helping the needy. The three-week contest
was staged on the Top Ten Dance Party, a
syndicated tv series. Viewers were asked by
m.c. Wink Martindale to enclose a penny
with each vote for their favorite contestants.
Because of the success of the venture, the
contests will be continued and all pennies
collected in 1958 will go to a youth center
fund under the direction of the Memphis
Park Commission.

EMBLEMS FOR PEDESTRIANS • WHKY
Hickory, N. C, in its public service program
has undertaken the sponsorship of a new
safety project. The station is cooperating
with the Safety Beacon Council, a Hickory
Community Chest agency, to help publicize
and sell a pedestrian safety device called
"Walker's Safety Beacon," fashioned from a
crystal material that picks up the reflection
of headlight beams and which can be worn
around the neck, on the lapel or clipped to
a pocket.
DONORS CALL • WIL St. Louis received
more than 100 calls within an hour from
listeners who responded to an appeal for
blood to save a critically ill child. News
Director Bob Hardy made an early morning
report after the parents called him for aid.
At the hospital 23 of the prospective donors
had the required type.
MILESTONES
► Special hour-long program on CBS-TV
Feb. 1 (3-4 p.m. PST) will mark silver anniversary in broadcasting of Lone Ranger.
► CFNB Fredericton, N. B., marked 35ti
anniversary with special programs during
week of Jan. 1 1-18.
► WGAR Cleveland's Carl E. George, vice
president of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
and general manager of WGAR, was
honored Jan. 16 for his 25 years with that
station.
►WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., celebrated its
fifth anniversary.
► WDAU-WGBI Scranton, Pa., initiated
Carl Reiner, Mrs. Madge Holcomb, Tom
Powell, Kenneth Beghold, Joseph Srebro,
and Bill Longworth into its Ten-Year Club
at a December cocktail-dinner party.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
Allocations
FURTHER PROPOSED
RULE MAKING IN
COLUMBUS, GA., AREA
By notice of further proposed rule making
(which looked toward substituting ch. 62 for ch.
4 in Columbus, Ga.), Commission invites comments by Feb. 21 to counterproposal of Martin
Theatres of Georgia Inc (WTVM ch. 28 Columbus), to add chs. 3 and 9 to Columbus and delete
chs. 4 and 28 from that city, and substitute ch.
4 for ch. 9 in Dothan, Ala. At same time, it
ordered following to show cause why their authorizations should not be modified: Columbus
Bcstg. Co. Inc. to specify operation of WRBL-TV
on ch. 3 or ch. 9 in Columbus instead of ch. 4;
Martin Theatres of Georgia Inc., to specify operation of WTVM on ch. 3 or 9 in Columbus instead of ch. 28; and WTVY Inc. to specify operation of WTVY on ch. 4 in Dothan instead of
ch. 9. Announced Jan. 20.

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
January

16 through January 22

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp— construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA— special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

Tv

Schaecher is in lumber. Announced Jan. 16.

Stations

APPLICATIONS
Reno, Nev. — Silver State Telecasters, vhf ch. 4
(66-72 mc); ERP 6 kw vis., 3 kw aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 2904 ft., above ground 35
ft. Estimated construction cost $55,000, first year
operating cost $25,000, revenue $45,000. P. O. address % Charles E. Halstead Jr., 1714 Capitol
Ave., Sacramento, Calif. Studio and trans, location Reno, Nev. Geoeraohic coordinates 39° 16'
00" N. Lat., 119° 43' 30" W. Long. Trans. Sarkes
Tarzian, ant. Andrew. Consulting engineer Diamond H. Ranch Electronics, Box 992, Auburn,
Calif. Owners are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Everett
Halstead Jr. Mr. Halstead is electronic engineer;
Mrs. Halstead
nounced Jan. 22.is in beauty salon business. AnEugene, Ore. — Keed Inc., vhf ch. 9 (186-192
mc); ERP 221.1 kw vis., 123.8 kw aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 1023 ft., above ground 400
ft. Estimated construction cost $404,144, first
year operating cost $200,000, revenue $300,000.
P. O. address Box 696, Springfield, Ore. Studio
and trans, location Blanton Heights, Ore. Geographic coordinates 44° 00' 05" N. Lat., 123° 06'
46"
W. Long.
Trans., 1820
ant. Jefferson
R.C.A. Legal
Cottone
and Scheiner,
Place, counsel
N. W.,
Wash., D. C. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis, Munsey Bldg., Wash., D. C. Owners are
Glen M. Stadler (38.2%), Helene N. Stadler
(12.6%), Ray J. Schaecher (11.7%) and others.
Mr. and Mrs. Stadler each own 25% of KDON
Salinas, Calif. Mr. Stadler owns 74% of KEED
Springfield,
Ore.,
Mrs.
Stadler,
25%. Mr.

Existing

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRBB (TV) El Dorado, Ark.— granted mod.
of cp to increase vis. ERP from 24.1 kw to 316
kw, with aur. ERP 158 kw, move trans, from a
site 5.3 miles south of city to about 28 miles
southeast of city, change type trans, and make
other equipment
nounced Jan. 22. changes. Comr. Lee absent. AnWEEK-TV Peoria, 111.— is being advised that
application to change frequency from ch. 43 to
ch. 25, decrease ERP and ant. height and change
equipment will be held in abevance pending
Court of Appeals decision in WIRL Television
Co. v. United States and WIRL Television Co. v.
FCC. (Comr. Mack participating). Announced
Jan. 17.
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.— waived Sect. 3.562 of
rules and granted authority to identify KNOETV as a Monroe and West Monroe station. Comrs.
Lee and Ford dissented. Announced Jan. 22.
Coastal Television Co., New Orleans, La. — designated Coastal application for new tv station
on ch. 12 in consolidated hearing already ordered
for applications of Oklahoma Television Corp.
for new station on same channel and Supreme
Bcstg. Co. Inc., to move from ch. 20 to ch. 12,
both New Orleans. Announced Jan. 22.
KRSD-TV Rapid City, S. D.— granted cps for
new private tv intercity relay system for offthe-air
pickup of Jan.
programs
of KSTF Scottsbluff,
Neb. Announced
17.

NATION-WIDE

NEGOTIATIONS
•
TELEVISION
RADIO

THE

INDUSTRY'S

National
presents

Media
these

Translator
WHDL Inc., Olean, N. Y. — granted cp for new
tv translator station on ch. V0 to translate programs of WBUF-TV Buffalo. Announced Jan. 22.
New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Rossville, Ga. — Jay Sadow — granted 980 kc, 0.5
kw D. P. O. address Box 438, Rossville. Estimated
construction cost $19,854, first year operating cost
$36,000,
$60,000. Mr.Jan.
Sadow
theatre revenue
owner. Announced
22. is drive-in
Vanceburg, Ky. — Karl Kegley — granted 1570 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address Box 268, Vanceburg. Estimated construction cost $11,233, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue $20,800. Mr. Kegley, government surplus dealer, will be sole owner.
Announced Jan. 22.
Marlboro, Mass. — Clernew Bcstg. Corp. of Marlboro— granted 1470 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address %
Romeo J. Clermont, 41 Orchard St., Lowell, Mass.
Estimated construction cost $33,535, first year operating cost $65,000, revenue $70,000. Equal partners Arthur A. Newcomb, Romeo J. Clermont,
Gertrude A. Newcomb and Victoire G. Clermont,
Mr. Newcomb owns WOTW-AM-FM Nashua,
N. H. Mr. Clermont has grocery interest. Announced Jan. 22.
Escanaba, Mich. — Frank J. Russell Jr. — granted
600 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Mining Journal,

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

•

LARGEST

Brokerage

outstanding

APPRAISALS

Firm

investments

EASTERN

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

FULLTIME
LOCAL

1,000 WATT
DAYTIMER

FLORIDA
DAYTIMER

MAJOR
MARKET

CALIFORNIA
INDEPENDENT

$250,000

$40,000
Located in the
heart of a sportsman's paradise. Ideal
for owner-operator.
$17,000 down.

$85,000

$175,000

1 kw. Good freq u e n c y f ulltime
available. Low overhead. Potentially
over $100,000 gross
for owner-manager.
Terms.

Daytime independent
grossing near the
asking price and
showing a good
profit. Good terms to
qualified buyer.

Excellent facility.
Good staff and high
profits. Includes real
estate valued at
$50,000. Terms available.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO,

ATLANTA,

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Barney Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Broadcasting

TEX.

Jack L. Barton
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
1515 Healey Bldg.
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175
JA 3-3431
Largest radio-television sales volume in our field.

Call

HAMILTON,

DALLAS,

GA.

your

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

$350,000
5 kw fulltimer serving regional market
of % million.
tionally highExcepprofit
to sales ratio. Excellent equipment.
SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (lice) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Planning

Radio

a

Station?

Russell, sole owner, also
Mich.TVMr. Marquette
Marquette,
and WMIQ Iron
WDMJ-AMowns
Mountain, both Michigan. Announced Jan. 17.
APPLICATIONS
Salina. Kan.— Salina Radio Inc.— 910 kc, 500 w
D P. O. address e/c Sherwood R. Parks, 1068
Bend. Kan. Estimated conWarner Road, cost Great
struction $56,230, first year operating cost
R.
$69,000. revenue $92,000. Owners are isSherwood
sales manParks (55', ) and others. Mr. Parks
Jan.
ager, KVGB Great Bend, Kan. Announced
16.
Dinham Springs, La.— Avoyelles Bcstg. Corp.
1220 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address '/, Chester J. Coco.
Box 7. Marksville, La. Estimated construction
vear operating cost $30,000, revcost $16,651. first
Avoyelles Corp.. sole owner, also
$45,000. Marksville,
owns enue
KAPB
La. Announced Jan. 21.
Fargo, N. D. — John L. Breece 1590 kc, 1 kw D.
P O address Box 390. Oroville, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $7,500, first year operating cost
owner,
$30 000, revenue $40,000. Mr. Breece, sole
formerly
Jan.
16. owned KATI Casper, Wyo. Announced
Philadelphia, Pa. — Cosmopolitan Bcstg. Corp.
1170 kc. 250 w D. P. O. address 1050 Montecito
construcEstimated
Calif.operating
Angeles,
Drive,tion costLos
$16,827.
first year
cost $100,000,
revenue $125,000. Owners are Albert Zugsmith
(55.57',) and others. Mr. Zugsmith owns 55.57%
of KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles and 37.5% of
KVSM San Mateo, both California; 25'r of KULAAM-TV Honolulu, Hawaii, 17.5r, of KBMI Henderson, Nev., and
111. Announced
Jan. 25%
21. of WREX-TV Rockford,
Athens, Tenn. — J. C. Johnson 1390 kc. 1 kw D.
P. O. address 501 Pinetree Road, Valdosta, Ga.
Estimated construction cost $18,561, first year
revenue $40,000. Mr. Johncost $30,000,
operating
son, sole owner,
is announcer-salesmanager
for
WJEM Valdosta, Ga. Announced Jan. 17.
Charlotte Amalie, Virgin Islands— Island Bcstg.
Corp.
1000 kc,
kw U. P.Ave.,
O. address
<7, Sanford
J.
Leeds,
190 1Scranton
Lynbrook,
Long
Island, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $28,267,
first year operating cost $34,500, revenue $52,000.
Owners are Robert Moss and Robert E. Noble Jr.
(each 50%). Mr. Moss was in supervision and
production of radio program; Mr. Noble is sales
manager of WABC New York. Announced Jan. 16.
Existing

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit
your needs.

Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. BD-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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New
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Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Anna, 111. — Anna Bcstg. Co. — granted 92.7 mc,
1 kw unl. P. O. address Anna Hotel, Anna, 111.
Estimated construction cost $3,800, first year
operating cost $5,000, revenue $7,500. Owners are
Pierce E. Lackey, F. E. Lackey and others
(minor interests). Pierce Lackey, is 49% owner,
also, of WRAJ Anna, 111. and 100% owner of
WPAD Paducah, Ky. F. E. Lackey is 48% owner
of WRAJ and 100% owner of WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. Announced Jan. 17.
Chicago, 111. — Buddy Black Bcstg. Co. — granted
93.9 mc, 35 kw unl. P. O. address 900 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111. Estimated construction cost
$14,000, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$35,000. Owners are Solomon Bolnick (37.5%),
Paul Wasserman and Buddy Black (each 31.25%).
Mr. Bolnick has cleaning interests. Mr. Wasserman also has cleaning interests. Mr. Black has
free lance shows on WLS Chicago. Announced
Jan. 22.
Goshen, Ind. — Goshen College — granted 91.1 mc,
.391
unl. P.College,
O. address
% J. F.Ind.
Swartzendruber, kwGoshen
Goshen,
Estimated
construction cost $1,930, first year operating cost
$1,500. Proposed
facility
will operate
as non-commercial educational
station.
Announced.
Jan. 17.
Silver Spring, Md. — Tri-Suburban Bcstg. Corp.
—granted 99.5 mc, 20 kw unl. P. O., address 11306
Kemp Mill Rd., Silver Spring, Md. Estimated
construction cost $19,600, first year operating cost
$15,000
revenue of$15,000.
W. Kluge,
sole WILY
owner, is owner
WINE John
Kenmore,
N. Y.,
(FM) Buffalo, N. Y., 80% partner of KOME
Tulsa, Okla., owner of KNOK Ft. Worth, Tex.,
70% owner of KXLW Clayton, Mo., owner of
WGAY Silver Spring, 75% owner of WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa., 70% owner of WKDA Nashville,
Tenn.,
27% Jan.
owner17. of WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.
Announced
Hamilton, Ohio — John F. McNally d/b as Community Bcstg. Co.
— granted
96.7 Lane,
mc, .335Hamilton,
kw unl.
P. O. address
1501
Woodview
Ohio. Estimated construction cost $3,200, first
year operating
cost $3,000,
revenue $4,000.
Nally, sole owner,
has contracting
and Mr.
radioMc-&
tv service interests. Announced Jan. 22.
Dallas, Tex.— A. H. Belo Corp.— granted 97.9
mc, 38 kw unl. P. O. address Young and Houston
Sts., Dallas, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$28,258, first year operating cost $6,000, revenue
unknown at present. A. H. Belo Corp., E. M.
Dealey,
president, isJan.
licensee
Dallas, Announced
22. of WFAA-AM-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah— KLUB Bcstg. Co.—
granted 97.1 mc, 23 kw unl. P. O. address 165
Social Hall Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah. Estimated
construction cost $6,000, first year operating cost
$12,000, revenue $12,000. Frank C. Carman, sole
owner, owns KLUB Salt Lake City. Announced
Jan. 22.

and
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Appraisals
other personal problems
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an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
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Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KYAT Yuma, Ariz. — designated for hearing
application for additional time to complete construction; denied requests for reconsideration,
stay and oral argument. Announced Jan. 20.
KCFI Cedar Falls, Iowa — granted KCFI application to replace expired cp for new am station
to operate on 1250 kc, 500 w, DA-D; grant is without prejudice to whatever action Commission is
required to take as a result of inquiry into
grantee's
to be20a days
broadcast
licensee.
By letter,qualifications
afforded KCFI
to reply.
By
separate letter, returned as unacceptable a tendered application of Mass Communicators for
same facility. Announced Jan. 17.
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa — by letter, on petition,
granted without hearing application for extension of time to July 1 to construct changed
facilities (increase of night power from 1 kw to
5 kw, onnounced1330
Jan. 22.kc with 5 kw-LS, DA-2). AnWRLP Greenfield, Mass. — waived sect. 3.652(a)
of the rules and granted authority to identify
WRLP as Keene, N. H., and Brattleboro, Vt.,
station as well as a Greenfield station. Commissioners Lee and Ford dissented. Announced
Jan. 22.
WKBR Manchester, N. H. — designated for hearing application to change facilities from 1240 kc,
250 w, U, to 1250 kw, DA-2, U; by letter, denied

request by WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa., to be made
party to the proceeding. Announced Jan. 22.
WMAD Oneida, N. Y. — is being advised that,
unless within 20 days it requests hearing, its application for additional time to construct am
station (1350 kc, 500 w, D) will be dismissed, cp
cancelled, and call letters deleted, and that application for modification of permit to change
location to Rome, N. Y., will be treated as apJan. 22. plication for cp for new station. Announced
WJMJ Philadelphia, Pa. — granted change on
1540 kc from 1 kw, D, to 50 kw, DA-D; engineering conditions. Announced Jan. 20.
WSBR Warwick, R. I. — granted application to
change transmitter and studio location to a site
about 1.2 miles south-southwest of present location, make changes in ground system, and change
designation
location Jan.
to Warwick-East
Greenwich, of
R. station
I. Announced
22.

NEGOTIATIONS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford
B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341

CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
jtecvtive Offices
MS De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
>ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
y.shington, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
ivrett L DINard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL KDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
» O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AT OCR *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

Ml 14th St., N. W.
tfeihlngton 9, D. C.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINOTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DAUAS 9, TEXAS
LAKfMDE 8-6108
Member AFCCB *

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRettview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

— Established
PAUL

B. HEFFELFINGER
Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S, Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

GODLEY

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*
PAGE, CREUTZ,

KEAR

STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
t. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phaaw Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

Member AFCCE*
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

Broadcasting

CO.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE*

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-El ectronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

8401 Cherry St.

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

CARDS

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
D I. 3-7503

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Knvhi in Broadcast Engineering"
AllocationsAM-FM-TV
• Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

NATIONAL ACADEMY
of BROADCASTING
3338 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Since 1934 has trained and placed
many hundreds of men and women
in excellent TV and Radio jobs as announcers, writers, producers. Send for
residence and home study catalog.
January 27,1958

•
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KNOB (FM) Long Beach, Calif.— granted assignment of license and CP from Raymond B.
Torian and John W. Doran to Mr. Torian, Alex N.
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Stein and Frank James, d/b under same name;
latter
to pay Mr. Jan.
Torian
interest.twoAnnounced
17. $4,000 for his 23'^%
As Reported by FCC through Dec. 31
TV
FM
KXOA, KXOA-FM Sacramento, Calif.— granted
(1) transfer of control from Lincoln Dellar and
AM
(2)
assignment of licenses to Cal-Val Radio, Inc.
Licensed (all on air)
3,130
Riley R. Gibson, president) ; consideration
11
65
526
CPs on air (new stations)
$500,000
Jan. 17. subject to adjustments. Announced
113
53
CPs not on Ant (new stations)
100
WTAL Tallahassee, Fla. — granted assignment
Total authorized stations
of license to WTAL Inc. (Victor C. Diehms,
395
590
657
president); consideration $149,571. Assignee stock76
39
3,295
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
holders have interests in WAZL and WAZL-TV
Hazleton, Pa.; WHOL Allentown, Pa., and WIDE
51
9
108
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Biddeford, Maine. Announced Jan. 22.
48
127
503
Total applications for new stations
KASI Ames, Iowa — granted assignment of license to William M. Evans; consideration $57,000.
19
227
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Announced
Jan. 17.
19
0
29
WLEX Lexington, Ky. — granted assignment of
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
38
license to Lexington Bcstg. Corp. (Roy B. White
395' Jr., president); consideration $255,000. Announced
256
Total applications for major changes
130
Jan. 22.
1
3
Licenses deleted
101" WGUY Bangor, Maine — granted transfer of con51
trol from Sherwood J. and Hilda R. Tarlow and
1
1
0
CPs DELETED
Frank Cohen to Melvin L. Stone (interest in
WGHM Skowhegan, WLOB Portland, WRTJM
Rumford, and WSME Sanford, all Maine), Faust
SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Couture (interest in WCOU Lewiston, WFAU
Augusta and WLOB Portland, all Maine), and
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 22
David 20.L. Royte; consideration $90,000. Announced
ON AIR
CP
Jan.
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
Lit
Cpt
Not on air
KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla. — granted transfer
of control from Arthur B. Hogan, Frank Oxarart,
525
AM
3,147
56
103
Albert Zugsmith, John D. Feldman and Ashley
527
13
66
Robinson to F. F. Lynch, Glenn G. Griswold and
FM
Kevin B. Sweeney; transferors selling 72% for
132
TV (Commercial)
$27,100.
Announced Jan. 22.
3 961
1022
114
57
WNEL Caugas, P. R. — granted transfer of control from Dr. Diego A. Biascoechea, et al., to
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Eduardo (now 28.1% stockholder) and Emilia
Pereda de Biascoechea and Carlos E. Chiesa;
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 22
consideration $26,040. Announced Jan. 17.
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
WJOT Lake City, S. C— granted transfer of
control from Harry B. Clark, et al., to John A.
Commercial
415
83
Dowdy (WMGR Bainbridge, Ga.) and Charles W.
Dowdy (WLBG Laurens, S. C); consideration
Non-Commercial
24
6
$49,731. Announced Jan. 22.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah— granted transfer of
control from Durham Morris, et al., to Beehive
1 There are. In addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
Telecasting Corp. (KLOR-TV Provo); consideration $65,415. Announced Jan. 22.
a There are, in addition, 40 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
WAFC Staunton, Va. — granted transfer of conlonger in operation and one which has not started operation.
trol from Willard F. Ganoe to Lloyd Gochenour,
• There have been, In addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
present 20% stockholder who will pay $20,189 for
144 uhf).
additional
60%. Announced Jan. 22.
'There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.
KRIV Camas, Wash. — granted assignment of
license from Gene R. Johnsick and Donald R.
B. and Cathryn Murphy; con4983 Nelson to William
rule making to amend Class B fm allocation
APPLICATIONS
sideration $40,000. Announced Jan. 20.
plan by adding ch. 289 to Framingham, Mass.
KBAM Longview, Wash. — granted assignment
WKOX Inc. (am station WKOX) Framingham,
Stockton, Calif.— KWG Bcstg. Co., 107.3 mc,
of license and CP to Paul D. Wickre; considerapetitioned for allocation for a fm station it
3.5 kw U P. O. address 6606 Selma Ave., Hollytion $84,718. Announced Jan. 20.
proposes. Announced Jan. 22.
wood 28, Calif. Estimated construction cost $3,600,
KOFE Pullman, Wash. — granted assignment of
license from John R. Bayton and Maynard F.
first year operating cost $1,000, revenue same as
AM. Owners are O. R. Reichenbach (40%), Robin
Hicks to KOFE, Inc. (Herbert E. Everitt, presiOwnership Changes
HU1 (40%) and Frank A. Axelson (20%). Mr.
dent, has interest in KART Jerome, Idaho) ;
Reichenbach is in advertising and radio program
consideration
$60,000. Announced Jan. 17.
ACTIONS
BY
FCC
packaging and distribution. Mr. Hill is electronic
WRFW
04 Eau Claire, Wis.— granted transfer of
3
control of licensee corp. (Chippewa Valley Radio
engineer. nounced
Mr.Jan. 20.
Axelson is in commercial art. AnKTYL, KTYL-FM Mesa, Ariz.— granted assignand Television Corp.) from Keith Werner to
ment of licenses, also SCA for fm station, to
Newton, Kan. — George Basil Anderson 96.7 mc,
Harry S. Hyett, G. LaVerne Flambo, W. John
Greater Phoenix Bcstg. Co. (Sherwood R. Gordon,
250 w U. P. O. address 6535 West Jewell Ave.,
Grandy, Odin S. Ramsland and Dorothy E. Leowner
of
WSAI
and
WSAI-FM
Cincinnati,
Ohio);
Denver, Colo. Estimated construction cost $2,550,
Masurier for $30,000, less outstanding debts of
consideration $150,000. Announced Jan. 22.
first year operating cost to be carried by am
licensee
corp. New owners will each own oneKBIS Bakersfield, Calif. — granted assignment
station, revenue $2,000. Mr. Anderson, sole owner,
fifth. Mr. Hyett is in business for himself. Mr.
of license from Guy Marchetti, et al., to Eastern
is 50% partner of KCLO Leavenworth and owner
Grandy is general sales manager of KDAL-TV
Electrosonic Industries Corp. (Robert K. Straus,
of KJRG Newton, both Kansas; owner of KJSK
Duluth, Minn., Dorothy LeMasurier is president
president, has interest in WITI-TV Whitefish
Columbus, Neb., and owner of KLIR-AM-FM
of KDAL-AM-TV. Mr. Ramsland is general manBay,
Wis.);
consideration
$165,000.
Announced
Denver, Colo. Announced Jan. 16.
ager of KDAL-AM-TV. Mr. Flambo is 99.1%
Jan. 22.
owner of WQUA Moline, HI., 90% owner of
KHUM Eureka, Calif.— granted assignment of
WQUB Galesburg, 111. Announced Jan. 17.
license to Eureka Bcstg. Co. (Wendell Adams,
Allocations
KTHE Thermopolis, Wyo. — are being advised
president); consideration $163,750. Announced
that it appears grounds exist for issuance of an
Jan. 22.
The Commission invites comments to proposed
order to show cause why license of Thermopolis
Bcstg. Co., Inc., should not be revoked, and that
application for assignment of license to W. S.
Black tr/as Independent Record, indicates necessity of a hearing. Announced Jan. 20.
APPLICATIONS
WABB Mobile, Ala. — seeks assignment of license from The Mobile Press Register Inc. to
North Virginia Bcstrs. Inc. for $150,000. Mr. Cy
Blumenthal, sole owner, also owns WARL Arlington, WCMS Norfolk and 10% of WROV Roanoke,
all Virginia, plus KCKN Kansas City, Kan. Announced Jan. 22.
WRG-AM-FM-TV Mobile, Ala.— seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation (WKRG-TV
Inc.) from Shirley Rester Konrad, T. J. Rester
Jr., T. K. Jackson Jr., and others to Giddens TV
Inc. for $1,179,915. Owners are Kenneth R. Gid\
dens and The Mobile Press Register Inc. (each
50%). Mr. Giddens owns theatres and is in real
estate. Press Register publishes morning, evening
~VT
p
and Sunday newspaper. Announced Jan. 22.
KCOY Santa Maria, Calif. — seeks to change
frequency from 1400 kilocycles to 1440 kilocycles; increase power from 250 watts to 1 kilowatt; install directional antenna for nighttime
use; make changes in ground system; install new
transmitter
nounced Jan.and
17. change studio location. An-
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needs, go straight to Collins

KVFC Cortez, Colo. — seeks assignment of license from Jack W. Hawkins, James W. Hawkins
and Barney H. Hubbs to KVFC Inc. Corporate
change. No control change. Mr. Hawkins is given
increased ownership (now 67%) in return for
Continues on page 109
Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<£ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or hulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent-to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Management
Eastern chain has new station under construction
area. Needs assistant staPittsburgh
in greater
tion manager
immediately. Eventually promotion
to manager. Applicant must have several years
announcing experience, sales experience, must
be married, must have car. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 157C, BROADCASTING.
S. California indie has opportunity for aggressive
local time sales manager and one salesman. Hard
sell, originate sales ideas, train and assist sales
team.
Send resume, photo to Box 838C, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, $600.00 month guarantee
plus good percentage. Must take complete charge
of sales and sales staff. Good small single-station
market. Must have good record as this job pays
extremely well. Apply to S. A. Hassan, General
Manager, WROY. Carmi, Illinois.
Sales
Radio salesman wanted new. progressive music
and news in excellent dry, high climatic conditions. You can grow with our organization.
Salary plus. Box 646C. BROADCASTING.
Sales: Good opportunity in Mobile, Alabama for
experienced men who can sell radio. Guarantee
$100.00 week against 15%. Personal interview necessary. List experience, present billing, age, education. Box 719C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for experienced radio
salesman with brand new station in western
Pennsylvania, one of an expanding chain. High
quality operation in single-station market. Draw
against commission. Send photo and particulars
to Box 762C, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen. New upper midwest daytimer. Progressive market. Excellent potential. Box 817C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced-live-wire salesman-male or female.
Permanent position. Wonderful opportunity,
to advance. Draw against 20% commission. Toprated station, in Texas. Reference and details 1st
letter. Box 833C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or commercial manager experienced all
phases single station market. Guarantee plus
percentage net or gross. Box 845C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted sales manager or salesman. Salary plus
generous commission and over-ride. KTXL
Radio, Box 2139, San Angelo, Texas.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Experienced time salesman with announcing experience. Emphasis on sales. Base salary plus
commissions. Excellent opportunity for right man
in lucrative market. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.
Announcers
Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers. Good working conditions, 40-hour
week, paid vacation, time and half, $85 a week.
Minimum one-year experience necessary. Excellent opportunities for advancement to executive
position. Send tape, with news, commercials, and
sample music program, plus resume and photograph. Box 27 4B, BROADCASTING.
Announcer for progressive independent in northern vacationland. No floaters. Send tape and
background
immediately. Box 366C, BROADCASTING.
Florida, south coast. Aggressive independent
needs personality pop-dj. Send tape, resume,
references. $100 week to start. Box 468C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with vour letter. No recent radio school
graduate, piease. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

One of Ohio's finest small market operations
needs a good staff announcer strong on news.
If you are interested in excellent working conditions, and fringe benefits, and have experience
and good references send tape, resume and photo
to Box 690C, BROADCASTING.
Texas regional needs experienced morning man.
Good chance for advancement. Starting salary
$90.00 per week. Send tape and full details to
Box 715C, BROADCASTING.
One of southwest's great prestige stations wants
experienced on-air radio personality. Should be
disk-jockey in broad sense, but must be warm
and mature-sounding. Start $135 per week plus
bonus arrangement. In addition, possibility of
working in sister tv operation. Send recent photo,
resume and tape immediately to Box 720C,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, to run the morning show of an
established western Pennsylvania station. Must
be experienced, have imagination and do a
smooth running show. Board experience necessaryences$75 tofor
hour BROADCASTING.
week. Send tape and referBox40 722C,
New daytime independent in major midwest
market programming for adult audience needs
good, experienced announcer. Send tape, picture
and full details of background. Must be dependable and able to follow format. Box 761C,
BROADCASTING.
DJ — Sell your own wakeup show, salary, talent,
commission. Be big man and big moneymaker in
big Pennsylvania market. Send facts, no tapes.
Box 800C, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer, experienced all phases needed immediately by 5000 watt NBC station, city of 17,000,
This is permanent position and open to applicants of Kansas or adjacent states, but not open
to floaters. This ad will appear only once, so
send audition tape, reference, marital and draft
status and salarv requirements to Jim Heaton,
KVGB, Great Bend, Kansas.
Announcer, strong staff man, to handle disc
jockey,
and Good
staff starting
duties. One
of America's
pioneer news
stations.
salary
and other
benefits. Send tape, photo and resume to Elmer
Knopf, Radio Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
We need a top announcer for high rating personality stations.
show to workStation
in one serving
of the south's
most
progressive
25,000 radio
homes is key station for network of seven. Salary
appreciably above average. First class phone
license preferred. Please send tape with letter
stating experience, starting salary, etc. All tapes
will be returned. Contact Phil Whitney, Manager, WINC. Winchester, Virginia.
WINZ,music
Miami,
50,000invites
watts, tapes
Florida's
news
and
station
from biggest
top market
dj personalities for daytime opening. State availability and salary required. Tapes, regretfully,
will not be returned.
5 kw Georgia daytimer has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer or announcersalesman. Send resume, tape, photo. WLET,
Toccoa, Georgia.
Immediate opening for experienced staff announcer. Excellent working conditions. Top pay.
WMRE, Monroe. Georgia.

Newsman to gather, write and air local news,
use mobile unit. Some board work required.
State all in first letter. Tape, small picture, also
references and salary needs. Virginia network
station. Box 811C, BROADCASTING.

Suburban Cleveland independent accent on local,
need excellent voice, one year minimum experience. Send tape, resume 1st reply. Personal interrequired, $95.00 or better' WPVL, Painesville, view
Ohio.

We're looking for a good solid disc jockey with
that "certain something" besides knowledge of
"top 50" and a good voice. Must be able to attract
adult audience in substantial aggressive Ohio
market. Prefer responsible, experienced married
man. Basic salary plus a lucrative talent fee
setup. Send tape and resume in confidence; material returned. Box 843C, BROADCASTING.

APB Mo dj-sales, marriage preferred, immediate
opening. Good pay and commission, no draw,
living is easy. Send tape and resume to Sam
Zack, Manager, WRGR Radio, Starke, Florida.

DJ wanted for metropolitan market. Minimum
three years experience. 1,000 watt daytime. 40
hour week. Good starting salary. Box 861C,
BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, operations manager for suburban
metropolitan station in midwest. Responsible for
maintenance with complete supervision of strict
announcing and operating procedures. Must be
energetic, able to handle personnel, reliable.
Salary $120.00 plus, dependent upon experience
and ability. Box 396C, BROADCASTING.

Morning man, 6 days, must have warm, lighthearted and humorous approach. (Not necessarily screwball.) Medium sized city, up state
New York. Right man can earn $200.00 weekly.
Send tape, photo and complete story to Box
877C. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer for 1 kw Texas station.
$400 per month. Send resume, picture and tape
audition to Box 880C, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers for new station in greater Pittsburgh
area. $85 a week to start with regular raises and
overtime pay. Minimum of one-year experience
necessary. Excellent opportunity for advancement into management. Send tape, resume and
photo. Box 882C, BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity for experienced announcer.
Large southern chain. Include tape, recent photo
and
complete information. Box 883C, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas is looking for a good announcer.
Opening for good announcer, must be experienced, first ticket not needed. All new RCA
equipment. Music, news format. Most ideal spot
in California to live, one hour to trout fishing.
KONG, Visalia, California.
Announcer with first phone, WAMD, Aberdeen,
Md.

Technical

Wanted. First class engineer with good announcing voice. Top pay. State salary requirements,
include tape and picture. Rush to Box 510C.
BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer for Indiana nondirectional 1000 watt daytimer, $110.00. Box 750C,
BROADCASTING.
New station needs good combination announcerengineer. Ideal working and living conditions.
Send complete details including audition tape
and starting salary. Box 816C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate openings for 1st class engineers new
station in greater Pittsburgh area. Kilowatt daytime directional station with good working conditions, paid vacation, good salary, time and
half for overtime. Send resume of experience.
Box 881C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class engineer immediately. Opportunity for advancement to chief. Good salary.
Must be congenial. Will accept man with minimum experience if otherwise acceptable. Personal interview required, WCHV, Charlottesville.
Virginia. Phone 2-5121.
Technician, licensed. Broadcast and mobile
communications. Hawkins Broadcasting Services,
920 King, Wilmington, Delaware.
January 27, 1958
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RADIO
Help

RADIO

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Agency

Time buyer: Ambitious assisstant buyer with two
or more year's experience, interested in chief
time buyer job Pennsylvania 4-A agency.
Should send resume and salary requirements to
Box 857C, BROADCASTING.
Prod uction-Program m ing, Others
Wanted — BS top rated upper midwest musicnews station, two music men and one assistant
news editor. Box 765C. BROADCASTING.
Production supervisor-traffic manager to supervise announcers and handle makeup of daily
logs for metropolitan midwest operation. Previous success in handling personnel necessary.
Salary in $125 range. Send photo, specific background to Box 779C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced commercial continuity writer. Male
or female-steady-chance to advance. Texas.
Send
reference-sample copy. Box 834C, BROADCASTING.
Mutual station desires ambitious program director for progressive station. Terrific opportunity.
Send info to Box 864C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director; one with superior
abilities, little air work. 250 watt station in the
New York metropolitan area. Write or call General Manager, WSTC, Stamford, Conn.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Experienced radioman desires managership
small station in south. Announcing, sales, programming. Box 634C, BROADCASTING.
Executive: Management/ sales. 15 years respected
reputation; thorough experience, profitable management operation background. Now employed
sales manager radio/ vhf tv major eastern market.
Strictly personal reason for seeking change.
Negotiations must be confidential. Box 754C,
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCERSNeed

More

Money?

Then, get your F.C.C. First Phone
Add a first class F.C.C. license to your
earning ability. This license is your ticket
to higher pay and greater security in
radio and television broadcasting. Stations are eager to hire licensed announcers as combo men.
Grantham Training
Grantham Schools, located in Washington.
D. C, and Hollywood. Calif., specialize in
F.C.C. license training. You are trained
quickly and well. All courses begin with
technical fundamentals — NO previous
training required. Beginners get 1st class
license in 12 weeks.
Correspondence or Resident Classes
The Grantham F.C.C. License Course
is available by correspondence or in
resident classes. Both types of courses
are offered at Washington and Hollywood. Write to either location for a free
booklet describing this training.
MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU.
^Grantham

Schools, Desk B- 4 \

821 19th Street N. W. flD 1505 N. Wertern Ave.
Washington 6, D. C. UH
Hollywood 27. Calif.
Please lend me your free booklet, telling how I can
get my commercial FCC license quickly.
Name
Address
City
State
I am interested in:
□ Home Study,
□ Resident Classes
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Young, ambitious manager! Major and small
sales and programmarket experience. ProvenBROADCASTING.
ming abilities. Box 830C,
Manager-program director
team. We're young,
ambitious, know-how. Prefer southwest market
over 25,000. Box 855C, BROADCASTING.

Manager, assistant manager or sales manager.
in radio and
Seventeen (17) years experience
television in above listed capacities, and as radio
country's
one of theThoroughly
for agencies.
and television
advertising
regional director
largest
conversant with all phases of radio, television
and agency operation. Exceptionally strong on
which builds
programming and promotion achieve
lasting
ratings, and sales methods which
and
personnel
in
results. Unusually successful
labor relations and in correlating personnel and
department into a unified, harmonious and highly
efficient and productive operation. Young (38),
aggressive and intelligent, properly balanced
with dignity, humility and discretion. Devoted
family man with active civic interests. Prefer
low-rated, hard-to-sell major market radio sta"shoe-string"to
but not
help, only
tion that needs
operation.
Interested
in aopportunity
Presently earnearn upwards of $25,000.00 yearly.
ing over $30,000.00 yearly in connection of more
than 10 years in major market. Write Box 869C,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, employed, 10 years experience in all phases of radio desires step-up to
manager. Small or medium market, N. C, D. C,
or Virginia
Age 32, married, top references. Box preferred.
885C, BROADCASTING.
General manager of regional station seeks similar
position on eastern seaboard. Personal sales and
managerial record are substantiated by best references. Seek salary and bonus or percentage
arrangement. Minimum considered $7,800. Comand authority
essential.
Contactplete
R. C, responsibility
1015 Madison
Avenue, New
York City.
Sales
Aggressive, imaginative, college grad, 24, excellent diversified background, seeks career position
in radio-tv sales. Box 873C, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, some experience. Dependable, hard
working non-clock watching young man. Single,
vet, college graduate. Thoroughly trained radiotv. Capable writer. Assistant general manager
potential. Desire permanency as announcer, or
part-time announcer with office, local news or
production duties. No selling please. Box 809C,
BROADCASTING.
Married veteran, BA in radio, 3 years commercial
experience, desires to make move from seasonal
area to larger year round market. Sports, playby-play,
CASTING. disc work, news. Box 820C, BROADYoung man 24 willing to learn. Three years of
college, experience in college station. Have audition tape. Box 822C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, newsman, 25, married, college
degree, ferred.
veteran,
employed, eastern seaboard preBox 827C, BROADCASTING.
Air Salesman with excellent references and five
years experience under his belt, desires relocation in midwest market. Minimum of $125. Box
836C, BROADCASTING.
Attention Kentucky-Tenn. First phone-announcer. 4years announcing experience. Light
maintenance. Married. Child. 23. Sober. Minimum $90. Employed. Reached saturation point.
Box 837C, BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida! Successful commercial announcer, in city over million. Desires announcing with opportunity to learn management!
Box 844C, BROADCASTING.
Fast paced dj, experienced, knows music, good
commercial
CASTING. delivery, family. Box 847C, BROADNegro, outstanding reputation, newscaster,
speech-announcer. Award, relaxed punch styles,
top dj, credit listing. Box 848C, BROADCASTING.
Top dj, nationally known, have first phone but
who needs it. Negro. Box 851C, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Bright young dj tremendously versatile. Lots of
experience. I want a good job. Virginia or Tennessee preferred. Box 853C, BROADCASTING.

Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 535C, BROADCASTING.

Ideas galore-looking for position as announcer
or copywriter, college and radio school background. Willing to work hard for job with potential. Box 859C, BROADCASTING.

Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
536C, BROADCASTING.

Looking for a c&w air salesman? Look no more.
Good at gathering and airing local news. Married and looking for a job with a future. Box
860C, BROADCASTING.

Negro dee-jay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for. Tape and resume. Box 537C, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, four years, own car, will
travel. Box 867C, BROADCASTING.

Negro team-husband and wife. Sure-fire puller
with services and gimmicks. Ready to make
money for you. Box 538C, BROADCASTING.
Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer-dj desires position in eastern
Iowa, northern Illinois, or southern Wisconsin.
Reliable, references. Box 605C, BROADCASTING.
Attention, Pittsburgh! Topnotch small town announcer, dj, newscaster, ready to make "the big
move,"
presently
employed
near notice.
you. Write
Good
background.
Available
two weeks
Box 721C, BROADCASTING.
Attention: New York -New Jersey-Connecticut
areas, announcer, personality disc-jockey available immediately, 2V2 years experience. Married, college graduate. Run own board. Box
801C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Radio school graduate, FCC phone
ticket, will relocate. Tape available. Box 804C,
BROADCASTING.
Now employed bureau chief top midwestern independent. Can report, write, air local news with
proven ability. Looking for opportunity in top
market, nothing else considered. Tapes, resume,
samples of writing, etc. on request. Box 805C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio-tv announcer, 25, single, veteran, presently employed, travel anywhere. Box
807C, BROADCASTING.
Versatile two-man radio production-announcing
team available. $320 per week. Box 808C, BROADCASTING.

Girl personality desires disc jockey position. Attractive, experience, college graduate. Box 871C,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, announcer experienced, vet, 26,
single,874C,
college.
Interview or tape will convince.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director-newscaster. 5 years
radio all phases. IV2 years tv booth, on camera,
31,
1st phone.
only. Personal
interview.
Box California-Arizona
886C, BROADCASTING.

Easy-to-listen-to first phone announcer. Desires
relaxed operation. No maintenance. Must include
country music.
some
Ohio. Cities over 75,000 only. Box
171, Maumee,
Announcer, newscaster. Permanent. Veteran,
graduate.
Salary? Jim Richardson, Lakeland,
Florida.
Light on experience, heavy with potential. 2\'2
years
college. Radio school graduate. Married,
one child. A. J. Waran, 6328 N. Mobile Ave., Chicago 30, HI., Newcastle 1-4364.
Combo man available immediately, 4 years experience, married, prefer west coast area. Alan
Waskul, 5927 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Hollywood 9-1938.

Staff announcer, western and folk music specialist. Guitarist, operate board. Webb, 737 - 11th
8-5255.
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C, MEtropolita
n

Staff announcer with 5 months experience. Glen
Willman, Federal 2-5827, 812-13 Ave. South, Minneapolis 4,Minnesota.
First phone announcer. 1 year experience as
chief. Best reference — present employer. Jack
York, Box 256, Foster, Ohio and phone Loveland,
Ohio, Normandy 5-5686.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced radio-tv engineer first class license
available immediately, south preferred. Box
S32C, BROADCASTING.
Egghead — No, but a darned good practical chief
engineer. 20 years broadcast and tv experience
guarantees my ability to operate your technical
department in the most efficient and economical
way possible. I would like to build and/or operate your radio or tv property. Available upon
90 days notice only. Box 769C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer, 4 years experience,
desires position south or southwest. $100 start.
Box 842C, BROADCASTING.
Want transmitter position, experience, 1st phone,
amateur, 35, car. Box 879C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Good, practical experience in
construction, maintenance, installation. Sober,
reliable, can accept responsibility. No combo.
Box 884C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, announcer, 1 year part-time radio-tv
experience, 1st phone, 2 years college (electronics) family, desire permanent position.
Walter Andrus, KSBY-TV, San Luis Obispo,
Calif.
Production-Programming, Others
Ten years radio experience, now public relations
director for national manufacturer, want radio
again, programming for top station or agency.
Married, 35, college. Box 813C, BROADCASTING.
Six months experience, eager to break into good
radio, salary second to opportunity. Prefer the
southeast. Box 815C, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, experienced copywriter,
would prefer Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois or
Wisconsin. Will send sample copy on request.
Box 823C, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director, experienced. Employed in top
midwestern basic. Strong in all phases of production. College man, family. Desire more opportunity. Box 832C, BROADCASTING.
Newsman presently employed, wants position
with large market radio or tv station in Wisconsin, Illinois or Minnesota. Excellent radio background. Box 868C, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, versatile, imaginative. Business experience. Almost rather write than eat; would
like to do both. Box 878C, BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter with 7 years experience in radio and tv. Ellis Babcock, Box 55,
Orwell, N. Y. Pulaski 816W.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Management
Strong selling manager wanted for midwest
radio and tv station. Exceptional opportunity.
Good salary. Excellent working conditions. Send
info to Box 863C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
NBC full power station, central U. S. has immediate opening for man qualified to act as
assistant tv sales manager, opportunity unlimited
as to salary and future. Write Box 865C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman: S.W. vhf, NBC, ABC, needs young experienced salesman for growing market. Contact Ray Carow, General Manager, WALB-TV
Albany, Ga.
Announcers
Announcer-midwest vhf. Excellent day, working
conditions, future unlimited. Radio or television
experience. Send resume and photo. Box 825C,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical references required with application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter opCASTING.eration. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADBroadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Experienced tv engineer, 1st class license maintenance, construction, no operational. Permanent. Midwestern university, salary range — $5,000
up,
depending experience. Box 717C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, mid-west vhf. Maximum power,
net affiliate. Salary commensurate with ability.
Excellent
CASTING. working conditions. Box 852C, BROADStudio engineer, one day at transmitter, excellent
opportunity, if you desire to learn all facets of
studio operation. First phone. Contact Tom Jones,
Chief Engineer, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
Wanted three first phone engineers for expanding operations. Salary dependent on experience.
Contact Chief Engineer, WTVD, Durham, N. C.
Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Production-Programming, Others
Sales promotion girl, midwest vhf. Must type,
take dictation. Excellent pay and future. Box
826C, BROADCASTING.
Real opportunity for director of tv operations,
NBC full power station. Unlimited possibilities.
Send complete background to Box 866C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
TV station manager, eight years experience In
television, desires to relocate in larger market
as manager or operations manager. Four years
in present position as manager of highly successful small-market station. Thoroughly experienced in all phases of station operation.
Thirty-three
years old, family man. Box 698C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
TV and/or radio sales: Looking for productive
sales manager or salesman? 12 years experience,
early thirties. Background of New York radio-tv
sales, station and representative level — former
film sales manager and agency AE. Record speaks
for itself and I would like to do same at your
convenience. Presently employed but desire
greater growth potential. Married, responsible
and conscientious.
Superior references you'll
know.
Box 728C, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive account executive! $100,000 billing,
small market. 4 years television experience. College and graduate training. Relocate any large
market. Box 856C, BROADCASTING.
Take advantage of my 15 years experence major
market radio-tv sales. Past 4 years top salesman
with present employer eastern vhf, 12 years radio. Wife requires change of climate. Sober, reliable, permanent, married, middle-aged, financially responsible. Equally capable agencies or
local buyers. References past employers, resume
and
ING. photo on request. Box 858C, BROADCASTAnnouncers
Radio know-how? I've got it! Now I'd like a
radio-tv opportunity. Presently employed. Tape,
resume available. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.
Talented, versatile announcer-director. Am also
cartoonist-weatherman,
children's
Four years tv. Seeking career
with personality.
progressive
station. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.
Six years in radio-tv as announcer, director,
camera, sales. Want job in larger market as production manager, program director, sales. Box
810C, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, mature, experienced in all phases of
television news wants permanent position with
news
ING. conscious station. Box 814C, BROADCASTOffering-experience, appearance, poise and warm
persuasive delivery. Ten years experience. Eight
years on present job at 50 kw radio and vhf television network affiliate in major midwest market.
IV2. years radio morning man and newscaster.
Eight years on tv as newscaster and writer, mc,
quizmaster, weatherman and commercial pitchman. Family man who finds present job situation
static. Needs new challenge on permanent basis.
Have ideas — will travel — anywhere. Box 840C,
BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Seeking job as staff announcer radio-tv. Thoroughly trained. Live commercial experience.
Tape available. Box 870C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Television broadcast technician, first phone, two
years experience, operation and maintenance,
veteran, RCA Institutes graduate, married, car,
relocate anywhere, resume on request. Box 741C,
BROADCASTING.
First phone — tv studio training. Desire tv or
radio. Will try announcing. Box 828C, BROADCASTING.
Have 1st phone. TV studio operator school grad.
Desire tv or radio work. Studio or transmitter.
Box 829C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman available now. Five years Chicago experience in news, sports, special events. Box
703C, BROADCASTING.
News director of radio-tv operation in medium
market wants into metropolitan news shop. Nine
years broadcast news experience; knows newscasting, writing, photography, interviews, reporting. Present employers will recommend. Box
803C, BROADCASTING.
Employed tv copywriter desires location in
Houston, Texas area. Over two years experience
in tv; previous radio background, writing, announcing, secretarial. Box 812C, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. Five years with present employer. Production director for past three years.
Excellent references. Interested in large market
operation
with future. Box 841C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced cameraman-photographer: To locate
in Louisiana city with accredited four year college. Write Box 849C, BROADCASTING.
Open to a good offer: Past 6 years radio tv
director for New York agency. TV production
and account exec work included. Past experience as general manager New England 5,000
watter (plus eve dj show) account exec for
50,000 watt New York indie. 31 years, married,
looking for solid position with equally station
(or heaven help me) agency. Box 875C, BROADCASTING.
Production assistant, single, 25, draft exempt.
Will locate anywhere. Can qualify as camera
man, boom man, floor manager, traffic manager
and film. Salary second to opportunity. Box 876C,
BROADCASTING.
Innocent victim of economy axe needs job.
Trained and experienced tv director, college degree and smooth production work. All offers considered. Mike O'Rourke, Mesick, Mich.
FOR

SALE

Stations
1 kw Bcstg. station located southwest; in black
notwithstanding absentee ownership. Studio,
tower,
modern
compact Box
on
10 acremanager's
tract owned
by home
station.allAddress
770C, BROADCASTING.
Clear channel daytimer and eight-cabin tourist
court on interstate highway. Both station and
motel, $75,000.00. Box 821C, BROADCASTING.
Five to twenty five percent of California station
available to qualified active or inactive top level
radio applicant. Send resume, amount able to
invest to Box 839C, BROADCASTING.
Northeast metropolitan market, $130,000, terms.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Small market Florida station, 75,000, terms. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
Upper south single station market, $29,000 total
with $10,000 down. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
Southwest medium market station, $45,000 total,
$15,000 down. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
N. W., Atlanta.
Florida medium market, $33,000, terms. Chapman
Company, 84 Peachtree, N. W., Atlanta.
New England, single station market, $85,000 with
terms or $75,000 cash. Chapman Company, 17
East 48th, New York.
January 27, 1958
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FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)
Stations

Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buvs throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
10 kw RCA Channel 0 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter. 4.75 mc low pass
filter. Now in use and in perfect operating condition. Less than 10 months old. Substantial saving.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter. GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediately. Verv reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.
16mm Bolex camera, accessories. Professional
editing equipment. Colortrans. Private owner.
Perfect. Box 806C. BROADCASTING.
1957 GMC air-conditioned remote television
truck, like new. Equipped with 2 RCA camera
chains. Will sell fullv or partially equipped. For
details write Box 824C, BROADCASTING.
RCA 76-B used consolette and power supply.
Good condition, has original grav finish. $350.00.
Box 835C, BROADCASTING.
Portable Magnecord (PT6AH and PT6-J) recently
overhauled, good cases— $350. PT6-HT switchover—$10. Box 846C, BROADCASTING.
Trans-Lux
sale at half
price. 40'
sign, and allnews-sign
necessary for
equipment
in guaranteed
operating condition. Ready to install. Sell your
local
merchants'
on even
this traveling
news-sign
and make
a big ads
profit,
the first year.
Box
862C, BROADCASTING.
1 Gates CB11 turntable with 2 grey 103SL arms.
For further information contact KNDC, Hettinger, North Dakota.
Tapak custom model battery operated portable
tape machine. Brand new condition. $225.00.
KTEM. Temple, Texas.
2 RCA model Ml 12800 B turntables with portable
carrying cases. Converted to 45 RPM, complete
with arms and heads. Heathkit tube tester, model
TC 1, h'ke new. Brush recorder BK 403 in excellent operating condition. Heavy duty power supply used in conjunction with remote transmitter.
Best cash offer. Don Moran, Chief Engineer,
WBEV, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.

WANTED

TO

BUY—

Equipment
Good used 5 kw transmitter,
501C, BROADCASTING.

air cooled. Box

Wanted, good
used
transmitter and accessories. Reply
Box3 kw
567C,fm BROADCASTING.
One or more RCA type op-6 remote pickup amplifiers. State price and condition and whether
(quipped with vu meter. Box 831C, BROADCASTING.
GE opaque, slide projector, type PF-4-A with
single barrel lens, A-l condition. State price.
Chief
sota. Engineer, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, MinneUsed 250 watt RCA, am transmitter, model 250 K.
or similar. Need not be operating. Please state
price. Contact WNER, Live Oak, Florida.
Delta Star transformer, 3 phase, 220 volts primary. 3780 volts secondary for Collins 20K transmitter. WWWF, Fayette, Alabama.

5 to 10 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Ed
Nail. 4516 North Libby, Oklahoma City.
Any condition, fm transmitter and equipment.
Jack Salera, 25 Seventh Street, Providence,
Rhode Island.
FM transmitter 6 to 10 kw and accessories ineluding monitor and studio equipment. Contact
George Voron & Co., 835 N. 19th St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5, May 1,
June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
RADIO

2 year old Gates BC one-F 1000 watt transmitter,
like new: $3900; RCA BTA 250M, like new: $1950;
Western 310B 250 watts, make offer. 1000 watt antenna coupler: $175. All equipment now in operation. Phone Detroit, Jordan 4-6524.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Have S5000.00 and 6 years experience as hardworking salesman and general manager. Want to
buv radio station. What have you. Box 738C,
BROADCASTING.
Reliable radio party with substantial down payment. Negotiations will be in strictest confidence.
Competent personnel will be retained. Box 850C,
BROADCASTING.
Stations wanted! Southwest. For private sale
only. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
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notch

Help

Wanted

Management

$12,500.00

REWARD

The manhunt is on! The reward is
between $10,000 and $15,000 a
year, plus the satisfaction and excitement of managing for an outstanding company a well-known
successful 5-KW network radio station in one of the top 75 markets.
Our quarry is experienced, aggressive, able to build his own sales
organization. He wants recognition
in a thriving east-central city and
he's willing to shoulder added responsibilities for the community
and the station. He can take it as
well as dish it out against entrenched radio, TV, and newspaper
competition. He's strong on team
effort. Are you the man? Better
turn yourself in and collect your
own reward! Write:
Box

887C,

opportunity

for top

Sales Promotion

major

radio

and

TV

Must be experienced
Sales Promotion

man

in

market.

in creative

techniques.

This is a top job for the right
man.

Rush

background

rial in confidence
Box

215C,

to

BROADCASTING

WANT
BIGGER

mate-

BANK

A
ACCOUNT?

|

WFBR, a leader in Baltimore for 35
years, has a vacancy on local staff that
offers potential income in neighborhood
of $12-$15,000 on straight commission
basis. Liberal salary during orientation
period. If you have a good sales record
|| and like to dig up helpful ideas for pros|g pects and clients, contact Director of
i Sales.

ii|§
jliji:
gg
g;ij
l§;|

WFBR
10 E. North Avenue
Baltimore 2, Maryland

i
if

I
i
J

Sales Promotion Manager
To Ride Herd On A Rocket

DuMont 124E camera chain complete with tubes
less 10. Excellent condition. Can be released immediately. Bill Latham, Chief Engineer, . WITV,
Hollywood, Florida.

One kilowatt, Collins 20K transmitter. Passed performance measurements in December, WWWF,
Fayette. Alabama.

Excellent

Discvacuum chip assembly. RCA 70-C2 45 conversion kits. Presto TL-10. Delaware Broadcastware. ing. Engineering, 920 King, Wilmington, Dela-

Three antenna sampling loops. Excellent condition. $50.00 total. F.O.B. Charlottesville, Virginia,
WCHV.

1 RCA 1 kw fm transmitter in excellent condition. WOPA, Oak Park, Illinois, E. Sonderling.
Village 8-5760.
Remote control system recently removed from
service. Excellent condition. Receiver and amplifiers drive any make am monitors. Reasonable.
Richard Gage, Chief Engineer, WPEL, Montrose,
Pennsylvania.

RADIO
Sales

(Cont'd)

BROADCASTING

WINS' rise dominates the New
York radio scene. A chance to
climb with WINS is the invigorating
challenge offered to the man who
can survive at high altitudes.
CONTACT
H. G. Fearnhead,
General Manager,
WINS,

New

York 23, New

York

Announcer
CRACKERJACK

DEEJAY

Needed
by first
placegoodstation
nation's
14th
market. Good
salary,
hours, inplenty
of record
hops with
$$$$$$.
Strong,
live
personality.
Gimmick voices. Give us the works; background,
experience, money requirements in first letter.
Rush tape of news, ad lib and commercials to
Dick Lawrence, Director of ProgrammingPromotion, VVBNY, Buffalo 3, New York.
Agency

EXPERIENCED RADIO-TV TIME BUYER
Experienced, short Time Buyer to establish and
head coast-to-coast time buying department for
Texas'
agency.
defined fastest
future.growing
Must beadvertising
capable of
settingWellup
forms and procedures. Must have current radio
and TV contacts in all markets. Must know major
markets and market analysis procedure. Should
know
how complete
to buy nationally
"local" Backcard
rates. Send
chronologicalat resume:
ground, experience, all markets and products
serviced, type of buying and analysis given — to
Vice-President of Personnel
P. O. Box 6032, Houston, Texas
Broadcasting
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RADIO
Situations Wanted
Announcers

DEEJAYS— PROMOTION
MEN

NETWORK PERSONALITY
Seeking association with progressive radio station. Will bring unique talents to cosmopolitan
city for proper exploitation by alert management.
Singer, musician, raconteur; quality deejay.
No rock 'n' roll — no automation announcing. A
network personality intimately associated with
notion's top recording and musical celebrities.
Articulate, dependable. Have tape — will travel
anywhere in U. S. or Canada. Sensible salary
plus incentive. For audio resume, write Box 596C,
BROADCASTING.

MANAGERS
RECORD
* MONEY!

i

»•»•»•
S> »• Tf »•»• SJ-D' S> »•»•»• »-I)>»- £>•»• »• »•»•»•»•»• I> I> 8*
* After traveling across the country and «
* back again ... I am convinced that group »
» owners BARTELL, McLENDON, PLOUGH <?
" S TOREK, STORZ, AND WESTINGHOUSE »
T . . . employ the finest talent . . . now ... ?
? since I am of the finest talent ... it follows ?
? that one of you should employ ME too! v
^ . . . how about a try?
6
&
P. O. Box 2508
«
&
Denver 1, Colorado
»
.(j-s-a-a-a .3 -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a
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TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management

^

ATTENTION: TELEVISION MANAGEMENT
NOW AVAILABLE FIRST RUN

HOPS

MAKE

MONEY!

MONEY!

2

Let me show you, step by step, how to
successfully begin, maintain and improve
record hops on a weekly basis. You can
add as much as $50-$500 per week to your
present salary and the initial investment
costs you nothing except $3 for my tried 4 1
and proven manuscript. I'm a deejay who
has made a minimum of $250 a week for
the past 2 years in a smallish town of
100,000. Deejays in big and small towns
are now using my system and making
more money than ever! So can you! If you
are now doing regular weekly hops, this A >
will help you improve. If you want to begin
a series of hops to make more money, this
will get you going! Right now, send $3 in
cash or money order to: Earl Kline, Box f i
854C, BROADCASTING. Money refunded
if not satisfied.

FOR

SALE

IN YOUR MARKET!!!
Equipment
ADMINISTRATIVE— EXECUTIVE

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

OPERATIONAL ASSISTANT
Exhaustive, up-to-the-minute knowledge of
television film programming and people. . . .
Solid on profitable programming, ingenious
promotion, effective customer relations. . . .
Still producing high ratings and top profits
against stiff competition after long run in
major market!

EMPLOYMENT

A sure-fire money-maker for you and your
clients. . . .

BROADCASTERS

Perfect for across-the-board stripping for
thirty year period, pay as you play, on
monthly installment basis.

SERVICES
EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7. D. C.

Option available to progressive station, network, film distributor, agency or sponsor.
For rating history, reviews, story lines, terms
and audition — write, wire or phone Box 872C,
BROADCASTING.

granting increased ownership in KIUN Pecos,
Tex. (see below). Messrs. Hubbs and Hawkins
each own 20% of KFST Ft. Stockton and 33.33%
of KVLF Alpine, both Texas. Announced Jan. 20.
WAUG-AM-FM Augusta, Ga.— seeks assignment of license from Chester M. Jones and
George C. Nicholson d/b as Garden City Bcstg.
Co. to Chester H. Jones and George C. Nicholson
d/b as Garden Citv Bcstg. Co. Corporate change.
For $7,000 Mr. Jones bought 25% interest from
Mr. Nicholson thus creating 50% partnership.
Announced Jan. 16.
WIRL Peoria, 111. — seeks assignment of license
from 111. Valley Bcstg. Co. to Frudegar Bcstg. Co.
for $325,000. Robert W. Frudegar, sole owner, had
been owner of KLIN Lincoln, Neb. Announced
Jan. 16.
KFAD Fairfield, Iowa — seeks involuntary assignment of license from Hiawatha Bcstg, Inc.
to Dick R. Schlegel, Trustee in Bankruptcy for
Hiawatha. Announced Jan. 16.
WZIP Covington, Ky. — seeks assignment of license from WZIP Inc. to WZIP Bcstg. Inc. for
$150,000. Owners are Leonard Goorian, Alfred B.
Katz, Arthur Steoff, Martin Himmel, and Edward Weston (each 20%). Messrs. Goorian, Himmel and Weston are in advertising; Mr. Katz is
attorney, nounced
Mr.Jan. 20.
Steoff is tv film distributor. AnKDLM Detroit Lakes, Minn. — seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation (Detroit Lakes
Bcstg. Corp.) from Dr. Lester N. Dale and Garfield L. Fox to Herbert Gross and Kendall Light
d/b as Herb Gross Associates for $36,250. Mr.
Gross (50%) was formerly district representative
with Ziv Co. Mr. Light (50%) is sales representative for WCCO Minneapolis. Announced
Jan. 21.
WDEB Gulf port, Miss (1390 kc)— seeks to increase power from 1 kilowatt to 5 kilowatts and
install new trans. Announced Jan. 21.
KCSR Chadron, Neb. — seeks transfer of control
of licensee corporation (Community Service Radio Corp) from Rachel R. Fouse and Robert W.
Fouse to William H. Finch for $1,000. Mr. Finch,
sole owner, also owns 33.3% of KWYR Winner,
S. D. Announced Jan. 17.
KVLF Alpine, Tex. — seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation (Big Bend
Bcstrs.) by Gene Hendry x through purchase of
stock from Jack W. Hawkins and Barney H.
Hubbs, each to sell Mr. Hendryx 9% for $2,700.
Mr. Hendryx, manager of KVLF, will then own
55%. Announced Jan. 16.
KIUN Pecos, Tex. — seeks assignment of license
from Barney H. Hubbs and Jack W. Hawkins to
KIUN Inc. Corporate change. No control change.
Mr. Hubbs is given increased ownership (now
74% ) in return for granting increased ownership
in KVFC Cortez, Colo, to Mr. Hawkins (see
above). Messrs. Hubbs and Hawkins each own
20% of KFST Ft. Stockton and 33.33% of KVLF
Alpine, both Texas. Announced Jan. 16.
KWIQ Moses Lake, Wash. — seeks transfer of
controlo f licensee corporation (Central Basin
Bcstg. Corp.) from Robert S. McCaw and Warren J. Durham to Basin TV Co. for $14,726.
Transferee is owned entirely by Cascade Bcstg.
Co. which also owns KIMA-AM-TV Yakima,
KEPR-TV Pasco, KWIE Kennewick and KBASTV Ephrata, all Washington, and KLEW-TV
Lewiston, Idaho. Announced Jan. 20.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISION
By order of Jan. 22, Commission made effective
immediately Jan. 6 initial decision and granted
application of Karl Kegley for new am station
to operate on 1570 kc. 250 w, D, in Vanceburg,
Ky. Announced Jan. 22.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward grant of application

INSTRUCTIONS
TELEVISION
Help

START at $75 to $100 week!
Radio and television stations by the hundreds request our graduates as announcers,
writers, actors, etc. New term starts Feb.
3rd. Write for details immediately to:
NATIONAL
ACADEMY
OF
BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th St., N.W. JDept. B-T)
^
Washington, D. O.

Wanted
Sales

J ARE

YOU

THE

MAN?

$

J Network TV Sales Planning and Promo- J
4. Hon Dept., located in Chicago,
has *
*■ opening for man with broadcast research j
J
be familiar
with
audi- *+
4 experience.
ence ratingsShould
and know
how to
analyze
* them. Ability to handle other statistical *
J work helpful. Some presentation writing. J
* Excellent opportunity for future account *
* executive work. All replies confidential. J
J Send complete background to Box 81 8C, *
J BROADCASTING.
*
*
i
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■a-**
Broadcasting

WANTED
t. A GREAT DISC JOCKEY
If you are a great disc jockey and
are interested in Spinning your
record in a major market, we
want you.
2. A STAFF ANNOUNCER
If you are a staff announcer,
fulfilling normal staff assign-

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in
getting top-flight personnel.

ments, your capabilities and talent can secure a healthy future
in a major market.
SELL YOURSELVES. Put it all on
tape, including a sample of your
air shows. And please enclose
photo and personal data. All replies confidential. Post Office Box
425 B, Radio City, New York.
January 27, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued
of Radio Franklin, Inc., for new am station to
operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw, D, in Rocky Mount,
Va. Announced Jan. 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on Jan. 17 directed preparation
of documents looking toward:
Denying application of Joe Tom Easley to
establish and use studio in Eagle Pass, Texas,
for transmission of radio programs to station
XEMU Pledras Negras, Coahuila, Mexico; and
Deriving petitions by Radio Station KRMD
and Southland Television Co. (losing applicants in
Shreveport, La., ch. 12 comparative proceeding)
tor r. co ^deration and rehearing with respect
to Commission's memorandum opinion and order
released July 1, 1957, which affirmed May 19,
1955, grant of application of Shreveport Television
Co. ioi- i.tw tv station (KSLA-TV) to operate
on eh. 12 in Shreveport, and which dismissed
certain petitions by Southland Television Co. and
Interim Television Corp.
Commission on Jan. 17 directed preparation of
document looking toward denial of petition
by WATR Inc. (WATR-TV, ch. 53) Waterbury,
Conn., to amend tv table of assignments by shifting that channel from Waterbury to Hartford
for noncommercial educational use there, and
shifting ch. *24. now reserved for educational
use in Hartford, to Waterbury for commercial
use. Announced Jan. 20.
Arthur William Wilson, John Bozeman, Wichita, Kan.— designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations to operate on
900 kc, 250 w, DA, D; by letter, advised KHOZ
Harrison, Ark., and KGLC Miami, Okla., that
they were not
Announced
Jan.made
20. parties to the proceeding.
Commission on Jan. 22 directed preparation of
documents looking toward:
Denying application of Deep South Bcstg. Co.
for mod. of cp of tv station WSLA Selma,
Ala., to move its trans, site to location 50 miles
from Selma and 23 miles from Montgomery,
specify main studio site one-half mile from
city boundary
increase
height of
antenna from 387 of
ft. Selma,
to 1993 ft.,
and increase
power
from 2.51 kw to 316 kw. (An initial decision of
Dec. 12, 1956, proposed this denial.)
Denying petitions for rehearing and waiver
of Sect. 3.37 of rules filed by Courier-Times
Inc., directed toward Aug. 1 decision which
denied its application of new am station to
operate on 1220 kc, 250 w, D, DA, in New
Castle, Ind., and granted application of Don H.
Martin to increase power of WSLM Salem,
Ind., from 250 w to 1 kw on 1220 kc, D.
Commission announced its memorandum opinion and order of Jan. 17 which (1) modified in
minor respects its Nov. 23, 1956, decision denying
the application of Newport Bcstg. Co. to change
frequency of KNBY Newport, Ark., from 1280
kc to 730 kc, continuing operation with 1 kw,
D, and (2) denied petitions by KNBY for reconsideration and to set aside decision reopen record and enlarge issues. Announced Jan. 20.
Sherrill C. Corwin, Los Angeles, Calif., Frederick J. Bassett and William E. SuUivan K-UHF
(TV) Los Angeles, Calif. — designated for consolidated hearing applications for new tv stations to operate on ch. 34. Announced Jan. 22.
By order of Jan. 17, Commission denied petition by Tribune Publishing Co., Portland, Oreg.,
for review
of examiner's
ruling on
denying
its petition to intervene
in proceeding
application
of
Oregon Radio, Inc., for extension of time to construct station KSLM-TV (ch. 3) Salem, Oreg.
ORAL ARGUMENTS SCHEDULED
Commission on Jan. 17 scheduled following
proceedings for oral argument on Feb. 13:
The Toledo Blade Co., The Community Bcstg.
Co., Unity Corp. Die, The Citizens Bcstg. Co.,
Maumee Valley Bcstg. Co., Great Lakes Bcstg.
Co., and Anthony Wayne Television Corp., applicants for ch. 11 in Toledo, Ohio.

Routine

Roundup
ACTIONS

BY FCC

By memorandum opinion and order, Commissiori granted petition for reconsideration filed by
Radio Service Corp. of Utah (KSL) Salt Lake
City, Utah, to extent of setting aside Nov. 13
grant of application of Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and
Television Co. to change facilities of station KIFI
Idiho Kalis, Idaho, from 1400 kc, 250 w, U, to
1150
kc, 5 application
kw, D, accepted
for filing
10
amended
to specify
1260 KIFI's
kc in Jan.
lieu of
1190 kc, and return amended application to the
processing line. Announced Jan. 20.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
O'Neill Broadcasting Co., KJEO Fresno, California— petition requesting issuance of proposed rule making so as to provide for all-VHF
community
by assignment
chs. 2, 5ofand
Fresno, California,
and the ofdeletion
ch. *75 to
at
Goidfield, Nevada. Petitioner also requests issuance of order to show cause why its construction permit should not be modified to
specify operation on ch. 2 instead of ch. 47 and
its trans,
location Jan.
changed
tain. Announced
17. to Patterson MounGranite City Broadcasting Co., Mount Airy,
North Carolina — "'petition requesting the allocation of ch. 8 to Mount Airy, North CaroMia by substitution of ch. 2 for ch. 8 at Charleston, West Virginia. Petitioner also requests shifting of ch. 13 to Florence, South Carolina,
and ch nounced
8 to
"harleston, South Carolina. AnJan. 17.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING DISMISSED
Granite City Broadcasting Co., Mount Airy,
North Carolina — 'petition requesting allocation
of ch. 8 to Mount Airy, North Carolina, and the
substitution of ch. 11 for ch. 8 at Charleston,
West Virginia. Announced Jan. 17.
* Dismissed by letter dated January 2, 1958.
** Dismissed by letter dated January 15, 1958.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
On petition by Umatilla Bcstg. Enterprises
(KUBE) Pendleton, Oregon, Commission on Jan.
16, granted in part petition for extension of time
for filing comments in TV rule making proceeding involving Walla Walla Wash.; time for filing
comments is extended from Jan. 15 to Jan. 30, and
time 25
for tofiling
Jan.
Feb.reply
10. comments is extended from
On motion by M & M Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WMBVTV) Marinette, Wis., Commission on Jan. 16,
granted extension of time from Jan. 20 to Feb. 28
for filing comments and from Jan. 30 to March 10
for filing reply comments in TV rule making
proceeding involving Marinette-Green Bay, Wis.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on January 14:
Granted
of Rensselaer
Polytechnic
stitute that request
its notice
of appearance
filed late Diin
proceeding on am application of Greylock Bcstg.
Co. (WBRK)
Pittsfield, Mass., be accepted.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on January 15:
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 3 is
continued to Feb. 26 in proceeding on am application of Grand Haven Bcstg. Co. (WGHN) Grand
Haven, Mich.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on January 14:
Granted motion of Capitol Bcstg. Co., East
Lansing, ference
Mich.,
requesting
be scheduled
for 2 that
p.m.,prehearing
January 24con-in
proceeding on its am application and those of
Knorr Bcstg. Corp., Lansing, and W. A. Pometoy, Tawas City-East Tawas, both Mich.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
January 14:
Granted motion for corrections in various respects to transcript of hearing filed by Oregon
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Issued order following third prehearing conference in proceeding on am applications of
Ralph D. Epperson, Williamsburg Bcstg. Co.,
Williamsburg, Va., and WDDY, Inc. (WDDY)
Gloucester, Va.; further prehearing conference
will be held on March 17 and the hearing proper
shall commence on March 24.
By Hearing Examiner
January Basil
16: P. Cooper on
Granted petition of Greylock Bcstg. Co.
(WBRK) Pittsfield, Mass., for continuance of prehearing conference from Jan. 16 to Jan. 31 in
proceeding on its am application; a new engineering exhibit will be submitted by the applicant to the other parties on or before Jan. 22.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith on
JanuaryElizabeth
17:
Granted petition by Booth Radio & Television
Stations, Inc. (WJVA) South Bend, Ind., for
leave to amend its am application in order to
show
change of its name to Booth Broadcasting
Company.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French on
JanuaryMillard
17:
Upon oral request of counsel for Broadcast
Bureau, and with consent of all other parties to
proceeding on am application of Fernandina
Beach Bcstrs (WSIZ) Douglas, Ga., granted extension of time from Jan. 20 and Jan. 27 to
Jan. 31 and Feb. 7 for filing proposed findings of
fact and reply findings.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
January
17: J. Frederick on
By memorandum opinion and order, granted
petition of Russell G. Salter, Dixon, HI., for
leave to amend his am application to request directional operation with 1 kw power in lieu of
presently proposed 500 watt non-directional
operation; amendment would also bring financial
showing up to date; amended application is
removed from hearing docket and returned to
processing line.
By Hearing Examiner
January H.17:Gifford Irion on
Ordered that hearing re application of Western
Nebraska Television, Inc., for new tv station to
operate on ch. 13, in Alliance, Nebraska, will be
resumed on February 4.
By Commissioner
Richard
January
21: A. Mack on

NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive

By Hearing Examiner
Gifford Irion on the
dates H.
shown:
Ordered that further hearing conference is
continued from Jan. 22 to March 4, re am applications of Charles
R. Bramlett, Torrance, Calif.
Action Jan.
20.

RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
1700 Broadway

Ordered that date for further hearing is advanced from Feb. 18 to Feb. 6, but that final session will also be held on Feb. 18, as scheduled,
in proceeding on am applications of Westbrook
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Westbrook, and Sherwood J.
Tarlow, Saco, both Maine. Action Jan. 20.
Ordered that hearing is continued from Feb.
4 to Feb. 7 re application of Western Nebraska
Television Inc., for new tv station to operate on
ch. 13 in Alliance, Nebr. Action Jan. 21.
Broadcasting

AComa
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Issued order following second pre-hearing
conference in proceeding on AM applications
of Birney Imes, Jr. (WMOX) Meridian, and
Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage, both Miss.;
evidentiary hearing scheduled for Jan. 14 is
continued to Feb. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on January 16:
Issued second statement concerning pre-hearing conferences and Order in proceeding on am
applications
Broadcasters,
Inc., Inc.
South(WDRF)
Plainfield, N. J., ofEastern
Bcstg. Co.,
Chester, Pa., and Tri-County Bcstg. Corp., Plainfield, N. J.; hearings are scheduled for Feb. 24
and March 3.
Issued statement and order following first prehearing conference in proceeding on applications
of Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp., Cy Blumenthal,
and Illiana Telecasting Corp., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Ind.;
prehearing conference will be held on March 27
and hearing will begin on March 31.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
January
16: J. Frederick on

Granted petition of Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Feb. 3 to file comments to
petition by Supreme Broadcasting Co., Die. and
Oklahoma Television Corp., to defer action on
application of St. Anthony Television Corp.,
and WTVJ Die, for new tv stations to operate on
ch. 11 in Houma, La., or, in the alternative, to
designate
those
New Orleans
ch. applications
12 proceeding.for hearing with
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on January 21:
At request of counsel for certain parties in proceeding on Evansville Television, Die, to show
cause why its authorization for WTVW Evansville, Ind., should not be modified to specify
operation on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7, ordered
that Jan.
further
on
23. prehearing conference will be held

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtionctl 8-1990
J ALLEN

Radio, Inc. in proceeding on its application for
extension of time to complete construction of
station KSLM-TV Salem, Oreg.
By Hearing Examiner
January Basil
14: P. Cooper on

2-3623

By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
January 20:
Issued order following second pre-hearing
conference re fm application of Hall Bcstg.
Co., Inc., and Richard C. Simonton, Los Angeles,
Calif.; evidentiary hearing will begin on Feb. 25.
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on Feb. 4 re application of Triangle Publication, Inc., for mod. of cp of WNHC-TV
(ch. 8), New Haven, Conn.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
January 20:
Grantedtension ofpetition
of Broadcast
time from
Jan. 20 toBureau
Feb. 3 for
to exfile
its proposed findings of fact and conclusions;
reply findings, now required to be submitted on
Feb. 3, shall, in lieu thereof, be submitted on
Feb. 17, re application of Oregon Radio Inc.,
for extension of time to complete construction
of KSLM-TV Salem, Oregon.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 17
KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.— granted transfer
of positive control from Nathan Adelson to
Mervyn Lee Adelson.
KDAV Lubbock, Tex. — granted assignment of
license to David P. Pinkston and Leroy Elmore
d/b as Western Bcstg. Co.
KMLB-AM-FM Monroe, La. — granted assignment of license to WSTV Inc.
Wrvi Christian st ed, V. I. — granted mod. of cp
to make changes in ant. system (decrease
height).
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla. — granted mod. of cp
to make minor equipment changes, changes in
ant. system, ant. height 600 ft., and specify trans,
location as near Orlando in lieu of Orlando, Fla.
Mutual Bcstg. System Inc., New York, N. Y. —
granted extension of authority to transmit programs to station CKLW, stations owned and operated by the Canadian Bcstg. Corp., and stations licensed by the Canadian Minister of
Transport.
WHTN-FM Huntington, W. Va.— granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
KDPS-TV Des Moines, Iowa — granted extension of completion date to Aug. 12.
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa. — granted extension of completion date to Aug. 12.
Actions of January 16
WMST
Mount
Sterling, Ky. — granted license
for am station.
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D.— granted mod. of license to change name to Sioux Empire Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
newWFNS
trans.Burlington, N. C. — granted cp to install
WJHOtrans.
Opelika, Ala. — granted cp to install new
main
KWTX
Waco, Tex. — granted cp to install new
trans.
KFAC-FM Los Angeles, Calif. — granted cp to
install trans, as aux. trans.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— granted cp to
increase ERP to 22 kw and install new trans.;
condition.
WQXT-FM Palm Beach, Fla. — ganted cp to replace expired permit which authorized changes
in trans, and increase in ERP.
WNEX-FM Macon, Ga. — granted cp to replace
expired permit which authorized new fm station.
WCPM Cumberland, Ky. — granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.; conditions.
WTJS Jackson, Tenn. — granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WSCM Panama City Beach,
Fla., to 2-20; KAMP El Centro, Calif., to 6-1;
KITE San Antonio, Tex., to 7-13; WORC Worcester, Mass., to 4-29, conditions.
Actions of January 15
WKLC St. Albans, W. Va. — granted assignment
of license to The Kandel Corp.
WLAQ Rome, Ga. — Granted assignment of license to Don Mitchell's WLAQ Inc.
WILZ St. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — granted assignment of cps to Holiday Isles Bcstg. Co. (stock
transaction).
KIKK Bakersfield, Calif. — granted assignment
of cp to William John Hyland III and Dawkins
Espy, doing business under same name.
WLAM Lewiston, Me. — granted transfer of
control from Frank S. Hoy to Frank S. Hoy and
F. Parker Hoy (as family group).
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WBCB Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa., and specify
studio location as Newportville Fallsington Rd.,
Bristol Township, Pa. (trans, location); KBBC
Centerville, Utah; WDOC Prestonsburg, Ky.;
KZIN Coeur WEER
d'Alene,
Idaho; WMSJ
conditions;
Warrenton,
Va. Sylva, N. C,
KAPK Minden, La. — granted license covering
increase in power from 100 w to 250 w.
WCAS Gadsden, Ala. — granted license covering
increase in power and installation of new type
trans.
WWGS Tifton, Ga. — granted license covering
changes in facilities, installation new trans.,
change trans, location and operate trans, by
remote control.
KONG Visalia, Calif. — granted license covering installation of new trans.
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — granted mod. of license
name to Joe DuMond Radio Enterto change
prises Inc.
Broadcasting

WEZE Boston, Mass. — granted mod. of license
to change name to Air Trails Bcstg. Inc.
newWHIM
trans.Providence, R. I. — granted cp to install
KCBH Los Angeles, Calif. — granted cp to replace expired permit which authorized change in
ERP to 75 kw of fm station and changes in trans.
WKTF Warrenton, Va. — granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
WCGA Calhoun, Ga. — granted change of remote control authority.
KUED Salt Lake City, Utah — application for
extension of completion date dismissed.
Actions of January 14
KROC-TV Rochester, Minn. — granted license
covering changes in facilities.
KCJB-TV Minot, N. D. — granted license covering changes in tv station.
WMOV Ravenswood, W. Va. — granted license
for am station and specify studio location.
WKWK Wheeling, W. Va.— granted cp to
change ant. -trans, (fm ant.-trans. location redescribed utilizing combined am and fm tower),
change ground system and correct overall height
of ant.
WAST Ashburn, Ga. — granted cp to replace
expired cp for am station.
KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex.— granted cp to change
trans, location of aux. trans, (main trans, site).
WJLB-FM, WTOD-FM Detroit, Mich., and Toledo, Ohio — granted mod. of cp and license to
change name to Booth Bcstg. Co.
KFAD Fairfield, Iowa — granted extension of
authority to remain silent for additional period
ending Feb. 9, due to bankruptcy.
WGCM-FM Gulfport, Miss. — granted request
to cancel license and subsidiary communications
authority. Call letters deleted.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WRE Ware, Mass., to 2-15;
KRSC Othello, Wash., to 4-15; WMPT South
Williamsport, Pa., to 2-28; conditions on all;
WMAY-TV Springfield, 111., to 7-29; WTYT Titusville, Fla., to 4-30; W MAR- TV Baltimore, Md., to
8-4; WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, to 7-25; KAYSTV Hays, Kan., to 6-1; WBAL-TV Baltimore,
Md., to 8-4; WJMR-TV New Orleans, La., to
8-2; KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D., to 3-15; WJZTV Baltimore, Md., to 8-4; WTVE Elmira, N. Y.,
to 7-15.
Actions of January 13
American Bcstg.-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
New York, N. Y. — granted extension of permit
to supply tv programs broadcast in U. S., over
tv stations licensed to American Bcstg.-Paramount Theatres Inc. to Canadian Television stations CBFT and CBMT Montreal, Quebec; CELT
Toronto, Ontario, CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ontario,
CBUT Vancouver, British Columbia, et al for
broadcast by these stations in Canada. Program
material may be delivered via microwave relay
facilities, operated by common carriers, air or
rail express. Authority herein granted is for the
period beginning 3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1, 1958 and
ending 3 a.m., EST, Feb. 1, 1959.
WDIG Dothan, Ala. — granted assignment of license to Jess M. Swicegood doing business under
same name.
KJOE KD-4700 Shreveport, La. — granted acquisition of negative control by Joe C. Monroe
through
purchase of stock from Audiocasting
Inc.
WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla. — granted cp to make
changes in transmitting equipment; condition.
WEGA Newton, Miss. — granted extension of
authority to remain silent for period of six
months from 12-31-57 to 6-30-58.
KLUK Evanston, Wyo. — granted 90 day extension of waiver of minimum hours, Sec. 3.71 of
rules, to operate from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.,
local time, and provide nighttime service only
in the public interest.
KRTU Tucson, Ariz. — granted mod. of cp to
change ant.-trans. location, change studio location, make changes in DA system and change
type trans.
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y. — granted authority to
operate aux. trans, by remote control while using
non-directional ant.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal of
license: WALT Tampa, Fla.; WARN Fort Pierce,
Fla.; WEAR Bartow, Fla.; WCOA Pensacola, Fla.;
WDAE & aux., Tampa, Fla.; WDBF Delray
Beach, Fla.; WDCL Tarpon Springs, Fla.; WDLP
Panama City, Fla.; WDSP De Funiak Springs,
Fla.; WFBF Fernandina Beach, Fla.; WGGG
Gainesville, Fla.; WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla.;
WIOK Tampa, Fla.; WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.;
WJBS De Land, Fla.; WJCM Sebring, Fla.;
WJNO (alt. main), West Palm Beach, Fla.; WKIS
(aux.), Orlando, Fla.; WKKO Cocoa, Fla.; WKTS
Brooksville, Fla.; WKXY Sarasota, Fla.; WLAK
Lakeland, Fla.; WLBE Leesburg, Fla.; WMEG
WPRY PerEau Gallie, Fla.; WMOP Ocala, Fla.; WSBB
New
ry, Fla.; WQIK Jacksonville, Fla.;
Smyrna Beach, Fla.; WSTN Saint Augustine,
Fla.;
Sanford,
WTRR
Fla.; WTMC Ocala, Fla.;
WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.; WWTB Tampa, Fla.;
WIVI Christiansted, St. Croix, V. I.; WMAF
Madison, Fla.; WNER Live Oak, Fla.; WQXT
Palm Beach, Fla.; WORZ (FM) Orlando, Fla.;
WDLP-FM Panama City, Fla.; WWPB (FM)
Miami, Fla.; WPRK (FM-Ed) Winter Park, Fla.;
WLSE Wallace, N. C; WRHI-FM Rockhill, S. C;
Arcadia, Fla.; WBOP Pensacola, Fla.
WAPG

Listeners were asked to send in
slogans for the New Tom Owens
Cowboys, a musical-type band
heard on WMT's "Noontime RFD."
Winner: We furnish the "blow"
for your "blowout" !

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address : Cedar Rapids
National Reps: The Katz Agency
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Can.

you

spot

the

difference?

• You can't call it an ordinary simulcast . . . it's Stereophonic TV !
Heard throughout central Indiana for the first time !
WFBM-TV

added this new dimension in sound to thrill the many

thousands who viewed Delco-Remy's "Christmas in Song," commemorating General Motors' 50th Anniversary.
Two microphones, one television and one radio, carried two separate audio transmissions— regular broadcast for radio listeners and
Stereophonic Sound for those of our TV audience who had both

M
B
P
F
NA
A
DI
IN
BASIC

NBC-TV

6

OLIS

AFFILIATE

television and radio properly placed and tuned to this special program.
At WFBM-TV,

an experienced staff accustomed to being first is

the difference, too !
Represented

Nationally

by the KATZ

Agency

L
NE
N
A
We're also proud
CH of our area ARB.
Call t
us for any facts you may need.
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THE

The longer I am in the advertising business, the more
I find to admire and respect in it. I see more fine creative
work. I see more and more evidence of advertising's contribution to our ever-rising living standards. We are full
partners in the American business system bringing better
and better values to more and more people.
Among the things I have come to admire most are the
people in this business. I am constantly finding new people
to admire. They are industrious, intelligent, creative, resourceful and loyal. They possess the same basic qualities
and characteristics that make for success in any endeavor.
The military calls these leadership qualities and in business
they are sometimes referred to as executive capabilities.
Call them what you will, they abound in the personnel of
the advertising industry. I have a healthy respect for these
people, my associates.
Sure, we have our blackguards and ne'er-do-wells, but
no more than in any other field, and perhaps not as many
as in some.
Yet, we haven't learned the basic lesson that other businesses have learned in the Twentieth Century: that good
deeds, alone, are not enough. We haven't learned that an
important part of our job is building understanding of our
role in society. We have failed completely to defend our
contributions before the court of public opinion.
I am personally concerned with what the public thinks
of the advertising business, and I believe that everyone in
it should have a personal concern. We who are a part of
it know how much it takes to succeed, how much talent is
required to compose an ad that will tell a story in a few
well-chosen words, how much thought goes into every
advertisement whether it is a 30-second spot or a concentrated magazine campaign. More thought goes into the
intelligent appraisal of how to use the advertisement, where
and when, to reach the greatest audience of potential customers. All these considerations are a part of a good ad-

'HUCKSTER'

CONCEPT

Yet, because it is entertaining it is believed. In all fairness,
stories of this sort never reflect a true picture of the calibre
of advertising people whose talents are employed every day
by the greatest companies in America today. We have goodnaturedly let anyone and everyone take swipes at us and we
have laughed it off. Now, it is much more serious than just
embarrassment. Now we find municipal advertising taxes
beginning to rear their heads and they can't be laughed off.
One of the prices paid for adverse public opinion is exacted by politicians. If it becomes "good politics" to kick us
around, we'll have real trouble.
Correcting these false impressions is not a job for someone else to do on our behalf. It is a personal assignment for
everyone who calls himself an advertising man or woman.
It is a job to be started now and carried on in everything
we say and do; in all our personal and business contacts.
It means that as individuals and as agencies we shall have
to avoid any behavior that would seem to give credence
to the ridiculous image that others would give us. It means
that the advertising and selling press will need to do a job
of reporting in depth with a growing understanding of the
business they cover in their "beat." For our part, it means
we shall have to deal open-handedly with the news people
who cover our business, and without revealing any client
confidences, give them something more than gossip to
report.
This is no small task, and it is a continuing one. But it
needs to be done if we are to continue to grow and, indeed,
survive. I am reminded of what Arthur Page, public relations adviser to AT&T said many years ago: "Management
has no inalienable rights if the public is of a contrary
opinion." Management
this rule.

in our business is no exception to

vertising plan, plotted in advance to bring the client's
product into public view in a most attractive manner.
Therefore, when an ad campaign accomplishes its purpose,
I am not at all surprised. I consider it the appropriate conclusion rather than an accident.
FALSE IMPRESSIONS

CAUSE

FOR CONCERN

I am increasingly concerned and very much annoyed by
the false impressions made believable to the public about
advertising. These half-truths and downright untruths persist and grow everytime some novelist feels the need to
'jazz up' his book, filling it with ne'er-do-well characters,
cheats, glib charlatans, and eccentrics, depicting them as
typical advertising people. On top of this abuse, the enterprising Hollywood script writer further distorts the author's
original distortion so that the lead actor resembles a Mickey
Spillane of Madison Avenue. The finished product, as
grotesque as it is, appears on the motion picture screen as
a revealing behind-the-scenes glimpse of the advertising
business for the American people to see. The format is
usually built around a little or no actual work, lots of
Martinis and fast and sharp criticisms. Just how far afield
from the truth do they have to go to be entertaining?
I am flushed with embarrassment when a book or motion

picture takes such liberties with our industry, and I consider that it insults the intelligence of the American people.

Broadcasting

Robert E. Lusk, b. Feb. 25,
1902, New London, Conn.
Graduated Yale, 1923. In advertising-marketing al of business life, including stint as advertising manager of R. H.
Macy & Co. in late 1920's,
early
Benton for
&
Bowles1930's.
in 1933Joined
and, except
three years with Ted Bates and
Pedlar & Ryan & Lusk agencies, has been there since.
Elected executive vice president
in 1950, became president in
1952, appointed chief executive
officer in July 1956.
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FDITORIALS

The

THE

Real

Public

Interest

House Commerce Committee hearings on subscription television have dramatized a weakness in U. S. broadcasting.

The weakness is the broadcasters' failure to tell the public what
broadcasting is all about.
During the hearings, committee members have repeatedly asked
whether broadcasters had any evidence of the public's attitude
toward subscription television. Pitifully little evidence has been
supplied.
A few stations have had the initiative and nerve to broadcast
editorials about subscription television. Their viewers have responded with overwhelming opposition to pay tv, and we have no doubt
that this response from their constituents will impress the Congressmen who represent the areas which the stations serve.
But what about the Congressmen from the hundreds of other
congressional districts served by stations which have maintained
their historic silence on an issue of importance to their future?
For months it was known that the show-down hearings on toll
tv would be held by the House Commerce Committee this month.
So it cannot be argued that stations have not had time to form
their own opinions on the subject and make those opinions known
to the people of their communities.

It can only be admitted that most stations— by far the majority
— have chosen once again to take their case directly to the Congress through their trade association and their networks without
letting the public know what is going on.
It seems to us that the policy of shutting out the public has by
now been thoroughly discredited. This session of Congress has already scheduled more trouble for broadcasters than any other session of recent times. We venture that most of the people of the
United States are wholly unaware that regulation and legislation
to change profoundly the nature of their broadcasting service are
being seriously considered.
Say "Barrow Report" to the man in the street, and he will have
no idea what you are talking about.
A Pulse survey conducted for Broadcasting magazine disclosed
that 30%
television.

of the people hadn't even heard about subscription

As long as the public — the electorate, let us say — is ignorant
of broadcasting issues, the Congress and the FCC can settle those
issues without particular regard for public reaction.
Now who is to educate the public on matters affecting the shape
and destiny of radio and tv?
It won't be the newspapers. If anything, the newspapers will
befuddle the public by incomplete or slanted reporting.
Nor is it in the interests of magazines to write of radio and tv
in adequate detail to inform the people of the meaning and nature
of broadcasting.
Obviously, if the public is to know how broadcasting operates
and what endangers it, the information will have to come from
broadcasting itself.
So far all broadcasters but a conspicuous few have lacked either
the desire or the courage to put their case before the highest court
— the public.
Nice
WE

CAN

Try

only regret the decision of American

Broadcasting

Network to cut back substantially its "all live" programming.
The all-live policy raised a lot of eyebrows when it was announced several months ago. The owners of those eyebrows may
now be disposed to say "I told you so," but we would hope there
will be no such gloating.
The venture was a daring experiment. It represented a departure
from standard thinking in network radio in recent years. It was
new and different. As other networks have done in other ways,
ABN was trying to offer a service not available elsewhere and thereby win larger audiences and, it hoped, more advertisers.
ABN must be commended for making the try. The progress
that network radio generally has made since its gloomiest early-tv
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Draws for BROADCASTING by Sid Blx
"Must be one of those subliminal commercials!"
days is traceable in large measure to experimentation on the part
of its operators. Change is a basic part of progress.
The all-live plan did not pay off as expected — this is evident
from the decision to cut back. It also makes that decision understandable. ABN can make substantial savings by switching to a
part-live, part-records operation. And we might add that this arrangement also leaves room for further testing of the all-live
policy. If the live portions eventually prove profitable, other live
segments may be introduced gradually.
In any case, the network could hardly be expected to go on
taking substantial losses indefinitely when relenting on its all-live
policy would bring a good measure of financial relief. After all,
radio networking is still too much a charity operation.
Passing
T) ARTER

Fancy

was back in the news last week.

We're pleased to report, however, that it was planted there.
It didn't make the headlines spontaneously through some new
films-for-time deal the way it used to be.
The forum was the Radio & Television Executives Society in
New York and the occasion was a debate arranged by RTES. The
debaters were two leading experts in their fields. Frank M. Headley,
president of H-R Television and also of Station Representatives
Assn., argued that barter is harmful to television. Defending the
practice was Erwin H. Ezzes, vice president and sales manager of
C&C Television Corp., whose multi-million-dollar deal trading
RKO feature films for spot announcement time for International
Latex Corp. is probably the most successful barter on record.
Mr. Headley advanced forceful arguments and Mr. Ezzes defended the C&C-RKO-Latex deal persuasively. But it turned out
they weren't really arguing. Mr. Headley recognized the success
of the C&C deal at the outset — even used it to make his point that
barter depends first of all upon the barterer offering good film
product. Mr. Ezzes acknowledged that he and Mr. Headley were
"essentially" in agreement.
This does not make for heady controversy and splashy repartee,
but we count it an encouraging sign. A year ago a debate on the
same subject could have been heated, because then barter was in
flower. The lack of real argument now reflects the lessening interest
in barter deals since then.
The reason that barter has subsided must be a growing awareness that — as Mr. Headley pointed out and Mr. Ezzes did not
deny — the "advantages" which barter per se offers to both stations
and advertisers are questionable at best. There is still no substitute
for hard cash in a time sale.
Broadcasting
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EN-TV

11:30

THEATRE
nightly

When budget is the consideration, consider this:
"Your TV Dollars Count for More on Channel A."
This has been the buy-word in Buffalo since
1948 when WBEN-TV first pioneered television
in Western New York.
And if picking spots for a spot-campaign is your
current' concern, "spot" judgment again dictates
WBEN-TV, particularly in our two top-movie
programs. Both enjoy the highest popularity in
their respective time slots. Women — and plenty
of them - enjoy our MATINEE PLAYHOUSE.
Adults — and plenty of them — make it a point
to see our 11:30 Theatre.
There's a good spot for you on these "good
buys" in Buffalo. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, our national representatives, will be
J o h n ny - on -t h e-spot when you call them
for details.

WBEN-TV
A
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Michigan

s Great Area

Station — Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSINGwith a Dominant

100,000

located between

FLINT- JACKSON

watt signal from its new 1023'

Lansing

and Flint . . . NBC—

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

tower

CBS— ABC
Inc.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc.. 1735 DeSales St.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act ol March 3, 1879!
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MULTI-CITY

MARKET

market
of a single
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WGAL-TV is dominant in the three standard
metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York- — as well as in numerous other cities —
Lewistown, Lebanon, Gettysburg, Chambersburg, etc. When developing marketing plans
for your product, look beyond the usual singlecity concept. Profit from
city dominance.
STEINMAN

STATION

WGAL-TV's

multi316,000

. Clair McCollough, Pres.

LANCASTER,
NBC

WGAL-TV
Representative: The
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closed

CRIPPLING CHAOS • Affairs at FCC
are chaotic, entirely because of demoralizing effect of Moulder Committee activities.
Gloom permeates all staff levels. Although
FCC held regular meeting last week, nothing of major importance happened and
probably won't until smoke clears on Hill.
Moulder Committee itself shot through
with dissension, not only at top level but
within staff. Chief counsel and staff director. Bernard Schwartz, apparently has few
confidantes, and chief investigator, Baron
J. Shacklette (of erstwhile mink coat and
deep freeze fame) reportedly avoids direct
contact with his immediate superior.
•
And things won't be any quieter around
Moulder Committee this week. At least
two major newspapers reportedly were intending over weekend to run stories reporting that committee chairman had his
daughter on government payroll for total
of more than $12,000 while she was attending high school fulltime. Story was
first broken in St. Louis Post-Dispatch Nov.
4, 1956, two days before Congressional
election which Rep. Morgan Moulder (DMo.) won by slim margin in traditionally
solid Democratic district. Facts were reconfirmed last week in search of House
payroll records. Mr. Moulder's daughter
drew money between December, 1952 and
January, 1956. She graduated from Camdenton, Mo., high school in May, 1956.
•
GENTLEMAN

FROM

UTAH

• Robert

H. Hinckley, AB-PT's Washington vice
president and executive committee member, is being importuned to run for Senate
in his native Utah on Democratic ticket
against incumbent Sen. Arthur V. Watkins,
72-year-old Republican. Powerful Salt
Lake City Tribune and other state newspapers ran lead stories last week on possible Hinckley candidacy. Mr. Hinckley himself, who returned to Washington last
Wednesday after trip to Salt Lake City and
Ogden, was non-commital.
Mr. Hinckley, 66, was prominent in
public life during Roosevelt
administra• tions. He was member and chairman of
CAA from 1938-40; assistant secretary of
Commerce, 1940-42 and director of contract settlement, 1944-46. He joined ABC
in 1946 and is substantial stockholder in
AB-PT. Mr. Hinckley formerly owned half
of KALL Salt Lake City, once held 40%
of KULA Honolulu and 22% of WISH
Indianapolis. He was largely responsible
for ramrodding ABC's tv station program,
which resulted in owned and operated stations in five of first six markets, all of
which went on the air by 1948.
•
ROUND TRIP • Another broadcasterpublic servant may also return to Senate
as result of November elections. Arizona's

Broadcasting

Gov. Ernest W. MacFarland, who owns
major interest in ch. 3 KTVK (TV)
Phoenix, has not announced candidacy but
nevertheless is expected to run against
Arizona's Republican Sen. Barry Goldwater, who beat him six years ago. Sen.
McFarland served in Senate from 1941-53
and was majority leader when defeated.
•
There may be some red-faced radio stations when identity of product "owned" by
Radio Advertising Bureau becomes known
next fall. RAB is promoting product by
radio exclusively, to prove medium's worth
in introducing new brand (which has now
reached fifth place in field of 17 in its market). But RAB's identification with product
and location of market are secret, and
RAB is learning at first-hand some of problems advertiser encounters when stations
it's using
ments or useinadvertently
wrong copy. skip announce•
SOVIET EXCHANGE • Appointment
shortly may be made by administration of
leader in broadcast field to initiate negotiations with Soviet on radio and television
program interchanges pursuant to agreement on cultural exchanges reached last
week after months' long negotiations
[Editorial, page 110]. High level conversations were initiated last week for appointment of broadcasting individual who
would be opposite of Eric Johnston, president of Motion Picture Assn., named to
head up motion picture exchanges.
•
At weekend, conversations reportedly
centered around possible appointment of
NAB President Harold E. Fellows as U. S.
negotiator on broadcast exchange project.
Action was being coordinated by White
House and State Dept. through USIA,
which through its Voice operations, had
contacted members of its advisory committee of broadcasters, along with other prominent figures in broadcasting. Don McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., conferred Friday with U. S.
Ambassador William S. B. Lacy in connection with Soviet-U. S. program exchanges.
•
PAY

AND PLAY • While principals involved wouldn't talk freely, National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. tv committee
members gave impression they are more

impressed now with Telemeter's potentialities for subscription football tv than with
Zenith's Phonevision method. For one
thing. International Telemeter Corp.'s Paul
MacNamara briefed group at its Chicago
hearings last week on forthcoming fall
tests and stressed method could be adaptable for either wired or channel systems.
Ted Leitzell, Zenith public relations director, made presentation, too, but committee
members are dubious of on-air system now
in view of FCC-Congressional picture.

circuit

Skiatron also has been in contact with
NCAA, it's understood.
•
Tv allocations problems continue to haunt
FCC with thinking returning to ultimate
move of all tv operations to uhf. Discussion last week involving de-intermixture
cases centered on fact that additional service being provided is almost entirely in vhf.
This ultimately would mean a 12 channel
system only, admittedly inadequate to accommodate full competitive nationwide
service in all areas. Consequently longrange consideration again is being given to
transition to uhf but with likelihood that
no serious moves will be made until results
of TASO measurements are available,
probably at year-end.
INTERNATIONAL

•
CUSTOM

• Furor

being provoked by Moulder Committee
staff over color tv sets loaned by RCA to
members of FCC, would cause no eyebrow
lifting in Great Britain or perhaps other
European countries. All top officials of
British Post Office, counterpart of FCC in
control of broadcast allocations, have
modern color sets loaned and serviced by
British manufacturers. This enables officials to keep abreast of technical development, identical reason FCC members have
sets, along with White House and some
members of Senate and House.
•
Exquisite Form Brassiere Co. reportedly
is talking to ABC-TV for spectacular this
spring. Unannounced but confirmed Friday
by NBC-TV; that Exquisite's planned International Holiday special NBC-TV review with Rhonda Fleming, Earl Wilson
and Carol Haney (scheduled for April 18,
8:30-9:30 p.m.) has been scrapped. No explanation was given but it's understood
there were some "talent difficulties." Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., General Foods
Corp., Borden and American Home Foods
will resume their major-minor posts on
Dragnet and People's Choice NBC-TV
programs that were to have been preempted. Grey Adv: Exquisite Form agency.
•
FINANCE FOR PILOT • McCann-Erickson, New York, through its own production
firm, McGowan Productions, which produces Sky King and Death Valley Days,
reported willing to finance any program
idea M-E considers hot, for pilot film
and possible sale to client within agency.
•
Philip Morris & Co., N. Y ., for Marlboro cigarettes, understood to be dissatisfied in multiply-sponsored Playhouse 90
on CBS-TV and is considering dropping its
portion at end of March. Firm reportedly
is going to review its budget and is expected to be back in network tv again
sometime in May or June. Leo Burnett &
Co., Chicago, is agency.
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THE

LEAD

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

STORY

FCC, Schwartz Come to Showdown — Commission goes
before House subcommittee that questions its conduct. Inquiry resumes today with witnesses under oath. Big question: Does counsel Schwartz have more aces up sleeve?
Page 31.

ADVERTISERS

FILM
Tv Again Blamed for Theatre Woes — Sindlinger study for
Theatre Owners of America contends continued exposure of
feature films on television could spell financial doom to theatres, studios. Page 58.
Film Favorites at Yea rend — American Research Bureau releases its December ratings on the top 10 syndicated films
shown in 10 major markets. Page 62.

& AGENCIES
NETWORKS

The Year's Contract — Lever's Sam Thurm sees ' evidence"
of a breakdown of 52-week time and talent deals in
television; thinks firm annual time contracts must go — hastened by a "softening of the television market." His remarks
were contained in a Lever Bros, look at broadcasting presented before RTES session. Page 39.
Pharma-Craft Success — Radio-tv leads Seagram's pharmaceutical subdivision along path to tripling of sales volume
in less than three years. With $7 million advertising budget,
firm is embarking on further expansion. Page 35.
Baltimore Exempts Spot, Network Time Sales — City rules
neither of two new tax ordinances applies to national radio-tv
spot or interstate network advertising dollars. Page 36.

ABN Eases Cutback of Live Shows — Affiliates advisory board
"demands" retention of "maximum quantity" of live programming. New network schedule calls for three daily alllive entertainment shows, one with records, starting March 3.
News coverage to be built up. Page 50.
STATIONS
WIP Automates Administration — Philadelphia station installs IBM equipment that frees sales department of routine
and permits more concentration on selling. Page 70.
OPINION
There's False Economy in Second-Class
Scripts — Marvin Mann assails practice of
heavy budgeting for stars and other
show phases while relegating writing to

Revlon Closes 'Winchell File' — Decision to drop ABC-TV
program follows last minute stay to see if ratings could be
bolstered. Lever and Shulton drop CBS-TV Eve Arden Show.
Page 40.
Spot Radio Jumps 28% in 1957 — SRA predicts gains that
would push year's total to about $186 million, as against
FCC figures of $145.5 million in 1956. Page 42.
Automakers' Yen for Network Tv — Publishers Information
Bureau data on November 1957 television network buying
shows Ford, General Motors and Chrysler spent $5.2 million
in that month alone. Page 48.

secondary role. Edward H. Weiss Co.'s
vice president and radio-tv director, expressing his views in Monday Memo,
maintains television's key talent is behind
the typewriter. Page 109.
MR. MANN
PROGRAM

SERVICES

Pay Tv's Wooing NCAA — International Telemeter and
Zenith tell toll tv story to committee drawing up 1958 tv
plans for college football. Page 74.

GOVERNMENT

PROGRAMS

Congress Verdict on Toll Tv Still Pends — Thurmond resolution prompts suggestion of another toll tv hearing, this
time before Senate communications subcommittee. House
Commerce Committee postpones sessions on its decision
until Feb. 6. Page 76.

Manhattan Madness — Pacific Northwest's Crown station
group takes over New York with four-day presentation
climaxed by mid-Manhattan treasure hunt. Three hundred
ad executives compete for raft of prizes, term it one of best
promotions ever to hit agency row. Page 88.

Tall Tower Standards Change Urged — Consulting engineers
suggest FCC withdraw proposed standards for considering
relation of tall towers and potential air hazards. Other comments filed as deadline nears on rule-making in FCC tall
tower proceeding with strong qualifications urged by most
broadcasters. Page 78.
That Gaslight' Parody — U. S. Supreme Court hears arguments on copyright infringement charges on 1952 Jack
Benny-CBS-American
Light." Page 82.

Tobacco parpdy of MGM

movie "Gas

Radio-Tv in U. S. -Russian Swap Plans — How exchange of
programs will be accomplished is still uncertain, but nations
do agree in principle. Page 82.
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This

could

go

on

\all day

.

. and

into

the

night

(and

Miami

folks make

WQAM

first 95%

time . . . because they prefer WQAM's
shoivmanship-and-precision blend

of the
unique

410 of 432 Pulse quarter hours belong to this
dominant Storz Station. (Monday-Saturday,
6 a.m.-midnight.) Not only is WQAM a dominant first per Pulse, but it continues to lead

^A^^)^^^A

decisively
on Hooper.
age: 37.0%.)

it does)

(Latest all-day aver-

And WQAM
is first on the latest Southern
Florida area Pulse which accounts for the
lation.
listening habits of 31.5% of the state's popuSpend some time with Blair or WQAM
eral manager Jack Sandler.

covering all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc. . . . and radio #1 in

gen-

AAlCI ITl I

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR it CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
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FOR
• HOME

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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at

Moulder Bill of Particulars
Continues in General Vein
FCC commissioners received their bill
of particulars on purported wrong doings
late Friday afternoon — and, it was learned,
"specifications" were vague and general.
Hearings start this morning [Lead Story,
page 31].
Actually commissioners, all but Craven
and Ford, received nothing more than copy
of Schwartz memorandum [Lead Story,
Jan. 27] and covering letter from Rep.
Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) informing them
that the committee was going to look into
charges of misconduct and improprieties
made in report.
Accuser is Dr. Bernard Schwartz, New
York U. law professor and chief counsel
to the Special Moulder Legislative Oversight Committee. Committee was set up last
year to investigate workings of independent
administrative agencies.
The charges are that some commissioners
(present and former) had their expenses for
trips paid by industry sources, yet submitted vouchers for reimbursement from government for same trips; that they accepted
color tv receivers and other favors from
industry principals; that they made personal
long distance telephone calls over government telephones.
The five present commissioners are FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer; Comrs. Rosel
H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee
and Richard A. Mack. The ex-commissioners are former FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, and former Comrs. Frieda
B. Hennock and Edward M. Webster.
Other witnesses scheduled to be interrogated at open sessions beginning this morning are Harold Fellows, NAB president;
Robert K. Richards, public relations counsel
and former NAB administrative vice president; Frank U. Fletcher, Washington attorney for KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City;
Frank (Scoop) Russell, NBC Washington
vice president, and Joseph Campbell, Comptroller General of the U. S.
Of so-called specifications received Friday, Comr. Lee said: "I know no more now
than I did a week ago." Comr. Bartley asked
if he cared to comment on letter from
Moulder committee said: "Yes, plenty — but
on Monday."
Letter also referred to other areas for
study, such as "fraternization" between
commissioners and industry personnel, conversations between commissioners and litigants, comparative tv hearing cases, antitrust and monopoly issues, and patent considerations.
Actually, Moulder letter to commissioners
arrived at the FCC via messenger at 5:30
p.m., Friday. Comrs. Doerfer, Craven,
Mack, Ford and Hyde had already left.
However documents were accepted by secretaries or administrative assistants for all
Broadcasting

deadline

commissioners except Comrs. Hyde and
Ford.
Official list of witnesses was released by
Mr. Moulder on Friday. In another Friday
development, Norman Gelman. fellowship
student working with committee, resigned
after "conflict of interests" question had
been raised by committee members. Mr.
Gelman is former reporter for St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times, whose owner, Nelson
Poynter, has 60% interest in applicant for
ch. 10 there. Newspaper was unsuccessful
applicant for St. Petersburg-Tampa ch. 8 in
1954.
House investigators today summoned
chairman John C. Doerfer and four of
his fellow Federal Communications Commissioners to answer charges next week of
"personal, official misconduct."
Other FCC members called to answer the
charges were Robert E. Lee, Richard A.
ley.
Mack, Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T. BartChairman Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.)
of a House Commerce Subcommittee investigating the FCC and five other regulatory agencies announced the names of the
commissioners summoned for questioning
on personal misconduct.
Moulder also said that comptroller general Joseph Campbell had told him that the
allegations against the five FCC members,
if true, were "improper and in violation of
Moulder said that his subcommittee staff
the law."
had found "no allegations so far, as of this
time" of personal misconduct against the
other two FCC members — T. A. M. Craven
and Frederick W. Ford.
Doerfer, Lee, and Mack were appointed
to the FCC by President Eisenhower. Hyde
and Bartley were appointed by President
Truman. Bartley is a nephew of Speaker
Sam Rayburn.
Craven and Ford also were called to
testify at next week's open subcommittee
hearings. But Moulder emphasized that they
CONTINUES ON PAGE 10

PAY

NOT

WANTED

Unheralded one-minute talk outlining KOTV (TV) Tulsa's position
against fee tv brought 2,400 letters,
wires and postcards in three days — all
opposing pay television, officials of
Corinthian Broadcasting Co., owner of
KOTV, reported Friday. They said
KOTV Manager Jim Richdale made
talk Tuesday without advance notice
to public. Among 2,400 messages received opposing fee tv, they noted,
200 were from Bartlesville, Okla.,
where pay television operation now is
underway.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 35.
A&P

SHOPS AT NETWORKS • Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., N. Y., understood
considering network television for first time.
A&P, through Paris & Peart, N. Y., has
been discussing time periods with all three
networks. Among shows being pitched is
CBS-TV's Leave It To Beaver.

NEW

DREFT

DRIVE

• Procter & Gamble

Co. (Dreft), Cincinnati, moving into undetermined number of markets — described
by with
agency
"fairtv number,
—
new asspot
campaign butthatimportant"
opens in
some markets today (Mon.). Others on varying dates. Campaign may run six months
or more. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
is Dreft agency.
STRATEGY SHUFFLE • Brown & Williamson, Louisville, Ky., understood taking
portion of its budget out of spot tv and
placing it in alternate week sponsorship of
CBS-TV's Saturday 8:30-9 p.m. time period
which was dropped by Mogen David wine
and Helene Curtis. Specific show to be
placed in that time period is not set yet.
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., is agency for Brown
& Williamson.

4 NBC-TV Clients Reslotting;
New Offers to McBee, Lorillard
With NBC-TV's Court of Last Resort
adjourned as of mid-April by sole sponsor
P. Lorillard Co. (Old Golds), cigarette advertiser (through Lennen & Newell) will fill
rest of its 52-week contract (through next
fall) with alternate week sponsorship of new
Goodson-Todman film series, Jefferson
Drum, Fri. 8-8:30 p.m. Alternate sponsor,
effective April 25, is Chemstrand Corp.,
N. Y. (through Doyle Dane Bernbach).
Chemstrand and Royal McBee Corp. (Young
& Rubicam), dropping NBC-TV's Sally,
thus will go 50-50 with Lorillard, Royal
McBee joining Old Golds Sunday evening
in 7:30-8 p.m. slot now occupied by Sally.
It's understood NBC-TV is offering two
possible programs to McBee and Lorillard,
one a quiz show, the other a revived Panic
series consisting of some filmed episodes
from 1956-57 season (then sponsored on
NBC-TV by Max Factor and Liggett &
Myers) as well as new installments. In allied
move, possibly to insure both Lorillard and
McBee of better lead-in audience, NBC-TV
is scrapping sustaining My Friend Flicka in
Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. time slot and May 18
is substituting Noah's Ark, also a revival.
February 3, 1958
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MOULDER BILL OF PARTICULARS
CONTINUES FROM PAGE 9

at

deadline

ABC-TV Sets Up Committee
To Present Barrow Testimony
ABC-TV affiliates last Friday in Washington formally organized Select Committee to
present case against Barrow Report on network practices, notably those provisions regarded as detrimental to network-affiliate
relations. AJex Keese, WFAA-TV Dallas,
was elected chairman. Morton H. Wilner.
of Lyon, Wilner & Bergson. Washington,
was retained as counsel.
Mr. Wilner promptly filed with FCC appearance on behalf of group, formallyknown as Select Committee of Affiliates of
the ABC Tv Network. He asked Commission for postponement until Feb. 15 on
filing of names of individual witnesses and
requested 60-day delay, or until April 15,
for presentation of their testimony.
Fred S. Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington, chairman of ABC Tv Affiliates Assn.,
Friday notified all affiliates of formation of
committee, whose chairman later will be
named. Members of committee are Mr.
Keese, Mr. Houwink; Willard E. Walbridge,
KTRK-TV Houston, Tex.; Donald Davis,
KMBC-TV Kansas City; Tom Shelburne,
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Philip P.
Allen, WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.; Roger
W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; J. Joseph
Bernard, KTVI (TV) St. Louis and Otto
Brandt. KING-TV Seattle.
FCC

Switches

Stop Oiean

Grant

FCC

Friday amended table of assignments by substituting ch. 80 for ch. 70
in Bradford. Pa., effective March 7. Action
makes ch. 70 available for translator station in North Warren. Pa., area. To make
move possible. Commission reconsidered
and set aside its Jan. 22 grant of translator outlet in Olean, N. Y.. to rebroadcast
signal of WBUF (TV) Buffalo. N. Y. Olean
grant vacated to meet mileage separation requirements between that city and North
Warren.
WCBC

Being

Sold

Sale of WCBC Anderson, Ind.. by Civic
Broadcasting Corp. to Radio WBOW Inc.,
Terre Haute. Ind.. for $150,000 filed Friday for FCC approval. Purchaser also paying $8,000 for real estate. Rev. Paul
Billheimer, principal owner of Civic;
Jerome O'Connor (70%) and associates own
WBOW. Mr. O'Connor also owns WPFA
Pensacola, Fla.. and 50% of KLEE Ottumwa. Iowa. WCBC-TV not involved in
transaction, handled by Allen Kander & Co.
Rose, Barton Get Sarnoff Awards
Albert Rose. RCA Labs technical staff,
and David K. Barton, engineering staff of
RCA defense delectronic products, named
winners of first David Sarnoff outstanding
achievement awards in science and engiPage 10

•

would be questioned about commission matters and not any allegations of personal misconduct.
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neering. Mr. Rose, who has contributed to
development of orthicon. image orthicon
and vidicon tubes, being cited for "basic
contributions to the understanding and
utilization of photoelectronic phenomena":
Mr. Barton, for "important contributions to
precise tracking radars." Awards, to be
made annually, were established in September 1955 to commemorate 50th anniversary
in radio of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
chairman.
FCC Denies Plea to Upset
Intermountain Microwave Grant
Reconsideration of FCC's Sept. 6, 1957.
grant to Intermountain Microwave authorizing increase of its microwave facilities denied Friday by Commission. Protest
had been filed with Hill County Tv Club,
Harve, Mont., which operates two translator
stations rebroadcasting signal of KFBB-TV
Great Falls. Mont. Intermountain authorization was to build point-to-point relay station
on Mount Baldy, Glacier County. Mont., to
relay programs of KGEZ-TV Kalispell.
Mont., and KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
In separate action, Intermountain granted
authority to ( 1 ) modify existing facilities
for station KOC46 on Tv Mountain to provide new circuit to Sliderock Mountain,
both Granite County. Mont.. (2) establish
new station on Sliderock to relay signals
from Tv Mountain to McDonald Pass,
Mont., and (3) establish new station at McDonald Pass to relay signals of KHQ-TV
and KREM-TV, both Spokane. Wash., to
Helena. Mont., to provide service for subscribers of Helena Tv Inc. Denied was objection to latter action by KXLH-TV
Helena.
Tall Tower

Deadline

Now

Feb. 10

FCC postponed to Feb. 10 deadline for
comments on tall tower rule making proposals (earlier story, page 78). Filing Friday
at old deadline was NBC, which called proposed regulations premature; J. Elroy McCaw (KTVW [TV] Seattle) who favored
adoption of suggested provisions and Air
Transport Assn.. which not only favored
proposals but asked that language be revised
to eliminate
erations fromany
tall "undue"
tv towers.penalty to air op'Mickey' Set For Another Year
ABC-TV has completed negotiations with
Walt Disney for presentation of Mickey
Mouse Club again next season, which will
be fourth straight. Network said program
would continue at 5:30-6 p.m. local time,
Monday through Friday, but that current
plans call for presentation of Disney serials
Tuesdays and Thursdays under tentative
title Walt Disney's Serial Theatre. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday programs will continue as Mickey Mouse Club.

The subcommittee also called three former FCC members and four industry representatives.
Campbell was also asked to testify at the
hearings.
Moulder has said that the FCC members
will be questioned under oath. He also indicated that his subcommittee will inspect the
personal financial papers of the five members accused of improper activities.
They have been charged with accepting
color television sets and other costly "favors"
from the broadcast industry.
Moulder said Campbell would answer
questions about the "expenses" of the FCC
members. The general accounting office,
of which Campbell is chief, has been investigating their expense accounts.
Former FCC chairman George C. McConnaughey was among the witnesses called.
So were former FCC members Frieda B.
Hennock and Edward M. Webster.
Harold E. Fellows, president of the national association of radio broadcasters,
was called to testify, as were Frank Russell,
vice president of the National Broadcasting Co.
Robert K. Richards, formerly with the
NARB, and Frank U. Fletcher, an attorney
for station KWTV Oklahoma City, were
also called.
Moulder said that statements of the individual charges against Doerfer and the other
four accused FCC members were being
delivered to them today by special messenger.
Meanwhile, Norman Gelman. a special
fellowship student working free for the subcommittee, handed in his resignation. Two
subcommittee Democrats said Gelman, a
reporter on leave from the St. Petersburg,
(Fla.) Times, apparently had a "conflict of
interest" because the publisher of the Times,
Nelson Poynter, is president of a group applying for a contested tv channel.
Gelman, in a letter of resignation to
Moulder, said there was no such "conflict
of interest." He said he resigned because
he could not be useful without "mutual con-

Nestle-LeMur
Names O'Connell
fidence."
Nestle-LeMur Co., N. Y., Friday named
R. T. O'Connell Co., N. Y., to take over
advertising for Harriet Hubbard Ayer and
Pinaud Men's Toiletries Divisions, formerly
serviced by Lewin, Williams & Saylor.
O'Connell already services
(radio spot user). Earlier
LeMur quietly took over
Flav-R-Straw account

Nestle hair spray
in week, Nestleonce-spectacular
[Avertisers &

Agencies, May 13, 1957], victim of overproduction and under capitalization. NestleLeMur may use barter tv for Flav-R-Straw
since it has pilot barter operation going in
1 2 markets for certain other products. FlavR-Straw once spent most of its $2 million
budget in tv through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Broadcasting

WFBG-TV is dominant in 15 Central Pennsylvania
counties— the only area where it competes alone for
the audience with the Johnstown station. Proof from
■A.

Central Pennsylvania Trendex— the first complete rating study ever made in the area: WFBG-TV delivers
16.7% MORE audience, Monday-Friday. Only CBS station covering the area from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg,
WFBG-TV also carries the best of ABC including

TRIANGLE

STATIOK

WFBG-TV
ALTOON
A— JOHNSTOWN,
PA.
Channel 10

"American Bandstand," the nation's number ONE
daytime TV program. Call Blair-TV today for rates
and availabilities.

ABC-TV

Sources: Trendex, December 1957/15-County Central
Pennsylvania Trendex, November 1957

CBS-TV

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM

• FM

WFBG-AM
Triangle

• TV, Altoona -Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
National
Sales
Office,
485
Lexington
Avenue,
New
York
17,
New York

Broadcasting

• TV,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

• FM

• TV,

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

Harrisburg, Pa.
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Philadelphia

"Radio

All data based

99"

radio

(WIBG)

on C. E. Hooper,

*Total rated time periods

UP

listening

listening

Inc. (October-December

UP

1957

31%*

186%*

vs. October

1956)

MORNING

AFTERNOON

LISTENING

Major Philadelphia stations
(7 A.M.— Noon, Monday through Friday)

LISTENING

Major Philadelphia stations
(Noon— 6 P.M., Monday through Friday)

31.0%

UP
UU
%

STATION
DOWN
11.2%

WIBG
212.8%

STATION STATION
"X"UP
32.7%
"Y"UP

STATION
19.0% 16.3%
"i"
DOWN

STATION
30%
"W"
DOWN

9.5%
STATION

STATION STATION
"vi/" UP "X" UP

UP

DOWN

NIGHT

18.3% L
WN% 1
DO.6
34
STATION

3J%

DOWN

SATURDAY

LISTENING

Major Philadelphia stations
(6 P.M. — 11 P.M., Sunday through Saturday)

S™T,l0N

LISTENING

Major Philadelphia stations
(10 A.M. -6 P.M.)

"W" UP

WIBG
UP
231.9%

"V" UP
STATION
16.4%

STATION
"W"
17.5%
DOWN

STATION
2.7%
"X"
DOWN

WIBG
165.9%
UP
STATION
39.8%
"Y"
DOWN

station

Biggest
First

in night

First

in Saturday

OVERALL

STATION

38.4%

DOWN
"X"

STATION

53.7%
STATION

"Y"
DOWN

DOWN
"Z"

99"

to gain

overall

25.4%
STATION

5.8%

"V"
DOWN

"RADIO

WIBG
Only

STATION
41.6%
DOWN
"Z"

42.6%
STATION

in all time

increase — by

categories

far

listening

SHARE

listening

OF

AUDIENCE

NOW

16.3%

To move your merchandise in Philadelphia, move to the station that's moving up
under new Storer management and programming. Move up with WIBG, "Radio 99."
Represented

nationally

by the Katz

Agency,

Inc.

FORTUNE

magazine this month

gives recognition to
Bartell Family Radio leadership
in scientific research
for achievement of maximum
audience. Continual sampling

Years

and experimentation keeps
Bartell Family Radio
Ahead
years ahead.

RADIO

BARTELL

Years ahead
in enrichment of
audience composition.
Years ahead
in constant audience
participation and response.
Years ahead
in community leadership.

Success of
Bartell Family Radio,
as FORTUNE indicates,
is the scholarship,
product of
showmanship, salesmanship.

WILD
WO
• 920
In milUinUHEEl
L-H70 In SOD DIEGOrux
1360 in PHOEMH*

Lb50 m BiRmmcHnm J
|

I llMiaMa
I— 1340 m ntmniB — •

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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IN REVIEW
SID CAESAR

INVITES

YOU

It may be too soon to return a verdict on
the new Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca show
after just one exposure. What is needed is
more time: time for the two to get used to
one another again after a four-year lapse,
additional time for the show to settle into
shape.
Mr. Caesar looked a good deal thinner on
this ABC-TV premiere than he did last
season on NBC-TV; it may be significant in
that the show seems skimpier, too. (Miss
Coca, bless her, hasn't changed a bit.)
The trouble with the show — one that
could fast dampen the ardor of their loyal
followers — is that Coca and Caesar have
but 30 minutes in which to do their stuff.
Not really 30, at that, when one takes time
out for commercials, opening and closing.
It wasn't long ago that the duo had 90
minutes, if not unto themselves, at least in
which to spot their routines.
Now the two have to cram. From last
week's "Johnny Hat" sketch — an attempted
parody on the various tv musical-variety
shows — it can be gathered that the humor
is ejected too quickly, pushed too hard.
Lacking routines to separate the sketches,
the Coca-Caesar style may wither from overexposure within the short span of 26 minutes.
Mr. Caesar's marvelous mugging facility and
Miss Coca's delightful cliches are not things
to be ejected at a fast clip. They are luxury
items that should be doled out carefully,
sparingly, to be their effective best.
The first show, however, provided some
funny moments — enough to whet the appetite for more. And enough to make viewers realize how much fun it could be to have
the two pros back again.
Miss Helena Rubinstein, the sponsor, has
given priceless time extensions to her cus-

tomers through the use of hormone creams.
She or some other advertiser ought to do
the same for Caesar and Coco with another
half-hour of time.
Production costs: $40,000.
Sponsored by Helena Rubenstein, through
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, on ABC-TV
Sun. 9-9:30 p.m. Premiered live from
New York Jan. 26.
Producer: Hal Janis; director: Frank Bunetta; assoc. producer: Bernice Weiler;
writers: Mel Tolkin, Neil Simon, Mel
Brooks, Mike Stewart, Danny Simon,
Larry Gelbart; production company:
Shellrick; musical director: Bernard
Green; scene designer: James McNaughton; costumes: Jerry Boxhorm.
LOVE

CBS-TV
Feb. 4, 11 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
Feb. 3-7, 11, 12 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.

JILL

The new Anne Jeffreys-Robert Sterling
series on ABC-TV may be just nutty enough
to succeed.
It's an improbable story line — Miss Jeffreys and Mr. Sterling run competing model
agencies — in an improbable setting — swish
metropolitan offices. The female executive is
where many a working girl would like to
be: at the top, with a male secretary and
with a business rival who, surrounded by
beauty all day, languishes only for her. The
plot contrivances work well for the stars
and their writers.

show's prize gimmick, the electronic mating
machine. It was an amusing sequence in a
half-hour that had its share of successful
slapstick.
If the troupe can get enough mileage out
of what would seem a limited situation they
should be telling the story of Jacques and
Jill (and Max Factor, whose commercials

I

N

Feb. 6 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
Feb. 8 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

Feb. 8 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
Feb. 9 (6:30-8 p.m.) Hallmark Hall of
Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone &
Belding.

Feb. 3, 10 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Feb. 9 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.

Feb. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Feb. 5 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.

Feb. 11 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers

Broadcasting

reported by Pulse

It looks as if nothing, including their own
medium, is sacred to the latter. The second
edition of Love That Jill spoofed another

COLORCAST
The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

THAT

Public places

through McCann-Erickson.
Feb. 12 (9-10 p.m.) Bell System Science
Series, AT&T through N. W. Ayer &
Son.

Indeed lunch counters, barber shops, beauty parlors, taverns,
clubs, hotels attract sizable audiences for radio and TV. The great
upsurge in portables and transistor
sets — and portables for TV — are
enormously expanding the total
audience with personalized listening and viewing.
February 3, 1958
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SYLVANIA

FOR

TELEVISION

OUTSTANDING

PUBLIC

"Awarded

to wspd-tv,

for 'THE

one

and dramatic
which

State

LOCAL

SERVICE

SERIES

Toledo, Ohio,

inside' — a courageous

13-program

film expose,

led to immediate

of conditions

AWARD

reforms

at the Toledo

Hospital

for mentally

ill."

Tun

Photographed

and taped in the wards

of the

hospital by WSPD-TV and presented as a public
service, viewers of the 17 counties surrounding Toledo learned for the first time such depressing truths as ;—
• 70 patients in one small room.
• One tub to serve the entire dormitory ("and
your turn for a bath isn't until next week") .
• No fire exit.

With the first program
in —

20,000 of them

nuc

letters started to pour
before the series had

been completed, wspd-tv

staffers carried these

and films to the state capital, gained an audience with the law-makers ; result ;—
On June 18, 1957, the Toledo State Hospital
was voted approximately $2,000,000 for new
units and to renovate the present facilities.
Construction

is well on its way to completion.

• Toilets hardly more than boxes.

. . . another in a long series of community projects undertaken, and brought to a successful

• No beds —

conclusion by a Storer Station.

merely blankets on the floor.

TOLEDO,
OHIO
WSPD-TV

STORER

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

WSPD-TV, Toledo, Ohio • WJW-TV, Cleveland, Ohio • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • WVUE-TV, Wilmington-Philadelphia • WSPD, Toledo, Ohio
WJW, Cleveland, Ohio • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WIBG, Philadelphia, Pa. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.

IN REVIEW CONTINUED
are deftly integrated in the show) for some
Mondays to come.
Production costs: $32,000.
HOOPER

W

RADIO

PULSE

LISTENING

AGREE!

HAS

CHANGED

ROCHESTER,

IN

N.

the

Sponsored by Max Factor & Co. through
Andcrson-McConnell Inc. on ABC-TV
Mondays, 8-8:00 p.m. EST. Executive
producer: Hal Roach Jr.; producer-writercreator: Alex Gottlieb; production company: Hal Roach Studios; director: William Setter; production supervisor: James
W. Lane; director of photography: Lathrop Worth; film editor: Bert Jordan;
art director: James Vance; musical director: Leon Klatzkin.

Y.

rapid
SEEN

surge

of the
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• A hilarious half-hour ad-lib session
hogged by Groucho Marx. The show was
CBS-TV's The Last Word, but this time the

WRVM

August

1957

WRVM

IS

share

24.3

WRVM

29.8

Afternoon

share

2nd station afternoon
7 957

morning

share

• A 90-minute ham session with Cyril
Ritchard and friends on NBC-TV. The

22.0

share

22.0

afternoon share

The fastest swing of audience
of New York State radio.

offering was Jacques Offenbach's "La
Perichole," one of the better light operas
in the repertoire of the Metropolitan Opera
Assn. The Omnibus version was carried off
with great style and artistry by Mr. Ritchard
as director and star, Laurel Hurley, Theodor
Uppman and Alessio de Paolo. If this is

25.0

share

1st station afternoon
WRVM

share .... 25.0

Pulse.

1st station morning
WRVM

a serious jab at advertiser fear of "true
comics" and a number of far lighter comments that put to the test the collected patience of Dr. Evans, John Mason Brown
and radio-tv critic Harriet Van Home. (The
program, rebroadcast Tuesday night on CBS
Radio, lacked much of the fun since it
lacked a visual Groucho.)

28.7

2nd station morning share

October

last word wasn't Dr. Bergen Evans' — it was
Groucho's. The Marx manifesto included

CONFIRMED

Hooper

Morning

20.0

opera, "How long has this been going on?"
(in the words of a 20th Century Offenbach).
The viewer can be grateful that television
finally has wrested this art from the few
who live near the Met' to share it with the
rest of the country.

in the history

• A

WRV

IN

HEARD

The "cultural ghetto" known as Sunday
afternoon tv was crowded with superlative
showmanship last week. Among the items
offered:

*
No

AUDIENCE

AND

profoundly-moving

adaptation of

John Bartlow Martin's explosive Harper's
magazine report on the 1947 Centralia, 111.,
mine disaster that claimed 1 1 1 lives. This

ROCHESTER,

N.

searing indictment of bureaucracy on CBSTV may well rate as the best of the short
lived Seven Lively Arts programs. (The
series, having tried in vain to find a sponsor,
goes off the air this month.) The script by
Loring D. Mandel was further polished by

Y.

George Roy Hill's skillful directorial hand.
Other credits worth noting: Producer Jud
Kinberg, narrator Jason Robards Jr. and
Maureen Stapleton as the widow of one of
the miners.

ER FOR

I

1

RATES

ARE

STILL

CALL
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LOW!

FORJOE

QUICK

(On a post-Lassie or evening note: Other
musical variety shows may be doing themselves to death with a abundance of guest
stars who bring nothing but their tinseled
names. But so long as Dinah Shore hosts
Frank Sinatra [or vice versa] and the two
get together on the old standards — as they
both did when they were working for peanuts at WNEW New York back in the
"thirties — NBC-TV and Chevrolet and Henry
Jaffe Enterprises have nothing to lose.)
Broadcasting

BARRE

ES

OH^U
SCR^HT

AGAIN

AND

AGAIN,

ARB

REPORTS

:

H^REP0BT

;TR0P0UTA

QUARTER

HOURS

LEADERSHIP

. . .

BY

STATIONS

WDAU-TV...318
station B

123

station C

83

station D

AUDIENCE

SHARE

WDAU-TV..39.3

Here ... in the Scranton-Wilkes

Barre market . . . THIRD

station B

28.9

station C

22.8

station D

8.8

LARGEST

IN THE

THIRD

from the area's highest tower, WDAU-TV's dominant position is established beyond
1957, ARB again proves by a substantial margin that WDAU-TV is your best buy.*

LARGEST

STATE

...

all doubt. November,

The big station with the big programs serves Scranton-Wilkes Barre and 52 communities, each with a population of 5000 or more. WDAU-TV covers 19 counties in Northeastern Pennsylvania . . . sells 1,500,000 people.

WD

AU
CBS Television

TV

channel

22

in Scranton-Wilkes

Barre

X for Northeastern Pennsylvania
*Call your H-R Television Representative
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NBC TELEVISION FILMS - A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

mi'

OPEN MIKE
faithful readers. We scan each issue and find
Mercury's
editor:

With

power boosted to 91,200

watts^and more to come) PLUS new
downtown

Abilene studios —

the

Central - West - Texas market is
truly ONE big KPAR-TV town. It's
yours by itself or as part of the
economical West Texas Television

Zero at WRVM

I note that with a great deal of pomp and
circumstance, Irving B. Green, president of
Mercury Records, has announced an advertising campaign. Everyone got into the press
release, the agency, the account supervisor,
the account executive, the advertising manager complete with names and size of
budget.
The release was careful to explain that
both magazines and newspapers would be
used. . . .
It is to be presumed that some brilliant
thinking went on in planning this earthshattering explosion. Someone must have
considered the idea that "we don't need
radio, we get that free anyway."
The reaction may be violent. Let broadcasters not shirk their responsibility in helping to build this label so that they will have
more to spend in print next year.
Harry Trenner
President
WRVM Rochester, N. Y.
Keeping
editor:

Faith

I am grateful to you for granting me permission to utilize tables and graphs in the
1957 Broadcasting Yearbook-Marketbook
for an address I am making in Detroit. . . .
This will add a great deal. . . .
I believe that we are among your most

much

helpful and informative material in

it. You pack an amazing lot of information into these issues.
Eugene R. Bertermann
President
National Religious Broadcasting Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.
No Slight Intended
editor:
The reports and claims made by KMOX
St. Louis on Dec. 20 concerning the coverage of Mt. Vernon tornadoes were completely accurate and complete. The difficulties
and "inaccuracy" claims arose when the
story was rewritten by a Broadcasting reporter at deadline.
In the original release that was dictated to
a Broadcasting reporter, and read back by
the reporter for accuracy, it was stated:
"KMOX was the only 'St. Louis' station
able to obtain direct reports from the disWhen the Dateline story appeared, the
aster area."
word St.
Louis was deleted.
Paul Douglass
Public Relations Director
KMOX St. Louis
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Douglass sheds more
light on a story which brought protests from
Raymond J. Cheney, general manager, WMIX
Mt. Vernon, 111. (OPEN MIKE, Jan. 27).]

Network.
KPAR-TV TV families
KDUB Station's TV families

65,795
282,249

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
WET SHOW • WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.,
program director Leeds Scofield remained
underwater at Weeki Wachee Spring for
12 hours Jan. 22 to appeal for contributions
to the March of Dimes. Mr. Scofield remained in a sub-surface stage 20 feet under
water. The upper half of the stage is covered
with an eight-foot plastic dome, an air
chamber in which the broadcast was released. Mr. Scofield used an air hose to
dive to the stage and wore a rubber suit,
face mask and swim fins.
BRACKEN AT TELETHON • KSLA-TV
Shreveport, La., had stage-screen-tv star
Eddie Bracken emcee that station's telethon
for the March of Dimes on Jan. 18. The
show raised approximately $34,000 between
10:30 p.m. Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday.
COUNT DOWN • KODY North Platte,
Neb., launched rockets during its marathon
broadcast for the March of Dimes Jan. 18.
For every $100 contributed, Bill Wood,
program director, was lifted 60 feet in a
rocket attached to an 80-foot boom on the
back of a truck. "The Bill Wood Count
Down for Polio" originated from the courthouse square and despite inclement weather
the rocket rose seven times for $700.

ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
Page 22
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FAMILY AIDED • WIRY Plattsburgh,
N. Y., netted approximately $5,000 in six
hours of broadcasting Jan. 20 in an appeal
to aid the widow and six children of the
local assistant fire chief who died suddenly
after a heart attack. Entitled "The Ernest

J. Duffany Memorial Tribute," the program
included personal appeals from residents
of the community, a history of the official's
life and periodic reports on contributions.
Firemen and policemen collected the money
pledged by telephone.
TELETHON FOR POLIO • WSVA-TV
Harrisonburg, Va., held its first telethon
for the March of Dimes Jan. 18-19. With
126 acts from nine counties participating,
the show raised $10,140 in pledges. A
network of ham radio operators located in
the outlying counties relayed messages to
the m.c.
FORE CHARITY • KIDD Monterey,
Calif., presented a check for $1,500 to the
Bing Crosby Pro Amateur Golf Tournament to be turned over to Monterey Peninsula charities. The amount was received
from proceeds of the sale of exclusive
radio rights to the annual $50,000 classic
to a special network of independent west
coast stations.
HEALTH SERIES • WADS Ansonia,
Conn., conducted a public service series of
health discussions after a health survey
recommended that five towns in the Naugatuck Valley should organize the first district health department in the state. WADS
manager Sidney Byrnes set up a series of
nine programs dealing with the pros and
cons of the recommendation. The 30- and
45-minute programs were broadcast twice
daily and a final panel discussion lasted an
hour and 37 minutes.
Broadcasting
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who
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1
Penetrating

Advertisers who sell to the home

Saturation

I
with

and family are having marked

Daytime

suc-

cess with PURSE-SUASION — through which sales messages are
strategically placed, Monday through Friday, covering the entire
daytime audience. Reasons for this success are obvious:
1. It combines
Television.

the persistence of Saturation with the impact of

2. No other medium delivers your selling message with Television's
penetrating power of Sight, Sound and Motion.
3. Through

PURSE-SUASION

your commercial

reaches

l!! I

Mrs.

America at home— during her "business hours"— when you can most
easily focus her thoughts on the health and comfort of her family.
Developed by the stations Blair-TV represents, PURSE-SUASION
is available at rates that appeal to alert mass-market advertisers. It

V

X

Spot-TV

Blair-TV represents these major-market stations:
KING-TV— Seattle-Tacoma
WABC-TV— New York
WPRO-TV— Providence
WBKB — Chicago
WCPO-TV— Cincinnati
KTTV— Los Angeles
KGW-TV— Portland
WFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WDSU-TV— New Orleans
WXYZ-TV— Detroit
WFLA-TV— Tampa
WHDH-TV— Boston
WBNS-TV— Columbus
KGO-TV — San Francisco
WIIC— Pittsburgh
WMCT— Memphis
KFRE-TV— Fresno
KTVI — St. Louis
WOW-TV— Omaha
WEWS— Cleveland
WNBF-TV— Binghamton
WJZ-TV— Baltimore
WFBG-TV — Altoona
KFJZ-TV— Dallas-Ft. Worth

BLAIR-TV, DEPT. C
415 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

can be applied in one market — or coast-to-coast. For details, phone

I'd like complete information about PURSE-SUASION
— and how to use it most effectively. Please phone
me for an appointment.

your nearest Blair-TV office

Narne.

BLAIR-TV

Or use this handy coupon

now ►

OFFICES: NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• BOSTON
• DETROIT • ST. LOUIS
TEmpleton 8-5800 superior 7-5580 KEnmore 6-1472 WOod'rd 1-6030 CHestnut 1-5686
JACKSONVILLE • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
ELgin 6-5570
Riverside 1-4228
DUnkirk 1-3811
YUkon 2-7068 ELIiott 6270

PositionCompanyStreet AddressCity & State —

-Phone-

Broadcasting Publications Inc.
Maury Long
Edwin H. James
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Vice President
President
B. T. Taishoff Irving C. Miller
H.Secretary
H. Tash
Treasurer
Comptroller

KWFT

BROADCASTING*
TELECASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Published every Monday by Broadcasting
Publications Inc.
Executive and Publication Headquarters
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg.
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Telephone: MEtropolitan 8-1022
EDITOR & PUBLISHER: Sol Taishoff
MANAGING EDITOR: Edwin H. James
SENIOR EDITORS: Rufus Crater (New York). J.
Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood),
Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams
NEWS EDITOR: Donald V. West
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR: David Glickman
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Harold Hopkins
ASSISTANT
EDITORS: Dawson
Nail, Jacqueline
Eagle
STAFF WRITERS: Frankie Pelzman, Myron Scholnick, Benjamin Seff, Ann Tasseff, Jim Thomas
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Rita Cournoyer, Richard
Erickson, Coleen Rothenberg
SECRETARY TO THE PUBLISHER: Gladys L. Hall
LOOK

WHAT

BLEW

IN

FROM

KANSAS

BUSINESS
VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER: Maury Long
SALES MANAGER: Winfield R. Levi (New York)
SOUTHERN SALES MANAGER: Ed Sellers
PRODUCTION MANAGER: George L. Dant
TRAFFIC MANAGER: Harry Stevens
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: Doris Kelly
ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS: John Henner, Ada
Michael, Lois De Shields
COMPTROLLER: Irving C. Miller
ASSISTANT AUDITOR: Eunice Weston
SECRETARY TO GENERAL MANAGER: Eleanor Schadi

... to help run KWFT . . . my old sidekicks . . . Homer Cunningham, program director . . . Lew Dickensheets, assistant manager . . .
and Dave Dary, news director. Greeting them is Les Pierce, sales

If you know
the greatest!

these guys, you know

why I snared them . . . they're

The mug at left is me, Ben Ludy . . . proud new prexy of KWFT.
We bought this station for its fantastic coverage . . . Y2 mv/m radius
of nearly 250 miles ... in the rich Southwest.

CIRCULATION & READER'S SERVICE
MANAGER: John P. Cosgrove
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER: Frank N. Gentile
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS: Gerry Cleary, Christine
Harageones, Charles Harpold, Marilyn Peizer

It's a great station . . . and getting greater! A big value for your
ad dollar . . . and getting bigger! Your H-R man has all the dope.

BUREAUS
NEW YORK
444 Madison Ave., Zone 22, PLaza 5-8355
Editorial
SENIOR EDITOR: Rufus Crater
BUREAU NEWS MANAGER: Lawrence Christopher
AGENCY EDITOR: Florence Small
ASST. NEW YORK EDITOR: David W. Berlyn
NEW YORK FEATURES EDITOR: Rocco Famighetti
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Frank P. Model
STAFF WRITERS: Ruth L. Kagen, Diane Schwartz
Business

President and General Manager
L o w
FREQUENCY

SALES MANAGER: Winfield R. Levi
SALES SERVICE MANAGER: Eleanor R. Manning
EASTERN SALES MANAGER: Kenneth Cowan
ADVERTISING ASSISTANT: Donna Trolinger

Call Your
H-R
Man
620

Ice --Wichita

Falls,

CHICAGO
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1, CEntral 6-4115
MIDWEST NEWS EDITOR: John Osbon
MIDWEST SALES MANAGER: Warren W. Middleton.
Barbara Kolar

Texas

HOLLYWOOD
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28, Hollywood 3-3148
SENIOR EDITOR: Bruce Robertson
WESTERN SALES MANAGER: Bill Merritt, Virginia
Strieker
Toronto, 32 Colin Ave., HUdson 9-2694
James Montagnes

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND
1735 OeSafes St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C
PLEASE
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SUBSCRIPTION
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□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
□ Enclosed
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ISSUE
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription for 52
weeklybookissues
subscription
YearNumber $7.00.
$11.00. Annual
Add $1.00
per yearincluding
for Canadian
and
foreign postage. Subscriber's occupation required.
Regular
per
copy. issues 35? per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00

$7.00
11.00

3
C
o
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3

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS CHANGES: Send
to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St.,
N.W.,
6, D. C. On changes, please include
both oldWashington
and new addresses.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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It trades HIGH

in the Shreveport Market! During the November

ARB rating week, both Shreveport Channels carried a
simultaneous line feed of an address by President Eisenhower.
50% MORE
over KSLA-TV!

viewers preferred to watch this address

This rating story proves that more people
in Shreveport prefer to watch our channel.

Top-notch local programming combined with our basic CBS
affiliation, plus an active approach to community service,
has a great deal to do with keeping KSLA-TV

the

"preferred" station for advertisers and viewers alike.
You, too, can invest in our "preferred" audience by getting
the complete story from your Raymer Man.

asic

channel

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

Broadcasting
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WTAR RADIO
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to more
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WTAR Radio Corporation • Business Offices and Studios: 720 Boush St., Norfolk 10, Va.
Telephone: MAdison 5-6711 • Represented by Edward Petry and Company
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to Forrest

the key station
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MARKET
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a

24

hour

schedule

and

5000
LIVELY

WATTS
W

has over twice the number

of

listeners than all other stations
combined

Flagg

Owen

Jr.

It would perhaps be an exaggeration to say that Forrest Owen

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

RESPECTS

in

'Mnrch-April. 1957 — C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

was born under a

microphone, but it's the literal truth that he grew up in radio. From his first
after-school job at WELL Battle Creek, Mich., to his present position as executive vice
president of Wade Advertising Agency Inc., Los Angeles, broadcasting has been an
important part of his life.
Born Sept. 5, 1918, in Philadelphia, Forrest Flagg Owen Jr. was moved at an early
age to Battle Creek, where his father was associated with the far-flung public utility
empire of Samuel Insull. Here young Mr. Owen spent his boyhood, attended public
grade and high school and, at 15, embarked on a career in radio. The Insull empire
had collapsed, Mr. Owens Sr. had become manager of WELL, and Forrest Jr. got
into radio on the ground floor, which he swept thoroughly each day as part of his
duties as station janitor.
A trick at the mike was shortly added to his janitorial chores and before his high
school days were over Forrest was working exclusively as an announcer. For a year
after graduation he stayed on at WELL as a fulltime staff announcer, before going
to Michigan State College at East Lansing, where he majored in speech and dramatics
and worked at the college station, WKAR.
In 1941, his scholastic efforts earned him a B.A. degree and his station experience
got him an announcing job at WXYZ Detroit, where he was soon promoted to night
supervisor. Next came a short-lived job as chief announcer of KXEL Waterloo,
Iowa, from which young Mr. Owen went to WTOL Toledo as production manager.
A year later an offer to join the Allan Miller Advertising Agency in Toledo took
him from station work to the agency side of the street.
From Toledo, Mr. Owen moved in 1944 to the Wade Advertising Agency in
Chicago as director of Quiz, Kids, half-hour Sunday evening program on the Blue
Network (now ABN) for Miles Labs' Alka-Seltzer and One-a-Day Vitamins. He also
worked on Miles' National Barn Dance, Saturday nights on NBC, plus the local
shows of other Wade clients. After two years in Chicago, Mr. Owen was transferred
to the Los Angeles office and put in charge of two other national network programs
sponsored by Miles Labs — Lwn and Abner on ABC and Queen for a Day on MBS.
With his promotion to the post of radio director of Wade's west coast branch,
Mr. Owen also assumed responsibility for Miles' Curt Massey-Martha Tilton Show
on CBS and the Alka-Seltzer Newspaper of the Air on the Don Lee regional network,
where it is now in its 24th year, 23 of them for Alka-Seltzer.
About this time tv was starting to show signs of developing into a major advertising
- medium and Forrest Owen decided he ought to know something about it. So

contact

he persuaded the management of Don Lee's experimental tv station, W6XAO (now
KHJ-TV) Los Angeles, to let him experiment along with them. Alka-Seltzer's radio
show, Queen for a Day, became a local tv attraction as well long before commercial
tv reached the West Coast. And it remained a local program, so far as tv was con-

Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

WILS

tf\\>s\<- nets yp\V>
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cerned, long afterward, until the expiration of Mutual's 10-year exclusive contract
for tv as well as radio rights to the program.
In the fall of 1954 Mr. Owen was selected as the man to open a Wade production
and service office in New York, but his 10 years in the West had converted him into
an enthusiastic Calif ornian and in September 1956 he eagerly seized the chance to
leave Madison Avenue and return to Hollywood Boulevard. Following the death of
its founder, W. A. Wade, the agency had been reorganized into two corporations:
Geoffrey Wade Advertising Inc., Chicago, and the wholly-owned but independentlyoperated Wade Advertising Agency Inc., Los Angeles.
After a year as vice president in charge of the west coast office of Wade Advertising Agency, Mr. Owen is now executive vice president, supervising such accounts
as Miles California Co., which handles sales of Miles products in six western states;
National Van Lines; Paper Products; Sees Candy Co., and Calusa Chemical Co.
Broadcast media play an important part in the advertising of these clients and Mr.
Owen is constantly watching and experimenting with new developments in radio and
tv. Currently, he is testing the Southern California renaissance of fm for two accounts
and is conducting a saturation radio campaign for Alka-Seltzer during the winter
cold season in Fresno.
Mr. Owen and his wife, the former Mary Lee Greene, whom he married in 1946,
and their three daughters — Kathy, 10, Drusilla, 9, and Judy, 2Vi— live in suburban
Van Nuys, but whenever possible they throw tents and sleeping bags into the family
car and head for the mountains or desert for a weekend in the open, where Forrest
can enjoy his hobbies of camping and swimming. He belongs to Radio & Television
Executives Society of New York and Advertising Golfers Assn. of Southern California.
Broadcasting
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Highest rated daytime children's show— that's
Popeye ! November ARB figures in all 60 markets
show he's been flexing his muscles again— with
ratings up to 36.4! Share-of -audience figures are
bulging too— in Baltimore, for example, Popeye

has 75.5%,

in Philadelphia 70.3%, in Detroit 61.5%. Want

to cash in?

Write, wire or phone for
Popeye
market

Broadcasting

1

complete list of ARB
ratings in 60 markets.

Distributors for Associated
31,5 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill
75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn
1511 Bryan St., Riverside
9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview

mm
I

Artists
6-2323
2-2030
7-8553
6-5886
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Productions Corp.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
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FCC are guilty of "fraud, corruption [or]
incompetency."
At least three days of public hearings
begin today with the commissioners to be
called to explain charges made by Dr.
Schwartz in a confidential memorandum
leaked to the press 10 days ago [Lead Story,
Jan. 27]. A "bill of particulars," specifying
the charges being made against them, along
with a copy of the Schwartz memorandum,
reportedly was to be hand-delivered to the
commissioners before the hearings start.
Asked if the subcommittee now has
enough information gathered against the
commissioners to stand up during the hearings, Rep. Moulder (D-Mo.), chairman of
the subcommittee, stated: "I wouldn't want
to comment on the evidence" prior to the
hearings.
The hearings officially were scheduled
during a 2Vi hour executive meeting of the
subcommittee on Wednesday following a
virtual "ultimatum" by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman of the parent House
Commerce Committee, to air the charges
openly. At the opening of last week's "general" hearings on the six regulatory agencies the subcommittee is investigating. Rep.
Harris announced the Commerce hearing
room would be available for that purpose
this week.
In announcing this week's hearings, the
subcommittee designated these six areas to
be taken up: "(1) conduct of commissioners;
(2) ex-parte relationship with litigants; (3)
comparative television cases; (4) FCC and
antitrust policies; (5) FCC and patent misuse, and (6) FCC and Press Wireless." All
six of these areas were covered in the
Schwartz memorandum, and the commissioners will be required to give their answers to Dr. Schwartz and the committee
members under oath.
While Rep. Moulder stated he did not
know what witnesses, other than members
of the FCC, would testify at this week's
hearings, it was learned Thursday that the

in court'

Schwartz

committee

The preliminaries were held last Wednesday and the main bout begins today (Monday) in the attempt of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee — or more appropriately Dr. Bernard Schwartz, chief
counsel — to determine if members of the
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his sleeve?

playing
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following
industry
figures will appear:
Robert K. Richards, administrative vice
president of the NAB at the time Comr.
John C. Doerfer (now chairman) made a
trip to Oklahoma City and Spokane, Wash.,

plans to send the "bill of particulars" to
commissioners. When asked if Dr. Schwartz'
tenure with the committee had been discussed, he refused to comment. The chief
counsel had left the meeting room earlier

at 10 a.m. Mr. Richards' testimony will concern NAB expenses paid Mr. Doerfer during the 1954 trip.

and when asked by a newsman if "he still
had a job," Dr. Schwartz replied the answer
would have to come from Mr. Moulder.
Comrs. Doerfer and T. A. M. Craven
testified Wednesday morning on general

Frank Fletcher, Washington attorney representing KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
Monday. He will present KWTV records

problems at the FCC. During their testimony, charges made in the Schwartz memorandum were not mentioned or even hinted

furnished by Edgar Bell, the station's general
manager, also concerning remuneration received by Mr. Doerfer.
Harold Fellows, NAB president, a third
Monday witness. He is expected to be asked
about the Doerfer trip and other commissioners' trips when NAB footed the bill.
Frank (Scoop) Russell, NBC Washington
vice president, scheduled for a Tuesday appearance. His subject: RCA color tv sets
in the homes of commissioners.

in any way. Nor did the members or Dr.
Schwartz bring up the matter, adhering to
an accepted "gentleman's agreement." At
the opening of the hearings on Monday,
Rep. Harris said:
"I made a special effort to appoint the
members of this special subcommittee that
I thought were able and capable of doing
an outstanding job. . . . We had a thorough
understanding to undertake an objective

Also following last Wednesday's executive session, the subcommittee announced
it had adopted a motion, offered by Rep.
John W. Heselton (R-Mass.), that the subcommittee staff be instructed not to provide
the individual members with any more reports or memorandums

study and investigation. ... I had confidence in the members of this committee . . .
at that time, and I have confidence in the
chairman as chairman and the members
of this committee at this time. I want to

marked "confiden-

make that perfectly clear.
"The committee started out to do an
TEXT CONTINUED on Page 34

The subcommittee also held a lengthy
executive session Thursday afternoon. Following the meeting, Rep. Moulder disclosed
tial."
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MOULDER PROBE continued

The

investigators

RAYBURN, Speaker Sam (DTex.): Started current Legislative
Oversight investigations by stepping down from chair to push
subcommittee's authorization —
with $250,000 to spendthrough House; self-claimed
"father" of all regulatory agencies except one; has taken active
behind-the-scenes role in committee activities during January.

HARRIS, Rep. Oren (D-Ark.):
As chairman of parent Commerce Committee, appointed
Oversight Subcommittee members; since subcommittee difficulties began three weeks ago,
for all intents and purposes has
assumed actual control of investigative group from the man
named to head the investigations. . . .

WILLIAMS, John Bell (DMiss.): Second-ranking Democratic member of committee,
has been one of confidants of

MACK,

Speaker Rayburn; highly regarded by many House colleagues.

charges
counsel. made by subcommittee's

Peter F. (D-Ill.): Concerned over "pressures" exerted
against FCC, argued that public
has a right to be informed of

MOULDER, Rep. Morgan M.
(D-Mo.): Appointed chairman of
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, he was "promised the
moon" in some quarters but now
is an admittedly highly frustrated
congressman, facing dissension
on the committee, on the staff,
and between the staff and committee; many of his troubles
have been caused by. . . .

SCHWARTZ, Dr. Bernard: As
chief counsel, his leaked confidential memorandum caused a
wide split within the committee;
refuses to keep the subcommittee informed of what he is doing;
faces position of having to putup or shut-up today (Monday).

FLYNT, John J. (D-Ga.): Made
motion for "general" hearings
at start; denies he made effort
to sidetrack investigation.

MOSS, John E. (D-Calif.):
Staunch supporter of Dr. Schwartz and major factor in hiring
of chief counsel; expected great
things, politically, from investigations.

O'HARA, Joseph P. (R-Minn.):
Ranking minority member on
subcommittee proper. has
bucked powers that be in past;

HALE, Robert (R-Me.): In
background most of time concerning committee activities; has
not been quoted or talked about

HESELTON, John W. (R-Mass.) :
Publicly attacked chief counsel
during subcommittee hearings
last October; wanted Dr. Sch-

won out in fight for "general"
hearings at start.

by
press in flood of ■ Moulder
articles.

wartz "put in his place" and his
feelings reportedly have not
changed.

Page 32
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BENNETT, John B. (R-Mich.):
Another committee member of
which not too much has been
written; wanted Schwartz memorandum released and has sided
with chairman in statements to

February 3, 1958
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press.

The

investigated

DOERFER, John: FCC chairman,
will be questioned today about
$575 he received from NAB for
speaking mission to Spokane in
1954 although trip was made at
government expense; is sure to
face other questions on personal
and FCC matters.

LEE, Robert E.: One of five
commissioners possessing RCA
color receivers "on loan"; has
admitted being payed for pay tv
article in Look magazine; denies
receiving any money except for
actual out-of-pocket expenses.

Pictured here are those whose appearances had been set late
Thursday. Early Friday afternoon the subcommittee announced
these others also would appear: former FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey, former Comrs. Frieda B. Hennock and
Edward M. Webster and the U. S. comptroller-general, Joseph
Campbell. (See At Deadline.)

HYDE, Rosel H.: Oldest of commissioners in point of service
and former chairman; stated
publicly he would stand on record, which would not permit
Schwartz report to "discredit my

work."

MACK, Richard A.: Has been
questioned by Moulder investigators about Miami ch. 10 case;
denied any intention to resign
from Commission or that be has
ever "committed my vote to anyone"; expected to be one of
prime Schwartz targets.
BARTLEY, Robert T.: Nephew
of House Speaker Rayburn, his
FCC term expires this June; has
not commented publicly on
charges against FCC.

FORD, Frederick W.: Has been
commissioner only since August;
should not be involved in
charges.

CRAVEN, T. A. M.: Has been
on Commission IV2 years under
present appointment; previously
served as commissioner in
1940's.

RICHARDS, Robert K.: When he
was NAB
administrative vice
president he authorized
$575
payment to Mr. Doerfer.

Broadcasting

FELLOWS,
of NAB, he
association
missioners
ariums and

Harold:
President
will be asked to bare
relations with comconcerning
honorexpenses paid.

RUSSELL, Frank: NBC Wash- BELL, Edgar: His attorney, Frank
ington vice president, his cate- Fletcher, will produce records of
gory almost sure to be ques- Doerfer visit to dedication of
tions regarding RCA color tv Mr. Bell's KWTV (TV) Oklasets "loaned" to commissioners, homa City.
February 3, 1958
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MOULDER PROBE continued
TEXT CONTINUED from Page 31
objective job. It has been, is, and will be the
purpose of the committee to carry out fully
and completely this job [to determine if
the regulatory agencies are administering
the laws as Congress intended] to all purposes ;md intents. . . ."
Rep. Harris said that in carrying out
the committee's job. he recommended the
committee next take up matters contained
in the Schwartz memorandum. "More specifically it includes . . . the conduct or
misconduct of commissioners of the various
regulatory agencies, the alleged charges
bearing on the personal conduct of members of the Federal Communications Commission." Rep. Harris continued:
"If fraud has been committed, or if there
is corruption, incompetency, impropriety
or even wrongdoing . . . this committee will
find it out and act accordingly. If the alleged charges have no basis, the commissioners involved should be exonerated."
Referring to widely-published charges the
committee will attempt to "whitewash" results of its investigations, Rep. Harris said:
"There is not now, and never has been, any
intention, indication or implication that this
subcommittee is not going into all the
specific facts, information or behavior of all
of the commissioners. ... At the same time,
this is no witch hunt or character assassination. We will insist on full rights of the
individual involved, and justice and fair
play. ... I am therefore . . . recommending
. . . that this category be taken up immediately after this initial series of hearings.
"The atmosphere must be cleared if this
committee is going to accomplish anything
worthwhile. I think immeasurable harm has
been done [by the press]. Certainly, no one
feels . . . more strongly about the right and
the freedom of the press to censure, but
I do feel perhaps some things have been
said . . . which cannot be considered [within the realm of censure]."
The commerce chairman then appealed
to the press to "give us an opportunity to
let us do the work and the job here that
we started out to do. . . ." Rep. Harris
said he expected "not one but all agencies
to be included in this so-called misconduct
inquiry and that all charges will be thoroughly gone into and an opportunity [provided]
those involved to respond accordingly."
However, the FCC is the only agency scheduled for "misconduct" hearings at this time.
As ranking minority member, Rep.
O'Hara said he agreed in essence with Rep.
Harris' statement. Rep. Flynt then took the
floor and spoke of "outside pressures" which
have been brought to bear against the committee and its individual members. "Let it
be said to the credit of each member of
this subcommittee that there has been no
yielding whatsoever on that point." He did
not elaborate on the "outside pressures" involved.
The Georgia congressman conceded there
have been implications made that he "at one
time made a motion to sidetrack the procedures of this subcommittee [he was referring to motions which were adopted by
a 6-2 vote (Government, Jan. 20) to hold
Page 34
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last week's hearings at the outset rather than
beginning with an investigation of the FCC],
"Let it be said here and now . . . that
no such motion attempting to sidetrack the
proceedings of this subcommittee was ever
made. . . . This charge and this implication
were entirely inaccurate. . . . Let any implication which has been made, that there is
any effort on the part of this subcommittee
to sidestep any responsibility, be immedirest."
ately put at
Taking
the stand Wednesday, Mr. Doerfer stuck pretty much to generalities relating
to the Commission's functions. He testified
before an SRO audience — both among the
general public and representatives of the
press. Many had expected the matter of
"misconduct" of commissioners to arise, but
the witness, Dr. Schwartz and the committee
stuck strictly to their "truce."
During questioning on the allocation of
frequencies between civilian and governmental users, Comr. Doerfer called for the
establishment of a commission which would

the courts for several years. He said some
persons have used due process provisions
(Sec. 309 c) to "accomplish delays which
seriously impede our administrative functions and the achievement of service to the
Dr. Schwartz asked Comr. Doerfer if the
Bureau of the Budget dictates monetary requests by FCC. The chairman replied that
even if the bureau does not okay an FCC
request, the Commission still is free to go
directly
to Congress. It was brought out that
public."
in the past 10 years, the bureau has not
tried to exercise any authority over the FCC
other than supervising its overall budget.
Rep. Mack questioned Comrs. Doerfer
and Craven at length on coordination of
allocation of frequencies (handled by the
Office of Defense Mobilization) between
government and non-government users.
Comr. Craven, FCC liaison with the Office
of Defense Mobilization, said there was no
"dictation" from ODM on distribution of
frequencies for civilian users.
The question of "influence" by members
of Congress then was raised by Rep. Mack

WHITE

HOUSE

TV

Six tv sets — two of them RCA color
models — are on loan to President
Eisenhower and the White House,
James C. Hagerty, news secretary,
has told newsmen in answer to queries
stemming from the Moulder Committee information that members of
the FCC have sets loaned by manufacturers.
Of six White House sets, two color
models are on the second floor residential section of the White House.
Others are on loan to Mr. Hagerty;
Sherman Adams, assistant to the President, one in the conference room and
one in the President's office. Loaning
of sets by manufacturers has prevailed
since the advent of tv, Mr. Hagerty
said, adding, "What's wrong with
that?" He said UP and AP news tickers
are provided the White House without
charge except for the cost of paper
rolls. He said about 30 autos were
rented to the White House at nominal
figures ranging up to $500 a year for
Lincoln and Cadillac limousines.

be above both the FCC and Defense Dept.
He said his ideas were not completely firm,
but that it should be somewhat similar to
those called for in resolutions by Sen.
Charles Potter (R-Mich.) and Rep. William
Bray (R-Ind.) [Government, June 24,
1957].
In expressing the belief that the FCC is
functioning as Congress intended, Comr.

in connection with the FCC's deintermixture decisions. The congressman said he
thought the Commission's deintermixture
policy was a "flagrant disregard" of or a
"deviation" from the law. Comr. Doerfer
replied that he had dissented to the FCC's
announced policy and "thought so and so
stated" it was a violation of the Communications Act.
Rep. Mack charged the Commission with
"discriminating" against certain cities by allocating inferior (uhf) services.
Following the hearing, Rep. Mack told
reporters
he was referring
FCC's
stand
on that
deintermixture,
which tohethesaid
was
taken after a "group of senators" (unidentified) suggested it.
Turning to White House control over continued service by the commissioners, Rep.
Mack asked what would happen if Sherman
Adams, Presidential assistant, sent word a
member no longer was wanted on the FCC.
Comr. Doerfer replied this hasn't happened
in the past, but admitted the President could
remove him at any time as chairman. This
does not necessarily mean he would resign
from the FCC, he said, and if circumstances
required, he still would remain as a commissioner.
John W. Gwynne, chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, testified at the hearings Tuesday and also maintained his agency
operates without interference from the executive branch. Also testifying during the
week were the heads of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Power Commission, Securities & Exchange Commission
and Civil Aeronautics Board.
Rep. Harris said "I think we have had
some very solid hearings" when queried
about last week's sessions. He also disclosed,
following the executive meeting Wednesday,

Doerfer said: "In our view, the extensive
utilization of spectrum space by the multitude of public and private users and the
efficient, economical common carrier service available to the public best demonstrates
our accomplishments in effectuating the in-

the committee has questioned the advisability of having two fellowship students work
with the subcommittee staff. One of the

tent of Congress."
He called for changes in the Communications Act, which he said allows unsuccessful
applicants to keep FCC decisions tied up in

students, Norman Gelman, is a former reporter for the St. Petersburg (Florida) Times,
whose owner controls an applicant for ch.
10 Tampa-St. Petersburg.
Broadcasting
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Tv gets 50%, radio 25% of Pharma-Craft's $7 million budget
Sales tripled with new marketing approach, plus air media

The "House of Seagram" has some valuable property in the pharmaceutical field,
built partly by the advertising power of radio and television.
The newly-expanding pharmaceutical
house, Pharma-Craft Co. of Princeton, N. J.,
is sales-punching its way to a greater share
of over-the-counter business in cold remedies, deodorants and an antiseptic cream.
Behind its sales boom: a new product and
its two benefactors — radio and television.
To get its slice of the sales dollar, PharmaCraft is advertising — currently at a $7 million a year level, nearly twice that of a year
ago. About half that amount is in television
and an estimated 25% in radio. As sales increase and the advertising budget goes up,
current signs point to radio-tv continuing to
get the lion's share.
While Pharma-Craft is not new on the
pharmaceutical scene, it has been only in
the last few years that the company has
caught fire with an approach: combination
of the marketing advantages of the proprietary technique (advertised to the public) with
those of the over-the-counter method
(ethical product). The result has been a
tripling of sales volume (from November
1955 to mid-1957).

Arthur Godfrey. But I knew that before
he could really sell his audience, he'd have
to be sold himself."
As Mr. Bell tells it, Mr. Godfrey was sold
— "because he believed in Coldene, he recommended it to his friends — I mean the
people on his show and the people in his
audience. He didn't just read canned copy.
He told of his own experience with ColThat's the way it has been, Mr. Bell continues. Whether Art Linkletter, Steve Allen
dene."
"or a local personality, the basis of Coldene
commercials has been the performer's own
feeling that Coldene is what we say it is:
the most powerful cold medicine you can
buy without a prescription — something that
really works.
"In lining up our regiment of tv-radio personalities, therefore, we have depended
mainly on fact sheets about Coldene rather
than on formal commercials. Try it, we have
told these performers, and then you can

Fresh stick deodorant, and Cohen & Aleshire, New York, for Ting, Fresh cream deand a the
physicians'
marketedodorantby
company.and surgeons' soap
Since June 1957, Fresh deodorants and
more recently the Coldene products have
been featured on the Steve Allen Show on
NBC-TV and since the start of the cold
season on Arthur Godfrey on CBS-TV; in
radio: Arthur Godfrey, Nora Drake, Helen
Trent, Young Dr. Malone and Ma Perkins
on CBS Radio; Art Linkletter and News of
the World on NBC Radio. During the football season, Coldene was sponsor of the pregame warmup show and post-game recapitulations of the Notre Dame football schedule broadcast by MBS. In radio spot: 100 local personalities in key markets across the
country. Between now and the end of the
cold season, Coldene will be featured on
7,000 spots.
Pharma-Craft's advertising strategy on
Steve Allen: half-hour alternate sponsor for
a period of 65 weeks that started last June
through September of this year, an investment estimated at $4 million (it pulled out
of the Allen show at the beginning of the
year for a temporary hiatus, and resumes
in March).
What's the future? Pharma-Craft has a

really sell Coldene."

Backing the company is its parent organization, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons Inc., the
world's largest producer and distributor of
alcoholic beverages, which acquired the
pharmaceutical affiliate in 1943 when Frankfort Distillers, the creator of Pharma-Craft,
became part of the Seagram organization.
For years, Pharma-Craft marketed Fresh
cream deodorant and Ting, an antiseptic
cream with many uses in the field of skin
care. Frank Bell, Pharma-Craft's president
since 1954 and former Grove Labs and
Weco Products executive, lent his drug
marketing experience to a wholesale reshuffle
and a new approach.
The first step was to drop several of the
lesser known Pharma-Craft products representing about $1 million in sales and retaining the Fresh line as well as Ting. He then
proceeded to bring out a number of new
products backed by a boosted sales force
and an advertising program.
Many companies ride to sales fame on
the strength of a single product that catches
the imagination (or needs) of the buying
public. That happened with Pharma-Craft.
The product: Coldene liquid, a cold remedy.
It was introduced two years ago, and in the
past 12 months has been followed by
Coldene tablets, Coldene antibiotic nasal
spray and most recently, Coldene stick
chest rub. Also during that time, PharmaCraft came out with Fresh roll-on deodorant
and Mr. Fresh (spray deodorant for men).
After a successful single-market test with
Coldene liquid in November, 1955, PharmaCraft turned to "using the best salesman in
the world," according to Mr. Bell. "I mean
Broadcasting

MR.

BELL AND

HIS BROOD

The three products pictured above are the mainstays
of Pharma-Craft's stable. The real "comer" is the
Coldene line of liquid cold medicine, tablets, nasal
spray and (pictured) chest rub, which came from
scratch to a leading competitive position with an
advertising campaign based largely on radio and tv.
Proof of President Frank Bell's faith in the broadcast media: their 75% ($5.25 million) share of the
total ad budget, with prospects of more to come.

What's true about Coldene, Mr. Bell observes, "is also true of the newer Coldene

new eastern plant near Princeton, N. J.,
where it has established its main production
facilities and executive headquarters. The

Coldene's budget is set and has gone
products."
about
halfway through its current cold season advertising. The advertiser now is meeting with its agency, J. Walter Thompson
Co., on Fresh products with each deodorant
product expected to have its individual cam-

company formerly headquartered at its Batavia, 111., plant where it is continuing to
operate its Coldene and Fresh lines. It also
has opened its own research laboratory in
Batavia and plans to introduce more new
products this year, also adding ethical drugs
to its proprietary medicines and cosmetics.
Notes Mr. Bell: "We've done well the last

Pharma-Craft's agencies are JWT, Chipaign.
cago, which handles the Coldene line and

three years, but we've barely begun."
February 3, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
BALTIMORE
LOCAL

TO

SALES

• Network,

national

TAX
ONLY
spot exempt

• City ruling follows inquiries
National spot and interstate network time
sales are not subject to Baltimore's new
advertising taxes. In a clarification issued
last week, the city not only ruled these two
exemptions to the 4% sales tax, but also said
that such spot-network monies are not to be
included in media gross that is subject to a
further 2% levy.
Interstate network was denned specifically
as network broadcasts which originate either
w ithin or without the state of Maryland.
Although the twin tax ordinances have
been in effect since Jan. 1. no full-fledged
written directive has as yet been issued to
Baltimore media. Last week's interpretation
was prompted by a flood of inquiries as to
the exact status of spot and network. It was
in the form of a letter to Baltimore Treasurer
John J. Ghinger from Thomas N. Biddison,
city solicitor, and Hugo A. Ricciuti, deputy
city solicitor.
Sales of time "considered not to be taxable" under the ordinances were listed:
"(1) Sales of time on interstate network
radio and television broadcast originating
either within or without the state of Maryland.
"(2) National spot radio and television
advertising which consists of advertising programs or announcements supplied by national advertisers ('national advertisers' is to
be construed to mean advertisers who customarily advertise over broadcasts originating without, as well as within, the state of
Maryland)."
While the interpretation affords relief for
the outside national advertiser and for a
limited number of local advertisers who use
time on a national or regional basis, observers point out that strictly local clients are
now in more straitened circumstances. Advertising-wise, the national product enjoys
a competitive advantage over the local product with its ad tax burden, it was noted.
The timetable for the hearing on the consolidated suit against the tax ordinances appeared last week to be moving back into
March, probably to midmonth. Attorneys
for the 16 plaintiffs are consolidating their
suits for hearing before Circuit Court Judge
Joseph L. Carter.
Another influential voice, that of Maryland Gov. Theodore McKeldin, has been

their own. The latest threat, in Woonsocket,
R. I. [At Deadline, Jan. 26], evoked so
much immediate protest from city and business leaders that the suggestion was quickly
shelved at this time with good prospects that
it never will be formally offered.
Similarly, St. Louis media and municipal
authorities currently are exploring alternate
means of meeting the city's budgetary needs
without resorting to advertising taxation.
Alderman Alfred Harris, who originally
plumped for ad taxes, has withheld, without comment, his plan from the local board
of aldermen [At Deadline, Jan. 6].
Norfolk, Va., Mayor W. Fred Duckworth's ad tax ambitions are still in abeyance, pending repeal of a state statute that
forbids taxing of media. Mayor Duckworth
indicated in mid-December that repeal of
the statute would be espoused early in the
current session of the Virginia State Legislature [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 23,
1957]. The legislature has been in session
since the second week in January, but there
has been no move to reconsider the statute
involved.
The Advertising Assn. of the West, meeting Jan. 17-19 in San Diego, Calif., unanimously voted to commend San Francisco
Mayor George Christopher for his forthright statement pledging an all-out fight
against any proposal to tax advertising in
stand folMayor Christopher's
that city.
lowed an unverified
report that a member of
the city council had written Baltimore seeking information on that city's tax laws.
MPAA

Adds

Spot

Order

To Network
Award
Bill
The Motion Picture Assn. of America,
which will sponsor the motion picture
Academy Awards presentation on NBCTV March 26, is adding to its sponsorship
by ordering local station-breaks on most of
the 184 stations slated to carry the 105minute program.
This was revealed last week as Lawrence
H

(Bud) Rogers II, of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., board chairman of the Television Bureau of Advertising, construed

MPAA's offer to mean the program would
bz presented without commercials — and used
to the detriment of commercial television.
He wrote Tom Hardy, Donahue & Coe timebuyer who had made the offer on behalf of
MPAA, that for stations to let their facilities

"taxes that I would not favor."
Partially fulfilling the prediction of ad
tax proponents who maintained Baltimore

be used "to promote the superiority of noninterrupted programming" would be
"nothing short of suicidal."
Mr. Hardy declined to comment on the
letter itself, but he maintained that there
was i.ever any intention of presenting the
awird^ program without commercials. He
said the messages on the network show would
be of an institutional type, promoting motion pictures generally and probably based

Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro's plan would
boomerang by chasing media and advertising dollars from the city, four publications
so far have announced they are deserting
Baltimore and a fifth has said it will set up
a subsidiary outside the city limits.
In other cities exposed to the ad levy
germ, anti-tax forces appear to be holding

on the slogan, "Get more out of life — go to
a movie." The purpose of buying 30-second
local breaks, he said, was to have MPAA
identified with the entire show, at the local
as well as national level.
He said that of the 184 NBC-TV stations
ordered by MPAA on a network basis, the
motion picture organization had sought to

raised against the tax. The Republican governor, who indicated he may run for Baltimore mayor in 1959 after his present gubernatorial term, last week called the levies
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buy the local breaks on 173 outlets. Moreover, he said, some 75% already have accepted.
The fear of Mr. Rogers and other TvB
authorities, it appeared, was that MPAA
might present the program without regular
commercials and try to make capital by
somehow drawing comparisons unfavorable
to programs that do contain commercials.
Mr. Rogers, noting that he was replying
not only for his own station but also as
TvB chairman, wrote Mr. Hardy:
". . . What you are asking for ... it
seems to me, strikes to the very core of
commercial television broadcasting. If I understand your proposal correctly, it is the
intention of the motion picture industry
to employ this program so as to appear without commercial interruption.
"While I am not prepared to debate this
point in abstraction I am prepared to point
out that this company [WSAZ-TV] and all
other members of the Television Bureau exist
solely through the sale of commercial time
during and between sponsored programs and
that to use our facilities to promote the
superiority of non-interrupted programming seems nothing short of suicidal.
"In the event I have misinterpreted your
intention with this commercial sponsorship
please clarify the matter for me as soon as
possible. Pending such clarification I must
regretfully decline your kind offer to purchase all of the availabilities within the motion picture Academy Awards presentation
Mr. Rogers also noted that WSAZ-TV
"would not be inclined to pre-empt regular
contract advertisers unless it were a matter
ofprogram."
urgent public interest or unless the format
of the program makes it impossible to deliver the announcements contracted for. In
this instance we already have been forced to
pre-empt a number of advertisers because
of the scarcity of station breaks during the
evening
of Marchpresentation
26."
The awards
is scheduled
10:30 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. March 26.
GF May Buy American Chicle
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.,
shortly may confirm reports it is negotiating
for the purchase of American Chicle Co.,
Long Island City. It is understood General
Foods has been talking to Chicle officials for
close to a year. One General Foods official
late Thursday said that "while we cannot
deny these rumors, we won't confirm them
either." American Chicle, capitalized at approximately $5 million, manufactures Rolaids, Clorets, Dentyne and other products
in the sweets line. It is a substantial tv spot
advertiser and also sponsors ABC-TV's
Sugarfoot, Jim Bowie and Ozark Jubilee.
Its agencies are Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
and Ted Bates & Co., both New York. General Foods is one of the largest broadcast
advertisers, with network programs scattered
on ABC-TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV plus
heavy tv-radio spot campaigns.
Early last month, General Foods bought
SOS Co. (scouring pads), Chicago, and its
Canadian subsidiary. It is expected that
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, will retain the SOS account.
Broadcasting

of

Maryland

by

W-l-T-H
And the other 29%

FOOD

at

lowest

are so far from Baltimore

that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When

you buy

W-I-T-H,

you buy all of

Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of
•Sales Management, 1957

sales

cost

are

per

covered

thousand

the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station. That's why, for food and every other
product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

If "figures"!
Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
is . . ,
Tom

Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry,

Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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Leo Burnett Media
selects WLW

Supervisor,
Radio

and

Douglas

TV

Burch, tells why

Stations for PURE

he

OIL

"WLW Radio-TV
Stations are
famous for extending
broadcasting's most
'Royal Welcome Service'.

a tankful o
powerful promotion
coming and going."

"Another good reason why
for PURE, we're SURE
with WLW Radio anc
Television Stations!"

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York. Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Detroit; Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc.: Atlanta, Dallas
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of Avco

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
LEVER
TV

AD

EXEC

BUYER'S

SEES

MARKET

• Cites 'soft' tv market to RTES
• Year contract breakdown seen
A top advertising officer of a blue-chip
national advertiser — Lever Bros. — asserted
last week that there is evidence both of a
"softening" tv market and a "breaking
down" of the 52-week time and talent
contract.
The speaker, Sam Thurm, Lever's general manager of advertising services, occupied the spotlight at Tuesdays Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying and
selling seminar in New York. His topic:
"Lever Bros. Looks at Broadcasting."
Mr. Thurm's "look" at the broadcast
media often was cutting. As voiced by Mr.
Thurm: "I do
. . ."
gripes.
He declared:

have

prejudices or

"I am against firm 52-week time and
talent deals. I believe recent talent contracts have shown evidence this is breaking
down, but I think that with the softening
of the television market, firm annual time
contracts must go too."
Mr. Thurm also hit at:
• "Overcommercialization" both in radio
and tv. "Triple spotting and the like may
dissipate the commercial effectiveness for
which we are paying very heavily."
• Inflation of statistics or other devices
in media presentations. "When I see a
[media] presentation that inflates ratings,
disregards seasonal factors, that exaggerates
minor differences, that shifts from rating
service to rating service, then I can only
feel that the presenter considers us fools."
• The "popular feeling" that ratings
"should be sneered at." Mr. Thurm doubted
if anybody "with any sense of responsibility" believes ratings to be a total answer
but maintained that they are an essential
"part of the statistical evidence in a marketing plan."
Lever ranks among the top 10 U. S. advertisers. Itis a leading network and spot
tv advertiser. The company, January
through November of last year, invested at
gross one-time rate (Publishers Information
Bureau data) a total of $14,830,871 in
network television (includes only time, not
talent costs). In November, Lever placed
eighth in broadcasting's top 10 advertisers
in network tv, spending during that month
more than $1.3 million.
As a spot advertiser, Lever in the third
quarter of last year ranked ninth in Television Bureau of Advertising's quarterly
report, chalking up $1,290,600 for the
quarter (also at gross rates). In radio, Lever
sponsors a number of daytime network
shows and is a spot radio user.
Lever has four divisions: Lever division
itself; a food division; another for industrial, and the Pepsodent Division. The advertiser ishandled by six agencies: J. Walter
Thompson Co.; BBDO; Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles; Foote, Cone & Belding;
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, and Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Lever also is one of the advertisers curBroadcasting

rently reacting tv-wise to the softness in
the national economy — Lever and Shulton
which share Eve Arden on CBS-TV, are
dropping the show but, as yet, have not
decided whether they will replace it with
another program [Closed Circuit, Jan. 27;
also see story page 40].
Noted Mr. Thurm: "It is a rare situation
when a television show or time period
becomes available on the day that your
contract expires. In fact during all my time
in the business I have never seen this
happen. Therefore, you have to be in a
position to do one of two things:
"If you have enough money and the
need for additional advertising, one possibility isto purchase a show or time period
prior to the expiration of your present
commitment. However, this kind of buying
out of season is available only for the
very rich.
"The alternate possibility is to allow your
contract to expire and take a calculated
risk that something better will turn up. In
the past this has been rather difficult to accomplish since business and availabilities
were scarce.
"With the softening of business we will
probably see more availabilities and opportunities during the coming season. The
fact that Groucho Marx, Life of Riley and
Restless Gun and similar high-rated shows
have been available for several months is
evidence of the softness of the business.
In a situation of this sort, timing becomes
less important than dollars available."
Most of Mr. Thurm's talk centered on

THESE
Firm 52-week
'soff market.

GET

MR.

deals . .

Over commercialization

THURM'S

dium to the marketing problems of the
product. The use to which we put each
medium is dependent to a large degree on
these facts. The salesman and the buyer
must be realistic enough to know that there
is no magic in any medium. There are
success stories and failures for all media.
To close our eyes to these failures would
be
area.putting ourselves back in the 'hunch'
"Sometimes, of course, we don't have any
data relating media to the market. This is
true when we buy a new radio package or
spots where there have been no ratings —
or a new show in a new time period. At that
point someone has to make an educated
guess. We then have to apply whatever information we do have and translate it into a
'book-making' technique. There are many
times when we gamble on calculated risk, but
always with the full-knowledge that we have
explored all avenues of information."
These media sources include the professional research organizations such as Nielsen, American Research Bureau, GallupRobinson, Starch, etc.; the studies such as
CBS Radio's (comparing owned stations
with leading independents) and NBC's (daytime tv analysis); advertising agencies —
their original research or application of
other clients' experiences to a particular
problem and compilation of known data
from government agencies; trade associations, for example, the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, the Assn. of National
Advertisers, the Radio Advertising Bureau,
the Television Bureau of Advertising and

GOAT

unrealistic in the present
. why dissipate the selling

power we've paid for?
Rating distortions . . . implying the buyer is foolish
enough to be taken in.
MR. THURM
the importance in media

planning of

integrity and objectivity: "Deciknowledge,
sions for media planning should not be
based on whims, friendships or hunches."
Before the stage of media planning, Lever
feels the advertiser must know its market:
"Many a time and space salesman has lost
a sale because he didn't know the marketing
problems of a buyer. The buyer and the
salesman must work together relating marketing definitions to media patterns."
Mr. Thurm emphasized that the advertiser also must know his product, its advantages, disadvantages and characteristics:
"The type of appeal becomes very important in the purchase of media or segments
third basic source of "knowledge in
of Amedia."
media planning": the medium itself. Said
Mr. Thurm: "Basic information relating to
coverage, circulation, frequency of a medium is very important in relating the me-

the American Research Foundation (study
on standards and techniques).
Still another source is other advertisers —
particularly the pattern of advertising of
competitors available from published information.
After all information has been gathered
and analyzed, Mr. Thurm said, the advertiser is prepared for a basic media plan for
a product or group of products. He stressed
that at Lever "it is rare that tv or radio is
bought by a product on its own rather than
in combination with other products."
Once the information is in and the basic
media plan worked out, it is necessary for
the advertiser to "deliver these requirements" and timing becomes important. A
final part of any media plan, particularly in
broadcast use, Mr. Thurm observed, is the
"follow-up to determine that the advertising
media expenditures are delivering what is
expected of them — that the audience is large
February 3, 1958
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enough— that the audience is still the right
kind of audience, that the commercials are
the right ones and that they are selling
merchandise. This is the last step in a development of the media plan because it
determines whether this plan will continue
or has to be changed. And since we are not
living in a static media world, we must constantly evaluate the results of our application of the knowledge determined prior to
the execution of the plan."
He advised time salesmen to go further
than "just try to sell something that is good
for the company" and consider the "company" as a "collection of products" — "what
is good for one product may or may not be
good for another. It is almost as though you
were talking to many companies."
Mr. Thurm made it a point that the
agencies "make up the original plan" and
cautioned salesmen to "see them first." He
said, "We want the agencies to come forward with their ideas rather than have our
ideas forced down their throats."
He suggested time salesmen see the buyer
"with more than just the pleasantries of the
day. We are interested in knowledge, facts
and information ... to help [us] put to-

gether media plans."
At tomorrow's (Tuesday) session, Donald
H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., will discuss radio's resurgence oflast year in a talk titled, "What's
With Radio?" Kevin Sweeney, Radio Advertising Bureau president, will be chairman
of the session. A week from tomorrow,
"What's With Television?" will be discussed
by Don Durgin. NBC-TV vice president.
McCarthy

Quits MJ&A,

Kelly, Nason

Joins

as Exec. V.P.

Cal J. McCarthy, vice president and account supervisor, MacManus, John &
Adams, New York, has resigned to join
Kelly, Nason & Co., same city, as executive
vice president. Mr. McCarthy joined MJ&A
in 1956 along with a number of accounts
formerly serviced by David J. Mahoney
Adv. (Mr. Mahoney dissolved his agency
to assume the presidency of Good Humor
Corp.). He also had served with Ruthrauff
& Ryan and Ellington & Co.
Of uncertain disposition last week were
the former Mahoney accounts which Mr.
McCarthy had personally supervised. Included among these: radio-tv users White
Rock Corp., S. B. Thomas Inc., Noxzema
Chemical Co. (shaving cream) and S. A.
Schonbrun & Co. Neither MJ&A nor Mr.
McCarthy would comment on a possible
switchover of these advertisers.
Meanwhile, Kelly, Nason — heavy with
travel accounts — resigned its portion of the
Cunard Line Ltd. account; the Kelly, Nason
portion almost immediately went over to
Ellington & Co., which has been handling
the other portion, including some radio
spot. No specific reason was given for the
resignation of Cunard by Kelly, Nason, but
it was understood that Cunard's intent to
step up its South American cruise schedule
conflicted with the aims of Grace Line,
another Kelly, Nason client.
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licensee of two California fm stations which

ABC-TV

'Winchell'

by Revlon
Dropped
Revlon Inc. last week decided to close
Desilu's The Walter Winchell File effective
March 21. The decision to drop the dramatic
series, now on ABC-TV, follows a lastminute reprieve granted by the sponsor after
ABC-TV, in an effort to boost its ratings,
moved the Winchell program from Wednesday, 9:30-10 p.m. to Friday 10-10:30 p.m.
a month ago.
At a possible end at this time also may
be Revlon's association with ABC-TV. At
least, C. J. La Roche & Co., its agency
for the Winchell show, as well as Revlon
officials did not know last week whether
they would pick up another ABC-TV program this season.
Meanwhile, it was confirmed last week
by CBS-TV and two major advertisers that
the Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. slot would be
"available" to other possible sponsors after
March 25. The period is now occupied by
the Eve Arden Show and alternate sponsors
Lever Bros, and Shulton. The latter on Jan.
24 sent CBS-TV its cancellation order, but
CBS-TV officials say this is a "mere legality"
since Shulton "had to send notice of cancel ation" ifit did not wish to be irrevocably
tied down for another 13-week cycle. CBSTV thinks Shulton still is willing to consider
other properties; but co-sponsor Lever Bros,
is not. This advertiser reportedly will conclude its 52-week contract with CBS-TV
next month and need not "notify"; it merely
allows its contract to expire. J. Walter
Thompson Co. is the Lever agency of record,
although Ogilvy, Benson & Mather (for Dove
Soap) has shared in the servicing. Wesley
Assoc. is the Shulton agency.
Revlon's exit from the Winchell show is
the second time the columnist has struck out
with an advertiser in the middle of a tv
season. In 1956-57, Mr. Winchell's live variety show on NBC-TV was dropped by P.
Lorillard Co. and Toni Div. of Gillette Co.
after the first 13-week cycle and the program went off the air. Revlon's decision also
spells the second time Mr. Winchell has
"left" ABC-TV. Early in 1955, Mr. Winchell, then a radio-tv newscaster, severed his
long-time association with the network after
some major policy disagreements. He subsequently sued ABC-TV for $7 million — a
piece of litigation that was dropped last fall
shortly before Revlon reunited the columnist and the network.
Trading

Stamps-for-lnsurance

Sets National

Radio-Tv

Firm

Campaign

A new radio-tv advertiser appeared on
the horizon last week with the announcement by Purchasers Insurance Plan Stamps
Inc., St. Louis, a firm exchanging trading
stamps for life insurance, that it has budgeted $250,000 for radio spots. Gardner
Adv. Co., St. Louis, was appointed to devise
the PIPS national advertising campaign.
The new company, incorporated in Missouri June 11, 1957, is headed by Ralph
E. Flannery, previously in automobile insurance and financing and now vice president of Inland Empire Broadcasting Co.,

will specialize in stereophonic programming. They are scheduled to go on the air
this month.
PIPS will conduct a 13-week campaign
calling for 200 spots a week on local stations, with tv to be added as the intensity
of the radio campaign diminishes.
The trading stamps are to be made available through chain food and department
stores, gasoline stations and all types of retail outlets. The customer receives stamps
for each dollar's worth of purchases. When
a book of 200 is full, he is eligible for a
$200 insurance policy. Policies accrue at
$200 each until they total $3,000, the maximum personal coverage.
Ad

Media

In Planned

May

Lose $1

Billion

Tax Change — Feemster

One out of every ten advertising dollars —
or a total $1 billion — might be lost to advertising media if the Internal Revenue Service goes ahead with its plans to revise the
tax code to disallow deduction of certain
institutional advertising from gross income.
This alarm was sounded in New York
last week by Robert M. Feemster, board
chairman of Advertising Federation of
America, in announcing that AFA will ask
IRS a second time to reconsider further
public hearing on the proposed changes
scheduled to become law soon. The original
hearing was in 1956, but business never
learned of it, Mr. Feemster said.
John W. S. Littleton, director of IRS'
technical planning division has advised AFA
that "every effort is being made to republish these regulations in the Federal Register
as a Treasury decision at an early date" and
urged AFA to submit written comments as
soon
as possible.
IRS hearing.
turned down AFA's
first plea
for another
IRS has proposed to revise Sec. 1.16215(C) of the Tax Code to state: "Expenditures for lobbying purposes, for the promotion and defeat of legislation, for political
purposes, or for the development or exploitation of propaganda (including advertising
other than trade advertising) relating to any
of the foregoing purposes, are not deductible
from gross income. . . ." It is AFA's contention that the language on "propaganda"
and especially that reading "advertising other
than trade advertising" could curb significantly most institutional campaigns.
Mr. Feemster claimed the proposal represents "a tax penalty" on virtually all institutional, educational and long-range type advertising which is not specifically "trade" or
product-service "sell" type advertising. He
said the proposal would "limit the right of
full and free opinion on matters of public
concern" by business and preclude any right
"to promote business interests generally."
AFA is pressing for a new public hearing
on the ground those most affected never had
opportunity to participate in the 1956 proceeding and thus IRS "has a moral obligation" to business to hear its comments. AFA
says no other notice of original hearing was
published except a brief item in the Federal
Register.
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WKJG
Television and Radio
FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

» announces
the appointment

of

H-R
Television, Inc.
Representatives, Inc.
I

as national

representatives
Effective Immediately

I

Now . . .
Cover all northern Indiana with
one economical television buy —
WKJG-TV,
in combination
WSJV-TV,
Edward G. Thorns
vice pres. & gen. mgr., WKJG-TV
Carl Evans
sales manager
Broadcasting

John P. Dille, Jr.
president

SOUTH

FORT

WAYNE

ivith

BEND

Paxil C. Brines
vice pres. & gen. mgr., WSJV-TV
Vincent Doyle
sales manager
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Slenderella

Expansion

Good
News
to Radio-Tv
Slenderella Inc. finally appears to be
moving ahead with diversification plans and
radio-tv are expected to share in the expansion. The firm plans to market (a) lowcalory foods, including jams and canned
fruit; (b) a no-cal type soft drink; (c) dolls;
(d) hosiery, and (f) girdles and bras. The
company will expand "in all fields in which
the name Slenderella can become a dominant factor," according to its president,
Larry L. Mack.
Though Slenderella and its agency. Management Assoc. of Connecticut, at this time
are not sure about specific media planning,
this much is certain: whatever product is
merchandised this year under the Slenderalla
trademark will mean more money for radiotv stations.
On Jan. 20, for example Slenderella began placing an extensive 13-week push via
KNX, KMPC and KFWB Los Angeles and
KMOX and KSD St. Louis — $10,000 worth
of time — on behalf of a new line of lowcalory jams. This drive is in addition to
Slenderella's normal figure proportioning
salon push.
The jams are manufactured by the J.
Smucker Co., Orrville, Ohio, and come
in five flavors. Each spoonful has 6V2 calories as against the 21 calories in a spoonful of regular jam. President Paul H.
Smucker notes that while his firm has enjoyed a more or less regular 6% sales
climb each year since 1948, the Slenderella
tie-in may boost the figure to 10-15%. Under the terms of the pact, Smucker will allocate $35,000 to the two-city test promotion, but will leave radio advertising to Slenderella. Slenderella has made no plans to
introduce the jellies elsewhere; it is understood, however, that New York maye be the

ACTIVITY

HOW

third market eyed by both Slenderella and
Smucker.
Diversification at Slenderella has been in
the works for two years [Advertisers &
Agencies, June 4, 1956], but has been held
up on most fronts because — to quote a Slenderella official — "It isn't the easiest thing to
bring two companies together." Slenderella's
name apparently has magic, he claimed, and
many advertisers want to borrow it. Mr.
Mack is pleased to lend it to them — providing they pay royalities and allow Slenderella some say in the advertising.
In March, Slenderella will introduce a
"Slenderella doll," manufactured by Sayco
Dolls, New York. Within two months the
firm also may come out with a hosiery line.
Two of its biggest plans involve a Slenderella girdle and bra and a Slenderella soft
drink. In the case of the former, negotiations with Munsingwear Inc., Minneapolis,
have been running now for over a year
and no end is yet in sight. It was learned
however, that Slenderella was considerably
closer to effecting a tie-in with Dr. Pepper
Co., Dallas, whereby Dr. Pepper would
bottle a low-calorie drink for Slenderella.
Milner

Puts 50%

Into Radio

Milner Products Co. is so sold on radio
it plans to spend half its 1958 budget in
the aural medium — or roughly $1 million.
Its expanded advertising program calls
for participations in a series of network
daytime radio programs, plus a schedule of
tv spot in selected markets. Gordon Best
Co. is the agency for Milner (Pine-Sol,
Perma Starch, other products), Jackson,
Miss.
Milner has purchased The Robert Q.
Lewis Show (Saturday), Nora Drake (thrice
weekly) and Ma Perkins (twice weekly),
all on CBS; Breakfast Club (twice weekly) on ABN, and Kate Smith (twice weekly)
on MBS.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 123,886,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Jan. 19-25. This is how they spent their time:
71.3%
(88,331,000) spent 1,904.4 million hours
watching television
56.3%
(69,748,000) spent 949.6 million hours
listening to radio
81.7% (101,215,000) spent 408.1 million hours
reading newspapers
31.6%
(39,148,000) spent 188.5 million hours
reading magazines
24.5%
(30,298,000) spent 349.3 million hours . . watching movies on tv
25.1%
(31,103,000) spent 120.3 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report,
from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of
these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated
audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Jan. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,560,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.0% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,265,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,324,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
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SRA
By

Figures
Radio

28%

Spot

in

Climb
1957

Estimates of 1957 national spot radio
time sales will reach approximately $186
million when all the calculations are completed, Station Representatives Assn. said
last week.
Managing Director Lawrence Webb said
SRA's estimates for the year, to be released
shortly, are expected to show about a 28%
gain over the FCC official figures of approximately $145.5 million for 1956. An increase of 28% would boost this to around
$186.2 million.
Mr. Webb made his forecast in reporting
that SRA's 1957 nine-month figures, originally placed at a little under $144.5 million
[Trade Associations, Dec. 2, 1957], have
been revised to $131,398,000. The revision
was based on FCC's official figures for 1956,
released a few weeks ago. Spot radio estimates are compiled for SRA by Price, Waterhouse Co. from information supplied by
SRA members.
In the breakdown of spot radio time sales
during the third quarter of 1957, food and
grocery products constituted the leading
category, accounting for 19.6% of the period's $44,627,000 total. Tobacco products
and supplies represented 14.1%; automotive
10.4%; ale, beer and wine 7.6%, and drug
products 7.5%. Following is the breakdown
by categories:

agriculture
ale,
beer and wine
AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT
AUTOMOTIVE
BUILDING MATERIAL,
FIXTURES, PAINTS
CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES
DRINKS
CONFECTIONS
AND SOFT

Estimated
total
revenues Percentage
$

872,000
3,399,000
261,000

2.0
7.6

4,655,000

.6
10.4

180,000
189,000

.4

2.6
1,149,000
CONSUMER SERVICES
3.5
1,540,000 . 5.1
,3.4
COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES PASTE,
2,272,000
DAIRY AND MARGARINE
PRODUCTS
2.0
135,000
DENTAL
ETC. PRODUCTS, TOOTH
900,000
DRUG PRODUCTS
328,000
3,337,000
FINANCE AND INSURANCE
.7
FOOD AND GROCERY
7.5
PRODUCTS
19.6
8,758,000
GARDEN SUPPLIES AND
.2
EQUIPMENT
73,000
GASOLINE
AND LUBRICANTS
6.6
HOTELS, RESORTS,
2,947,000
RESTAURANTS
115,000
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, SOAPS,
POLISHES, WAXES
3.1
1,395,000
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
.2
98,000
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
.2
94,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY
.3
PRODUCTS
1.9
857,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS
.3
141,000
HOUSEHOLD
GENERAL
.8
NOTIONS
339,000
137,000
.3
PET PRODUCTS
135,000
.3
PUBLICATIONS
551,000
RELIGIOUS
2.3
1,021,000
2.3
TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND
1.2
SUPPLIES
14.1
6,298,000
TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL
2.9
1,043,000
139,000
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS
.3
MISCELLANEOUS
1,269,000
TOTAL
$44,627,000 100.0
Broadcasting
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WHAT

DOES

TH

BROADCASTINC

OT IN A full decade has a new year's outlook for American
business been so beleaguered by imponderables as is the panorama
1958 brings. For in the spectrum
parts of optimism,
Your

of qualified opinion are mixed

caution, and some black bands of pessimism.

business — whether

it embraces

television, radio

or the

parallel fortunes of both — is, by nature, infinitely resonant
the nationwide tempo of ALL business.
Will consumer demand (and purchasing
pace of industrial production?
Will 1958's sales potentials warrant
tising investments?
Will the electronic media
this new

urge)

a continued

sustain

to

today's

climb in adver-

still gain — or lose — in their share of

year's total advertising

In short, hoiv goes the barometer

budget?
of broadcasting

business?

Is

this a time for confidence — or for uncertainty?
On February

24 — with a unique and special issue keynoted

to the theme of "Perspective: '58" — broadcasting attempts
to answer some of these imponderables . . . and answer them
with reportorial fact instead
of prophecy.
In business — as with seamanship

of with any gift (or guess)

— one must navigate by known

landmarks, fixed features (economic or celestial), and the common sense that comes with experience.

"Perspective: '58" will render a significant and authentic service
to the business of broadcasting in two important ways: (1) by
reviewing

and compiling

radio progress
forward

during

the first complete

1957; and

perspective

(2) by projecting

on TV-

its trends

into 1958 — statistically, as well as with the borrowed

BY THE BYE — The broadcasting

Radio Yearbook,

lished each year in January, will now be combined
Telecasting Yearbook
broadcasting

and issued as a combined

yearbook

traditionally pubwith the former
and all-inclusive

during the early Fall. This special "Per-

spective: '58" issue thus affords the most compelling medium for
advertisers previously represented in the Radio Yearbook at the
year's start.

3AR0METER

The Most Complete and Authoritative Re*
view of Television and Radio Progress,

OF

Trends and Prospects-"PERSPECTIVE; '58"
— Wfll Bring the TV, Radio and Advertising

*EAD?

Business Such Important

skill of top economic

and advertising

experts best qualified to

analyze them.

a complete tabulation of estimated 1957
radio and TV net time sales (local, spot
and network)

"Perspective: '58" sets for itself a comprehensiveness of task
that could only be assumed by broadcasting, the leading businessweekly of television and radio ... an assignment, in fact, of
dimensions seldom
of business.

essayed by any trade publication in any area

Features as These:

— as compiled by BROAD-

CASTING. (These will be related to official FCC figures of previous years.)
a comprehensive analysis of how radio
and TV advertising probable volume in
1958 relates to general economic trends
... a feature calling upon the considered
judgment of many top 'economic, business
and advertising experts.

It is more than prediction to assert that "Perspective: '58"
will be minutely studied from cover to cover by every responsible executive throughout the field of television and

a review

radio advertising.

research and TV audience

of progress

in radio audience
research— indi-

vidually presented, and seeking to anticiThe factual report it will deliver represents
questing by the largest, most

competent

radio business ... an authoritative
nent to intelligent evaluation
broadcasting business.
Achievements

of diligent

editorial staff in TV-

round-up

of what

months

of everything

lies ahead

perti-

of today's

of such editorial caliber have earned broadcasting

an unapproachable

leadership through

tangibly, they have also won
of the next three TV

PAID circulation greater than that

and radio business papers combined.

for your advertising to tell them about you!

Deadline: February 12 for proofs; February 17 final deadline. It's
one no TV or radio station advertiser with a 20/20 vision on the
Regular

an examination

of how

television

has

influenced the size and organizational
structure of advertising agencies.

to-coast — not just during the week of February 24, but for many
months thereafter. Within the factual forum of its pages lies an

future will let go unheeded.

a resume of TV and radio growth, measured in the increased number of operating stations, expanded facilities, and
economic investment.

the past 26 years. More

"Perspective: '58" will find a prominent place upon the desks of
advertisers, their agencies, and station management from coast-

ideal opportunity

pate 1958's trends in program tastes as
well as changing listening/viewing
habits.

rates and sizes prevail.

investigation of the effect subscription
television may have (if authorized on the
air) upon both TV
stations.

and radio commercial

a forecast, calling upon

progress

facts

and known plans, of 1958's developments
in TV film syndication.

an authoritative review of the past year's
advances in sale of television and radio
station properties.
a factual
ments
or may —
and radio
BROADCAST
THE

BUSINESS

WEEKLY

OF TELEVISION

report on technical developduring 1957 which already has —
influence the operation of TV
broadcasters.

I NG
AND

RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

IN SHORT — a thorough roster of inquiry
the factors that spell success (or problems)
business of broadcasting during the year
There can be no more graphic or essential
work in which to display the advertising

into all
for the
ahead.
frameadvan-

tages you offer today's planners and buyers of
TV or radio time!

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Rehm

Elected President

Of Paris & Peart Agency
J. A. H. Rehm, executive vice president
and treasurer of Paris & Peart Inc., New
York agency, has been elected president,
succeeding Alfred G. Peart, deceased.
George M. Cleland and William F. James
were elected senior vice presidents. Mr.
Rehm retains his post as treasurer, and
Thayer Dwell, secretary, becomes assistant
treasurer.
The board also elected to vice presidencies
William F. Byrne, account supervisor, and
Donald C. Porteous, head of the tv-radio
department of Paris & Peart. Mrs. Thelma
Jeffreys was appointed secretary of the corporation.
C-P, Carter Ready

Campaigns

For Pressure-Can Toothpastes
The packaging battle in toothpastes will
get under way in earnest later this month
or early April when both Colgate-Palmolive
and Carter Products take the wraps off their
new pressure-can toothpastes.
Colgate presently is testing public acceptance of its new product in several unspecified markets and will make intensive
use of radio-tv spot as well as its network
program to put over Colgate Dental Cream

to service the Buick account at least until
June 1, even though Buick last December
announced the end of its 24-year association
with the agency.
NL&B Bills $32.9 Million
In 1957; Net Profit $196,326
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc. reported
Tuesday that it billed $32,902,050— largest
in its 33-year history — and realized a net
profit of $196,326 in 1957.
The financial report was given at the annual meeting of its 329 employes, about
60% of which own common stock in the
agency. Re-elected directors by the shareholders were Maurice H. Needham, president; Melvin Brorby, Otto R. Stadelman and
W. Raymond Fowler, senior vice presidents;
Paul C. Harper Jr. and Max D. Anwyl, vice
presidents.
During the past 12 months, the agency
noted, it assumed the following new accounts: American Smelting & Refining Co.;
Canadian Industries Ltd.; Indian Head Mills
Inc.; International Minerals & Chemical
Corp. (Ac'cent); Lever Bros. Co. (Swan
Soap); Thomas J. Lipton Ltd.; Massey-

P|

|C|NP"QC

RDirn

Harris-Ferguson Inc., and Renault Inc.
Broadcast media accounted for approximately 43% ($14 million) of NL&B billings
last year.
Net profit was the equivalent of six-tenths
of a cent on each dollar of billings. Capitalization of the employe-owned corporation
consists solely of common stock available
only to employes.
NL&B
With

Enters Auto
$400,000

Advertising

Renault

Account

Needham, Louis & Brorby has entered
the automobile sweepstakes, landing Renault's estimated $400,000 account effective
April
1.
• Appointment
of the agency, which will
service the account out of its New York
office, was made by Robert Valode, vice
president and general manager of Renault's
U. S. operations. He promised a "steppedup, continuing program of advertising." The
account formerly was handled by MannEllis, New York.
NL&B will start preparatory work immediately on the account. No statement
was made on broadcast plans.

V

WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

LUCKY STRIKE • American Tobacco Co.,
N. Y., for its Lucky Strike cigarettes has
renewed Jack Benny Show for 1958-59
season beginning next September in its present period — 7:30-8 p.m., alternate Sundays,
on CBS-TV. This will mark Mr. Benny's
ninth year under Lucky Strike sponsorship.
BBDO, N. Y., is agency.

Hills, Mich., and N. Y., will service the
10:45-1 1:30 p.m. portion for Pontiac.
Of significance is that this buy may repre-

Last fall, Bristol-Myers broke the longstanding metal tube packaging standards
for toothpastes by introducing a new Ipana

TRANSIT NEWS • North American Van
Lines, Fort Wayne, Ind., renews for 52
weeks its sponsorship of Alex Dreier news

in a polyesterine "squeeze bottle." Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield is handling that
campaign.

segments on NBC's Monitor (Sun., 6:056:15 p.m., effective Feb. 23. Agency is Applegate Adv., Muncie, Ind.

FC&B

COFFEE BREAK • Folger Coffee Co.,
S. F., has bought quarter-sponsorship in
San Francisco Giants '58 games broadcast
on KSFO San Francisco and Golden West
Network. Buy for Instant line was made
through Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,

SWAP TIME • CBS-TV's Phil Silvers Show
(Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.), sponsored by Reynolds
Tobacco Co. and Procter & Gamble, and
Mr. Adams and Eve (Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.),
sponsored by Reynolds Tobacco, will swap
time periods, effective Feb. 1 1 and 14. In
new spots Silvers show will be opposite
Frank Sinatra (ABC-TV) and M Squad
(NBC-TV), while Adams and Eve will oppose Fisher-Gobel show (NBC-TV) and
Cheyenne and Sugar foot (ABC-TV.)

(in "Powerpak" form). Meanwhile, Carter,
which pioneered pressure-can shave creams
with its Rise brand several years ago, likewise is coming out with an aerated dental
product, the company's first toothpaste. The
two agencies involved are Ted Bates & Co.
for Colgate and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles for Carter.

Succeeds

Ludgin

for Zenith

Foote, Cone & Belding has been appointed
to succeed Earle Ludgin & Co. as agency
for Zenith Radio Corp.'s $1 million electronic products account.
L. C. Truesdell, Zenith vice president and
sales director, announced Tuesday FC&B
will handle all consumer and trade advertising for the company's radio, television,
phonograph and high fidelity products in
the U. S. and Canada. It was selected to
"meet the expanding requirements of Zenith
in its consumer product advertising," he
added.
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. will continue as agency for Zenith's hearing aid advertising. Foote, Cone & Belding becomes
Zenith's fifth agency in five years, emerging
with the account after bids by several other
Chicago agencies.
Kudner

Denies

Dismissal

Report

Kudner Adv., New York, last week denied a report that the agency had given employment termination dates to virtually all
employes on the Buick account. A spokesman pointed out that Kudner will continue
Page 46
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S. F., for Folger's Ground through Harrington, Richards & Morgan, S. F.
Falstaff Brewing Co. will be co-sponsor.
BACK TO BACK • Two General Motors
divisions will take the unusual step — for
GM, at least — of sponsoring two NBC-TV
"specials" back-to-back April 15. To be announced today (Monday) is the signing of
Pontiac Div. and Procter & Gamble Co. for
sponsorship of 10th annual "Emmy" awards
ceremonies of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences on NBC-TV, 10-1 1 : 30 p.m.
GM's Oldsmobile Div., that night, 9-10
p.m., will air one of its four Jerry Lewis
color specials, but Olds and its agency, D. P.
Brother & Co., Detroit, have been promised
a 45-minute "buffer" between the last Olds
commercial and the first Pontiac announcement. First half of the "Emmy" telecast will
be picked up by P&G for Lilt and other
P&G prodacts serviced by Grey Adv., N. Y.
MacManus,
John & Adams, Bloomfield

sent P&G's first use of a nighttime spectacular, representing a departure from P&G's
formula of sponsoring daytime serials and
regularly-scheduled nighttime programs.

L & M TAKES TO NETS • Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. (L & M filter cigarettes),
N. Y., is turning to network radio — four
networks worth — (with at least three of the
contracts known to be 52-week orders). Purchases on MBS, CBS Radio and American
Broadcasting Network were formally announced by the networks last week, and
it was reported that NBC Radio had a contract signed, though details were not forthcoming. Itwas speculated L & M is placing
nearly $1 million (time and production at
gross rates) in network radio purchases
which include two weekly "Impact" segments beginning Feb. 1 on CBS Radio; threedays-weekly participations in MBS' weeknight mystery-adventure-dramatic series and
sponsorship of two 5-minute news broadcasts at 5:30 p.m. Thursdays and Fridays,
and seven participations weekly Mon.-Fri.
on Herb Oscar Anderson Show (10-10:55
a.m.) and Jim Backus Show (2-2:55 p.m.)
on
ABN. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
is agency.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
1

i
TV

1
!
i

I
1

1

NETWORK

In network tv, according to computations based on Publishers Information Bureau data on gross time
charges for November and JanuaryNovember last year:
• Automobile advertisers are budgeting big money for the medium. The
Big Three auto makers — Ford, General Motors and Chrysler- — spent a
combined total of more than $5.2 million in November alone.
• GM has taken over the No. 2
spot in the listing of top 10 advertisers
in network, spending in November
more than $2 million, nearly $1.9 million of it in automotive and the remainder in the building materials
category.
• Each of the top 10 spent over

i

BUYS

AND

the million dollar mark in November.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., which
invested $1,023,031 (at gross rates)
during that month, narrowly missed
the No. 10 spot filled by Gillette
(which, incidentally, ranked No. 2 in
October).
• Also squeezed out of the list were
American Tobacco Co., though that
tobacco advertiser spent $931,743 in
network tv in November, and Kellogg,
which with $942,117, hypothetically
ranked as No. 12. Kellogg in October
for the first time broke into the top
10 [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec.
30, 1957].
• Toiletries apparently have knocked over foods permanently as the kingpin network tv advertiser group. Be-

AGRICULTURE

& FARMING

s

408,023

APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESS.

AUTOMOTIVE, AUTO EQUIP. & ACCESS. 5,800,914
804,163
BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
BLDG. MATERIALS, EQUIP. & FIXTURES 143,123
CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
1,096,139
CONSUMER
DRUGS

$

Jan. -Nov. '57
3,282,327
47,660,461
7,402,225
3,473,820
6,368,49/
4,226,356

Nov. '56
$
5,019
280,862

Jan. -Nov. '56
$
499,311

4,905,850
776,115

3,196,186
51,825,501
6,920,011

238,325

3,086,497

Tin *>oo
282,824

/,o03,ZlD
2,357,715

SERVICES

359,496

& REMEDIES

4,292,706

41,488,087
111,427

3,787,867

35,452,271

8,022,102

88,172,048

8,159,247

84,281
80,898,683

ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENTS
FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
FREIGHT,

INDUST.

& AGRIC. DEVEL.
461,817

HORTICULTURE
HOUSEHOLD EQUIP. & SUPPLIES

2,560,515
102,223
18,075,182

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

1,934,360
267,056

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

1,433,034

11,993,267

695,313

6,290,231
6,288,351

INSURANCE
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS

838,441

OFFICE EQUIP. STATIONERY &
WRITING SUPPLIES

460,538

POLITICAL
PUBLISHING & MEDIA

111,864

RADIO, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHS &
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

662,516

SOAPS, CLEANERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
||

TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS

|g

TRAVEL & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS
TOTALS

1.
2.
3!
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PROCTER & GAMBLE $3,476,964
GENERAL MOTORS
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 2,036,865
1,878,278
CHRYSLER
1,727,613
AMERICAN HOME
PRODUCTS
1,559,194
FORD
1,446,973
GENERAL FOODS
1,395,308
LEVER BROS.
1,365.016
BRISTOL-MYERS
1,163,248
GILLETTE
1,126,870

hind foods by only a small margin in
1956, both in November and for the
January-November period, toiletries
reversed this edge during 1957, capturing and then maintaining its lead.

1
EXQUISITE FORM BRAS !! 117,005
GENERAL MOTORS
1,893,742
SCHLITZ
314,349
GENERAL MOTORS
143,123
1340,080
A A AOA
AMERICAN CHICLE
AT&T
230,664
AMERICAN HOME PROD.
1,351,246
GENERAL FOODS

1,395,308

10,304

GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS &
OTHER FUELS

SMOKING MATERIALS

TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS
NOVEMBER 1957

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
GROUPS DURING NOVEMBER 1957

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS DURING NOVEMBER '57
AND JANUARY-NOVEMBER 19S7 AS COMPARED TO 1956
Nov. '57

BUYERS

4,804,605

2,750,409

3,162,808
1,908,470
3,646,742
44,352,991

5,635,479
342,071

62,605,706

9,123,006
119,223

92,632,718

225,097
$48,041,086

1,037,048
1,607,041
5,092,924
$466,502,173

423,857

3,048,121
154,913
1,098,502
555,695

3,819,273
211,185
31,947,195
2,803,502
9,774,904

742,962

4,423,959
5,635,701

369,145

3.712,414

581.084
313,062

2,655,630
1,798,819

803,255

10,788,827

SOCONY

187,875

GENERAL ELECTRIC

449,799

ARMSTRONG CORK

230,826
259,211

RCA
PRUDENTIAL

334,967

HALLMARK

127,303

TIME INC.
SYLVANIA
REYNOLDS TOBACCO

3,424,812
5,108,251
201,400

36,967,415
55,293,164
828,027

AMER. MACHINE & FDRY.

7,754,872
43,350

77,288,427

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
PAN AMERICAN

394,195
$44,163,884

515,748
2,809,597
$443,457,459

245,600

EASTMAN KODAK

PROCTER & GAMBLE

RALSTON PURINA

106,560
180,600
1,023,031
3,037,494
122,152
1.501,531
64,463
96,393

Source: Publishers Information Bureau
:5:i?:¥:Wv::^^
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ORCHIDS,

TOO!"
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nr^AKE it from us — our Red River Valley
hayseeds could show lots of you city slickers

Volkswagens!

a thing or two about fancy livin'!

To sell the Red River Valley's "Rural Rich",
use WDAY-TV — the fabulous Fargo station that
completely dominates the area. Let your PGW

Medium-sized

That's because their take-home pay is downright staggering. Lots of it goes for plain old

Little things like vitamins!
things like vacations!

Colonel give you the whole WDAY-TV

necessities, but there's always plenty left over
for loads of "luxuries", too. For big things like

story*.

"Including fact s-and- figures, if you want 'em/

WDAY-TV
FARGO,

N. D.

Affiliated

•
with

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Broadcasting

CHANNEL
NBC

6
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NETWORKS
ABN
IN

MODIFIES

LIVE

CUT

SCHEDULE

• Nearly 4 hours retained
• Affiliates force reversal
ABN's cutback of all-live programming
will be kept to a minimum at the "demand"
of the network's Affiliates Advisory Board,
officials announced last week.
Instead of cutting all-live entertainment
shows from more than five hours a day to
about two, as ABN President Robert E.
Eastman had indicated a week ago [Networks, Jan. 27], the network will carry almost four hours all-live and program 1 hour
and 40 minutes with records in a new
format.
This schedule was disclosed in a statement issued by the ABN Affiliates Advisory
Board Thursday night after an all-day meeting with network officials in New York.
The statement said the board had "demanded the retention of the maximum quantity of live programming by the network."
The board applauded ABN's "outstanding" news coverage but at the same time
recommended even greater emphasis on
news in view of current world conditions,
according to J. P. Williams of the Air Trails
Network stations, who was elected chairman
of the advisory group during the meeting.
The board's statement said Mr. Eastman
announced he would implement the affiliate
group's recommendations immediately.
The ABN president was quoted as saying
news coverage would include more on-thespot pickups, immediate installation of automatic equipment to enable affiliates to make
fuller use of ABN's news service during
periods normally devoted to local programming, and more emphasis on the handling
of fast-breaking news. The board also said
affiliates would back the ABN news organization with their own local newsmen.
The new Monday-Friday program lineup
to take effect March 3 will follow the morning schedule indicated earlier: Breakfast
Club will continue live at 9-10 a.m. EST
followed by the Jim Backus Show, also live,
which will move from 2-3 p.m. to 10-10:55
a.m.
The Merv Griffin Show, which had been
tabbed for change to a records program presided over by Mr. Griffin, will continue live
but will be moved from 7:15-8:55 p.m. to
1-2:55 p.m.
The Herb Oscar Anderson Show — first
program to take the air under ABN's
all-live policy last fall — will convert to
ords, but with an extra twist. With Mr.
derson as anchor man, the new program

new
recAnwill

present leading disc jockeys or other personalities from ABN affiliates around the
country. It will go into the 7:15-8:55 p.m.
period, also starting March 3.
Officials said the live programs will continue to present such preformers as Frank
Noell. Dick Noell, Sam Cowling, Eddie Ballantine and his orchestra, Jack Haskell, Betty Ann Grove, the Honeydreamers singing
group, Ralph Herman and his orchestra,
Julanne Wright and Buddy Weed and his
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orchestra. But informed sources said production economies also would be made, in
line with the cost-cutting purpose of the
original decision to back down from the alllive policy. In addition the Jim Reeves Show,
which originates from WSM Nashville at
[-1:55 p.m.. apparently is slated to be
dropped.
Board members at the meeting, in addition to Mr. Williams, were Simon Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; Phil Hoffman.
WTCN Minneapolis; C. B. Locke, KFDM
Beaumont, Tex.; William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo., and Jack S. Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.
31

MBS

Affiliates Form

East Coast 'Auto Network'
A group of 31 Mutual network affiliates
last week placed into effect a special roadand-traffic information "auto network"
serving the Eastern Seaboard from New
York to Florida [Closed Circuit, Dec. 16,
1957].
MBS President Paul Roberts explained
the service this way: Each cooperating station concludes its traffic news programming
by advising listeners of the call letters and
dial positions of its nearby Mutual affiliate.
Mr. Roberts called the project "a test plan,"
geared to the north-south winter flow of traffic from New York to Florida, which reaches
its peak during February. If the service
proves practical, according to Mr. Roberts,
plans call for the extension of the project
to all 450 network stations throughout the
country.
The traffic informational system, Mr.
Roberts said, is based on two major factors:
the hourly and half-hourly news broadcast
approach used by Mutual and the policy of
96% of the network's affiliates to carry local
road and traffic news features as part of their
news format. He explained the need for the
system in this way:
"We are ever increasing the road facilities
for the huge motoring public in America
but we have given little thought to providing rapid, in-car informational service to
these drivers so they can avoid bottlenecks.
Our Mutual plan — and we think it is most
workable — will permit drivers to alter routes
many, many miles away from bad spots.
And what makes me happiest about the
whole thing is that this is a service only
radio can provide."
Bloch

Promoted

on

NBC-TV

Staff

A series of executive shifts within NBCTV's special projects department was announced Thursday by Henry (Pete) Salomon, director of special projects. Succeeding Robert D. Graff, appointed to head
the new NBC-Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Democracy-Communism broadcast series
on Look Here, is John Bloch, former
director, who now becomes producer-director. John Herman, unit manager of the
series, moves up to associate producer. Mr.
Graff's other assignment as producer of the
Wisdom series will be assumed by Robert
Ginna. Beatrice Cunningham, associate producer, also will direct some of the Wisdom
programs.

The

Pressure

Groups

Killed Comedy — Groucho
Groucho Marx used sustaining time on
CBS-TV last week to get something off his
chest: namely, his belief that the "present
system" of tv sponsorship has helped speed
the demise of the television comic.
Mr. Marx

appeared on CBS-TV's The
Last Word Jan. 26
along with regular
panelists Dr. Bergen
Evans, critic-lecturer
John Mason Brown
and Scripps-Howard
radio-tv columnist
Harriet Van Home
(see page 18).

The question that
got Mr. Marx onto
the topic: "Why is it
ties of English (in
that of a11 the varicHO MARX
GROUC
dialect jokes) we used to have to laugh at
the only one now permitted to comedians is
Mr. Marx
hillbilly
talk?" explained that pressure groups
"have helped to remove a good deal of
comedy from American entertainment." He
said, "It isn't just minority groups. . . . It's
a question of . . . you crack a joke about
a lawyer for example, you get a letter from
a legal office of a legal group ... in some
city, or a doctor. . . . All these things are
now sacred. . . . You can't kid anything anymore and the sponsors are largely responsible for this, of course, because they're terrified. Ifyou have an audience of 30 million
people and they get eight letters . . . saying
that their comedian is an idiot, or foulmouthed jerk . . . they're terrified."
The NBC-TV comedian felt Will Rogers
could not "have made a living today" — that
"he couldn't kid congressmen and senators.
. . . They'd run him out of the country. . . ."
Asked to name "some of the great comedians" of today, Mr. Marx said, "There
are none. The few that were left . . . went
into television and they got bounced off
there because there are too many fellows
with guns shooting at them."
Miss Van Home agreed with Mr. Marx
that the "decline in humor" on tv is a
"serious" thing and promptly went into censorship of non-humor on tv. "A play that
you read because it's going to be on tv may
often not come out the way its author had
intended it to." She cited the Talent Assoc.
production of Thornton Wilder's "The
BridgeShow
of San
LuisMonth
Rey" on
DuPont
of the
as aCBS-TV's
recent example. She declared that a minor character
was totally eliminated "because there was a
feeling that the church might be offended.
I honestly don't think the church would
Dr. Evans asked the panel, "Are we ever
have been."
going
to purge ourselves of these blackmailing persecutions?" Mr. Marx replied: "Not
under the present system, I don't think we
will. Because the sponsors now control
what's said on television. And as long as
they pay the salaries, they're going to call
the tune. That's all. It's as simple as that."
Broadcasting
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most recent Nielsen* proves it: WRC's
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in the Hartford
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The highest average rating (13.6, ARB )
The most quarter-hour wins (73% more than
the 2nd station, 82% more than the 3rd, ARB )
The
number
Greater
ratedlargest
network
shows of (1U
of theHartford's
top 25, ARB)topGreater Hartford's top early evening network
news show ("Douglas Edwards with the News")
Greater Hartford's favorite early evening local
news program ("Seven O'Clock Report" )
Greater Hartford's top-rated late evening news
program ("Eleven O'Clock Report" )

From any angle, throughout HartfordNew Britain (where family income is
third highest in the nation)
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television station in the market
WHCT
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is . . .

Owned

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

NETWORKS continued
when they applied for permission to enter
Peiping and report the visit of the three
American mothers who were visiting their
imprisoned sons there.
It was reported by western observers that
Peiping evidently will continue to stand by
its decision to keep out American newsmen
until the U. S. State Dept. grants permission
for Chinese Communist reporters to enter
this country.
In another incident last week, Reuters'
Hong Kong correspondent Ian McCrone was
granted a visa to go into Canton and report
the mothers' departure from China.
CBS
3

News

Sustaining

• Deny

cutback

• Vienna

ABOVE,

Arthur Hull Hayes (I), CDS

Radio president, and Irving Gitlin (second

from I), public relations director of CBS News, listen to
"Actuality Report No. 1 — Who Killed Michael Farmer?"
of the network's newly-created "Unit One." Others (I to r)
utive producer for radio in the public affairs department of

part of CBS' forthcoming
along with other members
are, Ralph Backlund, execCBS News; George Vicas,

producer of the network's Radio Beat series, and Jay McMullen, producer of a projected series of "actuality" presentations.
New
To

CBS

Radio

Document

Unit

Hard

News

Formation of CBS Radio '-Unit One,"
which will concentrate on production of
hard-news documentaries, was announced
last week by the network's president, Arthur
Hull Hayes.
The unit, composed of personnel assigned
to the public affairs branch of CBS News,
has been formed to "ferret out provocative
stories" and apply radio's "hard-hitting
treatment." It will prepare four hour-long
documentaries before July 1, the first "Actuality Report No. 1" titled "Who Killed
Michael Farmer?" This study of juvenile delinquency which has its basis in the New
York street-gang killing last year of 15-yearold Michael Farmer, narrated by Edward
R. Murrow, will be aired on CBS Radio
shortly after the close of the trial, now in
Other "actuality reports" schedprogress.
uled: interservice Pentagon rivalry, troop
behavior and psychology during the Korean
conflict; labor racketeering; narcotics, and
possibly, a follow-up to CBS Radio's shocking report of May 20, 1957, on the GalindezMurphy case.
"Unit One" also will continue to package
the network's new Radio Beat series which
has brought representatives of the U. S.
and U. S. S. R. together over trans-Atlantic
radio hookups.
These shows are available for sponsorship,
CBS Radio officials declared last week. Cost
for an hour-long show comes to roughly
$10,000 plus time charges.
Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs director,
explained that "Unit One" had its roots in
the fact that many CBS Radio public affairs
programs, formerly reviewed on radio-tv
pages, suddenly cropped up on front pages,
for they made hard news. He cites A
Chronicle of Terror (the Galindez-Murphy
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report) and the first of the Radio Beat
Moscow-to-New York discussion programs
last December.
"The assumption up to now," said Mr.
Gitlin, "is that tv can 'do it bigger . . . and
better.' Maybe so, but in certain areas radio
has it all over tv," with such certain areas:
(1) providing "extreme flexibility at low
cost"; (2) affording "witnesses the advantage of anonymity" as was demonstrated in
bringing an anti-Trujillo spokesman to the
CBS microphone and tape recorder cloakand-dagger style; (3) being able to tell a
story-in-depth "with minimum interference
by gadgetry" — that is, doing remotes without
having to use oversized camera crews, miles
of cable, etc.
Mr. Gitlin recalled that it only took "a
hard core of three men" and a dozen odd
"stringers" to piece together the Galindez
mystery. Had this documentary been done
on tv, he declared, "we would have had to
use at least 100 people."
The unit will be composed of Ralph T.
Backlund, executive producer of CBS Radio
public affairs programming, and a staff consisting of Jay McMullen, who will take
charge
Rabin,
George
Mr.

of the "Actuality Reports"; Art
associate to Mr. McMullen, and
Vicas, producer of Radio Beat.
Gitlin and Mr. Hayes pointed out

last week that "a response to changing radio
programming has demonstrated that there is
a receptive radio audience and that it's possible to create nationwide excitement for
network programming other than just

Peiping
Bars CBS, NBC Newsmen,
music."
Upholding Ban on U. S. Coverage
Two American newsmen, Guy Searls of
CBS and James Robinson of NBC, were refused visas by Communist China last week

Will

bureau

Tv

Drop
Shows

in news

unit

trimmed

CBS-TV will drop three Sunday sustaining public affairs programs, it was disclosed
last week, but officials firmly denied reports
that a general, substantial cutback in the
CBS News operation was in the works.
Thea three
programs
Let's
Take
Trip, with
Sonny affected
Fox, Joanare
Terrace
and Jimmy Walsh; U.N. in Action with
Larry Lesueur, and Eric Sevareid's World
News Roundup. Officials pointed out that
relatively few affiliates are carrying these
shows, and that, in addition, the U.N. General Assembly is now out of action. There
also were indications that another news
program, not identified, would be introduced into the Sunday afternoon lineup.
Another program, the Monday-Friday
8:45 a.m. news with Richard C. Hottelet,
is slated for a format change which will
produce some production economies. Officials said greater emphasis would be put on
hard news, to make it "a better show."
Authorities acknowledged that some people would be dropped as a result of the
program cancellations, but despite recurring
reports to the contrary, they said that apart
from the program changes, "there's not
much doing" along that line.
They said the Vienna news office, revived
during the Hungarian revolution 15 months
ago — Alexander Kendrick Jr., now in London with Charles Collingwood, directed CBS
Vienna news activities for several years preceding his London assignment three years
ago — was being trimmed (but not eliminated) and that Dan Karasik would be returned from Vienna for reassignment. They
also noted that the CBS News operation had
mushroomed over the years and that they
were now taking a look to see how it
might be made more efficient, but that
they expected no big cutbacks and, except
for perhaps a few changes here and there,
no major alterations.
Face the Nation, now seen Sunday 44:30 p.m., will be moved into the 4:30-5
p.m. time slot now occupied by World
News Roundup: and The Last Word, recently returned to CBS-TV after a fall hiatus,
will move from 3:30-4 p.m. to 6-6:30 to
replace the Sunday evening version of the
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
Goodson-Todman Beat the Clock series.
Both moves become effective March 2.
CBS-TV President Merle Jones said the
U. N. show normally goes off at this
time of year, when the General Assembly adjourns. The Sunday 1 1-1 1 : 30 a.m.
scries will be deplaced b\ Lye on New ) ork,
a WCBS-TV New York production; it also
w ill be made available to those affiliates now
carrying Trip, Mr. Jones said. The Sonny
Fox travel-education series is seen Sunday
noon- 12: 30 p.m.
The CBS-TV head indicated the network
would not be reducing its public service
responsibilities, underscoring the premiere
Feb. 23 of a new hour-long sustaining series,
The Great Challenge, scheduled Sunday,
5-6 p.m.
MBS Studying 24-Hour Service,
Polls Early-Morning Potential
Mutual is in the process of determining
the practicability of 24-hour network service by surveying the scope and dimension
of the early morning audience. Initial indications are that this listening group is
sizable.
This commentary was offered last week
by Paul Roberts. MBS president, who reported that the network's public relations
department had conducted an informal poll
of 32 state authorities operating major toll
roads throughout the nation. All state authorities replied, Mr. Roberts said, but only
four said they recorded information on tolls
accrued on these roads, which Mutual requested to ascertain car-usage data on an
hourly basis as a measure of in-car listening.
"Still, the results were eye-opening," Mr.
Roberts revealed. "Approximately 7% of
the toll traffic on the Garden State Parkway in New Jersey, for example, is between
12 midnight and 6 a.m. For the 88-mile
Oklahoma Turnpike the same period garners 9%. And on the West Virginia Turnpike the same six hours provide 14.9% of
the revenues. The Kansas State Turnpike
tells us that the period between 10 p.m.
and 6 a.m. on its 236-mile road provides
20% of its total revenues each day." No
data on actual radio listening was available, however.
Mr. Roberts said the network now intends to communicate with chambers of
commerce in major cities to gather statistics
on the number of night workers throughout
the country and obtain another index on

the size of the potential audience for early
morning network programming. Mr. Roberts said it is conceivable that Mutual will
launch around-the-clock broadcasting by
late spring.

NBC,

ABC

Affiliates

Get Ready
for Barrow
Tv network affiliates continued to gird
for the battle of the Barrow Report last
week.
NBC-TV affiliates were called to a special
meeting in New Orleans Wednesday by
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, chairman

*^BrvI
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j
* ''■•ok

special
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°' ra memhers are

P°yers
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■L^StdHU
uf.
Law S AceZ
-31 II.

TV Huntington, W.
Va., vice
chairman; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV San
Antonio; David M. Baltimore, WBRE-TV
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and Harold Essex, WSJSTV Winston-Salem, N. C. Bernard Koteen,
Washington attorney, was chosen as counsel.
On Friday, ABC affiliates were scheduled
to meet in Washington.
NBC affiliates were granted to Feb. 15
to supply the FCC with a list of witnesses
and the subjects they are to discuss. The
deadline for filing appearances for the
March 3 open hearing on the Barrow Report had been set at last Friday.
Earlier a group of CBS affiliates under
the chairmanship of John S. Hayes, WTOPTV Washington, was given to Feb. 15 to
supply a list of names of witnesses and the
subjects they will discuss. Another group
of CBS affiliates, all represented by CBS
Spot Sales, was given to Feb. 7 to supply
this information.
The CBS affiliates group comprises, in
addition to Mr. Hayes, the following:
W. D. Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.;
August C. Meyer, WCIA (TV) Champaign,
111.; George Whitney, KFMB-TV San Diego,
Calif., and Carter M. Parham, WDEF-TV
Chattanooga, Tenn. Counsel is Ernest
Jennes, Washington attorney [Networks,
Jan. 20].
■k$HL S
HARRI

WHI
ROGERS

RED

TO

BLACK

Mutual has been in the black since
last September, President Paul Roberts announced last week. Mr. Roberts,
head of a syndicate that bought the
network from RKO Teleradio Pictures
last
announced
that "Mutual
has August,
had a $24,000
operational
profit
since September 1957. Losses for the
first seven months of the year, however, totaled $680,000."
DuMont Settlement May Presage
Court Test of Puppet Copyright
infringement
a "work
of art"
on Copyright
network television
soon ofmay
be tested
in
the courts, following a settlement effected
last week between a puppet designer and
DuMont Broadcasting Co., owner-operator
of WABD (TV) New York.
The settlement — reportedly for $2,000
or $250 per alleged violation of copyright
— was effected between Coudert Bros.,
counsel for DuMont, and Rosen & Seton,
counsel for Mrs. Michael Mura, a designer
of hand puppets. Mrs. Mura claimed that
one of her puppets was used on the WABD
(TV) Sandy Becker Show in 1955-56
in violation of a copyright. The case appeared before the U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New York, and culminated in last week's settlement.
However, it was understood that Mrs.
Mura and her attorneys are considering
filing suit against one of the three networks
charging similar violation of copyright involving achildren's series. One question:
whether the network's affiliates would be
held responsible. Counsel maintains that
if newspapers are to be held responsible
for the contents of syndicated columns,
then affiliates, too, are parties to a copyright infringement by the parent network.
Extra Copies of Report Printed
To Meet Requests From Tv Offer
The unprecedented number of audience
requests for the Rockefeller Bros. Foundation's report on "Internal Security: The
Military Aspect," triggered by NBC-TV's
Today program Jan. 7 [At Deadline, Jan.
13], has caused Doubleday & Co. to increase its first printing of the Rockefeller
Report from 200,000 to 400,000 copies.
On the Jan. 7 Today, Dave Garroway and
Nelson A. Rockefeller jointly offiered to send
free to any viewer requesting a copy the
forthcoming Doubleday edition, with mailing costs to be defrayed by NBC and printing by the Foundation. NBC officials admitted they had expected no more than 500
requests, but received 200,000 in 48 hours.
Doubleday set aside the extra 200,000
copies for the free NBC mailing but offered
the other 200,000 at 50 cents each. The
publisher produced the report in the recordbreaking time of 48 hours for Mr. Garrowho on
waved way,the
booktheat next
the morning's
camera andToday
told
viewers the report also could be purchased
in the bookshops.
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• Sees threat in movies
• Secret report to TOA

on tv
revealed

The continued showing of feature films
on television could spell financial failure
for most of the country's movie theatres
and motion picture production studios, according to a report made for the Theatre
Owners of America by Sindlinger & Co.,
Ridley Park, Pa., business analyst.
The findings of the report, based on
Sindlingcr's continuing survey of markets in
all 48 states, were presented at a closed
meeting of theatre owners and heads of all
major craft guilds in Hollywood Jan. 17.
Those in attendance were told the report
was confidential.
The report came to light last week when
the New York Times obtained a copy from
"a person well-placed in the industry." A
spokesman for TOA would neither confirm
nor deny the material published in the
newspapers but an official of Sindlinger
indicated the information is correct, pointing
out the Times had included direct quotations from the report.
The report states that since last September, motion pictures on tv command onequarter of the total of the nation's tv
viewing time and the public spends four
times more hours a week looking at old
movies on tv than in seeing new ones in
theatres. As a result, the report claims,
there was a 7 million decrease in average
weekly movie attendance in the final quarter
of 1957, compared with the same period
of 1956.
The Sindlinger findings translate these
developments into a loss of some $50 million
in theatre gross in the three-month period, as
compared with the 1956 quarter. It attributes
the decline to the growing popularity of feature films on tv and explains that last
fall was marked by the influx of top-quality
old films on tv.
In the final summary of the analysis,
Sindlinger warns that if the post-1948 Hollywood product is released to tv as the pre1948 product has been, it will be "a death
blow to theatres and to production."
Reviewing the impact of tv on movie
attendance, the report reveals that in the
12 months from October 1954 through
September 1955, the nation's theatres, including drive-ins, had their best 12 months
on a consolidated basis since 1948. The
report cites these reasons: the bigger movie
stars had stayed off tv; only a few movies
were being shown on the late television
shows; and the public recognized that the
local theatre and the local tv station were
competing for its time and attention.
In the fall of 1955, there began the socalled "courtship of movies and tv," the
report states, beginning with the showing
of film clips and of programs produced by
film studios, such as Warner Brothers Presents, The 20th Century-Fox Hour and
Disneyland and M-G-M- Parade. According
to Sindlinger, theatre attendance dipped 17%
to 20% in areas where the programs were
Page 58
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shown and went up 3% to 7% over the
comparable period of the previous year in
areas where the programs were not shown.
With the "wedding of the movies and tv,"
which the report claims was consummated
in October 1957 when pre- 1948 productions
from most major studios became generally
shown on tv, the changes in audience behavior became most noticeable. Average
weekly attendance fell 13.5% to 17.5%
in the last six months, as against the same
periods in 1956, the report claims. Simultaneously, Sindlinger notes, the time devoted to old motion pictures on tv rose from
86.5 million viewer hours a week before
September to 426.2 million hours a week
in December 1957.

make it self-supporting for at least the next
12 months," and added it is presently negotiating for production of film series with leading English motion picture producers.
On the domestic front, Mr. Unger said,
the corporation organized NTA Pictures Inc.
to distribute films to theatres prior to their
television sale. He said the results of the
first major package placed in distribution
were "encouraging as well as profitable." He
pointed out that several properties for theatrical re-issue recently have been acquired.
Levitt, Former

CNP

President,

Dies of Barbiturates

Overdose

Robert D. Levitt, 47, who resigned last

If the national level of the theatre gross
for the next nine months follows the trend
of the past six months, according to the
report, theatres and production will be down
about 17%. Sindlinger adds that this means
theatres will have a $200 million annual
loss in gross and production will have an
annual loss of $73 million in film rentals.
Samuel Goldwyn, a leading independent
motion picture producer, disagreed with
the conclusions of the report. He declared

December as president of California National Productions, NBC's film-producingmerchandising subsidiary, was found
dead Monday in his
country home at
East Hampton,

that "good pictures on television do not
from the theatres. It's
people away
keep
bad pictures
[in theatres] that keep them

Levitt's
death
wasMr.
termed
a suicide

Landau Cites Growth of NTA
away."
In Report to Stockholders
The growth picture of National Telefilm
Assoc., New York, was highlighted in reports made by company officers at the third
annual meeting of stockholders held in that
city last Tuesday.
Ely A. Landau, board chairman, announced that a record net income of $269,577 was achieved for the three months ended
Oct. 31, 1957, equal to 26 cents per share
of common stock, as compared with $236,920, equal to 23 cents per share in the 1956
quarter. The number of exhibition contracts
written in the 1957 quarter totaled $4,310,604, according to Mr. Landau, increasing
from $3,519,942 in the three-month period
ended Oct. 31, 1956. NTA's current fiscal
year ends July 31, 1958.
Mr. Landau told stockholders that the
early stages of NTA's development have
been marked by "substantial growth and material capital outlays," and added: "As to the
immediate future, while we expect to maintain steady growth, we do not anticipate a
continuance of the phenomenal percentage
increases that have marked our progress to
date. But we do believe that your company
can now enter into a period of consolidation
in which its business activities as well as
its financial base will be strengthened and
Other phases of expansion activities by
solidified."
NTA during the year were outlined by
Oliver A. Unger, president. He cited the
establishment of NTA Telefilm (Canada)
Ltd. in which the company has become a
50% owner and of National Telefilm Assoc.
(UK) Ltd. in Great Britain, a whollyowned subsidiary. He revealed this latter
company

has "already achieved sales to

N. Y. Private funeral services were
held Wednesday in
that community.

by the Suffolk Counoffice
and the
county
ty district
attorney's
coroner. An autopsy and laboratory tests
indicated the former newspaper publisher
and tv film executive died from a selfadministered overdose of barbiturates.
MR. LEVITT

Mr. Levitt is survived by his wife, Barbara, two children (by a former marriage to
musical comedy star Ethel Merman) and
two brothers. One, Arthur Levitt, is state
controller in New York.
Mr. Levitt started his career as a newspaper reporter in New York City, moving
up in the newspaper field except for an
interval after World War II when he was
in motion picture publicity, associated with
David O. Selznick. In 1951, Mr. Levitt
became associate publisher of American
Weekly and Puck, the Comic Weekly, and
two years later, publisher. He was a vice
president and a director of the Hearst
organization. He joined Screen Gems in
1955, becoming national sales manager and
moving in July 1956 to CNP where he was
appointed vice president and in January
1957 elected president.
Guild

Buys

141

Feature

Films

Guild Films Co., New York, has bought
141 feature films from Lippert Productions,
Hollywood, for "several million dollars," it
was announced last week. The films will
increase the Guild inventory which now
consists of 22 program series, two cartoon
packages and 1,200 RKO film shorts. The
141 features star such talent as Eddie
Albert, Barbara Britton, Lee J. Cobb,
Vincent Price and Edward G. Robinson,
among others. Some of the films are "Lost
Continent," "I Shot Jesse James," "Leave
It to the Marines" and "The Steel Helmet."
John Cole, vice president of sales, explained
that the pictures will be released in several
groups within two weeks.
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED

a

new

for

Film

Network

Sets

New

Hour

Show

Repudiating reports that the future of the
NTA Film Network is uncertain, Raymond

pattern

variety

NTA

Nelson, vice president in charge of the network, isannouncing today ( Monday) that a
one-hour program titled The 20th CenturyFox Hour will be presented on a lineup of
63 affiliated stations for 13 weeks starting
March 30. He says other projects for the
network are being planned for the fall.
Mr. Nelson's announcement came after
speculation arose about the direction the
network would take following the end of

in

afternoon

commercial sponsorship of Premiere Performance on the NTA Film Network [Film,
Jan. 27]. The NTA Film Network, according to Mr. Nelson, is "very much in business" and future plans encompass the offering of half-hour filmed shows plus some live
programming, probably to start this fall.
He points out that in the year and a half
the network has been operating, many of its

and

late

night

programming

AFTERNOON
■ 90 minutes of comedy: Monday through Friday. One time only rate, $60. No additional charge
for live demonstrations.
STU ERWIN . . .
BEULAH .
...
OUR MISS BROOKS
LATE

NIGHT:

1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

a new live pattern for late night

programming:
Bowling

Nightcap
live
contemporary
with Charlie Byrd.

jazz,

live
Washington's
keglers compete.

top

Sunday, 11:25 p.m.— 12:15 a.m.
one time only, flat, $80

Wed., 11:20 p.m.-12:20 a.m.
one time only, flat, $80

Mystery Theater:
the cream of the whodunit
movies.

Town & Country Time
live
country and western
music with Elton Britt.

Monday, 11:20 p.m.— conclusion
one time only, $60

Thursday, 11:20 p.m.— 12:20 a.m.
one time only, flat, $80

Night Show:
tops in feature films.

Promenade

Tuesday, 11:20 p.m.— conclusion
one time only, $60

live popular music
studio dancing party.

and

Friday, 11:20 p.m.— 12:20 a.m.
one time only, flat, $80

procedures have been "experimental" and
officials now are evaluating some of the
methods of operation. In this connection, he
says, the network is studying the practicability of using the coaxial cable as a means of
transmitting filmed programs in certain regions of the country and of bicycling prints
instead of sending prints of each film to
individual stations.
The latest NTA Film Network offering —
The 20th Century-Fox Hour — consists of
re-runs of the one-hour program carried
several years ago on CBS-TV. The films
were produced by Fox, which holds a 50%
interest in the NTA Film Network.
Mr. Nelson believes the programs, featuring such stars as Bette Davis, Linda Darnell,
Fred MacMurray, William Bendix, Thelma
Ritter, Farley Granger and others, will
achieve substantial audience ratings because
"80% of the tv audience did not see them
during
networkMr.run."
The the
program,
Nelson said, is being
offered to advertisers under a plan he considers unique, called "double impact." The
films will be presented on Sunday afternoon
and on a weekday evening (the same film
playing twice in one week). In this way, Mr.
Nelson continued, the station will get a new
audience for each run of the film. The package for the 1 3 weeks will cost a total of
about $1.6 million to advertisers and it is
planned to have eight sponsors investing in
the programming.
Abrahams Forms DMA Enterprises
DMA Enterprises, new film production
firm in New York, was formed last week by
former NBC-TV producer Mort Abrahams.
Executive producer of Producers' Showcase
in the 1956-57 season, Mr. Abrahams left
NBC-TV last summer to join Music Corp.
of America as producer of the Monday

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 WASHINGTON, D.C.
_ I for full availability information,
AN EVENING STAR STATION
JJck H.R TelJsion\ /n.
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night Suspicion series on NBC-TV. His resignation from MCA became effective Saturday. DMA will have temporary offices at
the Wyndham Hotel, 42 W. 58th St.. New
York (tel.: PLaza 3-3500, ext. 809). DMA
plans a science fiction series to be distributed
by Screen Gems. Other tv series also are
planned, plus theatrical features.
Broadcasting
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GEORGE WASHINGTON
HONOR
MEDAL
of the
Freedoms Foundation at Valley
Forge for "Youth Asks The
Question" series . . . Awarded
February 22, 1957

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
TO THE COMMUNITY...
Safety Award of the Rochester
Safety Council.
Awarded June 6, 1957
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COUNCIL'S Public Interest
Award for exceptional service to
Farm Safety.
Awarded November 18, 1957

ARTHUR
GODFREY

Lowell

Thomas

NORA

DRAKE

THE MARCH OF DIMES
...National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis Certificate of Appreciation of Outstanding Service . . .
Awarded February 9, 1957
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FILM CONTINUED
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IN DECEMBER

NEW YORK
seven-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day & Time
Sat. 10:30
1.
Playhouse
of
Mystery
(TPA)
2.
Mon.
(Ziv)
7:00
Highway Patrol
Tues 7:00
3. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
Code
3
Wed.
10:30
4.
(ABC Film)
5. If You Had a
Sat.
7:00
Million
(MCA-TV)
Fri.
6. Silent Service
(NBC Film)
7:00
7. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax)
Wed. 7:00
(AAP)
8. Popeye
Fri. 6:00
Sun.Sat. 5:30
Sun.
6:00
Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
9.
10. Looney Tunes (Guild & AAP)
Sat.
Mon.- 6:30

four-station market
CHICAGO
Distr.
Program
Rank
1. Sile?(t Service
(NBC Film)
2. State Trooper (MCA-TV)
3. Men of Annapolis (Ziv)
Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
(Ziv)
Highway Patrol
(Nabisco)
5. Sky King
6. Brave Eagle
(CBS Film)
(AAP)
7. Bugs Bunny
8. Cisco Kid
(Ziv)
9. Flash Gordon
(Guild)
10. Honeymooners

(CBS Film)

Sta.

-TV
■TV
Rating
•TV
TV

-TV 15.9
18.8

WRCA
WCBS- -TV
WRCA TV
WRCAWRCA -TV
WCBSWRCA
WPIX

15.5
14.7
12.0
11.5
10.9
10.5
10.2

WABC
WABD

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, Broadcasting each month lists the
10 top-rated syndicated film programs in JO major
markets, selected to represent all parts of the country
with various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables,
due to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.
Rating
LOS ANGELES
seven-station market
Rank
Program
Distr.
Day & Time
Thurs.
Borax)
1. Death Valley Days (Pacific7 00
Mon. 9 00
5.
(Ziv)
2. Highway Patrol
3. Dick Potuetl (Official)
Sat.
9
Thurs.
4. Men of Annapolis (Ziv)
Mon. 7 :30
(CBS Film)
7 30
9. Whirlybirds
6. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Sat.
7 30
San
Fran.
Beat
(CBS
Film)
7.
9 :30
Thurs.
Sat.
30
Search
for
Adven.
(Bagnall)
8.
10.
Mon. 77 :00
26 Men
(ABC Film)
Harbor Command
(Ziv)
7 :00
00
Sat.

Sta.
19.9

KRCA
KTTV
KNXT
KNXT
KHJ-TV
KTTV
KTTV
KCOP
KRCA
KTTV

17.6
17.4
14.4
13.9
14.3
13.0
13.1
12.6
11.4

Sta.

Rating
23.5

9.6
Rating

Day &
Tues.
Wed.
Mon.
Fri.

Time WNBQ
Sta.
WNBQ
9:30
9:30
WGN-TV
6:00 WGN-TV
8:00
WGN-TV
Thurs
Fri
Tues. 6:00
6:00 WGN-TV
WGN-TV
6:30 WGN-TV
WNBQ
M-F
Mon.
6:00
Sun. 12:00 WGN-TV
Sun 12:30
Thurs. 9:30 WGN-TV

four-station market
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
Sta.
Distr.
Rank Program
Day & Time
Tues 9:30
1.
2. State Trooper (MCA-TV)
WCCO
5:30
Popeye
(AAP)
M-F
O.
Henry
Playhouse
(GrossKSTPKrasne)
3.
Sun. 9:30
4. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax)
6:00
WCCO
KSTPSat.
WCCO
5. Dr. Christian
Sat. 9:30
(Ziv)
WCCO
Sat. 11:00
6. Wild Bill Hickok
(Screen
Gems)
a.m.
(Ziv)
Thurs.
7. Highway Patrol
10:30
WCCO
(Nabisco)
Sat. 9 a.m.
Sky King
KSTP(AAP)
4:30
a.m.
WCCO
8. Bugs Bumiy
M-F
WCCO
(TPA)
9. Ramar
Sat. 10:30
a.m.
Wed 10:30
(Ziv)
10. Mr. D. A.

29.4
23.0
17.4
16.7
16.2
15.7
15.0
14.6
13.7
13.6

-TV

Rating
TV-TV
--TTVV 23.7
20.7
TV
19.7

-TV
TV-TV
-TV

TV

18.4
18.2
15.8
15.6
15.6

WASHINGTON
four-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
Day & Time
1. Highway Patrol Borax)
(Ziv)
Sat.
7:00
2. Death Valley Days (PacificMon.
7:00
3. Sheena
(ABC Film)
Mon. 10:30
6:00
4. Gray Ghost (CBS Film)
Sat.
5. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv)
Sun.
Thurs 6:00
6. Jungle Jim
(Screen Gems)
Thurs. 6:00
7 :00
7. Boots & Saddles (NBC Film)
Wed. 7:00
8. Last of Mohicans (TPA)
Fri.
9. Sky King
(Nabisco)
Wed.
6:00
10. Brave Eagle (CBS Film)
6:00

SEATTLE-TACOMA four-station
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Search for Adven. (Bagnall)
2. Gray Ghost
(CBS Borax)
Film)
3. Death Valley Days (Pacific4. Silent Service
(NBC Film)
5. Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
6. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
7. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
8. Last of Mohicans (TPA)
9. Kingdom of Sea
(Guild)
10. Sky King
(Nabisco)

market
Day & Time
Mon. 7:00
Sun. 6:00
Thurs. 9:00
Mon. 7:30
Thurs. 7:00
Thurs. 7:00
Thurs. 6:00
Mon.
Tues. 6:00
7:00
Tues. 6:00

ATLANTA three-station market
Rank
Program
Distr.
1. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
2. Amos 'n' Andy
(CBS Film
3. Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
4. Code 3
(ABC Film)
5. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
6. State Trooper (MCA-TV)
7. Casey Jones
(Screen Gems)
8. If You Had a
Million
(MCA-TV)
9. Sky King
(Nabisco)
10. Kit Carson
(MCA-TV)

Day & Time
Tues
7:00
6:00
Wed. 7:00
M-F
Fri.
Sat. 10:30
Fri.
7:30
Mon. 7:00
7:00
7:00
Wed.
Mon.
Tues.
6:30
6:30

WTOP-TV
WRC-TV
WMAL-TV
WTOP-TV
WMAL-TV
WMAL-TV
WRC-TV
WRC-TV
WMAL-TV
WMAL-TV

17.6
16.9
17.7
16.5
16.2
15.7
14.7
15.2
14.9

Rating
Sta.
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
KING-TV

28.5
31.2
26.6
24.8
24.9
21.6
24.1
20.7
20.5
20.2

15.3
15.2
13.9

KSTPCLEVELAND
three-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day & Time
Sat. 10:30
1. Silent Service
(NBC Film)
Tues.
2. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Mon. 7:00
7:00
3. Frontier Doctor (H-TV)
Tues. 6:00
4. Brave Eagle
(CBS Film)
Tues.
6:30
5:30
Sky King
(Nabisco)
5. Popeye
(AAP)
M-F
Sun.
6:30
6. Range Rider
(CBS Film)
Death Valley Days (PacificBorax)
Thurs . 7:00
Thurs. 6 :30
7. Federal Men
(MCA-TV)
Fri.
7:00
8. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
Wed. 10:30
6:30
9. Men of Annapolis (Ziv)
Sat.
10. Kit Carson (MCA-TV)
Thurs.
6:00
Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV)

Rating
Sta.
WJW-TV
WJW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WEWS

26.8
25.7
25.6
22.3
22.3

KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WEWS
KYW-TV

20.1
19.8
19.5
19.1
19.1

22.1
20.6
20.6

Sta.

Rating
26.6
22.7
WSB-TV
22.6
WSB-TV
23.2
21.5
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
20.9
WAGA-TV
21.1
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
20.0
WSB-TV
16.7
WLWA
19.7
WLWA

Rating
COLUMBUS three-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day & Time
1.
(Ziv)
Tues. 10:30
Highway Patrol
2. Our Miss Brooks (CBS Film)
Sun. 6:30
Sun. 9:30
3. San Fran. Beat (CBS Film)
Sat. 10:30
4. Last of Mohicans (TPA)
Wed.
6:30
5. Mama
(CBS Film)
Fri.
6:30
(Nabisco)
6. Sky King
Fri.
10:30
7. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Mon. 6:00
8. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
(Ziv)
Sun. 5:30
Cisco Kid
Tues.
(AAP)
10.9. Popeye
Fri.
6:00
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Sta.
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV
WBNS-TV

Rating
32.2
25.4
23.8
20.9
20.3
20.1
19.5
19.1
18.5
17.8

BOSTON
two-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Whirlybirds
(CBS
Film)
2. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
3. Federal Men
(Ziv)
4. Harbor
- 5.
26 Men Command (MCA-TV)
(ABC
Film)
6. Decoy
Silent Service
7.
(NBC-Film)
(Official)
8.
Amos
'n'
Andy
9. Topper
(CBS
Film)
(Telestar)
^10. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)

Day & Time Sta.
Tues. 7:00 WBZ-TV
10:30
7:00 WNAC-TV
Mon.
Sun.
Sat.
WBZ-TV
7:00
Sun.
Fri.
WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
7:00
WBZ-TV
7:00
10:30
Fri.
WBZ-TV
5:00
Sun.
WNAC-TV
M-F
6:30
WNAC-TV
Thurs. 6:00
WNAC-TV

25.2
20.8
23.4
22.8
20.5
20.3
19.9
19.3
18.3
18.7

Broadcasting

that's

why

WCAU

SALES

RADIO

means

RESPONSE

Forget the teen-agers? Never. The coke-set finds plenty to
attract them in the WCAU RADIO program listings. Their
music, played by personalities who talk their language.
But we recognize that multi-hour swing sessions . . . with
the same voice droning on and on offers little to attract the
real keeper of the family pursestrings.
That's why WCAU RADIO is kept so diversified — with more
outstanding local personalities (24 of them at last count)
than all the other local stations combined, variety shows
and women's programs* that really entertain — top rated
news programs written and edited by one of the country's

Balanced

programming

like ours means

SALES

in

largest and best staffed news departments, on the spot short
wave relay special event coverage, sports commentary by
experts in their fields — the nation's most accurate weather
reporting service and music programs in tune with the
listening moods of the day.
Add to this the best of CBS — daytime dramatic serials and
network favorites — Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter, Edward
R. Murrow and Lowell Thomas and you have a 24-hour-a-day
program line up coincident with the quality and listener
loyalty that has given us leadership in this important market
for 35 consecutive years.

WCAU
the

'the 5 top local women's programs in Philadelphia.

Broadcasting

Philadelphia

station

RADIO
of RESPONSIVENESS

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio Station • Represented Nationally by CBS Spot Sales
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FILM CONTINUED

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Colortech Films Reports Process
For Electronic Animation on Film

STRIKE

BY

LOOMS

AT

Colortech Films Inc.. New York, last
week announced it has perfected a new
method of film animation through electronic
instrumentation and claims its process enables areduction of more than half in the
cost of full animation by conventional
techniques.
Hsin Min Ch'en. a partner in Colortech,
reported that an important feature of the
process is its capacity to transform black
and white art and photography into color
electronically and on film. He said the
new process requires only one single piece
of black and white art or still photography
for each scene. Each piece of art is then
converted into electrical signals that are
controlled and moved at will in any given
direction and are then turned into fully
animated sequences. These sequences, he
continued, are finally transferred for reproduction onto standard film.
Mr, Ch'en said the animation achieved is
"a different kind of full animation" from
but
that of conventional "full animation"
insisted it is as effective. He said several
advertising agencies had made use of the
company's services, but declined to reveal
them without their permission.
FILM SALES

Screen Gems reports sale of its "Triple
Crown" package of 112 feature films to
Transcontinent Tv Corp. for its stations —
WGR-TV Buffalo. WROC-TV Rochester,
both New York, and WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
Trans-Lux Television Corp., N. Y., reports
sale of its Encyclopaedia Britannica library
of film programming to WPRO-TV Providence, R. I., for five-year period.
Atlantic Television Corp., N. Y., has announced sales of its Tenth Anniversary
package of feature films, to 1 1 stations.
Package, containing 14 films, has been on
market since Jan. 2 and was sold to WCBSTV New York; KTVX (TV) Tulsa, Okla.;
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.; KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles; WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C;
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; KCRA-TV
Sacramento; WHCT (TV) Hartford; WBUF
(TV) Buffalo, N. Y.; KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex., and KFJZ-TV Fort Worth.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
Screen Gems announces that it has re-edited
quarter-hour Patti Page Show, produced in
1955 and 1956, into half-hour series which
it is putting into distribution immediately.
Original 78 quarter-hours, released in 195556 and 1956-57, are now playing in more
than 50 markets and stations now may have
program in either the 15-minute or halfhour version, SG reports.
Official Films, N. Y., reports that Confession,
new half-hour tv series dealing with sociological aspects of crime, is being offered
for network sale. Series has been live presentation over WFAA-TV Dallas. Program features convicted criminal who appears before
panel of judge, psychiatrist and member of
clergy and tells story of his crime.
Page 64
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• No

agreement

• Networks

NABET
WEEKEND
by last Friday

prepare

for worst

The possibility of a strike against NBC
and ABC loomed last Friday as negotiations
between the tv-radio networks and the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians approached the midnight deadline
with no indication that a settlement was imminent. The old contract expired last Friday
at midnight.

technicians in the month preceding the talks:
49 layoffs in New York City, 20 on the West
Coast, 15 in Chicago, plus a few others in
the area. Part of the layoffs were attributed
to shifts of programming from the East and
Midwest to the West Coast but the introduction of new equipment was and will be the
key to future network problems."
The article contended that in radio-tv
broadcasting the introduction of automation
does not follow the so-called "classic theory"
of lowering of costs and increasing consumption with consequent requirement of the
services of at least as many employes as
before its introduction. The union argued

Tyler Byrne, executive vice president of
NABET and chairman of the negotiating
committee which has been discussing a new
contract with network representatives in
talks in Boston since the beginning of Jan-

that in broadcasting "there is a limitation on
the amount of demand since the medium
never will have more than 24 hours in any

uary, asserted on Thursday: "We are heading toward a strike, but I do not want to say

ABC employes is "a must." The article said
in the past ABC has pleaded "poverty" but
insisted "that argument can no longer suffice,
and the establishment of a pension plan at

that we actually will walk out on Friday."
Mr. Byrne reported that the membership
of the union had voted to give the committee
the right to call a strike against the two networks. About 2,400 employes of NBC and
ABC would be affected by a walkout, encompassing 1,600 engineering, traffic, production and clerical workers at NBC and
800 similar ABC employes.
As talks were continuing in Boston Friday, both network and union representatives
were cautious about discussing the prospects of a settlement and it was believed
that talks would continue up to last Friday's
midnight deadline.
Both networks alerted their supervisory
engineering personnel to be prepared for
emergency duty over the weekend in the
event NABET's strike threat materialized.
Other network employes who have received
technical training also were available for
assignments.
The major demands sought of the networks include an average 15% wage increase; an improved pension plan at NBC
and the introduction of a pension program at
ABC; a four-day, 32-hour week; safeguards
against automation, and strengthening of the
union's jurisdiction over video tape.
An NBC official in New York, who has
maintained close liaison with the negotiations, asked which of NABET's demands
were holding up a settlement, reported the
union and the networks were "quite far
apart" on all major conditions sought by
NABET but said NBC was "hopeful" that
an agreement could be effected before the
deadline.
The current issue of The NABET News,
official publication of the union, devoted a
major portion of its space to the ABC-NBC
negotiations. Though the union stressed in
several articles on the subject that it considered all of its major demands important,
the issue of automation was labeled a "key"
consideration. The lead article, at one point,
asserted:
"Casting its shadows over the
ceedings was the central issue of
and its effects upon every phase
operations.
"NBC, for example, laid off

entire proautomation
of network
nearly 100

dayNABET
to sell its
products."
News
claimed that a pension for

ABC is a strike issue."
Details of the networks' counter-proposals
to NABET were not revealed.
SAG Fiscal '57 Income $613,959
Screen Actors Guild had a total income
of $613,959 in the year ended Oct. 31,
1957, according to the annual financial report distributed to members. The national
office, including Hollywood, accounted for
$422,357 of the total. New York contributed $167,016. None of the other 10 cities
in which SAG is active added as much as
$10,000.
AFTRA

Continues

in San

Diego

Although the AFTRA contracts with San
Diego, Calif., radio stations KCBQ, KFMB,
KFSD, KGB and KSDO expired Friday, the
union's members are continuing work at
these stations while negotiations for a new
contract go on. The next management-union
meeting is scheduled for Feb. 12.
AFTRA

Sets New

Rule in Cuba

A new ruling by American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists requires employers of radio-television performers in
Cuba to cover the artist with a life insurance policy of $300,000. The federation regards Cuba as a "hazardous area because of
current political unrest and occasional
PERSONNEL RELATIONS SHORTS
violence."
Radio & Television Directors Guild, Hollywood, is building up its manuscript registration service. Registration is valid for five
years and establishes completion date and
identity of literary property.
National Labor Relations Board reports it
has received two certifications of union
elections. Local 1220, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, was certified as
union to represent CBS teletype operators
in Chicago and Local 9, Office Employes
Union, was certified to represent office
clerical, traffic and editorial employes of
WITI (TV) Milwaukee.
Broadcasting

self contained * Portable

* Multi-frequency burst * Stairstep * Modulated stairstep
* White window * Composite sync * Reaulafed power supply
hrome Video Transmission Test Equipment
12%" standard-tack mounting unit.
Everydoy these Test Signals generated by Telechrome equipment, are transmitted Coast-to
Coost by NBC, CBS, ABC, the Bell System, Canadian Bell and leading independent TV stations
throughout the U S. and Conada. Hundreds of network offiiliated TV stotions and telephone
TV centers thus check incoming video signals.
The compoct, inexpensive, portable Model 1003- B is all that is required to generate signals
for local and remote performance checking of your entire video, cable, or micro-wave facilities.
DELIVERY 30 DAYS
Literature on the above and more than 100
additional instruments for monochrome and
color TV by TELECHROME are available on
request.

28 Ranlck Drive
Amttyville, N. Y.
Lincoln 1-3600

Broadcasting

1521-A OSCILLOSCOPE CAMERA— Polaroid type for instantaneous 1to 1 ratio
oscilloscope.
photo-recording from any S"

1004-A VIDEO TRANSMISSION
TEST SIGNAL RECEIVER fc
precise differential photf c
gain
ion formeasurements.
use with 1CC3 Coiihm".
6.
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TRADE ASSNS.

ST!*$S 5TH.I

NAB Joint Board of Directors met Jan. 22-24 in desert surroundings near Phoenix, Ariz. Attending the meeting, held at Camelback Inn, were (front row, 1 to r) Charles R. Denny, NBC;
Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; James H. Moore, WSLS
Roanoke, Va.; C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco; John M. Outler Jr.,
WSB Atlanta; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Texas, TV
Board vice chairman; Harold E. Fellows, NAB president; Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., Radio Board chairman; J.
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C, Radio Board vice chairman; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.
Middle row: Everett E. Revercomb, NAB secretary-treasurer;
Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv vice president; E. J. DeGray, ABN;
Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; Henry B. Clay,
KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS; Joseph
E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston; Joseph J. Bernard, KTVI-TV St.

CBS

President

NAB's

Seventh

Stanton
Keynote

to Get
Award

NAB's seventh annual Keynote Award
will be presented to Frank Stanton, CBS
president, during the association's April 27May 1 convention in Los Angeles. The selection was made by the NAB Convention
Committee, which met Monday at the Biltmore Hotel there.
The award, considered the industry's
highest prestige citation, is made annually
to an individual who has made a significant
and lasting contribution to the American
system of broadcasting. The presentation
will be made April 29, when Mr. Stanton
delivers the convention's keynote speech.
Members of the Convention Committee
are J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
N. C, and W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV
Lubbock, Tex., co-chairmen; Thomas C.
Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; William C.
Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Merrill
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Louis; William B. Lodge, CBS; Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC
Los Angeles; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; Tom
Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; Alfred Beckman, ABC-TV; Hugh
M. Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon, 111.; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS Washington; Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio; James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Colo., and John F. Meagher, radio vice president of the association. Back row: Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa; William
Holm, WLPO LaSalle, 111.; Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAP Philadelphia; Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas; Todd Storz, Storz Stations;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; George C. Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; Edward
F. Baughn, WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.; F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville, Tenn., and Ray Eppel. KORN Mitchell, S. D. John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., Tv Board chairman,
was absent when the picture was taken. The board will hold its
next meeting in Washington in June.

Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111.; Robert O.
Reynolds, KMPC Hollywood, Calif.; John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.;
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, Colo., and Harold P. See, KRONTV San Francisco.
Past keynote winners have been Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman,
1953; William S. Paley, CBS board chairman, 1954; Mark Ethridge, publisher of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and Times and
former NAB president, 1955; Robert E.
Kintner, then ABC president, 1956; former
President Herbert Hoover, 1957.
AFCCE to Meet in Mexico City
Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers, a professional group of
engineers who practice before the FCC in
radio-tv matters, will hold its annual meeting
at the Continental Hilton Hotel, Mexico
City, April 25. Robert E. L. Kennedy, Kear
& Kennedy, is current president.

White

House

Aide

To State Broadcaster

Hauge

to Talk

Groups

Dr. Gabriel Hauge, economic assistant to
President Eisenhower, will analyze the current economy at the Third Annual Conference of State Broadcasting Assns., to be held
Feb. 18-19 at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will be
guest of honor at the Feb. 19 luncheon,
with Dr. Hauge speaking after the luncheon.
Harold E. Fellows, NAB president, will give
the conference keynote address Feb. 18.
The meeting is held under NAB auspices. To
date 36 state presidents have accepted the
NAB invitation.
Howard H. Bell, assistant to Mr. Fellows for joint affairs, will preside at conference sessions. Topics on the program
include public relations, government relations, personnel placement, civil defense,
educational liaison and local taxation.
Broadcasting

What

color

is

black?

Black, in tripack emulsions, is a combination of all colors.

ultimate accomplishment in color film
design.

And under situations where the light
is bad and shooting conditions difficult,
the richness of the black contributes ma-

Superior curve conformity of the three
emulsion layers results in brilliant reds,
vivid greens and yellows, and rich blues.
Better contrast throughout the entire im-

terially to overall image quality. That's
why so many cinematographers insist on
Super Anscochrome 16mm film for all
assignments where quality is needed
under tough conditions.
Super Anscochrome Daylight (Type
225) with an exposure index of 100, is the
ROADCASTING

age with velvety blacks make colors "pop"
and impart a true richness that has never
before been equalled. And, of course,
Super Anscochrome's speed, fastest in the
world, is insurance against any and all
conditions on location.

Test Super Anscochrome, and learn
about a really fine color film. Ansco,
Binghamton, N. Y. A Division of General
Aniline and Film Corp.

Ansco

! Super Anscochrome

16mm
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
the same number of dollars in sales back
per dollar in advertising," he warned.
"The advertising reach of most retailers
is now somewhere between 40-60% of the
families in their markets and each year their
one-media concentration reaches a smaller
percentage of the total. A change in this
planning can by itself make up for any
downward trend in consumer business by
widening their market," he said.
RTNDA Names Committee

The Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. has announced its new committee appointments. Committees and their
chairman are as follows: freedom of information, Edward F. Ryan, WTOP Washington; membership, Dick Sanders, WJDXWLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss.; publicity, William A. Warrick, WMAQ
Chicago;
convention sites, F. E. Whitmarsh, WBZ-TV
Boston; wire policy, Richard Tobias, WCLI

KOOL-AM-TV's ancient fire engine,
out of which the CBS-affiliated stations
have gotten plenty of promotion mileage, was on the scene at Camelback
Inn, Phoenix, two weeks ago for NAB
board sessions. The engine was there,
according to Vice President-General
Manager Tom Chauncey (1), to "put
out the fires," but a tender, in the
form of a completely-equipped mobile
bar, served "K.OOL Firewater." With
Mr. Chauncey (I to r) are William B.
Lodge. CBS vice president, and Harold E. Fellows. NAB President.

Corning, N. Y.; techniques, Don O'Connor,
WISN-TV Milawukee; vocational film,
Julian Hoshal, KSTP-TV St. Paul; constitution, Harold Baker, WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla.; photo policy, Pat Cullen, K HQ-TV
Spokane, Wash., and station cooperation,
Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis.
New

King Heads Mass. UP Broadcasters
Arthur C. King, WEEI Boston, was
elected president of United Press Broadcasters Assn. of Massachusetts at a Jan. 30
meeting in Boston. He succeeds Richard E.
Adams, WKOX Framingham. Other officers
elected: Keith S. Field, WARA Attleboro,
vice president; Alan B. Wade, UP, secretary.
April 1 was set as deadline for receipt of
entries for the annual Tom Phillips Award
for the best news stories broadcast in the
state of Massachusetts during the course of
the year.
Sweeney

Asks

Heads

Better Promotion

A re-evaluation of merchandising and advertising practices by the retailer could turn
the so-called recession in consumer business
into a blessing, Kevin Sweeney, president of
Radio Advertising Bureau, said at the
Roanoke (Va.) Advertising Club last week.
"It's going to take promotional goods, more
showmanly advertising presentation and a
different advertising media lineup to get even

RAB

Assignment

for Taylor

Sherril W. Taylor, vice president and promotion director, Radio Advertising Bureau
will become vice president of sales administration effective March 1, RAB President
Kevin B. Sweeney is
announcing today

A progress report on various activities of
the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. since its
second annual seminar in Chicago last fall
was given board members last week by BPA
President Elliott W. Henry Jr., ABC Central
Div.
The board held its first 1958 meeting at
Chicago's Sheraton Hotel Friday, covering
a wide range of subjects, including certain
trouble spots normally associated with the
growing pains of any fledgling organization.
Broadly, those may be described as those
affecting membership and proposals for bimonthly meetings in nine regional areas. Mr.
Henry later in the meeting was to appoint
arrangement and program committee chairmen for BPA's third annual seminar-conven16-19.tion at the Chase Hotel in St. Louis, Nov.
Board members faced up to the desirability of preventing BPA from expanding beyond its present financial strength, at least in
terms of regional conferences. Mr. Henry
suggested, however, a "pay as you go" series
of informal lunches for members, particularly in large population areas, with membership chairmen from nine geographical areas
providing the initiative. The membership
group is headed up by Howard Meagle,
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.
Messrs. Henry and Meagle stressed the
need for a "hard-hitting" membership drive
this year, with area chairmen going in for
recruiting on a heavy scale. They are being
urged to appoint co-workers to aid in the
campaign. BPA's bulletin service is starting
to pick up steam, the first two dealing with
audience promotion (editor is Gene Godt,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis) and employment
exchange (by Dorothy Sanders, WLWD [TV]

(Monday). The appointment was characterized by Mr.
Sweeney as having
been necessitated by
RAB's increased national and regional
sales effort "requiring the full-time supervision of an officer of the com-

Henry Reports on BPA Progress
At Board Meeting in Chicago

MR. TAYLOR

RAB in 1958 is scheduled to make 1,900
regional advertiser presentations and 3,000
national "pitches." Mr. Taylor joined
RAB
in March 1956 from CBS Radio where
pany."
he was associate promotion director for the
network.

Dayton, Ohio). Two will be issued on alternate months, with those on sales promotion
(Bilda Woehrmeyer, WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind.) and merchandising (Kenneth Chernin,
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia) due Feb. 20.
"The issuance of these bulletins on a regular schedule is one of BPA's main functions, not only to our present membership
but to our anticipated composition," Mr.
Henry has advised members. BPA has
adopted the slogan, under Mr. Henry's
guidance, of "Better Promotion Ahead."
RAB

Shows

'Radio

Awareness'

of Radio test
Advertising
Bureau's
firstResults
radio awareness
of 1958 announced

tba...

tba.v.+ba.,.fjfjQ

last week indicated that solely through radio advertising, more than one of every six
people in Denver are aware of the existence
of a brand of coffee that cannot be purchased within 900 miles of that city, according to Sherril Taylor, RAB vice president. Results of the test, compiled by The
Pulse Inc., show that following the broadcast of five announcements daily over each
of three Denver stations during a two-week
period, more than 17% of those questioned
by Pulse interviewers had heard of "Old
Judge" coffee. The fact that more than six
of every ten people interviewed could remember at least one conspicuous point in
the commercial also was shown.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Maurer

Heads

Cleveland

Office

Of HS&T National Media Brokerage
Jackson B. Maurer. owner of WHKK
Akron, Ohio, until last year, is opening the
Cleveland office of
Hamilton. Stubblefield. Twining &
Assoc. today (Monday). His appointment was announced
by Ray V. Hamilton,
president of the national media brokerage.
The new Cleveland manager was
with WHK CleveMR. MAURER
land from 1935 until
1952 when he left the sales managership
there to purchase and manage the Akron
station. Mr. Maurer founded the 12-station
Ohio Network — later made part of the
Mutual network — while on leave from the
WHK sales post in 1946.
The Cleveland office of Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining is in the Terminal Tower
Bldg., Suite 2414-2415; telephone: Tower
1-6727. Other offices are in Chicago, Washington, Atlanta, Dallas and San Francisco.
Station Publicity Corp. Folds
Formal dissolution of Station Publicity
Corp., 550 Fifth Ave., New York, has
been confirmed by the president, Lawrence
Walerstein. The company during 1957 offered advertising, promotion and publicity

services to radio stations. Other officers of
the company were Wilber Gilman, vice president; Leo Bleuweiss, secretary, and Philip
Sandler, treasurer. Murray Hendel, attorney
for the firm, said "several radio stations"
originally were creditors of Station Publicity
Corp. but these have since been cleared up
for the most part and adjustments are continuing to be made as funds due the company are received. Mr. Walerstein said he
hopes to form a new company in this field.
Bechoefer

to Scharfeld

& Baron

Bernhard G. Bechhoefer, State Dept.
career officer, has joined the Washington
law firm of Scharfeld & Baron. Mr. Bechhoefer, formerly an attorney in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., was recently special assistant to the U. S. representative for international atomic energy negotiations; chief of
the international agency branch of the division of international affairs, Atomic
Energy Commission, and adviser on atomic
energy matters to Harold Stassen, the President's special representative on disarmament.
He is a member of the bars of the District
of Columbia and Minnesota.
PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE

SHORTS

Hollingsworth Enterprises Inc., West Hempstead, L. I., has expanded services to include radio and television brokerage business, company has announced.
Fenster & Richards, New York-Washington
public relations firm, has moved to larger

IN

The November '57 ARB reports —
Between 7 a.m. and 12 midnight

quarters in New York at 16 W. 55th St.
Telephone: Judson 2-6070.
Robert L. Hammett, west coast consulting
engineering firm, has been changed to Hammett & Edison, with offices
at International Airport,
S. F. Mr. Hammett has
been active in radio and tv

...V

■■■k^L.
MR. HAMMETT

consulting since 1946; Edward Edison has been associated with Mr. Ham-

before
that
was 1955
with and
RCA
in
mett s'nce
engineering, management
and sales.
Electronics Publicity Inc.
of California has been

m.4
MR. EDISON

formed by Jack A. Amsterdam, formerly advertising publicity manager of
American Electronics

Companies. EPIC headquarters is at 3723 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. Telephone number is Dunkirk 5-6111.
Promotion Assoc., Maiden, Mass., and
Alexandria, Va., is offering sales and promotion service to radio-tv stations. Firm,
headed by Arthur D. Stamler, president, is
staffed for layout and copy work for trade
papers, transit ads, taxi cards, billboards
and point-of-purchase displays.
Paul H. Chapman Co. (media brokers),
Atlanta, has moved to 1182 W. Peachtree
St. Telephone: Trinity 5-5591.

TOTAL

Sunday through Saturday
KMJ leads with 200 quarter-hour firsts
while Station A has 134, and

RATED

TIME

Station B has 1 32
PERIODS
KMJ-TV
Broadcasting

• FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

• Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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STATIONS
WIP

AUTOMATES

•

IBM

•

Philadelphia

gear leaves programming

An operations department has been
formed to speed processing of contracts
from signing to air performance. "'Programming is now free to create rather than administrate." said Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP
president-general manager. "The sales department, involved with administrative routine, now has more time to sell. The new
operations unit will handle all administration
from the time a contract is sold to the time
a bill is sent. The bookkeeping staff has more
time to analyze company finances."
IBM equipment has been installed to handle the routine. Equipment includes a key
punch, several filing cabinets, tub files in
which all cards are kept and pigeon-hole
files for used cards. [Other automation articles— CBS owned-station rate cards (Stations, Nov. 4, 1957) and Peters, Griffin,
Woodward processing unit (Stations, Oct.
7, 1957).]
The new automation project led Mr. Gimbel to another precedent-breaking action last
week — decision to publish a book containing WIP national advertising schedules. The
book, costing $25 to cover expenses, will
be made available to advertising agencies.
Commenting that stations have long resisted efforts to obtain information on their
spot schedules, Mr. Gimbel said he was not
worried about the use competitive stations
might make of the information. "They can
hear what we have on the air now by monitoring," he said. "What's the difference if
we make it a little easier for them."
He predicted agencies will welcome the
WIP action, made possible by use of the
IBM billing and scheduling equipment. The
advertiser book will be published at the end
of each year, with special requests answered
on a cost-per-request basis. Letters announcing the report will be sent major agencies.
They will include a questionnaire asking
reaction to the idea.
A new sale of 40 announcements a week
to each of five advertisers normally involves
insertion of 200 announcements into the
daily operating schedule but not on a fixed
position basis. WIP found that it occasionally would run over or be short at the end
of a week. Under the new plan IBM cards
are prepared for each announcement, each
week, and dated. The cards are added to the
decks of cards making up the complete
week's schedule.
If an announcement were missed or deleted for a program change, the card representing that announcement would be left
over and then could be rescheduled. This
provides a constant, daily check on programs and announcements scheduled and
actually delivered.
The IBM card contains name of agency
and address, sponsor and product, air time,
unit price, expiration date, salesman, sales
•

free to create, says Gimbel

outlet also will release

WIP Philadelphia has adopted automation
as a means of extracting sales, program and
bookkeeping personnel from a maze of administrative detail.
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national

spot data

office and agency. At the end of the month
the cards are brought together and run
through IBM service machinery that sorts
them out by account and agency. Bills are
produced, complete with gross prices, ready
for insertion in a window envelope. Agency
commission is not figured but this is described byWIP as a small bookkeeping task.
Director of the operations department
is Clifford Harris. He has two girls who
work on scheduling and two who handle
copy and ETs. The unit relieves the accounting department of billing details. The sales
staff need no longer check schedules to
see if they are followed. The sales director
receives two or three days in advance the
gross billing for each day, broken down by
revenue per program. A series of summary
cards give close control over sales figures,
and the month-end gross can be projected
with accuracy.
Cards are punched 8 to 13 weeks in advance. Shortly before this supply is exhausted, WIP takes any of the cards and
automatically duplicates another set projecting the schedule another 8 to 13 weeks.
The sales director eventually will be able
to compare sales on comparable days the
previous year. Complete category breakdowns are provided. FCC information covering typical days can be provided quickly
by pulling out cards for these days. Cards
are kept for two years.
The program department knows whether
copy or transcriptions are on hand. Scheduling of public service announcements is
simplified.
Thus far the equipment has not meant a

BROADCASTING COMPANY

610

1011

ABC COMPANY

ABC
PRODUCT
ABC
PRODUCT
ABC
PRODUCT
ABC
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ABCPR00UCT
ABC
PR00UCT
AABC
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7 do 00"
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BILLING for accounts on WIP Philadelphia
running IBM cards through a machine. The
in window envelopes and provides complete
balance less payments and credits. At right

FILES and other equipment for the IBM
operation at WIP Philadelphia include key
punch operated by Zelda Wolf (I), who
takes an operation card from Benedict
Gimbel Jr., WIP president-general manager. Clifford Harris (r), chief of the operations department, watches as Marie Christie
sorts cards.

reduction in size of the staff but it has made
available much more information and
speeded sales, programming and billing routines. Hand-making of bills and affidavits
is eliminated. The IBM service bureau prints
the daily operating schedule in a matter of
minutes, with the station adding announcers
names and studio assignments. All payments
received are punched on cards and added
to the monthly decks so balances for the
accounts also flow out of the machine. Previous balance less payments received and a
net balance are shown on the invoice. Every
item^ that is broadcast is listed singly on the
bill. Each announcement or program is dated
and shows starting time plus length of time.
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is handled quickly and automatically by
device addresses the bills (I) for insertion
data for a month, including previous net
is a section of a typical page of the WIP

daily operating schedule, printed automatically by means of card files. Announcers'
assignments are inserted manually.
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STATIONS CONTINUED
H. Baker, president-engineering director of
WESR, the station is scheduling a musicnews-weather service for the agricultural
peninsula. Brooks Russell, formerly with
WBOC Salisbury, Md., is vice president
and general manager. In addition to his
WESR interest, Dr. Baker owns WBCR
Christiansburg, Va.
Blair-Tv Unwraps 'Purse-suasion/
New Daytime Tv Sales Technique
A new daytime television sales technique

CONFEREES of the McLendon Ebony Radio Group last month at their Jackson,
Miss., management conference were (1 to r) Charles Fletcher, sales manager, WOKJ
Jackson; Jim Loflin, assistant manager of WOKJ; Al Evans, WOKJ manager; John
M. McLendon, owner-general manager of the Ebony stations; William Anderson,
manager of KOKA Shreveport, La.; Ed Phelan, assistant manager, KOKA; Kersh
Walters, manager, KOKY Little Rock, Ark., and Bobby Schoonover, assistant manager of the Arkansas station.

DATELINES

Newsworthy

KANSAS

CITY — When this Missouri metropolis was hit by what was called its worst
blizzard in 46 years last week, WHB that
city inaugurated "Operation Snowbound."
The station reports that during the height
of the storm, from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday, it broadcast 76 on-the-spot announcements covering driving and weather conditions and concerning gas, electricity, bus
and telephone service. WHB also reports
that during these same hours it carried
2,168 broadcasts about school closings,
meeting postponements, industrial shutdowns and other emergency information.
NEW YORK — The WCBS program This
Is New York was credited by local newspapers Wednesday with breaking an important
facet of the story behind the suicide of a
Brooklyn school principal following current
rape and other crime incidents at his school.
Program host Jim McKay Tuesday night
disclosed the last letter written by the principal, George Goldfarb, seeking police protection in his school for the students and
teachers. Mr. Goldfarb had been testifying
before a grand jury. The school police protection issue has become a heated one
locally.
CLEVELAND — When a 108-car freight train
crashed into an auto at a railroad crossing
in a Cleveland suburb, KYW that city reports itwas lucky enough to obtain a tape
of the fatal crash and air it just two hours
after the tragedy. The tape was heard over
KYW's Program Pm and was made by
Allen Shade Jr., a retired railroad man who
records train whistles as a hobby. Mr. Shade
had set up his equipment to get the sound
of the train's whistle and the roar of its
wheels as it sped down the tracks, but instead, he saw it crash into the car and had
the sound recorded on his machine. Mr.
Shade had been a guest on Program Pm
earlier and had promised to come back at a
later date, so he was acquainted with Bud
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Coverage

by Radio and Tv

Wendell, host of the show. He immediately
contacted Mr. Wendell to explain what had
happened and to tell him that he had a
recording of the crash. As a result, the station carried the tape on Program Pm that
night and interviewed Mr. Shade to get a
first hand account of the wreck.
CHICAGO — WMAQ
figuratively brought
its Night Desk to police headquarters Jan.
13, reportedly getting an exclusive tape interview with a confessed slayer of a policeman. Newsman Bill Warrick was the first
reporter to talk with George Starcevic,
WMAQ reports, getting the interview on
the Night Desk program within 30 minutes
after the suspect was brought to headquarters. Mr. Warrick, covering the police beat,
managed to squeeze into an elevator with
Mr. Starcevic and officers and conducted
the interview in the police lockup. Mr. Starcevic and a companion later confessed to
killing policeman John Quirk in a holdup
attempt.
SAN DIEGO — As soon as it was learned
that a nine-year-old girl had wandered away
from her parents' camp site in a desert valley 80 miles east of San Diego, KFMB-TV
that city sent its news director, Ray Wilson,
and cameraman Howard Smith into the
area with camera and sleeping bags. They
covered the search of 150 volunteers who
scoured the desert, shot scenes of the girl's
mother calling for her on the sheriff's car
PA system and photographed the reunion
of the girl and her family when she was
found asleep and unharmed 24 hours after
she had disappeared. A live interview with
the three Border Patrolmen who found the
girl also was broadcast by the station.
WESR

Enters on Eastern Shore

WESR Tasley, Va., new Eastern Shore
station, has started broadcasting on 1330
kc with a 1 kw-day directional signal. According to the announcement of Dr. Vernon

and a new word — "purse-suasion" — were announced last week by Blair-Tv, station representation firm. Edward P. Shurick, BlairTv executive vice president, described the
technique thus:
"To reach a station's total audience, we
space and rotate commercials over the entire
Monday-through-Friday daytime schedule,
thus setting the stage for the advertiser's
message to reach the normal accumulation
of audience as it builds up over a week's
time, a month's time, or longer."
He said this rotation "will enable the advertise1r ( ) to increase the number of different homes reached by his commercial in the
daytime, and (2) to increase the number of
times they see it.
"Purse-suasion," he said, is not a substitute for existing package plans. These will
continue to be offered. The new technique
"is an additional method by which the advertiser can economically and effectively
reach
station's
daytime
Mr. aShurick
said total
that aside
from audience."
the basic
economy of daytime television, the plan is
based on special rates established by BlairTv client stations to encourage broad use of
"purse-suasion." Like spot television generally, he noted, it is available in one market,
in several or in all represented by Blair-Tv.
"The plan delivers, weekly, 20 daytime
minutes and/or chainbreaks, or 20 ID's.
according
to said.
the advertiser's
requirements,"
Mr. Shurick
If an advertiser
uses all
Blair-Tv stations, numbering

about two

dozen, he said a "purse-suasion" schedule
"will tap 60% of America's effective buying
income at a cost of barely $20,000 a week
for 20 one-minutes or chainbreaks — and
barely $10,000 a week for 20 ID's."
Anderson to NTA Sales Position
The appointment of James W. Anderson,
formerly general manager of WTTG (TV)
Washington,
as national sales manager
for the broadcasting
al Telefilm
Assoc.,
properties
of NationNew

York,nouncedwas
anlast week

by Ted Cott, vice
president in charge
Bk
fl
^fm
■l
m** Jm
I

operated
stations.
and
NTA's owned
of
^e
Mr. ■Anderson
charge will
of
MR. ANDERSON
,
,
*
national sales for

KMGM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul and other
radio-tv outlets which NTA may acquire.
The company also has bought WATV (TV)
and WAAT-AM-FM Newark, subject to
FCC approval.
Broadcasting

Pellegrin Gives

Station Plan

To Beat Rating 'Numbers Game'
Stations can protect themselves against
the "numbers game" of ratings by providing
other vital data to agencies and clients
through their sales representatives, Frank
E. Pellegrin, partner-vice president of H-R
Representatives and H-R Television Inc.,
told Chicago broadcast advertising Thursday.
Such a policy can "pay off handsomely"
in business for stations if they afford "accurate, current, reliable information" of all
kinds, he asserted. "Agencies and clients
need it in this day of mounting costs and
increasing values to make more intelligent
buying decisions."
Mr. Pellegrin addressed the Chicago
Broadcast Advertising Club at a luncheon in
the Sheraton Hotel on the subject, "What
Do Agencies Really Want to Know About
Stations?"
Recalling the days when radio salesmen
found "success stories" of the medium to be
their "most potent tool," Mr. Pellegrin suggested that perhaps the industry should return to the basis of "selling goods instead of
being guided by the numbers game." This is
not only a necessity but "good business," he
said.
As an example of lack of station information, Mr. Pellegrin claimed that only recently Compton Adv. Inc., probably on behalf
of all Procter & Gamble agencies, sent a
letter to stations, seeking definitive data on
package rates for their client. Such information, he suggested, should be included in
rate cards.
"Unless you want to surrender your station into the hands of the ratings services,
you will defend yourselves by giving agencies the other data they would need to make
decisions," Mr. Pellegrin asserted. He added:
"Unless a timebuyer has complete information about your station, on which to base
his judgment to arrive at the most intelligent
way of buying your station for his client, he
very naturally will tend to rely on audience
ratings. Too many timebuyers have become
slaves to ratings, have bought too many
schedules on the basis of ratings alone . . .
but the fault lies not alone with these buyers.
Mr. Pellegrin feels, among other things,
that stations should provide current, up-tothe-minute changes on tv set ownership, a
"vital field," and complete information on
all cities in multiple markets. "Audience
penetration studies have become increasingly popular and important," he pointed out,
alluding to coverage information.
KGHL-TV

Sets Target

Date

KGHL-TV Billings, Mont., plans to go
on the air March 15 with full power of
316 kw, Jeff Kiichli, general manager, announced last week. He added that the
ch. 8 station will be affiliated with NBC
and represented by Young Television.
The combined studios and business offices
of KGHL-AM-TV will be located in downtown Billings at 214 N. 30th St. The
station's 530-foot tower (740 feet above
Broadcasting

average terrain) and transmitter building
will be located three miles east of Billings.
The building is made of black brick, chromium and tinted thermo pane glass.
Officers of KGHL-TV include oilmen
P. N. Fortin, owner-president, and Warren
Hancock, owner- vice - president - secretary treasurer, and Mr. Kiichli.
WSAI

Editorials Credited

In Traffic Court's Reforms
Editorials aired by WSAI Cincinnati, were
an acknowledged force in bringing about
revisions in traffic court schedules.
Since November WSAI had been protesting the court's practice of calling all traffic
cases for 9 a.m., which, the station says, led
to courtroom crowding and delay for defendants, police officers and court personnel.
Added to the protesting voice of WSAI was
that of a Cincinnati Bar Assn. committee.
It recommended changes in the court schedule, but for weeks the six judges were unable
to agree on a new one.
Finally, they resolved the matter and
voted to hold afternoon sessions. Afterward
a court official said, "Undoubtedly the editorials voiced by WSAI-Radio played a sub-

3 Wisconsin
Badger

Stations

Television

Form

Network

Formation of the Badger Television Network in Wisconsin, comprising stations in
Milwaukee, Green Bay and Madison, was
announced jointly last week by managers of
the three stations involved.
The purpose of the network is to provide
viewers in Wisconsin with better programming, particularly live, according to John
B. Soell, WISN-TV Milwaukee; Soren
Munkhof, WFRV-TV Green Bay, and Ben
Hovel, WKOW-TV Madison. All stations
are basic ABC-TV affiliates.
The approach is to "unify Wisconsin as a
single market, with the three stations together reaching 86% of the television homes
in the state," according to the principals involved. Mr. Soell, vice president and manager of the WISN (radio-tv) Div. of Hearst
Corp., reported most of the programs will
originate at WISN-TV, utilizing its new
Broadcast Center facilities.
Already on the three-station network are
Homemakers' Holiday, 1-1:30 p.m., and
Good Housekeeping, 1 :30-2 p.m., both Monday-Friday, and other programs are in the
planning stage.

stantial part in bringing the changes about."
TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
ANNOUNCED
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
KYA SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. • Sold
to the Bartell Stations by J. Elroy McCaw
and John D. Keating for approximately $1
million. The sale was handled by Jack L.
Stoll and Assoc., Hollywood. KYA operates
on 1260 kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night.
KMYR DENVER, COLO. • Sold to Don
W. Burden, principal stockholder in KOIL
Omaha, Neb., and KWIK Pocatello, Idaho,
by Dolph-Petty Broadcasting Co. for $400,000. The sale was handled by Blackburn &
Co. KMYR operates on 710 kc with 5 kw.

len Looney (51%) and others, by
Inc. for $136,600. The owners of
Radio Inc. also own KGBT-AM-TV
gen, Tex. KUNO operates on 1400
250 w.

KUNO
KUNO
Harlinkc with

KWSL-TV
NORTH
PLATTE,
NEB. •
Construction permit for ch. 2 outlet sold to
North Platte Television Co. by Goldenrod
Tele-Radio Co. for $5,000 plus 100 shares of
stock in North Platte to Ray J. Williams,
president and one-third owner of Goldenrod. Rush Clarke is president and 4.3%
owner of North Platte Television. Mr. Williams is60% owner of KRFC Rocky Ford,
Colo.

KIDD MONTEREY, CALIF. • Sold to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sherry, free lance announcer-m.c. and singer, respectively, by
Pacific Ventures Inc. for $185,000. The
sale was handled by Allen Kander & Co.
KIDD operates on 630 kc with 1 kw.
WDBQ DUBUQUE, IOWA • Sold to
Richard K. Power, Milton D. Price Jr., O.
A. Friend and Robert B. Tennant by Dubuque Broadcasting Co. (John Roshek, president) for $142,000. Broker was Allen Kander
& Co. Mr. Power has interests in WAVN
Stillwater, Minn., WCMP Pine City, Minn.,
and KOWB Laramie, Wyo. WDBQ operates
on 1490 kc with 250 w.

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

APPROVED

page 97.
KUNO CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX. • Sold
to KUNO Radio Inc., owned by James Cul-

NEW owners of ch. 5 KGEO-TV Enid,
Okla., are Louis E. Caster and Ashley L.
Robison (second and third from left). They
bought ownership from P. R. Banta (I) and
associates for close to $1 million plus assumption ofliabilities of more than $500,000. The FCC approved the sale last December, Mr. Robison, who is secretary-treasurer
of new owner, also will be general manager
of the ABC -affiliated Enid-Oklahoma City
area outlet. Mr. Caster is president and Mr.
Banta, who remains as stockholder, is vice
president.
February 3, 1958
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• Colleges to retain tv controls
• Chances slim for Big Ten plan
Mindful that college football is flirting
with new methods of increasing campus revenues, two toll tv exponents last week dangled their own bait before the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn.
Solid subscription pitches were delivered
before NCAA's tv committee Wednesday in
behalf of International Telemeter Corp.
(Telemeter) and Zenith Radio Corp.
(Phonevision) . Network, conference and
school representatives also appeared at hearings as the committee moved to draw up a
1958 controlled football tv program.
The prospect that the conference will go
along with a combination national and regional plan, as it did in 1957, seemed likely,
though academic, Thursday. Fee tv arguments, whether by air or cable, plainly intrigued NCAA's new television committee,
headed by Rix N. Yard, athletic director,
Denison U.
The group met Wednesday through Friday at Chicago's University's Club to review
the 1957 tv committee's report and recommendations, establish administrative procedure, and develop a 1958 plan consistent
with NCAA's convention resolution approving tv restrictions [Trade Assns., Jan. 13].
It is hoped to come up with the final plan
before sessions ended last Friday.
Appearing at "hearings" Wednesday were
representatives of NBC, the Big Ten Conference, the U. of Notre Dame, and the
Telemeter and Phonevision systems. Oral
presentations were given by Tom Gallery,
NBC sports director; Kenneth (Tug) Wilson and William Reed, commissioner and
assistant commissioner, respectively, of the
Big Ten; Paul MacNamara, vice president
of International Telemeter Corp., and Ted
Leitzell, public relations director of Zenith.
Written communications were received from
ten other "interested parties," including McCann-Erickson and Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, plus at least one other network, it
was understood.
Messrs. MacNamara and Leitzell reviewed
the pay tv situation, including their particular systems. Committee members got the
impression that toll tv may be as close as
next fall, in one form or another, or perhaps
both. At the same time, the committee made
plain its members know little of the technical details involved in the pay tv picture.
(Telemeter claims to be ready for either
closed-circuit or air-link systems.)

nine national and four regional dates, with
a limitation of two network appearances or
one national and one regional for each
school.

record sales was accounted for by long-play (
albums, Mr. Bullock said he anticipates a

Mr. Reed noted "there has not been a substantial change of personnel on the committee" and said the Big Ten hasn't much hope
of getting its plan adopted or of otherwise
jarring NCAA into revising its program.
The new tv committee comprises, in addition to Mr. Yard as chairman and eastern

pected increase of 1 million in the nation's
teen-age group which is responsible for the
purchase of most of the pop records.

small college member, the following: William J. Flynn (new), Boston College, Dist.
I; Robert J. Kane, Cornell U., Dist. 2;
James J. Corbett (new), Louisiana State U.,
Dist. 3; Doug Mills, U. of Illinois, Dist. 4;
Reaves E. Peters, Big Eight Conference,
Dist. 5; Howard Grubbs, Southwest Conference, Dist. 6; E. L. Romney, Mountain
States Conference, Dist. 7; Leo A. Harris
(new), U. of Oregon, Dist. 8; Leroy B.
Hughes, California State Polytechnic College, western small college; Asa S. Bushnell,
Eastern College Athletic Assn., and Walter
Byers, NCAA executive director (reelected,) members-at-large. Mr. Yard has
been a committee member three years and
succeeds Mr. Kane as chairman.
The group, selected by the NCAA council, is given the task of drafting the tv plan
and submitting it to some 490 voting members in a mail referendum, requiring twothirds approval of ballots returned.
Convention action "marked the 12th
straight instance in which member colleges
and universities have endorsed control of
college football telecasting," Mr. Byers
stated, adding that voting shows "an average
affirmative ratio of 92.7%." NCAA has
maintained restrictive controls since 1951.
The U. of Notre Dame argued again last
week for lifting the control curtain. The Rev.
Edmund P. Joyce, Notre Dame vice president, also favored relaxation of the "sellout" rule, permitting a greater number of
tv appearances.
If the Big Ten plan were adopted, Mr.
Mills said, the conference would negotiate
as a whole for football tv contracts, rather
than singly — a consideration that usually
falls on deaf ears in NCAA councils. The
association has attempted to steer clear of
any plan that would redound to the particular monetary benefit of any conference
or school, since tv receipts are divided
among participating schools.
12V2%

Record

Industry Sales Rise

There's little turnover in this year's NCAA
tv committee membership, with only three
new members, which raised gloom in Big
Ten circles. As in 1957, the Western Conference favors its own plan calling for a
limit of three appearances for each conference school and the right of each to negotiate its own television contracts with networks or stations.
Doug Mills, U. of Illinois and NCAA
Dist. 4 member, said the Big Ten plan is

Seen by Victor Records' Bullock
The recording industry will reach a new
high in production and sales this year, with
an overall volume of $450 million, HV2 %
above the $400 million volume achieved in
1957, W. W. Bullock, vice president of
RCA Victor Records has predicted.
Advances in high fidelity sound, modern
merchandising, teen-age population increases and a program of stereotape production and sales which all major recording
companies are vigorously undertaking are
the chief factors on which his 1958 estimate was based, Mr. Bullock said in Los

"substantially the same" as it offered last
year. The NCAA 1957 program included

Angeles.
Reporting that about 60%
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of all 1957

marked increase in single and extended record sales this year, stemming from an ex-

L. A. Firm Reveals C-C Plan
Utilizing Electric Power Lines

[

Photographic Analysis Inc., a research
and development organization, announced \
in Los Angeles last week that it has filed e
for patent protection a new method of
closed-circuit tv transmission that would
utilize power lines already in existence. |
Such a system would be installed for "a
small fraction" of the estimated $3,000-amile cost of installing new cables to carry
toll tv programs to the homes of subscribers as franchise holders plan, Leonard
Hammond,
Photographic
Analysis' sales
engineer, told Broadcasting.
As homes already are connected with the
power lines to receive electricity, no new
drop-in connections would be necessary,
Mr. Hammond explained. A "small black
box" (about 8x4x4 inches) would be plugged
into the power supply and the tv receiver
plugged into the box, he said. To get a pay
tv program, the set owner would dial to a
channel unassigned for free tv in the community and then set the dial of the box to
one of the three toll tv programs available.
(The cost of the box, which Mr. Hammond
estimated would be $20-$25 at most, is the
only installation expense involved.) Use of
the toll tv service would be electronically
measured, sent back over the cables to the

Ji

utility company headquarters and recorded
there, so that the subscriber would be billed
periodically for this service along with his si
bill for electricity. The electronic record
would show the individual programs received at each home, providing a basis for
paying the providers of program material
according to audience-pulling power.
There is no radiation problem created by
imposition of tv signals on the power lines,
nor any monopoly, Mr. Hammond said.
In units of three (for the contemplated
triple program service of each toll tv
operator), the initial operation might handle
12 programs, or four services, and subsequently could be expanded to handle 24 or
more sight-and-sound transmissions.
Talks are now under way with a number
of public utility companies — electric power
companies, not telephone companies, Mr.
Hammond reported. Probably one company
will be selected to work out details of
operation and billing for a pilot operation
which then can be used as a model for
other communities, he said.

Reiner Named for 'Play Marko'
The Caples Co., Chicago, packager of the
television
Marko," City,
has
named the bingo
S. Jay game
Reiner"Play
Co., Garden
N. Y., as sales representative for the game
in New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware and Ohio. The legality
of "Play Marko," which requires contestants to enter the store of the sponsor to
Broadcasting

obtain playing cards, was established by
a U. S. Court of Appeals ruling last March
and a Supreme Court decision last April.
AIEE to Get Engineering Data
On Bartlesville Tv From McMains
How the Bartlesville. Okla., Telemovies
distribution system was built — and what Bell
System engineers have learned from it— was
scheduled to be told to members of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
this afternoon (Monday) by Harvey J. McMains, general transmission and protection
engineer, Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
AIEE is meeting through Friday at the
Hotel Statler. New York. Among other
papers scheduled for presentation are: "A
New Industrial Tv Camera System," J. E.
Dilley and G. A. Senior, RCA; "Unusual
Applications of Closed Circuit Television,"
C. L. Ellis, GE; "A New Vidicon Camera
for Live Pickup," F. W. Millspaugh and
J. H. Roe, RCA, and "Engineering for Offthe-Air Television Service in Southern
Calif.," E. Dale Barcus, Pacific Tel. & Tel.
Co.
The Bartlesville wired pay tv system was
built by the Vumore Co., a subsidiary of
Video Independent Theatres Inc. (operators
of the Telemovies) under contract to Southwestern Bell. Video Independent leases the
lines from the telephone company. The
network is composed of 6 wide-band amplifiers, 34 cascaded broad band amplifiers,
17 line extension amplifiers, various passive
splitters and terminations, 64,000 feet of
trunk cable (12 miles), 185,000 feet of
feeder cable (35 miles) and 196,000 feet of
strand supporting the trunk and feeder
cables (about 38 miles). Drops to individual
subscribers are provided by the Telemovies
operators.
The greatest opportunity for improvement, Mr. McMains said, is in the tap-off devices. Needed are good impedance match in
all directions, low initial cost, durability,
easy maintenance and minimum installation
time.
The gain frequency response on particular
channels of the passive type, tap-off units
are allowed to vary plus or minus a couple
of db, Mr. McMains pointed out. He compared this to the distribution systems used
for tv network interconnections where this
variation is maintained within a few tenths
of one db.
Mr. McMains also noted that the Bartlesville closed circuit wire tv system was not
designed to handle color tv.
The performance of the Bartlesville system has been "generally satisfactory," Mr.
McMains said, "except for a slight amount
of moisture and lightning trouble in the

TV's

TOP

SYNDICATED MUSICAL
featuring
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SERIES!

PAGE*

with the
& JACK RAEL and 1 8 pc. orchestra

the star of the current TV network hit show
"THE BIG RECORD"

Originally a quarter-hour filmed musical series sponsored
by Oldsmobile coast-to-coast . . . now for the first time,
ready to sell for you, in 31 half hours . . . swinging with top
tunes and toe-tapping music! A big-time production that's
budget priced for every market.

first month." He added that in general "a
soft picture" is being delivered. It does not
have the full contrast between the whites
and blacks, he explained.

Call or Write

The signal level into the subscriber's tv
receiver is 500 uv, Mr. McMains stated,
although the system is capable of delivering
at least 1,000 uv. The pictures, however,
are "very acceptable" to the subscribers,
Mr. McMains said, and they thought they
are getting better reception over the wired
network than off-the-air.
Broadcasting
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six senators who
deliberations

STILL

want

delayed;

PENDS

pay tv tests halted
new

anti-pay bills offered

Although the tide of congressional and
public opposition to subscription television
continues to rise, a clear cut stand from
Capitol Hill on the controversial issue still

it would siphon off excise tax dollars from
other entertainment sources while depriving
the public of its right to free tv.
• The pulse of a public, now more than

pends.
Following two weeks of hearings by the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee [Government, Jan. 26], last

ever reflected
aware of insubscription
was
avalanches television's
of sentimentthreat,
that
reached congressmen and broadcasters
(story this page).

week's toll tv activity boiled down to these
developments:
• A resolution by Sen. Strom Thurmond
(D-S.C.) with six other senators, asking that
the sense of the Senate be expressed condemning the proposed trials, was shunted
down the line to the Senate Commerce

All this was in the shadow of the fastapproaching March 1 deadline, when the
FCC plans to start processing subscription
television test applications.

Committee's subcommittee on communications. The subcommittee was further instructed tohold hearings at the earliest possible time.
• The House Commerce Committee,
which had planned to hold an executive
session last Thursday to immediately resolve its pay tv course, was forced to postpone the meeting until this Thursday.
• Three more anti-toll television bills were
introduced into Congress, raising the total of
such measures to 12.

A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), Alan Bible
(D-Nev.), Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Tex.),
Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.), William A.
Purtell (R-Conn.) and Norris Cotton (RN.H.).

• Another bill is promised that would obligate "pay tv monopolairs" to pay a 25%
excise tax on receipts, based on the reasoning that if the toll system is allowed

Not indicated are the stands on the Thurmond resolution of the other eight Commerce Committee members: Sens. Pastore,

Sen. Thurmond told the Senate that immediate steps must be taken to prevent the
FCC from "setting forth on a course of
action from which there may be no turning
back." He maintained that subscription tv's
ultimate result "may well be the complete
destruction of our free television system
and its replacement with something not
nearly
so good."
The rescheduling
of the House Commerce
Committee's executive session on toll tv
from last Thursday to this Thursday served
as a temporary deterrent to a previously expressed wish by Chairman Oren Harris (DArk.) that the controversial issue be resolved
at the earliest possible moment.
The number of anti-toll tv bills grew to
12 last week with the submission of three
more measures.
Sen. Thurmond's resolution (SR 251),
which would prohibit the FCC from approving pay tv until Congress specifically
authorizes such action, was introduced last
Monday and channeled to the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
in referring the resolution to that body's
communications subcommittee Wednesday,
suggested that Sen. John O. Pastore, who
heads that group, schedule early hearings
on the toll television resolution.
A spokesman for Sen. Pastore late Thursday said that no date had been set for such
a hearing, nor had there been a decision on
specific areas to be covered.

TEN-FOOT-LONG protest against subscription tv is examined by Sen. Sam J. Ervin
(D-N. C.) and his secretary, Ruth Price. The
letter, signed by employes of a furniture
factory at Lenoir. N. C, was one of the
more than 5,000 such letters received last
week by the Carolina Senator.
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Sen. Thurmond, in introducing the resolution, was joined in its presentation by
Sens. Marshall Butler (R-Md.), Frank J.
Lausche (D-Ohio), Frederick G. Payne
(R-Me.), Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.),
George A. Smathers (D-Fla.) and Frank
Carlson (R-Kan.). All except Sen. Carlson
are members of the 15-man Commerce Subcommittee.
Chairman Magnuson is already on record
as agreeing with the FCC that it has the
authority to proceed with toll tv tests. Sen.

John Bricker (R-Ohio) is also believed to
share these views.
Bills to prohibit the charging of fees to
view television in private homes were offered
Monday by Rep. Usher L. Burdick (RN. D.) and Rep. William L. Springer (R111.). They are HR 10268 and HR 10288,
respectively. Rep. Springer is a member of
the House Commerce Committee.
The third bill (HR 10355) was introduced
last Wednesday by Rep. Edith Nourse
Rogers (R-Mass.) and duplicates the other
measures.
In addition, Rep. Herbert Zelenko (DN. Y.) announced Friday that he would
seek legislation against "pay tv monopolairs"
by proposing a 25% excise tax on the
receipts of any proposed toll tv system. Rep.
Zelenko said that if pay tv becomes a
reality at least a billion dollars in excise
taxes that normally would accrue to the
government would be siphoned off by pay
tv operators from entertainment that now
provides excise tax dollars.
He termed free television as the greatest
single factor in the recreational life of
America and deserving of congressional
protection. Rep. Zelenko contended that if
viewers who can't afford pay tv are forced
to relinquish free television, then the least
that could be expected would be the enactment of an excise tax for the public benefit.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), author
of one of the first anti-subscription tv bills,
last Wednesday addressed the House, calling
attention to five different polls as reported
in Broadcasting over the past several
months. All the surveys reflect overwhelming
public sentiment against toll television. Rep.
Celler also forwarded results of the same
surveys to all members of the House Commerce Committee in support of his Jan. 14
testimony in the subscription television
hearings conducted by that committee.
Rep. Richard H. Poff (R-Va.) last Tuesday issued a statement against pay tv in
which he said, among other things, that toll
television would impose a hardship on the
American public while providing little more
than what free tv is now offering. In the
end, he said, the pay system would spell the
end of free broadcasting.
ANTI-PAY
FELT

IN

OPINION
CONGRESS

• Public mail floods Hill
• Broadcasts

get results

Public apathy towards the subscription
television issue is rapidly being replaced by
genuine concern that the toll system will
fatally encroach on the viewers' free tv
rights. And a good portion of this sentiment
is being channeled to Capitol Hill in hope
that the Congress will forestall the proposed
the heaviest barrages of protest
payOnetv of
trials.
was in the form of more than 5,000 letters
received by Sen. Sam J. Ervin (D-N. C.)
between last Monday and Wednesday.
Though the senator's staff was still reading
the mail at weekend, it was said that the
tenor was practically unanimous in opposing the tests.
Sen. Ervin, a former member of the subBroadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
committee on communications, Thursday
reiterated his stand against subscription tv.

a "Viewer of the Year," Mr. Mucho Pesos,
who received a loving cup for running the

"Congress ought not to permit the imposition
of any toll, fee, subscription or any other
charge, directly or indirectly, on the general
public for the privilege of viewing tv programs over tv sets owned by individual
American citizens," he declared. Sen. Ervin
added that he would vote for any one of

year's biggest tv bill, $5,175.93.
WBTV and WSOC-TV kept the issue
alive the rest of the week in slide spots

the pending bills "which will make it plain
that the FCC is without legal power" to
authorize toll tv.

this would cost you money to watch. . . ."
The Charlotte News ran an editorial Tuesday in support of free tv.
In Chicago, educational tv will provide
the vehicle for a pay tv debate on the U.

Sen. Frank Carlson (R-Kan.), in joining
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C.) as a sponsor of a Senate resolution to convey the
sense of that body as opposing FCC toll tv
authorization (story, page 76), last Monday
pointed out that in the previous two days
he had received "more than a thousand
letters" urging congressional intervention.
Similarly. Rep. Edith Nourse Rogers (RMass.), while introducing one of last week's
three anti-pay tv bills, cited the many protests against the toll system that she had
received.
Stations last week were busily engaged in
orientation of the public on the subscription
tv crisis. The Carolina response, for the
most part, stemmed from cooperative efforts
of WBTV (TV) and WSOC-TV, both
Charlotte, N. C, in presenting a simultaneous telecast entitled Now It Can Be
Tolled last Monday night.
The half-hour show, broadcast at 9:30
p.m., showed viewers how things might
be under a subscription system and wound
up with a question and answer session featuring Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice
president-general manager of WBTV, and
Larry Walker, president of the WSOC
Broadcasting Co.
Results were felt immediately as station
and newspaper switchboards coped with a
flood of telephone calls in support of free
tv, and the local Western Union office
began processing telegrams to Washington
on the subject.
In Now It Can Be Tolled, Charlotte tv
personalities dramatized samples from a
1963 toll tv schedule. One skit depicted
sale of a "scrambler straightener" to a family for "Pay-o-Rola" shows at $473.71 per
year, including installment and service.
Sample movie programming, "The Swamp
Girl Strikes Back," was offered. Before leading into the question-answer session with
station officials, the Tolled show presented

urging viewers to get in touch with congressmen about free vs. pay tv. Sample
broadcast copy: "Did you enjoy Gunsmoke
tonight? It was sent to you free. Shows like

of Chicago's All Things Considered program
Feb. 6, it was announced Monday. Pros and
cons on the subject, "Should the United
States Have Pay Television?" will be given
on WTTW (TV) Chicago by Fred Sorenson,
WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.; Ted Leitzell,
public relations director. Zenith Radio
Corp., and loseph J. Schwab, natural sciences professor at U. of Chicago.
In Baltimore WMAR-TV took a sixcolumn advertisement in the Evening Sun
to quote from CBS President Frank Stanton's tract on Free Television and the
American People.
CBS-TV slated an "informal discussion"
of free vs. toll tv — Pay Television and the
American People — as a special program
yesterday (Sunday, 2:30-3 p.m.). Speakers:
CBS Vice President Richard S. Salant and
Robert Hall, a director of Skiatron Electronics & Television Inc. and former chairman of the tv committee of the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. Moderator: Prof.
George Williams, New York U.'s Law
School.
Mr. Hall, meanwhile, told a seminar group
last week at J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, that toll tv would make possible free
tv shows "contrary to factual distortions
and double-talk" by the tv networks and
motion picture theatre owners.
Translator Bid to Get Hearing
The application of James E. Peaden for a
new tv translator station on ch. 74 in
Twenty-nine Palms, Calif., was designated
by the FCC for hearing last week in order to
determine: (1) Mr. Peaden's financial qualifications; (2) whether Mr. Peaden is the
"only or true" party in the application, and
(3) whether the grant would serve the public
interest. The Broadcast Bureau was made a
party to the proceedings.

AFCCE
OF

ASKS

TOWER

• Asks

FCC

DELAY
RULES

for year's abeyance

• Skeptical of JIGTSC

agreement

FCC proposals to incorporate standards
into tv regulations judging tall tv towers and
their potential hazards to air navigation
should be withdrawn and held in abeyance
until a year's trial, the powerful Assn. of
Federal Communications Consulting Engineers told the Commission last week.
AFCCE. a group of consulting engineers
practicing before the FCC in radio-tv matters, made its recommendations in comments
filed
last Thursday in the tall tower-antenna
Friday.
farm proposals. Deadline for comments was
The Commission's antenna height proposals were first issued as proposed rulemaking in March 1956, and a further notice
was issued last November [Government,
Nov. 25, 1957]. The additional notice was
based on recommended criteria worked out
by a Joint Industry-Government Tall Structures Committee.
The basic changes proposed in Parts 1
and 17 of the FCC rules is to require applicants for broadcast towers which are over
500 ft. above ground to be sited on antenna
farms. The JIGTSC agreement also spelled
out certain criteria to be applied in evaluating whether towers are to be considered
hazardous to airplanes.
AFCCE plainly expressed doubts whether
the JIGTSC agreement is working out
properly. "If we examine the record of the
airspace groups for the first six months of
the JIGTSC agreement," the engineers group
stated, "it is not at all conclusive that the
JIGTSC
agreement said
will be
The association
thateffective."
the agreement
had not been kept by the Airspace Panel of
the Air Coordinating Committee (an Executive Dept. unit which expresses approval or
disapproval of proposed broadcast tower
heights and sites). It cited four instances:
(a) Lafayette-Lake Charles, La.; (b) New
Orleans; (c) Terre Haute, Ind., and (d) Atlanta, Ga.
It also noted that since July 12, 1957
when the JIGTSC standards were published,
the Airspace Panel had approved only four
antenna farms, and has not approved any
tower of 2,000 feet in height.
AFCCE, whose president, Robert E. L.
Kennedy, was one of the broadcast representatives on JIGTSC, suggested that the
FCC hold in abeyance until July 12 the
incorporation of the JIGTSC criteria into its
rules.
Other filings from broadcast interests up
to last Thursday emphasized that the Commission's suggested regulations failed to include a JIGTSC provision whereby aviation interests promised to "compromise their
needs" in order to permit tower heights necessary to deliver the maximum service to the
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Other comments urged the Commission to
revise a proposed provision to permit greater
public.
flexibility. One proposed section would require all applicants to site antennas on anBroadcasting
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for a

Plan "B" differs from the minimum

program material while on the air.
The plan offers many other features which are
discussed at length in a new brochure, along with
general planning considerations for the entire
radio system. Building layouts, together with a
discussion of equipment requirements and current trends, are also offered in the new brochure.
For your free copy, write to RCA, Department
C-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

investment

design (Plan "A") by including a more spacious
studio, an announce booth and a record library.
It provides for expanded programming to include
the origination of a fairly substantial live studio
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GOVERNMENT continued
tenna farms, and if not, to prove to the FCC
that it could not and that its proposed tower
and site would not be an 'undue hazard" to
aviation. Many broadcast entities urged that
this strict requirement be liberalized to permit greater ease in justifying the need for an
antenna outside the established antenna
farm.
Another point made by broadcasters was
that the JIGTSC standards provided for
antenna farms — not just a single farm.
Many urged the Commission to specify
that no compromise be allowed which would
permit less than the required mileage separations between stations.
Comments filed up to last Thursday included the following with these other points:
Federal Communciations Bar Assn. —
Emphasized that only the FCC can determine finally whether a proposed tower is a
hazard to air navigation.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. — Maintained that proposals are more restrictive
than at present.
U. of Georgia — Asked that provision be
made to permit waiver of mileage separation
requirements where necessary; otherwise applicants would be in a "strait jacket."
CBS — Asked that "undue hazard" to air
navigation be more completely defined. Also
if antenna farm is established, there should
not be requirement for aeronautical study.
[At present, all plans for towers exceeding
500 ft. above ground are required to be
submitted to the Airspace Panel.]
William E. Benns Jr. (consulting engineer)
— Suggested that mileage separations in
Zones II and III be reduced to that required
in Zone I [In Zone I, co-channel stations
must be 170 miles apart, in Zone II, 190
miles and in Zone III, 220 miles. All adjacent channel stations must be 60 miles
apart]. Mr. Benns also suggested that directional tv antennas be permitted in Zone I
— the northeastern area of the U. S.
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters —
Expressed hope that flexibility will be maintained regarding exceptions to the antenna
farm idea. Recommend that applicants be
permitted not only to tell why they cannot
locate on antenna farm, but also why they
should not. Urged no departure in existing
mileage separation requirements, and asked
that mileage separation factors be accepted
as sufficient reason for an applicant not to
locate on an antenna farm. Emphasized
that FCC bears ultimate responsibility for
deciding whether applications should be
granted in public interest. Suggested that
Commission postpone adoption of JIGTSC
criteria until end of 12 months existence
[July 12, 1958].
A. Earl Cullum Jr. (consulting engineer)
— Urged rejection of JIGTSC criteria as
part of rules. Asked who will make definitions regarding confines and location of
antenna farms. Stated there is no guide to
justify not using antenna farm. Put burden
on both applicant and air interests to tell
FCC why outside antenna location is or is
not air hazard. Also asked that hazard considerations be given only to known and
published aviation activities, not to unannounced plans for airports, airways, etc.
Mr. Cullum also referred to suggestions that
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the FCC and Civil Aeronautics Board work
out a procedure on this problem between
the two agencies, without outside influences.
Filing comments in favor of proposals
were these aviation interests: Massachusetts
Aeronautics Commission, National Business
Aircraft Assn., Aircraft Owners & Pilots
Assn., Dept of the Army, National Assn.
of State Aviation Officials, Airport Operators Council.
AMST Opposes KCOR-TV Petition
Involving Mileage Degradation
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters Inc. last week filed its opposition to ch.
41 KCOR-TV San Antonio's petition for
rulemaking in tv allocations insofar as "it
requests the institution ... of proceedings to
assign ch. 2 to San Antonio at degraded
separations."
mileage
KCOR-TV
had requested that ch. 9, presently reserved for non-commercial use in
San Antonio, be reallocated for part-time
commercial operation, or that ch. 2 be allocated to the city for commercial use.
The allocation of ch. 2 to San Antonio
would entail its deletion from Piedras Negras, Coahulia, Mexico (and the substitution
of ch. 6 or 7 there), and a waiver of the
minimum co-mileage separation requirement to get around the fact that ch. 2 at
KCOR-TV's San Antonio site would be 37
miles less than the required 220 miles from
ch. 2 KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.
In support of its partial opposition, AMST
states that "the Commission has consistently
refused to allocate television channels at substandard separations." Furthermore, "the ch.
4 WOAI-TV, ch. 5 KENS-TV [both San
Antonio] case" which KCOR-TV cites in its
behalf, involved channels already allocated
to the city in full compliance with mileage
separations. "No question was presented of
amending the rules to make a new alloca-

tion in conflict with the spacing and directional antenna rules." AMST also points
out that "allocation of ch. 2 to San Antonio
at degraded separations would be a modification of the license of KPRC-TV."
Six Fms Ask FCC to Postpone
March 1 Deadline for Multiplex
Six fm

outlets have

requested FCC

permission to extend the Commission's
March deadline for requiring the multiplexing of special service fm broadcasting. Late
last year [At Deadline, Dec. 9, 1957] the
FCC reaffirmed its view that fm stations
must multiplex if they want to continue functional music operations (storecasting, background music, etc.), but recognized that
some stations are having difficulty converting from simplex.
WBNY-FM Buffalo, N. Y., WMUZ (FM)
Detroit, Mich., and KDFC (FM) San Francisco, Calif., all feel that present multiplexing equipment is inadequate. RCA currently is working on such equipment and
expects to deliver it to fm stations later in
the year. KDFC asked for a waiver of the
multiplexing requirements for that station
until Oct. 1. KING-FM Seattle, Wash.,
asked for a waiver until June 1. KUTE
(FM) Glendale, Calif., which is attempting
to develop its own multiplex equipment,
asked for a waiver until Sept. 1.
Functional Music Inc., licensee of
WFMF (FM) Chicago and functional music servicing organization for subscribers in
the Chicago area, asked for a waiver of the
multiplexing requirement, a rehearing and
other relief.
WPEN-FM Philadelphia, in a letter to
the Commission last week, supported Functional Music's petition, declaring that "the
multiplexing requirement is unnecessary."
WPEN-FM states, however, that should it
become necessary the station is prepared
to "convert our entire operation to multi-

FCC

ASSIGNMENTS

The FCC last week announced the
current assignments of Commissioners
to various committees and boards.
These are:
Telecommunications Coordinating
Committee — John C. Doerfer (T. A.
M. Craven, alternate); Telecommunications Planning Committee — T. A.
M. Craven (Rosel H. Hyde, alternate);
Air Coordinating Committee — Robert
E. Lee (Frederick W. Ford, alternate);
Radio Technical Commission for Marine Services — Robert T. Bartley;
Telephone and Telegraph Committees
— Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley
and Richard A. Mack (Frederick W.
Ford, alternate); Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics — Robert
E. Lee (Robert T. Bartley, alternate);
Telecommunications Advisory Board
—Rosel H. Hyde (T. A. M. Craven,
alternate); Defense Commissioner —
Robert E. Lee (Robert T. Bartley,
alternate); Liaison with Office of Defense Mobilization — T. A. M. Craven
(Frederick W. Ford, alternate).

Also, last week, FM Broadcasters Inc.,
which is engaged in storecasting operations in Seattle under the name of Market-Casters, asked the Commission to
waive its rules providing that new subsidiary communications authorization operations will be allowed to multiplex only. FM
Broadcasters have ordered multiplex equipment from Gates Radio and requests that
plex."
it be authorized to operate on a simplex
basis until Gates makes delivery later this

Senate

Antitrust Asks

$365,000

year.
The Senate Judiciary Committee has approved abudget of $365,000 for its Antitrust & Monopoly Subcommittee for 1958,
an increase of $90,000 over last year.
The amount earmarked for antitrust, headed
by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), was the
largest of a total of $1.2 million asked by
the committee for its 10 subcommittees.
Before being submitted to the Senate for
final action, the 1958 Judiciary monetary
requests will be submitted to review by the
Senate Rules Committee. Sen. James O.
Eastland (D-Miss.) is chairman of the Judiciary Committee.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
Radio-Tv

Involved
NIX

In U.S.-Russia
Swap
The U. S. and the U. S. S. R. wound up
nearly three months of negotiations with
official announcement last week of an agreement for cultural exchanges. How a radio-tv
interchange — the original goal of the talkswould work out was uncertain at week's end.
The communique signed by U. S. Ambassador William S. B. Lacy and Russian Ambassador Georgi N. Zaroubin states that both
governments will "provide for regular exchanges of radio and television programs"
of several types, but political discussion programs will be subject to censoring and veto.
Also agreed to was an exchange of broadcast equipment and specialist delegations.
As of Thursday, the State Dept. did
not know when steps would be taken to
implement any of this, although arrangements were made almost immediately to
administer at least one other section of
the agreement, that devoted to motion
pictures. Eric Johnston, head of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, was named two
days after the agreement to start negotiating
exchange of some 30 movies.
State Dept. officials hope to get the radiotv exchange underway by spring. They
have not yet appointed an administrator,
however, and although they indicated they
would contact broadcasters, no date was
given. The government was in touch earlier
with industry representatives to assure itself of their cooperation.
The exchange of specialists and equipment is to take place during 1958. Probably
no more than eight broadcasters and manufacturers will be involved, one State Dept.
official estimated.
Broadcast jamming in the U.S.S.R. was
not touched upon in the agreement. A
government spokesman said this is under
continuing discussion.
In a statement appended to the exchange
document signed by the two ambassadors,
the State Dept. emphasized that the ex-

changes will "for the most part" be carried
out by private persons and organizations.
No U. S. funds were committed. The agreement did provide, however, in some instances
for working out financial details. The motion
picture section called for Sovexportfilm and
U. S. movie representatives to meet last
week to arrange film sale terms.
The radio-tv section of the communique
specifies: "Both parties will provide for an
exchange of radio and televisi
on broadcasts
on the subjects of science, technology, industry, agriculture, education, public health and
sports . . . transcribed classical, folk and
contemporary musical productions . . . and
filmed musical, literary, theatrical and
similar television productions. . . ."
For motion pictures, the agreement states:
"Recognizing the importance of developing
mutual cooperation between the U.S.S.R.
and the U.S.A. in the field of motion pictures both parties have agreed ... to make
provisions for the sale and purchase of motion pictures by the film industries of both
countries on the principles of equality and
on mutually acceptable financial terms. . . ."
Radio-tv programs on international poPage 82 • February 3, 1958

ON

NIKITA?

Could the State Dept. head off another appearance by Nikita Khrushchev on U. S. tv under the terms of last
week's East-West exchange agreement?
One U. S. official believes it could.
Technically, he said, the government
couldn't prevent the broadcast, but it
could argue persuasively with broadcasters that the communique is based
on reciprocity between the two governments; hence no Khrushchev broadcasts in this country without an
Eisenhower broadcast in the U.S.S.R.
Overtures in the now-completed
negotiations were made last year
around tationthe
of CBS-TV's
presenof Mr.time
Khrushchev
on Face
the
Nation [Networks, July 8, 1957], but
the timing was coincidental, a State
Dept. spokesman said. The idea actually goes back to 1955 Summit talks
in Geneva, he stated.

litical problems must be discussed in advance and may be rejected by either government, according to the agreement. A
U. S. spokesman said after the official
paper was released that the Soviet Union
is willing to "move toward this delicate
problem." It is "entirely possible" under
the present framework, though, that the
Soviet tv system might broadcast a filmed
U. S. presidential press conference, according to one official.
The official agreement does not preclude
private exchanges, it was stated.
Networks were noncommittal last week
on the extent of participation in the exchange. John Daly, American Broadcasting
Co. vice president in charge of news, special events, sports and public affairs, acknowledged:
"We

have been in discussions with the

State Dept. over the last several months."
ABC will continue to explore problems of
"the language barrier and the common denominators of commitment by a free-enterprise, multiple-network system in the U. S.
and contrasted with the government-operated and controlled system in the U.S.S.R.,"
Mr. Daly said.
FCC Approves Five Am Outlets
The FCC last week granted the following
new am stations:
• Elson Electronics Co., Lompoc, Calif.,
to operate on 960 kc with 500 w, day, with
engineering conditions involved.
• Lee County Broadcasting Co., Pennington Gap, Va., to operate on 1570 kc with 1
kw, day; and Mountain View Broadcasting
Co. to operate on 1590 kc with 5 kw, day, in
Jonesboro, Tenn. These two grants came out
of the same case (initial decision, Dec. 27,
1957) in which the application of Scott
County Broadasting Co. for 1570 kc with
250 w, day, in Gate City, Va., was denied.
• OK Broadcasting Co., Mobile, Ala., to
operate on 900 kc with 1 kw day (here
the Commission directed preparation of a
document looking toward the grant).

• Joseph F. Sheridan, Brookings. Ore.,
to operate on 910 kc with 500 w, day, with
engineering conditions involved.
The FCC also made effective immediately,
last week, a Dec. 23 initial decision, as modified by the Commission, and granted the applicati on of Noble-Dc Kalb Broadcasting
Co. to change facilities of WAWK Kendallville, Ind., from operation with directional
antenna to nondirectional (1570 kc. 250 w,
day); conditions are involved.
For other Commission actions of the past
week see For The Record, p. 97.
Supreme

Court

Hears

Argument

On Benny Tv 'Gas Light' Parody
The U. S. Supreme Court last week heard
argument about a burlesque of the melodramatic movie. "Gas Light," in which
radio-tv comedian Jack Benny starred.
At issue was whether a parody which
uses "substantial" parts of the original
source without permission of the copyright
owner is an infringement of the copyright.
The case involved the 1952 television
lampoon of the MGM chiller "Gas Light,"
which starred Ingrid Bergman, Charles
Boyer and Joseph Cotten. The play was
written in 1938 by British playwright
Patrick Hamilton and was produced on the
London and New York stages. In 1942,
Loew's Inc. (parent company of MGM)
secured motion picture rights. In 1945,
with Loew's permission, Mr. Benny did a
radio lampoon of the movie. In 1952, Mr.
Benny starred in a tv burlesques of the
movie, broadcast over the CBS Television
network and sponsored by American Tobacco Co. Loew's sued and got an injunction
when it learned that CBS intended to release
the spoof on film to tv stations. The restraining order was upheld by a U. S. appeals court in December 1956, on the
ground that the parody was not a "fair use"
of the copyrighted material.
Parody will become a lost art if the lower courts' rulings are upheld, W. B. Carman
of Los Angeles told the nine Supreme Court
justices. Parody must be based on an original work, and should enjoy the same exemption from copyright infringement penalties
as critical reviews, Mr. Carman said. This
is the doctrine of "fair use," he pointed out.
Mr. Carman represented CBS, American
Tobacco Co. and Mr. Benny.
The copyright laws make no exemption
for parodies. Herman F. Selvin, Los Angeles,
argued in behalf of Loew's Inc. and Mr.
Hamilton. He challenged Mr. Carman's definition of parody; most great satires are based
on ideas, themes or style, not on particular
works, hedamage
declared.
Mr. Selvin
said Loew'sto
suffered
because
its opportunity
make
a television
adaptation
of "Gas Light"
has been
diminished
by the parody.
The justices' questions were limited to
legal inquiries, although at one point Mr.
Carman was asked by Justice John M. Harlan to document his allegation that the
broadcasting industry has steered clear of
parodies since the "Gas Light" case began.
Mr. Carman replied that he knew this because he watches television and knows the
industry. "A brave industry," murmured
Justice Felix Frankfurter.
Broadcasting
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Mr. Kaplan came to the Kitchens of Sara Lee
in 1954, after considerable experience in
private industry and the government. Before
World War II, he was director of research
for Spiegel, Inc., and during the war he
served as a regional economist for the Office
of Price Administration. From 1946 until he
joined the Sara Lee organization, he was a
business consultant and adviser to various
firms throughout the country.
As vice-president in charge of sales for the
Chicago baked-goods firm, Mr. Kaplan has
executive responsibility for the distribution—
which became national in 1957— of such Sara
Lee all-butter products as their coffee cake,
pound cake and chocolate brownies, as well
as the cream cheese cake and the chocolate
cake lines.
Outside the field of marketing, Mr. Kaplan's
interests include bridge playing and reading.
He is a player of tournament caliber, having
taken on many of the country's bridge experts.
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Time after time, advertising executives freely tell us that
many of their ideas for marketing strategy spring from the pages of
Advertising Age. That's why Ad Age is a weekly highlight
to those who influence as well as those who activate today's market and
media decisions. You can count on it: most of the
advertising executives who are important to you are among the readers
and "clippers" of Ad Age.
At the Kitchens of Sara Lee, for example, broadcast has
played an essential role in the company's spectacular rise to a national
distributor of top-quality baked goods. Starting at
$400,000 in 1951, Sara Lee products chalked up sales of $13,000,000 by 1957,
when 70 per cent of the company's nearly $1,000,000 ad budget
was allocated to radio and television.
Every week, 4 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age get priority
readership by Sara Lee executives with an interest in marketing. Further,
77 paid-subscription copies reach decision-makers at
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., the agency handling the baking-firm account.
Add to this AA's more than 39,000 paid circulation, its tremendous
penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 11,000 agency people alone, its intense readership
by top executives in national advertising companies, its unmatched
total readership of over 145,000 — and you'll
recognize in Advertising Age a most influential medium
broadcast decisions your way.
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GOVERNMENT continued
Sybcsnirimittee

CHAUNCEY (r), president-general manager of KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix and managing director, KOLDAM-TV Tuscon, both Arizona, is
greeted by Secretary of the Treasury
Robert B. Anderson as he assumes

TOM

chairmanship of a new broadcasters'
advisory committee for U. S. Savings
Bonds. Mr. Chauncey's committee of
station executives from all over the
country will assist the Treasury in developing voluntary support of the Savings Bond program. The Treasury,
acknowledging support by stations and
networks through NAB and the Advertising Council, says the industry
long has been among the most active
contributors to the bond program.

Publishers' Complaints
To Be Aired in House

on ASCAP
Hearings

Hearings will be held this month by a
House Small Business subcommittee on complaints that large music publishing houses
are running ASCAP for their benefit, according to Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.),
chairman. He said small music composers
and publishers have charged that a small
clique comprising big publishing firms has
gained control of the copyright society.
Rep. Roosevelt said there are indications
that hundreds of small-business members of
the music industry will be destroyed unless
present or new legislation can be utilized
to stop the .alleged practices. Victor R.
Hansen, assistant attorney general in charge
of the antitrust division, will be invited to
testify along with ASCAP officials and other
groups. Information obtained will be turned
over to the Dept. of Justice and House
Judiciary Committee.
Left-Handed

Tribute to Tv

Unseen subliminal perception messages
on tv might make beer drinkers out of unsuspecting teen-agers, Rep. William A. Dawson (R-Utah) said last week. While networks
have indicated they won't use this type of
projection, he felt the FCC should advise
stations not to use the subliminal method until it is thoroughly studied. If it works, he
said, it should be strictly regulated, if permitted at all. "Heaven knows," he added,
"the blandishments of visible advertising are
hard enough to resist."
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Approves

Measure

Tor Sports Antitrust Reforms
A bill (HR 10378) applying antitrust laws
to commercial aspects of professional baseball, football, hockey and basketball was approved last week by the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee.
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the
judiciary group said the bill contained exemptions reasonably necessary to preserve
organized sports.
The bill was introduced after hearings
during the last session of Congress, with
leading sports and government figures testifying. The exemptions are described in the
bill as those needed to equalize competitive
playing strengths, protect rights to operate
within specified geographic areas and preserve public confidence in the honesty of
contests.
Chairman Celler said the bill provides a
balance between antitrust aspects of the public interest and the public interest involved
in assuring that the sports contests continue.
Reasonable reserve clauses, player drafts and
farm systems would be permitted. Under
terms of the bill baseball no longer would
enjoy greater antitrust privileges than other
sports.
Earlier in the week Vice President
Richard Nixon had expressed doubt on the
NBC-TV Today program that restrictive
legislation against baseball would result
from the Celler group's investigation.
Ford Frick, commissioner of baseball,
last week assured a group of minor league
officials that he would continue to seek a
solution to the problem of competition from
telecasts of major league games. CBS-TV
has added a schedule of Sunday major
league games during the 1958 season.
3-Way

Multiplex

Called

Success

A report on its three-channel multiplex
operation since last summer was filed with
the FCC Thursday by WGHF (FM) Brookfield, Conn. The stereophonic and multiplex
operations are described as successful.
WGHF reports "no interference whatever
with the main signal" when the station is
broadcasting the additional multiplex signals.
It has used two methods for stereo transmission. In one, the main channel carries its
normal program and the stereo program is
fed via the two multiplex channels. In the
second method, one multiplex channel broadcasts a commercial background music program service while the stereo is fed via the
main channel plus the second multiplex
channel. WGHF is using a transmitter developed byMultiplex Services Corp. and receivers from the same firm.
WMFJ, WESH-TV Sales Upheld
The U. S. Court of Appeals upheld the
FCC last week in the latter's dismissal of
protests by Theodore Granik and William H.
Cook against Commission approvals of the
sales of WMFJ and WESH-TV Daytona
Beach, Fla., by W. Wright Esch in 1955 and
1956. The Court held per curiam that Messrs.
Granik and Cook no longer had standing to
protest since the Florida Supreme Court held
they did not have an option to buy the sta-

tions. The FCC dismissed their original protest on the ground Mr. Granik (American
Forum of the Air) and Mr. Cook did not
have standing since their claims were for
private litigation. Last year the appeals court
reversed the Commission. The FCC dismissed the protest again in 1957 when the
Florida court denied the civil suit. It was
from this dismissal that Messrs. Granik and
Cook appealed. WMFJ was sold to Emil J.
Arnold interests; WESH-TV to John H.
Perry interests.
Commission

Seeks Comments

On WDAM-TV's Proposed Move
The FCC has invited comments by Feb. 7
to Lion Broadcasting Corp.'s proposal to
shift its Hattiesburg, Miss., outlet, WDAMTV (ch. 9), to Baton Rouge, La.
In another proposed channel shift, the
FCC invited comments by Feb. 21 to a
counterproposal of Martin Theatres of
Georgia Inc. (WTVM [TV] ch. 28 Columbus) to add chs. 3 and 9 to Columbus and
delete chs. 4 and 28 from that city, and substitute ch. 4 for ch. 9 in Dothan, Ala. This
proposal in effect would put all Columbus,
Ga., tv on the vhf band. The FCC had proposed making the city all-uhf.
The FCC ordered the following tv stations
in this Columbus case to show cause why
their permits should not be modified to
specify the following: WRBL-TV on ch. 3
or ch. 9 in Columbus instead of ch. 4;
WTVM (TV) on ch. 3 or 9 in Columbus
instead of ch. 28, and WTVY (TV) on ch.
4 in Dothan instead of ch. 9.
Examiner Favors WMUR-TV Filings
FCC Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle last
week issued an initial decision favoring the
grant of the applications of The Radio
Voice of New Hampshire Inc. for renewal
of license and for license to cover the
present operation of WMUR-TV (ch.9)
Manchester, N. H. Television for New
Hampshire Inc. had requested a cp for a
new tv station to operate on ch. 9 in Manchester. In hearing, on Jan. 13, Television
SPREADING

OUT

The U. S. received its first, officially
blessed, three-city, three-state call letter when the FCC approved a request
by ch. 32 WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass., that it be allowed to identify
itself as Greenfield-Keene (N. H.)Brattleboro (Vt.).
WRLP's main studio and transmitter is at Winchester, N. H., 15 miles
equally from all three cities. The three
communities are all in WRLP's Grade
A service area. WRLP is operated as
a satellite of ch. 22 WWLP (TV)
Springfield, Mass. Comrs. Robert E.
Lee and Frederick W. Ford dissented
against the FCC action. In a similar
order last week, the FCC approved
the request of ch. 8 KNOE-TV Monroe, La., to identify itself as a MonroeWest Monroe station. Both Comrs. Lee
and Ford again dissented.
Broadcasting
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of New Hampshire asked for dismissal of its
application, stating that it had received no
consideration for doing so.
Late last year, an arrangement was worked
out by which Tv for New Hampshire Inc.
was to buy WMUR-TV from former New
Hampshire Gov. Francis P. Murphy. The
price was said to be $720,000. The deal,
however, fell through. Earlier last year,
WMUR-TV was sold to Storer Broadcasting
Co. for $850,000, conditioned on the move
of the station closer to Boston. This transaction fell through when it became impossible to find a site near Boston which would
receive Airspace Panel approval.
FCC Delays KONG Dismissal
To Look Into KRDU Agreement
A California station which asked the FCC
to dismiss its application for a change in
power and frequency, found itself still in
hearing last week against its wishes. Chief
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
denied the motion of KONG Visalia, Calif.,
for dismissal of its application without
prejudice, in order to allow the Broadcast
Bureau to get facts concerning a deal whereby one of KONG's two competing applicants, KRDU Dinuba, Calif., was prepared
to pay the Visalia station a total of $4,609 if
KONK withdrew and KRDU got its grant.
Both KONG and KRDU had applied to
change to 1130 kc with 1 kw in Visalia and
Dinuba, respectively. At the same time, Enterprise Broadcasting Co. entered a mutually exclusive application for a new am on
1150 kc with 1 kw, day, at Fresno, Calif.
KRDU had offered KONG $2,000, if and

Bassett, seven miles northwest of Martinsville.
WHEE, which claims the Bassett station
would have an "adverse economic effect"
upon it, questions Mr. Goodman's "good
faith" and "basic character qualifications
to be a licensee." Mr. Goodman is president and 85% owner of WILA Danville,
president and 51% owner of WYSR Franklin and president and 60% owner of WYTI
Rocky Mount, all Virginia.
FTC Submits Survey of Doctors
To End Case Against Rolaids
The government last week wound up its
case against American Chicle Co.'s television commercials for Rolaids with presentation of a general-practitioner survey. Of
496 queried, 443 doctors said they do not
recommend Rolaids, 28 said they do and
25 didn't reply to the mail .questionnaire.
It was the second survey the Federal
Trade Commission has run in its attempt to
prove that American Chicle falsely claims
the medical profession generally recommends its product. Hearings were suspended last fall [Government, Oct. 14,
1957] after the respondent challenged methods used in taking the first survey and the
government decided to do another.
FDA Sets Up Information Unit
The U. S. Food & Drug Administration

has reorganized information services for
the public and regulated industries into a
division of public information under Wallace F. Janssen, formerly assistant to the
commissioner, now director of the new division. On his staff are James L. Trawick,
deputy director, formerly an FDA program
planner, and Vivian Boardman, who continues as chief of the editorial branch.
Central

Minnesota

Ch. 12 Move

Tv Asks

to Walker,

Minn.

The Central Minnesota Tv Co., which is
building a new station on ch. 7 in Alexandria, Minn., has petitioned the FCC
to move ch. 12 from Brainerd, Minn., to
Walker, which has no tv allocation.
Central Minnesota has on file with the
Commission an application for ch. 13 in
Bemidji, Minn., which channel has been replaced with ch. 9 by the FCC. If ch. 12 is
moved to Walker, Central Minnesota intends
to amend this application to request ch. 12.
The Commission directed preparation of
a document to deny the petition of WATRTV ch. 53 Waterbury, Conn., to shift 53
to Hartford for educational use and to shift
Hartford's educational allocation, ch. 24,
to Waterbury for commercial use.
The FCC has granted petitions by KFRETV (ch. 12) Fresno, and KBET-TV (ch.
10) Sacramento, both Calif., to add chs. 17
and 39 to Bakersfield, effective Feb. 7.

when the latter's application was dismissed,
and an additional $2,609 if KRDU should
subsequently get its grant. It also was disclosed that Harry E. Layman, president of
KONG, would have been engaged by KRDU
as its local sales representative in Visalia, for
four years following KRDU's commencement of broadcasting on its new frequency,
at 30% commission on all sales made in his
area.
Two Protest KVIT (TV) Move
Protests have been filed with the FCC
against the Commission's approval to ch.
2 KVIT(TV) Santa Fe, N. M., to move its
transmitter site nearer Albuquerque. Filing
protests were KGGM-AM-TV and KOATTV, both Albuquerque.
The grant to KVIT was made late last
year by a split, 4-3 vote. The move is from
its existing transmitter site to one 43 miles
southwest of Santa Fe and 14 miles northeast of Albuquerque. Also involved is an
increase in power from 324 w to 28.2 kw.
KVIT, not yet on the air, is owned by Video
Independent Theatres Inc., which has a minority interest in KWTV(TV) Oklahoma
City and is also the operator of the Telemovies system in Bartlesville, Okla.
WHEE

Asks Hearing

on Am

Bid

WHEE Martinsville, Va., petitioned the
FCC last week to designate for hearing
the application of S. L. Goodman for a
new am station in Bassett, Va. Mr. Goodman has applied for a 900 kc, 500 w cp in
Broadcasting
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AWARDS
munity Funds and Councils of America.
Citations went to:
Milton A. Gordon. Television Programs
of America; Henry Schachte, Lever Bros.;
Leonard Goldenson. American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres; Burroughs Prince.
NBC Monitor: Dave Garroway, NBC; Arlene Francis, NBC; Hal March. CBS-TV;
Jack Barry, Barry & Enright Productions;
Johnny Carson, ABC; Steve Allen, NBC;
Ed Sullivan, CBS; Donald Cady, Nestle Co.;
Donald F. Conaway. American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists; Donald Frost,
Bristol-Myers Co.; James C. Petrillo, American Federation of Musicians.

SIX Washington. D. C, universities saluted WRC-AM-FM-TV for educational
series, Twenty-fifth Semester (tv) and Deadline 1970 (radio), at a luncheon Wednesday with the Rev. Daniel E. Power, S. J., of Georgetown U., presiding. Other universities participating were Catholic U., George Washington U., Howard U.,
American U. and U. of Maryland. Scrolls were presented to stations and to staff
personnel. Left to right: Carleton D. Smith, the stations' vice president-general
manager; Theodore Jones, director; Mrs. Patty Cavin, producer-narrator; Fr. Power;
Burton Bridgens, public service director, and Stuart Finley, producer-narrator.
29

Tv Producers,

Writers

Get

Directors,

Christopher

Awards

Christopher Awards to 29 tv producers,
directors and writers for the six months
ended Dec. 31, 1957, have been announced
by the Rev. James Keller, founder of the
Christophers. Named to receive the awards
are:
Producer Jerry Stagg, director Robert Z.
Sinclair and writer David Evans for the Oct.

Donald Hyatt, writer Richard Hanser and
editor Sylvio D'Alisera for "The Innocent
Years," the Nov. 21 telecast of Project 20
on NBC-TV; producer-director-writer Al
Wasserman for "Brainwashing," a production of Twentieth Century on CBS-TV in
November; producer Samuel Chotzinoff, director Kirk Browing, music-art director
Peter Herman Adler and composer Francis
Poulenc for the NBC Opera performance of

1 Telephone Time program on ABC-TV
titled 'The Gadfly"; producer-writer Bill
Morrow, director Seymour Berns and musical director Toots Camarata for the Oct. 13

"Dialogues of the Carmelites" Dec. 3; producer Tom McNight, director Jean Yarbrough and writers Dick Conway and Roland MacLane for Life of Riley telecast on
NBC-TV Dec. 20.

Edsel Show on CBS-TV; producer David
Susskind, director Daniel Petrie and writer

29

Leslie Slote for "The Prince and the Pauper"
on CBS-TV Oct. 28; Executive Producer
Walt Disney, producer-director Larry Lansburgh, director Robert Stevenson and writers Janet Lansburgh, Bill Walsh, James Algar and Lee Chaney for the Nov. 20 program of Disneyland over ABC-TV.
Producer-writer Henry Salomon, director

Media

Executives

Honored

By United Fund-Community Chest
United Fund-Community Chest national
awards for 1957, a total of 29 special citations presented to persons or organizations
for "outstanding volunteer service in the
fields of television, radio and advertising,"
were announced last week by United Com-

Craig Smith, Gillette Co.; Albert R.
Stevens, American Tobacco Co.; Lewis H.
Titterton. Compton Adv.; James Bealle,
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Philip H. Cohen, Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Advertising Council (accepted by T. S. Repplier);
Ziv Television Programs (accepted by Robert W. Friedheim); Screen Actors Guild
(accepted by Harold Hoffman); Charles
Monrow, CBS; Jack Cowden, CBS; Bertram
J. Hauser, Mutual: Matthew J. Culligan,
NBC; Davidson Taylor, NBC; Alfred Beckman, ABC, and Herb West, BBDO.
AWARD

SHORTS

Joseph L. Brechner, multiple station owner,
cited by United States Information Agency
for his work in 1957 in assisting Afghanistan radio broadcasting service. Commendation read: "Your visit resulted in significant improvements in the broadcasting operations" of Afghanistan. Mr. Brechner has
interests in WERC Erie, Pa.; WLOF-AMTV Orlando, Fla., and WGKV Charleston,
W. Va.
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of executive
committee, Foote, Cone & Belding, to receive second annual community service citation from Public Relations Society of
America (Chicago Chapter) at luncheon in
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel Jan. 21. He is
being honored for "outstanding volunteer
public relations work."
Norman Knight, president, Yankee Div. of
RKO Teleradio Pictures, cited by Temple
Kehillath, Brookline, Mass., for his "outstanding contribution to brotherhood in Boston and New

England."

Perry L. Brand, vice president of CampbellMithun Inc., Chicago, named by local
Junior Assn. of Commerce and Industry as
one of city's four outstanding young men
in 1957. He was cited for contributions to
youth projects and to advertising business
and aviation.
Jean Daugherty, assistant program director,
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., named one of
city's "10 Women of Achievement" for
1957 for her "outstanding service in field
of communications."
Joe Boland, sports director of WSBT-AMTV South Bend, Ind., to receive "Sportscaster of the Year" award from Rockne
Club of Kansas City at testimonial dinner
March 3. Award is based on poll by sportscasters and writers, radio-tv announcers,
officials and other newsmen.
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: INTERNATIONAL
Canadians Don't Get Message
During CBC-TV Tests of SP
Canadians had a full half-hour test of
subliminal projection on a national tv network of 27 stations Jan. 19 on the CBC's
sustaining program Close-Up. In the halfhour a two-word message "Telephone Now,"
was flashed 352 times, while James M.
Vicary, president, and Richard Forrest, vice
president of Subliminal Projection Co. Inc.,
New York, were interviewed by a panel of
Canadians: Al Savage, radio-tv department
of Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto advertising agency; Pierre Berton, Toronto, magazine editor; Pat Pearce, Montreal Star radiotv columnist, and Dr. C. Williams, of the
psychology department of the U. of Toronto.
While the two New Yorkers were interviewed the message was telecast every five
seconds, alternately for one-fifth of a second
and one-half of a second. The audience had
been alerted to the test at the beginning of
the program and the week before. The results were announced on the same program
the following Sunday evening. The interview
dealt with Vicary 's claims for subliminal
projection and other topics. Considerable
mention during the interview was made of
soft beverages and drinking.
Telephone lines at CBC Toronto program
headquarters, where the program originated,
were busy the following two days with information requests about subliminal projection and reports from viewers that they
thought the message flashed on their screens
had something to do with drinking. Meanwhile, mail rolled into the Toronto program
headquarters from various parts of Canada.
When Close-Up went on the air on Jan. 26,
CBC officials reported that of 360 pieces of
mail received and numerous telephone calls,
not one viewer had reported the correct mes-

court. Revenue Minister George C. Nowlan Venezuelan Education to Be Aim
stated in the Canadian Parliament on Jan.
Of BFA-Aided Study of Radio-Tv
14. He said CBC officials had been "advised
The ways in which television and radio
to appeal to a higher court so that the very
may be able to solve educational problems
important matters involved in this case may
in Venezuela will be probed in a study to
be clarified, if not entirely settled."
be undertaken by a committee of educators
CBC, along with CKEY Toronto, and
from that country with technical assistance
three Toronto daily newspapers, was
charged last March 17 with violation of the
from the Broadcasting Foundation of America, New York. John R. Winnie, associate
Lord's Day Act in gathering and disseminating news and advertising on Sundays. As
professor at the U. of Iowa Television Cena result of the further appeal by CBC the
ter, will take a leave of absence from that
case has been deferred in Toronto courts to
post
to become executive secretary of the
Feb. 19.
committee in Caracas starting Feb. 1.
34 Tv Outlets to Pay $165,000
The announcement of the study was made
in New York by Robert Redfield, board
A total of 34 independent Canadian telechairman of BFA. The research will be
vision stations will pay $165,000 in copyright fees this year to the Composers,
financed by a $30,000 grant from the
Authors and Publishers Assn. of Canada
Creole Foundation to BFA. The Creole
(CAP AC), following approval of the tariff
Foundation was established by Creole Peby the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board
troleum Corp., a U. S. firm which claims
at Ottawa Jan. 21. Last year Canadian tv
to be the largest producer in Venezuela.
stations paid CAPAC $141,000.
BFA was formed to facilitate international
The board ruled that a study be made
exchange of cultural broadcast programs
by W. W. Buchanan, a board member, into
the amount of music used by Canadian
and has been aided by a grant from the
independent tv stations before the 1959
Rockefeller Foundation among other
fees are established. The study is being
sources.
made at the request of CAPAC and the
Dr. Horacio Cardenas B., dean of faculty
Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters.
of humanities and education, Central U.,
The study will be used for determining a
new method of assessing copyright fees.
Caracas, will be chairman of the study comThe board reserved decision on CAPAC's
mittee. He said the study "can make a significant contribution to raising educational
request for a boost in tariff on independent
radio stations from Wa% to 2% of gross
levels." The country has four television starevenue.
tions, one of them government-owned.

sage or come anywhere near it. "Telephone
was not seen by the Canadian audience, most of which had no other program
to tune in during that Sunday evening.
Now"

Poll Taken on Contest Programs
Independent Canadian radio and tv stations are taking a public opinion poll of
listener and viewer attitudes toward contest programs to provide information to be
presented at the Feb. 14 hearings of the
CBC board of governors at Ottawa. The
CBC board proposes to enact regulations at
this meeting prohibiting most types of contest programs, unless they are a test of
skill and contestants are present in the
studio. Stations are soliciting retailers and
business organizations regarding such a regulation prohibiting legitimate broadcast contests. Announcements also are being made
at the beginning and end of such contest
programs asking listeners and viewers to
write the station, the CBC or their member
of parliament, or all three, regarding their
views on such contest programs and a regulation prohibiting such programs.

CBC

to Make

New

Appeal

Your

DOLLARS

TV. KJEO-TV

buy more

when

YOU

buy KJEO-

consistently serves Fresno and

the

fabulous San Joaquin Valley better for less. Call
your BRANHAM
GUARANTEE
your money

man

for complete

details. We

you'll save your energy, get more for
on KJEO-TV.

ACT

TODAY!

in Case

CBC, which lost its appeal for exemption
from charges under the Lord's Day Act in
the Ontario Appeal Court early in January,
plans to make a further appeal to a higher
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

NEW

Pacific

YORK

WHOOPS

IT

UP

station group's treasure
hunt
five crowns hidden in lockers in Grand
The Crown Stations" (KING-AM-TV
Central Station. They got clues from varied
Seattle. KGW-AM-TV Portland and KREMsources: an athlete wearing a track suit
AM-TV Spokane) turned Manhattan into
in Penn Station, a man walking a basset
Treasure Island Jan. 23 [Advertisers &
hound on Madison Ave., a man standing at
Agencies, Jan. 27].
54th and Madison eating popcorn.
After a cocktail party topping off four
Adding a fillip to the awarding of prizes
days of presentations in New York, Al
was
the presence of two northwest beauty
Hunter (1), commercial manager of KINGqueens, Alice Eastman and Sandra Teslow.
TV, sounded a gong that started 300 agency
The "strictly-for-fun" evening was appeople scurrying around mid-Manhattan in
a treasure hunt that rewarded the hunters
parently just that; one agency executive
noted, "This is a sales promotion that has
with "royal" loot. Prizes ranged from an
$1,800 Ampex stereophonic tape recorder
originality, enthusiasm, vitality and sincerto boxes of pears and apples for everybody.
ity to a enthusiasm
degree I never
The
withbefore
whichhave
the seen."
hunters
Treasure-seekers covered a lot of ground
took
off
after
the
clues
was
obvious
(at
in tracking down the object of the search —

A PHONE CALL had the answer to one stage of the hunt;
the number to call was on the marquee of the Little
Theatre on 44th St. off Broadway. Taking a breather after
completing this stage of the game (below, 1 to r) : Lou
Dorkin, D-F-S; Helen Kowalsky, B&B; Beverly Turner,
JWT, and Larry Berumen, Morse Intl.
LITTLE
m PL
FIVE

Northwest

RACING OUT from the Waldorf, treasure hunt participants swarmed into
a fleet of 60 waiting cabs that carried them on their search for the hidden
crowns. The 300 agency people who took part in the chase were divided
into teams of five; each team was given $5 to cover cab fares. With a
royal collection of prizes awaiting the winners, speed was of the essence,
and teams scurried frantically to get into cabs and away.

THEATRE

SEVEN
SEVEN

FOUR

ONE of the Crown clues was spotted in the personal columns of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer; a newstand in Times Square sells out-of-town
newspapers. Making their Times Square stop, one of the teams scan the
paper jointly (1 to r) : Frank Gromer, FC&B; Roger Hutzenlaub, Y&R; Dave
Eaton, B&B; Edward Richardson, Geyer Adv., and Richard Vorse, JWT.
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IN FRONT of Delmonico's, Dick McCooey, B&B, gets a "hot tip" from
"Diamond Jim Brady" on the next move to make.
Broadcasting

CROWN'
Madison
Ave.

FOR
dazzles

right) at the start of the evening, as the
treasure-seekers swarmed out of the Waldorf to get a running start in their search.
The "Crown Stations" continued their road
show last week, bringing the presentation
and treasure hunt to Chicago. Between 175
and 200 Chicago buyers and other agency
people attended luncheon pre:entations by
the stations in the Kungsholm restaurant
through Thursday, took part in the treasure
hunt in the city's Loop that evening.
Grand prize, again an Ampex stereophonic tape recorder, was won by William
Stenson, timebuyer at Campbell-Mithun.
The "Crown" properties will stage their
next Dresentation-and-hunt in San Francisco.

EVENINGS

are usually pretty quiet for a street cleaner working

around Gen. Sherman's statue at 59th and
of the treasure hunt, said street cleaner
clue. Pumping him for information are
Compton; Jim Dusey, C&W; Eileen Greer,
gan, M-E, and Nina Flynn, F&S&R.

D-F-S' Walter Teitz admires
his Ampex tape recorder, first
prize in the contest.
Broadcasting

Madison. But the night
was the man with the
(1 to r) Bill Birbeck,
Ted Bates; John Flana-

LAST STOP before the return to home base: the locker room in
Grand Central Station. Five crowns were hidden in various lockers;
winning teams were those which first returned "crowned"
Waldorf. At one of the gleeful coronations (1 to r): Marvin
nowski, K&E; Polly Allen, JWT; an unidentified onlooker;
Ligammari, FC&B; Bill Stantoni, D-F-S, and Donn Dolan,

to the
AntoCathy
DR&J.

K&E's Sid Silleck, winner of week's trip to Pacific
Northwest is fed a Northwest apple by queens Alice
Eastman (1) and Sandra Teslow.
February 3, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

Working Wives Still Tune In — RAB
Nine of every ten working housewives
spend nearly two hours daily listening to
radio even though employe tasks and household chores leave such women relatively
little time to spend with various advertising
media, according to a new Radio Advertising Bureau folder currently available to
member stations and networks as well as
advertisers and agencies. According to Sherril Taylor, RAB vice president, the theme
for the sales folder was developed from a
recent Wall Street Journal news item pointing out that, according to federal government surveys, "working wives have increased in number at the rate of one million
annually over the past five years and now

FROGMEN helped KDKA-TV Pittsburgh launch its Sea Hum series by
handing out promotional material to
downtown shoppers.

WLOF

Sponsors

List Worth

$600

For listing the names of 16 advertisers
on WLOF Orlando in the order aired, a
Florida housewife won $600. An average
of 3,000 entries per week was received
during the three-week contest, all of which
were eligible for daily merchandise awards
as well as the aforementioned grand prize.
WLOF reports the promotion was one of
the most successful in its 17 year history.
Classics Draw

WSAI-FM

Sponsors

A request from WSAI-FM Cincinnati —
asking listeners interested in its resumption
of a regular classical music schedule to
write in and tell the station — drew 1,200
replies within a week. The announcement
was given during Milton Cross Presents, a
three-hour classical musical program WSAIFM presented as a special feature. Encouraged by listener approval, the station has
lined-up three sponsors for a Mon.-Fri., 26week series.
KMOX Airs 'Strictly Editorial'
Editorials from daily and weekly newspapers in KMOX St. Louis' area are aired
in Strictly Editorial (Sat. 8:45 a.m.). The
outstanding editorial broadcast in 1958 will
win the editor who submitted it a plaque
and $100 bond. Entries will be judged by
the Missouri and Illinois Press Assns.

United

Press

DOUBLE

How Storer Broadcasting Co.'s new
acquisition, WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., will compete with three network-affiliated stations already in the
Philadelphia area was shown at a
dinner the company gave for over 300
advertisers and agency men at the
local Sheraton Hotel. The station announced that 1958 Fords and other
prizes are being given away in two
competitions: one open to viewers
and one for advertisers and their
agencies. WVUE

Press

WLIB

Salutes Negro

Artists

For the fifth consecutive year WLIB New
York, began its annual Festival of Negro
Music and Drama last Thursday on the anniversary of Franklin D. Roosevelt's birthday. The festival, to run through February
12, includes 140 special programs "saluting
the artistic achievements and contributions"
made by American Negro artists and performers.
Among the special festival broadcasts will
be a classical concert from Carnegie Recital
Hall (Feb. 8, 3-5 p.m.); Rock 'n' Roll Jam
Session (Feb. 12, noon-2 p.m.); daily disc
jockey programs featuring prominent Negro
performers as disc-spinners, and recordings
of choral music made especially for WLIB
by the glee clubs of all the American Negro
colleges.

DISCUSSING WVUE's future plans
at a dinner the station gave for advertiser and agency executives are
(I to r) Irving Solomon of A I Paul
Lefton Co., Philadelphia; J. Robert
Kerns,eralWVUE's
president-genmanager, andviceAlan
Tripp of
Bauer & Tripp, Philadelphia.
tention to the promotional shower

WBC

Airs Rockefeller

Report

A report of the special studies project of
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, entitled
"International Security — The Military Aspect," was presented in a special version for
radio on Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
stations. The report was aired in a series of
15-minute programs in Program PM, from
Jan. 22-27. WBC will make its nightly
presentations available to educational stations, to commercial radio stations which
were represented at last year's WBC- sponsored Boston conference on local public
service programming and to other interested
broadcasters and organizations.

Facsimile

Newspictures

Movietone
Newsfilm
d
| an

Build
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called viewers' at-

stand at 13 million."

of 100,000 plastic "sputniks" printed
with announcements, over the area
from a plane. Both contests involve the
identification of local views shown
on WVUE during the next five weeks,
and completion of the sentences "I
like to VUE channel 12 because . . ."
and (for the trade) "I think WVUE
is a good buy ..." A film titled
"What's ahead for you on WVUE,"
also was shown at the dinner for the
benefit tential
of the
station's new and poadvertisers.

'Snow-Job'

Ratings

Wins

$100

From

WHB

"Old-Fashioned Snowman" contests were
run by WHB Kansas City, Mo., after a
blizzard covered the city with 15 inches of
snow. A prize of $100 went to the person
who built the biggest snowman with the
station's call letters written across its front.
Another $100 was awarded the builder of
the snowman showing the most originality.
WRCA-TV

United

VIEW

Calls Odds

to Admen

WRCA-TV New York, sent a shaker containing five dice to 100 key timebuyers in
New York last week with a notation: "Why
Gamble?" Each of the five dice in the container isimprinted with one of the five different packages an advertiser can buy for
$2,500 per week on WRCA-TV.
Broadcasting

tine's Day, the listener who has correctly
identified a love-song medley and submitted
the slogan selected by the station, will receive
various gifts from local merchants as well
as dinner at an exclusive Seattle restaurant
and a visit to a show, courtesy of KING.
Talent Given

inPennsylvanias

Boost by WFIL-TV

Practical advice is given young perform-

THE U. S. AIR FORCE and the defense
of Japan is the subject of a KXLYTV Spokane-produced documentary.
Titled Thunder From the East, the 30minute film was made by the station's
staffers in cooperation with the USAF
in Japan and will be available for tv
stations without charge. Producer of
the documentary, Richard E. Jones (1),
KXLY-TV's vice president-general
manager, is pictured presenting a copy
to Col. Maurice F. Casey, deputy director of Information Services, USAF.
1957

Revisited by WTVJ

(TV)

A summation of last year's activities has
been compiled and distributed by WTVJ
(TV) Miami in its "Report 1957." Stories
behind the community services, remotes,
technical achievements, news reporting and
the thousands of hours' entertainment on
the station are told, with dozens of pictures,
in the 20-page brochure. WTVJ reports
1,500 agency, business and government
leaders have received copies.

ers on WFIL-TV Philadelphia's new teenage talent show sponsored by a local bakery.
A booking agent will be in the studios
during each Tastykake Junior Show Business (Sat., 7-7:30 p.m. EST) and three
people, experienced in theatricals and tv, will
appraise the youngsters' performances and
offer advice on a possible future in show
business.
Telechievers

Makes Fire, Fined
Nashville d.j. who thinks

"more music grandma likes is needed," was
fined $25 by a local magistrate for disorderly
conduct after burning 600 Elvis Presley
records outside Nashville's Parthenon monument. Disc jockey Leslie Scott said he chose
a site near the shrine for making his dislikes

(TV)

The

annual series produced by Telechievers Inc., Junior Achievement Co. of
WBKB (TV) Chicago, starts Saturday on
that station under the working title, The
Magic Toyshop. The 1 3-week series has a
children's variety-show format featuring the
talents of 20 specially-selected teenagers
as
pastbeen
programs.
WBKB's
Inc.inhas
named one
of the Telechievers
best Junior
Achievement companies in the country for
the past three years and twice was awarded
"top achievement" honors in the Junior
Achievement broadcasting-telecasting category. The new WBKB series is directed by
Herb Cunniff, with Ron Gunther, Bill Beauchamp and Dave Cole of the WBKB staff
as advisors.
British Serials on WFMT
WFMT

Disc Jockey
A WMAK

Series on WBKB

(FM)

(FM) Chicago has its own answer

to radio's venerable "soap opera" in a serialization of great literary classics produced by
the British Broadcasting Corp. Starting today (Monday) the station is presenting two
"Waverly" novels by Sir Walter Scott, each
in eight instalments, throughout February.
After The Fortunes of Night and Redgauntlet run their course, WFMT will offer other

known "because of the symbolism of contrasts."

BBC "daytime serials" daily at 2 p.m. during
March and April.

St. Valentine's Contest on KING
A "Musical Valentine" contest is underway on KING Seattle to find a slogan for

Admen

its "filtered music" programming. On Valen-

m\\

Sep
"mf
m\- K0B\
turn over prod u cts
not audience
BOTH RADIO STATIONS
No.1 inHOOPER&PULSE
6 am-6 pm average share
KOBY No. 1 in NIELSEN
6 am-9 pm average share

KOSI
• KOBY
DENVERSAN FRANCISCO
Mid-America Broadcasting Company
Broadcasting

Dominance

in

jyiONTANA

HOMES
60,000 TV
*r-:c;-.Helen&
KXLJTVI2
KXLF TV4

vs. WABC-TV

on Skates

A "Roller Derby Party" will be staged
Feb. 13 by WABC-TV New York, for advertising agency people at the 9th Regiment
Armory in New York at which guests will
see a Roller Derby match between two professional teams as well as two teams composed of agency guests and station personnel. Teams will be called "WABC-TV Big
Wheels" and the "Ad Agency Sputniks."

IfBuHe
K^CnitlneidJlllI^Ark'

Great
Helena

z
NET

Bbzeman
falls

Live Fights From

Cuba

on ABC-TV

ABC-TV reported last week it will telecast "the first sporting event to originate
overseas and presented live in U. S." Feb.
26 when the network's Wednesday Night
Fights originates at Havana, Cuba. The
means to be used is the over-the-horizon
scatter system between Florida and Cuba
employed by NBC-TV in presenting its first
live program, The Steve Allen Show, from
Cuba a few weeks ago.

1117,V70RM)10UOMES
Represented bi|
The Walker Cotnpamj-East
Pacific Northwest

Broadcasters-
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
1 *» iMH

two dairy farmers were given phonographs
and a supply of records. One farmer received loud jazz-type discs, the other had
dreamy popular ballads and string orchestras. After a month of playing the different
kinds of music to the cows during milking
time, the farmer who played the quiet music
found a substantial increase in milk production over the one subjecting his cows to
rock 'n' roll.
WSLS-TV Wins $250 for 'Ranger'
American Bakeries Co., Atlanta, has decided WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., has the best
advertising campaign for 1958 on The Lone
Ranger. The bakers of Merita products
sponsor Ranger on 21 outlets and ran a
contest to find which was doing most, promotion-wise, for the series. The plans
WSLS-TV submitted and which won it the
$250 prize were much the same as last

CONFEDERATE attackers gave Union volunteers (above) a tough time during a promotion organized for WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh's Gray Ghost (Thur., 10:30 p.m. EST),
The Fidelity Trust Co. staged the battle, publicizing its sponsorship of the series,
in a local park.

Mysteries of Space on KOVR (TV)
Orbit 13, a series of six live educational
telecasts dealing with outer-space is underway on KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif. With
the aid of working models, Charles A.
Koepke, general science teacher, John
Marshall Junior High School (Stockton)
and member of the Rocket Research Institute, explains theories of interplanetary
space travel. Yesterday's (Sunday) program
A

NEW

LEADER

IN

SACRAMENTO!

years' promotional activities. Nothing was
prepared especially for the contest.

concerned life on other planets and rocketry's proposals to explore them. Part of
the program showed how Stockton's educational facilities are preparing youth to
"meet

the

challenges of

tomorrow's

world. . . ."
NBC-TV's 'Comment' Debuts
NBC news correspondents from around
the world as well as newspapermen from all
over the country were to participate in NBCTV's new panel program Comment (Fri.,
approximately 10:45-11 p.m.), scheduled to
premiere last Friday. The program is broadcast directly after the Friday night telecasts
of the fights; therefore, the starting time will
vary each week. Domestic correspondents
will appear live from Washington while
NBC foreign staff members will be seen on
film. Each panel, to discuss current news
issues, consists of three or four members
and will change weekly.
Cows Prefer It Dreamy — KMOX
An experiment reportedly showing cows
prefer quiet music to rock 'n' roll grew
out of an argument between KMOX St.
Louis' farm director Ted Mangner and
disc jockey Jim Butler. To resolve the issue,

Cincinnati's

NATION'S

45th in Retail Sales
51st in Population
22nd in Sales per hsld.
SRLD

Israeli Editorializing on WNYC
New York-owned WNYC last week began broadcasting a weekly program presenting the opinions of editors of publications
in Israel on national and international subjects. The program, carried on Wednesday,
5:50-6 p.m., is broadcast by WNYC in cooperation with the Israel Broadcasting System.
Science-News Program on MBS
Earl Ubell, science editor for New York
Herald Tribune, hosts Mutual's new sciencenews program (Sun. 6:05-6:30 p.m. EST),
which began Jan. 26. Mr. Ubell reports the
week's major scientific developments, presenting an outline of what can be expected
to develop in the week ahead and interviews a prominent science personality each
week.

Most

Independent
50,000

'Police Report' Daily for KPAL
Burglaries, road conditions and general
happenings in the KPAL Palm Springs,
Calif., area get up-to-the-minute bulletining
via the station's three-times-daily Police Report (8 a.m., noon and 5 p.m.). KPAL's
general manager Al Yallen instituted this
public service by arranging beeper phone
reports from the Palm Springs police officers.

watts

Powerful
Radio

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

OHIO

STATION

KXOA
Natl. Rep. — McGavren-Quinn
V.P.-Mgr. — Howard Haman
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PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES ^^^w
Robert E. Britton, assistant director of market research. General Mills, Minneapolis, to
MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., as vice president of marketing
research. He will work closely with Henry
Halpern, vice president of media-research at
MJ&A's New York office and radio-tv research director on all accounts.
L. James Schneider, account executive,
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit,
promoted to vice president.
Herb Howard, formerly ►
program director of WLS
Chicago, to Richard Crabb
Assoc., Chicago agency
specializing in agricultural
accounts, as vice president
and creative director.
Dr. Franklin E. Lowrance, research-engineering vice president of Westinghouse Air
Brake Co., named vice president in charge
of engineering for Crosley division of Avco
Mfg. Corp., and Clarence G. Felix named
vice president in charge of marketing for
Crosley.
M Richard Lockman, vice
president and Revlon Inc.
account supervisor, Emil
Mogul Co., N. Y., named
general
manager of
agency.
Before joining
Mogul, he was associated
with Bourjois
Inc. and
Barbara Gould Inc. (Chanel Inc. affiliates),
first as advertising-merchandising-promotion
director, later as vice president.
Walter J. Kerwin, ere- ►
ative director, Lewis Edwin Ryan, Washington, to
Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, that city, as account supervisor in that
branch office.
■< James W. Steele, formerly with Lewis Edwin
Ryan, joins KM&G
as
senior art director in
Washington office.

Irving
created
Bulova
ing

Holczer has been named to newly
post of sales promotion manager at
Watch Co.; Robert Kuhn, advertisproduction supervisor; Alvin Appel, assistant advertising production supervisor;
Allen O. Smith, art services supervisor, and
Donald Mirabel, distribution supervisor. All
have been with Bulova several years.

MARKETS

Robert Lee Barnes, copy staff, Charles
Bowes Adv., L. A., named copy chief.
Robert Metz, formerly advertising manager,
Goldfarb's Arcadian Gardens Inc., to Paris
& Peart, N. Y., as account executive.
Sherlee Barish, formerly with Official Films
Inc., N.Y., to Regal Advertising Assoc.. that
city, as account executive.
M John F. Brookman, producer-writer, NBC, to Fulton, Morrissey Co., Chicago, public relations division, as account executive.
D. Edward Ricchiuto, ►
account executive, Hicks
& Greist Inc., N. Y., to
director of marketing sales
promotion, new H&G
sition.

WHBF
the bo*°"
RADIO 2l&?s TELEVISION
the
of

station

marketing

in

the

REPRESENTED

success

Quad-Cities

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

INC.

po-

Wally Sherwin, account executive on Riviera
Mfg. Co. account at George Patton Adv.,
Hollywood, to Riviera as executive advertising director.
Gordon G. Hurt, national merchandising
manager, Norge Div., Borg-Warner Corp.,
assumes additional duties as advertising director for Norge home appliances. He will
be responsible for all national and cooperative advertising.
Genevieve M. Farls, media and traffic departments, Robert Christopher Agency, to
Holtzman-Kain, Chicago, as media director.
George Herro, account executive, MBS Chicago, to Pulse Inc.'s newly-opened Chicago
office as director of that division. New
office is located in Tribune Tower.

plans board.
John A. Pierpont, previously director of
public relations for Savings Bank Assn. of
State of New York, to Jacob Ruppert Brewery, that city, as public relations director.

Broadcasting

100

THE

O. Clinton Carpenter, formerly with Kudner
Agency, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.,
as copy supervisor.

Robert R. Lindsey, who has been with
BBDO since 1956, appointed director of research department succeeding Ben Gedalicia, who continues in overall supervision
of BBDO research as vice president in
charge of research and member of agency

*tba...tba..tba.

FIRST

OF

Cynthia Scott, formerly with Advertising &
Commercials, Chicago agency, to Herbert
Baker Adv. Inc., that city, as public relations
director.

no juggling
just saving iwice as much
with
0RTH$AVER
like

WSPD-TV
TOLEDO, CO.OHIO
STORER BROADCASTING

call or write
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
Al Sniedley, department of information.
RCA, Camden, N. J., to Arndt. Preston,
Chapin, Lamb
tions staff.

Mi
MR. CARVER

Edwin Cox, chairman of board Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., has been named national
campaign chairman of 1958 fund drive of
Allergy Foundation of America (formerly
American Foundation for Allergic Diseases).

ie.
A
MR. VITT
MR. WIDHOLM

Larry Schwartz, president of Wexton Adv.
N. Y., will serve as chairman of 12-session

IN an expansion of its media department, Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, New York, has announced
the promotion of Samuel B. Vitt and
Jack K. Carver to media supervisors,
with each directing a unit responsible
for servicing a group of clients. The
agency also announced the appointment of Robert Widholm as senior
broadcast buyer. Mr. Vitt joined
DCS&S in 1956 after serving as timebuyer for Benton & Bowles and Biow
Co., both New York. Mr. Carver
joined the agency in 1953 after earlier
service with Hazard Adv., New York.

workshop seminar on "Planning and Coordinating Integrated Marketing Programs,"
sponsored by Management Institute of New
York U. beginning tomorrow (Tuesday).

FILM

Juke Goodman, formerly with art department, Saks Fifth Ave., N. Y., to Warwick
& Legler, that city, as art director.

Jerry Gilley, agency sales representative, International Broadcasting Co., Vancouver,
B. C, to Cunningham & Walsh, S. F., as
assistant media director.
William C. Keenan, research director, Parkson Adv., N. Y., promoted to assistant director of marketing and planning. Morton
Novick, formerly research supervisor, Alfred
Politz, that city succeeds Mr. Keenan.
Marion MacDonald, formerly copywriter at
BBDO, Chicago, to Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, that city, in similar capacity.
Virginia Van Cleve, formerly with Compton
Adv., Chicago, to Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
that city, as copywriter. Dan Chipman, formerly with Leo Burnett Co., joins Weiss
agency as marketing analyst.
Richard J. Cech, director of public relations,
Pure Milk Assn., Chicago, to Western Adv.
Agency, that city, account-contact staff.
Owen R. Leffler, advertising manager, Gehl
Bros. Mfg. Co., West Bend, Wis., to WAA's
account-contact staff in Racine, Wis., office.

THE

BEST

FRIEND

& Keen, N. Y., public rela-

A

as

mmmmmm

bama, Tennessee and parts of Florida, and
Kirk Torney and Len Hammer, station sales
coordinators, assume additional responsibilities in covering several southeastern states.
Glenn Botkin, formerly with television commercial department of Compton Adv., N.
Y., to Robert Lawrence Productions, that
city, as production supervisor.
Vincent M. Fennelly appointed producer of
Alcoa-Goodyear Turn of Fate series by
Four Star Films, succeeding Robert Fellows,
who produced first 22 programs of series.
Mr. Fennelly also continues as producer of
Four Star's Trackdown series.
Bill Dover, story and scenario editor, Universal-International Pictures, to Walt Disney
Studios in similar capacity.

George Crandall, direc- ►
tor of press information,
CBS, to National Telefilm
Assoc., N. Y., as director
of public relations. Mr.
Crandall will assume responsibilities for overall
public relations activities
of NTA and its various subsidiaries and divisions. He served as director of press information for CBS and CBS Radio from 194256.

Arthur J. Leonard, 57, chief accountant,
Paramount Pictures Corp. and its subsidiaries, died Ian. 23, after being ill for 11
weeks.

Joseph M. Brandel, director of European
operations for International Television Programs Inc., overseas distributing organization for Ziv Television Programs, named
vice president of ITP.
M Carroll Bagley, vice
president in charge of
sales for U. S. Production
Co., N. Y., producer of
industrial and science
films, to Screen Gems Inc.,
that city, as national sales
executive.

been signed to CBS-TV contract. Mr. Coe's
first assignment for CBS-TV will be 90minute version of "The Red Mill" April 19
on DuPont Show of the Month (Sat., 7:30-9

Ben Elrod, Associated Artists Productions
midwestern sales manager, moves to company's western division in similar capacity.
Other new assignments: Dave Hunt moves
from south to midwestern division; Bob
Hoffman rejoins AAP as sales executive in
Midwest; Norman C. (Buck) Long continues
as sales manager of southwest division,
which has been expanded to include Ala-

STATION

EVER

HAD!

John Schulz, formerly sales manager of
•
NETWORKS
WDUZ
Green Bay, Wis., to NBC Radio
network sales office in Chicago.
Fred Coe, tv and Broadway producer, has

David Hurwitz, copywriter, Howard A.
p.m.).
Harkavy Co., N. Y., to NBC Corporate
Planning department as presentation writer.
George Montgomery, Audrey Trotter and
John Smith have been signed to star in NBCTV's Cimarron City, hour-long western series
scheduled to debut in September. Felix
Jackson produces series, now being filmed
at Review Productions in Hollywood.

C. P. Hasbrook, president, Mt. Mansfield
Television Inc. (WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.),
••
elected
of board of directors.
STATIONS chairman
Staurt T. Martin, Mt. ►
Mansfield Tv, vice president and general manager,
succeeds Mr. Hasbrook as
president.

"Our commercial delivery has shown
considerable improvement with the
use of TelePrompTer."
Mr. Bob A. Roth
Commercial Manager
KONO-TV,

•
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-< Jack Fiedler, local sales
manager. KLIF Dallas,
named general manager of
KTSA San Antonio. Both

Al Lurie, general man- ►
ager, KTSA, moves to
KLIF as sales manager.
Before joining McLendon
Corp. last April, he was associated with Bloom Adv.,
Dallas, as radio-tv director
Broadcasting

Roy Stanley, KBKC Kansas City, named station manager, succeeding John Humpherys,
who has resigned to enter field of fm radio.
Jerry Fullerton succeeds Mr. Stanley as program director. Mr. Humpherys will retain
his stock in KBKC and will continue to be
on board of directors. Linda Lewi has been
named women's director for station.
•< Fred A. Watkins Jr., assistant general manager,
KWKH Shreveport, La.,
to KTHS Little Rock,
Ark., as general manager.

Jack Thnmons, KWKH ►
farm director, promoted to
commercial manager, succeeding Mr. Watkins. Jim
Hedrick, formerly with
KCMC-TV Texarkana,
Ark. -Tex., succeeds Mr.
Timmons as head of farm
department.

James C. Dowell, direc- ►
tor of operations and public relations for Public
Radio Corp., to KIOA Des
Moines as station manager. Public Radio controls and operates KIOA
Des Moines and KAKC
Tulsa.
George T. Rodman, as- ►
sistant to director of advertising, promotion and press
information for ABC central division and WBKB
Chicago, named director of
advertising, promotion and
press information for
KGO-TV San Francisco, which ABC
and operates.

owns

Roger Gardner, producer, WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, named production-program manager, succeeding C. D. (Chuck)
Miller.

■< Mort Silverman, previously executive vice
president and general manager of Southland Broadcasting Co. (KCIJ Shreveport and WMRY New Orleans, both Louisiana), to
WJMR-AM-TV New Orleans as general manager.
Donald E. Knowles, sales consultant,
WRKD Rockland, to WPOR Portland, both
Maine, as station manager.
Charles E. Pike Jr., ►
manager, WTAL Tallahassee, to WPTV (TV) Palm
Beach, both Florida, as
station manager. He also
has been associated with
WTMA Charleston, S. C,
and WCTV (TV) Tallahassee.

George H. Bush, assistant general merchandise manager, Pizitz (department store), Birmingham, Ala., to KTYL-AMFM Phoenix as managing
director. Appointment is
effective with FCC approval of sale of properties to Greater
Phoenix Broadcasting Co.
Daniel D. Calibraro, assistant public relations manager, WGN-AM-TV Chicago,
named assistant to Ward L. Quaal, vice
president and general manager of Tribune
radio
and tv properties (licensee of WGNAM-TV).

William J. Flynn, sales manager, WEEK-TV
Peoria, 111., to WWL-TV New Orleans in
similar capacity.

program director. He succeeds Perry Dickey, who
has resigned to accept
position in San Antonio.

YORK

EL 5-0405
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INVASION OF PRIVACY
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Laurese Byrd Gordon, promotion consultant
and free lance writer, to WTOP Washington
as director of promotion and advertising.
She succeeds William J. Wiggins, resigned.

through act of station,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.
THE

SPOKEN

Bill Tillery, producer, WHAS Louisville,
Ky., named continuity director, WHAS-TV.

series, to KNOB (FM) Long Beach-Los Angeles, in similar capacity.

Thomas B. Jones Jr., acting chief engineer,
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., named chief
engineer.
Allen W. Dripps, formerly chief engineerannouncer, KAGE Winona, Minn., to
WKYR Keyser, W. Va., as chief engineer.

WORD

IS MASTER!

BUT
you
can
INSURE

David D. Larsen, formerly promotion director for Jazz at the Philharmonic concert

Charlie L. Getz Jr., formerly publicity-promotion man for New York Giants, to KYWAM-TV Cleveland as publicity director,
succeeding Steve Halpern, who becomes
assistant advertising-promotion manager.

NEW

1

Carl Gadd, chief an- ►
nouncer, KWTV
(TV)
Oklahoma City, named

-< James E. Goldsmith,
formerly sales manager,
KWK-TV
St. Louis,
named general manager.
He has been sales manager
for KWK-TV since June
1954 when station went on
air.

22. N. Y
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
Aldcn L. Olson, Los Angeles office. Wall
Street Journal, to KRHM (FM) I.os Angeles sales staff.
CHANNEL

4-SIGHT

Richard Jungers, formerly on sales staff of
WGN Chicago, to WMAQ that city in similar capacity.
Ed Lynch, formerly with Henry I. Christal
Co., station representative, and Pat Devlin,
previously with Adams Young Inc., both
station representatives, to sales staff of
WNBQ (TV) Chicago.

to Assn. of National Advertisers as west coast vice

manager

of

(TV) Chicago, non-commercial educational outlet, named to Advisory and
Professional Advancement Committees of
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
Mrs. A. J. Hamond, 68, vice president-treasurer of Clinton Broadcasting Corp. (KROS
Clinton, Iowa), died in Washington, D. C,
in Doctor's Hospital Jan. 18 after brief
illness.
REPRESENTATIVES m
Lois Thompson, radio-tv saleswoman, Meeker Co., resigns March 1 after 10 years service. Miss Thompson is leaving to join her
husband, Lee R. McCullough, who heads
his own advertising agency.
MANUFACTURING mmmm
• • •
Vincent E. Eitzen promoted from manager of
manufacturing engineering
to technical assistant to
president at Shure Bros,
(microphones, components), Evanston, 111.

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground
COLO

I

Donald M. Christie, formerly assistant manager of equipment manufacturing division
of Allen B. DuMont Labs, under Maj. Gen.
Raymond C. Maude (USAF Ret.), vice president of division, to newly created post of
division manager.

JTJNSAS

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL

4

AMARILLO,
TEXAS
CONTACT ""--.^
ANY
"---..^
KATZ MAN
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TRADE ASSNS.

James C. Fidler, chief meteorologist, WLW

WTTW

Power: Visual
100 kw
Aural 50 kw

NBC's Tex and Jinx program, to Barkas &
Shalit Inc., N. Y. public relations firm, as
account executive.

Paul Smith, promotion-publicity department,
KING-AM-TV Seattle, to KIRO-AM-TV
that city in similar capacity.

publications.
James Robertson, program

the great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets
in a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.

company's executive planning board.
Hannan Wexler, formerly producer of

■< Ken Boucher, advertising consultant and former
advertising manager of
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, joins U. S. Weather Bureau in Washington as assistant to chief of
bureau. He will be in charge of tv and radio

No need for telescopic vision
to see the results you will reap
from the use of Channel 4 on

Robert S. Windt, formerly director of public
relations for CBS-Columbia, to Bernard
Relin & Assoc., N. Y., public relations firm,
as vice president. Mr. Windt also named to

president. Company reports this is first time in
its history that staff representative has been
appointed to serve in area other than association's New York headquarters. Mr.
Boucher's office will be at 1048 Marcussen
Dr., Menlo Park, Calif.
Carl J. Raymond, membership department,
and Robert F. Nims, station sales representative, Radio Adv. Bureau, N. Y., promoted
to regional managers of RAB's
service department.

member

EDUCATION . :• :
m
Samuel B. Sullivan, Illinois school administrator and curriculum specialist, joins Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann
Arbor, Mich., as consultant on school uses
of tv.
INTERNATIONAL

-

wmmmmmmmmmm

Arthur Chetwynd, president of Chetwynd
Films Ltd., Toronto, was reelected president
of Association of Motion Picture Producers
and Labs, of Canada for 1958. S. W. Caldwell, that city, was reelected first vice president and Gerry Kedey, Motion Picture
Center, Toronto, was elected second vice
president.

HELP

YOUR

HEART

FUND

C. Robert Lane, region- ►
al manager for New York
and New
England, Andrew Corp. (antennas, antenna systems), Chicago,
named
eastern regional
manager, headquartering
in Westwood, Mass. He
also will supervise Andrew Sales Engineering Office, in Ridgewood, N. J. John M.
Lenehan has been named sales engineer for
Andrew's Ridgewood office.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES sssm
Jay Scott, for 12 years account executive
with Benjamin Sonnenberg Public Relations,
N. Y., to Robert S. Taplinger Assoc., public
relations firm, that city, as president.

HELP

YOUR

HEART
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
January 23 through January 29
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhl — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA— special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WFPK-TV* Louisville, Ky.— Board of Trustees,
Louisville Free Public Library, ch. 15.
WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss. — Greenwood
Bcstg. Co. Inc., ch. 6.
New

Am

Stations

APPLICATIONS
Corning, Ark. — Eulis W. Cochran 1260 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address 434 West Second St.,
Corning. Ark. Estimated construction cost $11,502,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr. Cochran, sole owner, is in retail groceries
and feed. Announced Jan. 29.
International Falls, Minn. — Int. Falls Bcstg. Co.
Inc. 1230 kc, 250 w Unl. P. O. address C. H.
Hulse, 1637 Miller Ave., Murray, Ky. Estimated
construction cost $16,177, first year operating
cost $42,000, revenue $50,000. Owners are C. H.
Hulse Jr., Hyleme S. George, Charles B. Shuffett
and Philip S. George (each 25%). Messrs. Hulse
and Shuffett own WNBS Murray, Ky. (50% each).
George brothers are in agriculture. Announced
Jan. 23.
Mt. Airy, N. C. — Granite City Bcstg. Co. 900 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address Box 45, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Estimated construction cost $4,000, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $49,000. Owners
are Paul E. Johnson, Woody, Tycho, and Mack
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FLORIDA
DAYTIMER

MAJOR
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CALIFORNIA
INDEPENDENT

$125,000

$85,000

$175,000

Rich agricultural
and manufacturing
market with promising future. 30%
down with balance
over five years.

1 kw. Good freq u e n c y f ulltime
available. Low overhead. Potentially
over $100,000 gross
for owner-manager.
Terms.

Daytime independent
grossing near the
asking price and
showing a good
profit. Good terms to
qualified buyer.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ATLANTA,

your

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

DALLAS,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
RayBarney
V. Hamilton
Ogle
1515 Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754
J A 3-3431
• Largest radio -television sales volume in our field.
Call

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

Fm

APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — Grand Canyon Bcstrs. Inc.
106.9 mc, 3.46 kw Unl. P. O. address Box 646,
Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $10,515, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue
$21,000. There are 402 stockholders, none of whom
owns more than one percent. William P. Ledbetter, president,
hasJan.
been22. radio announcer-engineer. Announced
Los Angeles, Calif. — Immaculate Heart College*
90.3 mc, 10 w Unl. P. O. address S. R. Levine,
6399 Wilshire Blvd., Room 1007, Los Angeles.
Estimated construction cost $2,195, first year
operating cost $500. Announced Jan. 27.
Pasadena, Calif. — Pacifica Foundation* 90.7 mc,
47.8 kw P. O. address 2207 Shattuck Ave., Berke-

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WELI New Haven, Conn. — seeks cp to increase
nighttime power from 1 kw to 5 kw; make
changes in directional ant. system (one additional
tower, and ground system). (960 kc). Announced
Jan. 28.

INDUSTRY'S

THE

New

Existing

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

Excellent facility.
Good staff and high
profits. Includes real
estate valued at
$50,000. Terms available.

Wood (each 25%). Mr. Johnson is sewing machine
serviceman. Wood brothers are in tv & appliances
sales-service. Announced Jan. 23.
North Charleston, S. C. — Louis M. Neale Jr. and
Robert S. Taylor 910 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address
Louis M. Neale Jr., Box 951, Beaufort, S. C.
Estimated construction cost $7,870, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $41,000. Owners
are Louis M. Neale Jr. and Robert S. Taylor
(each 50%). Mr. Neale is general manager,
WBEU Beaufort, S. C. Mr. Taylor owns WAUC
Wauchula, Fla., and 50% of WALD Waterloo,
S. C. Announced Jan. 23.
Gatesville, Tex.— Robert W. Cahill 1580 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address 350 Sansome St., San
Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$27,219, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$35,000. Mr. Cahill, sole owner, is construction
engineer. Announced Jan. 23.
Kanab, Utah — Kanab Bcstg. Co. 630 kc, 100 w D.
P. O. address 564 South 2nd East, Logan, Utah.
Estimated construction cost $23,200, first year
operating cost $28,800, revenue $32,400. James C.
Wallentine, sole owner, is 52.35% owner of KVEL
Vernal, Utah. Announced Jan. 24.

WRWB Kissimmee, Fla. — seeks cp to increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw; change studio location
delete remote control oneration of transmitter
and install new trans. (1220 kc). Announced
Jan. 27.
KCHA Charles City, Iowa — seeks cp to increase
power from 250 w to 500 w and install new
trans. (1580 kc). Announced Jan. 28.
KLUV Haynesville, La. — seeks cp to change
ant. trans, and studio location to US Highway 79,
opposite drive-in theater near south city limits,
Magnolia, Ark. and change station location to
Magnolia. (1580 kc). Announced Jan. 28.
WPLM Plymouth, Mass. — seeks cp to increase
power
1 kw Smiths
to 5 kw;
ant.-trans.
location from
to corner
Lanechange
and State
Route
3, Kingston, Mass.; install directional ant. daytime and new trans. (1390 kc). Announced Jan.
29.
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C. — seeks cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1460kc). Announced Jan. 29.
WADP Kane, Pa. — seeks cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw. (960kc). Announced Jan. 29.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBUZ Mesa, Ariz.— Harkins Bcstg. Inc., 1310 kc.
Changed from KTYL.
KTCN 1480Berryville,
Ark. — America's New Era
Radio,
kc.
WPOM
Pompano
Beach,
Fla. — Gold Coast
Bcstrs. 1470 kc
WRWH
1350
kc. Cleveland, Ga.— Clyde William Turner,
WLST Escanaba, Mich. — Frank J. Russell Jr.

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

$350,000
5 kw fulltimer serving regional market
of % million.
tionally highExcepprofit
to sales ratio. Excellent equipment.
SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
A/ember AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE '

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING

& ASSOCIATES

—Established
PAUL

1926—

GODLEY

CO.

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting

PAGE, CREUTZ,

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

&

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION cr.d RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON
ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

LYNNE

•
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C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM- Ip.o
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. <
>w
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT

& EDISON

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS ! inSin
I In
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPOR
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208
I Fa.
foil
(01
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

LOWELL
R. WRIGH
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
antennaWash.
towers
Munseyby Bldg.,
4, D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
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InI ,I.«
Hudson 3-9*1
I
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

CONSULTING

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

KENNEDY

llU
lick

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phooe Jackson 3-5302

W
I -sueia
0!
I -' !>

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE*

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

■;.cedi

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8 ■!
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

H. MULLANEY

Lohnes

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

10

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE *

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C

Radio & Television

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-t
Washington 4, D. C.

NEptune 4-9558

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
IO 5-5990
Member AFCCE '
Broadcasting
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FOR THE RECORD continued
, ley, Calif. Estimated construction cost $25,600,
first year operating cost $51,000. Owner is a nonprofit corporation which also operates KPFA
Berkeley, Calif., and KPFB. Announced Jan. 29.
i Stockton, Calif. — Valley Bcstrs. Inc. 107.3 mc,
'8.9 kw Unl. P. O. address 2171 Ralph Ave., Stockton, Calif. Estimated construction cost $950, first
• year operating cost $1,200. revenue $1,200. Valley
is wholly owned subsidiary of San Joaquin Bcstg.
Co., owner of KSTN Stockton. Announced Jan. 23.
Hartford, Conn. — The Conn. Bcstg. Co. 102.9 mc,
10 kw Unl. P. O. address 869 Blue Hills Ave.,
Hartford, Conn. Estimated construction cost $14,500, first year operating cost $10,000, revenue —
none expected due to duplication of am programs.
Franklin M. Doolittle is 59.7% owner of Conn.
Bcstg. which also owns WDRC Hartford and
5.68% of Concert Network Inc. which owns
WXCN-FM Providence, WHCN-FM Hartford,
WBCN-FM Boston and WNCN New York. Announced Jan. 27
Rockmart, Ga. — Radio Rockmart 1220 kc, 250
w D. P. O. address M. H. McDougald, Radio Station WCHK, Canton, Ga. Estimated construction
cost $15,099, first year operating cost $40,000,
revenue $60,000. Owners are T. N. Privette
(41%), M. H. McDougald (25%) and others.
Messrs. Privette and McDougald each own 10%
of WCHK Canton, Ga. Announced Jan. 29.
Chicago, 111.— WSBC Bcstg. Co. 93.1 mc, 16.45
kw Unl. P. O. address 2400 West Madison Ave.,
Chicago, 111. Estimated construction cost $19,200,
first year operating cost $25,000. revenue $30,000.
Owner (Louis B. Lee-99.82%) also owns WSBC
Chicago. Announced Jan. 29.
Jackson, Mich. — Booth Bcstg. Co. 94.1 mc, 5.4
kw Unl. P. O. address 700 Buhl Building, Detroit,
Mich. Estimated construction cost $7,200, first
year operating cost $5,000 in addition to am.
Booth Bcstg., owned by the John L. Booth family,
also owns WJL.B AM-FM Detroit, WIBM Jackson, WSGW Saginaw and WBBC Flint, all Mich.,
WJVA South Bend and WIOU Kokomo, both
Ind., andnouncedWTOD-AM-FM
Toledo, Ohio. AnJan. 24.
Youngstown, Ohio — Myron Jones 101.1 mc, 24.45
kw Unl. P. O. address WHOT, 401 N. Blaine Ave.,
Youngstown, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$19,500, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$30,000.
Jones'
owner, Titusville
owns WHOT
Campbell,Mr.Ohio,
32% sole
of WTIV
and
62'/2% of WJET Erie, both Pennsylvania. Announced Jan. 23.
Oil City, Pa.— WKRZ Inc. 98.5 mc, 2.973 kw.
P. O. address 513-515 Berger Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Estimated construction cost $3,000, first year
operating cost $6,000, revenue $6,000. Owners are
Kenneth E. Rennekamp (50.4%) and Oliva T.
Rennekamp (49.6%). Mr. Rennekamp also has
interest in WKRZ Oil City (50.4%), WKBI St.
Marys (50%) and WTRA Latrobe (20%), all
Pa. Mrs. Rennekamp owns 49.6% of WKRZ and is
licensee and general manager of WOTR Corry,
Pa. Announced Jan. 28.
El Paso, Tex. — H-M Service Co. 94.7 mc, 4.2
kw Unl. P. O. address 1820 Montana #23, El
Paso, Tex. Estimated construction cost $870, first
year operating cost $2,100, revenue $7,300. Owners are Logan Douglas Matthews and Albert
Charles Hynes (50% each). Mr. Matthews is announcer with KTSM-AM-TV El Paso. Mr. Hynes
is with Motorola in communications development. Announced Jan. 29.
Existing

Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
WBZ-FM
Boston,
Mass.Jan.
— seeks
new trans. Announced
24. cp to install a
WOMC Royal Oak, Mich. — seeks cp to install a
new 10 kw amp.; increase erp from 18 kw to
61.8 kw; and change station location from Royal
Oak, Mich., to Detroit. Announced Jan. 29.
KYW-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp to
change type trans. Announced Jan. 24.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBAY-FM
Corwin, 104.5 San
mc. Francisco, Calif.— Sherrill C.
KPUP
106.9
mc. San Francisco, Calif. — Franklin Mieuli,
KRPM
98.5 mc. San Jose, Calif.— The Audio House Inc.,
WRAJ-FM
Anna, 111.— Anna Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
92.7
mc.
98.1KCBM
mc. Kansas City, Kan.— Floyd W. Hurlbert,
WGAY-FM Silver Spring, Md.— Tri. Suburban
Bcstg. Corp., 99.5 mc.
WHFI
94.7
mc. Detroit, Mich. — Meadowcroft Bcstg. Inc.,
WQMS
96.7 mc. Hamilton, Ohio — Community Bcstg. Co.,
WFAA-FM Dallas, Tex. — A. H. Belo Corp.
KLUB Salt Lake City, Utah— KLUB Bcstg. Co.
KTWR
103.9
mc. Tacoma, Wash. — Thomas Wilmont Read,
Ownership

Planni

ng

a

Changes

APPLICATIONS
KTUC Tucson, Ariz. — seeks assignment of license from Tnscon Bcstg. Co. to C. Van Haaften,
Robert Lebsock and Gertrude and E. W. Krampert for $160,000. Mr. and Mrs. Krampert (32.558%
each) are in real estate. Mr. Van Haaften was
general manager of KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo. Mr.
Lebsock
Announced(11.628%)
Jan. 24.is chief engineer, KTWO-TV.
KPAP Redding, Calif. — seeks assignment of cp
from C. E. Wilson and P. D. Jackson d/b as
Independent Bcstrs, to Philip D. Jackson. Messrs.
Jackson and Wilson are dissolving partnership,
the former to take over cp for KPAP, the latter
to take
Jan.
28. over cp for Hobbs, N. M. Announced
WIOD Sanford, Fla. — seeks assignment of license from Kenneth J. Crosthwait to Sanford
Bcstg. Corp. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced Jan. 27.
WAUG-FM Augusta, Ga. — seeks assignment of
license from Chester H. Jones and George C.
Nicholson d/b as Garden City Bcstg. Co. to
Chester H. Jones and George C. Nicholson d/b
as Garden City Bcstg. Co. Mr. Jones purchased
25% from Mr. Nicholson for $7,000. Messrs. Jones
and Nicholson
now are 50% partners. Announced
Jan.
24.
WMAG Forest, Miss. — seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation (Scott County
Bcstg. Co. Inc.) by R. E. Hook through purchase
from W. E. Farrar of 45% for $30,000. Upon completion of transaction Mr. Hook intends to dispose of some newly purchased stock, leaving
him with 55% ownership. His other broadcast
holdings: WRAG Carrollton, Ala. (49%); WRUS
Russellville, Ky (75%); WDOB Canton, Miss.
(70%). Announced Jan. 27.
WNYS Salamanca, N. Y. — seeks assignment of
license from Luther M., Marion G., Warren A.,
Hannah M. and Carl L. Schaeffer, Lily and
George D. Pursell, d/b as Catteragus Bcstg. Service to Alfred B. Smith for $11,800 cash. Mr.
Smith is in
nouncedmusic
Jan. 27. publishing and recording. AnWLOS-AM-FM Asheville, N. C. — seeks assignment of license from Skyway Bcstg. Co. to
WORC Inc. for $105,000. Owners are C. W. Hogan
and C. G. Farrell (49.7%, each) and Esther F.
Hogan (.6%). Mr. Hogan was 25% owner-manager
of
WLBG is Laurens,
S. C.andMr.iceFarrell
father)
retired fuel
dealer.(Mrs.
Mrs. Hogan's
Hogan
is housewife. Announced Jan. 22.
WIAC Santurce, P. R. — seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (WIBS
Inc.) by Luis S. Mejia through purchase of stock
from Radio Americas Corp. ($18,924), Alfredo
Ramirez de Arellano Jr. ($76) and Luis A. Ferre
($19,000). Announced Jan. 23.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D. — seeks acquisition of

Station

?
BSHMflBM

One of RCA's three basic defor new or modernized
stations
signs (Plans "A," "B," "C")
may offer exactly the layout and
"B,"
require. Plan
you provides
facilities
for instance,
the extra
studio and storage space for
efficient handling of the varied
programs typical of a community or medium -size station. Studio, announce booth
and record library room are
part of this plan.

Now
Midwest
SI50.000.00
Good fulltime facility in excellent
single-station market. Presently
prosperous farming area. Best faprofitable with good potential.
cility in market. Substantial cash
29% down with attractive terms to
required.
qualified buyer.
Exclusive with
Solidly profitable independent

in

Blackburn

Radio

available

free, without

obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
C-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RAD tO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

mpanij
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
Broadcasting
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FOR THE RECORD continued
positive control of licensee corporation (TripleCity Bcstg. Co.) by Edmond R. Ruben, N. L.
Bentson, Joseph Floyd and Leon M. Goldfarb
as voting trustees. Contingent on grant of simultaneously filed application of KELO-AM-TV and
KPLO-TV for acquisition of control ot Mldcontinent Bcstg. Co. by the above trustees. (See
below.) Announced Jan. 23.
KK.l.O- AM-TV Sioux Kails and KPLO-TV Reliance, both S. D. — seek transfer of control of licensee corporation i Midcontinent Bcstg. Co.)
from Edmond R. Ruben, Joseph L. Floyd and
N. L. Bentson to Edmond R. Ruben, N. L. Bentson, Joseph L. Floyd and Leon M. Goldfarb,
voting trustees. Corporate change. No change in
beneficial ownership. Announced Jan. 23.
WJGI) Columbia, Tenn. — seeks assignment of
Incuse from Columbia-Mt. Pleasant and Spring
Hill Radio Corp. to Maury County Boosters Corp.
tor SCO, 000. J. H. Howling (.10%), president, is
automobile dealer. Announced Jan. 27.
KJR Seattle and KNEW Spokane, both Wash.,
and KXL Portland, Ore. — seek transfer of control
of licensee corporation (Mt. Rainier Radio &
Tv Bcstg. Corp.) from Lincoln Dellar, Sylvia
Oellar, Lester M. Smith and Virginia L. Smith
to Essex Productions Inc. for $2,000,000 subject to
adjustments. Owners are Frank Sinatra (80', )
and
members
his broadcast
family. Thisfield.
is Mr.Announced
Sinatra's
initial
ventureof in
Jan. 28.
WOSA Wausau and WLIN-FM Merrill, both
Wis. — seek assignment of license from Alvin E.
O'Konski
Inc. are
to Wis.
Valley
Tv
Corp. for Enterprisers
$225,100. Owners
Charles
Lemke
(25%), Record-Herald Co. (23.81f;), News Publishing Co. (11.9%) and others. Mr. Lemke is in
veneer manufacturing. Record-Herald publishes
Wausau Record-Herald. News publishes daily in
Marshfield, Wis. Valley, oresent owner of WSAUAM-TV Wausau, will dispose of it prior to consummation of present transaction. Announced
Jan. 29.
Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued an initial decision looking toward grant of applications
of The Radio Voice of New Hampshire Inc.,
for nenewal of license and for license to cover
present operation of station WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H. Announced Jan. 28.
Roundup
ACTIONS BY FCC
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Central Minnesota Television Co., Alexandria,
Minn. — petition requesting institution of rule
making so as to delete ch. 12 from Brainerd,
Minn., and assign it to Walker, Minn. Announced
Jan. 24.
Atlantic Broadcasting Co. Inc., WJMX Florence,
S. C. — petition requesting amendment of the rules
so as to assign ch. 13 to Florence, S. C. Petitioner
proposes that this be accomplished by deleting
ch. 13 from Charleston, S. C, and substituting
ch. 7 therefor. Announced Jan. 24.
Granite City Broadcasting Company, Mount
Airy, N. C. — petition requesting the assignment
of 900 kc to Mount Airy, N. C. Announced Jan.
24.
Granite City Broadcasting Co.., Mount Airy,
N. C. — petition requesting assignment of ch.
8 to Winston-Salem, N. C; also the shifting of
ch. 8 to ch. 13 at Florence, S. C, and the assignment of ch. 8 to Charleston, S. C. as an educational station. Announced Jan. 24.
Veterans Broadcasting Co. Inc., WVETTV Rochester, N. Y. — petition requesting institution of rule making looking toward the
allocation of chs. 9 and 13 to Elmira, N. Y.

TV

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

through Dec. 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on atr (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs DELETED

AM65
3,130
100
395
3,295
108
503
227
29
256
1
1

FM
526
11
590
48
53
9
39
19
0
19
3
0

113
76
657
127
51
3S
13
0
511

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 29
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
CP
ON AIR
Not on air
Cps
For new stations
lie
AM
58
101
531
FM
527
65
66
3,147
113
TV (Commercial)
14
132
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 29
VHF
UHF
Commercial
416
83
Non-Commercial
24
6
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
144» There
uhf).
4 There

3951

101a

TOTAL

are, in addition, seven tv 3961
stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 40 tv cp-holders which were
1032 on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.

Routine

ALLEN
AND

ACTION
ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on January 23
After prehearing conference, rescheduled from
Jan. 27 to Feb. 3 hearing in proceeding on Evansville Television Inc., to show cause why its
authorization for WTVW Evansville, Ind., should
not be modified to specify operation on ch. 31 in
lieu of ch. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
the dates shown
Grantedtension ofrequest
Broadcast
Bureau
for ex-to
time to ofFeb.
3 to file
comments
petition by Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. (KRAK)
Stockton, Calif., for leave to amend its application, and rescheduled further prehearing conference from Jan. 29 to Feb. 10 on applications of
KRAK and Radio Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa, Calif.
Action Jan. 22.
On request
by Radiohearing
Dinubaconference
Co. (KRDU)
Dinuba,
Calif., ordered
on Jan.
24 on apDlications of KRDU, Enterprise Bcstg.
Co., Fresno, and Air Waves Inc. (KONG) Visalia.
Action Jan. 21.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on January 21
by Inc.,
KOOSto continue
Inc. (KOOS-TV)
andGranted
Pacific motion
Television
to dates

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
. NAtional 8-1990
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YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
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RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
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to be fixed by subsequent order prehearing conference and hearing now scheduled for Jan. 23
and Feb. 19, respectively, in Coos Bay, Oreg.,
ch. 11 proceeding.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
4993
Cunningham on the dates shown
Ordered that hearings are scheduled in the
following proceedings on the dates shown:
Wrather-Alvarez Bcstg. Inc., for extension of
time to construct station KYAT (ch. 13) Yuma,
Ariz., on Feb. 28; am applications of Arthur William Wilson and John Bozeman, Wichita Kans.
Granite State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WKBR) Manchester, N. H., and applications of Sherrill C.
Corwin and KUHF (TV) for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 34 in Los Angeles, Calif., on
March 17. Actions Jan. 24.
Denied motion of Air Waves Inc. (KONG)
Visalia, Calif., for dismissal of its am application without prejudice, and the application is
retained in hearing status with applications of
Enterprise Bcstg. Co., Fresno and Radio Dinuba
Co. (KRDU) Dinuba, both Calif. Action Jan. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on January 24
Ordered that the record in proceeding on applications of The Radio Voice of New Hampshire
Inc. (WMUR-TV, ch. 9) Manchester, N. H., for
renewal of license and for license to cover cp, is
reopened; and
affidavit
of Edward
O'Brien,
president
director
of The F.Radio
Voicevice
of
New Hampshire, Inc. is received in evidence
and
marked
as
Exhibit
No.
2,
and
the
record
then closed.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on January 24
Ordered that a further prehearing conference
will be held on Feb. 7 re applications of Oklahoma Television Corp., Coastal Television Co.,
for tv stations to operate on ch. 12 in New Orleans, La., and Supreme Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WJMRTV, ch. 20), to change to ch. 12, New Orleans.
January
24
By Hearing Examiner
Thomas
H. Donahue on
Granted motion of The Bessemer Bcstg. Inc.
(WBCO) Bessemer, Ala., for an extension of time
from Jan. 27 to Feb. 10 for filing proposed findings and for filing reply findings from Feb. 7 to
Feb. 21 in re its am application and that of
Jefferson Radio Co., Irondale, Ala.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 24
KFAD Fairfield, Iowa — granted involuntary assignment of license to Dick R. Schlegel, trustee
Continues on page 105
Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25«f per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Eastern chain has new station under construction
in greater Pittsburgh area. Needs assistant station manager immediately. Eventually promotion
to manager. Applicant must have several years
announcing experience, sales experience, must
be married, must have car. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 157C, BROADCASTING.
Unsurpassed opportunity, large metropolitan
area, southwest, for advancement and financial
return. New fm station with great potential desires manager-engineer with good voice, first
class license, and background in good music.
Managerial ability and interest important. Reasonable starting salary with percentage of gross.
Send tape, resume, Box 904C, BROADCASTING.
Strong selling manager wanted for radio and tv
station. Midwest. Exceptional opportunity for
right man. Send complete details to Box 937C,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, $600.00 month guarantee
plus good percentage. Must take complete charge
of sales and sales staff. Good small single-station
market. Must have good record as this job pays
extremely well. Apply to S. A. Hassan, General
Manager, WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
Sales
Sales: Good opportunity in Mobile, Alabama for
experienced men who can sell radio. Guarantee
$100.00 week against 15%. Personal interview necessary. List experience, present billing, age, education. Box 719C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opportunity for experienced radio
salesman with brand new station in western
Pennsylvania, one of an expanding chain. High
quality operation in single-station market. Draw
against commission. Send photo and particulars
to Box 762C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or commercial manager experienced all
phases single station market. Guarantee plus
percentage net or gross. Box 845C, BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

DJ — Sell your own wakeup show, salary, talent,
commission. Be big man and big moneymaker in
big Pennsylvania market. Send facts, no tapes.
Box 800C, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to gather, write and air local news,
use mobile unit. Some board work required.
State all in first letter. Tape, small picture, also
references and salary needs. Virginia network
station. Box 811C, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania chain needs experienced announcers for new station in greater Pittsburgh
area. $85 a week to start with regular raises and
overtime pay. Minimum of one-year experience
necessary. Excellent opportunity for advancement into management. Send tape, resume and
photo. Box 882C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest metropolitan market
afternoon man. Opportunity
gram ing if you have ideas.
tape and resume. Box 897C,

needs experienced
to assist in proSalary open. Send
BROADCASTING.

Major California station in metropolitan market
wants afternoon or evening announcer-di with
showmanship, salesmanship. If you do straight
show, introducing and chatting about records,
don't
apply.
you resume,
have show
style that's
different,
then Ifrush
salary orrequirements,
photo, air check to Box 899C, BROADCASTING.
Maryland independent needs experienced staff
announcer who knows popular music. Immediate
opening. Restricted permit required. Box 932C,
BROADCASTING.
Up to $11)5 a week for the right announcer.
Ohio-Indiana area. Send tape, photo and references. Box 946C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone, WAMD,
Md.

Aberdeen,

Experienced announcer, strong on concert music.
First phone man preferred; must have car. Reply
Program Director, WCRB, Boston 54,immediately:
Mass.

Here's an opportunity to parley a successful
small market sales record, into a money-making
job in major market. Midwest independent in
one of the
nation's top time
twenty
marketsSalary
has
opening
for experienced
salesman.
and commission. Give complete details including
billing
record, and references. Box 893C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, strong staff man, to handle disc
jockey,
and Good
staff starting
duties. One
of and
America's
pioneer news
stations.
salary
other
benefits. Send tape, photo and resume to Elmer
Knopf, Radio Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
We are waiting for the right dj, if you have
one or two years in the business and want to
go on up, our operation will teach you well
and pay you well. Contact Clyde Johnson, P.D.,
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.

Gulf coast area news-music operation needs
aggressive sales manager, native southeasterner.
Some announcing. Salary open depending on
experience, ability. Interview necessary. Box
915C, BROADCASTING.

WINZ,music
Miami,
50,000invites
watts, tapes
Florida's
news
and
station
from biggest
top market
dj personalities for daytime opening. State availability and salary required. Tapes, regretfully,
will not be returned.

Unusual opportunity for young, aggressive, salesmanager to become manager metropolitan station. Box 954C, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced daytime djannouncer. Board experience. NBC affiliate. Send
picture, tape and references to Ed Huot, WTRC,
Elkhart, Indiana.

Good experienced radio salesman who can produce in highly competitive northeast Texas market of 60,000. Network 250 watter long established,
modern programming, strong promotion with
good list of nrosoects. $100.00 week guarantee
against 15%. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Good character and business references
required. Box 958C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted sales manager or salesman. Salary plus
generous commission and over-ride. KTXL
Radio, Box 2139, San Angelo, Texas.

Technical
First class engineer-announcer for Indiana nondirectional 1000 watt daytimer, $110.00. Box 750C,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate openings for 1st class engineers new
station in greater Pittsburgh area. Kilowatt daytime directional station with good working conditions, paid vacation, good salary, time and
half for overtime. Send resume of experience.
Box 881C, BROADCASTING.

Experienced time salesman with announcing experience. Emphasis on sales. Base salary plus
commissions. Excellent opportunity for right man
in lucrative market. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.
Announcers

Chief engineer, 5kw-am, lOkw-fm with multiplex,
large northeast city. Must have car. Send resume
and references immediately to: Box 895C,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with your letter. No recent radio school
graduate, please. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer for one kilowatt daytime independent, preferably capable of combination
duty but will consider straight engineer. Salary
commensurate with ability. Send full information first letter to: P. O. Box 717, Marion, S. C.

Broadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Wanted: First class engineer immediately. Opportunity for advancement to chief. Good salary.
Must be congenial. Will accept man with minimum experience if otherwise acceptable. Personal interview required. WCHV, Charlottesville,
Virginia. Phone 2-5121.
First class engineer, maintenance; top pay, other
benefits. Permanent. WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Technician, licensed. Broadcast and mobile
communications. Hawkins Broadcasting Services,
920 King, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Agency
Time buyer: Ambitious assisstant buyer with two
or more year's experience, interested in chief
time buyer job Pennsylvania 4-A agency.
Should send resume and salary requirements to
Box 857C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Money for imaginative copywriter capable of
producing multiple voiced commercial anouncements. Must be able to double as dj. Top pay.
Excellent market. Box 903C, BROADCASTING
Copywriter who knows English, to write plenty
of selling copy. Rough job and worth it. Bob
Houston, Program Director, KVBC, Farmington,
New Mexico.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
experienced radioman desires managership
small station in south. Announcing, sales, programming. Box 634C, BROADCASTING.
All 'round small station manager presently employed, ready for new challenge and greater opportunity. Box 896C, BROADCASTING.
Sales, engineering, announcing, copy, etc. No
baloney. Now managing. Need greater potential.
37. Prefer Rockies. Box 923C, BROADCASTING.
Executive: Now employed major market radiovhf-tv sales manager. 100% personal reason,
seeking new association. Industry known, accredited reputation ten year management/sales
manager record with yearly earnings averaging
over $16,000.00. Negotiations held confidential.
Box 942C, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Co-manager of
well-known network regional who is directly responsible for local and national billing and with
sound background of working with national representatives desires association with multi-station
group or with growing single station operation
and attendant management benefits. Excellent
background of promotion and merchandising and
recipient of too awards in merchandising and
promotion. College graduate, family man and
long record of trade and civic achievements.
Over ten years with current station. Box 952C,
BROADCASTING.

Long experienced radioman desires managership
small-medium southeastern station where investment of $6000 possible. Or will join you in
frequency application. Box 959C, BROADCASTSales
Executive-over twenty years solid administrative
experience in both programming and salesnetwork and local levels. Currently employed in
New York with leading network. Thirteen years
present affiliation. Seeks top position with
established organization in another location.
Mature, imaginative, hard worker. Salary secondary to possibilities for growth and pleasant
living conditions. Outstanding references. Box
910C, BROADCASTING.
February 3, 1958
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C.
BROADCASTING.

Versatile, young announcer. Excellent voice.
Combo. College graduate. Immediate availability.
Box 956C. BROADCASTING.

Announcer, first phone. Married, no children,
good selling voice, 2 years experience, authoritative newscasts. Smooth dj shows. Box 639C,
BROADCASTING.

Career radio man, 10 years experinece, desires
settle permanently small southern market. Offers
professional air work and executive abilities.
Familiar all phases music, news, sports. Box
957C. BROADCASTING.

Program director and chief engineer presently
employed. Experienced. Want positions in progressive station with definite opportunities. Will
relocate with two weeks notice. Box 929C,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity director. Reached top rung with 5,000
watt CBS affiliate. Interested in midwest or west
metropolitan area radio or agency copywriting
job with future. Eight years experience all
phases radio work. Age 30; single. Best references. Present salary: $480.00 monthly. Box 941C,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Radio school graduate. FCC phone
ticket, will relocate. Tape available. Box 804C.
BROADCASTING.
Married veteran, BA in radio, 3 years commercial
experience, desires to make move from seasonal
area to larger vear round market. Sports, playby-plav,
CASTING. disc work. news. Box 820C. BROADNegro, outstanding reputation, newscaster,
speech-announcer. Award, relaxed punch styles,
top
ING. dj, credit listing. Box 848C, BROADCASTTop dj, nationally known, have first phone but
who needs it. Negro. Box 851C, BROADCASTING.
Seeking job as staff announcer radio-tv. Thoroughlv trained. Live commercial experience.
Tape 'available. Box 870C. BROADCASTING.
Available builders.
soon one of
western
New York's
audience
Tape
on request.
Box finest
890C,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer, 2 years experience, news,
play-bv-plav football, di, strong hard sell, college, married. Box 894C. BROADCASTING.
Excellent sportscaster desires career opportunity,
which has baseball, football, basketball. College
graduate, 26, personable. Sales and disc backCASTING. ground, also. Employed. Box 898C. BROADPops-standards deejay. Strong news. Experienced. Travel. Negro. No accent. No "jivetalker."
veteran. Married. College.
Box 900C.References,
BROADCASTING.
Full experienced country and western dj. Run
board etc. Available February First, salary open.
Box 908C, BROADCASTING."
Announcer, news, first phone, original dj that
attracts listeners. Maintenance, versatile, experienced. Box 911C. BROADCASTING.
Combo, 1st phone, some experience. State full
particulars first letter. Box 913C. BROADCASTING.
Dynamic personality deejay desires position with
top music and news station. Versatile. Experienced. Box 916C, BROADCASTING.
Hot jock!! Top Pulse rated Storz-Noemac type
josh-diskie. Wide awake morning man, with
contagious personality. Conscientious. Brightest
sounding
show ever. Top 40's preferred. Box
922C,
BROADCASTING.
Rock-roll jockey, successful, top notch, dynamic,
hard sell! Stable, mature. Desires alert, aggressive station. Box 926C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 8 years experience including
continuity, news, special events, pd. Can program pop, r&r, country, jazz, classical. Enjoys
production work, desires position with challenger
and opportunity. Box 930C, BROADCASTING.
Want top flight dj? 2 years experience, ideas,
versatile, at present chief announcer for 5kw
indie. Consider onlv good offers. Some sales
experience. Box 933C. BROADCASTING.
Fast paced dj, three years experience. Knows
music,
CASTING.good commercial. Box 934C, BROADAttention Pennsylvania. Announcer, pleasant
voice, 18 months experience in all phases of
radio. Vet. 26. married. Tape and resume on request. Box 935C, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-newsman-staff announcer desires
career position. Experienced, graduate, presently
employed. Available for up-coming baseball season. Also have newspaper experience. Box 945C,
BROADCASTING.
Mercy sake, this ad costs. Send for tape, and be
my boss. Box 94SC, BROADCASTING.
West Pennsylvania, announcer, experience, commanding voice, versatile. College grad. executive
potential. Salary secondary to opportunity. Family man. sober, personal interviews only. Box
950C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, good news; relaxed disc
jockev; effective commercial delivery. Reliable.
Permanent. Box 953C. BROADCASTING.
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College grad, 30. Capable, versatile, experienced.
Good voice. Excels play-bv-play, dj. Seeks opportunity to grow. Box 964C, BROADCASTING.
DJ, beginner, capable, eager to please, salary
secondary to opportunity. Grad. N. Y. Radio
School. Tape and resume immediate on request.
Box 965C. BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks, etc.,
run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 966C. BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others

Announcer with first class license, six years experience radio, two years tv, seeking position as
program director, news director or staff with
radio station approximately 100 miles from New
York. Just terminated three years of employment
with leading 5 kw independent in Monroe,
Louisiana. Available immediately. Lee Small. 201
Frederick, Monroe, Louisiana, Phone FA-20012.

Negro deejay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth
I'm Box
the 967C,
one you're
looking
for. Tapeproduction.
and resume.
BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
968C. BROADCASTING.

Management

Experienced, versatile personality-dj currently
employed by a New England network seeks position in southern New England. Deep, resonant
voice. Write P. O. Box 87, Waverly 79, Massachusetts.
Dee-jayience.first
phone:
Family,
college, wide experBox 5033,
Eugene,
Oregon.
Experienced news, music, sports, first class FCC,
dependable. California-western states. Contact
1107 Martin Blvd., San Leandro, California.
Three years radio, thoroughly experienced. Will
travel if opportunity is there. Family man. Contact Dick Hoff, KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Look-man with eight years experience, all phases
of staff work including pd. No floater, looking
for good job with good future. Excellent references. Eldon Q. Johnson, Audubon Trailer Park,
Henderson, Kentucky.
Have voice, will travel. 45's packed and needles
ready to scratch.
recent graduate
of a
broadcasting
schoolI'min a Boston,
Massachusetts.
I'm young
and second
single toandopportunity.
your wish Herb
is my Tokla,
command. Salary
21 Cutler Street, Worcester 4, Massachusetts.
Technical
Experienced radio-tv engineer first class license
available Immediately, south preferred. Box
632C. BROADCASTING.
First phone. Experienced in directionals. Available immediately. Prefer midwest location. Box
907C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, am experience, maintenance, repairs,
announcer, first ticket. Radio or break into television. Box 912C, BROADCASTING.
First class license, no maintenance, music-news
experience, available now. Box 927C, BROADCASTING.
Florida only. 1st phone, 8 years am-fm-tv, 2
years chief, desire permanent location, tv or
radio, married can arrange personal interview.
Box 936C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, college EE. 6 years experience, desires job with a future, radio or tv. Box
943C. BROADCASTING.
1st phone engineer ready to travel. Have training, want experience. New York preferred. Box
949C, BROADCASTING.
Graduate engineer, experienced announcer-sales.
Box 960C, BROADCASTING.
Combo man, four years experience, all phases,
three chief, references. 28. family man, day work,
reason wife's health. Southwest or west coast.
Employed, boss knows, write 924 Wisconsin
Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, call Stanley 330.
Production-Programming, Othtrt
Newsman presently employed, wants position
with large market radio or tv station in Wisconsin, Illinois or Minnesota. Excellent radio background. Box 868C, BROADCASTING.

Help

Wanted

Expanding central U.S. station desires manager
with proven record. Established station in rich
market. Send full details to Box 940C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Opening now
ager for two
company, one
market. Send
CASTING.

for assistant national tv sales mantv stations, owned by the same
NBC and one ABC. Rich midwest
full details to Box 938C, BROADAnnouncers

Experienced sports and news announcer, heavy
on sports. Tape, resume, photo, plus past and expected earnings along with references with first
letter. KCKT-TV, Great Bend, Kansas.
Louisiana vhf station needs experienced staff
announcer. References and audition material
necessary. Apply to John Ferguson, WBRZ, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
Technical
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be techin measurement
maintenancenically
of tv qualified
transmission
equipment.andCharacter
and technical
references
required
with
application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted for full power southeast vhf.
Combination operation with RCA equipment.
Starting
salary $100 for qualified man. Box 905C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted three first phone engineers for expanding operations. Salary dependent on experience.
Contact Chief Engineer, WTVD, Durham, N. C.
Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H.
E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Production-Programming, Others
Established NBC-tv station, central U.S., desires
ambitious tv operations manager for progressive
midwest market. Wonderful opportunity. Send
complete info to Box 939C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Sales manager-manager, 13 years of radio and tv
sales, sales management, and management. Have
great small market tv success story that should
interest any station owner. Geographical location
no barrier as long as the property is sound and
ownership progressive. Married man with family
who wants to settle down for life with income
that matches my ability. Age 39, available February 1. Box 951C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Top producer.
I've always
been markets,
number with
one
salesman
in medium
and major
consistent top billings. No huckster or hot-shot,
but responsible individual with training, experience, proven ability and a willingness to
work. Young, married, stable, currently employed, but looking for greater opportunity and
responsibility. First consideration to management opportunity will consider good sales opening. Prefer west coast, but careful consideration
given all replies. Box 962C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales background, references, photo mailed immediately. $225 minimum. Write Box 892C,
BROADCASTING.
TV and/or radio sales: 8 years experience New
York City. Enviable sales record fully-documented. Thoroughly familiar NY agencies. Best
references. Box 955C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Radio know-how? I've got it! Now I'd like a
radio-tv opportunity. Presently employed. Tape,
resume available. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.
Talented, versatile announcer-director. Am also
cartoonist-weatherman,
children's
Four
years tv. Seeking career
with personality.
progressive
station. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.
Radio and tv newsman-announcer. Can gather,
write, shoot. Strong on announcing. BA Degree.
Excellent references. Box 902C, BROADCASTING.
Warm-friendly tv personality. Tops with commercials. Solid experience. Presently employed
in
tv.
Wish
larger market. Box 909C, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio personality, cartoonist, continuity desires tv or radio with tv. WW-2 vet, college. References. Box 928C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first phone, wide experience radio,
desires television. College, family. Box 5033,
Eugene, Oregon.
Technical
Experienced first phone. Want permanent transmitter position California or southwest. Box
914C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, experienced tv and radio.
Married, permanent only. Resume or personal
interview. Box 920C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Have camera — will travel. Newsfilm cameraman
seeks permanent location. 4 years station and net
experience, no floater, plenty references. Has
own SOF equipment. Box 460C, BROADCASTING.
Program director or art director. Versatile.
Imaginative. All phases tv-radio. First phone.
Writer, artist, cartoonist, advertising. College,
fine arts and telecommunications. Married. West
preferred. Box 575C, BROADCASTING.

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

Promotion manager, eight years experience including newspaper, radio, tv. Past 4 years pm
of basic CBS tv affiliate. Intimate knowledge
major media and all phases promotion. Now on
west coast but will go anywhere. Single, 34. Box
925C, BROADCASTING.
TV production graduate. Also broadcast training
and experience. Licensed ham. Seek opportunity
in tv. Travel anywhere. Resume and references.
Box 947C, BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

Stations
California growing market. Potential $85,000.00.
$40,000 down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates,
8630 West Olympic, Los Angeles.
Broadcasting

SALE — (Cont'd)

Stations
Kilowatt independent daytimer in south Arkansas, market ideal for owner-manager, exceptionally low over-head, cash or term price.
Box 891C, BROADCASTING.
For sale 1 kw daytimer in Lexington, Kentucky.
Fast growing town. Box 919C, BROADCASTING.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former
radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Southern Radio Consultants, 719 Southern United
Building, Macon, Georgia. Confidential sales and
purchases. Constant contact with buying and
selling elements.
Wyoming quarter-kilowatt $10,000.00 down, easy
terms. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630
West Olympic, Los Angeles.
Equipment
10 kw RCA Channel 6 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter, 4.75 mc low pass
filter. Now in use and in perfect operating condition. Less than 10 months old. Substantial saving.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCAST16mm Bolex camera, accessories. Professional
editing equipment. Colortrans. Private owner.
Perfect. Box 806C, BROADCASTING.
1957 GMC air-conditioned remote television
truck, like new. Equipped with 2 RCA camera
chains. Will sell fully or partially equipped. For
details write Box 824C, BROADCASTING.
Bodde 2-P-3ACB projector and 9x12 screen, cost
$2350, new February 1957. Will listen to any reasonable offer. Box 918C, BROADCASTING.
1 kw fm transmitter complete with multiplex.
Box 944C, BROADCASTING.
2 year old Gates BC one-F 1000 watt transmitter,
like new: $3900; RCA BTA 250M, like new: $1950;
Western 310B 250 watts, make offer. 1000 watt antenna coupler: $175. All equipment now in operation. Phone Detroit, Jordan 4-6524.
For sale: One Gates 250 watt transmitter. Clean.
Model 250-C. Price $700.00. Contact G. B. McDermott, KBUR, Burlington, Io wa .
2-model 450 Ampex 8 hour nlayers in good shape
@ $450.00 each. KCFM, 532 DeBaliviere St., St.
Louis 12, Mo.— VO. 101077.

COMPLETE

COLOR

Tower, 115 foot newEquipment
Dresser-Ideco free standing,
never erected. Complete drawings and information.
Cost
$6700.
Reasonably
priced. KTWO-TV,
Casper, Wyoming.
10 kw Gates fm amplifier, tubes and spares
$1800.00. Communications automatic dehydrator
model 46 with meter and fittings. $125.00. Contact
A. H. Kovlan, WATH, Athens, Ohio.
Three antenna sampling loops. Excellent condition. $50.00 total. F.O.B. Charlottesville, Virginia,
WCHV.
DuMont 124E camera chain complete with tubes
less 10. Excellent condition. Can be released immediately. Bill Latham, Chief Engineer, WITV,
Hollywood, Florida.
1 RCA 1 kw fm transmitter in excellent condition. WOPA, Oak Park, Illinois, E. Sonderling.
Village 8-5760.
Remote control system recently removed from
service. Excellent condition. Receiver and amplifiers drive any make am monitors. Reasonable.
Richard Gage, Chief Engineer, WPEL, Montrose,
Pennsylvania.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding, repair, etc. Also A. M. Monitor service. Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and service! Send for catalog.
Edison Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Rosyln, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
the
present
television
stations.
$219.00, 21"-$259.00.
Factory
direct 14"-$215.00,
sales. Why 17"pay
master monitor
prices
for
your
utility
requirements? ? Our monitors have been delivered
under several trade names. Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
For sale new Westinghouse type kw fm amplifier,
complete, $7,000 F.O.B. Washington, D. C. Requires any 3 kw fm transmitter for driver. Contact Multronics, Inc., 2000 P Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Telephone Columbia 5-4669.
Will trade for fm equipment, 250 watt am Collins
300-C
transmitter.
Ed Nail, 4516 North Libby,
Oklahoma
City.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Stations wanted. New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, Texas. Ralph
Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building, Tulsa.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.

MOBILE

UNIT

AVAILABLE

Unit consists of 35 foot, FWS/DF35 Fruehauf Trailer housing two RCA TK-40
live color chains. Entire unit practically new; used successfully on fifteen
live color shows, including four Tournament of Roses parades; in excellent
condition.

Newsman available now. Five years Chicago experience in news, sports, special events. Box
703C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
producer-director.
Family. All
phases production.
Presently
employed top
eastern basic. Desires more opportunity. Box
901C, BROADCASTING.

FOR

SPECIAL
1. Director's console equipped
bus, and dissolve unit.

FEATURES

with nine in-put relay switching, preview

2. Raised video control area.
3. Complete color monitor facilities.
4. Large control room

window

permits studio or remote operation.

5. Spacious nine rack termindal equipment
6. Special video test patch panel where
7. Large workshop

and maintenance

90%

area.
of set-up can be performed.

area.

8. Power distribution panels for individual control of units from one point.
New

equivalent equipment would cost $125,435. Selling price of KTLA equipment is $69,325.

For additional information, contact John Silva, Chief Engineer, KTLA, 5800
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif. Telephone: Hollywood 93181.
February 3, 1958
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WANTED

TO

BUY—

Equipment
Wanted: Used Ampex
BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO

(Cont'd)
Help

recorders, Box 760C,

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Wanted, a used console. Box 906C, BROADCASTING.

TOP

Wanted, 5 kw highband vhf tv transmitter. Box
921C, BROADCASTING.

SALESMAN

WANTED

iMMEDiATE "OPENING
jji Morning Show and Sales
$100.00 per week
ill plus commission and expenses,
jji
Box 924C, BROADCASTING

If you are interested in selling for

GE opaque, slide projector, type PF-4-A with
single barrel lens, A-l condition. State price.
Chief Engineer, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

the highest-rated station in the middle of the nation, and if it's money
you're after, contact immediately:

Used 250 watt RCA, am transmitter, model 250 K,
or similar. Need not be operating. Please state
price. Contact WNER, Live Oak, Florida.

Don

Situations Wanted

Burden, Co-Manager
Management

KOIL

Discvacuum chip assembly. RCA 70-C2 45 conversion kits. Presto TL-10. Delaware Broadcasting.
Engineering, 920 King, Wilmington, Delaware.

Omaha,

Nebraska

%

5 to 10 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Ed
Nail. 4516 North Libby. Oklahoma City.

$12,500.00

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.

year, plus the satisfaction and excitement of managing for an outstanding company a well-known
successful 5-KW network radio station in one of the top 75 markets.
Our quarry is experienced, aggressive, able to build his own sales
organization. He wants recognition
in a thriving east-central city and
he's willing to shoulder added responsibilities for the community
and the station. He can take it as

RADIO
Help

Wanted

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii^
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HELP!
We
are in need of four announcers — three engineers — and
three
radio
salesmen
immed iately. Locate in the South. Good
pay. Good opportunity. Air Mail
resume, tapes, salary desired, and
references. Representing stations
in
Georgia,
Ala.,
S.C.,
and
Florida.
Southern

REWARD

The manhunt is on! The reward is
between $10,000 and .$15,000 a

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5, May 1,
June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

887C,

ANNOUNCERS

WINZ

Radio

MIAMI,

topnotcb.

FLORIDA

has outstanding territory
open for top radio account
executive. Unusual opportunity for good man.
Write full resume to
Robert E. Mitchell
WINZ • Biscayne Terrace Hotel
Miami, Florida

§
Send photo,
resume to :
William
§

WM1N
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tape

F. Johnson,

—

IMMEDIATE
■-S/'-

February 3, 1958

opportunity for 2
"Big
Voice" announcers in twin cities area.

Must be experienced and
able to project personality
on the air.

Station

J
j
■¥■
%
J

$

Box 961C, BROADCASTING

*

Announcers

BROADCASTING

|
719 Southern United Bldg.
ee
Macon, Georgia
Excellent

ming, seeks radio-television management position, shirt-sleeves job
with expansion-minded group or
radio ownership-management opportunity. Respected operator. Excellent record. Tape endorsements.

CHARLES D. (Chuck) MILLER
301 — 5th Ave., No. Hopkins, Minn.
Telephone: WEst 8-4621

Radio Consultants

Sales

*
J
*
4J
J

I have been associated with quality operations
in the Midwest including KRNT (Des Moines) and
WCCO Television (Minneapolis). I have changed
positions for advancement; never because of
disagreement with management.
t am qualified — through my experience and
ability — as an assistant manager in radio or
television — or as production-program manager.
Will gladly 40':
furnish rundown of experience and
list of employers including the one I just left.

Announcers

■niiiiiiimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirF

and
Jr.

St. Paul, Minn.
OPENINGS

'S^-

?

... a past record of over 20 years experience
asm a
program-production mangaer in the
theater,in myradio and television.

competition. He's strong on team
effort. Are you the man? Better
turn yourself in and collect your
own reward! Write:
Box

BROADCASTER

Wanted
ManJobwith
Recordby-. . .

well as dish it out against entrenched radio, TV, and newspaper

|
j|
=
|
|
=
|
I
|
=

EXPERIENCED

J With
deepest
fondness
for fat +
* P. & L. statements and strong pas- J
jf sion for smart, intelligent program- *

Management

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington. D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

'^C^- '-*0^'

§
§

Colorful and effective air personality with additional experience production and business phases.
7 years tv, radio, films; staff and freelance.
Polished mc, dj, news, adroit characterizations.
Left 50 kw last Spring to join agency, where I
am now A.E. on P.R. and advertising accounts.
Preesnt work includes radio and TV timebuying,
writing, producing, air work but thrill is gone!
Would rather be with alert station in attractive
locale. If qualifications interest you, references
(goodreappear.
ones!), tape, photos available. Ad will
not
Box 969C, BROADCASTING

§

i
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
J

UNUSUAL
I nouncer would

i

engineer-an- ■
prefer straight |

engineering position at AM Sta| tion. 7 years experience. Precise |
type engineer. Specialize in preI ventative maintenance. $100 a
I week.
I
I
Box 931 C, BROADCASTING

|

I

a
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FOR THE RECORD Continued from page 100

RADIO

in bankruptcy for Hiawatha Bcstg. Inc.
WSELlocation;
Chicago,ant.
111. —height
granted460 cpft.to change ant.trans.
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
WLCK Scottsville, Ky. — granted mod. of cp
to change type trans., studio location and remote
control point.
KSMU-FM Dallas, Tex. — granted request to
cancel license; call letters deleted.
HAVE IDEAS— WILL TRAVEL
WLYN Lynn, Mass. — granted waiver of rules to
sign-off at 6:30 p.m. local time, from April 28th.
through Sept. 30.
And
they're
good
basic ideas
WJMJ Philadelphia, Pa. — granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control while using
Nine v
markets.
in major
J proven
non-directional ant.
Granted extensions of completion dates as
^ years on the air. Formerly with
shown: WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich, to 8-15;
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga. to 7-7; WBRC-FM BirmMcClendon. Five years as Program
ingham, Ala. to 7-1; KOXR-FM Oxnard, Calif,
to 8-13; KUOW (FM) Seattle, Wash, to 5-30;
J Director. Now seeking post as P.D.
WMDF Mount Dora, Fla. to 2-15, condition;
KLOK San Jose, Calif, to 7-1, conditions.
or station
manager
with alert
Actions of January 23
operator in major market.
WFST-AM-FM Caribou, Me. — granted assignment of licenses to Northern Bcstg. Co. (stock
transaction) .
KMOT Minot, N. Dak. — granted license for tv
Box 91 7C, BROA
IXSC DCAS
:x k:TING Jj station; erp vis. 29.5 kw, aur. 14.8 kw, ant. 450 ft.
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont. — granted license for
tv station; ant. 370 ft.
FOR SALE
KDLA DeRidder. La. — granted license covering
installation of a new trans.
KREL-FM Baytown, Tex. — granted request to
cancel license. Call letters deleted.
TRADE FOR RADIO STATION
WAIL-FM Baton Rouge, La. — granted request
to cancel license. Call letters deleted.
Will trade my well established $40,000
WHBL-FM Sheboygan, Wis. — granted request
advertising business in Los Angeles (reto cancel license and subsidiary communication
turning approximately $15,000 yearly) plus
authority. Call letters deleted.
necessary cash for radio station located in
WARM-TV Scranton, Pa. — granted extension of
the west.
completion date to 8-11.
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex. — granted extenBox 963C, BROADCASTING
sion of completion date to 8-12.
Actions of January 22
KFFA
Helena,
— grantedand
assignment
of
Stations
license to Sam W.Ark.Anderson
Deasdia A.
Franklin d/b as Helena Bcstg. Co.
Roanoke, Va. — granted license for
tv WDBJ-TV
station.
Looking toward Florida?
KHOL-TV Kearney, Nebr. — granted license
covering changes in facilities of tv station.
There are 137 stations
KYNE Port Hueneme, Calif. — granted extenwithin its 830 mile stretch
sion of completion date to 7-24; conditions.
— equal to the distance
Actions of January 21
from Chicago to PensaKHFI Austin, Tex. — granted license covering
cola.
changes in fm station.
Save time, travel and money through the
WGN Chicago,
111. — main
granted
installation
of a new
trans.license covering
services of our Florida associate. This full
WRDB Reedsburg, Wis. — granted license covertime representative can assist you in planing change in ant. system (increase height).
ning itinerary and conducting you to sellers.
WCRW Chicago, 111. — granted license covering
installation of a new trans.
PAUL H. CHAPMAN COMPANY
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — granted license covering move of old main trans, into new building
17 East 48th
84 Peachtree
(present location of main trans.) to be installed
as
an
aux. trans.
Atlanta
New York
KUOM Minneapolis, Minn. — granted license
covering
-trans,
and
utilize a change
combinedof amant. and
tv location
tower, make
changes creaseinheight).
ground system and ant. system (inEquipment
WFLW Monticello, Ky. — granted license covering changestal atiin
frequency,
on of new
trans. change power and inFOR SALE: Nearly new GenWEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. — granted cp to reeral Electric 12 KW UHF-TV transplace expired cp which authorized changes in
tv
station.
mitter, complete or TF-8-A 12 KW
WFMB Nashville, Tenn. — granted authority to
amplifier alone. Excellent condioperate trans, by remote control.
Granted extensions of completion dates as
tion and a good buy. John Poole,
shown:
WSFM Birmingham, Ala. to 7-24; WETV
2515 East Coast Highway, Corona
Atlanta, Ga. to 3-15; KQED San Francisco, Calif,
Del Mar, California
to 3-24.
Actions of January 20
KFXJ-TV Montrose, Colo. — granted license for
tv station and specify studio location as Hillcrest Manor, Grand Junction, Colo.; erp vis.
TAPE RECORDERS
0.617 kw, aur. 0.308 kw, ant. 80 ft.
All Professional Makes
WMSL-TV Decatur, Ala. — granted license
New — Used — Trades
covering changes in tv station.
WDAL Meridian, Miss. — granted mod. of cp to
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
change type trans.
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md. — granted authority
for second remote control point.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
WLEM Emporium, Pa. — granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Hilltop 4-2715
Action of January 14
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
WIOU, WBBC, WJLB, WTOD, WJVA, WSGW,
WIBM Kokomo & South Bend, Ind., Flint, Detroit, Saginaw & Jackson, Mich., & Toledo, Ohio —
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES
EMPLOYMENT
BROADCASTERS

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7. D. C.
Broadcasting

SERVICES

NORTH DAKOTA
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
PLACEMENT SERVICE
Is available to you with no fee charged if
you want employment in broadcasting,
radio or TV in North Dakota. Write to
Les Maupin, Secretary-Treasurer, PO Box
232, Minot, North Dakota.

grantedBcstg.
mod.Co.of license to change name to
Booth
License Renewals
WEBY Milton, Fla.; WFBS Fort Walton Beach,
Fla.; WHBO Tampa Springs, Fla.; WINK Fort
Meyers, Fla.; WIPR San Juan, P. R.; WJSB
Crestview, Fla.; WLCO Eustis, Fla.; WONN
Lakeland, Fla.; WRHC Jacksonville, Fla.; WTAL
Tallahassee, Fla.; WFSU-FM Tallahassee, Fla.;
WTHS Miami, Fla.; WTUN Tampa, Fla.
UPCOMING
February
Feb. 3-7: American Institute of Electrical Engigeneral meeting,
Statler and SheratonMcAlpinneers,Hotels,
New York.
Feb. 5-6: National Religious Broadcasters, Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 7: Advertising Federation of America, board
meeting, Milwaukee.
Feb. 7 : California State Radio & Tv Broadcasters
Assn., annual convention, Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel.
Feb. 8-10: Voice of Democracy, awards ceremonies, Washington.
Feb. 10-12: American Management Assn., annual
marketing conference, Hotel Statler, New York.
Feb. 13-15: 11th annual Western Radio and Tv
Conference, Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 15: Arizona Broadcasters Assn., Hi-Way
House, Phoenix.
Feb. 15-17: Western Assn. of Broadcasters (Engineers), The MacDonald, Edmonton, Alta.
Feb. 18-19: NAB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21 : Annual convention, Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Feb. 20-21: British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
WHAY studios, New Britain.
Feb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House of Delegates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta.
Feb. 27: NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1; Daytime Broadcasters Assn.,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
March
March 3-4: Southwestern Assn. of Program Directors for Tv, KVOO-TV studios, Tulsa.
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention
Kansas City. and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel,
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March
16-17: Texas
Assn.Tex.of Broadcasters, spring
convention.
Orange,
March 30-April 2: Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters, Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal,
April 4: Virginia Associated Press Broadcasters,
National Press Club,
Washington.
April
April
10-12:
10th
Southwestern
Institute of Radio
Que.
Engineers
Conference & Electronic Show, St.
Anthony
Antonio. Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
April 11: Pennsylvania Associated Press Broadcasters Assn., John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Television and Transistors, Engineering Society
of Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St.,
Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma Associated Press Radio
Broadcasters, Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah
State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel,
Tampa,
Fla.American Women in Radio & Tv,
April
24-27:
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 27 -May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
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OPINION

ILLUSIONS'
'DEADLY
CITES
JONES
• Misconceptions imperil advertising, MJ&A president says
•

He

calls on agencies,

advertisers,

/ ive "deadly illusions" which menace the
advertising profession were enumerated and
then lambasted by Ernest A. Jones, president of MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., at a meeting of the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. in Chicago. His address, as condensed, follows:
One of the great fallacies or illusions
which endanger honest advertising and
hamper advertising people is the fallacy of
the Average Man or Mass Man.
After 20 years in this business, it pains
me to report I have found no such person.
I say "pains" because life would be so
pleasant if Mass Man did indeed exist. The
illusion is so pleasant that many are
led to it. Mediocre
or completely useless
advertising and
wasted client money
are the shocking result.
But, oh, what a
pleasant illusion and
what an insidious invitation to the fearful, the lazy, the incompetent in our
mr. jones
profession!
Picture, if you will, the Mass Man, sitting
in his Mass Home, with his Mass Wife and
his Mass Children — thinking Mass thoughts
about various Mass subjects.
Prepare a Mass advertisement which is
guaranteed a Mass reaction — and then stand
back, brothers, while the Mass family of
well-trained automatons, their pockets
stuffed with Mass dollars, break down the
doors of your Mass dealer. What sheer
balderdash!
When even a minor portion of all advertising "talks down" to people, when it deliberately seeks a common denominator of
mediocrity . . . then it sets up a level to be
sunk to rather than a goal to be reached.
And in its willful disrespect it causes grievous harm to all advertising and to the
businesses dependent upon receiving a fair
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media

to fight dangers

hearing. That is to say: all business.
Another fatal fallacy into which some in
advertising may fall is the Search for a
Shibboleth or password or talisman — call it
what you will — that will unlock and disarm
the God-given right of man to make up his
own mind, to weigh prospective benefits in
the light of experience. To come to an unaided decision.
The next fallacy is closely related to the
Mass Man fallacy but carries it a stumbling
step further.
Let's call this the Magic Button Illusion.
It is popular and it deserves to be, for it
abolishes the hard work, the worry and the
basic insecurity of creativity. Here is a
sure thing. Press the button and the helpless
public performs like mechanical toys. Have
you ever encountered a helpless consumer?
Do you ever expect to? Neither do I.
Subliminal motivation — I have tried to
find out exactly what professional lab work
has been done on it beyond the publicity
department. And the harder I try the oftener
I find myself back at that New Jersey theatre where subliminal projection was used and
the sales of a soft drink went up. Now that
may have been subliminal motivation . . .
or somebody may have put too much salt
on the popcorn.
I see by the papers that the networks
have solemnly promised not to use subliminal projection. And I hereby solemnly
promise not to use it either. Will you gentlemen raise your right hands and join me in
that promise? Thank you very much.
Motivational research — certainly a valuable tool in our kit. But never, never, never
an end in itself. Or a substitute for the hardest job in the world — creative effort. Good
advertisements are not made by pushing a
button. They are made by pushing a brain
and pushing and pushing.
Good advertisements are UNhidden persuaders. They are also — if there is such a
word — LIMINAL. We need more of them.
Now I wish you would examine very
carefully with me a most insidious and
dangerous illusion which undermines our
profession and its purposes and its practitioners in the public mind. That can be the
only result of the flood of novels, plays,
motion pictures, and articles in magazines
and newspapers that portray advertising
people as martini-swilling, sex-crazy screwballs, always in bad taste and often operating
beyond the bounds of the law. When a
thing is said often enough and with sufficient
authority it may become accepted as the
truth, particularly when it is more glamorous than the truth. This technique is being
turned on advertising today. You men can
and must help stop it before it destroys the
profession we have given our lives to.
The ordeal of the advertising man began
perhaps with The Hucksters some 10 or 12
years ago and has been of increasing intensity since then. Who are these advertising

"types" that threaten to become the public
image of all advertising people? I have
spent all of my adult life in advertising and
I do not know them. I do know plenty of
hard-working, clean-living men who have
made advertising their profession and who
love that profession and hope their sons will
enter it. I have attended too many funerals
of advertising men who burned themselves
out with work and worry. I have sat in too
many smoky conference rooms at midnight
with men whose faces are gray with fatigue.
I have watched good men die a little to
create and publish an honest advertisement.
I have seen too much and too many of these
things not to protest.
I do not wish to appear overly defensive.
Certainly there are bad apples in the advertising barrel.
Movies continue to caricature advertising
and advertising people, chiefly, I believe, as
an oblique blow at their great nemesis, television. It is not the movies I am troubled
about. The public long since has learned
that the movies are firmly anchored in
fantasy. As you know from reading the trade
books the movies as an independent entertainment factor are in deep trouble.
No it is not the attitude of books or
movies toward advertising that is disturbing.
Nor is it television with its great public
intimacy which has been extremely fair and
factual. The truly disturbing factor is in the
attitude of newspapers and magazines.
Can advertising be denigrated in one column and believed in another?
Let me elaborate on that question. Our
researchers tell us that a most unique and
valuable empathy exists between a reader
and his favorite publications. And this bond
is particularly strong in the case of newspapers. People have been conditioned from
childhood to believe what they read in their
newspapers. "I read it in the newspaper" is
used by most people with a finality they extend to no other medium.
It is this magic of credibility built up over
generations that keeps newspapers at the
top of nearly every advertising budget. Because— again quoting the psychological researchers— this innate belief is translated
from the newspaper's editorial columns to
its advertising columns. In other words, an
honest advertisement starts on second base
in a newspaper.
The reverse side of the coin is that
preciation or ridicule of advertising in
editorial columns will just as surely
translated by the reader into doubt of
advertising columns themselves.

dethe
be
the

One last Deadly Illusion and I am done.
That is the illusion that advertising has some
divine right to the eyes and ears and minds
of the public. There are only 24 hours in a
day and those are all the hours a man has,
be he dictator or ditch-digger. He must
spend eight in sleep and eight in work. Eating, recreation, entertainment or information, travel and a host of other demands all
focus relentlessly on the remaining eight
hours. Now here is where the menace to
advertiser, agency and media alike begins
to take shape.
More than ten billions of dollars were
Broadcasting

One
spent last year in an attempt to reach the
consumer with sales messages. Newspaper
circulations are at an all-time high. More
and more magazines pour from the presses
each week and month. It is estimated television now takes nearly 12 hours from the
public's week. At home or in his car, radio
hammers away at his ears and pocketbook.
The consumer is running out of time and
patience. The big trick today is not to make
a sales impression but to engage his attention at all.
Today it is possible for a company with
unintegrated advertising to hide from its
public despite a multi-million-dollar budget.
And the distractions grow as more and
more advertising dollars are poured into the
total market — competing not only with all
other leisure hours activities, but most
strongly and disastrously with itself.
Next year there will be nearly 11 billion
dollars worth of advertising and an unfortunate percentage will be cannibalistic —
feeding on itself.
The public doesn't really care. He is
rightly concerned with himself and his family. He has only so many minutes to give to
you and only if your message promises him
a personal benefit. If your advertising is
lost in the stampede it has lost even that
thin chance.
How do we in advertising keep our clients
from getting lost in the crowd? That, indeed,

Call

for

all

You

Need

LIGHTING
LIGHTING
Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment, M.R.
High Intensity Arc
Equipment, Dimmer
Equipment 250 W —
10,000 W, Diffusion,
Scoops, Reflectors, Bullboards, Cable.

in

EQUIPMENT

RENTALS

ANYTIME-ANYIYHERE!
For quick service, expert advice and one low price
for equipment, installation and removal, call on

PORTABLE
POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators
15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Castermounted). Portable
Transformers — Dry
and Oil, Portable
Substations.

one of the nation's largest suppliers of temporary
lighting facilities— Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are just a few of the
many items available for quick delivery whenever
and wherever needed.

Write or Wire for Catalog and Free Estimates

DOLLIES
Fearless and Raby Panoram Dollies, Crab and
Western Dollies.
GRIP
EQUIPMENT
MacTon Turntable for
iCars and Displays,
Mole Richardson Boom
and Perambulator, Parallels, Ladders and
* Steps, Scrims and Flags,
' Dots and Stands.

JACK

A.

FROST

Dept. BT
Piquette Ave.,, Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:

234

41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

is the question. Shock for shock's sake will
not do the job.
We know that the man in front of the
television set, or radio, or magazine or newspaper can still be hit by a solid advertising
punch. It is up to us — agency and media
people alike — to develop such a punch for
those whose good money we spend.
Today, merely to be heard, not to mention move products, we must go for broke
on every advertisement, every media evaluation and merchandising research technique,
every aspect of marketing, public relations.
We in the agency field are moving toward
this goal by integration of effort. At my own
agency, for instance, we now operate under
a master integration system which was more
than a year in the planning. It allows us to
focus the entire creative and service strength
of the agency on any account, large or
small. It puts our extremely important media
operation in sharp focus.
I can speak properly only of MacManus,
John & Adams, but I am sure similar methods of aggressively protecting the right of
honest advertising to be heard are in the
thoughts of my colleagues in the agency
field.
And it is thus we must all struggle against
the destructive influences — the deadly illusions— which menace the profession we all
love.
This fight must be fought in the mamaand-papa advertising shops and in the great
agencies. It must be fought in the weekly
newspapers and in the mighty metropolitans,
in the magazine shops, and the coffee-pot
radio station and the great networks of
electronic communication. Large or small,
we must fight the good fight, because we
are all riding in the same boxcar.
Broadcasting

In Today's
Our

Battle

Greatest

For

Men's

Weapon

Is

Your Dollars Bring Truth and Hope Behind
In a scant few years, the spirit
of millions of East Europeans
may be broken by the neverending avalanche of Red lies,
restrictions and distortions. A
great hope remains for them
and for the free world: the 29
powerful truth transmitters of
Radio Free Europe. They
broadcast the news as it really
happens, destroy Red distor-

FREEDOM

YOUR

TRUTH

the Iron Curtain

tions, renew hope that freedom
will one day return. But freedom is not free. Your dollars
are needed to help operate
Radio Free Europe, pay for
its supplies, announcers, political analysts . . . keep its
transmitters on the air. Send
your truth dollars today to
Crusade for Freedom, care of
your local Postmaster.

IS NOT

Your dollars are needed to keep RADIO

SEND

Minds.

FREE!

FREE

DOLLARS

EUROPE

on the air!

TO

CRUSADE
FOR
FREEDOM
CARE OF LOCAL POSTMASTER
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TV'S
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KEY

vice president & radio-tv director, Edward

TALENT:

BEHIND

Spring is almost here. Television networks, producers and
packagers are bracing for the annual wave of program changes
by sponsors and their advertising agencies, and it may be in
order to say a word about one of the most important — and
neglected — sources of sponsor trouble in the tv industry. I
mean the writers, and the quality of their scripts.
With each passing year, the "star" system gets more firmly
entrenched in television programming, as it did first in the
movies, then in radio. And yet it is a hard fact — proved many
times during the current season — that a poor script can ruin
a program no matter who the star performer is, and that good
writers not only can put a show across without stars, but can
actually create them in the process.
Such examples as Jack Webb, Jackie Gleason, Hugh O'Brian, Spring Byington come to mind. So do Lucy and Desi,
whose show was built on good writing. And so does the
Robert Cummings Show, which did poorly until it found itself,
script-wise. In comedy, the case is the same: One of the reasons Burns & Allen have been going for years is that George
Burns himself is one of the finest writers in the business.
Danny Thomas was only a nightclub performer when he
entered tv. But he had a fine writing team and a feel for a
good script.
Against this you can set another hard fact: that writing,
vital as it is, gets less attention from both sellers and buyers
of tv programs than any other element in programming.
The fault rests with both parties in the sponsorship system.
WRITING

COMES

LAST

In 20 years of conferences with packagers and network
program directors, I have yet to hear someone say, "Let's have
a strong writing budget and cut somewhere else." Typically,
discussion of a program begins with a performer. From this
standpoint it is only natural to decide that you've got to have
a name or you won't get an audience. So there goes a big
chunk of the budget.
Next in the discussion comes the format (the "vehicle" for
the star), then the remainder of the cast, then studio costs,
producers' and directors' charges, office
costs. Finally comes the writers' budget.
too high, the first thing to do is cut out
On the side of the advertiser and his

costs, transportation
And if the total is
a writer.
agency, there is the

same oversight. After all, one reason programmers emphasize the star is their certainty that this is what the sponsor
is interested in. Another reason is the well-known fact that
not many people on the advertising side can judge the quality
of a script by reading it. Also, unfortunately, most packagers
state contractually that the advertising agency shall not have
any part in either script selection or production.
One of the dangers an advertiser and its agency must be
alert to is that when producers get an idea for a new series
they often hire top-notch writers to do the pilot, then let
them simply supervise the script-writing, rather than actually
do it themselves.
All of these factors combine to obscure the importance of
the writer, depress his wages and reduce the number of writers
used on a show. One result has been a lot of poor programs
and a corresponding number of unhappy sponsors. Another
result has been duplication of formats, since "stock" formats
can be handled by fewer, but "experienced," writers. Last
season, the duplication was in westerns; before that it was
in situation comedies patterned on / Love Lucy.
An example of what the agency can do is seen in the Gale

Broadcasting

THE

H. Weiss Co.

TYPEWRITER

Storm Oh Susanna show which a client of ours, Helene Curtis
Industries, sponsors on alternate weeks. This show had a top
star and good direction, but by the spring of 1957 we felt it
had become so set in format that it would lose audience unless changes were made. So we suggested to the producer that
Gale Storm play less of a Peck's bad girl part, that her
character be more complex, human and helpful. We also suggested new situations and scripts which could develop this
character. The result was less transparent plots, and I think
the effect is visible in the show's current high ratings.
The same emphasis on scripting held for the Perry Mason
show which we selected for Purex Corp., and which was one
of the most successful new shows of the 1957-58 season.
Television writing is rough; it is nothing to be trifled with.
In a movie, the writer may be working on two or three scripts
a year; he will have 90 minutes, or 127, within which to weave
his story, build on it, and conclude. The tv writing team has
from 13 to 39 scripts to do per year, each of them crowded
into 26V/2 or 53 minutes. This is a situation that calls for more,
not less, attention and money than in the movie business.
BUT WRITING

SHOULD

COME

FIRST

I think it is urgent that networks, advertising agencies, producers, packagers, and sponsors start thinking more about the
writing of a show or a series than about the stars, casts, and
direction. If there's a good script, any good actor, supporting
cast and director can deliver a good show. It takes a genius
to deliver a good show if the writing is poor.
Specifically, I'd like to make these suggestions:
1 . The creative budget on a program should be higher than
the production or talent budgets. I'd feel a lot more secure
myself with a $5,000 writing team than with a $5,000 star.
2. Networks should take a chance on lesser names and
better writers. The first question asked about a show should
be: "Who's going to write it, what has he done before, and
are his credits'?"
3. Sponsors
and advertising agencies should pay more
what
attention to writing and put less emphasis on having lunch
with the star on opening day at the 21 Club or Romanoff's.
Though the sponsor is contractually excluded from tampering
with a show, he can insist at the start that the emphasis be
placed on producing good scripts.
Television at best is a grueling, uncertain business. Certainly, though, it makes poor sense for the industry to penalize
itself by neglecting the first essential — a good script.

Marvin L. Mann, b. Jan. 6, 1906, Chicago, III. Graduated U. of Michigan with
MBA, 1927. Joined McDougall & Weiss
and its successor, Weiss & Geller, Chicago, in 1938. Credited with originating,
with John Guedel, Groucho Marx You
Bet Your Life on network radio and identified now with several network tv properties. (Under his guidance agency pioneered first network tv spectacular, twohour Thanksgiving Day program for Elgin-American.) Became
v.p. and radio-tv director in 1943 (agency became Edward H.
Weiss Co. in December 1956). Today, supervises key accounts.
Also is secretary and member
executive committee.
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lOITORIALS
Another

Soviet

Blind

Alley?

FROM
the broadcasting standpoint, the exchange agreement
with the Soviet signed last week in Washington is meaningless.
The agreement does not bring an end to Soviet jamming of our
shortwave broadcasts to Iron Curtain countries. It does give lip
service to eventual exchanges of programs on "'international political
problems." but that is vague diplomatic gobbledygook.
It's estimated by USIA [Spfxial Report, Jan. 6] that the Russians and their satellites are spending $113 million a year to jam
our direct broadcasts. This is in contrast with a total budget of
$96 million for all USIA activities and a mere $17 million for the
Voice of America.
But even if program interchanges should develop, who will pay
for them? Would our networks be asked to underwrite the production of spectaculars for Soviet consumption? Or would the
Voice, at taxpayers' expense, be given the assignments? The agreement is silent on these points.
Not so, however, in the case of motion pictures. The agreement
recognizes the "importance" of mutual cooperation and specifies:
"To make provisions for the sale and purchase of motion pictures
by the film industries of both countries on the principles of equality
and on mutually acceptable financial terms."
Motion picture producers have developed a huge market abroad.
Except for spotty arrangements in England and in one or two
other countries, practically nothing has been done to merchandise
tv and radio products on the continent. It would seem that our
television producers, particularly, are missing a great opportunity.
Broadcasters certainly do not begrudge the movie producers the
revenue they may derive from the new agreement. That is exactly as it should be. For many years the Motion Picture Assn.,
headed by Eric Johnston, has cultivated the foreign market. Mr.
Johnston is a recognized national and international figure whose
status transcends that of being the head of a trade association. He
is prominently identified with high-level government projects. Thus,
the very language of the exchange agreement on motion pictures,
seems to reflect his participation in its evolution.
No one in broadcasting, so far as we know, participated in the
drafting of the radio-tv provisions of the exchange agreement. Yet
the processes for the making of film for theatre exhibition and
for television exhibition differ only to the degree that their producers may prescribe.
Whatever other benefits may derive from the exchange agreement, itis obvious that without a cessation of jamming the agreement is a sham and a delusion. It is a one-way street — all Soviet.
Meeting

the

Meeting

Issue

TIME, money and physical wear-and-tear will be saved by the
welcome action of the NAB board of directors in Phoenix a
fortnight ago revamping the annual convention and regional conference proceedings held under the aegis of the trade association.
Over the years, broadcasters have been harassed by far too
many meetings. What the board did in adopting its ad hoc committee report was to eliminate wasteful duplication in its own house,
but the effects, we predict, will spread to those all-too-numerous
satellite organizations and associations in broadcasting.
It was too late to change the format of this year's national convention inLos Angeles April 27-May 1. But the erstwhile regional
meetings this year will become "Fall Conferences" for executives
at the staff level, with registrants to attend the meetings most convenient tothem. Ownership and management need not attend these
conferences.

Beginning with the 1959 convention in Chicago, all persons
except those in ownership and top management will be excluded.
Instead of some 4,500 gross attendees, the registration probably
won't exceed 1,000. Agendas at the national conventions can be
tailored to high level issues; the regional conferences will cover
sales, programming, promotion and other operational activities.
The broadcast equipment exhibitors will continue to participate
in the spring engineering conference held in conjunction with
Page 110
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annual conventions. But the board decreed that associate members
in the film, syndicated feature, representation and other fields should
participate in the eight fall conferences only. This has its virtues
as well as its shortcomings, but in due course will become accepted.
Of course, there's nothing to prevent these associates from setting
up their exhibits at non-headquarters hotels during the national
conventions.
Gradually, we feel, a number of groups which now hold separate
conventions, will find it desirable to tie into the new fall conference schedules. This will eliminate a lot of travel and expense, and
management will be more disposed to authorize participations.

Taxed
or Not
It's All Local
MUCH harm as good could result from the Baltimore
city solicitor's ruling last week that network and national
vertising.
spot advertising are exempt from the city's new 6% tax on adAS

The good, to speak of that first, is obvious. Until last week
it appeared that unless the courts threw out the city ordinance
Baltimore broadcasters were doomed to pay 6% on all the business they did. Even if the ordinance survives court appeals, it
will now apply only to local advertising.
The harm is not quite as evident, but it is present in equal
measure with the good.
If national advertising is not to be affected by the Baltimore
tax, there will be less direct interest among national advertising
groups to support a continuing fight against municipal taxation
of advertising. These groups may feel that such taxation is a
purely local matter unworthy of vigorous national effort.
That feeling would be wrong.
Local advertising is not a province of its own whose fortunes
are detached from those of national advertising. Most national
products need the extra kick of local advertising at the retail
level to keep their sales curves up.
If local advertising is to be discouraged by local taxes, an
effect is bound to be felt by the makers of nationally distributed
The municipal tax fight is still everybody's fight. Procter &
goods.
Gamble is as directly involved as the corner store, the potential
hardships as important to the network as to the local station.
If Baltimore makes its local tax stick, other communities are
bound to follow suit. The result could be a stifling of advertising
everywhere.
Broadcasting
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WHAS-TV's Channel 11 figure is a unique reminder
to viewers that WHAS-TV has been built upon originality.
Original and distinctive programs are a WHAS-TV tradition.
"Hayloft Hoedown", continually sponsored for six years,
and the 10:30 p.m. WHAS-TV News with exclusive daily newsreel,
sponsored every night since the station went on the air
in March, 1950, attest to WHAS-TV's program superiority.
Eighteen major community service awards in less than
seven years speak eloquently, too.
The Channel 11 figure should remind you that for selling
results, your advertising deserves individual attention . . . and the
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WHO-TV
S FIRST
WHO-TV
S FIRST
ALWAYS

the

WHO-TV
S FIRST

CHAMP!

WHO-TV
S FIRST
WHO-TV is first in 52% of quarter hours surveyed,
Sign-on to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday, according
to the November 1957 ARB Metropolitan Survey
of Des Moines' 3-station market.

DES MOINES METROPOLITAN AREA SURVEY
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
52%
NOVEMBER 20-26, 1957

Advertisers who have known the WHO operation
over the years know that decades of highest integrity,
public service and better programming all add
up to RESULTS

WHO-TV
IS FIRST

Percentages
First12%Place of
34%
Quarter Hours
2%

WHO-TV
S FIRST

57
8
"K"
Station
Station At"W"least TWO stations were on the air
NOTE:
for all 466 quarter hours reported.

WHO-TV
IS FIRST

We are far from "Survey happy," and despite our
ARB leadership, we still say that NO survey can really
describe the tremendous audience impact of WHO-TV.
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S FIRST

WHO-TV
Ties

Number
First-Placeof
Quarter158 Hours
243

you can obtain only on WHO-TV.
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WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
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WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST

ffiliote

WHO-TV is pan of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns
and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
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This is
wisely.

KRNT-TV went on the air 2Vi years ago as the third station in the market.
Channel 8 had taken over audience leadership.
KRNT-TV

In

In two weeks time

Television. It went on the air with full power of 316,000
permit. The station serves Iowa's biggest, richest, heaviest-

KRNT-TV is important to people. It is manned
know it and the public knows it.

by people who have important work to do. They

KRNT-TV news rates probably as high or higher than that of any other station in the nation in
a multi-station market. The new KRNT-TV high is a 50.8 rating in the November 1957 ARB Metropolitan
Area Report.
The KRNT news operation is directed by a professional television-radio journalist. He directs a
staff of nine professional newsmen. Four newscasts are presented daily. The people respect KRNT-TV
newscasts for their accuracy and objectivity. They like their completeness, they like the heavy use of local
stories and local film, they like the world news coverage afforded by the use of CBS newsfilm, and they
like the way the weather picture is integrated into the news presentations. KRNT-TV's 20-minute news
program at 10:00 P.M. started out fully sponsored when the station went on the air and now 2Vi years
later has the same two alternate sponsors.
KRNT-TV's professional three-man sports team is headed by a former college and professional
athlete known throughout the nation. KRNT-TV presents two highly-rated sports programs daily and
each year does a number of remote telecasts of sports events. All these programs are handled with great
skill and fine technique, and get very high audience ratings.
KRNT-TV personalities are warm, friendly, alert, articulate, TV-wise emcees. They entertain. They
inform. They serve the people. Their programs are well thought-out, intelligently presented. They believe inwhat they are doing, and the people believe in them. They are sincere, and they take great pride
in the station's operation. The people know this and respect them and the station.
KRNT-TV takes very seriously its announced intention of operating in the public interest, convenience, and necessity. In 1957 the station devoted more than 451 hours of program time to public
service. That figure includes more than 200 hours of local live public service programs. For one of those
programs the station cleared a half-hour afternoon time and presented a daily 13-weeks series, "Know
Your Schools". For this a complete grade school classroom was built in the studios, including a false
ceiling. The hidden camera and microphone technique was used in showing viewers actual elementary
school classes in operation. KRNT-TV was one of the first stations in the country to televise "live" an
actual heart operation as performed on a small boy.
Because KRNT-TV stands for something, it amounts to something to people. The policies which
govern KRNT-TV are well known by the people. The station is very careful to make sure all its presentations are in good taste. KRNT-TV won't advertise many products and services; for instance, beer and
liquor advertising, and the people know the station turns down thousands of dollars from this classification
each year. In the last city election, KRNT-TV did not sell political advertising. The station gave
it away — equitably — to all candidates. In this particularly vital election KRNT-TV figured the
public was best served that way. Not all the people agree with the policies which guide the operation but
they respect the station because they know its principles are not for sale.
Character makes a medium believable. KRNT-TV is believable. To be acted upon advertising
has to be believed by the people you want to sell. It makes all the difference in the world who represents
your company. KRNT Radio and KRNT-TV have spent years building strong character in the community.
They represent you well. Their reputation for dependability has been firmly established and is jealously
guarded.
That's why KRNT-TV is famous for results for advertisers. KRNT-TV is believed in by most people.
It has character. It stands for good things in the community. It has great acceptability among people in
the age of acquisition. It amounts to something to people who amount to something. It is believed by
people.
KRNT-TV is a successful commercial station. It carries more local advertising by far than any
other station in this three-station market. Most of its business is repeat business. It has an excellent
repeat national spot business.
KRNT-TV

is a good television station . . . has exceedingly high ratings, too.

KRNT-TV, Des Moines, Iowa, is a Cowles operation — represented by a good organization, the
Katz Agency, and their office is as near as your telephone.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc., 1735 DeSales St.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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ORDER — ONE BILLING — MAXIMUM COVERAGE— MINIMUM COST.
KRLD, the oldest CBS affiliate in Texas, is the
only 50,000 watt station in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area not sharing its time and frequency
with another station. This greatest of Southwestern markets, plus North Texas and Southern
Oklahoma, can be delivered to you by KRLD
at less cost per one thousand listeners. You need
not divide contracts with two stations — you
earn greater frequency discounts — you get
maximum impact for minimum investment.

KRLD

Without a doubt, KRLD Radio 1080, CBS outlet for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in
the biggest market in the biggest state. In this
rapidly expanding market your basic advertising medium should be — MUST be — KRLD.
KRLD is the radio station of The Dallas
Times Herald, owners and operators of KRLDTV Channel 4. KRLD-TV, telecasting with
maximum power from atop Texas' tallest tower,
reaches out farther, with a strong clear signal,
than any other TV station in Texas.
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Broadcasting

closed

MERE FORMALITY • While FCC plans
to meet next Wednesday to decide its
posture on pay tv in light of House Committee "sense" resolution that no tests be
conducted until Congress acts definitively
on public policy, it's foregone conclusion
that Commission, in one fashion or another, will honor House Committee mandate [Lead Story, page 31]. More than
likely FCC will seek some deadline on
postponement of tests from House Committee, but odds are that there won't be
any tv tests in 1958 anyway.
•
Cleveland Plain Dealer's WHK on verge
of being sold, although no deal signed at
week's end. Prospective buyer said to be
DuMont Broadcasting Corp. (WNEWWABD [TV] New York, WTTG [TV]
Washington). Price understood to be more
than $1 million. WHK is 5 kw on 1400 kc
with NBC affiliation. In addition to WHK,
sale will include WHK-FM and grant for
, ch. 19.
•
SCHWARTZ'S FUTURE • Open antagonism of perhaps majority of members of
seven-man Moulder Committee toward
Chief Counsel Bernard Schwartz has
reached point where one or two things
might happen: (1) dismissal of New York
U. law professor or (2) retention of associate counsel to balance representation.
There's ample precedent for latter in FCC
investigations. In Senate Commerce Committee inquiry into network operations in
1954-55, former FCC Comr. Robert F.
Jones represented Republican members of
committee, and former FCC Asst. General
Counsel Harry M. Plotkin represented
Democratic members.
•
NBC's "put out the fire" appraisal of tv
costs (substance of which is that tv is better buy than ever and that costs are neither
unreasonable nor unjustified) is due for exposure to ad row. Part of NBC's appraisal
(see Advertisers & Agencies, page 34)
has been smoothed out and bundled into
presentation for agencies and advertisers
(some showings to agencies by NBC-TV
sales development unit have been reported).
It's understood that originally NBC did not
intend its research probing as formal pitch,
but once figures were in, network turned
them over to sales development.
•
TOGETHERNESS • It's probably only
coincidence. But Bernard Schwartz, Moulder Committee chief counsel whose charges
against FCC have repeatedly "leaked" to
New York Times, is New York Times contributor. In past year he's sold three pieces
to Times Sunday magazine — one on Chief
Justice Warren last June 30, one on Supreme Court last Aug. 25 and one on states
rights last Nov. 17.

Broadcasting

Preliminary agreement for acquisition
of KOMA Oklahoma City by McLendon
Corp., headed by Gordon McLendon, for
$600,000 reached last Friday, subject to
FCC approval. Station, operating on 1520
kc with 50 kw, was established in 1927 and
is CBS affiliate. Sellers include Burton
Levine, Myer Feldman, Arnold S. Lemer,
Donald Rubin and Harold Thurman. Partnership group acquired station from John
T. Griffin interests in 1956 for $300,000.
McLendon Corp. stations are KLIF Dallas
and KILT Houston. Through subsidiary,
corporation owns KTSA San Antonio and
KEEL Shreveport.
•
REPAIR JOB • Best Monday morning
guess: NAB will act fast to pacify tv film
companies,
by association's
failure
to consult angered
them before
board voted
to
allow only heavy broadcast equipment exhibitors at annual convention starting in
1959. NAB board forgot highly important
detail — its by-laws — in voting to conp. 'c
film exhibitors to autumn regional conferences. Under terms of by-laws, associate
members are entitled to exhibit at conventions and this right can only be removed
by referendum vote of membership.
•
While NAB would miss dues of film
members if they pulled out of association,
there's even more serious side to problem.
This centers around money received from
film exhibitors who display at spring conventions. And film dues aren't only worry.
There's also problem centering around loss
of income from some large radio stations,
not entirely offset by numerous new affiliations of smaller stations.
•
BRITISH AISLES • Great Britain will
cope with its movie-tv problem through
establishment of new central agency comprising exhibitors, producers and distributors, already tentatively agreed to. Designed to control use of tv film in Britain,
organization would purchase all of feature
film, financing operation through levy of
one-fourth of pence per seat; this to bring
in equivalent of about $1 million per year.
Super distribution agency would release
feature films both for theatre exhibition
and tv; would stipulate price and time of
day for showing. Agreement would not
apply to American feature film, already
limited under Post Office Dept. control to
about one hour per day. Because of crossownership by American and British interests, there presumably would be repercussions here on new film plan which awaits
only formal ratification of four of five
groups involved.

•

Latest British Gallup poll on commercial vs. state tv programming in Great
Britain (ITV vs. BBC) shows that 47%
prefer commercial operation as against

circuit:

22% for BBC; 28% saw no difference and
3% didn't know. On question whether
there is "too much violence" on ITV in
feature films, notably American product,
46% felt there was not; 41% thought there
was and 13% didn't know. As to BBC,
43% felt there was too much; 39% that
there was not, 18%

didn't
know.
•
RATE MAKING • FCC has now received
all replies to its inquiries sent out last
month about alleged network-station affiliate conniving on spot rates, time clearances, etc., as cited in Barrow Network
Report [Lead Story, Jan. 6]. Staff now
begins analysis, comparing network answers with affiliates'. Then report goes to
commissioners for action. If action is
taken, matter becomes public; if not correspondence remains in "not for publication" file. Note, however, that Commission
sent out interrogatories ro only 25 stations;
about 90 stations are ostensibly involved.
Remaining 65 will get letters of inquiry
as their licenses come up for renewal.
•
Advance registration for first Pop Music
Disc Jockey Convention and Programming
Seminar in Kansas City, March 7-8-9, being conducted under auspices of Storz Stt tions, has surpassed ail expectations, according toPresident Todd Storz. Last week
registrations had passed 1,200, with prostion. pects that 1,800-2,000 will attend conven•
EPIC

SHIFT

• Insiders won't talk, but

report persists that Lever's Pepsodent Div.
is considering spot tv nationally for its
Pepsodent toothpaste and may cut back
part or drop all of its spot radio. Significance: Pepsodent scored outstanding success with its "where the yellow went"
spot radio campaign starting in 1956, continuing since, and campaign generally is
conceded to have had important role in
post-1954 radio revival. Pepsodent last
year put estimated 80% of its ad budget
in spot radio, now runs schedules in as
many
200 markets.
Pepsodent's
spot
tv tests asunderstood
to have
included New
York and few West Coast major markets with good results. To all queries,
executives at Pepsodent and its agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, come
back with unqualified "no comment."
•
Plans for that series of regional meetings
of ABN affiliates, indicated by network
when it decided to cut back on its all-live
programming policy [Networks, Jan. 27],
should be announced shortly. Schedule is
tentatively set this way: San Francisco's
Fairmont Hotel Feb. 17; Chicago's Drake
Hotel Feb. 20; New York's WaldorfAstoria Feb. 25, and New Orleans' St.
Charles Feb. 28. President Robert E. Eastman will head ABN delegation.
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WEEK
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IN

BRIEF

Asks Brake on Toll Tv — Congress wants

further look later this year, isn't satisfied FCC has necessary
authority. Commission expected to take action on resolution
this week. Page 31. John Q. Public registers protests to pay
tv in unprecedented flood of mail. Page 32. Bartlesville, Okla.,
Telemovies system suffers reversal. Page 33.

A Bitter Week for FCC's Doerfer — Moulder subcommittee
counsel Schwartz spends three days of hearing trying to prove
Commission chairman is "unfit" for position. Page 48.

St. Louis ch. 2 Applicants Merge — Louisiana Purchase Co.
gets 10% of KTVI (TV) St. Louis as hearing record closes.
Still up in air: St. Louis Globe-Democrat's option to acquire
25% of KTVI. Page 64.

Tv Costs Part II— NBC's Beville lets loose with detailed and
documented rebuttal to contention of McHugh of CampbellEwald that further tv cost increases may not be justified and
ownership is near saturation point. Says NBC, network tv is
better buy than ever before and the advertiser is getting
more in return for his investment. Page 34.

Tv Sales Successes — TvB cites sales gains by television advertisers in answering newspaper story that implied papers
are better for hard sell. Page 36.

Who's Going to Get Buick? — Among many rumors of agencies and possibilities is speculation that Burnett and Kudner
will get together on General Motors' unattached account.
Page 36.

Stations Embark on Heavy Date — Dromedary Dates cites
WCCO Minneapolis, KING Seattle and WAAB Worchester,
Mass., as favorite radio stations for pushing seasonal dates.
Here's why National Biscuit Co. division resorts to radio
merchandising contests. Page 39.

Riviera Thanks L.A. Tv — Sofa manufacturer tells how local
media sparked firm's amazing four-year growth. Page 40.

NBC's Film Syndication Up — California National Productions realigns its film syndication operation. Page 68.

Gross Time Charges Up — PIB's figures for 1957 show
network tv gross billing at record high. Gain is 5.7% over
1956. Last December was biggest billing month on record
for network tv. Page 70.

From the Grass Roots — Presidents of state broadcaster associations will hold national conference in Washington Feb.
18-19 under NAB auspices. Mushrooming move for local
advertising taxes to be discussed, along with regulatory and
legislative problems. Page 72.

Radio Attains New Heights — Factory production of receivers in 1957 hits highest point since 1948 post-war period.
Sales also at peak. Tv production down but sales picture
healthy as factories and stores chopped down inventories.
Page 85.

Keep Tv's Pioneering Spirit Alive —
Sigurd Larmon reminds that although the
medium has experienced amazing growth,
there can be no resting on oars. Young

No Headaches for Warwick & Legler — W&L gains $2.5
million Bromo-Seltzer account from Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Lennen & Newell loses after servicing powder
for over five years. Switch may be first of several intra-agency
shuffles by newly-organized W-L Family Products Div. Page
40.

McGannon on Radio — WBC president speaks out for medium and advises agencies how commercials can be made
more effective. Page 41.

Movies Promote on Radio-Tv — All-industry effort by producers, distributors and exhibitors allots about $900,000 of
overall $2.3 million budget to radio-tv in effort to lure public
back to theatres. Page 41.

Broadcasting

& Rubicam's president-board chairman,
writing in Monday Memo series, tells
why bold spirit of pioneers is still needed.
Page 105.

20

DEPARTMENTS
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES . .
AT DEADLINE
AWARDS
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
EDITORIAL
FILM
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
INTERNATIONAL
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9 best
friends
Twins'
are

yours

too

DAN DANIEL. Tall, thin, friendly,
contest-minded, safety-conscious, recordhopper, Texas-drawler, heavily-sponsored. 7-10 p.m., daily.
BILL BENNETT. Comedian, emcee, TV
performer, recording star, teen-dance
innovator, "Northwest's outstanding radio personality," likeable, perpetual
smiler, teen-age columnist, magician,
amateur
clown. 9-11 a.m.; 2-4 p.m.,
daily.
DON

KELLY. "Morning Mayor," happiest man in radio, radar-location divulger, "Smilin' Irishman", singer, comedian, wit. 6-9 a.m., daily.
STANLEY MACK. Legitimate stager,
vaudevillian, radioactor (Sam Spade
series), man of a thousand voices, dialecdaily. tician, singer, drummer. Noon-2 p.m.,
BILL ARMSTRONG. Smooth, mysterytuner, birthday acknowledger, actor, impersonator, writer, newscaster, public
speaker, producer, ex-radio a.e. 11 a.m.noon, daily.

TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
Page 8
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BILL DIEHL. Top newspaper columnist, impersonator, humorist, insideshow-biz authority, business-newsman,
full-fledged movie critic. 4-7 p.m., daily.
JOSEPH DELLA MALVA. News director, newscaster, WDGY news center
7.
overseer, Sound-Off editor, tipster-ringleader, scooper (on nearly every important local story), beauty judge, Simcaowner, pop science devourer.
8 RALPH MARTIN. Crisp, incisive,
smooth, news-voice of WDGY, commentator, community force. The news,
afternoon and evening, daily.
9. GEORGE RICE. Nightbeat-er, news
writer, controversial, widely-discussed,
phoned 800-900 times an hour (average), 10 p.m.-l a.m. nightly.
IN BRIEF, 9 good reasons why WDGY
is the most-listened-to radio station in the
Twin Cities. Talk to Blair, or G.M. Jack
Thayer.
WDGY

s~r
at
IO
INI s
RADIO
FOR
TODAY'S
SELLING
PRESIDENT • HOW E OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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PAUL

WD6Y
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4c CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
Miami
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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deadline

'MORE
SERIOUS'
CHARGES
FACE
FCC'S
MACK
House Legislative Oversight Chairman
tional Airlines last spring after long and
bitter case. Airlines was favored over three
Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.) Friday said
FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack probably
competing applicants. Comr. Mack was appointed to FCC July 1955 after initial dewill face charges this week of "more sericision
had been rendered favoring another
ous" nature than those presented against
Comr. John C. Doerfer last week (see
applicant in case.
page 48). Mack case, Rep. Moulder said,
Also adopted at last Friday's meeting of
Moulder committee was resolution extendwill involve Miami ch. 10 grant to National
Airlines.
ing scope of investigations to cover miniRep. Moulder indicated seriousness of
mum of 10 years and also to include former
charges against Comr. Mack to newsmen
commissioners. Rep. Moulder said individfollowing 3Vi hour executive session of
ual misconduct charges against commissioners will continue to be pressed, although
subcommittee Friday. He said staff "fully
prepared"
to time.
present all evidence in Miami
hearings probably will take "several
case at this
months." He said matter of referring misconduct allegations against Comr. Doerfer
Also Friday, Sen. William Proxmire (DWis.) announced plans to introduce bill
to Justice Dept. had not been considered.
prohibiting commissioners from accepting
Sen. Proxmire's bill, to be introduced
fees, expenses and honorariums from insoon, would "prohibit the making of gifts
dustry.
to officials of government agencies by perHearings of Moulder committee will
sons having business with such agencies,
and to prohibit the acceptance of such
resume Tuesday and continue through
Wednesday on FCC, Rep. Moulder stated.
gifts." Bill, in form of amendment to U. S.
Each member of Commission, except chairCode, provides for fines up to $5,000, imprisonment for not more than one year, or
man, will be called in order of seniority
both.
and "ordered and directed" to prepare within 30 days list of trips made as commisExpressing "shock and disappointment"
sioner, including honorariums received and
that President Eisenhower "apparently conexpenses paid by industry. Committee also
dones and approves" the practice permitting
adopted new resolution requiring that each
commissioners to accept gifts and honoraricommissioner be furnished three days in
ums (see page 54), Sen. Proxmire said: "I
will introduce a bill to close this extremely,
advance written notice of specific nature
of questioning, "including approximate
times and places."
This will mean commissioners who testify
this week will not be subjected to type of
questioning which Chairman Doerfer faced
last week; he knew no particulars of charges
being made against him.
Committee also scheduled another executive meeting today (Monday) at which Chief
Counsel Bernard Schwartz will be directed
to furnish members with information regarding "misconduct" charges to be made
against commissioners and other plans of
chief counsel.
When

asked if this constituted a "reprimand" of Dr. Schwartz or criticism of
tactics used against Comr. Doerfer, Rep.
Moulder told newsmen to "draw your own
conclusions."
In discussing Mack charges, which were
not specified beyond fact they concerned
Miami, Rep. Moulder said possibly testimony may be taken in secret sessions. He
said this may be necessary, although he
preferred open hearings, because of House
rule calling for closed-door hearings if
"evidence or testimony at any investigative
hearing may tend to defame, degrade or
incriminate any person."
When asked why this rule was not invoked during Comr. Doerfer's testimony,
Rep. Moulder said it was "a matter of
degree." He did not explain "degree."
Channel 10 Miami was granted to NaBroadcasting

unfortunate loophole."
McAndrew Becomes

NBC

V. P.

Election of William R. McAndrew as
vice president, NBC news, being announced
today (Mon.) by network President Robert
W. Sarnoff. Mr. McAndrew joined NBC
news in 1936, resigned 1940 to join Broadcasting Magazine in Washington as executive news director, rejoined NBC news in
1944. He became manager of WRC Washington in 1949. He was named manager of
NBC news and special events in 1951.
ROUSING

VOTE

FOR

TV

Self-service store operators voted
television most effective advertising
medium to help them sell nationallyadvertised brands, according to study
released Friday by CBS-TV based on
survey by Market Planning Corp. of
2,585 owner-managers of small, medium-sized and large self-service stores
in 25 cities. Grocery, drug, hardware,
variety stores and discount houses
were covered. Study shows self-service
stores now account for 90% of food
sales and 50% of drug and cosmetic
sales. Tv received three-fourths of all
dealer votes and three times as many
as all other media combined.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 34.

$2 MILLION BUY • General Foods Corp.,
White Plains, N. Y., investing about $2 million in gross billing to sponsor quarter-hour
and half-hour segments of ABC-TV's Do
You Trust Your Wife? (Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4
p.m.) and participations in Country Music
Jubilee (Sat. 8-9 p.m.), both effective last
Friday. Network calls purchases on Wife
largest
buy daytime
by singleprogramming.
sponsor in network's
new live
General
Foods, through Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
will advertise in Minute Rice, Swansdown,
cake mixes and Postum on two programs.
'LAUGH' FOR TAREYTON • American
Tobacco Co., N. Y., for Tareyton cigarettes,
to sponsor new type of comedy show
Make Me Laugh, created by writers Mort
Green and George Foster in association with
Pat Weaver of Weaver Assoc. Program is
slated for ABC-TV, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.
effective March 20. Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv. N. Y., is agency.
SPOTS FOR BANANAS • United Fruit
Co., N. Y., for its bananas, placing radio
spot announcement campaign to start March
10 for 10 weeks in about 50 markets.
BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
PICKING IN TOP MARKETS • Sandura
Co. (Sandran floor covering), Philadelphia,
to supplement network tv buys, still looking for few availabilities in 10 of 20 top
markets to start this week and next. Spring
push will run through early May and will
concentrate on night time. Hicks & Greist,
N. Y., is agency.
TEN WEEK SPOT DRIVE • Scripto Inc.,
Atlanta, for pens and pencils, placing 10
week tv spot campaign — minutes and 20
seconds — in approximately 35 markets starting March 9. Donahue & Coe., N.Y., is
agency.
Possible

Ouster

Irks Film Firms

Representatives of 12 leading tv film syndication companies decided at New York
meeting Friday that individual distributors
could proceed with plans to participate in
1958 NAB Convention this spring in Los
Angeles. Distributors had met Wednesday
to decide if they should boycott 1958 convention. Friday's statement on behalf of 12
companies said that NAB had advised distributors that referendum of NAB membership will decide whether associate members
of association — film distributors and station
representatives — will be excluded from NAB
conventions starting in 1959.
February 10, 1958
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at

WILLIAM R. HESSE, senior vice president,
Benton & Bowles, New York, elected vice
president. Three other vice presidents, Louis
T. Steele, J. F. Recdcr and Edward W.
Murtfeldt, elected senior vice presidents.

deadline

TOM

DE HUFF, writer- producer Cunningham & Walsh, being named today (Mon.)
as radio-tv account executive on American

PARAMOUNT

CAPITULATES

FOR

$50

MILLION

In $50 million sale revealed Friday, Paramount pictures is disposing of its pre-1948
feature library containing approximately 750
films to unidentified subsidiary of Management Corp. of America. Paramount, lone
holdout to tv among major motion picture
studios, reaped top price in history of such
transactions. Jules C. Stein, management

extensive talent representation and program
packaging activities as well.
Paramount library includes such stars as
Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson, Bing
Crosby, Bob Hope, Jane Russell. Barbara
Stanwyck, Joan Fontaine, Marlene Dietrich,
Gary Cooper, Jennifer Jones, Olivia De
Havilland, Fred Astaire and many others,

Corp.'s chief executive officer, also is board
chairman of Music Corp. of America that
has extensive interests in entertainment field.
(MCA-TV Ltd. is only distribution unit
under MCA's aegis).
Paramount described sales terms — agreed
upon but not signed as of late Friday — as
$35 million ($10.5 million in cash and remainder guaranteed); another $15 million
is to be paid out minimum 60% of gross
receipts after initial $35 million is paid.
MCA had no comment, noting that it and
Paramount had decided to announce only

and such titles as "Lost Weekend," "Monsieur Beaucaire," Hope-Crosby-Lamour
"road" series, and many others.

"essentials" to "quiet rumors." MCA-TV
film syndication now distributes syndicated
series and more than 40 feature westerns
(Roy Rogers and Gene Autry vehicles).
MCA produces tv film series largely through
its subsidiary, Revue Productions. MCA has
Four Elected by RCA
To Vice Presidencies
Election of Dr. James Hillier, Raymond
W. Saxon and Joseph M. Hertzberg as vice
presidents of RCA announced Friday by
John L. Burns, RCA vice president. Dr.
Hillier, formerly general manager of RCA
Labs, was named vice president of that
organization; Mr. Saxon, formerly director,
regional operations, appointed vice president and general manager, RCA Victor
Radio & Victrola Div. Mr. Hertzberg, manager of defense marketing, Defense Electric
Products, elected vice president of that unit.
Same day, appointment of James M.
Toney as vice president and general manager of RCA Victor Div. was announced
by Robert Seidel, executive vice president,
consumer products. Mr. Toney has been
vice president and general manager of RCA
Victor Radio & Victrola Div., which post
Mr. Saxon assumes.

Zenith Charges 'High Pressure'
Call for FCC to investigate radio and tv
station editorializing against subscription tv
made Friday by Zenith President E. F. McDonald Jr. Zenith is proponent of pay tv.
Comdr. McDonald said stations are using
facilities "in a high pressure pitchman's campaign to induce the public to write congressmen and senators urging them to legislate
the stillbirth of subscription television." He
added that FCC and Justice Dept. should
Page 10
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Telemeter

Arm

in Sports Deal

Arrangements for certain sports and other
programs originating in arenas like Madison
Square Garden to be made available exclusively to International Telemeter Corp.'s
toll tv system on experimental basis, according to J. D. Norris, president, International
Boxing Club, Madison Square Garden Corp.
and Louis A. Novins, president of ITC.
Amateur basketball games, ice shows, circus
and other similar events not now shown on
free tv will be included in experiment which
Mr. Norris stated would not interfere with
regular Wednesday and Friday IBC fights
on free tv.
act against tv stations which have been engaged in such activities as violation of antitrust laws. He added: "Some of their commercial copy . . . has been so flagrantly
misleading, false and fraudulent that if it
were used by any product advertiser, he
would be immediately stopped by the Federal Trade Commission."
12-Month Rate Protection Policy
Set for Four Storer Tv Stations
New

12-month rate protection policy for

Storer Broadcasting Co.'s WJBK-TV Detroit,
WJW-TV Cleveland, WSPD-TV Toledo and
WAGA-TV Atlanta announced Friday by
George B. Storer Jr., vice president for tv
operation. "This 12-month rate protection
policy is a complete departure from the six
months' rate protection currently in general
practice in the television industry," Mr.
Storer noted, explaining change will permit
advertisers to budget for station schedules
without psychological and financial obstacle
of potential rate increases before completion.
Mr. Storer felt new "hold-the-line" policy
will do much to bring order to "chaotic rate
situation prevailing within the industry."
WJBK-TV has been using one-year protection plan since November, he explained, and
"response from agencies and advertisers was
both immediate and overwhelming." Mr.
Storer's new WVUE (TV) Wilmington,
Del., making strong bid for greater Philadelphia market, is not included because of
"fluid and flexible situation" there, he said.

Cyanamid Co., N. Y. Mr. De Huff is originator and producer of American Cyanamid's
Farm
20]. Newsreel which starts Friday in more
than 60 markets [Adv. & Agencies, Jan.

FCC Lists Appearance Order
For Barrow Report Hearings
Order of battle for crucial Barrow Report
hearing, beginning March 3, published Friday by FCC. Networks lead off, with ABC
first, CBS second and NBC third. Remainder
comprises 30 other groups and stations, with
total witnesses about 75.
Hearing expected to run 30 days, with
Interstate Commerce Commission BIdg.
chambers understood to be seat of tribunal.
Commission stated flatly "night sessions will
be FCC
held announced
if necessary."
each of three tv networks
would get two hours to make direct presentation. Time for others to be announced. Commission also asked that 15 copies of direct
testimony must be submitted five days ahead
of time witness scheduled to appear.
And, FCC was adamant on questioning of
witnesses. Said any questions should be submitted to staff counsel who will ask them if
he judges they are appropriate. Counsel
will be Broadcast Bureau's Robert J. Rawson
and Herbert M. Schulkind.
Following is order of appearances:
ABC, CBS, NBC.
Corinthian Bcstg. Co., King Bcstg. Co., Meredith Pub. Co., Modern Bcstg. Co., RKO Teleradio
Pictures, Southwestern Radio & Tv Corp., Storer
Bcstg. Co., Time-Life-Fortune Broadcasters, Utah
Bcstg. & Tv Corp., Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.,
WKY Television System Inc.
ABC-TV Affiliates Committee, CBS-TV Affiliates Committee, NBC-TV Affiliates Committee.
National Telefilm Associates.
KTTV Inc., Los Angeles.
Stations represented by CBS Spot Sales. Stations represented
by NBC Spot Sales, WAVE Inc.,
Louisville,
Ky.
Station Representatives Assn.
Committee
for Competitive Tv, WVEC-TV Norfolk. Va.
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif., KFDM-TV Beaumont,
Tex., KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz., WCSH-TV Portland, Me., WDSU-TV New Orleans, La., WFLATV Tampa, Fla., WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.,
WMBD-TV Peoria, HI., WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.
M-E

Elects Five Directors

Five executives of McCann-Erickson,
New York, have been elected directors of
corporation, President Marion Harper Jr.,
announced Friday. Five are Thomas P.
Losee, vice president in charge of account
service division, who was appointed assistant
to president and coordinator of corporate
services; Peter G. Peterson, vice president,
who also has been appointed assistant to
president and coordinator of corporate services to regional offices; Rudyard C. McKee,
administrative vice president of home office;
Paul E. Foley, vice president and manager
of Detroit office, and Phipps L. Rasmussen,
vice president and manager of San Francisco office.
Broadcasting
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in "Breaking Point"
on TARGET.

ACTION-ADVENTURE

-AW

II

TARGET
ALL

IS

IMPACT!

Everything viewers look
for in engrossing TV fare!
MYSTERY
TARGET

HAS
WESTERN
THEM

ALL!
ENFORCEMENT

ALREADY
OLYMPIA
BREWING
San
Francisco
•• Tucson
Los Angeles
•• Honolulu
Phoenix
Boise
• Spokane
Portland,
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• Seattle
• Las Vegas
•• Belhngham
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•
••
•
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Son Diego
Eureka
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• E Lansing
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IN REVIEW
N. Y. PHILHARMONIC

YOUNG

PEOPLE'S SERIES
One should be thankful for the very few
things Leonard Bernstein cannot do. As he

COVERAGE
in a Billion

$ Market

told an interviewer: "It's impossible for me
to say, 'Dear children, this is your Uncle
Lennie speaking,' and then tell them about
Brother Violin, Sister Viola, Cousin
Bassoon, Uncle Contra-Bassoon and all
Such talking-down-our-noses was conthat "
spicuously missing during Mr. Bernstein's
past two Saturday morning hour-long concerts to a Carnegie Hall-full of kids, "sponsored" by the New York Philharmonic
Symphony Society and beamed via CBS-TV
Jan. 25 and Feb. 1. (The remaining two
telecast concerts are scheduled March 8
and April 19.)
During the first program, Mr. Bernstein
tended to become overly infatuated with his
own voice; the second time around, he let
the orchestra do most of the "talking." The
topic was in question form: "What makes
American music sound American?" In the
course of the hour that followed, Mr. Bernstein and friends ran through Gershwin,
MacDowell, Gilbert, Schuman, Thomson,
Sessions, Harris and Copland in hopes of
providing an answer; in this they succeeded
admirably if the occasional glimpses of the
youthful and deeply engrossed audience was

ADE
^XTH GR

PLUS

STRONG

LOCAL
61

of his own

Since he accepted the post of permanent
conductor of the New York Philharmonic
last year from retiring Dmitri Mitropoulos,
many people have charged that "Lennie
is stretching
thin."
not
only
conducts himself
serious too
music,
butHewrites
it; he scores Broadway plays, Hollywood
films, and as if this were not enough, he has
slipped rather comfortably into the role of
a tv pedagogue. His performance on Saturday mornings may lack the ease and
smoothness and sophisticated wit of his
frequent ABC-TV Omnibus stints, but why
quibble? The fact is that CBS-TV and Mr.
Bernstein are helping raise the nation's
musical standards by appealing to the most
important level — children.
Production costs: $35,000.
What Is American Music?, sustaining on
CBS-TV, Sat. Feb. 1, 1-2 p.m., live from
Carnegie Hall, New York.
Principals: Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland and the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra.
Executive producer: Richard Lewine; producer: Roger Englander; director: Charles
S. Dubin; writer: Leonard Bernstein;
assoc. director: Ed Waglin.
SEE

IT NOW

A remarkable historical document was put

any gauge.

Offering the Best of
the Cinderella Network

conducting the third movement
Third Symphony.

True to the prevalent style of "big time
tv," Mr. Bernstein trundled out a "special
guest star" — balding, mild-mannered Aaron
Copland, who seemed to have a fine time

together between Feb. 7-13, 1957, on a
small Florida key named Islamorada by
See It Now's Ed Murrow, Fred Friendly and
staff. The subject was Harry S. Truman, and

PROGRAMMING

featuring
DALE
COLEMAN
News Director

LOREN
BOATMAN
Weather

o

LORCAST

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
EARL
HICKERSON
Director
Sports

Daily film of local happenings
ON THE AIR WITHIN ONE HOUR!
NUMBERED AMONG OUR CLIENTS
Who Are Getting Results:
FORD, ZEST, GE, KOOL CIGARETTES, PONTIAC, CHEVROLET,
PEPSI -COLA, P&G, SUNBEAM
BREAD, LISTERI NE, WESTINGHOUSE, ARRID, NORGE, HAZEL
BISHOP, SWIFT, CHRYSLER, DUNCAN HINES, SCHLITZ, PHILCO,
OLDSMOBILE, PEAK ANTIFREEZE,
FOLGERS COFFEE

2Ss°
P
R, ILLINOIS
DECATU
WTV
REPRESENTED BY GILl-PERNA, INC.

CBS-TV
Feb. 11, 18 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv. .
Feb. 13 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of
Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCannErickson.
NBC-TV
Feb. 10, 17 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Feb. 11-14, 18, 19 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Feb. 11 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Feb. 12 (9-10 p.m.) Bell System Science
Series, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Feb. 13 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
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1

Newell and RCA
& Eckhardt.

N

G

Victor through Kenyon

Feb. 13 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson.
Feb. 15 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

Feb. 15 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, American Tobacco through BBDO
and Toni through North.
ing.
Feb. 16 (2-4 p.m.) NBC

Opera, sustain-

sustaining.
Feb. 16 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
Feb. 16 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby; Greyhound through
Grey Adv., and U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv.
Feb. 16 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
Feb. 18 (8-9 p.m.) Jerry Lewis Show,
Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.
Feb. 19 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
Broadcasting
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
though this filmed "autobiography" — something akin to a tv exclusive — was designed
for consumption after 1990, Murrow and

a

new

for

pattern

variety

in

■

|

on a pier jutting out into the ocean — was
the kind of stuff historians dream of: unrehearsed, unvarnished commentary on an
eight-year tenure in the White House, some
undiplomatic talk about associates, both living and dead and footnotes to history by a
man who shared in its making.
Mr.t Truman was never one to pussyfoot.
During the hour, he flatly denied ever having

|

afternoon

late

Friendly felt that an hour-long "preview"
might be warranted since "history may have
already begun to reach some tentative conclusions concerning our 33rd President."
What followed the opening shot — of Mr.
Murrow and Mr. Truman, in shadow, sitting

promised Dwight D. Eisenhower aid in seeking the Presidency, called the Missouri Waltz
"as bad" a piece of music as The Star
Spangled Banner, revealed that he had intended to return to the Senate after completing his term as Vice President, explained
his falling-out with former Secretary of State

night

programming

James F. Byrnes by noting "that Jimmy had
a superiority complex in reference to the
junior Senator from Missouri," called Gen.
Douglas MacArthur "the Pro-Consul in Asia
which he considered himself" and quoted
George C. Marshall as having told him at
the time of the celebrated dismissal, "Mr.
President, you ought to have fired him two
Mr. Truman
— politically — may have been
."
. . be
ago still
yearsmay
and
anathema to a great many
Americans; but regardless of party loyalties,
the fact remains that Mr. Truman came
through very well in this hour-long electronic biography. He not only illustrated an
astounding faculty for recounting history- —
ancient and modern— but revealed himself
to be no slouch as a wit and a dedicated
man who regards the democratic system as
something sacred. Describing a politician as
"a public relations man who knows how to
get along with people," HST termed the
politico tag as "the most honorable title that
can be given to a man," felt that statesmanship comes with death and not before.
As regards Mr. Murrow, he can truly be

Night Show:
tops in feature films.
Tuesday, 11:20 p.m.— conclusion
one time only, $60

Promenade
ive popular music
studio dancing party.

and

Friday, 11:20 p.m.— 12:20 a.m.
one time only, flat, $80

called a reporter's reporter. Not only did he
know how to ask the right question, but
also when to ask it, leading his subject ever
so gracefully from one subject to the next.
"From Precinct to President" ought to be
mandatory viewing for both budding journalists and politicians.
Production costs: $25,000.
From

Precinct to President: Some Reflections by Harry S. Truman, sustaining on
CBS-TV Sun., Feb. 2, 5-6 p.m.
Producers: Edward R. Murrow and Fred W.
Friendly; assoc. producer: Palmer Williams.
SEEN

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 WASHINGTON, D.C.
AN EVENING
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for full availability information,
check ff-R Television, Inc.

& HEARD

CBS-TV's The Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
Show this season seems to be suffering from
a case of too much time. The simple plots
that made the half-hour / Love Lucy program so palatable to many viewers are too
Broadcasting
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WRCA-TVs Movie • 4 showing of "High Noon" drew almost 4 million viewers — the
largest audience in New York television history for a single showing of a feature film.
So great was its attraction that Movie • 4's "High Noon" gathered a larger audience
than any other show — network or local — on any other station all month.
Consistent scheduling on Movie • 4 of new feature films like "High Noon," combined with
creative live programming like the "Jack Paar Show," has enabled WRCA-TV
ture conclusively the late-night audiences in New York.

to cap-

Look at a typical recent two-month

superi-

period for added evidence of WRCA-TVs

Movie • 4 has insured continued dominance

by signing up the post-'48 library of

Republic Pictures — the only post-'48 movie package in New York, with many features
which were released in 1956 and 1957.
Get your share of high ratings — at a low cost — with MOVIE
eight 1-minute participating announcements
Call WRCA-TV

Sales, or your NBC

• 4. Price? Package of

per week — just $5,000.

Spot Sales representative, at Circle 7-8300, today!
SOURCE:

spark

success has helped

audience

increases

throughout WRCA-TVs

entire

schedule.* Here's the picture
of the top two stations for Jan.,
'57 versus Jan., '58:

ority: the major competition was showing post-'48 films only 24% of the time — while
Movie • 4 presented new product at the rate of 62%.
Now

MOVIE»4's

New York ARB, January 1958

DAY
WRCA-TV

NIGHT TOTAL WEEK

+16%

+21%

+20%

Station #2 -8%
Source: ARB

-13%

-11%

*For example, the Sunday "11th Hour News"
achieved in January the highest rating
in history for a local news show — a 40.4
with a 74.5% share of audience I

Look,

No

Ma!!!

Ratings!!!

— Sets in use is all you need to
know for the California-Oregon
Trio — exclusive vhf coverage
for nearly 100,000 tv families

IN REVIEW CONTINUED

OPEN MIKE

thin to sustain interest for a full hour. In
the latest offering presented last Monday,
Lucy won a race horse, tried to keep Ricky
from knowing it, and finally rides it to victory (though the horse is eliminated hecause of a series of technicalities). The dialogue was often witty. The acting was uniformly excellent. But the plot was too
skimpy to make the distance.
The batUe of the filter trap has begun in
earnest and may outdo in brashness the war
of competitive speeds among the makers of
aspirin, buffered aspirin and effervescent
non-buffered aspirins. The newest Parliament tv spots prepared by Benton & Bowles

For The

who can't be reached either by
San Francisco or Portland.

claim Parliaments have 30,000 — count 'em
— 30,000 nicotine and tar traps, giving this
brand an advantage of 10,000 over Viceroys, longtime filter trap champion with

SETS IN USE . . . SUMMERTIME

20,000. (In contrast, Pall Mall's current
copy theme claims "you can light 'em at
either end.") The next obvious step is towards an all-filter cigarette with half-inch
tobacco end pieces.

SIGN-ON
to 6:00 PM
Mon-Fri
Saturday
Sunday
6:00 PM to
SIGN-OFF
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

KIEM-TV3 KBES-TV5 KOTI-TV2
Eureka
Medford Klamath
Falls
California Oregon Oregon
25.2%
17.7
16.7

23.8%
18.0
23.3

55.6
50.9
56.5
55.7
57.6
47.0
53.3

58.9
59.5
49.0
52.3
48.9
43.9
43.8

20.8
23.1
24.9<
52.1
47.1
50.0
54.7
47.9
41.7
39.4

Interviewing was done in each area under
personal direction of Kenneth H. Baker,
July 6 through August 6, 1957.

Three

Markets — One

Billing

BOOKS
TECHNIQUES OF MAGNETIC
RECORDING, byJoel Tall, MacMillan Co.,
60 Fifth Ave., New York, 472 pp., $7.95.
Mr. Tail's book contains a description of
magnetic tape uses and techniques, a history
of the field since 1900 and a description of
Valdemar Paulsen's invention of magnetic
recording. Mr. Tall is a CBS engineer and
specialist in tape recording techniques, but
he manages to cover his territory in layman's language.
Individual chapters by recording experts
are devoted to the use of the art in such
areas as medicine, education, public entertainment and advertising. Techniques such
as erasing, maintenance, editing, re-recording and copying are explained. A chapter
on recording sound in nature was written
by Dr. Peter Paul Kellogg of Cornell U.;
the foreword by CBS's Edward R. Murrow.

TV 2-Oregon
Klamath Falls

SPARKS OFF MY
ANVIL: FROM
THIRTY YEARS IN ADVERTISING,
by James R. Adams. Harper & Bros., 49
E. 33rd St., New York. 171 pp., $3.

Population

356,330

Families

1 15,760

James R. Adams, co-founder of MacManus, John & Adams, was an admirer of
the late H. L. Mencken. The contents of

TV 3-Calif. TV 5-Oregon
Eureka
Medford
MARKET

FACTS

Tv Families
Retail Sales

92,720
$485,803,000

Consumer Spendable
Income
$610,357,000
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka, Hillside 1-1121 TWX EKtS

national
*/<4^
blair^
nr „l assoc
iates inc. representatives
New York, Chicago. San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles,
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville, St. Louis. Boston.
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Record

editor:
I have read the article in the Jan. 27 issue
of Broadcasting ("Barter Bout Fought in
RTES Arena") with considerable interest.
I must, however, ask for a correction on
what is either your statement or Mr. Headley's statement concerning my previous remarks regarding barter tv spots for film.
I have never made any such statement.
If you wish to set the record straight,
what I did say in addressing the Television
Film Council was: "Barter tv spots for
film will be with us just as long as there is
good film product available, and the station
would rather barter time than pay cash.
This applies just as well to network affiliated
stations in big markets as it does to unaffiliated stations in smaller markets."
Edward D. Madden
President
Keyes, Madden & Jones Adv.
(New York office)
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: This magazine correctly
quoted Mr. Headley who correctly quoted a
misquotation of Mr. Madden in another trade
publication.]
Story Completed
editor:
The story [At Deadline, Jan. 20] concerning the proposed sale of WGGG to
Harry R. Play ford and Ed C. Wright is
correct. However, some embarrassment has
come to me since the story is not complete.
You see, I'm retaining 25% of the common
stock and will remain in Gainesville as president and general manager of WGGG.
T. K. Cassel
WGGG Gainesville, Fla.
All Questions
editor:

Answered

In your Jan. 13 issue you have a picture
of an aircraft carrier that has apparently
been hit and damaged. I wonder if you
might identify the scene and the carrier for
me.
Jerome J. Shestack
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis
Philadelphia

this slim volume — a numbered collection
of miscellaneous thoughts on advertising
and media — bear a resemblance to
Mencken's A Minority of One. With one
exception, of course: Jim Adams never gets
mad.
Mr. Adams died in the fall of 1956
before completing his book. However, he
had sufficiently progressed in the writing to
warrant completion of the anthology by his
son, Charles F. Adams, vice president and
MJ&A account supervisor on Cadillac. For
those who like their advertising philosophy
pithy, sweet and to the point, Jim Adams'
observations and reflections on a lifetime of
work are well worth reading.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: For reader Shestack and others
interested
in naval
Broadcasting's
picture
(above) depicts
the history,
U.S.S. Franklin
in action
off
Okinawa in March 1945. The Franklin had just
been bombed by a lone Japanese plane. Helmeted
crew members at left are aboard the cruiser
U.S.S. Santa Fe, which had pulled alongside to
render assistance. Although crippled, the Franklin
did not sink. NBC Television Films, which suppUed and identified the picture, further relates
that the ship was returned to the U.S. and eventually scrapped at Bayonne, N. J. Broadcasting
ran the picture in connection with its story on
the long-lived Victory at Sea series distributed
by the NBC film arm.]
Broadcasting

WNBC
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STARTS

ANOTHER

On February 13th, WNBC
• 30 celebrates its fifth anniversary
the second-oldest TV station in the state, and the first UHF
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Sound,
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its news
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netfirst

• 30 specializes in live local coverage,
Connecticut

to its public service leadership. Among WNBC
• 30's achievements:
TV workshops, benefit telethons, public service spectaculars.
Looking

TOP

like its programming

the complete

. . . They
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as Connecticut's leadership
in New England.

• 30 as their station

in Connecticut,

its own

more
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IN HARTFORD-NEW

BRITAIN

• SOLD BY INBCj SPOT SALES

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
SEAL APPEAL • The National Society for
Crippled Children & Adults has over 12
big name shows in its 1958 Teleparade of
Stars produced at CBS' Tv City, Hollywood.
The film was made for the society's Easter
seal appeal and is available to stations for
showing between March and April 6.
DISCS FOR DIMES • WSLB Ogdensburg,
N. Y., set a goal of $1,400, the same number as its assigned frequency, to raise for
the March of Dimes on Jan. 25-26. The
"Discs for Dimes" marathon, with d.j.s
Nick Charles, Dave Claxton and Phyllis
Fuller setting the pace, ran from 7 p.m.
Saturday to 8 p.m. Sunday. For the next
five hours a live talent show, emceed by
WSLB general manager Thomas Leighton,
was held at a local hall. Listeners in the St.
Lawrence Valley and nearby Canada contributed atotal of $1,448.
DOZENS OF DONORS • WNOE New
Orleans flashed a bulletin calling for blood
donors to save a seven-year-old boy, a leukemia victim who had suffered a hemorrhage at Charity Hospital Jan. 23. When a
marine private called from Keesler Air
Force Base in Biloxi, Miss., it was arranged
for 12 in his squadron to be flown in by a
Louisiana Air National Guard C-47 transport. WNOE News Director Bob Adams
went with the plane to Biloxi and broadcast
an emergency report from Keesler Operations Control Center before returning to
New Orleans. At the hospital the airmen
were met by 64 soldiers from Camp Johnson
where they had heard the bulletins. The boy
survived and the marines and soldiers made
him an honorary member

of their com-

"MARCH-A-THON" • KHUZ and KBBB.
panies.
both Borger, Tex., combined facilities Jan.
25 and collected $2,400 in 10 hours for the
March of Dimes. Promotion for the event
included a front page newspaper spread,
a banner across Main Street and announcements on both stations. The program originated from the showroom of a local public service company, beginning with a

IT
We're a modest
November ARB

WAS

NOTHING

lot. But, we think, justifiably proud. You see, the
in the Cedar Rapids -Waterloo area put KCRG-

TV (that's us) in the lead. During
to 10 pm daily:
KCRG-TV
Station B
Station C

90 Quarter
67 Quarter
13 Quarter

TV

watching

hour
hour
hour

time

in Iowa,

4

firsts
firsts
firsts

KCRG-TV
has always been a good buy - substantial viewers at
very low cost per thousand. But now, KCRG-TV
is the buy in
Eastern Iowa. Higher ratings than ever - still the same low rates.

proclamation of "March-a-Thon Day" by
the mayor. Downtown crowds were entertained by stunts, including a peanut race
between the mayor and a businessman. An
afternoon talent show was highlighted by
a call from recording artist Tommy Sands.
Collections were made by the National
Guard, motorcycle and "hot rod" clubs
and the two station's mobile units.
AUCTION FOR POLIO • WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich., held its fourth annual
polio auction Jan. 29-30. During the fourhour telethon viewers purchased 78 items of
merchandise for a total of $4,890. The reward for one donor was to throw a pie in
the face of a brave volunteer for the stunt.
One of the members of the WPBN staff
auctioned half of his mustache for $50.
'DIMES'

CEDAR
ABC-TV
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RAPIDS
9

•

REPRESENTED

WATERLOO
BY: WEED

TELEVISION

TELETHON • WISN-TV Milwaukee staged an lSVi-hour telethon Jan.
19-20 that raised $77,000 in pledges for
the March of Dimes. Serving as m.c.s for
the parade of talent in the new WISN
Broadcast Center were Fred Vant Hull.
KMGM-TV Minneapolis; Herb Oscar Andeson, ABN; and Charlie Hanson, WISN.
Broadcasting

Advertisement

T.V.

spot

editor

A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television
SARRA
NEW

YORK:

CHICAGO:

200 EAST 56TH STREET
16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET

O'Keefe's Old Vienna Lager Beer proves once again that nothing hits home
as hard as a homey situation — like a husy young couple enjoying O'Keefe's Old
Vienna as they prepare for company ... or the guests themselves at the party.
Good casting, a pleasing pace — with plenty of product identification — make
an excellent case for directness and simplicity in this series of 60-, 20- and 8second commercials. Produced by SARRA for O'KEEFE
PANY LIMITED, through COMSTOCK & COMPANY.

BREWING

COM-

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This series of commercials sells bread for a regional company — in a big way!
A jingle and an animated baker are used to focus attention on shots of the
product in use and the benefits of Lactose. Here skillful photography makes
arresting viewing out of something as uncomplicated as a child eating a piece
of bread ... a man walking with extra spring in his step. Lively, convincing, and
produced by SARRA for MICHIGAN BREAD, MICHIGAN BAKERIES, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Ciltone Paint is sold in French and English versions in 60- and 20-second spots
that are as fresh as a wall newly painted with Ciltone. A snowy mountain peak
sets the scene for one series; a lovely woman picking flowers establishes the
"freshness" theme for another. In each, SARRA's adroit handling points up
the product as a logical part of the action. Produced by SARRA for CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED, through NEEDHAM, LOUIS AND BRORBY.
INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

It's quite a stunt to slice off the top of a man's head and make it funny!
SARRA does it with trick photography and Arnold Stang's head and histrionics.
In a series of 60-second and 20-second live action commercials for Scripto Pens,
Stang "talks off the top of his head" while the announcer's hands demonstrate
"coloressence" and other features of the product. A technical feat produced by
SARRA for SCRIPTO, INC. through DONAHUE & COE, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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UPCOMING
February
Feb. 10-12: American Management Assn., annual
marketing conference. Hotel Statler, New York.
Feb. 11: Voice of Democracy Awards Luncheon,
Willard Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 13-15: 11th annual Western Radio and Tv
Conference, Bellevue Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 15: Arizona Broadcasters Assn.. Hi-Way
House, Phoenix.
Feb. 15-17: Western Assn. of Broadcasters (Engineers), The MacDonald, Edmonton, Alta.
Feb. 18-19: NAB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21 : Annual convention, Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Feb. 20-21: British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
Feb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House of Delegates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel, Atlanta.
Feb. 27: NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1: Daytime Broadcasters Assn..
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
March
March 3-4: Southwestern Assn. of Program Directors for Tv, KVOO-TV studios, Tulsa.
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel.
Kansas City.
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 16-17: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
convention, Orange, Tex.
April
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers Conference & Electronic Show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Television and Transistors, Engineering Society
of Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St.,
Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.

Z^ZJ

April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadacsters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore May
Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
June
Que.
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7 : Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national
convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 9-11: Spring meeting, Assn. of National
Advertisers, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
June 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 22-26 : Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
August
Aug. 19-22:vention,
Western
Show
ConPan PacificElectronic
Auditorium,
Los and
Angeles,
Calif.
September
Sept.
21-24:
L'Assn.
de la Radio
de la Television deCanadienne
Langue Francaise,
Alpineet
Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
October
Oct. 5-7: Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Oct. 28-29: Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
Westbury Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Mark
and
Southern

William

Goodson
Seldon

Todman

California

Plays KBIG'S
"MYSTERY SOUND"

Game

EVEN IN THE SPUTNIK
AG E the copybook
maxim holds ...to move
goods, you must first
move people.
KBIG'S "MYSTERY SOUND" contests
are moving Southern California radio
listeners by the thousands this winter.
43,944 SUBMITTED
ENTRIES in the first nine
contests (October-December) based on handcuffs clicking, a stick rubbed along a
fence, a rock crusher crushing. Angel's
Flight funicular railway funicularing,
and a camel saying whatever itis camels say.
"MYSTERY SOUND"
GIVES A light lift to all,
plus prizes to the first
fifteen correct answerers
(vacation trips, appliances, perfume,
dining and dancing at glamor spots).
LIKE ALL KBIG ADULTappeal programming of
memory music and
"just enough" news,
"Mystery Sound" is lowpressure, easy-going, friendly— and fun.
BUT... like KBIG commercials, it
moves Southern California to action !
Your KBIG or Weed
contact would like to
show you a new geographical mail breakdown
based on contest mail.

A

mutual love for frenzy, profound respect for the dollar, shrewd salesmanship

and unshakable faith in "mass viewership" have brought Mark Goodson and
Bill Todman a long way from a night in June 1946, when they "invested" $15 in a
radio network show audition for Winner Take AH, their first joint package. The
Goodson-Todman Productions' annual gross today is close to $2 million.
Pessimistic, restless, Mr. Goodson, acknowledging he and partner Todman

may

have earned their share of "upper brow contempt" for exposing Americans to such
rhyming works as The Name's the Same or Rate Your Mate, offers this moral justification: "We're not in the uplift business. . . . We're in tv to make money."
Lanky, quick talking and optimistic Bill Todman notes. "Our detractors
keep telling us how amazingly easy it is to think of new gimmicks. Well then, how
come networks or advertisers keep returning to us?"
They come because G-T has produced so many top-rated "mass audience" programs
that both are hard-pressed to recall them all. Now on the air are: What's My Line?,
I've Got a Secret, To Tell the Truth, The Price Is Right, and Beat the Clock; off the
air: The Name's the Same, Two for the Money, It's News to Me, Winner Take All,
Stop the Music, Hit the Jackpot and the flops, among them, By Popular Demand,
Spin to Win, and the aforementioned Mate.
Though best known for tv panel or quiz shows, the G-T stamp also can be found
on The Web, The Adventures of Philip Marlowe and The Quill and the Gun. The last
two are as yet unsold but pilots are being shown to agencies.
A newer source of revenue for Messrs. Goodson and Todman is their joint 50%
ownership of the Pawtucket (R. I.) Times — an investment made late last year that
might "eventually be extended into station ownership."
Their Manhattan "workshop" occupies several floors of cluttered executive suites
and cubicles. A Goodson-Todman associate — one of 90 — declares, "This kind of
work isn't for the sane or sober."
Mark

(no middle name) Goodson, born in Sacramento on Jan. 24, 1915, and graduated with Phi Beta Kappa honors from the U. of California (1937), gave up a pos-

sible legal career in favor of local radio. After "interning" at KFRC San Francisco, he
arrived in New York in time to sell hot dogs at the 1939 World's Fair, met Ralph
Edwards, and decided that success lay the way of the parlor game. Bill Todman,
born in New York on July 31, 1916, finished Johns Hopkins U. in 1938 but felt a
doctor's life was not for him; returning to New York, he joined Green & Brodie
Adv. as head of that agency's nonexistent radio department at $30 a week.
The two met in late 1941 when Mr. Goodson had become a local free-lance announcer and Mr. Todman an agency radio director. The show was The Battle of
the Boroughs on WABC New York (now WCBS), the advertiser Noxzema Chemical
Co. and the agency Ruthrauff & Ryan. While the proposition was simple — Mr.
Todman would try to sell Mr. Goodson's ideas as fast as they could be turned
out — -the execution was harder. In 1942, for instance, when G-T attempted to sell
CBS Radio on Winner Take All, their presentation was dismissed with the brusque
note, "We might as well dramatize a poker game." Ironically, Winner opened the door
to G-T's future when CBS bought the show four years later after hearing the $ 1 5
audition ($5 for the acetate, $5 for ham and eggs fed the "cast" of G-T friends who
sat in as the contestants, and $5 for the engineer; the studio was "borrowed").
But until 1946 each went his own way. Mr. Goodson soon became a $15,000 a
year announcer, while Mr. Todman shot up into the five-figure bracket as a writerdirector. (Mr. Goodson during the war came down with a case of mike fright, made
a beeline for the director's booth — and has been there ever since).
After selling Winner Take All to CBS (which later transferred the show to tv)
Goodson and Todman teamed up with orchestra leader Harry Salter and Biow Adv.
copywriter Howard Connell (now a Foote, Cone & Belding executive) and conceived, packaged and sold Stop the Music to ABC. The rest is history.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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Perfectionists both, they won't allow a program to go on the air (or even to be seen
by an agency) until they have convinced themselves it "runs, rolls, swims, floats —
what-have-you." For example, What's My Line? was held up eight hours until they
decided it was a better title than What's Your Line?
Mr. Goodson's only extra-curricular activity is the New York chapter of Academy
of Tv Arts and Sciences, which he heads. He resides on Manhattan's Park Avenue
with his second wife, the former Virginia McDavid, and his two children by a
former marriage, 15-year-old Jill and 12-year-old Jonathan. Partner Todman recently
moved to Scarsdale, N.Y., with his family, the former Frances Burson, whom he
married in 1950, and their two children, Lisa Susan, 5, and William Seldon Jr.,
20 months. Unlike his partner, Bill Todman can be found outdoors on weekends.
Broadcasting

IN

THE

PUBLIC

SERVICE

That crippled kids may

MAKES

WISHES

walk

COME

OF

GREATER

DETROIT

again

TRUE
*Sixth in a series of ads showing how WKMH
serves the Michigan public in Greater Detroit

Charlie Gehringer, former Detroit Tiger baseball great and now
Regional Chairman for the March of Dimes, sparks a personal appearance with Detroit's Mayor Miriani and J. J. Wainger, president of
Grinnell's, in the window of Grinnell's downtown store. The Benefit
Broadcast was m.c.-ed by WKMH's Robin Seymour of "Bobbin' with
Robin" fame . . . stopped Woodward Avenue crowds and helped fill
the coffers of the March of Dimes Wishing Well. It is the latest in a
long series of WKMH public service programs that have aided the
fund-raising campaigns of many worthwhile civic causes. In these
activities — as in many other areas involving the public interest —
WKMH stands in the forefront.

KNORR

k
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WKMH
DETROIT • DEARBORN
John Carroll, Managing Director
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AWARDS

Kevin Sweeney, president of Radio Adv.
Bureau, will receive Hollywood Ad Club's
annual "Encore" award. He will be presented with it when he addresses club's
luncheon meeting Feb. 17.
SOUTH
BEND, INDIANA'S
DOMINANT
STATION
PRIMARY
650,000

COVERAGETV VIEWERS

PROSPEROUS

MICH

IN

Marshall Wells, WJR

Detroit farm director,

received citation for "distinguished service
to Michigan agriculture" at annual Farmer's Week program at Michigan State U.
Ed Sullivan, CBS-TV personality, received
first television award from women's division
of American Friends of Hebrew U., N. Y.

IAN A*

NBC'S

"Know

Your Schools" project has

been praised as "an outstanding public service" by Rep. Graham A. Barden (D-N.C),
chairman of House Committee on Education and Labor. He cited project in Con'Know

WSBT-TV

WINS

A

ening greater citizen interest on the community level."
ABC-TV's
Bold Journey (Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.)
has been cited for its "contributions to education and international understanding" by
People-to-People Foundation. Commendation was made on Bold Journey Goes to
School, special telecast report [Programs
& Promotions, Jan. 27] on which network
told story of Bold Journey series and its use
as teaching medium.

BY

LANDSLIDE!
You

can reach

only one conclusion

you study A.R.B., Pulse, Hooper

Ziv Television Programs cited by Secretary
of Navy with Certificate of Merit for its

when

and other

Men of Annapolis series because of its "outstanding service in the fields of public in-

rating reports: People here have an overwhelming preference for WSBT-TV! No
other area station comes close to WSBT-TV
in the number

of top-rated shows

Chicago and Michigan
in the running.
There's more

gressional Record and said "the energies of
Your Schools' went toward awak-

formation, morale and recruiting."
WFIL-TV Philadelphia's University of the
Air honored by American College Public
Relations Assn., Middle Atlantic District,

carried.

stations aren't even

to this market

for "outstanding public service performed
by commercial tv station in the field of

than meets the

higher learning."
WGN-AM-TV Chicago has received Sec-

eye. The 14 counties in WSBT-TV's primary coverage area account for annual
sales of $974,611,000— .5063% of the Nation's total!
Ask your Raymer man for the details or
write to this station.

retary of Army's special Certificate of
Achievement for "sustained, outstanding
services" to Army.
KYW

Cleveland cited by local Diabetes

Assn. for its "outstanding cooperation" in
drive for funds. Association said "that the
fund drives went over its goal is directly

*14 counties in Northern Indiana
and Southern Michigan. Set count,
180,570 — 3.6 persons per family.

traceable" to station, and credited KYW
with "almost half of the $40,000 collected."
WQAM Miami and Jerry Wichner, WQAM
personality, presented with newly-created
Police Athletic League public service award
by local PAL organization. Station and Mr.
Wichner have helped association raise funds.

V
W
S
CBS...
A B
CBS BASIC
OPTIONAL
SMTION^
T
-Q

ASK

PAUL

H. RAYMER

COMPANY

• NATIONAL

SOUTH
BEND,

WSAR

IND.
CHANNEL

American Heart Assn. has announced opening of sixth annual competition for Howard
W. Blakeslee Awards for outstanding reporting in field of heart and blood vessel
diseases. Selections will be made from radio

22
REPRESENTATIVE

Fall River, Mass., has received "National Defense Reserve Award."

and television programs as well as newspapers, magazines and books produced or
published between March 1, 1957, and Feb.
28, 1958.
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EXPERIENCE

Behind

the brow

won

through

born

of doing.

of the pilot, knowledge

years of experience

... skill

In our business, too, 12 years experience
have

given us a background

the time
chance
Such

buyer's job easier. . . lessens the
of costly errors.

experience

there's

that makes

must

no substitute

be earned.

And

for it.

AVERY-KIMODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK

ATLANTA

DALLAS

DETROIT

SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

SEATTLE

KTHS
sells

nearly

off

All
f

of

KTHS

Arkansas

at

Safeway's

cash

registers

With 33 outlets in 18 counties, Safeway Stores is

foo

ds

one of Arkansas' largest, most successful chain
food stores. Safeway has used a daily quarter-hour
program on KTHS Radio since 1953 . . . credits
KTHS with a substantial measure of their success.

Retail food selling is about as competitive
as anything you can think of, because
budget-conscious housewives

have devel-

oped comparative shopping into a very
fine art . . .

tional advertising on KTHS

Radio with

a 15-minute
week.

morning

program

Their KTHS

advertising has been of immeasurable value in promoting

5 days a

the Safe-

display ad-

way name, and has paid off where it really

vertising they have long relied on institu-

counts — at the checkers' cash registers.

To back up their newspaper

KTHS

...

REPRESENTED

LITTLE

ROCK

50,000 WATTS
BY THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL

CO., INC.

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
Fred Watkins, General Manager
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ACTION

SLAMS

•

Harris

committee

•

Guess

on

The House

Commerce

the

Committee

tells

freeze's

put

pay tv back on the shelf last week — at least
temporarily.
The committee told the FCC in a "sense
of the committee" resolution to stay any
Commission action on pay tests until such
time as Congress decides the agency has
or should have the legal power to conduct
such tests. Last Thursday's resolution reflected the committee's awareness of the
FCC's March 1 target date for accepting applications for three-year pay-tv trials. It
would have been impossible to expect legislative action on pending toll-tv measures in
the limited time remaining, according to
Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.).

FCC

BRAKE

to

duration:

hold

off

until

on

late

would consider a pending resolution that
the sense of the Senate be expressed as condemning toll tv trials. The resolution, introduced a fortnight ago by Sen. Strom
Thurmond (D-S.C.) and six other senators,
had been shunted to the subcommittee on
communications under Sen. John O. Pastore
(D-R.I.) with instructions that hearings be
held. The subcommittee last week, however,
returned the resolution to the parent committee without recommendation.
While the House Commerce Committee's
action was generally acclaimed by toll tv
opponents, some observers speculated that
the more staunch antagonists of pay tv on
the committee suffered a setback at the
closed-door sessions. It's understood that this

ON

TOLL

approving
summer

or

TV

tests
fall

of the seven votes against the committee
resolution came from those seeking stronger
committee action, though against subscription tv per se.
Among those believed to have plumped
hardest for a stronger committee action,
though their ultimate Thursday voting was
not known, were Reps. John V. Beamer
(R-Ind.), William L. Springer (R-Ill.), Bruce
Alger (R-Tex.), Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.)
and John D. Dingell (D-Mich.).
Three or four amendments to the resolution were accepted during committee discussions before it was adopted in its final
form.
Industry pay tv proponents last Thursday
unhesitatingly announced that the House

The resolution does not "close the door"
permanently on subscription television, Rep.
Harris emphasized, but merely requests a
delay until the matter can be more thoroughly analyzed. The timetable on any further
congressional look into pay tv points to late
summer or early fall, it was stated.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer declined immediate comment following adoption of the resolution. Mr. Doerfer said
that upon receipt of the resolution it will be
submitted to the full Commission, which
will then decide on how to proceed.
The resolution was dispatched immediately to the FCC with Rep. Harris anticipating an answer "within a reasonable time."
He said he expects the Commission to comply with the committee's request, pointing
out that the Commission previously had indicated willingness to honor Capitol Hill
guidance. Asked about the possibility that
the Commission might not accept the wish
of the committee, Rep. Harris commented,
"We will cross that bridge when we come
to it."
Commenting on the need for a closer
committee look at pay tv, Rep. Harris
stated that wire tv and the Bartlesville, Okla.,
Telemovie operation are among the many
facets the committee plans to examine.
This method, which does not utilize
broadcast channels, was much discussed
during the two weeks of subscription television hearings before the Commerce Committee last month [Government, Feb. 3;
Lead Story, Jan. 27].
In a related action last week on the other
side of Congress, Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Warren D. Magnuson CDWash.) said that his committee on Feb. 19
Broadcasting

1

REP. OREN HARRIS, whose House Commerce Committee last week told the FCC to
hold off on pay tv tests until it gets the word from Congress, has been hearing from
the public. He's shown here with some of the thousands of letters which flooded his
office since the start of the subscription hearings.
faction had tried unsuccessfully for a more
drastic action against subscription tv.
Though Chairman Harris later announced
that the resolution had been carried by a
voice vote overwhelmingly in favor of it, he
admitted there were some committee members who wanted "to prohibit it [pay tv]
outright." Rep. Harris declined to divulge
the exact vote.
From other sources it was indicated that
it was a 17-7 decision with nine members
absent at the time of voting. Speculation
also extended to the meaning of this vote.
Though it could not be confirmed, it was
conjectured that an undetermined number

Committee's action would not deter them.
International Telemeter Corp. said the
congressional development would have no
effect on its plans — "We will continue the
same as we have in the past." Telemeter explained that the company, a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures Corp., has been ready
to go either way, closed-circuit or "over the
air," and that it has not deviated from this
position. The company said it will continue
on the basis of its present closed-circuit
which it considers "basic" as
system
awired
toll tv
method.
Arthur Levey, president of Skiatron
Electronics & Television Corp., declared,
February 10, 1958
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HILL HALTS PAY TV CONTINUED
"Television networks and motion picture
house owners, working through a powerful
nationwide lobb\ in their efforts to prevent
Americans from having the right to spend
their own money on entertainment of their
choice in their own homes, made only a
momentary and minor gain today."
He expressed "complete confidence" that
when members of Congress "understand the
full implications of the tv network-movie
lobby on this issue . . . they will favor permitting the public to be the judge."
Mr. Levey pointed out that in the meantime Skiatron was moving forward with its
"low-cost wire system." The Los Angeles
city council has granted a 21 -year franchise
to Skiatron Tv Inc. and other communities
are considering like applications for Skiatron
wire systems, he said. The House Commerce Committee action has no application
to this phase of Skiatron operations, he
added.
The list of congressional bills against
pay tv has grown from 12 to 19. Measures
making it illegal to charge fees to view tv
in private homes have been introduced by
Rep. Robert W. Hemphill (D-S. C), (HR
10386); by Sen. Edward J. Thye (R-Minn.),
(S 3201), and by Rep. James H. Morrison
(D-La.). (HR 10544).
Two bills came last Thursday from Rep.
Dingell. One (HR 10536) seeks to amend
the Communications Act specifically to prohibit authority to broadcast toll tv programs.
The other (HR 10537) would clarify existing law by stipulating that the proposed trial

PAY

TV

SENSE

pay tv operations could not continue beyond
March 1. 1961; that after that date no license could engage in either trial or regular
subscription tv operations unless prior to
that date the Communications Act has been

engendered by the publicity accorded current congressional pay tv activity, the broadcasters themselves have played a major role
in reminding the public of the issues involved.

amended to give the FCC toll tv authorization powers.
The first Dingell bill is similar to a Jan.
30 measure (HR 10399) offered by Rep.
Edward P. Radwan (R-N. Y.).
A different tack is employed by Rep.
Mack in a bill (HR 10392) also introduced
Jan. 30. Rep. Mack, while amending the
Communications Act, would make it mandatory for the FCC to hold public hearings
on any toll tv application for an area now
served by free tv in order to determine
that the quantity and quality of free tv
would not be reduced by such an authorization.

WJBK-TV Detroit last week reported receipt of more than 10,000 pieces of mail on
pay tv with only 51 voicing support of the
system. Response followed a Jan. 24 program in which newscaster Jac LeGoff interrogated WJBK-TV Managing Director Bill
Michaels on all the aspects of subscription
television, including pros and cons advanced
by both sides. Mail was directed to the station and to Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.)
for forwarding to the Harris committee.

John
He

Q.

Feels

Tells

Hill

About

How

Fee

Congress last week found its mailboxes
and doorsteps deluged with pleas either for
or against subscription television. And providing astark comparison to the thousands
upon thousands of letters from the public
urging Capitol Hill to stop the proposed
tests was the paucity of pro-toll sentiment.
Zenith Radio Corp. used a double-truck
ad in the tabloid Washington Daily News
and a full page in the Washington Post last
Wednesday to address its denunciation of
subscription tv opponents to the public. But
it also made sure that its ads meet congressional eye. Up and down the corridors
of the Senate and House Office Bldgs., newspapers were dropped, with large red labels

Here's how the House Commerce
Committee made its point to the FCC
last week:

affixed reading "Important Announcement.

"RESOLVED: It is the sense of this
committee that the public interests
would not be served by the granting
of authorizations for subscription television operations as contemplated by
the FCC in its First Report adopted
Oct. 17, 1957 (Docket 11279), because,
1. It has not been established to
the complete satisfaction of this
committee that authority to license
such operations comes within the
power of the Commission under the
provisions of the Communications
Act of 1934, and
2. Such operations might lead at
least to a partial blacking-out of the
present system of television operations with possible injury to such
present system in particular communities, if not throughout the
United States.
For the reasons stated above, it is
the sense of this committee that the
FCC should not grant authorizations
for subscription television operations
as contemplated in such First Report
unless and until the Communications
Act of 1934 is amended so as to specifically empower the Commission to

use the toll method for "a novel concept
in large-scale education" saturated Congress
with letters last week. In them, Solomon
Sagall, president of Teleglobe Pay-Tv Inc.,
stressed the "appalling shortages of classrooms, schools and teaching personnel" and
said the strides by the Soviet Union in
education requires equalizing action in this
country. He stated that the Teleglobe
education plan as submitted to the House
Commerce Committee [Lead Story, Jan.

grant such authorizations."

SeeAnother
Page 20-21."
pay tv proponent who wants to

27] would provide "hundreds of thousands,
possibly millions of classrooms" and would
permit better utilization of teaching personnel.
But neither Zenith nor Tele-Globe can be
blamed for the overworked condition of
Capitol Hill mailmen who dumped sack after
sack of anti-tv mail into the offices of the
House Commerce Committee. One committee aide termed it the largest letter flood
he had ever seen, conservatively estimated
at over 50,000 pieces. Samplings of letters
indicated that no more than one in a thousand supported pay tv.
The tenor of the letters ranged from
outright denunciation of pay tv and castigation of Congress for not preserving free tv,
to pleas from financially-strapped families.
One midwest girl pensively noted that she
was tv.single, didn't go out much
on
While much
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WSAZ-TV and WHTN-TV HuntingtonCharleston, W. Va., presented a program in
which editors of area newspapers discussed
toll tv with Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZTV president and general manager, and
Robert Tinchner, WHTN-TV vice president
and general manager. Phone calls at the conclusion of the show and the first flood of
mail to the outlets reflected heavy opposition
to pay tv, according to the stations.
The upsurge in West Virginia sentiment
for free tv last week prompted the State
House of Delegates to pass a resolution
"memorializing the Congress of the United
States not to allow passage of any legislation authorizing pay-as-you-see television."
Out on the west coast not a single one
of the approximately 200 letters which
KRON-TV San Francisco had received early
last week commenting on its Jan. 31 telecast
debate on toll tv [Program Services, Jan.
27] favored the idea, according to the station. This is a slight change from the
response to a Jan. 7 program on the same
subject. Then almost 500 letters on the subject included 20 in favor of pay tv.
The Jan. 31 telecast was fed to KSBWTV Salinas and KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo,
both California, for simultaneous broadcast
and special lines were installed to handle
phor.e calls from viewers, 378 calls getting
through during the 50-minute program.
Paul McNamara, vice president, International Telemeter Corp., and Alan Lane,
vice president, Skiatron Tv Inc., both seeking franchises for closed circuit toll tv systems in San Francisco as well as Los
Angeles, presented the case for pay television. John Cohan, president and general
manager, KSBW-TV, and Arnold C. Childhouse, director of Northern California
Theatre Owners Assn., opposed the idea.
Tom Mullahey, KRON-TV director of public affairs, acted as moderator.
Even a radio station took up the cudgel.
In Rexboro, Idaho, Gene Shumate, owneroperator of the local KRXK presented an
air editorial charging pay tv would impose
an unfair financial burden on the public
while providing programs that would be no
better than those now offered by free tv.
The case for and against pay tv was aired
further last week on the networks as CBS
Inc. Vice President Richard S. Salant
scrambled his own tv image to drive home
the point that "pay tv does not add ... it

and relied

of the response has been

Mr. Salant appeared Feb. 2 on CBS-TV
subtracts."
along
with Robert Hall, a director of SkiaBroadcasting

tron Electronics & Television Inc.. on a special network version of Right Now! A program usually seen only locally on WCBSTV New York. The debate was moderated
by Prof. George Williams of the New York
U. School of Law. These were the positions
taken:
Mr. Salant said CBS is opposed to overthe-air pay tv; its position is that "'CBS has
little to lose" while "you, the viewer have
a lot to lose." He said "if pay tv begins
to supplant free tv, CBS will go into pay tv
as a matter of economic necessity but that
the viewer "would be the loser" in that "the
best free television will be taken away from
you and fenced off for the carriage trade."
Mr. Hall claimed the airwaves of today
are not truly free so long as pay tv is denied
its chance to show its wares; what is more,
free tv cannot offer certain "programs of a
specialized appeal," such as symphonies,
opera, etc. The issue is not whether the
American public will be deprived of seeing
a new art form but whether '"competition
in the amusement field should be limited by
congressional action before any practical
tests have ever been permitted," he said.
A special Carolina tv network was scheduled last Friday night to carry a program in
which Harold E. Fellows, NAB president,
answered pay tv questions from a panel of
North and South Carolina newspapermen.
Program was slated for WBTV (TV) Charlotte, WFMY-TV Greensboro, WLOS-TV
Asheville and WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, all
North Carolina, plus WFBC-TV Greenville
and WSPA-TV Spartanburg, both South
Carolina.
Telemovies
Big

Sustains

December

Losses

The Bartlesville Telemovies project suffered amajor reversal in the latter part of
December, Henry S. Griffing, president of
Video Independent Theatres Inc., promoter
of the wired pay tv system — the only one
of its kind in operation — has told major
motion picture distributors.
"In the latter part of December ... we
seemed to have the 'rug pulled out from
under us,' Mr. Griffing wrote. "We do not
know the cause. It may be the time of the
year, and it may be an economy wave following expenditures in Christmas shopping.
It may be the business slump. We haven't
arrived at a conclusion," he continued.
The Telemovies' monthly report to movie
distribution firms included a daily breakdown of connections added and cancellations which showed a total of 399 subscribers asof the last day of December 1957.
This compared with a high of 531 on Dec.
4 and 5. Of the 146 cancellations in December, 106 occurred between Dec. 23 and Dec.
31. There were 15 new connections.
In November, Telemovies added seven
new subscribers and lost 14.
On Dec. 31, 1957, Telemovies was realizing $4,652.84 from its 399 subscribers.
The Bartlesville closed-circuit Telemovies
project began in September 1957 [Lead
Story, Sept. 9; Special Report, Nov. 4,
1957]. There are 38 miles of coaxial cable
which runs through the downtown and
Broadcasting

AS interested parties in the pay 1v debate, many stations in the last few weeks gave
the issue a public hearing on specially scheduled programming. Three such programs:
TOP: KRON-TV San Francisco, KSBW-TV Salinas and KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo,
all California, simultaneously aired a 50-minute debate originating from KRON-TV
studios Jan. 31. Paul McNamara (r), vice president of International Telemeter, emphasizes apoint as other debaters prepare to take issue — (I to r) John Cohan, president and
general manager of KSBW-TV; Arnold C. Childhouse, director of the Northern California Theatre Owners Assn.; moderator Tom Mullahey, KRON-TV director of public
affairs, and Alan Lane, vice president of Skiatron. It was the third time the station
had carried programming on pay tv. Eight special lines were installed for viewers to
phone in questions; the stations tallied 378 calls during the show, some 200 after the
program ended.
LOWER LEFT: Lawrence H. Rogers II (I), general manager of WSAZ Inc. (WSAZAM-TV Huntington, W. Va.), and Robert R. Tincher, general manager of WHTN-TV
Huntington, discuss pav tv on a program on WSAZ-TV Feb. 2. WSAZ News Director
Nick Basso and members of the local press quizzed Messrs. Rogers and Tincher on
the pay tv issue.
LOWER RIGHT: The free vs. pay debate on WCBS-TV New York occurred Feb. 2
during a special broadcast of the station's Right Now! Taking opposite tacks on
the subject were Richard S. Salant (r), vice president of CBS Inc., and Robert Hall
(I), director of Skiatron. Moderator for the program was Prof. George Williams, NYU
Law School.
residential areas of the rich, oil center city
60 miles north of Tulsa. Subscribers are
charged $9.50 a month (although last month
Telemovies began offering a metered package
which cost $3.50 minimum, and 65 cents
for each movie. Homes are fed 13 feature
films and 13 reruns each month, from all
major producers except 20th Century-Fox
and MGM. The motion pictures are received on chs. 3 and 5, otherwise unused
in Bartlesville, which is covered by the three
Tulsa tv stations.
Telemovies needs 2,000 subscribers to
break even, its officials have said. To be suc-

cessful, the goal is 4,000 subscribers — half
of the 8,000 tv homes in the city.
Excerpts from Mr. Griffing's letter follow:
". . . Our progress in November and
December has not been as good as in
previous months. We tried substituting some
variety programs of shorts and newsreels
in lieu of feature following some requests
[sic]. This met with immediate opposition
from our subscribers as they felt cheated if
they were not given the usual theatre program. We immediately reverted to the
normal program.
". . . Preceding this flood of cancellations,
February 10, 1958
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three television stations serving Bartlesville
had increased their motion picture features
from approximately 90 per month to a number in excess of 130. One station advertised a
library of 2,000 motion picture features and
increased its offering by adding a daily
feature at 9 p.m. During this month of
January, the three stations are offering a
total of 136 free movies. Most subscribers
have given 'too expensive' as the cause for
cancellation. To be quite honest, we have
not had time to make a careful survey and
therefore we do not offer these causes as

dependable conclusions," he continued.
"We are convinced that the most popular
regular program offered by television is the
motion picture feature. It is possible that
Bartlesville is ahead of its time. When the
present features in the hands of television
are consumed, which should be in about two
years, I am satisified that the Telemovic
theatre will come into its own ... At the
present time I think television has been
tapping a lost market with the old motion
picture features. These give as much satisfaction to the tv viewer as new features."

Mr. Grilling also stated that Video Independent has 10 community tv operations,
and that it is field testing a music channel
which will be added to these systems.
"Later we hope movies can be added, but
only after the pre- 1948 features are consumed by television," he added.
The January letter concluded with these
words:
"Although we have suffered our greatest
reverse, we are still ahead of our projections which were made before we
started . . ."

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

NBC
Beville

APPRAISAL'
answers

complaints

Is tv at a point where it must be appraised
agonizingly by the advertiser in terms of
costs, audience delivered and values returned? Should the national advertiser consider
blue-penciling his tv plans?
To these questions, NBC answers: No
such evidence at hand. To the contrary, tv
— specifically network television — is a better
buy than ever before.
The NBC "appraisal" of the medium was
prompted by a delayed depth charge tossed
out early in the year by Philip L. McHugh,
tv-radio vice president of Campbell-Ewald,
in an interview with the New York HeraldTribune's Joseph Kaselow. Warned Mr.
McHugh, against a background chorus of
agreement from top-placed agency buyers:
Tv may be pricing itself out of the
marketplace; advertisers soon may resist tv
costs; the medium is near saturation with
audience at about its peak and now being
fragmented [Lead Story, Jan. 13].
Neither panicked nor hurried, NBC's researchers culled audience measurement reports, sifted studies of other media and
tabulated this mass of information.
First, "it was necessary to see on what
basis each [agency] complaint was formed,"
notes Hugh M. Beville, NBC vice president
for research and planning. "We felt we
should analyze what the people were saying,
because either existing facts are not known
or they are being misinterpreted and receiving an emotional reaction. Nobody questioned tv's value as an advertising medium,
only increasing costs."
The appraisal by Mr. Beville and his research staff:
• Of course tv costs are going up as
they are in all advertising media. But tv's
record is "so much" better than other media
in respect to the value received for the
advertising money spent. Cost-per-thousand
of network tv has shown a "consistent decline" in past years and each network's
cost structure has acquired a new stability.
• Tv's circulation has not approached
a saturation point; neither is there indication of audience leveling off. In fact, there
are increases in the average tv audience dePage 34
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JUSTIFIES
costs,

says

it's better

livered and in the average hours of viewing
of evening shows.
• Tv's audience is rising at a faster rate
than is the increase in cost — a movement
that Mr. Beville underlines as of especial
importance to the advertiser.
• An efficiency has been introduced in
network tv that has eliminated much of
the risk that existed in an advertiser's buy
only three years ago. There is less uncertainty today as to what the advertiser can
get for his money.
• The momentum of increased rates of
stations in the network lineups has slowed
substantially (he cited NBC, although, he
says, other networks are seeing a similar
pattern).
• Because tv circulation is still going up,
it is reasonable to assume some further rate
increases when they are justified. But the
average monthly hike in station rates will be smaller in

TV
buy

PRICE
than

ever

ber 1957 was higher than in that month of
the preceding two years and equal to the
high level set in December 1954.
How about audience delivered? NBC emphasizes there has been an increase. For
example, in 1954 the average evening network program reached 6,059,000 homes
but in 1957 the number was 8,620,000, or
a 43% increase over 1954. The network
also points up that in one year alone (from
December 1956 to December 1957), the
number of homes viewing an average minute
of every network commercial program increased 1.1 million, or a jump of 16%
in a single year, reflecting larger lineups,
increased ratings and more tv homes.
Coming to the question of a leveling off
of the audience, Mr. Beville asserts that
the figures do not support this belief. Looking at the average hours of viewing evening
shows in homes (based on
Nielsen data covering the
7:30-11 p.m. period), NBC
researchers found the figure
went from 2 hours 1 minute
in 1954 to 2 hours 7 minutes
in 1957.

proportion to the increased
circulation provided by stations.
O The charge of audience
being fragmented by heightMr. Beville asserts that the
ened competition from the
delivered audience for tv net"third network (ABC-TV) is
work advertisers is going up
open to question. Actually,
faster
than costs so that the
NBC maintains, the compecost per thousand actually has
tition appears to be increasing total set usage.
been going down consistently.
Complaint: Tv is approachFor example, based on Nieling saturation, consequently
MR BEVILLE
sen December data the averthere should not be any more
age evening cost (time and
cost increases. NBC asks, is tv approaching
talent per thousand per commercial minute
saturation? Its findings: 3 million tv homes
for all networks) was $3.99 in 1955, declined to $3.86 in 1956 and for December
were added last year and the outlook for
1958 is for another 2 million tv homes. A
1957 it slid to $3.54, an 11.3% reduction
network tv show with a 25 rating already
from 1955.
is assured of adding a half million new
He also challenges the contention that
homes. The average network evening prothe third network's emergence as a factor
gram on this basis will get an additional
1 Va million viewers.
in programming and audience has been
splitting
the audience. To illustrate, Mr.
A peak audience? Mr. Beville draws atBeville draws attention to the comparative
tention to December 1957 average evening
figures for the combined average rating of
ratings of all tv networks. These figures:
NBC-TV and CBS-TV for December 1957
22.1 in 1954, 21.9 in 1955, 21.5 in 1956
and 22.1 in 1957. The audience in Decemand the same month the previous year
Broadcasting

(again based on evening network programs) .
Mr. Beville observes that last December
the combined average stood at 23.7 compared to 24.3 for that month in 1956, a
difference of only one-half a rating point.
Another indicator, he says, is tv set usage
in the three-network competitive markets.
NBC researchers compared October 1956
to October 1957 (Trendex, 7:30-11 p.m.
period. Sun. -Sat.) and found tv set usage
(for all tv) up 5%, network tv up 3%;
November 1956 to November 1957, all tv
up 4%, network tv up 6%; December 1956
to December 1957, all tv increased 7%,
network tv went up 6%, and January 1957
to January 1958, all tv rose 5% and network tv up 4%. "Our conclusion must be
that the third network's competition seems
to be increasing total set usage."
Mr. McHugh's indictment included a look
at the top ten in Nielsen's first November
measurements in 1957 and 1956. He had
noted that for the 10 shows the average
total audience was 200,000 homes higher
in 1956 than in 1957, although there was
a national increase of 3.5 million homes in
1957.
NBC also analyzed Nielsen's top ten.
It found that on the average, ratings are
a bit lower in the top ten, dropping an
average of four points in a four-year period.
But in the "bottom" 10 shows, ratings were
up an average of three points. This, according to Mr. Beville, indicates a narrowing of
the spread — "it is harder today to get a
runaway hit, but at the same time there are
fewer 'dogs'." And, he states, the average
rating of the evening network show is higher
today.
Studying the December Nielsen ratings,
NBC discovered that any one of the top
shows listed in December 1957 delivered
more audience than did any one of the top
ten in December 1954 with the exception of
/ Love Lucy, the leader in 1954.
Mr. Beville's figures show that the top
ten in 1954 reached an average of 11,721,000 homes, while the top ten in 1957
reached 14,239,000. In the rating "range":
from 33.9 to 43.6 in 1954, again with Lucy
the exception, having 48.5 that year, and
from 32.4 to 42.9 in 1957. Translation:
the Lucy program of 1957 (actually the
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show) had a 39.2
rating and reached 15.7 million homes but
in 1954, Lucy, with a 48.5 rating, reached
only 14.2 million homes. This, Mr. Beville
observes, brings into focus the drop in the
range of network ratings but an increase in
the circulation of homes reached. A Lassie

increase in network time rates, Mr. Beville
points out that in 1954 a sampling of NBC
stations showed the average rate increased
monthly at an average $546 for an average
rise of 1.1% of the existing rate. This compilation was based on 38 stations in key
markets. In the 11 months of March 1957
to February 1958, these same stations
showed an average station rate increase of
$177 per month, or 0.3% over the existing
rate.
How about other advertising media? Mr.
Beville refers to Gilbert P. Swanson, president of the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn., who reported late last month
that newspaper advertising revenue and circulation were at peak in volume in 1957
but that advertising linage had declined
about 3%. An increase of 1% in revenue
was attributed to higher line rates (or costs),
continuing increase in ROP color and greater use of other premium space. Observes
Mr. Beville: "Costs are going up but there
has been no substantial rise in newspaper
circulation."
In studying the circulation and rate
changes of 1 1 leading newspapers in the
cities of Chicago, New York and Philadelphia, NBC researchers found the line rate
increased from a total of $17.90 in 1954 to
$19.66 in 1957 for an increase of 9.9% in
the rate over the three-year period. Circulation totaled 8,522,494 for the 11 papers in
1954, but in 1957, the change was only a
4% rise (8,867,265). Thus, circulation went
up only 4% in three years but the line rate
spiraled nearly 10%.
Have the magazines followed the network
trend and reduced their cost per thousand

Bristol-Myers

Approved

On 'Pocket book News'
Bristol-Myers Co., New York, tonight
(Monday) will begin sponsoring NBC Radio's "Pocketbook News," a weekly 10minute segment (Mon., 9:30-9:40 p.m.) of
the network's Nightline evening series. B-M
executives as well as products will be featured. The star of "Pocketbook News" is
Mrs. Wilma Soss, founder and president of

low of 6% by U. S. News. Life's cost per
thousand circulation rose 28% in the four
years, Saturday Evening Post went up 20%,
Time 12%, Look 20%, Better Homes &
Gardens 24%, Ladies Home Journal 23%,
Newsweek 21% and McC all's 16%.
While Mr. Beville cautions that cost comparisons of competitive media are difficult
and not always representative, he points to a
study of delivered audience by various media
made by Leo Burnett Co. In a talk to the
Audit Bureau of Circulations last October,
Dr. Seymour Banks, manager of media
planning and research at Burnett, presented
these cost per thousand advertising impressions (relative media cost efficiency data as
of the spring of 1957): television — oneminute commercial for the average evening
half-hour tv program delivered, $1.30; the
one-minute commercial for the average daytime quarter-hour program, $1.21; 60-second daytime spot, $1.56, 20-second nighttime spot, $2.10; radio — the one-minute
commercial in the average daytime quarterhour program, 97 cents; magazines — general weeklies, 4-color page, $4.84, and a
black-and-white page, $5.69; women's service and home service, 4-color page, $5.10,
and black-and-white page, $5.73; newspaper supplements — 4-color page, $3.73, and
black-and-white page, $5.11; newspapers —
1,000-line, ROP black and white, $6.88,
a pa?e ROP black and white $10.31, and a
page ROP

four-color, $8.07.

the Federation of Women Shareholders in
American Business.
Mrs. Soss is unique in that she claims
she approved the advertiser, rather than
vice versa. "I chose Bristol-Myers," she said
last week, "because it's known for its good
employe relations, good stockholder relations and good consumer relations. . . ." Before agreeing to be sponsored by B-M, Mrs.
Soss went on — and there was no visible dissension byLee H. Bristol Jr., B-M products'
public relations director who sat next to
Mrs. Soss as she talked at a news conference— "I asked for editorial freedom of the
air, to do my own commercials in my own
way with the same freedom as Arthur Godfrey because I realized that people would
think of me as a sort of 'Good Housekeep-

program in December 1957 — a No. 7 program in the Nielsen rating that month —
reached 12.6 million homes, a total that
compared to the top runners of December
1954 in this way: Lucy, 14 million homes
plus and Jackie Gleason (then No. 2),
12.5 million homes.
What about a network show's efficiency?
Mr. Beville reports that on a SeptemberOctober basis, a comparison of the evening
network programs reveals 36% with a cost
per thousand per commercial minute at $5
or more in 1954, but in 1957 only 18% of
evening network shows were at this level.
Turning to the slowdown in the rate of

circulation? Analyzing the 10 top national
magazines, NBC finds the average C-P-M at
$3.32 in 1954 but $4.04 in 1958, an increase
of 22%. These figures include a high of
32% increase by Good Housekeeping to a

MUTUAL APPROVAL is in the air as
Wilma Soss (I) and Lee H. Bristol Jr. go over
the contract for sponsorship of "Pocketbook

ing' seal. . . ."
Mrs. Soss will only "read" commercials
whenever they "seem to fit into the text."
They will not merely dwell on B-M products
but on B-M as an institutional symbol.
Mr. Bristol, who will be the first BristolMyers executive to appear on the program,
declared that B-M does not look upon
"Pocketbook News" so much as a further
extension of our consumer advertising program; we see it more particularly as a valuable complement to a public relations program aimed at . . . humanizing our corporate
image and . . . helping the public to associate more of our products with the Bristol-Myers name,"
February 10, 1'958
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TVB'S
CASH
LISTS
TV SALES
STORIES
• Answers

'Journal' inferences

• Successes accent tv 'hard sell'
A small catalog of tv sales successes
was issued by Television Bureau of Advertising last week to point up the medium's
hard-sell effectiveness.
President Norman E. Cash capsuled the
success stories in a letter answering an article in the Wall Street Journal which "refers
to television cutbacks and more than infers
that hard sell can only be accomplished in
newspapers."
Two of the companies he named (U. S.
Steel and Burgcrmeister Brewing) were
among those quoted in the WSJ story. These
quotations related to the growing trend
toward "hard sell" campaigns and did not
deal with specific media plans. But at another point the story maintained that "in
their greater emphasis on 'hard sell' some
companies are trimming their outlays for
tv time."
Success stories cited by Mr. Cash:
"American Gas Assn. — According to
Thomas Lane, senior vice president, Lennen
& Newell, 'For 10 years gas appliances were
on a downward trend in percentage of sales
of the appliance market. With the advent of
television the 10-year trend has been completely reversed; television is the American
Gas Assn.'s major effort to sell the public
and by spending $600 a second, the gas industry isreaching customers and prospects
at less than a cent apiece — with living flesh
and blood demonstrations . . . that ordinarily
would be impossible to duplicate in a living
room.'
"It is further known that the financial
world has taken a new look at the rejuvenated gas industry and are strongly recommending the same to their investors.
"U. S. Steel — The bulk of their consumer
advertising budget goes into television with
no cutbacks in 1958. Results: 'Direct, hardselling television has produced leads to such
a degree that 500 high-calibre leads — 15 of
which can result in overall sales of $10

vision, is up in production according to
latest reports.
"Prudential Insurance Co. of America —
Sold policies amounting to $8 billion in 1956
and $10.5 billion in 1957. More than half
of their budget in television.
"Procter & Gamble — One of the finest
managed companies in the world, places
three-quarters of its advertising dollars in
television. They increased television appropriations in 1957 over 1956 by $8 million
and will spend more in television in 1958.
Former president of Procter & Gamble, Neil

years." They have no plans for newspapers
in 1958 and are relying on television to
carry their highly visual story — to use television's peculiar advantages to sell with IDs
and 20- and 60-second announcements. As
of last available reports, 182 beers were
using television and spending $9,833,000
quarterly.
"Chrysler Corp. and Ford Motor Co. —
Increased their television budgets in 1957.
Both showed increases in sales over 1956.
"Chevrolet — Now spending heavily in teleFebruary 10. 1958
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mystery

• Client hears 'reprise' pitches
Rumor mills were working full blast
last week, turning out more grist about the
still unattached $23 million Buick car account.
The only clear indication to emerge
from an otherwise confusing picture was
that Buick Div. of General Motors will

McElroy, said, 'We use television because it
sells goods economically.'
"Lestoil — Has increased its television budget by $3.5 million, 1955 to 1957; 95% in
television, and the annual rate of $6 million
in 1958 already reached.

Inc., sometime this week. It heard "reprise"
presentations from New York-based agencies the past week — reportedly those which
requested second hearings.

"Department stores in Baltimore, Md.;
Washington, D. C; Troy, N. Y.; New
Haven, Conn., and Syracuse, N. Y. — All
reported substantial gains for 1957 and early
1958 sales where they used television as the
added advertising medium.

In the front-running as of Thursday were
Young & Rubicam, Benton & Bowles,
Cunningham & Walsh and Leo Burnett
(Chicago-based), not necessarily in that
order. Others: Compton Adv. and Ted
Bates & Co.

"Sears, Roebuck
from Wheeling, W.
has been using tv
shows sell-outs as

It was evident, on the basis of checks by
Broadcasting with several sources, that the

— Most recent report
Va. [where a Sears store
regularly for two years],
a result of tv campaign,

and they are continuing their tv activities."
While taking exception to "the reporting" in the Wall Street Journal story,
which appeared Jan. 29, Mr. Cash said, "We
agree that the hard-sell era is here." He also
took the view that "more advertisers will be
using television in 1958 because 42.5 million
homes own at least one television set and
the average television home is spending 5
hours 51 minutes per day with television —
an increase of 14 minutes per day comparing November 1956 to November 1957,
the last available A. C. Nielsen report."
Herzog Heads ARF 'MR' Group
Reorganization and expansion of the Advertising Research Foundation's Committee
on Motivation Research was announced by
ARF last week. Dr.
Herta Herzog, vice
president
searchand
director reof
the home office of
McCann - Erickson,
was named chairman.
Other members,

million in football stadia' — show television's
impact.'
"Burgermeister Brewing Corp. — From the
ad manager — which you quoted only in
part — i think everyone in the beer business
will start selling harder this year. Our television budget up 15% because we can't get
along without television. December 1957
sales were our best for that month in five

BUICK

chosen from the advertiser, agency and
media fields, are
DR. HERZOG

Bayard Badenhausen, BBDO; Thomas
E. Coffin, NBC; Herb Fisher, Chrysler
Corp.; Alberta S. Gilinski; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Carl R. Gisler, Fawcett Publications; Mark Hanan, Fletcher D. Richards
Inc.; Joel Harnett, Look magazine; Melvin
S. Hattwick, Continental Oil Co.; Arthur
Koponen, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Gove
P. Laybourn, General Mills; Pierre Martineau, Chicago Tribune; Charles K. Ramond 2nd, DuPont; Charles E. Swanson,
Curtis Publishing Co.; Stanley H. Seeman,
Wildroot Co., and Donald E. West, Redbook magazine.

appoint a new agency, succeeding Kudner

decision is "imminent" — and equally that,
despite a multitude of rumors, only Edward
T. Ragsdale, general manager of Buick,
knew who held the inside rail. He spent all
week in New York and was not due back
in Detroit until late Friday.
A corollary development of the GM
Buick-agency picture involves the frequent
report that General Motors plans to appoint
a top-level executive to supervise tv activities for all its divisions. It was learned
Thursday that, while the plan has been
under study for several months, "no serious
thought" has been given to the idea at
present and "nothing is imminent." The
reason: GM automotive divisions have traditionally maintained a large degree of
autonomy and independence; this policy
is likely to continue.
Reports were a dime a dozen last week,
both along New York's Madison and Chicago's Michigan Avenues. Among them:
(1) Leo Burnett, a "sentimental favorite,"
would get the Buick account, along with
key Kudner personnel to service it;
(2) Burnett would, in effect, merge with
Kudner to handle it;
(3) Mr. Ragsdale may be dismissed as
Buick general manager, on the theory that
his move in firing Kudner was premature
and/or ill-advised at the time [Advertisers
& Agencies, Dec. 23, 1957, et seq.]
(4) Buick may be split among some
present GM agencies.
Responsible top-level executives at Burnett unequivocably scotched the first two
reports, specifically denying any knowledge
of a possible merger with Kudner.
And optimism was the watchword with
respect to landing the account (though
Burnett officials are expressly forbidden to
discuss the Buick situation with anyone).
Their impression was, however, that the
tarily.
new agency would be appointed momenThe report of Mr. Ragsdale's imminent
dismissal was based on alleged criticism
Broadcasting

COVINGTON

In Baltimore, and wherever else he's been, Richard is to
records what rock is to roll. His easy-going personality
and musical savvy have earned him large and loyal
audiences. For the past 8 months, he's had the top rated
show in Baltimore.* Now he's on W-I-T-H — from 4 to
6 P.M., Monday through Saturday. His show, Covington's Corner, features the town's top twenty tunes — as
•Nielsen, Hooper and Pulse — Oct. thru Dec, 1957

proved by daily survey of a cross section of Baltimore's
music vendors.
Dick also doubles in brass as W-I-T-H's program
director. His proven formula for gaining and holding
audiences, plus W-I-T-H's pinpoint no-waste coverage
and lowest-cost-per-thousand rates, make obvious your
best radio buy in Baltimore. Contact your "rep." now!

It "figures"!
Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
is . . .
Tom

Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry,

Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

Broadcasting
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1957 REPORT
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
TIME PERIODS

Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Ratings
WKZO-TV

MONDAY THRU
8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. to
SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to
SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to

FRIDAY
6:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

143
94

11:00 p.m.

50

11:00 p.m.

40

A

DRAW

MIGHT

YOU

Station B

.

FLUSH*

ROYAL

YOU

NEED

WKZO-TV

TO

GET

THE

JACKPOT

IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

RAPIDS

!

For the winning hand in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
you need the market dominance of WKZO-TV! Look
at the facts: ARB shows WKZO-TV is first in 267%
more quarter hours than the next-best
for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B !

station — 327

57
6

WKZO-TV

telecasts from

10
16

watts from
Television
serves over
ica's top-20

1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids —
600,000 television homes in one of AmerTV markets !

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following
proportions — Grand Rapids (42.8%), Kalamazoo (18.9%), Muskegon (19.8%), Battle
Creek (18.5%).

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

100,000

WATTS

Channel

• CHANNEL

3 with

100,000

3 • 1000' TOWER

waoTV
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater
Avery-Knodel,

Western

Inc., Exclusive

Michigan

National

Representatives

* Odds against it — 649,739 to 1.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
of his handling of the Kudner affair, evolving from his move to fire the agency before
Christmas and particularly before he apparently had any successor in mind, as well
as the charges that he leaned too heavily on
Buick dealers' recommendations.
Another version, revealed to Broadcasting last Thursday by usually reliable sources, was that despite divisional autonomy,
the decision to fire Kudner at that time
was dictated by GM President Harlow
Curtice — apparently with a demurrer by
Mr. Ragsdale. It reportedly was based on
a belief that a new agency should be appointed as soon as possible to pave the
way for 1958 Buick fall planning. Richard
N. Heath, Burnett president, told Broadcasting, "I imagine Buick would make an
announcement soon. All I know is what
I read in the trade papers."
He denied any knowledge of rumors involving Kudner, and declined to discuss
the matter further.
Inquiries at Buick Div. and General
Motors Corp. brought only the rejoinder
that "any statement will have to come from
Mr. Ragsdale" and that he was out of town
and not expected to return to his office
before Monday. Some GM spokesmen
hinted, however, that an announcement
might be forthcoming soon. It still was
presumed that some Kudner personnel
would join the new agency of Buick's
choice, once it's named.
Some agency parties familiar with the
picture also expressed doubt that Buick's
business would be split among GM's present agencies, citing the competitive automobile factor involved. Young & Rubicam's
resignation of Ford's $3.5 million Lincoln
account last month caused reports it hoped
to land Buick [Advertisers & Agencies,
Jan. 27]. Lincoln also has been hearing
agency presentations and is expected to
appoint a successor this month.

HOW

Three

Stations

Dromedary

Win

Contest

They're eating lots of Dromedary dates
these days at WCCO Minneapolis, KING
Seattle and WAAB Worcester, Mass. The
reason: these three stations were singled
out last week by National Biscuit Co.'s
Dromedary Co. division as the most Dromedary date promotion-conscious radio stations in the country.
To formalize the salute, Dromedary and
its agency, Lennen & Newell, last week sent
checks ranging from $250 to $100 to
WCCO's Clayton Kaufman, KING'S Bill
Parker and WAAB's Ken Burns— as the
three promotion officials who knew how to
turn a relatively small radio allocation into
a big merchandising effort, thus increasing
their stations' stature in the eyes of both
advertiser and agency.
Like many food packers today who seek
to cut costs by eliminating their sales field
forces, Dromedary distributes its product
nationally through food brokers who are
paid on a basis of approximately 7% commission on sales. The savings by such a
method are obvious; but just as obvious is
the fact that with brokers handling 15-25
food manufacturers at a time, the single
processor like, say Dromedary, is deprived
of custom service and must seek other and
more imaginative ways to reach the store
manager.
In the fall, Dromedary placed its annual
six-week radio spot campaign, but this time
it picked those stations it felt were adequately equipped to compete with one another for the merchandising prize dollars.
(Dromedary for its dates is strictly a seasonal advertiser, doing 80% of its saturation advertising between September and
December and concentrating primarily on

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,051,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Jan. 26- Feb. 1. This is how they spent their time:
72.3% (89,689,000) spent 1,870.7 million
55.8% (69,220,000) spent 992.3 million
83.0% (102,962,000) spent 402.9 million
36.3% (45,031,000) spent 217.8 million
25.4% (31.509,000) spent 365.3 million
23.9% (29,631,000) spent 114.6 million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours . .. watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sirtdlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1.000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is a interviewing
cumulative total
able within
2-7 days
of the
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availSNDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,991,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.0% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,436,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,521,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

LOOKING over some of the station entries
in Dromedary's merchandising promotion
contest — for which cash prizes were awarded last week (I to r): Lennen & Newell account supervisor Leo A. Kelmenson, account executive Oliver Toigo and Associate
Merchandising Director Jack R. Thompson.
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday
seasons.
According to L&N account supervisor Leo
A. Kelmenson, Dromedary allocated roughly $300,000 to the seasonal push — broken
down into two "flights" of spots, Nov. 7-27
and Dec. 4-24. Time came to roughly
$250,000— the same as for 1956— but this
time the advertiser allocated an extra
$6,000 to handle the merchandising aspects
of the drive. Apparently the money was
well spent. Though declining — on specific
advertiser request — to quote sales figures
for Dromedary date's fall season, L&N officials point out that the drive's effectiveness
can best be measured by the fact that considerable Dromedary stock was depleted
ahead of time, necessitating reordering of
dates.
How did Dromedary pick its stations?
Agency and client executives began by studying alist of 400 stations used regularly
by Dromedary, then began trimming down
the list to — says account executive Oliver
Toigo — "eliminate the possibility of a small
station having to compete with a large station— one that would be far more eminently
equipped to do a full-fledged promotion job
for Dromedary." L&N trimmed by picking
only those outlets on which the advertiser
spent over $650 a season. "But," points out
L&N Associate Merchandising Director
Jack R. Thompson: "We gave equal opportunity for all stations to participate if they
so chose." Many dropped out voluntarily.
Dromedary finally ended up with 256 stations in 106 markets.
Why

did the stations compete for such

plebian sums? Declares Mr. Toigo: "Sure,
they aren't as interested in the cash prizes
as they are in showing us — and Dromedary
— how effective their stations can be, They
know far too well that their call letters will
be on the tip of our timebuyers' pens the
next time a campaign comes around."
And this sort of insurance for the future
makes any promotion effort well worth a
station's time.
February 10, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Riviera
For

Thanks

Role

In

Sofa

L.

A.

Sales

Plaques of appreciation were presented
to representatives of KTTV (TV), KTLA
(TV), both Los Angeles, and that city's four
metropolitan daily
jjJjHRQfl^^
^%
\

newspapers by Sanford Seigel, Riviera
Mfg. Co.. Los Angeles, last Tuesday.
They were given to

show the company's
appreciation for advertising's and local
media's part in helping Riviera grow in
four years from one
small factory-showdavid seigel
room to the largest
manufacturer of convertible sofas in the
West, with 32 showrooms. In addition,
Riviera received a plaque from KTLA in
appreciation of the firm's excellence in advertising.
The exchange of plaques took place at
the weekly luncheon of the Advertising
Club of Los Angeles, at which David Seigel,
advertising director of Riviera and one of
the five brothers who own and operate the
business, credited much of the firm's growth
to the consistent use of advertising, including regular spot schedules on KTLA and
KTTV and an occasional local spectacular,
as described in this excerpt from his talk:
"As far as television is concerned, we
feel our product is a natural for that
medium. The Riviera Convertible sofa, with
its movement and convertible appeal, interests viewers. We have had some great
moments on television . . . experiences we'll
never forget. The first of these was the
City at Night telecast show [on KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles], done in our factory Jan. 26,
1956. Through the cooperation of the late
Klaus Landsberg, we were invited to do the
City at Night show and it gave us an opportunity to escort the people of Los Angeles
through our factory.
"It was a memorable experience. For
months after the show, people called us,
wrote us, and reminded us of how much
they liked seeing our factory, meeting
our people and looking at demonstrations
of our product.
"The next wonderful event was the
Christmas Show. We were coming out with
a new line. We wanted everybody to see
our new products, if possible. We also
wanted, in the spirit of Christmas, to do
something for our community. So we put
together a good talent show and invited the
community fund people to participate. We
think it came off pretty good. It was no
cinch to convince television station people
to allow us to do this show. Station managers, directors, the union, network executives, practically everyone from the prop
man to the parking lot attendants told us
it could not be done. After 34 meetings,
1 18 phone calls and two months of battling
with everyone and anyone, we were given
the OK to buy all seven Los Angeles tv
stations for a simultaneous telecast.
"Our next big project was to go out and
Page 40 • February 10, 1958

somewhat

Television
Success

get the stars for the show. That isn't as
easy a job as it may sound. Approach any
top name star about going on a, if you
pardon the expression, 'local show' and
they turn green, become nauseated, and
Immediately remember a previous engagement. We didn't know the word 'local'
would carry with it such a stigma. So we
decided to do something about it. We
thought we would 'un-localize' the show —
We thought we'd beam it all the way
through to Bakersfield. This wasn't enough.
We even bought Fresno and Santa Barbara.
"We came back to the stars, and it was
still a tough project. Well, we finally found
our people, and they were the top people
in the business, and wonderful talent to
work with. They included Paul Gilbert, the
Wiere Bros., Chiquita & Johnson, Gene
Nelson, Gogi Grant, David Rose and his
orchestra, Art Linkletter as host, and
our own Wally Sherwin. We did a show
that we feel Riviera and the community
could be proud of. We bought full page
advertisements in every Los Angeles newspaper and all surrounding communities, we
bought hundreds of television spots, giving
the time and place of the show, and we
went on the air. My brother, Jerry, introduced 21 new convertible sofa styles and
had them made up in the most magnificent
fabrics imaginable. Al Winston premiered
his newest convertible, our bed chair.
"I know you are all wondering and asking the question, 'Did it pay us to do this
show?' And of course, the regular questions
came at us by our regular quizzers: 'I
don't know anything about your advertising,
but did it really pay to spend that much
money for six minutes commercial time?'
Other questions, such as, 'Do you mean to
say that you were willing to spend $1 12,000
in institutional advertising?'
"Well, gentlemen, at the time we did the
show, there were approximately 21 Riviera
showrooms. Today, we have 32 and we
are well on our way toward 50 Riviera
showrooms. We feel the Christmas Show
has helped establish us in our community."
KLM

Finally Moves

to EWR&R

As Hoyt Picks Up German Airline
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York, last
week resembled an airport as the $1 million
KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines finally took off
for Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York — the agency it originally named last
August and then postponed in December.
Landing at Hoyt was $250,000 Deutsche
Lufthansa A. G. account of Cologne,
Germany, whose domestic advertising had
been placed since April 1955 by the Albert
Woodley Co., New York. The transfers are
effective April 1.
Radio-using KLM had asked Hoyt to
stay on as its agency pending completion
of EWR&R's internal reorganization. The
latter had been shuffling accounts and personnel since the merger between Erwin,
Wasey and Ruthrauff & Ryan earlier in the
year. But the indefinite status proved to be

of a handicap for Hoyt, which

had been freed by KLM's original resignation to solicit other accounts. Though the
difference between both airline accounts is
$750,000, the billing proved to be less a
consideration to Hoyt than that of "permaLast week,

Winthrop

Hoyt, Agency

board chairman, asked KLM for "relief" as
soon as that airline could find a new agency.
nency."
Thus, in effect, Hoyt helped EWR&R
land the account. For Hoyt, $250,000 "is
just the beginning." It believes that Lufthansa— thrown into competition with S.A.S.,
KLM, Swissair, Alitalia, Air France, and
other foreign carriers now using occasional
broadcast media — will follow suit by enlarging its advertising allocations. E. T.
Nettleton, Hoyt vice president and KLM
account supervisor, will head the new Lufthansa activities.
W-L

Ad

Shifts

Bromo-Seltzer

Begin;
to

W&L

Indications last week pointed to an intraagency and company-wide realignment in
advertising assignments at Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains, N. J.
The company a fortnight ago began shuffling
executives as a result of forming a new
marketing division [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 27].
The first agency to be affected was Lennen & Newell, W-L agency for the Emerson
Drug Div., Baltimore. Yanked from L&N
was the $2.5 million Bromo-Seltzer account,
which in turn was assigned to Warwick &
Legler, a new W-L agency. The switchover
becomes effective April 1.
Lennen & Newell will retain Fizzies, a
seasonally advertised product also manufactured by Emerson, and Warner-Lambert
officials noted that there was a possibility
L&N would be assigned to service other
products in its vast stable of toiletries and
pharmaceuticals.
Other Warner-Lambert agencies that
conceivably might be due for gains, losses
or swaps are Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles; Ted Bates; Norman, Craig & Kummel and the firm's "house agency," Lambert
& Feasley — all New York.
Bromo-Seltzer has been a heavy broadcast advertiser for years. Over the past 20odd years it has been handled by a number
of radio-tv conscious agencies — BBDO, McCann-Erickson, Ruthrauff & Ryan and J.
Walter Thompson Co. Lennen & Newell
took over in the summer of 1952. Since then
it has placed Bromo-Seltzer (once synonymous on radio with Adventures of Ellery
Queen) on the old DuMont Television Network's Chance of a Lifetime, ABC-TV's
Masquerade Party, NBC-TV's Tic Tac
Dough and this season, Restless Gun. Last
year it participated in Warner-Lambert's
portion of NBC-TV's Your Hit Parade
and also signed as a charter sponsor of National Television Assoc. 's Premiere Performance station hookup of 20th Century-Fox
feature films. On the syndication side, Bromo-Seltzer sponsored during the last four
years such Ziv Television packages as Mr.
D.A., I Led Three Lives and Science Fiction
Theatre.
Broadcasting

Movies

Spend

$900,000

On Radio-Tv
Promotion
Approximately $900,000 of a total budget
of $2.3 million has been allotted to radio
and television as part of an all-industry
advertising and promotion campaign by the
motion picture business to lure the public
back to the theatres.
Details of the project which encompasses
the Theatre Owners of America, the Motion
Picture Assn. of America and their members were outlined at a news conference in
New York Tuesday by Roger Lewis, advertising director of United Artists Corp. and
a member of the advertising-public relations
committee for the campaign. Mr. Lewis
revealed that the "opening gun" in the allindustry push will be television sponsorship
of the Motion Picture Academy Awards
presentation on NBC-TV March 26. The
90-minute broadcast and spot announcements in weeks preceding the show will
cost more than $600,000, according to Mr.
Lewis.
Approximately $300,000 is earmarked
for a six-month campaign on radio, starting
in April, Mr. Lewis revealed. The remainder
of the budget, he said, will be spent on
newspapers ($950,000) public relations
($150,000) and administrative expenditures
($250,000).
Six agencies will be used on the campaign, which will he tied to the slogan,
"Get more out of life — go to a movie." Mr.
Lewis stressed that copy on radio and in
newspapers will not be institutional but will
be "full of sell" to induce people to attend
their local theatres. The agencies on the
project are Donahue & Coe, Buchanan &
Co., Cunningham & Walsh, Blaine-Thompson Co., Charles Schlaifer & Co. and Monroe Greenthal Co.
The decision to use radio, Mr. Lewis reported, was prompted by a test campaign
of the medium several months ago in
Rochester and Denver. He said the results
were "so satisfactory" that the committee
was persuaded to use the medium for this
all-out campaign.
TOA and its members will contribute
$1.15 million of the budget and MPAA
and its members will match this figure.
MPAA consists of producers and distributors and TOA of motion picture exhibitors.
McGannon

Outlines WBC

Policies

As Radio Spokesman Before RTES
Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. believes
its . radio philosophy of independent operation must stand the "test of time" by continuing "side by side" with programming of
radio network affiliates for some years.
The speaker outlining Westinghouse's radio position last week was WBC President
Donald H. McGannon who also appeared
as spokesman for the radio industry at the
Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying and selling session held in New
York.
Mr. McGannon said radio in the past 2-3
years has risen from the "critical state"
and "is now the come-back story of the
year."
He asserted that since WBC
Broadcasting

terminated

TIME

&

SPACE

The agency business is incorporating the new challenge of the Rocket
Age in its everyday "language," claims
Reach, McClinton, New York. The
agency in its Reading Matter— house
organ circulated to the agency's staff
and to clients — offered the latest Madison Avenue-isms, as heard in New
York. Inspired by Project Vanguard
were: "Let's give this thing a little
more propulsion and get it off the
launching pad" and "Let's shoot this
one up and see if it orbits."
its affiliation agreements with NBC Radio
in July 1956, the company has not yet fully
realized a dominant position in all markets
but "though we are not No. 1 in every
market, we are close enough to it to warrant
the thought that we have the momentum
to take us there."
On WBC's "behind-the-scenes" night programming concept, which the firm calls "lateral programming" and bears the title
Program PM, Mr. McGannon declared, "We
are off the hook in money" and that it was
"encouraging in the advertising" being received.
He said broadcasters expect from agencies
more creativity in advertising messages, a
diversification of the messages, "leaders in
trends and not followers," the use of announcers who fit the products and the audience and beyond that he warned advertisers
to "avoid blatancy," talking down to the
audience, and extravagant product claims.
"Don't tax the audience, with overlong
commercials," he pointed out, "or, worse
yet, by trying to jam 70 seconds of copy
into a 60-second commercial."
BC&G

Tests Symbols

for SP;

Results Termed 'Inconclusive'
"Inconclusive at best" was the evaluation of subliminal projection after a controlled test administered to executives and
staff members of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, Seattle, at the annual agency
meeting Feb. 1.
Fifty-six BC&G staffers from the company's four offices in Seattle, San Francisco, Portland, Ore., and New York, took
part in the experiment.
The evaluation of "inconclusive" was
made by the radio-tv director of the agency,
John Heverly, who conducted the test. Other
opinions ranged from "absolute humbug"
to "not a fair test."
Ostensibly, the agency staffers were
watching a screening of Target, a half-hour
Ziv production to be launched soon in 39
markets by BC&G client Olympia Brewing
Co., Olympia, Wash. Actually, the screening also was the vehicle for an experiment
in subliminal projection.
Mr. Heverly had arranged for the Chevrolet logotype to be flashed subliminally on
the screen during the Ziv program. Using
a second film projector, he had inserted one
frame bearing the symbol in a film loop of

black leader. As the leader ran through,
no image was projected, but every seven
seconds the single frame bearing the symbol was superimposed on the Target film,
a total 255 times during the showing.
The second projector had been re-wired
with a rheostat in the lamp circuit, enabling
the light to be dimmed until it was just below the level of visibility.
After the showing, Mr. Heverly explained
what had been done and passed out ballots
containing five well-known trademarks.
Viewers were asked to mark which symbol
he had seen; each was requested at least to
hazard a guess. Final tabulation: Tuberculosis Assn. cross, 12; Coca-Cola, 10; SevenUp, 5; Chevrolet (the correct answer), 5;
Shell Oil, 4, and nothing, 4.
Mr. Heverly had studied the SP experiments at WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me., and
felt the "ineffectiveness" of the station's
effort might have been due to the use of
words rather than symbols. Hence the use
of the Chevrolet symbol for the experiment.
Bon
As

Ami

Names

Agency

Weiss

& Geller

in Surprise Move

The $1.6 million Bon Ami cleanser account— "at liberty" since late last year when
it resigned Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
— has settled upon Weiss & Geller, New
York, Bon Ami President V. D. Dardi announced Friday.
Mr. Dardi also announced that Bon Ami's
entire marketing program is due for expansion and that the firm shortly would
unveil a new product. The firm's last new
product, Bon Ami Jet-Spray, was introduced
in the fall of 1956, shortly after the account
left Norman, Craig & Kummel for Ruthrauff & Ryan. Mr. Dardi also said that Bon
Ami
powder would come in for stepped-up
advertising.
The expanded campaigns will include all
media, with television and newspapers receiving the bulk of the allocations. The account last year was estimated at about $1.6
million, with approximately two-thirds in
spot radio and spot television activity.
Census

to Revise Definition

Of Standard Metropolitan Area
Definitions of standard metropolitan areas
are being revised by the U. S. Budget Bureau
in anticipation of the 1958 manufacturing
and distribution censuses, to be taken in
1959, and the 1960 decennial population
census. The work is being done by the Federal Standard Metropolitan Area Committee, with Peyton Stapp as chairman.
The committee has been studying metropolitan area development nearly two years
and expects to submit tentative definitions
for each area within two or three months.
These will be subject to review. In essence,
the committee decides what counties should
be included in each of about 200 metropolitan areas. The Census Bureau will follow
these definitions in collecting its manufacturing-distribution and population data in 3 959
and 1960. Data submitted by local business groups receives committee study in
its redrawing of metropolitan area boundaries.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

WEST

COAST TARGET • Olympia Brewing Company (Olympia beer). Olympia,
Wash., will sponsor half-hour. Ziv-produced dramatic program. Target, on 41 stations in 39 west coast markets, starting first
week in April. Schedule calls for alternateweek sponsorship for 52 weeks. Markets
to be covered are in Washington, Oregon.
Idaho, California. Nevada, Arizona, and
Alaska and Hawaii. Agency: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle.
SOMETHING BREWING • Miller Brewing Co. (Miller High Life beer) and Clark
Oil & Refining Co.. both Milwaukee, will
co-sponsor Braves radio coverage in 1958,
with Miller recipient of five-year contract
rights. WTMJ and WEMP, both Milwaukee,
again are local outlets. Agency for Miller
and Clark, co-sponsors past few years, is
Mathissonn & Assoc., same city. Braves will
permit no local tv but has agreed to participate in NBC-TV Game of the Week.
Miller also understood to have signed
26-week pact with ABN for spring spot
schedule though details not revealed.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION • Quaker State
Oil Refining Corp., Oil City, Pa., has signed
for sponsorship of Mutual's Game of the
Day broadcasts as well as six, five-minute
week-end sports programs in those cities
where MBS, under its major league baseball
agreements, will not permit affiliates' broadcasts of program. Order, placed by Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., is for 26-weeks.
OUTBOARD

ACTION

• Johnson Motors

(outboard motors), Waukegan, 111., in addition to full sponsorship of NBC-TV's Feb.
6 Bob Hope Show (Thurs. 8:30-9:30 p.m.)
has taken half-hour of March and
April Hope shows (Sun. March 2, 9-10
p.m.; Sat., April 5, 9-10 p.m.). Co-sponsors
for these two programs not announced.
Agency for Johnson Motors is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
STOGm SCHEDULE • General Cigar Co.
(White Owl cigars), N. Y., has packed up
alternate quarter-sponsorship of San Francisco Giants' '58 schedule, to be broadcast
on KSFO San Francisco and Golden West
network. Other sponsors already signed:
Falstaff Brewing Corp., Folger's Coffee.
Agency for General Cigar Co. is Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
PLANNING AHEAD • American Tobacco
Co., N. Y., has bought CBS Television Film
Sales' comedy film series, The Brothers, as
summer replacement for Jack Benny Show
on CBS-TV. Series, starring Gale Gordon
and Bob Sweeney, is about brothers who
run photo shop. It was produced by Desilu
and first on CBS-TV in 1956-57 season.
TRIPLE IMPACT • CBS Radio's "Impact"
buying plan picked up some new business.
Grove Labs., St. Louis, added 60 "Impact"
segments effective March 9. Agency: Cohen
& Aleshire, N. Y. Dodge Div., Chrysler
Corp., ordered four weekly segments for
four weeks effective Feb. 1 through Grant
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Tv's Changing 'Rate of Climb'
No Cause for Crisis: McGannon
Adv.. Detroit. General Mills, Minneapolis,
took four weekly "Impact" segments for 10
weeks starting March 22 and six segments
per week for 13 weeks starting May 31 after
expiration of first order. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
HI-HO, SILVER • Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
N. Y., yesterday (Sunday) began picking up
third of four advertising segments of ABCTV's Lone Ranger (Sun., 5:30-6 p.m.) on
behalf of its Colgate dental cream. Ted
Bates & Co. is agency. Effective March 2,
Cracker Jack Co. will pick up fourth segment through Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
REYNOLDS RENEWALS • R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel, Winston cigarettes),
Winston-Salem, N. C, has renewed sponsorship of 23 weekly newscasts on American Broadcasting Network. With General
Mills Inc. (Cheerios), Minneapolis, Reynolds
will co-sponsor six Saturday and four Sunday Weekend News broadcasts starting
March 22. Also under same renewal is cosponsorship by Reynolds of an additional
eight Weekend News programs and five
Weekday News (Mon.-Fri., 5:40-5:45
p.m.). Wm. Esty Co., N. Y., is agency for
Reynolds; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
for General Mills.
ANOTHER TONI TAB • Toni Co., Chicago, will sponsor Wingo, new quiz type
program, Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. on CBS-TV,
effective April 1. North Adv., N. Y., is
agency.
DAY & NIGHT • Today and Tonight both
brought in new business for NBC-TV. New
buys on Today: Rock of Ages Corp. (monuments), Barre, Vt, through Harold Cabot
& Co., Boston, is using 10 participations scheduled between Feb. 1-June 30;
Osrow Products Inc. (mechanical home and
car washer), Glen Cove, N. Y., through
Gore-Smith & Greenland, N. Y., has signed
for eight participations between March 7June 13. Bird & Son (roofing, flooring supplies), East Walpole, Mass., has placed
$300,000 order for 56 participations on Today and 21 on Tonight for the period April
1-Nov. 24. Agency: H. B. Humphrey, Alley
& Richards Inc., Boston.
Other new business for Tonight: General
Foods Corp. (Postum), White Plains, N. Y.,
has taken 52 participations effective immediately to run through April 28. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.; Polk Miller Products Corp. (Sargeant's dog care products),
Richmond, Va., has scheduled 17 participations for June 2-Sept. 5. Agency: N. W.
Aver & Son. Philadelphia.
BUSY WITH FLOORWAX • Continental
Wax Co., Terre Haute, Ind., planning
$300,000 saturation spot tv drive early
this month for state-by-state introduction
of new Grip-Kote 60-day floorwax. Involved are 40 stations in all major markets
in Texas, Florida, Oklahoma and Louisiana.
Agency, Product Services, N. Y., is planning to spend $75,000 and four weeks in
tv spot per state.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. is "unimpressed bytoday's talk of softness in television." itspresident, Donald H. McGannon,
declared last week.
Mr. McGannon in a talk on radio before
the Radio & Television Executives Society's
timebuying and selling seminar in New York
(see page 74) for a brief interval dwelled on
television. WBC is the owner of six radio
and five tv outlets in key markets.
Noting that radio — after pessimists had
consigned it to the grave — "is now the comeback story of the year," Mr. McGannon asserted:
"And the sowers of doom are now talking
about television and what they consider to
be softness in the industry.
"Just as we had some hopes for radio, we
are similarly unimpressed by today's talk of
softness in television. It is our opinion for
what it is worth, that we are experiencing
simply a change in 'rate of climb.'
"There isn't anyone ... in any part of the
television business who had a right to expect
a continuation of television's phenomenal
rate of growth. What you are seeing is a
maturing process and it is to be expected that
television's growth in the future will be
slower, but steadier."
W. Va. Ad Tax Threat Expires
A threat to extend current consumer
sales taxation to West Virginia advertising
evaporated for the present, at least, last
Thursday night. The measure, introduced in
the State House of Delegates, had gone to
the Senate. However, it was tabled in committee there and expired when the legislature adjourned Thursday night.
Unlike direct advertising taxation efforts
in other areas [Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 3], the West Virginia bill proposed to
extend a 2% consumer sales tax to advertising by removing a current exemption on the
products and services that retailers use in
the conduct of business.
Tom Garten, assistant general manager
of WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-AM-TV HuntingtonCharleston) and president of the West Virginia State Broadcasters Assn., however,
pointed out Thursday that there are no assurances that the proposal might not be
resurrected at next year's session.
Mathes

Seen

as VW

Agency

Volkswagen G.M.B.H., Wolfsburg, Germany, which several weeks ago instructed
its U. S. subsidiary, Volkswagen of America
Inc., to go out and find an agency [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 20], is close to
making a decision. At this moment, Heinz
Nordhoff, president of the German parent
firm, is being asked — by letter from its
U. S. branch — to approve the latter's choice
of an agency. All indications point to J. M.
Mathes Co., New York, since it appears
that Mathes is the only agency (out of four
screened) that has not been told of its
elimination. Among the others talked to:
Anderson & Cairns and Roy S. Durstine
Inc., both New York.
Broadcasting

You

need
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RIGHT

PULLING

...to
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job done
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Missouri
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towns

of 2500

FARM -WISE programming, 33 years
of prestige and an acute awareness of
the needs and wants of the BIG 69%
are some of the reasons why
area Pulse shows that —
MORE

PEOPLE

prefer

the latest

KMA

people

for

live

on

highly

productive

or less!

Farm Programming — for News — for
Weather — for Music — and prefer
KMA
Homemakers.
THAT'S WHY
your sales message gets
results on KMA — the friendly station
that reaches the BIG non-urban 69%.

THE HEART BEAT OF THE CORN COUNTRY
A

Broadcasting

SHENANDOAH,
5000 WATTS, 960 KC ABN
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EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.

IOWA
CHANNEL
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Program series
now available:
Amos 'n' Andy
Annie Oakley
Assignment Foreign Legion
Brave Eagle
Buffalo BillJr.
Cases of Eddie Drake
Champion
Colonel Flack
Fabian of Scotland Yard
Files of Jeffrey Jones
Fire Fighters
Gene Autry
The Gray Ghost
The Honeymooners
Life With Father
Mama
Navy Log
Our Miss Brooks
San Francisco Beat
Terrytoons
Whirlybirds
The Whistler
and Newsfilm,
a product of
CBS News

TP

help you.
If the time's ripe for aggressive
want

to start a sales campaign

competition,
equipped
campaign

that'll wallop your

us pronto. We

to custom-produce

are uniquely

a hard-hitting

for years. We

been starting new
originated

for television

only Western

television trends

the first Western

(Gene

Autry)

with a female

the first "documentary"

star (Annie

service show

more
Maybe

series (The Gray

pace-setters

Ghost).

in production

one of our current

we'll produce

Oakley);

(Navy

Log);

; the first
And

there are

right now.

or upcoming

series will fit your aggressive

series

; the first and

the first air-age series (Whirlybirds)
Civil War

sales

for you.

Fact is, we've

made

contact

action ... if you

program

sales plans. If not,

one that will. The point is, when

want

to start something,

CBS

TELEVISION

you

start with a call to . . .
FILM

SALES,

INC.

". . .the best film programs for all stations"

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Dyna-Green

Whitehall Pharmacal Co. has named Lawrence C. Gumbinncr Adv. for Neet depilatory. New account formerly handled by
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Fisher Pen Co., Forest Park, 111., names Don
Kemper Co., Chicago.

chemical product). Chicago,

names Livingston & Assoc. Company's
$550,000 budget reportedly leans heavily
on broadcast media. Major portion of 1958
allocation will be in radio and tv, according
to Maury Mayber, Leeds' vice president in
charge of advertising; radio and tv each
will command over 25% of budget. Leeds'
account previously was divided between
Leeds & York and Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co., both Chicago.

that
city.
appointed
Ketchum,

MacLeod

&

Grove,

Santa Fe Wine Co., Los Angeles, on March
1 moves its advertising from Dan B. Miner
Co. to Cole, Rischer & Rogow, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Geriatric Research Labs, Chicago, appoints
Olian & Bronner, that city, to handle advertising for its Over Fifty Capsulets, vitamin

Goetz Brewing Co., St. Joseph, Mo., has
named John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, to
handle its Country Club products and has
appointed Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie
for western area.

Helwig & Letich Div., Jewett & Sherman
Co., has named W. B. Doner & Co., Baltimore, to handle its Majestic line of food

compound.
Southeast Life Insurance Co., Miami, has
named Southern Adv., that city.

Leeds Chemical Products Co. (M-O-Lene
rug cleaner, Wool-O-Lene cold water fluff
soap. Robot Gardener lawn care device,

products.
Greater Washington Metropolitan Chevrolet Dealers Assn., Washington, D. C, has

Goldfarb's Arcadian Gardens Inc., N. Y.,
(cut flowers and plants) appoints Paris &
Peart Inc.

LATEST

TOP

RATINGS

10 NETWORK

4.
5.

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Jan. 5-11
Rank
1. Gitnsmoke
2 Perry Como
3.
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
Wyatt Earp
5. I've Got a Secret
6. Have Gun. Will Travel
7. Restless Gun
8. Wagon Train
9. Danny Thomas
10. Father Knows Best
Lassie
,
Rank
1. Gitnsmoke
2 Perry Como
3. Steve Allen
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
5. Have Gun. Will Travel
6. Wyatt Earp
7. GE Theatre
8. Wagon Train
9. Lassie
10. Father Knows Best
Copyright American Research

Rating

10 NETWORK

38.1
37.8
36.9
36.7
36.4
36.2
35.1
35.1
Viewers
(000)
51,290
50,670
42,920
39,390
38,470
37,260
36,950
36,930
36,230
36.160
Bureau Inc.

PROGRAMS

->

Tv Report for Jan. 2-8
Rank
% Homes
1. Gitnsmoke
35.5
33.8
2. Perry Como
32.0
3.
4. Lucy-Desi Show
Danny Thomas
30.0
29.9
5.
6. I've Got a Secret
29.2
Have Gun. Will Travel
7. Climax
28.5
8. GE Theatre
28.4
9. Wells Fargo
28.3
10. Wyatt Earp
28.2
Mo. Homes
(000)
Rank
1. Gitnsmoke
12,617
Perry Como
11,814
1 1,223
3. Lucy-Desi Show
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Copyright Videodex Inc.

49.7
43.4
42.7

VIDEODEX
TOP

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I've Got a Secret
Danny Thomas
Climax
Tenn. Ernie Ford
Have Gun. Will Travel
GE Theatre
Wells Fargo

10,753
10,594
10,203
10,004
9,993
9,944
9,710

NIELSEN
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Dec. 29-Jan. 11
TOTAL AUDIENCEf
Rank
1. Rose Bowl Game
3.
2.
4. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
Gitnsmoke
Perry Como Show
5. Orange Bowl Game
7.
6. Tales of Wells Fargo
8.
Danny Thomas Show
GE Theatre
9. World Champ. Pro-football
10. Ed Sullivan Show

No. Homes
(000)
20,528
20.273
19.508
17.085
17.043
16,363
16,235
16,023
16,023
15,640

Rank
%
2.
49.2
1. Rose Bowl Game
48.6
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
3.
5. Gitnsmoke
46.8
41.2
Homes*
4. Perry Como Show
40.8
Orange Bowl Game
6. Guy Lomhardo Show
40.4
7. Tales of Wells Fargo
39.9
39.1
8. GE Theatre
39.0
10. Danny Thomas Show
World Champ. Pro-football
9.
AVERAGE AUDIENCE:
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gitnsmoke
18,785
18.190
2. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
4.
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
15,513
Danny Thomas Show
15,343
GE
Theatre
5.
14,960
7.
14.578
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
14.535
I've Got a Secret
14.153
8. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
13,600
You Bet Your Life
10. Perry Como Show
13,345
9.
Rank
%
45.1
Gunsmoke
43.6
2. Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
1. Tales of Wells Fargo
3.
37.8
Homes*
4. Danny Thomas Show
36.9

5. GE Theatre
36.6
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
35.4
7. I've Got a Secret
34.7
8. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 34.5
9. You Bet Your Life
32.7
10. Wyatt Earp
32.3
f Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing
only 1 to 5 minutes .
1 Homes reached during the average
minute of the program.
* Percented
basedfacilities
on tv
homes
within ratings
reach ofarestation
used by each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical order,
appearroundup.
in this week's
Broadcasting
tv ratings
Information is in following order: program
name. network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Steve Allen (NBC-150): S. C. Johnson &
Son (NL&B), Greyhound (Grey), TJ. S.
Time Corp. (Peck), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS-191): Ford
(JWT), Tues. Jan. 3, 9-10 p.m.
Climax
(CBS-162):
Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30
p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participating sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Father Knows Best (NBC-105) : Scott Paper
(JWT). Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Ford
Show p.m.
(NBC-162) : Ford (JWT), Thurs.
9:30-10
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m .
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S). Remington Rand (Y&R) alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
Bros. (JWT), American Home Products
(Bates), alternating, Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS-145) :
Bristol-Myers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Guy Lombardo (CBS-10): Clairol (FC&B),
Dec. 31, 11:15 p.m. -12:15 a.m.
Orange Bowl (CBS-170): Bristol-Myers
(DCS&S), R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Carter
(Bates). Jan. 1. 1:40 p.m. to conclusion.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner-Lambert
SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Rose Bowl (NBC-188): Gillette (Maxon),
Jan. 1, 4:45-7:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-174) : Mercury (K&E),
Eastman-Kodak
(JWT), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Danny Thonias Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon
Lewis-Howe
(M-E), Train
Drackett(NBC-152):
(Y&R), Edsel
(FC&B),
Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick (Kudner),
American Tobacco (SSC&B), Mon. 8:309 p.m. Champ.
World
Pro-football (NBC-183) :
R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Pontiac (MJ&A),
Dec. 29, 1:45-4:30 p.m.
Wyatt
EarpProcter
(ABC-103):
General
Mills
(D-F-S).
& Gamble
(Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177) : De Soto
(BBDO).p.m.Toni (North) alternating, Thurs.
8-8:30
Broadcasting

Ask

Dr.

Ask Dr. Roslow
radio station

Roslow
of Pulse which
really enjoys

the biggest Pulse in Omaha.
The latest (December) report
says: KOWH. But we had to go
ask the Doctor again, because
an ad on the front cover of
this magazine last week said
somebody else was first.
It was bad enough for Pulse to
be interpreted incorrectly;
but to print Dr. Roslow' s photograph as if to remove all
doubt — was just too much. So
Dr. Roslow has (1) confirmed
that KOWH, with an average
Pulse

of 7.3,

is first*;

and

(2) wired an Omaha radio station asking for a public retraction.

Put

your

where

Omaha

the

KOWH
Omaha

money

biggest

. . .

Pulse*

. . . for seven consecutive

radio, thanks to programs
through

an Omaha
KOWH

is:

years at the top in daytime

and personalities that get

to people. Good coverage, too, on 660 kc. Become
success story. Talk to Adam
General Manager

Young

or

Virgil Sharpe.

* Dec. - 1957, 7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

Ill
OMAHA
Represented by Adam

TING

Young Inc.
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GOVERNMENT

A

BITTER

Doerfer,

other

FCC

WEEK

members

Dr. Bernard Schwartz, chief counsel of
the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, spent three days in open hearings
last week trying to prove that FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer is unfit to hold that
office.
The embattled chief counsel also was
hard-pressed to defend his tactics against
repeated attacks by individual members of
his own subcommittee and the FCC Commissioners. His success on both counts, if
any, is dubious at the moment.
The hearings, presided over by Rep.
Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), also were featured by sharp and bitter exchanges between the accuser — Dr. Schwartz — and the
accused — Comr. Doerfer and the other commissioners. And, at times, the witness was
all but forgotten as the members of the
committee exposed their strife-torn ranks
to the public.
Furnishing reams of "sensational" copy
for the many reporters covering the hearings were frequent, acid clashes among all
principals involved. Brought forcibly to the

FOR

on

trial

THE

before

CHAIRMAN

Schwartz;

tion, were turned back in every attempt.
They will have to wait until this week.
Hearings are scheduled to resume today
(Monday) with other commissioners and
former commissioners scheduled as witnesses as Dr. Schwartz continues to put
teeth into his charges all but two of the
commissioners have been guilty of malfeasance, official misconduct, fraternization
with industry figures, impropriety and fraud
against the government. (The two commissioners not facing charges are T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford.)
However, the FCC also is scheduled to
testify at 10 a.m. this morning (Monday)
before the House Independent Offices Appropriation Subcommittee. The subcommittee was to hold an executive meeting last
Friday morning [At Deadline, page 9] to
decide definitely on next week's schedule
and to air the rift within the committee.
Other members of the subcommittee, in
addition to those already mentioned, are
Democrats: Rep. Oren Harris (Ark.), chairman of the parent Commerce Committee,

more

to

come

1954 speaking engagement to Georgia and
West Virginia.
• That he made several other trips for
which he collected both from the government and from the industry.
• That he was the guest of broadcaster
George B. Storer for a week's vacation in
Florida and flew in the multiple-station
owner's private plane.
• That he was the guest of an airline for
a three-day golfing trip at Pinehurst, N. C.
• That he had attempted to hide facts
from the subcommittee and had refused to
cooperate with its staff.
Comr. Doerfer readily admitted to all the
trips Dr. Schwartz asked him about, but
stoutly defended his actions as proper and
becoming to a commissioner. He claimed
that in no instance had the industry paid his
entire expenses on any trip; that he always
combined appearances at industry conventions and speaking trips with legitimate government business; that he had accepted
honorariums on numerous occasions which
are permitted under law. He stoutly and
dramatically defended his honesty, integrity
and conduct as a commissioner.
The expected fireworks, which failed to
materialize during "general" hearings 10
days ago [Lead Story, Feb. 3], exploded at
the start of hearings Monday. Comr. Doerfer, who had expected to be the first witness,
immediately asked permission to answer attempts by Dr. Schwartz to "smear" his reputation with distortion
and innuendo".
After repeated requests to be allowed to
make a statement, the FCC chairman was
silenced so the chief counsel could call his
first witness.

FAMILIAR TRIO: FCC Chairman Doerfer, flanked by General Counsel Warren Baker (I)
and legislative assistant Joe Shriek, spent three days in these seats last week as Counsel
Bernard Schwartz grilled the chairman on his relations with the industry.
forefront was the fact that Dr. Schwartz has
been operating completely independent of
the committee members (with possibly two
exceptions), keeping them as much in the
dark as those he is accusing of misconduct.
During the hearings, all of the committee
members except Chairman Moulder, Rep.
John Moss (D-Calif.), a devout Schwartz
follower, and Rep. Peter Mack (D-Ill.), who
missed much of the testimony, at one time
or another attacked their chief counsel's
tactics and methods of questioning Comr.
Doerfer.
The other commissioners were scheduled
to testify last week also, but only Comr.
Doerfer came face to face with his adversary. Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T.
Bartley made repeated demands to face the
charges against them, but with one excepPage 48
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ex-officio, Rep. John Bell Williams (Miss.)
and Rep. John J. Flynt Jr. (Ga.). Republicans: Rep. Charles Wolverton (N. J.) exofficio, Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.),
Rep. Robert Hale (Me.), Rep. John W.
Heselton (Mass.) and Rep. John B. Bennett (Mich.), Dr. Schwartz's severest critic
last week.
Essentially, here is the case Dr. Schwartz
presented last week against Chairman Doerfer:
• That he received industry reimbursement for an October 1954 trip to Oklahoma
City and Spokane, Wash., totaling $1,081,
plus $296 from the government for the
same trip, constituting a "tripling-up" of
expenses.
• That he collected reimbursement from
both industry and government for an August

The first witness, Oliver Eastland, assistant
chief investigator of the subcommittee, identified several exhibits concerning reimbursements to Comr. Doerfer for his October
1954 trip to Oklahoma City, Spokane, Wash.,
and back to Washington, D. C. They were:
(1) Government authorization for Comr.
Doerfer's trips; (2) government travel voucher for the Oklahoma City to Spokane to
Washington portion of trip for $240.65; (3)
voucher claiming $55.50 government reimbursement for expenses; (4) voucher showing
government indebtness to American Airlines
for, among others, Doerfer's trip; (5) government check for $792.80 to American Airlines paying exhibit No. 4 (above), and (6)
government check for $55.50 to Mr. Doerfer
paying for exhibit No. 3 (above).
Mr. Doerfer interrupted to give his version
and was silenced. Some committee members
objected because they had no copies of exhibits.
Attorney Frank Fletcher next appeared
for his client, Edgar Bell, executive vice
president of KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City.
KWTV's records on the Doerfer trip to
Oklahoma City for the dedication of the
Broadcasting
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station's new tower had been subpoenaed
by the committee.
Mr. Fletcher said he recommended that
KWTV not furnish the data except under
subpoena. Dr. Schwartz asked him to idenuh the following exhibits:
(7) KWTV authorization for purchase of
Mr. & Mrs. Doerfer's airline tickets from
Washington to Oklahoma City, $165.12; (8)
ledger of Skirvin Hotel. Oklahoma City,
showing the Doerfers spent two days there
for $34.47; (9) hotel statement showing
KWTV paid the $34.47; (10) copy of Oct.
22, 1954, letter from KWTV to Mr. Doerfer
enclosing check covering the Doerfers' return from Oklahoma City to Washington;
(11) KWTV check to Mr. Doerfer for
$165.12, covering return trip to Washington
which was never made (Mr. Doerfer three
weeks ago returned this check), and (12)

letter from FCC chairman to KWTV concerning the trip.
The third witness called, in an attempt to
show Comr. Doerfer collected "triple" expenses for his Oklahoma City-Spokane trip,
was Robert K. Richards, administrative vice
president of NAB at the time of the trip. He
testified on money paid Mr. Doerfer by
NAB from the Spokane trip.
Mr. Richards, now a Washington public
relations consultant, was asked to identify
the following exhibits: (13) bill from Hotel
Davenport, Spokane, for $141.16 representing the Doerfers' expenses; (14) voucher
showing NAB paid this bill; (15) letter from
Comr. Doerfer to Mr. Richards confirming
$575 figure agreed as "reasonable"
Spokane appearance; (16) memo from
Richards' office to the late C. E. Arney
former NAB secretary-treasurer, asking

for
Mr.
Jr.,
that

$575 check be sent to R. M. Brown, district
director of NAB Spokane district meeting,
for forwarding to Comr. Doerfer; (17) invoice showing $575 check, and (18) NAB
canceled check for $575 made out to Mr.
Brown.
Dr. Schwartz, then and later tried to
show there was something "unusual" about
the way the $575 payment was handled by
NAB. He implied there was an attempt to
cover up the payment. Mr. Richards denied
this, stating the method was merely a bookkeeping matter between NAB and its district.
He stated Comr. Doerfer was reluctant to
accept the Spokane engagement. Mr. Richards said he approved payment, felt it
reasonable and would have approved much
more. The figure was agreed on, the witness
testified, after Comr. Doerfer returned to
Washington.

1
How

FCC

replied

Subcommittee Chairman Moulder asked
the FCC last fall to answer a number of
questions relating to relations with the industry. The commissioners at first demurred,
asking for a meeting to clarify how detailed
their replies must be. After the conference
each of the seven FCC members wrote an
individual reply. The following are texts of
those letters, read into the hearing record
last week.
DOERFER letter Dec. 30, 1957
On behalf of the FCC, I wish to thank you
for the Dec. 16, 1957, conference clarifying the
nature of the information requested in your
letter of Oct. 3, 1957.
Typical gifts received during the holidays
from firms or individuals in the communications field have consisted of a variety of articles ranging from fruit, candies, smokes, ashtrays, fowl, flowers, dates, nuts, paper weights
pencils, calendars, books, etc. None of these
were ever solicited or suggested by me.
At no time have I borrowed any money
from any member connected directly or indirectly with the communications industry.
I have not received any paid vacations
from anyone. While on my vacation I have
visited some industry and non-industry peowithple— played
them. some golf and tried some fishing
I have had numerous luncheons with various people connected with the communications industry.
In line with my duties both as a commissioner and as chairman, I have attended
conventions, conferences, dedications, and
demonstrations. On occasion I have accepted
honorariums but not in any substantial
amounts — and never from a licensee — only
from organizations in appreciation of a delivered speech. See Sec. 4(b) of Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
If I can be of further assistance to you,
please advise.
HYDE LETTER Jan. 7, 1958
I refer to your letter of Oct. 3, 1957, which
was discussed in a subsequent conference
which
you accorded the members of the
FCC.
I have been associated with the Commission since the agency was organized in 1934,
either as a staff employee or member. From
1928 until 1934, I served in various positions
of the staff of the Federal Radio Commission.
I was appointed to the office of commissioner
in April of 1946 and was reappointed in
1952.
I have not at any time nor has any member
of my family received benefits frcm any
source which could compromise my position
or interfere with my efforts to faithfully
discharge the duties of my office.
In the course of my duties, I have visited
laboratories, test centers, manufacturing
plants, radio stations of various types; attended conventions of industry, educational,
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and governmental groups, and participated
in various ceremonies such as presentations
of awards, dedicatory, and anniversary programs.
In some
instances,
part accommodations
or all arrangements for travel
and a hotel
have been made by the association or companies concerned. In a very few instances
relating to public events, these arrangements
have included provision for my wife to accompany me. Although I have not made an
effort to maintain a strict account of expenditures. Iam certain that my travel experience
has been a matter of considerable personal
expense above any governmental allowance
or other provision for travel.
I have not at any time directly or indirectly received fees, payments, loans, memberships or vacations from sources having inmission. terests subject to the jurisdiction of the ComIt is my understanding that you are not interested in courtesies extended in the way of
lunches, dinner meetings, nominal gifts such
as fruits, promotional gadgets, souvenirs,
honorary memberships, resolutions of respect
and matters of that character.
BARTLEY LETTER Dec. 24. 1957
First, let me thank you for the opportunity
you gave
all thethemembers
sion to outline
reasons of
whythiswe Commisfelt we
could not answer the letter as phrased, and
for your sympathetic understanding and
helpful suggestions.
As you are no doubt aware, there is nothing
unusual about the giving and receiving of
greetings andniversaries,gifts
at instance,
Christmas during
time, anetc. In no
my
nearly six years on the Commission, has
anyone stepped beyond the bounds of propriety nor have any gifts been received by
me or my family which I considered more
than a mere token of courtesy and respect.
I have not borrowed any money since
coming on the Commission except from our
Employees'
Unionon fund.
I have not Credit
been taken
any vacation by
anyone else, though I and members of my
family have been fishing a number of times
with friends, some of whom are in the communications field, usually for only part of
a day, and, only two or three times, overnight.
In my official capacity I have attended
innumerable meetings, conferences, conventions, demonstrations, etc. It has been my
general policy to go on travel orders with
the government paying for the travel. In a
number of these instances, the organization
which I was Eddressing or conferring with
took care of the hotel bill.
In addition to the above, there have been
a few instances in which the Commissioners
and staff members have been provided transportation, at no expense to the government,
to observe and inspect new plant and equipment developments, to study problems confronting licensees and users, or to inaugurate
or dedicate a new service. I do not have a
list, but some examples of such trips which
occur to me are: to Sylvania Electric Products

questions
Co. in Emporium, Pa.; Timken Roller Bearing Co. and Thompson Products Co. in the
Canton-Cleveland area; RCA Tube Plant
in Lancaster, Pa.; American Trucking Assn.
in northern New Jersey area; studios of
WGAL in Lancaster, Pa.; WVEC in Hampton,
Va.
I consider it an essential part of my duties
as a Commissioner to learn and know as
much as I possibly can about the industries
and services which come under our jurisdiction. Ibelieve it is in the public interest
for me to do so. One of the most effective
ways I know of to keep abreast of this
rapidly changing field of communications is
to observe it at first hand whenever the
press of other official duties does not otherwise prevent it. This has helped provide me
with
muchproblems
clearer understanding
users'
needs a and
than I could ofpossibly
have obtained through correspondence, reports or written comments. In my judgment, this is a necessary part of the activities of an administrative official regulating
an industry as dynamic as communications,
if he is to apply what the Supreme Court
has referred to as "the disciplined feel of
the expert"
before
him. to the manifold problems coming
LEE LETTER

Ian. 2. 1958

Permit me to thank you for your courtesy
in seeing the commissioners and permitting
us to discuss practically the problems involved with respect to your letter of Oct.
3, 1957.
In my day-to-day activities I have not kept
any detailed diary and neither do I have any
other records which would enable me to
specify orcerningcertainly
conthe matters supply
coveredanyin details
paragraphs
one and two of your letter.
I will attempt to answer more generally and
would be happy to discuss any specific matters that you may have in mind.
Since I became a commissioner on Oct.
6, 1953, I can say generally that my family and
I have received social amenities from many
persons who were interested in the communications field. Conversely, we have extended social amenities to people interested
in the communications field. I refer to such
things as luncheons, receptions and dinners.
Over the years I have received items of a
promotional nature, such as ash trays, paper
weights, cigarette lighters, etc. I have likewise received, particularly during the holidayblesseason,
only generally
flowers, but
some ofedi-a
such asnotwere
typical
geographical region from which sent, i.e.,
celerysin, etc.from Michigan, cheese from WisconWith respect to any and all of the foregoing, it never occurred to me to either prepare a listing or to undertake to attach any
value to any of these things. Moreover, I
can state categorically that the receipt of
these items has not in any way influenced my
judgment as a commissioner.
Neither I nor members of my family have
received, either directly or indirectly, from
any person or group specified in paragraph
one of your letter, any loans, fees or other
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Comr. Doerfer again attempted to intervene and prompted the first of many heated
exchanges among committee members. Rep.
John B. Bennett (R-Mich.) asked that, since
the proceedings were in the nature of criminal charges, "would it not be customary for
the so-called defendant to have the right to
ask questions of the witnesses?"
Rep. Moulder denied proceedings amounted to criminal charges and said it was
against congressional custom to permit crossexamination. Rep. Bennett then asked if
the chief counsel had made criminal charges
against the commissioner.
Mr. Richards testified he "assumed" the
$575 payment was for the Doerfers' expenses and not an honorarium. When Dr.
Schwartz kept trying to draw an admission
that the $575 was paid in a "round-about"
way, Comr. Doerfer again tried to ask a

payments of any kind, including but not
limited to travel, vacations, hotel or other
accommodations, memberships, etc.
My financial transactions have been limited
to periodic short-term loans from my bank,
as well as periodic borrowing from the FCC
Credit Union, mainly for the purpose of
financing my automobile.
I might add that the only income other
than my salary that could conceivably be
construed as emanating from my position was
an article that I prepared for publication in
Look magazine several years ago for which I
received the customary honorarium in accordance with Sec. 4 (b) of the Communications Act. This was, of course, reported in my
income tax return for 1956.
I might add that since my official travel expenses almost without exception exceed the
transportation and per diem allowed me by the
government, I have reflected these factors
in my income tax return for 1956 and intend
to follow the same practice for 1957.
Permit me to thank you again for your
courtesy in discussing this matter with the
Commisson and rest assured that I will be
very happy to do everything I can to further
the objective of your inquiry.
MACK LETTER Dec. 30, 1957
Reference is made to your letter dated
Oct. 3, 1957, reply by the Commission dated
Oct. 16, 1957, and conference with you and
all the members of the FCC on Monday, Dec.
16, 1957.
Neither I nor any member of my immediate family has received any honorarium, loan,
fee or other payment, directly or indirectly,
from the time of my appointment to the FCC,
July 1, 1955, to the present by or on behalf of
any person, firm, corporation, association,
organization, or group having any interest,
direct or indirect, in any matters subject at
any
sion. time to the jurisdiction of the CommisThere have been instances when I have received items such as a box of celery, cheese,
phonograph records, candy, cigars, preserves,
books, apples, et cetera. I have on occasion
attended luncheons, dinners and receptions
where my host was a licensee, a network
representative, or an attorney who appears
before the Commission; also persons engaged
in the communications industry such as manufacturers of eletcronics products. In connection with the aforementioned, I have attended such occasions in private homes, restaurants, hotels and clubs.
I hold no memberships in any organization
the dues for which are not paid by me personal y. Ihave taken no vacations at the expense of anyone else. I have attended the
dedication of television stations and my understanding was that the expenses were paid
by
the stations including travel and hotel accommodations.
Since I have been a member of the FCC, I
have attended two annual conventions of the
NARTBtions ofintheChicago,
two annual
conven-&
Nationaland Assn.
of Railroad
Utilities Commissoners in Asheville, N. C, and
in Memphis, Tenn., respectively. At three of
these conventions at which I was present from
one to three days, my hotel bill was paid by
the association. The jurisdiction and interests of the members of these associations
are related to the duties of the FCC.
I have cited to your committee examples
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question and was gaveled to silence. Rep.
Bennett and others again sought unsuccessfully to come to Comr. Doerfer's aid.
Rep. Bennett tried to get Rep. Moulder to
admit the subcommittee's chief counsel
had made charges of a criminal nature
against Comr. Doerfer and read the following from charges compiled by Dr. Schwartz:
"This evidence would appear clearly to
demonstrate that the object of Comr. Doerfer in charging to the government this travel
expenses — for which he was fully, and indeed doubly, reimbursed by private persons
— constituted a criminal offense."
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) said
Comr. Doerfer should have the privilege of
cross-examination. Rep. Moulder demurred.
Rep. O'Hara asked for a point of order on
the exhibits. Rep. Moulder overruled, stating the exhibits had not yet been offered as

of the extent to which I have been associated with the persons, firms, corporations,
associations and organizations with which this
Commission is concerned.
To date I have not considered it necessary
to keep a detailed record on the questions
posed by your letter of Oct. 3. 1957. Perhaps
I have failed to furnish information on a
matter that is of interest to your commitee.
If so, please advise me at your convenience.
It is my desire to cooperate with your committee in every way possible.
CRAVEN LETTER Oct. 24, 1957
With reference to your letter of Oct. 3, 1957,
my answer to each of your specific questions
is "NONE," except as noted herein.
I assume that you did not intend to include
within themotional
category
of your
promaterial such
as aquestions
desk paper
weight advertising manufactured products, or
other terial
obvious
material,
mareceived atadvertising
the Christmas
season orwhich
relates to the product of a state in the form
of edibles.
I also assume that you did not intend to include within the category of entertainment
such affairs as luncheons of the FCC Bar
Association, their annual dinner, other official affairs such as the Gridiron dinner, and
similar types of dinners or receptions given
by various people
connected with the communications industry.
I have made relatively few trips while I
have been in office such as attendance at
national conventions of the trade associations
of the communications industry, visits to
communications laboratories, the conference
with the governor of Colorado and ex-Sen.
Ed Johnson from that state to discuss allegedly illegal
"boosters,"
similar
trips.
Whiletelevision
the number
of theseandtrips
has
been somewhat limited due to the shortness
of my term in office, I wish to point out
that in this rapidly changing dynamic art of
communications, I feel it is an essential part
of my duties to keep myself informed and to
determine various viewpoints of the "grass
roots"
industry.
However,
on the
onlyI
vacationof the
I have
had since
taking
office,
made it a point to isolate myself from official
duties and any contact whatsoever with industry.
For your information, I should point out
that I was nominated for my present position
by the President of the U. S. on May 18, 1956,
while a partner in the consulting radio engineering firm of Craven, Lohnes & Culver.
The partnership was dissolved before I took
office on July 2.
My answers set forth above are based upon
my understanding of the questions contained
in your letter. However, in the event there is
other information you seek I am ready to
submit any facts which may be of assistance
to your committee. Please feel free to call
on me at any time.
FORD LETTER
Jan. 20, 1958
This is in reply to your letter of Oct. 3,
1957, as chairman of the Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, in which
you seek information on whether, since my
appointment in August, I or any member
of my family have received any loans, fees,
benefits, travel, etc., directly or indirectly,
from or on behalf of any person or group
having any direct or indirect interest in any

evidence.
Rep. John W. Heselton (R-Mass.) then
objected to the rules laid down by the chairman.
Comr. Doerfer: "Do I understand I have
no right to object to any
?" Cutting him
off in mid-sentence. Rep. Moulder iterated:
"The chairman will not permit any more
vexatious delays or interruptions."
"I object to the statement of being vexatious ." Rep. Bennett began. He, too,
was cut off as Rep. Moulder snapped: I
think your position is clear."
This first open hostility within the committee, just before noon recess, was a forewarning of increasingly antagonistic exchanges to come.
Under questioning by committee members, Mr. Richards said he had been queried
in his office by Baron Shacklette, the sub-

matters
at any time to the jurisdiction of subject
the Commission.
Since becoming a member of the Commission, I have received numerous items of a
promotional nature, e.g., newspapers, books,
ashtrays,nored,magazines,
some of still
whichothers
I ig-I
others I acknowledged,
have read, and all of which had a nominal
value. I have attended several luncheons
and dinners ganizagiven
on behalf industry.
of variousThese
ortions in the broadcast
meetings, luncheons, dinners and discussions
in my office, etc., have been very valuable
to me in becoming acquainted with the various
contentions
lems incompeting
the industry,
which concerning
may or mayprobnot
come before the Commission for consideration, but nevertheless are an integral part
of the business. They have accorded me an
opportunity to learn many facets of these
problems, of which I did not obtain an intimate knowledge as a member of the Commission's staff for a with
number
become acquainted
someof ofyears,
the and
peopleto
in the industry, whom I did not already
know. I have also received from organizations in various sections of the country
eatables of a perishable nature (some of
which had already perished when I received
them), the value of which was small and I
regarded as an exhibition of regional pride,
common to us all for products of the sections
from which we come.
Upon my return from a meeting in New
York of the Radio & Television Executives
Society, one of the broadcast companies
brought
me home
in order
I could attend an event
incident
to thethatassumption
of
control of a broadcast station. I have not
engaged in any
other
travel,
vacation, entertainment, hotel,
or other
accommodations,
memberships, etc., at the expense of any of
these people who may have some direct or
indirect interest in a matter which may
come
know. before the Commission, so far as I
I have attended a number of social gatherings given by telephone users who have
been long time friends and neighbors, but
it is my understanding
are not
terested in matters of that
thatyoukind,
nor inin
stock which may be owned by the church
which I attend.
I have obtained two loans since returning
to the Commission, both from commercial
banking institutions. I have given the details
of them to your investigators. To my knowledge these commercial banks are not interested in matters pending before the Commission, but they very well could have some
indirect interest. I am not in a position to
require the banks to disclose to me their
holdings as a condition of making a loan
to me. and consequently cannot say what
their interest may be. In the past I have
not received any honorariums or travel expenses, but I expect to attend ceremonies
opening broadcast stations, meetings of
broadcasters, inspection of various types of
radio and television operations at the expense
of the industry, to the end that I may gain
as complete an expertise in this field as
possible, and my authority for that is the
1922
Attorney
General's
the full
force and
effect opinion
of law. which has
In the event there is any special matter
concerning my personal affairs which you
desire amplified, I will be glad to undertake
to answer any further questions which you
may have.
February 10, 1958
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personal check (exhibit 22) on the account
by Mr. Hagadone payable to Comr. Doerfer. Mr. Hagadone was one of the directors
of the Spokane meeting.
In his letter. Mr. Hagadone suggested
the NAB check be deposited in his personal
account and he then would "wait a few
days" and send a check on to Comr. Doerfer. "This is going a long way around but
should achieve the desired results ..." Mr.
Hagadone said in the letter to Mr. Brown.
Just what were the "desired results" was
not explained.
Dr. Schwartz asked that the 22 exhibits
be made part of the official record, which
COUNSEL Bernard Schwartz (I) in conference with Rep. John Moss, who with Chairman Moulder is one of the two members
who consistently side with the counsel.
committee's chief investigator. He said that,
at Mr. Shacklette's suggestion, he detailed
the circumstances of Comr. Doerfer's trip
in a letter to Dr. Schwartz.
Mr. Shacklette later returned the letter
(counsel's exhibit 19) as unacceptable because the words "expenses" and "reimbursement" had not been used. Mr. Richards said
he then wrote a second letter he thought
would be mutually acceptable, but refused
to sign it when "expenses" and "reimbursement" were penciled in.
At this point, Mr. Richards told the committee, "Ihad been waltzed around the dance
floor long enough and I would like to come
up and
the orchestra
Schwartz]."
He
said meet
an offer
to discuss [Dr.
the matter
with
the chief counsel never was accepted.
Mr. Richards told both Dr. Schwartz and
later Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) that he
didn't know exactly what the $575 payment
was for but assumed it covered "expenses."
not an honorarium.
Rep. Harris thought it was "unusual" Mr.
Richards did not know what the payment
was for.
The next witness, NAB President Harold
Fellows, stated the association had never
paid nor considered paying an honorarium
to a commissioner. Dr. Schwartz then asked
Mr. Fellows if a letter had been drafted for
his signature outlining expenses NAB would
pay FCC members and specifically banning
payment of honorariums to them. Mr. Fellows replied he did not know of such a
letter.
He said that although he had issued no
instructions to Mr. Richards regarding the
payment of a fee or expenses to Comr.
Doerfer and his wife, the actual payment
had been cleared with him.
The "propriety" of paying honorariums
has not been considered by NAB since he
has been president, Mr. Fellows said, admitting payments "as high as $500" have
been paid public officials in the past. Honorariums have not "been an issue in any way,
shape or manner," the witness emphasized.
Chief Investigator Shacklette was asked
to identify a letter (exhibit 20) from Mr.
Arney to Mr. Brown explaining the $575
payment; a letter (exhibit 21) from Burl C.
Hagadone (president of KNEW Spokane)
to Mr. Brown on the same subject, and a
Page 52
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brought a protest from Rep. O'Hara, who
said an appropriate foundation had not
been laid for inclusion of the chief counsel's
exhibits.
Rep. Moulder ruled the subcommittee
would decide on the exhibits later.
Com. Doerfer then was called to testify.
He first read a prepared statement, then
spoke 10 minutes in an impassioned defense
of his actions. He stated:
"We of the FCC are here today to discuss innuendoes that have been leveled
against the integrity of the members of the
Commission in the newspapers. ... It is
my right as a public official and as a citizen to object strongly to the process of
smearing reputations by distortations and
innuendo.
"I have now read the so-called confidential memorandum. It is the work of a man
who either does not understand or does
not wish to understand the responsibilities
of the FCC. This memorandum makes it
appear that the members of the FCC are
judges and only judges. It implies that
most of their time is spent in deciding cases
between litigants. ... In probably 90% of
our work, we do not act as judges but as
legislators and executives . . .
"Just
people
Just as
and we
to this

as you [congressmen] do, we see
who are interested in legislation.
you do, we keep our doors open
discuss anything that can contribute
type of legislation. It is naive to

think that it is possible to legislate without
conversations and conferences with people
who know problems of the particular industry. .. .
"I do not know how a commission can
handle its rule-making problems by consultation with industry without consulting
individual members of the industry. . . .
"Probably 10% of our work involves
litigated matters. In such cases, we sit as
judges. When I sit as judge, I act as judge.
When I have matters for decision between
litigants, I do not discuss these matters with
either side or, for that matter, with anyone.
But when I am a legislator looking for information to solve some of the great problems confronting communications in this
country, I will talk to anyone ... in my
office ... on the steps of the Capitol or at
lunch with him at any public restaurant. . . .
"Your counsel assumes that a public official could be improperly influenced by a
luncheon, a dinner or a stay at a hotel
where he is attending a public function. If
the public officials of America could so
easily be influenced, then God save the
Republic.
"Your counsel seems to think that attendance at an industry convention where
the industry pays the expenses of the commissioner isa kind of venial sin. These industry conventions . . . consist of people
who are competitors among themselves . . .
who are striving in competition one against
the other. When a commissioner attends
one of these industry conventions, which
of these competitors does your counsel say
will be favored? Is it the man who sits at
the left of the table, the right of the table
or in the center?
"Your counsel is in error in his concern
about color television sets. The color television set he seems to think of as a play
toy for FCC commissioners ... is in fact
one of the tools of their trade. The inference
is created that these sets were supplied
secretly and for the personal use of the
commissioners. The facts are that television
sets from industry have been used by com-

'smeared'
he was
says
chairman
Another
Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) last week
ployed by our colleague earned or did not
charged that opponents of his Legislative
earn
the should
sums paid
He members
stated Rep.
Moulder
have her."
advised
of
Oversight Subcommittee investigation of reghis committee "of the situation" before he
ulatory agencies are "trying to smear and
discredit" me personally. The chairman of
spread "alleged shortcomings of individuals
the subcommittee was referring to a Feb. 1
in the present executive department over the
story in the Chicago Tribune stating his
front pages of the newspapers."
daughter was on his office payroll from
"This is an attempt to smear and discredit
me because of the work I am doing on the
1952-56 and was paid $12,132 while she
still was attending a Camdenton, Mo., high
subcommittee," Rep. Moulder said of the
school [Closed Circuit, Feb. 3].
Tribune story. He said his opponents, without naming them, had been circulating
Also last week, Rep. Claire Hoffman (RMich.) entered the Tribune article into the
1956 campaign charges. He said his daughCongressional Record and made a statement
ter, Marcia, worked in his Washington office
in
the
summers of 1952-54 and for two full
under the heading "Glass Houses and
years in his Missouri office.
Stones." Rep. Hoffman himself has, in the
The newspaper pointed out that Rep.
past, been a target of columnist Drew Pearson, who in the past three weeks has deMoulder's daughter was only 15 years old
voted several articles to alleged attempts to
when she was first placed on the payroll in
December 1952. During 1953, she was
"whitewash" the Moulder investigations.
Rep. Hoffman said he had no comment
paid $5,812 by the government, the Tribune quoted House records as showing.
"as to whether the young lady who was emBroadcasting
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SUFFICIENT

FUNDS

The House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee last week turned up
what was described as a "unique" act
— that Comr. T. A. M. Craven returned acheck to the Maryland-D. C.
Broadcasters Assn. The check, tor
approximately $60, was sent to cover
Comr.

Craven's hotel expenses incurred during an appearance before

the association's convention last spring
at Ocean Beach, Md.
Comr. Craven said the government
had paid him the regular $12 per
diem expenses and he didn't feel he
was entitled to a payment by the
broadcasters.
missioners to obtain information and observe practices in the industry. . . .
"... we also must keep up with the
development of studios and stations. We
must observe towers and terrains. We must
keep abreast of the industry of radio and
television broadcasting so that we can
make sensible decisions on new applications.
We must try to learn why expected developments such as uhf failed to live up to expectations in providing a larger national
competitive television system. . . .
"Your counsel has picked upon a particular trip of mine where I delivered an
address at a district meeting of the NARTB
(NAB). For that address I received an
honorarium which is a fee of a reasonable
amount. The entire amount consisted of
$575 of which about $275 went for my
wife's fare and I retained the balance of
$300.
Sec. 4(b) Unduly Overlooked
"Congress in 1952 enacted Section 4 (b)
of the Communications Act. That Section
reads in its relevant portion as follows:
' . . . Such commissioners shall not engage in any other business, vocation, profession, or employment; but this shall not
apply to the presentation or delivery of publications or papers for which a reasonable
honorarium or compensation may be accepted.'
"I charge that the counsel for this subcommittee has acted with questionable propriety in the following respects:
"1. Nowhere in the confidential memo-

randum was it brought to the attention of
the members of this subcommittee that
there is such a statute as Sec. 4 (b). . . .
"2. Nowhere was it disclosed in the confidential memorandum by counsel that upon
being asked about the Spokane trip, I
stated that 1 have received an honorarium
for speaking, under the authorization of
Sec. 4 (b). . . .
"3. The confidential memorandum was
leaked to the press without any reference
whatever to the rights of the members of
the FC C granted by Congress to take such
seasonable compensation and was never
corrected.
"4. The Comptroller General of the
U. S. was apparently asked for an opinion
without being given all the facts. I believe
that your counsel in drafting the letter to
the Comptroller General, as well, failed to
mention Sec. 4 (b) . . . although that section
must have been called to his attention by
his staff.
"By this method of omission, he has
sought to create doubts about my integrity.
I resent his method and his inference. I
know that I accepted these several hundred
dollars as a reasonable honorarium for delivery of an address in Spokane as I accepted honorariums on other occasions. I
know that the statute enacted by Congress
permitted me to do so.
"I came to Washington a man of modest
means. I am still a man of modest means.
I followed my conscience in deciding every
matter that came before me. I have done
the best I know how and I am willing to
subject my record to the sharpest scrutiny.
I am here to answer questions about my
official conduct over the past five years."
Comr. Doerfer then gave his version of
the five-day Oklahoma City-Spokane trip.
He said he also inspected tv facilities at
Tulsa and Muskogee, both Oklahoma, Denver, Salt Lake City, and Boise, Idaho, which
was government business and permitted the
filing of per diem. Also he said, several
hours were spent in Spokane on purely
government business.
Comr. Doerfer told the subcommittee he
was "here today to defend, not myself, but
an action of Congress" in putting Sec. 4 (b)
into the Communications Act. "When Congress passed that law, it knew what it was
doing. ... If I did wrong, and I deny it,
that is a mousetrap statute. . . . That is my

IKE CITES

LAW

President Eisenhower told his Wednesday news conference that government regulatory officials are allowed
by law to accept reasonable honorariums for speeches before trade associations and similar groups. The question
referred to the House subcommittee
probe of FCC members though it was
not specifically mentioned. Text of
the news conference colloquy follows:
Q: Mr. President, do you believe
it is in the public interest for members
of regulatory commissions to accept
fees and other favors from the industry that they are regulating?
A: Well, I don't know much about
it. I have been reading the paper lately
about one; but this morning, one of
my lawyer groups brought in the law
which says specifically that members
of regulatory commissions may not
engage in other businesses, but that
they are, in making speeches or addresses or presentations, I believe, before trade associations and other people interested, that they should take
— they are entitled to take — reasonable honorariums.
Now, that is the limit of my thought
on that.

case. You may proceed with the questions,
Professor
Schwartz."
(This statement
by Comr. Doerfer brought
a round of applause and laughter from the
packed audience and the chair had to gavel
for order. And, the "mousetrap" remark
came back to haunt the Commissioner the
next day when Dr. Schwartz asked several
times, in cutting terms, if he had "mousetrapped" the witness.)
Dr. Schwartz did, indeed, proceed with
the questions, keeping Comr. Doerfer on the
witness stand, with only two interruptions,
until Wednesday afternoon.
Comr. Doerfer explained that at no time
was the amount NAB would pay him mentioned prior to the trip. Upon returning, he
said, Mr. Richards called to ask, "How
much do we owe you?" The witness related
his wife's airplane ticket came to $275.
Comr. Doerfer accepted responsibility
for first mentioning the $575 figure and said
he was acting under a reasonable interpretation of Sec. 4 (b). He said neither he nor
Mr. Richards ever mentioned an honorarium, although he considered $300 of the
total as such.
Dr. Schwartz asked Comr. Doerfer if he
felt Sec. 4 (b) permitted him to make a
personal profit at government expense.
"That's a nasty way to put it," the commissioner replied. He said if the association
pays him for making a speech during a trip
which also includes government business,
that is perfectly proper.
Comr. Doerfer, after being accused of
"doubling-up" on his expenses, was excused
at 4 p.m. so Comptroller General Joseph
Campbell could testify.
Mr. Campbell said the subcommittee
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GOVERNMENT continued
solicited his views, in a letter dated Dec. 2,
1957, on the propriety of certain practices
of commissioners. He stressed that no individual names were mentioned and the
cases were hypothetical.
"Where an officer or employe of the government isfurnished transportation without
charge for all or any part of a particular
trip he is entitled to claim transportation expenses from the U. S. only to the extent of
the money he has expended out of his own
pocket. . . . However, if only some of the
subsistence expenses are paid by outside
agencies and this situation is anticipated by
the administrative officials, it would be incumbent upon such officials to take these
circumstances into consideration in fixing
the rate of per diem," the comptroller general stated.
He said a commissioner is prohibited
from receiving per diem and traveling expenses from the government and in addition
having any expenses paid by a group subject
to the agency's regulatory authority.
On the acceptance of industry gifts, Mr.
Campbell said the more expensive gifts and
the payment of hotel bills and traveling expenses by outside agencies "gives rise to
serious doubts as to their propriety. In our
opinion, such practice is not in keeping with
the conduct which the public demands of
government officials and should not be condoned. . . ."
Mr. Campbell also said he felt the payment of travel expenses for government
officials and their wives is prohibited by the
U. S. Code. However, he called attention
to Sec. 4 (b) of the Communications Act
and cited an opposite view taken by the Attorney General. "Nevertheless, we do not
believe that the Congress intended to authorize receipt of an honorarium or compensation in those instances where presentation
or delivery of publications or papers is considered a part of the official duties of a
commissioner and for which he would not
be entitled to receive any compensation or
reimbursement from the government."
On this point, Mr. Campbell thought Sec.
4 (b) would be applicable only when a
commissioner performed a service not connected with the broadcasting industry. Sec.
4 (b) was not mentioned in the subcommittee's letter to the comptroller general, a
contention made by Comr. Doerfer before
the subcommittee's letter became public.
Mr. Campbell then was subjected to several "if" questions by members of the committee. He promised an answer as soon as
his staff could supply them.
In the opinion of many of those present,
including some committee members, Mr.
Campbell contradicted statements he had
made in at least two instances. One concerned the per diem a commissioner is permitted to accept. He also had difficulty citing
a statute to back up his contention.
The comptroller general stated he disagreed with a 1922 opinion by the Attorney
General which permits commissioners to
travel at industry expense.
Several other federal regulatory agencies
have their general counsels investigating the
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mony.
matter and are taking issue with the testiComrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T.
Bartley both released statements Monday,
but neither was permitted on the witness
stand except to read letters addressed to
Rep. Moulder.
Comr. Hyde "emphatically" denied that
"any of my acts as a government official
warrant charges of official misconduct." He
hit the committee for not furnishing specifications of charges. "However, grievous and
continuing injury being caused by circulation in the press of vague charges, with all
manner of implications, seeping from committee sources require me to reply as best I
can without knowing what specifics may later
be asserted," he said.
Comr. Hyde then listed the six broad
specifications outlined by Dr. Schwartz and
categorically denied any wrong doing under
each. His statement continued:
"As might be expected, from my years of
service I have acquired a wide acquaintance
in the industries licensed and regulated. . . .
I will state categorically and without any
reservation whatsoever that none of my
friends or acquaintances has presumed to attempt to influence my official actions in any
matter before the FCC. It is and has been
my policy not to discuss the merits of contested cases with any litigant, counsel, member of Congress or unauthorized staff person el. .. .
". . . The type of charge and such background information as has been supplied
carries the inference that I may have misused my office to favor some segments of
industry or that I may in some way have
permitted my judgment to be influenced by
matters outside the hearing record. . . .
"I respectfully request in the interest of
fairness that consideration be given to the
position I have taken in every case of
record for any evidence whatsoever of
favoritism, inconsistency or judgment not
supported by the record. . ."
Comr. Bartley also entered a strong denial of any charges made against him and
included in his statement several documents
to back up his record. Among them was a
copy of his dissents to Commission decisions favoring multiple owners. Denying
ex-parte relations with litigants, he said:
"The fact is that I simply do not allow
parties to discuss the merits of any pending
hearing case with me."
He said the Commission "is not a court
even though much of the staff memorandum
. . . seems to be based on such a premise."
Comr. Doerfer returned Tuesday morning
with a strongly-worded, emotional attack on
the tactics of Dr. Schwartz. He charged the
chief counsel had left the impression that
he received $792 reimbursement from the
government on the Oklahoma City-Spokane
trip, when the actual figure was $240.
Brandishing a pencil at Dr. Schwartz,
Comr. Doerfer explained: "This is one of
the reasons I charge the counsel with impropriety." He also charged the counsel
with failing to ask him, prior to the hearings,
about the trip. "I have been seriously maligned in the eyes of the public," he said.
Dr. Schwartz later took issue with Mr.

Doerfer's willingness to cooperate and the
following day (Wednesday) called Mr. Shacklette back as a rebuttal witness.
Under questioning, Comr. Doerfer said
he had declared the $575 NAB payment on
his income tax statement. The counsel then
asked if the $165 check from KWTV was
an honorarium and the witness said it was
not and that, in fact, he had returned the
check to the station about two weeks ago.
Comr. Doerfer said he had been under the
impression he had paid for the WashingtonOklahoma City leg of the trip and had
discovered KWTV actually paid for it only
when he learned the trip was being investigated. The check had been accepted by
"mistake," he said, because his secretary
handles all such arrangements of this type.
He had signed a blank check to pay for airline tickets, he said, and turned it over to his
secretary. Comr. Doerfer expressed doubt
that he even read the covering letter with
the check. "I did what any honest man would
do," the witness stated in explaining the
"mistake."
Dr. Schwartz accused Comr. Doerfer of
"conjuring up" the blank check idea and
returning the $165 only when he discovered
the subcommittee was investigating the matter. Accusing Comr. Doerfer of tripling up
on his expenses, the counsel asked: "Was
it a mistake or a method of omission?"
Comr. Doerfer said the KWTV check was
not discussed in his prepared statement because ithad been returned, at which point
counsel Schwartz asked if he "mousetrapped"
the witness in preparing his statement. Dr.
Schwartz asked Comr. Doerfer if he accused counsel of "creating misrepresentations." Comr. Doerfer's reply: "Yes. You
at no time mentioned Sec. 4 (b) to the
comptroller general or asked my interpretation. That is the least you could do."
After being asked "if you or your family"
had taken trips at the expense of organizations regulated by the FCC, Comr. Doerfer
replied: "I certainly have received and accepted transportation . . . with groups we
Dr. Schwartz asked Comr. Doerfer to
cite instances of such trips. It was brought
out
that Comr. Doerfer attended the dediregulate."
cation of WNDU (TV) South Bend, Ind.,
partly at the expense of licensee Notre Dame
U. He charged the government 2Vz days
per diem ($30) for the trip, stating he also
had spent time inspecting facilities and in
other government activities.
He emphatically denied the university
paid all his expenses.
The counsel asked about other trips and
Comr. Doerfer asked what trips Dr. Schwartz
wanted to know about. This brought protests of "repetition" and "improper questions" from committee members.
At the insistence of the counsel, Comr.
Doerfer started reading from a prepared
list of trips he had taken:
To Pittsburgh with travel expenses paid
by host, educational WQED (TV).
To Lancaster, Pa., for a station dedication.
To Emporium, Pa. (guest of Sylvania), and
TEXT CONTINUES on page 58
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These exhibits were among the big guns in Counsel Bernard
Schwartz' attack on FCC Chairman John Doerfer last week. He
used them to substantiate his charges that Chairman Doerfer had
accepted favors and outright cash from industry organizations and
individuals.
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The principal charge: that Chairman Doerfer had accepted $575
from the NAB for expenses on a Spokane speaking trip in 1954,
had accepted $165 from KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City for unused
plane fare, and then had charged the government for the same
trips. This, said Counsel Schwartz, was triple payment. That, said
Chairman Doerfer, was humbug.
Mr. Doerfer explained that he considered the NAB payment an
"honorarium or compensation" which under a 1952 amendment
to the Communications Act was perfectly legal. The KWTV
check, he explained, he thought at the time was reimbursement
for air travel to Oklahoma City in 1954. Three weeks ago he
discovered the "mistake" and returned the money.
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COMR. DOERFER approved the NAB's $575 payment in this letter KWTV (TV)'s letter and Comr. Doerfer's request for government
to Bob Richards, who passed it on with directions for payment,
payment (above) and (below) hotel bills and KWTV's check.
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THE NAB's check went to R. M. Brown of KPOJ Portland, who
endorsed it to Burl Hagadone, who wrote a personal check to
Comr. Doerfer for the same amount.
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answer questions only at a public hearing.
"That is not a fact," Comr. Doerfer
replied, and this time Dr. Schwartz asked
that investigator Shacklette be returned to
the stand. The committee refused and the
interrogator again turned his questions to
the Oklahoma City trip.

TEXT CONTINUES from page 56
Springfield, Mass. (guest of Committe for
Competitive Tv), to study operation of
satellite stations.
To the Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton. Ohio, to observe industrial uses of
radio.
To Princeton, N. J. (guest of RCA),
during the controversy on compatible color.
In August 1954, to St. Simons Island,
Ga., and White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., to
address state broadcasting association meetings. In both instances, Comr. Doerfcr said,
the associations paid "part of my expenses"
plus $100 honorariums.
Objecting committee members finally prevailed over the chief counsel's questioning
tactics as Comr. Doerfer was attempting to
recollect the past five years. Rep. Harris
suggested the witness be permitted to file
trips not mentioned in a later statement.
Rep. Moulder opened the Wednesday
morning session (with Comr. Doerfer again
on the stand) by announcing he had received atelegram from the American Civil
Liberties Union asking that Comr. Doerfer
be permitted the right of cross-examination.
On the insistence of Rep. Williams, the telegram was read into the record.
Testimony was frequently interrupted by
clashes among members of the subcommittee, between the congressmen and their chief
counsel and by the attempts of Comrs.
Hyde and Bartley to make statements on
their behalf.
The first clash was precipitated when Dr.
Schwartz began attacking the character and
credibility of Comr. Doerfer. Dr. Schwartz
claimed the FCC chairman had refused to
discuss the Oct. 3, 1957, questionnaire with
Mr. Shacklette.
Reps. O'Hara, Harris, Flynt, Williams,
Heselton, Hale and Bennett at one time or
another objected vigorously to the counsel's
line of questioning. Rep. Harris said the
committee was not sitting to determine the
credibility of the witness, while Dr.
Schwartz contended the technique was necessary because of the nature of the charges.
The counsel protested that the FCC was
trying to shift the "burden of furnishing information" from itself to the staff and that
committee members were allowing it. The
FCC was the only one of six agencies which
failed to supply requested information, Dr.
Schwartz stated.
Dr. Schwartz then sought to submit what

Rep. Flynt immediately asked Rep.
Moulder if he were going to permit the
same testimony already gone over several

THESE THREE did most of the digging for
the Schwartz staff. L to r: chief investigator
Baron Shacklette, investigator Joseph P.
O'Hara Jr. (son of the committee member)
and Oliver Eastland, assistant chief investigator.
he called documentary proof Comr. Doerfer had not cooperated. Rep. Flynt interrupted, saying argumentative statements between counsel and witness should not be
permitted.
After several other heated exchanges between the congressmen and counsel
Schwartz, Chairman Moulder temporarily
restored order. Thereupon, for the fifth
time. Dr. Schwartz asked Comr. Doerfer
if he told Mr. Shacklette he would not
answer the questionnaire.
Rep. Harris objected and asked for a point
of order, but before Rep. Moulder could
rule, Dr. Schwartz withdrew the question and
asked: "Did

you refuse Mr.

Shacklette

access to your files?"
"No, emphatically no," Comr. Doerfer
replied and asked that Mr. Shacklette be
returned to the witness stand and that he
have the privilege of cross-examination. A
new battle among the committee members
ensued.
Rep. Harris repeated his earlier stand that
this would be against all rules and traditions.
Rep. Bennett repeated his charges of a
"criminal indictment" and demanded commissioners befurnished specific charges with
the right to cross-examine.
Chairman Moulder, after considerable
difficulty, restored order and questioning
continued. Dr. Schwartz asked if the FCC
chairman had told Mr. Shacklette he would

times before. "If so," he said, "I've got other
things to do." In defense, Dr. Schwartz
maintained the witness had changed his testimony of the previous day.
But Rep. Moulder shortly ruled enough
questioning had been asked on the Oklahoma trip. Dr. Schwartz then returned to
the Georgia-West Virginia speech-making
trip by Comr. Doerfer. It was developed that
Mr. and Mrs. Doerfer made the 9-day trip
by private auto. The commissioner collected
from the government ( 1) $3.3.75 in per diem
payments (which, Mr. Doerfer said,
amounted to just over $3 per day); (2)
$18.40 for miscellaneous expenses, and (3)
$115.99 for travel.
The commissioner said he also received
$100 honorariums from both associations,
that they paid hotel bills and that he spent
a good deal of time inspecting broadcast
facilities and gaining knowledge of the industry. Dr. Schwartz then touched off the
next major battle by asking what expenses
Comr. Doerfer possibly could have incurred not paid for by the associations.
Rep. Bennett released a strong objection
to the question, again making a point of
order, again saying "criminal" charges should
be spelled-out, again asking what type of
proceeding the subcommittee was holding,
and again reading into the record Dr.
Schwartz's contentions of a criminal offense.
Rep. Williams asked his chief counsel
what the line of questioning purported to
prove. Dr. Schwartz replied he was attempting to show the "close relationship" between the commissioners and the industry
they regulate.
The Constitution requires that "we give
him [Comr. Doerfer] the same right as any
other defendant in court," Rep. Bennett contended in re-entering the controversy. He
then asked Dr. Schwartz his opinion of letting Comr. Doerfer cross-examine, but Rep.
Moulder ruled an answer was not required.
Rep. Moss, also a staunch ally of Dr.
Schwartz and his tactics, then entered the
"discussion" for the first time. He said the
dispute
actually
a "technical"
one, bya
view disputed
bothwas
publicly
and privately
other committee members.

tba . ..tba

.sA

ba . . .f

Rep. Bennett, who several times had demanded. "What kind of a proceeding is
this?" finally got a partial answer from
Rep. Moulder, who said Dr. Schwartz was
attempting to bring out the individual conduct of the commissioner.
Rep. Williams asked: "Are you attempting to prove Mr. Doerfer stole $33.17?"
In a long, legalistic presentation, Dr.
Schwartz said the personal caliber of the
commissioners must be determined and that
if they are not of the proper moral stature,
they are not qualified to serve as commissioners.
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GOVERNMENT continued
all the way around the world without putting your wheels on the ground."
Dr. Schwartz contended the tacts speak
for themselves and they do show "impropriety" on the part of Comr. Doerfer.
He said all the commissioner's possible expenses had been paid by the broadcasters,
yet he claimed and received $154.19 from
the government. The Mississippi Democrat
still felt his question had not been answered
and asked for a simple "yes" or "no."
Chairman Moulder ruled a "yes" or "no"
answer was not required.
With tempers obviously reaching the
breaking point. Rep. Wolverton discreetly
reminded the chairman it was about time
for a short recess, which immediately was
ordered.
Upon returning. Rep. Moulder announced
that the chief counsel was to stick to direct
questions about specific matters. Dr.
Schwartz then asked Comr. Doerfer about
the following trips he had made and in most
instances allegedly received "double" com-

1948

LAUNDRY

TO

This may come as a shock to Dr. Bernard Schwartz, embattled chief counsel

spections. "I have done nothing wrong," he
emphasized.
Rep. Moss suggested that Comr. Doerfer
be permitted to furnish the subcommittee
with a written statement of other similar
trips not already discussed. Comr. Doerfer
said he would be happy to do so and asked,
and was granted, 30 days to prepare such
a list.
Rep. Harris asked that the chief counsel
furnish a similar list to the subcommittee
on cases of which he has information. Earlier Comr. Doerfer said it would take his
staff "approximately two years" to give a
complete accounting of his activities since
joining the Commission.
In making a protest against furnishing
a list, Dr. Schwartz ignited another committee battle. Since it would take the commissioner two years, how long would it
take him when he does not have Comr.
Doerfer's personal knowledge?
Dr. Schwartz said that if such a list had
been furnished in the first place, the sub-

BE AIRED

AGAIN

on "Progress of Fm Radio and RCA
Patent Policies." The only difference between then and now is that color was not
available at that time.
Mr. Russell told the Senate the sets

in November 1946 — and they have been
there ever since. He said they were a loan,
not a gift, and were reclaimed by RCA
when an individual left the Commission.
Mr. Russell stated at that time — and reportedly will repeat at this:
"The mere implication or the inference
that men who have devoted so much time
to public service are going to be swayed
in our behalf [by the tv sets] ... is
thoroughly unjustified. I do not believe
that you can take men of that type and
sway them with such a loan. It stands
to reason, of course, that they are going
to learn something about television, and
that is in the interest of NBC and RCA

were first placed in commissioners' homes

and all manufacturers of sets."

of the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, but Frank (Scoop) Russell, NBC
Washington vice president, already has
testified at great length before the Senate
on RCA television sets loaned to the
commissioners and placed in their homes.
In May 1948, Mr. Russell was called
before the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee during hearings

pensation: (1)to Milwaukee in May 1956 to
speak before two groups of engineers (Comr.
Doerfer was accompanied by his wife and
received $195 "honorarium" from his hosts,
$95 for wife's expenses); (2) September 1954
to Saranac Lake, N. Y., (industry paid
$100 and hotel bill); (3) January 1954 to
Milwaukee (the details were not explained);
Also, (4) January 1954 to East Lansing,
Mich., for dedication of educational
WKAR-TV (received $69.88 travel, $23.35
per diem from government; WKAR-TV
paid hotel bill and other "expenses"); (5)
February 1954 to New York to take part
in a roundtable discussion (received $20.10
for travel, $31.85 per diem); (6) April 1954
to Detroit to address Detroit Tv Council
(paid $76.50 travel, $49.45 per diem and
$100 honorarium) and return by way of
Milwaukee ("to view reception of uhf").
In each instance where Comr. Doerfer
accepted "honorariums" plus government
reimbursement for expenses, he defended
his actions on the grounds all his trips were
dual-purpose. He never appeared for a
speaking engagement, he said, without also
making considerable investigations and inPage 60
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committee could have avoided all of its
current difficulty. He asked that all commissioners bedirected to supply such an accounting, plus detailed answers to Rep.
Moulder's Oct. 3, 1957 questionnaire.
Comr. Hyde interrupted the counselcommittee argument from the audience with
a scathing attack on the Schwartz tactics
as "unreasonable
and unconscionable."
In a voice nearly at the breaking point,
he said:
"We have been charged with misconduct.
Allegations have been circulated to the press.
I request that if counsel has any basis for
such charges he should produce them and
give us a chance to meet them. He should
not be permitted to bring us here and try
to exact basis for charges already made and
publicized. It is my understanding that the
committee directed the staff to give us
specifications. This has not been done." He
said the committee has no right to expect
the commissioners to take the witness stand
and convict themselves of charges they
know nothing about.
Dr. Schwartz countered with an attack
on the commissioners, who, he said, com-

prise the only agency which had failed to
furnish the requested information. A lengthy
debate among committee members followed,
with nothing settled.
C omr. Bartley, also speaking up from the
audience, demanded that he be sworn in
and allowed to read his letter to Chairman
Moulder answering the subcommittee's
questionnaire. "Since Oct. 3, my character
and integrity have been under a cloud," he
said in pleading for the opportunity to speak.
He took the oath and proceeded to read his
letter (see text, page 50) just prior to the
noon recess.
In a further attack on the credibility of
Comr. Doerfer, Dr. Schwartz returned Mr.
Shacklette to the stand at the start of
Wednesday afternoon session. The investigator described a November meeting with
Comr. Doerfer during which, he charged,
the FCC chairman refused to discuss the
questionnaire with any member of the staff.
"I have a very definite recollection" of what
was said, Mr. Shacklette testified.
He said Comr. Doerfer expressed a "fedup and exasperated" attitude toward the
actions of the staff. According to the testimony, Mr. Doerfer said if Dr. Schwartz had
come to him with allegations, he would have
been happy to discuss them. Now, however,
he would not furnish any information except
in an open hearing. The subcommittee had
gone behind his back, the commissioner
was quoted as saying.
In answering a question by Rep. Harris,
Mr. Shacklette said Mr. Doerfer had never
been antagonistic and always had been
"friendly,
certainly
not uncooperative."
He
also admitted
that Comr.
Doerfer had not
been asked to open his files, but that Comr.
Mack had denied such a request by investigators.
Upon requests by the commissioners, and
on a motion by Rep. Harris, the committee
voted to have the letters, written in answer
to Rep. Moulder's questionnaire, read into
the record. By a vote of the subcommittee,
the letters had been kept on a confidential
basis, accessible only to Chairman Moulder.
However, Comrs. Doerfer and Bartley previously had succeeded in getting their letters
made a part of the record.
Each commissioner (with Mack's assisttant reading his) then made his letter a part
of the record by reading it aloud. Each, on
general terms, denied he was guilty of
any wrongdoing as a commissioner. They
defended the right and necessity of fraternizing with members of the industry. Comr.
Ford brought several laughs from the audience in reading his with two ad-lib comments. (For text of the letters, see below.)
After the letters had been made a part of
the record, Comr. Doerfer was recalled to
the stand. He was not asked, however, about
the apparent discrepancy in his testimony
and that of Mr. Shacklette. Mr. Schwartz
questioned the witness
of over $20, visits in
and vacations at the
These incidents were

on "gifts of a value
broadcasters' homes
expense of others."
developed by the

questioning:
(1) Comr. Doerfer said he flew to Pinehurst, N. C, on a three-day golfing trip at
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Big

Guns

File

Support

For Security Revision
The case of Russian documents — the
translations of which are classified, but the
originals of which are available to anyone
who wants to see them — was cited as one
of the absurdities of the present security
classification system in the federal government. The illustration was made by Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans,
chairman of the NAB Freedom of Information Committee, in a statement submitted
last week to the House Government Information subcommittee.
Mr. Swezey called on the government to
make available to the public and newsmen
all documents unless it can be affirmatively
proved that the release of the information
would be "detrimental to the public interest."
The committee held hearings last week
on a bill (HR 2767) which would revise a
1789 statute which now permits government
chiefs to withhold information from the
public, it has been charged. The statute

ASSISTING counsel Schwartz at last week's hearings were aides Herbert Wachtell (I)
and Paul Berger. They assisted in preparing the original memorandum.
the expense of "some airline." He could not
remember the airline but later told reporters
it was not National Airlines (which won a
hotly-contested grant for ch. 10 Miami and
reportedly is due for an airing this week by
the committee). Comr. Doerfer said that
no other FCC commissioners were on the
trip but that James Durfee, chairman of the
Civil Aeronautics Board, was along.
(2) Two years ago, Comr. Doerfer said,
he spent one night in the home of Joseph
Connolly, vice president of WCAU Philadelphia.
(3) In August 1955. Comr. and Mrs.
Doerfer flew to Miami in the private plane
of George B. Storer, multiple-station owner,
and spent approximately a week as the guest
of Mr. Storer in his Miami home and on
Bimini Island. Comr. Doerfer stressed that
the trip was in the summer, was not a vacation, and that he accomplished a great deal
of research on uhf television.
At the time of the trip, Comr. Doerfer
stated, Mr. Storer had pending before the
FCC a petition to make Miami all uhf.
The Commission denied the petition and
he (Doerfer) was one of those voting against
Mr. Storer, Comr. Doerfer pointed out.
(4) Comr. Doerfer said he also flew to
Detroit, for a visit to Storer's WJBK-TV
there, in the Storer airplane and from there
on to Salt Lake City on government business, also in the broadcaster's plane.
The committee then got into what was
perhaps its bitterest and longest — and somewhat acid at times — argument of the hearings. Involved at one time or another were
Dr. Schwartz (prominently), all of the committee members (except Rep. Mack, who
was not present) and Comrs. Doerfer, Bartley and Hyde. At issue were (1) what the
chief counsel was to have furnished the
commissioners in the way of specifications
of individual charges; (2) whether Dr. SchPage 62
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wartz had complied with the committee's
directions in this respect; (3) if the subcommittee is still operating under its Jan. 30
resolution announcing rules for the hearings;
(4) an attack on the chief counsel for not
furnishing the committee with information;
(5) the counsel's methods — and purposes —
of questioning, and (6) a claimed "complete
disregard" of the rights of Comr. Doerfer
during the hearings.
Several of the committee members
and/or Dr. Schwartz were seeking recognition at the same time during much
of the one-hour donnybrook. Also at issue,
and never resolved officially, was whether
all commissioners would furnish an
itemized list of trips and gifts in 30 days
as Comr. Doerfer agreed to do. The
commissioners, however, already have started preparing the lists in some instances.
At one point, Rep. Moss said to continue
is "almost a filibuster." Chairman Moulder
termed the misunderstanding a "technical
one." This brought another audience-statement from Comr. Hyde, who said the
point he was trying to get across is not
"technical, but a very serious one." He said
all he wants is a list of specific charges to be
made against him so that he will have an
opportunity to prepare answers and will
not be placed in the position of "convictRep. Wolverton closed the hearings in a
ing myself."
quiet, — but commanding — voice with a plea
for the committee to reconsider its procedures. He said it is unfair to the commissioners to ask them to testify against themselves and asked that Comr. Hyde's — as
well as other commissioners' — request for
specifications be complied with.
Striking a public blow against the strifetorn committee-staff situation, he said: "We
are not giving too much evidence of the
competency of this committee in my opin-

authorizes department chiefs to "prescribe
regulations for the custody, use and preservation of records, papers and property."
The proposed amendment would add a
sentence proscribing the use of the 169year-old law to withhold information from
the public. The subcommittee is headed by
Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.). author of
the bill.
In addition to Mr. Swezey, the New York
Radio-Newsreel-Tv Working Press Assn.;
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.),
author of a companion Senate bill, and J.
Hale Steinman, publisher of the Lancaster
Intelligencer-Journal and New Era (WGALAM-TV Lancaster, Pa.), for the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., also filed statements in support of the amendment.
Appearing in support of the bill were
James S. Pope, executive editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal and Times (WHASAM-TV Louisville), representing the Southern Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Clark R.
Mollenhoff, Washington correspondent of
the Des Moines Register and Tribune and
other Cowles publications (Cowles stations);
for Sigma Delta Chi, national professional
journalism fraternity; J. Russell Wiggins,
executive editor, Washington Post & TimeHerald (WTOP-AM-FM-TV), representing
the American Society of Newspaper Editors;
Harold L. Cross, counsel for the Freedom
of Information Committee of the ASNE,
and John W. Cragun, for the American Bar
Assn. federal procedure code committee.
All 1 0 federal departments filed objections
to the bill in a congressional hearing conducted last July.
Hearings Set for Longer Bill
The Senate Commerce Committee begins
open, public hearings April 14 on Sen.
William Langer's bill to bar the advertising
of alcoholic beverages in all media — radio,
tv, newspapers and magazines.
The bill (S 582) by the North Dakota
Republican was introduced last year in the
first session of the 85th Congress. It would
prohibit "the advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce."
Broadcasting
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000 for out-of-pocket expenses. KTVI retains the right to repurchase the 10% interest within a period of three years at $1.20
Sharfman closed the record
perExaminer
share.
Thursday, and will issue an initial decision
in the near future. The full comparative
hearing was scheduled to get underway in
Washington Feb. 28.
Hearing

to

Test

Switch

By FCC
of Vhf for Uhf
A hearing on one of the salient features

A special NBC-TV affiliates committee met in New Orleans last week to prepare
the position of NBC-TV affiliates and to choose witnesses to appear when the FCC
begins its hearings on the Barrow Report March 3. The NBC-TV list of witnesses
and the subjects they will discuss will be submitted to the FCC on Feb. 15. The
special committee is headed by Jack Harris (r), KPRC-TV Houston, and includes
(1 ot r) Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Bernard Koteen, Washington attorney, counsel for the
committee; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, committee host, and Harold
Essex, WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C. Not shown is committee member David
M. Baltimore. WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Ch.

2

Contestants

Make

Merger

Pact

deintermixture decisions. KTVI is owned by
Paul E. Peltason and Harry Tenenbaum
and associates.

The battle for dropped-in ch. 2 at St.
Louis subsided last week when the two
contesting applicants decided to get together.
By the terms of an agreement, submitted
to FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman on Thursday, Louisiana Purchase Co.
will become a 10% owner of Signal Hill
Telecasting Corp., licensee of KTVI (TV).
Louisiana Purchase principals will individually pay 10 cents a share for an aggregate
135,190 shares of KTVI stock.

Last fall, KTVI made an agreement with
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat which permits
the newspaper to acquire 25% interest in
the ch. 2 station, also at 10 cents a share.
This opinion cannot be exercised until ch. 4
KWK-TV St. Louis is sold to CBS, since
the Globe-Democrat has a 23% interest in
the ch. 4 outlet and FCC rules prohibit
one entity from having an interest in more
than one station in the same market. CBS

Principal Louisiana Purchase Co. stockholder is Lon Hocker, St. Louis attorney.
Others are: Donald L. Barnes, D. L. Barnes
Jr., Charles W. DeWitt, William O. DeWitt,
L. W. Greenblatt Jr., Edwin B. Meissner
Jr., G. J. Nooney, Bruce Barrington, Ethan
A. H. Shepley and Sopie B. Shepley.
KTVI has been operating on ch. 2 under
a temporary FCC authorization since April
1957. The ABC-affiliated outlet originally
operated on ch. 36. The FCC moved ch. 2
into the St. Louis area last year in its

approved
by turn
the FCC
year.1 1 ItSt.is Louis
CBS'
intention to
over last
its ch.

bought KWK-TV

for $4 million. This was

grant — which it won in competition with
three others — to the unsuccessful applicants,
but this was blocked when St. Louis Amusemetn Co., a one-time ch. 1 1 applicant,
secured a stay from the U. S. Court of
Appeals. The court has been asked by the
FCC to reconsider.
The agreement between Louisiana Purchase Co. and KTVI also provides that
KTVI will repay Louisiana Purchase $41,-

of the FCC's deintermixture plan — its authority to make an operating station change
from vhf to uhf — got under way in Washington last week.
Ch. 7 WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.. is
under show cause order to accept ch. 31 in
lieu of ch. 7. The Commission proposes to
move ch. 7 to Louisville, Ky.
The first week of hearing was given to the
introduction of testimony by the Commission's Broadcast Bureau in favor of the
move. Also participating in the hearing, all
favoring the Commission's recommendations, are ch. 50 WEHT (TV) Evansville,
ch. 21 WKLO-TV Louisville (now dark)
and ABC.
Last summer [At Deadline, Aug. 12]
WTVW asked the U. S. Court of Appeals
to issue a stay against the FCC order moving ch. 9 from Hatfield, Ind., to Evansville
as a non-commercial, educational channel
and the serving of its show cause order to
the Evansville station looking toward the
channel shift from 7 to 31. This was denied. During the argument in court,
WTVW's attorney pointed out that the station had spent $750,000 in construction and
lost more than $450,000 since it began
operating in August 1956.
The Evansville move is one of several
in which the FCC has ordered single vhf
channels already granted out of cities to
make them predominantly uhf. Other channel shifts, ordered early last year, involved
the moves of ch. 12 from Fresno (KFRETV) to Santa Barbara, Calif.; ch. 2 from
Springfield, 111. (WMAY-TV) to St. Louis,
Mo., and ch. 8 from Peoria (WIRL-TV) to
Rock Island, 111. In addition to these vhf
deletions the FCC added vhf channels to
a number of cities, such as New Orleans,
Norfolk, Miami and Beaumont-Port Arthur,
Tex.
The WTVW case is further complicated
by a stockholder fight which came to a head
last year [Government, Dec. 16]. At that
time, the Commission was asked to approve
the establishment of a voting trust for a
group of WTVW stockholders over the protests of Rex Schepp, principal stockholder.
An injunction had been obtained forbidding Mr. Schepp to exercise any official
functions in the management of the station
and it was agreed to relinquish voting rights
in Class A stock, of which Mr. Schepp had
been majority holder, to stockholder Freman Keyes. Mr. Keyes, formerly of Russel
M. Seeds Co., is now senior member of the
New York advertising agency, Keyes, Madden & Jones.
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Convert
FCC

770

Kc

Examiner

to

I-B,

Suggests

Another round in the nearly two-decadeold contesl between KOB Albuquerque and
WABC New York over the use of 770 kc
was concluded last week with an initial
decision by FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh
B. Hutchison. He suggested that 770 kc be
made a Class I-B frequency — thus permitting both KOB and WABC to operate.
Mr. Hutchison's decision, one of an almost endless list of official decisions and
recommendations issued over the years in
this case, was based on his arriving "at
what the evidence irresistibly establishes
would be the best possible solution in the
public interest of the historically unique and
extraordinarily complicated and vexatious
problem of allocation involved in this proceeding."
According to the examiner's recomendation, the Commission should amend its rules
to change the designation of clear channel
770 kc from Class I-A to Class I-B. At
the same time the FCC would order Albuquerque Broadcasting Co. and AB-PT to
show cause why the authorizations of their
respective stations should not be modified
to operate as Class I-B clear channel stations on 770 kc, with 50 kw, unlimited time,
and directional antenna at night to protect
the service of each station.
KOB is licensed on 1030 kc, with 10
kw, has a cp for 1130 kc, with 50 kw, but

has been operating under a special service
authorization on 770 kc since 1941. For
most of this time WABC, which is licensed
on 770 kc, with 50 kw, has been attempting
to force the station off its channel.
KOB. which commenced operation in
1922 and used several different frequencies
and various powers in radio's early days,
was assigned 1030 kc, with 10 kw in March
1941. Later in the year, on the "indication
that KOB's service area . . . would be more
extensive" the Commission, on its own motion, modified the station's special service
authorization to specify 770 kc in lieu of
1030 kc. Some months previously, KOB had
received permission to boost its power to
50 kw day, 25 kw night.
Soon thereafter, WJZ New York, predecessor to WABC, began the opposition
which has lasted through 17 years.
In 1951 the U. S. Court of Appeals, acting
upon WABC's appeal to keep KOB from
continuing on 770 kc, upheld the authority
of the FCC to issue special service authorizations for limited periods but held that the
continuance of KOB's SSA "constituted
a modification" of the New York station's
license, without affording that party an opportunity for a hearing.
In 1952 the Commission granted a transfer of control of Albuquerque Broadcasting
from T. M. Pepperday to Time Inc. and the
late Wayne Coy, over the objections of
WABC. Meanwhile,
SSA wasdecided
again
continued.
In 1955 theKOB's
Commission
to continue the operation of KOB on 770

kc pending the resolution of the 12-year-old
clear channel proceeding. WABC again went
to the Court of Appeals, which ruled that
WABC must be protected. The FCC ordered
KOB to directionalize at night. KOB has
been operating on 770 kc with a nighttime
directional array since April 26, 1957.
Also in 1957, KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis
bought KOB-AM-TV for $1.5 million.
Roosevelt

Sets House

Hearings

On Complaints Against ASCAP
Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif. ) announced last week that hearings on complaints against ASCAP will be held Feb.
25-28 in Washington by a special subcommittee of the House Small Business Committee.
The hearings are scheduled to look into
charges that a clique of major music publishing firms control the copyright society
[Government, Feb. 3].
Mr. Roosevelt has said that Assistant
Attorney General Victor R. Hansen, chief
of the Justice Dept.'s antitrust division, will
be invited to appear as well as ASCAP and
other groups. Information secured at the
hearing will be turned over to the Dept. of
Justice and the House Judiciary Committee,
he has announced.
Senate

Committee

Would

Classify

Federal Agency 'Leaks' as Crimes
The Investigations Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Government Operations last week recommended making it a
crime to "leak" decisions of federal regulaagencies. Inof a Aug.
report2, titled
of
CAB tory
Decisions
1956, "Leaks
Affecting
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Northeast Airlines Stock," the committee
tells how sales of Northeast stock leaped
from an average daily sale of 500 shares to
nearly 24,000, the day after a secret CAB
vote to grant the New York-Florida route to
that firm in August 1956. Sen. Henry M.
Jackson (D-Wash.), in submitting the report,
referred to two pending Senate bills (S. 2461
and S. 2462) introduced by Sen. John L.
McClellan (D-Ark.), Sen. Jackson and Sen.
Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Tex.). The bills
are in the Judiciary Committee.
Dellar Asks for Bakersfield Uhf
Lincoln Dellar, California broadcaster
who recently sold the last of his station interests, applied last week to the FCC for
ch. 17 in Bakersfield, Calif. Mr. Dellar
had a 14% interest in KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., which was sold to the Gannett
Co. for a total of $3.1 million. Mr. Dellar
sold KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.,
to Kalval Inc. for $500,000. He had a
50% interest in KJR Seattle, KNEW Spokane, both Wash., and KXL Portland, Ore.,
which were sold to Frank Sinatra and associates for an overall figure of $2 million.
Commission Deletes KVTX (TV)
The FCC last week announced cancellation of KVTX (TV) San Angelo, Tex., and
deletion of its call letters. Lowell Smith
and Joe N. Weatherby, doing business as
San Angelo Tv Co., received their cp for
ch. 3 in February 1957 but failed to act on
it. They did not apply for extension when
informed by the Commission of the permit's October expiration.
Broadcasting
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FILM
CNP
New

Splits Syndication Set-Up;
Unit to Handle Re-run Sales

California National Productions, NBC's
tv film subsidiary, is splitting its syndication
operation into two distinct units.
The new alignment: NBC Television
Films, a division, remains intact but will
handle only distribution of new products.
A new sales division — as yet untitled — will
be responsible for syndication reruns and exnetwork program series placed in syndication.
H. Weller Keever, vice president and general manager of CNP and NBC Television
Films, appointed Jacques Liebenguth as
manager of the new sales unit. Mr. Liebenguth has been forming a nucleus of salesmen.
While no details were disclosed, it is known
that CNP
men.

already has added "several" sales-

CNP's new syndication product includes
The Silent Service, Boots and Saddles — The
Story of the Fifth Cavalry and Union
Pacific. These series now come under NBC
Television Films. The new unit will handle
a total of 17 reruns or former network program series such as Medic, It's A Great Life,
Victory at Sea, Frontier, Hopalong Cassidy,
The Great Gildersleeve, Dangerous Assignment, Crunch and Des and His Honor,
Homer Bell.
The newly-formed sales force, according
to Earl Rettig, CNP president, will specialize
in local business, making use of "expert
knowledge of local viewing habits and business conditions."
Two of the series — Medic and It's A
Great Life — are CNP's latest first-run, offthe-network programs to be put into syndication.
Tv Spots Inc. to Produce
New 'Crusader Rabbit' Series
A new Crusader Rabbit animated tv
series, designed to appeal directly to adult
as well as juvenile viewers, is being produced at the Hollywood studios of Tv Spots
Inc. and will be offered to stations and sponsors by Regis Films. Both companies are
owned by California industrialist Shull
Bonsall, onetime associate of Jerry Fairbanks, from whom the rights to Crusader
Rabbit were acquired. Tv Spots also is
active in producing filmed commercials, such
as the "Mr. Moo" spots for American Dairy
Assn.
The new series is being filmed in 35 mm
Eastman color film, from which 16 mm
prints are available in both color and black
and white, under the supervision of Mr.
Bonsall as executive producer. Two units
now are turning out 1,400 feet a week of
completed animated cartoon film, said by
Mr. Bonsall to be the highest output of any
company in the country. By March 15 a
third unit also will be on the job at Tv Spots,
a total of 60 artists, scripters and animators
turning out an unprecedented total of 2,400
feet of complete animation or six five-minute episodes, per week.
A total of 260 episodes will be produced,
William H. Buman, vice president and general manager of Tv Spots, said. Each story
sequence will comprise 20 five-minute epiPage 68
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sodes, or they can be combined in units of
four into five 15-minute programs if desired. Production cost for the full 260-program series will total about $1 million, he
estimated.
Warner Net Loss $476,000
For First Fiscal Quarter

picture sales.

Warner Bros. Co. shareholders came in
for some bad news last week as WB officials
told the annual shareholders meeting in Wilmington, Del., that the company had a net
loss of $476,000 (after taxes) for the first
three months of the current fiscal year (quarter ended Nov. 30, 1957).
Re-elected for another two-year term were
directors Waddill Catchings, Stanleigh P.
Friedman, Benjamin Kalmenson, Thomas
J. Martin and Robert W. Perkins. The terms
of other board members — Charles Allen, Jr..
Serge Semenenko and brothers Albert, Harry
and Jack Warner — expire next year.
For the first three months of the 1957
fiscal year (period ended Nov. 30, 1956),
WB reported a net profit of $1.6 million
after taxes. As of Nov. 30, 1957, net current
assets were $39,127,000, as against $40,956,000 in November 1956. Film rental,
sales, etc., dropped for the first three months
of the current fiscal year from $20.7 million
to $15.8 million. No tv revenue breakdown
was disclosed.
Heller & Co. Rejects $27,000
For Pathe Pictures Newsreels

tures lor sale abroad). Also disclosed: the
sale of the third feature package and cartoons to British commercial tv, some 60
features to Hong Kong closed-circuit pay
tv and a contract for features in Belgium.
Mr. Katz said AAP is negotiating with
Czechoslovakia and Poland for feature

Bid

Mrs. Roberta L. Dewey of New York
last week agreed to pay $27,000 for the
22-million-foot Pathe Pictures Inc. newsreel
library, only to learn that her bid would
not satisfy Pathe's creditors.
Mrs. Dewey is the widow of famed Columbia U. pragmatist-philosopher John
Dewey. She had intended to take the films
and make an educational film library in memory of her husband. But Walter E. Heller
& Co., New York finance firm which held
the auction to regain the $275,000 it claims
is due from the now-bankrupt Pathe Pictures Inc. (which had bought the library for
$500,000 from Warner Bros. Co.), felt the
$27,000 bid "wholly inadequate" and refused
to accept
Mrs. whether
Dewey's a offer.
Still undecided last week:
new auction
will
be held.
AAP Negotiates $1 Million Sale
Of Warner Library in Australia
Associated Artists Productions has announced the $1 million sale involving the
bulk of its Warner Bros, features library
to Australian commercial tv stations. Norman Katz, AAP's director of foreign operations, reported these sales results after his
overseas trip: a contract for more than
500 features with Herald Sun Television,
Melbourne, and Television Corp., Sydney,
for stations HSV and TCN, respectively.
Mr. Katz labeled the sale the "largest
feature . . . deal made for foreign tv by any
company and the first total library placement abroad." AAP previously had sold
some of its Warner Bros, package in
Australia (AAP has about 750 Warner pic-

AAP 'Vanguard' Film Launched
Into Multi-Market Sales Orbit
Associated Artists Productions reports
that its 52-title package of Warner Bros,
features called "Vanguard" has been placed
in sales orbit. The feature package was released as a unit (to be followed by similar
packages in the future) early in January in
line with a new sales plan for the Warner
features. In this plan, AAP eliminated 200
titles from the Warner library and split the
remaining features into groups of 52 titles
for release at intervals during the next few
The

"Vanguard"

sales announced

last

week by W. Robert Rich, AAP's general
sales
years. manager: KHJ-TV Los Angeles;
KGHL-TV Billings, Mont.; KBOI-TV Boise,
Idaho; KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.; KVIITV Amarillo, Tex., and KCSJ-TV Pueblo,
Colo. Mr. Rich also reported that negotiations for "Vanguard" are nearly complete
for additional markets with signed contracts
expected this week. Other AAP sales noted
by Mr. Rich: Warner and Popeye cartoons
to KGHL-TV and KTWO-TV Casper,
Wyo., and Popeye cartoons to WVET-TV
Rochester, WSPD-TV Toledo and KKTVTV Colorado Springs. KGHL-TV also purchased AAP's Sherlock Holmes film feature
package.
Edison Fund to Co-Produce
Tv Film Series on Science
The Thomas Alva Edison Foundation has
reported that the foundation will cooperate
in the production of a tv film series designed
to stimulate interest in science generally and
in the need for more and better trained
scientists, science teachers and engineers.
George Probst, executive director, said negotiations are under way with a major midwest company to sponsor the series, which
may run to 20 one-hour films.
Mr. Probst declined to name the potential sponsor, pointing out that talks have
not been completed. He said the series will
be produced by Rossman Productions, Hollywood, and will be partly dramatic and
partly documentary. Mr. Probst said leaders in science, engineering, industry, government and the entertainment field will appear in the series.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
MCA-TV has made available to sponsors
and stations second series of 39 half hours
of // You Had a Million making it total of
78 half hours now in series, company reLang-Worth Feature Programs, packager of
Jim Ameche Show, has announced that
ports.
series is now available to stations after
testing in eight markets. Feature of disc
Broadcasting

Symbol
of
WGR-TV,

service

Buffalo, like the fireman, is dedicated to never-ending service to the community.

Serving 534,668 TV homes in the 14th largest community

in the United States is a big job-

even bigger when you add the 559,361 Canadian TV homes in WGR-TV's

coverage area.

This calls for constant alertness to the needs of rural and urban viewers . . . for the right
combination of education, information and entertainment.
In delivering top ratings month after month, year after year, at a low cost per thousand
viewers, WGR-TV serves the advertiser as well as the community.
WGR-TV, Symbol of Service in Buffalo, is affiliated with the ABC
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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FILM CONTINUED

NETWORKS

jockey series is that all commentary, interviews and other material on show (such

Tv

as introducing or announcing local commercials) isdone by Mr. Ameche to give

$516.2
Million — PIB
Tv network gross time charges last year
reached a record high of over $516.2 million, an increase of 5.7% over 1956, according to computations released last week
by Publishers Information Bureau.

series "integration and high sound quality
of a studio production." Mr. Ameche, who
has been disc jockey at KLAC Hollywood,
starred in many early radio shows including
First Nighter and Jack Armstrong.
FILM SALES
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes). Winston-Salem, N. C, will sponsor
National Telefilm Assoc. 's Sheriff of Cochise
halt-hour tv film series in five markets on
52-week basis effective immediately. Stations being used are WSB-TV Atlanta,
WHAS-TV Louisville, WRC-TV Washington, WTVT (TV) Tampa. Fla., and WJIMTV Lansing, Mich. Agency: William Esty
Co., N. Y.
RANDOM

SHOTS

Wilding Picture Productions Inc. has moved
all but its production facilities in New York
to larger quarters at 405 Park Ave. Production facilities will remain at 69th and
Lexington Sts.
Movielab Film Labs, N. Y., reported last
week that company's annual volume of business in 1957 exceeded that of 1956 by about
$500,000.
DDW

Productions has been formed

to

handle creative duties on ABC-TV's You
Asked For It. DDW is located at 6223
Selma Ave., Hollywood. Telephone: Hollywood 3-4173. DDW has signed Jack Smith
as host for program, Jay Selby as writer and
Greg McRitchie as musical director for network series.
W. J. Voit Rubber Corp., L. A., owned by
American Machine & Foundry Corp., has
signed product licensing arrangements with
Ziv Tv's new Sea Hunt film series. Products
comprise entire line of water sports equipment and toys all bearing "Sea Hunt" name.
Voit already has pre-sold 16,000 toy, department, variety and sports goods stores on
the idea and expects to gross more than $1
million. Negotiating: MRW Assoc., merchandising organization.

Nets'

'57

Gross

PIB's tabulation also revealed that December was the top month in gross time
charges for the whole year: a total of $49,741,736 for all three networks, or an 11.1%
increase over December 1956. The only
other month in the year approaching this
mark was October's total that topped $49.2
million.
December was the highest billing month in
1957 for ABC-TV which showed a 28.6%
rise over its December 1956 total, and for

NBC-TV which was up 8.4%. CBS-TV, up
7.8%, enjoyed in December its second highest month in 1957 — October was tops.
CBS-TV led the networks in gross time
charges billed individually last year. The
network totaled $239.2 million-plus for the
year, representing about 46% of the total
time gross of all network billing in 1957,
and for CBS-TV a gain of 7.1 % above 1956.
NBC-TV billed $193.8 million-plus, an
increase of 3.2% over 1956, and ABC-TV
totaled $83.07 million-plus, up 8.3%. Compared to the top-biller CBS-TV, ABC-TV
in January 1957 was out-grossed three times
by Columbia, but in December that year
CBS-TV's margin over American was less
than 2Vz times.
Following are network gross time charge
comparisons in 1956 and 1957 for December and for the full year:

1956-1957 COMPARISON
December %
Jan. -Dec.
1956
Change
1957
i 6,699,450 +28.6
$ 8,614,646 ! 20,395,400
+ 7.8
$ 239,284,899
83,071,284
21,980,607
17,666,721
+ 8.4
193,845,383
19,146,483
$49,741,736
$44,761,571 +11.1
$516,201,566
December
1957

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

ABC
January
May
February
March

1957 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS

$ 6,715,581
6,175,488
6,848,848
6,682,786
July
April
7,258,807
June
6,413,708
6,348,496
August
6,134,380
September
5,704,888
October
8,093,724
8,079,932
December
8,614,646
November*
$83,071,284
Revised as of February 4, 1958.

$ 76,726,129
223,520,382
187,921,123
$488,167,634

+8.3
+7.1
+3.2
+5.7

NBC
Total

CBS
$ 18,309,088
20,231,474
20,172,173
19,385,098
20,307,762
18,356,892
18,537,069
18,240,823
19,935,115
22,421,673
21,980,607
21,407,125"
$239,284,899

WTVC (TV), WLOF-TV Join ABC-TV
For Total of 83 Primary Affiliates
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn., and
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., have signed as
primary affiliates of ABC-TV, bringing the
network's primary affiliate total to 83, according to Alfred R. Beckman, ABC-TV
vice president in charge of station relations; Reeve Owen, general manager of
WTVC, and Donn R. Colee, general manager of WLOF-TV. The network now has a

°--.tba...iba..ria...fbQ

Jan. -Dec. %
1956
Change

$ 16,554,941
14,900,631
16,631,974
15,154,388
15,811,033
14,746,537
13,874,872
14,473,677
15,286,270
18,752,891
18,511,686
19,146,483
$193,845,383

$ 43,501,996
39,385,207
43,652,995
41,222,272
43,377,602
39,517,137
38,760,437
38,848,880
40,926,273
49,268,288
49,741,736
$516,201,566
47,998,743*

total of 215 affiliates in all categories.
An unidentified primary affiliate in
Pittsburgh is expected to join the network
in the fall, to make ABC-TV "the only network with primary vhf affiliates in each of
the
top 30
of the nation."
Mr.
Beckman
said.markets
These additions,
he said, offer
nearly 85% live coverage of U. S. homes
for the network. The network anticipates
live primary coverage to jump to nearly
90% next season, Mr. Beckman said.
WTVC, whose affiliation becomes effective tomorrow (Tuesday) when it goes
on the air, operates on ch. 9 with 316 kw.
WLOF-TV, affiliation of which is effective
immediately, is on ch. 9 with 103 kw.
'Sally' Undergoing

Face-Lift

Though Chemstrand Corp. has definitely
decided to drop the Joan Caulfield-Marion
Lome Sally series on NBC-TV effective this
April [At Deadline, Feb. 3], producer
Frank Ross (Miss Caulfield's husband) is
giving the series a fast "face-lifting" in
hopes of persuading present alternate
sponsor Royal McBee to stay with "Sally"
in the Sunday 7:30-8 p.m. slot. Effective
with the Feb. 16 program, Sally will cease
flitting from country-to-country and settle
down in her home town as a secretary. Mr.
Ross noted last week he had seven new
Page 70
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LOST MEN AND WOMEN
would have no
earthly use for an ingot of steel. So you may not
have the remotest idea of what steel costs.
Actually, for all of the steels that it ships, United
States Steel gets an average of 7% cents a pound.
Less than a dime still buys a commodity whose
manufacture requires billions of dollars worth of
equipment, the skills of hundreds of thousands of
men, and mountains of raw materials gathered
from many parts of the world!

Industrial

Miracle:

Since steel in some form touches your life every
7%-cent

day, we think you'll be interested in what U. S.
Steel is doing to keep steel the cheapest of all
common metals.

steel

In laboratories at U. S. Steel's new research center at Monroeville, Pa., we are making today's steel a better value.
There, too, we are developing steel to withstand heat from
atmospheric friction as no other metal can, for supersonic
flights of the future. A long-range program is aimed at developing a metal twice as strong as any now existing. Here,
research men are working on new high temperature alloys.

To make steel cheaper to use, U. S. Steel supplies it in hundreds of convenient forms, to thousands of individual plants
which process, fabricate and assemble steel products for sale.
However, even in a product that is mostly steel, the cost of
the steel is one of the smallest factors. An unusual order for

To hold costs and prices at the lowest possible level through
increased operating efficiency, U. S. Steel is continually improving its facilities. For example, shown above is one of

blast furnaces in the Monongahela Valley. In the face of
mounting costs of new equipment and inadequate depreciation allowances, we have spent three and one-half billion
dollars on improved facilities since 1945. Modernization
programs in the Pittsburgh and Chicago districts, and in the
West, will soon increase capacity over two million ingot tons.

U. S. Steel's new sintering plants scheduled to start operation in the Fall of 1958. Upon completion, the plant will
produce 15,000 tons of sintered ore daily for U. S. Steel

steel was this plate mill roll, the world's largest, forged and
machined at a U. S. Steel plant.

Watch the United States Steel Hour on television. See your local newspapers for time and station.

(jjsS) United

Broadcasting

States

Steel
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TRADE ASSNS.

NETWORKS CONTINUED
Sally episodes in the can — enough to carry
him through March 30. Apparently Mr.
and Mrs. Ross are hoping that NBC-TV
won't be able to offer P. Lorillard Co. and
Royal a suitable replacement for Sally and
that the revitalized series might show sufficient rating recovery to warrant further
sponsorship.
Eastman Names Moudy
In Realignment of ABN

Assistant
Offices

Realignment of several American Broadcasting Network executives was announced
last week by ABN President Robert E. Eastman.
Dale L. Moudy, director of special station services since
last September, has
been named to the
new — and additional
— post of assistant
to the ABN president. Before joining
the network last
year, Mr. Moudy
was a vice president
of Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Co.,
having served originally with KOWH
Omaha, moving up in the Todd Storz station family after Mr. Storz purchased
KOWH in 1949.
MR. MOUDY

The post formerly held by Raymond
Eichmann, ABN director of sales development and research who left the company
for NBC, will be split three ways, it was
announced. Irv Lichtenstein, heretofore
promotion-exploitation director, ABN special stations services department, will take
over all promotional assignments formerly
handled by Mr. Eichmann. His new title is
ABN director of exploitation and promotion.
Mr. Eichmann's
will be taken over
while the research
will be handled by

sales development post
by Henry W. Levinson,
phase of the post now
Lawrence J. Pollock.

Mr. Levinson joined ABN as a sales development trainee, moving up to writer last
April. Earlier he had been copy chief of the
Granite State Broadcasting Co. (WKBR
Manchester, WTSV Claremont, WTSL
Hanover, WTSN Dover, all New Hampshire). Mr. Pollock joined ABN in April
1956 from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, where he was project director in
charge of creative media research. Mr.
Lichtenstein joined ABN late last year from
WWDC Washington where he was vice president in charge of publicity and promotion.
CBS Grant Goes to St. Joseph's
CBS Foundations Inc. reports making
grant of $1,000 to St. Joseph's College for
Women, Brooklyn, N. Y., as result of service to CBS of Rose Mary O'Reilly, manager of ratings for CBS-TV. CBS Foundations' agency for
charitable grants
and its divisions,
with plan set up
Page 72
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gilts to independent colleges or universities from which women employes of CBS
were graduated.
Services Held in New

York

For Salomon, NBC-TV Producer
Funeral services for Henry W. Salomon
Jr., 40, NBC-TV director of special projects,
were held in New York Tuesday. Mr.
Salomon died Feb. 1 of a cerebral hemorrhage at his home in
New York. Honorinary pallbearers
cluded Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, and
Robert W. Sarnoff,
NBC president.
Mr. Salomon was
credited with conceiving and producing television programs cited for their
MR. SALOMON
cultural and sociological importance. Most successful of these
was the Victory at Sea series which he was
commissioned by NBC in 1950 to produce
and which he had researched and planned
since being released from active duty as a
lieutenant commander in the U. S. Navy
in 1948. The series went on the air in the
fall of 1952 and its ensuing success brought
Mr. Salomon the U. S. Navy distinguished
public service award, considered that service's highest decoration to be awarded
civilians.
At the time of his death Mr. Salomon
was in the midst of preparing a history of
musical comedy from 1900 to the present for
presentation on Project XX, a series which
he created in 1954 and produced until the
time of his death. His most recent special
projects plan for the network, announced
Jan. 29, was for a new series of tv programs
dealing with the conflict between democracy
and communism in the mid-20th century,
to be prepared in partnership with the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Mr. Salomon had been with the network
since 1950 and was made director of NBC's
special projects unit in May 1957. He is
survived by his mother, Mrs. Lucia Angell
Salomon; a sister, Mrs. Wilson Graham,
and a brother, Roger.
NETWORK

SHORTS

Keystone Broadcasting System announces
plans to enlarge its physical facilities and
hire additional personnel to "meet increased
volume of business." Keystone will take on
additional office space at its headquarters
at 111 W. Washington Blvd. Company also
reported total of 1,027 affiliates now subscribing to its service.
KDUH-TV Hay Springs, Neb., satellite
of KOTA-TV Rapid City, S. D., will become
satellite affiliate of CBS-TV on Feb. 16,
Edmund C. Bunker, CBS-TV vice president
and station relations director, announced
last week. He said KDUH-TV, on ch. 4,
would carry all CBS-TV programs ordered
for and broadcast by KOTA-TV.

State
Plan

Assn.
Ad

Tax

Heads
Talks

The spread of local taxes on advertising
and the need for action by broadcasters
around the country will be among problems
discussed Feb. 18-19 at the third annual
Conference of State Association Presidents,
to be held in Washington under NAB
auspices.
Conference speakers will include Eric
Sevareid, CBS News Washington correspondent, luncheon speaker Feb. 19, and
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, who will
speak briefly, preceding Mr. Sevareid; NAB
President Harold E. Fellows, keynoter at
the Feb. 18 luncheon, and Gabriel Hauge,
special economic assistant to President Eisenhower, will appear during the closing
afternoon.
Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-AM-TV
Washington, president of the MarylandD. C. association, will speak on the local
tax problem. The subject will come up at
radio and tv panel discussions.
The opening event will be an open house
at NAB headquarters the morning of Feb.
18. Meetings will start with the keynote
luncheon, to be held at the Shoreham Hotel.
In the afternoon NAB staff executives will
conduct a discussion titled "Outlook: 1958,"
with Thad H. Brown Jr., tv vice president,
as moderator. John F. Meagher, radio vice
president, will direct a panel, "Inward
Speakers
Look:
1958."the second day will include
Hubbard Hood, WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio,
association president, discussing state association affairs; George Greaves, KBET-TV
Sacramento, California freedom of information chairman, "The Right to Know"; Dave
Hoss, KSLM Salem, Ore., legislative liaison,
and John W. Jacobs Jr., WDUN Gainsville,
Ga., statewide campaigns.
State presidents
had accepted
invitation
at the who
weekend
includedNAB's
Alabama, W. W. Hunt, WCOV Montgomery;
Arizona, Tom Wallace, KTKT Tucson;
California, John H. Schacht, KBET-TV
Sacramento; Colorado, Robert H. Dolph.
KFTM Fort Morgan; Connecticut, Charles
Bell, WHAY New Britain; Delaware, Harvey C. Smith, WDEL Wilmington; Florida,
James L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce; Georgia, Mr. Jacobs; Idaho, K. Clark, KBAR
Burley; Illinois, Charles R. Cook, WJPF
Herrin; Indiana, Lester G. Spencer, WKBV
Richmond; Iowa, Kenneth S. Gordon,
KDTH Dubuque; Kansas, Grover Cobb,
KVGB Great Bend;
Kentucky, Dee Huddleston, WIEL Elizabethtown; Louisiana, Dierrell Hamm,
KLFY-TV Lafayette; Maine, Elden Shute,
WKTQ South Paris; Maryland-D. C, Mr.
Houwink; Massachusetts, Roy V. Whisnand,
WCOP Boston; Michigan, Martin Giaimo,
WJEF Grand Rapids; Missouri, Bruce Barrington, WEW St. Louis; Nebraska, Virgil
Sharpe, KOWH Omaha; New Mexico, C.
O. Kendrick, KVBC Farmington; New
York, William Doerr, WEBR Buffalo; North
Carolina, E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington;
North Dakota, Leslie E. Maupin, KLPM
Minot
(secretary-treasurer);
Ohio, Mr.
Broadcasting

Hood; Oklahoma, Leo R. Morris, WBBZ
Ponca City.
Oregon, Mr. Hoss; Pennsylvania, Roy
Morgan, WILK-AM-TV Wilkes-Barre, and
George Koehler, WF1L Philadelphia, (first
vice president); Rhode Island, Milton E.
Mitler, WADK Newport; South Dakota,
Evans Nord, KELO Sioux Falls; Tennessee,
John P. Hart, WBIR-AM-TV Knoxville;
Texas, M. E. Danbom, KTBB Tyler, and
Albert D. Johnson, KENS San Antonio
(vice president); Vermont, Frank A. Balch,
WJOY Burlington; Virginia, Carl L. Lindberg, WPIK Alexandria, and Milton B.
Henson, WREL Lexington (vice president);
Washington, Leonard H. Higgins, KTNTTV Tacoma; West Virginia, C. Tom Garten,
WSAZ-AM-FM Huntington, and Wisconsin, Hugh Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee.
Dynamic Films7 Zucker to Head
Film Producers Assn. of N. Y.
Nathan Zucker, president of Dynamic
Films Inc., New York, last week was elected
president of the Film Producers Assn. of
New York, succeeding Harold E. Wondsel,
partner in Wondsel, Carlisle & Dunphy Inc.
Other officers elected for 1958 are Lee
Blair, Tv-Film Graphics Inc., New York,
vice president; Mrs. Maxine Culhane,
Shamus Culhane Productions, secretary, and
Edward J. Lamm, Pathescope Co. of America, treasurer. New members of the board
of directors are Stephen Elliot, Elliot, Unger
& Elliot Inc.; Walter Lowendahl, Transfilm

Buy
At

WA

Inc.; Peter J. Mooney, Audio Productions
Inc.; David I. Pincus, Caravel Films Inc.,
and F. C. Wood Jr., Soundmasters Inc.
FPA currently is in negotiation with the
Screen Actors Guild on a new contract covering tv film commercials to replace the one
which will expire March 20 [Personnel
Relations, Jan. 20]. The talks were suspended for a week but will resume in New
York tomorrow (Tuesday).

debate," a suggestion that promotion managers of station representative firms be permitted to join BPA as voting members. The
membership plan was submitted by James
Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, on behalf of Howard W. Meagle, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.,
who is membership committee chairman.
The board plans to meet again June 14 at
the Chase Hotel in St. Louis, 1958 BPA
convention site. Fourteen of BPA's 17 officers and directors were present at the Jan.
31 session. Officers attending, besides Mr.

BPA Board Appoints Chairmen
For Fall St. Louis Convention
Appointments of program and arrangements chairmen for this fall's Broadcasters'
Promotion Assn. seminar were made in
closing hours of the BPA board meeting in
Chicago [Trade Assns., Feb. 3].
Elliott W. Henry Jr. of ABC Central Div.,
BPA president, announced that John F.
Hurlbut, WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, will
handle program details and Don Curran,
KTVI (TV) St. Louis, arrangements for the
St. Louis convention Nov. 16-19.
Among other late actions during the allday session, the board approved (1) amendments to the BPA constitution and bylaws
clarifying terms of tenure for officers and
directors; (2) a plan to permit advance seminar registration to paid-up members; (3) another plan to raise BPA membership to 600;
(4) proposals that the BPA board take part
in state broadcaster meetings to explain
BPA purposes and aims.
The board rejected, after "considerable

Sell

KR.....

LOWEST

COST

Henry, were Charles A. Wilson, WGN-AMTV Chicago, first vice president; Montez
Tjaden, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, second vice president, and William E. Pierson,
WBKB

(TV) Chicago, secretary-treasurer.

Pittsburgh

Per

Would

Relax

Canon 35's Bans on Radio-Tv
Relaxation of Canon 35 of the American
Bar Assn., with its bans against camera and
tape coverage of court trials, is favored by
Judge John G. Brosky, of the Allegheny
County Court (Pittsburgh) in Pennsylvania.
Speaking on the For the Record program
of KDKA Pittsburgh, Judge Brosky spoke
of
coverage
way: "I orthink
the visual-aural
real test should
be as this
to whether
not
any of these devices or means or the manner in which it is done in the courtroom
causes a disturbance, interferes with the orderliness of a court trial, brings about such
a commotion to an extent that it would dis-
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
trad the jury, the witness who is testifying
and the judge from giving their fullest concentrated powers to the matters at hand."
Judge Brosky observed that the official
court reporter often keeps a tape recorder
handy for the sake of accuracy. "This isn't
disturbing." he contended.
At the same time Judge Brosky commented that a steady flow of persons entering
and leaving a courtroom is highly distracting. He said that before allowing pictures
or recordings he would clear the matter
with the president judge of the court, who
sets courtroom procedure.

Keep

Sponsorship

Evangelicals

Open,

Exhorted

Evangelical clergymen are confronted by
spreading efforts to close broadcasting channels to sponsored religious programming,
members of National Religious Broadcasters were told at their Wednesday-Thursday
convention in Washington.
Members were urged by Dr. Eugene R.
Bertermann, NRB president and active in
The Lutheran Hour series, to make every
effort to obtain cooperation of local radio
and tv stations in keeping facilities open for

Brockway Praises Broadcasters
For Aid in Ad Council Efforts

sponsored religious programs. "At the national plane," he said, "the radio and television industries have been fair and generous

Broadcasters' participation in the public
service advertising campaigns of the Advertising Council was praised last week by
Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president
of Young & Rubicam and chairman of the
Ad Council.

in their attitude." He regretted "a dangerous
hiatus" in some areas between national
broadcasters and local-regional broadcasters.
Evangelicals are opposing what they call
an attempt by the National Council of
Churches to halt sponsored religious broadcasting through control over state and local
church councils.
Frederick S. Houwink, general manager
of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, explained why the stations are gradually discontinuing commercial religious broadcasts.

Speaking at a Radio & Television Executives Society luncheon in New York Wednesday, he said 1957 contributions to these
campaigns by media, advertisers and agencies were the greatest in council history —
and "the bulk of that support came from
radio and television broadcasters and their
advertisers." Year-end figures, he reported,
show that the circulation given to Council
campaigns in 1957 through network commercial programs alone rose 50% over
1956, climbing from 10 billion to more
than 18 billion home impressions. Further
expansion is planned this year, he added.
Mr. Brockway urged broadcasters to take
a personal part in the upcoming 1958 Red
Cross drive.
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president of
the American Red Cross, stressed the
psychological phases of the struggle between
Russia and the free world. The Soviet
Union and its satellite countries, he said, are
currently broadcasting a total of about 294
hours in English each week.
The RTES luncheon honored the Advertising Council and the Red Cross.

He explained the policy this way: "We simply think that it is wrong to charge money for
religious broadcasts. We feel that it is our
duty and our privilege to bring religious
broadcast service to the public. Please do
not infer that we have any question as to
your right to buy time from stations who

dclphia, explained how radio stations have
been going through a self-diagnosis process
because of television's impact. He said he
applies this test to a broadcast: "Would I
listen to this program?" Radio has gone
through the transition from an entertainment
to a communications-entertainment medium,
he said, with news and informational programs receiving more attention as show
business has largely moved to television.
Harold E. Fellows. NAB president, said
members of NRB and their clerical colleagues are in a position to exert leadership
in revitalizing America's historical freedom
as well as in spiritual matters. He continued,
"I believe you can contribute as richly to the
strength of America, through reasserting our
allegiance to her ideals, as can the scientists
who are building missiles and the political
leaders who are enacting and enforcing laws
and the teachers who are inculcating our
youth with the formulas of the new scientific
Robert Hurleigh, MBS Washington vice
president, urged religious broadcasters to
meet the growing problem of personal tension by helping individuals live with the
world."
growing tensions of the era. He said broadcasters are anxious to participate in religious
programming as part of their public service.
Four VOD Contest Winners
To Receive Awards at Luncheon

will not clear on any other basis."
Mr. Houwink added, "We feel that our
refusal to sell time for religious broadcasts
enables us to refuse certain types of programs. When we sell time, we have to sell
to any and all comers. When we give our
time, we can allocate on the basis of the
needs of our local community.

Fifty-two high school students, who won
state and territorial Voice of Democracy
contests, will be guests at the VOD awards
luncheon Tuesday at the Willard Hotel,
Washington. Four of the students will be
named co-winners of the national contest,
receiving $500 scholarships and gold recordings of their winning speeches.
The luncheon will climax a four-day
all-expense tour of the Nation's Capital by
the 52 winners, picked from 750,000 entrants. FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will

"We try to serve all of the religious faiths
in keeping with our time availability and

present the scholarships. Dr. L. G. Derthick, U. S. Commissioner of Education,

our overall program demands."
Lionell Baxter, manager of WIBG

will present all the winners with state-territorial certificates.

Phila-

Sen. Frank Church, (D-Idaho), 33-yearold legislator who once won a national high
school speaking contest, will deliver the
principal address at the awards luncheon.
The contest, now in its 11th year, is sponsored by NAB, Electronic Industries Assn.
and U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
It is endorsed by the U. S. Office of Education.
Harrison

COMMENTING on broadcasters' participation in public service advertising campaigns,
following a RTES luncheon, were (I to r) Leonard H. Goldenson, president, American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres; Gen. Lucius C. Clay, chairman of the board, Continental Can Co.; Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president, H-R Television and treasurer,
RTES; Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president, American Red Cross, and Fred Gamble,
president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
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Re-elected

LAA

Head

Lester Harrison, Lester Harrison Inc.,
New York, was elected president of the
League of Advertising Agencies Inc. last
week for the second consecutive year.
Harold J. Siessel and Max B. Pearlman,
each head of his own agency, were elected
vice presidents, while Ben B. Bliss, Ben
B. Bliss Co., was named secretary, and Hy
Blumberg, Blumberg & Clarich, was named
treasurer. Julian Ross continues as executive secretary. Ben M. Reiss, Friend-Reiss
Adv., continues as vice president. New
board members (each head of his own eastern agency) included A. D. Adams, Arthur
Broadcasting

Bandman, Ted Bernstein, Charles Ford,
Arnold Z. Rosoff, Philip I. Ross. Nat Roth,
Larry Schwartz, William C. Seidenbaum,
Max Sinowitz, Ed Stonehill and Norman D.
Waters.

ER- GRAPH*

RTNDA Brief to Protest Arrests
Of Cameramen in Florida

KHQA-TV

The Radio and Television News Directors
Assn. is putting its money where its convictions lie and will fight a circuit court
action involving the arrest of two Miami
tv station cameramen last fall.

KHQA-TV
177

The association's hoard paved the way
for action this March by appropriating
enough funds for an attorney to draw up
a brief. RTNDA as an amicus curiae will
challenge Dade County Judge Vincent Giblin's arrest of Ben Silver, WCKT (TV),
and Robert Brumfield, WTVJ (TV). He
found them guilty of contempt of court
and fined each $25 for photographing a
defendant outside the courtroom [Trade
Assns., Nov. 11, 1957].
Both WTVJ and WCKT consider it a
test case and have appealed to the Florida
Supreme Court. Judge Giblin ordered the
station photographers not to take pictures
within 30 feet of the room or of the defendant while leaving the county jail in
the same building.
Radio and Television News Directors
Assn. holding its annual convention in
Miami Beach that same week, deplored the
incident as evidence of court bias against
visual reporting. It expressed hope, but unfruitfully, that Judge Giblin would release
the cameramen.
Ike: Farmers

Rely on Radio-Tv

Farmers of the nation "are much dependent upon the services of the radio and television industry" for immediate and complete
information on weather, markets and other
factors affecting agriculture, President Eisenhowever said Feb. 1 in a statement for observance of Farm Broadcasting Day. In a
message to Robert Miller, WLW-WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, head of National Assn. of
Television & Radio Farm Directors, he
added, "The responsible manner in which
their needs are met merits high praise."
David

to Direct RAB

BENDIX
lets

TV

viewers

"WEATHERMAN
see

weather

record

itself!

The Bendix "Weatherman*" will give your
audience greater accuracy in weather reporting
and a clearer picture of weather happenings,
to make an important public service even
better. Weather conditions can be read
instantly from large and easy-to-read dials,
showing outdoor temperatures, relative humidity, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, wind speed,
and wind direction.
Such stations as WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo. and Quincy, 111.
and KWTV-TV in Oklahoma City, have
found that this new presentation of the
weather by the "Weatherman"
esting than relayed information.
Bendix "Weatherman" every
unique because the dials can be
many different positions.

is more interAnd with the
installation is
arranged in so

With the exception of the barometric pressure unit, each indicator is actuated by a
remote (roof top) transmitter and is connected
to the transmitter by electrical cable. "Weatherman" indicators and transmitters can be
obtained as individual units.
The "Weatherman" is made by Bendix
Friez, makers of weather-data instruments for
eighty-two years. For further information,
write direct to this division, 1324 Taylor
Avenue, Baltimore 4, Maryland, or telephone
VAlley 3-4040.
*reg. trade mark

KWTV-TV

Promotion

The appointment of Miles David as director of promotion for Radio Advertising
Bureau was announced last week by RAB
President Kevin B. Sweeney. Mr. David
has been executive editor of Sponsor magazine. He will take up his new duties March
1 when Sherril W. Taylor, vice president
and promotion director, assumes the new
post of vice president and director of sales
administration [Trade Assns., Feb. 3].
TRADE

ASSOCIATION

SHORTS

Mutual Pacific, MBS' western division, has
become member of Southern California
Broadcasters Assn.
American

Women

in Radio & Tv, New

England Chapter, held its sixth annual meeting at Hotel Statler in Hartford, Conn.,
on Feb. 7-9.
Broadcasting

WFIL-TV

Friez

Instrument

Division
AVIATION CORPORATION
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STATIONS

DATELINES
CAPE CANAVERAL—
its Explorer satellite
radio and television
selves in the middle

Newsworthy

As the U. S. launched
the night of Jan. 31,
stations found themof a media scramble

touched off in Florida at 10:48 p.m. Here's
how some of them got the news on the air:
KGO San Francisco, tipped that the
launching was at hand, enlisted a former employe now at Cape Canaveral, Fla., as correspondent. The correspondent stood by an
open telephone line for nearly a day waiting to speak the name, "Charles Atlas."
When at last he flashed the signal, the KGO
newsroom was ready with the bulletin. The
long preparation resulted in a claimed threeminute exclusive. From there on KGO filled
in with eye-witness reports and subsequent
developments.
Frank Doyle, correspondent for WCAU
Philadelphia, alerted that station 18 minutes before the Jupiter firing and gave the
bulletin at 10:48:11. It was on the air in
two seconds, supplemented later by telephoned developments.
Ed Ryan and Bill Grove, news directors,
respectively, of WTOP-AM-TV Washington and WMBR-AM-TV Jacksonville, Fla.,
handled the Cape Canaveral assignment for
the Washington Post stations. Access to one
of 10 priority telephones at the launching
site was gained by Mr. Ryan, who arranged
to use the CBS telephone after that network's correspondent. Audiences in Jacksonville and Washington got his two-minute
direct report nine minutes after the firing.
WFIL Philadelphia reports broadcasting
Explorer's signal within a half hour of its
launching. The live signal was picked up by
telephone from the RCA Empire Studios.
WINZ Miami, Fla., got its tape of the
satellite signal from John Petroff, operator
of a radio-tv service, who stood by five days
and nights to record the Explorer sound.
The news flash of the Florida firing
touched off a scramble at studios of KFMBTV San Diego as staffers located a German
scientist just back from a tour of missile
centers and persuaded him to appear on a
hastily documented satellite program. Next,
George Stantis, program supervisor, found
interviewer Harold Keen in a movie theatre. By 10:45 p.m. PST, Mr. Keen was on
the air with Kraft Ehricke, who is a technical specialist for Convair Astronautics,
and Ray Wilson, station newsman who
broadcast the original satellite bulletin. The
scientist, just back from Huntsville, Ala.,
where the Jupiter C was born, explained
and diagrammed the system in the half-hour
program, The U. S. Satellite — Its Significance.
KMPC Los Angeles in the 24 hours following the Explorer's first flight tracked the
story around the U. S. to London, Moscow
and Canberra, Australia.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles dispatched remote trucks to Temple City, Calif., satellite
tracking site, after the firing. Meanwhile
lines were opened to Washington and viewers got direct reports from the National
Academy of Sciences. Cut-ins from Temple
City featured newscaster George Putnam in
interviews with scientists who illustrated
Page 76
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Coverage
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the story with models of the rocket and
satellite. Remote units of KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles also were stationed at Temple City.
Ron

Oppen, newsfilm reporter on permanent assignment at the cape for WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla., flew his sound-film story
200 miles back to WTVJ after the launching. The telecast climaxed continuous missile coverage by WTVJ at Cape Canaveral
since May 1956. Roger Reese assisted Mr.
Oppen during the week leading up to the
Explorer firing.
KDKA Pittsburgh two minutes after the
Friday newsbreak had an AP newsman on
the telephone from Cape Canaveral with
details of the Army feat.
FRANKLIN — Carl Ide of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh spent days in Franklin, Pa., with
KDKA colleagues covering the murder trial
of Mrs. Lydia Dean. A few days before
the verdict was returned Mr. Ide got the
judge to modify his rule against newsreel
coverage in the courtroom and allow filmed
interviews in the lawyers' conference room.
Filmed interviews followed with attorneys
of both sides, officials and witnesses. When
the not-guilty verdict came last Tuesday,
the KDKA stations had it in one minute.
On the story with Mr. Ide were newsman

MOST people have trouble getting up for
breakfast at home; last Thursday in Philadelphia, some 3,500 people turned out for
orange juice and coffee between 6-9 a.m.
The occasion: a fifth anniversary celebration for Phil Sheridan, who holds down
that time slot for WFIL Philadelphia.
Mr. Sheridan invited listeners to join
him for the early party and remote broadcast at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.
WFIL's

radio and tv personalities promoted the anniversary on their programs,
stressing that they would personally share

in the celebration. Last Wednesday ABN's
Jim Backus made a flurry of on-air appearances promoting the event, while Dick
Clark, m.c. of ABN's American Bandstand, added his congratulations by joining Mr. Sheridan for the party.
WFIL backed up the promotion with
a heavy newspaper campaign, while Mr.

Mike Levine of KDKA, with radio newscaster Paul Long and cameraman Charles
Boyle, both of whom piloted planes in the
course of the six-day commuting job.
DOUGLAS — A 36-hour alert in the newsroom of WHB Kansas City during the
search for killer Charles Starkweather produced 37 bulletins and seven direct reports
from authorities as the manhunt intensified,
culminating in the Douglas, Wyo., capture.
WHB climaxed an intensive job by reporting the capture less than half an hour after
it occurred.
Across the country in Pittsburgh, WAMP
newsman Herb Morrison taped a spot report right after the Starkweather arrest.
Ken Prather of KATI Casper, Wyo., gave
WAMP early confirmation and details, and
later Keith Reider, editor of the Douglas
Budget, described the capture again for
easterners.
KMTV (TV) Omaha facilities were at
the hub of the news wheel when the
Starkweather capture was made. News
Director Floyd Kalber received urgent calls
from all three networks for coverage. NBCTV requested a feed for NBC News from
KMTV, basic NBC affiliate there, and while
Mr. Kalber was still talking, CBS News
also called for film coverage. As CBS held
the line, and he completed arrangements
with NBC-TV, Telenews telephoned for a

Sheridan did his afternoon show from
the hotel all last week, inviting lunchtime
crowds to attend the Thursday breakfast.
The party was tied-in with the local
Heart Fund Drive. In lieu of gifts, Sheridan requested that listeners send along
contributions to the fund.
Whether it was the advance promotion
or the enticement of an early morning
breakfast, guests began to show up at
5:20 a.m., even before the hotel's ballroom doors had opened. By air time,
6 a.m., the hall was more than half-filled,
and as the pictures show, by 7:40 the
party was well under way. Mr. Sheridan
(above, 1) and Dick Clark topped off the
affair with a remote broadcast in front of
the celebrating crowd (above, r). Besides
breakfast and three hours of entertainment, many guests took home birthday
gifts, including an RCA color tv receiver.
Broadcasting

feed for ABC-TV news the same evening.
As the Starkweather chase swirled around
Lincoln, Neb., KFOR there was able to
handle developments, it reports, by hard
work and with the help of a three-way
monitoring system connecting the KFOR
newsroom with police, sheriff and state highway patrol. As corpses were discovered
successively in North Lincoln and South
Lincoln, KFOR added dimensions to the
story with remote pickups and interviews.
After the capture KFOR newsmen guessed
they had handled, in addition to KFOR
work, calls from 29 stations in this country and Canada, provided feeds to two networks and Storz stations and answered
countless queries by visiting newsmen and
telephone callers. So many listeners came
to the station General Manager Richard
Chapin had to order the doors locked.
HOLLYWOOD— KNX here provided almost instant coverage of the Feb. 1 Norwalk, Calif., air crash, in a report made
possible because a staffer, en route to his
home, saw the accident. George Gardner
of the KNX-CBS Radio engineering maintenance department telephoned from a
filling station next to wreckage of one of
the planes, giving KNX its first phono-tape
report, with details filled in by the filling
station operator. The KNX shortwave
mobile unit took over from there and
worked on the story throughout the evening.
KTLA (TV) Hollywood had live pictures
of the crash — bulletined at 7:29 p.m. — on
the air at 8:18 p.m., beamed from station
mobile units. At 9:21 KTLA General Manager Lew Arnold ordered regular programs
pre-empted and remote coverage of the
crash continued uninterrupted until 1 1 : 20.
Gil Martyn, director of public service and
public affairs, supervised coverage.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles also had two
remote units at the separate crash sites, preempting some 2Vi hours of programming.
BOSTON — F. D. (Dinny) Whitmarsh, news
supervisor of WBZ-TV here, worked out a
way to telecast 8 mm film on a news show
an hour and 45 minutes after receiving the
problem reel. The rare footage showed
an airman's parachute descent after the
collision of two jets near Boston last month
[Datelines, Jan. 27]. Leo F. Gill of Newport, R. I., a passenger in a private plane,
shot the plummeting pilot and his subsequent
rescue by helicopter and rushed the film
to Mr. Whitmarsh at WBZ-TV. The WBZTV team went to work on the 8 mm problem and shortly worked out a system of
projecting the film on a rear screen with
the tv camera picking up the picture from
there. The film was processed and went
on a regular 6:45 p.m. newscast.
KOMO-TV

Newsfilm

Subpoenaed
a confessed murwith
A filmed interview
derer was subpoenaed for a trial in King
County, Wash., Superior Court and news
staffers of KOMO-TV Seattle were called in
to testify. Newscaster Herb Robinson and
KOMO-TV cameraman Howard Ramaley
confirmed for the court their part in getting
footage in which the defendant told why he
killed his wife.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

CHANGING

HANDS

Tlu' following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
ANNOUNCED

WWEZ NEW ORLEANS, LA. • Sold to
Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co. (Todd
Storz, president) by WWEZ Radio Inc. for
$490,000. This sale is part of the deal
whereby Mid-Continent donates its old New
Orleans facilities on WTIX to the local
school board (see story, page 86). MidContinent will retain its WTIX call letters
on the WWEZ frequency. WWEZ operates
on 690 kc with 5 kw. Other Storz stations
are WHB Kansas City, WDGY
St. Paul, and WQAM Miami.

Minneapolis-

Labunski

Joins Crowell-Collier

To Head

Radio

Operations

Stephen B. Labunski, former programming vice president at American Broadcasting Network, last week joined CrowellCollier Pub. Co. as director of radio operations, a new post. According to C-C President Sumner Blossom, Mr. Labunski will
take charge of KFWB Broadcasting Co.,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Crowell-Collier.
Robert Purcell remains as president and
genera] manager of KFWB Los Angeles,
which Crowell-Collier purchased in October
1956.
Mr. Labunski will operate out of New
York. Before joining ABN last year, he was
vice president and general manager of
WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul. He also has
served with KCMO, KUDL and WHB, all
Kansas City.
Non-Commercial City Orders
KPEN (FM) to Get Out of Town
Things have gone well for KPEN (FM)
Atherton, Calif., for its first three months
in business. The only trouble is that it's
licensed
businesses.to a community that doesn't like
The City Council of Atherton — located in
the San Francisco Bay Area — has served a
cease and desist order on owner John
Wickett, forbidding the station to broadcast its business address as 330 El Camino
Real, Atherton. This leaves KPEN in the
middle, caught between the FCC, which
granted the facility as an Atherton station
and wants it so identified, and the city
fathers, who want no taint of commerce in
residential Atherton.
Actually, Mr. Wickett left the city proper
before KPEN ever went on the air. He
transported a historic adobe building from
nearby Menlo Park to use for the new station, but it failed to meet Atherton building standards. So Mr. Wickett hauled his
building 2,400 feet up Kings Mountain and
set up broadcasting on the mountain top.
But he still has to use the Atherton address
for mail, because the postal service falls
short of the KPEN studio.
Occupying the Camino Real address used
by KPEN is Mr. Wickett's real estate busiPage 78 • February 10, 1958
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STATION

SALES, APPROVALS

KMGM-TV MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL,
MINN. • Sold remaining 25 % interest to
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, which
now owns 100%, by Loew's Inc. for $130,000 (see story, this page). KMGM-TV is
on ch. 9.
KXLK GREAT FALLS, MONT. • Sold to
Pat M. Goodover, president and general
manager of KXLL Missoula, Mont., by ZBar-Net for $60,000. Seller is negotiating
purchase of part of the stock of KFBB-AMTV Great Falls; present sale is thus required
under FCC duopoly rules. Other Z-Net stations: KXLF Butte, KXLJ Helena, KXLQ
Bozeman and KXLL Missoula, all in
Montana.
ness. Evidently, he got to the site before the
city fathers because his realty office is one
of two commercial lots in the city (the
other is the site of a gas station). When the
town incorporated and passed the no-business ordinance, it was agreed commerce in
Atherton would be limited to the pioneer
concerns.
Now

KPEN

is threatened with legal ac-

tion if it doesn't change its ID.
H-R Booklet Reveals There's
Gold in Those Daytime Spots
Nearly seven million women (6,902,751)
watch television in the average daytime
quarter hour, it was revealed last week in
a brochure "Dollars in Daytime" released
by H-R Television Inc. This is more than
the total circulation of any weekly magazine
or any woman-appeal publication, the station, representative firm claimed.
The 20-page booklet published by H-R
to promote the sale of daytime spot tv on
an industry-wide basis discovered several
other research findings: "Daytime television schedules deliver a sales message with
67% greater cost efficiency — since daytime is priced (on a ten-plan basis) at
about one fifth of prime time, and sets-inuse are estimated at one-third." Another
fact the brochure shows is that "American
housewife . . . influences or makes 85%
of all store purchases." It also points out
how advertisers have increased their sales
by switching to daytime spot tv and that
daytime commercials have the same high
impact on women as those presented in the
evening.
"We have watched the value of daytime
tv advertising mount steadily ... so we
thought we could make a constructive contribution to the tv industry and to advertising in general if we published this booklet." Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president and
partner of H-R Television, said.
Fetzer Heads

League

Radio-Tv

Unit

John E. Fetzer, president of Fetzer stations (WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo; KOLNTV Lincoln; WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids
and 33i/3% of WMBD-AM-FM-TV Peoria) and chairman of the Detroit Tigers,
American League club, has been named

chairman of the tv-radio committee of the
league. The principal problem of the committee has to do with broadcasts of major
league games, notably on weekends, and the
vigorous protest to Congress made by minor
league clubs on invasion of their territory.
WNBF-TV

Increases

Schedule

To 24-Hour, 7-Day Service
Tv service, 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, was begun by ch. 12 WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., this morning (Monday).
The Triangle Publications station will run
168 hours weekly in telecasting to the 2
million people in the upstate New York
area (500,000 families) because, according
to John D. Scheur Jr., director of public
relations and programming, most of the major industry companies in the area are running three shifts. The all-day and all-night
programming, he pointed out, will permit
late shift workers to see prime-time proAmong the "blue-ribbon" industries lograms. cated in the Binghamton station's market
are, Mr. Scheur noted: L. C. Smith Co.
(typewriters). Crucible Steel, International
Business Machines, Corning Glass, EndicottJohnson (shoes), Ansco (photographic supplies), and plants of General Electric and
Bendix Aviation.
WNBF-TV is affiliated with CBS, ABC
and NBC, and operates with 166 kw from
a 1,200-foot antenna above average terrain
(785 feet above ground). The ch. 12 outlet
began operating in 1949. It was bought,
with its sister am and fm stations, in 1955
by Triangle Publications for $3 million from
the Clark Advertising Co. interests. Triangle
also owns stations in Philadelphia (WFILAM-FM-TV) and in New Haven, Conn., and
Altoona and Lebanon, both Pennsylvania.
Some years ago, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
instituted a 24-hour-a-day operation, which
was continued for some months.
NTA Becomes Owner of KMGM-TV
After 25% Purchase From Loev/s
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, has
bought the 25% stock interest held by
Loew's Inc. in KMGM-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul for $130,000, thereby acquiring 100%
interest in the station, according to an announcement today (Monday) by Oliver
Unger, NTA president.
Included in the transaction was cancellation of the station's contract for the MGM
film library, entered into 14 months ago at
$1,650,000. (NTA distributes a substantial
portion of the 20th Century-Fox feature
library.) The transaction does not require
FCC approval since control is not involved.
NTA bought 75% interest in KMGM-TV
last November for $650,000 [Government,
Nov. 25, 1957] from United Television Inc.
Loew*s Inc. obtained 25% interest in the
station in 1956 in exchange for making its
MGM
library of feature films available for
telecasting.
Mr. Unger said an application has been
filed with the Commission for a change in
the station's call letters to KMSP-TV. These
call letters, according to Mr. Unger, "will
dramatize the station's community broadBroadcasting

casting position with the letters representing
Minneapolis and St. Paul."
Donald Swartz is general manager of
KMGM-TV. Ted Cott is vice president in
charge of owned and operated stations for
NTA. The company also has bought
WAAT-AM-FM and WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., for $3.5 million, and the transaction isawaiting FCC approval.

You've done it again. Ya missed
^ \ the biggest single TV buy in the
West. You passed up the Cascade
Television package again . . . this
reat /
g
f
s
u
jKIMA-TV with its satellites. Doesn't
an exclusive billion-dollar market
tickle your fancy? Here's a halfmillion people and Cascade's got
'em — exclusively. Let's not miss it

WAVE-TV Rejects Offer
To Share WHAS-TV Tower
The offer of WHAS-TV Louisville to
share its proposed 1,859-foot antenna tower
with competitor WAVE-TV Louisville has
been declined — and, in fact, WAVE-TV has
invited WHAS-TV to put its tower in the
same area where WAVE-TV and WKLOTV antennas are located, in Indiana.

again, Smidley, or we'll be missing you around here.
Quite a market . . .
General merchandise $60,135,000
Apparel

Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

On Feb. 11, WHAS-TV appeared before
the Washington Airspace Panel to seek approval of its proposed tower, near Brownsboro, about 17 miles northeast of Louisville.
The New York Regional Airspace Panel
turned down the WHAS-TV request last
year.
The WHAS-TV offer to WAVE-TV was
made Jan. 25 by Victor A. Sholis, vice president and director. WAVE-TV's response,
on Jan. 27, was by Nathan Lord, manager.

KFSB Buys Weekly Newspaper,
Will Staff With Station People

....$26,172,000

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KIEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho
and KB AS- TV
Ephrata, Moses Lake, Wash.
CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION

PACIFIC NORTHWEST:

MOORE & ASSOCIATES

The management of KFSB Joplin, Mo.
(Four State Broadcasters Inc.) last week
announced the purchase of a weekly newspaper (The South-Western) and plans for
manning it with the station's executive personnel. It will be operated as a subsidiary
of KFSB.
Announcing the purchase of the weekly
from Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bruce for an undisclosed sum, Harry Easley, president of
Four State Broadcasters Inc., announced
the following appointments:
W. H. Clark, executive vice president and
general manager of KFSB, managing editor;
News Director Jim Randall and writers Harry Hoffman and Don Green, reporters; Don
Gross, station sports director, as sports columnist; Leonard Brown, farm director, farm
page editor, and Ed Johnson, program director, photographic coverage.

WTTG

(TV) Settles Suit for $4,500

A suit for breach of contract, filed against
WTTG (TV) Washington (DuMont Broadcasting Corp.) by evangelist Dale Crowley,
has been settled out of court for $4,500.
The suit grew out of what the evangelist
termed cancellation of the Hour of Inspiration inMarch 1956.
The program was heard Fridays at 7:30
p.m. on WTTG. According to the evangelist, "pretext for the cancellation was that
we had quoted scriptures on the subject of
Christian giving, and had thus violated their
alleged 'policy' of no solicitation of funds by
a religious broadcast."
Broadcasting

Want your product to move
like a hurricane — or a
himacane? (We cater to both
sexes!) WBNS RADIO is the
answer. You can put the storm
warnings up with programs
that produce
top315Pulse-rated
shows,
rated first
times out
of 360 Monday through Friday
quarter hours 6 a.m. to midnight. Select WBNS RADIO
and blow the top off $3,034,624,000 of spendable income.
Ask John Blair.
WBNS
RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
NEA

Plans National

Promotion

For 'Satellites, Schools' Film
The National Education Assn. has completed production on a half-hour tv show,
Satellites, Schools and Survival! and is planning a nationwide promotion, according to
Richard Krolik, NEA radio-tv representative who produced, wrote and directed the
film.

NEARLY 300 Madison Avenue timebuyers last Tuesday heard about the new
impact of Storer Broadcasting Co.'s
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., on the
greater Philadelphia market as George
Storer Jr., SBC vice president in charge
of tv, and other SBC and WVUE executives tendered a luncheon presentation at
the Hotel Roosevelt in New York. Under
SBC

ownership, WVUE recently constructed new transmission facilities at Pitman, N. J., moving from the Talleyville
section of Wilmington. Arthur Schofield,
SBC vice president in charge of advertising and promotion, gave the highlights of

RAB

Success

Radio

Use

Stories Describe

by Furniture

Firms

Radio Advertising Bureau has announced
that two radio success stories on furniture
companies will be among the components
of a comprehensive furniture package mailing to be distributed shortly to RAB
members.
The first of the success stories describes
activities of the Snow Furniture Co., Denver, which used radio as a primary advertising tool to increase its annual sales from
$84,000 to $2 million in five years. Snow
uses a heavy saturation of spot announcements, particularly during the last three days
of the week, supported by a two-hour
Saturday program broadcast from the store.
The second story details the profitable
use of radio by Ernie Williamson, a furniture and appliance dealer in Enid, Okla. Mr.
Williamson found he could attract a large
volume of sales by using radio to establish
him as a "colorful" personality — "The Mad
Merchant of Market Street."
KNX Airs 'Frontier Gentleman'
A new series of live dramatic programs
based on life in western America during
post-Civil War days as seen through the
eyes of a British Army veteran titled
Frontier Gentleman (CBS Sunday, 2:302:55 p.m. PST) premiered Feb. 2. The series
is written and produced by Antony Ellis
and originates at KNX Los Angeles.
'Put It in Writing' on WABD (TV)
A new panel quiz show devoted to
graphology titled Put It in Writing debuts
on WABD (TV) New York Feb. 25. It
brings to the camera several noted handPage 80
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WVUE's impact on the market with three
Ps, "Power, Programs and Promotion."
Also present were Maurice Macmurray,
national sales manager, and the following
from WVUE: J. Robert Kerns, vice president and managing director; Lewis Johnson, general sales manager; Ted Weber,
director of sales development; Roy
Schwartz, program and promotion manager, and Bill Kelley and Jack Kelley,
both New York sales managers.
Pictured at the presentation (1 to r):
Mr. Storer; Jane Podester, McCannErickson; Mr. Kerns; Gertrude Scanlan,
BBDO, Ray Jones, Young & Rubicam.

Stars are NBC's Charles Van Doren, narrator and anchor man; Vice President Richard M. Nixon; Sen. Majority Leader Lyndon
B. Johnson (D-Tex.); H. Rowan Gaither
Jr., board chairman of the Ford Foundation and head of the Gaither Report Committee; Dr. William G. Carr, executive secretary of the NEA, and Dr. James R. Killian Jr., president of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and science adviser to the
White House. In the program they comment
on the film's 50-year survey of U. S. education.
Satellites, Schools and Survival! is being
offered through state education associations
for premiere throughout the country on the
weekend of March 1, with NBC affiliates
getting first refusal. Recorded promotion
spots with ad mats, press releases and pictures are being provided stations beforehand. Theatre previews are being staged in
Washington Feb. 18 and New York Feb. 17.
After the station showings, SS&S prints
will go back to state education groups for

writing experts attempting to decipher a
handwriting sample and, in turn, guess the
owner. The noted personality whose handwriting isstudied will be waiting off stage

showing on the school-PTA-teachers' meeting circuit. The NEA film was shot by Telenews in 35 mm, black-and-white, and 200
prints are being furnished.

for the panel's conclusion and brought on
camera at end of the game. Participants

News From Soup-Kitchen by KWJJ
A welfare institution serving free meals
for the needy is the scene of the KWJJ
Portland, Ore., hourly Happy News broadcasts. The station's President, Rod John-

include WABD (TV)'s Sandy Becker and
Virginia Graham, plus Dan Anthony and
Dr. Kenneth Wade Thompson, graphologists.
WBC

Gives

Calendars

to Admen

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last
week mailed to agency personnel the first
in a series of pocket appointment calendars
similar to the ones WBC executives have
been using for themselves. The calendar
covers two months at a time, has space
in which to jot important dates and phone
numbers with sufficient information that
the bearer may also be reminded that
"in eight major markets no selling campaign is complete without the WBC sta-

tions."
ABC-TV
Plugs ABN's 'Bandstand'
"Pity This Poor Working Girl" is the
title of a new ABC-TV promotion brochure on behalf of ABN's American Bandstand. The "unusual wrinkle" of this
presentation is that each folder contains
an actual letter from a viewer complimenting host Dick Clark and ABC-TV on the
program and making specific tune requests.
ABC-TV sales presentation writer Jack
Singer feels that the network sales pitch is
complemented by the ultimate consumer —
the viewer. Topic of the brochure is the
"tremendous mail pull" of American Bandstand.

AN

IDEA netted William E. Stauber

(1) of Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham, N. C, $2,500 from KGNC
Amarillo, Tex. The station asked ad
men via trade publications and direct
mail, for suggestions for a campaign
"to make national advertisers and
agencies aware of the market delivered byKGNC." The best idea was
submitted by Mr. Stauber who is pictured here receiving the prize-money
from the station's manager, Jack
Liston.
Broadcasting

son. instituted the "good news" policy after
coming to the conclusion that, "there's too
much gloomy news in the papers . . . negative attitudes toward the future result from
this kind of news." A sign in the institution
reads: "KWJJ will broadcast from here
daily until the breadline diminishes and prosperity returns." The station invites unemployed listeners to send in their job qualifications which KWJJ forwards to employe-placing organizations in the area. Senators
Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) and Richard Neuberger (D-Ore.) have been asked to tape
ID's commenting on the station's news format. KWJJ reports three Happy News segments already have been sold.
Y&R

Media

Director Takes

Prize

In 'Name Our WBOY' Contest
First prize in the WBOY-TV Clarksburg,
W. Va., station promotion contest was
awarded last week to Raymond E. Jones,
media director at Young & Rubicam, New
York. Mr. Jones' entry of a name for the
new station's trademark, a freckle-faced
boy. was "Clark Fairmore," suggesting the
three cities covered by WBOY-TV, namely
Clarksburg, Fairmont and Morgantown, all
West Virginia. His prize is a week's vacation
for two at the Greenbrier Hotel, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Second prize, a
Bell & Howell "Electric Eye" movie camera
was awarded Walter I. Teitz, timebuyer,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York. Phil
Archer, Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, received a Polaroid land camera as third
prize.
Twelve other "runners-up" prizes were
awarded: C. Buccieri, Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.; Donald J. Shaughnessy, Armour &
Co., Chicago; Bill Bennett, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago; N. H. Sommer,
Andrew Jergens Co., Philadelphia; George
Caddo, Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y.; Len
Soglio, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.; Art Topol,
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.; Larry Butner,
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, Inc., N. Y.;
N. V. Osborn, I. J. Lipton, Inc., Hoboken,
N. J.; Clifford Botway, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.; William Bambrick, Foote,
Cone & Belding, N. Y.; George T. Trainor,
Ford Motor Co., Cleveland.

The NEW

PROVES

ARMY WIVES, Rosanne McQuarrie
(r) and Pat Gates (1), are the producers of a new WFAX Falls Church,
Va., program U. S. Lady on the Air
(Mon.-Fri. 11:45 a.m. -noon). The
show features interviews designed for
the more than 50,000 service families
stationed in the Washington, D. C,
area. Pictured with U. S. Ladies' hostesses is one of its guests, Mrs. Neil

& Rubicam, for winning the station's "Name
Our WBOY" contest. Walter I. Teitz (I),
timebuyer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, stands
by (holding the movie camera won for his
entry) while George Clinton, WBOY-TV 's
vice president-general manager, congratulates Mr. Jones.
Broadcasting

CHANNEL

KTBS-TV

DOMINANT
. . . IN THE MORNING
9:30 AM to 12 noon, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 44 out of 49
quarter hours rated.*

H. McElroy, the defense secretary's
wife.

DOMINANT

'Newer'

KTLN's

Many

Promotions

A campaign
"even Feb.
newer"1.
KTLN
Denver, promoting
Colo., was an
launched
It began with a Kopy Kat contest wherein
listeners were asked to send in reasons "why
KTLN is the most copied station in Denver." The contest's dual purposes were
arousing interest in the station and forestalling other outlets from copying its new
promotions. Unusual prizes were given contestants phoning in answers to questions the
station aired about itself in a Surprise-anHour contest. A "secret sound" also was
broadcast. Starting with $100 jackpot, $5
was added each day until a listener identified the sound and won the money. Ted

. . . IN THE AFTERNOON
1:00 to 5:30 PM, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 77 out of 88
quarter hours rated.*
...AT

quarter hours rated.*
TOTAL
. . . 7 DAYS

Searches

DOMINANCE
A

WEEK

9 in the morning 'til 11 at night
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 54% of ALL
KTBS-TV 210
quarter hours rated.*
Sta. B
182

visited the area's shopping centers while the
station aired clues regarding the mystery
man's whereabouts. The person identifying
him received 1,280 quarters. (1280 kc is
KTLN's frequency.) A hi-fi set was awarded
the listener who correctly counted the number of times Mr. Foreman's name was mentioned on the air Feb. 1. Also on that day,
the station loosed 500 balloons printed with
its call letters, which were redeemable for
prizes when presented at KTLN.

NIGHT

7:00 to 10:30 PM, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 50% of the

Foreman, KTLN's new morning man, was
featured in a Walking Man contest. He

Colonna

VACATION for two, courtesy of WBOYTV Clarksburg, W. Va., was awarded Raymond E. Jones (r), media director, Young

Nov. '57 ARB

AND

STILL GOING

UP!

. . . compare the November ARB with
March ARB and you'll see:
KTBS-TV UP
57%
Station B DOWN 12%

for WBBM-TV

Girls and more girls — that's the gist of
a new promotion being conducted by
WBBM-TV Chicago in connection with
The Late Show (Mon.-Fri. 11 p.m.) of
feature films emceed by actor Jerry Colonna.
Every other week, Mr. Colonna roams Chicago, selecting four girls to appear on the
program as "Miss Monday," "Miss Tuesday,"
"Miss Wednesday" and "Miss Thursday."
On Friday evenings, all compete for prizes
and the honor of assisting the comedian as
host the following week. Viewers choose the
winners by ballot. Among the places where
Mr. Colonna wanders in his quest: Michigan Ave., State St., department store escalators and subway stations.

CHANNEL

KTBS-TV

the DOMINANT

Station in

SHREVEPORT
Consult Your Nearest PETRY Man!
* Nov. 1957 ARB Metro. Shreveport Survey
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Sales Director Robert D. Thomas as a circle
within a circle. The plastic inner circle gives
rating points and program costs, to be lined
up with number of tv homes and cost-perthousand figures on the outside.
Tv Editors Bewitched

IfIlls ill irlllflf Iff IItfIfllllllf lit

For four days preceding WBZ-TV Boston's feature "Wake of the Red Witch," the
station gave the city's tv editors a gift in
keeping with the theme of the movie. The
flavor of the film's pearl hunt sequence was
conjured-up with the half-dozen oysters
the editors received. The Red Witch ship
carried a fortune in gold bullion and. the
day after the oyster gift, bags of gold-foil
covered candy were delivered. Cans of octopus meat arrived the third day — John
Wayne, star of the movie, has a battle with
a giant octopus. Finally, the editors received
a model of the Red Witch in a bottle.

ittiittiiiiiiiif ittiif ifiii«i*f in

A "SKYCASTLE" studio, operated by WLAP Lexington, Ky., in one of the city's
shopping centers during December, was incidental in bringing the heaviest Christmas
sales increase since the center opened in 1950. Rog Lambert, WLAP's program
director-disc jockey, interviewed many of the sponsoring merchants during his
show from the skycastle (Mon.-Fri., 3-5 p.m.). Traffic to the center was stimulated
by license number games played several times each afternoon. Listeners were
asked to pick up a sticker from one of the stores and place it in the rear window
of their car. With the help of binoculars, Mr. Lambert read off the license numbers
of cars displaying stickers and, if the owner came up to the studio within ten minutes,
awarded him a five dollar bill.

'Phony Express' Rides for KIMN
The historical pony express run from
Denver to Cheyenne, Wyo., was re-enacted
by KIMN Denver in its "Phony Express"
promotion. Disc jockey Gene Price
manned a Vespa scooter-wagon and set out
on the trip that originally involved nine
horses. The d.j. called in reports to the station along the way describing the journey to
its listeners. On arriving at Cheyenne, Mr.
Price visited the governor of Wyoming, presented him with an advance copy of KIMN's
"Top Fifty" music list and invited him to
tune into the station if ever he is in Denver.
The governor telephoned KIMN and, in an
on-air interview, expressed his appreciation.
Crosley Cartoon Prods Rate Cards
The Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
and WLWT [TV] Cincinnati, WLWD [TV]
Dayton and WLWC [TV] Columbus, all
Ohio: WLWA
[TV] Atlanta, Ga., and
WLWI [TV] Indianapolis) is sending out
one of a series of cartoon reproductions.
In this one a bookie-type character, surrounded with racing forms, is studying papers at a desk in a broadcasting station. The
station manager is at the door remarking to
a colleague: "Sure glad we finally hired
somebody who could figure out those station
rate cards."
Dawn Patrol on WRGB

For Russian

Basic Russian is being taught by WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y. (6:30-7 a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday). Jointly sponsored
by WRGB, Mohawk-Hudson Council on
Educational Tv and the northeastern branch
of the American Chemical Society, the
course is designed at speeding up the distribution of Russian technical literature for
American Scientists and engineers. The program's host, Dr. Irving S. Bengelsdof of
GE's research laboratory, remarked that
February 10, 1956
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Russian technologists are taught English in
school and thus are able to keep up with
America's technical developments, "there
is no reason why information should continue to flow in one direction," he said.
While primarily aimed at the concentration of scientific personnel in the area, the
program also is designed for the general
public. The course was preceded by a series
of six shows on Russia's cultural and historical background.
WBNS-TV

Calculator

by WBZ-TV

Reissued

WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, has reissued
its Cost-per-Thousand Calculator — first distributed to advertising agencies in 1956 —
with added refinements. The back of the
circular slide rule now lists tv homes in the
country's top 30 markets in addition to a
reproduction of WBNS-TV's coverage map.
The face of calculator, printed on plastic
and heavy board, is described by WBNS-TV

Stereo

Jazz

on

WBUR,

WGBH-FM

Stereophonic jazz was broadcast last
Thursday by WBUR (FM) Boston U. and
WGBH-FM Cambridge. Jazz authority Rev.
Norman J. O'Connor introduced Jaki
Byard*s modern-style band in an hour-long
concert from the auditorium of Boston U.'s
School of Public Relations & Communications. Success of another joint stereophonic
effort, Dimensions in Sound, simulcast by
the educational stations since last November, encouraged production of the jazz
show.
Extra Hi-Fi Facilities for WBAI

(FM)

WBAI (FM) New York reported a highfidelity "music coup" last week when it began broadcasting the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra concert live from Chicago each
Thursday (9:15-11:15 p.m.) over a newlyinstalled 15,000 cycle telephone line. The
extra-high fidelity facilities ordered by the
station, WBAI stated, are unmatched by any
station in the country.
WNHC

Gives

DJ.

Away

By identifying 15 sponsors on WNHC
New Haven, Conn., and writing in "Why
I would like a day with Joel Sebastian," a
woman listener won the company of the
station's disc jockey for a day. On his Re-

SNOWMANSHIP was exhibited
by the reported 1,567 entrants in
WHB

Kansas City's "Old-Fashioned Snowman" contest [Programs & Promotions, Feb. 3]
to find the tallest and most attractive snowman with the station's call letters written across
its front. The winners of the
$100 for the tallest (1) were I
four teen-agers who built it to
a height of 26V2 feet. The
builder of western marshal (top
r) was awarded another $100
for the most attractive, and the I
gnome-like snowman (bottom
r) was a runner-up. It took
judges (including the mayor)
three days to see all the snow
statuary and to pick winners.
Broadcasting

LENTEN

PROGRAMMING
AT

ITS

FINEST...

here's a Lenten package that gives
you ready-to-air, dignified programs
for the entire Lenten season!

• One script for each Lenten
Sunday preceding Holy Week;
special scripts for Palm Sunday, Good Friday and Easter
Sunday ... 8 scripts in all.
• 8 discs featuring outstanding
Lenten and Easter music recorded exclusively for the
SESAC Transcribed Library on

FIRST PRIZE went to Rose Marie Vitanza
(1), timebuyer, Carl S. Brown Co., in the
contest conducted by Sombrero Network,
according to Richard O'Connell (r), executive director of the network which consists of eight Spanish-language radio stations in the Southwest. She won a vacation trip to Mexico. Selected broadcast
media executives were invited to participate in the contest in which they were to
justify the use of the network by any
client in their shop. Second prize went
to Jeremy D. Sprague of Cunningham &
Walsh and third to Joan Rutman of Grey
Adv. The contest was judged by Tom
Kerr, Borden Co.; Karl Schullinger,
American Tobacco Co., and Roger Whitman, Bristol-Myers.

high-fidelity 16"
tions.

transcrip-

You receive over 88 selections of "the best music in America." Scripts and
discs sent upon receipt of order; discs need not be returned until May 31st,
1958. Advertisers will welcome this distinctive Lenten Package on either a
participation basis or for full sponsorship.
COMPLETE

sesac

PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR $29.50
ORDER AT ONCE!
The Coliseum Tower

inc.

10 Columbus

Circle — New

York 19, N. Y.

laxin Time (Mon.-Fri. 2:30-6 p.m.) Mr.
Sebastian offered to put himself at the winner's disposal from breakfast (which he
served), through guesting on Relaxin Time,
to dinner and a show in the evening.
RAB

Suggestions

i » i

for Furnishers

1 ¥

Suggestions on how radio advertising can
help overcome the marketing problems
facing home furnishing retailers are offered

:

in Radio Advertising Bureau's 24-page
booklet included in RAB's home furnishings
package it is mailing for distribution in the
near future. Among radio's assets cited in
the booklet to this particular retailer are
its abilities to reach every home in the
market; persuade homemakers; sell men, and
furnish advertising dominance economically during the "one-to-four month incubation period in which decisions on major
purchases are made," RAB said.
MBS to Carry 'Game of the Day'
Mutual will carry Game of the Day
broadcasts of major league baseball teams
for the ninth straight season this year and
to date nine clubs have agreed to participate
in the program. The broadcasts cover home
games of participating clubs beamed to
Mutual stations outside major league city
areas. Names of play-by-play announcers
and sponsors will be announced later. In the
past, Game of the Day has been sponsored
by various regional and local advertisers.
Broadcasting
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Write for the most complete catalog
on attenuators in the world.

:t.JI *.

NOW CARRIED IN STOCK BY YOUR LOCAL JOBBER
WORLD'S

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER

»<@MWEINI«
LIVINGSTON,
OF

NEW

JERSEY

ATTENUATORS
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

ABC-NBC,
NABET
AGREE
TENTATIVELY
• IBEW
• Union

unit gets last CBS
members

must

offer

ratify

The threat of a television strike by engineers and technicians at ABC-TV and NBCTV was averted Feb. 1 when a tentative
agreement on a new two-year contract was
reached with the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians. Almost simultaneously, CBS-TV made its final offer on
the evening of Jan. 31 to the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local
1212, for CBS-TV technical employes.
The agreements are subject to ratification
by the memberships of the unions, expected
to be completed sometime this week. Approximately 3,600 employes at the three networks are involved in the settlements.
NBC and ABC had been negotiating in
Boston for about a month when the contract
deadline was reached at midnight Jan. 31.
NABET had obtained strike authorization
from its membership and the networks had
formulated plans to maintain operations with
supervisory and technically trained personnel before the settlement was accomplished.
The proposed contract grants 1,600 workers at NBC and 800 at ABC a 6% wage increase on all levels of employment. This
brings the maximum pay of technicians to
about $180 a week from the previous high
of $170 weekly. Under the old contract, the
salary of technicians for the first year of
service started at $91.15 and rose to $170
after four years, but the new pact provides
a reduction in the escalator clause to three
years to reach maximum pay.
NABET did not press its demand for the
four-day, 32-hour week. The agreement calls
for the retention of the five-day, 40-hour
week. But it gained several concessions, including the strengthening of its jurisdiction
over video tape. The old contract granted
NABET jurisdiction over tape on studioproduced shows but the new contract gives
the union jurisdiction over taped remote tv
programs within a radius of 200 miles of any
NBC or ABC owned station. NABET also
obtained group insurance and paid hospitalization atNBC and ABC.
Partial gains also were made by NABET

THE

BEST

FRIEND

A

in the areas of automation and a pension system at ABC (NBC already has one). Though
it failed to set up a pension program at ABC,
NABET obtained a pledge from ABC that
the network will pay a week's salary for each
year of work a man has had at the network
at the retirement age of 65. The union also
exacted a stipulation from the networks that
any layoffs caused by automation must be on
six-month notice and members will receive
at least three months' pay (members may receive more than three months' salary depending on the amount of severance to
which they are entitled).
IBEW held discussions in Washington
with CBS negotiators for two weeks on a
new contract covering about 1,200 employes. The network made its final offer on
Jan. 31, when the old pact expired. The
union is taking the proposals to members.
It was reported that CBS offered IBEW
a pay rise that would lift the salary maximum of technicians to about $180 a week —
the same as at ABC and NBC — and with the
ceiling reached after three years instead of
four years as under the old contract. The
proposal sets the first year salary at $107,
progressing to $180 weekly after three years.
Though no confirmation could be obtained,
estimates were that CBS offered an overall
wage increase approximating 5%.
The network also proposed to grant an
additional week vacation for service after
15 years, raising the total to five weeks.
A pension system was not a problem at CBS
because IBEW employes there are covered
under terms of an overall company plan.
IBEW, under terms of its 1956 pact with
CBS, was given jurisdiction over video tape
for both remote and studio telecasts.

CBS
Trip' Rerouted
After Union
Dispute
CBS-TV's Let's Take a Trip — due to be
scrapped next month [Networks, Feb. 3] —
last Sunday found itself with no place to go.
Reason: it fell victim to the long-standing
jurisdictional disputes in New York between
Local 1212, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers and Local 1, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. Caught in the middle was CBS-TV,
which last Thursday took the matter before

STATION

EVER

HAD!

"Our commercials are now delivered
with far more confidence, and that
confidence is transmitted to the
viewer. It has been months since a
live commercial
good" because
the announcer."
Mr. Blaine
KGEO-TV,

Smith, Chief Announcer
E nid, Oklahoma

The one rear screen projector
that permits color slides to be
picked
by color
the
new upTelePro
6000.cameras is

episode, last Sunday's difficulties were started by Local 1, IATSE, the network's unofficial "ally" in its $100,000 damage suit
against Local 1212 [Personnel Relations,
May 13, 1957]. The issue this time: whether
Local 1212 or Local 1 had the right to
handle remote lighting aboard a ship. CBS
had assigned the work to Local 1212, but
the IATSE local maintains "all lighting belongs to us," charging CBS with using the
Local 1212 engineers "as both engineers
and lighting specialists — a dishonest way of
The Trip was to have been made to
economizing."
United States Lines' S. S. United States,
world's largest ocean-going liner. When CBS
electricians arrived at pier 86 Feb. 1 to set
up lights, they found an IATSE picket line.
The network had planned to go ahead with
the telecast anyway, but U. S. Lines officials, seeing that stevedores of the International Longshoremen's Assn. refused to
cross the picketline, asked CBS to cancel the
remote. Consequently, Let's Take a Trip revisited— by kinescope — the New York Police
Academy, a show seen earlier this season.
This is not the first time IATSE has
claimed lighting jurisdiction aboard oceangoing vessels. Several years ago, it struck
CBS-TV's former Morning Show when that
program intended to do a remote from
aboard the Italian Line's Cristoforo Colombo, and earlier struck NBC-TV's former
Tonight show, then with Steve Allen, when
that program had planned a remote from
the Panama. Local 1 claims jurisdiction in
Manhattan and the Bronx, and its sister
local. No. 4, covers Brooklyn. Network
labor relations officials last week said they
have repeatedly urged program producers
planning shipboard remotes to "go out to
New Jersey" where IATSE does not claim
jurisdiction rights.
In all the above cases, the shipping companies asked the networks to withdraw their
programs
because
"silent officials
intervention"
of the ILA,
thoughof IATSE
deny
any "connection" between its local and ILA.
John Horahan of Local 1 explained, "We
didn't strike CBS ... we merely put men
on pier 86 with signs saying that CBS wasn't
hiring our men at that spot." He noted,
"I can't see how they can proceed against
CBS awarded the lighting work to IBEW
because "the assignment involved no stage,
no acts," a network representative said. His
reference was to IATSE's domain, established late last year by NLRB's decision to
sustain CBS' position in having hired
IATSE men to light a special Antoinette
Perry Awards dinner last April [Personnel Relations, April 22, et seq.]. Though

311 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 2-3800

it
wouldIBEW
appear
that May
the might
network's
suit
against
of last
possibly
be affected by this latest turn of events,
us." believe its latest battle will
CBS does not

•

"present any sort of problem."
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has had to be "made
of an error made by

the National Labor Relation's Board in
hopes of winning an injunction against
IATSE.
This time the shoe was on the other foot.
Where for some 10 months CBS labor relations executives have been waging a legal
battle with IBEW officials over a similar
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MANUFACTURING
Radio

Set

Sales

Hit

10- Year High in '57
Radio's popularity is at a 10-year peak,
matching that of the late '40s when tv was
just on its way to national circulation, according to factory production and retail
set sales for 1957.
The public's interest in aural broadcasting
is reflected in 1957 output of radio sets —
15.4 million compared to 13.9 million in
1956, and the best factory year since 1948.
Retail sales of radios reached 9.7 million
sets in 1957 compared to 8.3 million in
1956. Retail sales do not include auto
models, which move direct to auto factories.
With tv's present circulation, the factory
production of tv receivers is heavily in the
replacement and second-set field. Last year's
tv output totaled 6.4 million sets compared
to 7.4 million in 1956.
In announcing 1957 production and sales
figures, Electronic Industries Assn. pointed
out that radio sales were up 12% over
1956 and reached the sixth highest retail
sales level in radio history.
Of the 1957 radios, 1.6 million were
transistorized portables. Auto set production totaled 5.5 million, of which 2.9 million were transistor models. The figures
show that 49% of all portable radio sets
were transistorized and 51% of auto sets
were similarly equipped.
December 1957 radio production totaled
1,793,336 sets compared to 1,715,209 in
the same 1956 month. Retail set sales totaled
2,031,444 in December compared to 1,651,950 in the same 1956 month.
EIA observed in announcing the radio
figures: "Some industry marketing men believe that the phenomenal growth of radio
in recent years, and particularly in 1957, is
due to the increasing interest and popularity
of records, since radio listening is the only
means by which one can become familiar
with the latest releases."
While tv production dropped from 7.4
Raytheon

Earns $4.8 Million

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,
earned an estimated $4.8 million after taxes
in 1957 ($1.70 per share) from sales of
$250 million, it has been announced by
President Charles F. Adams. About 80%
of the business was government contracts.
In addition, Raytheon realized a net nonrecurring gain of $2,030,000 from liquidation of the cathode ray tube division to
boost total profit for the year to more than
$6.8 million ($2.41 per share). No comparison with 1956 was made because of a
change in fiscal years, but the 1957 income
was described as an increase. Further gain
is predicted for 1958.
Westinghouse Sales Set Record
Record sales in 1957 and for the fourth
quarter of that year have been reported
by Westinghouse Electric Corp. Volume
for the year was $2,009,043,000, according to Gwilym A. Price, chairman, who
added the earnings were second only to
those of 1954. Mr. Price reported the net
Broadcasting

million in 1956 to 6.4 million in 1957, EIA
noted that retail sales remained at a relatively high level — 6.8 million sets in 1956 and
6.6 million in 1957. Manufacturers achieved
substantial cuts in inventories. Retailers, too,
kept inventories at a low point — 810,000 sets
at the start of 1958, compared to 1,085,000
the year before.
One out of eight tv sets, or 779,800, had
uhf tuners in 1957 compared to 1,035,236
all wave sets made in 1956. December tv
output totaled 573,541 sets compared to
626,984 in December 1956. Retail tv sales
totaled 923,339 sets in December compared
to 957,193 sold in the same 1956 month.
Factory sales of tv picture tubes totaled
9.7 million units in 1957 compared to the
record of 10.9 million in 1956. Receiving
tube sales totaled 456 million units last year
compared to 464 million in 1956.
Transistor sales by factories amounted to
28.7 million units in 1957 compared to 12.8
million in 1956.
Following are radio output and retail sales
figures (units) for 1957:
Total Radio
Auto Set
Radio
Output
Sales
Output
Jan.
563,363
521,624
1,085,529
May
522,859
1,264,765
525,029
Feb.
Mar. (5 wks.)
730,584
1,609,073
597,532
543,092
380,452
1,115,813
July
547,480
April
396,151
1,023,771
729,421
416,058
June (5 wks.)
597,484
1,088,343
612,588
Aug.
256.279
301,971
710,553
965,724
446,419
1,610,748
893,366
Sept. (5 wks.)
522,746
923,849
1,569,180
Nov.
Oct.
925,620
1.688,868
563,066
Dec. (5 wks.)
570,617
1,793,336
2,031,444
15,427,738
TOTAL
5,495,774
9,721,285
Tv output and retail sales (units) for
1957 follow:
Television
Television
Sales
Output
Jan. (1957)
450,190
623,359
May
525,437
Feb.
464,697
534,115
Mar. (5 wks.)
559,842
337,965
361,246
July
April
342,386
339,757
543,778
389,770
June (5 wks.)
360,660
426,294
Aug.
673,734
510,097
832,631
Sept. (5 wks.)
705,247
Oct.
572,589
661,994
Nov.
574,646
Dec.
612,211
923,339
573,541
TOTAL
6.560,220
6,339,345
income for 1957 at $72,652,000, equal to
$4.18 a share on the 16,943,337 common
shares outstanding at year end. Last January
Mr. Price predicted 1957 earnings would
amount to $3.50 to $4 a share. Peak earnings of 1954 amounted to $79,921,000 or
$4.78 a share, with sales for that year at
$1,636,184,000.
Executives

Shift at Austin

Co.

In a realignment of executive functions
at the Austin Co., international engineering
and construction firm which has been active
in the construction of radio-tv facilities, the
following changes were announced:
George A. Bryant, who has been president
of the firm since 1940, elected chairman
and chief executive officer; Allan S. Austin,
formerly vice president for sales, succeeded
Mr. Bryant as president, continuing in
charge of sales; Harold A. Anderson, who
has been vice president-assistant general
manager, named executive vice presidentgeneral manager, and Harold A. Hallstein,
executive vice president, elected vice chairman.

HOW TO GET FROM
MINNEAPOLIS

TO OMAHA?
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NEBRASKA

There's a billion-dollar market in-between, not reached by either Minneapolis
or Omaha. It's KEL-0-LAND — over a
million people, all dialed exclusively to
KEL0 and its booster, KDL0 and KPL0.
And Joe Floyd delivers it all to you for
one single-station buy.
KDLO TV
CHANNEL 3
Aberdeen — Huron — Watertown
KELO TV
CHANNEL
1 1
Sioux Falls
KPLO TV
CHANNEL 6
Pierre — Winner — Chamberlain
KEL-O-tAND
Represented; nationally by H-R
In Minneapolis: it's Biilmer & Johnson, Inc.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P

Attending th e NAB
Plan

NOW

Convention?

To

Enjoy

The Special 8-Day Post-Convention
Aircruise

to

HAWAII
Leaving Los Angeles May 2
Immediately After the NAB Convention
Combine your business-Convention
trip with a delightful 8-day sun-filled
Hawaiian vacation. Enjoy fun and relaxation before returning to your office
desk. You and your family fly by special
deluxe DC-7 and enjoy the beautiful
Hotel Surfrider on Waikiki Beach, a
special luau feast with outstanding Island entertainment. Be a guest of the
Navy on a private trip through Pearl
Harbor, golf at the exclusive Oahu
Country Club, visit the facilities of
member radio and television stations.
Hawaii is only 7 hours west of California. Take advantage of geography
and add
tion trip!a week of fun to your convenit Return by deluxe ocean liner can be
arranged if desired.
This Needs 'Live Clearance' . . . D.B.s
Unacceptable!
This trip available only through Travelguide, the agency used by Los Angeles
radio, television and advertising executives.
For Full Information Write:
HAL SAWYER
TRAVELGUIDE
6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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EDUCATION

'Patron'
Underway

Plan
on

ETV
(TV)
WTTW

What may be the first instance of a noncommercial station encroaching upon the
no-sponsor concept of the FCC in educational television, in terms of production
costs if not time purchases, has come to
light in Chicago, along with plans to attract advertising support on a national scale.
WTTW (TV), licensed to the Chicago Educational Television Assn., concluded the
first of a series of film programs produced
under a grant from the Schering Corp. (proprietary, pharmaceutical firm), Bloomfield,
N. J. The 13-part, half-hour series has been
distributed to 23 other ETV stations throughout the country.
It represented the initial effort by the
newly-formed Organization for National
Support of Educational Television (ONSET)
for developing specialized programs and inviting segments of industry to serve as "patrons." The basic requisite: no control over
program content.
The first series, World of Medicine, completed its run on WTTW (ch. 11) Dec. 16
and both CETA and ONSET plan to extend
the "patron" approach to "many projects in
many different fields of interests."
The World of Medicine opens and closes
with a reminder that "This program has been
made possible by a grant from the Schering
Corp."' The film also includes credits identifying the doctors or other protagonists in the
telecast (viz., "The dermatologist, played by
so and so", etc.).
Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director of
the Chicago Educational Television Assn.,
noted that FCC regulations require that the
source of the program, and of its funds, be
clearly stated, "which we do in the case of
institutional patrons." He felt this type of
program might be likened to industrial films
which don't include a direct commercial for
the company, though they may stress the
service or product type in the program. He
told Broadcasting CETA and ONSET have
three or four similar series under study,
including one on life insurance.
A brochure on World of Medicine ex-(
presses the gratification of Francis C. Brown,
Schering president, in being "patron" for
the series and the hope "that our support
has helped pioneer the use of educational
television in its efforts to present the achievements of science in an interesting and informative manner to the American people."
Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director of
the Chicago Educational Television Assn.,
feels the concept places ETV "on the threshold of new adventures in creative programming" and adds: "Schering Corp. cheerfully
accepted the condition that as patron it
would have no influence over program content. It did so because it believes that any responsible project to help the American people better understand medicine deserves the
support not only of educators but of business as well."
Edward L. Ryerson, fomer board chairman of Inland Steel Co., serves as president
of both CETA and ONSET. He claims
ONSET has "established rigid standards to
enforce the purely educational independence
Page 86
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grants by the Ford Foundation, the Edgar
Stern Family Fund, the Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times Foundation, the New York
Times, the John Randolph and Dora Haynes
Foundation, the Shinner Foundation, the
Revlon Foundation and Cyrus Eaton.

for
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WTIX

TITLE to a television tower given by
WDSM-TV Duluth, Minn., to the
Duluth-Superior Educational Television Corp. is turned over by B. H.
Ridder Jr. (I), president of Northwest
Publications Inc. (WDSM-TV), to
George Beck, president of the educational group. C. D. Tully (r), general
manager of the commercial station,
looks on as the $75,000 gift (representing tower, lines and land) is presented.
of the program. Patrons are accepted only
invitation."
by Mr.
Ryerson describes ONSET as "the
outgrowth of experience in production of
educational programs financed through industrial grants and was formed in recognition of the fact that there should be an
organization devoted to developing educational programs and to matching such programs with appropriate patrons."
Sherman H. Dryer, head of a tv production firm bearing his name and ONSET
board member, claims ONSET "patrons"
and commercial tv sponsors differ because
the former are accepted by invitation only
and "exercise no influence over program
content.
"By financing on a national basis with
patrons from the business world, through
the facilities of educationl television ONSET
hopes to advance significantly the quality
and status of educational television programming both on educational stations and
as a public service on commercial stations."
The filmed World of Medicine series
utilizes no actors, scripts or dramatized sequences and features doctors, pharmacists,
nurses and other medical personnel. It
covers a variety of subjects from pediatrics
to geriatrics.
Schering manufactures endocrine, X-ray
diagnostic, chemotherapeutic and pharmaceutical products, including cosmetics, and
is active in radio and tv.
Capitol Fellowships Announced
The American Political Science Assn.,
Washington, D.C., has opened competition
for nine-month fellowships in Congress from
November 1958-August 1959 to be granted
political scientists and political journalists
between the ages of 25 and 32. Fellows will
be granted a stipend of $4,500, mostly taxfree, and the opportunity to work on Capitol
Hill in Washington. Application blanks and
information are available from the association at 1726 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.,
Washington 6.
Funds for the fellowships come from

Donates

Its Old

Facilities

To School Board, Also Buys WWEZ
The facilities of WTIX New Orleans will
be operated by the Orleans Parish school
board as a donation from the station's
licensee, Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co.,
which in turn has purchased the license and
property of WWEZ New Orleans for $490,000 (see page 78), it was announced last
week. Mid-Continent values its gift to the
board in excess of $250,000.
Contingent upon FCC approval, the
WTIX facilities — including all essential
equipment and a basic record library —
will be operated by the board as an educational station on the existing 1450 kc frequency, with 250 w power, but with different call letters. Mid-Continent will retain
the call letters WTIX when it assumes the
690 kc, 5 kw facilities of WWEZ. MidContinent will also maintain its old studios
at 624 Canal St.
The station donation to the school board
is on a one-year trial basis. The
keep or sell the station after the
and retain any profit made. If
is not satisfied with the station

board may
year is up
the board
at the end

of the year, Mid-Continent will pay the
operating expenses up to a maximum of
$35,000. Otherwise, the expenses are to be
paid by the board.
Todd Storz, president of Mid-Continent,
attributed the donation of the station for
educational purposes to his firm's "interest
in the cultural development of the community." Emile A. Wagner Jr., president of
the school board, stated that the station will
"be operated in furtherance of not only the
education of children but for . . . the community at large."
U. of Texas to Try for Tv
A new organization to put an educational
station on ch. 9 San Antonio, Tex., has been
formed by the U. of Texas, Austin, and the
San Antonio Council on Educational Television. According to an announcement by
the university, the new group anticipates
amending an application now on file with
the FCC to specify studios and transmission
in Austin as well as San Antonio. The university will seek operation funds for the
station from private sources, it says, estimating atotal capital investment of $300,000 and annual operating costs of $50,000.
WTTW (TV) 'Gifts' Top $125,000
WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial,
educational station, has raised $125,000 in
"special gifts" and over $2,000 from viewers in its campaign to raise $340,000 for the
station's 1958 operation, it has been announced. The financial report was given by
John L. Clarkson, chairman of the special
gifts drive, at a luncheon in the Chicago
Club. No specific amount has been set as a
goal for special gifts, but WTTW hopes to
raise
bulk of this year's operating monies
in
thistheway.
Broadcasting
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PEOPLE
resigned that position and will serve as vice
president in advisory capacity.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
George L. Turner, vice president of American Suppliers Inc., domestic leaf-buying subsidiary of American Tobacco Co., elected
director of American Tobacco, succeeding
John S. Dowd, retired.
John J. Peterson, general sales-advertising
manager. Standard Milling Co., joins Bruce
B. Brewer & Co., Kansas City-Minneapolis,
as partner and account executive, effective
Feb. 15.
Vincent Brunelli, vice president of Chemway Corp. and president of Household Products division, takes on additional post of
president of Lady Esther division of Chemway.
Ralph W. Smith, manager of operations division, McCann-Erickson's home office, New
York, has been appointed vice president for
corporate operations of agency. F. Russell
Schneider, manager of operations in creative
division of home office, has been named new
manager of operations division.
-< William Jay, formerly
vice president and director,
Squirt Co., Van Nuys,
Calif., to Los Angeles Soap
Co., L. A., as executive
vice president. He was associated with Squirt Co.
for 17 years and also
served as company's general sales manager.
Gerald P. Deppe, executive vice president,
Weintraub & Assoc., joins Rutledge &
Lilienfeld, St. Louis, as vice president.
W. O. Yocum, formerly account executive
at McCann-Erickson Inc. and advertising
manager of Oscar Mayer & Co., both Chicago, to H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv., that
city, as vice president and account executive.
Merritt R. C. Schoenfeld, account executive,
C. L. Miller Co., to Kastor agency in similar
capacity.
Walter T. Smith promoted from vice president in charge of purchasing to vice president for advertising, merchandising and
sales promotion at Anheuser-Busch Inc.
(Budweiser, Busch Bavarian beer), St. Louis.
He will function under supervision of William Bien, vice president-marketing.
John A. Stephens, vice president-industrial
relations, U. S. Steel Corp.. Pittsburgh, has

INQUIRIES

Broadcasting

CONFIDENTIAL

LEADER

IN

SACRAMENTO!

M Seymour Steinhardt, account executive, Keyes,
Martin & Co., Springfield,
N. J., appointed account
supervisor. Mr. Steinhardt
has been in advertising,
public relations and radio
and tv for 15 years.
George W. Sisler, ac- ►
count executive with McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
since 1954, appointed advertising manager of Ashland Oil & Refining Co.,
Ashland, Ky.

1st PLACE, PULSE
Oct. 14-18, 1957
(KXOA placed 1st in more quarterhours 6:00 a.m. to midnight than
any other station.)

William H. Reilly, formerly copy supervisor
Donahue & Coe to Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
Chicago as group copy head.
M D. Louis Uva joins Sink
& Sons Adv. Agency,

SERVING A GREAT
INLAND EMPIRE
NATION'S

Charlotte, N. C, as account executive. He has
been in advertising, sales
promotion, public relations and sales management for past 17 years.
Freeman Gosden Jr., traffic Department,
Young & Rubicam, L. A., to BBDO, that
city, as account executive.
Stuart M. Ganon, tv ►
copywriter on Gerber and
former Coca-Cola accounts at D'Arcy Adv.,
N. Y., to Hicks & Greist,
that city, as account executive and member of creative plans board. He also
has been with Kudner Agency and Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove.

45th in Retail Sales
51st in Population
22nd in Sales per hsld.
SRDS

KXOA
Natl. Rep. — McGavren-Quinn
V P. -Mgr. — Howard Haman

hear

ye

Noel D. Turner, formerly with Needham,
Louis & Brorby, to Gordon Best Co., Chicago, as account executive.
■< Stephen J. Burke, assistant vice president and
advertising manager, National Shawmut Bank of
Boston, to Lloyd Adv.
Inc., that city, as account
executive.
Walter M. Heymann Jr., account executive,
Foote, Cone & Belding, to North Adv., Chicago, as sales development manager. Jack
Jones, network services supervisor for North,
takes on additional duties as account executive and Elaine Pappas has been appointed
assistant media director.

ALL

NEW

Fred Apt, media and budget director of
Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Geritol, Serutan,
Zarumin and J. B. Williams products),
N. Y., to Parkson Adv., that city, agency for
Pharmaceuticals, as media director.

More

listeners hear

RAD

IO

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA
than the other three city
stations combined
AM-FM

,11 H 5000 W-600 KC

AFFILIATE FOR
WINSTON-SALEM/ GREENSBORO/ HIGH POINT
CALL HEAOLEY-REED
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
James Kaye, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., joins
Grey Adv., that city, as radio-tv casting director.

Frank Paris, associate director, CBS Radio,
named network program coordinator, for
CBS Radio Hollywood.

David H. I hrailkill, export manager (Latin
American division), J. B. Williams Co. Div..
Pharmaceuticals Inc., to director of international operations.

Carleton Sieck, assistant general sales manager, KNX Los Angeles and CBS Radio
Pacific Network, named eastern sales representative, succeeding Fulton Wilkins, who
has joined CBS Radio Spot Sales, New York,
as account executive. Mr. Sieck will headquarter inNew York.
Hank Lewis and Charles (Skip) Webster have
been named manager of special projects and
assistant director of press information, CBSTV Hollywood, respectively.

Dan J. Forrestal, manager of public relations, Monsanto Chemical Co., named director of public relations, succeeding Howard A. Marple, who takes leave of absence
for health reasons. James E. McKee, assistant manager of public relations, named
assistant director of public relations.
Harland Plumb named director of public
relations, F. G. Mullins Co., Seattle.
Jay Glogower, formerly with Cunningham
& Walsh, to Street & Finney, N. Y., as art
director.
Robert Goldsmith, copy chief, Cohen &
Aleshire, N. Y.. to Lawrence C. Gumbinner, that city, as senior copy writer.
Donald K. Heller and Douglas S. Parker,
both with media staff of Al Paul Lefton
Adv., Philadelphia, to media selection staff
of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Edward C. Manser, formerly with NBC-TV,
to Ayer's Hollywood office handling radiotv traffic.

Roy Heatly, sports director, Armed Forces
Radio and Tv Services, L. A., joins NBC
Hollywood as writer for local tv news show
and will do sports interviews for Monitor.
He is succeeded at AFRTS by Dick Shad,
assistant sports director and former play-byplay broadcaster for Hollywood Stars baseball team.
David Camerer, CBS

Henry J. Griffin, 59, production manager for
Donahue & Coe, N. Y., died Jan. 27 at Holy
Name Hospital, Teaneck, N. J., following
brief illness.

George Moskovics retires as manager of tv
development for KNXT and CBS Television
Pacific Network. He will act as consultant
in promotion and public relations for CBSTV, KNXT and CTPN. Jack D. Pohle, merchandising manager for Housewives Protective League, to KNX Los Angeles and
CPRN as national sales representative. He
succeeds Tom Pate, who has been named
national sales supervisor.

always

IMMEDIATE

has

~< Leonard S. Holstad, executive with Northwest
Airlines, joins National
Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., as
comptroller. He had been
with Northwest for 27
Alex Leslie, Modern Teleservice Inc., N. Y.,
years.
promoted to national sales manager. He
also will direct activities of N. Y. sales department.
Ned Smith, formerly creative chief, Raymond Spector Co., N. Y., to Transfilm Inc.,
that city, as creative director.

representative.
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■< James £. Goldsmith,
formerly sales manager of
KWK-TV, named general
manager of WAMV East
St.
Broadcasting's
Feb.Louis.
3 issue
incorrectly
reported Mr. Goldsmith as
becoming general manager
of KWK-TV.
Joe Kendall, formerly ►
manager and co-owner of
KXLE Ellensburg, joins
KEPR Kennewick. both
Washington, as manager.
Dale Hazen, formerly
manager of Cherokee Theatres in Columbia Basin
area (chain of 14 theatres and drive-ins),
joins KBAS-TV Moses Lake, Wash., sales
staff. Both KEPR and KBAS-TV are licensed byCascade Broadcasting Co.
■< Lowell H. MacMillan,
assistant general manager,
WHEC Rochester, N. Y.,
named station manager of

STATIONS
Walter Sondheim Jr., vice president-secretary, Hochschild, Kohn & Co., elected to
board of directors of WFBR Baltimore.
Cleo Wright, assistant advertising manager,
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, joins WFBR as
sales service manager. Hope Barroll Jr., local sales staff, WFBR, named national sales
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■< Ray Starr, station manager, WJAN Spartanburg,
to WJOT Lake City, both
South Carolina, as general
manager. Mr. Starr also
has acted as program manager and air personality at
WJAN.

Ted Estabrook, co-owner of WHOO-AMTV Orlando, Fla., and Maurice (Red) Weiss,
co-owner of station and advertising-sales
promotion manager of Chester H. Roth Co.,
N. Y. (hosiery firm), have become general
manager and sales manager, respectively, of
WHOO Radio Inc., new licensee of WHOOAM-TV [Stations, Dec. 23, 1957].

Radio script writer

FILM

the BROADCAST

DELIVERY

plans.

(Herman Hickman-Phil Rizzuto's It's Sports
Times, has completed The Damned Wear
Wings, a semi-autobiographical novel which
will be published by Doubleday & Co. Feb.
20.

Jim Plessas, account service-merchandising
executive, Dan B. Miner Co., S. F., to Honig-Cooper, that city, merchandising staff.
Havis Medwick, business manager radio-tv
department, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y., will instruct radio-tv course
"Planning the Campaign" at New York U.'s
division of general education this spring.

Karle Headriek, vice president in charge of
national sales, KGAY Salem. Ore., has resigned. He has not announced his future

WHEC Inc. (WHEC-AMTV). Howard B. Mouatt,
assistant chief engineer of
WHEC-AM-TV, promoted
to chief engineer.

Joe T. Starr, general manager, WIOK
Tampa, Fla., to WYLD New Orleans (formerly WMRY), in similar capacity. Gus
Lewis, announcer, promoted to WYLD account executive, and James W. Smith, New
Orleans d.j., joins station as d.j.
William B. Ogden, formerly assistant general manager, KLIK Jefferson City, Mo.,
and station manager at WGKV Charleston,
W. Va., to WCLI-AM-FM Corning, N. Y.,
as local sales manager.
Paul Monson, program ►
manager, WSPR Springfield, Mass., named station
manager. Mr. Monson has
been in broadcasting since
1938. Gordie Baker,
WSPR, has been named
program director.
Broadcasting

Jerry Covington named general manager of
KWEL Midland. Tex., and Wynn Alby,
sales staff, promoted to sales manager. Don
Luttrell, leaves private business to rejoin
KWEL as d.j. and George Lipper, d.j.
KPLA-FM Hollywood, joins KWEL staff.
Charles M. Quillian, account executive,
WLLY Richmond. Va., promoted to sales
manager.
< Hugh Barclay, formerly
with WEAR-TV Pensacola. Fla.. and WFBR
Baltimore, joins WALBTV Albany, Ga., as sales
manager.
F. W. (Pop) Hagerty, formerly with Pacific
Gamble Robinson in advertising and merchandising, to KOMO-TV Seattle as sales
service-merchandising manager.
Tony Picha, formerly ad promotion manager for Baltimore News-Post, to WMARTV that city as promotion manager. He
succeeds Alex Dietrich, who resigned to
join steamship line's public relations group.
Aaron Schindler, former president of Haldeman & Schindler Adv. Co., joins Harry M.
Frost Adv. Inc., Boston, as head of new
business department.
Lew Polen, formerly RCA field service
representative, joins KCOP (TV) Los Angeles as engineer in charge of technical facilities. Leland Gustafson promoted to supervisor of KCOP's maintenance department.
Houston D. Jones, commercial representative, WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., and Clay
L. Morgan, commercial representative,
WAVE, named assistant commercial managers for tv and radio, respectively.
Richard P. Williams, promotion and publicity departments. WBZ and WBZA Boston-Springfield, Mass., to WVUE-TV Philadelphia as assistant promotion manager.
Donald J. Kramer, formerly with WKARTV East Lansing and WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, both Michigan, joins WWJ-TV Detroit
as assistant program-production manager.
William Bareham named director of technical operations for WBAL Baltimore.
Other appointments: Harrison Brooks to

chief engineer of WBAL-TV; Raymond
Brunner, chief engineer of WBAL-AM-TV
audio; Thomas Brown, formerly with Baltimore News-Post advertising sales department, joins WBAL-TV as account executive, and Albert E. Moore, formerly with
Glenn L. Martin Co., becomes account executive with WBAL-TV.

jytONTANJV

-< John Shaw, senior producer, WFBM-TV Indian-

HOMES
60,000 TV
KXUTVI2

apolis, Ind., joins WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids,

KXLF TV4

Mich., as program director. Frank Sisson, WOOD
program director, moves
to WOOD-TV sales staff
and Jack Markward has become tv sales
manager.

'iSStaiLonAj
Great

Dick Covington, formerly program director, WCAO Baltimore, joins WITH that
city as program director and d.j.

Helena

Larry Dean, actor-musician-singer-writer,
and Eddie Williams, formerly account executive with WJLB and WCHB, both Detroit, join KSAN San Francisco as program
director and account executive, respectively.
Mr. Dean will present his own rhythm and
blues show in addition to being program
director.

Butte

z

Adrian R. (Bud) Coop- ►
er, formerly program director, WAKR Akron,
Ohio, joins WHKK that
city in similar capacity.
Mr. Cooper resigned from
WAKR
in September
1956 because of illness.

JllTVTORADlOUOMB
'Represented
U)
•I*.**
The Walker Company -East
Pacific Northwest

Broadcasters- West

ONE
FIRST

THE
MARKETS

"'•"S

THE

Bill Fox, associate news director, KTNTTV Seattle-Tacoma, named new director.
Ernie Leiss, newsman, WRCV-TV Philadelphia, named news director for WRCVAM-TV.
Frederick DeSloovere, formerly with WTRY
Troy and WKIP Poughkeepsie, both New
York, to WIBG Philadelphia as news director.

Jack Brickhouse, sportscaster and "voice"
of Chicago Cubs and White Sox on WGN- I
TV that city, signed new five-year contract !
with WGN-AM-TV for services including
director of WGN Inc. sports department.
He joined WGN in 1940.

WHBF
RADIO

& TELEVISION

the
of
in

station

marketing
the

success

Quad-Cities

William A. Morrison, manager, John Cohan
Adv., Salinas, Calif., joins KFRC San Francisco as account executive.
Jim

B ROADCASTING

OF

100

Jeanne McCay joins WHTN Huntington,
W. Va., as continuity director.

Don Russell, NBC's Monitor, joins WSTCAM-FM Stanford, Conn., as chief announcer and director of public affairs. He also
will continue his duties with Monitor.

tpa

MET

Boieman

Jack McNamee, announcer, WOKO Albany,
N. Y., promoted to program director.

Bob White, newsman, WJBK-TV Detroit,
named public service director, succeeding
George Cushing, resigned.

* tba...tba...tba...

in

Dominance

Diamond,

account

executive, KJBS

REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL,
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
San Francisco, and Norman H. Cunningham, Townsend, Millsap Co.. S. F. publication and broadcasting representatives, join
KTVU (TV) San Francisco as account executives.

TV Philadelphia sales staff, succeeding Dick
Paisley, who has joined NBC Spot Sales.

Ted Austin, formerly with WLAK Lakeland, Fla., to WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., as
account executive.

Joe Strada, radio sales, WALA

John C. Thome, formerly with Tom Daisley Adv., Columbia, S. C, to WIS that
city as local sales and promotion.
Mobile,

Harry Bulow, former account man. KFMBTV San Diego, has joined XETV (TV) Tijuana, Mex., as account executive.

Ala., moves to WALA-TV sales. Lindsey
Boykin joins WALA as salesman and Josh
Hardin, formerly with stations in Hollywood, Calif., and Pensacola, Fla., joins
WALA as host of his own show.

Doug Yates, formerly radio-tv timebuyer,
BBDO, N. Y., to WCBS that city as account
executive.

Charlie Crawford, sales representative,
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., to WTOP Washington sales staff.

Jane Bennett has joined news staff at WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, as administrative assistant and film director.

Walter Weightman, account executive
WNHC-AM-TV New Haven, Conn., to
WAVZ that city sales staff.

Tony Sands, assistant chief meteorologist,
promoted to chief meteorologist for WLWAM-TV Cincinnatti, Ohio, succeeding James
C. Fidler, resigned [People, Feb. 3].

Bobby Cox, All American who has signed
contract to play offensive quarterback with
Los Angeles Rams when 1958 football season opens, has joined WDGY MinneapolisSt. Paul national sales promotion staff.

Bob Whitney, formerly night news editor,
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y., to KALL Salt
Lake City, Utah, as d. j.
Ken Evans has rejoined WWDC Washington as newscaster after recuperating from
lung ailment since last July.
Bill Hinds, veteran radio-tv announcer, vocalist and m. c, joins WWSW-AM-FM
Pittsburgh as d. j.
Herb Davis, d. j., WEAM Arlington, joins
WFCR Fairfax, both Virginia, in similar
capacity.
George Scott, formerly with KWRD Henderson, Tex., joins KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La., as announcer.
Paul Schuett, announcer, KTNT-AM-FMTV Seattle-Tacoma, to KPUG Bellingham,
both Washington, as morning man.
Elizabeth Crawford (Martha Rivers) has
joined WCSC-FM Charleston, S C, as host
of Music From the Masters, nightly two
hour show of classical music. Miss Crawford is daughter of John Rivers, president of
WCSC Inc.

Rexford L. Watson, formerly set designer,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, to KTIV (TV)
Sioux City, Iowa, directing staff.
Burt E. Noh, newsman,
Louis news staff.

joins KXOK

St.

ington-Baltimore public relations department of Westinghouse Electric Co., to
Rochester, N. Y., office of Harshe-Rotman
Inc.. national public relations firm, as account supervisor.
Audine Coffin, partner in research firm of
Coffin, Cooper & Clay before her retirement
to raise family, has joined J. H. Coffin &
Co., research and sales development consultants. Temple City, Calif., in charge of
promotion and advertising firm does for its
radio and tv station clients.
PROGRAM SERVICES
Garcin Kaganowich, United Press, Newark,
N. J., office, named manager of that bureau. He succeeds Norman A. Cafarell, who
has been appointed business representative
for New fersey.
Stearns Ellis, formerly with Young Television Corp., N. Y., to Jack Morton Productions, that city, entertainment counselor
to business, sales department. Paul Keiler,
producer with Morton-Productions, Washington, has been assigned to N. Y. office.
MANUFACTURING
Rear Admiral Daniel F. J. Shea (U. S. N.,

W. D. Holderfield, station manager, WFPA
Fort Payne, Ala., father of girl, Susan
Diane.

retired), vice president and director of Hazeltine Research Inc., Chicago, to Trav-Ler
Radio Corp., that city, as vice president.

William Steinke Sr., 72, cartoonist and m.c.

Walter E. Sutter, district microwave sales
manager. General Electric, Redwood City,
Calif., named national microwave sales man-

of one of radio's first children's shows over
WOR New York (then Newark) in 1924,
died Jan. 29 in convalescent home in Orchard, Me. In 1927 program was moved to
NBC. Mr. Steinke also appeared with his
sketch pad on WNBC-TV New York for
several years.
REPRESENTATIVES
Thomas

R. Young, formerly sales representative for WEEI Boston, to CBS Radio
Spot Sales New York as account executive.
Sid Connolly, former salesman for Cowles
Publication, to Kettell-Carter Inc., Boston
as account executive.

N. Y.

ager for GE's communication products department, with headquarters in Syracuse,

Lloyd B. Kiely, named general manager of
new radio-tv electronics division of Zenith
Radio Corp. of Canada Ltd. Mr. Kiely has
been in Canadian radio-tv-appliance field
for nearly 20 years.
Louis A. Durgin, 45, senior engineer. Allen
B. DuMont Labs, died Jan. 25. He had
been with DuMont since 1944 and in 1955
was assigned to mobile communications department.

Boyce Hawkins, formerly announcer-musician, KGEO-TV Enid, Okla.. to WSM-TV
Nashville, Tenn., announcing staff.
Gussie Moran, tennis star who has conducted before-game and post-game Yankee
baseball sports programs on WMGM
New
York, has been signed to new three-year
contract by WMGM.
Mary Lee Sauermann (nee Seidner), formerly with Kennedy, Young & MacCleod, Dallas., to WRR that city as continuity writer.
C. H. (Charlie) Harrison, station manager
of KBOA Kennett, Mo., and Alan (Bud)
Brixey, formerly assistant producer for
ABC-TV's Country Music Jubilee and NBC
Radio's Red Foley Show, join KWTO
Springfield, Mo., sales staff.
Alfred J. Gibbons, formerly advertising
manager, Atlantic City Reporter, to WRCVPage 90
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
■<

Leonard

Lieberman,

former government information officer, named associate of Robert K. Richards (public relations),
Washington. He will be
responsible for principal
accounts in New York and
Washington offices.
Albert O. Mayer, head of promotion and
premium department of Leo Burnett Co.,
to H. G. Saperstein & Assoc.. Beverly Hills.
Calif., premium organization, as vice president and general manager. Mr. Mayer will
head newly created Prudential Gold Bond
division to offer package promotional ideas
and programs to food processors and chains.
Julian Kilman, formerly manager of Wash-

TRADE ASSNS. mmmm
Gene Spry, KPHO; John Redfield, KIFN;
Sheldon Engel, KRIZ, and Tom Chauncey,
KOOL-AM-TV, elected to board of directors of Metropolitan Phoenix Broadcasters.
John Hogg, KOY, elected president of
MPB. succeeding Mr. Chauncey; Bill LaDow, KTVK (TV), vice president, and
Howard Stalnaker, KPHO-TV, secretarytreasurer, all stations are located in Phoenix.
GOVERNMENT

...

w msmmm

Robert E. Crawford, formerly of WMALTV Washington, has been named administrative assistant to Rep. Richard Poff (R-Va.).
Before joining WMAL-TV and prior to
Army service as a second lieutenant, Mr.
Bradford was news and program director
at WRAD Radford, Va.
Broadcasting

=

FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

As Compiled

910 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 701 Ninth St.,
Crescent City, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$13,466, first year operating cost $26,400, revenue
$35,000. Mr. Sheridan owns Courtesy Market,
Crescent City. Announced Jan. 30.

Applications

by BROADCASTING

January 30 through February 5
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, he —
mit ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — Kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
New

Tv

tv table of assignments and substituted ch. 80
for ch. 70 in Bradford, Pa., effective March 7.
This change will make ch. 70 available for tv
translator service in the North Warren, Pa.,
area. Announced Jan. 31.

Stations
APPLICATION

Bakersfield, Calif.— Lincoln Dellar, uhf ch. 17
(488-494 mc); ERP 186.6 kw vis., 94.2 kw aur.;
antenna height above average terrain 607 ft.,
above ground 391.8 ft. Estimated construction
cost $130,600, first year operating cost $300,000,
revenue $325,000. P. O. address 281 Hot Springs
Road, Santa Barbara, Calif. Studio location,
Bakersfield (2 miles north of North High School
in Oildale). Transmitter location, same as studio
(waiver of Sec. 3.613 of rules is requested to
permit applicant to locate main studio outside
principal city's limits). Geographic coordinates
35° 27' 36" N. Lat., 119° 01' 09" W. Long. Trans,
composite RCA and GE, antenna GE. Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk, Blume & Gaguine, Wash., D. C.
Consulting engineer Ewald W. Berger, 3421 58th
St., Sacramento. Mr. Dellar, sole owner, is 25%
stockholder of Mt. Rainier Radio and Tv Bcstg.
Corp. which owns KJR Seattle and KNEW Spokane, both Washington, and KXL Portland, Ore.
(sale to Frank Sinatra pending). Announced
Feb. 5.
Allocations
TV CHANNEL

CHANGE

By report and order. Commission amended its

NATION-WIDE

Translators
W.H.D.L. Inc., Olean, N. Y. — reconsidered and
set aside Jan. 22 grant of cp for a new tv translator station on ch. 70 to translate programs of
WBUF-TV (ch. 17), Buffalo. Announced Jan. 31.
Upper Lehigh Translator Service Corp., Palmerton. Pa. — Granted cp for a new tv translator
station on ch. 73 to serve Palmerton, Slatedale
and Slatington by translating programs of WBRETV (ch. 28) Wilkes-Barre.
Announced Jan. 30.
New

Am

ACTIONS

BY FCC

Lompoc, Calif. — Thomas B. Friedman tr/as Elson Electronics Co. — granted 960 kc, 500 w D.
P. O. address % Mr. Friedman, 235 Quadro Dr.,
Pacific Palisades, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $16,502, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $55,000. Mr. Friedman, chief engineer Empire Coil Co. licensee of WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
Ohio, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and KCTY
(TV) Kansas
nounced Jan. City,
30. Mo., will be sole owner. AnBrookings, Ore. — Joseph F. Sheridan — granted

NEGOTIATIONS

•

INDUSTRY'S

National
presents
EASTERN

Media
these

CENTRAL

outstanding
SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

WEST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

NETWORK

$150,000

$1,350,000
This is an excellent
facility located in a

$130,000

$40,000

$40,000
Located in the heart

$300,000

CLEVELAND

Jackson B. Maurer
Wm. T. Stubblefield
2414 Terminal Tower
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456
TOWER 1-6727
* Largest radio- tele vision sales volume In our field

A new and excellent
facility in the
of
a sportsman's
paradise.
Ideal for South 's major marowner - operator.
ing. ket. Unlimited potential. Some financ$17,000 down.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

RayBarney
V. Hamilton
Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Call

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

Firm

MIDWEST
1,000 WATT
DAYTIMER

D. C.

APPRAISALS

investments

NETWORK
FULLTIME

WASHINGTON,

•

Brokerage

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

Station serves tremendous retail sales
area. High fixed asing. sets. Liberal financ-

East Moline, 111. — Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 960 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 820 North
LaSalle St., Chicago. Estimated construction cost
$55,600, first year operating cost $45,000. Cash on
hand plus donations will be used to build and
operate. nounced
Owner
Feb. 5. is non-profit organization. AnBrazil, Ind. — Quad Cities Bcstg. Co., 1380 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address 101 Metzger Building,
Jasper, Ind. Estimated construction cost $29,620,
first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $80,000.
Owners are Gilbert E. Metzger, John R. Ax,
Louis C. Mitzloff and Dennis J. Keller (25%
each). Messrs. Metzger, Ax and Metzloff each
own 33.33% of WITZ Jasper, Ind., and WITY
Danville, 111. Mr. Keller is general manager of
WITZ. Announced Feb. 4.
Williamsburg, Ky. — Whitley County Bcstg. Co.,
1440 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address H. T. Parrott,
Campbellsville, Ky. Estimated construction cost
$14,600, first year operating cost $27,375, revenue
40,150.
Owners and
are John
H. T.H. Parrott,
D. Ingram,
J.
W. Pickett
ReynoldsR. (25%
each);
Mr. Parrott owns 8.8% of WLOC and 11.67% of
WTCO, both Campbellsville, Ky. Mr. Ingram
owns 5.3% of WLOC and 7% of WTCO. Mr.
Pickett is general manager, South Central Ky.
Bcstg. Corp. Mr. Reynolds is florist. Announced
Feb. 4.
Williamsburg, Ky— Howell B. Phillips, 1050
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 317 Gilbert St., North
Vernon, Ind. Estimated construction cost $17,640,
first year operating cost $20,000, revenue $32,000.
Sole owner
Phillips
is soil conservationist. Announced Feb.
4.
Pittsfield, Mass.— Pittsneld Bcstrs., 1260 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address 8633 39th Ave., S.W., Seattle,

LARGEST

MAJOR
FULLTIME

Single station. Solid
economy plus new
government spending. Profitable.
Terms.

Rockmart, Ga. — Polk Radio, 1220 kc, 250 w D.
P. O .address L. E. Gradick, 987 Mt. Paran Rd.,
N. W., Atlanta. Estimated construction cost $5,696,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000.
Owners, each one-third: James G. McGarity,
mechanic; Stephens B. McGarity, peace officer,
and Leslie
E. Gradick Jr., engineer. Announced
Jan.
31.

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

TELEVISION

RADIO

THE

Stations

APPLICATIONS

your

ATLANTA,

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

agriculture.
tive terms. AttracDALLAS,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Blag.
JA 3-3431

nearest

Fulltime 100-watter
in semi-major market. Booming market
based on oil, gas and

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

AM-TV

good ket.
growth
marNetwork affiliate. Terms.

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St,
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Planni

Wash. Estimated construction cost $23,720, first
year operating cost $55,000, revenue $65,000.
Walter N. Nelskog and Norton I. Virgien Jr. each
own 50%.
Nelskog'sWis.
broadcast
interestsGreat
include: Mr.
KQTY Everett,
(58%), KUDI
Falls, Mont. (25%), and KQDY Minot and KBMK
Bismarck, both North Dakota (25% each). Mr.
Virgien isnouncedgeneral
manager, WEZE Boston. AnFeb. 5.

nue $6,000. Ownership same as that of WCUE
Akron. Edwin Elliot (60';) also is director of
WICE Providence, R. I. Announced Jan. 31.
Montrose, Pa. — Montrose Bcstg. Corp. 96.5 mc,
56.7 kw unl. P. O. address 35 Lake Ave., Montrose.
Estimated construction cost $14,850, first year
operating cost $12,000, revenue $12,000. Owner is
non-profit,
organization
which Feb.
is also4.
licensee of religious
WPEL Montrose.
Announced

Existing

Existing

ng

KAHI Auburn, Calif. — Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (950
kc). Announced Feb. 3.
WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. (940
kc). Announced Feb. 4.
WLAU Laurel, Miss. — Mod. of cp to change
frequency from 1600 kc to 1430 kc. Announced
Jan. 31.
KBEC Waxahachie, Tex. — Cp to change from
employing directional ant. to non-directional ant.
(1390 kc). Announced Jan. 31.
WEEK Warrenton, Va. — Cp to change frequency from 1570 kc to 1230 kc; decrease power
from 500 w to 250 w; change hours of operation
from D to unl.; make changes in ant. system
(increase height), and change type trans. (Contingent on grant of BP-11,550, WFVA change
frequency) . Announced Jan. 31.

Radio

a

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS

Station

?

New

Fm

KSPC Pomona College, Claremont, Calif.*— Cp
to change frequency from 90.7 mc; ch. 214 to 88.5
mc; ch. 203; increase power from 10 w trans,
power output to 1 kw; effective radiated power
and
HAAT to minus 245 ft. Announced
Feb. change
5.
Allocations
PROPOSED FM CHANNEL CHANGE
The Commission invites comments by Feb. 28
to proposed rule making to amend the Class B
fm allocation plan by adding ch. 299 to Redwood
City, Calif., as requested in application of Frank
James.
Ownership

APPLICATIONS

signs (Plans "A," "B," "C")
for new or modernized stations
may offer exactly the layout and
facilities you require. Plan "B,"
for instance, provides the extra
studio and storage space for
efficient handling of the varied
programs typical of a community or medium -size station. Studio, announce booth
and record library room

are

part of this plan.

Now available free, without
obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
CB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION

Tmk(s) ®

•
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APPLICATIONS
WJLD-AM-FM Homewood, Ala. — seeks assignment of license and cp of Johnston Bcstg. Co. to
George Johnston Jr. as executor of the estate
of George Johnston, deceased. Announced Feb. 4.
KJNO Juneau, Alaska — seeks assignment of
license from Midnight Sun Bcstg. Co. to Baranof
Bcstrs. Inc. for $45,000. New owners are Joseph
B. Mangan (99.8%) and others. Mr. Mangan is
manager of KJNO. Announced Jan. 30.
KVOA-AM-TV Tucson, Ariz. — seeks assignment of license from Arizona Bcstg. Co. Die. to
Arizona Bcstg. Co. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced Jan. 31.
KDON Salinas, Calif. — seeks transfer of control
of licensee corporation (KDON Die.) from Clark
E. and Irene H. Fee and Glen M. and Helene H.
Stadler to Richard P. and Sherley E. Bott for
$5,000. Mr. and Mrs. Bott are joint owners. Mr.
Bott is general manager, KSAN San Francisco.
Mrs.
Bott owns
10% preferred stock of KSAN.II
Announced
Jan. 30.
WAUC

Wauchula, Fla. — seeks assignment of cp

New

South

England

SlfPO.OOO.OO
$85,000.00
Fulltime facility in solid medium
market. An unusually low down

payment will handle this property.
Liheral financing already arranged.
Exclusive

Outstanding technical facility in a
monopoly

market. Presently profit-

able and showing consistent improvement. $50,000 cash required.
with
1

of AMERICA
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Beverly Hills, Calif— Dawkins Espy, 92.7 mc,
1 kw unl. P. O. address Box 933, Beverly Hills.
Estimated construction cost $8,442, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue $24,000. Mr. Espy is
sole owner. Formerly 50% owner of KAIR Tucson,
he is now
in various
phases of electronics.engaged
Announced Jan.
31.
Fresno, Calif.— John H. Poole, 99.5 mc, 17.4 kw
unl. P. O. address 2515 East Coast Highway,
Corona del Mar, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $24,000, first year ooerating cost $12,000, revenue $10,000. Sole owner Poole is licensee of KBIG
Avalon, 49% owner of KBIF Fresno and holds cps
for KBIC-TB Los Angeles and KBID-TV Fresno,
all California. Announced Jan. 30.
Frederick, Md.— Monocacy Bcstg. Co., 99.9 mc,
2.12 kw unl. P. O. address 1 West 7th St., Frederick, Md. Estimated construction cost $17,600,
first year operating cost $4,500, revenue included
with am station. Laurence Leonard, sole owner,
also owns WFMD Frederick. Announced Jan. 30.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Sentinel Heights F.M. Bcstrs.
Inc., 100.9 mc, .545 kw U. P. O. address 711 South
State St., Syracuse. Estimated construction cost
$2,370, first year operating cost $4,800. revenue
$8 000. Owners are Milton Rubenstetn, Richard
Shannon, Earl A. WilUams, John F. Dougherty
(22.5% each) and others. Messrs. Rubenstein,
Shannon and Dougherty are stockholders in
Rochester Unicall Radio Corp., radio pagers. Mr.
Williams is electronics engineer. Announced Feb.
Akron, Ohio — Akron Bcstg. Corp., 96.5 mc, 14.5
5.kw unl. P. O. address Palace Theatre Arcade, 41
South Main St., Akron. Estimated construction
cost $17,770, first year operating cost $5,000, reve-

BY FCC

KWVY Waverly, Iowa — granted assignment of
cp from Burt N. Murphy and Wilbur L. Schield
to same and others; assignors to be reimbursed
expenses; assignment not to be consummated
until J. W. Talbott resigns as manager of KWWL
Waterloo, as proposed. Announced Jan. 30.
KWSL North Platte, Neb. — granted assignment
of cp to North Platte Television Die. (Rush C.
Clarke, president); consideration $5,000 plus
terms of stock agreement. Announced Jan. 30.
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — granted transfer of control from Oregon Radio Inc., Lane Bcstg. Co.,
and Donald B. McCormick to David E. Hoss and
Leander Quiring;
nounced Jan. 30. consideration $35,000 plus. AnKUNO Corpus Christi, Tex. — granted assignment of license to KUNO Radio Inc. (KGBT and
KGBT-TV Harlingen); consideration $136,600.
Announced Jan. 30.

BY FCC

East Orange, N. J. Upsala College* — granted
cp for a new noncommercial educational fm
station to operate on 91.1 mc with low power
(10 watts). Announced Jan. 30.

One of RCA's three basic de-

Changes

ACTIONS

Stations
ACTION

Fm Stations
APPLICATION

^Blackburn
Gompanij
APPRAISALS
• FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
H.
W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
William B. Ryan
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Healey Building
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
Broadcasting

®

PROFESSIONAL

J AN SKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

Member AFCCE *

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

PAUL

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

GODLEY

CO.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Member AFCCE*
WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write Far Free Catalog, specify course.

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

Member AFCCE*
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFGCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

— Established

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results inAM-FM-TV
Broadcast Engineering"
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

NATIONAL ENGMERING & MANUFACTURING, INC.
Complete Engineering Service
2101 Conway Garden Rd., Orlando, Florida
Phone 4-9715
Maiateaanet
Installs*!** aaC
Praot —of Parfaraianta
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FOR THE RECORD continued
from Robert S. Taylor to Hardee Bcstg. Co. for
$8,800. Hardee owners are Mr. Taylor and Kdmond D. Covington Jr. (49% each). Mr. Taylor
owns
33'':,';;.Walterboro,
of WONN Lakeland,
and 50',is
of WALD
S. C Mr. Fla.
Covington
WAUC program
nounced Jan. 31. director and announcer. AnWCBC Anderson. Ind. — seeks assignment of
license from Civic Bcstg. Corp. to Radio WBou
Inc. for $8,000. Buyers are Jerome William
O'Connor holdings
(70%) and
O'Connor's
broadcast
includeothers.
WPFA Mr.
Pensacola,
Fla.
and 50% of KLEK Ottumwa, Iowa, sale of latter
pending. Radio WBOW Inc. is licensee of WBOW
Terre Haute, Ind. Announced Feb. 4.
KRIB Mason City, Iowa — seeks assignment of
license from Edward B. Lamson to William F.
Johns Jr. for $75,000. Mr. Johns, sole owner,
also has interest in KIHO Sioux Falls, S. I).
(30%), WMIN St. Paul, Minn. (20%) and KMNS
Sioux City, Iowa (72%). Announced Jan. 31.
WNLA Indianola, Miss. — seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (Central Delta Bcstg.
Co. Im ) from U . L. Kent and John M. McLendon
to Ira T. Crosby for $50,000. Mr. Crosby owns
community ant. cable system and retails home
appliances. Announced Feb. 5.
KFAL Fulton, Mo. — seeks assignment of license
from Robert W. Nickles and Roger P. Fox, d/b
as Mo. Central Bcstrs., to Robert W. Nickles for
$36,000. Mr. Nickles is KFAL general manager.
Announced Jan. 30.
KXLK Great Falls, Mont. — seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation (Great Falls
Bcstg. Co.) from Z Net to Pat M. Goodover for
$60,000. Seller is negotiating purchase of part of
the stock of KFBB-AM-TV Great Falls; present
sale is thus required to conform to FCC duopoly
rules. Mr. Goodover, the new owner, is president
and general manager of KXLL Missoula, Mont.
Announced Feb. 5.
KZUM Farmington, N. M. — seeks assignment
of cp from Bill D. Barbour and W. M. Watson
d/b as Farmington Bcstg. Co. to Bill D. Barbour,
John Burroughs and Leola Randolph, d/b as
KZUM Radio for $2,500. Mr. Barbour (40%) also
owns 50% of KICA Clovis, N. M. Mr. Burroughs
(30%) owns 50% of KENM and 40% of KMUL,
both Portales, N. M. Leola Randolph (30%) owns
50% of KENM and 40% of KMUL Muleshoe, Tex.
Announced Jan. 31.
WJAY Mullins, S. C. — seeks involuntary transfer of control of licensee corporation (Mullins
& Marion Bcstg. Co.) from William G. Smith
to Maymie T. Smith as executrix of the estate
of William G. Smith, deceased. Announced
Jan. 31.
KJIM Fort Worth, Tex. — seeks assignment of
license from Blue Bonnet Bcstg. Corp. to Trinity
Bcstg. Co. for $139,500. New owners are William
D. Schueler, Paul E. Taft, F. Kirk Johnson, James
M. Stewart and Houston Bcstg. Corp. (20% each).
Mr. Schueler owns 93% of KBRZ Freeport, Tex.
Mr. Taft owns 10% of KGUL-TV Galveston. Mr.
Johnson is in oil, livestock, automobile sales, etc.
Mr. Stewart is motion picture, radio and tv actor
and tv film director. Houston Corp. owns 50% of
KRIG Odessa, Tex. Announced Jan. 31.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order of Jan. 30, Commission made effective
immediately Dec. 27 initial decision and granted
applications of Mountain View Bcstg. Co. for
new am station to operate on 1590 kc, 5 kw D,
in Jonesboro, Term., and Lee County Bcstg. Co.

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

FM

through Dec. 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

AM65
3,130
100
395
3,295
108
503
227
29
256
1
1

TV
526
11
53
590
39
199
48
19
0

76
657

3
0

38
0
511

113

127
51
13

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 5
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Cps
Not on air For new stations
Lie
103
535
AM
58
3,147
65
72
527
14
FM
113
133
TV (Commercial)
OPERATING

Commercial
Non-Commercial
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
» There
144 uhf).
1 There

TELEVISION

Compiled by BROADCASTING
VHF
24
418

STATIONS
through Feb. 5
UHF
84
6

TOTAL

are, in addition, seven tv 3961
stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 40 tv cp-holders which were on the sir at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.

for new am station on 1570 kc, 1 kw D, in Pennington Gap, Va., and denied application of
Scott County Bcstg. Co. for new am station on
1570 kc, 250 w D, in Gate City, Va.
By order of Jan. 30, Commission made effective
immediately Dec. 23 initial decision, as modified
by Commission, and granted application of Noble-De Kalb Bcstg. Co. Inc., to change facilities
of WAWK Kendallville, Ind., from operation
with DA to nondirectional (1570 kc, 250 w D),
condition.
By memorandum opinion and order of Jan.
30, Commission denied petition by McCIatchy
Newspapers for enlargement of issues in proceeding on application of Sacramento Telecasters
Inc., for mod. of cp to change trans, and studio
site of KBET-TV (ch. 10) Sacramento, Calif.,
change type ant. and make other equipment
changes; denied motion of KBET-TV to strike
that petition; and granted petition of McCIatchy
Newspapers to substitute it as party to proceeding in lieu of McCIatchy Bcstg. Co.

1031-'
By memorandum opinion and order of Jan. 30,
Commission acted upon pleadings in proceeding
on application of Western Neb. Tv Inc., for
new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance,
Neb., as follows: (1) dismissed as moot motion
by Frontier Bcstg. Co. to enlarge issues; (2) denied that portion of motion to enlarge issues by
Western Neb. which requested that financial issue be stricken, and dismissed as moot remainder
of motion; (3) denied petitions by Frontier for
reveral of rulings denying intervention and
status as party to proceeding, and (4) denied
Western Neb.'s request for reconsideration of
Oct. 9 grant of Frontier application for mod. of
cp of station KSTF (ch. 10) Scottsbluff, Neb., to
change transmitting equipment and increase erp.
By order of Jan. 30, Commission allowed
amendment of Miss. Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss.,
to opposition to petitions to enlarge issues in
am proceeding on its application and that of
Birney Imes Jr. (WMOX), Meridian, Miss., involving 1010 kc.
By memorandum opinion and order of Jan. 30,
Commission granted petitions by Rand Bcstg. Co.
and Radio Tampa for hearing, mod. and enlargement of issues in proceeding on their applications for new am stations in Tampa, Fla., and
that of B. F. J. Timm, Lakeland, Fla. (1010 kc),
and denied request by Timm to delete issue 2.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison issued
initial decision recommending that Commission
amend Sec. 3.25 of rules to change designation of
clear ch. 770 kc from Class 1-A to Class 1-B, and
order Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. and American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., to show
cause why the authorizations of their respective
stations — KOB at Albuquerque, N. Mex., and
WABC New York City— should not be mod. to
operate as Class 1-B clear ch. stations on 770 kc,
50 kw. unlimited time, with directional ant. at
night to protect the service of each station.
(WABC is licensed on 770 kc, 50 kw, unl. KOB
is licensed on 1030 kc, 10 kw, unl.; has cp for
1130 kc, 50 kw, unl., and is is operating under
SSA on 770 kc, 50 kw-LS, 25 kw-N.) The initial
decision granted motion of KOB to correct the
transcript record. Announced Feb. 3.
Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued
Continues on page 99
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130915*

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30(* per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Unusual opportunity for young, aggressive, salesmanager
become
manager metropolitan station. Boxto954C,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager wanted for new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation
in few weeks. Eventual promotion to manager
assured. All, applicants must have several years
announcing experience; sales experience (not
necessarily in broadcasting). Must be married,
have car, must send tape, resume, photo with
letter of application. Box 130D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales: Good opportunity in Mobile, Alabama for
experienced men who can sell radio. Guarantee
$100.00 week against 15%. Personal interview necessary. List experience, present billing, age, education. Box 719C, BROADCASTING.
Here's an opportunity to parley a successful
small market sales record, into a money-making
job in major market. Midwest independent in
one of the nation's top twenty markets has
opening for experienced time salesman. Salary
and commission. Give complete details including
billing
record, and references. Box 893C, BROADCASTING.
Good experienced radio salesman who can produce in highly competitive northeast Texas market of 60,000. Network 250 watter long established,
modern programming, strong promotion with
good list of prospects. $100.00 week guarantee
against ment.
15%.
advanceGood Excellent
character opportunity
and businessfor references
required. Box 958C, BROADCASTING.
Texas opportunity for radio salesman. Guaranty
and commission. List experience, billing, education, etc. Box 103D, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman for number one rated music and
news, fulltime 5 kw indie. Metropolitan Florida
city in top 100 markets. Prefer young, married
man. Send detailed resume and photograph. Box
110D, BROADCASTING.
Splendid future with Detroit independent for man
with proven sales ability. Man with imagination.
Organizational talent can advance, good salary
plus. Box 127D, BROADCASTING.
Expanding chain with brand new station in
greater Pittsburgh area needs complete sales staff.
Will be high quality operation in single station
market. Draw against commission. Excellent
opportunity for former announcer with sales
experience. Send photo and resume. Box 132D,
BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Immediate opening WVOS, Liberty, N. Y. No
tapes, Liberty 1680.
Technical

Maryland independent needs experienced staff
announcer who knows popular music. Immediate
opening. Restricted permit required. Box 932C,
BROADCASTING.

First class engineer-announcer for Indiana nondirectional 1000 watt daytimer, $110.00. Box 750C,
BROADCASTING.

Up to $115 a week for the right announcer.
Ohio-Indiana area. Send tape, photo and references. Box 946C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Lively voiced and smooth production dj.
Indiana citv 140.000. Send full details with aircheck.
No easterners. Box 107D, BROADCASTING.
Expanding chain has immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation in
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROADCASTING.
Breezy, gimmik minded, morning announcer.
Must have top rjotential. Send tape, picture.
Box 133D. BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs announcer-dj. Experience necessary. Good salary. Box 135D, BROADCASTING.
Station operators in small markets in Ohio and
Indiana need announcer and girl copywriter.
Please send comolete resumes and photo. Box
139C, BROADCASTING.
Smooth morning man with 3rd class ticket for
live-wire 1000 watter in rural tidewater Virginia.
Will consider experienced beginner strong on
news. Taoe, resume first letter. Box 144D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for early morning shift. Must be
sharp on reading weather, markets, news and
sports. At least two years station experience.
First application by letter only. Do not send tape.
Radio KCOL, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Young single announcer. No floaters, drinkers,
Must have good credit and plan to keep it good.
Some experience desired. Tape, picture, resume
to Lowell Jack. KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Announcer
with first phone, WAMD,
Md.

Aberdeen,

Wanted, young experienced country dj. Must be
steady arid know sports. Top money. Send tape,
photo, and resume. WCQS, Alma, Georgia.

One sales position now open. Exceptional opportunity for experienced man. Largest singlestation market in Texas. KTEM, Temple, Texas.

Announcer, strong staff man to handle disc
jockey, news, staff duties. Must operate control
board. Only experienced men considered. Send
tape, photo and resume to George T. Frechette,
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Looking for experienced man for established radio station who can sell in a good wide-open
market. $125 per week guarantee against 15%.
Mail complete information to Bill Ewing, WTUX,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Radio salesman needed. Good deal and permanent
job on one kw station serving 4 towns. Contact
H. C. Gilreath, WVOP, Vidalia, Georgia giving
full information.
Announcert
Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with vour letter. No recent radio school
graduate, piease. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

needs experienced
to assist in proSalary open. Send
BROADCASTING.

Midwest metropolitan market
afternoon man. Opportunity
gram ing if you have ideas.
tape and resume. Box 897C,

Radio salesmen desirous of earning over $200 per
week. Must be free to travel. Box 3608, Nokomis
Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Experienced time salesman with announcing experience. Emphasis on sales. Base salary plus
commissions. Excellent opportunity for right man
in lucrative market. WLTC, Gastonia, N. C.

Help

We are waiting for the right dj, if you have
one or two years in the business and want to
you well
go on up, our operation will teach
and pay you well. Contact Clyde Johnson, P.D.,
WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.

news
Florida's
watts, tapes
50,000invites
Miami,
WINZ,music
and
station
from biggest
top market
daytime opening. State availfor
dj personalities
ability and salary required. Tapes, regretfully,
will not be returned.
Announcer-engineer: South Georgia kw daytimer needs combination announcer-first class
engineer immediately, emphasis on announcing.
Southerners only. Contact Marshall Rowland,
WQIK, Jacksonville, Florida.
Staff announcer with personality, strong on disc.
CBS affiliate. WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.

Immediate openings for 1st class engineers new
station in greater Pittsburgh area. Kilowatt daytime directional station with good working conditions, paid vacation, good salary, time and
half for overtime. Send resume of experience.
Box 881C, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, no announcing. Car required. AM-FM station. Upstate New York. Box
981C, BROADCASTING.
5 kw radio station in south Georgia has immediatenouncer.
opening
for FCC
combination
Must have
commercialengineer-anfirst radio
telephone license. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Box HID, BROADCASTING.
Wanted first class engineer-announcer. Must be
good announcer. Good salary. KTOE, Mankato,
Minn.
First class engineer, maintenance; top pay, other
benefits. Permanent. WDBL, Springfield, Term.
Wanted: First class engineer with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. State salary requirements, include tape and picture. Send to:
John R. Swann, WHAB, Baxley, Georgia.
Technician, licensed. Broadcast and mobile
communications. Hawkins Broadcasting Services,
920 King, Wilmington, Delaware.
Production-Programming, Others
Money for imaginative copywriter capable of
producing
commercial
anouncements.
Mustmultiple
be ablevoiced
to double
as dj. Top
pay.
Excellent market. Box 903C, BROADCASTING.
Accountant with experience in television who
wants change from cold north to warm balmy
south in climate excellent for arthritis, TB, etc.
NCR machine and outside CPA make up monthly
reports. Woman preferred but man acceptable.
Salary $350.00 per month with raise if work
satisfactory. If aoplicant can handle monthly
P and L starting salary $500.00. Write Box 126D,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter who knows English, to write plenty
of selling copy. Rough job and worth it. Bob
Houston, Program Director, KVBC, Farmington,
New Mexico.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Commercial manager, employed, 10 years experience in all phases of radio desires step-up to
manager. Small or medium market, N. C, S. C,
or Virginia
Age 32, married, top references. Boxpreferred.
885C, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Co-manager of
well-known network regional who is directly responsible for local and national billing and with
sound background of working with national representatives desires association with multi-station
group or with growing single station operation
and attendant management benefits. Excellent
background of promotion and merchandising and
recipient of top awards in merchandising and
promotion. College graduate, family man and
long record of trade and civic achievements.
Over ten years with current station. Box 952C,
BROADCASTING.
February 10, 1958
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RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
vears experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.

Rhode Island, Mass., Conn. Staff announcer plus
deejay or copy. Limited experience. Great potential. Ambitious, reliable. Box 117D, BROADCASTING.

Management
Have just sold my interest in 2 stations. 20 years
experience available to aggressive organization.
Have good staff (including sales) I could bring
with me. Would consider investing. $12,500 plus
over-ride. Industry references on request. Box
586C. BROADCASTING.
M;inager-net flagship executive- Extensive backn, vigadministratio
promotion,
program,Box
groundcreative.
NG.
104D. BROADCASTI
orous,

ul-selling manExperienced-enthusiastic-successf
ager of 5 kw medium market station desires
change due to inadequate compensation. Nondrinker, church-goer, family man, age 36, inter, proests civic, community affairs. Management
duction, promotion, sales experience. Interested
general managership only. $200 weekly minimum.
Write or wire Box 108D, BROADCASTING.

Manager, radio or tv four years management, five
salesmanagement, five programming. Network,
independent; single and multi-station market.
ed
Sound management sales practices. Experienc
attest
sales trainer. Excellent industry references family
to ability, character, loyalty. Good citizen,
man. Can take full charge for you. This is what
you reallv want, isn't it? Box 140D, BROAD•
CASTING.
No 1
Manager available. Presently managing
metropolitan
Pulse rated music-news in eastern over
$100,000.
selling
always
citv of nine stations
s PresAgencv contacts. Best industry referenceBROADent employer reference. Box 150D,
CASTING. ;
Sales

An outstanding radio-tv station or advertising
agency desiring young, ambitious male to enter
sales training force. Broadcasting college grad.
Commercial tv experience. Send reply Box 993C,
BROADCASTING.

10 years radio, sales, announcing, engineering.
only. Present earnStable operation west coast BROADC
ASTING.
ings plus $7,500. Box 996C,

The

BIG MONEY

goes to

F. C. C. LICENSED

MEN!

Negro, outstanding reputation, newscaster,
speech-announcer. Award, relaxed punch styles,
top dj, credit listing. Box 848C, BROADCASTING.
Seeking oughly
job trained.
as staff
radio-tv.
ThorLiveannouncer
commercial
experience.
Tape available. Box 870C, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-newsman-staff announcer desires
career position. Experienced, graduate, presently
employed. Available for up-coming baseball season. Also have newspaper experience. Box 945C,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, beginner, capable, eager to please, salary
secondary to opportunity. Grad. N. Y. Radio
School. Tape and resume immediate on request.
Box 965C, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks, etc.,
run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 966C, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay. Good board man, fast patter,
smooth
I'm Box
the 967C,
one you're
looking
for.
Tapeproduction.
and resume.
BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
968C, BROADCASTING.
Top rated (WITH) Baltimore dj interested in
making change. Box 975C, BROADCASTING.
Good dj, announcer. Married, 29, family. Looking
for
good opportunity. Box 976C, BROADCASTING.
ExDerienced, fun-loving, listenable voice. Oregon,
California, Arizona, my choice. Box 982C,
BROADCASTING.
Successful popular music deejay. Newscaster.
Experienced. Negro. No accent. No jivetalk. References. Travel. Box 985C, BROADCASTING.
Sports staff announcer desires position sports
minded station. Have reached limit present market. Excellent play-by-play baseball, basketball,
football. Two years pro-baseball umpire. Five
years radio. Box 986C, BROADCASTING.
Young man desires permanent position as announcer. Have summer replacement experience
and a college degree in radio-tv. Vet, single,
free to travel. Box 989C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer: Employed announcer-pd
music news station. Seek better future, remuneration. Box 991C, BROADCASTING.

Newsman: Eleven years experience announcing,
reporting, writing, editing, publicity, promotion.
Family man, thirty-one. Box 119D, BROADCASTING.
Night shift wanted in midwest. Presently in television wants back in radio. Six years in radio,
with solid references. Veteran with college. Can
ODerate board, and gather and air news. Box
120D, BROADCASTING.
West only! Potential continent-crosser wants
western wigwam after 5 years eastern experience.
Top dj-announcer. Married, 30, college, musical
background.
Let's talk turkey. Box 121D,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer-standard dj. Strong news, board
operation, 23, vet, married, recent graduate New
York broadcasting school. Have smile, will travel,
taDe and photo upon request. Box 122D, BROADCASTING.
Well-rounded radio school graduate, pleasant personality, single will travel, holds ticket. Box
123D, BROADCASTING.
All-around announcer, radio and tv school grad.
DJ, news, commercial, copy. Young, single, will
travel, holds ticket. Box 124D, BROADCASTING.
I've gone as far as I can go in this market! Selling commercials,
make
news news,
sound hatch
like it's
new.4
Friendly,
warm dj.
Gather
ideas.
years radio, presently employed, no coronary, no
boozer, no floater. Responsible, employed, married, degree. Tape. Box 129D, BROADCASTING.
Eastern markets-dj; 3 years experience including
major market: personal interview. Box 134D,
BROADCASTING.
Minneapolis: top-notch disc-jockey, age eighteen,
regional experienced, nationally, featured, gimmic, ad lib; top weekly teen show. Box 146D,
BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly announcer with first phone who can also
handle news
No maintenance. Boxand
171, "pops".
Maumee,Experienced.
Ohio.
Recently released from active duty. Will consider any offer, prefer personality work. 5 years
experience, radio and tv, major market. Gene
Edwards; Rt. 1; Box 85C; Martinsburg, W. Va.
AMhurst 7-7583.

F.C.C. License — the Key to Better Jobs
An FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and
more interesting employment. This license
is Federal Government evidence of your
Employers are eager to hire
qualification.
licensed technicians.

Young, aggressive personality dee-jay-announcer.
5 years experience in New Orleans market. Box
992C, BROADCASTING.

Grantham Training Does the Job
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass FCC
examinations. We train you quickly and
well. All courses begin with basic fundamentals— NO previous training required.
Beginners get 1st class license in 12 weeks.

Young dee-jay-engineer, experienced, versatile,
ideas, personality, record hops, etc. Fast on console, sharp on maintenance-repair. Would like to
try sales. Prefer midwest, but will travel. References. Box 101D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer with first class phone
license. Prefer northeast. William Jackson, 3756
95th Street, Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Experienced dj, knows music, fast paced, good
commercial, married. Box 102D, BROADCASTING.

Young man, 23, screwball, music man, sales experience, N. Y. dj school, run board, 3rd class
tape,
Don Lord, 27 Garwood, Irvington, N.interview.
J.

414
years "on
the airin salesmanship"
experience.
Production
training
radio and television,
solid
news delivery, mature record shows. Will consider program directorship of small radio operation or staff work on radio or television in large
markets. Sincere, stable, married, veteran. Box
109D, BROADCASTING.

Looking for personality jocks? Two people recording act, works as team. Cross patter, pitch,
copy and news. Prefer country, gospel, rock and
radio, seven teleshows.Now23 years
live
roll. Also
vision.
References.
employed. A real deal.
Smith Brothers. Trinity 6-3441. 907 State Street,
N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Attention sports minded stations. Exciting playby-play sportscaster, dj. 5 years experience.
Employed. Married. References. Box 112D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer, good commercial, news, dj delivery.
air experience, will be excellent with
Have
A. J. Waran, 6328 N. Mobile, Chicago 30,
more. some
111. Newcastle 1-4364.

Learn by Mail or in Residence
You can train either by correspondence
or in residence at either division of Grantham School of Electronics — Hollywood,
Calif., or Washington, D. C. Our free
booklet gives details of both types of
courses. Send for your free copy today.
MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU.
Grantham
"r Schools, Desk 8- 5 If
or
I SOS N. VreiUrn Ave.
821 19th StTMt
Hollywood 27. Calif.
Waihlogton
Please lend me your free booklet, telling bow I
get my commercial FCC Ucenie quickly.
Name
AddreM —

8ut»
City
I am Interested in:
□ Horn* Study, □ Reiident Classes
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Announcer, know board, can handle music,
sports, news, desire job with future. Will travel.
Box 999C, BROADCASTING.

Mature announcer, married, university graduate.
Radio, television experience. Presently employed.
Desires permanent position, prefer Ohio or Florida, but right job anywhere considered, with
station whose employees stick. Require good salary. Might be interested in buying part interest
solid small station. Box 113D, BROADCASTING.
Florida attention! Announcer, successful, mature,
stable, in key metro market. Desires announcing
with opportunity to learn management! Box
115D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced. Married, college. Wishes
to relocate. Knows all facets radio. Young, eager,
will travel. Box 998C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with college education. Vfe years experience. Desires position large market, chance
to expand. Can handle all phases of announcing.
Presently employed in midwest. Tom Inkley,
1009
Wildwood Drive (East), Prospect Heights,
Illinois.

Technical

experienced; conChief engineer, competent
struction, maintenance, directionals, remotes.
Seeking permanency. Every inquiry considered
and answered immediately. Responsible, sober,
married. Box 978C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st class FCC radiotelephone license,
experienced am-fm-audio, desire position as field
sales engineer, with leading electronics mfg.
College, willing to relocate. Box 979C, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer or assistant. Experienced. (No
tobacco or alcohol.) Write Box 984C, BROADCASTING.
Employed chief wants position as chief. 4 years
experience. Have installed new equipment, own
car and have
ability. Available immediately.announcing"
Box 105D. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 8 years chief, construction, maintenance, directionals
including 5 kw's. References.
Box 116D,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, wishes to relocate to station with
bigger potential; well liked by present employer.
Box 136D, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer, first class personality dj.
Installed directional system at 5 kw where now
located. Prefer south. Available in one month.
Box 137D, BROADCASTING.
Combo man, four years experience, all phases,
three chief, references. 28, family man, day work,
reason wife's heaith. Southwest or west coast.
Employed, boss knows, write 924 Wisconsin
Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, call Stanley 330.
Production-Programming, Others
SDX, RTNDA, newsman. Nine solid years radio
television
experience. Box 980C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced music librarian and news researcher
with top dj's. Recently completed effective speaking course. Slight cerebral palsy handicap. Resume, references upon request. Box 125D,
BROADCASTING.
Experience
it! PDfresh
presently
DJ,
pleasant— I've
voice,got warm,
appeal.employed.
4 years
plus in radio, some tv, newshawk, copywriter,
sales, authoritative newscasts. Can do job your
way. Desire larger market. Responsible, married, degree. Will dj, Dd, news. Taoe. Box 128D,
BROADCASTING.
Have experience, will travel. News director, currently employed community of 40-thousand, looking for permanent position in larger market. Six
years with present employer who has been given
two-months notice, effective April 1st, and who
knows of this ad. Box 138D, BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter with 7 years experience
in radio and tv. Ellis Babcock, Box 55, Orwell.
N. Y. Pulaski 816W.
Wanted — Job with small station. Willing to learn.
Don Ryan, Box 22, Eveleth, Minnesota.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Announcers
Experienced sports and news announcer, heavy
on sports. Tape, resume, photo, plus past and expected earnings along with references with first
letter. KCKT-TV, Great Bend, Kansas.
Louisiana vhf station needs experienced staff
announcer. References and audition material
necessary. Apply to John Ferguson, WBRZ, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
Technical
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical references required with application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter opCASTING.eration. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADTelevision engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Production-Program m in g, Oth ers
TV copywriter, experienced. Opening for creative, sales-minded writer. Must be able to handle
administrative details, will consider experienced
radio writer. Air mail sample copy, complete
resume, references. Program Director, KOMUTV, Columbia, Missouri.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
NORTHWEST
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)

Production-Programming, Others
Need experienced program director for new tv
station; also pd for am affiliate and two good
announcers for tv-radio work. Eli Daniels, KRSD,
Rapid City, South Dakota.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Executive: Now employed major market radiovhf-tv sales manager. 100% personal reason,
seeking new association. Industry known, accredited reputation ten year management/sales
manager record with yearly earnings averaging
over $16,000.00. Negotiations held confidential.
Box 942C, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-manager, 13 years of radio and tv
sales, sales management, and management. Have
great small market tv success story that should
interest any station owner. Geographical location
no barrier as long as the property is sound and
ownership progressive. Married man with family
who wants to settle down for life with income
that matches my ability. Age 39, available February 1. Box 951C, BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager. 7 years successful
tv as commercial and station manager. Thoroughly experienced all phases management, sales,
promotion. Strong on personnel. Now employed.
Top references. Box 118D, BROADCASTING.
Top producer in highly competitive prime eastern
market for past four years in local and regional
sales now looking for more responsibility. Present
employer will give top references. Young, married and primarily interested in management
future. Box 142D, BROADCASTING.

1. Excellent daytimer.
owned.

Absentee

Grosses $40,000 a year.

Only $8,000 down
client.
2. Exclusive
equipped.

to responsible

full time.

Well

Land & studio rented.

Only $12,000 down.
3. Gross $90,000 year. Excellent
market. Full time. Land owned by
station. $50,000 down.
—PERSONAL

SERVICE-

SOUTH
Only station in market of 35,000.
All new equipped. Studio and
transmitter together on land owned
by station. Daytimer. Only $17,500 down.

Sales
Sales background, references, photo mailed immediately. $225 minimum. Write Box 892C,
BROADCASTING.
Here is a personal investment that will pay-off.
I'm
twelvepd,years
of radio
top selling
announcer,
sports,
sales, know-how
management.as
Two years tv sales, announcing. Family man, 35,
sober, reliable. First phone. References. Presently
employed. A 3 cent stamp gets you full information. Box 114D, BROADCASTING.

FLORIDA
Daytime. Grosses around $76,000.
Good market. Well equipped. Only
$100,000 with $35,000 down.
— PERSONAL

SERVICE-

Announcers
Radio know-how? I've got it! Now I'd like a
radio-tv opportunity. Presently employed. Tape,
resume available. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, young, handsome, radio announcer
wants tv. Excellent voice, travel. Box 987C,
BROADCASTING.

ROCKY
1. Absentee
owner

must

MOUNTAIN
owned.

Full time,

sell. Exclusive. Well

News and special events, extraordinary background for challenging job. Available about May
1st. Last 5 years, top-rated major market newscaster; 3years, metropolitan newspaper; 5 years,
radio. Yet only 30; married; vet; B.J., Missouri;
M.S.J.
,
Northwestern. Box 143D, BROADCASTING.

equipped. Small but growing market. $8,000 down.

Technical

2. Exclusive. Full time. Fine build-

Engineer, 1st phone, 28, family, experienced 2J,2
years all phases studio operation, presently employed, desires to relocate permanently in midwest. Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

ing and equipment. Absentee
owned. Sound economy. Only
$12,000 down.

Program director or art director. Versatile.
Imaginative. All phases tv-radio. First phone.
Writer, artist, cartoonist, advertising. College,
fine arts and telecommunications. Married. West
preferred. Box 575C, BROADCASTING.

JACK

Newsman available now. Five years Chicago experience in news, sports, special events. Box
703C, BROADCASTING.

&

Newsman. 10 years television and radio with best
news operations Know how to beat opposition.
Want director or will take good staff job. Box
997C, BROADCASTING.
TV film editor. Complete knowledge film/ operation; network and production experience. Single.
Box 147D, BROADCASTING.
We must let man go in economy wave. He is announcer, director, knows production, news, studio, remote, familiar with sales. Highly recommended. Needs job right away. Contact Program
Manager, WTVP, Decatur, Illinois.

L. STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL
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for
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FOR

SALE

Stations
California southern major market indie. $40,000
down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630
W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Upper south single station market, $25,000 down,
total S65.000. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree. Atlanta.
New York suburban area, $350,000, terms. Chapman Company, 17 East 48th. New York.
Gulf state south medium market, $80,000 terms.
Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree. Atlanta.
$10,000 down payment, upper south single station
market. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Florida coast, medium market, $150,000, 29'>
down. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Southeast small metropolitan area, earnings record, $250,000, terms. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree. Atlanta.
Florida metropolitan market, $35,000 down payment. $100,000 total. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree. Atlanta.
VHF television station in growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value.
Financing can be arranged for responsible purchasers. Paul H. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree. Atlanta.
Northeast metropolitan market, $130,000. terms.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Three Florida small market stations available
with terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
$15,000 down payment, southwest, medium market station. Chapman Co., 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.
New England, single station market, $85,000,
terms. Chapman Company, 17 East 48th Street,
New York.
Deep south single station market with profit
history, $125,000. terms. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Texas major market powerful time $60,000 down.
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
Tower, 115 foot new Dresser-Ideco free standing,
never erected. Complete drawings and information. Cost $6700. Reasonably priced. KTWO-TV,
Casper, Wyoming.
Remote control system recently removed from
service. Excellent condition. Receiver and amplifiers drive any make am monitors. Reasonable.
Richard Gage, Chief Engineer, WPEL, Montrose,
Pennsylvania.
For sale: Basic Gates remote control system
model RCM-16. Nine control channels. Will control am and fm transmitter. Like new, reasonable. Also 1 Gates rack DM-IX. WRJN, Radio
Park, Racine, Wisconsin.

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction bv master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas. Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5, May 1,
June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
RADIO
Help

Sales

One sixty foot long translux moving letter sign,
all controls and operating equipment in perfect
operating condition. Contact WRVM, Rochester,
New York.

WINZ

GE 1 kw tv uhf equipment complete. Price
$37,000 a.i., w.i. Cost $130,000. Our No. 0116. Also
48 lengths T452 3Vs" coax with fittings. In original crates, $3,500. cost $6,500. Our No. 0073. May
Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.

Station

FLORIDA

has outstanding territory
open for top radio account
executive. Unusual opportunity for good man.
Write full resume to
Robert E. Mitchell
WINZ • Biscayne Terrace Hotel
Miami, Florida

Lighting equipment — brand new in original cartons. 300 MM beacons, 100 watt marker lights,
Vz" U bolts, %" anchor shackles and turnbuckles.
Here is your opportunity to get brand new equipment at a very reduced price, since we have
gone out of the tower manufacturing business.
Radio Engineering Company, 1111 Market Street,
San Francisco, California. Telephone Market 18171.

FOR

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Three tv towers 1-300' 1-400' 1-450'. U. S. Tower
Company, 405 Union Trust Bldg., Petersburg, Va.
TO

Radio

MIAMI,

Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
the present television stations. 14"-$215.00, 17"$219.00, 21"-$259.00. Factory direct sales. Why pay
master monitor prices for your utility requirements? Our monitors have been delivered under
several trade names. Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
Will trade for fm equipment, 250 watt am Collins
300-C
transmitter.
Ed Nail, 4516 North Libby,
Oklahoma
City.

WANTED

Wanted

BUY

Stations
Reliable radio party with substantial down payment. Negotiations will be in strictest confidence.
Competent personnel will be retained. Box 850C,
BROADCASTING.

WANTED

TO

BUY

Equipment

Equipment
10 kvv RCA Channel 6 tv transmitter, type
TTIOAL including tubes (as is), crystal holders,
side band filter, harmonic filter, 4.75 mc low pass
filter. Now in use and in perfect operating condition. Less than 10 months old. Substantial saving.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.

One-station market. Immaterial if losing money
or close to break even. No brokers. Box 100D,
BROADCASTING.

3

List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.

Cameras Plus Switcher, Portdiately.
able Preferred, Wanted Imme-

I'HF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCAST-

Equipment
Wanted — .1 watt portable microwave equipment.
Box 148D, BROADCASTING.

Box

Good used 5 kw transmitter, air cooled. Box
501C, BROADCASTING.

EMPLOYMENT

1957 GMC air-conditioned remote television
truck, like new. Equipped with 2 RCA camera
chains. Will sell fully or partially equipped. For
details write Box 824C, BROADCASTING.

Three-year-old Kensol Hot Press, prints beautiful opaques, titles, ID cards, balops, and signs;
prints on acetate; no messy ink to use, simple to
operate; same type used by all three major networks; like new, $400. Box 990C, BROADCASTING.

GE 250-watt fm transmitter, 3 kw and 10 kw
amplifiers, frequency deviation
and modulation
monitors, and six bays for antenna (donut type)
all in 994C,
excellent
condition.
Available immediately'
Box
BROADCA
STING.
250 watt Gates am transmitter. $575 cash. Available immediately, good
145D, BROADCASTING. condition. Write Box
For sale: One Gates 250 watt transmitter. Clean.
Model 250-C. Price $700.00. Contact G B McDermott, KBUR, Burlington, Iowa.

2-model 450 Ampex 8 hour players in good shape
@ $450.00 each. KCFM, 532 DeBaliviere St, St
Louis 12, Mo.— VO. 101077.

One Fairchild turntable 78 and 33V3, planetary
drive, gray equalizer and two arms; Lp
RPM head. Also one Gates, rim driven and 78
45 and 78 RPM with one arm and an Lp2 speed
head
Both turntables about 10 years old. Give us
ari
offer. Jim Brady, KIFI. Idaho Falls, Idaho
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Wanted 5 kw highband vhf tv transmitter. Box
983C, BROADCASTING.
639 Altec or Western Electric mike; three or six
position. Can use two. Box 995C, BROADCASTING.
Interested in portable microwave remote gear, 1
watt only^ Box 149D, BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter: 250W, 1 or 3 kw with monitors.
Prefer GE or RCA. Box 221, Lebanon, Tennessee.
Wanted. Used limiter in good condition. Contact KART, Jerome, Idaho.
"i-Ya"
line, 250'-400',
gas-barriers,
elbows,
hangers,vhfhardware.
KPFA, Berkeley
4, California.
Discvacuum chip assembly. RCA 70-C2 45 conversion kits. Presto TL-10. Delaware Broadcasting. Engineering, 920 King, Wilmington, Delaware.
5 to 10 kw fm transmitter and accessories. Ed
Nail, 4516 North Libby, Oklahoma City.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Used

GE

Image

Orthicon

988C, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTERS

SERVICES
EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W.
WASHINGTON 7. D. C.
COME

SOUTH!

Mississippi Broadcasters Association, membership over 60 stations,
have openings for all phases of
broadcasting, including management. If you would enjoy living in
leisurely mild climate with excellent working conditions and good
pay ers
contact
Mississippi
Placement
Service Broadcast(no fee),
Mississippi.
Paul
Schilling, WNAT, Natchez,

Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continued
initialtiondecision
looking"
of applicaof Ben Hill
Bcstg.toward
Corp. denial
for mod.
of cp
of station WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga., to change trans,
location and ant. system. (WBHB is licensed on
1240 kc. 250 w, unl.; has cp for 1380 kc, 5 kw,
D.) Announced Feb. 4.
OTHER

ACTIONS

James E. Peaden Twentynine Palms, Calif. —
designated for hearing application for new tv
translator station on ch. 74; denied request that
hearing be held in Los Angeles. Announced Jan.
30.
Dixie Bcstrs. Blakely, Ga. — designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations to operate on 1260 kc. 1 kw, D; denied
request of Dixie Bcstrs. to grant its application
without hearing. Announced Jan. 30.
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. — is being advised that
application to change trans, site from present
location 2.1 miles west of center of Lafayette to
approximately 11 miles northwest therefrom,
near Bristol, La., and to change ant. height from
440 ft. to 940 ft., indicates the necessity of a
hearing. Announced Jan. 30.
Bosque Radio Clifton, Tex. — designated for
hearing application for a new am station to operate on 1420 kc, 500 w, DA, D. Announced Jan. 30.
The Commission on Jan. 30 directed preparation of a document looking toward granting application of OK Bcstg. Co. for a new am station
to operate on 900 kc, 1 kw, D, DA, in Mobile,
Ala. (An initial decision of Nov. 19 proposed
this grant.)
The Commission designated for consolidated
hearing the following am applications: BinderCarter-Durham Inc., to increase power of WAMM
Flint Mich., from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing on
1420 kc, DA, D; The Circle Corp. to change
facilities of WKLZ Kalamazoo, Mich., from 1470
kc, 500 w, D, to 1440 kc, 5 kw, DA, D; Kalamazoo
Bcstg. Co. for a new station to operate on 1420
kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Kalamazoo; Northern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., to increase day power of WIMS
Michigan City, Ind., from 1 kw to 5 kw, and
change from DA-N to DA-2, on 1420 kc with 500
w N; Dowagiac Bcstg. Co. for a new station on
1440 kc, 500 w, D, in Dowagiac, Mich.; WBRB
Inc., to increase power of WBRB Mt. Clemens,
Mich., from 500 w to 1 kw, on 1430 kc, DA, D;
and McLean County Bcstg. Co. for a new station
on 1420 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Bloomington, 111.;
made WION Ionia, and WHLS Port Huron, both
Mich., WPLY Plymouth, Wis., and WTIM Taylorville, 111., parties to proceeding; denied requests
of McLean County, Northern Indiana, and BinderCarter-Durham for an extension of time to reply to 309(b) letter of Dec. 16, 1957. By letter,
denied requests of Voice of Three Rivers for inclusion of its contingent application for a new
station on 1470 kc, 500 w, D, in Three Rivers,
Mich, in above consolidated hearing. Announced
Jan. 30.
NARBA

Notifications

List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Mexican Broadcast
Stations modifying the appendix containing assignment of Mexican Broadcast Stations attached
to the recommendations of the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement Engineering
Meeting January 30, 1941.
MEXICAN
560 kc
XECC Tecate, Baja California— 250 w ND U.
Class IV 12-20-57 (change in call letters previously XEAK) .
910 kc
XEHO Ciudad Obregon, Sonora— 1 kw D 250 N
ND U. Class IV 6-20-58 (previously on 1260 kc).
920 kc
XECQ Culiacan, Sinaloa — 5000 w D 100 w N
ND U. Class III 6-20-58 (previously on 1300 kc).
1260 kc
XEHO Ciudad Obregon, Sonora — 1 kw D 250
w N ND U. Class IV (delete upon entry into
operation on 910 kc).
1290 kc
XEAP Ciudad Obregon, Sonora — 1 kw D 100
w N ND U. Class IV 3-20-58 (increase in daytime
power).
1300 kc
XECQ Culiacan, Sinaloa— 1000 w D 500 w N
ND U.tion onClass
ni-B (delete upon entry into opera920 kc).
XEXW Nogales, Sonora— 5000 w D 100 w N
ND U. Class III 3-20-58 (increase in daytime
power).
1320 kc
XERJ Mazatlan, Sinaloa — 5000 w D 500 w N
ND U. Class III 3-20-58 (increase in daytime
power).
1400 kc
XENG Huachinango, Puebla— 250 w ND U.
Class IV 6-20-58 (new).
1450 kc
XENA Queretaro, Queretaro — 1000 w D 500 w
Broadcasting

N ND U. Class IV 3-20-58 (increase in nighttime
power).
1510 kc
XESG (new).
Saltillo, Caohuila— 1000 w D D. Class II
6-20-58
Notification of new Cuban radio stations, and
of changes, mod. and deletions of existing stations, in accordance with part III, section F of
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, Washington, D. C, 1950.
CUBAN
820 kc
CMDT Bayamo, Oriente— .25 U. Class II (assignment of call letters and change in location
from Manzanillo).
870 kc
CMDY Holguin, Oriente— .25 U. Class II 12-2057.
1070 kc
CMKS Guantanamo, Oriente— .25 U. Class II
1-17-58 (change in frequency from 1290 kc).
1080 kc
CMHE Fomento, Las Villas— .25 U. Class II
(change in location from Encrucijada).
1290 kc
CMKS Guantanamo, Oriente— .25 U. Class II
(delete assignment — vide 1070 kc).
CMDG Guantanamo, Oriente — .25 U. Class IV
6-17-58.
1300 kc
CMAE Pinar del Rio, Pinar del Rio — .25 U.
Class IV 2-15-58.
1550 kc
CMDV Santiago de Cuba, Oriente— .25 U. Class
II (assignment of call letters — now in operation).

Routine

HOWARD

BARRETT, General Manager

Like
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Hundreds

Broadcasters
General

. . .

Manager

HOWARD

BARRETT

Roundup
ACTIONS

KNIT

BY FCC

By letter, denied further requests by Reverend
J. Richard Sneed and First Methodist Church of
Los Angeles, Calif., for reconsideration of May
8, 1957, denial of petition to restrain am station
KFAC Los Angeles, from discontinuing religious
program of that church.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
The Commission on Jan. 28 accepted notice
of appearance of NBC Tv Affiliates in matter of
study of radio and tv network broadcasting and
extended to Feb. 15 time for filing list of its
witnesses and outline of subject matter to be
presented.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown

Abilene,
and

Chief

JOHN

Texas
Engineer

E. TURNER

Selected
STAINLESS

TOWERS

Upon consideration of oral request by counsel
for Broadcast Bureau for postponement of hearing re mod. of cp of Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WJTV
ch. 12) Jackson, Miss., ordered that hearing
scheduled for Feb. 4, is rescheduled for Feb. 18.
Action Jan. 28.
Denied motion for reconsideration of ruling of
hearing examiner made on record of prehearing
conference held Jan. 16, by counsel for Williamsburg Bcstg. Co., Williamsburg, Va., respecting
request for certain information which is of
record in proceeding on its am application and
those of Ralph D. Epperson, Williamsburg, and
WDDY29. Inc. (WDDY), Gloucester, Va. Action
Jan.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on JanuaryElizabeth
28
Granted motions by Community Service Bcstg.
Corp., protestant, and Walter T. Gaines (WGAV),
Amsterdam, N. Y., for certain specified corrections to transcript in proceeding on Gaines' am
application.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on JanuaryHerbert
29
Ordered that hearing now under indefinite
continuance is scheduled for Feb. 24, re application of Sacramento Telecasters Inc. (KBETTV ch. 10), Sacramento, Calif., for mod. of cp.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
an January 27
On own motion, ordered that further prehearing conference scheduled for Jan. 29, is
continued to Feb. 26 re applications of KTAG
Associates (KTAG-TV ch. 25), Lake Charles, La.,
to change to ch. 3 Evangeline Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
and Acadian Tv Corp., for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 3 in Lafayette, La.
February 3, 1958
On sionrequest
American
Co., comments
Commison Jan. 30 byextended
time Bcstg.
for filing
from Jan. 31 to Feb. 10 (proposal to amend
Parts 1 to 17 to locate tall radio towers on "ant.
farms"), with rebuttal comments to be filed
within 10 days thereafter.

JOHN

E. TURNER, Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.

NORTH

WALES

• PENNSYLVANIA
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FOR THE RECORD continued
lis Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on January 30
( I ranted petition of James A. Saunders and
William F. Johns Jr., proposed transferor and
transferee, respectively, for dismissal without
prejudice of application for transfer of control
ol Ware Bests, Corp. (KIIIO), Sioux Falls, S. D.,
from Saunders to Johns; proceeding dismissed.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on January 30
Upon informal request of counsel for Marshall
County Bcstg. Co. Inc., Arab, Ala., and with
concurrence of other counsel in proceeding on
its am application and that of Walter G. Allen,
Huntsville,
Ala.,11. ordered that hearing is scheduled for Mar.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on dates shown
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held Feb. 10 in proceeding on am applications of
Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS), Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Wabash Valley Bcstrs. and Firmin Co., Vincennes, Ind. Action Jan. 29.
On oral request of counsel for La. Purchase
Co., for new tv station to operate on ch. 2 in
St. Louis, Mo., and Signal Hill Telecasting Corp.
(ch. 3fi) to change to ch. 2. St. Louis, and without objection by Broadcast Bureau, ordered that
hearing scheduled for Feb. 28 is rescheduled for
Feb. 6. Action Jan. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on January 30
By agreement of parties, ordered that time for
filing supplemental proposed findings of fact
and reply findings is extended from Jan. 31 and
Feb. 7 to Feb. 10 and Feb. 19, respectively, re
am application of Fernandina Beach Bcstrs.
(WSIZ), Douglas, Ga.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on January 29
Granted motion of Westbrook Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Westbrook, Me., for admission pro hac vice of
Saul H. Sheriff of Portland, Me., to represent it
at taking of depositions on Feb. 3 in proceeding
on its am application and that of Sherwood J.
Tarlow, Saco, Me.
February 4, 1958
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunnnigham on January 31
Granted petition of Community Bcstg. Co. of
Ore., Eugene, Ore., for dismissal without prejudice of his am application and for removal of
same from hearing docket, and dismissed its
petition to amend application.
Ordered that hearings are scheduled in the following proceedings on the dates shown:
am applications of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc.
(WAMM) Flint, Mich, et al., on March 29; Bosque
Radio, Clifton, Tex. and translator application of
James E. Peaden, Twentynine Palms, Calif., on
Mar. 24; am application of Dixie Bcstrs. and
Radio Blakely, Blakely, Ga., on Mar. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison on
January 31
On own motion, ordered that a prehearing conference is scheduled to be held at 2 p.m., Feb.
5, re am application of Baw Beese Bcstrs. Inc.
(WBSE) Hillsdale, Mich.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman on
January 31
Granted petition of the Broadcast Bureau for
an extension of time from Feb. 3 to Feb. 10 for
filing initial proposed findings of fact and conclusions, and for filing replies from Feb. 13 to
Feb. 20, in the matter of revocation of tv cx> of
Nev. Telecasting Corp. (KAKJ) Reno, Nev.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
January 30
Scheduled further prehearing conference for
Jan. 31, at 11:00 a.m., in proceeding on am applications of Birney Imes, Jr. (WMOX) Meridian,
Miss., and Miss. Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss.

United
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BROADCAST ACTIONS
by the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 31
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio — granted cp to change
erp to visual 195 kw. aural 97.7 kw. ant. height
340 ft., change transmitters and make minor
equipment changes.
The following were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KCTL Great Falls,
Mont, to 6-1; KPAP Redding, Calif, to 5-1; KBRO
Bremerton, Wash, to 8-21; WTAM Atlanta, Ga.
to 4-1; WSTU Stuart, Fla. to 8-13; WBEL South
Beloit, 111. to 4-27; WDCR Hanover, N. H. to 8-27,
WKLM Wilmington, N. C. to 8-17; KBBI Los
Angeles, Calif, to 8-1; KQXM (FM) Riverside,
Calif, to 6-1.
KIVY Crockett, Tex. — granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m., local time.
Actions of January 30
KXLE Ellensburg, Wash. — Granted assignment
of license to Wash. Bcstg. Co.
KELO-TV, KPLO-TV, KELO Sioux Falls and
Reliance, S. Dak. — Granted transfer of control
from Edmond R. Ruben, Joseph L. Floyd and
N. L. Bentson to Edmond R. Ruben, N. L. Bentson,
Joseph L. Floyd & Leon M. Goldfard, voting
trustees.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D. — granted acquisition of positive control by Edmond R. Ruben,
N. L. Bentson, Joseph L. Floyd & Leon M. Goldfarb as voting trustees.
WONG Canonsburg, Pa. — granted license for
am station.
WAHL Hastings, Mich. — granted license for
am station.
WETO Gadsden, Ala. — granted license covering
installation of new trans.
KNOC Natchitoches, La. — granted license covering change of ant. -trans, location, studio location, install new ant., make changes in ground
system and operate trans, by remote control.
WTNT Tallahassee, Fla. — granted license covering installation of new trans., trans, location redescribed as 1820 E. Park Ave., Tallahassee, Fla.
WABY Albany, N. Y. — granted license covering
installation of new trans, in basement of present
location & operate trans, by remote control.
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — granted license to
use old main trans, as an alternate main trans.,
nighttime,
aux.,
tion of main and
trans,
site.daytime, at present locaWSPN Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WFRA Franklin, Pa. — granted mod. of cp to
move ant. -trans, location 800 ft. from present
location (same address), change studio location
to trans, location, delete remote control and
change type trans.
WESY Leland, Miss. — granted mod. of cp to
change studio location to trans, location, change
type trans, and delete remote control operation.
WTVC Chattanooga, Tenn. — granted mod. of
cp to redescribe trans, location (and correct coordinates); change studio location to same as
trans, site, waived Sec. 3.613 of the Rules; change
aur. erp to 158 kw, change type trans., type
ant. and make other equipment changes, ant.
1040 ft.
WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa. — granted mod.
SCA to conduct storecasting service to supermarkets. (Both simplex and multiplex basis.)
KPFM Portland, Ore. — granted cp to increase
erp of fm station to 33 kw and change type
trans.
KGAK Gallup, N. Mex. — granted cp to install
new trans, (composite) as an aux. trans, at
present location of main trans, and operate
trans, by remote control.
WPAD-FM Paducah, Ky. — granted request to
cancel aux. trans, license.

news

produces!

KGLD Garden City, Kans. — granted extension
of completion date to 8-13.
WFKB Key West, Fla.— granted extension of
completion date to 7-31.
Actions of January 29
KIUN Pecos, Tex. — granted assignment of license to KIUN Inc.
KVFC Cortez, Colo.— granted assignment of license to KVFC Inc.
Inc.WOBS Rounsaville of Charlotte Inc. Jacksonville, Fla. — granted assignment of cp to Mel-Lin
Granted licenses for the following am stations:
WELK Charlottesville, Va., and specify type
trans.; WDEW Westfield, Mass.; WPRW Manassas,
Va.WFAU Augusta, Maine — granted license covering installation of new trans.
WHIS Bluefield, W. Va. — granted license covering installation of new trans, as an aux. trans,
at present main trans, site.
WTIK Durham, N. C. — granted license covering
installation of new trans.
KTVU Oakland, Calif.— granted mod. of cp to
change aural erp to 50 kw, change studio location,
trans.,ant.type
of ant.,
menttypechanges;
height
1190 and
ft. other equipKNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— granted mod. of
cp to change studio location, change erp to vis.
28.2 kw, aur. 14.1 kw, change type trans, and
make other equipment changes, ant. 640 ft.
WAHL Hastings, Mich. — granted mod. of cp
to make change in directional ant. system.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WXIL Dublin, Ga. to 3-1;
WHP-TV (Aux. ant.), Harrisburg, Pa. to 3-22;
KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla. to 8-12; WVUE (main
trans. & ant ), Wilmington, Del. to 8-13: WCBCTV Anderson, Ind. to 3-28.
Actions of January 28
WAUG, WATJG-FM Augusta, Ga.— granted assignment of licenses to Chester H. Jones and
George C. Nicholson doing business under same
name.
WAHR-FM Miami Beach, Fla. — granted mod.
of SCA to specify multiplex operation; condition.
KENY Bellingham-Ferndale, Wash. — granted
authority to operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of January 27
WSTP, WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— granted
relinquishment of negative control by Thomas D.
Harrel Jr., through sale of stock to John J. Ikner
Jr.
WLOK Memphis, Tenn. — granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (remove series resistor).
KOCS Ontario, Calif. — granted mod. of cp to
change ant. -trans, location, make changes in DA
system (increase height and sidemount fm ant.
to center tower) and make changes in ground
system; condition.
Metropolitan Educational Tele. Assn. Inc., New
York, N. Y. — granted permission to transmit educational programs from its studio in New York,
N. Y., for wire transmission to the Canadian
Bcstg. Corp. (via Toronto) 354 Jarvis St., Toronto,
Canada.
WCAS Gadsden, Ala. — granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
Granted extensions of completion dates as
shown; KZOK Prescott, Ariz, to 5-6; WIOK
Tampa, Fla. to 7-1.
License

Renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of
license: WFMO Fairmont, N. C; WGAI Elizabeth
City, N. C; WNOS WNOS-FM High Point, N. C;
WSIC WSIC-FM Statesville, N. C; WAXE Vero
Beach, Fla.; WDSR Lake City, Fla.; WFEC & Alt.
Main, Miami, Fla.; WFNM De Funiak Springs,
Fla.; WFTW Fort Walton Beach, Fla.; WIPC
Lake Wales, Fla.; WKAT (Alt. Main & Aux.),
Miami Beach, Fla.; WMBM Miami Beach, Fla.;
WMIE Miami, Fla.; WMMB Melbourne, Fla.;
WMYR Ft. Myers, Fla.; WOOO De Land, Fla.;
WQAM & Aux., Miami, Fla.; WSKP Miami, Fla.;
WSPB Sarasota, Fla.; WSUN & Aux., St. Petersburg, Fla.; WTNT Tallahassee, Fla.; WVCG Coral
Gables, Fla.; WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.; WESHTV Daytona Beach, Fla.; WFLA-TV, KC-5655,
8137, KIO-99, KIQ-44, Tampa, Fla.; WINK-TV
Fort Myers, Fla.; WJHP-TV Jacksonville, Fla.;
WPTV (TV), KAL-89, Palm Beach, Fla.; WSUNTV St. Petersburg, Fla.; WTVJ (TV), KA-4850,
KC-7541, KD-3422-3, KIM-82, Miami, Fla.; WTVT
(TV) (Main trans. & ant.; aux. trans.), KC-8272,
KIP-41, 97, 84, Tampa, Fla.; WTHS-TV Miami,
Fla.; WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.; WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.; WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.; WAPA
San Juan, P. R.; WITA San Juan, P. R.; WAPATV, KD-2308, San Juan, P. R. ; WABA & Aux.,
Aguadilla, P. R. ; WCMN & Aux., Arecibo, P. R. ;
WENA Bayamon, P. R.; WKJB Mayaguez, P. R. ;
WLEO Ponce, P. R. ; WMIA Arecibo, P. R.;
WNEL Caguas, P. R.; WORA Mayaguez, P. R. ;
WPAB & Aux., Ponce, P. R. ; WPRA Mayaguez,
P. R.; WPRP (Aux.) Ponce, P. R. ; WRIO & Aux.,
Rio Piedras, P. R.; WTDL Mayaguez, P. K. ;
WWWW Rio Piedras, P. R.; WORA-FM Mayaguez, P. R. ; WPFA Pensacola, Fla.
Broadcasting

How
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of Air
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This is the story of a big profit that didn't get away.
Seems that when a run of fish develops anywhere in the
country, men from miles around rush to buy rods, reels,
hooks, everything. The fish won't wait, and fishermen
can't. So an alert manufacturer casts his net in these
moneyed waters, and lands the business — with the help
of Air Express. He speeds deliveries to stores, even
thousands of miles away, no later than overnight.

for
and

men

Extra-Fast

Delivery.

trolled) —plus a nationwide private wire system. Yet
Air EXpress is inexpensive; a 15 lb. shipment from
South Bend, Indiana to Grand Junction, Colorado costs
only $8.03 with Air EXpress — $1.68 less than any other
complete air shipping method. Explore all the facts.
Call Air EXpress.

If you, too, would like to land extra sales — no matter
what you sell — call Air EXpress, the name with the
"X" in it. For Air Express is the only complete doorto-door air shipping service to thousands of U.S. cities
and towns. It multiplies your selling opportunities with
10,212 daily flights on America's scheduled airlines —
plus fast pick-up with 13,500 trucks (many radio con-
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Number
In Face

of Quiz Shows Decreases
of Threatened New Rule

Quiz shows on Canadian radio stations
are undergoing a definite change in view
of the possibility that CBC board of governors may announce regulations limiting
quiz shows at its Feb. 14 meeting. CBC
has announced that it plans to require all
entries to be judged on merit, contestants
to be in the studio and programs to have
an element of skill. A number of radio stations have dropped all quiz shows; others
are considering dropping some of (he shows,
and advertisers also are dropping some of
the quiz programs.
Canada Packers Ltd. (food products),
Toronto, will discontinue its two radio quiz
shows. Who Am I? on 54 stations, and It's
My Living on 17 stations, as soon as current contests are over. They consider the
programs "not in the company's best interest." Two other food product advertisers,
using quiz shows on a large number of radio stations, Canadian Canners Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., and Swift Canadian Co., Toronto,
have not dropped their quiz shows. Fifty
a Day and Swift Money Man, and do not
plan to do so as long as the programs can
be placed on radio stations, it has been
said.
70%

of Canadian

Homes

Have

Tv

Fully 70% of Canadian households had
television receivers at the end of 1957,
according to a survey by the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto. The
survey, made Nov. 1, 1957, shows Canada
population at that time was 16,799,900
with 4,102,100 households. Of these homes,
2,866,600 were equipped with television sets
last year.
The highest concentration of tv homes
is shown in the Quebec City metropolitan
area with 95% of the 67,600 households
having tv sets. The Montreal metropolitan
area shows 90% of its 425,600 households
as tv homes with surrounding counties

HELP

YOUR

HEART

FUND

showing from 87% to 90% of all households as tv homes. In Ontario the Toronto

ply for uhf channels, the manufacturers
said they have the capacity to make all the

metropolitan area shows 86% of all households as tv homes, and most other metropolitan areas in the province show a similar
high
percentage
of television-equipped
homes.

necessary uhf receivers which would be re-

For Canada's ten provinces, from Atlantic
to Pacific, the BBM survey shows that there
were 24,500 tv homes, 30% of a total
82,100 households in Newfoundland; 10,500
or 46% of the 23,000 households in Prince
Edward Island had tv sets; 109,000 or 65%
of the 167.000 households in Nova Scotia
were tv homes; 68,600 or 55% of the 124,500 households in New Brunswick were tv
homes; 832,100 or 80% of the 1.044,600
households in Quebec were equipped with
tv sets; 1,186,900 or 81% of the 1,469,300
households in Ontario had tv sets; 127,300
or 57% of the 223,700 households in
Manitoba had tv sets; 93,400 or 39% of
the 236,700 households in Saskatchewan
were equipped with tv receivers; 174,300
or 57% of th 308,000 houseeholds in Alberta were tv homes: and 240.000 or 57%
of the 423,200 homes in British Columbia
had tv sets.

'Liberty' Honors Bochner, Blake
quired.
For Canadian Tv Acting in 1957
Lloyd Bochner and Katherine Blake, both
of Toronto, have been selected as the best
actor and actress in Canadian television
during 1957 in the third annual Liberty
magazine. all-Canada tv talent awards. (Liberty is owned by Jack Cooke, owner of
CKEY Toronto.) Presentations of gold
statues were made on Canadian General
Electric Showtime tv national network program on Jan. 26. The best character actor
and actress named were Paul Kligman and
Winnifred Dennis.
Toronto writer Arthur Hailey won the
award as top Canadian tv playwright. Robert
Allen of CBC was selected as the best television producer. The top variety show award

Canada's radio and television broadcasting industry, covering both governmentowned CBC and privately owned stations,
showed a net income in 1956 of $6,913,000,
it has been reported. This is the first time
such an industry figure has been compiled by

went to CBC's Music Makers '58, with Front
Page Challenge as the best new show on
Canadian tv.
Three Showtime performers took awards,
Bob Goulet as best male singer, Joyce Sullivan as best female singer, and the Carlu
Carter dance trio as best dancers. Sylvia
Murphy was chosen as best new performer
to appear on Canadian tv in the year. The
Hi-Lites, featured on Music Makers '58,
were judged the best group singers, and best
m.c. award went to Fred Davis of Front
Page Challenge. The top comedian award
went to Johnny Wayne and Frank Shuster,

the government's Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The 1956 figure was released late in
January and the 1957 figure will not be
available till late this year. Net income from
radio was $7,234,000, while there was a
deficit of $321,000 for tv station operations,
DBS statistics showed.

perennial favorites. CBC's Junior Magazine
was judged the best children's program and
Joel Aldred was chosen as the best tv announcer of the year.
The winners were chosen as the result of
a poll of 200 newspapers and tv stations.

Korean

Meeting

Radio-Tv

Nets Over

$6 Million

Tv Falls Under

Censor

The Ministry of Education of Korea at
Seoul soon will expand its censorship activities to include television programs, it
was reported last week by UP. The ministry
already censors movie films and the government's Office of Public Information censors
newsreels for theatres. Seoul has an operating tv station, the only one in Korea except
for the low power station or the U. S.
Army, not affected by the censorship provisions.

Postponed

for Election

Dates of the annual meeting of the Canadian Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters
have been changed from March 30-April
2 at the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, to
May 11-14 at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel,
Montreal. The sudden calling of a Canadian
federal election for March 31 is the reason
for the change, since many broadcasters
will be busy with election coverage, and
will be unable to attend the sessions.

RETMAC Reports on All-Channel Set
A total of 10% of all television receivers
sold in Canada in the last four months of
1957 were equipped for all channel reception, the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. of Canada has told the
Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters in urging CARTB members to apply for
uhf channels now allotted to Canada. The

HELP

YOUR

HEART

manufacturers group also reported that substantial quantities of uhf converters have
been sold in Canada for tuning in American uhf stations near the international
border. In urging CARTB
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TV TAKE-OFF: Television receiver sales
leaped 25^ ahead of the overall world gain
in 1957, according to one year-end survey.
Eighteen countries west of the Soviet bloc
gained 2.5 million sets during the year, for
a total now close to 12 million, it is reported. The survey lists 300 tv transmitters
in the western countries and 53 east of the
Iron Curtain, broadcasting to 3.3 million
transmitters. Current set totals given for
leading tv countries: Great Britain, close
to 8 million; West Germany, more than
1.2 million; France, almost 1 million (55%
of the total population is in reach of a
signal, but development is reported slowing
down because of budget-cutting); Italy,
nearly 1 million; Belgium, 300,000; Holland,
250,000; Denmark, more than 100,000;
Sweden. 60,000, and Austria, more than

BRILLIANT
PERFORMANCE

The
is sii
Wot
sour
Prec

30,000. All these have government-operated
broadcasting systems. Two of them, Germany and Italy, have inserted commercial
segments in schedules, and Belgium and
Holland are discussing such a plan. Switzerland has ruled out commercial tv for the
next ten years. Luxembourg's commercial
tv station is reported reaching into France
and Belgium.
OVER

ALL DEUTSCHLAND: Limited commercial television will be virtually nationwide in West Germany next fall, when South
German Radio, Stuttgart, joins five other
government stations carrying a sponsored
half-hour daily. The Stuttgart station has
announced it would start its commercial
show in October, leaving only one (Radio
Bremen, which has limited coverage)
holding out against the trend to commercial
subsidy [International. Jan. 20].
AMSTERDAM ISSUE: The Dutch government is expected to deal shortly with introducing commercial tv in some form, according to reports from Amsterdam. Two factions are promoting separate commercial
systems, one favoring private broadcasting
and the other for selling time on the country's public monopoly stations. The former,
Independent National Television Assn.
(ONTV) has been working since 1955 without results for a Dutch version of Great
Britain's Independent Television Authority.
The other, Assn. for Development of Television Broadcasting (TEM) was formed in
1956 by industrial interests, publishers and
banks to persuade the government to sell
time on its own stations.
TV TEASE: When London's commercial
television station broadcast a girlie show
Wednesday, reaction was reported favorable,
with only a few telephone complaints about
the nude cast. The program — telecast when
"all the kiddies" were in bed — featured a
fan dancer and an Idonesian Ballet, costumed in transparent drapes, on the stage
of The Windmill, Britain's famous girlie
theatre.
Broadcasting
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WTCN
SHARE

AVERAGE

OF

AUDIENCE

Sign

IN

on to Sign Off Mondays

JUST
DAYTIME

UP

6

through

MONTHS

82.6%

. . . NIGHTIME

Fridays

TIME
UP 34%.

Average RATINGS, sign on to 10 PM, Mondays
thru Fridays have greatly improved too.
WTCN-TV

has moved

into Second

categories in this important
market.

Place in BOTH

four station television

♦December 1957 A.R.B. over July 1957 A.R.B.
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WTCN-TV

YOU'LL

BEST

BUY

LOW
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WTCN-TV

BUY

CITIES
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THOUSAND

EVERY

TIME.

WTCN-TV
MINNEAPOLIS AND SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
• affiliated with WTCN-Radio

REPRESENTED
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Despite its rapid growth, the medium is still advertising's
frontier, and like any frontier it lies between the alreadyknown and the still-to-be-discovered. Also like any frontier
it is both challenging and dangerous.
One of the big dangers and real challenges to the managements of both advertiser and agency is the constant risk of
losing touch with this fast moving medium. Losing touch in
this case means running the risk of letting those directly
responsible for tv settle for "average good" instead of striving
for "great." It is the risk of having your section of the frontier
populated with "settlers" rather than with "pioneers."
Pioneering, of course, has to be kept in perspective. There
can be no question about an agency's responsibility to its
clients — the responsibility to invest advertising dollars wisely,
carefully, where they will bring the biggest possible return in
profitable sales. But there is always a question about just
where that "biggest possible return" will be found. Does
opportunity lie on the settlers' side of the frontier where
everything is tried and tested and safe? Or does it lie on the
pioneers' side?
The answer is probably "both." Sometimes it is best to
play it safe. Other times boldness pays off. But often the
pressure for safety is so strong that the importance of pioneering isforgotten.
WHEN

Y&R BROKE

TRAIL

Our pioneering really began in 1945, a year when Y&R's
total television billing was a whopping $16,000. In the rough
and tumble years since then, in company with our friends
and fellow agents, we have seen tv's volume climb upward
to more than a billion dollars a year and have introduced
most of our clients into this dynamic selling medium.
Across the years, like other agencies, we have witnessed
(and participated in) the rise and fall of the comedians, the
picturization of daytime radio soap operas, the emergence of
spectaculars, of morning shows and late night shows, the
rise and indicated decline of the money quizzes, the growth
of Hollywood network production, the decline of agency production, the rise of the independent film producer, the rise
of the independent station, the maturing of a third nework,
the glorification of the cowboy, and finally, the growth of an
audience of 41,200,000 homes.
In short, the frontier has been rolled back a long way. But
let's face it: it is still a frontier — and always will be.
In other words, we learn only by doing. Even though the
process is sometimes painful. Between 1945 and 1958 lie
the bones of many an experiment that it was hoped would
contribute to the medium and to the common goal of building audiences. One of our own early experiments was based
on a belief that comedians would build an audience faster
than other performers. We refer back to the year 1948 and
the show in which we introduced Phil Silvers to television.
The mistake: wrong format, lack of experience, a case of too
little too soon. But nobody bats a thousand, and the lessons
were of real value when the day of the comedians dawned.
Not all ventures bring scars. Take Alfred Hitchcock's
show, for instance. There was a time when the highly original
impact of this offbeat approach both commercially and in
show content seemed far from ideal by conservative standards. Was a program that introduced the commercials with
gentle mockery and featured bizarre stories with frequent
sad endings a wise choice? In a joint action client and agency
decided to give it a try — on the basis that freshness and
originality certainly offered some promise of success. To-
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'settler'

its

Television has no equal as a stimulant to management.

& Rubicam

frontier

gether we ventured across the
frontier — and the pioneering
paid
off. Robin Hood first apWhen
peared, comforting precedents again were as scarce
as bicycles in Sherwood Forest. This was "kid stuff"
made in England. Why take
the chance? Again it seemed
that freshness and originality
deserved a run for the money.
Our client agreed and bow
and arrow almost replaced
the atomic pistol in the playgrounds of America.
Other examples come to
mind on a broader scale.
When Pat Weaver at NBC
started Today he was pioneering so far across the frontier
you couldn't see him with a
telescope. And so he was
again with Home and Wide,
Wide World. When CBS

Sigurd S. Larmon. b. July
21, 1891, Stanton, Iowa.
B.S. (1914), M.A. (1948),
Dartmouth College. Joined
Western Clock Co. in 1914
as salesman, rising to general sales manager in 1917
and serving till 1921; district manager, Columbia
Phonograph Co., 1922-25;
account executive, N. W.
Ayer & Son, 1925-28;
joined Young & Rubicam
in 1929 and has served
since 1942 as president
and board chairman.

made the management decision to break the pattern and
launch Playhouse 90, it took
the same risk and the face of television was changed. When
ABC put Maverick on at 7:30 Sunday night to compete (a
half hour later) with Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen, Kaiser's
sponsorship represented a willingness on the part of management to take a calculated risk — and the high ratings are
proving the Tightness of the decision.
Pioneering has proved itself in the field of tv commercials,
too. It would have been so easy to rest on the oars and let
television selling develop into radio-with-pictures, instead of
attempting to evolve television's own way of demonstrating
products and starting the impulse to buy.
Surely a good orthodox way to sell an electric shaver is to
show a man shaving with it. But is a good way good enough?
Pioneering for a better way came up with now famous commercials where peaches were shaved instead of faces. Off
beat? Perhaps — but also a dramatic demonstration of product
performance.
PIONEERING ISN'T GAMBLING
Now, with all this talk of pioneering, there is one point
well worth extra emphasis: There's a big difference between
being a pioneer and being a gambler.
In the early days of television it didn't cost much to take
a chance. But today if you gamble it is with millions of
dollars. And that is just bad business. That's why today's tv
pioneers do their best to take out the gambling element.
Research, experience, judgment, every bit of fact and
every piece of available knowledge — all are used to reduce
the element of chance, to help make sure the venture will
succeed. But in television there can be no guarantees of
success. Sooner or later the moment of decision always comes:
Play it safe or play it bold? An agency should know how to
do both. More important, it should know when to do which.
Certainly sticking with the tried and true is the right course
in many cases. It sells lots of products. But a decade of experience shows that remarkably often the path of progress
isn't the well-traveled road — it is the pioneer's trail.
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EDITORIALS
The

Main

Street

Miracle

AN AMAZING transformation has occurred in broadcasting in
-T3L the past few weeks. It has taken place on Main Street, in
dozens of cities — the grass roots.
It all started at the CBS-TV affiliates conference in Washington
last month. Affiliates of that network learned at first hand about
the threat of pay television and of the Barrow Report on network
operations.
Back home, stations which had never editorialized before took
to the air. They importuned their listeners and viewers to write
their Congressmen and Senators in opposition to the pay tv tests
which the FCC proposes to authorize next month.
Members of Congress have been deluged with telegrams, letters
and petitions. More than a dozen anti-pay tv bills have been introduced. Dozens of articles opposing the FCC plan have been inserted in the Congressional Record. Almost overnight a tidal wave
has inundated a hitherto relatively placid Congress, offsetting if
not overtaking the years of massive lobbying of Zenith and other
toll-tv protagonists.
Congress hasn't yet acted to curb the FCC's plan for toll-tv
tests — a plan that the FCC itself probably would like to have
superseded by Congressional expression. But the House Commerce Committee last Thursday voted to instruct the FCC to hold
everything. This was accomplished because the elected heard from
their electors, their own people.
Main Street already has done in a few weeks what Madison
Avenue and Pennsylvania Avenue have not been able to achieve
in many months. The weapons are the facts given wing over microphones and cameras from home folks to home folks in the language they understand.
The

Moulder

Mess

IF one would attempt to combine into a single Congressional
hearing all of the unsavory elements of such proceedings over
the years, he would find them in the performance of the Moulder
Committee last week in its tortured effort to prove official misconduct charges against members of the FCC.
During three weird days last week the committee heard testimony on the conduct of FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer. As it
from the evidence that was introduced, Mr. Doerfer's
emerged may
not have been exemplary, but it certainly has not
conduct
been criminal. Yet Mr. Doerfer was subjected to a type of prosecution that not even the most incorrigible thug would receive in a
court of law.
The tactics of Chief Counsel Bernard Schwartz outdid McCarthyism in its heyday. The frequent flareups on the committee made it
evident that the Congressmen had lost control and that Prosecutor
Schwartz could do pretty much as he pleased with the acquiescence
only of Chairman Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), and the less outspoken support of Rep. J. E. Moss (D-Calif.). There are nine
other members. The others were sharply critical of the procedure
but aapparently
of
whitewash.wouldn't stop the travesty for fear of being accused
Mr. Schwartz and/or his committee followers have used the leak
technique to cow the committee majority. Again last week, the
New York Times and the Drew Pearson column ran advance stories
on "confidential" memoranda before Chairman Doerfer appeared.
Members of the committee had less information than that which
appeared in the planted stories.
The subcommittee already has spent a considerable portion of
its record $250,000 budget, largely for the FCC fishing expedition.
So far, the inquiry has produced information about $9 or $10
per diem items and the propriety of a commissioner accepting
honorariums probably totalling no more than $2,000 in five years.
There is no question about the legality of such honorariums, because there is a specific provision of law allowing them, attested to
last Wednesday by President Eisenhower himself.
Meanwhile, hardly a wheel has turned at the FCC during the past
month. Morale is at a low ebb. It will take weeks for the FCC to recover its equilibrium, whatever the outcome of the MoulderSchwartz persecution. Important decisions are backing up.
The subcommittee hasn't ventured into the less sensational but
infinitely more important task of seeking to ascertain whether the
Page 106
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hll
"// was bound to happen sooner or later!"
FCC or the other administrative agencies are carrying out their
legislative mandates; whether the FCC is consistent in the application of criteria in determining comparative hearing cases and its
allocation procedures.
Since we're not on the leak-team, we do not know what
Schwartz & Co. will produce in the hearings involving other
commissioners who already have been brutally maligned by the
distribution of unsubstantiated charges of criminal violation of the
law.
Enough has been seen, we think, to warrant forthwith withdrawal
of the absurd criminal charges against Chairman Doerfer. The
committee should no longer condone the recklessness and the insubordination ofBernard Schwartz.
Hurt

by

Headlines

LET'S face it. Television is in danger of being hurt by headlines.
l
Headlines, of course, are a newspaper province, and newspapers cannot be expected to play up television's values. To newspapers, television news is good only when it's bad.
A case in point is a front-page story in the Wall Street Journal
a few days ago. By its selection of items to feature in the headlines
this generally excellent paper left the impression — wittingly or
otherwise — that advertisers can get more hard-sell in newspapers
than in television.
Now Broadcasting has as much trouble writing headlines as any
other publication. Headlines have to fit, and we would agree with
the Wall Street Journal or anyone else that it isn't always easy. We
do wonder what sense of news urgency impelled the Wall Street
Journal to feature in its headlines on Jan. 29, 1958, the fact that
General Electric had diverted some of its budget from tv to newspapers, an event that occurred in the fall of 1957 — if it occurred
at all (GE authorities say they can't tell yet whether the cut money
actually is going to newspapers).
No matter. The point here is that newspapers will go on doing
this sort of thing.
The unfortunate fact is that some advertisers, taking a closer
look at their spending in today's uncertain economy, may themselves be influenced by headlines about economies that somebody
else has made — even when that somebody else did it months ago.
For tv broadcasters it's imperative that the television story be
told — in every way possible, including especially on-the-air telling.
If advertising is switching to the hard sell — and there's no doubt
about it— what medium outside of radio can come close to television
as a hard-sell vehicle? None can, and there's no doubt about that,
either. But, unless tv speaks up, the newspapers will confuse the
issue and make it appear that they're the hard-sell medium.
Procter & Gamble moves a billion dollars worth of products
every year. Three fourths of its advertising is in tv. In television
broadcasters themselves have a billion-dollar product. Now more
than ever they should take a lesson from their No. 1 user and
employ their own medium to spread the word about its reach, its
impact and its sales effectiveness.
Broadcasting
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of the matter is that most people

can't . . . that is all but those who use WSAZ-TV
as their sales pitching arm. Though the Ohio
River is a lot wider than George's Potomac,
WSAZ-TV advertisers know their dollars travel a magnificent distance across — and up and
down

—

our prosperous Ohio

They go much

River Valley.

further than dollars spent on

all other Huntington-Charleston
Like George we can't tell lies. We
to. Look at our pitching record.

WSAZ-TV
Station B
Station C

14.2

stations.

don't have
CPM homes

Share of
63.5
audience*
24.4

TV

Quarter
24
430
hour wins*

nighttime*!

4

$1.12
$2.50
$3.33

Just to round out the facts, WSAZ-TV delivers
a full 110 counties in four states (reaching almost 600,000 TV homes) . For prestige, popularity, best channel and tallest tower, nothing
HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON,

W. VA.

Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM GARTEN, Commercial Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency

beats WSAZ-TV in this market. Why try? Let
Katz hold your coat while you pitch via
WSAZ-TV.
* Computed from ARB, Nov. 1957
\7 ■30-10:30 P.M.; based on 260 time frequency
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KCRA-TV has been the unchallenged leader in
every Metropolitan Sacramento ARB report since
November, 1955 . . . now the first ARB Total TV
Area Report offers proof positive that this
viewer preference for KCRA-TV extends over
the full 27-county area served by the Sacramento stations.
ARB's new rating technique
important features:
Measures

e

PROVES

CALIFORNIA
Your Edward

KCRA-TV

COUNTIES

Petry and Co. representative will

be pleased to show you ARB's new Total TV
Area Report ", giving the first complete picture
of the total Sacramento television market. See
this report and place your client's message on
KCRA-TV, first in metropolitan Sacramento
and first in the total 27-county Sacramento
television market.

provides three

the entire Sacramento

CALL
television

market area . . . not just one station's coverage
...providing an accurate yardstick for all
competitive stations.
0

REPORT

PETRY

FOR

PER-THOUSAND

LOW

COST-

AVAILABILITIES

* ARB, Total Television Area Report, December 1-7, 1957

Reports total homes reached for each program
instead of an area rating.
Provides program ratings for the Sacramento
metropolitan area based on a simultaneously
conducted survey.

Howard J. Smiley, Assistant General Manager
Robert E. Kelly, Station
Managerv
A-t
KCR
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Service

. .
Privilege".
Is A
In accepting the Regional Chairmanship of the American Cancer
Society's 1 957 Fund Raising Campaign, Fred A. Knorr, Pres. of
the Knorr Broadcasting Corp., said — "In placing the facilities of our
stations behind this worthy cause, we do not consider it simply a
public obligation. This to me is an occasion when public service is a
privilege and an honor. The Knorr Network is grateful for the
opportunity to participate in such deserving activities as the Cancer
Society, the Heart Fund, Junior Achievement, the National Safety
Council and other public service campaigns."

KNORR
BROADCASTING

Represented

by Headley-Reed

CORP.

Bowling

8,380

Response?

It's TREMENDOUS

on

Sioux

KVTV,

Things happen

when

City, la.
KVTV

carries the ball. An

example is the weekly National-Council Oak Food
Stores one-hour Bowl-O-Rama. Now on the air for
11 weeks . . . 8.380 entrants to date ... 40 bowling
alleys participating in 22 counties from the length
and breadth of the KVTV area ... 13 suppliers
clamoring to furnish prizes. Action all the way!

in

Entries

77

Days

And results . . . Here's what Don O'Neil, Sales Promotion Manager of National-Council Oak Stores has
to say about his show . . .
"The response from Bowl-O-Rama has been
amazing. The interest in the show is at a fever
pitch and it's certainly reflected in sales in each
of our super markets within the KVTV

There's no contest in Sioux City television . . . it's
KVTV way out in front. For Audience, Action and
Sales, you roll a strike every time on KVTV. See your
Katz man.

dominant

7 days
day

and

a week
night

Latest Pulse gives KVTV top 19 shows, 46 of
top 50 shows, top 35 local shows. 374 quarter
hour wins for KVTV — 68 for Station B.

area."
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For biggest audience in the Charleston-Huntington-Ashland market .
schedule WCHS-TV. Call Branham or Jack Gelder, Vice President and
General Manager,

WCHS-TV.

WCHS'TV
Serving Charleston-Huntington-Ashland . . . from the biggest market!
Charleston's only TV Station
BASIC CBS
by Broadcasting Publications Inc. 1735 DeSales St
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September Office,
Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
N W Washington 6 D C Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post

WGAL-TV

is dominant

in the three standard

metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York — as well as in numerous other cities —
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. When developing marketing plans for your product,
look beyond the usual single - city concept.
Profit from WGAL-TV's
STEINMAN

STATION

multi-city dominance.
. Clair McCollough. Pres.
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\J
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LANCASTER,
NBC

WGAL-TV
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closed

STAY-AT-HOMES • One sure result of
tumult in Congress over FCC will be abscence of most, if not all, FCC members
and staff from NAB 36th annual convention in Los Angeles, April 27-May 1. For
past several years, FCC members have sat
as panel at conventions to answer questions
on current events in regulatory field and
FCC chairman always has been principal
speaker. Chairman Doerfer will not attend
Los Angeles session and it's unlikely that
any of his colleagues will accept invitations.
•
Totally aside from question of propriety
of trade association picking up hotel tabs,
criticized in Oversight inquiry, long trip
to California would mean considerable outof-pocket expense, with per diem limited
to $12 per day or expense accounts of $25
pet day. Even before Oversight Committee
hearings, commissioners last fall decided
against individually attending NAB regional
meetings, which likewise had become custom during past few years.
•
AFTER HE'S GONE • NBC plans for
dispersal of Charles R. Denny's varied
responsibilities when he moves up to RCA
hierarchy (see page 77) understood to be
near jelling point. Aside from P. A.
(Buddy) Sugg of WTVT (TV) Tampa, who
may take vice presidency for owned stations and possibly also for NBC Spot
Sales, speculation late last week put probable lineup this way: Matthew J. Culligan,
vp in charge of radio network, would report directly to NBC President Robert
Sarnoff; California National Productions
and NBC international operations to J. M.
Clifford, executive vp for administration;
facilities operations to Robert E. Kintner,
executive vp for network programs and
sales. Tom McFadden, vp for owned stations and spot sales, may take vp for spot
sales or some other NBC executive post.
All these areas have been in Denny domain. Meanwhile, John Reber has quietly
resigned as spot sales director.
•
MGM-TV can be expected to have Bert
Lahr's signature on contract this week.
Veteran comic will "emcee" cartoon series
MGM-TV now preparing. Package would
be tailored for 26-week half-hour episodes
that could be sold nationally. MGM-TV
has not yet decided on sales policy for
series (that is, outright sale to network,
national advertiser or other channel). With
three cartoons per episode, MGM-TV, using backlog of unreleased-to-tv MGM cartoons (including Tom & Jerry series),
would assemble about 78 cartoons in
package.
•
CROAK IN VOICE • Withdrawal of
Junior Chamber of Commerce from tripartite control of eminently successful
Voice of Democracy contest (page 90) co-

incides with proposal of NAB and EIA
(formerly RETMA) to bring state broadcasters associations into project as replacement. State associations meet in Washington this week (Tues.-Wed.) under aegis of
NAB and formalization of plan will be
urged.
•
Voice contest, which drew half million
entries this year, was jointly projected by
NAB and EIA dozen years ago. Jaycees
joined second year and recently differences
have developed on handling of contest,
perhaps best high-level promotion ever
undertaken by broadcasters and manufacturers cooperatively. Rapprochement with
dissident Jaycees seemed impossible, it's
understood, and latter may go its own way
on contest.
•
TOLL TV • Officially, FCC has said it
delayed
action
on
House Committee
"sense" resolution against pay tv tests
because it wanted more time to ponder
matter and because two commissioners
were missing at last Wednesday's meeting.
It also wanted to await expression from
Senate, where Commerce Committee has
under consideration Thurmond resolution
urging pay tv test ban. Sen. Thurmond
(D-S. C.) is revising his resolution to
eliminate closed-circuit and community
antenna systems and action is possible
this week.
*
•
Anticipating Senate Commerce consideration ofThurmond resolution this week,
it's understood that Zenith will loose another blast in some 60 eastern seaboard
newspapers in favor of tests. Presumably
space will be used in those areas where socalled "doubtful" members of Interstate
Commerce Committee reside in hope that
their constituents will lobby them Zenith's
way. Zenith has protested to FCC against
newspapers having tv stations which refused to carry advertisement in advance
of House Committee's • action fortnight ago.
COUNTERATTACK • Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp. plans to go to FCC
today (Monday) with charge that major
networks have indulged in FCC rules violations in fight against pay television trial.
Skiatron spokesmen have called news conference this morning for James M. Landis.
Skiatron special counsel, to discuss action.
It's described as charging networks with
"unethical acts and violation of FCC
rules." Charges reported to revolve around
"editorializing."
Broadcast Music Inc., industry-owned
performing rights organization, has retained Richards Assoc., Washington public
relations firm, for representation in nation's capital. Firm is headed by Robert K.
Richards, former administrative vice president of NAB.

circuit

IN THIS CORNER • New York professor
and deposed chief counsel of Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee, Dr. Bernard
Schwartz, last Wednesday threatened to
carry his heated verbal battles to fisticuff
stage in at least one instance. While removing personal belongings from subcommittee office, professor took exception to
something staff member, assigned to supervise what was removed, said to his wife.
Though Mrs. Schwartz said she had not
been insulted, her husband took version of
fighter's stance and said to staff member:
"This calls for physical encounter." Stern
challenge was not met.
•
Though nobody is' talking officially, Dr.
Schwartz may face charges for "willfully
and unlawfully" concealing and removing
documents and files from subcommittee
office. Cited as basis for possible action
is Title 18, Section 2071 of U. S. Code,
which provides for fine of $2,000 and/ or
prison sentence of not more than three
years, plus disqualification from holding
any public office in future.
•
EARLY START • Bernard Schwartz' interest in FCC did not begin with his association with Oversight Committee. It's
learned that one of his two assistant counsels (who quit last week) called on Washington radio-tv practitioner in 1956 and
asked for information on comparative tv
case in which charges of political influence
had been published.
•
Dr. Schwartz is not only New York U.
professor to be interested in FCC affairs.
Charles Siepmann, professor of education
at NYU (now on sabbatical) was early
advocate of government control of broadcasting, has written extensively on FCC
matters. It isn't known whether there has
been Siepmann-Schwartz liaison.
•
SUN RISING • Executives of Sun Oil Co.,
Philadelphia, and its agency, William Esty
Co., New York (appointed only last December), met Friday in Philadelphia to
review plans for expanded advertising
budget this year in preparation of what is
called biggest campaign in Sun Oil's history. Campaign to start in March, building up in subsequent months, will involve
increased use of radio and tv, and is in
connection with Sun Oil's new "custom
blended" gasoline system. Firm markets
Sunoco. Sun Oil, which is announcing
today (Mon.) appointment of William M.
Schmitt, assistant general manager of its
Motor Products Dept., as new general
manager of advertising, is regional radio-tv
advertiser and currently allocates estimated
$1 million to radio-tv out of approximate
total $3 million ad budget.
_..z:zlj
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Scandal Hits Mack, Splatters FCC — FBI probes charges
commissioner sold vote in Miami tv case. House subcommittee reorganizes. Harris takes over as Schwartz is ousted and
Moulder resigns. Page 27.
McCann-Erickson Gets Buick — Chrysler account resigned by
agency which lifts its total billings by $7 million. Page 40.

Babbitt Loves B&B — What's behind sudden switch of B. T.
Babbitt to newly-formed Brown & Butcher? Agency officials
reveal Bab-O will drop all print in favor of radio-tv and
what role B&B will play as Babbitt's "advertising department."
Page 42.

Wednesday. Absence of two commissioners from meeting
last week and desire for more complete time to deliberate
prompts bypassing issue. Teleglobe's Sagall suggests pay tv
tests be restricted to uhf. Page 78.

Lestoil Ads Deceptive? — That's what FTC charges, saying
cleaning product of big spot tv customer is dangerously
flammable. Page 82.

McGannon Assails Barrow Report — Network Study Report
that is slated for hearing next month draws criticism of
Westinghouse Broadcasting president in San Francisco talk.
Page 86.

Medics Hit & Run (Over) by Pontiac — Detroit automaker
in new tv film commercial to be seen Wednesday spoofs
medical tv ads in two-minute funfest starring Eddie Bracken
as both "doctor" and "patient." Page 46.
D'Alesandro Abandons Ad Taxation — Baltimore mayor
supports state legislation to outlaw all ad taxation; plans city
ordinances to repeal existing local levies. Fly in ointment:
both state and city prohibitions would not be effective until
next year. Observers point out that legality of issue still unresolved. Page 50.

NBC Takes to Stump — Mounts new attack on charges of
high tv costs. Spokesman is NBC-TV Vice President Durgin
who tells New York agency audience that tv's economy is
being questioned because of business profit squeeze. His
answer: tv is the most economical, effective and efficient of

Talks With Unions Hit Snags — IBEW-CBS issue still unsettled. Screen Actors Guild modifies demands on tv film
commercials. Writers Guild of America readies for negotiations with networks. Page 96.

NCAA's Tv Plan Under Fire — Proposal for 1958 college
football draws Big 10 charge of discrimination against conference and Notre Dame. Page 96.

Canadian Radio-Tv Finances Revealed — Privately-owned
radio and tv outlets show overall 1956 profits as does CBC
am operations. CBC-TV $1.7 million in red. Dominion figures
are first such ever released. Page 118.

all media. Page 59.

How Music Fits Into Tv — In presenting
"good music" on television, avoid tricky
shots and frills. Think of video as only

Decentralization at OB&M — Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
New York, eliminates timebuying posts, instead calls for

supporting music. John K. Cole, radio-tv
director of Buchen Co., gives this advice

"all media" buyers to better serve clients, cut costly duplication of services and "conference time." Page 64.
Paramount Calls for Brake — President Balaban urges Hollywood studios to withhold post- 1948 features from tv, explains
why firm sold its pre- 1948 pictures for $50 million. Page 72.

in Monday

Memo

and speaks from ex-

perience with Chicago Symphony's long
series of telecasts. Page 123.
MR. COLE

DEPARTMENTS
Is UA Applying That Brake? — United Artists Tv reportedly
delays release of its anticipated third package of recentvintage pictures. Question: Is UA-TV reaching point of diminishing returns where it risks theatre box office loss and TOA
wrath should it spring too recent films? Page 72.

Denny Moves to New RCA Post — Job of RCA vice president for product planning goes to 10-year NBC veteran.
Sugg may get part of his NBC responsibilities. Page 77.

FCC Silent on Toll Tv — House Commerce Committee's Feb.
6 request for delay of tests to be considered further this
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Sight- worthy,
where

WTIX's

sound-worthy
audience

share

in

is now

New

Orleans

32.6%

1. AMERICA'S OLDEST CATHEDRAL ... and KEN KARLTON
This big converted Texan, a veteran of nearly seven years in radio,
gave up a promising musical career — he plays piano, saxophone, clarinet,
drums., flute and bassoon. Known as the "Dapper Don Juan Disc Deployer."leans area.
Ken is one of the big WTIX xoices in the big, booming New Or2. ESPLANADE

AVENUE

WHARF

... and JOHNNY

BARRETT

WTJX's Program Director has been a key figure in the Storz organization for over four years. Johnny is an advocate of heavy on-the-air promotions and a tight music policy. Proof of how well the system works:
WTIX's continuing top ratings in the nation's #2 port city.
3. FABLED

PIRATE'S

ALLEY

... and LARRY

WILSON

"Mr. New Orleans Radio" is a 17-year veteran of Crescent City broadcasting. Larry
plays a many
prominent
in the revelry
of New
Orleans'
Mardi Gras,
narrating
of the part
spectacular
balls which
highlight
the
season. A talented amateur painter, he is often found observing the
work of other artists in Pirate's Alley.
and DICKIE BRAUN
4. OLD FRENCH QUARTER
This sly young wit brightens up the WTIX airways with the help of
"Marvin," his other voice. Dickie plays music that fascinates both the
old and new elements in the South's rapidly expanding metropolis. Dickie
has gathered one of New Orleans' largest, most faithful audiences.
5. ORNATE COURTYARD
and PAPPY KENNEDY
Pappy's 265 pounds and 6'4" frame established him as the "big" man on
the WTIX staff. Pappy was raised backstage, literally, and has spent
almost his entire life in show business. He was a featured player in such
movies as Panic in the Streets and The Steel Trap. Pappy has been the
king of night-time radio ever since the Storz organization moved into
New Orleans over four years ago.

5 good reasons why WTIX is leaping to
new audience peaks. Oh, yes. They're
6wi/-worthy, too. See Adam Young or
WTIX General Manager Fred Berthelson.

STwr
TODAY'S
S TODD STORZ,
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TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WTIX
first and getting
firster in 11 -station
New
Orleans

WD6Y
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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Mack, Four Miamians to Testify
This Week on Ch. 10 Allegations
FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack's chance to
answer charges he "sold' his vote for ch.
10 Miami to National Airlines will come
Wednesday or Thursday after four witnesses
from Miami have testified in case. Hearings,
to run all next week, are scheduled in
Room 1334 of New House Office Bldg.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), new chairman of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Friday told newsmen Judge Robert Anderson, Paul Scott, Thurman Whiteside and Perrine Parma have been "asked"
to testify, in that order, beginning Tuesday.
All four men figured prominently in last
Thursday's testimony by Dr. Bernard
Schwartz on Mack role in ch. 10 case (early
story, page 27). Dr. Schwartz charged Mr.
Whiteside had paid Comr. Mack $2,650
since he joined FCC. Messrs. Anderson and
Scott were identified as members of law firm
representing National and Mr. Parma was
mentioned in affidavit, filed by losing applicant A. Frank Katzentine, charging
Comr. Mack with committing his vote.
Comr. Mack Friday asked Rep. Harris
that "I be allowed an early opportunity to
appear before your committee and answer
the unsubstantiated charges, accusations,
innuendoes and distortions so recklessly
made by Bernard Schwartz." In answer to
a newsman's question, Comr. Mack said
he had no intention of resigning.
Dr. Schwartz will return to witness stand
today (Monday) and Rep. Harris said he
will be asked to explain charges against
other commissioners contained in Jan. 4
memorandum. He also will be asked about
certain documents of subcommittee still
missing, White House pressure and any
other information in his possession.
Subcommittee has not yet decided on new
chief counsel, Rep. Harris said. Stephen
Angland, staff attorney asigned to FCC
investigation, has been placed in charge of
staff until new head man can be hired.
In denying charges subcommittee has
spent major portion of its appropriation,
chairman said only $79,000 has been spent
of original $250,000 appropriation.
In related move, Rep. Melvin Laird (RWis.), Friday said House investigation of
FCC will give Sen. John Sparkman (DAla.) good chance "to settle questions about
his own mysterious connections with broadcasting." Quoting Sen. Sparkman as referring to "misdeeds" in FCC, Rep. Laird
charged the 1952 Democratic candidate for
Vice President left out of his financial
statement $6,501 in dividends paid his wife
by WAVU Albertville, Ala. Mrs. Sparkman owns 49% of station.
Sen. Sparkman said there was nothing
"mysterious" about his or his wife's connection with WAVU. Senator denied he had
Broadcasting

deadline

any connection with FCC grant of station
and said he did not declare dividends in
1952 financial accounting because he did
not think it necessary.
Thurmond
Excludes

Anti-Toll Resolution

hasn't authority to permit toll tv, is slated
for consideration this Wednesday by Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
under Sen. Warren D. Magnuson (DWash.) (early story, page 76). FCC already has resolution from House Commerce
Committee requesting pay tv delay until
Congress delves further into issue.
Color Magnetic

Tape

Use

Starts

Wednesday on NBC-TV for Kraft
NBC-TV inaugurating video magnetic
tape transmission of color programs Wednesday when Kraft Television Theatre production of "Material Witness" will be recorded on tape in Hollywood for west coast
broadcast three hours later than live broadcast from New York. Recording to be done
on two converted prototype videotape recorders adapted for color.
NBC,

currently installing six such recorders at Burbank City, Calif., at cost of
$1.5 million, expects to have 12 machines
in operation there by beginning of daylight
standard time April 27, with 13th unit
available as spare. NBC-TV first used videotape to record black-and-white programs in
February 1957.
Denies

Zenith

Charge

Admiral Corp. Friday denied patent infringements alleged by Zenith Radio Corp.
in district court suit filed earlier in week
(story page 92) and will seek dismissal of
action "shortly." Admiral statement said it
was "compliment to our competitive advance in television that Zenith would seek to
stop this program through a baseless court
action lacking in validity."
WEZE

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 40.

Non-Broadcast

Systems
Pay tv via wire and community antenna
systems will be specifically excluded from
resolution by Sen. Strom Thurmond (DS. C.) and six other Senators who want
sense of Senate expressed to FCC as opposing subscription television. Language of
resolution also will be altered to restrict
applicability to on-the-air toll methods, it
was said Friday.
Resolution, which would tell FCC it

Admiral

BUSINESS

Becomes

NBC

in Boston

NBC Radio announced Friday that its
Boston affiliation will switch March 1 from
WNAC to WEZE (formerly WVDA), which
relinquishes ABN at that time. NBC contract was negotiated with J. P. Williams,
executive vice president of Air Trails Broadcasting and general manager, WING Day-

NEW TO NATIONAL TV • National Assn.
of Insurance Agents N. Y. in first use of
national tv advertising, investing $220,000
on NBC-TV's Today (Mon.-Fri. 7-9 a.m.),
buying total of 40 one-minute announcements concentrated in spring and fall
months, starting March 31 and ending
Nov. 25. Commercial slant will be institutional, spotlighting personal services of
TvB services of insurance agents. TvB made
presentations to sponsor. Agency: Doremus
& Co., N. Y.
LEO BUYING SPOTS • MGM, for movie
"Brothers Karamazov," plans saturation
radio spot drives for one week in advance
of local showings starting this week in New
York, next in Los Angeles, then other
markets. MGM will lean heavily on informal
talk approach of disc jockeys. Agency:
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
CLOTHING DRIVE • Bond Stores Inc.,
N. Y., through Keyes, Madden & Jones,
N. Y., launching annual spring radio push
March 3 in approximately 45 markets
throughout U. S. (with exception of California— serviced by Compton Adv., L. A.).
MORE THAN THE CARD • Lever Bros.
(Dove soap), N. Y., buying heavily in spot
tv. Schedules running as high as 30 to 60
spots per week in some markets exceed maximum packages carried on some rate cards,
making it necessary for such stations to
devise new rates for these higher frequencies.
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., is agency.

ton, Ohio. Air Trails now operates WEZE.
Mr. Williams is chairman of ABN affiliates
Committee, representing midwestern district
where WING is ABN outlet. ABN currently
is negotiating for new Boston affiliation.
WNAC, owned by RKO Teleradio, has been
airing both NBC and MBS.
Kings Buy Two Florida Ams
Sale of WDAT Daytona Beach and
WPEG Jacksonville, both Fla., by Thomas
A. Carr to Harold E. King and wife for total
of $160,000 announced Friday. Mr, and
Mrs. King own KGHI Little Rock, Ark., and
WTHR Panama City, Fla. WDAT is 1 kw
daytimer on 1590 kc; WPEG is 250 w daytimer on 1220 kc. Transaction, subject to
usual FCC approval, was handled by Blackburn & Co.
February 17, 1958
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State Association

To Meet

Presidents

in Washington

This Week

Forty-two state broadcast presidents convene in Washington Tuesday for third annual conference of state associations. After
Tuesday morning open house at NAB headquarters, delegates will attend opening luncheon at Shoreham Hotel. NAB President
Harold E. Fellows will be keynote speaker
at luncheon, with Theodore S. Repplier,
president of The Advertising Council discussing broadcast service to public service
projects.
Panel sessions on 1958 broadcast problems will be led by John F. Meagher, NAB
radio vice president, and Thad H. Brown,
tv vice president. Reception and buffet
supper winds up the Tuesday program.
Howard H. Bell, assistant to Mr. Fellows
and presiding officer at the conference, will
direct a review of state problems by several
state association presidents. FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer is to speak briefly at
Wednesday luncheon. Eric Sevareid, CBS
commentator, will be main luncheon speaker.
Dr. Gabriel Hauge economic assistant to
President Eisenhower, will be main speaker
Wednesday afternoon. Final event will be
roundtable discussion of industry problems.
Albright, Bryant Get Promotions
To New RCA Victor Tv Posts
Appointment of Warren E. Albright as
manager, production, and George K. Bryant
as manager, marketing, announced Friday
by James M. Toney, vice president and general manager, RCA Victor Television Div.,
Camden. Mr. Albright was formerly general
plant manager in charge of division's manufacturing department. In new post he will
also be responsible for purchasing and quality control activities. Mr. Bryant, formerly
operations manager for division, will be
responsible for sales, merchandise, advertising and sales promotion, product development, market research, black-and-white television coordination and color television coordination activities.
Precon System Shown D. C. Groups
Precon system of subliminal projection
was shown to military Friday in Washington. Demonstration was to Human Resources Organization, military study group
at George Washington U. Earlier in week,
Precon principals discussed and demonstrated sub-visual technique to FCC group
including Edward Brown, Broadcast Bureau
Renewal chief; Edward A. Allen Jr.. FCC
chief engineer; Charles Escola, attorney, and
Ralph Renton and Arnold Skrivseth, engineers. Precon principals attending both
meetings included A. Brown Moore, president; Hal C. Becker and Robert E. Corrigan. developers of method, and Jack SinPage 10
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JOHN L. BRICKER, vice president
Whirlpool Corp. resigns to join Kenyon
Eckhardt. (Whirlpool consumer agency)
vice president of west coast operations.
joined Whirlpool as marketing director
March 1956.

February 17, 1958

clair, sales manager. Precon system first
shown in New Orleans at marketing meeting last December, and secondly to Los
Angeles advertising group last month [Program Services, Jan. 20].
Fine Offers

Tv Rating

Service

Based on Million Attempted-Calls
New television rating service to be based
on one million attempted coincidental phone
calls in 127 cities during first two weeks of
each month (7,000 dialings, 4,800 completed
conversations estimated per hour, 8 a.m.11 p.m. daily) is being offered agencies, advertisers and broadcasters by newly-formed
Telerate Inc., 55 West 42nd St., New York,
subsidiary of family-owned 22-year-old
George Fine Surveys Inc.
Latter has operating survey network going
in 2,000 U. S. cities plus foreign representation to handle all types of surveys for current clients such as AT&T and seven Bell
system companies, MGM, Columbia Pictures, International Latex, Buchanan &
Co. and Honig-Cooper Co. System could
begin in April depending on client acceptance, George Fine said Friday. Monthly
operating cost will be $100,000-$ 150,000.
he said. Mr. Fine in 1930 worked as field
man for Crossley Inc. on Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
He said overnight ratings, including tv
homes, will be possible coast-to-coast since
local supervisors will report to regional
supervisors who then phone New York.
Final IBM tabulation would be supplied
later. Mr. Fine said he has proved feasibility
of system through current surveys in other
fields involving "1,000 cities at a clip." Telerate phone is Bryant 9-2676.
WB

Turns

to Phonograph

Records

Formation of wholly-owned subsidiary for
world-wide development and distribution of
electronic equipment being announced today
(Mon.) by Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., New
York and Burbank. Appointed head of new
WB subsidiary — which also will follow example of 20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
AB-PT, by entering phonograph record business— is James B. Conkling. former CBS
vice president and president of Columbia
Records. Other WB diversified interests include WB-Tv Commercial & Industrial Films
Inc., which handles production and distribution of ABC-TV series Maverick, Cheyenne, Colt .45 and Sugarfoot.
Opens

New

Branch

of
&
as
He
in

HIRAM S. BROWN JR., executive on
Campbell Soup Co. account, and ROBERT
C. LAMB, account supervisor for Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., have been named
vice presidents of BBDO, N.Y. Mr. Brown
has been with agency since 1951, Mr. Lamb
since 1946.
JOHN G. COLE, with Sullivan, StaufTcr.
Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., since 1953, named
director of west coast television commercial
production for agency. JEAN
BERG
sistant.

THOSTEN-

will be Mr. Cole's production as-

DAVID SAVAGE, former NBC and CBS
executive, most recently station relations director. Guild Films, to executive vice president, Telestar Films, N.Y.
ROBERT F. NIETMAN, commercial manager, WFNC Fayetteville, N.C., and PATRICK E. RHEAUME, commercial manager, WCHN Norwich, N.Y., to Radio Advertising Bureau, N.Y., as regional managers.
ROBERT

BETTS, tv copywriter at Kudner

Adv., N. Y., named manager of agency's tvradio commercial dept., replacing ROBERT
HAIG, assigned to general creative planning
and copy for Kudner. EDGAR KAHN continues as head of production for tv-radio
commercial dept.
R. PETER STRAUS, former director of
Washington branch International Labor
Office, to WMCA N. Y. as program director, succeeding LEON GOLDSTEIN,
vice president. Mr. Goldstein becomes education and public service director, succeeding MRS. HELEN STAUS, who resigns
March 1 to devote more time to Metropolitan Educational Television Assn., N. Y.
HENRY
SLAMIN, account executive.
Donahue & Coe., N. Y., to Kenyon &
Eckhardt. N. Y.. in similar capacity.
JOHN S. LOGAN, salesman, WWJ Detroit,
to CBS Radio Spot Sales, same city, effective today (Mon.).
QUENTIN L. FOX, formerly with Hazard
Adv. and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y..
to Ted Bates & Co.. N. Y.. as account executive.
MICHAEL GRAY, formerly with editorial staff of Tv Key, syndicated newspaper service, appointed consumer press
editor. Screen Gems Inc., N. Y.

in N. Y.

Compo-Kinescope, New York, producer
of telops and other television commercial
equipment, announced last week the opening of a branch office at 667 Madison Ave.,
to service advertising agencies with kinescope service complete with closed-circuit
facilities. Service
will provide electronic

air-checks and video recordings. Time segments of 10 seconds to one hour are offered
with negative or direct-positive recording
on custom-engineered equipment which
utilized 16mm sound-on-film. Herbert
Waldo, graphic artist and commercial producer, will manage the new office.
Broadcasting
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WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio
WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

Sales

WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio
WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, Mich.

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich.
WAGA
Atlanta, Ga.

COMPANY

WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga.
WIBG
Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, Plaza 1-3940
SALES OFFICES

Power"

CHICAGO— 230 N.Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498
SAN FRANCISCO — 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Sutter 1-8689

WVUE-TV
Wilmington — Philadelphia
WGBSFla.
Miami,
WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.

IN REVIEW
HALLMARK

HALL

OF

FAME

Everybody was sitting around, sec. tossing
out ideas for a show, and somebody said,
CHANNEL

4-SIGHT

"I've got it . . . let's do
fairy tales arc the hottest
and that's a natural ...
the whole damn studio

Hans Brinker . . .
thing this year . . .
we can freeze over
and do the whole

thing on ice. It'll be terrific."
Everybody else must have agreed, because
the product of this imagined conversation
turned up Feb. 9 on the Hallmark Hall of
Fame.
The idea man was partially right; the
show was terrific as long as it was on ice.
This is not to suggest that the whole idea
should have stayed that way. It was just
when all the people involved started to act
that the "frozen" feeling seemed to spread.
The cast couldn't seem to shake off the
heavy simplicity of writer Sally Benson's
script.
There were some pluses in the 90-minute
production. The skating was spectacular:
teen-age idol Tab Hunter acquitted himself
admirably on the ice, and pros Dick Button
and Ellie Sommers did some exciting fancy
work within the framework of the story.
On the other hand, songstress Peggy King
seemed to breathe an audible sigh of relief
as she came off the ice for the last time.

No need for telescopic vision
to see the results you will reap
from the use of Channel 4 on
the great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets
in a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.
Power: Visual
100 kw
Aural 50 kw
Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground
COL O

:

#JNSAS
CTIAHOHIA

Miss King's technique on ice seemed largely
to be of the "grit your teeth and it'll all be
over soon" school. And her vocal efforts reflected her apparent uneasiness on the ice,
although Hugh Martin provided her (and
others) with some pleasant musical numbers.
The production must have been pleasant

Page 14
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in school
of comelements)

surely won't be patronized in such a heavyhanded way. Neither will the 9-10 p.m. television audience.
Production costs: Approximately $125,000.
Sponsored by the Bell System, through
N. W. Ayer & Son, on NBC-TV in color
and black-and-white. Wed., Feb. 12, 9-10
Producer: Frank Capra; director: Richard
Carlson; assoc. producer: Joseph Sistrom;
writers: Jonathan Latimer, Frank Capra;
p.m.
production photography: Harold Wellman; film editor: Frank P. Keller; research: Nancy Pitt; animation: Shamus
Culhane Productions; cooperating groups:
U. S. Weather Bureau, Dept. of Defense,
U. of California at Los Angeles, U. of
Witwatersrand, South Africa.
STUDIO

ONE

Westinghouse's Studio One may have
moved to Hollywood last month, but in its
Feb. 10 production, it didn't "go Hollywood" in any slick, superficial sense. The
series happily retains characteristics of an
art form it helped pioneer, the hour teleplay
derivative more of legitimate theatre than
celluloid drama.
Typical of Studio One's provocative plays
was last week's "Presence of the Enemy" in
which author Tad Mosel dealt with a classic
theme in an Americana setting. The conflict

Production costs: $150,000.
Sponsored by Hallmark Cards Inc., through
Foote, Cone & Belding, on NBC-TV in
color and black-and-white Sun. Feb. 9.

Marshall as the widower's wastrel brother,
all turned in sensitive portrayals.
Elaborate and effective use was made of

impression generated by the whole production.

Produced by Milberg Productions in association with Showcase Productions Inc.; producers: Mildred Freed Alberg and Paul
Feigay; director: Sidney Lumet; assoc.
producer: Robert Hartung; music and
lyrics: Hugh Martin; choreography: John
Butler; settings: Jan Scott; costumes: Noel
Taylor; technical consultant: Dick Button;
technical director: Bob Hanna.

BELL

1^
^
CONTACT
ANY
KATZ MAN

serve up

of artist vs. "responsible" society was sympathetically presented in the story of a
young girl who refuses to be sidetracked in
her pursuit of an opera career. Anne Francis
as the ambitious girl, James Gregory as the
widower in whose home she lives, E. G.

viewing in color. But even color couldn't
have overcome the stolid, somewhat chilly

Cast: Tab Hunter, Peggy King, Basil Rathbone, Jarmila Novotna, Carmen Mathews,
Dick Button, Ellie Sommers and others.

KGNC-TV
!j CHANNEL
4

well if television chefs would
science straight.
The children who see the films
after their tv showing (stripped
mercials— one of their better

SYSTEM

SCIENCE

SERIES

The Bell System Science Series, in its
worthy attempt to glamorize science, has
loaded on too much sugar-coating. It was
all right when Dr. Frank Baxter was costarred with the animated "Our Mr. Sun,"
and when "The Strange Case of the Missing
Cosmic Rays" became a private-eye epic.
But the last show, "The Unchained Goddess," by turning weather — fascinating on its
own merits — into a slinky, cartooned goddess, who falls in love with the redoubtable
Dr. Baxter, finally did it. It would be just as

a nostalgic setting — the house on anybody's
block — with cameras moving easily in and
out of doors, upstairs, on the roof, framing
a face in a window, catching fireworks in the
distance.
Following the series' move to Hollywood
there was a disturbing rumor that there had
been an order for all Studio One plays to
end happily. Whether or not there was such
a dictum, last week's ending — the girl's
stormy departure from home — could only
be described as mildly upbeat. One certainty in the midst of big moves and ensuing rumors is that Studio One can still be
a good bet for a happy end to a Monday
evening.
Production costs: Approximately $45,000.
Sponsored by Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
through McCann-Erickson, on Mon. Feb.
10, 10-11 p.m. live from Hollywood.
Producer: Gordon Duff; director: Jack
Smight; writer: Tad Mosel; asst. producer: Joseph Scully; assoc. director:
Jack Orbison; technical director: Bob
Colvin.
Cast: Anne Francis, E. G. Marshall, James
Gregory, Bethel Leslie, Tom Rettig.
Broadcasting
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OPEN MIKE
Policy on
editor:

Quotation

Frequently in reading your publication
we run across an article that we wish to
quote to prospective advertisers, or statistics
we wish to use in letters, local articles, etc.
If possible, I would like to obtain your
approval in using excerpts from your publication on the condition that we always include a credit line.
W. A. Jones
Promotion Director
WSIX-TV Nashville
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We are glad to grant permission to quote from BROADCASTING, provided the material is not used out of context
and that full credit is given to this magazine.]
On Media
editor:

Interchange

I have read your editorial, "Another
Soviet Blind Alley" [Editorials, Feb. 3],
with interest and pleasure.
You were most gracious and commendatory to me and even though I may not
deserve it, your thoughtfulness is greatly

Tidewaters
Top

Tune-Loon!

WGH

RADIO

. . .

Singing your client's
praises to the combined audiences of
Norfolk,

Newport

News, Hampton,
Portsmouth and
Virginia Beach

.. .

24 hours of exciting
color sound.

Sin^ out jo>i ijowi ^JoW BCcu/i W

appreciated.
I believe an important key to world peace
is better understanding among its people,
and one of the best ways to bring that about
is widespread interchange of all media of
information. We are proud of the role that
American motion pictures have played in
bringing an understanding of what our kind
of government means in the way of economic and social betterment and individual
freedom for people who live under it.
Eric Johnston
Preside tit
Motion Picture Assn. of America
Washington
Positive Follow-Up
editor:
We at Pharma-Craft are strutting more
than somewhat after reading the fine article
Dave Berlyn did on us [Advertisers &
Agencies, Feb. 3]. I know he battled a
deadline on the piece but it has the carefully measured look of something that was
a long time in the development.
Perhaps I can best underscore our feeling
by saying that we're hopeful of arranging for
reprints of the article — several thousand if
possible — to send to Pharma-Craft's many
good friends in the trade. . . .
Mauri Edwards
Director of Public Information
Pharma-Craft Corp.
Cranbury, New Jersey
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints have been arranged.]
Opportunity
EDITOR :

Knocks

So Mr. Kuyper, manager of the Chicago
Symphony, is pleading for pay tv "since
this appears to be the only opportunity to
program our great symphony orchestras"
[Lead Story, Jan. 20]. We suspect Mr.
Tidewater's
Station — 5000 watts
Channel 131 ... Norfolk, Virginia

Kuyper is either inadvertently or intentionally overlooking a fact or two.
Many, if not all, of the fm stations which

who long for good music" (and are getting
it) would be only too happy to broadcast the
Chicago Symphony, either live or by means
of tape recordings.
The Western Fm Network is composed of
leading music stations from Seattle to San
Diego. On behalf of this group we are
writing to Mr. Kuyper, offering our facilities, without charge, for as many taped concerts as he may wish to supply. Currently,
we are making good use of practically all
the available LP recordings by the Chicago
Symphony. So Mr. Kuyper need not deplore
the lack of opportunity.
Furthermore, tv, pay or free, hardly seems
the best medium for classical music. Good
music is for listening, not for watching. Just
as tv is ideally suited for boxing matches,
dog acts and old movies of Gloria Swanson,
so fm is the ideal (and willing) medium
for fine music.
Cameron A. Warren
General Manager
KRCW (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif.
Spectator Sports
editor (Attention Don

McGee) :

In your letter [Open Mike, Jan. 27]
you criticized sponsors and producers for
ignoring half time entertainment during
football games. I agree with you that announcers and politicians or officials are very
uninteresting. I'm agin' this, too. However:
Please don't dissuade the boys from showing
the "little freezing drum majorette." In
many cases this is more enjoyable than
the game. I'm always in favor of seeing
a pretty girl, and it is welcome relief after
watching 30 or 40 odoriferous, hairy, bigfooted brutes massacre each other for an
hour. Let's see more of the majorettes!
Wayne
MackDallas
WFAA-TV
(President of the Gaston Avenue
Brigitte Bardot Fan Club)
Complete
editor:

Agreement

I could not agree more with your editorial
entitled "The Moulder Mess" [Editorials,
Feb. 10] and was delighted to see Mr.
Schwartz finally get his come-uppance. Congratulations!
Charles M. Wilds
Radio-Tv Programming
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York

Dept.

Unimpressed
editor:
I hope the good Mr. DeMotte [Open
Mike, Jan. 20] is a better conductor than
researcher. His 200 calls in New York are
hardly adequate to establish a reliable
sample. Nevertheless, taking his figures,
the 24.5% of fm listeners tuned to his program turns out to be 13 people. In an area
of over 7 million people this is less than
startling news.
Edwin W. Berg
Media Department
Chicago
Campbell-Mithun Inc. Adv.

collectively reach "vast numbers of people
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Here's what
when

happened

a dynamic

Balaban

team

in St.Louis
of young

Radio Executives, took over

the reigns of WIL, the oldest
commercial

radio station in

St.Louis now

in its 37th

year of community

service.

INSTANTANEOUS

COMBUSTION

It was instantaneous! That's the way St. Louis accepted
wonderful WIL radio. The first 30 days brought an unprecedented,
30,000 pieces of mail. (Ask our mailmen!)
<^

Advertisers and advertising agencies re-acted instantaneously,
too. They made Jan. '58 the biggest new business month
in this station's 37 year history.
(List of "blue chip" sponsors available on request.)
WIL is setting this great midwestern market on fire. (The Fire

^

Captain said . . ."it was INSTANTANEOUS COMBUSTION!")
Get hot with wonderful WIL radio . . with bright happy
personalities . . . enjoyable music . . . complete news . . .
24-hours a day. For instantaneous action call
John Box or your Adam Young man.

Sell St.Louis with the
"hottest" station in the midwest...

WONDERFUL

wJttm

flu#nt
^ULfl
JR. res
ide
F. BOX,e-P
JOHNe Vic
Executiv
ONE

Broadcasting

OF

THE

BALABAN

STATIONS...

IN

TEMPO

ST.LOUIS,

MO.

ly ByINC.
Sold National
YOUNG,
ADAM
WITH

THE
TIMES
Copyright 1 958 The Balobon Stations
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In the nation's
December

top 26 markets,

Network

Radio

ments, here's the
Radio

is the

a possible*

CBS

Pulse

number

most

popular

according

to

measure-

of times
network,

CBS
out

of

233 quarter-hours:

Radio

2 Other

Network

Every quarter-hour,
day and night, Sunday
through Saturday,
in which programs of

216

Networks

CBS Radio and at
least one other radio
network were measured
in the Network
Radio Pulse, which
reports audiences to
network programs
carried in a minimum
of ten of the top
26 Metropolitan areas.
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popularity
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a schedule
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NETWORK

OUR

RESPECTS

to Nelson

the key station

Lewis

in
Television is an ideal medium

MIDDLE

MARKET

with

a

24

hour

schedule

for cosmetics, Nelson Gross, director of domestic

advertising for Max Factor & Co., said last week. '"Not because it's a mass
medium, although that's important, but because it's a personal, intimate medium.
Television appeals intimately to the emotions and it stimulates the imagination; both
processes are essential to the successful selling of beauty products.

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

Gross

and

"But we've only begun to learn how to use tv, how to produce it. how to buy it,"
Mr. Gross declared. "Television calls for creative marketing as well as creative copy
and art; it requires the knowledge of where and when a good idea can be most
effectively delivered as well as how it can best be presented.
"There's far too much buying circulation for its own sake, grabbing the top-rated
program without stopping to consider its suitability to the product it's supposed to
sell. No advertising man would think of using Western Family to sell Dior gowns.
Yet many advertisers are doing just that in television."
Matching the proper product and the right environment is nothing new to
Nelson Lewis Gross. He was born in Los Angeles (on Aug. 19, 1920), so it was
natural that before his fourth birthday he was working in motion pictures as a child

5000
LIVEIY

WATTS

actor (his
credits include "Tom
Jackie
Cooper).

r

has over twice the number

of

listeners than all other stations
combined

in

(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

4

Sawyer," with Jackie Coogan, and "Skippy," with

Some years later, while an undergraduate at the U. of California at Berkeley, he
saw the difficulty many fellow students had taking notes of lectures, so he hired a
couple of business students to take down in shorthand all lectures given to classes
of 100 or more. Transcribed, mimeographed and put on sale at a nickel apiece at
the student co-op. these notes sold up to 40,000 copies a week. Mr. Gross also
served as business manager of the school paper, directed the dramatic club and kept
physically fit with football, track and judo.
During summer vacations, he worked at Paramount as assistant cutter, assistant
cameraman, film editor, and after graduation (in 1939 with a B.S. degree) he added
writer, unit manager, assistant director and associate producer to his list of movie
titles gained at Paramount, Universal, United Artists and RKO. He also experimented
with publicity, from press agentry for movie stars to industrial public relations, before
World War II put him into uniform and back into motion pictures as a producer
of training and combat films. He also wrote, produced and directed an ABC radio
series for Army Special Services during almost two years of his military career.

LANSING
Out

r

contact

Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

wils

^
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of his lieutenant's uniform in December 1945, Mr. Gross added stage production to his film and radio experience as associate producer of "Chicken
Every Sunday" and "St. Louis Woman" and as producer of "Bal Negre." After
two years, dealing with artistic temperament lost its charm and he fled Broadway for
the sanity of the business world, accepting the position of executive assistant to
A. C. Horn, president of the Sun Chemical Co., in charge of the retail paint division.
But he could not shed his past completely and he soon took an option on the old
Edison Studios in the Bronx with the idea of making films for television.
CBS also was interested in the project and when it was finally abandoned young
Mr. Gross was invited to join the network's tv department. In 1949 he became an
associate director at CBS-TV where he worked on scores of live telecasts from contests to comedy, drama to variety. Later, as network film coordinator, he selected,
edited and created continuity for both network and local film programs, including
the Late Show and the Late Late Show on WCBS-TV New York.
In 1953, Mr. Gross left CBS to join the advertising agency world as a vice president of H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards, where as account supervisor, radio-tv
director and chairman of the new business plans and development committee, he
created and tested tv campaigns for such accounts as Wright Silver Cream, E-Z
Mills, Taste-O-Sea frozen seafoods. Lea & Perrins and Breck Hair Set Mist. Three
years later, he joined BBDO as account supervisor on the Revlon account. Last
September he moved to McCann-Erickson as a vice president, but an offer to join
Max Factor as head of domestic advertising proved irresistible and in November he
left New York to take up his new duties in his native city.
Nelson Gross and his wife (nee Gail W. Watkins) live in the Brentwood section
where he can keep an eye on the Los Angeles campus of his alma mater and indulge
in his hobbies of guns, tennis, horseback riding, boating and skin diving.
His organizations include the Friars Club, National Sales Executives Club, Council
of Presbyterian Men, Motion Picture Pioneers, Unit Managers Guild, Assoc. DirecGuild, Film
Union, Directors
Film Laboratory
Uniontors and
Radio Editors
& Television
Guild. Technicians Union, Cameramen's
Broadcasting

NICK NICKSON
(daily 3-6 p.m.,
Sundays 5-7:30 p.m.)

MORT NUSBAUM
(daily 7-10 a.m.)
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&
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RCA-7038 Provides Higher Effective
Sensitivity in New Camera Design.

Already

being considered

for new

compact

possibilities in live and film pick-up camera
Here is a new

Vidicon

1 foot-candle

of illumination

camera

designs, RCA-7038

techniques

matched

that can deliver broadcast-quality
on its faceplate. An

opens

new

by no other Vidicon.

pictures— with as little as

improved

photolayer

is capable of

providing uniform sensitivity— over the entire scanned area. All "front-end" parts
are non-magnetic to facilitate registration in three-vidicon color TV cameras.
RCA-7038

utilizes a 750-mesh

spectral response

covering the entire visible spectrum.

For a bulletin containing
write RCA

screen. It has a resolution capability of 600 lines, and a

technical data and application information
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Engineering,
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® Electron
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B-13-0,
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Tube Division
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N. J.
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Harrison, N. J,
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SCANDAL

HITS

•

FBI

probes

•

House

•

Schwartz

charges

Mack

subcommittee
is fired,

The FBI last week began investigating
charges that FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
sold his vote to the winning contestant for
ch. 10 Miami.
This week the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, under a new chairman and rid of a maverick chief counsel,
begins digging into other charges against
the FCC — with the ousted counsel as witness.
The FBI was sent into action by the Attorney General last Thursday after Bernard Schwartz, in his new role as subcommittee witness, described the case which,
as chief counsel, he had prepared against
Comr. Mack.
Today (Monday) Dr. Schwartz resumes
the stand to testify to other FCC derelictions alleged in his "confidential" memorandum of Jan. 4 which he leaked four
weeks ago to the New York Times. The
memorandum charged, among other things,
that the FCC is the captive of the industry
it regulates, that the FCC has ignored its
own criteria in deciding television cases
and that individual commissioners have accepted gifts and travel expenses from industry while traveling at government expense [Lead Story, Jan. 27].
The subcommittee got down to cases
after wild weeks of internal combustion that
ended with the firing of Dr. Schwartz and
the resignation of Chairman Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.).
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of the parent House Commerce Committee, took command of the subcommittee
with the announcement that he would lead
a thorough investigation into the FCC and
other independent agencies.
Veteran Washington observers described
the events as unique in recent Congressional history. Nearly 100 reporters appeared to cover the Schwartz testimony
against Comr. Mack last Thursday.

SIX canceled checks that bounced around
Washington apartments last week implicated FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack with
charges of accepting $2,650 from a Florida
lawyer, in payment for his vote in the Miami ch,. 10 case.
Culminating a week of fantastic legislative infighting, the events pointed to one
of the most serious accusations against a
Broadcasting

MACK,

sold

SPLATTERS

his

reorganizes

Moulder

quits,

vote
for

in Miami

full

Harris

takes

government official in recent years. Comr.
Mack was branded as a man who took
money from a lawyer alleged to have been
acting on behalf of National Airlines and
its tv subsidiary, Public Service Television
Inc., now the licensee of WPST-TV Miami.
The long-promised evidence was brought
out Thursday by Dr. Bernard Schwartz
who appeared under subcommittee subpoena
after being fired earlier in the week as
chief counsel for the investigation of federal
agencies.
Here were the leading figures in the
Thursday check expose:
• Thurman A. Whiteside, Miami attorwho

ney, described by Dr. Schwartz as a "fixer"
allegedly paid $2,650 to Mr. Mack

in exchange
Mr. Mack's pledge to vote
for
National for
Airlines.
• Circuit Judge Robert H. Anderson of

BOYHOOD

RICHARD

A. MACK

"\ have never committed

FCC

tv

FCC

case

investigation
command

Miami, who was a member of a law firm
that represented National Airlines in the
television case before he became a judge.
His firm admittedly retained Mr. Whiteside
to assist in the preparation of the case.
• G. T. Baker, president of National Airlines, who denied that Mr. Whiteside represented National Airlines in the case and
called the charges "vicious lies."
• Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.), who for
a while had custody of a suitcase and two
large cardboard boxes containing subcommittee records, including the canceled
checks. The records were taken to his
apartment last Monday night by Dr.
Schwartz and two newspapermen, Clark R.
Mollenhoff of the Cowles papers, and
Jack Anderson, assistant to Drew Pearson.
• The No. 1 hit record of the season — A
wire recording, obtained surreptitiously, of

FRIENDS

THURMAN

'I never

A. WHITESIDE

fixed anything

in my life.
anyone."
to
my vote
The picture of Mr. Mack was taken when he took the oath of office as an FCC
commissioner in July 1955. He made the quoted statement to Broadcasting
Jan. 17, wasn't available to anyone last Thursday. The picture of Mr. Whiteside
was made when he talked with newsmen in Miami last Thursday.
February 17, 1958
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FCC PROBE CONTINUED
an interview between subcommittee investigators and Comr. Mack. This recording,
according to Dr. Schwartz, has Comr.

torney at law, to Mr. Mack, $600; endorsed
by R. A. Mack to Frances Krceger (his
secretary).

Mack talking in circles about "loans" from
Mr. Whiteside and acknowledging that he
had committed his vote to National.
Dark hints at topside political maneuverings were brought out by Mr. Schwartz as
he identified subcommittee documents linking the White House with regulatory decisions. There were no indications that they
involved the FCC. Sherman Adams was
mentioned, along with Murray Chotiner, of
Beverly Hills, Calif., former aide to Vice
President Nixon, and others.
The whole parade of exhibits and intrasubcommittee bickering came to a head
Thursday with a simple announcement that
added to the gravity of the case:

The Miami ch. 10 case was decided in
February 1957. Another check, dated
March 22, 1955, for $1,000, was signed
by Mr. Whiteside, payable to Mr. Mack.
Mr. Mack was named to the FCC in July.
1955.

"Attorney General William P. Rogers today announced that he has ordered the Federal Bureau of Investigation to conduct a
complete investigation of allegations made
against Comr. Richard A. Mack of the
FCC."
That wasn't the only Dept. of Justice
angle. Chairman Harris observed that he
may ask the Attorney General to look into
the rapid transit of subcommittee evidence
around Capitol Hill, into journalistic quarters and to Sen. Morse's apartment. The wire
recording of the Mack interview — part of
the evidence — was at one time left in the
personal safe-deposit box of Dr. Schwartz'
wife before it, like other material, was delivered to Sen. Morse.
Mr. Whiteside, from Miami, produced
the most eloquent observation of the week
when he told newsmen Mr. Schwartz was
a "G— d— liar."
The Mack case was described Thursday
morning by Mr. Schwartz. Droning on in
a matter-of-fact manner completely in contrast to his county-courthouse tactics of
earlier sessions, he identified a series of exhibits featured by the six checks that involved Comr. Mack and Mr. Whiteside
during the Mack FCC tenure, and another
$1,000 check predating his Commission
affiliation.
The Seven Checks

Here are the checks identified by Dr.
Schwartz as exhibits:
• Jan. 17 or 27 (indistinct) 1956, to R. A.
Mack, $200, on Florida National Bank &
Trust Co., Miami; signed Young & Whiteside and cancelled Jan. 30, 1956, by R. A.
Mack, endorsed to John E. Doane (his engineering assistant).
• Sept. 5, 1956, T. A. Whiteside Trust
Account to Richard A. Mack, $350 on same
bank; signed by Mr. Whiteside and cashed
Sept. 7, 1956, by Richard A. Mack, endorsed to Mr. Doane.
• Jan. 7, 1957, T. A. Whiteside Trust Account to Mr. Mack, $300, on same bank;
signed by Mr. Whiteside.
• March 1, 1957, T. A. Whiteside Trust
Account, signed by Mr. Whiteside, to Mr.
Mack, $200, same bank; with typed endorsement by Mr. Mack.
• April 1, 1957, T. A. Whiteside, attorney at law, to R. A. Mack, $1,000,
cashed by R. A. Mack.
• June 6, 1957, T. A. Whiteside, atPage 28
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A scarcely noted feature of the Schwartz
testimony Thursday was his identification
of several score other exhibits. He bequeathed these to the subcommittee and to
his successor as counsel after the stack of
papers had been retrieved from Sen. Morse's
apartment.
The exhibits bore such identifying labels as
these — "McConnaughey," "Storer ch. 10,"
"Mack travel," "Ben Fuqua," "Baker background," "Mack phone calls," "L. B. Wilson
estate," "Joe Fitzgerald (empty)," "Florida
travel by regulatory officials," "Letter, Frank
Katzentine to Paul Porter, Sept. 15, 1953."
The exhibits, which Mr. Schwartz credited
to the excellent work of his staff, provide the
basis for the full-scale hearing Chairman
Harris and the other subcommittee members
have promised. The members took turns
Thursday denying they knew what was in
all the documents, heatedly replying to the
Schwartz charges that they knew all the
dynamite said to lie between the jackets.
Several long exchanges indicated only Mr.
Schwartz and his staff, plus ex-Chairman
Moulder, knew much about the contents.
The subcommitteemen said they resented the
charges they wanted a whitewash and had
fired Mr. Schwartz because he had collected
so much evidence damaging to people in
high places.
Mr. Schwartz tried to convince the subcommittee members they should know everything that has appeared in Drew Pearson's
column and other newspapers, contending
he can show court decisions holding wide
publication is due notice and the members
should read the papers. Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.) said he never reads the
Pearson column "except in one room."
The wire-recorder incident assumed the
aspects of a shady divorce case as the circuitous itinerary of the little one-hour spool
became involved in double-talk. The pace
quickened when the subcommittee found
Mr. Schwartz and his counsel, Herbert M.
Wachtell, highly reluctant to say who loaned
them the tiny gadget that recorded the interview with Mr. Mack. Finally the subcommittee gave up for the time being, leaving
the impression the subject may come up
again this (Monday) morning when Mr.
Schwartz will testify voluntarily in the
House Interstate Commerce hearing room.
Mr. Wachtell said the recorder was in
his briefcase during the Mack interview.
A lot of questioning about the point of
a hidden recorder brought from Mr.
Schwartz the explanation that he wanted
the spool of evidence to support him, and
his staff, in case their versions of the key
interview were challenged at any time.
Mr. Schwartz reviewed the recording
briefly, saying Comr. Mack claimed checks
he received from Mr. Whiteside were loans;
that he kept no record of the loans; that

portions of the loans were "forgiven" by
Mr. Whiteside; that Mr. Mack repaid some
of the loans in cash; that he never got a
receipt, and finally, according to Mr.
Schwartz, that Mr. Mack conceded he had
no specific recollection of any repayment
to Mr. Whiteside.
The House probe of federal agencies
became so exciting last week that it appeared to be attracting competition from the
Senate side as Sen. Morse introduced a
resolution calling for a separate study by
a select committee. Sen. Morse was unhappy
Thursday afternoon when the Senate referred
his resolution to the Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee. It should have gone
to the Rules Committee, he contended, because a standing committee isn't going to
turn over a probe to a select committee
when it has jurisdiction over the subject
matter (see separate story).
'Police State Tactics'
Sen. Morse wrote a letter to Chairman
Harris Thursday explaining that he had returned all the checks and other file documents that had been dumped in his lap by
Dr. Schwartz and his journalistic porters.
The Senator took a swing at "police state
tactics" in commenting on the surreptitious
use of wire recorders. He said that if he
conducted such an inquiry he would give
each witness a full bill of particulars well
in advance and apply what he calls "the
Morse code of fair procedure."
Sen. Morse said he would introduce a
bill to prohibit secret use of recordings in
Congressional investigations.
A new "leak" stirred a mild flurry as exChairman Moulder conceded he had let a
5/. Louis Post Dispatch reporter look at
a document purporting to show that the
Thomas E. Dewey law firm had refused to
supplytion ofpapers
with its representaEastern dealing
Air Lines.
The combination of committee sessions
and newspaper columns brought some sharp
comments from some of those mentioned.
Judge Anderson told the Miami Herald
that statements by Drew Pearson were "substantially correct in fact" but wholly wrong
in implications about his interests in a Miami tv license.
Judge Anderson objected to the implication he had asked Mr. Whiteside to come
into the Miami tv case and help while he
(Judge Anderson) was on the bench. He
said Mr. Pearson didn't mention he actually
was in private law practice and still representing National. As to his request for Mr.
Whiteside's help, he said, "I don't know
when that became a crime, here or in Washington. Idid it as Attorney Anderson, not
as George
Judge Anderson."
T. Baker, National Airlines, sent
Chairman Harris a letter saying that charges
by Mr. Schwartz affecting him and the company were untrue. He referred to newspaper stories saying Mr. Schwartz implied
Col. George Gordon Moore helped swing
the FCC award of the Miami tv channel to
Public Service, National subsidiary. He
called the charges "pure fabrications," offering to testify under oath that Col. Moore
has never been a representative of either
Broadcasting

The

seven

deadly

checks

These are the checks written by Thurman Whiteside. Miami attorney, to FCC Comr. Richard Mack. Six of them were cashed
after Mr. Mack was on the FCC. The seventh, for $1,000. was
cashed a few months before he was appointed to the agency. The
checks were the key documents used by Bernard Schwartz in his
case against the commissioner. The checks were written and
cashed during a period extending from March 1955 to June 1957.
The Miami channel was awarded in February 1957.
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company in any capacity nor has he been
asked to intercede in any case.
As to "extrajudicial activity" between
the companies and Comr. Mack, he said
neither company nor any representative had
ever communicated in any way with Comr.
Mack about the ch. 10 case. He said the
charges are based on "vicious lies being
circulated by a disgruntled adversary who
lost the case."
Mr. Whiteside was much less restrained.
After outlining his concept of Mr. Schwartz'
veracity he pointed to what he called some
serious Schwartz omissions in regard to
the Mack checks. First, he said, it is untrue
that he was an attorney employed by National Airlines or Public Service. What's
more, Mr. Schwartz knew it was untrue, he
insisted.
Next, Mr. Whiteside said, the check and
loan testimony was lacking in this respect:
"He did not reveal that he had other checks
which I furnished him voluntarily evidencBRO A DC A STING
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ing loan transactions going back to April
26, 1950 (five years before Mr. Mack was
appointed to the FCC) involving sums totaling $7,830. nor did he reveal that he had
information that the balance of such loan
account stood at $250. I charge that he
deliberately withheld this information from
his testimony and drew an untrue conclusion with premeditated intent calculated to
mislead and thereby uttered a scandalous,
defamatory
lie." Whiteside said, it
Further. Mr.
true "that Mack was pledged to
National Airlines. This is untrue.
never been pledged to me for any
firm or corporation at an}' time

was unme for
He has
person,
for any

As to the charge that Judge Anderson
said his law firm had hired Whiteside in
purpose."
the
National Airlines case, Mr. Whiteside
said. "He did not reveal that Anderson further advised that there was no fee paid,
agreed to be paid, and that an offer of pay-

*

ment of fee to Whiteside was declined by
him. I charge that the failure of Schwartz
to so reveal was conceived by him as a
calculated deception to serve his scandalous
purposes."
He wrapped
the "fixer"
affixed to him
by Mr. up
Schwartz
with label
this
comment.

"I charge Dr. Schwartz lies to

accomplish
his own
end." of this
Mr. Schwartz
baseddeceitful
his discussion
phase of the Miami case on what he described as a memorandum-affidavit obtained
from A. Frank Katzentine. owner-president
of WKAT Miami Beach. Fla.. and one of
the unsuccessful applicants in the ch. 10
tv case. WKAT was favored over other applicants inthe examiner's
initial
decision. a
The Katzentine
affidavit
mentioned
phone call from a friend in late summer.
1955, in which Mr. Katzentine was told
Comr. Mack was "pledged" to Public Service, according to Dr. Schwartz. Mr. Katzentine then reportedly had a call from a Florida Senator, later identified as Sen. SmathFebruary 17, 1958
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ers, suggesting he contact Perrine Parma,
described as a Florida political figure,
and Jerry W. Carter, a member of the
Florida Railroad and Public Utilities Commission, of which Comr. Mack had been
a member. According to Mr. Schwartz, Mr.
Katzentine asked Messrs. Parma and Carter about it and they voluntarily called on
Comr. Mack in Washington in an effort
to get a release. It developed, Dr. Schwartz
continued, that Mr. Whiteside refused Mr.

The sensational charges made against
Comr. Mack by Mr. Schwartz last Thursday almost eclipsed the equally significant developments which preceded them
earlier last week. Here is a day-by-day
rundown on that phase of the story.
SATURDAY-SUNDAY
New developments began breaking in the

Mack's reqest to be released. On questioning, Mr. Schwartz said the affidavit contained alot of hearsay but added this had
later been verified by investigators.
Mr. Schwartz said he had planned later
to develop reasons for the votes of exChairman McConnaughey and Comrs.
Doerfer and Lee on behalf of the Public
Service application. Dr. Schwartz pointed
out that all three are Republicans.
The legal side of the Public Service case
was aired briefly when Dr. Schwartz indicated the applicant had decided its original

subcommittee's intramural fight between
its chief counsel and a majority of the
members soon after the Feb. 10 issue of
Broadcasting went to press. On Saturday,
Feb. 8, the Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune published
a story questioning the purpose of $400.73
in expenses paid Dr. Schwartz for four
trips to New York last August.
Dr. Schwartz immediately defended the
New York trips as being for subcommittee
business, although under questioning the
next day by the subcommittee, he admitted
one purpose of the trips was to wind up
his affairs with New York U. Prior to
joining the subcommittee staff, Dr. Schwartz

application to the FCC hadn't been too well
prepared so Norman Jorgensen, of the
Washington law firm of Krieger & Jorgensen, was retained. There was discussion of

was head of the school's Comparative Law
Institute.
There were widespread intimations that
Dr. Schwartz claimed the $400 from the

Mr. Whiteside's status and whether he was
paid a fee, with Mr. Schwartz saying he
was not an attorney of record in the case.
Mr. Schwartz said he had intended to
show that some of the parties in the Public
Service application had shady backgrounds.

government to pay his expenses for mov-

He also discussed Comr. Mack's background
and mentioned pre-FCC "misconduct," adding, "He shows a propensity for this type of
thing; you have it in the files and can develop it."
In exchanges with subcommittee members, Mr. Schwartz said he would be glad
to cooperate in developing the case if he had
proper authority, title and emoluments.
Chairman Harris wouldn't say Thursday
whether he was ready to announce a successor to Mr. Schwartz as subcommittee counsel. He also declined to indicate what he
might do about getting White House officials
to testify in relation to charges of political
influence.
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Texas) said he
believes the difficulties of the subcommittee probe, highspotted by the firing of Mr.
Schwartz, will be straightened out. He predicted Chairman Harris and the other mem-

Whiteside

H. Earl Barber, Comr. Mack's legal assistant, was an associate of Mr. Whiteside for
seven years. Mr. Barber, who is 34, was
graduated from the U. of Miami Law School
in 1948 and joined the Miami law firm of
Young, Whiteside and Prunty immediately.
He
1955.became Comr. Mack's legal assistant in
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continually "harassed."]
Denouncing publication of the expense
voucher as "an obvious smear technique —
to throw a 'red herring' to divert" the investigations from more vital matters, Dr.
Schwartz said he was referring to the Miami
ch. 10 case and White House influence.
"These so-called charges are the sheerest
nonsense. . . . The powerful interests who
are afraid of what we are uncovering will
stop at nothing to stop this investigation. . . .
They are attempting to smear the members
of my staff; they are attempting to smear
me . . ." the chief counsel charged. [But
Dr. Schwartz offered some criticism of staff
members himself during later testimony
before the subcommittee.]
None of the money received from the
government covered hotel or moving expenses, Dr. Schwartz said, although Rep.
Moulder had assured him the expense of
moving from New York to Washington
would be paid "if at all possible" legally.
It was brought out, however, and admitted
by Dr. Schwartz that $228 of the expenses
he collected from the government were
for per diem payments while the chief counsel actually stayed in his own apartment in
New York.

ready to go into specific cases — including
White House influence over the regulatory
agencies. The chief counsel also gave, to
four reporters, the previously-secret proceedings of a bitter Jan. 30 executive meeting of the subcommittee.
During that session, Dr. Schwartz ad-

we've got around here — one of the very
finest as far as integrity and honesty are
concerned."

Link With

body" by those factions trying to "whitewash" the probe. The chief counsel said
the then subcommittee chairman, Rep.
Moulder, "on several occasions has told
me that he was being threatened in an
attempt to coerce him into abandoning this
investigation." [Rep. Moulder later denied
making such a statement, but said he was

On Feb. 9, Dr. Schwartz predicted he
would be fired as chief counsel of the subcommittee because the investigations were

bers of the probing group "are determined
to have a good investigation." He described
Chairman Harris as "one of the ablest men

Another

ing to Washington. Thus, the outspoken
chief counsel faced the same charges he
brought against FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer — impropriety in filing government
expense vouchers.
Rep. Harris was quoted as saying he was
"shocked" at the information purporting to
show that Dr. Schwartz had attempted to
"get around" the prohibition against government payment of moving expenses. The
Arkansas Democrat, himself the target of
many charges made by Dr. Schwartz, said
if the information is correct ". . . his only
recourse is to resign."
Dr. Schwartz claimed the charges concerning his August expenses were "still another attempt to smear anybody and every-

GOING, but not forgotten: Bernard
Schwartz leaves his Capitol Hill office after
being fired as counsel of the Legislative
Oversight investigation. He came back with
a vengeance last Thursday — as a witness.

mitted under oath that he gave his "confidential" memorandum charging members
of the FCC with misconduct to a reporter
for the New York Times. He was questioned at length under oath and each member of the subcommittee present (all but
Rep. John Moss [D-Calif.]) also took an
oath that they had not been responsible
for earlier leaks.
At another meeting of the subcommittee
Feb. 7 Rep. Moss took the same oath. The
Broadcasting
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Richard

THE final determination of the guilt or innocence of
Richard Mack cannot be made until he has had a chance
to defend himself against the grave charges that now confront him.
But it will take a persuasive defense indeed to explain
away the money he accepted from Thurman Whiteside.
Mr. Mack may be able to explain it to the satisfaction of
the FBI and the Attorney General. Perhaps his acceptance
of the money was well within the law.
It will be harder for him to prove that he used good
judgment. To accept payments, whatever their nature, from
a politically-minded attorney practicing in a city where a conspicuous struggle for a vhf channel was taking place did not
suggest an exceptional ability to discriminate between right
and wrong.
The question we cannot avoid asking is this: If a man is
unable to make a simple distinction between the correct and
incorrect act in private life, can he be capable of wisely
judging the complex matters that come before the FCC?
This is a fundamental question, and it should be asked

Jan. 30 oaths were taken at the insistence
of Dr. Schwartz.
Among the Executive Department names
mentioned as having "influenced" decisions
by the FCC and other agencies were Presidential Assistant Sherman Adams, Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks, Col.
George Moore (Mrs. Eisenhower's brotherin-law), and Robert B. Murray Jr., currently
vice president of Pan American World Airways and former Under Secretary of Commerce.
Rep. Moulder, while freely predicting his
chief counsel would be fired, stoutly defended Dr. Schwartz to the end. In fact,
the day before the fateful Monday executive meeting, he indicated he would resign
as chairman of the subcommittee if Dr.
Schwartz were fired.
MONDAY
In an atmosphere of high expectancy —
and with 60-70 newsmen waiting outside in
the hallway — the subcommittee went into
executive session at 10 a.m. last Monday
morning. The meeting, scheduled the previous Friday to have Dr. Schwartz furnish details of FCC misconduct [At Deadline,
Feb. 10], did not follow the prescribed program.
The chief counsel, in light of developments over the weekend, was asked — and
refused — to appear before the subcommittee
to make an explanation. Rep. Harris opened
the meeting, a transcript of which was made
public at the insistence of Dr. Schwartz,
with an explanation of why certain subpoenas had not been issued. Earlier, Dr.
Schwartz charged the chairman of the parent
committee had refused to sign subpoenas
requested by the subcommittee.
Rep. Harris said, and Rep. Moulder concurred, that he had signed every subpoena
the subcommittee chairman had requested.
He said he did not sign subpoenas, as requested by Dr. Schwartz, for all records of
the seven FCC commissioners because Rep.
Broadcasting
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EDITORIAL

of every Commissioner and of every candidate whom the administration isconsidering for appointment to the FCC.
No comparable agency of government deals with more
trying or more important problems than does the FCC.
Nothing happens on the air unless the FCC has first
created the opportunity for it to happen.
Forty million American homes have television sets; even
more have radios. Not one would be equipped with either
tv or radio if the FCC had not made possible the stations
that they tune to.
A wise and courageous FCC can expand the present system to provide greater service to the public. An inept FCC
can discourage, indeed prevent, expansion.
Serving as a member of the FCC is not a job that can
properly be done by men of less than the highest standards
of morality and intelligence.
The candidate for the FCC should be selected with as
much care as a cabinet member is selected. A member of
the FCC should be retained only as long as he measures up
to the full demands of his arduous assignment.

Moulder — who again verified — said they
were not needed "at this time."
Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.) then
moved that the services of Dr. Schwartz
"be terminated immediately, as his usefulness to the committee in the investigations
has been served." Rep. Williams gave these
reasons:
1. He violated rules of the House by
"leaking" the memorandum and proceedings of the Jan. 30 executive meeting.
2. He admitted under oath that he deliberately misled Rep. Moulder.
3. He refused under oath to assure the
subcommittee he would abide by the rules
of the House in the future on release of
information to the press.
4. He has shown personal contempt for
members of the subcommittee and has displayed insolence and arrogance.
5. Incompetence. "Dr. Schwartz' amateurish efforts at interrogation of Mr.
Doerfer over a period of three days adduced information which could have been
obtained by a competent and experienced
counsel in a period of time not in excess of
three hours," Rep. Williams said.
6. Insubordination because he had refused to appear before the subcommittee.
After two hours of discussion, the motion
was defeated by a 6-5 vote. Voting to retain the chief counsel were Reps. Moulder,
Peter Mack Jr. (D-Ill.), John Moss (DCalif.), John Heselton (R-Mass.), John Bennett (R-Mich.) and Charles Wolverton (RN. J.). Favoring the motion were Reps.
Harris, Williams, John J. Flynt Jr. (D-Ga.),
Joseph O'Hara (R-Minn.), and Robert Hale
(R-Me.).
The subcommittee then voted to send its
chief counsel a formal letter requesting his
appearance that afternoon.
Dr. Schwartz did appear Monday afternoon and loosed a scathing attack against
Rep. Harris in particular and most members
of the subcommittee in general. Just before
the meeting started, he told reporters (1)

that a member of the subcommittee staff
had refused him (Schwartz) access to a certain file on orders from members of the
committee; (2) that two investigators were
scheduled to leave for Boston that morning
regarding the grant of ch. 5 there to
WHDH-Herald Traveler and had indicated
they had been stopped from going by the
subcommittee; (3) that certain members of
the staff were placed there to "spy" on him
for the subcommittee, and (4) that the subcommittee planned to fire him because members were afraid of a complete investigation.
The meeting that followed was far from
serene as Dr. Schwartz enumerated these
charges and added more. He named attorneys Herbert Wachtell and Paul Berger
as members of "his staff" who could be
trusted. Five, he said, were completely disloyal and he could not speak for the remainder of the 18-man staff. "This is supposed to be a $250,000 investigation. . . .
This has actually been an investigation of
less than $30,000 worth," he said.
He defended his expense voucher and
charged Rep. Harris with responsibility for
connotations relating to it. Dr. Schwartz
"respectfully requested" the subcommittee
to (1) direct Rep. Harris to make public
apology to him (Schwartz), (2) give Rep.
Moulder, as subcommittee chairman, full
subpoena power and (3) give him, as chief
counsel, full power to hire and fire staff
personnel.
Rep. Harris vehemently denied any connection with newspaper articles relating to
Dr. Schwartz' expenses or that he owed the
chief counsel an apology. At one point, Dr.
Schwartz stated that Julian Langston, clerk
of the House Administration Committee,
suggested that vouchers be filed for fictitious
trips to recoup moving expenses.
When asked if he had stated: "They
could convict me for contempt of Congress,
for I have nothing but contempt for most
members of this committee," Dr. Schwartz
February 17, 1958
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ON

HARRIS

Sam Rayburn, Speaker of the House
of Representatives, and father of the
legislative oversight committee to
look into the workings of the regulatory agencies, Thursday expressed the
highest regard for Rep. Harris.
The Speaker said that Mr. Harris is
one of the ablest legislators on Capitol
Hill and a man of the highest integrity. He added that he was sure Mr.
Harris would "straighten out" the
committee. Mr. Rayburn said that the
regulatory agencies "need and will
have a good investigation."
Mr. Rayburn damned as a figment
of the imagination a newspaper report
that he had held up the $250,000 appropriation for the investigation until
he was assured Mr. Harris would not
head the subcommittee.

replied, "I am given to witticisms; I am an
egghead."
Under questioning by Rep. Williams, Dr.
Schwartz claimed the intention of most
members of the subcommittee was to
"whitewash" the investigations. Rep. Williams asked if he were included in that
category, and these acid comments
lowed:
Schwartz:
Williams:
[whitewash]
nable liar."
Schwartz:

fol-

"... I do. Most certainly."
"Whoever makes that charge
is a low, contemptible, dam-

"I am glad the record shows
Williams."
me, Mr. Dr.
opinion
your
Later
in theof session,
Schwartz said
that he had his reputation to think about
as one of the "foremost authorities on regulatory agencies." "I have written more on
the subject than any man in this country. ... I think it is fair to say, and I am
not boasting or anything, that despite my
age [34], anyone who knows anything about
this subject would place me among the first
fiveWith
leading
the country."
that,authorities
the chiefin counsel
left. The
motion to discharge Dr. Schwartz then was
reintroduced and this time passed by a nonpartisan seven-four vote. Changing their
votes to favor discharging the chief counsel
were Reps. Bennett and Wolverton. The
other nine members voted as before. The
subcommittee also voted to subpoena its
ex-chief counsel to appear at 10 a.m. with
all records of the subcommittee in his
possession.
But that was not the end of the matter
for that day. At approximately midnight.
Rep. Moulder announced his resignation as
chairman of the subcommittee and, as it
developed later. Dr. Schwartz trundled a
large part of the subcommittee records during the night to the home of Sen. John
Williams (R-Del.) and later to Sen. Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.), who kept them.
In resigning. Rep. Moulder said he was
unhappy because Dr. Schwartz had been
fired. "I find I am in apparent disagreement [with other subcommittee members]
. . . in the direction the investigation should
go," he stated.
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When Dr. Schwartz returned to face the
committee Tuesday morning (voluntarily,
he said, because the subpoena was invalid),
tempers were still at the boiling point. Also.
Rep. Harris, a bitter Schwartz foe, had replaced Rep. Moulder as chairman. The exchief counsel struck the first blow with a
statement to the press. Excerpts follow:
"For some months, I have known that this
subcommittee was not interested in a real
investigation, but was instead engaged in
an attempt at a bi-partisan whitewash. I have
met with only obstructions from the subcommittee in my attempts to expose the
true picture in the FCC and other agencies. . . .
"By arbitrary fiat, the subcommittee relegated the staff (Schwartz) memorandum to
the wastebasket. The only practical way of
ensuring that such relegation would not be
permanent was to make this memorandum
public through the means of a free press.
This was done solely to and did force the
subcommittee to schedule preliminary hearings on FCC misconduct. . . .
"I accuse the majority of this subcommittee, inorder to further their own partisan
interests, of joining an unholy alliance between big business and the White House to
obtain a whitewash.
"I accuse Mr. Harris of hypocritically
posing publicly as a supporter of an investigation which he has done everything in his
power to suppress.
"I accuse members of the subcommittee,
particularly Oren Harris, of falsely smearing
me in an attempt to discredit the investigation which I have been trying to conduct.
"I accuse the Republican members of the
subcommittee of suppressing the investigation for fear lest evidence obtained of improper White House influence be made
public.
"I accuse the majority of the subcommittee of firing me knowing that I have secured evidence of the payment of money to
a Federal Communications Commissioner
in a comparative television case. . . .
"The flimsy and fictitious pretext used to
fire me will deceive no one of the subcommittee's true intent. Their sole and
only aim is to turn this important investigation into a whitewash."
Dr. Schwartz told newsmen "it [his firing]
is a move which I have expected for some
time. . . . Unless they wanted a real investigation, obviously they had to fire me.
. . . My crime is that I had from the beginning wanted a full and complete investiThe fired chief counsel and his two newlyacquired attorneys — Herbert Wachtell, who
resigned as an attorney on the subcommittee
gation."
staff,
and George Arnold, brother-in-law
to columnist Drew Pearson — spent most of
the morning seeking an extension until today (Monday) for the return of the subcommittee's files in the possession of Dr.
Schwartz.
At the noon recess on Tuesday, Rep.
Harris and members of the subcommittee
emphatically denied all charges made by
Dr. Schwartz and issued a few of their own.

mittee's ex-employe had not returned all the
files and the committee would take such action as is necessary to regain them. He
ordered Dr. Schwartz to return that afternoon with such other committee files as were
in his possession.
[At this time, the committee did not know
many
of the files were in the possession of
Sen. Morse.]
Dr. Schwartz, who

had refused to be

sworn in, told the subcommittee: "You
gentlemen have been dilly-dallying now
for five months. Will another day really so
prejudice the national interest? . . . Compared to this kangaroo committee, star
Rep. Harris cut him off at this point,
saying
the subcommittee
"simply cannot
"
chamber
stand that kind of attack and insult." Rep.
Williams said the witness' statement constituted contempt of Congress.
[Dr. Schwartz later finished the statement
for newsmen: "Compared to this kangaroo
committee, star chamber proceedings were
a paragon of justice." He also said, with
his firing there was "about as much chance
of a fair investigation as a snowball has in
— you know what I mean."]
Returning as ordered Tuesday afternoon.
Dr. Schwartz turned several documents over
to the subcommittee, most of which, Rep.
Harris charged, were matters of public
record. The ex-chief counsel was charged
with deliberately stripping the records of
all valuable information and the questioning
was directed to determine if documents had
been turned over to someone outside the
committee. After Dr. Schwartz and his attorneys parried several questions, he agreed
to be sworn in after having been threatened
with another, and "valid", subpoena.
Dr. Schwartz then explained that the previous night he had taken certain confidential
files to Sen. William's apartment in the
Mayflower Hotel. Sen. Williams only looked
at them, he said, and they then were taken
to Sen. Morse's home. Sen. Morse requested
they be left with him "in the interests of good
government," Dr. Schwartz said.
The Senators had requested him to bring
the documents to them Dr. Schwartz said.
This request was made through Clark Mollenhoff, Washington correspondent for the
Des Moines Register & Tribune, and Mr.
Mollenhoff accompanied Dr. Schwartz to
the Senators' homes. Jack Anderson, on the
staff of columnist Drew Pearson, also was
in on the secret delivery of documents to
Sen. Morse.
"No rule or law has been pointed out
to me which makes this improper," Dr.
COMPETITION?
Dr. Bernard Schwartz, deposed
chief counsel of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, has
been asked by the Fund for the Republic to conduct an independent
study of the FCC.
The probe, if undertaken by Dr.
Schwartz, would be part of an overall fund study on mass media, announced last December.

Rep. Harris said it was obvious the subcomBroadcasting
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FCC PROBE CONTINUED
Schwartz said in defending his action. He
emphasized the delivery was made before
he received the subpoena, delivered at
12:35 a.m. Tuesday morning. In rebuttal,
members of the subcommittee cited rules
forbidding the giving of House files to unauthorized persons. Dr. Schwartz termed
the documents his ""personal working files."
Rep. Harris termed Dr. Schwartz' actions
"most surprising and shocking to us [the
subcommittee]."
WEDNESDAY
Developments Wednesday centered
around the return to the subcommittee of
documents held by Sen. Morse, a pledge by
Rep. Harris that the subcommittee would
conduct "the most thorough investigation
. . . Capitol Hill has seen" and a second
subpoena issued by the subcommittee to its
ex-chief counsel.
Sen. Morse's explanation of how he came
to secure possession of the documents differed somewhat from that of Dr. Schwartz.
The senator said two newsmen (Messrs. Mollenhoff and Anderson) called him before
midnight last Monday night and said they
had the records. Sen. Morse said they then
came to his apartment and brought Dr.
Schwartz along. The newsmen and Dr.
Schwartz discussed various phases of the
documents with him, Sen. Morse said, and
he retained the documents for "safekeeping" when he found they were "floating
around Washington at midnight."
The Oregon Democrat, one of President
Eisenhower's most outspoken foes, told
newsmen the documents convinced him "the
Administration is honeycombed with political immorality." He returned the confidential files to Reps. Harris and Flynt of the
House subcommittee about noon Wednesday.
Soon after going into executive session
around 2 p.m., the subcommittee issued a
subpoena for Dr. Schwartz to appear at 10
a.m. Thursday morning. Rep. Harris said
the subcommittee wanted to question its
former chief counsel about his claim that he
had been fired even though the subcommittee knew "I have secured evidence of the
payment of money" to a member of the
FCC by a litigant in a comparative television case.
Rep. Harris and other members of the
committee denied any such knowledge of
Dr. Schwartz' alleged information regarding a payoff. Dr. Schwartz' attorney asked
for a delay in his client's appearance until
Monday so the professor could go to New
York to make arrangements to return to his
teaching job there. This request was denied
and the attorney, Mr. Wachtell, said Dr.
Schwartz would attend Thursday's hearing
"very much under protest."
The promise of an all-out investigation
was made by Rep. Harris, who had been
singled out by Dr. Schwartz as the committee member most anxious to block the
probe, at a 4 p.m. Wednesday press conference. Rep. Harris said that all files had
not, as yet, been recovered by the subcommittee. He mentioned some that were reportedly taken from the committee office
sometime Tuesday, most of them pertaining
to the CAB.
Broadcasting

SEN. WAYNE MORSE turns over files belonging to the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee toRep. John Flynt (I) and Rep. Oren Harris (r), new chairman of the subcommittee. The committee's deposed chief counsel, Dr. Bernard Schwartz, and two
newspapermen gave the documents to Sen. Morse in a Monday midnight expedition.
In announcing he would assume permannent chairmanship of the subcommittee,
Rep. Harris said: "I feel that I have now the
greatest challenge in my life. I announce
here and now that I accept this challenge. I
will stand or fall on the success of this investigation." The Arkansas Democrat said
he did not feel he "is on the spot," but that
he felt he had a "responsibility" to the American people to carry out the investigation.
"I have never run away from a real job and
I'm not fixing to run away from this one,"
he said.
"I do not intend to fail and neither does
this committee intend to fail. . . . Whoever gets caught must suffer the consequences." Rep. Harris stated, whether they
be members of Congress or the Executive
Branch, private citizens, or commissioners
of regulatory agencies.
In commending the rights of the free
press, Rep. Harris said he must comment on
a Washington Post editorial of Wednesday
which charged (1) that he was the wrong
man to head the committeee and (2) the
$250,000 appropriation was made only after
members of the House had been assured
Rep. Moulder, and not Rep. Harris, would
head the investigation. He said the editorial
was inaccurate and unfair. "As an eight-year
veteran of a district attorney's office, I
haven't forgotten how to carry out an invesHe also hit charges that an agreement had
been
entered into with Rep. Wolverton to
tigation."
suppress the investigaton in exchange for
support of the Harris-sponsored natural gas
bill. There is no statement farther from the
truth, he said, in stressing that "there is no
connection whatsoever, no association, no
consideration, no understanding, no deal, no
anything between this investigation and the
natural
gas bill."
Chairman
Harris

explained

that Dr.

Schwartz had to be subpoenaed to appear
Thursday because he would not come voluntarily. He emphasized the ex-chief counsel's reasons were personal, in spite of Dr.
Schwartz' demands for a speedy investigation. Rep. Harris said the committee had
been insulted because Dr. Schwartz returned
voluntarily only matters of public record.
He also said members of the subcommittee
had requested, in writing, information from
Dr. Schwartz while he was chief counsel
and had been refused.
Hitting at statements regarding his personal motives, Rep. Harris said he had sold
his one-fourth interest in KRBB (TV) El
Dorado, Ark., several weeks ago and the
only properties he now owns are homes in
Arkansas and Washington and a few government bonds. "'I hope that I will not be seeing
these dirty insinuations and accusations allovernewsmen.
the country [in the future]," he added
to
Morse

Asks

for Senate

Probe

Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) Thursday
introduced a resolution calling for the
establishment of a select Senate committee
to investigate the independent federal regulatory agencies. The investigation would
parallel a current, dissension-wracked probe
being conducted by the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee, in which Sen.
Morse became prominently involved last
week through temporary possession of some
of the subcommittee's files.
Three days earlier, Sen. Morse called for
such a probe on the floor of the Senate
and was joined in support of the move by
Sens. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Joseph
S. Clark (D-Pa.), John A. Carroll CDColo.) and Richard Neuberger (D-Ore.)
The resolution would establish a sevenman committee with these announced purFebruary 17, 1958
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FCC PROBE CONTINUED
poses: "Such inquiry shall seek to establish,
among other things —
"(1) Whether such agencies have been
improperly influenced by industries or other
industries with respect to which they exercise regulatory or other functions.
"(2) Whether ethical standards consistent with the duties vested in such agencies
have been maintained in the execution of
those duties.
"(3) Whether such agencies have exercised the powers delegated to them by the
Congress in conformity with congressional
policy.
"(4) Whether the independence of such
agencies has been impaired by Executive

MEDIA

PLAY

UP

interference [in influencing agency decisions].
"(5) Whether the laws relating to conflicts of interest are adequate to protect the
public interest in those areas of governmental activity which are under the jurisdiction
of such agencies.
"(6) Whether agency procedures and existing law are adequate to safeguard the
public, the parties and to prevent favoritism."
Sen. Morse said the Senate has an independent obligation to undertake such an
investigation, regardless of what may be
done by the House. He said there is "more
than enough for committees of both bodies
to do" in investigating the agencies. "There

FCC-HILL

If broadcasters and newspapers used to
have to spell out "FCC" for the general
public, they don't anymore. The name of
the federal agency has burst upon the news
scene with lead-story impact over the past
two weeks. This is how the Capitol-FCC
imbroglio has been played by representative media across the country:
On networks last week, the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee probe was
reported on all radio newscasts by ABN,
CBS and NBC, with attendant notice by
commentators, and the bulletin of Dr.
Bernard Schwartz' dismissal as committee
counsel inserted in Monday evening broadcasts and some direct pickups from Washington. The same held for television networks which, with stations, availed themselves of film shot in Capitol corridors
(House committee proceedings may not be
photographed or broadcast).
A vest pocket survey of papers arriving
in the AP New York office by last Thursday
showed that among subscribers to two or
three wire services, 14 out of 34 Monday
AMs sampled across the country front-paged
the fracas. By Monday evening 20 out of 38
were playing it on page one, and Tuesday
morning saw the proportion go up to 25 of
30 sampled. Of 28 Tuesday evening papers
checked, 10 carried it front-page. Eleven
Wednesday morning papers out of 15 eastern
journals checked kept the issue on top of the
news. (Later papers had not yet arrived in
New York from the West as of Thursday
afternoon.)
AP editors evaluating the Moulder probe
weighed it a cut above the average congressional investigation but below the Beck,
Army-McCarthy and MacArthur hearings.
There was an unofficial feeling that the element of tv adds "glamour" to the FCC investigation.

FRACAS

Schwartz retained); Tuesday a.m.s on
Schwartz firing — Tulsa Daily World, fourcolumn head, lead story; Seattle Post-Intelligencer, two-column head, lead; Memphis
Commercial Appeal, three-column, threeline head, lead; Jacksonville (Fla.) Times
Union, lead (over Tunisia bombing which
led many Tuesday morning papers); Tuesday evening on Subcommittee Chairman
Morgan Moulder's resignation — Wilmington
(Del.) Journal-Every Evening, page one;
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, eight-column banner, Fayetteville (N.C.) Observer, five-column head.
Wednesday morning on committee files
turned over to Sen. Wayne Morse— Wilmington (Del.) Morning News, second place
to Tunis lead; Wednesday evening on subcommittee executive re-grouping sessions —
Scranton (Pa.) Times, second place to Presidential economic message.
A UP spot check of 12 top newspapers in
the East and Midwest (subscribing to UP
and AP) shows the Schwartz item rising
from an inconsequential place in Friday
papers to page one in eight of them by Monday, with two others the Boston Globe and
Springfield (111.) Register, giving it lead emphasis. The other two carried the FCC report inside Monday. By Tuesday, developments took lead place in five papers — The
New York World Telegram, Boston Globe,
Raleigh (N. C.) Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch and Hartford Times, with seven other
dailies playing the story page one. Later papers had not yet been screened by the UP.
In Chicago, all four newspapers frontpaged the Moulder investigation through-

is only one answer to the growing public
distrust of the supposedly independent federal agencies — a thorough inquiry conducted in accordance with rules of fair procedure," Sen. Morse said.
The Senate already has a permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, headed by
Sen. John McClellan (D-Ark.), which
normally handles inquiries such as that proposed by Sen. Morse. Sen. McClellan said
his subcommittee would undertake the inquiry if the Senate so desires. He added,
however, that there should not be duplicating Senate and House investigations of the
same subjects. "One proper investigation
should be sufficient," he stated.
out last week. The same play was given by
all five papers in Los Angeles and the three
in Washington, D. C. In the weekend quiet
preceding the Schwartz dismissal, the Tulsa
Tribune broke the development on charges
that the committee counsel had padded expense accounts.
Papers rode the Capitol issue in editorials
almost daily, with commentators and columnists also taking sides on alleged malfeasance by Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Richard
A. Mack, Dr. Schwartz' and Rep. Moulder's
conduct of the investigation, subcommittee strife and other facets of the probe.
Last Thursday's
editorialized on
illustrating the
tures of the late

New York Herald Tribune
"How Not to Investigate,"
opinion with adjacent picSen. Joseph McCarthy and

Dr. Schwartz, captioned "A Familiar
Aroma." On Wednesday the New York
Times put the issue up to the subcommittee's
new chairman, Rep. Oren Harris, to carry
out a "full and exhaustive inquiry." Among
positions taken on Dr. Schwartz, pro and
con: the Chicago American suggested evidence of a committee "whitewash" and said
Dr. Schwartz should be given full rein "to
substantiate his charges" against officials.
Washington papers, as others around the
U. S., editorialized from day to day on the
story, variously calling for Comr. Doerfer's
resignation if he could not refute charges
(Post-Times-Herald), praising and chastising
the committee lawyer, commenting on his
"whitewash "accusation and on the inquiry
generally. The Christian Science Monitor,
called the ouster of Dr. Schwartz "by no
means a satisfactory answer to his charges"
and called for a "real investigation." The
topic also cropped up in cartoons and magazine pieces.

At INS, Managing Editor Paul R. Allerup called it "certainly one of the more important stories to come out of Washington
this week," and said that a number of papers
threw the FCC story into eight-column
heads. A chronological sample of page one
treatment:
Monday evening newspapers on Schwartz
firing — Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Gazette, eight
column banner; Lafayette (Ind.) Journal &
Courier,
eight-column
banner (reporting
Page 36
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THE AFFAIRS of the FCC are "must" coverage for the Washington news corps.
This shot in the quarters of the House Commerce Committee shows a portion of the
newsmen asembled for developments in the story last week.
Broadcasting
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to conclude that this is so much mish-mash, at least insofar
as our young Central Ohio mothers are concerned.
The lady's not jor yearning
Certain renowned opinion molders tell us this charming lady
spends her day before the glowing screen longing to escape
an unrewarding round of dishes, diapers and drudgery.
Much

as we hate to dispute these savants, we are forced

Our heroine enjoys the stimulating program fare of
WBNS-TV, not to evade her domestic responsibilities, but
to enrich their meaning. It did our hearts good, on a recent
check-up, to find ourselves mailing out as many as 6,500
booklets on such "escapist" subjects as "Feeding Little

Folks", "Three Minute Cook Book" and '"How to Care for
House Plants."
The high percentage of renewals from advertisers attests
to WBNS-TV's selling power. This television station, born
and raised in Central Ohio, produces results which prompt

canny agency time buyers to say, "If you want to be seen
in Central Ohio — WBNS-TV."

CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Market center of two million people
Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch, The Ohio Stale Journal
and WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV.

ADVERTISERS « AGENCIES

McCANN-ERICKSON
TOSSES

CHRYSLER

LANDS
TO

•

Surprise coup by top radio-tv agency

•

Losing agencies

flounder,

then

The nation's top radio-tv agency last
week bagged Buick and threw Chrysler up
for grabs — ending a 14-year association
while adding $7 million to its total billings.
Virtually out of nowhere, McCann-Erickson Inc. sprinted down the stretch to win
the $23 million Buick account sweepstakes,
after resigning its part of Chrysler's business (Chrysler, Chrysler Imperial, institutional and export advertising).
The action, ending eight weeks of indecision about Buick's new agency, was announced Thursday by E. T. Ragsdale, its
general manager and General Motors vice
president. The move promptly caused a
clamor among other top agencies, some of
whom had been pitching for Buick, for the
disengaged Chrysler business. The choice of
McCann-Erickson took the
trade — and also the agency, a
late entrant in bidding — by
surprise, and it apparently
prompted "no regrets" by
the principals involved.
McCann-Erickson resigned
the Chrysler business it had
retained since November
1943 and formally takes over
the Buick account June 1,
1958, the "termination" date
of its contract with Kudner
Inc. M-E, however, will start

BUICK,

RUNNERS-UP
ups total billings $7 million

try to grab

Chrysler

on

rebound

Bowles, Leo Burnett, Cunningham & Walsh
and Compton Inc.
Mr. Ragsdale, in his formal announcement Thursday morning, noted the appointment "climaxed an eight-week search,"
during which the Buick Div. of General
Motors "interviewed nearly a dozen top
advertising agencies." He stated:
"After reviewing carefully all the presentations made by the agencies interviewed,
we felt that McCann-Erickson best filled
all the requirements deemed necessary for
any agency to handle the Buick account."
In selecting McCann-Erickson, Buick
went right to the top, choosing an agency
which last year billed $103 million in radiotv — about 52% of its overall $200 million
billings — to lead the nation in broadcast
activity [Lead Story, Nov.
25, 1957].
The disassociation of Kudner and Buick last December led to the resignation of
Kudner President J. H. S.
Ellis and a realignment of
the agency's executive staff.
C. M. Rohrabaugh was elevated from executive vice
president to president [Ad27].
vertisers &Agencies, Jan.
The

sequence of moves

leading up to the appointworking on the account "imment of McCann-Erickson
mediately," according to Mr.
Ragsdale. Kudner was fired
by General Motors for its
$23 million Buick Division
last December, ending a 22MR. HARPER
last Thursday actually started
year association with Buick
THE DARK HORSE GOT IT
[Advertisers & Agencies,
several weeks ago when MarDec. 23].
ion Harper Jr., president of
No estimates are available on the amount
McCann-Erickson, and Edward T. Ragsdale, general manager for Buick, met at the
of broadcast billings involved in M-E's
former portion of the Chrysler business, but
agency's office for an informal talk. No one
but major executives in the television, reoverall advertising expenditures are estimsearch and creative departments at McCannated to be approximately $16 million — or
Erickson knew about the talks.
perhaps one-sixth of Chrysler's total outlay
for all its automotive divisions. (Parent
During the following weeks Mr. Ragsdale
heard
and saw presentations from at least
Chrysler's overall television billings exceed
15
major
advertising agencies. At no time
$20 million.)
was a formal presentation made by McCannThe remainder of its agency alignment
Erickson. But last Wednesday afternoon Mr.
will continue intact, according to Chrysler
Harper was invited to Flint, Mich., and was
spokesmen — that is, Grant for Dodge, N.
offered the Buick Division. He accepted.
W. Ayer & Son for Plymouth, BBDO for
The next morning (Thursday) Mr. Harper
DeSoto, among those accounts for the prinnotified Chrysler Corp., whose billings are
almost $20 million, that McCann-Erickson
cipal passenger cars. Chrysler's major tv
properties are Climax and Shower of Stars
could no longer service the account.
on CBS-TV.
The decision to pick McCann-Erickson
reportedly was based on the fact that Buick
Along with M-E's share of Chrysler billwanted an agency strong in television.
ing, the Ford Motor Co.'s $4-5 million Lincoln account still was hanging fire Thursday,
Several reasons were projected for Mcgiving agencies two automotive accounts to
Cann-Erickson's decision to take on the $23
million Buick account while resigning the
pitch for. Buick's selection of McCann-Erick$16 million Chrysler business:
son ended speculation that Young & Rubicam might inherit it after the latter dumped
(1) McCann-Erickson wanted to go with
Lincoln. Other contenders were Benton &
the "leader"; (2) M-E hoped to get the GenPage 40
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eral Motors Corp. institutional business, too,
which has not been assigned to an agency
since it was taken from Kudner. This would
mean nearly $10 million more in billing;
(3) M-E has handled the International Division of General Motors for the past 27
years and there would no longer be a car
conflict
ler Corp.with advertising of domestic ChrysChrysler Corp. and McCann-Erickson
have been together since 1943. Currently,
Chrysler Corp. is sponsoring Climax, Thursday 8:30-9:30 p.m. on CBS-TV.
One of the ironic sidelights of the switch
in cars for McCann-Erickson is that the
agency currently is in the process of preparing acostly study in depth of auto sales
and advertising, which was to be ready for
Chrysler within the next few weeks.
Meanwhile, all 15 agencies which were
in the race for the Buick business are
busy dusting off their presentations to make
a pitch for the Chrysler account. In addition, those agencies already handling Chrysler cars— BBDO for DeSoto, N. W. Ayer for
Plymouth and Grant Adv. for Dodge —
all will be considered for corporate advertising by Chrysler.
Chrysler late Thursday wouldn't discuss
how many inquiries it had received from
agencies seeking its footloose account. And
spokesmen indicated they would have no
comment "for several days." James Cope,
vice president of Chrysler Corp. in charge
of corporate market planning and advertising, issued a brief statement:
"It was quite agreeable to Chrysler Corp.
for McCann-Erickson to resign the business.
The relationship has been a pleasant one
over the years but changes of this nature
are not unusual. McCann-Erickson has been
associated with Chrysler since November
1943." Mr. Cope could not be reached for
further comment. (M-E inherited Chrysler's
export business about 18 months ago from
Ross Roy Inc., which still handles the Dodge
truck account, plus certain sales training,
promotion and merchandising assignments
for other Chrysler vehicles.)
During the past year, Buick sponsored
the Patrice Munsel Show on ABC-TV and
Wells Fargo on NBC-TV, both on alternate
weeks, and spent a limited budget in spot
radio.
Although it is too soon to tell what McCann-Erickson's plans for Buick will be, it's
assumed television will play a heavy part
in promoting the car.
Adams Quits Esty to Assume
KHUM Presidency, Management
Wendell Adams, with William Esty Co.
for WVi years, five as director of radio
for the agency, resigned Friday to assume
the post of president and general manager
of KHUM Eureka, Calif.
The agency, which has not yet named a
successor, is expected to announce its new
director of radio this week.
Mr. Adams and Jock Fearnhead, vice
president and general manager, WINS New
York, purchased the station for $163,750.
FCC approved the transfer in mid-January.
Messrs. Adams and Fearnhead take over
KHUM operations March 1.
Broadcasting
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TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top o/l,329,000 people,
representing 407, 700 families and3S7,SSS TV homes*
ABC
TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top of more thanVh million
tourists who visit South Florida and Miami every year.
So when you show it onVt PST-TV you show it to the World!
*Source — Television Magazine
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Public Service Television, Miami, Fla.
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
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BAB-O

PLANS

•

Babbitt

drops

•

C-P veterans

RADIO-TV

newspapers,
form

agency

plans $1.6 million radio-tv
to help cleanser

B. T. Babbitt Inc.'s Bab-O powdered
cleanser will attempt to ride the "comeback
trail'" via radio and television, scrapping
newspaper and Sunday supplement advertising. Effective today (Monday). Babbitt
will participate some 20 times weekly on
NBC Radio (through June 30), will buy
"'supplementary" spot radio in some of the
larger Bab-0 markets such as Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, and late in March
will give the radio push another whammy by
purchasing tv spots in the top 20 markets.
All told, roughly $1.6 million will be
spent in broadcast media between now and
the end of June. Beyond that period, "anything can happen," according to officials
at Brown & Butcher, New York, the newlyformed agency that will serve both as Babment. bitt's agency and as its advertising departBrown & Butcher succeeded Donahue &
Coe and Doyle Dane Bernbach on Jan. 24.
These two agencies had their Babbitt portions for no more than six months [At
Deadline, Jan. 27]. Although DDB resigned its $500,000 portion to allow Babbitt's
new team to pick its own agency, Donahue
& Coe was let go.
For B. T. Babbitt, the past few years
have been anything but placid. From 19401951, Bab-O claimed undisputed reign over
the powdered cleanser market. Then Col-

MR. LACHNER

MR. FRAWLEY

'COMEBACK'

regain

$500,000, ranks fourth to Lever's Liquid
Lux ($3.5 million total advertising, 92%
in broadcast), P&G's Joy ($4.1 million in
advertising, 100% in broadcast) and C-P's
Liquid Vel ($2.6 million in advertising,
85% in broadcast).
With Babbitt's plummeting sales came a
number of internal management shakeups.
Last summer, trustees for the company
upped President Samuel Mendleson to board
chairman, and placed the fate of B. T.
Babbitt in the hands of a "management
Page 42 • February 17, 1958

position

team" consisting of management consultant
Harold H. Shincel and A. O. Samuels,
founder of Connecticut Chemical Research
Corp.,
parent
firmDivision.
of what isOther
now Babbitt's
Bostwick
Labs
changes
were made on advertising and marketing
levels, including the reassignment of products from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Maxon Inc. and Cohen & Aleshire to Donahue
& Coe and Doyle Dane Bernbach [Advertisers & Agencies, July 22, 1957]. Apparently, Babbitt's troubles weren't over,
for on Dec. 4, 1957, at a special board
meeting, the trustees elected Marshall S.
Lachner president and chief executive
officer. Mr. Lachner had just resigned as
president of Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago,
a post he had held since early 1956. Before
that time, he spent 16 years with ColgatePalmolive Co., leaving C-P as vice president
of the soap division.
Mr. Lachner wasted little time in reorganization. He brought into the company
several of his close associates hailing back
to their mutual days at Colgate-Palmolive.
Among them: Michael P. Frawley, 30-year
veteran of C-P and most recently director
of sales there, who was named executive
vice president of Babbitt; Russell W.
Thatcher, with the Kirkman & Son Div. of
C-P, who was appointed administrative assistant to Mr. Lachner; Jack W. Sugden,

MR. THATCHER

EXECUTIVES at Babbitt (Lachner, Frawley, Thatcher) and at the
agency formed to handle the firm's products (Brown, Butcher,
gate-Palmolive came out with Ajax, followed by Procter & Gamble's Comet and a
host of "private labels" put out by regional
supermarket chains. Babbitt likewise was
number one in the liquid detergent field with
Glim, which at its zenith spent $2 million in
advertising. Today, it spends no more than

push

MR. BROWN

post as executive vice president of Lennen
& Newell to join him for the formation of
Brown & Butcher. Mr. Brown would become board chairman and Mr. Butcher
president. It seemed a logical development.
Mr. Brown in 1943 had established the
New York office of Sherman & Marquette
(now Bryan Houston Inc.) which at the
time serviced a number of Colgate products.
Mr. Butcher at that time had just joined
C-P as assistant advertising manager (from
Benton & Bowles where he worked on Colgate-Palmolive-Peet as copy chief).
After V-J Day, Mr. Butcher left C-P for
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, now
a Bristol-Myers agency, and later joined
William Esty Co. as vice president and account executive on Fab (which he was intrumental in introducing). In 1952 he
joined ex-Esty colleague Adolph Toigo at
Lennen & Newell, now also a ColgatePalmolive agency. Mr. Brown, meanwhile,
was responsible for the introduction of Ajax,
which spelled the decline for Bab-O, and in
1950 left S&M to form his own agency,
using a considerable amount of Sterling
Drug business as his keystone. Tom Butcher,
upon joining Mr. Brown, invited Walter H.
Wright, a former Esty-L&N colleague with
considerable Colgate experience, to join the
new agency as vice president and account
supervisor on Babbitt. Mr. Brown then appointed Larry Barnard, C-P account executive at Carl S. Brown, to become account
executive on Babbitt.
What of the "problems" and "plans?"
"The problem, simply, is to win back
number one position for Bab-O," declares

MR. BUTCHER

MR. WRIGHT

Wright) will be prime figures in the planning to put Bab-O back
on top in the battle among powdered household cleansers.

Vel Brand manager at C-P, who became
vice president and marketing director at
Babbitt.
The post of advertising director, formerly
held by Jules Trieb, was eliminated with Mr.
Trieb's resignation earlier this month. Instead, Mr. Lachner called upon his old
friend, advertising man Carl S. Brown, for
a rather unusual solution: to eliminate Babbitt's internal ad department and instead
make Babbitt's agency fully responsible for
all advertising. This cut through the maze
of red tape that often accompanies "the
brand manager system."
In January, Mr. Brown — having some
months previously resigned $3.5 million
worth of C-P billing ($2.5 million Halo, $1
million Vel Beauty Bar) — persuaded an old
associate, Thomas C. Butcher, to quit his

Mr. Wright. "But we know we must creep
before we can crawl." He refers to the
familiar "budget problem." Presently, Bab-O
holds third position to Ajax and Comet. All
three share 80% of the powdered cleanser
market, Ajax claiming 39%, Comet 24%
and Bab-O 17%. Runners-up include Purex
Ltd.'s Blue Dutch cleaner and Bon Ami.
Compared allocation
to Bab-O's
allbroadcast
for the$1.6
next million
six months,
Colgate-Palmolive spends roughly $3.5 million on Ajax and P&G some $4 million on
Comet. "It doesn't make our job easier,"
notes Mr. Butcher, "to realize how much the
competition is able to spend — and we can't."
What Bab-O lacks in year-round allocations it will try to make up for with frequency and saturation broadcasting. Though
Donahue & Co. reportedly had allocated
Broadcasting
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WFIL-TV

BEGINS

Inaugurates
Success

service

to viewers

of Triangle's

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 13:— For
the first time in the history of
Delaware Valley U.S.A., 'roundthe-clock television will be made
available to the hundreds of thousands of off-hour workers and
viewers in this area, as WFIL-TV
announces the start of 24-hour
service, five days a week, beginning
this evening.
Roger W. Clipp, vice president of
the Radio & Television Division of
Triangle Publications, Inc., and
general manager of the WFIL Stations, said the 'round-the-clock telecasting commencing tonight will
run until sign-off Saturday, February 22, and after that will be on
a Monday through Friday basis.
In his announcement of the all
night television service on WFILTV, Mr. Clipp also called attention
to the interest created when a similar service, although on a seven
day per week basis, was launched
on Triangle's Binghamton, N. Y.,
station, WNBF-TV. WNBF-TV is
the only station in the nation to
telecast continuously, seven days
per week, 24 hours per day.
Since the inauguration of continuous telecasting in Binghamton,
Monday, February 13, hundreds of
letters and phone calls have flooded
WNBF-TV with expressions of appreciation and gratitude from viewers in Northern Pennsylvania and
Southern New York State. Large
portions of the letters and phone
calls are from workers and from
industrial concerns lauding the
move as an outstanding service to
what formerly was a neglected
audience.
Now

'ROUND-THE-CLOCK

WFIL-TV offers this advance in television service to the
more than 8,000,000 viewers in
Delaware Valley U.S.A. It is another first in this area for WFILTV, the number one station according 4q the rating services and long
acknowledged as a pioneer in the
industry.
Commenting on the new WFILTV all night policy, Mr. Clipp said,
"Within the thirty-eight counties
in the WFIL-TV coverage area
there are literally hundreds of industrial facilities, public utilities,
institutions and companies whose
employees are engaged in shift
work. For this very large, and very
important, segment of the population our new schedule provides
service and entertainment previously denied them."
Among the many nationally faBroadcasting

in Delaware

Binghampton

Valley

operation

mous industrial concerns whose
workers are now able to enjoy the
new WFIL-TV all night service
are: U. S. Steel's giant Fairless
(Pa.) works; the Radio Corporation of America; E. I. duPont de
Nemours; the Scott Paper Co.;
Rohm & Haas ; the Budd Company;
General Electric ; Westinghouse
Electric; Philco; Kaiser Metals,
and the Atlantic Refining Co.
According to a survey conducted
by the Industrial Council of the
Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce, seventy-eight percent
of the firms in this area responding
employ workers in two or more
shifts. These are in addition to

SERVICE

spurs

U.S.A.
move

This "first" in Delaware

Valley

for WFIL-TV now joins a "leadership list" that includes such previous pioneering ventures as the
first station in the nation to have
its own daily local television newsreel; first to receive the famed
Headliners' Club award twice ; first
to win the coveted DuPont Award
more than once, and first station to
telecast in color on a regular schedule in Delaware Valley U.S.A.

such facilities as hospitals, newspapers and printing establishments, firemen, police officers, railroad workers, and many other
viewers whose duties end during
hours when television stations here
previously have been off the air.
To provide these potential viewers with complete programming
service, WFIL-TV will provide the
finest in feature films from the
Triangle Stations vast library. Included are features from MGM,
Warner Bros., and Twentieth Century-Fox.
Among the most important aspects of the schedule will be newscasts, with up-to-the-minute summaries of international, national,
and local news ; complete weather
forecasts ; the latest reports on
road conditions on a local and regional basis; stock market and
farm reports, plus public service
announcements covering local
events of interest to viewers in the
four-state, 38 country WFIL-TV
coverage area.
To enable new viewers to participate in the new WFIL-TV all night
programming, the station will also
air news about plant activities in
the area, along with social, civic,
and fraternal organizations' future
events announcements.
Viewers will also be invited to
share in the program through a
series of special features that include a competition to name the
program ; awards will also be made
on each program to the four viewers whose letters come from the
farthest point of the WFIL-TV
coverage area, and awards will be
made on each program to the viewer whose letter best describes why
he or she enjoys the new service.
These letters will be read on the
program.

NEW

WFIL-TV MAXIMUM POWER-MAXIMUM
HEIGHT TOWER AND ANTENNA

The new WFIL-TV tower and antenna,
put into operation December 15, with the
new all-night operation will cover more
than 8,000,000 people in a thirty-eight
county coverage area which touches four
states: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. The new tower is
70 percent higher than the former installation, and delivers a one hundred percent increase in signal strength throughout the station's coverage area.
( Advertisement )
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A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
When

Success!

Tugboat

picture feature its success was so great
that issue after issue of Variety, show biz

s.

product

y„ sincerel

trade paper, acclaimed it a box-office
record-breaker in the top motion picture
theatres of the nation.
The New York Times said —
" . . . the story is superior" and called
Tugboat Annie "a boxoffice natural".

19

e adventures

of

nee rated
"The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a television
favorite (Lake Theatre audience not previously informed
that show would be included in entertainment for
which they paid full admission price) in a test
conducted and certified by Haskins and Sells, one of
America's most noted Certified Public Accountant firms.

PRE-TESTED!
TV Ratings

Prove Success!

outrates Gunsmoke,

December

Bride,

Wyatt Earp! Montreal— outrates Disneyland, Climax
Dragnet, Wyatt Earp! Vancouver— outrates Dragnet.
Alfred Hitchcock, Disneyland! Regina— outrates
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Climax, Hitchcock!
Toronto— brings in a 33.79^ share within one month
in this highly-competitive market (six stations divide
share of market)!
— EUiott-Haynes, Ltd., Canada's number one rating source.

/IINERVA
VALTER

URECh
SANDE

L as TUGBOAT ANNIE
as CAPTAIN HORATIO BULLWINKLE

Television Programs

of America, Inc.

For private screening, wire collect or phone
MICHAEL

M. SILLERMAN,

v. p.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
68 93 of Us Bab-O budget to radio, tossing
the rest to newspapers and Sunday supplements. Mr. Lachner was not satisfied. He
looked
at D&C's
media
strategy
for 1958
and found
that its
network
schedule
ran
something like five weeks in. two weeks out,
five weeks in, three weeks out, five weeks in
—a total of 555 spots in 191 NBC Radioconnected markets. He felt the on-off technique would not be effective. When Brown &
Butcher moved in, the agency tore up the
initial NBC Radio contract and rewrote it
so that between today and June 30 there
will be a steady schedule on NBC Radio of
some 20 spots a week (opposed to D&C's
recommended 37 spots a week for five
weeks). B&B also scrapped D&C plans for
spec radio in 24 markets — again on an "ina/id-ouf basis — and put aside sufficient
funds to place spot campaigns in whatever
radio market needs them to bolster sales.
The agency then took the $51,000 Donahue
& Coe had scheduled for newspapers and
Sunday supplements and funneled it to a
tv spot fund which is yet to be tapped.
"'We had so little time in which to get

Bab-O off the ground." comments account
supervisor Wright, "that we haven't had a
chance to look at many of our other Babbitt
Glim, for the time being, will stay out of
broadcast media, according to Mr. Butcher.
products."
Last fall, Doyle Dane Bernbach spent roughly $250,000 in spot radio over a 1 7-week
period. Scanning the budgets of Glim's
rivals — Liquid Lux, Vel and Joy — Mr.
Butcher remarks that "considering Glim's
best potential is in the metropolitan markets,
we'll initially try to get more mileage out
of placing newspaper ads on shopping days."
Should this have less than satisfactory results, Glim no doubt will return to radio.
No plans have been drawn up as yet for
Bostwick Labs, Am-0 Powdered Ammonia
or lye products. Also unknown: ad plans for
Chemicals Inc., San Francisco — a Babbitt
subsidiary producing Cameo copper cleanser
and Vano liquid starch — since Brown &
Butcher was not appointed for west coast
operations.
Mr. Lachner and the "Colgate Alumni
Assn." — as the advertising trade refers to the

new Babbitt-Brown & Butcher team- — feel
that over-centralization may often kick
astray the best-laid advertising plans. They
hope
— bybrand
eliminating
suchand
"excess
as the
manager
the baggage"
company
"media specialist" — to streamline advertiseragency relations to the point where a oneline memo from Mr. Brown, Mr. Butcher or
account supervisor Wright to Marketing Director Sugden is enough to trigger a national
ad campaign without first having to submit
an entire campaign for committee study. Mr.
Butcher feels that "only by trusting an agency to do a complete marketing job can an
advertiser hope to get the most from his ad
expenditure." He added, "It makes us feel
like skilled craftsmen rather than glorified
messenger boys." Though Brown & Butcher will thus be Babbitt's sole ad department,
compensation will be on a regular commission basis. "We are not a house agency,"
asserts Mr. Butcher.
While Brown & Butcher may also be concerned more than most agencies with actual
field studies — taking over a function normally handled by client executives— the
agency will "emphatically not" have anything to do with hiring, firing or other personnel work affecting Babbitt's marketing
operations.
Brown & Butcher won't stand to collect
commission until April when Donahue &
Coe's 90-day cancellation clause expires.
But the new agency is getting right down to
its number one task: to help the client reverse its 1957 net loss of $520,000 into a
profit of that size.

Radio-Tv

Best

Buy

In Slump — Pellegrin
Broadcast advertising — radio and television— should "stand up best" during a
sales curve slump "because they are the
most economical and effective advertising
media in the world today," Frank E. Pellegrin, partner and vice president, H-R Representatives Inc. and H-R Television Inc.,
PONTIAC 'PRESCRIPTION' FOR SALES
sisted the agency first clear the rough
Not everyone will agree with Macshooting script with some of the agencies
Manus, John & Adams' claims that its
that
might possibly take umbrage.
client's Pontiac Chieftain has a "new,"
MJ&A did just that. To clear the line.
"bold" or "daring" look, but one thing
". . . the trouble is often what we call
is more or less certain: Pontiac's newest tv
commercial does. It will be seen this
'tired shopping,' a symptom of low price
Wednesday night during the Victor
threesles," MJ&A went to Parkson Adv.,
agency for Geritol, which found nothing
Borge's Comedy in Music spectacular
on CBS-TV.
offensive in this spoof. But Ted Bates
The commercial — lasting two minutes
Inc., agency for Anacin, asked for — and
on film and produced through MJ&A
got — a revision of a visual shot showing
by Bob Klager Productions Inc., New
a profile of a head with lights that flashed
on and off. Instead, the commercial uses a
York — spoofs some of television's most
blatant medical ads by adopting such
straight skull profile — no lights (see picture, upper left).
cliches as "a dramatization," "in test
Playing
both doctor and patient is
after test," "exclusive miracle ingredient,"
rubber-faced
comic Eddie Bracken. He
"acts fast to increase the natural flow
employs all the tricks in the book — the
of . . ." and "nagging dullness." In fact,
so close did the MJ&A team of Mark
sympathetic white-jacketed approach, the
Lawrence, Ted Allegretti, Steve Bennett,
holding up of clipboard, and the gambit
of leaning across the desk to strike the
and Jim Campbell come to capturing the
basic copy themes of several medicinals
sympathetic, confidential "this-is-whatthat CBS-TV continuity acceptance inyou-should-buy" pose.
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told the Advertising Club of New York's advertising and selling course last Thursday in
New York.
"The time for advertising to roll up its
sleeves, spit on its hands and work harder
is whenadvertising
business ismen
tough,"
he said.
when
should
turn "That's
in the
feather
duster
and
kid
gloves
—
and
go to
work.
"Spot broadcasting in particular should
forge to the front in times like these because
of its greater flexibility and greater adaptability to any advertising problem," Mr. Pellegrin pointed out.
"A study was made by Leo Burnett Advertising last year of comparative cost-efficiency
figures for four major media — of delivering a 'commercial' to a thousand listeners,
viewers or readers," he recalled. The figures
were radio, 97 cents per thousand listeners;
television $1.21 per thousand viewers; magazines $4.84 per thousand readers; newspapers, $6.88 per thousand readers.
"Radio is admittedly the lowest-cost-of-all
mass medium and 1957 was its record-breaking year. Television has been even more in
Broadcasting
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"He

must

know

a

gooc

Like

Ted

Bates

& Company,

whose

timebuyers

are the industry's

largest purchasers of spot television. Naturally, they're experts.
At Ted Bates, each market is carefully analyzed to determine the
most

effective television

research

department

station. Data

are checked

and

station facts furnished
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outcome?

bought

During

Minute
Good

spot to be in, say Ted
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and Whitehall
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placing

represented

and

as are market

Bates

timebuyers
D. C. for eleven

Chicle, Anahist,

Colgate-Palmolive,

Brands

own

Spot Sales.

Washington,

clients like American

Tobacco,

Maid, Standard

advertisers

re-checked,

Television

on WTOP-TV,

of their clients . . . major
& Williamson

by CBS

the agency's

the past year, the Ted

spot schedules

Brown

and

from

Continental

Pharmacal.

364 different national

campaigns

Baking,

on the 13 stations

spot
and

the

by. . .

TELEVISION

SP®T

SALES

WCBS-TV New York, WHCT Hartford, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WTOF-TV Washington,
WBTV Charlotte, wbtw Florence, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, wxix Milwaukee,
wbbm-tv Chicago, kgul-tv Galveston, ksl-tv Salt Lake City, koin-tv Portland,
knxt Los Angeles, and the cbs television pacific network

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
the spotlight because of its higher rates and
more dramatic appeal, hence has been getting closer scrutiny.
"True, television rates have gone up. but
not as fast as its circulation. While its rates
have increased moderately, its audience is
rising faster than costs. The number of television homes increased by another 3 million
in 1957, and a further increase of 2 more
million is forecast for 1958. The number of
sets sold climbs annually with multiple-set
homes now coming into fashion, and with
sets-in-use showing a steady increase, up 5%
in the past year. Its cost-per-thousand was
again lower in 1957 than in 1956, showing a 12% drop in the past two years.
"By contrast, newspaper rates rose 2V5>
times faster than circulation last year, and
magazine cost-per-thousand was up 22%.
"According to the latest Sindlinger Report, for the week of Jan. 26-Feb. 1,
1958, Americans spent a total of 2,236 million hours watching television, 922 million
hours listening to radio, 402 million hours
reading newspapers, and 217 million hours
reading magazines. Most business men will
find these figures significant."
Strubling Retires From Compton
As Vice Chairman of Board
John K. Strubling Jr., vice chairman of
the board of directors of Compton Adv.,
New York, has retired from the agency
after 18 years, Barton A. Cummings, president, announced last week. Mr. Strubling
joined the agency as an account executive
in 1939, then became an account
supervisor and vice
president, heading a
variety of package
accounts. He was
elected a member of
the board in 1950,
became executive
vice president in
1951 and vice chairman of the board in
1955.
MR. STRUBLING
The agency increased its billing from $17 million in 1947
when the new management — composed of
Mr. Strubling, Robert D. Holbrook (now
chairman of board), Leonard Bush, Frank
Griffin and Thurman L. Barnard — took
over, to $70 million in 1957.
Nielsen

Sets Chicago

Expansion

A. C. Nielsen Co. plans to expand its
Chicago headquarters building, providing
larger quarters for its broadcast and fooddrug division, it has been announced by
A. C. Nielsen Jr., president of the market
research firm.
Another floor with 11,000 additional
square feet will be constructed, he told 400
employes at a service awards dinner. Extra
space will include private office space for
client service and administrative personnel
of both divisions. Mr. Nielsen described the
project as the latest in a series of space
expansions which include New York, Menlo
Park, Calif, and new European headquarters
in Oxford, England.
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MARYLAND

MOVES

•

D'Alesandro

switches, backs

•

AFA's

asks Baltimore

Proud

TO

KILL

state plan to end
mayor

AD

TAX

tax by Jan. 1

to rescind for this year, too

In the wake of Baltimore Mayor Thomas
D*Alesandro's decision to abolish local advertising taxes after 1958, the Maryland
State Legislature late last week was hard at
work on legislation that would erect permanent safeguards against future ad taxation.

The Baltimore taxes, enacted last November, went into effect Jan. 1 over bitter opposition. Sixteen suits by media and local
groups have been consolidated for circuit
court hearing next month [Advertisers &
Agencies, Feb. 3].

Mayor D'Alesando's Feb. 8 about-face
was a surprise, though not totally unexpected. As predicted by ad tax opponents,
the ordinances were beginning to be a depressant on local business, much more costly
than the tax dollars expected to be realized.
The mayor professed his change of mind
was influenced by the general business recession. But his immediate support of the
state bills to outlaw ad taxation after next
Jan. 1 indicated a fuller appreciation of the
shortsightedness of such levies.
Identical bills, sponsored by the Maryland Advertising Council Inc., headed by
agencyman Joseph Katz, were introduced
last Monday in the Maryland state legislature by Senate President Louis L. Goldstein,
Democrat from Calvert County, and by
House of Delegates Speaker John C. Luber,
Democrat from Baltimore's Fifth District.
The bills have strong support in both
houses and Gov. Theodore McKeldin has
announced he would sign the measure into
law.
A disruption to processing of the bills
did occur last Wednesday in House and
Senate committees which held up action following aquestion as to whether some of the

While the mayor's tax repeal plan was

legislation's language is much broader than
intended. Certain delegates and senators said
that in its present language the bill might be
construed as exempting advertisers from
normal income taxes.
Mr. Katz immediately issued a statement
that the Maryland Advertising Council
would support any clarifying amendment
needed to "avoid any possible confusion."
He said that everyone connected with advertising pays, and wants to continue to
pay, a fair share of all taxation, adding: "We
object to special taxation levied only against
advertising."
Another question raised by the House
Ways & Means Committee was whether it
is necessary to enact a law specifically prohibiting special taxes on advertising. Members, however, said they do not want to give
any false impression that they favored an
advertising tax.
Senate Finance Committee approval was
delayed pending an interpretation from the
State Income Tax Department as to how
the bill in its present language would affect
other taxes now being paid by advertisers.
In calling for elimination of the ad levies,
along with certain other local taxes, Mayor
D'Alesandro said, "We are in the midst of
a nationwide recession. . . . Business needs
a shot in the arm." New Baltimore ordinances to stop the levies after this year are
to be introduced today. No opposition is
expected.

generally
hailed,
observers'
still centered
on many
the March
circuitconcern
court
hearing at which it is hoped the illegality of
the ad taxation will be established. Other
cities, watching the outcome of the suit, conceivably could become more than spectators
testing.
should the ad tax principle survive court
A spokesman for the A. S. Abell Co., publisher of the Sunpapers and operators of
WMAR-TV Baltimore, emphasized that the
suit "involves a principle, not only for Baltimore but also for the rest of the country."
It's also noted that, regardless of the
D'Alesandro decision, Baltimore still faces
advertising taxation for the rest of this year.
That point was raised last Wednesday by
C. James Proud, president and general manager of the Advertising Federation of America, while congratulating Mayor D'Alesandro
on "good political and economic judgment"
in changing his attitude. Mr. Proud said that
continuing the tax until yearend is doing
business a "serious injury." He asked why

DOWN

THE

RIVER

St. Louis Alderman Alfred Harris
seems to have abandoned his idea of
an advertising tax in that city [Advertisers &Agencies, Feb. 3]. Municipal
authorities currently are studying
other means of getting needed revenues. An agency executive there last
week told Broadcasting: "The tax
proposal is all but dead to all intents
and purposes. Alderman Harris apparently has been convinced this is
not the way to raise additional monies
for the city."
the mayor, in view of his new attitude, does
not rescind the taxes as of last Jan. 1. "This,
it would seem to AFA, is the only honest
way
to rectify a serious wrong," Mr. Proud
declared.
AFA Board Chairman Robert M. Feemster Feb. 7 again warned a Milwaukee advertising session that the tax idea could
"spread like wildfire" if the Baltimore court
case is lost. He suggested that tax proponents regard media as a "fat cat and whipping boy without realizing that most goods
advertising
through
soldProud
areMr.
carried
the AFA alone."
campaign to
Harrisburg, Pa., last Tuesday where he
urged the Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers Assn. to conduct an aggressive public relations campaign to "scotch the spread of
Broadcasting
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some are really characters!)

a distinguished and wellknown personality, widely respected as"the Businessweekly
of Television and Radio".

Publication "B"
Publication "C"
Publication "D"

)
r
)

pseudonyms for several contemporaries who also concern
themselves with matters of TV
and radio.*

Audit Bureau

of Circulations

a pillar of the media-buying
community (affectionately
called "the A-B-C") and unswervingly espoused to the
Goddess of Accuracy.

The

Reader

a person of considerable importance with a mind of his
own. (Though not a visible
protagonist in our drama, his
influence is constantly felt.)

The Advertiser

played by yourself.

Others

assorted spear-bearers, hangerson, opportunists
& makers of
crowd
noises.

*In real life, these roles are assumed by three avid
actors named Sponsor, Television , and Television Age.
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(OR HOW TO TELL THE LIGHTWEIGHTS FROM THE THOROUGHBREDS . . .)

"Form A is for publications that report
no paid circulation. This form is
used by the greater majority of B.P.A.
members for the simple reason the
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have

little

"
paid circulation. B.P.A.
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7,870
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Sponsor, p. 51

Publication C

Publication D

Publisher's statement

4,600 estimated.
Like Harpo, Publication D ain't talking.

i Fascinating aside:
American Research Bureau finds the average weeklyissue of broadcasting gets 4.2 readers per copy.
Such quadrupling beats any Daily Double — and means
an audience of 79,497 a week.

is far
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People
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
spot, it is, according to exhaustive Nielsen
research on the subject, the costliest way to
reduce costs and efficiency in network because optional stations add more in audience
than they do in cost and do so progressively
as you reach full network by contributing

punitive advertising taxes.'* If the tax idea
gains greater momentum, small business will
suffer, he said.
Since the inception of the ad tax idea,
AFA has joined the fight against such levies
in all cities threatened. In addition, it has

DURGIN

been actively conducting orientation programs on ad tax dangers for all cities.
The California Newspaper Publishers
Assn., meeting in Coronado a fortnight ago,
lent its voice to condemnation of advertising
taxation. Among other things. CNPA said
the levies could become a method of exacting vengeance on newspapers for criticizing
politicians.

NBC last week fired another round in its
counterattack against charges of unreasonable tv costs [Lead Story, Jan. 13].

MJ&A Said to Be Planning
International Affiliations
MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., soon may have a number of
international addresses, it was learned last
week. The agency reportedly is set to pull
the wraps off an arrangement whereby
MJ&A will maintain a "network" of affiliated
agencies in 35 foreign countries in Europe,
Africa, South America, the Far East and
Australia.
MJ&A already maintains Canadian offices
in Toronto, but this step will place it in a
position to compete with giants such as
Grant Adv. and J. Walter Thompson for
client business seeking globe-wide servicing.
Reportedly slated for the post of vice president in charge of MJ&A International is
John H. (Jack) Byrne, presently assistant
account supervisor on Dow Chemical Co.
Mr. Byrne is understood to be moving to
New York to set up operations for MJ&A
International.
Abbott

Kimball, Grant

DEFENSE

• Audience:
• Warns

RTES

against

OF

TV

seminar
tv stinting

Vice President Don Durgin, NBC-TV's
national sales manager, chose a platform
provided Tuesday by , mi
--*mm
Radio & Television
Executives Society's
timebuying and selling seminar in New
York to detail NBCTV's appraisal of
the medium it sells.
Most of his talk covered network tv
costs, audiences delivered and values
returned as prepared

MR. DURGIN

by his network's research department and reported in Broadcasting [Advertisers & Agencies, Feb.
10].
Said Mr. Durgin:
"I submit to you that tv really is the
most economical of media, as well as being
effective and efficient." Mr. Durgin asserted
that two agency executives were described
in Broadcasting's Feb. 10 article as indicating in statements that one desirable way
to lower costs and increase efficiency is to
reduce station lineups.
"While this is the classic way to increase
efficiency and reduce costs when buying

important audience within the basics' coverage area as well as expanding the coverage
area beyond the reach of the basics," Mr.
Durgin continued.
(Presumably Mr. Durgin by his references
to "two agency executives" in Broadcasting's article was singling out C. Terence
Clyne, senior vice president in charge of tv
and radio for all McCann-Erickson offices,
and Ted Bergmann, president of Parkson
Adv. In the article McCann-Erickson Vice
President Clyne had pointed to a three-way
solution for rising costs, one of them a
reduction in the size of station lineups, while
Mr. Bergmann predicted that eventually an
examination of time costs would be made on
a market by market basis with an assessment
made on the total cost of the full network.)
Mr. Durgin declared that "the economy
of tv is being questioned" in part because
"at this time companies caught in the profit
squeeze of lower net income despite rising
sales volume need to come up with extra
cash for dividend or other purposes." He
said that in some cases top management
"cannot resist the opportunity the advertising budget presents to realize this cash" and,
because tv "represents very often the biggest
single budget (not to mention the biggest
single producer of sales)," chopping off the
medium offers the "easiest way out to recover aquick $2.5 million [roughly the cost

Adv.

Reported on Verge of Merger
Abbott Kimball Co., New York, was reported last week to be on the verge of completing negotiations which would merge that
agency with Grant Adv., Chicago. Although
the agencies involved confirmed that talks
have been conducted over a period of several months, they declined to acknowledge
an agreement has been signed. It was learned
from other sources that the transaction is
expected to be completed shortly.
The merger, if accomplished, would bring
together one of the top agencies in billing
in the country (Grant Adv. with 1957 billing estimated at $90 million) and Abbott
Kimball, a comparatively small agency which
nevertheless has strength in Los Angeles
and San Francisco (1957 estimated billing,
$5 million). Grant Adv. is particularly strong
in Chicago, Detroit and New York and in
the overseas markets.

New Firm Offers Copy Writing
Formation of Copy Writing Services, 516
Fifth Ave., New York, to serve both advertisers and agencies has been announced
by Arthur J. Daly, formerly director of radio-tv with Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York, and Mary E. Dornheim, previously
with Burr Tilstrom, creator of Kukla, Fran
and Ollie in Chicago. Radio-tv copy is included in the firm's services. Copy writing
will be done by freelance writers. Telephone:
Oxford 7-7763.
Broadcasting
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

A

T

1

N

1®

Feb. 20 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

CBS-TV
Feb. 18, 25 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
Feb. 21 (7:30-9 p.m.) DuPont Show of
the Month, DuPont through BBDO.
Feb. 25 (8-9 p.m.) High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas, Delco Div. of General
Motors through Campbell-Ewald.
NBC-TV
Feb. 17, 24 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Feb. 18-21, 24-26 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Feb. 18 (8-9 p.m.) The Jerry Lewis Show,
Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.
Feb. 19, 26 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.

Feb. 20 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
Feb. 22 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

Feb. 22 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
American Tobacco Co. through BBDO
and Toni through North.
Feb.
23 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
Feb. 23 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Alien Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby; U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv., and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
Feb. 23 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
Ewald. Chevrolet through CampbellFeb. 25 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
February 17, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
to an advertiser of an alternate sponsorship of a half-hour network tv show over
a 52-week period], at once the easiest and
most perilous way to 'save' money," warned
Mr. Durgin.
In substance, Mr. Durgin urged caution
by the advertiser who would axe his tv allocation because of the apparent big sum expended, noting that investigation bears out
that the medium is efficient and economical,
that it is a "unique pipeline to profits" and
that it produces "more money per dollar
invested in sales than slower moving, less
hard-hitting media."
Returning to the cry of high costs of television, Mr. Durgin said: "In answer to the
statement of Phil McHugh of CampbellEwald [Philip L. McHugh, television-radio
vice president] that audience is down this
year vs. a year ago, Pete Cash of TvB a
month ago and Hugh Beville of NBC this
week in Broadcasting have made a very
simple and direct answer on a solid Nielsen
basis. Phil McHugh was fair enough to reply: 'Actually, the purpose of my statement
was to ask where do we go from here?' "
(The gist of Mr. McHugh 's position:
There is as approaching saturation in tv
homes and a "three-way split" of audiences
with the rise of ABC-TV as a network
force; thus, "the argument that the advertiser must pay more each year for time and
talent is losing — and in many cases already
has lost — its validity. Demands for increase,
based on increased viewer audiences, soon

may be answered: 'What increases?'")
Other areas covered by Mr. Durgin:

Wilson & Co. Appoints K&E
For $1.5 Million in Billings

1. NBC-TV now is presenting agencies
and advertisers with more than 25 new

Wilson & Co. last Monday announced the
appointment of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
Chicago, as agency for several meat products
accounting for about a third of its estimated
$4.5 million in advertising billings.

properties for the 1958-59 season and "naturally only a few of these programs can end
up on the air." On programming "trends,"
the dramatic show with a western setting is
proving popular; the family type "comedy"
is successful and "much in demand"; mysteries currently are an "under-represented"
category; live quiz shows present advantages to the advertiser of on-camera identification, flexibility and low cost, and new
and "off-beat" ideas are "welcome . . .
should be encouraged and pursued."
2. The "matching of advertiser to program for maximum sales effectiveness . . .
dictates adherence to the normal sponsorship patterns of the past season." He made
it a point that NBC-TV does not intend to
sell participations in the 7:30-11 p.m. basic
evening programming period, nor would it
make "spot carriers" of certain programs.
He said he believes CBS-TV similarly is
against such selling practices, but that ABCTV is reported to be considering the expansion of nighttime half-hours sold as participating spot carriers. "NBC-TV and
CBS-TV will undoubtedly resist it," noted
Mr. Durgin, because the practice "ultimately
negates one of the unique advantages of
network as a sales medium and operates to
injure the traditional station-network rela-

Kenyon & Eckhardt will service Wilson"s
ham, bacon, sausage and canned meat products, with the assignment date still to be
determined. It inherits the business (about
$1.5 million) from Needham, Louis & Brorby [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 20]. Unaffected bythe new appointment is Wilson's
Ideal Dog Food, Bakerite, B-V and Wilson
sporting goods account, currently handled
by Roche, Rickerd & Cleary, Chicago, and
representing about $3 million in billings.
K&E
was chosen from a field of over
35 agencies which made presentations, according to Mark Cox, Wilson's director of
advertising, sales promotion and public relations.
Mr. Cox stated, "We feel the local flexibility of the Kenyon & Eckhardt Chicago
office will be well suited to our particular
operation." Finalists in bidding were determined bya method of "weighted values"
imparted to "performance levels in many
areas of measurement," he reported.

'MR' Helps, But Doesn't Replace
Ad Judgment, Britt Tells AMA
Psychological research in advertising can
be invaluable in helping to determine marketing strategy but it is not a substitute for
advertising judgment, Dr. Steuart Henderson Britt, professor of marketing, Northwestern U., Chicago, told the annual marketing conference of the American Management
Assn. in New York last week. He said such
research can help in developing ideas, copy

tionship."

slants, selection of media and choice of special promotions. About 500 marketing executives attended the Monday-thrOughWednesday meeting.
"There are thousands of instances of the
supposedly magic word 'psychology' being
bandied about to impress advertising men
and businessmen," he said, "and there are,
unfortunately,
organizations
that the
havebounds
'sold'
motivation
research
far beyond
of scientific ethics." He explained he has
found that these techniques, used along with
is what it makes

when
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KJEO-
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Joaquin
HAM

Valley better for less. Call your BRAN-
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details. We
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on KJEO-TV. ACT TODAY!

GUARANTEE

for your money

other marketing research techniques, "are
often quite helpful." He warned that "the
danger is in thinking that these techniques
alone will produce conclusive answers to
D. Crisp, Richard D. Crisp &
all Richard
problems."
Assoc., Chicago, reported formal marketing programs are growing rapidly in
popularity among U. S. firms based on
a survey which drew 195 company responses. He said there had been a 400%
increase in established market research departments with a gain of 60% since 1952.
The research activities of these departments,
whether new or old, also "are far broader
than they used to be," he said. A sharp increase in attention to what competitors are
doing also was reported by the survey.
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Partners are still

Partners and today, as when
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to do a man's job."
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Frankly, we held our breath.
Atlanta? "Improved, sir!" Buffalo? "Improved, sir!" Chicago? "Improved, sir!"
We needn't have worried. For as each of the major ABC Television affiliates
reported in, each had the same remarkable story to tell.
Every single major ABC
improved

Television affiliate — repeat, every single one —

its competitive position in 1957. And by both significant measures:

cost

efficiency and audience.
Every one of our affiliates deserves a medal — iarge, golden, suitably engraved.
Especially since they have done what neither of the other two networks' affiliates could do.
Moral for advertisers: As soldiers make an army, affiliates make a network.
The fact that all of our affiliates served with such distinction in 1957 is one of the
major reasons for enlisting ABC
ABC

Television in 1958.

TELEVISION

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES cont.nued
newspaper ads. appearing the year-around
on a 7-days-a-week basis. Radio schedules
on two stations also were used. In 1956

MR. ADAMS

MR. CAMPBELL

Adams Heads Campbell-Ewald;
Campbell Named Executive V.P.
Thomas B. Adams, 38, was elected president of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, last
week, succeeding Henry G. Little, who has
been serving as both board chairman and
president. Mr. Little retains the board
chairmanship.
At the same time Mr. Little announced
that Colin Campbell, senior vice president,
has been promoted to executive vice president of Campbell-Ewald. Mr. Campbell has
been with the agency since 1926 and has
been closely associated with the Chevrolet
account for 23 years. He is not related to
Frank Campbell, who was a co-founder of
the agency with Henry R. Ewald in 1911.
Mr. Adams joined the agency's radio department in 1945 following his release from
the Navy during World War II in which he
served as a pilot. In 1947, he was placed in
charge of the Detroit Chevrolet Dealers
Assn. account. He later was appointed account executive for Chevrolet's used-car
national advertising and in recent years has
served as a vice president and assistant to
Mr. Little.
S&L Firm Uses Tv to Outstrip
7 Competitors in New Accounts
A saturation television schedule was given
"major credit" for the success of a West
Virginia bank's Christmas Club campaign
during the last few months of 1957 when
the Morris Plan Savings & Loan Co., Wheeling, announced it "picked up as many
Christmas Club accounts as the other seven
financial institutions in the city combined,"
Television Bureau of Advertising reported
last week. The schedule was placed on
WTRF-TV Wheeling.
Fully 33%, or the biggest share of
MPS&L's $32,000 annual advertising budget, currently is being spent in television,
TvB said, while 30% goes into newspapers,
13% in radio, 10% in billboards and the
other 14% in miscellaneous media, according to Ray Merritt, MPS&L president.
"Tv gives more
any other medium
we hadn't reached
have personalized

MPS&L began buying five 10-second tv IDs
per week on a 52-week basis. In late fall of
that year an additional schedule of sixty
10-second IDs to promote Christmas Club
were purchased. The result was that MPS&L
did as much Christmas Club business in
1956 as the combined results obtained by
all financial institutions in the city, he said.
The television budget then was increased
from $71 to an average of over $200 per
week. Additionally, $2,000 was set aside
for the special Christmas Club campaign.
In supplementing the long-term campaign
in late fall of last year with another Christmas Club saturation, MPS&L set a goal of
5,800 new accounts — the amount it had obtained the previous year — based largely on
the use of tv promotion. By last week, more
than 6,000 new accounts had signed, Mr.
Merritt reported.

Louis Honig, president of Honig-Cooper
Co., San Francisco, and John C. Morse,
president of Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles,
are announcing today (Monday) consolidation of their agencies into Honig-Cooper &
Miner. The union, effective next month,
will create what they claim will be the largest of all western advertising corporations,
billing among the top five on the West
Coast — $13.5 million between them in 1957.
Mr. Honig is president of the merged
firm and Mr. Morse senior vice president
in charge of Southern California operations.
Honig-Cooper officers continuing in the
same posts with Honig-Cooper & Miner are
Warren Kraft Sr., senior vice president and
head of Pacific Northwest (Seattle) operations; Fred Glauser, first vice president;
John W. Davis, secretary-treasurer; Ted
Krough, vice president, and Eric Bellingall,
vice president. All vice presidents of both
organizations will continue in the same
capacity.
Honig-Cooper & Miner lists 63 accounts
— national, international and regional — and
employs 134 people, according to the consolidation announcement. With headquarters
in San Francisco, offices in Los Angeles and
Seattle and a service base in New York
continue at their present addresses. The
Honig-Cooper Co., located in its own building at 1275 Columbus Ave., San Francisco,
was founded 50 years ago in that city by
Louis Honig Sr. Dan B. Miner Co., 304
S. Kingsley Dr., Los Angeles, was founded
in 1911.

know we're getting our message across," Mr.
Merritt said. "We have more than accomplished what we set out to do . . . and,
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Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, last
week abolished the individual posts of time
and space buyer. Effective immediately,
OB&M's media purchasing will be done by
"all-media buyers." OB&M's clients will be
serviced by an all-buying team consisting of
media vice president Samuel L. Frey; media
supervisors Ann T. Janowicz and Clifford
A. Botway; and all-media buyers Eleanor
Crowley, Henry Cleeff, Walter Kashen and
Robert Kaplan. Under these people will
serve a number of estimators and assistants.
The above personnel formerly were known
as either timebuyers or space buyers.
According to senior vice president James
J. McCaffrey, OB&M has wanted to "despecialize" its media buying operations "for
some time now." Some of OB&M's accounts,
notably Lever Bros., call for "deep complex-

Honig-Cooper, Miner Unite
To Form $13.5 Million Agency

complete coverage than
... in getting to places
before. Our commercials
our institution so that we

you can't argue with success," he continued.
Mr. Merritt described MPS&L's introduction to television as follows: Up to two
years ago, Morris Plan Savings & Loan Co.
relied principally on 3 -column, 10-inch

OB&M Redesignates Buyers
As Purchasers in All Media

MR. HONIG

MR. MORSE

MR. FREY

MISS JANOWICZ

MR. BOTWAY

ities ... in media buying" and call for
men and women who can handle both
broadcast and print campaigns with equal
skill. Doubling up of functions, feels Mr.
McCaffrey, will also conserve time at meetings and will allow the buyers themselves
to make "greater contributions" to the "overall media picture."
TvB Disputes 'Times' Chart
As Deceptive on Ad Revenues
Television Bureau of Advertising, at the
drop of a chart, last week challenged the
accuracy of a graphic presentation showing an "incredible" rise in newspaper advertising from 1949 to 1957 and only a "comfortable" increase in tv advertising during
the covered period.
TvB asserted that a chart published Jan.
26 in the New York Times,, based on estimates provided by McCann-Erickson, was
prepared in such a way that the casual reader would gather that total newspaper advertising rose from about $3 billion in 1949 to
more than $6 billion in 1957. This actually
was the curve for "total expenditures" for
all advertising in the four major media, but
the graph listed a heading "newspapers" below the curve, without giving an actual figure or curve for newspapers.
TvB, in turn, devised its own charts
(based also on McCann-Erickson figures)
showing it was total expenditures that increase from about $3 billion in 1949 to
about $6 billion in 1957. Total television
advertising, according to the TvB chart,
rose from a little more than $1 million in
1949 to about $1.3 billion in 1957, while
newspaper advertising increased from $1.9
billion in 1949 to $3.9 billion in 1957.
Other TvB charts showed that only tv, with
Broadcasting
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This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . . at by
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(Nielsen & SR&D)
Beeline stations lead in programming, too. In news programs, for example, Beeline stations lead in their
individual markets with locally produced shows. Beeline radio news
editors coordinate closely with McClatchy newspapers to bring listeners
complete up-to-the-minute coverage.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
each passing year, garnered a larger share
of the advertising dollar as the share of
other media (radio, newspapers, magazines)
declined. Television's rise, TvB said, is
shown most dramatically in national advertising. A chart showed that while in 1949,
$38.6 million was invested in tv by national advertisers versus $475.7 million in
newspapers, in 1957 national advertising in
tv rose to $1,034,000,000, outdistancing
newspapers' total of $825 million.
Tv Keeps Cubs in Black in '57
Television money was responsible for
keeping the National League Chicago Cubs
out of the red in 1957, according to the
baseball club's financial report.
Despite a $40,000 decrease in gate receipts, the Cubs management reported a
modest profit of $357 for the past year,
thanks to tv receipts. The club reportedly
received $100,000 from NBC for its participation in the network's Game of the Week,
plus other undisclosed revenues from MBS
for Game of the Day and WGN-TV Chicago
for local baseball video rights.
The last place club suffered a loss of
$145,712 when attendance dropped to 720,118 in 1956. It decreased further last year
to 670,626.
Guild Splits Blame

for Bad Ads

Walter Guild, president of Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, San Francisco, told the Tacoma
(Wash.) Advertising Club last Wednesday
the advertiser and agency man must share
the blame for "much if not most of the
bad, dull, uninteresting, ineffective and
downright silly advertising today." The advertiser isoften at fault because he makes
decisions in creative spheres in which he is
not trained while the agency man's greatest
fault is in "going along bcause he lacks guts
and is afraid to risk his bread and butter,"
Mr. Guild said.

BUSINESS
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Procter &

Gamble signs for second quarter-hour segment of NBC-TV's Treasure Hunt on alternate Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
effective immediately for 52 weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y. Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co. renews second quarter
hour segment of Tic Tac Dough and first
quarter-hour segment of Queen for a Day,
both alternate Thursdays, on NBC-TV effective March 13 for 52 weeks. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
Libby, McNeill & Libby (food products).
Chicago, has signed for quarter-hour segments on Matinee Theatre and Modern Romances weekdays on NBC-TV for month
of March. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.

Paar Show and Today effective mid-March
to extend through Nov. 1958. Advertiser
will promote its materials for building and
hard surface floor coverings. Contract was
placed through Humphrey, Alley & Richards Inc.. N. Y. and Boston.
TWO FOR CBS • Philip Morris and
Pharma-Craft have been signed by CBS Radio. Philip Morris Co. (Marlboro), N. Y.,
bought 10-minute segments before and after
the Basilio-Robinson middleweight title
bout March 25. through Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago. Pharma-Craft (cold remedies, deodorants, antiseptic cream), Princeton,
N. J., through J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, ordered 6:55-7 p.m. and 9-9:05 p.m.
Saturday news periods for eight weeks effective Feb. 8.

EARLY PUSH • Realemon-Puritan Co.
(lemon juices, other natural products), Chicago, will utilize spot radio on limited
basis during its forthcoming special advertising campaign, though number of markets
still undecided.

MACK
Saturday
Rainbow
Program

Company, through Rutledge & Lilienfeld,
same city, is breaking advertising saturation
campaign ahead of its traditional AprilMay period to capitalize on Lenten season.
Newspapers and magazines also will be
used, with no plans at present for television.

to replace it with Ted Mack's Amateur
Hour, vehicle that Pharmaceuticals sponsored last season on ABC-TV. Rainbow
was packaged by Ralph Edwards. Parkson
Adv., N. Y., is Pharmaceutical's agency.
NEWS ON 15 • Hancock Oil Co., Long
Beach, Calif., has started 52-week radio
campaign sponsoring three 5-minute newscasts weekly in afternoon traffic time on
15 California markets. Heintz & Co., Los
Angeles, is agency. Stations KSDO San
Diego, KFXM San Bernadino, KFI Los
Angeles, KUDU Ventura, KDB Santa Barbara, KCOY Santa Maria, KGEE Bakersfield, KSBW Salinas, KXRX San Jose,
KROW Oakland, KWIP Merced, KTRB
Modesto, KJOY Stockton, KXOA Sacramento and KHSL Chico.

TOBACCO PLUG • American Tobacco
Co. (Pall Mall cigarettes) throughi Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., has renewed co-sponsorship of broadcasts of Harry Babbitt Show (Mon.-Fri., 7:45 a.m. PST).
on CPRN, using M-W-F shows alternately
with T-Th broadcasts.
BUILDING

BLOCKS • Bird & Son, East
Walpole, Mass., will sponsor participation
spot schedules on two NBC-TV shows, Jack

Home

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,051,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Feb. 2-8. This is how they spent their time:

watching television
71.4% (88,572,000) spent 1,919.5 million hours
listening to radio
55.9% (69,345,000) spent 1,009.2 million hours
82.6% (102,466,000) spent 404.5 million hours
reading newspapers
31.8% (39,448,000) spent 212.6 million hours
reading magazines
23.6% (29,276,000) spent
348.2 million hours . . watching movies on tv
24.5% (30,443,000) spent
117.7 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,991,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,436,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,521,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
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IN FOR RAINBOW • As of last
it was end of road for End of the
on NBC-TV, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
lasted through six telecasts. Pharmaceuticals Inc., N. Y., decided last week

Group

to Use

Radio-Tv

An extensive advertising-promotion campaign encompassing radio and television is
planned by the Home Improvement Council
during 1958 to persuade Americans to improve their homes this year, Edgar V. Hall,
managing director, Manufacturers Services
Div., Local Trademarks Inc., New York, told
a meeting of the Assn. of Advertising Men
& Women of New York last week.
Mr. Hall reported that Local Trademarks
Inc., advertising consultant to the council,
an association of more than 100 manufacturers and 4,000 wholesalers and retailers,
has conceived a campaign using both the
print and air media. With the cooperation
of both the Television Bureau of Advertising and the Radio Advertising Bureau,
Trademarks Inc. has sent its members
sample commercial spots for use on local
radio-tv stations. It also is making scripts
and slides available to tv stations for promotional use. HIC itself plans a national
campaign, according to Mr. Hall, but he
stressed that manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers are being urged to step up their
advertising and promotional efforts on the
local level.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES cont.nued
Sewing Machine, N. Y.) turned out to be
instructive for dealers as well.
The 10-session course was televised on
WB AY-TV Green Bay, Wis. It was aimed
at owners rather than prospective customers;
there was no advance tv or newspaper notice
and no actual commercials during the programs. The idea for the series came from
Roy Fahlstrom, Viking distributor for several midwestern states, as an effort to implement more fully the instructions that
come with the machine; the program itself
was financed by dealer support and Consolidated.
Although not aimed as a selling tool,
some 3,000 viewers wrote in asking for
summaries of the course; August sales,
which usually dip, held steady in the Green
Bay area; trade-ins of older machines of
all types for Vikings increased, and dealers
in the area reported an overall 25% increase
in sales.
STELLAR SALES • Star Auto Sales,
Dallas, credits KNOK Fort Worth with "the
best results we have ever received since
being in the automobile business."
In a letter to the station, the sponsor outlined results of a short campaign on the
station. Scheduling 48 spots over a period
of six days, Star Auto reported sales of
100 cars in four days — forcing the firm to
close its lot to buy more cars. After the
firm signed for a second, identical contract,
the impact was even greater — every car on
the lot was sold in two days.

A CHRONICLE

OF COMMERCIAL

PERFORMANCE

PAYOFF
are pointed up in a brochure put out by
the Radio Advertising Bureau. Although the
department store puts only 8.5% (about
$15,000) of its total ad budget in radio,

COVERAGE WHAT AM • CKNW New
Westminster submits the following in support

the firm feels radio "accomplishes a job
that can be done by no other medium."
Programs on WEJL, according to the advertiser, build loyalty for the store through
program loyalty, and at the same time,
permit featuring of items and different departments. The Globe Store credited advertising for its current $2.5 million expansion, and looks to radio's coverage to
provide additional customers for the store.
Total radio expenditure, according to the
RAB brochure: $1,400 a month, excluding
June, July and August, when spending drops
slightly to around $1,100 a month. Store
volume is $10-20 million a year, and ac-

On a 4:30 p.m. newscast sponsored by
Jack Marshall Motors in New Westminster,
radio":
the
commercial featured a '57 Chrysler
Windsor. That night an airline pilot purchased the car — not unusual in itself — except that the pilot, on his regular run into
Vancouver, had his radio tuned to CKNW,
heard the car advertised and followed his

cording to the advertiser, "We use radio ... to sell the whole store." Pointing up
WEJL's success on these lines is the sponsor's signing for an additional afternoon
hour, Monday through Saturday, in addition to present programming — music and
news six days a week, sports seven days
a week, plus a Sunday morning show.
REFRESHER COURSE • An instruction
course in the use of the Viking sewing
machine (manufactured in Sweden and distributed in the U. S. through Consolidated

IT • The president of the Pennsylvania Linoleum & Carpet Co., Washington, D. C, took some slight liberties
with a song from My Fair Lady to come

of the statement "Wherever you go, there's

sky-high listening with down-to-earth action.
NEITHER RAIN, NOR SLEET, ETC. •
Dec. 3 in Philadelphia may not have seemed
a propitious occasion to make a bargain
offer over television; the city was under
four to six inches of snow and many prospective viewers were stranded far from
home. But Wilen Wine, through Ralph Hart
Agency, had scheduled a brief, one-time
announcement on WRCV-TV during the
Nat King Cole Show, offering a Cole recording for one dime.
Snow flurries were minor compared to
the mail that snowed under the agency:
total draw for the single announcement was
5,550 pieces of mail.
GLOBAL RADIO • The Globe Store,
Scranton, Pa., and its success with radio
in general and WEJL Scranton in particular,

HE DID

m

up with a pat on the "selling back" of
WWDC Washington.
Congratulating the station on sales results
from the late evening Steve Allison Show,
President Albert P. Decker's comment was
"He did it! He did it!" The program, Mr.
Decker continued "has produced the greatest dollar for dollar advertising return our
company has ever enjoyed."
Mr. Decker also told the station of a
customer who mentioned that he had heard
just one announcement on the Allison show
— and proceeded to place an order for
$1,700 worth of carpet.
The firm uses only one participation a
night, six nights a week; participations
started last October, with the contract running till May.
JOB WELL DONE • NBC Radio's Monitor
— which prides itself on "going places and
doing things" — has apparently helped American Motors Corp. go places (up 81% in
sales) and do things (in winning an average
share of the auto market). The advertiser,
long a Monitor client, cited the program
"for exceptional ingenuity and resourcefulness in radio advertising." The citation was
presented Feb. 8 to Monitor executive producer Al Capstaff by Fred W. Adams, AMC
advertising director for the automotive division. Geyer Adv., N. Y., is AMC's
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agency.

THE Star Market Co. chain of 15 supermarkets in suburban Boston, Rhode Island and Whitinsville, Mass., is putting
major emphasis on broadcast media in its
bid for new sales records this year.
Stephen P. Mugar (seated), president
of Star Market Co., signs contracts following the decision to use radio (some
4,000 spots) for this year's extra promotional push, supplementing tv and other
media. Standing (1 to r) are Leonard
Corwin, WCRB Boston; Wallace Dunlap,
WTAO Cambridge, Mass.; Elmer Kettell,
WHIM Providence, R. I.; James Allen,
WBZ-TV Boston; Frederick Boynton,
WPRO Providence; Franklin S. Browning

Jr., Badger and Browning & Parcher Inc.,
Star's agency; Harry Sandler, vice president, Star Market Co., and Alexander
Tanger, WHDH Boston.
Star strategy: retention of its eightyear-old tv show, Starring the Editors, on
WBZ-TV; renewal of its Symphony show
on WCRB-AM-FM and its special radio
spot program on WTAO Cambridge,
Mass., saturation schedules on WHDH,
WHIM

(both spots) and WPRO Providence (newscasts); other stations will be
added during the year. Star in Boston
claims higher sales per store than any
other food chain in the country, for the
past three years.
Broadcasting
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FILM
The accent is on a home-like atmosphere at National Telefilm Assoc.,
New York, which moved into new
quarters at 10 Columbus Circle, New
York. The executive offices are furnished in early American with other
offices and the theatre in the modern
motif. The executive offices are furnished with aritiques ivhich are expected to increase in value xvith the
passing years. Facilities include two
conference rooms, a kitchen, a screening theatre and offices for expansion.
PHOTOS 8Y LOUIS NEMETH

NTA

NEW

HOME:

THE OFFICE of Ely A. Landau, NT A hoard chairman, has an antique desk, a grandfather's clock and a coffee table (right), fashioned from an old blacksmith's bellows.

ANTIQUES

AMID

THE

SKYSCRAPERS

A FULL SCREEN covered with a drape, leather chairs and indirect lighting create a
modern setting in the theatre where NTA properties are screened.

ONLY a television set strikes an anachronistic note in this early American setting in
which Oliver A. Linger, NTA president, operates.
HEAVY
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CHANDELIERS hanging from recesses in the ceiling dominate the staff conference room, which doubles as an executive dining room.
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CORRIDORS are highlighted by interesting wall decor: a trombone (above) is
framed by mounted old music manuscripts; (below) framed sheets of early
American music flank a mandolin.
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TOWN

It Happened
One Night
My Sister Eileen
Lost Horizon
Texas
Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington
Holiday
All Quiet On
The Western Front
Act Of Murder
Brute Force
The Suspect
East Side Of Heaven
All My Sons
Massacre At Sand Creek
Ain't No Time For Glory
Clipper Ship
They're the
big features
and bigger
than ever

—

(all 112 of them)!

GEMS,
INC
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK
711 Filth Ave.
- Plaza 1-4432

DETROIT
709 Fox Bldg.
Woodward 1-3979

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Franklyn 2-3696

HOUSTON
1502 Latexo Drive
Jackson 8-5257

Exclusive Distributor of COLUMBIA
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED
UA-TV

Seen

Curbing

Sale of Post-'48s
United Artists Television Inc. appears to
be curbing its zooming distribution of post1948 feature film. The major reason: The
United Artists tv subsidiary may end up
competing with the parent firm's theatrical
film business.
Coincidentally last week — though unrelated to UA-TV's new caution — came a
plea from Paramount's Barney Balaban to
hold the line at '48 (see story, this page).
The UA-TV dilemma as regards issuing
new post-'48 film products to tv at this time
has come to light as major market station
film buyers have been unsuccessful in seeking more information from UA-TV officials
on a new package. In all cases UA-TV's
answer has been the same: "We are clearing
titles." Still, the fact remains that when
queried Thursday, UA-TV could not give
any indication that a package is in fact
being put together at this time.
What has caused the film buyers to question the existence of any package plans is
that both in 1956 and 1957 UA-TV had
available a list of titles in time for the NAB
convention; this year, with the NAB Los
Angeles meeting just two months off, no
one at UA-TV knows definitely when — or
if— a new package will be sprung. UA
Board Chairman Robert S. Benjamin said
Thursday a package "will definitely" be
issued, but he would not say when.
To date, UA-TV has issued two groups
of post-48 films, the first in August 1956
with 39 features, the second last August
with 52. In its second packet, "The 52
Award Group," UA-TV included such 1955
releases as Frank Sinatra's "Suddenly," and
the Errol Flynn-Patrice Wymore Britishmade "King's Rhapsody," a film made in
1956 but never released in theatres.
UA

President Arthur B. Krim repeatedly

has stressed UA-TV's modus operandi as
"not releasing films to tv unless we are
positive there's no more box office value
left."
Just how close UA-TV may be to competing with parent UA was illustrated
earlier this month with the preparation and
release by UA's promotion department of
a theatrical sales brochure sent to exhibitors
and titled "124 Ways to Make a Buck."
This publication continued six full pages of
UA theatrical releases still available for
theatrical showing. Among them: Joseph
L. Mankiewicz' "Barefoot Contessa"
(1955), Stanley Kramer's "Not as a
Stranger" (1954), Ponti-DeLaurentiis' "Summertime" (1955), Robert Rossen's "Alexander the Great" (1956), Otto Preminger's
"Man With the Golden Arm" (1956),
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster's "Trapeze" (1956)
and "Marty" (1955), as well as such very
recent titles as Orion-Nova's "Twelve Angry
Men"
(1957),
Preminger's
"St. Joan"
(1957) and Batjac's "Legend of the Lost"
(1958) .
UA theatrical officials noted last week
that "as far as we're concerned" UA
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has

"no intentions at this time" of selling these
films to tv. Their argument got further impetus early in the week with an announcement by Michael Todd Co.; producer of the
UA-financed and distributed "Around the
World in 80 Days," that this epic would
never be shown on tv and that, furthermore,
Mr. Todd is going to advertise this fact
nationally later this month via a special
newspaper cartoon campaign.
To date, UA-TV has grossed an excess
of $7 million on its tv film syndication
operations. It has placed the 1956 packet,
"The Top 39," in 110 markets, and has sold
the "52 Award Group" in 91 markets. While
UA-TV sales officials claim they are still
doing "exceedingly well" in the smaller
markets, they privately confess that the
large, metropolitan markets are losing interest and fear that unless UA-TV comes out
soon with "something to sell," these stations
may join in the expected spirited bidding
for the 750 Paramount films from MCATV, thus using up the budgets that might
have gone to UA-TV package No. 3.
Apparently, Mr. Benjamin, too, is aware
of such a possibility. He said Thursday,
"Where is it said that our competition begins— or ends — with the year 1948?" Still,
he and partner Krim must reckon with the
individual theatre managers and the powerful
Theatre Owners of America (TOA) which
is spending cash in radio and tv to lure the
patron out of the tv-equipped living room
and into the motion picture houses [Advertisers &Agencies, Feb. 10].
At this time, UA-TV is the only firm
that can lay claim to syndicating quality
or "A-post-1948 film" in bulk. The competition itmight have on this front is nil.
British-made post-1948 film fare in this
country is basically controlled by two distributors. National Telefilm Assoc. and
ABC-TV Division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. Last month,
Irving Sochin, sales manager of Rank Film
Distributors of America, noted that the J.
Arthur Rank Organization had no plans to
release any of its recent films to tv. NTA
also holds title to three post- 1948 Stanley
Kramer-produced "A-films" — "Cyrano de
Bergerac," "High Noon" and "The Men"
(the latter being reissued at this time theatrically by NTA under the new title of
"Battle Stripe"). ABC-TV bought a number
of J. Arthur Rank films four years ago for
its Afternoon and Sunday Film Festival network programs and since then has not indicated itwould syndicate them.
Upcoming from various independent
"B" and "C"
of post-'48
a rash
sources sois far
films,
comprising
the bulk of the
"newer" films. Among the distributors which
bear watching as possible contenders to UATV's hold in the post-'48 field are Associated
Artists Productions, Interstate Tv (Allied
Artists), C&C Television Corp., M. & A.
Alexander, Atlantic Tv Corp. and Medallion Films. Republic Pictures recently signed
an estimated $2 million deal with NBC
Owned Stations Div. and WRCA-TV New
York, thus unloading a potential 358 post1948 films [Film, Jan. 20]. These distributors are selling film products made by in-

dividuals or companies no longer actively
engaged in production, such as RKO and
Astor Films, thus explaining the lack of
talent and craft guild insistence on payment
of residual rights. UA faces no guild threat
since it is not a studio as such but merely
finances and distributes independent productions [Film, June 10, 1957].
Post-'48 Paramount Movies
To Be Withheld — Balaban
Paramount Pictures, which has capitulated
to the lure of tv for its pre- 1948 feature
backlog [At Deadline, Feb. 10], expects
to hold the line against release of post- 1948
motion pictures.
Paramount President Barney Balaban last
week put it this way by wire and cable to the
company's offices throughout the world:
"I do not anticipate the sale of our post1948 library for free television in the foreseeable future and it is my sincere hope that
no other producer or distributor will dispose
of post-1948 features for free television."
At the same time, the major distributor
of post-1948 quality film packages — United
Artists Television Inc. — apparently is postponing the issue of a third package (see
story, this page).
Mr. Balaban's plea to hold the line on
post-'48 movies was contained in a statement
that explained Paramount's decision to
scuttle its unique but unprofitable status as
a lone holdout to tv among Hollywood
studios. Paramount will dispose of its approximately 750 features to Management
Corp. of America (parent of Music Corp.
of America) in a $50 million transaction.
In effect, Mr. Balaban affirmed Paramount's position that the financial consideration was paramount in the motion picture
firm's plans for its backlog. The firm will receive $10.5 million in cash and an additional
$24.5 million guaranteed by MCA. Once the
$35 million is paid to Paramount, still another $15 million is to be paid to the company out of a minimum of 60% of the gross
receipts received by MCA.
Said Mr. Balaban: Prior sales to tv by
other movie companies left Paramount "no
other choice"; Paramount could not be expected to remain as a holdout, and the company "could in no way have counteracted
the effects of pictures being exhibited on
television by withholding its backlog."
The $50 million sale "will strengthen our
financial position and give . . . further assurance of stability," Mr. Balaban observed.
Negotiations between Paramount and
MCA have been completed but papers have
not been signed nor a check passed. MCA
has not made known its plans for distributing the Paramount backlog. Presumably,
MCA will decide which — if any — of the
features it may wish to reissue theatrically.
MCA may hold back from tv a selection
of the more lavish and/ or popular films.
Since MCA has no overseas distribution
channels, rights to the backlog in foreign
markets reportedly will be retained by Paramount automatically for some years.
Broadcasting
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IN JANUARY

YORK

seven-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day &
(Ziv) Sat.
1. Sea Hunt
Tues.
2. Honey mooners
(CBS Film)
(Ziv) Mon.
3.
4. Highway Patrol
Wed.
Death Valley Days
Borax)
(Pacific5. Code 3
(ABC Film) Wed.
6. If You Had a
Million
(MCA-TV) Sat.
7. SilenV^ervice
(NBC Film) Fri.
8. Annie u&kley
(CBS Film) Sun.
9. 26 Men
(ABC (AAP)
Film) Tues.
10. Popeye
Sun.-Fn
Sat.

CHICAGO
four-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
1.
Silent Service
(NBC Film)
2. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
(CBS Film)
4. Brave Eagle
3.
Annie
Oakley
(CBS Film)
5.
Cisco Kid
(CBS (TPA)
Film)
6. Susie
7. Secret Journal
(Ziv)
8. Men of Annapolis (MCA-TV)
(NTA)
9. Sheriff of Cochise
( Nabisco )
10. Sky King

Day &
Tues.
Wed.
Tues.
Fri.
Mon.
Sat.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Thurs.

Time
10:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
10:30
7:00
7:00
6:00
10:30
. 6:00
5:30

Time
9:30
9:30
6:00
6:00
6:00
9:30
10:00
9:30
10:00
6:00

Sta.
WRCA
WRCA
WCBSWRCA
WRCA
WRCA
WABC
WCBSWABC
WPIX

-TV
■TV
-TRating
V
-TV 25.3
TV
17.5
-TV 16.9
-TV 16.4
-TV
14.0
TV
13.9
11.9
11.1
9.8
9.5

Rating
WNBQ
Sta.
WNBQ

26.0
20.3
18.1
16.7
15.9
15.0
14.1
14.0
13.7
13.1

WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WNBQ
WBKB
WNBQ
WGN-TV
WGN-TV

CLEVELAND
three-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day &
(H-TV)
(Ziv) Mon.
1. Frontier Doctor
2.
Tues.
Highway Patrol
(AAP)
3. Popeye
4.
M-F
Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat.
5. Silent Service
(NBC Film) Sat.
Thurs.
6. Death Valley Days
Borax )
(Pacific7. Range Rider
(CBS Film) Sun.
(Nabisco) Fri.
Sky King
Mon.
8.9. Studio 57
(MCA-TV) Fri.
Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv)
Thurs.
10. Cisco Kid

three-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
Day &
1. Death Valley Days
Sun.
(PacificBorax)
(Ziv) Tues.
2. Highway Patrol
Sat.
(TPA)
3. Last of Mohicans
4. Our Miss Brooks (CBS Film) Fri.
Sun.
(NTA) Thurs.
5. Sheriff of Cochise
(MCA-TV) Sat.
6. Soldiers of Fort.
(CBS Film) Mon.
7. Honeymooners
8. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
(Screen Gems) Tues.
9. Casey Jones
(Nabisco) Fri.
10. Sky King
Thurs.
(CBS Film)
Whirlybirds

-TV

Sta. TV

Rating

Time
7:00
7:00
5:30
6:30
10:30
7:00
6:30
6:30
7:00
6:30
6:30

TV
-TV
TV
--TTVV
KYWWJW- TV
TV
KYW- -TV
WJWWEWS
WJWKYWKYW
KYW
KYW
KYW

Time
9:30
10:30
10:30
6:30
10:30
6:30
7:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
7:00

Sta. Rating
WBNS-TV
TV 37.3
TV■TV 32.8
28.4
25.0
WBNS- TV
•TV
WBNS- TV
TV 22.8
WBNS- TV
21.9
21.3
WTVN- TV 21.5
WTVNWBNS- TV
21.2
20.9
WBNS20.9
WTVNWTVN
WBNS-

31.7
27.9
27.7
27.0
26.7
26.2
25.3
25.3
23.7
23.2
21.9

COLUMBUS

•
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Rating
LOS ANGELES seven-station market
Rank
Program
2.
Distr.
Day & Time
Borax) Thurs.
1. Death Valley Days
7:00
Sat.
7:30
Mon.
Sheriff of Cochise
(Pacific(Ziv) Thurs.
7:00
3. Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
7.
Honey
mooners
4.
(CBS (NTA)
Film) Thurs. 9:00
5. Men of Annapolis
(Bagnall) Thurs. 7:30
6. Search for Adven. (CBS
7:00
Film) Mon.
Whirlybirds
7:30
Mon.
26
Men
(ABC
Film)
(Ziv)
8.
7:00
9. Harbor Command
Sat.
7:00
San Fran. Beat
(CBS (AAP)
Film) Sat.
9:30
6:00
10. Bugs Bunny
Sun.

1.
WASHINGTON
2.
Rank Program
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
9.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market
Sta. Rating
Distr.
Rank Program
Day & Time
24.1
Sat.
9:30
1. Death Valley Days
WCCO-TV
Borax )
(Pacific(AAP)
22.8
22.4
2. Popeye
5:30 WCCO-TV
3. Studio 57
M-F
21.1
(MCA-TV) Wed.
4.
KSTP-TV
Tues.
9:30
9:30 KSTP-TV
State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
10:30
(
Ziv)
Thurs.
5. Highway Patrol
17.1
5:30 KSTP-TV
6. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat.
15.4
KSTP-TV
7. Bugs Bunny
4:30 WCCO-TV
(AAP) M-F
14.8
(Nabisco) Sat.
8. Sky King
14.4
9. O. Henry Playhouse
9:30 WCCO-TV
13.4
( Gross- ) Sun.
KSTP-TV
Krasne
10. Jungle Jim
12.7
(Screen Gems) Sat.
WCCO-TV
9:00*
11:00*

Page 74

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, Broadcasting each month lists the
10 top-rated syndicated film programs in 10 major
markets, selected to represent all parts of the country
with various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables,
due to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.

four-station market
Distr.
(Ziv)
Day &
Sat.
Highway Patrol
(CBS
Film)
Sat.
Gray Ghost
Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv) Fri.
Sun.
Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
(Ziv)
(NTA)
Dr. Christian
Thurs.
Sun.
Sheriff of Cochise
(TPA) Tues.
Tues.
(Ziv)
Susie
(NBC
Film)
Silent Service
Tues.
Men
Annapolis
State ofTrooper
(TPA)
(MCA-TV) Fri.
Ellery Queen
Mon.

Time
7 :00
10 :30
6 :00
7 00
6 .30
7 00
7
10 :30
7 00
10 30
7 00

1.
SEATTLE-TACOMA
four-station market
2.
Rank Program
Day & Time
Distr. Thurs.
Death Valley Days
Borax)
9:00
4.
(CBS
Film)
Sun.
(Pacific- Tues.
mooners
7:00
3. Honey
6.
Kingdom of the Sea
(Guild )
6:30
Silent Service
(NBC
Film) Mon.
(Bagnall)
7:00
Mon.
Search for Adven.
7:30
Sun.
5. Gray Ghost
(CBS Film)
(Ziv) Thurs.
(CBS Film)
Whirlybirds
7:00
Thurs.
6:00
7:00
7. Highway Patrol
(NBC Film) Sun.
Frontier
6:00
9. Our Miss Brooks (CBS Film)
9:30
7:00
10. 26 Men
(ABC Film) Mon.
M-F
8.
ATLANTA three-station
Rank Program
1. Code 3
(ABC
2. Amos 'n' Andy
(CBS
3. Sheriff of Cochise
4. Whirlybirds (CBS
5. Casey Jones
(Screen
6. Highway Patrol
7 . Boots and Saddles

market
Distr.
Film)
Film)
(NTA)
Film)
Gems)
Film)
(Ziv)
(NBC

Day & Time
10:30
6:00
Sat.
7:00
Tues.
M-F
7:00
Wed.
Mon.
Fri.
7:00
Fri.
7:30

8. If You Had a
Million
(MCA-TV)
9. Honeymooners (CBS Film)
10. Badge 714
(NBC Film)
Sky King
(Nabisco)

Fri.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

BOSTON
three-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
(ABC Film)
1. 26 Men
Whirlybirds
(CBS Film)
2. Gray Ghost
(Official)
Film)
3. Goiden Playhouse (CBS
(H-TV)
4. Frontier Doctor
5. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
(Ziv)
6. Highway Patrol
7. Silent Service
(Ziv)
(NBC Film)
8. Harbor Command
9. Decoy
Studio 57
10.
(Official)
(MCA-TV)
(Telestar)
Topper

Day &
Sun.
Tues.
Wed.
Mon.
Thurs.
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Sun.
Sun.
Fri.

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:30

Sta.
KRCA
KTTV
KTTV

19.0 •00
16.5
15.5
15.7

KNXT
KCOP
KHJ-TV
KRCA
KTTV
KTTV

13.6
13.5
12.8
10.8
11.8
10.8
10.2

KTLA

Sta.

Rating
25.0
WTOP-TV
18.8
19.1
WTOP-TV
WMAL-TV
17.4
WMAL-TV
WTOP-TV
18.7
16.0
WRC-TV
15.1
WRC-TV
14.6
WTOP-TV
WTOP-TV
13.1
12.9
WMAL-TV
13.1
WRC-TV

Sta.

Rating
33.8
KOMO-TV
30.3
KING-TV
26.8
KOMO-TV
26.8
KING-TV
26.7
KING-TV
25.7
24.5
23.8
KING-TV
24.2
KING-TV
KOMO-TV
22.9
KTNT-TV
21.3
KOMO-TV
KOMO-TV

Sta.

Rating
26.6
WAGA-TV 22.0
26.1
25.7
WSB-TV
23.1
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
19.7
20.4
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WLWA
WAGA-TV

19.1
19.4
17.5
17.5

Sta. Rating
25.6
WBZ-TV
25.6
25.1
WBZ-TV
22.8
24.4
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
23.4
WBZ-TV
7:00 WNAC-TV
10:30
7:00 WBZ-TV
22.5
21.7
7:00
WBZ-TV
22.4
7:00 WNAC-TV
20.3
10:30
WBZ-TV
19.9
19.9
10:30
6:30 WBZ-TV
'INDICATES
WNAC-TVA.M.
Time
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

Broadcasting

WDSUTV

^ivgs

you,

the-

pictum
Mardi Gras, depicted here
in a Paul Ninas painting
from the WDSU

Collection,

is only part of the complex
picture of New Orleans,
the one city in America
famous for being different.

Backed by years of experience,
WDSU-TV

can help advertisers

get the picture of these
important differences. {Don't
schedule promotions around
February 18 — the whole town
turns out for Mardi Gras.
ButOctober.)
you could promore iced tea
in

And in New

Orleans,

WDSU-TV's

picture gives

you the market most efficiently.
Day after day, night after night,
watch
peoplethan
more
all WDSU-TV
other stations
combined.
(ARB Oct. 30— Nov. 26, 1957)

NETWORKS
DENNY
TO

MOVES

RCA

• Was

NBC

OVER

POSITION
operations

head

• Former duties may be spread
The election of Charles R. Denny, veteran NBC executive, to the new post of
RCA vice president for product planning
is being announced today (Monday) by RCA
President John L. Burns.
The effective date
of the move was not
announced, but generally itwas expected
to be about April 1.
There were indications Mr. Denny's
far-ranging responsibilities asNBC executive vice president
in charge of operations would be
MR. DENNY

spread among
eral executives.

sev-

P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, executive vice president and manager of WTVT (TV) Tampa,
was approached about taking the vice presidency in charge of NBC owned stations
and/ or NBC Spot Sales, but he told Broadcasting he wouldn't make up his mind before this week. Mr. Sugg has been prominent in NBC affiliate affairs for many years.
In addition to o&o stations and NBC
Spot Sales, Mr. Denny has been responsible,
as executive vice president for operations,
for the NBC Radio Network, facilities operations, international operations and California National Productions, a wholly
owned subsidiary handling tv film production and distribution, merchandising and
related activities.
In announcing the move, President Burns
stressed the importance of long-range product planning and development in industry
today. He said, "It is important to the future
of any industrial organization that it undertake acontinuing search for, and evaluation of, new products. Product planning
has become a vital tool of management and
the executive responsible for it must have
a broad background in finance, administration and profit-consciousness.

"It is fortunate that we have an executive
within the company who possesses these
qualifications. In his 10 years with NBC,
Mr. Denny has been associated successfully
with all aspects of its operation. His performance in directing a variety of NBC
activities over the years has been outstanding."
Mr. Denny's new responsibilities were
described as those of developing, through
long-range planning, "the direction the corporation should take in its evolving process
of growth. He will have overall guidance
of product planning and the development
of new activities".
Mr. Denny joined NBC, a service of
RCA, in 1947 after serving successively
since February 1941 as assistant general
counsel, general counsel, member and chairman of the FCC. He was named chairman
of the Commission in December 1946 and
Broadcasting

resigned Oct. 31, 1947, to become NBC vice
president and general counsel.
He was appointed vice president in charge
of owned stations and Spot Sales in 1952,
and was advanced to his present post in
September 1956.
Before moving to the FCC he had practiced law in Washington and later served
as an attorney for the Dept. of Justice. He
is a native of Baltimore and was graduated
from Amherst College in 1933 and from
Harvard Law School in 1936.
MBS, ABN Sign for NRI Again
After Holdout Since Last Fall
Both Mutual and ABN were reported last
week to have signed anew for the Nielsen
Radio Index service they dropped last fall
when the A. C. Nielsen Co. introduced a
new reporting format and raised prices.
Mutual's signing was official, announced
Tuesday by MBS President Paul Roberts.
ABN was reported authoritatively to have
renewed, though no formal announcement
was made immediately.
Both renewals were described as involving
the same terms proposed by Nielsen last
fall, and the service as the same one
offered then. ABN in particular had protested that the Nielsen service shortchanges
radio by paying inadequate attention to outof-home listening.
With the ABN and Mutual signings, all
four national radio networks are again
Nielsen Radio subscribers. CBS Radio and
NBC Radio signed earlier. Mutual and ABN
have been out since the end of last August.
President Roberts said Nielsen would
provide MBS with service covering Mutual's
entire 19-hour daily schedule (7 a.m. to
2 a.m. EST), effective this month.
150 NBC

Executives

School on Network's

to Attend
Problems

Some 150 of NBC's high ranking executives will be going to school within the next
few weeks.
The network announced Thursday that
starting March 9 it will conduct a series of
four one-week study sessions in which executives will tackle typical case history
problems to broaden their understanding of
the network's business, its goals and its
management problems. They will study
programming, sales, finance and other important facets of the total operation. The
"school" is similar to the management training programs conducted by RCA and is the
first for NBC. Executives involved will be
from both radio and television and include
a few now at the vice president level, it
was understood.
The study sessions will be held at the
Nassau Tavern Hotel, Princeton, N. J.,
with small study group "classes" beginning
Sunday night and running through Saturday noon. About 37 "students" will attend
each week's session and they also will
hear talks from other top company officials
and possibly from outside experts. The
series will run through the week beginning
April 6. It is being conducted by the network in cooperation with Harbridge House,
Boston management consulting firm special-

izing in executive training programs. D. C.
Wallace, RCA administrator for advanced
management programs, will be coordinator,
working with the NBC personnel staff.
CBS

Inc. Sales Up

8.6%;

Profits

Up Nearly $6 Million in 1957
Increases in both sales and profits in 1957
over 1956 were announced Wednesday by
CBS Inc. Board Chairman William S. Paley.
Consolidated profits for the fiscal year ended
Dec. 28, 1957, were estimated at $22.1 million, compared to $16,283,000 earned in
1956. Sales for 1957 were estimated to total
$385.4 million, 8.6% higher than 1956 sales
of $354,780,000.
Per share earnings for 1957 were $2.90
as compared to $2.17 per share earned in
1956. CBS Inc. in July 1956 discontinued its
radio-tv receiver manufacturing division,
CBS-Columbia, because it was unprofitable.
The CBS Inc. board last week declared a
cash dividend of 25 cents per share on its
Class A and B stocks payable March 7 to
stockholders of record Feb. 21.
Mutual

Forms

Organization

For Own, Affiliates' Newsmen
Mutual will file a charter this week with
the New York State Charter Commission
in Albany for its newly-formed Mutual Network Correspondents Assn., an organization
composed of its own news personnel plus
newsmen at its 460 affiliated stations.
Norman Baer, Mutual news director, said
the major goal of the association is to press
for equal privileges for radio newsmen with
those of reporters in the printed media but
expressed the view the organization would
add to radio newsmen's prestige at the local
level. One of the initial projects of MNCA,
Mr. Baer said, is the publication of a
monthly Operation Newsletter, which will
be designed to upgrade news coverage and
provide interchange of suggestions between
MBS newsmen and affiliates.
Sacks Dies of Leukemia
Was

NBC-TV

at 56;

Talent, Programs

V.P.

Emanuel (Manie) Sacks, 56, NBC-TV
vice president in charge of talent and programs, died last week (Sunday, Feb. 9) of
leukemia at the Albert Einstein Medical Center, New
York. He had been
ill since last October.
Funeral services
were held in Philadelphia Tuesday.
>«^J['*TV'

Honorary
pallbearers included
Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA

board

chair-

MR. SACKS

man; Robert Sarnoff, NBC president;
Robert E. Kintner, NBC executive vice
president, and television personalities Sid
Caesar, Perry Como and Frank Sinatra.
Mr. Sacks was elected in November 1956
to the post he held at the time of his death.
He joined RCA in 1950 as director of
artists relations, RCA Victor, and in December of that year was named a staff vice
February 17, 1958
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GOVERNMENT

president
Sacks was
manager
addition,

FCC

of the company. In 1953 Mr.
elected vice president and general
of RCA Victor Records and, in
a staff vice president of NBC.

He also was named Philadelphia's "Man
of the Year" that year.
Mr. Sacks entered the broadcasting field
as head of public relations and the artists
bureau of WCAU Philadelphia. From 19401950 he was head of artists and repertoire
for Columbia Records.
Surviving are his mother, Mrs. Harry N.
Sacks; a brother, Lester, and three sisters,
Mrs. Stella Cravis, Mrs. Samuel Haber and
Mrs. Bella Rush, all of Philadelphia.
Mr. Sacks' family requested that instead
of flowers, donations be made to the
Emanuel Sacks Foundation at the Albert
Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia. Mr.
Sacks established the foundation in 1955
to finance research in blood diseases.
Regional Meetings Scheduled
By ABN With Its Affiliates
Four regional meetings with affiliates of
ABN will be held this week and next, the
first today (Monday), Station Relations Vice
President Edward J. DeGray announced
last week [Closed Circuit, Feb. 10].
Today's session is at the Fairmont Hotel
in San Francisco. It will be followed by one
at Chicago's Drake Hotel Thursday, at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York Feb. 25 and
at the St. Charles in New Orleans Feb. 28.
The sessions will discuss programming,
as indicated when network officials advised
the stations that ABN was cutting back its
all-live programming [Networks, Jan. 27],
and also are expected to explore other areas
of common interest to network and affiliates. The need for improved clearances for
network programming is expected to be
stressed by ABN authorities.
Affiliates may attend the meetings in their
respective districts, or, if more convenient,
any of the others. Each session will start
at 9:30 a.m. and wind up with a reception
in the evening. In addition the network will
have a station relations suite open. President Robert E. Eastman will head the ABN
group at each meeting.
NBC-TV Sets Big League Schedule
NBC-TV will again telecast Major League
Baseball, a 26-game schedule to be offered
April 5-Sept. 27 on 160 stations, it was announced last week. The games will not be
carried by any station within 50 miles of a
major league park or in certain other areas
restricted by major league team agreements,
the network said. The series will include
home games of the Milwaukee Braves. Pittsburgh Pirates, Baltimore Orioles, Boston
Red Sox and Detroit Tigers.

AB-PT Declares 25-Cent Dividends
The board of directors of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres declared
a dividend last week of 25 cents per share
on the outstanding preferred stock and 25
cents per share on the outstanding common
stock of the corporation payable March 15
to holders of record Feb. 21, according lo
Leonard H. Goldenson, president.
Page 78
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On

Withholds
Hill

Pay

Tv

Action

not to allow passage of any legislation that
would permit pay tv.

Plea

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) last Thursday restated his objections to toll tv in an
address to the American Federation of Radio & Television Artists. He told the meet-

The FCC last week discussed but withheld action on the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's resolution
asking that subscription television tests be
postponed indefinitely. The Feb. 6 resolution had expressed committee doubts about
the Commission's right to authorize toll
trials and asked a delay while the committee
deliberated further late this summer or
early fall [Lead Story, Feb. 10].
Further FCC discussion of the Hill request will be held at the next regular Commission meeting this Wednesday. The issue was passed at last week's session in the
absence of two of the seven commissioners.
In addition, there was feeling that the commissioners needed more time to study the
matter.
This Wednesday is also the date when
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee plans an executive session on a
Senate resolution that the sense of the upper chamber be conveyed to the FCC as
condemning subscription tv. The resolution
was authored by Sen. Strom Thurmond
(D-S.C.) who was joined by six other senators.
March

1 is the date the FCC

set last

fall for the start of processing of applications for toll tv test operations. House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) stated that his committee had
been mindful of this imminent deadline
when it chose to adopt a "sense" resolution
rather than resort to more time-consuming
efforts to legislate against pay tv.
Elsewhere on Capitol Hill last week, the
subscription tv issue kept popping up.
Sen. Russell Long (D-La.) wrote FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer in connection
with allegations by Zenith Radio Corp.
President E. F. McDonald Jr. that certain
tv stations, urged on by their network, had
been broadcasting false charges against toll
tv. Sen. Long, saying he has no stand on
subscription television, felt the truth or
falsity of these claims should be established.
If the allegations are false, he said, it should
be "exposed" to the public; if the charges
are true, then action should be instituted
against the stations involved.
Specifically, Sen. Long requested Chairman Doerfer to furnish a report on "the
treatment that television stations have given
to subscription television since October of
1957, particularly with regard to the fairness of their presentation on the subject."
Another bill (HR- 10562) to outlaw pay
tv came from Rep. William G. Bray (RInd.). Pay tv is a "new concept of broad national interest" and a matter in which
Congress itself must exercise authority, he
said.
Expressions of disfavor towards pay tv,
received from their home states, were introduced into the Congressional Record last
week by Rep. Albert W. Cretella (R-Conn.)
and Rep. Robert C. Byrd (D-W. Va.). The
West Virginia sentiment was in the form
of a state legislature resolution adopted a
fortnight ago which memorialized Congress

ing in New York's Hotel Sheraton Astor
that, as chairman of the House Committee
on the Judiciary, he was concerned with current "restrictive practices" in free tv. He
said the imposition of pay television would
subject the industry to tests which would
have profound influence on its entire structure and "would aggravate the problem of
concentration of control."
Solomon Sagall, president of Teleglobe
Pay-Tv System Inc., who supported pay tv
tests at last month's House Commerce Committee hearing, last week offered a "compromise pay-tv proposal," to the FCC. He
plans to submit his two-fold plan to Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson's (D-Wash.) Commerce Committee later this month.
Mr. Sagall's first proposal is that the
three-year pay tv tests be limited to uhf
channels only. He charged that nearly 1,200
uhf channels are now "lying dormant" and
contended the argument that toll tv will
rob the public of free programs does not
apply to uhf with the same force as to vhf.
Mr. Sagall said this would stimulate manufacture of all-channel receivers and provide beneficial competition to free vhf
programs.
He termed uhf as "a veritable no-man's
land where the networks do not choose to
Mr. Sagall's second proposal is that the
FCC should "remove all restrictions from
the use of pay tv, by whatever system, by
any
tv station, anywhere in the country,
pioneer."
provided that the station in question will
use pay tv for teaching and instruction."
He said this would permit a "vast extension of the nation's educational facilities".
In his Commerce Committee testimony, last
month, Mr. Sagall outlined Teleglobe's plan
for an "International Television University"
[Government, Jan. 27].
S. C. Assembly

Opposes

Pay Tv

The General Assembly of South Carolina
has passed a resolution memorializing Congress "not to authorize the imposition of a
pay tv system upon the people." Copies
have been forwarded to South Carolina's
senators and congressmen in Washington as
well as to the clerks of the House and
Senate.
Conelrad Safety Concerns Hill
Fear that communists have infiltrated some
elements of the Conelrad emergency broadcast system were expressed by the House
Un-American Activities Committee in its
annual report issued last week.
The committee referred to the fact that
the leftist-dominated American Communications Assn. represented technicians in
seven radio stations and that some of these
were Conelrad participants. The stations
are WLIB and WBNX, New York, and
WPEN, WIP, WDAS, WIBG, and WHAT,
all in Philadelphia.
Broadcasting
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IN
CINCINNATI

LEADS
• IN

ALL

SHARE

OF

STATIONS
And look at this! Mr. and Mrs. Music, Morning

AUDIENCE

Matinee,
• IN

AVERAGE

• IN

TOTAL

• IN TOP

RATING

*

POINTS

RATED

QUARTER

HOURS

The PULSE, November-December
^(Pronounced "sigh", as of relief when you
find a station that's fops in every way) . . .

GORDON

BROADCASTING

SHERWOOD

R.

GORDON,

CINCINNATI

Broadcasting

COMPANY

PRESIDENT

Music Hall, Motor

Matinee,

Fabu-

lous Forty— every one of SAI's Music-personality shows from 6 AM to 8 PM — ranked
among Cincinnati's "Top Ten."
You can "figure" on WSAI-Radio's talentladen, 5000 full time Watts to tell and sell
your story in America's 17th market.
Things are BUZ-zing in Phoenix, too. Keep your
another GORDON Station.
ears on KBUZ

SOLD

NATIONALLY

BY

ADAM

YOUNG,

INC.

2, OHIO
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WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

TELEPHONE TEAMWORK. At
Western Electric's Indianapolis Works, these girls handle the final assembly of telephone sets. A 2 V2 -milelong conveyor system links the various manufacturing steps, bringing components and sub-assemblies from every corner of the plant

NDIANAPOLIS,

IND

Capital city of Hoosier-land— and home of the "500-mile"
auto race — this market town and industrial center has
been the telephone "Capital" of the U.S. for ten years.
Here Western Electric makes telephone sets for the Bell
System— and produces a host of home-grown
benefits in the process.

community

Indianapolis is a small town grown big. Yet much

of the

small town lives on — in the spirit of the friendly people
who have sparked its progress from the start.

SPEEDWAY MUSEUM at the Indianapolis "500" track
houses famous racing cars, mementoes of past Memorial
Day events. Jack Pursel (left) of Western Electric, a
native Hoosier, talks with the museum's manager.

These are the people who have sparked our progress at
Western Electric since we came to town in 1948. Last year
our big plant on Shadeland Avenue turned out 6V2 million
Bell telephone sets— thanks to the more than 6,000 Indianapolis people who are helping with our job as the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.
As important as the telephones we make are the benefits
our work helps provide. Besides jobs for our own employees, our purchases from 716 local suppliers help to
extend these benefits to thousands of other men and

TELEPHONE BOXES by the millions are made for
W.E. by Inland Container Corp., one of many local
W.E. suppliers. Here, Inland sales manager, E. M. Hux-

women in the Indianapolis area. (These local companies,
incidentally, are part of our statewide supplier team of
2350 firms.)

ford (right) talks with Western Electric 's Ken Martin.

Actually, our activities affect nearly everybody in town.
Local merchants, through our payrolls. City government,
from the taxes we pay. Civic and social life, through the
participation of our employees.
In Indianapolis, these economic and social contributions
are an important part of our job.

Besides Indianapolis, Western Electric has factories
in 25 other cities where we also make telephone
equipment for the Bell System. Last year we purchased V/4 billion dollars worth of raw materials,
products and services from our nearly 33,000 suppliers located in every state. Of these, 90% are
"small businesses." The things we make and buy
are distributed to the Bell telephone companies
through Western Electric distribution centers in 32
different cities.

ON STAGE at the Indianapolis Civic Theater, Western
Electric employee John Benedix (foreground ) and wife
huddle with the director. John is typical of the many
W.E. employees who are active in the city's cultural life.

JUNIOR

ACHIEVEMENT

company sponsored by

W.E. makes and sells telephone table lamps. W.E.'s Art
Rehn ( center ), one of the company's advisors, is typical
of our workers who support valuable youth projects.

GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
NAB
Of

Asks
Tall

Postponement

Tower

Plans

The National Assn. of Broadcasters last
week urged the FCC to "postpone the adoption ot the recommended Joint lndustryGovernment Tall Structures Committee criteria until such time as JIGTSC itself has
assessed and evaluated the worth ol these
criteria."
This NAB
follows
heels of various
other request
comments
filed on
in the
the
tall tower-antenna farm proposals of the
Commission, which would incorporate
standards into tv regulations judging tall
towers and their potential hazards to air
navigation.
Late last month, the powerful Assn. of
Federal Communications Consulting Engineers told the Commission that the tall
tower proposals should be withdrawn and
held in abeyance until a
[Government, Feb. 3].

year's trial

The Commission's antenna height proposals were first issued as proposed rulemaking in March 1956, and a further notice
was issued last November. The additional
notice was based on recommended criteria
worked out by JIGTSC. The basic changes
proposed in Parts 1 and 17 of the FCC rules
is to require applicants for broadcast towers
which are over 500 ft. above ground to be
sited on antenna farms. The JIGTSC agreement also spelled out certain criteria to be
applied in evaluating whether towers are to
be considered hazardous to airplanes.
In its comments last week NAB requested numerous amendments in the tower
proposals. NAB also asked that the Commission make "a clear and firm pronouncement that it is (FCC) policy that more than
one antenna farm will be established in
every community."
Other comments in this proceeding filed
last week included the following:
ABC — Recommended that the proposed
rules be postponed until several substantive
and procedural problems are cleared up.
WTSP-TV Inc. (applicant for ch. 10 in
St. Petersburg); WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss.; KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.— Are in
opposition to part of proposed rule which
would require construction to be already in
place for an area to qualify as an antenna
farm. They are also opposed to requiring the
location of a tv antenna on an existing
structure without an increase in its overall
height, and to the stipulation that anyone
constructing a tall tower must provide for
possible others by obtaining a tower which
would be more extensive than he would
otherwise need.

KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo.;
KFRM Concordia, Kan.; Globe News Publishing Co.; Golden West Broadcasters —
Believe rules proposed would unduly restrict
the broadcasting industry. They endorse
comments filed by Consulting Engineer A.
Earl Cullum Jr. [Government, Feb. 3]
which urged rejection of the JIGTSC
criteria as part of the rules.
Storer Broadcasting Co. — Wants proposals held up pending a revision of certain
procedures and the Airspace Panel (an
executive department unit which expresses
Page 82
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approval or disapproval of proposed broadcast tower heights and sites) demonstrates
that JIGTSC criteria are being applied
properly.
WHAS-AM-TV

Louisville, Ky.— States

that the proposed rules fail to define "antenna farm." The JIGTSC report enforces
military criteria. The proposed changes
would increase the burden on applicants
proposing towers of less than 500 ft. The
Commission should revise the present procedures for aeronautical study. The FCC
should defer action until June 1958.
Vir N. James (consulting engineer) —
Observes that consideration of the JIGTSC
standards has tended to impede the public
interest. Believes FCC by itself should
authorize use of radio towers.
Lestoil

Video

Ads

Deceptive,
Says FTC
The Federal Trade Commission widened

up his statement that the FTC conclusion
is "absolutely erroneous," Mr. Barowsky
offered tests made by an independent laboratory concluding that Lestoil is not hazardous
for regular household application and that
according to Interstate Commerce Commission regulations, it is not a flammable liquid.
The company has not received any reports
of accidents or questions of safety since
the product was introduced 25 years ago,
according to the official.
The FTC complaint contends that Lestoil
"possesses a dangerously low flash point,
will vaporize to a flammable mixture under
many conditions commonly encountered
when used according to directions and will
thereby create a definite fire hazard." Adell
Co. fails to give precautions necessary for
safe use of Lestoil, according to FTC counsel supporting the complaint.
Lestoil currently is buying television spot
at the rate of $6 million a year, according
to Television Bureau of Advertising, which

the scope of radio-tv commercial complaints last week as it moved against a big
television spot advertiser, Lestoil household
detergent. Up to now in the year since

includes the cleanser among the medium's
conspicuous sales successes [Advertisers &
Agencies, Feb. 10]. Its tv budget (other
media are scarcely used) increased by $3.5
million from 1955 to 1957, according to

it was created the FTC's special broadcast monitoring unit has developed actions
against drug and cosmetic sponsors and
other complaints on bait-switch and price
claims.

TvB President Norman E. Cash. Lestoil's
agency is Jackson Assoc. Inc., Holyoke.
Adell has 30 days to answer the FTC
charges, which will be heard in Boston

Adell Chemical Co., Holyoke, Mass., has
failed to reveal in advertising and labels
that its Lestoil is dangerously flammable,
the FTC is undertaking to prove. To underline its claim that Lestoil commercials deceive viewers into thinking the product is
safe, the FTC, for the first time in a tv
case, has illustrated its published complaint
with frames taken from the filmed commercial. (A respondent in another tv case
— American Chicle Co. for its Rolaids antacid spots — vigorously opposed still pictures
as government evidence in hearings.)
Jacob L. Barowsky, president of Adell
Chemical Co., in answer to the charge that
Lestoil is dangerously flammable stated "emphatically" that this is not so and that the
product complies with "all federal regulations" on labeling and advertising. To back

April 8.
FCC Initiates Action

to Solve

New York Area Drop-In Problem
The FCC last week tackled one of the
"problem cities," areas where "droppedin" vhf channels have been placed out of
bounds as far as antenna tower recommendations of the Airspace Panel of the Air
Coordinating Committee are concerned
[Government, Jan. 13], by directing preparation of a document in the AlbanySchenectady-Troy-Vail Mills, N. Y., tv rule
making proceeding.
The Commission's document in the rule
making proceeding — which, among other
things, modified the license of Copper City
Broadcasting Corp. to specify operation of
ch. 13 WKTV (TV) Utica on ch. 2—
would order Copper City to show cause
why it should not operate WKTV on ch. 2
at an alternative site suggested in a pleading
of Jan. 30 by ch. 3 WSYR-TV Syracuse,
which is 60 miles from WKTV. The site
suggested, however, is only 169 miles from
ch. 2 WCBS-TV New York, one mile less
than the required separation. The document would simultaneously order CBS Inc.
to show cause why its license for WCBSTV should not be modified to accommodate
the operation of co-channel WKTV at the
site 169 miles away.
Panel

"EXPERIMENTING" with mother's bottle of
Lestoil detergent can be dangerous, the FTC
says. The picture is one of four "exhibits"
attached to a federal complaint charging
that Lestoil's television commercials are deceptive because there is no warning of fire
hazard.

Denies

WHAS-TV

Request

The Washington Airspace Panel turned
down once again the request of WHAS-TV
Louisville, Ky., for permission to move its
antenna to a new site near Brownsboro and
to build a 2.000-foot tower. The decision
was unanimous. The panel offered to permit WHAS-TV to build a 500-foot tower at
the selected site. It also offered to permit a
Broadcasting

2,000-foot tower south or southwest of the
Fort Knox restricted area.
About a year ago, the Airspace panel
suggested that WHAS-TV join other Louisville stations at Ramsey, lnd.
WHAS-TV's request for a new site and
higher antenna is scheduled to be the subject of an FCC hearing to begin tomorrow
before Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison. The move is being contested by WLEXTV and WLAP-TV, both Lexington, Ky.;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Air Transportation
Assn., National Business Aircraft Assn.,
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Assn., Air Line
Pilots Assn. and the Kentucky Dept. of
Aeronautics.
Justice Dept. Investigating
Complaint on ASCAP Demands
The Dept. of Justice is taking a look at
ASCAP's
ments.

per-program tv license require-

A charge — that the details required by
ASCAP in its per-program tv licenses are
so onerous as to make it impossible for a
station to gain any worth — had been made
to the U. S. Attorney General by G. Richard
Shafto, executive vice president, WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C.
Mr. Shafto alleged ASCAP has extended,
by program definition, the collection of
fees to programs which do not make use
of ASCAP compositions; that the reporting
functions "are so detailed and voluminous
that one must seriously doubt whether this
logging information is necessary or helpful to ASCAP's operation . . ." In the case
of film programs and announcements, Mr.
Shafto pointed out, some form of central
clearing house would be required. The
terms, he added, are "impracticable — and
nearly impossible of licensee fulfillment."
In reluctantly signing a blanket contract
with ASCAP, Mr. Shafto stated that he
thought the provisions of the per-program
license were in conflict with the 1941 consent decree.
On Jan. 31, Victor R. Hansen, Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division, asked for further information and said the Judgments and Judgment
Enforcement section of the division is studying ASCAP's compliance with the decree.
Mr. Shafto submitted the material Feb. 5.
Storer Denied

Postpones

ASCAP

KPIX (TV) Sabotage Case Heard
In Argument Before Appeals Court
The KPIX (TV) San Francisco incident,
in which three striking radio operators were
charged with sabotaging the station's transmitting facilities and subsequently received
90-day license suspensions by the FCC, was
argued before the U. S. Court of Appeals
in Washington last week. The appellants' attorney. Warren Woods, declared the Commission in that portion of the Communications Act cited in this case had no jurisdiction to suspend licenses for actions arising
out of a labor dispute.
The strike of NABET employes at KPIX
in December 1954 [Personnel Relations,
Dec. 20, 1954, et seq.], was accompanied by
the "sabotage" by three station employes,
resulting in the disabling of the ch. 5 Westinghouse outlet's transmitter for 13 hours.
The damage, termed at the time by General
Manager Philip G. Lasky as "without precedent in the more than 30 years of broadcasting history
United ofStates,"
from such
acts inastheremoval
fuses resulted
and the
insertion of dummy fuses in their place
and concealment of blueprints and instruction books.
The FCC case was presented in court by
Mrs. Ruth Reel. Hearing the argument were
Judges Charles Fahy (presiding), Walter M.
Bastian and Warren E. Burger. The 90-day
license suspensions of the radio operators
have been stayed pending the court decision.
Senate

Small

Business

Group

Says It'll Watch DBA Problem
The Senate Small Business Committee
said last week it would continue to keep an
eye on the FCC and its solution to the
daytime broadcasters petition for extended
time of operation.
In its annual report, the Senate committee said it was "encouraged" by the fact
that the FCC issued a proposed rule-making
notice in response to the petition by the
Daytime Broadcasters Assn. [Government,
Dec. 23, 1957]. It expressed the hope that
"at long last" a decision is imminent, but
warned that it intends to keep an eye on

Tax Certificate

The FCC last week denied a request by
Storer Broadcasting Co. for the issuance
of a tax certificate which would permit
postponement of tax payments on the profit
in the sale of WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., by Storer to Radio Cincinnati
Inc. (WKRC stations) last May for $6.35
million. Early in 1957 the Commission
ruled that it would not issue any more tax
certificates unless the sale of a station resulted directly from some change in regulations which required the move.

Roosevelt

nounced last week. Mr. Roosevelt is chairman of a subcommittee of the House Small
Business Committee, which is looking into
complaints that a small clique of music
publishers control ASCAP.

Session

A congressional hearing on complaints
by small music publishers against ASCAP,
scheduled to begin Feb. 25 [Government,
Feb. 10], has been postponed to March 13,
(D-Calif.) anRoosevelt
James
Rep.
Broadcasting

the matter "until the FCC meets its obligation to render a decision." The committee
was critical of the FCC for having delayed
for 10 years a decision in the clear channel
and daytime skywave cases.
DBA asked that daytime stations, now
limited to sunrise to sunset operation, be
permitted to begin broadcasting at 5 a.m.
or sunrise whichever is earlier and to end
operations at 7 p.m. or sunset, whichever
is later. Comments are due March 18.
A hearing was held in April 1957 by a
Senate Small Business subcommittee headed by Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.). This
resulted in a report accusing the FCC of
"unwarranted and inexcusable" delay, favoring dominant members of the industry, and
an "attitude of indifference and negative"
approach.

FCC
For

Getting
Barrow

Ready
Hearing

The FCC, harried and shaken by disclosures and charges on Capitol Hill, last
week began preparing for open hearings
on the vital and controverisal Barrow Report on network practices.
The hearings are to commence March 3.
Lead-off witnesses will be network representatives— with each network allowed
two days to present its evidence. The hearings are expected to run at least 30 days.
Preparations for the crucial hearing are
in the hands of the Broadcast Bureau's
Office of Network Study. This is headed
by Warren Baum, an economist.
Broadcast Bureau counsel will be Robert
J. Rawson and Herbert M. Shulkind. Mr.
Rawson is chief of the Bureau's hearings
branch; Mr. Shulkind is assistant chief of
the Bureau's rules and standards division.
Following is the list of witnesses:
ABC — Leonard H. Goldenson, Oliver Treyz.
Simon B. Siegel, Slocum Chapin, Alfred R.
Beckman, Sterling C. Quinlan (WBKB [TV] Chicago), James G. Riddell (WXYZ-TV Detroit),
Selig J. Seligman (KABC-TV Los Angeles).
CBS — Frank Stanton, Merle S. Jones, Richard
S. Salant, William B. Lodge.
NBC— Robert W. Sarnoff, David C. Adams,
Hugh M. Beville, Walter D. Scott, Charles R.
Denny, Thomas B. McFadden, William N. Davidson (WRCA-TV New York), Jules Herbuveaux
(WNBQ
I"TV] Chicago),
LloydC.E.McCray
Yoder (WRCVTV
Philadelphia),
Thomas
(KRCA
[TV]
Los
Angeles),
Carleton
D.
TV Washington), Charles C. Bevis Smith
(WBUF (WRC[TV]
Buffalo) and Peter B. Kenney (WNBC [TV]
New Britain, Conn.).
Corinthian Stations — C. Wrede Petersmeyer.
King Broadcasting Co. — Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt
and Otto P. Brandt.
Meredith Publishing Co. — Payson Hall.
Modern Broadcasting Co. (WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, La.) — Dwight W. Martin.
RKO
Teleradio Radio
Pictures& Inc.—
Thomas
F. O'Neil.
Southwestern
Tv Corp.
— Donald
W.
Reynolds.
Storer Broadcasting Co. — George B. Storer.
Brodcasters — Weston C. Pullen and Hugh
B. TLF
Terry.
Utah Broadcasting & Tv Corp. — George Hatch.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. — Donald H.
McGannon, Joseph E. Baudino and C. C. Woodard Jr.
WKY Television System Inc. — P. A. Sugg.
ABC-TV Affiliates Committee — Alex Keese
(WFAA-TV Dallas), Joe Drilling (KJEO [TV]
Fresno), Martin Umanski, (KAKE-TV Wichita),
and Charles B. Britt (WLOS-TV Asheville).
CBS Affiliates Committee — Due to be filed.
NBC Affiliates Committee — Due to be filed.
NTA Film Network — Ely A. Landau.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles — Richard Moore.
Stations Represented by CBS Spot Sales — Jay
W. Wright (KSL-TV Salt Lake City) and Glenn
Marshall Jr. (WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.).
Station
Represented
by NBC Ky.).
Spot Sales — Nate
Lord
(WAVE-TV
Louisville,
Station Representatives Assn. — Lloyd Griffin
(Peters, Griffin & Woodward), Lewis H. Avery
(Avery-Knodel), Eugene Katz (Katz Agency),
Frank Headley (H-R Television), John Blair
(Blair Tv), Joseph J. Weed (Weed Television),
Adam J. Young Jr. (Young Television).
Edward
Petry & Co. — Edward Petry or Edward E. Voynow.
Committee for Competitive Tv — John W.
English.
WVEC-TV Norfolk, Va.— Thomas P. Chrisman.
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.— Paul Bartlett.
KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex. — C. B. Locke.
KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz. — Richard O. Lewis.
WCSH-TV Portland, Maine— William H. Rines.
WDSU-TV New Orleans, La.— Edgar B. Stern
Jr. and/or Robert D. Swezey.
WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla.— George Harvey.
WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.— T. B. Baker Jr.
WMBD-TV Peoria, 111.— Charles C. Caley.
WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.— Edwin K. Wheeler.
Senate

Resets Liquor Bill Date

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
announced last week the Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on the Langer bill to
prohibit the advertising of alcoholic beverage (S 582) has been changed from April
14 to April 22. Sen. Magnuson is chairman
of the Senate committee.
February 17, 1958
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GOVERNMENT continued
Comments

Again

Favor

Boosts

Class

IVs

for

The FCC was again faced with an overwhelming expression of sentiment last week
in favor of its proposed rule-making to permit Class IV stations to boost maximum
power from 250 w to 1 kw, daytime only,
with directional antennas to be used where
necessary. Reply comments to those filed
last December on the proposed power boost
[Government, Dec. 9, 1957] generally
agreed with the original opinions.
The Community Broadcasters Assn., representing almost 500 Class IVs out of more

Further

than 900 on the air, and which last December suggested the Commission authorize
a nighttime power increase as well, last week
again came to bat in favor of the power
increase, stating: ". . . In the overall it can
be seen that radio listener habits have
changed in the years since broadcasting was
in its infancy. . . . Listeners are relying more
and more upon their local stations. . . .
Class IV stations are the only (ones) capable
of fulfilling the diverse needs of . . . smaller
communities both day and night. . . ."
American Broadcasting Network, another
of the more than 150 organizations which
submitted comments
last year, and one

word

on

how

Additional details of tv's 1956 gross revenues of $896.9 million
were made public by the FCC last week. The income figures
(which showed tv income before taxes of $189.6 million) were released last summer [Government, Aug. 26, 1957] and in
($
September the Commission released individual
tv market data
[Government, Sept. 23, 1957]. Tables released last week inTHE

tinued to urge adoption of the rules "providing that in acting upon applications for
such increases consideration will be given
to adjacent-channel but not co-channel inAs was the case last year, opposition to
terference."
the FCC plan stemmed from the possible
economic factors involved in boosting Class
IVs and the interference and adjacent frequency problems. Typical of these attitudes
were the reply comments of WMYR Fort
Myers, Fla. (1410 kc, 5 kw day, 500 w

fared

in

COST:

Broadcast

412.3
$ 63.1

$134.0
689.1

11.3
31.0
42.3
454.6
350.4

$104.2

NO. OF
STATIONS
4
7
185

items of tv stations* with $25,000 or more time sales.
AVERAGE PER STATION
SALARIES
TOTAL
FILM
AND WAGES
TALENT
DEPRECIATION
EXPENSES

Less than $1,000,000
$286,503
$ 762,922
906,967
376,319
1,000,000-1,250,000
419,541
1,141,294
1,250,000-1,500,000
491,866
1 ,500,000-2,000,000
1,223,492
21
517,423
1 ,347,487
2,000,000-2,500,000
9
664,470
1 ,648,669
2,500,000-3,000,000
9
771,824
1,761,455
3,000,000-3,500,000
9
905,104
2,465,135
3,500,000-4,000,000
6
4,000,000-6,000,000
3,347,629
1,138,147
7
Over 6,000,000
4,651,535
1,382,643
95
Total Pre-freeze Stations
$1,799,483
$665,025
Post-freeze Stations:
262
Vhf
$ 552,333
$200,599
86
394,503
143,498
Uhf
348
Total Post-freeze Stations
$186,488
$ 513,329
* Excludes data for 31 stations as follows: 15 stations owned and operated by
which are not required to report detailed expense data.

•

stations in 1956.
MILLIONS)
TOTAL 3
459
NETWORKS
AND 474
(4)
OTHER
STATIONSTV TV STATIONS
(3)

146.4
61.4
207.8
896.9
707.3

$189.6

Principal 1956 expense

BROADCAST REVENUES
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1956

cluded 1956 data for three national networks
and 474 tv sta($
tions; pre-freeze and post-freeze income classification, stations
classified by volume of revenues; expenses of networks and stations; principal expense items of stations by volume of revenues;
investment in tangible property; and employment by networks
and stations. Two of them are reproduced below.

financial data of three television networks and 474 television
MILLIONS)
TOTAL 3
3 NETWORKS AND
3 NETWORKS AND
THEIR 15 OWNED
THEIR 15 OWNED
459 NETWORKS
AND OPERATED
AND OPERATED
OTHER TV
AND 474
ITEM
TV STATIONS
ITEM
STATIONS TV STATIONS
TV STATIONS
(1)
(3)
(4)
(2)
(1)
(2)
Revenues from the sale of
Deduct— Commissions to
time:
agencies, repre1. Network time sales:
sentatives, etc. . . .
276.8
Net
time
sales
a. Nationwide networks
$ 98.6 $367.7
$269.1
B. Revenues from incidental
b. Miscellaneous netbroadcast activities:
works and stations
Talent
Total network time
135.1
$ 70.9*
sales
269.1
98.6
367.7
30.4
Sundry broadcast revenues
2. Non-network time sales
Total incidental broad165.5
cast activities ....
to:
442.3
Total broadcast revenues
a. National and region225.5
al advertisers ....
281.2
Total
broadcast expenses
55.7
151.3
of networks and
174.2
22.9
b. Local advertisers . . .
stations ...
Total non-network
356.9
376.8
455.4
78.6
D Broadcast income (before
time sales
federal income tax)
Total time sales . . .
347.7
475.4
823.1
time.
* Of this amount $55.7 million is applicable to the total sale of network
85.4

THE

REVENUES:

tv

which also believed the FCC didn't plan
far enough in producing improvement in
Class IV station coverage, last week con-
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$117,425
93,014
150,685
121,443
120,691
223,851
175,554
444,041
607,144
984,810
$260,234

161,826
292,793

$101,214
70,699
120,094
173,029
169,994
138,843
134,674
166,763
221,690
205,938

$ 96,600

$157,040

$ 32,683
14,163
70,569
38,589
53,444
100,487
117,901
192,863

ALL
OTHER
$243,617
334,252
380,405
398,565
485,935
521,018
561,502
756,364
1,218,822
1,785,351
$620,584

$189,882
145,578
$ 13,207
$
83,573
59,192
8,885
$178,933
12,139 with less$ than
sales
$networks
58,221 and 16 $stations
$25,000 in time
77,548

$ 37,350
65,072

Broadcasting

night), which declared that "the existing
power limitation should be maintained. . . .
The resulting gains and losses of service to
the entire population . . . must be evaluated . . . (these facts must be based) on the
effect on all stations and all classes in the
entire U. S. . . ."
KADY St. Charles, Mo. (cp on 1460 kc
with 5 kw, directional antenna, day, which
frequency is adjacent to one Class IV —
1450 — and 30 kc from another — 1490),
stated that it "would suffer objectional interference within its normally protected contour," if increase proposals were approved.
Reply comments in support of the proposed power boost, with or without modifications, came from the following stations:
WDAD Indiana, Pa.; WMAJ State College,
Pa.; KMHT Marshall, Tex.; WFTL Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; KDOT Reno, Nev.;
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind.; KLAS Las Vegas,
Nev.; WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; WINO West
Palm Beach, Fla.; WRIT Milwaukee, Wis.;
KFTM Fort Morgan, Colo.; WOPI Bristol,
Tenn.; WJMC Rice Lake, Wis.; WMFG
Hibbing, Minn., and WHLB Virginia, Minn.
The original notice of proposed rule making to permit Class IV stations to use 1 kw
was issued in June of last year. At that time
the Commission made it clear that applications for such power increases would be
considered (only) on a case-by-case basis.
FCC

Grants

Three

New

LATE

NIGHT

TO

PROGRAMMING

"There are more than a dozen musical programs on television,"
said the critic of the Washington Post and Times-Herald,

Tvs

The FCC granted three new tv stations
last week. They were:
• Golden State Telecasting Co., San
Francisco — Granted ch. 38. Owned by Marvin Kratter, New York realtor.
• Minneonto Television Inc., International Falls, Minn. — Granted ch. 1 I. Owned
by large group of local citizens.
• Malco Theatres Inc., Memphis, Tenn.
— Granted ch. 48. Malco Theatres has 50
theatres in the south central states (Arkansas,
Tennessee, Oklahoma, etc.) and is an applicant for uhf channels in Oklahoma City,
Okla.; Utica, N. Y.; Columbus, Ohio, and
Davenport, Iowa.
Rep. Wolverton

LIFE

"but none of them equals Nightcap. The second show was filled
with as much expert musicianship as the first (which was fully
praised in this space)." This was typical reaction to
NIGHTCAP on WMAL-TV, with Charlie Byrd and his quartet in
contemporary music, with songs by Ann Read, Felix Grant, m.c.
Sunday nights, 11:25 p.m.

And it's only one of WMAL-TV's new, live late-night shows now available for full or participating
sponsorship. Others:
mm

PROMENADE: popular music, studio dancing: Friday, 11:20 p.m.

to Quit Hill

Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.), a
member of Congress for 32 continuous
years, announced last week that he will not
seek re-election next fall. The 77-yearold congressman is the ranking minority member of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee and as such
is an ex-officio, voting member of the
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. He was
chairman of the Commerce Committee

TOWN & COUNTRY TIME: country and western music, Elton Britt:
Thursday, 11:20 p.m.

BOWLING: by Washington's top keglers: Wednesday, 11:20 p.m.

during the GOP-controlled 83rd Congress.
WTVD

(TV) Tower

Move

Questioned

The FCC told ch. 11 WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, last week that its application
to move its transmitter site could not be
granted without a hearing. WTVD had
asked to move its transmitter from a site 9
miles north of Durham and 20 miles north
of Raleigh to a site 32 miles southeast of
Durham and 10 miles southeast of Raleigh.
It also asked an antenna height boost from
1,010 ft. to 1,510 ft.
Broadcasting

where programming comes tov
LIFE
wmal-t
maximum

power on channel

AN EVENING

WASHINGTON.

D.C.

STAR STATION , I for full availability information.
check H-R Television, Inc.
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STATIONS
McGANNON
BARROW
• WBC

REPORT

head

• Denies

the three television networks as we know

ASSAILS

criticizes pay

them
The today."
proposed ban on option time, he
tv

'softness' in tv sales

The FCC's Barrow Report is a "quantum
step" toward destruction of the present
structure of television. Donald H. McGannon. president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., charged last week.
He struck out specifically at the FCC
Network Study Staff's
proposals to outlaw
network option time
and must-buy practices and to put
stricter limits on
multiple ownership.
He also spoke up
against pay television— but warned
that "we can't wish
MR. McGANNON
it away" — and took
exception to talk about a "softness" in television selling. He said that as tv approaches
maturity a "new rate of climb" is to be expected, and predicted that television and
radio "will emerge stronger than ever" from
the closer "scrutiny" that all elements of
business are receiving in the current state
of the national economy.
In a speech prepared for delivery Friday
to the 10th annual Western Radio and
Television Conference in San Francisco, Mr.
McGannon said:
"It is our opinion at this moment that if
the Barrow Report is adopted, in all or
some of its major provisions, the present
structure of television would be destroyed,
the industry would be set back a decade or
more, and there would be imposed a degree
of governmental restriction and control of
the greatest creative arts that would deprive
the American public of its ultimate benefits ... all for no warranted or necessary
purpose.
"It is my considered opinion that the
Barrow Report was born of unorthodox and
subjective methods. The methods used were
very apparently not those of a broad examination of all of the available facts and the
substantive record of the industry, from
which could have been drawn logical conclusions. Rather, it appears to have been
a selective examination of an often irrelevant portion of available facts, papers, and
industry personnel to support preconceived
conclusions. Our company, for example,
was never asked to present its full views on
option time, the issue of must-buys, the question of multiple ownership, and many similar
topics. We were asked to present information and opinion on radio and radio networking, which we believe was occasioned
by our disaffiliation from radio networks."
Mr. McGannon said option time "permits network television to be a national
advertising medium" and that the revenues
from the sale of these periods permits the
networks "to present to the public a massive
service that cannot be reproduced or duplicated by any film producer, syndicator or
any other entity differing in character from
Page 86
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continued, is "not supported by the facts."
He warned that "it will take but a minimal
number of major stations failing to clear
network programs to result in a consequent
loss of sponsorship or sponsor interest and,
in turn, the loss of that program to many
other communities in the country and to
the nation at large. This condition would
be progressively infectious and the network system would deteriorate to a point
Restriction
recall."of network tv, Mr. McGannon
beyond
asserted, would have a "corresponding impact on the national economy." He added:
"At this time the economic future is at
best uncertain, and if this is coupled with
the loss of option time, the result, in my
opinion, will be the deterioriation and possible destruction of the networks, and national producers and advertisers will be
deprived of this powerful and unmatched
national medium when they require it the
To oulaw must-buy lineups, he asserted,
"will also substantially aid in the elimination of network television . . . and permit
most."
the print medium to 'wax fat' in a virtual
monopolistic atmosphere." To bar mustbuys, he suggested, would be comparable
to requiring magazines to let their advertisers buy circulation only in the cities
they want.
Mr. McGannon said restrictions on
multiple ownership were proposed "without any supporting factual indication that
multiple ownership has been harmful to
the public interest or that it has in any
respect failed to fulfill statutory or public
responsibility."
He maintained that "local management,"
rather than "local ownership" should be
the key question. "A management that is
deep rooted in the community and is fully
aware of the customs of its people and the
traditions and background of the area," he
asserted, "will result in a high level of
service to that community."
Mr. McGannon said there "are several
other items in the [Barrow] report that
I regard with equal seriousness and omit
them here only in the interest of your
"Every element of the broadcasting industry," he said, "and even related elements,
time." most certainly include the educator,
which
the advertiser, the advertising agency and
similar groups, must step forward and meet
this threat in a direct and frontal manner —
for to evade this responsibility would mean
not only the loss of a great national advertising medium, but even more important
would be the crippling of one of the greatest
instruments for social betterment known in
the history of man."
Regarding the growth of tv billings, he
noted that 1956 industry-wide revenues
ran 18% ahead of 1955, while the estimates
for 1957 ($1,315 billion) are about 8.7%
over 1956. He continued:
"An 8.7% increase is . . . healthy . . .
for any year, particularly when you are
talking in numbers of this magnitude. Yet

because this follows a year in which an
18% increase occurred, there has been some
shaking of heads . . . and some talk of a
'softening' in television.
"WBC doesn't believe there is any softness in television. What we do see is a
new rate of climb. No one had any right
to expect television to continue to grow at
the phenomenal rate it had maintained.
Somewhere in the process of growth you
approach maturity, and the rate of growth
slows down to a less spectacular, steady
rate. Television is at that point today."
On the subject of pay tv. he took the
position that "the public . . . cannot have
subscription television on a national scale
co-existing with free television of the type
we've recently enjoyed and the improved
status of free television which we have
a right to expect in the future. It is my
further opinion that subscription television will bring to the public very little
difference in the programming art than
they are presently enjoying, with substantially less in the area of news, public
information, public service and enlightenment. . . . However, I repeat, we can't wish
it away. We must rather make our own
conclusions, arrived at independently of
each other, known to the representative
officials handling this delicate subject."
KIRO-TV Operating in Seattle
After Winning Court, FCC Bouts
KIRO-TV Seattle, Wash., began operating
Feb. 8, bringing CBS-TV programs to the
area.
The ch. 7 outlet, winner of a hard-fought
comparative hearing battle before the FCC,
had its 390-ft., $200,000 tower declared
illegal in private court litigation when nearby homeowners won a verdict totaling $13,000. The homeowners claimed that the base
of the tower is less than the required 75 ft.
from the nearest property line. Actually it is
30 ft. from one line; 67 ft. from the other.
A local judge ruled the tower illegal; but
declined
a remedy.to order it torn down as too drastic
The ch. 7 station is owned by Saul Haas
and associates (among whom is Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson [D-Wash.], chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee). Staffing
KIRO-TV under Miller Robertson, manager, are Tom Sheehan, local sales manager;
Fred Kaufman, program director; Gene
Wecker, film director; Bob Gordon, program manager, and Chuck Morris, chief
engineer.
The new facility, equipped with General
Electric transmitter, antenna and film projectors, isthe sixth vhf station in the SeattleTacoma market (one is educational).
WINS

Names

Katz Agency

as Rep

WINS New York, music-news independent and a key station of the J. Elroy McCaw group, has appointed The Katz Agency as its national representative effective
March 1. WINS heretofore has been represented by Burke-Stewart only in Chicago.
The appointment of Katz marks the station's first time to employ a national representative.
Broadcasting
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REFERENCE:

of inflation,
of securing

"Competition and Trading Stamps in

Retailing." Dr. Eugene R. Beem, School of Business
Administration, University of California.

This message is one of a series presented for your information by
THE SPERRY

AND HUTCHINSON

COMPANY,

114 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, New York.

S&H pioneered 61 years ago in the movement to give trading stamps to consumers as a discount for paying cash.
S&H GREEN STAMPS are currently being saved by millions of consumers.
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STATIONS CONTINUED

CHANGING

HANDS

sales of
The following
interests were
station
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
ANNOUNCED

KMLB MONROE, LA. • Sold to WSTV
Inc., Jack N. Berkman, president, for excess of $100,000 by Liners Broadcasting
Co. KMLB, an affiliate of NBC and ABC,
operates on 1440 kc with 5 kw. Its new
IT'S NOW "Colonel" Donald Frost (c) as
far as Peters. Griffin, Woodward is concerned. PGW Executive Vice President Russet Woodward (I) and Vice President Robert
H. Icier (r), director of radio for PGW,
present "Radio Colonel of the Year" incentive award for 1957 to Mr. Frost, of
PGW's

Detroit office.

PGW's Frost, Roberts Named
For 'Colonel of Year' Awards
The "Colonel of the Year" awards annually honoring a Peters, Griffin, Woodward
account executive in radio and in tv are
being announced for 1957 today (Monday)
by the station representative firm.
According to PGW President H. Preston
Peters the awards are "Radio Colonel" to
Donald Frost with the New York office and

parent company owns WSTV-AM-TV
Steubenville-Wheeling; KODE-AMTV
Joplin, Mo.; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg,
W. Va.; WPIT Pittsburgh, and WPAR
Parkersburg, W. Va.

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,
APPROVED

page 109.
WIRL PEORIA, ILL. • Sold to Frudegar
Broadcasting Co. (Robert Frudegar, president) for $325,000.
WPON PONTIAC, MICH. • Sold to Chief
Pontiac Broadcasting Co. (Edward E. Wilson, president) for $275,000. Other members
of new owners have interest in WILS Lansing, Mich.

"Television Colonel" to W. Donald Roberts
Jr. with the Chicago office. This year three
"Colonelette" awards for female staff members were presented to Mrs. Axine Huddleston (Detroit) for radio, Murial Schlanger
(New York) for television and Mrs. Helen
Brooks (New York) for both radio and tv.
PGW initiated its awards program in
1949. Winners receive a scroll and salary increases. The "Colonelette" awards recognize
female staff for attitude, business conduct,

WARM-AM-TV SCRANTON AND WILKTV WILKES-BARRE, PA. • Sixty percent

cooperation, energies and initiative throughout the year. These winners receive silver
cigarette cases, a $1,000 cash bonus and
salary increases.

The panel is intended to serve as a
medium of expression for timebuyers as a
group and individually, to shed light on the
changing nature and varied problems of
timebuying and to provide a sounding board
on theories and buying practices.
Panel members will be asked to answer
questionaires, the results of which will be
analyzed and tabulated and returned to
members.

KTVU

(TV) to Start March

2

KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco, will
start telecasting March 2 on ch. 2, it has
been announced by General Manager William D. Pabst. The new independent facility
will operate at top power, 100 kw, from the
new KTVU building on Jack London
Square, Oakland. On Mr. Pabst's staff are
Ward D. Ingrim, general sales manager;
Robert Arne, chief engineer; Kenneth Craig,
program director; Richard Robertson, promotion-publicity director, and Ian Zellich,
art director.
KCMO-FM to Go Multiplex
KCMO Broadcasting Div. of Meredith
Engineering Co. (KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City) has bought Business Music Inc.,
Kansas City, in order to go into the multiplexing field, it has been announced by E.
K. Hartenbower, general manager of the
stations, with Zor Gershon, owner, and
Frank Hesselroth, general manager, of the
music concern. The purchase covers assets
of BM and the Muzak franchise in Kansas
City, St. Joseph, Mo., and Topeka, Kan.
Page 88
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NBC

Spot Sales Forms

Panel

For Timebuyers' Data Exchanges
NBC Spot Sales has formed a timebuyer
opinion panel as a service to timebuyers
in advertising [Closed Circuit, Jan. 20],
it was announced last week by Jack Reber,
director.

"For the enlightenment of the industry
we will attempt to separate the facts from
the half-truths and suppositions in the field
of timebuying," Mr. Reber stated. "Agency
timebuyers are deluged with masses of information supplied them by competing rating services, stations and national representatives. How do they use this information to
arrive at their buying decisions? What part
of it do they accept and what do they
reject? What are their fixed ideas and impressions? The panel has been formed to
uncover the facts and do away with the
fiction surrounding the timebuyer and timebuying practices. We believe that the expressions we get will be of help to every buyer
as well as other agency and broadcasting
executives."
The first questionnaire, "On the Use of
Ratings," was mailed with the invitation to
join the panel. Hundreds of replies already

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SAIES^APWCWAIS
ownership in WARM stations acquired by
Transcontinent Television Corp. for $210,000. WILK-TV is merged with WARM-TV,
with payment equivalent of $260,000 of
WARM notes and certain Transcontinent
stock giving owners of WARM and WILKTV 20% ownership each. WARM-TV, on
ch. 16, will broadcast from site of ch. 34
WILK-TV. WILK-TV will surrender permit for ch. 34. Pending single operation,
WILK-TV will be operated as a satellite of
WARM-TV. Transcontinent owns WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo. WROC-TV Rochester,
both N. Y., and 50% of WSVA-AM-FMLV Harrisonburg, Va.
KFOX-AM-FM LONG BEACH, CALIF. •
Sold to Kevin B. Sweeney, Harry L. (Bing)
Crosby, Kenyon Brown, George L. Coleman and loseph A. Thomas for $170,000.
All except Mr. Sweeney (who is president
of Radio Advertising Bureau) are associated
in the ownership of KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles. Messrs. Crosby and Brown have
interests in KGLC Miami, Okla. Mr. Brown
has an interest in KANS Wichita, Kan.
WOTW-AM-FM NASHUA, N. H. • Sold
to Gateway Broadcasting Corp. for $155,000. Gateway principal Theodore Feinstein
has interests in WNBP Newburyport and
WLYN-AM-FM Lynn, both Mass., and in
WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.
have been received and more are coming
in daily, he said. The results are being
tabulated by Barnard Inc.
The following are some of the questions
asked in the initial questionnaire: What is
your
opinion
of "special"
"overnight"
tv rating
surveys?
To what or
extent
do you
consider audience composition data in the
purchase of announcements? Would you
find it helpful to have the availability sheet
list the audience composition breakdown
of each announcement submitted in the same
manner it now lists ratings?
Other questions: In making announcement buys in strips, to what extent do
you use cumulative ( unduplicated) audience
data? In considering the purchase of an announcement or program, how much importance do you place on evidence of an
"upward rating trend" over a period of
four or five months? In view of the sometimes considerable differences among rating
services, do you average the ratings of
two or more services? Do any accounts
for which you buy spot tv have a cost-perthousand
not
buy? cutoff point beyond which you do
Elkins, Stiller Sue Espy for Fraud
Samuel Elkins and Herbert Stiller have
filed a $50,000 damage suit against Dawkins
Espy in San Francisco Superior Court charging Mr. Espy, a consulting engineer, with
fraud and asking the return of $1,025 paid
him as well as the alleged damages. The
plaintiffs allege they consulted Mr. Espy on
the feasibility of applying for a radio station
on 1600 kc at Novato, Calif., using a twotower directional system and he represented
Broadcasting

that such could be granted, although "defendant in reality knew at the time such representations were made to plaintiffs that such
facility could not be granted on such basis."
The suit also charges Mr. Espy refused to return the $1,025 he was paid by plaintiffs.
WBC

Public Service

Talks on

Meet

Sets

Both

—

Surveys

—

have

agreed

again,

Role of Disc Jockey

The expanding role of the disc jockey in
radio public service will be a featured highlight of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
conference of local public service programming at Baltimore's Johns Hopkins U.
March 5-8, WBC reported last week.
The opening session of the conference
March 5 will consist of a panel discussion
on "The Audience." What WBC terms the
"focal point of all television and radio broadcasting," the "audience" will be analyzed
from the viewpoints of the writer, radio and
tv producer, continuity editor, educator, researcher and psychologist.
Richard Heffner, moderator of WRCATV New York's The Open Mind and program manager of Metropolitan Educational
Television Assn., New York, will chair the
panel discussion. Members will be: David
Susskind, executive vice president of Talent
Assoc., New York; Irving Gitlin, director
of public affairs, CBS; Gilbert Seldes,
author; Herta Herzog, vice president, research, McCann-Erickson, New York;
Stockton Helfrich, director of continuity acceptance, NBC; William J. Kaland, WBC
national program manager, and Melvin A.
Goldberg, WBC director of research.
The opening session will be preceded by
a satirical revue presented by Bil Baird,
puppeteer and producer of WBC's television
public service series. Adventures in Number
and Space.
Highlighting the second day of the conference will be the examination of the disc
jockey's role in radio public service through
discussion and demonstration by a panel
consisting of Gene Klavan and Dee Finch,
WNEW New York; Art Pallan, KDKA
Pittsburgh; Walter Teas, WFBR Baltimore
and Dee Coe, station manager, WWCA
Gary, Ind.
Some 200 broadcasters are expected to
attend the conference, WBC said. Among
others who have been announced as speakers or panelists are Sen. John F. Kennedy
(D-Mass.); Dr. Frank C. Baxter, U. of
California; Mike Wallace, ABC-TV newsman and interviewer, and Dr. Bergen Evans,
moderator of CBS-TV's The Last Word.
WBC

*

Sends Goodman

In Rochester
it's CHANtNEL
A.R.B. TEN!
nELEPULSE
Rochester
Rochester
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October, 1957
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November, 1957
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is mighty
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to Brussels

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. is "sponsoring" Benny Goodman and his 20-piece
orchestra in a series of concerts at the
World's Fair in Brussels, Belgium, May
25-31. Donald H. McGarmon, president of
WBC, is presenting the concerts at the fair
"as a public service, representative of the
best in American popular arts." The performances will be recorded and broadcast
as ten full-hour programs on WBC's six
radio stations. In addition, a half-hour documentary film on the project will be produced for showing on the company's five
tv stations.
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TRADE ASSNS.
New York AMA Panel Discusses
Motivational Research Value

THE National Voice of Democracy scholarships and gold recordings of their voices
were presented to four winners at a Washington luncheon addressed by Sen. Frank
Church (D-Idaho). Winners (I to r): David Hardacre, Piedmont, Calif.; Barbara Mary
Breaud, New Orleans; Sen. Church; Sharon McClelland, Portland, Ore., and Ross Fish,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Jaycees Drop Participation
In VOD; Latest Winners Feted
The U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
parted company with NAB and Electronic
Industries Assn. immediately after the four
national Voice of Democracy contest winners had received their scholarship awards
Tuesday at a Washington luncheon.
NAB-EIA and the Jaycees indicated they
are interested in promoting separate annual
contests. NAB-EIA have registered the title.
Voice of Democracy. The Jaycees said the
contest name had been registered without
their participation.
Charles E. Shearer Jr., president of the
Jaycees, contended the contest has become
"an admitted lobbying device for the NAB."
Don Martin, public relations assistant to
NAB President Harold E. Fellows, regretted
the Jaycee's "spiteful" attitude and "headline-grabbing" gesture during an event designed to give young people a better understanding of democracy. He said the VOD
project will be discussed at the NAB Conference of State Association Presidents to
be held Tuesday-Wednesday

in Washington.

N. Y. AWRT Workshop Begins
The annual workshop of the New York
Chapter of the American Women in Radio
& Television will begin at noon today (Monday) with NBC President Robert Sarnoff
addressing a luncheon meeting. The workshop theme is "Where Is Television Going?"
The afternoon panel discussions and
meetings will include participations by Jay
Eliasberg, director of research, CBS-TV;
Bud Sherak, vice president and director of
research, Kenyon & Eckhardt; David Susskind,
executive
vice president, Talent
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Assoc.; Howard Teichmann, CBS-TV
writer; Marya Mannes, television critic for
Reporter magazine; Theodora Anderson,
manager of tv and radio research, BBDO;
Muriel Fox Aronson, vice president, radiotv department, Carl Byoir & Assoc.; Helen
Hall, NBC commentator and president of
New York Chapter, AWRT; Lucille Mason,
AWRT program chairman.
RAB to Provide Promotion Kits
To Stations for Radio Month
Network and station members

have been

notified by RAB that May has been designated National Radio Month and that RAB
again would provide them promotional kits
for use during the month-long observance.
The action followed the decision of the
four sponsors of the annual event — RAB,
NAB, Electronics Industries Assn. and National Appliance and Radio-Television Dealers Assn. — to extend the event from the
traditional week to a full month.
The RAB kits, to be delivered by April
10, will include two sets of transcribed
jingles pointing up the benefits derived from
radio, copy for new live announcements,
speeches for station officials and a booklet
of programming and promotion ideas.
Trezevant

Leaves

NAB

John G. Trezevant, of the NAB public
relations staff, has resigned to join the Chicago Sun-Times. He assumes the new post
today (Monday). At NAB he was assistant
to Don Martin, public relations assistant to
President Harold E. Fellows. Mr. Martin
lauded Mr. Trezevant's service to the association and industry. He said John M.
Couric, of the public relations staff, has
been given added responsibilities.

The value of motivational research in
determining the basic appeals to be used in
an advertising campaign was discussed by
a panel of speakers last Monday at a workshop meeting of the New York Chapter of
the American Marketing Assn.
The case for motivational research was
presented by Irving Gilman, vice president
of the Institute for Motivational Research,
Croton-On-Hudson, N. Y. Motivational research, he said, attempts to probe the
emotional factors involved in the purchase
of a product and can ascertain which factors
used in an advertisement can result in an
active response.
This view was challenged by Dr. Robert
Williams, project director for Alfred Politz
Inc., New York, who contended it is not
necessary to know basic needs and motives
to advertise a particular product successfully. He insisted that sales points specific to
a particular brand should be utilized to
promote the product and recommended pretesting of advertising among consumers
representing an adequate sample of the market for the product.
Dr. Herta Herzog, vice president and director of research, McCann-Erickson, New
York, indicated the value of motivational
research is in backing up market research
and copy research. She asserted:
"Good motivational research can be derailed by neglecting to consider that knowledge of motivations does not by itself entail
knowledge of the best appeals. This is the
place where motivation research must again
refer back to market research and where it
must team up with good copy research. A
motivation research study does not automatically furnish a convincing purchase
proposition — although it will invariably contain important leads for its development. The
creative interpretations of the motivational
findings can be checked by copy research to
determine the motivational level at which
appeals can be most convincingly used as
well as to establish how a given appeal can
be executed most effectively in a particular
advertising medium."
Esso's Gray Heads Eighth IAW
Robert M. Gray, advertising manager of
Esso Standard Oil Co., and president of
Advertising Club of New York, has been
named honorary general chairman of the
eighth annual Inside Advertising Week,
sponsored by the Assn. of Advertising Men
& Women of New York and planned for
April 6-11, according to R. Steele Sherratt,
Sterwin Chemicals Inc., general chairman
of the event. The purpose of IAW is to
introduce "the country's top college advertising seniors to the New York advertising
world," Mr. Sherratt said. Approximately
60 students from as many colleges and universities are expected to participate.
Henley to Address FCBA Luncheon
J. Smith Henley, director. Office of Administrative Procedure, Dept. of Justice,
will be guest speaker at the luncheon of
the Federal Communications
Bar Assn.,
Broadcasting
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"When using the 667 for vocal reproduction, we
have found the quality to be fantastic. The dynamic
range of the E-V 667 microphone is far more than
required in any recording session so far. This
enables us to capture better the vital shadings of
the groups we record," says Mr. Dowd.
"The front-to-back ratio has given us more complete
instrument separation than we have been able to
obtain with any other microphone."
Tom Dowd has engineered recording sessions for every
major record company in the country and is now
Chief Engineer at Atlantic Records. Time and time
again, leading recording and broadcast engineers laud
E-V broadcast and recording microphones . . . proof
again that those who insist upon the best insist
upon E-V equipment.

Tom Talbert of Talbert Productions confers with Tom
Dowd preparatory to a recording session.

ELECTRO-VOICE

Model 667- All-Purpose Broad-

cast Cardioid Dynamic Microphone with Preamplifier.
Here is an all-purpose microphone designed to
fulfill requirements of wide-range reproduction
under a great variety of conditions. Because of
its excellent polar response, it is especially useful
in locations where ambient noise or reverberation
is a problem and where instrument separation
is required. Artists can work twice as far away
from the 667 as from ordinary mikes without
loss of presence.
The in-line transistor preamplifier with presence
control has 120 db dynamic range. Individual bass
and treble controls select any one of forty frequency
response characteristics for exacting applications. For
an exciting new experience, test the 667 today! List
price: $600.
• Ask Any Broadcast or Recording Engineer about
E-V Microphones.
• See your authorized E-V Distributor. Get all the facts
on Electro-Voice professional microphones.
; ^0 • Write Dept. BT -82

For Bulletin 120.

NO FINER CHOICE THAN
ELECTRO-VOICE,

iW d
M
(R)
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MANUFACTURING

TRADE ASSNS. continued
scheduled March

4 at the Willard Hotel.

Washington. Mr. Henley was associate general counsel of the FCC before moving to
his present job at Justice Dept.
California Group Changes Name,
Picks Whitney to Be President
The California State Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn. has changed its name to
California Broadcasters Assn., based on a
vote by nearly 100 broadcasters at
sociation's annual meeting Feb. 7
Angeles.
In other business the group
George Whitney of KFMB-TV San
as president and passea a resolution

the asin Los
elected
Diego
brand-

ing as "ludicrous and ridiculous" charges
that broadcasters conspire to discriminate
against ASCAP music. Such discrimination
would be virtually impossible, because of
time and money consuming research needed to determine copyright ownership, seldom disclosed on record labels, CBA said.
Officers elected to serve with Mr. Whitney: J. G. Paltridge, KGO San Francisco,
first vice president; Loyd Sigmon, KMPC
Los Angeles, radio vice president; George
Drilling. KGEO (TV) Fresno, television
vice president, and Bob McAndrews, KBIG
Los Angeles, secretary-treasurer.
New directors elected were: Dist. 1, Joe
Carroll, KMYC Marysville; Dist. 2, William
Pabst, KTVU (TV) Oakland; Dist. 3, Leo
Schamblin, KPMC Bakersfield; Dist. 4,
Clark George. KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
and Dist. 5, Mr. McAndrews. Holdover directors for each of the districts, in the
same order as above: M. F. Woodling,
KHSL, Chico; Mr. Paltridge; Mr. Drilling;
Mr. Sigmon, and Mr. Whitney.
Westerners

Briefed

on

Pay

Tv

Alan Lane, vice president of Skiatron
Television Inc., Los Angeles, was billed as
"headline speaker" at the Western Radio &
Television Conference, held in San Francisco Thursday through Saturday morning.
After his speech on pay tv, he was joined
by other panelists in a discussion on the
future of television.

B-T
TV

LABS

SHOWS

MULTIPLEXING

• Bi-Tran demonstration

held

• Tv picture called adequate
Blonder-Tongue Labs, Newark, N. J., last
week demonstrated its Bi-Tran system of tv
broadcasting, designed to permit two programs to be telecast on the same tv channel.
For the purposes of the demonstration to
newsmen, Blonder-Tongue officials showed
that its system permits the pickup of a
closed-circuit image from a slide on the
same channel carrying a regular tv program from New York. When demonstrators
switched a decoder wired to the tv set, "Program B" (the slide) appeared on the screen;
when they switched off the decoder, the tv
screen showed the regular program ("Program A").
Observers
felt "Program B" (the slide)
lacked the clarity and contrast of "Program
A" (the regular program), but regarded the
resultant picture as adequate. BlonderTongue executives acknowledged its system
requires refinement and said the point of
the demonstration is to show the technical
feasibility of Bi-Tran.
Blonder-Tongue officials explained that
under Bi-Tran, signals of both "Program A"
and "Program B" are fed to the transmitter,
which contains mixing and coding equipment. The signals then are radiated, but
"Program B" can be received only if a
decoder is used.
Officials said they are holding demonstrations over the next month for news media,
radio and tv executives and government,
education, medicine, industry and military
leaders. They feel the system will have application for all these groups.
This system of multiplexing tv programs
originally was presented to the FCC last
September [Lead Story, Sept. 23]. Although
the system could have application in pay
television, Blonder-Tongue executives said
they are merely its developers, and have
not worked out in detail the commercial
uses of Bi-Tran.

The company believes it would cost about
$5,000 to modify current tv station transmitters for Bi-Tran and about $60 for a
decoder for the home receiver. They
pointed out these figures are not firm, but
said they probably would not go higher.
Officials said they are prepared to go
ahead with tests for any interested party.
Although only the video portions of the
programs were multiplexed during the demonstration, laboratory executives said the
audio parts would create no problem. They
also said "Program B" could have been a
live program instead of a closed-circuit
presentation.
Zenith Alleges Infringements
In Patent Suit Against Admiral
Attorneys for Admiral Corp. last week
were reviewing allegations contained in a
district court suit filed by Zenith Radio
Corp. charging Admiral with five patent
infringements involving features in its tv
receivers.
Admiral President Ross D. Siragusa said
that while he has knowledge of the suit, he
has no comment "at this time" and said attorneys are studying the charges.
Zenith filed suit Tuesday in U. S. District
Court, alleging Admiral "wilfully and knowingly" copied two of its tv features — its
Fringelock circuit for maintaining steady
pictures, and its Space Command remote
control unit — and seeking an injunction and
judgment for triple damages.
It was filed by Thomas C. McConnell,
who represented Zenith in its antitrust litigation with RCA, and Casper W. Ooms, former commissioner of patents. The suit was
referred in court to Judge Philip Sullivan.
Sylvania Moves Special Tubes
The transfer of Sylvania Electric Products
special tube operations headquarters from
Woburn, Mass., to Williamsport, Pa., was
announced last week by Howard L. Richardson, senior vice president, Sylvania Electronic Systems. At the same time Mr.
Richardson announced that the components
lab in Mountain View, Calif., will become

Donald McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp., keynoted the
banquet Friday night, speaking on "Tv in
Jeopardy." Also featured on the conference
program was Brice Howard, producer of
educational shows for NBC and the Educational Television & Radio Center. The
count of delegates from seven western states
was expected to exceed 300.
Chicago

Art Directors Elect

Major agencies are represented among
newly-elected officers to head the Chicago
Art Directors Club for 1958. Orville Sheldon, Foote, Cone & Belding, was elected
president. Other officers: Leonard Rubenstein, Clinton E. Frank Inc., first vice president; Dean Straka, N. W. Ayer & Son, second vice president; Robert Patterson, McCann-Erickson, secretary, and Robert Dunn,
Tatham-Laird, treasurer. New board members are Robert Skinder, Needham, Louis
& Brorby; Lee King, Edward H. Weiss &
Co., and Lee Stanley, Leo Burnett Co.
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BI-TRAN system of tv broadcasting was demonstrated last week by Blonder-Tongue
Labs., Newark, N. J. Bi-Tran is designed to permit the telecasting of two programs
simultaneously on the same channel. The company believes the system has applications
for the military, government, industry and educational groups.
Broadcasting

I

read

Ad

Age

religiously
f f

every

week...
says BARTON
Compton

A. CUMMINGS
President
Advertising, Inc.

"The only way I can keep myself
posted on what is going on in the world
advertising

is to read

religiously

every

newspaper

and

for everyone

week.

Advertising
I think

recommended

in the advertising

of

Age

it is a great
reading
business/
BARTON

Whether their products are soap, soup or saucepans, most
of the advertising executives of importance to you count
on Advertising Age to keep them up on the changes and
developments affecting their marketing procedures. For
week in, week out, Ad Age reports, analyzes and clarifies
the news and trends of particular interest to those who
influence as well as those who activate the selection of
today's markets

and media.

Compton Advertising is just one example from AA's
nationwide audience. One of the top agencies in broadcast, Compton placed about $42,000,000* in radio-tv billings in 1957. Included in the agency's accounts are the
country's leading tv advertiser, Procter & Gamble, and
such other broadcast-minded companies as Standard
Brands and Sterling Drug.
Every

Monday,

105 paid-subscription

copies of Ad Age

are read "religiously" by Compton executives. Further,
116 paid-subscription copies are looked forward to by
marketing planners and budget setters in the companies
mentioned.
Add to this AA's more than 39,000 paid circulation, its
tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
circulation currently reaching over 11,000 agency people
alone, its intense readership by top executives in national
advertising companies, its unmatched total readership of
over 145,000 — and you'll recognize in Advertising Age a
most influential medium for swinging broadcast decisions
your way.

A. CUMMINGS

Mr. Cummings' knowledge of diversified accounts stems from long
experience in the advertising business. Upon graduating from the
University of Illinois in 1935, he
went

to work at his father's advertising agency in Rockford, III.
Shortly thereafter, he went to New
York City, where he continued his
advertising career, first as an office
boy, then as traffic man, copywriter,
and eventually copy supervisor.
In 1947, Mr. Cummings joined
Compton Advertising, Inc. as an
account executive. Five years later,
he became a member of the board
of directors and, in 1955, was
elected president of the agency.
Mr. Cummings' interest in the industry goes beyond the working day
and includes active participation
for many years on several A. A. A. A.
committees.

#

©

GJQfl

* Broadcasting Magazine 1957 Report.
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MANUFACTURING continued
space-saving unit functions of large amplifier and separate equalizing filter. Also announced by RCA: a "pure-picture" 21inch color tv monitor which "promises unprecedented quality-control of color programming in broadcast and closed-circuit
operations." Monitor TM-21 was designed
to provide broadcasters with a new high
standard for testing and evaluating performance of station color studio and transmitting equipment. The unit, now in production, is priced at $3,650.
GE
THE CITADEL, Charleston, S. C, awarded Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, a doctor of laws degree after
the executive addressed the corps of cadets. Hosts to Gen. Sarnoff (1) were J.
Drayton Hastie, president of WUSN-TV
Charleston, and Gen. Mark Clark, president of the The Citadel.

a part of special tube operations. Norman L.
Harvey, manager of special tube operations,
will headquarter in Williamsport with Meyer
Leifer, manager of Mountain View Labs,
reporting to him. Engineering and production facilities for magnetrons also have been
relocated at Williamsport. Microwave equipment and key personnel are being transferred from Sylvania's special tube operations laboratory at Kew Gardens, N.Y., to
the Moutain View facilities, Mr. Richardson
said.
Chapin

Heads

New

GE

Sales Area

Wells R. Chapin, formerly manager of
marketing administration and product planning for GE's technical products department, has been appointed sales manager for
the newly-established northeast sales region,
according to John
Wall, manager of
sales for the department's broadcast
equipment.
The new sales
region was formed,
Mr. Wall said, because of "increasing
volume of business
in the broadcast industry." Mr. Chapin,
who will temporarily
MR. CHAPIN
headquarter at Electronics Park, Syracuse, will oversee sales
planning and operations for broadcast equipment in four district offices — Washington,
D.C., Schenectady, Cleveland and Chicago.
The northeast region will serve broadcasters
in the District of Columbia and 20 states,
with the exception of the New York City
metropolitan area.
RCA

Developments

Announced

RCA has announced development of an
all-transistor equalizing preamplifier for
am-fm radio and tv broadcast use and in
which printed circuitry is featured. The
firm says that the preamplifier, which both
amplifies and equalizes output of studio
transcription turntables, combines in one
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to

Manufacture

Super-Power

Am

Gear

General Electric Co.'s technical products
dept., Schenectady, N. Y., announced last
week that it will develop and manufacture
super-power standard radio equipment.
According to Paul L. Chamberlain,
marketing manager for the department's
broadcast-military-industrial equipment section, GE is close to producing equipment
that can broadcast up to 750 kw. Marketing of such equipment may take place by
mid- 1959, he added. He noted that GE is
planning this new equipment line in anticipation of FCC's expected revision of its
present clear channel station power standards and rules.
The FCC has been studying the 12-yearold clear channel case in recent months. At
one time a move to reopen the case for additional and new comments seemed on the
horizon, but in recent weeks the Commission has laid the case aside. The clear channel case has two major issues: Should higher power be permitted to clear channel stations (higher than the present 50 kw limit),
and should some or all the clear channels
(which have only one or two stations operating at night) be broken down.
Mr. Chamberlain did not disclose development details, but did point out that
the new equipment will incorporate "the
latest in semiconductor devices for simplicity of design, size reduction, greater reliability and lessened tube requirements. He
noted that a recently-announced Vapotron
cooling system also may be used in the
new equipment which, claims GE. would
make cooling operations more efficient and
less expensive since it requires no pumps,
blowers or high water pressure problems.
GE's present plans call for a block-buildin whichtransmitter
the company's
newused
50
kw ing
amsystem
broadcast
will be
to drive a 500 kw amplifier. With the addition of another block, power can easily
be upped to 750 kw, said the GE official.
GE asserted that the price will be in the
area of $400,000.
Super-power operations at GE are not
new, Mr. Chamberlain declared. He said
GE's Technical Products Dept. and its
predecessors "pioneered many new developments in high-power broadcasting," among
them: the Alexanderson alternator which
allowed the first voice broadcast in 1906;
WLW Cincinnati's 500-kw equipment, the
first of its kind in 1930, and the construction in 1955 of "the world's most powerful
tv station," the 2-million-watt WDAU-TV
Scranton uhf transmitter.

MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Admiral Corp., Chicago, announces new
line of portable radio sets featuring dual
speakers faced opposite ways and with variable tone control. Twin speakers, projecting
sound through front and rear of radio, provide "sound all around," while tone control
permits exact tonal balance desired by
listener. Latter is standard on all Admiral
eight-transistor models and dual speakers
are included in all eight- and six-transistor
units.
General Precision Lab. Inc., Pleasantville,
N. Y., announces
Model PD-250 viewfinder camera system
for classroom or studio use. Designed
for one-man operation, system incorporates printed camera
wiring and silicon
diode rectifiers in
electronically regulated power supply.
Camera, weighing 28
pounds, is equipped
with high definition five-inch viewfinder with
aperture correction, front and back tally
lights and intercom. Four lens turret accepts
any 16 mm C mount lens including zoom
type and is operated from back of camera.
Control unit is available in portable housing
or for mounting in standard 19-inch relay
rack. Portable control unit frame is hinged
and may be tilted forward for access to circuit components while equipment is operative.
RCA reports shipments of Vidicon color
film camera and 25-kw transmitter to
KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif., and 18-bay
custom built superturnstile antenna to
WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis. Company also announces shipments of 5-kw used transmitter
to KHUM-TV Eureka, Calif.; live color
studio camera to WGN-TV Chicago; 24gain antenna to WSBT-TV South Bend,
Ind., and 25-kw amplifier to WSAU-TV
Wausau, Wis.
Magnecord Div., Midwestern Instruments
Inc., Tulsa, Okla., announces it has joined
Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs. Inc.
Assn.
Blonder-Tongue Labs., Newark, N. J., has
announced publication of 16-page booklet
entitled "What Closed Circuit Television
Means to You," describing its closed-circuit tv systems. Included are descriptions
and illustrations of typical closed-circuit
television camera systems, applications and
equipment.
Times Wire & Cab!e Co., Wallingford,
Conn., is building $300,000 addition to
plant to increase production capacity 30%.
Buildings are expected to be finished by
March.
Ferrodynamics Corp., Lodi, N. J., manufacturer of Sonoramic recording tape, has
announced new shatter-proof, high-impact
polystyrene container for its line of tapes.
Box
closed.is hinged, has tape-timer ruler enBroadcasting

What's

the

background

of

"preference"

in

power?

The little-known, so-called "Preference Clause" in federal power legislation
is at once a major support of public power, and a major threat to the existence of the independent electric industry.
Its history and implications are concisely presented in this column
Raymond Moley, reprinted here with the permission of Newsweek.

by

rpms preferential treatment of
public ownership has a 50-year
history. In a reclamation act

Sen. George Norris, who went
almost the entire distance in his

passed in 1906 it was specified that

co-operatives were included with
public bodies, and there was also
inserted provision that when such

TVA

any power developed by reclamation dams which was not needed
for the irrigation works should be sold, and that

Act of 1933. In that act,

in selling that power preference should be given

"socially owned" agencies needed power it could
be withdrawn from private companies that were

to "municipal purposes."

getting it under contract.

There is much confusion as to what these words

In an amendment

to the TVA

legislation in

meant. One version is that farmers in the Salt

1935, the Authority was given the power to buy

River Valley were afraid that the power from the

out existing companies in the area and to help

Roosevelt Dam would be gobbled up by mining
companies, and that they wanted it specified that
service to individuals should come first. Another

co-operatives and other preference customers by
lending them money. The ultimate result was a
vast Federal monopoly.

version is that "municipal purposes" meant
municipal street lighting and water pumping.

In the Bonneville Act of 1937, a most arbitrary

It seems to be clear that the meaning was certainly not to favor publicly owned distributing
agencies. For in those days even the most ardent
of conservationists were not in favor of putting
government into the electric-power business.

provision was made

which substantially made

private companies buying power from the Columbia Valley pool temporary customers, so far as
50 per cent of the power generated is concerned.
Treatment of this sort ... is a discrimination
against not only those citizens and agencies which
own private companies but their customers.

However, the movement for municipal ownership made such progress that in the Federal
Water Power Act of 1920 a rather ambiguous

Those customers are exactly the same sort of
Americans* and taxpayers as are the customers
of publicly owned power agencies and members

preference was given to "states and municipalities." In the 1920s we find in the writing of
socialists such as Stephen Rauschenbush continual agitation for the governmentalization of
the power industry by the use of "preference."
This idea found fertile soil in the mind of

America's

Broadcasting

Independent

Electric

of co-operatives. Both pay taxes for Federal dams
and power installations and transmission lines.
But in the advantages which flow from such
government expenditures, the person who lives
in an area served by a private company is relegated
to an inferior status.

Light

and

Power
^Company names Companies*
on request through this magazine
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PROGRAM SERVICES

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
TALKS
BY RADIO-TV,
UNIONS
HIT SNAGS
Negotiations on various new employe
contracts in the radio-tv industry struck
stumbling blocks last week as both management and labor officials bargained to gain
concessions during this period of economic
uncertainty.
Perhaps this tug-of-war was depicted most
graphically by the negotiations of Local
1212, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, with CBS, and of tv film commercial producers with the Screen Actors
Guild. At the same time, Writers Guild of
America was preparing to begin its talks
with the three networks tomorrow (Tuesday) and reportedly is seeking a reinforced
seniority and job security clause, plus wage
increases.
Local 1212 of IBEW and CBS concluded
their formal negotiations Jan. 31, at which
time CBS made what it called a "final"
offer [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10].
IBEW indicated it would bring CBS proposals before its membership but last week
both the network and the union reported
they would reopen talks. Although neither
side would comment, it is understood the
rank-and-file membership was unhappy with
CBS' proposal on the theory that it failed
to provide job security. Among the stipulations the union membership reportedly
could not countenance was the network's
demand to end IBEW jurisdiction over the
CBS Labs division and another that would
limit the union's
lighting. The CBS
place the top scale
weekly, was not
IBEW.

jurisdiction over remote
wage offer, which would
after three years at $180
seriously challenged by

It is possible that IBEW will await action
by the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians on an agreement
reached with NBC and ABC on a contract
covering engineers and technicians at those
networks [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10].
The Screen Actors Guild, which opened
negotiations with producers of tv film commercials in New York Jan. 20, reportedly
has modified its initial demands, which were
called "excessive" at that time by producers
[Personnel Relations, Jan. 20]. Producers, however, still are insistent that SAG's
wage proposals are out of line. SAG's attitude isthat it considers its proposals "substantial" but it cites the growth of the tv
industry since 1953 as justifying pay hikes.
It is understood that producers were seeking
to extend and were set to make this request
in a meeting with SAG last Friday.
The networks are viewing SAG's talks
with producers with considerable interest,
even though they are not active participants
in the discussion. Commercials can contribute a sizable portion of a program's
over-all cost and, according to one network
official, must be considered as one of the
factors that could discourage potential advertisers from television.
The Writers Guild of America is scheduled
to open negotiations with NBC, CBS and
ABC tomorrow (Tuesday) on a new contract covering almost 200 staff news and
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continuity writers at the three networks.
Although the union undoubtedly will seek
a wage increase, reports are that WGA will
attempt to reinforce the seniority and job
security clauses in the new pact. The present
contract calls for top weekly salary of $171
plus commercial fees for news writers at
CBS and ABC. and $189 weekly without
commercial fees for news writers at NBC.
Continuity writers' maximum pay is $171 at
the three networks. The union also will negotiate agreements to cover free-lance radio
and tv writers engaged by the networks.
SDG
From

Asks
Tv

$750
Film

Weekly

Producers

Minimum pay of $750 a week for directors of tv films, with a guarantee of nine
days work for each half hour of film, is being
asked by Screen Directors Guild for a new
agreement to replace the one expiring April
3. Letters sent last week by SDG to producers of films for tv also propose re-run
fees of 50% of the original salary each
time the film is re-broadcast and a shortening
of the work week from six days to five days.
In demands on producers of theatrical
films, whose agreement with SDG ends
March 13, the guild has proposed that if
any film made after Aug. 1, 1948, for exhibition intheatres is released to free tv the
director shall be paid 25% of his original
salary. If the movie is released to toll tv the
producer is asked to agree to negotiate a
suitable paymeent with SDG for the director.
The guild demands on makers of theatrical
pictures called for the same $750 a week
minimum for directors that is asked for their
employment on tv films. If a theatrical film
is used as a pilot of a tv series the director
is to receive continuing royalties of $125 for
a 15-minute film, $250 for a half-hour film,
$500 for one hour, $750 for 90 minutes and
$1,000 for each film running longer than 90
minutes.
SDG also proposes that directors of filmed
tv commercials shall receive $750 a week
or $200 a day minimum.
Assistant directors also would get substantial boosts in minimum pay under the
terms proposed by SDG. The pay scale for
first assistant directors would rise from $350
to $450 a week and for second-assistant directors from $200 to $300.
WOV-IBEW

Strike Settled

Settlement of a five-week strike by IBEW
engineers at WOV New York was disclosed
Feb. 7 on conditions said to be those originally suggested by station management. The
station, which had been off the air only two
hours at the outset of strike, is owned by
WOV Broadcasting Corp., of which M. S.
Novik, broadcast consultant to AFL-CIO, is
president and 50% owner but is not identified with actual management. It was learned
that one of nine IBEW members of Local
1212 had returned to the station and three
others had signified intention of doing so
before new contract was signed.

BIG

TEN

NCAA

TV

BLASTS
PLAN

• 1958 provisions announced
• New restrictions on districts
Even before it formally announced its
1958 football tv plan last Tuesday, the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. has run
afoul of charges that the program discriminates against the Big Ten and the U. of
Notre Dame.
It was evident after the NCAA

Tv Com-

mittee had distributed
fall's blueprint
for controlled
televisedthis
football
that the
Western Conference was less satisfied with
it than the 1957 program in which the conference won certain compromises.
Superficially, the 1958 plan is similar to
last year's, incorporating the same number
of national and regional tv dates and even
liberalizing certain other features, such as
the "sellout" rule.
The hooker: a new provision which prohibits more than six teams in any one
NCAA district from participating in national
network telecasts. This proviso complements
a standby rule from 1957 limiting single district participation to three national games —
or providing one game from each of the association's eight districts.
The Big Ten said that while it subscribes
"to a principle of restraints," it cannot "support the pending plan." It also branded
aspects of the NCAA control, except for the
national-regional modification three years
The charges are contained in a statement
ago, as "static."
prepared
for Broadcasting by William
Reed, assistant commissioner of the Big Ten.
after he received a copy of the 1958 plan
circulated the weekend of Feb. 8-9. It was
obvious the plan would be taken up for
action by the conference's own tv committee.
Mr. Reed charged this new provision
obviously is "aimed directly at the Big Ten
and Notre Dame" and called it "patently
discriminatory." He asserted schools should
have the right to negotiate their own tv appearances subject only to a numerical limit
of three. He declared the NCAA control
plan has "never adequately tested" tv's impact on the box office or the medium's promotional potential as originally intended.
He also expressed views on the financial
factors involved in both the NCAA and Big
Ten plans (see text page 98).
Walter Byers, NCAA executive director,
said the new provision is designed to spread
team appearances more evenly among districts and denied it is discriminatory. Notre
Dame had no comment last week but was
expected to vote against the new plan.
This fall's tv program calls for nine network "Game of the Week" telecasts — Sept.
20, Oct. 4, Nov. 27 (Thanksgiving Day),
Nov. 29, Dec. 6, plus four other Saturdays
to be selected by potential advertisers. On
four other Saturday dates, NCAA will permit "intra-district telecasting" for which
member colleges may make their own tv
arrangements
for which regional networks lees are and
set up.
As in the past three years, members may
Broadcasting
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You

get better

results

with

Du

Pont

film

The above photograph is an enlargement of
a 16 mm film clip from the actual neivsreel.

KDKA-TV

good

relies

news

on

931

Rapid

shots

Reversal

under

Film

the

for

worst

conditions

During a violent snowstorm in Erie, Pa., station

Mr. Boyle shot 350 feet of film, often blinded

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa., sent Chief Photographer Charles Boyle in a helicopter to the
disaster area.

by driving snow. He later estimated that his
lens opening was completely off its correct stop.
And
yet every foot of the film was suitable for
telecasting.

"Our news director wanted shots of the storm
for his evening news program," says Chuck
Boyle. "For the job, I needed a fast film that
would have enough latitude for rapidly changing light conditions. From my experience, the
only film that fills these requirements is Du Pont

For more information about Du Pont film for every
TV need, call the nearest DuPont Sales Office, or
write DuPont. Photo Products Dept., 2420-2
Nemours Building. Wilmington 98. Delaware. In
Canada: DuPont Company of Canada (1956)
Limited, Toronto.

Type 931 Rapid Reversal."

JflJPIE
"EG. U. S. PAT- °fF
Better Things for Better Living . . . through
Broadcasting
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appear once each on network and regional
tv or twice regionally. The Big Ten plan
called tor a ceiling of three such appearances
(national and regional), with schools (or
conferences) allowed to arrange and sell
their own games or packages — which NCAA
opposes. This plan, in effect, would eliminate
NCAA's "national franchise" method.
The 1958 program also authorizes "a
limited number of closed circuit and subscription television broadcasts for experimental purposes" — under "terms and conditions" dictated by NCAA's tv committee.
The net effect is the same as for the 1957
plan, Mr. Byers explained. NCAA is looking
more closely at pay tv as a source for future
additional revenues and heard spokesmen
for major systems at its initial meeting in
Chicago [Program Services, Feb. 3].
NCAA liberalized the "sellout" rule to
this extent: whereas, formerly College "A"
couldn't televise its game within a 90-mile
transmitter radius of College "B" when the
latter was playing and being televised simultaneously, itnow may be permitted to
do so provided the latter's game is "sold
out." This new rule thus waives the "appreciable damage" clause. Educational stations of state-owned universities again will
be permitted, with approval, to televise their
schools' games.
Provision is made again for Friday or
Saturday night telecasts, plus Saturday
afternoons and holidays (not involved in
the NCAA national and regional schedules),
though such appearances count against a
team's numerical limit, and for delayed tv
broadcasts and other "special situations" as
in past years.
This fall NCAA will levy assessments
against schools only on percentage of national tv revenues rather than on total video
monies, described as a "bookkeeping"
measure. Assessments tie in with receipts
from tv rights fees ultimately paid back to
member schools at the close of the football
season.
The new plan, mailed to 492 NCAA
voting members, needs the approval of
two-thirds. Ballots are to be returned by
Feb. 21 (Friday). After its anticipated approval, the committee will hear proposals
from potential sponsors, probably meeting
the following week. It was presumed the
U. of Notre Dame and Big Ten schools
would register dissents on their ballots.
NCAA's new tv committee under chairmanship of Rix N. Yard, Denison U., was
authorized to formulate a 1958 plan within
the framework of national football tv controls adopted by the 52nd annual NCAA
convention this past January.
Big Ten's Reed Assails
NCAA's 1958 Tv Grid

WRBX-TV
CHANNEL| 3 ROCKFORD

Plan

Upon learning the NCAA's tv
1958 over the weekend of Feb. 8-9,
Reed, assistant commissioner for the
(Big Ten) Conference, promptly
known the Big Ten is unhappy with
and its additional restrictions on

plan for
William
Western
made it
the plan
televised

college
football. Mr. Reed's statement to
Broadcasting:
"It is a fair assumption that under the
pending NCAA plan, as was true under its
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counterpart last year, Big Ten Conference
schools would fare very well in terms of
national exposure, and accordingly in income. Conference opposition to the plan,
therefore, is not based upon any desire for
a commanding financial advantage as I think
has been mistakenly alleged in some quarters.
"We believe, first, that the format of the
NCAA control plan, since its inception with
the exception of introducing a modified
regional program three years ago, has remained so static that it has never adequately
tested either the impact of television upon
gate or its promotional potential, and those
tests were inherent in the experimental control venture which was the original premise
of NCAA tv policy.
"Secondly, while we subscribe to a principle of restraints we do not believe that it
is essential to proper controls that schools
be denied the right to negotiate their own
television appearances in the manner which
the NCAA franchise system for national
television requires. We therefore have proposed asimple rule, which would restrict any
school to a specified number of television
appearances (three), but otherwise would
permit schools to determine how and when
they should televise on the basis of their
own negotiations.
"We cannot support the pending plan,
further, because it has introduced an altogether new provision which specifically
limits the potential tv appearances of
teams from the Big Ten and Notre Dame.
This is the provision which limits to six the
number of teams from any NCAA District
(a geographical designation having absolutely nothing to do with television problems) which can appear on television
nationally. We have to consider this aimed
directly at the Big Ten and Notre Dame,
and that it is patently discriminatory for it
has no justification in terms of any principle
of control that has previously been advanced
or authorized by the NCAA

members."

Telemovie Revises System, Cuts
Prices in Bid for New Customers
The Bartlesville, Okla., Telemovie operation was revised last week in a "frank bid"
for new subscribers (now down to 300) —
with a new price, a cutback in the number
of films, addition of a background music
channel, reduction in the hours of operation, and the offer to provide community
antenna service to all subscribers. The new
schedule begins March 2.
The monthly charge was reduced from
$9.50 to $4.95. Movie features will be furnished on only one channel (ch. 3) instead
of two as now. The second channel (ch. 5)
will be used to pump background music into
the home, with time and temperature continuously shown on the screen. Up to now
first run features were shown on ch. 3;
reruns on ch. 5. The system will run 7-11
p.m., instead of 1-11 p.m. For subscribers
desiring community antenna service. Telemovies will also provide that. Also scheduled on Sunday afternoons is a great artists' series — films of operas, ballet and
drama classics.
"We are still trying to pinpoint the public's preferences," Henry S. Griffing, presiBroadcasting

dent of Video Independent Theatres Inc.,
operator of Telemovie, said. "Although the
initial response to Telemovie last fall was
exceptionally good, we haven't added as
many subscribers as we had hoped. Therefore we are changing the pattern somewhat,
to see if we can find the right formula of
price and programming."
Mr. Griffing said the number of regular
subscribers has dropped to about 300 [Lead
Story, Feb. 10]. Video had planned 500 by
the end of its first year, he pointed out.
This is the second major change in the
Telemovie operation; last month Video began installing meters to permit subscribers
to pay on a per program basis, with a minimum of $3.50 for five pictures a month.
This has been delayed until fall, Mr. Griffing announced last week, because there are
not enough meters to go around — although
he said about 100 meters will be installed
in the next few weeks for research purposes.
Video operates a number of community
antenna systems in Oklahoma, Texas and
Mississippi. The offer to provide this service
will enable subscribers to bring in Tulsa's
three tv stations (chs. 2, 6 and 8) without
the need for a rooftop antenna. Video said.
Telemeter Shows Wire Pay Tv
In Chicago Pitch to Theatres
International Telemeter Corp. pitched its
wired pay tv system to motion picture exhibitors from 14 states in a week-long series
of Chicago demonstrations last week.
The Paramount Pictures Inc. subsidiary
also showed Tuesday evening how it proposes to bring International Boxing Club
matches to viewers by means of its Telemeter wired pay tv system. Five fights were
staged in the Midwest Athletic Club and fed
by coaxial cable to receivers in the Conrad
Hilton Hotel. The bouts were beamed to
Telemeter
racks and "priced" for the occasion.
Film exhibitors, sports officials, civic leaders, radio-tv representatives and newsmen
watched
fight
on Chicago's
unused
ch. 6 andthealso
hadcard
a choice
of two feature
films piped into a Telemeter selector for use
on the same channel. .
The way was paved for boxing matches
and other events from arenas such as Madison Square Garden by a Telemeter agreement with the IBC on an experimental basis
[At Deadline, Feb. 10]. ITC is setting up
Telemeter Programming Corp. to book similar national events for toll tv.
Paul MacNamara, vice president of ITC,
headed its Chicago delegation, making the
presentations and demonstrating the wired
pay tv method. The pitches obviously were
directed to motion picture theatre owners
because of the closed circuit application. Invitations were sent to exhibitors in Illinois,
Michigan, Indiana, Missouri, Wisconsin,
Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Colorado, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas and Tennessee.
Despite rumblings from dubious theatre
exhibitors in the past, Mr. MacNamara felt
there has been a "noticeable trend" toward
more favorable reaction by owners in terms
of economics of the Telemeter pay system.
Much of the controversy over closed circuit
Broadcasting

tv has centered within the Allied Theatres of
Illinois Inc.
Mr. MacNamara reported Telemeter has
received 110 applications for franchises so
far, addressing a demonstration for newsmen Monday morning, the first of 20 such
showings. He said the system is "under
study" (ready to use) in two areas (presumably Los Angeles and San Francisco,
where it seeks franchises) and hopes to enter
"several representative markets" by year's
end.
L. A. to Vote

on

Wired

Toll Tv;

Doff Charges

Referendum

Misuse

Voters of Los Angeles will determine
whether that city is to have closed-circuit
toll tv. The city clerk reported his office has
validated more than the 51,767 signatures
required to stop action on the franchises
granted to Skiatron Tv Inc. and Fox West
Coast Theatres-International Telemeter
Corp. until the matter is put to the public,
probably at the June 3 election.
Jerome Doff, Skiatron vice president,
charged Southern California Theatre Owners
Assn., which has led the opposition to the
introduction of toll tv as meaning the death
of the threatre business, with using "money
and fear" to kill the franchises. "They paid
30 cents a name to hired solicitors who were
instructed to tell the people they contacted
with petitions that they would lose free television ifthey did not sign," Mr. Doff said.
"Their misuse of the people's valued right of
referendum has taken the form of a 'referendum against free enterprise' in our city."
WMID

Loses ASCAP

Member

all
She's
yours

Suits

Judgment in copyright infringement
suits against Mid-Atlantic Broadcasting Co.,
owner of WMID Atlantic City, N. L, have
been obtained by six members of American
Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers,
the music license organization reported last
week. The plaintiffs alleged that six copyrighted songs were performed by the station without authorization. The U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey
restrained the defendant from publicly performing the songs in the future and awarded
damages of $250 for each unauthorized
performance, ASCAP said.
PROGRAM

SERVICES

...when you speak

SHORTS
1 In
through
PortlandKOIN-TV.
and an
incredible 30-county
area in Oregon and
Washington, she looks most,

ABC-TV's The Real McCoys (Thurs., 8:309 p.m.) reports it will be merchandised for
food, clothing, games and other products
through
Henry
Saperstein organization.
Broadcast Information Bureau, N. Y., has
issued its Tv Directory of 'Free' Film and
estimated that in 1957 leading advertisers
invested almost $65 million in production
of new television public relations films. Directory lists 932 corporations which are offering almost 4,000 public service films to tv
stations.

\

j listens most, reacts most,
X^when KOIN-TV is your
voice. (Confidentially,
the gentlemen from
CBS-TV Spot Sales become
positively lyrical when they
discuss her buying habits.
You need ask only once.)

Protestant Episcopal Church's National
Council, N. Y., reports new cycle of 13
quarter-hour programs, based on informal
talks and interviews by Rev. Canon Bryan
Green of Birmingham, England, missionary,
are available free to radio stations.
February 17, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
KMID-TV Pitches to Agencymen
More than 50 agency researchers in radio
and television were guests of KM ID-TV
Midland, Tex., at a luncheon held Thursday
at the penthouse of the New Weston Hotel,
New York. Ray Herndon, general manager
of KMID-TV who was introduced by Lloyd
Venard, president of Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell, station representative for
KMID-TV, pointed out the growth of the
Midland-Odessa market in the past four
years. The researchers saw a 17-minute
movie made by the station showing the principal points of interest there.
Keese,

Phillips, Henry

Win

Top two winners in the ABC-TV affiliates
promotion contest for Maverick are Alex
Keese of WFAA-TV Dallas and Hal Phillips
of WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111. A special exploitation award went to Ell Henry, WBKB
(TV) Chicago. All three get Hawaii trips.
All-Star Radio-Tv

THIS BANK of movie and still cameras iv trained on the Cape Canaveral launching
site from the top of the outdoor newsr oom two miles away. At rear are the W
telephone booths which connect the offici al reporting site to the world-

Rights to ABC

Exclusive radio-tv rights to the annual
college All-Star Football Game have been
acquired by ABC for another three years,
William Whitehouse, ABC manager of
sports, will announce today (Monday). The
network has been airing the August classic
from Chicago for the past three years. The
college all-stars this year will meet the National Football League professional champions, the Detroit Lions.

LOTS

OF

NEWS

A stretch of Florida beach has become
a major news beat for radio and tv. On
the night of Jan. 31 it was the most
important one in the world — when the
U. S. Army put its Explorer satellite
into orbit.
For the individual stations who made
the extra effort to have their own men
on the scene [Datelines, Feb. 10], that
beach, two miles from the Cape Canaveral launching site, posed its own
problems. The most pressing: how to
get the news out.
This is how Bill Grove, news director
of WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., describes the scene. Mr. Grove and Ed
Ryan of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington covered the Jupiter firing for the
Washington Post Broadcast Div. stations.
Mr. Grove and some 80 other newsmen were atop the Air Force's outdoor
newsroom. Movie and still cameras with
elaborate telephoto lenses were ranged
along the edge (see cut). But telephones
were another matter. There were 10 of
them to serve everybody, assigned on a
priority basis.
WHFB-AM-FM

Promotion

Sells Time

A cooperative promotion by WHFB-AMFM Benton Harbor-St. Joseph, Mich., and
the local Chamber of Commerce is obtaining
double results. A contest to find the twin
cities' "Most Courteous" clerk has not only
pleased the CC by getting greater politeness
from its members' employes, but has sold
WHFB time to merchants not previously advertising on the station. Through on-air
announcements and newspaper ads, WHFB
asks listeners to submit a card naming
their choice of clerk deserving the "Most
Courteous" title and awards daily prizes
of $3 each to the winning nominee and the
one proposing the winner. On Valentine's
Day a "Courteous King and Queen" was
chosen from the prize-winning clerks and
awarded a $25 savings bond from the Twin
Page 100
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BUT

FEW

PHONES

The independent radio-tv reporter
had to make a choice. He could stay
at the official news site, thereby getting
both information and sound-effects from
the loudspeakers which carried the countdown, or he could take his binoculars
down to the beach and borrow a
cottager's phone. Many elected the latter
course, and were rewarded by a few minutes jump on others who had to wheedle
one of the 10 official lines as best they
could.
Another difficulty, Mr. Grove reported, was the uncertainty of it all.
Some newsmen had sweated out the test
for six weeks, biding their time in motels,
setting up equipment and telephone connections time after time before the day
of the "Big Shoot" arrived. The disenchantment reached its peak that night
when the countdown was halted shortly
before the blast-off. The mood turned to
elation, Mr. Grove relates, when the
Jupiter began its historic flight — and
then back to business as newsmen scrambled to get reports and film on their way.
Cities Chamber of Commerce. Enthusiasm
from the clerks has become a station booster
within the stores and already has opened
doors to purchases of WHFB time by previously "hard-to-deal-with" store-owners.
WCLI to Get 'Report From Europe'
Dick Tobias, news director, WCLI
Corning, N. Y., flies to Europe next month
for its Report From Europe news series.
He will interview heads of state, political
leaders and military officials of six countries
for the station. The opening of Brussels'
World Fair also will be reported. Mr.
Tobias (who is president of New York
State's AP Broadcasters Assn.) recently
returned from Cuba where he interviewed
President Fulgencio Batista. WCLI is planning to send a reporter to the Middle East
for a similar series.
Broadcasting

Roland

Draws

'Em

to WCAU-TV

"Roland," the ghoulish host of WCAUTV Philadelphia's Shock Theatre (Mon.
and Tues. 11:25 p.m.-12:55 a.m.), drew a
monstrous crowd for his Feb. 8 personal
appearance. Apart from local newspaper
ads, the station made only two announcements about the "open house" but reports
more than 12,000 Roland fans arrived at its
studios. Station had to open the doors a halfhour before schedule "to avoid a riot."
Frankenstein and Dracula movies are
featured on Shock. John Zacherle (who
plays Roland) donned the makeup he uses
on the program to meet the people who
flocked to see him, while police were
called to control the resultant traffic jams.
During his hosting activities, Roland integrates or leads up to commercials in a
tongue-in-cheek, macabre fashion. (In one,
he notes a casket lining is worn and suggests
relining it with Rayco seat covers.) In a
previous promotion, the cadaverous m.c.
promised his photograph to viewers sending in three human hairs to go toward stuffing his pillow. WCAU-TV reports 17,000
pictures were dispatched following the offer.
Disc for Bud's '58 Spot Campaign
A 45 rpm promotional record is being distributed by Anheuser-Busch Inc. (through
DArcy Adv. Co.), to wholesalers and distributors as a means of introducing Budweiser's 1958 radio spot campaign [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 16, 1957]. The
Columbia disc contains five one-minute
spots on one side and a three-minute instrumental version of Budweiser's "Where
There's Life . . ." tune on the other and are
being distributed in a cardboard album
sleeve styled after pop record albums. Front
of the album is a full color reproduction

PYGMALION

Lou Barnett of WLWT

teach his fair lady to speak, and as a result, "Miss Video," the colorcasting stand-in,
is considered by management "the most cooperative television model in the business."
The WLWT technician came up with the idea for a papier mache model to keep
talent from wilting during the run-through of the 50-50 Club and Paul Dixon Show,
both daily colorcasts. Miss Video soaks up 800 foot-candles of light, the equivalent
of 5,000-6,000 w, in the studio each day. A minimum of 400 foot-candles is required to transmit a clear color picture, according to WLWT.
WAGA-TV Awards to Troopers
An annual award was instituted Jan. 30

warning radio signal for police patrols. Material iscollected by troopers with recorders
as they interview persons involved in traffic
violations and accidents. Listeners get interviews from police cars, frequently emphasizing safety on the highways. The series

by WAGA-TV Atlanta for the four state
troopers with the best highway accident
prevention records. The troopers came from
the four Georgia state patrol divisions and
in a special WAGA-TV telecast were presented large silver trophies by Georgia's
governor. The telecast was programmed to

is produced under supervision of WGN's
special broadcast services department,
headed by Al Field, and has won commendation from police and safety officials.

"JAXIC

SAYS,

precede the station's State Trooper series.

"T/te

SAILOR
SALES

of the company's March advertisement in
national magazines, while photographs of
the radio recording session appear on the
back. Albums previously were distributed to
Anheuser-Busch regional and district sales
personnel at the company's national convention in Los Angeles.

SENDS
SOAR

INC

A half-a-million youngsters in 64 counties
in North Florida-South Georgia drop whatever
they're doing to join Skipper Al and the Popeye
Playhouse every Monday thru Friday from 5:00 to
5:45 P.M.
This great participation show is
reaching into the $1 Vi billion market with
greater strength every day with Skipper Al, live
studio audience, Popeye and Warner Bros,
cartoons.

'Dischess Jockey' Plays at Work
A chess enthusiast-disc jockey at KERG
Eugene, Ore., Stuart Snyder, conducts onair chess matches with listeners during his
Little Show. He has had as many as seven
games underway simultaneously, with opponents phoning in their moves then
listening for Mr. Snyder to air his move.
But the "dischess jockey" found it necessitated putting in too much overtime and now
keeps the number of concurrent matches at
two. The d.j. also has developed and copyrighted asystem for his on-air matches that
incorporates telephone answering services
with a postal chess kit.

(TV) Cincinnati had the foresight not to

"Jaxie" suggests you give Ralph Nimmons a call
in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or your nearest
P.G.W. "Colonel" for availabilities.
BASIC
^PSPEVE PtAYHCXIJE j|

NBC

AFFILIATION

Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

Inc.

Police, WGN
Air Safety Program
Use of pocket tape recorders by Illinois
state troopers provides the format of WGN
Chicago's new program, Signal Ten. In cooperation with police and safety officials,
the series is designed to capture "the tragedy,
drama and humor of the highways." The
title is based on the "Signal Ten" emergency. ....Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

EXPENSIVE

SUCCESS

Sometimes being big-hearted just
gets too expensive. WFBR Baltimore,
to promote its frequency, Feb. 3 offered "Fifty dollars for every dollar
with a serial number ending 1300."
The station planned a week-long promotion, anticipated redeeming as
many as 20 bills. Reasoning: there's
only one 1300 serial ending in every
10,000 bills and these must be widely
scattered. The first day of the promotion the "20" estimate went out the
window as station personnel sheepishly
tallied the cost at $1,500, determined
to end the promotion the next day.
The next day the promotion was even
more successful — and more expensive.
Just under the 5 p.m. deadline the
PEANUT-SIZE boxers are in exhibitions aired by WNBC (TV) New Britain,
Conn., in cooperation with the Hartford Police Athletic League. Titled PAL Kid

day's 74th winner turned in his bill,
bringing the cost of the promotion to
$5,200 — 104 winners in 16 hours.

Gloves, it will be broadcast each Saturday through July following the station's
afternoon sports program. Ring announcing and commentaries are handled by former
New England title holder, Johnny Cesario (pointing to the winner's corner), and
sportscaster Jack Comley (at microphone). WNBC donated the athletic equipment
and the fighters, 13-15 years old, each receive a prize. The series' sponsor is Norlee
Aluminum Products Corp., Bloomfield, Conn., through Arnold Kupper Adv. Inc.,
Hartford.
boy." Prospective winner must be nominated
on basis of "why this youngster deserves a
free vacation." Tumbleweed Ranch will
play host; Kauffman will supply all clothes,
saddle, spurs, etc.. and Columbia will provide the winner with silver dollars.

UNESCO's Story Presented by ABN
The story of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
will be presented through a series of programs on American Broadcasting Network
titled Easy as ABC, beginning Thursday
9:30-9:55 p.m. The 13-week series, produced
in cooperation with UNESCO and United
Nations Radio, will feature such entertainers
as Marlon Brando, Frank Sinatra, Danny
Kaye, Rock Hudson and Ingrid Bergman in
dramatic, comedy, musical or documentary
formats.
Columbia,

WCBS

to Give

Boyd's coffee redemption plan is publicized
on KTNT through an open-end saturation
spot contract the company bought from the
station.
Weight-Guesser

Wins

CKCK

Prize

CKCK Regina, Sask., recently conducted
a weight-guessing contest with a free trip to
New York or cash prize of $620. Listeners
had to guess the weight of the 46 staff members. Clues were announced at various times

WQXR

Books

WQXR

Tanglewood

New

York

Music

will broadcast the

Holiday

Saturday night concerts of Boston "Pops"
orchestra live, as well as six Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts direct from the
Berkshire Music Festival, Tanglewood,
Mass., during the coming spring and summer. This is reportedly the first time these
concerts will be brought live to the New
York area.

An

all-expense paid summer-long vacation for a deserving New York youngster
will be offered at the 1,000-acre Tumbleweed Ranch at Westkill, N. Y., by WCBS
New York in conjunction with Columbia
Pictures Corp. and H. Kauffman & Sons.
The vacation is the prize in a contest being
staged by WCBS disc jockey Jim Lowe (of

Boyd Feathers Hospital's Nest
the Tacoma, Wash., distributor of Boyd
coffee, KTNT there and the Tacoma Orthopedic Guilds are cooperating in a promotion which also raises funds for a local

Jim Lowe's Hideaway) and Columbia for the
new Glenn Ford-Jack Lemmon film "Cow-

children's hospital. The coffee company
donates five and ten cents to the Mary

United

Press

Facsimile

d

s
Pres

e
Movi

e
Unit

Bridge Children's Hospital for each lid from
its one- and two-pound cans of coffee.

tone

Newspictures

film

News
and

| I
^
Build

Ratings

during a 21 day period. Chartered accountants handled the reported 58,000 entries,
of which 96 correctly guessed the weight
at 6,960 pounds. One winner was drawn
from the 96 by the president of the Regina
Chamber of Commerce.
Promotion

for CFPL

Disc Jockey

In an effort to popularize a new disc
jockey, CFPL London, Ont., offered a prize
of $100 for a favorite charity to the listener
who could write the name of the new d.j.
(Lou Sherman) most times on the back of
a postcard. Postcards poured in with infinitesimal writing covering them. The winner had written Mr. Sherman's name 2,727
times, while second prize went to writer
who had the name 2.329 times on the postcard's back.
Stations Sponsor 'Better Living7
Montana State U. field house will house
the KMSO-TV and KGVO Missoula,
Mont., "15th Annual Treasure State Better
Living Show" March 18-22. Nearly 100
exhibitions of new building techniques and
home products by retail, wholesale and
industrial companies reportedly will be on
display. Myron Floren, accordionist-music
director of the Lawrence Welk Show, is
signed as featured soloist in a twice-daily
floor show at the field house. The station is
presently conducting a regional amateur
accordion contest, the winner of which will
play with Mr. Floren.
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Broadcasting

COMBINATION
'Inside Outer

Space' on WCAU-TV

The second of WCAU-TV Philadelphia's
weekly 45-minute Bulletin Forum public
service series, titled "Inside Outer Space,"
was broadcast two days after the U. S.
launched its Explorer satellite Jan. 3 1 .
Walter Cronkite, CBS news commentator,
moderated a panel including Thomas P.
Whitney, Russian affairs expert. Associated
Press; Armand N. Spitz, director, visual
satellite observations, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory; Willy Ley, science
writer, teacher and propulsion expert, and
Dr. I. M. Levitt, director, Fels Planetarium,
Franklin Institute. The discussion took place,
on a set decorated with scale models of a
space station, satellite and various types of
missiles, before an audience of 100 in Philadelphia's Congress Hall. WCAU-TV's news
department introduced the program with
five minutes of film taken from U. S., Russian and German newsreels. WCAU-AM
tapes Bulletin Forum each week and airs it
an hour later.

KTTV Keeps Editors' Mail Box Full
To prepare Southern California tv editors
for the premiere of Ziv Tv's Sea Hunt series
last Monday on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
Reavis Winckler, publicity director, sent
them, during the preceding 10 days: (1) a
rubber seal that barked when a bulb was
squeezed (the accompanying letter called
it "a 'barker' to pitch you on our new program— Sea Hunt"); (2) a rubber frog that
stood erect (Lloyd Bridges plays a frogman
in the series); (3) a tiny toy diver with airhose suitable for operating in a glass of water
(Mike Nelson, played by Bridges, "lives on a
diet of courage and canned oxygen ... as
he follows his perilous assignments"); (4) a
rubber whale that squeaked when pressed
("Just wanted you to know that KTTV has
a whale of a new television program a-spouting this a-way"); (5) an eight-foot Oriental
paper fish kite (Wow! What a catch! Sea
Hunt, we mean"); (6) underwater message
board and pencil ("Last-minute message to
remind you of the premiere of Sea Hunt).
Letters also noted that "Standard Stations
and Chevron Dealers" (Standard Oil Co. of
California, through BBDO, San Francisco)
is sponsoring Sea Hunt on KTTV (also
on about 25 other tv stations in the Western
States, British Columbia and Hawaii, on
which the company previously sponsored
Jack London Stories of the South Seas).
Last Friday in a special KTTV program,

Salute to Sea Hunt. (7:30-8 p.m.), Mr.
Bridges took viewers behind-scenes, showing how a tv series is prepared and nlmed.
Underseas expert, Mrs. Zale Perry, also
was on hand to describe and demonstrate
gear worn by frogmen and skin divers.
How to Sell Dept. Stores — RAB
Radio Advertising Bureau announced last
week that a packaged direct-mail campaign
aimed at increasing department store advertising on radio has been prepared by the
Bureau and is available for use by member
stations. The package contains detailed information on how stations can conduct an
effective campaign on the local level and
suggests covering letters for accompanying
material sent prospective clients.
Clock-Radios

ffMQUmtES- CONFIDENTI

Broadcasting

AL

WAMP

less why they like WAMP's
Show.

Radio Clock

Morning-After Test by KTRK (TV)
Evening viewing is being promoted by
KTRK (TV) Houston, Tex., on its early
morning musical Soundtrack show. Viewers
are asked to submit their names and telephone numbers to the station on a card.
From these. Soundtrack's host Ted Nabors
calls viewers and plays them a recorded
segment of one of the previous evening's programs. If the viewer names the show from
which the excerpt is taken, he wins a $50
savings bond. If it goes unrecognized, the
bond accrues in the jackpot for the next
winner. Judging by the mail count, KRTK
expects this to be one of its best promotions.
Pensacolans

Endorse

West

for Texas!

Texas. Tel e v i s i 6 n Network

Contest

Clues to WMAP Pittsburgh's "ClockRadio" contest are aired every half-hour
by d.j. Bill Brant on his Monday through
Friday (6-9:30 a.m.) Radio Clock Show.
To win one of the 10 clock-radios the station gives away weekly, listeners answer
questions about the time of day famous historical events occurred. Mr. Brant gives
three possible answers, one of which is
correct, and asks listeners to submit postcards naming their choice of time. Contestants also have to tell in 10 words or

WSBR

KDUB-TV, CBS, LUBBOCK,

TEXAS

316,000 watts and highest tower in West
Texas provides
maximum
coverage (20%
greater than competing channel) of rich
Plains cotton country
TV FAMILIES: 150,484
KPAR-TV, CBS, ABILENE-SWEETWATER
New studios in downtown Abilene plus increased power (91,200 watts) plus Sweetwater studios provide grade A coverage and
grade A results in both oil-rich, twin-cities.
TV FAMILIES: 87,640.
KEDY-TV, CBS, BIG SPRING, TEXAS
Channel 4 is the only Television Station providing grade A service in this oil, cattle,
cotton area. Huge oil refineries and Air
Force Base add to income.
TV FAMILIES: 65,970.
TOTAL

TV FAMILIES:

304,091

Ban

WSBR Pensacola, Fla., ran a long, threecolumn advertisement last month in The
Pensacola Journal to tell listeners "about
the music you won't hear on WSBR." The
boycott on songs with offensive lyrics elicited
a "heartening" response, according to
WSBR, which followed up a week later by
printing listener letters of congratulation in
the same space.
BIS Shows

ALL

From

even

BUY

Available — Gratis

British Information Services' radio-tv
division has over 30 quarter-hour programs
available free for local stations. The series
consists of interviews with prominent British
and American personalities, dramatic documentaries, musical features, talks and panels.
Tapes are recorded at IV2 IPS on Ampex
equipment. There is an optional descriptive
continuity on each box label and free scripts
are available to listeners. Programs are obtainable from BIS, 45 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N. Y.

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK
TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE
SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG
SPRING, TEXA.
PRESIDENT & GEN. MGR.i W 0. "DUB" SOGERS
SALES MGR.: E.TKE
A. "BUZZ"
HASSETT
NATIONAL NAfl.
REPRESENTATIVE:
BRANHAM
COMPANY
February 17, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

'Spreads Conviction'
A new 16-page booklet, titled "Melodies
for a Timebuyer's Mandolin," is being distributed tothe trade by WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. The booklet is written in a light partlimerick vein and subtitled "A collection of
incidents, wholesome facts and embroidered
embellishments designed to spread conviction about a certain radio station in eastern
Booklet

WMT

Iowa." It covers such factors as geographical
area, market characteristics, sponsor success
stories and station personalities.
'Fastest Gun' New KPIX Sport
A tournament was run by KPIX (TV)
San Francisco Feb. 1 to find the "Fastest
Gun Alive." The station expected a dozen
or so would enter the tourney after "Deputy Dave" had announced it would be
telecast on his Roundup show, but reports
40 people arrived for the eliminating rounds
before the program. Ex-cowboy Frank Kapica (real name, Frank James; he changed
it because of the ribbing he got) drew his
gun and fired five shots in less than one
second to win the title. An Ampex tape

ART WORK was spread over two
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, studios
and three conference rooms after that
station assumed regional sponsorship of
Scholastic Magazine's annual art awards
project. The station's staff unpacked and
catalogued more than 1,200 entries from
students in 100 high schools. WFMY-TV
originated two telecasts Feb. 8 of the
regional judges selecting the 380 pieces
of work to receive certificates of merit.
From these, the top 100 (Gold Key

recorder was adapted for timing participants'
reactions in drawing and firing. Such is the
interest in this western sport-hobby that
Deputy Dave has formed a club for "gunslingers" who think they are fast on the
draw.
Middle

East Series on WRC-TV

9 a.m.). Jock Laurence, head of KXOK's
newly-opened Washington news bureau,
brings listeners interviews with people in the

America's foreign policy in relation to
the Middle East was explained in the first

news from the Nation's Capital. A feature
of First Person is the station's "SonicQuotes." Special microphones replace the
"quote
and unquote," generally used by
newscasters.

of WRC-TV Washington's educational
series Perpetual Crisis in the Middle East
(Feb. 2, noon-1 p.m. EST). A film showing Iranian village life was aired typifying
the problems of the Middle East peoples.

45s All Played-Out by WATO
The 10th anniversary of WATO

The program's guests were Dr. Roderick
Davison, professor of European History,
George Washington U., and Dr. John

Ridge, Tenn., was celebrated with a WATOThon contest. At sign-on Feb. 3 the station
began playing 45 rpm records and continued to work its way through the discs,
24 hours a day, until the 45s were all
played. Listeners submitted estimates of the
time the last one would be aired. The person who sent in the closest guess received
$200. WATO also awarded 100 prizes for
other guests.

Badeau, president of the Near East Foundation. The rest of the series consists of 13
weekly (Sunday, noon) half-hour shows.
KXOK

Opens

Washington

Bureau

Part of KXOK St. Louis' newscasts originate from Washington, D. C, in its new First
Person News (half-hourly between 5:30-

Cincinnati's

Most

Independent
50,000

watts

Powerful
Radio

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

§n the Air everywhere
Page, 104
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24 hours a day— seven days a week
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Oak

OHIO

winners) will go on display at Elliott
Hall College, N. C, Feb. 24-Mar. 8
before being sent to New York and the
national competition for $20,000 and
art scholarships. Gaines Kelley, WFMYTV's general manager, said that the station undertook regional sponsorship of
the art awards because "the business of
tv is to make pictures; and what better
way to provide recognition to our . . .
students' creative achievements . . . than
through the medium
Judge

of television?"

Quits Commercial

Show

KABC-TV Los Angeles will continue
its Traffic Court telecasts (Fri. 6:30-7 p.m.
PST) despite the withdrawal of Municipal
Judge Evelle Younger. The judge's decision
to leave after the March 7 telecast followed
an opinion by the advisory committee of
a California lawyers' group (by a 14-1 vote)
that his appearance on the program sponsored by Southern Calif. Chevrolet Dealers
Assn. "justifies a reasonable suspicion that
the power and prestige of his office are
being utilized to promote a commercial
product." The successor to Judge Younger
had not been picked Feb. 7. The program
re-enacts traffic court cases designed to educate the public on traffic safety.
Grey-Samsonite's Steak Breakfast
NBC-TV's Arlene Francis Show (MonFri. 10-10:30 a.m.) originated from the new
Trans World Airlines "$15 million jet age"
terminal facilities at New York's International Airport Tuesday as a setting for the
introduction of Samsonite Luggage Co.'s
new "silhouette" line. Samsonite and its
agency, Grey Adv., New York, were hosts
to industry representatives at a steak breakfast prior to the telecast.

WRR's

'Tag Patrol' for Safety

Bumper stickers imprinted with WRR
Dallas call letters which read, "Slow
Down and Live," are being issued in connection with its "Tag Patrol" proomotion.
Tag Patrol is a mobile unit which tours
Dallas and awards cash to motorists listening to WRR. Additional prizes are given
the drivers of automobiles bearing luminescent stickers.
Broadcasting

A WEEKLY

REPORT

OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Lawrence Wisser, senior vice president and
creative director. Weiss & Geller. N. Y.,
and Max Tendrich, executive vice president
and media director, were named stockholders of corporation and elected to its
board of directors. Corporation name
changed from Weiss & Geller, New York
Inc. to Weiss & Geller Inc.
John K. Strubing Jr., vice chairman of board
of directors. Compton Adv.. has retired
from agency after 19 years.
Arthur A. Kron, executive vice president
and radio-tv supervisor. Gotham-Vladimir
Adv.. N. Y., named agency president, succeeding Irwin A. Vladimir, president, who
has been appointed board chairman. G.
Ellsworth Harris, former board chairman,
becomes vice chairman and Duncan D.
Sutphen Jr. remains chairman of executive
committee.

Noel D. Turner, formerly with Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago, to Gordon
Best Co., that city, as account executive.
Chester L. Posey, vice president at McCannErickson, appointed Chicago office manager. He succeeds Peter G. Peterson, named
assistant to president and coordinator of
corporate services to regional offices.
[At Deadline, Feb. 10].

Milton Ackoff, formerly with Grey Adv., to
Richard K. Manoff Inc., N. Y., as art director.
Greene Fenley, formerly copywriter at
former Erwin, Wasey, N. Y., to DancerFitzgerald-Sample, that city, in similar capacity.
George B. Marschall, creative control director, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to Arthur
Litof Studios, that city, firm that serves
both agencies and clients in producing art
and printing work.

•< Richard J. Puff, vice
president in charge of advertising, promotion research and public relations
for MBS, to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
has been named director
of media research. Mr.
Puff had been with Mutual for 16 years.
B. Richard Elam Jr., formerly merchandising manager and account executive at Fulton, Morrissey Co., Chicago, to the Buchen
Co., that city, as merchandising manager.

Clyde W. Anderson, assistant treasurer of
Roche, Rickerd & Cleary Inc.. Chicago,
elected secretary and treasurer.

Frank Migliore, formerly with Gore Smith
Greenland Inc., N. Y., to Zakin Co., that
city, as assistant to Ted Eisenberg, partner.

George Hampton, formerly executive vice
president, operations. General Foods, elected
senior executive vice president and deputy
chief executive.

T. R. Meredith, director of market development. Griswold-Eshelman Co., Cleveland,
has joined media department of BBDO,
N. Y., as media supervisor.

Emanuel Goldstin, treasurer of Q-Tips Inc.,
N. Y., named administrative vice president
of Chunky Chocolate Corp., Brooklyn.

Eileen F. Hauck, assistant personnel manager, named personnel manager of McCannErickson, N. Y.

James G. Hendrick, formerly manager of
procedures
and• special studies department
ORKS • Brands
NETW
of
Standard
Inc., N. Y., to CBS
Inc. as director of newly created systems
and procedures department, reporting to
L. Byron Cherry, vice president of finance
and management services.
James M. Ascher promoted to assistant director of advertising, promotion and press
information for ABC central division. He
succeeds George T. Rodman, appointed to
similar capacity at KGO-TV San Francisco.
Kip Jamison moves from general services
department to replace Mr. Ascher.
William F. Ward, who starred under name
of Bill Weaver on several comedy-variety
programs on KCBS San Francisco, to KNX
Los Angeles and CBS Radio Pacific Network as senior producer-director-writer.
June Taylor, choreographer assigned to CBS-

Robert H. Dingwall, account executive,
Charles W. Hoyt Co., elected vice president.

on.

ihsdfL

Roy C. East, assistant ►
advertising manager. Bryant Mfg. Co. (heating and
air conditioning), Indianapolis, promoted to advertising manager.

waif

io

SslLoul

SuhteJiib&JiL,

SESAC

■< Joe H. Langhammer,
vice president of Powell
Adv., Detroit, joins
Mathes Co., division of
Glen Alden Corp., as director of advertising and
sales promotion.

TRANSCRIBE
LIBRARY

N-1701
Series "N'

F. Clinton Jones, who ►
has been in west coast radio, tv and advertising creative capacities and sales
for past 20 years, joins
Cummings & Assoc., Sacramento, Calif., as radiotv director and account
executive.

JOSE
HIS TRIO, AND

MELIS
HIS ORCHESTRA

In a fast-moving,

distinctive

series of piano
orchestral

and

showpieces

Sidney B. McAllister, formerly advertising
manager of Hammond Organ Co., to Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago, as account executive.
Richard V. Morse, formerly with Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, that city, as account executive.
Broadcasting

THE COLISEUM

TOWER

"the best music in America"
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

SAN

DIEGO'S
1ST music station

KSON
MR. MacDONOUGH

1ST in PROGRAMMING

MR. BLACK

MR. DIDDEL

MR. HARRISON

FOUR

account executives of Kudner Adv., New York, have heen elected vice presidents of the agency. They are William A. MacDonough, James F. Black, Andrew
Diddel and Rodger S. Harrison. Mr. MacDonough has been an account executive on
Frigidaire since 1956 and was a former vice president and director of advertisingmerchandising of the Crosley-Bendix Home Appliance Div., Avco Corp. Mr. Black,
an account executive on Goodyear, joined the agency in 1957 and earlier was vice
president of Benton & Bowles, New York. Mr. Diddel, formerly New York sales
manager of Eastern Airlines, joined Kudner last year as account executive on Pan
American World Airways clipper cargo. Mr. Harrison, account executive on National
Distillers since 1956, formerly was an account executive at the J. M. Mathes Co.,
New York.

1ST in NEWS
1ST in COMMERCIAL
STANDARDS

1st in RESULTS
at the lowest cost

TV's The Big Record since last December,
named permanent choreographer, succeeding James Starbuck.

KSON
RADIO
SAN
Rates are still LOW

ONE
FIRST

FILM

DIEGO

Martin Ransohoff, executive vice president,
Filmways Inc., elected president of tv commercial production firm. Other appointments at Filmways: Lee Goodman to vice
president of production and Michael Dubin
to vice president of sales.

can FOR JOE!

OF

100

THE
MARKETS

1

9?

Robert S. Taplinger has resigned as advertising-publicity vice president of Warner
Bros. Pictures to resume active direction of
his own New York public relations firm.
Kirk Torney, division manager. Associated
Artists Productions, to Sterling Television
Co., N. Y., as sales manager. Alan Gleitsman, New England salesman, Sterling Television Co., appointed west coast sales manager for company's syndication division.
Patrick T. Ahern, formerly with ScrippsHoward Newspapers and Time Inc., has
joined Guild Films, as assistant sales manager. Mr. Ahern previously was assistant
sales manager of Imco Container Corp.

O*°V
THE B
WHBF
RADIO

& TELEVISION

the
of
in

station

marketing
the

Herbert L. Golden, recently-appointed president of United Artists Television Inc.,
wholly-owned subsidiary of United Artists
Corp., has been elected member of UA
board. Mr. Golden joined UA on Jan. 1
after five-year association with Bankers
Trust Co., N. Y., as vice president of its
amusement industries group.

success

Quad-Cities

Len Levy, production supervisor at Kling
Film Productions, Chicago, promoted to
executive producer for television, supervising production of commercials and syndicated films.
Bill Newton, formerly head of his own tv
package firm, to Sarra Inc., Chicago, as
creative producer-director.
Harper Goff, supervising art director of

REPRESENTED
Page 106
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INC.

Mark VII, will be producer of Pete Kelly's
Blues, which will go into production in May
under supervision of Jack Webb. George

Stevens Jr. and Joseph Parker have been assigned to new tv series, for which lead is
being sought now that it is definite that
Bob Crosby's commitments at CBS make it
impossible for him to take starring role.
Lloyd Nolan is starred in Special Agent
#7, which Revue Productions is now filming in Hollywood, with David Hire as
producer. Mitchell is in London where filmThomas
ing has begun on Mr. Glencannon, tv series
based on Saturday Evening Post stories of
Guy Gilpatric, which probably will be distributed in United States by Gross-Krasne
Inc., whose partner-owners. Jack Gross and
Phil Krasne, are personally supervising production of series. Plans call for completion
of 39 episodes of Mr. Glencannon in time
for telecasting during 1958-59 season.
Wilbur J. Streech, president, Wilbur Streech
Productions Inc., married Marion Jockel
Feb. 1.

STATIONS
Robert
P. Keim,: account executive for Advertising Council Inc., N. Y., to WADS
Ansonia, Conn., as vice president and also
appointed to board of directors.
WHEN

THEY

YOU'VE

SAY

COMMITTED

LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY

- PLAGIARISM

INVASION

OF

COPYRIGHT

PRIVACY
VIOLATION

Be ready with our unique
INSURANCE

Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!
EMPLOYERS

REINSURANCE

CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
107 William
175 W.
100 Bush
St. Jackson St.
Broadcasting

GOOD

SAMARITAN

Officials of the Bartell Group of radio stations were understandably
proud last week that one of the company's d.j.s was nominated for the
"Neighbor of the Week," regular feature carried on the stations. Generally, residents of the community in
which Bartell stations operate nominate a good neighbor who has performed aselfless task. Station officials
received a letter from E. G. Wheeler,
a resident of Alaska on vacation in
Arizona, who nominated Jay Adams,
a KRUX Phoenix d.j. Mr. Wheeler
said Mr. Adams, after stopping along
the highway to help, drove him more
than 40 miles until they located a service station that had the correct reautomobile. placement part for Mr.

Wheeler's

M Brooks Russell, formerly with WBOC-AM-TV
Salisbury, Md., to WESR
Tasley, Va., as vice president and general manager.
WESR began operations
Jan. 22 and operates on
1330 kc, with 1 kw.
-< Raymond J. Cheney
general manager of
WMIX-AM-FM Mt. Vernon, 111., elected vice president of Mt. Vernon Radio & Tv Co. (owner of
stations). He also continues in his general manager capacity.

Bill Hohmann, assistant sales planning and
promotion manager, NBC Central Div., to
WBBM-TV Chicago as sales promotion director, succeeding Ralph Trieger, resigned.
Gene Bohi, formerly producer-director,
KARD-TV Wichita, Kans., to WBBM-TV
as assistant sales promotion director.
because...

Chris
Robinson Jr., ►
commercial department,
KXYZ Houston, named
national sales manager.
Bill Rozan promoted to
commercial manager, succeeding Dick Morrision,
resigned to accept post of
general sales manager at WNOE
leans.

• 27.4% more daytime circulation than
the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising —
best advertising results
New

Or-

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
WROC-TV
NBC-ABC Channel 5
ROCHESTER
SYMBOL OF SERVICE

-< Ted Barker, program
director, WJOY Burlington, Vt., promoted to assistant manager.

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio. WGR-TV,
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

c
Dean Slack, chief an- ►
nouncer, WJOY, succeeds
Mr. Barker as program director.

■< John Hinsey, producer

John H. Norton Jr., general manager of
WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me., has resigned. His duties will be taken over by
John W. Guider, president, pending selection of successor to Mr. Norton.

M George Carroll, formerly program director of
WFBG-AM-TV AltoonaJohnstown, Pa., to WNHC
New Haven, Conn., as
general manager.

KOSI - KOBY
turn over products
not audience
V BOTH RADIO STATIONS
No.linHOOPER&PULSE
6 am-6 pm average share
KOBY No. 1 in NIELSEN
6 am-9 pm average share
KOSI
• KOBY
DENVERSAN FRANCISCO
Mid-America Broadcasting Company
Broadcasting

■< Norton Yirgien, formerly manager of WFEA
Manchester, N. H., to
WEZE Boston as general
manager.

on NBC-TV's Matinee
Theatre, to KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles as program
director. He joined NBC
in 1951 as director for
several local and regional
programs in Chicago.

Ml
ARB -PULSE

Bob Vache, tv program ►
coordinator, KVAR-TV
Phoenix, named program

DECEMBER 1957

director, succeeding William Robb, who has resigned to enter private
business.
R. Peter Straus, director of Washington branch
of International Labor
Office, to WMCA
New
York as program director,
effective March 1 . Leon
Goldstein, vice president
of WMCA named director
of education and public service division,
succeeding Helen Straus, resigned.

IN

0

tfoSto
LAS

VEGAS

John W. O'Harrow, na- ►
tional radio sales director
at WKZO
Kalamazoo,
Mich., retires Feb. 20 after
19 years' service with
Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
His successor has not been
announced.

K LAS-TV
CHANNEL
8
LAS
VEGAS
NEVADA
represented by WEED Television
February 17, 1958
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PEOPLE

CONTINUED

MINNESOTA

SONS

be responsible for all administrative details
for Weed's Canadian clients.

CITED

Sig Mickelson, CBS vice president
and general manager of CBS News,
and CBS news commentator Eric
Sevareid, were among the group of
journalists cited in person last Monda\ night by Minnesota Gov. Orville
Freeman, who named two Minnesota
lakes after the CBS men. Citations
were made at the Overseas Press Club
of America, New York. Both Mr.
Mickelson and Mr. Sevareid are native
Minnesotans.

Claude Piano, formerly merchandising
supervisor for Reuben H. Donnelly Corp.,
Boston, appointed account executive in New
York office of Meeker Co.

Warren Steibel, formerly exploitation manager, California National Productions to
NBC Spot Sales as sales promotion specialist.

David Stull, formerly announcer, WMOH
Hamilton, to WKRC Cincinnati, both Ohio,
announcing staff.
Robert F. Peters, 42, chief announcer of
WFAS White Plains, N. Y. since 1943, was
found dead Feb. 5 at station from what was
described by police officials as self-inflicted
bullet wound. Mr. Peters had been suffering
from extreme asthma attacks and was kept
from work early in week due to his illness.
REPRESENTATIVES
Peter A. McGurk, with New York office of
Weed & Co., elected vice president. He will

MANUFACTURING mssmmmmmmsmm
Boyce Nemec, for 10 ►
years executive secretary
of Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, to Reevesound Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y.,
manufacturer of machines
for professional motion
picture sound recording, as executive vice
president.
Kenneth G. Bucklin, formerly manager,
market planning, RCA entertainment receiving tube activity, to manager, engineering receiving tube operations, RCA electron tube division, Harrison, N. J. George
J. Janoff, formerly merchandising manager,
market planning, RCA receiving tubes, to

Island City, N. Y., to newly created post of national
field sales manager with
headquarters in Chicago.
John W. Lazur, formerly government programs manager of Servo Mechanisms Inc.,
N. Y., to Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton,
N. J., as military operations manager.
William J. Barkley, 69. director of TeleBroadcasters Inc., N. Y., and of Nuclear
Corp of America, died Feb. 7 in East
Orange, N. J. He was founder of Wireless
Specialties Co., Boston, manufacturer and
seller of radio equipment.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES mmmmmmmmmm
Michael Ames, former ►
ly director of public relations for Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N. J., for four
years, has established his
own public relations firm,
Michael Ames Assoc.,
with offices at 251 W. 42d St., N. Y. 36.
Telephone: Lackawanna

4-4496.

Kay Ryan, previously free lance publicity
and promotion agent for Recording Artists,
to United Recording Labs, N. Y., as sales
and service representative.

A LOW COST LINE OF
RECORDING

CAMERAS

Precision Engineered for Highest Quality Kinescope
Recording . . . Even With Unskilled Personnel
Highest Quality Recording For.
• Rebroadcast or Direct Viewing
• Visual Record of TV Commercial and
Talent for Client or Agency
• Permanent Recordings of Closed Cir. , cuil Television

■< Don Ross, since 1956
regional sales manager of
Pilot Radio Corp., Long

Graham L. White, who has been with Young
Television Corp., Ruthrauff & Ryan and
WINS New York, has joined television sales
staff of Avery-Knodel, N. Y.

Robert O. Archer Jr., formerly with A. E.
Staley Co., Decatur, 111., to sales staff of
WLS Chicago.

KINESCOPE

receiving tubes in similar capacity. C. Edward Sharp, personnel manager, RCA components division, Camden, N. J., to semiconductor division, Somerville, N. J., in
similar capacity.

- '
•ft

Special Models For:
• Television Stations
• Educational Television

Lawrence W. Dorn, president, Larry Dorn
Productions, has joined Walter E. Kline &
Assoc., pioneer in cooperative promotion
of motion pictures with industry, as assistant to president and member of management committee. He will serve as liaison between writers, producers and other motion
picture executives and Kline clients.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS mm
..
Art Gilmore and Lloyd Nolan have been
appointed to board of Screen Actors Guild,
succeeding Jackie Cooper and Donald
O'Connor, who resigned because of pressure of private business. New directors will
serve until SAG annual election in fall.

• Advertising Agencies
• Industry
• Custom Equipment Designed to your
. Specifications
Standard Models
Priced from $885.00
For Further Information Contact:
Illustrated:
Ilim

vision

COMPANY

inc.

Dept. BT — 350 West 31st St., New York 1, N. Y. — LOngacre 4-2334
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Model 61
Kinescope
Recording Unit

TRADE ASSNS. . ..
Norman Lindquist, Ziv Television Programs
Inc., and Chester R. Green, Kraft Foods
Co., have been elected to serve as new
members on executive slate of Chicago
Federated Adv. Club for 1958, with other
officers and directors from 1957 remaining
in office. Mr. Lindquist was elected third
vice president, succeeding Chuck Hanson,
Time magazine, and Mr. Green director-atlarge, replacing J. B. McLaughlin, formerly
with Kraft Foods Co. in Chicago. J. Chalmers O'Brien, Carson Pirie & Scott Co.,
Chicago department store, was reelected
president.

Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
frequency from 1480 kc to 580 kc; change hours
of operation from unlimited to daytime only:
decrease power from 1 kw to 500 w; change from
directional ant. day and night (DA-2) to nondirectional ant., make changes in ant. (increase
height) and operate trans, by remote control
from studio location. Announced Feb. 6.
WRKH Rockwood, Tenn. — seeks cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw (580 kc). Announced
Feb. 12.
. KVKM Monahans, Tex. — seeks cp to change
frequency from 1340 kc to 1330 kc; increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw — 5 kw — local sunset:
change ant. -trans, location, install directional
ant. nighttime and new trans, make changes in
ground system
nounced Feb. 11.and change studio location. An-

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
February 6 through February 12
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pernight. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.

New
New

Am

Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Mobile, Ala. — OK Bcstg. Corp., granted 900 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 505 Baronne St., New Orleans, La. Estimated construction cost $79,000,
first year operating cost $108,000, revenue $132,000.
Principals are equal partners Jules J. Paglin,
§res.-50% owner of WBOK New Orleans, WXOK
aton Rouge, La., WLOK Memphis, Tenn., pres.39% owner of KAOK Lake Charles, La., and
gres.-43% owner of KYOK Houston, Tex.; and
tanley W. Ray Jr., vice pres. -50% owner of
WBOK, WXOK, WLOK, vice pres.-39% owner of
KAOK and
nounced vice
Feb. 12. pres. -43% owner of KYOK. AnAPPLICATIONS
Caro, Mich. — Caro Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc, 500 w D.
P. O. address 521 West Burnside, Caro. Estimated
construction cost $25,957, first year operating cost
$42,000, revenue $48,000. Owners are Lloyd L.
Savage and Omer K. Wright, 50% each. Dr. Savage is physician; Mr. Wright is sales representFeb. 6. ative, WEAW-AM-FM Evanston, 111. Announced
Albuquerque, N. M.— CHE Bcstg. Co. Inc., 1240
kc, 250 w U. P. O. address 5900 Domingo Road,
N. E., Albuquerque. Estimated construction cost
$2,700, first year onerating cost $600, revenue
$12,000. CHE Bcstg., licensee of KHFM (FM) Albuquerque, is owned by John D. Hopperton
(62%) and others. Mr. Hopperton is high school

science teacher. Announced Feb. 6.
Clarion, Pa.— County Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc, 1 kw
D. P. O. address W. C. Hearst, Box 171, Clarion.
Estimated construction cost $12,715, first year operating cost $44,750, revenue $47,350. Owners are
Harriet Hearst (36%), Punxsutawney Bcstg. Co.
(33.33%) and others. Mrs. Hearst is president and
majority stockholder of Clarion Newspapers Inc.
Punxsutawney, which is licensee of WPME
Punxsutawney, Pa., is controlled by Sheridan W.
Pruett (51%), who also owns 51% of WACB Kittaning, Pa. Announced Feb. 10.
Highland Park, Tex. — University Advertising
Co., 1150 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Charles H.
Meeks, 3000 N. Harwood, Dallas. Estimated construction cost $54,417, first year operating cost
$129,940, revenue $134,500. Owners are Melvin
W. Jackson, Thomas W. Merriman and Charles
H. Meeks (each one-third). Mr. Jackson is in
natural gas, air conditioning, real estate and
construction. Mr. Merriman is musician, teacher
and producer of phonograph records. Advertising is Mr. Meeks' field. Announced Feb. 12.
Existing

THE

INDUSTRY'S

National
presents
EASTERN

Media
these

CENTRAL

Jackson B. Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

investments

$60,000
Excellent resort
growth area station
of a sportsman's
paradise.
Ideal for with fine potential.
present net.
owner - operator. Good
$17,000 down.
% down
Located in the heart

CHICAGO, ILL.
RayBarney
V. Hamilton
Ogle

ATLANTA,

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.

your

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD.

office

WEST
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

$45,000
$75,000
250-watter in one One kw. daytimer.
of better towns in Regional frequency.
West Texas. Diver- Singleket.-station
marTerms,
sified market.
$12,000 tractive
down.
terms.
DALLAS,

GA.

Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754
JA 3-3431
• Largest rjuHo-t«l«vlslon amlM volume In our field.
Call

HAMILTON,
R ROADC ASTING

Firm

FULLTIME
INDEPENDENT

$40,000

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Brokerage

GEORGIA
DAYTIMER

$40,000

CLEVELAND

LARGEST

SOUTHWEST

$130,000

D. C.

APPRAISALS

SOUTH

1,000 WATT
DAYTIMER

WASHINGTON,

•

MIDWEST

NETWORK
FULLTIME

Station serves tremendous retail sales
area. High fixed asing. sets. Liberal financ-

Changes
APPLICATIONS

KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark. — seeks acquisition
of positive control of permittee corporation
(American Television Co. Inc.) by Harry Pollock
through purchase of stock from George T. Hernreich for $175,000. After transfer Mr. Pollock will
be 66.7% owner. He is also in retailing and livestock. Announced Feb. 10.
KTHS Little Rock, Ark.— seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (Radio Bcstg. Inc.)

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

outstanding

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

Single station. Solid
economy plus new
government spending. Profitable.
Terms.

Ownership

KVFC Cortez, Colo. — seeks cp to change hours
of operation from daytime to unlimited using
power of 250 w 1 kw local sunset; install directional ant. for nighttime use and make changes
in ground system. Announced Feb. 12.
WAGR Lumberton, N. C. — seeks cp to change

NEGOTIATIONS
•
TELEVISION
RADIO

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Baltimore, Md. — United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern
Md. Inc., 92.3 mc, 10.98 kw U. P. O. address 912
North Charles St., Baltimore. Estimated construction cost $9,150, first year operating cost
$6,000, revenue $6,000. Applicant is also licensee
of WSID Baltimore. Announced Feb. 12.
Pa. —mc,
Young
Church
thePhiladelphia,
Air Inc., 104.5
20 kwPeople's
U. P. O.
addressof
730 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Estimated construction cost $50,324, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue $60,000. Norman Kellow, Viola
McCutcheon, Ruth Crawford, Alexander Dunlap
and Percy B. Crawford each have 20% membership vote. Mr. Kellow is book club director and
pastor. Viola McCutcheon is secretary. Mr.
Crawford is college president and radio-tv pastor.
Mrs. Crawford is radio-tv music arranger. Mr.
Dunlap is realtor. Announced Feb. 10.

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS

NATION-WIDE

Fm

At-

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC
Planning

Radio

a

Station?

TV

FM

BOXSCORE

through Jan. 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs DELETED

AM57
3,153

16
520
62
39
598
48
9

94
397
111
3,304
508
233
34
267
0
1

20
0
20
6
0

107
655
78
129
51
41
13
0
543

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 12
59
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air For new stations
Cps
AM
93
516
lie
62
56
FM
3,168
520
105
130
TV (Commercial)
16
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 12
VHF
UHF
Commercial
420
84
Non-Commercial
24
6
1 There
licenses.
- There
longer in
» There
144 uhf).
* There
One of RCA's three basic de"A," "B," "C")
for newsignsor(Plans
modernized stations
may offer exactly the layout and
facilities you require. Plan "B,"
for instance, provides the extra
studio and storage space for
efficient handling of the varied
programs typical of a community or medium -size station. Studio, announce booth
and

record library room

are

part of this plan.

Now

available

CC-22

Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

RADIO

TOTAL

are, in addition, seven tv3991
stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were
1052 on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted, but now deleted.

from William R. Bronson, voting trustee, to
Times Publishing Co. Ltd., parent corporation
of licensee. Corporate change. No control
d Feb. 12.
change. AnnounceCalif.—
seeks transfer of control
KBUC Corona,
Inc.) from
of licensee corporation (Radion Bcstg. for
$175,000.
Henry Fritzen to Radio KBUC Inc. (68%)
and
Hadlock
F.
James
New owners are
one-third of
formerly owned
others. Mr. Hadlock
KDOT Reno, Nev. Announced Feb. 12.
KBIC-TV Los Angeles, Calif.— seeks assignment
H. Poole
of permittee corporation from JohnPoole
Bcstg.
Co. to John
tr/as John Poole Bcstg.
change.
control
No
change.
Corporate
Inc.
Co.
Announced Feb. 12.
WCNU Crestview, Fla.— seeks assignment of
license from Virginia O'Neal, administratrixGulfof
estate of D. Grady O'Neal, deceased, tr/as
Shores Bcstg. Co. to Virginia O'Neal, Louise McWhorter Kremer and Charles C. O'Neal. New
O'Neal
owners each inherited one-third.. Mrs.
Mr. O'Neal
are housewives
and Mrs. Kremer
has been announcer and auto salesman. An'
assignment of
Gainesville,
WGGG nounced
Feb. 12.Fla— seeks
K. Cassel to Radio
license from Thompson

Gainesville Inc. for $116,000. Seller will retain
25% interest and remain as president of purchasing corporation.
Mr. Cassel's
other broadcast interests:
WTVE Elmira
(35%), WTKO
Ithaca
(52%) and WACK Newark (15%), all New York,
WCHA AM-FM Chambersburg (25.85%), WBRK
Berwick (33.3%) and WATS Sayre (100%), all
Pennsylvania. Other owners of Radio Gainesville 5043
are Harry R. Playford and Ed C. Wright (each
37^). Messrs. Playford and Wright each own
25% of WNVY Pensacola, Fla. Announced Feb. 10.
WDBQ
Dubuque,
Iowa — seeks
transfer
of control of licensee
corporation
(Dubuque
Bcstg.
Co.)
from John J. Roshek to WDBQ Bcstg. Co. for
$135,000. New owners are Oswald A Friend Jr.
(57%) and others. Mr. Friend owns 15% of
KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Announced Feb. 12.
KWKH AM-FM Shreveport, La. — seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (International Bcstg. Corp.) from William H. Bronson,
voting trustee, to Times Publishing Co. Ltd.,
parent corporation of licensee. Corporate change.
No control change. Announced Feb. 12.
WMOO Milford, Mass. — seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (Milford Bcstg.
Corp.) from James W. Miller, Loraine G. Miller

free, without

obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.

Far

West

—

Major

Market

$300,000.00

Daytime

facility in a top market,

located

in one

of the

great growth areas of the nation. Qualified buyer can purchase with unusually low down payment and easy terms.

CORPORATION

Exclusive

with

of AMERICA
J^tackb

Tmk(s) ®
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urn &
Gompanu
FINANCING
• APPRAISALS
NEGOTIATIONS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Healey Building
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
173.5 De Salej St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications -Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

— Established
PAUL

1926 —

GODLEY

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
C Rest view 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. MofFet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON
ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Broadcasting

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

CONSULTING

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering borne study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

& Culver

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

Lohnes

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE *

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CO.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing
Readership Study

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

Member
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Robert F. Nims to David M. Myers for
$12,500. Mr. Myers is sole owner, WFGM Fitchburg, Mass. Announced Feb. 6.
KGEO-TV Enid, Okla— seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation from Louis E. Caster
and Ashley L. Robison to Caster-Robison Television Corp. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced Feb. 12.
WRSA Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — seeks assignment of license from Richard O'Connor and
Lou Tobier d/b as Radio Saratoga to Radio Station W.R.S.A.
$30,000.
and Tobier
willInc.
eachfor own
50% Messrs.
of new O'Connor
corporation's voting stock. Mr. O'Connor is chief engineer,nounced
WRSA.
Mr.
Tobier
is
liquor
dealer.
AnFeb. 12.
WSEV Sevierville, Tenn. — seeks relinquishment of negative control of licensee corporation
(Smoky Mountain Bcstg. Corp.) by James E.
McAfee through sale of stock to Norman Burchfiel, Fred C. Atchley, A. J. King, Lep A. Sharp
and Hugh E. Trotter for $45,000. After transfer
seller and buyers will each own 14.3%, with
exception of Mr. Trotter whose ownership will
be 7.17c. Mr. Atchley also own 25% of WEAG
Alcoa, Tenn. Announced Feb. 6.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — seeks assignment of license from Robert F. Pool and R. F. Pool Jr.,
d/b as Pool Bcstg. Co. to KIRT Inc. for $18,000.
Ownership of new corporation : Robert F. Pool
(39%); Ray V. Jensen and L. O. Austin (25%
each), and R. F. Pool Jr. (10%). Mr. Pool
formerly held 50% of KIRT. His son is realtor.
Mr. Jensen is manager. KSAL Salina, Kan. Mr.
Austin is in retail foods and vending machines.
Announced Feb. 12.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By decision of Feb. 12, the Commission denied
the application of Northern Indiana Broadcasters Inc., for a new am station to operate on
1240 kc. 250 w, U, in South Bend, Ind. An initial
decision of May 16, 1956, proposed this denial.
Announced Feb. 12.
By memorandum opinion and order of Feb. 12,
the Commission denied petition for review by
WEHT Inc. (WEHT, ch. 50). Evansville, Ind., and
affirmed order of Chief Hearing Examiner denying WEHT intervention in proceeding on Evansville Television Inc., to show cause why its authorization for WTVW Evansville, should not be
modified to specify operation on ch. 31 instead of
ch. 7. Announced Feb. 12.
By memorandum opinion and order of Feb. 12,
the Commission denied petitions in the KOB
Albuquerque, N. Mex., proceeding filed by American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc. (WABC)
New York City, KXA Inc. (KXA) Seattle, Wash.,
and Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WBZ) Boston,
Mass., which requested review of certain rulings
of examiner,
of KOB's ofoperating
authority on 770termination
kc. and dismissal
applications
for mod of cp of KOB and license to cover
modified cp. By separate order, it denied WABC
petition tonouncedreopen
Feb. 12. record and expand issues. AnOTHER ACTIONS
The Commission on Feb. 12 scheduled the following proceedings for oral argument on March
24:
Owensboro On the Air Inc., and Owensboro
Publishing Co., applicants for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 9 in Hatfield, Ind.
Routine

Roundup
ACTIONS BY FCC
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham on February 11:
Denied petition by Television Bcstrs. Inc., for
leave to file a supplemental statement in support

of the pending petition to amend its application
in Beaumont, Texas, tv (ch. 12) proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
James 10:D. Cunningham on
February
Ordered that a hearing conference will be held
on Feb. 21, re application of Wrather-Alvarez
Bcstg. Inc., for extension of time to construct
KYAT (ch. 13) Yuma, Ariz.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
February 10:
Issued order following first pre-hearing conference re application of Triangle Publications
Inc. (WNCH-TV, ch. 8) New Haven, Conn.;
evidentiary
hearing
tinued to Feb.
21. scheduled for Feb. 18 is conBy Hearing Examiner
FebruaryMillard
11: F. French on
Ordered that the further hearing, now continued without date, is scheduled for Feb. 24
re applications of Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. and George
A. Brown Jr., for new tv stations to operate on
ch. 13 in Bowling Green, Ky.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
the dates shown:
Upon oral motion by Circle Corp. (WKLZ)
Kalamazoo, Mich., ordered that prehearing conference scheduled for Feb. 17 is rescheduled for
March 5 on its am application, et al. (Action 2-7).
Ordered that hearing now continued without
date is scheduled for Feb. 26, re am applications
of Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. (KRAK) Stockton
and Radio Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa, both California (Action 2-10).
By Hearing Examiner
Thomas
February
11: H. Donahue on
On own motion, ordered that hearing now
scheduled for Feb. 17 is continued to a date to
be determined later and that a prehearing conference will be held on March 3 re am application of Liberty Bcstg. Co., Liberty, Texas.
By Hearing Examiner
FebruaryH. 7:Gifford Irion on
Granted
Westernits Nebraska
vision Die. petition
for leave by
to amend
applicationTelefor
new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance,
Nebr., to include within the application more
complete data regarding the assets and method
of financing construction, including a showing as
to the financial qualifications of the numerous
stockholders.
By Hearing Examiner
Herbert
February
10: Sharfman on
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 17 is
continued to April 9 re am applications of Hirsch
Bcstg. Co. (KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo., et al.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on February 7:
Ordered that the Order After Prehearing Conference in proceeding on am applications of
Knorr Bcstg. Corp., Lansing, Capitol Bcstg. Co.,
East Lansing, and W. A. Pomeroy, Tawas CityEast Tawas, all Michigan, is corrected in two
respects.
By Hearing Examiner
Hugh7: B. Hutchison on
February
On own motion, ordered that a prehearing conference is scheduled for Feb. 18 re application of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV, Ch. 11) Louisville, Ky.,
for cp to change trans, and ant. location.
By Commissioner T. A. M. Craven on February 7:
Granted petition by Greenwich Bcstg. Corp.,
Greenwich, Conn., for an extension of time to
Feb. 25 and March 11 to file exceptions and reply
exceptions, respectively, in proceeding on its am
application.
By Hearing Examiner
Herbert
Sharfman on
February
6:
Granted joint motion by Louisiana Purchase
Co. and Signal Hill Telecasting Corp., applicants
in St. Louis, Mo., tv ch. 2 proceeding, for leave
to amend application to effect consolidation of
interests; accepted amendment to Signal Hill application; and retained both applications in hearing for appropriate disposition.

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990

f ALLEN
AND

EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

\

1

COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS

i
\

KANDER

i
J
/

NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa
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2-3623

February
7: H. Donahue on
By Hearing Examiner
Thomas
Granted petition by the Broadcast Bureau for
an extension of time from Feb. 10 to Feb. 26
to file proposed findings in proceeding on am applications of Jefferson Radio Co., Irondale, Ala.,
Ala.
and Bessemer Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WBCO) Bessemer,
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on February 7:
Granted petition of Philip D. Jackson, Weed,
Calif., requesting that the further hearing be
held at 9 a.m., Feb. 14, on his am application.
FebruaryMillard
7:
By Hearing Examiner
F. French on
Upon oral request of the Broadcast Bureau,
and with the consent of all other parties, ordered that the time for filing proposed findings
of fact and reply findings is extended from
Feb. 10 and Feb. 19 to Feb. 17 and Feb. 26, respectively, in proceeding on am application of
Fernandina Beach Bcstrs. (WSIZ) Douglas, Ga.
On petition by Cascade Bcstg. Co., the Commission on Feb. 6 extended the time for filing
reply comments from Feb. 10 to Feb. 18 in tv
rulemaking proceeding involving Walla Walla,
Wash.
February
6:
By Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth
C. Smith on
Granted petition by the Broadcast Bureau for
an extension of time from Feb. 11 to Feb. 28 for
filing proposed findings and conclusions and the
time for filing replies thereto is extended to not
later than 10 days thereafter in proceeding
on am applications of Wayne M. Nelson, Concord,
N. C, and Fred H. Whitley, Dallas, N. C.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on February 5:
Issued order after prehearing conference in
proceeding on am applications of Knorr Bcstg.
Corp., Lansing, Mich.; Capitol Bcstg. Co., East
Lansing, Mich.; and W. A. Pomeroy, Tawas CityEast
Tawas, on
Mich.;
of evidence shall be
commenced
Marchhearing
19.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
February
5: J. Frederick on
Granted petition of Golden Valley Bcstg. Co.
(KRAK), Stockton, calif., for leave to amend
its am application to reflect specified changes
in applicant's radiation pattern.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James
ham on February
5: D. CunningGranted requests of Evangeline Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
and Acadian Television Corp., applicants for
new tv stations to operate on Ch. 3 in Lafayette, La., to accept supplements to their pending
pleadings in this proceeding. (Action 2/5.)
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on February 3:
Ordered that a further hearing will be held
on March 3 in proceeding on am applications of
Joseph M. Ripley, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., and
Dan Richardson, Orange Park, Fla.
Granted petition of Carroll Bcstg. Co., Oak
Grove, La., for leave to amend its application to
specify 1280 kc, 500 w, D, and the application,
as amended, is removed from hearing and returned to the processing line; and retained in
hearing status application of Humphreys County
Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss.
By Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth
C. Smith on
February
3:
Ordered that a prehearing conference will be
held on Feb. 19 re am applications of Albany
Bcstg. Eugene,
Corp., Albany,
Oreg., and W. Gordon
Allen,
Oreg.
By Hearing Examiner
Millard
F. French on
February
3:
Granted petition of the Broadcast Bureau for
an extension of time for filing proposed findings
of fact and conclusions from Feb. 4 to Feb. 14 and
for filing reply findings from Feb. 9 to Feb. 19
re application of Texas Technological College for
new tv station to operate on Ch. 5 in Lubbock,
Texas.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie5: Neal Huntting on
February
Ordered that a prehearing conference will be
held on February 14 re am applications of ArKans. thur William Wilson and John Bozeman, Wichita,
By Hearing Examiner
Charles J. Frederick on the
dates shown:
Upon oral request by counsel for Rand Bcstg.
Co., Tampa, Fla., and with the consent of all
other counsel, including counsel for the Commission'sconference
Broadcast Bureau,
ordered
that 5theis prehearing
scheduled
for Feb.
rescheduled for 2:30 p.m., Feb. 6 in proceeding on
Rand's am application, et al (Action 2/4).
Ordered that a prehearing conference will be
held on Feb. 17 re am aoplications of BinderCarter-Durham
Inc. (WAMM), Flint, Mich., et al.
(Action 2/5).
By Hearing Examiner
Basil P. Cooper on the
dates shown:
Granted petition of Springfield Television Bcstg.
Corp., for continuance of prehearing conference
from Feb. 4 to Feb. 7 re aoplication of Triangle
Publications Inc. (WNHC-TV, ch. 8), New Haven,
Conn. (Action 2/3).
Issued order following second pre-hearing conference in proceeding on am application of Greylock Bcstg. Co. (WBRK) Pittsfield, Mass.; evidentiary hearing will be held on Feb. 11.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 7
WABT Birmingham, Ala.— granted cp to change
Broadcasting

erp to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw and make changes
in ant. system.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn. — granted mod. of
cp to change erp to vis. 24.5 kw. aur. 13.2 kw,
change studio location to West Peak, Meriden,
Conn., and change type trans.: waived Sect.
3.613
of the
rules." Tex. — granted mod. of cp to
KRPC
Houston,
change type trans, and make changes in ground
svstem.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WNYT-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
to 8-20: W JIM-TV (Aux. Trans.) Lansing, Mich,
to 4-10: KTES Nacogdoches, Tex. to 8-20; WNBC
New Britain, Conn, to 8-12; WTPA Harrisburg,
Pa. to 5-10; KVIP-TV Redding, Calif, to 8-21.
Actions of February 6
KAYL-FM Storm Lake, Iowa — granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
WOUI Athens, Ohio — granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control.
Actions of February 5
Granted licenses for the following am stations:
WRSA Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; WHSM Hay ward,
Wis.; WBAB Babylon, N. Y.; WKTF Warrenton,
Va.; KMAM Tularosa, N. Mex.
KATL Miles City, Mont. — granted license covering installation of a new trans, as an alternate
main trans, at main trans, site.
WGGG Gainesville, Fla. — granted license covering changes in ant. system.
WRTA Altoona, Pa. — granted license covering
installation of a new trans, as an auxiliary trans,
at present main trans, site.
KMFM Tularosa, N. Mex. — granted license
covering
of ant. -trans., studio location
and
stationchanee
location.
KCRE Crescent City, Calif. — granted license
covering change in frequency.
WLBZ Bangor, Maine — granted license covering
installation of a new trans, and operate trans, by
remote control while employing non-directional
ant.; and license to use old main trans, as an
auxiliary trans. (Redescription of main trans,
location).
WDOV-FM Dover, Del. — granted cp to use new
type trans, and change erp to 2.8 kw.
WGKV Charleston, W. Va. — granted cp to install new trans.
WEQR Goldsboro, N. C. — granted cp to make
changes in ant. system and change erp to 16 kw.
KRCC Colorado Springs, Colo. — granted cp to
install a new type ant. system.

KSAN-TV San Francisco, Calif.— granted mod.
of cp to change ero to vis. 16.2 kw, aur. 9.12 kw
andWMFD-TV
change type
"trans.; N.ant.C. —height
Wilmington,
granted1090
mod.ft. of
cp to change type trans.
KAYL Storm Lake, Iowa — granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
WHOM-FM New York, N. Y.— granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
WDEB Gulfport, Miss.— granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WSUR-TV Ponce, P. R.
to 2-28; WALO Humacao, P. R. to 3-23; WINR
Binghamton, N. Y. to 8-28; WFLN Philadelphia,
Pa. to 6-20.
Actions of February 4
KFAL Fulton, Mo. — granted assignment of license to Robert W. Nickles.
WBCN Boston, Mass. — granted mod. of cp to
make changes in trans, and ant. system and
change ant. height to 490 ft.; conditions.
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga. — granted extension of
authority to remain silent for period ending 5-4-.
WIRB Enterprise, Ala. — granted extension of
STA to operate specified hours: 5:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
week days and full time on Sundays for period
of four months from 2-1.
Actions of February 3
KUED Salt Lake City, Utah — granted license for
noncommercial educational tv station; erp visual
27.5 kw, aural 16.6 kw, ant. height 3050 ft.
Granted licenses for the following am stations:
WHYS Ocala; WPEG Arlington; WQXQ Ormond
Beach; WYSE Lakeland; WEZY Cocoa; WHIY
Orlando; WBIL Leesburg; WAVP Avon Park;
WSDB Homestead; WRMF Titusville, and specify
type trans., all Florida.
KEAR San Francisco, Calif. — granted cp to replace expired permit which authorized increase
in power, increase in antenna height, change location, install new type trans, and operate trans,
by remote control.
WHMA Anniston, Ala. — granted authority to
operate trans,
directional
ant.by remote control while using nonThe following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WELO Tupelo, Miss, to
8-18; WREA. Alma, Ga. to 4-15.
Action of January 31
WBCN (FM) Boston, Mass. — granted extension
of completion date 7-29.

UPCOMING
February
Feb. 18-19: NAB, conference of state association presidents, Washington.
Feb. 19-21: Annual convention, Continental Advertising Agency Network, Hotel Warwick,
Philadelphia.
Columbia Assn. of BroadFeb. 20-21:casters,British
Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C.
Feb. 22: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
of DeleFeb. 24-25: American Bar Assn. House Biltmore
gates, mid-year meeting, Atlanta
Hotel, Atlanta.
Employer-Employe Relations ComFeb. 27: NAB
mittee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1: Daytime Broadcasters Assn.,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
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March
March 3-4: Southwestern Assn. of Program Directors for Tv, KVOO-TV studios, Tulsa.
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel,
Kansas City.
March
14-15: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Charleston.
March 14-17 : Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 16-17: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
convention, Orange, Tex.
March 31 -April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Southwest District Meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April 4: Virginia APAprilBroadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers Conference & Electronic Show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Television and Transistors, Engineering Society
of Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St.,
Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26: The Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<J per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All
transcriptions uhotos etc sent to
P"°t0S' BUS- sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcastinc expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return

Help

Wanted

If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
Assistant manager wanted for new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation
in few weeks. Eventual promotion to manager
assured. All applicants must have several years
announcing experience; sales experience (not
necessarily in broadcasting). Must be married,
have car, must send tape, resume, photo with
letter of application. Box 130D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Good experienced radio salesman who can produce in highly competitive northeast Texas market of 60,000. Network 250 watter long established,
modern programming, strong promotion with
good list of prospects. $100.00 week guarantee
against ment.
15%.
advanceGood Excellent
character opportunity
and businessfor references
required. Box 958C, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman for number one rated music and
news, fulltime 5 kw indie. Metropolitan Florida
city in top 100 markets. Prefer young, married
man. Send detailed resume and photograph. Box
HOD, BROADCASTING.
Expanding chain with brand new station in
greater Pittsburgh area needs complete sales staff.
Will be high quality operation in single station
market. Draw against commission. Excellent
opportunity for former announcer with sales
experience. Send photo and resume. Box 132D,
BROADCASTING.
You'll family
see this man
ad just
We'rethelooking
stable
who once.
has had
glamourfor ofa
big time and now is looking for an opportunity
to become part of a station in a smaller midwest
market that offers unlimited financial returns for
effort and abiilty. This man is a salesman first
and sports man second. Emphasis on sales with
play-by-play and sports reporting ability. Reply
only if you fill all requirements. Send complete
details first letter. Hold tape until requested.
Box 168D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for small Texas radio station. Good deal
for right man. Box 176D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Unusual opportunity for qualified
local or national sales manager or account executive on way up to direct tv and radio sales, major network affiliation. Top organization, every
facility, prosperous northeastern city. Sales promotion-advertising experience desirable. Must
have successful record of retail, regional, national
sales. Give full resume. Confidential. Box 215D,
BROADCASTING.
Opening for one salesman with top-rated musicnews independent. Good draw with solid potential for high earnings. Want man with proven
record who wishes to move to bigger market.
(500,000 metropolitan). Box 228D, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesmen desirous of earning over $200 per
week. Must be free to travel. Box 5608, Nokomis
Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Have opening for experienced radio salesman.
Liberal draw against commission. WBIG, Greensboro, N. C. Call or wire Allen Wannamaker,
General Manager.
Experienced salesman, management opportunity.
New daytimer, lucrative market. WBRD, Braderiton, Florida.
Opportunity for experienced, aggressive salesman with progressive music-news station. Guarantee. WCOS, Columbia, S. C.
Account executives. Two stable, experienced
sales-executive type men for local radio-tv time
sales department. $8,000 to $10,000 year potential.
Write, Keith Oliver, Sales Manager, WJIM,
Lansing, Michigan.
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Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Radio salesman needed. Good deal and permanent
job on one kw station serving 4 towns. Contact
H.
Gilreath, WVOP, Vidalia, Georgia giving
full C.information.
Looking for experienced man for established radio station who can sell in a good wide-open
market. $125 per week guarantee against 15%.
Mail complete information to Bill Ewing, WTUX,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Announcers
Announcer wanted, must be mature, experienced,
warm, friendly personality with ability to sell
on the air. Please submit resume, tape and picture with your letter. No recent radio school
graduate, please. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Expanding chain has immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation in
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROADCASTING.
Breezy, gimmik minded, morning announcer.
Must have toD potential. Send tape, picture.
Box 133D, BROADCASTING.
Smooth morning man with 3rd class ticket for
live-wire 1000 watter in rural tidewater Virginia.
Will consider experienced beginner strong on
news. Tape, resume first letter. Box 144D,
BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer for southeastern metropolitan station. Midnight til dawn deejay, 5
nights week — no maintenance. Salary 100 weekly. Send all information first letter. Box 160D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer with first phone for all night
deejay show;
engineering
secondary. Notalent
maintenance. Personality
and newscasting
are
"musts". Salary open, commensurate with ability. Box 161D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced announcer with program
director ability. Send taoe and resume with
salary expected. Box 179D, BROADCASTING.
California station wants warm, friendly announcer-personality who knows how to move
merchandise via mike. Rush tape, pictures and
complete details, including salary requirements.
Box 188D, BROADCASTING.
Producer-announcer with imagination, ideas and
the experience to back them up. Tell why you
can fill the job! Send resume, salary requirements, tape, and picture. Box 189D, BROADCASTING.
5000 watt news music station has opening for
announcer with production know-how. One
hundred plus per week of course. Prefer family
man.
Reliability
Let's
talk about
salary aanddefinite
other requirement.
details. Box 197D,
BROADCASTING.
Northeast CBS radio and tv affiliate looking for
a good staff announcer, primarily for a.m. Good
salary for right man. Send tape and resume.
Box 200D, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj — Large eastern metropolitan market,
personality plus-live-smooth production. Must be
a salesman, really pitch. Resume, tape, evidence
pulling power. Box 206D, BROADCASTING.
Two dj's, one morning, one afternoon. Aggressive,
independent, outskirts New York City. Both men
must be thoroughly experienced in music, selection, and balance. Good base salary. Rush resume
and tape first letter. Box 217D, BROADCASTING.
For better than average announcer-newsman,
established kilowatter in pleasant, prosperous
Illinois city offers better-than-average-situation
as to pay, extra benefits and opportunity. Must
be able to gather and write news, be sharp with
general staff work, broadcast warm, friendly
personality. Send tape, resume to Box 220D,
BROADCASTING.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

KBUD, Athens, Texas, needs experienced, mature
announce
ence,r.
ability.Salary commensurate with experiAnnouncer for early morning shift. Must be
sharp on reading weather, markets, news and
sports. At least two years station experience.
First application by letter only. Do not send tape.
Radio KCOL, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Announcer-salesman wanted. A few hours weekly on the board earns $400 per month and all sales
over that make 15% commission. If you can't
make
$500 or more, don't apoly. KGEN, Tulare
California.
KWKH, Shreveport, La., 50,000 watts CBS has
opening for experienced staff announcer who
knows folk music. Send tape and particulars to
Program Director.
Immediate opening for announcer-salesman infuture. Contact Bill Tedrick, KWRT
Boonville,terested inMissouri.

Md.
Announcer
with first phone, WAMD,

Aberdeen

WFRL, Freeport, Illinois, has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer. 48 hour week
overtime over 40 hours, oaid vacations, free inWalters. surance, daytime operation. Write or call Bud

Announcer-engineer first ticket, news-music station. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Technical

Immediate openings for 1st class engineers new
station in greater Pittsburgh area. Kilowatt daytime directional station with good working conditions, paid vacation, good salary, time and
half for overtime. Send resume of experience
Box 881C, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, no announcing. Car required. AM-FM station. Upstate New York. Box
981C, BROADCASTING.
5 kw radio station in south Georgia has immediatenouncer.
for combination engineer-anopening
Must have
FCC commercial first radio
telephone license. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Box HID, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer, maintenance,
good pay
security for right man. Multi-station owner. All
replies given immediate consideration. Box 218D
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: A first class engineer, announcer, good
voice, strong on maintenance. No drifters wanted.
Grow with a growing concern. Write Mike Donovan, Radio KANA, Anaconda, Montana, or call
Logan 3-3443.
Immediate opening for chief engineer, with dj
capabilities, on old established 5000 watt station.
Must have car, only experienced man wishing to
settle in wonderful northwest agricultural and
wild life area will be considered. Good starting
arrangements for right man. Write, wire, or
7-8115.
phone Jack Goetz, General Manager, Radio KIT,
P. O. Box 1222, Yakima, Wash. Phone GLencourt
Wanted first class engineer-announcer. Must be
good
Minn. announcer. Good salary. KTOE, Mankato,
Wanted: First class engineer with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. State salary requirements, include tape and picture. Send to:
John R. Swann, WHAB, Baxley, Georgia.
First class engineer-announcer for kilowatt daytimer. Announcing shift and maintenance. Send
resume, references, tape, or call Art Grunewald,
WMNF, Richwood, West Virginia.
Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Accountant with experience in television who
wants change from cold north to warm balmy
south in climate excellent for arthritis, TB, etc.
NCR machine and outside CPA make up monthly
reports. Woman preferred but man acceptable.
Salary $350.00 per month with raise if work
satisfactory. If anplieant can handle monthly
P and L starting salarv $500.00. Write Box 126D,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

DJ-announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady-no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts. Tape
and resume. Box 166D, BROADCASTING.

DJ looking for employment larger market. Preferably 150 miles N. Y. C. Box 227D, BROADCASTING.

Newsman, radio. Gather, write, air local news.
Wisconsin fulltimer. Splendid advancement opportunities. Box 194D, BROADCASTING.
Strong selling announcer desired by KWWL radio
and tv Waterloo, Iowa. Opportunities unlimited.
Send audition tape and complete information
immediately.
Experienced and energetic disc .jockey needed by
KWWL, Waterloo, Iowa. Unusual opportunity.
Send full information along with audition tape
first letter.
Fine opportunity for a newsman with KWWL
radio and tv Waterloo, Iowa. Want man who can
report and write local news and do both radio
and tv air work. Send full information and
audition tape.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager available. Presently managing No. 1
Pulse rated music-news in eastern metropolitan
city of nine stations always selling over $100,000.
Agency contacts. Best industry references. Present employer reference. Box 150D, BROADCASTING.
Nine year background all phases. Will start in
any capacity while future is rewarding for both
of us. Box 212D. BROADCASTING.
Will invest substantial sum in, and manage station. Fifteen years radio experience. Reliable,
resourceful, reasonable, ready. John Redwine,
Morristown, Tenn.
Sales
10 years radio, sales, announcing, engineering.
Stable operation west coast only. Present earnings plus $7,500. Box 996C, BROADCASTING.

Newsman, J-grad, with outside practical experience. Will gather, write and deliver local news,
edit wire and operate tape recorder. Experienced in sports and local government reporting.
23, single, Korean vet. Available April 1 or possibly mid-March. Optional: Preferred area west
coast. Box 167D, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay. Experiecned. Seeking permanent
post daypetitive
or market.
night.
midwest city, comBox Prefer
170D, BROADCASTING.
Country dj, personality. Have guitar, some sales,
will go anywhere. Hard worker. Furnish good
recommendation, neat appearance. Box 172D,
BROADCASTING.
Have first phone. Want broadcast experience
and learn board work and announcing. Can go
anywhere.
CASTING. Will send tape. Box 178D, BROADPersonality dj-salesman or tv. Experienced selling. Available immediately Phila.-Penna. vicinity
only (100 mile radius). References, no tapes,
personal interview. State best offer. Box 164D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, college degree, experienced, excellent voice, desires north. Box 180D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 3 years experience seeks permanent
position in upper mfdwest. Prefer Wisconsin
or Illinois and live audition. Box 183D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced d.j., 3 years, good commercial,
knows music, family. Box 184D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, now grossing $15,000 per year, looking for greener Dastures. Box 186D, BROADCASTING.
Look, license, no maintenance, prefer greenbacks
to peanuts. Some experience. Box 190D, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced staff announcer with
four solid years radio and television wants
Florida position. Tape, references, and resume
immediately. Box 198D, BROADCASTING.

Salesman-announcer. Mature. Primarily interested in selling for small station. Box 191D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-salesman. Recent Washington, D. C.
radio school grad. Mature, married. 11 years
selling experience. Tape and resume available.
Box 201D, BROADCASTING.

Radio account executive wants opportunity as
commercial manager or sales slot national rep.
34, college. Box 223D, BROADCASTING.

Energetic, ambitious, staff announcer seeks
placement-progressive station in east. News,
music, sports my forte. Experienced. Box 202D.
BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Top dj, nationally known, have first nhone but
who needs it. Negro. Box 851C, BROADCASTING.
Attention sports minded stations. Exciting playby-play sportscaster, dj. 5 years experience.
Employed. Married. References. Box 112D,
BROADCASTING.
Outstanding dj and newscaster 3 years experience
radio-tv. Young and available immediately. Top
references and tape. Box 155D, BROADCASTING.
Colored anonuncer-dj; excellent voice, strong on
commercials. Versatile, all phases. Will travel
anywhere, age 23. Available March 31. Box 156D,
BROADCASTING.
Do sports of all sorts, need more dough as kids
grow.158D,
Can'tBROADCASTING.
get it here. Will locate far or near.
Box
DJ, staff announcer, beginner-SRT graduate, college education. Box 159D, BROADCASTING.

Versatile deejay, seven years
sires position with music-news
duction work with voices. Now
midwest station. Can start in
203D, BROADCASTING.

experience, deoperation. Prowith 10,000 watt
two weeks. Box

Morning personality and sports announcer looking for larger market. Available April first.
Minimum $150 weekly. Tape, photo, resume, and
survey results on request. Box 205D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, strong on news, commercials.
Operate board. Tape available. Box 207D,
BROADCASTING.
Congenial young announcer, excellent voice.
Combination college, graduate. Immediate availability. Box 209D, BROADCASTING.
DJ
experienced,
"the exempt,
kind youwant
can tohardly
Married,
young draft
settle find".
large
market, good
potential
income.
Available
immediately. Box 210D, BROADCASTING.
Seeking job as staff announcer radio-tv.
Thoroughly trained live commercial experience.
Tape available. Box 211D, BROADCASTING.

Man to gather, write, deliver local news. Sports
play-by-play. Desires Arizona or California.
Married,
dependable. Box 162D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, dj, excellent newscast, commercial,
married, stable, five years experience, three
years with present employer, wants position with
responsibility, future at progressive station.
Write Box 213D, BROADCASTING.

Personality dj-salesman. Sells own top-rated
show. Writes copy, services accounts. 28 years
old married, two degrees, B.A. and L.L.B.; proven
audience builder. Varied background. Knows all
music. Strong ad-lib, rhyming intro, gimmicks,
promotion, record-hop, mc work, etc. 200 famous
voice tracks. Some tv experience. Available now.
Send all information salary, type position etc.
Top reference station and sponsors. Will also
consider salesmanager or other executive positions. Box 163D, BROADCASTING.

Radio school grad, married "light on experience,
heavy on potential". Salary second to opportunity. East preferred, tape, and resume on request. Box 216D, BROADCASTING.
Successful deejay, five years experience includes
successful nightly show in market of 150,000,
selling, promotions, live teenage hops. Friendly,
affable personality makes friends easily and
frequently, wants bigger opportunity, spelled
"money". Box 219D, BROADCASTING.

Broadcasting

Good straight
(no "hillybilly
accent")
wishes
to doannouncer
c&w deejay
work. Thorough
knowledge of country music. First phone. No
maintenance. Box 171, Maumee. Ohio.
Radio-tv mc desires position in New York City.
5129 Auckland, North Hollywood, Calif.
Pacific northwest only, first phone, radio and tv,
3 years experience. Immediate permanent placement. $90 minimum. Gary Defreese, 7265 Franklin, Hollywood, Calif. Hollywood 4-2461.
Want staff announcing job radio and/or tv.
Young, ambitious, some experience. Married.
Midwest preferred. Skip Haynes, 13240 So. Ave.
F, Box 915, Chicago 33. Mitchell 6-2029.
Disc jockey, 2 years experience in major market,
college grad, studied announcing under Pat Kelly,
tapes, references available. Married. Harvey
Moore-NBC Room 253, N. Y., CI. 7-8300, Ex. 2151.
Experienced announcer and control man, go
anywhere, available now. Frank Mrowicki, 626
Union Street, La Salle, Illinois.
15 years experience, tiroven ability, showmanship. Friendly funnyman with best of references, ratings, sales results. Theron Shreve,
ED-28145, Lansing, Michigan.
Technical
Chief engineer or assistant. Experienced. (No
tobacco
CASTING.or alcohol.) Write Box 984C, BROADEmployed chief wants position as chief, 4 years
experience. Have installed new equipment, own
car and have announcing ability. Available immediately. Box 105D, BROADCASTING.
Young man with first phone desires position
with small radio or television station. Former
electronics instructor. Able and willing to learn.
Prefer Pacific or Gulf coast but will consider
anything. Box 192D, BROADCASTING.
C.Q. Ohio valley area. This is W8AXU, a technical school graduate with first fone. Would like
permanent position offering a stable future. Box
204D, BROADCASTING.
Young personality dj with ideas, gimmicks, and
experience. Technical and construction backphone. Presently
employed. others.
Married.ground.
PreferFirstFlorida,
but will consider
Box 226D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer 1st class, with 9 years experience, in
all phases of broadcasting, chief engineer 5
years. Have own testing equipment, would like
position as engineer and salesman. Straight salary aswhere
engineer
plus commission.
anyTexas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Locate
or Colorado
and Oklahoma. Write 708 Linwood, Hot Springs,
Arkansas. Or call NA. 4-2450.
First phone, inexperienced, available immediately, prefer southwest. O. J. Cunningham, Cameron,
Texas.
Combo, 1st phone, $85, no car. Berkshire 7-6721
after 5 p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Write to Bill Richerson, WAJR, Morgantown,
West Virginia for a personal interveiw in the
Frisco, California area, after March first. First
phone, car, announcing experience.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced music librarian and news researcher
with ingtopcourse.
dj's. Slight
Recently
completed
cerebral
palsy effective
handicap.speakResume, references upon request. Box 125D,
BROADCASTING.
Have experience, will travel. News director, curemployed community
40-thousand,
ing forrently
permanent
position inof larger
market.lookSix
years with present employer who has been given
two-months notice, effective April 1st, and who
knows of this ad. Box 138D, BROADCASTING.
Can write: copy, continuity; cover local news
and edit wire copy (have local 15 minute weekly
news show-regular job in business), and have
programming and business sense. B.S. Journalism, radio major, vet, married, 30, some newspaper experience, 3 years business. Want challenge in definite radio/tv growth situation. Can
ING.
announce, if necessary. Box 157D, BROADCASTAggressive, young newsman desires radio news
director's position. 14 years practical experience,
gathering and intelligently airing news. 4 years
news director of midwest metropolitan station.
College, best of references. Married, 3 children.
Box 182D. BROADCASTING.
February 17, 1958
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production-Programming, Others

Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

rwo newsmen seek change. Total 21 years experience radio-tv. College grad. Strong local
overage and editorial writing. Newspaper experience. Currently working half-million market.
Want broader operation and larger market. Experts,
qualified
to run your news department. fully
Box 185D.
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Gather, write, and air news or sports.
Experience in Chicago. BSJ and MSJ Degrees.
Box 199D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced copywriter. Available immediately.
Would like west coast if possible, but will answer
all replies. Sample copy on request. Box 214D,
BROADCASTING.

USED

EQUIPMENT
Price

Collins 300G, 250-watt transmitter, less tubes
—as received on trade-in,
not tested
$1,395.00
— reconditioned and tested 1,695.00
RCA BT1AL, 1000-watt transmitter, less tubes
—as received on trade-in,
not tested
—reconditioned and tested
J 1 - 1 08 Clarke phase monitor,
2-tower, traded in from
station gone non-direc-

2,400.00
2,895.00

tional 300.00

Ampex 401 tape recorder.
Sent to Ampex for overhaul. Good buy

345.00

General Radio 732B noise
and distortion meter with
732P1 range set. This is an
old one but performs and
a good buy for test purposes. The pair
Brand new! A pair of Magnecord PT63A2HZ recorder/playbacks and a
companion pair of PT63JX
amplifiers in portable
cases. Regular net for recorder and amplifier,
$840.00 each
close-out each
for both pairs

75.00

49.50

Gates

Radio

Quincy,

Illinois

Tel. Baldwin
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TELEVISION
Wanted

Management
Manager needed for radio and television station
in Austin, Minnesota, with, proven record, rich
market. Exceptional opportunity. Send full details to Station Manager, KWWL, Waterloo, Iowa.
Announcers

Engineer, 1st phone, desires permanent tv position, experienced am-fm-audio. 2 years ALTEC
field engineer. 29, family, college. Box 225D,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Program ming, Others
Newsman. 10 years television and radio with best
news operations Know how to beat opposition.
Want director or will take good staff job. Box
997C, BROADCASTING.
Production assistant, five years experience in all
phases of television and film production, will relocate. Box 173B, BROADCASTING.
Cameraman, assistant director, floor supervisor,
two years
with Veteran
top western
upstate New experience
York stations.
with and
college,
television school, newspaper background. Best
references. Box 175D, BROADCASTING.
Looking for an experienced tv personality to
handle women's programs, write copy, general
announcing, gal-Friday work? Former Power's
model,
directorwith
in station
metropolitan
tv
station women's
seeks position
boasting
imaginative executives who need fresh talent to
bolster ratings. Personable, attractive. Hours no
problem, reasonable salary. Now employed but
personal reasons mandate change. Personal interviews desired. Box 187D, BROADCASTING.
Able,
young taste.
writer-producer-director.
Creative,
impeccable
Wide experience in legit,
tv,
industrials. Box 195D, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Young executive, 12 years major market experience all phases radio-tv wants challenging
opportunity with progressive western station!
Box 221D, BROADCASTING.

Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be techin measurement
andCharacter
maintenancenically
of tv qualified
transmission
equipment.
and technical
references
required
with
application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management

588.00
7,750.00

Technical

Top news department available to station in city
of 100,000 or more with signing of experienced
but young and aggressive news director. College
graduate.
employed.
Experience
includes wirePresently
service, news
and program
directing,
announcing. Box 208D, BROADCASTING.

TV copywriter, experienced. Opening for creative, sales-minded writer. Must be able to handle
administrative details, will consider experienced
radio writer. Air mail sample copy, complete
resume, references. Program Director, KOMUTV, Columbia, Missouri.
95.00

Radio
got it! employed.
Now I'd like
radio-tvknow-how?
opportunity.I'vePresently
Tape,a
resume available. Box 165D, BROADCASTING.

We are looking for an all-around staff announcer
who has the appearance for on-camera work as
well as a strong booth man. This is a large NBC
basic station on the east coast. Call Program
Manager, WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Va., RE 37876.

Production-Programming, Others

TERMS: 25% with order. Bala nee on
delivery. Write, phone or wire:
Paul Timpe

Top news director available due to economy cut.
Have received many awards including twice
winning RTNDA award for most outstanding radio operation in North America. Now employed
with one of nation's most respected radio chains.
Present employers eager to give high recommendations. Live, breathe, eat news. Guaranteed
to give you top news operation no matter where
the market. Contact Harvey Tate, 401 West Lynwood, San Antonio, PErshing 2-4603.

TV announcer in strong vhf two-station market
to handle all types of programming. Must be
commercial and must have tv experience. Send
photo, tape and background material to Program
Director, WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio.
795.00

Presto T-18 three-speed turntable with shaded pole
motor. Used very short
time

Commercial copywriter with 7 years experience
in radio and tv. Ellis Babcock, Box 55, Orwell,
N. Y. Pulaski 816W.

Help

GE Model 4BC-1A1 speech
console. This is the large
job. Has been completely
reconditioned and power
supply rebuilt

Magnecord PT6AH recorder/
playback unit only. Fair
shape. Worth the money
for spares

Experienced pd, 7 years radio, all phases. TV
commercial, news. 32, married, family. Prefer
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, consider others.
Box 224D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced, young, handsome, radio announcer
wants tv. Excellent voice, travel. Box 987C,
BROADCASTING.

Marry television and live happily ever after.
That's
TV production
that and
can
qualify myas aim.
cameraman,
boom graduate
man, traffic
stage manager. Will have first phone by April.
Salary second to opportunity. Will locate anywhere. Resume, picture. Box 222D, BROADCASTING.
We must let man go in economy wave. He is announcer, director, knows production, news, studio, remote, familiar with sales. Highly recommended. Needs job right away. Contact Program
Manager, WTVP, Decatur, Illinois.
FOR

SALE

D.J.'s — New original comedy material, record
intros, skits. Vol. I, $1.00. SPOT Productions,
175 Lakeshore Dr., Lake Hiawatha, N. J.
Stations
For sale 500 watt daytime radio station. Exclusive 30,000 population county market in central
Texas. Box 169D, BROADCASTING.

Top producer in highly competitive prime eastern
market for past four years in local and regional
sales now looking for more responsibility. Present
employer will give top references. Young, married and primarily interested in management
future. Box 142D, BROADCASTING.

Gulf south, small market station, $35,000. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
VHF television station in growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value.
Financing can be arranged for responsible purchasers. Paul H. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree, Atlanta.

Ten year profit making record sales manager/
general manager, established reputation. Now
employed sales manager major market vhf-tv/
radio. High personal billings. Desire manager/
sales manager radio or tv. Thorough experience
Stable family man. Bonabackground.
quality
fide
personal
reason only this inquiry decision.
Must
ING. be confidential. Box 193D, BROADCAST-

Middle Atlantic, major market, $50,000 down to
responsible party. Chapman Company, 17 East
48th, New York.
Upper south, medium market station, $150,000,
terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.

Sales
Sales background, references, photo mailed Immediately. $225 minimum. Write Box 892C,
BROADCASTING.

New York state, medium market, $375,000, terms.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Profitable fm station, large Florida market, $100,000 terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
3ROADCASTING

FOR

INSTRUCTIONS

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

Profitable southeast medium market station, $75,000 terms.
tree,
Atlanta.Chapman Company, 1182 West PeachNorman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5, May 1,
June tion,
25, September
October 29. write
For informareferences and 3,reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

Equipment
UHF equipment, used. 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCAST1957 GMC air-conditioned remote television
truck, like new. Equipped with 2 RCA camera
chains. Will sell fully or partially equipped. For
details write Box 824C, BROADCASTING.
Three-year-old Kensol Hot Press, prints beautiful opaques, titles, ID cards, balops, and signs;
prints on acetate; no messy ink to use, simple to
operate; same type used by all three major networks; like new, $400. Box 990C, BROADCASTING.
Used Lambda-Link, 1. watt system complete
like new. $4,800.00. P.O. Box 569, Canoga Park,
Calif.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
the present television stations. 14"-$215.00, 17"$219.00, 21"-$259.00. Factory direct sales. Why pay
master ments?
monitor
priceshave
for been
your delivered
utility requireOur monitors
under
several trade names. Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
AM radio tower-self supporting, 178 feet high.
Now located on 3-story building. Can be easily
dismounted and re-erected. Will give good service
for many years. Bargain priced. Write or phone
John Stauffer, Kansan, Kansas City, Kansas.
Three tv towers 1-300' 1-400' 1-450'. U. S. Tower
Company, 405 Union Trust Bldg., Petersburg, Va.
Immediately available, 4 Dage broadcast vidicon
cameras, 2 Dage switchers, 3 Dage portable
cync generators, 1 RCA TA-15 special effects
amplifier
WP 33B
power and
supply,
Carlson video
monitors
other14-17"
video Setchell
accessories. WDC Corp., 11531 Hamilton, Detroit 2,
Michigan. Phone TOwnsend 5-1122.
WANTED

TO

BUY

TELEVISION

RADIO
Help

Wanted
Sales

r
»

ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVE

I Immediate opportunity for experi* enced salesman 35 or under. CBS

I

j Sid Beighley, WMBR, Jacksonville j
« % *^» **
«»
**
«»
**
«» ^» * 1
Announcers

§
WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
§ 3 Experienced Announcers to
§ work in coastal New England.
§ Must be: Good workers who will take
in their
interest
aggres
§
job
andsive
station;
thoroughly
experienced and able to project personality on the air
but
within
framework always
of station
policy.
Salary open to men who can meet requirements. Send photo and tape.
Box 777C, BROADCASTING

Management
Job Wanted

by

Man with Record . . .
... a past record of over 20 years experience
as a program-production manager in the theater,
radio and television.
I'm in my 40's.
I have been associated with quality operations
in the Midwest including KRNT (Des Moines) and
WCCO Television (Minneapolis). I have changed
positions for advancement; never because of
disagreement with management.
I am qualified — through my experience and
ability — as an assistant manager in radio or
television — or as production-program manager.
Will gladly furnish rundown of experience and
list of employers including the one I just left.
CHARLES D. (Chuck) MILLER
301 — 5th Ave., No. Hopkins, Minn.
Telephone: WEst 8-4621

»

I affiliate Washington Post 6 & O, J
S large staff and facilities, Florida's *
j
market. Guarantee — 15% t
* second
commission.
Contact:

Situations Wanted

§
§
§
§
&
?
y
&
-

FOR

SALE

Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS — ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

Stations
Stations wanted. New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Ralph
Erwin. Broker Tuloma Building, Tulsa.
250 w to 5 kw am broadcast station. Buy direct, no
brokers commission. Gary L. Fisher, 801 Lake
Avenue, Storm Lake, Iowa.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
Equipment
Wanted — .1 watt portable microwave equipment.
Box 148D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Used Ampex
BROADCASTING.

recorders. Box

760C,

Will pay cash for used frequency monitor in
working order. Box 177D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted R.
%", F.7/8"coils,
or 1%"
transmission
any
length.
lighting
chokes, line,
sampling
line chokes, 4" R. F. ammeters and switches,
mica or vacuum capacitors (6 kv and up), weather proof housings. State prices and quality,
first letter. Box 181D, BROADCASTING.
Interested in portable microwave remote) gear, 1
watt only. Box 149D, BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter: 250W, 1 or 3 kw with monitors.
Prefer GE or RCA. Box 221, Lebanon, Tennessee.
MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted — present address and employment of
Jack Freeborn, Newscaster, formerly of WMRI,
Marion, Indiana.
Broadcasting

Want

to M beorning
the biggest

M an in
M iami?
Can you be? Then the Storz Stations
want- you for way-out-front WQAM.
Aside from the pleasure of working
with some of America's brightest radio
people, you can expect top pay, maximum opportunity, ideal work conditions,
and,
mate. of course, Miami's wonderful cliRush your tape to:
BILL STEWART, Director of Programming, The Storz Stations • 820 Kilpatrick
Bldg., Omaha, Nebraska
Situations Wanted
>:x:
farm
[^Having trouble with your
programming? If you have a regional radio station in the midwest, west of the Mississippi, I
have a money making record for
ately,
you to consider. Contact immedi-

NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1733 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in
getting top-flight personnel.

Box 196D, BROADCASTING
—
February 17, 1958
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INTERNATIONAL
will demand expansion of limited commercial announcements allowed on some
'56
CANADA
FINANCES
REVEALED
• First time figures: radio indies gross $39 million, tv $13 million
•

CBC-TV

in red $1.7 million; CBC

For the first time figures for the entire
Canadian broadcasting industry are available as to revenue and expenditures. The
material was gathered by the government's
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, and
shows that 160 independent Canadian radio
stations in 1956 had a total gross income
of $39,001,495 and total expenses of $31.969,323, leaving a net income of $7,032,172.
Last
late inyear's
1958. figures will not be available till
The government's Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. figures also were released and showed
gross income of $15,189,124 for its radio
operations and expenses of $14,986,825,
with a net income of $202,299.
A total of 27 independent television stations were reported in operation in 1956
with gross income of $13,008,951 and total
expenses of $11,582,936, leaving a net income of $1,442,553.
The CBC's tv operations in the year
showed a gross income of $43,420,465 and
total expenses of $45,183,976, leaving a
deficit of $1,763,511.
The report breaks down data on independent radio and tv stations by regions
and network affiliations. In the province of
Ontario, 52 radio stations had a net income
of $2,830,296; 37 radio stations in Quebec
province had a net income of $1,443,528;
in the four Atlantic provinces 22 stations
accounted for a net income of $507,514; in
the three prairie provinces 31 stations had
a net income of $1,571,202, and on the
west coast British Columbia's 18 stations
had a net income of $679,632.
In television, the five independent stations
in the three prairie provinces showed the
highest net income, $745,795; 13 stations in
Ontario had a net income of $498,733;
four stations in Quebec had a net income of
$135,325, and five stations in the four Atlantic coast provinces had a net income of
$62,700.
There were 64 radio stations of a total of
160 independent stations which had no network affiliations in 1956 and these 64 had a
net income of $3,450,823 out of total net
income of $7,032,172 for all independent
stations. The 28 stations on the TransCanada network had a net income of
$1,137,965, the 46 on the Dominion network had net income of $2,084,503, and
the 22 stations in the French-language network had net income of $358,881.
The report also breaks down independent
radio and tv station earnings by revenue
groups. There were 50 radio stations with
revenue each under $100,000, 55 with revenue from $100,000 to $200,000, 20 stations from $200,000 to $300,000, 10 stations
from $300,000 to $400,000, nine stations
from $400,000 to $500,000, 10 stations
from $500,000 to $1 million, and six stations with gross revenue of over $1 million
each.
The same breakdown for independent tv
stations shows five with less than $200,000
Page 118
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radio gross $15.1

million

each, 10 with revenue from $200,000 to
$400,000, five with revenue from $400,000
to $700,000, four stations in the $700,000
to $1 million class, and three with revenue
of over $1 million each. It is of interest to
note that the groups with gross income
under $400,000 on an average operated at
a deficit.

government operated systems and which
have proven successful. The commercials
all are squeezed into a single half-hour
period, for example, he said, in Italy.
Asked about color tv in Australia, where
sets are manufactured locally, Mr. Moses
replied, "I imagine the manufacturers will
follow the trend elsewhere and will want to
exploit the black-and-white market before
moving into color."
Canada

Tv Set Sales Down

The report includes a table of expenditures for the entire industry, both CBC and
independently-owned radio and tv stations,
which shows the average number of employes during the year at 6,796 for radio
and 3,702 for tv stations, with total salaries

Up Slightly
Sales of television receivers in Canada
totaled 470,823 for 1957, compared with

of $40,115,689, and total artists' fees of
$10,525,260.

Canada, Toronto. Highest sales were in October when 70,537 sets were sold. Most sets
were sold in Ontario which accounted for

Australian

175,007 of the total, with Quebec accounting for 123,106 sets and the other eight
provinces for the remaining 172,710 sets.
Radio receiver sales in 1957 were up
slightly over the previous year, with 577,930
sets sold in 1957 as compared with 577,205
in 1956. Portable receiver sales were up in
the year to 57,700 from 43,380 in 1956.
Automobile set sales were down in the year
to 122,908 from 130,435 in the previous
year. Ontario buyers accounted for almost
half the radio sets sold, totaling 265,932
receivers, while Quebec accounted for 135,500 receivers, and the rest of Canada for
the remainder.

Television

Booming,

Says Government Radio-Tv Head
Television is booming in Australia with
more than 100,000 sets sold to consumers
last year to bring the total circulation to
220,000-plus, acording to Charles Moses,
general manager of the government-operated, noncommercial Australian Broadcasting Commission, who stopped in New York
last week on the final
leg of a four-month
world tv inspection
tour.
He said Australia's four commercial
tv outlets are very
similar to those in
the U.S. and major
American firms are
advertising on them.
ABC operates two
stations, one each in
Melbourne and Sydney. Set distribution is about even between
these cities and is now at 18-20% saturation, Mr. Moses said. Tv saturation in that
country will hit 75% in about 10 years,
he predicted. Radio set saturation now is
98%.
Mr. Moses said ABC has invested about
£3 million ($6,690,000) in its new studio
facilities and plants under construction in
both cities and will invest another £.1.5
million ($3,345,000) in prospective stations
at Brisbane (to be completed late 1959),
Adelaide, Perth and Hobart. Competitive
hearings also are to be held soon to award
commercial station grants for these cities,
he said.
The ABC manager said he has been
buying films in both Britain and the U.S.
and has purchased such series as Lassie,
Wells Fargo, Robert Cummings and Guy
Lombardo. ABC presently runs 40% live
on a limited schedule, chiefly 7-11 p.m.
daily with brief daytime segments, but
hopes to extend this to a continuous 2:3011 p.m. schedule soon with an eventual
60% live ratio.
He predicted commercial tv will catch
on increasingly in Europe, based on his
observations there, since merchant groups

In '56; Radio

612,871 in 1956, according to Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. of

3.89
Have

Million Canada

Households

Radios, Government

Reports

In Canada's 4,055,000 households last
May 3,894,000 had radio receivers, 2,536,000 had television sets and 3,084,000 had
telephones according to a survey report of
the Canadian government's Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa. The organization
makes
annually.such checks on household facilities
The breakdown shows that of 3,894,000
households with radio sets, 2,894,000 had
one receiver, 739,000 had two and 188,000
had three, while 73,000 had more than
three.
Of the 2,536,000 tv households in Canada.
2,464,000 also had radio receivers.
There were 2,435,000 households with
automobiles at the time, and of these 2,200,000 had one car— 963,000 with radios. A
total of 235,000 households had two cars —
175,000 with car radios.
BBM

to Elect at March

31 Meet

The annual meeting of the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, is to be
held March 31 at the Mount Royal Hotel,
Montreal, in the form of a luncheon during
the annual convention of the Canadian Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters. The
meeting will be for the election of officers,
report on operations, and to answer questions from the floor on recent developments
in the BBM audience survey method.
Broadcasting

ABROAD

IN

BRIEF

OLYMPIAN REACH: Prentice Hale, organizer of the 1960 Winter Olympic Games
at Squaw Valley. Calif., has promised Europeans live television coverage of the event.
In Austria earlier this month for the Alpine
ski races, Mr. Hale said 40 million Europeans probably would get the pictures
through a special signal bouncing process.
If this fails, direct coaxial cables will be
used, he told a press conference.
JAPANESE SIGHTS SET: Japanese manufacturers have put their tv production goal
at a million sets for 1958. At yearend the
country reported 630,000 sets, a figure increasing by 30,000 a month.
BASIN BLACKED

seeking a House of Commons seat has been
reported as unprecedented in British politics. Conservative, Labor and Liberal aspirants from Rochdale, a cotton mill town
near Manchester, discussed issues in a halfhour show, which also presented film and
vote opinions. The milestone was reached
after long deliberations of the separate
parties, according to observers.
CENSOR'S CENSUS: During 1957 the Australian government censorship division at
Sydney viewed more than nine million feet
of 16 mm film imported from all sources
for use by Australian tv stations, it was
reported in the U.S. by Charles Michelson
Inc. Of this amount, 75% was from the
U.S., 18% from Great Britain and 7%
from other countries. Only 25 films from
the total U.S. import were censored in part
and nine rejected completely, the report
said.

OUT: Police have silenced

the Saar's commercial television station,
Tele-Saar, by closing the transmitter. TeleSaar and its commercial radio adjunct,
Europe No. One, have been operating under
a cloud since the Saar Basin lost its independent status and came under West German jurisdiction. Bonn's Postal Ministry
ordered the raid on Tele-Saar's transmitter
on grounds that it has no assigned frequency.
The fate of Europe No. One presumably is
being decided currently.
SET BOOM LOWERS TAX BOOM: Austria,
after postponing a tax on television sets
until the new medium caught on, made its
first collections this month. The tax is roughly $6 a year, collectible bi-monthly on a
pattern like that of the radio receiver license,
which has financed the Austrian non-commercial radio system for some time. Authorities thought the time was ripe for taxes on
tv sets when 30,000 were reported sold. The
Vienna government believes that a levy can
no longer stand in the way of tv development.
WANT MORE FOR THE MARK: West German brand-name advertisers have joined for
an all-out analysis of commercial radio
audiences. The survey is handled by Demoskopisches Institut, a small research service
at Allensbach. The analysis is to be based
upon a total of 10,000 interviews (the usual
is 2,000 in the small West German market) .
Commercial radio is a part-time affair for
non-profit radio stations in West Germany,
with no private stations in operation. Most
of the radio advertising is shifted to off-peak
listening hours by stations. As there is no
competition between different stations (each
of them has an assigned coverage area),
advertisers using radio in Germany have
only a take-or-leave-it choice. The new survey is expected to produce some data that
might prompt monopoly stations to reappraise rates.

'Liberty' Honors 6 Tv Stations
Liberty magazine, Toronto, made its first
annual showmanship awards to six Canadian television stations: CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta., for best interview shows; CJONTV

St. John's, Nfld., best news presentation; CFPL-TV London, Ont., best public
service shows; CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta.,
best children's show; CHCT-TV Calgary,
Alta., best showmanship promotion, and
CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., best local programming.

WOAY

Broadcasting

Before Canadians go to the polls for the
second time in a year on March 3 1 to elect
a federal government, free time is being
made available to candidates of all four
major parties, on both radio and television
networks.
CBC has worked out an arrangement
whereby there will be 24 quarter-hour periods on the national tv network, with eight
periods going to the Conservative Party
which formed the government after last
June's election, seven to the Liberal Party,
largest opposition group, five to the socialist
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation
(CCF), and four to the Social Credit Party.
On the national radio networks there will
be nine hours of free time in quarter-hour
periods, with 12 periods going to the Conservatives,11 to the Liberals, seven to the
CCF, and six to the Social Credit Party.
In addition 12 quarter-hour periods of
free time go to each party for use of candidates on local CBC stations, while independent stations sell political time.
Supreme

Court

Sets CBC

Case

CBC's request for exemption from prosecution under the Canadian Lord's Day Act
will be heard before the Supreme Court of
Canada in the near future following a judgment of the Ontario Court of Appeal recently refusing the CBC's request for exemption. Announcement of the Canadian
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The Model TR-1 TV Rebroadcast Receiver has been
designed specifically to meet the requirements for a
high-quality receiver for use in direct pickup and rebroadcast oftelevision signals. It embodies features
which give the reliability necessary for full-time commercial use and provides signals of exceptional

KGUL
WSPD
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quality, fully equal to, or better than, that
provided by the usual intercity network
facility.
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CANDIDATES AND CAMERAS: A February tv appearence by three candidates
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CBC Allots 24 Tv Quarter-Hours,
9 Hours of Radio to Politicians
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UP 117.57o on Sunday, 6:00 to 10.00
p.m. in Charleston !
UP 64.9%, Monday through Friday,
6:00 to 10:00 p.m. in Charleston!
UP 32.4%, Monday through Friday,
6:00 to 1 0:00 p.m. in Huntington ! And
so on, according to ARB figures for
November 1957!
With so many viewers leading
the way, it's easy to see why
more and more smart time
buyers are switching to

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13
A COWLES STATION • ABC BASIC
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry Co., Inc.

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

Supreme Court's decision to hear the CBC's
appeal was made at Ottawa Feb. 3.
The CBC. as a government-owned corporation has argued before lower courts in the
province of Ontario that it should be exempt
from the Lord's Day Act. under which it was
charged last March along with CKEY Toronto and three Toronto daily newspapers.
The charges were based on gathering and
dissemination of news on Sundays, felt by
the Ontario government and the Lord's Day
Alliance to be outside the works of necessity permitted under the 50-year-old legislation. Until a decision is handed down on
the CBC's appeal charges against CKEY and
the three Toronto dailies cannot be heard
by the Toronto court.
CBC at Quarter-Century Mark
Government radio broadcasting in Canada
is now 25 years old. The Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission was formed early
in 1933 and was replaced in 1936 by the
present Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Of
the more than 6,000 persons now employed
by CBC only 34 were in at the beginning,
including E. L. Bushnell, assistant general
manager; Walter E. Powell, commercial
manager; Dick Claringbull, manager, CBX
Edmonton, Alta.; H. F. Chevrier, supervisor of sales promotion, and D. G. McKinstry, chief architect.
CARTB

Sets Tv Workshop

March

31

A television workshop will be held and
facts about Canadian television will be unveiled at the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal,
on March 31. The workshop is sponsored
by the Canadian Assn. of Radio & tv
Broadcasters, which has invited all advertisers and advertising agency executives in
Canada and many in the U. S. to attend. Tv
is now 5V2 years old in Canada and data
has been amassed on who is looking at programs, hours of viewing daily, times stations, tv costs as a medium in Canada and
other information of interest to advertisers
and potential advertisers. The tv workshop
is free for those invited and advertisers and
agency men will have an opportunity to see
owners and managers of Canadian tv stations at the meeting.
CKAC

Sells Time

by Audience

Size

CKAC Montreal, Que., has embarked on
a new method of selling evening time to
advertisers who want to reach a general
consumer audience.

you'll save twice as much

0RTH$AVER
like
KSLA-TV SHREVEPORT, LA.
SHREVEP0RT TELEVISION CO.

call or write
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
342 WEST 40 ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
LO 4-0518
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Under the plan, CKAC undertakes to
place programs and spot announcements for
an advertiser who will spend a definite sum
with the station. Times for commercials will
be arranged to catch the largest audience,
with the station choosing the times.
At the end of the contract period the advertiser receives a schedule of when his
commercials were broadcast and the Bureau
of Broadcast Measurement audience figures
for those periods. The station is free to use
any times, day or evening, so long as it delivers the mass audience the sponsor desires,
at a cost of $ 1 per thousand listeners.

TELETHON FOR DIMES • WHTN-TV
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va., raised more
than $8,000 for the Kanawha County March
of Dimes campaign in a 23-hour telethon
Feb. 1. Guest acts from the Cabell County
and Kanawha County area spurred contributions from viewers who telephoned in their
pledges to the studios in Huntington.
WALK-A-THON FOR DIMES • KIOA
Des Moines d. j. Frosty Mitchell thawed
out in a local hospital two weeks ago after
he completed a 40-mile hike through subfreezing temperature and AVi inches of
snow to benefit the March of Dimes. Mr.
Mitchell had promised on his show to walk
one mile for each $100 pledged by his
listeners. The contributions totaled $3,997
as he crossed the finish line 1 1 Vi hours
after starting out from Ames to Des Moines.
More than 1.000 people waited by the
highway to shake his hand and make
pledges. KIOA mobile units covered the
hike and correspondents from the wire services also followed his progress.
DIVES BRING DOLLARS • WTMC Ocala,
Fla., received more than $2,000 in pledges
for the March of Dimes during an 80-hour
broadcast from a glass bottom boat anchored
in the middle of Florida's Silver Springs.
Two announcers on WTMC, Ken Brown and
Bill Conover, started the marathon Jan. 26
at 4 p.m. and finished at midnight Jan. 29.
For each $10 donation one of the men dived
into the water from a 30-foot tower on top
of the boat. The two took turns at the microphones.
POLIO

TELETHON • WITN-TV Washington, N. C. received $11,500 in pledges
for the March of Dimes during a 14-hour
telethon Jan. 25-26. The entire staff of
WITN-TV donated their services for the
14-hour stretch.

ALERT SAVES FIVE • WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., received a call Feb. 5
from the owner of a gas station giving an
urgent warning to five people who had purchased fuel oil from him that day. The oil
had become contaminated with hi-test gasoline. WOOD and WOOD-TV interrupted all
programming with a series of emergency
messages. Four of the people called the gas
station 20 minutes after the first message and
the fifth customer returned his purchase
after another 20 minutes.
NORTH OF THE BORDER • KVOS-TV
Bellingham, Wash., showed a picture on
a newscast Jan. 28 of a missing woman after
Bellingham police had asked all the area
residents to help in the five-day-old search.
Within 40 minutes after the newscast the
woman

called the police from New Westminster, B.C., and told them she had heard

the appeal on KVOS-TV.
Broadcasting

hich

you

would

give

up

:

2. Your refrigerator?

3. Your furniture?

set?
4. Your television

uppose all your home's furnishings were destroyed. Isthe amount of insurance you carry
on your household contents enough to cover the
loss? If not, which items would you be forced
to do without?
When

you need advice about insurance,

ask your independent local agent or broker. He
can help you decide just how much insurance
you need on your home and its contents as well
as on other property you own.
When

you buy insurance, insist on Stock

Company Insurance. It's known for quality
protection, with full-time service. And remember: If you're not fully insured — it's not enough!

NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS An organization serving the Public and the Capital Stock Insurance Companies since 1866
85 John Street, New York 38, N. Y., 222 West Adams Street .Chicago 6, 111., 465 California Street, San Francisco 4. Cal.
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as
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to

sell

Portland

without

12

KPTV

Ji!

Shaggy apes aside, the one sure way to sell the big-buying Oregon
and Southwestern

Washington

market

is with KPTV — your lowest

cost-per-thousand

buy with top audience

and coverage.

Oregon's FIRST Television Station • Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc. • Sc/ierfu/ePortland,Oregon
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. MONDAY

from JOHN

MEMO

K. COLE, radio-tv

Music

director, Buchen

Co.

can

into

fit

Can "good music" effectively be presented on television?
In spite of the commonly expressed doubts, my
answer is a definite yes — if an agency follows some
simple "how-to" rules.
Start with two basic premises: (1) if the music is
to be really good, you must present the finest artists
available; (2) with fine performers, you must play
it straight. This philosophy has proved itself from
our agency's early trial-and-error days of telecasting
symphony concerts.
It is necessary first to accept the fact that a program of fine music is not necessarily important for
its visual values. The sound is the thing, and nothing should be done that interrupts or interferes with
the line or flow of the sound. As a result, you must
think of the video as supporting the music. This is
what I mean by "play it straight."
Here are some of the things producers and
rectors should try to accomplish when blocking
a program: Individual shots to show the action —
soloist, a section of the orchestra, the conductor
the whole orchestra. The shots can be framed

diout
the
or
to

match the intensity of the music. A soft, sweet passage calls for close-ups, for slow movements and slow
dissolves. As the music builds in intensity and volume
the shots can be framed wider and transitions made
less gentle.
These shots are beautifully effective. Besides supporting the mood or "feel" of the music itself, they
let the viewer become almost a part of the performance. They provide a thrilling intimacy — a
musician's-eye view of a great conductor, such as
Fritz Reiner or Eugene Ormandy — the genuinely
beautiful movement and expression a great musician
brings to his art.
Here are some of the things to avoid on all music
programs. Audience reaction shots except for applause. During a number who cares about reaction
from the studio audience? A shot of a listener, no
matter how interesting his face may be, has nothing
to do with what we hear. Music is a personal thing —
let the home viewer have his own feelings about it.
Avoid the use of film clips, paintings, statues, photos
or any other objets d'art supposedly illustrating the
music being heard. Music is a pure art — it needs no
interpretation in a medium other than music itself.
For the past 6V2 years our client, Chicago Title &
Trust Co., has successfully demonstrated that good
music on tv is good business, too. The program: a
series of weekly, one-hour telecasts of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra. And this year we've added a
new approach — once-a-month "specials" that present
other kinds of music as well as symphony concerts.
Other programs in the Hour of Music series feature
jazz, folk music, opera and musical comedy, but the
Chicago Symphony is still the heart of the series and
three of the seven specials are symphony concerts.
While the "how-to" philosophy was developed over
the years for the telecasting of symphony concerts, it
was applied just as successfully to the other program
types in our current Hour of Music series. Our producer, Ross-McElroy Inc., and director, WGN-TV's
Dick Doerschuk, have built excellent programs by

Broadcasting

the

tv

picture

playing it straight with Duke Ellington and his orchestra in an hour of jazz, with Arthur Fiedler and
soloists Gloria Lind and Bob Sands in music from
light opera and musical comedy and with Mahalia
lackson, Richard Dyer-Bennett and The Weavers in
a unique and exciting program of folk music.
On Feb. 18, the Hour of Music will present the
Chicago Symphony, guest conductor Eugene Ormandy, and soloist Tossy Spivakovsky. On March 24,
the program will be devoted to grand opera with a
magnificent roster of Metropolitan Opera artists. The
season's final program will present the Chicago Symphony under the baton of its world renowned music
director, Dr. Fritz Reiner. Soloists for the evening
will be duo-pianists, Vronsky and Babin.
Is it unusual for such a brilliant roster of artists to
be signed for a local program? Undoubtedly. Can the
comparatively heavy investment be justified? We
think so, as does our client. Judged by today's ratings
and cost-per-thousand standards, the program would
be disappointing. Judged by other, and more pertinent standards, however, the series is an outstanding
success. There's the matter of identification. Chicaeo
Title & Trust Co.'s long association with great music
and musicians has established a feeling of quality and
goodness in the public mind, even among nonviewers. Through a program of this sort, the sponsoring company demonstrates its interest in the community and creates an image for itself as a responsible civic institution.
What does Chicago Title & Trust Co. sell? Specifically, title insurance policies and trust services. But,
as Warren Thompson, assistant vice president, public
relations division, puts it, "The real thing we have
to sell is service and security. The Hour of Music appropriately suggests that Chicago Title & Trust Co.
is indeed a stable, financially responsible service
An enlightened approach to television advertising
organization."
and public relations? Most assuredly.

John K. Cole, b. Dec. 11, 1925,
Wheaton, III. Graduate, U. of
Illinois with BS in radio journalism. Started media career with
WVLN Olney, III, September
1949; following June joined
ABC Central Division as radio
writer and later in 1950,
Schwimmer & Scott agency,
handling radio-tv copy, production and contact work. Joined Buchen Co. in 1952 as
assistant radio-tv director, was promoted to radio-tv
chief in March 1954. Responsible for Chicago Title
& Trust Co.'s Chicago Symphony Orchestra telecasts through years locally (and on old DuMont Tv
Network) and now monthly Hour of Music series.
Also active on Masonite Corp., Wood Conversion
Co. and other network and local broadcast accounts.
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EDITORIALS
The

Tax

Bite

Bites

Back

mayor of Baltimore has had to admit that the advertising tax which he forced into law has turned out to be
as bad a tax as the business leaders of Baltimore had predicted
it would be.
THE

Since Jan. I, when the tax went into effect, it has become
more and more apparent that the tax was a business depressant.
The tax revenue being lost in the general business slowdown
exceeded the returns which the city stood to gain from the 6%
levy on advertising.
In his public announcement that Baltimore will abandon the
advertising tax at the end of this year, Mayor D'Alesandro said
it was the general business recession that prompted his aboutface. But his support of bills to outlaw advertising taxation,
introduced just two days later in the Maryland State Legislature,
indicated his admission that ad taxes make no sense whether
general business is healthy or ailing. In essence, the mayor now
wants a solid door closed against the reappearance of such taxes.
And chances are good that he will get his wish. The state bills,
prepared by the Maryland Advertising Council which agencyman Joseph Katz heads, have important support in both houses
of the legislature, and the governor has promised to sign them
if they are passed.
The Baltimore tax fight is not yet completely won. A suit to
test the legality of municipal taxes on advertising is still on the
Baltimore circuit court docket to be heard next month. That suit,
it is to be hoped, will establish the illegality of taxes which have
already been proved to be fiscally unsound. If it fails, Baltimore
media and advertisers will be stuck for the tax the rest of this year.
But no matter what the outcome of the court proceedings,
the
acknowledgement
city's mayor
that the
no sense
should servebyasthe
a deterent
to other
statetaxes
and make
local
governments which have been eyeing advertising as a new source
of revenue. Legal or illegal, the Baltimore tax has hurt business. Hurting business won't help any city or state government.
Some

Order

Out

of

Chaos

THE House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last Thursday
was finally brought under control.
Its former chief counsel was subjected to the discipline of a firm
chairman. In his new role of witness, instead of prosecutor, Bernard
Schwartz made a minimum of inflammatory speeches and testified
directly to the information in his possession. The information is not
pretty. It deserves to come out — but not in the way Dr. Schwartz
had publicized it earlier.
Dismissal of Bernard Schwartz, the little New York professor
with a Napoleonic ego, was according to script. Mr. Schwartz
had been baiting the committee majority from the start. And
the resignation of Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) from the chairmanship was just as inevitable. Mr. Moulder was powerless to
direct an orderly inquiry.
Messrs. Schwartz and Moulder have had two weeks of banner
headlines from a gloating press, including newspapers owning
broadcast stations. That is because the first allegiance of the
publisher always has been to his printed page, irrespective of the
profits that may accrue to him from radio and television.
The havoc Prof. Schwartz has wrought in these past two weeks
has no counterpart in Congressional proceedings. He has sullied
reputations without supporting evidence. He has been insubordinate,
snide, smart-alecky and contemptuous of his own committee and
staff. He has used every device in the book to grab headlines
and broadcast time, even to the highly questionable degree of turning over House records to Sen. Wayne Morse, the erstwhile
Republican who is now a Democrat from Oregon.
Eventually, Mr. Schwartz will pass from the Washington scene
as inconspiciously as he entered it a few months ago. Without
the sounding board of official Congressional status, he will become
just another unheard voice, even though he may be commissioned
by some muddled charity to carry on an independent "investigation."
Because of the strife provoked by the Schwartz performance,
it is incumbent upon the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, under
Page 124
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Idea suggested by Wallace Werble .Tr

its new chairman, Oren Harris (D-Ark.), to pursue the investigation
with new vigor and with decorum, so appallingly lacking to date.
There should be no criminal charges leaked or planted in newspapers or syndicated columns, which was the order under the
Schwartz short-lived stewardship.
Before the inquiry can move to its originally assigned task
of determining whether independent agencies have functioned as
Congress intended, the widely publicized charges of criminal misconduct must be aired. If there is culpability, swift prosecution
should follow. Where there is none, public apologies are owed those
who have been falsely accused.
Unless the House subcommittee follows such a course, the
Senate will show no hesitancy in moving in.
Until something is done, the FCC cannot function properly.
Important public business will stagnate, just as it has for the past
few weeks. Every significant act of the FCC will be suspect
until the atmosphere is cleared.
Not only the FCC, but the whole institution of broadcasting
is under a stigma. All this because an ambitious academician,
utterly defiant of the majority of his committee, naively tried
to play cops and robbers by the textbook, devoid of knowledge
of the facts of life in bureaucratic Washington.

Hands

Off

That

Panic

Button

RADIO

has been through several economic crises, from recession to depression, and through the long competitive tv
drought. Television, on the other hand, has been on the onward
and upward curve until last year, when "softness" began to
develop here and there.
The extent to which tv was affected in 1957 — and the figures
will prove surprising — will be told in next week's issue as part of
Perspective: '58. Final tabulations are now in work.
The last few weeks have brought depressing news about business generally, despite the optimistic tone of recent administration pronouncements. Inventories are piling up and unemployment
is beyond the most pessimistic predictions.
The temptation, particularly for the newer hands in broadcasting, will be to push the panic button and sell time on any basis.
Indeed, gloomy reports of such developments already are seeping in.
Experience has proved that stations which adhere to rate
cards manage to stay on top audiencewise and saleswise. It has
happened almost invariably in radio and it will happen in tv as it
enters a "recession" period. Rate cutting leads to rate wars. Everybody loses except the advertiser, and he loses confidence because
of fear his competitor is getting it cheaper.
Experience also has proved that when consumer business is
off, the media can benefit if they will maintain their integrity.
It takes more advertising to move inventories. And, as we have
often said, there are no stronger hard sell media than radio and
television.
Broadcasting
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Texas

N.C.S. NO. 2

ORDER — ONE BILLING — MAXIMUM COVERAGE— MINIMUM COST.
KRLD, the oldest CBS affiliate in Texas, is the
only 50,000 watt station in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area not sharing its time and frequency
with another station. This greatest of Southwestern markets, plus North Texas and Southern
Oklahoma, can be delivered to you by KRLD
at less cost per one thousand listeners. You need
not divide contracts with two stations — you
earn greater frequency discounts — you get
maximum impact for minimum investment.

Without a doubt, KRLD Radio 1080, CBS outlet for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in
the biggest market in the biggest state. In this

ONE

KRLD

rapidly expanding market your basic advertising medium should be — MUST be — KRLD.
KRLD is the radio station of The Dallas
Times Herald, owners and operators of KRLDTV Channel 4. KRLD-TV, telecasting with
maximum power from atop Texas' tallest tower,
reaches out farther, with a strong clear signal,
than any other TV station in Texas.

Radio

CBS

DALLAS
JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board
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closed

HILL TALK • Beating given FCC in
House Oversight Investigating Committee
hearings has stimulated talk on reorganization of administrative agencies generally
and of rewriting of law governing communications. Most extreme proposal is for
"ripper" bill that would revise enacting
clause of Communications Act which creates seven-man agency, to provide for lesser
or greater number of Commissioners, thus
giving president opportunity to appoint new
Commission without necessarily changing
law itself. It's doubted, however, that Congress would adopt such drastic legislation
unless wholesale corruption is revealed.
•
Talent agents, talent fees and sale of
feature film for tv use are being scrutinized by Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (DWyo.), chairman of Senate Judiciary subcommittee on copyrights, patents and trade
marks and also active in subcommittee
on antitrust. Sen. O'Mahoney says interest at this time is both personal and
preliminary, but meanwhile he has Judiciary Committee staff collecting data on
talent agents and looking into $50 million
sale of Paramount Pictures' pre-1948
feature films to MCA.
•
INEVITABILITY • While FCC for second
straight week passed over consideration of
pay tv test delay, it's practically foregone
conclusion that postponement of March 1
date will be authorized this week. Two
weeks ago FCC didn't act on House resolution because it wanted to await Senate action. While Senate approved Thurmond
resolution (see page 52) Wednesday, FCC
had only four members Thursday and,
therefore, deferred consideration. Actually
only one application for tests has been filed
and that is incomplete, factor which would
necessitate its return.
•
In its preparation for FCC's Barrow
Report proceedings, NBC is centering some
of its attention on data to show competition between networks in bidding for talent, literary properties for going dramatic
shows, and station clearances, plus competitiveness ofshows themselves and, of
course, obvious competition for advertisers
and audiences.
©
SECRET BALLOT • How did Senate
Commerce Committee vote last Wednesday
on Thurmond pay tv resolution which asks
FCC to hold up action on tests without goahead from Congress? While strict secrecy
was invoked, actual story is that votes
switched so fast as members proposed
modifications, that no accurate accounting
was possible. Votes apparently varied all
way from 1 1-3 in favor of instructing FCC
to hold up on tests, to 7-6 on actual action.

Broadcasting

Committee was , loath to release any
roll call, presumably because of heavy
pressures. At one point closest vote appeared to line up this way: For resolution
—Cotton (R-N. H.); Butler (R-Md.);
Payne (R-Maine); Smothers (D-Fla.); Pastore (D-R. I.); Potter (R-Mich.), and Thurmond (D-S. C). Against — Magnuson (DWash.); Bricker (R-Ohio); Lausche (DOhio); Bible (D-Nev.); Monroney (DOkla.), and Yarborough (D-Tex.). Sen.
Schoeppel (R-Kans.) was absent and Purtell (R-Conn.) was present but did not vote.
Strange switch was Sen. Lausche, who had
been co-author of resolution.
e
IN THE WINGS • Long-awaited appearance of FCC Comr. Richard Mack before
House accusers may be delayed until latter
part of this week. Several witnesses are
ahead of Comr. Mack and subcommittee
may not be ready for him before Thursday
or Friday. Counsel for Comr. Mack, who
is under cloud on charges he accepted
$2,650 from Thurman Whiteside, Miami
attorney allegedly working for National
Airlines, is Roger Robb, partner in Washington law firm of Bingham, Collins, Porter
& Kistler.
•
Miami ch. 10 case will not be closed,
as far as House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee is concerned, when that
body finishes current hearings on charges
Comr. Mack's vote was "pledged." During
testimony last week, repeated references
were made that Comrs. McConnaughey ,
Doerfer and Lee had decided to vote for
National even before hearings were completed. Chairman Oren Harris is determined to ascertain if these charges are
true and just why three Republican commissioners voted as they did.
•
HINCKLEY FOR SENATOR • If Robert
H. Hinckley yields to entreaties that he run
for Senate in Utah [Closed Circuit, Feb.
3] he will have solid backing of former
President Truman. Mr. Truman, in Washington for Democratic fund-raising dinner
in his honor last week, told Mr. Hinckley
he would like to see him run and expressed
need for men of caliber of AB-PT's Washington vice president in "greatest deliberative body in the world."
•
Mr. Hinckley has not yet announced
candidacy against incumbent Republican
Sen. Arthur V. Watkins despite overtures
from Democratic leaders in Utah and at
national level. He has rich background
in public life, having served as member
and chairman of Civil Aeronautics Authority, Asst. Secretary of Commerce and
Director of Contract Settlement from 1938
through
1946. He is substantial stock-

circuit

holder in AB-PT and formerly had been
identified with ownership of several stations. IfMr. Hinckley does decide to run,
Mr. Truman will make a principal address
in his behalf in Utah prior to elections next
November.
«
CASE

IN POINT

• Backwash of House

Oversight Investigating Committee disclosures hit FCC at its closed door session last
Wednesday before House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Independent Offices. Appearing in support of budget estimate of
$8.95 million for fiscal 1959, which begins
next July 1, committee members inquired
of FCC why its proceedings in comparative
cases take so much time. Particularly cited
was now celebrated Miami ch. 10 case
which was designated for hearing Jan. 5,
1954, initial decision issued March 30,
1955, and 4-1-1 decision in favor of Public
Service Television Inc. (National Airlines
subsidiary) issued Feb. 7, 1957.
•
Promotions from within are being made
by WKY Television System Inc. to fill
vacancy created by move April 1 of P. A.
(Buddy) Sugg, executive vice president, to
NBC as vice president in charge of owned
and operated stations at reported salary of
$60,000 (story, page 39). Eugene B.
Dodson, vice president and station manager of WSFA-TV Montgomery, moves
to Tampa as operating head of WTVT
(TV) where Mr. Sugg has headquartered.
Carter Hardwick, commercial manager of
WSFA-TV becomes station manager.
Executive vice presidency is not being
filled but E. K. Gaylord, president of
Oklahoma Publishing Co. and broadcast
subsidiary, and his son, Edward L. Gaylord, executive vice president of parent
company and secretary-treasurer of broadcast subsidiary, will direct overall policy.
•
HELP

WANTED

• If House Oversight

Committee doesn't appoint new chief counsel soon to succeed Bernard Schwartz, hearings, which began Feb. 3, may run weeks
on end. Lack of staff preparation and
"homework" by committee members, who
are heavily loaded with regular duties, has
tended toward repetitious questioning of
witnesses so that proceedings have gone at
snail's pace with only handful of witnesses
heard since hearings began.
•
While it isn't apparent on surface, FBI
is very active in its investigation of MackMiami case. Agents were still spending
considerable amount of time on House
subcommittee files last week and took advantage of trips to Washington by Miami
witnesses to interview them. Both witnesses
and FBI were close-mouthed about what
transpired.
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Who's Listening to Radio — Findings in latest Christal-Politz
study Page
underscore
importance of aural medium in America's
life.
130.

SPECIAL ARTICLES
BEGIN PAGE 67

Frey Appraises Frey Report — Author of long-awaited study
of advertiser-agency relationships and compensation methods
gives his impressions of major findings in exclusive, taperecorded interview with Broadcasting as ANA prepares to
release 430-page, $50-per-copy report. Page 27.
More Intrigues Bared in Miami Case — Witnesses for winning applicant and a losing one — and others — exchange
charges of "pressures," proved and unproved, from Capitol
Hill and White House in controversial ch. 10 grant. Contacts
with Comr. Richard Mack acknowledged by both parties in
testimony to Harris Subcommittee. Page 42.
Senate Gets Anti-Pay Tv Resolution — Senate Commerce
Committee approves by undisclosed vote Sen. Strom Thurmond's resolution calling on FCC to hold up authorization
of on-air toll tv until Congress legislates on subject. Resolution's now up to Senate. Page 52.
Time Sales in 1957 — Radio and television time sales set alltime records last year, special survey by Broadcasting shows.
Radio totaled $516.4 million, up 5% over 1956; television
rose to $849.2 but failed to show spectacular gains of past
years, rising only 3.2%. Page 68.

Selling Ourselves Out of a Slump — Economist Arno Johnson says adman's job is educating consumer to live up to level
he can afford. J. Walter Thompson's vice president and senior
economist evaluates present business climate, looks at future.
Page 82.
Two Others Voice Economic Views — Dr. Gabriel Hauge,
special assistant to the President, and consultant Richard P.
Doherty sound encouraging notes. Page 88.

Life Expectancy of Tv Network Shows — Study in life cycles
of 1952-1957 programs merely affirms that there's no sure
pattern for success. Page 137.

Tv
'58 — That's
expectation
of TvB's
PeteOught
Cash. toHeGain
sees 6%
localin business
biggest
gainer with
10%
rise. Page 140.

Where

Tv Money Goes — FCC tabulation breaks down network, spot and local expenditures in 64 television markets.
Page 150.

Business Slowdown Could Help Radio — RAB's Kevin
Sweeney says negative aspects of other media will benefit
aural medium. Page 152.

Where Radio Money Goes — Expenditures in nearly 150
markets by network, spot and local business shown in FCC
tabulation. Page 160.

The Outlook for Film — Syndicators off and running towards
new highs. Top executives tell why they are so optimistic.
Page 162.

Broadcast
newscasting
judging by
1,700 radio

News, 1958 Model — There's revenue in good
but there's plenty of room for improvement,
industrywide analysis of news operations at over
and tv stations. Page 172.

Bargaining Table Prospects — The altered business climate
has created new tensions for management-labor negotiators.
the picture at networks, stations and in tv film. Page
Here's
177.

Tv Has Only Begun to Flex Muscles — John P. Cunningham
appraises present conditions in tv, says medium is secure
enough to take self-examination and self-criticism. Cunningpresident then expresses his ideas in Monday
ham & Walsh's
Page 199.
Memo.

How Tv Hypoed Agency Boom — Here's the track record of
10 top agencies during television's decade. Page 103.
Why Tv Figures in Agency Mergers — Consultant John Orr
Young, co-founder of Young & Rubicam, analyzes motivation
for consolidation and benefits realized. He also discusses
other advertising facts of life. Page 1 04.

Is There a Madison Avenue? — Careful patrolling of New
York agency offices shows only minority actually are on
famed street. Other thoroughfares, other cities house many
of top 50 agency group. Page 110.

Combined Radio-Tv Use Keeps Growing — Nielsen analyzes
state of broadcasting in comprehensive statistical report on
audience habits, composition, size and preferences. Page 120.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES ... 30
AT DEADLINE
9
AWARDS
56
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36
CLOSED CIRCUIT
5
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12
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200
FILM
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WHB's
WHB

96

world

county

area

. . . and

is a

it revolves

around

these

6:

1. Eddie Clarke,
"Morning Mayor of Kansas City." (6-9 a.m., daily) 20 year veteran of
Kansas City radio. Outstanding civic leader. Sought-after speaker. Deep,
cheerful wake-up voice. Kansas City's most listened-to air personality.
2. Don Loughnane,
born in County Meath, Ireland and raised in Canada, is an easy-going
gentleman, with a deep, resonant, believable air voice. Once used tiny
recorder and wrist watch mike to expose after hours liquor and gambling
in Omaha. This won him awards . . . and threats. Daily, noon to 2 p.m.
3. Bob Robin,
young, eager, soft-spoken air personality. "Sentimental Gentleman from the
South" (calls Memphis home). Established as the "housewife's friend" by
virtue of his smoothly-handled 2-4 p.m. stanza, daily.
4. Wayne Stitt
has been on the air in Kansas City since the age of 13. K.C. knows him and
he knows K.C, which helps account for his high ratings 4 to 7 p.m., daily.
Wayne holds the Richard Widmark citation for outstanding success and
leadership in broadcasting.
5. Gregg Jordan,
extremely bright and bubbly air star. Tall, handsome, glib . . . fast-paced.
Highest-rated evening show in Kansas City. 7-10 p.m. nightly. Has seen
radio from many points-of-view : Salesman, programming, news, sports,
management.
6. Hugh Bader,
hard-hitting, aggressive, quick-acting news director, with 20 years of radio
behind him. Voice of authority in Kansas City news. Delivers the facts —
straight and crisp. Accustomed to scooping the area. Recent examples.:
Blizzard; Starkweather capture.
Square miles don't buy your product. People
do — the people who are daily entranced and
captivated by the six personalities you see
here. You need the coverage of WHB. You
need the audience of WHB, dominant first
in every significant metro or area survey.
Talk to Blair, or WHB general manager
George W. Armstrong.

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
t HOME

INI

S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WHB
1 0,000 watts on 710 kc.
KANSAS

CITY

WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR St CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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WHITESIDE

TO

Thurmond A. Whiteside,
in earlier testimony, will
today (Mon.) when House
sight Subcommittee resumes
ruary 1957 FCC grant of
National Airlines (earlier

FACE

HILL

labeled a "fixer"
be first witness
Legislative Overhearings in Febch. 10 Miami to
story, page 42).

Mr. Whiteside's testimony is expected to
consume at least two days, according to Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman.
Sessions will be in Caucus Room, Old
House Office Bldg.
Fired chief counsel of committee Dr.
Bernard Schwartz, has accused Mr. Whiteside of paying Comr. Richard A. Mack
$2,650 during time FCC was considering
ch. 10 case. Comr. Mack, who has denied
his vote was "sold" or "pledged," is expected
to testify Thursday after waiting two weeks
for chance. Rep. Harris said either George
T. Baker, National Airlines president, or
Col. A. Frank Katzentine, losing applicant
in ch. 10 case, will testify Wednesday. Col.
Katzentine was on stand for lVi days last
week.
Friday's witnesses, Jerry C. Carter and
Ben H. Fuqua (both long-time associates of
Comr. Mack), told of efforts they had made
on behalf of Katzentine application. Mr.
Carter, member of Florida Railroad & Public Utilities Commission, time after time
evoked laughter from subcommittee and
audience with witty reflections on personal
and political life.
During FCC hearings on ch. 10, Mr.
Carter said he testified on behalf of Mr.
Katzentine. Following initial decision and
after Mr. Mack was appointed to Commission, he began hearing rumors there were
"unethical pressures" being brought against
Commission. On his own initiative, he said
he visited Comr. Mack in Washington and
suggested commissioner disqualify himself
because "if one-third of the rumors are
true . . . there will be a scandal."
He later visited Comr. Mack on two
other occasions at request of Col. Katzentine, Mr. Carter said. Also, he said, he
went to see Mr. Whiteside concerning role
he [Whiteside] was playing in case "but
didn't get much satisfaction." At one time,
Mr. Carter stated that he knew of no "man
who Mack could owe more to than Whiteside." He did not believe, however, rumors
Comr. Mack's vote was pledged, he said,
and did not want to see his friend involved in
"a scandal."
Mr. Carter, a "self-styled cheap politician;
the people I represent can't afford an expensive one," told subcommittee all Florida
men involved in controversy are "honorable, compared to the standard of honor we
live up to in this day and time."
Mr. Fuqua, friend of Comr. Mack since
college, testified he went to see commisBroadcasting

PROBERS

deadline

TODAY

sioner at request of Sen. Estes Kefauver.
Witness, vice president of Florida Power
& Light Co., said senator's request came
through his employer, McGregor Smith,
who
wanted
Kefauver.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 30.

to repay "favor" to Sen.

This was his only contact with Comr.
Mack regarding ch. 10 case, Mr. Faqua
stated, and the commissioner was "noncommital — he did not appear to want to
discuss the matter at all with me." Subcommittee asked about telephone calls between Mr. Fuqua (in Florida) and Comr.
Mack (in Washington) but witness denied
they concerned ch. 10 case. He said he
could not remember for sure what they
talked about but probably it was golf or
reservations for football game.
Mr. Fuqua said he knew nothing of merits
in case, did not know Col. Katzentine (prior
to meeting him in Washington at time he
[Fuqua] visited Comr. Mack)
performed the mission I was
Before excusing him. Rep.
witness verbal lashing and

and "merely
sent to do."
Harris gave
accused Mr.

Fuqua of having "more information than
you are willing to give." Rep. Wolverton
said testimony of witnesses "leaves no doubt
in my mind but that there was a widespread
network of attempted influences, pro and
con, with regard to Mr. Mack and perhaps
with regard to some of the other commissioners." He recommended attempts to
influence commissioners be made criminal
penalty.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), chairman
of House Judiciary Committee and Antitrust Subcommittee, Friday said testimony
has confirmed "imperative need" for FCC
code of ethics. "It has become a matter of
paramount importance for the Commission
to take action which would help restore
public confidence in the operations and decisions of FCC," he said.
Bolte New SSC&B President;
Sullivan to Be Board Chairman
Brown Bolte, executive vice president and
director of Benton & Bowles, New York,
has resigned to become president of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York. Mr.
Bolte succeeds Ray Sullivan, president of
agency since its formation more than 10
years ago. Mr. Sullivan will become board
chairman. It is understood that Don Stauffer
and Heagan Bayles, other partners, will become members of newly-created board.
Mr. Bolte had been with Benton & Bowles
since 1941, when he joined as account executive, except for World War II military service. He was named executive vice president
about two years ago. Mr. Bolte was member
of B&B's merchandising committee and plans
board and was formerly co-chairman of
committee and secretary of board.

FIRST DIP THIS SPRING • Universal
C. I. T. Credit Corp., N. Y., which claims to
be largest independent auto financing company and is subsidiary of C. I. T. Financial
Corp., will enter network radio for first time
by sponsoring saturation campaign for four
weekends on NBC Radio's Monitor this
spring. Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y. Over
$100,000 is being spent for drive to consist of 69 announcements plus extensive
feature segments each of these weekends:
March 21-23, April 25-27, May 23-25 and
June 27-29, to coincide with spring auto
buying. Network is supporting drive with
merchandising and promotions to auto dealers plus closed-circuit preview March 13 to
C. I. T. personnel, auto dealers and others
in auto industry.
NEWCOMER

TO SPOT

RADIO

• Cham-

pion Spark Plug Co., Toledo, Ohio is kicking off with its first-time try at spot radio
March 10. Campaign will open in about
50 major markets and will run with various
frequency for 39 weeks. J. Walter Thompson Co., Detroit and N. Y., is agency.
TOP BRASS PLANS • Revlon Inc., N. Y.,
shortly expected to place national campaign
for Top Brass, men's hair cream it has been
testing via spot on west coast. Look for
Top Brass debut on one of Revlon's network programs and possible late evening
spot. Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., is agency.
SPOTS FOR CLEANERS • Economics
Labs., N. Y., for Soilax and Soil-Off household cleaners, placing 40-market tv spot and
drive first week of March for 10-13 weeks.
Firm also buying half dozen west coast radio
markets
is agency.for spot. J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.,

Smith

to Head

KOVR

(TV)

Ned Smith, former head of Edward Petry
& Co. San Francisco office April 1 becomes
general manager of ch. 13 KOVR (TV)
Stockton-Sacramento, under new Gannett
ownership, C. Glover DeLaney, directing
head of Gannett radio and television properties, announced Friday. Glenn Kelley
named assistant general manager. Mr. Smith
succeeds Terry Lee, president and general
manager under ownership of H. L. Hoffman, west coast electronics manufacturer,
who sold station last month for $1,477,239.
Mr. Lee agreed to stay on until April 1
when heecutive
joins
capacity.Hoffman Electronics in exFebruary 24, 1958
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DAVID E. GUERRANT, vice president
and account supervisor, John W. Shaw
Adv., Chicago, named executive vice president. P. L. O. Smith, vice president and account supervisor, named senior vice presi-

deadline

dent. committee.
Both are members of agency's executive
Federal Grand Jury Indicts RCA,
Antitrust Law Violation Charged
New York federal grand jury indicted
RCA Friday on charges of violating antitrust laws in distribution of radio-tv equipment and patent licensing practices. Charges
claim RCA conspired in restraint of trade
in manufacture, sale and distribution of
radio and tv apparatus and in patent licensing practices and also alleged monopoly
in patent licensing in United States.
Criminal indictment contained four counts,
each of which is liable to $50,000 penalty.
Brig. Gen. Sarnoff, board chairman of
RCA, said he had no comment until he has
read indictment. Gen. Sarnoff was in Atlanta
where he had been guest speaker at southern
regional meeting of American Bar Assn. In
his talk Thursday night Gen. Sarnoff called
for federal bureau of economic intelligence
which could advise businessmen on antitrust aspects of new ventures. "The responsible executive ought at least to know that
what is legitimate enterprise today will not
be adjudged illegal tomorrow."
Charges are same as civil suit filed by
Justice Dept. against RCA three years ago.
Basic charge is that RCA patents (company
controls more than 10,000, government
charged) must be taken in package form,
rather than individually.
Named as co-conspirators, but not defendants, in indictment were more than 25
leading electronic firms — including GE,
Westinghouse, AT&T, Western Electric,
IT&T, Haseltine Corp., and EMI, England;
Telefunken, Germany; Philips, Holland and
Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie Sans
Fil, France. One of charges claimed RCA
had cartel agreement with foreign companies
on sales.
FCC Says Ch. 6 Stays in Miami
FCC has turned down requests by ch. 4
WTVJ (TV) Miami and ch. 17 WITV
(TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to reconsider
its April 1957 action assigning ch. 6 to
Miami. WTVJ questioned whether Miami
needed fourth channel; WITV wanted ch. 6
assigned to Fort Lauderdale, or permission
to operate on ch. 6 in Miami in lieu of
present assignment. Commission said nothing had been shown to change its mind that
Miami needed ch. 6; it also said there was
no compelling reason to permit WITV to
operate on ch. 6 from Miami antenna farm
which would conflict with mileage separation factors.
Warner Bros. Splits Adv., Publicity
Warner Bros. Friday announced it will
split advertising and publicity under two
heads, thus ending speculation over who
will succeed Robert Taplinger, advertisingpublicity vice president whose unexpected
resignation was announced fortnight ago.
Advertising — placed through Buchanan &
Page 10
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Co., N. Y., — will be handled on west coast
by Gil Golden, national advertising manager, and on east coast (home office) by
Charles Cohen. Publicity continues at departmental level under Meyer M. Hutner,
national publicity manager, New York. Bill
L. Hendricks continues as Burbank studio
publicity manager.
Sweeney, Brown, Griswold Buy
KIMO in Independence, Mo.
RAB president Kevin B. Sweeney, Kenyon
Brown and Glenn Griswold have bought
KIMO Independence, Mo. (1510 kc, 1 kw,
day) from Craig Siegfried, for approximately $150,000, subject to FCC approval. Mr.
Sweeney and Mr. Brown acquire 40% each,
Mr. Griswold 20%.
Mr. Brown, who also has part interests
in KCOP (TV) Los Angeles and Mr.
Sweeney also bought KFOX Long Beach,
Calif., last December for about $700,000.
Mr. Sweeney, Mr. Griswold, former general manager of KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph,
Mo., and F. F. (Mike) Lynch, general manager of KBYE Oklahoma City, acquired
KB YE for $180,000 at about same time
[Stations, Dec. 23, 1957].
Pepsodent Radio Spot Successful,
Despite Cancellation, Says RAB
Flood of cancellations by Pepsodent in
$2.5 million-per-year radio spot schedule
in 200 markets will be met by Radio Advertising Bureau research findings showing
success of schedule. RAB has $17,000 invested in Pepsodent campaign research,
showing drive has been successful. Among
findings:
Brand usage up 10% in four weeks
among those reached; jingle correctly
linked to Pepsodent by 29.2% of all people
in survey markets after four weeks, 34.2%
after eight weeks; among dealers, jingle correctly identified by 53.3% after four weeks,
65.3% after eight. Cancellations coming
from Foote, Cone & Belding on behalf of
Lever division [Closed Circuit, Feb. 10],
with big spot tv package deals in works
(mostly ID saturation and ROS). Neither
client nor agency ready to talk but it's
thought current softness in business prompted reconsideration of media strategy and
convinced Pepsodent it had attained results
out of spot radio and should try something
different.
WEDO

for CBS

NEWELL T. SCHWIN, since 1956 television sales manager of the Terrytoons division of CBS Television Film Sales, named
to the newly-created post of manager of
special projects for CBS-TV network sales,
it is being announced today (Mon.) by
William H. Hylan, CBS-TV
of sales administration.

vice president

CHARLES F. BENNETT, Lennen &
Newell, to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y., as director of merchandising.
CURTIS BERRIEN has left Reach, McClinton, N. Y., where he was senior vice
president and creative director. It's reported
he will go to William Esty, N. Y., as
agency's copy chief.
WILLIAM C. HUTCHINGS, executive vice
president, United Film & Recording Studios,
Chicago, to Kling Film Productions, same
city, as vice president.
HUGH BRANIGAN, unit manager at NBCTV since 1945, has joined Barry-Enright
Productions, N. Y., as producer of new
Dough Re Mi program on NBC-TV.
JOHN

MATTHEW
HOLLYWOOD, research coordinator of CBS Labs., N. Y.,
since 1954 and employed there in various
executive capacities since 1935, named
scientific aide to Dr. Peter C. Goldmark,

president of CBS Labs.
OTTO LANG, formerly producer with
Cinerama Productions and 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., named producer with Ziv
Television Programs, Hollywood. ALBERT
B. TAYLOR, previously head of story department of RKO pictures, appointed production executive for Ziv Tv.

ETV Ch. 12 in Detroit Urged
Detroit Educational Tv Foundation has
asked FCC to change ch. 12 from Flint to
Detroit, to be used as educational station.
Petition said educational group would apply
for channel if it is moved. Flint ch. 12
granted to WJR Detroit in 1954 has been
subject of litigation for last three years;
court decision on latest argument is awaited.
Request also made that FCC move ch. 12
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson to Wichita, Kan.
Commission approved request moving ch.
1 1 KGUL-TV Galveston to Houston, Tex.

in Pittsburgh

WEDO McKeesport, Pa., joins CBS Radio
March 2 replacing KQV Pittsburgh as primary affiliate, according to William A.
Schudt Jr., network vice president in charge
of station relations. WCAE Pittsburgh, which
is not affiliated with CBS Radio, will carry
some of network's nighttime programming
since WEDO operates daytime only, with 1
kw on 810 kc.

Tower

Reply Deadline

Delayed

FCC postponed to March 12, deadline
for replies to comments on its proposed talltower regulations. Deadline for replies had
been Feb. 20, but Commission acceded to
request of consulting engineer A. Earl
Cullum, Dallas, Tex., for delay. Comments
were filed three weeks ago [Government,
Feb. 3].
Broadcasting

February 10 the miracle of television
came to life for the forgotten audi ence. Entertainment and public service for hundreds of thousands in
Pennsylvania and New York who rarely
see TV. Like swing-shift
workers.

factory

Night nurses. Policemen.

Their families. Viewer response . . .
overwhelming! Become a franchise
advertiser and increase sales fast! Call
Blair-TV NOW

for rates.

Radio and Teie'
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IN REVIEW
PRETESTED

BRAND-NEW!
FIRST- RUN!
SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Tugboat Annie motion picture
feature a box-office recordbreaker in the top motion
picture theatres. N. Y. Times
—"story superior" — "a boxoffice natural."

THE

JERRY

LEWIS

SHOW

How unfunny can a comic be?
Jerry Lewis did his best Tuesday night
(from Las Vegas) to provide an answer in
depth. Though appearing in advance advertisements dressed in space helmet and
clothes on a copy theme of being the best
thing since Jupiter C, the comic never left
the ground.
During the program, Mr. Lewis offered
a plug for another comic, Milton Berle. The
Jerry Lewis Plea: Be sure to watch Milton
Berle's tv debut as a dramatic actor (last
Wednesday) and good luck, Miltie. It is
ironic but for the first time, Mr. Lewis'
antics and desperation to make something
out of nothing material was reminiscent of
the Milton Berle fighting odds and ratings
near the twilight of his tv comedy fame.
Mr. Lewis, as Miltie used to, asserted
himself without rhyme and reason — "getting
into the act" regardless of who was on
stage. It is beyond comprehension what
prods a comic to such senseless overexposure.
The Jerry Lewis Show came near being a
desert of tv entertainment, perhaps under
the influence of the Las Vegas countryside.
The only oasis provided was an amusing bit
by Mr. Lewis with a mixed choral group.
A pantomime offering on lessons of love
had its moments but the attempt was thin.
The other portions of the program, despite
the guest stars — Betty Grable, Sophie
Tucker and Hans Conreid — seemed worthless. Mr. Lewis even took over the first
Oldsmobile commercial.
Miss Tucker by sheer force of personality and showmanship did inject a change to

SUCCESS!

the dreary, tedious pace set by her host. But
even Miss Tucker was not enough. Mr.
Lewis in Las Vegas just didn't have it.
Production costs: $140,000.
Sponsored by Oldsmobile through D. P.
Brother on NBC-TV, Tues., Feb. 18, 8-9
p.m. in color and black-and-white.
Producer: Ernest Glucksman; director: Jack
Shea: musical director: Walter Scharf;
choreographer: Nick Castle.
NBC

OPERA

COMPANY

If NBC doesn't stop whetting musical appetites byits occasional televised operas and
NBC Opera Company tours, it is going to
send masses of converts away from their
tv sets seeking more opera. Then the joke
will be on NBC, as it was for Verdi's Rigoletto, the jester who became the butt of
his own last bitter jest. The opera staple
made a compelling tv show Feb. 16.
For old opera hands and those who understand Italian, the English version of
"Rigoletto" may have held some disappointments. Others may marvel that it all came
out so lyrically on the part of translator
and singer.
Those who harshly criticize this tv production— on points of space, audio, language
or other counts — probably cannot remember
what it means to see "Rigoletto" for the
first time. It is a transporting experience,
given any kind of decent performance. The
NBC Opera Company production was all
of that and more. NBC's camera version
of action, costumes and settings matched
the worthy accounts of the Rigoletto and
Gilda roles given by Igor Gorin and Dorothy

Chicago Audience Test
92 % of Lake Theatre audience
rated "Tugboat Annie" a TV
favorite— certified by Haskins
& Sells, C. P. A.

COLORCAST

N

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

Feb. 27 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:

Feb. 25 (8-9 p.m.) High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas, Delco Div. of General

' 'excellent viewing audience" —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

Motors through Campbell-Ewald.

Feb. 27 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

CBS-TV

Feb. 25, March 4 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red
Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son
through Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet
Milk through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
Feb. 24-28, March 5 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
Feb. 25, March 3 (7:30-8 p.m.) The
Price Is Right, Speidel through Norman.
Craig & Kummel and RCA Victor
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Feb. 25
Fisher
Kenyon
through

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
Page 12
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(8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
McCann-Erickson.

Feb. 26, March 5 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft
Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co.
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

March 1 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

March 1 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit
Parade, Toni through North and American Tobacco Co. through BBDO.
March 2 (7-7:30 p.m.) My
Flicka, sustaining.

Friend

March 2 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv. and U.S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv.
March 4 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Broadcasting

change...
A dollar isn't "small change"

these days.

Particularly a television dollar. Every

single one

of them is getting harder to find. And every single
one of them now has to work like crazy.
So the following sixteen words
ABC

Television's

per commercial
How

average
minute,

low is "lowest"?

are very important:

nighttime

cost-per-thousand,

is the lowest

The

' • .

of all three networks!*

exact figure is $3.07, with those other

networks trailing along with $3.19 and $3.68. That's a figure that's low
enough to make a difference of more than $320,000 to an advertiser who
52 weeks

of alternate Class A half hours ... or a difference of more

to one who

buys 52 weeks

of weekly

buys

than $470,000

Class A half hours.

Gentlemen, let's face it. With programming and coverage what they
are today, the big difference between competing networks is in the
value they deliver for a dollar. One
One

offers the least value.

offers a little more. But only one offers advertisers

the most value. Today,
ABC

that network

is

TELEVISION

•Source: Nielsen, December, 1957
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There

more

Travel folders don't begin to tell the northern
In Jacksonville, bank clearings are running
billion dollars a month.
fast that The National

up a big new

to

Florida...

and
much

Business
Cash

more

than a

activity is accelerating so

Register Company

is putting

supply plant to satisfy the area's needs.

to

WMBR-TV!

more, as ARB

study of inside and

found

when

it made

outside coverage

a 72%

the first audience

areas of Jacksonville

television stations. In the metropolitan
commands

Florida story.

area, WMBR-TV

lead (total -iveek average). Outside, in

the area never before studied, its lead skyrockets to almost
3 to 1. Throughout
considerably

the entire area, WMBR-TV

more than twice the audience

In quarter-hour firsts, WMBR-TV
And

wins

averages

of its competition.

almost

9 out of 10.

it has all 45 of the 45 top shows, local or network.

The highest -rated competing

network program

reaching fewer homes

than WMBR-TV's

average). Conclusion:

There's much

local news

more

CHANNEL

ranks 46 th—

(5-day

to \\j\IIVIl"XV

4, JACKSONVILLE

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Source: ARB, November 1957: total homer- reached.

NATIONAL

IN REVIEW CONTINUED

OPEN MIKE

Coulter. The whole effort rates a huzzah
(or whatever it is they say at opera houses)
and a sponsor.

Nothing
editor:

Production costs: $200,000.
Sustaining on NBC-TV Sun., Feb. 16, 2-4
p.m., live from New York.,
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff; director: Kirk
Browning; music, artistic director: Peter
Herman Adler; conductor: Gene Morel;
libretto: Francisco Piave; settings: Otis
Riggs; costumes: Robert Fletcher; translation: Joseph Machlis.
Principals: Igor Gorin, Kirk Oreste, Dorothy Coulter, Joshua Hecht, Gloria Lane,
Mark Elyn, Eugene Green.

Everyone to his own opinion, but I question the intensity of your attack on ex-chief
counsel Bernard Schwartz, whom you accused of outdoing McCarthyism in its heyday [Editorial, Feb. 10]. I, as a news reporter, see nothing wrong in an attorney
"leaking information" to the New York
Times and Drew Pearson. Especially, if I
felt, like Mr. Schwartz, that what I believed
to be true was going to be suppressed by the
congressional subcommittee. As a news reporter and director, I would have used the
material — the same as they did.

BOOKS

Let's find out the truth. Let the charges be
aired and denied, proven or discarded. One
of these days I hope to own my own radio

SPOT

ADVERTISERS

TIME BARRIERS, by Ralph J. Erwin;
Greenwich Book Publishers, 489 Fifth
Avenue, New York. 48 pp. $2.
Mr. Erwin, a radio-tv station broker, has
published a provocative short essay — an argument for feels
what there
he calls
"time
economy."
The author
is no
reason
behind
the present addiction to a nine-to-five existence, and presents his arguments for staggered working shifts and the benefits that
would accrue. Mr. Erwin also makes a case
for a Sunday-Monday weekend, and other
various methods of breaking down what he
calls "time barriers" — unreasonable and
wasteful uses of time. Among these barriers
Mr. Erwin cites the prejudices against letting the young and old work and commends
the FCC for its policy of letting anyone
competent take out a radio-operator license.
Of interest also is the author's argument
that by realignment of work shifts, television
and radio would be strengthened by the creation of a 24-hour audience; prime time
would no longer be just evening time, but
possibly total time as there would always
be a sizable at-home audience.

IN

BUFFALO

HERE'S
WHY:
Channel 17's audience is expanding fast, with a nighttime
share now four times as great as
it was when
WBUF

NBC

in December

purchased
1955.*

WBUF, with 1,000,000 watts of
selling power, now reaches seven
out of every ten homes on the
Niagara Frontier. Sell on WBUF,
and you sell big in New York
State's 2nd largest market -a
market that buys more than
$380 million worth of food store
products a year!

*Source: ARB

TELEVISION— TODAY AND TOMORROW, Broadcast Music Inc.; Channell
Press Inc., Great Neck, New York. 429
pp. $12.50.
This hefty volume is the complete report
of the five "Television Talk" clinics conducted in 1957 by BMI— in New York,
Fort Worth, Atlanta, Chicago and San
Francisco.
Each clinic consisted of addresses by
authoritative station figures, followed by
an open question and answer period. The
book is a verbatim report of these clinics,
and it retains the flavor of both the talks
and the q&a sessions. Covering such subjects as the use of color, children's programs,
local service programming, station promotion and management and many others, the
book provides a report on television's dayto-day problems and also points up some
answers to those of tomorrow.
As a reference for anyone who attended
the clinics, and more particularly for those
who did not, the volume offers a storehouse of worthwhile information and at
the same time is eminently readable. It is
the third such volume to be published; the
others appeared after similar BMI clinics
in 1952 and 1954.

Wrong

in Leaks

station. I certainly don't want to think that
I will have to advance "bribe" money to
anybody to get my license.
Vic Avers
News Director
WRAD Radford, Va.
Meeting
editor:

Place

One of the by-products that warmed me
was that my article [Monday Memo, Jan.
20] stimulated notes from so many of the
associates I had and acquaintances I made
when I was in radio and television directly.
People read Broadcasting from cover to
cover. They [notes] are still coming in.
Harry W. Witt
Vice President
Reach, McClinton & Co.
Los Angeles
A Viewer
Editor :

Wants

Color

I am only a novice in the radio and
television business, therefore I would like
you to answer a question for me. I'm
puzzled by the complacency of the television
industry over color. Why is it ABC-TV and
CBS-TV have been so reluctant to go into
mass colorcasting?
We purchased a color receiver for Christmas and are 100% satisfied with the reception and servicing facilities.
The one fault which I have found with
color television is not poor equipment or
undesirable production techniques, but a
lack of color programming. What with
color sales reaching the break-through point
(you report in your Jan. 20 issue), I would
think sponsors and their agencies would be
flooding the air with colorcasts. Certainly
the additional 10% for color production
costs should not kill the potential color.
I feel color tv is here to stay, but in
order for it to make a real dent in monochrome sales the networks will have to
supply the majority of their programs in
color. Why doesn't the NAB arrange such
cooperation between the networks in order
to reach this goal?
William Marshall
W AMU , American U.
Washington, D. C.
Broadcasting

I
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Broadcasting
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WARWICK

LOOK

WHO'S

NEW

IN

H'S

SOOT

THE

SIX

BIG

!

METROPOLITAN

COUNTY

ACCORDING

POPULATION

TO

1.

HOUSTON

2.

ATLANTA

AREAS
RANK:

jliinniiT
3.

DALLAS

4.

NEW

5.

MIAMI

PORTSMOUTH

ORLEANS

6.

TIDEWTA

While most lists of markets

separate Norfolk-Portsmouth

and Newport

News-Hampton-Warwick on opposite sides of Hampton Roads, they
are connected by not one but two busy causeways carrying steady
streams

of shoppers

continuous

urban

Tideivater is what

and commuters.

area, with population
Virginians

For

in reality they are one

of 724,500.

call this city de facto. For marketing

purposes, TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell it, and sell it . . . because
in both Radio and Television WTAR covers and dominates this great
market . . . sixth in the South, and 27th in the nation!
*Source:

Sales Management Survey of Buying Power.

1st in RADIO
WTAR
was the first
radio station in Virginia
and dominates the area
in audience.
CBS NETWORK

1st in TELEVISION
Continued
WTAR
was the pioneer
TV station in the market,
and continues to lead all
other stations by a wide
margin in audiences.
WTAR

Radio Corporation

leadership in ratings is only one

aspect of WTAR's value to advertisers. WTAR's
excellent coverage, facilities and management,
plus greater experience, combine to give you
more
sales influence
per advertising dollar.

Business Offices and Studios: 720 Boush Street, Norfolk 10, Virginia
Telephone: MAdison 5-6711 • Represented by Edward Petry and Company
President and General Manager— Campbell Arnoux • Vice-President for Sales— Robert M. Lambe
Vice-President for Operations— John Peffer • Radio Sales Manager— Jack Black
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A

television

When you use KGUL-TV
a television market whose:

market

is more

than

Galveston, serving Houston

two

. . . you sell a quarter of Texas —

• Total Retail Sales are greater than Metropolitan
• Effective Buying Income

cities

Pittsburgh.

is $3,7 50,000,000.

• Food Sales are greater than Metropolitan

Cleveland.

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over KGUL-TV

, the only station

delivering city-grade service to both Houston and Galveston. Represented by CBS Spot Sales.
Sources: TV Mag. 3/57; Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1957

A

CORINTHIAN

KOTV

Tulsa .KGUL-TV

STATION

Galveston, serving Houston

.WANE

& WANE-TV

Responsibility

Fort Wayne

WISH

in Broadcasting

& WISH-TV

Indianapolis

OUR

RESPECTS

to Theodore

Ainslie

Smith

Theodore A. Smith's career might seem, at first glance, to have followed a rut.
But he would be the first to proclaim that his association with RCA since 1925
constitutes a most satisfying and stimulating experience.
RCA has been his sole employer since his graduation from Stevens Institute,

If You

You

Sell to Adults

Belong

on

KBIG

IF THE ABLE-TO-BUY, Mature
Southern Californian is your marketing objective . . . you belong on
KBIG Radio.
THIS "station with the musical
memory" deliberately sacrifices the
transient youth appeal of today's
top tunes ... 20, 30, 40, 50 . . . for
the perpetual popularity of yesterday's top ten-thousand.
FROM THE MELODIC WEALTH
of the last fifty years, KBIG's music department carefully programs
for its disc jockeys a wide variety
of popular music, colorfully varied
in time and tempo, vocal and instrumental, standard and novel.
Rich, modern arrangements of
time-tested favorites nourish a
warm, continuing bond between the
Catalina station and millions of
mature, able-to-buy Southern Californians.
PROOF? A new Pulse qualitative
survey which shows the KBIG audience 91% adults, only 9% teens
and children. Your KBIG or Weed
representative will gladly bring the
complete breakdown.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd_ Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-320S
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Hoboken, N.J., in 1925 with a mechanical engineering degree. Mr. Smith's own
advancement to his present post of executive vice president. Industrial Electronic
Products, parallels the growth of RCA to its eminent position in the broadcasting and
electronics equipment field.
Radio station owners in the early 1930s probably remember Ted Smith— the tall,
slim, youthful sales engineer who helped place their outlets on the air or sold them
broadcast equipment of various types. At 53. Mr. Smith is still slim and youthful and
still very much involved in the broadcast business. In his present post, he is responsible
for all commercial electronic equipment, covering broadcast, telecommunications
systems and traffic, computer systems, electronic control systems and other industrial
products. More than 6,500 workers are under his jurisdiction.
Theodore Ainslie Smith, who was born in Brooklyn, N.Y., on Feb. 17, 1905, was
undecided on a career during the final days of college. He had toyed around with
the notion of becoming a writer because he had contributed articles on engineering
subjects to New York newspapers during his undergraduate days. But at the suggestion
of Prof. Louis Hazeltine of the Stevens Institute faculty and a pioneer inventor in
the electronics field, he applied for a position with RCA in 1925.
Mr. Smith was accepted for employment at RCA's laboratory in Van Cortlandt
Park, the Bronx, N.Y., as an engineer. In 1928, he supervised the construction of the
company's pioneer television station, W2XBS New York. Mr. Smith recalls that in
1930 the station put on a performance using live actors that was projected to the
screen of RKO-Proctor's 58th Street Theatre. He admits that the transmitted picture
lacked resolution but the performance demonstrated that television was practicable.
In 1930 Mr. Smith was transferred to broadcast sales and in this capacity he served
as a sales engineer to radio stations primarily in the eastern part of the country.
During the late 1930s RCA began to sell tv equipment to some stations and to hold
demonstrations in various public places, including department stores and the New
York World's Fair. Mr. Smith assumed an active role in this early tv effort.
During

the war, Mr. Smith maintained close liaison with the military establishment on the use of television for military purposes. One of the RCA projects
in this area was the use of tv in unmanned craft. According to Mr. Smith, the government made use of this development toward the end of World War II.
After the end of hostilities, Mr. Smith continued to hold positions of increasing
responsibility in the engineering products department. In 1946, he was appointed
general sales manager of the department. From 1951 to 1953, he was assistant
manager of the department and in the latter year was elected vice president and
general manager. In October 1955, Mr. Smith was named executive vice president of
RCA Defense Electronic Products, and on June 7, 1957, was appointed to his present
post of executive vice president, Industrial Electronic Products. He also is a member
of the board of directors of RCA Communications Inc.
Mr. Smith was among those who had a ringside seat at the post-war growth of
the electronics industry in general and television in particular. He envisages an even
broader expansion in the years ahead with new applications for electronic devices
of all types. Perhaps the most significant advances, according to Mr. Smith, will occur
in automated sensing and control devices for production and in data processing.
In broadcast business, Mr. Smith believes his company will continue to make substantial contributions to the industry through improved products of all types. He
declines to speculate on the nature of new products that RCA may be developing for
the broadcasting industry. The most immediate project the company is emphasizing
he said, is the introduction later this year of color videotape equipment.
Mr. Smith holds a number of patents on television and other products and is the
author of several radio engineering papers. He is a senior member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and a past chairman of IRE's Philadelphia Section; past chairman
of the military products division, Radio-Electronics-Television Mfrs. Assn. (now
Electronic Industries Assn.); a member of the Armed Forces Communications Assn.
and the American Society of Naval Engineers.
In 1941, Mr. Smith married the former Janice Munson. They live with their two
children, Donald, 12, and Bruce. 8, in Philadelphia, across the Delaware River from
RCA headquarters in Camden, N J.
Mr. Smith's favorite pastimes are photography, badminton and tennis. Broadcasting
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IN

THE

PUBLIC

SERVICE

OF

Detroit's

GREATER

Mayor

DETROIT

Miriani

Praises

WKMH

for

making

a

real

PUBLIC

contribution

to

SAFETY

mm

THE

WKMH

broadcasts

TRAFFIC

directly

from

COMMUNICATOR
Police

Headquarters

In the City on Wheels, where 81 % of the families own cars
and where more than 65% use their cars to get to and from
work — morning and evening "rush-hours" mean peak
travel conditions on Detroit's streets and expressways.
During these hours, the WKMH
Traffic Communicator — a uniformed policeman broadcasting directly from Detroit
Police Headquarters — supplies Detroit motorists with upto-the-second reports on traffic conditions . . . accidents,
tie-ups, routes to avoid. Special bulletins are rushed on the
air seconds after the news reaches Police Headquarters.
Says Mayor Miriani — "WKMH
helps prevent critical
traffic jams . . . performs a valued service for thousands
of our citizens".
WKMH

*Seventh in a series of ads showing how
serves the Michigan public in Greater Detroit

WKMH

WINS

SAFETY

COVETED
COUNCIL

NATIONAL
AWARD

This plaque, presented to Station WKMH, is one of
many awards given to Detroit's civic minded station in
recognition of outstanding service in the public interest.

WKMH
DETROIT • DEARBORN
John Carroll, Managing Director

KNORR
Broadcasting
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UPCOMING
February
Feb. 27: NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 28-March 1 : Daytime Broadcasters Assn.,
St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans.
March
March 3-4: Southwestern Assn. of Program Directors for Tv, KVOO-TV studios, Tulsa.
March 6: Vermont UP Broadcasters, organization
meeting, Wodstock Inn, Montpelier.
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention
Kansas
City. and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel
March 8: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn. Board
Members, Desert Inn, Santa Fe.
March 14-15: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn..
Charleston.
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel. Washington.
March 16-17: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
convention, Orange, Tex.
March 31-April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Southwest District Meeting.
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern
Institute of Radio
Engineers Conference & Electronic Show, St
Anthony
Hotel
and
Municipal
Auditorium, San
Antonio.

iiWCSH-TV

Tk

it's the 13-county

Portland,

Maine

it's northern New England's
WCSH-TV
sells it best!

743,270

consumers

trading

top market,

live here, supported

area . .
• • •
and

by

a billion-dollars-plus spendable income,
80% spent at retail at home, (srds cm estimates
July 1, 1957)
238,000 homes
projections to NCS

Surveys

are TV
#2)

agree Channel

More

viewers

equipped,

a 957 Census Bureau

6 serves this market

watch

Six

And— Six is the only NBC-TV
effective in the area.

NORTHERN
Your

NEW

ENGLAND

Weed-Television

man

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,
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better

(ncs #2)

These viewers prefer Six 4^2 to 1
breakdown Oct. '57 Met. Telepulse)

MAINE

April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April
18-19: and
Spring
Technical
Conference
on
Television
Transistors,
Engineering
Society
of Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St.,
Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference.
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters.
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel.
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv.
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26: The Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel,
May Chicago.
April 27 -May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1 : NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.

(quarter-hour

affiliate

IS SOLD

ON

SIX!

has convincing evidence.

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast
Advertising Bureau
of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & TV
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference. National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza
Que. Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national
convention,
Statler-Hllton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 9-11: Spring meeting, Assn. of National
Advertisers, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
June 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 22-26: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
August
Aug. 19-22: Western Electronic Show and Convention, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Broadcasting

mm

&3

**

MS

- 6

You're

of

the

"center

sales
in

attraction1'

Arkansas,

Channel

LITTLE

with

11

ROCK

CBS affiliation helps KTHV get — and hold —
most of the Arkansas television audience, most
of the time. But network affiliation is only one of
eight reasons why KTHV
this State!

is your best TV buy in

The other seven:
1. Over 253,000 TV Howes
2. 316,000 Watts
3. Highest Antenna in Central South
(1756' above average terrain)
4. Channel 11
5. Center-of-State Location
6. Superb New
7. Know-How
Ask your Branham

Watts

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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Management

man for all the details on these

eight important KTHV

316,000

Studios

facts.

Channel
11

Broadcastin
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exclusive

PREVIEW

OF

THE

ANA'S

FREY

REPORT

One of the most widely awaited documents

in recent advertising his-

tory comes out this week — the final "Frey Report" on advertiser and
agency relationships and agency compensation methods.
The Assn. of National Advertisers commissioned the study 16 months
ago. Controversy over the media system of agency compensation then
was at a peak. Advertisers were challenging it; agencies as a rule were
defending it with equal ardor. ANA picked Profs. Albert W. Frey (pictured left) and Kenneth R. Davis, of Dartmouth College's Amos Tuck
School of Business Administration, to do the job.
The report was "previewed" at
at Atlantic City — and drew probably
of ANA conventions [LEAD STORY,
tidbit — 41 pages as against some
by ANA this week at $50 per copy.

ANA's annual meeting last October
the biggest attendance in the history
Nov. 4, 1954]. But that was only a
430 in the final report being issued

To get Prof. Frey's own impressions of the highlights of the findings,
BROADCASTING arranged this exclusive, tape-recorded interview. In it
Prof. Frey does not divulge "new" details from the yet-to-be-released report, but his descriptions, observations and evaluations should provide an
author's guide for readers in their own

Professor Frey, you have been living intimately with the common problems of agencies and advertisers for over a year now.
What in your opinion is the biggest problem
area?
The fundamental problem is the inability
of advertisers and agencies to measure adequately the effect of their advertising. I
think that if they could measure it to a
greater degree, a number of their other problems would at least partially be cleared up.
Do you think there is a trend toward improvement in that measurement?
There's no question that it's improved
over the last 10, 15 or 20 years, and I'm
sure that it's going to continue. But I think
that this problem is a very fundamental one,
and that many arguments could be resolved
if we could have better measurement.
Do you think that would necessarily
change the method of compensation?
It would make the attack on the problem
more realistic, because we'd be talking
against an important known factor which is
not always available today.
What is in your final report that wasn't
indicated or touched on in the preliminary
report last October?
In the first place, the problems are pointed
up with a great deal more supporting data
than was possible in the preview. There is
Broadcasting

probably a better enunciation of the problems themselves and there is a little more
indication of what we think is implied by
the data. Without making specific recommendations, inour conclusions we do express a point of view based upon the information we collected.
Would you mind going over the principal
recommendations?
We made no recommendations as such —
we were not supposed to. Readers of the
report can make up their own recommendations based on the information in it as it
applies to their situations. We give a good
idea of what seems to be needed in general.
The report, as you probably know, was
built around agency services, the working
relationships between agencies and advertisers, and agency compensation. What we
did was first to find out the facts of actual
practice in those areas at present and in the
recent past, and then to find out the attitudes of the three parties (agencies, advertisers and media) toward these practices. On
the basis of the data gathered we have summarized in our conclusions the basic problems existing in the industry today.
Would you discuss some of those problems?
One, of course, is the critical problem
mentioned earlier — the inability to measure

approach to the massive work.

the effectiveness of advertising in many instances. That's in the background all the
way through.
Another problem is top management's
attitude toward advertising and toward agencies. A lot of top management people don't
believe thoroughly in advertising, and a lot
of them don't understand the function of advertising agencies. I'm not sure that top
management recognizes the importance of
properly mixing all the marketing components. Advertising is only one of the many
influences on sales or purchases, however
you want to put it. And one has to build an
integrated program, including advertising in
its proper proportion in the total mix.
Along with that, top management has
probably been slack in some instances in
lining up just what the advertising manager's
job is, in getting a competent individual to
fill that position, and in giving him the
authority and responsibility that should go
along with it. If advertising managers are
not given authority, they are, of course,
handicapped. They're bypassed by top management, and they're second-guessed by top
management.
I would say that advertising managers in
some instances are probably weak in defining objectives, so that the agency cannot
know the direction in which it is supposed
< Page 27
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FRE Y REPORT continued
to go. And top management and the advertising manager can be remiss in not giving
the agency access to all the information it
needs in order to build a program which is
well integrated and prerequisite to an adequate advertising job.
1 think that many companies have not set
up a satisfactor\ method lor measuring the
performance of their advertising agencies.
How do you tell whether an agency is doing
a good or a poor job? And along the same
line, 1 would say that many agencies — it may
be a minority — but still many agencies themsclves are not sure how to measure whethci
they are doing a good job or not. What IS
good performance?

It does to some extent, but again the difficulty lies in telling how much of the sales
result comes from advertising, if 20 different
forces — pricing, the product, the package,
distribution, etc. — are working together.
W hat is the effect of each component? That
in the question.

Another problem is the everyday client-

he

Does the report reveal anything about the
account executive data? As far as the clients
are concerned?
It does give client attitudes toward the
account executives, yes.
W hat are the findings?
Generally favorable.
The account executive does understand
the client's problem?
Generally that is true. yes. Where

what top management

had to say, but we

don't make as strong claims for the usefulness of the data obtained from them as we
do for the other two because of the sample
size. Nevertheless we have a pretty good
idea of top management

attitudes.

There's quite a bit of detail in the report on compensation. In what way do you
think this information on compensation
would pave the way for a smoother agencyclient relationship?
Probably the most important purpose it
can serve is to let the advertising people in
each group know how the other groups feel
about compensation arrangements — whether
they are satisfied; if they had a free choice,
what they would do; what they feel are the
strong points and the weak points; what the
effect would be on each group if the method
of compensation were to be changed. I
think bringing all these things out in the
open can stimulate better discussion of the
problem and lead to better decisions in the
future. Client and agency can get together
now and talk these things over, with the
information in the report serving a useful
For example, the media. A lot of media
purpose.
do not like the 15%. I think that the advertising industry in general has thought that
media are 100% for the media-commission
system. Media are likely to say they are except in private. Our results have indicated
a lot of them are not happy with the system.
The specific figures are in the report along
with many comments. There are many quotes
in the report that indicate that more than
a few media feel very strongly on this subject of compensation.
Are
these identified — these quotes identified?
Yes, by whether they're advertising managers or agencies, and, within the media
field, by whether they're newspapers, broadcasters, business magazines, and so on. We
didn't
sample. put all the comments

4A

lot of

media

do

not

like the 15%
commission'
does not, many times it is not his fault; he
agency working relationship: how to work
may fall down because he has too much to
together smoothly, who should see whom,
at what levels contacts should be made,
do, or for some other reason beyond his
what procedures should be, and so on.
control. In general, the findings are favorable.
There's a need for writing out some of these
I'm not sure whether I mentioned one
things. Putting them in writing inspires more
problem or whether it can be implied from
thinking and analysis.
what I said — the problem of the client and
Then of course there is the problem of
agency working together at the various
compensation which gets in the way of
levels, how much top management on each
working relationships just as working relaside should get into the picture and howtionships get in the way of satisfactory commuch it should stay out. This ought to be
pensation arrangements. These are two parts
agreed
upon more or less in advance, it
ol the same thing.
seems to me. Because this can be an imThese are some of the principal problems,
portant source of friction — top management
as I see them, that exist in the industry. May
executives bypassing people underneath,
I say here that I don't want to imply that
the industry is characterized by weak spots.
On the contrary, the industry on the whole
seems to me to be doing a fine job. I want
to stress that there is a large number of
happy working relationships. This is true in
the majority of cases. However, it's easier
to cite the problem areas than the good
features.
Doesn't the sales record indicate that an
agency is doing a good job?
Page 28
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passing judgments they're not qualified to
pass
they don't have all the facts,
and sobecause
on.
In this report, how many top management
people did you actually go to?
Very few top management people in interviews, but the questionnaires was answered by almost 200. We did a much more
thorough job with advertising managers
and agencies than we did on top management and media. We were glad to hear

in — just a

The percentages, I presume, are similar
to what they were in the preliminary report.
Is that correct?
Yes.
[editor's NOTE: The preliminary report
showed that the present media commission
system was considered "satisfactory" by
60.5% of all ad manage
rs, 51.3% of ad
managers with budgets over $1 million,
61.7% of advertiser top managements,
47.1% of agencies and 53.4% of media. It
was considered "unsatisfactory but most
practical method" by 24.6% of all ad managers. 30.9% of ad managers over $1 million, 24.4% of advertiser top management,
42.7% of agencies and 28% of media. It
was considered "neither satisfactory nor
practical" by 11.9% of all ad managers,
17.3% of those with million-plus budgets,
9.8% of advertiser top management, 10%
of agencies and 17.4% of media. Rest did
not answer (Lead Story, Nov. 4, 1957).]

In some of the percentages there do not
seem to be any predominant majority of
either pro or con on some of these factors.
In other words, you might find 47% of the
Broadcasting

agencies favorable to something and yet a
number of agencies on the other side. I
mean, how can we get agreement if there
seems to be a wide variance?
You're speaking in terms of an industry
agreement, but there cannot be industry
agreement. Compensation arrangements
must be worked out individually. But to
return to your question, I think it highly
significant if you get a 47-53 split in
opinion, because many people may think it
is entirely 100% one way. I think such
figures indicate that in many instances
modification of arrangements is called for.
If we find 20% of advertisers who are
dissatisfied with existing arrangements it's
important for an advertising agency to make
sure it is not in that 20% . It ought to know
whether its clients are dissatisfied. The report points up conditions of this sort. There
is no attempt to suggest a standardized
method of compensation for the industry.
Is there anything in the report which —
without revealing names — perhaps pins down
actual cases of where an agency and client
parted because of disagreement on the compensation factor?
I don't think such cases are spelled out
specifically. We asked advertisers why they
discontinued using their old agencies in
cases where changes had been made. We
have listed the reasons in the report. In general, it's a matter of working relationships,
and, of course, compensation can be a factor irt them. But certainly the compensation
arrangement is not a prominent factor in
agency shifts.
Does the report reveal anything about the
status of advertising managers?
Oh, yes. We asked agency presidents about
advertising managers. They did not fare as
well as account executives. They are less
adequate in a liaison capacity than account
executives — not because they are necessarily
incompetent, by any manner of means, their
failings may well be due to the situations
in which they have to work.
Management itself makes the decision in
most cases?
That can be. We asked such questions — to
what extent do you approve budgets, do you
approve the general media, etc. Top management plays a big part in these areas.
In your questionnaire to agencies was
there any evidence that some agencies perhaps have a compensation agreement with
one client which differs from the compensation agreement with another client?
No. Our questions did not call for such information unless respondents wanted to give
it voluntarily. We learned that there are
some instances of that sort.
But they're not widespread?
I wouldn't say that we have enough evidence to say one way or the other.
What did you find were advertisers' principal criticisms of agencies?
They probably can be summed up in
poor service, which covers a lot of territory;
inadequate knowledge of the product, the
market, and the trade channels; in poor technical skill, copywriting, for example; in creativity in general, in the sense of thinking up
useful marketing ideas.
Turning it around, what are the principal
Broadcastino

criticisms that the agencies direct against
their clients?

Yes, there was general approval of this
service.

A principal one is unwillingness to reveal
information that is important in the building of a campaign. Another is the lack of
leadership from a client, the failure to give
direction. Still another is the reluctance to

What kind of a reply did you get to the
question about the agency personnel assigned to a specific account?

make the agency a part of the company marketing team.
What about compensation, the 15%, on
tv packages? How does the report come out
on that?
About as you would expect. We asked the
question of both advertising agencies and
advertisers with experience with packaged
shows and agency-produced shows. In general, the agencies that had produced shows —
the majority of them, over two-thirds —
thought they should receive more than 15%.
About a third of the advertisers thought
agencies that produced shows should receiye
more than 15%. On the package shows,
most of the agencies — about four-fifths —
thought they should receive 15%. Most of
the advertisers thought the agencies should
get less than 15% for packaged shows.
Not many clients objected to an agency's
getting a commission on a package show, on
an outside package show?
A lot of them commented on this point,
mainly questioning the amount of effort put
in by the agency or emphasizing that they
themselves did much of the work required.
Some asked why they should pay anything.
Did advertisers have anything to say
about the quality of agency service on radio
and tv shows?

I can't tell you the exact results, but in
general advertising managers though the
agency personnel was adequate in quantity
and quality. About a 75% favorable vote.
Does the report reveal how long the average account stays with one agency?
Between seven and eight years — the average length of an account. We checked in
both directions, with advertisers and agencies. The answers were close, which pleased
us. If we'd come out with a big discrepancy
it might have indicated our sampling was
weak.
This length of relationship is very important, we think. The longer the relationship lasts, the better, because breaking a relationship and starting a new one, picking
up all the knowledge that's necessary to operate at full speed takes time, and there's
a big loss during this get-ready period. If
you can keep the relationship stable and
everybody working together in solid fashion,
that's a highly desirable thing to do.
In Atlantic City you said you would not
endorse or recommend any particular formula for agency compensation. But I believe
you did say that in the final report you
would make recommendations as to how
agencies can improve their services. Do you
have any highlights of those recommendatebruary 24, 1958
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PREY REPORT continued
lions at this moment? How agencies can improve their services?
Wo asked agencies particularly how they
encouraged cross-fertilization of ideas, what
they did to improve performance, and what
the) did to check on performance. Generally, there is a lack of formal standards to
measure performance, an inability to tell
how well they are doing. We think that is
one of the big problems in the industry, as
I said at the outset. In measuring the performance of an agency, how can you tell
whether it's doing well or not? As for methods of encouraging cross-fertilization of
ideas, we received a diversity of answers,
plans board, meetings, bulletins and so on —
nothing startling — but a useful checklist.
What would you say is the most significant
part of the whole findings?
I suppose a very significant feature of
this study is that for the first time this great
amount of information has been gathered
for use by the industry in trying to solve the
individual problems of practitioners. That
isn't exactly what you asked, but to me that
is the most important. The most significant
thing I can't say, because that will vary
with each reader. To some the contents may
mean little. To others it may mean a great
deal. I think the usefulness of the survey
cannot be fully determined for a long time.
I would say that this report can tend to
insure that all the right questions are raised
in trying to work out agency-client relationships and that it can be of considerable
guidance in providing the answers to those
questions. I think that raising the right questions is most important. Too frequently the
great weakness lies in failure to do this.
How did you select the advertisers and
agencies to question?
We included all members of the ANA,
obviously, and of the other advertisers in the
country we took a random sample of roughly one in four. We took all the agencies in
the Standard Advertising Register's agency
list if their clients were listed there. We felt
if their clients were not listed they were
probably small and unlikely to service more
than local accounts.
Do you have any idea of how many agencies you may have picked from, say, the top
10 or the top 50?
Yes, we got excellent representation.
That's one thing we are very happy about.
We had excellent cooperation from the
agencies, and particularly the large ones.
We estimate that we heard from about twothirds of the agencies billing over $30 million and over half of the agencies billing in
excess of $5 million.
Do you have any reservations about the
survey method?
No, I don't. Even though we sent out
what we thought was the world's longest
questionnaire to advertisers, we had what
we think is a fine response.
How long was it?
Twelve pages, 55 questions. It's really very
long, and the return is remarkable in the
light of that. I think I would use it again,
although I wouldn't send it right away to
the same people. Just to look at that questionnaire can frighten you a little bit.
Page 30
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES

K&E

VIEW

ON

RADIO-TV

Kenyon & Kckhardt this year will spend
$150,000 in radio and television research
a sample of how "deep" an agency must
go to ferret out the whys and wherefores
ol tv advertising.
K&E's expenditure, according to Bud
Sherak, vice president and research director,
corresponds to what other agencies with
similar broadcast commitments spend in
radio-tv research. And, he told a ratings
panel held by the American Women in
Radio & Television in New York last week
(also see story page 38), "Actually we
would like to have even a greater investment in research. There is much information needed, and we still have much to
So much to learn, in fact, that Mr. Sherak
took an amused and dim view of what he
learn."a "popular myth" that the "slide rule
called
boys on Madison Avenue" preside over
the "life and death of public entertainment."
To the contrary, he said, it is fiction that
all research in radio and tv "can be reduced
to a few calculations on a slide rule." Explained Mr. Sherak: An agency's research
in television for the client is predicated on
the cost factor — what is or will be the return on the client's investment and once
the money is being spent, how the tv
property is doing from time to time.
The advertiser who "would like to invest
in a network television show" understands
that the "returns" could be substantial but
also that the risks in picking a poor show are
great. He is in need of guideposts which an
agency's research can supply.
Rating services, Mr. Sherak noted, can
supply information on the size of program
audiences and the characteristics of the
audiences. From data on audience size, the
advertiser can learn the number of homes
or people reached, variations in size hourly,
daily, seasonally and yearly, from city to
city, from one section of the country to another and from one program to another.
From details on audience characteristics,
the advertiser learns who program viewers
are and to whom the program appeals — the
sex and age of the audience and size of the
family which watches.
All of these facts help the advertiser to
decide what show to choose, Mr. Sherak
said, but there are a number of intangibles
as well.
For example, should the advertiser buy
an established show from which another advertiser has canceled or a new show that
would go on the air for the first time?
Depending on the situation, the new
show may be attractive even though ' only
about one out of every five succeeds," Mr.
Sherak explained. The big intangible here
is a show's potential in attracting and holding an adequate audience. Some clues are
available from rating trends and rating
averages of similar program types, but Mr.
Sherak warned, it is necessary to go beyond
ratings because a show's success depends
primarily on the particular program itself.
The researcher may conduct program
testing but this has pitfalls: For example,
there are the very basic factors of strength

RESEARCH

of program competition and the time period.
Mr. Sherak reviewed peak viewing hours
and the hours when fewer people watch
tv. He observed, however, that assuming
the time period is not already predetermined
and there is a choice, the researcher then
looks for specific and important factors in
making a recommendation.
These include: The time period when
prospects in large numbers are viewing tv;
a program slot when there is "relatively
weak competition or evidence of weakening"; asituation in which the new program
can follow a strong or popular show or
can inherit and maintain the right kind
of audience sought for the sponsor's products, and finally, a time period that presents
a "good cost efficiency." (He noted that a
program is considered successful if it delivers more than an average amount of
communication for the money.)
Once a show is on the air, the researcher
still has a job to do, Mr. Sherak continued.
Next to be studied are trends in ratings
in a search of evidence in audience buildup,
program loyalty, etc.; how well the show
meets marketing objectives (area of the
country covered and with what frequency);
tune-ins and tune-outs which pinpoint the
show's strengths and weaknesses, and
changes in an audience's character because
of new competition (the younger people go
first, Mr. Sherak noted) .
The big question — "asked eventually of
all shows"- — is the measurable effect on
sales by a program, described by Mr. Sherak as a "research problem . . . one of the
most difficult in the business, especially for
established shows." The reason is that "advertising isonly one of many influences on
sales," others including price, package,
availability, salesmanship, product quality
and the state of the economy. Even a show
extremely effective as a vehicle for the advertiser can be caught in a sales dip caused
by a depressed economy.
An agency's answer to research on sales
effectiveness is the "broad consumer survey"
— what viewers think about the programming, their attitude toward the show and
performers, sponsor identification, attitude
toward product, use of the product, etc. To
illustrate, Mr. Sherak spoke about a K&E
study of Rin Tin Tin, sponsored by Nabisco cereals.
Jay Eliasberg, CBS-TV director of research, preceded Mr. Sherak on the panel
moderated by Jayne Shannon, broadcast
media supervisor, J. Walter Thompson,
New York. He treated what he called the
"chief complaints" about ratings: that
samples are too small, they give different
answers, they are overemphasized and they
are inadequate. Mr. Eliasberg explained
sampling procedures, pointing up the wide
acceptance of the practice; he noted that
different ratings usually come up with similar answers but not in the same way because each measures different things and
found it "virtually impossible to overemphasize ratings" because of the importance to
the advertiser of the size of an audience
and what he called its "qualitative factors."
Broadcasting

NETWORK
TV
Blue-chip advertisers marked a number of new "firsts" last year by their
purchase of network television time.
The gross for all networks was $516,201,566 (figured at the onetime rate).
• Procter & Gamble, traditionally
the top buyer of network time, purchased, at gross rates before discounts,
$47,046,015 last year, a new record
for P&G and an increase of more than
$3.5 million over its 1956 mark.
• Each of the advertisers in the top
10 listing for the year spent above $12
million.
• Toiletries advertisers for the first
time replaced food adversisers as the
top spending group in network tv. This
occurred despite the increased investment of some $7.5 million by food
advertisers, the toiletries group buying
over $16 million more network time
at gross rates last year than in 1956.
Despite the current skidding along
agency row by automobile makers,

2.

'57
BUYS—
Chrysler, General Motors and Ford
remained in the top 10 in 1957.
The big money in network tv, according to compilations based on Publishers Information Bureau data, came
from advertisers of toiletries, foods,
soaps, automobiles, tobacco, drugs,
household equipment and industrial
materials. These were the same categories as in 1956 except for radio-tv
sets, which fell in one year from more
than $11 million to the $4.3 million
level.
Together these eight categories
counted for $449,047,740 out of
$516,201,566 invested in network
last year.
In December 1957, each of the

acthe
tv
top

10 advertisers in network tv was buying at a level above $1 million. Only
one of the top product categories
showed a softening in December —
household equipment.

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS DURING DECEMBER
AND FULL YEAR 1957 AS COMPARED TO 1956

AGRICULTURE & FARMING
APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESS.
AUTOMOTIVE, AUTO EQUIP. & ACCESS.

$

$

$

292 8 1 4

403,150
5,285,498
669,242

53,018,004
8,071,467

4,774,775
759,581

3,572,471

180,590
879,201
243,174

BEER, WINE
& LIQUOR
BLDG. MATERIALS, EQUIP. & FIXTURES
98,651
CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
1,021,311
CONSUMER SERVICES
611,140
DRUGS & REMEDIES
4,874,814
ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENTS

7,580,803
4,837,496
46,353,313
111,427

FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS

96,628,556

8,511,214

FREIGHT, INDUST. & AGRIC. DEVEL.
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS, &
OTHER FUELS

7,679,592
3,267,087

8,156,017

300,887

2,861,402
102,223

378,753

4,198,026
211,185

1,762,551
287,153

19,837,733

2,579,171
235,025

34,526,366

3,037,562
13,481,558

1,485,973

6,920,047
7,774,324

651,449

3,814,257

441,268

126,186

2,034,656

247,762

729,816

4,376,558
49,084,638
68,376,398

680,780

Broadcasting

56,729,833

84,281
89,054,700

JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
OFFICE EQUIP., STATIONERY &
WRITING SUPPLIES
POLITICAL
PUBLISHING & MEDIA

totals
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

499,311

3,975,777

1,488,291
629,816

SOAPS, CLEANERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS

$

8,742,417
2,600,889
39,428,048

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
INSURANCE

RADIO, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHS &
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SMOKING MATERIALS

$47,046,015
19,375,713

18,915,776
18,535,808
16,297,289
15,790,837
15,550,566
13,201,584
13,023,204
12,733,437
9. TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS
2.
DECEMBER 1957

1. PROCTER & GAMBLE
$4,137,940
GENERAL MOTORS
2,069,473
3. AMERICAN HOME
4. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 1,857,428
1,760,349
5. CHRYSLER
8.
1,618,340
6. LEVER
1,466,418
7. BRISTOL-MYERS
1,416,040
GENERAL FOODS
1,398,820
1,276,553
R. J. REYNOLDS
GILLETTE
10.
1,249,582
9.
LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
GROUPS DURING DECEMBER 1957

rrllLLlro
VAINM rifcUotliN
PI-TIT T IPC \/A
ucnccM
GENERAL MOTORS
SCHLITZ

1,970,822
251,076

GENERAL MOTORS

98,651
306,224

AMERICAN CHICLE
AT&T
AMERICAN HOME PROD.

384,953
1,649,930

GENERAL FOODS
1,398,820

10,304

HORTICULTURE
HOUSEHOLD EQUIP. & SUPPLIES
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

1. PROCTER & GAMBLE
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
CHRYSLER
6.
4. AMERICAN HOME
5. LEVER
3.
GILLETTE
7. GENERAL FOODS
8. R. J. REYNOLDS
FORD
i r\ GENERAL MOTORS

All 1956

Dec. 1956

All 1957

Dec. 1957

TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS
1957

4,731,647
5,770,692
188,382
9,661,086
168,260
293,527
$49,741,736

1,225,430
102,267,540
1,775,301
5,386,451
$516,201,566

1,466,987
500,536
747,694

3,795,564
5,266,134
100,240
8,447,750
133,833
468,145
$44,761,571

3,038,527
11,244,891
4,924,495
6,383,395
4,153,682
2,655,630
2,046,581
11,469,607
40,746,531
60,559,298
938,267
85,571,670
649,581
3,277,742
$488,167,634

SOCONY

125,250
331,317

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ARMSTRONG CORK

232,568
309,710

KAISER INDUSTRIES
PRUDENTIAL
EASTMAN KODAK

307,116
557,795

MINN. MINING & MFG.

194,266

TIME INC.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
R. J. REYNOLDS
PROCTER & GAMBLE
AMER. MACHINE & FDRY.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
GREYHOUND
QUAKER OATS

115,578
239,344
1,276,553
3,575,161
104,277
1,380,371
165,255
125,454
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Bufferin,
Pot-shots

Bayer
on

Swap

Tests'

When is a tost a test? It's merely a matter
of relativity, according to Sterling Drug Inc.
and Bristol-Myers Co., both New York,
which last week continued their corporate
sniping at one another over the matter of
whose aspirin works faster and easier. For
over two years now, both Sterling (for Bayer
aspirin) and B-M (for Bufferin) have been
spending millions of dollars in both radio
and tv trying to convince the consumer that
"test after test" proves that either Bayer or
Bufferin is best. Or at least better than the
other.
Now, the New England Journal of Medicine has come along to question the validity
of
tests, andininitstwoJan.
separate
articles
andB-M's
an editorial
30 issue
the
Journal tries to debunk the claim that
buffered aspirin is better and safer than its
non-buffered cousin.
Shortly after the Journal published its
findings. Bristol-Myers Executive Vice President Robert B. Brown and B-M Medical
Director Dr. George L. Wolcott charged that
the Journal's literary and scientific efforts
are not so much in the interest of pure
science as they are in the interests of Sterling
Drug. In fact. Messrs. Brown and Wolcott
contended, the anti-bufferin campaign was
inspired by Bayer and its public relations
counsel.
Dr. Wolcott. in a lengthy scientific analysis of the Journal's two articles, found both
to be "cluttered" with "contradictions and
incongruities" as well as "discrepancies,"
and reiterated Bristol-Myers' contention that
Buffering exclusive di-alminate additive "invariably" doubles aspirin's absorption rate.
Officials at Sterling dismissed the BristolMyers counterblast as "not our fight." They
admitted, however, that there's some truth to
B-M's claims since Sterling "did provide"
grants to both authors to conduct their
studies "as does Bristol-Myers with research
studies that would be favorable to them."
But Sterling spokesmen warned that there
would be "danger in suggesting that scientists
are compromising themselves for money,"
and that if Bristol-Myers wants to attack
scientists, that is "their business."
Bristol-Myers still has the last word. It
has asked medical trade journal editors "in
the sake of honesty" to look at Dr. Wolcott's
analysis. In the current issue of Time magazine, Mr. Brown, commenting on that publication's earlier report on the Journal articles
titled "Buffered off?" feels Time was
"misled."
B-M outspends Sterling roughly 2-to-l in
broadcast media on behalf of Bufferin. On
network radio, it has the NBC hourly news,
an MBS weekend news package, the Arthur
Godfrey simulcasts and ABN's Breakfast
Club; on network tv, it participates in CBSTV's Playhouse 90, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Perry Mason, Verdict Is Yours and
Beat the Clock; NBC-TV's Tonight, and
ABC-TV's John Daly News, Tombstone
Territory and West Point. In addition, B-M
places considerable emphasis on Bufferin
Page 32
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radio-tv spot activity. The agency for Bufferin isYoung & Rubicam, New York.
Sterling, through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample. New York, advertises Bayer aspirin
via spot radio-tv and network television programs. Ituses no network radio. Its tv lineup
—all NBC-TV — includes Truth or Consequences, The Vise, Modern Romances, Saber
of London, Artene Francis Show, The Price
Is Right. Treasure Hunt, My True Story and
Detective's Diary.
C-P to Reassign Vel Powder,
With L&N Retaining Vel Liquid
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, concerned about the growing competition between powders and liquids in the package
detergent market, will reassign advertising
for Vel powder from Lennen & Newell to
another agency, possibly one of the shops
now servicing the multi-million dollar C-P
account. L&N has been servicing both Vel
liquid — billing roughly $2.5 million — and
Vel powder — billing $1.9 million — as well as
Lustre-Creme shampoo and Ad detergent.
The agency switch will be only a phase of
C-P's realignment of advertising for Vel.
Robert Clark, heretofore brand manager on
both Vel powder and liquid, henceforth will
be responsible only for liquid Vel; a brand
manager for the powder will be announced
shortly.
Among the firms soliciting the new business are C-P agencies Cunningham & Walsh
(now servicing Brisk toothpaste and Super
Suds), D'Arcy (handling Halo shampoo)
and Norman, Craig & Kummel (Veto
deodorant); likely to be considered also are
non-Colgate agencies. Lennen & Newell will
make up for loss of the $1.9 million billing
by acquiring Vel Beauty Bar, at liberty
since its resignation last fall by Carl S.
Brown & Co. (now Brown & Butcher). This
product, billing around $1 million, will be
supplemented
by "a new item" which C-P
declined
to name.
Johnson Asks 10% Sales Boost
To End Business Recession
Arno H. Johnson, vice president and
senior economist, J. Walter Thompson, New
York, proposed last week that a $28 billion backlog of consumer spending be converted into sales to end the current business recession. He said the spending also
would permit a tax cut and a balanced
budget.
Mr. Johnson's thesis was presented
Wednesday at a meeting of Trade Association Executives at the Hotel Belmont
Plaza, New York. He called for removal
of barriers to expansion and "positive selling action by management" to reverse the
current downward momentum.
The advertising economist charged that
a growth of $28 billion in the U.S. standard
of living was retarded in the past two years
by "purposeful measures to slow down our
rate of expansion as a means of fighting
inflation." The $28 billion figure, he explained, represents a 10% increase in sales

72.]
of consumer goods and services above last
sear's level of a total $280 billion.
|Also see Johnson tape interview, page

CBS-TV
Not

Finds

Dangerous

Lestoil
to

Use

A network — CBS-TV — has moved quickly to check independently whether Lestoil
household detergent is dangerously flammable and said that the product was not so
considered.
This was revealed last week by Herbert
A. Carlborg. CBS-TV director of editing,
in a talk before the Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling
seminar in New York. Mr. Carlborg remarked that CBS-TV had undertaken an
independent test of the product as soon as
it had been informed of the Federal Trade
Commission complaint against Adell Chemical Co., Holyoke, Mass., the maker of Lestoil and a big television spot advertiser
[Government, Feb. 17].
Reported Mr.
Carlborg:
test
— conducted
for the
networkCBS-TV's
by the New
York City Fire Dept. — disclosed that Lestoil "is combustible but not considered
He assertedflammable."
the tests showed Lestoil to
dangerously
be combustible at 120 degrees but that the
danger line generally is considered to be
100 degrees. Mr. Carlborg said CBS-TV
did not wait for the start of hearings on the
complaint (set for April in Boston) but proceeded immediately to send out the product
for an independent test.
Mr. Carlborg's revelation was made as
an example of what his department's duties
can entail. The network executive spoke to
the RTES group on network continuity acceptance, touching on how he must interpret and implement network policy as
applied to commercial content and program
material.
He noted that his department reports directly to top network management and is
not "tempered" by daily considerations of
selling or programming, thus permitting
"work in a climate of objectivity." He
stressed the importance of continuity acceptance in conferring early with copy and
program creators.
Mr. Carlborg found that analyses of the
NAB's continuous monitoring figures and
the network's "intensive monitoring of our
own shows" do not substantiate charges
"that there are too many commercials, that
they are too long — in short, 'overcomThe FTC charged that Adell Chemical
mercialization'."
fails to reveal in advertising and labels that
its Lestoil product is dangerously flammable and that Lestoil commercials deceive
viewers into thinking the product is safe.

The commission's allegations have been
denied by Adell Chemical's president, Jacob
L. Barowsky, who among other things
claimed that tests made by an independent
laboratory concluded Lestoil is not hazardous for regular household application and
noted that according to Interstate Commerce
Commission regulations is not a flammable
liquid.

Broadcasting

the

Star

state

C30D&
in the winners'
circle in Omaha.
HOOPER 43.3 share
Dec, '57 - Jan. '58, 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.
PULSE 7.1 average rating
Dec, 1957 - 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
TRENDEX

40.8

share

Dec, 1957, 8 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Check With AVERY-KNODEL

No.

1 in the 15
R*
MY
Station
Denver
K

KOIL—

Market

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

AVERY-KNODEL

HOOPER- Jan. 1958
8 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Check with ADAM

Omaha

YOUNG

KMYR*

-Denver

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.

BY

KWIK
KWIK

More listeners than all other
Pocatello stations combined
according to the most recent
Hooper.
Check with AVERY-KNODEL

-Pocatello

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KNODEL
DON

W. BURDEN, President

* Subject to FCC Approval
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M-G-M

Academy

Award

Package*

26 of Metro's moat memorable
films— 13 Academy- Award winners
and 13 Academy -Award nominees
including such titles as:
"Blossoms in the Dust" • "Boys Town"
"Boom Town" • "Gaslight"
"Waterloo
M-G-M

Bridge" • "Madame

Curie"

Action & Intrigue Package*

26 of Metro's most exciting bigthrill features including such
titles as:
"Dr. Jekyil and Mr Hyde'
"White Cargo" • "Mr. and Mrs. North"
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
"Shadow of the Thin Man"
"Too Hot To Handle"
M-G-M Andy Hardy Theatre*
15 wonderful films . . . starring
Mickey Rooney in Metro's heartwarming series about America's
favorite family.

V&V<3 '.*<J
Great

Hand-Picked

Packages

JUMP

In

ST

OFM

Each

package

designed

is a

to give you a dilly of a rating. A new,

selective, practical
pictures. The

way

to purchase

feature

very best of the films from

studio that has always
made

daisy..

been known

the

for having

the very best.

Call us, write us, wire us for more complete information onthese three powerhouse packages.

A SERVICE OF
LOEW S INCORPORATED
Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr.
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y., JUdson 2-2000
*Not available in the markets where the entire
M-G-M

Library of pre-'49 features is now being programmed.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Pctbst, American
Dodgers

Tobacco

on Western

Abbott

Set

Operations

Radio Hookup

Play-by-play broadcasts of the 1958
games of the Los Angeles Dodgers will be
carried on a special radio network of seven
western stations, six in California: KMPC
Los Angeles, KREO Indio, KYOR Blyth,
KROP Brawley, KFXM San Bernardino
and KVEC San Luis Obispo, and one in
Nevada: KORK Las Vegas, under the co-

POST-GAME International Harvester Scoreboard will be carried on a seven-station
western radio network following games of
Los Angeles Dodgers to be carried on the
same hookup. Making the deal are (I to r)
G. B. Healy, Los Angeles district manager
for International Truck Div.; W . W . Wilson,
manager, radio-tv department, Young &
Rubicam, Chicago, agency; Harold Parrott,
Dodgers business manager, and Fred Grede,
Chicago, advertising manager for International Truck Div.
sponsorship of Pabst Brewing Co., Los
Angeles, through Young & Rubicam, that
city, and American Tobacco Co., New York,
through BBDO, also New York [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 27].
After each of the game broadcasts, the
same network will broadcast a 15-minute
International Harvester Scoreboard of interviews, post-mortems and scores of other
major league games, with International Harvester's International Truck Div. as sponsor. Young & Rubicam, Chicago, is agency
for this Chicago sponsor.
Vin Scully and Jerry Doggett will do the
play-by-play reporting of the Dodgers games
this year; both were on the Dodgers broadcasting team last year. In addition to the
190 games to be broadcast (including 36
spring training games), and the post-game
Scoreboard, Bob Kelley, KMPC sports director, will open each game broadcast with
a five-minute Knothole Gang show, followed by a 15-minute pre-game Dugout
Dope program done live by Messrs. Scully
and Doggett. Sponsors of these pre-game
features have not been announced.
Burnett Gets Star-Kist Account
Leo Burnett Co. last week inherited the
$1.5 million Star-Kist Foods (tuna) account
from Honig-Cooper Co. and started working on its advertising and marketing plans
for a campaign scheduled to break around
June 1.
It's expected StaT-Kist will use network
and spot television as in the past, along
with newspapers and magazines. AppointBroadcasting

Kimball,

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS
Rating
Tv Report for Feb. 1-7

,ank
1. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
37.5
3.
2. Danny Thomas
34.2
Gunsmoke
34.0
4. Perry Como
33.5
5. Maverick
6. Wyatt Earp
28.6
28.2
7. This Is Your Life
28.1
8. Shirley Temple
28.0
9. Person to Person
27.6
Loretta Young Show
Inc. 27.6
Copyright 1958, by Trendex
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical tvorder,
appear
in this week's
Broadcasting
ratings
roundup.
Information is in following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS-191): Ford
(JWT) Tues. 9-10 p.m. once a month.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participating
sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y & R) alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Maverick (ABC-90) : Kaiser Aluminum
(Y & R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Person to Person (CBS-170): Amoco Gas
(Katz), Time Inc. (Y & R) Fri. 10:30-11
Shirley Temple (NBC-163): National Dairy,
Hill Bros. & Breck products (Ayer), Sun.
p.m.
6:30-7:30 p.m.
This Is Your Life (NBC-138): Procter &
Gamble (B & B), Wed. 10-10:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B & B). Mon. 9-9:30.
Wyatt
Earp (ABC-103):
General Mills
(D-F-S), Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Loretta Young
(NBC-163) : Procter &
Gamble (B & B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m
ment of the Burnett agency was announced
Monday by J. G. Scharer, Star-Kist marketing vice president.
ANA Schedules March Workshops
Advertising workshop sessions will be
conducted by the Assn. of National Advertisers in Chicago March 6, with several
ANA member company executives as key
speakers. The one-day program, scheduled
for the Drake Hotel, is keyed along industrial advertising lines, with emphasis on
new and effective creative techniques.
Among major speakers listed are Roger H.
Bolin, advertising director, Westinghouse
Electric Corp.; G. A. Bradford, advertisingsales promotion consultant, General Electric
Co.; Harold L. Coons, advertising manager,
Keystone Steel & Wire Co., and Maurice J.
Phillips, advertising manager, International
Nickel Co. The program chairman is Gene
Wedereit, advertising director, National
Cylinder Gas Co.

TO

WATCH

OVER

TV

St. Clare of Assisi, 13th Century nun
who had visions of a far-off church
from her sickbed, was proclaimed last
week by Pope Pius XII as patron
saint of television. As such, she is
protectress of actors, announcers, stage
hands, producers, directors, cameramen and others in the tv industry.

Grant

in New

Merge

York

City

The reported merger of Abbott Kimball
Co.'s New York office with Grant Adv.
in that city [Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 17] materialized last week, with the
latter gaining some 55 new accounts, plus
personnel and facilities, effective March 1.
Abbott Kimball, head of the agency bearing his name, becomes vice president and

PRINCIPALS in merger of Abbott Kimball
Co.'s New York operations with Grant Adv.,
New York, are Grant Adv. President Will
C. Grant (I) and Kimball President Abbott
Kimball.
chairman of Grant's New York plans board.
Kimball will be integrated with Grant in
that city under the overall direction of Paul
L. Bradley, vice president and general manager of Grant in New York. A spokesman
for Grant in Chicago explained the merger
also involves Kimball's offices in Chicago
and Los Angeles and that negotiations were
underway for absorption of its San Francisco branch. Two foreign offices — in London and Kleber, France — do not figure in
the deal.
With the acquisition of Kimball's New
York office, Grant's billings will increase
about $4 million to well over $90 million
for both domestic and international business,
the agency reported. Kimball has specialized
in fashion and soft goods accounts.
The merger was part of Grant's "accelerated development program" in the
United States, according to Lawrence R.
Mcintosh, executive vice president in charge
of its domestic division. Grant maintains a
network of 40 branches throughout the
world, including key offices in Chicago, New
York and Detroit.
Durham

Offers New

York

Services

Robert Durham Assoc., New York, advertising management consultant firm, has
announced an expansion of its services
to include representation of out-of-town
advertising agencies unable to maintain offices in New York. Durham Assoc. plans
to provide facilities other than creative planning or marketing. Radio-tv timebuying and
network relations for subscribing agencies
will be managed by Herschel Williams, formerly avice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Mr. Williams has been director of commercial program development and sales at
CBS as well as writer with J. Walter Thompson Co. and Benton & Bowles.
February 24, 1958
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued
BUSINESS
BATTERS

UP • Theodore Hamm

Brewing

Co. (Hamm's beer) has signed for Chicago
baseball tv coverage on WGN-TV that city
for sixth consecutive year, joining Oklahoma
Products Corp. as co-sponsor of all White
Sox and C ubs home daytime telecasts. Agencies are Campbell-Mithun Inc. for Hamm's
and Maryland Adv. Agency for Oklahoma.
WGN-TV also reported all adjacencies sold
out. Additionally, WGN radio has completed
negotiations with Oak Park (111.) Federal
Savings for part sponsorship of Cubs home
and road broadcasts, with three other sponsors still to be set. Station has acquired
radio rights to Cubs games from 1958
through 1963.

TRIO • Three advertisers have renewed 52-week contracts through next season with ABC-TV, business representing approximately $5million in gross time charges.
Seven Up Co., through J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y., renewed its alternate sponsorship of Zorro (Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.). Mennen
Co., through McCann-Erickson. and Miles
Labs, through Geoffrey Wade Adv., renewed
co-sponsorship of Wednesday night fights
(10 p.m.-conclusion).
ABC

COMEDY
BREAK • Ruberoid Corp.
(shingling and sidings), N. Y., has signed to
sponsor Paul Winchell and Jerry Mahoney
comedy vignettes on NBC Radio's Monitor
weekend service as part of network's "Star
Dust" programming. Ruberoid, through
Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y., will sponsor
10 five-minute segments on Saturday and
Sunday for six weeks, starting April 12.
ON THE 'WAGON' • Edsel Div., Ford
Motor Co., through Foote, Cone & Belding,
N. Y., has renewed its full-hour alternateweek sponsorship of NBC-TV's Wagon
Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.) through Sept.
24. General Foods Corp. has purchased
alternate-week half-hour of program effective July 9. GF agency is Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
REGIONAL NEWS • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Winston cigarettes), WinstonSalem, N. C, has bought alternate-week
sponsorship of ABC Film Syndication's 26
Men series for KOMO-TV Seattle, WFAATV Dallas and KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.
ABC Film also signed contracts with Frank
M. Taylor Adv., Birmingham, Ala., for
Donovan coffee in that city.
SE HABLA ESPANOL • Foreign language
radio stations will be part of new introductory campaign being planned in New
York, New Jersey and other eastern seaboard states with Puerto Rican settlements
for Bohio beer. Bohio, meaning "little hut,"
is new product of Camden County Beverage
Co., Camden, N. J., brewer of Camden beers.
Campaign will be placed through Nemarow
Adv., Vineland, N. J.
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TAKIN' O' THE GREEN • Hoffman Beverage Co.. Newark. N. J., will sponsor fourth

are unchanged in the past year. People are
buying more radios than at any time except
the years immediately following World War
II; they bought 15.5 million sets last year,
2'/2 times as many as tv sets. People are

annual coverage of four-hour St. Patrick's
Day parade on WP1X (TV) New York
March 17. Grey Adv.. N. Y., is agency.

listening more and "nine out of ten listeners
have a favorite personality and seven out
of ten admit that if this personality tells them

SOMETHING

to go out and buy something they'll do just
that," he declared.

WHO'S

BRIEFLY
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BUYING

WHAT,

BREWING

•

WHERE

Anheuser-

Busch (Budweiser beer), has taken 10 p.m.midnight segment of Bill Anthony Show
Monday through Saturday on KGO San
Francisco. Station reports sale is largest
single buy in several years. Budweiser
agency: D'Arcy Adv., L. A.
Radio

Tops

Sweeney

in Reaching

Tells Hollywood

Families,
Ad

Club

Radio has resigned itself to the fact that
it will never be the number one medium in
advertising revenue, Kevin Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising Bureau, said
Monday at the Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting at which he was the year's
Encore Speaker (one who is invited back
after having addressed the club the previous
year), for which he received a scroll and a
life membership, presented by HAC President Vic Rowland.
Radio, Mr. Sweeney continued, will settle for leadership in the field of number of
different families reached in a day or a week.
The average radio station, he reported,
reaches with its news programs more than
half of all families in its market within a
four-week period and the leading station
reaches eight out of ten of all families. These
figures, he hastily added, are for listening
inside the home, disregarding entirely the
mounting volume of out-of-home listening.

Radio's trend figures, Mr. Sweeney said,

Fry & Assoc. Forms

Consultancy

For Manufacturers' Promotion
A marketing service designed to afford
"quality control standards" and evaluations
for advertising, sales promotion and merchandising programs of manufacturers was
announced Tuesday by George Fry & Assoc., management consultant firm.
The service will be staffed by a threeman senior consulting group consisting of
Clarence E. Eldridge, former executive vice
president of Campbell Soup Co. and marketing vice president of General Foods
Corp.; Franklin Bell, for several years chief
advertising executive of H. J. Heinz Co.,
and Stuart Peabody, assistant vice president
for advertising and public relations at the
Borden Co. They will function in Fry's
New York office, according to William J.
Biehl. president.
Specifically, the new service plans to
audit and evaluate advertising programs and
procedures and to analyze operational effectiveness of sales promotional and merchandising plans of consumer products and
industrial manufacturers. The EldridgeBell-Peabody team will look into advertising planning, copy themes, media strategy,
packaging and product publicity.
As explained by Mr. Biehl, there is
greater need now for rigid performance
control standards to insure maximum re-

ACTIVITY
HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,051,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Feb. 2-8. This is how they spent their time:
72.5%
(89,937,000) spent 1,917.6 million
55.6%
(68,972,000) spent 960.8 million
83.1% (103,086,000) spent 408.9 million
33.3%
(41,309,000) spent 211.1 million
25.3%
(31,385.000) spent 377.9 million
24.3%
(30,104,000) spent 116.4 million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours . . watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,991,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,436,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,521,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

aganda activities will adequately fulfill U. S.
defense requirements; and to study the possibilities of a NATO-like union of all free
and uncommitted nations of the world for
mutual aid and joint strategy in resisting
Communist

propaganda infiltration."

Hertz to Put $1 -Million-Plus
Into Network Radio in 1958
Network radio gets about 25%

A ROLLER DERBY between WABC-TV New York and the "Ad Agency Sputniks"
[Programs & Promotions, Feb. 3] reportedly was attended by 500 agency people.
The party was given to promote WABC-TV's weekly Roller Derby (Sun. 2:304 p.m.) and the station supplied hot dogs, beer, soda and other light refreshments.
The admen's team won and members are pictured with the bottles of scotch they
were awarded (1 to r): Richard Vorce, J. Walter Thompson; Paul Reardon, Ted Bates;
Roger Clapp, Benton & Bowles; Murray Roffis, McCann-Erickson; Ed Parmelee,
Benton & Bowles; Joan Rutman, Grey, and Walter Harvey, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

turn from

all advertising-promotion-merchandising appropriations because of vigorous competition and the current profit

squeeze. He sees the new service as a "new
analytical tool for top management."
The service will be integrated into Fry's
regular marketing division facilities and will
supplement overall marketing and sales administration surveys. Messrs. Eldridge,
Bell and Peabody recently joined George
Fry & Assoc.
Allport Elected
Dann,

Nagen

VP

by ANA;

Named

to Posts

Peter W. Allport, secretary and assistant
to the president of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, was elected a vice president
last week. Alvin A.
Dann, formerly with
the Lynn Farnol
Group, New York
public relations firm,
has been named director of public relations. Naomi
Nagen, previously
with the public relations department
of the New Haven
Railroad, has been
MR. ALLPORT
named assistant to
Mr. Dann. Miss Nagen replaces Nancy
Crandell who will become director of press
relations for Point-of-Purchase Advertising
Institute effective March 10.

WSAAA

Asks

Congress

U. S. World-Wide

to Bolster

Propaganda

A resolution urging Congress to take immediate steps to put U. S. world-wide propaganda on a par with that of the Soviets
was adopted unanimously by the board of
the Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. following a proposal to that effect
made by Henry Mayers, executive vice
president, Cunningham & Walsh, Los
Angeles.
Mr. Mayers made his proposal at a dinner meeting of the Western States Advertising Agency Assn. at which he was the
second recipient of the WSAAA Advertising Man of the Year award. The first award
was presented to Don Belding at the time
of his retirement as chairman of the executive committee, Foote, Cone & Belding, and
as head of that agency's Los Angeles office.
James K. Speer, WSAAA president, made
the presentation honoring Mr. Mayers for
his contributions to western advertising in
more than 20 years as an advertising agency
executive.
The WSAAA resolution, noting the inadequacy of the present international public
relations program, concludes:
"The Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. urges Congress to launch an immediate inquiry to determine the character and
scope of U. S. information activities necessary to offset world-wide Soviet propaganda
threats to U. S. security; to pass any legislation necessary to insure that the future
character and scope of U. S. counter-prop-

of Hertz

Rent-a-Car System's expanded $4-millionplus advertising budget for 1958, on the
basis of an announcement prepared for delivery today (Monday) by Joseph J. Stedem,
executive vice president.
Hertz bought a $1 million package of 12
weekly World and Business News programs
with Walter Cronkite on the full CBS Radio
lineup starting March 17 — its first network
venture in broadcast media.
Mr. Cronkite will appear in a dozen fiveminute segments each week, with some of
the broadcasts devoted exclusively to business news. Hertz announced its recordbreaking advertising campaign last month,
citing a 63% increase over the $2.6 million
spent in 1957 [Advertisers & Agencies,
Jan. 27]. It will match the national expenditure "with a local program of a substantial
amount," according to Mr. Stedem.

AMA
On

to Seek

Voluntary

Curbs

Misleading,

Objectionable Ads
In line with a resolution by its house of
delegates last December, American Medical
Assn. has reported plans for meeting with
media, agency, drug manufacturers and
other representatives to discuss "misleading
and objectionable" radio-tv and other advertising. The date is still to be set.
The action stems from the AMA house
of delegates resolution calling attention to
"possible dangers to public and individual health" by misleading advertising. The
AMA board of trustees was requested to
"continue vigorous opposition to objectionable advertising, pertaining to health on radio
and tv, and to support voluntary activities."
The task was given to the AMA public relations department. The meeting will include
NAB and other industry "leaders" and is
designed to elicit "voluntary guidance" in
preference to government action. American
Pharmaceutical Assn., which reportedly has
set up own radio-tv monitoring program,
was not immediately involved in AMA

Abrahams Sees Return to Tv
plans.
Retailers and manufacturers are returning to the hard-sell medium of television
for the period ahead, Howard Abrahams,
director of retail sales, Television Bureau of
Advertising, New York, said in a talk to the
third annual Advertising Institute, Charlotte,
N. C. "I do believe that retail sales promotion people are allowing themselves and
their stores' futures to be short-changed if
they continue to hold down to the present
(4.09%) sales promotion figure. Stores need
to add 10% to their sales promotion
budgets to improve their 1958 sales volFebruary 24, 1958
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SARNOFF
•

Answers

•

NBC

head

DEFENDS

critics on AWRT

TV

panel who

asks look at whole

NBC President Robert VV. SarnolV offered a strong defense tor television programming last week before the annual
workshop of the New York Chapter of
American Women in Radio & Television.
He called for examination of the overall
schedule rather than the too-frequent
praetiee of taking pot-shots at particular
shows. He also noted that it is the success
of "mass-appeal" programs such as westerns
which make possible public service projects
like the NBC Opera Co.
The opera unit will premiere a new opera
this summer at the Brussels International
1 \ position. The opera. "Maria Golovin," by
Ciian-Carlo Menotti, has been commissioned
by NBC and will be presented for two
weeks at the United States pavilion at the
exposition and later will be telecast by the
network. Financing of the opera is a joint
undertaking by NBC and the office of
Howard S. Cullman, U.S. commissioner

PROGRAMS

deplore

schedule,

state of tv fare

not particular programs

noff said, but he is not among them. "We
cannot afford to fashion blinders out of the
mass popularity of our shows." he continued. "It is in part minority criticism,
widely disseminated, that has led to government investigations of network operating
practices; and that has encouraged the promoters of pay-tv — a system that every
public poll has shown is overwhelmingly opviewers."
by the nation's
Mr. posed
SarnofT
said that "all elements of the
television industry — the networks, the
AWRT, the stations, industry organizations
—should speak up forthrightly on the question of television quality. They should not
hesitate to point out how much there is
now — for those not too indolent to search
it out — and how much more there can be

Mr. SarnofF's observation of growing improvement in tv programming generally
failed to win support from panel members
later during the workshop. For example,
David Susskind, Talent Assoc., New York,

"most minority criticism of quality to mean
rwo things: first, that there is not enough
news, public service and informational programming in our schedules — and what there
is we fail to spread properly through the
schedule; second, that the substance of our
programs is low-grade in terms of writing,
acting and production.
"In support of these views, the minority
argues that we confine news and public service shows in the 'intellectual ghetto' of Sunday afternoon; that we sacrifice New York,
the center of theatrical artistry, for the massproduced product of Hollywood; that we
overload our schedules with westerns and
other entertainment stereotypes."
Many in television consider it impolitic
to answer this type of criticism, Mr. SarPage 38
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but magnetic tape, "which has all the quality
of live television," will evaporate criticism
in this area. He added, "The concern of the
minority that we are abandoning New York
for Hollywood can be swiftly allayed. NBC's
headquarters are here and they will remain
here. Our eastern studios are being used to
near capacity and their future is far more
secure than Ebbets Field or the Polo
Grounds. I personally see no relationship
between geography and show quality."
The network president told the AWRT
group there is sound logic in bunching cultural programs on Sunday afternoon rather
than in spreading them through the nighttime schedule so more might see them. "To
argue against this is like arguing against

"On Sunday afternoon, Dec. 15, Omnibus
presented Peter Ustinov in Boswell's The Life
of Samuel Johnson. It received a marvelous
critical reception and it attracted an audience of 1 2 million viewers — of whom perhaps 10 million were unfamiliar with the
legendary Johnson. If we had presented it
at the peak viewing hours on Sunday night
it might have run opposite Maverick and Ed
Sullivan or Alfred Hitchcock and GE Theatre, or even Lassie and Jack Benny. Against

felt tv "can't sink any lower" and the only
direction it can go is "up."
In another panel on television ratings.
Bud Sherak, vice president and director of
research, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Jay
Eliasberg, CBS-TV director of research, exploded the myth that the tv rating function
is only a slide-rule operation (see page 30).
Mr. Sarnoff, during his luncheon talk

ever before."
The network president said he interprets

form, their locale or their show category."
Mr. Sarnoff noted some shows lend themselves betted to either film or live technique,

morality," Mr. Sarnoff said, "but I will
hazard it. I think more people see cultural
offerings on Sunday afternoon than would
see them nighttime. The average nighttime
entertainment show draws 24 million. A cultural offering at nighttime therefore has the
opportunity because of increased sets in use
to reach a greater audience, but it also must
face a different form of competition and
this is a decisive factor. Omnibus is an example.

for the Brussels Exposition. Earlier, another broadcast interest. Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.. announced it is underwriting an appearance by Benny Goodman
and his orchestra at the exposition
[Stations, Feb. 17].

at the Monday workshop, noted that "most
of the unrest over quality appears to originate with a very small but very articulate
minority. There is no discernible groundswell of public protest; indeed, the public
this year is watching more television than

has a western locale "does not make it inferior per se." He counted 18 westerns on
the three networks this season, four on NBCTV. "and they have proven enormously
popular." He felt the substance of tho western or any program "should be the decisive
element in their success or failure — not their

NBC

PRESIDENT

WESTERNS

MAKE

SARNOFF

OPERA POSSIBLE

in the future if the requirements and limitations of television as a mass medium are
properly understood.
"The only reasonable criterion for judgement of the quality of the current program
schedules is to compare them with the
schedules of a year ago or, beyond that, two
or three years ago. Is Wagon Train better
than Hiram Holliday or Masquerade Party?
Is Steve Allen a better variety show than
the old Comedy Hour? Is Restless Gun an
improvement over Sir Lancelot? Is Playhouse
90 better or worse than the Quiz Kids? Not
every new show lends itself to such favorable comparison — we, like the theatre, have
flops as well as hits; but analysis of the
schedule overall answers the question of
whether we are advancing or retrogressing."
Mr. Sarnoff asserted that the fact a show

any combination, Ustinov's classic portrayal
would have been fortunate to capture 2 million sets. That was the experience of Omnibus
last season on Sunday nights [ABC-TV] facing the powerhouse entertainment shows of
CBS and NBC. Its audience then was only a
fraction of its present audience in the socalled "intellectual ghetto" of Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that despite the
Sunday afternoon concentration, public information programs are found elsewhere in
the schedule. Because of increasing public
interest in decisive events of our time, NBC
will expand programming in this field, Mr.
Sarnoff added. Here he elaborated on the
direct relationship between mass-appeal programs which pay the bills and public interest
projects which usually bring in no revenue
or very little in proportion to cost. He related
the nine-year history of the NBC Opera Co.,
the conception of NBC Musical Director
Samuel Chotzinoff, among other projects. He
said NBC has produced 49 operas on tv at
a cost of more than $5 million and the
Broadcasting

J

THE BARBERS' CHOICE
Robert Sarnoff, NBC president, was
chosen one of the 10 best groomed
men for 1958 by the good grooming
committee of Barbers of America, it
has been announced by Barber's Journal and Men's Hairstylist magazines.
Mr. Sarnoff was chosen as a representative for the communication industry. CBS President Frank Stanton
was named by the committee in 1954.

programs have been seen by audiences of
5-20 million in the U. S., while four on
film have been shown in Europe.
Significance of the NBC Opera Co. contribution to international goodwill and the
U. S.-Russian cultural propaganda battle was
noted by Commissioner Cullman, a surprise
guest at the luncheon along with Mr.
Menotti.
Later in the workshop the current state of
television came under withering crossfire
from three speakers. Speaking were Marya
Mannes, radio-tv critic, Reporter magazine;
CBS-TV consultant and playwright Howard
Teichmann, and Talent Assoc. Ltd. Executive Vice President David Susskind. In substance they said:
• Miss Mannes — 90% of television is "a
sales outlet. . . . It's as cynical and straight
as that," and only 10% of tv's total output
is "worth watching." She disagreed with
NBC President Sarnoff, challenging his defense of Sunday "culture" programming by
maintaining that "in an art form, you cannot rightly separate entertainment from information." Tv has "gone downhill badly"
over the last few years. "There is not a
night in the week," Miss Mannes maintained,
"when I would sacrifice a play, a book or
conversation" to watch a tv show. She admitted later that there are "some exceptions"
to this "rule." The current "softness" in tv
may "well be tv's salvation," for often "the
best of television was done on small budgets
and with considerable limitations and restrictions," she said.
Mr. Teichmann — Television's current ills
may be summed up in two words, "committees and imitations." A tv script, being a
work of art, cannot be "written by a committee of client, client's wife, agency and network. And "Just because Peter Pan worked
and got a good rating ... did this mean
that every other show had to be a fairy
tale? He maintained that "so far television
has subsisted on old ideas based on 1940
radio scripts, rejected Broadway plays and
Grade B films. Television today, according
to Mr. Teichmann, is on a par "with the
theatre of 50 years ago with mediocre Victor
Herbert musicals . . . with the cops 'n' robber
films of the 'thirties and with news-conscious
radio of 15 years back." So long as there
exists a "deep-seated conflict between the
slide-rule boys and the artists," television
will never develop an art-form of its very
own. Failing this, the vacuum can be filled
only by pay-tv or, worse, tv will suffer the
same humiliation that Hollywood experiences
Broadcasting

today. Tv executives don't instill "enough
confidence in the writer. . . . They expect
too much . . . expect instantaneous success
and if this fails, you're out." Why is it, asked
Mr. Teichmann, that the advertising fraternity spends thousands of dollars testing new
products but does nothing about testing new
program ideas? A tv spectacular, he noted,
costs three to five times the amount of an
average Broadway play, yet Broadway will
usually spend three weeks in rehearsal, eight
weeks on the road and another week at
"special previews" before exposing a play to
the theatre crowd.
Mr. Susskind — "Television has had and is
experiencing a season of rampant mediocrity. .. . It's been a season of westerns with
similar plots, of singers and rotating guests
who are bicycled from show to show." Mr.
Sarnoff and his CBS and ABC colleagues
may boast of larger audiences this year,
Mr. Susskind noted, "but couldn't it be that
there were more people born than died in
1957?" He backed Miss Mannes' contention
that the current economic slump may be tv's
salvation. "We are turning the sellers' market into a buyers' market. No longer can
the networks cram their programming concepts down the throats of advertisers and
agencies. The lines are thinning and we
may look for a return to better programming now that the sponsors can pick their
programs." He also felt that "inevitably"
the "Sunday Ghetto" will "spill over"
into weekdays. Mr. Susskind got in some
licks at film tv and noted, "I can't think of
a memorable tv film show on record, save
perhaps Ed Murrow's See It Now."
Grade

Allen's Retirement

To End Tv's 'Burns & Allen'
The retirement of Grade Allen from
Burns and Allen tv show at the end of
current season will bring to an end one
the oldest and most successful programs

the
the
of
in
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JOIN

DENNY

• McFadden
• Kintner

NBC

SUCCESSOR
Now

Given

Spot Sales V.P.
Added

Duties

Reassignment of duties currently handled
by Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice
president for operations, was virtually completed last week, in preparation for Mr.
Denny's elevation to
RCA vice president
for product planning
April 17].
1 [Networks,
Jan.
NBC
President
Robert W. Sarnoff
announced Thursday
that P. A. (Buddy)
Sugg of the System,
WKY
Television
reported earlier to be
leading prospect to
MR. SUGG
head the NBC
Owned Stations and Spot Sales Div., would
take over that post, effective April 1, and
would be proposed for an NBC vice presidency at the March 7 board meeting.
Mr. Sarnoff is announcing today (Monday) that Thomas B. McFadden, now vice
president for owned stations and spot sales,
will become vice president in charge of
NBC Spot Sales, also on April 1.
Spot Sales and owned stations have been
in Mr. Denny's jurisidiction, as have the
radio network, which in the future will report directly to President Sarnoff; California
National Productions and NBC International Operations, which will report to J. M.
Clifford, executive vice president for administration; and facilities operations, which
will report to Robert E. Kintner, executive
vice president for network programs and
sales [Closed Circuit, Feb. 17].
With the addition of facilities to his

broadcasting. Since the 1931-32 broadcast
season, when the team, then headliners in
vaudeville, was put into radio by the maker
of Robert Burns cigars to give the Guy
Lombardo series a needed boost in ratings,
Burns and Allen has seldom been out of the

responsibilities, Mr. Kintner's title will be
changed to executive vice president in charge
of the tv network.

roster of top-rated programs, first on radio
and then on tv.
Miss Allen will continue to work with

Mr. Sugg currently is executive vice president of WKY Television System, a subsidiary of Oklahoma Publishing Co., and

George Burns until the completion of filming of the current series the end of May, by
which time enough films will be completed
to provide a new program each week
After that, the team's conthroughtractsJuly.
with its sponsors, General Mills and
Carnation, call for reruns until Sept. 22.
That date will mark the termination of
Gracie's tv career.
Meanwhile, George Burns is said to be at
work on a new tv series with a new format that would permit him to continue
without his wife. McCadden Productions,
of which Mr. Burns is president, was hopeful last week that this work would progress
rapidly enough for presentation to CBS-TV
and the present sponsors in about six weeks,
when renewal time arrives.

Mr. Sugg will report directly to president
Sugg.
Sarnoff. Mr. McFadden will report to Mr.

general manager of its WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.,
and WTVT (TV) Tampa.
He started his radio career at KPO San
Francisco in 1929 as a control room engineer. Later he became supervisor of engineers for NBC in San Francisco and after
wartime Navy service he joined Oklahoma
Publishing as manager of WKY Oklahoma
City, later assuming direction of the broadcast properties added by the company.
In the Navy Mr. Sugg was assigned first
to the battleship California and was aboard
when it was sunk at Pearl Harbor. Later
he was on the staffs of Admirals Husband
Kimmel, W. S. Pye and Chester W. Nimitz;
started the Pacific Fleet radar school; was
on the staff of chief of naval air technical
training in charge of radar, and was comandFebruary 24, 1958
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ing officer of the naval air technical training center at Corpus Christi, Tex.
Mr. McFadden joined NBC in 1934 as
a page, served in the news department before the war and, after service first in the
Navy and then in the Army Air Force,
returned to a series of executive posts,
among them general manager of WRCA
New York; first general manager of WRCATV; general manager of K.RCA (TV) Hollywood; head of NBC Spot Sales, and vice
president in charge of WRCA-AM-TV. He
became vice president for owned stations
and Spot Sales in September 1956.
New

NBC

Radio

Fee

Formula

Receives Affiliates' Approval
New, simplified station compensation
formula introduced by NBC Radio last fall
[Networks, Aug. 26, 1956] was reported
to have won endorsement of the NBC Radio
Athliates Committee at a Tuesday meeting
in New York.
The committeemen were given analyses
of compensation they would receive under
the new formula as compared to what they
received under the old system in 1957. The
group urged its acceptance by all affiliates,
with the hope it would be included in affiliation contracts by April 1. At that time a
15% rise in compensation for all five-minute
programs becomes effective, under an escalator increase announced some months ago.
George W. Harvey, of WFLA Tampa,
Fla., committee chairman, said the new
formula "is highly satisfactory and permits
a simplified accounting system plus an increase in revenue for higher levels of clearance." He also said the committee "is pleased
with the overall progress made by NBC Radio Network in the past 12 months." in terms
of ratings and sales as well as increased
compensation.
Matthew J. Culligan. vice president in
charge of the radio network, told the group
that through increased network sales and
bonuses offered for greater clearances many
affiliates had more than doubled compensation in 1957 as compared to 1956. Among
examples, he said one station whose compensation was $857 in November 1956 received $2,521 in November 1957. another's
rose from $2,952 to $9,109, and a third's
went from $209 to $714.
CPRN

Offers

Segment

Plan

A segmentation plan of program selling,
which has been used by CBS Radio on a
national network basis, has been adopted
by the CBS Radio Pacific Network. CRPN
is offering a new evening Monday-Friday,
9-9:15 p.m., program, The Storyteller, to
regional advertisers in five-minute segments.
A single segment per week is priced at $200.
Meyers

Named

to NBC

New

Post

alignment at NBC News was announced last week. Joseph O. Meyers, manager, becomes director succeeding William
R. McAndrew, who earlier this month was
elected vice president in charge of news
[At Deadline, Feb. 10]. Rex Goad, senior
newsroom supervisor, moves up to manager.
Page 40
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PRESIDENT
ABC-TV
ELECTED
TREYZ
Election of Oliver E. Treyz as president
broadcasting as an announcer, newsman,
salesman and quiz show m.c. for WNBF
of the ABC-TV division of AB-PT was anBinghamton, N. Y.. following graduation
nounced last week by AB-PT President
Leonard E. Goldenson.
from Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.. in
The announcement, surprising only in its
1939. He joined BBDO in program development in 1941, and after wartime service as
timing, was followed by renewed speculaa statistical control officer in the Army Air
tion that an "overall
Corps he moved to Sullivan Stauffer, Colpresident"
in charge
of
administration
of
well &. Bayles as a researcher and later research manager.
both the television
and radio networks
He joined ABC in July 1948 as a presentations writer and served successively as
(A B N) might be
named cuit.[Closed
Cirdirector of presentations, director of reDec. 16, 1957],
search and development, and director of
ABC Radio (now ABN).
but this was discounted by Mr.
He was president of TvB from November
Goldenson. He said
1954
until he moved to ABC-TV as vice
he knew of no such
president in charge in October 1956.
MR. TREYZ
This would indiDesilu, CBS-TV Agreed on Series;
cate a change of plans since last fall when,
it was learned, C. Terence plan.
Clyne, senior vice
Now They're Looking for Sponsor
president in charge of world tv-radio for
Is there an advertiser who is looking for
McCann-Erickson, was approached about
a way to spend a $15 million network tv
such an over-all post. James G. Riddell,
budget for the coming 1958-59 season? If so,
head of AB-PT's WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit
CBS-TV and Desilu Productions would like
subsidiary, also was reported to have been
to talk to him about a package they just
offered an overall post some months ago.
happen to have lying around waiting.
He also had figured in last week's speculaDesi Arnaz, president of Desilu, has pretion as a possible temporary administrative
sented to CBS-TV (and reportedly has won
head of both tv and radio networks.
the
tentative
approval of CBS Chairman
AB-PT President Goldenson, who also has
William
S.
Paley)
a series of 37 filmed
been acting president of ABC since he ousted
Robert E. Kintner 16 months ago and installed Mr. Treyz as vice president in charge
of the tv network [Lead Story, Oct. 22,
1956], said he would continue to head both
ABC and AB-PT. He said he would continue as in the past to devote his time to
AB-PT and all of its divisions. In addition
to ABC-TV under Mr. Treyz and ABN
under President Robert E. Eastman, these
include ABC Film Syndication under President George Shupert; Am-Par Records;
AB-PT Pictures (film making subsidiary);
interests in three electronics companies and
approximately 35% interest in the Disneyland Park in California, as well as the substantial AB-PT theatre interests.
Election of Mr. Treyz as ABC-TV president had been speculated for months but
generally these reports brought responses indicating the move was not yet imminent. He
was elected by the AB-PT executive committee on Monday and the action was announced Tuesday.
Mr. Treyz, first president of TvB, entered

TEST

FOR

MENSHIKOV

Newly-appointed Soviet Ambassador
to the U. S., Mikhail Menshikov will
face America's unsecret weapon — inquisitive youngsters — on NBC-TV
March 16 when he is slated to appear
on Theodore Granik's Youth Wants to
Know at 3 p.m. EST, the network
has announced. Audio will be rebroadcast on NBC Radio's Monitor
that night at 10:30 p.m. Mr. Menshikov speaks near-fluent English.

programs — 31 hour-long shows and six running 90 minutes each — to be produced by
Desilu at an overall cost of roughly $7.5
million and broadcast on CBS-TV starting
in the fall; (The other $7.5 million would
go for time charges.)
The package, generically titled Desilu
Playhouse, would include a half-dozen
original musicals, a like number of comedies
co-starring Mr. Arnaz and his wife and
leading lady, Lucille Ball, and an assortment of dramatic shows — westerns, adventure stores, family dramas and the like.
(The CBS contract for exclusive rights to
broadcast performances of Miss Ball and
Mr. Arnaz for 10 years makes their appearance in the series dependent on its
broadcast on CBS-TV.)
Callaway

to NBC

O&O

Planning

The appointment of William Callaway
to the newly-created post of manager of
financial planning for NBC-owned stations
was announced last week by Thomas S.
O'Brien, business manager of NBC Owned
Stations and NBC Spot Sales. Mr. Callaway formerly was business manager of
WBUF-TV, the NBC-owned station in Buffalo, and earlier had been a cost and budget
accountant for WRC-AM-TV, the NBCowned stations in Washington, D. C.
NETWORK

SHORT

MBS

reports it has acquired two new affiliates which raise its station total to 465.
New affiliates are WHOO Orlando, Fla.,
and WAKU Latrobe, Pa. WHOO is effective
immediately and WAKU March 1.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT

PLOT

Hill

witnesses

THICKENS

reveal

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee (Harris committee, nee Moulder committee) held five days of hearings last week
on the hotly-disputed grant of ch. 10 Miami
to National Airlines. And, tor the third
straight week, Comr. Richard A. Mack is
poised this week to denounce charges he
"sold" his vote for $2,650.
Subcommittee members expressed "shock
and amazement" at the " tremendous pressures" brought on the FCC by two applicants. National and Col. Frank Katzentine. Among the pressures mentioned —
some proven, others alleged:
• National Airlines attempted to hire an
attorney. Thurmond Whiteside, for the
record simply because he was a close personal friend of Comr. Mack.
• Col. Gordon Moore, brother-in-law to
Mamie Eisenhower, engineered the National
grant from behind-the-scenes.
• "Some powerful Republicans in Washington" made sure the grant went to National because of "too much Kefauver [Sen.
Estes (D-Tenn.)]" on the side of Col.
Katzentine.
• Constant contact with Comr. Mack by
both parties.
• Intervention by Vice President Richard
Nixon "with his friend Bob Lee" on behalf
of Col. Katzentine.
• Efforts by numerous senators to keep
the grant from going to National.
• A 1951 letter to the FCC by Comr.
Mack himself urging that Col. Katzentine
be awarded a tv station.
• Many other letters and phone calls on
behalf of Col. Katzentine.
Also last week, the harmony within the
subcommittee since the firing of its chief
counsel, Bernard Schwartz, two weeks ago
[Lead Story, Feb. 17], was punctured by
a new quarrel. Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.)
accused Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) for
pushing the inquiry too fast. Rep. Moss
said there is "grave danger" of not making
a complete investigation and that he planned
to use "every parliamentary device" to make
sure of a full and thorough investigation.
In rebuttal, Rep. Harris reminded the
Californian that he (Harris) "as recently as
10 days ago" was accused of trying to
"whitewash" the investigation. He said he
will push the inquiry as hard as he can.
Testifying last week were Dr. Schwartz
and Judge Robert Anderson, Paul Scott,
Mr. Katzentine, Perrine Palmer, Jerry Carter
and Ben F. Fuqua, vice president, the Florida
Power & Light Co. (the last two scheduled
Friday), all prominent Miamians. Due to
testify this week, in addition to Comr. Mack,
are Thurmond Whiteside, Miami attorney
accused of "buying" Comr. Mack's vote; G.
T. Baker, president of National Airlines;
Messrs. Katzentine and Palmer (told to be
on call again because of a "serious discrepancy" in their testimony); possibly the remaining FCC commissioners,
and "any
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National,

IN

Katzentine

MIAMI

talks

other witnesses who can shed any light on
this case," according to Rep. Harris.
The subcommittee chairman has extended
an invitation to Col. Moore to tell what he
knows under the last category of witnesses.
Rep. Harris has repeatedly parried reporters'
questions as to whether Col. Moore will be
subpoenaed if he does not volunteer.
Nearly to a man, the committee members
called for changes in the law relating to possible "influence" on regulatory agencies following last week's hearings. "The gap [in
the law] is so wide a wagon could walk
through it," Rep. Harris said in stating
something definitely will be done to correct
the situation. The "pressures" in the Miami
case by both sides are "unparalleled in the
history
regulatory
committeeof member
stated.agencies," another
When asked if the Mack testimony will
end the ch. 10 hearings, Rep. Harris posi-

to

CASE

Mack,

other

moves

to answer questions asked of the witness.
Several times Rep. Harris cut Mr. Wachtell
off when he attempted to supply answers.
During the day, also, National Airlines,
released a letter from its president, G. T.
Baker, to Rep. Harris denying all "false
and defamatory" statements made by Dr.
Schwartz and "respectfully demanding" that
the subcommittee investigate 22 other matters related to the Miami ch. 10 case.
Most of Monday morning was taken up
by a discussion as to whether the fired chief
counsel would "tell all he knows." Just prior
to the noon recess, Dr. Schwartz asked for
subcommittee files on several cases to help
refresh his memory. They included documents in the Miami ch. 10 case, Boston ch.
5, KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif, (not mentioned
again), and instances of White House influence on the regulatory agencies.
Dr. Schwartz mildly protested the "pre-

HAVING a hard time explaining to the subcommittee his "influence" in the ch. 10 case
is J. Frank Katzentine (I), one of the losing applicants for the Miami television facility.
Lending legal advice is counsel Paul Porter.
tively replied "not at all." He said several
leads are yet to be developed and the subcommittee wants to find out why the FCC
waited two years after the initial decision
(issued March 1955) to make a final grant
(February 1957).
The subcommittee still is looking for a
chief counsel to replace Dr. Schwartz. Rep.
Harris said three men are being considered.
In the interim, attorney Stephen Angland is
serving as staff director.
An interested spectator at last week's hearings was ex-Sen. Claude Pepper (D-Fla.),
who is representing National Airlines.
Dr. Schwartz returned to testify again
last Monday and proved to be a very docile
witness. The only clashes were precipitated
by efforts of his counsel. Herbert Wachtell.

mature disclosure" of subcommittee leads as
being harmful to future investigations. When
the hearing reconvened at 2 p.m., Rep.
Harris and the subcommittee announced
agreement with the witness in many instances and information in these cases was
not disclosed. The grant of ch. 5 Boston to
the Herald-Traveler was one such case "in
preliminary stages of investigation" and as
a result it was passed over during Dr.
Schwartz' testimony.
Rep. Harris did introduce into the record
an affidavit by J. Frank Katzentine, losing
applicant in the Miami ch. 10 case (see
Katzentine Wednesday testimony).
There were "numerous allegations" that
Col. Gordon Moore, brother-in-law to
Mamie

Eisenhower, exerted the "key inBroadcasting

TOP

NETWORK

TOP SHOWS PLUS TOP SHOWMANSHIP... HOUSTON TOWN'S TOP LOCAL PLUS
PERSONALITIES . . . PLUS TOP RATINGS AT LOWEST RATES MAKE KTRK-TV HOUSTON'S
BUY ... THE STATION WITH PERSONALITY PLUS!

ABC's Hugh O'Brian, famed Marshal Wyatt
Earp, takes over the town in person during Houston Fat Stock Show Days. Wyatt
Earp — another KTRK-TV PLUS personality — is the top rated program in town!

During the Houston Fat Stock Show &
Rodeo KTRK's Coliseum Booth will feature
a replica of the daring Dodge City Marshal's office. The show has an attendance
of over 400,000 during its 12-day run.

BEST

Houston Consolidated Television Co.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

The Chronicle Station, Channel 13 • P. O. Box 12, Houston 1, Texas • ABC Basic
National Representatives: Geo. P. Hollingbery Company, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, New York
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
fluence" in the award of ch. 10 to Miami,
Dr. Schwartz testified. Plans were to have
investigators interview Col. Moore on this
matter, he said, hut this has not been done.
Subcommittee investigators did discover
thai Col. Moore has been a partner with two
National Airline directors in a Dominican
Republic shipyard and that he was a guest
in the home of Mr. Baker prior to the grant
of ch. 10, Dr. Schwartz stated.
The witness urged the subcommittee to
determine why three Republican members
of the FCC — George McConnaughey. then
chairman. John C. Doerfer and Robert E.
Lee — voted for National. He said there were
"varying allegations as to how the three
votes were procured." either by Col. Moore
or the White House direct. There are many
threads of evidence which must be tied together by further investigations, he said.
Many instances of ex-parte contact, including claims the grant was "in the bag" for
National, were cited by Dr. Schwartz.

is most subject to industry influence. Dr.
Schwartz alleged. He insisted he reached
this conclusion only after becoming chief
counsel of the subcommittee. Asked by Rep.
Hale upon what basis he reached this conclusion. Dr. Schwartz replied (1) that commissioner-industry friendships are based solely on the commissioner being a member of
the FCC and are formed after he becomes

That "unbiased investigators" be sent to
Miami to "inspect and review any and all
files of National Airlines Inc. and Public

a member, and (2) "to the networks, the
decisions of John Doerfer & Co. are a

Service Tv inc. [wholly-owned National
subsidiary and licensee of WPST-TV] and

matter
of life andsaid
death."
Dr. Schwartz
that when he became
chief counsel of the subcommittee, he had

its officers and directors."
That he be given the right to cross-examine Mr. Katzentine.

no idea there was "such a tie-in" between
the agencies and the industries they regulate. In some cases, he felt industry treats
the agencies
last analysis,
of the man
Dr. Schwartz

as "important clients." In the
much depends on the caliber
serving on the commissions.
said, and suggested the com-

The witness stressed that he was not trying to get the grant for Mr. Katzentine and

February 24, 1958

Katzentine's counsel; Bernard Schwartz
| Herbert] Wachtell and [Paul] Berger, deposed counsel of the subcommittee; Drew
Pearson and Jack Anderson, columnists;
George Arnold, counsel to Schwartz, sonin-law to Pearson and son of Porter's law
partner, and the subcommittee investigators,

"promote a horse race tout service."]
". . . That the subcommittee investigate
thoroughly the pressure, political or otherwise, applied on the Commission by any
applicants in the Miami ch. 10 cases, particularly that applied by Katzentine and
That
files and records of Messrs.
Paul
A. all
Porter."
Katzentine and Porter be inspected. "Since
Katzentine presently refers to the investigators of the subcommittee as 'his boys', it is
requested that new subcommittee investiga-

grant of ch. 7 Miami to the Cox-KnightTrammell interests.]

•

That the subcommittee "conduct a
thorough investigation into the relationships
and connection between Katzentine . . .
Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman and

charged Mr. Katzentine with a "liberal"
policy toward gambling while he was mayor
of Miami Beach, connections with lawbreakers and gangsters and using WKAT to

of," Dr. Schwartz replied without specifying
to which grants he was referring. He said
the subcommittee had "certain leads" but
did not elaborate further. [A subcommittee
source later said one of the three was the
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gruntled loser in the Miami ch. 10 case."
other "demands" of the subcommittee made by Mr. Baker:

thoroughly "the background and character
of the affiant, Katzentine. [Mr. Baker

vestigated. "There are several cases in
Florida that would bear investigation. . . .
There are at least three others that I know

sioners accepted "expenses" from the industry, Dr. Schwartz charged they did not
even deliver speeches, which gives them a
"legal loophole" to accept expenses. He
charged one network with refusing access
to its files showing monies spent on commissioners and "fraternization." There are
"hundreds of documents" showing ex-parte
relations, he said, and the subcommittee
has only a small portion of them.
Of all the regulatory agencies, the FCC

Among

[Baron] Shacklette and [Oliver] Eastland."
That the subcommittee investigate

that "neither side has entirely clean hands."
He said there were allegations that National was acting as a front for multiplestation owner George B. Storer and that Mr.
Storer attempted to buy out Mr. Katzentine
when it appeared the owner of WKAT
would be the successful applicant.
Rep. Mack asked if there was a second
tv grant in Florida which should be in-

Dr. Schwartz also discussed at length two
letters from Presidential Assistant Sherman
Adams to Murray Chotiner, attorney for
North American Airlines in a case before
the CAB, which the witness charged showed
attempts at White House influence over that
agency.
Turning to actions of the commissioners.
Dr. Schwartz said the subcommittee knows
of 51 individual instances of misconduct.
He did not elaborate with names or specific instances. In answer to charges he
had made baseless allegations against the
commissioners. Dr. Schwartz said: "There
have been no unfounded charges by me. . . .
Each and every allegation . . . [is] based
on legally competent evidence."
On many industry trips where commis-

early date "because of Schwartz' distortions,
false and defamatory statements, based upon
affidavit of A. Frank Katzentine. the dis-

tors or the FBI conduct this inspection. . ."
That a thorough investigation be conducted of the activities of Sen. George Smathers
EXAMINER Herbert Sharfman was "surprised" when the FCC reversed his Miami
decision, which he regarded as one of the
best he has ever made.

mittee inquire why the President has a "hard
time getting good men in the agencies."
The propriety of former commissioners
returning to practice before the FCC also
was questioned by Dr. Schwartz. Many have
done so in the past and are doing so at the
present time.
After
Monday's
session.
Schwartz
said
he now
is satisfied
the Dr.
subcommittee
will develop the facts concerning any improper "White House influence" on the
agencies. He stated the subcommittee could
perform a great public service by pushing
through Congress a "code of ethics" for
members of regulatory agencies. Enacting
into law such a code would "make it harder
to violate" than is now the case when it is
a matter of "morality or conscience," the
deposed chief counsel said.
In his letter to Rep. Harris, Mr. Baker
demanded an opportunity to testify at an

(D-Fla.) in the ch. 10 case, "since he had
a beneficial interest in the application of
L. That
B. Wilson
Inc."
all the
"files and records of Sol
Taishoff [editor-publisher of Broadcastng
magazine] be inspected by the subcommittee to determine what pressures were used
by Taishoff to further his interests in the
ch. 10 case, including any correspondence
and material relating or referring to the
members of Congress or to the members of
the Commission. . . . Mr. Taishoff has a
direct interest in the ch. 10 proceeding, inasmuch as he was a beneficiary under the
will of L. B. Wilson (deceased)."
FCC Examiner Herbert Sharfman, whose
March 30, 1955, initial decision favored the
WKAT application, said he was "surprised,
yes
. . but I don'treversed
say I washisshocked"
the .Commission
decision.when
He
said he felt more certain that he had made
the right decision in this case than in several
others and there was "no question in my
mind" that Col. Katzentine should get the
But Mr. Sharfman also felt another congrant.

clusion could be reached by "reasonable
Broadcasting

and honest men." The initial decision, he
claimed, did not say in so many words that
National was the least qualified of all four
applicants, as claimed by Dr. Schwartz,
but this conclusion probably could be drawn
from reading the examiner's statement. He
denied he was contacted in any way, except through regular channels, by any parties
to the case. Nor, he said, did any members
of the Commission consult with him on
Miami ch. 10.
Mr. Sharfman told the committee his
decision favoring Col. Katzentine was based
on local residence, civic participation, integration ofownership and management and
past broadcast experience.
The next two witnesses, Judge Robert
Anderson and Paul Scott, were partners in
a law firm (Anderson, Scott, McCarthy &
Preston) which represents National. Under
prompting, both admitted they wanted Mr.

JUDGE

Robert Anderson recommended

National engage Thurmond

that

Whiteside; ad-

mitted "close personal relationships" entered
into the decision.

Whiteside as an attorney of record at the
FCC because he was a personal friend of
Comr. Mack.
Mr. Anderson, since has been named a
circuit judge and no longer is associated
with Mr. Scott, said his partner suggested
another counsel be retained to assist in the
National subsidiary's application for ch. 10.
Judge Anderson said he asked Mr. Whiteside to accept the job and turned all negotiations over to Mr. Scott.
He was questioned by several committee
members on why Mr. Whiteside, one of
3,000 attorneys in Miami, was asked to
join the National case. Mr. Anderson, who
owns stock in National Airlines, admitted the
Mack-Whiteside friendship "was not completely overlooked" and may have been an
influence in choosing Mr. Whiteside.
The judge denied he ever contacted Comr.
Mack in the case but said he "may" have
Broadcasting

asked Mr. Whiteside to contact the commissioner. He said he personally had known
Comr. Mack for "less than 10 years and
more than five years." Rep. Bennett asked
about the propriety of hiring a lawyer for
"who he knows, not what he knows" and
Judge Anderson replied, "It is being done
every
The day."
term "fixer," applied to Mr. Whiteside by Dr. Schwartz, is "utterably untrue,"
Judge Anderson testified, and following
witnesses agreed.
Asked why Mr. Whiteside was needed
since an initial decision already had been
rendered in the ch. 10 case, the witness
said he couldn't say. The same answer was
given to other questions, which led Rep.
Harris to accuse the witness of being "rather
Mr. Scott, a National Airlines director
evasive."
and
stockholder, followed Judge Anderson.

EMBARRASSING situation, as described by
Perrine Palmer, resulted because he was so
friendly with all parties involved in the
Miami ch. 10 case.

He said that after Comr. Mack was appointed to the FCC (July 1955), he began
hearing rumors that pressure was being applied on the new commissioner. He said
Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.) had talked
to Comr. Mack on behalf of the Katzentine
application and that Sens. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), A. S. (Mike) Monroney (DOkla.) and George Smathers (D-Fla) had
protested to the FCC on the possible ownership of a tv station by an airline.
It seemed a "good idea" to have an attorney of record who knew Comr. Mack,
Mr. Scott said. Rep. Harris thought this a
"rather unusual situation" since an initial
decision already had been released. Mr.
Scott described the Whiteside maneuver as
a strictly "defensive measure" since the other
side was exerting "pressures" from all sides.
He said Mr. Whiteside refused to become
an attorney of record or to accept any

remuneration but agreed to do all he could
"as an
friend
of JudgeMr.
Anderson's."
Mr.
Scottoldsaid
he assumed
Whiteside
contacted Comr. Mack but never at any
time did he (Scott) know anything about
Comr. Mack pledging his vote to Mr. Whiteside and National.
When asked if Mr. Whiteside might have
an "entree' to Comr. Mack that others
would not have, Mr. Scott admitted this
was true. "Is it improper for me to hire
someone to talk to Comr. Mack?" Mr. Scott
asked, since others were applying pressure on
behalf of the Katzentine application. He
said the efforts of senators, with their standing and integrity, were bound to have some
influence on the commission.
Both Messrs. Scott and Anderson stressed
that Mr. Whiteside never was retained — nor
paid — as a National attorney. Mr. Scott
said, however, that he thought the attorney

NATIONAL

attorney Paul Scott saw no "impropriety" inhiring for the record an attorney who was a personal friend of Comr.
Mack; described the move as defensive.

could be helpful in telling Comr. Mack the
Public Service officials consisted of a "high
class crowd." The idea, Mr. Scott testified,
was that Mr. Whiteside could help "neutralize" other pressures brought against Comr.
Mack. Asked if Mr. Whiteside had been
"useful" to the National application, the
witness said he was not sure.
Mr. Scott testified that he knew nothing
of any financial dealings between Mr. Whiteside and Comr. Mack until he read of Dr.
Schwartz' testimony in the newspapers.
Late in the ch. 10 skirmishes, according
to Mr. Scott, Mr. Whiteside told him (Scott)
that he (Whiteside) was threatened with
"blackmail" by Col. Katzentine unless he
(Whiteside) refrained from helping National Airlines. "I got the impression that if
Mr. Whiteside came out for Public Service
Tv, Col. Katzentine would make life miserFebruary 24, 1958
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GOVERNMENT continued
Katzentine replied: "It don't look like they
WITS

AND

The press and spectators had several
light moments during last week's House
hearings into the Miami ch. 10 grant,
hut these three instances brought the
loudest guffaws:
When Rep. Harris dismissed Col.
katzentine Thursday, the disgruntled ch.
10 applicant was told to be available
again for future testimony. Counsel Paul
Porter replied his client would be happy
to appear again but asked for "as much
advance notice as possible so Mr. Katzentine can make a reservation with Eastern
Airlines.'* (Chairman Harris agreed this

able for him." Mr. Whiteside told the committee.
Rep. Wolverton chastised the law partners for attempting to hire Mr. Whiteside
merely because he happened to be a friend
of Comr. Mack. He said the evidence of this
method, which this law firm considered
proper, was "distressing and surprising."
Congress must stop this practice, he emphasized, and ensure that representation before
agencies is as "ethical" as that before courts.
Col. Katzentine began IVz days of testimony before the subcommittee last Wednesday morning, with much of his testimony
repetitious because of questions by the subcommittee. Recounting the contents of his
affidavit, he said that in the early fall of
1955 (soon after the examiner's initial decision), he received a call from a "trusted
friend" (later identified as Alfred Barton,
director of the Miami Surf Club) who said
WKAT was going to lose ch. 10 and that
Col. Moore was engineering the National
application.
Mr. Barton got this information, Col.
Katzentine said, from Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Murphy, who in turn, had talked to friends
of G. T. Baker, president of National Airlines. (Mr. and Mrs. Murphy immediately
denied Col. Katzentine's statement that they
were the source of the information. "Katzentine's statement is not true, and we shall
gladly so testify," they wired Rep. Harris.)
The WKAT owner said a friend (unidentified) later called "some powerful Re[also unnamed]
who claimedpublicansMr.
Katzentine indidWashington"
not have a
chance because he is a Democrat and that
the channel was going to National.
On the advice of Sen. Smathers, Mr.
Katzentine testified, he asked Mr. Palmer
to find out how "Richie Mack stood." Mr.
Katzentine stated Mr. Palmer told him that
Mr. Whiteside had the Mack vote "pledged"
to National. (This claim later was refuted
by Mr. Palmer, which led to what Rep. Harris described as a "serious" discrepancy in
their testimony.)
The witness said Mr. Whiteside never
directly admitted he had Comr. Mack
"pledged" but later agreed to rescind the
"pledge." Col. Katzentine also described two
trips to Washington by himself and Mr.
Palmer to see Comr. Mack. He said the comPage 46
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WITNESSES
was a reasonable request under the circumstances.)
The next witness, Perrine Palmer, was
asked if he Hew to Washington via National or Eastern Airlines. "I came up on
Northeast but am wondering if it's safe
to return to Miami on my National reservation," was the answer.
Later during his testimony. Mr. Palmer
was asked by Rep. Flynt if it is expensive
to live in Miami. "We'll make you a
special rate.'" Mr. Palmer offered. The
congressman's ready reply: "I don't think
I am in a position to accept."

WKAT

missioner never was asked to vote for
but only to consider the merits of

the case and "do what was right." Jerry
Carter, chairman of the Florida Railroad
and Public Utilities Commission (a position
held by Comr. Mack before he was appointed to the FCC), accompanied them
on one of the Washington trips and wrote
letters on behalf of Col. Katzentine.
According to Mr. Katzentine, Comr.
Mack said he was "over a barrel" but that
he (Mack) would go to Miami to try and
get released from his pledge. Later, the witness stated, Mr. Whiteside said he was going
to release Comr. Mack "but I didn't believe
The witness was asked often about his
Washington trips to see Comr. Mack and
repeatedly asserted that he merely wanted
thehim."
commissioner to vote on the merits and
did not inquire if his (Mack's) vote was
committed.
After much prodding by the subcommittee, Mr. Katzentine admitted he had talked
to Sens. Holland, Smathers, Kefauver and
Magnuson about the ch. 10 case. He went
to see Sen. Magnuson, chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, on a private
yacht moored at Miami Beach, he said.
Asked if the senators helped his cause. Mr.

'TOO

BAD'— HST

On arriving in Washington last
week, former President Harry S. Truman said it is "too bad" the House
probe of regulatory agencies had been
"knocked in the head" because "the
job needs to be done." He said the
Republican phrase that there is a
"mess in Washington" has "come
home to roost" in referring to the
current FCC hearings.
President Truman
left Moulder [Rep.
resigned chairman
tions] alone he would

said if "they had
Morgan (D-Mo.).
of the investigahave done a good

job." During the subcommittee fight
over its chief counsel, President Truman sent Rep. Moulder a wire of encouragement.

Col. Katzentine was asked if he sought
aid from Downey Rice, a former FBI
agent. The WKAT owner denied that he did,
although two letters were read into the
record indicating Mr. Rice took an active
part on behalf of Mr. Katzentine. One of
the letters was to Sen. Alexander Wiley (RWis.) and the second to Daniel P. Sullivan,
" the Greater Miami Crime Comdirector
did.of
mission, an organization which Mr. Katzentine helped to found. The Rice-Sullivan letter dated Oct. 13, 1955. related a conference
with Mr. Porter concerning intervention by
Vice President Nixon and stated, in part:
"It was generally agreed that the place
to 'cry wolf was as high up in the circle of
Eisenhower associates as possible. ... I
agreed that Nixon was the right man but
thought we might get the story more satisfactorily
throughassistant.
Bob. . King,
Nixon's administrative
.
"At the outset, we knew that the problem
had to be presented carefully. It had to be
strong enough to make Nixon do something
and yet we didn't want to bring about a reaction anywhere which would mitigate
against Frank [Katzentine] if Baker [National president] was knocked out. . . . Obviously
they cannot afford to risk exposure by
Democrats of an 'influence' deal. . . . He
[King] understood that Frank was not only
a Democrat, but even worse, a "Kefauver
Democrat.
. . and
." it is only a guess, is that
"My guess,
Nixon will simply telephone to his friend,
Bob Lee [FCC commissioner], and tell him
that there was some loaded rumors afloat
and that Lee would do well to carefully consider any action being taken by the Commission with an eye to the probability that,
if said action was questionable, prompt, unfavorable publicity would be expected. . . .
"As a loose end, we have the . . . Wiley
lead. At the moment 1 feel so happy and
confident about the Nixon arrangement that
I would recommend forgetting Wiley. Action
by Nixon compared with action by Wiley
would be like comparing an atomic cannon
with
a popLee,
gun."
Comr.
who was present at the time
the letter was read, laughed out loud when
reference was made to his "friendship" with
Vice President Nixon. He denied that "his
friend" had called relating to the ch. 10 case.
A third Rice letter, this one to Sen.
Kefauver on behalf of the Katzentine application, strongly indicated that Col. Moore
was "pulling strings" for National. Several
other letters written to influential officials on
behalf of Katzentine were also entered into
the record and Mr. Katzentine denied he
requested that any of them be written. He
did admit to a hope the various senators
could do something about the situation but
denied any wrongdoing or exertion of "pressures." He said the senators were contacted
because it was "common knowledge" National was going to get the grant and he
wanted them to know about the situation.
It was brought out that in July 1951 (when
Mr. Katzentine had a pre-freeze application
on file), Mr. Mack wrote the FCC on behalf of Col. Katzentine. At that time, Mr.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
Mack

was chairman of the Florida Railroads and Public Utilities Commission. The
witness said he did not know what caused
Comr. Mack to change his mind after he
was appointed to the FCC. Col. Katzentine
stated he has known Comr. Mack since the
commissioner's college days and. in fact,
helped him (Mack) become a member of
his (katzentine's) fraternity. Sigma Nu.
Asked if attempts by government officials
to inlhience FCC decisions were proper. Mr.
katzentine replied if the efforts were for a
selfish motive they are improper, but if for
a better government, they are proper.
Col. Katzentine was asked about a letter
he wrote Sen. Kefauver in June 1955 and
the senator's reply one week later. The
applicant said he told "Keefe" he was afraid
politics would "interfere between the initial
decision and a grant"' and that the senator
could be useful now .'' (Col. Katzentine was
an active supporter of Sen. Kefauver in the
1956 Presidential election.) He asked the
senator to let it be known that he (Katzentine) was not a "rascal and scoundrel" as a
competing applicant charged.
In his reply. Sen. Kefauver said he had
talked to Comrs. Robert Bartley. Frieda
Hennock (who left the FCC before a final
vote on ch. 10) and Lee "by letting them
bring up the subject in some way. . . . But
if there is anything in the way of a more direct approach to anyone I can make . . .
let me know because it would break my

spectators. "I must sa\ 1 don't like Mr.
Whiteside . . . and he probably will say the
same thing about me," he confessed. The
witness said he did not seek a reopening of
the FCC record on charges the grant was in
the bag for National because all the evidence
wasWhen
"hearsay."
Col. Katzentine testified he did not
know what members of the FCC were Republicans and what members were Democrats, Rep. Harris said: "Every once in
awhile you say something awful surprising
to me . . . and that statement is one."
Rep. Wolverton charged the letters written on behalf of applicant Katzentine showing such a "widespread use of outside influence" are so "strikingly wrong," and
asked Col. Katzentine to furnish the names
of "all" persons used for influence purposes
by him.

Letter to Kefauver

The final letter introduced during Col.
Katzentine's testimony was another one
from the witness to Sen. Kefauver, dated
June 4. 1957. In it, Col. Katzentine requested afull investigation of the ch. 10
case and said he had three witnesses who
would testify the Mack vote had been
pledged to National Airlines. Asked about
this, he said two of the witnesses were
Messrs. Palmer and Carter but that he could
not remember the third one.
Referring to testimony by Mr. Scott that

heart if you didn't get the final approval of
the Commission."
Col. Katzentine said he did not feel his

he (Katzentine) was "blackmailing" Mr.
Whiteside, Col. Katzentine said he was "not
surprised at anything they do or say about

actions were "improper" and felt WKAT deserved "some priority" since it first filed a
tv application in 1947.
Back on the stand Thursday morning, Col.
Katzentine left no doubts about his feelings
for Mr. Whiteside, who was among the

me." If Mr. Whiteside said he was being
blackmailed by me to stop supporting the

DOERFER
TO

ROLE

ASKS
OF

PRACTICAL

REGULATORY

Broadcasters must join other industries,
the public and Congress in working out a
practical answer to the role of administrative agencies in the federal government,
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer said
Wednesday in an address to the NAB's
Conference of State Association Presidents
in Washington.
A standing ovation was given Chairman
Doerfer when he was introduced to the
luncheon group, representing broadcast associations of40 states and a score of guests
as well as NAB officials. The ovation was
repeated at the end of his brief address, his
first since he became a controversial figure
in the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee investigation.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows introone
can
duty
and

duced him as "a devoted public servant —
whose record for honor and integrity
be measured in a quarter-century of
in public office; one whose energetic
selfless sacrifices have done much to
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National application, "he's not telling the
truth," the witness said.
On several occasions, Col. Katzentine
charged that Mr. Baker was overheard to

ANSWER
AGENCIES

remark, during FCC

hearings on ch. 10,

that "this is a waste of time" because National had the grant "in the bag."
The next witness, Perrine (Gootsie) Palmer was complimented by most members of
the subcommittee for his forthright, truthful
answers to questions. He also brought
laughter in several instances from the audience and congressmen. Mr. Palmer, secretary-treasurer ofa new Miami hotel-office
building, was mayor of Miami from 194547 and after that served several years on the
Miami city commission.
He testified that he had had no business
relationships with Mr. Katzentine but was a
personal friend of Messrs. Katzentine.
Whiteside and Mack. He also proclaimed
his only interest in the ch. 10 case came as
a result of Col. Katzentine's request for
help. His wife and Messrs. Mack and Whiteside's wives, he said, are sorority sisters.
When he was mayor of Miami, Mr. Palmer testified, he recommended Mr. Mack
for membership on the Florida Railroad &
Public Utilities Commission. (Mr. Mack was
an employe of Mr. Palmer at that time.)
Col. Katzentine called him in early 1956,
Mr. Palmer stated, and wanted to employ
him to assist in the WKAT ch. 10 application. The witness said "his services were not
for hire" but offered to help Col. Katzentine "as his friend."
Mr. Palmer said he called Comr. Mack
on several occasions regarding the ch. 10
case but (1) never asked him if his vote was
pledged to Mr. Whiteside for National or
(2) to vote for Mr. Katzentine. Each time
he called, Mr. Palmer related, Comr. Mack
said the case was pending and there would be
no decision for sometime by the FCC.
At the request of Col. Katzentine, Mr.
Palmer said he talked to Mr. Whiteside, who
told him (Palmer) that he (Whiteside) already had promised to support the National

answers to immediate problems in a highly
complex
society."
The basic
question, he said, boils down
to the essential character of an agency —

system of free broad-

judicial,
legislative
or executive.
"Shall the
officials who
administer
these agencies
be

Chairman Doerfer opened his talk with a
casting."
reference to his role in the investigation. "I
hope before the end of the year to convince

judges," he asked, "or shall they be practicalminded men trying to find practical solutions to the development of the various
regulated industries in our modern economic

build the American

some others of my essential integrity," he
said. After commenting on the lessons to be
learned by experience and errors in judgment, he added, "I confess I have made
some poor judgments. I don't think I have
done anything seriously deprecating."
After these brief references to the inquiry
that has stirred Washington and the nation,
he said he had prepared some observations
which he would read carefully.
"Two schools of thought exist regarding
the nature of an administrative agency,"
Chairman Doerfer said. "One regards an administrative agency as a 'headless fourth
branch of the government,' which does violence to the basic American concept of the
three major branches of government. The
other holds the agencies were created because practical men were seeking practical

Chairman

Doerfer

recalled that the

society?" Communications Act indicated "the
original
broadcasting industry was to develop within
the framework of our free enterprise system." He said there are today "serious suggestions that the guiding finger of governmental regulation point out more specific
directions. I recommend that you and your
respective organizations or associations assume immediately your share of the responsibilities of reaching those solutions which
will redound to the ultimate benefit of the

"As a member of the public you will have
people.
to
determine whether or not quasi-judicial,
quasi-legislative or quasi-executive is a legal
fiction or whether or not one person can be
all three characters at the same time."
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT cont.nued
application. At no time. Mr. Palmer repeat\ed I told the subcommittee, cf id Mr.
Whiteside tell him the Mack vote was
pledged tor National Airlines.
Th'* subcommittee also dwelt at length
with Mr. Palmer on the two Palmer-Katzentine trips 10 Washington to see Comr. Mack.
The commissioner did tell him. Mr. Palmer
said, that he was "over a barrel" on the ch.
10 case because of his (Mack's) friendships
on both sides. Mr. Palmer reported telling
Comr. Mack that perhaps he should not
vote in the decision because of this situation.
After several months had elapsed — and
several Katzentinc-Palmer conferences had
been held — Mr. Palmer stated, Mr. Katzentine told him that he had convinced Mr.
Whiteside that the FCC should uphold Mr.
Sharfman's initial decision. Mr. Palmer
then went to Mr. Whiteside's office (at the
request of Col. Katzentine) and listened to a
telephone conversation between Messrs.
Whiteside and Mack. Mr. Whiteside, according to Mr. Palmer, told Comr. Mack

WWL-TV Grant Again Questioned
On Grounds of Alien Control

that if he (Mack) felt his vote was pledged
to him (Whiteside), the commissioner was
released from any such pledge. Comr. Mack
then replied that his vote had never been
pledged to anyone and that he had not made
up his mind how he would vote.
Shortly before the March 1957 decision
for National Airlines, Mr. Palmer said Mr.
Katzentine again asked him to call Comr.
Mack to find out when the decision would be
released. During this conversation, the commissioner told Mr. Palmer the grant would
soon be made but that "'things did not look
good for Katzentine because there was too
much Kefauver."
Less than a month later, Mr. Palmer said
he was asked by Sen. Kefauver if Comr.
Mack made such a statement and he (Palmer) verified the Mack statement to the
senator.
Asked if he made any contact with Mr.
Whiteside or officials on National Airlines
on behalf of the National application, Mr.

than the WVUE (TV) Pitman site. He said
four million people in the WilmingtonPhiladelphia area would get better reception.

Congress was asked last week to look
into alleged "religious favoritism" on the
part of the FCC. Involved is the grant of
ch. 4 New Orleans to Loyola U.. a Jesuit
institution (WWL-TV). The accusation was
made by Protestants & Other Americans
United for Separation of Church & State in
a letter to Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of the House Commerce Committee (and chairman of the subcommittee investigating the FCC and other regulatory
agencies). The group, which made similar
complaints to the FCC in 1956 when it was
considering the ch. 4 New Orleans case,
claimed Loyola is under the control of
aliens and that the Communications Act
prohibits the grant of a license to an alien
or any company or corporation under the
control of aliens.
Storer Asks Right to Test
Experimental Tv Antenna
Storer Broadcasting Co., licensee of ch. 12
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., last week petitioned the FCC to construct an experimental tv station on ch. 12 in the WilmingtonPhiladelphia antenna farm area, 23 miles
from WVUE (TV) facilities near Pitman,
N. J. The station would broadcast the regular program schedule of WVUE (TV), and
would cost $548,500 to build and $130,000
to operate the first year.
A. Earl Cullum Jr., consulting radio engineer, and others would direct operations
for a year to obtain field measurements on
the effectiveness of a new type of directional
antenna. J. Robert Kerns, Storer vice president and manager of WVUE (TV), said Wilmington viewers will get better service when
WVUE (TV) programs are broadcast over
the experimental station, since many antennas are already pointed to the experimental
station's antenna farm area. This area is 27
miles from Wilmington, one mile farther
Page 50
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Examiner
Seeking

Okays

Merger

Group

St. Louis Ch. 2 Grant

The merger of the two applicants for
ch. 2 St. Louis, announced earlier this
month [Goverment, Feb. 10], received a
preliminary official approval at the FCC
last week with an initial decision by Hearing
Examiner Herbert Sharfman looking toward
the grant of the merged applicant.
By terms of the merger agreement between Louisiana Purchase Co. and Signal
Hill Telecasting Corp., licensee of KTV1
(TV) St. Louis, Louisiana Purchase will
become 10% owner of Signal Hill. Louisiana Purchase principals will pay 10 cents a
share individually for an aggregate 135,190
shares of KTVI stock. Signal Hill also intends to reimburse Louisiana Purchase for
part of its actual expenses by payment of
$41,000.
KTVI had asked the FCC for a modification of its cp to enable it to operate permanently on ch. 2, for which it has held
a temporary FCC authorization nearly a
year, instead of ch. 36.
CBS-TV, NBC-TV Affiliates Set
To Testify at Barrow Hearing
CBS-TV and NBC-TV Affiliates organizations last week filed lists of witnesses who
will represent them at FCC hearings on the
Barrow Report on network practices, scheduled to begin March 3. They will be:
Special Committee of CBS-TV Affiliates— F. E.
Busby, WTVY (TV) Dothan Ala.; Murray Carpenter, WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.; John Hayes,
Washington Post Broadcast Div., Washington,
D. C; H. Moody McElveen Jr., WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C; Carter M. Parham. WDEF-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.; William B. Quarton, WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; F. Van Konvnenburg,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis. Minn.
NBC-TV Affiliates— Jack Harris. KPRC-TV
Houston; Lawrence H. Rogers, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV WinstonSalem, N. C; Harold V. Hough WBAP-TV Fort
Worth; Pa.;
DavidBernard
M'. Baltimore,
Barre,
C. Barth, WBRE-TV
WNDU-TV WilkesSouth
Bend. Ind.; Edward C. Lambert, KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.; T. B. Lamford. WALB-TV Alexandria, La.

Palmer replied: "No I don't talk out of both
sides of my mouth." He said that he is in an
embarrassing situation because of his close
friendship with both parties. "Katzentine
wanted to talk about how much he despised
Whitey [Whiteside] and Whitey wanted to
talk about how much he despised Katzentine," Mr. Palmer related of his experiences.
"I am friends of both. It puts me in a peculposition. 1 don'tmember
like it."wanted to know
A iarsubcommittee
if it was not "odd" that he was requested to
accompany Mr. Whiteside while he called
Comr. Mack. "Knowing those two [Katzentine andreplied.
Whiteside], nothing is odd," Mr.
Palmer
Mr. Palmer admitted doing public relations work for Mr. Whiteside in 1955 for
which he received a $1,250 fee. He said this
had nothing to do with the ch. 10 case but
declined to tell the subcommittee what service he performed for Mr. Whiteside. "I
would prefer Whitey tell you," he said.
Hill Democrats

Would

Outlaw

Gifts to Government Employes
A bill to prohibit government employes
from accepting gifts from persons doing
business with them was introduced in the
Senate last week by Sen. William Proxmire
(D-Wis.). A companion bill is scheduled to
be introduced in the House, Sen. Proxmire
said, by Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.).
The bill would make persons tendering
"any gift, gratuity, payment or transfer of
money or other things of value" to a federal
agency official with whom they have business subject to a $5,000 fine and a year in
jail. The government employe also would
be subject to this penalty. The bill also
revokes that section of the Communications Act which permits commissioners to
accept honorariums.
Sen. Proxmire was joined in his bill (S
3306) by Sens. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C),
William Langer (R-N. D.), Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), Lister Hill (D-Ala.),
Clinton P. Anderson (D-N. M.), John Sparkman (D-Ala), Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) and
Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.).
Meanwhile Republicans renewed charges
that Sen. Sparkman's wife had a "mysterious" arrangement in her 49% ownership
of WAVU Albertville, Ala. Rep. Hugh
Scott (R-Pa.) said that Mrs. Sparkman received $6,501 as dividends from the station
in 1951 and that Sen. Sparkman had said in
1952, when he was Democratic vice presidential candidate, that Mrs. Sparkman's
holding was worth $12,000-$ 13,000. "Such
a return," Mr. Scott said, "would be granted
only for unusually valuable services." The
same subject was brought up by Rep. Melvin
R. Laird (R-Wis.) two weeks ago.
Sen. Sparkman said there was nothing
mysterious about his wife's interest in
WAVU. He said the husband of Mrs. Sparkman's niece had applied for and was granted
the WAVU facilities without opposition.
He later sold 49% to Mrs. Sparkman. Sen.
Sparkman said he had had no connection
with the FCC award and did not urge approval.
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THURMOND

ANTI-TOLL

•

Resolution

moves

•

Magnuson

group

from

committee

plans March

The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week approved and
started back to the Senate a resolution asking the FCC not to authorize on-the-air
subscription television without a specific
go-ahead from Congress.
Chairman Warren D. Magnuson CDWash.) further announced that the Commerce Committee will hold hearings, probably in late March, on pending bills that
would legislate against toll tv.
The resolution (S Res 251) was introduced late last month by Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C.) and six other senators
[Government, Feb. 3]. Co-sponsors of the
resolution were Sens. Marshall Butler (RMd.), Frank J. Lausche (D-Ohio), Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.), Charles E. Potter
( R- Mich.), George A. Smathers (D-Fla.)
and Frank Carlson (R-Kan.). All except
Sen. Carlson are members of the 15-man
Commerce Committee.
Sen. Magnuson did not specify the margin
by which the resolution passed, saying it
was adopted by a "hands vote." It's believed,
however, that the measure was approved
by a rather substantial majority.
It's also understood that the committee
rejected an amendment to the resolution
that would have sanctioned toll television
in uhf frequencies.
The Thurmond resolution was amended
prior to committee consideration last week
so as to apply only to on-the-air methods of
pay tv and to exclude applicability to wire
and community antenna toll systems. With
further minor revisions incorporated at
Wednesday's
meeting, the resolution now
reads:
RESOLVED. That it is the sense of the Senate
that the Federal Communications Commission
should not. without specific authorization by
law. authorize or permit any television licensee,
or agent thereof, to impose a toll, fee subscription or other charge on the general public or
any portion thereof, for the privilege of viewing
television programs, received over television receivers located in the home, with the exception
of both community antenna systems and those
programs transmitted by cable or wire or both.
The resolution, in returning to the Senate,
must go through the Democratic Policy
Committee under Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.) for determination of what place
it should take in that chamber's order of
business.
The Commerce Committee hearings on
pay tv will be concerned with measures to
prohibit charging of fees for tv in private
homes as introduced by Sens. Thurmond
(S 2268), William Langer (R-N. D.) (S 2924)
and Edward J. Thye (R-Minn.) (S 3201).
In a brief submitted to the Commerce
Committee's executive session. Sen. Thurmond declared the pay tv issue involves
broad policy that should be settled by Congress and not "left to the whim of a regulatory agency."
In a point-by-point rebuttal of the arguments generally advanced for toll tv, the
South Carolinian maintained the proposed
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BID
to Senate

hearings;

FCC

BACKED
for action
stays quiet

service might better be described as "narrowcasting" in that it would be available
only to those willing to pay the fee.
Instead of fostering competition, Sen.
Thurmond said, pay tv would force free
tv stations to convert to toll systems for
economic reasons. As for the suggestion
that uhf be utilized for fee tv, he pointed
out (1) that the uhf-vhf situation has not
been resolved yet by the FCC; (2) that all
service might possibly be reallocated to uhf,
and (3) that many areas are now served by
uhf exclusively. Also, he added, even uhf
toll tv could outbid free tv for programs.
Sen. Thurmond said that if toll tv were
permitted a trial there would be a substantial investment by entrepreneurs and the
public. Should the tests prove a failure, he
said.this
Congress
wouldHebedenied
"loath"thatto better
wipe
out
investment.
programming without commercials would
be offered and cited recent free tv showings
as examples of current high-calibre fare.
Sen. Thurmond charged that pay tv authorization istantamount to pre-empting the
field of telecasting and would be a "flagrant
breach
of trust to later
the people."
Sen. Thurmond
said that he would
press for a Senate vote on the resolution,
counting on its adoption to head off the subscription television trials if his bill is stalled.
There is still no action by the FCC on a
resolution from the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee asking a delay on toll tv trials. That resolution, passed
by the House group Feb. 6 and immediately
sent to the Commission, urged no toll tv
authorizations until Congress takes a further
look into the matter [Government, Feb. 17;
Lead Story, Feb. 10].
For the second straight week, the full
Commission was not present at the regular
weekly meeting and again no action was
taken on the toll tv matter. Three commissioners were absent Thursday.
March 1 is the date set last fall by the
FCC to start processing toll tv test applications. However, just one application has
been tendered [Government, Dec. 30,
1957] and that is believed to be incomplete.
Latest bill on Capitol Hill to ban subscription television was introduced last week
by Rep. F. Jay Nimitz (R-Ind.). The measure
(HR 10791) would amend the Communications Act to prohibt the FCC from authorizing toll tv.
Landis

Charges

Tv

Networks,

writing avalanche by "grass roots" constituents to congressmen which had much to
do with the House and Senate Commerce
Committees' resolutions asking the Commission to hold up on pay tv.
Mr. Landis cited a number of programs
which, he alleged, were broadcast by networks and stations in a biased manner. His
ire was particularly directed at CBS. He
also said he intended to bring this "misrepresentation" and "villification" to the attention of the Dept. of Justice.
Both CBS and NBC responded later in the
week, denying Mr. Landis' allegations. Both
listed programs which they said gave equal
opportunity to both sides of the question.
Zenith President Eugene F. McDonald Jr.
said last week he was not surprised by the
large amount of mail to congressmen opposing pay tv. He charged it was a high pressure
campaign of "deliberate misrepresentation."
Cigarette
Charges

Ads
FTC

Report
Laxity

The Federal Trade Commission "has
failed in its statutory duty" to prevent deceptive filter-cigarette advertising, according to
the House Committee on Government Operations, headed by Rep. William L. Dawson
(D-lll.), in a report last week.
Describing FTC's activities in this field as
"weak and tardy," the committee contended
cigarette manufacturers, spending an estimated $100 million yearly on advertising,
"have
deceived
The committee
ly claiming that
agents alleged to
or lung cancer,

the American public."
added: "Without specificalthe filter tip removes the
contribute to heart disease
the advertising has em-

phasized such claims as 'clean smoking,'
'snowy white,' 'pure,' 'miracle tip,' '20,000
filter traps,' 'gives you more of what you
changed to a filter for' when actually most
filter cigarettes produce as much or more
nicotine and tar as cigarettes without filters."
Deceptive advertising is effective, it said,
with filter sales rising from 1.4% of total
cigarette sales in 1952 to 40% in 1957. "The
American public has paid premium prices
of 2 to 6 cents per pack for filter cigarettes
for 'protection' they did not receive," the
committee concluded.
FTC issued cigarette advertising guides to
its staff in 1955. It recently has moved to
get the tobacco industry's aid in developing
uniform standards to back up claims.
Bowman Gray, president of R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., said he attached "no significance to the measurable quantity of solids
and nicotines reported to have been found
in the smoke of cigarettes." He said figures
used by the committee were not the latest
available.

Affiliates Used 'Lie' on Pay Tv
James M. Landis, special counsel for
Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp., last
week charged the tv networks and their

FCC Comr. Ford's Wife Dies
Mrs. Virginia Lee Carter Ford, 50, wife
of FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford, died
last week of cancer. She had been in a

affiliates have followed a "big lie" technique
about subscription tv.
In a letter to FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer, Mr. Landis said the networks and

Washington hospital for several weeks.
Services were held Friday at Christ Church,
Alexandria, Va., and burial was in Arlington Cemetery. She is survived by her husband, a daughter, Mary Carter, 12, and a
sister.

their affiliates had presented one-sided programs about pay tv and engendered a letter
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FILM
U-I
To

Does

Flip-Flop;

Produce

Tv

Films

Universal-International Studios has reversed a previous position and opened its
door to tv film production.
Less than two months ago U-I's executives
limited the studio's tv scope to production of
commercials [Film, Jan. 13). The new decision, still not detailed but becoming known
last week, places U-I with nearly every
other Hollywood major which already has
entered tv in depth.
Despite the absence of a formal announcement, this much has been learned about the
operation:
• U-I has a tie-up with NBC-TV. The
studio and the network have agreed U-I
will produce a tv version of Saddle Tramp,
a U-I theatrical release issued eight years
ago. The two companies expect "subsequent
efforts" to entail the use of U-I's lot and
studio facilities for certain NBC-TV shows
and similarly for certain California National
Productions series (CNP is NBC's film syndication subsidiary). An NBC official cautioned that the project arrangement does not
mean U-I eventually will become a sole producer for the network and its syndication
facility, as had been hinted in certain reports.
• A move is underway for U-I to produce
a number of filmed properties for CBS-TV's
Playhouse 90. Whether U-I would follow
the pattern of Columbia Pictures' Screen
Gems subsidiary by eventually syndicating
the entries as does SG were unknown.
(Though CBS-TV on Thursday denied contracting with U-I, it is known that the studio
is lending CBS the facilities to produce at
least one 90 film.)
• Universal Pictures Corp., U-I's parent
firm, with a backlog of 32 completed motion
pictures, has called a temporary halt on
theatrical filmmaking and will open its 16
sound stages to such independent producers
as Hecht-Hill-Lancaster which is mapping
tv film series of their own. H-H-L indicates
it is ready to go with four tv properties, all
based on H-H-L theatrical film properties
of recent vintage. The series would be syndicated probably through United Artists Tv,
subsidiary of United Artists Corp., which
at present handles the H-H-L theatrical
product.

• There is a possibility U-I may enter
tv syndication despite its pact of last summer
with Screen Gems whereby SG took over
syndication of a $50 million pre-1948
theatrical library.
AAP

Sells Films to 11

Associated Artists Productions has announced sales of its "Vanguard" package of
Warner Bros, features to KMGM-TV Minneapolis, WHO-TV Des Moines, Iowa,
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex., and KCRG-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Popeye to KFSA-TV
Fort Smith, Ark.; KXJB-TV Valley City,
N. D.; WCTV-TV Tallahassee, Fla. and
WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.;
Warner cartoons to WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, La.; both groups of cartoons to
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WRITIN' & FIGHTIN'
A new character, the western editor,
is about to join the sheriff and the marshal in attempting to establish law and
justice in the Old West via television.
The series, to demonstrate the power
of the pen as well as the gun in quelling evil, western style, will be Man
Without A Gun, now being produced
at TCF for fall debut on the NTA
One

Film Network. But Goodson-Todman's
Gun and Quill and Revue's Cimarron
City won't be far behind.
too
KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa and a single
feature "The Life of Emile Zola" to KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles.

many

villains!

UPA to Expand in Production
Of Regional Tv Commercials
UPA

Pictures is planning immediate expansion in the field of regional tv commercials, Stephen Bosustow. president, told

Poor fellow. Poor fellow, indeed!
He's only embarrassed . . . fhe show's
climax may have been ruined! But,

stockholders at the company's annual meeting at its headquarters in Burbank, Calif.
Contracts already have been signed, he
reported, for a series of tv spots for Stag

stop a moment.

The scene can be

saved.
on film. All it takes is a snip . . . if it's

beer, built around the UPA character, "Mr.
Magoo," to be telecast in the 10 states in
which the beer is sold. Negotiations are now
under way, Mr. Bosustow said, for the use
by regional advertisers in this country of a

This is only one of the ways film
helps. Because

you see the show

before you show it, you're always
in control of what's said, what's
done! In control, too, of time and
station throughout the country.

new character, "Aurora," developed by the
UPA London office.
Pete Lytle, of Dempsey-Tegeler & Co.,
Los Angeles investment firm, and Bill
Roberts, UPA stockholder and writer, were
elected to the board of directors, succeeding Howard Meighan, CBS-TV Western Div.
vice president, and Alfred J. Scalpone,
CBS-TV vice president in charge of network
programs, Hollywood, who resigned following the cancellation of the CBS-TV telecasts
of UPA's Gerald McBoingboing cartoons
and UPA's repurchase of stock acquired by
CBS.

Use black-and-white— or color . . .
there's an Eastman

Film for every

purpose.
For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester

4, N. Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y.

TPA Six-Week Foreign Sales
Of Tv Films Top $330,000

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.

For the first six weeks of this year, Television Programs of America's foreign sales
mounted to more than $330,000, Manny
Reiner, vice president for foreign operations,
announced last week.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or

The sales and programs reported by Mr.
Reiner follow: Susie in Philippines for
Metro Drug Corp. through Philippine Adv.
Counsellors and in Hong Kong to Associated Rediffusion; Fury in Mexico for
XETV (TV) Tijuana, in Switzerland on
Swiss Tv; Stage 7 in Australia on Australian
Broadcasting Commission; Count of Monte
Cristo in Mexico on XETV (TV) Tijuana
and
sion. in Hong Kong to Associated Rediffu-

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Film*
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.
Be sure to shoot
in COLOR ...

Mystery Is My Business in Philippines
for LaSuerte cigars and cigarettes through
Great Wall Adv., in Hong Kong on Associated Rediffusion and in Venezuela for

You'll be glad you did.
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FILM CONTINUED

AWARDS

\ cnzolana tobacco through Publicidad
Freedoms
Foundation
ARS, C.A.: Adventures of Tugboat Annie
Honors
Broadcasters
on Australian Broadcasting Commission
and in Hong Kong on Associated RediffuMore than a score of broadcast stasion: Lone Ranger on Australian Broadcasttions were honored in the 1957 Freedoms
ing Commission and XETV (TV) Tijuana,
J Foundation at Valley Forge awards for
Mexico; New Adventures of Charlie Chan
merit in helping to build "an understanding
for Santo Tomas Vino in Mexico City
of
the American Way of Life."
through McCann-Erickson: Ramar of the
WNHC-TV New Haven. Conn., received
Jungle on C'MBF-TV Havana. Cuba and
a George Washington Honor Medal Award
Associated Rediffusion, Hong Kong.
for a tv series, This Is Our Faith. The ra/ assie on ABC in Australia: in Argentina
dio-tv training department, U. of Texas,
was awarded $100 and an honor medal for
tor Kacemaster-Bendix through S.R.I.. Publicidad. in Philippines tor Canada Dr\
a student-produced tv patriotic show. We
through Cirant Adv. and Coco Rico candy
Proudly Hail.
through Philprom Inc.. in Hong Kong on
In the advertising category, Storer BroadAssociated ReditTusion. in Switzerland on ! casting Co. received an honor medal for its
Swiss Tv and for Kellogg Co. through J.
series based on national monuments. KEYT
Waller Thompson Co. in Cuba. Puerto
(TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., and Santa Maria
Rico. Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia. El
Valley Railroad Co. received honor medals
Salvador and Guatemala.
for cooperative sponsorship of a high school
essay contest.
ON CAMERA
The top radio program series award, an
encased honor medal, went to Youngstown
CBS-TV reports pilot of its new hour-long
Sheet & Tube Co. for institutional messages
detective anthology series. Pursuit, will be
pointing up the workings of the American
filmed in Hollywood Feb. 23 from live
system, broadcast on a daily series.
performance of "A Lady Died at Midnight,"
Honor medals for radio program series went
starring Earl Holliman. Charles Russell will
to Beaver Presbytery and WBVP Beaver Falls.
Pa.; Lipman, Clayre & Michel, San Francisco,
produce and John Frankenheimer will difor Point of Law series on a number of starect series.
tions; KMVI Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii; KYW
Cleveland; WFIL Philadelphia; WRCV Philadelphia; Standard Oil Co. of California.
Walt Framer Productions, N. Y., reports it
is producing new half-hour live series.
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., received the
Futures Unlimited, featuring young men and
top award, an encased honor medal, for its
women who are desirous of obtaining colLiberty Unlimited single radio program.
lege education or embarking upon specific
Other awards for single radio broadcasts were
I given Allen-Bradley Co.. Milwaukee, for series
project.
on WLS Chicago, WISN Milwaukee and WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis.; AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., MilFILM SALES
waukee, for NBC Thomas Alva Edison program;
Calvary Presbyterian Church, Cleveland, for
Religion That Works program on WGAR; Ray
MGM-TV has reported that more than $1
Starr, Spartanburg, S. O; Sun Oil Co., Philamillion in sales of MGM features were redelphia, for NBC Three-Star Extra Independence
Day program; Troop Information Division, Dept.
corded in first week of February. Stations
of the Army, for The Army Hour program;
WCAU Philadelphia. As I See It broadcast by
now airing MGM features total 95. Eight
WCKB Dunn. N. C. radio edinew markets announced last week: full li- CharlestorialShaw;
by John G. Thomas; WLOA Braddock,
Pa.,
program featuring Blanche Anderson; WSEL
brary leases to KTUL-TV Tulsa, KWTV
Chicago.
(TV) Oklahoma City, KATV (TV) Little
Top tv series award was given WBC-TV Boston for Let Freedom Ring, year-long, round-theRock. Ark., and XEM-TV Mexicali, Mexiclock program demonstrating that freedom is
an invaluable heritage. Other tv series medals
co, and portions of library to WKJG-TV
were awarded KTRK-TV Houston, for Heritage
Fort Wayne; KTVA (TV) Anchorage,
of Freedom, and WRCV-TV Philadelphia, for
Invest in America series.
KTVF (TV) Fairbanks and KINY-TV
Juneau, all Alaska.
The single-broadcast top tv award was
•riven E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. for
California National Productions sales re"The Last Signer" eposide of Cavalcade of
ported: Union Pacific Railroad regional purA merica series on ABC-TV network.
chase of Union Pacific tv film series for
Other awards were given American BroadcastDenver. Salt Lake City and Boise: renewals
ing Co. for Dean Pike Show; American Tele& TelegraphMotors
Co., for
ABC-TV
Rabbi on
on
for Silent Service (second series of submaWheels;phone General
Corp.,
for program
the American Indian on NBC-TV Wide Wide
rine film now in production) included two
World series; The Greater New York Fund: Ligbrewers, Joseph Schlitz Co. (Schlitz beer),
gett & Myers Tobacco Co., for Dragnet episode
on NBC-TV; Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod,
Milwaukee, on WNBQ-TV Chicago, and
for eoisode of This Is the Life on large group
of stations; NBC-TV for program on American
Century Importers Inc.. (O'Keefe's beer and
Government-Pursuit of Happiness; Public Inforale). Buffalo. N. Y., and buys of Medic by
mation Division. Dept. of the Army, for Operation Mercy; Richfield Oil Corp., for Pasadena
WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV)
Municipal Court on KGO-TV San Francisco;
WRCA-TV New York, for Report on Civil Rights;
Washington. D. C. and KTLA (TV) Los
WTVJ (TV) Miami, for A Day in Question.
Angeles.
Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television Inc.,
Mexico City office, reports sale of four film
series and two feature film packages to
XEW-TV Mexico City. Series included
Gunsmoke, I Love Lucy, Time in for Sports,
plus series of half-hour Spanish-dubbed
Hopalong Cassidy films. Features packages,
both with Spanish subtitles, are 21 Johnny
Mack Brown films and 20 Commonwealth
features.
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L. A. Art Directors Name

Six

For his tv animated film commercial for
Anheuser-Busch, Jerome Gould of Gould &
Assoc. received the medal award of the Art
Directors Club of Los Angeles, presented
Feb. 7 at the club's annual awards dinner
at the Hotel Statler in Los Angeles. Five
other art directors and artists also were
honored with medals for what was judged
the best advertising and editorial art of 1957,

chosen from more than 3,600 entries from
I 1 western states and Hawaii in 23 cateMr. Gould also was awarded a certificate
of
distinctive merit for his Anheuser-Busch
gories.
commercial, created for D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles, agency in charge of the account. Certificates of distinctive merit also
went to artist Jane Sai and art director
Robert Tyler Lee '.'or tv commercials done
for CBS Television, Los Angeles.
In the booklet-direct mail-house organ
category, art director Pobert Guidi and artist
John Alton received distinctive merit certificates for their wort-: for CBS Television.
Mr. Guidi, as both art director and artist,
and artist George Kershaw were similarly
honored for magazine advertising art created
for KMPC Los Angeles.
Brotherhood

Awards

Announced

Six television and radio programs received
the National Brotherhood Award of the National Conference of Christians and Jews
and three network television shows received
certificates of recognition, it has been announced byNCC&J. Cited for the top honor
were CBS-TV's See It Now for three episodes— "Clinton and the Law," "The Puerto
Ricans." and "The Lady From Philadelphia": NBC-TV's Hallmark Hall of Fame
presentation of "The Green Pastures": Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. for
"The Negro in American Life — A Long
View"; KARD-TV Wichita, Kan., for discussion programs on human relations problems; WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul for
Unfinished Business, and NBC Radio for
The Crisis at Little Rock. Certificates went
to ABC-TV's Dean Pike, CBS-TV's
Up and Live and NBC-TV's Outlook.
AWARD SHORTS

Look

CBS Radio and its FBI in Peace and War
and Make Way for Youth were cited during
National Exchange Club's eleventh annual
Crime Prevention Week (Feb. 9-15) for
"outstanding efforts in year-round campaigning to curb crime in U.S." Network
received special award for "its generous
contribution of time and talent" and "for
efforts toward crime prevention through
programs stressing role of citizen in fight-

WISN-TV Milwaukee cameramen emerged
crime."out of seven television newsreel
with ingfour
awards in annual competition sponsored
by Wisconsin Press Photographers Assn.
WBAY-TV Green Bay and WXIX (TV) Milwaukee also were among winners. WISNTV cameramen won three firsts and one second in competition. Its winners were
Charles Lipchow with film on tragic house
fire, first in news category, and documentary
(Modern Treatment of Epilepsy), also first
in that classification: Charles Sciurba,
sound-on-film interview with children at
Christmas, first in features, and for documentary (Milwaukee Youth), second in that
group. Additionally, Mr. Lipchow was
named "Tv Cameraman of the Year." Other
winners: Donald Heilemann of WXIX,
first in sports, and Donald Love, WBAYTV, second in both news and features.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS
OK Group Granted New
For Maximum Ownership

Am
Limit

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

Add to the select list of those having the
maximum limit of am stations the name of
the OK Group. That is the goal achieved
by Jules Paglin and Stanley W. Ray Jr..
uho only two weeks ago received permission to build their seventh radio station
|For The Record. Feb. 17].
The latest station (WGOK Mobile. Ala.)

ANNOUNCED

brings the Paglin-Ray ownership to its limit;

more than $600,000. Mr. Killgore's TeleBroadcasters Inc. comprises WPOW New
York, KALI Pasadena (Calif.). WKXV
Knowille, WPOP Hartford (Conn.) and
KUDL Kansas City. The Hogan-Zugsmith
group bought KVSM (1 kw day on 1050 kc)
last summer for $400,000. The transaction
was handled by Albert Zugsmith Corp.

MR. PAGLIN

MR. RAY

the FCC prohibits the ownership of more
than seven radio stations to any group or
individual. WGOK will be I kw daytime on
900 kc. The Paglin-Ray group began in
broadcasting seven years ago with WBOK
New Orleans to which over the years they
have added: KAOK Lake Charles, La.;
WXOK Baton Rouge. La.; KYOK Houston;
WLOK Memphis and KOPY Alice, Tex.
The stations are aimed at the Negro population of this area. Mr. Paglin is president
of the company and Mr. Ray is executive
vice president.
$6.3 Million Net Earnings
Reported by Storer for 1957
Storer Broadcasting Co. net earnings for
1957. after taxes, totaled $6,396,164 or
$2.58 per share on 2,474,750 shares of common and class B stock outstanding on Dec.
31.
This was revealed in a comparative earnings statement covering 1957, released
Wednesday by Storer Broadcasting. Earnings
for 1957 included a net capital gain of $2,621,496 from the sale of WBRC-AM-TV
Birmingham, WGBS-TV Miami and KPTV
(TV) Portland. Ore. The company in 1956
had earnings after taxes of $5,517,206,
equivalent to $2.23 a share.
The board of directors also declared the
company's regular quarterly dividend of 45
cents per share on common stock and six
cents on class B stock, payable March 14
to stockholders of record March I.
Storer stations include WSPD-AM-TV
Toledo. Ohio, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland,
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, WAGA-AM-TV
Atlanta. WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del.,
WIBG Philadelphia. WWVA Wheeling. W.
Va., and WGBS Miami.
Harold Burke, General Manager
Of WCAO, Dies of Sudden Illness
Funeral services for Harold C. Burke,
58, general manager of WCAO Baltimore,
were held Friday in Baltimore. He died
Page 58
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KVSM San Mateo, Calif. • Sold to H. Scott
Killgore by Arthur B. Hogan, Albert Zugsmith. Jack Feldman and Frank Oxarart for

WESC Greenville, S. C. • Sold to Robert A.
Schmid, station relations vice president of
NTA Film Network, by Mrs. Christie M.
Mitchell for $267,000. Mr. Schmid. president of purchasing firm. Broadcasting Corp.
of the Carolinas, plans to continue with
NTA. WESC operates on 660 kc with 5 kw
daytime facility. Broker was Hamilton, Stubblefield. Twining & Assoc. Mr. Schmid was
former vice president of RKO Teleradio
Pictures.

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SAIES, APPROVALS
broadcast actions see For

the

Record.

WKRG-AM-FM-TV
Mobile, Ala. • Sold to
page 1X7.
Giddens Tv Inc. for $1.05 million by Kenneth R. Giddens and associates. Giddens Tv
includes Mr. Giddens as 50% owner and
Mobile Press-Register Inc., 50%. PressRegister owns WABB Mobile, which has
been sold (see below). Newspaper will also
lend company $130,000 which will be used
to pay other stockholders. WKRG is 1 kw
day, 500 w night on 710 kc. WKRG -TV is
ch. 5. Both stations are affiliated with CBS.
WABB Mobile, Ala. • Sold to Cy Blumenthal by Mobile Press-Register Inc. (see
above) for $150,000. Mr. Blumenthal owns
WARL Arlington, Va. (Washington area);
WCMS Norfolk. Va.; KCKN Kansas City,
Kan., and has a minority interest in WROV
Roanoke. Va., WABB is 5 kw on 1480 kc.
with an ABN affiliation.
KAVE-AM-TV Carlsbad, N. M. • Sale of
54% to Edward P. Talbott and others by
Nancy and John H. Battison for $43,500.
Mr. Talbott's interest will now be 50.5%;
he also has a 5% interest in the El Paso

APPROVED

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other

(Tex.) Times ( KROD-AM-TV) . KAVE is
250 w on 1240 kc; KAVE-TV is ch. 6 and
is affiliated with all three networks.

suddenly Tuesday, having gone to the hospital the night before.
A vice president of Plough Radio Corp.,
Mr. Burke directed affairs of the Ploughowned station until a few hours before his
death. He had gone to a hotel Monday
evening because of difficulty in getting to his
suburban home in the snowy streets. At
midnight he became ill and was taken to the
hospital.
Mr. Burke was a native of Marinette,
Wis. He entered radio in 1930 as sales manager of WISN Milwaukee. He was transferred by Hearst Radio to KTSA San
Antonio and in 1937 to WBAL Baltimore.
He left WBAL-AM-TV in 1949 to become
manager of WRTV (TV) Asbury Park,
N. J., returning to Baltimore in 1956 to direct WCAO. Surviving are his wife and two
children.

Sheraton Hotel, the first day opening with
talks by Mr. Weld on merchandising, and
by WGN-AM-TV executives, including
Charles A. Wilson, sales promotion manager; Carl J. Meyers, engineering director,
and James Hanlon, public relations manager. On Friday Ben Berentson, head of
WGN radio's eastern sales office, spoke on
national accounts. Other speakers were Al
Field, WGN-AM-TV director of special
broadcasting services, and Bruce Dennis,

Hardesly,
Petry, WGN

Weld

Address

Sales Clinic

John F. Hardesty, vice president and
general manager of Radio Advertising Bureau, and Pete Weld, head of Feature Foods
Inc., merchandising service firm, were featured speakers last week at a clinic for
WGN Chicago radio salesmen and members
of Edward Petry & Co., its station representative.
Mr. Hardesty delivered a special RAB
presentation Friday following a luncheon
address by Ward L. Quaal, vice president
and general manager of WGN-AM-TV.
William A. McGuineas, WGN sales manager, presided over the clinic.
Sessions were held Feb. 20-21 at the

program manager of WGN
WPEN

Entertains

radio.

600-700

At Agency Party in New York
WPEN Philadelphia arrayed more than a
score of show business "'names" to act as
hosts to an estimated 600-700 advertising
agency people at WPEN's annual agency
party at New York's St. Regis Room Feb.
1 1 . The talent — aside from WPEN's own
personalities, who also were on hand — included Patti Page, Guy Lombardo, the McGuire Sisters, Jill Corey and the Andrews
Sisters, among others. Transistor radios
were presented as prizes to 12 agency people and a caricaturist was on hand to make
drawings of guests.
The WPEN delegation at the party, at
which total attendance was estimated at
close to 800, included William B. Caskey.
executive vice president and general manager; Murray Arnold, station manager;
John Surrick, sales development manager;
Erwin Rosner. general sales manager; Sid
Goldstein, controller, and James Kiss, promotion manaaer, plus officials of Gill-Perna,
New York, WPEN's national sales representative.
Broadcasting
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Iff it's

a

sport,

it's

Most every sport that pits man against man,
beast, mountain, or machine, gets its details
reported on WJR . . . right down to the last whistle.
In addition to daily sports bulletins, WJR

pre-

sents "6:15 PM Sports" and "Sports Final,"
the only 15-minute sports shows in the DetroitGreat Lakes area. "Sports Final" is the last
complete sportscast of the day and, in this
17,000, 000-person market, it precedes more
bedtime dreams than yawns do. And when it
comes to the real thing — night baseball, special
events, basketball, college and professional foot-

covered

ball— WJR

by

WJR

again beams brightly on many

a dial.

As an Alfred Politz survey shows: Not only is
WJR first choice for play-by-play broadcasts, but
more people prefer WJR for summaries of sports
news and scores than the next six Detroit radio
stations combined! There's a preference, also,
for the products advertised. Letters from listeners
prove it. So do sales.
Want further proof of WJR's dominance? Contact
the man with all the facts for success: your
nearest Henry I. Christal representative.

Detroit
WJR
50,000 Watts
'
50,000 ADULT
RADIO PROGRAMS
WITH
APPEAL
CBS

WJR's— over
primary
coveragepeople
area
17,000,000

STATIONS CONTINUED
WINZ

Fetes 500

Agency

People

At N.Y. Get-Acquainted Party
More than 500 advertising agency people
attended a party in New York Feb. 13 at
the Warwick Hotel, hosted by Rex Rand,
owner and general manager of WIN/
Miami, who brought his station personalities to the get-acquainted gathering. The
party's feature, aside from the station personalities was the drawing for door prizes:
A trip to the World's Fair in Brussels.
Belgium, won by Dick Driscoll timebuyer.
William Esty Co.; a two-week trip to
Bunnuda for C hips Barrabee, timebuyer,
Lennen & Newell; a trip to Havana and
Nassau for Hal Simpson, another Esty
timebuyer.
Nine others each won a Magna vox transistor radio; Bill Hinman, media director,
Lambert & Feasley; Jane Present, timebuyer. C. J. LaRoche & Co.; Bob Kibrick.
media director, Richard K. Manoff. Inc.;
Jim Scanlon. timebuyer, Esty; Catherine
Noble, timebuyer. Marschalk & Pratt; Walter Teitz. timebuyer, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; Bert Hoptt, timebuyer. Young &
Rubicam: Bob Wilson, timebuyer, BBDO;
Tom Comerford, timebuyer. Young & Rubicam.
Hosts besides Mr. Rand were Kirby
Brooks. Lee Taylor, Ned Powers. Bob
Green. John Eastman, newsman Bob
Buetel and Candy Lee, the station's merchandising director. Only the news staff and
Production Manager Bob Landers stayed
behind to '"watch the shop."

JOHN

BLAIR & CO., station representative, will erect a 10-story office
building on Chicago's North Side at the
southeast corner of Michigan Avenue
at Erie Street. The completely air-conditioned structure will have 100 feet
frontage on Michigan Avenue and 150
feet on Erie with each floor having an
area of about 15,000 square feet.
John Blair, president of the firm
that represents radio and tv stations
throughout the U. S. through its affiliated divisions, said it is his company's
hope the new building "will develop
into a midwestern advertising center."
The Blair organization will occupy one
floor. He said building plans will take
into account requirements of advertising firms for closed-circuit tv and
other special facilities.
The Blair organizations include
John Blair & Co. (radio), Blair-TV
and Blair Television Assoc., both tv
representatives.
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GET-TOGETHER at WINZ Miami party for agency people in New York included
(I to r) Joe Daly, Lever Bros.; Kirby Brooks, WINZ; Art Pardoll, Foote, Cone &
Belding; Bob Green, WINZ; Bill Hinman, Lambert & Feasley, and Dick Pickett, FC&B.

DATELINES

Newsworthy

ON THE SNOW FRONT— Radio and tv
again rose to public service heights during
last week's snow storm by working staffs
around the clock, relaying emergency bulletins for local, county and state officials and
other pertinent storm warnings and information.
This was pointed up in first reports to
Broadcasting last week from WBAL-AMTV Baltimore; WWDC Washington; WEEI
Boston; WNBC (TV)-WKNB New Britain,
Conn.; WINS New York; WFPA Fort
Payne, Ala.; WGBI-WDAU-TV Scranton,
Pa., and WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.
In addition, WBAL reports that its assistant news director, Pete Greer, set up a
news center in his home at Ellicott, Md.,
where he was stranded. He relayed emergency information to Baltimore from people
stranded at Bowie Race Track since they
were unable to call for help because the
storm had put telephones out of order. He
also beeped continuous reports to WBAL
from his home. Anne Arundel County
police got help from Mr. Greer, who relayed
a request for state police to bring in equipment to clear roads.
WHEN beeped eye-witness reports on
Syracuse's condition to stations in Akron,
Ohio; Rochester, N. Y.; Boston; Buffalo,
N. Y.; Scranton. Pa.; Miami; Watertown,
N. Y.. and its sister station, KCMO Kansas
City, Mo.
A typical emergency run for newsmen of
WGBI and WDAU-TV was to a Pocono
Mountain campsite where a troop of Boy
Scouts was marooned. The broadcasters
went along on a helicopter mercy hop, helping drop supplies to the stranded scouts and
bringing back pictures and tapes for Scranton audiences.
OMAHA — KFAB Omaha's roving reporter,
Gregg Dunn, was cruising in a remote news
unit car last week when he noticed two suspicious-looking characters. He telephoned
descriptions and location to the police, then
broadcast a bulletin on the station. He lost
their trail and was driving by a gas station
in the area when the operator flagged him

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

down. He had recognized the men from
the KFAB broadcast and realized they were
in his station. Mr. Dunn and the attendant
held the men until police arrived. The result: Two men who had escaped from the
federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kan.,
were arrested and returned to the prison. In
another instance, the station broadcast bulletins about Roland St. Cyr, who had escaped
from the West Point, Neb., jail, and local
police reported that he was apprehended by
farmers in the West Point area who had recognized him from descriptions broadcast on
KFAB.
ANNAPOLIS — Under new Maryland laws,
radio and tv stations are able to give coverage to the State Legislature and WIPA (formerly WASL) Annapolis is taking advantage
of the ruling. Frank Luber Jr., announcer,
has been assigned to cover a 30-day session
of the legislature and is on hand daily recording broadcasts from the floor of the
house.
PALM SPRINGS — When a Western Airlines
plane crashed and burned there recently,
KCMJ Palm Springs aired a crash bulletin
12 minutes after police received the report.
To keep people away and help speed up the
rescue operations, KCMJ omitted information on the exact location of the crash. The
station carried emergency bulletins, gave an
eye-witness account of the tragedy and relayed beeper reports to its sister-station,
KRAM Las Vegas, and KNX Los Angeles
and CBS Radio News in Hollywood.
OTTAWA — This Illinois community was
publicized across the country two weeks
ago as a national weekly news magazine
picked up a story from WCMY Ottawa
about a crusading newsman. The story goes
back to November when Ron Wilson, news
director of WCMY, broadcast that Ottawa
Hospital trustees had fired an administrator.
At the time the managing editor of Ottawa's
Daily Republican-Times, Herbert E. Hames
Jr., printed an editorial about the hospital's
"chronic"' troubles. Some weeks later Mr.
Broadcasting
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TV

commercials

Today, commercials that are just "good enough"
— aren't.
Those that reach and sell the viewer are usually
the commercials that are better than "good
enough" — that put an "extra spin" on the presen-

Broadcasting

need

that

"extra

spin'

tation ofthe selling story and give it added impact.
It takes a fresh, stimulating idea, novel technique, or extra touch of imagination to make people
watch a commercial and remember it — right up to
the counter or shelf of their favorite store.
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PROGRAM SERVICES

STATIONS CONTINUED
Wilson broke the news over WCMY that
crusader Hames had been fired himself.
As citizens mobilized in defense of Mr.
Hames. his radio collegue tipped Time magazine on the story, resulting in prominent
coverage Feb. 10 in the magazine's press department.
BROOKLYN — Mutual will broadcast the
public hearings of the Senate subcommittee
on juvenile delinquency directly from the
hearing chambers in Brooklyn Thursday and
Friday (Feb. 27 and 28). The network will
pick up the afternoon sessions live and program a nighttime tape re-broadcast of highlights.

Selectivision Ready to Show
Its Wired Pay Tv System
Selectivision Inc., New York, was set to
begin a public demonstration of its system
of subscription tv last Friday in the New
York metropolitan area and plans to continue this effort until early April when
regular programming on a paid basis is
contemplated.
A company spokesman said that 12 apartment houses in the boroughs of Queens,
Bronx. Manhattan and Brooklyn have been

KYNO, KRAK, Rep Fly 62 to Reno
A weekend in Reno was given to 62
California agency executives and personnel
by KYNO Fresno, KRAK Stockton and the
Los Angeles-San Francisco offices of Headley-Reed Co. Named "Operation Flyball,"
the contingent flew in a chartered DC-6 to
participate in the Nevada resort's recreational facilities, returning late Sunday (Feb.
9).
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

Imperial Broadcasting System, Southern
California radio network comprising KPRO
Riverside. KROP Brawley, KREO Indio
and KYOR Blythe, has named O'ConnellPalmer Co. to represent network in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, and EverettMcKinney Co. to represent IBS in New
York and Chicago.
WLLY Richmond, Va., has named
Masla & Assoc., N. Y.

Jack

KSAY San Francisco, KICO Calexico and
KPAS Banning, all California, have named
Broadcast Times Sales.
REPRESENTATIVE

SHORTS

H-R Television Inc. and H-R Representatives, L. A., have moved to larger quarters
on 12th floor of Equitable Bldg., at Hollywood and Vine. Bill MacCrystall, television
salesman, has joined firm as part of its
expansion.
Companies also have moved to expanded
quarters in Houston and Atlanta. In Houston new offices are located at DeGeorge
Bldg, 3520 Montrose Blvd., telephone number is Jackson 8-1610. In Atlanta, H-R
offices are to be located at 1 1 82 West Peach
St., effective March 1.
STATION

SHORTS

Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-AM-TV
Lansing, Mich.) board of directors has declared quarterly dividend of 40^ per share
on common stock and IV24 on B common
stock which was payable Feb. 10 to stockholders of record Jan. 24. Company reports
200,000 shares of each series outstanding.
WNBQ (TV) Chicago has acquired new
"Chroma Key" electronic device [Networks, Dec. 30] for use on local color
shows.
WSJV (TV) South Bend-Elkhart, Ind., has
switched from ch. 52 to ch. 28.
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SELECTIVISION Inc. President J. T. Hamilton (r) and Chief Engineer Wallace Fields
look over a "Selectivator," the device attached to the tv set for reception of theatre
programs.
wired to receive its system and eight
theatres in those areas will be beaming highlights of popular motion pictures to tv receivers set up in model apartments. The
public will be invited to visit the apartments.
Selectivision calls its system an "electronic
extension of the local theatre" and claims to
have more than 200 theatres throughout the
country willing to cooperate in its project.
Under its system, the local theatre will serve
as a programming center for both feature attractions, theatre and sporting events. The
local theatre will share the proceeds of
revenue derived from Selectivision, though
a precise formula for the division of funds
has not been set.
Selectivision has placed a price of $10
on the "Selectivator," the decoder a viewer
must buy to receive its programs. Tentatively, the company has decided upon a price
of 150% of the theatre admission price for
one adult as the price for each presentation.
As an example, if the local theatre charges
$1 for a single adult admission, the Selectivision price would be $1.50. Selectivision
clients are required to buy admission "tokens" from the local theatre for insertion
into the "Selectivator," which enables them
to view the theatre attraction.
Five ASCAP

Members

Sue WLDB

Suits for copyright infringement have
been filed against Leroy and Dorothy Bremmer, owners of WLDB Atlantic City, N.J.,
by five members of American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers, ASCAP
reported last week. The plaintiffs, alleging
that four copyrighted songs were performed
by the station without authorization, are

asking U.S. District Court for New Jersey
to restrain WLDB from publicly performing the songs in the future and to award
damages of not less than $250 for each
unauthorized performance ASCAP reported.
Midwestern Sports Network
Formed for Radio Originations
Formation of a midwest-based network
to furnish feeds of top sports events to radio
stations is being announced in Chicago today (Monday) by Eddie Einhorn, former
Philadelphia sportscaster.
Mr. Einhorn has set up the Midwestern
Sports Network, of which he is managing
director, as a cooperative organization to
originate basketball, hockey, horse racing,
golf, track and other sports events. He reported he has obtained rights to the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. basketball
championship games starting March 21.
Stations will be charged varying rates
depending on market size for individual
events, such as the NCAA semifinals, a consolation game or a championship contest.
The network will pay all line charges, announcing and engineering costs and rights
fees, according to Mr. Einhorn. During the
NCAA competition, time will be allotted
during each game for nine 1 -minute commercials, he added. Midwestern plans to
follow basketbal with other sports events
this year.
Mr. Einhorn said he has elicited the interest of some 950 radio stations, most of
them east of Missouri, and has received responses from several outlets. Inquiries
should be addressed to Midwestern Sports
Network, P. O. Box 6962, Chicago 80, 111.
Skiatron

Gets Nod

in Santa

Ana

The city council of Santa Ana, Calif., on
Monday adopted a resolution of "intent to
permit the establishment of closed circuit
wire tv" within its city limits, accepting
arguments advanced by Jerome Doff, vice
president of Skiatron Tv Inc., which now is
authorized to survey the city to determine
how to go about introducing its system of
toll tv to Santa Ana and whether to apply for
a city franchise or a business license. Skiatron, whose franchise grant from the Los
Angeles city council has been set aside by
a petition referring the matter to a referendum [Program Services, Feb. 17], plans
to go after the right to install closed circuit
toll tv in other cities in Los Angeles and
Orange Counties.
Community

Club Opens

in Chicago

Community Club Awards is opening a new
sales office in Chicago to cover stations,
advertisers and agencies in Illinois, Indiana,
Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin and
Missouri. John C. Gilmore, Community
Club vice president in charge of sales, in his
announcement said that Boyd W. Lawlor
will serve as midwest general sales manager,
based in Chicago. Mr. Lawlor over the past
10 years has served in management, program and sales posts at WCAU Philadelphia,
WXYZ Detroit, WLOL Minneapolis and
other stations and as midwest sales manager
for the William G. Rambeau Co., station
representative.
Broadcasting

SRTS Offers 'Musi-Que' Library
For Radio-Tv Commercials Use
A new library of commercial spot music
is being made available to radio-tv stations,
recording firms and film companies on a
"lease and use" basis by Standard Radio
Transcription Services Inc., Chicago, it was
announced last week.
Titled "Musi-Que," the library includes
8-, 18- and 58-second musical segments for
use as background with commercials,
weather signals, station IDs or as program
fill-ins. The spots feature various moods
and themes adaptable for local station use.
Some 1,600 sound tracks are included in
the Standard ""Musi-Que" library.
Standard reported it has signed some 20
subscribers for the library, which is tailored
for use in radio, television, motion pictures, slide films and recordings. All selections have been cleared for client use, it was
stressed.
Tv Magazine

for Children

A new television magazine for children,
Tv Junior, is scheduled to make its appearance on New York newsstands tomorrow
(Tuesday). The monthly magazine will contain listings of tv programs, articles and feature material slanted toward children. Justin
Kates, publisher, said the first issue will be
sold in New York only but plans are being
completed to circulate the magazine in all
major tv markets.
PROGRAM

SERVICES

SHORTS

LIFE

LATE

NIGHT

TO

PROGRAMMING

"The music was fine," said the critic of the Daily News.
"One way and another, the show was lots of fun."
So went another reaction to WMAL-TV's new policy of
live programming in the late night hours . . . this
time, PROMENADE, a live music show devoted
to dancing, night-club fashion, in the studio, with

Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, has established two new subsidiaries, bringing
total to nine. Capitol Records International

Jerry Strong as m.c. It's one more entry in WMAL-TV's
now-successful experiment in bringing new [ife
to late night programming . . . Fridays at 11:20 p.m.

Corp. will handle export to non-manufacturing associates in 31 countries. Other new
subsidiary is Capitol Record Club Inc. International officers: CRI President Glenn

And it's only one of WMAL-TV's new, live late-night shows now available for full or participating

Ti. Wallichs, president; Sandor A. Porges,
vice president-general manager; Richard H.
Zahm Jr., secretary, and P. Vaughn Burdick, treasurer. Capitol Record Club officers: Mr. Wallichs; Daniel C. Bonbright
and John Stevenson, vice presidents (latter
will direct club); Robert E. Carp, secretary;
Walter H. Theiss, treasurer, and Thomas
Davis, assistant secretary and treasurer.
Mercury Record Corp., Chicago appoints
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., that city,
to handle its advertising.

sponsorship. Others:

NIGHTCAP: Charlie Byrd's quartet: Ann Read; Felix Grant, m.c.
Sunday, I 1 :25 p.m.
TOWN & COUNTRY TIME: country and western music, Elton Britt:
Thursday, 11:20 p.m.

BOWLING: by Washington's top keglers: Wednesday, 11:20 p.m.

Dot Records has released original-cast LP
record of Hallmark Hall of Fame production of "Hans Brinker or The Silver Skates,"
which was carried on NBC-TV Feb 9 (6:308 p.m.).
White Rock Records, new Dallas recording
company, has been formed by Jim Lowe,

t
where
comes
tov
LIFE
almprogramming
w

Chuck Duncan and Carl Reeves, all d. j.'s
with WRR that city. First release will be
instrumental made by Tommy Hudson and

maximum

"The Savoys," who are making their record debut with "Rock It" and "Walkin'
the Stroll." '
Broadcasting

AN EVENING

power on channel 7

WASHINGTON,

D.C

I check H-R Television, Inc.
mation,
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

AFM

CALLS

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

STRIKE

The overall picture in labor-management
relations was somber last week as networks
and other industry groups attempted to reconcile differences with various unions on
new contracts.
The most drastic action was by the American Federation of Musicians, which ordered
Los Angeles Local 47 to strike against
major film producing companies in Hollywood in a dispute centering largely around
payment to Musicians of fees for feature
films released to tv.
The Screen Actors Guild was reported to
be considering a strike move against the nation's producers of tv film commercials.
SAG's contract expires March 1 and an
impasse has been reached in talks with producers over the past month [Personnel
Relations, Jan. 20].
Network negotiators meanwhile have been
trying to reach agreements with their technical unions (National Assn. of Broadcast
Employers & Technicians at NBC and ABC
and International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers at CBS). Formal discussions have
ended with NABET but the union was in
the process of submitting NBC's and ABC's
proposals to its membership for ratification
[Personnel Relations, Feb. 10]. CBS and
IBEW concluded negotiations Jan. 31, when
the network made what it considered its
""final offer." Both sides have agreed to renegotiate but last week no date was set for
resumption of contract talks.
The Writers Guild of America last week
opened its negotiations for contracts covering staff news and continuity writers at
ABC, CBS and NBC and for freelance
writers. WGA reportedly is seeking an
average 15% increase in wages, plus guarantees covering the '"inviolability" of freelance scripts [Personnel Relations, Feb.
17]. In this latter connection, WGA's position is that if a script writers material is
altered and is then "panned" by the critics,
the writer is entitled to monetary compensation for "damages." The network reaction isdescribed as "very cool." The present pact expires March 31.
The AFM strike was ordered by the
union's international executive board against
major film producers in Hollywood last
Wednesday, but the action is not expected
to affect the production of tv film programs
or commercials. A formal resolution directed
Local 47 to strike at Columbia Pictures,
Loew's Inc., Paramount Pictures, 20th
Century-Fox and Warner Bros. The move
was taken by the union after a deadlock in
contract negotiations between the Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers and AFM in New
York, which had been underway since Feb.
10. The old four-year contract expired last
Wednesday.
An AFM spokesman said the strike was
called because unresolved issues over wages
and other working conditions persisted
throughout the talks. Studio musicians earn
$5,000 to $8,500 per year, he added. It
was reported one major obstacle was that
producers and the union could not agree on
a formula for fees to be paid to musicians
on theatrical films released to tv.
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Producers have objected vigorously to
paying 5% of gross tv revenues of pre- 1 948
films released to tv and want this percentage
reduced. The producers also have declined
commitments on post- 1948 films made
available to free tv and, eventually, to pay
tv.
The strike apparently will have no effect
on tv film commercials since the bulk of
the music is provided in New York. On tv
film programs, producers are fairly well
set for this season and conceivably could
use music sound tracks made in Mexico
or use music libraries if the strike continues
several months.
The Screen Actors Guild board of directors was to meet in Los Angeles Friday
to decide whether it should seek strike
authorization from its members. Though
commercial producers and SAG have agreed
to meet in Los Angeles later this week, the
union apparently feels a strike authorization
will strengthen its bargaining position.
In its original proposals, SAG sought
wage hikes ranging up to 100% and reclas ification of the use payments system
governing commercials. Though SAG has
modified its demands, producers still maintain the union's proposals are "excessive."
The SAG contract has ramifications for
advertising agencies, whose clients ultimately
must foot the bill, and for networks, who
deplore any substantial cost increases that
contribute to the overall expense of using
tv. Though the SAG contract is made with
producers, agencies are signatories and have
participated in the New York discussions.
WGAW
May Cancel Movie Pacts
To Enforce Toll Tv Pay Demands
Writers Guild of America, West, may
pull its screen writer members out of all
the motion picture studios in November to
enforce its demands for additional payment
to writers of theatrical pictures which are
released for use on toll tv. Following refusal by the motion picture producers to
recognize the writers' interests in this field,
the Screen Writers Branch voted to cancel
WGAW agreements with the movie studios
at the earliest possible legal date, which
WGAW put at Nov. 6. 1958.
More immediate is the WGAW cancellation of its agreement with Republic
Pictures, as a result of that studio's release
of a group of theatrical films made after
Aug. 1, 1948, to NBC-TV without arranging for extra compensation for the writers
of the 140 pictures involved [Personnel
Relations, Jan. 27]. And in April similar
action for the same reason will be taken
against a group of unidentified independent
producers releasing through United Artists.
The board of the Tv-Radio Branch of
WGAW has voted to write letters to tv
stations which have been cutting credits
from syndicated tv films to make time for
extra commercials, pointing out that this
practice is unfair to the program's sponsor as well as the writers deprived of their
credits. If stations persist, the guild plans
to notify the sponsors.

WGN-TV

Gets Hot News

From 'Trib'

The engineering department of WGN-TV
Chicago has installed a permanent coaxial
cable from the city room of the Chicago
Tribune, its affiliate, for the series, First
lid ii ion. The newspaper's reporters and specialists appear from time to time on the
program with developments on fast-breaking
stories.
The

program is scheduled for tv immediately after the Tribune's first edition
goes to press at 5:30 p. m. Edward J. Roth,
WGN-TV program manager, said, "This
electronic link will make possible a closer
working relationship between WGN-TV and
the Tribune in the handling of the latest
news for television at this important hour of

the day."
Exercises Out, Polkas In on WPOW
After a letter was received by WPOW
New York from a listener requesting morning polka music "to help her dance those
pounds away," the station started programming Pa-jama Polka Party (Mon.-Sat. 6-7
a.m.). Listeners are asked to send snapshots of themselves doing the polka in their
pajamas. The person who sends in the most
amusing picture will be given a $25 government bond, WPOW reports. Runners-up
receive a photo of the show's host, Johnny
Bud, attired for the morning polka in a
nightgown and cap.
WAKE

Promotes

Holiday

on Ice

A special family night performance of
"Holiday on Ice" Feb. 17 was promoted by
WAKE

Atlanta with a "family bucks" campaign. For two weeks before the performance, the station informed listeners that
a certificate worth a discount of $1 on tickets for the show would be sent to those applying for it. A capacity crowd of 5,000
turned out despite the coldest weather in
Atlanta for nearly two decades, it was reported after the event.
Film on Theodore

Roosevelt

The Defense Dept. has cleared for public
non-profit showing on television the 25-minute documentary film, "Theodore Roosevelt
— American," it was announced last week
by the Theodore Roosevelt Centennial Commission, New York. The film was produced
by the Armed Forces Office of Information
& Education in cooperation with the centennial commission and the Theodore Roosevelt Assn.
WDGY
The

to Carry Canoe

Race, Game

Minneapolis Aquatennial, one of

America's largest summer civic festivities,
and WDGY there are co-sponsoring a "Paul
Bunyan Canoe Derby" July 8, in connection
with Minnesota's centennial celebrations.
The Derby officials are purchasing 100
canoes for the attraction which is expected
to draw well over that number of teams
from all parts of the world. The teams will
compete for a $4,000 first prize and prize
Broadcasting

TRADE ASSNS.
money totaling $10,000 will be awarded contestants for daily laps and drawings. Starting
at Bemidji, Minn., the two-man teams will
race 450 miles down the Mississippi River to
Minneapolis — their arrival being the signal
for the Aquatennial to begin.
During the 10-day race the public will be
invited to forecast the order of each day's
first three canoes and enter in a "Canoe
Derby Game." The person submitting the
winning combination each day will receive
$500.
WDGY,

KETC

(TV) Air Brainstorms

The business and industry idea-getting
technique known as "brainstorming" has
been adapted by WDGY Minneapolis and
educational KETC (TV) St. Louis into audience participation shows. In last Thursday's
Night Beat, WDGY posed the question,
"How can we interest more young people
in science careers?" A panel of educators
and scientists were presided over by Night
Beat's moderator, George Rice, and E. Phillips Beedon, professor of journalism at Macalester College. Listeners were asked to
telephone immediate reactions to the problem and were given just long enough on the
air to present their answers.
Community problems, such as "What can
we do to revitalize downtown St. Louis?" are
"brainstormed" on the city's educational station, KETC (TV), each Monday at 9-9:30
p.m. The program is produced by Frank
Block Assoc., St. Louis, and moderated by
Mr. Block himself. A changing panel utilizes
the rapid-fire technique for producing ideas
on civic questions.
NEA

Films Public School

Report

A film report to the nation on the problems and prospects of public schools will
be premiered the weekend of Feb. 28-March
2 on 200 tv stations. Titled Satellites, Schools
and Survival, the half-hour documentary was
produced by National Educational Assn.
with Charles Van Doren, Columbia U. English instructor, as narrator. Distribution of
the film is in charge of state education associations and Armed Forces Network.
The film is designed to offset charges that
the nation's educational system is impotent
and to show the need for balanced instruction. Participants include H. Rowan Gaither
Jr.; board chairman of Ford Foundation
and head of the committee that produced
the Gaither Report; Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.); Dr William G. Carr, NEA executive secretary, and Dr. James R. Killian Jr.,
special assistant to President Eisenhower
for science and technology and president of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Telenews handled the filming with Richard
Krolik directing.
Gov.

Harriman

on WINS

State Broadcaster Groups
To Take Part in VOD Contest
The annual Voice of Democracy contest
for high school students returns to its original all-electronic status this autumn, following decisions by state broadcast association
presidents to join NAB and Electronic Industries Assn.
Heads of 40 state associations, meeting
Tuesday- Wednesday in Washington under
NAB auspices, voted to ask their separate
organizations to handle the mechanics of
the project at the local and state levels
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 17], Over a halfmillion high school students competed in
the last contest, with state-territorial winners
given trips to Washington and four national
co-winners receiving $500 scholarships.
"While NAB and EIA had conducted the
contest in its early years, U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce joined the two sponsors at a later date and handled local contests in cooperation with broadcasters. The
chamber group withdrew from VOD in protest when it found NAB and EIA had registered the contest name [Trade Assns.,
Feb. 17]. The competition is endorsed by
U. S. Office of Education and National
Assn. of Secondary School Principals.
The two-day state presidents' meeting
was opened Tuesday with a keynote luncheon talk by NAB President Harold E. Fellows, who explained the role of business
associations in the American system of private enterprise. FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer spoke at the Wednesday luncheon
(story on page 48).

Series

WINS New York, which last year invited
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) to become a
regular air personality, last week announced
"signing" of another politican, New York
Gov. Averell Harriman. The governor yesterday (Sunday) launched a new series titled
Dateline: Albany, a report to the voters of
New York City.
Broadcasting

FIVE broadcasters representing state associations appeared as speakers at NAB's third
conference of presidents of state groups (story this page). They were (I to r) Frederick S.
Houwink, WMAL-AM-TV Washington; Dave Hoss, KFLY Corvallis, Ore.; Hubbard
Hood, WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio; NAB President Harold E. Fellows; John W. Jacobs Jr.,
WDUN Gainesville, Ga., and George Greaves, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.

Protestant

Group

Approves

$1 Million Radio-Tv Budget
The Broadcasting and Film Commission
of the National Council of Churches approved a budget of $1 million last week
to finance Protestant mass communications
operations during 1958.
The action was taken by the commission's

board of managers during the group's annual meeting in New York. The budget
will be used for radio and tv programming,
film production and distribution, broadcast
training and research. It was pointed out
that last year's budget amounted to $1,190,000 but $95,000 of this sum was a surplus
and will be carried over to this year's budget
for use, if needed. The commission is supported financially by 21 major constituents
of the National Council and five non-constituents, composed of various Protestant
denominations.
The Rev. S. Franklin Mack, the commission's executive director, told the meeting that a study of the role of radio, television and films in religion is being undertaken by the commission following its
authorization by the council's general assembly last December.
TRADE

ASSOCIATION

SHORTS

Radio Advertising Bureau reports its library
has grown to cover about 1,200 radio commercials, representing virtually every type
of advertiser. Commercials have been
dubbed on magnetic tape cartridges approximately three inches square for use in portable play-back machines with which each
RAB national account executive is equipped.
Account executives use tapes in presentations to advertisers and agencies.
Advertising Federation of America, Second
District, new district organization, has been
announced and will consist of advertising
clubs in New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
eastern Pennsylvania, Washington, D. C,
and metropolitan New York. Alfred P. Rexford, president, Poor Richard Club, Philadelphia, was named governor, and William
Donovan, president, Scranton (Pa.) Advertising & Sales Club, was elected secretarytreasurer. Others will be named at further
organization meeting in Philadelphia on
March 8.
February 24, 1958
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On Friday, January 31 and Saturday,
Demonstrated

again:

February 1, there were two explosions that
shook Los Angeles. One was 2,900 miles
away at Cape Canaveral. The other was
only 40 minutes away at Norwalk.

When

there's

Big

News

CBS Radio, nationally, and KNX Radio,
locally, covered both events with the speed,
flexibility and depth that only responsible

Nobody

covers

it

radio — and responsible network radio —
can provide.
It's the speed of coverage that no other

Like

KNX

Radio
lactic

medium can match. It's the flexibility
of movement and depth of reporting and
Analysis that only an organization like the
CBS Radio Network can offer.
For what is required is far more than
sound effects, a telephone and a couple of
hews tickers. What's required is a
big news staff manned by experienced,
aggressive and highly qualified reporters
aware of their responsibilities to their
listeners. Men like Murrow, Sevareid, Herman,
Schorr and Smith nationally. Men like
Alcott, Roby, Vaile, Kenneally, McCoy and the
many others here at the KNX
News Bureau.
That's how, on a weekend that shook
Los Angeles, KNX Radio again set
the standards against which all other news
coverage must be judged.
That's one more

reason why KNX

advertisers are associated with
the very best in radio!

KNX

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
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A

TOUCHY

Midway

TUNE-UP

in 1957 the U. S. economy

began to

skip a beat here and there. At first the malfunctions were so slight, the misfires so infrequent that they were unnoticed

in the high-

speed scream of the most productive industrial-business machine the world had ever seen.
By the beginning of 1958 the machine
developed discernible knocks. Economists

had
had

begun to talk of "readjustments," of "leveling
off," of "temporary plateaus." Some even

UNDER

WAY

ever since the mild "readjustment" or "levelling off" or "temporary plateau" of 1954.
As of last week a lot of experts were busy
tinkering with the machine.

They were agreed

on

nothing

one

point: There

was

basically

wrong; the design was still good; the main
parts were sound; but some of the components
could be made to work better.
Radio and television are two important components of the 17. S. economic machine. The
ensuing articles seek to explain how

radio and

mentioned the unpleasant word "recession."
Whatever it was they were trying to describe,

tv have been affected by the recent slowdown

it wasn't

and how they can help get the machine
in high gear.

the machine

the U. S. had

riding in a sky's-the-limit

production

been
race

back

GOOD

YIELD

Radio and television time sales reached
all time records in 1957, according to
estimates compiled by Broadcasting.
Radio passed the $500 million mark for
the first time in its history, rising 5% to a
total of $516.4 million.
Television time sales showed the smallest
percentage gain in the visual medium's 10year life, going up only 3.2% while hitting
a record $849.2 million.
The Broadcasting estimates, based on
an industry sampling technique that has
'proved extremely accurate over a long
period, show that television apparently has
lost its spectacular momentum and has
settled down to a normal rate of growth
now that the station situation has stabilized.
These figures are net time sales — actual
time sales after all frequency and promotional discounts but before deduction of
commissions to agencies, national sales representatives and others.
Network and spot (national non-network)
television sales each showed an increase of
4% last year, amounting to $382.3 million
and $292.4 million, respectively. Local
made the poorest tv showing, with a slight
0.2% gain to $174.6 million.
These tv trends were in sharp contrast
to the 19%, 26.4% and 16.3% gains
recorded in 1956 by tv network, spot and
local time sales.
Obviously some of the falling away in
tv's rate of expansion was due to the general business recession that was getting underway in mid-1957. This influence was apparent also in radio time sales, but the
older medium seems to have emerged successfully from the difficult years when television was in its fastest growth period.
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Radio showed

BANK

resistance to the business

cycle.
Radio's most spectacular trend was found
in spot, which jumped a solid 13% from
$145.4 million to a record $164.3 million.
All through television's rise the spot segment of radio has shown strength, matched
up to 1957 by local radio. The only instance of a drop in the steady growth of
spot radio was 1954, when it fell to $120.1
million. The 1955 spot figure barely held
its own but in 1956 spot scored a thumping
20.8% increase. The $164.3 million radio
spot total in 1957 is nearly 60% above the
1949 level.
Local radio's 0.4% gain in 1957 brought
its total within reaching distance of the
$300 million point — actually $298.9 million.
National network radio, in recording a
9.8% increase over 1956, turned a difficult
corner. Network totals had been ebbing
fast for eight straight years, the 1956 low
point of $44.8 million taking the networks
back to the level of the mid-30s. The 1957
radio network time sales totaled $49.2 million.
Regional radio networks enjoyed a 9.5%
advance to $3.9 million compared to $3.5
million in 1956.
Details of the growth of radio during the
1935-57 period and tv's 1948-57 expansion
are shown in tables on the facing page. The
1957 radio-tv estimates are based on data
gathered in a survey of a large and statistically reliable sample of all classes of stations.
The formula has been used successfully by
Broadcasting since 1935.
Statistical information was audited by
Sinrod & Tash, Washington certified public
accountants.
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TELEVISION

TIME

SALES

1948-1957

These are billings after all frequency and promotional discounts but before payment
of commissions to agencies, sales representatives, etc. Figures are those officially
reported by the FCC except for 1957 which are Broadcasting estimates. The FCC
report for 1957 will not be available until later this year.

Year
1948*
1949

% change
% change
National
from
National
from
Local
Network
previous year non-network
previous year
$ 2,500,000

$ 6,200,000

10,796,000

1950

35,210,000

226.1

$ 7,275,000
25,034,000

1951

97,558,000

177.1

59,733,000

1952

137,664,000

41.1

1953

171,900,000

24.9

80,235,000
124,318,000

1954

241,224,000

40.3

176,766,000

1955

308,900,000

28.1
19.0

222,400,000

1956
1957t

% change
from
Total
previous year

367,700,000
382,323,000

244.1

221.2

138.6
34.3

51,304,000

68.8

65,171,000

27.0
35.8

88,474,000
120,131,000

35.8
24.7

149,800,000
174,200,000

16.3

823,100,000

174,604,000

0.2

849,233,000

26.4

281,200,000

4.0

4.0

292,408,000

$ 8,700,000
27,530,000

9,460,000
30,385,000

54.9
42.2
25.8

% change
from
previous year
....
229.2

90,629,000
208,595,000

130.2

283,070,000
35.7
35.9
39.9
20.8
26.6

384,692,000
538,122,000
681,100,000

3.2

* In 1948 FCC reported only "total revenues" (from time, talent and services) from "network
programs"
from business
directly
by stations."
Hence figures
that infirst
year
of
televisionandfinancial
reporting"sold
are not
comparable
with figures
for timeforsales
ensuing
years.
f 1957 figures estimated by Broadcasting.

RADIO

Year
19351

National
Network

TIME

% from
change
previous year

Regional
Network

% from
change
previous year

i

$ 39,737,867

71,919,428

1942

81,744,396

1943

99,389,177

2.7
21.6

1944

121,757,135

22.5

1945

125,671,834

3.2

1946

126,737,727

0.8

1947

127,713,942

1948

133,723,098

0.8
—3.6
4.5
—3.3
—8.5

1949

79,621,534

128,903,467

13.1
10.7

National
Network

1935-1957
% from
change
previous year

Non% 13,805,200

19362
41.4
1937
56,192,396
2,854,047
0.7
2
1938
56,612,925
10.6
2
1939
62,621,689

1940 *
1941

SALES

1,869,583
2,752,073
3,444,581
6,256,508
7,612,366
8,301,702
8,043,381
7,012,689
7,329,255

47.2
25.2
81.6
21.7
—3.1

67.4

28,109,185

21.6

35,745,394
32,657,349

30,030,563

6.8

37,315,774

37,140,444

23.8

44,756,792

45,681,959

23.0
11.8

51,697,651

16.2
23.5

73,312,899
76,696,463
82,917,505

—18.2
4.3

91,581,241
104,759,761
108,314,507
118,823,880

4.6
8.1
10.4

99,814,042
116,380,301

9.7
3.4
0.6
—7.3

—0.8
11.6

203,210,834

—15.0

1954

78,917,000

—23.6

4,767,000

120,168,000

247,478,000

1955

60,268,000

—25.6

3,809,000

120,393,000

272,011,000

1956

44,839,000

3,585,000

145,461,000

1957f

49,232,000

3,924,000

164,301,000

+9.5

3.4
4.8

20.0
26.1
7.9

374,086,686

12.0
7.6
11.4

—5.4
6.6
2.1

453,564,930
456,543,000

5.6
11.7

214,519,000

0.6

473,151,000

3.6

4.1

477,206,000
451,330,000

0.9

+9.9

297,822,000

456,481,000
491,707,000

298,952,000

516,409,000

239,631,000
249,544,000

+ 7.7
+5.0

+0.2
+20.8
+13.0

+0.7

+9.5
+0.4

AND
Broadcasting

287,642,747
310,484,046

416,720,279
425,357,133

92,865,000

+9.8
1 Nation-wide and regional networks combined.
2 Data not available.
* Figures prior to this date not comparable in all categories.
tl957 figures estimated by Broadcasting.

17.5

182,144,301

123,658,000
129,605,000

228,102,164

20.5
15.4
5.8

179,753,217
190,147,052

6.5

1953

—2—0.51.9

18.9
29.3

48.1
10.7

155,686,247

170,908,165

102,528,000

5,192,000

129,968,026

14.4

1952

7,334,000

14.2
4.2
20.0
15.5

147,778,814

113,984,000

119,559,000

117,379,459

334,078,914

1951

—10.0
—9.4

37.1

16.6
27.0
15.6

124,633,089

15.0
—13.5
23.0
—
—29.82.2

117,908,973

64,104,309
84,960,347

1950

6,897,127
8,481,000

from
% change
previous
year

Total
$ 79,617,543

53,898,916

51,059,159
59,352,170

—8.7
from
%
change
previous year

$ 26,074,476

23,117,136

—12.8
9.1

5,994,858

Local

—0.6

COMING

UP

IN
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AN INTERVIEW

SELLING

Adman's

job:

WITH ECONOMIST

Mr. Johnson, we are interested in what
you think is the economic outlook for the
country for the immediate future and perhaps for the longer range future.
I would like to start off with the longer
range future because I think the immediate
future depends upon that. Now the economists have been pretty well in agreement
that, on the basis of our past record of increases in productivity, we should have 10
years from now — that's 1968 — an economy
of some $650 billions of production compared with $434 billions in 1957. Now what
the economists have failed to tell us is that
the standard of living of our American people is going to have to increase by 50% in
the next 10 years to support such a level of
production. I think that production level 10
years from now is very conservative because
it is based on only a 2% increase in productivity per capita per year over that 10year period.
What is the trend of the past 10 years?
Well, for the last 17 years — going back to
1940 — we have increased our productivity
per capita each year by 2Vi % , so when they
are talking 2% that's only 80% as much as
we've had in the last 17 years. There's no
reason why we shouldn't exceed that. With
increased automation, increased scientific
knowledge, increased research and increased
education of workers, there should be a
greater productivity increment rather than a
lesser one. But even accepting that 2% a
year and with the population growing by
1.2% per year, it means that we shouldn't
look forward to anything less than a $650
billion economy in terms of production 10
years from now at present day prices.
But that increased productive ability has a
significance that very few have pointed out
and most people, I think, have overlooked.
We must increase consumption rapidly over
the next 10 years if we are going to support
that level of productivity. Even allowing for
the increases in plant and equipment to produce and give the workers the tools for that
kind of production, it does mean that we are
going to have to increase our standard of living by expanding consumer purchases to the
level of $420 billion over the present $280
billion level — that's a 50% increase.
Are you saying we have the productive capacity, but we must also consume it?

consumer

JOHNSON

OF

OUT

OURSELVES

Educating

ARNO

up

to

ly overlooked — that you can't
creasing level of productivity
ment and utilization of people's
having a demand, a market for

the

living

have an inand employskills without
what we can

produce.
What ways would you suggest for increasing productivity or rather product consumption?
The most obvious way is the overall form
of education of which advertising is a very
important part. Advertising is an educational
force that stimulates movement to a higher
standard of living. And that is important because of what might be called the "habit
With millions of people moving up in income groups through increased productivity,
you'll find they don't automatically move up
their
lag."concepts and I'm not talking about
gadgets now. The "habit lag" slows down
consumption growth even in basic essentials;
you can illustrate it in food.
There has been between 1950 and 1957,
for example, a very definite lag in the stepping up of diet habits as people moved up in
income. In that period of time we had a
doubling of the number of people with
incomes of over $4,000. Yet comparisons of
government studies made in 1950 and 1955
show that as people moved up into these incomes above $4,000, they didn't take on
AN

EXPERIENCED

he

SLUMP

A

can

now

afford

the same habits of life in food as people
who were in that income group in 1950. Had
they done so you would have had a very
much more substantial expansion in food
sales.
They do gradually.
They do gradually, but there is a lag. Now
what the educational force of advertising
can do is to shorten that lag — speed up the
movement of people into the new concepts
ability.
of how to live in terms of their productive
Has the standard of living per capita declined in the last year or so?
We've had a disturbing slowdown in our
rate of growth — a slowdown that turned
into an actual decline in per capita consumption in the last half of '57. That slowdown has been going on since the middle
of 1955. It's partly
slowdown because
we had grown too
excessive consumer

a purposely self-induced
there was a belief that
rapidly, that there was
demand, which, chasing

scarce
thing. goods, was causing inflation. And inflation, as everyone admits, is a very bad
A so-called hard money policy was
adopted in the belief that we were expanding too rapidly, and that excessive demand
was causing inflation. We were guided by
the old orthodox theory that inflation is

VOICE

Arno Johnson, vice president and
senior economist of J. Walter Thompson Co., is a good man to listen to in
times like these as witness the following:
former president, Market Research
Council; former vice president, American Marketing Assn.; in 1945 received
first American Marketing Assn. award
for leadership in marketing; in 1953 received citation to Hall of Fame in Distribution for distinguished contributions
to the advancement of distribution; in
1945 received Michigan State Alumni
Award for distinguished service in advancing human welfare. Graduate, Staunton Military Academy (1916), Michigan
State (1922) with B.S. in mechanical
engineering, Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration (1924) with
M.B.A. With JWT 31 years.
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ARNO JOHNSON continued
caused by excessive demand chasing scarce
goods.
But if (here were no scarcity for the basis
of the inflation what do the economists today
reason about that?
Now there is a very interesting change in
economic thought. Some believe that this
intlation was not caused by excessive demand, but was actually caused, in part at
least, by lack of encouraging production.
Through increased production you can keep
prices in line, but with slowing down of
production there often is a pressure to
increase prices to protect profits. In other
words, manufacturers faced with a declining
rate of growth, and, therefore a squeeze on
profits, have in many cases had the urge to
raise prices — which is in itself inflationary.
Unless you can produce at a high level
and preferably at an expanding level, you
have very little chance of beating the profit
squeeze, because you are increasingly having
labor demands which are making labor a
ti\ed cost which doesn't fluctuate. Unless
you get into a very serious unemployment
that cost doesn't come down.
You can bring about a decrease in prices
if you cause enough of a depression. In
other words, if you cause employment to
reach a stage where there is a serious decline
in demand and distress selling, then you
have prices going down. But up to that
serious point of distress selling any slowdown in demand tends to urge prices to go
up in order to protect the profit level.
Would you call the present situation a recession?

stimulate the production needed for a
balanced budget. And that simply means
that instead of reducing selling efforts, if

tinue longer because it takes time for these
things to change. There seems to be a lag
of as much as a year in the effect of changes

anything, at this time they should be increased.
You mean advertising?
Advertising is a part of selling.
One thing. Going back to this decline in
consumption, there was no proportionate decline in advertising during that period, was
there?

in monetary policy on the consumer standard of living, and monetary policy was not
changed until November 1957. There is no
reason basically why we should continue to
go down. We should, actually, have reversed
by now, and there is an immediate opportunity for a 10% change upward if we
do an aggressive selling job.
And that 10% could really work magic,
but here is something which most people
don't understand. They think wishfully of
a balanced government budget, but they
think that the only way to balance a federal
government budget is either to increase
taxes, which cuts down on purchasing
power, or to cut expenses. Well, now that is
a desirable thing — to cut expenses — but
with the changed attitude which we now
face because of the Russian advances in

No, advertising continued to increase,
but not as rapidly in 1957 as it had in years
prior to that.
That doesn't mean that advertising wasn't
doing its job, does it?
No. it can't be said to be that because
there were definite barriers put in the way
of a growing economy. These barriers were
erected to stem inflation. I mean people
couldn't buy houses, for example, because
often they couldn't get the financing. Credit
was restricted in a great many areas, and
there was a growing belief on the part of
people that they shouldn't
sumption, that they were
by buying too much, that
the very inflation that was
out of their pockets.

expand their condoing a bad thing
they were causing
taking the money

Do you feel that the recession will continue during the first half of 1958?
There is a possibility that it could conHOW

DISCRETIONARY

•

Income

•

Spending

science I think that we have very little opportunity tolook forward to reduced government expenses. That would mean heavy
government deficits unless we increase consumer demand and production.
There is magic in consumption. If you
had as much as a 10% increase in the level
of consumer demand in this country within
the next year or year and a half, that is,
another $28 billion added to our $280 bil-

SPENDING

POWER

GROWS

after basic costs up sixfold since 1940
opportunity

has

reached

$173.3

billion

Disposable

Opportunity
1958-59

We have been in a definite but unnecessary recession which started early in 1955.
Now as a result of that, throughout '56 and
'57 we have fallen behind the level of consumer demand which we should have
reached in order to meet this production
goal of 10 years from now — fallen behind
to the extent that we actually have built up
a backlog of about $28 billion.
That's an awful lot of consumer buying
— $28 billion — that we have lost and that
we should catch up with. Now with this
change in attitute — with a relaxing of the
hard money policy, for example, and reversal of attempts to slow down consumption— I think there is a very good chance
that with adequate promotion, adequate
selling and advertising, we could within a
year or a year and a half catch up on that
backlog which could mean as much as a
10% increase in total sales to consumers by
1958-59. The fundamental long-term basis
for a very substantial expansion in our
economy is just as sound now as before the
slowdown. The need for increased selling
and advertising effort is more urgent now
than ever.
How will this increased need for advertising and promotion be stimulated? Who's going to do it?
I think it has to be through a changed
attitude and a recognition of the importance
of consumption on the part of manufacturers and producers and even on the part
of government. I think they are beginning
to recognize it now. There is growing recognition that expansion in consumption can
Page 74
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ARNO JOHNSON continued
lion standard of living, you would so
broaden the tax base in this country that
you could have a 10% cut in personal income tax rates, have an increase of deI cnsc expenditures of $2 to $4 billion annually over what we are spending (which
is what they are saying we need) and still
have a balanced budget. The revenue from
that level of production and consumption
would be — even at reduced tax rates — somewhere in the neighborhod of a $75 billion
revenue to the federal government, which
is more than enough to balance the budget.
That's the magic of consumption. That's
what can happen because 92% of government revenue comes from two sources — income taxes on individuals and income taxes
on corporate profits — and both of those are
very much influenced by the level of production and consumption.
Is there a particular part of the economy
which is lagging more than some other
part?
Well, soft goods have lagged for several
years, and I think here is direct evidence of
this principle of the educational force of
advertising in the growth or lack of growth
of consumption. Between 1940 and 1956,
for example, one of the big major areas of
our standard of living, which is food, held
very closely to the overall consumption level
— actually increased its share of the total
consumer expenditures from 23% pre-war
up to 26% now.
Now food has been very aggressive in the
area of advertising. The food industry has
made real progress in packaging, improvement of products and attempts to change
the diet habits of people. As I pointed out
earlier, there is still a further opportunity
for expansion of food purchases if people
really take on the habits of income groups
in which they move. Nevertheless, food, one
of the big advertising areas, did keep up
with the overall economy.
Clothing, on the other hand, actually lost
about 2% from something like 8Vi% of
consumer expenditures to 6Vi % in that
same period of time. Clothing and textiles
have not been advertised nationally on a
broad mass basis with anywhere near the
same relative intensity as food. And the retail effort has largely been a price effort
rather than an educational effort. I think the
contrast between those two shows what I am
talking about in terms of education. One
has kept up with the economy; the other
has not.
Is that relationship between advertising
and keeping up with the economy — is that
true in other fields, too, in durable goods or
hard goods?
No, durable goods such as automobiles
and appliances have been aggressive advertisers and have gained a larger share of consumer expenditures. They have, however,
been very directly affected by the tightmoney policy and the credit squeeze in 1956
and 1957. In other words, the backlog of
consumer demand in there has been held
back by monetary policies so that advertising couldn't entirely overcome that.
Automotive sales were at a very high
level even so. They were near 6 million in
Page 78
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1957, higher than people ever dreamed of
a few years back. But automobile sales could
have been and should have been closer to
7 million.
Well, should we expect a manufacturer to
advertise more as we go into a period of a
slowdown or a slump or a recession?
It depends upon what the cause of a slowdown or recession is. If there were a very
definite shortage of purchasing power or
some real basic economic reason why we
had to stagnate and not go forward, then
one might be wise not to throw his money
into that pool, but I think the conditions
today are entirely different from that.
I can show that we have a backlog of
ability to buy, a high level of purchasing
power. There is an opportunity for immediate expansion of $28 billion in consumer demand.
Mass millions have moved up in their
levels of income and productivity where if
they were given the chance to produce, they
could increase their consumption. There's
every opportunity for substantial increases
in consumption, so that anyone who is really
MASS

MILLIONS

Striking increase noted
Over $7,500
Millions of
spending units

group

aggressive, I think, has a very good chance,
even in a slowdown period, of pulling himself into an area where he can beat this
profit squeeze, because the purchasing power
is there, the population is there — increasing at the rate of 3 million a year — and it
comes down largely to a matter of attitude
on the part of the consumers.
Is that a firm rate of 3 million a year increase in population?
Yes. that has been it for the last several
years, a little over 3 million a year. That's
as much as adding a Philadelphia to our
market every year.
Would
tinue?

There's a reason why it should even increase. If you look at the birth rate chart
since 1940, you will find that from. 1940 to
today there has been a very rapid increase.
We went from some 2,600,000 children
born in 1940 up to 4,300,000 born in 1957.
The rapid increase in the number of births
started in 1940. Now the beginning of the
family formation stage — the age groups that
begin to get married — is around 18. That's
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This is quite a compliment — translated from the Swedish. KOMO-TV's
exclusive Christmas Eve film telecast of Stockholm's colorful Lucia Festival
scored a rousing hit with Seattle's large Scandinavian

community.

Such an event is typical of KOMO-TV's coverage of human-interest events
that capture viewers in Seattle and western Washington. A measure of this
faith is the fact that the Swedish

community

chose Katherine

Wise —

KOMO-TV's well-known home economist — to accompany Seattle's Lucia
Queen, Sally Lou Wilson, to Sweden. Cameraman Ed Sierer went along to
film highlights of the trip.
"Talking the language" of our viewers — and accenting their interests — has
won a loyal audience that shares its trust and enthusiasm with KOMO-TV
advertisers. Upon this solid foundation of service KOMO-TV's
growing and prosperous area has been firmly established.
*" Wonderful,

and

role in a

it's on KOMO-TV"
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES

ARNO JOHNSON continued

savings
of living. along with an increased standard

where family formation starts. Obviously
those born in 1940 are reaching 18 now.
The number reaching 18 each year will increase rapidly in the next few years. It will
increase to a level as high as 65% over
today in a very short time. That means we
will have a very rapid increase in family
formations over the next 15 years.
If I were an advertiser and I wanted to
come out with a new product to add to the
products that are now being advertised,
would this be a good time for me to introduce it?

How do you do that?
You do that because an increased standard of living increases production, and that
increases the overall level of revenue to individuals and makes possible higher wages
and higher incomes.
As people move up in income brackets,
they are able usually to save a higher percentage of their income. In 1939 when the
rate of consumer savings was about 4% of
disposable income, savings were only $2.9
billion and consumers purchased only $67.6

As good a time as any and perhaps better than most. I see no reason to hold up
because we have had a slowdown. Any slowdown we have from now on is purely psychological. We need the stimulus now of
new and improved products with aggressive
advertising to reverse the psychology of the
unwarranted slowdown.
Aren't personal savings also another indicator of the economy? I wonder if you could
tell us something about that?
Personal savings are important. I think
there has been a misconception that personal savings and consumer buying are
somehow in conflict. There has been the belief that there is a fixed level of what the
consumer has and if you increase consumer
buying you have to take it out of savings,
or if you have increased savings, you can
do so only by cutting down on consumer
buying.
Our past history since pre-war has shown
that the two are not incompatible, that you
•can have both an increased level and rate of
MIDDLE

FAMILIES

• They have
spendable

DOING

WELL

a lot more
income

• Average now $5,000;
$1,458 in 1941

was

1957
Middle Income Family
($4,000 to 56,000)

Up 91%
for Same
Standard
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as in 1941

$5000 Average
Total Income
Fed. Income Tax
$4,585
Disposable
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1941
Middle Income Family
($1,000 to $1,500)

6UpTimes
Over

$1458 Average
Total Income
Fed. Income Tax $2

That's important because we have to have
savings in order to provide the capital for
plant expansion and equipment.
How much plant expansion do you think
there will be in the next year or two?
I think that undoubtedly it will slow down
from what we had in 1956 and even 1957
because again there was a very discouraging
attempt to keep expansion in line as a measure to stop inflation so a great many of the
expansion plans that were made based on
projections of demand have either been
slowed down or cancelled.
Now if we can demonstrate that demand
can be expected to expand again, some expansion plans will be reinstated or new ones
made. But again there will be a lag. It takes
time between the planning and the actual
expansion.
Isn't inventory also a problem?
Yes, but inventory has been pretty well
brought down. It had been building up.
Back in 1955 it had been building up at the
rate of nearly $5 billion, and I think that
some of our monetary policies were justified
in bringing that down. Now inventories are
being liquidated. From a rate of accumulation of $5.7 billion in the last quarter of
1956 we dropped to a liquidation rate of
$3 billion in the last quarter of 1957. That
is a change of nearly $9 billion in the rate.
Some people think the stock market is a
good gauge of the economy. Do you?

$1458
1940

$5000
1957 (JULY)

$25.20

$82.99

A slump on the market definitely cuts
down on one form of purchasing power — that is, the values of stock. The paper values
of stock on the New York Stock Exchange
lost almost $40 billion in this last slump.

*Food, Clothing, Housing and Household Operation

Well, that isn't money directly out of the
pockets of individuals, but it is out of their

. Average Total Income
FOR COMPARISON:
Ave. Weekly Earnings
in Manufacturing
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billion of goods and services. Now the consumer income is up over four times what it
was at that time and consumers have increased purchases to $280 billion. Along
with this increase in consumer buying our
rate of savings is up to around 7% instead
of 4%.
In other words, in terms of actual savings
we have gone from a few billions of dollars,
2 or 3, up to around $20 billion a year in
savings; and the rate is around 7% of income whereas pre-war it was around only
3 or 4%. So we demonstrated that a higher
standard of living and higher consumer purchasing actually encourage a higher total
savings, both in physical amount of savings
and in rate of savings.

I don't think the stock market has generally been a good reflector of the state of
the nation, particularly not of the mass consumer market.
Is the stock market one of the causes of
the slowdown?

Basic
Living Costs*
to Maintain
1941
Standard of Living
Surplus Income to
: Discretionary Spending
or Saving

CHANCE

New
Potential
50%
Increase in
Consumption
needed
to match
productive ability

1940

1950 1957 1968
(3rd Qtr. Rate) (10 Year
Opportunity)
Based on population growth of 1.7% per year
and minimum increase in production per capita
of 2% per year. (In 17 yeavs real production per
capitarate
grewwere2',2%
per year,
1940-57. If
that 17year
applied,
the potential
production
in 1968 could reach $690 to $700 billion at 1957
prices.)
minds at least. It is a paper loss, and it has
quite a psychological effect on management
and on expansion plans.
What about prices of consumer goods and
services?
Do you think they will continue to
rise?
The consumer price index is around 121.6
now on the base of 1947-49. I wouldn't
anticipate it going up to more than the index
of, say, 125, and I think it can be stabilized
before it goes beyond that.
The pressure is still on in some areas to
cover diminishing profits by increasing
prices — to attempt to make profits on reduced volume or static volume. If the
volume could be increased, that pressure to
increase prices would disappear.
In the old days a slump was ordinarily a
signal to start firing workmen, reducing
wages and cutting prices. But you can't fire
workmen that easily now, you can't cut
wages, so the urge is to raise the price
when the volume goes down.
Now, with excess capacity, if you can get
athatlarge
there wouldn't be
urge enough
to raise volume
the price.
In other words, the greater the volume of
production, the more likely that your price
could be held?
That's right, as long as we have the capacity and no shortages.
And you can beat the inflationary cycle or
pressure?
That's right. Professor Sumner Slichter of
Harvard U., one of the leading economists,
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we waited until we got the last possible

ARNO JOHNSON continued
has been saying that many have erroneously
believed that all sustained inflation has to
originate with excessive demands. People
are learning that this is not true and that the
attack on inflation through industrial engineering, product design and better management has great possibilities.
Slichter says the No. 1 problem of the
country has become how to increase production, not how to check creeping inflation.
He feels that it is important for the United
States to pursue a policy of guns and butter
by rapidly raising the standard of consumption of the people while holding its own in
military competition.
Production per se wouldn't bring us up to
where we want to be, would it?
Well, production per se is an important
factor, because you can get efficiency of
production through a higher level of production. And Slichter points out that he
looks upon the Russian advances and the
sputnik as a favorable thing for the American economy because it suddenly shocked
us into a realization that it is production and
advance in science that we will have to have.
He also points out that in order to carry the
costs of this matching with Russia we are
going to have to increase our production
very rapidly, and I agree with that.
We seem to have a new concept of marketing in hard goods. I wonder if you might
discuss it. It is this: It is more psychological
obsolescence or style obsolescence rather
than the physical obsolescence of the item
involved.
I think that's a characteristic of our whole
standard of living. We are so far above a
bare subsistence level now, even in our diets
and in all these things, that we could defer
purchases for a long time. If we waited for
things to wear out, if we waited and were
satisfied with wearing our suits of clothes
until they become really threadbare, or if
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standard of living — that's favorable.
But, in almost anything you can mention
we are far above the bare subsistence level.
In food, for example . . . the lower the level
of living the more people live on basic grains
eaten directly by the person, like just straight
rice or straight corn or wheat, and as they
increase their standard of living they turn
more and more to the protective foods, the
protein foods, which go through the animal's
cycle. Now that increases the need from
the agricultural standpoint by a ratio of
seven to one. In other words, it takes seven
times as much grain in the form of turning it into meat as it would if you ate it
yourself, and yet the human satisfaction
and the human level of health is much better
perhaps if it is put through the higher cost
mechanism of the animal in dairy products
and in meat.
I would like to direct this for a moment to
advertising. How big will advertising expenditures be this year?
They may be $11 billion. But that's too
low an increase for the type of sales opportunity we have now with a backlog of
$28 billion of additional consumer buying
to stimulate. We should think in terms of
an increase up to $12 billion in advertising
expenditures. Expenditures in 1957 were
about $10.5 billion.
If we look forward to sustaining the kind
of economy I am talking about 10 years
from now, we should have around $20 bil-

ENTRANCE

1957
-4.3million

1940 1943

As long as you can give human satisfaction and the human being is willing to pay
for that satisfaction with hours of work for
this higher standard of living, then it is a
good thing. It is not wasteful. And so
obsolescence, as we think of it, can be a
very favorable thing, so long as it gives the
consumer happiness and pleasure in having
a better styled item or whatever the various
human motivations are for having a better

IN BABIES

• In 1940 2.3 million were born
• Total hit 4.3 million in 1957
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mileage out of an automobile, we wouldn't
have this kind of a standard of living.
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per capita in 1940.
So the per capita advertising expenditure
is rising rapidly?
Yes, and I think the very fact that advertising has gone up as it has is one of the
factors in our economy in holding the level
of living where it is. The attitude of management has changed since before the war.
It used to be that advertising was thought
of as an expense, and it was one of the first
things cut out to protect profits, irrespective
of what effect that might have on the future
growth of the company.
In 1949 we had a great scare that we were
going into a recession, and at that time, contrary to any time in the past, advertising
expenditures were increased instead of decreased, and consumer buying increased instead of going down.
We soon got out of that recession. It
didn't turn into a primary post-war deWe had another experience in 1954.
pression.
Again we had fear of a depression. We had
a cut back in production, and the production level went down, inventories went down,
but the consumer continued to increase his
purchases — not as fast but an increase. Advertising again in '54 was higher than it was
in '53, and both times management, instead
of cutting out advertising at the first threat
of recession, actually increased advertising,
and I think that was a strong factor in keeping both of those periods out of turning into
the depression spiral so many were worried
about. I hope the same sound reasoning will
happen now.
In both cases those were psychological ex-
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Steady increase in number since 1951 is shown by chart
From now to 1965, however, total will mount rapidly
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lion of total advertising per year.
In 10 years, that is?
Yes.
What is the advertising per capita?
In 1957 it was $63 per capita.
How does that figure compare with, say,
1950?
It was $38 per capita in 1950 and $16

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

196L.

1965
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tail on your statement that the standard of
living — ;>f buying — has to increase 50% in
order to keep up with productivity 10 years
from now?

ARNO JOHNSON cont.nued
pcriences then, were they not, Mr. Johnson?
Yes, the consumer did not stop buying,
but the advertiser had the same sort of fears
that he had hud back in previous depressions before the war, yet he reacied differently. As I say, in pre-war at the first
throat of recession he would cut out what
seemed to be areas that could save in expense. Now I think advertising is increasingly looked upon as a very vital force in the
business rather than an expense.
Do you think in the period which we are
traveling through now the advertiser is likely
to resist the increasing cost of advertising to
him?
It depends on what you mean by resist.
1 think the advertisers and the agencies are
taking a real look at costs in terms of efficiency. In other words, as you always do in
a period when vou've get a profit squeeze,
you want to make every dollar go just as far
as it will, so you take a second look at all
your recommendations to see whether they
really show the best value and the best likelihood of reaching your goal. That is different than just resisting cost increases as such.
In other words, something which the advertiser always does — only he will be doing
more of it!
Yes, because there is not the free spending urge; there's the wanting to look to see
if you get value received. I think that's the
important thing.
Do you think that will produce pressures
for lower rates?
Not necessarily more than you always
have pressures for lower rates or at least
pressure to justify the rate that you have in
terms of what you can deliver. I don't think
any advertiser complains about the rates if
he feels he is getting the value out of it— if
he feels that it is doing a selling job.
I wonder if you would go into a little de-
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Weil, as I have said, to support a $650
billion level of production, the consumer
level, the standard of living would have to
go up from $280 billion to $420 billion.
That's a 50% increase. That's the level of
consumer buying needed.
Now you obviously can't get that increase
by population alone. Population growth is
enormous and helpful, but that would only
account for about one-third of this 50% increase we have tp have. The other part has
to come about through a change in the
concepts of living, that is, the real basic per
capita increase in the standard of living — a
changed diet, an improved diet, perhaps
more home life, all the things that have to
do with convenience in the home, the convenience infoods, all the things that have to
do with greater enjoyment of life.
It's the changes in the concept and ideas
of how to live that are going to have to account for % of that increase — the other Vz
can be accounted for by the population
trend. Well, that % of that 50% increase
means that we have to do a very substantial
educational job to overcome the habits of
people which have been formed during a
whole lifetime — for example, diet habits
based on what their mothers taught them.
If they are in a particular income group
and come up into an area where they could
have a different sort of a diet and their income justifies it, they don't automatically
change that. So many things are a matter of
taste that were acquired under a different
sort of a way of living. There is a habit lag
in clothing habits — yes, even in automobiles.
You can realize this when you think of the
way people work now. They live in suburbs
to such a great extent or in auto distance
from work so that the family car is driven
to work by the man and either parked at

MARKET

out of four families needs

POTENTIAL

second

FOUND

a station or parked at an industrial parkin;;
lot.
When you realize that those cases represent some 17 million families in the country
that are in that situation where the family
car is taken away every working day . . .
and when you realize that those families are
working families where they have the money
to own a second car if they want to . . . and
realize that the wife in most cases apparently
is satisfied to be left without a car . . . then
you can visualize the enormous potential car
market still to be developed by advertising
and education.
If you just took 109? of that group of people who really need a second car each year,
you would add over a million cars a year to
the automotive market. Now there is an example of where the problem is: finding and
developing the need.
What other potentials sre there for changing habit patterns?
Well, another potential area for awakening
is in the whole clothing and textile field
where I don't think there have been many
signs of awakening yet. That is one of the
fundamental items of our living standards
which has been slipping, as a share of what
people have been spending their money for.
It isn't the fact of the utility of clothing:
we could wear gunny sacks, you see, and
keep reasonably warm. This clothing picture
can drastically change if people just thought
of this as a part or model of a better standard
of living as they move up the income ladder
— to have more changes of clothes or better
styles, more sports clothes, and things of that
sort which they don't really need, but which
of
theyliving.
could very well fit into a better standard
Here is a tremendous new business opportunity for media associations is it not?
Yes, it is an educational job. It is a job
of changing people's concepts, of changing
their thought of a way of life.
END
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|QWN 2 CARS^|NEED 2nd CAR*
*Prime 2-car potential— 13 million families where single family car is
driven to work regularly every working day leaving other qualified drivers
immobilized at home without use of car (23% of total families or V, of
car owning families)
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ning of the end of the downturn

/)/•. Gabriel Hauge,
special assistant to the
President for economic
affairs, addressed the
meeting of state broadcasting association presidents last Wednesday
in Washington. This is
his excerpted text.
To a group of Americans in the
of broadcasting perhaps an economist
venture a comment on the problem of
munication in his own field. Let me

field
may
comtake

as an example last Wednesday's economic
statement of the President which apparently
has left some people with the impression
that he predicted a business upturn in
March. That this mistaken impression was
gathered from his statement illustrates how
difficult and even hazardous communication
at times can be.
Consider what the President said bearing
on this matter.
First, he stated that indications pointed
to the start of a pickup in job opportunities
in March. On the basis of the existing schedule of reporting by the Departments of
Labor and Commerce, the March figures will
become available during the second week
of April. It is most unlikely that the February figures, reported in March, will show
any improvement over the January figures
reported last week — rather the contrary is
to be expected.
Second, the President stated that a job

in our

economy.*' This language hardly seems to
say that an upturn in the economy will
come in March. Improved employment in
March, reported in April, should constitute a good sign that the downturn was
running out of steam. But, obviously, an
economy as vast and complex as ours does
not change its direction abruptly and proceed to turn around on a dime.
Personally, 1 would expect to see the
downturn slow to a stop during the second
quarter of this calendar year. Thereafter,
in my judgment, the forces making for an
upturn should start to outweigh the downward forces, thus signalling the beginning
of a general advance.
1 have taken the opportunity here today
to analyze a misreading by some people

pickup in March should mark "the begin-

of part of the President's economic statement, because of the relevance of effective
communication to the state of confidence.
The state of confidence is always an important factor affecting the state of business. It will have a key role to play over
the months ahead in influencing the course
of the economy.
By the nature of your work in communications, Iknow that you have a great interest in this matter. While I believe you
should vigorously expose fatuous optimism,
I think you should as vigorously expose
unjustified gloom. I know you seek to reflect
the true nature of the news from the economic front. I say this realizing full well
that bad news tends to drive out the good.
Over the next 60 to 90 days, the judgment
that people form about the economic future

will have much to do with the shape that
future takes. Certainly one of the factors
bearing on this judgment will be the balance
in the news that they read and hear.
Let me give you a few examples of what
I mean by balance.
While it is true that 4.5 million Americanswere out-of-work at the last count, more
than 62 million Americans were reported at
work.
While automobile sales are well below
expectations, housing starts last month were
up 6% and rising applications for FHA
mortgage insurance are an augury of further
improvement.
While purchases of durable consumer
goods are disappointing, retail sales generally
are well maintained and scarcely suggest
that consumers are taking to their storm
cellars.
Economic facts, of course, will determine
the economic news. Private or public statements about them will make them neither
larger nor smaller. But the balance in which
they are reported and the perspective in
which they are viewed will have much to
do with the nature of unfolding economic
events.
Let me illustrate my point by a recollection from an earlier day of economic uncertainty. recall
I
sitting at lunch with some
doctors a few years ago and heard a new
phrase — "iatrogenic
parlance this phrase
duced in a patient
handles him. The

symptoms." In medical
describes symptoms inby the way the doctor
analogy to economics

is obvious. The nation's economic doctors,
both in and out of the government, should
conduct themselves so as not to induce
iatrogenic symptoms in the economy that
can only prolong the malaise and delay
the recovery. These doctors can be concerned
without being calamitous; they can be careful without being callous.

END

Forecast:
Richard P. Doherty,
president of Tv-Radio
Management Corp., before forming his own
consultancy was director of the NAB Employer-Employe Relations department in
Washington.

Slight

Total advertising expenditures in radio
and tv will be slightly higher in 1958 than
in 1957,
with increase.
tv's gain running slightly ahead
of
the radio
These trends are expected despite the
present business trend and indications the
recession will extend fairly well into 1958.
All media advertising expenditures
reached all-time highs in 1957.
The all-media advertising total rose from
$9.9 billion in 1956 to $10.3 billion in
1957, an increase of 4% and an 80% advance over 1950. In 1957 total radio advertising expenditures (time, talent and
production) approximated $635 million
which was an 11% rise over 1956; radio
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gains
in
'58
received 6.1% of the total advertising pie
vs. a 5.8% portion in 1956.
Television continued to advance in 1957
with total advertising expenditures of some
$1.3 billion, an increase of approximately
8% over 1956. Tv's share of the all media
advertising dollar was 12.4% in 1957 compared to 12.2% in 1956.
Television, though higher in 1957 than
1956, was showing signs of softness — smaller
increases than normally expected — during
the last six months of the year and recorded
the smallest increase in share of the allmedia advertising pie since 1948.
Radio, after a vigorous spring and summer, leveled off in the fall and declined
slightly d urinsj the October-December
period.
Total all-media advertising expenditures
in 1958 should be about the same as 1957,
with a possibility they will be 1 %-2% lower.
While nobody can accurately predict advertising expenditures, however, on the basis
of assumed general business trends, we are
willing to project a realistic range within
which advertising outlays may fall if general
business follows the pattern outlined earlier

in this report. We believe that total 195S
advertising dollars will be within the range
of: (a) $10.1 billion, a 2% reduction from
1957, or (b) $10.5 billion, 2% over 1957.
In 1957 radio had its most impressive
relative gains in national spot placements
with network a close second but this strong
upsurge in national spot flowed chiefly to
some 850 stations (about 26% of the total
industry) in the top 85 markets. The revival
in network revenue meant little additional
yearly income to the majority of affiliates.
All phases of radio advertising — local,,
national spot and network — should be slightly (2%-4%) better in 1958 than in 1957
so far as the total industry is concerned.
This would mean total 1958 advertising expenditures of approximately $647 million
to $660 million.
Within this overall radio industry picture,
we expect fully 1,250 to 1,500 stations will
show a decrease (5%-15%) in revenues.
This category includes the radio stations
which depend almost exclusively on local
accounts. We suspect another 1,000 stations
will just about hold their 1957 level throughout 1958. The exclusive group (750-950) of
stations which have a very healthy balance
between local business and national accounts
CONTINUED
Broadcasting

Since September 2, 1957, Ralph Renick, WTVJ

Vice President in

Charge of News, has given a daily editorial on the"Renick Reporting'
news program.

TONIGHT'S
EDITORIAL

This pioneering decision by "Florida's First Television Station" has

A

resulted in even greater viewer acceptance of the station's news programs and has given WTVJ a stature that is unequalled in the South
Florida community.

WTVJ

daily

presentation
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Basic Affiliate
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should show an average rise of approximately 10% to 15% — these are in the top 7585 markets of the nation; they attract most
of the national spot business and their
"local" markets are large enough to produce
substantial advertising revenues from home
town merchants.
In the Dec. 31, 1956, Broadcasting we
estimated 1956 television revenue at $910
million. Recent FCC data put this figure
at $896.9 million, a variation of 1.46% from
our estimate.
For 1957, our estimate is that television
broadcast revenue (stations and networks)

•

Sound

since

•

•

was approximately $965 million. This represents an increase of approximately 8%
over the 1956 combined station and network
figure of $896 million. Our forecast for
1958 tv broadcast revenue indicates an increase (over 1957) to a level of between
$1 billion and $1,025 billion.
While these anticipated increases in tv
broadcast revenue are smaller than has been
true since 1950, it should be borne in mind
that American industry generally anticipates
no improvement or modest declines.
Television advertising should be 4% -6%
better in 1958 than in 1957 for a variety of
reasons :
In 1957, network tv suffered somewhat
from program troubles. In all previous
years, network programming offered progressive improvements in audience appeal.
During 1957, there was less advancement
in creative programming than in any year
since the freeze period of 1950-1953; 1958
network program schedules can be expected
to possess more advertiser inducement than
was forthcoming in 1957.

Selling

1926

They Want 'Hard Sell'
Tv is a "hard sell" medium and during
1958 advertisers will want less institutional
ices.
and more "hard sell" of products and servTv rates have constantly advanced and
during 1957 reached a questionable stage
for many stations. Relatively few tv stations
will increase their rates during 1958. Thus,
tv will become a better cost-per-thousand
buy and attract more sponsor dollars.
"Local" tv advertising has been on the
rise due to at least three situations: (a)
greater station sales emphasis at the local
levels; (b) improvement in advertising
techniques by individual tv stations; (c)
cumulative success stories of local tv advertisers. During 1958, tv stations will give
greater emphasis to selling and servicing
local accounts and providing package plans
which fit the budget of local sponsors.
Local tv advertising should rise 12% -20%
over 1957, taking the industry as a whole.
Incidentally, local (live and film) programming of tv stations is constantly improving.
The year 1958 offers a grand opportunity
to television because:
1. Millions will be working fewer hours
per week: tv can provide greater entertainment for more listener hours and thus hold
public
riods. attention for substantially greater pe-
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2. The public will be less free with entertainment spending during 1958. Tv provides,
for the great mass, a non-cost medium of reBroadcasting
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laxation and entertainment. Viewership
should rise if local and network programming meets the challenge, with reduced
cost-per-thousand to advertisers.
3. Producers and retailers will need
DOMINANCE

. . . that
from

produces
your

greater

sales

results

efforts

in the

RALEIGH-DURHAM

AREA

positive personalized selling and demonstration to attract consumer spending and tv
can supply the instrument. In practically
every line of retail business and manufacturing, competition for the 1958 consumer dollar is going to be rough. Businessmen will
likely pare their advertising budgets and
most certainly scrutinize carefully their
various media expenditures. Tv is a top
product-moving medium when station management gets down to the realities of the
industry and its service to advertisers. The
year will expose genuine tv station management for the first time.
4. Tv can satisfy the needs of a worried
people better than any other medium of
communication. During 1958, the public
will be more worried than at anytime since
the end of World War II. Employment, paychecks, business conditions, Russian scientific advances — these are but some of the
situations which will worry Americans in
1958. No other medium can explore these
problems so dramatically and effectively as
television. If the tv industry — and networks
specifically — rise to the challenge television
will take on a bigger and broader public
magnitude in 1958. If tv's screen of public
audience grows larger, the advertiser will
provide more dollars.
Obvious storm warnings
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But recession symptoms can't be ignored.
Industry production is down 6 to 7%;
steel production is only 54% of capacity,
the lowest since 1949, except for periods
of strikes; business profits are off 8%; unemployment isup to about 4,490,000; average weekly earnings have been moving
downward for nine months; personal income
has declined steadily since August, reflecting cuts in average weeekly earnings, corporate dividends, business profits and farm
incomes; unfilled factory orders have
dropped nearly a billion dollars; commodity
prices (domestic and world) are at an eightyear low; retail sales were up 1% in 1957
but this reflects higher prices, with volume
about equal to or below the 1956 level;
freight car loadings in 1957 were 6.1%
under 1956; home construction was at the
lowest level since 1949.
Our 1957 annual forecast [Broadcasting,
Dec. 31, 1956] called the turn on the 1957
business picture, noting enough storm
clouds on the horizon to "warrant the logical
conclusion that a recession will develop during the second
half ofbeen
the such
year."unanimity of
Never
has there
opinion on the future outlook of business.

WRAL-TV

TOP POWER,

CHANNEL

5 HE

RALEIGH, N.C.

Covering North Carolina from Greensboro to the coast,
from Virginia to the South Carolina line

REPRESENTED
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BY

H-R,

INC.

Many government economists, bankers, college economists, trade leaders, union officials
and financial analysts believe 1958 will experience further declines in the economy.
The only question is how deep and protracted the recession will become. Optimists
predict the slump will be mild and wear itself out within another 4-6 months. A hard
core of analysts believe it will gather momentum and extend into 1959.
Recovery-breeding forces include a variBroadcasting
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ety of governmental measures — easier credit
and money policy; greatly increased defense
spending; relaxed credit on home buying
and unfreezing of government funds for
military housing, slum clearance and cooperative housing.
From a realistic viewpoint, it is hard to
see how any (or all) of these governmental
measures will breed a recovery. They are
plus factors which should slow down the recession but in themselves they are not strong
enough stimulants to spark a recovery. The
full effect will not be felt positively before

r

TIME
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LIGHT
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-KYW

RADIO

STATION

UP

OVER

HOTTEST

KYW is hotter than a 5-alarm fire, and ALL the ratings prove it!
Latest Nielsen shows KYW with 134% more audience than the next
two Cleveland stations, 6 AM to Midnight, 7 days a week!
Latest Hooper places KYW 1st in highest share of audience, 7 AM to
6 PM, Monday through Friday!
Latest Cleveland 17-County Area Pulse, covering 1,028,000 homes,
shows KYW 1st in every V\ hour, Monday through Friday!
KYW is always kindling listener interest and buyer action. Right
now, our "winter heat wave" promotion has the whole town
talking! Without KYW, you're missing the hottest selling force
in Cleveland and all Northern Ohio. Call KYW's Sales Manager,
Ed Wallis and he'll start putting the heat on for you!
KYWradio

f Cleveland

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward
Westinghouse Broadcasting
Company, Inc.

early summer.
It is not possible that a major and severe
depression could emerge with the comparatively high level of personal income which
is anticipated in 1958. The most important
force to change this situation would be the
cumulative spread of public and consumer
pessimism. At present, there are no signs of
basic pessimism among the American people. We personally don't believ° it will
emerge even though a few million persons
may worry a bit about their jobs, their
paychecks, their dividends, their proprietorship or partnership profits. These worries
may make them somewhat more cautious
and selective in their purchasing but it may
also make them more efficient in their work
and the running of their businesses. We predict that administrative and governmental
action will generate business optimism during the latter half of 1958.
Add these factors to the increased billions
of dollars flowing into missile and military
production (during the latter half of the
year) and you have the ingredients to reverse recession.
The big picture
The 1958 economic picture shapes up like
this — Overall general business will continue to slide off noticeably during the first
half year; a temporary and slight improvement will occur during early spring; the
summer will be one of flattening out accompanied by divergent signs of both improvement and declines in various sectors of the
economy; mild recovery will be evident by
September-November; the overall 1958 index of general business will be 5% -7% below that of 1957. If these predictions hold
true, the 1957-1958 recession will equal to
any economic setback since the end of
World War II.
The three imponderables in the 1958 business forecast are: (a) war; (b) global depression; (c) strikes.
War, either on a large scale or on a
small scale, would launch a rapid and quick
revival in business even though it created a
pessimistic attitude toward longer range
profits and general welfare.
The now existing global recession requires
serious consideration. Should the majority
of free nations experience substantial further
declines in their economy, the United States
would feel the impact.
This could be a bad strike year, depending on the outcome of negotiations in the
automobile and other important industries.
Multiple and protracted strikes would
END
plunge the economy to serious levels.
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Television is the biggest thing that ever
happened in the lives of most major advertising agencies.
In a brief 10-year span the budgets and
daily operations of the average agency have
There's little
change.
complete the
undergone a between
resemblance
1958 agency and
the 1948 model, let alone the list of clients.
All this, and much more, has come about
because pictures were added to the spoken
electronic word.

Everything has been going up — advertiser
budgets, office costs, number of timebuyers
and account executives, research operations
and, especially, ulcer-inducing demands for
originality and sales expansion.
KDUB-TV, CBS, LUBBOCK,

TEXAS

316,000 worts and highest tower in West
Texas provides
maximum
coverage (20%
greater than competing channel) of rich
Plains cotton country
TV FAMILIES: 150,484
K PAR-TV, CBS, ABILENE-SWEETWATER
New studios in downtown Abilene plus increased power (91,200 watts) plus Sweetwater studios provide grade A coverage and
grade A results in both oil-rich, twin-cities.
TV FAMILIES: 87,640.
KEDY-TV, CBS, BIG SPRING, TEXAS
Channel 4 is the only Television Station providing grade A service in this oil, cattle,
cotton area. Huge oil refineries and Air
Force Base add to income.
TV FAMILIES: 65,970.
TOTAL

TV FAMILIES:

304,091

With tv's emergence in the early '50s as
a primary national advertising medium, the
major agency was first faced with the problem of handling increased billing.
Physical evidence of this trend was apparent all along New York's Ad Row. Many
large agencies moved to new and larger
quarters. Others took additional floor space.
Screening rooms sprouted and became part
of standard equipment. Several top agencies installed fully equipped closed-circuit
tv workshops — McCann-Erickson, Benton &
Bowles, J. Walter Thompson, Young &
Rubicam, and Ted Bates (now moving to
666 Fifth Ave. and in process of setting up
a closed-circuit system) to name a few.
What part in this evolution was played
by television? Will the pace continue?
The second question can be summed up
briefly: There is not a shred of evidence
that the growth will either level off or be
stymied in the near future — with one qualification: that the advertising economy does
not go against all predictions and take a perilous dip. The billing predictions for this
year point in only one direction — up. Television Bureau of Advertising estimates the
rise in overall tv advertising expenditure will
be approximately 6%.
Billion Dollar Growth

K D U B -TV
lueeocK. texas
K PAR-TV
ABILENE . SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXA.
PRESIDENT & GEN. MGR.. W D. "DUB" ROGERS
NAfl. SALES MGR.: E. A. "BUIZ" MASSETT
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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claim 45.9%; the top 20, 60.6%; the top 30,
68.9% and the top 40, 74.2%.
Underscoring the importance of tv to the
major agencies: tv billing figures reported
by the top 50 represented 9.8% of the
total U. S. advertising investment last year.
Even discounting possible inflationary tendencies in the reporting of some of the top
50 agencies, the tv trend of the major agency is obvious.
These major agencies, while wholeheartedly embracing tv, still account for considerable radio activity. Reflecting a post-tv
swing from the national blue-chip to a more
representative spread of the regional and
local advertiser, radio in recent years has
been handled in large chunks by agencies
other than the 50 that report top tv-radio
billing accounts. However these major agencies can claim 25.9% of total radio investments in 1957. This estimate gains significance when it is noted that local advertiser billing in radio is roughly 35% greater
than local advertiser investment in television.
Ten Times Ten
McCann-Erickson, the leading radio-tv
agency in 1957, according to the Broadcasting estimate of last November, had a
$103 million combined broadcast billing —
$91 million in television and another $12
million in radio. Ten years ago, McCannErickson had $10.7 million in radio-tv. Overall billing of the agency then stood at $54
million.
In other words, M-E's tv-radio billing
alone last year was nearly twice the total
overall advertising dollars the agency handled adecade ago. Tv-radio now amounts to
about half of M-E's overall billing; 10 years
ago it represented about one-fifth.
Ted Bates & Co. is tops in spot tv. Its radio-tv billing last year reached $76.5 million.
In 1948, the broadcast expenditure handled
by Ted Bates was a relative pittance — $9.9
million. But even more telling: Where radio-

How about the growth of tv billings? The
top 50 tv-radio agencies in the U. S. billed
$1,025,200,000 in tv alone last year, according to the agencies' own estimates
[Lead Story, Nov. 25, 1957]. The same
agencies also serviced $178.4 million in radio advertising last year.
The significance of this $1 billion-plus
billing is borne out by preliminary estimates
of the total 1957 advertising investment prepared for Printer's Ink by the research division of McCann-Erickson and published

tv represented about half of Bates' overall
total in 1948, today the broadcast media account for approximately three-quarters of
Bates' total billing (see chart). Other agencies
show a similar burst in tv billings.

last Jan. 3 1 . These figures estimate last year's
total advertising volume to be $10,432 billion, television $1,315 billion and radio
$648 million.

by 26 assistants. A more modest tv-radio
billing agency, Emil Mogul Co., had only
one timebuyer in 1948 and now has five;
Grant Adv., which placed about 20th in the
list of 50 top tv-radio agencies, increased its
timebuying staff from 13 in 1948 to 41 in
1958. Compton tripled its timebuying staff;

Applying the agencies' estimates to the
total tv expenditure (calculated in terms of
total time, talent, production and other
costs), the top 50 tv-radio agencies can
claim to have handled 77.9% of the total
tv dollar last year. The top 10 agencies can

But there are other measurements of tv's
impact on agencies. Timebuying is an agency function that reflects the volume of client
broadcast activity. Benton & Bowles in 10
years shot from 2 to 23 timebuyers;
Young & Rubicam had 5 timebuyers a decade ago, now has 18 and they are supported

BBDO

more than tripled its number; MacTEXT CONTINUES ON PAGE 104
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— This advertisement currently appears in
leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan
Life has sponsored similar messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements. Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

How

to

than

be

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

younger

your

years

When you meet a grandfather like this who's still "youngj'
vigorous and active . . . even though he's nearly 65 . . . you're
likely to exclaim, "He certainly doesn't look his age!"
The truth is he's what he should be . . . and what most of us
could be when retirement draws near. Better still, anyone who
has reached this age in good health can usually look forward
to many more useful years.
Although there is no definite point at which one slips into
old age, some of us may begin to feel the "wear and tear" of
life around age 40 to 45.
So, the time to start taking care of your health is before you
get along in years. A thorough check-up every year is the surest
way to uncover any chronic disorder, such as high blood
pressure or arthritis, at its start.
Even if your retirement may be 20 to 25 years ahead, here
are some things you should do:
1. Keep your mind open to new ideas. If you always
have something to do tomorrow . . . something you want to
do . . . your mind will be alert, active. Working with and for
others — in community, church, fraternal organizations — can
also be a deep and lasting source of satisfaction at any age.
2. Select your foods carefully. Your diet should provide
proteins for body upkeep and repair, carbohydrates for energy
and foods that supply protective vitamins and minerals.
3. Control your weight. Overweight makes your heart,
kidneys, lungs, liver and arteries work harder all the time.
Overweight also tends to increase your chances of developing
diseases of these organs.
4. Try to keep your emotions on an even keel. It is unhealthy to keep emotional tensions "bottled up." Instead we
should look for ways to work them out. For some of us just
talking over problems with a friend or advisor helps to clear
the air.
5. Plan early for your financial security. Get competent
advice about your future finances — to avoid "money worries"
during retirement.

COPYRIGHT

1956 — METROPOLITAN

Metropolitan

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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This advertisement is one of a continuing series
sponsored by Metropolitan in the interest of our
national health and welfare. It is appearing in
two colors in magazines with a total circulation
in excess of 32,000,000 including Time, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
Journal,
Good Housekeeping,
Reader's
Digest, National
Geographic, Redbook,
U. S. News.
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TEN

AGENCIES

AND

HOW

THEY

GREW

reprinted (rounded out) from compilations of Advertising Age.
Tv's ballooning effect on advertising agencies is pointed up
in these then-and-now capsules covering 10 selected agencies
Some of the decade's executive changes are reflected. These
in varying size groups.
cover primarily agency heads and key media officials, particuBase year for the comparisons is 1948. The information was
larly in radio-tv. Present whereabouts of each 1948 officer is
shown in parentheses after his name and title he held with
compiled primarily from the agencies themselves. The 1948
total-billing figures, where not furnished by the agencies, are
the agency in 1948.
dent; Robert E. Healy, executive vice president; WilGRANT ADVERTISING
BBDO
bert G. Stilson, executive vice president; Frank K.
White, senior vice president and treasurer; C. Terence
1948 overall billing— $37 million
1948 overall billing— $72.1 million.
Clyne, senior vice president in charge of worldwide
1948 tv-radio billing— $20 million (28% of total).
1948 tv-radio billing— $8 million (19% of total)
tv-radio. Home Office: Anthony Hyde, vice president in
1957 overall billing — $90.5 million
1957 overall billing— $210.5 million.
charge of media, and George Haight, vice president in
1957 tv-radio billing— $85 million (40% of total).
1957 tv-radio billing— $39.5 million (43% of total)
charge of radio-tv programming.
1948—13 timebuyers
1948 — 6 timebuyers.
1957 — 41 timebuyers
1958 — 20 timebuyers.
EMIL MOGUL CO.
1948
— 63 account executives
1947 — 13 account executves.
1957
—
42
account
executives
1958 — 199 account executives.
1948 overall billing— $1.2 million
Management in 1948: Will C. Grant, board chairman
1948 tv-radio billing— $1.08 million (90% of total)
Management in 1948: Bruce Barton, board chairman
and president (same); Howard Jones, executive vice
1957 overall billing— $10,250,000
(same); Alex F. Osborn, vice chairman (same); Bernard
president (now executive vice president, Keyes, Madden
1957 tv-radio billing— $8 million (78% of total)
C. Duffy, president (now vice chairman of board); F. R.
& Jones); Harry Holcombe, in charge of radio (now an
1948 — 1 timebuyer
Feland, chairman, executive committee, vice president
1958 — 5 timebuyers
actor
in
road
company
of
"No
Time
for
Sergeants");
and treasurer (now deceased); Charles H. Brower, execGeorge McGivern, in charge of media (retired).
1948
— 3 account executives
utive vice president in charge of creative services (now
Management in 1958: Will C. Grant, board chairman
1958 — 16 account executives
president); J. D. Danforth, executive vice president in
and president; Laurence Mcintosh, executive vice presicharge of account operations (now executive vice presiManagement in 1948: Emil Mogul, president (same);
dent; John Gaunt, vice president in charge of radio-tv;
dent in charge of account service); Arthur Pryor Jr., vice
Reginald Dellow, in charge of media.
Charles L. Rothschild, executive vice president (same);
president in charge of radio (deceased); W. W. Crider,
Helene Mogul, secretary-treasurer (same); Myron A.
vice president and assistant director of radio (now with
Mahler,
copy chief (now vice president, creative director
MACMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS
Young & Rubicam, Hollywood); Carroll Newton, manager,
for
air media).
radio department (now vice president); Robert L. Fore1948 overall billing— $11.3 million
Management in 1958: Emil Mogul, president; Richard
man, vice president in charge of radio commercials (now
1948 tv-radio billing— $303,346 (2.7% of total)
Lockman, vice president, general manager and account
executive vice president in charge of plans board);
1957 overall billing: $40.1 million
supervisor; Charles L. Rothschild, executive vice presiFrank Silvernail, in charge of radio timebuying (now
1957 tv-radio billing: $8.6 million (21% of total)
manager, station relations).
dent; Helene Mogul, secretary-treasurer; Mr. Mahler;
1948 — 2 timebuyers
Leslie L. Dunier, vice president, tv-radio.
Management in 1958: Bruce Barton, board chairman;
1958 — 9 timebuyers
' A.
F. Osborn,
vice A.chairman
board; C.
Brower,
1948 — 6 account executives
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY
president;
Edward
Cashin, ofexecutive
viceH. president
1958 — 44 account executives
in charge of client relations; J. D. Danforth, executive
1948 overall billing— $11.6 million
Management in 1948: W. A. P. John, board chairman
vice president in charge of account service; R. L. Fore1948 tv-radio— $4.5 million (39% of total)
(retired); James R. Adams, president (deceased); Harvey
man, executive vice president in charge of plans board;
1957— overall billing— $32.9 million
Fred Manchee, executive vice president in charge of
Luce, executive vice president (deceased); John R.
1957 tv-radio billing— $14.0 million (43% of total)
operations and treasurer; Fred Barrett, vice president in
MacManus, vice president (now executive vice presicharge of media; Herminio Traviesas, vice president and
dent); Reginald Brewer, vice president-secretary (re(NL&B does not use "timebuyer" classification since
manager of radio department.
media people and others at agency are all considered
tired);(same).
Elmer Froehlich, vice president and media director
buyers.)
BENTON & BOWLES
Management in 1958: Ernest A. Jones, president; Mr.
1948 — account executives (not given)
MacManus; Charles F. Adams, vice president and ex1948 overall billing— $34 million
1958 — account executives ("four times 1948")
ecutive assistant; F. J. Hatch, vice president-general
1948 tv-radio billing— $13.8 million (40% of total)
Management in 1948: Maurice H. Needham, president
manager; Leo Hillebrand, vice president-secretary1957 overall billing— $93.9 million
(same); John J. Louis, vice president (retired); Melvin
treasurer; Elmer Froehlich, vice president and media
1957 tv-radio billing— $54.5 million (58% of total)
Brorby, vice president (same); W. R. Fowler, vice presidirector; Henry G. Fownes, vice president-general mandent (same); Otto R. Stadelman, vice president and
1948— 2 timebuyers
ager
(New
York);
Hovey
Hagerman,
senior
vice
presimedia director (same); and Allan Wallace, radio di1958—23 timebuyers
dent-account supervisor; Mark Lawrence, radio-tv vice
rector (now vice president in charge of tv-radio com1948 — 23 account executives
president.
mercial production).
1958 — 100 account executives
Management
in 1958: Mr. Needham, president; Mr.
MAXON
INC.
Management in 1948: Atherton W. Hobler, board chairBrorby, Mr. Fowler, Mr. Stadelman, Paul C. Harper Jr.
man (now executive committee chairman); Clarence B.
1948 overall billing— $17.85 million
and Max D. Anwyl (financial secretary), all vice presiGoshorn, president (retired); William R. Baker Jr., exdents and members of the board; James G. Cominos,
1948 tv-radio billing— $1.76 million (9.7% of total)
ecutive vice president (now board chairman); H. H.
vice president and tv-radio director; Mr. Wallace; John
Dobberteen, vice president and radio director (now
1957 overall billing— $26 million
1957 tv-radio billing— $13 million (50% of total)
C. Scott Keck, vice president in charge of tv-radio
vice president and media director of Warwick & Legler);
Walter Craig, vice president and radio director (now
1948—2 timebuyers
programs.
vice president of Norman, Craig & Kummel); M. L
1958 — 5 timebuyers
Kiebler, manager of media department (now associate
YOUNG
& RUBICAM
1948 — 18 account executives
media director).
1958 — 27 account executives
1948 overall billing— $75 million
Management in 1958: A. W. Hobler, executive comManagement in 1948: Lou R. Maxon, president (same);
1948 tv-radio billing— $17.5 million (23% of total)
mittee chairman; William R. Baker Jr., board chairSearle Hendee, executive vice president (same); P. C.
man; Robert E. Lusk, president and chief executive
1957 overall billing — $218 million plus
Beatty, media director (same); Preston R. Pumphrey,
officer; David Crane, vice president in charge of media;
radio director (now CBS Radio vice president in 1957 tv-radio billing— $100 million (47% of total)
T. J. McDermott, vice president in charge of broad1948 — 5 timebuyers
charge of business affairs).
cast programming.
Management in 1958: Lou R. Maxon, president; Searle
1958 — 18 timebuyers, 26 assistant timebuyers
Hendee, executive vice president; P. C. Beatty, media
COMPTON ADVERTISING
1948 — 12 account executives
director; Edwin A. Wilhelm, tv and radio director.
1957 — 25 account executives
1948 overall billing— $22 million
1948 tv-radio billing— $10 million (45% of total)
Management in 1948: Sigurd S. Larmon, president
McCANN-ERICKSON
(same); Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president
1957 overall billing — $84 million
(now executive vice president and plans board chair1957 tv-radio billing— $42 million (50% of total)
1948 overall billing — $54 million
man); Frank Fagan, vice president (now senior vice
1948 tv-radio billing— $10.7 million (20% of total)
1948 — 6 timebuyers
president) A. V. B. Geoghegan, vice president and di1958—18 timebuyers
1957 overall billing— $220 million
rector of media (now senior vice president and co1957 tv-radio billing— $103 million (47% of total)
1948 — 10 account executives
chairman of plans board); Carlos A. Franco, manager
1958 — 33 account executives
1948 — 2 timebuyers
of radio timebuying (now with Forjoe station represent1958 — 15 timebuyers
ative); Frank Coulter Jr., assistant manager of radio
Management in 1948: Richard Compton, director and
1948
—
30
account
executives
timebuying
(now associate media director); Sylvester
consultant (deceased), Robert D. Holbrook, president
1957 — 100 account executives
L. Weaver Jr., vice president and director of radio(now board chairman), Leonard T. Bush, vice president
tv (now consultant to Kaiser Industries and head of
Management in 1948: H. K. McCann, president (now
and secretary (deceased); Lewis H. Titterton, vice
his own firm); Everard Meade, vice president and
chairman of board); Harrison Atwood, vice president
president and director of radio (now vice president and
manager of radio and television (now on special projand
chairman
of
executive
committee
(deceased);
Earl
director of tv-radio programming); Guy Richards, vice
ects for agency); Joseph A. Moran, vice president and
B. Robbins, executive vice president (now with U. S.
president and director of media (now media advisor);
associate director of radio (now vice president in radio
Government); John L. Anderson, vice president and
Frank Kemp, assistant media director (now vice presiand tv department).
dent and media director); Henry Clochessy, head radio
treasurer (deceased); Lloyd 0. Coulter, vice president
timebuyer (now associate media director).
in charge of radio (retired); Marion Harper Jr., vice
Management in 1958: S. S. Larmon, president; Louis
N. Brockway, executive vice president and chairman of
Management in 1958: R. D. Holbrook, board chairman;
president and assistant to the president (now president); William Dekker, director of timebuying and
John K. Strubing Jr., board vice chairman; Barton A.
plans
V. B.vice
Geoghegan,
station relations (now vice president).
Frank board;
Fagan, A.senior
president;senior
Petervice
G. presidentLevathes,
Cummings, president; Lewis H. Titterton, vice presivice
president
and
director
of
media
relations;
Robert
Management in 1958: Corporate Headquarters: H. K.
dent
and
director
tv-radio
programming;
Frank
Kemp,
vice president and director of media.
P. Mountain, vice president and director of radio-tv.
McCann, board chairman; Marion Harper Jr., presiBroadcasting
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TEXT CONTINUES FROM PAGE 98
There is another measure of growth: The
number of account executives. The account
executive, more than the timebuyer, is close
to the client's overall planning. The number
of these executives has grown at a pace that
immediately reflects tv orientation of the
major agencies.
Take Needham, Louis & Brorby. Although
that agency does not reveal the number of
account executives in 1948, it reports that
"the number in 1958 is about four times
what it was in 1948." (NL&B's tv-radio
billing is 3Vi times greater than its broadcast billing of 10 years ago; its broadcast
expenditure in 1948 amounted to 39% of the
total billing, and 43% in 1957 when total
billing was about three times that of 1948.)
Compton's account executives tripled in ten
years,
1947 toanda BBDO*s
fantastic number
199 in grew
1958. from 13 in
The comparisons are plentiful. MJ&A,
whose radio-tv billing represented 2.7% of
a more than $11 million overall billing in
1948 as compared to 21.1% of last year's

WHY

TV

John

Orr

S40 million overall expenditure, had two
timebuyers in 1948 but nine now in that
function. There were six account executives
10 years ago compared to 44 today.
The size and shape of the advertising
agency has changed radically since July 1,
1941, the date the first "active" commercial
tv accounts appeared on the advertising
scene. Four advertisers placed the pioneer
tv advertising messages on the air — on
VVNBT (TV) New York (now WRCA-TV).
They were Bulova Watch Co., through
Biow Co.; Sun Oil Co., through Roche. Williams & Cunningham: Lever Bros. (Spry),
via RuthraufT & Ryan, and Procter & Gamble (Ivory soap), through Compton Adv.
(A fifth "advertiser" was institutional in
nature — Missouri Pacific Lines which ran
a travel film on WNBT.)
Curiously, only one of the four agencies
that placed the first tv business exists today under the same name. Biow, which
flourished in tv in succeeding years, and
moved to the $50 million total billing class

FIGURES
Young

discourses

John Orr Young, co-founder of Young &
Ruhicam and now an agency consultant,
draws on his long experience to discuss
everything from agency mergers to Dr.
Frey in this recorded interview with Broadcasting.
Mr. Young, in the field of agency mergers,
the problems you have confronted as consultant to agencies and advertisers have led
you to this specialty of putting the right
pair of agencies together to bring greater
service to the advertiser?
That's pretty much it. My experience as
an advertising manager has given me the
advertiser's viewpoint in sharper focus than
had I lacked this chapter of my business life.
And the experience of pioneering two agencies, one in New York, the other in Chicago,
has supplied the agency point of view. In
recent years I have been responsible for five
mergers, all helpful to each of the contracting parties:
D'Arcy, New York and St. Louis — Federal Agency, New York
Ivan Hill Agency, Chicago — Cunningham
& Walsh, New York
Brisacher, Wheeler, San Francisco — Cunningham & Walsh, New York and Chicago
Donahue & Coe, New York — Cowan &
Dengler, New York
Donahue & Coe, New York — Kieswetter,
Baker, Hagadorn. Smith, New York.
What was gained by each of the agencies?
Let's take the first merger:
D 'A rcy — Federal
D'Arcy obtained 35 top agency people,
Page 104 • February 24, 1958
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in 1953, was caught in an internal twister,
ceased operation in mid- 1956 and its
accounts were scattered among nearly a
dozen agencies, all active in tv. Roche, Williams & Cunningham later became Roche,
Williams & Cleary (now Roche, Rickerd &
Cleary), a Chicago agency. RuthraufT &
Ryan, always a big broadcast billing agency,
now has a longer title as a result of a merger
— Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan — and a
still larger radio-tv billing. Compton is the
one agency whose identity has remained intact.
In those pre-World War II years, tv was
a mystery to agency executives. In many
respects it was the unwelcome step-child of
radio, an advertising medium with which
they had learned to live comfortably. Several agencies at that time went so far as to
place little cans — promoted by radio-only
broadcasters — on reception desks with a
slogan:
"HelpnotStamp
Out Television."
Tv would
be stamped
out and indeed
there is hardly an agency that would not
prefer the medium to grow still more.

AGENCY
some

MERGERS

advertising

facts

of

life

all needed to round out the service capacity

sultant. We agreed a merger was the fastest

of D'Arcy's New York office. D'Arcy also
obtained the Gerber baby food account (approximately $2 million), and some of the
smaller Federal clients.

way to expand, provided a high grade creative agency in New York such as Cunninghim & Walsh would be interested in joining
up, thus giving Ivan Hill a New York office,
and Cunningham & Walsh a Chicago
branch.
Executives of each company, with a-Cminiu n
mum of dickering, agreed on a simple

Federal gained a strong tv and radio department, an exceptionally fine employes'
participation deal or trust and plenty of
working capital. Each agency strengthened
the other — in talent and experience. Federal
was eliminated as a fine old name in the
advertising agency world but
most of the Federal execum m
tives gained financially and
inspirationally.

merger plan which has benefited both agencies from the very start.
Brisacher, Wheelerningham & Walsh
This merger somewhat resembled the Ivan Hill — C &
W get-together. My client was
again the smaller of the two
agencies.
The Brisacher,
Wheeler executives, whom I
also had never met, came to

The most important
clients of Federal recognized
the advantages of strengthened service. I recall that Dan
Gerber, a real bright advertiser, analyzed the factors involved and after visiting the
St. Louis and New York
offices of D'Arcy decided that
though his account had been
mr.
conscientiously
handled at
Federal, he in the future could receive a
substantial plus from the merged agency.
Ivan Hill Agency — Cunningham & Walsh
Ivan Hill was a live small agency with
a particularly good client, a new advertiser.
Sarah Lee Coffee Cake. The client was ready
to expand his advertising beyond the Chicago market, and Mr. Hill was ready to expand his services beyond the excellent radio
job he was doing for the Kitchens of Sarah
Lee. Mr. Hill, whom I had never met, came
to New York and asked me to act as his con-

New

York to give me a history of their agency and tell
me of their need of a strong
New York office. We agreed
on two New York agencies
young
as possibilities, Cunningham
& Walsh and another good agency. I shall
nci mention the name of the second agency
because they thoroughly muffed the ball
when I threw the Brisacher, Wheeler people to them. I then proceeded to Cunningham & Walsh, and Jack Cunningham and
his partners quickly saw the opportunity
Brisacher, Wheeler offered for a good branch
or working unit on the Pacific Coast to an
agency like C&W, famous for creativity.
Donahue
Donahue

& Coe — Cowan

& Dengler

& Coe needed a top account
Broadcasting
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DAKOTA
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TV

New

58,029,900
50,459,400
45,705,600
37,411,800
23,558,600
18,143,100
17,499,600
13,373,400
11,791,600
9,787,400
8,211,700
6,531,700

TV Homes
Maker Stations

KXJB-TV

161,530

KBMB-TV

55,780

KCJB-TV

34,187

KDIX-TV

26,340

* February 1958 Television Magazine

277,837*

0

70

5,
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5,

$8

Minot
Grand Forks
Bismarck .
Williston
Jamestown . .
Devils Lake
Dickinson
Valley City
Mandan
,
Grafton
Wahpeton
Rugby

Market

Total 13 Cities

$386,090,000

State Total
* 1957 Retail Sales Tax Figures

$723,000,000

KCJB-TV
1,072

FOOT

NOW

High

1957

Total

Is At

Least

HOMES!

It takes the first 13 cities in the state to account for 50% of its well-spread retail sales.
THE MARKET MAKER STATIONS COVER ALL BUT ONE
OF THESE CITIES- OVER 90% OF THE STATE.

Retail Sales in North Dakota*
1st 13 Cities

Price Seven CenU

HAS

TOWER

A
TOO!

Billion
$11
Bank deposits
and other cash
assets of North Dakota residents
have
high. reached another all • tim«
A year-end survey by T li •
Fargo Forum-Mooi head Daily
News shows that bank deposits,
savings and loan accounts, government bond holdings and other
liquid assets total at least V* biU
lion dollars.
As of Dec. 14, deposits in North
Dakota's 153 banks totaled more
than $699,446,000, an all • time
high.
This is almost 57 millions, or
nearly 9 per cent more than
the figure of S642 million a year
earlier.
At Lhe bonds
year'sheld
end.by government
savings
individuals
in the state totaled over $425 million. This is $5 million more than
a year ago, represented largely by
accrued interest.
Deposits of the 14 savings and
loan associations in the state are
estimated conservatively at 100
million dollars. Total assets of the
associations at their last report
dollars.
were approximately 123 million
Postal savings accounts in the
state are estimated at over 15
millions.
To these assets are added accounts in credit unions and other
forms of savings.
Bankers estimated that corporate
stock holdings by individuals increased materially during 1957 as
residents sought investment for
their savings.
* * *

THIS MAP SHOWS
PERCENTAGE OF
HOMES IN EVERY
COUNTY VIEWING THE MARKET
MAKER STATIONS
WEEKLY.

Deposits of Fargo • Moorhead
banksing theincreased
past year.substantially durFargo'spositsfour
totalingbanks
morereported
than de$73
million as of Dec. 14. That is an

NIELSEN'S
NCS
STUDY
#2, Summer
1956

increase of nearlyuv^vthe^^c^ii'
11ion. 12 nv"^'^

KCJBtV
CHANNEL 13
247,000 WATTS
MINOT

CHANNEL 4
100,000 WATTS
VALLEY CITY

CHANNEL 12
100,000 WATTS
BISMARCK

MINNEAPOLIS:
Bill Hurley, 300 Roanoke Bldg., FEderal 5-1341
STATION REPRESENTATIVES:
KCJB-TV - KBMB-TV - KXJB-TV - Weed
KDIX-TV - Hal Holman Co.

Broadcasting
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YOUNG CONTINUED
WOTTA

sales

MAN

AMECHE
supervisor, which Cowan & Dengler supplied in the form of Stuart Cowan Jr.. whose
lather founded the agency with Horace
Dengler. Along with Mr. Cowan, Donahue
& Coe acquired the veteran services of
Horace Dengler and at least two good accounts. Cowan & Dengler, by merging, discontinued its antagonistic attitude toward
the 15% system of agency compensation.
Mr. Cowan Sr. for many years had persisted in trying to build a large and profitable
volume of business on the fee system as a
substitute for the 15% commission method.
Donahue

& Coe — Kieswetter, Baker,
Hagadorn, Smith

The latter came to me too late. There was
little left of the agency, but Donahue & Coe
acquired their president, Sam Baker, and a
A star on your staff . . .
A revolutionary

radio first!

Everything's jake when Jim goes to work
for your station, spinning the sweetest
music from Hollywood east, and personally selling for your local sponsors.
THE

JIM AMECHE

SHOW

is a dynamic

new concept in broadcasting— the opportunity to add a nationally famous star to
your staff in a disc jockey show so complete
and high-quality that you, your listeners
and sponsors will think he's working right
next door in Studio A.
If you want to spark up your schedule and
give local advertisers the testimonial value
and proved personal salesability in the
voice of a master of Radio, better call for
Jim Ameche!
If you need a new, top-rating feature at
lowest cost, there are up to 18 tape recorded hours a week of THE JIM AMECHE SHOW available. If you need the
most flexible package ever offered . . .
adaptable to hour strips, 2 or 3-hour blocs,
or marathon weekend programming. . .better call for Jim Ameche!
Why

not call for Jim Ameche ... before

your keenest competitor does. It's exclusive in the market, of course. Call now —

LANG -WORTH
FEATURE

PROGRAMS,

INC.

1755 Broadway
New York 19, N.Y.
/[Producers of "RADIO HUCKSTERS &
^AIRLIFTS" Station Commercial Service
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good account.
You mentioned that tv played some part
in mergers. How has television been a
factor in creating the merger trend?
The smaller agencies do not have, because
they cannot support, a tv department. Television isas expensive as it is dynamic. It is
a blue-chip game for the most part, and the
smaller
usually
can't ofplay.
comes aagencies
time when
a client
the There
small
agency needs television service or when the
agency loses an account to some agency
with good tv ideas and personnel, and the
agency, like many another without a tv setup, belatedly learns that it had better invest in tv or merge with an agency which
has adequate tv service.
Clients as a whole are not likely to understand the economics of the agency business,
and they may feel a bit of a let-down in
their enthusiasm for their agency when they
find it lacking in tv, the great modern
medium. The client might ask his advertising manager — "Why hasn't our agency
a good tv department? Are they behind the
procession in the agency business?" This is
one reason why smaller agencies merge into
larger agencies — to have the benefit of an
already strongly established television and
radio department.
With the increasing importance of television would you say that this is likely to
create a stronger trend toward mergers?
Yes, it's one of the important reasons
why there will be more mergers.
What are others?
The increasing cost of doing business. It
costs more money to operate an agency than
formerly — and important economies are
possible by means of merger.
How do you advise advertisers who are
looking for new agencies— do you take into
consideration first the tv department?
Not necessarily, television doesn't always
come first. It has been a deciding factor in
many switches by advertisers. On the other
hand, some agencies specializing in tv and
radio may be out of balance, may not be as
well equipped in manpower in other departments as they are in tv. Some television and
radio men are not thoroughly experienced
advertising men. They may have skipped the
early stages of advertising. They may have
been entertainers, m.c.s, or filled technical

jobs in television and yet might stub their
toes on some of the comparatively simple
problems of advertising outside the realm
of tv. Very few accounts are all television.
When you go to an agency, you expect
symmetrical service, not a strong right arm
and a weak left.
Of the advertising agencies that have television departments, would you care to mention a few that you would honestly recommend to advertisers?
I can mention several: Young & Rubicam,
Cunningham & Walsh, Bryan Houston, Ted
Bates, Leo Burnett, Reach McClinton — and
several others in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, as
well as a very few in smaller cities.
If you have a client, an advertiser who
is especially interested in spot television advertising rather than network advertising,
what agencies would you consider eligible to
handle the account?
Ted Bates, Young & Rubicam, BBDO,
McCann-Erickson, Compton. Benton &
Bowles, Ayer, Dancer-Fitzgerald, Emil
Mogul, Gumbinner are among the list of
keen spot users.
What

do you think of the media commission system?

The 15% system in my opinion has been
one of the foremost reasons for the growth
of advertising and American business.
Without attempting to comment on the
forthcoming Frey Report as a whole — because I haven't seen it as yet — therefore,
what the findings or opinions of Dr. Frey
may be, whether the status quo or an approximation ofit, I am not in a position to
say. The report may indicate that the agency
compensation method of the future may
have to undergo a radical change. However,
Dr. Frey does not seem to be the radical
type. He will have to come up with brilliant
and provable conclusion if he is to convince
many of us that there is something better
than the 15% system (15% plus fees) of
agency compensation. He will have to have
something capable of doing more for the
advancement of advertising than the 15%
method has accomplished — and that accomplishment, to a very important extent, is
responsible for America's leadership in
manufacturing,
distribution and high standard of living.
A commission of 15% on a large account
is usually enough to enable the agency to
pay for distinguished and high-priced talent
— creative, management, selling and contact— thereby serving as an incentive to the
agency to give the client the best, not the
niggardly or mediocre. At least that is how,
within my personal experience, two fine
agencies have grown, one of them sensationally, as a result of receiving enough in
commissions to permit a superlative service. If each job for our clients had to come
through negotiation and the price brought
down to a competitive bid, advertising and
sales promotion could not have grown to
such potency
and
client'saccordingly.
sales undoubtedly would
havethesuffered
In another agency where I worked but
was not an owner, my boss cut his commission from the standard 15% to 10% and
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lower, and he made more money for the
agency than better agencies then and today
make on 15% because we did virtually
nothing for the client except write and design ads, evaluate media, and check and
pay for space mostly in magazines. No
"merchandising" service, virtually no sales
promotion of any sort, came from the
agency. My boss left those things for the
client to handle. We could have done it
better but the client thought he could save
money by doing such work under his own
roof. Even so, the client became a multimil ionaire— and the agency also made several millions from a start of practically zero
— and a very few and very small clients.
One of the small ones was Campbell's soup.
This advertiser's success, combined with
the personal fortune of the agency owner, is
the only case of the kind I have personally
encountered, whereas I have observed hundreds and participated in dozens of advertising successes accomplished under the 15%
system where the agency supplied full service: marketing, research, sales promotion —
the works! Either a higher commission than
15%, or 15% plus fees, looks like a better
value for advertiser, for agency and for the
continued development and health of advertising.

RADIO
now

Does Outdoor

ca's

Ameri

Advertising fit into your media

strategy? Then

budget ample funds for Spot Radio, America's
Advertising medium today.

No. 1 Outdoor

As an agency executive recently put it: "Radio today is not
only the biggest outdoor medium, but the new outdoor poster."
Coppertone, Good Humor, General Motors Acceptance Corporation and major oil companies are among scores of advertisers
setting new sales records by reaching outdoor America through
spot -saturation in the new leading outdoor medium

— RADIO.

Today, 16-2/3% and more is charged for
work which would not be profitable at 15%.
The smaller agencies who try to make a
profit on small accounts have to charge as
high as 20%. But 15% is still the general
standard and is adequate for handling
whopper accounts unless the client demands
and the agency gives in to the idea of supplying free marketing and free research
services to his client.
A very small account in a very small
agency — a one-man or a Mr. and Mrs. Duz
("Duz does everything") combination who
together do everything in the agency on a
small overhead, yet lack a modern organization, if they are highly creative and work
hard, can make a good living and enjoy
life in the minor league.
How do you think the compensation system could be improved? I know you want
the agency to get more money, but from
where would they get it?
They would get it in higher fees. For instance, some agencies possess real marketing
brains and experience to the extent that they
effectively supplement the work of the
client's top executives in planning improvements in product, package, sales promotion,
research, total marketing concept. They
charge extra for this know-how and expensive service. While some clients want it
free, most good agencies feel the laborer is
worthy of his hire and insist on being paid
at least cost of time and travel. Incidentally,
this age-old term, "marketing," is being discovered for the first time by some agencies.
Marketing used to be called by a variety of
terms such as "merchandising," "sales promotion," "market research," and "product
research." But now it's "Total Marketing,"
and it is just as important as correct raw
CONTINUES ON PAGE 112
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37.000,000 CAR RADIOS keep motorists
in touch with local news and local weather
— and with the sales messages of advertisers using local radio, another name for
Spot Radio, top outdoor selling force.
OVER 20 MILLION PORTABLES purchased
since 1945 enable outdoor America to make
Radio part of any outing on beach, at park or in
today's millions of pleasure-craft on the water.

Broadcasting

No.l

Outdoor

Advertising

Medium
These major-market
stations have standout
records for sales to the
gigantic radio audience,
both in and out of home.
Since this ad first ran
a year ago Americans
have bought 15,000,000
more sets.

EWING CALLOW
BY SPECIAL ATTENTION to tastes and needs of outdoor America, alert Spot Radio programming
dominates out-of-home listening. As illustrated above left, many stations send mobile request wagons to
pick up listener- requests at beaches and parks. Above, typical beach-scene at Atlantic City where — as
at most beaches — portable radios keep advertisers in contact with outdoor crowds.

SIX MILLION PLEASURE CRAFT make boating
provide advertisers with an outdoor audience of millions
the portable radio is essential as lunch-basket or fishing
highways where no poster can be seen. But the car radio
Radio message "loud and clear" night or day. In-home or

Broadcasting

G GALLOWAY
America's top family-participation sport, and
reached only by Radio. For a day on the water,
gear. To and from the water, much travel is on
enables driver and passengers to read the Spot
out-of-home, America has Radio always at hand.

New York
WABC
Chicago
WLS
Los Angeles
KFWB
Philadelphia
WFIL
Detroit
WXYZ
Boston
WHDH
San Francisco
KGO
Pittsburgh
WWSW
St. Louis
KXOK
Washington
WWDC
Baltimore
.WFBR
Dallas-Ft. Worth
KLIF-KFJZ
Minneapolis-St. Paul
..WDGY
Providence
WPRO
Seattle
KING
Houston
KILT
Cincinnati
WCPO
Kansas City
WHB
Miami
WQAM
New Orleans
WDSU
Portland, Ore
KGW
Norfolk
WGH
Louisville
WKLO
Indianapolis
WIBC
Columbus
WBNS
San Antonio
KTSA
Tampa
WFLA
Albany-Schenectady-Troy WTRY
Memphis
WMC
Phoenix
KOY
Omaha
WOW
Jacksonville
WJAX
Knoxville
WNOX
Wheeling
WWVA
Nashville
WSM
Binghamton
WNBF
Fresno
KFRE
Wichita
KFH
Tulsa
KRMG
Shreveport
KEEL
Orlando
WDBO
Savannah
WSAV
Bismarck
KFYR
Represented by

rJOHNl
i

BLAIR

L

t COMPANY
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NEW

YORK

ADDRESSES

2
3

J. WALTER THOMPSON
420 Lexington Ave.

4

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN
383 Madison Ave
TED BATES
630 Fifth Ave.
BENTON & BOWLES
666 Fifth Ave.

©

TOP

AGENCIES

GEOFFREY WADE
6 East 45th St.

McCANN-ERICKSON
485 Lexington Ave.
YOUNG & RUBICAM
285 Madison Ave

1

OF

(26) TATHAM-LAIRD
3 East 54th St.
(27)
NORTH ADVERTISING
6 East 45th St.
@
GARDNER ADVERTISING
9 Rockefeller Plaza
©
30 NORMAN, CRAIG & KUMMEL
488 Madison Ave.
31

LEO BURNETT
677 Fifth Ave.

32

8

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
347 Madison Ave.

9

COMPTON
625 Madison Ave.

33

DOHERTY, CLIFFORD, STEERS & SHENFIELD
530 Fifth Ave.
KUDNER AGENCY
575 Madison Ave.
BRYAN HOUSTON
730 Fifth Ave.

EDWARD WEISS
<g> 460 Park Ave.

10

FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
247 Park Ave.

35

11

WILLIAM ESTY
100 East 42nd St.

36

FULLER & SMITH & ROSS
230 Park Ave.
EMIL MOGUL
625 Madison Ave.

12

KENYON & ECKHARDT
247 Park Ave.

37

DONAHUE & COE
1270 Sixth Ave.

©

N. W. AYER & SON
30 Rockefeller Plaza

14

SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & BAYLES
477 Madison Ave.
CAMPBELL-EWALD
488 Madison Ave

®

16

LENNEN & NEWELL
380 Madison Ave.

17

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH
260 Madison Ave.

®

CAMPBELL-MITHUN
(No New York office)
MAXON INC.
12 East 53rd St.

®

©

GRANT ADVERTISING
711 Third Ave.

®

MacMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS
(38) 444 Madison Ave.
KEYES, MADDEN & JONES
4 West 58th St.
(39) GORDON BEST
(No New York address)
GUILD, BASCOM & BONFIGLI
575 Madison Ave.

42

COHEN I ALESHIRE
41 East 42nd St.

43

DOYLE, DANE, BERNBACH
20 West 43rd St.

44

OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER
589 Fifth Ave.

45

WARWICK & LEGLER
230 Park Ave.

21

GREY ADVERTISING AGENCY
430 Park Ave.

22

PARKSON ADVERTISING
400 Park Ave.

23

ERWIN WASEY, RUTHRAUFF & RYAN
711 Third Ave.

D. P. BROTHER
720 Fifth Ave.
EARLE LUDGIN
@ (No New York address)
48 GEYER ADVERTISING
595 Madison Ave.

D'ARCY ADVERTISING
430 Park Ave.

@

<8>
(25)

NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BROREY
730 Fifth Ave.

@

FITZGERALD ADVERTISING
(No New York address)
RAYMOND SPECTOR
50 445 Park Ave.

AGENCIES HEADQUARTERED
OUT OF NEW YORK
Chicago
LEO BURNETT
Prudential Plaza
GRANT ADVERTISING
979 N. Michigan Ave.
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY
Prudential Plaza
GEOFFREY WADE
20 N. Wacker Dr.
TATHAM-LAIRD
64 E. Jackson Blvd.
NORTH ADVERTISING
Room 1459, Merchandise Mart
EDWARD WEISS
360 N. Michigan Ave.
KEYES, MADDEN & JONES
979 N. Michigan Ave.
GORDON BEST
228 N. LaSalle St.
EARLE LUDGIN
121 W. Wacker Dr.
Detroit
CAMPBELL-EWALD
General Motors Bldg.
MAXON INC.
2767 E. Jefferson Ave.
MacMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
D. P. BROTHER
General Motors Bldg.
St. Louis
D'ARCY ADVERTISING
Missouri-Pacific Bldg.
GARDNER ADVERTISING
975 Olive St.
Minneapolis
CAMPBELL-MITHUN
1300 Northwestern Bank Bldg.
Philadelphia
N. W. AYER & SON
Washington Square
San

Francisco

GUILD, BASCOM & BONFIGLI
130 Kearny St.
New

Orleans

FITZGERALD ADVERTISING
Lee Circle Bldg.

BRANCH OFFICE
o

Madison Avenue, running 5.7 miles up
the eastern side of Manhattan, isn't really
an avenue, or even a street.
It's a state of mind.
Fewer than one-third of the top 50 broadcast advertising agencies are located on this
"Agency Row." The others are all over the
island (see map). Some, headquartered in
other cities, don't even have branch offices
in New York.
Like Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, Fleet Street in London and Hollywood
& Vine in Los Angeles, Madison Avenue
describes a way of life. Only postmen,
Broadcasting

cartographers and cab drivers think of it as
a street.
Madison Avenue is the mythical capital
of the advertising business — especially the
advertising agency business. That's the way
the trade thinks of it. In the public mind it
has become the synonym for advertising.
An overwhelming majority of Manhattan
advertising agencies aren't anywhere near
Madison Avenue.
Only 14 of the agencies that made Broadcasting's Top 50 in broadcast billing last
year [Lead Story, Nov. 25, 1957], are
located on Madison Avenue. Fifth, Park,

Broadway and other streets are spotted with
agencies.
And if any more proof is needed, a
scanning of the Top 50 billings tells this
financial story: The 11 agencies headquartered on Madison Ave. (the other three
are branches) placed only a third of the
total radio-tv billings of these 50 in 1957 —
$376 million of a billion-dollar-plus total.
By tradition, Madison Avenue has been
mythical capital of the members of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
itself located on a non-Madison spot —
Lexington Ave.
February 24, 1958
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YOUNG CONTINUED
materials, an efficient manufacturing plant
or thorough distribution.
Do you think marketing service may
bring increased income to agencies?
Yes, if agencies know their costs and
have the fortitude to charge proper fees. I
imagine there are some constructive ideas
along these lines in Dr. Frey's final report.
Some advertisers may actually resent an
agency blossoming forth as a great marketing expert, feeling that this is not the function of agencies, that they were not selected
because of marketing skills but do a fine
creative job, good media analysis, and maybe some odds and ends of "merchandising,"
but not big marketing thinking. The agency
that is able to render complete service —
superlative creative service, dynamic marketing know-how, sound media recommendations and strong tv work — is the agency of
the future and the one that will be well
paid and probably prove a better value for
the client than an agency who operates on
a low price or free service basis.
Do you think then that agencies will go
too deeply into marketing?
PIEDMONT
NAS

people*
1
1,788,
WITHIN
THE 36
WSPA-TV
75 MILE AREA

IT'S BIGGER

THAN

ATLANTA

1,557,764

BIRMINGHAM

1,427,783

NEW

1,260,360

ORLEANS

HOUSTON

1,226,924

MIAMI

699,103
CHANNEL

7

IS THE

FIRST AND

ONLY

VHF

TION COVERING THIS
SPARTANBURG
SUPERMARKET

STAGIANT

- GREENVILLE
WITH

CBS.

* Counted population
A.D. Ring and Assoc.
1950 Census.

CHANNEL
7

WSPA-TV
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY
NATIONAL REPRSS1MTATJVES
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Most clients welcome it as a plus-service.
They are likely to think, "Our agency is
really showing a new concept of our business opportunity. We have no jealousies. Go
to it, and give us this extra thing that you've
been talking about and we'll give it a trial at
your price. If it works, it can be a bargain
Unanticipated extra costs can sneak into
for
clientus."
services, yet a wide-awake, conscientious agency wants to do everything he can
do for his client. He wants to hold the account and have it grow. Therefore, he wants
to rate as important as possible in the client's
estimation. Sometimes an agency will rush
in service-wards and spend more money
than is justified by income, yet the agency
dislikes going to the client and admitting,
as I did once, "In our zeal to serve you, Mr.
Client, you and I, your agent, have made
your account highly unprofitable. I ask you
to share our problem. I want you to pay
more for the extra services we are rendering." And he did!
Well, let's name accounts. For example,
would you consider General Foods a good
profitable account to handle?
I think General Foods' success as an advertiser these 32 years with Young & Rubicam and Benton & Bowles pretty well answers your question. They have made great
contributions to advertising history and to
client-agency relations.
Mr. Young, I understand that you consult with advertisers and sometimes help
them choose their agency.
Yes, I carry water on both shoulders. I
act as consultant to agencies and advertisers,
and have had no difficulty in serving both.
How
count?

do you pick an agency for an ac-

I first take a sort of X-ray view of the innards of the agency. I have had to learn
agency anatomy. I have learned how the
critter is built, what makes it tick. By examining the vital functions I can usually

spot the strengths and weaknesses. There
are no two agencies exactly alike. When I
rind something really distinguished and fine
and strong, I am happier than when I find
tragic weaknesses. Oftentimes the agency
only needs a new point of view, a clearer
mental outlook, to bring new inspiration and
ambition. The fewer heads that have to
roll, the better I like it. I have always enjoyed hiring more than firing.
Apparently then you have at times acted
as a managerial consultant to an agency on
repairs within its own house?
Many times in the past, and some today.
Can you identify certain basic principles
which would guide you either in making a
diagnosis of an agency for purposes of improving the agency — as a consultant of the
agency itself — or for purposes of recommending an agency to a client?
Whenmust
I say
it sounds wrong
as if
there
be "diagnose"
something — radically
with the agency. That usually isn't the case.
Even a strong agency can be unaware of
minor faults and benefit by an outsider's
perspective if that outsider has some discernment, the right kind of experiences and
is in possession of a good sense of values.
But are there certain things that you are
able to identify as principles which should
be present in an agency which you recommend to a client?
Yes, strength throughout all departments
is something to look for and hope for. I
have served in practically every department
of an agency and I know departmental
operations. Each department has its individual problems, be it broadcast, art, copy, production, contact, new business administrative or executive.
I just mentioned "new business." I find
that agency heads frequently are either too
good at selling their services or woefully
lacking in this department. Some top sellers
are low on service ability. I prefer to recommend an agency that makes a good
presentation of its service and evidences
proper ability and flexibility to do a top
service job after he lands the account. An
agency may have a ball-of-fire salesman who
may not know what to do with an account
after he gets it. He may be able to hire some
good service talent and he may not. But
good selling is as important to a big agency
as to a little one, because both large and
small advertisers have a way of changing
agencies. Recent changes, notably Chesterfield, Coca-Cola, Buick.
When you're recommending an advertiser to an agency, where does your consultant fee come from — the advertiser or
the agency?
From the agency.
When you recommend
advertiser?
From

an agency to an

the advertiser. Otherwise I would

be causing myself a load of embarrassment,
to say the least.
What about your personnel activities?
Well, for a good many years I did
quite a lot of personnel work, but now I
can't afford to spend as much time on this
Broadcasting

HOUSTON,

TEXAS
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•
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YOUNG CONTINUED
good one is available at the right price? Yes,
I do. And here is, I believe, a good example.
The Bryan Houston agency has an account
called Mapo Breakfast Food. The agency's
broadcast department was alert enough to
find a certain type of show which had been
created by an outside organization. The
agency hired the organization to work with
them to produce one of the most delightful
commercials I have ever seen and heard.
The product does not yet have national distribution but it is well on its way, territory
by territory. The agency won another client,
largely on the strength of the Mapo commercials.
You're saying you think it's all right even
for a major agency that has thousands of
dollars worth of talent within its shop,
when it comes to commercials, programs,
packages, to go out of the shop?
No, not always on commercials. They'll
frequently do them in the agency — on film
or live. But if there's something exceptionally good available outside it might be good
judgment on the agency's part to buy it.
How do you determine whether an advertiser should go to a big advertising agency or a small one?
Well, the first thing you have to determine about any agency is — is it just Mr. &
Mrs. Duz, or is it 4 people, or 20 — or 250,
or a thousand? You have to determine how
activity as I used to. My consultation work
and mergers have lessened my personnel activities bysupplanting an important amount
of time which I formerly gave to personnel
work, that is, creative and executive personnel. Istill do personnel work for clients
who have me on an annual retainer for general consultation work. I welcome resumes
by mail — and for one purpose — to have a
stockpile of talent data in my office, so that
when one of my clients says: "We need a
marketing man or a tv producer or a creative director, an art director, copy chief
or group head for a cosmetic account, or
food or automotive" — I can go to the file
and dig out the right man or woman. Either
I or my assistant later interviews the job
seeker to study his personality and obtain
his references.
Do you take job seekers as clients?
I seldom break my rule, which is not to
accept a fee from an individual. I charge
for interviews with agency executives regarding agency problems.
There seems to be a trend among agencies
to ticket people with a specialty from which
they either cannot escape or those who are
looking for talent refuse to let them escape.
For example, you might know of a chap
who is outstanding on a particular type of
package-goods advertising. What chance has
he of being chosen for handling some other
kind of product or idea? Are people getting
too narrowly confined as specialists?
Most agencies have to specialize to a
certain extent. The big agencies usually have
a certain number of specialists whereas the
smaller agencies need men who can double
in brass, who can do whatever is to be done
in the agency. A former partner of mine and
I used to do everything in a small agency
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until it became a big one. As we grew, we.
had to do more and more hiring of specialists.
I know a young copywriter who is a sort
of reluctant specialist in cigarette copy. He
has had six or eight years of trying to say
something different and better and newer
about cigarettes. He has done well in income, considering what a limited subject it
must be. If one could talk of the merits of
nicotine and tars, it wouldn't be so. This
bright creative man is in danger of being
marked as a "tobacco man" unless he succeeds in landing in a broader field.
How can he escape?
I suppose he will just have to persist until some agency sees in him the versatility
and ability I believe he possesses.
Doesn't this suggest, then, that agency
management is tending to suppress talent?
Understand, please, that I don't particularly like this specialist thing, but it's here
in the big agencies and exists in the minds
of big agency executives. They say: "We
have to have a 'drug man' or we want a
'food man' or a 'textile man' or a creative
man experienced in hard goods or soft
goods. We want to be able to tell our client
that we've got Bill So-and-So, who did the
famous X campaign. We will proudly put
him on your account, Mr. Client."
I'd like to extend that specialist thing in
another direction. At big advertising agencies as well as at small ones, it seems to me
that the actual creative departments in television are going out of their own group and
buying packages from specialists.
Yes, they are.
Do you approve of this?
Of buying a "packaged show" when

a

many groups there are to choose from,
groups that are really doing good work.
Maybe the man-and-wife combination has
a textile or soft goods account and doing a
goodice forjob
it. Maybeclient
that'sandadequate
servthisonparticular
he is happy.
But generally you have to determine whether
there is a good team of four or five that is
available and capable of giving the kind of
service the particular type of advertiser
needs for his type of problem. And you have
to determine whether the agency is actually
in shape to take on a new account and
whether they run the chance of losing an
old client because of attenuated service
caused by their devotion to the new account.
This can mean eventual trouble for the
agency and affect all their accounts. The
agency chosen may be the size of a basketball team, or the size of a football team, or
it may be a small army consisting of many
groups. But the main thing is whether the
agency has a group that can really produce
for the specific advertiser.
I take it you're not impressed by bigness
in itself?
Not unless the bigness is the direct result of quality work.
Do you feel that bigness seems to be the
growing situation in the agencies, and if so,
does bigness, consolidation, mergers, creation of larger and larger agencies tend to
suppress the creative part?
No, I don't think so, because a big agency
is a group of groups. It is possible for a big
agency to establish high standards of performance for its groups, although some are
bound to be more competent than others.
Would Claude Hopkins be apt to emerge
from one of the big agencies of today?
I get your point, and I must confess that
Broadcasting

After all the poems are recited about individual trees
(like cost-per-M's and top-shows-in-market and quarter-hour-wins and sets-in-use and coverage-area and
merchandising-aids and

total-homes-in-area and

height-of-antenna and network-affiliation and mailpull), you have to take a look at the forest.
In Eastern Iowa, WMT-TV
WMT-TV

•

Channel

2

is the fore-est * station.
•

Maximum

Power

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
National Representatives: The Katz Agency, Inc.

* This contorted figure comes to you through the courtesy of
WMT-TV, whose national representatives will be delighted to
show you oak trees, mahogany trees, strip trees and shoe trees,
as well as the forest.
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Mr. Hopkins, my old boss at Lord & Thomas, might not have been happy as a team
member because he was such an individualist.

creative writing — but maybe he can. Raymond Rubicam was a great creative man
who learned how to train other men to be
as good as he — but at the sacrifice of personal creativity on his part. Leo Burnett is
another highly creative individual. It will be
interesting to see how much actual creative
work Mr. Burnett can do as his agency continues its astonishing growth. Maybe with
his organizational setup and Richard Heath,
president, carrying a big load, Leo may be
able personally to create themes and even
write an occasional ad.

Well, assuming this type of man existed
today, not in his full maturity but as a
younger man in his development years,
would he be as apt to spring into prominence from a BBDO?
Well, Charlie Brower, the new president
of BBDO, was a top creative man. He probably earned the title by demonstrating his
creative ability over the years in that good
agency. He said in a recent interview that
he still loves to write copy. Very few presidents of big agencies are able to do much

What do you think will happen to Kudner
now that they've lost the huge Buick account? Do you think they will merge soon?

I haven't the slightest idea. Kudner is one
of the few agencies I feel I don't know. The
exit of Buick must be quite a strain on
organization morale. They had the account
22 years or something like that — and they
know that clients are likely to leave when
sales are down. So why be surprised at
Buick's change? The advertising and the
quality of the car ran along just about even
with each other.
And some of the old Buick copy has been
Detroitish — probably client influence. The
big, big pictures of a big, big car, and such
typical slogans ofas
characteristic
advertising. More
have made Buick

"Better Buy Buick"
were
old-fashioned
automotive
modern copy ideas could
more of a glamour name.

Are you a consultant to Young & Rubicam?

Leads

WMAY
DAY

ALL

the WAY

in Springfield
Illinois
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PULSE
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PROOF?

holds the

Pulse, Inc. (Sept. 1957) says WMAY
NUMBER ONE spot every
QUARTER HOUR,
from

PULSE
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7:30
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(end of survey).

WMAY
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listeners than Station B
355% MORE listeners than Station C
in home and out of home!
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MORE
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By results, primarily, and by the inventiveness, the creativity employed, the intriguing qualities of the ad to attract and
convince readers and viewers — to get it
read or to keep us from dialing it out on
our tv or radio set. Also its ability to build a
definite product image and/ or corporate
image over a period of time — not just bright
copy, although brightness is essential. It
must convince. Too much copy doesn't get
beyond brightness.
Do you think the Frey Report is a constructive contribution to the agency business and advertising as a whole?
What IS the Frey Report? I hope it
does a lot of good for advertising, but the
hors d'oeuvres they served at Atlantic City
some weeks ago was about all Dr. Frey
could then say. The work not being ready,
about all the good doctor and the Assn. of
National Advertising could do was to whet
the appetite of the advertising public and
let
27.] us chew on that in anticipation of a full
and nourishing meal to come.

circulation study (NCS

CHOOSE

COST

do you judge good advertising?

[Editor's Note: The Frey Report is to be
released this week; see Lead Story, page

FIRST in Springfield and
#2) places WMAY
FOURTH in the entire State of Illinois, excluding Chicago!

LOWEST

This is beginning to sound like a Mike
Wallace tv interview! No, I am neither consultant nor stockholder and haven't been for
years, but I've probably devoted more space
in my news letter, Better Advertising, to
Young & Rubicam than any other agency
because I think they lead the big agency
procession in quality.

. . . WMAY
ALL

OF

THOUSAND,

.

by John

.

'EM!
TOO!

. 970

E. Pearson

Co.

What do you think of Prof. Frey's statement that one of the two areas especially
needing attention is the working relationship
between agency and client?
An ever-present problem. A rupture or
strain of the relationship is usually the
fault of both the agency and the client.
Usually the agency isn't any more to blame
than the advertiser. The client really needs
to know how to deal with an agency just
as much and maybe a little more than the
agency needs to know how to handle a
client.
I do, however, think it's the agency's
fault if the client continues in ignorance of
his obligations to the agency. The head of
the agency ought to have a good heart-toBroadcasting

YOUNG CONTINUED
heart talk every so often with the client's
top brass and devote constructive conversation on the subject of how the client may
help the agency and vice versa. The agency
SEE

THE

NEW

head might admit that: "I am not entirely
happy about everything we have done for
you, Mr. Client. We as an agency still lack
utter perfection — and maybe some of your
people do, too! I know that you are striving
to be a better manufacturer all the time, just
as we are trying hard to please you — and
above all, please ourselves about the quality

LOOK

OK

5

of our work for you."
Why is there a lack of candor?

TV

I suppose it's embarrassment or not knowing the value of forthrightness — or too
much rush — -the demands on the agency ex-

FULL POWER

HIGH

10 Reasons

Why

ecutive's time and the client's time — keeps
youandso handling
busy doingthethedaily
daily,emergencies
hourly "musts"
—
typical of the agency business.

RATINGS

Prof. Frey also said that if it were possible
to measure the sales effectiveness of adverABC

PROGRAMS

Is The Buy

tising, these problems wouldn't be so acute.
What are your ideas on how to measure the
effectiveness of advertising?
Some accounts, such as mail order and

MR. HIGHTOWER
1386 FT.

new product introduction, are easily measurable, but how would you measure the
effectiveness of a page in Life or the Post
on a copper smelter's institutional copy?
How would you know how much good the
advertising has done? Maybe the president

LOW COST
PER THOUSAND

of the copper company might meet someone at his club who would say: "That's a
swell ad you had in the Post or Life or Time
this week." But you still don't know the
value of the ad. If, however, an agency can

MERCHANDISING
AND PROMOTION

hold an account long enough, a real measurement of advertising effectiveness can be
had.

CAPTAIN KOCO
POPEYE
CARTOONS

FEATURE
WARNER

Some clients take the attitude of: "What
have you done for me during the past halfhour?" The agency can say, "We did this,
that and the other." But if the client's sales
are about what they were a half-hour ago,
it's a draw! If it's an increase, the vice
president in charge of marketing is apt to
take a big share of the credit — rightly so,
probably. In other cases, the advertising
job has definitely helped to produce a new
sales record. Not that immediate sales are
all that is expected of advertising. Building
up a strong corporate image and reputation
is highly important to some advertisers.
The public relations contribution is not unimportant. Ifthe agency is building a fine
corporate name for his client — a friendly
name that radiates constructiveness to the

LENGTH MOVIES
BROTHERS

LIVE STUDIOS
OKLAHOMA

IN
CITY

public — that isn't measurable in terms of
immediate sales. But the point is that all
advertising should not be judged by sales
increase alone. So much depends upon the

GREATEST UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR
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type of account and how much public relations plays a part.
ASSOCIATES, INC.

The other area Dr. Frey thought needed a
great deal of work was compensation, and I
think we've gone into that and what you
think of it.
Dr. Frey is a very level-headed Dartmouth professor with a good analytical mind
and a well-balanced sense of values — I hope!
Broadcasting
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PERSPECTIVE
58

COMBINED
Both

radio,

NIELSEN

1 — Tv ownership
TOTAL U.S.

Total Homes (000) 49,432
100%

PICTURES

RADIO-TV
tv sets

Combined radio-tv usage in American
homes continues to rise, as television viewing and set ownership go up and radio
listening stabilizes.
In television, half-hour western, quiz and
audience participation programs and unclassified programs, along with full-hour variety
shows, have gained ground in average audience ratings. And data compiled by A. C.
Nielsen Co. shows that westerns get uniformly good ratings across the country.
Down are hour and half-hour general
drama, half-hour suspense drama, situation
comedy, adventure and half-hour variety.
A total of 82% of all U. S. homes (some
41.2 million out of 50.2 million) owned
one or more tv sets in late 1957, compared
with 76% (or 37.7 million of 49.4 million)
in late 1956, on the basis of Nielsen figures
for comparable September-December periods in 1957 and 1956. On the same basis,
there were approximately 48.4 million radio and 7.2 million radio-only homes as of
the September-December 1957 period, according to what Nielsen describes as "industry-accepted figures" (Tables 1 & 2).
These and other significant statistics are
contained in a series of radio-tv measurements made available to Broadcasting by
the Nielsen marketing research organization for this special "Perspective: '58" issue.
As an example, radio's gradual decline

CHART

STUDY

rise,

but

STATE

DE BRDADCASTING

USE

tv

accounts

CONTINUES
for

may be ascertained from data showing average listening hours per day per home based
on total U. S. radio homes. The radio averages: 2.3 hours for, 1955, 2.2 for 1956 and
2.0 for 1957. Like tv today, evening radio
at one time was affected by shifting seasons,
but now radio's big usage is daytime.
On a similar three-year basis, average
hours of televiewing per tv home per day
in the U. S. were 4.9 for 1955, 5.0 in 1956
and 5.1 in 1957. Televiewing varies by
season, with lower summer averages, but
has continued to climb each year, regardless
of the total number of tv homes (Table 6).
The number of tv homes and percentage
of tv ownership increased, according to
September-December data for 1957 and
1956. This was true even in the Northeast
and West Central areas, where total homes
dropped (Table 1).
What is the trend of tv viewing and radio listening per radio home per day in
terms of average hours? Nielsen has updated its data for this and other categories
by citing the November-December 1957
period against the same period in 1956 —
and also for this period of 1955, in this
instance.
Average hours of tv viewing and radio
listening: 6.9 (5.1 tv, 1.8 radio) in 1957;
6.7 (4.5 tv, 2.2 radio) in 1956 and 6.3
(4.1 tv, 2.2 radio) in 1955. This indicates

audience

UP

increase

mounting combined usage in U. S. radio
homes, with tv accounting for the increase
(Table 2). In terms of millions of combined
radio-tv home hours per day in radio homes,
the rise is equally evident, hitting 332 million daily (244 million in tv, 88 million in
radio) in 1957, compared with 317 million
(213 million tv, 104 million radio) in 1956
and 289 million (187 million tv, 102 million
radio) in 1955 (Table 3),
Hour-by-hour tv usage in tv homes

up percentage-wise in 1957 for MondayFriday daytime hours and for all evenings
in the week, according to related NovemberDecember data. A total of 67% of tv homes
per average minute used their sets from
9-10 p.m. (EST) in 1957 as against 65.9%
for that period in 1956. The traditional low
points for 1956-57: the 7-8 a.m. periods,
from which viewing rises for both years,
but dips again to a lesser degree around
2-3 p.m. before continuing to rise to the
evening high points (Table 7). A yearly
breakdown for September 1956-August 1957
put tv usage at 59.9% for 9-10 p.m. for all
evenings (Table 8). By millions of homes,
hourly tv viewing for all evenings rose
from the 9-10 p.m. peak of 24.8 million
in November-December 1956 to 27.6 million for the same peak 9-10 p.m. period
TEXT CONTINUED page 128
CHARTS pages 122, 124, 126

by U. S. geographical territories for September-December
1956

Northeast East Central West Central Southern
13.174
8.463
9,625 11,578
27
17
20
23

periods of 1956 and 1957.
1957
14
Pacific
TOTAL U. S. Northeast East Central West Central Southern
Pacific
6,592 Total Homes (000) 50,200 13,000
8,640
9,540 12,020
7,000
13
100%
% of TV Ownership 82%

% of TV Ownership 76%

TV Homes (000) 37,700
100%
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100%
TV Homes (000) 41,200

11,570
28
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7,540
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and
radio and tv average hours
and listening per U. S. radio
day for November-December
1955, 1956 and 1957.
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CHART 5 — Monthly trends in average hours of radio 2listening per home per
day, based on total U. S. radio homes. Yearly average: 1955 — 2.3 hours; 1956 — 2.2
hours; 1957 — 2.0 hours.
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CHART 7 — Hour-by-hour tv usage in percentage of total tv homes, MondayFriday daytime and all evenings, for November-December periods of 1956 and .41957.
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CHART 4 — Average audience percentages show differences in tv viewing
preferences for six top westerns and
other top shows in two large East Coast
cities for a fall period in 1957.
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CHART 8 — Hour-by-hour tv usage in percentage of total tv homes, MondayFriday daytime and all evenings
15 for 12 months — September 1956 to August 1957.
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CHART 10 — Hour-by-hour tv usage in millions of homes, Monday-Friday daytime and all evenings, for November-December periods of 1956 and 1957.
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CHART

9 — Evening tv usage by individual nights of the week in percentage
of total U.S. tv homes for NovemberDecember 1957.
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CHART 11 — Hour-by-hour radio usage in percentage of total U. S. radio
homes, Monday-Friday daytime and all evenings, for November-December periods
of 1956 and 1957.
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CHART 1 2 — Hour-by-hour radio usage in millions of homes, Monday-Friday
daytime and all evenings, for November-December periods of 1956 and 1957.
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CHART 13 — Diifferences in patterns of tv usage vary between local markets
as shown in percentage comparison of usage between East Coast and West Coast
cities, both local times.
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CHART 1 H
Average audience ratings
for full-hour and half-hour evening tv
programs, based on Nielsen's Second December Report for 1956 and 1957, and
number of such programs.
30 •
—

CHART 15 — Average tv audience for Monday-Friday daytime and all evenings
in Nielsen Multi-Network Area of 14 markets where all three tv networks broadcast simultaneously, with networks' share of this audience for NovemberDecember periods of 1956 and 1957.
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made
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Dec. 22,Report
1956, was
and
Dec. 21, 1957, respectively.)

1957
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1956

NOTE: Black areas with inset figures indicate the networks' share of total average audience for
the respective periods. For example, the total average daytime tv audience for 1956 (at left)
was 23.6%. The networks' share was 85% of that figure,

CHART

16 — Average audiences for evening hour and half -hour tv programs by program type and number
grams, based on Nielsen's Second December Report for 1956 and 1957.
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94

102

85

% U. S. TV Homes each division; coverage of at least 70%
cities of less than 500,000; C — all counties not including Br
A ordcB with
as
ting
96
30,000 population; D — all remaining counties. NOTE: Dataoanot
comparable to Table 16 which is on a program station basis.
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NIELSEN STUDY continued
in 1957 (Table 10). Breakdowns cover
Monday-through-Friday daytime and evening hours. They also cover individual evenings, Sunday through Saturday, for November-December 1957 (Table 9).
Because of differences in programming,
luing habits and for other reasons, local
markets show substantial differences in their
paiterns of tv set usage. Nielsen data from
a report last summer shows a late evening
peak of sets in use in an East Coast city,
while in a West Coast city the peak is
reached in the early evening (Table 13).
In radio, the pattern of hour-by-hour
usage in percentage of total radio homes
drops throughout weekday and evening
segments from 1956. High points were

16.6% in 1956 and 15.2% in 1957, both
for the 8-9 a.m. periods. Set usage shows a
gradual decline during the morning hours
and a sharper decline after the 12 noon1 p.m. periods, with a brief revival from
6-7 p.m. before continuing downward
(Table II). The pattern is similar in radio
set usage by millions of homes. Peak times
in 1956 (7.9 million) and in 1957 (7.3 million) were from 8-9 a.m., with the daytime
decrease
hitting bottom at 4-5 p.m. (Table
12).
The Nielsen table on evening tv programs
by length and average audience for the
"second December report" * shows average audience ratings have risen for fullhour shows from 20.7 in 1956 to 23.0 in
* Playhouse 90 was the only 90-minute network
program on during the period covered and is
omitted from these Nielsen figures.

CHART 1 8 — Hour-by-hour comparison of radio and tv audiences, MondayFriday daytime and all evenings, in millions of homes for November-December
period of 1957.
-*
MONDAY-FRIDAY
>H
ALL EVENINGS >
30

1957, with the number of programs cut
from 28 to 20. On half-hour shows, average audience dropped slightly (22.1 to
21.3), while the number of programs increased from 91 to 96 (Table 14).
A similar table for the same rating period
covers evening tv programs in terms of
average audience by program type, including westerns and other types (Table 16).
The average national audience rating for
westerns was up — from 23.6% in November-December 1956 to 26.2% for the like
1957 period, with southern and Pacific
areas showing heaviest gains (Table 17).
But the differences in program preferences from city to city — even large cities
in the same geographical area — may vary,
as indicated in an NSI report for another
period in the fall of 1957. With a national
rating of 31 for six top westerns and 32 for
other top shows, City A, on the East Coast,
had a rating of 24 for westerns — 23% below
the national average — and 28 for other
top shows — 12% below national average.
City B, also on the East Coast, had a
rating of 35 for westerns — 13% above
national average — and 26 for other top
shows — 19% below national average
(Table 4).
A Nielsen comparison of the radio and
tv audiences in millions-of-homes for the
November-December periods of 1957 and
1956 shows radio and tv audiences about

-9
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CHART 19 — Homes using tv and radio by time zone — morning, afternoon and
evening — in percentage of total U. S. radio homes for November-December period
of 1957.
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the same at 10-11 a.m. weekdays (6.5 million radio, 6.6 million tv) as the two
graphs representing audience totals cross
paths, radio's gradually declining from an
8-9 a.m. apex and tv's steadily rising during
the morning hours (Table 18).
Television networks' total share of audience compared to non-network fare is
shown in data covering weekday daytime
and the 7-11 p.m. periods for all evenings
in the Nielsen Multi-Network Area of 14
markets where all three tv networks are
able to broadcast simultaneously. For the
November-December periods, ABC-TV,
CBS-TV and NBC-TV accounted for 85%
of total viewing in both 1956 and 1957 for
daytime periods (Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.6 p.m.). But their share dropped from 88%
in 1956 to 86% in 1957 for the all-evenings
average (Table 15).
(The remaining 15% daytime and 14%
nighttime share in 1957 indicates all other
viewing, including local non-network, feedins from outside the area, etc.)
The greatest variance between radio and
tv audiences in percentage of total radio
homes for the November-December 1957
period lies in the evening (6 p.m.-12 midnight) segment, with 46.8% tuned to tv
as against 6.6% tuned to radio, the Nielsen
information revealed, in a breakdown that
covers weekday mornings and afternoons
and all evening periods. This divergence
generally applies for all time zones across
the country, with one significant departure
in the Pacific Coast Time Zone, where radio homes apparently depend more on
radio in the morning than on tv (16.5%
to 9.7%). Radio homes in the Central Time
Zone lean less heavily on radio in the morning than in the Pacific Zone, but still more
so than on tv, while in the Eastern Time
Zone, radio homes favor tv in the morning
(13.7% to 11.7%) (Table 19).
Broadcasting

F.R.P. is many things . . . F.R.P. is music . . .
F.R.P. music has sweep and
scope ... as changing and varied as the millions of people who love it . . .
The pulsating harefoot rhythms of rock and roll . . . the gentler, warmer
mood

of a Tchaikovsky symphony . . . the bright freshness of today's hit ami
the mellow richness of a song that was new twenty years ago . . .

Perry Andrews

weaving whimsey between the records as he brings Baltimore
to its feet each morning . . . Jim West and his thousands of

""girl friends" — housewives

all — enjoying their music quietly together . . .

Jay Grayson putting melodic sparkle into the late afternoon,
Bill Boiling keeping a night-long musical vigil until dawn

. . .

The "live" sounds of Gene Franklin's Pier 5 Jazz Band with Baltimore
two-beat . . . America's great orchestras on ""Bandstand" . . . the
great Americana of Red Foley.
This is F.R.P. music . . . And music is only one part of F.R.P.

. r.

p!

is

music

WBAL
BALTIMORE,

FULL,

RADIO

MARYLAND

RANGE

★ 50,000 WATTS

PROGRAMMING

RADIO:

HIGHEST

HE

tower

the
(5th

m

South
highest

in the

world

is at

Augusta,

Ga.

1,292 feet fall
1,375 feet- above
average

terrain

1,677 feet above
sea level

serves . . .
1 Vi million people

covers . . .
more

of S. C. than

any So. Carolina
station, PLUS

. . .

more of Ga. than
any station outside
of Atlanta.
maximum
100,000
low band

NBC

power

. .

watts
VHF

& ABC

networks

CHANNEL'
AUGUSTA
Represented by Hollingbery
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Christal-Politz study gives in-home,
audiences

A new study dramatizing the importance
of radio in the lives of the American people is being released today (Monday) by
the 18 radio stations represented by the
Henry I. Christal Co.
It includes out-of-home listenership
figures and also updates fm and television
ownership data while at the same time
showing how radio reaches people when
they're busy with other things and thus not
available to other media.
The report is the latest in a continuing
series of qualitative and quantitative studies
conducted for the Christal group over a
five-year period by Alfred Politz Research
Inc. It is the first in this series to be carried
out on a completely nationwide basis.
Updated basic information in its findings
includes the following (with all figures representing people 15 years old or older):
• Living in homes having one or more
radios in working order — 103,013,000.
• Living in homes with fm — 27,1 15.000.
• Living in homes with tv — 92,462,000.
• Living in homes with at least one automobile—88,378,000.
• Living in homes with at least one radioequipped auto — 66,028,000.
The 38-page report is published in two
sections. The first part details dimensions
and characteristics of all radio, embracing
the 3,000-plus stations on the air. The second half reports the composite audience and
the attitudes of listeners toward a group of
48 selected stations designated as "The Nation's Voice" — a concept the Christal group
has been using in its advertising and other
promotions to dramatize the power and
believability of leading stations located in
major centers of population.
Henry I. Christal, president of the reppresentation firm, described the report and
the objectives of the study thus:
"Like all previous Politz studies, this
survey measured listening patterns of individual adults 15 years old and over, included all listening wherever it occurs, tabulated findings on the cumulative rather
than the average basis, and probed public
awareness of the differences between stations.
"There are sound reasons for these departures from the standard approaches to researching radio. We feel that in dealing with
a medium as personal and intimate as today's radio, data on the individual are far
more meaningful to the advertiser and
broadcaster than information based on families or households.

for am,

WHERE

lio
out-of-home data

fm, tv, auto

radi

Mr. Christal said: "The study fills in many
gaps in knowledge of our exciting medium.
To cite one example, last August Broadcasting editorially lamented 'nowhere in
existence is there an adequate measurement
of radio's nationwide out-of-home audience.'
"Not only does this study now provide
these detailed data [See accompanying table,
"Where They Listen"], but it also shows
clearly that even those measurements that
attempt to include automobile listening still
by-pass entirely
that is almost as
tween 1 and 4
4,250,000 adults

an out-of-home audience
large. Just in the hours bep.m. on the average day,
listen to radio in cars and

3,800,000 listen in other places out-of-home.
In aggregate, out-of-home listeners account
for fully 30% of the total radio audience in
this single three-hour period."
The findings summarized in Section 1—
dealing with radio as a whole — show that
66,950,000 adults listen to radio on the averaudience
radio's
in a month
age day and
includes
97.1that
million
or 86%
of the
adult
population. Cumulatively, teenagers (15-19
form the smallest numerical segage group)
ment of the total adult audience, while the
oldest group (45 and over) make up the
largest segment. Teenager tune-in comes to
7,200,000 on an average day; the total for
people over 45 is 23,150,000.
Tabulations of the radio audience in seven
different time segments shows substantial
listening goes on at all times of the day. The
daily audience ranges from almost 9 million
between 10 p.m. and midnight, to a peak of
38 million between 7 and 10 a.m.

sive audience?
programming
What

attracts radio's mas-

Not surprisingly, news and music head
the list of program types but the study shows
also that all the other basic services and
entertainment features which radio offers
also enjoy huge followings. Most respondents listed multiple choices in answering the
question "Which of these types of programs
do you ever listen
to" and the tabulation by
26, variances
sexes shows wide
in the interests of
79,
16,
men and women:
82,
All
Females
.isteners
Males
Comedy, humor
and entertainment 410,000
13,110,000
370,000 13,300,000
Dramatic shows
4,790,000
11,580,000
130,000
programs
News
Music
220,000 38,950,000 43,170,000
36,130,000 43,090,000
Daily summaries
of
sports
and
scores news
Play-by-play
23,900,000 15,550,000 8,350,000
broadcasts, such
as football

"Measurement of all listening is essential
to provide a true picture of a medium that
continues to shortchange itself with partial
measurement. The pattern of present-day
buying and selling of radio is geared to
cumulative values and these can be developed with much greater reliability than the
small units of measurement which are so
variable and so widely misinterpreted and
misused. The attitude of the public, long a
basic factor in evaluating printed media, is

28,110,000 19,090,000 9,020,000
Farm programs
that give
market and price
games
information
15,260,000 9,140,000 6,120,000
Farm programs
that
general
farm give
service
information
10,640,000 6,650,000 3,990,000

equally measurable and important in radio."

programs that give market and price inBroadcasting

Of particular interest is the fact that while
it is the smallest numerically, the audience
for farm programs is actually at a near-saturation level. The 15,000,000 listing farm

They're

on

Nashville's
^

#1 Audience
tation —
of the total audience, sign-on to

sign-off, 7 days a week.
41.0%
*A.R.B. says it; Telepulse says it.
The

Souths

Great

Multi-Market

T. B. Baker, Jr.
Executive Vice-President and General Manager

Broadcasting

Robert M. Reuschle
General Sales Manager '

Sales Station

The Katz Agency
National Representatives
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POLITZ STUDY continued
formation represents about 83% of the
total U. S. adult farm population, the group
for which this service is exclusively designed.
Giving the listeners an opportunity to express their own ideas of what motivated their
tuning in during specified segments of the
day shed additional light on programming
appeal. It showed particularly that interest
is not sustained on a constant level throughout the day. For example, while 82% indicate they sometimes listen to news, the listing of news as the reason for listening
ranged from a low of 15% between 1 and
4 p.m. to a high of 41%, which was for
the 5 to 7 a.m. period.
In the section summarizing data on "The
Nation's Voice," the weekly cumulative audience to the 48-station group is shown to
number 24,050,000 adults. The report makes
no comparisons, but this circulation is
known to stand up more than favorably
against adult readership figures for leading
publications measured by Politz on a comparable basis. Mr. Christal commented:
"For some time our group's advertising
has featured 'The Nation's Voice' — a
strategy demonstrating the efficiency of advertising concentrated on 48 selected major
market stations. This study measured the
audience and the standing of the 48 stations in composite, confirming most of our
convictions and setting up sign-posts pointing to the areas of greatest opportunity for
future improvement of radio and of individual station operating standards."
Among the many questions on the qualitative side, it was found that 10,000,000
listeners throughout the nation credited
members of the 48-station group with having the best advertising. The reasons, given
spontaneously,
were as follows in rank
order:

The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market
Broadcast* Center
• 37th & Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
President
Represented

Vice Pres. & Gen.
by EDWARD

Mgr.

PETRY

& CO.

1. Like products advertised, local advertising and the absence of advertising
which listeners regard as objectionable.
2. Brief, not so much advertising.
3. Do not exaggerate, not high pressure;
interesting advertising, easy to listen, like
vocal presentation.
4. Reliable, dependable, higher class,
more intelligent.
On the hypothetical question of what
people at home would do to verify a rumor
of war — a question repeated from earlier
studies — radio again came out far ahead.
Some 68,750,000 adults reported they would
"turn on the radio"; 13,270,000 would
"turn on tv"; 5,900,000 would "turn on
radio or tv" and, among less frequently
mentioned reactions, 3,400,000 would call
a newspaper.
The Christal-Politz report, which is being
submitted to the NAB committee currently
reviewing research techniques, was sponsored by Christal-represented WBAL Baltimore, WAPI Birmingham. WBEN Buffalo,
WGAR Cleveland, KOA Denver, WJR
Detroit, WTIC Hartford, WDAF Kansas
City, KTHS Little Rock, KFI Los Angeles,
WHAS Louisville, WCKR Miami, WTMJ
Milwaukee, WHAM
Rochester, WGY
Schenectady. KWKH Shreveport, WSYR
Syracuse and WTAG Worcester.
TABLES ON PAGE 134
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LITTLE
favorite

WHITE
refuge

thousands

HOUSE

of Franklin

of reverent visitors each year. Located
Springs is included

west Georgia, Warm
of WAGA-TV,
tower

and

CBS-TV

at Warm Springs, Georgia,
Delano Roosevelt, attracts

famous

maximum
and

on the Georgia

power

gain more

local programing

in South-

in the coverage

scene, too. Tallest
coverage . . . top

gain more

viewers

in the

Southeast's No. 1 market. Get full details in the WAGAland
brochure, available on request.

STORER
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-1 1 1 Sutter St.

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

POLITZ STUDY continued

WHO
Breakdown

ON AVERAGE DAY
IN AVERAGE WEEK
IN AVERAGE MONTH
WITHIN THREE MONTHS
** Not reported

of Adult
Total Adult

Population

Population
66,950,000
89,850,000
97,100,000
100,400,000

Males

Females

32,150,000
43,300,000
46,300,000
47,850,000

34,800,000
46,550,000
50,800,000
52,550,000

WHEN
Breakdown

ALL LISTENERS
MALES
FEMALES

Listening in Averaged

THEY

Time

Periods

18,650,000
8,850,000
9,800,000

37,950,000
16,300,000
21,650,000

Breakdown

20-29
Yrs. Old

30-44
Yrs. Old

7,200,000
9,850,000
10,500,000

14,200,000
17,400,000
19,000,000

22,400,000
29,400,000
31,850,000

23,150,000
33,200,000
35,750,000

Between
7 & 10

Between
10& 12

18,000,000
8,600,000
9,400,000

8,950,000
4,000,000
4,950,000

& Over

LISTEN

25,750,000
11,150,000
14,600,000

THEY

on Areas

45 Yrs. Old

15-19
Yrs. Old

of Listening from 5 a.m. to Midnight in an Average Day
Between
Between
Between
Between
Between
7&
10
4 & 7
1 &4
10 & 1
5 & 7 a.m.

WHERE

At

LISTENS

22,400,000
9,250,000
13,150,000

30,450,000
15,500,000
14,950,000

LISTEN

of Listening in an Average

Day
Between
4 & 7

Between
5 & 7 a.m

Between
7& 10

Between
10& 1

2,100,000
1,550,000
550.000

5,950,000
1,850,000
4,100,000

6,900,000
2,450,000
4,450,000

6,500,000
2,300,000
4,200,000

7,900,000
3,950,000
3,950,000

650,000
250,000
400,000

2,100,000
800,000
1,300,000

1,150,000

2,750,000
700,000
2,050,000

1,400,000
800,000

10,950,000
2,850,000
8,100,000

5,050,000
1,050,000
4,000,000

13,500,000

3,250,000
1,300,000
1,950,000

Between
1 & 4

Between
7& 10

Between
10& 12

Home

LIVING ROOM
MALES
FEMALES
DINING ROOM
MALES
FEMALES

.

8,450,000
4,100,000
4,350,000

1,850,000
800,000
1,050,000
250,000
100,000
150,000

KITCHEN
MALES
FEMALES

11,400,000
4,900,000
6,500,000

2,800,000
1,350,000
1,450,000
18,350,000
5,350,000
13,000,000

BEDROOM
MALES
FEMALES

4,900,000
2,550,000
2,350,000

10,000,000
3,650,000
6,350,000

4,100,000
700,000
3,400,000

3,250,000
950,000
2,300,000

OTHER PLACES AT HOME
MALES
FEMALES

550,000
150,000
400,000

750,000
550,000
200,000

600,000
200,000
400,000

650,000
150,000
500,000

4,700,000
8,800,000
4,550,000
1,700,000
2,850,000
750,000
150,000
600,000

AT HOME BUT DON'T REMEMBER WHERE .
MALES
FEMALES

200,000
100,000
100,000

1,000,000
250,000
750,000

1,000,000
400,000
600,000

900,000
400,000
500,000

700,000
450,000
250,000

Out-of-Home
AT WORK
MALES
FEMALES

50,000

2,000,000
1,150,000
850,000

2,850,000
1,800,000
1,050,000

1,050,000
850,000
200,000

400,000
150,000
250,000

300,000
200,000

50,000

2,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

IN CAR, WHILE DRIVING
MALES
FEMALES

1,350,000
1,050,000
300,000

5,100,000
4,150,000
950,000

1,800,000
1,550,000
250,000

800,000
1,400,000
600,000

1,250,000
1,000,000
250,000

100,000

5,400,000
4,050,000
1,350,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

100,000

250,000
200,000
50,000

4,250,000
2,550,000
1,700,000
750,000
650,000
100,000

500,000
500,000

100,000
100,000

1,150,000
1,150,000

150,000
150,000

150,000
150,000

IN SOMEONE ELSE'S HOME
MALES
FEMALES
OTHER PLACES OUT-OF-HOME
MALES
FEMALES

> .

.. .

600,000
550,000
50,000

100,000

DON'T REMEMBER
MALES
FEMALES
TOTAL
MALES
FEMALES
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250,000
100,000
1 50,000

1 00,000
22,000,000
11,100,000
10,900,000

46,400,000
18,250,000
28,150,000

1,150,000

600,000

4,250,000
1,300,000
2,950,000
350,000
250,000
100,000

200,000

1,400,000
550,000
850,000
4,550,000
1,500,000
3,050,000
200,000
200,000

100,000

50,000
50,000

150,000
100,000
50,000

50,000

31,000,000
11,550,000
19,450,000

25,550,000
10,000,000
15,550,000

200,000
150,000

50,000

50,000
37,150,000
16,850,000
20,300,000

20,050,000
9,900,000
4,250,000
9,200,000
10,850,000
5,650,000
Broadcasting

RCA

presents

3

Basic

Plans

These versatile plans illustrate how the very latest
equipment can be arranged to perform efficiently with
a minimum of investment and personnel. To meet
varying programming requirements, three basic plans are
provided, representing three specific categories of operation.

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

This plan is for the small station that proposes
PLAN "A"
to start operations with minimum investment.
It includes the necessary technical equipment
for handling the following programs: (1) announcements, (2)record and tape shows,
(3) network, (4) remotes, (5) local live shows.
Plan "A" can be adapted to almost any type
of building that provides enough floor space.

Plan
"B" typifies
"B" the most desirable arrangePLAN
ment for the community type station. It fulfills
all the requirements, from a space and facility
point of view, for handling a very diversified
program schedule. Plan "B" incorporates
more elaborate features that make for more
flexible, yet economical operation. New items
appear in Plan "B", such as an announce
booth and automatic turntable. The larger
console makes the operation more flexible.

This plan "C
approaches
the ultimate for the
"
PLAN
larger type of radio station as we know it
today. Extensive programming can be handled. Itincorporates all the features of plan
"A" and "B"; however, it assumes that the
transmitter would be located separately from
the studio, with its own building, at its own
site. Two automatic turntables are included
in this plan, permitting more flexible autoprogramming. And more extensive use of
facilities is assured through a sub-control
room in addition to master control.

ALL

OF

THESE

PLANS

ARE

AVAILABLE

FOR

YOUR

USE

RCA will be glad to provide you with these complete plans.

available on request . . . ask your RCA representative. Or write

Or equipment may be interchanged to allow for a station's

to RCA Department AM-1157, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

individual programming requirements. A complete brochure is

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO

CORPORATION

Broadcast and Television Equipment
FORM AM-112557

•

of

AMERICA

Camden, N.Tmk(s)
J. ®
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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long will it last?

The man who can accurately crystal-ball
that question about a new television program is apt to find his services in rare demand.
Too often, shows that start out seeming
to have great promise end up as flops. Not
often enough, some of those with seemingly unexciting prospects prove to be hardy
perennials.
If it is impossible to forecast with accuracy the life of a given program, the
next best thing is to look at the track records
of past entries. The A. C. Nielsen Co. has
done so in a preliminary study just completed, covering the years 1953-57. The
complete Nielsen Long-Term Ratings
Trends study will be available to subscribers
shortly. The results form a sort of actuarial
table for television programming, though
their usefulness in estimating risks and expectancies in future programming remains
to be proved. The key tables are presented
on this page.
On the next two pages are lists of current
network tv programs according to the year
in which they were introduced, of Top Ten
shows of former years that have since gone
off the air, and of current Top Tens with
their years of origin.

CURRENT

NETWORK

THE LIFE OF NETWORK

(Evening hour and half -hour programs, 1953 through 1957)

Type
Duration : Min.
6
Current Shows
Year of Origin
0
1957
1
1956
1
1955
0
1954
4
1953 &
prior
Total Shows
Originated
28
1952-1956
6
Still on Network
% Still on Network 21%

SUSPENSE
DRAMA
COMEDY
SIT
60 Min. 30 Min. 30 Min.
21
5
11
8
8
0
2
0
0
4
1
0
2
1
1
5
1
4

18
5
28%

23
3
13%

13
51
26%

son. The column at the right shows, for
each year, the percentage that remained
in 1957 out of all those that made their
introductory appearance in the same
prior year. Thus, of the 118 shows on the
air in 1953, a total of 77, or 63% returned in 1954. Of these, 60 (or 78%)
were back in 1955. The next year 42 or
70% of these returned and the 1957
schedule included 25 of these — 21%
of the ones that were on in 1953.

The table below gives a quick summary of program longevity — and, by deduction, of mortality — on a year-to-year
basis. The first figure shown for each
year is the number of new programs introduced during that year (for the first
year of the study, 1953, all programs
then on the air were considered "new").
The figures that are underlined show the
number (with percentage in parentheses)
that returned from the preceding sea-

%1957,
left vs.in
first year
1953
Number by first
year of telecast
1953 and before
1954
1955
1956
1957
TOTAL PROGRAMS

1954

118

77 (63%)
42

60 (78%)
23 (55%)
42

42
(70%)
41
13 (57%)
23 (55%)
119

25
8
16
15
116
52

125

19%
38%
37%

(60%)
(62%)
(70%)
(37%)

Note: 1953 through 1956 data is for November-December. 1957 data is from second December NTI
report. Only 30- and 60-minute regularly scheduled evening shows are considered. If a show switched from
evening to daytime it was considered dropped.

EVENING

TV SHOWS

WESTERN
10 DRAMA

BY YEAR

60 Min.
4

6
2
2
0
0

3
1
0
0
0

1
1
100%

AND

SHOW

TYPE

all 11 shows now on the air in that category — out of 46 introduced in the past five years — -are at least one year old, and 8
of the 11 have been running since 1953 or earlier. In suspense
drama, western drama and variety shows this situation is reversed; in each of these groups at least half are new this year.
Considering all programs, 26% of all those which were on
the air in 1953 or which appeared in 1954 through 1956,
are still on the air. These represent 55% of the current network
schedule, while this season's 52 new shows represent 45%.

ADVENTURE

30 Min.

OF ORIGIN

11
It
30 Min.*
4
3
3
0

11
9
7
4
44%
64%
-Category starts in 1955
tReclassified in 1957

VARIETY
16
30 Min. 60 Min.
9
11
1
1
0
3

16%
5

QUIZ &
AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION

3
2
3
0
1
18
6
33%

1242
1
1
4

24%
8
33

OTHER
30 Min. 60 Min.
7
4
2
1
0
1
3

20

EVENING
ALL
30 Min. 60 Min.
94
22

3
0
0
1
0

43
20
12
13
6

9
3
3
2
5
13

243
26%

30%
5

1

31

51

HISTORIES
Broadcasting

of telecast
21%

1955
1956
1957
Number returning in succeeding years

118 119

The process of trial and error that goes into the development
of a network program schedule can be detected from this table,
along with evidence of the relative staminas of different program types. The table shows, reading from top to bottom, the
number of programs now on the air in each category; the total
number introduced in each category between 1953 and 1956,
and the number (and percentage) of these old-timers still on the
networks. Included also are the perennials that started before
1953 and were on in that year. General drama is unique in that
GENERAL
DRAMA

TV PROGRAMMING

OF INDIVIDUAL

SHOWS

February 24, 1958
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TV LIFE CYCLES continued
THE SURVIVORS
In the columns below are listed some of
the current tv programs according to the
year in which they were introduced (the 1953
list includes some that actually started before
that time). The programs in capital letters
PULSE,
H

0^ 0^

E

also made the Nielsen Top Ten in November-December ofthe same year they started.
The year 1954 was noticeably a poor one
from the standpoint of programs surviving
until now.

VERIFAK
/

^3

IN L

IN

For keys to symbols after program names,
see footnote on page 139.

.

.

.

We're

ail

building

GRAND

axyiee!

a better mousetrap

RAPIDS,

^WMA
1000 WATTS, COVERING X
MICHIGAN'S

1953
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet (CS)
Armstrong Circle Theatre (GD)
GODFREY TALENT SCOUTS (VT)
Burns & Allen (CS)
DRAGNET (SD)
ED SULLIVAN (GV)
G. E. Theatre (GD)
I LOVE LUCY (CS)
I've Got A Secret (QP)
Jack Benny (CS)
Jane Wyman (GD)
Kraft Theatre (GD)
Life of Riley (CS)
Loretta Young (GD)
Name That Tune (QG)
Person To Person (I)
Schlitz Playhouse (GD)
Studio One (GD)
THIS IS YOUR LIFE (I)
U. S. Steel Hour (GD)
Voice of Firestone (CM)
What's IVly Line (QP)
You Asked For It (GV)
YOU BET YOUR LIFE (QG)
Your Hit Parade (VM)

in

MICHIGAN

SECOND
LARGEST
MARKET
Ra
dio

call RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
for details

to

1954
Climax (GD)
December Bride (CS)
DISNEYLAND (FV)
Father Knows Best (CS)
Lassie (CO)
The Lineup (SD)
People Are Funny (AP)
Rin Tin Tin (A)

penetrate!

1955
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (SD)
Bob Cummings (CS)
Chevy Show (Music) (VM)
Gunsmoke (EW)
Lawrence Welk (VM)
MILLIONAIRE (GD)
Navy Log (A)
Original Amateur Hour (VT)
Peoples Choice (CS)
PERRY COMO (VM)
Phil Silvers (CS)
RedSkelton (CS)
Robin Hood (A)

* This powerful RADIO voice sends
your message to a greater number of listeners . . . you get more
for your promotion dollar.
* This powerful TV signal is sent to
a greater number of viewers . . .
costs you less by exposing your
product to a bigger audience.
GENERAL
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Sgt. Preston (A)
$64,000 QUESTION (QG)
Wyatt Earp (EW)
1956

CKLW
50,000 WATTS

J. E . Com peou
President
ADAM

CKLW-TV
325,000 WATTS

YOUNG,
National

INC.

Representative
GUARDIAN

BLDG.,

DETROIT

Jim Bowie (A)
Bold Journey (DO)
Broken Arrow (EW)
Cheyenne (EW)
Circus Boy (A)
Danny Thomas (CS)
Ford Show (GV)
Gale Storm (CS)
Lawrence Welk Talent (VT)
$64,000 Challenge (QG)
STEVE ALLEN (GV)
Telephone Time (GD)
20th Century (DO)
Twenty-One (QG)
West Point (A)
Zane Grey (EW)
Broadcasting

THE CASUALTIES
Some of the shows that consistently made
the Top Ten of a few years ago are no
longer around. The lists below include programs that were in the November-December Nielsen Top Ten for the years indicated but have since left the networks.

We've

Lit the

Fuse

at K-NUZ

1953
Colgate Comedy Hour (CV)
Jackie Gleason Show (GV)
Arthur Godfrey Show (GV)
Buick-Berle Show (CV)
Fireside Theatre (GD)
Ford Theatre (GD)
Philco Playhouse (GD)
1954
Jackie Gleason (GV)
Martha Raye (CV)
Colgate Comedy Hour (CV)
Ford Theatre (GD)
Buick-Berle. Show (CV)
T955
Private Secretary (CS)
Ford Theatre (GD)
Martha Raye (CV)
George Gobel (CV)
1956
Jackie Gleason (GV)
Private Secretary (CS)
THE ELITE
This list below shows the program categories and years of origin of shows that
made the Nielsen Top Ten in November
and December this season. Only two 1957
entries are included. Four are from 1956;
five are from 1955; two are from 1954
(that poor year again), and four are from
1953 or earlier.
Gunsmoke (EW) (1955)
Perry Como (VM) (1955)
Ed Sullivan (GV) (pre-1953)
Jack Benny (CS) (pre-1953)
Steve Allen (GV) (1956)
I'veE.Got
a Secret
(pre-1953)
G.
Theatre
(GD)(QP)
(1953)
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (SD) (1955)
Danny Thomas (CS) (1956)
Wyatt Earp (EW) (1955)
$64,000 Question (QG) (1955)
Cheyenne (EW) (1956)
December Bride (CS) (1954)
Lassie (CO) (1954)
Zane Grey Theatre (EW) (1956)
Tales of Wells Fargo (EW) (1957)
Have Gun, Will Travel (EW) (1957)

With

"On-The-Go

CELEBRATING
. . . With fast-moving
to the long-time

OUR

new

10th

programs

"

RADIO!

ANNIVERSARY

. . . new

personalities added

favorites that make

K-NUZ

the top-rated

radio

No.

1

Buy

in

station.

KEYS TO SYMBOLS
HOUSTON

PROGRAM TYPES
(Classification is supplied by tv networks)
GD — General Drama
SD — Suspense Drama
CS — Situation Comedy
EW — Western Drama
A — Adventure
EVENING VARIETY
CV — Comedy
GV— General
VT— Talent
VM — Musical
QUIZ & AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION
AP — Audience Participation
QG — Quiz Give Away
QP — Quiz Panel
OTHER PROGRAM TYPES
CM — Concert & Familiar
Music
CO— Child One-a-Week
I— Interview
FV — Format Varies
Broadcasting

HOUSTON'S

24

HOUR

MUSIC

AND

NEWS

National Reps.: Forjoe & Co. —
Southern Reps.:
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •
CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas
San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle
I
Dallas •• New
New Orleans
Orleans; • i
Atlanta
IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, jAckson 3-2581
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AN INTERVIEW

LOOKS

TV
The

buyers

will

buy,

GOOD
says

A number of responsible people have said
that because of the softness in the national
economy, television sales are in for rough
sledding. How does it look to you for '58?
Well, as you know, sales right now are in
good shape. Network billing is up. Tremendous activity occurred in spot in the last
two or three weeks. But like the economy,
business is soft. In spot the commitments are
all for shorter terms than before. There's a
lot of activity, but it's the 4-week kind — the
8-week buy is a rare one. Again it depends
upon what kind of sampling you are taking.
In talking to stations in some expanded
markets — ones which have gone from two to
three stations or from one to two — the older
stations have adjusted to the fact that there
are more stations getting a share of the
budgets, so they are not even trying to make
an evaluation — on the basis of 1957 against
1956.
What was tv billing in '56 versus what
billing is going to be in 1958?
But you are talking about two completely
different bases. You are talking about a situation where there are three stations where
there used to be one.
Isn't that something similar to what Phil
McHugh [of Campbell-Ewald, BROADCASTING, Jan. 13] was talking about, except he was talking about audiences?
That's right. And we are not fighting with
Phil McHugh's audience analysis. If you
read his comments closely, you'll see that he
said:
"The amount of rise is not as great as it
was." But the headlines came out: "Television viewing is falling off." This is where
we took issue; not with McHugh, but basically with the way the thing was written up.
Back to audiences for a minute, if I may.
We are in darn good shape in the Nielsen
Pocketpiece, the latest one. The average
audiences were above the preceding year in
the case of the Top 10 shows. You were the
only publication, I think, to pick up this
fact — that this was the test to note the consumer's interest in the commercials and the
ability of the advertiser to write interesting
commercials.
Coming back to your original question:
Yes, business is soft, but it is soft in many
areas. Some are predicting a softness of
three to six months, not for the full year.
Page 140
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Cash,

PETE CASH, PRESIDENT

FOR
but

they've

GAIN

6%
got

TvB

to

Then how will television wind up in '58
on an overall gross basis?
I say we will be about 6% above '57.
Which would bring the figure up to what?
Pretty close to $1.4 billion.
Is that 6% in network and spot or total
billing?
Total billing.
Let's break it down by segments, then.
Where are we going in network billings in
1958?
Network billings in '58 will plateau for
the first quarter. However, along about May,
I am afraid we will have some extra tough
selling problems on our hands.
While this will be the result of many
things, I am most concerned now with advertisers who may say, "Let's pull back for
just two or three months." The advertiser
who wants a high quality product on television must allow sufficient time in advance
of any committed programming to have his
product put on film or a script backlog
worked out for all his programs. Any delay
in reaching a decision on a network commitment will prejudice this preparation period, and conversely, any lack of preparation
will affect a decision relative to a network
commitment.
Despite the plateau in the first quarter,
however, annual network billings are expected to reach an all-time high for the year
as more and more advertisers find television
their most efficient medium.

be

sold

on

IN

'58

the

medium

National spot will be up 8% — pretty close
to $400 million.
And local?
Local should be up 10%. Local spot is
dependent upon the continuation of hard
local selling and a continuation of the excellent results that medium is getting for
advertisers. It is difficult to get figures on
local, which makes it so difficult for us at
TvB to estimate anything on that side.
There is one big breakthrough we hope to
make on a major retail group. I can't name
it at this point. But if we do, it alone will
mean about $10 million minimum. And, as
is true in so many industries, once a guy gets
in and proves the efficiency of a given advertising medium his lead will pull others.
There are more and more indications of
successful tv use on the part of the local
advertiser. We are over the experimentation
period. I refer specifically to the warehouse
sale concept, which the bureau played a

Do you have a rough estimate of that
figure? And what percentage it may be
above '57?
The networks will run about 3% ahead
of '57.
'57?
Which will bring them to what?
$680 million.
Do you think all three networks will finish
'58 with higher total gross revenues than in
Yes.
It will not be a sharing such as you were
talking about in the added facilities markets?
No.
I would like to jump to national spot, then
to local for the same estimates for 1958.
Spot

terms

are

short

. . . 8-week

buys

are rare
Broadcasting
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to
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Advertisers'

Results

see that they get

the most for every advertising dollar.
(Of course, we love our audience ratings,
too .... tops in Pulse and Hooper for years.)
Representatives:

WTRY
John Blair & Co.
WAVZ
National: Hollingbery Co.
New England: Kettell-Carter

Daniel W. Kops, President
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Richard J. Monahan, Vice President and National Advertising Manager
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large part in alerting advertisers to — and developing for them. We proved it in Rochester; we proved it in Wheeling, W. Va. Television can deliver a buying audience to the
stores when they use the saturation campaign to announce a given sale. I refer to a
97% increase in the 1956-57 warehouse
sale. In 57-58 there is an increase on top
of that in total dollars. Now this is pretty
fantastic, when sales supposedly are slow.
Is selling tougher this winter than last?
We find it so. Yes.
In what way?
Well, tougher in the fact that more media
arc alerted to good selling. And the better
the job the other media do the tougher our
job becomes — but better for all of us. As
a matter of fact, when anyone goofs it can
set us all back.
We find no trouble at all in getting audiences to television presentations. I think you
noticed this here in New York and in some
of the other cities we just covered. The
curiosity is there. Because these people have
narrowing profit margins they feel a much
larger responsibility in how they use their
money — this is why you get this close hard
analysis of "what I do with my advertising
budget" as all media costs rise. Now this is
starting to make media really sit up and
measure themselves closely.
Happily, we have data — the Pulse studies,
the Nielsen studies — that show not only the
income level of homes but also the type of
home that does the viewing and when they
do it. The advertiser's decision will rest basically on how well each of the media culls
out the kind of customer the advertiser is
looking for.
This can mean sizable money for television. Here is a man who needs heavy advertising now, but he's going to take months
to analyze his needs before he moves. This
is what makes our selling that much more
difficult.
The

worst

position

you

With the softness of the market, don't you
think that some of the advertisers who have
never used television before could be induced to start?
Yes, you find people of the Adell Chemical Co. type who constantly are increasing
and increasing and increasing. They spur
others. There is a firm in the South called
"Texize" which is going just as strongly,
using the identical approach to sell the consumer. The success story is still very basic.
Coming back to local billings. As I said,
the local increase will be 10% — up to $336
million. It has been demonstrated, enough
and to enough advertisers, that they can get
fast action with local tv. Happily (or unhappily) we have the product available. We
used to hear this old cry, you know: "Well,
none of the excellent areas of selling time
are available; they are all kept for the big
national advertisers." This is no longer true.
But it is a matter of explaining that it is
available. Some of the people on the highest
levels don't know this, and we are not going
to make any bones about the fact that television today has plenty of good product to
sell.
Your most difficult position to get in is a
position where you are sold out, and this
may be one of the things that radio may be
facing very quickly. I understand that Mutual
Radio Network was sold out two weeks before Christmas or something like that, and
they didn't have anything to sell. You don't
want to get into this position, as enviable as
it may seem, because then you are precluding an advertiser who might like to use
the medium.

that fit into the category. But here's the
gauntlet they threw at us: You tell us what
we should do. Some of this company's stores
have been using television and they have
been successful. Now if they were not successful, we would be just whistling "Dixie"
trying to go after them and say, "Spend
money
in television."
Are you
working with the agency?
This is directly with the advertising manager of the company. We were pleased to see
this company develop a terrific booklet on
"How to Use Television." They're sending a
new kit out now to all their stores. Now this
is automatically an endorsement of television
by management.
Will you tell us of some of the success
cases of TvB and some of the products that
have been sold direct on television?
Take Spring Mills. Sales of product in
August and lanuary had increases of as
much as 76%.
And Oldsmobile. Here again is the beauty
of this medium. Oldsmobile has some excellent franchises in all media. A strike in
one of their body plants caused a delay in
getting their car out on a given date. Well,
just about three weeks before that date they
had to make a fast media shift where they
could to move the pressure to the day before
the car was actually to be shown to the public. In this instance, spot television was the
tool. They spent $60,000 in one night. This
is a physical demonstration of how this
medium can be used to hike sales when a
selling season is coming up.
We are particularly pleased with the developments ofthe Sun Oil Co. account, and

You mentioned a retailer ready to invest
$10 million in local spot. Is this a national
chain which then would put that money into
a number of local markets or is it in one

here again I'm talking strictly about the particular attributes of the medium. We can
demonstrate how Sun Oil with this pump
can mix the gas — can physically show the

major market?

consumer who wants to buy gasoline, "Here's
the pump; walk up to it. Which one do you

This would go into a number of markets.
It's pretty easy to identify, because we are,
talking about half a dozen potential ones

can

be

in is 'Sold

Out'

In other categories we find New York Life
Insurance, testing now in Providence. We
find the Lumberman's Mutual, which has
been receiving our material in sales presentations the past year and a half. The biggest
want?"
tv user in the insurance field is, of course,
Prudential. Prudential wrote $8 billion of
insurance in 1956. I have just learned the
figure they recorded in '57— $11 billion.
Selling itself, TvB knows that its greatest
growth and success story is in its service to
advertisers and agencies. Take Sams retail
store in Detroit, for example. Our retail department under Howard Abrahams has developed this hard selling store into a consistent tv advertiser. But the volume of requests now makes it imperative that we
expand our staff and this must come from
new income from new members.
Can you name any others who converted
to tv after TvB presentations?
The New York Stock Exchange is now
evaluating the total results of their efforts
in a test market. And consider those banks
which have been using television, and ever
so successfully, particularly the First National City Bank here in New York City.
TvB alerts those persons responsible, the
treasurers of companies, the bankers themselves, to the effectiveness of television. We
spoke to them quite specifically in the
Broadcasting
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SAN

ANTONIO

TOP

THE SAN ANTONIO TELEVISION AUDIENCE
January 19-25, 1958
KONO-T
STATION
<3AW V
ANTfiNTfl MFTROPTiT TTAW ARFA
STATION
KONO
STATION SHARE OF
( A )
( B )
(ABC)
SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY

Other

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Si pn-ftn tn Q'OO AM
9 :00 AM to 12:00 Noon

63 . 9
51 . 7
57.4
55.9

SIGN-ON TO NOON

36.7
42.6
42.6

Noon to 3:00 PM
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

28.3
31.2

Noon to 6:00 PM

24.4

8.0
8.0
29.1
44.4

31.7

38.3

30.0
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

32.7
34.8

31.3
20.0

35.8
48.0

0.2

6:00 PM to Midnight

33.1

29.4

38.0

0.2

34.8

43.7

51.1
17.7

20.0
60.8

SATURDAY
Sign-On to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

31.7
28.9
21.6

SUNDAY
Sign-On to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

31.8
27.4
38.3

27.6
38.8
9.1

42.1
33.8
52.6

SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight
SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

31.4
32.6
31.6

0.2
18.0
35.2
32.2

34.0

33.2
51.2
36.6
0.2
I 0.2

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.

Television network
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presentation of the "Vision of Television
1958." Over 7,000 advertisers have seen this
in the past two months. The important thing
is to invest money and get it back, so you
can reinvest both in product and in personnel and in advertising.
Where TvB success stories rack up is
something we will never be able to measure.
We are delighted to find that when our presentation goes down to a given market for a
given advertiser, that if the station doesn't
use it on that given advertiser, he turns it
to two other types of advertisers. I heard of
such a case this morning. Happily he made
sales from both; one was a new category — a
window cleaning company in Milwaukee.
Convenience items, those under a dollar,
are basically using television — from Procter

& Gamble to Lestoil — as their basic medium
of communicating and selling to people. Our
west coast office believes that there are some
fine things in the wind out there from the
major packers, including the tuna people,
which are already active. There are also
some major department stores out there that
they are looking to for some real activity in
this next year.
I think probably the most important success of TvB, as we look back across the year
of '51, has been the development of new
sales material; namely, the spot sampler
which is actively being used by media people
in most major agencies that know about it,
and the corporate image idea developed by
Halsey Barrett, director of natural sales.
What area is TvB shooting for primarily
in '58?
The major steel companies, the insurance

world, the automotive world and the major
retailers, both big in their individual cities
and big in the total nation, like mail order
houses.
Is TvB doing anything about color television?
Nothing more than to apprise advertisers
of how much color television is already here.
Again referring to our "Vision of Television"
presentations, 75 advertisers have already
had experience in color television, 96% of
the homes can be reached with color television transmission, some 250 stations are
so equipped. Being a color viewer myself in
my own home, I'm convinced that people
who don't have color are just precluding
themselves from man's newest form of pleasure and interest and knowledge and appreciation of what's going on about us.
Will there be any significant upturn in
color this year, either by advertisers or by
viewer acceptance?
Well, viewer acceptance in homes that
already are color equipped is tremendously
high. Crosley stations are originating over
15 hours of local color per week. If people
would do a few simple things: Turn the set
on before you are ready to tune in your color
television show; give the set a chance to
warm up; get it set once and walk away from
it; if mother suddenly thinks the girl's dress
should be redder— sorry, stay away from it.
This is a very sensitive and very hard-working and able piece of machinery, but there
are too many people who want to change
the shading of what Miss X should look like
and what her dress should look like. My set
is two years old and there hasn't been a service man near our home, and this thing goes
at least two or three hours a day.
You've been talking about success stories.
Have you had any failure stories, say, in the
past year, that you learned something from?
Here's one you might call a failure story.
Let me talk about it, because you might be
story.
able to develop this thing back into a positive

Our

1957

of more
400

list
than

advertisers
testifies:

WQXR
1957

was

SELLS

a record-breaking year for WQXR,

America's only 50,000-watt good music station.
Its expanding list of advertisers . . . about 100
new this year . . . kept pace with its growing
audience. Why? Because

WQXR

sells. It fills a

distinct need and reaches a distinctive part of
America's most massive market.
for more than a million New York families, nothing takes the place of
50,000 watts AM & FM
Radio station of The New York Times
229 West iSrd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
LAckawanna 1,-1100
WQXR
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As you know, the Edsel show broke — the
first television use by the Edsel came out
Oct. 13, a Sunday night special show they
had on CBS-TV from 8 to 9 o'clock. This
show [starring Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra
and Rosemary Clooney] had a fantastic audience, the commercials were great, TvB put
a lot of money in research and we found a
great increase in the level of knowledgeability about different items in this car —
the trunk feature, the speedometer feature,
the teletouch shift on the steering wheel.
We can say this is a television failure because Edsel has had tough sledding. All
other cars, the new models, broke immediately after this show. People then had a
chance to truly compare. I think there are
some 18 recognized models on the road. The
knowledgeability and acceptance of these
other cars make the Edsel's sales job really
tough. We naturally would have hoped that
we would have driven Edsel's sales up. You
don't do this: as the old expression goes,
one swallow doesn't make a summer.
Edsel now is using NBC-TV's Wagon
Train and its performance is great. But
Edsel must not let the audience get cold. He
must keep after the audience with the lowest
Broadcasting
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cost medium — tv — and hit them regularly.
Like most of Detroit, Edsel is underspent in
tv. I know they are spending more money
this year than they were last year at this
given time. The automobile, though, since it
is such a vital part of our economy, should
turn more and more to television and really
use it. Make tv the basic medium, let the
top advertisers use it by and large as their
basic medium; then we've really got some
sales pressure that can move these cars.
Do you think Cadillac is justified in staying out of television?
Cadillac is completely out of television.
Cadillac has had an acceptance built up
through good advertising for the past quarter
of a century. It's an excellent product.

1 am convinced that if Cadillac went
100% into television tomorrow — and we
could accommodate them very well in the
kind of atmosphere they would like to operate in— we could sell as many or more
cars as they are now selling through other
media.
Isn't it true that Chevy spends more week
in and week out than, say, Pontaic, and that
Chevy sales have not dropped this year,
whereas some of the others did not spend
as much and have had a sales drop?
There may be a relationship there, but I
think many other factors are involved —
model, price, activities of competitors. Ford
and Chrysler sales increased
their tv expenditures. Chevy
upswing with production and
Talking about the motors in
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Will that increase in '58?
It will increase in direct relationship to
the increase in population with new homes
being formed. There isn't any question anymore in the advertiser's mind, I find, about
tv being the basic medium. You can reach
more people through television than you
can with any other medium. Let me go back
to the automotive world for a moment. Although the nation now has 85% of its
homes equipped with television sets an automotive advertiser will recognize that 95%
of the homes that are car buyers are tv
equipped. The market he is trying to hit is

night.
Are you talking about network, spot and
local?
That's right.

double

INCREASE

GRADE

Getting back to where we are going in
'58, what significant trends do you see in
audience composition?
Well, as you know, almost anyone who
takes a survey of audience composition finds
that the lady of the house is a big customer
in television. She spends more time with it
than any other member of the family.

be, a year and a half ago, "please help us sell
daytime." All of us put our energies into it,
and I am talking about every member of the
selling community of the television industry,
and daytime is in great shape. So is late

MARKET

tower

WIS-TV

In the final analysis it's how well the
viewers
are being sold on the floor of the
dealership.

already television equipped. So it's not a
question of whether television can reach
them physically. He already knows this. It
almost bores him when we bring it up.
Do you think daytime tv will increase?
Daytime is in such good shape now that
we have product to sell at night. It used to

fall

by

Motors has increased its share with Chevy
leading.
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Let me make another point about tv viewing. I don't know whether you folks have
had a chance to analyze Nielsen's figures
closely (Nielsen's Pocketpieces) but I was
amazed to learn one thing — in the first January report 9:45 to 10 p.m. Saturday
showed almost 72.2% of the sets in use.
Now this is a fantastic level. This is even
higher than Sunday night. It's pretty remarkable when you are talking about seven
out of ten homes looking at their television
sets on Saturday nights at 10 o'clock —
nothing special on, only shows that have
been regular weekly features.
This is where I take exception to the
John Cunninghams and their "boredom factor" [device used by Mr. Cunningham, president of Cunningham & Walsh, to dramatize
his argument that too much programming
lacks initiative and imagination]. I think
Americans are pretty intelligent people. If
they don't like
they'll turn it off;
I- a program,
they have plenty
of choices if they are not
pleased with what they are looking at or
can see.
On the front page of one of our major
publications recently there was a story saying that the moving picture business in the
last quarter has taken an awful beating.
Now they relate it to the use of better moving pictures on television. Well, this may be
true. I don't know. But certainly this is better product for free television.
As a matter of fact, I don't know whether
this is worth reporting, but I will get this
BROADCASTING
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more
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CASH CONTINUED
out of my system. If toll television is so
great, what is the difference between toll
television and moving pictures really? Don't
you
pay athing?
fee toJust
go another
to a movie?
this
the same
system,Isn't
except
you have to go out of your home to see it,
instead of seeing it in your home, isn't it?
But the moving picture business is only soft
when the product is bad, and our product is
great in television and our product is not
soft, far from the levels of both advertising
and investment of people's viewing. Nielsen
very specifically defined this: on Sunday,
Oct. 13, 35 million homes watched an
average of two hours over a period of four
hours. Now this may not be as great a gain
as we had percentage-wise three years ago,
but how big is big?
Has TvB taken a position on toll television?
Not officially, and we will not officially.
I think there are enough people talking
about toll television now. Our business is to
sell this positive free television system.
You people have reported and watched
very closely the Bartlesville test. What's
happening down there? There were 500 or
600 subscribers; now there are about 300.
Now I am sure that all the toll television advocates were putting their best foot forward
in that city, and this is the result. A lot of
people think there is a fast buck in it. That's
why we get the reporting of it, the activity
of it, because frankly, toll tv would be to
the advantage of competitive media that are

Youth-On

Target!

Seventh-day Adventist youth are often characterized as young people who
"don't dance, smoke, drink . . ."
While this description is phrased in negatives it may justify a look at a
Christian philosophy producing a relatively high percentage of young people
with built-in standards, self-discipline and ideals.
Next month — March 15 to 22 — the Young People's Week of Prayer will
be observed in Seventh-day Adventist churches around the world. It is encouraging to see any group of youth in today's kind of world meeting for
prayer and dedication.
But they don't get that way over night. A look back into February reveals
one of the influences that produce such results, for in this month Adventists
observe Christian Home Week and Family Altar Day.
These events emphasize a tradition of family discipline and avoidance
of many common self-indulgences, as well as the positive practice of devotions
and Christian fellowship as a family unit. While not infallible, these influences
do help to start most children on a way of life that will make them constructive
citizens.
Adventists regard their young people highly. Within the church program
are summer camps for church and non-church youth alike; an effective organization for youth — the Missionary Volunteers — providing recreation, study and
devotional pursuits; a complete educational system extending through graduate
and professional level; a profusion of journals and books for all ages; and
the keystone of all — the Christian home.
It is in such programs among all religious groups that we find a proven
answer to the present problems of youth in society.
For a complete, indexed, background file of Seventh-day
Adventist information, contact one of the offices listed below.
SEVENTH-DAY

ADVENTIST

INFORMATION
World Headquarters Office
6840 Eastern Avenue, Washington 12, D.C.
RAndolph 3-0800
Howard B. Weeks, P.R. Director
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SERVICES

New York Office
New York Center, 227 W. 46 St., N.Y. 36
JUdson 6-2336
Helen F. Smith, P.R. Director

reporting it so loudly. I haven's seen a report on the front page of any major newspaper on Bartlesville for a long time.
What is the growth possibility of TvB
during 1958? Are you growing?
Yes, we are growing in two areas: new
stations are going on the air and income
levels are increasing because of some stations bringing their rates up to the level they
should be. There is still a tremendous
number of non-members we've got to spend
more time soliciting, which we have not
been doing in the last year.
Frankly, we have been out selling tv and
putting our energies more toward that than
strictly to the recruitment of members,
which we obviously had to do during the
first year in addition to the selling.
Will you get your Chicago office opened
this year?
It depends completely upon about 30
individual managers of non-member stations
because with those 30 individual stations
added to our list we can do all the things we
should be doing and on an accelerated scale,
plus adding the Chicago office.
How does your budget compare with the
newspaper budget?
It's about one-third of the newspaper
Bureau of Advertising.
Roughly, what is your budget?
In excess of $800,000.
And the radio budget?
The Radio Advertising Bureau's budget
is nearly identical, although I think theirs
is a little bit ahead of TvB's. I believe their
membership is close to 800; ours is 250.
They have a potential of some 3,000 stations, and our outside potential right now is
less than 500.
Broadcasting

What is the great untapped area of advertising for television?
Well, we've touched upon the great retailers, which we have not really tapped.
It's a fact that we are still in a position to
increase their sales and will continue to be
as long as we can build on the patterns that
we have built through '57. We are gaining
more circulation in homes and in time spent
by the homes; hence, we deserve higher
rates. That latter factor you would logically
conclude, as you should, is a retardant to
bringing in retailers, who are in the great
untapped area.
What happens to the medium which the
retailer now uses — newspapers?
Because of the increases in costs of newsprint and the increased cost of doing business, they've got to charge more, yet they
don't have a corresponding circulation
growth to merit rate increases. The retail
advertiser, analyzing the growth trends of
the cost of using media, does not mind
paying more for media if he is reaching
more people. Happily for us, television is
reaching more of his best customers and
probably will continue to as long as we have
this tremendous strength in the young growing homes. This is the customer you must
build on. We said this three years ago; we
have said it every day since; we will continue to say it. The big bulk of television
audiences is in the home in the 16-35 age
bracket and the 35-50 age bracket.
Does this mean the cost per thousand
for television is actually going down, while
for some of the other media it is going up?

2

STATES

I think this has been proven by all different means of measurement.
Will it continue this year?
I think it will, definitely, as long as
homes continue to increase in our country
as they are, as they are constantly being
equipped with television sets, and as they
are using the sets more. These are three
factors working in our favor.
I think some of you were at the Advertising Research Foundation meeting when
the subject came up on cost per thousand
and whether you could compare one medium to the other. Somebody tried to say
it can't be done — the old apples and oranges
bit. But one man — Seymour Banks of Leo
Burnett Co. got up and said, "Gentlemen,
let's stop this nonsense. Which one of you in
this room does not make such a comparison?" No one can operate in a vacuum.
Believe me, you and your fine book have to
operate against the efficiencies or lack of
efficiencies of every other fellow; and once
you think you are the only book in the
business, you are in trouble.
I don't know whether I have answered
this specifically.
per thousand will continueI think
at the tv's
low cost
efficient
rates
which are now being delivered. A thousand
homes are a thousand impressions delivered.
They are already lower than for any other
measured advertising medium.
Have stations by and large reached their
potential in terms of dollars?
No. Larger circulation, more sets in use,
more time spent, color . . .
Every time we run a story where you
say spot is way up, more money is being

spent on spot, there are some stations which
say, "I'm down, way down." Have you taken any averages on the number of reporting
stations on your spot reports?
Yes, we have. Remember we are reporting as all other media report — in gross dollars. Iam glad you brought this point up,
because it may be helpful here to point out
what meaning the gross dollars have in any
advertising media evaluation. They should
not be management tools on the part of station operators to evaluate their productivity
against a preceding date in time or against
a competitive station. We have no questions
from the advertisers as to the accuracy of
TvB's Rorabaugh Report. I think that if
people would use these dollar figures in relation to the placement of business in what
time periods and what discounts are being
given in those time periods they would then
get a much clearer picture of their own
performance and possibly do some constructive things about adjusting their discounts.
I mentioned earlier that daytime business
is in pretty good shape; there was much
more activity in daytime in '57, say, than
there was in '56. Daytime for a long time
has been heavily discounted — maybe too
much so. The gross dollar basis must be the
method of recording. So when you start
recording a lot of activity which is now in
an area of time which is heavily discounted
— namely, daytime — your figures start drawing apart from the reality of what the gross
shows. We never have any problem with
AA or AAA time. These are within a fraction of 1% of what the advertisers are actually spending, because the discounts are
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QUINT-CITIES
Davenport - Bettendorf, Iowa
Rock Island - Moline - East Moline, Illinois

$1,016,748,000

COUNTIES

Income

Effective
Buying
Effective

IOWA
Cedar
Clinton
Jackson
Jones
Muscatine
Scott
Iowa Total
ILLINOIS
Carroll
Henderson
Henry
Jo Daviess
Mercer
Rock Island
Warren
Whiteside
Illinois Total
Grand Total

Homes

18,700
53,100
18,400
18,800
34,200
114,800

5,500
16,200

5,380
15,860

5,600
5,700
10,800
33,800
77,600

5,450
10,560
5,550
33,090
75,890

258,000
19,900
8,100
48,800
21,800
16,700
147,400
25,400
52,700
340,800
598,800

NCS No. 2 — Radio Coverage

woe

6,300
3,500
16,200
6,800
5,400
45,500
8,000
16,800
107,500
185,100

6,120
2,410
15,710
6,500
44,040
5,270
7,760
16,330
104,140

Co.

Income
(000)

Retail
(000)
Sales

29,981
86,844
23,702
25,500
49,652
211,072

$ 74,746
21,768
23,236
22,468
44,377
165,075

$ 426,751

$351,670

$

$

32,677
12,348
79,376
30,851
25,800
283,203
41,100
84,642

$ 21,679
5,164
56,488
23,305
13,486
166,416
24,699

.64,963
$727,870
$376,200Salesmanagemenf s "Survey of Buying Power — 1957"
180,030

$S1.016.748
589,997

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Manager

RADIO
AM - FM

Tri-City Broadcasting
Broadcasting

Radio
Homes

Population

Davenport,

Iowa

Grots
Farm
Income
(000)

Farm
Population
7,900
9,400

1

43,161
$ 20,792
35,049

7,700
7,800

31,854
20,600

5,700
7,700
46,200

25,299
$176,755

4,100
5,500
11,400

14,264
$ 22,131
48,173
18,504
15,888
24,493

7,700
7,100
6,300
6,700
9,800
58,600
104,800

26,153
31,596

$201,202
$377,957
U. S. Census of Agriculture

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

For over 35 years the Quint-Cities' senior station
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low. When you start to get a tremendous
bulk of business in either daytime or late
night where discounts are high, then your
grosses start to get away from your nets.
What's going to be the discount practice
of '58?
I don't think it will change appreciably
.u all.
Will there be changes in other patterns of
doing business, such as length of contract,
cancelation notice, tools or mechanics of
that nature in '58? For instance, how about
network practice?
I don't think there will be an appreciable
change, nor should there be.
Will there be shorter terms? Will there
be longer terms?
I feel very strongly about short term and
long term commitments, especially in network— and, for that matter, in spot too. But
in network where you build a program and
carve out a time for it and have it heavily
promoted by both station and advertiser to
the large majority of America, then we are
in business for a 365-day year. It's an educational job. People should think in terms
of the 52-week contract. I think it is unfair
to those businesses which use tv for the full
year to build the audience and then have
someone come in for a short term and trade
on the audience the 52-weeker has built.
And again one of the bases of any good
advertising is the frequency, the pull it
gives you, rather than the jerk of being in
and out.
This is the principle or philosophy, but
WHERE

TV

what is going to be the practice in '58 as
you would envision it?
I think for the astute and the knowledgeable advertiser he will be in there for 52
weeks — P&G, General Foods, General
Mills. For others it depends frankly upon
how quickly this recession in our economy,
as we find it right now, turns around; what
stockholder relationships are, or again one
basic thing: how well we sell the television
medium as the basis of keeping your business in front of the American public, as distinguished from the in-and-out operation
which will only tend to drag the whole economy down.
Then the greatest demand on television

country), to see the Vanguard stand up and
fall over. This did more than anything else
to show the American public what was going on in our missiles program.

management in '58 is going to be his salesmanship of his own medium?
No doubt.

who like to hear what's wrong with things
rather than what is right with things. It
makes for better readership, anyway.

About programming. Is it as bad as Mr.
Cunningham says?

Coming back, why is it that Lestoil is
successful? If you analyze their commercial
they only talk about how good their product
is— not that it is better than someone elses
— and how it should be used. This is all the
American public wants to know: how can I
better use what products you have to sell?
Now what's good about your product?
Unfortunately, I hate to even find myself
talking this morning, making comparisons
and finding the best medium and this, that,

No, I never did agree with Mr. Cunningham, and frankly I don't think Mr. Cunningham meant to have his remarks interpreted to the world as they were. Mr. Cunningham realizes that the television medium,
as his own agency embraces it and as many
of its clients do, is one of the finest media
that has ever been put into man's hands.
No one has ever challenged the great scope
and vision which I believe Mr. Cunningham
has for television, namely, that to quote
him, "it allows you to peer around the
corners of the earth, to sit in your own living room and save your own soul, to visit
the parliaments of nations." Or to have an
interview with Walter Reuther (a man pretty
important in the overall economy of this

MONEY

Market (number
of
operating
MEMPHIS (3) stations)

GOES

Here is an FCC tabulation of network, spot and local television advertising in individual tv markets. The figures are for 1956, the
latest available.
Market (number
Network
of operating stations)
ALBANY-SCHENECTADYTROY (3#)
1jl,064,196
267.643
ALBUQUERQUE (3)
ATLANTA (3)
1,619.681
2.251,460
BALTIMORE (3)
BUFFALO-NIAGARA
FALLS (3)
1,556,774
CEDAR RAPIDSWATERLOO
(3 )
509,057
CHARLESTON-OAK HILLHUNTINGTONASHLAND (4)
957,567
5.571,357
CHICAGO (4)
CINCINNATI (3)
2,000,833
CLEVELAND (3)
3,743,376
COLORADO SPRINGS112.554
PUEBLO (3)
COLUMBUS, OHIO (3)
1,456,087
DALLAS-FORT
WORTH (4) 2.026,717
DENVER (4)
1,105,679
DES MOINES- AMES (3)
1,415,762
DETROIT (3)
3,942.451
569.988
FRESNO-TULARE
(4# )
•GALVESTON-HOUSTON (3) 1,371,774
•GREEN BAY-MARINETTE (3) 446,666
GREENSBORO-HIGH POINT890,569
WINSTON SALEM (3)
164,843
HARRISBURC (3)
"HARTFORD-NEW HAVENBRISTOL-NEW BRITAIN (3) 901,371
INDIANAPOLISBLOOMINCTON (3)
1,719,853
KANSAS
CITY (3)
1,990,647
KNOXVILLE (3#)
444,303
LITTLE ROCKPINE BLUFF (3)
455,786
I.OS ANGELES (7)
4,848.643
200.192
MADISON (3)
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Local
Spot
$2,276,346
355,407
2,498,168
3,235,395

$ 908.472
650,397
1,577,931
2,759,035

3,013,267

2,275,918

1,334,139

341,425

1,457,401
15,666,289
3,190,263
5,990,592

976,465
8,343,321
1,942,459
3,079,425
662,330
1,697,053
2,792,923
1,911,443
663,505

288.408
3,094,819
3,124,548
2,216,387
1,646,727
7,125,928
1,477,400
3.405,279
806,356

5,072.627
764,569
2,276,079
638,772

1,513,244
260,262

462,847
323,515

2,612,542

1,028,270

3,461,270
3,978,281
699,488

2,135,418
1,211,905
487,266

824.827
16,698,440
488,581

659.774
15,442,154
592.405

MIAMI-FT.
LAUDERDALE
(4# )
MILWAUKEE
(4# )
PAUL (4f)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
NASHVILLE (3)
NEW YORK CITY (7)
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTHNEWPORT NEWSHAMPTON
(3)
PHILADELPHIA (3)
PHOENIX (4)
PORTLAND, ORE. (4#)

These things are wonderful areas for —
coming back to it— a Cadillac to sponsor,
if this be the kind of framework they want
to be operating in and reach serious-minded
American people.
I heard Mr. Cunningham's speech before
the Assn. of National Advertisers. There
were lots of things that unfortunately were
not picked
up because
it wasn't
the up.
advantage of certain
people
to pick tothem
It was picked up in a negative sense. Maybe
this is just a function of American people

and the other thing, because it's always inferred as "Here we go, this is going to be an
anti-newspaper year or an anti-magazine
year." We've got the medium that by its
very elements can do more for a product:
sight, sound, action. We, too, often lose
touch with this basic sight and sound and
action.
Network
1,426,430
906,627
1,719,730
2.108.738
977,830
10,573,201
921,956
4,449.160
565,028
1,116,251

RICHMONDPETERSBURG
(3# )
ROANOKE-LYNCHBURG (3) 1,026,229
701.989
ROCHESTER (3)
1,154,173
SACRAMENTO (3)
744,982
SALT LAKE (3)
918,994
SAN ANTONIO (3)
891,851
SANOAKLAND
FRANCISCO(4)
2,926,136
SEATTLE-TACOMA (4) (3)
1,512,311
365.568
SOUTH
SPOKANEBEND-ELKHART
(3)
ST. LOUIS (3)
442,906
2,156,951
ST. PETERSBURG (3)
614,508
TAMPATUCSON
(3#)
112,788
TULSA-MUSKOGEE (3)
1,045,618
2.265,112
WASHINGTON (4)
WILKES BARREHAZELTON-SCRANTON

(4) 631,921
HUTCHINSON. KAN. (4#)
WICHITA519,187
HONOLULU (3)
176,285

Local
2,285,905
Spot
2,813,661
4,455,469

2,090,835
1,338,089

3,530,245
1,124,957
31,704,963

2,958,587
1,287.850
13,424,684

1,628,333
9.775,734
1.003,703

815,375
4.392.631
1.097,177

2,856,608

1,075,755

1,334,439
954,092
1.933,985
1,725,677
1,225,274
2,031,509
5.246.102
3.565,346
711,147

494,510
461,932
1,018.198
660,479

1,634,270
4,157,438
1,428.560
168,914
1.397,755
4,867,280
800,766
1.136.798
738,994

575,320

1.228.219
809.383
4,012.190
1,420,524
483,591
835.128
2,902.037
1,003.280
958.210
1.000.187
2,055,914
902,659
981.839

1,079,162
Note: FCC does not publish data for markets having fewer than three
operating television stations or for those markets where the third
station was in operation for only a short period of 1956. Spot and
local time sales shown here are after all frequency and promotional
discounts but before payments of commissions to agencies, sales
representatives, etc. Network figures denote revenue received by
stations for sale of network time.
# Not all stations in this market operated full year,
t Data for this market incomplete.
Broadcasting
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AN INTERVIEW

HARD

Playing

TIME

it right,

What's the outlook for radio in
I think it's excellent. Of course
to say that it's excellent. The only
for all advertising is the softness

IS

medium

'58?
I'm paid
problem
of retail

business; and since radio's growth the last
few years has been predicated mostly on retail growth, this represents a danger to us.
But it's less of a danger to us, I think, than
to any other medium. One thing that will
will help radio in 1958 is the negative aspects of other media. Virtually every other
medium has trouble.
Can you be specific as to what you mean
by trouble?
Take newspapers. The best indication of
the trouble that newspapers are in is the ad
appearing in the Jan. 4 Editor & Publisher
signed by the New York Times, which shows
that the Times was the only newspaper which
grew in the city of New York in 1957. It
grew a staggering 14,000 copies. The ad
showed the figures for the other newspapers,
too. Their total loss was 453,000 copies
daily. This kind of a thing is happening all
over the country because of 14 and 10^
newspapers. And, newspapers have no choice
about going to 14 and 10^ prices. So here
is an opportunity for radio to grow at the
expense of newspapers.
I think the story you had in the Jan. 13
Broadcasting about the growing resistance
to the rates in television is simply a reflection of the thinking many advertisers in the
medium range have been doing for the last
six months to a year. If you read RAB's success story material, you see that this advertiser, who originally was basically a newspaper and magazine advertiser, switched to
television, found it too expensive and has
rebounded into radio. So I think we're going
to grow somewhat because of the softness in
television.
Magazines have a chronic problem which
is that they cannot grow fast enough to
match the growth of the country. The radio
networks are going to prosper because mag-

KEVIN SWEENEY, president of Radio
Advertising Bureau, admits he naturally sees an excellent outlook for radio . . .
"I'm paid to say that it's excellent." But he
develops a cogent argument that radio is
in less danger from a softness than any other
medium. In his opinion it may even mean
new money for the medium.
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WITH KEVIN SWEENEY,

GOOD

can

up

PRESIDENT

TIME

its 'ridiculous'

azine advertisers are increasingly realizing
that you can't do a good job of covering this
country with magazines no matter how much
circulation growth they have.
You spoke of the softness of the retail
market. Shouldn't that actually be a stimulant to greater advertising?
Theoretically it should, but merchants
when business is poor cut their advertising,
and no amount of logic that this is the time
to stimulate volume with advertising seems
to register with the major ones.
Are there any figures as to what the expectancy will be on retailers cutting advertising, say a percentage?
No, because the retailers themselves are
baffled as to what they will do. But you sim-

RAB

FOR

share

of

RADIO

ad

dollar

ply have to look at their trade journals to
see what they have done. They have cut
their inventories to the bone, and they're
listening to the double-domes in Washington
who say that business is going to be bad the
first two or three months, or not as good as
in 1957. This makes them cautious. When
they're cautious, it hurts all kinds of advertising, because the big ideas like, "Let's
take twelve pages in the newspaper and 400
or 500 announcements on the radio to hit
this sale" becomes, "Let's run one page and
let's skip all the other media." I'm talking
now about the department store primarily.
You mentioned the loss of circulation by
newspapers. Can you tell us during that same
period was there an increase in radio sets?
Oh yes, radio sets have grown at about
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SWEENEY CONTINUED
the same rate for the last three or four
years. In 1957 15.3 million sets were sold;
and in a normal year, say the normal period

like this is around $15 million to $17 million. Now, local may do much better than
this.

for us being 1952 to '57, approximately half
of those sets go to create new places to listen.

This would indicate quite a jump in network. Where do you think it would come
from?

So you've got perhaps 7 million new places
to listen as of Jan. 1, 1958, that you didn't
have Jan. 1, 1957.
So that in a way, people who are dropping
newspapers are tending to turn to radio?
Well, it could be. What's happening to
newspapers is that they're going through the
wringer, they're being forced to squeeze out
the duplication. You see it in the same way
with magazines as when Collier's was absorbed, from the point of view of subscriptions, by Look. There's a net loss in the
magazine field of several million copies
when a magazine stops publishing. I forget
the exact figures, but I think Look gained
about 850,000 and Collier's circulation was
in the neighborhood of 3.7 million when it
foundered. It's because the same people read
all the magazines.
Can you give us a projection for '58 for
local, spot and network?
Well, it would be the roughest kind of a
guess. We're guessing at least another 10%,
probably as high as 15%, for national spot.
We are guessing that network radio may do
about 10% better — somewhere in the range
of 8% to 10%. Local will probably have
the most modest gain, probably in the area
of 4% to 5%, but 4% to 5% on a base

OUR

It will come from the medium-sized advertiser. Most of the very large advertisers
have returned. Our best hope, it seems to
me, in network, and all the networks of
course don't agree on this, is the advertiser
whose brand or whose total corporate entity has somewhere between a half million
to a million to spend. These are the advertisers who in the halcyon days of network
really had to depend upon magazines as
their major advertising medium because if
they had a corporate advertising budget of
a half million or a million, they could spread
this over two or three brands and get some
kind of showing in magazine coverage,
whereas in network radio in the old days
it bought only one show and one audience
and wouldn't do a job equally well for all
brands. These $500,000-$ 1,000,000 guys are
radio spot's and network's best bet, I think.
You think obviously there'll be new
money for radio?
A very substantial part of it will be new
money in the sense that this advertiser hasn't
been in radio in three to five years. It's the
accounts like Whitman candy, for instance,
that are making spot radio profitable. Sure,
cigarettes are providing us with that base,

EXPERIENCE

SERViCE

&

IS YOUR

KEY

TO

DEPENDABILITY

as well as the beers, and the other people
who have never really been out. But it's the
guy who's coming in with another $5,000
or $10,000 a week for 26 weeks who is really
making the gains possible for us.
Don't you think the recession, or the small
recession, will mean more advertisers for
radio?
I think it will. It should expedite the use
of radio by a number of firms who want
the presentation that radio can provide, but
don't want to spend more money than they
had to spend in 1957 for other media to get
as much impact.
How

about nighttime sales?

Nighttime sales are still poor in relation
to what we have to sell. There have been
some modest increases in it, but mostly
among
stations
"pattern."
I'm
talking now
aboutfollowing
the locala selling
because
network nighttime still is proportionately
better off, I believe, than local nighttime is.
And I'm talking about "pure" nighttime now.
I'm not talking about sales to the advertiser
who buys a station's complete schedule and
gets the nighttime
as part ofnighttime
the package.
I'm
talking
about selective
buying.
The pattern is something like this: A station
determines it's going to do something at
night and takes the losses, takes the beating
necessary to do it, to offer some kind of
unique program. Now, there are probably
no more than a hundred stations in the entire country that are doing this at the
moment. They may put a separate staff in.
Many have elected the "city at night" format. You're probably familiar with that. It's
a combination of news, service and music,
with tremendously heavy emphasis on news
and what's happening around town.
In six or seven months they begin to get
some sizable local business. At the end of

A
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YOU

CANT

Special
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Special

the first year probably 95% of their business is local. By the time they're in their
second year (and there are still darn few
in this category now) they begin to get some
national business, selective national business.
At the end of the second year, probably a
quarter to a third of their total business is
national.
What there
happens
aftera that
don't
know because
are only
few ofI them
who started early enough to have gone into
the second year.
Are we looking for a break-through in
nighttime sales?
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I think the break-through is coming.
Whether it occurs in '58 or not on a wide
front is beyond my ken. Between late '58
and '59 there will be a break-through on a
wide front. So many people are working on
the problem in so many different ways. The
NBC Spot study of the qualitative side of
the audience, what the Westinghouse stations are doing, what the stations like the
Time-Life stations are doing to program and
sell it— this is too much pressure to resist.
Also stations are pricing their evening
hours to sell, and out of this will come business, and out of that will come increased
dollars and higher rates.
Does that mean
with?

cutting rates to begin

Actually it doesn't mean cutting rates for
Broadcasting
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SWEENEY CONTINUED
the operators who have been really trying to
sell nighttime. They looked at it candidly
and said. "Okay. We have three options.
(1) We can run this thing sustaining for public service. (2) We can program nighttime
better, that is, do something about improving the product and keep the price we have
now at which people aren't buying. We'll
wait for the sales. Or (3) we can do something about it and price it so that it will
move." Now, I feel, the guys who are pricing the thing so it moves, so they attract
advertisers who create success stories, are
the guys who are smart. Nighttime radio is
a tremendous value but it has been a tremendous value for two or three years.
Nighttime's problem is that it's not fashionable, still. It's becoming more fashionable

VETERAN

every day. As it becomes more fashionable,
as the buyer can say, "Okay, it's a terrific
buy" and justify that buy, then it will get
some customers in. naturally. We speed the
process by making it more attractive sooner.
Well, in general will radio's rate structure
be maintained this year?
Radio's rate structure should go

up

again, particularly in the hours that haven't
seen very many increases. Mid-morning will
see a rate increase. I think stations will be
slow to increase the so-called driving times
rates, the premium times, 7 to 9 and 4 to 6.
1 think that many stations have increased
that as much as they can. There has been
a disproportionate demand for this time,
while nighttime had a disproportionate lack

NEW

ENGLAND

of demand. Seven to nine is not as good
time in some markets, for instance, as 9 to
10 a.m. is. If you put 7 to 9 in the minds of
the agency, and 7 to 9 is in the minds of the
New York agency, you can't drive them out
of it. Many stations seeem to be doing their
best, in one way or another, to drive guys
out of this time, however, by making it
pretty expensive.
Are they having any luck?
Yes, there's some luck. Human progress
is always slow. You'll see less demand for
7 to 9 in 1958, more willingness to spread
announcements over the schedule. But you
still have a lot of agencies which are very
uncertain about what radio does, to put it
bluntly, who are stupid about radio, who
have this fixed idea that 7 to 9 is the only
time and, by God, they got to get into the
7 to 9 slot or they can't go.
Are there any new trends developing in
ways of selling radio?
No pronounced brand-new trends. The
business has become so big and diffuse with
a couple of thousand different operators, all

IN

ONE

PACKAGE

going atheir
separate
ways that
harder
to
spot
trend.
But there
are it's
things
being
done. There's a trend toward six-day selling.
There is a trend away from — I don't know
what you call it— I guess it's vertical saturation, selling out the whole day Friday.
There's a little trend toward classified advertising selling around the country, part of
which stem from our regional management
conferences which demonstrated how you
can operate a highly successful and profitable classified advertising. This gets into a
tremendous area of newspaper volume which
we never touched before. There is a trend
TWO
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by advertisers away from the ten-market,
six-market, four-week buy, to longer buys
and more markets, a very pronounced trend
in 1957 versus '56. I think that will be extended into '58.
What can a timebuyer look for in radio in
1958?
One of the things he can look for, I believe, ismore competition among outlets in
major
occurs
ter
top 50

markets that will make — -what always
when competition is present- — a betbuying climate. Where a market in the
might have had only one outstanding

operator in 1956, and two in '57, there
might be as many as three or four operators
doing inventive, imaginative things, and
being better showmen this year. I think that
the timebuyer is entering a period where
he'll have his option of buying three or four
exciting properties, good properties, with
tremendously low cost per thousand. That's
what he's looking for in 1958.
This is the biggest single trend in our
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business in my opinion — the growth of a
whole new generation of radio people, pure
radio people, who think that anything can
be done with a radio station. They believe
they can fry a pancake on a radio station if
they wanted to, if they made up their minds
to it. These people are going to break down
the barriers that exist between us and a lot
Broadcasting

of advertisers, and they're going to make
values in broadcasting apparent to a lot of

going up. We'd have to be awful bad not to

buyers who couldn't see them before.
On another front, what trends will there
be in radio research in '58?

What are the main trends in radio progain.
gramming?
Several trends are emerging. Number one,
I think, is a higher regard for talk by radio
programmers. One of the marked trends
among one group of independents is to borrow an idea, which I think originally came

Radio research is becoming more qualitative, and 1 feel you will begin to get answers
in 1958 from independent and network
affiliate stations as to what type of people
they reach. That's about the biggest missing
area in terms of station research.
There is a civil war going on now in our
business in this qualitative research area between network affiliates and independents,
however.

out of network affiliates. Who's the father
of this idea, I don't know; but it is simply
the open mike discussion type of program.
The public discusses their point of view
about anything. The subject may be whether
the baseball team's manager
changed or the earth satellite.

should be

This is a cross between the cracker barrel
and town hall?
Somewhere around there. This program
in various versions is beginning to turn up.
It's one of the moves toward the solution of
the evening problem. In some areas it has
become extremely good between seven to
nine, say, where radio is at probably its most
depressed period. There's certainly one program idea that's coming along rapidly.
Number two is clearly a greater emphasis
on news by every type of a property. The
manning of a newsroom with one person is
going. You see more and more stations with
five to eight people. You have stations with
up to 14 people in their newsroom, more

Is that a healthy condition?
No civil war is ever healthy. When
brother goes against brother, it always is bad
but when they're fighting about 6% of the
advertising pie, it's not only bad, it's absurd.
It cripples us at a time when we need everybody to be working together. But regardless, itexists, and there are real good reasons
why it exists.
But the advertiser now is going to look
for some answers as to what kind of people
listen to what kind of stations. We have
ended the panic that existed two or three
years ago that nobody was listening. No
medium has more information on the listening habits of various different segments of
the population. We can give you the listening habits of a person who is cross-eyed and
of Latvian extraction. We've established that
they do listen, generally what kind of programming they listen to. Now it's up to the
individual stations to say, "My type of programming produces this type of listening
audience. This is a profile of the people who
listen to my station."
The magazines, of course, have done the
outstanding job in this area of profiling
what kind of person is drawn to their type
of book. I think that virtually all the television advertisers have, through Nielsen and
through other ways, determined generally
what type of family is drawn to this particular type of program. Now the radio station
which provides either the homogenous air
of the independent or the diverse fare of the
network must say, "These are the kind of
people I serve — this is the age bracket, this
is the socio-economic group" etc. That's
going to be most helpful to us overall in
selling.
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How about auto listening? What is being
done in that field?

With a tally of $1,451,481,000 in total
retail sales
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Well, it's continuing to go up of course.
You know the numbers probably as well as
I do. For the '57 models the research will
probably prove that over nine out of ten
went out of the dealers' radio-equipped.
This means another 5.5 million automobile
radios. And we've got a minimum figure of
58 to 60 minutes a day for auto listening

John B. Soell, Vice President and
Station Manager

per car that enables us to project an auto-

Represented
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mobile circulation that's tremendous by any
medium's standards. So automobile radio's
importance can't help but go up. The ratio
of radio-equipped automobiles is going up.
The time people spend in automobiles is
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knowledgeable newsmen, less reliance on the
wire service.* Number three trend is certainly more effort to find out really what
music the people want.

ANOTHER
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land!
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J. M. BAISCH, GEN. MGR.
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Would you say that many of the regional
and local stations are more and more assuming the functions of the county newspaper?
Well, I certainly think that they are out to
compete with the newspaper in a different
way than they ever competed before. The
radio station's former willingness to forego
a great area of news and comment that it
felt was uniquely the newspaper's bailiwick
no longer exists. Depth in news is one of
the things that radio stations are providing.
Certainly one of the great accelerated areas
is editorial comment by radio stations. I
don't know what percentage now comment,
but I would guess that no less than a couple
a week are joining the parade. Still that's
not very many at the end of the year, only
a hundred stations.
The turning point was in '57 in that direction, however, was it not?
I believe so. We are immodest enough to
say that RAB in its regional management
conferences showed how stations editorialize,
and this has opened up new vistas for a lot
of stations. Right out of each of those meetings you'd see 10 or 15 guys go out, and
then within two weeks they'd be on the air
with some kind of editorial policy.
What areas will they editorialize in when
they begin in this field?
Generally if they follow the successful
operators in this field they editorialize completely on local issues. There are two groups
of editorializers — one who are against sin
and the other who are against or for real
issues. Recently more stations have been
emboldened to get into the latter group
where they take a point of view with regard
to a bond issue, will fight the newspaper or
the city council if necessary. And almost
inevitably they win if they go about it in the
right way. If they've got a sound point of
view and they do the same kind of saturation editorializing that has proved successful, they emerge as the winner and quite a
factor in civic affairs.
Have you done any research on fm?
No. We know fm is coming along. There's
more advertising interest, but the advertiser
interest of am to fm is maybe 2,500 to 1,

STUDIO

something on that order. When there's real
interest in fm, we will begin to do something.
We've got acute am problems still, a great
many of them.
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What do you mean by acute am problems?
We have a medium which, by anybody's
numbers, occupies more time during the
day for many members of the family than
any other medium. We've got a medium
which clearly has an ability to move merchandise, without anybody's help, more
economically than others. And this isn't the
standard trade association bushwa. We're
proving this in our own case. We have a
medium which, in the very vital area of who
reaches the customer last before they put
* For Broadcasting's own survey of radio and tv
news operations see page 172.

Still

acute

am

problems

their money down, is clearly ahead of anybody. And yet it's a medium that does no
more than 7%, somewhere perhaps even in
the neighborhood of 6% of the total advertising dollars. And that isn't a good neighborhood. This is a ridiculous situation that
a medium with such force should only get
six out of every hundred cents that's spent.
What are station operators to do in 1958
to solve some of these problems?
I must give you an honest answer first,
even if it hurts. The honest answer is that
a great many station operators still know
nothing about the business that they're in.
Is that because they have come from other
fields?
Partially. And there are only so many
bright people in any business whether it be
electroplating or the laundry and dry cleaning business. The bright guys are doing the
things
simple
The
stupid,

and the stupid guys aren't. It's as.
as that.
second thing that any guy, bright or
can do is to simply stop looking down

his competitor's throat and coveting what
his neighbor has. He should stop competing
with his neighbor, and start competing with
other media in town.
First of all, he has to have knowledge. He
has to take a look at the daily newspaper.
He has to log the television station. He has.
to look at the direct mail volume. And then
orient his salesmen to compete with those
people, because opposed to any advertising
medium, we have great values. Opposed to
one
well. another, the values don't stand out as
We've got guys going around who have
30^ and 40^ cost-per-thousand families
coverage. You can't touch this with any
other advertising medium. And yet they find
that what they have is not salable, because
what they're selling against is another guy,
the only other guy in town who has the same
thing, who also has a 30^ or 40<£ cost. And
they keep working on the tiny part of the
This, of course, is the biggest single thing
that a station operator can do — it is to put
Broadcasting
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his medium up against the other media, not
against other radio stations.
What percent of the pie do you think
radio should have?
I think it should have about double the
percentage that it has. Twelve to 14% of
the total pie should be radio's. I could give
WHERE

RADIO

you the answer that radio should have "all
ol it." but that's ridiculous. Other media
serve a function that we can't perform.
RAB's whole approach in 1958 is one
unique in selling a medium. We say to the
advertiser. "There are reasons for other
media to exist and no advertiser can successfully operate in the American market

MONEY

GOES

Here is an FCC tabulation of network, spot and local radio advertising in individual metropolitan areas. The figures are for 1956, the
latest available. This list is confined to metropolitan areas as defined
by the U. S. government. A number of large cities, not so defined,
are missing from this list.
Market (number of
operating stations)

Network

AKRON (4)
53,424
ALBANY-SCHENECT-TROY (7) 59,186
ALBUQUERQUE (7#)
34,438
ALLENTOWNBETHLEHEM (7)
7,474
ALTOONA (4)
9,623
AMARILLO (6)
18,608
ASHEVTLLE (4)
19,501
100,714
ATLANTA (14#)
ATLANTIC CITY (4)
6,779
AUCUSTA (6)
12,362
22,515
AUSTIN (4)
BALTIMORE (13)
63,227
BATON ROUGE (6#)
26,028
BEAUMONT-PORT
ARTHUR (6)
6,242
BINCHAMTON (4)
24,344
BIRMINGHAM (11)
27,811
BOSTON (18)
214,614
111,790
BUFFALO (12#)
CANTON (3)
47,428
29,853
CEDAR RAPIDS (3)
CHARLESTON, S. C. (5)
16,932
CHARLESTON, W. VA. (8#)
43,524
CHARLOTTE (6)
59,629
CHATTANOOGA (6)
26,167
CHICAGO (27)
594,332
CINCINNATI (8)
1,324,841
CLEVELAND (8)
176,486
17,935
COLUMBIA (5)
COLUMBUS, CA. (4)
15,655
COLUMBUS, OHIO (5)
50,167
CORPUS CHRISTI (6)
24,555
127,058
DALLAS (7)
DAVENPORT-ROCK
ISLAND-MOLINE (5)
24,943
26.858
DAYTON (3)
104,741
DENVER (13#)
102.433
DES MOINES (6)
489.448
DETROIT O0#)
DULUTH-SUPERIOR (6)
33,810
DURHAM (4)
15,447
EL PASO (5)
24,719
ERIE (4)
17,241
EVANSVILLE (4)
18,336
FLINT (6)
14,769
FORT WAYNE (4)
18,379
FORT WORTH (6)
34,365
FRESNO (7)
76,182
GADSDEN (3)
24,248
GALVESTON (3)
GRAND RAPIDS (6)
22,269
GREEN BAY (3)
17,585
GREENSBORO-HIGH PT. (7)
17,444
GREENVILLE (8#)
30,133
28,528
HARRISBURC (5)
115,116
HARTFORD (4)
HOUSTON (11)
154,357
HUNTINGTON-ASHLAND (6)
4,445
INDIANAPOLIS (6#)
71,321
JACKSON, MISS. (6)
8,965
JACKSONVILLE (9)
37,181
JOHNSTOWN (5)
12,779
214,213
KANSAS CITY (9)
KNOXVILLE (9)
48,881
LANCASTER (3)
11,429
LEXINGTON (3)
8,421
LITTLE ROCK (6#)
13.649
LOS ANGELES (26#)
564,169
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Local
391,062
1,116,989
260,223

1,239,398
872,920
686,880

270,792
55,068
236,378
98 568

850,009
235,494
599,403
342,701
1,906,637
315,495
493,768
448,984
3,156,972
710,879

1,478,900
38 662
102,355
203 553
] 428 151
168 375
169,114
115 944
624 478
3 307 580
1 107 123
727 274
1 37 081
210
817I
— 1 7,01
002 8f>7
183
i oo.i 104.
y*
0 826 214
92 112
707
z,umai o,lloo
yv
2Q0
l,h<)
02 263
078
7io,< 770ty
OC I 04.')
1 ZD
310J.,7£*J
167
9QO A£9
Zoo.OOZ
376 1 39
1 9QA C93
1, 3D 1 ,10V
5,544,030
214,518
98,302
189.064
119,829
164.352
306,111
434,932
444,631
484,102
33,419
38,250
379.468
158,808
140,062
217,894
246,479
1,194,957
1,489,186
153,888
1,110,564
159,379
284,751
110,082
1,864,416
268,441
111,258
319.110
213,605
5.846.909

581 121
520 809
1 179 757
3 547 717
2 560 161
375 628
371 358
378 307
745 853
596 681
d7U^UO!
JttR 223
7 983 803
1 661 814
9 741 119
481 434
437 10(1
1 371 on4
460 71 1
11,0090i l,Uvi±
304
COO
Doo,Oo£01
1 940
11 71
9 001 168
708 740
4,405,125
605,804
324,316
528,927
414,790
456,169
1,009,563
755,675
1,110,210
745,160
186,158
176,398
770,218
361,287
582,650
502,621
534,721
448,874
2,210,494
454,679
1,928,015
429,148
769,545
387,734
2,053,903
966,117
303,431
320,070
396,530
10,642,265

place in
one who
medium."
We're
saying
this 1958
even with
to people
are spending
virtually their entire budget with us. You
need a media mix in order to do the job.
What media mix you need depends on what
you're trying to do. Analyze this, and then in
almost any media mix radio has a place because of the unique things it does.

Market i number ol
operating stations)
LOUISVILLE, KY. (8)
LUBBOCK (6)
MACON
MADISON (6#
(3) 1
MANCHESTER (3)
MEMPHIS (8)
MIAMI (11#)
MILWAUKEE (7)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL (9)
MOBILE (6)

Network
149,689
18,290
21,747
24,937
29,622
87,178
107,317
64,685
163,895
10,632
28,387
108,202

1.059.851
Spot
92,492
159.374
236.560
965.158
94,644
745,236
1.147,876

Local
1.569.318
650,722
409,860
588,581
429.367
1,352,424
1,596,708
2,229,754
2,435,215
596,001
416,322
1.411,829
368.961

2,057,834
176,343
145,396
MONTGOMERY (6)
NASHVILLE (7)
816.791
NEW BRITAIN-BRISTOL (3)
197,190
NEW HAVEN (4# )
13,197
277,168
593,979
NEW ORLEANS (11)
105,137
1,111,618
7,000
NEW YORK & NE N. J. (32) 771,674
1,495,480
13,085,635
18,160,537
NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH
(7)
OCDEN
(3)
457,001
1,296,004
199.821
55,721
OKLAHOMA
CITY
(7)
975,535
576,452
25,414
OMAHA (6)
46,763
135,419
ORLANDO (5)
908,210
156.021
PEORIA (5)
55,203
1,662,301
497,551
19,383
664,048
335,908
PHILADELPHIA (19)
34,033
PHOENIX (11#)
5,045,237
231,500
192,186
4,893,680
323,088
1,271,725
PITTSBURGH (18#)
2,773,238
3,010,236
PORTLAND, ME. (3)
154,668
260,349
320.302
62,401
PORTLAND, ORE. (16#)
983,499
213,476
813,437
PROVIDENCE
(10)
PUEBLO (4#)
1,735,500
1,148,183
83,906
RALEIGH (5)
67,151
21,810
343,625
618,940
330,767
READING (3)
126,667
69,011
13,640
451,967
RICHMOND (7)
722,020
ROANOKE (5#)
812,969
172,953
76,971
26,265
427,317
776,245
ROCHESTER (6)
881,164
56,647
SACRAMENTO (5)
905,790
SAGINAW (3)
548,248
36,701
399,482
100,388
SALT LAKE (9# )
132,957
368,131
SAN ANGELO (4)
101,139
6,170
1,008,382
137,274
SAN ANTONIO (9)
148,597
1,011,071
4,646
82,378
SAN BERNARDINO (8)
1,707.297
621,318
SAN DIEGO (8#)
683,047
1,238,782
2,563
302,425
SAN FRAN.-OAKLAND (18)
75,239
SAN JOSE (5)
3,264,346
704,575
4,065,770
33,391
SAVANNAH (6)
169,513
90,136
448.377
23,576
SCRANTON (6)
235,640
417,166
SEATTLE (12#)
60,085
143,806
1,256,845
1,846,662
SHREVEPORT (7)
454,417
SIOUX CITY (3)
647,410
69,750
78,530
305,759
SIOUX FALLS (4)
6,533
327,045
99,298
SOUTH BEND (3)
158,785
405,067
16,217
SPOKANE (6)
920,350
3,780
487,761
111,045
60,590
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. (3)
20,707
589,088
762,585
238,286
SPRINCFIELD-HOLYOKE (8)
SPRINGFIELD, MO. (4)
166,959
497,624
45,903
21,277
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO (3)
492,712
46,647
ST. JOSEPH (3)
209,209
52
190,850
ST. LOUIS (12)
155,645
1,419
2,928,509
STOCKTON (5)
3,448,745
481,873
213,322
12,179
SYRACUSE (5)
524,979
TACOMA (4)
32,440
418,252
1,087.861
400,360
TAMPA-ST.
PETERSBURG
(12)
985,128
78,599
TOLEDO (4)
5,725
35,150
644,186
693,918
TOPEKA (4)
23,700
433,510
452.191
15,268
TULSA (6)
602,596
66,379
TUCSON (6)
33,247
795,840
67,966
529,520
UTICA-ROME (6#)
144,300
487,841
25,942
111,119
WASHINGTON (14)
3,819,125
328,838
WATERBURY (3)
2,180,278
25,216
58,693
WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE (7) 37,020
820.640
456,213
175,787
WICHITA FALLS (3)
338.900
WICHITA (5)
23,106
415,934
139,429
673,005
169,525
WILKES BARRE-HAZLETON (6) 10,349
505,625
WILMINGTON (4)
183,746
706,737
132,917
489,544
WINSTON SALEM (4)
15,537
WORCESTER (5#)
8,967
691,041
409,712
YORK (5)
111,667
71,697
537,650
207,965
YOUNGSTOWN (7)
376,776
1,048,326
9,736
# Not all stations in this market operated a full year in 1956.
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Syndicators

off

Syndicated television film sales currently
are running at a gross annual rate of $84
million, up more than 7% from a year ago
and almost 45% ahead of 1956.
These estimates are contained in a new
study just completed by California National
Productions, film subsidiary of NBC. The
figures are projections from findings in 60
leading tv markets, based on average syndicated film costs as reported in the latest
NAB film manual (1956).
The study, conducted by the CNP Research Dept. under manager Serge Valle,
estimated that gross billings from syndicated
films throughout the U. S. were moving at
an annual rate of $58 million in the first
quarter of 1956 and $78 million in the same
period of 1957, as against the current rate
of $84 million (based on November 1957January 1958 findings).
These figures, described by CNP authorities as "conservative," relate only to quarterhour and hour-long syndicated shows. They
do not include feature films which, of
course, occupy formidable amounts of time.
In the 60 leading markets which form the
basis of the study, hours devoted to syndicated film programming almost tripled
between 1954, when the first study was
made, and the 1957-58 period. Total syndicated hours in the 60 markets in the 1954
week

was

825.5;

in

the

1957-58 week,

They're
bullish
Broadcasting's editors went to the men
who sell syndicated film to find out how
their prospects stack up for the coming
year. Following is an interview with Dave
Sutton, MCA-TV vice president in charge
of syndicated programs. Comments from
other syndicators begin on page 164.
A lot of people are talking about softness
in the economy. Do you think that is going
to have any serious effect on film sales in
the immediate future?
Well,thus
it hasn't
appeared
too month
much
effect
far. I think
that to
in have
the last
syndicated films have had phenomenal sales.
Speaking of MCA-TV that is certainly true.
Better than January of '57?
Yes, considerably better as far as we are
concerned.
Is there any particular reason that you can
ascribe this to?
It would be pretty hard to. Speakng in
terms of MCA-TV we have recently come
out with a new series. I think all new series
generally constitute an impetus in the field.
Page 162
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running

toward

2,331.75. The average number of hours per
week per market went up in similar proportion, from 13.7 in '54 to 38.9 in 1957-58.
The latest CNP study, one in a series done
annually by the film company since 1954,
shows trends indicating that syndicated film
programming, in terms of hours used, may
be moving toward a plateau. Where the
total jumped 47% in 1955 over 1954, and
about 33 and 35%, respectively, in 1956 and
1957, the 1957-58 gain over 1957 was a
more modest 7.5%.
The study also shows a consistent increase
in the volume of syndicated "strip" — two
or more times per week — programming. In
the 60 markets this came to 440.5 hours per
week in 1956, the first year this element
was measured. In 1957, strip programming
— again excluding feature movies — skyrocketed almost 82% to a total of 800.5
hours per week. The gain between then
and the 1957-58 measurement was less
spectacular, but still approached 34% and
brought the weekly total to 1,070.5 hours.
Strip programming is also shown to be an
increasingly important part of film programming. In 1956 it represented 27% of all
syndicated film hours in the 60 markets;
in 1957 it amounted to almost 37% and in
1957-58 it has become nearly 46%.
CNP officials explained the use of 60
markets as the basis of the study by point-

new

highs

ing out that in 1954, when the first report
was developed, there were only about 60
principal markets for which information
was available. Since then they have continued to use the same markets in order to
keep the data comparable from year to year.
While CNP's study did not encompass
feature films, the company's researchers
compiled data in a few selected markets to
see how the use of features was growing or
declining in those areas and also to see how
the volume of feature film hours compared
with syndicated hours.
In three markets studied — Baltimore, San
Francisco and Chicago — the first two, which
are three-station cities, showed healthy gains
in the total number of weekly hours of
feature-film programming between the 1957
study week and the one for 1957-58. San
Francisco's feature-film time gained 23%
and Baltimore's 42%. But in Chicago, a
four-station market, feature-film hours
dropped 9%. Syndicated film programming
held fairly constant in Baltimore and San
Francisco and gained in Chicago (61%).
In all three markets feature films occupied more hours than syndicated film in
the 1957-58 study week. In Baltimore feature films were ahead by 51Vi hours to
4834 for syndicated film; in San Francisco
it was 89V4 to 44lA, and in Chicago it was
89V4 to 82V4.

about
film
The impetus takes
up not only the new
product itself, but carries along with it some
of the other products which we are very
desirous of selling too.
What types of programs are selling best?
I think those types which pretty much
indicate their greatest popularity on the
networks, i.e., westerns, high adventure.
What new types of advertisers are coming
into syndicated television?
Well, when this business started about six
years or so ago, I would say that beers were
probably responsible for as high as 70%
of the total volume of syndication. While
beer sponsors remain in the market, that
dominance has now been lessened with the
entry into syndication of such advertisers as
food, automobile, drugs, soap and tobaccos.

took a downgrade in swing.

Do you think 1957 was a good year for
film syndication?
I think it varied, really. I think that as an

or gross- wise for '58?
It's my personal feeling that '58 will grosswise be the best year syndication has ever
had.

overall '57 was a little shaky. Not seriously
so, I don't mean that, but there were those
who sprang ahead appreciably and those who

MCA-TV's

SUTTON

Was '57 a better year than '56?
Overall I think '57 was considerably a
better
year than '56, from a total gross
standpoint.
Would you have any feeling about the
syndication field as a whole percentage-wise

Will the syndicated buy give the advertiser a more selective purchase which will
Broadcasting

be a more effective expenditure of his money
where he needs it?
We think so. That statement can't be applied to all advertisers, of course, but I
think it can be applied to most, because
I think it's a fair truism that every advertiser has his problems, either area-wise or
product-wise or a combination of various
things.

REACH

2

INLAND

GREAT

EMPIRES

I am trying to relate this to the total film
industry's better expectations for '58.
On a lot of high rating or good rating
network shows — a good network rating on
a national basis — it is inevitable that on a
local basis in some or many markets the rating will be way down, so augmentation is
sometimes necessary. For example, any given
show may experience a lower than average
rating in one or more markets. That is when
the advertiser might plug the gaps, so to
speak, with carefully selected syndicated
programs to supplement his overall coverage.
I think there are more network clients who

KXOA

are turning to syndication in order to supplement their network shows because they
cannot afford the third network show or the
fourth, or so on.
Is the supply of syndicated film products
greater than the demand for them?
I think that so long as a good product can
be made (and I think there are a lot of good
ones) there will always be sufficient demand
for it.
Is there any type of advertiser who hasn't
been in syndication who you think would
benefit from the use of syndicated films?
For instance, big advertisers like U. S. Steel
or General Motors. They don't seem to use
syndicated film.
Nor can I quite envision why they would.
If you're associating that with institutional
campaigns they would do it in another side
of this medium or in another medium. I
don'twould
think,
thatto very
we
lookreally,
forward
U. S.intelligently
Steel or a
large corporation as becoming a potential
for film syndication.

AUDIENCE FOR 32 YEARS
(every survey)
NATION'S

7th FARM

COUNTY

How does syndicated sponsorship break
down between local sponsorship and national spot? Which has the greater percentage?
I'd say regional and national spot is far
greater in gross volume than local.
What is the trend, the proportion between
the two? Is local increasing?

n
/
%
KXOA
Rep. — McGavren-Quinn

or Howard

Haman,

V.P.

it's increasing
frombecause
the standpoint
of Yes,
numbers
of advertisers
I believe
again that there are more categories coming
in today locally.

-

1

How about your charges? Are they going
up?
Yes, they go up in somewhat similar ratio
as the station time charges escalate.

KXO

Is there any trend toward fewer film syndicators?

Rep. — Paul H. Raymer

The top eight or ten have remained in business; they have continued to make product.
There are literally dozens of syndicators,
most of whom I don't know, most of whose
names I'veiDCASTING
never heard of <**rpnt >n InnVing
Broadc,

Company

Riley R. Gibson, Pres. KXOA,
or

KXO
:
.
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tougher to clear time, would you say?

FILM OUTLOOK continued
I'M

JOE

FLOYD

through a book like Broadcastng and
seeing them there. They come and go.
How do you feel about film bartering?
At present we are unequivocably opposed to it. It depresses the market; it
depresses the prices. It is to us not a way
of doing business. I'd say barter is very
definitely on the decrease.
How is the syndicated film advertiser
doing on time clearances? Is be finding it

Others

are

syndicators' appraisals of the immediate
future
(forinterview
MCA-TV'spageoutlook,
recorded
162): see tapeGeorge T. Shupert, president, ABC
Film Syndication:

That's because I like to give the
'advertiser a run for his money —
always have! Like creating a whole
new empire of customers — KEL-OLAND — more than a million strong,
with over $1,220,150,000 in annual retail sales. Read, that number again,
please. It's not a misprint. It's the
actual proved buying power of a
market reached completely by just
one selling force . . . KELO-TV
and its booster stations, KPLO-TV
and KDLO-TV.
CBS
Wrap

•
up

ABC

•

NBC

all

KEL-O-LAND
A*i one single-station buy!
TV

JvELO
and

KDLO
tv 3
Aberdeen, Huron,
Watertown

KPLO
tv 6
Pierre, Winner,
Chamberlain

RADIO

1,032-ft. Tower— 13,600-watt Power Eqv.
General Offices, Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.
Larry Bentson, Vice Pres.
REPRESENTED

"We have every reason to believe that
national advertisers are more serious
about syndicated film than ever before
and that they will turn to the medium
because it offers them the maximum opportunity for targeting their advertising
in the areas where required. The increased business from national advertisers will favorably affect our entire
sales picture because, in a sense, it will
provide another source of revenue from

"Through the end of January, CNP
business was 500% ahead of last year.

and KEL-O-LAND's new,
big radio voice is
KELO

"We are very optimistic about business in 1958 for several reasons. Our
lanuary 1958 billings were 37% higher
than January 1957 billings. Although
the present unsettled economic conditions
of our country make it difficult to predict the outlook for 1958, I feel confident that our sales will certainly be as
good as 1957 and probably better.
"In the last six months of 1957 we
had a 65% increase in sales over the
same period in 1956. We anticipate two
new syndication properties and three
national properties in 1958.

Earl Rettig, president, California
syndication."
National Productions:

sN^UX FALLS
its great boosters

BY

H-R

}n Minneapolis; Buhner & Johnson, Inc.

"This unusual increase was brought
about principally by the simultaneous
release during January of three first-run
syndication shows — Union Pacific, The
Silent Service second series and off-thenetwork Medic. No new product was
put on sale in the first month of 1957.
"CNP expects to do 50% more business this year than in 1957. There are
four important factors producing this
favorable change: increased production,
added distribution, an expanded sales
force and current economic conditions,
requiring television sponsors — as at no
other time in the past ten years — to pinpoint dollars for maxim'irn effect —
"Prr
4ngtion dutinr 58
least
Pacif
Dan;

Do you think there should be less network option time?
My answer would be "no". I am perfectly satisfied with the network operation.

optimistic,

To a num. leading television film
syndicators look to 1958 as a year of
heavier sales.
Here in their own words are these

They say I'm a
Helluva Salesman!

It isn't easy, of course; it's very tough,
as a matter of fact, but not as tough as
it used to be. For example, Falstaff beer
is buying one of our products, State
Trooper, in several dozen markets and
with only three exceptions, I believe, obtained Class A time.

too

with Batjac) and three untitled shows — a
news agency comedy, international intrigue adventure and one other series.
"Distribution additions include three
off-the-network series during 1958, and
probably several more. To date, Medic
and It's a Great Life have already been
put into first-run syndication sale, with
the current network series of Dragnet
to become available again as Badge 714.
" CNP has created a new sales division
to complement sales operations of NBC
Television Films. The new division's
specific purpose is to serve stations and
local advertisers with off-the-network
shows and syndication re-runs. Headed
by Jacques Liebenguth as manager, this
new staff will expand in the next few
months. The sales personnel of NBC
Television Films now will concentrate
on non-network advertisers and agencies.
"Some of the recessive aspects of the
national economy during the fourth
quarter of 1957 are resulting in closer
examination of advertising campaigns by
many television sponsors. Under these
circumstances, the selectivity and efficiency of syndication are particularly
appealing to national advertisers. It is
expected they will use spot film in important regions and markets more heavily
in 1958 than ever before.
"With record production for 1958, an
increase in distribution properties over
last year, an expanding sales staff and
favorable market conditions, our estimate
of a 50% business increase for this calendar year over 1957 is a conservative
Leslie T. Harris, vice president and
general manager, CBS Tv Film Sales:
projection."
"1958? This will be the best yet. We
recently announced a 30% increase in
gross sales in 1957 over 1956 and feel
that 1958 will continue every bit as good.
If there is any permanency in the current
NEED

A

D.

J.?

B C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1733 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
TING

reasons

why

world's
is the
source
leading
motion

picture

for
cameras

For over 35 years, Mitchell has held a unique reputation
as the tt'orld's leading source for the finest in motion
picture equipment. The reason — only Mitchell designs
and manufactures a line of cameras to meet such a broad
range of demanding professional filming requirements.
Today Mitchell produces 35mm and 16mm cameras;
70mm 21/4x21/4 high speed cameras; and 70mm, 65mm
and double frame aperture 35mm cameras.
There's a Mitchell camera designed to meet your requirements—write for information today.

*85%

of Professional Motion Pictures Shown
Throughout The World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

35mm Studio BNC Mitchel

jj

CORPORATION
666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA
Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"
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FILM OUTLOOK continued

we will have two modern adventure
series, based on an American historical
figure, and at least one comedy series. We

slowdown in business — and we certainly
hope there isn't — it cannot help but put
more money into syndication. Alter all,
it is well known in all major distributors
of goods that a majority of their business
comes from a relatively small number of
markets. If their advertising budgets are
slashed, then they will apply the smaller
amount to spot film buying in the key
areas.

are already in the second year's production of W 'hirly birds.
"Our selling techniques and sales department will remain unchanged except
for the possible addition of new salesmen.
We will continue to offer an integrated

"We anticipate bringing out six new
programs in the coming year, plus about

package of promotion, publicity and merchandising, with a possible increase in the
amount of roadshowing by our stars. The
latter, of course, depends on the desires
of our clients and recently they have in-

four shows oil" the network. Our first two
new ones will be Border Patrol, an adventure series based on the files of the
Dept. of Immigration, and The Diplomat.
starring Clare Boothe Luce. Beyond that.

dicated strong belief in the values of stars'
personal appearances.
"I repeat that we look for 1958 to be
the biggest year yet. January saw us do
more than a million in sales, an outstand-

TWO
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VERY
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46

THE
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TOP
OF

RATING

48

DAILY

QUARTER-HOURS
IN
SPANISH.

WHOM

ing achievement for that time of the year.
In the upcoming months, when advertisers begin to line up their fall schedules, we are certain that the increasing interest in syndicated film will continue on
the rise, and we will have the product to

JohnanyJ.needs."
Cole, sales vice president,
satisfy
Guild Films:
"Guild Films believes the year 1958
will mark further gains in the film television field, irrespective of how the rest
of the economy in the country goes.
'The company broke all its previous
selling records in 1957, having accumulated atotal of $15 million in new contracts that year, many of them for long
terms, and anticipates continuing on the
same momentum.
"Officials of Guild Films base their
optimism on several factors:
"(1) The entrance into television in
the past two years of rich regional sponsors. That trend will grow. These sponsors have no alternative but to buy
quality film programs for product program identification.
"(2) The number of network sponsors using film programs has shown an
increase in 1957 and the pace is expected
to continue.
"(3) Many advertisers, after taking a
'hard look' at their marketing problems,
are planning special campaigns in special
markets. They will use the best film they
can get. Among them are also network
advertisers of both live and film programs, who feel they have to supplement
their sales push in certain areas because
of increasing competition.
"(4) Stations will continue to feel the
need of assuring themselves of a good
supply of top film programs to meet
audience and advertiser requirements.
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"(5) The viewers are not interested in
whether programs are live or film so
long as they are interesting. Film program ratings are at the top and as long
as film producers will furnish quality
programs, they will find their place over
theMGM-TV:
air-waves."

*(Pulse — October
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THE
YORK
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"On the program front, the first full
year of operation marked the debut of
The Thin Man series on NBC. For 1958,
The Thin Man has already been renewed

RATINGS

PUERTO
IS

"At the close of 1957, MGM features
were being programmed in 45% of the
television markets. Sales estimates for
1958 indicate that a 90% penetration will
be achieved by the end of the year.

1957)

RICAN

YOURS

by sponsor Colgate-Palmolive, and
Northwest Passage, an all color adventure
series, has been sold to NBC for fall
presentation. Other pilot films, either
finished or in the production stage are
Min and Bill, Dramatic Theatre, a 60
minute drama series and Maisie, a comedy series. In addition, several other program projects are currently under consideration. Fall 1958 should see MGMTV represented by at least three new
shows, an increase of 300% over 1957.
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York
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"A new project for 1958 will be
release of MGM's short subjects
cartoons to television. At present,
ious packages of cartoons, shorts

the
and
varand
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FASTEST

AIRCOACH

BETWEEN

NEW

YORK

LOS

AND

ANGELES

THE
ROYAL
COACHMAN
DC-7 NONSTOP

Fly American Airlines famous Royal Coachman—
the fastest aircoach service between New York and
Los Angeles— the only DC
between

• 7 nonstop

these two cities. En

aircoach

route, enjoy a

delicious meal served aboard (when purchased
with your ticket) and the pleasant diversion of
a rear lounge. A choice
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.

AMERICAN

of two flights daily. Use
AIRLINES

American's
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FILM OUTLOOK continued
•Our Gang" comedies are being prepared, and a sales policy will be announced prior to the NAB convention.
"In its first year of operation, the
commercial department hit the million
dollar mark. The outlook for 1958 is
very good, and it is anticipated that
commercial business will double in
Oliver A. Unger, president, National
volume." Assoc.:
Telefilm
"This year's business is moving along
at a rapid pace and in advance of last
The first three months' net
year's income.
income,
for the period ending Oct. 31,
1957. amounted to $269,577 compared to
$236,920 for the same period last year.
Exhibition contracts written for the same
period totaled $4,310,604 compared with
$3,040,783 in the corresponding period
last year, for a 40% increase. Our features and syndicated shows are showing
excellent results.
"We expect our business to show continued growth. With our company diversifying its activities, we expect 1958
to be a banner year for us. While we expect our tv distribution business to continue at a strong pace but not in as spectacular fashion as heretofore, our other

In this space
will shortly appear
THE

FORJOE

FORUM

A Periodic
Discussion Column
On Current Issues
In Television and Radio

1938-1958
20

YEARS
of perceptive
and intelligent
Station

REPRESENTATION

FORJOE

& CO., INC.
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK— CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES— SAN FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA— ATLANTA
SEATTLE

to NTA's
willendcontribute
operations
growth. At the
of the year we expect
to see NTA in a substantial growth position because of our television station
operations, the NTA Film Network
activities, theatrical distribution and expanding international business.
"If business conditions are not up to
par during the coming year, the television business no doubt will reflect that
condition to some degree. However, the
critical period, if any, will come in the
1959-60 season when the advertiser will
be able to evaluate the 1958 business pattern and move accordingly."
Ralph M. Cohn, vice president and
general manager, Screen Gems:
"Prospects for the near future in the
television industry are very bright indeed.
The public has accepted the medium
as an important part of the pattern of
living, and relies on it to a large extent
for entertainment and information about
the consumer goods and services that
are offered by the country's leading corporations.
"If there is any shrinking of the nation's economy, it will only serve to increase competition among suppliers of
these goods and services, which will require intensification of advertising and
merchandising.
"It only remains for us to anticipate
the entertainment tastes of the public and
to find ways and means to satisfy these
that are consistent with the size of the
pocketbooks of the nation's advertisers,
be they national, regional, or local.
"We are well on our way to do just
Milton A. Gordon, president, Television Programs of America:
that."
"lust a few weeks ago TPA reported
a profit of almost $900,000 for its 1957
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fiscal year, and I think this is the most
cogent comment that can be made on
how the company fared during that
period. There is every indication that
1958 will wind up on an equally or even
happier
"Therenote.
are good reasons for this
optimistic, if hazardous, forecast. Mostly
those reasons are our new properties.
Lassie, which we will distribute in syndication (under a new, unchosen title) for
Lassie Programs Inc., will unquestionably be one of the most sought-after
series in first-run-off-network distribution.
Adventures of Tugboat Annie, which we
have just launched in U. S. syndication,
has already established itself as one of
the most popular series on the air in
Canada, where it is sponsored by Lever
Bros, and I know it will duplicate that
performance here.
"In a few weeks, we'll be in production
on 39 episodes of New York Confidential and we have two other programs in
production, Thunder Ridge and Cannonball, soon to be made for us by Robert
Maxwell.
"These, in brief, are some of the reasons we expect a record year in 1958."
John L. Sinn, president, Ziv Television Programs:
"From a film man's point of view, business was never better. In my opinion,
1957 was easily the best year so far for
the syndicate field. Ziv's growth is easily
illustrated by the fact that in 1956, Ziv
had six new series in production, in 1957,
eight new series. For 1958, the number is
12. Our earlier series, such as Mr. District Attorney, I Led Three Lives, Boston
Blackie, continue to be best-sellers, in
some cases even garnering higher ratings
than their first-run showings. Our new
series — for example, Sea Hunt, which we
premiered
in January — are off to excellent
starts.
"I expect 1958 to be our best year so
far, due in large part to the fact that
we have now departed entirely from the
spring-summer release pattern, and have
built a smoothly-functioning year-round
production team. I cannot emphasize this
point too strongly. My optimism for the
year 1958 is based on the proven results
of the year-round production scheme."
|.illlllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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PHILCO

TLR-5

Provides

MICROWAVE

Fast

HERE is outstanding performance
reliability for fast, remote TV
relaying . . . easy to carry . . . quick to
set-up . . . simple to check-out. With
a new Philco TLR-5 system, you can
be on-the-air in a matter of minutes
— for coverage of virtually any location
Transmitter Control
& Power Supply Unit

in your area.
Philco TLR-5 Microwave provides
completely portable relaying for NTSC
compatible color or monochrome TV
signals . . . plus 15KC audio channel.
Here is a completely modern microwave system, especially designed to
meet the needs of TV broadcasters for

Transmitter RF Head

thoroughly dependable, remote TV
operation. The TLR-5 delivers one full

Set-Up

and

watt output to insure operational reliability. Built-in metering facilities assist
in rapid system check-out for fast,
on-the-spot operation.
Philco TLR-5 systems are available
for Common Carrier and S-T-L bands.
High video signal-to-noise ratio assures
you of clear pictures even from difficult propagation areas. Plug-in circuit
construction simplifies maintenance by
permitting substitution of the most
critical units.
Philco Engineers will be happy to
help you with your special Microwave
requirements. Please contact us for
further information. Write today for
TLR-5 specification sheet.

Check-Out

for

Remote

★ Meets all NTSC

TV

Pickups!

requirements for compatible color relaying. ★ Provides full

multiplexing audio channel, -k Lightweight units "suitcase" packaged for easy
portability. * Designed for split-second set-up and check-out . . . gets your remote
pickups on-the-air quickly. * Completely weatherproof RF heads. * Built-in metering
of all important circuits. ★ Extremely high sensitivity . . . low noise receiver. * Backed
Receiver Control Unit

by Philco's complete survey, installation and maintenance service.
At Philco, opportunities are unlimited in electronic and mechanical
research and engineering. Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.

Receiver Power Supply

PHILCO
Government

&

Industrial

Division

Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania
In Canada: Philco Corporation of Canada Limited, Don Mills, Ontario

Receiver RF Head

THE STATUS

THE

NEWS

That's

the

answer

OF RADIO-TV

MEANS
detailed

in

NEWS

MONEY

TO

Broadcasting's

study

There's money in news.
Two out of every three radio-tv stations
earn at least some profit from their daily
newscasts.
Stations that take their news departments
seriously find this form of programming one
of the more salable commodities offered
to sponsors.

total revenue in a large majority of cases.
• Except in large markets, few stations
pay special fees to read sponsored newscasts.
• One-third of stations editorialize, mostly on an occasional basis.
• Three out of four stations have a news

There's also prestige in news.
Good news service makes the entire program package more attractive.
These and many other findings are contained in an exhaustive new study by Broadcasting. For the first time many of the
financial, program and employment aspects
of radio-tv newscasting have been surveyed
on a national basis — almost an industrywide
station census.
The comprehensive Broadcasting study
of the way radio and tv stations operate
their news departments is based on information in 1,721 questionnaires supplied by
stations. This is almost half of the stations

agement.
• A majority of tv stations associated
with radio operations maintain joint news
staffs.
• Some news copy is read by disc
jockeys, announcers and other non-news
personnel at a heavy majority of radio stations and at about half of tv stations.

now on the air (see review of survey "universe" at right).
The project was undertaken at the suggestion of agency, advertiser, broadcast
management, news and other industry executives interested in knowing the exact
status of news in the 1958 broadcasting
structure. The 1,721 -station universe is believed to be one of the largest station segments ever analyzed, aside from the FCC's
annual financial reports.
Details of this extensive undertaking are
shown in the series of tables starting on this
page. Here are some highlights:
• Only a trifling number of stations reported 1957 news revenue down from 1956.
• Eighty-five per cent of stations sell at
least half their newscasts.
• Larger-market radio stations showed
the best gain in news income in 1957; radio's revenue from news is better than tv's
record.
• News revenue is less than 25% of
Page 172
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director, usually reporting directly to man-

• Pay scales for radio-tv newsmen are
higher than or equal to newspaper pay in
the same markets, except at a small percentage of stations.
• Well over half of radio-tv networkaffiliated stations depend more on wire services than on networks for a majority of their
national and international news.
A special feature of the broadcast news
roundup is an analysis showing the relative
amount of revenue obtained by radio stations from news, music and sports programming.
Other analyses reveal the number of fulltime and parttime employes in the news
departments of typical radio and tv stations. The number of newscasts per day (by
length of program) at radio and tv stations
in large, medium and small markets is revealed. A study of the number of daily
newscasts shows the five-minute program to
be the most popular, the number per day
ranging up to 48 at some radio stations.

BREAKDOWN
FOLLOWS

ON

ON

RADIO-TV
of

news

coverage

Many

stations emphasized in their comments that news programming is an important audience and prestige builder as
well as important public service. They contended the value of news can't be fairly
measured by the amount of revenue actually received from their sale, explaining how
the whole station program package benefits from a strong news operation — especially adjacencies.
THE NEWS

UNIVERSE

Facts gathered in Broadcasting's survey
of the place news occupies at radio-tv stations were obtained from a questionnaire
sent in January to 3,100 am stations and
490 tv stations.
The data in the separate analyses are
based on questionnaires from 1,501 (48%
of total) radio and 220 (45% of total) tv
stations. Questionnaires were identified by
large, medium or small market, ,and by network or non-network affiliation. Fifty-odd
questionnaires arrived after tabulations had
been completed.
A breakdown of the radio questionnaires
follows: Large market stations, 52 network.
128 non-network: medium market, 252 network, 312 non-network; small market, 228
network, 529 non-network. Tv questionnaires
were not broken into separate network and
non-network categories beyond the tabulation point since the small number of nonnetwork stations did not provide separate
information of statistical value. By size of
market, the 220 tv questionnaires were
divided as follows: Large market. 54;
medium, 124, small. 42.

THE
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NEWS SURVEY continued
THE

QUESTIONS

AND

THE

Numher of news programs per day for typical (median)
station (with extreme range in each category)
Marketof
Size
Under
10 Min.
15 Min.
RADIO
15OverMin
16
5 Min.
5 Min.
Large

ANSWERS

Does station have a news
he report to?

director? If "Yes," whom

Non-Network

does

(By % of stations in each category)
Size of
Market
Wire
Network
RADIO
Service
35%
52%
Large
Medium
52
35
26
Small
56
TELEVISION
40
Large
60
42
Medium
58
44
56
Small

50/50
13%
13
18

V J. -?U '
11
(1-38)

Medium

(By % of stations in each category)
Has news
Size of
"Yes," reports to
Market
director?
RADIO
Yes
No
Gen. Mgr.
Sta. Mgr.
Prog. Dir
If
Large
Network
17%
15%
51%
32%
13
83
55
Non-Network
85°o
17
Medium
18
32
70
17
17
62
83
Network
79
12
21
Non-Network
21
26
Small
25
74
27
9
Network
9
38
66
Non-Network
64
62
23
TELEVISION (Network and Non-Network combined)
36
41
19
6
Large
33
94
27
9
7
Medium
78
93
22
48
Small
64
If network station, which source supplies the most national (and international) news?

6
(1-24)
1A

Network

Network
Non-Netwark

(3-48)

2
(1-6)

15
(1-48)

(1-7)

(1-35)

2
(1-12)
2

12
\ L~D\J /

12
16
5
11
(1-45)
(1-34)
\ i.
8
(1-30)
(1-30)
TELEVISION
(Network and Non-Network combined)
Large
3
3
(1-17)
(1-12)
(1-18)
2
3
Medium
(1-10)
2
2
(1-22)
Small
(1-7)
Small
Network
Non-Network

5
(1-14)
(1-13)
2

1
(1-3)
i±
(1-1)

(1-18)
3

1
(1-3)
2
V X -J 1

3
(1-8)
(1-13)
3

1
(1-7)
(1-12)
i.

(1-8)

1
(1-5)
(1-10)
1

2
(1-7)
1
(1-5)

1
(1-5)

1
(1-8)

1
(1-4)
1
(1-2)
1
(1-1)
1
(1-2)
1
(1-1)

If television station is associated with
radio station, is news staff joint or

How does station's income
compare with 1956?

separate?

(By f/r of radio statioyis in each category)

(By % of tv stations in each category)

Size of
Market
RADIO
Large

Size of
Market
Separate
43%
26

TELEVISION
Large

Joint
57%

Medium
Small
37

63
74

Network
Non-Network
Medium
Network
Non-Network

from news

70Up
60

Same

Down

60%

35%
35

5%
5

49
51

20
46

10
3

Small
47
4
50
Network
Non-Network
44
6
50
Large
TELEVISION (Network and50 Non-Network Combined)
41
9
59
Medium
33
47
38
Small
Do disc jockeys

5.

0 0 0.

°o

non-news

announcers or other
personnel read newscasts?

(By % of stations in each category)
Size
Marketof
Large
RADIO

6^

Network
Non-Network
Medium
Network
Non-Network

Yes
79

No

80
65%

20
10
35%
21

90
493
Small
Network
Non-Network
1
99
Large
TELEVISION (Network and Non-Network Combined)
Medium
Small

46
62
97
51

38
54

Are

staff peop]

fees to read
newscasts?
e paid
in each category)
(By % of stations
Size
Marketof
No
RADIO
Yes
Large
25
42%
58%
89
Network
Non-Network
75
Medium
79
21
Network
Non-Network
11

sponsored

If you send up a balloon, you'll find rich
winds moving in WBNS Radioland — and
these breezes waft over $3,034,624,000.00
just ready to be blown. For the top Pulseratings 315 times out of 360 Monday
through Friday quarter hours 6 a.m. to
midnight select WBNS Radio. Ask John
WBNS

RADIO

COLUMBUS,
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Small
90
10
Network
59
Non-Network
8
Large
TELEVISION
(Network and 19
Non-Network Combined)
33
67
41
92
Medium
81
Small
Broadcasting

How many
sored?

news

programs

are spon-

(By % of stations in each category )
Size of
Under
Over
All
Half
Market
Half
Half
RADIO
Large
13%
18
Network
13%
59%
15%
38
8
Non-Network
15
Medium
15
36
13
30
Network
23
57
9
Non-Network
38
Small
Network 20
52
13
15
Non-Network
10
45
32
13
TELEVISION (Network and Non-Network Combined)
Large
34
34
20
12
Medium
27
43
10
20
Small
21
31
24
24

Does station
occasionally?

editorialize

on the air?

(By % of stations in each category)
Size of
Market
No
Yes
RADIO
Large
76%
24%
Network
39
61
Non-Network
Medium
36
Network
N on -Network
64
38
62
Small
63
Network
37
55
45
Non-Network
TELEVISION (Network and Non-Network combined)
33
Large
25
Medium
67
69
31
Small
75

Does station news department
profit?
(By % of stations in each category)
Size of
Market
Yes
RADIO
Large
Network
Non-Network
Medium
Network
Non-Network
Small
Network
Non-Network
TELEVISION (Network and
Large
Medium
Small

If "Yes," daily or
Daily

If Yes
sionally

8%
15
18
21

14
11
10
4
18

79
Occa92%

85
82
89
86

82
90
96

earn a

No

76%
56

24%
44

64
64

36
36

77
23
70
30
Non-Network Combined)
63
37
49
51
55
45

What

How

do pay scales for radio and television newsmen compare with newspaper pay in your market?
(By % of stations in each category)
Market
Size of
40
RADIO
Lower
Higher
Large
4%
70%
Same
26%
10
Network
Non-Network
56
66
27
7
Medium
Network
57
33
Non-Network
4
Small
Network
64
31
5
Non-Network 52
37
11
TELEVISION (Network and Non-Network Combined)
Large
65
26
9
Medium
57
37
6
Small
63
34
3

— %

Copy
percent of news copy is written bv staff?

(By % of stations in each category)
Size of
All
Market
Most
RADIO
Large
18
28%
32%
Network
25
Non-Network
13
18
Medium
Network
Non-Network
5
10
Small
11
8
14
Network
Non-Network
6
TELEVISION
(Network and Non-Network combined)
Large
21
Medium
35
Small
18
18
66
31

None
Half

Some
8%

32%
41

19
18
12

38

17

16

9
12

45
10
47
26

14
14
3
141
9

56
46

7
9

— %
Percentage income of a typical (median) radio station derived from news,
music and sports in 1957 (with extreme range in each category)
Size of
News
Market
Music
Sports
Large
5%
75%
15%
Network
(2-30%)
(3-60%)
(30-90%)
10
85
5
Non-Network
(1-25)
(1-45)
(50-99)
Medium
10
7
80
Network
10
(1-40)
73
(1-50)
(25-99)
Non-Network
(1-25)
12
10
(1-50)
(20-99)
Small
60
15
Network
10
(0-40)
(2-20)
(0-97)
20
70
Non-Network
(0-40)
(5-97)
(1-50)
Number of employes in news department of a typical (median) station
(does not include stringers, shows extreme range in each category)
Number of Employees
Size of
Market
Parttime
Fulltime
RADIO
Large
Network
1 (0-6)
3 (1-8)
Non-Network
1 (0-7)
2 (0-7)
Medium
Network
1 (0-8)
1 (0-7)
Non-Network
1 (0-5)
1 (0-6)
Small
Network
1 (0-7)
1 (0-6)
Non-Network
1 (0-3)
1 (0-8)
EVISION'1
TELLarge
4 (0-10)
1 (0-3)
Medium
3 (0-7)
3 (0-6)
Small
1 (0-2)
1 (0-4)
Combines network and non-network stations
Broadcasting

What percent of total radio station income
— %
and sports?
(By % of radio stations in each category)
— %
FROM NEWS
25%
Size of
Under 50% 75% 100%
Under
Market
of. income
of income
25%
RADIO
Large
4%
79% 17%
Network
9
Non-Network
7520 25Medium
80
17
1 509
Network
Non-Network
1
91
82
Small
12
Network
25
1
24
3
8
Non-Network
73
74
MGM

JOINS

M

is derived

75%
JSIC

50%
20%
5

from

100%

25%
Under

of income
86%
40%

news,

music

75%
SPORTS
50%
J
14%

40%
14
44

48

94

6

14
237 25- 30
46
16

47
7550- 81

86

14
8

23
30

88
92

12
5

%

25-

— %

50-

42
COLUMBUS,

CHANNEL

GEORGIA

95
WeeReBeL

A

teams

up with

LEO

to present the
MGM
AVAILABLE

Golden Era Theatre
FOR PARTICIPATIONS!

conc
★ package
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Sundays — 11.20 pm to
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Both $70
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NEWS SURVEY continued
WBAP-TV

PICKS

WBAP-TV Fort Worth, recipient of
the Radio Television News Directors
\ssn. citation for best tv news operation,
believes the best way to cover most
stories for tv is on film.
James A. Byron, news director, said.
"We strive to let the film tell the story
insofar as possible. Our policy is to obtain
what film coverage is available on all
major stories and to cover those minor
stories best suited to our medium. The
job of the editors-writers is to take
available film, arrange it in the
manner possible to tell the story,
write commentary which supplements

r

1

the
best
and
the

film."
WBAP-TV insists that commentary coincide at all times with the picture on the
screen. Sound film is edited down to essentials on the theory that sound adds
something to most stories but too much
sound is worse than none. Unusual angles
of stories are developed.
A system of story assignment is operated by Mr. Byron, but it remains the
responsibility of the camerman to look
for stories, develop them and build up
contacts.
The station believes it has the same
right — and obligation — to cover the news
on film for television as any other newsman working for any other medium.
Countless times criminal court stories
have been covered with full cooperation
by the judge. Sound film is obtained on
verdicts in important criminal cases, both
in Fort Worth and Dallas, and elsewhere
in the state.
A central office is maintained in Fort
Worth and a bureau in Dallas. The news
department is a combined television-radio
operation. The staff includes 20 persons.
Eight are assigned primarily to radio but
all have some tv duties. Four reporters,
assigned primarily to radio — two in Fort
Worth and two in Dallas — carry motion
picture cameras and shoot tv spot stories
that otherwise might be missed. Four
newswriters-newscasters assigned primaril\ to radio do some writing and some
on-camera work for tv.
Working on the television side under
the news director are the tv news editor,
the Texas News editor, two cameramen
in Fort Worth and two in Dallas, and
four film editors-writers. Two of the
latter four also are cameramen and three
are on the air regularly, all reporting to
the tv news editor in Fort Worth.
Texas News is the major WBAP-TV
newscast, aired seven nights a week at
10 o'clock. It is a 15-minute newsreel
with no inside commercials. It is sponsored three nights by a utility company,
two nights by savings and loan companies,
and one night each by an oil and a drug
company. The program has been telecast
continuously since WBAP-TV went on
the air in 1948.
Following Texas News is a five-minute
weather show and then News Final, a 10-
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FILM

FOR

NEWS

I

minute roundup of national, foreign,
state and local news not included in
Texas News. News f inal has a man-oncamera and national and or foreign film.
Two five-minute morning spots are
mainly man-on-camera, with local film
used occasionally. High Noon, participating, includes 25 minutes of news, with
film and man-on-camcra plus five minutes
of weather, sold separately. Evening News
at 5:40 p.m. precedes network news and
is a [exas roundup with film used only
occasionally. A utility firm is sponsor.
1 he man-on-camera selects and prepares
his own news copy.
Everyone in the WBAP-TV news department isa news writer or reporter, no

I
I

1
WBAP-TV

News Director J. A. Byron

matter what his assigned duties. All news
is channeled to both radio and tv. Gimmicks as such are avoided under the
theory that news in itself is at once intaining.
formative, interesting and even enter-

1
1
J

I
NO
GIMMICKS'
RULE
AT
WHAS
The news staff of WHAS Louisville,
phone recordings and personal reports
from the scene of events.
awarded the Radio Television News Directors Assn. citation as best radio news
The nine-man staff stresses regional
news coverage of Kentucky and southern
operation [Trade Assns., Nov. 11, 1957],
Indiana. Every news item is rewritten,
operates on the principle that thorough
news coverage is more important than
with emphasis on interpretation of national news for the "Kentuckiana" audigimmicks.
ence. No newsman delivers his own comBill Small, WHAS news director, put
mercials. All newsroom personnel doing
it this way, "Gimmicks such as remote
air
work
have
a hand in writing their own
broadcasts of minor auto accidents and
newscasts.
The
news director reports only
fires are not hard news. The basic into Victor A. Sholis. station director.
gredients remain facts, background and
WHAS is owned by the Courier-Journal
good writing. No taped material should
and Louisville Times but the station news
ever be used unless it meets this test:
Would you devote this much time to it operation is entirely separate from the
newspapers. The station calls itself the
if it were straight rewrite and not tape?"
newspapers'
greatest competition in hard
WHAS, he said, is the only radio stanews coverage.
tion regularly covering the General AsA list of longtime sponsors is cited as
sembly in Frankfort, taping debate right
evidence of commercial success. Continuoff the floor of both House and Senate
ous sponsors include: Aetna-Ashland Oil
along with interviews. A regular beat man
Co.
and Yellow Cab Co., over 10 years;
is stationed at the Louisville city hall and
Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co., seven
county building. Staffers tape frequent
years;
Louisville
Gas & Electric Co., six
interviews for newscasts, and use teleyears; Liberty National Bank, Shell Oil,
Cooke Chevrolet, DeLaney Furniture
and Jefferson Federal Savings & Loan,
one to four years.

WHAS

News

Director Bill Small

Outstanding coverage includes: 1957
floods in southeast Kentucky, with staffers spending hundreds of dollars to provide beep reports. Year-long coverage of
a $275,000 bank theft, including capture
of the burglars and their trial, drew wide
attention [Trade Assns., Nov. 11, 18].
Extensive treatment is given election
news, the station often following candidates around the state during campaigns
and giving daily election summaries.
Morning news is aired by Paul Clark
and Jim VanSickle; evening news by Bill
Minshall and Ed Engles. Jay Crouse provides daily legislative feeds from Frankfort plus interviews. City and county
beats are covered by Bob Hickman and
Warren Wolfson. Mr. Small makes assignments and coordinates the work but
operates on the theory that each man is
competent to make his own judgments on
news values.
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labor-management
Broadcast management and labor face
longer sessions at the bargaining table in
1958. No critical areas or issues are being
singled out at this time, but the overall
feeling is this:
On management's side: the general softening of America's economy is prompting
more determination to hold the line against
rising costs.
On labor's side: with the same business
climate in mind, there is more emphasis
on security and job protection. As usual,
technological advances are causing union
concern, but these are not immediate enough
to pose big stumbling blocks this year.
Radio-television profitability historically
has worked to the benefit of unions in
negotiations; the broadcaster is more inclined
to concede minor points than risk disruption to operations. This year, though radio
and television generally expect no slackening
in its business, changes in the overall national picture will dictate a more prudent approach in management contract talks.
Network negotiators in particular expect
a busy year. Individual stations, substantially less unionized than networks, expect the
same pace in negotiations as in previous
years but with the influence of possiblychanged local business conditions.
The tv film industry, which provides 25%
of the program fare used by networks, over
31% of that telecast locally by stations and
the filmed commercials, faces 1958 with
its usual high quota of labor worries. New
negotiations early this year with Screen
Directors Guild and Screen Actors Guild
(on film commercials) and longer-range
prospects of jurisdictional squabbles generated by tv tape loom as bargaining table
topics.
Prior to assaying the management-labor
relations outlook for the balance of this
year, these basic statistics on network and
station personnel should be considered:
• About 16.000 (19%) of approximately
85,000 employes are unionized. Not reflected
in this possibly deceptive figure is the consideration that a substantial number of radio-tv workers are administrative and executive personnel.
• The largest element in union membership is the technician. Estimates are that
8,500 (61%) of the 14,000 non-supervisory
technicians belong to unions. Over 3,000
of these 8,500 union technicians are at the
national networks in radio and television.
• Among 21,500 staff and special program announcers, 3,000 (14%) belong to
unions. This latter figure does not include
free lance performers on a casual or per-job
Broadcasting

tensions

basis who make up most of the membership
of the American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists.
From another standpoint, approximately
12% of the radio outlets and 39% of the
tv stations have contracts covering technicians. As might be expected, most of these
are in the first 50 markets.
Union announcers are even less, with contracts at 6% of the radio stations and 20%
of the tv outlets. The majority of these are
clustered in the top 20 markets.
Accordingly, the technicians and the announcers are the largest union factions,
though at the larger stations there is organization among performing musicians, separate
units for stage hands at the bigger tv outlets, a few units of film department employes and even a few. of clerical office
employes.
(For list and description of unions having
major dealings with networks and stations,
see page 180.)
These and other factors are noted by
Charles H. Tower, employer-employe relations department head at NAB, writing
for a forthcoming symposium oh radio and
television being released late this month and
in mid-March by the Duke University
School of Law. Assisting Mr. Tower in his
comprehensive analysis were James H.
Hulbert and Harold Ross of NAB. Mr.
Tower notes:
"First, unionization is limited, both in
terms of percentage of employes organized
and, even more so, in terms of percentage
of establishments organized. The governing
factor here is an industry structure characterized by a large number of geographically
dispersed producing units, most of which
employ relatively few people.

"Growth of the industry as measured by
an increase in the number of production
units is, over the next five years, likely to
occur primarily in the small station category.
No significant increase in employment by
existing units is expected; indeed, in some
segments of the industry a reduction seems
more likely. Unionization, therefore, is not
apt to significantly increase in terms of the
number of employes covered or in the number of units covered.

"Secondly, collective bargaining, particularly in the major centers, has resulted in
contract terms which are unusually favorable to the employes covered. Profitability
of the companies involved in the pace-setting
negotiations — a profitability deriving from
a number of structural characteristics such
as the growth of the industry and limita-
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mands, but finally agree on a modest hike,
which seems to range from 3% to 6%, plus

tion on entry — has been an important contributing factor.
"Equally important has been the impact
of the nature of the broadcast service, and

fringe
The benefits.
technical unions at the networks, as
elsewhere, are concerned about the era of
automation that is looming on the horizon.
But it is agreed that the introduction of new
devices and techniques has not become so
widespread that they pose a problem for

the methods of producing it. on management's attitude towards work stoppages, that
is, an inability or unwillingness to take a
strike. Both factors seem to be undergoing
a change. Consequently, greater resistance
to union demands and thus smaller advances
seem probable over the next five years.
"Finally, the major source of collective
bargaining conflict has been job protection
— a direct outgrowth of the nature of the
jobs, especially in network and large-market
broadcasting. In part, at least, because of the
relationship between these jobs and jobs
in other industries, organization of the industry took place on a craft rather than on
an industrial basis. The conflict has manifested itself in a dedicated union concern
for control of work and a stubborn resistance to changes in methods of operations.
Broadcast management's unique involvement in federal labor legislation, the Lea
Act. grows from this soil. The resolution of
this basic conflict has been a slow and sometimes painful process of compromise and

a
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programming. And KVOO-TV
doesn't stop there. Market research, merchandising and promotion aids, and constant attention to your account will make
you glad you showed on KVOOTV. Yes, it's CHANNEL 2 . . .
for a real show ... of profits
... in Tulsa!

FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES
CONTACT ANY OFFICE OF BLAIR
TELEVISION ASSOCIATES.

adjustment. The end is not yet in sight."
Aside from the fact that money has received major emphasis at the bargaining
table in the last 15 years but now job or
work protection is receiving increased attention, what about other points being negotiated? Some of these:
Shorter work week: it has not gained too
much impetus in radio-tv but this factor has
cropped up in a number of important negotiations in the past year. Prospect of fewer
work possibilities is an obvious impetus for
a drive for shorter hours. The 40-hour week
is still standard though certain compromises
have taken place in related areas such as
lunch periods, etc.
Longer vacations, more holidays, sick
leave, changes in premium rates: these fringe
benefits repeatedly enter into negotiations,
though relegated to a secondary role and
seldom are causes for deadlocks.
Pensions: at station level this has been
of little importance. At the network level,
success of AFTRA in its fight for a pension and welfare fund, indicates more stress
on this phase.
Radio-television has given little notice to
such things as the so-called guaranteed annual wage negotiated in other industries.
This is due to the fact that broadcasting employment does not fluctuate appreciably
with sales as it does in so many other lines.
Network negotiators in predicting their
busy 1958 also add that this will be a
"tough" year insofar as negotiations themselves are concerned. But they are reticent
to say that any stoppages or other serious
labor difficulties will result. Like others,
they attribute this toughness in negotiations,
in part, to the softer economy. The unions
naturally will resist any contract concessions
that are likely to result in layoffs. The networks are determined to slow down costs.
Unions are continuing to press for wage
increases at the networks. But on the basis
of early negotiations already concluded, the

the immediate future. The networks' introduction ofvideo tape recording this summer will mark the beginning of the first
outstanding stride in the direction of automation. But the impact of video tape probably will not be felt until 1959 or 1960
when the device is expected to have broader
It must be a truism in labor relations
application.
that "jurisdictional disputes always will be
with us." Networks and unions feel there
will be a share of such skirmishes this year,
but none is expected to be serious. It is
pointed out that the development of new devices and new techniques leads to new problems that often result in jurisdictional
battles. A case in point: video tape now is
considered the province of the so-called
"live" labor units, such as AFTRA and the
Radio & Television Directors Guild. But
should the device be refined so as to produce
a picture that resembles film, the likelihood
is that the Screen Actors Guild and the
Screen Directors Guild, for example, will
press for jurisdiction.
Another eventuality is that outside packagers might use video tape in increasing
quantities and these producing companies
might have contracts with unions different
from the networks. But these possible areas
of conflict are unlikely to crop up in 1958.
Local 1, IATSE, in early January reached
an agreement with the three television networks on a new three-year contract. The local has jurisdiction over 1,200 stagehands
and associated employes for "theatrical
type" live television shows, which emanate
largely from New York. The three-year pact
calls for an approximate 6% increase in
wages for stagehands, with weekly top pay
rising on the average to $141.30 for the first
two years and $145.54 for the third year
for a 40-hour week.
The union for several years has had occasional jurisdictional battles with IBEW
Local 1212, which controls technical employes at CBS-TV, and with NABET, which
has authority over technical workers at
NBC-TV and ABC-TV. The nub of difficulty has been over which union has jurisdiction over remote lighting. The position
of the networks has been that Local 1 generally has authority when telecasts are "the-
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atrical-like" and the technical unions when
the remotes are not staged presentations.
Both Local 1 and Local 1212 have challenged each other's authority on several occasions.
NABET on Feb. 1 reached an agreement
with NBC and ABC on a new two-year contract after month-long negotiations that produced a strike threat [Personnel Relations, Feb. 3]. The agreement includes an
approximate 6% increase for technicians
and engineers at the two networks with the
new pay ranging from $97 to $180 weekly
for 40 hours. The union gained a significant
wage concession in that top scale will be
reached after three years instead of four
years under the old contract.
Though NABET is regarded as a militant
union, the networks expect no serious difficulty with this labor organization in 1958.
There are bound to be occasional jurisdictional tangles with Local 1 of IATSE and
possibly with the Radio & Television Directors Guild but networks feel these can be
ironed out without dislocation. Since it is a
union of technicians, NABET is gravely
concerned over the possible effects of automation on employment of its members but
no substantial displacement of workers is
expected this year because of the introduction of new devices or new production techniques.
The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which represents technical workers at CBS received an offer from
the network on a new two-year pact, which
CBS said constituted its "final" proposal. The
union indicated at first that this offer would
be submitted to its membership for ratification, but by mid-February had not acted
and was contemplating reopening of negotiations. CBS's offer approximated NABET's
settlement with ABC and NBC, calling for
a top salary of $180 weekly for 40-hour
week. The escalator also has been reduced

the

Jacksonville

porpoise

TAKE

with

A

The three networks currently are in negotiations with the Writers Guild of America on a new contract to replace one that
expires on March 31. It is safe to assume
that WGAE will seek wage increases but
beyond that the feeling is that the union will
seek safeguards in the contract reinforcing
the seniority and job security provisions in
the current pact.
Network staff and continuity agreements
will be negotiated. Presently, at CBS and
ABC, the maximum salary for news writers
is $171 weekly plus commercial fees and at
NBC, $189 weekly. The top wage scale at
the three networks for continuity writers is
$171 weekly, plus commercial fees. Live
radio and television writers only are involved in the current negotiations. The networks envision no difficulty in reaching an
amicable settlement with WGA.
The present network contracts with
AFTRA expire on Nov. 16. The basic network contract for radio and television announcers ranges from $140 to $155 per
Broadcasting
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to three years, with maximum salary attained after three years instead of four
in the old contract.
Local 1212 at CBS has been skirmishing
with IATSE Local 1 regarding control of
remote lighting over the past year and the
network is "in the middle" between these
factions with no easy solution in sight.
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LABOR CONTINUED
week, plus commercial fees. The Federation also negotiates contracts for free-lance
announcers and for actors, with the fees
paid varying, depending on length of time
on a program and whether announcer appears on or off camera, plus other considerations. Itis anticipated that AFTRA will
seek a wage boost and perhaps attempt to
strengthen its jurisdiction in the video tape
field.
I he RTDG pact with the networks runs
through Dec. 31 of this year. In television,
the current weekly wage scale is $180 for
directors; $146 for associate directors and

tracts are negotiated separatel\ in widelydispersed markets of varying sizes and prosperity, hence different scales prevail. Weekly wages for technicians range from a maximum of around $75 in the smallest towns
to $160 in the larger metropolitan areas.
Wage average among announcers is even
harder to establish since the basic wage is
only a minimum guarantee that is augmented
by talent fees. These fees stem from the
selection of specific announcers by advertisers and the performance of more
specialized duties such as emcee, disc
jockey, news, farm editing and sportscasting assignments. The payment of talent
fees for routine job assignments is a growing

$141 for stage managers. In radio, the weekly wage scale is $170 for directors and
$127.50 for associate directors (there is no
stage manager classification in radio).
In such a busy year, networks are gratified there will be no negotiating sessions in

trend, particular)' in television. In addition,
some larger stations enter into above-scale
contracts of employment with individual
performers, especially those stations which
use the well-known personality as the basis
of their programming.

1958 with AFM. This musicians* union, beset by narrowing employment opportunities
arising out of the use of recordings on radio
and tv. always conducts heavy-fisted negotiations to at least maintain the status quo.
The present, two-year contract expires on
Jan. 31, 1959. Present network scales on
radio and television call for $211.23 for a

Including fees then, the announcers'
figures run from $75 to $225 in the smaller
cities, and with top performers at some
large stations at networks getting $1,000 or
more per week.

25-hour
$229.84
25-hour
shows.
In his

week on sustaining programs;
and $266.44 for a 20-hour and
week respectively on commercial
article for the Duke U. School of

Law symposium, NAB's Mr. Tower, in
substance, offers this analysis of technicianannouncer agreement at stations:
Technician and announcer station con-

Most broadcasting negotiations are resolved without resort to strike. NAB's Mr.
Tower estimates that over a ten-year period
there have been between 400 and 450
negotiations every year, and places the number of strikes at one for every 100 negotiations. The ratio has been somewhat higher
in the last two years, he points out. In all,
it's a rather commendable record for both
management and labor in a field that has
had a growth unique in the strictest definition of the word.
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• International Brotherhood of Electric
Workers (IBEW) — A large old-line craft
union that originated in the electrical construction field. IBEW probably represents
more fulllime employes at the stations and
networks than any other union despite the
fact that less than 1% of its union's membership (600,000) is in broadcasting. IBEW
also has large segments of its union in
utilities and manufacturing.
• National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
& Technicians (NABET) — Formed in the
mid-thirties to represent broadcasting technicians, NABET was a member of the old
CIO. The bulk of its membership of over
4,100 is made up of technicians, nearly
half of whom work for ABC and NBC.
• International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes & Moving Picture Machine
Operators of the U. S. and Canada (IATSE)
— IATSE's strength in broadcasting consists
of stagehands and related classifications at
network production centers in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles, plus a handful of
individual station agreements. Some station
contracts cover technicians as well as production employes. IATSE is an old-line AFL
union concerned with motion picture production, motion picture exhibition (projectionists) and the legitimate stage in New
York. IATSE is firmly set up in tv film.
• American
Communications Assn.
(AC A) — Units of ACA over the past 10
years have been reduced to a handful in
Philadelphia and New York. Its chief
strength is in the non-broadcast areas.
Several years ago, ACA was among a group
of unions expelled from the CIO for alleged communist domination.
• American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists (AFTRA) — Organized in the
mid-thirties to represent performers and directors in network radio, it now claims a
membership of about 13,000 most of whom
are free lance artists working in New York
and Los Angeles.
• American

Federation

of Musicians

(AFM) — Representing professional musicians in all forms of entertainment, its membership includes staff musicians at the networks and some of the larger stations. Although employment of staff musicians has
declined at stations in the past few years,
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it's reported that AFM members get more
money from broadcasting than from any
other single source.
• The Radio & Television Directors
Guild (RTDG) — Union was organized in
New York in 1942 as the Radio Directors
Guild. In 1946, the name was changed to
cover television and at that time it became
an international labor organization. Its
membership of approximately 1,000 is
spread out over locals in New York, Hollywood, Cleveland, Washington and Detroit.
The union has contracts with all networks
and with local stations in New York and
Detroit. RTDG has jurisdiction over directors, associate directors and stage managers in television and directors and associate directors in radio.
(For unions concerned with tv film, see
facing page.)
Broadcasting
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With more than 25 unions to live with,
the producers of filmed programs for television have had more than their quota of
labor troubles in their brief history. And
there's no change in sight. Film contracts
are infinitely more detailed than those at
stations and networks, particularly in specifying work jurisdiction. The result is an
exceptionally high consumption of aspirin by
management negotiators.
At the moment. Screen Directors Guild
has presented its proposed terms for a new
contract to succeed the one expiring April 3,
with a 25% increase in basic minimum
scale (from $600 to $750 a week and the
week to be reduced from six to five days)
and re-run fees of 50% of the original
salary of the director among the SDG demands. Screen Actors Guild's agreement
with tv film producers has another two years
to run (to March 31, 1960) but the SAG
agreement for tv filmed commercials ends
April 3 and the Guild's proposals here (called
"substantial" by SAG) leave little doubt
that similar talent increases for tv entertainment films will be forthcoming in two years.
Next January marks the end of the current contracts with the unions affiliated with
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes & Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United States and Canada, a
group of more than 20 unions including virtually every kind of skilled worker employed
in any phase of the motion picture industry.
Most of these moved automatically into the
field of tv films and almost as easily into
live tv studios, except where the scope of
their activities conflicted with that of the
technical unions whose members came into
television from radio rather than movies.

SLICES

25

WAYS

In the field of music, the situation is
somewhat different. There is only one
musicians' union and all musicians who
work in television, live or film (or in the
theatre, concerts, night clubs or the movies,
fpr that matter) belong to the American
Federation of Musicians. Here the struggle is
not between AFM and an outside organization, but between AFM and a group of
members of the union's Local 47, in Hollywood. The issue is not film versus tape, but
live versus canned music, to use AFM's
own term for all recorded music, and AFM's
attempts to increase the use of live music by
requiring employers of musicians for tv films
(or theatrical movies or phonograph records
or transcriptions) to make substantial contributions to the Music Performance Trust
Funds established by AFM to encourage the
use of live music.

Broadcasting

limited.") The creative unions usually require that if someone is hired to perform
services in their fields, he be required to join
the appropriate union. Their membership
rolls are always open for talented newcomers.

•00

medium (as tape's proponents insist will
occur in the near future).

The same situation holds for talent.
AFTRA members perform for live telecasts
and, on the same logic as that applied to
technical workers, the networks have given
AFTRA jurisdiction over tape, while SAG
members perform for filmed tv programs.
Here, however, the result of tape taking
over the functions of film might result in a
merger rather than a war. Actors are actors
whatever the medium and, just as the stage
performers became movie actors and stage
and screen players moved en masse into
radio, talent from all three fields has gone
into tv, with a sizable overlap in the membership of Equity, AFTRA and SAG.

("They open their membership rosters for
new members at 12:01 a.m. New Year's Day
and close them at 12:01:30," one disgruntled
tv film producer told Broadcasting "with
the result that we have to pay the 'on call'
scale instead of the regular weekly minimum, an increase of about 35%, because the
number of men available for each job is so

The competition between films made expressly for use on tv and films made originally for showing in theatres is a matter of
great concern to the various unions on the
obvious premise that their members will not
be hired to work on tv films if the tv stations are broadcasting old movies instead.
These payments, the rebelling musicians
There is not much that can be done about
have claimed in litigation which (in one prethat (only the AFM gets royalty payments
liminary phase) has reached the Supreme
from the motion picture producers for old
Court of the United States, have caused most
pictures released to tv), but the unions of
makers of tv films to abandon the employfilm writers, actors and directors have
ment of live musicians and to have musical
clauses in their current agreements with the
tracks for programs recorded abroad.
movie studios empowering them to stop
their members from working for the studios
One major difference between the soif feature pictures made after Aug. 1, 1948,
called "craft" unions of skilled technicians
are released to television without satisfactory
and the so-called "creative" unions of
payments being made to the writers, actors
writers, actors and the like is in their reand directors of those pictures.
quirements for employment and member"f
a
Reporting at the annual meeting of SAG
ship. The craft unions generally require that
t
s
last October,iJohn
only their members be employed and these
t L. Dales, national execu-

Such conflicts have been virtually nonexistent in the area of tv films, which the
radio technical workers have not attempted
to invade, barring a few early border raids
(largely on the newsreel front). But a major
war is in the making when and if magnetic
tape replaces film as a primary program

To date, tape has been used primarily to
record live network telecasts for delayed
broadcasting and, like kinescopes before it,
has been put in the jurisdiction of the unions dealing with live broadcasting — IBEW
and NABET, rather than IATSE. If television's syndicated programs were to desert
film for tape, an inter-union jurisdictional
war to the death would be almost inevitable.

unions generally maintain rigid restrictions
on the number of members they permit.

CMC

See how it adds up, Smidley? This
to
too
, e TV t
Cascad
is a "must" buy with
our time-buyers. One of the nation's top 75 markets, it's the biggest single TV buy in the West.
Where else can you grab an exclusive, four-station, three-state
market? This is it, Smid; all signed,
sealed and delivered by KIMA-TV
with its top-flight network. From
why.
now on, old man, we'll buy Cascade ... or I'll know the reason
Quite a market

. . .

E. B. I. ..
Drugs

$981,563,000
$22,603,000

Source. 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"
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tive secretary, said ihal of about 300 post48 lilms released to tv. SAG had collected
additional payments to the actors employed
in approximately 250 of them. Dividing
these payments among the SAG members is
in itself a difficult task, he declared, reporting that the 84 RKO pictures released to tv
through Matt\ I o\, who paid some S700.000 to SAG lor the tv rights, involved roughl\ 3,500 castings. Writers Guild of America
West, hist year adopted a special assessment
of 3% of money received for writers from
the sale of theatrical films to tv (three times
the normal 1%) to take care of administrative costs in negotiating and policing these
p. i\ merits. SDG is asking 25c/r of original
salaries tofilms
be paid
to directors
of post-'48
theatrical
released
to tv.
Toll tv is another matter of concern to
the unions whose members work in either
theatrical films or tv films, but their position
at present is one of watchful waiting to see
how this new form of film exhibition develops. As with free tv, producers are asked to
negotiate additional payments for writers,
actors and directors if theatrical films are
sold to pay tv.
All contracts of IATSE unions with tv
film producers run from Oct. 26, 1955, to
Jan. 30, 1959. Automatic wage increases of
2'/2% went into effect Jan. 30, 1958. Either
producer or union can request renegotiations of wage scale, hours of employment
and working conditions provisions by written notice on or before Nov. 1, 1958. Workweek, with some exceptions, is a five-day,
40-hour week, with double time for Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Night work
carries a premium of 10% for work done
8 p.m.-l a.m. and 20% for work done
1-6 a.m. Golden Time — working time in
excess of 14 consecutive hours (including
meal time) — pays 2>/2 times scale for weekdays, five times scale for Saturday, Sunday
or holiday work. There are premiums for
hazardous employment, such as taking
pictures on aerial flights ($30.25 per flight
with a maximum additional payment of
$60.50 per day) or air helmet diving ($20
per dive, with $40 maximum extra pay in
any one day).
Vacations for daily IATSE employes are
earned at the rate of one day of vacation
for 144-300 hours worked, up to 10 days
vacation for 1,908 or more hours worked.

NOW

or in money at V'r of annual earnings.
Weekly employes' vacation time is calculated on one day of vacation for 21-40 days
worked, up to 10 days vacation for over
200 days worked. After 12 years of continuous employment, vacation allowances
rise b\ 50' r. up to a maximum of 15 days
perAll
year.
IATSE contracts with tv film producers are subject to the Producer-I ATSE
Basic Agreement of 1955.
A rundown of the contracts in the tv film
industry reflects the stem-to-stern unionization that prevails. The guard at the front
gate and the first-aid worker that rushes to
an emergency are but a few of the many
different cardholders. And within each union, duties are finely defined to assure that
the proper worker trucks the cats and dogs
and to insure that the camel rider gets more
compensation
horseman.

than

the

run-of-the-mill

Here are the unions, scales and duties:
AFFILIATED PROPERTY CRAFTSMEN, Local
44 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (hourly for daily employes): prop maker foreman — $4.20i2; prop
maker gang boss — $3.62' 2; prop maker journeyman— $3.22; special effects gang boss — $3.62 y2;
special effects journeyman — $3.22; powderman
gang boss — $4.24; licensed powderman — $3.71;
upholsterer and/or draper gang boss — $3.62' •>;
upholsterer and/or draper — $3.22; seamstress
floorlady — $2.58', 2; seamstress — $2.31; property
master — $4.10; asst. property master — $3.2iy2;
property man gang boss — $3.07; property man
( includes checker, hand propman, elect, propman, furniture handler, flowerman) — $2.77V2;
greensman gang boss — $3.07; greensman — $2.77'/2.
(Weekly, 54 hours guaranteed) : property master
— $243.88 ($3,998 per hour); assistant prop master
—$189.71 ($3.11); (weekly, 48.6 hours guaranteed):
junior buyer and/or renter — $136.59 ($2,582); (per
week*) prop maker foreman — $217.48; special effects foreman — $217.48; upholsterer and/or draper
foreman — $217.48; propman foreman — $190.08;
greensman foreman — $190.08; senior buyer and/or
renter— $173.62; set decorator— $272.83 ($66.78 a
day
daily employe).
* — onforcall.
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GUARDS, Local 1
Studio minimum rates (hourly): policeman,
tour or clockman, fireman (daily employes) —
$2.01, (weekly employes — 12 months continuous
employment) — $2.01. (weekly employes, after 12
months) — $2.31; lot or set watchman, matron,
flagman and whistleman (daily employes) — $1.83.
Week is five consecutive days of 40 hours, timeand-a-half for sixth consecutive day, double
time for seventh. Policeman or fireman assigned
administrative duties get 10 cents more per hour.
AMERICAN TEACHERS, Local 1021. AFL.
Studio minimum rates: Casual teachers-welfare workers (daily — Mon.-Fri.) — $4,275 per hour,
minimum eight hours — $33.02, overtime after
eight hours at $4.1275 per hour; (Sat. -Sun.) —
$6.1913 per hour, minimum eight hours — $49.53,
overtime after eight hours at $6.1913 per hour;
(weekly) — $153.76 for five consecutive days, excluding Saturday and Sunday; resident teachers
— $167.91 a week. Weekly employes required to
work Saturday or Sunday get a day off or an
additional day's pay at l/5th the weekly rate.
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INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE
MOTION
I IATSE ) PICTURE INDUSTRIES, Local 659
Studio minimum rates (daily employes — per
day): director of photography and/or first
cameraman — $115.16 ($14.39>2 per hour); second
cameraman — $59.64 ($7.45',2): portrait photographer— $59.64 ($7.45'2); still cameraman —
$48.12 ( $6.01 1 2 ) : first assistant cameraman —
$4.43l2 per hour; second assistant cameraman —
$:i.80 per hour: color technician — $6.01>/2 per
hour; film loader — $2.72',2 per hour.
(Weekly employes, 43.2 hours guaranteed — per
week): director Of photography and/or first
cameraman — $536.11 ($12.41 per hour): second
cameraman— $281.66 ($6.52); portrait photographer—$281.66 ($6.52); still cameraman— $229.26
($5,307); first assistant cameraman — $185.47
($4.14); second assistant cameraman — $158.82
($3,545); color technician— $246.76 ($5,508).
(Weekly employes, four consecutive weeks of
48.6 hours guaranteed): director of photography
and/or first cameraman— $468.80 ($9,646); second
cameraman — $251.55 ($5,176); portrait photographer—$251.55 ($5,176); still cameraman— $218.07
($4,487); first assistant cameraman — $185.36
($3,504); second assistant cameraman — $160.08
($3,026); color technician— $244.50 ($4,622).
FILM TECHNICIANS OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY, Local 683, IATSE.
Studio minimum rates: (Weekly guarantee of
48.6 cumulative hours in five-day week, with
time-and-a-half after 48.6 hours): laboratory
contact man— $247.96 per week ($5,102 per hour);
negative timer and/or developer or machine
foremart-=$208.40 ($4,288); positive timer— «195.37
($4,020); negative cutting foreman — $195.37
($4,020); gensitometry foreman— $180.99 ($3,724);
chemical foreman— $180.99 ($3,724); positive developer or machine foreman — $168.25 ($3,462);
printer foreman— $168.25 ($3,462); negative assembly foreman — $151.92 ($3,126); positive daily
assembly foreman— $140.89 ($2,899); release assembly foreman—
$140.89 ($2,899); still dept. foreman—$170.25
($3,941).
(Daily employment— basic hourly rate for shift
bosses): negative developer or machine — $3.32;
sensitometry — $3.32; chemical — $3.32; positive developer or machine — $2.96; printer — $3.32; negative assembly — $3.32; positive daily assembly —
$2.96; film shipping— $2.96; color control— $3. 54V2 :
operators. Group A (negative developing machine, predeveloped negative breakdown and/or
makeup, fade maker, densitometrist, cinex tester,
daily release and/or dupe printer, matte cutter,
negative assembler and breaker down, negative
inspector, process and negative polisher, chemical mixer) — $2.92; color control operator — $3.11V2;
operators, Group B (negative process machine
[hardening and coating], vault clerk, negative
coder, negative splicer, negative notcher and/or
continuity taker) — $2.721/2; operators. Group C
( positive developing machine, positive assembler
and/or synchronizer, release inspector, reprint
and/or replacement clerk, film shipping clerk) —
$2.61: operators, Group D (positive process machine [hardening and coating], positive polishing machine, positive waxer) — $2.31; operators,
Group E (positive make-up for developing machines, positive release splicer, rewinder, assistant film shipping clerk, film machine cleanup)— $2.25; negative rewinder — $2.46; negative
cutter shift boss — $3.50; negative cutter — $3.081/2:
still dept.: shift boss — $3.35V2; projection and
contact print — $2.96'2; developer — $2.96'/2; chemical mixer — $2.96'<2; retoucher — $2.96V2; photostat,
copy and other technicians — $2.96>/2; helper —
$2.25. (These daily employes are guaranteed
minimum employment of 40 hours within five
consecutive days, after which employment may
continue on a daily basis.)
ILLUSTRATORS & MATTE ARTISTS OF THE
MOTIONMENTPICTURE,
TELEVISION
& AMUSEINDUSTRIES, Local
790, IATSE.
Studio minimum rates: Matte artist, daily employment— $7.59V2 per hour, guaranteed weekly
employment — $6.64 V2 per hour; first assistant
matte artist, daily — $4.51,,'2 per hour, weekly —
$4-.02r2 per hour; second assistant matte artist,
daily — $2.74 per hour, weekly — $2.50 per hour;
production illustrator — $55.66 per day* or $231.91
per week; senior illustrator — $55.66 per day* or
$231.91 per week; junior illustrator, daily — $44.77
per day; weekly guaranteed — $3.71 per hour,
* — on call.$186.55; apprentice illustrator, weekly
weekly*
guaranteed — $2.08 per hour.
MAKE-UP
ARTISTS
AND
HAIR STYLISTS,
Local 706, IATSE.
Studio minimum rates: department head, daily
employment — $6.16 per hour; weekly (54 hours
guaranteed)— $295.22 per week ($5,467 per hour);
weekly* — $333.99; assistant dept. head of foreman
(daily) — $5.71 % per hour, (weekly, 54 hours
guaranteed)— $273.94 ($5,073); make-up technician (daily) — $5.71'2, (weekly, 54 hours guaranteed)— $273.94 ($5,073); key make-up artist
( daily ) —$5.24, (weekly, 54 hours) — $251.80
($4,663); make-up artist (daily) — $4.97, (weekly,
54 hours) — $238.57 ($4,418); head body make-up
woman (daily) $3.42 per hour, (weekly, 48.6 hours
guaranteed) — $141.96 per week ($2,921), weekly*
— $155.68: body make-up woman (daily) — $3.23
per hour, (weekly, 48.6 hours)— $134.23 ($2,762);
head female hair stylist (daily) — $5.15'/2 per hour,
(weekly. 48.6 hours)— $213.94 ($4,402), (weekly*)
— $235.28; assistant head female hair stylist
(daily) — $4.34 per hour, (weekly, 48.6 hours) —
$178.22 ($3,667); key hair stylist (daily )—$3.98V2
per hour, (weekly, 48.6 hours)— $163.59 ($3,366):
hair stylist (daily) — $3.56 per hour, (weekly, 48.6
hours) — $146.38 ($3,012); make-up apprentice daily
minimum goes from $1,412 per hour for the first
Broadcasting

140 workdays to $2,435 per hour for the sixth 140
workdays, the weekly pay (48.6 hours guaranteed) from $74.69 during the first 140 workdays
to $128.81 during the sixth 140 workdays.
MOTION PICTURE COSTUMERS Local 705
(IATSE)
Minimum studio rates: Costume department
foreman — $191.57 a week*; costumer — department
supervisor (daily) — $3,515 per hour, (weekly, 54
hour guarantee) — $191.57 per week ($3.14 per
hour): costumer — production foreman (daily) —
$3.15 per hour, (weekly) — $174.70 per week
($2,864); costumer— class I (daily) — $2.91 per
hour, (weekly) — $162.87 per week ($2.67); costumer— class II (daily) — $2.61 per hour, (weekly)
—$137.74 per week ($2,258); costume department
forelady (weekly*) — $152.25; costumer— production forelady (daily) — $3.15 per hour, (weekly,
43.6 hours)— $153.30 per week ($2,878 per hour);
costumer — class III (daily) — $2.91 per hour,
(weekly. 48.6 hours )— $141.93 per week ($2,683);
costumer — class IIIA (daily)— $2.61 per hour,
(weekly, 48.6 hours)— $120.03 ($2,269); costumer
—class IV (daily)— $2,125 per hour; checkers
(daily )— $1.86 per hour.
Daily employes, hourly rate: manufacturing
forelady— $3,625; cutter and fitter— $3,395; head
header— $3.22; ladies tailor— $3.22; milliner—
$2.79; table lady— $2,585; head figure maker—
$2,585; finisher gang boss — $2,585; head dyer —
$2,585; alteration fitter— $2,585; draper— $2,405;
figure maker— $2,405; shirt maker — $2,405; dyer —
$2,405;cialtailor's
header—
speoperator —helper—
$2.31: $2,405:
millinery
maker$2.31;
— $2.31;
cleaner — $2.31; finisher— $2.19; manufacturing
foreman — $3,625; tailor cutter — $3,395; gang boss
—$3,395: tailor-fitter— $3.22; coat, vest and pants
maker— wardrobe
$3.22; utility
tailor— $2.93;
tailor's —helper
$2,405;
specialty
manufacturer
$3.22.
MOTION
PICTURE
FILM
EDITORS,
Local
776
(IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (daily employes — per
day): film editor— $69.76 ($8.72 per hour); sound
effects editor— $51.24 ($6.40"2); music film editor—
$51.24 ($6.40)2): head librarian— $205.64 a week*;
librarian— $32 ($4); assistant film editor— $29.12
($3.64); film librarian— $26.40 ($3.30); film apprentice— $20.08 ($2.51); sound effects editor
(under supervision )— $37.80 ($4.72y2); music film
editor (under supervision) — $37.80 ($4.72%).
(Weekly employes, 48.6 hours guaranteed per
week): film editor— $259.33 ($5,336), weekly*—
$348.94; sound effects editor— $255.55 ($4,641)'
music film editor— $255.55 ($4,641); (weekly employes— 43.2 hours guaranteed — per week): librarian—$153.75 ($3,432); assistant film editor—
$140.94 ($3,146); film librarian $127.14 ($2,838);
sound effects editor (under supervision)— $186.01
($4,152); music film editor (under supervision) —
$186.01 ($4,152); (weekly employes, 40 hours
guaranteed—
per week): film apprentice— $94.52
( $2.363 ).
Producers are required to pay daily employes
2.4% of straight time earnings as holiday pay and
weekly employes 4% of basic earnings as vacation pay and to contribute 6 cents an hour per
employe to the health and welfare
fund and a
like amount to the pension fund.
MOTION PICTURE SET PAINTERS, Local 729
( IATSE )

(producers' secretaries, department clerks, etc.) —
$2.4412; class 5 (stenographers, typists, etc.) —
$2.20>2;
(writers'
telephone
operators,class
etc.)6X— $2.11;
class secretaries,
6 (mail boys,
etc.) —
$1,971-2; ciass 7 (messengers, etc.) — $1.73; class 8 —
(mess~ngers
etc.) — $1.55.
(Job work
definitions
above
are
inexact becsuse
in office
there is
too
much overlapping of duties for the general applicjiion of specific group classifications, such as is
done for each individual company's office help];
weekly employe wages run from class A, probationary employes with less than 6 months experience, 10 ciass G, employes with more than 66
months experience, weekly minimums for these
two extremes are: 1A — $108.40 ($2.71 per hour),
1G— $139.60 ($3.49); 2A— $98.20 <$2.45">). 2G—
$127.20 ($3.18); 3A— $88.60 ($2.21 1/2), 3G — $115.40
($2.88V2); 4A — $80.60 ($2.01V2), 4G — $105.80
($2.64V2); 5A— $73.60 ($1.84), 5G — $95.40 ($2.381/2);
6xA— $71.20 ($1.78), 6xG — $91.40 <$2.28>2): 6A—
$66.80 ($1.67) 6G— $85.20 ($2.13); 7A— $60 ($1.67),
7G — $74.20 ($1.85i2); 8A— $54 ($1.35), 8G — $65.80
( $1.64i/2 ).
PROJECTIONISTS, Local 165 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates: chief projectionist (supervisory)— $217.48 per week*; projectionist gang
boss (working) $4.26 per hour, $190.80 per week
($4,259 per hour) 43.2 hours guaranteed; projectionist— $3.70i2 per hour, $166.03 per week
($3. 70S); process projectionist and/or engineer —
$4.01 per hour, $179.65 per week.
PUBLICISTS ASSN., Local 818 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (weekly guarantee of
48.6 hours — per week): junior publicist, first 12
months— $110.67 ($2,092 per hour); 12-24 months
—$118.44 ($2,239); 24-36 months— $126.85 ($2,398);
36-48 months— $135.37 ($2,559); aiter 48 months—
$143.52 ($2,713); senior publicist— $215.25; apprentice publicist (weekly, 40 hours guaranteed)
—$80.33 ($2,009).
SCENIC & TITLE ARTISTS, Local 816 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (per week*): scenic
arts supervisor — $371.78; (per hour): leadman
scenic artist — $6.44V2; scenic artist — $5.49: scenic
artist assistant — $3.78; shopman scenic artist —
$3.22; title artist (40 hours guaranteed) — $4.45.
SCREEN ACTORS GUILD, (Associated Actors &
Artistes of America — AFL).
Has approximately 11,000 members, chiefly in
Hollywood (7,900) and New York (2,600).
Agreement with producers of tv filmed programs runs from July 21, 1955, to March 31, 1960.
It
covers
(including
singers,
stunt
men"allandplayers
airplane
pilots, actors,
but excluding
extras) employed in entertainment motion pic-

tures produced primarily for exhibition over
Minimum scale, actors and singers, is $80 a
television."
day,
for three-day
contract,
$285 contract:
for oneweek $200
contract.
Weekly multiple
picture
$185 per picture. Series contracts: 13 episodes in
not more than 13 weeks — $285 per episode; 13
episodes in 6% weeks — $145 per episode. Term
contract: 20 out of 26 weeks guaranteed — $185
per week; 10 out of 13 weeks — $255 per week.
(Minimums
what higher.)for stunt men and pilots are someResidual fees
player'srerun),
total
applicable
salary(minimum):
for second35%runof (first
30% for third run, 25% for all additional reruns.
[Residuals amounted to $2.5 million in 1957, $4.8
million in four years, 1953-57.]
SAG agreement with producers of tv filmed
commercials runs from March 2, 1955, to March
20, 1958. Negotiations for a new agreement began
Jan. 20 in New York.
Present minimum on-camera pay for actors,
narrators and announcers in filmed tv commercials is $70 a day, with an extra $70 for each
additional commercial. These are actually advance payments against minimum use fees for
spot commercials running (for 13-week periods)
from $70 in 1-5 cities, $105 in 6-20 cities and
(filiO in more than 20 cities. Program commercials 13-week use minimums are $105 in 1-5
cities, $140 in 6-20 cities. In more than 20 cities,
minimum for program commercials is $70 for a
single use and $50 for each additional use, or
$150 for three uses, $350 for eight and $500 for
13, with a maximum of $650 for any 13-week
cycle or $1,150 for two consecutive 13-week
cycles.
SAG commercial
is asking "substantial
for tv
filmed
work for aincreases"
new agreement
with producers [Personnel Relations, Jan. 20].
SCREEN CARTOONISTS GUILD (Independent).
(Has contracts with 20-25 independent producers, largely in tv).
Wage scale (weekly rates): Animator, layout,
background, story and story sketch — $145 for first
six months, $155 for second six, $165 for third
six. $175 for fourth six, $185 for journeyman (anyone with
animator two
starts atyears'
$95, experience);
gets $115 atassistant
journeyman
level: assistant layout, assistant background —
$100 first six months, $112 second six, $125 for
journeyman; lettering artist, airbrush operator
and animation checker — $95 to start, $115 for
journeyman;
— $72.50
for
first six months,production
$75 secondapprentices
six, $80 third
six and
$85
fourth
six;
inker
—
$70
to
start,
$85
for
jour* — on call.neyman; inker apprentice — $55 first six months,
$57.50 second six: painter — $62.50 to start, $70 for

Studio minimum rates: Head paint foreman—
$251.72 per week*; foreman painter — $217.48 per
week*. The following are hourly rates for daily
employes: decorator gang boss— $3.93; decorator
—$3.78; color mixer— $3.62'/2; maintenance
painter/paperhanger gang boss— $3.78; paperhanger— $3.49 V2; painter— $3.22; paint shop helper
— $2.50; journeyman sign writer — $4.45 (supervisor—$4.87) ; standby painter— $3.56; apprentice
painter, first
month— $1.41 V2. second month—
$1.63V2, etc., up to $3.07 for 31st-36th month; apprentice sign writer, first month— $1.78', 2, second
month— $2.09'/2, etc., up to $4.24 for 31st-36th
month.
hours.) (Time-and-a-half after eight hours or 40
MOTION

PICTURE STUDIO FIRST AID EMPLOYEES, Local 767 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates: Registered nurses
nurses, first aid men and women, daily employes
—$2.50 per hour, weekly employes with 43.2 hours
guaranteed— $2,385 per hour or $106.85 per weeksupervisor nurse — $2.70
hour or $120.96 week.
MOTION PICTURE STUDIO GRIPS, Local 80
(IATSE)

Studio minimum rates: Head grip foreman—
$245.58 per week*; grip foreman— $212.18 per
week"; (daily employes, per hour) grip sub-foreman— $3.84'2; head camera crane operator and/or
camera crane electric control
operator and/or
crab dolly operator and/or blue goose operator
— $3.62'/2; grip gang boss— $3.48V2; grip— $3.06'/2;
first company grip — $4.10; second company grip—
$3.37. When employed on weekly guarantee
54 cumulative hours in five consecutive daysof
first company grip— $3,998 per hour or $243 88 per
week; second company
grip— $3,246 per hour or
$198 per week.

OFFICE EMPLOYES INTERNATIONAL UNION
Local 174 (AFL).
Have contracts with the major motion picture
studios and with some tv film studios, mainly
the
lsrger ones, but is trying to organize all tv film
production companies with two or more office
employes.
Studio minimum rates (per hour) for daily
employes, class 1 (general ledger bookkeepers)—
$3.21; class 2 (assistant ledger bookkeepers summary searchers, etc.)— $2.93; class 3
ves'
secretaries, accountants, etc.)— $2.66' (executi
•>• class 4
Broadcasting
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$55 first six
apprentice—
painter $95
journeyman
for journeyman; paint
months; ink; checker—
checker— $75 for journeyman.
Work week is 40 hours, with time-and-a-half
for 40-55 hours and double time 55-60 hours.
More than 60 hours in seven days is prohibited.
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SCREEN
DIRECTORS
GUILD
OF AMERICA.
(Independent) More than 1,100 members, about
70'; in Hollywood.
Agreement with producers of films for television (tv supplement to the SDGA basic agreement with independent producers) runs from
April 4. 1!)55, to April 3, 1958. Proposals for new
terms have been submitted by SDGA to producers who signed the present agreement.
Minimum salaries: $550 per week for guaranteed employment for 40 out of 52 weeks (plus
two weeks vacation pay); $575 per week for
guaranteed employment for 20 out of 26 weeks
i plus one week vacation pay), with no limit on
is pe or number or length of films; $600 per week
on two-week per-film contract for service on one
31-60 min. film; $600 per week on one-week contract for service on one 16-30 min. film; $600 per
week on 11 out of 13 weeks contract for service
on maximum of 13 16-30 min. films; $600 per
week for one-week contract for service on maximum of two 7-15 min. films; $600 per week for
11 out of 13 weeks contract for service on maximum of 26 7-15 min. films: $600 per week for
one-week contract for service on maximum of
six films less than 7 min. long. (Week is six days;
overtime is calculated at rate of 1/6 of weekly
rate for each day or portion of a day.)
Tv commercials: $120 a day. or $600 for one
continuous week. Integrated commercials, made
to be shown only with entertainment films directed by the director during his term of employment, may be made without extra pay on
any shooting day.
Second units (usually employed to film backgrounds, stunts and other work not involving
cast of picture): $600 per week or $120 per day,
with one day's preparation for 1-2 days shooting, 2 days preparation for 3-4 days shooting, 3
days preparation for 5 or more days shooting.
Reruns: Salary covers two telecasts in each
U. S. city. For third and all subsequent runs, the
SDGA fee is $600 for a 31-60 min. ($450 if
guaranteed), $300 for a 16-30 min. film ($225 if
guaranteed), $150 for a 7-16 min. film ($112.50 if
guaranteed). $50 for a film less than 7 min. long
($37.50 if guaranteed). Commercials carry no rerun fees. If director receives more than minirun fee.mum, the excess may be credited against the reTheatrical showings: Director to get difference
between tv and theatrical film scale, but not less
than $600 for a 31-60 minute tv film, not less than
$120 for tv films of 30 minutes or less.
First assistant director on contract: weekly
pav of $300 for 46 out of 52 weeks, $325 for 23 out
of 26 weeks,
11 out of 13 weeks. No contract: $350 (or$350$70fora day).
Second assistant director: On contract: weekly
pay of $175 for 46 out of 52 weeks, $187.50 for 23
out of 26 weeks. $200 for 11 out of 13 weeks. No
contract: $200 (or $40 a day.)
Additional payments: Flight pay of $36.58 per
flight (not to exceed $73.15 a day in addition to
basic salary). Underwater work (artificial air
helmet) in other than studio tank: $22 per dive,
with $44 a day maximum additional pay.
Tv film producer also must agree to pay $1.20
per work week or 20 cents per workday to the
Motion Picture Industry Pension Plan for each
director and assistant director $3 per work week
or 50 cents per workday to the IATSE-Basic
Crafts-Guilds-Hollywood Producers-Health and
Welfare Fund for the Employees of the Motion
Picture and Allied Industries.
Directors are to get screen credit on a separate
title card which shall be the last title card before
the first scene of the picture or the first title card
following the last scene of the picture.
SCREEN EXTRAS GUILD (AAAA-AFL).
About 2,000 members.
Minimum wage: $22.05 a day for general extras,
$20.43 for stand-ins. For such special work as
driving horses six-up or riding a camel or
elephant, minimums reach $55.94 a day. Silent bit
(special pantomime) minimum is $61.33 a day.
SEG became part of the Motion Picture Industry Pension Fund in 1956 and producers now
pay 48 cents per extra for each straight time
day into the fund.
SCREEN STORY ANALYSTS, Local 854 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (weekly guarantee of
40 hours — per hour) : reader, first six months of
continuous employment — $2.26y2; 6-12 months —
$2.47V2; 12-18 months— $2.66>2; 18-30 months—
$2.86: 30-42 months— $3.05I2; 42-54 months—
$3.26V2: 54 months and thereafter— $3.48'2; (assigned to special reading — minimum call 8 hours
— per hour): reader, first six months — $2.70V2;
6-12 months— $2.91', 2 ; 12-18 months— $3.10V2 ; 1830 months— $3.30; 30-42 months— $3.49i2: 42-54
months — $3.70V2; 54 months and thereafter —
$3.92i2.
SCRIPT SUPERVISORS' GUILD (Independent).
Studio minimum rates: Script supervisor, first
year in industry — $2.17 per hour for daily employes, $125.82 per week (54 hours guaranteed)
($2,063 per hour); second year in industry — $2.54
per hour, $143.83 per week ($2,359); third year—
$2.91 per hour, $164.67 per week ($2.70). Daily
employes get time-and-a-half after eight hours,
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weekly employes (Monday-Friday) after 40
hours.
Preparation and clean-up pay: AA-1 script
supervisor — $4.64 hourly for tv pictures of 15
minutes or less, $9.28 for tv pictures of 16-30
minutes;
script orsupervisor
— $5.31
hourlyof
foe films ofAA-2
15 minutes
less, $10.62
for films
16-30 minutes; AA-3 script supervisor — $6.08
hourly for films of 15 minutes or under. $12.15
for films of 16-30 minutes; for all classes, films
of over 50 minutes allow two days pay at appropriate rates. allowance
For 15-minute
and 30-minute
films, maximum
for preparation
time
in any week is $18.56 (AA-1), $21.24 (AA-2) or
$24.30 (AA-3).
SET DESIGNERS & MODEL MAKERS OF THE
MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION & AMUSEMENT INDUSTRIES, Local 847, IATSE.
Studio minimum rates: Set designer (after 3
years in industry) — $4.57',2 per hour for daily
employment, $4.14 per hour with weekly guarantee of 40 hours in Mon.-Fri. five-day week; assistant set designer — daily employment rates of
$2.82 an hour for first year in industry, $3.30 for
second and $3.81 for third; guaranteed weekly
employment at $2.59 ','2 an hour the first year,
$3.01 ',2 the second and $3.45 the third: apprentice
set designer — $2.25 an hour daily, $2.07 weekly;
set model builders — $4.57i'2 an hour daily. $4.14 an
hour weekly; assistant set model builder — $3.13I2
an hour daily, $2.87y2 an hour weekly; apprentice set model builder — $2.26i2 an hour
daily, $2.07 an hour weekly.
SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE ART DIRECTORS.
Studio rates per week* : Art director, first year
in industry — $306.56: second year in industry —
$369.65: thereafter — $414.10; assistant art director
——$284.86.
$261.38; art director in charge of drafting room
* — on call.
SOUND TECHNICIANS, Local 695 (IATSE)
Studio minimum rates (daily employes — per
hour): mixer — $8.72; supervising engineer — $8.72;
operative supervisor and/or engineer — $5.93;
amplifier room operator, technical test engineer
and/or gang boss, service recorder and/or local
engineer, service playback operator, microphone
boom operator — $4.76; recording machine operator— $4.391,2; cableman, playback operator, public address operator, dubbing machine operator,
magnetic film service man and/or film loader —
$3.09V2.
(Weekly employes, 48.6 hrs. guaranteed per
week): — $365.81 ($7,527 per hour); supervising engineer— $365.81 ($7,527); operative supervisor and/
or engineer $277.26 ($4,296): amplifier boom
operator, technical test engineer and/or gang
boss, service recorder and/or local engineer,
service playback operator, microphone boom
operator — $226.04 ($4,273); recording machine
operator— $208.85 ($3,948); cableman. playback
operator,
publicmagnetic
address film
operator,
machine operator,
service dubbing
man and/or
film loader — $146.90 ($2,777). Lower minimums
apply if work is guaranteed for six consecutive
weeks and still lower for guarantee of 50 weeks
work out of 52.
STUDIO ELECTRICAL TECHNICIANS, Local
728, IATSE.
Studio minimum rates: general foreman —
$217.48 a week*; chief set electrician (gaffer) —
$4.10 an hour for daily employment or $243.88
for 54-hour week; chief rigging electrician
and/or sub foreman — $3.63 an hour for daily employment or $198.01 for 54-hour week; special
operator and/or gang boss — $3.22 an hour; assistant chief set electrician (best boy) — $3.37 per
hour or $198.01 for 54-hour week; lamp operator
— $2.95 per hour; running repairman — $3.22 per
hour.
Daily oremployes
time-and-a-half
hours
40 hours,getwith
minimum callafter
of eight
eight
hours; weekly employes are guaranteed 54 hours
of
work, and
with minimum
overtime call
at time-and-a-half
after
51 hours
of nine hours. Basic
scale
is tv.
higher for distant location work, seldom
used
* — onin call.
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STUDIO TRANSPORTATION DRIVERS, Local
309 of International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffers, Warehousemen and Helpers of America:.
Agreement runs from Oct. 26, 1955 to Jan. 30,
1959. Studio minimum
rates (hourly): driver
gang boss — $2.92; chauffer and/or truck driver —
$2.61: special equipment driver — $2.961,/2: camera
car driver — $2.96'2; auto service employe (other
than auto mechanic) — $2.61; dispatcher — $2.80' 2
ramrod — $2.92; wrangler
gang
boss — $2.92
wrangler— $2.61; wrangler
(pick up) — $6.0iy2
wrangler
(braider) — $4.37: trainers
(stable) —
$5.19; automotive gang boss — $3.62l2; automotive
mechanic — $3.22; dog trainer — $3.95; dog handler
— $2.61. Rates for stunt and/or blind drivers and
for trainers (domestic livestock) are subject to
individual negotiation.
Union claims jurisdiction over all rolling stock
in studio and domestic animals (except cats and
dogs). Contract calls for a 40-hour work week of
five 8-hour days, with time-and-a-half for overtime, double time for Sunday and premium pay
of 10% for work between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m. and
of 20% for work between 1-6 a.m.
Contract contains a no-strike clause, with
provisions for immediate settlement of work
stoDpages by an impartial umpire, with disputes
that cannot be settled by representatives of the
union and management to go to arbitration.
Producer is called on to pay 7 cents per man
per hour
to IATSE-Basic
wood Producers
Health and Crafts-Guilds-HollyWelfare Fund and 4
cents per man per hour in the Motion Picture Industry Pension Plan.
WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA, WEST (Independent).
Affiliated with Writers Guild of America, East.
WGAW has approximately 1,800 members, 1,000
in the Television-Radio Writers' Branch, 800 in
the Screen Writers' Branch. The tv-radio writers
are employed in writing tv filmed as well as tv
live programs. (Another 1,000 tv-radio writers
belong to WGAE).
Agreement with independent producers of tv
films runs from April 21, 1956, to Jan. 15, 1960. It
does not cover purchase of stories, scripts, etc.,

but only employment of writers to write or revise "literary material" (stories, treatments, teleplays, etc.) under direction of the producer.
Compensation is based on production cost of
the film (high budget and low budget, with high
budget films described as films of 15 minutes or
less costing $16,500 or more, 15-30 minutes — $27,500, 30-60 minutes— $52,250, 60-75 minutes— $72.000. 75-90 minutes— $92,000).
For all tv films except serials, writers of story
are to receive: for programs of 15 minutes or
less — $145 for low-budget and $160 for highbudget films, 15-30 minutes — $240 for low-budget
and $290 for high-budget films, 30-60 minutes —
$455 and $545, 60-75 minutes— $625 and $750;
writers of teleplay are to receive: for 15 minutes
or less— $380 and $520, 15-30 minutes— $650 and
$865, for 30-60 minutes— $1,240 and $1,640, 60-75
minutes — $1,725 and $2,300; writers of story and
teleplay are to get: 15 minutes or less — $510 and
$600, 15-30 minutes $850 and $1,100, 30-60 minutes
—$1,610 and $2,000, 60-75 minutes— $2,250 and $2,750. Minimum compensation for programs in excess of 75 minutes is based on the one-hour
minimum plus the difference between the hour
and half-hour minimums for each additional
half -hour or fraction.
For serials, no distinction is made between
stories and teleplays; minimum compensation for
material is: 15-minutes or less — $414, 15-30
minutes— $690, 30-60 minutes— $1,311.
Minimum pay for a sketch is $550.
Minimum for comedy-variety shows is $4,550
for a 13-week contract and in any case not less
than $350 per week. Script minimum is paid one
writer employed on comedy-variety shows
broadcast once a week; for two writers, the
minimum (for both, not each) is iy2 times the
script minimum; for three writers, 1% times and
for four writers double the script minimum, with
25% of minimum added for each additional
writer. Comedy-variety films broadcast five times
a week minimums are: 10-minute programs: one
writer — $1,100, two writers — $1,200, three writers
— $1,400; 10-15 minutes: two writers — $1,540, three
writers— $1,740, four writers — $1,940; 15-30 minutes: three writers — $2,600, four writers — $2,850,
five writers — $3,100; 30-60 minutes: four writers
— $4,900, five writers — $5,150. For comedy-variety
films broadcast twice a week the applicable mini-

mum increases 40%, three times a week, 60%,
and four times a week, 80% of the difference
between compensation for one and for five
broadcasts a week.
Minimum for audience participation filmed
programs is $370 for one writer employed on a
10-minute once-a-week program, $555 for a maximum of two writers on a 15-minute program,
$975 for a maximum of three writers on a 30minute program and $1,805 for a maximum of
five writers on a 60-minute program, the program minimum being divided among the writers
actually employed. For two programs a week
the minimum is 1% times the one-time minimum,
for three-a-week it is 2% times, for four a
week 23,i times, for five a week three times and
for six a week 3V4 times the one-time minimum.
Rewrites and polishes are 50% and 25% of telerespectively.
Simulcast
is 133'/3%
of filmplaytvminimum,
minimum.
Tv sequel:
$225 royalty
per
episode.
Term contracts: six-week guarantee at $350 a
week; 14-week guarantee at $325 a week, 20 out
of 26 weeks at $300 a week, 40 out of 52 weeks
guarantee at $275 a week.
Reruns: 35% of minimum for second run (first
rerun), 30% for third run, 25% each for fourth,
fifth and sixth runs in U. S. and Canada.
Theatrical release: 100% additional payment.
Toll tv: Considered as theatrical use. No specific demands have been made concerning pictures made primarily for toll tv as yet. For
theatrical films produced before Sept. 2, 1957
(date of Bartlesville, Okla., inaugural of wire
toll tv) and released for toll tv: 10% of absolute
gross from toll tv. For theatrical pictures produced after Sept. 2, 1957, for both theatre and
pay tv, sliding scale based both on production
cost and toll tv gross, with writer getting 1V2%
of each fifth of production cost in gross receipts
from toll tv up to maximum of 7'/2% for fifth
unit and all moneys thereafter.
Agreement calls for a Guild shop, prohibits
speculative writing, contains a no-strike clause
and provisions for arbitration, requires producer
to pay $3.24 a week per employe into Motion
Picture Industry Pension Fund. Screen credits
for writers are provided for. Rights of producer
and writer to use of material in other media
(theatres, radio, etc.) are detailed.
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CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1733 Oe Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE '

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BiOG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFOCB '

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE ■

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE'

C. HUTCHESON

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE '

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

PAGE, CREUTZ,
INC.
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT,
3-5670
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W. Executive
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D C.
Member AFCCE '

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engi
neering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8213
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE'
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION end RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

& Culver

Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCE'

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

Lohnes

Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCE'

Hiland 4-7010

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

Member AFCCE '

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

CO.

Member AFCCE *

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member A FCCE '

JOHN

GODLEY

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASMINOTON 4, D. C.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCB '

PAUL

1926—

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

711 14th St , N. W.
Washington 3, D. C.

& ASSOCIATES

—Established

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing
Readership Study

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AllocationsAM-FM-TV
• Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9591

Member
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
Allocations

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
February 13 through February 19
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. S A — special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

Tv

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
San Francisco, Calif. — Marvin K ratter d/b as
Golden State Telecasting Co. — Granted uhf ch. 38
(614-620 mc); ERP 16.6 kw vis., 9.12 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 481 ft., above
ground 308 ft. Estimated construction cost $85,755, first year operating cost $175,000, revenue
$180,000. P. O. address % Mr. Kratter, 521 5th
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Studio and trans, location California and Mason Sts., San Francisco.
Geographic coordinates 37° 47' 24" N. Lat., 122° 24'
44"
Long. Trans,
RCA.N. Mr.
also W.applicant
for ch.and11 ant.
Fargo,
D., Kratter,
is New
York realtor. Announced Feb. 13.
International Falls, Minn. — Minneonto Television Inc.— Granted vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP
1.59 kw vis., .794 kw aur.; ant. height above
average terrain 305 ft., above ground 320 ft.
Estimated construction cost $114,857, first year
operating cost $56,253, revenue $60,000. P. O.
address % John Furuseth, 209 4th Ave., International Falls, Minn. Studio and trans, location
International Falls, Minn. Geographic coordinates
48° 36' 08"ant.,
N. Prodelin.
Lat., 93° Legal
23' 35"counsel
W. Long.
Trans.
DuMont,
Spearman
& Roberson, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer William S. Sadler, St. Paul, Minn. This
proposed station is general community project.
Approximately 2,700 persons have subscribed to
one share of stock each (in some cases this may
have been two or three shares). No one person

NATION-WIDE

has as much as one half of one percent interest.
LeRoy E. Phaklides is president; Marie Carlson
is secretary; Martin I. Narbo is treasurer. Mr.
Phaklides is employed by Minn, and Ontario
Paper Co., International Falls; Mr. Narbo is
teacher; Marie Carlson is employed by Falls
Credit Bureau. Announced Feb. 13.
Malco Theatres Inc., Memphis, Tenn. — Granted
cp for new tv station to operate on ch. 48 with
ERP 562 nounced
kw Feb. vis.,
13. 302 kw aur.; ant. 370 ft. AnExisting Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WJHP-TV (ch. 36) Jacksonville, Fla— Reconsidered Jan. 30 action and rescinded grant of
renewal of license and returned application to
pending file. Station has not been operating
since Oct. 25 and it is policy of Commission not
to grant applications for renewal of licenses of
stations not operating in accordance with terms
of licenses sought to be renewed. Announced
Feb. 13.
APPLICATION
WMBD-TV Peoria, 111. — Mod. of cp to change
frequency from ch. 31, 572-578 mc to ch. 25, 536542 mc; change ERP from vis. 288 kw, aur. 144
kw to vis. 290 kw, aur. 145 kw; change ant. height
above average terrain from 620 ft. to 626 ft., and
make change in ant. system. Announced Feb. 14.
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•

TV CHANNEL CHANGES
By report and order Commission amended tv
table of assignments and substituted ch. 75 for
ch. 74 in Lewistown, Pa., effective Mar. 20.
Changelatorwill
make ch. 74 available for tv transFeb. 13. service in North Warren, Pa. Announced
By report and order Commission amended tv
table of assignments and shifted ch. 4 from Irwin
to Pittsburgh, Pa., effective Mar. 20. At same
T.im°, it modified cp of Television City Inc.,
to specify operation of WTAE (ch. 4) in Pittsburghnouncedinstead
Feb. 13.of McKeesport; conditions. AnTV CHANNEL CHANGE DENIED
By report and order Commission denied petition by WATR Inc. (WATR-TV, ch. 53), Waterbury, Conn., to amend tv table of assignments
by shifting channel from Waterbury to Hartford
for noncommercial educational use there, and
shifting ch. 24, now reserved for educational use
in Hartford, to Waterbury for commercial use;
and terminated proceedings. Announced Feb. 13.
TV CHANNEL CHANGES PROPOSED
By notice of proposed rule making Commission
invites comments by Mar. 20 to following related petitions to change tv table of assignments:
By Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. (WBTV ch.
3 Charlotte, N. C, and WBTW ch. 8 Florence,
S. C), to assign ch. 8 to Greensboro, N. C, by
substituting ch. 13 for ch. 8 at Florence and ch.
*8 C.
for ch. *13 for educational use in Charleston,
S.
By Winston-Salem Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTOB-TV
ch. 26 Winston- Salem, N. C), and Sir Walter
Television Co. (WNAO-TV ch. 28 Raleigh, N. C.)
to substitute ch. 13 for ch. 8 in Florence and ch.
*8 for ch. *13 in Charleston and assign ch. 8, as
well as all other channels now separately allocated to Winston-Salem, High Point and Greensboro, to those three cities on hyphenated basis;
in alternative, they request that ch. 8 be assigned
to Winston-Salem alone.
By Paul E. Johnson for Granite City Bcstg.
Co., Mount Airy, N. C, to assign ch. 8 to Winston-Salem by substituting ch. 13 for ch. 8 in
Florence and ch. *8 for ch. *13 in Charleston.
By Atlantic Bcstg. Co. Inc. (am station WJMX
Florence) to retain ch. 8 in Florence and add
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED

Plannin

g

ch. 13 there by substituting eh. *7 for ch. *13 in
Charleston.
In conneftion with above. Jefferson Standard was ordered to show cause why its license
for VVBTW on ch. 8 in Florence should not be
modified to specify operation on ch. 13, and
Winston-Salem was ordered to show cause why
its pci mil lor W TOB-TV on ch. 26 at WinstonSalem should not be modified to specify temporary operation on ch. 8. Announced Feb. 13.
Translators

a

Morongo Basin TV Club Inc., Twentynine
Palms, Calif. — Granted application for new tv
translator station on ch. 70 to serve Twentynine
Palms and Marine Corps base by translating
programs nounced
ofFeb.KRCA
(ch. 4) Los Angeles. An13.
Redwood TV Improvement Corp., Redwood
Falls, Minn. — Granted cps for two new tv translator stations: ch. 77 to translate programs of
KSTP-TV (ch. 5) St. Paul, and ch. 70 to translate programs
WCCO-TV (ch. 4) Minneapolis.
Announced
Feb.of 13.
Libby Video Club, Libby, Mont. — Granted cp
for new tv translator station on ch. 78 to transprograms of Feb.
KHQ-TV
(ch. 6) Spokane,
Wash. late
Announced
13.
Powers TV Translator Inc., Powers, Ore. —
Granted cp for new tv translator station on ch.
76 to translate programs of KPIC (ch. 4) Roseburg, Ore. Announced Feb. 13.

Radio

Station?

New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Lompoc. Calif. — Elson Electronics Co. — Granted
960 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 235 Quadro-Vecchio
Drive, Pacific Palisades, Calif. Estimated construction cost $16,502, first year operating cost
$48,000, revenue $55,000. Thomas B. Friedman,
sole owner, is electronics engineer. Announced
Jan. 30. (Corrected item.)
Shelby, N. C— Eugene Slatkin and Charles E.
Melin d/b as Cleveland County Bcstg. Co. — Granted 1390 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Mr. Slatkin,
Box 248, Lincolnton, N. C. Estimated construction
cost $12,695, first year operating cost $21,000,
revenue $30,000. Mr. Slatkin is employe, WLON
Lincolnton, and Mr. Melin is general mgr., Lincoln FCX Co-op., Lincolnton. Announced Feb. 13.
APPLICATIONS
One of RCA's three basic de"A," "B," "C")
for newsignsor(Plans
modernized stations
may offer exactly the layout and
facilities you require. Plan "B,"
for instance, provides the extra
studio and storage space for
efficient handling of the varied
programs typical of a community or medium -size station. Studio, announce booth
and

record library room

are

part of this plan.

Now available free, without
obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
CD-22 Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION

Nashville, Ark. — R. G. McKeever, 1260 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address 1925 South 4th St., De Queen,
Ark. Estimated construction cost $14,815, first
year operating cost $20,000, revenue $25,000. Sole
owner McKeever also owns KDQN DeQueen,
Ark. Announced Feb. 13.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa — Laird Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
1380 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 2355 South Webster
St., Green Bay, Wis. Estimated construction cost
$22,000, first year operating cost $65,000, revenue
$80,000. Owner also is licensee of WDUX Waupaca, Wis. Dorothy J. Laird holds 100Tc of WDUX
stock. Her husband, Ben A. Laird, is 83% owner
of WDUZ Green Bay, Wis. Announced Feb. 17.
Ocean City, Md.— Wett Corp., 1420 kc, 500 w D.
P.
O. address
J. L.construction
O'Conner Jr.,
61, Ocean
City.
Estimated
costBox$16,421,
first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $43,000. Owners are James Leo Conner Jr. (23.6%), David
William Beck (20.7%), Irwin Joseph Meyer
(19.2%) mental
and engineering.
others. Mr.
Mr. Beck
O'Conner
is inand
experiis water
sanitary installations superintendent. Mr. Meyer is
telephone nouncedcompany
commercial supervisor. AnFeb. 17.
West Chester, Pa.— Brandywine Bcstg. Corp.,

690 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 123 South Broad
St., Philadelphia. Estimated construction cost
$35,153, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$60,000. Owners are John Boyd (20.99%), Joseph
Seitchik (17.49',), Joseph C. Cobots (13.99%),
Merrill B. Hayes (13.99%) and others. Dr. Boyd
is professor of biological chemistry. Dr. Seitchik
is physician. Dr. Cobots is dentist. Dr. Hayes has
medical doctorate and is financier. Announced
Feb. 17.
Mequon,
Wis. — Independent
Television Inc.,
1030 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Sol J. Kahn, 212
West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee. Estimated construction cost $24,552, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $36,000. Owners are Jack Kahn
(36.44%), Max Osnos (15.22%), Lawrence A.
Fleischman (12.23%) and others. Mr. Kahn is in
textiles. Mr. Osnos also owns 93% of WTOH-TV
Toledo, Ohio, and WBID-TV Detroit and 15% of
WITI-TV Whitefish Bay, Wis. Mr. Fleischman is
in floor coverings, real estate, etc. Announced
Feb. 13.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
KDES Palm Springs, Calif. — Granted increase
in power on 920 kc D, from 500 w to 1 kw. Announced Feb. 13.
APPLICATIONS
KVSM San Mateo, Calif. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw; change ant.-trans. location;
change studio location; install directional ant.
daytime and new trans.; make changes in ground
system and delete remote control operation of
trans. Announced Feb. 17.
WJW Cleveland, Ohio — Cp to increase daytime
power from 5 kw to 10 kw; install new trans.;
make changes in directional ant. system (one
additional tower)
and change from DA-1 to DA-2.
Announced
Feb. 14.
New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

San Diego, Calif. — KCBQ Die. — Granted 107.9
mc, 9.3 kw unl. P. O. address 645 Ash Ave., San
Diego, Calif. Estimated construction cost $8,255,
first year operating cost $20,000, revenue $20,000.
Owner is Bartell Bcstrs. Inc., licensee of WOKY
Milwaukee, Wis.; KRUX Glendale, Ariz:; KCBQ
San Diego and VHL.J) Boston. Announced Feb. 13.
Stockton, Calif. — Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. —
Granted 92.9 mc. 1.525 kw unl. P. O. address Alan
L. Torbet, 409 East Market St., Stockton, Calif.
Applicant owns KRAK Stockton; individual
owners are Alan L. Torbet (18.6%), L. E. Chenault, Bert Williamson, Amelia Schuler (each
17.5%) and others. L. E. Chenault, Mr. Williamson and Amelia Schuler own KYNO Fresno, Calif.
Announced Feb. 13.
Braddock, Pa. — Matta Bcstg. Co. — Granted 96.9
mc, 68 kw unl. P. O. address 1233 Braddock Ave.,
Braddock, Pa. Estimated construction cost $5,060,
first year operating cost $18,000, revenue $20,000.
Owners are William G. Matta, George C. Matta
and E. R. Matta (each l/3). Announced Feb. 13.
FM Broadcasters Inc., Seattle, Wash. — Granted
cp for new Class B fm station to operate on 98.9
mc; ERPdition.
10.5Announced
kw; ant.
Feb. 1,070
13. ft.; engineering conAPPLICATION
Columbus, Ind. — White River Bcstg. Co., 93.5
mc, .760 kw unl. P. O. address Carr Hill Rd.,
Box 469, Columbus, Ind. Estimated construction
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cost $8,850, first year operating cost $2,500, revenue $2,500. Owner is Findlay Publishing Co.
which also owns WCSI Columbus, Ind., and
WFIN-AM-FM Findlay, Ohio. Announced Feb. 17.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.— Granted
transfer of control of licensee corp. (Hogan
Bcstg. Corp.) from Arthur B. Hogan to Kevin B.
Sweeney (32%), Harry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr.,
Kenyon Brown, George L. Coleman and Joseph
A. Thomas (each 17%) for $100,000 cash. Mr.
Sweeney is president of RAB. Mr. Crosby owns
25^ of'
(TV) Los
Calif.,
and
6.12%
of KCOP
KGLC Miami,
Oklo.Angeles,
Mr. Brown
is 25%
owner of KCOP, 49.99% owner of KANS Wichita, Kan., and 22.15% owner of KGLC. Mr. Coleman owns 25% of KCOP and 6.45% of KGLC.
Mr. Thomas is 25% owner of KCOP. Announced
Feb. 13.
KPLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted assignment of license and cp from School of Radio
Arts to KPLA Inc. for $40,000. KPLA will be
owned by John H. Poole (75%) and Don C.
Martin (25%). Mr. Martin is current licensee of
KPLA (FM). Mr. Poole is licensee of KBIG Avalon, 49% owner of KBIF Fresno and holds cps
for KBIC-TV Los Angeles and KBID-TV Fresno
all California. Announced Feb. 13.
WIRL Peoria, 111. — Granted assignment of license to Frudeger Bcstg. Co. (Robert W.
Frudeger, president); consideration $325,000. Announced Feb. 13.
KFAD Fairfield, Iowa — Granted assignment of
license to Broadcasting Engineering Services
Inc. (Gerard B. McDermott, president, KBUR
Burlington); consideration $24,700. Announced
Feb. 13.
WPON Pontiac, Mich. — Granted assignment of
license to Chief Pontiac Bcstg. Co. (Edward E.
Wilson, president); consideration $275,000. Assignee stockholders except Wilson have interest
in WILS Lansing, Mich. Announced Feb. 13.
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Sheridan Inc. (B. W. Curry Jr.,
president) ; consideration $72,800. Announced
Feb. 13.
KCSR Chadron, Neb. — Granted transfer of control from Rachel R. and Robert W. Fouse to
William H. Finch; consideration $8,179 for remaining 60.31% stock. Announced Feb. 13.
WOTW-AM-FM Nashua, N. H.— Granted assignment of license from Nashua Bcstg. Corp. to
Gateway Bcstg. Corp. for $155,000. Gateway
Bcstg. is owned by Theodore Feinstein and
Gertrude Dane (each 50%). Mr. Feinstein owns
controlling stock in WLYN Lynn, Mass., WTSA
Brattleboro, Vt., and WNBP Newburyport, Mass.
Gertrude Dane is housewife. Announced Feb. 13.
KNED McAlester, Okla. — Granted transfer of
control to Ray Van Hooser; latter acquires remaining 80% interest for $32,000. Announced
Feb. 13.
KVLF Alpine, Tex. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Gene Hendryx through the
purchase of stock from Jack W. Hawkins and
Barney H. Hubbs; consideration $5,400. Announced Feb. 13.
APPLICATIONS
KPIN Casa Grande, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license from John W. Parham and David A.
Garbe, d/b as Pinal County Bcstg. Service, to
John W. Parham for $10,000. Mr. Parham formerly held 50% interest. Announced Feb. 13.
KPAY Chico, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Rabell Enterprises to J. Ned Richardson for $130,000. Mr. Richardson is financier,
realtor, etc. Announced Feb. 17.
KYA-AM-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from KYA Inc. to Golden

State Bcstrs. Inc. for $1 million. New owner
(Bartell Bcstrs.) is licensee of WOKY Milwaukee, KRUX Glendale, Ariz., KCBQ San Diego
and WILD Boston. Announced Feb. 13.
KMYR Denver, Colo. — Seeks assignment of
license from Dolph-Pettey Bcstg. Co. to Empire
Bcstg. Inc. for $200,000. New owners are Don W.
Burden (58.81%) and others. Mr. Burden also
owns 42.10% of both KOIL Omaha and KWIK
Pocatello, Idaho. Announced Feb. 14.
WBLJ Dalton, Ga. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation (Dalton
Bcstg. Corp.) by H. C. Kenemer through purchase of stock from T. W. and Mack Kenemer
for $30,000. H. C. Kenemer will then own 84%.
Announced Feb. 17.
WHIE Griffin, Ga. — Seeks transfer of negative
control of licensee corp. (Telerad Inc.) from
W. C. Courson to John T. Williams for $5,250.
Mr. Williams, whose ownership will be 50%, is
account executive with WLWA-TV Atlanta.
Announced Feb. 17.
WKLY Hartwell, Ga. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license from Louie L. Morris to
Max G. Pfaender, administrator of the estate of
Mr. Morris, deceased. Mr. Pfaender also owns
WKLE Washington, Ga. Announced Feb. 14.
WSEL (FM) Chicago, 111.— Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of licensee corp. (Chicago
Skyway Bcstg. Co. Lac.) from William Irvin to
Francis J.nouncedCurtis,
Feb. 13. receiver in bankruptcy. AnWFDS-FM Baltimore, Md. — Seeks assignment
of cp from William Scott Cook to Audiophonic
Corp., no consideration involved. Mr. Cook will
own 50% of new corporation formed for sole purpose of WFDS-FM ownership. Other owners:
Howard A. Wagonheim and Milton Schwaber
(each 25% ). Mr. Cook is electronics engineer. Mr.
Wagonheim
is in motion
theatre
management. Mr. Schwaber
is in picture
real estate,
investments
and theatres. Announced Feh. 13.
WTIX New Orleans, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from Mid-Continent Bcstg. Co. to Orleans
Parish School Board as outright gift. Contingent
on FCC approval of assignment of license of
WWEZ New Orleans to Mid-Continent (see below), nounced
which Feb.will
17. retain WTIX call letters. AnWWEZ New Orleans, La. — Seeks assignment
from WWEZ Radio Inc. to Mid-Continent Bcstg.
Co. (Todd Storz, president) for $490,000. Other
Storz stations are WHB Kansas City, WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul and WQAM Miami. Announced Feb. 17.
Hearing
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Cases
FINAL DECISIONS

By memorandum opinion and order. Commission dismissed protest, and petition for reconsideration filed by Dover Bcstg. Co. (WDOV)
Dover, Del., directed against Dec. 18 grant of
application to assign license to WKEN Dover,
from WKEN Inc. to Coastal Carolina Bcstg.
Corp. Announced Feb. 13.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted protest by New Mexico Bcstg. Co.
(KGGM and KGGM-TV ch. 13) Albuquerque,
N. M., and protest and petition for reconsideration by Alvarado Television Co. Inc. (KOAT-TV
ch. 7) Albuquerque, to extent of postponing
Dec. 18 grant of application of Video Independent Theatres Inc., for mod. of cp of KVIT (ch. 2)
Sante Fe, to move trans, from 2.8 miles northwest
of Santa Fe to Sandia Crest, about 43 miles
northeast of Albuquerque, move main studio
from present site of trans, to within Santa Fe,
increase ERP from 0.324 kw to 28.2 kw, with aur.
14.4 kw, and make other equipment changes
designated the application for evidentiary hearing and made protestants parties to proceeding;
scheduled oral argument for Mar. 24 on "economicceeding.
issue", and
party to proAnnouncedmade
Feb. Alvarado
13.
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FOR THE RECORD continued
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued
initial decision
lookingPurchase
toward dismissing
appli-tv
cation of Louisiana
Co. for new
station to operate on ch. 2 in St. Louis, Mo., and
granting application of Signal Hill Telecasting
Corp. for mod. of cp to operate on eh. 2 instead
of ch. 36 in St. Louis. Announced Feb. 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on Feb. 12 directed preparation
of documents looking toward:
Granting application of Plainview Radio for
new am station to operate on 1050 kc with 1 kw
D. DA. in Plainview, Tex., and denial of application of Star of the Plains Bcstg. Co. for new
am station on same frequency with 250 w D. In
Si Hon. T-x In t al decision of May 14. 1957
proposed grant of Star of the Plains application
and denial of Plainview Radio application.
Granting application of Radio Hawaii Inc. to
change frequency of KPOA Honolulu, Hawaii.
Erom 630 kc to 650 kc and increase power from
5 kw to 10 kw unl. An initial decision of Dec.
Ill proposed this grant
Commission on Feb. 12 directed preparation
of document in Albany-Schenectady-Troy-Vail
Mills, N. Y., tv rule making proceeding (which,
among other things, modified license of Copper
City Bcstg. Corp. to specify operation of station
WKTV in Utica on ch. 2 instead of ch. 13) looking toward issuance of order to Copper City to
show cause why it should not operate WKTV on
ch. 2 at alternative site suggested in pleading of
Jan. 30 by Central New York Bcstg. Corp.
(WSYR-TV*ch.
3 Syracuse) is which,
although
over
60
miles from WSYR-TV.
only 169
miles from
WCBS-TV ch. 2 New York City, and simultaneously order CBS Inc. to show cause why
its license for WCBS-TV should not be modified
to accommodate the operation of cochannel station WKTV at site 169 miles away.
WARM, WARM-TV (ch. 16) Scranton, Pa.;
WILK-TV (ch. 34) Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Permitted
merger looking toward single tv operation on
ch. 16. by granting (1) transfer of control of
WARM and WARM-TV from William W. Scranton xo Tr >nscontinental Tele. Corp.; consideration $210,000 for 60rr interest and (2) assignment
of cp of WILK-TV to Union Wyo., to receive
20% of Union stock, $260,000 of Union notes, and
certain Transcontinent stock. Pending single
tv operation at WILK-TV's trans, site, is proposed to operate WILK-TV temporarily as satellite of WARM-TV. Conditioned that WILK-TV
authorization be surrendered upon whichever
of following three events occurs first: (a) commencement of WARM-TV (ch. 16) operation at
WILK-TV's present tower site as contemplated
by
Union's amended
for mod.
cp
to increase
power andapplication
change trans,
site,ofetc.,
or (b) if. upon commencement of such operation,
any other party applies for ch. 34 at WilkesBarre. or (c) six months after consummation of
transfer of control of Union. Further, Union is
required to dispose of WARM (AM) Scranton,
within 90 davs after transfer of control. Transcontinent is licensee of WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo
and WROC-TV Rochester, both New York, and
half owner of WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg,
Va. Announced Feb. 13.
Publix Television Corp., Miami, Fla.; South
Florida Amusement Co. Inc., Perrine, Fla., and
WITV, Gerico Investment Co., Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. — Are being advised that applications of
Publix and South Florida for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 6, and Gerico to change operation
of WITV from ch. 17 in Fort Lauderdale to
ch. 6 in Miami, indicate necessity of hearing.
Announced Feb. 13.

COMMERCIAL STATION
Compiled bx BROADCASTING

BOXSCORE
through Feb.
A AA
AM

Licensed ( all on air)
57
CPs on air (new stations)
3,153
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
94
397
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,304
111
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
508
Total applications for new stations
Applications lor major changes (not in hearing) 233
34
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
267
Licenses deleted
0
CPs deleted
1
SUMMARY

OF

STATUS

OF

Compiled by BROADCASTING
on air
Lie.
Cps
AM
FM
TV

3.170
520
(Commercial)

61
16

3991
1052
OPERATING TELEVISION
Compiled by BROADCASTING
VHF

Commercial
Non-Commercial

420
24

19

C AA
COO
J zu
1D
bZ

1V
1 078/

48
39
9
20
0
19

6
0

1291QQ1
4A5111
13
54
0
3

AM, FM, TV
through Feb.
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
CP
For new stations
Not on air
93
519
66
51
107
128
STATIONS
through .Feb.6 12
UHF
84

TOTAL

1 There are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
- There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longrr
operation
which 177hastelevision
not started
•'There:'n have
been,and
in one
addition,
cps operation.
granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
14" uhf).
1 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

WTVD (ch. 11) Durham, N. C. — Is being advised
that application for mod. of cp to move trans,
from a site 9 miles north of Durham and 20 miles
north of Raleigh to about 32 miles southeast of
Durham and 10 miles southeast of Raleigh, and
increase ant. height from 1,010 to 1,510 ft. indicates necessity of hearing. Announced Feb. 13.
Telemusic Co., San Bernardina, Calif., and
Southwest Bcstg. Co. Inc., Redlands, Calif. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications
for new Class B fra station to operate on 95.1
mc; denied Telemusic request for inclusion of
issue regarding
west. Announcedfinancial
Feb. 13. qualifications of SouthKSLM Oregon Radio Inc., Salem, Ore.; Severn
Bcstg. Co., Reedsport, Ore., and KBCH Lincoln
Electronics Inc., Oceanlake, Ore. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of Oregon Radio to increase daytime power of KSLM from
1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1390 kc,
1 kw-N unl.; Severn for new am station to operate on 1380 kc, 1 kw D; and Lincoln to change
facilities of KBCH from 1400 kc, 250 w unl. to

1380 kc, 1 kw D; denied requests of KSLM tor
immediate grant of its application and for inclusion of issue to determine financial qualifications of KBCH. Announced Feb. 13.
Entertainment Service Inc., Solvay, N. Y.;
Rome Community Bcstg. Co., Rome, N. Y., and
James A. McKechnie, North Syracuse, N. Y. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications
for hew am stations to operate on 1220 kc, 1 kw
D; Rome with DA. Announced Feb. 13.
Louis Adelman, Hazelton, Pa., and Guinan
Realty Co., Mount Carmel, Pa. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new am
stations to Feb.
operate
Announced
13. on 1300 kc, 1 kw DA, D.
Sheffield Bcstg. Co., Sheffield, Ala.— Designated
for consolidated hearing applications for new
am stations
to 13.operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw D. Announced Feb.
KONK Shelton, Wash. — Designated for hearing
application for additional time to construct am
station. Announced Feb. 13.
By letter, Commission denied request of Storer
Bcstg. Co. for issuance of tax certificate pursuant
to Sec. 1071 of Internal Revenue Code in connection with Storer application for assignment
of licenses of stations WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., to WBRC Inc., which was granted
by Commission May 8, 1957. Announced Feb. 13.
Routine

Roundup

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
McClatchy Newspapers, KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif.
—Petition requesting that KFRE-TV be required to operate on uhf channel; or in the
alternative, that a notice of proposed rule making
be issued
to assign
chs.Goldfield,
2, 5, *7 Nev.,
and 9andto
Fresno
and soto asdelete
ch. 5 at
ch. 9 at Tonopah, Nev. Petitioner also requests
issuance of order to show cause why its license
for KMJ-TV should not be modified to specify
operation nounced
onFeb. ch.
14. 5 at Patterson Mountain. AnSandhill Community Bcstrs. Inc., WEEB Southern Pines, N. c. — Petition requesting that revised tentative allocation plan for Class B fm
broadcast stations be amended by assignment of
ch. 247
Feb.
14. to Southern Pines, N. C. Announced
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needs, go straight to Collins "

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on February 11
Granted petition of Wabash Valley Bcstrs.,
Vincennes, Ind., for dismissal without prejudice
Continues on page 195
Broadcasting
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

Stations selling mail order soecialties to senior
citizens send rates to Box 268D, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Management
General manager, who can invest to purchase an
interest and manage music and news in excellent
metropolitan
market. Box 254D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Good experienced radio salesman who can produce in highly competitive northeast Texas market of 60,000. Network 250 watter long established,
modern programming, strong promotion with
good list of prospects. $100.00 week guarantee
against 15%. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Good character and business references
required. Box 958C, BROADCASTING.
Texas opportunity for radio salesman. Guaranty
and commission. List experience, billing, education, etc. Box 103D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted for well established daytime
station in middle west market of 30,000 people.
Send complete resume, references and photographs. Box 241D, BROADCASTING.
Small market regional station in western state
has sales opening. Some announcing duties. Right
man can earn $7,000 to $8,500 per year. Outline
experience and references. Box 278D, BROADCASTING.
Are you eager to make easy money. Sell for a
good music station that is getting results for
their advertisers. KBKC is expanding sales staff.
The person we are looking for lives with his
accounts, loves radio, and likes to sell. Guaranteed salary and 15 percent commission. Hospitalization and insurance. Music and news station
and 18th size market. Send account list, photo
and background to Tom E. Beal, General Manager, Radio Station KBKC. 436 West 47th Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Account executives. Two stable, experienced
sales-executive type men for local radio-tv time
sales department. $8,000 to $10,000 year potential.
Write, Keith Oliver, Sales Manager, WJIM,
Lansing, Michigan.
Looking for experienced man for established radio station who can sell in a good wide-open
market. $125 per week guarantee against 15%.
Mail complete information to Bill Ewing, WTUX,
Wilmington, Delaware.
New, sales minded ownership wants top-notch,
experienced salesman for daytimer in Fort
Worth, Texas. Commissions up to 20%. Prosperous market. Opportunity for producer to earn
big money.
Ft.
Worth. Apply Bill Schueler, P. O. Box 7321,
Announcers
Expanding chain has immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation in
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer with first phone for all night
deejay show; engineering secondary. No maintenance. Personality and newscasting talent are
"musts".
SalaryBROADCASTING.
open, commensurate with ability. Box 161D,
Northeast CBS radio and tv affiliate looking for
a good staff announcer, primarily for a.m. Good
salary for right man. Send tape and resume.
Box 200D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting
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RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

For better than average announcer-newsman,
established kilowatter in pleasant prosperous
Illinois city offers better-than-average-situation
as to pay, extra benefits and opportunity. Must
be sharp with general staff work including music,
news, interviews and selling with a warm friendly personality. Send tape, resume to Box 220D.
BROADCASTING

Transmitter engineer, no announcing. Car required. AM-FM station. Upstate New York. Box
981C, BROADCASTING.
UHF-tv NBC affiliate, located in two station
market, needs two transmitter engineers. 1 year
experience necessary. Box 236D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-engineer. South Georgia 5 kw daytimer needs combination announcer-first class
engineer immediately, emphasis on announcing.
Southerners only. Box 232D, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer wanted on daytime station in
market of 30,000 in middle west. Prefer a man
with first class ticket. Send tape, resume, photograph including references. Box 242D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: A first class engineer, announcer, good
voice, strong on maintenance. No drifters wanted.
Grow with a growing concern. Write Mike Donovan, Radio KANA, Anaconda, Montana, or call
Logan 3-3443.
Announcer-engineer first ticket, news-music station. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Engineer-announcer for 250 watt progressive
station. Settled, sober, good credit. Send tape
and
photo. R. H. Thompson, WWNS, Statesboro,
Georgia.

Higher than average pay plus good future opportunities for an experienced announcer with
higher than average ability and versitility. Key
personal qualities we are looking for are sincerity, maturity, and intelligence. Send recent
photo, resume, and 7V2 or 15 tape with first
reply. Station located near Pittsburgh, Penna.
Box 276D, BROADCASTING.
If
are acharacter
country-rock-n'-roll
disc may
jockey
withyoua good
gimmick, there
be
a spot for you in the St. Louis area. Send air
check, experience, photograph, references and
salary requirements to William Bailey. General
Manager, WIBV, Belleville, Illinois. Tapes will
be returned.
KBUD, Athens, Texas, needs experienced, mature
announcer.
ence, ability.Salary commensurate with experiNew Mexico independent needs experienced
news-music
announcer. KPBM, Carlsbad, New
Mexico.
Wanted: Announcer for a 1000 watt independent
in city of 11.000 in southwest. Prefer an experienced radio man with knowledge of music, news
and sports. Car necessary. Salary open. Some
talent fees. Send full information, photo, tape
and references to KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
KWKH, Shreveport, La., 50,000 watts CBS has
opening for experienced staff announcer who
knows folk music. Send tape and particulars to
Program Director.
Immediate opening for announcer-salesman interested in future. Contact Bill Tedrick, KWRT,
Boonville, Missouri.
Top dj
personality
area's
leading
news
station.
Must be for
warm,
friendly,
withmusic,
outstanding voice quality. Thorough experience a
necessity. Excellent salary and working conditions. Send air check, tape and complete information immediately to Art Burnham, Program Director WEEX, Easton, Pa.
WFRL, Freeport, Illinois, has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer. 48 hour week,
overtime over 40 hours, paid vacations, free inWalters. surance, daytime operation. Write or call Bud
Announcer also announcer with first phone for
top independent. Top pay for right men. Hospitalization and retirement plan. Copywriting
helpful. Contact Jim Duncan immediately,
WGGH
Marion, Illinois.
Two staff announcers, must be experienced. One
who knows hillbilly, one disc jockey for pop,
news and staff duties. Send reference, tape and
all information. Immediate opening. Prefer men
with first class license but not essential. Radio
Station WHNC, Henderson, N. C. Telephone 7136.
St. Louis area radio station needs a stable family man, highly qualified in gathering, writing
and airing local news. He must also be able to
do a good air record show. If you think you can
qualify, send tape, recent photograph, references,
news writing samples, experience and salary requirements to William Bailey, WIBV, Belleville,
Illinois. Tapes will be returned.
Wanted: Experienced staff announcer 5000 watt
midwest station. Send tape, picture, background
to Manager, WKTY, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.

Production-Programming, Others
Accountant with experience in television who
wants change from cold north to warm balmy
south in climate excellent for arthritis, TB, etc.
NCR machine and outside CPA make up monthly
reports. Woman preferred but man acceptable.
Salary $350.00 per month with raise if work
satisfactory. If applicant can handle monthly
P and L starting salary $500.00. Write Box 126D,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Net flagship executive — exceptional local station
experience, extensive background, program,
promotion, administration. Box 246D, BROADCASTING.
Young commercial manager, medium market experienced, college, married, seeks general management with investment opportunity. Box 257D,
BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive, competent, and reputable
family man to manage southeastern market station. Write for personal interview. Box 281D,
BROADCASTING.
400 hitter seeking challenging opportunity in
faster league. Station or sales manager. Fifteen
years extensive experience. Can hit to all fields.
Family man. Best references. Require $12,000.
Have bats will travel. Box 284D, BROADCASTING.
Successful sales manager-specialty announcer.
Desires lucrative managership, college, married.
Box 289D, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive,
young sales,
man, with
managerialexperienced
experience, program,
promotion
desires management independent station. Goal,
build your station number one market. Presently employed. Western states preferred. Write
to Box 293D, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman. Presently managing No. 1
Pulse rated radio in eastern metropolitan city.
Personally sell over 125,000 each year excluding
national, agency and industry contacts. Best
references including present company. I run
stations on lowest overhead as possible. Box
297D, BROADCASTING.
Married man, 47, desires managership. 10 years
experience as announcer, combo-man, salesman,
program director and manager. Former school
teacher and violinist. Earl Whitener, Farmington, Missouri.
Sales
Account executive, basic CBS radio-tv affiliate
in southeast. Desires network or agency position.
Best references. Now in New York and available for personal interview. Write Box 271D,
BROADCASTING.
February 24, 1958
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Salesman, reliable, operation, car, sober, married, announcer 10 years experience, midwest,
references. Box 282D. BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Successful popular music deejay. Newscaster.
Experienced.
Negro.BoxNo273D,
accent.
No jivetalk.
lieiVrnires Travel
BROADCASTING

Engineer, first class radio-telephone, thoroughly
experienced in transmitter, control room and
remote. Best of references can be furnished.
Desires immediate employment in east. Please
■ ontact Kit Bush, 1431 Brierwood Avenue,
Havertown, Penna.
Engineer-announcer, four years experience all
phases, three chief. Want top production minded
station. Now employed, references. Jack Teiken,
Radio WOSH, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Attention sports minded stations. Exciting playby-play sportscaster, dj. 5 years experience.
Employed. Married. References. Box 112D.
BROADCASTING.
OJ-announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady-no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts. Tape
and resume. Box 166D, BROADCASTING.
Have first phone. Want broadcast experience
and learn board work and announcing. Can go
anywhere.
CASTING. Will send tape. Box 178D, BROADAnnouncer, 3 years experience seeks permanent
position in upper midwest. Prefer Wisconsin
or Illinois and live audition. Box 183D, BROADCASTING.
Young sportscaster desires station with heavy
play-by-plav program. Experienced in all phases
of broadcasting. Box 230D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, married man. A-l voice. Los Angeles-DUnkirk
3-4600. Box 235D, BROADCASTING.
Manager says I'm worth $10,000 a year as dj.
Can't pay it. Settle for $150/week. Prefer night
or all night. Witty, educated. Program "class"
pops only.
r&r oras"top".
Large
markets
only.
Now
in topNo thirty
od but
rather
entertain.
Box 237D. BROADCASTING.
I don't come cheap. I'm probably not worth my
current earnings of $25,000 a year. But, I'm
friendly. Top morning show, 50 kw major market. Voice changes, characterizations, funny (?)
material. Ten years radio; four years tv personality. Major collegiate basketball and football.
Must leave present operation, because I hate it.
Highest of previous references. Box 239D,
BROADCASTING.
Good midnight till dawn man, must earn $90.
Wants good station. Box 240D, BROADCASTING.

Negro personality-dj experienced, young, successful, mature, stable in key metro market.
Wishes to relocate, married, college. Strong commercials, polished gift-of-gab. Knows all facets
radio. Will travel. Box 285D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, staff announcer permanent position only. Six years on-air experience all phases.
No overnight moves considered, family. Box
287D. BROADCASTING.
Versatile radio announcer, personality dj. news,
sportscasting, commercial selling. 23 vet, thoroughly trained bv Pat Kellv. Will relocate, tape,
resume on request. Box 288D. BROADCASTING.
Disc-jockey, experienced, vet, college, seeks opCASTING. portunity. Tape and resume. Box 291D. BROADAnnouncer, deejay, newscaster good voice, four
vears experience first phone, no maintenance.
Box 292D. BROADCASTING.
Strong vision.
newsman,
and /or teleFine voice. staff
Box wants
294D, radio
BROADCASTING.
Top-country dj personality, with library. Available March 15th. P. O. Box #35 or call 44-75081
Nashville, Tenn.
Experienced play-by-play sports, news, announcer. Sober, settled. Paul Barnett. 1489 Wellington, Memphis, Tenn.

By golly!!! If you can find a better morning
man, hire him! First, hear tape of hot Storz,
Noemac jock with Pulse proven magnetic audience appeal. The Utopia of showmanship.
Box 279D. BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Announcer-Director by aggressive vfh station
in a rapidly growing southeastern market. Must
be experienced in all types of commercial announcing and capable of directing. Box 259D,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted— Job with small station. Willing to learn.
Don Ryan, Box 22, Eveleth, Minnesota.

Engineer, 1st class FCC radiotelephone license,
experienced am-fm audio, desire position as field
sales engineer, with leading electronics mfg.
College,
CASTING.willing to relocate. Box 979C, BROAD-

2 top rated 2'i hour shows. 6 davs. $150 minimum. Top jock 8 years. Box 267D, BROADCASTING.

Sober, dependable family man age thirty. Five
years radio. Strong, news gathering, reporting,
special events. Experienced photography, public
speaking, interviews. Desires television and/or
radio news, special events. References. Box
261D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, 5 years experience, 26, vet. Seeking
permanent position with good station. Prefer
Florida, but will take good job anywhere. Good
dj and news man. Write or wire Lloyd W. Nelson, Jr., Box 268, Milford, Mass.

Single midwest dj -newsman can relocate. Vet,
college, tv and theater experience. Third phone.
Tape on request. Box 251D. BROADCASTING.

Experienced dj prefers country music. Location
not essential. Almost immediate availability. Box
265D. BROADCASTING.

Experienced broadcaster desires programming,
publicity, or announcing position. Salary must
be commensurate with nine years experience,
plus
university training. Box 260D, BROADCASTING.

Newscaster: Eastern metropolitan vhf-radio.
Cover
beat, air results. $75. Box 244D, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Top-rated dj seeks major market opportunity.
Pleasant, informal style, salesmanship, good
taste. Relocate anywhere. Box 264D, BROADCASTING.

Steady,ture.reliable
position
with a but
fuFive yearsmanwithseeks
present
employer,
want more permanent position. Available April
or May first. Box 248D, BROADCASTING.

Married announcer-newsman, experience 5 kw
indie. Available immediately. Good references.
John Holm, KBHS. Hot Springs, Ark., NA 36661.
Experienced announcer and control man, go
anywhere, available now. Frank Mrowicki, 626
Union Street, La Salle, Illinois.

Announcer, experienced, first phone, no maintenance, good news, commercial, dj. Box 250D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer, newsman seeks permanent position
with good organization. Box 256D, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others
News director, editor-4 years experience, radio,
tv, college degree. Have natural equipment, work
hard, eager. Write Box 231D, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, construction, maintenance, directionals, consulting. References. Family man
seeking permanency. Immediate availability. Box
243D, BROADCASTING.
Interested in position of chief engineer with new
or established station. Experienced in all phases
of
ING.new construction. Box 277D, BROADCASTEngineer, am and tv studio and transmitter experience.
past BROADCASTING.
record. Strong on maintenance.
Box Good
283D,
Combo, 2nd phone, 25, deep resonant voice, college graduate, vet. Attending O'Connell Techcisco. nical Institute. Write: 731 45th Ave., San Fran3rd ohone, 5 years, college, need job now. Will
travel. Wayne Schutte, 613 E. 1st., Mitchell, S. D.

Help Wanted
A nnouncers

TV announcer in strong vhf two-station market
to handle all types of programming. Must be
commercial and must have tv experience. Send
photo, tape and background material to Program
Director, WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio.
Technical
Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be techin measurement
maintenancenically
of tv qualified
transmission
equipment.andCharacter
and technical
references
required
with
application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B. BROADCASTING.
Assistant chief engineer needed by midwest
network affiliate. The job consists of operational
supervision, maintenance, and some operation.
Box 249D, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Top producer in highly competitive prime eastern
market for past four years in local and regional
sales now looking for more responsibility. Present
employer
give topinterested
references.
married and will
primarily
in Young,
management
future. Box 142D. BROADCASTING.

WIND

Chicago
Needs two experienced announcers with personality, judgment
and ambition for music and news staff duties. Send resume and
audition tape with first letter including broadcasting experience to
David C. Croninger, WIND, 400 N. Michigan Ave., Chi cago 11,
Illinois.
Page 192
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Ten year profit making record sales manager/
general manager, established reputation. Now
employed sales manager major market vhf-tv/
radio. High personal billings. Desire manager/
sales manager radio or tv. Thorough experience
quality background. Stable family man. Bonafide personal reason only this inquiry decision.
Must
ING. be confidential. Box 193D. BROADCASTExperienced, mature, employed program-sales
executive, desires position as assistant to radio-tv general manager. Excellent in personnel,
programming, national sales and fiscal planning. Best references current, past management. Write Box 252D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Sales background, references, photo mailed Immediately. $225 minimum. Write Box 892C,
BROADCASTING.
Employed national sales manager, also experienced in programming, desires similar position
top thirty markets. Best rep and station references. Prefer station where sales are not
currently satisfactory. Write Box 253D, BROADCASTING.
Texas-souhwest tv-radio stations or advertising
agency. Experienced sales manager-account executive. 1 years tv-radio all phases. Top record,
references. Married, 35, college. Desires opportunity plus permanent position. Presently employed midwest. Box 266D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Radio know-how? I've got it! Now I'd like a
radio-tv opportunity. Presently employed. Tape,
resume available. Box 165D, BROADCASTING.
Live-filmed commercial experience. Thoroughly
trained tv-radio. Seeking permanent staff announcer position. Box 295D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer, 1st phone, desires permanent tv position, experienced am-fm-audio. 2 years ALTEC
field engineer, 29, family, college. Box 225D,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, tv transmitter experience, desires
permanent position radio or tv transmitter or
mobile communication servicing, northeast
Pennsylvania or Binghamton area. Box 270D,
BROADCASTING.

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

FOR

VHF television station in growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value.
Financing can be arranged for responsible purchasers. Paul H. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Middle Atlantic, medium market, $65,000, terms.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Small market Florida station, $12,000 down payment. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Alabama, medium market. $75,000, terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Northeast single station market, $125,000, 50%
cash down payment. Chapman Company, 17
East 48th, New York.
VHF-tv station, $450,000, terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCAST-

Production-Programming, Others

1 RCA fm transmitter BTF— 250A with frequency
and modulation monitor. Very reasonable. Available immediately. Box 234D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced tv radio newsman top midwest station desires relocation. Can write, edit, report,
and deliver news. Photographic knowledge.
Wants director, will take good staff job. Box
238D, BROADCASTING.

Hewlett 600BR audio osc. $75.00. 4 Electro Voice
635 mikes new $40.00 each, 4-$150. Prices FOB.
Box 262D. BROADCASTING.

Floorman at big city northern station wants to
direct in smaller southern or western market.
B.A., vet. Box 263D, BROADCASTING.
TV program director with three years experience, currently in 75,000 set market. 32, married with two children, active churchman,
senior college, seeks position in larger southwest market as program director or assistant.
Box 269D, BROADCASTING.
Young woman with taste for producing educational programs desires job in coordinating
educational programs of commercial station
with schools, colleges, civic organizations or
public services. Can announce, write, do program planning and handle publicity. Box 280D,
BROADCASTING.
Production co-ordinator. National syndicated
half-hour film series seen in 54 markets, seeks
position with progressive tv station. Will relocate. Box 296D, BROADCASTING.
Job abolished in CBS retrenchment. TV producer, four years network- credits, seeks employment Washington area. Know all phases
network production, public affairs, convention
coverage. Ten years reportorial experience including six years Washington. B.A. Top references. Box 298D, BROADCASTING.
We must let man go in economy wave. He is announcer, director, knows production, news, studio, remote, familiar with sales. Highly recommended. Needs job right away. Contact Program
Manager, WTVP, Decatur, Illinois.
FOR

SALE

House trailer converted into mobile studio and
control room with plateglass studio window,
built-in audio equipment including three-speed
turntables. Ready to roll, $1600.00. Ernie Pate,
WBIG Greensboro, N. C.
D.J.'s — New original comedy material, record
intros, skits. Vol. I, $1.00. SPOT Productions,
175 Lakeshore Dr., Lake Hiawatha, N. J.
Stations
For sale 500 watt daytime radio station. Exclusive 30,000 population county market in central
Texas. Box 169D, BROADCASTING.
Southwest, ideal climate. Metropolitan daytimer
independent
by owner. Box 255D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

RCA 1 kw fm transmitter with harmonic filter
and built in variable pre-emphasis network.
Available around the 1st of June. For particulars
write or call Mr. Murchison, KPOL, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
1-GE limiting amplifier type BA-5-A complete
with GE power supply type BP-4-A in excellent
condition. Price $250.00. Ernie Pate, WBIG
Greensboro, N. C.
Presto 16" inside-out recording lathe with Audak
cutting head (recently factory rebuilt). Also
brand new Gates remote meter kit with 3"
meter (0-5RFA), thermocouple, rheostat, chokes
and capacitors. $50 for lathe or kit. Chief Engineer, WBKV, West Bend, Wisconsin.
540 feet of Andrews 3V8 inch if 452 vhf transmis ion, 4elboes, gas barrier, gas inlet coupling,
miscellaneous hangers, expansion joints, insulators, etc. New, never uncrated. Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, New York.
Magnecord M-90. Year old. Full track. Little
used. Reasonable. Grant, 2336 Commonwealth,
Chicago, Illinois.

Make

your RADIO

First

SALE — (Cont'd)

Equipment
Two federal model FTL 27B microwave units,
2000 mcs, 10-watt output power with four 10foot dishes; ideal for long haul, can be multiplexed if desired. Formerly used to feed area
now served by BELLTEL; $3,750 each. WTCN
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Video monitors — ■ 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
the present television stations. 14"-$215.00, 17"$219.00, 21"-$259.00. Factory direct sales. Why pay
master monitor prices for your utility requirements? Our monitors have been delivered under
several trade names! Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Have $20,000. Do you want to retire and pass
along responsibility for radio station in west
or southwest with greater earning potential in
return for monthly income? No brokers. Box
247D, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Good used 5 kw air-cooled transmitter and 3
head Magnecorder. Box 233D. BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 10 kw fm transmitter and associated
equipment including tower. Complete details
to Box 258D, BROADCASTING.
Gat?s studioette speech imput console type
52CS, or RCA single channel console. Chief
Engineer, WBKV, West Bend. Wisconsin.
Wanted: Audio consolette. WDOR. Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin.
New or used carrier-current transmitter and
console for school radio station. Limited budget.
WGLG, Emory, Virginia.
FM transmitter: 250W, 1 or 3 kw with monitors.
Prefer GE or RCA. Box 221, Lebanon, Tennessee.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5, May 1,
June tion,
25, September
October 29. write
For informareferences and 3,reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

and TV future secure
with a

Class

F. C. C. License
TWO COMPLETE SCHOOLS: To better serve
GRANTHAM TRAINGING PREPARES YOU
our many students throughout the entire
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in
country, Grantham School of Electronics
preparing students to pass FCC examinations.
maintains two complete schools — one in HollyWe train you quickly and well. All courses begin
wood, California and one in Washington, D. C.
with basic fundamentals — NO previous training
Both schools offer the same rapid courses in
required. Beginners get 1st class commercial (not
FCC
license
preparation, either home study
amateur) license in 12 weeks!
or resident classes.
A few of our recent graduates, the class of
license they got, and how long it took them:
MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU.
License Weeks
Edward
Dahl, Md.
7800 Old Chester Rd., 1st 11
Bethesda,
Beamon Meares, 1536.17th St., NW,
Washington,
11
Grantham Schools, Desk B-6 $
Larry
Pacifico, 65DC.
Main St., Roseto, Pa. 1st
1st 12
BasilWashington,
D'lmperio, D.C.
2223 H St., NW, 1st 12
821
Itth
Street N. W. flD I90S N. Wertorn A»».
John Ward,
407 E. Cowden
Ave., Mid- 1st 10
land,
Texas
Wuhlaitsn 8. 0. C. UH
Hollywood £7. Calif.
Herbert
Halbig,
315
Park
St.,
Tupper
Lake, N.Y.
1st 11
Vregh
Godoshian,
312
E.
Wilson
St.,
Plots* lend mo your free booklet, telling how 1 na
Pontiac, Mich.
1st 11
let my commercial FCC Ueonio quickly.
Antone
Mello, 68 Union St., Nantucket, 1st 10
Mass.
James
Farish, 926 Cardone Ave., Reno, 1st 12
Nome
.
Nev.
Charles
Page, General Delivery, Yuma, 1st 16
Adareeo
Ariz.
James Craig,
4004-19th Va.
St., S., Arling- 1st 11
ton,
City
sat*
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RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted

Management

Management

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Management

Job
WANTED— IN FLORIDA
Business Manager

MR.

OWNER:

Man

WE'LL REJUVENATE YOUR
NETWORK STATION

for TV-Radio combi-

nation operation. Require administrative ability plus thorough knowledge

There is available at the present time
the only management team in the industry which has worked successfully
individually with the outstanding independent operators in the nation. Your
over-all rating and economic problems
\ will be solved by this two-man powerhouse. If you are in a major market and
want to become once again the Number
One station, write or wire us immediately
as this opportunity for you may not arise

of accounting and TV-Radio billing
practices. Send full resume. Include
photo and salary desired.
Box 274D, BROADCASTING

Announcers

again.

WANTED:
DISC JOCKEY
leading Negro station in major northern market
looK.ng for experienced Negro air personality
who knows how and wants to sel I sponsors'
products. Only top men considered — Send complete resume and picture. Replies held in
strictest confidence. Box 286D, BROADCASTING.

Box 290D, BROADCASTING.

TOP
TOP

MONEY

THIS NEWSMAN . . .
n broadcasting since 1942 is delivering and
will for you. Looking for the better income a
larger market will afford. 34 years old, married,
2 children. Best references, even from the comiest. n
petition. Now news director top station top S. W.
market. 5 years tv. All particulars on request
•fi mc
Box 245D, BROADCASTING
DOC
DOC
L.

}

D.J. PERSONALITY

a year. Number One station. Air -ji
i $1">.000
mail tape and all information immediately. ->>
Box 299D, BROADCASTING. $

WANTED

Midget

with

announcing

put

our

quickie

on

midget

voice

for the

announcements

new
and

WGH
man

our

APPLY
RADIO

NORFOLK,

RCA

IMAGE

VIRGINIA

ORTHICON
TK-1

STUDIO

CAMERA

1A

CAMERA
CHAIN
Taken in trade on

SARKES

TARZIAN,

INC.,

(ALNMET)
I.O.

New Price— $14,300— Will sell for $10,250
GUARANTEED
PERFECT
CONDITION
Write

or call

Broadcast
SARKES
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Equipment
TARZIAN,

Division
Inc., Bloomington,

Record

. . .

CHARLES D. (Chuck) MILLER
301 — 5th Ave., No. Hopkins, Minn.
Telephone: WEst 8-4621
<S<><><><><^<>o<><•><^^
SALE

Equipment
FOR SALE
Give us an offer on this used equipment
1. Power Supply for SCR 522
2. Base
ReflexRG Cabinet
3.
2300 feet
59 U and 12" speaker.
4. Gates 51S Utility Amplifier ten years old.
5. Home Made magnacord tape amplifier
and monitor channel.
6. Gates Limiter 28 CO, condition as Is.
7. 51A limiter amplifier. No tubes. Ten years
old.
8. Gates 28 CO. modified Limiter, Ten years old.
9. Presto Disc Recorder. Professional Model.
Records 33 and 78 inside out.
10. Modulation Monitor. No tubes. Gates Model
Mo. 2639. Ten Tears old.
11. Home made tape magnacord. Tape amplifier
with tubes.
12. Gates Recording amplifier Mo. 2559, no tubes,
ten years old.
13. General Radio 1181A. Frequency Monitor.
14. Home Made magnacord
amplifier and
monitor channel. No tubes.
Or an offer on this new Hewlett Packard Video
Monitor, five years old but not used or used
Portable Mag-nacord, ten years old, presently
used in recording room. !j!300.00.
Box 275D, BROADCASTING

to

trailer.

WGH

with

by

... a past record of over 20 years experience
as a program-production manager in the theater,
radio and television.
I'm in my 40's.
I have been associated with quality operations
in the Midwest including KRNT (Des Moines) and
WCCO Television (Minneapolis). I have changed
positions for advancement; never because of
disagreement with management.
I am qualified — through my experience and
ability — as an assistant manager in radio or
television — or as production-program manager.
Will gladly furnish rundown of experience and
list of employers including the one I just left.

FOR

Production-Programming, Others

£

Wanted

Indiana

RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC
1"
to 12" copper
widths strapping — .016" to .064" thick
Bonding
Copper ground wire — #8 — #10 — #12 gauge
Copper
screen
mesh —footage
.026" x needed
8' x 24'
Write expanded
for quotation
— advise
J. L. Clark Metals Co.
2108 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, III.
Haymarket 1-4533
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 190
of its am application and retained in hearing
status am applications of Hirsch Bcstg. Co.
(KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo., and The Firmin
Co., Vincennes, Ind.
Granted petition of North Dakota Bcstg. Co.
Inc., for leave to file further opposition to motion of WDAY Inc., party-intervener, to enlarge
issues governing proceeding on application of
North Dakota for new tv station to operate on
ch. 11 in Fargo, N. D.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on February 13
On own motion and with concurrence of all
counsel in proceeding on am application of
Humphreys County Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss.,
ordered that hearing scheduled for Mar. 10 is set
for Mar. 3 at 9 a.m.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on February 13
Upon oral request of counsel for Safety and
Special Radio Services Bureau, and with consent
of all other parties in proceeding re application
of Borough of Lemoyne, Pennsylvania, Lemoyne,
Pa., ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 17
is continued to Mar. 4.
Granted petitions of Acadian Television Corp.,
and Evangeline Bcstg. Co. Inc., for leave to
amend their applications for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 3 in Lafayette, La., so as to specify
new trans, and ant. locations and make other
minor changes in their proposals with respect
to ant. height, cost of station construction and
engineering reports.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on February 13
Granted motions of Broadcast Bureau and
Signal Hill Telecasting Corp., for corrections in
various respects to transcript in ch. 2 proceeding, St. Louis, Mo.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
on February 11
With consent of all other parties to proceeding,
ordered that oral request of counsel for Broadcast
Bureau for extension of prehearing conference
date is granted, and prehearing conference
scheduled for Feb. 14 be held April 10 in proceeding on am applications of South Norfolk
Bcstg. Co. Inc., South Norfolk, Va., and Denbigh
Bcstg. Co., Denby, Va.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 14
KITO San Bernardino, Calif. — Granted assignment of cp to Radio Associates Inc.
WTAE McKeesport, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
to make change in trans, location (coordinates
[seconds] only) and ant. system; ant. height
960 ft.
WFDF Flint, Mich. — Granted request to cancel
license for aux. trans, and mod. of aux. license.
KXLY Spokane, Wash. — Granted request to
cancel cp to install new trans, and change studio
location.
WRC-FM Washington, D. C. — Granted extension of authority to remain silent for additional
30 days.
WCDC (TV) Adams, Mass.— Granted extension
of completion date to Aug. 15.
Actions of February 13
KPID
Payette,
Idaho — Granted license for am
station.
KVIP Redding, Calif. — Granted license for am
station and specify studio location and remote
control point.
KFAC Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted license
covering change in type of aux. trans.
KDLR Devils Lake, N. D. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WKVM San Juan, P. R. — Granted license covering change in frequency, increase power, install new trans, and DA-1, change trans, and
studio locations and make changes in transmitting equipment.
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted cp to
use old main trans, as aux. trans, at present
main trans, site.
WHMA Anniston, Ala. — Granted cp to install
new trans, as aux. trans, at present main trans,
site while employing directional ant. nighttime,
and operate trans, by remote control while using
non-DA.
KCLE Cleburne, Tex. — Granted cp to install
new trans, as alternate main trans, at present
main trans, site and operate trans, by remote
control; condition.
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa. — Granted cp to
change type trans.
WEZL Richmond, Va. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans, and make changes in ant.
system.
WNEP-TV (formerly WARM-TV) Scranton, Pa.
— Granted mod. of cp to change trans, location
to Penobscot Knob, south of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
change ERP to vis. 955 kw, aur. 479 kw, ant.
height 1,090 ft., change type trans., type ant.,
studio location, and make other equipment
•changes.
The following were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: WHLI Hempstead,
N. Y., to 5-1; WCMR Elkhart, Ind., to 5-29;
WOOO Deland, Fla., to 8-27.
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted authority to
remain silent for period of 30 days effective
10:00 p.m. PST signoff Saturday 2-8 to allow for
financial reorganization.
Broadcasting

A WEEKLY

REPORT

OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES .
Joseph Allentuck, assistant treasurer, Buchanan & Co., N. Y., to Reach, McClinton
& Co., that city, as comptroller, newlycreated post. Mr. Allentuck was comptroller
for 16 years at defunct Biow Co., joining
Buchanan two years ago.
William C. Pank, for- ►
merly senior vice president, director and member of plans board as well
as account supervisor at
Calkins & Holden, N. Y ,
joins Reach, McClinton,
as vice president, account
supervisor and member of plans board.
A. E. Staley III, advertising director of A.
E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111., to DancerFitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, as vice president.
R. Channing Barlow, account group head,
Charles Mittelstadt, account executive, and
Edward Whitehead, account executive, all
have been named vice presidents of Marschalk & Pratt division of McCann-Erickson,
N. Y. Charles Keilus, director of films at
Van Praag Productions, has joined agency
as television and radio producer.

New York to Hollywood office of Ted Bates
& Co., and Jerry Chester, Program Services
Inc., will join New York office to head up
program development in East for Bates.
Mr. O'Connor has been with agency for 12
years and will head program development
on West Coast. Mr. Chester was with NBC
as daytime programming director for three
years before joining Program Services Inc.
Thomas C. Elliot, with traffic department,
Young & Rubicam, to traffic manager of
Anderson & Cairns, N. Y. Before joining
Y&R in 1956, Mr. Elliot was production
manager of Harold Cabot Agency, Boston.
Joe Spery, Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis,
joins agency's New York office as radio-tv
production manager.
Estelle Ellis, head of her own consultant
service, Business Image Inc., to Norman,
Craig & Kummel, N. Y., as consultant on
Dow Chemical Co. account.
Arthur T. Castillo, assistant new products
manager, toilet articles division of ColgatePalmolive Co., named assistant to Brooks
Elms, account executive for Pall Mall
cigarettes, at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y.

Louis Meisel, formerly account executive
with Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.,
to Ovesey & Straus Adv., that city, as vice
president and member of plans board.

Dr. Ben H. Alexander, formerly manager
of semi-conductor division, CBS-Hytron, appointed research director for Paper Mate
Co., subsidiary of Gillette Co., with headquarters at plant in Santa Monica, Calif.

Elmer F. Jaspan, radio-tv director, Bauer
& Tripp, Philadelphia, named vice president
in charge of radio-tv.

Geri Litvak, director of station relations
activities for J. Walter Thompson Co.,

Robert J. Christopher, account group supervisor, and Bruce K. Stabelfeldt, account executive, elected vice presidents at Waldie &
Briggs Inc., Chicago.
Jan Gilbert Stearns, timebuyer, Doyle Dane
Bernbach, N. Y., has resigned.
Paul G. Indorf, formerly copy supervisor,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, to Street &
Finney, N. Y., as copy chief.
R. Wells Brown, senior ►
account executive, BBDO,
S. F., to Compton Adv.,
N. Y., as account executive.
Thomas S. Carroll, formerly vice president
in marketing division of George Fry &
Assoc., N. Y., management consultant firm,
to newly-created position of general manager, marketing service, Lever Bros., N. Y.
Gilbert J. Supple, tv copy chief, C. L. Miller
Co., and Larry C. Varvaro, account executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt, both join Richard
K. Manoff Inc., N. Y., as head of commercial production and assistant to president,
respectively.
David Lundy, sales manager of KGO
San Francisco, appointed manager of BlairTv's Los Angeles office, replacing Frank
Moreland, resigned. Mr. Lundy assumes
duties March 1.
Frank O'Connor, assistant vice president in
tv and radio department, will move from

Chicago, and member of agency's broadcast
exploitation team, has resigned and is taking
up residence in Seattle, Wash. During her
association with JWT, she helped agency
pioneer in broadcast exploitation for such
clients as Seven-Up Co., Weco Products and
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.
Alton B. Copeland, media group supervisor
at BBDO, N. Y., to Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, as assistant media director.
Thomas D. Thomas, formerly with Cartoonists Inc., to NL&B radio-tv department as
producer and George Soter promoted from
senior
writeroffice.
to copy director in agency's
New York
Donald Stuart Hillman, executive producer
and creative supervisor, live and film programming-production, N. W. Ayer & Son,
N. Y., has joined Emil Mogul Co., that
city, as executive tv-radio producer. Mr.
Hillman succeeds Henry Colman, resigned.
Jack Payne, formerly radio-tv writer-producer at Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago, to
copy staff of D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis. He
succeeds John Evans, resigned to join Canyon Films, Phoenix, Ariz., as writer-producer-director.
William P. Croasdale, formerly with radiotv department of N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.,
to agency's service department.
Frank J. Reynolds, president and director,
Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc., N. Y.,
died Feb. 14 following heart attack.
February 24, 1958
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
Hospital in New York. He had been with
ABC-TV since March 1956. Prior to that
he was with Alfred Politz Research Inc. as
coding supervisor.

MR ORWIG

MR. PERRY

MR. THOMAS

H. I. ORWIG and James L. Perry have
been elected senior vice presidents and
John B. Thomas a vice president at The
Buchen Co., Chicago. They all are active
on the agency's accounts.
FILM
Edward W. Rinker, account executive at
Kling Film Productions. Chicago, elected
vice president.
William Sackheim, director for Screen
Gems, Hollywood, for four years, appointed
director of programming.

STATIONS

Z'/MfflmmmmmMM

Roy M. Flynn, general manager of K.RLDTV Dallas, and W. A. Roberts, general manger of K.RLJD, promoted to vice presidents
o! television and radio, respectively.
■< Jerry Carr, program and
news director of WHLIAM-FM
Hempstead,
N. Y., elected vice president. He joined stations
in 1947 as newsman.
James P. Hensley, formerly sales manager
of WBBM Chicago, to KOME Tulsa, Okla.,
as vice president and general manager.

Scott McKeown, formerly southeast sales
representative for Richard Ullman Inc.,
producer and distributor of animated commercials, appointed southeast representative
for ABC Film Syndication, headquartering
in Richmond, Va.

Howard Springer, assist- ►
ant secretary of Hygrade
Food Products Corp.,
Detroit, to WJBK-TV that
city as comptroller.

Joseph Brun, director of cinematography on
feature films for various independent producers and cameraman for 30 years, appointed cinematography director of Transfilm Inc.. N. Y., producer of tv film commercials and industrial films.

Vernon L. Wickre, business manager, KOSI
Aurora, Colo., named station manager.

Leslie H. Norins, sales manager, KTTV

(TV)

Los Angeles, and Terry O'Neill, vice president of Assocated British Pictures, join
New York sales staff of Television Programs
of America. Lou Boutin, who resigned
several months ago, is resuming his position
as account executive in western division.

Edward T. McCann, formerly commercial
manager WNEB Worcester, Mass., to WCOP
Boston as sales manager.
Robert L. Brown, local sales manager,
KBTV (TV) Denver, named national sales
manager, succeeding John Henry, resigned.
Richard W. Holloway, formerly manager of
WNIL Niles, Mich., to WDEF-TV Chattanooga, Tenn., as national sales manager.

NETWORKS
Elmer W. Lower, director of special projects for CBS News, to newly-created post of
director of operations. Mr. Lower will have
direct executive supervision of sports,
special events, syndicated newsfilm. film
production, program sales and information
services. He also will continue to head organizational work for political conventions,
elections, inaugurations and other joint radio-tv special events.
Gladys Krieble, reporter and author, has
been appointed Buenos Aires correspondent
for Mutual.
Art Baker, m.c. of NBC-TV's End of the
Rainbow (Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.) has resigned
because of other commitments. He will be
succeeded by Bob Barker who will continue
as m.c. of network's Truth or Consequences
(Mon.-Fri. 1 1 :30 a.m. -noon).
Bob Feller, former Cleveland Indians
pitcher, has been signed by MBS as playby-play broadcaster of Game of the Day.
Abraham H. Siegel, 28. research statistician
for ABC-TV, died Feb. 11 at Wadsworth
Page 196

George Andrick, local sales manager, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., named station manager.
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Frederick H. Elliott Jr.,
formerly account executive, KDKA Pittsburgh,
to WHAM
Rochester,
N. Y., as local sales manager.
Bud Kurtz, formerly with WH1S Bluefield,
to WOAY-TV Oak Hill, both West Virginia,
as production manager.
Carole Clements, formerly with KCMC-TV
Texarkana traffic department, to KFJZ-TV
Fort Worth as traffic manager.

Jean Grant, assistant promotion manager,
WAGA-TV Atlanta, to KFSD-TV San
Diego as assistant to promotion manager.
Laurese Byrd Gordon, promotion consultant and freelance writer, to WTOP Washington as director of promotion and advertising, succeeding William J. Wiggins,
resigned.
Robert B. Harris, formerly promotion manager of WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa., to WSTV
Inc., Steubenville, Ohio, as promotion director. WSTV is promotion headquarters
for Friendly Group stations.
Darlene Pearson named continuity director
of KTRK-TV Houston, succeeding Sara
Fritz, who has moved to West Coast.
Chet Collier, educational director of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s WBZ-TV Boston, has joined New York staff of Westinghouse Broadcasting as executive producer
in national program department. He will
direct and produce educational and public
affairs programs originated by WBC and
its group of stations and also will work on
program development, including both commercial and educational programs.
Stan Schloeder, formerly with tv sales staff
of Katz Agency and chief timebuyer for
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Richard C. Landsman,
previously assistant sales manager of WBALTV Baltimore; Paul Maguire, with NBC
Spot Sales for three years, and Charles McGregor, formerly midwest sales manager
for Sy Weintraub organization, join WABD
(TV) New York as account executives.
Bill Davidson, after 16 years with ABC

in

Hollywood, joins KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif.,
as writer-producer-announcer.
Jim Wooddell, newsman, KTSA San Antonio, to WCPO Cincinnati, Ohio, news staff.
Frank

Sweeney, Chicago freelance announcer, to staff of WBBM-TV that city.
Bill Fontain, announcer on WBBM radio,
assigned to WBBM-TV.
Edward L. Wiebe, formerly with WFMF
Chicago and WLOL Minneapolis, and
Philip Dale Richardson, for past 2Vi years
station manager of WDQN Du Quoin, 111.,
have joined sales staff of KRUX Phoenix.
Joe Buerry, formerly with WJWL Georgetown, Del., to WMYR Fort Myers, Fla., announcing staff.
Steve Kirk, d.j.. WTRX
WSAZ

Bellaire. Ohio, joins

Huntington, W. Va., in similar ca-

pacity.
Tony Dugay, formerly with KENS-TV San
Antonio, to KTBS-TV Shreveport, La., announcing staff.

Don Perris, assistant to
general manager, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, named assistant general manager.
He joined WEWS in 1948
as newsman.

Ken and Ann Elliott, New Orleans husbandwife d.j. team, join WJBW that city and will
m.c. Jack the Cat and Jacqueline the Kitten.

John M. Grubbs, news-talent-production
supervisor, WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield,
Mass., named assistant program manager.

Charles Arlington, formerly with KHJ Los
Angeles, to KFWB that city news staff. He
succeeds Bill Daniels, resigned.
Broadcasting

Dick Horning, former chief of United Press
Bureau in Pakistan, joins WTCN-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul as night news editor.
Prior to his Pakistan assignment, he was
Tokyo correspondent.
William Drenten, associated with WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio, since 1952, has been appointed news editor. Mr. Drenten is credited
with organizing station's system of cameraman correspondents.
Don Perrie, formerly with WBRZ-TV and
WJBO Baton Rouge, La., to WWJ-AM-TV
Detroit news department.

Pete Marshall, formerly account executive
at Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, appointed advertising director of Bell &
Howell, that city.
David G. Koch, since 1952 in RCA field
engineering activities, to manager, eastern
district, industrial sales, RCA Electron Tube
Div.
i\\

Helen Morgan partner in Brenon
Assoc., public relations firm
quarters in N. Y., has opened
offices at 6262 Sunset Blvd.,

Dale B.
manager
general
Greater

Hornung (Dale Mclntyre), general
of WMIC Monroe, Mich., named
chairman of 1958 United Fund
Monroe County Torch Drive.

Telephone: Hollywood 2-6311. Aileen
Brenon heads N. Y. office at 527 Lexington
Ave. Dave Davies, formerly with publicity
department of Columbia Pictures, has joined
Brenon & Morgan Hollywood office.

Edwin K. Wheeler, general manager of
WWJ-AM-TV Detroit, on Feb. 17 entered
Advanced Management Program at Harvard
U. Graduate School of Business Administration. He will be on leave from WWJ stations
until May 17. In his absence, Don DeGroot,
assistant general manager, will be in charge.

Wendell Niles Jr., with William Morris
Agency in Beverly Hills, Calif., for past
two years, has moved to New York where
he plans to join advertising agency.

W. Harold Gray, 60, who had been doing
freelance commercial work, died Jan. 14.
He started with WDBJ Roanoke, Va., in
1925 as announcer and was with WBIG
Greensboro, N. C, WKPT Kingsport,
Tenn., and WFLO Farmville, Va.

Thomas L. McGann, United Press, Chicago,
night radio bureau manager, becomes Central Div. radio feature editor and Thomas
F. Buckhorn, night and overnight radio news
desk supervisor, was appointed Central Div.
night radio bureau manager. Mr. McGann
replaces David W. Chute, now UP Michigan
news manager.

Richard E. Farnham, formerly commercial
manager of WTAN Clearwater, Fla., has
joined radio sales staff of NBC Spot Sales,
N. Y.
Al Parenty, Chicago sales staff. Television
Age, to Young Television Corp., Chicago,
as salesman.
MANUFACTURING
Philip D. Reed, board chairman of General
Electric Co., N. Y., retires, effective April
23. He will continue to serve after that
date as chairman of finance committee
through 1959, when he will end active service at age 60. He joined GE in 1926 as
attorney and has been board chairman since
1939.
■< Rear Admiral Frederick
R. Furth (U.S.N, ret.),
director of research and
engineering for International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., elected vice
president.
David R. Hull, formerly vice president and
general manager of equipment operations,
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., to
vice president for defense programs.
Broadcasting

Here's a few of
the new:

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ..

Ralph Renick, vice president in charge of
news, WTVJ (TV) Miami, appointed Florida
state chairman for Sigma Delta Chi.

REPRESENTATIVES •

HIGHER

Erwin Schuller, former financial advisor
with Lazard Bros., London banking firm, to
RCA as director, finance, international sales.

& Morgan
with headwest coast
Hollywood.

KSHO-TV
Las Vegas, Nev.
KUTY
Palmdale, Calif.

PROGRAM SERVICES *

Bradley B. Hammon, formerly with Market
Research Corp. of America, to Columbia
Records, N. Y.. as director of market research.

• •
TRADE ASSNS. • .<
William F. Kelley, technical director and
treasurer of Motion Picture Research Council, elected president of organization, which
carries on research in technical developments for motion picture industry.
INTERNATIONAL - . .

mm

v. .

Stanley A. Westlake, presentation and program clearance officer of CBC at Winnipeg, Man., to television network coordination officer at CBC Toronto, succeeding
John Dunn, recently appointed to represent
CBC at United Nations, N. Y.
Donald Hannant, formerly with Granada
Tv Ltd., London, England, to tv producer
at McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
Glen Bannermann, one-time president and
general manager of Canadian Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters, and for
past 12 years director of Canadian government exhibition commission, to head of
Canadian pavilion at Brussels, Belgium,
World Fair.

UTILITY

TOWER

COMPANY
Box
OKLAHOMA

7022
CITY,
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Where else in this whole country can you find a universe
like this— a big, rich central market with such important
satellites ?
where

else . . .

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers in
their own right ?
— will you find satellite markets that total 33% richer and
50% bigger than the metropolitan trading zone itself?
— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and only by television ?
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping penetration bybasic affiliates of the same network ?
Only here — in
buy more honest
for fewer dollars
will pay you well

The
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•

W

Indianapolis

Major retail area for

17 richer than average counties. A million population 339,100 families with 90% television ownership!

-'12 Satellites — Each a recognized marketing area — with audited WFBM-TV
audience of
412,800 more television sets!
Represented

Nationally

by the KATZ

Agency

Indianapolis on WFBM-TV— can you
market penetration, consumer influence,
expended than anywhere else. Now it
to take another, longer, better look !

Nation's

11+th Television Market
...with the only basic NBC coverage
of 708,000 TV set owning families.

February 24, 1958
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I
Television now has become a firmly
I established member of the American family. It ranks with the automobile and
even with the house itself in terms of
I family concern.
That is why people today live it, love
ft;
it, criticize it— and sometimes belabor it.
Children spend more time with it than
any other occupation except school.
Adults spend more time with it than
any other pursuit except work.
The most recent Videotown Survey
that our agency has made — the 10th consecutive annual appraisal — shows a very
clear change in attitude towards the family tv set from that of the beginning [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 9, 1957].
In the beginning everything was wonderful— incredible! Owners of early sets
were proud of their ownership — people
of eminence in their neighborhoods. All
programs were accepted with gratitude,
wonder and admiration.
Today it is different!
People today are quick to criticize —
even America's most noted talent — in
programs that once would have gathered
a circle of gaping viewers around a
miniature screen.
This is important to advertisers.
It will never change.
No amount of Pollyanna statements
from the most avid of tv pros will alter
either the love or the lament that will
be cast at future programs.
Recently, I gave a talk on the coming
of the "boredom factor" to tv — a measurable index — common to all shows and
particularly to imitative show-groups,
such as songster-m.c.'s and westerns. I
got hundreds of letters and phone calls.
About 99% agreed. A few of my professional brothers took me to task.
But certainly television today is strong
enough and secure enough to take a
little self-examination and self-criticism.
It is now as criticizable as the "whole"
theatre, or the "whole" press, or the
"whole" world of art.
But I do not believe that it has wholly
found its ultimate destiny as the forceful,
well-rounded communications power that
it will become.
The networks understand this — better
than anybody, perhaps — and they are trying constantly under some rather formidable odds which include us advertising
agencies, advertisers and rating systems.
On one Sunday alone, 44 shows were
offered in New York that could be considered of an educational, informative or
spiritual nature — 44 out of 161. They
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were such programs as Face the Nation
and Youth Wants to Know— shows that
could be considered anything but froth
or fluff.
No program rhythm will ever be developed, however, without a background
cadence of low-moaning critics.
Many gaps remain to be filled, before
tv approaches its ultimate destiny.
Just one "for instance" if you please:
Sessions of Congress should be televised — whenever Congress is brave
enough to allow it. Such broadcasting
could well mark the end of much congressional childishness — vacuous speechmaking — log rolling — pork barrelism.
You will see the destructive filibuster in
operation — see the empty seats of your
representatives — see them turn the clock
back into yesterday to conclude a session
day.
which lawfully should have ended yesterIt could be a very dull show. But it
could be a great public service, particularly in educational areas. School children are used to learning much from
dull exposition. It could easily breed a
much more alert electorate and a better
representation in Washington.
But how to broadcast it? Who would
sponsor it?
This kind of question represents both

the problem and the opportunity of the
future.
Now what is advertising's responsibility on things like this?
Our primary obligation is to the sales
curve of our clients. Yet we want tv to
be a more well-rounded, vigorous
medium.
We can do little at present except understand and encourage. One of our jobs
is to find and develop sponsors — new
advertisers, perhaps, to whom character
of audience and character of program
are important — at a reasonable price.
What about ratings?
We must not become blind ratingslaves, important to our business as
ratings are. We already know that a show
can have a high rating and yet have
very littlemercialsmental
com-a
on such "cut."
a showJust
mayas get
lesser mental "cut." People's eyes may be
fixed on the set, but they tend to tune
out their minds.
A better yardstick than ratings for an
advertiser may well be "penetration-perskull-per-dollar" — the right skulls, I
mean — the ones that belong to the people most likely to use your product.
Above all, we must constantly apply
one of the most important tools of our
trade — creativeness — an advertising
agency commodity that seems to have
been somewhat neglected this year in
favor of imitativeness. A creative twist,
even in an imitative area, can often result in a fresh diversion — Tic-Tac-Dough,
for instance, out of Twenty-One.
The networks have their problems. We
have ours. Some of them overlap. It will
take time, but with good understanding
television some day soon will stand up
straight to its true height.

John P. Cunningham: b.
Sept. 17, 1897, Lynn,
Mass. A.B., Harvard College, 1919. Began with
Newell-Emmett Advertising Agency as artist and
layout man (1919-21),
shifted to copy (1921-30),
became v. p. for creative
production (1930-50), was
elected executive v. p. when
N-E was reorganized as
C&W in 1950 and was
elected president in 1954.
Was board chairman of
AAAA
(1952-53) and
presently serves on AAAA
advisory council.
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EDITORIALS

Perspective
'58
riM) quite .1 few workers and businessmen 1958 maj be a year ol
I difficulty. To broadcasters it should be a year of opportunity.
Economists are agreed thai there is nothing radically wrong
with our economy. As Arno Johnson has lucidly explained [see
page 72], what's needed is an increase in consumption. Increasing
consumption is largely a job for better marketing, better selling.
Modem selling depends to an enormous extent upon successful
advertising. To expand the market for their goods, manufacturers
must first develop efficient advertising plans. If efficiency must be
the advertising goal, radio and television stand to profit handsomely.
The broadcast media are uniquely designed as ideal complements
in am advertising scheme which must produce results.
Radio, it is now undeniably established, is the way to reach a
mass audience at lowest cost.
Television is unmatched by any other advertising vehicle for
its abilities to demonstrate and persuade.
II radio and tv do not capitalize on the opportunity to join
in the effort to sell the U. S. out of a slump, it will be their own
faults. They must first sell themselves to the advertiser, of course,
before they have the chance to sell his goods.
To be sure, advertising at the moment is not as easy to come by
as it may have been a year ago. But the best antidote to soft
business is hard selling.
Dangerous

Passage

LEGISLATORS are having a field day over charges of corruption
and influence-peddling involving regulatory agencies, with the
FCC taking the brunt of it because it is first at bat. They are
practically falling over one another in the rush to get remedial
measures into the hoppers of House and Senate.
It would be foolhardy to underestimate the seriousness of the condition provoked by the House Legislative Oversight Committee
proceedings. Eventually there is bound to be legislation.
The danger is that Congress may be stampeded into illogical
legislation. First, the fact should be known. The more orderly
proceedings under Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) give some
promise that constructive action lies ahead.
There's the proposal of eight senators that federal officials be
prohibited from accepting any gift or payment from private interests having business before those agencies. Certainly there can
be no objection to this, and members of the agencies themselves
unquestionably would endorse such legislation. And there are proposals for a code of ethics which likewise would be received
favorably.
In the tv. field, lip service is given to a proposal that television
"franchises" be awarded to the "highest bidder" among those who
may be qualified. This is ridiculous on its face, since it would mean
that choice outlets in prime markets would go to those with the
most money.
Independent agencies are as strong as the men who run them. If
such agencies were given the status of courts, with the commissioners appointed for life and compensated adequately, the problem
would evaporate as it has in our judicial system. Able men then
would be willing to accept calls to Washington. After the Oversight
Committee performance of the past few weeks it is questionable
w hether highly qualified persons would consider appointment to any
administrative agency.
Jammed

Turnstiles

THE FCC is now under mandate from both Senate and House to
retain the status quo as to pay-tv. That means no tests, such
as those contemplated after March 1 by the FCC, until and unless
the Congress specifically authorizes them.
The Senate Commerce Committee last Wednesday followed the
lead of its opposite committee in the House in adopting >a resolution
offered by Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), and co-authored by
another half-dozen members of the committee, which declares it to
be the "sense" of the Senate that the FCC shall await, "specific
authorization by law" before adopting a system to impose fees on the
public for viewing tv programs.
It is now up to Congress to enunciate national policy on pay tv
Page 200
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Bill Davey, promotion manager. KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul. Minn.
"Let's run it up the flagpole and see if anyone salutes."
in the tv spectrum. Congress, in enacting the Communications Act
of 1934, did not contemplate pay broadcast service. Congress provided for free "broadcasting," available to all who had the necessary receiving equipment. Pay tv (or radio) is "narrowcasting"
which would limit service to those willing to pay the fee and install
the needed equipment, with service blacked out to all others.
Although the Senate Committee has spoken, opponents of paytv, including the hundreds of thousands of people who have petitioned their Congressional delegations, should not be lulled into the
belief that the battle is won. The Senate must act on the Thurmond
Resolution. And Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.), who favors
pay-tv tests, insists there will be hearings before the resolution goes
to the floor. Zenith. Skiatron and other pay-tv zealots have not
given up the fight. They probably will redouble their massive lobbying on their scheme that has nothing to commend it except the
money it will make for its entrepreneurs. .
Denny,

Treyz,

Sugg

THREE bright executives in broadcasting acquired new stature
last week. Charles R. Denny moves from an executive vice
presidency in NBC to the top echelon of the parent RCA April 1
as vice president in charge of product planning. Ollie Treyz, ABCTV vice president, has been elected president of the tv network he
helped build, and P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, operating head of the Oklahoma Publishing Co.'s broadcast properties, on April 1 moves to
NBC as vice president in charge of owned and operated stations
and spot sales, taking over a substantial part of the duties vacated
by Mr. Denny.
All three promotions are well deserved. Mr. Denny was one of
the New Deal's whiz kids. He moved from assistant general counsel
of the FCC to chairman in five years and at 34 became the FCC's
youngest chairman of all time. His 10 years at NBC, first as general
counsel and then in operations, provide admirable background for
his new assignment in the billion-dollar RCA operations.
The 40-year-old Mr. Treyz is in considerable degree responsible
for ABC-TV's phenomenal growth during the past year or so. He
is a dynamic salesman, with a rich background in research and
agency work. His election to the ABC-TV presidency formalizes
that which he has been doing. He previously had done a big job
in getting TvB off to a brilliant start.
In accepting the NBC vice presidency, Mr. Sugg rejoins the
organization he served two decades ago. An engineer, he was supervisor of technical network operations for the RCA western division
from 1934 until 1940. He saw distinguished service as a captain in
the Navy during World War II and became manager of WKY
Oklahoma City in 1946. From that new start, he was instrumental
in the expansion of Oklahoma Publishing Co. properties to include
WKY-TV, WSFA-TV Montgomery and WTVT (TV) Tampa.
We congratulate these gentlemen and their wise employers in
the recognition given meritorious performance in the interest of
good broadcasting and good business.
Broadcasting
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7,366 San Diegans wrote KCBQ in a five day response
in January. At WAKE Atlanta, 5881 letters. Both piloting
one of our ever-changing stream of copyrighted Games
for Family Fun.
Bartell Family Radio keeps audience aferf for consfanf participation .. . creates a continuing climate of response.
Result:

Advertisers

always

reach

buyers

Add rating dominance and you have the reasons why FORTUNE selects Bartell Family Radio as America's most successful in the use of scientific methods for maximum audience.
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In any of these 4 important markets . . . every time's
a good time . . . with the first place Storz Station.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDGY is first . . .
all-day average. Proof : Pulse. See Blair, or General Manager Jack Thayer.
KANSAS CITY. . .WHB is first . . . all-day. Proof:
Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper; Area
Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high as 48.5%
(Nielsen). See Blair or General Manager George
W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . all-day.
Proof: Hooper (32.6%) — a new high. . . . Pulse,
too. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred
Berthelson.
MIAMI . . . WQAM
is first . . . all-day. Proof:
Hooper (36.7%) . . . Pulse (410 of 432 quarterhours) . . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . .
Trendex. See Blair ... or General Manager Jack
Sandler.

WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
DAY'S
RADIO
STORZ, PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASK>

WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

They told us one day that the mouse was moving.
But were we dismayed?
On the contrary, it created the kind of challenge
that KSLA-TV personnel absolutely
thrives upon. They could take the mouse

but

by golly, we'd keep the 27.9 rating!
So we created a show of our own by wrapping
a Salt named Captain Holly around
POPEYE and Looney Tunes Cartoons. And
to let the kids know that POPEYE AND HIS PALS
were coming to town we staged a contest and
promotion the success of which
nearly blew us all down!

POPEYE

The ratings? 27.9 for
15.4 for the mouse,

and we haven't even eaten our spinach yet!

basic
channel

3^25

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

H. RAYMER

la.

CO., INC

Photo by Hamill-Solajzo

Michigan's

Great Area

Station — Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSINGwith a Dominant

100,000

located between

FLINT- JACKSON

watt signal from its new 1023'

Lansing

and

Flint . . . NBC—

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

tower

CBS— ABC
Inc.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc., 1735 DeSales St.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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March 18, 1949, marked the initial
WGAL-TV telecast. This date in 1958

«

TV

brings to mind the steady advancements made by WGAL-TV.
These

•

America's
10th

are: significant programming,
tertain, inform, uplift and

Market

to enserve;

steadily increasing audiences and advertisers; dramatically improved facilities and equipment for the finest
in black and white and full color
transmission. At the beginning of this
tenth anniversary year, WGAL-TV
confidently plans for the future and
renews

best in television to the many
munities itserves.

WGAL-TV
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The MEEKER
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MACK'S SUCCESSOR <» Departure of
Richard A. Mack from FCC, either by
resignation or by Presidential request, is
now certain. If Mr. Mack does not resign,
as was openly suggested to him Friday
at House Oversight Committee hearing.
White House will ask that he quit. White
House already is seeking successor, who
must be Democrat and meet President
Eisenhower's "clean as a hound's tooth"
prescription. He would serve unexpired
portion of Mack term, which runs until
June 30, 1962.
Despite published predictions, there's no
confirmation of report that John C. Doerfer will be "rotated" out of FCC chairmanship, with Comr. Frederick W. Ford, who
took office last Aug. 29, succeeding him.
White House understood to be solidly behind incumbent chairman, who assumed
helm last June 30. It is now likewise predicted that Robert T. Bartley, Speaker

3201) March 24, indications last week
were that there would be at least one
month postponement until late April. Rub
there, however, is that NAB convention, in
Los Angeles April 27 -May 1, might conflict, since number of key witnesses from
tv also would be slated for convention participation.
SEE THE G-MEN • Miami ch. 10 case
FCC files were in such demand during
recent weeks that Commission lawyers
were unable to file brief in appeals court
due two weeks ago. Commission got court
to extend deadline 30 days, and now has
files back from FBI. Appeal filed by A.
Frank Katzentine (WKAT Miami) from
FCC's grant of ch. 10 to National Airlines, and also from Commission refusal
to reopen case based on transaction whereby WPST-TV bought Storer's WGBS-TV
facilities.

Rayburn's nephew, will be reappointed for
another seven-year term June 30.
•

Unpublicized portions of speech by
RAB President Kevin Sweeney in Dallas
10 days ago may have provided hotter

SUN

copy than what was in RAB's news coverage of his talk. Addressing 4-A's meeting, he claimed agencies generally are
ignorant about how to buy radio (story
page 58). But he also charged that many

RAY IN MIAMI • Agreement looking toward sale of WCKR Miami, NBC
outlet and sister station of ch. 7 WCKT
(TV), to Sun Ray Drug (which owns
WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia) for $800,000 has been reached. Sale would separate
radio operation from Biscayne Tv Corp.,
which is owned jointly by principals of
Miami Herald and Miami News with former NBC President, Niles Trammell, president, general manager and 15% stockholder.
•
i
WCKR, which operates on 610 kc with
5 kw, is former WIOD which had been
operated by Miami News (Cox) interest.
Upon formation of Biscayne Tv Corp.,
WQAM, which had been owned by Miami
Herald (Knight) was sold to Todd Storz
for $850,000 [Broadcasting, July 23, '56].
Sun Ray would also lease radio portion of
Biscayne operations under 10-year arrangement as part of overall transaction.
•
CODE OF ETHICS • Picking up theme
of Congressional sentiment growing out of
Oversight Committee proceedings, FCC
shortly may take action on code of ethics
which would apply to FCC members, staff
and those doing business with Commission.
Draft has been prepared. It would be applicable uniformly on all adjudicatory
matters, taking into consideration fact that
members of Congress are among those
who habitually contact FCC on pending
cases.
•
While Senate Commerce Committee had
tentatively planned to hold hearings on
anti-pay tv bills (S 2268, S 2924 and S

Broadcasting

newspapers won't let their radio stations
compete freely and maintained that these
stations would be better off in other hands.
Then he commended some newspapers
which he said are not in this category.
•
LOADED QUESTIONERS? • Network
officials preparing to testify in Barrow
hearings beginning today are slightly unhappy at belief that Broadcast Bureau
counsel Robert W. Rawson and Herbert
M. Schulkind are working with Warren
Baum and others in Office of Network
Study in preparation for vital proceedings.
They feel Network Study men are partial,
fear Messrs. Rawson and Schulkind may
have been given anti-network orientation.
Pair representing Broadcast Bureau, declare themselves unbiased. They admit
they have been delving into Network Study
material, but only as aid in briefing themselves on factual matters.

circuit

ACCOUNT JITTERS • Flurry of activity
was evident past week at Needham, Louis
& Brorby Inc., Chicago. While agency officials were either away or not talking, it
was learned Quaker Oats account is involved and that advertiser ($16 million
annual expenditures) is considering agency
realignment involving NL&B. Another
reason for activity involves possible internal departmental reorganization. Creation of station relations department is
seen as one possibility.

Although FCC commissioners appeared
gun-shy about attending any more industry conventions during early days of hearings before House Legislative Oversight
Committee, it is learned now that most if
not all are planning to attend NAB convention in Los Angeles, April 27 -May 1.
So far Comrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee have
signified intentions of attending. Chairman Doerfer and Comr. Craven have said
they have not made up minds, but trip depends on workload. Comr. Ford said he
has not given it any thought (Mrs. Ford
died recently), but in appearance before
Harris committee he declared he intended
to continue to attend industry meetings.

RISK CAPITAL o Tooling up for next
fall, three television networks reportedly
have combined total of $7 million to $9
million invested in pilot programs. NBCTV and CBS-TV understood to have put
$3 million to $4 million each in new show
possibilities currently being developed, and
ABC-TV, which does less internal production, is said nevertheless to have more
than $1 million similarly invested.

Ziv Television Programs, New York, reportedly isadding 11 new representatives
to its sales staff, in line with expansion
move embodying new sales approach: Ziv
tv believes its large catalogue of 27 serials
can be sold and serviced more effectively
if each representative is responsible for
smaller territories.

UNION
// deal works out as it's currently being
developed by representatives of MCA Ltd.,
CBS-TV and MacManus, John & Adams,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., comic Phil (Sgt.
Bilko) Silvers will star in tv special May
13 in 10-11 p.m. slot. But it would be
non-khaki role. Pontiac (through MJ&A)
understood to have received overwhelmingly enthusiastic public response to last
month's Victor Borge one-shot, wants to
capitalize
on another big-name comic follow-up.

STATIONS • Major national advertisers have received letter from Local
1264, IBEW, in Mobile, Ala., asking them

to "cooperate" by placing advertising with
"a union station or stations" in Mobile.
Union contends WKRG Inc. cancelled its
IBEW contract year ago, offering new
agreement unsatisfactory to union as well
as threat to wages and working conditions
of its members. This would have given
WKRG unfair competitive advantage over
other Mobile stations, union added. WKRG
Inc. described by union as only non-union operation in area.
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Mack, Whiteside Deny Wrongdoing — They discuss Miami
ch. 10 case before openly-antagonistic Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee. Mack says all loans to Whiteside repaid —
though admittedly through "ownership participation" income
from two Florida firms which were "gifts"- — and denies intention to resign. Page 27. In Friday development Reps.
Harris and Moss called for Mack resignation or removal to
his face; charged he is "unfit" for service and has been
"used." Mack promises to "seriously consider" Harris statement. Page 9.

Frey Sees "More Realistic" Agency Pay — Assn. of National Advertisers issues final Frey Report, says way is now
clear for agencies and advertisers to take fresh look at
working relationships and compensation methods. AAAA
reserves comment until it completes analysis of study.
Page 35.

Spot Tv Spending at New High — TvB figures show spot
television expenditures gained almost 13% in 1957 over
1956, reaching $448,734,000; says January business ran
ahead and February will be better. Page 43.

Spot Crash in Tv — Lever, after dropping Pepsodent's $2.5
million worth of radio spot, moves toothpaste into spot tv,
using average of 50 IDs weekly in 50 top markets. And
does same in tv for its Dove product. Advertiser receives
special package rates. Page 46. RAB
audience with Lever. Page 48.

ready to "fight" for

CBS' Way Clear in St. Louis — FCC acts to permit $4 million
purchase of ch. 4 KWK-TV; ch. 1 1 put "on ice" pending conclusion of court appeal. Page 68.

Integrity Bills Submitted — Move afoot in Congress to legislate code of ethics for regulatory agencies; pointed at acceptance of gifts, loans, services and
Page 70.

"undue

hospitality."

Improving Public Service — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
to hold second annual clinic in Baltimore, with industry and
educational leaders discussing ways to increase effectiveness
of programming. Page 74.

Disc-Jockey Rally — First nationwide assembly of record
maestros to be held next weekend at Kansas City under
auspices of Storz Stations. Busy program planned. Page 76.

L.A. Toll Tv Withdrawal — Skiatron, Telemeter ask city
council for permission to drop plan, take back $100,000
bonds. Page 82.
£

Legal Holding Action — Effort of group in American Bar
Assn. to perpetuate its Canon 35 ban against radio-tv in
courtrooms blocked at meeting of ABA House of Delegates.
Group sought to have Canon 35 amended slightly but
strategy failed when media spokesmen told House whole
media question should be studied. Page 85.

Tea Leaves — Tea Council of U. S. A. reads success in its $2
million broadcast cup. Coffee packers hint retaliation for

Rich Tv Lode Waiting for Regional Miner

tea council's audacious anti-coffee push. Tea council and
Leo Burnett Co. officials explain why they find broadcast

— Television doesn't have to be national to
pay off, according to Kai Jorgensen, Hixson

media "hefty, hot and hearty." Page 50.

& Jorgensen, Los Angeles. Writing in Monday Memo, he cites spectacular tv sponsor-

Chrysler Makes Up Mind — Young & Rubicam gets Chrysler
Div., Leo Burnett Co. takes institutional accounts. Page 54.

FCC Officially Brakes Pay Tv — Bows to wishes of congressional committees. Decision commits FCC not to do anything about toll applications until 30 days after Congress
adjourns. Page 62.

Networks First to Answer Barrow — FCC opens hearing today. Networks slated for first week, group owners to follow.
Page 64.

Justice Dept. Probing Talent Agencies — Music Corp. of
America and William Morris Agency particularly being
scrutinized. Justice spokesman says BMI involved too. Page
66.

Broadcasting
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ships by West Coast clients willing to experiment with the medium. Page 105.
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5 GUYS
YOU

OUGHT
TO

KNOW

(your Miami
customers
already do)

They're the fellows who have made WQAM far and
^ away the most-listened-to radio station in Southern Florida.
day)
1. BOBBY LYONS has a place in the
the available audience, and never less
sun. Would rather swim and sun than
than 38% ! He maintains a steady fast
clip from the instant he comes on at 4
anything else, except entertain Miami
housewives on the air. His audience
until his 7 p.m. close. (Monday-Saturshares run as high as 57.4%. 9 to 12
noon, Monday through Saturday.
4. JERRY WICHNER is one reason
2. CHARLIE MURDOCK is local!
why night-time WQAM is such a good
Here he stands outside the very Miami
buy. Working at a slow, easy pace, and
house in which he was born. Tourist
at times doing benevolent violence to
commercials, he exudes a consuming inagents haven't yet gotten around to
terest in people — in the orphaned, the
showing visitors where "Charlie Murdistressed, the sick, the needy. And aldock was born;" but home folks (as
much as 477c at a time) know him as a
most as consuming an interest in his ham
radio
set-up 7-10 p.m., Monday through
cheery, smooth, friendly fellow who
Saturday.
makes 12 to 3 p.m. a Monday-Saturday
5. ALAN COURTNEY goes where
pleasure time.
3. GENE WEED has the highest-rated
controversy is. On "The Alan Courtney
show in Miami, as he (and you) can tell
Program" personalities may squirm; and
voices may grow shrill; but guests,
I when pursuing the latest 3-month
Courtney and audience get a good feeling
/ Hooper. Sometimes he talks to 57.7% of
that important issues are being met
head-on. So Alan has Miami's highestrated (by-far) night-time program.
WQAM
. . . Serving all of Sputhern Florida
with 5,000 watts on 560 kc . . .
You ought to know WQAM General
and Radio #1 in
Manager Jack Sandler, too. Or, talk to
The John Blair man.
Miami

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
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RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
» HOME

rvl

S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO,
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

MACK

CONSIDERING

RESIGNATION

Charging FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
has been used as "tool" of his "trusted
friend," Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside, Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) Friday
called on Comr. Mack to resign. Failing to
do so. House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee chairman told commissioner and
enthralled hearing audience President should
"unhesitatingly" request Comr. Mack's resignation.
Rep. Harris' typed, five-page statement
came at close of Friday morning testimony
of Comr. Mack in defending his actions in
Miami ch. 10 grant to National Airlines
(see page 27). Earlier, Rep. John Moss
(D-Calif.) — charging Comr. Mack is "unfit" to serve — also called for witness' resignation as commissioner. Four remaining
Democratic members of subcommittee and
three of five Republicans quickly endorsed
chairman's denounciation of Comr. Mack.
In agreeing with Harris statement, excommittee chairman Morgan Moulder (DMo.) objected to "singling" out Comr. Mack
when there were, he said, three other members of FCC who allowed themselves to be
subjected to similar pressures as those
brought against Comr. Mack. He stated he
was referring to Comrs. John C. Doerfer,
Robert E. Lee and George C. McConnaughey (FCC chairman at time of February 1957 grant to National). In part,
Rep. Harris told Comr. Mack:
"Mr. Mack, your statement and testimony
have very frankly admitted the impropriety
and trespasses on federal law which previous testimony has borne out.
"You have admitted receiving money or
loans from a trusted friend, a man in whom
you admittedly have explicit confidence. . . .
At the same time you have admitted that
you knew that he was interested in a matter
pending before the Commission on which
you were to pass, and on which you did
pass judgment. . . .
"I repeat that this arrangement [ownership in Miami firms] was made during the
time that this trusted friend had talked to
you and manifested an interest in behalf of
a certain applicant for license to operate a
tv station admittedly to be worth millions
of dollars.
"Yet you contend that these arrangements were completely proper in consideration of the circumstances.
"You are familiar with the provisions of
the act with reference to representation being made under certain circumstances while
matters are being adjudicated.
"You have admitted talking not only to
your trusted friend, Mr. Whiteside, but
with many others with reference to this
matter of adjudication under consideration.
"You knew of all the rumors floating all
Broadcasting

deadline

REQUEST

around of your pledge whether true or
not. . . .
"You sent up a letter that you knew
nothing about the insurance agency in
which you hold a 1 /6th interest carrying
insurance on Public Service Tv [National's
WPST-TV Miami], a business under the regulation of the Commission and that as
soon as you found out as a result of these
hearings, you renounced any and all interest
in the firm. . . . You, of course, know that
such relation with the business insuring a
business that comes under your jurisdiction
is contrary to law. Your trusted friend must
have known it too and if it was brought
about in this manner without your knowledge, it seems unequivocal to me that it is
fraud practiced against the government.
"I feel sorry for you. You are to be pitied,
in my opinion, because I think you have
been used as a tool in this unfortunate mess.
"It seems to me that the best possible service that you could render now as a member
of the Federal Communications Commission
would be to submit your resignation.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 43.

SPREADING

VINE

• Welch Grape Juice

Co., Westfield, N. Y., for new grape-flavored
soft drink, Welchade, buying 15 southern
radio markets for introductory campaign
March 24-May 2. Television may be bought
later. Richard K. Manoff Inc., N. Y., is
agency.
CANNON

TESTS

• Cannon

Mills Inc.

(white goods) N. Y. heretofore not particularly partial to television, reportedly is testing spot tv in four markets with department
store cooperation. N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia,
is agency.
SIX

SHOOTER

• Continental Oil Co.

(Conoco), Houston, starting radio spot announcement campaign in its distribution
area effective April 1 for six weeks. Benton
& Bowles, N. Y., is agency.

"Furthermore, it seems to me that the
President of the United States, who is
responsible under the law for your appointment, should unhesitatingly, under the circumstances revealed during these hearings,
make a request for your resignation, and
thus employ action that would reestablish
the confidence so vitally necessary in this

verton (R-N. J.), Comr. Mack said it never
occurred to him that Mr. Whiteside "might
have a motive different from what you

great agency of the government."
Comr. Mack obviously was shaken as
Rep. Harris read his indictment, although
only outward sign was trembling of his
hands. Several times he blinked, but otherwise remained impassive.
Rep. Harris further told Comr. Mack he

When Rep. Wolverton reminded witness
Mr. Whiteside testified ownership was given
to assist Mr. Mack in repaying loans, he admitted he might have owed Mr. Whiteside
money at time. Rep. Wolverton said he was

had admitted acceptance as "outright" gift
one-sixth ownership in Stembler-Shelden and
sole ownership of Andar, both Miami corporations from which commissioner had received "substantial sums of money." Chairman also pointed out Stembler-Shelden insured WPTS-TV.
In other Friday testimony, Comr. Mack
denied any knowledge of formula whereby
he received money from Stembler-Shelden
or Andar. He said this was left to Mr. Whiteside and the two had never discussed matter. Nor did he know — or ask about —
Stembler-Shelden relationship with Andar,
commissioner testified.
Comr. Mack said he reported as income
all money received from two Florida
corporations. Rep. Moss was pleased to
hear this but wondered how commissioner
knew what to report. "I contacted Mr.
Whiteside and asked him . . . and he gave
me a figure," Comr. Mack explained.
Under questioning by Rep. Charles Wol-

thought [friendship]." Comr. Mack said he
did not believe he was in debt to Mr. Whiteside at time of gift of one-sixth of StemblerShelden in January 1953.

inclined to view Mr. Whiteside as "up-todate Ponzi" — reference to convicted financial manipulator and swindler of early
Comr. Mack was described as "near-col1900's.
lapse" when he left hearing room at noon
Friday. Grim-faced, Comr. Mack brushed
past newsmen. "No comment. ... I have
no comment," he muttered, when asked repeatedly if he would resign. Rep. Harris
stressed to reporters that any action by
Comr. Mack would have no bearing on subcommittee investigation. "We have to go
ahead and do our duty," chairman said.
Before granting Comr. Mack's request
that he be excused until this week, members
of subcommittee stipulated he would be recalled regardless of whether resignation was
tendered in interim. Scheduled to precede
Comr. Mack to witness stand are Mr, Whiteside and A. Frank Katzentine today (Monday) and George T. Baker, National Airlines president, and Alexander Hardy, National attorney, on Tuesday.
March 3, 1958
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JOSEPH H. REAM, CBS Inc. Washington
vice president, was to be married Saturday
(March 1) to MRS. VIRGINIA BROWN
MILLER of Washington.

deadline

Hammer, Vogel Supplant Roberts,
Hauser in Surprise MBS Changes
Paul Roberts has been dropped as MBS
president and Bertram J. Hauser as executive vice president, with chairman Armand
Hammer adding presidency and George
Vogel, merchandising and promotion consultant and former broadcaster, being
brought in as executive vice president, Mr.
Hammer announced Friday.
Robert F. Hurleigh, vice president in

California oil executive, and L. M. Halper
of Halper Construction Co., Los Angeles.
Messrs. Hammer, Roy Roberts, Halper, and
Brown, and Frank P. Barton were re-elected
to board. Roy Roberts was named treasurer
and Mr. Barton, Los Angeles attorney, was
named secretary.
Mr. Vogel started in radio in Manila, P.
[., where he managed KZRM and KZRF.
During World War II he returned to U. S.
and as radio aide to Nelson Rockefeller,
coordinator for Interamerican Affairs, he

charge of Mutual's Washington operations,
was elected to board along with Mr. Vogel,
replacing Messrs. Roberts and Hauser. Veteran of 29 years in news field, Mr. Hurleigh
first joined MBS in 1944. Announcement
said he will divide time between Washington
and New York under new management.
Surprise action came at MBS stockholder
meeting that extended into Thursday night.
Mr. Hammer gave no particular reason for
changes — which were effective immediately
— but told Broadcasting that stockholders
simply preferred new set up. There were
implications that policy differences had
arisen over programming, with Mr. Hammer
feeling network was drifting too far from
music-news-special events concept, fn any
case he told Broadcasting more emphasis
would be put on this basic programming
in future.
Mr. Roberts confirmed that fundamental
policy differences were involved. He is said
to be largest single individual stockholder,
but his stock is non-voting.
In addition to return to music-newsspecial events emphasis, there were indications that Mutual would put considerably
increased attention on merchandising and
promotion on behalf of both clients and stations under Mr. Vogel, veteran in this field.
Mr. Hammer said he will serve as president as well as chairman "at least temporarily," but would not amplify on that
qualification. He said Mutual is not for
sale. He also said network entry into fm
station ownership, planned by Mr. Roberts,
probably would not come off, but that MBS
was still interested in using fm signals to
replace Class C lines in linking stations, if
arrangements could be made.
Mutual had appeared to be making substantial progress, financially, under Mr.
Roberts. Last December he said network

one of world's largest radio netsupervised
works. After war he returned to commercial
broadcasting, producing and directing radio
and tv programs. With his wife he formed
and owns Ethos, New York radio-tv audience promotion and advertising firm. He
served as merchandising consultant for television for William Esty Co., and for six
years has been consultant on merchandising
and promotion for Household Products Div.
of Colgate-Palmolive Co.

was "in the black" where it had been taking
$150,000 monthly operating loss before he,
Mr. Hammer and other new owners took
over from Thomas F. O'Neil's RKO-Teleradio last August. It's reported that sales
slipped in January, with losses up to around
$100,000, but authorities said business
picked up in February and was still rising.
Principal MBS stockholders, according to
Mr. Hammer, are Occidental Petroleum
Corp. of Los Angeles, headed by Mr. Hammer, and Starrett Corp., New York, headed
by Arthur Brown; plus H. Roy Roberts,
Page 10
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CBS-TV

Takes

Over

KWK-TV

President Merle S. Jones announced Friday that CBS-TV would take over operation
of ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis at close of business that day, effecting long-delayed consummation of $4 million purchase. Consummation had been held up by legal wrangle involving St. Louis ch. 11, originally granted
to CBS. Last week FCC approved plan
under which ch. 1 1 would be put in escrow
and CBS could take over KWK-TV. Call
letters will be changed to KMOX-TV March
16. Gene Wilkey, who has been general
manager of CBS-owned KMOX will be general manager of KMOX-TV. Charles McAlbee, formerly with CBS-TV Spot Sales in
New York, will be general sales manager;
Leon Drew, program manager of CBSowned WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, will take
similar post with KMOX-TV; Harry Harvey,
chief engineer of KMOX, will be director of
technical operations for KMOX-TV, and
Tom Stanton, promotion manager for KWK,
will be KMOX-TV director of promotion
and publicity.
WHBS, KPAT Being Sold
Sales announced Friday, all subject to
FCC approval:
WHBS Huntsville, Ala., sold by Huntsville
Times to M. D. Smith III for $125,000. Mr.
Smith, former vice president of WBRC-AMTV Birmingham. Ala., owns WJIG Tullahoma, Tenn., and WBYE Calera, Ala.
WHBS operates on 1550 kc with 5 kw and
is affiliated with ABC.
KPAT Pampa, Tex., sold by Eldon
Mahon and George O. Witten to Bob Garrison and Hank Huntley for $42,000. Mr.
Garrison is with KLEN Killeen, Tex., and
Mr. Huntley is an oilman. KPAT operates
on 1230 kc with 250 w. Broker was Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.

JOHN J. BRENNAN, business manager of
NBC owned and operated stations and NBC
Spot Sales, appointed Friday as director,
business affairs, California National Productions, NBCs tv film syndication subsidiary.
He replaces ROBERT ANDERSON who is
assuming special executive assignment with
NBC-TV. Mr. Brennan in 1954 became business manager, WRCA-AM-TV New York,
and in 1956 was promoted to o&o and Spot
Sales.
EDWARD W. ALLEN JR., FCC chief engineer, has been chosen to receive 1958
Harry Diamond Memorial Award at IRE
national convention in New York March 26.
Award is made annually to government
scientist making most contribution to electronics art.
VAN BUREN DeVRIES, manager of WGRTV Buffalo, elected vice president of Transcontinent Television Corp. He joined WGRTV in 1954. He continues as manager of
station.
Funeral services held Saturday in Summit,
N. J., for EDMUND S. LENNON, 59, vice
president in charge of sales, WATV (TV)
Newark, N. J., who died Feb. 27 at his home
in Summit after long illness. His wife,
Catherine, five sons and two sisters, survive.

'K. C. Star' Stations Renewed
FCC has renewed licenses of WDAF and
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., but failed to
take any action on sale of Kansas City Star
stations to National Theatres for $7.6 million. In renewing licenses, Commission said
Star has to divest itself of all broadcast
interests in compliance with antitrust judgment filed last November [At Deadline,
Nov. 18, 1957]. Stations have been operating
without regular licenses since 1952 when
antitrust proceedings began. Although no
reason was given for FCC not taking any
action on sale to National Theatres, it is
understood some commissioners want to
study National Theatres antitrust history
thoroughly before approving old 20th Century-Fox theatre circuit as broadcast licensee.
KNGS

Sale in Work

Negotiations reportedly nearing completion for sale of KNGS Hanford, Calif.,
for price of about $260,000 to Ellsworth
Peck and A. J. Krisik, co-owners of KGYW
Vallejo, Calif. KNGS, 1 kw on 620 w, is
licensed to subsidiary of Hanford Daily
Sentinel which, with sister newspaper, Santa
Maria (Calif.) Times, was sold last Friday
to Scripps League, owner of papers in Idaho,
Utah and California. Price of Sentinel was
$600,000 and of Times $523,000. Sale of
KNGS and papers follows recent death of
Earl J. Fenston, sole owner. Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. was broker
for all properties.
Broadcasting

Nebraska
ARB

SURVEY

— LINCOLN-BEATRICE

MARKET

June 9-15, 1957 — 8:30-10:00 P.M.
This special ARB Survey of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
was made at the request of an important national advertiser. It shows that in EASTERN Lincoln-Land alone,
KOLN-TV gets more than twice as many viewers as the
leading Omaha station!
Rating
Share
29.5
57.0
KOLN-TV
24.2
12.5
Station B
18.4
9.5
Station C
Others
.2
.4

</
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
V/KZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEIRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. HUNOtt

has only two important television markets.

You can't get satisfactory coverage of one of them —
Lincoln-Land — without using KOLN-TV.
KOLN-TV

is the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South

Central Nebraska

prove that KOLN-TV

is the big favorite among

Lincoln-Land's 191,710 television families.
Ask your Avery-Knodel
CHANNEL

man for all the facts.

10 • 316,000 WATTS

• 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel,

Broadcasting

and Northern Kansas. All surveys

Inc., Exclusive

National

Representatives
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Now
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exclusive

sponsorship
newest

First

Run

off

the

ABC-TV
...

right

'The sports world's freshest
up television's -TIME
alley."

A

Network
Natural

on television. Golf may do even better."
-JOHN CROSBY

(as

for

filmed

"All-Star Golf should attract plenty of
non-golfing viewers, as well as the 5
million or so active devotees of the
game."

— SPORTS

ILLUSTRATED

"Attractive to more than just golf enthusiasts ... a truly engrossing show."
-BILLBOARD ■

sports

Spring

and

and

freshest,
sensation

and

GOLF)
Summer!

18-hole matches,

suspense

with all the

of a live sports event

especially for television. Now

available

for the first time at the local level for the
Spring and

Summer

of 1958. There is nothing in TV

that can be substituted
"Fascinating show . . . atmosphere of
links pleasanter than gridiron, diamond or bowling alley."
-VARIETY

. . . the

ALL-STAR

Thrilling one-hour
excitement

"Championship Bowling is now in its
fourth year and has a better audience
than any other syndicated sports show

TV

regional

for great sports competition.

This is the first time that modern
have been
we
drama

TV techniques

properly applied to the game

of golf . . .

graphically capture all the shots and

that make

this game

photograph

famous.

Seven

all the

cameras

the action and every nuance

you see and you hear what's
than if you were

happening

. . .

better

there in person.

Tournament Golf • Medal Play
$100,000.00 in cash prizes
Jim Britt does on-the-spot commentary
PRODUCED
DIRECTED

BY
BY

PETER

SID

Walter

Film and Prices — write, wire or phone

Schwimmer,

Inc.

GOLTZ

— the same production team
for TV's famous
CHAMPIONSHIP

DEMET

For Audition

BOWLING

75 E. Wacker
527 Madison

Dr., Chicago

Ave., New

1, III. • FRanklin

2-4392

York 22, N. Y. • ELdorado

5-4616

THE

WORLD'S

GREATEST

SAM SNEAD - The JULIUS BOROS -The
greatest money winner World Champion at
in golf history
Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955

PROFESSIONAL

STARS

ARE

FEATURED

IN "TOP

JACK BURKE Jr. -1956 JIMMY DEMARET-1957 ED FURGOL-The U.S. DUTCH HARRISON Golfer for the year-Mas- Thunderbird Invitation- Open Championship 1956 All American
ters and PGA winner
al winner, Palm Springs winner in 1956
Championship winner

PRO

GOLF"

MIKE SOUCHAK - Was
winner of the St. Paul
Open in 1956

OPEN MIKE

PERSPECTIVE:
editor:

'58

Just a note of congratulation on your

4-SIGHT

CHANNEL

excellent Feb. 24 issue. I must say I can't
remember a trade magazine which ever
contained more useful information in one
issue. Our business needs more direct reporting of this type.
Henry G. Fownes Jr.
Vice President
MacManus, John & Adams
New York

Jerry Feniger
Vice President, Radio-T v Programs
Cunningham & Walsh
New York

Antenna

Visual
100 kw
Aural 50 kw
Height 833 feet above
the ground

COLO

editor:
Thank you for your comprehensive compilation of vital data — particularly in the
program area. It saves a lot of time to have
your Feb. 24 issue on hand for quick reference. Not only will it be helpful in interpreting trends in the television business but
it also will settle a lot of bets.

Will we soon lose Jack Benny — he's not
getting any younger — Bob Hope, Jimmy Durante? When they read that Gracie has retired will they, too, think of turning in their
Joe Miller joke books?
Westerns never change, but comedy does.
Enough westerns have been made to show

Kin You

for 50 years. Let's bring back comedy now,
before it is too late.
George Q. Lewis
National Laugh Enterprises
New York

See?

Following is a poem submitted by one
of our listeners, Mrs. Frank D. Mayfield,
in response to a plea for support of the
daytimers in their campaign for constant
sign-on and sign-off.
CHAIRMAN, FCC:
I want to make a little fuss

late,
I don't expect them to stay up real

just over nine feet
deep. My entire
staff has walked in
to the station since

But we'd like a radio from 5 to 8.
It seems sort of old-fashioned to me

Feb. 14. WSYETV is a station with

only

broadcast

from

"Kin

to

you do,
A lot of responsibility rests with you!
John B. Gray
Manager
KGYN Guymon, Okla.

TEXAS
KATZ MAN

editor:
Congratulations

.Page 14
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Thisdrift is little
snowjust slightly

feet through and is

Scotch Transistors?
ANY

Perhaps you would like to see what the
well-dressed station manager wears in times
of plenty. Plenty of snow, that is.

This rule of broadcasting from sun
to sun.

Kan't See."
are more intelligent here in the
West
And feel we know our needs the best:
So give it some thought, whatever

CONTACT

Tale

over a mile down
from my station. It
measures about 500

We

AMARILLO,

Winter's
editor:

About the broadcasting hours you've
given us;
It hampers
the work that could be
done,

To

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL

This is written in sadness, and in tribute
to a great lady, on hearing that Gracie Allen
is
Feb.retiring
24]. from broadcasting [Networks,

a day happier. They were the laugh-makers
who brightened the day after a broadcast.
Where are the future Gracie Aliens coming
from?

O Say
editor:

Power:

Pardner

Burns & Allen have done so much to make

Rod E rick son
Vice President
Young & Ruhicam

More than 100,000 TV sets in a
vastly healthy and wealthy market.

Promotion Director
WCKY Cincinnati

Laugh,
editor:

The Feb. 24 issue is Broadcasting's usual
outstanding job. A great compendium of
interesting material.

rimmed specks probably doesn't
give a H-O-O-T about things in
general, but smart time buyers
are learning that it pays to use
Channel 4 -Sight on the Great
Golden Spread.

"packages of scotch" the victors are holding
look mighty much like transistor portables.
Bob Fleming

Inc.

editor:

This wise old owl with his horn-

Sputniks" in their memorable victory over
the WABC-TV New York "team?" in the
Roller Derby pictures [Advertisers &
Agencies, Feb. 24].
However, out here in the sticks those

to

"The

Ad

Agency

transmitter and studios high atop Hawley Hill, just outside Elmira.
This is the third time this winter we
have been snowed in. The natives say this
is the worst winter in 30 years as far as
snow and wind are concerned.
We all are sorry for the terrible cold in
Florida, but if there are any openings there
we are willing to brave the cold.
See you in the spring. I must have a
month's supply of Broadcasting waiting
for me at the post office.
Paul S. Abbott
General Manager
WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y.
Broadcasting

THE

FAGTEGT

in

Billings,

DRAW

Montana.

KGHL-TY
N. B. C.'s brand new affiliate covering one of the West's truly fabulous markets. Only KGHL-TV can offer maximum coverage of this rich
area with its new RCA traveling-wave antenna (first in the country).
Prime availabilities are open now! Broadcasting begins March 15th.

SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

BOSTON"

YOUNG

Broadcasting

TELEVISION

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

ST. LOUIS

CORP
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In order to shed light on the intricate workings
has just established
Today

a nation-wide

the timebuyer

agency

is an important

of the Spot timebuying

TIMEBUYER

member

of the agency

responsibility of wisely investing ever-increasing

budgets

What

How

factors contribute

station merchandising
nighttime
The

to the buying

radio . . . cost-per-thousand

TIMEBUYER

decision?

. . . the I. D. . . . package

OPINION

OPINION

in Spot Radio

is intended

team, charged
and

does the timebuyer,

plans . . . the averaging

Spot Sales

PANEL.

marketing

cut-off points . . . station and

PANEL

function, NBC

the

Television.
for example,

of two

personality

to serve as a medium

with

regard:

rating services . . .
prestige?

of expression

for time-

makes
buyers, and to provide
report will provide

Response
Hundreds
The
Panel
NBC

timsbuying.
a sounding

valuable

board

information

to the first questionnaire
of replies have

report, including
members

for their buying

been

for the buyer

. . . "On

received, from

highly revealing

shortly. If you

the Use

comments

would

Spot Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New

theories and practices. We
and

those who

of Ratings"

large and

. . . was

with

believe each
him.

extremely

gratifying.

of ratings, will be mailed

a complimentary

York 20, New

work

?

small agencies across the country.

on the problem

like to have

tick

York.

copy, just write

^^^\
I XBC
I SPOT

to

today to

SALES

IN REVIEW
PRETESTED
the adventures

of

BRAND-NEW!
FIRST- RUN!
SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 2 7 -year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Metro - Goldwyn-Mayer
Tugboat Annie motion picture
feature a box-office recordbreaker in the top motion
picture theatres. N. Y. Times
— "story superior" — "a boxoffice natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92 % of Lake Theatre audience
rated "Tugboat Annie" a TV
favorite— certified by Haskins
& Sells, C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
"excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
Page 18
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THE

DICK

CLARK

SHOW

Rock and roll and oysters have one thing
in common: the effect of sheer delight or
outright nausea. There is little middle
ground.
Accordingly, an evaluation of The Dick
Clark S/iow hinges on individual taste. The
"cool" set may be sent into raptures by a
full and loud half hour of rock and roll to
the accompaniment of rhythmic clapping
and shrieks of ecstasy from a teen-age
audience. The camera constantly pans the
swaying audience which maintains stolid
expressions except for eyes rolled upward.
Some may attribute the mass hypnotism
to "getting the message." Those outside the
cult might venture the blank expressions
suggest tired livers.
M. c. Clark has a solid lineup of talent,
rotating different guest stars live and on
record. To date, these have included Pat

will discuss such subjects as science, economics, human relations, government and
the democratic process and American beliefs.
The depth of the first telecast was a
stimulating preview of what other Sundays
should bring.
Production costs: Approximately $18,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV,

Sun., Feb. 23, 5-6

Producer: James Fleming; associate producer: Richard Siemanowski; director:
Mike Zeamer; moderator: Howard K.
p.m.
Smith.
Panel: Clarence Faust, president of the
Fund for the Advancement of Education;
Dr. Wallace Sterling, president of Stanford U.; The Very Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of Notre
Dame U.; Harold Gores, superintendent

Boone, Johnny Ray, Jerry Lee Lewis, Connie Francis, Danny and the Minors, the
Chordettes and others.

of schools, Newton, Mass.; Harold Taylor, president of Sarah Lawrence College;
Max Lerner, New York Post columnist

Production is good except that Mr. Clark
has a bent for travel. On Feb. 22, he opened
the show from the back-alley stagedoor
amid happy teen-agers, announced successive numbers from seats in the orchestra and

and professor at Brandeis U.

balcony, troduce
and somefinally
turnedthe
"square"
to inacts from
conventional
on-stage position.
Mr. Clark's other show, American Bandstand, is "a giant of daytime tv" with 20
million viewers, according to ABC-TV,
hence the foray into the Saturday evening
period. However, in this latter period there's
more intra-family competition in selecting
programs, and the decisive votes rest with
those members not normally attracted to
rock and roll.
Production costs: $8-10,000.
Sustaining on ABC-TV, Sat., 7:30-8 p.m.
EST from the Little Theatre, New York.
Executive producer: Chuck Reeves; producer: Deke Hayward; director: Garth
Dietrick; associate producer: Tony Mammarella.
THE

GREAT

CHALLENGE

In its new hour-long program series, The
Great Challenge, CBS-TV plans to examine
the more serious phases of living in America
today and stimulate the viewing public
toward acquiring a deeper understanding
of these issues. The initial telecast, subtitled "Education For What?," was a sober
and thought-provoking discussion on a subject that has come in for considerable
scrutiny in other public forums over the
past decade.
The impression that emerged from an
exploration of the educational process in
America today is that education is in a
sorry mess. This conclusion is not a new
one. But the viewpoints and arguments offered by a panel of six distinguished educators communicated a sense of urgency:
corrective measures must be applied soon
to bring our educational system out of
chaos.
In future weeks, The Great Challenge

DUPONT

SHOW

OF

THE

MONTH

The tv musical Aladdin had all the trappings of the original, fascinating fable of
the little boy in the ancient city of Peking
and his magic lamp, except for one essential
— some of the story's magical charm.
Despite such professional greats as Cole
Porter and S. J. Perelman in the credits,
the show — to put it crudely — did not have
a catchy tune worth whistling or humming
once the production was at an end. Few of
the actors, with the exception of Geoffrey
Holder as the genie and Basil Rathbone as
the emperor, seemed to be cast in suitable
roles. The cast seemed an extraneous accessory to the telling of a simple story.
Perhaps therein lay the trouble. Aladdin
should be an uncomplicated and uncluttered
affair. But the 90-minute tv version was a
massive showcase. The settings and costuming were superb. The viewer could almost
feel the bustle of old Peking. But all the
splendor suffocated the story.
One nine-year-old watching the sumptuous production concluded: "It's pretty good
but not as good as some of the other fairy
tales on television." A thoroughly professional diagnosis: good but not good enough.
Production costs: Approximately $350,000.
Sponsored by the Du Pont Co. through
BBDO on CBS-TV, Friday, Feb. 21, 7:309 p.m.
Producer: Richard Lewine; director: Ralph
Nelson; book: S. J. Perelman; music and
lyrics: Cole Porter; musical director:
Robert Emmett Dolan; choreographer:
Rod Alexander; set designer: Bob Markell; technical director: Ted Miller; lighting director: Greg Harney.
Cast: Cyril Ritchard; Dennis King, Basil
Rathbone, Howard Morris, Anna Maria
Alberghetti, Sal Mineo, Una Merkel and
others.
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Clarence

4

Koplovitz

you ask William C. Koplovitz, the chunky, new president of the Federal

Communications Bar Assn., what he thinks of the FCC "mess" in Washington,
he is likely to murmur an old French phrase, which means: "The more the change,
the more it is the same."
Bill Koplovitz ought to know. Twenty years ago when he came to the FCC, Congress was up in arms about communications and broadcasting in particular. Charges
were being bandied about concerning political favoritism in grants of licenses, network domination, station sales and newspaper ownership. The Senate was considering
the White resolution which called for a sweeping investigation of the FCC and of the
broadcast industry. A companion bill was pending in the House. Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), then chairman of the powerful Senate Commerce Committee,
publicly coupled the FCC with such phrases as "rottenness and corruption," "a political football," "pressure from high places." The Commission itself was torn with
dissension following the death in 1937 of FCC Chairman Anning S. Prall.
President Roosevelt moved quickly to clean up the "mess." He drafted Frank R.
McNinch, a North Carolina Democrat, from the chairmanship of the Federal Power
Commission, to be the new head of the FCC. With the new chairman came William
J. Dempsey, then general counsel of FPC. And, almost a year later, Mr. Koplovitz,
who had been FPC acting general counsel, joined his colleagues at the FCC.
The Dempsey-Koplovitz collaboration — which endures to the present day — was
one of those teams which had its apotheosis in the early New Deal partnership of
Thomas G. Corcoran and Benjamin V. Cohen. Messrs. Dempsey and Koplovitz first
met while working for Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, in the depressionbattling Public Works Administration. They moved over together to the Federal
Power Commission, and stayed together at the FCC until 1940 when they set up in
private law practice for themselves.
They scored an enviable record at the FPC: they won all 60 appeals from FPC
decisions in the courts. They repeated this performance at the FCC: of the 38 appeals
to the courts from FCC decisions, the FCC lost none. The capstone of their legal
victories was the now famous Sanders Case — whereby the U. S. Supreme Court upheld
the principle that broadcasting is private enterprise and stations cannot be protected
from economic competition.
William Clarence Koplovitz was born in St. Louis in 1909. He was raised by a
widowed mother. He won a four-year scholarship to St. Louis' Washington U. from
which he was graduated in 1929 with final honors and the gold key of Phi Beta
Kappa. A year later he received his master's degree, his specialty being sociology and
social work. But all the time he knew he wanted to be a lawyer (his master's thesis
was "Legal Resources for Social Agencies"). He entered Harvard Law School in
1930, winning scholarships which led to a law degree, cum laude, in 1933.
In a sense Mr. Koplovitz worked his way through school. Every summer he had
a job in St. Louis, mainly in social work: He was with the St. Louis public library;
the St. Louis Community Council commissioned him to do a survey of industrial
plants. The Russell Sage Foundation engaged him to study unemployment relief
methods.
Black-haired, round-faced Mr. Koplovitz will relate with a smile that he was
hired by one of St. Louis' top law firms, Thompson, Mitchell, Thompson & Young,
after Harvard, but that he never worked there. Before he could start at his
desk, he was given a leave of absence to go to Washington, which was then the
magnet for all young lawyers — particularly Harvard lawyers.
The problems of the FCC and of broadcasting today in the regulatory arena are
not much different than 20 years ago, Mr. Koplovitz feels. There are still the same

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

WILS
4gg

s^

"problems": practices and procedures, the fair and equitable distribution of radio
facilities — and Congressional investigations. But the Commission goes on doing
a pretty good job, he adds.
Mr. Koplovitz is a member of the American Bar Assn., the District Bar Assn.
and the national executive committee of the American Jewish Committee. He
has continued his social service interests with the Jewish Social Service Agency where
he is chairman of its long range planning committee. He is a member of the Washington Hebrew Congregation. During World War II Mr. Koplovitz served as a lieutenant
commander in the U. S. Coast Guard.
He married Beatrice Rosenberg of Boston in 1941. They have two children, Susan,
16, and Bill Jr., 13. The Koplovitzes live on 3V2 acres in the Washington suburb
of Bradley Hill Grove, Md.
Bill Koplovitz had two hobbies when he was younger, golf and tennis. He still
plays golf, but his second hobby is now more sedentary. It's bridge.
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The data contained in this report
were tabulated from a survey made by ARB
esearch Department the week of January 5,
958. This is an area study, made of 49 Siouxland
• ounties and represents viewing homes. The report estimates that there are 232,100 television
■ homes in the area surveyed. Of these, 11.8 percent
"are located in metropolitan Sioux City.
Here
are
the
FACTS:
Number of FIRST PLACE quarter hours:
SIGN ON to 6:00 p. m.
KTIV
Station "B"
6:00 p. m. to SIGN OFF
KTIV
Station "B"
SIGN ON to SIGN OFF
KTIV
Station "B"

157
109
90
78
247
187

Your GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY representative will be happy
to tell you the complete story of this new ARB Area Study, which
proves conclusively that the combination of CHANNEL FOUR'S
superior signal and top-flight NBC-ABC-LOCAL programming
produces the FIRST PLACE LEADERSHIP of KTIV ....
Channel 4 in Sioux City.

Siouxfand's Only Full Power— tow Channel Sta/fon
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FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack Thursday
took full advantage of his first appearance
before the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee to deny categorically that he
sold his vote in the Miami ch. 10 decision
to National Airlines, or that he had been
guilty of any other wrongdoings in office.
He also made it very clear that he intends to remain on the Commission despite
increasingly louder cries for his dismissal.
"Why, of course not," Comr. Mack replied
when asked by a reporter if he planned to
resign. He also denied that anyone within
the Administration has asked him to resign.
Comr. Mack followed his fellow Floridian
and close personal friend, Thurman A.
Whiteside, to the stand. Mr. Whiteside spent
three days (and is due to return today [Monday]) telling the subcommittee about his financial dealings with Comr. Mack and the
role he played in the ch. 10 case.
Mr. Whiteside unfolded a confusing and
voluminous financial story. It included
"gifts" by Mr. Whiteside to Comr. Mack

10,

QUIT,

other

firm

before

SAYS

wrongdoing;

"gift"

House

has
unit

Whiteside

WPST-TV
this

of one-sixth of an insurance agency (Stembler-Shelden) which insures National's ch.
10 WPST-TV and ch. 7 WCKT (TV), both
Miami, and 100% of a second firm, Andar
Inc. Both companies have provided a handsome if clouded (to the subcommittee) financial return to Comr. Mack.
Both witnesses vigorously denied there
was anything wrong or underhanded concerning the loans Mr. Whiteside has tendered to Comr. Mack over several years.
Repayment generally has come through
monies received by Comr. Mack through
his "participation ownership" in the two
Miami companies, both testified.
With few exceptions, members of the subcommittee felt Mr. Whiteside's testimony
left much to be desired. There were thinlyveiled charges he had violated criminal sections of U. S. statutes. One member said
Mr. Whiteside's testimony more than proved
the title "fixer" aptly fits him [Lead Story,
Feb. 17], as charged by fired subcommittee
counsel Dr. Bernard Schwartz.

MACK

week;

(ch.

does,
10)

others

to

too

tie-in
return

Moulder (Mo.) (former chairman who
resigned in protest to the firing of Dr.
Schwartz) and John E. Moss (Calif.); Republicans(Mass.),
Joseph P. O'Hara
John
W. Heselton
Robert(Minn.),
Hale (Me.),
John B. Bennett (Mich.) and Charles A.
Wolverton (N. J.).
WHITESIDE TESTIMONY
Last Monday, Mr. Whiteside began three
days of grueling testimony before the congressmen, many of whom were antagonistic
toward the witness at times. And late
Wednesday, when he was excused from the
witness stand "temporarily," he was heard
to remark under his breath (and with his
back turned to the chair): ". . . This is no
investigation — this is an inquisition."
The witness thoroughly confused the subcommittee and spectators throughout his
testimony with explanations of how the loans
to Comr. Mack were recorded on his (Whiteside's) books, proof of repayment of the
loans and Comr. Mack's participation in the

Comr. Mack was on the stand again
Friday morning and is due to return
Wednesday. Witnesses also scheduled to
testify this week are Mr. Whiteside and Col.
A. Frank Katzentine (a losing applicant in
the ch. 10 proceedings) today (Monday).
They will be followed later in the week by
George T. Baker, president of National AirHardy. lines, and National attorney Alexander
Mr. Katzentine, in IVi days of testimony
two weeks ago [Government, Feb. 24],
charged that Mr. Whiteside exerted illegal
pressures on Comr. Mack regarding the Miami case. The ch. 10 hearings of the subcommittee, established to determine if six
regulatory agencies were administering the
laws as Congress intended, now have been
in progress two full weeks. And the subcommittee readily admits the end is nowhere in sight.
THURMAN A. WHITESIDE (left), Miami
attorney faced three days of intensive grilling last week by the Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee on the role he allegedly
played in the ch. 10 Miami grant to National Airlines. Richard Hunt assisted the
witness as legal counsel.
Broadcasting

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) is chairman
of the subcommittee and its parent arm,
the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. Other members include Democrats John Bell Williams (Miss.), John J.
Flynt (Ga.), Peter F. Mack (111.), Morgan

COMR. RICHARD A. MACK (right), made
his long-awaited appearance Thursday before the House subcommittee investigating
charges his vote in the Miami ch. 10 grant
was pledged to National Airlines. Furnishing legal advice to the commissioner is
counsel William Porter,
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MACK PROBE continued
two insurance agencies — Stembler-Shelden
and Andar Inc.
In an opening statement, attorney Whiteside charged that Dr. Schwartz ' bears false
witness and is an unmitigated liar." He said
the subcommittee former chief counsel had
in his possession information on loans to
Comr. Mack dating back to 1950, involving
$7,830, which he did not reveal. The balance
owed on these loans is $250. Mr. Whiteside
testified, and no interest lias been charged
the commissioner.
He denied emphatically that the commissioner ever had been "pledged" to him in
anj way and claimed that Dr. Schwartz' testimony was based on "second hand hearsay."
He cited the Katzentine affidavit as being
lull of rumors and hall truths. In denying
that disbarment proceedings have ever been
instituted against him in Florida. Mr. Whileside charged "Mr. Schwartz is using the
technique of 'big lie'."
Paul Scott. National attorney in Miami,
offered him $10,000 to represent Public
Service Tv Inc. in the prosecution of its application for ch. 10. Mr. Whiteside said.
Also, he said, he had luncheon with G. T.
Baker (at Baker's request) during which the
National Airlines president also sought to
retain his services on the ch. 10 application.
Mr. Whiteside insisted he had not been retained or employed by National Airlines because he did not accept a fee.
Questioned about the testimony of Judge
Robert Anderson that he had been "retained," Mr. Whiteside said the judge apparently had one interpretation of when an
attorney was "retained" and that he had a
completely different one. The witness said
he talked with Comr. Mack many times between September 1955 and May 1956 and
never at any time had he specifically asked
Comr. Mack to vote for National but merely
pointed out the character qualifications of
National's executives. "All things being
equal, I wanted him [Mack] to vote for National," Mr. Whiteside said.
According to Mr. Whiteside, Comr. Mack
had left the impression that he was going to
abstain when the FCC voted on ch. 10.
When asked what specific proof he had
that Comr. Mack had repaid the loans, Mr.
Whiteside testified that he had furnished Dr.
Schwartz with seven promissory notes
marked "paid to satisfaction." This later
became a big issue and was referred to often
in questioning. The committee contends it
does not have the notes marked paid nor.
several members stated, have they ever had
them. They questioned Mr. Whiteside at
length as to why he did not list the notes as
part of an itemized statement of records
turned over to the subcommittee under subpoena.
Using the attorney-client relationship plea
for the first time, Mr. Whiteside refused to
discuss his May 1956 call to Comr. Mack,
in the presence of Perrine Palmer. During
this call according to testimony two weeks
ago [Government, Feb. 24], Mr. Whiteside
told Mr. Mack he was no longer interested
in the ch. 10 case and that if the commisPage 28
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sioner
ever pledge.
felt "pledged." he was released
from that
Mr. Whiteside claimed this was a part of
the dispute over the Grant Foster trust fund,
which he formerly administered for Mr.
Foster, and that Mr. Katzentine's actions
relating to settlement of the fund were
"tantamount to blackmail." His difficulties
with Foster centered around the amount of
fees charged, Mr. Whiteside stated. Despite
repeated questioning, he refused to admit
that he obtained a better settlement after
agreeing to phone Comr. Mack and withdraw his support of National Airlines. Mr.
Katzentine. at this time, represented Mr.
Foster in settlement of the trust fund with
Mr. Whiteside.
He again stood
relationship when
paign contribution
Johns, candidate
Foster trust fund.

behind the attorney-client
asked if a $30,000 camhad been made to Charlie
for governor, from the

The impropriety of loaning Comr. Mack
money never was discussed between the two,
Mr. Whiteside said. Also, he said, the fact
he was accepted to practice before the FCC
in October 1955 would make no difference
because the loans were between two friends
of long-standing. "I have never attempted to
pressurize any friends of mine who might
be in public office," Mr. Whiteside stated
in denying he had attempted to influence
the commissioner's vote.
At various times, members of the subcommittee attempted to show that Mr.
Whiteside's loans to Comr. Mack began at
about the same time Mr. Mack was appointed to the Florida Railroad & Public
Utilities Commission.
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.), who clashed
often with the witness, again asked what
proof Mr. Whiteside had that Comr. Mack
had repayed any of the loans. Mr. Whiteside produced photostats of pages from his
firm's cash book which far from satisfied
any of the subcommittee members.
In explaining Comr. Mack's associations
with the two insurance agencies, Mr. Whiteside said he bought an interest in W. Y.
Stembler agency in January 1953 for $49,000. He then assigned one-sixth (1,666
shares) of the agency to Comr. Mack at no
cost to the commissioner. In May 1954, the
agency merged with a second Miami firm
and became Stembler-Shelden with Mr.
Mack retaining one-sixth ownership. Comr.
Mack's stock, according to Mr. Whiteside,
is held in trust by G. C. Stembler, son of
W. Y. Stembler. Later, in January 1956,
Mr. Whiteside transferred 100% ownership
of Andar Inc. to Comr. Mack at no cost to
the commissioner.
Andar, it was explained, at that time had
no assets or liabilities and was a holding
company for Coral Gables (Florida) Checker Cab Co.. owned by Mr. Whiteside. It
since has been engaged in buying and selling
property, real estate, making loans and as
an insurance agency.
Mr. Whiteside said the insurance interests
were given to Comr. Mack to help set him up
in business and assist him in repaying the
loans. The two had an understanding that
Comr. Mack would return to Stembler-

Shelden when the commissioner retired from
public service. Mack ownership in the two
agencies is "completely proper if you consider the circumstances," Mr. Whiteside
testified.
The witness further stated that Comr.
Mack received the following amounts as
"earned income" or "ownership participatingden:interest
payments"
from Stembler-Shel1953, $732;
1954, $5,040;
1955, $1,533,
and 1956. $2,590. Some of these payments
were commissions on "leads" Comr. Mack
had furnished the agency, Mr. Whiteside
said. He stressed that no leads have been
furnished since Comr. Mack became a member of the FCC.
Since 1956, Comr. Mack's monetary compensation from Stembler-Shelden has been
transferred to Andar Inc.. Mr. Whiteside
stated, and some of the money then has
gone to him (Whiteside) in repayment of
the Mack loans.
In August 1957, Comr. Mack's debt of
$2,350 to Mr. Whiteside was transferred to
Andar Inc., the witness testified. This, in
turn, was repayed Feb. 1. 1958, when Andar Inc. sold a kitchen for $2,600 it had
purchased for $2,000. Mr. Whiteside admitted that he arranged financing for purchase of the kitchen and Comr. Mack did
not participate and had not been out a
dime.
Comr. Mack has received $4,350 from
Andar Inc. directly and indirectly, Mr.
Whiteside stated. Payments of $1,600 and
$400 also have been transferred from Stembler-Shelden to Andar and credited to
Mack's account, the witness said. It further
was testified that $1,250 in 1956 was applied to Comr. Mack's loan account with
Mr. Whiteside, plus $300 in January 1957.
[Discrepancies in the amount of money accruing to Comr. Mack from the two agencies are because there were numerous figures
given by the witness which did not add up —
a near-unanimous conclusion of the subcommittee members.]
As testified by Mr. Whiteside, most of
Comr. Mack's loans have been repaid by
transfering the indebtedness to Andar Inc.
with Mr. Whiteside then withdrawing monies accruing to Andar in Comr. Mack's
name. Mr. Whiteside denied that any of the
loan have been "forgiven" rather than reAsked the difference between giving
Comr. Mack outright so many dollars and
taking repayments from Andar for a
paid.
gift to Comr. Mack. Mr. Whiteside replied
there was a "vast difference." He said he had
helped set his friend up in a business where
he could earn his own way and also stated
there was a difference as far as the payment of federal income taxes are concerned. "The moral and ethical question is
not one whit different," retorted Rep. Moss.
Mr. Whiteside said that it makes no difference which of his bank accounts (it was
brought out the witness has over 20) the
Mack loans were charged to. He said he
did not keep personal books apart from his
law firm books and that Comr. Mack's loans
were placed on a note basis only after 1950.
Rep. Moss again questioned the witness
at length about how the Mack loans were
Broadcasting

IMPROMPTU

EXECUTIVE

SESSION

to plan future strategy was

held in the hearing room during a recess in testimony Thursday
by the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. At the meeting, just out
carried on the books. The congressman said
it seemed to be an "amazingly unorthodox
and unusual bookkeeping system." "That
is your opinion, sir," retorted Mr. Whiteside.
Speaking off the record, several members
of the subcommittee said Thursday they are
convinced Mr. Whiteside has deliberately
misled the committee in testifying on the
financial arrangements.
Mr. Whiteside said Andar became active
again early in 1957. Its officers (unknown
to Comr. Mack although he is sole owner)
include Elizabeth Brissillo (Mr. Whiteside's
secretary), president; Edward Dunn, Stembler-Shelden associate, vice president, and
Josephine Risenback (another Whiteside
secretary), secretary-treasurer, according to
Mr. Whiteside.
Andar's present net worth is approximately $1,000, the witness testified. He said
assets include two $30,000 mortgages,
brokerage commission from Stembler-Shelden of $2,250 (assigned to Comr. Mack's
account by Mr. Whiteside) and "a few dollars in the bank." Only liability listed was
$30,000 owed on a third mortgage.
Stembler-Shelden does an annual business
of approximately $1 million, Mr. Whiteside
testified, and has from 15-17 employes. The
WPST-TV premium amounts to $20,000
and brings a $3,700 commission to the
firm, he stated.
The witness was questioned at length on
his various bank accounts, most of them
in Miami or Coral Gables. Rep. Wolverton

of earshot of newsmen

(chairman), Wolverton, O'Hara, Mack, Williams, Hale and Bennett. Reps. Moulder (former chairman) and Flynt were not present.

Rep. Wolverton also asked the witness,
one at a time, about over 30 phone calls
Comr. Mack had made from his Washington office to Mr. Whiteside in Florida. The
calls covered the period from July 1955 to
July 1957 and Rep. Wolverton pointed out
they were made at government expense. In
each instance, the witness said he had "no
recollection" of what was discussed. Generally, Mr. Whiteside said, the calls probably concerned loans made to Comr. Mack,
the Miami ch. 7 proceedings (Mr. Whiteside said he represented one of the applicants, Jack Stein) and a Charlotte tv case.
Also entered into the record were eight
calls made by H. Earl Barber, Comr. Mack's
legal assistant, to Mr. Whiteside, and one
call the witness made (at government exYork.

(1 to r) : Reps. Moss, Heselton, Harris

pense) from Comr. Mack's office to New

Mr. Whiteside said he applied for admittance before the FCC bar in August 1955
as a result of his work for Mr. Stein, for
which he received a $5,000 fee. He said
$1,250 of this was paid to Mr. Palmer for
public relations work on behalf of Mr.
Stein's application [Government, Feb. 24].
Mr. Whiteside stated he also made a trip
to Washington to see Comr. Mack regarding
the ch. 7 case (granted to Knight-Cox-Trammell interests, now WCKT [TV]) as well as
trips on behalf of the National ch. 10 ap-

themselves in a very, very bad situation."
Whiteside — "I do not fall under that act,
sir,Harris
as you— read
"Well,it."that may be your interpretation. But if you made such representations after National Airlines had made its
representations which had been made very
clear with the fact you went to the FCC,
registered yourself . . . and with all the other
evidence presented herein . . . seems to me
places you in a very, very close place."
Whiteside — ". . . You, of course, are entitled to your opinion . . . but I must say
for the record that I do not now and cannot agree that I have violated the statute. . . ."
Harris — "It is not for me to decide but
the facts are very clear and plain, it seems
On Wednesday, Rep. Harris called the
witness' attention to Sees. 1505 and 371 of
the U. S. Criminal Code. They provide
to me."
stiff penalties for attempts to influence or
corrupt and conspiracy to defraud regulatory
agencies. The chairman said he read the sections "for the purpose of calling your
[Whiteside] attention to the provisions of
the criminal code because throughout this
long lengthy proceeding in which you have
appeared here there has been some very
revealing testimony. . . ."
Mr. Whiteside again denied that he had
violated any of the cited statutes, to which

plication.
Interest in the Charlotte case, Mr. Whiteside said, was prompted by a friend who
had a 33VS % interest in one of the ap-

Rep. Harris replied: "Mr. Whiteside, using
your own phrase that you have used many,

plicants.
On Tuesday, Rep. Harris read Sec. 409

opinion'."
is yourTESTIMONY
MACK
Comr. Mack explained in detail Thursday some of the financial transactions that
have been construed as efforts to influence

the committee because of the attorney-client
relationship. "I cannot and will not deliver
records as a whole because they are privileged matter," he stated in also refusing
the committee access to his cash book.
The committee will decide at a later

(c) (2) of the Communications Act "that you
[Whiteside] would be interested in yourself."
It provides that in any case of adjudication,
no person who has participated in a case
may make any additional presentations to a
commissioner except as provided by law.
The penalty is a $10,000 fine and/or two
years imprisonment. Explaining why he read
the statute, this exchange followed:

date whether to attempt to secure these
records.

Harris — "It appears to me very clear in
these hearings that some people have found

appealed for the committee to secure "by
whatever means necessary" all the records
of Stembler-Sheldon, Andar and Mr. Whiteside. Mr. Whiteside said he would refuse
to turn over seven of the bank accounts to

Broadcasting

many times during these three days, 'That

his vote in the Miami ch. 10 case. Appearing before the subcommittee for the first
time, he submitted a prepared statement reviewing his connection with the Miami case
and some of the FCC procedure that led
to the final decision in favor of Public Service Television Inc.
Apologizing for nervousness, he read a
March 3, 1958
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MACK PROBE continued
13-page statement that opened with appreeiation of the chance to answer charges
against him. He said he welcomed the FBI
inquiry into checks written by Mr. Whiteside and added that he had turned over
his personal riles to the investigators. He
said that he had submitted the files to the
FBI voluntarily, before any request was
made.
Comr. Mack stated categorically that his
relations with his lifelong friend, Mr.
Whiteside, had nothing to do with his vote
in favor of the Public Service application.
He said he had at no time, directly or indirectly, pledged his vote.
He reviewed contacts made by Mr. Katzentine, WKAT Miami Beach, one of the
four ch. 10 applicants, when he was still a
member of the Florida Railroad & Utilities
Commission and then after he joined the
FCC. He mentioned contacts made by Jerry
W. Carter, a member of the Florida Utilities Commission, and Perrine Palmer, Miami businessman, after he joined the FCC
but said none of them asked him to commit his vote.
The roles of Sen. Kefauver, Ben Fuqua
of Florida Power & Light Co., and others
were outlined. Sen. Kefauver, it was said,
was a friend of Mr. Katzentine and asked

"By

The

Way,

Who

Mr. Fuqua to talk with Comr. Mack in
support of persons involved in the Katzentine application.
A detailed recital of FCC procedure in
connection with the ch. 10 case showed
that Comr. Mack's vote was not a deciding
factor in the grant. He said that as a Floridian he felt there was need for a third
vhf station in Miami and that the case
should be decided soon in view of its long
pendency. He studied the record, he said,
arriving at a decision on the basis of the
record. He reminded that all four ch. 10
applicants were found to be qualified.
Comr. Mack said he did not vote for the
Katzentine application because he learned
that WKAT used free lance announcers
who were paid on the basis of the time they
sold, contending this amounted to abdication of control of these time segments. He
said, too, that WKAT carried advertising by
horse-racing tipsters. He asked that the
FCC's final decision and Examiner Sharfman's report be made a part of the committee record.
A review of financial dealings with Mr.
Whiteside included a list of checks from
the latter, totaling $4,980 ($250 of one
check was not paid to him). Comr. Mack
identified 10 checks [photos of seven checks

Appoints

Those

Fellows?"

in Lead Story, Feb. 17], saying he had
borrowed the $4,980 since 1950. Of this,
$2,380 was borrowed before he joined FCC.
He added, "Sometime in the fall of 1957,
Mr. Whiteside informed me that I had
about $2,000 coming to me from the Andar
Co. and he advanced me the sum of $1,600
against that account. Later he advanced me
another $400 against the same amount. I
think later I received an additional check
for $200 from the same source. From time
to time I executed a number of promissory
notes payable to T. A. Whiteside and,
as these notes were paid, it was my understanding that Mr. Whiteside marked them
accordingly and kept them for me in his
files. Mr. Whiteside has never in his life
attempted to use any financial obligation of
mine to influence my actions, either private
or official." He explained he had never
been a "money maker" and has often needed financial help.
All but $250 of the borrowed money has
been repaid, according to Comr. Mack. He
said he learned for the first time last Monday, through newspaper accounts, that
Stembler-Shelden Insurance Agency had
written insurance for Public Service Television. The next day, he said, he wrote Mr.
Whiteside at Coral Gables, Fla., to renounce
a trust arrangement and to end his interest
in the company. He also sent copies of the
letters to Mr. Whiteside in care of the subcommittee chairman, he added.
Dealings with Andar were outlined, with
Comr. Mack insisting that he was not
swayed
by "intense"
shown
by Mr.
Katzentine
and others.interest
He said
he had
not
favored Mr. Whiteside nor had he been influenced by their financial transactions.
Comr. Mack suggested the committee
hearings have shown a need for legislation
that would give the FCC and similar agencies relief from approaches on behalf of
applicants, including contacts by congressmen and senators.
At the beginning of Comr. Mack's testimony, Rep. Harris read into the record a
lengthy letter from Sen. Kefauver explaining his role on behalf of Col. Katzentine
in the ch. 10 case. The senator said he discussed the case with three FCC commissioners (one of them Comr. Mack) after he
heard "disturbing" reports the Commission
planned to override the examiner's decision.
Sen. Kefauver recalled he had "vigorously
opposed" the appointment of George C.
McConnaughey to the FCC and this
prompted
him The
to lend
"further
credence"
to the rumors.
senator
said that
Comr.
Mack called on him "at Mack's initiative."
He said Comr. Mack brought up the ch. 10
matter himself and indicated the case was
embarrassing to him (Mack) and that he
was inclined to abstain.
"Comr. Mack also spoke feelingly to me
of his indebtedness to Chairman McCon-

HEBBLOCK In The Washington Post and Times-Herald
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naughey for his appointment to the Commission," Sen. Kefauver said.
Comr. Mack said he did not solicit an
appointment to the FCC and felt he was
named because of the endorsement of
Florida's two senators. "When I first heard
about this, I didn't think there was a Chinaman's chance that I'd get on the FCC," he
Broadcasting

The

Symbol

and

the

FOR purposes of this discussion we are
willing to concede that there was
nothing illegal about the numerous payments which Richard A. Mack received
from Thurman Whiteside or from companies in which Mr. Whiteside gave Mr.
Mack stock.
We

are not willing to concede, how-

ever, that these payments were "loans"
or "ownership participating interest payments" as Mr. Whiteside and Mr. Mack
have called them. They were gifts.
Mr. Whiteside gave Mr. Mack a onesixth ownership in the Stembler-Shelden
insurance agency, and Mr. Mack drew
$9,896.58 in payments from that company in the years 1953 through 1956.
Mr. Whiteside gave Mr. Mack sole
ownership of a corporation called Andar
Inc., and Mr. Mack has been paid at least
$2,000 by that company.
Additionally, both Stembler-Shelden
and Andar have paid Mr. Whiteside various sums (the exact amounts are impossible to determine from the testimony
through last Thursday) which were applied against personal "loans" which Mr.
Whiteside had advanced to Mr. Mack.
This, of course, was a device to free Mr.
Mack of the obligation for repayment.
The financial arrangements which Mr.
Whiteside made for Mr. Mack may not
have been illegal.
But they were ingenious.
They were invented by an intricate and
sophisticated mind.
Yet we are asked by the inventor, and
his beneficiary, to believe that the motive
behind these complicated transactions was
simple generosity. It was Mr. Whiteside's
sole desire to provide financial assistance,
expecting nothing but friendship in return. To believe that part of last week's
testimony is to accord Whiteside & Mack
top billing over Damon & Pythias.
DID

Mr. Whiteside's magnanimity influence Mr. Mack to vote for Na-

said. In answer to a question by Rep. Wolverton, he stated this feeling was predicated
on the fact he is a "good Democrat."
The embattled commissioner emphatically
denied that he is an "Eisenhower Democrat." He denied knowledge of any efforts
on his behalf for the appointment except by
the two Florida senators. He specifically
was asked about any help from Comr. McConnaughey, individuals in the White
House and Florida GOP committeemen.
Comr. Mack told the subcommittee he
knew practically nothing about the operations of Stembler-Shelden and Andar Inc.,
saying he trusted Mr. Whiteside and left all
such matters up to him. Mr. Whiteside gave
him the one-sixth interest in Stembler-Shelden, Comr. Mack said, because in 1952 he
expressed unhappiness with public service
and expressed a desire to return to private
life. At that time, he was a member of
Broadcasting

System
tional Airlines in the struggle for Miami's
ch. 10? It is not critically important to
know the answer. The point is that in an
association as intimate as that of Messrs.
Whiteside and Mack the potential for ining.
fluence— subtle or crude — is overwhelmThat potential, it seems to us, should
have been discovered in any serious investigation of Mr. Mack before his appointment to the FCC. The fact that it
was not discovered or, if discovered, was
ignored suggests an extreme, indeed dangerous informality in the selection of
FCC candidates.
The White House which appointed Mr.
Mack and the Senate which confirmed
him did so, apparently, without knowledge that he was in the pay of Mr. Whiteside. If so conspicuous a friendship can
escape attention in the screening of an
FCC candidate, the investigative procedure isin desperate need of repair.
It is impossible not to feel a sort of
sympathy for Mr. Mack. We feel sure
that he sincerely believes he has done
nothing wrong. We admire his courage
in facing his accusers last week and defending his position. His judgment, however, cannot command respect. For lack
of it, he must become a symbol of a certain kind of irresponsibility that government can ill afford.
IT IS less Mr. Mack's fault than the
system's that he is in his present fix.
Both the White House and the Congress have had a haphazard attitude
toward the FCC.
The FCC exerts vast power over the
extent and nature of broadcast services
which are basic fixtures in almost every
American home, but it does so in ways
that seldom come to public attention. Its
decisions are technical and difficult to explain to the average member of the broadcast audience or the average reader of a
newspaper. It is neither the springboard

the Florida Railroad & Public Utilities Commission.
Comr. Mack volunteered the answer to
why he addressed a registered letter to Mr.
Whiteside in care of Rep. Harris, a question which greatly aroused the curiosity of
the subcommittee and newsmen when delivered to Mr. Whiteside while he was on
the stand Wednesday. Comr. Mack said
the first he knew that Stembler-Shelden had
written the insurance for chs. 7 and 10 in
Miami was when he read news reports of
Mr. Whiteside's testimony. In the letter,
he renounced his trust ownership in Stembler-Shelden and asked Mr. Whiteside to
take all necessary steps to terminate his
(Mack's) ownership in the company.
He acknowledged there was no public
record of his ownership in the two agencies
and that he had never seen physical proof of
such ownership. Rep. Flynt thought this was

AN

EDITORIAL

nor the goal for spectacular political
careers.
Scandal, however, is something which
every tabloid reader understands. It took
a scandal at the FCC to get the agency
a play on page one and on national news
broadcasts. The impression which will
inevitably be left on the average citizen
is that FCC stands for finagling, chicanery and corruption.
That will be a regrettable impression
indeed. It will subject the innocent majority of FCC Commissioners to undeserved suspicion. It will, for a time at
least, upset the morale of the FCC staff.
But there is a possibility for good in
the present investigation. The good could
come in the form of laws to insulate the
members of the FCC from political
Two bills aimed at that purpose have
pressure.
been introduced and others unquestionably will be. Any measure that is eventually adopted must be drawn with utmost
care if it is to succeed in insulating the
Commission against pressure without
reality.
isolating it from effective contact with
To put the objectives simply, they
should:
1. Make it illegal (and provide penalties) for anyone — including members of
the Congress and the administration —
to attempt to influence an FCC decision
except openly in official proceedings.
2. Provide adequate pay and expenses
to enable FCC Commissioners and key
staff members to travel on legitimate inspection trips to learn about the businesses they regulate.
A law, no matter how adroitly written,
can never be the full solution to any
problem. It must be administered wisely
and with care. Whatever goes on the
statute books as a result of the FCC investigation, itwill in no way relieve the
White House and the Congress from the
responsibility of taking a serious and continuing interest in the FCC.

"inconceivable" since Comr. Mack

had re-

"$10,000how
in profits."
Whenceived
asked
much he had received
from Stembler-Shelden and Andar since
joining the FCC, Comr. Mack first replied
"nothing." Later, he qualified the answer:
"To the best of my knowledge, $2,000."
Still later, Comr. Mack qualified his answer
further to say he knew nothing of the operation of the agencies and would accept the
testimony of Mr. Whiteside as to how much
he had received.
When Comr. Mack admitted he was not
a licensed insurance agent in Florida, he
was asked if it was legal for him to accept
commissions. "I'm sure it's permissible," he
replied, but denied any of the payments to
him have been "commissions."
He first learned of his ownership of Andar
Inc. about a year ago, Comr. Mack testified.
He said Mr. Whiteside did not inform him
March 3, 1958
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of the "gift" before it was made and its purpose was to assist him financially. Monies
received from Mr. Whiteside and the two
insurance agencies were considered both as
"loans and advances." Comr. Mack said.
The loans were payable on demand, he
stated.

Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.) last
week called on FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack to resign. And. he added, if Mr. Mack
refuses to do so the President should remove

Comr. Mack testified "I haven't faintest
idea of value" of Andar and that he didn't
believe Mr. Whiteside ever had told him he
was the sole owner. He said he had never

said: "Congress should institute impeachproceedings
for that purpose."
Mr. ment
Bennett
added:

talked to his "benefactor" over the telephone
about the two agencies nor did they have
an) written correspondence on the subject.
He said he was not sure whether he told
subcommittee investigators about his participation in Stembler-Shelden and Andar
during three recent interviews. In an obvious reference to the secret wire recording
[Lead Story, Feb. 17], Comr. Mack said
he wanted to be frank with the investigators
but "this was before I knew of the tactics
they used."
Admitting he may
tigators some of the
been forgiven. Comr.
so it was because he

have told the invesWhiteside loans had
Mack said if he did
was not familiar with

Mr. Whiteside's methods of keeping track
of the loan accounts. A vast majority of the
loans were made at his request, he stated.
Comr. Mack said his only interest in a
report on Stembler-Shelden and Andar was
for income tax purposes and outside of this,
he had no knowledge whatsoever of their
operations. He said he had never actively
solicited any business for Stembler-Shelden.
Notwithstanding Mr. Whiteside's testimony, Comr. Mack said he would stand by
statements in his Dec. 30, 1957, letter to
then committee chairman Rep. Moulder
[Lead Story, Feb. 10]. At that time. Comr.
Mack stated: "Neither I nor any member
of my immediate family has received any
honorarium, loan, fee or other payment
[since joining FCC from any firm or individual] .. . having any interest ... in
any matters subject to the jurisdiction of
the Commission."
This statement is still valid, Comr. Mack
contended, because Mr. Whiteside was not
"legally employed" by National Airlines.
Explaining a $3,500 cash deposit in a
Florida bank in January 1955, Comr. Mack
said the money was an inheritance from his
mother. She left him $3,500 cash, he said,
with a covering letter which was kept in a
safety deposit box accessible only to Comr.
Mack and his mother. He did not show the
letter to anybody else and does not now
have a copy, he said.
Comr. Mack stated he could not remember the source of a later $800 deposit to the
same account but believed that it came from
the sale of a boat.
At the request of Rep. Moss, Comr.
Mack surrendered to the subcommittee certain of his personal financial records. Asked
for his income returns for 1955-56, the
witness was reluctant to furnish them and
said he would agree to do so only with the
stipulation they be used by members of the
subcommittee only and be withheld rrom
"investigators."
Rep. Moss said he would object to rePage 32
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him, if he has the authority. If the President does not have this power. Rep. Bennett

"The evidence already presented to our
committee is clear and convincing that
Comr. Mack's financial and business associations with persons interested in the outcome
of the Miami ch. 10 case were such that
he could not properly sit in judgment on
the case. Thurman Whiteside, a Miami attorney, was a vigorous advocate in behalf
of the contestant for whom Mack voted in
the ch. 10 case. The evidence is clear that
Comr. Mack's personal and financial obligations to Whiteside, according to Whiteside's
own admission, were of such a character
that his participation in the case under those
circumstances amounted to gross impropriRep. Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.) first
chairman of the Oversight Committee who
resigned when Dr. Bernard Schwartz was
fired, termed Mr. Mack's financial interests
ety."insurance companies "unquestionably
in the
a flagrant violation of their own [FCC's]
rules and regulations." He obviously was
referring to the Communications Act's provision that no commissioner may have an
interest in any licensee or company serving
a licensee.
Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.) declared
last week that the Dept. of Justice "should
move in" on Comr. Mack and "take a
searching look at Mack and those who
tried to influence him." He added that the

ceiving the
Comr.their
Mack's
ditions, records
which wouldon limit
accessconto
members in questioning. He asked that the
tax records be subpoenaed if not furnished
voluntarily. Rep. Williams, in the chair at
the time, stated the subcommittee would
rule on the matter at a later date.
Under questioning, Comr. Mack said then
FCC Chairman McConnaughey called him
several times while the Mack appointment
was being considered. Comr. McConnaughey
wanted to know if he would accept the appointment, Comr. Mack said, and if
tendered, when he could be in Washington.
This raised the ire of Rep. Harris who
wanted to know what business it was of
Comr. McConnaughey's. "I am beginning to
believe some of these things I have heard
about McConnaughey," Rep. Harris said
without further explanation.
Comr. Mack also testified that Col.
Katzentine talked to him about the ch. 10
case soon after news reports broke that he
was being considered for the FCC. He said
many other persons contacted him later on
behalf of the Katzentine application but
only Mr. Whiteside regarding National.
"Not the first person," Comr. Mack replied when asked if anybody at the White
House "pressured" him on behalf of the

RILE

CONGRESSMEN

evidence "clearly shows" that Mr. Mack
should not continue on the FCC.
The three Congressmen are all members
of the Oversight Committee.
Other remarks called forth by the disclosures before the House committee:
Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) stated
that the Oversight Committee hearings have
resulted in disclosures "which have been
most disquieting to me." He continued:
"It appears that the climate in the federal
regulatory agencies has deteriorated to a
point where vigorous action on the part of
Congress appears necessary to restore the
faith of the people in these quasi-judicial
agencies and to restore what we regard as
integrity in government to these same agenAnd Rep. Timothy P. Sheehan (R-Ill.)
coined a new phrase, "Schwartism", which
he said consisted of "gross overstatements,
wild accusations and personal use of congressional committee material and committee
files without regard for the rights of the
cies."
On other fronts: The American Civil
persons involved."
Liberties Union urged Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman of the Oversight Committee, not to play the wire recording made
when Herbert Wachtell, then a committee
investigator, interviewed Mr. Mack. The
recording was made unknown to Mr. Mack.
ACLU

termed the practice "electronic eves-

And the national publicity brought forth a
dropping."
real "oldie". Lawrence A. Reilly, president
and general manager of WTXL West Springfield, Mass., wrote to Rep. John W. Heselton (R-Mass.) asking that the Communications Act be amended to prohibit
newspapers owning radio or tv stations.

National Airlines application. He also denied
Gordon Moore. Mamie Eisenhower's
brother-in-law, spoke to him on the ch. 10
case, and in fact stated he did not know
Mr. Moore.
He said the 30-odd telephone calls he
has made to Mr. Wh;tesid~ since coming to
Washington in July 1955 were of a personal
nature. While in Washington in 1956, he
said Col. Katzentine asked him if he were
pledged to vote for National. He told the
losing ch. 10 applicant he "very definitely
and positively was not," Comr. Mack said.
ABA Urges Pressure Safeguards
Congress was urged Tuesday by the
American Bar Assn. to set up a code of conduct for members of federal regulatory agencies. Meeting in Atlanta (main story page
85). the ABA House of Delegates favored a
code that would prohibit off-the-record representations, influences or pressures from
any source in proceedings before agencies.
This would include pressures by members
of Congress and the executive branch as
well as private interests. A resolution deploring improper influence on federal agencies
was approved unanimously.
f For related stories on Oversight 1
1 hearing, see GOVERNMENT.
J
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A agricultural land in America,

Iowa's farms average $11,800 of income per year. Yet
industry and other businesses are even more important in the Iowa
economy — account for $3.3 billion against agriculture's $1.1 billion.
Iowa's 351,900 urban families live in 42 cities, with populations
ranging from 5,200 to 190,600. 62 Iowa radio stations
compete

for their attention. Yet 44.7% of ALL

our families

(city, town and farm) say they "listen regularly" to ONE station —
WHO — more people than listen regularly to the next
FOUR commercial stations combined!
This preference for WHO
Every policy and program
Let PGW

WHO
for Iowa
Des Moines

explain it to you.

Affiliate
Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Broadcasting

is based on that idea.

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns
and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

PLUS!

. . . 50,000

is the result of services to our listeners.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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the Greater San Francisco - Oakland
with MAXIMUM
POWER
on channel

Metropolitan

best

KTVU

EXCLUSIVELY,

offers

Area

in the market

its Advertisers

interesting, exciting entertainment for 1,265,051 families in the Nation s 'sixth market
first-run feature films in prime viewer time
top half-hour syndicated film programs
personalities
sales opportunities —
AA time

One Minute

Announcements

in

flexible Penetration Plans which permit combination
of announcements of varying lengths and in all time
brackets
low potential cost-per-thousand viewers
technical facilities, RCA

throughout

All these advantages, PLUS a time-proved transmitter location and an organization of experienced broadcasters, are available to you on
KTVU

San
FranciscoJACK
LONDON SQUARE

Oakland

Television
inc.
OAKLAND
7, CALIFORNIA

represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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wherewithal of informed judgment to appraise and evaluate his own relationship
with his agency and to explore with the
agency how they can become even more

to "much more realistic" agency compensation arrangements.
Prof. Albert W. Frey of Dartmouth, principal author of the 424-page report, said this
didn't necessarily mean a change in the traditional 15% commission, however — just
that negotiations would be more careful with
this mass of data available as background.
First impressions among agencies and advertisers who had skimmed through the book
by late last week and were willing to talk
about it appeared to side with this view. Advertisers especially, it was felt, would be inclined to see that negotiations with the
agencies get down to brass tacks.
But just how many would be apt to do so
was another question, since a good 60% of
the advertisers found the media commission
system satisfactory and another 24.6% held

effective working partners." He said that
"advertisers, recognizing the importance to
them of getting the best possible creative
service from independent advertising agencies, are looking to this study as a working
tool to help them create a climate conducive
to creativity and thus increase the agencies'
ability and incentive to produce resultful advertising."
Mr. West said there is "ample evidence"
that many advertisers and agencies already
are "re-evaluating traditional operating methods to bring them in line with today's demands on advertising," and that many others
have been waiting for the Frey Report before
undertaking the job.
ANA arranged a series of closed meetings,
starting tomorrow (Tuesday) in New York,
in which members may discuss the report
with Prof. Frey and ANA top officials. After
the New York session, the schedule calls for
meetings in Detroit Wednesday, Chicago

REPORT

agencies

424

The Assn. of National Advertisers' statistics-loaded "Frey Report" was issued last
week to a waiting advertising world explicitly
confident that, if nothing else, it would lead

that while it isn't satisfactory it is still the
most practical method. The feeling, however, seemed to be that even among the satisfied advertisers there would be an inclination
toward more careful negotiations and that
this might result in higher pay for some
agencies, less for others.
Even the people surveyed in the study did
not, for the most part, look for any really
significant change in the media commission
system.
In general, there appeared to be less
criticism of the final report among agencies
than was the case with the preview report

FREY

pages)

Friday and Pebble Beach, Calif., March 12.
The American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, whose members as a rule have
resisted advertiser efforts to re-evaluate if
not revamp the media commission system,
was planning to issue a statement but wanted
more time to study the report.
Like the preview last fall, the final version points out principal problem areas,
with that of "finding improved means for
measuring the effectiveness of advertising"
listed as "undoubtedly the most basic."
In the area of agency services, the report singles out two fundamental problems
for both advertisers and agencies: (1) determining the kind and amount of services
to seek or offer, and (2) evaluating agency
services.
It found little evidence of well-defined
criteria for service evaluation, and said
development of such objective measures
"should be one of the industry's immediate
goals." By whatever standards now exist,
the report adds, current agency service seems
adequate to advertisers.
When

agencies and their clients don't

submitted at ANA's meeting last fall [Lead
Story, Nov. 4, 1957]. One executive, conceding that he found "much that is good" in
the final document, said that in his view the
voluminous additional material in the complete report introduces a sort of shading that
gives it perspective not present in the preview, where he felt that everything seemed to
be either black or white. Indeed, except in
the discussion of compensation, he felt that
agencies probably fared better than advertisers in the final report.
There was no inclination to challenge
Prof. Frey's own estimate, made in an exclusive tape-recorded interview published in
Broadcasting last Monday, that the full degree of the report's usefulness probably won't
be determined "for a long time." The whole
subject of compensation and advertiseragency relationships generally is now, as the
report notes, a matter of individual negotiations between advertisers and their agencies.
Paul B. West, ANA president, said the report offers to "the individual advertiser the
Broadcasting
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get along, the study continues, faults usually
lie on both sides. It urges the development,
by agencies and clients together, of written
statements specifying their respective responsibilities and pointing out what they
expect of each other.
The report scored advertiser top management for too often being ignorant or
skeptical about advertising and agencies,
withholding important information from
agencies, and failing to get top-notch advertising managers and let them do their
job. Agencies, the report continued, must
organize themselves to meet client requirements, devise means of "quality control"
and respect the client's expressed policy
objectives.
Compensation occupies by all odds more

space than anything else in the "conclusions" reached by Prof. Frey and his colleague, Prof. Kenneth R. Davis, also of
Dartmouth. They note that a majority of
advertisers, agencies and media are "content" with the 15% commission system,
but point out that there also are "many
in each group who are definitely not content." They undertake to explode 11 "fallacies" often cited in support of the media
commission but say this does not — and was
not intended to — prove the commission
system wrong. Indeed, at another point
they say the media commission method
"may be the most desirable method." But,
they add: "If so, it should be susceptible
to defense on logical grounds."
The report also undertakes to legitimatize rebating, a practice often frowned on.
Actually, Messrs. Frey and Davis conclude,
rebating part of the media commission to
the advertiser "is no more unreasonable
or unethical . . . than to make concessions
in connection with service charges and
fees or to give additional service at no
extra cost."
The final report, like the preview, makes
clear that there can be no one new standard
method of compensation. Rather, it's a case-

Rebating
Lack

of

is no
mutual

worse

than

that there are "sound reasons" why such
negotiations should be undertaken. Any
change, however, "should be introduced
only after recognition of and careful examination of all the factors involved."
There's a hint that the authors feel a
fee system may be an acceptable substitute
for the commission system. After stressing
the advantages on an hourly rate system
of allocating agency costs, they say that
in time it might "conceivably" lead an
agency to want to switch to a fee basis,
and then they detail the steps that would
be involved — planning a year ahead, estimating the costs, getting client approval.
•
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etc. In an example such as this, media comaccount. missions would be credited to the client's
The report goes all the way back to the
beginning of advertising agencies and highlights their development over the years.
The survey sample on which it is based
included, in addition to advertisers and
agencies, representatives of most media —
including all tv stations and 85 50-kw and
432 other radio stations.
Total billings represented by the agencies
surveyed amounted to $2,654 billion. The
largest client of the average agency represents a little over 20% of the agency's
income, and the average client has been
with the average agency for seven to eight
years. Some of the other highlights of the
findings are shown in tables accompanying
this article (in all, the report contains well
over 100 tables).
The criterion cited most often by ad
managers as the quality they look for in
appraising an agency is creative skill
(16.1%), with experience and success second
(13.4%) and reliability and dependability
third (10.7%). On the other hand, inadequate service, lack of creative ability and
desire for a smaller agency were 1-2-3
among reasons for dropping an agency.
Some 78% of the ad managers rated their
agencies' radio and tv commercials as excellent or good. Ad managers with budgets
above $1 million were more pleased; 84%
gave excellent or good ratings to their commercials.
In reporting some of the criticisms directed by advertising managers against
agencies, the authors note that little things
can sometimes rankle big. One was that
agency people "played politics." Others:
"account executive always late for appointments"; "incorrectly estimated cost of network time, causing budget difficulty"; "erred
on strategy in obtaining network time."
Principal causes of agency-client friction
that are attributable to advertisers, the report

understanding, and methods of agency compensation.
The report shows that "fewer than 10%
of the advertisers in the survey have a
written statement of company advertising
policy. Statements of advertiser-agency
working relationships are used by 17% of
the advertisers and agency contracts by another 23%. It seems reasonable to state . . .
that 60% of the advertisers do not have a
clearly written statement of their agencies'
A total of 58% of the agencies maintain
profit
and loss statements by account, and
functions."
among larger agencies the proportion runs
as high as 83%. But 55% of the agencies,
and 67% of the large ones will not show
these statements to clients. Even when the
statements are available, less than 20% of
the clients ask for them.
TOP MANAGEMENT
MAKES AD DECISIONS
The survey found that as a company's ad
budget increases, the responsibility for administering iis
t more and more delegated to
the advertising manager. Yet, even so, company presidents play a big role in advertising
decisions. The report says:
"Three-fourths of the company presidents
approve campaign plans. Half of them approve selection of the basic media used. A
third approve the specific media to be used;
one-fourth of them approve the specific
advertising copy."
The report seems to find it surprising that
"only 17% of the advertising managers have
ever worked in an agency, and the average
length of this experience is approximately
five years." Those covered in the survey
have held their present jobs approximately
five years and they have an average of two
people in their departments.
More than three-quarters of the ad managers thought their agency account executives performed adequate agency-and-client
liaison. But only 46% of the agencies had
the same feeling for the clients' ad managers,
a finding attributed primarily to company

added

understanding

to-case proposition. But there's no good
reason why negotiations should be taboo,
either, the report asserted. In fact, it holds
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top management's low regard for advertising
and its unwillingness to pick competent people for its ad management.

problem

Media were given a chance in the survey to get off some criticisms. One radio

says, include lack of appreciation and understanding of the value of advertising; failure
to hire competent advertising management
and to give it adequate authority; lack of
understanding of the agency function; lack
of confidence in agencies and failure to make
plans and data available to them; failure to
establish well-defined advertising objectives,
etc.; failure to establish sound standards to
evaluate agency service, and failure to
recognize and define the areas of company
and agency responsibility.
Problem causes attributed to agencies include failure to establish standards to measure agency performance; organization that
does not permit the control of performance;
communication channels and methods that
reflect lack of mutual trust, confidence and

station gave the opinion that "agencies become stereotyped in their selection of media
and victims of habit in selecting publications,
stations, etc., within the media." Another
protested requests for double-billing where
co-op money is involved but said this
practice has fallen off. A tv station thought
"advertisers would benefit if agencies would
remember that advertising is a branch of
psychology,
not station
mathematics."
One radio
also decried the
"alarming lack of knowledge in many agencies on effective buying and use of
media. . . . Agencies' reluctance to allow direct media-advertiser contact. Existence of
too many marginal agencies who perpetuate
bad practices such as 'double billing' and
'kickback'. ..."
Arguments for and against the media
commission system and also for and against
Broadcasting

the fee system of paying agencies are reported in great detail. More advertisers
(11.8%) than agencies (10%) considered the
media commission method neither satisfactory nor practical. Among media the commission method was held satisfactory or
most practical by 81.4%, slightly less than
the comparable figure for advertisers
(85.1%) and agencies (89.8%).
Ad managers with big budgets were more
critical of the commission system, but agencies with billings over $10 million were happier with it— because, the report says, 15%
as an amount comes nearer to being adequate for agencies of this size.
One in the $l-million-to-$5-million class
said he was satisfied with it but added the
comment that "on broadcast media it's
almost too much." Another, in the over-$10million class, felt it was not satisfactory but
most practical, then added: "15% seems too
high for the amount of service rendered on
tv shows."
This question of 15% on television programs brought a wide split between advertisers and agencies. As indicated in the preview report, most agencies felt they should
get 15% on a package show and more than
15% if they produced the show themselves;
ad managers took the reverse position, most
of them going along with 15% on agencyproduced shows but holding out for less on
bought shows.
On the overall question of the media commission system, 54.3% of radio stations and
70.5% of tv stations thought the method
satisfactory, as against an all-media average
of 53.4%; 25.1% in radio and 13.6% in tv
thought it not satisfactory but most practical
(all-media average: 28%); 17.9% in radio
and 15.9% in tv thought it neither satisfactory nor practical (all-media average:
17.4%).
Given a choice of compensation systems
between the present method and others
putting more reliance on fees, advertisers,
agencies, and media all gave the current
system the biggest vote, as was indicated
earlier in the preview report.
Here are some of the radio-tv views
quoted in the report:
Radio network: "We adopted the 15%
commission simply because it was the custom in the advertising industry."
Tv station, over $500,000 in billing:
"Would prefer graduated commission scale
based on agency's dollar volume with station."
Radio station, over $500,000: "Since this
procedure has been accepted historically and
it is understood by everyone in the industry,
we see no particular reason for it to be
changed."
Radio station, $50,000-$ 150,000: "Only
advantage is ease of computing. Seldom
does amount of compensation bear logical
relation to service rendered."
Radio station, over $500,000: "Change
would create major revolution in media pricing and company-agency relations, and
probably accomplish little of much value."
Tv station, $300,000-$500,000: "Generally, the 15% commission is satisfactory.
However, some agencies have a 15% license
Broadcasting

to steal since they expect the medium to
prepare all material and still collect their
commission."
Tv station, over $500,000: "It is unsatisfactory because the service performed is in
behalf of client and not media."
Among all elements — agencies, advertisers and media — the largest groups thought
they would gain or loose little or nothing if
the compensation system were changed (see
table page 38 for media reactions).
Similarly, as in the preview, the majority
in each group thought there would be no
change in the compensation method or that
the commission system would remain dominant (57.7% of all advertisers and 64% of
those with budgets over $5 million; 81.9%
of all agencies and 91.6% of those billing over $10 million, and 74.7% of media).
Significant change "in the next few years"
was expected by 10.7% of all advertisers
and 25.4% of those above $5 million; 5.7%
of all agencies and 2.8% of those above $10
million, and by 9.2% of media. The rest
didn't know or didn't answer.

vertisers thought advertising agency profits
are reasonable under the present system.
This feeling was higher in television (68.2%)
and lower in radio (57.8%) than in any
other medium (average: 62.4%). Roughly
equal percentages thought agency profits are
(1) too high and (2) too low.
The report makes clear that, though it has
problems, the advertising industry has a
"meritorious" record, and that the study's
emphasis on problems is intended to be
helpful in clearing up those problems — not
to imply "that relationships generally are
unsatisfactory in the industry."
The report also stresses the need for advertiser, agency and media people to approach the volume with their own individual
problems in mind. The authors' conclusions,
it is explained, were offered primarily to give
other readers something with which to compare their own conclusions. And readers
who skip the findings and read only the conclusions, the report warns, will "lose a large
part of whatever benefit the study may po-

The majority in all media and among ad-

tentially have" for them. The report is available to ANA non-members at $50 per copy.
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CONCLUSIONS

PRINCIPAL

Here, in substantially condensed text, are
some of the basic conclusions drawn by
the authors of the Frey Report (story, page
35). Because of the sharp condensations, the
caveat entered by the authors within the report itself is even more applicable here:
"Their views . . . cannot serve as an ade-

producing the most effective results? Certainly they include the following:

quate substitute for [the reader's] own perusal of the report's entire contents. Unless
he reads what has gone before [354 pages
of text and tables, compared to less than 40
pages of conclusions] he will lose a large
part of whatever benefit the study may
potentially have for him. . . . Much presumably useful information is not repeated

pany profit objectives.
3. Adequately acquainting top management with the nature of agency operations.

THE INDUSTRY PROBLEMS
Every industry and profession has its
here."
problems. The advertising industry, large as
its accomplishments have been, has its share.
The greatest contribution of this report can
be the confirmation of conditions that call
for attention.
In pointing out problems, weaknesses and
troublesome areas, there is always the danger of failure to emphasize adequately the
strengths and commendable features. Certainly the advertising industry on the whole
is making a most worthy contribution to
the nation's economy. This fundamental fact
should be kept in mind as the comments in
the following pages are read. They are intended to be helpful in improving what is already, for the most part, a meritorious performance.
What are the basic problems that stand
out most prominently from the survey information— the conditions preventing the
client-agency relationship from achieving an
ideal partnership, the advertising dollar from

1. Evaluating the effectiveness of advertising efforts.
2. Persuading top management of the
usefulness of advertising in meeting com-

4. Inducing client management to establish specific marketing and advertising goals,
recognizing the importance of the marketing-mix concept, deciding logically what
services are needed and the proper sources
for these services.
5. Maintaining the correct amount of client and agency top-management participation— no more and no less — in the working
relationship between the two parties.
6. Inducing client top management to recognize the importance of clear-cut, intelligent direction of advertising activities, and to
give undivided authority and responsibility
to competent personnel appointed for the
task.
7. Divising procedures adequate to provide smooth and continuous two-way communication.
8. Establishing practicable standards for
measuring agency performance, both by the
client and the agency itself.

9. Recruiting client and agency personnel with the experience, knowledge and aptitude required for optimum advertising performance.
10. Attaining objectivity of advertiser,
agency and media personnel in dealing with
the subject of agency compensation.
1 1 . Creating an atmosphere of mutual
March 3, 1958 • Page 37
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trusl and confidence in the client-agency relationship.
12. Lengthening the life of the clientagency relationship.
The problem of finding improved . means
for measuring the effectiveness of advertising is undoubtedly the most basic. Despite
improvement in recent years, there is still a
long way to go. As long as this condition
prevails, it will he impossible to determine
with complete satisfaction which activities,
which elVorts and which expenditures of
funds have been, are, and will be justified.
As improvement is achieved, several of the
other problems listed above will be susceptible to easier solution.
AGENCY SERVICES
Two fundamental problems face adversers in the area of agency services. The first
centers on the kind and amount of services
thej should seek from their agencies.
The second centers around the evaluation
of these agency services. Here the advertiser has. first, the difficult task of appraising
the effectiveness of the advertising and then
the agency's contribution to this advertising.
This evaluation process is again further
complicated by the increasing diversity of
agency services.
Agencies likewise face these same two
problems. They must develop their services
to meet the needs of their clients and in
turn establish means for evaluating their
success in doing so.
The scope of agency services — Certainly
the data in Section IV indicate clearly that
there is no pat answer to the advertiser who
asks, "What services should I obtain from
my agency?" There is wide variation in
agency offerings and advertiser needs.
Nevertheless, there are probably broad areas
which are clearly the agency's domain.
These are those activities most closely tied
to the actual production and placing of advertisements. They include the preparation
of copy, art and layout and the research
connected therewith. They include the selection of media through which the advertise-

I

CONTINUED

ments will be delivered. When it goes beyond these services, the agency competes
with either specialized service organizations or with the advertiser's own sales, research and advertising departments.
It is in these areas that the advertising
manager faces that most difficult problem
of defining the scopr; of his agency's services. He should certainly recognize that
his decision must be based upon a logical
consideration of the effectiveness of alternative organizations. And this should bar from
consideration the use of agencies simply
because the scope of their services is tied
to the traditional media-commission method
of compensation. It is not logical to use
an organization that may be ill-equipped
to perform a particular service simply because a rigid method of compensation encourages the company to do so.
Evaluation of agency services — Interviews as well as questionnaire responses indicated that the advertising industry has
not established well-defined criteria for the
evaluation of agency services. This is true
of advertising agencies as well as advertising managers. Data from this study indicate
that the development of standard operating
procedures and objective measures for
evaluation of agency service should be one
of the industry's immediate goals. Successful effort in this direction would lead to a
better definition of the agency's function,
aid in reducing the working-relationship
problems of the industry, and decrease the
all too frequent switching of agencies by
advertisers.
Present-day evaluation — W i t h i n the
framework of today's largely subjective
methods of evaluation, data from this survey
suggest that agency service in the eyes of
advertisers is adequate. It is adequate in
terms of the number and quality of personnel. Itis adequate in terms of the variety
of services offered. Agencies are by and
large doing their most effective job in performing the services for which they were
primarily organized — the creation and placement of advertisements. To meet the needs

mm
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I
WHAT MEDIA BELIEVE WOULD HAPPEN TO VOLUME
OF ADVERTISING UNDER DIRECT COMPENSATION
0/ commission were to be discontinued by all
Question: If the 15% agency
media including your own, and agencies were to be compensated directly
by advertisers, what effect do you feel this change would have on the
volume of advertising carried by you?
Business
General
All
Media
Radio
Tv
and Farm
Magazine
%
%
%
%
17.5
Newspaper
, 22.5
%
Increase
11.4
32.4
28.5
19.2
50.0
31.9
No Effect
32.4
47.7
31.8
25.2
/o
35.9
26.9
30.9
3.9
Decrease
4.5
32.8
29.4
36.4
14.8
12.8
No Opinion
5.8
15.4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Total
100.0
100.0
223
243
Effective
Sample
596
44
34
Source: Frey survey of media.
52
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of advertisers they have added collateral
services and general business counsel. In
these areas they are apparently less successful. Indeed, at times they endanger their
reputation for performing basic services in
an excellent manner by doing inferior work
in the nonbasic service area. First and
foremost, an advertising agency should be
an advertising agency. To accomplish this
it should place major emphasis on:
1. Developing adequate knowledge of its
clients' products.
2. Developing over-all creative ability in
the execution of advertising campaigns.
3. Developing technical skills in producing the specific advertisements for these
campaigns.
4. Developing an organization that can
smoothly execute this program with a minimum of lost time and a minimum of personal conflicts.
ADVERTISER-AGENCY WORKING

RELATIONSHIPS

Perhaps no advertiser and agency have
attained the perfect state in their relations
but certainly many have closely approached
it. This latter fact should be borne in mind
as the following paragraphs are read, for it
would be unfortunate if they gave the im-,
pression that relationships generally are unsatisfactory inthe industry.
When problems of working relationships
are present, important causes are found in
both the client and agency organizations.
The elimination of weak spots from partnership arrangement can sometimes be accomplished better through joint action than
through individual effort. This suggests the
desirability of having a written statement of
working relationships covering: the broad
responsibilities of the client and of the
agency, the specific categories of service to
be rendered by the agency, the contribution
to be made by the client in the form of such
information as objectives and sales plans,
the points of contact in each organization
and the channels of communication between
them, the requirements for client approval of
work in progress and of finished advertisements and programs, compensation arrangements for each type of service and similar
important matters of mutual concern. Few
such written statements are in use today.
On the client side, the responsibility for
maintaining satisfactory working relationships with the agency falls mainly on the
shoulders of top management. Top management not only plays a fairly active role in
many relationships, but also it selects the
personnel for important executive positions,
defines their authority, and is ultimately
charged with directing and checking their
activities.
Top management, itself or through others,
should appraise carefully the opportunity
for using advertising to improve the company's profit position.
Top management should also make it a
point to understand what service it can
reasonably expect from its agency. The
survey revealed a surprising lack of understanding of the agency function on the part
of some top executives. The agency itself
Broadcasting

can help in this respect. The advertising
manager, too, has a stake in this sort of
education. Perhaps agency trade associations
could well use their talents in promoting a
better understanding among businessmen of
what agencies do and how they operate.
It is unfortunate when management's
ignorance or distrust of agency operations
leads it to hold back company information
prerequisite to sound advertising recommendations, for this can do great damage to
company-agency relations. The agency may
find it necessary to draw up its plans for
the client somewhat in the dark and cannot
help but feel a strong sense of frustration in
such circumstances. An agency that cannot
be trusted to team with the company's marketing and advertising departments, and to
have access to information required for its
best efforts, should not be retained in the
first place. An agency that senses this situation in considering the possible acquisition
of an account may do well to desist from
negotiations. A satisfactory working relationship calls above all for mutual trust.
Top management should see to it not only
that its agency is fully competent to provide
desired advertising service but also that the
company itself is staffed to an equally strong
degree. This calls for a willingness to place
responsibility for direction of the company's
advertising operation in the hands of a
fully qualified individual, and for granting
that individual the authority necessary to
give him "stature" in the eyes of both the
company and the agency organizations.
Areas of top management and advertising
management responsibility would be clearly
delineated and respected in actual practice.
Top management can, as the survey showed,
serve a highly useful role in agency relations, but it must be careful not to make
judgments for which it is not qualified and
to interfere unduly with the efforts of the
advertising manager.
A competent advertising manager is not
only the solution to one problem but also
is a means of attacking others. He can make
sure that the company adopts advertising
objectives that dovetail with marketing and
company objectives. He can acquaint himself fully with the company's marketing
plans and then enlighten the agency about
them in plenty of time to permit the agency
to work out a suitable advertising program.
He can provide advertisers the leadership
essential to maximum benefit from the
agency service.
On the agency side, the thinking and action necessary to maintain or improve working relationships is similar to that required
of the client. The nature of the agency organization structure should be dictated by
the service requirements of the client. A
different organization approach may even
be desirable for different clients because of
differences in their service demands. Clients
must be satisfied that they are getting their
share of top-management attention — accomplished in some instances, as the survey has
indicated, by means of plans boards, by
regular but not necessarily frequent conferences between client and agency management, and by giving the account executive
Broadcasting

top management status in the organization.
Just as the client advertising manager
should have his standards for judging agency
performance, so should the agency have its
own, for internal creative purposes. Unless
it has some means of "quality control," it
cannot be sure of maintaining satisfactory
service to clients, let alone improving it.
Agency personnel must respect the demands of the client when they are clearly
expressed in line with agreed-upon objectives. The tendency of some creative persons
to go their own way and to be impatient with
the management type of individual typically
and logically found in advertising managerships should be curbed. Particularly has
there seemed to be an excess of agency unwil ingnes toexplain the why of its recommendations to client personnel, and to describe alternative suggestions which were
discarded. On the other hand, advertising
managers must bear their share of guilt for
failure to understand the nature of the creative element in the agency operation and
for pushing for service beyond reasonable
bounds.

agency, and (c) a reasonable return for
media.
Nature of the compensation problem — A
majority of advertisers, agencies and media
are undoubtedly content with the mediacommission method of agency compensation, even though some of them are unhappy
about the figure of 15%. But there are many
in each group who are definitely not content.
A certain additional number either do not
relish what appears to them to be an inevitable period of difficulty in adjusting to a
different method, or see equal possibility of
dissatisfaction with alternative methods, or
for some reason are afraid to speak their
minds openly.
The advertiser may find it difficult to
accept a system whereby an agency may
either receive the same amount of compensation from two clients to whom it is rendering
quite different amounts of service, or receive
quite different amounts of compensation
from two clients to whom it is rendering the
same amount of service. He may not be satis-

A final cause of client-agency friction in
numerous situations is the media-commission method of compensation. Many advertising managers and media executives and
a fair proportion of agency principals find
the method inadequate in some respect. It
is frequently a source of suspicion and lack
of confidence. To some executives it is quite
illogical.
AGENCY COMPENSATION
This report cannot provide a universal
answer covering all compensation situations.
The best arrangement in one set of circumstances may be a poor one in another. The
authors do, however, deplore the attitude of
those individuals who refuse even to recognize and explore the problem when it exists
and to attempt to arrive at a compensation
basis that results in (a) an equitable outlay
by the advertiser, (b) a fair reward for the

fied with the argument that "It averages out"
— that while he may be paying too much for
one type of service, the agency is receiving
too little from him for another; or that while
he is paying too much in total to the agency
today, the time may come when he will be
paying too little. He at least thinks he has
the right to discuss compensation with his
agency and to have some voice in this matter
of price determination.
The dissatisfied agency executive — dissatisfied with the method, that is, and not
the amount of the compensation — may be
unhappy about working in the climate produced by the method. Raising the amount of
the commission will not make him entirely
happy. Media executives who dislike the
method are most likely to be suffering from
competition with other media whose preference and selection by agencies is supposedly
due to the higher price per unit of space or
time.
All the arguments for and against the

NEW YORK'S $1.49 BILLION IN AGENCY RECEIPTS
IS CLOSE TO TOTAL OF OTHER STATES COMBINED
State
New York
California
Illinois
Pennsylvania

Number of

Percent of

ments
Establish653
1,058
508
305
276
225
189

Establishments
20.9
12.9
10.0
6.0
5.4
4.4

Texas
Ohio
Michigan
Massachusetts
168
3.3
159
3.7
Missouri
Minnesota
86
1.8
3.1
28.5
All Others
100.0
1,436
Total
5,063of Business. 1954.
Source: TJ. S. Census

Percent
of Total
Receipts
46.8

Receipts
$1,493,738,000
203,185,000
507,029,000
135,161,000
118,920,000
43,692,000
212,146,000
52,634,000
87,089,000
47,990,000
289,140,000
$3,190,724,000

15.9
6.4
4.2
1.6
3.7
6.6
1.4
2.7
1.5
100.0
9.2
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media-commission method are obviously not
equally strong and valid. But some of the
arguments in favor of this method seem to
contain a sufficient degree of fallacy or lack
of logic to warrant brief discussion. The
injury they may do lies not so much in preserving the status quo as in preventing free
and open discussion of its merits. The mediacommission method may be the most desirable method. But if so, it should be susceptible to defense on logical grounds.

it in this way: "Creativity in advertising
is the power to persuade people through
the use of honest, ethical, rational and informative stimuli, to take some action that
will benefit both a buyer and a seller. And
to persuade in such a manner that the persuasive instrument — the advertisement — will
promote increased belief in and respect for
advertising, for the people who prepare
advertising, and for the companies that

PRO AND CON ON 15%

it." bly much advertising is creasponsor
Unquestiona
tive in the sense of this definition. But,
equally, much of it is not.

Common fallacies about agency compensation— following is a listing of certain
of the arguments frequently advanced in
favor of the media-commission method (and
presumably against alternative methods) and
a commentary on each:
/. The commission method provides incentive. The agency tries harder to produce
effective advertising in order to increase
client sales, which in tarn will mean more
advertising and thus more dollars for the
agency.
Comment: Is it necessarily true that another method of compensation would offer
less incentive than the commission method?
Other creative people seem to lack no incentive to put forth their best efforts because they are not compensated by a commission. Product and package designers, for
example, do not seem to lack stimulation to
perform creditably.
/. The 15% media commission provides
a cushion for experimentation.
Comment: This argument loses its
strength as soon as the ordinary costs of
handling an account approach the 15%
limit. When an agency is handling an account at a loss or when it has to ask for
extra compensation in the form of some
sort of fee, the cushion has disappeared.
Does experimentation cease at this point?
Equally important is the question of
whether experimentation and innovation
should be supported by this sort of arrangement. This argument parallels the one that
justifies the media commission because it
"hides some of the cost of advertising"
from the client. Is it wholesome — does it
speak well for advertising — if funds have
to be obtained in this manner? Wouldn't
advertisers be willing to support this experimentation intheir own best interests?
3. Much of the service of an agency is
intangible and the need for much of it
may not be foreseeable.
Comment: It is not clear why this argument is valid unless it implies the existence
of the cushion just mentioned which supposedly protects the agency against loss.
There is no reason why another method of
compensation cannot give equal, if not
greater, protection.
4. Creativity thrives better in the climate
created by the media-commission method.
Furthermore it is impossible to put a value
on creativity.
Comment: Creativity is surely something
more than thinking up well-known advertising phrases. Charles L. Whittier has defined
Page 40
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traditional. It was developed through experience and it works.
Comment: The method was developed under conditions that are different from today's
conditions, and under group pressures
that no longer exist, because of the consent decrees. Other methods "work" too.
9. Any other method would involve continual bickering and haggling and consume
valuable executive time.
Comment:

It is interesting to note, too, that creativity is not the exclusive property of the
large agencies. One advertising director has
said, "Only by superior creativity can you
equalize the competitive advertising dollar
advantages enjoyed by bigger competitors."
As to the impossibility of placing a
value on creativity, a value is placed on it
under the commission method. The value is
15% of the cost of time and space. Is this
necessarily a truer value than could be arrived at by some other method?
Finally, the question is pertinent as to
whether, if all advertisements and campaigns do not reflect the same degree of
creativity, equal compensation is justified,
assuming the use of equal amounts of space
and time?
5. Any other method of compensation
would lead to price cutting by agencies and
a search for the lowest-priced service by
clients. The stability of the 15% would be
lost. Agencies, in the worst view, would
have to go out of business and if they
did not, they would become house agencies.
Comment: This argument seems to reflect a lack of faith of agencies in their
own ability or lack of good business judgment on the part of advertisers. It also assumes that price competition is bad. Many
of the nation's greatest gains in productivity
have been made by institutions that emphasize good quality at a low price.
6. The commission method is right because agency profits are low and reasonable.
Comment: Agency profits could be low
and reasonable under another method of
compensation. And the argument does not
consider the profit or loss on individual accounts. Perhaps some accounts should pay
less compensation and others more.
7. Agencies should be rewarded in proportion to the use made of their ideas, and
the amount of space and time bought for
clients is a measure of this use.
Comment: This argument would be
stronger if agencies were actually rewarded
in this manner. But if reward means profit,
agencies often receive no reward for widespread use of their ideas and large reward
for narrow use. "I feel that to pay an agency
15% of the cost of space it uses is as
foolish as to pay a salesman 15% of his
travel and other expenses instead of a
percentage of the sales he brings in."
8. The
media
commission
method

is

The validity of this argument

hinges upon the nature of the other method.
Apparently continual bickering is not inherent in other methods. And any extra
time involved may be well worth the cost.
Out of the negotiations might come a more
precise definition of what services are required by the client and what is a reasonble
compensation for them.
10. The commission method is in line with
professional practice.
Comment: This argument is weak in that
(a) it assumes advertising is a profession and
that (b) practitioners in professional fields
are compensated by a standard method, presumably acommission method.
By any commonly accepted definition, it
is difficult to see how advertising agencies
can be called professional. Implied strongly
in [quoted definitions of "profession"] is
characteristic of professions that members
do not solicit new business aggressively. By
standards [quoted in the report] advertising
agencies are clearly not professional organizations, and advertising is not a profession.
But this is by no means an undesirable or
lamentable state of affairs.
It is a worthy endeavor to attempt to introduce more professionalism into advertising. But more important perhaps is to attempt continuously to make the advertising
business more business-like.
As for the commission method being "professional," facts do not support this view.
Architects, for example, may be compensated by a percentage of cost, a fixed fee, a
lump sum, or a per-diem rate. The compensation tends to vary with the complexity
and difficulties of the project.
11. The media-commission system permits objectivity of agency viewpoint whereas the fee method places the agency on a
hired-employe basis with an inevitable loss
of objectivity.
Comment: The point of this argument is
not clear and therefore is difficult to meet.
Instances of lack of agency objectivity certainly are not unknown under the mediacommission system. And the experiences of
agencies operating under a fee system do not
indicate that the agencies necessarily lack
objectivity in their recommendations.
THERE'S MORE TO 15%
The foregoing comments by no means
prove (nor are they intended to do so) that
the media-commission method of compensation is inferior to other methods. Certain
arguments advanced in favor of the fee
method — establishing compensation in proportion tothe result achieved, makes for better morale and attracts better talent, leads
Broadcasting

to unbiased counsel from the agency, is professional, and so on — also have their fallacious or weak elements.
There obviously must be more than a little
merit to a method of agency compensation
that is considered satisfactory by so many
advertising practitioners. Undoubtedly, the
major explanation for the success of the
media-commission method is that it is a
"convenient" method of pricing. Such uniform pricing is not uncommon in industry.
It occurs when there are opportunities to
collectively maintain them, as was the case
prior to the consent decrees. It also occurs
when there are not large variations in costs.
The latter point is especially significant in
appraising the media-commission method.
Recent increased interest in evaluation of
this system by tv advertisers is a reflection
that the costs involved in using this new
medium vary so markedly that the system
is less successful and effective in this area.
Whether the media-commission method is
the most desirable should be a decision made
by each agency and each client on its own.
What is deplorable is the attitude in certain quarters that to question the mediacommission method and to consider the possible advantages of a different method are
unpardonable breaches of faith.
Media as the source of agency compensation— Advertising managers not infrequently complained, in the survey, because media
are the source of the 15% commission.
They were as much concerned with this
fact as with the number of dollars involved.
These individuals realize that media benefit from the activities of agencies. They realize that if agencies did not exist, media costs
would be higher and media revenues would
perhaps be lower. They concede that media
should logically be expected to pay agencies
an amount at least equal to the cost savings
accruing from the agencies' activities, but
they cannot understand why media should
also in effect pay for agency services
rendered to advertisers even though media
admittedly are also benefited indirectly by
these services. They believe that agencies
serve both media and advertisers (but advertisers primarily) and that compensation
should be received from each group accordingly.
The critics emphasize that if a change
were to be made whereby media paid for
services rendered directly to them by agencies, and advertisers paid for the agency
services rendered to them, media would not
suffer. Agencies would still be as eager to
increase their billings, and thus would continue to provide the same amount of revenue
to media.
Rebating — Rebating of media commission is far from being an unknown practice
now, and media seem to have little or no
active interest in interfering with it. There
is no reason why, ethically or logically, an
agency should refrain from passing on
part of its commissions to its clients if it
so desires. It seems no more unreasonable
or unethical to do this than to make concessions in connection with service charges
and fees or to give additional service at
Broadcasting

AGENCY

COSTS

AND

PROFITS

General averages for 211 agencies of all sizes in
1955.
Percent of Gross
Income (i.e.
Agency
and Commissions
Charges
Payroll
64.64
Rent, Maintenance and Repairs 4.75
Travel
2.58
Entertainment
1.91
Payments into Pension or
Profit Sharing Plans
1.62
Supplies, Stationery and Petty
Equipment
1.80
Telephone and Telegraph
1.66
Taxes other than U. S. Income 1.53
Memberships, Dues and Subscriptions 1.35
Depreciation
1.26
Unbillable Client Expense
1.15
Agency's
Own
Advertising
.84
Doubtful Account Expense
.46
Insurance — Employe Benefit
.40
C.P.A. Fees
.40
Postage and Express
.52
Insurance — Operating
.32
Light
.29
Legal Fees
.24
Donations
-24
Interest, Bank Discount and Exchange .12
All Other Expense
1.93
Total Expense
90.01
Profit Before U. S. Income Taxes 9.99
U. S. Income Taxes
3.08
Net Profit After Taxes
6.91
Source: American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

INCOME

FROM

COMMISSIONS

Percentage of gross income derived from commissions on space and time (all agencies and those
over $10 million in billing).
Question: Approximately what percentage of your
agency's gross income is derived from commissions
on space and time?
All
Over
Agencies $10,000,000
%
%
0- 10%
1.8
11- 20%
1.6
21- 30%
2.4
31- 40%
4.1
1.1
41- 50%
6.9
1.1
51- 60%
13.6
2.8
61- 70%
13.8
8.3
71- 80%
14.4
33.3
81- 90%
12.0
36.1
91-100%
8.1
2.8
No Answer
21.3
16.7
Total
100.0
100.0
Effective Sample
508
36

no cost to the client.
The important thing is that the agency
receive what it considers adequate compensation for its services to each client
and that each client pay what he considers
a fair price for the services rendered by
the agencies. It is not uncommon for client
and agencies to agree on additional compensation for the agency's services when
the media commissions fall short of rewarding the agency adequately. Why should

the reverse action be condemned?
Accounting for skill and time — For most
agencies, the advantages of trying to keep
track of the value of the service rendered
to each client seem so clear that one finds
it hard to understand why such accounting
practice is not universal. While the cost
involved in computing the value of service
may seem prohibitive, in actual fact it is
not large relative to the potential benefits.
A plan of hourly billing rates can be
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introduced and maintained without undue
management and morale difficulties, according to agencies that have done so.
When first introduced into an agency's
operations and continuously thereafter, the
hourK rate plan can serve as a good check
on the profitability of each account, as activity on the account produces revenue from
media commissions and service fees and
charges. The agency is alTorded the opportunity to judge whether any account is receiving more service than it should he. or is
entitled to more service than it is receiving.
It can judge the validity of client claims that
service is inadequate or that the cost of the
service is too high. Adjustments in service
or in compensation can be arranged with the
client (or denied) on the basis of known costs
instead of guesswork.
After experience in operating the hourly
rate plan in conjuction with its existing
methods of compensation, an agency could
conceivably find it desirable and feasible to
shift to a fee basis of compensation and become entirely independent of the mediacommission system. Such an arrangement

would involve: (1) drawing up of plans by
the agency for a year in advance or for
some shorter period; (2) estimating the
amount of service required in terms of personnel to execute the plan: (3) arriving at
an approximate total cost of executing the
plan, by multiplying the man-hours for each
type and grade of work by the established
hourly rate for each; (4) quoting to the
client the total cost thus derived, for his approval as a tentative budget estimate, and
(5) assuming such approval, billing the client
for actual man-hours at the established rates
throughout the period of the plan. Any media
commissions obtained by the agency would
be credited to the client's account. There
would no longer be need for service charges
and fees.
Summary — In summary, there seems to be
no sound reason why agency compensation
should be taboo as a matter of individual
negotiation in each client-agency relationship. On the contrary, there seems to be
sound reasons why there should be such
individual negotiations. The range of service
rendered by any one agency to its clients and
by different agencies to their clients is so

PLAYBACK
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DING
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BATTLE

Nelson Carter, vice president of Foote,
Cone & Belding and vice president of
the Advertising Assn. of the West, speaking before the Hollywood Ad Club Feb.
3, pointed up the problems advertising is
facing and offered some solutions. Mr.
Carter is responsible for this year's Advertising Week promotion. Excerpts from
his remarks follow:
. . . Your business and mine is under

i

i

attack . . . and the variety and viciousness of these attacks, together with their
ready acceptance, must . . . concern us
deeply.
The attacks come from many quarters.
A man named Vance Packard writes a
book ... a sensational expose that was
full of errors, half-truths and wild exaggerations, but it . . . became a best seller.
You know about the growing tide of
bills to tax advertising.
Then, too. the classic stereotypes of
the "ad man" continue . . . they take
the usual forms: the vacuous simpleton
with the breezy chatter, epitomized by
the Gordon Hathaway character on Steve

I

I

Allen's program; the grey-flanneled personality with the deep urge to find his
soul and escape from the sordid surroundings of advertising; the movie
huckster . . . entangled with blonde
models, and the fast-talking slicker . . .
with the moral standards of a Mississippi
river-boat card shark.
You have heard about product images.
These are the product images of our bus-
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difgreat, and attendant circumstances so saferent, that a universal, standard compen
tion method is difficult to accept.
in compensation arrangechange
Any ments
between client and agency should be
introduced only after recognition of and
careful examination of all the factors involved. Change should not be sought and
effected simply for the sake of change.
An agency interested in exploring the
possible advantages of a basically different
method of compensation than it is currently using may be able to test its ideas
with one or two clients who are equally in
the mood to experiment with alternative
methods. A major change in method may
take considerable time to put on a practical
working basis.
Again, under existing industry conditions,
no universally acceptable uniform agency
compensation plan is possible. On each
client and agency rests the responsibility of
working out the arrangement best suited to
the particular situation. Only one thing
seems certain — compensation arrangements
of the future will be much more realistic
than they have been in the past.
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very savory ones.
How are we going to meet these
threats?
First, let us make sure we do everything in our power to make our product
right . . . advertising that is boring can
be just as much of a threat as advertising that is dishonest or in bad taste.
As individuals and as members of Ad
Clubs, we cannot tolerate the crooks and
sharpsters whose tactics give advertising
a bad name.
We must protest against the public
image various media have given us.
[Most important] there still remains the
job of making ourselves appear to be
right to the public; too many people
have all too little knowledge about advertising or why it is an essential part
of our system operating to their benefit.
This misunderstanding is the soft-belly
of advertising. We must aggressively
tackle this problem of public ignorance.
I would like to ask you to think about
it and consider what you personally can
do. Remember, it's your future, too.
That leads right into the week we are
celebrating now across the country — Advertising Week.
THE END IN VIEW
Appraisals of advertising effectiveness
are too often "defensive or competitive,"
Curtis Berrien, senior vice president and
creative director at Reach, McClinton,
New York, believes.
Mr. Berrien's comments, contained in
Reading Matter, the agency's house organ
circulated to agency personnel and clients,

suggested effectiveness be tested with
those to whom the advertising is directed.
His statement in part:

1
I

In the process of working out media
plans and meeting closing dates, it's possible to lose sight of the marketing problems which the advertising is supposed
to meet. We who write the copy, design
the layout, produce the commercials or
order the engravings may get so absorbed
with the separate elements of the process
that we "can't see the woods for the
To be sure, we do pay some attention
to the ordinary introverted measurements
of advertising effectiveness — such as
Starch reports on readership, Schwerin
trees."
studies of tv commercials, program ratings and such. But too often these yardsticks are used to help us defend the
work we have done — to justify the tack
we have taken in administering our
clients' advertising dollars — to show cause
why our agency should continue to handle
a given piece of advertising business.
It seems to me this defensive — or
competitive — approach to the appraisal of
our service fails to do justice to the basic
functions of advertising. It also fails,
therefore, to do justice to the people in
advertising who practice their profession
skillfully and conscientiously.
Perhaps if we settle for the fact that
each piece of advertising we manufacture
is a means to an end, rather than an end
in itself, then we may pay more attention
to the more significant gauges of quality
of work we do.
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$1
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million, up 12.9%;

network,

$516.2

million

spot high hit in last three months,

$119.8

million

TvB trotted out a whole stable of statistics last week to show that while selling may
be harder, television's still on the rise.
The bureau released 1957 spot television
spending figures and added to them the
comparable figures for network sales to
show that these two categories last year
grossed $964,936,000 as compared to $885.774,000 in 1956.
President Norman E. Cash also reported
on results of spot checks on January business in seven markets, all of which showed
gains in total dollar expenditures compared
to January 1956, and he predicted February
will be even better — "one helluva month."
He said spot television spending reached
the highest quarterly figure in history during
the last three months of 1957 — a total of
$119,835,000. This figure reflects reports
from 322 stations and represents a 11.1%
gain over the $107,842,000 reported by 318
stations in the final quarter of 1956.
An analysis of 279 stations who reported
in both quarters, he said, showed their 1957
fourth quarter was up 12.2%.
Spot television reached a total of $448,734,000 during the full year of 1957, a more
than $51 million or 12.9% gain over the
1956 total of $397,606,000. according to
the TvB figures. Network television spending came to $516,202,000 in 1957 as against

EXPENDITURES
ADVERTISERS

BY
FOR

Procter & Gamble, No. 1 tv spender in
both years, boosted its spot television outlay from $17,522,500 in 1956 to $25,916,800 in 1957 while raising its network tv appropriation from $43,457,300 to $47,046,000.
In addition to showing the spot and network top tens for the year, TvB also issued
tables comparing 1957 and 1956 spot spending by product categories; showing 1957 spot
expenditures by time of day and type of
spot activity; giving fourth-quarter spending of the top 100 spot users, and showing
fourth-quarter totals by product category.
Other material released by TvB traced the
growth of television in terms of stations,
coverage, time spent viewing, ratings and
homes reached, homes delivered by average
network programs, number of homes viewing and television investments as a per
cent of total advertising investments (12.6%
in 1957 vs. 1.1% in 1949).
Mr. Cash acknowledged that in tv as in
other business, sales right now "are hard to
come by." But he maintained that there is
no lack of interest among advertisers and
that investments are still going up. He also
acknowledged that some — but not all — of
the 12% boost in spot spending last year

SPOT

PRODUCT
1957

&

TELEVISION
CLASSIFICATION

1956

1956

1957
Agriculture $ 1,333,000
Ale, Beer & Wine
38,483,000
Amusements,
Entertainment
660,000
Automotive
9,745,000
Building material,
equipment, fixtures,
2,857,000
paints
Clothing, furnishings,
accessories
11,295,000
Confections & soft
drinks
26,668,000
Consumer services
12,640,000
Cosmetics &
toiletries
48,500,000
7,446,000
Dental products
38,195,000
Drug products
*Food & grocery
119,683,000
products
Garden, supplies &
606,000
equipment
Gasoline &
lubricants
22,259,000
Hotels, resorts,
restaurants
357,000
Household cleaners,
cleansers, polishes,
waxes
9,376,000
Broadcasting

OF

$488,168,000 in 1956. All figures are gross
time costs.

$

1 ,225,000
34,345,000
560,000
12,912,000
3,422,000
8,688,000
21,576,000
12,545,000
34,240,000
13,202,000
32,026,000
107,615,000
413,000
16,030,000
290,000
.6,863,000

1957
Household equipment-

5,610,000
3,865,000

7,735,000
3,805,000

22,347,000

16,286,000

4,968,000
2,793,000
461,000
4,744,000
1,148,000

5,329,000
3,075,000
456,000
4,658,000
1,366,000

1,915,000

1,440,000

378,000

239,000

1,482,000

2,360,000

33,387,000

30,390,000

2,890,000

2,866,000

6,334,000
6,301,000
$448,734,000

7,066,000
4,583,000
$397,606,000

appliances furnishings
Household
Household laundry
Household
products paper
products general
Household,
Notions
Pet products
Publications
toys
Sporting goods, bicycles,
Stationery, office
equipment
Television, radio, phono
graph,
musical
instruments
Tobacco products &
supplies
Transportation
&
travel
Watches, jewelry,
cameras
Miscellaneous
Total

1956

* 1957 includes frozen foods in appropriate subclassifications. Supersedes earlier practice of
grouping all frozen food in one category.

might be attributed to rate increases, which
he estimated at 5-10%, and that the same
would be true in network sales, which were
up about 6% while network rates went up,
Mr. Cash estimated, by about 3%..
The seven markets he said he spotchecked to get a line on January business
were Minneapolis, where he said total tv
sales were up 10% over January 1956;
Memphis, up 3%; Milwaukee up slightly;
Cincinnati, up 12%; Columbus, Ohio, up
slightly; Wilkes-Barre and Scranton, up
considerably, and Los Angeles, a "definite
increase."
TOP
4th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
7 2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

100

IN

TV

QUARTER

SPOT
1957

PROCTER & GAMBLE
$7,857,400
BROWN & WILLIAMSON . . . 3,051,200
GENERAL
FOODS
2,387,900
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
... 2,287,200
CONTINENTAL
BAKING. . . 2,233,200
LEVER BROS
2,140,600
STERLING DRUG
2,010,100
WARNER-LAMBERT
1,945,400
ADELL
CHEMICAL
1,692,200
MILES LABORATORIES. . . . 1,680,300
HALL, ROBERT, CLOTHES. 1,608,000
REYNOLDS, R. J
1,390,800
AMERICAN HOME PRODS.. 1,372,400
NATIONAL
BISCUIT
1,343,300
coca-cola (bottlers).. 1,283,700
carter products
1,093,000
bulova watch
1,046,700
ford motor
973,400
shell oil
.
953,200
AMERICAN
CHICLE
951,300
INTERNATIONAL LATEX.. 937,600
avon products
937,200
GILLETTE CO
909,900
antell, charles
899,200
AMERICAN tobacco
880,400
GENERAL MOTORS
820,200
ESSO STANDARD OIL
774,200
LIGGETT & MYERS
741,400
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODS. . .
697,800
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
695,700
TEA COUNCIL OF U.S.A.. .
693,700
WRIGLEY, WILLIAM, JR. . .
640,100
INTERSTATE BAKERIES . . .
624,500
EXQUISITE FORM BRAS. . .
602,900
borden co
590,300
food mfgrs
574,600
pepsi cola (bottlers) .
564,600
folger, j. a
553,600
nestle co
545,200
u. s. borax & chem. . . .
543,100
ward baking
541,600
Harrison labs
536,600
milner products
533,200
morris, philip
530,500
block drug
519,700
atlantis sales
513,200
marathon corp
509,300
schlitz, jos. e.
500,400
peter paul
482,400
piel bros
477,300
falstaff brewing
472,000
grove laboratories. . . .
451,500
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

heinz, H. J.
BALLANT1NE. I\
STANDARD OIL CO. OF IND.
STANDARD BRANDS
BRISTOL-MYERS
NORWICH
IMI\KM\l\l

437.300
420.900
413,000
4()().4()()
392.600
5N9.400

59. WESSON en & snowd'ft.
60. BEECH-NUT
LIFE SAVERS
61. inks PRODUCTS REFINING

385.000
383.900
383,000

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Mi k CHEMICAL
BEST foods
PARKER pen
jergens, andrew
plough, inc.
I. I M KM t IGAR

'>N2.400
379.800
376.600
372.000
367.000
364.300

68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

ALBERTO-CULVER
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
.
REILY, WM., h.
LORILLARD,
P.
w \M)i R t o.
factor, max . .
TEXIZE CHEMICAL
bond stores
hamm, theo., brewing
MAYBELLINE CO.
HILLS BROS. COFFEE
m. J. b. co.
st ripto

360,900
357,100
354,900
349.200
347.600
347,300
343.700
341.400
340.000
336,900
330,100
328,400
324.300

PRODUCTS:

HOW

AGRICULTURE
$
Feeds. Meals
Miscellaneous

320,000
176,000
144,000

ALE, BEER & WINE
9,672,000
Beer & Ale
8,625,000
Wine
1.047,000
AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT
74,000
AUTOMOTIVE
Anti-Freeze
Batteries
Cars
Tires & Tubes
Trucks & Trailers
Miscellaneous Accessories & Supplies
BUILDING MATERIAL,
EQUIPMENT, FIXTURES,
PAINTS
Fixtures, Plumbing,
Supplies
Materials
Paints
Power Tools
Miscellaneous

3,025,000
110,000
17,000
2,119,000
216,000
197,000
366,000
580,000
98,000
186,000
150,000
46,000
100,000

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
ACCESSORIES
3,670,000
Clothing
3,451,000
Footwear
135,000
Hosiery
37,000
Miscellaneous
47,000
CONFECTIONS &
SOFT DRINKS
6,385,000
Confections
3,078,000
Soft Drinks
3.307,000
CONSUMER SERVICES 3,233,000
Drv Cleaning &
Laundries
19.000
Financial
447.000
Insurance
563,000
Medical & Dental
47,000
Moving. Hauling,
Storage
104,000
Public Utilities
1,586,000
Religious. Political,
Unions
290,000
Schools & Colleges
53.000
Miscellaneous Services 124,000
COSMETICS &
TOILETRIES
Cosmetics
Deodorants
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11,829,000
2,734.000
948.000
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TOPS IN TV SPOT
LAST YEAR
Total Spot
Rank Order
Spending.
1957
2.
1. Procter & Gamble
S25.9 16.800
1 2.988.900
Brown & Williamson
4. C ontinental Baking
10,190,100
Sterling Drug
8,635,900
3. General Foods
8,447,900
5.
6.
Colgate-Palmolive
7,739,100
7. Lever Brothers
7.643.000
8. Carter Products
6.995,300
9. Miles Labs
6.392,600
10. National Biscuit
5.822,300

81.
82.
83.
84.

p \( ii ii 1 1 i . .v i ii .
CARL1NG BREWING
Kl It HIE, HAROLD F.
BURGERMEISTER BREW

85. QUAKER OATS
86. GREAT A & P TEA
87.
88.
89.
90.

BYMART-TINTAIR
TEXAS CO
SAFEWAY STORES
LIONEL CORP.

THEY

SPLIT

Depilatories
Hair Tonics &
Shampoos
Hand & Face Creams,
Lotions
Home Permanents &
Coloring
Perfumes, Toilet
Waters, etc
Razor, Blades
Shaving Creams,
Lotions, etc
Toilet Soaps
Miscellaneous

46.000

601,000
2.146,000
373,000

DENTAL PRODUCTS
Dentrifices
Mouthwashes
Miscellaneous

2,291,000
1,939,000
67.000
285,000

2,186,000
437,000
1,692,000
435,000
231,000

DRUG PRODUCTS
11,224,000
Cold Remedies
3,040,000
Headache Remedies . . 2,172,000
Indigestion Remedies . 2,528,000
Laxatives
1,075,000
Vitamins
392.000
Weight Aids
168.000
Miscellaneous Drug
Products
1,659,000
Drug Stores
190,000
"FOOD & GROCERY
PRODUCTS
32,814,000
Baked Goods
7,170,000
Cereals
2.370,000
Coffee. Tea &
Food Drinks
7.888,000
Condiments, Sauces,
Appetizers
1,823,000
Dairy Products
1,731,000
Desserts
611,000
Dry Foods i Flour,
Mixes, Rice, etc.) . 1,790,000
Fruits & Vegetables,
Juices
1,122,000
Macaroni. Noodles,
Chili, etc
500,000
Margarine. Shortenings 2,115,000
Meat. Poultry & Fish . 1,390,000
Soups
98.000
Miscellaneous Foods 1,924,000
Miscellaneous Frozen
Foods
255,000
Food Stores
2,027,000
•Starting with the 1st Quarter
1957 — includes frozen foods in appropriate sub-classifications. Supersedes earlier practice of

323,700
320,300
320,100
319,200
318.800
314,800
306,000
300.000
293,200
281.800

FOURTH

SPOT TV SPENDING
BY TIME AND TYPE
Money broken clown by the types of spots
used and parts of the day in which spots
appeared during J 957.
day
$145,038,000
Mir.HT
',59 3^0 000
LATE NIGHT
44,376,000
$448,734,000
ANNOUNCEMENTS $199,879,000
id's
48,856,000
PARTICIPATIONS 112,549,000
PROGRAMS
87,450,000

57.8
9.9
44.5%
10.9
19.5
25.1
100.0%

$448,734,000
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

CHESEBROUGH-PONDS
. ..
UNITED VINTNERS
GENERAL MILLS
NEHI CORP. (BOTTLERS)
MONARCH WINE
GOLD SEAL
AMERICAN SUGAR REFIN. .
DRUG RESEARCH
KROGER CO
BON AMI CO

QUARTER

grouping all frozen foods in a
separate category.
GARDEN SUPPLIES
& EQUIPMENT

66,000

GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS 5,354,000
Gasoline & Oil
5,149,000
Oil Additives
159,000
Miscellaneous
46,000
HOTELS, RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS
73,000
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
WAXES
2,418,000
Cleaners, Cleansers . . 1,538,000
Floor & Furniture
Polishes, Waxes
156,000
Glass Cleaners
187,000
Home Dry Cleaners . . . 428,000
Shoe Polish
5,000
Miscellaneous Cleaners 104,000
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENTAPPLIANCES

32.3%

1,343,000

HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS
609,000
Beds, Mattresses,
Springs
454,000
Furniture
& Other
Furnishings
155,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY
PRODUCTS
7,686,000
Bleaches. Starches . . .
995,000
Packaged Soaps,
Detergents
6,346,000
Miscellaneous
345,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER
PRODUCTS
Cleansing Tissues
Food Wraps
Napkins
Toilet Tissue
Miscellaneous

HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL ..
Brooms, Brushes, Mops,
etc. .
China,
Glassware,
Crockery. Containers
Disinfectants.
Deodorizers
Fuels (heating, etc.) . .

SPOT
TV
Insecticides,
Rodenticides
Kitchen Utensils
Miscellaneous

280,300
ioo7o%"
279, 1 00
276,800
265,900
264,100
261,800
258,600
256,600
255,900
251,100

60,000
45,000
92,000

NOTIONS

261,000

PET PRODUCTS

847,000

PUBLICATIONS
192,000
SPORTING GOODS,
BICYCLES, TOYS
1,577,000
Bicycles
& Supplies . .
84,000
General Sporting
Goods
40,000
Toys & Games
1,438,000
Miscellaneous
15,000
STATIONERY, OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
21,000
TELEVISION, RADIO,
PHONOGRAPH, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
520,000
Antennas
126,000
Radio & Television
Sets
91,000
Records
174,000
Miscellaneous
129,000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
& SUPPLIES
7,726,000
Cigarettes
6,944,000
Cigars,
Pipe
Tobacco
727,000
Miscellaneous
55,000
TRANSPORTATION

803,000

& TRAVEL
714,000
Air
320,000
Bus
183,000
Rail
193,000
Miscellaneous . .
18,000
WATCHES, JEWELRY,
CAMERAS
2,137,000
Cameras, Accessories,
Supplies
135,000
Clocks & Watches
1,045,000
Jewelry
34,000
Pens & Pencils . .
907,000
Miscellaneous
16,000

110,000
85,000
249,000
162,000

MISCELLANEOUS
1,576,000
Trading Stamps
252,000
Miscellaneous Products 471,000
Miscellaneous Stores . .
907,000
TOTAL,
$119,835,000

795,000
299,000
89.000
54,000
46,000
307,000

Broadcasting

Ineluctable

Modality

We see by the businessweekly of television and radio
that Madison Avenue is a myth (Broadcasting,
Feb. 24, 1958).
With eternal verities like that tumbling around our
ears — with Willie Hoppe retired and Bold Ruler
scratched — with the Army talking about promotion on
merit and the Navy moth-balling battleships — the
next thing we know agencies will be hiring
agencies to handle their promotion.
However, there's one thing you can depend on:
Eastern Iowa. It's still west of the Mississippi
and it still listens to WMT. Loud.*
WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
600 kc National Representatives: The Katz Agency.
*areas.
72% To
of the
Iowayouliveneedoutside
the state's
metropolitan
do people
a radio injob,
coverage.
WMT six
provides
it,
reaching small-toivn and rural elements as well as metropolitan markets.
Area Pulses consistently show that WMT is the most popular voice
in Eastern Iowa, with twice as many listeners as the next most
popular station, often three times as many. WMT averages
(5 a.m. to midnight) more audience than the combined total
of all other radio stations located in our Pulse area.

Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS 5 AGENCIES continued

LEVER

TRYS

TWO

• Drops Pepsodent
• Asks combination

NEW

MEDIA

TACKS

radio spot slate; bolsters tv spot
rate for toothpaste

and

Dove

soap

I ever Bios, has pulled oil what il conOn behalf of Dove, the same quantity
siders .1 coup in broadcast strateg\ |Ciomi>
and type of spots were purchased in the
Circuit, Feb. 101. In swift succession
same markets. The Dove campaign kicked
through two of its agencies. Foote. Cone &
off in the middle of February and runs on
Belding, New York, and Ogilvy, Benson
this vein: eight weeks on. four weeks off,
& Mather. New York, the multi-million dolpicking up again with eight weeks, then oil
four weeks etc.. a total of about 26 weeks
lar advertiser — ranking in the top 10 in the
U. S. — by last week accomplished the folin the year. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather is
the Dove agency.
lowing:
(1) Dropped the entire national schedule
Between the two campaigns there is this
ol Pepsodent radio spots which ran in as
Div.
difference:
major for
approximately
to splitPepsodent
the ROS Lever's
asked
many as 200 markets and represented an
estimated $2.5 million annual investment;
50% in the daytime (before 6 p.m.) and
(2) Moved rapidly to install tonnage use
50% in the nighttime (after 6 p.m.). Reason:
of spot television, specifically IDs on bePepsodent seeks mass, all-family appeal.
half of Pepsodent toothpaste (At Deadline.
Lever's Dove asked for the ROS to lodge
Feb. 24). This campaign breaks nationally
mostly in the daytime hours with only a
few fringing into nighttime periods. Reason:
in about 50 markets beginning next Monday most
(
markets on various
dates next week
and in the
Southeast
April 1 this
year).
(3) Worked
in a doubleplay that involves still anCAUSE of the hue and cry: Pepsodent and Dove, the two Lever products
other Lever
that are at the center of a new media strategy. Though spot radio is out
product. Dove,
of Pepsodent plans for now, the lines of the jingle that spot radio made
the company's
famous appear on the toothpaste box: "You'll wonder where the yellow
highly - touted
went . . . when you brush your teeth with Pepsodent.''
"beauty bar"
Dove aims its appeal more to the feminine
soap. On behalf of Dove, the advertiser simiaudience.
larly purchased saturation, high-frequency
Many of those stations which resisted
spot tv packages in the same major markets
[At Deadline, Feb. 17].
Lever's search for big-package rates — with
price sought independently of the stations
In the process, Lever also has engineered
involved since tv outlets as a rule do not
initial
— seemingly almost overnight — these
accommodate
50 spots weekly on their rate
results and/or reactions:
cards
—
did
not
contest the Dove buying to
• Alarmed a segment of the tv industry
the extent that they fought against Pepsoby requesting special package rates for its
dent. Chief reason expressed to Broadcasthuge saturation buys (averaging 50 spots
ing was an apparent desire by Dove to acper week for four weeks in nearly all
markets), stirred resistance by some stations
commodate stations' rate structures, while
but scored with successful acceptance by
in Pepsodent's case the issue was not so clear.
It was known that Pepsodent was asking
most.
for a discounted price for the package that,
• Aroused bitterness on the part of a
according to station sources, would amount
formidable and articulate section of the
to 65-70% of the one-time rate published on
radio industry including several station
the card. Some representatives asserted that
representatives and the Radio Bureau of
Advertising (story page 48).
in markets where the spot "supply" was high,
Pepsodent had no trouble in obtaining sched• Set off pros and cons in judgement
ules, but in others, where the market was
of Lever's "new concept" of buying spot
tight on the supply of available spots, the
tv. the impact of which has some observers
likening it to the stir caused in the broadcast industry by the General Foods and
Bristol-Myers shared-sponsorship spot tv
plan.
Basically this is what Lever bought:
On behalf of Pepsodent, station identification announcements on run of station basis,
averaging 50 per week for four weeks in a
total of approximately 50 major U. S.
markets. Campaign already was in motion
in markets that Lever had tested in New
York and on the West Coast but the bulk
of the national drive kicks off next week.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding.
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advertiser had to be "satisfied" with "secondary" stations and/ or schedules.
Thus, those stations resisting Pepsodent's
buying pattern did so on price. On the other
hand, stations or their representatives accepting the Pepsodent business presented various
reasons for their actions. According to one
official. "Lever's mass saturation buying —
even though it requires the setting up of a
price for a package that our rates do not
accommodate — means millions of dollars to
the spot tv medium. We welcome the philosophy being expounded by Lever that spot tv
is a good buy and can be inexpensive when

purchased in large quantities. It can dispel
the strong, prevailing opinion among some
advertisers that tv is tremendously expenAnother spokesman

among

those who

the Lever "concept" said "Where
support
buying is at such quantity the discounted
rates are justified. The Lever action gives
positive proof that tv is ideal for mass saturation campaigns, and second to only persive."
low-costin medium."
as a mass, sellers
haps radiobroadcast
Many
New York
labeled the Lever buying as possibly a "new
trend in tv to saturation buying that existed
in radio . . . buying that seeks maximum
spread and accounting for the tune-in shift
for a product of general appeal, that seeks
frequency and repetition and a maximum
audience,
duplicated
not."
Still other
tv time orsalesmen
noted that
Lever was not insisting on guaranteed time
on stations but ROS and a general split.
They said stations were not being asked to
"reappraise rate cards because of market
size or audience but only to make rate provisions for package."
Also understood to be in the "grand
master plan" at Lever:
• In moving into spot tv only major
markets have been selected. Thus, compared
to its radio schedule, a number of markets
have been dropped. At the same time.
Lever for Pepsodent is expecting to adjust
its market lists if that becomes necessary —
but at present the market total is approximately 50.
• Originally Lever was planning to purchase tv spots for Pepsodent on a 52-week
basis. Except for a few west coast markets,
Lever changed its mind and bought on a
four-week basis. It is pointed out that Dove
goes off the air for four-week periods and
it is believed that Lever is permitting itself
leeway in certain markets and in time may
consider a schedule in some markets that
would have Dove on the air for eight
weeks followed by four weeks of Pepsodent
IDs. This could not be confirmed.
• It was indicated, but not confirmed,
that Lever plans to put some of Pepsodent
and Dove money into hitchhikes on its
network tv program schedule as supplementary to the spot drive.
The spot radio schedule for Pepsodent
was canceled outright at about the same
time that Lever started its schedule for
Dove, with a search for tv ID availabilities
on behalf of Pepsodent already underway.
To bring the sequence of events into
focus: Lever started testing spot tv in the
fall of last year, in New York City and in
a few west coast markets. In six weeks on
the West Coast. Pepsodent had 200 IDs on
television. Results were favorable and Lever
renewed for another four weeks. It reportedly now has renewed the business in these
west coast markets (Los Angeles and San
Francisco among them) for 52 weeks with
the normal two-week cancellation clause.
Asked by Broadcasting for an accounting of tv spots Lever used for Pepsodent
on the West Coast, Broadcast Advertisers
Reports (BAR). New York, a monitoring
service, supplied the following data:
Los Angeles for the week ending Jan.
Broadcasting

talk

to

Bill

Timebuyers, marketing executives and
ad managers all agree that WDRC

is the buy in

Hartford ... the 5,000 watt CBS station that delivers
the top ratings and complete coverage of the
entire industrial area plus a unique Sundial Saturation
Service that delivers spot dispersion and repetition
at a cost efficiency that can't be beat. Bill Malo,
Vice-President in charge of Sales, can
tell you the Hartford-WDRC

story best; he can

also tell you how Raymer Representation helped
make 1957 the biggest year in national spot
billing in the history of the station.

then

talk

Raymer
If you want the kind
of representation that has
helped sell WDRC,
WDRC,

helped promote

helped make WDRC,

then

you'll want to talk to Paul H. Raymer.
WDRC has been represented by Raymer
for nineteen years and the national
spot sales record over those years proves
Raymer salesmanship

and Raymer

representation

More to the point, that record shows what
Raymer can do for you ... for your station,
your market and your national sales.
THE PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
Pioneer National Representatives Since 1932
New York • Chicago • Detroit
Los Angeles • San Francisco
Dallas • Atlanta

Malo

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued
25— KHJ-TV, 48; KRCA-TV, 55; KTLA
(TV), 52, ..nd KTTV (TV), 50. San Francisco for the week ending Jan. 17 — KGOTV, 47. and k RON-TV. 48. All the spots
were IDs
The Lever media backfield shift is detailed here without corroboration by the company itself or the two agencies involved.
To repeated queries. Lever and its Pepsodent Div. offered "no comment." Neither
agenc\ would discuss the Pepsodent and or
the Dove buying romp. Lever and Foote.
Cone & Belding refused to acknowledge
that the radio schedule had been dropped
even though reports of cancellations at the
time were being received by stations.
It was m ule known by Lever, however,
that its policy is to keep competitors from
knowing about its media plans. Indeed.
Lever achieved that much at the outset.
Lever's plans in the broadcast spot media
were well-kept secrets, and once Lever
moved, it did so with a swift sureness that
indicated very careful advance planning.
The spot radio campaign on behalf of
Pepsodent was one of the all-time radio
success stories in the competitive tv era.
That campaign actually got its start at the
beginning of 1956. As it received acclaim
and attention, principally on its "You'll
Wonder Where The Yellow Went" musical
refrain, the Pepsodent Div. added markets
to its schedule and accumulated unusually
valuable radio time franchises.
Lever ranked fifth among the top 10
network tv advertisers last year, spending
$16.2 million-plus. In the Television Bureau
of Advertising's tabulation of spot tv advertisers, Lever ranked No. 7 with an expenditure of $7.6 million-plus.

THE debut of Universal C.I.T. Credit
Corp., New York, in network radio is
set by William L. Wilson (c), vice
president in charge of advertising and
public relations for the automobile
financing firm. Looking on as he signs
for $100,000 worth of Monitor time
on NBC Radio: Robert H. McKennee
(1), national advertising manager of
Universal C.I.T. . and Matthew J.
Culligan. vice president in charge of
the NBC Radio Network. The campaign starts March 21 with a saturation package of spots and feature segments on weekends during the spring
car buying season [At Deadline,
Feb. 24]. Filler & Smith & Ross. NewYork, is Universal C.I.T. agency.
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A 'MISTAKE'
RECTIFY
TO
WANTS
RAB
The Radio Advertising Bureau, smarting
eight weeks; among dealers, the jingle was
correctly identified by 53.3% after four
in the wake of Lever's wholesale cancellation
weeks, 65.3% after eight.
of the $2.5 million Pepsodent toothpaste
I Ins report was brought to the attention
radio spot schedule and a shift to spot tv.
wants its day in court with Lever and says
oi Lever at a meeting on April 3. 1956, atit will tight for it.
tended by(according to RAB and all names
Basically. RAB seeks an audience with top
and titles as then existing): From Lever —
Pepsodent management to explain why it Robert P. Breckcnridge, advertising brand
manager: T. E. Flicks, marketing vice presithinks I.ever is making a "mistake." has got
dent in charge of the Pepsodent Div.; Wilitself a "bad buy" in its tv scheduling and
to emphasize that the company has relinliam H. Scully, Pepsodent's advertising manager; Stanley Pulver, media manager of
quished "excellent time franchises" on radio
radio-tv; George J. Zachary, radio-tv prostation logs throughout the country. RAB
gram manager, and Joseph W. Baly, media
reports it would present its story on a basis
of comparative media.
buyer.
From FC&B — William Steele, vice presiMeanwhile, a radio station representative
dent and account executive; Paul Gerhold,
already is accumulating Lever distributor
vice president: Arthur Pardol. director of
testimonials on sales effectiveness of the Pepbroadcast media, and two research men.
sodent radio spot schedule.
These executives, RAB says, showed
It would be an understatement to describe
"excellent reaction," and in fact on April
RAB's reaction as "unhappy." Rather, the
11, 1956, according to the bureau, two
radio promotion organization is angry. The
of the Lever executives came to RAB asking
ruffled feelings can be traced to a series of
that the presentation be turned over to them
events but the climaxing "blow" reportedly
for playbacks to the Lever management.
was an answer from Pepsodent's high comRAB notes that soon afterward the Pepsomand which allegedly was given to an RAB
dent schedule was renewed in 28 markets
official who sought entree at the division
and the presentation was shown again by
after word was out on the radio cancellation.
Lever on May 2 of that year at a special
That comment is purported to have been:
sales meeting of the company. RAB believes
"You can't eat ham all the time."
that this showing plus sales figures revealed by Lever to its own executives led
RAB points out that soon after Lever's
Pepsodent radio drive got underway, it put
ultimately to the Pepsodent full-scale plunge
in the "You'll Wonder Where The Yellow
up $17,000 to work on an "in depth interWent"
radio campaign.
view" research program with Lever and its
agency, Foote, Cone & Belding. It is intiWhile sales figures never were revealed
mated that results from this study helped
officially, it is reported that Pepsodent had
to lead the advertiser into its radio sales
7.5% of the toothpaste market in Los
success.
Angeles as of October 1955. That month
also,
two competitive brands (Crest and
According to RAB, its "story" started in
Gleem) were introduced in the market. In
the late fall of 1955. Pepsodent in November had begun scheduling some radio spots
November, Pepsodent had fallen to a 6.1%
share. That same month, the radio spots
in Los Angeles. On Jan. 1, 1956. the schedule was in 27 other markets. RAB contacted
began. In March 1956, Pepsodent in only
the advertising manager of Pepsodent and
a four month period had boosted its share
to 10.8%.
proposed a research study on "awareness."
Four markets were selected: Dallas, PittsRAB also notes that Pepsodent won
burgh, Minneapolis and Los Angeles. Lever
awards two years in a row from the bureau's
and FC&B consented.
independent panel judging the best radio
commercial of the year. But, even more imPepsodent was running 370 announceportant to RAB: "Only recently, Pepsodent
ments per week in Los Angeles; 87 in Mintold us they would renew the spot schedule
neapolis, 100 in Pittsburgh and 90 in Dallas.
Advertest was commissioned to conduct the
study. A 4,000 sample was covered in two
The bureau warns if it doesn't get its
audience
waves. Interviewers used a battery operated
on radio."soon, it will petition in writing to
playback device which gave this portion of "every member of Lever's international
board" asking for a hearing. (Lever Bros.
the Pepsodent commercial only: "You'll
Co., New York, is part of Unilever Ltd.,
wonder where the yellow went." People interviewed were led into identifying, if they
Anglo-Dutch owned and the world's largest
could, the type of product advertised, the
soap and margarine firm.)
name of the product and whether the listener
was aware of the tie-in. The first wave ocWestinghouse Names Grey
curred four weeks after the announcements
Westinghouse Electric Corp. has named
were on the air, the second wave, four weeks
Grey
Adv., New York, to handle its near
later, or eight weeks after the initial run of
schedule.
$2 million advertising budget for television,
radio and record-playing equipment effective
Among the findings: brand usage went up
10% in four weeks among those listeners
May 12. McCann-Erickson has handled the
consumer products for Westinghouse since
reached; the jingle was linked correctly to
1944 and will continue to handle the rest
Pepsodent by 29.2% of all people surveyed
of
the $15 million account.
after the four-week period, 34.2% after
Broadcasting
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Star

state

Number
T
in Omaha
HOOPER 43.3 share
Dec, '57 - Jan. '58, 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.
PULSE 7.1 average rating
Dec, 1957 - 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
TRENDEX

40.8 share

Dec, 1957, 8 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Check With AVERY-KNODEL

No.

1 in the
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15

Denver

KOIL—
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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HOOPER- Jan. 1958
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KMYR*-

Denver

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.

BY

KWIK
KWIK

More listeners than all other
Pocatello stations combined
according to the most recent
Hooper.

-Pocatello

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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DON

W. BURDEN, President
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
ADROIT
GETS

USE

OF

BEVERAGE
•

Tea Council

•

Burnett

makes

puts most

MEDIA,

RESEARCH

CONVERTS
dramatic

strides in seven

of $2.5 million budget

\ n2.5 million annual promotion budget
($2 million of it spent in radio-tv advertising), a hard-hitting copy theme and a $1.5
million research investment over seven years
have helped transform tea from an occasional invalid's drink trailing coffee 20-to-l
into a "hefty, hot and hearty" brew that last
year racked up a U. S. consumption in
excess ot 30 billion cups — now trailing coffee only 3-to-l.
Responsible for this slightly phenomenal
upsurge is the Tea Council of the U. S. A.,
its agency, Leo Burnett Co. — and broadcast
advertising. While its budget may not be
exceptionally large by some measures — the
unusual aspect of the Tea Council account
is twofold: (a) it is the only international
promotion "partnership" (U. S., Ceylon,
India and Indonesia) that purchases an impressive proportion of tv-radio time; (b) it
is perhaps one of the most thoroughly-researched accounts in advertising today, a
fact described by a Burnett man as "gratifying . . . since you know that the client is
backing all of your efforts with more than

FOR

TEA

years

in radio-tv

backseat position in ad expenditures ($15
million annually — excluding the council's
$2.5 million — as against coffee's $65 million, beer's $90 million and soft drinks' $100
million), the council's task seemed relatively
hard: to make up in frequency what its drive
lacked in impact and to sell Americans on
two little words, "availability" and ''acceptability." ATea Council official put it
this way: "We had to advertise a drink nobody wanted."
In 1946,
per capita U. S. tea consumption
had dropped to one third of what it was in
1900. The "coffee break" and its implied
masculinity had made a farce out of what
was once "teatime." Motivational researcher
Dr. Ernest Dichter, called in by the Council
two years after its inception in 1949 (then
affiliated with London's International Tea
Market Expansion Board), found, according

TV TEA TEASERS:

just interest: he's put his cash on the
line . . ."
The council has just hit midway in its
1957-58 tv-radio push (the tv phase, accounting for SI. 5 million, ran from Oct. 15-Feb.
17 in 29 markets; the radio push on behalf of iced tea begins in May). It considers
the past few years of concentrated selling as
one of "learning the hard way." Its latest
lesson: To bolster your buying audience,
you have to go after the other fellow's customers since tea drinkers aren't born, they're
converted. The other fellow: coffee and other
beverages.

. . . Campaign

Theme

Since last fall, the council's hot tea ads on
tv have been mincing few pictures. Though
the word coffee is never mentioned, the intent behind the visual image of a dissatisfied
drinker pushing away a cup of black brew
is obvious. Just as obvious is the fact that
the
have
been hitting
home.
Latecouncil's
last fall,efforts
several
member
firms of
the
National Coffee Assn.. meeting in Boca
Raton. Fla.. decried the Tea Council's
"flagrant" attacks and hinted darkly at
"counter-measures." but cooler heads prevailed. The NCA's official stand: The council is wasting its time and money by spending 709c of its tv budget tearing down coffee instead of building up tea.

. . . Product appeal

But the Tea Council (as well as a number of subscribing tea packers) feel that it
is doing no such thing, and stoutly maintain
that it's not the pure coffee drinkers it is
after but the people who have already quit
coffee or who made the switch to such
caffeine-free drinks as Ovaltine, Postum, Decaf and Sanka — the latter placing third (behind Maxwell House and Nescafe) among
the instant brews
To get the most out of the tea industry's
Page 50 • March 3, J 958
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to Vance Packard's The Hidden Persuaders,
"that the tea producers not only had fallen
into a hole but were busily digging the hole
deeper in their sales appeals." The ads played heavilj on the theme that tea was something one drank before taking to bed with a
cold. Tea concluded Dr. Dichter, seemed
to be for sissies and Chinese and he recommended, in the first of a series of Tea Council surveys, that Burnett put some muscle
into the tea image. It did just that by transforming a tea pot into a man's muscle, by
coining the cadence "make it hefty, hot and
hearty" and unveiling the now-famous slogan. "Take
and see."
With
the tea
advent
of 1952 came not only
the council's first use of tv but also an entirely new council. The government of India
withdrew its support from ITMEB. and together with Indonesia and Ceylon, joined
in partnership with the American council.
For each $5 contributed by U. S. packers
e.g., McCormick & Co., Tetley, Seeman Bros.. Salada-Shirriff-Horsey Inc.,
Thomas J. Lipton Co., the foreign tea growers would toss in $8 with their pro-rata share
based not on U. S. sales, but on a three-year
average of world-wide exports. Robert Smallwood. Lipton board chairman, was named
chairman of the council a fortnight ago, reelected for his sixth consecutive term.
Armed with Dr. Dichter's advice, the
council — with $175,000 set aside for media,
production and research — initially invaded
Syracuse, N. Y., and placed 18 spots weekly
on WH EN-TV and WSYR-TV from October
1952 through the following March. Then
it sent an Elmo Roper poll task force to
query 4,000 tea-drinking Syracusans on why
they drank tea.
For the remainder of 1953 and all of
1954. the council deliberated test results
and meanwhile placed its small campaign in
other media. But in 1954, it bought a 52week tv schedule in New York. Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, Washington. Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and Providence.
Later it added 1 9 markets (mostly South and
West) to supplement the iced tea push, for
a total tv expenditure of $1.5 million. Since
then, the "basic lineup" has been altered
somewhat. San Francisco was dropped for
iced tea because of its mean year-round
temperature of 57 degrees: added were
Seattle. Portland, New Haven, Syracuse,
Buffalo and Schenectady — all for hot and
iced tea. Since then, too, the tea council
has abandoned 52-week schedules for two
flights annually — one running during the
four fall-winter months, the other during the
three late spring-summer months. "We
sacrificed concentration for frequency discounts." acouncil official declares ruefully
of the 52-week formula. "We know better

For iced tea campaigning. Burnett turned
to radio. In the spring of 1955. Dr. Dichter
completed report No. 2 for the council and
concluded that Burnett's tv spots — showing
people suffering from summer heat turning
to iced tea — were connoting the unpleasant
now."
aspects
of summertime. He suggested that
the agency substitute "the benign face of
summer" by stressing the phrase "fun"
Broadcasting
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rather than "refreshing." Furthermore, alter
Dr. Dichter's findings were collated, the
ageaC} believed that late afternoon radio,
rather than tv spots, would do a better job
inasmuch as it could reach the housewife in
time for her to prepare pitchers of iced tea
for supper. The resultant jingle. "Why don't
sou have iced tea more often'.'" proved to be
so successful that WIBC Indianapolis
found to Us surprise the jingle appeared on
the top ten request list one Saturday morning. Since then, the council has stuck to
radio for iced tea and television for hot tea.
I he latter still needed further researching. In 1956, the council research director. Dr. Hans Zeisel. together with Burnett's
Vice President-Account Supervisor Guy
Saffold, Account Executive Charles Derring,
Tea Council Executive Director Gerard L.
Brant and his advertising director. John M.
Anderson, sat down to map out yet another
research project. Conducted by Columbia U.
and titled "They Changed to Tea," it was
an exhaustive six-month survey of 1,800
New Yorkers who had switched from coffee
to tea. This motivational studv provided the
ammunition the council now is shooting at
its beverage rivals via tv.
Of 3.8 U. S. members of the Tea Council,
six also are in the coffee-packaging business.
An executive at one of these firms is realistic about the Tea Council's efforts, feels
that "to protest would come to no avail and
furthermore would show a deploring lack of
business sense. We can't afford to spend
money on trv ing to keep people from switching, and furthermore, who says that a tea
drinker must keep away from an occasional
cup of coffee?"
Hi-Fi Component Makers Plan
Tv Series in 15 Top Markets
Leading high-fidelity component manufacturers will join hands to underwrite a
series of filmed classical and operatic music
programs on tv stations in 15 major cities
starting in March, it was announced last
week hv Henry Goldsmith, president of
Rigo Enterprises Inc.. a hi-fi exposition
manager.
Titled The High-Fidelity Industry Presents, the series was culled from a selection of over 100 musical films from various
sources and was obtained through BarryGrafman & Assoc., Chicago, distributor.
Commercial copy for four or five hi-fi
manufacturers-sponsors is being prepared
by Murray-McCarthy Assoc., Denver advertising agency, Mr. Goldsmith reported.
Among components represented are record-changers, turntables, tuners, amplifiers,
recorders, speakers, enclosures and tapes.
The series, designed for Sunday afternoon televiewing, scheduled to start on
K.DKA-TV Pittsburgh March 2 and will be
carried later in the month, according to Mr.
Goldsmith, on WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.;
WGN-TV Chicago: KABC-TV Los Anseles;
KSAN-TV
San Francisco; WTTG (TV)
Washington. D. C; KSD-TV St Louis;
WTCN-TV Minneapolis; WGR-TV Buffalo,
N. Y.: WXIX (TV) Milwaukee: KMBC-TV
Kansas
City: WJZ-TV
Baltimore, Md.;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati: KOMO-TV Seattle.
Wash.: KBTV (TV) Denver.
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AIDS

RADIO

'SPOT

PGW

AGENCY'S

MEDIA

lo the timebuyer. plans board executive
or media strategist who needs a quick
guide to costs of radio spot, there's helpful
news from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representative.
And to radio people everywhere a newlyrevised PGW booklet oilers some heavy
ammunition as to the economy and savings
provided by their advertising medium.
PGW is coming out this week with a
second edition of its "Spot Radio Pocket
Guide," first issued in May 1955. The booklet is prepared with two goals in mind: (1)
to assist the timebuyer and also the agency
executive unfamiliar with spot radio in
planning media strategy and ( 2 ) to promote
spot radio and its use.
How valuable is the PGW guide? For
one thing, it places Nielsen Coverage Service (NCS No. 2) in perspective, that is,
in terms of money and markets. The guide
can be a touchstone to national coverage
potentials and maximum cost estimates for
planning national spot radio campaigns via
daytime or nighttime schedules.
As noted in PGW's second edition (the
first was issued in 1955): "The fundamental
purpose ... is to continue to give agencies
and advertisers a means of comparing 97%
of U. S. potential coverage via spot radio
with circulation patterns and costs of a
national magazine, a newspaper list or radio
or television networks."
The second edition makes it possible for
the user to estimate time costs in relation
to geographic extent of coverage, using
stations in any number of top metropolitan
areas, grouped up to 168 (161 areas in
1955). with an acceptable degree of accuracy.
The "Spot Radio Pocket Guide" will be
distributed to advertisers and agencies.
The booklet covers 168 large and small
"metropolitan areas," in population rank,
as determined by the U. S. Census Bureau.
The areas of audited coverage — figured
SAMPLE
DAYTIME

GUIDE'

STRATEGY

separately for daytime and nighttime according to NCS No. 2 compilation — include 45.629.690 radio homes daytime, and
45.103,090 radio homes nighttime or 97.1%
and 96%, respectively, of the 46,990,860
total U. S. radio homes.
I he stations used were selected by Nielsen and generally are those with the largest
circulation and highest rate in each market;
all estimates reflect maximum costs.
The guide cautions it does not intend to
show "exact and accurate costs regardless
of which station might be used in each
It also is noted that the guide is not meant
as a timebuying "tool" but as a pattern for
estimating
coverage and schedules to fit
market."
nearly any strategic or budgetary requirement. Pointed up: coverage summaries by
states provided in the booklet show unduplicated coverage and "homes covered"
again are total unduplicated radio homes in
a measured county. (While a given county
might have coverage from only one station of the 50 markets listed, it might have
coverage from three or four stations on a
168-market basis. Coverage of only one
station [that is. with the highest Nielsen
level] in each county is credited in total
coverage figures.)
The first section groups the 168 largest
U. S. metropolitan areas according to population rank into 50-, 75-, 100-. 125- and
168-market lists, summing up with this
basic data: number of radio homes covered
both daytime and nighttime and percentages,
respectively, of total U. S. radio homes; cost
of minute announcements day and night on
the basis of 10, 20 or 30 announcements
per week (chainbreaks approximately 20%
less). In addition, costs for individual market groups are included in each market
section. These permit determination of about
how much money it takes to increase a
market list, say from 50 to 75. 75 to 100,
etc.

SCHEDULES
MINUTES

Costs^ were determined from published rates of the "highest rate station" in each market— taking frequency
and package" combinations into consideration. Thus, it is possible to estimate campaign costs with the knowledge
likely t0 be maximum< and that in many cases economies can be achieved once a
are most and
£°Stlbeen Wndetermined
u \ i has
schedule
individual radio stations selected through regular media department practices.
Wo.50 of
Markets
75
10
Daytime
Minutes
per week
20
Daytime
Minutes
per week
30
Daytime
Minutes
per week

100
125
168
50
75
100
125
168
50
100
.75
125
168

Homes
Covered
(Millions)
41
43
37
45
44
43
41
37
45
44
37
41
45
43
44

% U.S.
Total
80.1
87.9
93.1
95.7
97.1
87.9
80.1
93.1
95.7
97.1
80.1
87.9
95.7
93.1
97.1

13 Weeks
$190,621
238,869
277,750

26 Weeks
477,739
$ 555,500
381,243

305,667
352,727
414,960
330,275
481,460

611,335
705,455
660,550
829,920
962,920

533,304
615,726

1,066,608
1,231,453

449,514
567,918

899,028
1,135,836
1,315,891
1,456,899
1,685,533

657,945
728,449
842,766

52 Weeks
$ 955,479
762,486
1,111,000
1,222,670
1,410,910
1,321,101
1,659,840
1,925,840
2,133,216
2,462,907
1,798,056
2,271,672
2,631,782
2,913,799
3,371,066
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CHRYSLER
•

CHOICES

For Chrysler Div., Y&R;

HEAVY

institutional, export

ON

TV

to Burnett

• Still loose: Chrysler's Canadian business, Ford's Lincoln
Automobile numu lecturers more and more
markets. Export covers shipment of cars to
are seeking from their advertising ageneies
Canada, Mexico. Cuba and Venezuela, the
such definitive and varied specialized servdivision billing about $1 million for passenices as a good creative copy approach, a
ger vehicles. (Ross Roy already handles all
si rong and sizable field organization, merbut tv lor Chrysler of Canada Ltd.) Burchandising know-how. advertising support
nett already maintains a Toronto office,
it services P & G. Pillsbury and other
where
geared to dealers' needs and a sound knowledge of media, particularly television.
accounts, and won't be required, it's underI hove pretty much represent the requisites
stood, to open any other non-domestic
branches
to handle export.
found
it
feels
and
—
sought
Corp.
Chrysler
—in the selection of Young & Rubicam
(In total billings. Young & Rubicam
lasi week for its Chrysler and Led
ranked third with about $230 million and
Burnett Co. for its institutional and export
Burnett 11th with around $80 million.)
passenger car accounts.
Last week's decision sent Burnett execuYoung & Rubicam. New York, and
tives into a flurry of activity, occasioned
Burnett, C hicago, will divide pretty evenly
largely by the fact it has no Detroit office
.in estimated S20 million in domestic billings
The agency's plans in that reat present.
relinquished by McCann-Erickson last
spect were in the speculative stage, beyond
the obvious fact it would open one.
in favor of General Motors' $24 milmonthlion Buick
account, with Y&R understood to
It was understood Burnett would handle
have a slight edge. In selecting them,
the major creative effort in its Chicago
Chrvsler turned outside its immediate "famheadquarters. Richard N. Heath. Burnett
ily of agencies" (BBDO. Grant, N. W.
president, said, "We have an all-encompassAver & Son, Ross Roy) for new agencies.
ing supply of capable personnel in Chicago
The appointments, announced Monday,
to handle the account.'' indicating Burnett
helped settle a generally muddied Detroit
does not intend to pirate people from other
picture involving agency assignments. Still
agencies.
left unsettled, however, as of Wednesday:
It's learned that F. Strother Cary Jr.,
administrative vice president and executive
• Chrysler's part of its Canadian busiassistant to Messrs. Burnett and Heath,
ness dropped by M-E.
• The $4-5 million Lincoln account from
will be named account supervisor on the
Ford Motor Co.'s Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln
Chrysler account. William L. Diener, Burstable (Foote. Cone & Belding has Edsel
nett vice president, will be agency manageand Kenyon & Eckhardt services Mercury).
ment representative.
Burnett
Co. assigns media supervisors
Burnett's corporation account appointment was announced by James Cope. Chrysto develop media plans based on market
and media research and copy strategy. The
ler Corp. vice president for corporate market planning, and its choice as export agency
plans are reviewed by a group of three
is being reported today (Monday) by Nichexecutives — headed by Leonard S. Mattolas Kelly Jr., Chrysler Corp. vice president
hews, vice president in charge of media
and Export Div. president. Selection of Y&R
— responsible for media policy execution
was announced by E. C. Quinn. Chrysler
and administration. The others are Tom
Div. president. The decisions reportedly were
Wright, manager of media, and Dr. Seymade as late as last weekend following
mour Banks, media planning and research
client-agency meetings in the motor city.
manager. Often considered top-heavy in tv
(at the expense of radio), the agency is
They were said to reflect Chrysler's partistrong
on media generally, a major conits
and
agencies''
"television
alitv for
need
for strong
numerous services as well as the
sideration in Chryslers selection.
hefty billings record of the two agencies and
Burnett's media team keeps a steady eye
the continuing shift of major accounts to
on rising network tv costs, firm 52-week con"big name" agencies. [Lead Story, Dec. 30.
1957].
No date was given for any of the three,
but it's understood both Y&R and Burnett
will start work immediately.
Chrysler institutional network monies reportedly run about S7.5 million encompassing participation for Chrysler, Imperial
and other cars and cross-promotion commercial activity on the corporation's CBS-TV
Climax and Shower of Stars. Burnett will
ride herd at the corporate level, over-seeing
all products. Thus, the rule-of-thumb for
participating agency commissions will prevail.
On the export business. Ross Roy will
continue servicing the truck account and advertising agencies serving the corporation's
passenger-truck operations overseas and selected in local areas based on individual
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tracts, double-triple spotting practices, the
tendency toward over-emphasis on quantitative (instead of qualitative) aspects of ratings
services and uncertain rate structures that
tend to minimize spot radio's desirability in
the view of some clients.
Of particular significance at Burnett is
the expansion in recent weeks of its tv commercial department (the agency turned out
some 3.200 commercials last year) and
development of new animation concepts.
It maintains film production facilities in
Chicago. New York and Hollywood.
It's expected Burnett will transfer several
key people to Detroit in the weeks ahead.
Meetings were held with Chrysler daily
this past week and in Detroit Feb. 21.
Emphasis on- the varying types of broadcast media at Burnett can be ascertained by
its 1957 billings, showing network tv, spot

i\. spot radio and network radio ranking in
that order, with total tv outdistancing total
radio $43 million to $6 million.
Young & Rubicam already has offices in
Detroit as well as in New York, Chicago, San
Francisco. Hollywood, Los Angeles, Montreal. Toronto and overseas. It had total tv
billings of $85 million last year, with the
same ranking among the various broadcast
media as Burnett.
Y&R had serviced Lincoln three years
and earlier had been in the General Motors
agency family. The agency previously
handled Packard Motor Car advertising for
nearly 20 years before losing it to Maxon
in the early 1950s. Three years ago it
picked up the Lincoln account from K&.E.
Ironically enough, Chrysler account
resignations by McCann-Erickson for Buick
came almost simultaneously with a reported
record all-time sales and earnings report by
Chrysler for 1957. (Sales for all products
were up 33% and earnings six-fold last
year. Sales: $3.5 billion; earnings, $119
million.) And its Plymouth beat out GM's
Buick for third place in auto sales.
Commenting on the appointment of Y&.R
for Chrysler Div.. Mr. Quinn stated that
"in selecting one of the most enterprising and
respected agencies in the advertising business to present the Chrysler and Imperial
cars to the public, we are confident that
its experience and talents will give increased
merchandising support to the sales programs of our
organizations."
Sigurd
S. dealer
Larmon,
Y&R president,
stated, "We are happy to become associated
with such an outstanding manufacturer of
fine cars. We believe our experience and
creative talents are particularly suited to the
marketing opportunities presented by
Chrysler
and Imperial
automobiles."
Announcing
the selection
of Burnett by
Chrysler, Mr. Cope said that the Burnett
agency was picked because of a high degree
of creativity and its outstanding successes
in many product merchandising fields utilizing all media, particularly in television.
Burnett has a "sound record of accomplishment in newspapers, magazines, television and radio that is so essential to our
automobile company's needs for an aggressive and balanced advertising program."
Mr. Cope pointed out.
"In view of the importance of our television shows, Climax and Shower of Stars,
a significant factor in the selection was Burnett's success in all types of television programming." he added.
Leo Burnett, agency board chairman, expressed delight "with the opportunity to become associated with a fast-moving, progressive and competitive automobile comInvolved in Burnett-Chrysler negotiations
were Messrs. Burnett, Heath and Cary, and
W. T. Young Jr., Burnett executive vice
president: and for Chrysler, Mr. Cope: Richard E. Forbes, director of corporate advertising, and J. R. Barlow, product advertispany."
ing manager. Participating in Y&R-Chrysler
talks along with Mr. Larmon, were Frank
Fagan, senior vice president, and Randolph
T. McKelvey, vice president.
Still under discussion was the remainder
of the

disengaged

Chrysler business — its
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Chrysler of Canada, which was active in
i\ while slill under McCann-Erickson. ( I he
hulk of ihe Canadian account is handled by
Ross Roy Inc.. which therefore is considered
a serious contender lor that business.)
Burnett also is considered a candidate for
Chrysler of ( anada. along with Grant Adv.
Young
Scope,

Asks

Pulse to Improve

Usefulness

of Radio

Data

Adam Young Inc., New York, station representative, last week reported that the company has recommended that The Pulse Inc..
that city, improve "the scope and usefulness"
of the radio audience data collected by the
research firm in order to retlect "radio's total
potential audience."
In essence, Adam Young proposed to
Pulse that the area to be surveyed for any
radio market be expanded from the metropolitan area, as is the current practice, to
include the entire trading area of which
the metropolitan market is the nucleus. The
Young organization contends that the trading area, encompassing total potential customers among the radio audience, is "of primary importance to the user of modern saturation radio techniques."
Adam Young, president of the representative firm, embodied his proposal in a letter
to Dr. Sydney Roslow. president of Pulse.
Mr. Young explained he was directing his
proposal to Pulse because that organization
"is the only one presently measuring the full
effectiveness of radio stations (in and out of
the home) in most major metropolitan areas;
is currently used by more advertisers in the
measurement of the radio medium, and uses
the technique (personal interview-aided recall method) which can more readily be
adapted to our proposal."
Other features of the Young proposal include the reporting of audience in terms of
homes delivered rather than ratings and the
inclusion of metropolitan share-of-audience
data to reflect relative in-city popularity
among radio stations.
Dr. Roslow, asked for comment, said he
is still studying the recommendation and
plans to confer with Mr. Young before he
comes to a decision. Mr. Young said his
organization is sending out postcards to
more than 4,000 advertisers and agencies
and 1,000 radio stations asking for their
reaction to the proposal and for any suggestions they may have.
Grey to Host IAW

Participants

As part of Inside Advertising Week April
6-11, Grey Adv., N. Y., will be host to a
group of students who will participate in
seminars at the agency during the week.
Students selected by their college to go to
New York in connection with IAW, which
is under sponsorship of Advertising Assn.
for Men & Women, will be eligible to compete for the Grey Trophy and a $125 cash
prize on the theme of "What Would Happen
to Our Economy if There Were No Advertising."
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WHO'S
BUSINESS

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

BRIEFLY

SPRING BOOM • American Sugar Refining
Co. (Domino brown sugars), N. Y.. March
10 starts largest spring campaign in its
history, using 92 tv and radio spot markets. Alter Easter, company's advertising —
also using daily newspapers and magazines
— shifts from brown sugar copy theme to
sugars. Advertiser's
granulated
last
tv spot and
run "10-X"
covered Sept. 23 through
Dec. 22 in 76 markets, with American
Sugar after December placing finishing
touches on its new media strategy TAt Deadline, Jan. 6]. Ted Bates, N. Y., is agency.
BUSINESS NEWS • Hertz System Inc.
(car rentals). Chicago, in purchase exceeding
SI million, has signed to sponsor CBS
Radio's "first nationwide" business news
series featuring Walter Cronkite (Mon.-Fri.
7:30-7:35 p.m.) effective March 17. Contract calls for seven additional five-minute
regular newscasts during weekend. Purchase,
to run 52 weeks, was placed through Campbell-Ewald, Chicago.
FILLING OUT THE ROSTER • American Tobacco Co. and Campbell Soup Co.
have signed for participations totaling nearly
$300,000 in business on NBC Radio. Network notes with re-entry of these two companies, 15 advertisers who once dominated
network radio have all returned to NBC.
American Tobacco Co. has purchased 10
five-minute segments weekly of network's
Bob and Ray Show beginning May 15 for
13 weeks. Campbell Feb. 17 began sponsorship of 35 announcements a week in daytime
programs for eight weeks. Effective April 14,
it will use minimum of 18 announcements a
week for two weeks. Agency for both companies: BBDO, N. Y.
ON THE BANDSTAND • Eastco Inc.
(Clearasil), White Plains, N. Y., has signed
as participating sponsor of ABC-TV's American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30 p.m., 4-5
p.m.) effective immediately. Contract for 26
weeks was placed through Lennen & Newell.
N. Y.
GIANT BUY • Interstate Baking Co. (Blue
Seal bread), Kansas City, through Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles, and United Airlines. Chicago, through N. W. Ayer, that
city, have signed to co-sponsor pre-and-post
game shows bracketing the Giant broadcasts on KSFO San Francisco. Shows, Giants
Warmup and Giants Clubhouse, are both
15 minutes.
BASEBALL FANS • WHTN Huntington,
W. Va., will carry live broadcasts of complete Cincinnati Redlegs 1958 schedule.
Burger Brewing Co., Cincinnati, through
Midland Adv., that city, has signed to sponsor games on WHTN for 1 1th year.
BUYS GODFREY TIME • Mogen David
Wine Corp., Chicago, through Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Chicago, signed for 15-minutes

of CBS Radio's Arthur Godfrey Time for
52 weeks starting March 10.
CUSTOM-TAILORED CAMPAIGN
•
Sturdy Dog Foods, Burbank, Calif., has
launched radio campaign in southern Calithe word
"climatized"
stressing fornia
thathinged
itson
product
is prepared
locally
and therefore is fresher and that it is tailored
to the nutritional needs of southern California dogs. Radio stations KBIG Avalon
(Catalina). KXLA Pasadena and KFI.
KFWB, KLAC. KMPC and KPOL Los
Angeles are carrying the Saturday announcements, prepared and placed by Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles. Two stations in Sacramento, Calif., KCRA and KGMS, will also
carry spots for Sturdy, marking beginning
of northern California campaign.
RADIO DEBUT • National L. P. (liquid
petroleum) Gas Council, Chicago, in its
initial use of radio, has bought five 5minute newscasts each weekend for 26 weeks
on MBS, starting April 13, ordering Friday
and Saturday 11:30 a.m., Saturday 11:30
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 6:30 p.m.
news programs. Council, through McCannErickson, Chicago, is presenting an institutional advertising campaign in behalf of its
member dealers throughout country.
BIRD' WATCHERS • Gunther Brewing
Co. and Esskay Meat Products, both Baltimore, have signed with WTOP Washington
to broadcast 100 Baltimore Oriole season
games, seven pre-season games. Schedule
starts March 29, runs through Sept. 28.
Gunther agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, N. Y.; Esskay agency: Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.

HARVARD'S HARD SELL
In what is believed to be the first
purchase of network radio time by a
university, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass., last week purchased an
hour of CBS Radio time for March
28. Purposes: to enlist financial support for Harvard which seeks $81
million, to dispel the notion that
Harvard teaches from an ivory tower
and to "sell" Americans on supporting all liberal colleges.
The program will feature such
"talent" as Defense Secretary Neil H.
McElroy; Harvard president emeritus,
Dr. James B. Conant, critic John
Mason Brown; conductor-composer
Leonard Bernstein; the Harvard Glee
Club, and others. President Nathan
M. Pusey, CBS Radio officials said
last week, "will deliver six hard-sell
commercials" on behalf of the college.
Also scheduled: remote hookups from
the ocean floor, from mountain tops
and other ingredients to make a "radio
spectacular." Agency for Harvard
College and the Harvard Fund is
BBDO. Boston and New York.
Broadcasting

Local Retailers Short in Tv,
Says Local Trademarks Exec
The medium-size and small retailers are
turning to local radio in increasing numbers
but they are taking only feeble strides in the
use of television, according to John C.
Cryder, vice president of Local Trademarks
Inc., New York. The firm has been functioning as a syndicated advertising service
to local-level retailers since 1911, incorporating tv into its activities in 1953 and
radio last year. Its roster includes 5,300
clients, of which more than 80% use newspapers exclusively. Newspapers formed the
solid core of Local Trademarks' business
until five years ago.
Local Trademarks is not an agency in
the sense that it collects a commission for
placing a campaign in a medium. In fact,
according to Mr. Cryder, it performs every
function but buying the time and space.
The organization provides a packaged advertising campaign for any medium a client
may select but leaves it to the advertiser to
place the campaign.
Fees are computed on the amount of
service rendered, the population of the
community in which the client conducts his
business and the nature of the business. In
tv, for instance, the minimum annual rate
is $200 for a black and white print of a
one-minute filmed commercial, a print of
a 20-second film and the client's logo produced and integrated into both prints plus
suggested scripts for use on the local sta-

others contend the local stations tend to
cater more diligently to the needs of the
regional and national advertiser, rather than
the local client.

tion. In radio, the annual cost of the package
ranges from $78 to $364 and consists of
two discs containing 20 commercials of
varying time-lengths, plus suggested scripts.
Many clients also subscribe to Local Trademarks' merchandising service to obtain suggestions on exploiting their advertising in
radio, tv and newspapers.
The company has set up 22 basic client
campaigns with an identifying trademark.
As an example, the campaign for plumbers
bears the overall
er"; for lumber
bakeries, "Jimmy
Tales — I Scream
in Lima, Ohio,

Local Trademarks clients spend approximately $15 million in advertising annually,
according to Mr. Cryder. But he believes
that with effective salesmanship, local-level
retailers can be persuaded to increase their
budgets for radio, tv and other media.
Hepler Says Ad Liaison Helped
To Kill Planned St. Louis Tax

insignia of "Little Plumbdealers, "Bill Ding"; for
Jingle"; for dairies, "Dairy
Kids." A lumber dealer
for instance, will receive

Scuttling of the proposed advertising tax
in St. Louis [Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 17], was probably attributable to better mutual understanding of city problems
and liaison between advertising and the
local legislative body involved, Frank
Hepler, vice president of Gardner Adv. Co.,
told the Madison (Wis.) Advertising Club.
Mr. Hepler, a member of the St. Louis

the "Bill Ding" advertising materials for
his market exclusively, with suggestions on
how to use the copy to build local identification with the trademark.
Mr. Cryder is pleased with the progress
of the company's radio service in its first
year of operation. He said about 110 clients
are using radio, but in contrast, only 25 are
utilizing tv. Local Trademarks feels that
more and more clients will turn to radio
advertising in their communities as they
learn how effective and inexpensive this
medium can be.

Advertising Club's board of governors,
stressed it's not only a civic duty but advertising's concern to maintain better liaison
with local legislators. He said:
"We had been lax, both as individuals and
as a club, in our concern with the problems
of the city. Fortunately, we were able to
get our story across . . . and at the same
time assure them [board of aldermen] that we
understood their problem of raising additional revenues and would support them in
any measure that provided for a reasonable
distribution of the tax load rather than put-

As for television, Mr. Cryder sees no
easy solution for the smaller retailer. His
organization has consulted with the Television Bureau of Advertising and TvB has
cooperated with member tv stations in areas
serviced by Local Trademarks clients. Some
retailers feel the medium is too costly;

ting the burden on individual groups."
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

with the Southwestern Assn. of Advertising
Agencies during the three-day convention.
of New York,
R. Gamble
Frederic

Thompson Drops Swift Account;
Ken-L Withdrawn From NL&B
J. Walter I hompMin Co. and Needham,
I ouis & Brorby, both figured last week in
account resignations of major Chicagobased clients involving $5-10 million.
Thompson Thursday resigned its $3.5
million Swift account (All Sweet margarine,
peanut butter, Pard dog food. Jewel oil and
shortening. Vigoro and Swiftning). including perhaps 25% in broadcast billings. Earlier in the week (Monday) Quaker Oats Co.
served notice on N L & B it was moving
the Ken-1 dog food account (believed to
represent $3-4 million of its overall $16
million advertising outlay) to another agency.
Any JWT exchange of Pard for Ken-L
products invited speculation Quaker may
shift other products from other agencies,
and that Kraft Foods Co. may move margarine, oil and shortening products away
from NL&B to Thompson, now that Swift
is out. (Swift and Kraft margarine and
shortening represent conflicting products.)

president. Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas; Howard Neumann, Lowe Runkle Co., Oklahoma
City, and Bertram J. Lange, manager of
marketing services, Life magazine, New
York.
Morris Hite, president of Tracy-Locke
Co. Inc.. Dallas, was elected to succeed Warren Mithoff of Mithoff Adv., EI Paso, Tex.,
as chairman of the Southwestern Council
board of governors. New vice chairman is
Joe Wilkinson of McCann-Erickson, Houston, and secretary-treasurer is John Stewart, president of Glenn Adv., Dallas.
Southwestern Assn. of Advertising Agencies elected R. J. Burke of the Dallas agency

I\Y I already handles Quaker's Aunt Jemima
line.
Quaker has several agencies, but those
contacted by Broadcasting (Clint E. Frank
for flours, macaroni and Fluffo mixes;
Wherry, Baker & Tilden. for Quaker oats,
cold cereals, feeds, and others) denied
knowledge of a further product realignment.
R. S. MacDonald. Quaker advertising manager, declined to confirm the Ken-L switch
or comment on any company plans.
100

Southwestern

Admen

FREDERIC R. GAMBLE (I), president of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
was presented with his own registered 4A
cattle brand at the annual meeting of the
organization's Southwest Council last month
in Dallas. Morris Hite, president of the
Tracy-Locke Co.. Dallas, and new chairman
of the council, made the presentation.

Attend

Three-day Convention in Dallas
The Southwest Council of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies concluded a
record-size annual meeting in Dallas Feb.
22. bringing together more than 100 executives from 37 agencies in seven states. The
council for the first time met concurrently

ACTIVITY

HOW

AAAA president, and Melvin Brorby of
Needham. Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago,
board chairman of the organization, headed
the list of speakers at the Dallas meeting.
Bryan Houston, chairman of the board,
Bryan Houston Inc.. New York, addressed
the final luncheon.
Other speakers at convention sessions:
Walter Guild, president of Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, San Francisco; Arthur Rippey,

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,051,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Feb. 21-7. This is how they spent their time:

watching television
(91.426.000) spent 2,038.3 million hours
73.7%
listening to radio
(74.058.000) spent 1,078.3 million hours
59.7%
85.7% (106,312,000) spent 413.0 million hours
reading newspapers
34.3%
(42,549,000) spent
212.7 million hours
reading magazines
26.8%
(33,279,000) spent
403.8 million hours . . watching movies on tv
20.7%
(25,709,000) spent
99.4 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is a interviewing
cumulative total
able within
2-7 days
of the
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availSINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 106,991,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,436,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,521,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
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president, Rippey, Henderson, Bucknum &
Co., Denver; Lawrence O. Holmberg, vice
president, Compton Adv. Inc., Chicago;
John Baxter, creative director of Earle Ludgin & Co.. Chicago; Robert Parker, creative
director, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Dallas; James Anderson, executive vice

bearing his name to serve as president, replacing William Finn of Tyler, Tex. Jack
Hamilton, president, Alert Adv. Agency,
Galveston, Tex., was elected vice president
of the SAAA.
Sweeney Urges Agencies to Use
RAB's Radio 'Refresher Courses'
There would be wider and more intelligent
use of radio by more advertising agencies
if
they how
were to
notbuy,
"nervous
embarrassed"
about
what and
to buy
and how
to use radio effectively once it is bought,
Kevin B. Sweeney, president of the Radio
Advertising Bureau, told the Southwest
Council of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies at its annual meeting in
Dallas Feb. 21.
Mr. Sweeney cited several examples of
agencies'
of knowledge
"new"
advertisinglackmedium
of radioabout
and the
suggested
that agencies take advantage of RAB's "inperson refresher courses" about 1958 radio.
Among the changes in radio, Mr. Sweeney
said, are the growing use of pocket radios;
the expansion of out-of-the-living-room radio and the new programming formats of
radio stations throughout the country.
Two

NBC-TV

Sales: $2 Million

Standard Brands Inc. and Procter &
Gamble placed orders with NBC-TV last
week amounting to $2 million in gross advertising revenues. Standard Brands placed
a 52-week order for participations in The
Price Is Right (Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a. m.)
starting immediately plus renewals of its
weekly segment of Queen for a Day (MonFri. 4-4:45 p. m.), effective April 15. Procter & Gamble has ordered an additional segment of Tic Tac Dough (Mon.-Fri. noon12:30 p. m.) for 11 weeks starting April 10.
P&G also has extended its present sponsorship of the program for 13 weeks effective
March 31 as well as two alternate segments
of It Could Be You (Mon.-Fri. 12:30-1
p. m.), effective the end of April for five
programs each. Agencies are Ted Bates &
Co. for Standard Brands and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample for P&G.
Broadcasting
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our

station

has

on

people

point of living with our audience. Its loyalty

Not by the bare figure of our daily audience
(747,640 TV homes). Not by the lines
drawn on our coverage map (41 counties in
3 states ) . And not by a mere addition of
their purchasing power ($3,361,973,000 last
year). Here in the WHIO-TV area these
figures are most impressive — but how, and
to what extent, do they apply to you?
In full measure, we say, from the vantage

ONE

hold

is expressed through mail counts and ratings, in which we excel year after year. Our
loyalty, through programming of many
public service features — and through such
details as no triple spots.
Let George P. Hollingbery tell you how
these dual loyalties transfer in depth to
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
Lewin Asks Campaign to Create
New Conception of Advertising
Let's not "run it up the flag pole and see
who salutes," but let's build together a "new
image of the American advertising man."
This in effect was the plea of agency executive A. W. Lewin (board chairman,
Lewin. Williams & Saylor), who called on
members of the advertising fraternity last
Wednesday to form a volunteer "steering
committee" to raise a campaign battle chest
among agency services dedicated to creating
a new concept of the advertising profession.
Mr. Lewin spoke before the New York
Kiwanis Club at the Hotel Lexington.
Mr. Lewin said his agency has completed
a survey of a representative group of advertising men to determine what kind of personality typifies the field. The results, according to Mr. Lewin, show the advertising man
as hard-working rather than hard-drinking,
home-living instead of fun-loving, and more
importantly — because of the great sums of
capital entrusted to him — he is rapidly taking
on the image of an all-around management
consultant.
The advertising man today, he said, is
highly skilled in sales promotion, direct mail
promotion, merchandising, marketing research, marketing strategy, media, public relations, diversification — "in the whole broad
range of mass salesmanship. The survey
points up what we've long suspected: that
the advertising executive has become a diagnostician and ranking problem-solver for
business and industry."
Byrne Heads MJ&A International
MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., last week confirmed earlier reports that it is establishing international
operations [Advertisers & Agencies, Feb.
17]. Headquarters for the new international
section will be in
MJ&A's New York
offices at 444 Madison Ave., and will be
headed by John H.
(Jack) Byrne, vice

Now this is the kind of ride that advertisers
really enjoy:

president and director.
Mr. Byrne, who
has been assistant
account supervisor
on Dow Chemical
Co., is moving to
New York to set up

Coverage

the new

Powerful

50,000

watt * KSL

RADIO

that reaches and sells 1,113,000 people

in the 111* county Greater Salt Lake Market.
And these extra rides are free . . . Complete
merchandising programs guided by our expert on
sales, Harry Fletcher, to include: surveys,
in-store displays, contests, mailings
and on-air promotions.
Take advantage of the plus
selling that you get only on the
Big "K," and get your share
of free rides today!
CBS For the Mountain
" A'CS basic sen-ice area.
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West

MR. BYRNE

international operations. MJ&A

plans a "network" of affiliated agencies in
35 foreign countries.
Mathes

Gets

Volkswagen

Account

Confirmation of earlier reports that Volkswagen of America Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N. J. (U. S. subsidiary of Volkswagen
GmbH Wolfsburg. Germany) would appoint
J. M. Mathes Inc. as its first agency [Advertisers &Agencies, Feb. 10] was made
Friday by the agency upon client instruction.
The account, billing in the neighborhood
of $750,000 at the outset, will probably exceed SI million by the end of the year as
Volkswagen drives into radio-tv. Though no
Broadcasting

media plans were announced last week,
Volkswagen Advertising Director Scott
Stewart has maintained broadcast media will
play a vital part in Volkswagen's future
[Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 20]. J. M.
Mathes had vied with 14 other agencies for
the account.
Media Buyers Want Basic Facts
On Markets, Sales, Survey Shows
Most media men "are working virtually
in the dark," lacking basic facts they need
to know about markets and sales, according
to a survey of media buyers conducted by
Eye & Ear Inc., New York, national advertising and promotion service.
Based on a survey of 1,762 broadcast
media buyers, the survey showed: 65% of
buyers want more sales information; 62%
more facts about competitive markets;
52% more facts about competitive position
by markets; 20% more facts on sectional
basis; 18% more about client's national
market position; 78% more about client's
distribution problems.
J. M. Kayne, E&E president, said only
53%

THE

SOUTH'S

FASTEST

now

GROWING

TV

MARKET

233.310

♦TELEVISION

MAGAZINE

of media buyers "receive a total advertising budget and decide what portion

is to be spent in a given market "despite
the fact that a majority want sales, distribution and marketing information." The fact
that a buyer isn't given responsibility or
credit for the job he is doing may be the
key to wasted media dollars, he said.
Two out of three buyers who answered
the survey have little or nothing to do with
selecting market, with 51% of the market
recommendations coming from merchandising executives or account supervisors. The
survey showed that 92% of broadcast buyers feel their participation in client-agency
meetings would be helpful. All this may be
a factor in recent account changers, the
survey indicated.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Fannie May Candy Co. (Kitchen Fresh and
Frozen Fresh candies), Chicago, appoints
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., that city,
to handle its advertising.
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income per family of $5735.** WLBT and WJTV
blanket this important metropolitan market and
all of central

Mississippi.
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Paul Klein Industries, Santa Monica, Calif.,
has appointed Carson Roberts Adv., L. A.,

great

1957 Survey

to handle all its products under "42" label
and entire line of Executive toiletries.
Electric Storage Co., Cleveland, has appointed BBDO, that city, as its agency for
Exide automotive division, effective April
1 1 . Agency servicing account has been Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
Electro- Voice Inc. (high fidelity equipment,
phonograph cartridges), Buchanan, Mich.,
appoints Herbert Baker Adv. Inc., Chicago,
to handle those accounts, plus new Marine
Products Div. Mayer, Klann & Linabury,
Benton Harbor, Mich., continues to handle
microphones and newly-formed instrumentation and communications divisions.
Plastone Co. (Turtle wax, other automotive
products), Chicago, appoints Cunningham
& Walsh, that city, effective March 1. Account formerly was handled by W. B.
Doner Co.
Broadcasting
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FCC
Upshot

BOWS

TO

House,

Senate

from

The FCC last Wednesday put ofi any action on applications to conduct trial pay-tv
operations, heeding pointed suggestions
from the Senate and House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committees. The step
was taken just three days before its scheduled date to start processing applications,
though only one informal request had been
received.
This decision commits the Commission
not to do anything about pay tv applications until 30 days after Congress adjourns.
It was adopted 5-0, Comrs. Mack and Ford
not participating.
The Senate Commerce Committee on
Feb. 19 approved a resolution (S Res 251 )
introduced by Sen. Strom Thurmond (DS. C.) calling on FCC not to authorize onthe-air pay tv without a definite nod from
Congress [Government, Feb. 24]. The
resolution has gone to the Senate leadership where its fate awaits action by the
Democratic Policy Committee.
The House committee acted Feb. 6, adopting a resolution pointing out it would not
be in the public interest to grant pay-tv
operations as proposed by the FCC Oct.
17. 1957, in Docket 11279 [Government,
Oct. 21, 1957]. This resolution had questioned the FCC's right to license pay-tv
operations and noted the possibility that a
part of the present tv system might be
blacked out. The resolution had called on
the FCC to refrain from issuing permits
unless the Communications Act of 1934 is
amended to provide specific power for such
grants.
FCC's announcement pointed out that
numerous bills and resolutions have been
introduced in both houses of Congress to
ban or restrict pay-tv grants. It said the
Commission had been informed by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House

HILL,
red

lights:

PAY

DEFERS
no

action

committee that the group intends to hold
hearings on pay-tv legislation pending before it. Similarly, the Senate group intends
to hold hearings on pending measures.
said, significantly, "In these circumstances, until Congress acts on the pending
bills or it becomes reasonably evident that
no action may be expected on them, we
consider it appropriate to maintain the
status quo. Prohibition legislation would,
of course, moot this entire proceeding. If
Congress should decide to give express authorization tothe Commission to authorize
subscription television operations on a trial
or any other basis it may be necessary to
modify the conditions set out in the First
Report, depending on the requirements laid
FCC

down in any legislation on this subject."
Two additional bills prohibiting pay-tv
operations have been introduced in the
House— HR 10826 by Rep. Arch A. Moore
Jr. (R-W. Va.), and HR 10978 by Rep.
Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.). Both would
amend the Communications Act to ban paytv grants.
Sen. Russell B. Long (D-La.) said Monday there has been "a tremendous amount
of misrepresentation" about pay-tv. Explaining he is not a pay-tv advocate. Sen. Long
could see "no reason whatever why the public should not have the opportunity to look
at pay-tv and decide for itself whether it
wishes
have topay-tv
In a toletter
FCC permanently."
Chairman John C.
Doerfer, Sen. Long suggested some tv station licensee may have violated the law by
presenting one-sided versions of the controversy. Chairman Doerfer replied that
the Commission is studying the letter and
plans to submit a full reply.
James M. Landis, Skiatron Electronics &
Television Corp. attorney who has been
highly vocal in his efforts on behalf of

till Congress

TV
adjourns

pay-tv, called the House Commerce Committee's request for FCC to hold off issuance of pay-tv grants "a brazen effort" to
exert pressure on an independent commission "to dispose of a matter before that
Commission in accordance with the dictates of a group of Congressmen."
Mr. Landis added, "The very subject of
industry pressure and Executive pressure
upon independent commissions is now supposedly under investigation by this same
committee who themselves, however, are
trying to put pressure on the FCC, and tell
it how to exercise its
He said the House
subject to intensive
and stations plus
theatres.

quasi-judicial powers."
committee had been
lobbying by networks
thousands of movie

WATE-AM-TV BEGINS EDITORIALIZING;
TOLL TV BECOMES FIRST TARGET
WATE-AM-TV Knoxville, Tenn., took a
stand against pay-tv on its 31st anniversary,
inaugurating a policy of editorializing. The
editorial was aired once on WATE-TV and
five times on the radio station. As of Feb.
21 the stations had received 2,220 votes
in response to requests for audience views.
Of
these, 2,214 were against pay-tv, 6 in
favor.
W. H. Linebaugh, vice president-general
manager, said it is the first combined radiotv editorial policy in the state. The editorial described how pay-tv works and sugmoney"

gested the pay-tv industry, with "big
available, could outbid sponsors

for top stars and programs. "We neither
seek nor wish to enter pay-tv," the editorial
stated. "However, if you want pay-tv then
we are for pay-tv and will be happy to
take your money."

U.

S.

Asks

High

Court

RCA for patent monopoly [At Deadline,
Feb. 24].

To Hear NBC
Swap
Case
The Dept. of Justice last week asked the
U. S. Supreme Court to reinstate its antitrust
suit against RCA-NBC. The government
notified the Supreme Court that it intended
appealing the decision of Philadelphia District Judge William H. Kirkpatrick dismissing the antitrust suit against RCA-NBC in
the Philadelphia-Cleveland station swap
transaction [At Deadline, Jan. 13].
Judge Kirkpatrick ruled the Justice Dept.
had no right to bring suit to undo the controversial exchange of stations because the
FCC had already approved it and the Commission was the agency established by law
to deal with transfers of radio-tv stations.

1955 acquired Westinghouse's KYW and
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia in exchange for
the network-owned WTAM-AM-FM and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland. In addition NBC
paid Westinghouse $3 million. Informal
charges were made at the time that NBC
had threatened to withdraw its affiliations
with Westinghouse stations unless Westinghouse agreed to the transaction. These
charges were investigated by the FCC and
in December 1955 the Commission approved
the transfers. The Justice Dept. submitted its
case to a grand jury in Philadelphia in 1956,
but no indictment was returned. It filed the
civil antitrust suit in December 1956.

The government's decision to appeal from
Judge Kirkpatrick's ruling virtually came on
the heels of its criminal antitrust suit against

The government asked not only that the
Philadelphia-Cleveland stations be returned
to their original owners, but also such divesti-
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In the NBC-Westinghouse

case. NBC

in

ture of NBC

assets as the court deemed

"necessary and appropriate."
Judge Kirkpatrick, in his ruling, told the
Justice Dept. that it took the wrong course
in filing an antitrust suit after the FCC had
approved the transfers. The Justice Dept.
should have asked the FCC to reconsider,
he said, and failing that could have appealed
to the appeals court. But, he added, it was
too late to do that now.
N. Y. Bill Would

Lift Radio-Tv

Ban

A bill (S 2918) has been introduced in the
New York State Assembly to lift the ban
against telecasting, broadcasting or motionpicture shooting at public or court sessions
in which testimony of witnesses is taken as
a result of subpoena or other compulsory
processes. Author of the bill was State Sen.
E. Ogden Bush, president of WDLA Walton, N. Y. The ban was enacted in 1952.
Broadcasting
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Here's your answer: The NEW Gates Yard, equally adaptable to both radio and TV broadcasting. This completely
new speech input console is so modern, so different and so
outstanding that a description on this one page would not
do it justice! In a speech input console, it's the quality
extras that count, and in the new Yard, it's the new and
exclusive features that make it the ultimate in modest priced
speech input systems.
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We feel certain that the new Yard will become the "toast of
the industry" in the months to come. We also know that
you will be as excited as we are once you read about the
multiple features that are exclusive with this completely new
console.
Don't delay! Write for your copy of Bulletin 58-C today,
describing each outstanding feature of the new Gates Yard.
No obligation, of course.

I

i
I

Ultra linear monitoring amplifier, all
regulated power supply and speaker/
warning light relays may be rack or desk
mounted.

Special desk designed exclusively for the
Yard, available only with the Yard — the
cost makes it almost a bonus.

J
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GOVERNMENT continued

NETWORKS

GET

•

Full Commission

back

•

FCC sessions on network

TURN

this week

from

study may

television networks and their supporters
lvi their turn at bat this week — with the
controversial Barrow Report as the ball.
The long awaited open hearings on the
Barrow Report recommendations start this
morning and may continue, according to
i he best estimates, for 30 days.
The FCC will sit en banc for the hearings
probably the most siginficant to television
Since the color and uhf hearings during the
freeze period from 1948 to 1952.
The sessions will take place in Hearing
Room B of the Interstate Commerce Commission. ICC is on Washington's Constitution Avenue, between 12th and 14th Sts.
The decison to maintain the Barrow Report hearing schedule was reaffirmed late last
week and relayed to all principal witnesses
by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.
There was a report earlier last week that
the Commission might postpone the hearings. Informal requests to the Commission
to do this had come from networks and
other witnesses. About the middle of last
week it was rumored that Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman of the House Legislative Oversight Committee, had asked the
Commission to hold itself in readiness to
appear before his committee in the middle
of this week or later.
It was understood, however, that Chair-

AT

BARROW

Hill for hearings

stretch out 30 days

man Doerfer had received assurance from
Mr Harris that the commissioners would
not be required on the Hill this week.
The first witnesses will be network
spokesmen. Each network will be permitted
two days to put its case in the record.
ABC leads off with witnesses pared from
the orginal eight to four. The four are
Leonard H. Goldenson, Oliver Treyz, Alfred
Beckman. Selig Seligman.
Following ABC. the CBS contingent will
be on the stand. CBS will be followed by
N B( representatives.
CBS spokesmen will be Frank Stanton.
Merle S. Jones, Richard S. Salant and William B. Lodge.
NBC witnesses will be Robert W. Sarnoff, David C. Adams, Hugh M. Beville,
Walter D. Scott, Charles R. Denny, Thomas
B. McFadden. William N. Davidson
(WRCA-TV New York). Jules Herbuveaux
iWNBQ [TV] Chicago), Lloyd E. Yoder
(WRC-TV Philadelphia), Thomas C. McCray (KRCA [TV] Los Angeles), Carleton
D. Smith (WRC-TV Washington), Charles
C. Bevis (WBUF [TV] Buffalo), and Peter
B. Kenney (WNBC [TV] New Britain).
According to present plans, each of the
network representatives will be permitted
to put in direct testimony without interruption— except for clarifying questions from

the commissioners and Broadcast Bureau
counsel. Broadcast Bureau counsel will then
question the witness, following which the
individual commissioners will interrogate.
Broadcast Bureau counsel are Robert J.
Rawson. on leave from his duties as chief
of the bureau's hearing branch, and Herbert M. Schulkind, assistant chief of the
bureau's rules and standards division.
Hours for the first week of hearings are
10 a.m. -12:30 p.m.. and 2-4:30 p.m.
The second week of hearings will hear
group owners, including J. H. Whitney Co..
Meredith Publishing, RKO Teleradio, Southwestern Publishing. Storer, Time Inc., Westinghouse [For list of witnesses, see Government, Feb. 24, 17].
The Barrow Report culminated more than
two years' study and investigation by U.
of Cincinnati Law School Dean Roscoe L.
Barrow and a staff of more than a dozen,
with an appropriation from Congress that
amounted to $221,000. The report was
issued last October and recommended
slashing changes in network practices
[Lead Story, Oct. 7, 1957].
Among the recommendations were:
• Networks should be licensed directly
by the FCC.
• Option time and must-buy station lineups should be outlawed.
• Networks should be prohibited from
acting as national spot representatives for
stations other than their own.
• Controls should be imposed to prevent
networks from influencing affiliates in spot
rates classifications or in program time
clearances.
• Multiple ownership rules should be
revised to forbid any one entity from owning more than three vhf outlets in the top
25 markets.
• More weight in deciding comparative
hearing cases should be given to local ownership and diversity of ownership.
• Station
for cash, so
bids and be
ing with the

sales should be required to be
others may submit comparable
admitted to comparative hearoriginal purchaser.

• Networks should be required to make
public all affiliation contracts and terms of
compensation with affiliates.
• The FCC should have the power to levy
fines against stations for infractions of rules.

coverage is not enough! This fime buy KJEO-TV

and

get FULL coverage

con-

for your money.

KJEO-TV

sistently serves Fresno and the fabulous San Joaquin
Valley better for less. Call your BRANHAM

man

for

complete details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your
energy, get more for your money on KJEO-TV. ACT
TODAY!
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• Networks should be required to place
programs on non-affiliates if requested by
sponsors or if affiliates fail to clear. They
also should be required ro place programs
on stations in markets covered by affiliates
if desired by the sponsor who wants exposure
in overshadowed areas.
Although the Barrow Report was issued
last October, one section, that on programming, was not included. This is still being
written by a cadre of network study staffers,
including Warren Baum, Ashbrook Bryant
and John Tierney. They constitute the Office
of Network Study, which was made part
of the Broadcast Bureau when the Network
Study staff disbanded last fall. Mr. Baum
is chief of ONS.
Broadcasting

are
quick
When

you

and

interested

lasting

energy

a reduction of fat in the diet is indicated in the

morning

in

meal, the fat calories can be replaced by

a

low- fat

breakfast?

a basic cereal and milk breakfast providing about 20
gm. mixed plant and animal protein (cereal and milk)

those of low-fat content yet providing well-balanced

provided quick and lasting energy throughout

nourishment and quick and lasting energy throughout the morning hours.

early and late morning

The Iowa Breakfast Blood Sugar Studies proved that

basic

cereal

in the table

below this morning meal is low in fat and provides
well-balanced nourishment.

low-fat
Nutritive

breakfast

hours. As shown

the

pattern

Orange juice, fresh, y2 cup,
Cereal, dry weight, 1 oz.,
with whole milk, % cup, and sugar, 1 tsp.,
Bread, white, 2 slices, with butter, 1 tsp.,
Milk, nonfat (skim), 1 cup,
black coffee

basic

cereal

CALORIES
PROTEIN
FAT
CARBOHYDRATE...
CALCIUM
IRON

502
20.5
11.6
80.7
0.532
2.7

value

breakfast
gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.
mg.

of
pattern

VITAMIN A
600
THIAMINE
0.46
RIBOFLAVIN
0.80
NIACIN
3.0
ASCORBIC ACID. .. . 65.5
CHOLESTEROL
32.9

I. U.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.

Note: To further reduce fat and cholesterol use skim milk on cereal which reduces Fat Total
to 7.0 gm. and Cholesterol Total to 1 6.8 mg. Preserves or honey as spread further reduces
Fat and Cholesterol.
Bowes,
Cereal
Hayes,
Cereal

A. deP., and Church, C. F. : Food Values of Portions Commonly Used. 8th ed. Philadelphia: A. deP. Bowes, 1956.
Institute, Inc.: The Nutritional Contribution of Breakfast Cereals. Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1956.
O. B., and Rose, G. K.: Supplementary Food Composition Table. J. Am. Dietet. A. 33:26, 1957.
Institute, Inc.: A Summary of the Iowa Breakfast Studies. Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1957.

CEREAL

INSTITUTE,
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135 South
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A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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JUSTICE

EYES

William

TALENT

Morris under

•

MCA,

•

Publisher, composer

AGENTS

antitrust investigation

complaints

I he Dept. of Justice has decided to rip
the veil from the shadowy figure of the
It) percenter — the talent agent.
Victor R. Hansen, assistant attorney general in charge of the government s antitrust
division, acknowledged last week that an
investigation has hegun and that it includes
the giant Music Corp. of America, the William Morris Agency — and BMI.
Mr. Hansen was not explicit on wh\ BMI
was included in the talent agency roster. He
stated that complaints have been received
hv the Justice Dept. alleging that unless
composers are represented by big talent
agencies the\ cannot seem to get their songs
published or played over the air.
MCA was most recently in the news with
its $50 million purchase of Paramount Pictures' 750-film. pre- 1948 libary for tv showings [At Deadline, Feb. 10].

1 he government's investigation paralleled
an interest in talent agencies and the MCA
O'Mahoney
film acquisition by Sen. Joseph
(D-Wyo.) [Closed Circuit, Feb. 241. Sen.
O'Mahoney is a member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee and is chairman of its
subcommittee on copyrights, trademarks and
active on the Judiciary's
is alsotee.
patents. He
antitrust
subcommit
Neither the Music Corp. of America nor
the William Morris Agency professed to
know about the investigation as of late last
week. Neither had heard from the Justice
Dept.. it was said.
Morris Schricr. vice president of MCA
in charge of legal affairs, said MCA had not
had notice of an antitrust inquiry.
Michael Halpern. attorney for William
Morris, stated. "We have not had a word"
from the government. "It's all pretty foreign
to us at the moment." he added. He indicated
that when William Morris knows what it is
that the government is preparing against the
agency it would then be prepared to issue
a statement.
Talent agencies, of which MCA and William Morris are the acknowledged leaders,
represent performers who account for up to
90% of the names in television. This is in
addition to their representation of talent in
the stage, screen and night club fields. Their
take from television alone is estimated to be
about $50 million a year [Lead Story, Oct.
21. 1957].
The investigation has been underway for
some time, Mr. Hansen told Broadcasting
Dept.'s
of the
out of
grew
week.in Itall
last
interest
facets
the Justice
entertainment
business, he added.
The investigation primarily will concern
television and records, Mr. Hansen stated.
He emphasized that this was a preliminary
investigation and was not based on specific
complaints or indictments. He did admit,
however, that the department had received
"numerous" complaints from small music
publishers claiming that they could not get
their music played on the air.
The Justice Dept.'s chief trust buster also
Page 66 • March 3, 1958

against BMI

also involved

alluded to testimony given to Congress two
years ago which alleged that 90% of the
music played on radio and tv consisted of
BMI tunes. He referred, he said, to the hearing conducted by the Ccller Antitrust Subcommittee inSeptember 1956.
The Justice Dept. study will look into the
relations of the talent agencies "one to each
other." Mr. Hansen stated, as well as what
effect these relationships, if any. have on
individual composers, writers and actors and
their work.
The Justice Dept.'s interest in talent
agencies. Mr. Hansen recalled, is an offshoot
of its investigation into tv network practices.
One of the areas which has been mined, Mr.
Hansen said, has been networks' alleged
control of talent. The Justice Dept., Mr.
Hansen stated several months ago, is waiting
to see the outcome of the FCC's Barrow
Report hearings before making any moves
in that direction. The hearings on the Barrow Report begin today in Washington before the FCC en banc (see separate story,
page 64).
The Justice Dept. has filed an antitrust
suit against a number of tv film producers,
alleging that they required tv stations to buy
films in packages. This was outlawed in the
Paramount Pictures antitrust consent decree
in 1941. This suit is still pending.
FTC
On

Hears

Tobaccomen

Cigarette

Testing

The government is setting its own filter
trap to catch unreliable cigarette advertising
claims. It is doing this with the help of the
proposed victims — major tobacco manufacturers— which sent executives and research directors to Washington last week
for two days of hearings at the Federal
Trade Commission. Independent laboratories also were represented.
They were invited to suggest standards
for measuring content of tar and nicotine— which many cigarettes claim to
have "less" of than competitors. Presumably, when the FTC decides on a set of
standards, advertising copy will be regulated
more carefully on filtration and specific tar
and nicotine claims.
Witnesses in Washington Wednesday and
Thursday described their own testing
•methods — mechanical smoking machines,
butt lengths used, standards for frequency
and duration of puff, etc. — all set up with
the "average smoker" in mind. The FTC
also has to protect the "ultimate" or excessive smoker, however, it was emphasized by
Charles E. Grandey, director of the bureau
of consultation, as hearings got underway.
Tobaccomen who testified didn't have any
ready ideas on how to protect the "ultimate
smoker." Setting up such criteria involves
such imponderables as ultimate butt length,
how much smoke the ultimate consumer
takes into his mouth, how frequently, how

long. etc. British smokers, it was revealed
during testimony, smoke cigarettes to a
bun several millimeters shorter than the
average U. S. smoker.
The goal of the FTC during its hearings
on cigarettes is to back up a portion of its
1955 advertising guides which forbid direct
or implied claims about nicotine and tar
content without competent scientific proof.
The guides go on to note that this applies
to filter comparisons as well. After testing
criteria are established, the consumer should
"be able to know in milligrams what he receives," inthe way of nicotine, tar and other
substances in cigarette smoke, it was stated
at the hearing last week.
The hearings got underway one week
after a report by the House Committee on
Government Operations severely criticizing
the FTC for its regulation of filter cigarette
advertising and saying that FTC "failed in
its statutory duty" to prevent deceptive
practices.
Tobacco representatives indicated a willingness to adopt whatever standards the
commission adopts. Spokesmen for the
American Medical Assn. and the Consumers
Union commended the FTC for its effort
in this field.
The FTC invited those interested to submit additional comments during the 30
days following the hearing.
Participants, in addition to independent
laboratory people, were representatives of
the country's 10 major cigarette companies:
American Tobacco Co., Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Larus & Bros., Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co., P. Lorillard Co..
Philip Morris Inc., R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Riggio Tobacco Corp., Stephano Bros,
and United States Tobacco Co. Tobacco
trade groups also sent observers as did
several government agencies, including the
U. S. Public Health Service, which in June
1957 issued a report linking "excessive"
cigarette smoking with lung cancer.
NLRB

Examiner

Favors

KTRB

A charge against KTRB Modesto. Calif.,
filed with the National Labor Relations
Board by National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians, would be dismissed
under a recommendation by NLRB Trial
Examiner Howard Myers. The examiner
found the station had not engaged in an unfair labor practice when it discharged a
combo man who left the transmitter unattended. He found also that a wage increase
had not been granted to induce employes
to refrain from joining the union.
Utah

Vhf

Grant

to Cache

The FCC Thursday announced grant of
a construction permit to Cache Valley Bcstg.
Co., Logan, Utah, for a new tv station to
operate on ch. 12 with 2.95 kw visual and
1.48 kw aural. Estimated construction cost
is $49,600. Both first year operating cost
and revenue are to be approximately $35,000. Among the owners: President Herschel
Bullen (41.6%), realtor, and SecretaryTreasurer Reed Bullen (31.5%), general
manager of KVNU Logan, which is owned
by Cache Valley.
Broadcasting
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WKZO
OUT

RADIO

COME

IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND
GREATER

ON

TOP
RAPIDS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

Here's how to set sales records in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
and Greater Western Michigan! Reach and hold the biggest
share of the radio audience with WKZO. Pulse figures at the

WKZO
6 A.M.-12 NOON

MILES*

TO

AND
6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

400

Statio20n "B"

9
Station "C"

21

10
10

left prove that WKZO

delivers it — morning,

afternoon

and

night !
Many

of the most

impressive

ratings are for WKZO

local

shows — with several giving up to 41% Share of Audience —
or over twice the share of the nearest competition!

21

Want

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

more
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facts? Ask your Avery -Knodel man!

Radio
and

Avery-Knodel,

for KaSamazoo- Battle

Greater

Western

Inc., Exclusive

Creek

Michigan

National

Representatives

Lyle Lee, Galatia, Illinois, set this record in 1955.
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GOVERNMENT continued
CBS

Gets

Ch.

Ch.

1 1 Action

4

Okay;

Deferred

I tic FCC last ueck worked out .1 solution in the much-disputed case of chs. 4 and
11 in St. loins. 1 he Commission in effect
told CBS it was all right to close its S4
million purchase of ch. 4 KWK-TV St.
Louis and at the same time, it put ch. 11.
which the network had won in comparative
hearing, on ice.
The Commission announced that within
60 days following the issuance of a final

last week asked the Commission to declare
ch. 1 1 "forfeited" and to deny CBS' request for an extension of time to construct
on that channel.
The entire ch. 4 and 1 I case is made more
complex by the fact that another station
sale in St. Louis depends upon its outcome.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, which has
purchased 25.2'7 of KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
must wait until the sale of KWK-TV goes
through to complete its own purchase. The
newspaper owns 23% of the KWK-TV
selling group.

and "unappealable" order terminating the
ch. I 1 court proceeding, the FCC will tell
CBS what to do about ch. 11.

Babcock

Late last year, CBS bought ch. 4 KWKTV for $4 million, intending for it to become
KMOX-TV. and tossed ch. 11. which it had
acquired in a long, drawn out comparative
hearing, to one of the unsuccessful applicants, 220 Television Inc. 220 Television
then proceeded to make an agreement with
two other unsuccessful applicants whereby
each will share in owning ch. 1 1 [Stations,
Oct. 28, 1957J.
St. Louis Amusement Co.. which had
dropped out of the hearing over ch. 1 I in
i he he Iio I that CBS had the contest sewed
up. took its grievance to the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Washington and obtained a
temporary stay against consummation of the
ch. 1 1 deal [Government. Jan. 6]. Last
week the court refused an FCC appeal to
reverse itself, and the stay continues.
St. Louis Amusement Co. for its part.

Trade Commission's bureau of investigation,
has been appointed executive director of
the agency, it was announced last week by
FTC Chairman John W. Gwynne. He succeeds Alex Akerman Jr.. who resigned to
enter private law practice. In his new post
he will coordinate work of the investigation, litigation and economics bureaus in
case development and prosecution in addition to directing commission service activities. Mr. Babcock's successor has not been
announced.

to FTC

Executive

Director

Harry A. Babcock, director of the Federal

Shift in ch. 13 Contested
The New Jersey General Assembly, with
the Senate concurring, has adopted a resolution urging FCC to retain ch. 13 Newark
as a New Jersey channel. Ch. 13 WATV
(TV) Newark is the only vhf station allocated to New Jersey and the only tv sta-

C-L-U

•

• *

Get it, Smidley . . . EXCLUSIVE!
This KIMA-TV with its satellites is
not just number one in the market
. . . but the ONLY one in the market. Ever see such a neat, one-buy,
four-station, three-state package?
A big market — over 500,000. A
wealthy market — nearly a billion
dollars. It's enough to make the
average time-buyer do flip-flops.
Right, Smidley? Right!
Quite a market . . .
Eating and drinking.. .$45,1 26,000
Lumber and
building materials.. $87, 656, 000
Source; 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KIPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KLtW-TV, LewistM, Idaho
and K8AS- TV
tphrata. Moses lake, Wash.
CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION
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tion operating in the state. The station was
sold, along with WAAT-AM-FM Newark,
late last year for $3.5 million to National
Telefilm Assoc. and awaits FCC approval
[Government, Nov. 4].
The Board of Regents of the U. of the
State of New York has asked FCC to delete
ch. 13 from New Jersey and assign it to
New York for educational use.
Reluctant
From

McClatchy

Proceeding

Withdraws

on KBET-TV

An apparently weary McClatchy Newspapers, onetime applicant for ch. 10 in
Sacramento, Calif., received permission
from FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham last week to withdraw
from proceedings on the application of
Sacramento Telecasters Inc., which won
ch. 10 (now KBET-TV), for a modification of its construction permit. The KBETTV application is retained in hearing status,
however.
The Commission grant of ch. 10 to
Sacramento Telecasters in late 1954 was
upheld by the courts a year later. Shortly
after the grant, Sacramento Telecasters received FCC permission to modify its cp
by moving its transmitter site and decreasing antenna height. Late in 1956, the U. S.
Court of Appeals told the FCC to give
McClatchy an evidentiary hearing on its
objection to the KBET-TV cp modification
[Government, Oct. 22, 1956].
The FCC ordered an evidentiary hearing
on "seven narrow issues," according to an
unsatisfied McClatchy. The Commission
turned down a McClatchy request for a
change in hearing examiners. McClatchy
had had enough. ". . . [we] will be required
to proceed to hearing before an examiner
who has no familiarity with the history of
this onproceeding,"
McClatchy,
'"upissues so narrowdeclared
as to make
the hearing
all but meaningless . . . therefore McClatchy . . . extremely reluctantly . . .
WMUR-TV
Gets License Renewal
withdraws."
The FCC last week made effective immediately Jan.
a
28 initial decision by Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle [Government,
Feb. 3] and granted the applications of The
Radio Voice of New Hampshire Inc. for
renewal of license and for license to cover
the present operation of WMUR-TV (ch. 9)
Manchester, N. H. Television for New
Hampshire Inc. had requested a construction permit for a new tv station to operate
on ch. 9 in Manchester. In hearing last January. Television of New Hampshire asked
for dismissal of its application, stating that
it had received no financial consideration for
withdrawing.
Conelrad

Storm

System

Launched

The Conelrad system was used last
Wednesday for the first time in Louisiana to
warn of an approaching tornado, the FCC
has reported. A report on the tornado at
Hosston, La., activated Conelrad, which was
activated through the facilities of KWKH
Shreveport. The special Conelrad emergency
equipment in KWKH sent the tornado warning to other stations in the area.
Broadcasting
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says BARNEY BRIENZA
Advertising Manager
Pabst Brewing Company

"The
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business
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and
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that's going

merchandising

Advertising

Age

You

me

world.

is the one

for this information.
with

is as competitive

It has

to start the week

job we
on

as they

have

to be on

top
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I've found

that

best source
become

a habit

with

Age."

Ad

can count on it: most of the advertising executives of

importance to you start each week "in conference" with
Advertising Age. More than a news journal, Ad Age spotlights

BARNEY

and clarifies the issues affecting the selection of today's markets
and media. That's why you'll find those who influence as well
as those who activate major broadcast decisions are enthusiastic Ad Age readers.

Armed with a diploma from the Pratt Institute,
Mr. Brienza began his advertising career more
than twenty-five years ago in the art department of Hoffman Beverages, a subsidiary of
the Pabst Brewing Company since 1946. During the five years he served as Pabst art
director (1951-1956), he was responsible for
a number of awards to the company for excellence of design in point of sale, billboard
and other advertising art. In 1956, he was
named advertising manager of the brewing
firm. Though his present position is concerned
with all phases of advertising, Mr. Brienza still
stresses his interest in art as an after-hours
painter and cabinet maker. He paints both in
oils and in water colors, and has produced
still lifes, portraits and landscapes.

Take the Pabst Brewing Company, for example. Among the
leaders in its field, Pabst spent almost $1,300,000* on spot
television alone during the January-September period of 1957,
with an additional total of about $1,500,000** allocated to
network tv time over the first ten months of last year. Sparked
by its new slogan, "Pabst makes it perfect," the brewing company plans putting special emphasis on the use of both tv and
radio spots during 1958.
Every Monday, 27 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age are "first
order of the week" for Pabst marketing executives. Further,
28 paid-subscription copies reach decision-makers at Norman,
Craig & Kummel,

Inc., the brewer's agency.

Add to this AA's more than 39,000 paid circulation,
dous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
currently reaching over 11,000 agency people alone,
readership by top executives in national advertising

BRIENZA

its tremencirculation
its intense
companies,

its unmatched total readership of over 145,000 — and you'll
recognize in Advertising Age a most influential medium for
swinging broadcast decisions your way.
*W. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising
** Publishers Information Bureau
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GOVERNMENT continued

MORE

INTEGRITY

Two more bills to impose integrity on
public officials went into the Congressional
hopper last week, as numbers of senators
and congressmen took to the floor to urge
legislated codes of ethics for federal officers and employes.
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N.J.),
senior Republican member of the House
Commerce Committee, introduced HR
11022 which would make it unlawful for
anyone to try to influence the vote, decision or action of a federal regulatory
agency.
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) — who has
already called for a Senate investigation of
influence on regulatory agencies — submitted
S 3346 requiring the filing of annual financial statements with the Comptroller
General by all members of Congress, officers and employes making more than $10,000 yearly, all members of the military
service with the rank of colonel or above
or the equivalent in other arms, and the
chairmen of the national committees of
political parties.
Two weeks ago Sen. William Proxmire
(D-Wis.) introduced a bill (S 3306) which
would prohibit a government employe from
accepting gifts from persons doing business
with them, with penalty of $5,000 fine or
a year in jail or both [Government, Feb.
24].
Mr. Wolverton's bill would attack influence on regulatory agencies by forbidding
( I ) the giving of money, gifts, loans, services
or favors; (2) enlisting the influence or intercession of members of Congress or other
public officers or by the use of threats of
political or personal reprisal; (3) by marked
attention and unusual hospitality; (4) by
communicating privately on a case.
The bill would also make it unlawful for
a member or an employe of a federal agency
to ( 1) engage in any personal business transaction with any person who has pecuniary
interest in any case; (2) accept money, gifts,
loans, etc.; (3) divulge confidential information to unauthorized persons, and (4) "become unduly involved, through unusual
hospitality uncalled for and unwarranted
by the personal relations of such member
or employe with any person, or representative of any person, who has any pecuniary
interest in any case, proceeding or other
matter pending before any member or emPenalty for infraction would be $2,000
ploye."
or three years in jail, or both. The bill was
referred to the House Commerce Committee.
Sen. Morse's bill would require the filing
of yearly statements with the Comptroller
General regarding the income, assets, and
dealings in securities and commodities of all
senators and representatives, each officer and
employe of the government making $10,000
yearly or more, military officers with the
rank of colonel or its equivalent or above,
and the chairman of the national committees of political parties.
Penalty for violation would be $2,000
Page 70
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SUBMITTED

fine or five years imprisonment or both.
The Morse suggestion was endorsed by
Sens. Richard L. Neubcrger (D-Ore.), Joseph
S. Clark (D-Pa.), Frank J. Lausche (DOhio). and Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.).
Rep. Stewart L. Udall (D-Ariz.) suggested
that each regulatory agency draw up a code
of ethics that wouid include the following:
• All communications to individual commissioners concerning applications be made
part of the public record.
• Limit inquiries from congressmen and
senators or the executive branch to requests
for status reports on pending applications,
or simple appeals to expedite action.
• Declare all forms of intervention improper and impose "harsh" penalties on applicants employing them.
Most agencies have codes for their employes. The FCC has one. Its first paragraph reads as follows:
"The effectiveness of the Commission in
serving the public interest depends upon the
extent to which the Commission holds the
confidence and esteem of the Nation's citizens. To hold the public confidence, the
officers and employes of the Commission
must not only obey the literal requirements
of the federal laws and orders governing
official conduct, but also must show by their
conduct that they support the ethical principles which underlie these laws and regulations. This means that each of us must do
his part in maintaining the reputation of
the Commission by conducting himself at
all times in such a manner that his actions
will bring credit upon the Commission and
the Federal service."
The FCC code also says this about accepting "gratuities":
"No employe may accept or agree to accept, directly or indirectly, any favor, gift,
loan, free service or other item of value
from any outside organization or person if
it may be reasonably inferred that it is intended to reward or influence the employe's
official actions. . . . Nor is this rule meant
to unduly restrict an employe's social activities. Each employe must judge for himself whether his social activities may or may
not compromise or appear to compromise
his position as a public servant."
It also quotes the Communications Act
provision barring commissioners or employes from engaging in any business connected directly or otherwise with the communications and broadcasting fields. Various
other government agencies have similar
codes of ethics for employes, but there are
others which also have published general
rules for practitioners. One such is the Interstate Commerce Commission, whose rules
are considered the standard.
The basic criterion for conduct before
the ICC, the manual states, are the standards
of ethical conduct required of attorneys
practicing in courts.

The ICC code bluntly states that it is unethical for a practitioner "to attempt to
sway the judgment of the Commission by
propaganda, or by enlisting the influence

or intercession of members of the Congress
or other public officers, or by threats of
political
personal reprisal."
It alsoor admonishes
practitioners not to
attempt personal influence on the Commission. "Marked attention and unusual hospitality," itstates, ". . . uncalled for and unwarranted bythe personal relations of the
parties, subject both to misconstruction of
motive and should be avoided. A self-respecting independence in the discharge of
duty, without denial or diminution of the
courtesy and respect due the official station
is the only proper foundation for cordial
personal and ollicial relations between Comand practitioners." with the ComPrivatemissioncommunication
mission isout, according to the ICC code.
This section reads as follows:
"In the disposition of contested proceedings brought under the Interstate Commerce
Act the Commission exercises quasi-legislative powers but it is nevertheless acting in a
quasi-judicial capacity. It is required to
administer the Act and to consider at all
times the public interest beyond the mere
interest of the particular litigants before it.
To the extent that it acts in a quasi-judicial
capacity, it is grossly improper for litigants,
directly or through any counsel or representative to communicate privately with a
commissioner, examiner or other representative of the Commission about a pending
case, or to argue privately the merits thereof
in the absence of their adversaries or without notice to them. Practitioners at all times
should scrupulously refrain in their communications to and discussions with the Commission and its staff from going beyond ex
parte representations that are clearly proper
in view of the administrative work of the
Other sections of the ICC code urge pracCommission."
titioners to restrain clients from improprieties, forbid attempts to influence the ICC
through propaganda or distorted statements
in the public press. There are also provisions dealing with practitioners dealings
with clients and among themselves.
Rogers

TighfBipped

Attorney General William P. Rogers declined last week to make any predictions
on the future of FCC Comr. Mack.
"I won't be drawn into any discussion
while an investigation is pending," Mr.
Rogers told reporters. "I ordered a complete investigation and it has not been comThe Attorney General ordered an FBI
investigation of the charges against Comr.
Mack two weeks ago. He said that he had
seen some preliminary reports, but would
not discuss them. The investigation is conpleted."
he said. tinuing; it is going "as fast as possible,"
He added:
"I want to be certain that nothing I
say will indict anybody. I don't want you to
draw any inferences from anything I say
There
is a legal question regarding the
here
today."
power of the President to remove Mr.
Mack, the Attorney General admitted. He
referred questioners to a pending Supreme
Broadcasting

Court case Myron Wiener v. U.S.A. (Case
No. 52). Mr. Wiener was removed as War
Claims Commissioner by President Eisenhower and is suing for back pay on the
ground the President had no authority to
remove him. The War Claims Commission
was abolished in 1954, about six months
after Mr. Wiener's dismissal. The Justice
Dept.'s brief takes the position that the
power to appoint includes the power to remove, except where a statute provides otherwise. The Communications Act makes no

All

in

the

mention of removals. It provides that commissioners shall be appointed by the President, by and with the consent of the Senate.
Mr. Rogers said that Mr. Mack has cooperated with the FBI "as far as I know."
He also emphasized that he has not recommended Mr. Mack's dismissal to the President.
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This

Point

President Eisenhower won't fire FCC
Comr. Richard A. Mack while the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee is in the
middle of its investigation of the commissioner's activities, he said at his Wednesday news conference. Asked by Alvin Spivak, of International News Service, if he
felt Comr. Mack should resign or be fired,
the President said:
"Well, I have no — judgment at this time
because the evidence, so far as I know,
is in the process of being concentrated.
The Attorney General, for a long time, has
been watching the situation, getting everything to see if there is any reason for — for
taking any action. Now, we should remember this: The only function of the President in a thing of this kind is to appoint
the man. and he is appointed to a term
and the only way he can be removed is for
cause, so therefore I assume that would be
by a trial of some kind."
Asked about the role said to have been
played by Sherman Adams, assistant to the
President, in a Civil Aeronautics Board matter, Mr. Eisenhower said the White House
is required to make the decision in some
cases that come before the CAB.
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FCC Announces Changes
In Canada Tv Allocations
Canada has added ch. 8 to Camrose, Alberta, and has switched ch. 2 from Ville
Marie, Quebec, to Elk Lake, Ontario. These
moves required other changes, which have
been made public by the FCC. The changes
were as follows:
Channel No.
City
Delete Add
Calgary, Alta
10
9-plus
Camrose
Alta
—
8
Lacombe, Alta
8
10
Red Deer, Alta
6
6-plus
Winnipeg, Man
4-plus 3-minus
Elk Lake, Ont
—
2
Amos, Que
4
11
R.ouyn, Que.
11
4
Ville Marie, Que
2
—
In allocating Ch. 9-plus to Calgary, Canada has agreed that the transmitter site
of any television station authorized to this
channel in Calgary will be located not less
than 190 miles from the transmitter site of
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
12 Get Fm Conversion Extension,
1 1 More Denied Additional Time
Twelve stations were given permission
by the FCC last week to waive the rules requiring fm functional music operations to
operate on a multiplex basis alter the
March 1 deadline for conversion from simplex. Eleven other stations were denied similar requests for additional time to complete
conversion.
The grants for continued simplex operation were to: KCFM (FM) St. Louis; KM LA
(FM), KRKD-FM and KBMS (FM) all Los
Angeles; WWDC-FM Washington. D. C;
KITE-FM San Antonio. Tex.; WPEN-FM
Philadelphia. Pa.; WPKM (FM) Tampa.
Fla., extended to Oct. 1. KQXR (FM)
Bakersfield, Calif., and WMIT (FM) Clingnians Peak, N. C, extended to July 1.
WCAU-FM Philadelphia, extended to June
I. WMMW-FM
Meridcn. Conn., extended
to May I.
The following were denied extensions:
KDFC (FM) San Francisco; WBFM (FM)
New York, N. Y.: KFMU (FM) Los Angeles; KUTE (FM) Glendale. Calif.; WDDSFM Syracuse, N. Y.; WEAW-FM Evanston. 111.; WLDM (FM) Oak Park. Mich.;
WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md.; WMUZ (FM)
Detroit, Mich.; KING-FM Seattle, Wash.,
and WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh, Pa.
The FCC last week also denied a petition

by Functional Music Inc., licensee of
WFMF (FM) Chicago and functional music
servicing organization for subscribers in the
Chicago area, for rehearing, other relief
and motion for a stay, for the Commission's order requiring fm stations with subsidiary communications authorizations enabling them to engage in functional music
operations to switch to multiplex after Mar.
1. At the same time the FCC granted the
petition insofar as it extended the time to
March 15. in which Functional Music may
ask for an individual waiver.
Henley Appointed Federal Judge;
Formerly Served on FCC
President Eisenhower last week nominated
J. Smith Henley, former associate general
counsel of the FCC, to be a federal district
court judge in the Eastern District of Arkansas. Mr. Smith, now director of the office of
administrative procedure in the Dept. of
Justice, was FCC associate general counsel
from November 1955 to December 1956. He
joined the FCC in May 1954.
Mr. Henley will be the featured speaker
at the luncheon meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. tomorrow (Tuesday)
and will discuss the functions of his present
office in relation to the FCC's practices and
procedures. The meeting will take place at
the Willard Hotel, Washington.

. . . hats off to you on
the occasion of your
first Pop Music Disc
Jockey Convention. In
celebration, SESAC has
prepared two special
"repertory recordings"
which are yours for
the asking.

VISIT SESAC'S
HOSPITALITY SUITE
Muehlebach Hotel
Kansas City, Mo.
March 7, 8 and 9

sesac
The Coliseum Tower
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, N. Y.
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Procedure Change Announced
For White House News Releases
A new procedure governing release of
Presidential news has been announced by
James C. Hagerty, White House news secretary, to govern broadcast and film deadlines. All Presidential material normally put
out for 7 p. m. EST release is now available
for 6 p. m. release.
The change was made at the suggestion
of CBS News, Telenews, NBC-TV and Fox
Movietone. As a result, all film releases and
handouts which carry only a date are to be
used beginning at 6 p. m. on the evening
of that date. This means, Mr. Hagerty explained, that a release reading "Hold for
release Jan. 28" could be used by radio and
tv broadcasters beginning at 6 p.m. on Jan.
27. However, specific times and dates attached to release will still apply, as for example, "Hold for release Jan. 28 at 12
Mr. Hagerty said the new procedure was
agreed on by news associations and network
tv film interests and was not an agreement
with the White House.
noon."
FCC Staffers Study 'Multicasting'
A possible means of improving uhf television coverage in rugged mountainous areas
through a method called multicasting has
been suggested by three FCC engineers. Details were made known when the Commission released the study, "A Preliminary Analysis of Multicasting," by Chief
Engineer E. W. Allen Jr., and technical
staffmen Harry Fine and Jack Damelin.
Multicasting is a method of covering an
area from several transmitters on different
frequencies — and is akin to the polycasting
method recommended by consulting engineer Raymond H. Wilmotte several years
ago (whereby several transmitters would
operate on the same frequency). The engineers found that three stations properly
sited, could give better coverage of an area,
compared with a single station; they also
found that co-channel mileage separations
could be reduced to 50 miles. The report
warned that until uhf receivers are improved
to the extent that the uhf table of "taboos"
can be drastically reduced or eliminated,
there is no way to take advantage of this
new technique.

Experimental

V Denied WITV (TV)
The FCC last week closed the door on a
bid by ch. 17 WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to operate an experimental tv station on ch. 6 in Miami, at the present site
of the WITV transmitter. The station had
applied for the experimental outlet in order
to make a direct comparison of simultaneous
uhf and vhf operations.

The FCC felt that "the proposed program
of experimentation does not offer sufficient
promise of substantial contribution to the
development of the tv art to warrant grant
of the application." Comrs. Hyde, Bartley
and Lee voted in favor of the turndown.
Chairman Doerfer and Comr. Craven dissented, and Comrs. Mack and Ford were
not present.
Broadcasting

Planning

Plan

"C"

a

is

Radio

ideal

large
This plan approaches the ultimate for the large radio
station, offering facilities for handling very extensive programming.

for

city

Plan "C" for larger cities, may be the answer to your
requirements, or you may prefer one of the smaller
plans (Plan "A" or Plan "B"). Each is so arranged
that modifications can be made to suit individual
requirements exactly.
Building layouts, together with a discussion of equipment requirements and current trends, are offered
in a new brochure. For your free copy, write to RCA,
Department D-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada : RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

Plan "C" features a high degree of flexibility: a large
studio, announce booth, and multi-purpose room

. . . your first source

Tmk(s) <B,

Broadcasting

of help in station planning

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

stations!

which can serve as a small studio, sub-control or
production room. Main control room, record library,
engineering work shop, and storage area complete
the layout.

In Plan "C" it is assumed that the transmitter would
be located in its own building, at its own site, away
from the studio. The transmitter can be operated
by remote control from the studio, if desired. Using
this plan, a transmitter site can be selected that is
most advantageous from a radiation and coverage
standpoint. Likewise, a studio site can be selected
that offers the most convenient location.

RADIO
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CAMDEN,

of

AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

N. J.
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KAWL, YORK, NEB.: (.. C BRYAN REPORTS—
New account, S & S distributors, first in the
city, set up to market lleileman Old Style
Lager, Saturation campaign was set for 100
>pots each of 1st of two months, 70 each of 2nd
two months. We created original copy sell
around Lanjr-Worth Radio Huckster jingles . . .
later received brewery's own jingles. On comparison, the distributor concluded by using
Lang-Worth jingles 2-to-l. a pretty good
booster for the service.
Another
example:
Squirt
Co'sjingle,
new
Cola started
on KAWL
withMottling
their own
hut after a few weeks we tailored a LangWorth Huckster jingle much to the delight cf
the local bottler. His comment: more impact,
more listenable. Current campaign is 4 spots
a day.

Ways to improve the public service programming of radio and tv stations will be
g conexplored "t the second annual plannin
ference under Wesiinghouse Broadcasting
Co. auspices, to be held in Baltimore
Wednesday through Saturday.
()\cr 250 invited broadcast executives,
educators and civic leaders will take part
in the conference, with approximately 170
radio and tv stations represented. The purpose of the project, known formally as the
Baltimore Conference on Local Public Service Programming, is to advance the use of
electronic media for education, information
and enlightenment.
The first conference, held last year in
j Boston, drew wide praise from industry and
the public. It was the largest project of the
sort ever held under broadcasting auspices,

with a program that included many important figures in the educational world
\\ EJL, SCRANTON, PA.: HI GH CONNOR
along with programming specialists.
RK PORTS —
A similar type of program is planned this
The W. B. Building Supply Co. of our Clark's
year, with the campus of Johns Hopkins U.
Green suburb sponsored Lang-Worth's "Cavalas the meeting site. The main speakers will
cade of Music" show 3:00-3:30 p.m. six days
per week. At the suggestion of WEJL, the
be Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.); Dr.
sponsor used the copy theme "Showcase of the
Fred L. Whipple, director of Smithsonian
Highway," and the L-W jingle "We Always Buy
At ." and it has caught on throughout the
Astrophysical Observatory and Harvard Colmarket. The results have been vastly increased
lege Observatory: Dr. Frank G. Baxter. U.
traffic and sales of furniture, appliances, hardware, and building supplies . . . and of course,
of Southern California, tv educator; Dr.
a healthy dollar volume gain for the station.
Bergen Evans. Northwestern U.. active in
The
"most
is nowcampaign
well intoforits this
second
year.happy sponsor"
many tv programs, and Donald H. McGan\\ PL \. PL Wl CIT1 . FLA.: GEORGE 1 non. president of WBC.
FRIEND REPORTS—
Panel sessions, demonstrations, floor disA combination of one of the fine Lang-Worth
cussions and question-answer periods are
attention-getters plus a local tie-in gimmick is
scheduled during the four days of programworking wonders for a local dry cleaner.
Friendly Cleaners. The sponsor is very pleased
ming. Richard Pack. WBC programming
with the campaign of 20 spots weekly, and last
vice president, will open the conference
week enjoyed
his the
largest
single coming
day's business
volume
ever; and
customers
in were
Wednesday morning, with Mr. McGannon
bringing more dry cleaning per customer. This
delivering the keynote address. An editorialis in face of recession talk plus the Florida
izing panel is scheduled that morning, with
freeze damage slowdown (Plant City is the
winter strawberry capital of the nation). This
emphasis on the problem of keeping the
client is sold on Radio and Lang-Worth Radio
public informed.
Hucksters helped cement the sale.
The panel chairman will be Merrill Panitt.
WPVL,
PAINESVILLE,
OHIO: BARRY
Tv Guide; participants will be John F.
GRIFFITHS RKPORTS —
Crohan. WICE Providence, R. I.; William
WPVL recently
acquired
discount
store's They
newaccount
which had
just a come
to town.
C. Dempsey, KPIX (TV) San Francisco;
came on the air just three weeks before ChristRobert Forward, KMPC Los Angeles; Leon
mas, and had to do a lot of promotion to get
the gift buying business, including full page
Goldstein, WMCA New York; Sherwood
ads and a 20 spot per week schedule on the
Gordon, WSAI Cincinnati. Ohio, and Ralph
station, later going to 36. Newspaper advertisRenick, WTVJ (TV) Miami.
ing was to be cut to a half-page on the first of
the year, and Radio as well. However, Radio
Dr. Baxter will speak at the Wednesday
Hucksters January release of new jingles arrived with several especially designed for disluncheon on the subject "If I Were a Procount stores. We quickly built a spot campaign
gram Manager." A radio-tv idea panel
around the Dixieland jingle "If You Want to
Wednesday afternoon will include Gordon
Pay Less" and the reaction was over-whelming.
This most happy sponsor has maintained and
Davis, KYW Cleveland as radio chairman
will possibly increase his advertising on this
and Ted Cott, National Telefilm Assoc., as
pretty happy station.
tv chairman. On the radio panel will be Ralf
Brent. WIP Philadelphia; Cal Bollwinkel,
These and many other progressive staWOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind.; Fred E. Walker,
tions combine their top production and
WTTM
Trenton. N. J., and Gordon A.
sales know-how with Radio Hucksters
& Airlifts to win most happy sponsors.
Mikkelson, WCCO Minneapolis. Discussion
Let Radio Hucksters & Airlifts make
leaders will include James Quello, WJR
the difference to your station. ContactDetroit; Guy Harris. KDKA Pittsburgh;
Sam Barstein, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
and Louis Corbin, WFBR Baltimore.
LANG-WORTH
Taking part in the tv discussion will be
FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC.
Herbert B. Cahan, WBZ-TV Boston; Sam
17 7 5 Broadway, New York 19. N.Y.
Cook Digges, WCBS-TV New York; Ray
Moore,
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Atlanta;

John

Haldi,

CONFERENCE

WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and Don Wear,
\V I PA Harrisburg, Pa. Discussion leaders
include Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV Baltimore: Douglas Grant, WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids. Iowa; Ralph Hansen, KYW-TV
( Leveland; Robert Salk, Corinthian Broadcasting Co., and Bernard Barth, WNDU-TV
Notre Dame, Ind.
An evening conference will be held following adinner at the Sheraton-Belvedere
Hotel with a revue by the Bill and Cora Baird
marionette troupe at the dinner. The evening
panel on "The Audience. Who's Out There,"
will include Richard D. Heffner, WRCA-TV
New York, as moderator; Dr. Herta Herzog.
McCann-Erickson; Melvin A. Goldberg,
WBC; Gilbert Seldes, author and critic;
Irving Gitlin, CBS; William J. Kaland, WBC:
David Susskind, Talent Assoc., and Stockton
HeKTrich, NBC.
Radio-tv news panels are scheduled Thursday morning. Rod MacLeish, WBC Washington news bureau chief, will head the radio
panel,
Town." Peoria,
With him
will be titled
Ken "Covering
Greenwood,theWPEO
111.;
Robert Leder, WOR New York; Joe Monroe,
KJOE Shreveport, La.; Sam Slate, WCBS
New York, and Jim Snyder, KDKA Pittsburgh. Mike Wallace, ABC-TV, will lead
the tv panel, "Some Aspects of Television
News." Taking part will be Robert Breckner.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; F. O. Carver,
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C; Arthur
Gaskill, UP Movietone News; John Secondary ABC-TV, and Robert E. Tripp, WFAATV Dallas. Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, will add comment.
Dr. Evans will speak at the Thursday
luncheon. A panel on children's programs
includes Helen Parkhurst, child psychologist;
Bob Keeshan. CBS; Frances Horwich of
Ding Dong School fame; Bob Emery, of the
Big Brothei- series, WBZ-TV Boston, and
Robert M. Goldenson, Hunter College.
A disc jockey session will be directed by
Shephen A. Labunski, Crowell-Collier radio
operations director. Participants will be Gene
Klavan and Dee Finch, WNEW New York;
Art Pallan, KDKA Pittsburgh; Ben Sanders,
KICD Spencer, Iowa, and Walt Teas, WFBR
Baltimore.
Advertiser-sales opportunities in public
service will be covered by William Dekker,
McCann-Erickson, chairman; W. E. Hall,
CHML Hamilton, Ont.; Robert B. Cochran,
WMAR Baltimore; James Nelson, NBC;
James V. Ryan, AT&T, New York; Ernest
J. Hodges, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco, and A. W. Dannenbaum, WBC.
Comments will be contributed by Kevin B.
Sweeney, Radio Advertising Bureau, and
Norman E. Cash, Tv Bureau of Advertising.
John L. McClay, KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, will preside over a religious panel to
include Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; Jack
Kuney, CBS-TV; Dr. James Alfred Martin
Jr.. Amherst College, and Irve Tunick, of
Light of the World. Rev. William Kailer
Dunn, chaplain, Notre Dame of Maryland,
will add comments along with Dr. Frederick Heifer, Christian Temple, Baltimore,
Broadcasting

and Rabbi Abraham Shusterman, Har Sinai
Congregation, Baltimore.
Friday sessions are titled "A Date With
History." David E. Partridge, WBC, will
emphasize promotion as an audience builder. Panelists include Alan E. Brandt, Alan
E. Brandt Public Relations, New York;
John R. Hurlburt, WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis; Al Baccari Jr.. KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, and Joseph Hudgens, KRNT-TV
Des Moines. Dr. Fred L. Whipple, Smithsonian and Harvard observatories, will open
a Friday evening science panel. Panelists
are Dr. Jonathan Karas, U. of New Hampshire, chairman; Kenneth Christiansen, Educational Radio & Tv Center; Dr. Benjamin
Draper. KRON-TV San Francisco-California Academy of Sciences; Don Herbert,
NBC; Joseph Connolly, WCAU Philadelphia; Mr. Pack, and Lynn Poole, Johns
Hopkins U.; Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Ohio State
U., will add comments.
Franklin A. Tooke, WBC-TV Boston,
will preside over a Saturday discussion of
national service organizations. Panelists include Virginia Benton, Tuberculosis Society,
Columbus. Ohio; Hal Davis, Grey Adv.;
James Ferguson, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.; John Grogan, WABD (TV) New
York; Wallace Kendall, National Social Welfare Assembly, New York, and Richard Krolik, National Education Assn.
The WBC Paul Revere Award will be
given Saturday to a national service group
for effective local broadcasting.
Planning for the conference is being supervised by Mr. Pack, with Mr. Poole as
educational consultant. On the WBC planning committee are Messrs. Kaland and
Partridge; J. B. Conley, WBC special assistant to the president; Raymond J. Bowley,
audio-video engineering director; John J.
Kelley, assistant advertising-sales promotion
director; Chet Collier, executive producer,
and Guy Harris, program manager, KDKA
Pittsburgh.

LIFE

LATE

NIGHT

TO

PROGRAMMING

Another entry in WMAL-TV's now-successful experiment in
bringing new life to late-night programming. This one is
TOWN AND COUNTRY TIME, birthplace of stars Jimmy Dean,
George Hamilton IV and Patsy Cline. The country and western
music show now features balladeer Elton Britt, whose
records have sold 12 million plus; Roy Clark and his band;
emcee Jackson Weaver, plus guest stars.
Thursdays, 11:20 p.m. to 12:20 a.m.

And it's only one of WMAL-TV's new, live late-night shows now available for full or participating
sponsorship. Others:

Baylor to Triangle Sales Post
Ben B. Baylor Jr., station manager of
WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven, Conn.,
has been named sales projects director for
Triangle Publications
Stations (WFIL-AMFM-TV Philadelphia,
WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, WLBR-TV
Lebanon, 50%
WHGB Harrisburg,
all Pennsylvania;
WNBF-AM-FM-TV
Binghamton, N. Y.,
and WNHC-AMFM-TV), it was announced by Roger
MR. BAYLOR
W. Clipp, vice president of Triangle Radio-Tv Div.
Prior to joining WNHC-AM-FM-TV last
September, Mr. Baylor was vice presidentgeneral manager of WINT (TV) (now
WANE-TV) Fort Wayne, Ind., for three
years. He also was with KEDD (TV)
Wichita and WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, the latter for 17 years. Mr. Baylor will
report to Edward H. Benedict, Triangle's
national sales director, in New York.
Broadcasting

NIGHTCAP: Modern music with guitarist Charlie Byrd,
The Charlie Byrd Quartet, singer Ann Read, emcee Felix Grant.
Sundays, 11:25 p.m. to 12:10 a.m.
PROMENADE: Popular music with studio dancing by grown-ups.
Records plus singer Ginger Pailes, organist-pianist Jim Smiley
and emcee Jerry Strong. Fridays, 11:20 p.m. to 12:20 a.m.
STUDIO BOWLING: Round-robin competition for prize money by
Washington's top keglers on WMAL-TV's in-studio lanes.
Wednesdays, 11:20 p.m. to 12:20 a.m.

t
where
comes
tov
LIFE
almprogramming
w
maximum

power on channel 7

AN EVENING

Washington,

d. c.

check H-R
Television,
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mation,
bility infor
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STATIONS CONTINUED

SET
AGENDA
CONVENTION
Kendall Sisters, Argo Records; Sonny James, Capitol
Program executives and disc jockeys from
Records; Frankie Vaughn, Epic Records; The Crew
Cuts, The Diamonds, Jim Eddy, Mercury Records.
practically every state are expected to attend the lirst annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention March 7-9 at the Muehlebach
SUNDAY
Breakfast, host: Art Talmadge, Mercury Records;
Hotel. Kansas City. Todd Storz, president
"The Revolution in Radio," Gordon McLendon, presiof Storz Stations and originator of the idea,
McLendon
"Whatat the
Can Dodent,for
the Stations;
National panel,
Advertiser
the Deejay
Local
said "the greatest galaxy of stars ever
Level; and What the Timebuyer Looks for in Buying
assembled" will perform at the Saturday
a Market," Adam Young, president, Adam Young, Inc.;
Wells Barnett, stations operations manager, John Blair
night show, high spot of the meeting.
Co.; panel, "Has the Tv Jockey Hurt or Helped the
Storz Stations are sponsoring the conRadio Jockey?", Ed Bonner, KX0K St. Louis; Paul
vention with Bill Stewart, Storz executive,
Flanagan, WPTR Albany; Bob (Coffeehead) Larsen,
as convention coordinator. Space in the
WEMP Milwaukee; panel, "How Can the Deejay Maintain His Individuality Within the Framework of ConMuehlebach has been exhausted and the
formityGene
Required Plumstead,
by Management?"
Don Bell,
KI0A
Des Moines;
national program
director,
overflow is being taken by the Phillips Hotel,
Plough
Stations;
Chuck
Blore,
program
director,
KFWB
across the street.
Hollywood; panel, "Where Is the Dividing Line Between
Mayor H. Roe Bartle of Kansas City
Country
Music, Rock
and programmer
Roll, and Pop?"
Bill Gavin,
McCann-Erickson
(music
of Lucky
Lager
Time
43
station
network);
Bob
Sadoff,
music coproclaimed March 7-9 as "Kansas City
ordinator, NBC; Connie Gay, president, Town & Country
Salutes the American Disc Jockey Days."
Network;
panel, "New Programming Ideas," Barry
A cocktail party, with Storz Stations as
Kaye, WAMP Pittsburgh; Martin Block, WABC New
host, will open the convention Friday
York;
Jake
Embry, executive vice president, WITH
Baltimore.
evening. Program events start with a breakfast meeting at which Mr. Storz will welShurick
Asks
Defense
come delegates and Mayor Bartle will
speak. Martin Block, WABC New York, is
Of Tv Rate Stability
opening speaker at the Saturday morning
business session.
Tv ought to be sold in terms of "supremThe program includes a discussion of
acy as a marketing force," not through rerating services by leading figures in the
laxation of rate structures, warned Edward
rating ticld. Gordon McLendon, president
P. Shurick, executive vice president, Blairof the McLendon Stations, will discuss "The
Tv, at the opening session of a sales conRevolution in Radio." An advertiser-timeference in New York by the station representative firm.
buyer panel includes Adam Young, president of Adam Young Inc., and Wells BarMr. Shurick told Blair-Tv sales managers
nett, John Blair & Co.
that "our selling must be aggressive in deRecord companies will be hosts at breakfending the stability of rates in each of our
fast, luncheon and dinner sessions.
markets." The two-day program — first anThe agenda follows:
nual sales meeting of the firm — on Feb. 2122 included six sessions and was attended
SATURDAY
POP

Joe

I'm

I %y

Floyd

. . THEY SAY I'M A
K
HELLUVA SALESMAN!
That's because I like to give
the advertiser a run for
his money — always have!
Like creating a whole new
empire of customers —
KEL-O-LAND— more than a
million strong, with over
$1,220,150,000 in annual
retail sales. Read that
number again, please. It's not
a misprint. It's the actual
proved buying power of a
market reached completely
by just one selling force . . .
KELO-TV and its boosters,
KDLO-TV and KPLO-TV.
CBS

• ABC

• NBC

TV
KELP-LAND
KELO
SIOUX FALLS 11
ABERDEEN
HURON 3
TV
KDLO
WATERT0WN
PIERRE
WINNER 6
KPLO
TV CHAMBERLAIN
General Offices, Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD,

President

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.,
Larrv Bentson, V.P.
REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis: Buhner & Johnson, Inc.

. and KEL-O-LAND'S
new, big radio voice is
KE

O

RADIO

1 ,032-ft. Tower— 13,600-watt Power Eqv.
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Breakfast, welcoming remarks, Todd Storz, president
Storz Stations; H. Rowe Bartle, mayor, Kansas City;
"The First 25 Years Are the Hardest," Martin Block,
WABC New York; panel, "Are Today's Rating Services Obsolete?" Frank Stisser, president, C. E. Hooper
Co.; Dr. Sydney Roslow, president, Pulse, Inc.; Lawrence
Reilly, vice president, Trendex, Inc.; panel, "The Program Director — Friend or Foe?" Eddie Clarke, program director, WHB Kansas City; Don Keyes, program
director, McLendon Stations; Ray Katz, program director, WMGM New York; panel, "Is Rock and Roll
a Bad Influence on Today's Teen-Agers?" Reed Farrell,
KWK St. Louis; Robin Seymour, WKMH Detroit; Bob
E. Lloyd, WHEC Rochester.
Luncheon, Mitch Miller, Columbia Records, "The
Great Abdictation"; "What I Look for in a Prospective
D.J.," G. W. Armstrong, vice president-general manager, WHB Kansas City; "The Ingredients in Today's
'Formula' Radio," Harold Krelstein, president, Plough
Stations; John Box, vice president-general manager,
WIL St. Louis; J. Elroy McCaw, president, WINS
New York; panel, "Increasing Income and Prestige
Through Related Outside Activities," Tom Edwards,
WERE Cleveland; Bill Bennett, WDGY Minneapolis;
Paul Berlin, KNUZ Houston; panel, "Interviews on the
Air — Good or Bad?" Varner Paulsen, program director,
WIP Philadelphia; Bob DeBardelaben, program director, WLEE Richmond, Va.; Jack Rowzie, WWDC Washington; panel, "Is the Main Requisite of the Deejay
Today the Ability to Count Up to 40?" Jack Lacey,
WINS New York; Stan Dale, WAIT Chicago; Bob
Cooper, KG0 San Francisco; panel, "Can Album Music
Bring the Deejay Listeners?" Norman Wain, WD0K
Cleveland; Ira Cooke, KM PC Hollywood; Phil Ladd,
CHUM Toronto; panel, "Are National Trade Paper
Music Surveys Current? Accurate?" Bob Austin, Cash
Box
publication; Herm Schoenfeld, Variety; Bud Fosket
Billboard.

that the firm s managers agree that "in most
of our markets, spot tv should reach substantially greater volume this year than ever
before." He said 11 new advertisers on 18
stations now
Market Plan. are using the Blair-Tv Test

Cocktail party, host, Morris Levy, Roulette Records;
banquet, host, Randy Woods, Dot Records; "The
Dream Show," emceed by Martin Block, featuring:
Tony Bennett, The Four Lads, Eileen Rodgers, Columbia Records; Lavern Baker, Atlantic Records; Don
Rondo, Jubilee Records; Andy Williams, Cadence Records; Roger Williams, Kapp Records; Hollywood Flames,
Ebb Records; Jim . Reeves, Eddy Arnold, Homer and
Jethroe, Lou Monte, RCA Victor Records; Dale Wright,
Fraternity Records;
Royal Hilltoppers,
Teens, George Hamilton iv'
ABC-Paramoun
t Records;
Johnny Maddox!
Nick Todd, Dot Records; Ken Copeland, Lin Records-

Attending from Blair-Tv's branch offices:
Bruce Pattyson, Boston; Jack Davis, Harry
Smart and Arthur Stringer, Chicago; Steve
Beard. Dallas; Gabe Dype, Detroit; Harry
Cummings, Jacksonville; David Lundy, Los
Angeles; Richard Quigley, St. Louis; Lindsey
Spight. San Francisco, and John Burr,
Seattle. From New York were Messrs. Blair

by managers from all of Blair's 10 offices.
Guest speakers were Frank Coulter, associate media director, Young & Rubicam;
George Blechta, vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co., and Lee Rich, vice president of
Benton & Bowles. President John Blair
found that "under current conditions, spot
tv is in an extremely fortunate position,"
noting that conditions in the lines of business from which tv draws most of its dollar
volume are highly favorable for continued
increases in the use of spot tv this year.
A special sales and business analysis of
each market in which the firm represents
a station was led by the station-specialist
in the New York office. Arthur H. McCoy,
executive vice president of John Blair &
Co., radio station representative, outlined
trends in spot radio, discussing modern radio programming techniques.
After the meetings, Mr. Shurick reported

Broadcasting

cial tv station) will build an antenna, tower
and transmitter on Lake Mountain, 15 miles
west of Provo (directly across Utah Lake).
Its signal is expected to cover most of Utah's
population.
Ampex Production Model VR-1000
Received by WFIL-TV, WOR-TV

BLAIR-TV executives and salesmen attending the representative firm's annual sales conference inNew York included (I to r): seated, Gabe Dype, Detroit; Richard Foote, New
York; Jack Denninger, eastern sales manager, New York; Edward P. Shurick, executive vice president, New York; John Blair, president; Lindsey Spight, San Francisco;
Harry Cummings, Jacksonville; Jack Davis, Chicago, Standing, Harry Smart, Chicago;
Joseph Rose, business manager, New York; Martin Katz, sales development director,
New York; Bruce Patty son, Boston; Steve Beard, Dallas; John Burr, Seattle; Paul
Blakemore, advertising director, New York; Art Stringer, Chicago; Richard Quigley, St.
Louis; David Lundy, Los Angeles.
and Shurick; Paul Blakemore, advertising
director; Jack Denninger, eastern sales manager; Martin Katz, sales development director, and Joseph Rose, business manager.
Ward Dorrell, vice president and research
director, spoke via tape recording.
Meanwhile, John Blair & Co. set up a
midwest sales conference for last Friday
and Saturday at the Racquet Club in Chicago. Managers and salesmen from Chicago,
Dallas, Detroit and St. Louis were to attend
plus Messrs. Blair and McCoy and Joseph
Rose, business manager, from New York.

Utah

Ground

Broken

for KLOR-TV

Construction of the KLOR-TV Provo,
Utah, studios and offices began Feb. 15.
Beehive Telecasting Corp. (KSUB Cedar
City, Utah), owner of the new outlet, has
set August as the target date to start operating and reports the two-story building will
cost approximately $100,000. Housing two
studios, control room, storage area and offices, the building will have about 16,000
square feet of floor space.
KLOR-TV

(the state's fourth commer-

.

&SUXJ&A

Ut

£&ad&

Ut

KMJ-TV
Broadcasting

FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

The Ampex Professional Products Div.
supplied networks with prototype versions
of the VR-1000 starting in 1956, and the
first production model went to KING-TV
in November.

F/lfcOrt©

|i£*«tA

MGM

•

Other stations to get the $45,000 production models since Ampex speeded up its
production schedule last fall are KING-TV
Seattle; KGW-TV Portland, Ore.; KRONTV San Francisco; WEAR-TV Pensacola,
Fla.; KENS (TV) San Antonio; WHAS-TV
Louisville; KHJ-TV Los Angeles, and
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex. By the beginning
of Daylight Saving Time in April, Ampex
expects to fill about 100 orders in its original $4.5 million backlog, cutting the expected waiting period by almost seven
months.

:

-offers

top-rated,
KMJ-TV in the Billion Dollar
Valley of The Bees

The first shipment of production-model
Ampex videotape recorders to stations east
of the Mississippi has arrived, a spokesman
for Ampex Corp. announced last week.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia has received two of
the black-and-white units (VR-1000) and
one more was expected shortly by WOR-TV
New York. Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Calif., dispatched them by truck Feb. 21.

film

18

first-run
features

weekly.

• Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
March 3, 1958
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DATELINES

BALTIMORE — Aided by three ham operator
listeners. WITH Baltimore was able to give
on-the-spot coverage to an eight-alarm lire
it a department .store in north Baltimore.
One of the men. Ted Capsanes, reported
by phone from his third floor apartment
across the street from the fire. When it became apparent how big the fire was, Mr.
Capsanes contacted two of his friends,
John R. Luiza and Carl F. Gail Jr.. who
borrowed walkie-talkies from the local Civil
Defense unit. The two men reported from
the street on details which Mr. Capsanes
couldn't see from his apartment. The information was then
nous director.
Bobrelayed
Barber. to WlTH's night
YVJZ-TV that city
live, on film and on
Gary Franklin beeped
tures from the scene;
engineers mounted a

also covered the fire
videotape. WJZ-TV's
reports and shot picHarding Roberts and
camera atop the sta-

tion's roof to get live pictures, and Ben
Wolfe and Glenn Lahman used an Ampex
videoi. ipe iveordei 10 gel pictures. I ilm and
tape reports were incorporated in evening
news shows.
LOGAN — When a tire broke out across the
street from the Logan. Ohio, auxiliary
Studio of WATH Athens, Ohio. Promotion
Manager George Charles described the
event from his vantage point in the offices.
The station was provided additional color

KOBY

by Radio and Tv

LOUISVILLE — The CBS-TV Show of the
Month on WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., was

by firefighters who were invited into WATH
studios for coffee and shelter from the zero
weather.

interrupted Feb. 21 when one of the town's
largest fires this year broke out. Across
the si reel from WHAS-TV studios a threealarm, $250,000 fire threatened the Federal

Newsworthy

News

Coverage

OMAHA — In an effort to get around the
ban on courtroom broadcasting, newsmen
of KFAB Omaha have set up a remote
broadcast spot in the corridor directly outside the door of a local courtroom to cover
a murder trial. KFAB's Glenn Desmond
covers the trial inside the court and when an
important point is brought out, he steps
into the corridor, flips a switch and the
station is on the air with the news. KFAB
is averaging about six direct broadcasts a
day and no one has objected to the corridor
set-up. the station reports.
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY — Television
took a bow for helping capture the murderer
of a detective when California officers
moved in on Lester Dean Bonds the morning of Feb. 22. KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
covered the manhunt with remote cameras
at the field headquarters of Southern California police, alerting area viewers in a
series of newscasts. When the killer broke
into a home, the owner notified authorities
and they promptly moved in. bringing him
back to field headquarters and before KTTV
cameras. There police publicly thanked
KTTV and Bill Welsh, director of special
events, for the station's participation in the
manhunt.

put the CftRNDEST

20CK

into San Francisco radio !
Whether it's the latest Pulse,
Hooper,KOBY
or Nielsen,
you'llNo.find1
that
rates the
radio buy in San Francisco . . .
the nation's seventh largest
market!

\

SEE PETRY FOR KOBY
10,000 Watts •
full time.

Latest Pulse reveals a beautiful figure

of 16.5 overall average share - KOBY
MID- AMERICA
BROADCASTING CO.
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KPIX (TV) to Send Three Men
To Events at Brussels, Lourdes
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. station, will send a threeman team abroad next month to cover the
Brussels World Fair and the 100th anniversary celebration at the shrine of
Lourdes, France, it has been announced by
Philip G. Lasky, general manager of KPIX.
Assigned to the mission are William G.
Dempsey, KPIX program director; Pete
Abenheim, children's personality, and Al
Baccari Jr., station public relations manager. They leave April 15 on the four-week
assignment and have scheduled: film and
tape interviews with the king of Belgium,
scientists and celebrities at the fair, and
French President Rene Coty, Premier Felix
Gaillard. the mayor of Paris and other
prominent Frenchmen; participation in a
pilgrimage . to Lourdes, where film will be
shot for KPIX's Everyman's Religion series;
panel discussions in both countries for the
station's What's Your Opinion? show, and
children's material for Mr. Abenheim's
Captain Fortune and Pied Piper of the Bay
Area programs.
Prints of the WBC series, Adventures in
Numbers and Space, translated into French,
will be presented to Belgian and French stations, and film of American children's
activities will be given in exchange for
KPIX program material obtained in the
two countries. Last month WBC announced
it would sponsor a week's appearance by
the Benny Goodman orchestra at the fair
[Stations, Feb. 17].
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Building and the station's cameras and spotlights were installed on the roof so viewers
could watch firemen fighting the conflagration. Coverage of the hour-long fire elicited
heavy phone response from viewers both
praising and complaining about the departure from the scheduled program. Victor A.
Sholis. WHAS-TV vice president-director,
announced that an attempt would be made
aJ a future date to present a film of the
show viewers missed.

No. I

BUSINESSWOMAN'S BANE
Two promising business careers
came to an abrupt end some minutes
after they began in St. Petersburg, Fla.
WSUN-TV there takes the blame. According to the station's report, two
enterprising girls, both nine, set out
to be babysitters. Taking up their
duties, they tuned their hosts' television
set to ch. 38. The newsman on the
screen said that police were looking
for a couple of missing young ladies,
aged nine. The partners called their
mothers on the spot and regretfully
postponed their careers.
Broadcasting

CHANGING

HANDS

STATION SALES, APPROVALS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

NOW

...

WESTERN

NEW

ENGLAND

ANNOUNCED

IN

ONE

PACKAGE

WHK
Mont

CLEVELAND, OHIO • Sold to DuBroadcasting Corp. (Bernard Goodwin, president) by Forest City Pub. Co., for
$700,000 [Closed Circuit, Feb. 10]. WHK
operates on 1420 kc with 5 kw, is affiliated
with NBC. Other DuMont Broadcasting stations are WNEW and WABD (TV), both
New York, and WTTG (TV) Washington.
Sale includes WHK-FM and cp for ch. 19.
KBUC CORONA, CALIF. • Sold to Radio
KBUC Inc. by Radion Broadcasting Inc.
for more than $150,000. Radio KBUC principals are James Hadlock, president, Hadlock & Assoc., Hollywood advertising agency; Naum B. Healy, former owner of KDOT
Reno, Nev.; Jerry Scoggins of Cass County
Boys and Paul Borofsky, movie film editor.
KBUC operates on 1370 kc with 1 kw day,
500 w nights. Transaction was handled by
Albert Zugsmith Corp.

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record, page
91.
APPROVED

KXLW ST. LOUIS, MO. • Sold to Big
Signal Radio Co. (R. J. Miller, George Eng
and others), for $285,000 for 71.31% subject to certain adjustments. KXLW operates
on 1320 kc with 1 kw day.
KANS

WICHITA,

KANS.

• Sold to J. Wil-

TWO
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HEART

ENGLAND

22
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SERVING

32

THE
OF

WESTERN
NEW ENGLAND

liam O'Connor, Thomas L. Davis and Harry
H. Patterson for $200,000 plus $60,000 for
agreeing not to compete, by Kenyon Brown
and Frank J. Lynch. Mr. O'Connor has interests in WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., and
KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa, is president of
WPFA Pensacola, Fla. KANS operates on
1480 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night, and is
an NBC affiliate.

IN SPRINGFIELD, MASS
The Best in View is Channel

KJIM FORT WORTH, TEX. • Sold to William D. Schueler, Paul E. Taft, James A.
Stewart (motion picture star), F. Kirk Johnson and Milton Underwood by J. H. Speck
and associates for $139,000 [Closed Circuit, Dec. 23], Mr. Schueler owns KBRZ
Freeport, Tex. Mr. Taft is 10% owner of
KGUL - TV Galveston - Houston. Messrs.
Stewart and Johnson were associated with
Mr. Taft in the ownership of KGUL-TV
before its 90% sale to the J. H. Whitney
& Co. interests. Mr. Underwood was formerly associated in the ownership of
KTHT Houston. KJIM is a 250 w daytimer on 870 kc.
KRIB MASON CITY, IOWA • Sold to William F. Johns Jr. (49% interest in KIHO
Sioux Falls, S. D., 20% interest in WMIN
St. Paul, Minn., 72% interest in KMNS
Sioux City, Iowa, and 51% interest in
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.) for $75,000 by Edward B. Lamson. KRIB operates on 1490
kc with 250 w.
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS
he said, "has been our timidity") and the
question of how to editorialize.
Though CBS has been working out these
problems. Mr. Mickelson emphasized that

the question is no more "Should we editorialize?" but rather "a matter of how we
editorialize." Mr. Mickelson explained that
the network had ruled out approaches of
regular newsmen delivering editorials on
their news broadcasts, of building a stable
of commentators to express opinions as they
are seen and instead has reserved the funcBROADCAST editorials were under discus
sion at this section of the New York Radio
& Television Executives Society roundtable
on programming Wednesday. Six Mickelson (r), CBS vice president, said at the
luncheon session that his network could be
expected to editorialize more frequently
than it has in the past (three times since
1950). Ralph Renick (I), vice president in
charge of news, WTVJ (TV) Miami, described his station's nightly two-minute editorials. RTES moderator was round/able
chairman Robert H. Teeter (c), vice president and director of radio of Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, station representative.

CBS

to

Editorialize

More
Often — Mickelson
CBS can be expected to carry editorials
on its facilities more frequently in the future,
CBS Vice President Sig Mickelson, said
Wednesday at a roundtable discussion on
broadcast programming held in New York
by the Radio & Television Executives Society.
Appearing with Mr. Mickelson on the
platform was Ralph Renick, a newscaster
and vice president in charge of news, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla., who described how his
station has carried 114 editorials in the six
months since the station adopted the policy.
The nightly editorial on WTVJ is a twominute segment of the news program
handled by Mr. Renick. The word, "Editorial," issuperimposed on the bottom of
the tv picture as Mr. Renick starts his comment.
Mr. Mickelson. however, warned of the
problems the network faces in broadcasting
editorials. (The network, he noted, has carried only three such editorials since 1950 —
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, delivered
an editorial on color tv in the spring of that
year: four years later, he asked for the right
of tv camera coverage of congressional committees, and last January, the network
through the voice of CBS newsman Howard
Smith delivered a conclusion — or editorial —
on the status of the U. S. compared to
Soviet Russia with respect to rockets and
missiles, weapons systems, economies, civil
defense and education. This opinion, which
was clearly labeled as such on the program,
was delivered on the basis of earlier evidence presented durine the program. Where
We Stand, on CBS-TV.
The problems to a network are the FCC's
regulation of "fairness and balance," the
relationship of network to affiliate (a network cannot presume to speak for an affiliated station), a lack of precedent (a reason.
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tion to management, making "the editorial
the expression not of the individual but of
the management itself."
CBS' rules on editorializing: news and
opinion must be separated and editorials
identified: editorials must represent management opinion and derive from its decision;
they must be the product of exhaustive research: affiliated stations should not be notified in advance of the full content of the editorial; the network must be prepared to give
time to opposition spokesmen either in the
same period or in a subsequent period when
a comparable audience can be reached.
Mr. Mickelson also noted that WHCT
(TV) Hartford. CBS-owned, was beginning
regular weekly editorials as of yesterday
(Sunday), that the network would watch the
"test" there closely but warned that the
series "is not to be construed as a presage
of a regular network editorial series."
NBC-TV,

U-l Set New

Tv Western

NBC-TV has arranged with UniversalInternational for a tv western series based
on the U-I 1950 feature film, "Saddle
Tramp." Harold Shumate, who wrote the
screen play, also will script the tv series.
The pilot will go before the cameras within
the next week, according to Alan W. Livingston, program vice president of NBC's
Pacific Div., who negotiated the arrangement with U-I. No further details were
forthcoming from either network or studio,
but it is believed that Saddle Tramp is
merely the beginning of an association
under which U-I will produce a number
of programs for NBC-TV on a continuing
basis, much like the arrangements between
ABC-TV and Warner Bros, and Walt Disney. Another possibility is that California
National Productions, NBC's syndicated
film subsidiary, may move its production to
the U-I lot at the expiration of its present
lease for space at California Studios.
WQQM-FM
to Be MBS Fm Relayer
Mutual announced last week that its affiliate, WBBQ Augusta, Ga., has agreed to have
WBBQ-FM serve as the seventh link in the
network's projected fm relay system to complement MBS' long-line telephone circuits
for affiliates coast-to-coast.
The Mutual plan, announced last month,
envisions the establishment of 70 fm multiplex relay points to improve the transmission
of network program services to affiliates now
served only by limited frequency (Class C)
telephone lines. According to MBS Engineering Director Abe Jacobowitz, the network
also has five fm relay points in upstate New
York (Rural Radio Network stations), one

in Raleigh. N. C. (WKIX-FM), and one
planned for San Francisco where Mutual
has applied for its own fm outlet. Mr.
Jacobowitz said the system is expected to
he in full operation by January 1960.

AFFILIATES

COMMEND

CBS

A two-day meeting of the CBS
Radio Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors and network officials wound
up Feb. 21 in New York with the
board adopting a resolution commending the network's programming,
especially its news and public affairs
schedule, its steps to modernize daytime serials and its continuing stress
on entertainment programs. The resolution singled out a decision to eliminate the simulcast aspect of Arthur
Godfrey daytime programs, saying,
"This represents a real benefit and
basic recognition of the unique values
of the audio medium of network
radio." Eleven board members, headed
by chairman Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, 111., and approximately the
same number of CBS Radio officials,
led by President Arthur Hull Hayes,
attended the sessions.

NBC-TV

Awarded

NCAA

Grid Rights

NBC-TV for the fourth consecutive season, has been awarded the rights to telecast
the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. football schedule during the 1958 season on
Game of the Week, according to Rix Yard,
chairman of the NCAA television committee, and Tom S. Gallery, NBC director of
sports. The network will telecast games on a
nationwide basis on eight Saturdays and
Thanksgiving Day. One game will be televised nationally on seven of the nine dates,
and two games will be carried on a splitnetwork basis on two other dates. Regional
telecasting
will prevail on four other Saturdays.

ABC

Building

Dedicated

in L.A.

The new technical building at the ABCTelevision Center, Hollywood, was dedicated
Saturday, marking completion of the first
step in the ABC $30 million development
programs started last July. Network publicity, personnel, labor relations and purchasing departments, plus several executive
offices will occupy the ground floor of the
two-story building until the completion of
the administration building where they will
be housed permanently. The film department and the ABC-owned KABC-TV will
be on the second floor of the technical building. When the lower floor occupants move
to the new administration building, the
engineering department will take over the
space, where all control equipment will be
installed for production from the stages and
network programs originating outside of
Hollywood.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Fees

on

Figured

Movies-to-Tv
in AFM

Strike

A requirement that motion picture companies make royalty payments to the Music
Performance Trust Funds for feature pictures released to tv was a major factor in the
breakdown of negotiations between the
major movie studios and the American Federation of Musicians for a new agreement to
replace the one expiring Feb. 19 and the
strike of AFM against five major picture
producers [Personnel Relations, Feb. 24],
Eliot Daniel, president of AFM's Hollywood
Local 47, said last week.
Mr. Daniel, who with a committee of five
other members of the Hollywood local sat
in with the national AFM negotiators, reported the movie makers wanted the trust
fund payments dropped altogether. James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, offered to cut the
payments from the present 6% of the tv receipts to 4% or perhaps even lower, Mr.
Daniel said, but the producers' final proposal
was for payments of 1% of the producers'
share of this revenue (70% of the total) for
pictures made between 1948 and 1958, no
payments for films made after Feb. 1, 1958,
and the rate to be negotiated for films made
before 1948.
AFM also asked for a 20% increase in
the number of studio contract musicians
(some 300 are now employed at the five
major studios where AFM has struck — Columbia. Loews', Paramount, 20th CenturyFox and Warner's), increases in minimum
scale ranging from 10% to 100% (the
latter for arrangers and copyists, described
as now receiving wages much lower than the
others), a maximum of four minutes of completed recorded music per hour or 12 minutes per 3 -hour session (above the present
average of three minutes per hour for these
producers) and an agreement that the producers refrain from using foreign or domestic sound track in making any products,
including tv film, Mr. Daniel reported.
The producers' final offer was to renew
the old contract as is, plus a blanket 5%
wage increase, Mr. Daniel said. At this point
the negotiations ended and the musicians
walked out of the five major studios. Negotiations with independent movie producers
will begin in the near future, he said, with
those producers asked to sign an interim
agreement that will permit them to employ
musicians now on the basis of the old contract if they promise to accept the terms of
its successor retroactive to the expiration
date of the old one. Walt Disney Productions
declined to sign this agreement, so Local 47
refused to permit its members to do a recording job for Disney scheduled for Tuesday, Mr. Daniel stated.
The tv film producers are not involved in
the current AFM discussions, as their agreement with AFM runs for another year, until
February 1959.
Court Order

Restrains

IATSE

A temporary injunction against Local 1,
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes has been issued in U. S. District Court, Southern District of New York.
Broadcasting

The injunction enjoins the union from
striking or hampering CBS-TV to force
assignment of remote lighting duties to
IATSE rather than to representatives of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. An IATSE-IBEW dispute prevented
CBS-TV's Let's Take a Trip program from
doing a remote aboard the S. S. United
States, berthed in Manhattan [Personnel
Relations, Feb. 10].
The matter goes before a National Labor
Relations Board preliminary hearing March
17.
ABC,

NBC

Being Voted

Contracts

With

on by Union

NABET

Members

The National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &Technicians reported last week that
copies of contract proposals made by ABC
and NBC are in the hands of local chapters
throughout the country for ratification. A
union spokesman said it will be at least two
weeks before the voting result becomes
kno vn.
^h" old contract expired Jan. 31 and
members are working under the conditions
of the old pact, with new terms applicable
to Jan. 31. The ABC-NBC proposal, revealed Feb. 1, calls for a 6% wage increase
on all levels of employment, with the maximum pay rising to a level of $180 in a
period of three years [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10].

Which

Station?

Which

Program?

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and CBS had set no date last
week for resumption of negotiations on a
contract covering technical employes. The
old contract expired Jan. 31 when CBS
made what it regarded as its "final" offer.
This approximates NBC-ABC's proposals to
NABET. The union and the networks decided later to renew talks, but it was reported last week that negotiations probably
will await the outcome of the NABET ratification proceedings. The belief is that if
NABET members ratify the contract, IBEW
in all probability will fall in line with CBS'
offer.
The Writers Guild of America last week
continued its negotiations for CBS, ABC and
NBC

contracts covering staff news and continuity writers and free-lance writers [Personnel Relations, Feb. 24]. A network
official voiced the belief the talks will continue beyond the March 31 expiration date
of the present contract. Apart from the
negotiations, CBS last week agreed to submit to arbitration the case of three writers
whom the network had dismissed a few

weeks before contract talks began. An arbitrator is being selected.
Station Stringer News

System

Threatened by Labor's Proposal
The use of stringers as station reporters
around radio and tv coverage areas is
threatened by a proposed ruling by the
Labor Dept.'s Wage-Hour Administrator, according to a statement filed Thursday by
NAB. The Administrator is considering a
ruling that would classify stringers as regu-
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS continued

PROGRAM SERVICES

lar employes instead of independent contractors.

L.A.

PAY

Many stations will discontinue use of
stringers if the ruling is adopted. NAB
w arned.

ASK

TO

FILM
TV

FIRMS

WITHDRAW

• Skiatron, Telemeter

concede

• Move may end pay hopes there
Ii added: "The chief losers will he the !
stringers, who are losing a source of income,
The chance for Los Angeles to be the
and the public, which will be deprived ol
center of the first full-fledged test of toll tv
dimmed almost to the vanishing point last
community news coverage."
Broadcasters would be hurt least by the
week when Skiatron Tv Inc. and Fox West
Coast Theatres-International Telemeter
ruling, according to NAB. which explained,
"News at best is not a major producer of
Corp. asked the city council to let them
revenue. Often it is carried at a loss. The
withdraw their franchises to operate closedcircuit tv systems within the city and to
stringer system is a modest supplement to
take back their $100,000 bonds.
the usual news operation. It is used to cover
communities and areas that otherwise would
Action by the two franchise holders came
a petition circulated by a Citizens
after
served."
not be
NAB said about 600 radio and 300 tv
Committee Against Pay Tv had blocked
them from proceeding with installation of
stations use regular stringers, varying from
a few to as many as 90 and averaging from
15 to 20. These stringers usually work not
more than five or six hours a week and often
put in no time over periods of several weeks.
They arc not generally required to report in
person to the station, contacts being mainly
by telephone or mail and under a minimum
of supervision or control by the station involved.

j equipment pending a vote by citizens [Program Services, Feb. 17}. Requests for withj
I
drawal were submitted Monday as the council was deciding whether the referendum
vote would be held at the June 3 primary
election or on election day, Nov. 4. The
council postponed the toll tv matter until
this Wednesday.

The Administrator is reconsidering the
status of stringers because a Wage-Hour inspector ruled last fall that stringers for a
small eastern newspaper were regular employees of the paper and not independent
contractors.

vins, Telemeter president, said: "Because
of our faith in the inevitability of pay television, we relinquish our franchise rather
than burden the city with a needless expenditure of public funds for a referendum
that is now complicated by issues and forces

PERSONNEL

RELATIONS

SHORTS

Tv Spots Inc., Hollywood commercial animator, chose Motion Pictures Screen Cartoonists local 839 (IATSE) as collective
bargaining agent in national labor relations
board elections. Vote was six for MPSC to
three for Screen Cartoonists Guild, independent union which had previously represented employes of Hollywood animation
concern.
Writers Guild of America, West, televisionradio branch will hold special craft forum
late in March as part of guild's continuing
drive against speculative writing by its
members. Forum will include dramatic
presentation designed to make clear to
writers their rights in dealing with producers.

United

Press

In his letter to the council, Louis A. No-

unrelated to pay television."
Mr. Novins said that before the end of
the year, his company "will be installing its
system" in communities on both coasts.
Skiatron also plans to start toll tv operations as soon as possible in a number of
cities in which it has applied for franchises.
Meanwhile, CCAPT is not resting on its
laurels. Julius Tuchler, chairman, said his
group is now preparing an "initiative measure" asking voters to ban all forms of pay tv.
BMI

Signs With

Stavisky, Richards

Contract of the Sam Stavisky firm to
handle public relations of Broadcast Music
Inc. in the Washington, D. C, area has
been renewed by BMI. The Robert K.
Richards firm, also headquartering in Washington, has also been retained by BMI to
handle public relations, principally in the
station relations fieid.

news

produces!

Loew's

Meet

Vogel

Notes

Relatively Calm;
Expansion

in Tv

Loew's Inc. held its annual stockholders
meeting last Thursday in New York in a
relative calm — a respite for President Joseph
R. Vogel who in the past year has had to
light to retain control of the company.
But there was belligerence from some
minority stockholders who vehemently decried the absence of dividends (Mr. Vogel
said he would recommend to the Loew's
19-man board to again "pass" a dividend —
meaning to withhold it); the continued MGM
motion picture losses, and fees paid for expenses and to attorneys as a result of the
insurgent, unsuccessful proxy fight led by
board member Joseph Tomlinson in the
Vogel beat down these protests and
pastMr.year.
also resisted suggestions that Loew's liquidate its motion picture production activity
and/or sell off part of its mammoth Culver
City, Calif., lot, asserting that all film companies now are losing money.
Mr. Vogel said Loew's MGM is making
studio space available on an increasing
scale to tv production; that MGM-TV intends to make "an increased number of
television series for sale and for independent
producers at our studio" and observed the
company has been successful in producing
films and commercials for tv.
Throughout the three-hour meeting Mr.
Vogel referred to tv as the villain in the
constant decline of motion picture attendance. But, at the same time, he was confident that motion pictures on tv will whet
the appetite for theatre pictures among
young people.
Tv Pilot Film Contest

Set

By N. Y. Investment

House

A new approach to the financing of
television film series production is planned
by Feuchtwanger Corp. New York, private
banking and financial concern.
Motivation Research Assoc., New York,
said that on behalf of Feuchtwanger it
would conduct a pilot film contest offering
a $150,000 government bond as first prize,
plus "dozens" of $1,000 prizes, as a means
of finding potential series in which Feuchtwanger might invest.
MRA spokesmen said the prizes would
be awarded without strings to the prizewinning pilots, but that Feuchtwanger
would be free to negotiate for financial interests in any winners it felt had good
potential for development into successful
tv series. They noted, however, that the
producers or owners of the pilots would
not be required to negotiate.
MRA, which specializes in psychological
studies of mass opinion, also hopes to develop "more objective criteria for the financing and sale of new television programs" as a result of the contest. As MRA
authorities explained it, four juries are
being set up. One is composed of talent;
one of members of the viewing public; one
of industry people including advertiser,
agency, film syndication and tv broadcast-
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ing representatives, and one of newsmen.
Pilot films entered in the contest will be
judged by all four juries. Those which pass
the preliminaries and are selected for the
national judging will receive $1,000 awards
and the winner in the finals will get a
$150,000 bond. MR A asserted.
Officials said only completed hour and
half-hour films will be considered. Entries
should be sent to Motivation Research Assoc., 1W. 58th St., New York.
ABC
New

Film Syndication Creates
York City Div., Names Four

As part of a plan to expand the sales
operation of ABC Film Syndication, Phil
Williams, vice president in charge of syndicated sales, announced last week the creation of a New York City sales division and
the appointment of four new sales executives to the organization's staff.
Sherman Gregory, formerly sales manager
of WFIL-TV Philadelphia, has been named
New York City sales manager and will concentrate on sales and service to tv stations, advertising agencies, station representatives and advertisers in the New York
metropolitan area. Albert G. Hartigan, program manager of WPIX (TV) New York,
has resigned to join ABC Film Syndication
as a New York City account executive.
Other appointments include Ben F. Conway, previously television program representative of J. Walter Thompson Co., who
has been designated New York State and
northeast account executive for ABC Film,
and William R. Dothard, sales manager of
WFIL Philadelphia, who has been named
eastern account executive.
Tv Revives

Film for Theatres

Enthusiastic viewer reaction to the four
Shirley Temple features shown on television via the NTA Film Network last fall
and winter has prompted National Television
Assoc. to place "Susannah of the Mounties"
back into theatrical release. Through NTA
Pictures Inc., theatrical subsidiary of NTA,
this film, also starring Miss Temple, has
been booked
Theatres Inc.
company also
other Temple
CPN

for showing on the Loew's
circuit starting March 26. The
intends to re-issue to theatres
films not shown on tv.

Names

New

Sales

Division

California National Productions, NBCTV film syndication subsidiary, has named
its new sales division Victory Program
Sales. Jacques Liebenguth, manager of the
new unit that will distribute all off-network
programs and syndication reruns, has hired
three of five additional salesmen slated for
the new staff. NBC Television Films continues to handle all shows newly-produced
for syndication.
G-K

Sells African

Series Abroad

Gross-Krasne's African patrol film series,
produced in Africa by Kenya Productions
Ltd., will be seen in England as well as in
the U. S. Associated British Pictures Corp.
has bought it for use . on the commercial tv
system in the United Kingdom and will start
telecasting it in London on March 26.
Broadcasting

Paramount Completes Sale
Of Pre-'48 Features to EMKA
Paramount Pictures Corp. last week announced that it had consummated its agreement with EMKA Ltd., a subsidiary of
Music Corp. of America, for sale of Paramount's pre- 1948 feature library. The initial
terms of the pact call for MCA to pay a
total of $50 million to Paramount over a
period
seq.]. of time [At Deadline, Feb. 10, et
Under the agreement, EMKA acquired
all rights to the film library. Paramount
received an initial $10 million payment of
the $50 million purchase price. Paramount
said it would continue to distribute a selected
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FILM SALES
Inc., N. Y., has announced

to prosperous
Western
Illinois

sale of its "Triple Crown" package of 112
feature films to KENS-TV San Antonio,
KRLD-TV Dallas, KHQ-TV Spokane and
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., and of
its "Shock!" package of films to WTVNTV Columbus, Ohio; WTIC-TV Hartford,
Conn.; WTCN-TV Minneapolis, and
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.
RANDOM

KW

POWER

group of the library for theatrical exhibition
(understood to include all Cecil B. DeMille
productions and some other motion pictures,
titles of which still have not been decided).

Screen Gems

FT.

Eastern Iowa
and

SHOTS
CBS

CBS Newsfilm, syndicated by CBS-TV Film
sales, has added eight new subscribers, company announces. Five new subscribers in
U. S. are WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio; WCAXTV Burlington, Vt.; WCBY-TV Bristol,
Va.; KROD-TV El Paso, Tex., and WDXITV Jackson, Tenn. New overseas subscribers include Swiss television network served
from Zurich, new ITN station at St. Hillary,
England, and YVKA-TV Caracas, Venezuela. CBS Newsfilm also has expanded its
service and coverage by signing exchange
agreement with Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. for full filmed news output of CBCTV, company announced. Complete CBS
Newsfilm service becomes available for
distribution by CBC-TV to all of its 46
television stations in Canada.
Gross-Krasne, producer-syndicator of tv
film programs, has arranged for William
Morris Agency to act as executive representatives insale of G-K properties designed
for national sponsorship and network broadcast, company reports. First series under new
arrangement will be Mr. Glencannon, now
being filmed in London by Gross-Krasne
Ltd., English subsidiary of Hollywood company.
Robert Davis Productions Inc., N. Y., has
announced it has acquired film and video
tape rights to new abstract advertising display technique developed and patented by
John Hojipe. Called mobilux, technique
combines lumia art form with manually
controlled instruments. System allows displays of letters or symbols to be animated
to music or other design and is achieved by
intense light and flexible mirrors on which
designs are masked.
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REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL

HOTEL /

/A /I

24th Street C^J at 8 tit Avenue
New York's largest skyscraper hotel.
2500 rooms, all with bath & free radiotelevision in many. Meditation Chapel
open to all faiths. Midtown location.
Direct entrance to Pennsylvania Station. Three air-conditioned restaurants.
LAMP POST CORNER , . . COFFEE HOUSE
GOLDEN THREAD CAFE
Singles
I Doubles
I Suites
from $7
from$l]
from $23
JOSEPH MASSASLIA, JR., President
CHARLES W. COLE, Gen Mgr
— Other MASSAGLIA HOTELS —
• SANTA MONICA, CALIF. Hotel Miramar
■ SAN JOSE,. CALIF. Hotel Sainte Claire
• LONG BEACH, CALIF. Hotel Wilton
• GALLUP, N.M. Hotel El Rancho
• ALBUQUERQUE. Hotel Franciscan
• DENVER, COLO. Hotel Park Lane
• WASHINGTON, D.C. Hotel Raleigh
• HARTFORD, CONN. Hotel Bond
• PITTSBURGH, PA. Hotel Sherwyn
• CINCINNATI, O. Hotel Sinton
• NEW YORK CITY Hotel New Yorker
• HONOLULU Hotel Waikiki Billmors
CHICAGO MIDWEST HEADQUARTERS
BOOKING OFFICE 200 » E. WALTON Dc 7-tiM
BOSTON OFFICE 80 BOYLSTON ST. HU 2-flOiO
World-famed
hotels
Teletype
ssrvko— family
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MANUFACTURING
RCA

RISES

TO

$1.2

For the third consecutive year. RCA
business has topped the magic billion-dollar
mark. In the firm's annual stockholder report, issued last week, the RCA hoard
chairman. Brig. Gen. David SarnolT, and
President John L. Burns revealed that RCA
sales lor ll>57 were up 4.3' \ to the record
high of SI. 2 billion, with net profits (after
taxes) amounting to $38.5 million.
Of the sales volume, commercial manufacturing made up 50%, NBC Radio and
NBC-TV earnings 25% with the balance
shared between government contracts and
the radiotelegraph operations of RCA Communications Inc.
Despite the optimistic gain in sales, the
"softening of general economic conditions
and the highly competitve situation in the
radio-tv industry" brought about a 3.7%
drop in profits, according to Messrs. SarnofT
and Burns. Thus, common stock earnings
dropped l() cents a share from 1956 to
$2.55 last year.
This is how the report summed up the
corporate picture at RCA during 1957:
• Home Entertainment: Color tv continued to grow, with more stations continuing to add colorcasting facilities to their
operations, with dealers pushing more color
sets out of the showroom and into the livingroom. Another step forward last year was

CKLW-TV

BILLION

HIGH

in the field of hi-fi and stereo systems.
• NBC Radio and NBC-TV: The television network claimed its billings reached
"a record high" as radio business "increased." NBC-TV hypoed colorcasting
schedules with more programming, won a
number of tv awards and also claimed having
garnered 1957's "largest audience — 60 million viewers" for Annie Get Your Gun.
• Administration: A total of $417,350,000 was paid in 1957 to a total of 78.000
employes, representing 35 cents out of each
sales dollar. On the network level, there was
considerable shuffling of top-level personnel
and a rash of new vice presidencies, described in the report as "a series of promotions and appointments ... a realignment
of NBC's executive structure to enable the
company to meet the requirements of its

791,083, equal to $13.16 per share in 1956
on 10% fewer shares. The report cited the
growing use of microwave radio today,
pointing out that radio relay routes provide 12 million miles of telephone circuits,
or nearly one-quarter of the company's entire long-distance network. They also
furnish 80% of the channels in AT&T's tv
hookup reaching 513 tv stations in 348
cities, the report stated. It noted that radio
is becoming increasingly important to provide "the best and most economical service
in years to come," and accordingly AT&T
has asked the FCC to increase the number
of microwave frequencies allocated to communication companies.
Sylvania Reports Record Sales,
But Net Income Down for 1957
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New
York, has informed shareholders that
while its net sales for 1957 were the highest

Other sections of the report dwelled in
detail on such RCA activities as development
and
expansion of transistor usage, electron
growth."
tubes, communications equipment, defense
contracts, etc.

in the company's 56-year history, net income dropped $2 million below that of 1956.
The reason: defense cutbacks and the shrink-

AT&T

$342,957,061— a gain of $10.6 million over
1956, representing a 7% increase in Sylvania's commercial business. But with a
9% decrease in defense billings and expiration of other contracts, Sylvania's 1957 net
income of $12,655,839 represented a dip of
$2.2 million from the figure reported in

Net $829.5

Million in 1957

AT&T has reported record net income of $829,543,000 in 1957, equal to
$13 per share on an average of 63,811,000
shares outstanding, as compared with $777.-

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

ing profit margin.
According to Sylvania Chairman-President Don G. Mitchell, net sales came to

1956. (1957 Sylvania earnings also encompass those of Argus Cameras, an independin 1957.)
ent firm that became a division of Sylvania
Meanwhile. Sylvania elevated two of its
officials to vice presidencies. W. Herbert

Ct

AUDltN

iOO%
in

last

8

Lamb,
general
manager
of Sylvania's
tv
picture tube
division
in Seneca
Falls, N.Y.,
and Walter A. Weiss, general manager of
the firm's radio tube division at Emporium,
N.Y., will head their respective divisions as
vice presidents.

months

MANUFACTURING
*ntf stiff

going

RCA reports shipment of 50-kw transmitter
to WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and 25-kw
transmitter to WSB-TV Atlanta.

up >f

POSITIVE

Belmont Radio Corp. (merged with Raytheon Mfg. Co.) announces reformation of
company with offices at 4937 Fullerton
Ave., Chicago. Harold C. Mattes is president.
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Audio Devices Inc., N. Y., reported last
week 42% increase in magnetic tape sales
in 1957 over 1956. Total sales of all products of firm were $4,779,690, which is 29%
increase over 1956 total of $3,707,576,
company reported.
Westinghouse has announced production of

Young Television Corp.
National Representative
GUARDIAN
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J . f. Compeou
President
26, MICH.

new am-fm table radio representing firm's
first fm receiver since 1954. Move is promoted by "doubling of industry fm sales in
past five years and recent growth in number of fm stations," company reports. Spring
line also includes two new transistor models
and three portables. Am-fm model is priced
$69.95.
Broadcasting

TRADE ASSMS.
CANON
•

35

Unprecedented

PERPETUATION
talks by Swezey,

Hanson

proceedings which will be reasonably calculated to be of interest to a fairly substantial part of the audience. It would be
fruitless, for example, to broadcast any
portion of an intricate probate proceeding
involving discussion and interpretation of
legal points quite beyond the comprehension
of the general public. . . . There is every
reason why the broadcaster should, except
in unusual circumstances, confine his coverage to cases involving issues of paramount

AVERTED

defend

all-media

access

• Bar group body defers McCoy unit's recommendations to August
An attempt to force the American Bar
broadcasting and televising of court proceedings are calculated to distract the witAssn.'s Canon 35 into a state of perpetuity
was defeated last Monday by the ABA's
House of Delegates. The canon calls on
the courts to exclude radio-tv facilities from
courtrooms.
Intricate parliamentary maneuvers by
pro-Canon 35 interests at the House meeting in Atlanta proved futile when the report
of a canon-revising committee headed by
Judge Philbrick McCoy, of Los Angeles
[Broadcasting, Nov. 4}, was deferred by
a voice vote to the ABA's annual convention in Los Angeles Aug. 25-29.
The action was regarded as a defensive
victory for media
and for those ABA
members not in sympathy with Canon
35, adopted more
than a decade before
television became a
commercial medium.
For the first time
in its history the
House of Delegates
agreed to let nondelegates present
MR. SWEZEY
their side of an issue. Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV
New Orleans, an ABA member, appeared
for NAB and Radio Television News Directors Assn. Elisha Hanson, Washington attorney and ABA member, represented newspaper interests. Appearing on behalf of the
McCoy committee's report were Judge McCoy; Judge John R. Dethmers, Michigan
Supreme Court; Peter H. Holme Jr., Denver
Bar Assn., and Glen Coulter, Detroit, a
member of the ABA Board of Governors
who introduced a resolution calling for
adoption of the McCoy report.
The Canon 35 action was taken after
the House had resolved itself into a committee of the whole, a step needed to permit
non-delegates to appear on the floor as
speakers. After the opposing speakers had
stated their sides of the case, Sylvester Smith
Jr., chairman of the Rules & Calendar Committee, moved that no action be taken on
the McCoy report until the Los Angeles
meeting. His position was supported by
ABA President Charles S. Rhyne, who
pointed out that the ABA's Bar Media
Conference Committee had been ignored by
the association. The conference committee
has been meeting with media representatives
in an effort to reconcile the desires of
journalistic media and the need for fair
trials. It is headed by Judge Walter M.
Bastian of the U. S. Court of Appeals,
District of Columbia.
The McCoy report proposed retention of
Canon 35 with minor changes in phraseology.

He said the committee action "is in
sad contrast to the thorough and painstaking inquiry of the Supreme Court of Colness."
orado," which arrived at findings exactly
opposite to those of the committee. He noted
the Colorado court is the only one ever to
hold a rule-making proceeding on the effects
of broadcasting upon a trial and upon its
participants.
Pointing out that electronic journalism
can bring the true picture of a trial to the
public while it is in progress, he said broadcasts offer a chance to remove the public's
fear and suspicion of the courts. He added,

Members
of the ABA Bar-Media Compublic
interest."
mittee, created in 1955, were not consulted
by the special Canon 35 committee, he reminded, terming this an "incredible" oversight. He said the bar-media group didn't
receive word of the committee's report
until days after its publication.
Mr. Swezey recommended that ABA set
up a working committee, supported by
funds permitting regular meetings with
broadcasters and publication groups, for a
serious study of the problems inherent in

"If our system of justice is to continue to
be effective and maintain public respect,
it must grow and adapt itself to the changing requirements of the community which

Canon 35. Otherwise ABA will "alienate
completely the responsible element in media
who are seeking a sound and mutually
satisfactory solution of this matter," he
predicted. He asked the House to instigate
further tests, such as that conducted by vhe
Supreme Court of Colorado, to determine
without question the effect of radio-tv coverage of the courts.
Mr. Hanson represented American Newspaper Publishers Assn., American Society
of Newspaper Editors, Sigma Delta Chi

it is charged to serve."
Mr. Swezey recognized and approved
the traditional conservatism of the legal
profession. He answered the charge that
broadcasters would only carry sensational
trials with this comment:
"There is no question that, by and large,
the broadcaster, like the newspaper publisher, will want to bring to the public those

One

Call

for

all

You

LIGHTING

Need

in

EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING
Completedescent
M. Equipment,
R. IncanM R.
High Intensity Arc
Equipment, Dimmer
Equipment
W —
10,000 W, 250
Diffusion,
Scoops, Cable.
Reflectors, Bullboards,
PORTABLE
POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators
15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Portable
Castermounted).
Transformers — Dry
and Oil, Portable
Substations.
DOLLIES
Fearless and Raby Panorom Dollies, Crab and
Western Dollies.
GRIP
EQUIPMENT
MacTon Turntable for
Cars and Displays,
Mole Richardson Boom
and Perambulator, Parallels, Ladders and
Steps, Scrims and Flags,
Dots and Stands.

RENTALS

ANVTIME-ANYWHERE!
For quick service, expert advice and one low price
for equipment, installation and removal, call on
one of the nation's largest suppliers of temporary
lighting facilities— Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are just a few of the
many items available for quick delivery whenever
and wherever needed.

Write or Wire for Catalog and Free Estimates

JACK
234

A.
FROST
Dept. BT>

Piquette Aye., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:

41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

Mr. Swezey deplored the fact "that upon
the basis of no new information, experimentation or research of which we are advised," the special committee had proposed
extension of the Canon 35 assumption "that
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
and National Press Photographers Assn. He
explained that all media groups adhere to
the principle that judicial proceedings should
he conducted with dignity and that the
court should make certain that nothing is
done 10 distract a witness or deprive the
public of lair and accurate information on
what takes place in the courtroom.
IK- cited Supreme Court basis for the
position thai a trial is a public event and
that it ma\ he reported, along with the
recognition of oral and printed media to
have the rights of free press and speech.
Mr. Hanson reviewed the curious history
of C anon 35. and the parliamentary bickering that led to its adoption after the Bruno
Hauptman (Lindbergh baby) kidnap trial in
the '30s.
It has been demonstrated that photographing, broadcasting and televising of
trials under present day methods can be
done without degrading the court, distracting witnesses or creating misconceptions in

PROGRESS in solving labor problems of broadcasters was reviewed Thursday at a
Washington meeting of the NAB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, headed
by Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111. Committee members attending were (1 to r) : seated, Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles; Herbert R. Ohrt,
K.GLO-AM-TV Mason City, Iowa; Richard Freund, ABC; Mr. Johnson; D. G. Middendorf, Crosley Broadcasting Co.; Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.
Va.. and Harold M. Wagner. MBS. Standing. Richard M. Brown, KPOJ Portland,
Ore.; George Fuchs, NBC; Ward L. Quaal, WGN Chicago; Joseph Schertler, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Loundsburg Bates, CBS; Joseph J. Bernard, KTVI-TV
St. Louis, and Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore.

the minds of the public. ' he said. Mr. Hanson, too, recalled that the ABA canon
committee had not consulted the Bar-Media
Committee during its preparation of the
report.
He said. "In no country of the world
toda\ can an independent judiciary exist
without the protection of a free and courageous press. Is it not time to quit quarreling with one another over how trials should
be reported and work together to make certain the public obtains better reports and
by all modern methods of reporting which
can be used with due regard to the conduct
of a fair and open trial?"
Proponents of the McCoy report argued
first. Judge McCoy said his committee felt
the human element presented a difficult
problem after conceding radio-tv are technically able to do an unobtrusive job. He said
commercial broadcasters would want primarily to cover just the sensational trials
and added that judges should not be loaded
with the responsibility of handling nonjudicial problems involved in audio-visual
reporting.
Judge Dethmers described the publicity
evils of the electronic media. Mr. Holme
said his secretary had suggested that women
would make a play for the cameras. He
feared political overtones if radio-tv are
in the courtroom. Mr. Coulter cited the
preamble to the ABA canons.
In the discussion, Robert G. Storey Jr.,

always

IMMEDIATE

has

Dallas, said ABA

tions and suggested the McCoy report isn't
likely to develop good will among media.
He reminded that the Texas Bar Assn.,
after hearings, decided there was no need
for Canon 35.
The proponents of the McCoy report
had no rebuttal after Messrs. Swezey and
Hanson had argued the media side of the
case.
RTNDA, NAB and other interested
media groups filed briefs with the House.
RTNDA charged the McCoy report proposed a mere revision in semantics and did
not modify the arbitrary prohibition against
broadcasting, filming, recording or photographing court proceedings. It noted that
no evidence or demonstration was sought by
the McCoy Committee.
The RTNDA brief contended cameras
§
and microphones need not create distraction
or disturbance in the courtroom. It reminded
that broadcasting and photography at all
times are conducted at the discretion of the
judge and under conditions he prescribes.
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Film

Code

Seal

NAB

Mailing

Am

Shown,
Pledges

NAB took steps last week to strengthen
enforcement of the voluntary Standards of
Good Radio Practice and the Television
Code.
Pledges of adherence to the radio standards will be sent all NAB member stations
this month. Stations signing the pledge will
be sent kits of promotional materials. Worth
Kramer, WJR Detroit, chairman of the
Standards of Good Practice Committee, said
after a committee meeting last Monday the
kit would include a plaque bearing a visual
symbol and a recording of an audio symbol;
promotional copy for on-the-air use and
newspaper releases; mats for letterheads,
brochures and station advertising; a speech
text and a revised copy of the radio standards.
A presentation covering the standards will
be given at the NAB convention in Los
Angeles, Wednesday, April 30. A discussion
period will follow. Theme of the presentation will be "Good Standards Are Good
The visual standards symbol is in the
Business."
shape
of a shield with traditional lightning
streak and heraldic trumpet. Wording is
"National Association of Broadcasters" and
"A Good Practices Station." The audio symbol uses music arranged and orchestrated by
Percy Faith, of CBS. Announcement copy
emphasizes the association's name and the
good practices theme.
Attending the standards meeting, besides
Chairman Kramer, were Carleton Brown,
WTVL Waterville, Me.; Ralph Evans, WOC
Davenport, la.; Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Cliff Gill, KBIG Hollywood, Calif.;
James Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; WilBroadcasting

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
liam McGrath, WHDH Boston, and Cecil
Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
NAB last week unveiled its special emblem to be carried on tv films produced
under the Television Code. Twenty-one film
producers are affiliate subscribers to the code.
The emblem (see photo) is similar to the
station-network tv code symbol, with addition of a reel and the words "Affiliate Subscriber."
William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids. Iowa, chairman of the Television
Code Review Board, said the emblem "is a
symbol of cooperation between the tv aim
industry and the broadcasting industry, both
having as a common objective the presenta-

AFFILIATE
SUBSCRIBER
NEW

TV SEAL for NAB's film subscribers.

tion of tv programming consistent with the
tastes and preferences of the viewing public."
Affiliate subscribers include CBS Television Film Sales, California National Productions (NBC), and these members of the
Alliance of Television Film Producers:
Chertok Tv; Wyatt Earp Enterprises;
Filmaster Productions; Flying A Pictures;
Gallu Productions; Gross-Krasne; Hobart
Productions; Lassie Tv; Marterto Enterprises; McCadden Productions; Overland
Productions; Revue Productions (MCA); Hal
Roach Studios; Superman; TPA Productions; Brennan-Westgate Productions; Ziv
Tv Corp.; Mark VII; and Lindley-Parson.
Arkansans

to Meet

March

28-30

The spring meeting of Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. will be held March 28-30 at
the Hotel Marion, Little Rock, according
to Ted Rend, KDRS Paragould, ABA president. A board meeting will be held the night
of March 28, with business sessions starting
the next morning. Election of officers will
be held that afternoon. Side meetings are
scheduled by MBS affiliates, daytime stations, and AP and UP station subscribers.

$95

Million

ARC

Drive

Launched
on Radio-Tv
President Dwight D. Eisenhower launched
the $95 million 1958 Red Cross campaign
on radio and tv Saturday night in a filmed
and recorded appeal broadcast by all major
networks.
As of last week the American National
Red Cross had booked additional exposure

Volunteer coordinator for this year's Red
Cross campaign is James A. Barnett, vice
president of the Rexall Drug Co., with J.
Walter Thompson Co. working as task
agency. JWT has developed a character,
"Poster Bill," for the first animated television spots ever to be used in the Red Cross
drives. Spots have been prepared in 60-,
20- and 10-second lengths, using voices of
Parker Fennelly and Jim Bacchus. The
cartoon theme carries over to slides and
copy also being furnished broadcasters.
Other films being run include a report by
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther on his first year
as Red Cross president, a sequence taken

Broadcasting
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from the Army's Big Picture tv series and
others from the ARC library.
Harry Martin, director of Red

Cross

public information, noting the "heartening"
way all show business and media outlets
have pledged assistance, said the Red Cross
would reach the largest audience in its
history this month. All media have rallied,
he said, to help collect $95 million for
regular Red Cross services and an additional
disaster reserve fund which is "seriously
depleted after 2Vi years of the costliest
disaster operations in history."
The kickoff appeal was seen Saturday on
Gunsmoke over CBS-TV; the Perry Como
Show, NBC-TV, and the Lawrence Welk
Show, ABC-TV. Radio networks carried
it at the following times: NBC, 7:05 p.m.;
MBS, 8:05 p.m.; ABN, 9 p.m., and CBS,
9:30 p.m., all EST. Roy W. Johnson, chief
of the new Advanced Research Projects
Agency and 1958 fund chairman of the
New York Red Cross chapter, made a
pre-campaign appearance Wednesday on
the U. S. Steel Hour, CBS-TV.
Among the personal appeals on tv are
the Bob Hope Show (NBC), Tic Tac Dough

SALK HOP • WALM Albion, Mich., and
the National Foundation for Infantile Paral-

INQUIRIES- CONFIDENTIAL

in

A
jyiONTAN
HOMES
60,000 Vi
KXUTVI2

this month on "virtually every important
program carried by the major television
and radio networks." At that time 110 tv
shows had been scheduled, with more being
added currently, and personal appeals by
public figures were fed closed-circuit by
radio networks to affiliates for broadcast
throughout the campaign month.

(NBC), $64,000 Challenge (CBS), I've
Got a Secret (CBS), Frank Sinatra Show
(ABC), $64,000 Question (CBS), Polly
Bergen Show (NBC) and General Electric
Theatre (CBS).

ALU

Dominance

ysis co-sponsored a "Salk Hop" Feb. 15 for
Albion area teenagers to receive free polio
shots. Admission to the dance was free if a
teenager was taking his first shot or previously had taken the complete series of
three shots. WALM furnished the records

Attending the NAB Convention?
Plan

NOW
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Enjoy

The Special 8-Day Post-Convention
Aircruise

to

HAWAII
Leaving Los Angeles May 2
Immediately After the NAB Convention
•k Combine your business-Convention
trip with a delightful 8-day sun-filled
Hawaiian vacation. Enjoy fun and relaxation before returning to your office
desk. You and your family fly by special
deluxe DC-7 and enjoy the beautiful
Hotel Surfrider on Waikiki Beach, a
special luau feast with outstanding Island entertainment. Be a guest of the
Navy on a private trip through Pearl
Harbor, golf at the exclusive Oahu
Country Club, visit the facilities of
member radio and television stations.
■jc Hawaiifornia.isTakeonly
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westgeography
of Caliadvantage
and add
tion trip!a week of fun to your convenit Return by deluxe ocean liner can be
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This Needs 'Live Clearance' . . . D.B.s
Unacceptable!
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tives.
radio, television and advertising execuFor Full Information Wrife:
HAL SAWYER
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6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST continued

EDUCATION

and equipment for the dance, which enabled
337 teenagers to take their first shot. Two
more dances are scheduled to complete the

Jazz, Foreign Policy, Research
Set for NBC Live ETV Project

series. Parent-approval forms were distributed in the school system several weeks in
advance and on-lhe-air promotion by
\\ \l M explained further the reason ti'i
the dance.
HVO HITS — ONE KI N • KFMB-TS San
Diego News Director Ra\ Wilson aided in
the capture of a hit-run driver Feb. 14 as
the result of his news broadcast. A man had
been killed and his wife critically injured
near El Cajon. Police called Mr. Wilson and
.iskcd him to describe the vehicle on the
nexl news show. After the program a viewer
went outside to put his own car away and
noticed a car matching the description in a
vacant lot next door. He notified the police
and they arrested the driver, who confessed
he had struck the couple, the station reported.
DANGER SIGNAL • KOIL Omaha has
arranged to broadcast a special alert for
violent storms in cooperation with the FCC.
the U. S. Air Force and the U. S. Weather
Bureau. KOIE has supplied Omaha and
( ouncil Bluffs radio repair shops with plans
for a unit which, when attached to a radio,
will automatically turn on a muted speaker
for the alert signal. The peacetime utilization of Conelrad will permit public forewarning of severe weather and alleviate
the overloading of telephone lines, KOIL
said.

Three I 3-week series of live programs on
American jazz, American foreign policy
and medical and scientific research will be
produced by the NBC Educational Television Project in cooperation with the Educational lelevision & Radio Center. Ann
Arbor. Mich., for presentation on the
nation's interconnected educational tv stations, starting March 24.
The programs are Briefing Session, dealing with foreign policy, to be telecast Tuesdays 10:30-11 p.m.. starting March 25; The
Subjec t Is Jazz, for presentation Wednesdays 6-6:30 p.m.. beginning March 26. and
the still untitled medical-scientific research
series to be carried Mondays 6-6:30 p.m.,
starting March 24. The programs will be
sent out live on NBC-TV's regular facilities
to educational stations, according to Edward
Stanley, director of public affairs for the
network, who said many NBC affiliates will
carry some or all of the series on a delayed
basis by kinescope.
Parley on Children's Shows Set
The National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters has announced a Seminar on Children's Programming to be held in cooperation with the Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council and Boston U. March
29-April I . The Boston meeting, to be limited to 20 ETV participants, will be held
concurrently with a similar seminar for
commercial
broadcasters
and advertisers

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional
Antennas
• Directional
Antennas
• Tower-mounted
Antennas
• Standby Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
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under auspices of Boston U. and the Lowell
Institute Council. A Ford Foundation grant
is being used to finance the ETV seminar,
and the Foundation for Character Education
is underwriting the commercial sessions, according to an NAEB announcement.
WTTW

(TV) Seeks $200,000

More

A

community drive to raise an additional $200,000 for 1958 operating funds
will he launched by the Chicago Educational
Television Assn. March 11 on behalf of
WTTW

(TV), its non-commercial, educational station, it has been announced by
Edward L. Ryerson, CETA president.
The station's 1958 budget is $735,000,
with an estimated $500,000 expected from
contracts for national distribution of programs, tv college courses by the Chicago
Board of Education, closed-circuit tv production and use of WTTW's kinescoping
facilities by outside agencies and organizations.
The remaining $235,000 is being sought
from the community, plus $105,000 to pay
for WTTW's studio expansion and power
boost. A total of $140,000 already has been
raised.
EDUCATION

SHORTS

Advertising Federation of America has announced itwill again sponsor placement of
teachers in advertising industry during
summer. Last year nine professors received
practical experience in agencies or media
through
AFA's
mittee.

college cooperation com-

KQED (TV) Berkeley-San Francisco, Calif.,
educational station, announces its series,
Profile: Bay Area, has received $10,000
grant from Columbia Foundation of San
Francisco to finance 26 additional shows.
Show deals with controversial and unusual
aspects of area life.
Puget Sound Council, American Assn.
Advertising Agencies, has announced two
annual scholarships of $200 for qualified
advertising students of U. of Washington
School of Communications, reportedly first
such scholarship program to be undertaken
by any AAAA council.
Brigham Young U., Edwin Smith Hinckley
Scholarship Fund, has received $25,000
from Edward J. Noble, founder of Life
Savers Corp. and ABN. Fund was established four years ago in memory of Mr.
Hinckley, who was vice president of university, byhis children.
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers education committee has appointed
subcommittee to sponsor course at U. of
California, L. A., on tv film maintenance
and handling. Edward E. Benham, chief
engineer of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, will
head subcommittee.

RCA Institutes graduated 196 students Feb.
20 in ceremonies at the School of Education,
New York U. Completing courses in advanced electronics, television and general
electronics and radio-tv servicing, the graduates represented eight states, Bahamas, Colombia and Haiti.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
CBC

Board

Giveaway

Defers

Ban

Rule

Power increases, share transfers, a new
television station and deferment of the
proposed minimum standards regulation for
contests and prize-giving programs highlighted the Feb. 14 meeting of the board
of governors of the CBC at Ottawa, Ont.
Following presentations by the Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters
and individual stations, the CBC board of
governors decided to defer for further study
their proposed minimum standards regulation for giveaway programs. The regulation
would have required such contests to be
operated only with contestants present in
the studio audience and all mail entries
being judged on their merit. CARTB opposed the regulation on grounds it would
be detrimental to local merchants and
smaller manufacturers.
CARTB, in a six-page brief, opposed the
regulation on grounds the product giveaway is a tested and economical way for
the small producer to introduce a new
product and said to ban the practice would
give undue advantage to major chain stores
and to large manufacturers with extensive
advertising budgets.
CARTB maintained the regulation would
"handicap the use of any medium in any
attempt to increase distribution of sales and
consequently assist in maintaining high
levels of employment and promote a high
degree of development in the Canadian

2.5 kw day and 1 kw night and remain on
920 kc.
CJON

St. John's, Nfld., has been empowered to install a 250-w standby transmitter. Share transfers have been recommended for CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.; CKEK
Cranbrook, B. C; CKOK Penticton, B. C;
CKDM Dauphin, Man.; CFBC St. John,
N. B.; and CHOK Sarnia, Ont.
CARF Group Proposes New Plan
To Measure Radio-Tv Audiences
A new plan to measure radio and television audiences has been developed by the
broadcast audience measurement committee
of the Canadian Advertising Research Foundation, Toronto. In its first report the CARF
committee, headed by Robin E. Merry of
Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto, pointed out that
advertisers want more detailed information
on audiences.
The report outlines a national audience
research plan for some research organization
to undertake. The report points out that the
plan would provide a service of broad scope
and high quality "but which would cost the
industry more than it is now paying for the
measurement services it receives."
The proposed plan would be on a "quality
controlled diary" system with a sample of
at least 0.25% of all households in each of
26 non-overlapping regions into which Canada would be divided. In each region the
sample would be divided into four equal rep-

resentative sub-panels, each of which would
report every fourth week so there would be
a report from one sub-panel every week. The
data secured would provide for an annual
national coverage survey.
There also would be reports every four
weeks on audience size, on listening and
viewing habits for each day of each week
for the four weeks, audience composition
reports quarterly through the year, and
special reports on multi-station areas such
as Toronto and Montreal. The diary report
would be made on 15-minute programs for
network and individual stations in both English and French. In multi-station markets
there would be a diary report covering continuous minute-by-minute listening and viewing
habits
of a representative group of households.
In announcing the report, CARF Chairman Adrian Gamble warned broadcasters
they would lose out to other media unless
they provide more adequate audience information. "If every individual station insists on its own plan, we'll just continue with
the present inadequacies, which means the
individual stations will get less of each advertising dollar," he said.
Canadian Agencies Merge
A merger of two medium-size Canadian
advertising agencies has made the new firm
of Stanfield, Johnson & Hill, Toronto and
Montreal, the fourth largest in Canada with
total billings of $11 million. Merged were

economy." It added that such contests are
within the law, noting that CARTB does
not support "straight money giveaways."
In asking for a public opinion poll,
CARTB said listeners "should be allowed
to participate in any legal contest if they
desire, and public opinion should be the
deciding factor." It suggested a poll through
a two-weeks-or-more period of announcements on both CBC and privately-owned
stations, and also asked that CBC seek the
views of local merchants, cooperatives and
other non-national, and less-well-established
producers, manufacturers and distributors
likely to be affected by the regulation.
The CBC board recommended a tv station license to La Television de la Baie des
Chaleurs Inc., at New Carlisle, Que., on
ch. 5 with 52 kw video and 27 kw audio
power and directional antenna 1,613 feet
above average terrain. The board deferred
a decision on a satellite tv station to CJCBTV Sydney, N. S., at Inverness, N. S., on
ch. 6, to allow an application to be heard
for a new station at Antigonish, N. S.
No new radio stations were recommended, but power increases were recommended for a number of stations.
CKSF Cornwall, Ont., will increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw and change frequency
from 1230 to 1220 kc. CKAR Huntsville,
Ont., not yet on the air, will increase power
from 250 w on 1340 kc to 1 kw on 590 kc
and change location of transmitter site.
CKTB St. Catherines, Ont., has been granted
the right to increase power from 1 kw on
620 kc to 5 kw on 610 kc. CKNX Wingham, Ont., will boost power from 1 kw to
Broadcasting
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"faxie" suggests you give Ralph Nimnwns
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Jacksonville area.
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Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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AWARDS

INTERNATIONAL continued
I ockc, Johnson & Co. lid.. Toronto, and
Harold F. Stanlield Ltd.. Montreal and
Ioronto. I he 1 oronto offices ol Harold F.
Stanfidd I td. will be closed and the stall
mcrued uith the office ot Locke. Johnson &
Co.
Harold F. Stanlield is president ot the new
firm and EltOD Johnson is chairman of the
hoard. Gordon J. Hill, formerly vice president of i oeke. Johnson & Co., is executive
vice president of the merged organization,
and Paul Cireenherg, formerly vice president
and a founder Of Harold F. Stanlield Ltd., is
managing director of the merged operation.
CBC

Sets Up

National

Tv Sales

CBC has established a national selective
sales office at Toronto under the management ol William F. Cooke. The unit is
under the CBC commercial department,
headed by Walter E. Powell.
The new unit will handle spot announcements and selective programs of national
advertisers on the six English-language CBC
tv stations at Halifax. Montreal. Ottawa,
Toronto. Winnipeg and Vancouver. It is
another step in the changes being made by
CBC to develop commercial business in both
radio and t\ operations.
Increasing need of money for its expanding operations and the lack of changes in
its financial setup have forced the CBC to
become more commercially minded. The
establishment of the Toronto selective sales
office will leave CBC commercial department representatives in various cities to
handle the local business on CBC stations.
B. C. Outlets

Set Combined

Rate

Three 1-kw radio stations in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia have combined to sell time on all three at a special
rate. Okanagan Radio Broadcasting has
been
Vernon, ACKOV
Kelowna formed^by
and CKOKCJIB
Penticton.
rate card
for time on all three stations has been
established effective April 1. Sales manager of the group is Ken Compton. CKOV
Kelowna. All three stations are represented
in Canada by All-Canada Radio Facilities
Ltd.. and in the U. S. by Weed & Co.

BBM's New Meeting Date: May 12
The annual meeting of the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement. Toronto, will be
a luncheon at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel,
Montreal, on May 12. instead of the formerly-announced date of March 31 at the
Mount Royal Hotel. Montreal. The change
in dates of the Canadian Assn. of Radio &
Television Broadcasters convention accounts
for BBM's change in date.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

Thomas J. Lipton Ltd. has appointed Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc. to handle advertising for its Lipton tea in Canada. Creative
work will be handled by agency's Chicago
staff, with services coordinated through
NL&B*s Toronto office. Young & Rubicam
formerly serviced Lipton tea in Canada,
along with other products (soup, etc.) which
Page 90
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it will continue to handle there, plus
Thomas J. Upton domestic business.

CBS Fund Awards Eight Newsmen
News, Public Affairs Fellowships

Zenith Radio Corp. of Canada appomis
Foote, Cone & Belding to handle its radiotv-electronics account.

Eight radio-tv newsmen were named last
week to receive CBS Foundation News and

J. Lyons & Co., Canada Ltd., has named
BBDO, Toronto, to handle Lyons tea advertising.
Canadian Radio Week is to be observed
May 4-10, Broadcast Advertising Bureau of
Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters has announced. Report on
1957 Canadian Radio Week (May 5-11)
has been issued.
CHRC Quebec City, Que., reports it has
increased its power to 10 kw on 800 kc.
Latin American Networks Co., N. Y., has
been appointed U. S. and Canadian representative for Union Radio HRTV (TV) Honduras, it has been announced. Vincente
Ramos, president of Latin American, will
be account supervisor.
Mil-Ko Products Ltd., Toronto, and Whitehall Prarmacal Ltd. (proprietary), Toronto,
have jointly begun sponsorship of weekly
film program Have Gun Will Travel on CBC
tv network. Agencies are W. A. McCracken
Ltd. and Young & Rubicam Ltd., both of
Toronto, respectively.

ABROAD

IN

Public Affairs fellowships for 1958-59. The
fellowships average $8,000 each and cover
mil ion and other costs at Columbia U. and
necessary transportation and living costs for
each recipient and family dependents for the
fellowship year of 36 weeks. The newsmen
-?re: Clayton Lee Edwards, news supervisor,
WTAR Norfolk, Va.; Bernard N. Eismann,
CBS News. New York: Randall Gover, director of news, WWL-TV New Orleans;
Edmonde A. Haddad, news staff, KNX Los
Angeles; Gerhard Schwartzkopff, CBS News,
Bonn, Germany: Guy Searls, CBS News,
Hong Kong; Donald H. Weston, news director, KGVO and KMSO-TV Missoula,
Mont., and Walter E. Whitaker. acting director, University Broadcasting Services, U.
of Alabama.
Byers Wins

KRAK

Hale Byers, media buyer in the Minneapolis office of BBDO, has been named
first prize winner in a national rate-guessing
contest by KRAK
Stockton - Sacramento, Calif., that
station nounced.
has KRAKan-is
awarding him a
week's vacation with
his wife in Las

BRIEF

ELECTRONIC CONTENDER: The West German electrical industry closed 1957 with
better than $3 billion in sales or 8% over
its 1956 total, according to German- American Trade News, published monthly in
New York. Tv set production is up 50%
and production of radios and other appliances up 20-25%. Electronics now account
for 10% of West Germany's exports and
places the Bundesrepublik in third place
behind the U. S. and Great Britain in worldranking. On the basis of 1957 exports for
which all the data is not complete as yet,
G-A Trade News points out, "It is likely
that Germany may have displaced Great
Britain."
COMMERCIAL
GAIN: A rate increase for
advertisements seen on the Hessian and
Southwest tv networks of the West German
broadcasting system has been announced,
effective immediately. The per-minute rate
for commercials has been raised to $1,700
on the premise that the stations of the national network (including Bavaria) reach
approximately 400,000 families.
EDUCATION IN ESPANA: The government of Spain is building a new television
transmitter in the Guadarrama Mountains
near Madrid for coverage in the capital
city, Toledo, Salamanca and Burgos. The
new facility will be used to improve the
national level of education, according to an
official announcement. The government
heretofore has operated an experimental tv
station at Madrid.

Rate Contest

Vegas
expenses. including
air transportation and $250
cash. Runners-up:
Howard Abrams, local KRAK advertiser. $200; Ellen Carlson, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, $150 and Marie Rogers,
JWT, Chicago, $50.
lL

GMA

Life Line Contest

Opens

Women telecasters have been invited to
submit entries to the 1958 Life Line of
America trophy competition sponsored by
the Grocery Manufacturers of America, Paul
S. Willis, GMA president, announced last
week. Awards are offered annually to stimulate broader public understanding of the
many steps food takes from the "field to the
table." Alternating each year, television and
farm publication entries are represented in
1958 with radio and newspaper classifications to be represented in 1959. The deadline is August 15. GMA address is 105
East 42nd St., New York 17.
AWARD
NBC

SHORTS

has been awarded citation of merit

for its "pioneering experiment in educational tv through NBC educational tv project"
by Alabama Television Education Commission. NBC, in partnership with Educational
Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor,
Mich., in 1957 produced 115 live educational tv programs over network lines without
cost to educational stations.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
Allocations
Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING

TV CHANNEL CHANGE
By report and order Commission amended tv
table of assignments and shifted ch. 11 from
Galveston to Houston, Texas, effective March
27. At same time, it modified license of Gulf Television Corn, to specify operation of KGUL-TV
(ch. 11) ditions.
in Houston
instead
Announced Feb.
21. of Galveston; con-

February 20 through February 26
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. L,S — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp— construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA— special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

Tv

Stations
ACTION

BY FCC

Hibbing, Minn. — Carl Bloomquist — Granted vhf
ch. 13 (192-198 mc); ERP 10.7 kw vis.. 5.3 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 633 ft., above
ground 437 ft. Estimated construction cost $133,983. P. O. address 715 Grant Ave., Eveleth, Minn.
Studio location Hibbing. Trans, location St. Louis
County. Geographic coordinates 47° 22' 52" N.
Lat., 92° sulting
57' engineer
18" W.Vandivere.
Long. Trans.-ant.
RCA.Wearn,
ConCohen and
Washington, D. C. Mr. Bloomquist, owner WEVE
Eveleth, will be sole owner. Announced Feb. 20.
APPLICATIONS
Sterling Colo. — Bi-States Co., vhf ch. 3 (60-66
mc); ERP 27.9 kw vis., 15.1 kw; aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 669 ft., above ground 602
ft. Estimated construction cost $205,833, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $80,000. P. O. address 414-16 East Ave., Holdrege, Neb. Studio
location Sterling, Colo. Trans, location 13 miles
east of Sterling on US 6. Geographic coordinates
40°
Lat., 102°
58' 13"John
W. Long.
Trans.ant.40'G.41" E.N. Legal
counsel
Southmayd,
Perpetual Bldg., Washington. Consulting engineer, Commercial Radio Equipment Co., International Bldg., Washington. Owners are F.
Wayne Brewster (55.5%) and others. Bi-States
owns KHOL-TV Kearney and KHPL-TV Hayes
Center, both Nebraska. Mr. Brewster has hospital

NATION-WIDE

Media
these

MIDWEST

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

FULLTIME
NETWORK

500 WATT
DAYTIMER

$130,000

$450,000

WASHINGTON,

Green Cove Springs, Fla — Ben Akerman, 1580
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 2646 Cheshire Bridge
Rd., Atlanta, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$6,650, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$24,000. Sole owner Akerman is general manager,
WGST Atlanta. Announced Feb. 21.
Smyrna, Ga. — Harvey S. Hester, 1570 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address 503 Campbell Road, Smyrna.
Estimated construction cost $13,995, first year
operating cost $48,000, revenue
$60,000. Sole

•

APPRAISALS

Brokerage

Firm

investments

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

FLORIDA
DAYTIMER

WEST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

$45,000
$150,000
$225,000
$80,000
Over one-quarter Single station in 1000 w, single sta- 100 w. fulltimer in 1 kw. daytimer with
tion town — over semi-major market. excellent record of
million home mar- town of fifteen thousand population 25,000 area populaket. Excellent equipvolume and earnunlimment, top ratings. earning nice profit.
tion. Good fre- Opportunity
ited
Booming
market
based
on
oil,
gas,
ServesTerms.
excellentings.
market.
Terrific potential.
quency. Terms.
agriculture.
tive terms. AttracCLEVELAND

D. C,

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

BY FCC

LARGEST'

outstanding

CENTRAL

Stations

North Augusta, S. C. — Dixie Bcstg. System —
Granted 1600 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Howard
C. Gilreath, Box 391, Vidalia, Ga. Estimated construction cost $10,550, first year operating cost
$41,800, revenue $48,000. Mr. Gilreath, sole owner,
is
20. manager, WVOP Vidalia, Ga. Announced Feb.
APPLICATIONS

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

TELEVISION

EASTERN

Single station. Solid
economy plus new
government spending. Profitable.
Terms.

•

Am

ACTION

KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.— Calif. Northwest
Bcstg.
effectiveCo.,
Feb.ch.3. 13. Changed from KHUM-TV,
WEZI Louisville, Ky. — Mid-America Bcstg.
Corp., ch. 21. Changed from WKLO-TV.
KCMT Alexandria, Minn. — Central Minn. Tv.
Co.WECT
Wilmington,
N. C— WMFD-TV Inc.,
15.
ch. 6. Changed from WMFD-TV, effective Feb.
KOCO-TV Enid, Okla. — Streets Electronics Inc.,
ch.
1. 5. Changed from KGEO-TV, effective March

INDUSTRY'S

presents

New

Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

NEGOTIATIONS

National

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED*
K70BC
Twentynine
Palms, Calif.— Morongo
Basin
Tv Club
Inc.
K77AI Redwood
Improvement
Corp. Falls, Minn. — Redwood Tv
K78AI Libby, Mont.— Libby Video Club.
Inc.K76AI Powers, Ore. — Powers Tv Translator
W73AA Blue Mountain, Pa. — Upper Lehigh
Translator Service Corp.
■"Translator channels are designated by the
numbers in their call letters.

and livestock interests. Announced Feb. 20.
Tacoma Wash. — Clover Park School District
#400*, uhf ch. 56 (722-728 mc) ; ERP .700 kw vis.,
.426 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
138.3 ft., above ground 97.6 ft. Estimated construction cost $78,645, first year operating cost
$5,000, revenue $5,000. P. O. address 5214
Steilacoom Blvd., Tacoma. Studio trans, location
same as P. O. address. Geographic coordinates
47° 11' 10" N. Lat., 122° 29' 30" W. Long. Trans.ant. GE. Legal counsel Prosecuting AttorneyPierce Co., 705 S. 11th St., Tacoma. Consulting
engineer C. H. Turner, Route 3, Box 10, Tacoma.
Applicant
also isFeb.
licensee
of KCPS (FM)* Tacoma. Announced
21.

RADIO

THE

Translators

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

CHICAGO, ILL.
RayBarney
V. Hamilton
Ogle

ATLANTA,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754
J A 3-3431
* Largest radio-television sales volume in our field.

Call

your

nearest

office

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

STUBBLEFIELD'

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

Broadcasting
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TWINING

&
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ASSOCIATES

FOR THE RECORD continued

Planning

Radio

a

Station?

owner
Hester is restauranteur. Announced Feb.
21.
Chicago Heights, 111— Seaway Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
1470 kc. 1 kw D. P. O. address William S. Martin,
825 East Drexel Square, Chicago. Estimated construction cost $29,266. first year operating cost
$42,000. revenue $50,000. Owners are William S.
Martin, Charles I>. Buford and Eugene H. Dibble
III. Mr. Martin is deputy coroner. Dr. Buford is
dentist. Mr. Dibble is account executive, with
Straus, Blosser & McDowell. Announced Feb. 25.
Carnegie, Pa.— Carnegie Bcstg. Co., 1590 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 411 North Fourth St., Box
446 Fort Pierce, Fla. Estimated construction
cost $41,797. first year operating cost $75,000,
revenue $85,000. Owners are Hoyt C. Murphy
(662'3T«) and G. R. Chambers (33'/3%). Mr.
Murphv is also owner of WJDY Salisbury, Md.
Mr. Chambers owns WDVM Pocomoke City, Md.
Announced Feb. 24.
Texarkana, Tex.— Floyd Bell, 550 kc, 500 w
D. P. O. address Box 1050, Texarkana. Estimated
construction cost $15,000. first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $56,000. Mr. Bell, sole owner,
Francisco (2'",)
San Announced
KOBY (.5%).
has
KOSI interest
Aurora,in Colo.
Feb. and
24.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WIRB Enterprise, Ala. — Granted change of
facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w unl. to 600 kc, 1
kw, D; trans, to be operated by remote control;
denied request of WREC Bcstg. Service (WREC)
Memphis, plication
Tenn.,
any grant
of instant
contain that
condition
that there
shall apbe
no operation prior to local sunrise or that instant nounced
application
Feb. 20. be designated for hearing. AnKWNA Winnemucca, Nev. — Granted application for change from unlimited hours of operation to specified hours from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Mon. through Thurs.: 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
Fri. and Sat.; and 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sun.; such
specified hours eliminates from present operation three hours per day from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Announced Feb. 20.
APPLICATIONS

The plan above is one of three
basic radio station designs, for
new or modernized stations,
now available from RCA. It
approaches the ultimate for a
larger type of radio station.
Spacious studio area is incorporated inthis plan, with area
for other operational requirements; the transmitter would
be located in its own building.
By considering each plan individually, you can suit your
special needs exactly.

Now

available

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WFPB

Lake

free, without

obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
D-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

KHOZ Harrison, Ark. — Cp to increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans.
Announced Feb. 24.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — Cp to change hours
of operation from daytime to unlimited using
power of 500
w.for
5 kw,
local sunset;
installmake
directional ant.
nighttime
use and
changes in ant. (decrease height). Announced
Feb. 24.
WSGW Saginaw, Mich. — Cp to increase daytime
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announced Feb. 25.
WSJC Magee, Miss. — Cp to increase power from
500 w to 1 kw. Announced Feb. 24.
WOV New York, N. Y. — Mod. of license to
change station location from New York, N. Y.,
to New York, N. Y.-Carlstadt, N. J., and maintain second main studio at 277 Vz Patterson Plank
Road, near Carlstadt, N. J. Announced Feb.
24.
KTLQ Tahlequah, Okla. — Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans.
Announced Feb. 21.
KCVL. Colville, Wash. — Mod. of cp to change
hours of operation from daytime to specified
hours.
Feb. 21.(Sign-off at 6:00 p.m. daily.) Announced

CORPORATION

Worth, Fla.— Gold

Coast Bcstg.

North

Solid single-station
record.

Excellent

New

Fm

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Los Angeles, Calif. — University of Judaism*,
90.9 mc, 10 w P. O. address 6525 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost $2,965,
first year operating cost $3,000. Applicant
is West
CoastAnnounced
branch of
Theological Seminary.
Feb.Jewish
21.
Newport Beach, Calif.— Arnold J. Stone, 103.1
mc, .855 kw U. P. O. address 6535 West Olympic
Blvd., Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost
$8,591, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$24,000. Sole owner Stone is attorney and realtor.
Announced Feb. 25.
Santa Ana, Calif. — Phillip E. Brestoff, 106.3 mc,
1 kw U. P. O. address 1400 Braeridge Drive,
Beverly Hills. Estimated construction cost $12,330, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000. Sole owner Brestoff was until recently
station manager, KFMU-FM Los Angeles. Announced Feb. 21.
Cleveland, Ohio — Friendly Bcstg. Co., 106.5 mc,
16.3 kw U. P. O. address 2900 Tilden St., N. W.,
Washington. Estimated construction cost $28,000,
first year operating cost $10,000. revenue $10,000.
Applicant is licensee of WJMO Cleveland and
100% stockholder in WYOU and WACH-TV, both
Newport News, Va. Announced Feb. 26.
Oklahoma City, Okla.— Carl E. (Evans) Williams, 94.7 mc, 17.02 kw U. P. O. address 730 East
Reno, Oklahoma City. Estimated construction
cost $5,850, first year operating cost $15,400,
revenue $37,375. Mr. Williams, sole owner, also
owns Williams Tv of Oklahoma City. Announced
Feb. 25.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Chicago, 111.— Buddy Black Bcstg.
Co.WEBH-FM
Inc., 93.9 mc.
WKSD No.Kewanee,
111.* — Board of Education,
District
229.
WGCS Goshen, Ind.* — Goshen College Bcstg.
Corp., 91.1 mc.
Allocations
PROPOSED FM CHANNEL CHANGES
Commission invites comments by March 21 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation table
for Class B fm stations by adding ch. 247 to
Southern Pines, N. C. Sandhill Community
Bcstrs. (WEEB) Southern Pines, petitioned for
amendment
in order
it might
file channel.
an aplication for Class
B fmthat
station
on that
Announced Feb. 20.
Commission invites comments by March 21
to proposed rule making to amend allocation
table for Class B fm stations by adding ch. 243 to
Montrose, Pa. Amendment will make available
ch. 243 for proposed new Class B fm station there
as requested in application by Montrose Bcstg.
Corp. Announced Feb. 20.

Carolina

market

physical

Co.. 1380 kc.
WnN Atlanta, Ga.-WTAM Inc., 970 kc.
Changed from WTAM, effective Feb. 11.
WMVB Millville, N. J. — Union Lake Bcstrs.
Inc., 1440 kc. Changed from WMLV.
tt'ETC
Wendell-Zebulon.
N. C— Wendell-Zebulon
Radio
Co., 540 kc. Changed
from WENZ.
WHMS Charleston, W. Va— Joseph L. Brechner,
1490 kc. Changed from WGKV.
WECL Eau Claire, Wis. — Chippewa Valley Radio
& Tv Corp., 1050 kc. Changed from WRFW.

property

facilities.

with good earnings
Good real estate in-

§

on the

1

eluded. $25,000 cash required, with attractive terms
balance.
Exclusive with

§

of AMERICA

^Blackl) urn

Tmk(s) ®

Go mpanij
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
H.
W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson
5-1576
STerling 3-4341

j)
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

Ml 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE"

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

3401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

— Established
PAUL

GODLEY

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

PAGE, CREUTZ,

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

Broadcasting

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCGE *

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

H. MULLANEY

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
\ FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
». O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CO.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCGE *

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Ixecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

LOWELL
R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
H \mi Mobile, Ala. — Granted assignment of
license to Northern Virginia Bcstrs. Inc. (WARL
VrliiiKlon,
100', by Va.,
Cy Hliniw-nilial
,1 .11 ..\\nsVa.,
\\ ( owned
M s N.irlolk.
and KCKN—
Kansas Illy, Kan., and has inti-ivst in UKOV
ltoanoke. Va.); consideration $150,000; subject to
the condition that within tiO days after consumq ,imn of the assignment, assignor shall dispose
of its interest in the note executed by the assignee as part of the purchase price. Announced
Kb 20.
\\ kkc-AM-FM-TV (ch. 5) Mobile, Ala.—
Granted transfer of control from Shirley Hester
Konrad, et al., to Glddens TV Inc. (Kenneth R.
Glddens, president. 50' ; . and Mobile Press
Register Inc.. \\ ABB Mobile. 50 %; two stockholders of Mobile Press have interest in WGYV
Greenville); consideration $1,179,915; conditioned
that transaction not be consummated until
Mobile Press has disposed of WABB. Announced
Feb. 20.
KINO Juneau, Alaska — Granted assignment of
license to Bar. mot Bcstrs. Inc. (J. B. Maiigcn,
president); consideration $45,000. Announced
Feb 20.
KDl.M Detroit Lakes, Minn. — Granted transfer
of control
from Or. Gross
LesterJr.,
N". and
Dale Kendall
and Garfield
L.
Fox to Herbert
Light
d/b as Herb Gross Associates; consideration
$50,590. Announced Feb. 20.
KAVE-AM-TV (ch. 6) Carlsbad, N. Mex.—
Granted transfer of control from Nancy H. and
John llattison to Ldward P. Talbott and 6 others;
consideration $43,500 Announced Feb 'Jo.
WNYS Salamanca, N. Y.— Granted assignment
of license from Luther M. Schaeffcr, et al. to
Alfred B. Smith; consideration $11,800. Announced
Feb. 20.
WJGD Colombia, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of license to Maury County Boosters Corp. (J.
H. Bowling, president); consideration $60,000.
Announced Feb. 20.
KWIQ Moses Lake, Wash. — Granted transfer
Hiiro] from Robert S. McCaw and Warren J.
Durham to Basin TV Co. (KBAS-TV ch. 16,
Ephrata: Thomas C. Bostic, president, and
two other officers have interest in Cascade
Bcstg. Co KIMA-AM-TV Yakima. KEPR-TV
Pasco, and own KEPR, Kennewick, and KLEW
TV Lewiston, Idaho); consideration $14,725.
APPLICATIONS
KALI Pasadena, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from Consolidated Bcstg Co. to TeleBcstrs. of Calif. Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced Feb. 26.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Seeks relinquishment
of positive control of licensee corporation (MelLin Inc.) by Simpson R. Walker Jr. through
sale of stock to Lawrence R. Picus and Harry
C. Powell Jr. Mr. Walker receives $353.33 and
after transaction he and Messrs. Picus and
Powell will each own one-third. Announced
Feb. 20.
WQIK Jacksonville, Fla. — Seeks acquisition
of positive control of licensee corporation (Rowland Bcstg. Co. Inc.) by Marshall W. and Carol
C. Rowland through acquisition of stock from
Thomas Edison Casey. Transaction is intrafamily, involving exchange of various interests.
Announced Feb. 21.
KFBI Wichita, Kan. — Seeks acquisition of
negative control of licensee corporation (KFBI
Inc.) by Hale Bondurant through purchase of
stock from K. W. Pyle for $15,000. Mr. Bondurant's ownership
Announced
Feb. 21. is increased from 45 to 50%.
WAKYB-AM-FM Paducah, Ky.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation (Barrington

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As Reported by FCC through Jan. 31
1 K I nsi I) ( all on .III I
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
lol \1 \PPI l< VI IONS I OK N1W STATIONS
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted
SUMMARY

OF

STATUS

OF

AM 57
3,153

16
520
62

94
397
3,304
111
508
233

48
39
598
9
20
0
20
6
0

340
267
1
AM,

TV

FM

FM,

78
107
655

129
41
51
13
0
543

399'
103s

TV

Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 26
ON AIR
CP
TOTAt APPUCATIONS
Cps
Lie
For new stations
Not on air
65
AM
56
19
63
523
FM
3,170
520
90
128
107
TV (Commercial)
OPERATING

TELEVISION

STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 26
VHF
UHF
Commercial
421
84
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
- There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
1 There

3T
are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
3991
106'
are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

Co. of Ky.) from Aubrey D. Reid to Barrington Co. Corporate change. No control change.
Announced Feb. 24.
WEND Baton Rouge, La. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation (Vox Inc.) from
W. Reece Sullivan and others to Paul A.
D'Antoni, James Dowdy and Don Partridge (onethird
for $100,000.
BuyersMiss.
each Announced
own onethird each)
of WGLC
Centreville,
Feb. 26.
WKBX Corinth, Miss. — Seeks relinquishment
of positive control of licensee corporation (Triangle Bcstg. Corp.) by Luther C. Moore, through
sale of stock to E. O. Roden, W. I. Dove and
T. L. Estess for $5,400. Mr. Roden (38.46%)
also owns WBIP Booneville and has interest
in WTUP Tupelo (30%), WAZF Yazoo City (50%)
and WEGA Newton (40%), all Mississippi, and
KREL Baytown, Tex. (40%). Mr. Dove (9.6%)
owns 17% of WAZF and 23% of KREL. Mr.
24.
Estess (3.8%) is manager, WBIP. Announced Feb.
WHIM

TOTAt

Providence,

R. I. — Seeks transfer of

control of licensee corporation (Buckley-Jaeger
Bcstg. Corp.) from Richard D. Buckley to James
P. Haney and Janice D. Buckley, trustees, and
Richard H. Gerken. Control remains in Buckley
family. Announced Feb. 20.
KWAT Watertown, S. D. — Seeks transfer of 3
control of licensee corporation (Midland National 505
Life Insurance Co.) from C. W. Murchison Jr.
and John D. Murchison to Reserve Life Insurance Co. et al for $6,161,725. Announced Feb. 21.
WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn. — Seeks transfer of
negative control of licensee corporation (State
Gazette Bcstg. Co.) from Asa LeRoy Ward to
Robert
William
$15,000.Ward
Robert
ownership
will beWard
50%.forMessrs.
are Ward's
father
and son. Announced Feb. 21.
KPEP San Angelo, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from David P. Pinkston and C. H. Treadway, d/b as Concho Bcstg. Co. to C. H. Treadway,
tr/as Concho Bcstg. Co. for $56,500. Mr. Treadway formerly held 25% interest. Announced
Feb. 24.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL

DECISIONS

By order of Feb. 20, Commission made effective
immediately Jan. 17 initial decision and granted
application of Radio Franklin Inc., for new am
station to operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw, D, in
Rocky Mount, Va.
The Commission on Feb. 20 rescinded action
of Feb. 12 in scheduling for oral argument on
March 24 proceedings on applications of Owensboro On The Air Inc., and Owensboro Publishing
Co. for new tv stations to operate on ch. 9
in Hatfield, Ind.
Commission announces memorandum opinion
and order of Feb. 12 which denied petitions by
WTVJ Inc. (WTVJ, ch. 4, Miami, Fla.) and
Gerico Investment Co. (WITV ch. 17, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.) for reconsideration of April
24 report and order which added ch. 6 to Miami;
also denied motion by Gerico for issuance of
mod. license to specify operation of WITV on
ch. 6 in Miami instead of ch. 17 in Fort Lauderdale, or the initiation of a proceeding under
Sect. 316 of Communications Act and its consolidation with comparative proceedings involving applications for chs. 7 and 10 in Miami.
OTHER ACTIONS
By order, Commission amended cp granted
June 27, 1957 as modified Sept. 30, 1957, to
Supreme Bcstg. Co. Inc., for experimental tv
station (KK2XFW) to operate on ch. 12 simulcontinues on page 98
Page 94
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20(f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Stations selling mail order specialties to senior
citizens send rates to Box 268D, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
like Washington, D. C, contact
a big market
WEAM,
Arlington, Va.
Management
General manager, who can invest to purchase an
interest and manage music and news in excellent
metropolitan market. Box 254D, BROADCASTING.
Expanding chain seeks manager. New England
station, sound, profitable, with undeveloped
potential. We don't superivse; we want you to
supervise and sell. Earn $12,000 to start. Management or actual selling experience necessary.
Send
picture,
full details. Box 306D, BROADCASTING.
Strong selling manager wanted for progressive
midwest radio station. Wonderful opportunity.
Excellent working conditions. Write Box 363D,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesmanager with ideas and drive for northwest, 5 kw, CBS affiliate in progressive college
town of 35,000. S125.00 a week plus 5% of the net,
will make $8,000 a year or more. Apply Box
311D, BROADCASTING.
Exclusive market Montana station wants second
salesman. Stable person who likes small communities, and knows how to sell radio. Air work
optional,sume. your
job:BROADCASTING.
Sell-service. Tape, photo, reBox 351D,
Immediate opening for two salesmen outstanding
nothern California station in market of 100,000.
Send details and references. Box 374D, BROADCASTING.
Are you eager to make easy money. Sell for a
good music station that is getting results for
their advertisers. KBKC is expanding sales staff.
The person we are looking for lives with his
accounts, loves radio, and likes to sell. Guaranteed salary
15 percent
commission.
ization andand
insurance.
Music
and newsHospitalstation
and 18th size market. Send account list, photo
and background to Tom E. Beal, General Manager, Radio Station KBKC, 436 West 47th Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Kansas Cityi radio station needs promotion men.
Experienced preferred but not necessary. Rapidly
expanding organization. Four station network.
Managerial potential, paid vacation, salary plus
commission. Car necessary. Send resume and picture to Ed Charles, KCKN, 4121 Minnesota
Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas or call FAirfax
1-3200.
Account executive, excellent opportunity, immediate opening, call Manager, KGYW, Vallejo,
California.
Account executives. Two stable, experienced
sales-executive type men for local radio-tv time
sales department. $8,000 to $10,000 year potential.
Write, Keith Oliver, Sales Manager, WJIM,
Lansing, Michigan.
Looking for experienced man for established radio station who can sell in a good wide-open
market. $125 per week guarantee against 15%.
Mail complete information to Bill Ewing, WTUX,
Wilmington, Delaware.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted—
Announcers (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening for announcer-salesman inWanted: Announcer with first phone for all night
future. Contact Bill Tedrick, KWRT,
Boonville,terested inMissouri.
deejay show;
engineering
secondary. Notalent
maintenance. Personality
and newscasting
are
"musts".
SalaryBROADCASTING.
open, commensurate with abilWanted, announcer with first class ticket. Emity. Box 161D,
phasis on announcing. Southerner preferred.
Beri Moore, WAMI, Opp, Alabama.
For better than average announcer-newsman,
established kilowatter in pleasant prosperous
Wanted, staff announcer with first class phone.
Illinois
cityextra
offersbenefits
better-than-average-situation
Good salary, maintenance, engineering experias to pay,
and opportunity. Must
ence preferred but not essential. Call Radio Stabe sharp with general staff work including music,
tion WCDT, Winchester, Tennessee, collect.
news, interviews and selling with a warm friendly personality. Send tape, resume to Box 220D,
BROADCASTING
Top dj
personality
area's
leading
news
station.
Must be for
warm,
friendly,
withmusic,
outstanding
voice
quality.
Thorough
experience
a
Announcer-engineer. South Georgia 5 kw daynecessity. Excellent salary and working conditimer needs combination announcer-first class
tions.
Send
air
check,
tape
and
complete
inengineer immediately, emphasis on announcing.
formation immediately to Art Burnham, ProSoutherners only. Box 232D, BROADCASTING.
gram Director WEEX, Easton, Pa.
Higher than average pay plus good future opImmediate opening for experienced staff anportunities for an experienced announcer with
nouncer. Send tape,
and resume. WKBC,
higher than average ability and versitility. Key
North Wilkesboro,
N. photo
C.
personal qualities we are looking for are sincerity, maturity, and intelligence. Send recent
Wanted immediately : Announcer with first phone.
photo, resume, and 7 Vz or 15 tape with first
Beginner ok if interested in becoming chief
reply. Station located near Pittsburgh, Penna.
engineer of (Gates equipped) modern 250 watt
Box 276D, BROADCASTING.
indie with two way fm news unit, salary open.
Contact Bill Rhyne, WRNB New Bern, North
Sportsman, must have 1st phone. Minimum three
Carolina.
years experience all types play-by-play. Also
strongwestdjmarket.
personality.
Salary
open.
Large
midAnnouncer-engineer first ticket, news-music staBox 322D, BROADCASTING.
tion. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Western New York full time station with brand
Midwest
5 kw CBS affiliate and full power vhf
new equipment has opening for combo man. No
tv needs solid announcer with experience in
maintenance, announcing first consideration.
control room operations. Maximum scale $100.00
Write for details. Box 324D, BROADCASTING.
for 40 hour 5 day week with two years experience. Send audition tape, recent photo and backOpportunity for married staff announcer. Send
ground information to: Bob Eickmeyer, WTADresume. ABN network. Texas. Box 337D, BROADKHQA-TV
Quincy, 111.
CASTING.
Technical
Wanted,
a "morningSmall
man" North
announcer
with town.
some
sales exDerience.
Carolina
Box 338D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, for directional California radio
station. Must be experienced and with good
Wanted: Country music morning man for major
voice for some announcing duties. Starting
market. Box 340D, BROADCASTING.
salary $7,500. Box 387D. BROADCASTING.
Announcer with abilities as newscaster and deeTransmitter engineer, first phone. Experience
jay, rural farm music and news station, upstate
not needed. Many extra benefits. Send all info
New York. Salary dependent on experience and
soonest to Box 372D, BROADCASTING.
abilities. No floaters. Must be reliable and have
ability to get along with others. Please send
Opening soon for chief engineer with established
tape, resume, references, salary required. Box
kilowatt daytimer. Good conditions for right
343D, BROADCASTING.
man. WASA Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Announcer with first class ticket, no maintenance, required, experience not necessary. Wisconsin. Box 344D, BROADCASTING.
Morning man for Pennsylvania station. Experienced with good voice. $87.50 per week. Box 358D,
BROADCASTING.
Bright, sparkling morning man. Good opportunity. Good salary. Benefits, on music-news
station.
If
a good
man tap out a tape and
picture to you're
Box 373D,
BROADCASTING.
Morning wake-up man. Pleasant, friendly delivery, experienced, mature. Midwest location.
Send resume and audition tape. Box 379D,
BROADCASTING.

DJ personality, must have 1st phone. Middle
size mid-U. S. market paying top salary. Box
323D, BROADCASTING.

Smooth morning-man with first phone. Rush tape,
picture, resume, salary expected. KBAB Town &
Country Hotel, San Diego 10, California.
Have immediate opening for announcer. Don
Howard, KDLK, Del Rio, Texas. Call 5-2431.
New Mexico independent needs experienced
news-music
announcer. KPBM, Carlsbad, New
Mexico.

Expanding chain has immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station in
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation in
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Announcer for a 1000 watt independent
in city of 11,000 in southwest. Prefer an experienced radio man with knowledge of music, news
and sports. Car necessary. Salary open. Some
talent fees. Send full information, photo, tape
and references to KSCB, Liberal, Kansas.
Wanted: Radio announcer with 1st class license.
Radio Station KVOU Uvalde, Texas.

Announcers

Broadcasting

RADIO

Production-Programming, Others
Writer-producer-announcer for California station
who can write, produce, and voice all types of
production spot announcements utilizing sounds,
music, and ingenuity. Rush details, photo, salary
requirement, and taped sample of work. Box
308D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced and energetic disc jockey needed
for radio and tv operation. Middle U.S. Unusual
opportunity. Write Box 364D, BROADCASTING.
Sports director needed for one of the finest
radio-tv operations in the country, opportunity
unlimited. Write Box 365D, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Net flagship executive — exceptional local station
experience, extensive background, program,
promotion,
CASTING. administration. Box 246D, BROAD400 hitter seeking challenging opportunity in
faster league. Station or sales manager. Fifteen
years extensive experience. Can hit to all fields.
Familv man. Best references. Require $12,000.
Have 'bats will travel. Box 284D, BROADCASTING.
March 3, 1958
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KADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Manager-salesman. Presently managing No. 1
Pulse rated radio in eastern metropolitan city.
Personally sell over 125.000 each year excluding
national, agency and industry contacts. Best
references including present company. I run
stations on lowest overhead as possible. Box
297D. BROADCASTING.
General manager with 12 years of radio experience desires similar position in larger market.
Proven ability in all phases of radio with outstanding sales record. Married, 37 and a driver.
Would consider investment. Top references. Box
335D. BROADCASTING .
Several years announcing experience, sales experience, promotion, news. Married, have car,
good references. Desires management position.
Available
immediately. Box 348D, BROADCASTING.
Manager. 8 solid years in radio. All phases, including agency. Progressive idea man with top
sales record in very competitive medium size
market. References including present employer
and business associates. Box 361D, BROADCASTING.
Manager/sales manager: Mr. Owner, are you
seeking a well established pro with a bona fide
radio-tv record, reputation and know-how?
Here's one! Now employed. Capable experience,
management and sales. Documented personal
sales ability. Try shooting blind and confidential
with
him. You've everything to gain. Box 362D,
BROADCASTING.
Seeking position in southern states as manager
of radio station. Began career in radio 1950.
Graduate Academy of Radio Arts. Toronto, Ontario. Have built my own station and have held
75 percent controlling stock. President and general manager, however, have sold out. Recently
was able to sell at considerable profit. Experience in various stations includes radio and tv
news, announcing, sales, production and management. Box 375D. BROADCASTING.
Need operating capital? Sales and management?
Have money-ability-experience! Willing to invest
in potential! Box 381D. BROADCASTING.
Hard-working young man seeking opportunity
as manager or assistant manager small market
am-tv. Eight years broadcasting experience all
phases. Box 386D. BROADCASTING.
Attention new and absentee owners: More profit.
Balanced team. Harmonious relationship. This
can be yours for less than your present operating
costs. Our package price includes general manager, sales managers and/or commercial managers, program directors and announcer-engineers.
H&R Associates, 869 Brunswick Avenue, Trenton
8. N. J. Attention: Mr. S. Daniel Ryan.
Assistant manager, program director, announcer,
chief engineer. Five years radio experience in all
phases. Want permanent position in Arkansas or
adjacent state. Edwin Zoch, Bryant, Arkansas.
Collegeville, Jackson 7-3464.
Sales
Superior local salesman, 4 years television experience, top billing, television training, college, graduate school. Box 316D, BROADCASTING.
attention Florida stations: Sales manager-radiotelevision. Sales experience at local, regional,
and national levels. New York experience.
Southerner. Necessary to live in Florida yearround for reasons of health. Married-settled.
Available for interview. Box 347D, BROADCASTING.
Have outstanding sales background. Mature, reliable, would like radio-tv sales. Locate anywhere. Box 377D. BROADCASTING.
Minor premise: Sucess in sales and management
looking for potential! Major premise: Potential,
want sucessful sales and management? Conclusion: Potential, let us sell you with our qualifications. Contact Box 382D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesmen, air personality c & w. Can
sell own or others shows. Best references present
employer. Curley Wilson. % WBEX. Chillicothe.
PR 3-0168.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
experience.
years
TING. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCAS

Hillbilly-pop-6 years experience. Available immediately. Salary open. Call RO 2-7048, St. Paul,
Virginia.
Top-country dj personality, with library. Availbli March 15th. P. O. Box #35 or call 44-75081
Nashville, Term.
Experienced announcer-currently employednews, sports, dj. Write 628-13th Avenue No., Apt.
2. Jax Beach, Fla. or phone CH 6-3557 after 6:30

Announcer, Ilrst phone. Married, no children,
authoritaexperience,
2 years dj
voice,Smooth
good selling
tive newscasts.
shows. Box
639C,
BROADCASTING.
2 top rated 2'2 hour shows. 6 days. $150 minimum. Top jock 8 years. Box 267D. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, pd, strong on news, wants permanent
or southern Maryposition
land. in
Write northern
Box 305D.Virginia
BROADCASTING.
Top-notch personality dj, 3 years experience run
own board, married. #1 Pulse rated in California.
If you have job, I have ideas and they're proven.
Tape and resume on request. Box 309D, BROADCASTING.

yearsBoxexperifivecity.
Sell, write,
personality.
Negro ence.
Relocate in medium
to large
315D,
BROADCASTING.
Girl dj-announcer: Experienced, productive air
sales, newscasting, interviews, continuity, production spots, secretary, 3rd ticket, single, car. Southwest preferred. Box 318D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director. Four years radio
experience with same organization. Young, capable, married. Radio or tv. West coast or south.
S90.00-S100.00. Good references. Box 319D,
BROADCASTING.
White or negro stations. Experienced popular
music deejay or r&b. Straight, sincere personality.
No jivetalker. Newscaster. 25, hard worker, veteran, college, married. Negro, absolutely no negro
accent. Open minded, good for race relations.
Travel. Box 320D, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, top Pulse rating in large metropolitan area. Desires change to larger station. Six
years experience, staff and jockey. Excellent
references. No drifting. Compared to network
announcer; try me. Box 325D, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
326D, BROADCASTING.
DJ beginner, capable, eager to please, salary
secondary to opportunity. Grad N. Y. radio
school. Tape and resume immediate on request.
Box 327D, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 328D, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay. Good board man, fast pattern,
smooth
the 329D,
one you're
looking
for.
Tapeproduction.
and resume.I'mBox
BROADCASTING.
Have voice, will travel! Will play best music in
your library! 2V2 years experience, 25 years.
Prefer night shift. $75. Box 331D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer radio school graduate seeks first job.
Operate own board. Tape available. Box 333D,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent news-sportscaster. Presently large
market. Experienced program director, deejay.
Permanent. Family. Box 342D, BROADCASTING.
Far-west take note. First-class license. No maintenance. Some experience. Box 349D, BROADCASTING.

P.M.
Staff announcer. Bob Cohen, 234 Crescent St.,
New Haven, Conn. UN. 5-3528.
Married announcer-newsman, experience 5 kw
indie. Available immediately. Good references.
John Holm, KBHS, Hot Springs, Ark., NA 36661.
Experienced announcer and control man, go
anywhere, available now. Frank Mrowicki, 626
Union Street, La Salle, Illinois.
Experienced talent! Announcer-dj, desires Florida-gulf state location. 12 years radio-tv, 3
years Twin City, 3 years present position KSTP
Minneapolis, (dj, news, emcee, commercials,
sports). Mature, deep sell voice, immediate availability. Dave Reau, 1941 Hayes, N. E., Minneapolis. Sterling 9-5828.
Announcer, good commercial, news dj delivery.
Have some air experience, will be excellent with
more. A. J. Waran, 6328 N. Mobil, Chicago 30, 111.
Newcastle 1-4364.
Technical
Engineer, first class radiotelephone, thoroughly
experienced in transmitter, control room and
remote. Best of references can be furnished.
Desires immediate employment in the east. Please
contact Kit Bush, 1431 Brierwood Avenue, Havertown, Penna.
First class license, no experience. Desire employment with the opportunity to learn. Salary
secondary. Gene Moore, Room 105, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Sales and copywriter. Mature adult desires relocation Gulf Coast area, New Orleans to Sarasota.groundPresent
employer
aware of
this ad. grease
Backten years
legit theatre,
embracing
paint, booking, managing and producing stock.
Five
radio.
board.years
Can sell
andHave
write ticket
sellingbutcopydon't
withwant
accenttions.
upon Present
production
spots,
formats
and
promosalary and commission earnings
1000 watt Texas indie exceed $600 month. Box
365C, BROADCASTING.
Have typewriter, will travel! Radio girl Friday,
fifteen years experience, copy, continuity, programming, disc jockey, announcing in radio. Also
on-camera tv. Resume, tapes, sample copy, pictures on request. Available immediately! Box
314D, BROADCASTING.
Office manager, bookkeeper, accountant, gal Friday. Have pencil will travel. Complete experience, background, and qualifications. References.
Box 332D, BROADCASTING.
Interested in creative program management?
Hire this woman executive with 15 years radio
experience! Top sell copy; promotion, public
service know-how; proven mike technique. Now
employed but looking for a secure future! Prefer west, will go anywhere. Box 354D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced dj, 3 years, good commercial, knows
music, family. Box 350D, BRODACASTTNG.

TELEVISION

Experienced announcer-dj, excellent past record,
seeks
big market opportunity. Box 355D, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Announcers

News and sports plus. Mature, reliable experienced. Competitive markets only. Box 356D,
BROADCASTING.

Texas tropical coast living available for qualified commercial tv announcer, some weathercasts. Send complete resume, references, photo,
tape airmail to Harry Abbott, KRIS-TV, P. O.
Box 840. Corpus Christi, Texas.
Technical

Announcer, 1st phone, consider preventative
maintenance, some experience, available now
Box 360D, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer. Experienced all phases
radio.
Seeking good spot. Box 368D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, eight months 1000 watt experience.
Top dj in area. Play-by-play of all sports. Strong
on news. Excellent references, Have tape resume.
Box 376D, BROADCASTING.
DJ, 3 years, presently in Florida, must make
$90.00. Wants Florida coast, but will go anywhere. Box 378D, BROADCASTING.

Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical
required with application. Box 690B, references
BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
UHF-tv NBC affiliate, located in two station
market, needs two transmitter engineers. 1 year
experience
necessary. Box 236D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Prod uction-Program ming, Others

Assistant chief engineer needed by midwest
network affiliate. The job consists of operational
supervision, maintenance, and some operation.
Box 249D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately: Experienced television engineer. Contact Chief Engineer, WYES-TV, Box
12026, New Orleans, La. stating experience and
salary desired.
Production-Programming, Others
Comptroller wanted by tv and radio station
located in major Florida market. Broadcast experience not essential, but applicant must be
senior accountant or its equivalent. Knowledge
of machine and punch-card systems desirable.
Starting salary, $6,500. Please send snapshot and
qualifications to Box 312D, BROADCASTING.
News director needed for radio-tv station in
large midwest market to supervise department.
Excellent opportunity. Onlv experienced need
apply. Box 366D, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity for news man with strong central U. S. radio outlet. Want man who can report
and write local news and do both tv and radio
air work. Send full info and tape to Box 367D,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Sales
Sales background, references, photo mailed Immediately. $225 minimum. Write Box 892C,
BROADCASTING.
Take advantage of my 15 years experience major
market radio-tv sales. Past 4 years top salesman with present employer eastern vhf, 12
years radio. Wife requires change of climate.
Sober, reliable, permanent, married, middle-aged,
financially responsible. Equally capable agencies
or local buyers. References past employers, resume and photo on request. Box 371D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Radio know-how? I've got it. Now I'd like a
radio-tv opportunity. Presently employed. Tape,
resume available. Box 321D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-lst phone. 1 year experience in combo radio, wants combo tv. Fully trained in tv
studio operation, camera, etc. Box 346D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-director-air personality.
Tops on weather-children's programs. Also am
cartoonist-artist. Box 384D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer, assistant chief, or transmitter
supervisor. Experienced in studio and transmitter
am-fm-tv operation, maintenance and construction. 33 years old with family. Available in 30
days. Box 383D, BROADCASTING.

FOR

Experienced announcer-director. Eight years
radio-tv.
Seeking good opportunity. Box 385D,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter with 7 years experience
in radio and tv. Ellis Babcock, Box 55, Orwell,
N. Y. Pulaski 816W.
FOR

SALE

D.J.'s — New original comedy material, record
intros, skits. Vol. I, $1.00. SPOT Productions,
175 Lakeshore Dr., Lake Hiawatha, N. J.
Stations
Southwest, ideal climate. Metropolitan daytimer
independent
by owner. Box 255D, BROADCASTING.
For lease, daytime music and news metropolitan
area. Needs aggressive sales and management.
Box 310D, BROADCASTING.
VHF television station in growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value.
Financing can be arranged for responsible purchasers. Paul H. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Private brokerage service. Texas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado, Missouri,
Kansas. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Florida — Several stations listed in good markets.
Ranging in price from $85,000 up. Southern Radio
Consultants, 602-3 Southern United Building,
Macon, Georgia.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTSchauffer remote controls for running remote
station. Address inquiries to Chief Engineer,
KFST, Fort Stockton, Texas.
RCA 1 kw fm transmitter with harmonic filter
and built in variable pre-emphasis network.
Available around the 1st of June. For particulars
write or call Mr. Murchison, KPOL, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
2 complete extra heavy duty 4 post 300 foot
towers complete with guys, lights and photocell.
Can be stacked for as much as 500 feet. $6000.00
F.O.B. Laurel, Miss. Contact WBKH Radio,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

SALE — (Cont'd)

Equipment
Presto 16" inside-out recording lathe with Audak
cutting head (recently factory rebuilt). Also
brand new Gates remote meter kit with 3"
meter (0-5RFA), thermocouple, rheostat, chokes
and capacitors. $50 for lathe or kit. Chief Engineer, WBKV, West Bend, Wisconsin.
Two federal model FTL 27B microwave units,
2000 mcs, 10-watt output power with four 10foot dishes; ideal for long haul, can be multiplexed if desired. Formerly used to feed area
now served by BELLTEL; $3,750 each. WTCN
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding, repair, etc. Also A. M. Monitor service. Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and service! Send for catalog.
Eidson Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Ideal for the new fm operations: 48 lengths T452
3',^" coaxial with all fittings. Never unpacked;
cost $6,114
plus0073.
transportation.
Price $3,000 type
Illinois, our No.
Also: WE transmitter,
104C, 5 kw modified to 5C, complete with crystal
for 740 kc, $1,500 Florida. Our Number 0140. May
Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
the
present
television
stations.
$219.00, 21"-$259.00.
Factory
direct 14"-$215.00,
sales. Why 17"pay
master monitor prices for your utility requirements? Our monitors have been delivered under
several trade names. Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Radio or tv station wanted. Consider any size or
location. Can pay all cash. Immediate action.
Box 307D, BROADCASTING.
Regional radio station in Florida. Prefer metro
politan market. Box 313D, BROADCASTING.
Advertising agency executive seeks to buy am
property
in medium-size
market. Write
details to or
Boxcp.330D,
BROADCASTING.
General manager with 12 years experience and
$8,000 wishes to invest in a radio station. References. Box 336D, BROADCASTING.
Radio station in Florida, single or two station
market. Box 341D, BROADCASTING.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave..
W. Hempstead. N. Y.
Equipment
Wanted: Used Ampex recorders. Box
BROADCASTING.

760C,

639 Altec or Western Electric mike; three or six
position.
Can use two. Box 995C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 10 kw fm transmitter and associated
equipment including tower. Complete details
to Box 258D, BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter: 250W, 1 or 3 kw with monitors.
Prefer GE or RCA. Box 221, Lebanon, Tennessee.

Production-Programming, Others
TV program director with three years experience, currently in 75,000 set market. 32, married with two children, active churchman,
senior college, seeks position in larger southwest market as program director or assistant.
Box 269D, BROADCASTING.
News-editor; newscaster; photographer: Now
heading tv/am newsroom; established record of
beating opposition, building respected operation.
Qualified news director or good staff man. Experienced; own excellent voice, new bolex. Box
317D, BROADCASTING.
Film man available. Qualified as editor, cameraman, projectionist. College background, presently
employed, desire to relocate. Write Box 352D,
BROADCASTING.

WANTED
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APPLY

Competent producer-director, live and film. Creative-administrative. Resume. References. Box
357D, BROADCASTING.
Reporter - photographer - announcer (in that
order); 5 years all phases, tv- radio news, sports.
MSJ Northwestern, BJ Missouri; seek challenge,
opportunity. Sample film stills, tape. 27, single.
Top references current employer. Box 380D,
BROADCASTING.
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BUY— (Cont'd)

Equipment
<iatr« studlorttr speech tmput console type
52CS. or RCA single channel console. Chief
Engineer. WBKV. West Bend. Wisconsin.
Wanted: Audio consolette. WBOR. Sturgeon Bay.
Wisconsin.
W.intrd-Old Wfsl.-rn Electric bm.icli-.ist console
nuke
stand, cage type. Tom Wildman, Mitchellville, Iowa.
INSTRUCTIONS
TCC trst phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classea. Our schools are located in
Holly-wood. California and Washington. D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C.
FCC first phone license In alx weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone Fleetwood
2-2733 Elklns Radio License School. 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas. Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting March 5. May 1,
June tion,
25, September
October 29. write
For Informareferences and 3.reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School,
1150 West Olive Avenue. Burbank. California.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Announcers
WWJ
One

MELODY PARADE
needs
more Record M. C.

■

• Detroit's most talked
about music concept!
• Detroit's basic Radio
Stations!
• Detroit's greatest
opportunity for man
of high calibre and
personality!
If you are this kind of man, send tape,
resume and picture to: Program ManWWJ
RADIO
622 W. Lafayette. Detroit 31.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
—
NEED
A D. J.? —
B C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1733 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Management
t^x^s ^y^^-. jy

■^-■■-/s-'Sy- <^*^^Ct

EXPERIENCED BROADCASTER
with heavy management and sales
management background of 15
years desires position with local
radio or television station as
national sales manager or manager.
Opportunity
ri
j to
— obtain
;— -stock
— — pref~
ferjrred
but not essential. Geographical
al location
unimportant.
Exandportant.
references.
cellent contacts
Married.
Box 359D, BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

DUUUUUUUUUUUUOUUUUUUUUOUUUUU UC
3 l or SPORTS
ANNOUNCER
c
3 iMiniiiK 5 li<>uie salai \ ready to move C
^ immediately. Reasons personal, will tell, o
g llaseball, l<M>il>all, basketball, sports show g
3 v (TV) . TOP references, personal inter- C
O view. U<>\ 339D, BROADCASTING. c
uuuouuuuuuuuuuouuuuuuuuuuouo u u

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 94
taneously with operation of its station WJMRTV on ch. 20 in New Orleans, La., to add following sentence:
"The foregoing
cp
is further
conditioned
and notice experimental
is hereby given
that in any comparative hearing involving applications for regular operation on ch. 12, no
i t whatsoever will be given to any expenditure of funds by Supreme Broadcasting Co.
pursuant thorized
to herein,
thenorexperimental
operation
auwill any other
preference
rebound to Supreme Broadcasting Co. by virtue
of said experimental operation." Announced
Feb. 21.
Hardin County Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex. — Designated for hearing
application
for D;a new
station to operate
on 1300
kc, 500 w,
madeamKIKS
Sulphur, La., and KXYZ Houston, parties to
proceeding. Announced Feb. 20.
Routine

Roundup

By letter, Commission denied request by McClatchy Bcstg. Co. (KBEE and KBEE-FM)
Modesto, Calif., for reconsideration of action of
Nov. 27 denying request for waiver of rules
relating to station identification to announce
call
as "K B Double E." Announced
Feb. letters
20.
WVEC
(ch.
15) Hampton, Va. — By letter, waived
j Sever (7) yearsD.J.experience in the J Sect. 3.652 of rules and granted authority to
identify
WVEC-TV
as Sect.
Hampton-Norfolk
' radio production ana
and programming
programming \ but
denied
waiver of
3.613 to permitstation,
dual
j field, as :
j
station
location,
and
dismissed
application to
j field, as:
f
D.J.
f change station location. Announced Feb. 20.
Announcer
Announcer
•
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By
Chief
Hearing Examiner James D.
Newscaster
j
Cunningham on the dates shown:
*
Copywriter
Director
Program
j
Ordered that hearing shall commence on April
30 re am application of Hardin County Bcstg.
Silsbee, Tex. Action Feb. 21.
i Excellent voice, adaptable to all pro- j Co.,
Granted petition by Baw Beese Bcstrs. Inc.
* gramming styles. Presently a top *
(WBSE), Hillsdale, Mich., for dismissal without
prejudice
proceeding termiJ
nated. of
Action am
Feb.application;
24.
metropolimidwest
major
a
in
J.
j D.
' tan area. Want to relocate to West J
Granted petition by Ralph D. Epperson, Williamsburg, Va., for dismissal of his am applicaj Coast or Southwest. Address replies j
tion,of and
retained in hearing
applications
Williamsburg
Co.,status
Williamsburg,
f to Box 334D, BROADCASTING, f and WDDY Inc. (WDDY)Bcstg.
Gloucester, Va. Action
Feb. 24.
Granted request of McClatchy Newspapers to
extent that it requests leave to withdraw from
=>£=
participation in proceeding on application of
Sacramento Telecasters Inc. (KBET-TV ch. 10),
Sacramento, Calif., for mod. of cp and such
participation is terminated; retained in hearing
statustionSacramento
Telecaster's application. AcHAVE JOB— WILL TRAVEL
Feb. 24.
Denied
petition
by Albany Bcstg. Corp.,
i>
(wherever the opportunity is greater!)
Albany, Ore., to reject notice of appearance filed
by W. Gordon Allen, Eugene, Ore., in proceeding
Woman executive with 15 years
on their am applications; said notice of appearance is accepted. Action Feb. 24.
broadcasting experience in major
By Hearing Examiner
H. Gifford
Irion on
on February
24:
J, markets. Creative program plan- J.
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 26
ning; pay-off promotion ideas; top
is continued indefinitely in proceeding on am
application of Grand Haven Bcstg. Co. (WGHN)
sell copy; public service know-how;
Grand Haven, Mich.
top-rated broadcaster! Prefer proBy Hearing Examiner
February Basil
24: P. Cooper on
p ences.
gressive station in West. Best referOrdered that a prehearing conference will be
held on March 3 in proceeding on applications
Box 3530, BROADCASTING
of Sherrill C. Corwin and K-UHF (TV) for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 34 in Los Angeles,
Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on February
24: J. Frederick
On oral request of the Broadcast Bureau, rescheduled26hearing
March 11onwhich
was schedFOR SALE
uled for Feb.
in for
proceeding
am applications
of Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. (KRAK), Stockton,
and Radio Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa, both California.
Stations
By FCC
Commission on Feb. 21 denied petition of
Andrew G. Haley for modification of order of
appearance by scheduling witnesses for King
Bcstg. Co., Meredith Publishing Co., and Utah
Bcstg. and Tv Corp., at a later stage of proceedTHE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
ing in matter of Study of Radio and Television
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
Network Broadcasting.
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
By Hearing Examiner
James21: D. Cunningham
MANAGEMENT
on February
NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING
APPRAISALS
Ordered, with consent of both parties to proHOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
re application
Wrather-Alvarez
Bcstg. Inc.,ceedingfor
extension ofoftime
within which
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Woshington 7, D. C.
to construct KYAT, ch. 13, Yuma, Ariz., that
hearing scheduled for Feb. 28 is continued to
March
dismissedfiledas Feb.
moot20. applicant's
motion 28,
for and
continuance
By Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth
C. Smith on
February
21:
Equipment
Granted petition by Spartan Radiocasting Co.
for extension of time from Feb. 28 to March 5
for filing proposed findings and conclusions and
time for filing replies thereto to be extended to
TAPE RECORDERS
March 17 in proceeding on am applications of
Wayne M. Nelson, Concord, and Fred M. Whitley,
All Professional Makes
Dallas, both North Carolina.
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
By FCC
On petition by Vocaline Company of America
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
Inc.,
Commission
on
Feb. 21 extended time for
4401 W. North Avenue
filing comments from Feb. 21 to March 10 and
Milwaukee 8. Wise.
for reply comments to March 24 in matter of
amendment of rules govering Citizens Radio
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
Service regarding requirements necessary for
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
type approval of equipment.
On joint motion by Columbus Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Production-Programming, Others

Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continued
(WRBL-TV, ch. 4), Columbus, Ga., and Martin
Theatres of Georgia Inc. (WTMV, ch. 28), Columbus, Ga., Commission on Feb. 20 extended time
for filing comments and responses to show cause
orders from Feb. 21 to March 3, with reply comments to be filed 10 days from last date for
filing'
original
comments,
in tvGa.rule making
proceeding involving
Columbus,
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on
February 20:
Granted petition of Walter G. Allen, Huntsville,
Ala., for leave to amend am application to correct error of omission regarding stock held in
station WEZB Homewood, Ala., and application
as amended is retained in hearing status.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith on
February 20:
Ordered that Joint Exhibit No. 1 (being stipulation of counsel on behalf of North Dakota Bcstg.
Co. Inc., WD AY Die. and Broadcast Bureau) is
received in evidence in proceeding on application of North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc., for new
tv station to operate on ch. 11 in Fargo, N.
Dak., and record is closed.
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on March 5 in proceeding on am application of Granite State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WKBR)
Manchester, N. H.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on the dates shown:
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from Feb. 19 to Feb. 26 for filing
responses bv Bureau to a petition by Northern
Indiana Bcstrs. Inc. (WIMS) Michigan City, Did.,
for leave to amend am application. Action Feb.
20.
On oral request by counsel for Capitol Bcstg.
Co., ordered that further hearing will be held
on March 18 re application for mod. of cp of
WJTV (ch. 12) Jackson, Miss. Action Feb. 20.
On oral request of counsel for Brown Telecasters Die, applicant in the tv ch. 12 proceeding,
Beaumont, Tex., and without objection from
any of other parties, ordered that prehearing
conference scheduled for Feb. 21 is rescheduled
for Feb. 24. Action Feb. 20.
On petition to reopen record and accept engineering exhibit by Enterprise Bcstg. Co.,
Fresno, Calif., ordered that hearing record in
proceeding on am application, et al., is reopened
and that further hearing will be held on
March 7. Action Feb. 21.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on
February 20:
On own motion, ordered that further hearing
conference scheduled for March 4 is continued
to March 13 re am applications of Charles R.
Bramlett, Torrance, Calif., et al.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman on
February 20:
On oral request of counsel for Sacramento
Telecasters Inc. (KBET-TV, ch. 10), Sacramento,
Calif., ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb.
24 is continued to March 10 on its application for
mod. of cp.
By FCC
Commission on Feb. 19 denied requests of
KCMC Die. (KCMC-TV ch. 6), Texarkana, Tex.,
and Sen. Joseph S. Clark for extension of time
for filing reply comments in matter of amendment of Part 4 of rules to permit operation of
low power tv broadcast repeater stations.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on February 13
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: Video Independent Theatres
Die. (KVIT ch. 2), Sante Fe, N. M., for mod. of
cp, on Mar. 31; am applications of Louis Adelman, Hazleton, Pa., and Guinan Realty Co.,
Mount Carmel, Pa., Entertainment Service Inc.,
Solvay, N. Y., Rome Community Bcstg. Co.,
Rome, N. Y., and James A. McKechnie, North
Syracuse, N. Y., Sheffield Bcstg. Co. and J. B.
Fait Jr., Sheffield, Ala., on April 15; am application of Mason County Bcstg. Co., Shelton,
Wash., for additional time to construct station
KONK on April 18; fm applications of Telemusic
Co., San Bernardino, and Southwest Bcstg. Co.
Die, Redlands, both California, and am applications of Oregon Radio Inc. (KSLM) Salem, Severn Bcstg. Co., Reedsport, and Lincoln Electronics Inc. (KBCH), Oceanlake, all Oregon, on
April 29.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on February 17
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Feb. 18 is
continued to Feb. 21, at 2 p.m. re am applications of Westbrook Bcstg. Co. Inc., Westbrook,
and Sherwood J. Tarlow, Saco, both Maine.
Granted petition of Herbert Muschel, New
York, N. Y., for continuance of hearing from
Feb. 20 to Mar. 6 on fm application and those of
Didependent Bcstg. Co. and New Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
New York, N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on February 14
Granted joint motion of applicants in Terre
Haute, Did., ch 2 proceeding for continuance of
dates for exchange of exhibits from Mar. 12 to
May 1; for further prehearing conference from
Mar. 27 to May 9 and for hearing from Mar. 31
to May 15.
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Mar. 17 is
continued to Mar. 21 re am applications of
Arthur William Wilson and John Bozeman, Wichita, Kan.
Broadcasting

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on Feb. 21 in tv ch. 12, Beaumont, Tex.,
proceeding. Action Feb. 17.
By memorandum opinion and order, held for
nought Nov. 1, 1957, petition of Television Bcstrs.
Inc., Beaumont, Tex., for leave to amend its application for mod. of cp to change from ch. 31
to ch. 12; granted Jan. 28 supplement to petition
for leave to amend insofar as it requests leave to
amend to specify new trans, site, and denied
supplement for leave to amend insofar as it requests leave to amend to specify new studio location within city of Beaumont. Action Feb. 17.
Upon request by Oregon Radio Inc., and without objection by Broadcast Bureau, ordered that
time for filing reply findings is extended from
Feb.
17 to ofFeb.
Oregon's construction
application for
extension
time27 tore complete
of
KSLM-TV Salem, Ore. Action Feb. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on February 17
On own motion, ordered that time for filing
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
in proceeding on am application of Fernandina
Beach Bcstrs. (WSIZ) Douglas, Ga., is extended
from Feb. 17 to Feb. 19.
On request by A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas, Tex.,
Commission on Feb. 20 extended time for filing
reply comments from Feb. 20 to Mar. 12 (proposal
to amend Parts 1 and 17 to locate tall radio
towers on "antenna farms").
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 21
WJDM Panama City, Fla. — Granted license for
tv station.
WEEK-TV Peoria, 111. — Granted license covering changes in tv station, and redescribe trans,
and studio locations.
WTTV Bloomington, Ind. — Granted license covering changes in tv station.
WEHT Evansville, Ind. — Granted cp to install
aux. ant. system at main trans site.
WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.— Granted cp to make
equipment change.
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.— Granted cp to decrease aur. ERP to 125.0 kw, make changes in ant.
system, ant. height 804 ft.
WHCN (FM) Hartford, Conn.— Granted cp to
24-57.
replace cp (to change freq.) which expired 12KADY St. Charles, Mo.— Granted mod. of cp
to change name to KADY Inc.

WMNE Menomonie, Wis. — Granted authority to
sign-off 6:00 p.m., Mon. through Sat., and 4:00
p.m.. Sun. for period ending 9-30-58.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.,
to 6-1; KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M., to 4-22;
WFLB-TV FayetteviUe, N. C, to 7-21; WGTE-TV
Toledo, Ohio, to 8-27.
Actions of February 20
WABE Atlanta, Ga. — Granted mod. of cp to
increase ERP to 4.6 kw, decrease ant. height to
320 ft., and
mission line. use different type and size transKFAD Fairfield, Iowa — Granted extension of
authority to remain silent for additional period
ending Mar. 10, 1958, due to bankruptcy.
KFBK-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted extension of authority to remain silent for additional
3 months.
WCKR-FM Miami, Fla. — Granted extension of
authority to remain silent for additional 90
days to continue investigation for new trans, site.
WJMB Brookhaven, Miss. — Granted authority
to sign-off at 6:00 p.m. for period of 60 days,
pending
the filing of application for specified
hours.
WTVD Durham, N. C. — Granted extension of
completion date to Aug. 23.
Actions of February 19
WHRM Wausau, Wis. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (side mount ant. below
ant. of WSAU-TV); ERP 75 kw, ant. height 1120
(FM) Long
Calif.—
of KNOB
cp to change
ERP Beach,
to 3.4 kw,
and Granted
change mod.
type
ft.
trans.
KCMK Kansas City, Mo. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. height to 300 ft. and make changes
in ant. system.
License

Renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of
license: WAEL Mayaguez, P. R.; WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.; WDCF Dade City, Fla.; KEAR
San Francisco, Calif.; WISO Ponce, P. R.; WFIG
Sumter, S. C; wrVY Jacksonville, Fla.; WWIL
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; WPKM & SCA Tampa,
Fla.; WZOK, WZOK-FM Jacksonville, Fla.;
WBTH Williamson, W. Va.; WMCD Welch, W. Va.;
WNVY Pensacola, Fla.; WSUZ Palatka, Fla.;
WIAC Santurce, P. R.; WrVV Vieques, P. R.;
WTAN Clearwater, Fla.; WBMA Beaufort, N. C;
WRTJF-FM Gainesville, Fla.: WHOO WHOO-FM
and SCA, Orlando, Fla.; WMDD Fajardo, P. R.;
WPCF Panama City, Fla.; WFTL Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; WAAA Winston- Salem, N. C.

UPCOMING
March
March 3-4: Southwestern Assn. of Program Directors for Tv, KVOO-TV studios, Tulsa.
March 6: Vermont UP Broadcasters, organization
meeting, Wodstock Inn, Montpelier.
March 7-9: First annual Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention and Seminar, Muehlebach Hotel.
Kansas City.
March 8: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn. Board
Members, Desert Inn, Santa Fe.
March 14-15: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Charleston.
March 14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
March 16-17: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, sprint
convention, Orange, Tex.
March 31 -April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Southwest District Meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April 4: Virginia APAprilBroadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers Conference & Electronic Show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America.
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Television and Transistors, Engineering Society
of Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St.,
Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference.
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.

April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting. The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel.
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26: The Mutual May
Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th Annual Convention.
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineer) ne
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May
Assn.Toronto,
of Canadian
York5-7:Hotel,
Ont. Advertisers, Royal
May 9 : Radio-Tv Guild Industry Conferences and
Banquet,
Francisco. San Francisco State College, San
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May
21-23: Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen
Que. Hall, Wernersville.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs
Banff.Broadcasters
Alta.
June
6-7: Hotel,
Colorado
Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
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J. R. Pershall Co., Chicago, elected vice

PEOPLE
president.
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
I I'onurd Green, president. Dr. Pepper Co.,
resigns effective March 25 to enter business of his own, which has not yet been
described.
Donald V.. MiGuiness. \ ice president ;it
Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson Inc.,
Chicago, elected director.
Gene

William A. Hart Jr. appointed account
supervisor on W. A. Shcaffer Pen Co. account at BBDO, Chicago. Karl Surphin and
Don Roettger named account executives on
account.
Jerome

H. Gordon, associate director of

marketing. Bryan Houston. N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt. that city, as account executive.

Mc Masters, vice president and account supervisor (drove Labs, Charles
Pfizer and Chemway Co.) at Dowd, RedGeld & Johnstone. N. Y.. to Warwick &

Arthur R. Roberts Jr. appointed account
executive on Toni Co. account at Clinton
E. Frank Inc., Chicago.

Legler, that city, as vice president and account supervisor on newly-acquired BromoScltzer (Emerson Drug Co.) account.

Stanley D. Levitz appointed vice president
and creative director of Stern, Walters &
Simmons Inc., Chicago.

Robert T. Hoyi, director of financial services division, Brudno & Bailey, Westficld.
N. J., named vice president.

Terry Cowling, formerly Massachusetts commercial manager for Concert Network, to

V rlhur White, sales manager of Reddi-Whip
( b. of California, joins C. J. LaRoche &
Co. as vice president in charge of Hollywood office, taking over duties of Stuart D.
Indium.
Frederick George Horan, who joined Endorsements Inc., N. Y., in 1957 as assistant
to president, named vice president with
added administrative duties.
Draper Daniels, vice president in charge of
Leo Burnett Co.'s creative departments, appointed head of agency's plans board. He
succeeds W illiam Tyler, resigned.

Jerome O'Leary Adv.. Boston, as account
executive.
John M. Tyson Jr., formerly marketing
executive with Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago,
to McCann-Erickson, that city, as marketing
director and member of plans board.
Edward F. Baltz, partner, Mottl & Siteman,
to Compton Adv., L. A., as marketing director and account supervisor of that office.
Herbert F. Osterheld, advertising manager,
cheese products, Borden Foods Co., N. Y.,
named product manager for cheese and
allied products.
Gerry J. Schnur, public relations director,

microwave
conquer

relays

space

barriers

Whether it's a fixed station or a mobile unit, Ceco
microwave equipment surmounts the communication barrier. Because Ceco equipment is built to
a quality that is actually higher than the official
standards. For dependable pickup and relay under
adverse climatic conditions, you're wise to play
safe with Ceco.
ALL
METAL TRIPOD
Has cast top flange and
upper leg portion made
of one piece aluminum
alloy castings. Legs slide

J!

easily and have tie-rods
to center for automatic
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Balanced TV Head,
Micro Wave Relay Beam
Reflector Head(iiius.)
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heads. $260.00
Metal Tripod only.

Micro Wave Relay
Beam Reflector Head
Perfect for parabolas up
to 6-ft. diameter. Withstands torques of 225 ft.
pounds in elevation and
150 ft. pounds in azimuth. Environmental
treated for extreme weather conditions.
$ 285. OO Relay Tilt
Head Only
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John A. Zalud, formerly with Benton &
Bowles, to Street & Finney, N. Y., as director of research.
M. James Robertson, advertising manager
and director of retail division for Frank
H. Lee Co. (hats), Danbury, Conn., to
Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., as assistant account executive. A&C services Lee account.
M. R. Duncan, manager of service engineering, General Electric Co. technical products
department, to manager of product service
and marketing administration. Department
manufactures radio-tv broadcast equipment.
Milton Slater, formerly vice president of
Tabco Tape Network, independent package
firm, has joined Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
as broadcast supervisor.
Noel Digby, formerly chief writer and producer, WSM-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn., to
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, as tv writer in
copy department.
M. William Friis, account executive on
British Automobile Mfrs. Assn. at Mel
Adams & Assoc., to public relations department, Anderson & Cairns, N. Y.
Florien P. Gass, 56, director of research for
Doremus & Co., N. Y., died at his home in
Hempstead, N. Y., last month. Before joining Doremus in 1945, Mr. Gass was public
relations director for Glass Container Assn.
of America.
NETWORKS
George Condon, former 20th Century Fox
promotion-sales specialist, named new director of information services for CBS Chicago.
Mr. Condon, who replaces Herb Grayson in
that post, formerly was in promotion and
sales for 20th Century in both its New York
and Los Angeles offices.
M Helen J. Sioussat, director of talks for CBS News.
New York, joins CBS
Washington as executive
assistant to network's vice
president in that city,
Joseph H. Ream. She has
been director of talks for
22 years and in that capacity she arranged
broadcasts of talks made by leading political,
educational and business figures on radio
and tv.

Parti Goldstien, formerly senior publicist in
CBS-TV magazine division, to NBC Press
Dept. as senior magazine editor.
Broadcasting

G. Gerald Danford, formerly eastern sales
manager of KWK St. Louis, to ABN as
account executive.
FILM George Murphy, former motion picture star
and for past four years in charge of public
relations at MGM, has been appointed vice
president in charge of public affairs for Desilu Productions. He will function as personal
liaison officer for Desi Arnaz, Desilu president, in charge of relations with networks,
sponsors, advertising agencies, industrial ad
commercial accounts and independent producers of films for theatres or tv. Appointment is in line with Desilu's acquisition of
RKO's Gower St. and Pathe Studios [Film,
Dec. 16, 1957].
STATIONS
Ned Smith, formerly ►
head of Edward Petry
Co.'s San Francisco office,
has been named general
manager of KOVR-TV
Stockton-Sacramento,
Calif., effective April 1
[At Deadline Feb. 24].
He will succeed Terry H. Lee, who will
join Hoffman Electronics firm in L. A. In
addition, Glenn Kelly, KOVR-TV controller, has been named assistant manager.
Franklin C. Snyder, formerly vice president
and general manager of WXEL (TV) Cleveland (now WJW-TV), joins WTAE (TV)
Pittsburgh as general manager, effective
April 1. WTAE expects to begin operations
in fall and will be affiliated with ABC-TV.
~< George R. Oliviere, executive director, WGST
Atlanta, to WIIN that city
as general manager.

Westley G. Kimble, formerly assistant manager, WLSH Lansford, and Al Gregson,
sports director, WPAM
Pottsville, both
Pennsylvania, named WPAM station manager and production director, respectively.
Mr. Gregson will continue to act as sports
director.
Bill Allred, salesman, ►
KAKC Tulsa, Okla., promoted to sales manager.
Before joining KAKC last
August. Mr. Allred served
as sales manager for
wholesale appliances businesses in Oklahoma City.

M George Guyan, sales
staff, KVAR (TV) Phoenix, named local sales
manager.

-< O. T. (Tony) Gaston
appointed radio sales manager of WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., succeeding
John W. O'Harrow, who
retired after 19 years with
Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Gaston continues as
radio administrative assistant to Carl E. Lee,
Broadcasting

vice president and managing director of
Fetzer stations.
William T. Kemp, former owner-manager
of KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo., has been appointed general manager of KTXL San
Angelo, Tex.
Mary Bracken, former secretary to New
York State Sen. Edward Speno, to WHLI
Hempstead, N. Y., as assistant to public
affairs director.

schafer

Randy Merriman returns to his Minneapolis
home and joins staff of WCCO-AM-TV. Mr.
Merriman, together with Bess Myerson, was

custom

host for several years on CBS-TV's Big Payoff and resigned last December.
Bill Davidson, after 16 years with ABC in
Hollywood, joins KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif.,
as writer-producer-announcer.

engineering

REPRESENTATIVES m map .: : mmmmmmm

Burbank,

235

South

Third

Street

California

Alex Bronzo, formerly with American Research Bureau and Standard Brands, to
George P. Hollingbery, N. Y., as assistant
research and sales promotion manager.
Thomas E. Wood, sales promotion and research department at Hollingbery's New
York
office,
to thatof city's
staff. He takesappointed
over accounts
Russellsales
R.
Gaudreau, resigned.

the finest in

Mortimer B. Coley, salesman, Burn-Smith
Representative Co., to John E. Pearson Co.,
N. Y., replacing F. A. (Mike) Wurster, who
was transferred to S. F. as manager of that
office for Pearson.

REMOTE

z:—r
wm
MANUFACTURING m
Frank M. Folsom, chairman of executive
committee, RCA, elected director of Frank
G. Shattuck Co., N. Y.
W. J. Zaun, formerly manager, quality control, to manager of operations, government
service at RCA Service Co., Camden, N. J.
T. Y. Flythe, formerly administrator, technical products field quality, quality control,
succeeds Mr. Zaun.
Angus McDonald, chief engineer for twoway and mobile equipment at Motorola Inc.,
Chicago electronics firm, appointed engineering director of its military electronics
center and also communications and industrial electronics division.
Joseph T. Cimorelli, formerly manager, engineering, to manager, manufacturing, receiving tube operations, entertainment tube
products department, RCA electron tube division, Harrison, N. J.
Robert J. Cohen appointed advertising manager of Trav-Ler Radio Corp., Chicago.
John R. Wagenseller, formerly manager of
personnel, RCA Seminconductor Div.,
Somerville, N. J., promoted to manager of
services, marketing department in that division.

CONTROL

now

announces

AUTOMATIC

LOGGING

and

truly

AUTOMATIC

PROGRAMMING

truly
EQUIPMENT

automatic

EDUCATION
Lloyd S. Michael, superintendent of Evanston (111.) Township High School, has joined
board of directors of Educational Tv &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.
March 3, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

KBUZ Makes Bow in Phoenix
With Two-Day Valentine Party

cars reportedly was attributed to WALT's
advertising. A new housing development
was next on the list and WALT originated

KBUZ (formerly K.TYL) Phoenix. Ariz.,
took advantage of Valentine season to herald
a change of call letters and management
in a two-day promotion last month.
Phoenix heard about the change through
billboards and from cowgirls who paraded

its teenagers' record show, Battle of the
Crooners, from one of the model homes.
After the station had played the discs it
gave them to some of the reported 1,000
who were viewing the houses. WALT is
broadcasting two weeks of remotes from
the Florida State Fair.

buz/

COLO*
COMES TO
- - i

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with
the largest share of the viewing audience
from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,
Griffin, Woodward for availabilities.

WGR-TV
ABC CHANNEL 2

lrpl SYMBOL OF SERVICE
MBJ A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
f~i WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV,
*-/ Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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through town handing out prizes and dollars
(some with lucky serial numbers redeemable
for $50-100 and transistor radios). Businessmen got Valentines in the mail and
visits from KBUZ salesmen leaving jars of
honey as calling cards. Now owned by
Gordon Broadcasting Co. (WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati) KBUZ is introducing a "colorful" schedule based on the "Gordon comand news."
concept of music
Sherwood panionable
R. Gordon,
who bought KTYL
last month from Dwight Harkins and associates [Stations, Jan. 27], was in Phoenix
for the celebration. With KBUZ Managing
Director George H. Bush and staff, he received the business community at a Sands
Hotel poolside cocktail party climaxing the
second day of the promotion and which
also featured a four-hour remote broadcast.
KBUZ operates on 1310 kc with 5 kw
day and 500 w night.
WDGY,

WBEL,

WCKY

A daily occurrence —
Radio and TV Stations
are accused of
LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY — PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION

for on St. Valentine's Day.
WDGY's Joseph della Malva interviewed
24 couples and paid for their licenses at
the Minneapolis courthouse, while colleague
Jim Ramsburg did the same for 17 couples

THE
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BUT you
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INSURE
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in St. Paul's city hall. Several interviews
were broadcast direct from these locations.
WBEL aired announcements for 10 days
prior to Feb. 14 that it would pay for all
marriage licenses applied for in Rock County
on that day. The station also interviewed
and gave gifts to applicants.
WCKY's program director, Paul Miller,
took a tape recorder along to Cincinnati's
marriage license bureau and interviewed
more than 50 couples taking advantage
of the station's free license offer.

WALT

Ups Power,

Goes

Show

Goes

Behind

Curtain

NBC-TV's Bob Hope Show will originate
April 5 (9-10 p.m.) from Moscow, the network announced last week. Mr. Hope is
en route to the U. S. S. R. to film the onehour program in a Moscow theatre before
an audience of officials of the U. S. Embassy
and the Russian government with their
families. Johnson Motors, through J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is the agency.
KFLY

Promotes

State Centennial

KFLY Corvallis, Ore., is promoting the
Oregon Centennial, to be observed next
year, by giving presidents of state broadcaster associations certificates of appointment as ambassadors-at-large. Certificates
were presented last week at NAB's Conference of State Presidents in Washington
by Dave Hoss of KFLY, head of the Oregon
association and a member of the centennial
promotion committee.

Play Cupid

Cupid played paymaster for more than
180 listeners to WDGY Minneapolis, WBEL
Beloit, Wis., and WCKY Cincinnati when
the stations independently undertook to pick
up the tab for marriage licenses applied

through act of station,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.

Hope

Calling
To mark the occasion of a power increase to 10 kw, WALT Tampa, Fla., staged
a 10-day "Big 10" promotion. WALT paid
a visit to the local auto show for a day of
remote broadcasting and dispensed theatre
passes, records, ballpoint pens, home permanents and free drinks to a record attendance ofmore than 6.000 people. Following this, disc jockey Bob Walters set up shop
in a Tampa Plymouth dealer's showroom
window and again distributed gifts to the
visitors attracted there. The sale of six new

MISS GREATER SPOKANE (Clara
Erickson), selected by more than 50,000 KXLY-TV Spokane viewers from
250 other contestants, is pictured receiving a bouquet from Richard E.
Jones, KXLY-AM-TV's vice president-general manager. Prizes accompanying the title: a $1,000 wardrobe,
$500 cash, use of a 1958 automobile
for a year, a one-year salaried contract with KXLY-AM-TV, expensepaid trip to Hollywood and New York
to appear in live network telecasts
and other gifts. Miss Erickson was officially crowned the first Miss Greater
Spokane by Washington Gov. Albert
D. Rosellini.
Broadcasting

every
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Every announcement,
every element of programming that you donate
counts in the 1958 Cancer Crusade.
Our

Crusade

messages could help those

stricken by cancer seek treatment
Time
Your

before it is too late.

is vital in the saving of human

cooperation

bring the ultimate

lives.

also helps raise funds which
conquest

of cancer that much

will
closer.

Here's how we can help you help us.
RADIO:

Free

shows. We

transcribed

spot announcements;

provide full programming,

spot announcement

copy; transcribed

plus inserts for already established

programs.

TELEVISION: Free 20-second and 1 -minute film spots, including stars, news, weather
and sports spots; flip board slides and telops; copy for live announcements. For further
information,

consult the American
AMERICAN

Cancer
CANCER

Society Unit
SOCIETY/

in your community
Radio

and

521 West 57 Street, New

Broadcasting

or write to:

Television

Section

York 19, New

York
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Nice

slot for spot buyers on the lookout

From

on

the

4:00

for something

to

Voice

good

in Atlanta

radio

6:00

of

the

Here's an afternoon segment that enables you to reach women
the home, men and women on the way home — and a goodly

South

in

number of young people, too. First hour is called "Contact".
Mr. Contact and his researchers find the answer to any question
by contacting authoritative sources. Phone rings its head off,

Paul McClay

but "Contact"

WSB

hasn't been stumped yet. Interspersed
is satisfying music, news every half hour. At 5:00 "Music Man"
takes over to hold the home audience while introducing a

Radio's "Mr. Contact'

change of pace which captures the homeward-bound motorist.
More music, sports, stock markets, traffic reports, weather,
news — plus direct flashes from mobile radio units
patrolling the city. Contact your Petry man for complete
details. A few choice availabilities are open.

■Jerry Vandeventer

WSB Radio and WSB-TV are affiliated with
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.
NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry.

WSB Radio's
"Music Man "
WSB
The
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MEMO

I
from

Tv

KAI JORGENSEN,

chairman

doesn't

have

One September Sunday afternoon a
couple of years ago I knocked off whatever Iwas doing to watch the final baseball game of the Pacific Coast League
season on tv. It was an exciting situation;
the race had been close that year; the
league championship was still at stake at
game time. And it was still at stake when
1 the game ended — a sudden-death playoff was scheduled for the following day in
i
1 San Diego.
Before the announcement was finished
I I was on the phone calling Fred Jordan,
advertising manager of Richfield Oil
Corp. If we could get it, would Richfield
I

like to sponsor the play-off? He'd been
watching too and no explanations were
I needed. Yes, go to it and good luck. I
1 had it; the station manager was at home.
W
He wasn't sure whether the three advertisers who had sponsored the telecasts
;s;i
during
the season — Chesterfield, Pabst
i
lis and Ford — had arranged for any such
1 contingency or not and whether they'd
want to co-sponsor the playoff. If they
S
didn't, it was Richfield's.
B
The long distance phones started buzzing, but without waiting for the decision
we started our announcer on his way to
San Diego. Without going into a play-byplay account of the following hours,
1
which to me at least were even more exciting than the game itself, I'll get to the
end of the story. The three national adI
vertisers and their agencies couldn't
make the necessary arrangements for the
additional sponsorship in time. Richfield
sponsored
the playoff.
i
If anyone thought the sudden switch in
baseball sponsorship surprising, I never
heard of it. Chances are, no one did.
People
on the West Coast are used to
5s"
watching special events on tv, courtesy of

i

1

Richfield. And not just sports. Richfield's
roster includes the signing of the Japanese
peace treaty, the return of General MacArthur (and what a success that was. Apparently everyone who couldn't get out
to greet him in person watched it all on
tv, and Richfield got mail by the ton),
the Republican and Democratic national
conventions (in competition with the national tv network) and the announcement
of the Salk vaccine for polio.
Televising the Salk announcement was
something different, a real departure from
usual tv fare, an event devoid of cheering crowds and martial music; a program
that was certain to be solemn and might
even be dull. But its importance to every
parent seemed so vital that Richfield took
the psychological risk (not to mention the
technical one of the special hookup that
brought the event all the way from Ann
Arbor, Mich., to the coast) so that pa-

Broadcasting

of the board and executive vice president, Hixson

to

be

national

rents could see and hear not just a report
of what the man said but the man himself saying it.
That's not the whole Richfield story,
nor is Richfield the only Hixson &
Jorgensen client whose broadcast approach to the public has been by a new
and specially charted route, not necessarily the public-event-presented-as-apublic-service trail followed by Richfield.
There's the Citizens Bank, a solid, conservative organization whose officers were
hard to convince that they should use tv
at all, let alone sponsor a young pianist's
weekly sustaining half-hour on a local
station. But they finally agreed to try it
for 13 weeks and soon the demand for
studio tickets was so large that they distributed them through a different branch
bank each week. The offer of a special
phonograph record not on sale but available only to people who opened a new
account for $100 or more brought
thousands upon thousands of new depositors and a long term contract for
Liberace, who gratefully and graciously
continued his local live show for them
long after his syndicated filmed program
made him a national tv star.
I could go on, but I think I've made my
point. It's simply this: A local advertiser
like Citizens or a regional advertiser like
Richfield can't compete with the big national advertisers in buying big-name entertainment and top time on tv or radio.
If they're going to use the broadcast
media for anything but spot announcements (and we buy lots of those too),
they've got to be pioneers, to experiment
with new program patterns, to do something with a local or regional appeal
that can't
easily be duplicated at the national level.
When it comes off, it's very good;
when the gods are with you, it can be
great. A few weeks back we got one of
our accounts (Arrowhead spring water) to
co-sponsor the tv coverage of the HoadGonzales tennis match in Los Angeles.

to

& Jorgensen

pay

off

We didn't foresee that a second set of
games would raise viewer interest
fever pitch and extend the air time
minutes past its anticipated sign-off,

46
to
90
at

no extra cost to Arrowhead, but that's
what happened. (But we did remember
what had happened when a network cut
off a golf tournament with the decisive
putt still rolling and we obtained a guarantee that Arrowhead and the tv audience
would get the whole affair including the
referee's call of game, set and match.)
But it doesn't always come off. A main
fuse blew and knocked Success Story
(weekly salutes to successful business
concerns, telecast from their plants) off
the air for a full three minutes during the
program's visit to the Los Angeles Times.
Another night, a power failure blacked
the show out completely, leaving our
host company of the evening with the
cost of keeping his plant open at night,
his employes on duty (and on overtime),
with nothing in return but the abject
apologies of the show's sponsor.
The advertiser must realize that experimenting, bydefinition, is risky. If
he doesn't, and gets caught in full view of
the tv audience holding an empty hat but
no rabbit, the agency who sold him the
idea without pointing out the risk involved will probably lose the account. I
can't emphasize too strongly that if the
client is at all dubious about a new tv
program idea, at all fearful that the damage of a slip-up would be greater than the
value of success, the only thing for the
agency to do is to withdraw the suggestion and forget it.
Television's rapid growth and its spectacular success is apt to make us forget
that tv land was only discovered by advertising 10 years ago and that it is still
largely unexplored, let alone exploited.
The regional agency with a prospecting
bent, the regional client who, recognizing
the risk, is still willing to grubstake a tv
expedition, have a good chance of striking a lode that will pay off handsomely.

Kai Jorgensen, b. May 7, 1907, Valley City, N. D. Completed Otis Art Institute, 1926. One of his first jobs was in
display department of Richfield Oil Co., account he now
supervises at Hixson & Jorgensen. He joined H&J (then
Hixson-O'Donnell) in 1937 as art director, rejoined the
agency in 1947 after the war. Became a principal in the
agency in 1948, when agency became H&J, is now executive vice president and chairman of the board. During his
career has been past president of the Los Angeles Art
Directors Club, the Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn., and director of the Southern California chapter
of AAAA.
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EDITORIALS
Frey

Basing

Point
SO NOW the Frey Report is out, and advertisers, agencies and
media had better take a long, sober look at it.
I here can be little doubt that, as the authors say, the 424-page
report brings together more information about the advertising
business than has ever been assembled in one place before. It lets
advertisers and agencies, and to some extent media, say what they
reallj think Ol one another. Thus it brings the problems of agencyclient relationships out into the light and undertakes to present
pertinent factors needed to examine and solve them sensibly. The
mosl nettling problem, naturally, is that of agency compensation.
What will come of the report is an unanswerable question. Its
last sentence suggests that 'only one thing seems certain — compensation arrangements of the future will be much more realistic
than they have been in the past." But this doesn't necessarily mean
the 15% commission is dead. As co-author Albert Frey noted at a
news conference, it merely means that negotiations are going to be
more careful — so that, even if the 15% is retained, advertisers and
agencies will have a better idea of why it's 15 and not some other
percentage.
In an exclusive tape-recorded interview with Broadcasting
editors, published last Monday. Prof. Frey said that to him the most
important feature of the study was the fact that it had been done
in the first place, giving practitioners a starting point for individual
improvement of relations. We are inclined to agree with this diagnosis and also with Prof. Frey's estimate that the full extent of
the report's usefulness probably won't be known for a long time.
Changes, if any, will crystallize gradually in negotiations between
advertisers and their agencies individually.
Meanwhile, both friend and foe of the 15% system will be smart
to study the report carefully — even if they disagree with part of
it. This applies equally to media, for it is from media that agencies
get their commission. The historic system cannot be changed
bilaterally by the advertisers and the agencies. Media must have a
voice in it too. Their rate structures are fundamentally involved
and any major change could create major problems.
Skirmish

Won;

Battle

Ahead

THE FCC, alter prolonged procrastination, finally has postponed
its consideration of applications for pay-tv tests until 30 days
after this session of Congress adjourns, which to all intents means
the balance of 1958. The FCC had no alternative.
Two committees of Congress responsible for communications
legislation had decreed that the FCC should not assume jurisdiction
until and unless it is specifically instructed to do so, on obvious
grounds that national policy is involved and that Congress is responsible for enunciating policy. Hearings had been held by the
House Commerce Committee, resulting in a request to the FCC
to postpone consideration of the proposed tests. The Senate Commerce Committee, by a somewhat closer vote, took similar action.
It also plans hearings — but on legislation which, if passed, would
preclude imposition of charges for tv reception.
It is not surprising that a great hue and cry should erupt from
the proponents of pay tv, who allege "deliberate misrepresentation"
and use of the "big lie technique" by broadcasters. These are the
same interests who for years have been deluging members of Congress, women's clubs, veterans' organizations and newspapers with
propaganda in favor of pay tv and who. in the past few months,
have hired just about every foot-loose lobbyist in Washington to
peddle the pay-tv myth.
They were stunned to find that broadcasters, within a few weeks,
were able to turn the Congressional tide by telling the audiences
the facts and the consequences of toll tv as they saw them. Because of the manifest nationwide interest, there were network
forums and debates. Many stations used their facilities locally.
Meanwhile, many newspapers published editorials supporting
toll tv — as they have done for months. The columnists increased
their pace and preponderantly were for the tests. Zenith saw to it
that reprints of all of these columns and comments got to Congress,
the FCC and to its general mailing list running into the thousands.
It's true that some stations editorialized against the tests and
in favor of the Congressional action that eventuated. It is.their
prerogative to editoralize under the FCC edict of nine years ago
growing out of the so-called Mayflower decision. The "other side"
Page 106
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"Must he where their medical shows originate!

has been presented in the forums and interviews— and in the press
which, if one is to believe the Zenith propaganda, is overwhelmingly
in favor of the tests.
The fight isn't over. Only the first skirmish has been won. The
protagonists will go all out in the Senate hearings, just as they did
in the House a few weeks ago. Broadcasters cannot afford to let
down their guard until affirmative legislation, which will prevent
the pirating of the public's free television programming, is enacted.
Canon
35's Day in Court
ruling body of the American Bar
Delegates,
of
House
THE
Assn., acted wisely last week in turning down a proposal by
one of its own committees to by-pass the basic principles of
American justice. The House refused to accept a committee report that would have perpetuated the ABA's pre-television ban
against visual-audio reporting of court trials. This report was submitted by a committee that had made no effort whatever to gather
evidence on the merits of the case.
Impressive arguments by broadcast and newspaper spokesmen,
plus warnings by ABA's own members, convinced the House that
continuation of the ban (Canon 35) without proper study of the
ways visual-audio media can cover a trial would have exposed
this official arm of the judiciary to charges of acting with prejudice
and without a fair review of the facts.
While many broadcasters feel it will be necessary to sire a whole
new generation of lawyers and judges before long-time prejudices
against radio and tv disappear, those directing the role of media
in the controversy refuse to lose the battle by default. Robert D.
Swezey, lawyer and broadcaster (WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans),
told the House in plain terms why the NAB and the Radio-Television News Directors Assn. were opposed to the committee's plan.
This plan would have modified Canon 35's wording slightly without
removing its flat ban against radio-tv in the courtroom. Elisha
Hanson, representing print and photographic interests, ably presented the newspaper side and at the same time affirmatively argued
the right of electronic media to cover trials.
The ABA House took an unprecedented step when it agreed to
let outside interests be heard in an official meeting. It showed a
willingness to consider the facts before acting — a judicial precaution
that the canon revision committee had deliberately ignored.
The House took official notice, after ABA President Charles S.
Rhyne brought up the matter, that another ABA agency had been
snubbed by the canon committee. This was the ABA Bar-Media
Conference Committee which has been studying the visual-audio
problem under direction of its chairman, Judge Walter M. Bastian,
of the U. S. Court of Appeals, District of Columbia.
A potential tragedy was avoided by the House action last Monday.
The serious task of determining the proper relationship of judicial
processes and modern media should be performed professionally.
It should be conducted by an impartial investigating body under
foundation financing.
Broadcasting
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to work!

Timebuyer Henrietta Hickenlooper picks WJAR-TV
because WJAR-TV
has
a corner on quality feature films in the Providence market — the cream of the
crop from 20th Century Fox, Warner Brothers, Selznick, MGM, RKO, Columbia, United Artists !
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NBC's Field Intensity measurements
in Flint prove
.0
what Flint people have long known . . . WNEM-TV
has the greatest Grade "A" signal penetration of any
station in the area. 9 times greater than its nearest
competitor!
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kprc-tv

best

If you use television or radio for Houston
more effective than one as a pain reliever.

sales woes, two

stations are

Better still is one other station and KPRC-TV. This combination
pain relief plus relief for other miseries as well.

gives

But — for fastest, surest relief — for feelable relief almost instantly
from the symptoms of sagging sales charts and selling woes, take two
doses of KPRC-TV.

' Channel 2
Houston
FOR
SYMPTOMATIC
RELIEF
OFHEADACHES
SAGGING SALES
AND FIGURES,
OTHER
ADVERTISING PAINS AND
MISERIES
p
k rc-tv

KPRC-TV ... 1. gives effective relief from sneezing, sniffling, stuffy
prospects ... 2. helps ease raw and irritated clients ... 3. calms that tiring,
ache-all-over feeling ... 4. gets into the mind's
you to a larger audience in Houston.

eye fast ... 5. sells for

Ask your accounts to examine the KPRC-TV prescription. They'll agree
with you that KPRC-TV in Houston is powerful, fast, effective.

tv

Kprc-

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager

•

JACK McGREW, Station Manager

•

EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives
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DALLAS

JANUARY-FEBRUARY,

For years, KLIF has led all other stations in Dallas
in audience ratings around the clock, seven days a
week.

1958

Now, KLIF ratings not only exceed those of all other
Dallas stations combined, KLIF has also become the

47.25%

ALL-DAY

AVERAGE— 7:00 A.M.-6:00

MONDAY

*

THROUGH

highest-rated radio station in the top 25 markets of
the entire United States! Here — surely — is the guarantee of penetration that makes advertising pav
off . . . BIG!!

P.M.

SATURDAY

Take a look at the stations listed below. They are
the affiliated stations of the famed Texas Triangle
. . . and they have one big thing in common. Every
one of these stations is the leading station in its market
according to the latest audience measurements of both
C. E. Hooper and Pulse! Four of them are McLendon
Stations. Think it over, then

C. E. HOOPER
. . . Latest Radio Audience
25 Markets

of United

Measurements

in First

States
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KRLD-TV

:

CHANNEL

i

covers

4

one-seventh

DALLAS

of

Texas'

area

BUT

28%

of all Texas'

people

30%

of all Texas'

income

31%

of Texas'

retail sales

1/3 of all Texas'
PIUS
5

OKLA.

TV

homes

COUNTIES

KRLD-TV, Channel 4, telecasting with maximum power from atop
Texas' tallest tower, sends its strong clear signal into 47 Texas counties . . .
plus 5 in Oklahoma. This is the greatest area coverage of any Texas television station. BUT . . . what is more significant is KRLD-TV's coverage in
terms of PEOPLE, INCOME, RETAIL SALES and TV HOMES. In
those terms, a map such as just above gives a more accurate picture. The
KRLD-TV Texas area contains 2,570,500 people who spend $3,332,054,000 annually of a Consumer Spendable Income of $4,270,706,000. There
are more than 644,000 TV homes in this area. Truly, KRLD-TV CBS
television for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in the biggest market
in the biggest state.
Sources: Consumer Markets, Dec. 15,
1957. TV homes based on
Texas TV Reports.
KRLD-TV is the television service
of The Dallas Times Herald, owners
and operators of KRLD Radio, the
only full-time 50,000 watt station in
Dallas-Fort Worth. The Branham
Company, national representatives.
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JOHN W. RUNYON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CLYDE W. REMBERT, PRESIDENT

Broadcasting

closed

ABC ADMINISTRATOR • That idea of
appointing overall administrative head for
ABC-TV and ABN [Closed Circuit, Dec.
16, 1957] has finally jelled. At meeting of
AB-PT board today (Monday), James G.
Riddell, president of AB-PT's WXYZ-AMTV Detroit, is slated for election as executive vice president of ABC on temporary
if not permanent basis [Networks, Feb.
24]. Oliver Treyz and Robert Eastman,
presidents of ABC-TV and ABN respectively, will report to Mr. Riddell. Mr. Riddell will report to Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of both AB-PT and ABC.
•
In tumult over ch. 10 Miami testimony
and resignation of FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack, other matters under investigation by House Oversight Subcommittee
have been temporarily forgotten.. But
they'll be resurrected soon. For example,
Frank M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC Washington vice president, is due to testify this
week on "loans" of RCA color sets to FCC
members. Mr. Russell was among first
witnesses called at original committee
hearings, but he never got to stand.
•
HELP WANTED • While White House is
screening prospective candidates for FCC
vacancy created by forced resignation of
Comr. Richard A. Mack, Democrat, there's
no certainty that nomination will be
promptly forthcoming. President Eisenhower may await further developments
growing out of House Oversight Committee
investigation which conceivably could bring
additional severances from Commission.
•
Although White House has steadfastly
backed FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer,
there is disposition to await his further
testimony (possibly next week) before determining what's to be done. Reports have
become widespread that Comr. Frederick
W. Ford, appointed last summer, will be
"rotated" into chairmanship with Mr.
Doerfer to continue as member. But observers do not rule out possibility that
there may be new appointee to chairmanship, in addition to Democrat who will
fill Mack vacancy.
•
UHF

BLUES • Are CBS and NBC reaching point of despairing of successful operation of their owned uhf tv stations? Bleak
reports heard during past few months were
corroborated by CBS Inc. President Frank
Stanton in testimony last week before FCC
Network Study hearing [see page 36], and
NBC is expected to tell substantially same
story in testimony this week. Questions
from bench drew from Dr. Stanton admission that that network's uhf owned stations
(ch. 19 WXIX-TV Milwaukee and ch. 18
WHCT [TV] Hartford) "are no bed of
roses."

NBC's owned uhf stations are ch. 17
WBUF (TV) Buffalo and ch. 30 WNBC
(TV) New Britain-Hartford. In each of
markets, network owned uhf's are competing with at least two vhf's (in Milwaukee it's three) and are suffering businesswise, despite network-ownership and full
network schedules. In Milwaukee ch. 6
WITI operates independently and recently
was signed for spot representation by
John Blair & Co. In Buffalo, ch. 7 is
awaiting final FCC decision and would be
third vhf in market. In Hartford-New
Haven area ch. 3 WTIC-TV is operating
independently.
•
FILM TAXES • City of New York is
getting ready to collect hundreds of thousands of dollars in sales taxes on television
films, under formula worked out quietly
around first of year. In case of films on networks, it's 3% of 15% of cost of film or
film rental; for film on New York local
stations, 3% of 65% of cost. Networks
presumably pass added expense along to
advertisers as part of cost, wherever possible; where advertisers or agencies contract for films directly, tax is payable by
them. Formula was worked out by negotiation and is retroactive to time each network or station started using films. City
tax official said most if not all stations,
as well as all networks, had accepted plan;
was blunt about what might happen to any
who protested. "Then we'll collect 3%
100%," he told Broadcasting.
•

of

Tax prospect (see above) has had some
network film sponsors thinking of having
their film originations transferred to, say,
Chicago to avoid New York levy, though
some sources indicate such talk has tapered off since exact formula was arrived
at. Networks especially might also find
advantage in another sort of "exodus."
WATV (TV) Newark, because of its New
Jersey location, is exempt from tax even
though it transmits from Empire State
Bldg. Tower same as all six New York
stations. Presumably, then, networks (and
stations) could exempt themselves by
opening film-origination studios across
Hudson.
STARS AND STATIONS • Re-entry of
Mary Pickford-Charles (Buddy) Rogers in
broadcasting business through purchase of
KFBI Wichita for $450,000 (see page
86) understood to mark beginning of project by couple toward acquisition of additional radio and television properties. Mr.
and Mrs. Rogers formerly held onethird interest in ch. 12 WSJS-TV WinstonSalem but disposed of it to principal owners, Piedmont Publishing Co. (Gordon
Gray interests) several months ago.
•
KFBI

acquisition

by

Mr.

and Mrs.

circuit.

Rogers is in tempo with trend of Hollywood personalities in acquiring broadcast
properties. First of celebrities to become
multiple station owner was Gene Autry
(KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix; KOPO-AM-TV
Tucson; KMPC Los Angeles and KSFO
San Francisco). Others with substantial
interests now include Bing Crosby (principally ch. 13 KCOP Los Angeles); Bob
Hope (minority interest in KOA-AM-TV
Denver) and Frank Sinatra (KJR Seattle.
KXL Portland, Ore.; KNEW Spokane).
•
HARDER STEEL • With steel sales declining, U. S. Steel Corp. is understood to
be revamping its advertising from institutional approach to "progressive" pitch with
distinct consumer angle. Viewers of CBSTV's U. S. Steel Hour may already have
noticed slight changes in corporate "USS"
logo, are due to see yet another "new corporate face" late this month as U. S. Steel,
working with researcher Alfred Politz, its
agency, BBDO, and industrial design firm
of Lippincott & Margulies, introduces new
slogan. It is departure from old "only steel
can do so many jobs so well" to "steel
lightens your work . . . brightens your
future . . . widens your world." In effect,
U. S. Steel is borrowing page from ad book
of Aluminum Co. of America which two
years ago scrapped "all-corporate" approach for direct consumer hook with
distinct ALCOA emblem.
•
How radio may be effectively utilized to
move "offbeat" and expensive product is
being graphically demonstrated in Chicago
by Cook County Mobile Homes. Trailer
firm has increased volume to more than
million dollars in six years (from 36 to
well over 1,000 trailer sales per year),
thanks only to daily dj program (no other
medium is used). Company claims to be
largest dealer in world for what is described as mushrooming mobile home
business. Program is aired on WMAQ
Chicago nightly (11:05-15).
•
RKO
radio
under
Allen

RETRENCHMENTS • RKO TelePictures, New York, which has been
scrutiny for some months by Booz,
& Hamilton, management consultant, reportedly is set to implement belttightening moves — within about two weeks
— covering radio-tv, motion picture and recording company operations. As result of
BA&H findings it's expected several top
level radio-tv executives of RKO stations
both on East and West coast will be reassigned or released, along with other personnel. Cut-back also is slated to encompass parent organization itself. RKO Teleradio stations are WOR-AM-TV New
York, WNAC-AM-TV Boston, KHJ-AMTV Los Angeles, KFRC San Francisco,
WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis and WGMS
Washington.
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Meredith

stations

advertising

homer

Use a slide rule, use a rating, ask your

dealers,

or use any other time-buying aid . . . you'll
probably arrive at the same answer . . . the
Meredith Station in Kansas City, Syracuse,
Phoenix, Omaha and Tulsa is your best buy.
Advertising on The Meredith Stations gets results . . . your advertising gets HOME.
The
station managers or their representatives can
give you

SYRACUSE

KCMO
WHEN

PHOENIX

KPHO

OMAHA

WOW

TULSA

KRMG

KANSAS

CITY

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With
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WEEK
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BRIEF

Networks' Answering Volley — Networks attack Barrow Report recommendations as open hearings start before FCC.
Stanton warns if option time removed network future in
doubt; Goldenson sees financial shoals ahead for ABC if
network has to divest any owned and operated stations. NBC
executives due to testify this week. Page 27.

J. Walter Thompson's Tv Rating ABCs — Both the experts
and the uninitiated in the use of television ratings will find
something for them in this basic and comprehensive study
on what ratings are, their limitations and how to apply them
for optimum results. Page 37.
A Strong Door Against Ad Taxes — Maryland Gov. McKeldin signs into law measure that will forbid singling out
of advertising for special levies. Page 50.

The Corporate Image — BBDO's Foreman would step up
monthly network specials. ABC-TV has not accepted "advertiser rotation" concept but continues to hold talks with Foreman. In speech, BBDO executive urges joint action by networks and advertisers to upgrade tv show quality. Page 54.
Benton & Bowles Deserts Madison for Fifth — Agency moves
into lavish new quarters in New York's newest skyscraper:
666 Fifth Ave. Office space includes one of most "formidable"
installations of radio-tv equipment in country. Page 56.
Echoes Across the Capitol — House FCC investigators hear
scathing attack on several senators for activities in Miami
ch. 10 case as officials of National Airlines defend their actions; subcommittee hires new chief counsel; star witness
Whiteside appears before federal grand jury under subpoena.

Idea Men Match Wits — Ways to improve local public service programming discussed and developed at second annual
program creative conference held by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in Baltimore. Editorializing scanned; Susskind
sees gloomy future for tv unless something's done. Page 78.
Hammer Reassures MBS Affiliates — Board chairman-president tells stations that removal of President Roberts stemmed
from differences over programming, emphasizes confidence
in Mutual's success. Network officials to meet with affiliates
advisory group March 28. Page 88.
Strike Weapon Readied — SAG members are asked to authorize strike action in case negotiations with filmed commercial producers break down. Page 90.
Telemovies Rebound Claimed — Bartlesville home-movie system reported rallying after crisis from subscriber cancellations.
Page 91.

What's New Technically? — Industry's engineers to take a
deep look into latest equipment and processes at 12th annual
NAB Broadcasting Engineering Conference April 28-May 1
at Los Angeles. Page 92.

NAB Gets Ready for March 24 Elections — Seven members
on the NAB Radio Board are renominated. Nominations
made for five other Radio Board spots. Page 92.
Better Times for Set Makers? — Investment advisers see balance between production and sales of tv sets as receiver manufacturers climb out of their own private business recession.
Page 94.

Pages 64, 72.
Schwartz Suggests Federal Agency Reforms — Fired chief
counsel of House Legislative Oversight Committee, back in
New York from Washington, tells what he thinks is wrong
with the government regulatory agency system in address to
Overseas Press Club. The men who run such bodies should

No Tryout Towns on Tv Road — William
B. Lewis, president of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
turns a searchlight on the need for faster
evaluation of television programs and shortrun commitments. Page 113.

be more like judges than politicians, he avers, and should be
insulated from political or other influences. He suggests remedies. Page 73.
BMI Battle Lines Formed — Hearings on Smathers bill divorcing broadcasters from ownership in BMI begin tomorrow
before Senate subcommittee. Proponents of the measure to
fire first salvos with over 75 witnesses scheduled to appear
during course of hearings. Page 76.
Moves

Against Secrecy in Government — House Government Operations Committee approves measure to remove

some of the hush-hush from governmental activities; meanwhile, Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, investigating in the same field, hears testimony from Attorney General
William P. Rogers, who criticizes the House bill. Page 76.
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WHB's

IT'S

A

AND

audience.

96-county

WHB

world

PULSE

WHB is first in 432 of 432 quarter hours 6 a.m. bracket. And, WHB is the dominant first among
to midnight
(Pulse, Kansas City 96-county every important audience-type !
area
.6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through T(dk fQ ft BMr man
_ or WHB General Man.
y).
ager George W. Armstrong.
Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or
♦situated in Missouri, Kansas and
Hooper . . . whether it be Area Nielsen or Pulse
. . . WHB is the dominant first throughout . . .
with audience shares consistently in the 40%

WHB

IC3IN1S
TODAY'S
RAD
TODD STORZ, PRESIDE
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TOD

AY ' S SELLING
CE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

KANSAS

CITY

10,000 watts, 710 kc.

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

ABN

EXPLORES

PRESS

ABC's radio network (ABN) held secret
meeting Friday with six leading broadcasters to discuss possible conversion of network to press association type of operation.
Under proposals, which reportedly are
only in exploratory stage, network would
supply live program service built around
backbone of news to subscribing stations in
top 100 markets. Costs of operation would
be borne by one of at least three means:
( 1 ) straight subscription fees paid by stations as they now pay AP, UP or INS for
news wires; (2) smaller subscription fees
augmented by revenue from national advertising sold on networks; (3) subscription
fees plus revenue from co-op advertising.
If network undertook to sell national network advertising, it would take commission,
probably 15%. Rest of money would go to
stations.
ABN officials think such service would
cost around $4.1 million per year, including
$1.5 million in line charges. With 100 stations on string, that would mean average
subscription of $41,000 per year per station, if straight subscription system were
used.
Friday meeting was held at New York's
Lombardy Hotel under chairmanship of

GRAND
AS

JURY

SCOPE

TO

OF

Investigations of FCC

PROBE

FCC

broadened Friday

Stressing action is not "a sweeping probe
of the FCC," Justice spokesman said several witnesses will be subpoenaed to appear
this week before Federal Grand Jury in
connection with unnamed FCC case. Also,
he said, records of Thurman A. Whiteside
and Charles Shelden turned over to Grand
Jury last week will be impounded for detailed FBI study.
Records concerned financial dealings be-

PLAN

Robert Eastman, ABN president. Present
were ABC affiliates Roger Clipp, of Triangle stations (WFIL Philadelphia and others); Otto Brandt, of King Broadcasting Co.
(KING Seattle and others); Alex Keese, of
WFAA Dallas, and Robert Jones, of WFBR
Baltimore; and independents William McGrath, of WHDH
Boston, and Chet
Thomas, of KXOK St. Louis.
Mr. Eastman reportedly told broadcasters
that American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, parent of ABC, would underwrite
costs of press association type of radio
network if project had reasonable chance
of making some return at end of two years.
Those who attended Friday meeting
agreed to give proposal serious study and
to meet again at undetermined date.
This is not first time press association
type of radio network service has been
considered. Year ago, before Mutual was
sold by Tom O'Neil, executives of that
network considered converting it to service for which stations would pay. Basic
research used in Mutual considerations was
survey of broadcasters by Broadcasting
(Nov. 26, 1956) which showed substantial
sentiment favoring press association type of
network service.

SECOND

INQUIRY

with Justice Dept. disclosure that "another
facet" of Commission will come under
Grand Jury scrutiny. Justice spokesman declined to further identify new scope of inquiry other than to say it does not concern
Miami ch. 10 grant to National Airlines,
already under Justice, FBI and House investigations.
In letters of authorization assigning four
attorneys to case, Attorney General William
Rogers stated department has been informed "unknown persons" attempted bribery, fraud, perjury and conspiracy against
government. Attorneys include Robert J.
Rosthal, J. Frank Cunningham, William P.
Clancey and James J. Sullivan. New probe
is of broad nature, including former as well
as present commissioners.

March 10, 1958

ASSOCIATION

deadline

IS

TV

GRANT

WIDENED

tween Miami attorney Whiteside and former
FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and files of
Miami insurance agencies Stembler-Shelden
and Andar Inc. Testimony during House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee hearings in ch. 10 case developed that Mr.
Whiteside gave Mr. Mack financial interests
in two agencies from which Mr. Mack realized approximately $10,000.
After appearing before Grand Jury Thursday, along with insurance partner Shelden,
under subpoena (see page 64), Mr. Whiteside volunteered further personal records
Friday. He has been directed to return again
tomorrow (Tuesday) at 2:30 p.m. He is
scheduled to testify today (Monday) for
second time before House subcommittee on
role he played in ch. 10 case.
H. Earl Barber, legal assistant to Comr.
Mack at FCC and former law associate of
Mr. Whiteside, has been subpoenaed by
Grand Jury for Thursday appearance.
Adams

To NBC

Board

Election of David C. Adams, executive
vice president, corporate relations, NBC, to
network's board of directors, is to be announced today (Monday) by NBC President

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 37.

SWIFT TO BURNETT • Swift & Co.,
Chicago, placing Allsweet margarine, Vigoro
and End-O products for United States and
Canada with Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, effective June 1, according to Ray Weber, advertising manager. Products represent bulk
of business released by J. Walter Thompson Co. — estimated $3 million of $3V^-4
million budget of which 25% is radio-tv.
Pard dogfood, Swift peanut butter, Jewell
salad oil-shortening and Swiftning still unassigned.
RADIO FOR CHEVY • Chevrolet Div. of
General Motors, Detroit, is shifting into
high gear in its first extensive spot radio use
in five years. National campaign now underway is expected to reach more than 300
markets. Contracts are for indefinite time.
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, is agency.
INSURANCE FOR TV • Tv test for National Assn. of Insurance Agents last year
has paid off. NAIA is about to plunge headlong into video with 130 market NBC-TV
lineup on Today (effective March 31), backed
with 40-market tv spot campaign lasting
9-13 weeks. Association will hiatus during
summer, returning in early fall for another
13-week
push. Agency: Doremus & Co.,
N.
Y.
RADIO-TV CAMPAIGN • Nehi Corp.,
Columbus, O., for its Nehi Royal Crown
cola, has started spot schedule in 75 to 100
radio markets and about 200 television markets. Length of contract still undetermined.
Compton Adv., N. Y., is agency.
ONE FOR TEA • Japanese Tea Growers
seeking entry into expanding U. S. tea
consuming market [Advertisers & Agencies, March 3] reportedly are asking
for radio availabilities through their one-man
agency, Ikeda Adv., Larchmont, N. Y. Plans
are for April kick-off.
NEW ACCOUNT • Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago and New York, appointed
to service Weco Products Co.'s new Dr.
West push-button (Aerosol) toothpaste.
KM&J already handles Chicago headquartered company's Ivo division (Skeeto-Go
mosquito
Cold-Sore). repellant, Lip-Ivo Chapstick and

Robert W. Sarnoff. Mr. Adams, member of
NBC executive council, was named executive
vice president in 1956 to head station relations and planning departments and Washington office.
March 10, 1958 • Page 9
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at

Salant: Barrow

A. SCHNEIDER, first vice president, Columbia Pictures, elected president, succeeding HARRY COHN, who died Feb. 27.
RALPH M. COHN, vice president and
general manager of Screen Gems Inc., tv
film subsidiary of Columbia, elected president of SG and vice president of parent
company.

deadline

B. LOWELL

Proposals
BENTON

Close to Utility Concept
Richard S. Salant, CBS vice president, told
FCC Friday that network had no objection
to having chain broadcast rules apply directly but vigorously protested, in principle, regulation ofnetworks by FCC.
CBS executive, in peppery denunciation
of Barrow Report recommendations, charged
that report opened door to interference with
business judgment of networks through concern with what it called public interest. He
told Commissioners that direct FCC network

regulation would encompass power over network programming, network relations with
advertisers and network relations with stations.
Tone of some passages of report. Salant
said, apparently aims at giving Commission
powers over programming beyond overall
program balance. He referred to statements
by Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio), author of bill
to regulate networks, indicating that one
"checkrein" to inimpose
was tonews
e unbiased
purpossure
broadcasts. He alluded
to communication from another legislator
who asked how CBS treats segregation and
integration issue, pointedly implying that
his votes on network regulation bills would

be swayed by network's answer to this question.
If government gets into business side of
network operations, Mr. Salant warned, it
is possible that networks will be ordered to
take certain business solely "in the public
interest" as viewed by regulators. And. CBS
vice president added, affiliation policies
would be subject to momentary Commission allocation policies rather than to realistic policy. He said networks as they exist
today would be destroyed. "The concept is
dangerously close to public utility regulation
of networks," he said, adding rules not in
existence are followed by networks though
they are written to apply to stations.
Public decides in end, Mr. Salant said,
with no network able to exist for long unless
it met public interest.
William B. Lodge, CBS station relations
vice president, was questioned on affiliation
practices and must-buy policies. He said CBS
would welcome five-year affiliation rights
but would not use it with all affiliates. Answering Comr. Craven on uhf attitude, he
said. "I wish I had the foresight to look
ahead 10 to 20 years. As of now I do not
see how uhf can replace vhf in its ability to
serve the public. Many areas depend on
uhf: it must be kept as part of the service."
He agreed with Comrs. Hyde and Doerfer,
respectively, that uhf can provide service
but is not as good as vhf in coverage and
penetration of natural obstacles. Answering
another query, he said there must be barrier
against degradation of service by mileage
separation factors.
Page 10
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vs. BOWLES

In advertising it is Benton & Bowles.
It li i in Connecticut's political alignment this year it is expected to be
Benton vs. Bowles. William Benton
(former U. S. Senator) and Chester
Bowles (former U. S. Ambassador to
India, ex-governor of Connecticut)
retired in 1936 and 1941 respectively
from agency they founded in 1929.
Both became wealthy. Ex-Sen. Benton
is now campaigning for Democratic
nomination for seat held by Sen.
William A. Purtell (R-Conn.) and exGov. Bowles is expected to announce
soon for same Democratic nomination
for same seat.

Wolfson

Gains

Control

Of WLOS-AM-FM-TV
Mitchell Wolfson, minority owner, has
exercised option and purchased majority
interest in WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville,
N. C, in "million-dollar transaction." Last
spring, Mr. Wolfson purchased 4,770 shares
in stations for $290,000 and obtained option
to buy 4,276 additional shares from Charles
B. Britt and family for $277,940. Option had
been held up in court proceedings before
last week's consummation.
Purchase price includes assumption of
WLOS indebtedness of $341,000. Mr. Wolfson, who has interests in WTVJ (TV) Miami,
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., and WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis., also hopes to obtain
majority of 3,075 WLOS shares still owned
by others. WLOS-TV, affiliated with ABC,
is on ch. 13; am outlet is on 1380 kc with
5 kw day. 1 kw night and is affiliated with
ABC and Mutual; fm operates on 104.3 mc.
NAB

Films Panels

Set

Feature film and syndicated film panels
will be held Monday, April 28, by NAB
preceding formal Tuesday convention opening at Los Angeles (see engineering agenda
page 92). Harold P. See, KRON-TV San
Francisco and NAB Tv Board member, will
moderate panels, with two broadcasters and
two film associate members on each panel.
Supply of features, handling and treatment,
pricing, contracts, cancellation, re-runs and
distributor-station relations will be covered.
Formal convention programming for tv
opens Tuesday afternoon with talk by John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Tv Board chairman, and report by Thad
H. Brown Jr.. NAB tv vice president. Tv
Code, sales promotion, automation, local
live color and prospects for tv growth will
be discussed at tv sessions. Television Bureau of Advertising will give a sales presentation Thursday afternoon, final convention day.

JACOBSEN,

NBC

director

of personnel, elected vice president, personnel. He first joined RCA in 1943, switched
to NBC in 1953.
BILL COSTELLO, former CBS newsman,
joins Mutual today (Monday) as diplomatic
correspondent in Washington, D. C.
JEAN JAFFE, timebuyer at Lennen &
Newell, to Doyle Dane Bernbach, both
N.Y., March 24 in similar capacity. She
succeeds JAN STEARNS, resigned last
month.
ED SPITZER,

account executive with Kud-

ner Adv., N. Y., named director of Kudner's
newly-created merchandising and sales promotion department.
GEORGE H. GALLUP, formerly manager
of retail relations and automotive promotion
manager, McC all's magazine, to CBS Radio
as account executive.
JOSE di DONATO, formerly executive film
producer for Compton Adv., Harry B.
Cohen and Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, all N. Y., to Sound Masters Inc., N. Y.,
as manager, tv client service.
RALPH J. RENTON promoted to associate
chief FCC engineer from assistant chief engineer. He joined FCC and predecessor FRC
in 1929, has served in various capacities, including U. S. Conelrad supervisor, 1951-56.
ARNOLD G. SKIVSETH named acting
chief, Technical Research Div., Office of
Chief Engineer, FCC.

RCA

Declares

Dividend

Quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share
on common stock of RCA payable April 28
to shareholders of record March 17 was announced Friday by RCA Board Chairman
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff. Dividend of 87Vi
cents per share also declared on first preferred stock for period April 1-June 30 payable July 1 to shareholders of record June 9.
Long Step Toward Access
KFAB and KBTV (TV) Omaha Friday
claimed new step toward eventual approval
of full courtroom access by radio-tv as
District Judge James English of Omaha
allowed broadcast reporters to air live coverage of reading of second degree murder
verdict from floor of courtroom and to interview witnesses and key figures in trial
direct from court. KFAB had been airing
half-dozen live remotes daily from corridor
outside court during trial.
New

Rep for WEZE

WEZE Boston names George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y., as national representative
effective today (Monday). Air Trails Network-owned outlet became basic NBC
affiliate March 1.
Broadcasting

KMNis

Broadcasting
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Salant: Barrow

A. SCHNEIDER, first vice president, Columbia Pictures, elected president, succeeding HARRY COHN, who died Feb. 27.
RALPH M. COHN, vice president and
general manager of Screen Gems Inc., tv
film subsidiary of Columbia, elected president of SG and vice president of parent
company.

deadline

B. LOWELL

Proposals
BENTON

Close to Utility Concept
Richard S. Salant. CBS vice president, told
FCC Friday that network had no objection
to having chain broadcast rules apply directK but vigorously protested, in principle, regulation of networks by FCC.
( US executive, in peppery denunciation
of Barrow Report recommendations, charged
that report opened door to interference with
business judgment of networks through concern with what it called public interest. He
told Commissioners that direct FCC network
regulation would encompass power over network programming, network relations with
advertisers and network relations with stations.
Tone of some passages of report. Salant
said, apparently aims at giving Commission
powers over programming beyond overall
program balance. He referred to statements
by Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio). author of bill
to regulate networks, indicating that one
"checkrein" to inimpose
was tonews
e unbiased
purpossure
broadcasts. He alluded
to communication from another legislator
who asked how CBS treats segregation and
integration issue, pointedly implying that
his votes on network regulation bills would
be swayed by network's answer to this question.
If government gets into business side of
network operations. Mr. Salant warned, it
is possible that networks will be ordered to
take certain business solely "in the public
interest" as viewed by regulators. And, CBS
vice president added, affiliation policies
would be subject to momentary Commission allocation policies rather than to realistic policy. He said networks as they exist
today would be destroyed. "The concept is
dangerously close to public utility regulation
of networks," he said, adding rules not in
existence are followed by networks though
they are written to apply to stations.
Public decides in end, Mr. Salant said,
with no network able to exist for long unless
it met public interest.
W illiam B. Lodge. CBS station relations
vice president, was questioned on affiliation
practices and must-buy policies. He said CBS
would welcome five-year affiliation rights
but would not use it with all affiliates. Answering Comr. Craven on uhf attitude, he
said. "I wish I had the foresight to look
ahead 10 to 20 years. As of now I do not
see how uhf can replace vhf in its ability to
serve the public. Many areas depend on

uhf: it must be kept as part of the service."
He agreed with Comrs. Hyde and Doerfer,
respectively, that uhf can provide service
but is not as good as vhf in coverage and
penetration of natural obstacles. Answering
another query, he said there must be barrier
against degradation of service by mileage
separation factors.
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vs. BOWLES

In advertising it is Benton & Bowles,
but in Connecticut's political alignment this year it is expected to be
Benton vs. Bowles. William Benton
(former U. S. Senator) and Chester
Bowles (former U. S. Ambassador to
India, ex-governor of Connecticut)
retired in 1936 and 1941 respectively
from agency they founded in 1929.
Both became wealthy. Ex-Sen. Benton
is now campaigning for Democratic
nomination for seat held by Sen.
William A. Purtell (R-Conn.) and exGov. Bowles is expected to announce
soon for same Democratic nomination
for same seat.

Wolfson

Gains

Control

Of WLOS-AM-FM-TV
Mitchell Wolfson. minority owner, has
exercised option and purchased majority
interest in WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville,
N. C, in "million-dollar transaction." Last
spring, Mr. Wolfson purchased 4,770 shares
in stations for $290,000 and obtained option
to buy 4,276 additional shares from Charles
B. Britt and family for $277,940. Option had
been held up in court proceedings before
last week's consummation.
Purchase price includes assumption of
WLOS indebtedness of $341,000. Mr. Wolfson, who has interests in WTVJ (TV) Miami,
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., and WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis., also hopes to obtain
majority of 3,075 WLOS shares still owned
by others. WLOS-TV, affiliated with ABC,
is on ch. 13; am outlet is on 1380 kc with
5 kw day, 1 kw night and is affiliated with
ABC and Mutual; fm operates on 104.3 mc.
NAB

Films Panels

Set

Feature film and syndicated film panels
will be held Monday, April 28, by NAB
preceding formal Tuesday convention opening at Los Angeles (see engineering agenda
page 92). Harold P. See. KRON-TV San
Francisco and NAB Tv Board member, will
moderate panels, with two broadcasters and
two film associate members on each panel.
Supply of features, handling and treatment,
pricing, contracts, cancellation, re-runs and
distributor-station relations will be covered.
Formal convention programming for tv
opens Tuesday afternoon with talk by John
E. Fetzer. WKZO-TV Kalamazoo. Mich.,
Tv Board chairman, and report by Thad
H. Brown Jr.. NAB tv vice president. Tv
Code, sales promotion, automation, local
live color and prospects for tv growth will
be discussed at tv sessions. Television Bureau of Advertising will give a sales presentation Thursday afternoon, final convention day.

JACOBSEN,

NBC

director

of personnel, elected vice president, personnel. He first joined RCA in 1943, switched
to NBC in 1953.
BILL COSTELLO, former CBS newsman,
joins Mutual today (Monday) as diplomatic
correspondent in Washington, D. C.
JEAN JAFFE, timebuyer at Lennen &
Newell, to Doyle Dane Bernbach, both
N.Y., March 24 in similar capacity. She
succeeds JAN STEARNS, resigned last
month.
ED SPITZER,

account executive with Kud-

ner Adv., N. Y., named director of Kudner's
newly-created merchandising and sales promotion department.
GEORGE H. GALLUP, formerly manager
of retail relations and automotive promotion
manager, McCall's magazine, to CBS Radio
as account executive.
JOSE di DONATO, formerly executive film
producer for Compton Adv., Harry B.
Cohen and Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, all N. Y., to Sound Masters Inc., N. Y.,
as manager, tv client service.
RALPH J. RENTON promoted to associate
chief FCC engineer from assistant chief engineer. He joined FCC and predecessor FRC
in 1929, has served in various capacities, including U. S. Conelrad supervisor, 1951-56.
ARNOLD G. SKIVSETH named acting
chief. Technical Research Div., Office of
Chief Engineer, FCC.

RCA

Declares

Dividend

Quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share
on common stock of RCA payable April 28
to shareholders of record March 17 was announced Friday by RCA Board Chairman
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff. Dividend of 87Vi
cents per share also declared on first preferred stock for period April 1-June 30 payable July 1 to shareholders of record June 9.
Long Step Toward Access
KFAB and KBTV (TV) Omaha Friday
claimed new step toward eventual approval
of full courtroom access by radio-tv as
District Judge James English of Omaha
allowed broadcast reporters to air live coverage of reading of second degree murder
verdict from floor of courtroom and to interview witnesses and key figures in trial
direct from court. KFAB had been airing
half-dozen live remotes daily from corridor
outside court during trial.
New

Rep for WEZE

WEZE Boston names George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y., as national representative
effective today (Monday). Air Trails Network-owned outlet became basic NBC
affiliate March 1.
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HRONis

TVinSF

SHERIFF
OF COCHISE
SAN FRANCISCO

Broadcasting
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IN REVIEW
PRETESTED

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

STORYBOOK

Shirley Temple turned to a welcome chapter when she picked "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow" tor Wednesday's bedtime tale. The
ts version of Washington Irving's classic
was altogether charming.
Shirley Temple handled the Katrina role
with aplomb, making a graceful foil for
Jules Munshin's lchabod. Nature didn't
equip Mr. Munshin to be quite so grotesque
as the gangling schoolmaster has always
been in imagination, but this was the only
limitation in a droll performance.
BRAND-NEW/

John Ericson as Brom Bones, Boris KarlofT as narrator and the rest of the Sleepy

FIRST- RUN!

Hollow townlolk acquitted themselves winningly in action, song and dance.
A monochrome view of the Sleepy Hollow settings — fading from impressionistic
Hats to realistic four-dimensional sets —
hinted at how impressive it all must have
been in color. Music was tastefully handled
too. The fiddle tunes were charming, and
"Be Not Afraid" sounded like something
straight out of a shape-note hymnal, an inspired motif for the witchery theme.

SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Met ro-Goldwyn -Mayer
Tugboat Annie motion picture
feature a box-office recordbreaker in the top motion
picture theatres. N. Y. Times
—"story superior" — "a boxoffice natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience

NBC, Shirley Temple and Henry Jaffe
Enterprises can rest assured that the ghost
of Washington Irving will not come around
to haunt them.
Production costs: $125,000.
Sponsored by Breck, Hill Bros. Coffee and
Sealtest through N. W. Ayer on NBCTV in color and black-and-white March
5, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Producer: Alvin Cooperman; director: Paul
Bogart; production: Henry Jaffe Enterprises: adaption: Norman Lessing: music

rated "Tugboat Annie" a TV
favorite — certified by Haskins
& Sells, C. P. A.

and lyrics: Mack David, Jerry Livingston.
Cast: Shirley Temple, John Ericson, Jules
Munshin, Boris Karlofj , Russell Collings.
STUDIO

ONE

Jackie Cooper created a convincing young
movie publicist for Studio One's "The Fair
Haired Boy" by Herman Raucher. Despite
this, it was hard to muster much sympathy
as the writer became victimized by an associate who turned out to be an idea pirate.
This is not to deny such demonstrated
talents as those of Mr. Cooper, Darren McGavin, playing the plagiarizer, and Bonita
Granville as a politicking publicity girl.
Rather it is that their play was another of
those business-jungle adventures that begin
to pall unless the writer happens on a
felicitous variation of the dog-eat-dog plot.
Or maybe some viewers subconsciously revolt
at a continuation of workaday intrigue when
they come home and turn on the tv set.
The production was smoothly done, par
for the course on Studio One. Plotwise, however, the viewer might almost agree with the
play's tough-as-nails executive who told a
protesting hero that looking at a conflict
on his echelon was like watching a couple
of herring battle in the mouth of a whale.
Production costs: $53,000.
Sponsored by W estinghouse Electric Corp.
through McCann-Erickson
on CBS-TV
from Hollywood, Mon., March 3, 10-11
Producer: Norman Felton;
I® director: David
Greene; writer: Herman Raucher.
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Darren McGavin,
Bonita
Granville, Robert Harris, Patricia
p.m.
Smith.

COLORCAST

I

N

SUCCESS!

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

CBC

(all times EST)

yon & Eckhardt.
March 13 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

March 11, 18, (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.

March 15 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
March 15 (10:30-11
p.m.) Your Hit
Parade,
American
Tobacco through
BBDO and Toni through North.

NBC-TV

March 16 (5:30-6:30 p.m.) Bell System
Science Series, Bell Telephone through
N. W. Ayer & Son.

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
"excellent viewing audience" —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every memthe family."
Tugboat
Annieber ofoutrates
such shows
as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

CBS-TV

March 10, 17 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
March 11-14, 18, 19 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
March 11 (8-9 p.m.) George GobelEddie Fisher Show, RCA- Whirlpool
through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett
& Myers through McCann-Erickson.
March 12, 19 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through
J. Walter Thompson Co.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
Page 12
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March 13 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert
through
Lennen &

Newell and RCA

Victor through Ken-

March 16 (7-7:30 p.m.) My
Flicka, sustaining.

Friend

March 16 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U.S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv., and Greyhound
through Grey Adv.
March 16 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore
Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
March 18 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
Broadcasting

AMERICAN

TELEVISION
FORT

Climaxing

a

SMITH,

Great

COMPANY,

INC.

ARKANSAS

Improvement

Program
Intment

^JaLed

pleasvim

in

announcing

tlu

pomimen
apOi

WALTER

M

WINDSOR

Vice-President

&

as
General

Manager

of

KNAC-TV

GREETINGS
from

AND

Walter

A

Windsor

Mr. Windsor brings to Channel 5 a wealth of
experience. He is a member of Broadcast
Pioneers, having been active in radio and
television for 23 years and in management

• A rich Oklahoma-Arkansas Industrial Wonderland.
• The only VHF station between Tulsa and
Little Rock (300 highway miles).
• A captive audience of more than 150,000 CBS
viewers.

for the past 12 years. Since 1954

IN

THE

U.S.

he has

served as general manager of KCMC-TV in
Texarkana, where he has compiled an outstanding record for programming, promotion
and service to the advertiser. This know-how is

• A potential i/> million consuming viewers.
I hope you will place your faith in me and start
right out with me as charter clients, in return for
which I promise to give you an extra measure of
promotion to make it your very best television buy.

MARKET

5

MESSAGE

When the opportunity was offered me to become
vice-president and general manager of KNAC-TV
Ch. 5, my skeptical CBS eyes investigated and here
is what I found.

36th

Channel

now at your disposal when
services of KNAC-TV.

FOR

PER-CAPITA

you utilize the

RETAIL

SALES

FGRT SMITH, ARKANSAS
IN THE HEART OF THE RICH
ARKANSAS
INDUSTRIAL

Represented

Broadcasting

Nationally

by H-R

Television,

Inc.

WONDERLAND
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Defining

for

NOSE

a

the NEWS

and

EARS

TWO

PROGRAM

LISTENER

of News

NEWS

PREFERENCE

Listeners

In general, when you hear the news on radio, is it because
you have tuned in specifically to hear the news at that
When you're interested in getting the news, do you prefer a 5-minute or 15-minute news program?

particular time, or is it because you've been listening to
the radio and the news happens to come on the station
you're tuned to?

15-Minute Program
Tuned in Specifically
V

54.19&

65.6%
News

Happened

to Come

On

37.1

5-Minute Program

I

30.4

No Preference

Base : All people.

To demonstrate

Base: People who tune in specifically to hear the news.

how this radio news

preference

works

in practice, Advertest

Research

Inc. conducted

a special study of news listening during the recent New York City subway strike.** It shows that
more people turned to radio for information about the strike than to any other medium. And that. . .

WOR

WAS

THE

•Special study, September 1957.

CHOICE

OF 37%
MORE
••Special study, December 14 & 15, 1957,

PEOPLE

THAN

THE

NEXT

STATION.

There

are two types of news

audiences.

One is the audience

background— they do little selective tuning
The

other— the real news

Because

and give news

audience— are the "two-eared"

these listeners give news

the attention

of "one-eared"
no more

listeners who

attention

listeners who

tune

than

use radio for

they give music.

specifically for news.

it requires, they are equally attentive

to the adver-

tiser's message.
"With

this in mind,

popularity

Pulse

did a nose count

and effectiveness

STATIONS

LISTENED

of the "two-eared"

of a station's news

TO

listeners

who

reflect the true

programming.*

35>

for the News
on Average

news

Station
MOST
and

Day

the

RELIABLE
COMPLETE

News
Did you happen to listen to any news
programs on the radio yesterday?

Providing

20.8%

Programs

Which station, if any, do you

(If 'Yes') On what radio station or
stations did you hear the news
yesterday ?

think provides the most
reliable and complete news

25.1

programs ?

18.3 18.6

WRCAWNEWWCBS

WOR

Base : People who tune in specifically to hear the news.

These

m

surveys

A

reveal that news

M^^L

WOR

WRCA

WNEW

Base : People who tune in specifically to hear the news.

listeners have "two ears and a nose for news"

AMERICA'S

NUMBER

RADIO

and a hand

I STATION
710

that tunes to

FOR

NEWS

UPCOMING

SOUTH
BEND, INDIANA'S
DOMINANT
STATION
PRIMARY
650,000

COVERAGETV VIEWERS

PROSPEROUS

MICH

JN

April 1: American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers, April
44th annual membership
dinner. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers Conference & Electronic Show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Conference
on Enlightened Public
Opinion,
Boston
U.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New Hampshire,
Concord.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Tv and Transistors, Engineering Society of
Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St., Cincinnati.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel,
Tampa,
Fla.American Women in Radio & Tv,
April
24-27:
national convention,
Fairmont
Hotel, San
Francisco.
May
April 25-26: Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
April
27-May
1: NAB Hotels,
36th annual
convention,
Statler and Blltmore
Los Angeles.

I AN A*

WSBT-TV

WINS

A

BY

LANDSLIDE!
You

can reach only one conclusion

when
and other

you study A.R.B., Pulse, Hooper
rating reports: People here have an overwhelming preference for WSBT-TV! No
other area station comes close to WSBT-TV
in the number

of top-rated shows

Chicago and Michigan
in the running.
There's more

carried.

stations aren't even

to this market

than meets the

April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.

eye. The 14 counties in WSBT-TV's primary coverage area account for annual
sales of $974,611,000— .5063% of the Nation's total!
Ask your Raymer man for the details or
write to this station.

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
May 9: Radio-Tv Guild Industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,

*J4 counties in Northern Indiana
and Southern Michigan. Set count,
180.570 — 3.6 persons per family.

SOUTH
BEND,
TV
CBS... A CBS
ASK
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March 14-15: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Charleston.
March
14-17: Washington Hi-Fi Show, Shoreham
Hotel,16-17:
Washington.
March
Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
convention, Orange, Tex.
March 19-21: Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hotel, Washington.
March 28-30: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock.
March 31-April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Southwest District Meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.

IND.
CHANNEL
22

REPRESENTATIVE

May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
Que.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference. National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed
Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national
convention,
Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June
8-11:convention,
AdvertisingDallas.
Federation of America,
annual
June
9-11: Spring
Assn. of National
Advertisers,
Drake meeting,
Hotel. Chicago.
Broadcasting

starrim

RALPH

BELLAMY
FOLLOW
average

„„

__

_

^

I
■

S Iff M

ALREADY

SOLD

m

IW ■ ■

TO WCBS-TV

'

on the CBS

TV

Network

and a 53' < share of audience

women,

36%

men, 18%

scored a smash

32.2

for a full year. Audience

children. Network -sponsored

46%

by CAMEL

3 straight years. 82 half hours

on film are immediately

available to regional and local advertisers.

AND TO STORER

IN '58 WITH...

Nielsen

MAN

composition:

IM
BE GREAT
Broadcasting

THAT

STATIONS
A

A

I'llUd

- BOTH

ACROSS

THE BOARD

FOR DAYTIME

iPMM
IV

FILM

SYNDICATION

STRIPPING !

598 Madison Avenue,
ZZ&gZSr
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NEXT

SUNDAY,

Channel

4 111 St. Louis

becomes

bringing

new

to more

than

families

in Mid -America:

viewing

and

Brothers,

20th

local

and

KMOX-TV

Columbia

the

public

affairs

Now,

they

mark

of a new

era of great

and

television

for Mid -America.

* Formerly KIVK-TV.

of

these call
fine radio

years.

added,

beginning

service

to enable

community.

past 33

"TV"

exciting

to local

to play an ever-larger

Without the "TV,"
letters have meant

with

of MGM,

patterned

St. Louis

for the

. . .plus

films

designed

role in the
the

and

Century- Fox... plus

shows

tastes

(he
roster

news

programs

great feature

Warner

television

Network

of entertainment,
information

pleasure

775,000

( l)S Television

the

16,

KMOX-TV*...

Owned

CBS

MARCH

V

The

new

KMOX-TV
Channel

4

St. Louis
CBS

Owned

Represented
CBS

by

Television

Spot

Sales

OPEN MIKE

HE

HIGHEST

(5th

South
highest

in the

'58

I thought your Feb. 24 issue a most
extraordinary one. Certainly it was the
most impressive in my memory. And my
memory goes back to issue Number One.
I've meant to tell you on one celebration
occasion or another that I believe I've read
Broadcasting more consistently over more
years than any other single publication of
any kind. It has meant much to me and
I thank you for it.
Howard S. Meighan

tower

the

editor:
Perspective

V. P.. West Coast Services
CBS Television

world

Hollywood
editor:
is at

Augusta,

Ga.

Educational
editor:

1,292 feet tall

Supplement

Please send me three additional copies of

1,375 feet above
average

The Feb. 24 issue of Broadcasting is
one of your greatest. It is full of optimistic,
helpful information — perfectly timed.
Ben Strouse
President
WWDC-AM-FM Washington

your reprint entitled "Selling Ourselves Out

terrain

of Ia think
Slump."
you are doing a wonderful job in
making this article available to management.

1,677 feet above
sea level

lz Zam
President
Zam & Kirshner Inc.
New York

serves . . .
editor:
1 1 2 million people

covers . . .
more

of S. C. than

any So. Carolina
station, PLUS

. . .

more of Ga. than

Wrong

of Atlanta.

editor:

100,000
low band

NBC

power

. .

watts
VHF

& ABC

networks

CHANNEL'
AUGUSTA
Represented by Hollingbery
•

article, "Selling Ourselves Out of a Slump,"
which appeared in your Feb. 24 issue."
William E lohns
Account Executive
William Esty & Co.
New York
'58."]
[EDITOR'S NOTE: "Selling Ourselves Out of a
Slump" was one of many features in BROADCASTING'S special Feb. 24 issue, "Perspective

any station outside

maximum

Page 20

Will you kindly send me 15 copies of the
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Bookkeeper

congratulations on excellent coverage frey report and for alertness in
securing timely interview [frey report, march 3; lead story, feb. 24]. have
given agency commission subject thorough study during past year and have
come to conclusion that soundest step
for the advertising business is for media, who pay commissions, to announce
that effective certain date they will
no longer pay agency commissions. this
does not stop agency from charging
15% or more for their services. agency
is engaged by advertiser not by media,
too many bad practices have crept into
agency compensation and adherence to
present misused system will not solve
problems.
cannot agree that rebating is right,
edgar kobak
NEW YORK

Putting Income in Focus
editor:
Your coverage of Canadian broadcasting
is often above average, but your story, " '56
Canada
Revealed"
al Feb. Finances
I7| is badly
handled [Internationand may give
many readers a completely erroneous picture
of the true situation here.
Instead of coming out of the year almost
even or at a profit, as your story implies,
government radio and television cost Canada
somewhere around $40 million. . . .
Waller A. Dales
Winnipeg, Man.
[EDITOR'S
indeed did notNOTE:
break BROADCASTING'S
down the Dominion story
Bureau
of Statistics' CBC gross income figures to show
that $12,586,840 of the CBC radio gross income
was in the form of government grants and that
$24,586,189 of the CBC television gross income
figure represented government grants.]
Transitory Illusion
editor :
We should like to thank Bob Fleming of
WCKY for his congratulatory letter on
WABC-TVs Roller Derby Party [Open
Mike, March 3]. However, we state categorically that the winning team received bottles of scotch whiskey and not transistor
radios, despite his impressions. A television
station would hardly give radios as gifts to
agency timebuyers.
Larry Eisenherg
Publicity Director
W ABC-TV New York
Week Lag
editor:
I believe your Sindlinger "Activity" box
on page 36, Feb. 24 issue, is in error with
9-15.
regard to week of data reported. You list
"Feb. 2-8" which probably should be Feb.
C. E. Anderson
Media Research
Campbell-Mithun Inc.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The incorrect dates resulted
from
9-15."] a clerical error. It should have read "Feb.
Aid to Education
editor:
Check enclosed for 15 4-month subscriptions.
Clinton W. Bradford
Associate Professor of Speech
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge 3, La.
editor:
P. O. PR 3638 for 100 3-month subscriptions.
Dr. David R. Mackey
School of Public Relations
Boston University
Boston 15, Mass.
editor:
Please send me another three-month bulk
subscription of 20 copies starting with Feb.
24 issue.
F. Virginia Howe
Associate Professor
Radio/ Tv Section
Kansas State College
Manhattan, Kans.
Broadcasting

WPEN
programs live entertainers
who are salesmen 24 hours
IIBX

1^ a day, 7 days a week
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More
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*Pulse: March-December, Monday thru Saturday
REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY

BY
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PERNA,

INC. New

York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston
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OUR
to Robert

RESPECTS
Bruce

McConnell

HIS climb from position to position, Robert Bruce McConnell probably
had little idea his ascent would take him close to the top of a Corinthian
"column."
The column, in this instance, refers to WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, Ind., purchased
last year by J. H. Whitney & Co. and now among the properties owned by Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. Within this relatively new radio-tv entity, Mr. McConnell
apparently has proved to be his own pillar of strength.
Blunt and outspoken, but a warm-hearted man to those who know him best,
Bob McConnell recently demonstrated conviction in the face of what may well

IN

61%
Adult
Women
MATURE
MALE

30%
Adult
Men

4i/2% 4i/2%
Teens Children

. . .

& FEMALE

COMFORTABLY

. . .
WELL

OFF

THAT'S A QUICK PROFILE of the
audience which rides the 740 spot of
the Southern California radio dial, as
analyzed in a new qualitative study by
The Pulse, Inc.
FIVE

YEARS

OF

WOOING

with

middle-of-the-road memory music,
interrupted only by award-winning
five-minute newscasts and easy-going
but brief chats by matured announcers, have won an adult, able-to-buy
audience for KBIG.
RENTAL

45%
$60
and Over

GROUPS

32% 14%
9%
$50
$35 Under
to $59 to $49 $35

Any KBIG or Weed man would like to
show you the full picture.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: HOIIywood 3-320S
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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be called "mass hysteria." While 13 other Indiana tv stations succumbed to
Hoosierland's seasonal pre-occupation with basketball, Mr. McConnell held fast
with regular network (CBS) programming. Said he: "Nothing can sway me in my
conviction that our primary duty in the television medium is to the viewing public."
It may be added that WISH-TV forewent local revenue by not carrying the basketball finals.
Mr. McConnell ably combines conviction with experience as vice president
and general manager of the Whitney Indianapolis stations (Indiana Broadcasting
Corp.) and member of the Corinthian policy committee. In those capacities, Mr.
McConnell operates WISH-AM-TV as relatively autonomous community entities
and helps counsel on Corinthian "national" or group station policy, reporting to
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, partner in J. H. Whitney & Co. and Corinthian president.
Young Bob, 36, a native of Indianapolis (born April 17, 1921), and C. Bruce
McConnell represent a familiar father-and-son team in the broadcasting field.
The youth attended Arsenal Technical High School and majored in business administration at Indiana U. 1937-41. He joined WISH when it was being constructed
and served in engineering, continuity and sales capacities. The station went on the
air July 29, 1941, under guidance of a group of Indiana businessmen headed by
the elder McConnell.
Joining the U. S. Navy, Bob McConnell wrote and produced some 20 radio
shows each week for its public relations division of the recruiting service over
a 3Vi-year spread. (The programs were carried by as many as 50 Indiana radio
stations). Rejoining WISH, Mr. McConnell entered radio sales in November 1945
and a year later was appointed vice president and general manager. He also served
as vice president of WHBU Anderson, Ind., which he and his father still own
and operate, and of WHOT South Bend (since purchased by U. of Notre Dame).
SUCCEEDING years brought several corporate changes, with WANE Fort Wayne
joining the WISH family and Mr. McConnell being appointed vice president.
Later, when WISH was sold, he resigned and continued direction of WHOT, WHBU
and WANE. He returned to WISH as manager in January 1951 and has been vice
president and general manager ever since. Mr. McConnell was instrumental in
getting WISH-TV on the air (ch. 8) July 1, 1954, within months of FCC approval
and his duties were broadened to include the tv operation. Last year the Whitney
interests purchased WISH-AM-TV from a group headed by C. Bruce McConnell
(Universal Broadcasting Co.) and later set up Corinthian, also comprising WANEAM-TV Fort Wayne, KGUL-TV Galveston and KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
Photography being a major hobby with Mr. McConnell, it's only natural this
interest would carry over to WISH-TV. The station claims to be the first in
Indianapolis with a complete processing lab for a five-man, "24 hours per day"
news film department. Mr. McConnell points out Indianapolis is "one of the most
news-conscious cities in the country" and, accordingly, is covered thoroughly by
WISH-TV with motion picture cameras. Mr. McConnell's modest observation that
his hobby has suffered because of business pressures is not shared by staffers. One
returned recently from a routine contract-signing chore with "the boss" and reported
his amazement ("he knew more about that 'graphic' than I did").
Proof that father and son are well-known in industry came at the annual BMI
dinner in 1954 when both Bob and C. Bruce McConnell were introduced as the
only such family team ever to serve on the NARTB (now NAB) board— the son
from 1954-1956 and the father 1946-48, both as Eighth District directors. After
completing his NARTB tenure, young Mr. McConnell was elected to the Indiana
Broadcasters Assn. board and other industry groups.
A stickler for work, Mr. McConnell rarely leaves his desk for long. He'd like more
time with his family — Mrs. McConnell, the former Frances Louise (Sally) Hollingsworth, and their daughter, Anne, 8. Mr. McConnell also is active in the American
Business Club of Indianapolis (of which he is president), the local advertising club.
Junto Club of Indianapolis and Scottish Rite (Mason).
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"YOUTH
On Sunday,
February 23rd,RALLY
15,000 jammed DAY"
the Coliseum at
the Michigan State Fair Grounds.
hundreds

Every seat was filled, and

were turned away. The occasion? A proclamation

by Detroit's Mayor Miriani recognizing the first "YOUTH
RALLY DAY." Purpose? To bring the youngsters together in a
wholesome atmosphere, giving them the entertainment they
like . . . FREE. Jimmy Dean and other famous TV and recording
stars provided 2 hours of top entertainment. U. S. Senator
Potter spoke on the importance of youth. WKMH
ality Robin Seymour

radio person-

m.c.'ed — celebrating his 10th anniver-

sary "on the air." Sponsored by WKMH, the event was
enthusiastic success . . . will become an annual affair.
*Eighih in a series of ads showing how WKMH serves
the Michigan Public in Greater Detroit
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
TRAFFIC WATCH • \\ k Y Oklahoma City
introduced its new traffic warning service.
" I'rallic Watch," in a campaign which reportedly cut the state highway accident toll
in half the weekend of Feb. 21-23. The
plan was presented to the governor's Statewide Salen Conference in January by WKY
newsman Huh l lourno\. I he Ciovernor's
( ommittee accepted the offer and the Highway Patrol was authorized to cooperate. The
Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. also joined
the campaign.
The service consisted of a series of twominute broadcasts scheduled at 15-minute
intervals. Cut-ins. originated by WKY and
K.VOO Tulsa, and picked up olf-the-air by
45 stations, came from patrol officers, patrol
planes and radar units, two-way mobile
units and telephone recordings. The broadcasts also featured reports from hospitals
and accident scenes. Plans are underway to
repeat the warning service during the Memorial Day weekend.
HEART

TALKS • WDZ Decatur. III., presented a series of programs about heart
disease during February in cooperation with
the Macon County Heart Assn. to promote
public interest in Heart Month. The programs included trips to special schools b\
child victims of rheumatic fever where the
children related their own experiences with
their care and treatment. Decatur doctors
were interviewed as was an entire family
that had been stricken by heart disease. A
local businessman donated a new threespeed phonograph and 30 albums of children's records to one school group after
hearing their problems during the series.
BE IT RESOLVED • The Maryland Senate
passed a resolution Feb. 20 commending the
broadcasting industry of Maryland for its
"helpfulness and usefulness" to the citizenry
during the emergency situation created by
the blizzard of Feb. 15.
HEARTBEAT • WHAS-TV Louisville televised aspecial hour-long program Feb. 16
titled Heartbeat in cooperation with the
Louisville Heart Assn. Five local heart specialists answered telephoned questions from

viewers on the subject of heart disease. The
question-and-answer session followed an introductory filmed section which gave facts
on
strokes,
and surgery.coronary disease, blood pressure

WORLD I NDERSTANDING • The public
affairs department of KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash., in cooperation with Lions International, has been presenting two weekend
programs designed to convey to the people
of the Northwest specific information for
broader understanding of the people in other
countries. Around the World High School
Press Conference is presented Saturdays at
4:30 p.m. A panel .of 'high 'school . seniors
questions a foreign student .who -attends one
of the area colleges or universities. The outstanding high school tv journalist developed
during this series will receive a free trip
around the world. On Sunday . at 5 p.m. the
same foreign student introduces and comments upon films about his homeland in the
program, The World and the Peace Arch
Country. (Peace Arch is the station's designation for the geographical area surrounding
Bellingham.)

NEW INDUSTRY FUND • A community
drive to raise a -loan for an. industry locating
at Brookfield., Mo., was helped by KGHM
there in a promotion' from the city's high
school Feb. 3.- With the assistance of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce and local
Lions Club, the fund reportedly rose from
S45.000 to more than $50,000 between
1-5:30 p.m. The money, to go toward training Brookfield workers for the new industry,
was raised during a continuous show featuring local musicians at the high school.
FOR FLUORIDATION • WMCA New
York is broadcasting an editorial campaign
in behalf of fluoridation of the New York
City water supply with a group of 90-second
editorials heard on a saturation basis at approximately two-hour intervals. Each announcement, clearly labeled as a WMCA
editorial, contains a beep phone interview
with an expert on fluoridation and urges
listeners to write members of the Board of
Estimates demanding immediate fluoridation.
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long-life characteristic of the RCAis due in no small way to the

constant attention we pay to the details of the "inner tube". Manufacturing techniques, for example,
have kept pace with the experience
we have gained in building broadcast power tubes for a generation.
Design

refinements

have

been

evolved— through our continued effort to make a good tube even better.
Type 892-R is another typical example of RCA time-proved design
that is paying

dividends

in lower

tube cost per hour of operation—
and uninterrupted program time
for stations everywhere.
For long-term

power

delivery,

always specify RCA Tubes. Your
RCA Industrial Tube Distributor
handles
A

the entire RCA

line.

All glass seals— microscopically inspected

B
Grid and Support Assembly "vacuum-fired"
at more than 2000° F to assure maximum
freedom from gas
C

\ II If
X \ I / /

mm

RADIO
Electron

CORPORATION
Tube Division

D

Interlocked-Fin Radiator — for improved heat
radiation

E

Filament material controlled for internal grain
structure — assures superior strength

F

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.

Sag-proof Filament Supports— to prevent
stress on filament strands and to improve life

Entire Tube is "spot-knocked" at tens of thousands of volts to reduce internal leakage

G

Stress-free Glass Bulb — individually inspected with polariscope

H

Sandblasted Grid Arm — torsion-tested to insure high strength
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TV
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and more coverage than all other radio stations
combined I
KWKH's

140

counties

have

727.530

radio

homes. That's more people than live in St.
Louis or Washington! There are few, if any
other such lucrative markets in the entire
country

where

home

county
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Christal

one

station so dominates

as well as the surrounding
Company

has

its

area.

all the facts on

KWKH
— the big buy in North
South Arkansas and East Texas.

Louisiana,

This KWKH coverage map show nearby counties with weekly audience
of 70% or more of total homes Nielsen actually credits KWKH with
measurable audiences in 66 counties not shown here — counties as
far distant as Luna County, New Mexico. In 47 of these additional
counties, KWKH has coverage of 10% or more of the homes!

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
I TEXAS
SHREVEPORT,
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protecting

Network heavy artillery opened up on the
Barrow Report last week and continued
pounding all week long.
The week's barrage saw ABC and CBS
top echelons manning the caissons.
The heaviest fire was directed at the report's recommendations that option time be
eliminated or diluted and at the suggestion
that multiple owners be divested of all but
three stations in the top 25 markets.
It was uncertain, at week's end, how the
network testimony impressed the six FCC
commissioners.
Their questions indicated that the Network Study staff's opinions on option time
and multiple ownership were not being dismissed out of hand.
On the other hand, the prolonged and persuasively knowledgeable testimony of CBS
President Frank Stanton visibly impressed
them.
The hearing continues this week, with
Richard Salant, CBS vice president, the CBS
anchor man. He will be followed by the
NBC contingent, headed by NBC President
Robert W. Sarnoff.
The week-long hearings heard, in addition
to Mr. Stanton, ABC executives Leonard H.
Goldenson, Oliver Treyz, Alfred Beckman
and Selig Seligman, and CBS economist Dr.

their
option

UNDER

biggest
time,

BOMBARDMENT

guns
must

to

break

buy,

up

station

David M. Blank and CBS Station Relations
Vice President William Lodge.
The basic ABC position was that the allocations picture was more to blame for
purported restraint or monopoly than network practices.
Mr. Goldenson strongly urged further deintermixture to squeeze more vhf channels
into some of the two-vhf-station markets —
through reduction on mileage factors and
the use of directional antennas.
The divestiture of any of its presentlyowned five vhf stations, Mr. Goldenson said
flatly, would so cripple ABC financially that
it might eliminate it as a network. He also
defended option time as a necessity.
A basic CBS approach was a direct attack
on the premises of the Barrow Report. If
practices are not harmful, Dr. Stanton said,
why change them? He also said that parts
of the report indicated "tinkering for the
sake
tinkering."
Dr.ofStanton
told the commissioners that
the prohibition of option time — by which
station affiliates give their networks first call
on certain hours of segments of the day —
would abolish tv networks as they are today.
"You will have changed the character of
broadcasting," Dr. Stanton added.
He also opposed the recommendations

FCC

holdings

that multiple owners be limited to three stations in the top 25 markets. But, he answered
in response to a question, maybe two out of
the three networks could weather the loss of
owned and operated stations.
Three significant approaches seemed to
be in the minds of commissioners and staff.
Their questions indicated an interest in:
• Exempting from network time 30 minutes or one hour of prime, Class A evening
time so a station may use the time for local
programming or national spot programs.
• A cutback on station ownership.
• A formula for judging a fair financial
return to the network — either on investment
or on operating costs.
This last was broached by Chairman
Doerfer, who asked Mr. Stanton for his
views on what kind of a guide might be
used for this purpose.
It is conceivable, of course, that the commissioners and their counsel were inviting
responses to report recommendations in
order to get all pertinent views in the record.
The hearing was held before an audience
of network and station executives and local
legal representatives in Hearing Room B of
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Testimony and cross examination of witnesses follow:

THE

RICHARD A. MACK was still a member of the FCC when the
Commission began hearings on the Barrow Report last Monday,
but he was conspicuously missing from the opening session.
Next day his chair became officially empty when he resigned.
Shown here at the start of the network proceedings are (1 to r) :

Broadcasting

attack

EMPTY

CHAIR

Comrs. T. A. M. Craven, Robert E. Lee, Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman John C. Doerfer, Robert T. Bartley and. to the right of
the vacant chair, Frederick W. Ford.
FULL REPORT

OF HOW

THE CHAIR

WAS

EMPTIED page 64.
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BARRAGE AGAINST BARROW CONTINUED

WITNESS:

A

have been made, Mr. Goldenson pointed
out, without assurances of clearances on a
basic number of outlets. Not only does this
assurance require the continuance of option
time, he said, but if the Disney program had

Leonard H. Go!den»on

plea

for

more
v's
Cioldenson. president of
American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, testified that the "root
oi the problems cited by the report is the
Leonard H.
\iu s parent,

shortage of competitive facilities."
"Allocation, not regulation, is the answer." he said.
Mr. Goldenson said that if ABC had
to give up two of its five vhf stations it
would he crippled and would be eliminated
as a competitive network.
One of the Barrow Report recommendations is that no multiple owner be permitted to own more than three vhf tv outlets among the top 25 markets.
The success of the present system of
television "is [he host reason whj drastic
changes are both unnecessary and dangerous," Mr. Goldenson said. "We should not
lose sight of these facts in considering proposals lor fundamental changes in the industry practices. . . ."
Mr. Goldenson said that the underlying
approach taken by the Barrow Report was
that of detailed government control over
the day-by-day operations of networks, stations and advertisers.
Good programming is not enough to make
a network successful, the AB-PT president
staled. No matter how good a network's
programs, they can be less successful than
the opposition's if the opposition can offer
better circulation to advertisers, he declared.
In discussing the need for a competitive
position in the top 100 markets, Mr. Goldenson referred to the situation in such words
as "the present economy of artificial scarIf the principal proposals recommended
city."
by the Barrow Report are adopted, Mr.
Goldenson said, the quality of the service
to the public would not increase "but on
the contrary [the proposals] could well
destroy the very system they are designed
to improve."
In 1956, ABC's live clearance in 31 twostation markets was 11% — compared with
97% by CBS, he related.
The first step in solving this problem.
Mr. Goldenson said, is to institute rulemaking looking toward allocating a third
vhf channel in each of the markets now
served by only two vhfs. This can be done
by moving vhf channels, or modifying the
mileage separation rules. This should be
done on a case-by-case basis, he said. And
it must be done soon; the FCC cannot
wait for the Television Allocations Study
Organization report the end of this year,
he said.

"The essential issue is not a maximum
service area for a given licensee," Mr.
said, "but rather maximum
Goldenson
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Hopped, the owned stations' income would
have offset this loss — a factor to be considered in opposition to the Barrow Report
recommendation that the multiple ownership rules be changed.
Comr. Ford asked Mr. Goldenson why
ABC was partial to continuance of option
time, since its elimination would put ABC
on a par with the other networks vying for
station clearances in two-station cities. Mr.
Goldenson replied that basic numbers of
stations must be assured for an advertiser —
and also when a network makes large investments in programs, like a film library.
Comr. Lee asked if the ABC radio network (ABN) was in the red and what was
the position of owned stations in radio. Mr.
Goldenson said that the radio network was

shoe-horning

into
tv
system
competitive service to the maximum

number

AB-PT president also commended
people."
of The
the Commission for authorizing the use of
a directional antenna in the New Orleans
experimental ch. 12 test.
Mr. Goldenson spoke out against any
change in the present multiple ownership
rules. "The business of networking is a hazardous one," he said, "involving the commitment of vast sums of money on what

operating
overcome
Mr. Lee
networks

amounts to a speculation in the public taste."
It also involves large expenses for public
service programming, Mr. Goldenson added,
and without the revenue from owned and
operated stations, networks could not make
long-range commitments for either programs
or facilities.
Mr. Goldenson said that in 1957, 92%

at a deficit but that the losses were
by income from owned stations.
also suggested the need for radio
as part of the national defense

In answer to a question from Chairman
picture.
Doerfer regarding the "speculative" nature
of networking, Mr. Goldenson told how
ABC borrowed $65 million from Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and five banks —
which would not have loaned the money
without real estate as collateral. Mr. Goldenindustry.
son said tv was as speculative as the movie

of ABC's income was from its owned stations— compared to 73.9% in 1956 and
91.8% in 1955.
He also reported that ABC operated at a
profit in 1956 and 1957, but the 1957 profit
was less than 1956. ABC lost money each
year to 1955.
The AB-PT president asked the Commission to defer any radical changes in network
practices until tv has had more experience
operating in less favorable economic times,
and with all three networks operating competitively inall markets.

The AB-PT president emphasized that
ABC has not "contributed one dime" to the
parent company's record of dividend payments to stockholders.
When asked why ABC had not acquired
two uhf stations, in addition to its maximum
five vhf outlets, Mr. Goldenson said that the

The AB-PT president related that ABC's
agreement with Walt Disney for Disneyland
involved a $35 million commitment for
seven years. Such a commitment could never

network's basic policy is to become competitive with NBC and CBS. After that, he
stated, it will be interested in acquiring two
uhf stations.

WITNESS: Oliver Treyz

Guarantee
depends
Oliver Treyz, president of ABC-TV.
lashed out at the proposed ban on option
time and also the Barrow Report recommendation that networks be regulated directly by the FCC.
Option time is required, Mr. Treyz declared, because tv is in active competition
with other advertising media.
"To be competitive with these media,"
Mr. Treyz stated, "we must be able to offer
a national advertiser the circulation he
He added: "Option time gives [the adverneeds."

of

on

circulation

option

time

tiser] the assurance that the network can
deliver what he needs in the markets where
the network has a primary affiliate. . . ."
Option time also helps an advertiser amortize his program investment, Mr. Treyz
pointed out. He used ABC's Ozzie & Harriet
as an example. The program costs $45,000
for a half-hour. It reaches more than 1 1 million homes. If it were seen by only 5.5 million homes, the cost per thousand homes
would be 50% -60% higher, meaning it
would have to be dropped from tv.
There are other assets from option time,
Broadcasting

Mr. Treyz recounted. Option time assures
that a program is carried simultaneously in
a large number of markets at the same time,
in the same position in the overall network
schedule.
Mr. Treyz also said that ABC was committing $2.5 million in a new program to
follow Maverick.
The ABC-TV chief stressed that advertisers would be unwilling to make the large
commitments necessary in tv (average halfhour program running 52 weeks costs sponsor $5 million) without the assurance that
only option time can give.
In addition, Mr. Treyz said, option time is

ply to stations and indirectly to networks.
MBS, for example, owns no stations.
In response to these questions, Mr. Treyz
said that without option time there would be
an erosion of networks; it is ABC's experience that the lineup of stations changes
as programs change. He also stated that
without option time, a certain number of
stations would pull away from the network, and that this "gap" would become
larger and larger until soon the network
had no base for selling advertisers. This
would destroy the network, he stated. At
another point Mr. Treyz said that a few
stations, amounting to 3% of the tv homes,
could cause the cancellation of a program.

important to affiliates too. There is "substantial unanimity" among network affiliates
in favor of the continuance of option time,
Mr. Treyz said. Option time, Mr. Treyz explained, insures affiliates of getting programs
of a quality not possible otherwise. "This
directly affects the financial success of the
affiliated station and the service which it is

.... KK(^,^lf*fe

WITNESS:
Alfred Beckman

able to render to the public," he said.
Station management still retains the right
to refuse programs or pre-empt the time, Mr.
Treyz emphasized. He said ABC's Cleveland
affiliate recently pre-empted 90 minutes of
the network's Monday night schedule in
order to carry the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. On March 22, Mr. Treyz explained,
the ABC-owned WBKB (TV) Chicago will
pre-empt the network schedule for the entire
day to carry the high school basketball championship games.
The ABC-TV president stressed that the
present three-hour option period in prime
evening hours is the "absolute minimum"
necessary to support the network structure.

Alfred R. Beckman, ABC vice president
in charge of station relations, described the
formulae ABC used in affiliating, and in
computing rates.
He made no bones about the fact that
ABC would prefer to affiliate with a vhf
Station than a uhf station.

ABC-TV has 195 affiliates at present, Mr.
Treyz said. Of these 84 are primary ABC
affiliates; the other 111 are basic NBC and
CBS affiliates. If all 84 ABC affiliates clear
for a program, the ABC network can reach
83% of the U.S. television homes — compared with 96% for CBS and 95% for
NBC.

Commenting on the Barrow Report
recommendations that affiliate contracts,
rate formulae, and payments be made
public, Mr. Beckman asked that the
standards be broad enough and general
enough to afford latitude for business
negotiations. ABC objects in principle to
making its affiliate contracts public, he said,
although it would not result in any economic injury to the network — except in
those markets where ABC has had to ar-

Mr. Treyz urged the Commission to
defer action on option time until it has had

range "premium" compensation (mostly
where there is a shortage of comparable
facilities).

an opportunity to study the "interplay of
competitive forces in a fully implemented
competitive television system."
Mr. Treyz also spoke out against direct
regulation of networks. This would lead to
regulation of network programming.
ABC does not have a must-buy policy
nor does it represent its own or other stations— as do CBS and NBC. Mr. Treyz declared.
He agreed in answer to questions that
this has not "hindered" ABC
tions.

in its opera-

Two questions were propounded by Herbert M. Schulkind, co-counsel for FCC:
(1) How many stations carry a network program only because of option time? If option
time were abolished, would they carry it?
And (2) how could the rules of the FCC apply against networks if a fourth network
were to appear, not owning any stations?
The present Chain Broadcast Rules apply to
networks through stations; regulations apBroadcasting

He added:
"If the Commission decides to make the
affiliation agreements public, it should make
clear that its action in doing so is not a step
in the direction of supervising or regulating
the compensation arrangements of these
Mr. Beckman stated:
agreements."
"It is an unfortunate fact that regulation
in and of itself inevitably breeds further regulation, and regulation such as has been proposed with respect to the filing of rate-making criteria, compensation arrangements
and affiliation criteria would be, we believe,
merely the first step in the institution of
common carrier or public utility type reguIn answer to several other Barrow Relation."
port recommendations, Mr. Beckman said
that: (1 ) ABC has tried to make programs
available to non-ordered affiliates on a sustaining basis, although there are problems;
(2) ABC is not in favor of the suggestion

that programs be made available to smaller
stations overlapped by larger city affiliates;
(3) ABC is not opposed to the requirement
that networks place programs on non-affiliated station if desired by sponsors and the
regular affiliate fails to clear (the network
asks, however, that some provision be made
for recapturing the program when ABC secures its own affiliate in the market); (4) the
right of first call would be worthless if option time is abolished.
Mr. Beckman acknowledged that an affiliate's spot rate was related to the network
rate, but only because they were both based
on similar criteria (population, rank of
market, competition, station standing with
audience, etc.). He said that ABC would
have no objection to a rule forbidding networks to pressure affiliates into setting spot
rates in line with what the network feels is
ABC has no must-buy policy, Mr. Beckproper.
man said, because it doesn't feel advertisers
should be forced to take markets they don't
want or can't use. [ABC uses a "minimum"
expenditure criteria for network advertisers.]
He also acknowledged
ance requests usually are
less than 56 days notice.
Broadcast Rules require

that station clearsent to stations on
The present Chain
at least 56 days

notice of network's plan to exercise option
time.

WITNESS:
Selig Seligman

The last ABC

witness, Selig J. Seligman,

vice president-general manager of ABCowned KABC-TV Los Angeles, appeared
Tuesday morning. His point of view was
that network ownership of stations enhanced rather than detracted from the rendering of high quality local service.
He said that ABC's policy was to give local managers virtual autonomy in running
their stations. Mr. Seligman told of a number of instances where KABC-TV cancelled
network programs in order to offer local
programs. He also said that owned and
operated stations serve as "major testing
grounds and laboratories" for program ideas
and talent. The converse is also true, he
said: the resources of the network are available to an o&o station, which helps make the
station better.
described
KABC-TV's
operation in theHefields
of live
programming
news and special events and education and
public service.
Mr. Seligman emphasized that KABCTV is operated like an affiliate and that he
has much the same responsibility as any
ordinary affiliate's general
manager.
CONTINUED
next page
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BARRAGE AGAINST BARROW continued

WITNESS:

An

utter

problems

failure
of

to

understand

network

Dr. Frank Stanton. CBS president, was
the major witness of the week.
Dr. Stanton's attack was principally on
what he termed "the lack of understanding"
hy the Network Study staff of the "complex and delicate interrelationships among
the demands ol the public, the needs of
the stations and the requirements of advertisers— and between the artistry of creative
skills and the force of economics."
As a result, the CBS president said, many
of the report's conclusions "arise from the
shadows of speculation." Most of its recommendations are not supported by logic or
fact. Dr. Stanton said.
"It is my conviction." Dr. Stanton said,
"that the recommendations of the report,
on the whole, threaten to arrest the healthy
development of the medium and, perhaps to
damage its driving force beyond repair."
Networking Made Television
A national network, the CBS president
stated, aims at the national American public. It is due to networking that tv has
grown to the tremendous size it has today.
Networks provide a huge source of programming— live, variety, experimental,
news, forum, discussion and public affairs.
In his discussion of the experiments in
programming Dr. Stanton disclosed that
the Boing-Boing color series cost the network S1.695.000 in unrecovered costs after
less than half of the 26 segments were
broadcast. Similarly, Dr. Stanton said that
The Seven Lively Arts cost the network
$ 1. 395, 000 in unrecovered costs, going off
the air after 10 broadcasts.
Dr. Stanton said:
"The important thing is not that perhaps
we did not succeed, but that we tried. For
we must experiment in programming; we
must go forward since it is our job to
satisfy the public taste, and stay just a
little ahead of that taste with new forms
so that the public, if it chooses, may develop new and different tastes. We have
maintained and continue to maintain a belief in the inexorable development of taste,
and we plan for the future accordingly."
Network programs benefit stations Dr.
Stanton declared. They attract audience for
the station and for national spot and local
advertisers. Networks relieve the station
of the need and risk of spending large
sums on the development of its own programs.
Dr. Stanton expressed his belief that
network television played a "substantia!"
role in achieving the upsurge in the country's
economy in the years 1946 to 1957.
The CBS television network comprises
191 affiliated stations in the U. S. and 46
outside the U. S.. Dr. Stanton reported.
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Frank Stanton

operation

CBS owns six tv stations (four, vhf in New
York. Chicago, Los Angeles and St. Louis,
and two uhf, in Milwaukee and Hartford).
CBS spends $14.7 million yearly to maintain the interconnection routes. CBS Television had 6,419 people working for it as
of September 1957. of whom 3.057 were
full-time. This compares to 427 full-time
employes in 1949. CBS spends $44 million
a year on operations.
One of the most vital network functions
is news. Dr. Stanton reminded. CBS News
has more than 600 correspondents in 263
cities around the world. It has bureaus in
five European cities, one in the Far East
and four in the U. S. The Washington
bureau alone has 63 staffers. Each CBS
news program may involve the services
of over 800 people — 615 correspondents
and cameramen, 147 film crew staffers, 37
administrative officials and 16 studio staffers.
In 1957, CBS news cost the network $11
million after deducting all revenues for
CBS newscasts, Dr. Stanton revealed.
The CBS tv network in 1957 produced
by itself and in association with independent
program packagers 3,172 hours of programs.
Dr. Stanton said. These did not include
programs produced by others. This is nine
times that of Hollywood's total feature film
output, he estimated.
Conclusions Without Evidence
In his references to the Barrow Report.
Dr. Stanton was vehement and ofttimes
caustic. He said:

insure the desired nationwide circulation
for certain periods, at least, in the morning,
in the afternoon or evening," he said.
If option time were abolished, Dr. Stanton said, most affiliates would continue to
want and take network programs — but here
and there some would reject a network program in favor of a national spot or local
program.
This "checkerboarding"
would
throw the network
out of kilter, Dr. Stanton
explained, since it might be anywhere from
two weeks to 52 weeks before a station's
spot or local contract runs out so that the
time would be available for the network
program. By that time the advertiser would
lose interest, he pointed out.
And, he emphasized — through the use of
a 9-ft. long chart — just a few refusals to
clear among the top 10, or a few more
among the top 20 markets, could effectively
sabotage the network sale. This is because
the advertiser would lose interest in buying the network without coverage in certain key markets.

"The staff collected a mass of material
from the various components in the industry. But ... it did not correctly evaluate
the effect on programming — the true measure of service to the public. . . . Many
of its recommendations derive no support
from the findings and conclusions in the

"This, then, in essence is the very real
and practical danger of the dissolution of
networking if the thread of option time is

report.
"Somewhere and somehow, the study staff
lost its guide line and went astray. ... It
did not consider these facts in the light of
the public service principles which it declared must guide Commission action in the
broadcasting field. ... It based many of its
conclusions and recommendations on a
series of assumptions which do not appear
to have been checked out against the

This danger, he added, is accentuated
during softening of the economy, such as
entities."
now.
Option Is Reciprocal
He concluded his testimony on option
time in these words:

available
facts." referred to option time as
Dr. Stanton
the "thread which transforms 191 separate
television stations into the unit known as the
CBS Television Network." It is vital. Dr.
Stanton said, and without it there can be no
networking.

"Option time . . . permits the network
to afford assurance to potential users of
the network that it will have stations adequate in number and properly located to

broken," Dr. Stanton exclaimed. "It is the
very heart of networking, without which a
network flies apart . . . into 191 individual

"Option time is not a grant by the government or an extortion from the stations. It
is the result of a voluntary relationship between networks and affiliates, freely given by
the affiliates because they want the network
schedule. It is the other side of the coin
of first call, of which, paradoxically, the report approves as essential to networking.
The affiliates get a call on our program
schedule; and within limits we get a call
on some of their time. It is a two-way street,
built jointly and enthusiastically by the residents on both sides."
The must-buy practice is also an essential
factor in networking. Dr. Stanton said. A
Broadcasting

network is a nationwide advertising medium,

owned stations account for about 15%

Dr. Stanton emphasized, and "once we are
fragmentized, we are no longer a nationwide advertising medium."

the gross billings of the network. Dr. Stanton said, year in and year out, in good
times and bad, they account for almost 50%
of the network's profits.
In addition to the economic need for
owned stations, there are other benefits.
Dr. Stanton said. One of these is the
greater likelihood that owned stations will
clear for public affairs programs.
During the four weeks of January 1958,
CBS broadcast 10 unsponsored news and
public affairs programs or series weekly, he
related. These programs were cleared by
85% of the owned stations, but only by 35%
of the non-owned affiliates, he said.
"Any network which falls behind the
other can always have a strong basis for
continuing to compete vigorously as long as

A Puffed-up Case
The report's own evidence destroys its
case. Dr. Stanton pointed out. Only seven
advertisers said they had to buy stations
not desired; and these ranged for individual
advertisers from two to four. Affiliates have
all supported the must-buy provisions, he
added. And the must-buy list has never
been used to extract clearances from affiliates, the CBS president stated. He continued:
". . . The report has failed to find that
the must-buy practice is an undue or unreasonable restraint on advertisers. . . .
Failing these findings, the report imposes its
own judgment as to the usefulness of the
must-buy practice in network broadcasting,
and as to the usefulness of suggested alternatives ofwhich it approves. It just would
prefer something different — not something
different in kind but only in degree, which,
in our judgment, gives us less assurance
of defining accurately what we have to sell.
"The report has tinkered just for the
sake of tinkering." Dr. Stanton emphasized
that neither CBS nor NBC dominates the
national representative business. CBS represents its own five (now six) stations plus
eight non-owned affiliates. This is only 8.1%
of the stations in the top 25 markets — and,
Dr. Stanton added, if only the non-owned
stations are counted this would be 3.9%.
The report admits, Dr. Stanton recited, that
this representation has had no adverse
effect upon independent national representatives, but that it had the potential of doing
so. This point was first made 10 years ago
by the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, and it has not come to pass,
Dr. Stanton asserted. He added that CBS
has no intention of representing any additional non-owned tv stations.
Nor, Dr. Stanton emphasized, does the
network's spot organization bow to the network in its competitive drive. "These stations which we represent are strong, independent and insistent on the best service.
If ever they had the slightest feeling that
CBS Television Spot Sales were ignoring
their interests in the spot field to benefit the
network, they would move in a hurry to
dismiss us," Dr. Stanton declared.
Hands
The CBS

Off Spot Rates

president also disavowed any

suggestion that the network's spot organization sets spot rates for the stations it represents.
The recommendation that multiple owners be limited to only three vhf stations in
the top 25 markets would, if enacted,
"gravely affect the public interest in its
most
Stanton vital
said. aspect — programming," Dr.
Alluding again to the risks inherent in
networking — the loss of "only a handful
of sponsors" can change a profit into a loss,
he declared — Dr. Stanton stressed that the
stability of the network comes from its
owned
and operated stations. Although
Broadcasting

of

it has astated.
strong station ownership," Dr.
Stanton
All Television Isn't Local
In response to the report's recommendations that greater weight should be given by
the Commission in comparative hearing
cases to local ownership and diversity of
ownership, Dr. Stanton made this answer to
what he called the "untested and artificial
presumptions" contrary to the facts of experience and reason.
"A television station, despite the fact that
its broadcast area is limited, cannot exist as
a local institution to the same extent as the
local, hometown newspaper. Unlike the
newspaper, which has unlimited space to
print, the television station has only a given
number of hours during the day when people
will listen. During this time, a balanced
schedule of programming must be presented,
not only the best we can provide in entertainment but national and international news;
public affairs programming of general, not

BARROW

WOULD

just local, interest, such as commentary on
scientific developments; general educational
programs for children and adults; and coverage of sports events. Just as even the local
newspapers have had to turn to nationally
syndicated columns and features, the telenity. vision station must draw much of this program fare from outside of its own commu"The fact is that the public will not dial
to the local comic when it knows that it
could be watching Jack Benny; and, more
and more, there is discernible in every part
of the country, a desire to hear more, to see
more, to learn more, of what emanates from
Washington and London and Moscow, and
not just what is familiar locally. Thus, in
natural course, there is room only for so
much of what can properly be called local
programming, such as coverage of local
news, opinion and talent.
"When we think of local programming,
then, it must be remembered that nowhere,
practically speaking, can we think of a great
part of the broadcasting day. And of increasingly greater significance, a weighing of the
imponderables of a good, balanced program
schedule must involve consideration of programs of general interest to every citizen in
the nation and inevitably emanating from
outside the local community. I am sure you
would view with as much alarm a program
schedule which did not take account of general interest in scientific efforts to conquer
space as you would a program schedule
which failed to tell of local election issues
The CBS chief contended that any rule
and results."
restricting the descretion of the Commission
in applying "common sense" to deciding
comparative cases is "unwarranted, backHe also
the proposal to reinstitute
foolish."
ward [and]termed

LIKE

Recommendations for new rules governing FCC regulation of networks were
submitted in the report made to the FCC
by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow and his staff.
A chapter on programming has not yet
been submitted. Dean Barrow is back at
the U. of Cincinnati Law

THESE

REFORMS

• More weight in deciding comparaship. tive hearing cases should be given to
local ownership and diversity of owner• Station sales should be required to

School. Here are the principal recommendations in the
report:
• Networks should be licensed directly by the FCC.

be for cash, so others may submit comparable bids and be admitted
to comparative hearing with
the original purchaser.
• Networks should be required to make public all
affiliation contracts and terms

• Option time and mustbuy station lineups should be
outlawed.

of compensation with affiliates.
• The FCC should have

• Networks should be prohibited from acting as national spot representatives for
stations other than their own.
• Controls should be im-

the power

to

levy fines

against
for infractions ofstations
rules.
• Networks should be reDEAN BARROW
quired to place programs on
non-affiliates if requested by sponsors
posed to prevent networks from influor if affiliates fail to clear. They also
encing affiliates in spot rates classifications or in program time clearances.
should be required to place programs
• Multiple ownership rules should be
on stations in markets covered by affilirevised to forbid any one entity from
ates if desired by the sponsor who
owning more than three vhf outlets in
wants
exposure in overshadowed areas.
the top 25 markets.
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BARRAGE AGAINST BARROW continued
the Aveo rule — whereby stations must
be sold tor cash, so that other bidders
maj mod the original purchaser's terms —
would be self-defeating. It would mean, he
s.ud. that only the largest corporation and
syndicates could meet these conditions.
Dr. Stanton was questioned most vigorously about option time. Again and again
he hammered the principle that networking
is a national service for national advertisers.
Option time, he insisted, was needed to offer
the advertiser national circulation.
To questions that implied that option
time was a protection against competition.
Dr. Stanton replied that networks performed
a service to their affiliates — a balanced and
rounded program structure, including public
affairs, news, and cultural programs.
Film syndicators and spot representatives
are not interested in this service. Dr. Stanton
emphasized; only in selling single programs.
At one point he said: "It is fallacious to
equate film syndicators with networks."
He answered curtly, "yes," to a question
u nether stations would take more spot business if there were no option time. He went
on to explain that without option time some
stations would accept network offerings and
others not — and refusals to clear by just a
few stations in prime markets could negate
the program for all the other stations which
wanted it. For, he explained, advertisers
would lose interest if as many as three or
four of the top markets were not included
in their schedule.
To the suggestion that option time might
be shaved — perhaps 30 minutes or one hour
of evening time might be reserved for station
use — Dr. Stanton commented that not only

must operate as a national medium," he said. He referred to the report
which indicated that only six advertising
agencies out of 60 questioned said they had
been required to buy more stations than
they would have on a free choice. This. Dr.
Stanton pointed out. numbered from two
to four more stations.
The CBS president also stated that the
average network bought in evening time is
120 stations (both on a live or a delayed
basis). CBS-TV has 58 basic affiliates in
the must buy group, he explained.
In answer to a direct question, "Can the
network survive without must buys?", Dr.
Stanton replied: "I can't answer that in
the affirmative." He stated that network
philosophy is to try to get the advertiser
to expand his list of stations, all other things
medium

being equal. "But," he added "it's not in the
same league with option time."
Station Representation
Dr. Stanton told the Commission that
CBS Tv Spot Sales now represents eight
stations, and has no intention of expanding
that list. Representation by CBS followed
mostly radio stations represented by CBS
Radio Sales, he said, although there are
several in the list which were not associated
with the radio list. He mentioned KGUL-TV
Houston and WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.,
as two of them.
The CBS president's statement that the
network had no intention of representing
any more stations brought a lifted eyebrow

from Chairman Doerfer. The FCC chairman
questioned the "enterprise" of remaining
static.
Dr. Stanton explained that CBS felt that
the current list was the most that it could
represent properly. If it added any more,
he explained, CBS Tv Spot Sales would not
be giving its best efforts to its clients. He
noted also that CBS was receiving a full
15% from the stations it represented (implying that other station representative firms
were not receiving a full 15% commission on
national spot sales).
CBS Radio, Dr. Stanton stated, has no
basic list of affiliates, or must buy provisions.
But, he added, radio and tv bear no relation to each other. Each is an entirely different medium.
Chairman Doerfer expressed the thought
that the networks may be "exacting" more
than they need under the guise of option
time. He also raised the question whether
the network actually needed owned stations.
And, the FCC chairman asked, was there
some guide or formula which could be used
so that the Commission might judge the
validity of financial returns — not necessarily
on investment?
Other questions raised by Mr. Doerfer
were: Are the owned stations needed to
"cushion the volatility" of network risks in
programming? If option time is reduced,
does that mean more local programs, or a
movie network? How much revenue does
a network require to operate as a network?
At another point, Mr. Doerfer exclaimed:
"Aren't you overemphasizing the result
of option time changes? Aren't you making
it sound worse than it is?"
To which Dr. Stanton replied: "This is
a pretty, dog-gone good status quo that
we've got." He said he feared that government might move in and force stations to
take programs.

would the public be "short-changed" but
also the stations. He alluded again to the
problem
of "checker-boarding."
Dr. Stanton
said he would make no
changes in the present multiple ownership
rules. These permit one company to own a
maximum of 5 vhf and two uhf outlets.

"Basically," he said, "I don't want the
heart cut out of me."

A Cloud/ Outloo'<

Ford Most Inquisitive

Owned and operated stations are a "cushion" for the network in lean years. Dr.
Stanton said. He recited that CBS-TV's peak
year was 1956. The following year, 1957.

Comr. Ford, whose questions ranged the
furthest, asked that all three networks express their views on each of the 37 recommendations made in the Barrow Report.
He asked Dr. Stanton if he understood
correctly that if option time is abolished,
there would be no network. Dr. Stanton

income declined "perceptively." he added.
He said the outlook for 1958 was cloudy.
The CBS president objected strongly to a
discussion which indicated that CBS' three
owned stations had a $14.0 million income
in 1955. a return on investment of 230.1%.

answered: "I think so. I can't predict for
sure,
. . ."
Thebutfreshman
commissioner wanted to
know the difference between radio and tv.
when in the early days of radio there was
no such thing as option time.

Dr. Stanton sharply declared: "You can't
figure return on investment for a creative
business.".
A little later he bristled:
"What this gets down to is this: Is networking in the public interest or not? Network obligations go far beyond that of station reps or program packagers or film syndicators. Do you want networks or not? If
you don't want them, then take stations
away, take option time away. And you will
have changed the character of broadcasting.
Network service will have deteriorated to the
point where it isn't worth the candle."
Dr. Stanton declared he could see no
complaint about must buys. "A
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FCC COUNSEL took turns interrogating network witnesses last week at Barrow Report
hearings. Robert J. Rawson (r), chief of the
Broadcast Bureau's hearing branch, joined
the FCC in 1946 after Navy service during
World War II, was named hearing chief in
March 1956. Herbert M. Schulkind (I), assistant chief of the Rules & Standards Division, came to the FCC in 1949, after private
practice in New York, was named to his
present post in 1954.

Dr. Stanton replied that tv is so complicated and expensive that the matter of
time alone makes it different from radio.
In the early days of radio, he said, a script
could be changed, even while a show was
on the air (he said he actually had been
present when the ending of a radio script
was changed while the broadcast was underway). In tv, there is too much production
to permit that, he said. There are scripts to
be checked, costumes, props, talent, lights
— all of which must be scheduled for days
Broadcasting
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BARRAGE AGAINST BARROW continued
and weeks ahead of broadcast time. Also,
the cost of a radio production was infinitesimal compared to the cost of preparing a tv
show, he emphasized.
Mr. Ford observed that option time gave
power to the network, that stations -were
limited in their right to reject programs.
Dr. Stanton demurred; he said that stations,
by and large, are very articulate about programs.
Mr. Ford also defended the Commission's
right to look at network practices whether
or not they were considered harmful. Mr.
Ford made the point that the Commission
has the job of deciding whether something
promotes the public interest — not whether it
is just harmful.
Mr. Craven asked specifically these questions:

they buy film? Dr. Stanton answered, "Yes."
• How could some of the alleged problems in network practices be solved through
allocations changes? Dr. Stanton said a few
more vhf channels in tight markets might
help, but he expressed the opinion that the
changes could not be basic enough.
• Would uhf be aided if the Commission
permitted dual vhf and uhf operation in
the same communities? Dr. Stanton answered

in the multiple ownership rules, Dr. Stanton
replied: "We're in good shape with five v's
and two u's now. Any suggestion by me at
all would be toward making the limitations
Mr. Stanton had no answer to Mr. Lee's
request for a formula that might permit the
number of stations in top markets to be
higher." to less than the five vhfs now in
limited
exchange for double the number in smaller
markets.

bluntly: "I don't see any way out of the
uhfTheproblem."
uhf problem was also close to Comr.
Lee's thinking. He asked the CBS president
if a more liberal policy on uhf ownership
might not help uhf.
Dr. Stanton said he doubted whether the
ownership of more uhfs by networks or

• Would a 30-minute exemption from
option time in prime hours ruin networking? Dr. Stanton said, "No," but that it
would make it difficult for medium size and
small stations to get programs during that
period.
• Do network owned station managers
have a good deal of local autonomy? Can

multiple owners could help now. "I hate
to say this," he said, "but I think it is too
late." Referring to the fact that CBS owns
two uhf outlets (in Milwaukee and in Hartford, Conn.), he added that they were "no
bed of roses."
To a question from Mr. Lee about changes

Dr. Stanton told Mr. Lee that CBS Radio's owned stations have supported the
radio network in the last two years. In 1954,
Dr. Stanton disclosed, the owned radio station accounted for 55% of radio income; in
1957 they accounted for 122% (the radio
network was in the red).
The tenor of the staff's questioning
aroused Dr. Stanton's ire at several points.
The point of Chief Counsel Robert J. Rawson's questions was seemingly along these
lines: Option time protects the network
against competition. It is like block booking
in some respects. It is a delegation of licensee responsibility for programming.

WITNESS: William B. Lodge

Network
on

affiliate

The proposals regarding affiliation practices, rates and compensation to stations
were discussed by William Lodge, CBS vice
president in charge of stations relations and
engineering.
Mr. Lodge's approach was summed
these words:

up in

". . . If our affiliation relationships are
tampered with in the many ways recommended in the report, the consequences will
seriously endanger network service."
The recommendation that networks file
with the Commission the criteria for affiliation has already been met by CBS, Mr.
Lodge pointed out. CBS published its affiliation criteria in 1954, and again in January
of this year.
If these are required to be filed with the
Commission, Mr. Lodge expressed fear that
the "next, short step" would be the determination of the validity of the standards.
This would take out of the network's hands
its business judgment on the matter of affiliation, which encompasses may variables,
Mr. Lodge stressed.
As an example of the complex and caseby-case study which CBS undertakes in determining affiliations, Mr. Lodge cited the
Charleston-Huntington, W. Va., situation:
WCHS-TV Charleston had been the CBS
outlet there. WHTN-TV Huntington, which
began operating later than WCHS-TV, was
bought by Cowles Broadcasting Co. in 1956.
Both stations had moved their transmitters
Broadcasting

service

depends

structure

to sites between the two cities to be competitive with WSAZ-TV Huntington, the
NBC affiliate which covers both cities.
Both stations were given the opportunity
to make presentations to CBS before any
change in affiliation was decided. CBS engineering made studies of the coverage of
both stations. CBS research surveyed the
two stations for audience acceptability and
strength. Neither of these two studies indicated astrong margin for one or the other.
Then, CBS evaluated the management of
both stations, found that WCHS-TV had
management difficulties involving majority
and minority stockholders and also had
been "slow" to take steps to overcome
WSAZ-TV's competitive advantage. Cowles'
offered a long record of successful management, Mr. Lodge noted, and had demonstrated its success in gaining a "commanding" lead in terms of share of audience in
other of its tv operations.
The final choice to favor WHTN-TV
was made by the Affiliation Plans Committee (composed of representatives of station
relations, engineering and research) and
approved by the president of CBS Television.
Mr. Lodge noted that "tremendous pressure" was exerted on CBS following the
the change. Letters were received from
U.S. senators and congressmen, the governor, a state senator, the mayors of Charleston and Huntington, the chambers of com-

merce of both cities, the publishers of local
newspapers, the presidents of local banks,
two colleges and one CBS stockholder. And
the Episcopal bishop of West Virginia accused Mr. Lodge of being "ruthless and
lacking in basic integrity."
The CBS station relations vice president
stated that he did not see any conflict between the network's expectation that affiliates will clear time for network programs
and licensees' responsibility for programming. The matter of clearances does not
even come up in many affiliation decisions,
Mr. Lodge stressed. "A station's concern
is frequently how it can get more network
programs — not how it can avoid carrying
programs for which it is ordered," Mr.
Lodge stated.
However, he continued, he firmly believes
that CBS has the right to give preference to
the station which will give better clearance
of network programs.
Mr. Lodge pointed out that as of Jan.
18 the CBS Extended Market Plan has 23
interconnected stations and nine non-interconnected. For the sale of a half-hour of
nighttime Class A time on a $50 EMP station, the network receives an income of
$15.30, of which $9 goes to the station, he
said. For a daytime, Class C half hour, the
network receives $7.15, of which the station gets $4.50. The average EMP affiliate is
currently receiving 12.5 hours weekly of
commercial programs, and has available 16
March 10, 1958
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hours of sustaining network programs.
I ho network's Extended Program Service
— by which non-ordered stations may carry
commercial programs with the commercials
deleted — has grown from 30 in 1955 to
108 as of Feb. 1, Mr. Lodge pointed out.
1 he number of EPS quarter hours per
week has also grown, from 199 to 2.543.
During the week of Feb. 1. the average
EPS user carried six hours of CBS Television commercial programs.
This was in rebuttal to the report's suggestions that networks be forced to serve
smaller stations and non-affiliated stations.
This requirement. Mr. Lodge said, would
force the advertiser into the business of
program distribution.
Mr. Lodge suggested that the length of
affiliations be changed from the present twoyear limitation to as much as five years,
on a permissive basis.

The advertiser's desires regarding placing
a program on an alternate station must be
considered. Mr. Lodge pointed out in discussing the report's recommendations on
territorial exclusivity, first call and "overshadowed" markets. CBS, however, does
try to make such arrangements, he noted,
the desires of the advertiser are also taken
into account in ordering a station in an
overshadowed market, he said. There is only
one limitation to this, he said: CBS will
not permit the addition of a station if the
community in which the station is licensed
receives a city grade or better service from
an affiliate which is carrying the program.
Mr. Lodge also strongly pressed for no
change in the network's right to set network rates for affiliates. And, Mr. Lodge
added, CBS has never used rate decisions to
influence clearances for network programs.
Station compensation for CBS affiliates

is normally the usual 30% of gross time
charges, less converted hour deduction and
music license payments, Mr. Lodge explained. The "free hour" deduction helps
pay the interconnection line charges, Mr.
Lodge observed, although it fails to cover
even half of the bill. In 1958, Mr. Lodge
estimated, line charges will reach $14.7
million, and only $6 million will be recaptured through free hour deductions.
Only 32 of CBS' affiliates have contracts
that differ from the standard compensation provisions, Mr. Lodge said.
As to making public affiliation contracts,
another suggestion by the Network Study
Staff. Mr. Lodge said CBS would have
no objection, although he questioned the
propriety of making private contracts public. He did insist, however, that CBS would
like to know the affiliates feel about making
the contracts public.

CBS economist declared, to have chosen all
marthe "relevant"
national
ket. Thisadvertising
would haveasshowed
that network
tv accounted for 8-10%, rather than the
67-70% determined by the Barrow group.

WITNESS: Dr. David Blank

To
look

measure
at

all

Dr. David M. Blank. CBS associate economic advisor, introduced statistical exhibits
at the hearing.
Dr. Blank took issue with the Network
Study's position that the tv networks constituted aconcentration of control (Chapter
4). The CBS economist held that network
tv must be related to the complete advertising picture — newspapers, magazines, billboard, direct mail. etc. In this way, network
tv does not show any concentration, he held.
The tv networks, he maintained, account for
less than 10% of the total national advertising markets (vs. the Barrow Report's posi-

GLOOMY

VIEWS

The presidents of two networks
virtually wrote off uhf television last
week — and spoke almost as gloomily
of radio networking.

I
i
1

Inherent in the testimony of ABC's
Leonard H. Goldenson and CBS's
Frank Stanton before the FCC, which
is conducting open hearings on the
Barrow Report recommendation, was
the belief that there is no future in
uhf. and a pretty slim one for radio
networking.
Mr. Goldenson based his whole
attack on the Barrow Report on the
ground that it is imperative that more
vhf channels be moved into top markets. This, he emphasized, would establish the competitive atmosphere
desired by the Barrow Report.

competition
advertising

tion that the tv networks account for 6770% of national television business).
"I am
television
directly
market,

convinced," Dr. Blank said, "that
and other national media compete
and therefore are in the same
rather than that television is

The .Barrow
Report, Dr. Blank stated,
. ."
unique
"has simply chosen, among the possible alternative definitions of the market that were
available to it, that definition which was
the narrowest and which therefore indicated
the maximum amount of concentration."
It would have been equally valid, the

OF

TWO

Even using the report's premise — that tv
networks account for 67-70% of national
television business — does not mean that this
is an abnormally high concentration. Dr.
Blank said. He showed charts indicating that
there are 30 major manufacturing industries
in which the four leading companies account for a large amount of the total national business (among them, cigarettes,
typewriters, soap, liquor, tire and photographic equipment) .
And, Dr. Blank added, there has been no
accusation of monopoly. National spot time
sales grew 251% in the years 1952-56,
while network time sales grew 166%, he
said. In 1957 Dr. Blank said, national spot
billings jumped 11% over 1956, while
network billings increased by only 4%. This
shows that the national television market is
not a closed one, Dr. Blank asserted.

FALTERING

When he was chided for not having
acquired the two uhf stations which
are now permitted single owners, in
addition to five vhf outlets, Mr. Goldenson retorted that his first concern
was to build a strong, competitive
network.
He also stated that the radio network was operating at a deficit, but
that it was being subsidized by the
network's
owned and operated radio
stations.

SERVICES

don't see any way out of the uhf
He also was dubious of the value
of a more liberal ownership policy as
an aid to uhf. "I hate to say this."
problem."
he
declared, "but I think it is too
late." He termed CBS's ownership of
uhf stations in Milwaukee and Hartford "no bed of roses."
CBS's owned and operated radio
stations are supporting the radio network, Mr. Stanton said. He disclosed

Mr. Stanton expressed his attitude
toward uhf when he answered suggestions by Comrs. Lee and Craven that
perhaps by permitting multiple owners
to own more uhf outlets uhf would be
aided.

that in 1954, CBS's o&o radio stations
furnished 55% of the radio division's
income. In 1957 the owned stations
contributed 122% to the income of
the radio division. The network, he
said, was deeply in the red, implying

At one point Mr. Stanton said: "I

continued dependence on the o&o's.

mmmmrnmmmmmmmmmm
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

TAKING

J. Walter

THE

Thompson

One of the most searching investigations
of television this side of Capitol Hill is
nearing completion at the J. Walter Thompson Co. Authoritatively and objectively, the
study by the JWT media research department examines television from virtually
every angle— its beginnings, growth and
present reach; network rate structures and
practices; national spot and local buying,
audience size, ratings and cost per thousand; program types and trends; commercial
copy and the placement of commercials, and
the status, cost and sales impact of color, to
name a few of the basic subjects.
All of the completed portions have been
circulated to the JWT staff and JWT clients,
and the rest will be distributed as they are
finished. Meanwhile, with the agency's permission, Broadcasting here presents in substantially condensed text two completed
chapters from the report. They deal with
( 1 ) ratings and how they should be used,
and (2) audiences and how they cumulate
and duplicate. These chapters present both
new and known material in a perspective
that should help clear away long-prevalent
confusion and at the same time contribute
to more knowledgeable television buying.
The two chapters follow, as condensed:
WHAT RATINGS MEAN,
HOW TO USE THEM
Much

MYSTERY

issues

primer

OUT

which

even

OF

RATINGS

professionals

will

use

dependent variables in the basic formula,
a further explanation of each factor is
warranted.

the coverage factor in itself is by no means
the whole story. As a sponsor increases the
number of overlapped areas in his pro-

COVERAGE

gram's lineup, he gets a more than corresponding increase in the chances that these
homes are regular viewers of at least one
of the stations on his extended lineup. At
the same time, he reduces the number of
competitive program sources available to
the homes in this overlapped area.
These two elements produce, in effect,

AREA

HOMES

The coverage factor in the rating formula
is defined as "the total number of tv homes
that are able to receive an acceptable quality sound and picture signal from any of
the stations that broadcast a program." It
is not necessary for a home actually to
spend time tuned to a station in order to be
included in a coverage area. The only requirement isthat the home be able to get
good reception from the station.
It is possible to choose 60 stations for a
network program that would have the same
total coverage factor as another list of 90
stations. Similarly, a carefully selected lineup
of 90-100 stations on any of the networks
can have a coverage factor embracing 90%
of all U. S. tv homes. Increasing the lineup
to the entire list of 180 or more network
affiliated stations would only increase the
coverage factor to about 96%.
The reason for this apparent contradiction issimply that as more stations are added
to a program lineup there is a greater amount
of overlap between the fringe areas. The
coverage factor does not increase as rapidly
as the station list.
Here another complication arises, because

an "intensification" of the program's coverage factor which can actually result in an
increase in the rating.
Aside from its value in rating evaluation,
station coverage analysis can also have a
profound influence on the cost efficiency
of a network program lineup. Merely to
have "potential" coverage in various market
areas is not enough. The "intensity" of coverage, as related to the cost of adding new
stations, must also be considered in determining the most efficient and effective station lineup for any program.
SETS-IN-USE
We have already seen that sets-in-use is
one of the three variables that determine program ratings. Once the station list has been
selected, the coverage area becomes a constant (except for growth in ownership) so
set-use becomes one of two remaining vari-

of the confusion that exists about

ratings — particularly in the minds of columnists and performers who criticize the
inconsistency and lack of logic in the ratings'
use — springs from the critics' own efforts
to compare special purpose ratings that
measure entirely different aspects of a program audience.
In all there are eight different basic
ratings reported regularly, but the heart of
the entire rating system for tv network program evaluation is the average audience
measure. This is the measure of audience
during the average minute of the program.
All other "ratings" develop from the average audience figure — and a clear understanding of this key measure can dispel most of
the mysteries and confusion usually associated with program ratings.
THE RATING

WHAT

Areas Surveyed

SERVICES

MEASURE

A. C. Nielsen Company
(NTI)

I. Total U. S. Tv Area AVERAGE AUDIENCE:
Average number of homes
with sets tuned to program during any minute
of the broadcast.

IN NETWORK

BROADCASTS
Trendex

American Research
Bureau (ARB)
QUARTER HOUR RATING: Number of homes
with one or more viewers
watching the program
during any 15 minute period of B/C time.

NONE

TOTAL AUDIENCE: Total PROGRAM RATING: Avg.
number of homes with of the quarter hour ratsets tuned to the program
ings for each 15 minute
for at least 6 minutes of period in which this prothe broadcast.
gram was broadcast.
II. Regional

FORMULA

The basic formula is:
Coverage Area Homes X % Sets-in-Use
X Program Share of Audience = Average
Audience Homes. Example: 35,370,000 X
66% X 50% = 11,672,000 homes.
For convenience the Average Audience
Rating is a simplified index version of this
formula: % Sets-In-Use X Program Share
of Audience = Average Audience Rating.
Example: 66% X 50% = 33 (%) AA.
Since increases in the size of audience for

THREE

MULTI-CITY PERIOD
AVG.: Avg. no. of homes NONE
with sets tuned to the
"norma" affiliate of the
originating network, in 14
eastern & central time
zone multi-station cities,
during avg. minute of each
15 minute period of the
broadcast.

POPULARITY
RIOD: Avg. % PER
of allPE-tv
zone
homesof instations
"local carrying
phone"
the program in 15 large
multi-station cities, tuned
to the program during any
minute of each 30 minute
period of the broadcast.
TOTAL PROGRAM POPULARITY: Avg. of popularity index: for all half
hr. periods
of the broadcast. . ....

III. Local

QUARTER
HOUR
RATing: No. of homes with
1 or more viewers watching the program 6 minutes or more during any
15 min. period. Area
measured in most cases
extends beyond the metro
census definition.

Same as National, for NONE
each carrier station that
receives any regular reception in the general tv
market area surveyed for
local rating reports,

any program can only be achieved by increases in one or more of the three inBroadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
ables in the basic formula: Coverage Area x
Sois-in-Use x Shares Audience or Rating.
I he sets-in-use figure represents the actual audience potential for each program
broadcast in a specific time period.
Since the most precise measures of set-use
are available (via the Nielsen service) on a
minute-by-minute basis for all days and
months of the year by time zone, rather than
by individual markets, the basic patterns are
best shown in term of "live network time"
equivalents for the entire country.
chart i (at right), based on tv set-use
for each hour of the day over a 12-month
period (excluding Saturday and Sunday daytime hours) indicates that the daily hour-byhour pattern rises gradually during the day
to a peak 55.9% between 9 and 10 p.m.,
then tapers off slowly to the end of the
broadcast day at midnight (all figures on
the chart are expressed in terms of the New
York origination time for nationwide "live"
clearances, so due allowances should be made
for adjustments to local time when considering individual markets):
SEASONAL

PATTERNS

Analysis of month-to-month patterns
shows that for the past several years each
time period has a consistent seasonal pattern.
For each period, the set-use level reaches
a peak in January-February and declines to a
low point in July-August. However, a comparison of the seasonal patterns indicates
that the summer decline is not uniform for
each hour of the day.
chart 2 (at right) illustrates that the
seasonal winter-to-summer decline varies
from a 53% loss in the 7-8 p.m. time
period to a negligible amount for the late
evening hours (again with daytime hours
for Saturday and Sunday omitted).
Thus for the advertiser contemplating
year-round use of a network time period,
it is important to consider the annual average
sets-in-use rather than the reported level for
any single month. Similarly, for the advertiser planning seasonal campaigns, it is equally important to recognize that the peak of
set-use is at a considerably later hour in the
summer than in winter months.
Daytime hours for Saturday and Sunday
were omitted from the averages in the preceding charts because they differ from other
days of the week both in family living habits
and in programming patterns. On Saturday,
the daytime set-use reaches a peak in the late
morning and early afternoon hours. On Sunday tv set-use is much lower in the morning
hours, but rises steadily and exceeds the
Monday-Friday levels by 1 p.m. and the Saturday levels at 2 p.m.
DAILY

PATTERNS— EVENINGS

The extensive excitement and publicity
generated by a few outstanding "hit" shows
each season has tended to divert attention
from the far more important influence of
family living habits in determining audience
or set-use potentials.
Outstanding and unusual programs during
the peak of initial excitement and publicity
have of course generated enough interest to
temporarily influence the sets-in-use level for
March 10, 195S
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a specific evening of the week. However,
when this happens it tends to create a "halo"
effect by raising the sets-in-use level for the
entire evening — apparently through getting
some families to give up other planned activities in favor of staying home to watch "that
exciting new program."
However, the effect on the level of set-use
tends to vanish after one to three or four
months, and it virtually "washes out" in the
12-month averages. The level of set-use at
the peak evening hour is virtually equal for
each day of the week, when examined from
the vantage point of annual averages. Hit
shows come and go, but ingrained habits for
mealtime, bedtime, recreation and social
activity maintain a strong governing influence on overall evening viewing activities.
DAILY PATTERNS— DAYTIME
During the Monday-Friday daytime hours
there is an equally consistent pattern of tv
set-use. The levels of set usage remain constant for each day of the week; the only variable would be, of course, the time of day.
Since the sets-in-use levels follow definite,
predictable patterns over a 12-month period,
the sponsor of any given program period on
each network can also regard this factor as
a constant in. application of the basic rating
formula to each time period he sponsors.
In short, once an advertiser has deter-

12 M

36.7

100°;
60

mined the optimum station list and time
period for a program, any further increases
in rating levels must
be obtained via imI—
provements inthe only remaining variable —
11
the
program's
of broadcast. share of audience in the areas
SHARE

OF AUDIENCE

In the early days of television, when the
majority of tv homes had access to only
one or two stations, there was a tendency
to overlook the importance of extremely
high "audience shares" as the main source
of big ratings. In a single-station market,
for example, each program received a 100%
"share" of the captive audience, so it was
not necessary to measure or examine this
factor.
Today, however, the rapid increase in stations has created a highly competitive
situation where only 4% of all U. S. tv
homes are limited to choice of a single station. The average tv home now has available
a choice of five stations, so share of audience
is now as important, or more so, than sets-inuse.
Some

programs originating in the peak

periods of set use actually achieve lower ratings than other similar quality progams that
are scheduled in time periods with a lower set
use potential but facing weaker competition.
Program adjacencies, station strength
and local promotion are all important
Broadcasting

participation
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Bartell Family Radio keeps audiences alert for constant
participation by copyright Games for Family Fun,
thought-provoking editorials, gay reminiscences ... all in
a never ending stream of titillating intercourse of audience
and
BARTELL

FAMILY

RADIO

participation creates a favorable conditioned response to an advertising message.
Result:

Advertisers

always

reach

buyers

Add rating dominance and you have the reasons why FORTUNE selects Bartell Family Radio as America's most successful in the use of scientific methods for maximum audience.
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plusscs that increase the chances of improving on audience share, but it is evident from
the sharp changes between time periods (see
chart 3 above) that the key elements affecting popularity and share of audience
appeal must be program content and quality.
When tv audiences have a choice of program selection, it becomes crystal clear that
the audience appeal factor is more dependent on creative imagination and professional skill in both planning and execution than any other factor. Due to their
recognition of this factor, programming and
production personnel are vitally concerned
with the Trendex "popularity ratings" which
provide them with a speedy (overnight
when necessary) check on the effects of
nuances in story line, performance or production treatment that were introduced into
a particular telecast.
The Trendex popularity ratings are based
on limited telephone "coincidental" samples
in Nielsen's 14 Multi-Network cities, plus
Denver, as an attempt to reflect a "pulse" of
program popularity appeal under equal
network programming conditions. As such
they are very useful for personnel skilled
in interpreting these data for better program direction and production. But it
should be remembered that Trendex "popularity" readings are not ratings of national
audience size, and should never be interpreted as such, even though they are frequently quoted without qualification as the
latest "raring."
The reason for the complete inadequacy
Page 40
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of Trendex. or other popularity figures, as
an indicator of national audience size, is
vividly demonstrated in chart 4 above
which illustrates the variations in the
"ratings" of a single broadcast of a network
program, due to differences in local program competition:
chart 5 above, based on the national and

"multi-network area" Nielsen reports for the
same date, illustrates that the identical
principle applies to all three network programs in a single time period. Here we
see that two of the network programs (X
and Y) have significantly larger national
ratings than their multi-network area performance, while the third program (Z) lost
ground on a national basis. If we were
to compare performances in the area outside the "multi-network" area with the
"multi-network" area, the differences would
be even more dramatic.
The major portion of the variation can
be traced to differences in station lists
(coverage area) or network and sponsor
clearance policies that reflect differences in
the sponsor's or network's practices, rather
than any inherent difference in the relative
popularity of the three programs "inside"
or "outside" the multi-network area.

WHY AVERAGE
IS IMPORTANT

AUDIENCE

RATING

All programs have a continuous "flow"
of homes tuning-to and tuning-away from
the carrier stations throughout the program,

so the net balance of homes actually tuned
to the program varies from minute to minute. The Average Audience rating is literally
a straight arithmetic average of the audience
levels at each minute of the broadcast.
The use of a rating based on the average
of all fluctuations within the telecast (rather
than any other available types of audience
"rating" measurements) is regarded as a
basic requirement in analysis and evaluation of network time periods for the following principal reasons:
(1) The Average Audience rating is not
influenced in any way by the program's
length and thus permits direct comparisons
between program periods of varying duration; i.e. 5-minute vs. 90-minute programs
vs. participation in part of an hour program, etc. (see CHART 6 next page).
(2) It similarly provides a basis for
measuring "share of audience" that is not
possible with other types of rating measurements. For example, the "total audience"
rating measure includes any homes that
may have tuned to any part of the program.
Thus, the "total audience" ratings for three
competing programs include in each rating
some homes that tuned to portions of all
three programs. The total of the three
ratings would thus exceed 100% of the
sets-in-use; and a share-of-audience figure
based on these figures would have a different
meaning for each program.
(3) The Average Audience measure does
not "mask" or hide big peaks and valleys
in audience levels within the program where
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
CHART 6

NUMBER OF
PROGRAMS

(8) MINS.

(88> MUNS.

60
(28) MINS.

90
(2) MINS.

]% TOTAL AUDIENCE
I % AVERAGE AUDIENCE

such situations exist. (Some programs "lose"
or "gain" audiences at a rapid rate within
the program period, and these changes
could not be detected by comparing the
total audience rating with that of adjacent
programs.)
(4) The Average Audience represents a
closer approximation than other rating
measures of the number of homes that will
be exposed to the individual commercials
(hat the sponsor will use in the time period.
(5) It serves as a precise base for measuring the number of different commercial impressions that are delivered in each program period. This permits uniform comparison between program periods of various
length, etc.
16) Similarly, for program periods or
products with commercials of varying
length, it is possible to get uniform comparisons on the basis of gross commercial
minute impressions via a simple multiplication of the average audience figure times the
total number of commercial minutes per
broadcast.
(7) Products participating in different
programs with varying length commercials
can use either of the above techniques to
secure a continuing comparison of the
month-to-month or year-to-year trends for
the commercial impressions or "commercial
minutes" delivered via their overall network
schedules.

ance. This, in elfect, reflects gross traffic
reached by the program.
Commercial Audience per Telecast is a
measurement of the total homes that were
tuned to a specific telecast throughout one
or more of the commercials.
Cumulative Audience for Different Telecasts of the Same Program is a measure of
the net number of different homes that
tuned to at least one in a series of telecasts
of the program. This provides a basis for
determining the turnover that occurs from
week, to week (or day to day) between different telecasts in a program series.
Duplication of Audience With Other Programs is a measure of the overlap between
audiences reached by telecasts in different
program series.
Each of these measurements reflects a
different aspect of audience turnover that
can be helpful both in diagnosing the program's basic strengths or weaknesses and
commercial strategy for indiin planning
vidual telecasts.
The actual pattern of audience flow during the individual telecast is affected by
several factors including some that are completely independent of the basic appeal of
the program itself.
For example, CHART 7 (below, left) illustrates the minute-by-minute audience profile
and cumulative audience flow for a half-hour
program that is telecast during an early
evening period of increasing set-use.
chart 8 (below, right) illustrates the audience flow for another half-hour program
with a comparable average audience level.
However, in this case the 30% spread between the audience to any part of the program and Average Audience rating is due
CHART 7

to a constant loss of viewers throughout
the program. In this case the audience to
any part of the program was 128% greater
than the number of homes that viewed the
entire program from beginning to end and
20% greater than the number tuned in during the first commercial.
The spread between Total Audience and
the homes viewing a single commercial (or
the total program) is particularly significant
in evaluating the reliability and validity of
research studies that claim to measure the
identification" or "comrelative "sponsor
mercial effectiveness" of individual programs.
In many such studies the low rate of
"sponsor identification" or recall of a specific
brand commercial is largely due to the
erroneous assumption that all the people
who reported viewing the telecast were
actually tuned throughout the program.
Program analysis records indicate that (for
evening programs) the number of homes that
remained tuned to the entire program invariably represent around 50% of the number that actually tuned to at least six minutes of the program.
Thus, in many cases the reported differences in rates of sponsor identification or
commercial recall for given programs may
reflect differences in audience turnover patterns or commercial placement within the
program, rather than any difference in recall
rates among homes that were actually tuned
in for the sponsor's commercials.
Even if the audience level remains relatively stable, the switching may indicate a
major change in audience composition between the beginning and end of the program. In some cases, the sponsor may be
able to capitalize on this by scheduling
CHART 8
AUDIENCE
AT
FIRST MINUTE

AUDIENCE AT
FIRST MINUTE

HOW AUDIENCES
CUMULATE AND DUPLICATE
In itself, of course, the Average Audience
rating cannot show audience turnover within
a single telecast or between consecutive
telecasts of a given program. However, the
national rating services also supply other
rating measures that are extremely useful.
Total Audience per Telecast is a measurement of total homes that tuned to any
part of a single telecast, including those
that tuned in or out during the performPage 42
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ENTIRE 30 MINS.
OF PROGRAM

ENTIRE 30 MINS.
OF PROGRAM
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It's not often that one television station dominates two separate markets.

To cover heavily-populated eastern
Nebraska, ONE television station can
do the job alone... but only one, and

But here's proof that KMTV is the
most popular station in Omaha AND
Lincoln.
A brand

new

ARB

that's KMTV, the exclusive NBC station for both the Omaha and Lincoln
markets.

Metropolitan

Channel

Area Survey taken in Lincoln — Nebraska's second big market — shows
KMTV as the number one station in
Lincoln! In fact, KMTV led in more
quarter hours than all other stations in
the survey COMBINED!
Another
recent ARB shows KMTV to be the

3, at maximum

power, is

Omaha's only true area TV station.
And only KMTV can give advertisers
the big, rich Lincoln market at no
extra cost.
It doesn't happen
true in Nebraska!

number one station in Omaha —
Nebraska's number one market!

very often. But it's
See your Petry man

for all the details on this modern

"Tale

Of Two Cities:'
Lincoln ARB, January 1958

BASIC NBC -TV
MAXIMUM POWER
Affiliated with NBC
Represented
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BASIC NBC
MAXIMUM POWER
Radio in Omaha
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by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
individual products or commercials in positions with the most appropriate audience
composition.
The degree of audience turnover between
the lirst and last commercial may also affect
decisions on the copy used in individual
commercial positions. For example, it the
cop\ in one commercial reters hack to either
.1 commercial or entertainment element from
the earl) minutes of the program, it may
be best to schedule this copy for the next
succeeding commercial position, rather than
the List position in the show. It is not unusual to find that 25% or more of the
audience during the last commercial were
nol tuned-in during the earl) part of the
program although actual audience levels
were even throughout the program.
COMMERCIAL

CHART 9
NO. OF
WEEKS

the cumulative audience reached in a fourweek (or monthly) period. This is frequently
referred to as the "four-week cume"

% OF TV HOMES REACHED

a program.
The four-week period was established by
Nielsen as a standard reference base, from
analysis of sponsor practices and the setuse habits of individual homes in their
sample. In general, the Nielsen analysis
established that the four-week period provides agood indication of a program's "effective" coverage level, since any additional
homes reached after four successive
"misses" tend to be very casual and infreviewers.
chartquent io
below illustrates how an average television program accumulates new
audiences in a four-week period.
The rate of turnover between telecasts
has a direct bearing on another important

AUDIENCE

Although the Total Audience Rating is
the most practical figure available for general comparisons of the effective audience
reached h\ various programs, it has only
limited value to a sponsor in planning commercial strategy and placements within his
own programs.
Analysis ol the minute-by-minute flow
and commercial audience patterns for his
own programs can provide more precise
data that is helpful in the following aspects
ol planning his own commercial strategy:
1. The relative number of homes tuned
to individual commercials.
2. Planning placement of commercials to
tap peak audience levels.
3. Planning rotation patterns for specific
commercials.
4. Analysis of audience duplication between related commercials.
5. Planning use of specific commercial
copy.
In situations where different brands are
advertised in each commercial position, it
is necessary to make allowance for the
spread in delivered audience when evaluat-

factor in program
quency of viewing.
invariably be exposed to a larger per cent
of the Total Audience for that telecast than
brands that used only a single commercial
within the program.
AUDIENCE
TELECASTS

TURNOVER

BETWEEN

One of the most significant factors in
evaluating a program's contribution to the
sponsor's overall advertising objectives is
the amount of additional audience that the
program cumulates with successive telecasts in the series.
chart 9 above illustrates an estimated
pattern of cumulative audience growth for
an evening half-hour program series in the
course of 1 2 weeks sponsored by a single
advertiser.
The most common standard measurement
for turnover between telecasts, however, is

Sponsors' practices vary widely in the
number of different products advertised
within a single telecast. In this connection,
it should again be noted that brands using
two or more commercials in a show will
Page 44
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evaluation — the fre-

It is generally accepted practice to calculate frequency of viewing by dividing the
total gross rating points by the cumulative
audience or:
Sum of per telecast audiences 4 weeks _ Avg.
Net 4-week cumulative audience
~ Freq.
These frequency figures will change at
different periods in the broadcast year, as
the per-telecast ratings rise or fall with
seasonal changes in the level of set-use.
Thus, in comparing the viewing frequency
for various programs, it is important to
establish that the frequency figures are
chart on
11 below).
based
ratings for the same month (see
The actual patterns of viewing frequency
are, of course, influenced by the size of the
"hard core" loyal repeat audiences. However, as a general rule — applicable to all but
a handful of programs with very high ratings or very loyal audiences — a good part

CHART 10
CHART 11
% TOTAL DIFFERENT TV HOMES VIEWING PROGRAM

ing the "sales results" obtained by each
brand. In cases where the spread is unusually large it may be necessary to either
rotate brand positions or to adjust charges
to the individual brands in order to avoid
distortions in subsequent comparisons of
the ratio of advertising costs to sales.
Audience environment is another factor
that must also be considered in commercial
placement. If. for example, the program is
preceded by a children's program and followed by a program with a completely different type of appeal, the analysis may reveal flurries of tune-in and tune-out activity
near the beginning.
In some cases where audience turnover is unusually large between the beginning and end of a program, the sponsor
may find it advantageous to schedule a
single brand or repeat an unusually strong
and effective commercial in the first and
last position, rather to change commercials
solely to avoid repetitiousness.

for

□

%PER
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Broadcasting

NOW!

FROM

WHBF-TV

NEW

IN

THE

QUAD-CITIES

1000

FT.

TOWER

BIG

. .

100

c

KW

POWER

EXPANDED

REGIONAL

COVERAGE

Television Sets 450,000

Never before have advertisers had the
opportunity to tell their sales message
to the iy4 million people living in the
Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa area
with the clarity of sound and picture

Population* 1,200,000
Net E.B.I.* 52,000,000,000

now offered by WHBF-TV's new
maximum tower — maximum power

Total Retail Sales* $1,500,000,000

facilities. Now, WHBF-TV's new
Grade "B" signal sends favored CBS and local programs to
31 high income, populous counties in Western Illinois and
Eastern Iowa. These new WHBF-TV facilities make all
previous coverage data on the Quad-City area obsolete. So
before you buy, get the new WHBF-TV coverage story.

Food Sales* $270,000,000
E.B.I. Per Family* $5,130
*From Sales Management's 1957 Survey
of Buying Power
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KEY

MON
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WILLIAM BISHOP,
JIMMY DUNN AND
MICHAEL O'SHEA,
STARS OF
S A GREAT

LIFE"

From

a programming
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business

teeth

in the

Which
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pure

than

you

VICTORY
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VPS,
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MEDIC.
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the
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roster,
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roster

of this

for

OF

CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

quality

Westerns?
THE

You'll

find them

below.

wide-ranging

more

on

first-

Documentary?

Intrigue?

listed

SALES

Mysteries?

SANCTUM.

Program

much

needs.

FRONTIER.

Adventure?

are

or two

its newest

is longer

programming

INNER

in Station

is good

LIFE.

properties

most

you

GREAT

your

laugh

PROGRAM

in offering

Sales
than

PROGRAM

VICTORY
A DIVISION

VPS

there

you!"

a hearty

VICTORY

at. It's a

because

with

to have

DONOVAN,

FALCON,

among

A

to laugh

Mainly

laughs

delight

it against

STEVE

world

is why

IT'S

is nothing

seriously.

always

THE

number

to help

idea

in turn,

let's check

ADVENTURES

the

unadulterated

CASSIDY,

comedy

taken

and

a good

get the impression

HOPALONG

Ready

to be

Which,

and

on variety,

of view,

"Laugh

it's such

run-off -the-network

Lest

has

old saw,

is why

your

point

repertoire

and

Planning

is the
who,

a laugh!

SALES

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE • MEDIC • ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND DES
• DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT • FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL • HOPALONG CASSIDY • INNER
SANCTUM • PARAGON PLAYHOUSE • STEVE DONOVAN, WESTERN MARSHAL • THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
• THE LILLI PALMER SHOW
• THE VISITOR
• VICTORY AT SEA
• WATCH THE WORLD

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

SIGNS

OF

DOMINANCE*
Pulse, November, 1957

of the cumulative four-week audience for
any evening program consists of homes that
viewed only one of the four successive telecasts.
The Monday-Friday daytime program
"strips" which are telecast at the same time
period each day provide an equally striking
illustration of the day-to-day turnover in
homes using their tv set at a given time
period (see chart 12 at right).
Part I of the chart shows the audience
cumulation from episode to episode within
the same week. Part II shows the week-toweek cumulation for the single Monday segment of the same program.
It is interesting to note that after an
equal number of telecasts, the sponsor who
"buys into" a daytime program via a single
segment per week reaches approximately
the same number of homes and frequency

CHART 12
Cumulative % ol TV Homes Viewing
II— For a Quarter Hour Segment Telecast trieSame Day on Successive Weeks (Monday
Episodes)

2.S
1 8 2.2 2 5
1.0 1.4
No. ol Episodes Viewed Per Home Reached

CHART 13

of exposure as the sponsor who buys segments on successive days within the week
for the same number of telecasts.

out of 10 homes (59°0)
watch
WTOC - TV

consistent audience
dominance, quarter hour by
quarter hour

The available evidence for daytime audience viewing patterns is still rather skimpy
due to the many differences that still exist in
station programming policies and in sponsors' station lists for segments of the same
daytime progam strip. However, the available data does indicate that the "loyal core"
of regular viewers is larger for high-rated
programs than for low-rated programs; and
greater for daytime programs than for evening programs.
Over a 4- or 12-week period, these differences in audience loyalty and turnover

•
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—
1.0
1.0
10
1.0

13
1.4
1.4
1.2

18
1.9
1.7
1.2

3.6 394.5 4.7 S.O
4.3
4.0
3 6 3 8 4.1
2.4 43442.5
2.1 2.3

CHART 14
CURRENT

ALTERNATE CHOICES
I
II

CURRENT PROGRAM

But, from the vantage point of a 12-week
review it is evident that high-rated programs tend to increase frequency of exposure at a faster rate than they increase
coverage — while low-rated programs tend to
increase coverage faster than they do frequency.
Typical 12-week coverage-frequency patterns are illustrated in chart 13.
BETWEEN

PROGRAMS

Over half of the corporate advertisers
currently using network television sponsor
more than one program.
The majority of such advertisers usually
have multiple products or services that are
available to share sponsorship of the various
corporate properties. However, in some
cases sponsors with limited product lines
deliberately seek alternate sponsorship of
two programs to secure exchange commercials with the alternate sponsor — and
thus to avoid the necessity of using all of
the available commercial time in one telecast for their single product.

Page 48

AVERAGE FREQUENCY
HO. OF WEEKS
EVE.
14
HR.
EVE. V, HR. AOVEN.
DRAMA
DAY '/. HR. SERIAL
DAY V, HR. PERSONALITY

rates begin to "wash out" some of the differences in homes reached by high-rated vs.
low-rated programs.

DUPLICATION

represented by Avery-Knodel

PROGRAM DC

Multi-program advertisers may be interested in several aspects of duplication between their programs.
One of the most frequent single uses of
program duplication studies is in connection
w ith evaluation of the effects that purchase
of new program periods would have on the
coverage and frequency that the sponsor is
getting from current programs.
chart 14 illustrates situations where the

AVERAGE FREQUENCY
N0.T/C IN i WEEKS

sponsor is facing a choice between several
quite diverse alternatives as candidates for
an additional program purchase.
Duplication analyses are sometimes used
by multi-product advertisers to check the
coverage and frequency levels that specific
products would receive from various allocations in the corporate program structure.
Similarly, an advertiser may also use this
type of analysis to check duplication between his own and his competitor's program.
Another frequent use of duplication analyses is in connection with evaluation of
the audience potential for a new type of
program in a specific time period. In these
cases the audience flow between competing,
preceding and following programs on each
network is analyzed to determine the
specific type and quality of home that could
be most readily attracted by a new type of
program.

Broadcasting

IN

WASHINGTON,

FROM

4

TO

WRC

SPEAKER

In the nation's capital, WRC
During

this time, WRC

wins a 23.1%

OF

THE

THE

HOUSE

average

the late afternoon

share of audience

on WRC.

Radio

Tippy

Bryson

lead over all

winning

Rash, Jim

person-

Simpson

and

sets the pattern for listeners, you can set the pattern for buying

A call to WRC

WASHINGTON,

Stringer, Bill Sprague,

hours.

... a 19.8 % greater share than

16 other radio stations reflects listeners' high regard for WRC's

Al Ross. Just as WRC

weekday

greater share than the third station! This impressive

alities in this period: Ed Walker,

Washington

IS

PM,

sets the listening pattern during

the second station and a 36.8%
of Washington's

7:30

D.C.

or NBC

WRC

in

Spot Sales will start you off immediately!

980

SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

Source: N SI Report— Washington, D.C, Area — Dec. -Jan., 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

Agency
As K&E

Ends
Jockeying
Gets Lincoln

The tempo of musical chairs among automotive accounts and agencies slowed to a
with Ford Motor Co.'s selecThursday
w alk tion
of Kenyon & Eckhardt to handle its
$4-$5 million Lincoln and Continental lines.
The announcement followed Chrysler
Corp.'s appointments of Leo Burnett Co.
for its institutional and export accounts and
Young & Rubicam for Chrysler Div.
(Chrysler and Imperial) business [Advertisers & Agencies, March 3].
The takeover date on Lincoln-Continental
was not announced but was understood to

SPECIAL AD TAXES are outlawed in Maryland, effective Jan. 1, 1959. under the new
law signed last Thursday in Annapolis. At signing (seated. I to r): Joseph Luber, speaker
of the House of Delegates; Louis Goldstein, president of the Senate; Gov. Theodore R.
McKeldin; (standing) Joseph Katz. Joseph Katz Co.. Baltimore; unidentified; Judge
Joseph Sherbow, council for WBAL division of Hearst and Maryland Advertising Council; Ashley Ogden. delegate; agency man Louis Kahn; Wilbur Van Sunt, Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co.: unidentified; Delegate A. Gordon Boone, House floor leader, and
unidentified person.

McKELDIN
•

Maryland

•

Governor

SIGNS
outlaws

advertising

calls Baltimore's

Maryland Gov. Theodore R. McKeldin
last Thursday signed into law a bill forbidding special advertising taxation by cities
and counties within the state. The measure
is effective Jan. 1. 1959.
The legislation is an aftermath of the illfated attempt by the City of Baltimore to
shore up its budget by imposing taxes
totaling 6% of gross on advertising and
media. Enacted last November and put into
effect Jan. I, the new levies proved such an
immediate depressant to local business that
Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro reversed his
stand Feb. 8 [Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 17]. Ordinances to repeal the ad taxes
next Jan. 1 have been introduced in the city
council and Mayor D'Alesandro has lent
support to subsequent anti-ad tax bills in
the state legislature.
Earlier bills against ad levies, sponsored
by the Maryland Advertising Council, headed by agencyman Joseph Katz, ran into
minor snags in committee when questions
were raised as to whether the language of
the measures was too broad and might thus
exempt advertising media from taxes normally required to be paid.
A subsequent bill, introduced by Delegate
Jerome Robinson and also supported by the
Ad Council, contained revised language
that facilitated passage through the House
of Delegates and the Senate a fortnight ago.
The measure went to Gov. McKeldin Feb.
27, who cleared the legal sufficiency of the
Page 50
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BAN

ad

ON

AD

levy effective next
taxes

'grievous

TAX
year

error'

bill with the state attorney general before
signing the measure into law last Thursday.
The new law now spells out (1) that no
tax on advertising sales may be imposed by
a locality unless business in general is
taxed at the same time and at an equal rate
and (2) that no subdivision of the state can
place a gross receipts levy on advertising or
advertising media.
Gov. McKeldin, long on record in opposition to ad taxes, last week labeled the
Baltimore levies as a "grievous error."
Though slated to be rescinded next Jan. 1,
a consolidated suit of 16 plaintiffs is still
scheduled for hearing in Baltimore Circuit
Court later this month. Media observers are
delighted at the sudden anti-tax developments in Baltimore and Maryland, but still
are anxious that the illegality of levies be
established. Similar tax proposals flared up
temporarily in other cities this winter,
obviously
ordinances. inspired by the Baltimore city's
One of the principal architects of the
new Maryland law, Judge Joseph Sherbow,
will give New Yorkers a first-hand report on
the Baltimore battle of taxation next
Wednesday. Judge Sherbow, counsel for the
Maryland Advertising Council as well as
Hearst's WBAL division, is to speak at the
Radio & Television Executives Society
luncheon on "Taxation of Advertising: The
Threat, the Counterattack."

be effective "immediately." K&E thus returns to Ford's Lincoln family, having previously serviced the account from January
1948 to September 1955. It inherits the
line from Y&R, which first was understood
to have been interested in snaring Buick
and later got Chrysler Div. Buick went to
McCann-Erickson after 22 years with Kudner [Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 23,
1957, el seq.].
Since Young & Rubicam already has
started work on Chrysler Div., it's presumed
in turn that K&E will begin servicing Lincoln at once. The latter last was active in
network tv with the Ed Sullivan Show and
used spot radio-tv this past fall.
Selection of Kenyon & Eckhardt gives
that agency two of the three Ford main
car lines — it already has Mercury — in the
company's Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln stable.
Foote, Cone & Belding has Edsel.
Edsel last week meanwhile revealed plans
at dealer meets for a saturation spot radio
campaign in about 400 markets this spring
— for two weeks starting April 1, though
details were not disclosed. Edsel hopes to
build dealer traffic and utilize a "ponynaming contest" gimmick in spot announcements and on its NBC-TV Wagon Train.
At the same time Leo Burnett Co. was
blueprinting plans to service its Chrysler
corporate and export accounts. Aside from
choosing William L. Diener, vice president,
as management representative, and F.
Strother Cary Jr., administrative vice president, as account supervisor, executive assignments have not been announced, though
it's known the agency has set up a "task
force" group to work on the account. BurMarch nett's
1. billings reportedly started to accrue
The return of Lincoln to K&E was announced Thursday by Joseph E. Bayne,
general sales manager of Lincoln-Mercury
in the M-E-L division. The fact it had
handled the account for nearly eight years
previously (relinquishing it to Young &
Rubicam) "figured prominently" in its
selection, according to Mr. Bayne. Additionally, K&E's national servicing force, including a Detroit office, was described as a
major factor.
"The experience and long association
which Kenyon & Eckhardt has had with the
Lincoln account weighed heavily in determining the agency for the account today,"
Mr. Bayne stated.
K&E which maintains heavy staffing on
Broadcasting

major

WABC

TV-New

York

KTVI-St.

markets

WDSU-TV-New

Louis

Orleans

WBKB-Chicago

WEWS-Cleveland

WFUTV-Tampa

KTTV-Los

WJZ-TV-Baltimore

WBNSTV-Columbus

WFIL-TV— Philadelphia

KFJZ-TV— Dallas-Ft. Worth

WMCT-Memphis

WXYZ-TV-Detroit

KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma

KFRE-TV— Fresno

WHDH-TV-Boston

WPRQ-TV-Providenee

WOW-TV-Omaha

KGO»TV-San

WCPO-TV-Cincinnati

WNBF-TV-Binghamton

KGW-TV-Portland

WFBG-TV-Altoona

Angeles

Francisco

WIIC— Pittsburgh
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Purse-suasion
deliver
20
spots
for little more than the average
time-and-talents cost
of a daytime
network

•s

a week
quarter-hour

Let's play-back that headline, with amplification :
In the 24 key markets listed above, covering 60% of
America's consumer buying-power, PURSE-SUASION
delivers twenty sales messages every week, for little
more than the average time-and-talent
daytime network quarter-hour.

cost of one

With so many "commercials" rotated week after
week to cover a station's complete daytime audience,
PURSE-SUASION combines the persistence of
Saturation with the impact of Television. It reaches

Sell
Mrs. America

Mrs. America at home — during her business hours—
when you can most easily focus her thoughts on
the health and comfort of her family.
PURSE-SUASION rates mean low-cost selling for
mass-market advertisers. Completely flexible — schedule
a few markets, or coast-to-coast. Get the special
presentation outlining the tremendous merchandising
power of PURSE-SUASION. Phone your nearest
Blair-TV office ... or use the handy coupon now.
_

OFFICES: NEW YORK • CHICAGO
• BOSTON
• DETROIT • ST. LOUIS
1-6030 CHestnut 1 -5686
WOod'id
KEnmore 6-1472
SUpenor• 7-5580
TEmpleton 8-5800
BL/\IR"TV JACKSONVILLE
• DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
ELgin 6-5770
Riverside 1-4228
Dunkirk 1-3811
YUkon 2-7088 ELIiotl 6270

Broadcasting

with
PURSE

rjSUASION

Penetrating
with

Saturation

Daytime

Spot-TV

BLAIR-TV
Dept. K
415 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
I'd like complete information about PURSE- SUASION
— and how to use it most effectively. Please phone
me for an appointment.
NamePositionCompanyStreet AddressCity & State

-Phone-
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Announcing

BUREAU

RESEARCH

AMERICAN

ARE

METROPOLITAN

1958

STUD

COVERAGE

on

data

preference

. . . outdates
Numerous
year:

200

some

in

and

coverage

station

any

mid-February

. . . presents

mid-March

issued

reports

in

completed

surveying

Field

latest

tune-in

key-felewisim

existing

. ♦ .

coverage

markets

studies

. » ;

significant television station changes have taken place during the past

changes in network

affiliation, power

and

tower

increases, new

stations

added. Each of these can affect your own TV operation — hence your need for
the latest possible information about changes in facilities and resulting audience
reaction.
This newest ARB "A to Z" is the only industry-wide source of data on current
TV problems caused by station overlap, network duplication, weak signal areas
and other complex factors. As in the "Abilene to Zanesville" studies of 1955,
1956 and 1957, known throughout the industry, ARB has carefully selected the
markets to be surveyed with the counsel of leading agencies, advertisers and the
networks.
Interviewing for the 1958 Metropolitan Area
using systematic directory sampling
completed

Coverage

Study has been conducted

with over 500 separate telephone interviews

in each of the metropolitan markets

covered and 200 interviews where

the complete county is covered.
For each market, the following are reported:
•

Percent of homes

having TV, including UHF

saturation if any.

•

Stations received in the market, with percent of TV homes

able to receive

each station and an indication of viewing frequency.
•

NEW

Stations viewed
evening.

this year

1^

most

(1st and 2nd

preference)

for both daytime

and

. . .

Coverage

of the entire state of CALIFORNIA

— county-by-county

Complete

data

reception

on

COMMUNITY

Contact any ARB office now
tan Area Coverage Study.

ANTENNA

to place your order for the 1958

Metropoli-

Markets

reported in the ARB

ALABAMA
Decatur
ARKANSAS
Johnson County
Scott County
Washington County
CALIFORNIA
Alameda County
Alpine-Mono Counties
Amador County
Butte County
Calaveras County
Colusa County
Contra Costa County
Del Norte County
El Dorado County
Fresno County
Glenn County
Humboldt County
Imperial County
Inyo County
Kern County
Kings County
Lake County
Lassen County
Los Angeles County
Madera County
Marin County
Mariposa County
Mendocino County
Merced County
Modoc County
Monterey County
Napa County
Nevada County
Orange County
Placer County
Plumas County
Riverside County— East
Riverside County— West
Sacramento County
San Benito County
San Bernardino County
San Diego County
San Francisco County
San Joaquin County
San Luis Obispo County
San Mateo County
Santa Barbara County
Santa Clara County
Santa Cruz County
Shasta County
Sierra County
Siskiyou County
Solano County
Sonoma County
Stanislaus County
Sutter County
Tehama County
Trinity County
Tulare County
Tuolumne County
Ventura County
Yolo County
Yuba County

1958

Metropolitan

Area Coverage

CONNECTICUT
Meriden
Middletown
Putnam
Torrington
Waterbury

MICHIGAN
Berrien County
Cass County
Houghton
Jackson
Monroe
St. Joseph County
Traverse City

FLORIDA
Daytona Beach
Fort Pierce
Live Oak
Orlando

MISSISSIPPI
Gulfport-Biloxi
Tupelo

GEORGIA
Americus
Columbus
Emanuel-Bulloch Counties
Valdosta
Washington County
Waycross
ILLINOIS
Bloomington
Danville
Freeport
Galesburg
La Salle-Peru
Mattoon
Springfield
Streator
INDIANA
Bloomington
Lafayette
Muncie
Noble County
Terre Haute
Vincennes
IOWA
Burlington
Cass County
Dubuque
Onawa
Page County
Tipton
KANSAS
Atchison
Ft. Scott
Great Bend
Salina
Shawnee County
Topeka
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Madisonville
Paducah
LOUISIANA
Lake Charles
Natchitoches
MAINE
Auburn-Lewiston
Kennebec County
MASSACHUSETTS
Pittsfield
Worcester

Study:

MISSOURI
Buchanan

County

Cape
Girardeau
Lawrence
County
St. Joseph
Sedalia
MONTANA
Glendive
Miles City
Missoula
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
NEW MEXICO
Otero County
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Keene
Manchester
NEW

YORK

Binghamton
Elmira
Jamestown
Kingston
Massena
Niagara County
Ogdensburg
Oneida
Utica
Watertown
NORTH CAROLINA
Bertie County
Davidson County
Davie County
Hickory
Elizabeth
City
Jacksonville
Moore County
Rutherford County
Salisbury
Scotland County
Watauga County
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Dickinson
OHIO
Allen County
Harrison County
Mahoning County
Middletown

AMERICAN

RESEARCH

Portsmouth
Summit
County
Trumbull County
Van Wert County
OKLAHOMA
Ardmore
Guymon
Sequoyah
OREGON

County

Eugene
Jackson County
Klamath County
The Dalles :
PENNSYLVANIA
Chambersburg
Lancaster
;
Lebanon County
Lewistown
Mercer County
Oil City u
New Castle.
Washington
Williamsport
SOUTH CAROLINA
Chesterfield County
Fairfield County
Orangeburg County
Union County
SOUTH DAKOTA
Haakon-Jackson
Yankton

Counties

TENNESSEE
Jackson
TEXAS
Hillsboro
Laredo
Luf kin
Mount Pleasant
Waller
County
VIRGINIA
Accomack County
Albemarle County
Danville
Essex County
Greensville County
Mecklenburg County
Prince Edward County
Surry County
WASHINGTON
Longview
Ephrata
WEST VIRGINIA
Clarksburg
Mercer County
* Williamson
Parkersburg
Morgantown

WYOMING
Casper

BUREAU,

INC.

WASHINGTON • 4320 Ammendale Road, Beltsville, Md. WEbsfer 5-2600
NEW YORK • 400 Parle Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 1-5577
CHICAGO • 2105 Tribune Tower, Chicago II, ///. Superior 7-3388
LOS ANGELES • 6223 Se/ma St., Hollywood, Calif. HOIIywood 9-1683
ADVERTISER • 341 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 4-5990
SERVICE

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Mercury in Detroit as well as in New York,
will set up a separate stall and facilities to

FOREMAN

TALKS

service Lincoln "totally apart from Mercury." it was explained. K&E also handles
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers Assn.
Meanwhile, rumblings that Edsel may be
dissatisfied with Foote, Cone & Belding, in

MONTHLY

SHOW

• Explains

view of that automobile's somewhat ailing
sales record were scotched by Eldon E. Fox.

MONTHLY ROTATION • New concept
of network programming, in which weekly
one-hour shows would he sponsored by four

manager of Edsel's advertising department.
He told Broadcasting there is no basis of
truth in the reports and pointed out Edsel
enjoyed a substantial sales increase the first
few weeks in January. I here have been
recurring rumors that once Ford lines
up its new Lincoln agency, it may make
another agency switch involving one of its
other car accounts.
Some 40 people working on the Edsel
car account at Foote. Cone & Belding in
Detroit have been transferred to the
agency's Chicago office because of the formation of Ford Motor Co.'s new MercuryEdscl-Lincoln division.
At the same time, FC&B confirmed the
retirement of Robert F. Hussey. media vice
president in its Detroit office, but revealed
no successor.
Personnel shifts were attributed to a
desire for "streamlining" FC&B's Detroit
office where some 60 people have been
servicing Edsel. Involved in the move is
much of the media operation, which now
will be concentrated in Chicago. Charles S.
Winston Jr. remains in Detroit as office
manager and Edsel account supervisor.
Agencies Continue to Solicit
Loose Swift, Quaker Accounts
The disengaged Swift and Quaker food
accounts were still loose last week, despite
a deluge of agency solicitations and an
equally heavy amount of speculation.
Popular favorites were McCann-Erickson, for the $3.5 million Swift business resigned by J. Walter Thompson Co. (M-E
already has a substantial chunk of Swift —
dairy, poultry, meat and ice cream products),
and JWT for the Quaker Oats $3.5 million
Ken-L product line pulled out of Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc. Grant Adv. and other
agencies have solicited both Swift and
Quaker.
Jemima JWT
line. already handles Quakers' Aunt
In dropping Swift, Thompson severed a
65-year-old association with the meat packer firm and culminated a series of developments involving the switch of other Swift
products to other agencies in recent years.
Ray Weber, Swift advertising manager, took
part in agency discussions all day Thursday.
While at NL&B, Quaker has sponsored
NBC-TV's Jane Wymcm Show for its Ken-L
products. For Swift the Thompson agency
has CBS-TV's daytime block (House Party,
Verdict Is Yours and As the World Turns).
As it was speculated that relinquishment of
Swift might clear the way for JWT to handle
additional Kraft Food Co., products, JWT
was revealed to be relinquishing its role as
producing agency for Kraft Television Theatre but retaining control of commercials.
Thompson handles salad products and
cheese and NL&B oil, shortening and margarine for Kraft.
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• ABC-TV

tv concept
may

UP

as use of "sell." He discussed the sales effectiveness of commercials by revealing

IDEA

comparative scores made by identical commercials when placed in different type pro-

to RTES

try out new

plan

rotating sponsors — each advertiser responsible for one show every four weeks — has
been conceived by Robert Foreman, vice
president in charge of tv-radio for BBDO
[now executive vice president, plans board}.
He is cooperating with Oliver Treyz, vice
president in charge of ABC-TV [now president], on plan whereby concept would be
instituted by ABC-TV
next year.
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 25, 1 957] .
Talks between Messrs. Foreman and
Treyz on the projected plan are continuing
but ABC-TV has not yet accepted the concept. Mr. Treyz said last week.
The "Foreman Plan" cropped up again
in New York a fortnight ago when Mr.
Foreman urged the project in addressing a
timebuying and selling seminar of the Radio
& Television Executives Society. He maintained that network tv can offer "something better" than current fare and that
rotation would improve program quality
while increasing an advertiser's effectiveness.
He suggested the networks set aside a
full hour of premium evening time every
four weeks, these hours to be used by the
corporate-type advertiser on a rotation plan.
Four advertisers then each would sponsor
13 programs (or hours) per year. Because
of advance planning, promotion and audience buildup, the advertiser — particularly
the corporate advertiser — would attract
greater audiences resulting in a lower cost
per thousand viewers.
In the monthly show pattern, he explained, the corporate advertiser — "who
puts pride over ratings and the corporate
image over the cost-per-thousand" — would
spend little more than he would for a regular half-hour series on a 26-week basis
but would achieve identity with a program
while generating excitement with an individualistic program property.
By working in concert for quality programming, networks and advertisers would
answer charges of "trivia and boredom" and
prevent tv "from going Madison Avenue or
Mr. Foreman documented his talk with
Hollywood."
slides charting increased costs of specific tv
programs, illustrating for example how a
half-hour program moved upward from
SI 2,000 in time and $13,900 in talent in
the 1950-51 season to $58,900 in time and
$65,200 in talent this season, and another
show originally an hour-long musical from
$20,000 in time and $11,500 in talent in the
1949-50 season to a half-hour dramatic
show with costs of $62,300 in time and
$50,700 in talent this season.
Mr. Foreman ran off filmed commercials
used by two network advertisers handled by
BBDO (Timken and DuPont) to illustrate
the establishment of corporate image as well

grams.
SRA:

'57

Nearly

Radio

$184

Spot

Million

The Station Representatives Assn. last
week estimated that national spot time
sales on radio in 1957 were $183,987,000.
a 26.5% gain over spot volume in 1956.
The SRA estimates, which are based on
reports from members of the association,
were considerably higher than 1957 spot
estimates compiled by Broadcasting and
published Feb. 24. Broadcasting, which
bases its annual reports of radio and tv
time sales on surveys of stations, estimated
that national radio spot time sales in 1957
were $164,301,000, up 13% over 1956.
The 1956 figures quoted by both SRA and
Broadcasting were those issued by the
FCC. The FCC reported that spot time
sales in 1956 were $145,461,000.
According to the SRA estimates released
last week, the 1957 spot volume was
broken down by quarters of that year as
follows: first quarter, $44,409,000; second
quarter, $42,359,000; third quarter, $44.626,000; fourth quarter, $52,593,000.
Revlon

Set to Participate

On NBC-TV's 'Perry Como'
Without any fanfare, Revlon Inc., New
York, is getting set to move in as an advertiser on NBC-TV's top-rated Perry Como
Show.
Revlon's route will be via the portion
now occupied by Knomark Mfg. Co.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., which Revlon bought for
an estimated $9 million earlier this year
[Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 13], thereby
getting into the shoe-polish business. Last
week, NBC-TV quietly gave "clearance"
to Revlon to showcase some of its products in the alternate-week Esquire shoe
polish slot, with the proviso that these products do not conflict with items produced by
Toni Div.. Gillette Co. and Max Factor Co.
Reason: Toni shares the tab with R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. for Art Linkletter's
People Are Funny, Saturday, 7:30-8 p.m.
which precedes Como. and Factor sponsors
the Polly Bergen Show on alternate weeks
in the 9-9:30 time slot.
Revlon File
shortly
will closeand
Desilu's
Walter
Winchell
on ABC-TV
unconfirmed
reports persisted that the cosmetics firm is
considering pulling out of EPFs $64,000
Challenge which it shares with P. Lorillard
Co. on CBS-TV. Should the latter be true,
it would leave Revlon with only one weekly
tv network program — a situation which
could hurt the cosmetics firm. This is why
observers felt that while Revlon will initially introduce Top Brass hair cream for
men on Como — a product that was successfully tested via spot tv in the West [Business Briefly. Feb. 24] — it is more than
likely that "sooner or later" Revlon will
enlarge its share of Como.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES cont,nued
Mercury in Detroit as well as in New York,
Will set up a separate stall and facilities to

FOREMAN

TALKS

service Lincoln "totally
cury." it was explained.
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
Meanwhile, rumblings
dissatislied with Foote. C

MONTHLY

SHOW

apart from MerK&1: also handles
Assn.
that I£dsel may be
one & Belding, in

view ot that automobile's somewhat ailing
sales record were scotched by BIdon E. Fox.
manager of Edsel's advertising department.
He told Bro vdc'asting there is no basis of
truth in the reports and pointed out Fdsel
enjoyed a substantial sales increase the first
few weeks in January. I here have been
recurring rumors that once Ford lines
up its new Lincoln agency, it may make
another agency switch involving one of its
other car accounts.
Some 40 people working on the Edsel
car account at Foote. Cone & Belding in
Detroit have been transferred to the
agency's Chicago office because of the formation of Ford Motor Co.'s new MercuryEdsel-Lincoln division.
At the same time, FC&B confirmed the
retirement of Robert F. Hussey, media vice
president in its Detroit office, but revealed
no successor.
Personnel shifts were attributed to a
desire for "streamlining" FC&B's Detroit
office where some 60 people have been
servicing Edsel. Involved in the move is
much of the media operation, which now
will be concentrated in Chicago. Charles S.
Winston Jr. remains in Detroit as office
manager and Edsel account supervisor.
Agencies Continue to Solicit
Loose Swift, Quaker Accounts
The disengaged Swift and Quaker food
accounts were still loose last week, despite
a deluge of agency solicitations and an
equally heavy amount of speculation.
Popular favorites were McCann-Erickson. for the $3.5 million Swift business resigned by J. Walter Thompson Co. (M-E
already has a substantial chunk of Swift —
dairy, poultry, meat and ice cream products),
and JWT for the Quaker Oats $3.5 million
Ken-L product line pulled out of Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc. Grant Adv. and other
agencies have solicited both Swift and
Quaker. JWT already handles Quakers' Aunt
Jemima line.
In dropping Swift, Thompson severed a
65-year-old association with the meat packer firm and culminated a series of developments involving the switch of other Swift
products to other agencies in recent years.
Ray Weber, Swift advertising manager, took
part in agency discussions all day Thursday.
While at NL&B, Quaker has sponsored
NBC-TV's Jane Wynum Show for its Ken-L
products. For Swift the Thompson agency
has CBS-TV's daytime block (House Party,
Verdict Is Yours and As the World Turns).
As it was speculated that relinquishment of
Swift might clear the way for JWT to handle
additional Kraft Food Co., products, JWT
was revealed to be relinquishing its role as
producing agency for Kraft Television Theatre but retaining control of commercials.
Thompson handles salad products and
cheese and NL&B oil, shortening and margarine for Kraft.
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• ABC-TV

tv concept
may

UP

as use of "sell." He discussed the sales efleetiveness of commercials by revealing

IDEA

comparative scores made by identical commercials when placed in different type pro-

to RTES

try out new

plan

MONTHLY ROTATION • New concept
of network programming, in which weekly
one-hour shows would he sponsored by four
rotating sponsors — each advertiser responsible for one show every four weeks — has
been conceived by Robert Foreman, vice
president in charge of tv-radio for BBDO
[now executive vice president, plans board].
He is cooperating with Oliver Treyz, vice
president in charge of ABC-TV [now president], on plan whereby concept would be
instituted by ABC-TV
next year.
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 25, 1957].
Talks between Messrs. Foreman and
Treyz on the projected plan are continuing
but ABC-TV has not yet accepted the concept. Mr. Treyz said last week.
The "Foreman Plan" cropped up again
in New York a fortnight ago when Mr.
Foreman urged the project in addressing a
timebuying and selling seminar of the Radio
& Television Executives Society. He maintained that network tv can offer "something better" than current fare and that
rotation would improve program quality
while increasing an advertiser's effectiveness.
He suggested the networks set aside a
full hour of premium evening time every
four weeks, these hours to be used by the
corporate-type advertiser on a rotation plan.
Four advertisers then each would sponsor
13 programs (or hours) per year. Because
of advance planning, promotion and audience buildup, the advertiser — particularly
the corporate advertiser — would attract
greater audiences resulting in a lower cost
per thousand viewers.
In the monthly show pattern, he explained, the corporate advertiser — "who
puts pride over ratings and the corporate
image over the cost-per-thousand" — would
spend little more than he would for a regular half-hour series on a 26-week basis
but would achieve identity with a program
while generating excitement with an individualistic program property.
By working in concert for quality programming, networks and advertisers would
answer charges of "trivia and boredom" and
prevent tv "from going Madison Avenue or
Mr. Foreman documented his talk with
Hollywood."
slides charting increased costs of specific tv
programs, illustrating for example how a
half-hour program moved upward from
$12,000 in time and $13,900 in talent in
the 1950-51 season to $58,900 in time and
$65,200 in talent this season, and another
show originally an hour-long musical from
$20,000 in time and $1 1,500 in talent in the
1949-50 season to a half-hour dramatic
show with costs of $62,300 in time and
$50,700 in talent this season.
Mr. Foreman ran off filmed commercials
used by two network advertisers handled by
BBDO (Timken and DuPont) to illustrate
the establishment of corporate image as well

grams.
SRA:

'57

Nearly

Radio

$184

Spot

Million

The Station Representatives Assn. last
week estimated that national spot time
sales on radio in 1957 were $183,987,000,
a 26.5% gain over spot volume in 1956.
The SRA estimates, which are based on
reports from members of the association,
were considerably higher than 1957 spot
estimates compiled by Broadcasting and
published Feb. 24. Broadcasting, which
bases its annual reports of radio and tv
time sales on surveys of stations, estimated
that national radio spot time sales in 1957
were $164,301,000, up 13% over 1956.
The 1956 figures quoted by both SRA and
Broadcasting were those issued by the
FCC. The FCC reported that spot time
sales in 1956 were $145,461,000.
According to the SRA estimates released
last week, the 1957 spot volume was
broken down by quarters of that year as
follows: first quarter, $44,409,000; second
quarter, $42,359,000; third quarter, $44.626,000; fourth quarter, $52,593,000.
Revlon

Set to Participate

On NBC-TV's 'Perry Como'
Without any fanfare, Revlon Inc., New
York, is getting set to move in as an advertiser on NBC-TV's top-rated Perry Como
Show.
Revlon's route will be via the portion
now occupied by Knomark Mfg. Co.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.. which Revlon bought for
an estimated $9 million earlier this year
[Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 13], thereby
getting into the shoe-polish business. Last
week, NBC-TV quietly gave "clearance"
to Revlon to showcase some of its products in the alternate-week Esquire shoe
polish slot, with the proviso that these products do not conflict with items produced by
Toni Div.. Gillette Co. and Max Factor Co.
Reason: Toni shares the tab with R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. for Art Linkletter's
People Are Funny, Saturday, 7:30-8 p.m.
which precedes Como, and Factor sponsors
the Polly Bergen Show on alternate weeks
in the 9-9:30 time slot.
Revlon File
shortly
will close and
Desilu's
Walter
Winchell
on ABC-TV
unconfirmed
reports persisted that the cosmetics firm is
considering pulling out of EPFs $64,000
Challenge which it shares with P. Lorillard
Co. on CBS-TV. Should the latter be true,
it would leave Revlon with only one weekly
tv network program — a situation which
could hurt the cosmetics firm. This is why
observers felt that while Revlon will initially introduce Top Brass hair cream for
men on Como — a product that was successfully tested via spot tv in the West [Business Briefly, Feb. 24] — it is more than
likely that "sooner or later" Revlon will
enlarge its share of Como.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISEflS S AGENCIES coniinusd

FROM

MADISON

TO

FIFTH

WITH

B&B

executives work out a tv problem in the conference room (I to r):
Lew Wechsler, media liaison; Bill Schneider, business manager; "Ollie" Barbour, programming vice president; Thomas McDermott, vice president in charge of radio and tv;
Larry White, tv programs supervisor, and Erwin Segelstein, director, film operations.
BENTON

& BOWLES

MODERN TONE of Mr. McDermott's office
is typical of the executive offices.
Benton it Bowles, after 29 years, has moved
from historic Madison to fashionable Fifth
in New York's newest skyscraper: 666 Fifth
Ave. The agency occupies 137,000 square
feet on six floors, and houses one of the
most formidable installations of radio-television equipment in the country.
The lavish operation includes facilities for
production and presentation of closed-circuit television programs from a live studio as
well as from film and slide projectors. The
output of two live tv cameras and one film
camera can be switched, mixed, coordinated and distributed by a control console
which was especially designed for the
agency. Programs can be viewed in any one
of five viewing rooms plus a conference
room, with provision for future expansion
to additional viewing points when required.
The special switching facilities designed
by Visual Electronics Corp. make it possible for agency executive and client in any
given viewing room to take their choice of
off-the-air programs, closed-circuit live tv or
closed-circuit tv film.
Four of the tv viewing rooms offer 16
mm film viewing facilities as well, installed to
simulate tv by means of rear projection. The
Page 56
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LOOKING into the tv workshop from the
control room, staffers watch a studio experiment with a spoonful of Maxwell House
coffee, seen on the control board in the foreground. The workshop itself is a 676 sq. ft.
soundproof room with three tv cameras
and a monitor unit.

SETTING UP film for rear-projection into one of the four viewing rooms facing the film
library (I to r): Mr. Barbour, film librarian Harvey Zuckerman and Mr. McDermott.
fifth viewing room is actually a miniature
theatre which includes, in addition to a
monochrome monitor with tuner for either
closed-circuit or off-the-air reception, a 21inch color receiver and a built-in motion
picture screen for 35 mm projection.
Other audio-visual facilities include a
sound recording film projector as well as
kinescope recording equipment which permits Benton <& Bowles to make video recordings of either closed-circuit or off-the-air
programs, with sound recorded simultaneously or dubbed in subsequently.
The spectacular new Benton & Bowles
quarters makes the latest leap forward in an
agency history that began in the year of the
crash with a single account.
In 1929. William Benton and Chester
Bowles opened for business with one General Foods product, a bottled pectin called
Certo. The billing was substantially less than
$1 million. In 1932, Atherton W. Hobler, a
St. Louis advertising wizard, joined B&B
as a partner, and by the end of the year the
billing had grown to $7 million.
In 1936 William Benton sold out his
shares to pursue his career in government;
Mr. Bowles followed suit in 1942. Today

the stock is owned by 55 employes of the
company and the principal holders are
Atherton W. Hobler, chairman of the executive committee; William Baker, chairman of
the board, and Robert E. Lusk, president of
the agency. No single individual owns more
than 20% and no one who is not active
in
day-to-day work of the agency is a stockholder.
Currently the agency is billing $93 million
($54.5 million in radio-television) and the
client list includes 22 major advertisers.
Thomas McDermott is vice president in
charge of the radio-television department.
The radio and television accounts of the
agency include Borden Co., Carling Brewing, Florida Citrus Commission, General
Foods, S. C. lohnson, Kentile, H. C.
Moores, Philip Morris, Mutual Life Insurance, Norwich Pharmacal, Procter & Gamble and Schick Inc. Other accounts: Allied
Chemical, American Express, Assn. of American Railroads, Avco Mfg., General Aniline
& Film Corp., Eversharp Inc., International
Business Machines, Railway Express Agency, United Newspapers Magazine Corp. and
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Broadcasting

iBmuiiiwMoniuiw

precludes

here
as
The

Flint

Television

distortion

are

the

Flint

authenticated

Share

facts

facts

by

of Sets-in-Use

WWJ-TV
(NBC)

Station B
Detroit (CBS)

Station C
Bay City (NBC)

34.9

31.8

19.1

Two

the

ARB

Audience
Station

Sign-On
to
Sign-Off

of

January,

Summary:

Station D
Lansing (All)

Station E
Detroit (ABC)

6.3

Detroit stations run one-two

1958

Other

5.9
2.9

in Flint in survey

after survey

after survey.

People are not misled by such a weird claim as "First in Flint in Signal Strength," or
by such a blatant statement as "Favorite in Flint," with no facts to support the claim.
Here are a few examples to prove the fact:
The

Flint

Television

Audience

—

Program Carried By
All Three Stations

ARB

January,
Lansing C
Station

WWJ-TV
Detroit

Station
Bay City B

Wide Wide World
January 5, 1958

40.2

19.9

6.0

Tales of Wells Fargo
January 6, 1958

35.5

15.3

3.3

Father Knows Best
January 7, 1958

30.6

"M" Squad

14.9

2.0

1958

23.9

10.0

4.3

10,

Perry Como
January 11,

1958

29.6

14.3

3.0

January

FIRST

IN

1958

DETROIT!

(January 1958 ARB)
FIRST

IN

FLINT!

(January 1958 ARB)
FIRST

IN

BELIEV ABILITY!

(Month after Month)
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Burnett Makes

Appointments
Affecting Chrysler Account
key appointments were effected last
week by Leo Burnett Co. as an aftermath of

us assignments to handle Chrysler Corp.'s
institutional and export passenger car accounts.
John CouKon. research department manner, and Guy SalTold. account supervisor,
were elected vice presidents and Paul Synor
rejoined Burnett from J. Walter Thompson
Co. as television copy supervisor. Mr. Coulson came to the agency as a research analyst in 1950 and Mr. Saffold, former advertising director of Charles Pfizer & Co..
joined two years ago as account executive.
In a move directly involving the new
Chrysler business. Don Tennant. vice president in charge of Burnett's new tv exploration and development program, was assisted to live commercials for Chrysler's
Climax series on CBS-TV. Mr. Tennant.
former tv copy supervisor, also will serve
as a member of the agency's new task force
on Chrysler. His position encompasses the
study of "new forms and techniques for
commercials." Jack Hirschboeck, vice president, supervises training-development for
tv commercials.
AM&F Names Cunningham & Walsh
The American Machine & Foundry Co.
has appointed Cunningham & Walsh effective March 31 to handle advertising for the
corporate operation and 11 divisions. This
means a pickup in billing for C&W of an
estimated $1.7 million. C&W, meanwhile,
was being considered along with others by
the Crown Zellerbach Corp. (paper products). San Francisco, for its institutional advertising. C&W through its acquisition of the
former Brisacher. Wheeler & Staff on the
West Coast acquired Crown Zellerbach's
consumer product advertising. The corporate

ACTIVITY

HOW

account has been handled by the Gene K.
Walker Agency. AM&F, which moves to
C&W from Fletcher D. Richards Inc., sponsors a bowling show on ABC-TV and is a
former Omnibus participant.
Girl Scout Organization
Produces Color Tv Spot
Girl Scouts of the U. S. has produced its
first color tv spot which is being introduced
on networks and local stations during Girl
Scout Week, March 9-15. honoring the organization's 46th anniversary. The spot is
titled "Girl Scouting Is Dandy" and is based
on children's drawings of Girl Scout activities. Narrated by a 10-year old, it was produced in association with Bill Stoneback,
Weston Woods Studio, Weston, Conn.
Crayon drawings made by Scouts were
redrawn within film limitations with black
felt pen for bold outline and pastels for

color. Experimentation with both children's
drawings and artists' facsimilies was done
at NBC with the cooperation of Ed Bennett, head of scenic and graphic design.
Photographic processes were tested to preserve colors and carry through the best
transmission on tv. The spot was photographed iniconographic technique by use of
an Arriflex 16mm. camera with Zoomar
lens. The art work was moved, not the
camera. Shot in commercial Kodachrome,
the spot was printed on Ansco reversal color
film. The result was a low budget tv spot
with high quality effect.
Rose Schiller, Girl Scouts, radio-tv division, conceived the original visual material
and wrote the narration. Carol Hale supervised the production for the Scouts. Other
tv materials released at the same time are
the "Susie Scout" series of three one-minute
black and white film spots and a set of five

tv slides promoting the Girl Scouts' 1958
theme, "You Can Count on Her."

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124.216.000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Feb. 23-March 1. This is how they spent their time:
71.2% (88,442,000) spent 1.832.5 million hours
watching television
59.3% (73.660,000) spent 1.081.3 million hours
listening to radio
83.1% (103,223,000) spent 421.5 million hours
reading newspapers
35.3% (43,848.000) spent
2 1 1 .8 million hours
reading magazines
23.3% (28,942,000) spent 350.5 million hours
watching movies on tv
23.0% (28,541.000) spent
1 1 0.8 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is a interviewing
cumulative total
able within
2-7 days
of the
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availSINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1. Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,579.000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,671,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,764,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

Ayer to Move Writers, Artists
To Philadelphia in Integration
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, has announced that all writers and artists at the
agency will be integrated into a single department tohandle tv, radio, public relations,
outdoor, promotional and direct mail copy.
The headquarters of the department will be
in Philadelphia.
Writers and artists who formerly were in
the radio-television department in New York
will be shifted to Philadelphia and absorbed
into the creative department over a period
of a few months. The radio-tv department
will continue in New York under the direction of James E. Hanna, vice president in
charge of radio-tv. Personnel concerned with
the direct production of commercials, both
live and on film, will remain in New York.
The purpose of the move, according to an
Ayer spokesman, is to put into operation a
unified concept of creative work for all
media.
Lorillard Makes
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Purchases,

May Spend More in Television
P. Lorillard Co.. New York, last week
indicated a willingness to spend more money
in broadcasting by ordering from ABC-TV
two program availabilities next season, contingent on that network clearing "good" time
on a satisfactory station lineup.
Programs involved are a new Ziv Television Programs film package titled Rough
Riders and the John Daly 10:30-45 p.m.
news strip. Details remain to be worked out
between the network and Lennen & Newell,
New

York, Lorillard's agency, with considerable study being placed on a time slot
for Rough Riders.
It is possible that more money will be
tunneled to spot, though confirmation could
not be obtained from either client or its
agency. With some $3 million riding on combined spot in the 20-week period ending in
mid-June just for the new Old Gold
"Straight" blend cigarette [Advertisers &
Agencies, Jan. 20], there were reports last
week that if Lorillard plans to revitalize and improve the present OG filter-tip
brand — as it's understood to be doing according to Dow-Jones, financial news service
— then this brand will come in for an accelerated broadcast push. This assumption
is based on past performance at Lorillard,
which upped Kent's budget when that
cigarette's new filter was hailed as "best."
Lorillard's present network tv lineup looks
like this:
For Kent Filter, Lorillard has Richard
Diamond, Private Detective on CBS-TV
(Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m.) and alternate week
sponsorship (with Revlon Inc.) of EPI's
$64,000 Challenge (Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.).
The Diamond contract expires at the end of
June and it's undecided now whether Lorillard will renew. Lennen & Newell declined
comment on recurrent reports that Lorillard
was considering bowing out of Challenge
along with Revlon Inc. (see story, page 58).
On NBC-TV

Page 58

ABC-TV

Lorillard (for Old Golds)
Broadcasting
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Of the top 25 shows in the sykrocketing San Diego
Market, 23 are on KFMB-TV. All of the top 10 shows
are on KFMB-TV and 19 of the top 20 are on KFMB-TV.
In addition, 81%

of all shows on KFMB-TV gained

rating points over the previous Nielsen Rating*
° Nielsen Station Index, Nov., 1957

KFMB
W RAT HER ALVAREZ BROADCAST! NG .INcJ

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

SAN
DIEGO
A in e r i c a ' s more market

ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
will drop its full sponsorship of Court of
Last Resort (Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.) April IS, but
will continue in that time slut as alternate
sponsor with Chemstrand Corp. ( Doyle
Dane Bernbach. N. Y.) of Goodson-Todman's Jefferson Drum filmed western series.
I his contract runs through next October.
Also for OG's and on NBC-TV, Lorillard
on Sundays, effective April 6. will share
sponsorship of Point of Impact (formerly
McCadden Productions' Panic!) with Royal
McBee Corp. (Young & Rubicam) in the
7:30-8 p.m. slot. (Chemstrand and Royal
McBee for the past months have shared
sponsorship of Sally in that period on NBCTV.) Should Lorillard stay with all the
above-listed programs through next fall, u
would give the tobacco firm a three-network
spread. It also would place it well into the
SI I million broadcast-spending category
[Advertisers & Agencies, Sept. 2. 1957).
Lorillard Sets Talk in D.C.
On

Cigarette

Ad

Regulation

Lewis Gruber. president of P. Lorillard
Co.. will speak to a lunch meeting of the
Advertising Club of Washington tomorrow
(Tuesday) on cigarette advertising and federal regulation. The head of the firm which
produces Kent filter and Old Gold cigarettes
and other tobacco products is expected to
comment on government reports linking
smoking to lung cancer and an ensuing stir
of official interest in cigarette ad claims. The
luncheon is at 12:30 p.m. at the Presidential
Arms.
After the House Government Operations
Committee issued a report criticizing filtertip cigarette advertising [Government, Feb.
24], Mr. Gruber issued a statement defending the "Kent filters best" copy plank. The
Federal Trade Commission at present is
working with tobacco manufacturers on a
set of standards to measure nicotine and tar
content in cigarette smoke.
Dollard Tells How Media Buyer
Works With Other Y&R Groups
How the media buyer at Young & Rubicam works with the product group and the
plans board was described Thursday in New
York at a Radio & Television Executives
Society timebuying and selling seminar.
William P. Dollard. Y&R media buyer,
outlined procedures starting with initial
media planning by the product group and
carrying through the agency's plans board
which makes its suggestions and renders
opinions. As expressed by Mr. Dollard, if
the plans group doesn't like the media plan,
the product group — made up of account
executive and a member of each of the
agency's creative and service departments —
just starts all over again.
As to client-buyer relationship. Mr. Dollard. a senior buyer on top General Foods
products at Y&R, said he preferred Y&R's
approach of group relationship — that is, letting the account executive or supervisor
speak to the client for the whole group. "It
takes the buyer off the spot," noted Mr. Dollard.
Page 60
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WHO'S

BUSINESS

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

BRIEFLY

MAIL ROOM NEWS • National Federation of Post Office Clerks (AFL-CIO). Washington. D. C. is investing about $4,100 on
Mutual to sponsor special one-time-only program on network March 7 (7:15-7:30 p.m.).
Program will discuss postal employes' wages.
Keats. Allen & Keats, Washington.
Agency:
D. C.
EXPANSION FORECAST • Look for
Venus Pen & Pencil Corp.. Hoboken, N. J.,
to enlarge tv budget next fall. Venus,
through Doyle Dane Bernbach. N. Y.. has
been holding line at very limited tv spot
drives before school terms and Christmas,
but is said to be thinking now of participatextensively in children's tv programming
next ingautumn.
REYNOLDS GOES REGIONAL • R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes),
Winston-Salem, N. C, has signed for regional campaigns in Midwest and South,
using Ziv Television Programs' Sea Hunt
and Highway Patrol half-hour tv film series
on alternate weeks for 26 weeks each. Each
series will be shown in 25 different markets
in midwestern and southern areas. Agency:
William Esty Co.. N. Y.

THE

heaviest radio schedule ever

placed by a local retailer on WLAC
Nashville. Term., is set for Cain Sloan
Department Store by (1 to r) James M.
Ward, WLAC account executive;
W. W. Davis, sales promotion manager
of Cain Sloan Co.; W. W. Dillon,
Clayton-Dillon Advertising Agency,
and E. G. Blackman, WLAC sales
manager. The Cain Sloan order calls
for eight 5-minute programs per day,
Monday through Friday, two on Saturdays and an hour on Sundays, 43 programs a week. Cain Sloan is a member of Allied Stores.

ABN FANS • Nylonet Corp., Miami, Fla.,
in its first use of network radio, has signed
for sponsorship of two American Broadcasting Network's
NewsChevrolet
broadcasts a week
for 26Weekday
weeks and
Motor Div., Detroit, has renewed its sponsorship of John Daly's evening newscasts
also for 26 weeks. Nylonet order is effective
immediately, Chevrolet renewal March 10.
Agencies are McCann-Erickson, N. Y., for
Nylonet and Campbell-Ewald Detroit for
Chevrolet.
BIT FOR

SPOT

TV

• American

Motors

Corp. (Rambler), Detroit, network radio advertiser and one-time network tv participant
(Disneyland on ABC-TV), may allocate
modest budget for spot tv. Small-car advertiser reportedly conferring with agency,
Geyer Adv., Detroit, for spot tv campaign
that would run about 10 spots weekly in
some 70 markets.
REDUCER, EXPANDER • Looming as
big spender in drug field is newcomer
Regimen reducing pill (Drug Research
Corp., N. Y.). Already in 35 tv markets.
Regimen last Wednesday opened up 15
southwest metropolitan areas, after Easter
will break in 25 Regimen markets now using
newspapers exclusively. Agency: Kastor,
Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.
AT OAKLEY EXPENSE • Corn Products
Refining Co. (Bosco milk amplifier, other
products), N. Y., has signed for segments of
three daytime shows on ABC-TV (Sir
Lancelot. The Buccaneers and American
Bandstand) starting week of April 7 (quarter-hour segment on each show) using
budget used in alternate week sponsorship
of Annie Oakley in 55 markets for 13 weeks.

Latter schedule will be dropped in April.
Donahue & Coe, N. Y., is agency.
SNUFF SELLING • United States Tobacco
Co. (Banjo Snuff), N. Y., reported planning
spot radio campaign in approximately 15
markets, starting in few weeks. Agency: C. J.
LaRoche & Co.. N. Y.
CBS ROUNDUP • Curtis Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, through BBDO, N. Y., has renewed weekly quarter-hour segment of CBS'
Arthur Godfrey Time for 52 weeks beginning April 8. Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit, has renewed four weekly CBS "Impact" segments for four weeks beginning
March 4, and Cowles magazines (Look),
N. Y., has ordered three "Impact" segments
between March 6 and 9. Agencies are Grant
Adv., N. Y., for Dodge, and McCann-Erickson, N. Y., for Cowles.
In CBS-TV's programming lineup, Armour & Co. (Dial soap), Chicago, has signed
for alternate-week half hours of CBS-TV's
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.) effective
March 29. Pillsbury Mills Inc., Minneapolis,
has purchased half-hour sponsorship of series
on April 5 and 12 prior to that advertiser's
alternate-week half-hour sponsorship of network's Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.)
starting May 1. Agencies are Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, for Armour, Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, for Pillsbury.
JUICY NEWS • Welch Grape Juice Co.
(fruit jams, preserves, fruit juices and soft
drinks), Westfield, N. J., has signed 26-week
order for quarter-hour each Tuesday of
ABC-TV's American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri.
3-3:30 and 4-5 p.m.), beginning March 4.
Richard K. Manoff, N. Y., is agency.
Broadcasting
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. . . about the vital part WKY-TV

plays in her

shopping! She'll tell you that WKY-TV has been
her buying guide for years, and a pantry check will
prove it. You'll find most of her brand-name items
have been advertised on WKY-TV!
WKY-TV enjoys the loyalty and trust of housewives to a degree almost unbelievable to anyone
who has not been to Oklahoma. This is reflected in
both retail sales and in a remarkable coverage and
rating story. Ask your Katz man !

OKLAHOMA
NBC
THE WKY

Channel

CITY
4-

TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY

OKLAHOMA CITY

M WTVT TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
^ WSFA-TV MONTGOMERY
Represented by the Katz Agency
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
March

18 Publication

For ARB

Metropolitan

Date

Set

Tv Report

American Research Bureau will publish
its fourth annual report on television station
tune-in and reception on March 18, James
W. Seiler. ARB director, has announced.
The 1958 A-to-Z (Abilene-to-Zanesville)
Metropolitan Area Coverage Study covers
209 markets, showing significant changes
during the past year in such respects as
facilities and network affiliation.
Two new features on the 1958 A-to-Z
report are county-by-county coverage of the
entire State of California and complete information on community antenna reception.
Mr. Seiler said.
The ARB study provides data on station
overlap, network duplication and weak signal areas. Figures for each market show
the percentage of tv homes (with uhf conversion also), stations received in the market,
proportion of homes able to receive each
station, frequency of viewing and stations
viewed most (with first and second preferences) for daytime and evening.
The A-to-Z reports are based on systematic directory sampling with 200-500 completed telephone interviews in each market,
according to Mr. Seiler. Areas were selected
with the counsel of agencies, advertisers and
networks.
S.O.S. to FC&B

Chicago

General Foods Corp. announced last
week that Foote. Cone & Belding in Chicago
will handle its S. O. S. division effective next
July I. The account will be serviced at
FC&B's Chicago office because active management of the S. O. S. division will be
centered in that city (parent GF is in White
Plains. N. Y.). FC&B, Chicago, already
services the Perkins Div. of General Foods
in that city. The S. O. S. account formerly
was
handled
Francisco
office.by McCann-Erickson*s
American

Express Returns

San

to TV

American Express Co., New York, is
understood to be making its first use of network television in seven years this spring —
perhaps to sell Americans on using American
Express facilities when they go abroad this
summer as tourists. On April 5-6, American
Express will sponsor the Masters Golf
Tourney from Augusta, Ga., on CBS-TV.
Details are presently being worked out between the network and Benton & Bowles.
The advertiser last made use of tv in 195051. In 1950 it experimented with a regional
football game, the following year covered
the return to the U. S. of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur after his dismissal as head of
U. S. forces in the Far East and U. N. commander in Korea.
Hooper

Auto

Radio

Unit Set

Establishment of Hooper Auto Radio
Service as a newly-created division of C. E.
Hooper Inc. and appointment of Hugh Riker
as its director has been announced by
Hooper President Frank Stisser. Mr. Riker
formerly operated Auto Radio Surveys, Albuquerque, N. M., collecting and reporting
Page 62
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data relating to mobile radio audience. The
system used the personal interview technique. Mr. Riker said the automobile radio
surveys would be conducted by the new
Hooper division jointly with Hooper inhome market studies, and that form of presentation— whether in the same report with
in-home data or separately, for example —
would be determined within the next few
weeks.
Lorillard Joins Braves

Am

Team

P. l orillard Co. (Kent cigarettes), through
l.ennen & Newell, has signed for one-ithird
sponsorship of Milwaukee Braves radiqi coverage on a regional network of 41 stations,
it was reported last week. Lorillard joins
Miller Brewing Co. (now in its sixth year)
and Clark Oil & Refiining Co. (in its third),
.is sponsors of the Braves baseball broadcasts, carried in Milwaukee by both WEMP
and WTMJ. Agency for Miller and Clark is
Mathisson & Assoc., that city. Sponsorship
includes a 23-game exhibition slate, plus all
road and home contests.
A&A

SHORTS

Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., has moved to its
new quarters at 666 Fifth Ave. Telephone:
Judson 6-0600.
Keyes, Martin & Co., Newark, N. J., moves
to new and larger offices at 80 Morris Ave.,
Springfield, N. J.
Smith & Dorian, N. Y., plans to open San
Francisco office this month at 155 Montgomery St. Telephone: Yukon 2-6936. Paul
A. Grimard, formerly with Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli and BBDO, both New York, will
manage new office.
Advertising Federation of America reports
it has set April 16 as deadline date for
nominations for its Advertising Hall of
Fame. Purpose of award is to posthumously
honor men and women in advertising who
have rendered special service in "upbuilding
and progress of advertising." Each candidate must have been deceased two years
at time of election.
Advertising Council Inc. announces Edward
H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, has volunteered
to serve as task force agency for public
service radio spots promoting 1958 U. S.
Savings Bond Campaign.

same address, 8732 Sunset Blvd., and phone
number Oleander 5-6010.
Marvin Gordon & Assoc. and Henry M.
Hempstead, Chicago advertising agencies,
announce merger, with new title, Gordon
& Hempstead, at 810 N. Michigan Ave.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.,
has volunteered its services to Advertising
Council for 1958 mental health campaign
conducted for National Assn. of Mental
Health.
Advertising Federation of America will
sponsor National Institute for Advertising
Management,
said U.,
to beEast
"firstLansing,
of its kind"
Michigan
State
fromat
August 18-23, organization reports. Institute is designed for executives in advertising departments, advertising media and
agencies. Cost will be approximately $175.
Stral Adv. Co., Chicago, has resigned account of Shure Bros, (microphones, electronic components), Evanston, 111., which
was effective March 1.
Stan Freberg, radio, tv and recordings satirist, has announced formation of Freberg Ltd. ("but not very") as "oldest (three
months) permanent floating creative department in the world . . . not an advertising
agency, but a high caliber, free-lance creative department" staffed to work in all
media. In its first three months, Freberg
Ltd. has completed campaigns for ButterNut instant coffee, Belfast sparkling water.
Zee paper products and Mug root beer and
is currently working on new campaigns for
Contadina tomato paste and Bank of America, in all cases working with agency handling account. Company is located at 7781
Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. Telephone: Hollywood 2-6973.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Hotpoint Appliance Sales Co. has appointed Grant Adv., L. A., to handle advertising and sales promotion in southern California, Nevada and Arizona, where
some 1,200 franchised dealers market Hotpoint appliances and tv sets.
Whitehall Labs, division of American Home
Products, has assigned advertising for its
Soothol decongestant tablets (for sinus congestion, colds and hay fever) to Bryan
Houston, N. Y.

Lincoln J. Carter Adv. Agency, South Bend,
Ind., announces acquisition of entire 12th
floor of Tower Bldg. in move to expand and
modernize facilities. Agency formerly was
located on lower floor of building at 216 W.
Washington.

Angostura-Wupperman Corp., (Angostura
bitters), N. Y., appoints Foote, Cone &
Belding. that city. Advertising formerly
was handled by Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &

League of Advertising Agencies, N. Y., is
offering courses in production and media
for persons currently employed in advertising agencies. They will begin this week and
run for 12 consecutive weeks.

cigars),
Tampa,
Fla., appoints H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.

Frank Wright National Corp., L. A., has
been taken over by Mike Gold, who had
his own agency before joining forces with
the Wright organization early in 1957.
Agency, retitled Mike Gold Agency, retains

Ryan Inc.
Perfecto Garcia & Bros, (domestic Havana

Houston Fearless Div., Color Corp. of
America, L. A. (manufacturer of tv studio
that
city.
equipment),
appoints Taggart & Young,
Carolina Life Insurance Co., Columbia,
S. C, appoints Sink & Sons Adv.
Broadcasting
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BUDGET
WVNJ

will deliver 1000 families for just 31c.

That's by far the most economical buy you can make in this market.
You'll get blanket coverage, too, because WVNJ delivers almost twice the
listeners of the next two radio stations broadcasting from New Jersey.
*Source — Hooperatings Jan. -Feb. — New Jersey.
Chances are it will be even less than 31c as time goes by
because WVNJ is attracting more listeners than any other radio station in
the area. It's no secret how we do it. Superb new programming (we play
just Great Albums of Music from sign on to sign off) plus the heaviest
consumer advertising schedule of any independent radio station in America.

Represented by:
Broadcast Times Salet
Now York OX 7-169*

When it's a question of budget — your money buys the most on WVNJ.
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FCC

RESIGNATION
quits Monday,

executives
grand

DENY

CONTACTS
ACCEPTED

gets postponement

of testimony

lash out at senators, Katzentine,

jury closets Whiteside;

Things were comparatively quiet last week
within the House l egislative Oversight Subcommittee hearing room, but events related
to the testimony being taken in the Caucus
Room of the House Office Building were
happening on all fronts.
ro star! the ball rolling. FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack resigned "voluntarily"
shortly after 5 p.m. last Monday and President Eisenhower promptly accepted in a
letter delivered to ex-Comr. Mack at 6:30
p.m. "I have done no wrong," Mr. Mack
protested right up to the end. but tendered
his resignation because "my usefulness as a
member of the Federal Communications
Commission has been brought into question. . . ." (For the text of Comr. Mack's
letter of resignation and the President's acceptance, see page 72.)
The Mack resignation came only five
hours after Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of the investigating subcommittee,
announced plans to introduce a resolution in
the House "as soon as I can get it prepared"
calling for the impeachment of Comr. Mack.
And. prompth follow ing Comr. Mack's exit.
Rep. Harris called on him to "reveal all the
facts and tell all he knows, regardless of
whom it involves, on those that got him
into this mess."
Mr. Mack, through his attorney, begged
off from last Wednesday's scheduled appearance before the subcommittee investigating
the FCC's grant of ch. 10 to National Airlines and has been rescheduled for Wednesda\ of this week. The attorney. William A.
Porter, told reporters Mr. Mack is in a
"state of shock" and is suffering from "nervous exhaustion." "He's in bad shape" and
under a doctor's care, Mr. Porter added, and
asked. "Wouldn't you be?"
Testifying Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday of last week were George T. Baker and
Alexander Hardy, president and senior vice
president-counsel, respectively, of National
Airlines. Both categorically denied any attempts to "influence" the FCC decision on
ch. 10 or that Miami attorney Thurman A.
Whiteside was an agent of National in any
way. Mr. Baker called for three senators to

FCC

asked

on Hill

others

to reopen

tv case

merits last week in the Miami ch. 10 case:
• Subcommittee appointment of Washington attorney Robert William Lishman to
replace the fired Bernard Schwartz as chief
counsel (see page 72).
• Demands by two senators and one representative that the grant to National be declared void and the FCC reopen the record.
• A Thursday appearance by Mr. Whiteside, under a Justice Dept. subpoena, before
a Federal Grand Jury in Washington. Mr.
\\ fiiteside, along w ith his insurance partner
Charles Shelden. was directed to appear
with records of Miami insurance agencies
Stembler-Shcldcn and Andar Inc.
• Several exchanges between Rep. Charles
A. Wolverton (R-N. J.) and Rep. Harris on
whether the several senators whose names
have been mentioned should be "invited" to
testify. The senators, in turn, expressed a
willingness to testify but stated they were
waiting to be "invited." House Speaker Sam
Ray burn (D-Tex.) Thursday made all the
debate academic by stating the senators
would not be called.
In telegrams to Rep. Harris and Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
the Senate Commerce Committee, Sen.
Mike Monroney said the resignation of
Comr. Mack "does not absolve National
Airlines for irregularities ... in the case."
He called on the FCC to void the grant,
reopen the case and "incorporate evidence
of any irregularities or undue pressures by
any applicants for acquisition of the station." Sen. Monroney wrote several letters
to the FCC just prior to the grant pointing
out what he termed a grave policy question
in granting a tv station to an airline [Government, Jan. 21, 1957. et seq.}. He is

Aviation

Subcommittee.
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) Mondaj called on the attorney general to file
suit asking that the grant to National be
vacated. "It would seem to me most distressing ifComr. Mack should resign under
fire in this chaotic situation, while the
beneficiaries of his dubious activities were
allowed
to benefit
. ." he
said. Testimony
madepermanently
in the HouseJ' justifies
cancellation of National's authority, he
stated.
The ch. 10 disclosures "are morally equal
to those of the Teapot Dome scandals," said
Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), former
chairman of the House subcommittee who
resigned in protest at the firing of Dr.
Schwartz. He stated the Mack resignation
should be followed by the resignation of
other FCC commissioners and that Comr.
Mack is no more guilty than they. Rep.
Moulder did not mention the "other commissioners" last week but previously has
attacked the credibility of the other three
commissioners voting for National — then
Chairman George C. McConnaughey, John
C. Doerfer and Robert E. Lee.
"It is an article of fundamental, basic
law that property secured by fraud or improper influence is void," and the Commission should "most certainly" reopen the
record, Rep. Moulder said. Also, prior to
announcement of the hiring of Mr. Lishman
as chief counsel, Rep. Moulder called for
the reinstatement of Dr. Schwartz. When
asked to comment on this. Rep. Harris
said, "That is so ridiculous it doesn't even
deserve
discussion."
Messrs.
Whiteside, who returns to the
subcommittee witness stand today (Monday), and Shelden spent nearly three hours
before the grand jury Thursday. Mr. Whiteside said he turned over all the requested
records but that the jury did not quiz him
about any of them. Mr. Whiteside had been
accused by Dr. Schwartz of being in the
employ of National and pledging Comr.
Mack's vote for the airline. Also, Dr.
Schwartz charged, $2,650 changed hands
from Mr. Whiteside to Comr. Mack while

resign "for the same reason Mack resigned."
The FCC. in a 4-1-1 decision, granted ch.
10 to National's wholly-owned subsidiary.
Public Service Tv Inc. (WPST-TV). in February 1957. Messrs. Hardy and Baker
claimed that any undue pressures in the case
were brought by one of the losing applicants,
A. Frank Katzentine. owner of WKAT
Miami. The National witnesses also bitterly
attacked the role they claimed several senators played in behind-the-scenes efforts in
behalf of Col. Katzentine. Other developPage 64
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TELLING National Airlines' side of the ch. 10 Miami case to House
investigators last
week were Senior Vice President Alexander Hardy (I) and Preside
nt G. T. Baker (c)
Furnishing legal guidance was former Florida Sen. Claude Pepper
Broadcasting

Shown at right, the 76-pound electroformed copper mold in which the beautifully detailed, 28" vinyl plastisol hobby horses are cast. Mold is made by Plated Moulds, Inc., Yonkers, N. Y.

New

kind of
COPPER

influences

the

shape

of things

to

come

"Plus-4"® Copper Anodes — outgrowth of a revolutionary metallurgical
development by Anaconda — have opened up exciting new horizons in
the mass production of intricately shaped precision parts.

The

In "Plus-4" Anodes, copper is alloyed with controlled percentages of
phosphorus and other elements. The result is faster, more uniform

Company

acid-copper plating (and at substantial savings) than is possible with
anodes of pure copper — which were long accepted as the ultimate.
Already "Plus-4" Anodes have demonstrated their advantages from
the electroplating of highly complex radar and microwave components of copper to the electroforming of molds for casting velvetysmooth vinyl plastisol hobby horses by Plated Moulds, Inc.
Like many other Anaconda products, "Plus-4" Anodes were perfected
while working on a tough production problem submitted by an
Anaconda customer. Largely through this kind of partnership with
industry, and intimate awareness of its needs, Anaconda is able to

"

AnacondA

The American Brass Company
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
Andes Copper Mining Company
Chile Copper Company
Greene Cononeo Copper Compony
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
Infernational Smelting and
Refining Company

offer an exceptionally broad and versatile line of non-ferrous metals
and mill products.
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GOVERNMENT continued
i he case w.is under consideration bv the
FCC.
"Those who conclude that I influenced
Mr. Mack's decision on the ch. 10 case,
notwithstanding the irrefutable facts to the
contrary, are on some mission which is
completely foreign to justice and fair play,"
Whiteside stated following his grand
jury appearance. He said he is "delighted
the Justice Department has taken over the
investigation of this entire matter."
Justice explained the subpoenas to Messrs.
\\ hiteside and Shelden do not mean an indictment will be returned but that the method
was used to obtain records not given
voluntarily. The FBI. which also is in the
case, has no subpoena powers.
In addition to Messrs. Whiteside and
Mack, Col. Kat/entine is scheduled to testiIv before the subcommittee again tomorrow
I l"uesda\ ). In outlining the program for the
remainder of this week. Rep. Harris said
.1 half-dozen other witnesses would be called
to "clear several points in the record that
must be closed." He did not name these
additional witnesses but it was learned they
include John Knight. 42.5% owner of
WCKT (TV) Miami (see below); Col. Gordon Moore. Mrs. Eisenhower's brother-inlaw who has been frequently mentioned in
previous testimony, and three other Miami
residents (Alfred Barton and Mr. and Mrs.
He. in Murphy) who were mentioned in
previous testimony by Col. Katzentine [Govi rsmim
I eb. 24].
Follow ins

this

testimony,

all commis-

sioners (including Mr. McConnaughey) who
participated in the Miami ch. 10 grant will
be called "to give them an opportunity to
explain their vote and what pressures were
brought
against
them."
is expected tocalls
be
next week
before
the It
subcommittee
the commissioners. This week's hearings will
be held in the Caucus Room of the Old
House Office Building.
Mr. Baker stoutly defended the actions of
National Airlines in prosecuting the ch. 10
application before the FCC. He attacked
just as strongly the actions of several senators. Col. Katzentine and his attorney. Paul
Porter.
He charged National has been "victimized, slandered and libeled by the defeated
applicant Katzentine . . . Katzentine has
attempted ... to influence the decision of
the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia |which currently has pending an appeal of the FCC's Miami ch. 10 grant].
The National president charged that Col.
Katzentine's contentions that Col. Moore
"engineered" the airline application "is an
infantile attempt to establish guilt by association." While admitting Col. Moore is a
personal friend. Mr. Baker denied he "ever
has been a representative of National Airlines or its subsidiary. Public Service Tv, in
an\ capacity."
In a letter to Rep. Harris last Wednesday, Col. Moore denied he played any role
whatever in the Miami ch. 10 case. Col.
Moore, a brother-in-law of Mrs. Eisenhower, had been accused by Dr. Schwartz

of
"engineering" the grant to National Airlines.
"These insinuations have no basis whatever in fact," Col. Moore said. "I have no
interest, financial or otherwise, in that or any
other application before the Federal Communications Commission." He denied speaking to any member of the FCC or anyone
else, including government and White House
officials, on behalf of National.
"I will repeat under oath what I have said
in this letter," Col. Moore wrote. Rep.
Harris indicated he would be heard this
week. "I assure you he is not going to some
other meeting . . ." to testify, Rep. Harris
told reporters.
Mr. Baker denied ever saying the FCC
hearings were a waste of time because National would win the grant. Following Examiner Herbert Sharfman's initial decision,
Mr. Baker charged, "Katzentine couldn't
wait for due process . . . We heard rumors
and reports that he was exerting political
influence in every way he and his attorney,
former FCC Chairman Paul Porter, could
Faced with information of behind-thescenes activity by Col. Katzentine, Mr.
Baker
said that the idea of hiring an outmuster."
side counsel well known to Comr. Mack
was broached by National attorney Paul
Scott. Repeatedly, in answer to questions
during his testimony, Mr. Baker stated
Mr. Scott's recommendation was the only
reason for attempting to hire Mr. Whiteside and just as often pointed out the controversial attorney had never been retained
by Chairman
National.
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award of ch. 10. . . ."
The only contacts made by National,
both Messrs. Baker and Hardy testified at
length, were efforts to persuade several
senators to remain neutral and let the FCC
decide the case on its merits. Mr. Baker also
hit at Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) for
"badgering" Mr. Hardy while the National
vice president was testifying on airline matters before the House Judiciary Committee.
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world's foremost harmonica soloist in an exciting
display of his performing
and arranging mastery.
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thought it was an "unusual step" to attempt
to hire Mr. Whiteside after the examiner
had issued an initial decision and asked:
"What did Whiteside do?" Mr. Baker said
he never knew what the attorney did on
behalf of the National application and
added, "I couldn't have cared less . . . We
don't operate under the table . . . Don't try
to put around my neck the activities of

extreme [and] became a conspiracy." He
said that "Katzentine was bragging around
Miami . . . that through the efforts of his
friends, they would have Sen. Magnuson
. . . abolish the FCC if National got the tv

HAYMAN

"the best music in America*
• 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE
•

he

Mr. Baker charged the "KatzentinePorter activity against us . . . went to any

Series "N"
X-lsin

AND

Baker

Mack and Whiteside."
The National president protested that
he talked to Mr. Whiteside regarding ch.
10 "only for five minutes and you certainly
can't hang me for that."
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^ Although
anytold
effort to defend
Comr.
Mack, denying
Mr. Baker
the committee
its "judgment of Comr. Mack must be
based on the same moral standards used to
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GOVERNMENT continued
judge those who pursued Comr. Mack, regardless of who they may be. . . . It appears
that Comr. Mack is being broken, crucified
and is about to be sent home in disgrace
. . ." because he voted for National Airlines.
"I am impelled to ask this committee . . .
just what it intends to do about the senators,
Katzentine, Paul Porter, Eastern Airlines and
others for their improper activities."
Mr. Baker told the subcommittee that before National filed its ch. 10 application he
discussed with Col. Katzentine the possibility
of National becoming a partner with WKAT
in the ownership of a Miami tv station. He
said he changed his mind after learning
more about Col. Katzentine's reputation
and that he did not want "another thirdrate television station" in Miami. National
decided to file for ch. 10, he stated, after it
became convinced none of the three pending applications (Katzentine-WKAT Inc.,
North Dade Video and L. B. Wilson) could
"do the job."
He said National hopes to acquire four
more tv stations (giving it the maximum
number of vhfs allowed under FCC rules)
if the current investigations do not throw
up a roadblock. Mr. Baker reported that
National, a $50 million corporation, has
approximately $2 million invested in
WPST-TV but refused to estimate what the
station would bring on the open market.
"It's not for sale at any price," he said.
Mr. Baker repeatedly struck at the role
played in the ch. 10 case by several Senators,
including Florida Democrats Spessard Holland and George Smathers; Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee; Sen. Monroney; Frederick
Payne (R-Me.); Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
and Andrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.). All except
Sens. Holland and Kefauver are members
of the Commerce Committee.
Tuesday evening, Mr. Baker issued a
statement, not made from the witness stand,
further attacking Sens. Holland, Smathers
and Kefauver and calling for their resignations.
A majority of the senators attacked by
Mr. Baker have renounced his charges and
indicated a willingness to testify before the
Harris committee.
Sen. Magnuson stated his entire Commerce Committee had taken up with the
FCC the policy question of allowing an
airline to own a tv station. "I still think it
poses a question of policy," Sen. Magnuson
said, but denied bringing any "pressure"
to bear at any time in the ch. 10 proceedings.
Sen. Kefauver termed
nation demand "almost
dignify with a comment.
desperate effort to divert

Only WMAL-TV, among Washington stations, keeps two
mobile camera-mike units roving constantly, on the
prowl for local (not national government) news:
manhunts, fires, visiting celebrities, etc.
This is why Del Malkie (above, with the one and
only Miss Marilyn Monroe) and his 7:10 p.m. local
newscast stand out in the viewing habits
of people in the nation's capital ... now the
top-rated early evening news show. Malkie
and his colleague Len Deibert shoot and
use more local film footage than all
other local newsmen combined.

Mr. Baker's resigtoo ridiculous to
It is apparently a
attention from his

[Baker's] own plight."
The two Florida senators labeled Mr.
Baker's charges the outcry of a "desperate
man," and Sen. Smathers further denounced
it as being "reckless and irresponsible." Sen.
Smathers added he not only is willing but
"anxious" to testify.
In a Wednesday letter to Rep. Harris,
Sen. Smathers explained how he happened
Broadcasting

maximum power on channel 7 in Washington,
tD,C.
wmalan Evening Star station represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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dOV ERNMENT continued
to become co-executor of the estate of L.
B. Wilson, one of the applicants for ch.
10. He learned of Mr. Wilson's applications
five months alter being named co-executor,
the senator said, and immediately wrote Mr.
Wilson asking that he name another person
as executor. Sen. Smathers said Mr. Wilson
died before the will could be changed.
Mr. Baker had asked the subcommittee
to investigate Sen. Smathers' activities since
the senator had an interest in the ch. 10
grant because of the Wilson will. Sen.
Smathers. in the letter, again denied any
interference with the FCC for anyone.
Statements by Messrs. Baker and Hardy
that he talked to Eastern Airlines about National's ch. 10 application are "completely
without foundation." Sen. Smathers charged.
However. House Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.) Thursday all but ruled out appearances by the senators when he said,
"We are not going to ask them to come
over here. And, if I were a senator. I would

APPOINTED
REPLACEMENT
SCHWARTZ'
struction Finance Corp. and his work
After a three-week search, the House
involved war plant expansions. In late
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last
1944, he joined the Washington law firm
of Knox & Matthews where he remained
\Vc~dncsda\ hired Robert William Irishman to replace fired Dr. Bernard
for 10 years and practiced before various
Schwartz as its chief counsel. Mr. Irisharms of the federal government.
man, 54, is a member of the Washington
Mr. Lishman became associated with
law firm of Harter, Calhoun, Lishman &

Williams and has "extensive experience in
the practice of administrative law, utility
and other regulatory agencies," accordchairHarris
to Rep.
ing man
tee.(D-Ark.),
of the Oren
subcommit
Mr. Lishman admits that he has his
work cut out for him in conducting the
committee's investigations of six regulatory agencies. His predecessor was fired
after clashing privately and publicly with
members of the subcommittee over the

not come voluntarily." He added: "If a
Senate committee called me, I'd tell them to
go dig potatoes, deep."
Mr. Hardy followed Mr. Baker to the
stand on Tuesday and returned again
Wednesday. He also defended his personal
actions and those of National Airlines.
The National vice president denied that,
in January 1956, he told John Knight, an
applicant for ch. 7 in Miami, that National
had the votes of three commissioners "in
the bag." He talked to Mr. Knight, he said,
on a flight from Washington to Miami and
expressed confidence National would win the
case on the merits. Mr. Knight, Mr. Hardy
said, had been to Washington in an effort
to find out how the Knight-Cox-Trammell
application for ch. 7 was faring. Mr. Hardy
quoted Mr. Knight as saying he did not
know if his application would get four,
three or two Commission votes. [The Knight
interests received the grant approximately
two weeks later. Mr. Knight is expected to
be a subcommittee witness this week.]
Mr. Hardy, as did Mr. Baker preceding
him. strongly attacked Col. Katzentine's
operation of WKAT and charged the station was used to promote gambling activities
on horse races. He expressed "surprise" that
the hearing examiner's decision overlooked
WKAT's horse race programming.
A telephone toll slip in Mr. Hardy's files,
which stated Charles Steadman was keeping
close touch with Comr. McConnaughey on
the ch. 10 situation, was a fabrication by
an employe to cover up a personal call, Mr.
Hardy stated. He said the note was written
by Milt Dean Hill, National public relations
counsel, and that "Hill confessed to me."
"I want to assure you, we never talked to
Mr. Steadman in this case," Mr. Hardy
said. He assured the subcommittee Mr. Hill
had been "reprimanded" and was required
to apologize to Mr. Steadman.
Reps. Mack and Williams questioned
Messrs. Baker and Hardy at length concerning Col. Moore's association in a Dominican Republic shipyard with National Airlines director George Gibbs. Both denied
any knowledge of the nature of the arrangement. Mr. Gibbs also is a vice president
and director of WPST-TV,
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his present law firm in 1954. It is engaged in general practice before various
federal departments, agencies, commissions and courts but Mr. Lishman himself has never practiced before the FCC.
The senior member of the firm, Dow W.
Harter, was an Ohio congressman from
1933-42. Another associate, Leonard J.
Calhoun, formerly was counsel for the
House Ways & Means Committee and
the Social Security Board. The fourth
member of the firm, Edward B. Williams,
attended college with Rep. Harris and
from 1939-45 served as assistant general
counsel of the Federal Security Agency.
The new chief counsel spent last week
withdrawing from all participation in
Harter, Calhoun, Lishman & Williams
and expects to take over his new duties
early this week. He also has withdrawn as
a lobbyist for the Northern Pacific Railroad, for which he registered with Congress only two weeks ago. Mr. Lishman
was described by Rep. Harris as "a man
of experience and a man capable of
doing a good job."
A registered Democrat while living in
New York, Mr. Lishman has promised a
completely independent investigation of

MR. LISHMAN
FCC phase of the investigations [Lead
Story, Feb. 17J.
A 1929 magna cum laude graduate of
the Harvard Law School, Mr. Lishman
is licensed to practice law in Massachusetts, New York and the District of
Columbia. In 1929 he joined the New
York law firm of Fletcher & Brown and
in 1934 became an assistant corporation counsel for the City of New York.
He represented the city in utility and
franchise matters which required his appearance before several government agencies, but never before the FCC.
Moving to Washington in 1942, Mr.
Lishman became counsel for the Recon-

Mack,

Ike

Letters

Text of Comr. Mack's letter of resignation to President Eisenhower:
"When you appointed me to the Federal
Communications Commission, I accepted
the appointment in full awareness of the
public trust residing in that high office.
"I have tried, since being sworn in, to
serve in a manner that would justify that
trust, and confirm the confidence placed in
me by my supporters, by the Senate, and by
the President of the United States.
"Perhaps, I should have been more careful in the handling of my personal affairs,
but I have not violated my oath of office in

the six agencies. "I am sure the investigation will be impartial and objective. I
think it will be a healthy thing both for
the public and the agencies," he said.
The selection of Mr. Lishman was
made by Rep. Harris, who was
given the authority to select a new chief
counsel by the subcommittee. Earlier in
the week, Woolvin L. Patten, Seattle attorney, turned down the position. Mr.
Patten is associated in practice with
Kenneth Cox, counsel for a Senate Commerce Committee investigation of the
networks and author of the report released by the committee attacking certain
network practices [Lead Story, July 1,
1957]. Minority members of the committee did not agree to the Cox report.

this instance or in any other during my career
in public life, nor will the facts show such
a violation. I feel in my heart that I have
done no wrong and my conscience is clear.
"When asked to appear before the Legislative Oversight Committee of the Congress,
I did so voluntarily and no aspect of my
private
or my
public life has been withheld
during the
inquiry.

"During the last two weeks, I have suffered
the indignities and embarrassments that
frequently attend such public investigations.
Nonetheless, I am sensitive to the ultimate
purpose of the committee and the propriety
of such inquiries even though, as in my own
case, the character and good name of some
Broadcasting

individuals may be sacrificed to political
expediency.

SCHWARTZ

"Along with me, my family has suffered,
as have my good friends, including those
whose kindnesses to me drew them into this
investigation.
"However, I have too deep a consciousness of the responsibilities of public office to
be unmindful of the public interest. Despite
my personal convictions, my usefulness as
a member of the FCC has been brought
into question — and my hopes and aspirations as well as those of my family and
friends, must be subservient to the more
vital consideration of public interest.
"Therefore, I hereby submit my resignation as a member of the Commission to take
effect at your pleasure. In doing so voluntarily, wish
I
to restate my gratitude to you
and to my friends who have stood by me
during this trying ordeal."
The President's immediate reply:
"I have your letter of March 3 in which
you submit your resignation from the FCC
to take effect at my pleasure. Without attempting to pass judgment upon the questions you have raised in your letter, I nevertheless agree with you that your usefulness
as a member of the Commission is so seriously impaired that you are wise to tender your
resignation.
"Therefore, I believe that I have no alternative except to accept it, effective at the
close of business today.
"Sincerely,
"Dwight D. Eisenhower."
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be of judicial stature, professor says

FCC-industry fraternization, congressional interference and lack of full "judicial
probity and integrity" are the causes of ills
besetting the FCC and other regulatory
agencies, Dr. Bernard Schwartz charged
Thursday before the Overseas Press Club
in New York in his first public appearance
since being fired as chief counsel of the
House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight. He made his remarks in a calm and
temperate manner and devoted most of his
time to answering questions from the floor.
Repeatedly, the New York U. constitutional law professor explained that Congress
created the independent agencies to be just
that — independent — and to operate in an
atmosphere completely removed from political or other influence, including particularly that of the Executive and Congress.
Despite the contentions of FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer, Dr. Schwartz held that
the FCC and similar agencies do have
specific "judicial power." He noted that the
FCC hears evidence, discerns fact and
makes decisions, often in cases involving
competitive litigants and with millions of
dollars in public franchise at stake. Its role
is one of an assembly of judges, he said,
"and if the commissioners refuse to act like
judges, then the basic proprieties of government are being violated," as much as if a

"judge were taken out and bought." He
charged that if industry "is in fact" regulating the regulatory agencies, they have not
been acting with the "judicial probity and
integrity" expected of "Supreme Court"
Dr. Schwartz appeared not to favor the
justices.
legal term of "quasi-judicial" as often applied to the regulatory bodies. He noted
that when a man is convicted of violating
the law governing such agencies "he is not
put
any the
quasi-jail."
For this
he
calledin for
same decorum
of reason
a federal
court within the halls of the FCC and other
agencies and felt that if these conditions are
not carried out, the procedure is a "fraud
and a facade" and the "congressional intent is being
violated."
Waxing
historical,
Prof. Schwartz recalled
that the Interstate Commerce Commission
was established in 1887 with an implied
position of respect "just under that of the
Supreme Court" and said the first chairman
of the ICC, Thomas Mclntire Cooley, "was
a man of Supreme Court caliber." Today,
he said, "you couldn't get a man of that
stature to touch a job on one of these
agencies with a 20-foot pole." He said there
has been a long line of high caliber appointments to the courts because a man
knows he is given "position and prestige"
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GOVERNMENT continued
and "will have opportunity to make a real
contribution." This is not true of the federal
regulatory agencies because the same "spotlight" of public scrutiny is not turned on
Presidential appointments as is turned on
those to the courts. "The President would
not dare appoint a judge in contradiction to
the considered opinion of the American Bar
Assn.." he noted, which turns a bright spotlight on appointees. He thought comparable
groups might do the same for agency appointments and said the press could spotlight qualifications too.
Asked how he would make appointments
to the FCC. Dr. Schwartz said the Constitution provides for two techniques: the wellknown Presidential appointment method
and the lesser-known method whereby Congress can delegate the appointment power
to the courts. He said the latter in theory
would be the more desirable because of
potential freedom from partiality, but felt
that as a practical matter the Presidential
appointment technique is satisfactory — provided pre-confirmation investigation is thorough. He also felt a code of ethics and/or
an anti-lobbying law would be desirable
which would include those appearing before an agency and which would be backed
by law providing criminal sanctions.
, Asked how the FCC could regulate such

a "complex business" as broadcasting and
other fields of communication without educational "fraternization," Dr. Schwartz again
talked in terms of the court. He explained
that a judge in a federal court may spend
several years unscrambling a complex "corporate reorganization case, but you would be
shocked if the president of the company involved took him to Miami for a week's — uh,
junket, or call it what you will; or if he were
to address a meeting of the company, and
receive a fee. and then, since the talk was
about business connected with the case,
charge the government in addition for his
expenses."
Reminded by a reporter that Sen. Richard
Neuberger (D-Ore.) informed the Overseas
Press Club the same day he (Schwartz) was
fired from the committee that it is a "common practice" in Washington for congressmen and senators to talk to the FCC about
specific cases, Dr. Schwartz replied, "I know
they do it, but it is grossly improper."
Reciting the judicial processes of a competitive proceeding before the FCC once
more, he continued: "Unless all of this is a
fraud, then the decision must be based on
the record" in open hearing
the litigants dare claim, "It
ter, Ihave an inside track."
if congressional contacts are

and not one of
all doesn't matHe warned that
interfering with

due process, then the "basic essentials of
democratic government are being violated."
At another point to a similar question
about Congressional contacts with the regulatory agencies, Dr. Schwartz admitted,
"It is common knowledge. They [congressmen and senators] haven't treated the agencies as they would a federal judge. If they
sent someone to see a judge about a case,
they would be thrown out of the office — I
Asked if he would take any legal action
hope."
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against Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside for his out-of-hcaring characterization
of Dr. Schwartz, the New York U. professor
replied. "The events of the past two weeks
Whiteside."
my answer
have
declinedto toMr.comment on the
Schwartz
Dr. been
"bigger issues" than Miami which are promised to come out of the current subcommittee hearing, since "It would be grossly
improper" to talk about material he himself
d" and now is in the hands of the
"develope
subcommittee.
He did not feel it was improper, however,
to leak material to the press earlier and said
it was not a matter of the ends justifying the
means. "The means were all calculated and
justified in this case," he explained.
He drew considerable laughter from this
observation: "The one oversight of the
House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight was in hiring me. I trust I rectified
this by leaving the committee as suddenly

as I did." FCC
1957
Of

Saw

No

Anti-Influence

Need
Law

The FCC last summer told Sen. Henry
M. Jackson (D-Wash.) it does not need a
new law to assure the impartiality of its
decisions. This was revealed Wednesday
during a one-day hearing by a three-man
Senate Judiciary subcommittee on Sen. Jackson's bill (S 2462) which would make it a
crime to attempt to improperly influence the
FCC and other regulatory agencies.
George C. McConnaughey, then FCC
chairman, made the statement in executive
session last June [Government, June 10,
1957] before a subcommittee headed by Sen.
Jackson. S 2462 and a companion bill (S
2461) regarding leaks were introduced following appearances of the heads of agencies, including Comr. McConnaughey.
Sen. Jackson said all the agencies, "with
the possible exception of the FCC," subscribed to the bills. The Washington Democrat said that Mr. McConnaughey, when
asked about tightening existing laws, replied: "The Commission asked me to state
to you that as far as our agency is concerned, in the light of our experience, we
do not need it. . . ."
The FCC was invited to appear at last
week's hearings but did not respond when
subcommittee Chairman Sam J. Ervin (DS. C.) called for testimony from that agency.
Instead, Commission comments dated July
25, 1957, were entered into the record.
Sen. Ervin said that no action would be
taken on the bill pending further study. It
was pointed out that language of the bill
would prevent all communication from
members of Congress, civic associations and
other interested parties.
Eisenhower

Decries

Belief

Lobbyists Influence Edicts
At his Wednesday news conference, President Eisenhower said it would be a "tragic
thing" for Americans to come to believe that
only organizations with top lobbyists were
getting favorable decisions from the FCC
and other regulatory agencies.
The President indicated he would favor

legislation such as has been introduced
ing it a crime to attempt to influence
sions of the agencies. He emphasized
the independent regulatory agencies

makdecithat
must

actually be "independent," and make
their decisions without improper outside influence from the industry or government.
ACTC
To

Slams

Kill Pay

The FCC

FCC

Failure

Television

decision not to do anything on

pay tv applications until 30 days after Congress adjourns [Government, March 3]
was blasted last week by the American
Citizens Television Committee as "a move
. . . contrary to the public interest ... a
threat to Congress of the most sinister intent . . . since it forces Congress into the
position of having to make the issue a
ACTC, formed four months ago to "prepolitical
serve andone."
improve" the present system of
tv broadcasting, noted that "the concept of
the radio-tv spectrum as the joint property
of the people of the United States is too
basic to be used as an instrument of petty
back-biting and subtle revenge. . . . The
overwhelming expression of the American
people . . . indicates that they do not want
pay"Ittv isininconceivable
any manner or
thatform."
the FCC would
have the temerity to put a deadline on the
wishes of Congress, especially since the
overwhelming expression of the American
people through letters to their Congressmen
and numerous polls indicates that they do
not
want pay tv
in any manner or form,"
the committee
said.
The Senate last week received another
resolution similar to earlier Senate and
House committee-approved resolutions
which influenced the FCC to postpone action on pay tv. Sen. Mike Mansfield CDMont.) introduced S Res 271 to forbid toll
tv authorization by the FCC without specific
legal backing. The resolution (S Res 251)
by Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C), which
was reported out last week by the Commerce Committee, still has not been put
on the calendar for action on the Senate
floor.
Other pending legislation on subscription
tv will be placed on the hearing schedule
of the Commerce Committee as soon as
possible, according to a committee spokesman. There is little likelihood, however, in
view of the committee's full calendar, that
hearings will take place this month as announced last week by Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).
Congressmen still are hearing from constituents on pay television. A load of 10,249
"votes" was delivered by WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., to Sen. Charles E. Potter (RMich.). The mail reaction followed a special
program presented by WKZO-TV after CBSTV's panel discussion on pay tv [Lead
Story, Feb. 10]. Only six of the 10,000
ballots favored a toll system, according to
the station. Ballots continued to pour into
WKZO-TV studios after it dispatched the
first bundle to Sen. Potter, who is a member of the Commerce Committee.
Broadcasting

GATES

REMOTE

tUUIrMbNI

Your

Choice

hOK

off the

EVERY

PURPOSE

Finest

THE GATES DYNAMOTE is the finest multichannel remote equipment available today.
Dynamote weighs only 22 pounds, measuring
5 7/8" high, 10'//' wide and 173//' deep,
with battery compartment attached. Hinged
illuminated 4" VU meter, which folds in when
not used, swings to exact eye level for broadcasting. FOUR MIXING CHANNELS handle
four or less low impedance microphones of
any type. Supplied with tubes and Cannon
XL receptacles.
PRICE
$333.95

THE GATES BIAMOTE is a "best seller" in both
radio and TV. The unit fills every requirement
with fine performance, light weight, rugged
design, and a full complement of equipment
including a 4" illuminated VU meter. Size-. 14"
wide, 8'/j" deep, 5" high. Weighs only 15Y«
PRICE
pounds.

$195.00

THE GATES TRANSMOTE (left) is a single
channel unit employing five transistors
in four temperature stabilized stages.
Comes with leather carrying case and
strap, and weighs only four pounds with
case. Size: 9'//' x 3'//' x 2'/2". Here
is compact, top-performing equipment,
with all the desirable features of transistors.
PRICE .
. $145.00
TRANSMOTE PACKAGE (right) includes
the Transmote, Electro-Voice 648 microphone assembly, 4' extension cord set,
and carrying case. Headphones are for
illustrative purposes only.
PRICE
$194.00

THE TWINSISTOR has two microphone
channels, VU meter, generous gain,
low current battery operation and
total weight with carrying case of
only 7 pounds. Size of unit: 7 V?"
wide,
7" Twinsistor
deep and is 3y8"
The Gates
indeedhigh.
the
smallest, lightest weight multichannel
amplifier yet built.
PRICE (with case)
$199.95

GATES
OFFICES

—

Gates, always first with the finest, has traditionally set
the pace for remote equipment. Many broadcasters,
nearly two decades ago, shook hands with Gates for

The spring and summer season will find progressive
broadcasters going outside for business builders.
Gates remotes are in stock ready to join your profit

the first time via a Gates remote amplifier.

making team.
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GATES

GOVERNMENT continued
Small Business Committee headed by Rep.
ANTI-BMI

WITNESSES

Proponents of a Senate bill (S 2834) to
divorce broadcasters from ownership in
BMI and recording companies will get in
the first licks when hearings begin tomorrow
( I'ucsda) i before the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate C ommerce Committee.
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman
of the subcommittee, last week issued a list
of witnesses for the first two weeks of hearings and announced all the testimony would
be from those favoring the bill, introduced
last summer by Sen. George Smathers (DFla.) [Government, Aug. 26].
In addition to witnesses scheduled the next
two weeks. Sen. Pastor said that more than
75 representatives of the broadcast industry,
music publishing field, radio-tv performers,
songw riters and others have requested opportunity to testify.
Specifically, the legislation would amend
the Communications Act to provide that
no construction permit or license for a
broadcast station be granted or held by (a)
any person or corporation engaged in, or
which owns any interest in a corporation
L'liu.iyol in. the business ol publishing music
or of manufacturing or selling recordings
of musical compositions; (b) any corporation
controlled directly or indirectly by any person or corporation engaged in the business
of publishing music or manufacturing and
selling records.
Any licensee in violation of the bill at
the time it is passed by Congress would be
given a "reasonable time" to dispose of the
interests placing it in violation. The amount
of time to be allowed would be determined
by the FCC. The networks, while not licensed as such by the Commission, come
under provisions of the bill because of their
ownership of radio and tv stations.
According to Sen. Smathers at the time
the bill was introduced, CBS owns 8.9% of
BMI, NBC 5.8%, ABC 4.5%, Mutual
6.4%, network-affiliated stations 64.2% and
independent stations 10.2%. In addition, all
three tv networks own recording companies
as do several stations.
Broadcasters and BMI have bitterly attacked the bill, while ASCAP and the Songwriters Protective Assn. have been the
principal proponents. Witnesses announced
last week by Sen. Pastore include:
Tuesday — Oscar Hammerstein II, composer and pronounced critic of BMI who
reportedly has contributed $2,500 annually
to Songwriters of America's multi-milliondollar suit against BMI which has been in
litigation since 1952; Dr. Louis Pichierri,
director of music for the Providence, R. I.,
public schools; Arlan Coolidge. professor of
music at Brown U.; Arthur Schwartz, composer and a plaintiff in the SOA suit, and
Joan Whitney, also a composer and SOA
plaintiff.
Wednesday — Vance Packard, author of
The Hidden Persuaders, which among
others, attacked broadcasters as "hidden
persuaders," and Eddie Dowling, composer
and member of ASCAP.
Thursday — Dr. Howard Hanson, director
of the Eastman School of Music of the U.
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of Rochester, N. Y., and an ASCAP member; Kim Gannon, composer, author and
SOA plaintiff; Eddy Rogers, composer-band
leader who allegedly, while working for a
western station, was told not to play ASCAP
music, and Dr. Douglas Moore, professor of
music at Columbia U., New York, and SOA
plaintiff.
March 19 — Mrs. DuBose Heyward,
author and playwright; Rex Stout, creator
of the mystery series Nero Wolfe and vice
president of Authors League of America,
and Booton Herndon, author of an antiBM1 article in Redbook magazine.
March 20 — Paul Creston, composer and
ASCAP member, and John Schulman, attorney considered an expert on copyright
laws who filed the SOA suit against BMI.
Also announced by Sen. Pastore as
future witnesses were Tennessee Gov. Frank
C. Clement; band leaders Sammy Kaye and
Ray Bloch; radio-tv-movie personalities
Gene Autry, Jane Pickens and Eddy Arnold.
Specific dates for appearances of future
witnesses will be announced at a later date.
In addition to Sen. Pastore, other members of the subcommittee are Sens. A. S.
(Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.), Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)
and Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.). Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) is chairman
of the parent committee.
FCC Grants
To Re-open
KLEW-TV
a final chance
lator station

KLEW-TV

Plea

Case on Translators
Lewiston, Idaho, last week got
to prove that two new transgrants in its area would not

serve "the public interest, convenience and
necessity." The FCC granted the KLEWTV (ch. 3) protest and petition for reconsideration, designating for evidentiary
hearing the two applications for construction permits for tv translators in Lewiston,
but it did not postpone the Jan. 8 effective
date of the translator grants. Both translator applications are by Orchards Community Television Assn. Inc. in Lewiston,
and were originally granted without hearing
[Government, Jan. 13].
The Orchards translators would operate
on ch. 70, to translate programs of ch. 2
KREM-TV Spokane, Wash., and on ch. 76
to translate programs of ch. 6 KHQ-TV
Spokane. In its grant of the translators the
Commission was "of the opinion that tv
service in that area would be improved
rather than jeopardized by additional program outlets." Its subsequent order designating the translator applications for hearing
points out that: "While, of course, we cannot state what our conclusions will be in
the light of the hearing record, we do not
believe on the basis of its pleading that
protestant [KLEW-TV] has made a prima
facie case that the grants may not be in
the public interest."
Hill Hearings

on ASCAP

to Begin

Charges that ASCAP is controlled by a
small clique of music publishers will be aired
Thursday when a subcommittee of the House

lames Roosevelt (D-Calif.) starts its investigation [Government, Feb. 17]. Hearings,
originally scheduled to start Feb. 25, will
continue through Friday and may extend
over to the following week, it was said.
Complainants are a group of small music
publishers. Information obtained at the hearings will be turned over to the Dept. of
Justice and the House Judiciary Committee,
Rep. Roosevelt said.
A list of witnesses has not been announced.
House

Unit

Anti-Secrecy

Approves
Bill

Unanimous approval was given Wednesday by the House Government Operations
Committee to a bill (HR 2767) by Rep.
John E. Moss (D-Calif.) which would strip
away some of the secrecy in government.
Rep. Moss said he will seek earliest possible
House passage of the measure which would
amend a 169-year-old law known as the
"housekeeping statute" and give government
department heads authority to make rules
on use of records. Hearings were held last
month. The committee rejected amendments proposed by Reps. Clare E. Hoffman
(R-Mich.) and George Meader (R-Mich.).
Rep. Hoffman declared he favored cutting
down on secrecy, but thought the bill "altogether too broad" and that it "would be
used to strip the department of all dis"It would deny the right of the department to withhold any information on records, no matter how harmful to either the
cretion."
people or the nation the disclosure might
be," he said.
Rep. Meader said his amendment was
designed to simply make it clear that the
bill would not conflict with any other statute
authorizing the withholding of information.
Attorney General William P. Rogers was
a witness Thursday before the Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee headed by
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.) to
discuss two freedom of information companion bills (S 921 and S 2148) and the
general subject of government secrecy.
Testifying that a presidential aide has
no executive privilege to withhold information about conversations with federal
regulatory agencies relative to their adjudicatory functions, he said that anybody
— "I don't care who it is" — who calls an
agency such as the Civil Aeronautics Board
or the FCC about action to be taken in
pending cases has no such privilege against
disclosure. He declared this applies to members of the Senate and the House as well
as to members of the executive branch.
Upholding the right of the President to
withhold information from Congress, Mr.
Rogers stated that this "executive privilege
is an inherent part of our system based on
the separation of powers."
He regarded the bill approved by the
House Government Operations Committee
as "meaningless" insofar as assuring greater
freedom of government information was
concerned. "I don't think it goes to the point
at all," he said.
Broadcasting
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Transportation

Today, you are deprived of the best and most economical transportation because public policies place artificial and severe restrictions upon the opportunity of
any one form of transportation, such as railroads, to
serve you by the use of other means of transportation,
such as that by highway, waterway

or airway.

Yet, in other industries, diversification of products
has become common, and has proved beneficial both
to those industries and to the public.
Why, then, shouldn't the public be allowed to benefit by diversification in transportation?
Clearly, diversification would be to the advantage
ASSOCIATION

Broadcasting

of the nation's shippers. They could then arrange for
their transportation through a single transport company
which could utilize any or all means of carriage needed
to do the particular job at hand most efficiently. That's
why the railroads ask for removal of present artificial
limitations.
They seek only the same opportunity as anyone else
to enter into other fields of transportation. Then they
could become "general practitioners" in transportation
— using a wide variety of facilities to serve you and
the nation more efficiently.
Isn't this common sense?
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
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STATIONS

WBC
300

CLINIC
match

GIVES

techniques

Creative broadcasters, the industry's "idea
men," held their second annual clinic last
week under the auspices of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. An invited group of 300
industry figures and educators matched wits
and techniques on the campus of Johns
Hopkins U. in Baltimore.
The WBC Local Public Service Programming more than met the standards set by
the opening clinic in Boston last year. Starting Wednesday morning, the delegates spent
lour days discussing and arguing about ways
of producing better public service programs
and more salable programs, too — to meet
the challenge of a declining economy and an
advancing scientific era.
I here was little of the convention flavor
about the WBC meetings. Donald H. McGannOQ, WBC president, keynoted the sessions with the observation that broadcasters
must meet the challenge of the new scientific
era. Programming for the four days, overseen by Richard Pack. WBC programming
vice president, backed by William J. Kaland,
national program manager, filled the agenda
with sessions that kept delegates in their
seats from early morning to midnight.
Panel sessions dealt with audience, sponsorship, production, religious programs, promotion and other aspects of public service
programming. Again WBC served as host to
the only industrywide project designed to

for

better

IDEA
public

MEN'

service

improve the quality and effectiveness of programming, particularly in the public service
field.
As was the case a year ago. WBC invited
representations from 170 broadcast stations
that it felt had achieved good results in the
public service field. National figures, topped
by Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.). were
spotted through the agenda. The entire production was financed by WBC in the interest
of better public service broadcasting.
A technical feature of the meeting was an
Ampex demonstration staged by WJZ-TV
Baltimore in which a water scene was televised live from Fort McHenry and repeated
a few seconds later by video tape. An entertainment novelty was provided Wednesday evening by the Bil Baird Marionettes,
who jibed at pay tv and other industry issues.
WBC staged a dramatic historical pageant
Friday, starting with a production at the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad museum at the
original Mt. Clare station, first railroad station in the nation. The delegates boarded a
train for Harpers Ferry, 90 miles westward
in West Virginia where the entire town reenacted Civil War events. WBC spiced the
train ride with Civil War souvenirs and
other gimmicks. The delegation returned to
Baltimore in the afternoon.
The WBC Radio-Television History Award
was given to WSB Atlanta, with KRON-TV

IDEAS

programming

San Francisco getting honorable mention
and WBAL-TV Baltimore receiving a special
citation of merit. Also cited were the Atlantic Historical Society, Maryland Historical Society and California Academy of
Science.
The WBC Paul Revere Award to a public
service association was presented to National
Tuberculosis Assn., with a citation of merit
to the American Foundation for the Blind.
Mr. McGannon set the tone for the fourday conference Wednesday morning by tellbroadcasters theyfacilities
must useto the
industry's
vast inginformational
translate
the
world's complex problems into language and
illustrations that will be seen, heard and
understood by everyone.
He said the broadcast problem is one of
local as well as national dimensions. "This
challenge belongs as well to the individual
stations in every large and small community," he said. He said the industry must open
up information sources that became clogged
by expediency. "Time has proved again and
again in our history of freedom that what
we sacrifice in secrecy we gain in unity."
Mr. McGannon said the American people
have a basic hunger for facts and are prepared to evaluate them, with broadcast media having devoted much time and effort to
conditioning the public. He said continued
application of Canon 35 (anti-broadcast ethical rule of the American Bar Assn.) is
founded on the fallacy that broadcasting
can't enter the courtroom without disturbing
its decorum and dignity. "This has been
proven without foundation in the state
supreme courts of this country, in the solemn presence of reUgious ordinations and
consecrations, at the inauguration of a President, world-shaking sessions of the United
Nations, and even the coronation of a
queen," he said.
Dr. Frank Baxter, U. of Southern California, said broadcasters have "a pious duty
to enlighten." Recalling some of his experiences on the Telephone Hour programs,
he said, "We stir their interest, not educate
them." He proposed stations should start a
woman's magazine type of local program in
daytime hours. Middle-aged women whose
children no longer need them "offer an audience of high buying power, if that ap-

EXECUTIVE group of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. on Johns Hopkins U. campus
during public service conference last week (I to r): David E. Partridge, national advertising and sales promotion manager; Phil Lasky, vice president-West Coast; Harold C.
Lund, vice president-Pittsburgh; Donald H. McGannon, president; Wihner C. Swartley,
vice president-Boston; Rolland Tooke, vice president-Cleveland.
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peals to your grosser instincts," he said.
Among ideas for the program were finance and the home, teaching of simple
economics; panel for prospective brides
covering problems faced in approaching
marriage; insurance problems; legal responsibility of the householder; nutrition; fashion, fabrics and domestic science; vocabulary
building, and names in the community,
county and state, with historic background.
Other ideas were an after-dinner club to
review current news and a hobby panel.
A profound challenge to broadcasters was
raised by Dr. Fred L. Whipple, of Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and HarBroadcasting
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doors

to Air

EXpress

Hear about the Californian who dared to dig for gold
in — Florida?
From his plant in the West, this manufacturer bid on
the job of custom-designing door locks for a fabulous
Miami hotel. He had to race against an early opening
. . . outservice local competition . . . stretch the hours to
cover plans, changes, and shipment across the continent.
Yet this manufacturer locked up the business by using
Air EXpress every step of the way.
That's the beauty of Air Express. It multiplies your
chances to open doors, and close sales anywhere in the
country. For Air EXpress is the only complete door-todoor air shipping service to thousands of U. S. cities
and towns. It offers you extra-fast pick-up with 13,500
trucks, many radio controlled — plus 10,212 daily schedCALL
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uled flights — plus a nationwide private wire system.
Yet, sending most of these shipments Air EXpress is
inexpensive. For instance, 10 pounds, San Francisco
to Miami, with overnight delivery, costs only $9.54
door-to-door! Explore all the facts. Call Air EXpress.
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STATIONS CONTINUED
Gloomy

Future

Expounded

by

for

Tv

Susskind

"A terrible bell is tolling for television."
Thisbygloomy
appraisal executive
of tv's future
was
made
David Susskind,
producer
and vice president of Talent Assoc., at the
Westinghouse Conference on Public Service
Programming.
Describing current programming as

TELEVISION programming leaves much to be desired, this panel at Westinglwu.se Broadcasting Co. Baltimore conference agreed last week. Left to right: Stockton Helfjrich,
of continuity acceptance; Da\'id Susskind, executive producer-vice presidirector
NBC
dent. Talent Assoc.; William J. Kaland. WBC national program manager; Richard
Heffner, WRCA-TV New York, panel chairman; Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs
director; Dr. Gilbert Seldes. author; Melvin A. Goldberg, WBC research director; Dr.
Herta Herzog, research vice president, McCann-Erickson.
vard College Observatory. Addressing the
Thursday dinner session, he said broadcasters must recognize that the United
States can become a second rate, if not a
defeated nation, simply by "intellectual default." Russia's rate of progress is greater
than ours, he said, calling on broadcasters
to fulfill their communication mission in the
new era called "The Scientific Revolution."
Dr. Whipple said broadcasters "should
attack the problem of improving our intellectual climate in the same way and with
the same seriousness that you deal with mass
persuasion." He said they should "put topnotch research teams to work devising methods for improving our intellectual climate.
Secondly, he said each station should devote
a minimum of 10 minutes each week to highlighting scientific or other intellectual activities in the local community.
"I believe that a continuing program
based on these proposals and adhered to
religiously by all of your stations can produce incalculable results over the years,"
he said. "The reward will be the continuance
of our way of life and our freedoms for us
and for the world. The cost of failure may
be an epitaph by some future historian, 'The
Rise and Fall of the U.S.A.' "
Dr. Whipple said mass communication
media were active "in tearing down intellectual freedom and freedom of speech
during the McCarthy 'Witch-hunts' while
at the same time waging an active program
for freedom of the press." He was critical
again in charging broadcasters with helping
to propagate ridicule of good students and
so-called "brains." He mentioned the program Leave It to Beaver as an example
where a gifted student was ridiculed.
The conference settled down to serious
dollars-and-cents ideas Thursday afternoon
as William Dekker, vice president and media
director of McCann-Erickson, directed a
panel titled "Selling the Public Service Program." Two hours of serious discussion left
the audience convinced that public service
programs can be sold if they are well-conceived, well-produced and well-promoted.
Tom Sevarin, WMAR (TV) Baltimore,
told about a program. The Port That Built
a City, which has over a score of sponsors.
Ernest J. Hodges, vice president and account executive of Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, opened his talk with
this thought, "Whatever happened to that
Baltimore advertising tax."
"What sells the product is acceptable;
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what doesn't isn't," he said. The RalstonPurina Bold Journey ABC-TV program increased sales 18% the first year and 20%
the second, he said, with millions of school
children using it every week in the classroom. He added, "Don't try to convince
corporation executives it's their duty to
sponsor educational or public service shows.
Show them you can sell goods."
James Nelson, NBC manager of program
service and special projects, said the time
period is a major weapon in selling public
service programs. He urged stations to use
top personnel on these productions, advocating "a couple of smashes" instead of "a
lot of mediocre programs." James V. Ryan,
AT&T assistant vice president in charge of
public relations, reviewed development of
the company's science
body likes ratings," he
is to find out what you
He observed that

spectaculars. "Nosaid. "A better way
are accomplishing."
networks thus far

haven't been willing to offer suitable time
for a new type of science program but predicted, in view of the economic situation,
his company may find a 9 p.m. period. He
urged sponsors, agencies and media to do
more social research. W. E. Hall, CHML
Hamilton, Ont., discussed the station's public service programs. A. W. Dannenbaum,
WBC sales vice president, said public service
shows improve quickly when sponsored.
Summing up the session, Kevin Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau, said
public service can be sold if it is exciting
and touches human needs. He added, "Radio must go the public service route if we
are to broaden our own base." Norman E.
Cash, president of Television Bureau of Advertising, said tv offers sponsors the chance
to participate in the making of news. He
suggested a community reserve fund could
be built, to be drawn from for important
newsworthy programs.
KTVH

(TV), WITI-TV

Name

Blair

Appointment of Blair Tv Assoc. as national representative for two stations in major
markets was confirmed last week. KTVH
(TV) Wichita, ch. 7, has appointed Blair
Tv Assoc. effective June 1, and WITI-TV
Milwaukee, ch. 6, effective May 1. Blair Tv
Assoc. represents markets other than top
20-30 in the U. S. which are handled by
Blair-Tv. Both firms are owned by John
Blair & Co., radio station representative.

"banal and stupefying," Mr. Susskind told
the conference at a Wednesday panel session
on the broadcast audience that television is
in trouble with its "entertainment Miltown."
"If we don't wake up to the facts of the
American audience, and soon," he said,
"our places on this panel may be taken over
by experts from some new. medium — perAndhapshe
radio."during a floor discussion —
coloradded
"Pay tv would separate the men from the
Mr. Susskind was a member of a panel
consisting of key program and research
specialists. In general, the panel members
agreed they really do not know much about
the audience and they were frequently apologetic about the calibre of broadcast proboys."
With Mr. Susskind on the panel were
Dr. Herta Herzog, research vice president
grams.
of McCann-Erickson; Melvin A. Goldberg,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. research director; Irving Gitlin, CBS director of public affairs; Gilbert Seldes, author; Stockton
Helffrich, NBC continuity acceptance director, and William J. Kaland, WBC national
program manager. Richard Heffner of The
Open Mind on WRCA-TV New York was
panel chairman.
Insisting he is not "an egghead," Mr.
Susskind said, "We are bored by the sterile
neutrality of our own programs."
The audience is completely misunderstood, Mr. Susskind stated. He called it
"the best-educated audience in history,"
characterized by insatiable curiosity and an
infinite appetite for good entertainment and
instruction. "The myth of the 12-year-old
audience is patently ridiculous and antediluvian," he said, explaining it has "national
sophistication, intelligence and awareness
that cut across cities and towns, factories
and farms, North, East, South and West."
He listed the year's good new programs as
Dinah Shore, Caesar & Coca, Patrice Munsel, 20th Century, Seven Lively Arts, Jack
Paar and Leave It to Beaver. He limited
good holdovers to Playhouse 90, Hallmark
Hall of Fame, Father Knows Best, See It
Now, Phil Silvers, Perry Como, Jack Benny,
Armstrong Matinee Theatre, Steel Hour,
Circle Theatre and "the stimulating Ghetto
of Sunday afternoon programs."
"The avalanche of westerns and inept pop
singers should bring a five-count indictment
for shocking irresponsibility, gross insensitivity, slavish conformity, crippling stupidity and callous indifference to the public
interest," he said, adding, "Guilty on all
"The men who program this year's television schedule — whether network, agency
or
sponsor
— are still laboring under the
counts."
conviction that the audience is a pack of
supine, receptive idiots just beyond the pale
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

COVERAGE
in a Billion

$ Market

of taste, judgment and discriminating intelligenee." he said.
"They couldn't be more wrong. The
western, the pop singer and the giveaway
show may have ratings and share of audience, but I think their audiences are staring
in starry disbelief and disinterest; dozing,
knitting or doing homework — they are asleep
with their eyes wide open in front of the set
and I hazard the guess that their pocketbooks are zipped — the ultimate sin to the
anxious advertiser.
"Let's try to catch up to the tv audience. They are hopelessly ahead of current
programming and equally far in advance of
most estimates of what they want, what they
can understand and will appreciate.

W7W

•Unmistakably and relentlessly there is
a terrible bell tolling in television and it tolls

Labunski, Crowell-Collier director of radio
operations, chided the panel for its defensive and apologetic approach to programming and the industry. He suggested that
broadcasting "must have some merits in
view of the fact that 150 million people have
bought radios and 50 million tv sets."
Editorial
By

Clinic

Use

Urged

Speakers

Radio-tv stations, slow to take advantage
of their decade-old freedom to editorialize,
must use the privilege or they will lose it,
speakers at the Westinghouse Public Service Programming Conference agreed last
week.

Mr. Susskind's inforMr.us."Kaland took up
dictment of programming by observing "It's
good for us to look at some of the 'junk'
on the air." He added, "What's wrong with
laughing or crying? People don't like to be
bored. A single man or woman or child is
out there. We're so burdened with the over-

A Wednesday morning panel discussion
of editorializing gave dramatic demonstrations of the effectiveness of opinion broadcasts (see main conference story, page 78).
The session kicked off the Baltimore conference of program executives and provided
one of the most informative discussions of
the four-day agenda.
Six broadcasters showed how their stations have influenced public thinking about

6,TNG "NTRAV^
A CO^^\tVA GRADE

whelming significance of it all that I don't
know how we get on the air." He refused to
accept the blanket description of tv programming as beneath the desires and tastes
of the audience.
Dr. Herzog, in a psychological appraisal

community issues, using tape and film excerpts to illustrate techniques. All agreed
that editorializing is an audience and prestige builder in addition to a public service.
A showing of hands at the start of the

Offering the Best of J 1
the Cinderella Set work

of the audience, said, "They are out there
because they want to be out there." She said
people want "vicarious experiences and want
to be brought back to reality in a pleasing

program indicated that only a dozen stations, aside from the panel members, are
using the editorializing technique regularly.
Roughly 175 stations were represented in
the audience. After two hours of discussion

Mr. Goldberg said broadcasters must use
the same technology to sell ideas as goods.

and demonstrations only a half-dozen stations indicated they had decided to adopt an
editorializing policy, but a factor in this
showing was the nature of the audience —
programming rather than decision-making
delegates.
Warren Baker, FCC general counsel, laid

PLUS

STRONG

LOCAL
61

PROGRAMMING

featuring
DALE
COLEMAN
News Director

"Ratings are indicators of trends, not life or
way." he contended. "If you get a 6.5 ratdeath,"
ing this month and 6.2 next month and are
ready to commit suicide, then ratings aren't
for you. Ratings do not show the true value

the groundwork for the discussion by reGitlin added, "Don't let researchers
programs."
of Mr.
tell us things about our audience our own
LOREN
BOATMAN
Weather

EARL
HICKERSON
Sports
Director

Daily film of local happenings
ON THE AIR WITHIN ONE HOUR!
NUMBERED AMONG OUR CLIENTS
Who Are Getting Results:
FORD, ZEST, GE, KOOL CIGARETTES, PONTIAC, CHEVROLET,
PEPSI -COLA, P & G, SUNBEAM
BREAD, LISTERINE, WESTINGHOUSE, AR RID, NORGE, HAZEL
BISHOP, SWIFT, CHRYSLER, DUNCAN HINES, SCHLITZ, PHILCO,
OLDSMOBILE, PEAK ANTIFREEZE,
FOLGERS COFFEE

WTVP
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
REPRESENTED BY Glll-PKNA. INC.

common sense says isn't so." He listed these
"boners" in public service programming:
Too long, uninteresting, not informative
enough, over-produced, over-acted, not
enough action, too many gruesome scenes
and failure to offer a constructive solution to
the problem.
Mr. Seldes suggested "an audience doesn't
exist until it is made." He contended supply
creates demand in entertainment, with broadcasters as taste creators.
Mr. Helffrich said "more censorship is demanded of us than we should or intend to
exercise" and urged programmers to resist
pressure against upgrading of programs.
Mr. Susskind joined the ratings discussion
by saying, "We're caught in a withering crossfire of facts and figures — 50 million sets, audience potential over 100 million, average
2.6 viewers per set (what is .6% of a viewer?) and endless other figures that skirt the
truth about audiences."
Chairman Helffrich, contemplating the
critical comments about ratings, observed,
"Well, no one has quite said, 'To Hell with
the audience discussion, Stephen B.
theInratings'."
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the history He
of said
the Commission's
Mayflowerviewingdecision.
that program
content is the licensee's responsibility and
explained the obligation to give a balanced
account of public issues. All the Commission does, he said, is review the station's
record at the end of the license period. The
FCC has never told a broadcaster, "You
were wrong, do something else," he said,
adding, "If you attempt to be fair, you have
carried out your responsibility."
Merrill Panitt of Jv Guide moderated the
discussion. He cited figures from a
Broadcasting (Feb. 24) news survey showing that only a minority of stations editorialize and fewer than one out of 10 do it on a
regular basis.
Robert Forward, KMPC Los Angeles,
said his station started to editorialize after
the first Westinghouse broadcasting conference in Boston last spring. One-minute
editorials are broadcast six to 14 times a
day, not on a regular schedule, he explained,
with a two-day campaign on sex crimes
against children bringing in a half-million
requests for booklets on the subject. The
station does not line up behind any political
candidate.
Mr. Forward

offered this editorializing
Broadcasting

.OST MEN AND WOMEN
would have no
earthly
use
for
an
ingot
of
steel.
So
you may not
M<
have the remotest idea of what steel costs.
Industrial

Miracle:

7%-cent

steel

Actually, for all of the steels that it ships, United
States Steel gets an average of 7% cents a pound.
Less than a dime still buys a commodity whose
manufacture requires billions of dollars worth of
equipment, the skills of hundreds of thousands of
men, and mountains of raw materials gathered
from many parts of the world!
Since steel in some form touches your life every
day, we think you'll be interested in what U. S.
Steel is doing to keep steel the cheapest of all
common metals.

In laboratories at U. S. Steel's new research center at Monroeville, Pa., we are making today's steel a better value.
There, too, we are developing steel to withstand heat from
atmospheric friction as no other metal can, for supersonic
nights of the future. A long-range program is aimed at developing a metal twice as strong as any now existing. Here,
research men are working on new high temperature alloys.

To make steel cheaper to use, U. S. Steel supplies it in hundreds of convenient forms, to thousands of individual plants
which process, fabricate and assemble steel products for sale.
However, even in a product that is mostly steel, the cost of
the steel is one of the smallest factors. An unusual order for

To hold costs and prices at the lowest possible level through
increased operating efficiency, U. S. Steel is continually improving its facilities. For example, shown above is one of

blast furnaces in the Monongahela Valley. In the face of
mounting costs of new equipment and inadequate depreciation allowances, we have spent three and one-half billion
dollars on improved facilities since 1945. Modernization
programs in the Pittsburgh and Chicago districts, and in the
West, will soon increase capacity over two million ingot tons.

U. S. Steel's new sintering plants scheduled to start operation in the Fall of 1958. Upon completion, the plant will
produce 15,000 tons of sintered ore daily for U. S. Steel

steel was this plate mill roll, the world's largest, forged and
machined at a U. S. Steel plant.

Watch the United States Steel Hour on television. See your local newspapers for time and station.

United

Broadcast ing

States

Steel
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STATIONS CONTINUED
WJZ-TV, Ampex
Tv Tape Remote

Demonstrate
for WBC Clinic

Television tape-recording was demonstrated Thursday in Baltimore by WJZ-TV
and Ampex Corp., with a program from
historic Fort McHenry sent by remote gear
to the Westinghouse Public Service Program Conference. The program was viewed
live and repeated immediately by tape.
Ben Wolfe, WJZ-TV chief engineer, directed the pickup with the help of Ampex
officials. A production model VR-1000 was
set up on the stage of Shriver Hall auditorium on the Johns Hopkins U. campus. A
water scene was picked up at Fort McHenry

EDITORIALIZING is a good prestige and audience builder, according to members of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. panel at Baltimore conference last week. Front row
(I to r): Leon Goldstein, WMCA New York; Sherwood Gordon, WSAI Cincinnati;
William Dempsey, KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Back row: John Crohan, W1CE Providence. R. /.; Ralph Renick, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Robert Forward, KMPC Los Angeles;
Merrill Panitt. Tv Guide, panel chairman.
suggestion — an alignment with other stations interested in editorializing to conduet
campaigns on subjects of regional and
national interest.
Ralph Renick, WTVJ (TV) Miami, said
that station's evening two-minute editorial
had built ratings of the 6:30 newscast since
last September from 15 to 34 in a fourmonth period. Thus far, 114 editorials have
been carried. He showed a film of an editorial sharply critizing the courts and
governor for the life sentence given a Negro
youth for a robbery offense after a plea
of guilty.
John Crohan of the Elliott stations
(WICE Providence, R. I., and WCUE
Akron, Ohio) said the stations editorialize
regularly "as part of an aggressive news
policy." Opposition views are voiced to assure a well-rounded presentation of issues,
he explained. One controversial editorial
series was directed against the A&P stores,
a WICE sponsor, for store policy in a long
strike of bakers.
William Dempsey, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, showed how editorials dealing with
traffic congestion and need for joint action
by a number of communities had led to
legislative action. The editorials were promoted by handbills, radio station spots,
newspaper space and other means.
Sherwood Gordon, WSAI Cincinnati, said
the city's newspapers express "one shade
of editorial opinion," creating an attractive
field for station editorializing. A campaign
in a council election, where newspapers
maintained "'a conspiracy of silence" against
a Negro candidate, drew tremendous public
response, he said. In another instance, local
traffic judges were induced by station editorials to end a 2V2-year calendar congestion
by sitting in the afternoon. He recalled that
a controversy with a newspaper music critic
happened as WSAI-FM was about to return
to a classical music format. "WSAI-FM is
sold out," he added. The WSAI editorials
Page 84
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are short, usually not over two minutes, and
are aired six times a day. "We're selling
thought like we've been selling soap," he
explained.
Leon Goldstein, WMCA
New York,
agreed radio management "must sell ideas
as well as products," contending that editorializing gives the station "personality in the
community." WMCA airs 10- to 15-minute
editorials Friday evenings, touching everything from fluoridation of water to a critical
appraisal of Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles.
Mr. Goldstein played tapes of one-minute
editorial techniques. A quick telephone interview with authoritative persons on topics
of the day was demonstrated plus a cartoonlike quickie based on a limerick with musical
background and an extra line that doesn't
rhyme.
"Broadcasters should not hide editorial
opinions," he continued, "or they will be
known as cowards. He scoffed at a network
distinction that bans opinion but permits
elucidating. Lack of use of the editorializing
power handicaps efforts to gain access to
courts and public events, he insisted.
In the discussion period, Mr. Renick said
WTVJ opposes allegiance to candidates for
public office because the candidate, if
elected, might feel an obligation to the
medium.
Corson,

WLS

Assistant

Head,

Dies

Final rites were held Wednesday for
Bernard F. Corson, 45, assistant manager
of WLS Chicago and onetime advertising
manager of Tidy House Products Co. He
died March 2 of complications resulting
from pneumonia. Mr. Corson came to WLS
last November after being with Tidy House
Products Co., Shenendoah, Iowa, for 12
ears and serving on its board of directors.
Survivors include his wife, Wynne; three
daughters, Natalie, Sue and Wynn, and a
son, Bernard Finley III.

by a Vidicon camera mounted atop a station wagon and relayed by a 50 w, 2000
mc transmitter to the WJZ-TV tower. It
was fed over a telephone line.
Mr. Wolfe said some drifting in the live
version was eliminated on the tape reproduction, tracing it to the 10 kw gasoline power
unit towed by the station wagon. Ampex
representatives included Thomas Merson,
Robert Paulson, Lou McDonald, John
Hauser and Charles Luscomb.
The conference audience cheered as the
remote telecast, including a mock tugboat
fire, was played back a few seconds after
the live broadcast. No one in the audience
could detect any deterioration in the picture.
Joel Chaseman, WJZ-TV program manager, narrated the demonstration with Keith
McBee, news director, handling description.
In a discussion session, Cal Jones, KDKATV Pittsburgh, said the mobile unit would
have many program uses. Besides the normal
delayed programming he suggested that commercials could be recorded at night for daytime broadcast. He said the 50-w remote
transmitter is good up to 35 or more miles
and can be easily transmitted via station
wagon.
A truck would be needed to haul the entire recording unit, weighing 1,300 pounds
but this was described as quite practicable.
Among remote programs Mr. Jones suggested was the recording of a half-dozen
programs in that many outlying towns during one day, with broadcasts scheduled over
a period of perhaps a week.
Mr. Wolfe said the 50-w unit at Fort McHenry successfully shot through smokestacks and buildings on the line-of-sight
transmission.
WCAU-FM

Starts Multiplexing

WCAU-FM Philadelphia has added multiplexed music service, becoming, it claims,
the first station in its area to adopt the
technique on a fulltime commercial basis.
At present WCAU-FM, through the WCAU
Muzak Div., is broadcasting a commercial
music background service by the "beep"
system. This will be maintained during a
90-day period while customers make the
transition to the multiplex sub-channel, and
at mid-year WCAU-FM will switch to rebroadcasting WCAU-AM local and network programming. Opening of the multiplex operation was marked March 3 at brief
ceremonies presided over by Edward J.
Meehan, manager of WCAU's Muzak Div.;
Elliot Baker of Browning Labs., and
Adron M. Miller of RCA.
Broadcasting
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Relaying!

Philco TLR-6 microwave provides economical transmission of
NTSC compatible color or monochrome TV signals . . . plus
full audio channel. Here is a completely modern microwave
system . . . especially designed to meet the needs of community
TV operators for thoroughly dependable operation.

• Highly reliable, unatation tended one-watt oper• Field proven in extended multihop ap-

Heavy duty power supply provides 1 full watt output to insure
outstanding operational reliability in continuous unattended
service.

plications
• True repeater permits
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top quality, long haul

bands. All components mount in standard 19" racks. Unitized
circuit construction simplifies maintenance. Built-in test and
metering circuits assure uninterrupted service at all times.

operation
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• Highest

Here is reliability of performance unaffected by severe weather,
free from the many limitations of wire and pole lines, unhampered byproblems of difficult terrain, over-water transmission or
expensive rights-of-way.
Philco engineers will be happy to help you with your special
Microwave requirements. Please contact us for further informa-
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Write for Specification Sheet
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the new Philco
TLR-6 microwave system.
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Of

Today

With the resurgence of radio and
the continued expansion of television, the station representative
occupies the best possible position
for resolving all the key issues involved in today's challenges. On
the one hand, we must present the
media side of the story and on the
other, fit it efficiently to the needs
of its users, the advertisers and
their advertising agencies.
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CHECK changes hands in consummation of the $4 million purchase by CBS Inc. of
KWK-TV (ch. 4) St. Louis (which becomes KMOX-TV March 16). Participating
in the ceremonies are (1 to r) Gene Wilkey, new KMOX-TV general manager; Craig
Lawrence, CBS-TV vice president in charge of owned tv stations; Robert T. Convey,
president of KWK Inc.; Ray E. Dady, vice president and general manager, KWK
Inc., and V. E. Carmichael, vice president and sales director of KWK Inc. The sale
became effective Feb. 28 after the FCC resolved the multi-channel (4 and 1 1) dispute
there, deferring action on the latter [At Deadline, March 3]. The St. Louis GlobeDemocrat is free to complete purchase of 25.2% interest in KTVI (TV) that city,
now that its sale of KWK-TV is consummated.

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS

ANNOUNCED

WHHM MEMPHIS, TENN. • Sold to Cy
Blumenthal by Cecil K. Beaver and P. E.
Furlow for in excess of $200,000. Mr.
Blumenthal also owns WARL Arlington,

KFBB-AM-TV GREAT FALLS, MONT. •
Sold to Cascade Service Inc. by J. P. Wilkens
and others for $600,000. Cascade Service is
principally owned by Z Net and Idaho Radio Corp. (each 49.98%). Z Net is composed of KXLF Butte, KXLJ-AM-TV Helena, KXLQ Boseman, KXLK Great Falls
(approval of which sale has been announced
[see KXLK. below]) and KXLL Missoula,
all Mont. Idaho Radio is licensee of KIDAM -TV Idaho Falls. KFBB operates on
1310 kc with 5 kw. KFBB-TV is on ch. 5.
The radio station is affiliated with CBS, the
tv station with CBS, NBC and ABC.

Va., WCMS Norfolk, Va., and KCKN Kansas City, Kan. The FCC recently approved
his purchase of WABB Mobile, Ala., and
he also has an interest in WROV Roanoke,
Va. The sale of WHHM was negotiated by
Blackburn & Co. The station operates on
1340 kc with 250 w.

KFBI WICHITA, KAN. • Sold to Jayhawks
Broadcasting Corp. (Mary Pickford. board
chairman; Charles [Buddy] Rogers, president; Fred Dodge [business manager of
Miss Pickford and Mr. Rogers], secretarytreasurer) by Hale Bondurant and Henry
and Elmer Balaban for $450,000. Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. handled the
sale. KFBI operates on 1070 kc with 10 kw,
day, and 1 kw, night.
WESC-AM-FM GREENVILLE, S. C. •
Sold to Broadcasting Co. of the Carolinas
for $276,000 by Mrs. Christie K. Mitchell.
Broadcasting Co. of the Carolinas is owned
by Robert A. Schmid (98%) and others.
Mr. Schmid was formerly vice president of
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., is now NTA
vice president. WESC operates on 660 kc
with 5 kw, day; WESC-FM operates on
92.5 mc with 12.5 kw.

WAHR-AM-FM MIAMI BEACH, FLA. •
Sold to Community Service Broadcasters
Inc.. which is headed by Fred Bernstein and
Richard B. Baker of Cincinnati, by Alan H.
Rosenson and wife for $150,000. Chapman
Co. handled the sale. WAHR operates on
1490 kc with 250 w. WAHR-FM operates
on 93.9 mc with 13 kw.
KPAX (FM) SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.
• Cp sold to Sherrill C. Corwin by Imperial
Broadcasting System Inc. for $1,730 (actual
expenses in obtaining cp). Mr. Corwin's
broadcast interests: 10-15/16% of KPRO
Riverside, KROP Blythe, KYOR Brawley
and KREO Indio, all Calif.; 15% of KAKEAM-TV Wichita, Kan.; cps for KBAY-TV
and fm ch. 283, both San Francisco, and fm
ch. 243 San Diego. KPAX (FM) operates
on 99.9 mc with 30.35 kw.
APPROVED

The following transfers of

station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

page 101.
KYA-AM-FM SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
• Sold to the Bartell Stations by J. Elroy
McCaw and John D. Keating for approxiBroadcasting

mately $1 million. KYA operates on 1260
kc with 5 kw day and 1 kw night. Comr.
Bartley voted for a McFarland letter.

declared an "open-door" policy and permitted news media to install cameras in

KNAC-TV FORT SMITH, ARK. • Sold
positive control to Harry Pollock (former
16.6cr owner) by purchase of additional
507c interest from George T. Hernreich for
$175,000. KNAC-TV operates on ch. 5 and
is affiliated with CBS.

the courtroom doorway. WOW-TV's artist
sketched the trial from the very beginning.
The stations assigned seven newsmen to
cover the trial and when the verdict was
reached, both of them carried an audio
simulcast of it. The stations report that

KBUC CORONA, CALIF. • Sold to Radio
KBUC Inc. by Radion Broadcasting Inc. for
$175,000. Radio KBUC principals are James
Hadlock, president, Hadlock & Assoc., Hollywood advertising agency; Naum B. Healy,
former owner of KDOT Reno, Nev.; Jerry
Scoggins of Cass County Boys, and Paul
Borofsky, movie film editor. KBUC operates
on 1370 kc with 1 kw day, 500 w night.
WZIP COVINGTON, KY. • Sold to Ed
Weston, assistant general manager of WCPOAM-FM-TV Cincinnati, Ohio; Arthur Steloff, soft drinks bottler, and Len Goorian,
media merchandising, by WZIP Inc. (Arthur
L. Eilerman, president) for $150,000. Mr.
Weston was largely responsible for WCPO
winning several awards such as the Alfred
P. Sloan and Variety management awards.
Mr. Weston helped to found the Cincinnati
Summer Playhouse and is now the theatre's
vice president and director. WZIP operates
on 1050 kc with 250 w, day.
WGCM GULFPORT, MISS. • Sold to E. O.
Roden and others by Hugh O. Jones for
$150,000. Mr. Roden has interests in WBIP
Booneville, Ind., WTUP Tupelo, WAZF
Yazoo City and WEGA Newton (see below
for grant of sale of this particular interest),
all Mississippi, and KREL Baytown, Tex.
Comrs. Hyde and Bartley voted for a McFarland letter on this grant. WGCM operates
on 1240 kc with 250 w, and is an ABC
affiliate.

the two-and-one-half-week trial, the judge

Judge English said "on-the-spot coverage
did not disrupt the decorum of the court."
In another incident, a WIIC news crew
was permitted into Criminal Court in Pittsburgh to film a hearing held in connection
with a murder case.
White

Assumes

Omaha, Pittsburgh Courts
Allow Broadcast Coverage
Two notable victories were scored in the
radio-tv campaign for courtroom access last
week by WOW-AM-TV Omaha and WIIC
(TV) Pittsburgh.
The WOW stations report that District
Judge James T. English permitted them to
give on-the-spot coverage of the verdict in
the first degree murder trial of George
Daniel Jones. During the early phases of
Broadcasting

Ownership

WLEX Lexington formally changed hands
March 1 from Central Kentucky Broadcasting Co. to Lexington
Broadcasting Corp.,
owned by Roy B.
White Jr. Mr. White,
who was in business
in Cleveland, Ohio,
is moving with his
family to Lexington
to take over manage^^gdr
^JL mrW^

A
M

Riding

Teter Elected to PGW

Crest

WVIP

Tidewater
Radio!

WGH
- TIDEWATER'S
BIG STATION!

station representative, was elected last
week as a member

24 hours of exciting color

of the board of di-

sound. The latest in news

rectors. Mr. Teter's
election was announced by H. Pres-

and

ton Peters,after
PGW'sa
president,
PGW
stockholders
meeting. Before his
affiliation with PGW
(joined last May),

Mr. Teter was executive assistant to Donald H. McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
and previously was general manager at
KYW Philadelphia.
REPRESENTATIVE

of

Board

Robert H. Teter, vice president and director of radio, Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

MR. TETER

The

ment of the station,
but no personnel

contemchanges are
H M Am
Call letters
anplated, henounced.has
MR white
are to be changed within 90 days. Central
Kentucky Broadcasting, owned by J. D. Gay
Jr. and H. G. Bell, continues to operate
WLEX-TV.

KXLK GREAT FALLS, MONT. • Sold to
Pat M. Goodover, president and general
manager of KXLL Missoula, Mont., by ZBar-Net for $60,000. Seller is negotiating
purchase of part of the stock of KFBB-AMTV Great Falls, see KFBB-AM-TV above;
present approval is thus required under FCC
duopoly rules. Other Z-Net stations: KXLF
Butte, KXLJ Helena, KXLQ Bozeman and
KXLL Missoula, all in Montana.
WEGA NEWTON, MISS. • Sold to East
Central Broadcasting Co. by E. O. Roden
and others for $12,500 cash or $15,000
terms. East Central Broadcasting is owned
by F. M. Smith and B. L. Blackledge, who
hold 76% interest, and also own WBKH
Hattiesburg. WEGA operates on 1410 kc
with 500 w, day.

WLEX

APPOINTMENTS

music, music, music.

Deluging

Hampton,

Newport

News,

Portsmouth

and

Virginia

Beach

with the finest in

radio

entertainment.

2wjna{ ijw^olutBfai/i, Skipped

(TV) Wilkes-Barre, Pa., names Elizabeth Beckjorden.

KQV Pittsburgh has appointed Adam
Inc., N.Y.

Young

KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, and KAKC
Okla., both owned and operated by
Radio Corp., appoint Weed & Co.,
tive April 1 for KIOA and July
KAKC.

Tulsa,
Public
effec1 for

\Jm/

RADIO

Tidewater's BIG Station ... 5000 watts
Channel 131 ... Norfolk, Virginia
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NETWORKS
HAMMER
REASSURES
MBS
OUTLETS
\im.uul Hammer. Mutual board chairman
herence to music, news and special events
as the backbone of programming.
who also assumed the presidency of the netIn the meantime Mr. Hammer announced
work in a surprise move 10 days ago [At
DEADLINE, March 3], went on closed circuit
that the 14-man Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee will meet with MBS officials in
l.isi lluiisdas to reassure MBS affiliates of

porary" but has given no clue as to when or
by whom he will be succeeded. Presumably
he will continue as board chairman.
He is a man of many interests. He is
president of Hammer Galleries, New York
art firm, and of Occidental Petroleum Corp.
of Los Angeles. He spends approximately

Washington, March 28, and be guests of the
network the following night at the annual
dinner of the Radio-Tv Correspondents
Assn. Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual vice president in charge of Washington operations
and newly elected board member, is retiring
president of the correspondents group.

half of each year at Colt's Neck, N. J.,
where he raises Aberdeen Angus cattle, and
the other half in Los Angeles. In 1946, as
president of United Distillers of America
(which he later sold), he organized and
headed a campaign to raise 100 million

his confidence in the network's future.
Earlier in the week, in another closedcircuit appearance he had explained that, as
indicated earlier, the ouster of Paul Roberts
as president and Bertram J. Hauser as executive vice president stemmed from differences over programming policy. He indicated that Mutual would return, as soon as
contract commitments

permit, to closer ad-

Mr. Hammer's closed-circuit talk Thursday actually consisted of taped excerpts from

pounds of grain for Europe's hungry. He
was named to the citizens' food committee
by President Truman in 1947, and also was
on the advisory board of the Institute for
Peace.
Sarnoff Cites Example in Claim
Audience Decides on Programs
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC

president, last

week disputed charges that network programming fare is controlled by "a handful
of powerful advertisers" and by network
Mr. Sarnoff set forth his position in the
presidents.

MOT

OF

HARP

HEARING

BECAUSE MORE PEOPLE LISTEN TO
RAO

IO

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA
than the other three city
stations combined
AM-FM

5000 W-600 KC

AFFILIATE FOR
WINSTON SAIEM, GREENSBORO HIGH POINT
CALL HEAOLEV-REEO
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a talk he made earlier in the day to Mutual
personnel in New York. Joining him were
George Vogel, new executive vice president,
and Mr. Hurleigh, both of whom also took
part in the Monday closed circuit.
Mr. Hammer told both affiliates and staff
that Mutual is "a going concern" and assured them that he would never have invested in the network if he had any doubts
as to its future. He first became identified
with Mutual last August when he and a
group of associates, including Mr. Roberts,
bought the network from RKO Teleradio
Pictures for some $550,000 [Network,
Aug. 12, 1957].
Mr. Roberts, meanwhile, set up temporary
offices last week at 527 Madison Ave., New
York (telephone: Plaza 3-6295), but gave
no details of his immediate plans. As the
largest individual stockholder of Mutual
(though his stock is non-votine). rn not^d
that he had "very great interest" in Mutual's
success. There was speculation that he might
revive his tentative offer, made while MBS
president, to acquire ABN, but he said he
had given no thought to the idea.
Mr. Hauser's plans were not immediately
disclosed, either.
In another MBS development, not necessarily related to the change in command,
John Finley, former CBS account executive,
joined the network's midwest division headquarters in Chicago in a similar capacity.
Robert Jones, division manager, said this
tvas the first step in a long-range plan to
expand Mutual's midwest sales activities.
Mr. Hammer has indicated that his tenure
as president of the network will be "tem-

regular monthly letter he sends to radio-tv
editors throughout the country. He contended that in the final analysis it is the
viewing public that decides which programs
are carried on tv. To make his point, Mr.
Sarnoff gave a behind-the-scenes summary
of the steps taken to place a television show
on the network and, as an example, used
the new Jefferson Drum tv film series about
an editor-publisher in the Southwest, which
will
8-8:30begin
p.m.).on NBC-TV next month (Fri.
Mr. Sarnoff noted that more than 150
persons were involved in the selection of
Jefferson Drum, and added: "No powerful
advertiser ordered us to put it in. The
president of the company issued no executive proclamation that this is what the people
wanted. The network program organization,
as the architect of the overall schedule, decided in consultation with numerous staff
specialists this would be a good show for a
particular time period and the sales department then went out and sold it."
Krayer Gets Additional NBC Post
The appointment of Anthony C. Krayer
Jr. as business manager of NBC owned stations and NBC Spot Sales was announced
last week by Thomas S. O'Brien, director of
business affairs for both units. Mr. Krayer
joined the network as business manager of
NBC Spot Sales in May 1956 and earlier
had been chief accountant of WPIX (TV)
New York and with the public accounting
firm of Price, Waterhouse & Co., New York.
KTOK

Becomes

CBS

Affiliate

KTOK Oklahoma City becomes the 201st
primary affiliate of CBS Radio March 30,
it was announced last week by William A.
Schudt Jr., CBS vice president in charge
of station relations. KTOK, which replaces
KOMA as CBS Radio affiliate in Oklahoma City, operates on limited time on
1000 kc with 5 kw. KTOK is owned by
KTOK Inc. Tom Johnson is manager.
Broadcasting

FILM

Fairbanks
NBC

Appointed

Radio

Sis.

Mgr.

William F. Fairbanks, eastern sales manager, NBC Radio, has been promoted to
national sales manager, it was announced
last week by William K. McDaniel, vice
president in charge of NBC Radio Network sales. Harry E. Hobbs, account executive in radio sales department, was
named to Mr. Fairbanks' former post.
At the same time Mr. McDaniel announced promotion of Murray Heilweil,
merchandising manager of NBC-TV, to the
newly-created position of marketing director for NBC Radio. "There are roughly
four times as many clients using network
radio as in pre-television days and at least
four times as many different uses of network radio," Mr. McDaniel said, explaining
the establishment of the new post. "Mr.
Heilweil will work closely with the marketing departments of advertising agencies and
radio clients in developing and expanding
the use of radio in their marketing plans,"
he added.
Mr. Fairbanks, originally with NBC in

MR. FAIRBANKS

MR. HEILWEIL

1931 as a page, rejoined the network sales
department in January 1956 and in September of that year was named eastern sales
manager. During World War II he was director of Office of War Information network allocation plan which controlled allocation of war messages broadcast
to civilians on all networks.
Mr. Heilweil joined NBC in January
1952 to aid in the organization of the network's merchandising department and was
appointed merchandising manager of NBCTV in 1953.
NETWORK

SHORTS

KSWI Council Bluffs, Iowa, KOY Phoenix
and WMPT South Williamsport, Pa., have
become affiliates of ABN.
WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss., has signed
as interconnected station of CBS-TV under
extended market plan, network reports.
WABG-TV becomes network's 188th interconnected station, and expects to go on air
on or about June 1, operating on ch. 6.
Keystone Broadcasting System, reports 10
new affiliates, giving total of 1,027, are
KZOL Muleshoe, Tex.; WGTN Georgetown
and WALD Walterboro, both South Carolina; WKOV Wellston, Ohio; KRSN Los
Alamos, N. M.; WAHL Hastings, Mich.;
WTYM Springfield, Mass.; WEND Baton
Rouge, La.; WFDR Manchester, Ga., and
KVNC Winslow, Ariz.
Broadcasting

AAP Sales Pass $40 Million;
UA Wants Full Control of AAP

Look,

Ma!!!

Associated Artists Productions, it was
learned last week, will launch a second 52feature Warner Bros, package called
"Jupiter," just before the NAB convention
next month. AAP's "Vanguard" — its first
52-feature package — was released earlier
this year under the company's new sales
policy of splitting its Warner Bros, features
into smaller packages. The Jupiter title maintains AAP's allusion to satellite rockets. Also
disclosed: AAP's report on sales and United
Artists Corp. moves to acquire full control
of AAP.
Sales to tv have passed the $40 million
mark, according to AAP President Eliot
Hyman. AAP began selling the Warner
Bros, feature and cartoon libraries and the
Popeye cartoon library in July 1956. Mr.
Hyman last week said AAP has sold features to 144 tv stations in the U. S., Warner
Bros, cartoons in 91 markets and Popeyes
in 128 markets.
The AAP sales picture was revealed as a
report circulated that UA is preparing to
file with the Securities & Exchange Commission for purchase of remaining shares in
AAP. UA, through its subsidiary, Gotham
Television Corp., last December bought
700,000 shares of the capital of Associated
Artists Productions Corp. at $12 per share,
or a total of $8.5 million, half in cash and
the other half an undertaking for a sinking
fund 6% debenture.
A purchase of remaining AAP stock
would give UA full ownership of AAP,
principally a distribution company. But, as
expressed by Mr. Hyman: AAP fully expects to be "reasonably in the business of
selling feature film" for the next 10 years.
AAP, it is said, would become the distribution subsidiary of UA once the latter company assumed full control.
As of mid- 1957 AAP outstanding shares
totaled approximately 1.6 million. Litigation
pends in New York Supreme Court in
which NTA is contesting the UA-AAP stock
disposition. NTA had claimed acquisition of
majority stock in AAP last November.
Schwimmer Sets April Release
For Golf, Bowling Film Shows
Walter Schwimmer Inc. plans to release
its new Top Pro Golf and Championship
Bowling film series for syndication to stations by April 6, it was announced last week
by Walter Schwimmer, president of the production-distribution firm.
At the same time Mr. Schwimmer

re-

ported plans for shooting the 1958-59 firstrun series of both properties early in June.
He said arrangements are underway with
leading golfers and bowlers for both series.
The newest Schwimmer property, Top
Pro Golf, originally debuted on ABC-TV
last October as All Star Golf and commanded favorable ratings in competition
with several other network sports tv programs on Saturday afternoons. It is being
offered stations for spring and summer programming. Mr. Schwimmer reported several
sales among
stations, including WBKB

No

Ratings!!!

— Sets in use is all you need to
know for the California-Oregon
Trio — exclusive vhf coverage
for nearly 100,000 tv families
who can't be reached either by
San Francisco or Portland.

SETS IN USE . . . SUMMERTIME
KIEM-TV3 KBES-TV5 KOTI-TV2
Eureka
Medford Klamath
Falls
California Oregon Oregon
SIGN-ON
to
6:00 PM
Saturday
Sunday
Mon-Fri
Monday
6:00
PM to
SIGN-OFF
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

55.6
50.9
56.5

Saturday
Sunday

55.7
57.6
47.0

24.9%
20.8

23.8%
18.0
23.3

25.2%
17.7
16.7

23.1
47.1
52.1

59.5
58.9
49.0
52.3
43.9
48.9
43.8

53.3

50.0
54.7
41.7
47.9
39.4

Interviewing wae done in each area under
personal direction of Kenneth H. Baker,
July 6 through August 6, 1957.

Three

Markets — One

TV 3-Calif. TV 5-Oregon
Eureka
Medford
MARKET

Billing

TV 2-Oregon
Klamath Falls

FACTS

Population
Families

356,330
1 15,760

Tv Families
Retail Sales

92,720
$485,803,000

Consumer Spendable
Income
$610,357,000
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Plum Ewtki, Hillside M1U TWX EKfl

or as* associates we. representatives
nr „l blairts^**^ national
New York. Chicago. Salt Francisco, Seattle. Los Angeles.
Dallas, Detroit. Jacksonville, St. Louis. Boston.
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

FILM CONTINUED

Detroit
WXYZ-TV
Chicago,
(TV)
KSTP-TV Minneapolis.
The other. Championship Bowling,
its fourth year of summer syndication
is claimed by Mr. Schwimmer to have
nered equally high ratings.
MGM-TV
To New

and
is in
and
gar-

Appoints Rabinovitz
Post, General Manager

SAG

Members

Asked

To Authorize
Strike
The board of Screen Actors Guild has
asked members for authorization to strike
against the producers of filmed commercials
for tv, should that action be the only means
of obtaining a satisfactory contract. Ballots
were mailed to members Tuesday with a

letter urging that the Guild's negotiating
committee be given the full backing of the
membership, as expressed by the strike
authority, in the final stages of negotiations.
March IS is deadline for the return of
ballots to SAG Hollywood headquarters.
The former agreement expired March 1.
Guild demands on the producers of filmed
tv commercials — and the board letter
in keeping with increased tv activity" at
stresses that neither tv entertainment pic\Ki\l IV. also was seen as indicating additures nor theatrical pictures are affected —
tional administrative control in the comwere presented Jan. 20 [Personnel Repany's tv financing. The television activity
lations, Jan. 20]. "While it is obvious that
has become more complex as MGM-TV has
progress has been made in three weeks of
stepped up t\ film production, feature film
negotiations, it is equally obvious that subsales and tv commercial production. Mr.
differences yet seriously divide us,"
Rabinovitz. associated for eight years with j the boardstantial
states, citing an outline summary
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaof the present positions of both union and
tres, was administrative vice president of
employers on the SAG proposals, enABC-TV.
closed with the letter.

A major appointment at MGM-TV, division ol I oew's Inc., was announced Friday
In ( h ides C. Barry, vice president of the
division. Jason Rabinovitz, assistant treasurer of 1 oew's since last November, has
been named general manager, a newlycreated post.
The Rabinovitz appointment, described as

World
From
CBS

News

Service Results

CBS Newsfilm-ITN

Pact

Newsfilm and Independent Television News of Great Britain will unite in

supplying television stations, effective immediately, with worldwide daily newsfilm
service, it was announced last week by Sig
Mickelson. vice president and general
manager of CBS News, and Geoffrey Cox,
editor of ITN in London.
CBS Newsfilm stories will be sent to
European and Middle East tv stations from
New York on a daily basis. CBS Newsfilm
will be responsible for film coverage of
North and South America, the Far East,
the Pacific and other non-European areas.
ITN will supply daily film coverage from
London for events in the United Kingdom,
Europe, the Middle East and British Commonwealth countries.
Also announced last week was a domestic arrangement in which CBS Newsfilm
and WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., are cooperating to extend the use of the newsfilm to WHA-TV Madison, educational
station operated by the U. of Wisconsin.
Newsfilm supplied to WMTV will be made
available to WHA-TV.
Paramount Pictures Corp.
Plans to Produce Tv Film
Paramount Pictures Corp.. which has
completed the sale of its pre- 1948 features
to Music Corp. of America, is joining other
Hollywood majors on still another tv front
by plans to produce film for television.
Paramount-Sunset Corp., a subsidiary,
will produce the tv film. Among the plans:
base some series on theatrical films made
by Paramount; consider financial arrangements with independent tv producers for
pilot film production, and enter production
pacts with independent companies. Paramount-Sunset Corp. already operates major
studio facilities as a rental service to outside tv and film producers.
Page 90
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In general, the summary indicates agreement by employers with SAG's position that
the growth of tv in recent years warrants
increased pay for talent employed on commercials, but the employers would limit the
amount of the increases below those proposed by the union. The employers want to
retain the present system of "unit payment"
whereby commercials are paid for only if
delivered, rejecting the SAG demand for
payment for each commercial when made.
The employers also want to retain the system of maximum use payments for a 13week cycle and offer to raise the cut-off
point from $650 to $715 for "on camera"
and from $485 to $535 for "off camera"
rather than consent to the SAG proposal to
eliminate the cut-offs and to provide for
payments for all uses, although at substantial discounts as the number mounts.
The employers also are standing pat on
the present weighting of New York, Los
Angeles and Chicago at 7 each, rejecting
SAG demands that New York be weighted
at 18, Los Angeles and Chicago at 9 each
and Philadelphia at 3. The Guild wants a
two-year contract; the employers want it
to run for five years. SAG proposals for
limiting commercials to the products of a
single sponsor, for 20% added pay for each
tag made for a commercial, for protection
to players against oppressive exclusivity
clauses, for limitation on period of use of
commercials and for added reports have
not been accepted by the employers but they
are willing to discuss them.
The producers have agreed to pay for
performers' services if they are required to
make longer or shorter versions of a commercial, to having the length of sessions
designated, to a 30-minute limitation on
voice tests, added pay for contractors, pay
for double tracking, designation of type of
hiring (player vs. extra work), to ban the
use of theatrical or tv entertainment film in
commercial without pay and to some
other SAG demands. But there is no agree-

ment on SAG proposals for added pay for
voice doubling, definition of local participating programs, extension of geographic coverage of contract, restriction of photography
to tv exhibition, nor on technical definitions.
AFM

Strike, Sans

Continues

Against

Pickets,
Studios

A strike of American Federation of Musicians against the major motion picture
studios in Hollywood [Personnel Relations, Mar. 3, Feb. 24] continued as a
picketless action last week. Reports that if
the strike continues the producers will have
the sound tracks for their new pictures recorded abroad rather than hold up the release dates brought increased pressure from
some members of AFM Local 47 in Hollywood for permission to set up picket lines
around the studios.
Late last week, however, the union's national headquarters was maintaining its "no
picketing" policy. A spokesman for the local
discounted the reports as "propaganda" designed to alarm the musicians and pave the
way for a settlement of the strike on more
favorable terms for the producers than might
otherwise be possible. He admitted that they
had
succeeded
in alarming "some members"
of Local
47.
Herman Kenin, west coast representative
of the national AFM; Henry Kaiser, AFM
attorney, and Eliot Daniel, president of
Local 47, in a three-hour meeting Thursday
attempted to persuade a delegation from the
Composers & Lyricists Guild headed by
Guild President Leith Stevens that CLG
members should withhold their services from
the struck studios. There was no yes or no
decision Thursday and the two groups will
meet again tomorrow (Tuesday).
RTDG

Plans Network

Terms

Terms to be proposed to the radio and tv
networks for new contracts to succeed those
expiring Dec. 31, 1958, were discussed by
the national board of the Radio & Television
Directors Guild, meeting Monday-Wednesday in Hollywood. The group deferred a
final decision until its next meeting, to be
held in October in New York. Presidents
of the New York, Hollywood, Chicago,
Detroit and Cleveland RTDG locals, plus
seven New York directors and four from
Hollywood, attended
ing with Newman H.
ecutive director from
beth
Gould,
executive
wood.
Script Heads

the three-day meetBurnett, national exNew York and Elizasecretary, from Holly-

Pick IATSE

Script supervisors at Allied Artists,
Columbia, Loew's Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Universal, Walt Disney and
Warner Bros, have voted to be represented
in collective bargaining by Script Supervisors Local 871 of IATSE in a National
Labor Relations Board election held Monday in Hollywood. The vote was 34 to
nothing, with two ballots challenged. Overwhelming preference for the IATSE affiliation will get prompt NLRB certification for
that union, without delay to investigate the
challenged votes.
Broadcasting

PROGRAM SERVICES
Telemovies

Now

After Operational

on Rebound
Changes

The Bartlesville Telemovies project has
experienced something of a comeback, according to an announcement last week, after
suffering a crisis of confidence a number of
weeks ago when the Telemovies subscriber
list dropped to 300. This 300 mark was the
low point of a steady reversal which had
been hitting
system since
Story, Feb.
Although

the nation's only wired pay tv
December of last year [Lead
10].
Video Independent Theatres

install and operate closed-circuit toll tv
systems that these franchises be canceled
[Program Services, March 3]. Their decision to withdraw followed a successful campaign of a citizens committee against pay
tv to delay action on the council grants
until the voters had expressed their views
in a public referendum, probably at the
time of the primary elections in June. This,
the toll tv organizations felt, gave them too
short a time for waging a successful educational campaign to win a favorable decision
from the voters.

Inc., Telemovies promoter, admits that "the
future of (Telemovies) is still to be deter-

NCAA Approves Grid Tv Plan
Despite Big Ten Objections

mined," itwould appear that recent changes
in the operation have helped produce a jump
from the low of 300 subscribers to the current number of about 600. Among the major
changes, first of their kind for Telemovies:
a price cut from $9.50 to $4.95 a month for
the service; a reduction to only one channel
of movies instead of the former two, with
background music by Muzak placed on the
second channel; addition of a program of
Sunday matinee art films, and inauguration
of a community antenna service for subscribers.

Membership of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. has approved its 1958 controlled football tv program by a referendum
vote of 194-19, according to Walter Byers,
NCAA executive director.

According to Henry S. Griffing. Video
Independent's president, a particular hardship faced by Telemovies, "one . . . that
was unexpected and undeserved . . ." was
the competition of free movies on tv. Mr.
Griffing cited the fact that Telemovies had
to compete with 147 free movies coming
into Bartlesville via Tulsa's three channels
during the month of December alone.
Telemovies needs 2.000 subscribers to
break even, its officials have said in the past.
To be successful, the goal is 4,000 subscribers— half of the 8,000 tv homes in Bartles-

Thus, this fall's plan becomes effective
despite charges it discriminates against the
Big Ten Conference and the U. of Notre
Dame in limiting any NCAA district participation to six teams in national network
telecasts. In general, the program combines
national and regional game features as in
recent
years [Program Services, Feb. 17,
3].
NCAA's referendum vote was slightly
less favorable when compared with last
year's ballot for similar controls — 212-4.
NBC-TV has obtained national tv rights

and now is seeking to sell the Game of the
Week to sponsors [Networks, March 3].
Once advertisers have been signed, the national grid telecast program will be set and
regional rights, sponsorship and schedules
will be arranged for the eight NCAA districts.
ASCAP

Sends

To Members

Total $13

Million

in Last Half of 1957

ASCAP distributed $5,260,169 for the
third quarter of 1957 and $5,643,730 for
the fourth quarter plus $2,174,056 sent to
members in December from foreign revenue,
it was announced at the semiannual meeting of West Coast members in Beverly Hills,
Calif.
ASCAP now has 3,027 radio stations, 19
national and regional radio networks, 471
television stations and 3 television networks
licensed to use music of members, plus 26,682 general licensees (hotels, restaurants,
etc.) Reporting from ASCAP President Paul
Cunningham, former President Stanley
Adams said a new four-year television contract had been negotiated in a friendly atmosphere with only the normal give-andtake. He predicted the same would apply
to negotiations for a new radio contract
to succeed the one expiring at the end of
1958. Significant of the state of broadcasterASCAP relations, he reported, is NAB's
invitation to ASCAP to produce a banquet
show for the Los Angeles convention.

ville. "When we started this program we
predicted it would take at least a year to find
out whether Telemovies are economically
feasible," Mr. Griffing said. "After our first
five months at Bartlesville, we haven't found
any reason to change that prediction."
AP 'Readjusts' Broadcaster Fees,
First Such Move in 18 Years
The Associated Press last week reported
that the news agency has put into effect on
March 1 its first "readjustment" in fees for
radio-tv station members in 18 years. A
spokesman said that some tv and radio stations' fees had
been the
raised
while others
remained
same"moderately"
and added
that the "readjustment" also extended to
newspaper members. He pointed out that
AP from time to time has evaluated the
fees of individual members and placed into
effect changes when warranted. He said it
was decided this approach should be extended to radio-tv members.
City Council Grants Requests,
L. A. Toll Tv Bids Canceled
Toll tv is dead, or at least dormant, in
Los Angeles. The city council last Wednesday complied with requests of two organizations that had been granted franchises to
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS.
ENGINEERS
NEW

VTR

• RCA,

TO

system by G. A. Olive of RCA. plus operating discussions by Frank Marx, ABC, and
John H. DeWitt Jr.. WSM Nashville. Tcnn.,
and others; stability in am directional antennas. Dr. George Brown. RCA; fm multiplex,
William Tomberlin, KM LA (FM) Los Angeles; uni-levcl and limiting amplifiers, A. M.
McGee, GE.
Sir Harold Bishop, engineering director of
British Broadcasting Corp.. will address the
April 30 luncheon.
The afternoon program includes smallmarket tv, F. D. Meadows, Sarkes Tarzian
Inc.; new image orthicon tube. Dr. H. J.
Hannam, GE; systems test techniques, ABC;
tv broadcast repeaters. Dr. Byron St. Clair,
Adler Electronics; vidicon equipment, Kin
Tel.

PROGRESS

Ampex

• NAB's

SEE

BEC

to show

gear

sets agenda

I he newest developments in monochrome
and color video tape as this recording
medium enters general broadcast service will
be unveiled by RCA and Ampex Corp., pioneers in the held, at the 12th annual NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference. The
meeting will be held April 28-May 1 during
NAB convention week in Los Angeles.
Both aural and video broadcast equipment
and techniques will be demonstrated during
the 3'/2-day conference. Sessions will be held
in the Statlcr Hotel, according to A. Prose
Walker. NAB engineering manager. Some
of the NAB equipment exhibits will be
housed in the Statler, with others at the
Biltmore Hotel where management meetings
will be held.

The final morning program opens with a
paper on the Chroma-Key color inset system, F. J. Gaskins and R. C. Kennedy, NBC;

Engineers will meet jointly with management the mornings of April 29 and 30. The
morning of April 29 marks the formal opening of the management program, including
the keynote address by CBS President Frank
Stanton. The annual FCC-industry panel discussion will be held the morning of April 29,
with both engineering and management delegates taking part.
Engineering sessions open April 28. Topics
include remote control of directional antennas, by a representative of Collins Radio Co.;
remote control of high-power transmitters,
RCA; status of remote control and automatic
operation, by Mr. Walker; effects of reradiation from tv towers on directional antennas. CBS; low-cost remote gear built by
station personnel. William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows will
address the opening engineering luncheon.
The afternoon program includes papers on
the Ampex VR-1000 video recording apparatus byCharles P. Ginsburg, RCA color
videotape by A. H. Lind, and the new threeimage orthicon color camera, by J. F. Wiggin of General Electric Co.; network transmission panel.
The April 29 afternoon program includes
an analysis of compatible single sideband

cers reported on progress of its moves seeking uniform broadcast hours from 5 a.m. to
7 p.m. Mr. Adams said, "We shall intensify
our efforts in this direction and we look forward confidently to the forthcoming proceedings before the FCC." In a resolution the
group reaffirmed the action of DBA membership in opposing ratification of the proposed U.S. -Mexico broadcast agreement.
Seven
For

Renominated

NAB

Radio

Board

Seven members now serving on the NAB
Radio Board of Directors have been nominated as candidates for re-election during the
spring election process, to be completed
March 24. Twelve directorships will be filled
the election — one in each even-numduring bered
NAB district and one in each of the

a talk on management and the engineer, A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb.; BBC equipment, F. C. McLean; monochrome tv film standards, K. B. Benson,
CBS; transistors, John J. Rienzo, Sylvania
Electric Products; color tv lighting, Kliegl
Bros.; Television Allocations Study Organization. Dr. George Town, director.
The conference will close at noon April
1 with a luncheon at which Admiral Charles
Home, vice president and division manager
of Convair, Pomona, Calif., will speak on
guided missile equipment.
Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor of the threeelement vacuum tube, will be honored at the
May 1 luncheon. Now 85 years old, he has
over 300 inventions in the electronic and
communications fields.

four at-large classifications.
James H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke, Va.,
was ineligible to run in District 4, having
served the maximum two consecutive twoyear terms. Edward F. Baughn, WPAG Ann
Arbor, Mich., was not a candidate for reelection in District 8. John M. Outler Jr.,
who has retired from WSB Atlanta, was not

DBA Re-elects Incumbent
At New Orleans Annual

Nominees for district directorships follow:
District 2 — Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y. (incumbent) and Michael R.
Hanna, WHCU
Ithaca. District 4— W.
Frank Harden, WIS Columbia, S. C, and
Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.
District 6— F. M. Smith, WBKH Hatties-

Slate
Meeting

Richard E. Adams of WKOX Framingham, Mass., was re-elected president of Daytime Broadcasters Assn. at the organization's
annual meeting in New Orleans Feb. 28March 1. Returned to office with him were
J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111., chairman of the board, and Joe Leonard, KGAF
Gainesville, Tex., secretary-treasurer.
A highlight of the meeting was the closing
banquet, addressed by Robert Eastman,
president of ABN, who offered ideas to
increase radio revenue. Earlier, DBA offi-

certified as a candidate for the at-large
group. Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC Los Angeles, and Todd Storz of the Storz station
group were not nominated in the District 16
and medium-station classifications.
A special election will be held this spring
to fill the District 15 post vacated by J. G.
Paltridge, formerly of KROW Oakland,
Calif., and now with KABC Los Angeles.
until election
May.
The
process will not be completed

burg, Miss., and F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn. (incumbent). District 8 — J. M.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., and
Lester G. Spencer, WKBV Richmond, Ind.
District 10 — Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer,
Iowa (incumbent), and C. L. (Chet) Thomas,
KXOK St. Louis. District 12 — Robert L.
Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan. (incumbent),
and Thad M. Sandstrom, WIBW Topeka,
Kan. District 14 — George C. Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City (incumbent) and J. W.
Wright, KSL Salt Lake City. District 16 —
Tom Chauncey, KOOL Phoenix, and Robert
J. McAndrews, KBIG Avalon, Calif.
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At-large nominees: Large Stations — John
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, Tenn., and
Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
Medium Stations (four nominees because of
ties)— Richard M. Brown, KPOJ Portland,
Ore.; Grover C. Cobb, KVGB Great Bend,
Kan.; Robert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis, and Fred A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn, Mich. Small Stations — J. R. Livesay,
WLBH Mattoon, 111. (incumbent), and Dave
Morris, KNUZ Houston. Fm Stations (four
nominees
because
of ties) — William B.
Broadcasting

AFA Feels IRS May Clarify
Tax Plan on Institutional Ads
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

MEMBERS of NAB who subscribe to
its Standards of Good [radio] Practice soon will be displaying this symbol. The heraldic trumpet and lightning streak represent radio communications and stations displaying it will
have signed a pledge of adherence
characterizing the Standards as "the
public expression of the ideals and
ethics that guide" the radio industry
in its day-to-day operation. Subscribers
also may broadcast an orchestral symbol arranged by Percy Faith.
Caskey, WPEN-FM Philadelphia; Frank
Gaither, WSB-FM Atlanta; Raymond S.
Green, WFLN-FM Philadelphia, and Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111. (incumbent).
Election procedure for the Television
Board was started last week as station members were sent forms to certify the person
eligible to be nominated and elected to the
board. The forms must be returned to NAB
by March 24. Nominations and election are
scheduled April 29 during the NAB Los
Angeles convention. Terms of these tv
directors expire at the convention: John E.
Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., chairman; W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., vice chairman; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, and Harold P. See, KRON-TV San
Francisco. All are eligible to run for reelection except Mr. Rogers, who has served
the maximum time limit allowed by the bylaws.

The prospect appears that the Internal
Revenue Service may clarify the language
of its new tax law to prevent curbing of
non-political institutional advertising, it was
indicated after a three-hour meeting between IRS and officials of the Advertising
Federation of America Feb. 25. A proposed amendment of Sec. 1.162.15(c) to
disallow tax deductions for lobbying advertising was criticized earlier by AFA as potentially destroying $1 billion worth of advertising [Advertisers & Agencies, Feb
3]. IRS had aimed its guns at institutional
ads which specifically concern legislation,
but AFA said the language of the proposed
law would hurt all institutional advertising,
including that on radio-tv.
After the IRS-AFA conference, AFA
said that "while the federation is in agreement with the objectives intended to be accomplished bythis section [of the law], it
is the belief of AFA that the proposed regulation can still provide wording limited to
the intention of the law and, at the same
time, fair and easily understandable to all
legitimate advertising."
Couric Named

NAB

News

Manager

John M. Couric, chief writer at NAB
headquarters Washington, has been promoted to news manager, it is being
announced today
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(Monday) by Donald
N. Martin, NAB
public relations
chief. In addition,
Larry Sims, formerly
publicity writer at
J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York, will take
MR. COURIC

over
former Mr.
duties.Couric's
Prior to joining

NAB's public relations staff over 12 months
ago, Mr. Couric was with the Washington
bureau of UP. Mr. Sims, before joining
Mathes, was a radio-tv newswriter with
NBC, New York
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in Rochester..

Only a Few,

Not Many — Sweeney

Some but not many radio stations today
are "in a twilight sleep" induced by corporate owners — such as newspapers — who
for some reason do not want their stations
to compete aggressively and yet want to
hold onto them. This was the gist of an
unpublicized portion of a talk by RAB
President Kevin Sweeney at the Dallas meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies Southwest Council on Feb. 21.
Based on other reports from the meeting,
Broadcasting erroneously attributed to him
the claim that "many" stations were thus
being held down [Closed Circuit, March
3]. His text, made available last week,

ALL

in

Dominance

showed he said that some, but "thank God,
only a few," stations are in this "twilight

Broadcasting
sleep."

because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than
the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising —
best advertising results
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
WROC-TV
NBC-ABC
Channel 5
ROCHESTER

IT! symbol of service
STATION
NTINENT
TRANSCO
(~>
Rochester
• WGR Radio.
WGR-TV,
ft] AWROC-TV,
I.V 1
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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can be expected to have favorable reception
to its tv and radio sets.
General Electric — Sales of appliances (includes tv) "are almost certain to decline"
but with a bright spot in sales of utility capi"will be able
it's estimated,
tal goods,
to hold
the GE,
decline
in sales and earnings to

SEEN

SETMAKERS

• Improved
• Bernhard

profits predicted
analyzes

producers

proportions."
modest
Holl'man Electronics — Sales and earnings
can be expected to accelerate, chiefly the result of other than tv activity (electrical components field). Though tv accounted for

A "reasonable" balance between production and sales of tv sets is seen this year
in an investment survey by Arnold Bernhard
& Co.. investment advisers. New York.

more than 25% of the company's sales volume in recent years, it has failed to return
a commensurate profit. Prediction: company
will consider liquidating its tv business during the next few years and concentrate on its
"more lucrative semiconductor division."
Magnavox — It has an upward trend in
earnings, ability to maintain profitable operations in sharp contrast to other major tv
set makers, and can expect a modest improvement in "financial results" during the
current fiscal year (ends June 30) despite
the recession.

According to the survey, factory shipments probably will not show much of an
increase but profit margins reflecting new
price hikes of sets should improve.
Tv. the survey report noted, "has been
in its own private recession since 1955." Unlikely to persist is what the survey described
as "the chaotic price warfare of the past

year or two."
The following is a brief summary of the
survey's company-by-company analyses in
the radio-tv set manufacturing field:
Admiral Corp.— It cut back production
last year to achieve a better balance between
supply and demand, spent more than $5
million for new automatic production equipment, aretooling intended to bolster sagging

Motorola — This company, blending its
pursuits in commercial, industrial and military electronics, has maintained high sales
and earnings, with the estimated gain in
earnings this year expected to be modest
because of the general economy.
Philco — Its profit margin contracted during past few years under pressure of a highly
competitive market in tv sets and certain
appliances, but may improve now because
of readjustments in both tv and appliances.
Radio Corp. of America — Earnings may
dip "modestly" this year as a result of the
recession but cash dividend distribution looks
favorable; and RCA is not expected to find
mass acceptance of color tv this year despite
promotional efforts.
Sylvania Electric Products — Other than its
booming defense work, company turned in a
"remarkable feat" last year by selling nearly
twice as many tv sets as in 1956 though the
industry as a whole lagged behind 13%. Tv
prosperity (in sets and picture tubes) is

unit profit margins, and "clambered aboard
i he prosperous hi-fi bandwagon." Company
is believed to have defense order backlog
nearl) twice that which existed a year ago,
and Admiral's "comeback" is being delayed
only by the business recession.
Allen B. DuMont Labs — Belief is that the
Law rence tube, on which DuMont has been
working, "has been perfected" but that
"poor television market conditions and the
business recession presently under way have
caused a delay in its introduction." DuMont
will ha\e a chance for a stronger financial
recovery over the longer term "once the
consumer again emphasizes quality rather
than price in selecting tv receivers."
Emerson Radio — Tv operations at Emerson have been affected adversely by tv industry's overproduction, shrinking demand,
price cutting and keen competition. But
firm's radio and phonograph business, particularly transistor portable radios and hi fi
phonograph instruments, enjoyed "firmer
consumer demand in fiscal 1957." By end
of this fiscal year (ends Oct. 31), Emerson

Cincinnati's

seen for Sylvania in year ahead. Company's
net operating profit margin is expected to be
a little lower this year because of a high
proportion of low-profit research and development work but it will "realize larger
Westinghouse Electric — Since its strike of
earnings."
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only to its tv manufacturing, which is only
a part of the manufacturer's huge business.
Zenith Radio — This firm still shows increases inunit sales in an industry where factory sales of tv units generally have been
down. Zenith's earnings continue at a good
rate.
RCA Color Tv Set Sales Up 50%
Over Year Ago, Bennett Says
In spite of a 30% drop in sale of "certain
home appliances," RCA color tv sets are
selling 50% better at this time than they
were one year ago, an RCA executive declared last week. Addressing the Indianapolis
Advertising Club Thursday, Martin F. Bennett, RCA merchandising vice president,
claimed "color is forging ahead . . . and this,
mind you, is happening in a time of soHe recession."
noted that the only way of turning
called
color tv into a mass medium is to expose it
to the public as often as possible. Only then
do "you get the response you are looking
for — interest, excitement and finally, sales."
RCA's system of exposure, according to Mr.
Bennett, is to demonstrate color in "the most
logical setting of all — right in the living
He said that the RCA "color carnivals"
in such cities as Milwaukee paid off handsomely. "To give you one significant benchmark,"
Mr. Bennett declared, "for each of
room."
the last six weeks of the year RCA Service
Co. installations across the country jumped
by 30% each week over the week immediately preceding." The top four cities in color
sales, he said, are New York, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia and Indianapolis.
Philco Reports

24 hours a day— seven days a week

Sharp

Upturn

Philco Corp. in 1 957 increased earnings
after taxes to $4,363,000 or $1 per common share, compared to $567,000 or 5^ a
share in 1956, according to the annual report released last week. Sales went from
$356,568,000 in 1956— a 10-year lowto $372,629,000 last year. Philco export
business and overseas production increased
substantially last year. President James M.
Skinner Jr. told stockholders. Transistor
sales by Philco's subsidiary Lansdale Tube
Co. tripled in 1957, and production of receiving and cathode ray tubes at Lansdale
reached the highest volume in company history. Looking forward to severe competition
in consumer products in 1958, Philco said it
does not believe sales potentials warrant
placing color tv sets on the market but that
it is ready to produce color receivers if the
situation should change.
Washington

STATION
WCKY
CINCINNATI

On the Air everywhere

a few years ago, the company's "sales and
profits
advanced vigorously."
pattern at Westinghouse
generally isFuture
not hinged

Hi-Fi Show

Set

New types of stereophonic sound equipment will be demonstrated at the Washington Hi-Fi Show March 14-16 at the Shoreham Hotel. The number of exhibitors will
set an alltime record, according to M. Robert
Rogers, director of the show. The 67 exBroadcasting

hibitors will demonstrate over 250 component and package units. A historic feature
will be a Violano Virtuoso, built in 1912 and
often called "the grandfather of hi-fi."
Westinghouse Electric Sales,
Income Skyrocket in 1957
The annual report of the Westinghouse
Electric Co. reveals that net sales of the
company in 1957 reached an all-time high
of $2,009,043,000, an increase of 32% over
the $1,527,375,000 for 1956. Net income
for 1957 was listed at $72,652,000, equal
to $4.18 per share on 16,943,337 shares
outstanding, as compared with $3,492,000,
equal to 10 cents a share on 16,743,713
shares outstanding at the end of 1956.
Westinghouse, meanwhile, denied reports
it is planning an intensive consumer campaign very soon to capture 10% of the
color television set market. A spokesman
explained Thursday that the company has
been in limited production of a table model
color set for IV2 years, but said no push
is contemplated until Westinghouse decides
the time is "right" to aim for 10% of the
market — a goal the company tries to attain
for all its consumer products. The table
model sells for $550 and has a 22-inch rectangular all-glass tube, made by Westinghouse itself.

MM&M

Sales, Earnings Up
In 1957, Buetow Reports

MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA has introduced new high-sensitivity
alternating current vacuum tube voltimeter
(RCA WV-74A), designed for laboratory
and service use, and new draft transistor
of germanium P-N-P alloy type (RCA
2N544) intended for RF amplifier service
in entertainment-type battery-operated receivers and commercial receivers operating
in am band.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., radio-tv
division, reports that factory sales of its
tv sets in January were 18% higher than
in January 1957 and was "highest" January in firm's history. Increase in sales was
credited largely to new convertible tv set
that can be used as console, table model
and portable.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., reports that 15 employes who have served
company for 25 years or more, were each
awarded 25 shares of capital stock at special ceremony last month. Gold pins denoting 25 years of service and certificates of
distinguished service also were awarded to
them.
Magnecord Div., Midwestern Instruments
Inc., Tulsa, Okla., claims new Model 438-B
bridge balance unit, enclosed in portable
case or available for mounting in lab rack.
Unit serves as bridge between transducer
of one, two or four-arm type strain gauge
and
recording
oscillograph. Automatic

standardization can be accomplished either
by series or parallel methods, but latter is
standard type used.
Bell & Howell has introduced new lens for
16mm movie cameras — one that "enables
amateur movie maker to 'zoom in' on his
subject with all the impressiveness of a tv
sportscast." Firm claims device, with maximum lens opening of f/2.2, is "the fastest
zoom lens on the market," with four-to-one
range of focal length variation. Turn of
zoom handle changes length from wideangle to normal to telephoto, affording
versatility of many lens in one. Length is
adjustable from 17mm to 68mm. Unit is
called Bell & Howell — Angenieux Zoom
Lens and retails for $429.95.
Shure Bros, (electronic components), Evanston, 111., announces incorporation of new
ceramic phonograph cartridge in 1958 Stereo Fidelis Console hi-fi units made by
V-M Corp. Shure cartridge (PZT) used in
V-M 1,000 model is claimed to have high
compliance and better low and high frequency reproduction. V-M console includes
am-fm radio tuner, stereophonic tape recording unit, twin pre-amps and amplifiers,
two co-axial speakers, plus record-changer.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., N. Y., has announced new extra-long play tape, plus 100,
claimed to be "as thin and strong as any
conventional long play recording tape manufactured."

Recording tape and allied magnetic products enjoyed their best year in sales history
at Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. during
1957, according to the company's annual
report released Wednesday.
Price reductions in some tape lines, however, served to lower profit margins, Herbert
P. Buetow, president, told stockholders. The
company reported consolidated sales of
$370,106,838 for a 12% increase over
$330,807,692 in 1956. Earnings on common
stock were $39,446,558 ($2.34 a share) in
1957 compared with $38,437,684 ($2.30 per
share) in 1956. Income before taxes was
$76,326,558 as against $76,123,684 the
previous year.
Electrical products, including magnetic
recording tape, accounted for 17% of

MM&M's consolidated sales last year. Markets for recording tape "continued to expand
steadily throughout the year" in video recording, radio broadcasting, and other fields,
according to the report.
Admiral

Gets Extension

on Suit

Admiral Corp. has been granted an extension to April 7 to answer a patent infringement suit filed by Zenith Radio Corp.
in Chicago District Court, it was reported
Thursday. Unofficially, Admiral has denied
charges in the suit alleging infringements
of five patents dealing with Zenith's Fringelock circuit for maintaining steady pictures
and Space Command remote control unit
[At Deadline, Manufacturing, Feb. 17].
Broadcasting
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Copyright Revision Next Year
To Affect Broadcasters in Canada
A new Canadian copyright law is anticipated tor next year following the report of a
Royal Commission on Copyright, which recommends copyright for radio or television
broadcasts. The commission's report dealt
in some details with the establishment of
fees for use by broadcasters of copyright
music on radio and television.
The commission recommended to the government that Canada should ratify the 1952
Universal Copyright Convention and amend
the Canadian Copyright Act accordingly. It
suggested that terms ol copyright in published works, with certain minor exceptions,
be reduced from the present period to a
period of 56 years from time of publication
or at the death of the author, whichever is
later.
It also recommended the creation of a
broadcasters' right, to enable the copyright
of radio or television broadcasts on a disc,
film or like device. It suggested that copyright societies be required to maintain up-todate lists of all works for which they claim
performing rights.
The commission suggested that the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board should have
the power to pass upon and fix terms of
licenses on the application of any interested
person. Adoption of this recommendation
could possibly lead to a per program licensing system for radio and television.
The commission recommended where
copyright music is obtained only from a
network by a station not paying fees to the
copyright holder, that the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board be empowered to set a
nominal fee payable by the station. It recommended that the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board be free to approve a percentage of
gross revenue tariffs and examination of
books of licensees.
Another commission to look into the
specific field of public performing rights,
which includes the radio broadcasting and
television field, is suggested. This commission
is to draft terms of licenses and actual fees
payable for approval of the Canadian government. The Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board would make periodic revisions, and

give reasons for its decisions.
The recommendations are not expected to
be implemented for some time in view of the
Canadian general election on March 3 1 . The
report will have to be studied by the next
government and legislation drafted for a
new copyright law. Meanwhile it is expected
that the commission to look into radio and
television performing rights will be appointed
later this year by the next Canadian government.

on the publication and a "readers' service
inquiry tories
memo
listing
the case who
hiscovered.coupon"
The local
merchant

Copies of the report of the Royal Commission on Copyright can be obtained from

The Institute for the Study of the U.S.S.R.
last week issued a report indicating that the
Soviet Union is stepping up the production
of radio receivers, increasing the power of
radio stations and expanding its efforts in
jamming of broadcasts originating outside
the U.S.S.R.
The institute, a division of the American
Committee for Liberation, which also supports the activities of Radio Liberation,
pointed out that the number of direct radio
receivers in the Soviet Union rose from
70,000 in 1928 to almost 7.4 million in
1956 and the number of radio relay receivers (to which loudspeakers in individual
homes are connected by wire) from 22,000
in 1928 to 22 million in 1956. There were

the Queen's Printer at Ottawa.
Ontario Legislation Offers
Radio-Tv Libel Protection
Extensive amendments to bring Ontario's
libel and slander legislation up to date were
announced in the Ontario Legislature at
Toronto late in February. The amendments
specifically bring radio and television broadcasts under the legislation and state that
defamatory words broadcast by radio or
tv will be considered to be published and
thus constitute libel.
The amendments also state that "a fair and
accurate report in a newspaper or a broadcast" of the proceedings of any administrative body or any commission of inquiry
constituted by any public authority are protected from libel action as long as the proceedings are open to the public and the
report was not published or broadcast "maliThe amendments do not restrict publicaciously."
tions any more than at present but are an
attempt to clarify many of the sections of
the Ontario legislation, Ontario AttorneyGeneral Kelso Roberts explained. The new
act is divided into two sections to help this
clarification, one dealing with libel and the
other with slander.

wants information on the use of such
idea on his local radio station circles
case history number, sends the coupon
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Says U.S.S.R. Study

Institute

1,324,000 tv sets in the U.S.S.R. in 1956 according to the report. As examples of the
Soviet Union's plans for further expansion
in the broadcast field, the report cited directives of the Twentieth Party Congress
held in Moscow in 1956 which called for
the production of 10.2 million radio and
tv sets in 1960 and "an approximate increase of 90% in the power of broadcasting
stations during the five-year plan and largescale introduction of high-frequency broad-

IAAB
casting."to Mull

Democracy

Drive

A permanent campaign by Western Hemisphere broadcasters to promote democracy
Canada Stations Produce Organ
will be proposed at the fifth general assembly
of Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters.
A total of 17 Canadian radio stations now
The assembly meets March 10-14 at Punta
are sending out a syndicated monthly prodel Este, near Montevideo, Uruguay. Gilmotion paper, produced at Vancouver, B.C.,
more Nunn, WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn.,
by Roily Ford Photo Publication Ldt. It
and NAB President Harold E. Fellows will
features successful merchandising stories
represent the U. S. They will leave for
and ideas. Each station has its own masthead
Uruguay this weekend. Topics on the agenda
include freedom of information, freedom
<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<««<«««c^^^<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
from government control of broadcasting
and copyright problems. IAAB represents
over 5,000 private radio and tv stations in
I
) North and South America.
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ISSUE: The opposition Social

Democratic Party in West Germany's lower
house has asked the government what it
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proposes to do about allowing private television broadcasting to operate alongside the
government system. The Bundestag discussion was scheduled after rumors had circulated for some time that the government
was considering opening the spectrum to
private enterprise. Social Democrats oppose
free broadcasting on the theory that tv time
Broadcasting

AWARDS
Carl Gylfe, media director, Cunningham &
Walsh Inc.; C. Lowell Helman, space media
director, Earle Ludgin & Co.

rates would be prohibitively high and available only to large advertisers.

Four Stations Win Awards
For Outdoor Ad Promotion

TV CIRCULATION: West Germany, 1,3 million registered sets Feb. 1, up 10.4% from
January and almost 100% over the previous
year; East Germany, 148,847 on Dec. 1,
1957, increasing 10,000 monthly; Holland,
250,000, up 50,000 over the previous three
months, tv homes numbering 8% of all
families; Italy, 675,000 in January, twice the
corresponding 1957 figure; Switzerland,
32,881 registered on Feb. 1, up 1,507 over
January.

Radio-tv stations are not adverse to using
billboards and posters to promote network
and local programs — in fact, four of them
have won awards in the sixth annual contest

PRIVATE OPERATORS: West Germany's two
latest stations to add commercial tv programming, North German Radio, Hamburg,
and West German Radio, Cologne, are negotiating with private groups for operating
a daily 30-minute commercial show. They
are reported planning to set up two separate
companies in which newspaper publishers
and other private interests would be represented. These would handle the daily show
in the outlets' otherwise non-commercial
schedules. The Hamburg and Cologne stations have a combined tv audience of
850,000 registered sets.
RADIO SETS: East Germany, 5.248 million
on Dec. 1, 1957; Holland, 2.36 million, and
Italy, 6.068 million in January.
AUTOMOTIVE PICTURE: The West German
government is discussing regulation of tv
receivers in automobiles. Under discussion
are special licensing for tv in taxis and
buses and a ban on viewing in private cars.
Whether the ban should apply only to moving cars is being explored.
INTERNATIONAL

of the Outdoor Adv. Assn. of America, announced in Chicago Wednesday.
Major consideration in the competition
was placed on results achieved through effective application of outdoor advertising to the
advertiser's marketing and sales objectives.
Broadcast winners:
Poster campaign (more than 3 but less
than 12 months): First award, WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio; second award, Bannock
Cable Tv Inc. (community antenna tv system), Pocatello, Idaho; embellished painted
bulletin campaign: second award, KONO
San Antonio; combined poster and painted
bulletin campaign: third award, WHBQ-AMTV Memphis (through Rosengarten &
Steinke agency).
Broadcasters made an "exceptionally good
showing" in the 1957 contest, OAAA pointed
out, "reflecting intensified promotion efforts
by the industry." The entries indicated "local
broadcasters are using the outdoor medium
primarily for audience promotion and to
merchandise sponsored network and local
Judges were Roy J. Boyer, media superprograms."
visor, Tatham-Laird Inc.; Ray Finnegan,
copy group head, J. Walter Thompson Co.;

AWARDS

SHORTS

Don Weis received annual award of Screen
Directors Guild of America for best direction of tv film during past year, given him
for his direction of "The Lonely Wizard
Steinmetz" program on CBS-TV's Schlitz
Playhouse series. Award was presented at
SDGA awards banquet, Feb. 8, at Los Angeles Biltmore Bowl.
Georg Olden, director of graphic arts, CBSTV, presented gold medal Feb. 14 for outstanding achievement in television graphic
arts by Art Directors Club, Philadelphia.
Arthur Hartwell Campbell, general manager of WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C,
saluted in "Tar Hill of the Week" column
in Raleigh News and Observer.
Hollywood Foreign Press Assn. included
four tv awards with 29 Golden Globe
awards for motion pictures presented Feb.
26 at group's 15th annual awards dinner.
Mike Wallace was honored as "best interviewer on tv" (Mike Wallace Interviews,
ABC-TV) ; Jack Benny as "best comedian"
(Jack Benny Show, CBS-TV) ; Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS-TV) as "best mystery
program" and Eddie Fisher Show (NBCTV) as "best musical show."

SHORTS

n

Pakistan Government appoints Karachi
office of Grant Adv. to handle Pakistan
Air Force account. Khursheed Arshi heads
agency's Karachi office.
U. of British Columbia, Vancouver, has
started 15-week advanced course in broadcasting and advertising on radio and television, in cooperation with British Columbia
Assn. of Broadcasters. Course is open to
persons with professional experience. Lecturers include Sam R. Fogel, creative director of Cockfield, Brown & Co., Vancouver, and formerly of Foote, Cone &
Belding, N. Y.; James Patterson, CBUT
(TV) Vancouver, and from U. of B. C,
Allan Thomas, Dr. G. Read Campbell and
Robin Pearce.
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Toronto, are
receiving nominations for its annual gold
medal award, given to person who has
performed outstanding services for advancement of advertising. Nominations have to be
filed by March 31 for selection by jury
composed of representatives of all segments
of advertising industry. Presentation is to
be made at annual ACA meeting at Toronto
in May. Representing radio and television
on award jury is C. A. Fenton, radio sales
director of Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, and Walter Powell, commercial manager of CBC.
Broadcasting

The 107-A Test Set and Field Intensity
Meter combines in one portable unit a
radio receiver of laboratory quality with
metered output and an accurately calibrated signal generator. These instruments, which can be used separately for a
variety of test purposes, cover a frequency
range of 54 to 240 megacycles without
band changing.

NEMS.
A DIVISION
919

SPECIFICATIONS
RECEIVER
Input Impedance
51 ohms
I.E.
Frequency
21.4
.F. Bandwidth
300 MC
KC
Sensitivity at input term, as a voltmeter. . 1 .0 uv
Field Strength at 54 MC
1.6 uv/m
Field Strength ot 240 MC
6.5 uv/m
Max. input using external pad supplied. .10.0 V
Field Strength at 54 MC
16.0 V/M
Field Strength at 240 MC
65.0 V/M
Output Indicator
Panel meter
(approx.at Logarithmic
scale)
Output: 1. To operate
1.0 milliampere
recorder. 2. Audio for headphones.
SIGNAL GENERATOR
Output
1.0 uv to 0.1 V
Output Impedance
51 ohms
POWER REQUIREMENTS
voltd-c
a-c, 50-400 cycle 60 8watts—
6117volt,
amperesor

CLARKE
COMPANY
OF VITRO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

JESUP-BLAIR

DRIVE,

SILVER

SPRING,

MARYLAND

For further information write Dept. B-3
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
John Klliott Jr., vice president and account
supervisor, and Thomas C. Dillon, vice
president and resident manager. BBDO,
L. A. office, have both been elected to board
of directors. Mr. Elliott joined agency in
1945 and is supervisor on E. I. DuPont De
Nemours & Co. and Thomas Nelson & Sons
accounts. Mr. Dillon has been with agency
since 1938.
Robert Cole, vice president of McCann
Erickson since 1956. has been named manager of Cleveland office of agency.
Bernard Kahn, Ted Bates, N.Y., to Grey
Adv.. that city, as copy group head. Jack
Davis, Transfilm, N.Y., to Grey as production supervisor.
Helen F. Schlichtcr, print media coordinator at Reach, McClinton & Co., Chicago, appointed media buyer.
George E. Humbert, Wm. Esty & Co., N.Y.,
to Compton Adv., that city, account executive.

Farland, Aveyard & Co., to John W. Shaw
Adv., Chicago, as research director.
Roderick A. Mitchell, account executive at
N. W. Aver & Son, Chicago, appointed to
public relations committee of American
Cancer Society as tv division head for annual crusade.

to program director. Nicholas Bell, manager of WGUY, to WARE in similar capacity. WRUM, WGHM and WGUY are
all Lobster Network stations.

NETWORKS
Raymond F. Eichmann, director of sales
development, advertising and research for
American Broadcasting Network since July
1957, has been appointed director of sales
presentations and promotion for NBC-TV
network sales.
Garry Moore will retire from Garry Moore
Show (Mon.-Thurs., 10-10:30 a.m. and Fri.
10-11:30 a.m.) on May 23. Mr. Moore announced that program will continue through
June 27 without him, at which time series
will be terminated.
FILM

Donald E. Heathcote transferred from Minneapolis to Chicago office of CampbellMithun Inc. and named account executive

Alan G. Roberts, formerly assistant sales
manager of United World Films, N.Y., to
Interstate Television Corp., that city, as
eastern sales manager.

on Kroger Co. account for Columbus-Dayton (Ohio) divisions.

Joe Cramer, producer of Rome

Lauren K. Hagaman, marketing planning
manager, Curtis-Wright Corp., and former
Foote, Cone & Belding account supervisor,
to Burke Dowling Adams Inc., N.Y., as account executive.
Marilyn Jacobs, former merchandising editor of Glamour magazine, to Anderson-McConnell Adv. Agency. L.A.. to work on
Max Factor account in fields of fashion and
merchandising.
■M James Cooper, broadcast supervisor, Leo Burnett, Chicago, to Knox
Reeves Adv.. Minneapolis,
radio-tv department to
work on production of
radio and tv commercials.
Harold R. Titman, formerly comptroller and
assistant secretary of Kudner Adv., N.Y., to
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, as manager of administration.
Robert Matthes, formerly chief tv and radio
writer, N. W. Ayer & Son. N.Y., to Cunningham & Walsh, S.F., as manager of
radio-tv department.
Jack Black, sales manager, WTAR Norfolk. Va., to Atlantic National Adv. Agency,
that city, as director of sales and service,
effective March 3 1 .
Joyce Turovlin, manager of research. MacPage 98
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erville. to WGUY Bangor, both Maine, as
general manager and James P. Hinchey,
manager of WARE Ware, Mass., to WGUY
as sales manager. Harry K. Huestis, sales
manager. WGHM, promoted to station
manager; Stanley S. Milton, staff announcer
WRUM Rumford, Me., to WGHM as assistant manager; William Jackson, staff announcer of WLBE Leesburg, Fla., to
WGHM as announcer-engineer, and Robert Ouellette, WGHM announcer, promoted

Eternal,

Maurice Chevalier's Paris and other programs filmed in Europe for NBC-TV. to
Paramount-Sunset studios as production
manager.

Walter

M.

Windsor, ►

general manager
of
KCMC-TV Texarkana,
Tex.-Ark., joins KNACTV Fort Smith, Ark., as
vice president and general
manager.
Ernest
KKEY
general
KRIV

E. Crater, commercial manager,
Vancouver, Wash., promoted to
manager. Jack Luetjen, manager,
Camas, Wash., succeeds him.

Charles E. Fellers, formerly with WBT
Charlotte, N. C, to KWKH Shreveport,
La., as local sales manager. Tom Saizan,
formerly editor and newscaster, WJBO
Baton Rouge, La., to KWKH news bureau.
Joe Hill, program director, WDVH Gainesville, Fla., to WAZA Bainbridge, Ga., as
station manager; Ray Read, announcersalesman with WMTM
Moultrie, Ga.,

Herb Steinberg appointed to newly-created

joins WAZA as program director, and
John Dungan Jr., WDFS De Funiak
Springs, Fla., named WAZA chief engineer.
WAZA plans to go on air in March.

post of Paramount Pictures' studio advertising and publicity director. Mr. Steinberg
moved to Hollywood from New York where
he has been national exploitation manager

Ray Curry, general manager, WKTF
Warrenton, Va., to WEER there as station
manager.

for past three years. Bob Goodfried, assistant studio publicity manager, succeeds
Teet Carle as studio publicity manager, Mr.
Carle having joined Cecil B. DeMille in
executive publicity post on

"The

Buc-

caneer."
Joe Morton, manager of midwest tv sales,
Wilding Picture Productions, Chicago, promoted to administrative assistant-sales.
Julian Ludwig named to serve as west coast
sales representative in Hollywood for Flamingo Telefilm Sales Inc., N.Y.
STATIONS
Richard M. Peters,
commercial manager,
KCMC-TV Texarkana,
Tex.-Ark., promoted to
general manager. M r .
Peters joined station in
April 1955 as merchandising and promotion manager.
Robert M. Benson, manager, WGHM

■< Eugene
R. Kirshenstein, chief accountant of
WRG-AM-TV
Buffalo,
NY.,
manager.named

business

Donald E. Campbell, chief accountant,
WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y., named business manager.
Don Webster, director, named production
manager of KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., and
Jack Oakey, promotion manager for KJEO,
appointed account executive.
Jack Wartlieb promoted from assistant production manager to production manager at
WBBM-TV Chicago.
William T. Dunn, for- ►
merly promotion assistant,
WOW-TV Omaha, promoted to promotion manager of WOW.

WatBroadcasting
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

SPORTS'

FEMME

FATALE

Dr. Joyce Brothers, 28-year-old
Brooklyn psychologist who made her
in. uk .iv .i sportswoman by becoming
a boxing expert on CBS-TV's $64,000
Question, has been signed by CBS Radio. Her job: to join the play-by-play
team covering the Carmen BasilioSugar Ray Robinson championship
DOUl March 25 at I I p.m., handling
bctween-bout color commentary. Mrs.
Brothers thus will become what CBS
claims is the first "femme fatale sportscaster in the annals of radio pugilism."

Charles Stroud, formerly field merchandiser
at WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
Ohio, and merchandising director in sales
development and promotion at WLWA (TV)
Atlanta, to WGN-AM-TV Chicago as sales
promotion copywriter.
Ronnie (Laskey) Barth, sales traffic supervisor, WRCV-TV Philadelphia, named traffic director.
Charles F. Mallory, local sales manager,
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., takes on additional duties as sports director.
Bill Torbert, cameraman, KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex., promoted to director, succeeding Bob Vaughn, veteran Marine officer
who leaves to enter U. S. Army on special
assignment.

REPRESENTATIVES mmmmmsmmssmmmm
■< Louis J. F. Moore, vice
president and director of
radio division, The Meeker
Co., has announced his
retirement, effective March
31. Mr. Moore has been
with company
since its
founding in 1946 and
earlier had been manager of Radio Advertising Co. and with Hearst newspapers and
business magazines as promotion director.
Peter James Prince, White Linen & Towel
Supply Co., Puerto Rico, to Donald Cooke
Inc., N. Y., as account executive.
Harold A. MacFadden, formerly account
executive with WPAT Paterson, N. J., to
Simmons Assoc., N. Y., in similar capacity.

Donald Miller. 65, director of special presentations, CBS Radio Spot Sales' promotion
department, died March 2 following heart
attack. Mr. Miller joined CBS Radio in
1 942 as salesman and CBS Radio Spot Sales
in 1952 as account executive. He was appointed director of special presentations in
1955.

N. J., to newly-created post of vice president, ballistic missile early warning system.
K. M. McLaren, formerly manager, range
engineering, to vice president, missile test
project, succeeding Mr. Heller.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Co.; Yasha Frank, writer-stager of NBCTV's recent Pinocchio presentation; Herbert G. (Jock) Fearnhead, vice president
and general manager, WINS New York;
Robert Davis, president of Robert Davis
Productions Inc., N.Y., and Martin Weldon,
radio writer-producer and news reporter,
named to board of advisors for radio and tv

Fanshawe Lindsley has resigned as president of Closedcircuit Telecasting System
Inc., N. Y., and will announce his future
plans shortly.

programming and production, New
Institute of Technology.

Merle Armitage, California industrialist,
joins Walter E. Kline & Assoc., public relations firm, L. A., as executive vice president
and chairman of management committee.

Robert M. Purcell, president-general manager, KFWB Los Angeles, elected board
member, Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.

Herman Edel, formerly with Flax Adv. and
Sterling Television Inc., both New York,
appointed to newly-created post of account
supervisor for Music Makers Inc., producer
of radio and tv film commercials and industrial films.

Mercer Francisco, Francisco Films, Chicago,
elected president of American Assn. of Film
Producers (Chicago branch). James A. Kellock, Wilding Picture Productions, elected
vice president.

Fletcher V. Booraem, with Communications
Counselors Inc. since last year, has been appointed director of CCI's Boston office.
Bob Snyder named promotion and program
manager of WTRY Troy, N.Y. Samuel L.
Barstein to WTRY and WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., as production manager.
J. Nelson Benton, news manager, WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N.C., promoted to news
manager of radio and tv.
Robert Leterle, assistant chief engineer,
KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb., promoted to
chief engineer.
Vic Hirsh, assistant director, WTOP-TV
Washington, appointed program director.
Stuart Cameron, floor director, succeeds
him.
Marian E. Knight, continuity director,
WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio, promoted to promotion and publicity director.
PROGRAM SERVICES •

York

TRADE ASSNS.

Harold J. Graham, assistant secretary of
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Corp., and
Harold Schroeter, director of advertising,
National Biscuit Co., N. Y., appointed to
board of directors of Advertising Research
Foundation. Mr. Schroeter and Mr. Graham
are advertiser representatives.
GOVERNMENT
Sherman R. Hill, chief project attorney
in Federal Trade Commission bureau of
investigation, has been appointed bureau director, succeeding Harry A. Babcock who
was named executive director of commission.
Mr.
Hill joined FTC
in 1930.

in its Chicago 'office

mmmmm
INTERNATIONAL ™
D. E. Longmore elected president of McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto; H. R. McDougal,
chairman, executive committee and treasurer; H. D. Roach, executive vice president,
Toronto; C. D. Dennis Jr., executive vice
president of Montreal office, and W. L.
Charland, vice president and secretary.

®ws

Charles O. (Buck) Stapleton, western promotion representative, Capitol Records Distributing Corp., named assistant producer in
artist and repertoire department. Julius C.
Varady, assistant to international department director, Capitol Records Inc., N. Y.,
and Roland Fribourghouse, supervisor,
royalty and license section, CRI Hollywood,
named managers of New York and Hollywood offices, respectively. Walter E. Kiernan,
office manager, Angel Records, N. Y., to
CRI in similar capacity.
Charles E. Butterfield, 65, first Associated
Press editor of radio (and later tv), died
March 3 in Lakeland, Fla. He was assigned
in 1927 as AP Newsfeatures' radio editor
and wrote column on radio and tv for 27
years. (He retired in 1954).

C. B. Mannix to sales promotion manager
of CFAC Calgary, Alta.
Gerry Wiggins, radio-tv production department of Leo Burnett Co. of Canada, Toronto,
Nfld.
to
production manager of CJON

St. John's,

C. Mornington Brant, controller of radio
regulations in Dept. of Transport, Ottawa,
Ont., has been appointed to newly created
post of chief of technical coordination in
telecommunications branch of department.
W. A. Caton, chief of inspections and examinations, succeeds Mr. Brant as controller
of radio regulations.
Pete Gomery, news director of CKWS
Kingston, Ont., named news director of
CKGB Timmins, Ont.

MANUFACTURING mmmm

EDUCATION

Mark Starr to announcing staff of CHEX
Peterborough, Ont.

S. D. Heller, formerly manager, range operations, RCA missile test project, Camden,

Richard M. Pack, vice president in charge of
programming, Westinghouse Broadcasting

Cliff Tomlinson has joined announcing staff
of CKWS-TV Kingston, Ont.
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FOR THE RECORD
termined. Trans location 14 miles NE of Portland on Livingston Mt. Geographic coordinates
45° 40' 32" N. Lat., 122° 22' 42" W. Long. Trans.
RCA, ant. RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland,
Duvall & Southmayd, Perpetual Bldg., Washington. Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Assoc.,
Penn.
Wash. Owners
are Fisher's
Station,Bldg.,
a Washington
corporation,
(80%)Blend
and
others. Fisher's is also licensee of KOMO and
% stockholder
nounced Feb. 27.of KOMO-TV, both Seattle. An-

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
February 27 through March 5
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
New

Tv

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Logan, Utah — Cache Valley Bcstg. Co. — Granted
vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 2.95 kw vis., 1.48 kw
aur.: ant. height above average terrain -760 ft.,
above ground 250 ft. Estimated construction cost
$49,600, arst year operating cost $30-40,000, revenue $30-50,000. P. O. address 1393 N. Main St.,
Logan. Studio-trans, location 1393 N. Main St.
Geographic coordinates 41° ^5' 0" N. Lat., 111° 50'
03" W. Long. Trans. -ant. Philco. Consulting engineer Clayton & Evans, Salt Lake City. Principals
include Herschel Bullen (pres. -41. 6%) , Logan real
estate broker, and Reed Bullen (sec.-treas.31.5%), gen. mgr., KVNU Logan. Applicant is
licensee of KVNU. Announced Feb. 27.
APPLICATIONS
Huntsville, Ala. — Rocket City Tv Inc., uhf
ch. 31 (572-578 mc); ERP 9.08 kw vis., 4.54 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 982 ft.,
above ground 119 ft. Estimated construction cost
$59,700 first year operating cost $140,000, revenue
$150,000.ville.P.Studio
O. and
address
1500 location
Glenwood Monte
Dr.. HuntsTrans,
Sano
Blvd. and Sunset Ave., Huntsville. Geographic
coordinates
34° 44'
N. Lat.,
86° 32'
2" W. Cleary,
Long.
Trans.
GE, ant.
GE.16"Legal
counsel
James
610-614 Terry-Hutchens Bldg., Huntsville. Con-

NATION-WIDE

sulting engineer Raymond Watson, Charlotte St.,
Anniston, Ala. Owners are John S. Gregory Jr.
and James R. Cleary (24% each), Wharton K.
Burgreen and Robert M. Darby (21.6%) and
others. Mr. Gregory is in insurance. Mr. Cleary
is attorney. Mr. Burgreen is restauranteur. Mr.
Darby is in real estate and insurance. Announced
Mar. 3.
Sacramento, Calif. — Capitol Tv Co., uhf ch.
40 (626-632 mc); ERP 20.7 kw vis., 12.3 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 175.4 ft., above
ground 200 ft. Estimated construction cost $26,333,
first year operating cost $43,200, revenue $64,000.
P. O. address Box 608, West Sacramento, Calif.
Studio and trans, location 3400 Capitol Ave.,
West Sacramento. Geographic coordinates 38° 34'
47" N. Lat., 121° 33' 47" W. Long. Trans. RCA,
ant. RCA. Consulting engineer Harry Bartolomei,
6023 Ocala St., Hayward, Calif. Owners are Melvyn
Lucas (30%), Clarence Holien, Henry Deane and
Frederick Hughson (each 20%) and Harry Bartolomei (10%). Mr. Lucas is auto salesman and
part-time employe of Jack L. Stoll & Assoc.,
station
Deane and isHughson
are broker.
in autoMessrs.
sales. Holien,
Mr. Bartolomei
chief
engineer and operation director, KLAS-TV Las
Vegas. Announced Mar. 5.
Portland, Ore. — Fisher Bcstg. Co., vhf ch. 2
(54-60 mc); ERP 100 kw vis., 60.3 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 1075 ft., above
ground 268.5 ft. Estimated construction cost
$1,044,539, first year operating cost $1,143,889,
revenue $1,497,755. P. O. address 902 Public Service Bldg., Portland. Studio location to be de-

NEGOTIATIONS

•

INDUSTRY'S

National
presents

Media
these

New

Am

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Los Banos, Calif. — Los Banos Bcstg. Co., 1330
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 10814 Encino Ave.,
Granada Hills, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$12,152, first year operating cost $20,742, revenue
$33,000. Lt. Col. James H. Rose, sole owner, is in
charge of Armed
Announced
Feb. 27.Forces Radio & Tv Service.
Haines City, Fla. — Frank A. Taylor, 1400 kc,
100 w U. P. O. address Box 768, Kissimee, Fla.
Estimated construction cost $8,220, first year
operating cost $7,200, revenue $12,000. Sole owner
Taylor Fla.
is licensee
and March
manager,5. WRWB Kissimmee,
Announced
Granite City, 111.— Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co., 920 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address George Moran, 1930 State
St., Granite City. Estimated construction cost

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

TELEVISION

RADIO

THE

Allocations
TV CHANNEL CHANGE
By report and order, Commission finalized rule
making in Docket 11251 and assigned ch. 13 to
Panama
City, Fla.,
7.
Announced
Feb. as
27. "drop in", effective April
PROPOSED TV CHANNEL CHANGES
By sion
notice
of proposedby rule
Commisinvites comments
April making,
7 to proposal
by
Central Minnesota Television Co. (permittee of
new station on ch. 7 in Alexandria, Minn.) to
shift ch. 12
nouncedfrom
Feb. 27. Brainerd to Walker, Minn. AnBy sion
notice
of proposedby rule
Commisinvites comments
April making,
7 to proposal
by
Central South Sales Co. (KATV, Channel 7, Pine
Bluff, Ark.) to shift channel from Pine Bluff to
Little Rock, Ark. Announced Feb. 27.

•

APPRAISALS

LARGEST

Brokerage

outstanding

Firm

investments

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

FULLTIME
NETWORK

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

FULLTIME
NETWORK

FULLTIME
INDEPENDENT

MAJOR
NORTHWEST

$130,000

$450,000

$650,000

Single station. Solid
economy plus new
government spending. Profitable.
Terms.

Over one-quarter
million home market.
Excellent equipment,
top ratings. Terrific
potential.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
$100,000 in cash and
accounts receivables
to go along with
deal.

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO, ILL.
RayBarney
V. Hamilton
Ogle

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

B RO ADC A STING

ATLANTA,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754
J A 3-3431
• Largest radio-television sales volume In our field.

Call

HAMILTON,

$165,000
$75,000
$55,000
Liberal financing
Serving $350,000,000
Single
market, lessstation
than 2 years
and a real opporturetail sales. Excellent staff. Good
nity for sales-minded old and well in the
ratings.
Realistically
owner-manager. Ex- black. Some financcellent real estate.
ing at $55,000 or priced. 29% down.
§50,000 all cash.

your

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

w.
SAN

FRANCISCO
R. (Ike) Twining
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
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FOR THE RECORD continued
$S1,U44. first year operating cost $85,000. revenue
$100,000. Owners are Charles H. Norman (60%)
and others. Mr. Norman is announcer-salesman
With KSTL St. Louis. Announced Feb. 27.
Potomac, Md. — Seven Locks Bcstg. Co., 950 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 1111 E St.. N. W., Washington Estimated construction cost $31,440, first
year operating cost $47,000, revenue $73,000. Owners aj e Herman Norman ( 65' , ) and others. Mr.
Norman nounced
is pharmacy
owner, realtor, etc. AnMarch 3.
Poplar HlulT, Mo.— Cecil W. and Jane A. Roberts, 1340 kc. 250 w U. P. O. address 909 Michigan
Ave.. Farmington. Mo. Estimated construction
cost $12,600, first year operating cost $36,400.
revenue $40,000. Mr. and Mrs. Roberts also own
krei Farmington, kcri chiilicothe and KRIA
Columbia,
Missouri, and KCRB Chanute, Kan.
Announced March 4.
si. Helena, Ore. — L. Berenice Brownkow, 1600
kc. 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 457, St. Helena.
Estimated construction cost $14,300, first year
operating cost $25,000, revenue $32,000. Sole
owner Brownkow also has interest in KPUG
Bellingham
1 25' , > andandKSEM
MosesBurley,
Lake (19%),
both Washington,
KBAR
Idaho
(10',). Announced March 4.
Portage, Pa. — Mainline Bcstg. Co., 1470 kc. 500
w D. P. O. address Ferdinand F. Bionaz. 605
Pearce Bldg., Portage. Estimated construction
cost $15,909, first year operating cost $43,600,
revenue $52,000. Ownership is equally divided
among 11 local businessmen. Announced March
5.
Gate City, Va.— Gate City Bcstg. Co., 1050 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address Box 277. Mountain City,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $16,022, first
year operating cost $42,000, revenue $50,000. W.
V. Ramsey, sole owner, owns chain of variety
stores and is bank director. Announced March 5.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WEBY Milton. Fla. — Granted increase in power
on 1330 kc, D, from 1 kw to 5 kw. Announced
March 5.
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted change of
facilities from 1400 kc. 250 w, U, to 1260 kc, 5 kw,
D; engineering condition. Announced Feb. 27.
APPLICATIONS
VVTYT Titusville, Fla.— Mod. of cp to change
ant. -trans., studio and station location to Cocoa
Beach, Fla., delete request for remote control
operation of trans.; make changes in ground
system; change type trans. Announced Feb. 28.
WDOT Burlington, Vt.— Cp to change frequency from 1400 kc to 920 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw; change hours of operation
from unlimited to daytime; make changes in
ant. (increase height) and install new trans.
Announced March 3.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
VVGOK Mobile, Ala. — OK Bcstg. Co., 900 kc.
Lompoc, Calif.— Elson Electronics Co.,
960KNEZ
kc
WRIP Rossville, Ga. — Jay Sadow, 980 kc.
VVKKS Vanceburg, Ky.— Karl Kegley, 1570 kc.
VVAAN Marlborough, Mass. — Clernew Bcstg.
Corp., 1470 kc.
WKCB Berlin, N. H.— McKee Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
1230 kc. Changed from WMOU.
WBNC Conway, N. H.— McKee Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
1050 kc. Changed from WJWG.
VVGGO Salamanca, N. Y. — Alfred B. Smith,
1590 kc. Changed from WNYS.
WADA Shelby, N. C— Cleveland County Bcstg.
Co., 1590 kc.
kc. Brookings, Ore.— Joseph F. Sheridan,
690KURY
WGUS North Augusta, S. C— Dixie Bcstg. System, 1600 kc.

WMCP Columbia, Tenn.- Columbia-Mt. PleasSprint; Hill Radio Corp., 1280 kc. Changed
fromant & WJGD.
WKVT Brattleboro, Vt.— WKNE Corp., 1490 kc.
YVSWV Pennington Gap, Va. — Lee County
Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc.
New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS

APPLICATIONS

BY FCC

La Habra, Calif.— William E. Clark— Granted
95.9 mc. 480 w unl. P. O. address 7973 DePalma
Ave., Downey, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$7,500, first year operating cost $7,000, revenue
$7,000. Mr. Clark, sole owner, is in radio-tv sales
and service. Announced Feb. 27.
Santa Maria, Caiif. — Santa Maria Bcstg. Co.
Granted
99.1 mc, 3.226 kw unl. P. O. address
Box 951. Santa Maria, Calif. Estimated construction cost $16,725, first year operating cost $10,000,
revenue $5,000. Owners are Frank J. Nesmith,
Walter W. Smith and Marion A. Smith (each
one-third). Mr. Nesmith is in music business.
Walter Smith is engineering employe of manufacturing firm. Marion Smith is attorney and in
music
Mar. 5. and trailer resort businesses. Announced
Chicago, ill.— Lester Vihon— Granted 107.5 mc,
16.5 kw unl. P. O. address 161 E. Erie St., Chicago, 111. Estimated construction cost $13,575,
first year operating cost $24,900, revenue $15,000.
Mr. Vihon, sole owner, is publisher's
and in advertising. Announced Feb. 27.consultant
Newton, Kan.— George Basil Anderson— Granted
96.7 mc, 250 w U. P. O. address 6535 West Jewell
Ave., Denver, Colo. Estimated construction cost
$2,550, first year operating cost to be carried by
am station, revenue $2,000. Mr. Anderson, sole
owner, is 50% partner in KCLO Leavenworth and
owner of KJRG Newton, both Kansas; owner of
KJSK Columbus, Neb., and owner of KLnt-AMFM Denver, Colo. Announced Feb. 27.
Springfield, Mass.— The Pres. and Trustees of
Springfield College*— Granted 88.9 mc, .010 kw
unl. P. O. address 263 Alden St., Springfield,
Mass. Estimated construction cost $3,385, first
year operating cost $500. Announced Feb. 27.
Jackson, Mich.— Booth Bcstg. Co.— Granted 94.1
mc, 5.4 kw unl. P. O. address 700 Buhl Building,
Detroit, Mich. Estimated construction cost $7,200,
first year operating cost $5,000 in addition to am.
Booth Bcstg., owned by the John L. Booth family,
also owns WJLB-AM-FM Detroit, WIBM Jackson, WSGW Saginaw and WBBC Flint, all Mich.,
WJVA South Bend and WIOTJ Kokomo, both
Ind., andnouncedWTOD-AM-F
M Toledo, Ohio. AnMarch 5.
Youngstown, Ohio — Myron Jones — Granted 101.1
mc, 24.5 kw unl. P. O. address WHOT, 401 N.
Blaine Ave., Youngstown, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $19,500, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Jones, sole owner,
owns WHOT Campbell, Ohio, 32% of WTIV
Titusville sylvania.
and 62"Announced
'2% ofMar.
WJET5. Erie, both PennPortland, Oreg. — Reed Destitute* — Granted cp
for new noncommercial educational fm station
to operate on 89.3 mc with low power (10 w);
engineering conditions; trans, to be operated by
remote control. Announced Mar. 5.
Oil City, Pa.— WKRZ Inc.— Granted 98.5 mc,
2.75 kw. P. O. address 513-515 Berger Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Estimated construction cost $3,000,
first year operating cost $6,000, revenue $6,000.
Owners are Kenneth E. Rennekamp (50.4%) and
Oliva T. Rennekamp (49.6%). Mr. Rennekamp
also has interest in WKRZ Oil City (50.4%), WKBI
St. Marys (50%) and WTRA Latrobe (20%), all
Pa. Mrs. Rennekamp owns 49.6% of WKRZ and
is licensee and general manager of WOTR Corry,
Pa. Announced Mar. 5.
El Paso, Tex. — H-M Service Co. — Granted 94.7

Major
Market
Independents
Both of these properties are in the
first 25 markets

of the United

$300*000.00

States.

$500*000.00
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|
|
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mc, 2.55 kw unl. P. O. address 1820 Montana #23,
El Paso. Tex. Estimated construction cost $870]
first year operating cost $2,100, revenue $7,300
Owners are Logan Douglas Matthews and Albert
Charles Hynes (50% each). Mr. Matthews is announcer with KTSM-AM-TV El Paso. Mr. Hynes
is with Motorola in communications development.
Announced Mar. 5.

1

Vernon, Calif.— Falcon Bcstg. Co., 107.1 mc, 1
kw unl. P. O. address 864 Bieveneda St., Pacific
Palasades, Calif. Estimated construction cost $18,605, first year operating cost $33,000, revenue $35,000. Owners are George Baron and George K.
Otis, each 50%. Mr. Baron was general manager,
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif. Mr. Otis is in manufacture of electronic equipment. Announced
Mar.
4.
Baltimore, Md. — Baltimore Bcstg. Corp., 93.1
mc, 2.58 kw unl. P. O. address North & Harford
Aves., Baltimore. Estimated construction cost
$2,350, first year operating cost and revenue to be
included with am station. Applicant is also licensee of WCBM Baltimore. Announced Mar. 4.
Lawrence, Mass. — Lawrence Bcstg. Co., 93.7 mc,
17.5 kw unl. P. O. address 9 Valley St., Lawrence.
Estimated construction cost $10,000, first year
operating cost $2,000, revenue included with am
station. Owners are George H. and Eileen M.
Jaspert, 80% and 20% respectively. They also
own WCCM Lawrence. Announced Feb. 27.
Roxboro, N. C. — Roxboro Bcstg. Co., 96.7 mc,
.573 kw unl. P. O. address Box 130, Roxboro. Estimated construction cost $6,839, first year operating cost $3,600, revenue $3,600. Applicant also
owns WRXO Roxboro. Announced Mar. 5.
Medford, Ore. — Clarence E. Wilson, 95.3 mc,
.648 kw unl. P. O. address Box 1109, Medford, Ore.
Estimated construction cost $11,441, first year operating cost additional $6,000, revenue additional
$7,000. Sole owner Wilson also owns KBOY Medford, Ore.,nouncedand
Mar. 4.50% of KPAP Redding, Calif. AnExisting

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

KJML (FM) Sacramento, Calif. — Granted application to change from Class A to Class B; change
frequency from 95.3 mc to 106.5 mc; ERP from
1 kw to 2.7 kw, and change trans, site and ant.
system. Announced Mar. 5.
WOMC (FM) Royal Oak, Mich. — Granted application to increase ERP from 18 kw to 62 kw and
change station location to Detroit, Mich.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
mc.KCBQ-FM San Diego, Calif. — KCBQ Inc., 107.9
KRAK-FM Stockton, Calif .—Golden Valley
Bcstg. Co., 92.9 mc.
WKCQ Berlin, N. H.— McKee Bcstg. Co., 103.7
mc.WFMU
Changed
WMOU-FM.
Eastfrom
Orange,
N. J.*— Upsala College,
91.1 mc.
Braddock, Pa— Matta Bcstg. Co.,
96.9WLOA-FM
mc.
KPOS Seattle, Wash. — FM Bcstrs. Inc., 98.9 mc.
Ownership

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

KNAC-TV (ch. 5) Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by Harry Pollock
(present 16.6% owner) by purchase of additional
50%
from Mar.
George
000. interest
Announced
5. T. Hernreich for $175,KBUC Corona, Calif.— Granted transfer of control from Henry Fritzen to Radio KBUC Die.
(James F. Hadlock, president; interest in KDOT
Mar.
Reno, 5. Nev.); consideration $175,000. Announced
KDON
Granted
transfer
trol from Salinas,
Clark E.Calif.
and —Irene
H. Fee,
Glen of
M. conand
Helene N. Stadler to Richard P. and Sherley E.
Bott (latter has interest in KS AN San Francisco);
consideration $5,000. Announced Feb. 27.
KYA-AM-FM San Francisco, Calif— Granted
assignment of am license and fm cp to Golden
State Bcstrs. Inc. (Bartell Bcstrs. Inc., stockholder, has interest in WOKY Milwaukee, Wis.;
KRTJX Glendale, Ariz.; WYDE Birmingham, Ala.;
WILD Boston, Mass.; KCBQ San Diego, Calif.,
and
WAKE Atlanta,
Announced
Mar. 5. Ga.); consideration $1,000,000.
WCNU Crestview, Fla. — Granted assignment of
license from estate of D. Grady O'Neal to Virginia
and Charles C. O'Neal and Louise M. Kremer,
d/b undernounced same
Mar. 5. name; no consideration. AnWHIE Griffin, Ga. — Granted transfer of negative control from W. C. Courson to John T. Williams;
$5,250 for 50% interest. Announcedconsideration
Mar. 5.
KRIB Mason City, Iowa — Granted assignment
of license to William F. Johns Jr. (interest in
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D., WMIN St. Paul, Minn.,
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., and KMNS Sioux City,
Iowa); consideration $75,000. Announced Feb. 27.
KANS Wichita, Kan. — Granted assignment of
license from State Bcstg. Co. to Radio Active Inc.
for $200,000. New owners are Jerome W. O'ConBROADCASTING

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC
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1
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5
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UHF
85
7

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the
are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted

nor, Thomas L. Davis and Harry H. Patterson,
each one-third. Mr. O'Connor is sole owner of
WPFA Pensacola, Fla., 50% owner of KLEE
Ottumwa, Iowa, and 70% owner of WBOW Terre
Haute, Ind. Mr. Davis manages WAAF Chicago.
Mr. Patterson is building contractor. Announced
Feb. 27.
WZIP Covington, Ky. — Granted assignment of
license to WZIP Bcstg. Inc. (Leonard Goorian,
president); consideration $150,000. Announced
Mar. 5.
WFDS-FM Baltimore, Md. — Granted assignment
of cp to Audiophonic Corp. (Cook, president and
Milton Schwaber and Howard A. Wagonheim);
consideration $15,000 for 50% interest. Announced
Mar. 5.
WGCM Gulfport, Miss. — Granted assignment
from WGCM Bcstg. Co. to E. O. Roden (40%), W.
I. Dove (23%), and others, d/b as E. O. Roden
Assoc. for $150,000. Mr. Roden owns WBIP Boonville, Miss., 30% of WTUP Tupelo, Miss., 50% of
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss., 40% of WEGA Newton,
Miss., 40% of KREL Bay town, Tex.; Mr. Dove
owns 40% of WTUP, 17% of WAZE, 20% of WEGA
and 23% of KREL. Announced Mar. 5.
WNLA Indianola, Miss. — Granted transfer of
control from W. L. Kent and John M. McLendon
to Ira T.
consideration $50,000. Announced Feb.Crosby;
27.
WEGA Newton, Miss. — Granted assignment of
license from E. O. Roden, et al., to East Central
Bcstg. Co. (F. M. Smith and B. L. Blackledge,
who hold 76% interest, own WBKH Hattiesburg) ;
consideration
cash or $15,500 terms. Announced Mar. $12,500
5.
KXLW Clayton, Mo. — Granted transfer of control from John W. Kluge and Marcus J. Austad
(Mark Evans) to Big Signal Radio Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(R. J. MiUer, president) ; consideration $285,199
for 71.31%,
to certain adjustments. Announced subject
Feb. 27.
KXLK Great Falls, Mont. — Granted transfer of
control from Z Net to Pat M. Goodover; consideration $60,000. Announced Mar. 5.
KBO Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted transfer of control from Harry Brier, David Cohen and Shurley
Hirshberg to Joseph Marandola; latter to purchase remaining 80% interest for $30,000. Announced Mar. 5.
KZUM Farmington, N. M. — Granted assignment
of cp from Bill D. Barbour and W. M. Watson to
Barbour, John Burroughs and Leola Randolph,
d/b as KZUM Radio; consideration $2,500. Announced Feb. 27.
KGEO-TV (ch. 5) Enid, Okla. — Granted transfer
of control from Louis E. Caster and Ashley L.
Robison to Announced
Caster-Robison
Corp.; stock
transaction.
Mar. Tele.
5.
KJIM Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted transfer of
Broadcasting

TV

but retain their
air
one time but are no
deleted (33 vhf and
but now deleted.

control to Trinity Bcstg. Co. (equally owned by 07:1
Wm. D. Schueler (KBRZ Freeport), Paul E. Taft 5
(interest in KGUL-TV Galveston), F. Kirk Johnson, James M. Stewart (movie actor), and Houston Bcstg. Corp. (KXYZ Houston); consideration
$139,000. Announced Feb. 27.
APPLICATIONS
KOWL Bijou, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Robert Burdett to Tahoe Bcstrs. Inc.
for $41,453. New Owners are Ed J. Freeh (40%),
Keith L. Mealey (40%) and Harry H. Burum
(20%). Messrs. Freeh and Mealey each own 2.38%
of KFRE-AM-FM-TV Fresno, Calif. Mr. Burum
is in advertising. Announced Feb. 27.
KPAX (FM) San Bernardino, Calif. — Seeks
assignment of cp from Imperial Bcstg. System
Inc. to Sherrill C. Corwin for $1,730. actual expenses in10-15/16%
obtaining of
cp. KPRO
Mr. Corwin's
broadcast
interests:
Riverside,
KROP
Blythe, KYOR Brawley and KREO Indio, all
California; 15% of KAKE-AM-TV Wichita; cps
for KBAY-TV and fm ch. 283, both San Francisco, and fm ch. 243 San Diego. Announced
Mar. 3.
WDBQ-AM-FM Dubuque, Iowa — Seeks assignment of license from Dubuque Bcstg. Co. to
WDBQ Bcstg. Co. for $135,000. New Owners are
Oswald A. Friend Jr. (57%) and others. Mr.
Friend owns 15% of KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Announced Feb. 27.
WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss. — Seeks relinquishment of negative control of licensee corporation
(Deep South Radio Inc.) by F. M. Smith through
sale of stock (12% apiece) to G. C. Newcomb
and James Reeves for $8,750. Messrs. Newcomb
and Reeves are included in application for ownership ofnounced
WEGA
Mar. 5. Newton, Miss, (each 12%). AnKFBB-AM-TV Great Falls, Mont.— Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (Wilkins
Bcstg. Inc.) from J. P. Wilkins et al to Cascade
Service Inc. for $600,000. New owners are Z Net
and Idaho Radio Corp. (each 49.98%) and others.
Z Net is composed of KXLF Butte, KXLJ-AMTV Helena, KXLQ Boseman, KXLK Great Falls,
and KXLL Missoula, all Montana. Idaho Radio
is licensee of KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls. Announced Mar. 5.
KLIN Lincoln, Neb. — Seeks relinquishment of
positive control of licensee corporation ( FletcherMichell Corp.) by Jonathan M. Fletcher through
sale of stock (25%) to James I. Mitchell for approximately
nounced Mar.
3. $11,200. Each now owns 50%. AnWHK-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks assignment of license from Forest City Publishing
Co. to DuMont Bcstg. Corp. for $700,000. DuMont
owns and operates WNEW
and WABD (TV),

The plan above is one of three
basic radio station designs, for
new or modernized stations,
now available from RCA. It
approaches the ultimate for a
31*
larger type of radio station.
Spacious studio area is incorporated inthis plan, with area
for other operational requirements; the transmitter would
be located in its own building.
By considering each plan individually, you can suit your
special needs exactly.

Now
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free, without
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FOR THE RECORD continued
both New York City, and WTTG (TV) Washington. WNEW-FM is in construction. Announced Mar. 5.
KLPR Oklahoma City. Okla.— Seeks assignment of license from Byrne Ross tr/as Okla. City
Bcstg. Co. to Big Chief Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $150,000. New owners are Lovelle Morris (Jack)
Beasley
(50%), (10%).
B. M. Mr.
(Monty)
(40';) sales
and
Leon
C. Nance
BeasleyWells
is former
manager. KVOW Cheyenne, Wyo. Mr. Wells is
KLPR salesmanager. Mr. Nance is school principal. Announced Mar. 5.
KUBE Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks assignment of license from John M. Carroll tr/as Umatilla Bcstg.
Enterprises to Umatilla Bcstg. Enterprises Inc.
for $5,000. New ownership: Mr. Carroll and Robert E. Thomlinson — 49y2% each. Mr. Carroll is in
farm implements and farming. Mr. Thomlinson
is KUBE manager. Announced Mar. 5.
WESC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C— Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation (Greenville
Bcstg. Co. Inc.) from Mrs. Christie K. Mitchell
to Bcstg. Co. of the Carolinas for $267,000. New
owners are Robert A. Schmid (98%) and others.
Mr. Schmid, formerly vice president, RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., is now NTA vice president.
Announced Mar. 4.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Robert P. Pool and R. F. Pool Jr., d/b
as Pool Bcstg. Co. to KIRT Inc. New licensee is
to purchase 51% for $18,000. After transaction,
Ray V. Jensen and L. O. Austin will each own
25Yz%. Mr. Jensen is manager, KSAL Salina,
Kan. Mr. Austin is in retail food. Announced
Mar. 4.
KWIC Salt Lake City, Utah — Seeks assignment
of license from Dale R Curtis to Dale R., Muriel,
Marvin R. and Carroll R. Curtis d/b as Sugarhouse Bcstg. Co. for $9,662 plus. After transaction Curtis brothers, with their wives, will
each own 50%. Announced March 5.
KMEL Wenatchee, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license from Mark A. Sorley, Stuart S. Maus
and E. M. Stires, d/b as Wenatchee Bcstrs. to
Frontier Bcstg. Co. $70,000. New owners are
John E. Goslin and Craig R. Lawrence Jr., each
50%. Mr. Goslin is with KCBC, Mr. Lawrence,
KRND, both Des Moines. Announced Mar. 4.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL

DECISIONS

By order of March 5, Commission adopted Dec.
19, 1957 initial decision, as amended by Commission, and granted application of Radio Hawaii
Inc., to change frequency of KPOA Honolulu,
Hawaii, from 630 kc to 650 kc and increase power
from 5 kw to 10 kw, U.
By order of Mar. 5, Commission granted joint
petition by West Shore Bcstg. Co., Beacon, N. Y.,
and Westport Bcstg. Co., Westport, Conn, and
amended issues in proceeding on their applications for new am stations to operate on 1260 kc.
By order of Feb. 26, Commission made effective immediately Jan. 28 initial decision and
granted applications of Radio Voice of N. H. Inc.,
for renewal of license and for license to cover
present operation of station WMUR-TV (ch. 9)
Manchester, N. H.
Commission on Feb. 26 gave notice that Jan.
10 initial decision which looked toward grant
of application of Geoffrey A. Lapping for new
am station to operate on 1480 kc, 500 w, D, in
Phoenix, Ariz., became effective Feb. 19 pursuant
to Sect. 1.853 of rules.
By memorandum opinion and order of Feb.
26, Commission denied petitions by Interstate
Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WQXR) New York, N. Y., for
rehearing and stay of Feb. 13, 1957 decision which
granted application of E. Weeks McKinney-Smith
for new am station (WDXR) to operate on 1560
kc, 1 kw, U, employing three-element DA, in
Paducah, Ky.

By order of Feb. 26, Commission denied petition by Western Tv Co. for review and reversal
ol ruling by Chief Hearing Examiner denying
Western intervention in proceeding on application of Tex. Technological College for new tv
station to operate on ch. 5 in Lubbock, Texas;
also denied Western request for oral argument.
By order of Feb. 26, Commission (1) denied
Oct. 17, 1956 petition by American Bcstg. Co.
(now American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.,
WABC), New York City, for review of examiner
ruling receiving in evidence exhibits submitted
by Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. prepared under Sect.
3.185(j) of rules in connection with proceeding
on latter's applications for mod. of cp, etc., of
station KOB Albuquerque, N. Mex.; and (2) dismissed as moot motions by Broadcast Bureau
and Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. (WBZ) Boston,
Mass., to dismiss American petition.
OTHER

ACTIONS

By letter, on request by 220 Television Inc.,
and Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., Commission
modified condition attached to Oct. 23, 1957
grant of application to assign license of KWKTV (ch. 4) St. Louis, Mo., from KWK Die, to
CBS, tiontoto construct
read: "Disposition
CBS on
of authorizatelevision by
station
ch. 11, St.
Louis, will be deferred to date within 30 days
following any action by U. S. Court of Appeals
for District of Columbia Circuit either setting
aside stay entered by it on December 31, 1957,
in Case No. 12,245 (St. Louis Amusement Company v. FCC), or affirming action of Commission
appealed from in that case, whichever action
shall be earlier. If stay is not set aside and action
of Commission dismissing protest of St. Louis
Amusement Company is reversed by Court and
proceedings remanded to Commission, within 60
days following issuance of final and unappealable order by Commission terminating proceeding CBS shall take such action with respect to
ch. 11 permit as Commission shall direct. Pending disposition by CBS of ch. permit as set forth
herein it shall not proceed with construction of
or operate any television station on Channel 11
assigned
Feb.
27. to St. Louis, Missouri." Announced
John H. Bennett, Lake Worth, Fla.; Pompano
Beach Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach, Fla.; Voice
of South Miami Bcstrs Inc., South Miami, Fla.;
Louis G Jacobs, Miami-South Miami, Fla.; South
Miami
Incv South Miami,
Are being
advised Bcstg.
that applications
for new Fla.
am — stations
of
Bennett to operate on 980 kc, 500 w, D; Pompano
Beach 980 kc, 1 kw, DA-D; Voice of South Miami 970 kc, 1 kw, DA-D; Jacobs and South Miami
990 kc, 5 kw, DA-1, U, indicate necessity of
hearing; by letter, denied requests of Jacobs to
dismiss South Miami amendments to its application. Announced Feb. 27.
Fox Valley Bcstg. Co., Geneva, DX; WISC Radio Wisconsin Inc., Madison, Wis.; Logansport
Bcstg. Corp., Aurora-Batavia, 111. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of Fox Valley
and Logansport for new am stations to operate
on 1480 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS. DA-2, U; and Radio
Wisconsin to increase daytime power of WISC
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1480
kc, 1 kw nounced
N, Feb.U,27. and to change DA pattern. AnWVEC-TV, Peninsula Bcstg. Corp., Hampton,
Va.; WTOV-TV, Tim Brite Inc., Norfolk-Newport
News Tv Corp.; Virginian Tv Corp., Norfolk, Va.
— Designated for consolidated hearing applications of WVEC-TV for mod. of cp to change operation from ch. 15 to ch. 13 and WTOV-TV to
change from ch. 27 to ch. 13 and Norfolk-Newport
and Virginian for new tv stations on ch. 13. Announced Feb. 27.
WITV (ch. 17) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— By letter
(1) denied waiver of Sec. 4.182 of rules and (2)
dismissed application to operate experimental tv
station on ch. 6 in Miami at present site of

WITV trans, for purpose of making direct comparison of simultaneous uhf and vhf operation.
Commission concluded that proposed program of
experimentation does not offer sufficient promise
of substantial contribution to development of tv
art
Feb. to27.warrant grant of application. Announced
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo.— Granted renewal of licenses subject to condition that licensee divest itself of all of its broadcast interests in compliance with final judgment dated
Nov. 15, 1957, entered in proceedings in U. S.
District Court for Western District of Mo., entitled "United States of America, Plaintiff v.
Kansas City Star Co., Roy A. Roberts, as president, and Emil A. Sees, as director of advertising of saidFeb.corporate
defendant, Defendants."
Announced
28.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted protest and petition for reconsideration by Lewiston Tv Co. (KLEW-TV, ch. 3),
Lewiston, Idaho, to extent of designating for
evidentiary hearing applications of Orchards
Community Tv Assn. Inc., for cp for two new tv
translator stations in Lewiston; denied KLEWTV request for postponement of effective date
of Jan. 8 grant of Orchards applications; and
made 4.KLEW-TV party to proceeding. Announced
Mar.
Commission on Feb. 26 directed preparation of
document looking toward granting petition by
Kermit F. Tracy to dismiss without prejudice
latter's application for new am station to operate on 1270 kc, 1 kw D, in Fordyce, Ark. An
initial decision of April 30, 1957, looked toward
aenial of Tracy application and grant of application of Jefferson County Bcstg. Co. for new
am station on 1270 kc, 5 kw D, in Pine Bluff, Ark.
Commission invites comments by April 15 to
notice of further proposed rule making looking
toward enlarging proposal (to amend Part 4 of
Experimental and Auxiliary Broadcast Services
rules to provide for licensing of cueing transmitters within studios of broadcast stations on regular basis under provisions for remote pickup
broadcast base stanons) to (1) permit such cueing operation also in outdoor areas adjoining
studios and at remote pickup locations, and (2)
relax log-keeping and station identification requirements applicable
tions. Announced
Mar. to5. aux. broadcast operaRoutine

Roundup
ACTIONS

BY FCC

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Functional Music Inc.
(fm station WFMF Chicago, 111.) for rehearing,
other relief, and motion for stay, directed to
Commission's
reportto and
orderin requiring
stations holding SCA
engage
functional fmmusic
operations to conduct such operations on multiplex basis after Mar. 1; but granted petition insofar as extending time to Mar. 15 in which
Functional Music may file request for individual
waiver. Announced Feb. 27.
In considering individual requests for waiver
of rules to permit fm functional music operations
on simplex basis beyond Mar. 1 date specified for
conversion to multiplexing, Commission granted
extension to stations that made showing of need
for additional time to complete conversion.
Grants went to: KCFM St. Louis, Mo.; KMLA
KRKD-FM and KBMS all Los Angeles, Calif.;
WWDC Washington, D. C; KITE-FM San Antonio, Tex.; WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa.; WPKM
Tampa, Fla.; KQXR Bakersfield, Calif.; WMIT
CUngmans Peak, N. C.; WCAU-FM Philadelphia,
Pa.; WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.; KDFC San
Francisco, Calif.; WBFM New York City; KFMU
Los Angeles, Calif.; KUTE Glendale, Calif.;
WDDS-FM Syracuse, N. Y.; WEAW-FM Evanston,
111.; WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; WNAV-FM Annapolis,
Md.; WMUZ Detroit, Mich.; KING-FM SeatFeb. tle,
27.Wash.,
and WKJF Pittsburgh, Pa. Announced
RULE MAKING PETITION WITHDRAWN
Commission granted Mar. 5 request by Board
of Regents of University of State of New York
to withdraw Board's petition for proposed rule
making to allocate tv ch. 13, now operated commercially in Newark, N. J. (by Atlantic Television station WATV) to New York City for noncommercial educational use. (Board is licensee
of educational
New
York City.) tv station WREG on ch. *25 in
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RULE MAKING
PETITION DENIED
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by KCOR Die. (KCOR-TV
ch. 41), San Antonio, Tex., for rule making to
assign fourth commercial vhf channel to that
city
by (1) use
making
ch. Antonio,
*9, now available
reserved for
educational
in San
for
commercial use, (2) amending rules to permit
KCOR-TV to operate part time on ch. *9 even
though channel would remain educational reservation, or (3) allocating ch. 12 to San Antonio.
Announced Feb. 27.
RULE MAKING PROCEEDING TERMINATED
By order, Commission granted petitions by
M & M Bcstg. Co. Die. (WMBV-TV, ch. 11), Marinette, Wis., and Evening Telegram Co., Norman
BROADCASTINQ

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

— Established
PAUL

1926 —

GODLEY

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerlmg 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

PAGE, CREUTZ,

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON
ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Broadcasting

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*

CONSULTING

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

&

Member AFC6E *

Member AFCCE*

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

H. MULLANEY

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CO.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO 8. TELEVISION

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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WALES

apolis Inc., ordered that oral argument is scheduled lui Feb. 28 at 10 a.m., on "petition to enlarge issue to include so-called Evansville issues," and "opposition of applicant. Firmin Co.,
Vincennes, Ind., in proceeding on am application
of Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS), Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and Firmin Co.
By Hearing Examiner
Millard
F. French on
February
25
By agreement of the parties, ordered that the
further prehearing conference scheduled for
Feb. 26 is continued to date to be set by subsequent order at request of counsel for any of
parties on tv ch. 3 proceeding, Lake CharlesLafayette, La.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James
ham on February
28 D. CunningOrdered thai hearings are scheduled to commence on April 30 in following proceedings:
Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. (WVEC-TV) to change
from ch. 15 to ch. 13 in Hampton, Va., Tim Brite
Inc. (WTOV-TV) to change from ch. 27 to ch. 13
in Norfolk, Va., Norfolk-Newport News Tv
Corp., and Virginian Tv Corp., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 13 in Norfolk; am applications of Fox Valley Bcstg. Co., Geneva, 111.,
Radio Wisconsin Inc. (WISC) Madison, Wis., and
Logansport Bcstg. Corp., Aurora-Batavia, 111.
By Hearing Examiner
FebruaryH. 28Gifford Irion on
Granted petition of Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from Mar. 4 to Mar. 14 to file proposed findings re application of Western Neb. Tv
Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in
Alliance, Neb.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith on the
date shown
In accordance with agreement of all counsel at
prehearing conference held on Feb. 19 re am
applications of Albany Bcstg. Corp., Albany,
Ore., and W. Gordon Allen, Eugene, Ore., hearing schedule for Mar. 10 is continued to date to
be fixed ferenceatto befurther
held onsession
March of19.prehearing
Action Febcon27.
Granted
petition
by
Wayne
M.
Nelson,
Concord, N. C, for extension of time from Mar. 5 to
Mar. 7 to file proposed findings and conclusions
and for replies thereto from Mar. 17 to Mar. 19
in proceeding on his am application and that of
Fred H. Whitely, Dallas, N. C. Action Mar. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman on the
dates shown
Order that prehearing conference is scheduled
for Mar. 14 and hearing scheduled for same date
in continued pending setting of new date after
prehearing conference in proceeding on am application of James H. Duncan (KSIL), Silver
City, N. M. Action Feb. 28.
Order that hearing which has been indefinitely
continued is scheduled for Mar. 27 re am application of Capitol Bcstg. Corp. (WCAW) Charleston,
W. Va. Action Mar. 3.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast
Bureau 28
Actions
of February
WIOD Sanford, Fla. — Granted assignment of
license to Sanford Bcstg. Corp.
KTHS Little Rock, Ark.— Granted transfer of
control from William H. Bronson, voting trustee,
to Time Publishing Co. Ltd., parent corporation
of licensee corporation.
WFPK Louisville, Ky. — Granted cp to increase
ERP to 20 kw, reduce ant. height to 245 ft., and
make changes in ant. system.
WDOK-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted cp to
increase ERP to 31 kw and add Westinghouse
FM-10 kw amplifier to existing Westinghouse
FM3.
KASI Ames, Iowa — Granted mod. of license to
change name to Story County Bcstg. Co.
KQIK Lakeview, Ore. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 7 p.m. Mar. 1 through May 31 due to
severe economic conditions.
KTXC Big Spring, Tex.— Granted authority effective 10 p.m. Feb. 28 to remain silent for period
of 60 days.

TOWERS

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS

NORTH

termiM. Postles and Walter C. Bridges, and
to shift channel to
proceedings Feb.
nated rule making
27.
ed
Announc
Wis.
Green Bay,
ORAL ARGUMENTS SCHEDULED
Commission on Mar. 5 scheduled the following
proceedings for oral argument on April 21:
Televi-n
Radioof &Michiga
BoothCorp.
ion Corp.,
Triad
Television
Stations Inc..
sion Televis
Corp.,
ion
Televis
Inc., Jackson Bcstg. &ture, applicants for and
ch.
State Board of Agricul
10 in Parma-Onondaga, Mich.
ior
Town and Country Radio Inc., applicant
new am station to operate on 1150 kc, 500 w D,
DA, in Rockford, 111.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By FCC
Commission on Feb. 27 granted motion of NTA
Film Network Inc. to revise order of appearance
by scheduling them immediately after NBC in
and Television
on Study
proceedin
ing. of Radio
Network gBroadcast
By Comr. T. A. M. Craven on February 26
Co.
Granted petition by South Norfolk Bcstg.
of time to
Inc., South Norfolk, Va„ for extension
issues
enlarge
to
petition
Feb 26 to file replv to
Bcstg. Co.,
filed by Cy Blumenthal, tr/as Denbigh
Denbigh, Va., in proceeding on applications.
Jay A. Kyle on the dates
By Hearing Examiner shown
JackRipley Inc.,
by JosephthatM. hearing
Upon request
scheduled
sonville, Fla., ordered
proceedin
5
March
to
for March 3 is continued
Dan Richardon and that of
ing on am applicati
Feb. 27.
son, Orange Park, Fla. Action
will be
conference
prehearing
that
Ordered
held on March 10 re am application of Bosque
Radio, Clifton, Tex. Action Feb. 27.
On own motion, ordered that hearing scheduled to resume at 1 o'clock Feb. 28 is continued
to Mar. 17 at 10 a.m. in proceeding on Evansville
Tv Inc., to show cause why authorization for
WTVW Evansville, Ind., should not be modified
to specify operation on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7.
Action Feb. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
the dates shown
Ordered that further prehearing conference
will be held at 2 p.m., Mar. 3 in tv ch. 12 proceeding, Beaumont, Texas. Action Feb. 26.
Ordered that oral argument will be held on
March 5 (at time of the prehearing conference
now scheduled) on petition by Northern Ind.
Bcstrs Inc. (WINS) Michigan City, Ind., for leave
to amend am application. Action Feb. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on the
dates shown
Pursuant to agreement reached at evidentiary
hearing on Feb. 11 in proceeding on am application of Greylock Bcstg. Co. (WBRK), Pittsfield,
Mass., ordered that WBRK Exhibit B is received
in evidence, proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, if filed, will be filed on or before Mar. 24, and record closed. Action Feb. 26.
Upon consideration of motion by Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHC-TV, ch. 8), New Haven
Conn., for, among other things, oral argument
on motion to prohibit taking of certain depositions in proceeding on application, notice is
given that oral argument on the motion will be
held on Feb. 28 at 2 p.m. Action Feb. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting on
the dates shown
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on March 12 in re fm applications of Telemusic Co., San Bernardino, and Southwest Bcstg.
25.
Co. Inc., Redlands, both California. Action Feb.
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Mar. 3 is
continued to April 4 in proceeding on am applications of Bcstrs Inc., South Plainfleld, N. J.,
Eastern Bcstg. Co. Inc. ( WDRF), Chester, Pa.,
and Tri-County Bcstg. Corp., Plainfleld, N. J.
Action Feb. 26
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman on
FebruaryHerbert
27
On oral request of counsel for Radio Indian-

ess, inc.
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WASHINGTON

ALLEN
AND

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL

ADVISERS

1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW
YORK
60 East 42 nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa

2-3623

Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30(l per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box- number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO
Help Wanted
Stations selling mail order specialties to senior
citizens send rates to Box 268D, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM. Arlington. Va.
Management
Sales manager: Michigan daytime station. Metro
area over 100,000. y4 billion retail sales. Experienced, sharp staff. Experienced local ownership.
Requirements: Complete experience! Age, 28 to
38. Permanency. Sell personally. Build your de10% knows
of station's
localad).
grossSend:
receipts.partment.
(SalesPay:staff
of this
Background, photo, references in confidence to
Box 440D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Texas opportunity for radio salesman. Guaranty
and commission. List experience, billing, education, etc. Box 103D, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager with ideas and drive for northwest, 5 kw, CBS affiliate in progressive college
town of 35,000. $125.00 a week plus 5% of the net,
will make $8,000 a year or more. Apply Box
311D, BROADCASTING.
Excellent spot Detroit independent. $100 guarantee with top future. Box 407D, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for a young man interested in sales
New York state. Must have car. Send background information. Box 433D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted for daytime station in eastern
North Carolina. Guaranteed salary against override. Will consider announcer who wants to get
in sales. Write Lee Hodges, WCPS, Tarboro,
N. C.
Have choice accounts to assign one good account executive. Earnings in the $14,000.00 to $18,000.00 range. Draw against commissions. Background will be checked. Full time, top coverage,
top thirtylumbus,market.
WMNI, Southern Hotel, CoOhio.
Salesman who wants real present opportunity
plus chance for future advancement. Must be a
plugger with proven ability in time-sales field.
Metropolitan Washington, D. C, area. This is a
real chance to get ahead in the industry for the
right man.
andria, Va. Write, wire or phone WPIK AlexAnmomnctrt
Expanding chain has immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station In
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be in operation In
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROAD CASTING .
Wanted: Announcer with first phone for all night
deejay show; engineering secondary. No maintenance. Personality and newscasting talent are
"musts".
SalaryBROADCASTING.
open, commensurate with ability. Box 161D,
For better than average announcer-newsman,
established kilowatter in pleasant prosperous
Illinois city offers better-than-average-situation
as to pay, extra benefits and opportunity. Must
be sharp with general staff work including music,
news, interviews and selling with a warm friendly personality. Send tape, resume to Box 220D,
BROADCASTING
Sportsman, must have 1st phone. Minimum three
years experience all types play-by-play. Also
strong dj personality. Salary open. Large midwest market. Box 322D, BROADCASTING.
DJ personality, must have 1st phone. Middle
size mid-U. S. market paying top salary. Box
323D, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send
resume.
CASTING.ABN network. Texas. Box 337D, BROADBroadcasting

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer with abilities as newscaster and deejay, rural farm music and news station, upstate
New York. Salary dependent on experience and
abilities. No floaters. Must be reliable and have
ability to get along with others. Please send
tape, resume, references, salary required. Box
343D. BROADCASTING.

Announcer-newscaster for permanent position
with Washington, D. C, metropolitan area station. Must be good combo man with real ability
newsfield. Excellent salary and chance for advancement. Send tape, photo, resume and references we can check. WPIK Alexandria, Vir-

Announcer with first class ticket, no maintenance, required, experience not necessary. Wisconsin. Box 344D, BROADCASTING.

ginia.
Wanted immediately: Announcer with first phone.
Beginner ok if interested in becoming chief
engineer of (Gates equipped) modern 250 watt
indie with two way fm news unit, salary open.
Contact Bill Rhyne, WRNB New Bern, North
Carolina.

Morning wake-up man. Pleasant, friendly delivery, experienced, mature, Midwest location.
Send resume and audition tape. Box 379D,
BROADCASTING.
Western Penna station needs an experienced versatile announcer a good solid staff man. We prefer a married man who knows and likes small
town life. He must be willing to follow station
policy in programming and try to build an adult
audience rather than a big record hop following. In return he'll get above scale pay and excellent opportunity for advancement in a growing organization. Include recent photo, tape, and
resume
in first reply. Box 437D, BROADCASTING.

Top-flight dj for top station in competitive
market. Excellent working conditions and salary.
Only mature, stable, experienced men please.
Send complete background info, references and
photo. No tapes! Contact: Ted Powers, Program
Director, WSKY, Asheville, N. C.
Midwest 5 kw CBS affiliate and full power vhf
tv needs solid announcer with experience in
control room operations. Maximum scale $100.00
for 40 hour 5 day week with two years experience. Send audition tape, recent photo and background information to: Bob Eickmeyer, WTADKHQA-TV Quincy, 111.

Morning man for station near Philadelphia. Experienced with good voice. A real opportunity
for a good man. $87.50 per week to start. Profit
sharing plan and other attractive benefits. Good
operation. Box 358D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, first class ticket, who
wants to live in friendly small city near lakes.
Easy driving to larger cities. Friendly staff. Send
tape, photo, which will be returned, complete
resume to Les Dana, Manager, WTVB Coldwater,
Michigan.

Carolina calling! Progressive station needs good
country music man and pop man. Both should
do news. Sales if desired. Full details and tape.
Box 461D, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Wanted: Announcer with first phone for all-night
deejay show. Engineering secondary. No maintenance. Personality and newscasting talent are
musts. Salary open, commensurate with ability.
Contact William Duke, KDSX Denison, Texas.

Chief engineer, for directional California radio
station. Must be experienced and with good
voice for some announcing duties. Starting
salary $7,500. Box 387D BDOADCASTING.
Wanted 1st class license engineer who can sell
or announce. William T. Kemp, KTXL Radio,
Box 2139, San Angelo, Texas.

Wanted. Announcer-engineer, heavy on announcing, no maintenance. Dr. F. P. Cerniglia, KLIC,
Monroe, La.

Opening soon for chief engineer with established
kilowatt daytimer. Good conditions for right
man. WASA Havre de Grace, Maryland.

Wanted for fast morning music-news and sports
operation in progressive city of 42,000. Lots of
work for right men. Need immediate tape, personal resume on combination sports and sales
and for fulltime dj board man. Prefer man
from midwest. Stan Gribble, P.D., KWHK,
Hutchinson, Kansas.

Announcer-engineer first ticket, news-music station. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Five kw needs a pop announcer who can do a
two hour r&b show everyday and has a voice for
production tapes. Send tape and letter to WACL,
Waycross, Ga.
Top dj personality for area's leading music,
news station. Must be warm, friendly, with outstanding voice quality. Thorough experience a
necessity. Excellent salary and working conditions. Send air check, tape and complete Information immediately to Art Burnham, Program Director WEEX, Easton, Pa.
Kentucky independent needs outstanding morning man. Must have good appearance and personality. Sense of humor and news delivery important. At least two years announcing experience required. Salary open. Send no tape. Give
references. State past earnings. First application
by letter only to WLEX, Box 1417, Lexington,
Kentucky.
Experienced announcer: Good all-around staff
man with copy writing ability needed immediately for 1000 watt daytime operation going network. Good opportunity. WMUS Muskegon, Michigan.

Production-Programming, Others
Highly produced independent station in medium
market needs continuity and traffic manager.
Salary open and will be based on previous experience. Please send all information in first letING.ter including a picture. Box 413D, BROADCASTRadio-tv station in rich market desires experienced, energetic news director to supervise department. Future unlimited. Send full details to
Box 442D, BROADCASTING.
If you are a good radio disc jockey in a small
market, and ready for tv and radio combination
in a larger market, send tape and details to Box
443D, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-announcer for California station who can write, produce, and voice all types
of production spot announcements utilizing
sounds, music, and ingenuity. Rush details,
photo, salary requirements and taped sample of
work. Box 453D, BROADCASTING.
News director to head news bureau for California station. Journalistic experience, administrativeallability,phases
good voice.
be knowledgeable about
of newsMustediting,
including
political, for both radio and tv. Rush complete
details about yourself including your views on
radio news, salary requirements, photo and air
check. Box 454D, BROADCASTING.
March 10, 1958
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RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
<■• ii. ii! inuiianiT with 112 years of radio experience desires similar position in larger market.
Proven ability in all phases of radio with outstanding sales record. Married, 37 and a driver.
Would consider investment. Top references. Box
335D. BROADCASTING.
Hard-working young man seeking opportunity
as manager or assistant manager small market
am-tv. Eight years broadcasting experience all
phases. Box 386D. BROADCASTING.
Manager with fifteen years experience managing
small and medium market stations desires assistant managership. If your are looking for
someone with maturity, experience and capability to relieve you of some of the details of departmental supervision, answer this one. Box
423D. BROADCASTING.
General managership wanted now. Assistant general manager 16 years experience. Worked all
phases, always top man in sales, extremely promotional, will produce. Married and reliable, references. Box 434D, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Experienced metropolitan markets. Currently managing. Strong on
sales. Top flight man on production and news
gathering. Sound administrator. Available soon.
Box 441D. BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer. Combine sales, engineering, management to give maximum profit.
Aggressive, low-pressure sales ability keeps accounts sold. Specialized small markets past five
years. Box 451D, BROADCASTING.
Presently managing station in town of 3.200. Increased billing each month. Desire station with
greater potential in larger town. Experienced
all phases and have first class license. Box 457D,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Young man, motion picture sales background, desiresN.Y.C.
positionor aswithin
sales 100
representative,
radio 421D,
station.
mile radius. Box
BROADCASTING.
Your First Class Commercial
F.C.C.

12

LICENSE
in
Weeks!

Learn by Mail or in Residence
You can train either by correspondence or in residence at either division
of Grantham School of Electronics — Hollywood, Calif., or Washington, D. C.
Our free booklet. "Opportunities in
Electronics," gives details of both types
of courses. Send for your free copy
today.
OUR GUARANTEE
If you should fail the
FCC exam after finishing our course, we
guarantee to give you
additional training at
NO ADDITIONAL
COST. Read details in
our free booklet.

FCC-TYPE EXAMS
FCC-type tests are
used throughout the
Grantham course. Constant practice with
these FCC-type tests
helps you prepare for
the
actual FCC examination.

F.C.C. License— the Key to Better Jobs
An FCC commercial (not amateur >
license is your ticket to higher pay and
more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence
of your qualifications in electronics.
Employers are eager to hire licensed
technicians.
Get your 1st class F.C.C. license in 12 weeks
— NO previous training necessary. Our
schools are located in Hollywood and Washington. Write to the school nearest you for
our FRE£ booklet of details.
GRANTHAM School of Electronics
B-7
r\r\821 — 19th
Desk St..
8-7 N.VV.
1S05Desk
N. Western
(JK
Hollywood 27, Calif. ■ Washinqton 6. D C
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Sales
8 years experience, sales manager, news sports
director, morning personality, first phone, prefer
New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia area. Box
428D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-first class phone. Versatile, Sobr;.
Prefer some deejay. Want to come home to Kentucky or vicinity. Box 424D, BROADCASTING.

Salesman-announcer. Primarily interested in selling for small southern station. Box 458D,
BROADCASTING.
Desire Florida location, wide sales background,
radio or tv. Write Box 459D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Basketball, baseball, football announcer. Seven
years
experience. Finest of references. Box 570C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director. Four years
experience with same organization. Young,
ble, married. Radio or tv. West coast or
S90.00-S100.00.
BROADCASTING.Good references. Box

radio
capasouth.
319D,

DJ beginner. Run own board. 4 years selling experience. (Insurance) knowledge of accounting
and typing. 65 mile radius of New York City.
Tape and resume immediately on request. Box
390D. BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj,
1\'2 years experience
both Preengineering and announcing.
Have firstinclass.
fer town of 10,000 or larger. Will go now, anywhere. Box 392D, BROADCASTING.
Negro. DJ. Announcer, newscaster, staff man,
strong on commercials! Versatile, will relocate.
Box 393D, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer, excellent voice, college graduate, immediate availability. Box 394D, BROADCASTING.
Deep, resonant voiced announcer with working
knowledge of the business. Prefers news, commercial dj. Available immediatelv. Box 395D,
BROADCASTING.
First class license young man wants a midnite to
dawn deejay shift. Presently employed CBS affiliate announcing and deejay. Need two weeks
notice. Will send tape. Box 396D. BROADCASTING.
Morning personality looking for opportunity in
progressive medium or large market. First phone
and gimmicks. Five years experience. Box 397D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ staff, 5 years, age 28, family. Knows how to
program good music, desires day shift in Florida
or far west. Box 401 D. BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D
BROADCASTING.
Need thoroughly trained, professional announcer,
nine years all phases, whose dependability
equals ability?
to fine,
quality.
Married,They're
veteran,hard
degree,
best but
refer-I
ences. Box 403D, BROADCASTING.

Play-by-pl
ay announcer desires position
baseball town.
Excellent all sports. Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockey, three years, good
mercial. Knows music, family. Box
BROADCASTING..

pro404D
com406D

Announcer, 26, single, recent midwestern broadcasting school graduate, plus education
and dramatics, tape and resume. Box voice
408D
BROADCASTING.
Top selling dj personality now on one of highest
rated stations in 3rd largest market.
Looking for
position with better income on progressive
live
wire station. 10 years experience all phases radio and tv. Highest references. S10.000 minimum
Box 411D. BROADCASTING.
33 years old, married, children. Eleven years radio, all phases, top voice. Need permanent position fast. I will call you. Box 412D, BROADCASTING. ^WrtlJ
Radio announcer seeks employment in Florida
Ambitiou
s, 414D,
energetic
strong
dj shows, news'
sports. Box
BROADCA
STING

Attention southern day timer! Jockey, football
baseball, news, emcee, interviewer, pd sales
years. 29, married. Box 415D, BROADCASTING. 7
Announcer-salesman, 4 years in radio References. 29 years old. South or southwest Box
418D, BROADCASTING.
Colored announcer-dj
voice, strong on
commercials. Versatile,; excellent
all phases, Will go anywhere. Immediately available. Box 419D
1
BROADCASTING.

Fast paced dj, 3 years, good commercial, knows
music, family. Box 425D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-newscaster, 35, employed,
go anywhere for satisfactory offer. Box 426D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, sports, news announcer with management
background. Nine years experience desires permanent position with established station. Married, responsible man. Minimum salary $150.00.
Box 429D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: 5 years experience. Reliable family
man. Prefer midwest. Available immediately.
Have tape and resume. Box 438D, BROADCASTING.
No thermometer.
fine, but
slow!
Top jock! 7 Climate's
years experience
all dough's
phases;
heavy on creative production, sales, distinctive
characterizations; quality voice; now employed
prestige Miami station; seeks challenging, progressive organization. Box 445D, BROADCASTING.
Combo man-announcer with first phone, strong
sports, married, reliable vet, willing to work to
get ahead. Available March seventeenth. Box
446D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer looking for place to
grow with station programming for adult audience, strong news, good sell, dramatic background. Now in eastern metropolitan area. Box
452D, BROADCASTING.
Girl personality, very attractive, college graduate, desires "dj" position. Experienced. Box 460D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer sports. News. DJ beginner. TV acting
background. Married. College grad. Intelligent.
Sharp. Serious. Talent. Box 462D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone, $85, no car. Available immediately. Berkshire 7-6721 after 5:00 P.M.
Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Announcer, good commercial, news dj delivery.
Have some air experience, will be excellent with
more. A. J. Waran, 6328 N. Mobil, Chicago 30, 111.
Newcastle 1-4364. Young, married, vet, desires announcing position.
Prefer north Indiana, Illinois area. 2 years college, speech and radio announcing major. Realize importance of hard sell, also easy sell, adlib, and news. For tape write: Jack L. Wood,
3224 W. 15th Ave., Gary, Indiana.
Technical
Engineer, announcer. Five years experience. Desire town 15,000 or more. Box 422D, BROADCASTING.
Attention: S. Wisconsin and N. Illinois. Tech
school grad, radio and tv serviceman with 1st
phone desires permanent position in Broadcasting 436D, BROADCASTING.
1st class FCC radio telephone license, graduate
RCA Institute V7. Desire to learn. Box 456D,
BROADCASTING.
First class license, no experience. Desire employment with the opportunity to learn. Salary
secondary. Gene Moore, Room 105, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Engineer-announcer, seven years experience desires permanence, preferably technical position.
Phone
N.
J. 7-9645. Jim Price, 348 E 2nd St., Plainfield,
Production-Programming, Others
Office manager, bookkeeper, accountant, gal Friday. Have pencil will travel. Complete experience, background,
and qualifications. References.
Box 332D,
BROADCASTING.
Interested in creative program management?
Hire this woman executive with 15 years radio
experience! Top sell copy; promotion, public
service know-how; proven mike technique. Now
employed but looking for a secure future! Prefer west, will go anywhere. Box 354D, BROADCASTING.
Genius out of work! Continuity writer, single
girl, college grad, boasting only 2 years experience in radio and television, but definitely
talented! Get me while I'm free and 23. Last
position $300.00. For more details and sample
copy, write Box 399D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

RADIO

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Superior local salesman, 4 years television experience, top billing, television training college,
graduate school. Box 316D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer-director. Eight years
radio-tv. Seeking good opportunity. Box 385D,
BROADCASTING.

Attention Florida stations: Sales manager-radiotelevision. Sales experience at local, regional,
and national levels. New York experience.
Southerner. Necessary to live in Florida yearround for reasons of health. Married-settled.
Available
for interview. Box 347D, BROADCASTING.

Newsman, 8 years experience. Now director
radio-tv
operation. $130 minimum. Box 410D,
BROADCASTING.

Prod action-Programming, Others
Program director seeking small but sharp operation in medium or large market, or one that
wants to be sharp and is willing to give pd authority and facilities to make it that way.
Double in all phases except sales and sports.
First phone. Expect to work my fool head off
and expect to be paid for it. Box 417D, BROADCASTING.
Program-news director desires position in eastern or southeastern market. University graduate,
married. News and program emphasis will stress
local and regional elements. Reply Box 431D,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

Salesman wanted for small market television station in California. Good draw against commission and car expenses. Send complete resume,
references, photo first letter. Interested in permanent people only. Box 464D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sportscaster to join expanding tv station in
large midwest market. Must be good commercial man willing to work. Salary $70 to $80.
Please send photo, tape, and resume. Box 432D,
BROADCASTING.
Texas tropical coast living available for qualified commercial tv announcer, some weathercasts. Send complete resume, references, photo;
tape airmail to Harry Abbott, KRIS-TV, P. O.
Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
We are looking for an all-round staff announcer
who has the appearance for on-camera work as
well as a strong booth man. This is a large NBC
basic station on the east coast. Call Program
Manager, WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Va., RE 37876.
Technical

Production-Programming, Others

Announcers
Live-filmed commercial experience. Thoroughly
trained tv-radio. Seeking permanent staff announcer position. Box 295D, BROADCASTING.
Radio know-how?
got it. employed.
Now I'd like
radio-tv
opportunity.I'vePresently
Tape,a
resume available. Box 321D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-director-air personality.
Tops
on weather-children's
Also am
cartoonist-artist.
Box 384D, programs.
BROADCASTING.
Upstaterelocation.
New York's
tv/radio
seeks
Fivetopyears
with personality
top rated
shows. Talent and appeal unlimited. Married,
family, permanent. $300 minimum guarantee. Box
391D, BROADCASTING.
7 years tv and radio. Now employed. Metropolitan area only. Box 405D, BROADCASTING.
Inside-outside man: 11 years on the firing line.
$35.00 copywriter to $12,500 tv announcer-salesman. Successful record radio pd, sales manager. Led all salesmen in 4 stations, including
tv. Five years baseball broadcasting. Fluff free
newscasts,
radio,anything.
tv. FourNo years
selling.
Ad-lib
desk "on
pilot,camera"
pretty
boy or hotwestern,shot.
Give
orders
or
take
'em.
Mid33, married, veteran, solvent, stable.
Seek security, responsibility, remuneration in
management, sales, announcing, or put 'em tojob, BROADCASTING.
I'll take charge and
deliver. gether.
Now! Whatever
Boxthe427D,
TV wanted. Exchange radio staff and dj gladly
for right tv job. Married, 27, college grad. Box
439D, BROADCASTING.

Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical references required with application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer: Ten years tv experience. All
phases. Presently employed as chief of am and
tv operation. Box 398D, BROADCASTING.

Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADCASTING.

1st phone, 2 years college (electronics), studio
experience, family. Walt Andrus, KSBY-TV, San
Luis Obispo, Calif.

Production-Programming, Others

1st phone, ready to travel. TV job desired. Have
training, want experience. John Pardini, 1006 N.
Mariposa St., Hollywood, Calif.

Comptroller wanted by tv and radio station
located in major Florida market. Broadcast experience not essential, but applicant must be
senior accountant or its equivalent. Knowledge
of machine and punch-card systems desirable.
Starting salary, $6,500. Please send snapshot and
qualifications to Box 312D, BROADCASTING.
West coast small market radio and television station needs newsman capable of gathering and
delivering news on both radio and television.
Must be able to take 16mm film for tv news.
Send all facts, tape and photo first letter. Box
463D, BROADCASTING.
Staff commercial artist needed for local television operation in northern Maine. Fulltime employment available plus opportunity for outside
work. Contact Ted Coffin. WAGM-TV, Presque
Isle, Maine.
Film director for new network affiliate, midwest
semi administrative, shipping, cataloging, editing, supervise, projection, dark room and newsreel. Salary opening is immediate. Contact Program Director, WPTA, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

Broadcasting

Interested in consistently strong programming?
I offer 8 years experience with net affiliate in
major three-station eastern market. Background includes floor director, announcer, director, producer, production manager and, for
past three years, program director. Excellent
references from above employer and my coworkers. Complete with family and practically
nondrinker. If you want high morale and enthusiasm in your organization contact Box
435D, BROADCASTING.
CBS news retrenchment casualty. Expreience
from world-wide syndicate news production and
writing to grass roots political reporting. Radio,
and tv. work
All department
phases film.
station,special
netnewsMetropolitan
administration,
events. BA, BJ. Top references. Box 447D,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter with 7 years experience
in radio and tv. Ellis Babcock, Box 55, Orwell,
N. Y. Pulaski 816W.
FOR

SALE

A mimeographed copy of the "Ten
Radio"
will the
be sent
those Send
wanting
into radio
rightto way.
50?
RADIO, 3044 Greentree Way, San Jose
fornia.

Steps to
to
coinbreak
to:
28, Cali-

D.J.'s — New original comedy material, record
intros, skits. Vol. I, $1.00. SPOT Productions,
175 Lakeshore Dr., Lake Hiawatha, N. J.
Stations

Technical

Productiori'Programming, Others
News-editor; newscaster; photographer: Now
heading tv/am newsroom; established record of
beating opposition, building respected operation.
Qualified news director or good staff man. Experienced; own excellent voice, new bolex. Box
317D, BROADCASTING.

For lease, daytime music and news metropolitan
area. Needs aggressive sales and management.
Box 310D, BROADCASTING.
Texas single station market. 12,000 city zone.
County seat. 10 years excellent earning record. $50,000. $20,000 down. 10 years to pay balance. Only qualified applicants apply. No brokers please. Box 430D, BROADCASTING.
250 watt Texas station for sale. Small down payment for man with first phone and management
ability. The operation is small but profitable.
Also consider lease arrangement. Box 449D,
BROADCASTING.
Florida $36,000; Texas $35,000; Pennsylvania $150,000; UHF $160,000; New Mexico $75,000; Tennessee $135,000; Michigan $450,000; North Carolina
$150,000; West Viriginia $108,000. Please write
Haskell
Bloomberg, Broker, Lowell, Massachusetts.

WANTED

Midget

with

announcing

on

our

quickie

put

midget

voice

for the

announcements

new
and

WGH
man

to
our

trailer.
APPLY

Management
Manager/sales manager: Mr. Owner, are you
seeking a well established pro with a bona fide
radio-tv record, reputation and know-how?
Here's
one! Now
Capable experience,
management
and employed.
sales. Documented
personal
sales ability. Try shooting blind and confidential
with
him. You've everything to gain. Box 362D,
BROADCASTING.

June grad desires directors position. Experienced
cameraman.
Productionandmaneducational
with exper-tv
ience
in both
commercial
and film. Married, presently employed, seeks
better opportunity. Box 416D, BROADCASTING.

WGH
NORFOLK,

RADIO
VIRGINIA
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FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)
Stations

VHK television station In growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value
for responsible purFinancing can be arranged Company.
1182 West
chasers Paul H. Chapman
Peachtree. Atlanta.
buyers lor
List with us, net to you. We have
radio and tv stations. HOLCO. 514 Hemp. Ave..
W. Hempstead. N. Y.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
appraisals,
Davenport. Iowa. Sales, purchases,Experienced
,
handled with care and discretion.
and operaowners
television
and
radio
rormer
tors.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buvs throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates. 6381 Hollywood Blvd..
Los Angeles. Calif.
Kilowatt davtimer in south Arkansas. Very low
fixed over-head. Ideal owner-manager operaSelltion Priced for quick sale, cash or terms.
Contact
ing because of other business interests.Arkansas.
Dorado.
El
J A West. Jr.. 213 W. Oak.
Equipment

UHF equipment, used. 1 kw GE transmitter. GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately Very reasonable. Box 691C. BROADCAST-

WANTED

Gates studioette speech imput console type
52CS. or RCA single channel console. Chief
Engineer, WBKV. West Bend, Wisconsin.
1 kw fm transmitter. KYFM. 4516, North Libby.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Wanted: Good used field strength meter: send
details, price, terms. Box 133. Blacksburg. Va.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st photie
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25.
September
October 29.write
For William
information,
references and3.reservations
B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue. Burbank, California.
RADIO
Help

Available immediately. Rugged top 200 feet of
1000 foot Ideco heavv duty tower. Ideal for
installation of micro-wave servmountain-top
ice. Heavy-duty four section Pylon. 90 sections
of used 6',8 coax line, elbows, fittings. Phone
or write R. A. Holbrook. WSB-TV Atlanta,
Georgia.
200 foot self-supporting CN Blaw Knox tower.
Six years old. WWIN, Baltimore, Maryland.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug-in construction. Miratel monitors are used by 80% of
television stations. 14"-$215.00, 17"present
the
$219.00, 21"-$259.00. Factory direct sales. Why pay
master monitor prices for your utility requirements? Our monitors have been delivered under
several trade names. Write — Miratel, Inc.,
1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Advertising agency executive seeks to buy arm
property or c.p. in medium-size market. Write
details "to Box 330D, BROADCASTING.
General manager with 12 years experience and
in a radio station. Referto invest
$8 000 wishes
ences. Box 336D.
BROADCASTING.
We'll pay more for lease than you can get for
outrightby* sale
of vour broadcasters.
station in southwest
or
Box 409D.
experienced
west
BROADCASTING.
■\M-tv stations. Buy or lease with option to
offer by exbuy Consider anywhere. Sincere
perienced radiomen-not brokers. Box 420D.
BROADCASTING.
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Wanted

Management
>>.xz

AM radio tower, 150 feet. Stainless, good condition. Clark phase monitor. 108 E, like new. Gates
hy-watter. 2 tower array phasing equipment.
Contact WAWK. Kendallville. Indiana, phone 764.

Pure copper strap four-inch. .027 123 pounds at
64'/2(' per pound. Can split it and get 526 feet of
two-inch. WMNI Southern Hotel. Columbus,
Ohio.

Help

X

WANTED— GENERAL
MANAGER
5 kw network affiliated radio station in X
southwest seeks general manager. Please
send full resume, including salary, to:
Box 46SD, BROADCASTING
:xk:
Announcers
AIR PERSONALITIES
CREATIVE WRITERS
5 kw AM major established independent.
Midwest. Aggressive policies. Send
complete information.
Box 400D, BROADCASTING.

1
TOP GIMMICK D.J.
$10,000-115,000 A YEAR
Number One top 50 stations. Run own
board. Rush tape and information to:
Box 450D, BROADCASTING
\
WWJ

MELODY
needs

PARADE

One

more Record M. C.
• Detroit's most talked
about music concept!
• Detroit's basic Radio
Station!
• Detroit's greatest
opportunity for man
of high calibre and
personality!
If you are this kind of man, send tape,
resume and picture to: Program Manager

WWJ
RADIO
622 W. Lafayette, Detroit 31.

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Wanted

Immediately

Experienced morning man to work in
growing Baton Rouge market.
Must be: Dependable, good worker, who
will take aggressive interest in
job and station; able to project
warm, friendly personality on the
air; salary open.
No phone calls; send resume, tape
and picture to Howard L. Brooks,
Radio Station WJBO, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
OOOCKg

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.

FM transmitters, new. low priced, all powers —
contact Industrial Transmitters & Antennas,
Upper Darby. Pennsylvania for free brochure.

Presto 16" inside-out recording lathe with Audak
cutting head (recently factory rebuilt). Also
3"
kit with
remote meter
new Gatesthermocouple,
brand (0-5RFA).
meter
rheostat,
chokes
EngiChief
kit.
or
lathe
for
$50
and capacitors.
neer. WBKV, West Bend. Wisconsin.

BUY — (Cont'd)

Wanted. 10 kw fmEquipment
transmitter and associated
tower. Complete details
including
equipment
to Box 258D.
BROADCASTING.

Complete, including tower, 1 kw Gates equipment: used 23 months. Everything goes. Write
Box 1032. El Dorado. Ark.

1 automatic Berlant tape recorder with steriophonic includes. 1— BAX-D drive unit. 2—
BAX-P amplifiers (pre amplifiers). 2 — Remote
control units, (machine used for two years).
$600.00. WBEC. 33 Eagle Street, Pittsfield. Mass.

TO

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Announcers
CX)OOCKXXX)OOOOOOCKX50000000i
8
SPORTS ANNOUNCER
O 8 years experience. Family man, with O
O present employer over 5 years. Do basket- Q
O ball, football, baseball & ice hockey. Top O
p references. Greater earnings and opportu- Q
nity my goal. Let me send you full par- WO
80 ticulars.
Box 444D, BROADCASTING
§
OOCKDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOO
=3 6=
=5 6=
Production-Programming,
Others
=5€=

HAVE

JOB— WILL

TRAVEL

(wherever

the opportunity

is greater!)

Woman executive with 15 years
broadcasting experience in major
markets. Creative program planning; pay-off promotion ideas; top
sell copy; public service know-how;
top-rated broadcaster! Prefer progressive station in West. Best refer- ^
ences.
=5 5=
Box 353D, BROADCASTING

FOR

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 106
WMOO Milford, Mass.— Granted authority to
remain silent for period of 30 days due to economic circumstances pending Commission action
on transfer of control.
WABD New York, N. Y. — Granted extension of
completion date to Apr. 29.
Actions of February 27
KWKH, KWKH-FM Shreveport, La.— Granted
transfer of control from William H. Bronson,
voting trustee, to Times Publishing Co. Ltd., parent corporation of licensee corporation.
KALB-FM Alexandria, La. — Granted cp to replace ant. and feed line, reduce ERP to 7.9 kw
increase ant. height to 390 ft., delete remote
control operation and make changes in ant. system.
KSTR Grand Junction, Colo.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location.
KFDR
Grand
stall a new
trans.Coulee, Wash. — Granted cp to inKPET
new
trans.Lamesa, Tex. — Granted cp to install a
KDGO Durango, Colo. — Granted mod. of cp to
change studio location and remote control point
and change type trans.
WCSC Charleston, S. C— Granted authority to
operate trans,
directional
ant.by remote control while using nonKRNS Burns, Ore. — Granted authority to signoff at 6:30 p.m. due to local economic conditions.
KZOL Muleshoe, Tex. — Granted extension of
completion date to April 28.
Action of February 26
WRC-TV Washington, D. C— Granted extension
of completion date to April 17 (main trans, and
ant. and aux. ant.).
Actions of February 25
WRDW-AM-TV Augusta, S. C— Granted assignment of licenses to Southeastern Newspapers
Inc.
WRSA Saratoga Springs, N. Y.— Granted assignment of license to Radio Station WRSA Inc.
KLOV Loveland, Colo. — Granted assignment of
license to William R. Vogel et al., doing business
under same name.
WKLY Hartwell, Ga. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Max G. Pfaender, administrator of estate of Louie L. Morris, deceased.
WSEL Chicago, 111. — Granted involuntary assignment of license and cp to Francis J. Curtis,
receiver in bankruptcy.
KSTE Emporia, Kan.— Granted license to install new trans, and decrease ERP.
WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.— Granted cp to replace
expired cp which authorized installation of aux.
trans, and ant. at main trans, site.
WFPK-TV* Louisville, Ky.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to vis. 13.5 kw, aur. 7.24 kw and
change ant. system, ant. height 310 ft.
KQED (TV)* San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to correct geographical coordinates
(second only); change EP to vis. 25.7 kw, aur.
12.9 kw, change type of ant., and make equipment
changes, ant. height 1206 ft.
WKYN-TV Springfield, Mass.— Granted extension of completion date to June 1.
WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis.— Granted extension of
completion date to May 15.
Calif. Western U. of San Diego, San Diego,
Calif. — Granted authority to produce and transmit programs from 3902 Lomaland Drive, San
Diego, Calif., to XETV Tijuana, B. C, Mexico.
Actions of February 24
KPIN Casa Grande, Ariz. — Granted assignment
of license to John W. Parham.
WIAC Santurce, P. R. — Granted acquisition of
positivechase ofcontrol
by Luis
Mejia through
stock from
RadioS'. Americas
Corp., purAlfredo Ramirez De Arellano Jr. and Luis Ferre.
WXLI Dublin, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
KGMS-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 15 kw, make changes in
ant. system and operate trans, by remote control,
ant. height 135 ft.; conditions.
WSFM Birmingham, Ala.— Granted mod. of cp
to
80 ft. -studio location and type ant.,
height trans.
ant. change
KGEE Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control (2nd studio).
WNTI-FM*— Hackettstown, N. J. — Granted extension of completion date to April 14.
KATT Pittsburg, Calif.— Granted extension of
completion date to April 30.
Action of February 21
KXYZ Houston, Tex.— Granted authority to operate aux. and-main, trans, by remote control;
main trans, while using rm-ndkractional ant.
Action of February 19
KBIC-TV Los Angeles, Calif— Granted assignment of cp to John Poole Bcstg. Co. Die.
Actions of February 17
KTVU Oakland, Calif.— Application for extension of completion date dismissed.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.— Application for
extension of completion date dismissed.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

Schools Plug WKRC-TV's 'Crusoe'
WKRC-TV Cincinnati had the cooperation of the city's schools system in promoting the United Artists' "Robinson Crusoe"
movie and reports an ARB rating of 25.1

WMAN

Fans Tour Stamping

Ground

The heavy turn-out of visitors to an open
house at a General Motors factory in Mansfield, Ohio, Feb. 12-13, was attributed to
WMAN there and the heavy spot campaign
it carried announcing the event. An esti-

with 85% share of audience. The post-'49
movie library was bought for the station's
late show (Mon.-Sun. 11:15 p.m. EST) but,
"because of the film's literary value,"
WKRC-TV scheduled "Crusoe" on a Sunday afternoon last month at 2 so that it
could be seen by school children. The
Cincinnati school system permitted posters

mated 34,000 sightseers toured the city's
new $80 million Fisher body-stamping plant
while it was in full operation. One of the
features that attracted tourists' attention was
a booth in the factory's display area from
which WMAN d.j. Jack Murdock aired his
(1:15-5:30 p.m.) show.

announcing the film's showing to be displayed on school bulletin boards and allowed teachers to read fact sheets about the

State Issues WICS

picture, supplied by WKRC-TV,
mated 75,000 school children.

to an esti-

KAFP Found Guilty of 'LOL'
"Found guilty of LOL," says a full-page
ad placed in the Petaluma (Calif.) ArgusCourier by KAFP there. The spread came
at the end of a two-week teaser campaign
on the station featuring the mysterious word
"LOL." Listeners telephoned guesses as to
the word's meaning and their ideas were
recorded and aired later in the day. The
newspaper ad resolved the issue by showing
a picture of a "judge" finding KAFP's manager, Charlie Powers, guilty of having "Lots
Of Listeners" and sentencing him to play the
top 40 discs for a year.
WBAI

(FM) Commends

Competition

WBAI (FM) New York is presenting
several new services for its listeners: At 5
p.m., Monday-Friday, it broadcasts information on ticket availabilities for legitimate
theatre presentations; on Thursday at 5:45
p.m. and Friday at 4 p.m., it reports on snow
conditions at New York state and New
England skiing resorts and at various times
throughout its broadcast day it recommends programs of "outstanding merit" by
other stations in the New York area.

(TV) Interview

A filmed interview with two youths committed to the Boys' Training School in St.
Charles, 111., proved so successful for WICS
(TV) Springfield that the state decided to
distribute it to other state tv stations and
organizations. Convinced that activities of
the Illinois Youth Commission would make
an interesting tv feature story, WICS' news
department arranged the interview with the
boys. Local News Editor Bob Warren and
Film Director Bill Shaw visited St. Charles
and made a sound interview with them and
Robert Patton, youth commission chairman.
History of WFMY-TV

in Booklet

A 68-page history of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, has been published by the
station for circulation among schools,
libraries and other institutions within the
North Carolina-Virginia coverage area. The
book is designed as an informative portrayal of the operation of a television station, typifying the way the visual medium
has developed in the last decade. Separate
sections show how a local tv show is staged
and how news and entertainment are
brought to the viewer. Technical aspects
of tv are explained in simple language.
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV general manager, said 5Vi months of research went into
the volume, adding that it has been well
received by schools, libraries and hospitals.
'Income

Tax

Answers'

on MBS

MBS

is broadcasting a series of six quarter-hour programs, Income Tax Answers,
featuring Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual
Washington vice president, and Wade
Hobbs of the Internal Revenue Service information staff. IRS Commissioner Russell
C. Harrington appeared on the initial show.
Aired Wednesdays, 7:15-7:30 p.m. EST, Income Tax Answers is designed to anticipate
taxpayer questions and provide commentary.
PRETZELS

were handed to admen

at

a party given by WISN-TV Milwaukee
to promote Pretzel Party, a new live
music show. In keeping with the program's fpjr^fRft of old time waltzes,
"-^ofKSs^and community singing, the
station dressed two girls in Old World
costumes to distribute the pretzels and
promotional material. Ed Ritz, media
director, Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap
Inc., Milwaukee, is pictured receiving
his supply.

'Faces' Win

KTBS-TV

Tv Sets

A "Mystery Faces" seMes^- shown on
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La/, meant a new tv
set to four viewers. Each wee-k"the station
selected and photographed a well-known
Louisiana, Texas or Arkansas personality
and showed him to viewers each day,
masked. KTBS-TV awarded a 17-inch portable tv set to the sender of the earliest
correct identification.
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KLZ-TV

][xicr6d.s6sl

Its

LbclcI

KLZ-TV's amazing record of increased
leadership in local programming, syndicated films, and network — verified in the
January ARB — has been achieved without benefit of extraordinary promotions or
especially selected films.
This means superior, dependable
gramming day-in and day-out.

pro-

Of special significance to advertisers is
KLZ-TV's dominance in the field of nonnetwork programming.
Compare KLZ-TV's outstanding local
leadership and see why KLZ-TV program
director, Paul Blue, has reason to be
happy:
* FIRS:: in morning, afternoon and
night news.
•k FIRST in live daytime music shows.
-k FIRST in weather shows.
* FIRST in sport shows.
* FIRST in week-end news.
Masthead — Sundays.
~k FIRST in remote features.
Panorama — Tuesdays.
* FIRST in children's shows.
All this plus:
* HIGHEST share of
to sign-off, seven
both 1-week and
an increase since

audience sign-on
days a week, in
4-week surveys,
previous rating.
KLZ-TV

You'll sell more with KLZ-TV's proven
local, syndicated and network leadership.

CBS

In

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

DENVER

TELEVISION
Channel

Represented
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by the KATZ

Leads

Syndicated
Frontier Doctor . . .
Whirlybirds
Sheriff of Cochise .
State Trooper ....
Highway Patrol . .
Harbor Command .
Sea Hunt
Death Valley ... .
Decoy ........
Boots and Saddles .
Honeymooners . . .

In

Films
32.4 KLZ-TV
32.2 KLZ-TV
31.3
27.9 KLZ-TV
Sta.C
24.2 Sta.B
24.0
22.7
22.0
20.8
20.4
20.4

KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
Sta.B

Agency.

Broadcasting

MONDAY
from WILLIAM

TV

MEMO
B. LEWIS, president, Kenyon & Eckhardt

NEEDS

BETTER,

FASTER

The ability to get faster evaluation of television programs
coupled with a reported trend toward shorter commitments
will definitely improve television's standing in the media selection sweepstakes.
Recession or not, today's time and production costs have
long presaged the need for further reducing the risks in using
television as a vehicle for the advertiser's messages.
As yet no one has found a substitute for meticulous advance
research and the application of the best available judgment
every step of the way. But even so, programs fail; stars of
acknowledged magnitude unaccountably stop shining and the
words of last year's most gifted writer fall upon deaf ears.
This situation, of course, is not peculiar to television. It is
just that all of the elements in this youngest of the major
media of public entertainment appear to be more magnified, more intense. Therefore, the impact, whether of success
or failure, is likely to be greater than that of its older contemporaries—the theatre and the movies.
Both the theatre and the movies have a try-out arrangement
that provides opportunity for improvement in the expensive
product before it is launched upon the big time. True, the
more thorough television practitioners, among which we like
to include K&E, use a test panel in their safeguarding research
efforts. But the results cannot be as authoritative. There is
lacking a closer approximation of the conditions under which
the television program will actually stand or fall.
Then, too, some shows need more time than others to find
their audiences. A test period of 13 weeks might not be
enough for one show; too much for another.
These considerations inevitably lead to the mention of the
superior flexibility of "live" over filmed tv. Obviously, in the
trial or experimental stage, a live show is easier and less expensive to work with. Changes for the better in film may not
show up before the viewer for eight or ten weeks. Also, with
film there is the fact that the first 13 episodes are customarily
"in the can" when the first one appears and the second 13
are generally in production and completed by the time the first
13 have run their course. Pilot films for such shows (usually
sandwiched in with the first 12 episodes) not exceptionally
cost as much as $50,000, with the series itself selling for

PROGRAM

TRYOUTS

another $30,000 or $40,000. In this area sponsors are looking
for commitments as short as 26 weeks or 39 weeks against
52 weeks.
The matter of greater safeguards and diminished risk becomes even more pressing in the light of sponsors who are
asked to put up as much as $5 million or more for a halfhour network show over a 52-week period. To begin with,
the term of the commitment is no longer realistic. It should
include an escape hatch that is fair and reasonable to sponsor
and network. No sponsor of this calibre is going to want to
stay with a mediocre show for a year if his competition has
a hit.
After all of the elements of a show have been researched
to provide as sound a forecast as possible short of an actual
trial run, a way must be found to pre-test the final product
under conditions most closely approximating the real ones.
There are those who advocate a trial system which would
divide the 52-week cycle into three and perhaps even four
separate periods during which shows could be tested on the
air and results studied. This calls for regarding the 52-week
cycle as a two-season affair. Shows could be tested in
the late spring, in summer and into early fall to determine
whether it is worth proceeding to build them or, instead, to
drop them in favor of another candidate. Presumably, this
could only be done with live shows.
Whatever the system — and our industry must surely devise
one — show tryouts could, by the same token, provide opportunity for training and developing the new talent essential to
television's continued existence. As of now there is nothing
in the field comparable to the Little Theatre movement and
the off-Broadway theatre which feed the legitimate stage.
Television producers, writers, and directors need some place
within their own special medium in which to flex their muscles,
too.
At K&E we are strong believers in going all-out, as a final
safeguard, in heavily promoting and publicizing every program, once the die is cast. Here again, careful study of audience reactions during trial runs could conceivably provide
advance information useful in planning the promotion and
publicity campaign for the program selected.

William B. Lewis, b. 1904, Lakewood, Ohio, suburb of Cleveland. After
two years at U. of Missouri, started with J. Walter Thompson Co. as apprentice in 1924. Two years later joined Joseph Richards as copywriter,
serving with three other agencies before joining CBS as commercial program
director in 1935. When put in charge of CBS programs late in 1936, he
became the network's youngest vice president. In 1941 took leave from CBS
to head the Washington bureau that was to become the domestic radio bureau
of the U. S. Office of War Information, rejoining CBS in 1943. Joined Kenyon
& Eckhardt Inc. in 1944 as vice president in charge of radio and member
of the plans board. Was named to the executive committee in 1952.
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EDITORIALS

Silence Isn't Golden
IN THE past two months television has discovered that ii has an
enormous power to arouse public action by editorializing.
Perhaps a dozen stations broadcast editorials opposing subscription u. As a result, at least lOO.OOO viewers, probably more, wrote
or wired protests against approval of a subscription system. Several
Congressmen have described the mail as the heaviest on any subjecf since the tiring of General MacArthur.
This has been an awesome demonstration of editorial power.
Awesome but not terrifying, as some broadcasters regard it.
\wesomc but not illegal, .is [he advocates ol subscription television claim.
The editorial power of television is at issue today for two reasons:
( I) it has never been displayed so dramatically before and (2) it has
hurt, perhaps fatally, a scheme in which promoters had invested
heavily for lobbying and press agentry and which was on the verge
of success.
The right to editorialize was given broadcasting in 1949 when
the FCC revoked a long-standing prohibition against editorializing.
A good many radio stations have developed editorial programs since
then. But except for occasional broadcasts by individual stations,
consistent editorializing by only one station that we know of (WTVJ
[TV] Miami), and two editorial presentations on CBS-TV. television's
right to editorialize has not been exercised.
It is a right which must be exercised if television is to justify its
position as a medium of journalism.
It is also a right which (like all other rights) is accompanied by
responsibilities.
The editorial power of television is no more to be trusted to the
amateur than a hydrogen bomb is to be given to a child as a toy.
Editorializing is the prerogative of the wise, the fair-minded and
the courageous.
The timid will shrink from it. The incompetent may try it but
will fail.
If television is to deserve a reputation for timidity and incompetence, itwill lapse into the editorial silence which for the most
part prevailed before the anti-subscription campaign. If television
is to be respected as a moving force, it will assume the responsibilities
and exercise the right to editorialize — consistently.
This is essentially a job for the individual station. No consistent
editorial program of substance can be prefabricated and shipped in
from New York.
Unless stations are willing individually to take on the job, they
are relegating themselves to the role of exhibition houses with no
identity save that which their networks or film suppliers give them.

Ratings— Handle

with

Care

IF EVER a subject needed a primer written about it, it's program
ratings. Few tools of the broadcasting trade have been so misused,
twisted, distorted or misunderstood.
Elsewhere in this issue, courtesy of the J. Walter Thompson Co.,
we are pleased to present a sort of primer which, for attentive
readers, should dispel a great deal of the fog and mystery that surround the whole question of ratings — and, most especially, how
ratings should be used.
The Thompson study, part of a much wider examination of television generally, is not the first attempt to introduce clarity into
confusion. There have been many such efforts, both by the
rating services themselves and by other responsible elements of the
business. We hope there will be others. But the JWT job merits
particular attention — not only for the thoroughness of its approach
to ratings but also for its equally revealing analysis of audience behavior, asreflected by ratings.

Some readers may take exception to the study's emphasis on one
specific rating service. This emphasis should not, however, be construed as criticism of the other services. Nor should it be allowed to
distract attention from the fundamental purpose of the study, which
after all is to analyze the function of ratings, not to compare rating
firms or their techniques. To the extent that the study makes ratings
more understandable and contributes to their correct use, all services will benefit — be they ARB, Pulse, Trendex, Videodex, Nielsen,
or whoever.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hii
"Best hard sell man on our staff!"

Ike's

FCC

Dilemma

WHAT
heretofore has been handled as routine — the nomination
of a member of the FCC — has become a critically important
task for President Eisenhower. He must find a successor to Richard
A. Mack, realizing that the nominee will be subjected to perhaps
the most rigid scrutiny ever given an appointee to the FCC.
Mr. Mack is the first commissioner in 31 years of Federal Radio
Commission and FCC history to be forced to resign because of
purported indiscretions in office. His resignation came amid charges
of chicanery and influence-peddling at the FCC. The House Oversight Subcommittee inquiry is still in full swing with the end not yet
in sight. The FCC is now regarded by the public as the most infamous agency of government.
It is for these reasons that the comment around Washington
is that one would have to be a fool or a martyr to accept appointment to the FCC. There is no hotter spot.
After the fact, one hears that the administration has not given
adequate attention to the calibre of men appointed to administrative
agencies. (Yet in the case of the FCC, the last two appointments,
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven and Frederick W. Ford, are generally
recognized as highly meritorious).
It already is evident that the White House is exercising extreme
care in its consideration of possible nominees for the Mack vacancy.
The Senate Commerce Committee, which must first consider the
nomination before it goes to the Senate for confirmation, knows
that the eyes of the nation will be upon it. The FBI, which must make
the field and security investigation, likewise can be expected to
exercise extraordinary care in checking the qualifications of the
proposed nominee.
Unlike some of those in the past, the appointment cannot be on a
purely political patronage basis. A controversial figure more than
likely will be avoided. It is doubtful whether anyone from broadcasting or communications will be selected unless he is a lawyer,
consultant or perhaps an educator. The field thus is narrowed considerably for the $20,000-per-year appointment to the unexpired
portion of the Mack term which runs until June 30, 1962.
The circumstances are such that a merit promotion from within
government, though not necessarily the FCC, is most likely. Under
the law the vacancy must go to a Democrat, or rather a non-Republican, since not more than four commissioners can belong to the same
party and there are now four Republicans.
There are able career Democrats in government who could
qualify and who might be willing to risk the Congressional harassment now seemingly a built-in hazard incident to FCC stewardship.
The "clean as a hound's tooth" specification enunciated by the
President in the last campaign can no longer be a political catch-

phrase.
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HUNTINGTON
CHARLESTON
is the

32nd
TV

MARKET
and only

WSAZ-TV
COVERS
IT... and
You

Get

HIGHEST

RATINGS

at LOWEST
COST
Share
CPM
Hour
of
Home
Quarter
Audience*

Nighttime*

WSAZ-TV
STATIO
STATION

C

14.2

Win"

*SOURCE: SRDS MARKET DATA July 1, '57 (Population)
**SOURCE: COMPUTED FROM ARB. Nov. 1957
***7:30-10:30 P.M. BASED ON 260 TIME FREQUENCY

HUNT1HGTON-CHARLESTON,

W. VA.

Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM GARTEN, Commercial Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency
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everywhere!

Radio rides along in some 35,000,000 cars. It keeps countless millions of drivers an
their passengers company on the way to and from work . . . sells them everythir
from shaving creams to sewing machines. The Petry Radio Man can brief you
on traffic patterns and listening preferences in America's most important
markets. He'll make sure you know what you've got when you buy Spot.
radio division
INCa
the original station representative
New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Boston • Detroit ■ Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis

.-

PEW

Pulse

and

is

KV^

in

ARBf

Sioux

agree

dominant

City

LSE
ATELEPU
REPORT

29 of the top 30 shows

25 of the top 30 shows

KVTV — 355 quarter-hour wins

KVTV — 285 quarter-hour wins

Sta. "A" — 79 quarter-hour wins
KVTV— 35.7 Avg. Class A rating

Sta. "A" — 146 quarter-hour wins

Sta. "A"— 27.3 Avg. Class A rating
8 of top 9 syndicated shows

KVTV— 38.2 Avg. Class A rating
Sta. "A" — 28.0 Avg. Class A rating

Top 10 local live shows

Telepulse, Jan. '58, ARB, Jan. '58
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For biggest audience in the Charleston-Huntington-Ashland
schedule WCHS-TV.
General Manager,

Call Branham

on

MARK

ET

market ,

or Jack Gelder, Vice President and

WCHS-TV.

WCHS*TV
Serving Charleston-Huntington-Ashland . . . from the biggest market!
Charleston's only TV
BASIC CBS

Station

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting Publications Inc., 1735 DeSales St.,
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

OUTSTANDING

facilities

•

service

It is an established fact that over the years

•

stability

AMERICA'S

lOth

TV

MARKET

there has never been the slightest wavering
in the high standards of WGAL-TV
ming and public service. WGAL-TV

programviewers

and advertisers have learned they can rely
implicitly on continuing stability. WGAL-TV
housed in a new and modern

is

building which

provides the finest possible facilities for
both black and white and color transmission.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
NBC

and

PA.

CBS
316,000

STEINMAN

WATTS

STATION

Clair McCollough. Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER
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Company,

Chicago
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New

York

Los Angeles

San Francisco
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closed

DOUBLE TROUBLE • That new "facet"
being investigated by federal grand jury
in Washington is Pittsburgh ch. 4 case
(grand jury has been investigating ch. 10
Miami case for several weeks). Among
witnesses called last week in ch. 4 proceedings were Earl F. Reed and Lee W.
Eckels, identified with Television City Inc.,
corporation which survived following
merger with WCAE Inc. (Hearst) and dropout of three other applicants. New station,
under Hearst operation but 50% ownership of Reed group, is expected to go on
air in September. FCC had more or less
openly urged merger • to get third v on air.
In ch. 10 Miami case, grand jury heard
several additional witnesses last week and
is understood to be calling others, including several who have testified in House
Oversight Committee inquiry into case.
Among those who testified last week were
H. Earl Barber, who was legal assistant to
former Comr. Richard A. Mack, and
Harry M. Plotkin, Washington attorney
who formerly was associated with Paul A.
Porter in representation of A. Frank Katzentine, WKAT, one of unsuccessful applicants for ch. 10.
•
THAT

CH. 10 • Preparatory to extending

inquiry into Miami's controversial ch. 10
case, two staff investigators of House Oversight Subcommittee conferred last Tuesday
with Comrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee at their
FCC offices. Chairman Doerfer was interviewed last Wednesday. All four had voted
in ch. 10 case along with former Comrs.
McConnaughey and Mack. Investigators
were Joseph P. O'Hara Jr. and Francis X.
McLaughlin.
Rep. Harris is making every effort to
conclude House Oversight Subcommittee's
hearings on Miami ch. 10 this week. And,
Republican members are just as determined
record will not be closed until several
other witnesses not currently scheduled
have been called. Dispute, following party
lines, flared into open briefly during testimony of Col. Katzentine Friday and infighting promises to become more heated
this week.
TURNABOUT • It's had no publicity yet,
but NBC News has organized miniature
news wire service for newspapers, is currently serving about 10 papers and hopes
soon to extend its string. It works this
way: Each day NBC news department picks
out few stories with fresh or unusual angles
from network's foreign and domestic correspondents. These are worked into approximately 1,500-word report which goes
to affiliates in cities where NBC has such
newspaper working arrangements, and affiliates relay to papers. It's pure promotion;
NBC makes no charge for service, but

Broadcasting

newspapers credit NBC News and give
bylines to NBC correspondents who originated stories.
e
Application for transfer of remaining
50% stock interest in ch. 5 KRGV-TV
Weslaco, Tex., from O. L. (Ted) Taylor
to LBJ Co., of which Claudia T. Johnson, wife of Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson, is president and principal
stockholder, was filed with FCC late Friday. Because negative control only is involved (LBJ already owns 50%) transfer
is routine and does not require formal FCC
approval. Mr. Taylor receives $100,000
cash, plus 10-year consultancy and retains
ownership of Taylor Radio & Tv Corp.,
which is not licensee. LBJ Co. owns
KTBC-AM-TV Austin and 29% of
KWTX - AM - TV Waco, which owns
KBTX-TV Bryan.
•
DOWN TO WIRE • It was two-man race
for Richard A. Mack vacancy on FCC
until about eleventh hour. Also considered
along with Commission-nominee John S.
Cross was Edward Jarrett, chief clerk of
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee and veteran of quarter century
service on Capitol Hill. Mr. Jarrett asked
White House to withdraw his name from
consideration Wednesday, March 5 and
Mr. Cross' nomination went to Senate following Monday.
When Mr. Cross assumes his FCC commissioner ship, possibly by April 1, he will
start with clean slate as to staff personnel.
H. Earl Barber, Comr. Mack's legal assistant, already has resigned, and John E.
Doane, engineering assistant, is being transferred to FCC staff as career employe. Mr.
Cross will appoint his own three secretarial
assistants.

circuit

field). about
Subject:
Pepsodent's
turnin spot, from
radio to sudden
tv, canceling
$2.5 million per year Pepsodent toothpaste radio spot budget in process [Advertisers & Agencies, March 3].
•
DUBBING DUBBED • Latin tempers are
flaring south of border as Mexican Actors
Guild (ANDA) and state-run Dept. of Cine
(films) are protesting use by Desilu and
CBS-TV Film Sales of Spanish dubbing
organizations in Madrid for South American version of / Love Lucy series, which
premiered March 6 on XEW-TV Mexico
City under sponsorship of Bourjois perfumes. It reportedly met with unfavorable
reaction because Madrid studio executives
dubbed Castillian Spanish rather than Andalusian (Mexican) Spanish. Protests concerning difference in Spanish accents may
be merely pretext. Insiders say Mexican
actors guild is unhappy over lack of reciprocity and also over fact that CBS is
farming out dubbing assignments abroad
rather than keeping them in this hemisphere.
Semi-monthly newsletter titled Views
from the Front Office, has been created by
George Vogel, newly-elected Mutual executive vice president, in which he will
explain to employes network's operating
philosophy and upcoming plans. First
memo,, to be distributed shortly, is subtitled "One Stop Shopping" and likens
local station to department store and network to central buying group for such
stores. It points out central buying group
(network) provides store (station) with ingredients itrequires. Mr. Vogel asks employes to submit ideas for new trademark
to replace "world's largest network" to
one that will stress "significance" and
"impact" of Mutual and points out suggestions will be placed before Mutual

MONEY FOR ETV • Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) plans hearings on educational tv by Senate Commerce Committee
he heads soon after Congress returns from
Easter recess. Hearings would be pegged

Affiliates'28.Advisory Committee at meeting
March
•

on Senator's own bill (S 1759) to provide
up to $1 million to each state for educational television but would be broadened

WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, now that he's
been elevated to executive vice president of
ABC (effective July 1; see page 80). Plan
is to have stations continue operation
under John Pival, tv vp, and Harold Neal,
radio vp. WXYZ-AM-TV is subsidiary of
AB-PT, of which ABC is division.
•

to encompass much wider scope than provisions of bill. Sen. Magnuson feels that
educational tv has not been overly successful because state legislators and educational groups have failed
to provide funds.
•
Radio Advertising Bureau has won its
first point with Lever Bros. — it will get
"audience" with Pepsodent Div. Tentative
meeting set for this week at Lever House
in New York by T. E. Hicks, vice president in charge of marketing for Pepsodent, RAB vice president-general manager
Jack Hardesty and Don McDonald,
RAB's national account executive (drug

STATUS QUO • Don't look for replacement for James G. Riddell as president of

Resignation of Melville Shoe Corp.
(Thorn McAn shoes), N. Y., account by
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y ., announced Friday. Melville — with 800 nationwide retail shoe outlets — said to bill
approximately $900,000 — usually on d.j.
stations — and was with OB&M for less
than four years. Split, effective June 30,
said to have stemmed from disagreement
on media strategy.
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Everything's
up
to
date
in
Kansas
City
From the downtown renaissance to the suburban
This is why more people here watch KCMO-TV
building boom, Kansas City races into the future.
(say ARB and Nielsen) than any other station.
And — KCMO-TV keeps the city in touch with the
Why sales are up to date in K. C. when you adpulse of the present and spirit of tomorrow. Outvertise on KCMO-TV. We broadcast at maximum
standing CBS programming, award-winning news,
power from the world's tallest self-supported
community service.
tower — Kansas City's electronic landmark.
Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
/
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

The Katz Agency
KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WH EN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV
& Co. Blair
— Blair-TV
WOW-TV John Blair John
& Co.

Represented nationally by Katz agency.
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines.

THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

ABN Considers Halt in Operations — Officials say nothing
is set yet, however; that number of alternatives are being
considered. Network authorities generally doubt more than
two radio networks will ultimately survive. Page 31.

Enter Riddell — AB-PT's Goldenson officially reveals election
of WXYZ Detroit head as new overall administrator of

Who's Handling Silf Skin — Grey, Regal differ on which
agency is handling new tv campaign. Page 32.

What Influences D.J. Music Selection — Special survey by
Broadcasting at First Annual Pop Music Disc Jockey Convention shows best seller lists and d.j.'s own music tastes are
biggest factor in platter picking. Also, more than 95% say
that it makes no difference whether music is ASCAP or BMI.
Page 88.

Frey Report on Tour — Sessions held in four cities, including
ANA's west coast meeting at Pebble Beach, Calif. ANA says
it will continue to present data on client-agency relationships.
Speakers at Pebble Beach throw a few pebbles at tv's window
but no big rocks. Page 33.
Mike Wallace & Madison Ave. — RTES interview session
featuring tv performer and broadcast spokesmen turns spotlight on points of issue in time buying arena: triple spotting,
package deals, ratings among them. Page 34.
AAAA Convention Set — Creativity and marketing dominate
official program for annual meeting April 24-26, but Frey
report is expected to get high billing in background discussions. Page 40.
Magnuson

Bill Would Abolish FCC — New Federal Communications Administration under single administrator envisioned in new bill being drafted. Special appeals court
would be included. Idea originates with ex-Sen. Dill, coauthor of Radio Act of 1927 and Communications Act of
1934. Page 44.

Mack, Whiteside, Katzentine Back — Witnesses again face
House Oversight committee. Frank Miller, Alfred Barton also
testify. Page 46.
FCC Wants Another Look at Miami Ch. 10 — U. S. Court of
Appeals asked by Commission to return case for reconsideration. Page 52.

New FCC Comr. Cross: Man of Savvy — State Dept. official,
named by White House to fill Mack vacancy, has wealth of
background in communications. Page 54.

broadcast operations. Riddell and AB-PT's Sol Siegel also
elected to board. Page 80.

D.J. Convention Overwhelming Success — Approximately
1,000 disc jockeys among 2,210 registrants at Storz-sponsored convention in Kansas City. Top 40 and formula programming heavily discussed. Page 88. Columbia Record's
Mitch Miller throws musical thunderbolt at practice of programming aimed at 8 to 14-year olds. Page 94.
They Got It First on Radio-Tv — Regional survey by Michigan State College after three major news breaks discloses that
two-thirds of public received first information via broadcasting. Page 98.

Educational Tv on WOR-TV New York? — RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc. and the New York State Board of Regents reach
tentative agreement to utilize WOR-TV New York as an
educational tv station during daytime on weekdays and Saturday. Proposal is subject to approval and financing by New
York State legislature. Page 102.

The Top 100 in Spot Tv — TvB lists first 100 advertisers in
spot television for 1957 according to investment made in
medium. Breakdown of first 25 advertisers by brands shows
P&G bought on behalf of 39 brands; Viceroy, Kool, AlkaSeltzer, Maxwell House coffee, Robert Hall Clothes and Zest
Beauty Bar are top brand investments. Page 108.

Suggestions for Selecting Film Firms —
Shepard Chartoc admits picking right production company is difficult, but maintains
it needn't be blindman's buff. The Gordon
Best Co. vice president offers some guideposts
agencies
Memo. toPage
125. in this week's Monday

Pluggers Plugged — ASCAP and BMI roughed up in hottempered testimony before House and Senate subcommittees.
Songwriters charge at Senate hearing that broadcasters, owning BMI, force nation to listen to low-brow rock-and-roll to
detriment of ASCAP songs. Unhappy ASCAP member
charges at House hearing that small ASCAP "powerhouse"
enjoys fat royalties while little fellows get crumbs. Page 56.
NBC Denies Barrow Contentions — Appearing at second
week of FCC hearing on network practices, NBC's top executives make statistical and factual rebuttal to allegations. Page
70.

CBS-TV in Surprise Split — Jones heads operations of CBS
Tv Stations Div., Cowan becomes president of CBS Network
Div. Page 78.
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The

twins

like

radio

with

their

fun

. .

. and

fun"with

their

That's why WDGY is first* in the Twin Cities ... and why WDGY
billings are at an all-time high. The giraffes are appropriate here
because they symbolize WDGY's head-and-shoulders leadership in
Minneapolis-St. Paul. It's Storz Station locally-centered programming that does it ! Rub shoulders with Blair ... or tete-a-tete with
Latest Pulse, all-day average.
General Manager Jack Thayer.

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

Page 8

RADIO
PRESIDENT

March 17, 195S

FOR
• HOME

INJ

S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

radio

WDGY
50,000 watts in
Minneapolis-St.

Paul

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR it CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

Katzentine

Further

Before House

Defends

Oversight

Self

Committee

House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee Friday morning completed questioning
of A. Frank Katzentine, losing applicant, in
its investigation of FCC grant of ch. 10
Miami to National Airlines (earlier story,
page 46). And, during grilling of Col.
Katzentine by Rep. John B. Bennett (RMich.), congressman charged subcommittee
has only "scratched the surface" in developing all facts of case which already has led
to resignation of Comr. Richard A. Mack.
Rep. Bennett charge came after subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
stated belief Rep. Bennett questioning was
repetitious and reminded him other members were waiting to question witness.
Michigan Republican countered he had
more questions and defended his purposes
in asking them. Rep. Harris answered that
he had had an hour to "scratch the surface,"
but told Rep. Bennett he was recognized to
"start digging deep. ..."
Col. Katzentine defended his contacting
of several senators as only course remaining
open to him to assure FCC decided case on
merits. Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
agreed but Reps. Bennett and Charles A.
Wolverton (R-N. J.) accused Col. Katzentine of instigating behind-the-scenes fighting
in case. Commenting on FCC move to reopen record, Rep. Wolverton said: "I'm inclined to think . . . they [FCC] may find
that the pot is calling the kettle black."
Rep. Wolverton thought Col. Katzentine's
admitted offer to help George C. McConnaughey secure 1954 appointment to FCC
at time ch. 10 application pending was
"grossly improper."
Col. Katzentine defended his actions
throughout ch. 10 case and he had obvious
backing of some subcommittee members.
He denied any "blackmail" involved in
move by Miami attorney Thurman A.
Whiteside to withdraw support for National.
Mr. Whiteside received "not one thing . . .
of any sort," Col. Katzentine stated Friday.
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) asked
Col. Katzentine if, in light of all testimony,
he still contended Comr. Mack's vote was
"pledged" for National. Witness replied
question was "moot . . . [but] any reasonable analysis of what went on between Mack
and Whiteside. . ." would lead to that conclusion.
Rep. Harris Friday expressed concern
over "rumors" FCC move to have ch. 10
case returned from Court of Appeals (see
page 52) was dodge to escape questioning
this week by subcommittee. "They can't get
out from under by this action," chairman
promised.
Two names in Thursday testimony by
Frank
W.
Miller, Headley-Reed board
Broadcasting

deadline

chairman, Friday denied they talked to Mr.
Miller about ch. 10 or played any role
whatsoever in case. They were Rep. Joseph
Martin (R-Mass.), House minority leader,
and Eddie Higgins, administrative assistant
to Sen. Theodore Green (D-R. I.).
First witness when hearings resume this
morning (Mon.) at 10 a.m. in Caucus
Room of Old House Office Bldg. will be
Col. G. Gordon Moore, President Eisenhower's brother-in-law. Col. Moore has
been accused of "engineering" application
for National.
Chairman Harris Friday said he hoped
to complete the ch. 10 phase of probe this
week.

O'Mahoney, Monroney Offer Bill
To Ban Airline Ownership in Tv
Two Democratic senators — Joseph C.
O'Mahoney (Wyo.) and A. S. (Mike) Monroney (Okla.) — Friday introduced bill which
would prohibit airlines from owning tv station. In joint statement, senators said since
FCC plans to re-examine grant of ch. 10
Miami to National Airlines, "it is apparent
that Congress also ought to reconsider the
matter from the legislative point of view."
Airlines should not be permitted to own
tv station because they operate under CAB,
while FCC controls broadcasters, senators
stated. They continued:
"We think it is absurd for Congress to
permit a law to stand under which an airline
is eligible to receive a television license. . , .
It could easily be that an airline with a television station as its subsidiary could obtain,
for example, free advertising for itself which
would be altogether unavailable to a competing airline. . . . We [Congress] created
both the CAB and the FCC and we should
be able by law to eliminate the complexities
that have brought about the present absurdity
in the National Airlines case."
Bill, as amendment to Sec. 310 of Communications Act, provides that no license
for tv station shall be granted or held by
airline or any person or corporation controlling airline. "Control" is defined as
ownership of more than 30% of voting
stock.
Sen. Monroney, chairman of Aviation
Subcommittee of Senate Commerce Committee, prior to February 1957 grant to
National asked FCC to defer action on
decision [Government, Feb. 4, 1957, et
seq.] Commission refused to do this and
made grant in face of opposition of Sens.
Monroney, Alan Bible (D-Nev.) and Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.).
Oklahoma senator soon after grant announced plans to introduce anti-airline bill
similar to measure placed on Senate floor
Friday. He actually had bill drafted but
it was never introduced.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 32.
BREWERS DIVVY TAB • Three regional
brewers understood signed with NBC-TV
to sponsor in their distribution areas onehalf of Major League Baseball weekly
presentations (Sat. 2:30 p.m. to conclusion),
starting April 5 and continuing for 26 weeks.
Sponsors are Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.,
through Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, for Midwest and Far West; Jackson
Brewing Co., New Orleans, through Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans, for south central
and southwest areas, and National Brewing
Co., Baltimore, through W. B. Doner Co.,
Baltimore, for Southeast. NBC-TV trying to
east.
line up another beer advertiser for NorthCURTAIN FOR 'MATINEE' • Procter &
Gamble, Cincinnati, understood considering
dropping sponsorship of NBC-TV's Matinee
Theatre (Mon.-Fri. 3-4 p.m.) and considering two half-hour serials in same time
period. Matinee Theatre, network weekday
live color tv drama series, would presumably be ended. Benton & Bowles and Compton Adv., N. Y., are agencies.
AFTER THE BOUTS • Bristol-Myers,
N. Y., planning to sponsor quarter hour
following the fights on NBC-TV Friday
nights (10 p.m. to conclusion) with show
tentatively titled Ringside. Program probably
will start April 3. Agency is Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.

Precision Timing for Columbia
Columbia Pictures Corp., New York,
is seeking time at 12:15 a.m. March 27 on
as many NBC-TV affiliates as it can in those
markets where Columbia has playing dates
for "The Bridge on the River Kwai." Reason for unique buy: Columbia seeks tie-in
to Oscar awards telecast on the 26th, wants
to get local commercial immediately following close of special program. Some 70
markets are reportedly involved. Meanwhile,
Columbia's agency, Donahue & Coe, also
servicing Loew's is considering using tv to
push new Danny Kaye film, "Merry Andrew," instead of routine radio campaign.
Reason here: "Andrew" has distinct children's appeal and D&C feels daytime tv
spots will pull in vacationing children.
Code Board Meets in D.C.
NAB Tv Code Review Board will meet
March 24-25 in Washington, association announced Friday. William B. Quarton, WMTTV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is board chairman.
March 17, 1958
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NTA'S
LANDAU
URGES
FCC: MORE
OPTION
TIME
Ely A. Landau, president of NTA Film
become well integrated into the local comNetwork, told FCC Friday at Barrow hearmunity," he said. Multiple owners have resources to improve facilities, can pool exing that temporary answer to allocations
problem is extension of option time to four
perience, exchange ideas — all of which
benefits public, Corinthian president said.
hours per daily segment (instead of three
Duopoly rule (which prohibits one owner
as now) — with "wired" networks limited to
from
owning more than one station of a
defour
one. two or three hours out of the
kind
in
same market) prevents any concenpending on market's competitive condition.
tration
of opinion in community, he held.
PetersWrede
heard
Commission also
stations
n
He also spoke against other recommendameyer. president of Corinthia
tions of Barrow staff, including resumption
(J. H. Whitney & Co.), defend multiple
of Avco rule providing "open bidding" on
ownership of stations and oppose staff recstations up for sale.
ommendation that local ownership be given
Comr. Ford raised question on sale procgreater weight than experience in deciding
contested cases.
ess. He referred to "lengthy and full" processes required to be undergone by appliDorMrs.
with
today,
Hearings resume
cants in comparative hearing case, and
to
othy Scott Bullitt, King stations, as first
wondered
whether whole organization of
testify. Following Mrs. Bullitt will come
"due
process"
is not being negated by virtual
representatives of Time Inc., Storer, Mere(see
owners
pro
forma
transfer
approvals. Other commultiple
dith and Westinghouse
missioners asked whether individual manpage 70).
agers or home Corinthian office represent
Specifically, NTA's chief suggested (1)
stations
in negotiations with networks on
proin three-station markets, network be
affiliation
terms (all Corinthian stations are
hibited from optioning more than three
CBS), and in setting editorial policy. Mr.
hours; (2) in two-station market, network
two
than
more
optioning
Petersmeyer's answer was that local manbe banned from
agers run stations.
hours, and (3) in one-station markets netmore
optioning
work be prohibited from
than one hour.
Christal Stations Buy Playoff
Mr. Landau, whose testimony favoring
All 1 8 radio stations represented by
option time came as surprise (most expected
Henry I. Christal Co. will be linked in
unique hookup to cover championship
NTA to agree with Barrow Report recommendation to prohibit or cut back option
basketball game under contract announced
hours) held that even film network must
Friday. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
have clearance assurances before it can sell
(through Ted Bates & Co., NewVork) will
programs. He maintained that other program
sponsor one-half of March 22 National Colsources in addition to NTA would benefit
legiate Athletic Assn. championship game
from arrangement — independent stations,
on all 18 stations, while Gulf Oil Co.
which have great need for program ma(through Young & Rubicam, New York)
terial; film syndicators, package producers,
and H-A hair arranger (through R. Jack
and possibly fourth, fifth or sixth network.
Scott Inc., Chicago) will share sponsorship
He also disclosed that NTA Film Netof other half in markets in which they have
work plans encompass live sports interdistribution. The game will be played in
connected hookup this fall, maximum
Louisville and originated by WHAS there,
ownership of owned station, filmed weekly
one of Christal group.
news program, cultural, educational programs, and regular affiliation contracts with
stations.
RACKETS PROBE SPECIALS
Ultimate answer to scarcity of stations
Catering to community interest,
problem, Mr. Landau agreed, is more stanewly-formed Badger Television Nettions. He said he was disciple of W. R. G.
work (WISN-TV Milwaukee, WFRVBaker, former GE electronics vice president,
TV
Green
Bay and WKOW-TV Madiwho believed tv must move to uhf. He sugson), starting today (Mon.), will pregested stations be permitted simultaneous
sent daily one-hour film show of highvhf and uhf operation, predicted transition
lights from Kohler-UAW hearing of
period to uhf would be less than 10 years.
Senate rackets investigating commitNTA Film Network is owned jointly by
tee, John Soell, Hearst Corp. vice
National Telefilm Assoc. and 20th Centurypresident and manager of WISN-TV,
Fox Film Corp.
said. Program to be aired 1 1 p.m.Multiple owner provides service equal or
12 midnight, Mon-Fri., for duration
better than single owner, Mr. Petersmeyer
of hearings. Films, to be flown in daily
told Commission. Public interest best served
from Washington, feature commentary
by "responsible ownership combined with
of Clark Mollenhoff.
experienced management and operating personnel who have the interest and capacity to
Page 10
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Lewislor

Filed

By Lewis, Mismanagement Charged
Tom Lewis, tv-radio vice president of
C. J. LaRoche and Co., N. Y., seeks dissolution of Lewislor Films Inc., corporation
owned jointly by Mr. Lewis, Loretta Young
(his wife) and Robert F. Shewalter, in suit
filed in Los Angeles Superior Court.
Lewislor produces Loretta Young Show on
NBC-TV for Procter & Gamble.
Complaint charges that Miss Young and
Mr. Shewalter have controlled Lewislor to
"complete exclusion" of Mr. Lewis and
have been guilty of "persistent mismanagement, abuse of authority and unfairness."
Mr. Lewis asserts that corporation had net
profits of $19,030 in 1955, $39,178 in 1956
and $37,233 in 1957 but did not declare any
dividends.
He states that after his resignation in
May 1956 as director and officer of Lewislor at request of Miss Young and Mr. Shewaiter, they more than doubled their salaries, which complaint lists as $12,000 in
1955, $14,400 in 1956 and $32,293 in 1957.
WFMF
FCC

(FMJ Gets

10 Days

Friday told WFMF

Stay

(FM) Chicago

that it would hold up enforcing its multiplex order (requiring fm stations to multiplex functional music services after March
1) until 10 days after federal court in
Washington rules on station's motion for
preliminary injunction. WFMF, which has
been battling Commission's multiplex policy,
asked court to reverse Commission's 1957
order requiring all fm stations engaging in
functional music services to multiplex that
service, with March 1 as deadline. FCC
had given WFMF to March 15 to ask for
waiver of rule.
WDAF's

Leeds

Godwin

Winner

Bill Leeds, WDAF Kansas City newscaster, named winner of NBC Radio's first
Earl Godwin Memorial Award, presented
annually to NBC-affiliated station newsman who shows "greatest degree of initiative, enterprise, judgment and professionalism in covering a news or feature story —
for NBC Radio. Winner gets six-month
leave of absence for service with NBC
newsmen overseas as official NBC foreign
correspondent. Mr. Leeds' award based on
series done inside Leavenworth prison and
carried on NBC's Monitor.
New RCA Superpower Transmitter
RCA has developed new superpower am
radio broadcasting transmitter that permits
stations to increase their power to maximum of 750 kw, E. C. Tracy, manager,
broadcast and television equipment department, RCA Industrial Electronic Products,
reported Friday. Transmitter will be available to stations as soon as FCC revises rules
and regulations concerning top limit power
of stations [now 50 kw], Mr. Tracy said.
WFBG Asks 5 kw Day on 1290 kc
WFBG Altoona, Pa., asked FCC Friday
for permission to move from 1340 kc to
1290 kc and to boost power from 250 w to
5 kw daytime, 1 kw nighttime. Change in
frequency and power would be accompanied
by move of transmitter to new site between
Holidaysburg and Altoona.
Broadcasting
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WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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6

BLAIR-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
• FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa.
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LLOYD

James

W.

BRIDGES

SEILER, Director of ARB.

Supervised the compilation of the
ARB rating facts shown in this ad.
This data again proves that
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after
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WCBS-TV
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now an undersea
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PITTSBURGH

BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV

9:00 pm

250

6:30 pm

WTVJ-TV

7:00 pm
*
MIAMI

ARB Feb. '58

Outrating Groucho Marx,
To Tell The Truth, G. E.
Theatre, Price Is Right,
Wagon Train and others.
ARB
Jan. '58

ISCO
FRANC pm
0
^KR0N-TV 7:0

Outrating Groucho Marx,
Steve Allen, Twenty One,
Disneyland, Wagon
Train and others.

Outrating Wagon Train,
Kraft Theatre, This Is
Your Life, Twenty One,

ARB Feb. '58

ARB Feb. *58

$64,000
Challenge
and
others.

CAN A SHOW RATE THE FIRST TIME ON TV?
here ... in these ratings fast! Make your next TV show
. . . proof from an
a ZIV show and enjoy that happy sponZIV delivers high sor feeling.
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IT'S THE HOT, HOT, HOT NEW

SHOW

OF '58!

Pat O'Brien, Cesar Romero, Howard Duff, Bonita
Granville, Steve McNally, John Ireland, Lola
Albright, David Brian, Kent Taylor, Gene Barry,
Hans Conried and many more stars on exciting
ACTION impact shows on Target!

HOST

HTH
ADOLPHE

6:30 pm

Outrating Wyatt Earp,
Twenty One, Steve Allen,
Phil Silvers, Ed Sullivan
and others.

PULSE Feb. '58

HOW GREAT
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SEA HUNT first ratings
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2&8
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I Ed Sullivan, Steve Allen,
I Ernie Ford, $64,000
t: Question and others.
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such

MENJOU

OPEN MIKE
and the Weather Bureau. But it seems that
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3 STATE
MARKET

AREA

'58

Your news survey in the Feb. 24 issue
was great — certainly the best statistical study
of news we have ever had. I thought stations were making money out of news but I
didn't think the "take" was as big as your
study revealed. I am sure news directors are
happy to have these figures. I spent an entire
session of my graduate course in radio-tv
news operations going over the findings.
Would it be possible to obtain more copies
of the survey?
Basket t Mosse
Med ill School of Journalism
Northwestern U ., Evanston, 111.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Four copies of the Feb. 24
Mosse.]
"Perspective
'58" issue have been sent to Mr.

CHANNEL

<

KTBS-TV

ARB Nov. '57 Metro Shreveport
Survey proves it

DOMINATING
Morning, Afternoon
and Night time
in quarter-hours rated

DOMINATING
7 days a week . . .
leading in 54% of all
quarter hours rated

KTBS-TV

editor:
Your issue of Feb. 24 is extremely interesting from the standpoint of facts and
figures for a research department. I know
I'm going to want to refer to it frequently.
Earl Timmons
Research Director
Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie
Adv.
Los Angeles
How to Get Right Answer
editor:
. . . It's annoying to note that in the
majority if not all the surveys that are
taken by newspapers to play down the power
of radio advertising, they quote only those
influenced in buying certain products as
advertised in newspapers, on television and
radio. Since newspapers get the lion's share
of the advertising dollar they naturally can
point out impressive figures, BUT they
never indicate that radio receives only 6%
of the advertising dollar against approximately 43% spent in newspapers. . . .
Frank A. Sause
President
Frank A. Sause Enterprises
Glens Falls, N. Y.

a whale of a lot of news writers don't know
it. Consequently we have a befuddled public
plus wondering civil defense directors.
J. N. (Bill) Bailey
Acting Director, Education Office
Olney (Md.) Regional Office
Federal Civil Defense Administration
First Step
editor:
My very first step toward going into the
radio business was a letter to your very fine
magazine back in May 1955 requesting subscription and all the information possible
on "small town radio." I read every issue
avidly and completely. I would not now be
on the verge of going on the air without
your excellent magazine.
Joseph M. Grollman
Owner
WAZA Bainbridge, Ga.
Baker's Dozen
editor:
I have dreamed up my own "Definitions
— Sudden disappearance of diof Dissolve
Tv Terms":
rector after blowing live spot.
Matched Dissolve — Sudden disappearance of producer and director after
blowing live spot.
Standby — Command used to call the attention of the crew to watch academy
leader on the air monitor, usually when
live cut-in show is on.
A Take — This term denotes director has
put
wrong camera on the air. It is done
electronically.
Double Take — The reaction of the dia "Take."
Ready Onerector—afterThis
is the signal for camera
two to be put on the air.
Superimposition
— Director
can't
make up
his mind which
camera he
wants.
Credits — List of personnel fired last week.
newing.
Remote
— The possibility of a client reMusical
Bridge — Audio
men's room.

Not THE Conelrctd
editor:
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
KTBS - dominates a 3 state
Billion Dollar Market — East
Texas, North Louisiana and
South Arkansas — Heart of
the Industrial Gulf South.
E. Newton Wray,
President and Gen'l Mgr.
ABC

NBC

Ask your PETRY man

. . . May I point out that a story, "Conelrad Storm System Launched" [Government, March 3], might well be misinterpreted. The story states, "A report on the
tornado at Hosston, La., activated Conelrad, which was activated through the faciliof KWKH Conelrad
Shreveport."
Ofties course
was not activated.
In our language when Conelrad is activated
it means that those stations with emergency
assignments convert to 640 or 1240 kc while
stations without emergency assignments
and fm and tv go off the air.
. . . The fact that the 1000-cycle tone
used in connection with Conelrad to activate Conelrad receivers in key warning
places is used to precede weather warnings
does not mean that stations either in cluster
or on-off will operate on Conelrad frequencies.
You and I know that. So does the FCC
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man

is in the

Cigarettes
script. — Something used in lieu of a
Agency Man — A person who, 10 minutes
before air time, comes in and says,
"Well, what have we got for tonight?"
(most likely found in markets with
population under 100,000).
Boom — Something general managers
have a tendency to lower, usually mistakenly referred to as a piece of studio
Gerald R. Baker
equipment.
Production Manager
KELP -TV El Paso
Big
editor:Mag

on Campus

Here are orders for 12 one-year subscriptions. Start immediately.
University Bookstore
University of Southern California
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
Broadcasting

In

the

Syracuse

WSYR

*80%

MORE

Than

This

the

amazing

WSYR
where

COVERS

RADIO
No.

margin

unquestionably

economical

Market

2

of

HOMES

Station

superiority

the most

makes

effective and

buy for radio advertisers in a market

buying

power

exceeds

$2y2 billion annu-

ally. There's another . . . even more important
. . . reason why WSYR
is far and away the leading station in one of America's
markets :

Quality
The

WSYR

Programming
Responsive

Delivers

Audience

attracts the adult, able-to-buy

by maintaining

a high standard

formance, b.yprofessional
category
drama,

truly important

audience

of quality per-

performers.

In every

of programming — news, music, sports,
variety, farm

vice events — WSYR
cuse area.

programs

and public ser-

is the leader

in the Syra-

*Niclsen Coverage Service No. 2
Represented Nationally By
THE

HENRY
NBC

5

Broadcasting

KW

•

I. CHRISTAL
in Central

SYRACUSE,

New

COMPANY
York

N. Y.

•

570

KC
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GRAND
Just look at this calendar of stars appearing
month

this

on The Late Show!

This month, any month, you won't find anywhere
a greater galaxy of stars in so many

box-office hits

as appear night after night on television's most
famous

feature film program.

vast library from M-G-M,
Century-Fox,
more

United

major-studio

by New

For WCBS-TV's

Warner

Brothers, 20th

Artists and Columbia

has

releases than are programmed

York's six other channels combined !

The Late Show

audience, an average of 1,320,000

viewers nightly, is assured of top entertainment
every time (not just an occasional- good picture,
or one repeated several nights a week) . No wonder
Nielsen, the only four- week
The Late Show

rating service, finds

far ahead not only as New

favorite late-evening entertainment
the area's most popular multi-weekly
program

York's

but also as
feature film

series.

Right now, at television's peak viewing season,
here's a unique opportunity
New

York

audiences

on The Late Show.

for you to reach bigger

at lower cost-per-thousand

Contact CBS

Television

Spot Sales today.
WCBS®TV
CBS Owned-Channel 2 in New York— Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

UPCOMING
March 19-21: Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hotel, Washington.
March 28-30: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock.
March 31 -April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, southwest district meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April 1:thorsAmerican
of Composers,
AuApril
& Publishers,Society
44th annual
membership
dinner, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers, conference & electronic show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Conference
on Enlightened Public
Opinion, Boston U.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyera Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New Hampshire,
Concord.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April
18-19: Transistors,
Spring Technical
Conference
Tv and
Engineering
Society onof
Cincinnati
Building,
1349
E.
McMillan
St., Cincinnati.
April 19-20: Oklahoma AP Broadcasters, Western
Hills Lodge, Wagoner.
April
20-22: Atlantic
of Broadcasters,
Fori
Cumberland
Hotel, Assn.
Amherst,
N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference.
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel.
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv.
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26: Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
May
April 27-May 1 : NAB 36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April
28-May Statler
1: NABHotel,
Broadcast
Engineering
Conference,
Los Angeles.

le only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market
Broadcast- Center
• 37th & Peoria
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
HAROLD C. STUART
President
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented

by EDWARD

PETRY

& CO.

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast
Advertising Bureau
of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Roya!
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
May 9: Radio-Tv Guild Industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen
Que. Hall, Wernersville.
June

1170

KC

• 50#000
"The
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WATTS
Voice

• CLEAR

CHANNEL

of Oklahoma"

• NBC

June 3-6: 36th annual conference. National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7 : Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banrf
Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 8-11 : Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
Broadcasting

Brightest Stars
including Alec Guinness, called
by the Saturday Evening Post,
ODD
THE LAVENDER
THE RED
IN WHICH

WE

MAN

"odds-on candidate for this

OUT

year's Oscar". . . Rex Harrison
and Stanley Holloway all

HILL MOB
SHOES

SERVE

• CAESAR

AND

America wanted to see in "My
Fair Lady". . . Vivien Leigh,
Stewart Granger, Kim Hunter,

CLEOPATRA

David Niven, James Mason,

THE PROMOTER

and others in the same orbit.
ADAM
ISLAND

AND

EVALYN

RESCUE

Most

THE MIKADO
THE MAN

Features

IN GRA V

THE BLUE
IVORY

LAGOON

which has won out-of-this-world
critical raves. Drama . . . Comedy

.

Mystery . . . Romance . . . Suspense
. . . Musical . . . Adventure.

LITTLE ISLAND

WHITE

Package

20 great pictures — every one
an outstanding production

HUNTER

TIGHT

Brilliant

CORRIDORS
CLOUDED

This

YELLOW

THE NOTORIOUS

STAIRWAY

OF THE SEVEN

across the nation. "Has what

MOONS

it takes for local box-office"
is the way Variety put it.

TO HEAVEN

THE IMPORTANCE

is a Buy

from Bangor to Butte, and

GENTLEMAN

THE MADONNA

One

OF BEING

This package is going to move

EARNEST

with the speed of light . . .
THE

WOMAN

IN QUESTION

Don't delay your reservation.
Call or wire immediately.

A

Palmer . . .^-JE^J^IL
Mnlr,

..■■■JM« "SI

Rex Harrison

ABC

FILM

Broadcasting

SYNDICATION,

inc/1501

Broadway,

N.Y. 36/ LAckawanna
March 17, 1958
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IN REVIEW
MRS.
PRE-TESTED
the adventures of

McTHING

NBC-TV's Omnibus program continued its
high-level quality of dramatic presentation
with its performance of Mrs. McThing,
which won critical acclaim on Broadway
several years back. The play posed a challenge to the producer to capture the spirit
of fantasy. Within the limitations of time
and the medium itself, the presentation was
a highly creditable one.
The plot centers on a boy who runs
away to join some gangsters and is replaced

BRAND-NEW/
FIRST- RUN!

VSI

SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!

in his home by a witch's stick. What ensues
is broad farce and delicate fantasy. It must
be acknowledged that at times the viewers
credulity was stretched. But there were so
many moments of sheer delight that certain
interludes of confusion and exaggeration
could be pardoned.
The cast was uniformly excellent, including many of the players who were featured
in the Broadway play. Young Eddie Hodges
was masterful in the dual role of a normal
youngster and a boresome dandy. Helen
Hayes. Sam Levene, Iggie Wolfington, Irwin
Corey and Minnette Barrett turned in highly
commendable characterizations.
Production costs: $60,000.

Mot ion Picture Feature
Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times — "story superior"
— "a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92 % of Lake Theatre audience

Sponsored by Aluminum Ltd. through J.
Walter Thompson Co. and Union Carbide
Corp. through J. M. Mathes Inc. on NBCTV on March 9, 4-5:30 p.m.
Executive producer: Robert Saudek; master
of ceremonies: Alistair Cooke; writen by:
Mary Chase; television adaptation: Walter
Kerr; produced by: Robert Saudek Assoc.
Cast: Helen Hayes, Eddie Hodges, Sam

rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favorite —
certified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.

c

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON . N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
•

(all times EST)

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
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CBS-TV
March 18, 25 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
March 20 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of
Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCannErickson.
NBC-TV
March 17, 24 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
March 18, 21, 25, 26 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
March 18 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie FisherGeorge Gobel, RCA Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
March 19, 26 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through
J. Walter Thompson Co.

Levene, Alexandra Wager, Ruth McDevitt, Iggie Wolfington, Irwin Corey,
Minnette Barrett.
BETTY

WHITE

SHOW

The versatile Miss White is served well
by her format of live sketches. The halfhour potpourri makes good use not only of
the adaptable star but of such guest talent
as Wednesday's Billy DeWolfe and others.
Miss White was funny as a wacky airline
stewardess last week and again in the
straight-girl role of a domestic situation.
But somehow, she's even more fun when she
reverts to Betty White, that true child of the
medium and one who is on excellent terms
with the camera. Her production-number
songs were last week's high point, and the
mood held up well during the closing polka
with Lawrence Welk, the Chrysler showman,
who was willing to step out of the studio
audience for a whirl with the Plymouth star.
Production costs: $35,000.
Sponsored on ABC-TV Wed., March 12,
by Plymouth Motor Div. of Chrysler
Corp. through Grant Adv.
Stars: Betty White, John Jacobs (other member of cast).
Announcer: Tom

Kennedy.

Producer: Don Fedderson; executive producer: Fred Henry; director: James V.
Kern; musical director: Frank De Vol;
associate producer: George Tibbies;
writers: Mr. Tibbies, Si Rose, Seeman
Jacobs.

S

1

N

®

March 20 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
March 20 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
March 22 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show
participating sponsors.
March 22 10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North Adv. and
American Tobacco through BBDO.
March 23 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
March 23 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
Ewald. Chevrolet through CampbellMarch 24 (9:30-11 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
of Fame,
&
Belding.Hallmark through Foote, Cone
March 25 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher, RCA Whirlpool through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
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THE BUS I NESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Published every Monday by Broadcasting
Publications Inc.
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1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Telephone: MEtropolitan 8-1022
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BUREAUS

The new Carriage Trade wheels the market
basket, and decides most expenditures.
Whether she's on wheels in mobile Los
Angeles or at home, she is tuned to KFWB
Color Radio, for her seven friendly deejays.

NEW YORK
444 Madison Ave., Zone 22, PLaza 5-8353
Editorial
SENIOR EDITOR: Rufus Crater
BUREAU NEWS MANAGER: Lawrence Christopher
AGENCY EDITOR: Florence Small
ASST. NEW YORK EDITOR: David W. Berlyn
NEW YORK FEATURES EDITOR: Rocco Famighetti
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Frank P. Model
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SALES MANAGER: Winfield R. Levi
SALES SERVICE MANAGER: Eleanor R. Manning
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THE BU SINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
7735 DeSales St, N. W Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE

START

MY
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WITH
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□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING

$7.00

J~] 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
□ Enclosed
□ Bill

11.00

ISSUE

title /position*
company name
address
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Please send to name address — —
I
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription for 52
weeklybookissues
subscription
YearNumber $7.00.
$11.00. Annual
Add $1.00
per yearincluding
for Canadian
and
foreign postage. Subscriber's occupation required.
Regular
per
copy. issues 35? per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS CHANGES: Send
to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St.,
N.W.,
6, D. C. On changes, please include
both oldWashington
and new addresses.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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THE

FASTEST

in

Billings,

DRAW

Montana

KGHL-TV
N. B. C.'s brand new affiliate covering one of the West's truly fabulous markets. Only KGHL-TV can offer maximum coverage of this rich
area with its new RCA traveling-wave antenna (first in the country).
Prime availabilities are open now! Broadcasting begins March 15th.

NEW

YORK
SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
BOSTON

YOUNG

Broadcasting

TELEVISION

CHICAGO
ATLANTA

ST. LOUIS

CORP,
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ASSURING

How

with

to

RCA

10

KW

Get

Coverage

Transmitter-Antenna

FOR

OVER-ALL

TRANSMITTER

FOR

MOST

THE

UNIFORM

with

Combinations

COVERAGE

12-Section

Antenna

An RCA TT-IOAL Transmitter for low-channel operation, used with a TF-12AL
Antenna for channels 2 and 3 or a TF-12AM for channels 4 to 6.
sass
asai
®
mum
8

Mm-

;

i
1

I

The above

1. i H li 1 1 .

combination

More
Low

uniform

Other

coverage

. . . without

wasting

it.

cost.

operating

Minimum

assures:

space

requirements.

combinations:

In locations
a number

where

is limited

of combinations

utilizing RCA
2 KW

ERP

to 25 KW

Transmitters
and

RCA

can
with

by antenna

height,

be provided
powers

Antennas

with

from
gains from

3 to 12.

YOUR

Where

for

DOLLAR

EQUIPMENT

Maximum

It

Power

Counts

... LOW

FOR

25

KW

!

BAND

CLOSE-IN

TRANSMITTER

SATURATION

with

COVERAGE

6-Section

Antenna

An RCA TT-25CL Transmitter for low-channel operation used with a TF-6AL
Antenna for channels 2 and 3 or a TF-6BM for channels 4 to 6.

The above

combination

Close-in
Low

saturation

operating

Reserve

assures:

power

coverage.

cost.
. . . extended

tube life.

Whether for low-band or high-band operation, RCA Transmitter-Antenna
combinations are available to suit your requirements.
Ask your RCA Representative. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

Tmk(s) ®

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,

N. J.

of

AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

OUR
to James

the key station

in

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

MIDDLE

MARKET

with

a

24

hour

schedule

and

RESPECTS
Gil mow

Rid dell

JAMES G. RIDDELL, who was elected executive vice president of the American
Broadcasting Co. last week (see Networks), is looking forward to the challenge
ol Ins new rcsponsihilities — but has one understandable misgiving: he is sory to leave
Detroit after more than 35 years of residence there.
His affinity for Detroit, no doubt, stems in part from the successful career he
carved for himself at WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit. He joined WXYZ in 1931 as an
office boy and rose through a series of promotions to president and general manager
of the radio and tv stations in 1950. His entire broadcasting career, to date, has been
with the WXYZ organization.
Mr. Riddell is an adopted son of Detroit, however. James Gilmour Riddell was
born in Glasgow, Scotland, April 8, 1912, and moved to Detroit with his family
when he was 9.
His first position was with Prince & Whitely, a stock brokerage company in
Detroit, as a clerk. Late in 1931, he started as an office boy at WXYZ and today

5000
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WATTS

has over twice the number
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listeners than all other stations
combined

in

(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

There is little doubt that both Mr. Riddell's business acumen and the highly successful operation of the Detroit stations played a significant role in his election to the
post of executive vice president of ABC. WXYZ-AM-FM-TV are considered by many
to be the front-running stations in American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, the
parent company, and enjoy a highly creditable standing in the Detroit community.
MR.

4
LANSING

contact Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.
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scoffs at a statement attributed to him that at the time "a radio career was uppermost
in his mind." He points out his first job was that of a beginner, appropriate for a
youngster of 19, but he became enthralled with the business as time progressed.
Mr. Riddell is a medium-size, stockily-built man with a friendly and down-to-earth
manner. His associates regard him as an individual "with no frills." who knows how
to get things done by delegating responsibility.
This approach apparently has been effective for Mr. Riddell personally and for
the WXYZ outlets. He confides he is hazy about the dates of his own jobs at the
stations but he advanced from office boy to traffic clerk, traffic manager, assistant
sales manager and sales manager. He recalls that in 1946 he was appointed general
manager and in 1950 was elected president and general manager of WXYZ Inc.
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RIDDELL, who was elected simultaneously to the AB-PT board, will
assume his new duties officially July 1 and in the meantime he will commute
between Detroit and New York. During this transition period, he hopes to give considerable thought to the direction AB-PT's broadcasting activities will take, particularly operations of American Broadcasting Network and the owned radio stations.
Mr. Riddell realizes that he faces a formidable task in attempting to place the
radio network on a profitable basis but he is not dismayed. He believes owned radio
stations' operations can be improved and observes that with many of the outlets
under newly-appointed general managers, the prospects are bright.
As the chief executive officer for ABC's broadcasting operations, Mr. Riddell is
responsible only to Leonard Goldenson, president of AB-PT. Mr. Riddell believes
the formula to success is "good organization" and plans to exert his efforts toward
this end at ABC. Though the radio and tv networks and the owned radio and tv stations will continue as autonomous units, Mr. Riddell will serve as the planner at times;
at other times, as the catalyst to give a new project a push.
Mr. Riddell looks upon ABC's television operation as a sound one. Between now
and July 1, therefore, he will concentrate his efforts mainly on radio (in addition
to tending the shop at the WXYZ stations). But he acknowledges he has no concrete
plans in mind. At WXYZ, he remarked, the station has achieved excellent results
with programming stressing local personalities, five-minute newscasts and public
service broadcasting tied to community needs. He revealed that the WXYZ approach
to community service relies on spot messages, rather than 15-minute or half-hour
shows spotlighting a particular civic or charitable organization. He realizes the
WXYZ pattern may not be so effective at other owned radio stations, but he hopes to
have other o&o managers visit Detroit and observe the operation.
It is obvious that Mr. Riddell likes golf. He is a member of the Oakland Hills
(Mich.) Country Club, governor of the Detroit District Golf Assn. and currently is
serving a second term as president of the Red Run Golf Club. He confesses to having
a low handicap of four. He is chairman of the radio-television committee of Crusade
for Freedom (Radio Free Europe), and a member of the Radio & Television Executives Society, the Detroit Athletic Club, the Variety Club, the Radio Pioneers Club
and the Junior Achievement Advisory Board.
He married the former Fadellis Bradley of Detroit in 1936. They live in Birmingham, with their two daughters — Suzanne, 18, and Sandra, 12.
Broadcasting
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
GIFT TO FARM CENTER • WNBF-AMFM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., contributed
more than $25,000 to the new Broome
County Farm. Home and 4-H Center Feb.
28. The donation will provide broadcasting
facilities and other non-broadcast equipment
to enable the farmers of the region to benctii from experiments and classes conducted
at the center.
BILL BANS KNIFE • WMGM
New
York was credited with a share of the support for a new law banning the manufacture,
sale and possession of a type of knife whose
blade slides out of the handle when a button
is pushed and which has been used in a number of crimes of violence by teen-agers.
Gov. Averell Harriman signed the new bill
in Albany last week. For two months
WMGM has conducted an around-the-clock
campaign to secure postcard support for the
legislation. New York Supreme Court Justice
John E. Cone, chairman of the Committee
to Ban Teen Age Weapons, praised
WMGM's contribution.
BIDS RISE • KRNT-TV Des Moines raised
$1,960 for the March of Dimes through
auctions during January. Daily telephone
auctions were featured on a noontime show
for two weeks when one item a day was
sold. A special auction Jan. 26 offered two
used cars plus other merchandise during a
25-minute live show produced and emceed
by d.j. Bill Riley.
MILESTONES
►

Edward Stockmar, assistant tv sales director at NBC Central Div., marked 30th
anniversary with network Feb. 15.
► WWJ-TV Detroit observed its 11th anniversary Mar. 4.
► WADC Akron is broadcasting Blooming
Bill from Dettling Brothers Seed Store for
30th year.
► CHUM Toronto Executive Vice President
Phil Stone started his 10th year with CHUM
Feb. 1.
► WSOC Charlotte, N. C, commended
five employes who completed long service.
Awards went to Byron Smith, 20 years, and
Charles M. Marshall, Ralph Monaghan,
Odell Hartis and Charlie Whitley, all 10

KNUZ
years.
18.

*Tim Elliot, Pres.

"Jean Elliot, Vice-Pres.

AKRON, OHIO

THE
GREAT

ELLIOT
STATIONS
INDEPENDENTS • GOOD NEIGHBORS
PROVIDENCE. R. i.
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Houston was 10 years old Feb.

► Pierre Crenesse, war correspondent and
radio commentator, 10th anniversary as Director of French Broadcasting System
in North America.
► WLOB

Portland,

Me.,

observed first

birthday Feb. 2.
►WDRC Hartford, one of first Esso outlets, has started 20th year of news from
The Esso Reporter.
Broadcasting

Louisville's
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KNOWN

and

FIGURE

NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
WHAS-TV's Channel 11 figure is a standout, distinctively
personalizing the outstanding station in the Louisville market.
At a glance, he means entertainment at its best.
For instance, he reminds viewers that WHAS-TV's
popular 6:00-6:15 p.m., Monday through Friday "Small Talk"
talks to big talkers . . . guests such as Billy Graham,
Eddie Arcaro, Ralph Bunche and J. C. Penney.
The Channel 11 figure should remind you that for selling
results, your advertising deserves individual attention . . . and the
ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING
OF CHARACTER.
In Louisville, WHAS-TV

FOREMOST
BEST

programming

PAYS

OFF!

in Service-

in Entertainment!

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
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Top officials of ABC were wrestling last
week with the temptation to give up the
radio network business.

year and after a first-of-the-year downswing
is reported to be moving back toward the
black again. No other network pretends to

It was not the first time that the leadership of a radio network had come to grips
with this ultimate means of getting out from
under heavy financial losses — in this case
reported to be running at a rate of about
$4 million a year. Nor was network abandonment the only escape hatch ABC was examining. Itwas the most extreme.
To widely circulating reports that the
ABC Division might take its ABN radio
network out of operation, Leonard H. Goldenson, president of the parent AB-PT as
well as ABC, replied that there was nothing

make that statement. They're all losing
money and they say so.
Less than two weeks ago, Mr. Goldenson

to the reports "at this stage of the game."
He said a number of plans were being considered, including the proposal for conversion to a press association type of operation
[At Deadline, March 10]. But no decisions
had been reached, he asserted, and he said
he could not predict when they might be.
From other sources it was learned that at
a meeting in New York early last week top
ABC officials came close to pulling the plug
on radio networking. A proposal was seriously considered to send a delegation of high
ABC executives to Washington at midweek
to advise the FCC of ABC's intentions. This
extreme measure was finally voted down
until more study could be given the situation.
The series of crisis meetings that engaged
the top executives of AP-PT and its ABC
Division did more than point up the likelihood of changes in the ABN network. It also
dramatized the apparently deepening pessimism with which the future of today's radio networks is regarded — by men whose
business is to operate radio networks.
Network officials, for the record, are
optimistic about the outlook for their respective organizations. But there's scarcely
a one who has not said privately that he
doubts all four can continue indefinitely —
and many think that ultimately only two will
survive. None will concede that his own may
be the first to go.
The reason for this bleak outlook is
simple. It is no secret that the radio networks
are losing money — millions of dollars a
year.
Mutual, which now is an operation drastically different from the three others, claimed
to have edged over into the black late last
Broadcasting

testified at the FCC's hearings on the Barrow
Report that the ABN radio network was
running at a deficit — subsidized by income
from owned-and-operated stations. In the
same proceeding Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., testified that the CBS
radio network was in the same fix, dependent
upon o&o revenues to offset losses from networking. Pointing up the extent to which
this is true, Dr. Stanton said that where the
o&o radio stations represented 55% of the
radio division's income in 1954, they accounted for 122% in 1957 [Lead Story,
March 10].
NBC also is losing money on its radio
network — but not as much now as a few
years ago, its officials claim. In 1955 its loss
for the 12 months was estimated at $2
million. President Robert W. Sarnoff testi-
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fied, last week, also in the Barrow hearings,
that the radio network had been in the red
since 1952. Like CBS and ABC— but unlike
Mutual — NBC has owned radio stations to
help recoup the network losses.
Except for ABN, where such predictions
would be meaningless until the future form
of operation has been decided upon, the
operators of networks doggedly display a
chins-up attitude about their own prospects.
NBC authorities report that especially
within the past year the NBC radio network
has gained "dramatically," and they look
for this movement to continue. They say
the network is not lagging at all behind their
timetable for reaching a profit position, but
they have not disclosed details of this timetable beyond saying that profits are in sight.
At CBS Radio there is similar optimism.
This network, too, has been moving upward
for about a year, authorities report, noting
that the fourth quarter of 1957 was the
best for that period in years. They also expect the gains to continue.
Mutual differs from the other networks

DECADE

The clearest measure of the dilemma facing radio networks is the
record of their time sales in the past 10 years. The biggest annual sales
volume in network history was recorded in 1948. From then on, television
boomed, network radio skidded. In 1956, radio network time sales hit
bottom with a volume only one-third that of 1948. Sales in 1957 turned
up slightly but not enough to pull the profit-and-loss curve out of the red.
Year
Network
Percent Change
Time Sales*
From Previous Year
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957**

$133,723,098
128,903,467
124,633,089
113,984,000
102,528,000
92,865,000
78,917,000
60,268,000
44,839,000
49,232,000

-f 4.5
— 3.6
— 3.3
— 8.5
—10.0
— 9.4
—15.0
—23.6
—25.6
+ 9.8

*After all frequency and promotional discounts but before commissions to
advertising agencies, sales representatives, etc.
"Figures for 1957 are Broadcasting estimates. All others are official FCC reports.
March 17, 1958
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TROUBLE IN NETWORK RADIO continued
in both programming concept and relationships with affiliates. Unlike the others, it
has no owned stations to rely on for extra
income. But its officials also profess confidence; some go so far as to doubt that
any network will survive which does not
operate basically as a "service network."
On this concept Mutual stresses news, music
and special events, and is planning shortly
to set up a "special services department"
which would provide special programs to
individual stations on their request — interviews with national figures on questions of
local interest, for example.
Yet in the face of all this optimism the
feeling persisted — among most of the same
people — that in the long run probably no
more than two radio networks would
survive.
A key official of one network felt that
;ilihough two networks might drop by the
wayside, the result would be better network radio service. With two networks

fighting aggressively for business, he reasoned, each would have more income than
any of the four has now. The greater income would mean better program service
and in time would enable the networks to
raise their rates, forget about off-card deals
and, he hoped, quit selling quickie spots.
Television Blamed
This executive thought the emergence of
three television networks was a strong contributing factor to the likelihood, in his
opinion, that two of today's four radio networks would eventually drop out. Conversely, he thought that four rather than three
networks could be supported in tv.
A top executive at another network,
while agreeing that the survival of more
than two networks was unlikely, thought
nevertheless that the demise of even one
would be "unfortunate." In his view, the
more salesmen there are grubbing for busi-

ness, the more excitement they will generate
for network radio as a whole.
Another felt that some dropouts would
be inevitable in the current climate of network selling. "Getting money by cutting
rates accomplishes nothing," he asserted.
He ventured that ultimately "it will probably
narrow down to two aggressive networks."
At ABN the only thing certain was the
uncertainty about what would be done. Dissolution ofthe network — or, preferably, sale
of the network or assignment of whatever
advertising contracts are assignable — was
only one of the possibilities being considered.
Aside from the press association type of operation, there was some feeling that a reversion to the sort of programming of a few
years ago — music, news, variety, daytime
dramas, etc., but on a tighter, more economical basis — might provide a workable
solution.
It was known that ABN President Robert
E. Eastman had distilled the press associa-
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Grey, Regal differ on which

agency

STRETCH

is handling

tv campaign

• Girdle firm's President Reiner admits he's 'equally confused'
There was doubt last week as to which of
research and no marketing. Regal is paid
in cash for its services by the advertiser,
two agencies is in charge of placing the first
while the client's regular agency deducts its
"million dollar tv spot campaign" for Silf
15% commission from media.
Skin Inc., a New York girdle maker. The
Mr. Weigert said Regal is placing the
agencies are Grey Adv. and Regal Adv.,
Silf
Skin tv campaign through the barter
both New York, with the latter not an
agency in the usual meaning but, according
system. "Where we can't make barter deals
we'll use cash," he said. In some barter
to its principals, "a timebuying organizasituations, he explained, "we do give station."
tions some cash to sweeten the deal."
The "sponsor" is Garson Reiner. He is
Silf Skin spokesmen claimed the $1
head of an exclusive "sales organization"
marketing Silf Skins. He also is president of
million push was only "part barter," with
Grey Adv. buying time for cash in some
Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc., another Grey
20 additional markets. Ralph Axthelm, Grey
client which also uses Regal. Mr. Reiner said
vice president and Silf Skin-Exquisite Form
he also has an "interest" in Regal Adv.
account supervisor, noted that Grey hadn't
The confusion between Grey and Regal
yet bought a cash-on-the-line station list
apparently is not new. It came to a head last
but that it was about to do so.
week following a news release issued by
Mr. Weigert said, however, that so far
Irwin Roseman, Silf Skin advertising direcas he knows, the entire Silf Skin campaign
tor, who also happens to be Exquisite's adis being handled through Regal. Silf Skin's
vertising director. The release announced a
only connection with Grey, he said, con$1 million "nationwide tv advertising procerned the actual production of the filmed
gram, sparked by from four to seven 1-mincommercials. "As regards buying anything,
ute commercials daily in the nation's top
we are Silf Skin's agency," he said.
markets." The release did not name the
Regal Adv. said it also places Exquisite
agency placing this $1 million in new
Form in barter to the tune of $5 million.
"money" for tv.
But here again Grey and Regal are at
Silf Skin indicated about 60 top markets
odds. Mr. Axthelm confirmed the current
would be used. But there seemed to be a
campaign involving 173 Exquisite Form
question of how much cash expenditure
stations, adding that this deal is two-thirds
actually is involved. Here is where Regal
cash (apparently through Grey) and oneenters the picture.
third barter (through Regal). Mr. Weigert
Regal was formed last fall by Charles
disagreed, saying, "We are also placing
Weigert and Sidney Barbet, two alumni of the entire Exquisite Form spot campaign."
Paul Venze Assoc., Baltimore, house agency
Later he admitted that Exquisite Form had
for Charles Antell Inc. Regal was formed
put "an awful lot of cash in stations"
for the express purpose of serving adver(through Grey) before Regal came into
tisers who wish to make use of the filmbeing last fall.
for-time barter system. Antell has been an
Regal's bait to stations is "excellent film
extensive barter user. According to Mr.
product" from such diverse sources as
Official Films, NBC's California National
Weigert, Regal's only facility is that of
buying time; it does no creative work, no
Productions, ABC Film Syndication, TelePage 32
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vision Programs of America, Interstate Tv
Corp., Screen Gems, United Artists Tv,
Gross-Krasne and others. Mr. Weigert said
"all" film companies did business with Regal
save for Guild, CBS Film Sales and Ziv
Television Programs. He would not name
films by title but said that they were either
theatrical films or old syndicated half-hour
series. He explained that before a client
enters a specific market, he allocates a set
budget with which Regal has to work. In
the case of Baltimore, Silf Skin allocates
$25,000 for the . year and asks Regal to
fill the bill accordingly.
Who's on First

What seems to pose a problem for both
Grey and Regal is who supervises whom —
and when? Silf Skin executives said that
any negotiations by Regal must first be
cleared through Grey which, if satisfied
with the terms, gives the go-ahead to "buy."
Mr. Weigert disputed this arrangement and
maintained that his shop is empowered by
Silf Skin to make all deals direct, with
schedules then being handed over to Grey
which ships the filmed commercials to the
station lineup. He distinctly disliked any
implication that should a barter deal fall
flat, Grey would step in to fill this vacuum
with a cash-purchase station availability.
Mr. Axthelm held that "as far as we are
concerned, we are still the agency of record
and supervise all Silf Skin campaigns. We
have received no notification contrariwise.
Regal may sincerely believe they are Silf
Skins radio-tv agency. ... I'm sure they're
not trying to be clever. We believe otherwise. At any rate, this is a situation which
must be cleared up by Mr. Reiner."
Late Thursday Mr. Reiner said the "confusion" has been "going on for two weeks
now" and admitted he was "equally confused." He said a solution should be effected "within 10 days." He said "this thing
will work itself out."
The postscript by Mr. Weigert: "We get
along very well with Grey."
Broadcasting

tion type proposal to a point where it might
be brought in for around $1.5 million a
year — as compared with the $4.1 million
estimate submitted to a selected few affiliated and independent stations 10 days ago
[At Deadline, March 10].
The $4.1 million million proposal, it was
understood, envisioned ABN as a transmitter of nothing but news — about three minutes on the hour and about three on the
half-hour, with "subscribers" free to add a
couple of minutes of local news to the network newscasts. The $1.5 million plan, according to reliable sources, would be little
more than a skeleton of the larger plan and,
indeed, the bulk of its cost would be in
line charges. But according to its advocates
it would at least offer a starting point and
could be expanded as the intake from subscribers grew.
In either of the two "press association"
plans, subscribers would be free to use the
newscasts they wanted and omit the others.

WEST

COAST

ENDS

ANA

MEET

SERIES

• Frey Report overshadows
• Client-agency

talks

data to continue

The Assn. of National Advertisers' "Frey
Report" overshadowed a three-day program
last week of the association's 12th annual
west coast meeting held at Del Monte Lodge
in Pebble Beach, Calif.
Highlights of the meeting, held Wednesday-Friday, included:
• Word from ANA that it will continue
to dispense data on client-agency relationships now that the bulky, statistics-laden
"Frey Report" is in circulation [Advertisers & Agencies, March 3].
• Warning that advertisers depreciate
their television messages when they overdo
them — there is a law of diminishing returns,
said Norman Best, vice president-media,
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles.
• A call on media to ease off intra-warfare of statistics and claims. Albert Brown,
vice president in charge of advertising and
public relations of Best Foods Inc., New
York, admonished that infighting among
different media is a destructive approach.
• Product research by agencies can pinpoint where advertising pressure delivered
at the right time at the right place will boost
sales. Paul Gerhold, vice president in charge
of media and research, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, observed his agency
found that for certain clients a 15% increase
in the ad budget allocated to a specific area
could increase sales as much as 20%.
Mr. Best told a media session Thursday
he thought the nature of tv made it necessary for advertisers to give careful attention
to continuity of commercial messages. He
noted the value and the cumulative effects
of strategic tv messages as compared to commercials spotted indiscriminately. He took a
dim view, however, of commercials which
Broadcasting

paying ABN either on a straight-fee basis
or on some other formula that might be
agreed upon.
Live Concept Dead
Whatever the future of ABN, it was
obvious that the all-live programming concept was virtually dead. This concept, initiated byMr. Eastman shortly after he took
over the presidency last spring, was curtailed
sharply a few weeks ago [Networks, Feb.
3]. Late last week came word that the two
remaining "new" live programs — Jim Backus
Show (Mon.-Fri., 10-10:55 a.m.) and Merv
Griffin Show (Mon.-Fri., 1-2:55 p.m.) —
would be dropped shortly, leaving the veteran Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m.)
as the only all-live entertainment program.
Replacements for the Backus and Griffin
shows were expected to be named soon.
Among the other networks there was this
disagreement as to the wisdom of the all-live
concept in the first place, although some

take up extensive attention at the expense
of the program on which they are used. He
also outlined the use of network radio by the
Carnation Co. to supplement tv — selecting
those markets not covered by television — as
a result of agency research findings.
The closed session on the "Frey Report"
was held Wednesday, the last stop on a
country-wide schedule of meetings for ANA
members which started in New York March
4 and continued on to Detroit March 5,
Chicago March 7 and then Pebble Beach.
ANA President Paul West said now that
the 424-page report on agency-client relationships ispublished the ANA will continue its research and gathering of information and "provide the vehicle for communicating the attitudes and needs of advertisers
to the agencies and media, the government
and others [and] provide the means of exchanging the experiences and successful
practices of members through meetings"
such as the four-city sessions.
Mr. West observed, "Whether or not we
will continue to have the 15% commission
as the basic method of compensating for
agency services and for how long, or
whether a better way will evolve, and how
soon, cannot be predicted.

competitors did think it had merit and
would have paid off eventually. There was
considerable unanimity, however, that it
had not been given a full test — that, having
been given the go-ahead on it, Mr. Eastman
should have been allowed more time in
which to try to prove it.
From the standpoint of the AB-PT board,
however, there was the financially strong
counter-argument that with ABN losing
around $4 million a year, something had to
give and the all-live concept was the place
where the greatest savings could be made
Among all the other reports circulating
quickest.
last week was speculation that Mr.
Eastman might resign. This was not confirmed either by him or by other responsible
officials, one of whom also pointed out that
Mr. Eastman joined ABN under a five-year
contract which still has a little more than
four years to run.

associate, Prof. Kenneth R. Davis, both of
Dartmouth College. A statement by Donald
S. Frost, vice president, Bristol-Myers Co.,
who is chairman of the ANA's agency relations committee, was read by George E.
Mosley, vice president, Seagram-Distillers
Co., and former ANA chairman. Mr. Frost,
who appeared on the "Frey Report" in
sessions held in other cities, did not attend
the Pebble Beach meeting.
Messrs. Frey and Davis emphasized the
desirability of extending the life of the average advertiser-agency association, making
the point that the longer the relationship
the better is the chance of good communication and effective advertising.
BBDO's Siivernail Plans
To Retire at End of Month
Frank Siivernail, manager of station relations, radio and television department,
BBDO, New York, and a veteran of radio-tv
timebuying, is retiring March 31.
Mr. Siivernail entered radio in 1925
when he played the
guitar with the South
Sea Islanders on
WEAF [now WNBC]
New York. He joined
BBDO in 1943 as a

"It depends on the individual decisions of
advertisers, agencies and media," he said.
Mr. West continued, "It is not a matter
of who is right, or who is wrong, but rather
a question of what is right."
He called on ANA members "as advertisers ... to get on with the job of
putting our own houses in order," and added,
"I am sure the agencies and the media will
soon follow suit."
Mr. West asked members to see that
their agencies order a copy of the report
"and see to it that all of the people on
your account . . . read it" and at the same
time, ANA's "Advertising Management
Guidebook Series" which has a related value,
he said.
Also discussing the report were its principal author. Prof. Albert W. Frey, and his

radio timebuyer. Before that he was merchandising counsel
wm
MR. SILVERNAIL

for NBC and member of the timebuy-

ing departments of
Pedlar & Ryan and Young & Rubicam, New
York.
He has served as chairman of the broadcast media committee for the AAAA, president of New York chapter of the Radio
Pioneers and has been a member of the
planning committee for the timebuying seminar of the Radio-Television Executives
Society since its inception. Mr. Siivernail
will continue to live in Crestwood, N. Y.
March 17, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
RTES

PANEL

BROADCAST

AIRS
ISSUES

• Mike Wallace quizzes trio
• Sensitive topics explored
Mike Wallace in an "interview" with three
executives representing agencies, station
representatives and rating services last Tuesday titillated the fancies of agency and
broadcast executives at a luncheon in New
York.
Although amusing and entertaining to
the audience, the questions and answers
nonetheless provided a barometer of what
the broadcast business considers to be current controversy or points of issue.
Among

them: rate deals, buying according to ratings only, alleged "kickbacks"
from representative to station sales managers, triple spotting, inconsistencies, misuse or abuse of ratings and overemphasis
on the top 10.
Interviewed at the Radio & Television
Executives Society's final timebuying and
selling seminar of the season were George
Polk, in charge of radio-tv programming
and planning at BBDO; Martin L. Mierman. vice president and national sales
manager of Edward Petry Co.'s tv division,
and James Seiler, director of American Research Bureau.
Mr. Polk maintained the media buyer
will purchase the "best deal" obtainable
from stations and explained the agency's
function in buying time in answer to Mr.
Wallace's question of whether BBDO ever
accepted a "station package deal." Mr.
Polk parried another query on whether the
agency tells its other clients about a package deal it obtained for a certain client,

handle" than spot, adding that there is
no difference "economically" and that the
buyer does what he thinks is right for his
client. He also differed with intimations
in Mr. Mayer's book that media buyers are
"clerks" or that they have no "integrity."
As to agency-client relationship (resigning
of accounts because the agency cannot go
along with the client or because the agency
believes the client is not sure how it should
spend its money). Mr. Polk noted that the
advertiser generally is conceded the right
to do as it pleases and shop for agencies
even while it is being handled by an agency
—but an agency "for some reason" is not
permitted that right.
Station representatives no longer can
ignore the "problem" of triple spotting
though there is no real evidence to show
that values in a commercial are lessened
in the second or third spot position, Mr.
Mierman said.
Mr. Mierman admitted the practice has
become a "problem," particularly because
"two major agencies" now are probing the
practice.
The solution? Mr. Mierman suggested
clarification of the NAB code dealing with
triple spotting and said he thought the prime
movers should be the stations, advertisers
and representatives.
Mr. Mierman said he was aware of the
practice by some stations of holding representatives to rates but offering discounts
and lower rates direct to advertisers. He
thought such dealings "hurt us, the agency
and the station" and they are "not good."
Asked about rate cutting as a solution to
reduced ad budgets, Mr. Meirman flatly
stated his company is against it and that

The agency executive agreed that BBDO
uses ratings as a guide in its buying but
for an advertiser which is "selling ideas and
not products" there are "other factors beside ratings which are important." BBDO
knows that these "extra values" exist, Mr.
Polk continued, "but we do not know to
what degree in every case." Ratings, he
said, are used "analytically" at the agency
but "they are only one of many criteria"
in the buying decision.

mented that "certainly" the agency is in
business for a commission — that the agency
wants to "make money." When a client puts
his money into advertising it means that the
agency
"gets
anyway"
but thework
agency
still
would
like\59c
to see
the medium
for
the client, Mr. Polk asserted.
At another point, Mr. Polk denied that
some agencies prefer to buy network time
when available because it is "easier to
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Mr. Seiler said Arbitron — the American
Research Bureau's electronic instantaneous
measurement service — is nearing operative
status in New York City, that 281 homes,
out of 300 homes to comprise the sample,
already have had units installed and connected and that the hold-up has centered
on AT&T's need for much more time than
anticipated in setting up amplifiers on each
line (each line serves about 30 installations).
The ARB director, to Mr. Wallace's probing questions, asserted that differences in
the results by the different rating services
are "explainable." He defended differences
in a single service's surveys by noting that
these variances are never beyond what
would be expected normally with two different samples and agreed there is misuse
of ratings.
Asked if he were ever offered a "bribe,"
Mr. Seiler sighed, "Oh, yes" and proceeded to explain that such approaches
come from people who hear so much talk
"about getting to the rating services" that
they feel "everybody else is doing it and
they ought to get into it." He said he is
sure all other rating services have had
similar experiences. But, he warned, "altering figures" for people who are serviced
"is like telling a person he has a stomach
ache when he has a ruptured appendix."
He asserted it would be "absurd" for anyone to so engage himself.
Noxzema Shaving Cream Drops
MJ&A for DCS&S Over Differences
Should shaving creams be pushed in drugstores or in supermarkets? The answer apparently has cost MacManus, John &
Adams, New York, some $500,000 of billing (much of it in tv-radio) as Noxzema
Chemical Co., Baltimore, reassigns agency
responsibility for its shaving creams and
lathers from MJ&A to Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, New York. The switchover becomes effective April 1.

noting that each client's needs are different
and that a 52-week firm "deal" good for
one
other.client may not be "applicable" to an-

To inject excitement in the interviews,
Mr. Wallace frequently read excerpts from
a newly-published book, Madison Avenue,
U. S. A., by Martin Mayer. He noted, for
example, that a network executive is quoted
as saying that agency people only care about
their 15% commission. Mr. Polk com-

persistent action along this line leads to
"malpractice" in the business. Mr. Meirman
denied knowledge
of "kickbacks"
from representatives tostation
sales managers.

SIGNALING the entry of Hancock
Oil Co., Long Beach, Calif., into local
radio, a 52-week contract for newscasts on 15 stations is signed by (1 to
r) Walter Lake, McGavren-Quinn Co.,
representation firm; Diana Wear, media director of Heintz & Co., Los Angeles, Hancock's agency, and Kasson
Lunt, Heintz account executive for the
oil company. Hancock's schedule calls
for five-minute newscasts three times
weekly in afternoon traffic time in the
15 California markets [Advertisers
& Agencies, Feb. 17].

With MJ&A since that agency two years
ago absorbed the former David J. Mahoney
Agency, Noxzema shaving cream executives
felt the way to improved sales lay via the
drugstore and that the shaving creams could
ride the Noxzema (skin cream) coattails.
But the MJ&A account group was understood to have felt otherwise, pointing out
that shaving cream sales are quite apart
from sales of cold creams and sunburn
lotions and urging a campaign geared for
the supermarket traffic. The disagreement
led to the split. In DCS&S, Noxzema has an
agency well-versed in the pursuit of drugstore business. The new agency services an
impressive amount of Bristol-Myers business (labs and products divisions — Ammens,
Ipana, Minit-Rub, Mum, Theradan, Vitalis)
and also places advertising for Pharmaco
(Feen-a-Mint, Regutol, Chooz, Medigum).
The bulk of Noxzema is handled by Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
Broadcasting

mm
LATEST

RATINGS

AVERAGE AUDIENCE]

TOP

NETWORK

PROGRAMS

-1

Tv Report for January
Once-A-Week
Rank
Rating Dec.
Jan.
11 . Gunsmoke
^8
JO. ?L.
39.2
z. Perry Como
38.3
jy.v
J. Lucy-Desi Show
JD.O
37.6
d Playhouse 90
3^ fit
35.1
31.0
5. Danny Thomas Show 31.8
6. Alfred Hitchcock
31.6
30.4
28.0
7. GE Theatre
30.4
8. G roue ho Marx
30.2
29.1
29.8
30.8
9. Climax
29.8
Ed Sullivan
11. Have Gun, Will Travel 28.9
26.7
12. Lineup
28.7
28.5
26.6
13. Loretta Young
30.9
14. $64,000 Question
28.2
27.9
15. December Bride
27.9
27.5
27.7
16. I've Got a Secret
27.5
17. Burns and Allen
27.2
27.3
18. Chevy Show
27.2
19. This Is Your Life
26.7
20. Lassie
26.9

®

Multi-weekly
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
®

i

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rating

Jan.
17.7
Mickey Mouse Club
13.0
CBS News
11.2
Art Linkletter
11.0
Captain Kangaroo
10.8
The Price Is Right
10.6
Queen For a Day
Guiding Light
10.0
9.8
Search For Tomorrow
9.5
American Bandstand
Verdict Is Yours
9.4
Copyright 1958 Poise Inc.

TOP

10 NETWORK

No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1 . G unsmoke
18,573
2. Wyatt Earp
15,598
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
15,385
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
15,300
5. I've Got a Secret
14,918
6. Danny Thomas Show
14,875
7. Restless Gun
14,025
8. Cheyenne
13,983
9. You Bet Your Life
13,600
10. GE Theatre
13,303
Rank
% Homes*
1. Gunsmoke
44.6
2. Wyatt Earp
38.0
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
37.5
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
37.1
5. Danny Thomas Show
35.6
6. I've Got a Secret
35.5
7. Cheyenne
35.1
8. Restless Gun
34.6
9. You Bet Your Life
32.6
10. Sugarfoot
32.6
(f) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
(^) Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.

Dec.
16.9
11.4
10.6
10.4
9.9
10.4
9.6
9.4
9.0

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Jan. 12-25
TOTAL AUDIENCEf
No. Homes
(000)
G unsmoke
19,125
17,000
Perry Como Show
Cheyenne
16,958
16,618
Wyatt Earp
Tales of Wells Fargo
16,235
DuPont Show of the Month 16,235
I've Got a Secret
16,065
Have Gun, Will Travel
15,768
Danny Thomas Show
15,640
15,385
Bob Hope Show

Rank
%
1. Gunsmoke
46.0
Homes*
2. Cheyenne
42.6
3. Perry Como Show
41.0
40.4
4. Wyatt Earp
5. Tales of Wells Fargo
39.6
6. DuPont Show of the Month
39.1
38.6
7. Sugarfoot
8. I've Got a Secret
38.2
9. Have Gun, Will Travel
38.2
10. Bob Hope Show
37.5

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Feb. 1-7
Rank
%
Tv Homes
40.2
2.
1. Gunsmoke
37.9
4. Perry Como
35.4
3. Danny Thomas
Bob Hope
33.1
6.
5. Wyatt Earp
32.3
Arnaz
32.2
Lucille Ball-Desi
31.7
7. Kraft Theatre
31.0
8. Studio One
9. Tennessee Ernie Ford
30.8
29.7
10. GE Theatre
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2.
4. Perry Como
3. Danny Thomas
Bob Hope

No. Tv
Homes (000)
14,304
13,274
12,559

Arnaz
11,875
5. Lucille Ball-Desi
11,280
7.
6. Tennessee Ernie Ford
10,989
Wyatt Earp
10,774
8. Studio One
10,495
9. GE Theatre
10,439
10,344
10. Kraft Theatre
Copyright Videodex Inc.
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabeticaltv order,
in thisInformaweek's
Broadcasting
ratingsappear
roundup.
tion is in following order: program name,
network, number of stations, sponsor,
agency, day and time.
American Bandstand (ABC-81): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 3:00-3:30, 4:005:00 p.m.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show (CBS-191) :
Ford (JWT), Tues. 9-10 p.m.
Burns & Allen (CBS-114): Carnation
(EWR&R), B. F. Goodrich (BBDO), Mon.
8-8:30 p.m.

Captain Kangaroo
(CBS-114): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 8-9:00 a.m.
CBS News (CBS-154): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Cheyenne
(ABC-99) : General Electric
(Y&R), Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Chevy
Show (NBC-160):
Chevrolet (C-E),
Sun. 9-10:30
p.m.
Climax
(CBS-162)
: Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30
p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participating
sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
December Bride (CBS-178): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month (CBS-135):
DuPont (BBDO), Sun. 9-10:30 p.m.
Ford
Showp.m. (NBC 182): (JWT), Thurs.
9:30-10
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Guiding Light (CBS-118): Procter & Gamble (Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:45-1:00 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R) alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
Bros. (JWT). American Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10:00 p.m.
Alfred Hitchock (CBS-145) : Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10:00 p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-139): U. S. Time
Corp. (Peck), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Kraft Television Theatre (NBC-117) : Kraft
Foods (JWT), Wed. 9-10:00 p.m.
Lassie
(CBS-90):
Sun. 7-7:30
p.m. Campbell Soup (BBDO),
Lineup (CBS-162): Brown & Williamson
Tobacco (Bates), Procter & Gamble
(Y&R), Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Art Linkletter (CBS-114): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3:00 p.m.
Mickey Mouse Club (ABC-94): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Playhouse 90 (CBS-134): participating
sponsors, Thurs. 9:30-11:00 p.m.
Queen For a Day (NBC-152): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5 p.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner-Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Search For Tomorrow (CBS-129): Procter
&12:45Gamble
(Burnett), Mon.-Fri. 12:30p.m.
$64,000 Question (CBS-180) : Revlon
(BBDO), Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m.
Studio One (CBS-99) : Westinghouse Electric Corp. (M-E), Mon. 10-11 p.m.
Sugarfoot (ABC-119): American Chicle
(Bates), Colgate-Palmolive (Bates), Luden's (Mathes), Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-174): Mercury (K&E),
Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9:00 p.m.
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
(Kudner), American Tobacco (SSC&B),
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
The Price Is Right (NBC-118): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
This Is Your Life (NBC-138): Procter &
Gamble (B&B), Wed. 10-10:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Verdict Is Yours (CBS-121) : participating
sponsors. Mon.-Fri. 3:30-4:00 p.m.
Wyatt Earp (ABC-103) : General Mills
(D-F-S), Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO), Toni (North), Thurs. 8:00-8:30
Loretta Young (NBC-163) : Procter & Gamp.m. ble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.

::>:;:::::::::'x::::;:::x^
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Public
New

Boredom

Ad

Forcing

tising." These schools have come to be by
"thinking the language of the trade, by
placing an undue value on a too-limited ex-

Trends — Cox

New trends in advertising which arc being forced by public boredom with present
advertising concepts were predicted by Edwin Cox, board chairman, Kenyon & Eckhardt, in a speech last Wednesday before
the combined membership of the San Francisco and Los Angeles Advertising Clubs.
"The sickness of the advertising business
—if we have one." he told the group, "is
not that we are wicked. It is only that we
are dull. Sometimes I am appalled at the
public's concept of the advertising man
that has been built up by novels and films.
I he public are quite able to defend themselves against our alleged machination. But
(hey are becoming increasingly irritated
with us for being bores.
""It has been quite well established that
one-third of all the people who view the
average television program pay no attention
to the commercial. Yet one-third of the
annual bill that American business pays for
television is $440 million. Such a truth can
not long be hidden and the signals are set
for a change."
Mr. Cox believes the change will come
through the "force of many young minds
who are working in advertising today and
who are beginning to reject a number of
our inherited fetishes and some of our inherited logic."
The fetishes, he pointed out, add up to the
notion "that if an idea worked once, it will
work a thousand times. That it is safer to
repeat or adapt what someone else has done
(if successful) than to seek an original solution to a problem."
Mr. Cox said, "We have a school of cigarette advertising, a school of motor car
advertising, a school of refrigerator advertising and a school of whiskey adver-

ACTIVITY

HOW

perience and by watching
each other."
In television,
for example,
Mr. Cox
pointed out. "some producer discovers that
a show described as an 'adult western' can
get a large audience. So right away the airwaves are deluged with such a bedlam of
horse neighs and gunfire that we all pull
the mental covers over our heads."
Mr. Cox also stated that an electronic
effect can be obtained from the new, the
bright and the original "... a single engaging commercial can compensate for a
whole evening of stupid ones." Mr. Cox
believes, too, that in time more and more
advertising men will achieve the uncommonplace.
ABC-TV

Affiliates to Cease

'Wyatt Earp' Triple-Spotting
ABC-TV has notified Compton Adv. that
a dozen affiliates, including some ownedoperated stations, have agreed to eliminate
instances of triple-spotting. In a letter to
Frank B. Kemp, Compton media director,
Alfred R. Beckman, ABC-TV station relations vice president, said he had notified
affiliates of the impossibility of triple-spotting "without cutting into time which had
been contracted for" by network advertisers. He added that the practice "was a
violation of our affiliation agreement," and
told Compton all stations have been contacted and "have assured us of their co-

Mr. Kemp had written ABC-TV Presioperation."
dent Oliver Treyz pointing out instances
of 12 ABC-TV affiliates triple-spotting before and/ or after Wyatt Earp (Tues., 8:309 p.m.), which Compton services for Procter
& Gamble. ABC-TV has been waging a
crusade against triple-spotting.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,216,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
March 2-8. This is how they spent their time:
72.3% (89.808,000) spent 1,986.5 million hours
watching television
58.1% (72,169,000) spent
995.6 million hours
listening to radio
82.6% (102,602,000) spent 409.8 million hours
reading newspapers
32.8% (40,743,000) spent
202.4 million hours
reading magazines
24.1% (29,936,000) spent
372.5 million hours watching movies on tv
22.9% (28,500,000) spent
1 10.7 million hours
attending movies*
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co.. Ridley Park. Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
&Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is ainterviewing
cumulative week.
total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within
2-7 days
of the
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Feb. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,579,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,671,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,764,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

Hollywood
For

'Oscar'

to

Pay

Tab

Simulcast

A world-wide audience is expected to
watch or listen to the 30th annual awards
presentations of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences, to be simulcast by
NBC's radio and tv networks, March 26,
7:30-9 p.m. (and perhaps for another 15
minutes if the academy succeeds in getting
clearance from NBC), according to George
Seaton. academy president.
Departing from tradition, the academy
this year is sponsoring its own show on the
networks and passing up the support of
commercial sponsorship it had in previous
years, a gesture that will cost the group
around $850,000, Mr. Seaton stated. In
addition to buying the network time, the
academy also is endeavoring to buy from
all NBC affiliates the mid-program station
break which the FCC requires, to eliminate
all tv ID and radio station break commercial announcements, replacing them with
an announcement that the awards ceremonies are being presented by the motion
picture industry, he said.
Financing for the awards ceremony will
come from everyone who participates in
the profit of motion pictures — actors,
writers, directors, producers and distributors— Mr. Seaton said, each contributing
0.25% of his domestic profits. Receipts are
expected to finance the operation of the
academy as well and perhaps leave a surplus for other activities, such as the establishment of a motion picture museum, he
explained. Theatre owners will not contribute in money, but 2,000-3,000 theatres
will be closed March 26 and most of the
nation's movie houses will give the event
intensive advance publicity.
In addition to domestic broadcasts,
Armed Forces Radio & Tv Services will
shortwave coverage of the awards presentations to 120 million radio listeners around
the globe and provide delayed pictorial
coverage to some 500,000 tv viewers. The
academy itself will also provide films of
the event to foreign television stations and
networks, Mr. Seaton said, estimating that
some 200 million individuals will see the
show on tv, including 65-75 million U. S.
viewers.
The problems of presenting a show that
will keep viewers at home watching for
90 or 105 minutes without sacrificing the
primary purpose of the event, the industry
honoring outstanding achievements by
every phase of motion picture activity, were
discussed by a number of speakers, who
promised that everything possible is being
done to keep the show a fast-moving entertaining event.
Asked whether the tv coverage and closed
theatres might not give the public the feeling that the movie makers are in effect
lauding the new medium of tv to the detriment of "that old fashioned thing, the
movies," Mr. Seaton said that the telecast
at the end will include "a gimmick, not a
commercial, but something that will make
the people at home say, 'Let's go out to a
theatre and see a new movie.' "
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Ann

Alar,

weekdays,

Your

in

ANN

Super

Baltimore

Saleswoman!

1:00

to

1:25

p.m.

VIEW
WOMEN
58,877
MAR on "THE WOMAN'S ANGLE"

1.00-1.25

P.M.

DAILY,

Mon.

thru Fri.

'Average per Quarter Hour based on 96,520 viewers of which
60 per cent are women. Nielsen Jan. 1958

Everywhere from near and far,
they're watching Ann Mar with
"The Woman's Angle" on
WMAR-TV, every weekday,
Monday thru Friday 1:00 to 1:25
P.M. Each program is garnished
with interesting topics, delicious
recipes and personality
interviews.

II

the

Woman's

mail
Angle/'
participation!
proves
Ann's helpful household hints and recipes are requested by
at least 400 viewers each week. These are proof of a
faithful audience following.

The WOMAN'S
ANGLE is preceded and
followed
by CBS NETWORK
PROGRAMS
The Guiding

Light, 72:45-7.00
and

Walter Cronkite and The News

P.M.

1.25-1:30 P.M.

Ann has recently returned from a tour of Puerto Rico,
Haiti and The Dominican Republic, where she was busily
engaged, gathering famous recipes from even more
famous restaurants and hotels. She factually reports this
to her viewers and helps them plan their own vacations,
elaborating on customs and habits of foreign places.

MAR
TV
ifn Maryland, most people watch W
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
Telephone Mulberry 3-5670 TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Repincnled by TMI KATZ AGINCV. In<., No To'k, Deiioli. Si. Louit, So" Fronciico, Ch'cogo Atlanta, Oollov lot Angeln channel
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B
"

IN

CALIFORNIA

INLAND

(and

western

nevada)
IO

133311599

cJUXu>«as

tvuyte

This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . . at by

-tot,

-fcke

/UcCfatcluf

far the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)

KFI

1

Beeline stations lead in programming, too. In news programs, for example, Beeline stations lead in their
individual markets with locally produced shows. Beeline radio news
editors coordinate closely with McClatchy newspapers to bring listeners
complete up-to-the-minute coverage.
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Sacramento, California
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Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

FATHER' COMES HOME • Scott Paper
Co.. Chester, Pa., will move Fattier Knows
Best from NBC-TV where it is seen 8:30-9
p.m. Wednesdays to CBS-TV in same time
slot but on Mondays, effective next season
(September). Scott Paper has sponsored program since August 1955. Father went on
CBS-TV originally in October 1954 and
later moved to NBC-TV. It is filmed by
Screen Gems. Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scouts currently in Monday period, will
be moved next season to Wednesdays 8:309 p.m. J. Walter Thompson
agency.

Co. is Scott's

BIG TOP COWBOY • Procter & Gamble
Co. (Big Top peanut butter), Cincinnati, has
signed 52-week contract with ABC-TV for
one-half of Wild Bill Hickok starting May
14 (Wed. 5-5:30 p.m.). Agency is Compton
Adv., N. Y.
'CLUB' DUES DOUBLED • Mattel Inc.
(toys), Los Angeles, signed two-year contract last week for 52 segments per year
of ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse Club (Mon.Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.) effective in October. Mattel,
since 1955 sponsor of 26 alternate-week
segments of program, is serviced by CarsonRoberts Inc., Los Angeles.
ANOTHER

ROUND

• Miller Brewing Co.

(Miller's High Life), Milwaukee, has signed
to sponsor half of All Star Golf when the
hour-long film series returns to ABC-TV
Oct. 1 1 for 26 weeks, it was announced last
week by Walter Schwimmer Inc., Chicago
film distributor. Business was placed through
Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee. ABC-TV
will offer remaining half to other sponsors.
Program will be slotted Saturdays 5-6 p.m.
in all time zones to avoid conflict with other
network sports events.
SILVERS SET • It's now definite that comic
Phil Silvers will star in his own special program on CBS-TV May 13, 10-11 p.m. under
sponsorship of Pontiac Motors Div., General
Motors Corp. [Closed Circuit, March 3],
Pontiac's agency, MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., now seeks
to clear as many stations as possible for
10:30-11 p.m. portion of program since
CBS-TV network service ends following
sign-off of The $64,000 Question. However,
MJ&A is confident that most of stations being asked wiLL^eiinquish half-hour of station time to accommodate Silvers' spectacular.
MONEY ON MUTUAL • Sleep-Eze Co.,
L. A., has ordered additional MondayFriday five-minute newscast strip and 23
weekly 20-second adjacencies to its present
Mutual schedule for 52-week period. SleepEze is current sponsor of week -night newscasts at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. Lee County
Land and Title Co., of Florida, for its Lehigh
Acres development, has signed for two of
three available participations in Gabriel
Heatter's
p.m. for
Seitman,
& Eicoff,

newscasts on MBS Sunday, 5:45-6
13 weeks. Agencies are Mottl &
L. A., for Sleep-Eze and Mohr
N. Y., for Lee County.

Broadcasting

who*

buying

what,

where

GULF SCHEDULE • Gulf Oil placing radio
spot schedule for 1 3 weeks, starting currently in about 95 markets, using nighttime
breaks through Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
CHOCOLATE BUNNY • Fanny Farmer
Candy Shops Inc., Rochester, N. Y., placing
extensive pre-Easter radio push March 26April 6, through Rumrill Co., Rochester.
REVLON TEST • Next Revlon product to
get full spot test treatment now that Top
Brass hair cream is officially launched, is
new roll-on deodorant, Hi-and-Dri. Cosmetics firm is already testing Hi-and-Dri
in minute tv spots in approximately five
markets, and now is in process of enlarging
station lineup. Agency is Emil Mogul Co.,
N. Y.
SAFETY

DRIVE • General Motors Acceptance Corp. is readying its annual radio
traffic and safety spot announcement campaign to start May 23 for 16 weeks in
175 markets using minimum of 20 spots
per station on weekend only. CampbellEwald Co., N. Y., is agency.
LUCKY SPOTS • Lever Bros.' Lucky Whip
topping launching introductory spot tv drives
in 30 selected markets starting this week
through end of June. Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N. Y., is agency.
MORE TIME FOR GLAMUR • Glamur
Products (Easy Glamur upholstery, rug
cleaners), N. Y., will increase its radio-tv
budget 30% over last year for its 1958
spring drive. Advertiser will go into 25
markets shortly, running through June. Westbrook Van Voorhis will do radio commercials and Mary Margaret McBride tv. Agency is Grey Adv., N. Y.
KESSAMTN SPOTS • McKesson & Robbins Inc. (Kessamin reducing aid tablets),
Bridgeport, Conn., buying spot tv in series
of waves with campaign to run into summer.
Various starting dates set with drive in some
markets already underway. Formula is four
week run, off for four weeks, then on again.
Frequency is about six spots per week in approximately 50 secondary markets. DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., is agency.

PAINT PUSH • Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
(paints), Pittsburgh, is lining up extensive,
200-market radio schedule on behalf of outdoor paints, seeks male do-it-yourself consumer via early morning and late evening
news and weather program adjacencies.
Drive kicks off south of Virginia and westward across Oklahoma first week in April,
in May moves north of Virginia through
New York City and in June up through New
England, westward across Illinois into northwest U. S. Each campaign lasts four weeks.
Maxon Inc., N. Y., is agency.
AM FOR ALCOA • Aluminum Co. of
America, Pittsburgh, to promote use of its
products in homes, is launching spot radio
campaign in 58 markets Thursday to run
through end of May. Campaign is based
on slogan "You Can Live with Aluminum"

and also will include 1 1 commercials on
NBC-TV's Alcoa Theatre (alternate Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m.). Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Pittsburgh, is agency.
COAST-TO-COAST COVERS • Rayco
Mfg. Co., Paterson, N. J., through Emil
Mogul Co., N. Y., placing first coast-tocoast advertising push in its 12-year history
commencing May 5. Roughly $2 million is
allocated to five-month push with emphasis
in magazines, but radio-tv will play vital
part with 1,800 weekly announcements
seen and heard on total 40 tv and 55 radio
stations.
Grassroots

Agencies

To Compensation

Have

Answer

Problem — Briggs

"Grassroots agencies" around the country
have solved the agency compensation problem for themselves without needing to rely
on studies and reports like the Assn. of National Advertisers' so-called "Frey Report"
(see page 33), James B. Briggs, executive vice
president of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, asserted last week.
Addressing the newly-formed Advertising
Club of Reno, Nev., Mr. Briggs said: "the
largest agency in not only Reno but the
entire state of Nevada employes only a
limited number of people. Obviously agencies of this size cannot live within the classical 15% method of billing. ... As a responsible advertising executive, I can neither
confirm nor deny the Frey recommendations. Nor do I have to, because the answer
to the report is right here in Reno."
He noted that Reno agencies handled their
compensation by various methods, including
the straight fee basis, charge by project and
by retainer. "And," he added, "you have
found it not only profitable but compatible
with the business needs of your clients."
If the grassroots agencies can solve the
agency compensation problem, Mr. Briggs
continued, perhaps they could also tell larger
agencies how to approach the problem of
marketing in secondary and smaller markets.
"It has become too expensive to saturate the
major markets today," he said. "That being
the case, the advertiser today must look to
the secondary markets for his volume. And
in looking at them he must know how to
exploit
Talent them."
Assoc.

to Take

'Kraft Tv Theatre7

Over

Production

J. Walter Thompson Co. no longer will
produce Kraft Television Theatre (NBCTV, Wednesday, 9-10 p.m.). Talent Assoc.
Ltd., an independent producer-packager,
takes over April 16. Kraft Foods Co.,
sponsor of the weekly dramatic show that
has held down the Wednesday time period
on NBC-TV for nearly 11 years, continues
as a JWT client.
But the move is significant because, by
relinquishing production on the show, JWT
now is entirely out of house production of
a major network tv program. It marks
the demise of the agency-produced regularly scheduled major tv show with the remaining exception of BBDO-produced
Your Hit Parade on NBC-TV.
March 17, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
AAAA Releases Partial Lineup
Of Events for Greenbrier Meet
( reativity and marketing will be the
dominant themes of the open sessions of the
three-day annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, to be held
April 24-26 at the Greenbrier. White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
I wo showings of the television commercials chosen for awards by the Art Directors Club of New York will be among
the highlights of the convention program.
The award winners will be announced at
the outset of the Art Directors Club's own
exhibit, to be held April I-JO.
Although mentioned nowhere on the
partial program released last week, the
final "Frey Report" on advertiser-agency
relationships and agency compensation
issued a few weeks ago by the Assn. of
National Advertisers [Advertisers &
Agencies, March 3] is sure to rank high in
informal discussions and corridor conversation.
The first day of the annual meeting will
be devoted to closed sessions by AAAA
members under Melvin Brorby of Needham, Louis & Brorby. Chicago, chairman
of the association. Election of officers also
will be held on opening day. Second and
third-day meetings will be open to advertiser and media guests as well as the agency
delegates.
A showing of the prize-winning tv commercials will launch the second day's program at 9:30 a.m., with a business meeting
starting at 10. Arthur E. Tatham, of TathamLaird, Chicago, and Joseph H. Epstein of
Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans, will preside over consecutive sessions on "The
Modern Concept of Marketing." Speakers
will include Dr. G. Maxwell Ule, Kenyon
& Eckhardt. New York; Reuel Denney,
sociology professor at the U. of Chicago
and co-author of The Lonely Crowd, and
Leroy M. King, merchandising director of
Food Topics and Food Field Reporter.
Another showing of tv commercials is
slated for 2:30 on April 25. The annual
dinner will be held that night, with entertainment including a specially produced
closed-circuit television show featuring
NBC-TV's Steve Allen and his "Men on the
Street."
The creative session will be held April
26 with J. Davis Danforth of BBDO and
Robert M. Ganger of D'Arcy Adv. presiding. Speakers: Ernest A. John of MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit; Paul R.
Smith. Calkins & Holden, New York; Edward G. Zern, Geyer Adv., New York; Dr.
Claude Robinson, Opinion Research Corp.,
Princeton, N. J., and Martin R. Gainsbrugh,
chief economist. National Industrial Conference Board.
Hotpoint

Plans Single Agency

Hotpoint Co.'s $4 million tv receiver appliance trade advertising account, now split
among three agencies, will be consolidated
in one shop by June 1 as part of its new centralization policy.
The bulk of the business (ranges, refrigerators, other appliances) is currently handled by Maxon Inc. Tv receiver advertising
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is serviced by Needham, Louis & Brorby
Inc. and trade by J. R. Pershall Co.
The single agency concept stems from
Hotpoint's creation of a sales and distribution department last November and the need
for integrating functions involving various
product
lines. department is headed by John
The new
McDanicl. A. A. Utt is overall advertising
manager.
Hotpoint already has begun to hear presentations from interested agencies, including
those now handling its advertising.
C-W

Retrenchment

Causes

BDA

To Drop Radio-Tv Department
The prospects of Burke Dowling Adams
Inc.. New York-Atlanta-Montclair, N. J.,
of becoming a major factor in radio-tv advertising vanished last week as the agency
quietly abolished its radio-tv department.
The move, coming less than a year after
BDA first set up the department, was called
"concurrent with the client's dictates."
Among those affected by this unexpected
action was Alice J. Wolf, the agency's sole
timebuyer, who joined BDA last summer
from Grey Adv. Timebuying now will be
conducted out of the agency's media (print)
department.
Industry observers linked the BDA action
to the annual report by Curtiss-Wright President Roy T. Hurley detailing his company's
financial setback during 1957. CurtissWright is BDA's largest single account, and
Studebaker-Packard Corp., in which C-W
holds interest, is one of BDA's principal
broadcast users. S-P, together with the
other broadcast accounts in the agency —
Scandinavian Airline System (SAS), Southern Bakeries, Benrus Watch Co.'s Sovereign
watch and Delta Airlines — billed approximately $750,000 over the past six months.
According to C-W's annual report, 1957
net income dropped $3.1 million from 1956's
$43.2 million, although overall sales rose
from $571.1 million to $598.8 million. It
was understood that the loss in income has
caused C-W to retrench its advertising expenditures aswell as general operations.
Burke Dowling Adams (billing less than
$8 million) was in the limelight last year
when it acquired the Studebaker-Packard
account from Benton & Bowles (which resigned it), following this up with other new
accounts including Air Express, Colt Fire
Arms and Cinzano (later lost to Lennen &
Newell) until it ended up the year with
$17.5 million billing and moved its headquarters from Atlanta to New York.
Donahue & Coe Opens in L. A.
The opening of a Los Angeles office, its
fifth in the U. S. and Canada, has been announced by Donahue & Coe, New York,
Atlanta, Chicago and Montreal. The agency
bills a total $30.7 million, services such
broadcast accounts as Corn Products Refining Co. (Bosco, Kasco), Chemway Corp.,
Loew's and Columbia Pictures. The Los
Angeles office will be at 3245 Wilshire Blvd.,
with Richard C. Moses, former Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan executive, in
charge. Mr. Moses' title is executive vice
president (West Coast).

Edsel Radio Spot Drive to Use
1,000 Stations in 400 Markets
There's a "spot" in Edsel's future for radio— at least for two weeks starting April
1 — on the basis of commitments placed
through Foote, Cone & Belding for that
Ford Motor Co. vehicle.
The agency has contracted for a heavy
saturation campaign of announcements on
about 1,000 stations in over 400 markets to
key a spring dealer traffic push. One-minute
and 20-second spots have been lined up in
prime driving periods, ranging from 20 to
45 per week per market.
FC&B also has purchased an undisclosed
number of weekend segments of CBS Radio's "Impact" buying plan, it was reported.
High-Income
Like Good

Families

Do, Too,

Music— WITH-FM

Study

Sam Kravetz, manager of WITH-FM
Baltimore, has taken issue on music and
money with Charles F. Adams, vice president and account supervisor on Cadillac
Motor Car Div. of General Motors Corp.,
at MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
To Mr. Adams' assertion that he's never
had satisfactory proof of a correlation between appreciation of good music and ability
to purchase [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan.
20], Mr. Kravetz offers a study made for
WITH-FM showing a median family income
among listeners of $8,840. About two-fifths
of families responding to the survey had
incomes over $10,000, more than two-thirds
over $7,000 and nearly nine-tenths more
than $5,000. This indicates, the survey says,
"that WITH-FM reaches people who have
the means to buy."
Mr. Kravetz, who obviously believes his
listeners are in the Cadillac class, sent a
copy of the WITH-FM survey to Mr. Adams,
noting that he had said, "We would change
our minds if someone would make a definitive study." The WITH-FM study was based
on a mailing of 2,000 with close to a 60%
response. Listeners' names came from the
station's
regular
mailing list of 15,000 classical music
devotees.
Quaker Names Thompson for Ken-L
The appointment of J. Walter Thompson
Co. to handle its Ken-L dog food line was
announced by Quaker Oats Co. Wednesday.
JWT has handled Quaker's Aunt Jemima
line for the past four years and recently relinquished the Swift & Co. account, including
Pard dog
March
10, food
3]. [Advertisers & Agencies,
Thompson inherits the $3-4 million account (Ken-L Ration, Biskits, Meal, Treats)
from Needham, Louis & Brorby, with official
take over "sometime in the latter part of
1958." NL&B had serviced the Ken-L line
for the past seven years.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENT

Weco Products Co., Chicago, appoints
Keyes, Madden & Jones, that city, to handle
advertising
tooth paste. for new Dr. West's push-button
Broadcasting

Ben

Beckham

Sometimes it's hard for even management— that's Ben Beckham and
Winston Linam and Deane Flett— to realize howthoroughly KSLA-TV dominates
television in Shreveport. In the national spot field in particular, one
look at a Rorabaugh

Report will show you how Raymer Salesmanship

has given KSLA-TV thirty percent more national accounts than its
competition, twice as many sponsored programs and an overwhelming
slice of the national spot dollar. Needless to say, that
dominance

in the national spot field spills over

into every aspect of KSLA-TV operation —
merchandising, local sales, coverage,
community

service and ratings.

then

talk

to

6^
Raymer
But with that in mind, bear this in mind.
Though rating dominance is one thing,
dollar dominance is from a source of a
different color. Sales leadership takes more
than ratings; above all, it takes a very specia
brand of national spot representation,
custom-made

for the station and

customer-made for the advertiser. At Raymer,
that means the right salesman in
the right place at the right times with the
right story. If you think that you're not
getting that kind of representation, salesmanship
and dominance,

it will surely pay you to talk to Paul H. Raymer

THE PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY

Exclusive National Representatives Since 1932
New York • Chicago • Hollywood • San Francisco
Dallas • Detroit • Atlanta
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GOVERNMENT

MAGNUSON

Communications
FCC

members

DRAFTS

administration

would

A bill to abolish the FCC and replace it
with a Federal Communications Administration and a special Communications Court of
\ppeals has been drafted for stud} and
possible action by the Senate Commerce
Committee.
The bill was drafted at the order of Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman
of the Commerce Committee. The idea for
it came from ex-Sen. Clarence C. Dill (DWash.), onetime chairman of the Commerce
Committee and co-author of the Radio Act
of 1^27 and the Communications Act of
1934. It was the Communications Act that
established the body that Mr. Dill would now
abolish.
Mr. Dill has occasionally served as a consultant to the Commerce Committee during
recent years. He outlined the bill to dissolve
the FCC in a letter to Sen. Magnuson.
Principal provisions of the proposed bill:
• Establishment of a Federal Communications Administration under direction of a
single administrator.
• Establishment of a Communications
Court of Appeals presided over by three
judges.
• Abolition of the FCC with its functions
to be taken over by the new Administration
and Communications Court.
• Stipulation that present and former commissioners would not be eligible to serve on
the new Administration or Communications
Court.
The single administrator would be appointed by the President, subject to Senate approval, for a four-year term. His salary, as is
that of the three judges, is left blank as the
bill now stands.
Powers of the FCC under the Communications Act. except Section 405 (rehearing
provision), would revert to the new administrator. Powers of Section 405 would be given
to the new court. All records, property, personnel (except commissioners), appropriations and allocations of the Commission also
would be assumed by the proposed Administration.
Decisions made by the FCC would remain
in effect after the new bill has become law
and all appeals of prior Commission decisions would be handled by the Communications Court.
Under further provisions of the proposal,
the Communications Court would be established, for administrative purposes, within
the Federal Communications Administration,
but would be completely independent of the
administrator and in no way under his
authority. The three judges also would be
appointed by the President subject to Senate
approval. Their terms would run for 1 5
years, with the first three appointments to be
made for staggered terms of 5, 10 and 15
years.
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be

BILL

with

ineligible

for

special

TO

KILL

appeals

appointment

court

to

new

FCC

proposed
organization

The judges could be removed by the
President, upon due notice and a hearing,
for neglect of duty, malfeasance in office
and mental or physical disability, but for no
other cause. (The bill makes no provision
for removal of the administrator.) The judges
would be eligible for reappointment but not
more than two could be appointed from the
same political party.

[FCC] and set up a director with Communications Court of Appeals, to which all decisions of the director could be appealed
before they were taken to a judicial court.
. . . This plan would wipe out a lot of the
red tape that has become so burdensome to
those who must make applications to the
Commission and should simplify the procedure in many respects.

The Communications Court would hear all

"If you would hold hearings on such a
bill, it would start a nationwide discussion

appeals made from decisions of the administrator, who would be bound by decisions of
the court. The bill provides that appeals
must be filed within 30 days of a decision by
the administrator.

as to the lack of efficiency of these commissions. The commissioners never hold hearings. They never write opinions. It seems to
me their usefulness is pretty largely confined
to talk and telling somebody else what to do.
. . . Of course it [the bill] should have one
special provision, namely, that none of the
present commissioners should ever be permitted to serve either as a director or on
the Communications Court of Appeals. That
might even apply to past commissioners,

Specifically prohibiting current or former
FCC members from being appointed admin-

Sen. Magnuson attached added importance to the new bill because it was proposed
by Sen. Dill, who played a large roll in the
establishment of the FCC. Sen. Dill served

SEN. MAGNUSON

in the House from 1914-1919 (he was defeated in the 1918 election) and in the Senate
from 1922 to March 1935.
too."
A second bill, also drafted and under consideration bythe Senate committee, would
make uniform the laws covering the FCC,
ICC, FTC, FPC, and CAB with respect to
the termination of office of commissioners
and authority for their removal.
Under this bill, commissioners would continue in office until their successors had been

EX-SEN. DILL

istrator or judges, the bill states that any
individual who has at any time held the
position of commissioner shall not be eligible
for appointment to either position.
Sen. Magnuson Thursday said the bill is
one of several proposed FCC changes his
committee will study. The bill, as yet, has
not been seen by other members of the committee but will be considered in the near
future.

appointed and duly approved by the Senate.
It also provides that any commissioner may
be discharged from office by the President
for inefficiency, neglect of duty or malfeasance in office. The acts establishing the ICC
and FTC already contain both the above
clauses and the CAB Act contains a removal

"The people generally have lost all confidence in the Communications Commission,"
73-year-old Sen. Dill wrote Sen. Magnuson
in recommending that the FCC be abolished.
He cited current exposures made in the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee

provision. Neither of the provisions currently is covered by the Communications Act.
Unlike the "ripper" bill, this bill has been
circulated among members of the Commerce
Committee and a majority of them have
reacted favorably. However, the bill calling
for the abolition of the FCC would supersede
the second bill.

hearings on the Commission's grant of ch.
10 Miami to National Airlines. Sen. Dill
further stated:
'This is an opportune time to abolish it
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GOVERNMENT continued

They're
As Sen. Maynuson

still
picking
up
prepared to throie more fat onto the

FCC fire (story page UU), reverberations of the original
controversy continued to echo around Washington.
On Capitol Hill the House Orersiyht Subcommittee pursued its investigation into the strange finances of exComr. Richard Mack and the behavior of others involved
in the Miami ch. 10 case.
At the FCC

OLD

itself, that embattled

body elected to recall

WITNESSES

NEW

NAMES

ENTER

The House Legislative Oversight Subcominvestigation
of the Airlines,
FCC's grant
of ch. mittee,
10in itsMiami
to National
last
week recalled three star witnesses but failed
to uncover any substantially new information. Two other witnesses, however, threw
new names into the growing hopper of those
who played behind-the-scenes roles in the
controversial case.
Lasl week's witnesses making their second
appearances were ousted FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack. Miami attorney Thurman A.
Whiteside and losing ch. 10 applicant Col.
A. Frank Katzentine. Frank W. Miller,
board chairman of Headley-Reed Co., and
Alfred I. Barton, executive vice president of
the exclusive Miami Surf Club, made their
first subcommittee appearances after their
names had been linked to the case by previous testimony.
In other ch. 10 developments, the Commission made a move to reopen the case
(see page 52); a Federal Grand Jury continued its own investigation of the Miami
grant as well as a second FCC action; Rep.
William C. Cramer (R-Fla.) introduced still
another measure (HR 11249) which would
prohibit the using of improper methods to
influence the FCC and repeal commissioner's authority to accept honorariums.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
the subcommittee, hopes to complete the
testimony in the ch. 10 case this week. Today's (Monday's) first witness will be Col.
Gordon Moore (President Eisenhower's
brother-in-law), the alleged behind-thescenes "engineer" of the National application. Col. Moore has denied participating in
the case in any way.
Following Col. Moore to the stand, but
not necessarily in the order listed, will be
Downey Rice, former FBI agent who wrote
a letter involving Vice President Richard M.
Nixon's office in the ch. 10 activities; John
Knight, winning applicant of ch. 7 in Miami;
Lou Pollar. broadcaster and advocate of pay
tv; Harry McDonald, a close friend of Col.
Katzentine who reportedly stated he •"might
be able to pull [Col.] Moore off of helping
Baker [National president] or at least find
out whether Moore was actually helping
Baker": Harry Plotkin. Washington attorney
practicing before the FCC and former FCC
and Senate Commerce Committee counsel;
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TESTIFY
MIAMI

the
pieces
the Miami case, on which Mr. Mack is alleged to have sold
his vote, for another look. It asked the Court of Appeals,
which currently has the case on appeal, to give it back

(see page 52).
And at the White House, President

Eisenhower

named

a career government employe, the State Dept.'s John
Cross, to succeed Mr. Mack as an FCC member (see page
54). His nomination

AGAIN,
CASE

George C. McConnaughey. chairman of the
Commission at time of February 1957 grant
of ch. 10 to National, and current members
of the Commission who voted in the Miami
case. All of this week's witnesses have been
mony.
prominently mentioned in previous testiAfter the ch. 10 case is finally concluded.
Rep. Harris indicated the commissioners will
again be called on misconduct charges made
against them by Dr. Bernard Schwartz, former chief counsel of the committee. Commissioners facing such charges are Rosel
Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer already has
been confronted with the charges against
him [Government, Feb. 10] and Comrs.
T. A. M. Craven and Frederick Ford have
not been accused of any wrongdoing.
Mr. Mack, who resigned a fortnight ago
[Government, March 10] under impeachment threats, returned to the subcommittee
stand Wednesday. With a privately-expressed
feeling of "Why kick a man when he is
down?", subcommittee members were more
than friendly in their questioning. Mr. Mack
had been accused of pledging his vote to
National and of allowing unauthorized persons to discuss the case with him.
He was unable to shed any additional
light on his financial dealings with Mr.
Whiteside or two Miami insurance agencies
— Stembler-Shelden Inc. and Andar Inc. —
in which he was given ownership interests.
Mr. Mack repeatedly told the subcommittee
that all his financial records were in the
custody of the Justice Dept. and were not
available to him.
A complete list of Mr. Mack's bank deposits, as compiled by the subcommittee's
staff, during the time he served on the FCC
was entered into the record. They covered
deposits made in the First National Bank,
Coral Gables, Fla., and the Munsey Trust
Co., Washington. The compilation showed
that Mr. Mack had deposited $79,608 from
May 27, 1955, to Feb. 28, 1958, and the
source of $7,986 could not be determined.
(See the box on page 50 for the total
deposits, and their sources, of Mr. Mack).
Mr. Mack told the subcommittee his income tax returns, which have been requested
by the investigators, also would not show
the source of the unidentified $7,986 in income.

is due for careful scrutiny.
The Commission's grant of ch. 12 Jacksonville, Fla., was thrown into the proceedings when Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.)
asked Mr. Mack if he had been contacted
regarding this case by Mr. Whiteside. Rep.
Moulder said he was interested because the
grant went to Florida-Georgia Tv Co.
(WFGA-TV), in which Mitchell Wolfson
has an interest. The ch. 12 grant, like the
Miami decision, reversed an opinion of a
hearing examiner. Mr. Wolfson also had an
interest in a losing Charlotte, N. C, tv application and Mr. Mack admitted talking to
Mr. Whiteside regarding this case.
Mr. Mack, however, denied that Mr.
Whiteside approached him about the Jacksonville case. He said that he was "bothered"
but not "pressured" by many in the Miami
case. "It's pretty hard to slam the door on a
friend," Mr. Mack explained in telling the
subcommittee that he had known some of
the people involved for "years and years."
If he had it to do over again, Mr. Mack
said "I wouldn't vote at all" on the ch. 10
case. Later, however, he stated it was his
responsibility to vote and that was what he
was being paid for. "That was his decision,"
Mr. Mack said when it was pointed out
Comr. T. A. M. Craven abstained from voting in the 4-1-1 decision.
Mr. Mack denied that there was a set
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GOVERNMENT cont.nued
• pattern" of Commission votes and that certain commissioners always voted together.
W hen first appointed to the FCC, he testified, aStud) conducted hy his office of Commission votes of the previous year pointed
out the fallac\ of this conclusion.

Mr. Whiteside explained the $1,250 was
credited to Mr. Mack's insurance account.
The money was for some research work done
b\ the agency but Mr. Whiteside did not
indicate whether Mr. Mack assisted in the
research.

I he jobless ex-commissioner issued .1 general denial that any outside influence had
been brought against him in any other FCC
decision. He then, in answering specific
of any
the existence
denied
questions,
• pressures" in Boston. Indianapolis, Sacramento, Calif., and Jacksonville t\ grants
When Mr. Mack was excused from the
witness stand, he invited Rep. Harris to visit
him it the committee chairman ever came

For the first time, Mr. Whiteside explained
the "formula" whereby Mr. Mack earned income from Stembler-Shelden and Andar Inc.
Mr. Mack received approximately
said
He
one-hall on the commissions on business
secured from leads furnished by Mr. Mack.
Also. Mr. Whiteside directed commissions
Mr. Mack's way on business he (Whiteside)
secured for the agencies. He said he had not
loaned the ex-commissioner any money since
the FCC two
Mr. Mack's
weeks
ago. resignation from

U) Miami. Rep. Harris did not give any indication that he heard the invitation.
Mr. Mack also faces possible quizzing by
the Florida Railroad & Public Utilities Commission, abody he formerly headed, on another loan he received. Sidney Alterman. a
Miami trucker, has claimed that in 1954 he
loaned Mr. Mack $600 which was never re-

The witness told the subcommittee that
after Mr. Mack renounced his one-sixth
interest in Stembler-Shelden. the stock reverted to its original owner. Mr. Whiteside.
However. Mr. Whiteside testified. Mr. Mack
still owns all the stock in Andar Inc. Earlier.

that Mr. Murphy stated Col. Moore was
"engineering" the National application.
Mr. Barton also brought the name of
former Defense Secretary Charles Wilson
into the hearings. He said that Col. Katzentine asked him to call Secretary Wilson, a
vice president of the Surf Club, about the
ch. 10 case and that he refused to do so.
ans"
ul Republic
"powerfton.
ing the
Mr. Barton
in Washing
had called
he Identify
said he talked to Floyd Akers, Washington
( adillac dealer on the ch. 10 matter. "I
don't know if he is a powerful Republican or
not." Mr. Barton told the subcommittee in
explaining Mr. Akers is the only man he
knows who is familiar with the Washington
scene. "He (Akers) happens to be familiar
with members of Congress because he sells
( adillac automobiles," Mr. Barton told the
subcommittee.
Mr. Miller entered the name of still another prominent member of Congress —
House Minority Leader Joseph Martin (RMass.) — into the proceedings. Also a member of the Miami Surf Club, Mr. Miller said
he
for not
"information"
on
the asked
ch. 10Rep.
caseMartin
but did
get any. The

MACK'S

MONEY

7, 1955-feb. 28. 1958
DEPOSITS* BETWEEN MAY 2
1958
TOTAL
1955
1956
1957

SALARY
5.530.96 $12,962.87
$3.71 1.24 $35,272.95
$13,067.88
12.697.83
2.006.70
LOANS: Bank
5,447.00
5,244.13
300.00
6.700.00
1 .000.00
Personal
4,350.00
1,050.00
322.23
822.23
Insurance
500.00
RETIREMENT FUND —
3.130.29
Florida RR & PUC
3,130.29
58.75
216.50
157.75
TRAVEL EXPENSE
500.00
650.00
6.432.71
RENTAL — Coral Gables House
2,456.95
2,825.76
4.000.00
4.000.00
G. C. Stembler Ins. Agency Inc.
Stembler-Shelden Ins.
750.00
750.00
Agency Inc.
1.600.00
Andar Inc
1,600.00
4.160.00
213.00
3.063.25
7.986.25
550.00
Unidentified
16.867.95
TOTAL
$79,608.76
$30,937.71
$5,046.47
$26,756.63
•In First National Bank of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and Munsey Trust Co.. Washington.

Headley-Reed chairman also testified he
talked to Eddie Higgins, administrative assistant to Sen. Theodore Green (D-R. I.),
about the ch. 10 case.
Later, during Col. Katzentine's testimony,
the following telegram from Mr. Miller to
Col. Katzentine, dated Oct. 5, 1955, was
entered into the record:
"no definite news yet but making
progress. eddie higgins . . . will call you
upon arrival, ankara motel, miami, tomorrow, joe [rep. martin] is going right
down line for us. hope have word by
morning. everyone determined to beat
this case and am giving all my time to
it. tellweucola
katzentine]
worry
have [mrs.
got to
win. will don't
call
you tomorrow upon receipt of final
Mr. Miller said his interest in the case

paid. The Florida Commission, which has
no power to compel Mr. Mack to appear,
has nevertheless asked him to explain the
circumstances.
Mr. Whiteside again was questioned at
length about his financial relations with Mr.
Mack and he, too. pleaded all records were
in the hands of the grand jury. After nearly
an hour's questioning of the witness, Rep.
John Moss (D.-Calif.) gave up in utter frustration and said the financial picture steadily

Mr. Mack stated he also had renounced his
ownership in Andar.
In a direct conflict of the testimony given

was becoming "more and more confusing."
Rep. Moss said that if the subcommittee
was ever to know the "true facts" it would
have to examine all the books involved in
the Mack-Whiteside dealings. This could
raise a rather important question of authority as some sources have indicated the Justice

case during Col. Katzentine's first round of
testimony, followed Mr. Whiteside to the
stand. Mr. Katzentine had stated Mr. Barton

Dept. and grand jury are going to be "reluctant" to make the files they now have
available to the subcommittee.
The congressman also said testimony indicates Mr. Mack was given $1,250. previously
undisclosed, as a credit by Mr. Whiteside
through the insurance firms. He said there
also were " indications of additional loans"
made to Mr. Mack by Mr. Whiteside.
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by George T. Baker. National Airlines president. Mr. Whiteside repeated that he had
lunch with Mr. Baker to discuss the National
ch. 10 application. Mr. Baker had denied
any such luncheon took place and claimed
he talked to Mr. Whiteside only for five
minutes in his (Whiteside's) office.
Mr. Barton, who was brought into the

told him Col. Moore was "engineering this
application for National Airlines and that
they were sure to win."
Actually. Mr. Barton said, this was "a
misinterpretation of facts." He said he told
Col. Katzentine of a conversation with Dean
Murphy regarding the ch. 10 infighting. Mr.
Murphy said that he thought National was
going to get the channel according to Mr.
Barton; that Mr. Baker had influential
friends and that "even the President's
brother-in-law (Col. Moore)" was a visitor
in the Baker home. He denied, however

was very simple — at that time HeadleyReed represented Col. Katzentine's radio
station,
WORD." WKAT. He said that neither Rep.
Martin nor Mr. Higgins ever reported back
to him.
Col. Katzentine read a strongly-worded
23-page statement defending his actions and
just as strongly attacking the procedures of
Mr. Baker and Alexander Hardy, National
senior vice president in Washington. "Since
there have been many allegations and statements designed to reflect upon my personal
character and reputation as well as my operation [of WKAT], 1 feel it necessary to . . .
put in perspective my activities in the ch.
10 case and refute some of the scandalous
and slanderous charges that have been directed at me
personally," Col Katzentine
stated. He
continued:
"The charge in this proceeding by Baker
and Hardy that I have consorted with hoodlums, aided gamblers and perjured myself
is wholly false and they both know it. I feel
I am entitled to say this although I do not
like to use epithets in a public proceeding.
Further, the individuals who are the authors of these calumnies are, in my opinion,
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GOVERNMENT continued
desperate men who have by this conduct
alone demonstrated their unfitness to be
custodians Of an important facility of mass
communication. . . .
"Certainly, 1 cannot be expected to stand
mule in the face of such reckless abuse ol
my personal reputation and I suggest that
the committee nia\ want to weigh the credibility of Baker and Hardy on other mailers in the light of this unsupported personal
attack on me.
Hardy and Baker have falsely asserted I
perjured myself. . . . This claim, when compared with the facts of record . . . shows
the depths to which National has stooped
before this committee to vilify me in order
to distract your attention from the real purpose of this investigation. . . .

March
At the request of Sen. Magnuson. his letter also was made a part of the
record.
Rep. Harris said that the subcommittee
"welcomes an) information that you or any
other senator can give that would be helpful in the course of our investigation. The
subcommittee desires to give you or any of
the senators whose names have been mentioned in the course of the hearings full and
complete opportunity to appear personalK
and to provide any further information that
you might desire.
"The subcommittee very greatly appreciates your interest in this all important investigation.
Sen. Magnuson had written Rep. Harris
on behalf of the other senators explaining
the role they had played in the ch. 10 case

"While Baker and his associates have
used this committee as a forum for the vilification of myself, m\ associates and. in-

and offering "full cooperation" and any admittee. ditional information desired by the subcom-

deed, this committee's investigatory staff,
at the same time, they have protested loudly
their own purity and utter innocence of any
improper activities. But the fact is that both
their defamatory attacks upon me and their
protestations of innocence are belied by
their own admissions before this committee. . . .

However, despite repeated demands by
Republican members of the subcommittee
for personal appearances by the senators,
there is little chance this will transpire.

"The simple truth is that Mr. Baker is
pleading exoneration of his personal involvement because he got from Whiteside
and Comr. Mack for nothing the very results for which he was prepared to pay
$10,000. . . .

House Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) already has stated the senators would not be
invited to testify personally.
During a March 9 appearance on Youth
Wants To Know, Rep. Harris indicated his
subcommittee probably will issue an interim
report after completing hearings on ch. 10
case. He also said the committee is considerFCC

"1 leave it with this committee to judge
whether Baker told the truth when he said
my charges about National's relations with
Comr. Mack were 'false and baseless". . . ."
Col. Katzentine also attacked the actions
of Mr. Baker in the operation of National
Airlines in what he termed "callous and arrogant disregard" of the public. He charged
National had willfully violated the law in at
least three instances and that Mr. Baker had
made conflicting statements before the CAB
*
and FCC.
He denied he contacted Mr. Mack in
Florida just prior to Mr. Mack's appointment to the Commission, as had been testified earlier. He repeated several times, in
answering questions, that he never asked
Comr. Mack or any other commissioner to
vote for WKAT. His only goal, Col. Katzentine stated, was to get Comr. Mack "released" from any commitment he might
have.
Prosecution of his ch. 10 application had
cost "well in excess of $100,000," Col.
Katzentine told the subcommittee. Rep.
Robert Hale (R-Me.) entered several letters
into the record written by or to Col. Katzentine and relating to efforts on behalf of his
tv application. One mentioned the name of
Dave Beck, former international president
of the Teamsters Union, in connection with
assistance in gaining Senate approval of
George C. McConnaughey's
the FCC.

nomination to

Friday, Rep. Harris entered into the record his reply to a letter from Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.). chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee [Government,
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TO

ASKS
SEND

COURT
BACK

ing several forms of legislation to rectify
the FCC situation.
I hose include proposals that the chairin. niship of the FCC be rotated among the
commissioners with the President having no
authority to designate the chairman; that a
code of ethics be adopted by the Commission, and that a provision be made for removal from office of a commissioner.
He also told his youthful interrogators:
"There should be some serious question
raised as to whether a member of Congress
should pass on legislation which would
seriously affect some enterprise in which he
had some interest. ... I think it is a question
that each one will have to settle in his own
manner." However. Rep. Harris denied that
he sold his one-fourth ownership in KRBB
(TV) El Dorado. Ark., because "I thought it
On the court front last week, the Federal
was wrong."
Grand Jury held three days of highly-secret
proceedings regarding the FCC matter. Last
Tuesday, an FBI agent and H. Earl Barber,
Mr. Mack's legal assistant at the FCC, testified on the ch. 10 case.
Wednesday and Thursday, the jury called
further unidentified witnesses for testimony
regarding a second, still unannounced Commission action under Justice scrutiny [At
Deadline, March 10]. The records turned
over to the Grand Jury by Mr. Whiteside
have been impounded for a "detailed examination by the FBI."
OF

CH.

10

APPEALS
CASE

The FCC last week asked the U. S. Court
of Appeals to return the Miami ch. 10 case
so it could reconsider its Feb. 7, 1957, grant

legal steps were being considered by A.
Frank Katzentine (WKAT Miami Beach),
one of the losers in the controversial ch. 10

of the vhf channel to a National Airlines'
subsidiary — amid widespread speculation
that it might throw the Miami channel up
for grabs.
In a formal motion to the District of
Columbia circuit court, the FCC asked that
the four separate appeals be remanded for
reconsideration.
The Commission said that since the filing

case, and by George T. Baker, National Airlines' president.
Mr. Baker said that if the Commission
had not acted, he would have moved for

of the appeals, "public charges have been
made in the course of a Congressional investigation that one of the Commissioners
who participated in the proceedings before
the Commission, but who has since resigned
should have disqualified himself."
Comr. Richard A. Mack resigned from
the FCC two weeks ago under fire.
The Commission also said:

"Additionally, matters have been brought
out in the course of these investigative proceedings indicating that some of the applicants for a construction permit on channel
10 in Miami, including the grantee, may
have conducted themselves in the furtherance of their applications in a manner which
might affect the Commission's basic determinations in the comparative proceeding. The
legislative investigation is still in process,
and, it is understood, an investigation into
certain elements of the proceeding is also
being currently conducted by the Departof Justice."' 's
The mentCommission
motion came as similar

reconsideration of the grant. "We are preparing papers asking them to reconsider,"
he said last Thursday. "We want this clean.
We want it all to come out in the record."
The FCC action was taken just days before its brief in the cases was due.
The appeals are by WKAT against the
Commission's 1957 grant to National Airlines, and refusal to reconsider, and by
Eastern Airlines which was denied the right
to participate in the hearing.
The Commission's move came as the
House Oversight Committee was continuing
its investigation into the financial relations
between Miami attorney Thurman Whiteside and Mr. Mack (story page 50). A fedcase. eral grand jury is also looking into the

Basis for the filing, it is understood,
was the requirement that FCC General
Counsel Warren Baker, as an "officer of the
court," bring to the attention of the court
the allegations brought to light during the
House committee's investigation.
This is believed to be the first time the
FCC has asked to have a case remanded
under such serious circumstances. Several
years ago the Commission asked to have a
Grand Rapids television protest case reBRO ADC ASTING
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manded when it reconsidered its refusal to
give the prolestant standing. This is the
\ ersluis case.
It was pointed out that the court has remanded cases whenever any "material"
change has taken place among the litigants.
For example several years ago the court remanded the Fort Wayne tv case when Paul
McNutt. one of the principals of the losing
applicant, died before the court decided the
litigation.
The court is expected to accede to the request to remand — although it can if it
decides refuse to do so.
This will place the ch. 10 Miami case in
the same position it was before the appeal
and before the Commission's denial of the
requests for reconsideration and intervention.

sioner voting for WK.AT (Comr. Bartley)
and one for WCKY Cincinnati (Comr.
Hyde). Comr. Craven abstained. Also an
applicant is North Dade Video Inc.. local
businessmen. Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharl man favored WKAT in a 1955 initial
decision.
I he weeks prior to the final FCC decision
saw Eastern Airlines seek to intervene, on
the ground that National Airlines should
not be permitted to operate a tv station.
Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.) also
attacked the prospective grant on the same

ceeding may be necessary or appropriate.
The Commission is, however, of the definite
\ iew that the public interest requires that the
proceeding be reopened so that it may explore, by whatever manner may prove appropriate, these and any other relevant matters of substance relating to the public interest considerations affecting the operation of
Television ch. 10 in Miami.
"The Commission wishes to make clear
that it is not presently in a position to advise
the Court of the exact nature of the further

The ch. 10 grant reversing an initial decision was made by four commissioners
favoring National Airlines subsidiary Public
Service Tv Inc. (Comrs. McConnaughey,
Doerfer, Lee and Mack), with one commis-

"None of the matters referred to above
have been presented to the Commission by
petition or affidavit. The Commission is thus
not in a position to state whether any changes

proceedings with respect to ch. 10 in Miami
w hich may prove to be required or appropriate. Determination of the appropriate procedural steps to be taken in reconsidering
the Commission determinations in this proceeding would have to be made by the Commission in the light of future developments
and after affording all interested parties full
opportunity to state their views. Such parties
would, of course, retain full rights to seek

in its previous determinations in this pro-

court review of any adverse determinations."

Cross:
Nominee
For a "country boy." 53-year-old John
Storrs Cross, nominated last week by President Eisenhower to succeed FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack, has gotten around.
Capt. Cross (World War IT Navy rank)
likes the rural appellation and uses it constant^ in referring to himself. But it's
hardly an apt description for this bluntspoken engineer who was born in Birmingham in 1904 and who has represented the
U. S. at international conferences in
Geneva. Ottawa. Mexico City, Warsaw,
Goteberg and The Hague.
He does call Eureka Springs, Ark., in
the storied Ozarks, home and this might

tooth'
hound's
a
as
'Clean
the Communications
Act makes the FCC
"dynamic," "independent - minded" and
bi-partisan; there are already four Repub"forceful." He also has been described as
licans on the Commission (Chairman John
"opinionated." But all who have worked
C.
Doerfer,
Mr. Hyde, Robert E. Lee and
w ith him agree that he is not soft. No giveFrederick W. Ford). Comrs. Robert T. Bartaway champion, he has been, it is underley and Mr. Craven are Democrats.
stood, among the most adamant in resisting
pressures for the U. S. to yield portions of
Capt. Cross received his electrical enthe radio spectrum to other nations.
gineering degree from Alabama Polytechnic
He has worked with the FCC since 1946
Institute in 1923. He worked for the Studebaker Corp. for a year. He sold stocks and
when he was appointed to his present post.
Two of the FCC commissioners have been
bonds for two years. He built five and ten
cent stores throughout the midwest as conparticularly close to him through the interstruction superintendent for S. S. Kresge
national conferences which he and they
Co. He was an engineer with the South
have attended. They are Comrs. Rosel H.
Carolina and Michigan state highway deHyde and T. A. M. Craven.
partments from 1927 to 1931.
Capt. Cross is a registered Democrat —

bolster the "country boy" reference. At least
he has the unanimous backing of the Arkansas congressional delegation (Rep. Oren

grounds.
The Commission was extra cautious in
discussing what it might do when the case
was remanded.
Here is what the Commission

although not active politically. The appointment of a Democrat is required since

Harris called the nomination a "good" one
and expressed the feeling that the nomination was "good judgment" on the President's part).
Capt. Cross goes before the full Senate
Commerce Committee March 26 at 10 a.m.
(There's likelihood of a 10-day postponement because of the customary Easter recess.) Because of the circumstances of Mr.
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At the age of 25, Capt. Cross made up his
mind to make a million dollars and retire at
30, the New York Times said in a profile on
the new FCC nominee last week. In 1929
he was riding high on the bull market and
already had $100,000, when the stock market crash wiped him out, changed his plans
and started him looking for another career.
"It was like dice-game money — easy come
— and it all went out in a hurry," he was
quoted by the Times.
In 1931 he settled down. For the next
ten years he was with the National Park
Service, a part of the Interior Dept. He built
everything, from dams to roads. He served
in San Francisco and at the Hot Springs
National Park in Arkansas. He left the Park
Service as assistant chief of engineering.

Mack's resignation and the House committee's FCC investigation, the Senate confirmation hearings are likely to be intensive.
"I may not be too smart," Capt Cross
said last week, "but I'm awful clean." The
gray-eyed State Dept. official (he's assistant
chief of State's Telecommunications Div.)
uses homespun phrases like that. It is common knowledge that he was considered for
the very vacancy to which Comr. Mack
was appointed three years ago, and again
when Comr. T. A. M. Craven was named
in 1956.
Those who have worked with John Cross
at international conferences have a high
regard for his toughness in the delicate area
of diplomatic negotiations. A far cry from
the stereotyped, striped-pants, umbrellacarrying State Dept. functionary, the FCC
commissioner-designate
has
been called

said:

Capt. Cross put on Navy blue in 1942.
As a communications line officer in the
Bureau of Naval Operations in Washington, he saw active duty in the Pacific and on
four continents building a world-wide communications system. When he took off his
uniform in 1946, he joined the State Dept.
in his present position.

JOHN

STORRS

CROSS

Capt. Cross' international meetings run
the gamut, beginning with his chairmanship
of the U. S. delegation to the 1947 New
York and New London meetings on Marine
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT cont.nued
Aids to Navigation, and ranging through the
follow ing:
Adviser to U. S. delegation at the 1947
Atlantic City International Telecommunications Conference; chairman of the U. S.
delegation at the 1949 Geneva conference
on Loran; vice chairman of the U. S. delegation at the 1951 Ottawa conference on
Great l akes Safety; vice chairman. U. S.
delegation at the 1952 and 1954 Mexico
Cit) conferences on standard broadcast
frequencies and tv allocations; vice chairman. U. S. delegation to the 1955 Goteberg
(Sweden) conference on Baltic and North
Seas telecommunications; chairman. U. S.
delegation at the 1956 Warsaw conference

ASCAP
ITSELF
•
•

CHARGES
WITH

BMI,

Cross,

IS

daughter of former Rep.

CHARGED
ON

HILL

Senate's Pastore group hears pros on Smathers Bill
Songwriter alleges ASCAP illegalities to House unit

ASCAP was the target at a hearing before a House Small Business subcommittee.
Principal charges were that:
• It is a self-perpetuating grab bag domlishers. inated bj a "power house" of big pub• The big money (about $20 million)
comes from broadcasting but it is apportioned unequally by a shoddy sampling-performance formula operated by unqualified
personnel.
• The dominant dozen in ASCAP hold
secret dry-run sessions before cutting the
copyright melon, choosing formulas that give
them the breaks.
These charges were made to Subcommittee No. 5 of the House Small Business Committee. The chairman was Rep. James
Roosevelt (D-Calif.). The group is probing
allegations that smaller publishers and
writers suffer from an unfair allocation of
royalty payments. Making the charges
against ASCAP at the opening hearing
Thursday was Hans J. Lengsfelder, songwriter-playwright and a longtime complaintant against the way ASCAP is operated.
BMI was described by a parade of
ASCAP witnesses, testifying for Songwriters
Protective Assn. before a Senate Commerce
subcommittee, as a vicious conspiracy stifling good ASCAP music and stuffing shortlived, evil rock-and-roll songs into the unwilling ears of the nation. These charges
were made:
• Broadcasters owning BMI stock and
two major record companies (RCA-Victor
and Columbia) control air performances
and plug BMI songs to the detriment of
ASCAP songs.
•

Mrs.

MONOPOLY

The two leading copyright societies —
ASCAP and BMI — last week heard themselves called everything from crooks to
monopolists.
Separate House and Senate hearings provided forums for some of the toughest
name-calling heard in recent legislative proceedings.
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ot the International Radio Consultative
Committee; chairman. U. S. delegation at
the 1957 Hague conference on Maritime
telecommunications. Capt. Cross has served
his time as chairman of the Intergovernmental Radio Allocations Committee, although at the present time he is no longer
a member of IRAC.
Capt. Cross married Ruth Fuller of
Eureka Springs in 1932. The Crosses live
in the Bradley Hills section of suburban
Bethesda, Md. They have two sons, John
Fuller, 2 I. now an Army infantry lieutenant,
and Claude Christopher. 23. now a Navy
ensign.
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• BMI songs are low-grade rock-androll, hillbilly and Latin tunes.
• The public is buried in an avalanche
of this inferior music because broadcasters
force radio disc jockeys to feature BMI
tunes.
Feature witnesses in the SPA group were
Oscar Hammerstein, ASCAP member-director, librettist of "South Pacific" and
"Oklahoma"; Arthur Schwartz, ASCAP
composer-producer, and Vance Packard,
author of the best-selling book, The Hidden
Persuaders.
They repeatedly demanded that legislation be enacted to prevent broadcasters from
having any interest in the recording or
music publishing-selling-manufacturing business.
Mr. Schwartz contended broadcasters
should not be allowed to violate a sacred
public trust, granted by government license,
to peddle soap or other merchandise, or
engage in the music business.
The Senate hearings, which started Tuesday, were called by Sen. John O. Pastore
(D-R. I.J in connection with a bill (S 2834)
that would prevent the FCC from issuing radio-tv licenses to any person or firm engaged in the recording or music business.
The bill was introduced by Sen. George A.
Smathers (D-Fla.).
Hearings recessed Thursday noon until
next Wednesday. The House hearings
started Thursday and continued into Friday.
After three days of hearings it became
clear that Chairman Pastore of the Senate
subcommittee will insist on keeping testimony away from monopoly because the
committee is concerned only with communications. He stressed the point dozens
of times along with reminders that the Senate Commerce Committee and the FCC lack
jurisdiction over networks.
Reminded repeatedly by Mr. Schwartz
that networks can be reached through their
owned-operated stations, Sen. Pastore bluntly told Sen. Smathers and Mr. Schwartz:
"This legislation aims at the problem
by

Claude Fuller of Arkansas who is still a
power in Arkansas Democratic politics, runs
the Cross-owned Riverview Resort Motel
on the White River in Eureka Springs.
"This is God's country." Capt. Cross says
longingly when he talks of the resort. "Best
lishin". swimmin' and ridin' place in the
United States. The Ozarks are wonderful.
Not rough mountain country, but just clear,
C apt. Cross says he keeps busy with his
cool and invigoratin'."
six cars, one a 1936 Cord. He's a member
of the Washington Society of Engineers,
the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn., the Manor Country Club
and the Bethesda Presbyterian Church.

indirection. Here's the harm you are doing.
In Rhode Island a department store (Outlet
Co.) owns broadcasting stations (WJARAM-TV). Under the bill the store could not
sell records and own a radio station. You
affect the little fellow on the bottom."
Sen. Smathers commented that a bill rarely goes through the legislative processes
without amendment.
Chairman Pastore observed there is nothing in the Smathers Bill to prohibit a network from recording or publishing a song.
John Schulman, attorney for SPA, testified
networks use their power over talent in connection with recordings. He appeared both
as counsel and as a witness. He and Mr.
Schwartz attacked Mitch Miller of Columbia
Records, charging that he controlled the fate
of songs and composers and that he accepted
money to "edit" songs while in control of
Columbia Record performances.
Chairman Pastore tangled frequently with
Mr. Schwartz in his efforts to keep the witness within the scope of the legislation. He
asked Mr. Schwartz, during testimony, what

THREE DAYS of testimony were heard
^last
E
week
by x
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.),
chairman of the Senate subcommittee studying the Smathers bill to keep broadcasters
out of the music-recording business.
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SOV ERNMENT continued
was wrong with a group of disc jockeys deciding to feature certain music. He asked
wh\ ASCAP doesn't have pinup sheets similar to those of BMI. He and other subcommittee members mentioned frequently the
fact that only 624 broadcast stations own
slock in BMI. Sen. Monroncy (D-Okla.) said
onlj I I Oklahoma stations own BMI stock,
ranging from $45 in one case up to $1,600
for WKY Oklahoma City and totaling $5,155. "1 don't believe they can keep 'Surrey
With the Fringe on fop' off the air." he
said.
Sen. Monroney loosed a blast against
ratings in which "a base of 200 guinea pigs
sets the tastes for millions. The automatic
mind-reading is considered the Sermon on
the Mount by Madison Avenue. Artists lose
their careers, composers lose music and the
audience loses sanity because someone figures more soap or detergent can be sold."
Chairman Pastore insisted the committee
was not interested in censorship or in setting

the public's musical tastes. He referred to
the suit filed by 33 songwriters against BMI
in federal court, with 30.000 pages of testimony and 9,000 exhibits in the pretrial proceedings (see box, page 60).
Mr. Hammerstein. who testified Tuesday
and was called by the Roosevelt subcommittee to testify Friday, told the Senate group
radio and tv are needed to launch a song.
He conceded 70-80% of the music on the
air may be non-BMI selections. He said disc
jockeys know BMI numbers "are the boss'
music." He added, "The launching is what
we fear." and charged broadcasters with exploiting rock and roll.
The chairman cited figures by Herman
Finklestein, ASCAP attorney, showing
ASCAP had 84.05% of radio performances
of copyrighted works in 1955, with tv
amounting to 89.64%.
Joan Whitney, composer, described an
instance in which her "Man Is for the
Woman Made" disappeared from performance lists because the other side of the RCAVictor record had "The Man With the
Banjo," a BMI selection promoted by a contest. Dr. Louis Picherri, music director of
Providence, R. I., public schools, and Prof.
Arlan Coolidge. professor of music and

WHAT

CONSPIRACY?

What governs music selection on radio? To get the answers to that question
Broadcasting asked leading disc jockeys attending the Storz Stations convention 10
days ago to fill out a special questionnaire. Here are the answers:
QUESTION 1: 01 the following, which are the two most important factors in the
selection of music on your programs?
Number
Percent of
of Mentions
Total Mentions
54.7
52
Best seller lists (Top 20. Top 30, etc.)
34.7
33
Recording artists
16.8
16
Listeners' requests
Personal calls by representatives of publishers, re3.2
cording artists, writers, record companies, etc. .3
1.1
1
Promotional literature received through the mail
50.5
48
Your personal music tastes
21.1
20
Directives from station management
17.9'
17
Forecasts of new hits
for your
music
selecting
in
QUESTION 2: Does it make any difference to you.
programs, whether the music is licensed by the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers (ASCAP) or by Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI)?
4.5%
4
yes
95.5
85
No

QUESTION 3: If your answer to Question 2 was "yes," please check below the
licensing authority whose music you favor.
ASCAP
1
BMI
3
(For full report on disc jockeys' convention, see page 88.)
music chairman of Brown U., testified about
the banality of rock and roll. They are from

don't know a thing about music." He contended alot of rock and roll numbers have

Chairman Pastore's home city.
Mr. Packard's testimony, like that of Mr.
Schwartz, contained large numbers of excerpts from trade papers. These were used
to show that BMI and broadcasters put pressure on disc jockeys and the power of air
performances in introducing new numbers.
On questioning, Mr. Packard conceded

lewd lyrics, mentioning "Let the Good Times
Roll" and "Hide and Seek." He described

he was being paid by SPA and that he hadn't
made any sort of spot check in preparing
his testimony. At one point Sen. Potter said,
"I've heard 18 pages and you haven't got
to the point yet." Mr. Packard said that
while he hadn't made a special study, he had
a friend who was a broadcaster.
When Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.)
asked Mr. Packard to explain the difference
between rock and roll and jazz, he said, "I

the latter as "a not very allegorical description of the sexual act in progress."
Eddy Rogers, composer, said that when
he was at KOA Denver in 1950-53, Lloyd E.
Yoder, manager, warned him for ignoring
an order to program mostly BMI music.
Chairman Pastore, replying to claims by
Mr. Schwartz that BMI exerts pressure to
obtain station performance of its tunes, said,
"What if you are a good, courageous American and you have an independent station
and you like to do as you please, like most
of us do, and you say, 'Go fly a kite,' then
what?" Mr. Schwartz replied, "Not enough
people have
said, some
'Go fly
described in detail
of athekite'."
BMI He
rebate
practices.
Howard Hanson, director of the Eastman
School of Music, U. of Rochester, said the
current rock and roll craze indicates public
taste can be manipulated for selfish interests
to the detriment of the public good.
Senate subcommittee hearings will resume
March 19, with the SPA case expected to
end the next day. Witnesses will be Mrs.
DuBose Heyward, Rex Stout, Booton Herndon, Paul Creston, and Seymour Lazar, writers-composers; Mr. Schulman, and Martha
Rountree Presbrey, producer and co-owner
of WKTF Warrenton, Va.
HOUSE

ANTI-BMI WITNESSES before the Pastore subcommittee last week included (I to r)
songwriter Oscar Hammerstein; author Vance Packard; John Schulman, attorney for
Songwriters Protective Assn., and Arthur Schwartz, ASCAP composer-producer.
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HEARING

Chairman Roosevelt of the House subcommittee caught the hearing audience by
surprise in his opening statement when he
said, "Even those witnesses who make the
most serious complaints are hestitant about
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued

testifying, apparently tearing the possibility
of reprisals by those who are said to control
ASCAP." He explained the subcommittee is
BOl concerned about litigation (apparently
the SPA suit) "in which ASCAP members

enables a few society members "to control
the destinies and livelihood of all." He said
the current basis of performance payments
follows "an inaccurate and distorted logging
system." A few large music publishers com-

are plaintiffs."
He explained the subcommittee wants to
obtain information about problems of small
businessmen engaged in composing, writing
or publishing music and to find out if a small
group representing a few large publishers has
control of ASCAP to the prejudice of hundreds of other members.
Herman Finkelstein. ASCAP counsel,

House"
Power
"The ed.
what he called
he
He said
he contend
ASCAP.
control prising
and others had been denied access to vote
tabulations in violation of the bylaws and
added that the 12 publisher members of the
classification committee held secret meetings
without minutes.

opened the subcommittee's testimony with a
of the society's operageneraltions.description
He detailed the formulas for distribution of funds. "Everybody who is really a
professional wants to be in the organization."
he said, adding there is almost no rock-androll in the catalog. He agreed tentatively
with Rep. Roosevelt's observation that 80%
copyrighted compositions are in ASCAP's
of
catalog, as well as a membership comprising
3,700 active. 450 non-participating and 970
publisher members.
Comparing the ASCAP and BMI payment
formulas, he observed. "When a composer
comes to ASCAP he really becomes a professional. Any writer who has had one song
published can be a member but we would
bar 'song shark' publishers. We've taken
hundreds of composers from BMI after their
contracts expired." He described the 2Vi %
blanket radio contract (minus two 15% deductions for agency fees and business costs),
saying all but 30 broadcasters use this contract instead of the 8% per program fee.
Hans J. Lengsfelder. songwriter and playw right, was the first witness to attack
ASCAP. charging it took three years and a
consent decree to get him into the society
in 1942. He testified that a "weighted vote"

Mr. Lengsfelder complained about what
he called "dry-runs" in the classification
process, with large publishers picking the
formula most to their liking. He made these
charges:
The society keeps no public records of its
proceedings, directives, meetings or deliberations; the grievance process is designed to
discourage appeals rather than to provide
justice; only one appeal is allowed per year
though royalties are distributed quarterly;
performance credits are rigged to bypass the
1950 consent decree provision that credits
must be based primarily on current performances; compositions owned by board
members receive greater weight than others.
The numbers owned by the "Power
House" group received "1.000 times the
credit received by other members for music
played in exactly the same way on exactly
the same program," he said.
A sampling technique used in logging
radio performances drew his criticism. He
said the 6 to 12 persons who work in the
ASCAP logging room are not musically
trained and lack other qualifications. He said
get their "fabulous income"
large publishers
mainly
from network performances where
they have an advantage over other publishers.
Radio and tv yield by far the major income
of ASCAP, he said, but movie firms pay

MAY P OMPT LEGAL RECOURSE
tend to try their case before a jury is, it
The songwriter plaintiffs in the $150
seems to me, to guard against activities
million suit against BMI, NBC and CBS
of any sort which would render such a
must stop trying the case in the newstrial a mockery.
papers or face legal penalties, according
to a ruling handed down by Harold M.
"Therefore, I am enjoining upon counKennedy, special master in the case. The
sel— all counsel — the duty to refrain from
suit, which is designed to separate BMI
taking any steps directly or indirectly to
try this case in the newspapers. If there
from broadcast ownership, was filed by
is a breach I personally will consider such
Songwriters Protective Assn., largely
conduct a violation of the duty of good
composed of ASCAP writers, in U. S.
faith, which I think is the touchstone of
District Court, Southern New York.
The master, a former federal district
decision in many of the problems prejudge, made these comments in a decision
sented by applications for discovery.
"This is the second time that I have
denying NBC a protective order preventexpressed the foregoing opinion. It is
ing disclosure of material introduced in
quite distasteful to me to be compelled
four years of pre-trial proceedings unless
trade secrets are involved:
to enter an order restraining counsel or
the parties from using any of the dis"I cannot help but feel that the plaintiffs (SPA) owe it if not to me, to the
covery material for publicity purposes. I
have
now
come to the point, to descend
court, to desist from this continual pubto
the
parlance
of baseball, where three
licity. Every time a particularly strong
article appears, complaint is made about
strikes will be out — by which I mean that
it, time is consumed in dealing with it if this admonition is disregarded by any
counsel in the case or the parties, I will,
and needless expense is incurred. Of this
upon a fair showing, enter on my own
I make no complaint because I alone am
motion any further order which I think
affected by it. But the duty of counsel
who have demanded a jury and who in'TRIAL' IN PRESS

appropriate."
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ly small amounts to ASCAP" be"ridiculous
cause they own publishing houses represented
on the ASCAP board.
Mr. Lengsfelder spoke bitterly about what
he called inaccurate logging of performances
of his music, charging ASCAP board members received preference in the logging. He
listed network and station performances in
which he received no credit. He is plaintiff
in a suit filed against ASCAP Sept. 12, 1957,
in Supreme Court, New York County.
Dissenters
On

Speak

Proposals

Up to FCC

for Tv Boosters

Reply comments on the FCC's proposal
to establish an on-channel booster service for
tv have been received by the Commission
and while there were numerous voices
raised in favor of the repeater stations there
was also more than one dissent. In original
comments filed earlier [Government, Jan.
20], the only negative vote on a booster
service was registered by the National Community Tv Assn., spokesman for most of
the nation's 500-odd antenna system operations. This time NCTA was not alone.
Jerrold Electronics Corp. declared its opposition to boosters for numerous reasons,
including the opinion that adoption of the
FCC

proposals could pave the way for monopoly by major market stations. Stations
lashing out against a booster service included WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.;
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.; WPBN-TV
Traverse City, Mich., and KMJ-TV Fresno,
Calif.
It was requested that action on boosters be deferred until after the publication
of the TASO report, scheduled for later
this year.
Among others outspoken in opposition to
boosters were: Shirley Basin Transmission
Co., Mesa Microwave Inc., New York Penn
Microwave, Southwest Texas Transmission
Co., Carter Mountain Transmission Corp.,
Valley Microwave Corp., Inland Microwave
Co. and Collier Electric Co. These are all
microwave systems feeding signals to community tv systems.
In favor of a booster service were Aeronautical Radio Inc., Joint Council on Educational Television, WFRV-TV Green Bay,
Wis., WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.,
and WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.
The Assn. of Maximum

Service Telecast-

ers, stated that "the Commission's rules
must establish a feasible and effective method of protecting co-channel and adjacent
channel stations from repeater interference."
The Commission originally issued its proposed rule-making on boosters — there seem
to be literally hundreds of them, unlicensed,
mostly in the northwestern U. S. — last July.
The proposal suggested limiting on-channel
boosters to 1 w, requiring prevention of
interference to other services and requiring
the use of automatic devices to prevent malfunction. It also proposed that repeaters
must prevent interference to other stations
but not receive protection from interference
themselves.

The FCC has been upheld legally in its
order that boosters be licensed, but despite
its authorization of translator stations two
Broadcasting
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The folks at Radio KMA, one of the Pioneers
in broadcasting, are firm believers in balanced
programming. Long ago KMA found that it can
serve its listeners best if it maintains a good
balance and an interesting variety of both information and entertainment.
Service n> its listeners has been the keynote
at KMA ever since the fabulous founder, Karl
E, .May. tirst put the station on the air back in
August of 1925.

years ago, the number of unlicensed repeater stations has continued to grow.
Translator stations differ from boosters in
that they pick up vhf tv signals and convert
them into one of the higher uhf channels.
Among the comments in favor of boosters
last January were the following:
Colorado Television Repeater Assn. — Believes a licensed vhf repeater service in
Colorado "can be provided at reasonable
cost and without interference to other authorized services." CTRA is a nonprofit
association of repeater stations in that state.
It desires FCC regulation of boosters so

Going on 33 years now, KMA has built itself
a reputation as one of the truly outstanding
radio stations in the country. Although its transmitter islocated at Shenandoah, Iowa, a town of
that "its member stations may be placed on
some 7,000 people, known as the seed and nursery center of the United States, its f>,000-watts
a sound legal basis." CTRA feels repeaters
power on an excellent frequency of 960 gives
j
should only be allowed where they are esKMA a far-reaching signal, as is attested by the
sential and wants them "authorized only to
professional survey people and the voluminous
mail thnt rolls into the station.
local governmental and nonprofit organizations." Italso wants a period of three years
In Shenandoah they have always believed in
to allow existing stations "to bring their
operations into full compliance with the
the neighborly, sincere, friendly, money-back
guarantee approach. This is the basic tenet
spelled out by Earl May, the Master Showman
rules." Broadcasting Co. — Agrees with
newCascade
who back in 1926 was proclaimed "world's
the general concept of boosters but emgreatest radio announcer" by no less an authority than RADIO DIGEST, then the leading radio
phatically desires that ". . . no such station
fan magazine.
be authorized or permitted to operate within the 'A' or 'B' contours of an existing,
The station has always believed the vast majority of its thousands of steady listeners are
regularly licensed commercial television staold enough to have minds of their own. Its management objects vigorously to the idea of some
Montana Network — Supports boosters in
that the average mentality of the listening pubgeneral but wants more power for them.
lic is that of a fourteen-year-old.
Montana
would like to see some flexibility
tion."
KMA Radio is not a "juke box" station playinjr just the top 10-20-50 records. Variety is the
keynote in music.
Comprehensive and intelligent coverage is the
yardstick in news. No split-second news flashes
in the rip-and-read fashion. Authenticity and a
spirit of helpfulness are the platform on which
the KMA farm broadcasters and homemakers
stand.
"Down to earth" personalities instead of
"characters" are on the staff. Some of these
personalities, who present themselves as guests
in their listeners' homes, are Edward May,
Frank Field. Merrill Langfitt, Jack Gowing,
Bernice Currier. Florence Falk, Dean Naven,
Ralph Childs, Warren Nielson, Tommy Burns
and Mike Heuer.
KMA

is an official U. S. Weather Bureau observer station. It broadcasts complete market
reports from the major market terminals. It
airs road conditions regularly when stormy conditions prevail. Its homemakers believe in the
simple idea of catering to the desire of women
to be more efficient in the home.
They're sports-minded at KMA, too. They
bring the potent University of Iowa football
games to rabid Hawkeye fans. Also the Kansas
City Athletics Major League baseball games.
They
sored. must be good, for they're always sponKMA

listeners live in four states: Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri, and Kansas. When one remembers that the KMA area is predominantly
non-urban, it's easy to see why Homer Croy
in his famous book "Corn Country" described
KMA as the "Heart Beat of the Corn Country."
M
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in repeater
locations,
"repeater
station
should
not be though
located awithin
the
Grade 'B' contour of an existing television
broadcast station for the transmission by
the repeater station of programs from a
primary station located outside that 'B' contour." Montana also would want the repeater stations on the same channel as the
primary station, licensed to the same licensee.
Two WSAY Protests Dismissed;
Rochester Tv, Am Grants Cleared
Two protests by WSAY Rochester, N. Y.,
were dismissed by the FCC last week and
affirmation of tv and am grants were thus
made over WSAY objections.
The Commission first disregarded the
WSAY protest in the case of WHEC-TV and
WVET-TV, both Rochester, in affirming the
1953 grants of construction permits to the
stations to operate on ch. 10 on a share-time
basis. An initial decision nearly two years
ago proposed affirming these grants. Comrs.
T. A. M. Craven and Frederick Ford abstained from voting.
In the second dismissal the Commission
affirmed a 1954 grant of WBBF Rochester's
application for renewal of license, and terminated the proceedings involved. Comr.
Robert Bartley concurred and Comr. Ford
abstained.

Comments

Asked

on Channel

Move

The FCC has asked for comments by
March 20 in a series of tv channel changes
involving Greensboro, N. C; Florence,
S. C; Winston-Salem, N. C, and Charleston, S. C, and also providing for show
cause orders moving WBTW (TV) Florence
from ch. 8 to ch. 13 and WTOB-TV Winston-Salem from ch. 26 to ch. 8.

Listerine,
On

FTC

Asiatic

Flu

Agree
Ads

The Federal Trade Commission's first public action against flu claims in advertising involves Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,
Morris Plains, N. J., and its advertising for
Listerine Antiseptic. The government agency
last fall warned advertisers against unwarranted claims regarding Asiatic flu [Government, Nov. 4, 1957].
In a stipulation agreement citing copy
from Listerine television commercials,
Warner-Lambert agreed to discontinue
claims that Listerine Antiseptic protects
against Asiatic flu "unless and until adequate scientific evidence establishes that such
protection results to a substantial or signifiThe film copy quoted in the FTC stipulacant degree."
tion
document gives general suggestions for
protection against Asiatic flu and then asserts that "tests just completed in the laboratory of a famous medical school clearly
proved that Listerine kills the Asiatic flu
virus on contact." This in the opinion of the
FTC "has not been established by adequate
scientific evidence." The stipulation does
not constitute an admission by Warner-Lambert that it has violated the law.
Listerine is estimated to be spending at
the rate of $3.5 million this year in radiotv advertising through its New York agency,
Lambert & Feasley.
Examiner

Would

Of

(TV), Canceling

KAKJ

Revoke

Permit
Sale

In what he termed "undoubtedly ... a
hard case," FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman last week recommended revoking
the construction permit of ch. 4 KAKJ (TV)
Reno, Nev. He concluded in his initial decision that "misrepresentation and false
statements to the Commission about the
ownership, financing, and proposed construction" of the station had been made.
Revocation of a tv construction permit
is a rare occurrence and Examiner Sharfman
expressed sympathy for those who "contributed substantial sums" in this venture. He
added, however, that "the inescapable factor
here is that there were false representations
knowingly
made." permit for ch. 4 in Reno
The construction
was granted to Nevada Telecasting Corp. in
the spring of 1 955 [For The Record, April
25, 1955], though construction was never
completed. The application for the channel
showed Robert Fish as the sole owner of
Nevada Telecasting although he actually advanced no money for the proposed station
and went to Canada before the grant was
made. Mr. Sharfman said that the firm is a
syndicate of businessmen who later attempted to pull out of the situation by sellCorp.
ing the permit for ch. 4 to Tower Telecasting
Examiner Sharfman felt that if a hearing examiner were to decide that "the construction permit may be held, even temporarily for the purpose of assignment, by a
corporation financed by persons other than
the sole stockholder upon whose purported
Broadcasting

A

When

television

you use WANE-TV

market

is more

than

Forr Wayne, you sell a television market whose:

• Total Retail Sales are greater than those of Metropolitan
• Effective Buying Income
• Automobile

a city

Nashville and Syracuse combined

is over $1,2 50,000,000

Sales are equal to those of Metropolitan

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over WANE-TV
WANE-TV

^

San Diego
as more families watch

than any other station in the billion-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne market. Represented by Petry.
Sources: Area ARB 11/57; TV Mag. 3/57; Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1957

A

CORINTHIAN

KOTV

Tulsa ■ KGUL-TV

STATION

Galveston, serving Houston ■ WANE

& WANE-TV

Responsibility

in Broadcasting

Fore Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV

Indianapolis

GOVERNMENT continued
financial qualifications . . . the Commiss.
had relied in granting the KAKJ permit, pc
sons upon whose financial qualifications .
the C ommission has never passed, and (
whose role it was ignorant, fit] would be
distortion of the [Communications] Act."

for

all

of

Michigan

Just

ONE

Big

Buy

does your selling job in all of
Northeast Michigan. WFDF's
perfectly tailored signal adds to
Flint the rich Thumb area, Saginaw, Bay City, and the heart of
-Michigan's vacationland. NCS
#2 shows WFDF as the outstate
regional leader, and this BIG
new signal :: adds even more. Let
Katz show you how this important new coverage makes \v FDF
a key buy for Eastern Michigan.
' ilay time

More

Comments

FCC'S

Proposed

Filed Opposing
Tall Tower

Plan

Opposition to the FCC tall tower-antenna
farm proposals, which would incorporate
standards into tv regulations judging tall
towers and their potential hazards to air
navigation, was the tenor of a handful of
reply comments that trickled into the FCC
last week. Original comments, more numerous but just as unenthusiastic by most
broadcasters, were filed early last month
[Government, Feb. 3, et seq.].
ABC wants the FCC to postpone these
tall tower proposals and adopt the revised
procedures under which the Commission
would reach decisions rather than the Airspace Panel. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
is against the proposals until adequate procedures for aeronautical study have been
developed and it is assured that final jurisdiction will reside with the FCC. Westinghouse asked for an oral argument before
the matter is decided. WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville, Ky., also requested an oral
argument, declaring that the adoption of
the proposed rules would be premature.
A. Earl Cullum Jr., consulting engineer,
requested that the Commission reject the
proposed rules, stating the "representatives
of the communications and broadcasting industries differ . . . primarily as to the degree
of reluctance" in the matter. Mr. Cullum's
views were supported by KMPC Los
Angeles, Calif.; KSFO San Francisco, Calif.;
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex., and KMBCAM-TV Kansas City, Mo., among others.
The reply comments of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters were "addressed in
the main to two principal problems." AMST
declared that "the rules should make clear
that the antenna grouping policy is subject
to reasonable exception." And also: "The
Commission should make the ultimate determination whether an antenna proposal
would constitute an undue hazard to air

FTC Cites Lack of Proof, Drops
navigation."
Charges Against Coca-Cola of N. Y.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of New York
has been cleared by the Federal Trade Commission on charges of granting unlawful
promotional allowances to favored customers
through merchandising plans offered by network-owned radio and tv stations.
The FTC Friday announced its adoption
of an initial decision recommending the
charges be dropped because of "lack of
potential proof" that the New York firm was
involved in incidents questioned.
Coca-Cola was one of a group of nine
grocery manufacturers charged with customer favoritism through in-store promotion
plans accompanying broadcast advertising
schedules [Government, July 30, 1956, et
seq.]. Most of the cases are still pending.
March 17. 1958
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Reflections
From

on

"tourism"—

or,

the time he's a school kid, every American

Jefferson

Memorial

and

like landmarks

"two

cities

has his heart

in his nation's

capital.

in

set on seeing the
And

somewhere

along the line — either as a tourist or a conventioneer — he usually makes
6,246,729*

visitors to Washington

lation. Item: 345*
mood,

major

in 1957 — triple the Metropolitan

conventions

in Washington

one"

last year.

it. Item :

Area's

popu-

In a holiday

they swell the sales of your products — and that's an item, too !
In this market

of 2 ,000 ,000-plus "regulars"

and

6 ,000 ,000 -plus

"nomads," WWDC
Radio is as popular as finding a friend aivay
from home. Item: we have been first or a mighty close second in
every PULSE

of 1957 and thus far this year. We

have a simple

formula — to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing
increasing sales for you.

listeners for us, everradio Washington

WWDC

'Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade

Broadcasting

represented

nationally

by JOHN

BLAIR A CO.
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Proposed Baton Rouge Grant Off
The FCC last week directed preparation
of a dismissal with prejudice of Port City

Both

Surveys

have

agreed

again,

In Rochester
it's CHANNEL
TEN!
TELEPULSE
A.R.B.
Rochester
Rochester
Metropolitan Area
October, 1957

Metropolitan Area
November, 1957

of the TOP 20
shows in Rochester

of the TOP 17
shows in Rochester

FIRSTS and ten
ties for first
out of 487
competitive

FIRSTS and one
tie-for-first
out of 459
competitive
quarter hours

quarter-hours

FIRSTS
out of 168

FIRSTS and one tie
out of 196

competitive
nighttime
quarter-hours

competitive
nighttime
quarter-hours
145

FIRSTS and one tie
out of 290
competitive

Fl RSTS and nine ties
out of 291
competitive daytime

daytime

quarter-hours

This goes
That

quarter-hours

to prove

CHANNEL

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
The Boiling Co. (WVET-TV)
Evarett MeKinney (WHEC-TV)

10

(and we

opine)

is mighty

fine!

Television's application for tv ch. 18 in
Baton Rouge, La. Applicant has asked for
dismissal although it had been recommended
for the grant in an initial decision by Hearing
Examiner Charles J. Frederick late last year,
with Bayou Broadcasting Corp. as the losing
Louis S. Prejean, president of Port City,
applicant.
is a minority stockholder of ch. 28 WAFBTV Baton Rouge, which is controlled by
WDSU-TV New Orleans. WDSU-TV also
controls ch. 9 WDAM-TV Hattiesburg,
Miss., which has asked the FCC to shift
its channel to Baton Rouge [Government,
Feb. 3]. Under an agreement with Mr. Prejean, WDSU-TV would pay $7,500 to him to
satisfy his obligations to Port City and the
other stockholders in that corporation.
WDSU-TV wants Mr. Prejean to remain with
WAFB-TV to avoid "legal problems of stock
evaluation." Mr. Prejean, for his part, had
decided that an additional vhf station in
Baton Rouge would be "best."
FCC Relents on Fm Switch

Date

FCC has relented and given 11 fm
stations to March 3 1 to switch over to multiplex operation for functional music broadcasts or try again to secure waivers. Earlier,
the Commission turned down requests
by 1 1 stations for extension of time to convert from simplex operation, but approved
such extensions for 12 other stations. [Gov.
ernment, Mar. 3]. March 1 was the deadline for conversion to multiplex. The FCC's
change of heart was engendered by the fact
many of the 11 would have had to shut
down functional music operations since
28.
FCC's action wasn't announced until Feb.

Lorillard Clears With FTC— Gruber
P. Lorillard Co. submits its advertising
copy to the Federal Trade Commission in
advance of its appearance, Lewis Gruber,
president, luncheon.
told the Washington
Club's
Tuesday
He said theAdcompany
doesn't want to deceive the smoker because
it feels the consumer can't be fooled for
long and it doesn't believe in "hidden perHe said he did not believe smoking induces cancer and pointed to the upward
suasion."
trend in cigarette consumption. Every Lorillard brand has been improved in the last
year, he added, and new ways have been
developed to lower tar and nicotine content.
Filter cigarettes now account for 44% of
the 1.13 billion cigarettes smoked daily, he
said.
Hosmer

Joins Foes of SP

Rep. Craig Hosmer (R-Calif.) Wednesday
introduced a bill (HR 11363) which would
amend the Communications Act to prohibit
tv stations from using subliminal projection
in the transmission of any message. The
bill, referred to the House Commerce Committee, issimilar to measures introduced by
Rep. William Dawson (R-Utah) and Sen.
Charles Potter (R-Mich.)
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COMPARE

AIRLINES
... .. ... ...
i i

B

.l
:

111

UNITED

AIR

UNITED
AIR LINES
(cargo-passenger)

Maximum

Unlimited

365 mph

speed

Yes

reservations

]

FREIGHT!

Coast-to-Coast
(all-cargo)
Airline "B"
300 mph

(cargo-passenger)

(cargo-passenger)
"C"
365Airline
mph

"D"
Airlinemph
331

directly

All-radar

fleet

69

14

Yes

No

331 mph
Airline "E"
No

No

No

No

11
Airports served

Coast-to-Coast

(all-cargo)

46

61
No
No

No

BEFORE YOU SHIP, COMPARE UNITED with other major
air carriers. You'll find that no airline is faster. None
equals United's 69-airport coverage. You'll note that
only United offers you unlimited reservations — guaranteed space aboard 832 cargo and passenger flights. And
United is the only coast-to-coast airline with radar on
every plane for more on-time dependability.
There are other "extra" advantages in doing business with United. Fast, door-to-door pickup and delivery.
Interline connections that give you service to more than
2000 communities on one airbill. Friendly, personalized
follow-through on your shipments. But the best way to
compare these extras is to ship United and see.

IT

COSTS

Broadcasting

NO

MORE

FOR

EXTRA

AIR

LINES

For service, information, or free
y ®
Air Freight booklet, call the nearest United Air Lines Representative or write
Cargo Sales Division, United Air Lines, 36 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 3, Illinois.
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NBC
Network's

top

execs

pound

rhe ICC last week heard top level NBC
executives staunchly defend network practices attacked hy the Network Study Stall.
Throughout the three days of hearings
(the Commission skipped last Wednesday
when it held its regular mid-week meeting
to transact business), the NBC contingent
headed by President Robert W. Sarnoff hit
.11 the Barrow Report and defended:
• The vital importance of owned and operated stations to network stability — particular^ financially.
• The essentiality of option time for guar-

at report's

ITS

OFF

BARROW

GETS

premises

in three-day

anteeing clearances — a basic network need.
• Must buy lists, affiliation practices, the
confidentiality of affiliation agreements and
compensation, and the need to permit the
network to exercise its business judgment
on the matter of rates.
The delicate balance between network
profit and loss was summed up by Mr.
Sarnoff when he told the FCC that three or
four unsold half hours in prime evening
time could put the network in the red. He
also speculated that even a 30-minute deletion from the present three-hour evening

WITNESS: Robert W. Sarnoff

Report

makes

unsupported
Robert W. Sarnoff, president of NBC.
shot his most significant shafts at the basic
premises of the Barrow Report.
The staff has not shown, Mr. Sarnoff declared, that network practices adversely
affect the public interest. Although he was
speaking about the multiple ownership
recommendations (the Barrow Report recommended that multiple owners be cut back to
three vhf outlets in the top 25 markets), the
sense of Mr. Sarnoff's statement was contained in this:
"No evidence has been produced to indicate that the present multiple ownership rule
or the operations of multiple owners have
adversely affected the television service furnished to the public. Instead, the staff proposals to limit and bar multiple ownership
are based on theories and suppositions which
have no application to the issue."
Mr. Sarnoff's attitude toward the Report
was contained in these words:
"But then, after laying a solid base of
descriptive material on issue after issue, the
Report takes off on a theoretical flight:
argues a series of abstract doctrines, and
arrives at conclusions unrelated to the facts
and unsupported by them. These conclusions,
in turn, become the basis of recommendations for sweeping changes in network operations and in the pattern of television licensing
andTheregulation."
Barrow recommendations, the NBC
president stated, are not based on any
evidence that the present practices fail to
provide proper tv service to the public. And.
he added, the public has not complained, nor
affiliates or advertisers.
Mr. Sarnoff continued:
"The structure of the theory built up by
Page 70
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conclusions
by

the

facts

the staff is used to advance
nomic philosophy — that
should be weakened, what
fragmentized and what is

CHEST

a social and ecowhat is strong
is big should be
secure should be

made insecure."
The staff. Mr. Sarnoff maintained, wants
the government to require changes in existing practices unless the industry can justify
the practices. This is a shift of the burden of
proof, the NBC executive held, because the
staff has produced no factual evidence
justifying the recommendations.
In discussing the question of concentration, Mr. Sarnoff termed "the missing
chapter" the staff's omission of any report on
inter-network competition. It takes economic
theory and claims, Mr. Sarnoff said, that
because there are only three tv networks,
they do not compete.
Because the Barrow Report is pointed
toward revising the balance between network
tv and national spot tv, Mr. Sarnoff said, it
seeks to change the balance of stations'
sales and programming. "This broad reference to 'national spot television' obscures
the fact that stations constitute the spot
television medium, since it is their time
which is bought for this form of advertising." Mr. Sarnoff said.
The staff's recommendations on multiple
ownership "rest on theory carried to the
ultimate." Mr. Sarnoff stated.
The Barrow Report would make some of
the recommendations — especially those relating to local ownership, diversity and divestment— "a step which would substitute
formula for expert judgment in the licensing

The further limitation on multiple ownerprocess."

counterattack

option time segment would put the network
in the loss column.
Mr. Sarnoff was backed by Hugh M.
Beville Jr.. Charles R. Denny, Thomas B.
McFadden. Walter D. Scott and David C.
Adams.
The hearings continued Friday with NTA
Film Network President Eli B. Landau
scheduled to testify. Following him will be
a number of multiple owners, with the hearings scheduled to resume today (Monday)
and then recess to March 25.
Last week's testimony follows:

ship by networks, Mr. Sarnoff said, would
most likely discourage the entry of a fourth
or subsequent networks.
The economic health of a network depends on the profits from stations it owns
and operates, the NBC president stated. Tv
networks entail "great risks, heavy financial
commitments and low profit margins." They
are the only broadcasting organizations
which assume the burden of furnishing a
daily national program service and of maintaining itwhether programs are sold or not,
Mr. Sarnoff said. Long range commitments
for talent and programs, program experimentation and development, and news and
public service programming require financial
risks.
Network profitability is "anything but
stable." It is the owned stations which provide the "relative" stability to networks.
Mr. Sarnoff added.
Mr. Sarnoff explained the economics of
network broadcast business. "If we do not
sell a particular time period we still maintain
network,programming
Mr. Sarnoff in
wentthaton,period."
not onlyA loses
the revenue the sale would have produced,
but has the added burden of programming
the period.
NBC has paid no dividends to its parent
RCA for the past 10 years, Mr. Sarnoff
said. All its profits have been plowed back
into the business.
From 1947 to 1954, when the television
network had a cumulative net loss of $4
million, Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that $25
million was invested in network plant and
facilities. The great bulk of this development
money came from station profits, he added.
NBC has already invested $26 million in
plant facilities for color, and it plans to
put up another $28 million in the next
five years.
NBC currently has 25 new programs in
various stages of development, Mr. Sarnoff
said. If earnings from stations are reduced,
through divestment, Mr. Sarnoff predicted
that "business judgment will dictate curtailing commitment and risk for such new
program ventures, cutting back on high-cost,
low-return public service projects, trimming
news and special events coverage and restricting development expenditure. Under
Broadcasting

such circumstances, the scope, vitality and
effectiveness of the network service will
inevitably suffer, and its values to the public, the affiliates and the advertisers will be
reduced."
In discussing the vital need for option
time, Mr. Sarnoff baldly stated that a network is "completely dependent on its affiliates . . ." And, he added, "an affiliated station is dependent on the network for programs which will compete effectively with
other programming in the market ... As
a result, the affiliation relationship — and in
turn the whole network system — rests on
the clearance of network programs."
Option time, Mr. Sarnoff said, is the feature which permits networks to perform
their specialized function. It permits programs to be broadcast simultaneously on
a national basis, it serves to permit a
planned network schedule, it is a means of
assuring "a reasonably" high level of clearances, and it promotes the fullest availability
of programs.
The need for option time as an essential
procedure for accomplishing the function
of network is backed by affiliates, Mr. Sarnoff pointed out. And, he added, also by
Edward Petry of the representative firm
bearing his name.
Tampering with option time practices
could impair the effectiveness of networks
as an advertising medium, Mr. Sarnoff said.
And this could become cumulative and progressive. Failure to sell three or four key
evening half-hour periods because of insufficient clearances could wipe out tv network
profits.
And, he continued, without a clearcut
understanding on clearances through option
time, a network schedule could be disorganized and "checkerboarded" (this refers to
the situation where some affiliates accept an
order for a program, others accept on a
delayed basis, and still others refuse it).
Stations have, in accepting option time,
imposed on themselves "a degree of self-restraint," Mr. Sarnoff stated. But this selfrestraint is reasonable and essential to national networking.
The Barrow staff's recommendations that
affiliation criteria, contracts and compensation be made public is "regulation through
publication", Mr. Sarnoff said. This is
"based squarely on regulatory concepts in
the common carrier field," Mr. Sarnoff declared. The Commission, the NBC president said, should not assume responsibility
in areas where it has no authority. And, he
added, the Commission is in no position to
appraise the economics of advertising rates,
compensation arrangements, or affiliation
arrangements.
As to the Study Staff's suggestion that the
"must buy" practice be banned, Mr. Sarnoff
said that no evidence has been produced
that it is injurious to anyone. A business
practice should not be barred simply because it is claimed it is not necessary, Mr.
Sarnoff said. This same argument goes for
the staff's recommendation that networks
be forced to bow out of national spot representation, Mr. Sarnoff stated.
He also opposed the recommendation that
networks be regulated directly by the FCC.
". . . they seek to extend government reguBroadcasting

lation into new areas of business enterprise
without need or justification," Mr. Sarnoff
said. Government intervention in these fields
would involve it in business judgments, he
said, which it is not equipped to handle.
These are better left to the forces of competition and a free economy, he added. The
present regulations which apply to stations
are effective, he said.
Above all. the NBC executive declared,
direct regulation of networks would put the
government into the programming business.
It would lead to government considerations
on the merits of two programs, whether
they should be sold to one advertiser or
another, the financial arrangements to be
made and the negotations involving talent
and programs.
If networks are to be regulated, Mr.
Sarnoff said, then there would be no reason for not also regulating advertising agencies, program producers, spot representatives,
film syndicators, and others in the program
business.
"Experience has shown," Mr. Sarnoff
concluded, "that once the government extends its regulation to new areas of business, the scope of regulation tends to spread
and enlarge itself."
And, Mr. Sarnoff continued: "By weakening the network operation, it would also
diminish the audience values on which spot
television thrives, and thus injure this medium instead of advancing its competitive
During the question period, Mr. Sarnoff
said
that NBC has no plans at present to
position."
enlarge its spot representations. It now represents its owned and operated stations plus
seven affiliates.
In answer to FCC counsel Herbert M.

NBC

FINANCIAL

Schulkind, Mr. Sarnoff said that the deletion
or revision of option time will permit greater access to national spot in prime evening
time, but, he emphasized, individual program purveyors do not supply the same
type of service to stations that networks do.
The NBC president stated that if the network study staff had made a real study of
the broadcast industry it would have arrived
at the same conclusions NBC has.
He agreed that some stations may take
more network programs than they would
if option time was reduced or eliminated.
On multiple ownership, Mr. Sarnoff said
the present arrangement on tv ownership
(seven tv stations to one owner, not more
than five of which may be vhf) is "satisfactory" but he added that NBC would be
"happy" to be in a position to own more.
Mr. Schulkind asked Mr. Sarnoff if he
knew what RCA profits were from the sale
of tv receivers while the network was losing
money in the early days of tv. Mr. Sarnoff
said he did not.

factor
in losses.said color has been a "small*'
Mr. Sarnoff
Mr. Sarnoff also said that NBC would
seek to retain "first refusal" rights if option
time is deleted or diluted.
In expanding on his opposition to the Barrow Report's suggestion that a minimum
buy factor be substituted for the present
must buy practice, Mr. Sarnoff asked why
one practice should be substituted for another for no good reason.
Mr. Sarnoff also aereed with Mr. Schulkind that the Commission should be allowed
to apply sanctions less severe than now reCONTINUED next page

CARDS

Some facets of NBC's financial history —
usually buried in the consolidated RCA annual reports — were given the light of day
last week when NBC executives testified
before the FCC on the Barrow Report.
NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff told
the Commission that in the first eight years
of NBC's tv operations, the network lost
more than $4 million. For the whole 1 1
years of NBC-TV activities, from 1947 to
1957, the total net profit after taxes averaged $1.27 million a year.
mony:
Other highlights of Mr. Sarnoff's testi• In 1952, NBC had network sales of
almost $100 million, but the profit was less
than $500,000. In 1953, NBC had network
sales of $110 million, but the profit was nil.
• From 1950 to 1953, the network went
from a loss of $3 million to a profit of over
$1 million, to a reduced profit of less than
$500,000, to a loss of about $250,000.
• From 1956 to 1957, the network profit
dropped by more than half.
NBC owned stations, on the other hand,
Mr. Sarnoff disclosed, reached a profit position in 1951 (the network did not reach this
point until 1955). He also revealed:
• During 1947-1957, station profits aver-

SPREAD

OUT

aged $3.33 million yearly. This represents
a 14.4% ratio to net sales, compared to
1.3% for the network.
• Stability of station income is shown by
the fact that as station sales increased since
1950, so have station profits. But, although
the network had a number of years when
sales increased, profits declined.
• Network profits dropped 53% from
1956 to 1957, but station profits declined
only 18% in the same period.
• In 1957, network profit was 1.6% of
sales, 7.1% of equity and 4.8% of total
assets. Mr. Sarnoff here took a pot shot at
the Barrow Report for not counting as assets $60 million in commitments (talent,
programs, leaseholds). If this were counted
to the $81 million carried as assets, Mr.
Sarnoff said, the ratio of return to investment would
be "verywent
smallinto
indeed."
• The
network
the black in
1951. It went into the red in 1953, but returned to the profit side in 1954 and has remained there since. Profit from owned stations
began in 1950 and has remained there
since.
• The radio network subsidized tv before
1951; it went into the red in 1952 and has
remained there.
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NOW

BABY

REACHES

...with

a

point

of

view

to

suited

these

times

These are such unusual times that a baby is apt to grow up and reach maturity much faster
than ever before.
Take the newcomer

to America's television scene symbolized above, for example.

He was born eighteen months ago when the NTA

Film Network was formed.

A mere six months later, he took his first big step forward . . . when America's dynamic new TV
network began commercial operations . . . backed by some of the nation's most important
advertisers and their agencies.
Then he discovered his "first love" . . . when the Shirley Temple attractions often made the
NTA Film Network the Number One TV network in America in the time period.
Now he is reaching out again . . . with some very large plans ideally suited to these times. His
position offers exactly what is needed during these days when advertisers are taking a long,
hard look at their television coverage, their budgets, and their advertising plans in general . . .
for this coming fall.
Today above all, the NTA Film Network offers a unique solution to these problems, in the form of...
Wider

Flexibility

No "Must-Buy" Station List
... to combat wasteful, needless circulation

... to meet advertisers' varying sales patterns
Greater Economy
. . . thanks to the elimination

Guaranteed Clearance
... of time and programming,

of costly coaxial cables

of which you will hear more later

It's a program designed to solve the Number One problem in television today— the acquisition of
maximum coverage at minimum cost with top-flight television programming.
If you're an advertiser or an agency faced with this knotty problem, before you make your plans
for the fall, find out now about the all-new, big-time programming that will be telecast this fall
on the NTA Film Network.
Today is the time for you to reach out and telephone, wire or write us ... to hear the whole story.

NT

The Coliseum

Tower, 10 Columbus

Circle, New

York

19, N. Y. • JUdson

2-7300

GOVERNMENT continued
quired (revocation) to stations infringing
network rules.
Mr. Sarnoff told Comr. Frederick W.
Ford that more facilities would certainly
"alleviate" the situations complained of by
the Barrow stall. He said further "selective"
deintermixture and repeal of the excise tax
on all-channel or uhf sets would help. But,
nothing radical should be attempted, he
said, until the report of the Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) had

been submitted for Commission
tion.

considera-

The NBC president told Comr. T. A. M.
Craven that the deletion of 30 minutes option time in prime evening time would probablj put the network in the red. if the time
is not sold.
Publication of affiliations contracts might
work to the disadvantage of stations, Mr.
Sarnoff said.
Chairman John C. Doerfer asked for the

accounting setup between network operalion and owned stations, because, he said,
over the years he has heard rumors that it
was impossible to get the real facts on income. Mr. Sarnoff said the owned stations
are treated like affiliates on the books. He
said that NBC accounted for about 25%
of Mr.
RCA's
income.
Sarnoff
also told the FCC

chairman

that three or four unsold half-hours in prime
time could put the network in the red.

Danny Thomas Show and the Loretta
Young Show. This points up the vital importance of option time, he declared. He
also explained the necessity for integrated

WITNESS: Hugh M. Beville Jr.

program scheduling to emphasize its significance togaining audience.

Hugh
research
sides of
able

Intense

network

ignored

by

M. Beville Jr., NBC planning and
vice president won laurels from all
the hearing parties for a knowledgepresentation.

Mr. Beville's approach was to convince
the Commission that the network study
staff erred in not taking into account the
intense rivalry among the three networks,
and also for failing to match network tv
against other advertising media — newspapers, magazines, Sunday supplements, and
radio.
The Barrow Report's premise, Mr. Beville
stated, is that if network television were
sapped, national spot tv would gain. This
is a fallacy, the NBC research chief declared.
"Taking business away from the tv networks does not mean it will automatically
go to spot tv," he said. It will go to magazines and Sunday supplements, he said.
He also attacked the tv time sales figures
in the Barrow Report as incorrect and misleading. They include compensation paid
affiliates, he said, also spot revenue retained
by the independently owned represented stations, and they lump all three networks
together.
The significant figure, he said, is the
amount retained by the network from time
sales on affiliates, plus total national sales
on owned stations, plus commissions from
represented station — for each network organization individually.
In NBC's case this is 21.8% of national
tv time sales, he said, and only 6.1% of the
"relevant" market.
A fundamental "fallacy" of the Report,
Mr. Beville said, is that no weight is given
the "intensity" of inter-network rivalry.
In the past year, he told the Commission,
NBC's Program Dept. screened 145 outsideproduced pilot films. NBC obtained some;
other networks obtained others. Performers
move from network to network, the NBC
research chief said, mentioning Perry Como
(from CBS to NBC). Red Skelton (from
NBC to CBS), Frank Sinatra (from CBS to
ABC), Walter Winchell (from NBC to
ABC), Steve Allen and Jack Paar (from
Page 70D
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rivalry
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staff

CBS to NBC).
The progressive increase in the prices
of promising programs and successful performers isa typical characteristic of a highly
competitive market, Mr. Beville said.
Networks also vie for outstanding producers, writers and directors, he added,
naming Fred Coe (from NBC to CBS) and
Jess Oppenheimer (from CBS to NBC).
And the same thing happens to outstanding programs, Mr. Beville related. He named
the following: U. S. Steel Hour (from ABC
to CBS), Bob Cummings Show (from NBC
to CBS and back to NBC).
The competition in news is as great, Mr.
Beville said. He said that NBC has 400
people in its news department; CBS the
same and ABC about 100. News is a money
loser, he noted.
In relating the results of inter-network
competition, Mr. Beville documented the
flow of audiences among the three networks
for selected time periods during the last
few years: Milton Berle and NBC "owned"
Tuesday 8-9 p.m. until 1955 when ABC's
westerns put it on top, he said.
He also cited these others:
CBS was tops for Wednesday 7:30-8:30
p.m. until 1954 with Doug Edwards and
Perry Como and Godfrey and His Friends.
ABC's Disneyland took the lead away from
CBS in 1954, and this year NBC's Wagon
Train topped the list.
NBC's Show of Shows topped Saturday
9-10 p.m. from 1950 to 1953. In 1954 CBS
took the top with Two for the Money and
Favorite Husband. In 1956, ABC's Lawrence Welk Show took top honors and this
season CBS entries Gale Storm and Have
Gun Will Travel forged to the lead.
Program changes are continually taking
place, Mr. Beville pointed out. In the fall
of 1957, 55 new evening programs were
scheduled by the three networks — NBC
alone programming 23 new shows, half of
its total evening schedule.
Mr. Beville illustrated the importance of
"lead-in" to program popularity with the

The wide year-by-year fluctations in
"market" for the three networks compares
unfavorably with the relative stability of the
"market" for the three major automobile
manufacturers, the three leading cigarette
makers, and the three leading magazines, he
related.
"No change in brand loyalty or corporate
position can match the speed with which the
American viewer can switch the television
dial
Bevillefrom
said. one network to another," Mr.
Mr. Beville illustrated the results of this
inter-network competition by telling the
story of Colgate's spending in network tv.
In 1952, Colgate spent 62% of its network
tv budget on NBC; by last year, ABC and
CBS had taken away all of Colgate's dollars except for 5% remaining on NBC.
The same fluctuations are evident in gross
billings for network tv, Mr. Beville explained. In the fourth quarter of 1949 NBC
accounted for 55% of network tv billings;
last year this share had dropped to 38%,
Mr. Beville said. CBS reached its peak of
46% in 1954, and ABC went from 12% in
1949 to 9% in 1952 to 17 % in 1957.
The Barrow staff "artificially" restricted
the market for advertising, Mr. Beville declared, and thus
built up a "fallacious" case
for network
concentration.
American advertisers spend about $10
billion a year on advertising, Mr. Beville
pointed out. Of this about $6 billion goes
for
national advertising; $4 billion for local
advertising.
The $6 billion, he explained, goes to two
national media groups: the "integrated"
mass circulation informational and entertainment media, comprising network and
spot tv, network and spot radio, national
magazines, Sunday newspaper supplements
and daily newspapers, and the other group,
which does not supply advertisers with editorial background — direct mail, outdoor,
car-cards, match covers, point-of-sale display, regional farm and trade papers.
It is the "integrated" group in which network tv must be measured, Mr. Beville insisted. And, he added, it is option time
which corresponds to circulation of the
print media which gives assurance that network tv can compete.
National advertisers invested $2.3 billion
in "integrated" media in 1956, Mr. Beville
Broadcasting

said. NBC*s share was 6.1%, he said.
Each of these media compete for the advertisers' dollars, Mr. Beville pointed out.
He mentioned their media-selling organizations— TvB, RAB, Magazine Advertising
Bureau, Bureau of Advertising. American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. Each of these
bureaus, Mr. Beville said, spend from $500.000 to $2.5 million annually to sell their
particular media.
To point up the movement of national
advertisers from one media to another, Mr.
Beville submitted a number of charts —
calling attention to Elgin National which
did not use network tv at all in 1952 and
1953, which began to use network tv in
1954 and to expand network tv use in 1955
by cutting its magazine expenditures, and
then dividing its budget in 1956 between network tv and magazines, dropping newspapers entirely. He also used Philip Morris,
Wesson Oil and Lever Bros, as other examples of inter-media shifts.
"The Study Staff's presumption that national television is so unique that it constitutes amarket all by itself is belied by
these data," Mr. Beville said.
In the automotive, food, cosmetics and
gasoline fields, a similar split among the
various "integrated" media is obvious, Mr.
Beville stated.
The movement in and out of network tv
was pointed up by Mr. Beville who stated
that from 1949 to 1955, there were 556 national advertisers using network tv. Of that
number, he noted, only 236 (42%) used
network tv in 1956 — 320 were using other
media to the exclusion of network tv, and
only 86 advertisers who had never before
used network tv were using it for the first
time.
In concluding his testimony, Mr. Beville
quoted from the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. Warren
Baum, now chief of the FCC's Office of
Network Study, that the question of concentration must take into account the unusual
circumstances of each industry.
Broadcast Bureau counsel Robert J. Rawson interrogated Mr. Beville on the "substitutability" issue — the relationship of network tv to other media.
Mr. Beville explained that the charts
showing the switching of national advertisers
among the various media does not include
spot tv because no figures are available for
that medium prior to 1956.
Comr. Ford implied that network tv was
unique in that it can get a commercial
message across to the public faster than any
other medium.
Answering Comr. Bartley's question regarding network "loyalty" by viewers, Mr.
Beville sadly stated: "I'm afraid not very
much."
He also told Comr. Bartley that advertising's share of the Gross National Product
(the sum of all goods and services by the
American people in one year) was still below that before World War II. Commenting
further, Mr. Beville expressed the thought
that perhaps television has introduced a
"certain efficiency" in advertising, so that it
is not necessary to maintain the pre-war
percentage of GNP.
Mr. Beville also said that NBC spends
$4 million a year promoting its programs.
Broadcasting
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HEARINGS

FCC

Chairman John C. Doerfer announced last Thursday that the Barrow
Report network hearings will resume today (Monday) and then recess until
March 25. He made it clear, however,
that the date for resumption is tentative,
depending on the demands on commissioners' time by other duties. The commissioners are expecting to be called before the House Oversight Committee this
week (story, page 46).
The network hearings continued Friday
with NTA Film Network President Ely
B. Landau on the stand. He was to be
followed by multiple station owners last
Friday and today. They include: C.
Wrede Petersmeyer for J. H. Whitney &
Co.'s Corinthian stations; Mrs. Dorothy
Scott Bullitt and Otto P. Brandt, KING
stations; Hugh B. Terry and Weston C.
Pullen, Time Inc. stations; Payson Hall,

GET

BREATHER

Meredith stations; George B. Storer,
Storer stations, and Donald H. McGannon, Joseph E. Baudino and C. C. Woodard Jr., Westinghouse stations. Mr. Terry,
who is sailing for Europe this week, was
promised first appearance this morning.
It was also announced last week that
the following broadcasters have withdrawn their requests to appear:
Dwight B. Martin, WAFB-TV

Baton

Rouge,Pictures
La.; Thomas
F. O'Neil,
Teleradio
Inc.; Donald
W. RKO
Reynolds,
Southwestern Radio & Tv Corp.; George
Hatch, Utah Broadcasting & Tv Corp.;
P. A. Sugg, WKY Television System Inc.
(Mr. Sugg has joined NBC as vice president for owned stations and spot sales);
Paul Bartlett, KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.;
Charles C. Caley, WMBD-TV Peoria, 111.,
and Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.

WITNESS: Charles R. Denny

Owned
for

stations

networking

Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice
president in charge of operations and former
FCC chairman, bolstered the network's contention that owned and operated stations are
required. Mr. Denny is moving to NBC's
parent company, RCA, to become vice president in charge of product planning.
He submitted financial statements on the
seven NBC owned and operated tv stations,
and also the competitive picture in each of
these markets.
The profits from owned stations supply
the stability essential to networking, Mr.
Denny said.
NBC's home office is New York, since
1926, Mr. Denny recited, and about 4,600
people are employed there. Chicago is NBC
Central Division headquarters since 1927,
and over 500 people are employed there.
Radio network operations from Hollywood
began in 1927, Mr. Denny pointed out, and
NBC has 1,700 employes there. NBC ownership in Washington goes back to 1923, Mr.
Denny said, and employs 264 people.
NBC's seven stations represent 1.4 % of
the 492 commercial tv stations on the air as
of Jan. 1 this year, Mr. Denny said. Their
share of tangible broadcast property as of
1954, he added, was only 11.2% and if network assets are excluded it drops to 3 % .
NBC-owned stations share of revenues, expenses and income is 7%, 6% and 10%
respectively, he said.
NBC had A. C. Nielsen & Co. conduct a
special survey Nov. 24-30, 1957 to determine

necessary
stability

the share of audience of NBC-owned stations; itwas 7.21% of all tv viewing hours
in the U. S., he disclosed.
Thus, Mr. Denny emphasized, NBCowned stations do not constitute undue concentration.
In each of NBC-owned markets, Mr.
Denny related, the stations compete not only
with other tv stations, but also with other
media — radio and newspapers.
Mr. Denny also recited the record of performance of each of the NBC-owned stations.
In speaking against the Barrow Report
recommendation that the networks be forced
to reduce their ownership of vhf stations to
no more than three in the top 25 markets,
Mr. Denny told the FCC that the network
would be forced to relinquish Washington
and Philadelphia. This sparked a spirited
Bartley.
exchange between Mr. Denny and Comr.
Comr. Bartley maintained that NBC was
not going to be forced to do anything — if
the Commission decided in favor of the vhf
station ownership limitations. The network
he said, was going to be given a choice of
which stations to divest. Mr. Denny's contention was that Washington and Philadelphia were the two stations NBC must give
up, since the network must hold on to New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Among other points, Mr. Denny emphasized that many NBC high quality sustaining programs would not get as much
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exposure if owned and operated stations did
not cam them. He also stated that the record
for clearances by owned stations was about
equal to the 25 basic affiliates with the best
clearance records.
I he stall report. Mr. Denny said, contains
no evidence of any abuse of station ownership b\ networks. In fact, he added, divestiture would weaken network service.
Mr. Denny concluded his statement with
these words:
"We believe that strong networks have
been good for broadacsting and affirmative
factors in the competition within television
and between television and other media.
We believe that their continued strength is
essential to the well-being of the industry.
We believe the public will be the real loser
if the present network system is substantially
weakened, as it will be, if network ownership of stations is further restricted."
Mr. Denny told the Commission, on request, that NBC owned stations became

profitable in these years: WRCA-TV New
York. 1949; WRC-TV Washington. 1950;
WNBO (TV) C hicago. 1950; KRCA-TV
Los Angeles, 1952; WNBK (TV) Cleveland,
broke even in 1950. showed a profit in 1951;
WNBC (TV) New Britain, was in the black
when bought in 1956 and has remained so;
WHUF (TV) Buffalo, in the red when
bought in 1955 and still a deficit operation.
I he last two stations are uhf outlets.
He also stated, in response to questions
from Mr. Schulkind, that NBC pays its
owned stations the same as it pays affiliates
when they originate programs for the network. He said also that NBC pays its own
taxes.
The average commercial hour clearances
for o&o stations, Mr. Denny disclosed, is
96.33%, compared with 90.2% for basic
atliliates. Owned stations take network programs. Mr. Denny flatly stated; the choice
is a corporate one.
Mr. Denny also explained a 1954 memo-

randum found by the network staff which,
the staff implied in its report, indicated that
NIK used its network rate to influence spot
i ales of affiliates. This applied to the New
York outlet's Class C spot rate of $1,850
compared to its network rate of $2,600. Mr.
Beville recommended that the spot rate be
increased, but Mr. Denny overruled it on
the ground that the time was not being sold
anway. The ratio has been maintained, Mr.
Denny
todayC WRCA-TV's
spot raterateis
$3,500 said:
for Class
hour, vs. a network
of $4,100.
Even if NBC had revised its own station's
spot rate, none of the other affiliates would
have followed, Mr. Denny assured.
In response to Comr. Bartley, Mr. Denny
agreed that owned stations give a high
level of clearances both in and out of option
time, whereas affiliates give a high level of
clearances in option time, but a low level in
station time.

work tv, including its own network.
The bulk of national spot sales (80.5%),

WITNESS: Thomas B. McFadden

Spot
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against
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own,

Thomas B. McFadden. NBC vice president of owned stations and of NBC Spot
Sales, argued for the continuance of network spot sales representation.
He told the Commission that NBC Spot
Sales represents seven tv stations in addition
to its owned outlets, plus a non-interconnected station in Honolulu (KONA [TV])
and — on the West Coast and in Detroit only

competes

other

networks

— the five Crosley stations. The national
spot business garnered by NBC Spot Sales,
Mr. McFadden said, amounted to only
2.5% of total national spot time sales.
With only two exceptions, all its spot sales
list are NBC affiliates, Mr. McFadden said.
He also stressed that the Spot Sales division
was a distinct and separate NBC division,
and that it has consistently sold against net-

WITNESS: Walter D. Scott

Without
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network

tv

time

becomes

plan

Iffy'

Walter D. Scott, vice president. NBC
Television Network sales, defended option
time.

time, clearances are an "iffy" thing, Mr.
Scott declared, and if option time were
eliminated, the whole network television

He emphasized network tv's competitive
position versus print media: Wesson Oil
now uses magazines exclusively, although
in previous years it used both NBC and CBS
nighttime: Kraft Foods just canceled daytime NBC for newspaper coverage (although continuing its nighttime use).
Advertisers using network tv look to national circulation in specific time periods.
Mr. Scott emphasized. Outside of option

operation would become "iffy."
NBC's basic 58 outlets provide exposure
to more than 85% of the country, Mr.
Scott said. He also pointed up the importance of the markets cleared, clearance of
10 optional markets may be offset by the
failure to clear a single basic market.
Clearances of basic stations in evening
option times is 93%, Mr. Scott reported;
in station time it is only 64%. He illustrated
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Mr. McFadden pointed out, is announcements, which are not competitive with network programs. In fact, he stressed, the
value of announcements lies in adjacencies
to network programs. He also stressed the
value of network programs in attracting
larger audiences to a station, which in turn
enhances its spot values.
Stations represented by NBC Spot Sales
have no hesitancy in refusing orders, Mr.
McFadden related. Each has its own acceptability criteria. This goes for independence in spot rate setting, he emphasized. The
average evening network rate of represented
stations is 18% above that of their spot
rates, Mr. McFadden stated. In the daytime
the difference is 35%.
He also discussed the proposed SRA "cutin" proposals and how they were treated by
NBC Spot Sales stations.
the clearance problem with examples of
NBC News, Jane Wyman Show, and Ted
Mack Original Amateur Hour moving from
option time to station time, resulting in a
drastic drop in clearances; Twenty One,
Norby and the Bob Cummings Show and
others moving from station time to option
time and resulting in a sharp rise in station
clearances.
He also discussed the difficulty of maintaining network programming in station
time — advertisers drop their shows, or programs fail to get exposure.
Orders from advertisers in option time
are firm orders, Mr. Scott said. Those for
station time are conditional, he added.
And. he went on, option time permits
long-range basic planning for network program structure.
The elimination of option time, Mr. Scott
maintained, would lead to the disruption
of clearances, the backbone of network tv.
In questioning Mr. Scott, Comr. Ford
expressed the belief that networks might
use a "straddle" technique of starting a program in option time and running into sta3^T\DCASTING
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We

offer

Northeastern
You reach Northeastern Ohio's buying
audience through WGAR. Because
WGAR surrounds your commercials
with radio entertainment that
appeals to grown-ups ... of all ages.
For example, WGAR presents "After
Dark," a program of the finest in
popular and semiclassical music,
each week night from 10:30 p.m. to
1:00 a.m. It's one of Northeastern

you

a

Ohio's

PHILADELPHIA

large

STEUBEN VU.LE

share

buying

of

audience

Ohio's most popular nighttime shows
. . . hosted by Roger Carter, who
stacks his records with discriminat-

So reach your real buying audience:
through WGAR.

ing taste — for those who appreciate
top-notch musical programming.

Radio
for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAR maintains this policy in all
its programming . . . variety shows
. . . complete news coverage . . . good
music . . . drama . . . featuring performers from top CBS talent.

WGAR
DIAL
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WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

ELECTRONIC LADY. Mrs. Kay Kojek, holding an electron tube she's just tested, is one of over 3,000 employees at our Allentown Works,
lle-v helP us make thousands of miniature electronic products for the Bell System . . . things like transistors, varistors, electron tubes,

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

From its flower-trimmed main street to its humming factories ... in its schools
and civic gatherings . . . this bustling Pennsylvania Dutch community helps
Western Electric make equipment that makes possible your Bell telephone service.

Any town that pretties up its lamp posts with flowers and
waters them each night must be something special. Allentown, Pa., is that kind of city.
For ten years Allentown — where we make electronic
telephone components for the Bell System— has been one of
the home towns of Western Electric. As our employees,
thousands of Allentonians have helped us with our job.
Others have helped as employees of the 186 companies in
town who furnish materials and supplies we need. (These
companies, by the way, are just a fraction of our 2,336
suppliers throughout the state of Pennsylvania.)
Allentown, too, has benefited . . . through the jobs our
work has made possible, in the payrolls spent with local
merchants, in the taxes we have paid; and in the many

BUSINESS BOOMS for Walter Jenkins' machine
shop. Walter (left), one of the 186 local suppliers
of Western Electric, says his business has doubled

ways in which we have become— either directly or through
our employees — an integral part of the community itself.

since
he became
one ofof our
He'sorganization.
shown here
with Charlie
Bender
our suppliers.
purchasing

Besides Allentown, Western Electric has factories in 25
other cities where we also make telephone equipment for
the Bell System. Last year we purchased 1U billion dollars
worth of raw materials, products and services from our
nearly 33,000 suppliers located in every state. Of these,
90% are "small businesses." The things we make and buy
are distributed to the Bell telephone companies through
Western Electric distribution centers in 32 different cities.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

THE CITY'S VOICE, Editor Bill Beimert of the Allentown CallChronicle. Bill recalls how Western Electric's coming to town took up
the slack in post-war production. He feels that Western Electric's
active part in community affairs and its concept of community service
has been as good for his town as the jobs made and the taxes paid.

ON DUTY with the volunteer county Civil Defense
unit, Western Electric employees Doug Morick (left )
and Glen Cowher test a mobile radio set. Other
W. E. people help out in community activities such
as scouting, Little League baseball and many more.

OPEBATION SANTA CLAUS. W. E.'s Allentown
Club, to which all Western Electric employees belong, sponsors Operation Santa Claus each year.
Shown here are some of the gifts our employees have
donated for needy youngsters in the Lehigh Valley.

GOVERNMENT

CONTINUED

tion time to increase the number of option
time hours. He also wondered whether affiliates took network programs they normally
would not because of option time. But, he
added. "I guess this is the price of having
network service, isn't it?"

WITNESS:
David C. Adams
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compensation be made public. This is a common carrier concept, he insisted.
". . . the proposal is typical of the whole
series of recommendations in this area,"
Mr. Adams declared. "All of them would
edge the Commission into common carrier
regulation of networking, and involve it in
the economics of the advertising business
where it has no expert knowledge or authorMr. Adams recalled that until April 1953,
operate."
NBCity toused
to publish monthly circulation for
each of its affiliated stations. This caused so

WINS:

WMAL-TV

AVERAGE

results

David C. Adams, NBC executive vice
president for corporate affairs, wound up the
NBC presentation with an incisive statement
on affiliation practices, rates and compensation.
He hit hard at the Barrow recommendation that affiliation criteria, contracts and

(4 ties)
(5 ties)
(1 tie)

much ill feeling, he said (because the network circulation criteria were different than
those used for local and spot circulation)
that it was discontinued at the insistence of
the affiliates themselves.
"If the Commission now should require
all networks to publish the station-by-station
circulation figures used for network rate
purposes," Mr. Adams said, "it will start
one of the greatest Donnybrooks in the
business.
."
He also. . raised
the question of antitrust
violations if networks publicized compensation data. Compensation arrangements represent a"business" agreement, Mr. Adams
pointed out, and who is to determine the
reasonableness of that?
Affiliates have no lack of bargaining power, Mr. Adams stated, which needs to be met
through publication of circulation figures or
rate specifications.
Multiple ownership plays no part in affiliation or inclusion in must-buy lists, Mr.
Adams said. Seven basic affiliates do not
meet NBC's statistical criteria for must-buy,
Mr. Adams said, but there are reasons for
their inclusions and none are associated
with multiple owners.

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 in Washington. D.C.
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In a discussion of the importance of option time. Mr. Adams pointed out that there
are substantial amounts of syndicated film
in the 6-11 p.m. option time periods in the
top 100 markets — 20%. Feature film in this
period, amounts to 7.2%, other film, 0.5%
and local live programs, 12.1%.
Broadcasting
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CBS-TV

SPLIT

•

Jones

various

•

Cowan

heads

IN

operations

similarly named

of CBS

cludes "all operations having to do with network programming, sales, production, affiliate relations and the like."
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton, announcing the unexpected changes Tuesday,
attributed them to "the growth, size and
complexity of the television division."
Explaining the move, Dr. Stanton said:
"In 1951 when we completed the separation of our radio and television broadcasting activities, the CBS Television Division
operated two wholly owned stations, New
York and Los Angeles. The CBS Television

MOVE

Tv Stations Division

as president of CBS

CBS surprised the television business last
uivk In announcing it has split CBS-TV into
two separate divisions under separate presidents. Merle S. Jones and Louis G. Cowan.
Mr. Jones, who has been president of
CBS-TV, was named president of the CBS
I elevisiOD Stations Division, consisting of
owned television stations, CBS-TV Spot
Sales, CBS-TV Film Sales, Terry toons and
other non-network activities, which altogether account for approximately half of
the profits of CBS-TV.
Mr. Cowan, whose Louis G. Cowan Inc.
created $64,000 Question before he moved
over as CBS Inc. staff vice president for creative services in 1955, was named president
of the CBS-TV Network Division. This in-

check

SURPRISE

Tv Network

Division

Network had gross time billings at an annual
rate of $42.5 million.
"The CBS Television Network's gross billings for 1957 were approximately $240 million. The division now operates six companyowned stations and has an application pending before the FCC for the. purchase of
WCAU-TV Philadelphia. The other major
units in the CBS Television Division today
are CBS Television Spot
vision Film Sales Inc. and
idea of the importance of
units may be gained from
account for approximately
of the division.

Sales. CBS TeleTerrytoons. Some
these non-network
the fact that they
half of the profits

"Because of the growth, size and complexity of the television division, the time has
come to divide it along functional lines into
two new separate operating divisions: the
CBS Television Network and the CBS Television Stations. . . ."
Dr. Stanton said CBS is "indeed fortunate
to have two such leaders as Merle Jones and
Lou Cowan to head these new divisions." He
asserted that "the end result of this growth
development will. 1 am confident, be greater
efficiency for all television operations."
The changes were effective last Wednesday. On that same day, Mr. Cowan was
elected a member of the board of CBS Inc.

KOfil'fi beautiful
in Denverl

rating figures

KOSI is the favorite family station
on the Denver dial! Pulse Average
5. 1 per quarter hour
6am-6pm— 5,000 watts
See RETRY for KOSI, Denver
and KOBV, San Francisco's
No. I family station in
Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen.
WGVM, Greenville, Miss.
No. I Hooper and Nielsen
Call Ed Dcvttey

MR. COWAN

MR. JONES

Mr. Jones already was a board member and
will continue to be. Both Messrs. Cowan and
Jones also are vice presidents of CBS Inc.
Mr. Jones, who took over as president of
CBS-TV Jan. 1, 1957, upon the retirement
of J. L. Van Volkenburg, first joined CBS at
the network's KMOX St. Louis in 1936.
Thereafter he served the company successively in key posts in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, St. Louis and New York.
Mr. Cowan was head of the program production company bearing his name (now
Entertainment Productions Inc.) before moving to CBS Inc. more than two years ago.
With the separation of CBS-TV into two
divisions, CBS Inc. now operates seven divisions. The others are CBS Radio, CBS Labs,
Columbia Records, CBS-Hytron and CBS
International.
Tv Network
For January

Gross
Up

Time

11%

Sales

Over

1957

The gross time sales of tv networks totaled
$49,594,212 in January, or a 14% gain
over January 1957, Television Bureau of
Advertising has reported. (Monthly reports
of network billings now are being computed
for TvB by Leading National Advertisers
Inc. and Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc.
Formerly, Publishers Information Bureau
compiled this data.) ABC-TV compiled the
greatest billing boost with a total of
$9,134,917 in January, a gain of 36%.
CBS-TV was up about 9% and NBC-TV
approximately 11%. TvB soon will release a supplementary report with product
classification totals, a list of leading advertisers and a breakdown of gross billings for
day and night. The
Januarynetwork figures:
1958
ABC
January
over
% 1957
gain
1957 1958
NBC
$ 6,715,581 36%
$ 22,072,167
9,134,917
CBS
20,231,474 9%
18,387,128
16,554,941 11%
49,594,212
Total
43,501,996 14%
Networks to Beat DST Problem
With 1958 Transmission Plans

MID-AMERICA
BROADCASTING

CO.

Oct. Pulse totals KOSI No. I

6 am -6 pm overall
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The outlook in mid-March is that by
April 27 when Daylight Saving Time comes
around, the three tv networks will have beat
the perennial networking problem of transprograms from DST areas to standard timemitting
zones.

ABC-TV

is announcing today (Monday)
that it will expand its system, thus maintaining most programs in their regular time
periods during DST. The network is adding
the Eastern Standard Time zone this year
and as a result very few stations — except for
Broadcasting

In KMTV's studio, Chief Photographer Dale Hoaglan (left) and TV Director Jack Riley shoot a commercial.
The station uses Da Pont 930 and 931 for all film ivork — commercials, newsreels, on-the-spot interviews.

"For

every

shot,

any

time

film"
Pont
Du
on
count
we
says Mr. Dale Hoaglan, Chief Photographer of
"All our cameramen are primarily reporters,"
station
KMTV, Omaha, Nebraska.
Mr. Hoaglan continues. "They simply do not have
the time to master all the intricacies of photographic
Since the station opened in 1952. versatility has
technique, so we must have a very versatile film with
enough latitude to record any event, regardless of
been the underlying theme of KMTV's operation.
And to help achieve it, they chose Du Pont 930
the circumstances.
Rapid Reversal film for newsreel use right from the
"These qualities are reliably backed up by a
start, and added 931 as soon as it was introduced.
sound service policy on the part of Du Pont. Whatever the problem involved, we know we can depend
Mr. Hoaglan tells us that during the last six
years, "these films have met our every requirement,
giving us the necessary speed to work at low light
levels and in situations of extreme contrast. The
high speed alone justifies the use of 930 and 931,
and we get other benefits such as fast and easy
processing, excellent contrast, good gray scale and
optimum sound track quality.

on the technical know-how of the Du Pont Company."
// your film needs include versatility, combined with
the best in technical service, just call the nearest
Du Pont Sales Office. Or write Du Pont, Photo
Products Department. 2420-2 Nemours

Building,

Wilmington 98. Delaware. In Canada, Du Pont Company of Canada ( 1956 ) Limited, Toronto.

"EC II. s. PAT. OFF.
Better Things for Better Living . . . through
Broadcasting
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FILM

the Pacific Standard Time zone — will be
fed programs other than at the local time
now recsived. Stations on PST will get their
programs an hour earlier, local time.
NBC-TV and CBS-TV report they are on
schedule with plans to eliminate DST proble Its All three networks will make liberal
use of videotape for delay telecasts.

NTA

ABC
In

Top

New

Ranks

Filled

Appointments

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. last week buttoned up the executive
alignment of its broadcast operations.
James Ci. Riddell, president of AB-PT subsidiary WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, was
elected executive vice president of ABC, a
di\ision of AB-PT. and a director of AB-PT.
He takes over the new administrative post
July I. In that position, the radio (ABN) and
the tv (ABC-TV) networks will report to him
and he in turn to AB-PT President Leonard
11 Cioldenson. (See Our Respects, page 26.)
Simon B. Siegel. financial vice president
and treasurer of ABPT, also was elected
a director of the
theatre-broadcast
company.
Reports had been
current since early
winter that AB-PT
would create an
overall administrator
of the company's
broadcast operations
[Closed Circuit,
March 10; Dec. 16,

SIEGEL

1957]. The renewed speculation had followed the elevation last month of Oliver E.
Treyz from vice president in charge to
president of the ABC-TV division. Robert
E. Eastman is president of ABN. Both men,
according to Mr. Goldenson's announcement Monday, will continue to operate the
networks as autonomous units with no
change in operating policy.
Although Mr. Riddell formally assumes
his ABC post July 1. the WXYZ executive
already is moving into his new duties on an
informal basis. Mr. Riddell said he has set a
meeting for today (Monday) and tomorrow
in Detroit for general managers of all ABNowned radio stations. Purposes: an orientation in WXYZ functions (the station is regarded as a successful radio operation) with
which Mr. Riddell is most familiar and a
chance to meet with the station heads.
Mr. Goldenson said Mr. Riddell's addition
to executive management of ABC was part
of "a long-range plan to meet the growing
requirements of the company." noting that
the broadcaster had compiled "an outstanding record" at the Detroit stations.
Mr. Siegel was elected to his current post
at AB-PT in 1957 and was treasurer of ABPT upon its formation in 1953 as a result
of the merger of ABC and United Paramount Theatres. Previously, he was comptroller of UPT. He joined the comptrollers
staff of Paramount Pictures Inc. in 1929.
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PLANS
• Landau

NETWORK

EXPANSION
outlines new

shows

• Approach sound, he feels
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last
week reaffirmed its confidence in the concept of the NTA Film Network by announcing an expanded schedule for the fall,
covering six major program series and the
establishment of a three-hour segment in
prime time in certain markets.
Ely A. Landau, board chairman of NTA
and president of the NTA Film Network,
told a news conference in New York the
company is convinced that the film network
approach is sound. The expansion move is
planned, even though the network's major
effort during 1957 — Premiere Performance,
a weekly P/2-hour presentation of 2()th
Century-Fox feature films — ended a 39week cycle last January. Mr. Landau explained that film network activities were
halted temporarily to evaluate accomplishments and plan for next season, although
the company never questioned the soundness of the film network concept.
The programs to be carried starting next
fall. Mr. Landau said, are How to Marry a
Millionaire, a half-hour series based on the
motion picture of the same name and filmed
by TCF-TV; Man Without a Gun, another
half-hour TCF-TV series built around the
exploits of a newspaper editor in the West;
This Is Alice, a half-hour series produced
by Desilu Productions and centering around
an impish youngster; The Tv Hour of Stars,
hour-long dramatic presentations produced
for television by Warner Bros.; Premiere
Performance, a new group of 39 first-run
tv feature films produced by Fox, and
Shirley Temple feature films, a series of
motion pictures featuring the former child
star at the height of her popularity.
This new programming. Mr. Landau said,
involves a total expenditure of $12 million.
He revealed that the network will offer all
its fall programming in upward of 100 markets next season.
A new programming pattern has been
created called the "Big Night." Mr. Landau
said that in the 17 markets where there are
four or more stations, the independent outlet in each area will be invited to participate
in this pattern and he indicated favorable
reaction already in 15. The present plans
call for the "Big Night" to be telecast 7:3010:30 p.m. on a single night, with programming covering How to Marry a Millionaire,
Man Without a Gun, This Is Alice and
Premiere Performance. These markets represent 46% of U. S. tv homes, according
to Mr. Landau, and include about 19.5 million tv homes.
In other markets, NTA hopes to clear
Class A time for the half-hour series and
place Premiere Performance in late evening
time slots. The Tv Hour of Stars programming is earmarked for early evening presentation inthe four-or-more-station markets
and in other areas. Plans are to slot the
dramas during daytime periods, perhaps as
a week-day strip. The Shirley Temple films,
Mr. Landau said, will be programmed as a

special holiday series, much in the manner
of the recent Holiday Specials during the
past Christmas season when four films starring Miss Temple were shown.
Mr. Landau reviewed the accomplishments of Premiere Performance and the
Holiday Specials during 1957 and contended
that in terms of ratings and in cost-perthousand the presentations were "excellent
buys" for the various participating sponsors.
These included Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.. P. Lorillard Co., Hazel Bishop
Inc.. Sunbeam Corp., Ideal Toy Corp., Toni
Co., Phillips-Van Heusen Corp., Smith
Bros. Inc. and Technical Tape Corp. He
said the main obstacle confronting the NTA
Film Network is its "pioneering concept,
as many people are a bit afraid of anything
new, of something that breaks with tradition." Mr. Landau felt, however, that the
first year*s efforts had smoothed the way
forOutside
next year's
activities.
of the
fall programming, the
NTA Network, as previously announced,
will feed a one-hour program titled The
20th Century-Fox Hour to a lineup of about
63 stations for 13 weeks [Film, Feb. 3].
The program, consisting of re-runs of films
shown on CBS-TV several years ago, will
be offered to advertisers under a plan called
"Double Impact." Each week a one-hour
film will be played twice on different days,
enabling for
theeach
advertiser
to reach a newaudience
run.
Universale
Despite

Rackmii

Optimistic

Loss for First Quarter

The "hold the line at '48" motto being
adopted by Hollywood producers on release
of old films to tv was echoed last week
during a routine stockholders meeting at
Universal Pictures Corp. President Milton
R. Rackmii also told shareholders that Universal is in the motion picture business to
stay. His optimistic outlook came in the
face of a reported $450,000 net loss during
the first quarter of fiscal 1958. (In the comparable first quarter of fiscal 1957, Universal
had a net profit of $163,786.)
Mr. Rackmii spent most of the hour-long
meeting denying various current "reports."
Among them he denied (A) that Universal
is in the process of selling its Universal City
lot to NBC for an estimated $35 million,
(B) that Universal is going to liquidate its
physical plant and sell its property, (C) that
Universal is going to merge with Decca
Records which owns 81.4% of the film
company's outstanding common, (D) that
Universal is thinking of springing some
300 post-1948 films since it now has placed
into distribution 600 pre- 1948 films through
Columbia Pictures Corp.'s Screen Gems Inc.
at estimated earnings of $30 million.
Mr. Rackmii assured the shareholders
that Universal is not going to release any
post-1948 films at this time to tv in line
with the stand of other studios. He apparently did not consider Republic (now-defunct)
as a studio. He did not mention Republic
by name. Republic, unlike United Artists
Corp. which maintains no studio operations
of its own, recently released a large number
of post- 1948 feature film to tv.
The Universal president declined to disBroadcasting

FILM CONTINUED
cuss how much the firm spent in advertising
last year but informed the inquiring stockholders that he would be happy to discuss
xted National*
J 6J>.
^

budgets "in private." It was learned that
Universal (through Cunningham & Walsh)
spent more in 1957 than in the previous
year to
combat a "severe drop" in box
office
receipts.

;
Cto

...styled for today 's
00
ALL-AGE audience o

Spot

Announcements

Top

Programs
in Cost — TPA
Advertising using television spot announcements spend as much as 85% more
for an equal amount of commercial time
than they do if they buy half-hour film programs on a combined time and talent cost
basis, Michael M. Sillerman, executive vice
president of Television Programs of America, said last week on the basis of a study
made by TPA.
A half-hour program gives the sponsor
at least three minutes (180 seconds) of commercial time. The cost of the half hour in
the TPA study was figured in all instances
on the cost for 10:30 p.m., regarded by some
stations as A time, by others as B time and
still others as AA or C time. Program cost
was TPA's rate card for New Adventures
of Charlie Chan.
The spot announcement cost was computed for nine 20-second spots per week,
the same total time (180 seconds) as the
three one-minute commercials that an advertiser would get if he bought a half-hour
program. TPA officials acknowledged that
on many stations the unit price of 20-second
and one-minute commercials is the same,
that nine 20-second spots would cost the
same as three one-minute spots. But they
asserted that it was virtually impossible to
buy minute spots in desirable time.
The individual market figures follow:

Radio - Wise
Portland
Advertisers
Prefer...

K

X

CBS for
Portland,
Oregon

MARKET
PROGRAM
SPOT "EXCESS"
26.3%
Atlanta
$1,170.00
805.00
34.6%
Baltimore
$1,017.00
1,575.00
Boston
2,195.00
39.4%
Buffalo
3,060.00
Chicago
1,150.00
1,575.00
16.3%
37.0%
202.50
2,473.50
2,835.00
131.00
Great Falls
54.6%
221.50
37.1%
303.75
Quincy,
6.0%
New YorkIII.
8,100.00
Philadelphia
7,636.80
85.1%
2,188.00
Providence
4,050.00
55.0%
417.75
1,620.00
708.75
69.5%
Greenville, S. C. 1,044.00
351.00
Beaumont, Tex.
230.25
21.1%
52.4%
312.00
378.00
Green Bay, Wis.
214.75
263.25
22.6%
Jackson, Miss.
42.2%
918.00
Richmond, Va.
645.50
17.8%
756.00
Portland, Ore.
642.00
San Diego
443.00
607.50
37.1%
23.7%
Denver
556.50
688.50
54.0%
106.30
163.80
Yuma, Ariz.
371.25
208.50
Lincoln, Neb.
78.1%
Figures are based on gross cost of time and
talent for half -hour program at 10:30-11 p.m.
(Program column) and gross cost of nine 20seccnd spots providing equal commercial time
in
10:30-11
p.m. periodby (Spot
column
is percentage
which column).
spot cost "Excess"
exceeds
program cost in these instances cited by TPA.
Fleischer, Seeger

Form

Film Firm

Out of the Inkwell Inc., a new firm to produce animated cartoon series and novel
films for television, was announced last
week by movie cartoon pioneer Max Fleischer and tv producer Hal Seeger. Mr. Fleischer is originator of Koko the Clown. Mr.
Seeger is head of Hal Seeger Productions,
tv commercial firm. Out of the Inkwell is
at 200 West 54th St., New York. Phone is

delightful to know
and her buying habits are
sensational. Meet her in
Portland, Oregon, and 30
surrounding counties through
her station, KOIN-TV

on 6.

The gentlemen from CBS-TV
Spot Sales will be happy
to acquaint you with
KOIN-TV s lovely
ratings and delightful
coverage.

Circle 6-4939.
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1

BUY

3

MARKETS

Wes'

Texas

Television

Network

KDUB-TV, CBS, LUBBOCK, TEXAS
316,000 watts and highest tower in West
Texas provides
maximum
coverage (20%
greater than competing
channel) of rich
Plains cotton country.
TV FAMILIES: 150,484
KPAR-TV, CBS, ABILENE-SWEETWATER
New studios in downtown Abilene plus increased power (91,200 watts) plus Sweetwater studios provide grade A coverage and
grade A results in both oil-rich, twin-cities.
TV FAMILIES: 87,640.
KEDY-TV, CBS, BIG SPRING, TEXAS
Channel 4 is the only Television Station providing grade A service in this oil, cattle,
cotton area. Huge oil refineries and Air
Force Base add to income.
TV FAMILIES: 65,970.
TOTAL

TV FAMILIES:

304,091

Delivers greater %
in all time

of audience

segments

other BIG Texas

than

any

market!

DRINKING to the east-west film exchange (I to r): Vastly Eugenev, international exchange department chief, U.S.S.R. radio committee; Edward J. Stern of Cincinnati, president of International Television Programs Inc., exclusive foreign distributor for Ziv
Television Programs Inc.; George Ivanov, director of the Moscow Television Service,
and Joseph Brandel, ITP European director.
Russians to See Serials by Ziv
Under New Exchange Negotiated
Three Ziv Television Programs Inc. series
— Sea Hunt, Favorite Story and Science Fiction Theatre — will be the first American tv
programs to be telecast in Russia under the
State Dept.'s new cultural exchange pact
with the Soviet Union, it was announced
last week by Edward J. Stern, president of
International Television Programs Inc., distributor of Ziv shows outside of the U. S.
and Canada.
Mr. Stern returned to the U. S. last week
from Moscow where he and Joseph M.
Brandel, vice president in charge of European operations for ITP, concluded arrangements for the exchange of programming in
meetings with Soviet officials. Mr. Stern said
there is no money involved in the contract.
Prints for 1 3 episodes of each of the three
American series will be shipped to Russia on
April 15 and will be dubbed in Russian for
airing on that country's 37 stations. In turn,
ITP will have the right to the first selection
of Russian program material for distribution in Western countries. Mr. Stern indicated that Russian material that will be considered includes animated cartoons and films
of ballet and puppets.
Abbott

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
PRESIDENT & GEN. MGR.i W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
NAri. SALES MGR.! E. A. "BUZZ" HASSETT
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Sues Costello in L.A.

It once was the comedy team of Abbott
and Costello. but there was nothing comic
last Tuesday when it was Abbott vs. Costello
in Los Angeles Superior Court, where William A. (Bud) Abbott filed a breach of contract suit against Lou Costello and TCA Inc.
for at least $222,465. The complaint, entered
by attorney Robert A. Elliott, alleges that in
1951 TCA and its president, Mr. Costello,
contracted for Mr. Abbott to appear in a
series of 52 Abbott and Costello tv films at
a fee of approximately half of the net proceeds but not less than $7,500 a picture.

But Mr. Abbott charges he received only
$167,525 instead of the $390,000 minimum.
Probably his share should have been closer
to $ 1 million, he estimates in the belief that
the series netted $2 million or more, but he
alleges he has not been able to get an accounting.
English Tv Distributor Buys
World Rights to Movie Package
Mundus Television Corp., English television distributor, announced last week the
purchase of world negative rights to 30 motion pictures from Sunset Securities Corp.,
a subsidiary of the Bank of America.
U. S. and Canadian rights to the package,
sold by Sunset in 1953 to General Teleradio,
expire October 1 and Mundus will take over
these rights at that time, according to
Vernon Burns, head of the English firm.
Titles include: "Arch of Triumph," "Casbah,'"
"Dark Mirror," "Countess of Monte
Cristo," "Double Life," "Let's Live a Little," "Lost Moment," "Lulu Belle," "Magnificent Doll," "Body and Soul," "Caught,"
"Letter From an Unknown Woman," "Fabulous Dorseys," "Four Faces West," "The
Scar," "Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid,"
"One Touch of Venus," "Ruthless," "The
Other Love," "Secret Beyond the Door,"
"The Senator Was Indiscreet," "Miracle of
the Bells," "Macbeth," "No Minor Vices,"
"Northwest Stampede," "Ramrod," "The
Private Affairs of Bel Ami," "Force of
Evil," "Magic Town" and "So This Is New
York." Western Hemisphere rights to the
films, excluding Canada, have been acquired by National Telefilm Assoc., Mr.
Burns said.
Hollywood Tv Sales Cadre Named
Hollywood Television Service Inc. has set
up five sales areas to handle sales of its Constellation Group of post- 1948 feature films
and serials. Named by President Earl ColBROADC ASTING

(jjss) "T-1"
cuts

Steel
cost

1 .v
in1,199-ft.TVTower

This is the new

1,199-ft. WBZ-TV

transmitting tower near Boston, Massachusetts. It's unique because up to the
838-ft. level its legs are of USS "T-1"
Steel, a constructional alloy steel so strong
that it enabled significant savings to the
tower owner. This structure was designed
and built by Dresser-Ideco for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
WBZ's tower presently supports a 6-bay
channel 4 antenna, but future plans call
for it to carry plenty of additional weight;

pending FCC approval, another 300 feet
of height will bring it to an ultimate 1,499
feet. The tower had to be built with the

Ail.

strength to accommodate this extra weight
without the necessity of future structural
modifications.
Round, hot-rolled, heat-treated bars of
USS "T-1" Steel were used for the three
legs up to the 838-ft. height because this
alloy steel has nearly three times the yield
strength of structural carbon steel. It
therefore enabled Dresser-Ideco to reduce

si

I*

the size of the legs greatly, lowering shipping weight, welding costs, wind stresses
and over-all weight and price. For example,
consider the leg members at the bottom of
the tower. Cross-sectional area of these
"T-1" bars is only 56% of the area required with the usual structural carbon
steel, resulting in a 44% material savings.
Also saved: the cost of hot forging and
machining, since carbon bars of the size
required for the biggest members are too
large to be produced economically by hotrolling. Altogether, the builders estimate
that "T-1" Steel cut the cost of this tower
by 15%.
You, too, can achieve significant cost
savings by specifying USS "T-1" Steel
for large towers. For further information,
write United States Steel, Room 2801,
525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

m)
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FILM CONTINUED
lins to he. kI the territories: Richard G. Yates,
eastern and New England block, headquartering inNew York; John V. Forsyth, southern block, in Atlanta: Richard Hill, southwestern, Dallas; H. P. (Hank) Long, western. San F rancisco, and Leo Turtledove, mid-

executive vice president, and Mr. Howie,
secretary-treasurer, at the same meeting. The
boards of the two organizations are identical.

u ostein. C hicago. The H'I'SI Constellation
package includes 203 motion pictures and 15
serials and is valued at Slot) million by the
distributor.

Paramount Pictures Corp. is coaxing another agreement along as part of its overall
$50 million sale of its feature backlog to
Enika Corp.. subsidiary of Music Corp. of
America.

AMPP Re-eiects Johnson
Eric A. Johnston and Y. Frank Freeman

Reportedly in agreement are Paramount
and its veteran producer Cecil B. DeMille

were unanimously re-elected president and
board chairman, respectively, of the Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers at the annual
meeting March 3.
Other officers are B. B. Kahane, vice
president. Steve Broidy. vice president:
C harles S. Boren. vice president for industrial
relations: James S. Howie, secretary-treasurer. MPPA directors are Mr. Broidy (Allied
Artists), Mr. Kahane (Columbia), William
H. Anderson (Walt Disney Productions),

sale of Mr. DeMille's
million
a $1.5
on
interest
in 10
Paramount motion pictures.

Saul N. Rittenberg (Loew's), Mr. Freeman
(Paramount), Ray Klune ( RKO) . Howard
McDonnell (Republic), Morris Weiner
(Universal), E. L. dePatie (Warner Bros.)
and Lew Schreiber (20th Century-Fox),
added to the board to fill the vacancy left
b\ the death of Fred S. Meyer.
Mr. Freeman was elected president of
C entral Casting Corp.; Mr. Weiner. vice
president and board chairman; Mr. Boren,

MCA May Get DeMille Movies
As Part of Paramount Package

Mr. DeMille's Paramount productions total
about 70. The 10-feature package, all pre1948 releases, would be turned over by Paramount to Enika as part of the total sale.
I hough terms generall) were agreed
upon, it was understood last week, that a
pact had not yet been concluded. This latest
negotiation follows disclosure that the motion picture company's Paramount-Sunset
Corp.. which already operates major studio
facilities as a rental service to outside tv and
film producers, plans to produce film for
television [Film, March 10].
Film Commercials

Syndicated

Ad-Vantage Film Sales has been formed
in Hollywood to handle sales and distribution of syndicated tv film commercial campaigns designed for use by local tv advertisers. Each campaign will be designed for

a full year's use. generally including 10 commercials ofvarying lengths, some live action,
some animation, some a combination, with
a new campaign to be ready for use the
following year. Some 20 categories of local
accounts, ranging from auto dealers, bakeries, banks and breweries to realtors, savings and loan institutions, supermarkets and
tire dealers, are slated for early production,
according to Robert M. Koenig, president.
Chris Petersen Jr. is vice president, serving
in an advisory capacity. Ad- Vantage is
located at General Service Studios, 1040
N. Las Palmas, Hollywood. Telephone:
Hollywood 5-1639.
FILM SALES
Screen Gems, N.Y., reports sales on reruns of 77th Bengal Lancers in total of 23
markets in first month of syndication with
latest transactions completed including
Transcontinent Television for WGR-TV
Buffalo, WROC-TV Rochester, both New
York; WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.;
WBAL-TV Baltimore; KPHO-TV Phoenix; KVII (TV) Amarillo, Tex.; WHYNTV Springfield, Mass., and KHQA-TV
Hannibal, Mo.
ABC

Film Syndication, N. Y., reports sale

of its "Galaxy 20" package of feature films
in nine markets, covering WCBS-TV New
York. KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, WCAUTV Philadelphia, KTVU (TV) Oakland,
Calif., WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., WFAATV Dallas, KOMO-TV Seattle, WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., and WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa.
National Telefilm Assoc. reports sale of its

WAVE-TV

it's for
•

BALANCED

•

AUDIENCE

•

COVERAGE
PER

PROGRAMMING
RATINGS

ON

•

COSTS

THOUSAND

•

TRUSTWORTHY

OPERATION

NBC AFFILIATE
NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Evansville, is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.
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"Champagne Package" features to KCMOTV Kansas City; WOW-TV
Omaha;
KFMB-TV San Diego; KIRO-TV Seattle;
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.; WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WDEF-TV Chattanooga,
Tenn.; MGM-TV Minneapolis; WDBJ-TV
Roanoke, Va.; WREX-TV Rockford, 111.;
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.; WAVY-TV
Norfolk, Va.; WCIA (TV) Champaign,
111.; KDAL-TV Duluth, Minn.; WIIM-TV
Lansing, Mich.; WPTV (TV) West Palm
Beach, Fla.; KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa;
WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D.; WXEX-TV St.
Petersburg, Va.; KICA-TV Clovis, N. M.;
KHUM-TV Eureka, Calif.; KVIP (TV)
Redding, Calif.; WABY-TV Green Bay,
Wis.; KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.; WFMYTV Greensboro, N. C; KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.; WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.,
and WINR-TV Binghamton, N. Y.
CAMERA

CBS-TV Film Sales reports it is producing
new non-fiction science adventure show
made for syndication titled Exploring Space.
Show features Dr. I. M. Levitt, director of
Fels Planetarium of Franklin Institute, whose
column is syndicated in more than 100 newsTelevision Programs of America reports new
half-hour film series based on life and expapers.
periences of retired New York police Lieut.
John H. F. Cordes, titled Johnny Cordes.
has gone into production in New York.
Broadcasting
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says FRANK F. BELL
President
Pharma-Craft

Over

the years, I have

on Advertising
informative

Age

data

on

Corporation

learned

for accurate
how

to depend
and

all products-

drugs included— are advertised and
merchandised to the consumer. As
reservoir
Ad Age

of vital information

is unique.

I seldom

a

in its field,

miss an issue."

In the hustle-bustle world of marketing, Ad Age's unique
weekly coverage ranks high with most of the executives
of importance to you — those who influence as well as
those who activate major broadcast decisions. For here
they find not only the news of their fast-changing fields,
but trends, developments and sharp analyses which help
them decide on markets and media.
At the Pharma-Craft Corp., for example, where sales
have tripled since 1954, broadcast will get the lion's
share of the firm's advertising for the year ending July,
1958. The pharmaceutical company's products (including
Fresh deodorants and Coldene cold medicines) have a
$7,000,000 ad budget, about 70 per cent of which is earmarked for radio and tv. From October, 1957, through
March, 1958, about 13,000 radio spots alone were planned.
Every Monday, 5 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age help
Pharma-Craft executives with marketing responsibilities
keep abreast of developments affecting them. Further,
430 paid-subscription copies reach decision-makers at J.
Walter Thompson Co. and Cohen & Aleshire, Inc., the
agencies handling Pharma-Craft accounts.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
circulation currently reaching almost 12,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives in

FRANK

F. BELL

Mr. Bell has devoted almost all of
his business career to the drug field,
his early experience having been in
sales, sales research and sales training. Among the positions he held
before joining the Pharma-Craft
Corporation was vice-president in
charge of sales and advertising for
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Late in 1954, Mr. Bell was named
president of Pharma-Craft, the
pharmaceutical affiliate of Joseph
E. Seagram & Sons, Inc. Under his
administration, P-C's advertising
has been increased and new products are being introduced. Although
the company's initial interests were
proprietary medicines and cosmetics, Mr. Bell says Pharma-Craft
also plans to enter the field of ethical drugs. As part of the firm's huge
expansion program, executive
headquarters were established at a
new plant near Princeton, N. J.,
early in 1958, with full production
also being maintained at the
Batavia, III., plant.

national advertising companies — and you'll recognize in
Advertising Age a most influential medium for swinging
broadcast decisions your way.

2 00
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STREET
.
4 8 0 LEXINGTON
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CHICAGO
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TRADE ASSNS.
Kuchel EIA Luncheon Speaker
This Wednesday in Washington
Sen. Thomas H. kuchel (R-Calif.), member of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business, will address the opening luncheon
of the Electronic Industries Assn. spring
meeting, starting Wednesday at the Statler
Hotel, Washington.
Other officials of the executive and legislate branches of government will take part
in a small husiness program as well as other
activities during the three-day session, according to James D. Secrest, EIA executive
vice president Rep. George H. Mahon CDlex.), chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, will address industry-government dinner March 20.
Atlanta

Ad

Institute Sets Meeting

Atlanta's Ninth Annual Advertising Institute is scheduled for April 17- IS at the
Dinkier Plaza Hotel there. Wilbur Kurtz
Jr. of Coca-Cola Co.. the institute's general
chairman, has announced. An estimated 200
southern registrants will hear lectures by
experts on copywriting, art work, motivational research, layout and advertising techniques. There will be a number of workshop
sessions on the uses of various advertising
media, including radio and tv.
Featured speakers include Betty Furness,
Westinghouse Studio One (CBS-TV) commercials personality; Robert M. Feemster.
executive committee chairman of Wall Street

Journal and chairman. Advertising Federation of America; Leo Burnett, board chairman. Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, and Norman
E. Cash, president, TvB.
NAB's Tower Proposes Course
To Develop Broadcast Execs
Plans for a management development
course for broadcast executives were outlined by Charles H. Tower. NAB labor manager, at a Thursday conference of the
Georgia
Assn. ol Broadcasters in Atlanta.
A two-week management course is being
considered in conjunction with a major university, he said, with the university faculty
handling the teaching load. He asked
broadcasters to tell NAB what they think
of the idea.
"The primary purpose would
broadcast management to basic
skills and methods," he said.
broadcast materials would be

be to expose
management
"While some
used, major

emphasis would be on the techniques common to all management whether it be a
radio station or a shoe factory, a tv network or a steel plant. Secondary emphasis
would be given to acquainting broadcasters
with the environment and the business problems of industries with which they come in
contact, and also to give an insight into the
disciplines which relate to the broadcast
environment."
The course would be limited to about 50
broadcasters, primarily station managers and
those in line for top management position.

Believe me, they won't.
Quite a market . . .
Population
563,875
Automotive sales. $11 6,239,000
Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power'

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPP.-TV, Paste, Wash.
KLEW-TV, lewistoa, Idaho
aai KB AS- TV
Ephrata, Moses Lake, Wash.
CASCADf
BROADCASTING COMPANY
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panel that afternoon will include government speakers on radio's role in defense.
The Wednesday afternoon program includes apresentation on the new visual and
audio symbols of good radio practice, a research panel and a session directed by Radio
Advertising Bureau. John F. Meagher, NAB
radio vice president, will preside both times.
The Thursday morning program will be
made available for an all-industry meeting
looking toward formation of an All-Industry
Music Licensing Committee consisting of
both NAB members and non-members. The
ASCAP radio contract expires next Dec. 31.
A similar committee was formed by tv stations at the 1957 convention. Tv contracts
expired last Dec. 31.
A panel discussion on fm radio will be
held Monday morning prior to formal opening of the convention.
RTES Job Placement Lagging

yoM,Swiale//
Yup — everybody on the team. But
what in blazes happened to timebuying? They were all counting on

booted one of the nation's top 75
markets. Why, I'll never know. But
they won't let you forget it, Smid.

•

"This Business of Radio — Inventory 1958."
Speakers from spot sales groups, networks
and the association will take part. Another

prod the use of its "Listening Post" job
counseling and personnel placement service,
is dragging. This was reported last week by
Albert B. Shepard of Select Station Representatives, station representative, and vice
chairman of the Listening Post committee,

big, exclusive TV buy — this billiondollar bonanza. But you just flat
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May 1 . Radio's role in national defense and
standards of practice will be discussed.
Radio sessions will be opened Tuesday
afternoon (April 29) by Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111., chairman of the NAB
Radio Board. A panel will follow, titled

A contest sponsored by Radio & Television Executives Society, which aims to

Score*

you to grab this KIMA-TV combination. They were banking on this

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION

The business outlook for aural broadcasting tops the list of subjects on the radio
management sessions to be held during the
NAB convention in Los Angeles, April 27-

.

Everyone
but

Further Radio Agenda Plans Set
For NAB Convention Next Month

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

who said too few job leads have been submitted. The contest now underway seeks to
stimulate an immediate flow of current job
openings. The persons supplying the most
"definite" leads up to the May 2 deadline
will win prizes which include a portable
typewriter, radios, phonographs, record
albums, tickets to the play "My Fair Lady"
and Ross Reports-Tv Index subscriptions.
Alabamans Set Meet April 10-12
The Alabama Broadcasters Assn. will hold
its 12th annual convention in Mobile April
10-12, according to William W. Hunt,
WAPX Montgomery, association president.
Among those scheduled to appear before
the convention is Mary Jane Morris, FCC
secretary; Ray Furr, WAPI-WABT (TV)
Birmingham, to deliver keynote address.
Vermont

UP Outlets Pick Herbert

Alan Herbert, program director of WCFR
Springfield, Vt., was elected president of the
new UP Broadcasters Assn. of Vermont at
its founding meeting March 6. Elected to
serve with Mr. Herbert: John Sullivan,
WCAX-AM-TV Burlington, vice president;
Edward D. Somes, WTSA Brattleboro, secBroadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
retary-treasurer, and Barry Locke. Vermont
manager for UP, executive secretary. Program committeemen: David Crane. WDEV
Waterbury; Stanley Douglas. WTWN St.
Johnsbury; and Clara Antonetti, WTSA. Ten
Vermont radio and tv stations are members
of the association.
Lindow

Warns

'Untried

Againt

Allocation

Using

Formulas'

"Untried allocation formulas" could jeopardize the prospect of full nationwide television service, Lester W. Lindow of Washington, executive director of the Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters, warned last
week in a speech before the Pittsburgh
Radio & Television Club.
Mr. Lindow described the AMST signal
testing program for Pittsburgh broadcasters
as the most comprehensive undertaken in
12 years of television in this country. AMST
field measurements are being turned over
to the all-industry Television Allocations
Study Organization as they are completed,

SAG,

Fil m

Commercial

Makers

May Reach Agreement This Week
The prospects are bright for an agreement
this week on a new contract between the
Screen Actors Guild and producers of tv
film commercials, even though SAG has
set tomorrow (Tuesday) as the deadline for
strike
bership.authorization ballots from its memAs of late last week, the main stumbling
block has been over the issue of "unit payment." while other points have been resolved
satisfactorily [Personnel Relations, Feb.
10]. Even in the area of "unit payment,"
according to a producer spokesman, concessions have been made and the gap between
the union and the producers is narrowing.
The Guild originally had demanded that
payment for each commercial be made at
its completion, whereas the producers had
insisted upon payment for the commercials
only when delivered to the agency for use.
In each instance, talent is paid for the day's
work but the difference arose over the union's contention that actors must be paid
for each commercial produced and the employers maintained that payment be made
only when it is delivered to the agency.

he said, for TASO's report to the FCC.
"We are at a waypoint in the development
of this industry which requires that each
of us have some understanding of the
technical implications of allocations procedures if he is to have any basic comprehension ofour future," Mr. Lindow told
his audience of broadcasters, advertisers and
agencymen, noting that tv, with 800 stations on the air, is ahead of radio at a com-

IUE, DuMont

Labs

LION

Federation of Musicians' agreement with industry. The report reveals that allocations
from the tv film fund under agreements
made before 1954 amount to $250,000 and
from the recording fund agreement made in
1948, $750,000. In 1954, MPTF set up a
unified fund covering both recording and tv
film agreements, and allocations from this
fund for the fiscal year will reach $3,850,000. It was pointed out that the $4,850,000
allocated for the present fiscal year compares
with $3.9 million for the year ending June
30, 1957, and $2.8 million for fiscal 1956.
PERSONNEL

Radio & Machine Workers (IUE of AFLCIO) has been announced. The contract

•^MIL

MPTF Fiscal '58 Fees: $4,850,000
The Music Performance Trust Funds of
the Recording Industries last week issued its
semiannual report which shows that for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, total allocations to musicians' locals from the various
recording and tv film funds will have reached
$4,850,000. MPTF stems from American

Sign Pact

A new three-year contract between Allen
B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J., and Local
No. 420 of International Union of Electrical

parable point in that industry's growth.

covering approximately 1,800 production
and maintenance employes provides a
pension plan, liberalized vacation benefits,
changes in the attendance bonus plan, modifications of other fringe benefits, a 3%
general wage increase for the second year
and a further 3% rise in the third year.

RELATIONS

SHORT

Broadcast-Television Recording Engineers
Local 45 (Los Angeles) of IBEW has moved
to new offices at 5327 Santa Monica Blvd.,
following fire at its former location.

PEOPLE

TENN
N. C.

.

* SPARTANBURG

ANDERSON

IN THE WFBC-TV 4-STATE
Oft*
iHCMARKET
0N
2-B/UI
WFBC-TV leads all South Carolina television stations by far*.
Its total 4-state market is comparable with Atlanta, Jackson-

COLUMBI,
^ GREENVILLE*"

ville, New Orleans or Miami. Within "The Giant's" 100 uv/m
contourt is the South's greatest
textile-industrial area and the fab-

s. c.
^-COUNTY

ulous Carolinas mountain

Population

$2,240, 1 53,000.

Retail

$1,590,398,000.

Homes
(Data from SALES MANAGEMENT
ing Power May 10, 1957)

Giant

of

2,02 1 ,900

Incomes
Sales

*According
to NCS No."T2he
ground.

DATA

play-

Channel 4

511,900
Survey of Buy-

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

Video-l 00,000 SkWatts
ies*
Southern
(FCC Maximum)
Audio— 50,000 Watts
Antenna
feet
aboveHeight—
average1204
terrain— 2,204 feet
above sea level.
Nationally by
Represented
Television
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Broadcasting
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STATIONS

WHAT

D.

MAKES

j. delegates

to

pop

The best seller list of recording hits and
the disc jockey's own personal taste are the
dominant influences in the selection of d.j.
music. That was borne out last week in a
special Broadcasting survey conducted at
the first annual Pop Music Disc Jockey Convention in Kansas City.
Asked to specify the two most important
factors in picking the platters, 54.7% of the
disc jockey delegates said that the top 20.
top 30, etc., record listings serve as guideposts. The d.j.'s personal music taste was the
criterion listed by 50.5 %. Next highest influence was the recording artist's name, according to34.7% of the poll participants.
Promotional efforts by the record makers
c\ identty have little effect on the disc jockey:
only 3.2% said they were swayed by personal calls from representatives of publishers, recording artists, writers, record companies, etc., and just 1.1 r'i paid heed to the
promotional literature received through the
mail.
Station management directive was listed
by 21.1% of the disc jockeys as affecting
their music selection. Forecasts of new hits
was listed as a prime consideration by 17.9%
of the d.j. delegates, and 16.8% said listener
requests served as an influence.
Practically all the disc jockeys said it
made no difference to them whether the selected music is licensed by ASCAP or BMI.
Only 4.5% expressed a preference for
ASCAP or BMI music, the other 95.5%
claiming impartiality to either of the music
licensing organizations.
One disc jockey commented "I don't usually know whose music it is. There's no way
to know."
Of the 4.5% minority to whom it did
make a difference, 75% expressed a preference for BMI over ASCAP music.

THE

music

GO

MUSIC

convention

tell

what

disc jockeys for greater programming freedom. The top 40 type of operation and
formula radio came under particular attack
at several sessions.
While rock and roll was generally defended. Columbia Records' Mitch Miller delivered the most controversial blast when he
charged that disc jockeys, station management and media buyers had abdicated their
hard-earned gains in radio's resurgence by
catering to the tastes of the 8-to- 14-year-old
set (text, page 94).
In his message to the convention, Mr.
Storz traced the evolution of the disc jockey
to his present high status as a "professional
man" in radio. He said:
"For some time, independents, though
more numerous, still did not achieve importance came
or influence
in radio's overall
picture. Then
the revolution!
Television
entered the picture and panicked the network concept. Am stations, as previously
conceived and operated, lost ground steadily
as tv took over the living room and orthodox
network programming.
"Enter here the new era of radio — paced
by the heretofore lowly independent stations
and their disc jockeys. These stations whose
faith in radio's future held firm, provided
the American public with entertainment unavailable on tv, popular music, latest news
and local service features, both desirable
and necessary to the communities served by
the stations.
"The first
for the d.j.
the stations,
came more

successful years were rewarding
in his new-found glory and for
too. But with more importance
responsibility, greater competi-

today's new concept of radio. Most of the
panels and forums reflected the desire of the
Page 88
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choices

tion and an increased obligation on the
part of disc jockeys to listeners, advertisers
The one factor that sets the disc jockey
and stations."
apart in today's radio is his "professional
approach."
Mr. Storz
said. program director
Bill Stewart,
national
for the Storz stations and convention coordinator, emphasized that the Kansas City
sessions were not an attempt to organize
the disc jockeys but rather to formulate
ideas concerning the work and the success
industry.
of
disc jockeys, radio stations and the music
"Only by bringing this great array of talent
together in a free exchange of ideas and
objectives can we grow as an industry," he
declared. "The disc jockeys of America will
be richer in creative ideas, which is the
backbone
of radio."
Mr. Stewart
served as moderator at all
the panels with the exception of those on
the morning of the last day when Mr. Storz
presided.
SATURDAY

BREAKFAST

Martin Block. WABC New York, who
pioneered disc jockeying more than 25 years
ago, told the Saturday breakfast session that
despite his experience, he found the challenges and problems of present day programming more difficult than ever to meet.
He said the best way to cater to listeners'
music tastes is to first ask the people themselves about likes and dislikes.
Mr. Block described his own "Operation
60,000," a method of personally sampling
a segment of the WABC audience. "If you
ever get out and talk to the people, you'll
be amazed," he told the disc jockeys, citing
the varied music tastes throughout his
audience.
MORNING

At the first panel session of the convention, three research executives agreed that
today's rating services are not obsolete for
radio. Participants were Frank Stisser, president of C. E. Hooper Inc.; Dr. Sydney
Roslow, president of Pulse Inc., and Robert
B. Rogers,
Trendex
Inc. executive vice president of

allied groups jammed Kansas City's Muehlebach Hotel March 7-9 for the convention
and program seminar.
The final registration of 2,210 far exceeded expectations and prompted an announcement byTodd Storz, president of the
Storz Stations, sponsor of the event, that the
convention would be an annual function
with the 1959 sessions again to be in Kansas
City next March 6-8. Former President
Harry S. Truman, in a message to the disc
jockeys, expressed regrets that last minute
business prevented his attendance, but said
he could be listed as the first "delegate" to
the 1959 convention.
The convention served as convincing proof
that the disc jockey of yesterday, regarded
as a secondary adjunct to station operation,
has emerged as the big business factor in

influences

SATURDAY

Approximately 1.000 disc jockeys, sizable contingents from the major recording
companies, a smaller number of station management executives and representatives from

ROUND?

RADIO'S bright future is extolled to the
Kansas City convention by Gordon McLendon, president of the McLendon Stations.
At right is Todd Storz, president of the Storz
Stations, which sponsored the three-day
session.

Mr. Stisser, noting the changed complexion of radio today, said that new factors such as the "where" of listening have
become important to ratings. He compared
rating services in former days, when the
four networks' programming dominated
and created a "static situation," with the
more complex situation today which involves more stations, more sets in and out
of the home, and a totally revised concept
of programming. He stressed that the
Hooper telephone co-incidental method pro"an up-to-date" reflection of today's
radio vides
audience.
Dr. Roslow underscored his declaration
that ratings continue to serve a vital role
Broadcasting
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The TWO

tallest

TALLEST

TOWERS

are

now erected

east of the Mississippi were designed,
fabricated and erected
by Kimco.
Within the past month, two additional towers
have been sold . . . when erected they will give
Kline the distinction of having designed, fabricated
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STATIONS CONTINUED
by describing the methodology used by
Pulse Inc. 88 well as the constant revisions
that assure an accurate picture of listening
habits.
Mr. Rogers pointed to the volume of
business conducted by the present rating
services and said they would not "long endure were the> antiquated, disused or out
of date." The Trendex executive charged
that confusion "might creep in" in usage —
"in what Nestle Advertising Manager Don
C'ad\ calls decimal point buying and selling.' "
Mr. Rogers deplored "the arbitrary ruleof-thumb where fractions and decimals are
the only criteria. With the refinements in
methodology and sampling . . . there is no
excuse for sticking with a lule-of -thumb
which might have been satisfactory in the
palmier days of broadcasting."
On a panel dissecting the program director as friend or foe of the disc jockey,
Ray Katz, WMGM
New York program
director, urged the delegates to establish
close liaison with programming heads. Program Director Don Keyes of the McLendon Stations said the d.j. should recognize
that program directors are usually good disc
jockeys themselves.
At the same session, Eddie Clarke, progum director of WHB Kansas City, touched
on efforts by sales personnel at the station
to influence music selection. He said the
program director should defend the program commodity and remind the salesman,

Three disc jockey-panelists on the question of whether rock and roll is a bad influence on teen-agers unanimously voted
"no." Bob Lloyd, WHEC Rochester, N. Y.,
said those who contend youngsters are bad
because the music they hear is bad should
ask themselves if "the kids will be good if
the music they hear is good? — and, most
?"
whose standards
good byWKMH
important
Robin ly,
Seymour,
Detroit, said
rock and roll has been "the secret of our
[disc jockeys'] success. Much of it, he admitted, is "just plain low-down junk and
has no rhyme or reason or place anywhere
but in the ash can. But there will always be
enough of these characters around that are
so hungry for the quick buck they don't
care
whatFarrell.
monsters
Reed
KWKtheySt.create."
Louis, however,
said radio stations, are overemphasizing
rock and roll's importance in programming.
"Perhaps the teen-ager can help to hype
ratings, but let's not hype ourselves — results
from sponsors must have equal importance.
"The Storz, McLendon, Bartell, Plough
groups and other smart independents have
been successful not only by being influential
in record sales to teen-agers, but also by
being original and clever in production
techniques, news coverage, station sounds
and personality development. They went to
the markets where there was no rock and
roll and without competition captured the
teen-age market. Why not now go where
there is nothing but teen-age rock and roll
programming and offer something dif-

"Would you undersell your own rate card?"
ferent?"

G. W. Armstrong, vice president and
general manager of WHB Kansas City,
addressed a post-luncheon session on the
qualities that management seeks in a prospective disc jockey. He listed the tenets of
believability, sincerity, microphone integrity and ability to accept responsibility.
He reminded that the d.j. is an "invited
guest" in the listener's home and, accordingly, should render the proper respect.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Three top station executives on the first
panel Saturday afternoon discussed the inin "formula"
radio. of the Plough
Harold gredients
Krelstein,
president
Stations, urged disc jockeys to "stand for
something in your community, consistently
with perserverance and tenacity. Set up a
guide to go by and don't try to ad lib a
day-by-day policy." Failure to do this, he
said, means loss of community identification
for the station and the disc jockey himself,
"except possibly on a very temporary basis."
Mr. Krelstein cited the need for "ear appeal and urgency" for the station which
should program major elements of daily
importance to the community. In addition
to fulfilling the needs of the community,
the station must also program by "objectively studying your competition. ... It
is not so much what you are doing but
what your competition is already doing
that sets the pattern. For whatever plan
you finally crystallize must be adhered to
regardless of outside influence and critiJohn Box, executive vice president of
WIL St. Louis, said formula radio has grown
big enough to attract public detractors and
a constant current of criticism.
"The ingredients of 'formula' radio may
cism." fairly constant, but it takes a master
remain
chef to put them together — to create an appetizing mixture which provides excitement,
entertainment, information and real comtinuing:
munity service day after day," he said, con-

WOMEN

Amazing discovery for time buyers in important Fresno and
San Joaquin Valley market is that the consistent lead TV
station (KJEO-TV, Fresno) takes all strain, pain, hurry, worry
out of buying yet consistently does job best. Consult with
your Branham man for further details. We GUARANTEE
you'll
. . . get more for your money on KJEO-TV
Fresno.save
ACTenergy
TODAY!
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"The rock-and-roll operators — the Top
Forty imitators — have been lulled into a
false sense of security by momentary ratings
which are, for the most part, illusory and
essentially invalid. . . . These music and news
Johnny-come-latelys had best make their
fortunes while their imitations will bring
the fast buck.
"The balanced approach to formula programming isbased upon the modern concept of radio as a personal medium — a constant companion — designed to appeal to the
local tastes within our markets. I firmly
believe that the disc jockey or personality
is an integral part of the 'formula' radio
that will survive when the rock-and-roll
operators find themselves surrounded by
operations that sound exactly as they do.
The third panelist, Jock Fearnhead, executive vice president of WINS New York,
emphasized that the ingredients in formula
radio must be flexible, according to market,
competition and a number of other variables.
Popularity of music based on record
sales and juke box favor should be only
one criterion in selection of music, he
warned.

"If there were only one proper formula.
Broadcasting
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il would mean

thai every station would

the same thing," he said.
exactly
doing
beI his
would
he very harmful to all radio
;is a whole and would reduce the percentage of tune-in as well as the elVectiveness
of the advertising messages."
Mr. Fearnhead said that at WINS ratings
are hut one factor since in a market such
as New York "it isn't too important as to
whether you are first, second, third or
fourth 1 he very nature of the New York
market is such that a great many advertisers
in order to use radio effectively will buy
three, four, five or six stations. This is true
to a degree in any major market, hut
true there."
especially
Tom Edwards,
WERE Cleveland; Bill
Bennett. WDCiY Minneapolis, and Paul
Berlin, K.NUZ Houston, Tex., comprised the
next panel that discussed ways that the disc
jockey can augment his income and prestige through related outside activities. Mr.
I dwards explained how he augmented entertainment at outside record hops with
color slides of record artists. He said that
the disc jockey's on-air chores arc only
part of his job; that it better serves the individual and the station if the personality
participates in outside activities.
The topic of interviews on the air was
analyzed by Varner Paulsen, program director of W1P Philadelphia: Bob DeBardelaben, program director, WLEE Richmond,
and Jack Rowzie, WWDC Washington.
Mr. Paulsen said that in interviewing
entertainment stars, the station interviewer
should remember that the listeners are not
disc jockeys. "They like music but are not
interested in countless details of the artist's
latest release or personal appearance," he
maintained. "Use talent so that it doesn't
sound like warmed-over hash."
Mr. DcBardelaben commented that interviews can be "deadly" and cause audience
loss. He charged that most people do not
interview well, the interviewer often is not
well-enough versed on the subject and the
audience is easily bothered by too much
talk.
Mr. Rowzie said that talent interviews
just for the sake of an interview have outgrown their usefulness. He declared that
stations are Hooded with recording artists
circulating around cities, creating a repeti-

tive situation that invites "your audience to
push the button on the dial."
Appearing on a panel concerned with
programming according to the top 40 list.
Jack Lacey. WINS New York, flatly stated
that the top 40 list is not the answer to
good programming. He was seconded by
Stan Dale. WAIT Chicago, who labeled the

list as a "cancer."
top 40 song of
Norman Wain. WDOK
A panel
Cleveland; Ira Cook. KMPC Hollywood,
and Phil Ladd. CHUM Toronto, agreed
that album music is important in building
the disc jockey's audience. Mr. Wain pointed
out that 66% of the record sales are for
LPs and said the commercial broadcaster
should have consideration for the "disenfranchised millions'" who prefer better pops
and classics. Recognition of this has meant
more sales and greater audiences for
WDOK. he said.
Mr. Cook, who devotes 25% of his daily
four-hour show to albums, warned that disc
jockeys should be extremely selective in
choosing LP fare. Some albums, he said,
are "thrown together" with weak selection
of songs and arrangement. He conceded
that the general quality of albums has improved this year.
SUNDAY

BREAKFAST

Speaking at the Sunday morning breakfast
meeting. Gordon McLendon, president of
the McLendon Stations, stressed the even
brighter future for radio. "Radio will slice
sharply into budgets now going into newspapers." he stated. Radio's nighttime sets
in use and Saturday-Sunday listening are
rapidly rising, a harbinger of "a major
triumph
for radio
Mr. McLendon
said.in the after-dark hours,"
"The timebuyer must take a new look at
newspaper circulation." he maintained,
saying that KLIF [Dallas] circulation equals
the circulation of both local newspapers
combined. In addition, Mr. McLendon
pointed out, "buyers will find out newspaper circulation does not mean readerIn its programming, radio should not be
reticent in competing editorially with newspapers, Mr. McLendon declared, saying it
ship."
has been a "shame" that radio in the past
hasn't fully lived up to this obligation.

He scored the newspaper "giants" with
broadcast properties which have subordinated their radio and "violated the public
interest." However, Mr. McLendon said,
with radio's emergence to even greater
power, it now has become a case of "the
urged the
a more
dog." active and aggressive
tailHewagging
role for radio as these new horizons open.
"I hate to see radio stagnate in some markets." Mr. McLendon added.
Murray Kaufman, WAAT Newark, N. J.,
briefly outlined the objectives of the National Council of Disc Jockeys. He advised
that the disc jockey not allow himself to become a nonentity in radio.
SUNDAY MORNING
Adam Young, president of Adam Young
Inc., and Wells Barnett, station operations
manager, John Blair Co., spoke on the first
Sunday panel. Mr. Young outlined the
objectives of the timebuyer in buying a
market. He stressed the importance of
keeping the buyer advised as to the specific
type of listener to each show, so that product message can be slotted for the proper
audience.
Mr. Young reminded that not only do
teenagers have some buying power but also
that the teenagers are just a step away
from the adult buying stage.
Mr. Barnett discussed the role the disc
jockey can assume for the national advertiser at the local level. He declared that
the d.j. is "the face of radio" and that a
successful personality is part of the community. He urged the disc jockey to study
the
products soconcerned
with a the
commercial
as to render
moreadvertisers'
effective
sales message.
A forum comprising Don Bell, KIOA
Des Moines; Gene Plumstead, national program director, Plough Stations, and Chuck
Blore. program director, KFWB Hollywood,
explored means by which the disc jockey
can maintain individuality within the framework of conformity required by management.
Mr. Bell said the disc jockey can exercise taste in selecting music even though he
has no control over the supply; he can
exercise ingenuity in introducing records;
he can select music to cater to particular
types of audiences; he can spend more time
and thought in cultivating a personal approach to the commercial copy, and he
can make an intensive effort to maintain
individuality at functions outside the station, such as public service projects.
Mr. Plumstead said that before employment there should be "a mutual understanding between management and the disc
jockey. Management must be frank. The
disc jockey should know his limitations."
He cited advantages for the disc jockey
in formula programming: "No longer is
he dependent on writers, gagmen, or his
own quickly-exhausted supply of bon mots
or clever sayings; no longer will he have
to wonder if a gag will be funny or an

TOP MANAGEMENT PANEL on the role of disc jockeys in programming was composed of (I to r) Harold Krelstein, president, the Plough Stations; Bill Stewart, national
program director. Storz Stations, who moderated discussion: John Box, vice president
and general manager, WIL St. Louis, and John Fearnhead, executive vice president
WINS New York.
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opinion will blow up in his face."
Mr. Blore assailed restrictions on the disc
jockey, saying that at KFWB the lineup of
seven d.j.s could "play what they want."
He declared, "I don't believe in telling a
Broadcasting
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high-salaried man what to say. He should
know ."
SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

John F. Meagher, NAB vice president in
charge ol radio, told the Sunday luncheon
session that the 15 million set purchases
last year reflect the healthy interest in radio.
In addition, he pointed out. national radio
advertising has reached an alltime high with
even network reversing its downward trend.

radio ctl'ort
a unified
r urged
Meaghe
sing, instead of
of adverti
share
a larger
for Mr.
sniping" within the medium. Aim for
better programming and more promotion
as well as to gain 'prestige and stature in
the public mind."' he advised. Mr. Meagher
cited editorializing by radio stations as one
means toward this end.
The NAB executive praised those who
have "elevated the job of the disc jockey
to the status of skilled craftmanship."

to
j. caters
D.
Milch Miller minced no words in charging radio is derelict in its programming responsibility byselling out to the musical
tastes of the 8-to-l 4-year-old set. Columbia
Records' artists & repertoire man hurled
his accusation not only at disc jockeys, but
also at station management and media buyers. Partial text of his address to the First
Annual Pop Music Disc Jockey Convention:

This close to Independence, Mo., little
voices whisper to me everywhere — "Give
'cm hell. Mitch." And that's what I intend
to do to a lot of you jockeys, and station
owners, and the men who buy time on radio.
Gathered under this roof are a great
many men of fantastic skill, taste, and
imagination. You caused radio to jump
out of bed and click its heels a few years
back, while the public was dressing for the
funeral. You made radio once again a
vital force on the American scene, a source
of first-rate entertainment, and — best of all
— you made it pay.

New programming ideas were discussed
at the concluding session by Barry Kaye,
WAMP Pittsburgh and Mr. Block. Mr. Kaye
said that a study of the particular market,
listeners" wants not being fulfilled by competition and related factors are prerequisites
before embarkation on any new idea or
revision of an old concept.
He cited the example of the top 40 record
format that had been eminently successful
but which since has been "copied and recopied by the followers" to a point of less
impact.
R. C. Embry. vice president. WITH Bal-

timore, speaking on broadcasting"s future,
said radio's revenue would double in the
next decade because it is the medium of
"greatest penetration."
numbers of sets, places
constantly growing and
only medium that can

He pointed out that
of listening, etc.. are
said that radio is the
reach people while

mentality
child
musicianship, a little bit of literacy, and
a bit more sophistication in their music.
And, gentlemen, that's the majority. . . .
O.K., so who's the "they" in radio's
standard defense — "We're here to give them
what they want." It is usually the mythical
"they" who make up the Top Forty song
lists. At its best, the Top Forty presents
only a philosophical problem on a par with
"Which came first, the chicken or the egg?"
Does the demand for a record come because

you play it first, or do the kids demand
it because they find it in the Top Forty?
If you media buyers think none of this
applies to you, you're very much mistaken.
It all translates quickly and painfully into
advertising dollars and cents.
In printed media, you advertising buyers
are careful to surround your products with
an aura of dignity that will generate respect
for them. You buy the venerable newsmagazines, the long-established women's maga-

they were doing other things. For the advertiser. Mr. Embry said, radio is the lowest cost mass medium.
The breakfast session on Saturday was
hosted by Atlantic Records and on Sunday
Saturday's
Records.Records
by Mercury
morning was
luncheon
held by Columbia
and
the Sunday luncheon was under auspices of
RCA Victor Records.
Saturday banquet host was Dot Records.
The Storz Stations and Roulette Records
held cocktail parties Friday and Saturday
evenings, respectively.
Following the Saturday banquet, 34 of
the nation's top recording artists [Stations,
March 10] presented a five-hour musical
show with Mr. Block as m. c.
Kansas City Mayor H. Roe Bartle participated and presented keys to the city to
all the disc jockey delegates. The mayor
contributed to the festivity by singing
"Omaha, I Love You" in honor of Mr. Storz.

Miller
—
zines, the picture magazines only if they're
not too cheesecakey. The settings in which
the ads appear help paint a picture of your
product — sound, reliable, trustworthy. Then,
when you turn around and buy a radio
spot, you don't care if it comes before a
record made by the apprentices during
lunch hour in the boiler works.
I can see you station owners objecting,
"Why should we change our programming
at a time when business is going great?" But
just because you're making a profit and this
is a seller's market, it doesn't follow that
you're making the profit you should. And
if the economy slumps further, which stations will best weather the storms ahead? I
believe it will be the ones with distinct personalities, the ones that jump out at you as
you're twirling the dial because they're not
programming with the herd.
You stations aren't thinking clearly into
the future when you gear yourself to the
8-to-l 4-year-old mentality. Every year, a
large chunk of the audience, at the top end

But what's been happening in the last
year or two?
You carefully built yourselves into the
monarch of radio and then you went and
abdicated — abdicated your programming to
the corner record shop; to the 8-to-l 4-yearolds; to the pre-shave crowd that makes up

of your age span, gets over
ing pains and gives up the
against parents, teachers,
large. The smart station

twelve per cent of the country's population and zero per cent of its buying power.
I know that most of you agree with me
that much of the juvenile stuff pumped
over the air waves these days hardly qualifies
as music. But your standard answer is
— "We're not here to educate. We're here

signs right, the trend is starting in that direction, and some very important stations
are changing their policies towards this goal.

recognizes that you're a grown-up a lot
longer than you're a subteen, and works to
build a permanent audience. If I read the

I'm not asking you to snuff out the musical life of these kids or their followers.
But I am asking you to put new life in radio; I'm asking you to take radio away from
the lists and give it back to all the people;

they want.-'
give them
to What
who what
wants?
Certainly not the 75%

of the nation

over 14-years-old! If they did, they wouldn't
be buying hi-fi record players in unprecedented numbers, setting them up in the living
room, shutting off the radio — and creating
their own homemade programming departments!

Certainly not those who
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want variety.

its musical growgame of rebelling
and the world at
is the one that

COLUMBIA

RECORDS'

MILLER

I'm asking you to give up lazy programming— to play music for every age group
and every taste. The by-product of such a
move will be aesthetic, and you can take
pride in the public service. But principally
you'll be doing it for your pocketbook by
insuring a broader, healthier audience, and
guaranteeing advertisers who are seeking
that audience a fair shake for their money.
Broadc AS TING
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well stated in this reprint of a column

mean?
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But this is not the whole story.

rpHE (power) partnership policy
J- is not new. The entire concept
behind the Hoover Dam was that

For the production from some of
the PUD's has already in considerable part been contracted for by

of a partnership between the Federal government, which built and
operates the enormous

private companies.

clam, and

private and public bodies, which assured sound
financing through firm contracts to buy power.
The Eisenhower policy is based upon the simple facts that the Federal government should keep
out of competition with private business, and
that it cannot justify spending great sums of taxpayers' money when there is a chance to attract
private investors' capital to do the job.

PUD's could hardly get the investment essential to such large projects without
these contracts. Incidentally, these PUD's share
none of the fanaticism of the Federal power
people. As they get into the practical job of
production, they develop practical ideas.
The proof is ample here that if the Federal
government will permit it, there are plenty of

to private investors has

private and public local agencies able to do the
job in all except the very large dams already
under way.

been rewarded by the construction of many private projects throughout the Northwest. There
are now under construction or under license

But despite this construction, much more
power will be needed in the years immediately

This encouragement

thirteen private power projects, four by publicutility districts (PUD ), three by the municipalities of Seattle and Tacoma. There are also seven
Federal projects under construction.
PRACTICAL

ahead. One of the projects urgently needed is
the John Day Dam on the Columbia River, already
authorized by Congress. Two proposals were
made for the construction of the power aspects
of the project — one by the private companies,
another by a PUD. There would have been

RESULT

The estimated production from the private proj-

repayment

ects will be 1,870,600 kilowatts; from the publicutility districts, 1,900,800; from the Federal

completion.

dams, 1,869,000; from the municipals, 517,000.
The

split among

the private companies, the

public-utility districts, and the Federal government isalmost even.
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The advocates of public power have consistently blocked this project. Their attitude toward
this and other projects is all-Federal-or-nothing.
Like the British Socialists, they are for fair shares
of scarcity.
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HIGHER
Newsworthy

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

DATELINES
SAN ANTONIO — When Harry Van Slycke,
news editor of KITE San Antonio, heard

Here's a few of
the new:

KSHO-TV
Las Vegas, Nev.

over

KUTY
Palmdale, Calif
KRUX
Phoenix, Ariz

"anada
CJFB-TV

the station's police radio reporting a holdup that was in progress, he called the
finance office where it was happening and
interviewed the manager by beeper phone
during the robbery. While the manager
talked to Mr. Slycke. the bandit held a gun
on him. KITE reports that it aired the taped
report even before the police arrived at the
scene. Later, while one of the secretaries
from the station was on her way home from
work she witnessed the capture of the fleeing
bandia. She gave an eye-witness account
to KITE listeners. CBS used KITE's tape
on The World Tonight, the station said.
BOSTON — WHDH-TV here reports that
it scooped other media with film coverage
of a triple murder in Hampden, Mass., although photographers were barred from the
scene. It was able to shoot films through the
windows of the home where the slayings
took place. The Boston Herald-Traveler used
stills from the WHDH-TV footage on its
front page the following day.

Satisfied

VVETY
Cocoa, Flo.

Customers
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WJJL
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
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HARTFORD — A railroad accident in this
Connecticut town was recorded by WHCT
(TV) there because cameraman Randall
Swarthout happened to be on the spot. He
had been assigned to cover the arrival of a
group of visiting CBS Spot Sales representatives and as he prepared to get a picture of
the train roaring into the station, a man
turned toward the camera, removed his
overcoat and stepped from the platform into
path of the train. The films were carried
that evening on a WHCT newscast.

station telecast bulletins and

features

throughout Tuesday evening, quickly becoming a focal point for coverage of the
bomb story. WBTW reports supplying newsfilm to CBS, NBC, INS and Movietone plus
feeding a dozen tapes to radio news editors
who called from all over the country, also
covering for its affiliated stations WBTWBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, until Charlotte newsmen flew to the scene. The North
Carolina tv station had film on the air 65
minutes after the WBTV team left Florence.
KCMK (FM) on Air in K. C.
F. M. Broadcasting Inc. put KCMK
(FM) Kansas City on the air March 3,
broadcasting daily from 8 a.m. to midnight
on 93.3 mc with 35 kw, it has announced.
KCMK is programming hi-fi music, news
and special events, and through a separate
division. Accent Music Co., is multiplexing
background music, claimed as the first fulltime commercial multiplexing by an area
fm station.
Officers of F. M. Broadcasting: F. A.
Mesch, president; Thomas R. Bengimina,
vice president; Tudy Gulotta, secretarytreasurer. John L. Humphreys, formerly of
KBKC Mission, Kan., is station manager
of KCMK and Leo E. Erb is technical
engineer. Manager of Accent Music Co.
is Curtis Vaughan.
Chief Pontiac

Takes

Over

KPON

The Chief Pontiac Broadcasting Co.
formally assumed control of WPON Pontiac,
Mich., yesterday (Sunday) after having been
purchased a number of weeks ago from

FLORENCE — From this South Carolina city
near Tuesday's atom bomb accident, WJMX
dispatched its mobile unit to the 50-foot
bomb crater and started an emergency
broadcast schedule that lasted until midnight that day and dominated news in the
days to follow. From the scene AVi miles
out of town, where a B-47 bomber let an
"unarmed" atom bomb fall, WJMX originated reports describing damage, giving eyewitness accounts and following the search
for scattered bomb parts.
WJMX' unit stayed on the scene until
the Air Force gave an official account of
the non-nuclear TNT explosion. An early
WJMX report was carried on the AP wire,
Paul Benson, station manager and emergency coordinator, reports, and station personnel worked after sign-off feeding tape reports to 18 stations around the U. S. In the
course of the story, WJMX worked with
authorities to reassure listeners, broadcasting interviews with the Florence mayor and
Maj. Gen. Charles B. Dougher, commander
of the 38th Air Div. at Hunter. Air Force
Base, Savannah.
Florence's television station, WBTW
(TV), feared its promotion slogan, "The
Milky Way Market," had become a reality
Tuesday, as station cameramen hurried to
the crater site. WBTW reporter-photographer
teams got several hundred feet of film and
interviews with witnesses and officials. The

THE agreement
to sell WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland
to DuMont
Broadcasting
Corp. for three-quarters of a million
dollars [Stations, March 3] is signed
by Sterling E. Graham, president of
the Forest City Publishing Co., witnessed by Richard Carlton Crisler (c),
broker, and Bernard Goodwin, president of DuMont. Acquisition of WHK,
contingent on FCC approval, will give
DuMont two radio and two tv properties (WNEW-WABD [TV] New York
and WTTG [TV] Washington).
3ROADC ASTING

Gerity Broadcasting Co. for $275,000
[Changing Hands, Feb. 17]. The directors
of Chief Pontiac are Edward E. Wilson
(president of the firm), John C. Pomeroy and
Edwin L. Byrd. William J. Hart has been
appointed general manager of the station;
he was formerly with KBTM Jonesboro,
Ark., and KGH1 Little Rock as manager.
Pennsylvania Judge Pulls Rank
To Ban KDKA-TV Court Film
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh broke the camera
barrier in Allegheny County court last week,
for a three-day temporary victory.
The station blazed the way for visual
coverage Monday, when its cameramen shot
the first pictures through a courtroom
window. By Wednesday night it was all over,
when the chief justice of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court saw a picture of the Vincent
Scatena murder trial in a Philadelphia newspaper.
With a call to William McNaugher, president judge of the Allegheny County Court of
Common Pleas, Chief Justice Jones put an
end to courtroom picture coverage. Judge
McNaugher passed the order on to Judge
Samuel A. Weiss, who had allowed the
visual coverage. The dictum was issued
because picture-taking disrupts court procedures, Chief Justice Jones told a news conference in Philadelphia Thursday.
His order destroyed full-coverage efforts
that were based on careful groundwork by
KDKA-TV. The station's news director.
Bill Burns, had prepared the way by asking the judge to permit similar coverage of a
pre-trial hearing. After cameraman Charles
Boyle covered the trial last Monday, Judge
Weiss and Samuel Strouss, assistant district
attorney, said the television coverage had
not interfered with court proceedings in any
manner and could be continued throughout
the trial. Other newsmen were caught unaware last Monday as they waited for the
usual shots outside the court.
KTLA

(TV) Calls Off Precon

Plan

Because of letters, petitions and phone
calls protesting the proposal of KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles to begin experimental broadcasting of messages below the level of conscious reception by the. viewer, the station
has indefinitely postponed any plans for subliminal communication. Lew Arnold, vice
president and general manager, announced.
KTLA and Precon Process & Equipment
Corp., developer of the system which the
station had planned to use [Program Services, Jan. 20], agreed it would not be feasible
to begin subliminal broadcasting until the
public has been fully informed about it.
Quinlan

Writes

Novel

On

KHQA-TV

BENDIX
lets

TV

viewers

"WEATHERMAN"
see

weather

record

itself!

The Bendix "Weatherman*" will give your
audience greater accuracy in weather reporting
and a clearer picture of weather happenings,
to make an important public service even
better. Weather conditions can be read
instantly from large and easy-to-read dials,
showing outdoor temperatures, relative humidity, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, wind speed,
and wind direction.
Such stations as WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo. and Quincy, 111.
and KWTV-TV in Oklahoma City, have
found that this new presentation of the
weather by the "Weatherman"
esting than relayed information.
Bendix "Weatherman" every
unique because the dials can be
many different positions.

is more interAnd with the
installation is
arranged in so

With the exception of the barometric pressure unit, each indicator is actuated by a
remote (roof top) transmitter and is connected
to the transmitter by electrical cable. "Weatherman" indicators and transmitters can be
obtained as individual units.
The "Weatherman" is made by Bendix
Friez, makers of weather-data instruments for
eighty-two years. For further information,
write direct to this division, 1324 Taylor
Avenue, Baltimore 4, Maryland, or telephone
VAlley 3-4040.
REG. TRADE MARK

KWTV-TV

Radio-Tv

Sterling C. (Red) Quinlan, ABC vice
president in charge of WBKB (TV) Chicago,
completed negotiations last week with Doubledav to publish his novel about the radio-tv
industry sometime this fall.
Mr. Quinlan describes the novel as "entertaining but not controversial," an assurance
that will be received with open arms by
members of a much-maligned advertising
fraternity.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

THEY

IT

GOT

FIRST

Almost two-thirds of the public got its
tirst knowledge of three recent major news
events through the broadcast media, according to an area study just released by
Michigan State U. The survey was conducted in the Lansing area following President Eisenhower's latest illness and launching of the Sputnik and Explorer satellites.
Fewer than one-fifth of the people sur\eved gained first information on these news
happenings through the newspapers, according to MSU's Communications Researcfa Center. The press, however, was
credited with being the overwhelming source
for additional or supplemental details of
these stories.
The remainder of the people, about 17%,
initially heard of these news developments
by word of mouth.
Noting that tv fared best of all single
media. Dr. Paul J. Dcutschmann, director
of the research center, stated, "Television
now appears to be not only an entertainment
medium, bul an important element in news
diffusion."
In addition to the Lansing surveys, Dr.
Deutschmann revealed some figures of a
Madison. Wis., area study made after the
launching of Explorer. Dr. Wayne DanielCHANGING

HANDS

/ he following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. Both are subject to
FCC approval.
ANNOUNCED

WGTO HAINES CITY, FLA. • Sold to
K.STP Inc. (Stanley Hubbard, associates) by
KWK Inc. for $175,000. KSTP Inc. (KSTPAM-FM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, KOBAM-TV Albuquerque) already owned 23%
of KWK St. Louis. The sale of KWK-TV
to CBS has been finalized [At Deadline,
March 3]. WGTO operates on 540 kc with
10 k\\. day. The sale was handled by Blackburn & Co.
WPFA

PENSACOLA,

FLA. • Sold to Ed-

win H. Estes by J. W. O'Connor for $85,000. Mr. Estes also owns and operates
WEDR Birmingham, Ala., and WMOZ
Mobile, Ala. The sale was handled by Blackburn & Co. WPFA operates on 790 kw with
1 kw, day.
The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other

APPROVED

KOBY

Building

New

Plant

KOBY San Francisco is building a $100,000 studio-office building which it expects
to occupy May 1 , it has been announced
by David M. Segal. KOBY president. The
new plant, being built for the exclusive use
of KOBY. will be at 340 Mason St. and will
be constructed of San Francisco "graystone." It will house two control rooms,
two announcing studios, newsroom, music
room and general offices.
Pace 98
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son, research professor of the School of
Journalism at the U. of Wisconsin, compiled the Madison survey. Both Lansing and
Madison were in close agreement in their
listening habits, the survey showed.
Here's the percentage of people in Lansing who first heard of the three stories on
radio or tv: Ike's illness — 38% by tv, 32%
by radio; launching of Explorer I— 33%
by tv, 40% by radio; launching of Sputnik
I— 33% by tv, 30% by radio.
In Madison, 36% of the public first heard
of Explorer by television and another 29%
learned of the same event through radio.

On the average, newspapers reached
about 18% of the people with their first
news.
The level of education had little bearing
on whether a person received information
initially through radio, tv or press, according to Dr. Deutschmann. "However," he
added, "education is directly related to the
amount of use made of supplemental media
after first learning the news."
In some segments of the survey, it was
found that a larger percentage were first
informed by word of mouth than by newspaper. RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
TRACK
broadcast actions see For

the

Record,

page 111.
WOSA WAUSAU, WLIN (FM) MERRILL,
BOTH WIS. • Sold to Wisconsin Valley
Telecasting Corp. by Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski
(R-Wis.) for $225,000. The sale is conditional in that Antigo Broadcasting Co., a
holder in the assignee, and its officers, directors and stockholders must divest themselves
of all interest and association in Wisconsin
Valley and the latter must dispose of WSAU
Wausau, prior to consummation of the
WOSA assignment. Wisconsin Valley also
operates ch. 7 WSAU-TV Wausau, and its
officials have interests in WFHR-AM-FM
Wisconsin Rapids and WATK Antigo, both
Wis. WOSA operates of 550 kc with 5 kw,
and is affiliated with ABC and MBS. WLIN
(FM) operates on 100.7 mc with 9.7 kw.
KRBO LAS VEGAS, NEV. • Sold remaining 80% to 20% owner, president and general manager of the station Joe Julian by
Shurley Hirschberg, David Cohen and Harry
Brier for $30,000. KRBO operates on 1050
kc with 500 w, day.
REPRESENTATIVES

APPOINTMENTS

Triangle Stations, WFBG Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.; WNHC-AM-FM New HavenHartford, Conn., and WHGB Harrisburg,
Pa., name McGavren-Quinn Co. for national sales.

WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y., names Elisabeth
Beckjorden. In report published March 10,
BROADCASTiNG inadvertently identified WVIP
as Wilkes-Barre, Pa., tv station.

C. ARTHUR WEIS (c) president of the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, puts his signature to
the contract whereby his paper buys 25%
of ch. 2 KTVI (TV) St. Louis. Harry Tenenbaum (I) president of KTVI licensee Signal
Hill Telecasting Corp., and Herman Wilkat,
secretary of the paper, witness the signing.
'Globe-Democrat' Completes
25.2% Purchase of KTVI (TV)
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat has consummated its 25.2% purchase of ch. 2
KTVI (TV) St. Louis after FCC approval of
the sale of ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis to CBS
[Government, March 3]; the newspaper
had owned 23% of KWK-TV. In its purchase into KTVI, The Globe-Democrat has
agreed to make a loan to the station licensee and to take over mortgages from
stockholders totaling $500,000.
Signal Hill Telecasting Corp. owns and
operates KTVI under special temporory
authorization from the FCC. The Louisiana
Purchase Co., formerly a rival applicant for
the ch. 2 permit in St. Louis, has merged
with Signal Hill and its stockholders are buying individually a' total of about 10% of the
Signal Hill stock.
Pabst

Announces

For New

Appointments

Oakland-S.F.

Station

William D. Pabst, manager of KTVU
(TV) Oakland-San Francisco, Calif., which
went on the air March 2, has announced
these appointments:
Kenneth B. Craig, former director of the
ABC-TV western division, program director
of KTVU; Gene Mulligan, writer for and
producer of Lone Ranger, Suspense, Masquerade Party and other shows, producerdirector-writer; Walt Harris, former production manager of KOVR (TV) Stockton,
Calif., and Stan Lichtenstein, with KRONTV San Francisco for eight years, film
editors. Leslie A. Nichols, former foreign
correspondent, is news director of KTVU,
presenting a nightly news program. Other
KTVU posts were filled earlier [Stations,
Feb. 17]. A Bay Area salute, featuring community leaders and guest stars, was the ch.
2 outlet's opening show March 2.
WKTS

Rebuilding

After

Fire

WKTS Brooksville, Fla., is rebuilding its
studios following a fire which destroyed
them March 3. Damage was placed by
owner Elmo B. Kitts at $50,000-60,000.
The fire apparently started in the WKTS
transmitter room, Mr. Kitts said.
Broadcasting

MANUFACTURING
Tube

Fraud

Sentences

Passed,
RCA
Rapped
Major manufacturers of radio and television tubes "knew of an illegal rebranding
operation that cost the industry and public
about $5 million from 1953 to 1957,"
Bronx (New York) County Judge Samuel
Joseph declared last Tuesday. He particularly
criticized RCA for "not taking remedial
action when it became aware of the situation in 1953."
Before passing sentence on ten persons
and six corporations involved in indictments
since an investigation of the practice began
in 1956. Judge Joseph urged passage of
a law to make it a felony for any manufacturer to knowingly give credit or cash
refund for rebranded tubes and suggested
that a state agency be created to provide
standards and supervision for television
dealers and repair men and to impose
penalties for violations.
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Of the manufacturers, he said: "The
court condemns the manufacturing corporations, and particularly RCA, as the court
has had more particular knowledge of RCA;
they are greatly responsible for what is
now before this court and for what has
transpired in the industry."
Judge Joseph, however, added that "credit
must be given to the General Electric Co.
for finally taking measures to detect rebranding and then placing the matter in
the hands of the district attorney for full
investigation."
The practice hit by the court involves
the placing of restamped, useless or nearuseless tubes into tv sets instead of good
tubes when the tv sets are serviced. Because
of the inaccessibility of the components to
the set owner, the practice is hard to detect
by the consumer.
RCA, in denying the charge, made the
following statement: "RCA is pleased that
Judge Joseph and the Bronx County grand
jury have exposed the nefarious practice of
tube counterfeiting and we welcome the
steps they have taken to combat it. We also
are gratified that in the long and painstaking investigation, no RCA employe has
been linked in any way with the counterfeiters.
"RCA

was but one of the leading manufacturers victimized by this fraudulent
scheme. In addition, its New York distributor, Bruno-New York Inc., was victimized.
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"In 1956, immediately upon learning of
the scheme uncovered by the grand jury,
RCA took measures against counterfeiting
in its tubes. We believe that the steps we
have already taken have been effective and
we shall continue our vigilance.
"Prior to 1956, we had acted in good
faith in giving credits to our distributors.
They had represented that the tubes returned by them had resulted from adjustments made with their customers in accordance with industry practices. We will not
countenance counterfeiting and similar
dishonest practices trading on the good
name of RCA and we will continue to cooperate with law enforcement agencies in
such matters."
One of the ten defendants was Sidney
Broadcasting

United

Press

news

produces!
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MANUFACTURING continued

PROGRAM SERVICES

Pressler, a Conner employe ol Bruno-New
York. His sentencing has been delayed until
today (Monday).
hung SarnorT, executive vice president
of Bruno-New York and younger brother
Ol RCA Board Chairman Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, issued the following statement:
"Sidney Pressler has been out of BrunoNew York Inc., for more than a year, and
tor several months prior to the termination
of his employment, he was under surveilBronx district attorney's office
lance by the
knowledge.
w iih our
"Bruno-New York was victimized by both
theft and counterfeiting of receiving tubes
and television kinescopes. The thefts represented some very substantial sums.
"Bruno-New York cooperated wholeheartedly with Bronx District Attorney
Sullivan and his staff in this case and we
are delighted with the results being obtained.
Mr. Sullivan and his assistant. Mr. Blinder,
ilerted us to Pressler's activities and helped
bring our heavy losses to an end.
""Pressler had never been general manager
or an officer of Bruno-New York. When his
activities were exposed, his job was manager
of the tubes and parts department."
Schafer Offers Stations Device
For Automatic

Radio

mechanism, the " sensing unit" can be set
for tight or loose programming, shifting in
as short a span as IV2 seconds or not until
20 seconds or more of silence have elapsed.
Some LP's have up to 15 seconds of silence
between selections, Mr. Schafer noted, so
with them it is necessary to provide for a
longer silence period.
Eight hours of programming can be prepared in about an hour, by prerecording
three tapes: one of station breaks and adjoining commercial spots, one of record
introductions and one of floating spots. In
normal station operation, the tapes would be
recorded for each day of the week and then
corrected from week to week in the same
waj station logs are corrected. Commercials
would be retained for the balance of the
schedule, with new ones added and old ones
erased as needed. Only the introductions of
the musical numbers would require a complete new tape.
The program package provides for cutting
in live local programs, such as newscasts,
weather reports and emergency bulletins, as
needed, and can also cut in network programs, Mr. Schafer said. Only program, not
engineering operations are affected by the
automatic program package, he stated, except for an automatic logging device.

Programming

An automatic program package that can
supply radio stations with unattended programming, for 12 hours, 24 hours, or a
full week of seven 24-hour days, has been
developed by Schafer Custom Engineering
Inc.. Burbank, Calif. Last week Schafer
technicians were installing equipment for
12-hour programming at KGEE Bakersfield.
Calif., which on Saturday was scheduled to
put it to work on an all-night show. Before
the end of the month Schafer will have a
seven-day programming unit in operation
at a western mf station.

January Radio-Tv Output Below
Corresponding Month in 1957
Production of radio and tv receivers in
January fell slightly below the same 1957
month, according to Electronic Industries
Assn. Radio production in January totaled
1,026,527 sets, including 676,848 auto
models, compared to 1,085,529 sets, including 570,617 auto models, in January 1957.
Radio sales at retail totaled 534,640 sets
in January compared to 563,363 in the same
1957 month. Sales do not include auto
models.

A typical 12-hour package comprises the
electronic "brain" that controls the operation
($3,400), three tape machines ($1,575), two
record players ($1,370) and one radio control ($90), priced at $6,435 for the complete
package. The tape machines are new Concertone models made by American Electronics, with solonoid controls. The record
players are Seeburg machines. Stations can
use their ow n tape and record-playing equipment ifthey prefer, instead of buying it from
Schafer. Presto recording-reproducing equipment is added for the 24-hour unit, priced
at $8,695, and special Seeburg LP record
players for the seven-day package, listed at
$10,155.

Tv production in January totaled 433,983
sets compared to 450,190 in the same 1957
month. Of January's output, 51,115 tv sets
had uhf tuners. Tv retail sales totaled
581,486 sets in January compared to 623,359
in the same month of 1957.

The Schafer program package "does its
own timing and thinking," Paul Schafer,
president, said. A clock mechanism permits
the broadcasting of station breaks at any
interval desired, with accompanying announcements. A counting circuit inserts
commercial spots after every second or third
record, or whatever number is called for;
the device is set to count up to 10 and can
be set for as high as 20. Switching is done
by silence and without the use of any control tone; the lack of sound after the conclusion ofa record or announcement triggers
the "'sensing unit" that controls the program
changes into operation. Like the counting
Page 100
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Ampex Steps Up Delivery Plans
A new production schedule has cut seven
months from the delivery time of some $5
million worth of videotape records recorders,
it was announced Thursday by Neal K. McNaughten, manager of the professional
products division of Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif. Aside from a speed-up
in U. S. deliveries, the advanced production
schedule will permit earlier entry into
foreign markets, he said. Ampex has distributors in 50 countries.
Ampex expects to deliver within two
months the five units ordered by BBC and
by independent film studios in the United
Kingdom. Ampex has contracted with
Siemens-Halske. Karlsruhe. Germany, to
modify, market and service Ampex videotape recorders operating on European picture standards. Six units have been ordered
with delivery starting in May. Another
VTR goes to Australia in July while two
units go to Oszake Tv Co. in Japan.

N.Y.

Toll

Charged

Tv

Firm

With

Fraud

The last
New
StateP. attorney
office
weekYork
accused
G. Grubergeneral's
& Co.,
New York stock brokerage firm, of employing "fraudulent methods" in promoting the
sale of stock in Selectivision Inc., New York,
a subscription television company.
New York State Supreme Court Justice
Joseph A. Gavagan signed a temporary restraining order Monday on the sale of
Selectivision stock by Gruber and directed
P. G. Gruber, president; T. J. Hamilton,
president of Selectivision, and Bernard L.
Goldenberg, assistant to the president of the
toll tv company, to appear for examination
in court last Thursday. At that time, Justice
Gavagan delayed the examination until April
2 at the request of Selectivision, which said
the company is employing new counsel and
requires additional time to prepare its testimony. The temporary restraining order
against Gruber continues.
State Attorney Louis J. Lefkowitz accused
the Gruber company of making "false, misleading and deceptive" statements in some
30,000 pieces of literature sent to prospective
investors. He said the Gruber company had
claimed that some $4 million had been invested in Selectivision when actually only
about $150,000 had been invested. Though
Gruber literature stated that more than
15,000 homes in the Forest Hills, Queens,
section of New York had been wired for
Selectivision, Mr. Lefkowitz said an investigation by his office showed that "only a
handful" of homes were wired.
Asked for comment, Mr. Goldenberg said
Selectivision shortly will make

a full ex-

planation of what it considers to be "a
misunderstanding." He stressed that Selectivision itself has not been charged with any
wrongdoing by the state, and insisted the
company still plans to place its tv system
in operation on a paid basis in early April.
[Program Services, Feb. 24].
Selectivision calls its system an "electronic
extension of the local theatre," and claims
to have more than 200 theatres throughout
the country willing to cooperate in its project.
Its system provides for the local theatre to
serve as a programming center for feature
attractions, theatre and sporting events, with
Selectivision and the local theatre sharing
the revenue on the basis of a formula still
undecided.
Subscribers to Selectivision, according to
Mr. Goldenberg, must buy a "Selectivator,"
a decoder, for $10 and pay 150% of the
theatre admission price for one toll tv presentation. Subscribers are required to buy
admission "tokens" from the local theatre
for insertion into the "Selectivator."
ASCAP

Claims

Victory for System

American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers has cited as a major royalty
system victory the dismissal by New York
Supreme Court Judge Mario Pittoni of a
two-year-old damage suit brought by members-composers Carmen Lombardo and John
J. Loeb which sought retroactive royalty
credits involving the Arthur Godfrey theme
Broadcasting

r
"Seems Like Old Times," used a dozen times
daily on CBS Radio and CBS-TV. The court
upheld the ASCAP rule that a single theme
royalty credit daily is reasonable. The pair
wanted a full dozen credits daily.
Evans Sets Up New
For Industrial Show

Corporation
Production

Maurice Evans, theatre-television producer, last week announced formation of
Maurice Evans Industrials Inc. to stage
business presentations live and by closedcircuit tv. He named George Hoffman general manager and Charles Scheuer programming director, stating that both have had
wide experience in the industrial presentations field.
Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Scheuer will head
a staff of directors, writers, lyricists, composers and technicians, Mr. Evans said.
Negotiations currently are underway with
the first clients of Maurice Evans Industrials.
The firm is located at 1860 Broadway, where
the producer also conducts his theatre television and motion picture activities.
Sonde,

Greene

Leave

Song

Ads

Robert L. Sande, president of Song Ads
Inc., who founded the radio-tv commercial
production company in 1950, and Larry
Greene, vice president, have resigned from
Song Ads and formed Sande & Greene Inc.,
creative consultants. The new firm is located
at 8400 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood; telephone:
Oldfield 6-0300. Sande & Greene has been
retained on a long term exclusive consultant
basis to create and produce commercials for
Song Ads, Mr. Sande said in announcing the
new company.
Capitol to Complete

Expansion

A $1.5 million expansion and building
program announced by President Glenn E.
Wallichs for Capitol Records Distributing
Corp. will be finished by May in 16 cities,
it is anticipated. The New York branch will
occupy the ground floor of the Warner Bros,
building at 315 W. 44th St. in May; the
Chicago office will relocate in April at 1326
S. Michigan Ave., and the Los Angeles
branch will move to 3117 San Fernando Rd.
by May 1.
Quarters are being enlarged in Charlotte,
WHEN

THEY

YOU'VE

SAY

COMMITTED

LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
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COPYRIGHT
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REINSURANCE
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21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New°York,
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William Chicago,
175 W.
Bush
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Cincinnati, Dallas, Detroit, Hartford, Minneapolis, Kansas City and St. Louis. Other
branches which already have expanded to at
least double their old size: Boston, Buffalo,
Newark, Oklahoma City and Pittsburgh. Addition of a new branch in Baltimore the first
of the year brought total Capitol Records
Distributing branches to 26.

CHANNEL

4-S1GHT

Rudolph Offers 'Healthcasts'
Dick Rudolph Productions of Baltimore
is offering a Healthcasts script service, designed to provide radio material comparable to newscasts and weathercasts.
The

weekly syndicated package contains 15 one-minute scripts suggested for
use with commercials on an hourly rotating basis, or in five-minute and larger units.
Health, diet and medical information is
written in brief form for Healthcasts scripts
priced at $25 a week in major markets and
$15 in secondary markets with market exclusivity.
Initial subscribers are WITH Baltimore;
WLEE Richmond; WHG Norfolk; WOL
Washington; WCAP Lowell, Mass.; WNCC
Barnesboro, Pa., and WAKU Latrobe, Pa.
Mr. Rudolph was sales manager of WITH
before opening his production firm.
SRTS Offers 'Musique' Spots
Standard Radio Transcription Services
Inc., Chicago, is introducing an instrumental
"Musique" Spot Library for stations, recording studios and film firms, it was announced
last week by Olga Blohm, SRTS general
manager. The library contains more than
1,600 varied musical effects for use with
commercials, slides and motion pictures. Included in the package: a complete selection
of music for commercial announcements,
openers and closers, jingles of various length,
contrasts and backgrounds for 20-, 40- and
60 - second announcements. Twenty - four
clients have been signed so far for the
Musique library. Miss Blohm said.
PROGRAM

SERVICES

This wise old owl with his hornrimmed specks probably doesn't
give a H-O-O-T about things in
general, but smart time buyers
are learning that it pays to use
Channel 4 -Sight on the Great
Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets in a
vastly healthy and wealthy market.
Power: Visual
100 kw
Aural 50 kw

SHORTS

Smith, Kline & French Labs, Philadelphia,
has reported it has turned over $25,000
color tv projector to National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Md., for use in research
in medical electronics, broadcast applications and other visual experiments. SKF

Antenna

"Medical Color Tv Unit" presents closedcircuit surgical and clinical programs at
major medical association meetings throughout U. S.
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Stone Assoc., N. Y., originator and packager
of Bingo-at-Home (now on WARB-TV New
York) plans to place show in "live" syndication immediately. Firm reports it has received more than 40 franchise requests from
stations all over country since show started
Feb. 17. Stone Assoc., also reports it has
been appointed exclusive merchandising
consultant for Crusader Rabbit cartoon film
series by Tap Inc., L. A., owner of character
and merchandising rights to series. Stone
is authorized to license manufacturing of all
products, such as toys, books, etc., based
on characters in series, as well as creating
all premiums and servicing advertisers, in
their use.
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1WARDS
ATAS

EDUCATION
NOMINATES

EMMY

CANDIDATES

Ed Sullivan, president of the National
Vcademy of Television Arts & Sciences last
week announced nominees for the 1957
Emmy awards, to be given April 15 in a
special NBC-TV broadcast. The tenth annual awards dinner and telecast (10-11:30
p.m. EST) will originate in New York at
the Seventh Regiment Armorv on Park
Avenue and in HolKwood at the Cocoanut
Grove Room of the Hotel Ambassador.
Contenders in the 28 Emmy categories
were selected b\ secret ballot among academv members in New York and Los Angeles
with the vote audited by Price Waterhouse
Co. Nominees:
SINGLE PROGRAM
"The Comedian," Playhouse 90; Edsel Show;
General Motors 50th Anniversary Show; "Green
Pastures." Hallmark Hall of Fame; "Heien Morgan Story." Playhouse 90.
dramatic series Continuing Characters
Gunsmoke ; Lassie; Maverick; Perry Mason;
Wagon Train.
DRAMATIC ANTHOLOGY
Alfred Hitchcock Presents: Climax: Hallmark
Hall of Fame; Playhouse 90; Studio One.
COMEDY
Bob Cummings
Father
Knoics
Best; JackShow;
BennyCaesar's
Show; Hour;
Phil Silvers
Show.
MUSICAL,
VARIETY, AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
OR QUIZ
Dinah Shore Chevy Show; Ed Sullivan Show;
Perry Como Show; Steve Allen Show; Jack
Paar Show.
PUBLIC SERVICE
Bell Telephone Science Series; Ominbus; Person to Person; See It Now: Wide Wide World.
NEW SERIES
Leave It To Beaver; Maverick; Seven Lively
Arts; Jack Paar Show; Wagon Train.
ACTOR Best Single Performance
Lee J. Cobb. "No Deadly Medicine," Studio
One; Mickey Rooney, "The Comedian," Playhouse 90; Peter Ustinov, "The Life of Samuel
Johnson." Omnibus: David Wpvne. "Heartbeat,"
Suspicion;
Ed ofWynn,
Hallmark Halt
Fame. "On Borrowed Time,"
ACTRESS Best Single Performance
Julie Andrews. Ci?iderella; Polly Bergen.
"Helen Morgan Story," Playhouse 90; Helen
Hayes. "Mrs. Gilling and the Skyscraper." Alcoa Hour: Piper Laurie, "The Deaf Heart,"
Studio One; Teresa Wright, "The Miracle
Worker." Playhouse 90.
ACTOR Best Continuing Performance by Actor
in Leading Role
James Arness, Gunsmoke; Bob Cummings, Bob
Cummings Show; Phil Silvers, Phil Silvers Show;
Danny Thomas, Danny Thomas Show; Robert
Young, Father Knows Best.
ACTRESS Best Continuing Performance by Actress in Leading Ro'e
Eve Arden, Eve Arden Show; Spring Byington,
December Bride; Jan Clayton, Lassie; Ida Lupino. Mr.Best.
Adams and Eve; Jane Wyatt, Father
Knows

SUPPORTING ACTOR Best Continuing Supporting
Performance by Actor
Paul Ford I "Colonel Hall") Phi! Silvers Show;
Bill Frawley
("FredShow;
Mertz"),
Love Lucy;
Louis
Nye.
Steve Allen
Carl IReiner.
Sid Caesar
Show; Dennis Weaver ("Chester"), Gunsmoke.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS Best Continuing Supporting Performance by Actress
Pat Carroll. Caesar's Hour; Ann B. Davis
("Schultzy"), Bob Cummings Show; Verna Felton ("Hilda Crocker"), December Bride; Marion
Lome ("Mrs. Mabel Banford"), Sally; Vivian
Vance ("Ethel Mertz"). I Love Lucy.
CONTINUING
PERFORMANCE
(MALE) Performer
Who Plays Himself
Steve Allen. Jack Benny. Sid Caesar. Perry
Como. Jack Paar.
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CONTINUING PERFORMANCE (FEMALE) Performer
Who Plays Herself
Gracie Allen, Lucille Ball, Dody Goodman.
Dinah Shore, Loretta Young.
NEWS COMMENTARY
John Dalv, ABC; Douglas Edwards, CBS; Chet
Huntley and David Brinkley, NBC; Edward R.
Murrow. See It Now, CBS; Eric Sevareid, The
American Week, CBS.
MUSICAL CONTRIBUTION
Mitchell Ayres. music direction, Perry Como
Show; Robert Russell Bennett, arranging and
conducting,
"The Innocent
Years,"andProject
XX;
Leonard Bernste
•, cc ducting
analyzing
J. S. Bach, Omnibus; Nelson Riddle, arranging
and conducting, Frank Sinatra Show; Richard
Rodgers, music score, Cinderella.
TELEPLAY WRITING
Half-hour or Less
Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher, "Beaver Gets
Spelled," Leave It To Beaver; John Meston,
"Born to Hang," Gunsmoke; Paul Monash, "The
Lonely Wizard," Schlitz Playhouse of Stars;
Roswell Rogers and Paul West, "Margaret Hires
a Gardener," Father Knows Best; Morton Wishengrad, "A Chassidic Tale," Frontiers of Faith.
TELEPLAY WRITING Hour or More
Marc Connelly, "Green Pastures," Hallmark
Hall of Fame; William Gibson, "Miracle Worker,"
Playhouse 90; Arthur Hailey, "No Deadly Medicine." Studio One; James Lee, "Life of Samuel
Johnson,"
dian." Ominbus;
Playhouse 90. Rod Serling, "The ComeCOMEDY WRITING
Nat Hiken. Billy Friedberg, Phil Sharp, Terry
Ryan. Coleman Jacoby and Arnold Rosen, Phil
Silvers Show; Ernie Kovacs, no-dialogue show,
Ernie Kovacs Show; Sam Perrin, George Balzer,
Al Gordon and Hal Goodman, Jack Benny Show
Mel Tolkin. Larry Gelbart, Mel Brooks, Neil
Simon. Sheldon Keller, Mike Stewart and Gary
Belkin. Best.
Caesar's Hour; Roswell Rogers, Father
Knows
DIRECTION Half-hour or Less
Bill Hobin, Hit Parade (old version); Clark
Jones, Patrice Munsel Show; Sheldon Leonard,
Danny Thomas Show; Robert Stevens, "The
Glass
Eye," Father
Alfred Knows
Hitchcock
Tewksbury,
Best. Presents; Peter
direction Hour or More
Bob Banner, Dinah Shore Show: John Frankenheimer, "The Comedian," Playhouse 90; George
Roy Hill, "Helen Morgan Story," Playhouse 90;
Arthur Penn, "Miracle Worker," Playhouse 90;
George
Schaefer, "Green Pastures," Hallmark
Hall of Fame.
UNSCHEDULED NEWS EVENT 7957
Feb. 3, CBS, Rikers Island, N. Y., plane crash,
World News Roundup; Sept. 8, ABC, interview
of Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus (his first tv appearance during Little Rock crisis); Sept., NBC,
integration story in Little Rock and other Southern cities; Sept. 24, CBS, school riot, presented on
Little Rock 1957; Oct. 4, NBC, and subsequently,
first Russian Sputnik. U.S. satellite-launching efforts and Vanguard failure Dec. 6.
ART DIRECTION
Beulah
Frankel,
"Don't Ever
ComeTrain;
Back,"
Climax; Howard
E. Johnson,
Wagon
Robert
Kelly. George Gobel Show; Don Shirley, Perry
Como Show; Rouben Ter-Arutunian. "Twelfth
Night," Hallmark Hall of Fame.
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Norbert
Brodine,
Loretta
Young
Show; "Miss
Robert Ashley's
de Grasse,Demon,"
Danny
Thomas Show; George E. Diskant, "Voice in the
Fog,"
Alcoa-Goodyear Hour; William Margulies,
"Outlaw,"
Have Gun Will Travel; Harold E.
Wellman,
"Hemo
the Magnificent," Bell Telephone Science
Series.
LIVE CAMERA WORK
Annie Get Your Gun, NBC; Cinderella, CBS;
General Motors 50th Anniversary Show, NBCPlayhouse 90, CBS; Wide Wide World, NBC.
ENGINEERING, TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT
Chroma Key System developed by Frank Gaskins and associates at NBC and used for color
inserts on Dinah Shore and George Gobel shows
from California; color matting amplifier, CBS;
Dage Vidicon camera adapted as a portable tv
camera; live pick-up from Havana over-thehorizon, NBC; engineering and camera techniques on Wide Wide World used in the mountains, in the air and in and on the sea, NBC.
FILM EDITING
Samuel E. Beetley, "The Tinhorn," AlcoaGoodyear Hour; Danny Landres, "Lonely Wizard." Schlitz piaynouse of Stars;
R.
McAdam. "Trail to Christmas," GEMichael
Theatre:
Mike Pozen, "How to Kill a Woman," GunsmokeRobert
Maverick. Sparr, "The Quick and the Dead."

WOR-TV

Plans

Switch

To Daytime
Education
Tentative agreement was reached last week
between RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. and
the New York Board of Regents to utilize
WOR-TV New York (eh. 9) as an educational tv station during the daytime, starting
September 1 . The agreement is contingent
upon approval of the state legislature, which
must appropriate funds for the project.
A joint announcement by Thomas F.
O'Neil. president of RKO Teleradio, which
owns the station, and Jacob L. Holtzman,
chairman of a special New York State Regents committee on television, stated that
under the proposal, the station would operate
as an educational tv station from 9 a.m.
until 5 p.m. on weekdays and from 9 a.m.
to noon on Saturday. At other times the
station would continue to operate as a commercial outlet and probably would extend
its sign-off time to fulfill program commitments.
A spokesman for the station said there
would be no conflict between the proposal
and the station's plan to telecast 78 baseball
games of the Philadelphia Phillies this season. He pointed out that the educational tv
project would not begin until Sept. 1 and
no day games are set to be telecast during
that month. Although a retrenchment program is expected to be put into effect at
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. [Closed Circuit, March 10] a WOR-TV spokesman
said the educational tv proposal is not regarded as part of any cutback. He said
the station does not go on the air now
until 1:30 p.m. and plans are afoot to
extend sign-off time beyond the present
12:30 a.m.
Mr. Holtzman estimated that $545,000
would be required for the total cost of the
educational tv project for one year. He said
an initial request to the legislature for
$212,912 already has been made.
The State Education Dept., would direct
the educational tv program, according to
Mr. Holtzman. The telecasts, directed both
to classrooms and the general public, would
consist of half-hour programs dealing with
mathematics, physics, languages, chemistry
and literature. If the legislature votes funds
for the project, the regents will petition the
FCC to use the call letters WRED (TV)
during the time the educational programs
are one the air.
The Board of Regents earlier had asked
the Commission to declare WATV (TV)
Newark a non-commercial station and permit the regents to purchase it. Two weeks
ago the regents withdrew their petition.
WATV has been sold to National Telefilm
Assoc., pending FCC approval.
Fund

Formed

for Ad

Education

Formation of the Advertising Educational
Foundation, a non-profit corporation to be
financed by contributions from firms and
individuals in the advertising industry, was
announced last week by Robert M. Feemster, board chairman of Advertising Federation of America. Incorporation papers are
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
to be filed in Albany, N. Y., this month,
Mr. Feemster said.
The foundation plans to conduct research
into advertising and marketing curricula at
high school, college, post-graduate and professional levels; to give aid and cooperation
in the organization and carrying out of other
marketing and advertising programs with the
help of educational and professional institutions; to make grants to establish student
aid funds and make direct grants or loans
to advertising students; and to publish and
distribute books and pamphlets to further
advertising education and provide guidance
for high school and college graduates.
N. Y. State Educators Drop
Request for WATV (TV) Ch. 13
The threat from educational forces in New
York to New Jersey's only operating tv station was ended when the FCC granted a request by the Board of Regents of the U. of
the State of New York for withdrawal of its
allocation of New Jersey's
petition asking
commercial
ch. 13 to New York City for
non-commercial use.
Last month [Government, March 3] the
New Jersey legislature adopted a resolution
urging the FCC to retain ch. 13, licensed to
WATV (TV) Newark. WATV (TV) was
sold along with WAAT-AM-FM Newark
late last year for $3.5 million to National
Telefilm Assoc. and the sale is awaiting FCC
approval [Government, Nov. 4, 1957].
Jacob L. Holtzmann, chairman of the
Board of Regents' Special Committee on
Television for Education, said an announcement would be made shortly that would include "new plans" for an educational tv
station in the New York metropolitan area.
The board is the licensee of educational
WREG (TV) (ch. 25) New York, which has
not yet started operation.
Fine Arts Quartet

in ETV

Series

Beethoven quartets will be "taken apart
in discussion . . . and put back together"
in a series originating at WTTW (TV) Chicago. Produced by the Educational Tv &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., the six
concert-discussions will be distributed to the
nation's 29 etv stations later this year. The
Fine Arts Quartet is featured explaining the
"temper and construction" of the music with
musical illustrations.
EDUCATION

SHORTS

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. is offering three music scholarships to Transylvania
Music Camp at Brevard, N. C, June 19August 3. Entries must be postmarked no
later than March 26 to be eligible for
scholarships.
CREI Atomics Inc., newly-formed subsidiary
of Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
Washington, plans to offer advanced homestudy course in nuclear engineering technology.
Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y., has put educational television station on air utilizing
local coaxial cable system. Call letters are
WICB-TV.
Broadcasting

CBC
One

Asked
Tv,

for

Power

5

Ams,

Boosts

Five new radio broadcasting station applications, one new television station application, a number of power increases and a
large number of applications to permit share
transfers will be heard before the 110th
meeting of the board of governors of CBC
at Ottawa on March 25.
CJDC Dawson Creek, B. C, again has
applied for a tv station at Dawson Creek,
which is at the southern end of the Alaska
Highway. The application was heard some
months ago by the CBC board but was deferred pending a study of the cost to CBC
of supplying national tv programs to a lowpower tv station at such a remote point.
CJDC has applied for a ch. 5 station of
173.5 w video power and 86.75 w audio
power with antenna 60 feet above average
terrain.
Les Enterprises Sillery Quebec Inc. has
applied for a radio station at Quebec City
on 1060 kc with 5 kw.
CKGN-TV North Bay, Ont., is applying
for a 1-kw daytime radio station on 930 kc,
at North Bay.
William Harry Zakus is applying for a
1-kw day and 500-w nighttime station on
1050 kc at Transcona, Man.
Burnaby Broadcasting Co. Ltd. has applied
for a 5-kw station on 980 kc at Burnaby,
B. C.
Dinosaur Broadcasting (1957) Ltd. is requesting license for 1 kw on 910 kc at
Drumheller, Alta.
Power increase and change of frequency
are being asked by CHWK Chilliwack, B. C,
from 1 kw on 1270 kc to 5 kw on 980 kc
and change of transmitter site; CKSB St.
Boniface, Man., from 1 kw on 1250 kc to
10 kw on 1050 kc and change of transmitter
site; CJRH Richmond Hill, Ont., from daytime station with 500 w on 1300 kc to fulltime station with 1 kw day and 250 w night
on 1310 kc.
CKNW New Westminster, B. C. (Vancouver suburb), is asking for a change of
its 5-kw transmitter from 1320 kc to 980
kc with a change in transmitter site.
CHUB Nanaimo, B. C, has applied for a
power increase from 1 kw to 10 kw on 1570
kc and change of transmitter site.
CJAV Port Alberni, B. C, wants permission to change control of its licensee company from CJAV Limited to Kenneth Henry
Russell Hutcheson.
CKLB-AM-FM Oshawa, Ont., wants
change of ownership from Lakeland Broadcasting Co. Ltd. to Charles J. Henry on
behalf of a new company to be incorporated.
Applying for permission to make some
share transfers were 26 radio and 6 tv
stations.

SAN

1ST music station
DIEGO'S
KSON
1ST in PROGRAMMING
1st in sni eimts
1ST in COMMERCIAL
STANDARDS
1st in RESULTS
at the' lowest cost

KSON
RADIO
SAN
Rates are still LOW

ONE
FIRST

Appeals

New

Fees

Ruling

The Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters has appealed the ruling
of the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board
that copyright fees paid by radio broadcast
sttaions to the Composers, Authors &
Publishers Assn. of Canada (CAP AC) be
increased from 13A% of gross revenue to
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AC
2% of gross revenue for 1958. CAP
disal
for
and
had asked tor this increase
dee
-tim
lowance of live talent and free
ductions m calculating the gross revenue,
ruled for
fhe Copyright Appeal Board has
as last
ns
ctio
dedu
same
with
but
the increase
al Canadian elecyear. Because ot the feder
tion March 31, it will be some time before
the CARTB appeal will be heard by the secretary of state and the cabinet to be appointed after the elections.
Sleet, Ice Storm Wreaks Havoc
Among Newfoundland Stations
A sleet and ice storm in eastern Newfoundland on March 1 caused major power
that
breaks in the capital city of St. John's ng
casti
broad
s
John'
weekend and hit all St.
siations severely. The towers of CBN and
VOCM at St. John's collapsed because of
TV
heavy accumulations of ice. CJON-AMned
remai
tia
Argen
V
OX-T
CJ
and
s
John'
St.
rifle
using
eers
engin
ns'
statio
the
on the air.
shots to keep ice from forming on the guy
wires and tower structures.
VOCM was off the air only two hours
after its 350-foot tower collapsed from the
weight of accumulated ice. Power already
had been cut in the area when VOCM went
on the air March 1 at 6:30 a.m. Emergency
power installations kept the station on the
air all day till its tower collapsed about 4
p.m. Within two hours engineers had rigged
up a temporary antenna and continued to
broadcast at half power until sign-off at 1 1
g a new temporary anp.m. By next mornin
tenna had been erected and the station began
broadcasting Sunday morning. March 2, with
full 1 kw power. VOCM engineers took time
out to save the tower of noncommercial
VOWR St. John's from collapsing on
March 1.
CJON used mimeographed one-page news
bulletins and a loudspeaker system to keep
citizens informed of latest news and weather
conditions, since many people could not use
their radio and tv sets because of lack of
power in the city. CBN was offered free
time on other stations for its national news
bulletin and other programs. When telephone
lines between CJON's studios and transmitter were finally brought down by ice,
operations continued direct from the transmitter building.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont., on March 14 started
all-night telecasting of films, news and
weather reports on Friday nights. Station
will be on air from early Friday afternoon
till Saturday morning 9 o'clock, then resume
again Saturday afternoon.
CKPC Brantford, Ont., has won first Ontario
Teachers' Federation Broadcasting Award
for "outstanding service in field of educational broadcasting." CKPC has weekly 55
minute live program covering every phase of
local education from pre-school age to university entrance.
Canada Packers Ltd., Toronto (food products) has started alternate weekly sponsorship of / Love Lucy film program on CBC
tv network. Agency is Cockfield Brown &
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Howard W. Calkins, board chairman of
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y., elected
president as well as his present post, succeeding late Frank J. Reynolds.

John I). Hayes, manager, international department. Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.. promoted to vice president, and
Frank Walsh, associate director of research,
McCann-Erickson, joins EWRR as director
of research. Changes in agency's Los
Angeles ollice include Dorothy H. Kane,
formerly with Foote, Cone & Belding, and
Peter G. D. Oldham, Fuller. Smith & Ross,
to copywriters; Frank R. Stong, previously
with Studio Artists Corp., and Marvin
Wartnik, N. W. Ayer & Son, to art director
and assistant art director, respectively.
"Bib" Brownold, vice ►
president and director of
Grey Adv., has announced
his plans to retire June 1
and becomes first man to

Austin B. Chaney Jr., account executive on
Chevrolet account at Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit, transferred to agency's Chicago
office as supervisor on Hertz Corp. account.
John L. Baldwin, previously account executive at Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.,
Chicago, to Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., that
city, as account supervisor on Wilson & Co.
account.
T. C. Gleysteen, Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
to Compton Adv., that city, as account
supervisor.
Mary Agnes Schroeder, formerly group
creative director at North Adv. Inc. and
Weiss & Geller (Edward H. Weiss & Co.),
appointed group copy supervisor on Toni
Co. account at Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago.

retire under Grey's stock
participation and pensionretirement plans. Mr.
Brownold, age 55, is taking advantage of
fact that anyone can retire from Grey at
that age with management approval. He
will continue as director of Grey until
Dec. 31, when his term expires.
Walter C. Raithel Jr., account supervisor,
BBDO, Chicago, has been elected vice president of agency.
John W. Esau, radio-tv copy chief for N.
W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., elected vice president and associate managing director of
agency headquartering in Philadelphia.
Leslie Silvas, Calkins & Holden Inc., N. Y.,
to Warwick & Legler, that city, as vice
president in "general executive capacity."
William E. Duryea, executive vice president,
William Douglas McAdams Inc., medical
agency, appointed vice president in charge
of professional division, Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.
Watts Wacker,
of media, D. P.
& Co., Detroit,
vice president. Mr.
has been with
since 1953.

George E. Yonan, formerly timebuyer at
Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, to American Aviation Publications as regional advertising manager.

director
Brother
named
Wacker
agency

Joseph T. Sloane, vice president, Gotham
Adv., to Reuter & Bragdon Inc., Pittsburgh,
as vice president in charge of New York
operation.
George T. Carroll named vice president for
marketing and sales development at Cole,
Fischer, Rogow, N. Y.
Harold P. Bull, vice president-distribution
at Norge Home Appliance Div., Borg-Warner Corp., appointed vice president for sales.
Alfred F. Calabro, manager, New York
branch, Wilson, Haight, Welch & Grover,
Hartford, Conn., to Product Services Inc.,
N. Y., as general manager. Mort Reiner,
timebuyer, promoted to media supervisor.

Robert Bassindale promoted from commercial writer-producer to commercial supervisor at Tatham-Laird Inc. on Ovaltine,
General Mills' Trix, Parker Pen Co. and
Abbott Labs' Sucaryl accounts. Don Wallace, formerly radio-tv director at Wesley
Day & Co., Des Moines, Iowa, Bob Huntley, copy-writer at Montgomery Ward, to
T-L commercial department writing staff.
Thomas Bohan, Compton Adv., N. Y.,
promoted from premium buyer to assistant
account executive on Gleem account.
Arnold Ver Lee promoted from national
dryer manager to advertising director of
Easy Laundry Appliances Div., Murray
Corp. of America. He succeeds Richard
E. Weiss, resigned.
John H. Eckstein, formerly director of advertising and promotion for ABC, has been
appointed director of broadcast accounts
for Wexton Co., N. Y. Mr. Eckstein will
assume administrative and creative responsibility for all Wexton broadcast accounts.
L. R. (Dick) Sullivan, creative director, W.
ity.
D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to Allen
& Reynolds, Omaha, Neb., in similar capacClinton R. Clark, associate media director
on Ford Motor Co. account at J. Walter
Thompson Co., Detroit, has resigned. He
has not announced future plans.
FILM
Howard B. Anderson promoted to newlycreated post of manager of central sales
division of ABC Film Syndication, effective
April 1. Mr. Anderson, who joined ABC
Film in 1954 as manager of Dallas office
and was promoted to midwest manager in
1956, will be responsible for sales direction
in 20 midwestern states. Central division
has moved to new offices in Lincoln
Guarantee Bldg., 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.
Broadcasting

UP
■< Arthur Plaut, assistant
to president, Gordon
Broadcasting Co., to Ziv
Television Programs as
head of newly-created
special projects department.
J. William Mason and Prem M. Kapur appointed sales representatives for NBC Television Films division of NBC's subsidiary
California National Productions. Mr.
Mason, formerly with WBAL-TV Baltimore
sales, to cover Georgia and Florida; Mr.
Kapur, formerly Ford Motor Co. salesman and one time in diplomatic service
of India, to cover Illinois, Nebraska and
Iowa.
NETWORKS .
Gordon Mason, account executive, KNXCBS Radio Pacific Network sales department, named director of sales development.
Gordon, assistant ABC-Disney coordinator, Walt Disney Productions, to
ABC-TV Western Div. as assistant program
service manager, films.

Ala., named manager of WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla., and Carter Hardwick Jr., commercial manager of WSFA-TV, named manager of that station. Both stations are
owned by WKY Television System Inc.
Benjamin E. Shore, manager, WCNT
Centralia, 111., resigns to take position with
Chamber of Commerce in Clarinda, Iowa.
He is succeeded by Richard Bieser, assistant manager and news director.
Warren L. Braun, formerly chief engineer
and technical advisor for WSVA Harrisonburg, Va., rejoins station as assistant general manager of WSVA-AM-FM-TV. James
McNeil named program director of WSVA
and Andy McCaskey, radio program director, appointed manager of promotion and
advertising for WSVA-AM-FM-TV. N. L.
Royster, sales, named to head merchandising and public relations. Charles Simpson,
formerly with WSBA York, Pa., joins
WSVA-TV engineering staff.

Gene

Bill Costello, former member of CBS news
staff, has been appointed to newly-established position of chief diplomatic correspondent in Washington news office of Mutual.
Mr. Costello will broadcast over network
daily at 11 a.m. and present additional
special features in near future.
John Finley, formerly CBS account executive, to Mutual midwest division headquarters, Chicago, in similar capacity.
STATIONS mmmmmm
■< J. Robert Covington,
vice president and managing director of WBT
Charlotte, N. C, promoted to vice president in
charge of promotion and
public relations for Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co. (WBT-WBTV [TV] Charlotte and
WBTW [TV] Florence, S. C.).
Jimmie Isaacs named vice president and
director of network operations for Texas
Telecasting Inc. (KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock,
KPAR-TV Abilene-Sweetwater and KEDYTV Big Spring). E. A. (Buzz) Hassett
named general sales manager and John
Kreiger, director of operations in addition
to his duties as manager of KDUB.
Eugene B. Dodson, vice president and station manager of WSFA-TV Montgomery,

the coverage
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you

get with

the SELLibrated station
WHTN-TV
of the
GOLDEN
VALLEY...
{Central Ohio)
UP 1 1 7.5 % on Sunday, 6 =00 to 1 0 =00
p.m. in Charleston!
UP 64.9%,

Monday

through Friday,

6:00 to 10:00 p.m. in Charleston!
UP 32.4%.

Monday

through Friday,

6:00 to 1 0:00 p.m. in Huntington ! And
so on, according to ARB figures for
November 1957!

Lloyd E. Cooney, account executive, KSLTV Salt Lake City, named assistant sales
manager and manager of local sales.

With so many viewers leading

William H. Schuyler, salesman at KHJ-TV
Los Angeles, promoted to newly-created
post of assistant sales manager.

buyers are switching to

Matthew Bracic, formerly engineer, NBC,
to WAMP-AM-FM Pittsburgh, network
owned stations, as manager of technical
operations. Beckley Smith, freelance newscaster, named supervisor of news and special
events for WAMP.

the way, it's easy to see why
more and more smart time

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13
A C0WLES STATION • ABC BASIC
Huntington-Charleston,
Nationally represented W.by Va.
Edward Petry Co., Inc.

Jack Wartlieb, assistant production manager,
WBBM-TV Chicago, named production
manager.
J. Nelson Benton, news manager, WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C., promoted to news
manager for WBT and WBTV.
Beull Dalton, engineering supervisor, KBIG
Catalina, Calif., named chief engineer. Malcolm Morrett, KBIG studio engineer, named
chief engineer of KPLA-FM Hollywood.
Both are John Poole stations.
Bill Burgess, assistant chief engineer, KPIXTV San Francisco, resigns to join Lockheed
Missiles Div. in Sunnyvale, Calif. Al Kees,
studio supervisor for KPIX-TV, succeeds
Mr. Burgess and Glen Luther, studio supervisor for KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, becomes
KPIX-TV studio supervisor.
E. B. (Ward) Landon, engineering crew
chief, KDKA Pittsburgh, promoted to
studio engineering supervisor. Roy H. Philson, sales department, KQV Pittsburgh, joins
KDKA as account executive.
Dan Allan, WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul
personality, promoted to program supervisor
for all Johns stations. Mike Dix joins
WMIN as morning music man, and Bob
Jones, KFAB Omaha, to WMIN as afternoon personality and promotion-public relations.

ALL INQUIRIES-CONFIDENTIAL

AGAIN

Peter McGovern, sales manager of WCOP
Boston, to WMEX that city as managing
director.

ANOTHER
Here's Proof of Continuing
LEADERSHIPS Channel 13
in WREX-TV
land!
ALL 15 of TOP
23
32
48
77%

of TOP
of TOP
of TOP
of TOP

25
40
62
62

15 Shows
Shows
Shows
Shows
Shows

ON WREX-TV
* Based on Amer. Research
Bureau Survey conducted
Dec. 1 thru Dec. 7, 1957
CBS-ABC NETWORK AFFILIATION
represented by H-R TELEVISION, INC.
J. M. BAISCH, GEN. MGR.

WREX-TV
CHANNEL *%
ROCK FORD

Alfred H. Boyd, sales service manager at
Broadcasting
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rtOPlE CONTINUED

Boh Beutel, WINZ
director.

Miami, named

news

Tom Erawley, WHIO-TV Dayton. Ohio,
named director of news for WHIO-AMTV.

MR

CAMPBELL

MR.

BAILEY

MR. CARTER

ROY

CAMPBELL, executive vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Angeles, has announced his plans to
retire as an active employe of the agency.
He will continue to serve FC&B as a
consultant. Arthur A. Bailey, director
of account management, has been named
vice president in charge of the Los
Angeles office, and Nelson Carter, chairman of the plans board, appointed vice
president and general manager.
wise

hicago. appointed program director.

Ted Knightlinger, account executive, Howard Smith Adv., Tacoma, Wash., to KMO
that city as program director.
Ben B. Baylor Jr., station manager, WNHCAM-FM-TV Hartford-New Haven, Conn.,
named director of sales projects for Triangle
stations.
Charlie Newcomb named program director
of WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, succeeding
Henry Bussey, resigned. Robert Vaughn,
WSPA news-announcing staff, named to
head newly-created radio production department.
Vic Hirsh, assistant director, WTOP-TV
Washington, and Stuart Cameron, floor director, named program director and assistant director, respectively.
John Jarsiad, sports and special events director, KTVW (TV) Seattle-Tacoma, promoted to program director.
David E. Lyman, director of continuity.
WLEE Richmond, Va.. promoted to assistant program director.
Joe Costantino, production manager, KEYT
(TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., and William F.
Mitchell, copy chief, promoted to public
relations director and production manager,
respectively.
Jack Reardon, formerly with WOPA Oak
Park. 111., apopinted associate director on
production staff of WMAQ Chicago.
Eugene (Red) Mitchell, merchandising director, WEEI Boston, takes on additional
duties as national spot sales service director.
Arthur V. Abell, branch manager and field
representative, Best Foods Inc., S. F., to
KGO San Francisco as merchandising director.
John Wilson, one of original staff members
of KIXL-AM-FM Dallas when it went onair 1 1 years ago, returns to stations as director of promotion and ideas.
Clarence S. Mugge, advertising executive,
Peoria (111.) Journal Star, to WMBD-AMTV that city as director of promotion and
business development
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Norman Geron, WGL
named news director.

Fort Wayne. Ind..

Dick Kidney, formerly newsman and program-public service director, WVEC-TV
joins WGH Norfolk-NewVa.,
Hampton.
port News. Va., as news director.
Art Gleeson, sports director, Mutual, to
KOOL Phoenix in similar capacity.
Hal Hamrick named sports director of
WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.

Bob Castle, formerly with KALL Salt Lake
City as announcer, to WISN Milwaukee
announcing staff.
John Hunter (Jack Hannen), formerly with
WNAX and KVTV (TV) Yankton, S. D.,
to WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul announcing
staff.
Joe Van, formerly with WKMH
WDSU New Orleans as m.c.

Detroit, to

Bill Lamb, d.j.. WBBC Flint, Mich., to
WKMF there in similar capacity.
Frank Pollock, formerly with KRUX
Glendale, Ariz., to KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., as d.j.
Willie Mays, San Francisco Giants baseball

Lloyd Peitzman, now attending Macalester
College, St. Paul, and will graduate in June,
joins KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as assistant to sports director.

player, has signed with KSAN there to endorse several KSAN advertisers' products,
participate with d.j.'s in making commercials.

Betty Ryan, former associate director for
midwest office of CARE, to WTTW (TV)

John H. Murphy, formerly with WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va., to WHTN-TV there
as announcer.

Chicago as assistant to public relations director.
Lawrence J. Pollock, formerly director of
research, American Broadcasting Network,
to director of research and sales development, WABC-TV New York.
David G. Lee, director of advertising and
promotion, WTCN-AM-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul, to KMGM-TV there as public relations director and m.c. of children's show.
Bert E. Carman, sales manager, Acaderm
Radio-Tv Productions, Syracuse, N. Y., to
WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield as account
executive, succeeding Charles A. Butts Jr.,
named supervisor of fm sales.
Steve Feldman, formerly production assistant with Ted Mack Amateur Hour, to
WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., as account executive.
Ralph Davison, account executive, KIMN
Denver, to KBTV (TV) that city in similar
capacity. Ken W. Barnhart, public relations
director for state of Arizona, joins KBTV
as salesman.
Harry Haslett, sales manager, Kemp Boone
importing firm, to WBAL Baltimore as account executive.
Betty Stone, formerly public relations assistant at Johns Hopkins Hospital, joins
VVFBR Baltimore as account executive.
Frank Hart, formerly with WLW
and
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio, to WGNAM-TV Chicago as creative writer on
special broadcast services and radio-tv programming.

Dave Ballard, KING Seattle personality, to
KTIX that city as d.j.

Bob Mowers, WPOR Portland, Me., and
Jerry Gordon, WJWG Conway, N. H., join
WLAM Lewiston, Me., as d.j.'s.

Dan Gates, KAIR Tucson, Ariz., to KIKK
Bakersfield, Calif., as d.j.

Smiley and Kitty Nelson have joined
WLAC-TV Nashville's Country Junction.
Carl Meyers, formerly with WMGM
New
York, to WENE Endicott, N.Y., sales staff.
Bob Richter, program director, WOND
Pleasantville-Atlantic City, moves to station's sales department.
Robert Wolff, commercial production and
continuity director, WRVA-TV Richmond,
Va.. joins WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.,
sales promotion department.
Jim M. Moore joins news staff of KXOK
St. Louis.
Philip Lenhart, Detroit newscaster, to
WERE Cleveland news staff.
Bob Porter, formerly announcer at WIND
Chicago, to staff of WJJD that city.
David Rogers Perry, announcer, WRHI
Rock Hill, S.C., and John Bryan McMurry,
WITN (TV) Washington, N. C, to WSJS
Winston-Salem. N. C, and WSJS-TV. respectively.
Carleton D. Smith, vice president of NBC
and general manager of WRC-AM-TV
Washington, elected president of United
Givers Fund.
W. D. (Dub) Rogers, president and general
manager, KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex.,
named president of Lubbock Chamber of
Commerce.
Fred A. Knorr, president, Knorr Broadcasting Corp. (WKMH-AM-FM Detroit-Dearborn, WKMF Flint, WKHM Jackson and
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, all Michigan),
elected president, Oakwood (Mich.) HosLawrence M. C. Smith, owner and president
of
pital.WFLN-AM-FM Philadelphia, reelected
to board of commissioners of Philadelphia
Fellowship Commission.
Broadcasting

Gordon Macintosh, president and owner of
VVTUX Wilmington, Del., elected president
of University Club of Wilmington.

ity. Patricia Foran named field director of
GG&B's L. A. office.

will act as liaison between company and its
advertising agencies.

Cliff Gill, vice president of KBIG Catalina,
Calif., elected to three-year term on board
of managers of Hollywood YMCA.

Frank Noble, manager, TelePrompTer
Corp. Detroit office, appointed regional
manager for TelePrompTer, in charge of
Michigan, Indiana and parts of Ohio.

EDUCATION

L. R. Rawlins, general manager, KDKA
Pittsburgh, named director of Pittsburgh
Convention Bureau. Guy S. Harris, program
director, KDKA, elected annual member,
Allegheny County Community Chest.

Johnston Snipes, formerly on news staffs of
NBC, Associated Press and United Press,
appointed account supervisor in Chicago
office of Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc., public relations firm.

Frank McLain Knight, 30, son of John S.
Knight, editor and publisher of Knight
Newspapers Inc. (45% owner of WAKRAM-FM-TV Akron, Ohio), died March 9 in
Akron, following emergency brain surgery.
Mr. Knight was member of board of Knight
Newspapers Inc. and was with advertising
department of Akron Beacon Journal, one
of Knight newspapers.

John A. Molloy, creative vice president,
Caldwell Adv., Chicago, joins McCannErickson, that city, as senior writer.

Charles W. (Chad) Mason, program manager, WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla., named
general manager of WEDU (TV) Tampa,
Fla., educational station.

Richard Clemmer, producer with NBC-TV,
Campbell-Ewald and most recently in
theatre, has joined Kudner Adv., N. Y., as
producer of commercials.

Prof. Donald E. Brown, U. of Illinois College of Journalism and Communications,
elected chairman of National Council on
Radio & Tv Journalism.

Edmund Gray, formerly radio-tv director,
North Adv., Chicago, to McCann-Erickson,
that city, as tv producer.

INTERNATIONAL

John A. Finamore, 32, film editing department engineer at WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
died March 1.
REPRESENTATIVES ^

Robert Haverback, sales promotion manager, kitchen appliances, Norge Co., to
Kudner Agency, Dayton, Ohio, on Frigidaire
account.

Thomas V. Cinquina, midwest manager,
Forjoe & Co., since 1953, joins Chicago
office of John Blair & Co., as account executive.

A. Wayne Beavers, formerly commercial
manager, KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo., to
Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha and Kansas City
offices.

Peter T. Childs has been transferred from
Chicago office of Branham Co., to L. A.
office as account executive.

Wendell Niles Jr., formerly with William
Morris Agency (talent representative) in
Hollywood, has joined advertising department of Colgate Palmolive Co., N. Y. He

Warren Tomassene, salesman, NBC-TV
Film Sales in central division, to Adam

«

«

3

Glenn G. Griswold, formerly general manager of KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo.,
and past president of Missouri Broadcasters' Assn., named manager of KOMU-TV,
U. of Missouri (Columbia) station.

T. L. Anderson, president of Cockfield,
Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising agency, appointed chairman of board,
succeeding G. Warren Brown, retired. D.
R. McRobie was appointed president, and
C. W. McQuillin, radio-tv director, named
executive vice president.

Wilfrid Taylor, vice president and creative
director of Young & Rubicam Ltd., Montagency's
of who
d manager
Que., appointe
has
S. Hagan,
ng Ward
succeedi
office real,
ters
headquar
been moved to international
of agency at New York.

Young Inc., Chicago office, in similar capacity.
The
"
MANUFACTURING "Donald W. Gunn, division general sales
manager, elected vice president-sales of
Sylvania Electronic Tubes, division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y.

Harry M. Fackert, previously salesman for
equipment sales, to manager, eastern sales
district, RCA semiconductor division;
George E. Roiling, salesman in Chicago
office, to manager, central sales district;
Robert D. Wick, formerly manager, government sales, to manager, industrial sales,
and Irving H. Von Zelowitz, manager, sales
administration, to manager, sales coordination.

on

"Little

Rascals"

fast-moving

join

Channel

"Jaxie
12

Yes, and to top it off the "Little Rascals" will follow
one of Jacksonville's greatest participation showsSkipper Al's Popeye Playhouse. It's a combination
that's hard to beat. Monday through Friday from 5:45
a half-a-million youngsters in Jacksonville's
$114 billion market watch the "Little Rascals"— and
they'll see your sales message.
to 6:15 PM

Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

William Kaufmann, formerly chief engineer
of Special Design Products Corp., Amityville, N. Y., appointed chief engineer of
home engineering facilities for Telechrome

NBC

—

"Jaxie" suggests you give Ralph
Nimmons a call in Jacksonville
at ELgin 6-3381 or your nearest
ties.
P.G.W. "Colonel" for availabili-

ABC

Corp., N. Y., responsible for company's
line of color tv broadcasting and video
transmission test equipment.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Robert D. McMillen, assistant to Secretary,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, to Rogel International, Washington (public relations),
as executive vice president.
Kenneth R. Lyon, production director,
Gould, Gleiss & Benn, Chicago (management consultants in marketing), transfers
to L. A. office of company in similar capacBroadcasting
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FOR THE HECORI

The

elite

What

buyers

of

companies

spot

and

Procter & Gamble C o.. top spot tv investor in 1957 with a gross
expenditure of $25,916,840. bought spot television for a total of
39 brands, ranging from a high of more than $4.6 million for
Zest beauty bar to a low of $980 on behalf of Bonus granulated
soap.
The P&G spot television purchasing breakdown is contained in
lelevision Bureau ol Advertising listings releasee! over the weekend of the top 100 tv advertisers along with the first 25 advertisers
and their expenditures by brands. These statistics supplement total
national and general advertiser expenditures which TvB issued a
few weeks earlier [Advertisers & Agencies, March 3], and which
put the 1957 total for spot tv at $448,734,000.

THE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

TOP

100

procter & gamble . . . $25,916,840
brown & williamson . 12,938.920
continental baking
. 10,190,060
sterling drugs
8,635.890
general foods
8,447,900
colgate-palmolive . . . 7.739,080
lever brothers
7,642,980
carter products . . . . 6,995,260
miles labs
6,392,640
NATIONAL BISCUIT
5,822,320
WARNER-LAMBERT
PHARMA
5,690,870
philip morris
4,941,470
ROBERT HALL CLOTHES 4,928,930
INTERNATIONAL LATEX
4,722,660
coca-cola
4,207,890
ADELL CHEMICAL
4,109,800
BULOVA WATCH
4.050,400
LIGGETT & MYERS
4,001,840
AMERICAN CHICLE
3,726,800
american home
products
3,589,680
ford motor
3,436,050
american tobacco . . . 3,145,930
CHARLES ANTELL
3,066,630
pepsi-cola
3,038,650
P. LORILLARD
3,018,660
shell oil
2,993,100
ESSO STANDARD OH
2,933,060
R. J. Reynolds .
2,887,630
kellogg
2,829,510
anheuser-busch
2.792,410
food mfgrs. inc
2,781,640
nestle
2,530,320
corn products
refining
2,477,860
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

television:

brands

spent

in

1957

On the product level, the No. 1 spot television investment for a
brand last year was made by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. on
behalf of its Viceroy cigarettes — an estimated $6,259,790. Runnersup were B&W's Kool cigarettes, for which $5,031,830 was spent
last year, and Miles Labs' Alka-Seltzer with a $5,003,540 expenditure. Other heavyweight spot tv product spenders were Maxwell
House coffee, on behalf of which General Foods invested an estimated near $5 million, and Robert Hall Colthes, which spent a
similar sum.
Listings of the top 100 advertisers follow below. The top 25
advertisers by overall and brand totals begin on the facing page
and continue on page 110.

ADVERTISERS
block drug
$
max factor
avon products
falstaff brewing ...
J. a. folger . .
beech-nut life savers
nehi
bristol-myers
the texas co
WILLIAM WRIGLEY, JR.
co
GILLETTE
HAROLD F. RITCHIE INC.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS . .
JOS. E. SCHLITZ BREWING
MARATHON
CORP
national dairy
products
seven-up
grove labs
u. s. borax & chem. . . .
h. j. heinz
WESSON OIL & SNOW
DRIFT
STANDARD OIL (iND.) . .
piel bros
GENERAL MOTORS
PABST BREWING
M. J. b. co
PETER PAUL INC
THEO. HAMM, BREWING.
INTERSTATE BAKERIES .
HELAINE
SEAGER
burgermeister brew..
minute maid
HILLS BROS. COFFEE . . .

2,347,400
2,290,850
2,287,750
2,196,180
2,194,020
2,180,520
2,154,430
2,131,010
1,992,030
1,968,000
1,888,790
1,885,110
1,814,930
1,752,250
1,749,690
1,743,450
1,712,270
1,688,460
1,653,640
1,621,790
1,618,070
1,597,460
1,594,130
1,552,630
1,480,060
1,473,340
1,458,710
1,453,340
1,452,080
1,427,250
1,421,040
1,414,570
1.404,070

IN
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

SPOT

TV

phillips petroleum . . $
standard brands ....
robert curley ltd. . .
milner products ....
glamorene
tea council of u. s. a.
american bakeries . . .
carling brewing ....
maybelline
pacific tel. & tel. . . .
socony mobil oil ....
best foods
quaker oats
united vintners
great a & p tea
plough inc. .
ralston-purina
general cigar
BORDEN
rayco mfg
:
dr. pepper co.,
bottlers
wm. b. reily & co. ...
sardeau
sunshine biscuit ....
safeway stores
pharmaceuticals
....
ward baking
associated products. .
kroger
proctor electric . . .
general mills
langendorf united
bakeries
gold seal
simmons co

1,387,820
1,308,750
1,304,080
1,296,950
1,280,540
1,280,080
1,232,170
1,231,440
1,168,860
1,158,090
1,139,720
1,124,940
1,123,470
1,113,880
1,066,120
1,059,920
1,059,010
1,056,760
1,049,160
1,037,940
1,031,720
1,025,840
1,023,340
991,960
990,700
940,150
939,110
919,230
905,290
902,410
901,190
891,260
868,240
864,270

Broadcasting

BY-BRAND
1. Procter & Gamble

BREAKDOWN
$25,916,840
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PRELL SHAMPOO
SECRET CREAM
DEODORANT
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DU MAURIER CIGARETTES
KOOL CIGARETTES
RALEIGH CIGARETTES
TUBE ROSE SNUFF
VICEROY CIGARETTES

556,320
5,031,830
1,130,730
10,250
6,259,790

3. Continental Baking . . .$10,190,060
BUTTERMILK BREAD
73,810
CERTIFIED BREAD
19,410
COUNTY FAIR BREAD
68,010
COUNTY FAIR TRIPLETTE
CAKE
20,760
daffodil farm bread
2,920
hostess cakes
1,869,530
morton frozen foods 1,049,550
profile bread
2,817,220
staff bread
536,500
trim bread
430
twinkies
53,930
wonder bread
3,659,060
wonder brown &
serve rolls
5,490
wonder buns
8,770
wonder rolls
4,670
Broadcasting

OF

TOP

4. Sterling Drug

$ 8,635,890
bayer aspirin
3,005,670
bayer
children's
aspirin
bayer nasal spray
d-con rat poison
dr.laxative
Caldwell's

76,580
8,220
17,640
207,490

dr. lyon's dentifrices 307,330
DOUBLE danderine
193,010
energine lighter
fluid
332,340
fizrin
1,314,920
fletcher's castoria
217,920
haley's m. o.
767,160
instatine
318,030
ironized yeast
167,210
molle shaving soap
1,220
pepsomar
183,060
phillips' milk of
magnesia
1,405,850
phillips' milk of
magnesia toothpaste 3,900
z.b.t. baby powder
108,340
5. General Foods

$ 8,447,900

angel flake cake mix
9,750
baker's instant
chocolate
900
birdseye frozen foods 296,590
bireley's soft drinks
3,420
bliss coffee
41,840
dream whip topping
34,850
go ironing aid
5,680
jello gelatin dessert 62,150
jello pudding/ pie
FILLING
558,360
KOOL AID
168,160
KOOL SHAKE
130,770
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE 4,892,140
MINUTE POTATOES
3,780
NOVELTEE
5,740
PERKINS' LEMONADE MIX
920
POST'S DRY CEREALS
1,710,260
SANKA COFFEE
86,960
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR
80,550
SWANSDOWN CAKE MIX
173,690
TANG
19,210
YUBAN COFFEE
162,180
6. Colgate-Palmolive

. . . .$ 7,739,080

AD DETERGENT
690,320
AJAX CLEANSER
32,120
BRISK DENTIFRICE
34,300
CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP
320
COLGATE BAR SOAP
122,680
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM 3,088,580
COLGATE LUSTRE NET
5,550
COLGATE SHAVE CREAM
650,600
COLGATE SHAVE LOTION
1,600
DEODORANT BEAUTY SOAP 173,330
FAB DETERGENT
415,710
FLORIENT AEROSOL AIR
DEODORANT
207,730
HALO SHAMPOO
908,890
KAN-KIL
2,440
LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO 50,620
MERRY DETERGENT
5,410
PALMOLIVE SHAVE CREAM 358,900
PALMOLIVE SHAVE LOTION 79,510

25

IN

SPOT

TV

PALMOLIVE SOAP
RAPID SHAVE CREAM
VEL BEAUTY BAR
VEL DETERGENT
VETO DEODORANT
ver Brothers
ALL DETERGENT
BREEZE

54,500
29,010
737,280
870
88,810
$
7,642,980
13,950
1 19,430

DOVE TOILET SOAP
GAYLA TOILET SOAP
GOOD LUCK MARGARINE
HUM DETERGENT
IMPERIAL MARGARINE
LIFEBUOY
LIPTON TEA
LUCKY WHIP
LUX LIQUID DETERGENT
LUX TOILET SOAP
PEPSODENT
PRAISE TOILET SOAP
RINSO

1,963,660
26,920
272,890
84,710
411,180
25,690
1,603,840
222,510
189,350
284,120
297,660
27,970
199,070

SHIELD TOOTHPASTE
SILVER DUST

11,730
34,480
81,990

SPRY
STRIPE TOOTHPASTE
SURF DETERGENT
5,680
14,380
WISHBONE SALAD DRESSING 55,320
WISK
1,696,450

8. Carter Products

$ 6,995,260

arrid deodorant all
types
3,766,280
carter's lactesia
400
carter's little liver
pills
1,242,910
colonaids
224,280
crew hair tonic
6,600
EFFISAN
18,390
nair
695,980
perspray
20,190
RISE SHAVING CREAM
1,020,230

9. Miles Labs

$ 6,392,640

ALKA-SELTZER
BACTINE
NERVINE
ONE-A-DAY BRAND
VITAMINS
TABCIN

10. National Biscuit

5,003,540
855,460
9,740
468,430
55,470

$ 5,822,320

COOKIES & CRACKERS 3,372,700
DROMEDARY CAKE MIX
288,050
DROMEDARY DATES
2,920
HOME TOWN BREAD
174,160
MASTER PLAN BREAD
252,760
MILK BONE
19,600
MILLBROOK ^READ
68,410
NBC BREAD
105,740
PAL DOG FOODS
19,200
RANGER JOE CEREAL
14,500
UNEEDA INSTANT FIZZ
DRINK
11,880
VARIOUS DRY CEREALS 1,492,400

CONTINUED on page 110
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FOR THE RECORD continued
BY-BRAND BREAKDOWN
OF TOP 25 IN SPOT TV

in

Dominance

NA

lyiONTA

60,000 TV
HOMES
KXLJTVI2
Helena
KXLF TV4
Butte

Represented

bij

The Walker Cotnpani|-East
Pacific NorHuuesT.

West:

Broadcasters-

Be

11

Warner Lambert
Pharmaceutical

90,870
$ 5,6
ANAH1ST COi n REMEDIES
3,846,710
ANTIZYME TOOTHPASTE
23,320
243,370
BEAUTY CURL
BLISS HOME PERMANENT 121,570
423.740
BROMO-SELTZER
DU BARRY LIGHT AND
BRIGHT
4,760
293,690
FIZZIES
HUDNUT HOME PERMANENT 49,660
106,290
LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
LISTERINE DENTIFRICE
85,530
PIN-QUICK HOME
PERMANENT
PROPHYLACTIC TOOTH BRUSH 4,870
8,740
QUICK HOME PERMANENT 330,450
RICHARD HUDNUT
COSMETICS
41,830
RICHARD HUDNUT CREME
RINSE
33,170
RICHARD HUDNUT SHAMPOO 1,410
SPORTSMAN TOILETRIES
20,160
3 FLOWERS BRILLIANTINE 6,440
VIRISAN
45,160

Philip Morris
$ 4,941,470
690
BOND STREET TOBACCO
MARLBORO CIGARETTES
1,452,410
PARLIAMENT
CIGARETTES
1,770,990
PHILIP MORRIS
CIGARETTES
1,717,380

of the R.T.E.S.
LISTENING

POST

and
PRIZE!

enter the listening post
Job Lead Contest:
Phone Contest Headquarters Wl 7-6910
the Listening Post is the free job
placement and guidance service of
the industry
Sales

• Production

Publicity

• Media

• Research

Management • Writing
Contest ends May 2, 1958, prizes
awarded to persons furnishing most
verified leads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 "My Fair Lady" tickets
Westinghouse portable radio
RCA transistor radio
Phonograph and top 21 records
Royal portable typewriter
$25 Masters gift certificate
Subscription to Ross Reports TV
Index
The

Radio and

Television

Executives Society Inc.
Hotel Bilrmore, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

Page 110
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1,262,370

ATHLETE FOOT
TREATMENT
ISODINE
PLAYTEX BABY PANTS
PLAYTEX BRA
PLAYTEX GIRDLES
PLAYTEX GLOVES

92,050

ALL FORD MOTOR

LESTOIL LIQUID
DETERGENT

$ 4,109,800
4,109,800

Bulova Watch
$ 4,050,400
BULOVA ELECTRIC RAZORS 57,910
BULOVA WATCHES
3,992,490
$ 4,001,840
CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES 127,160
L & M CIGARETTES
3,857,720
OASIS CIGARETTES
16,960

A-Tserican Chicle
ADAMS CLOVE GUM

$ 3,726,800
64,790
599,210
138,230

$ 3,436,050
COMPANY
510,390

CARS CARS
EDSEL
FORD CARS
FORD JET ENGINE
FORD TRACTORS
FORD TRUCKS
LINCOLN CARS
MERCURY CARS
22. American

56,860
150
2,100,040
704,770
4,790
24,250
34,800

Tobacco

HERBERT TAREYTON
$ 3,145,930
CIGARETTES
592,020
HIT PARADE CIGARETTES 2,092,750
LUCKY STRIKE CIGARETTES 123,860
PALL MALL CIGARETTES 337,300

1,096,290
1,150,500
592,910

Adell Chemical

11,740
8,820

21.

1,058,240
732,670

Coca-Cola (Bottlers) . . .
$ 4,207,890
COCA-COLA
4,207,890

$ 3,589,680
2,044,370
:SO,zjU
1f\ O < A
1 OyJ
1 *7 AIK)A
1 J, /40

AERO-WAX
ANTROL-SNAROL ANT POISON 30,610
5,430
BLACK FLAG
EASY-OFF OVEN
6,370
CLEANER
19,880
WIZARD DEODORIZERS
14,910

$ 4,928,930
4,928,930
$ 4,722,660

American Home
Products

3,300
HEET
9,400
OUTGRO
6,400
PREPARATION H
749,270
PRIMATENE
40,290
SOOTHOL ANTACID
11,930
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE QUALITY
408,670
FOOD
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE RAVIOLI 5,680
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE SAUCES 104,150
2,650
DENNISON'S FOODS
AERO-SHAVE
53,250

International Latex . . .

BEEMAN'S GUM
CERTS

704,520
689,250

ANACIN
B1SODOL
BUFFERED ANACIN
DRIAL NASAL MIST
DRISTAN
EMBERSTICK
FREEZONE

Robert Hall Clothes . . .

a

PILLAR

A

continued

....

CLOTHES

WIN

268,430
CHICLETS
CLORETS
DENTYNE
ROLAIDS

23.
CHARLES ANTELL
COSMETICS
CHARLES ANTELL
SPRAY NET

$ 3,066,630
1,758,360
495,710

FORMULA #9 HAIR
CREAM
FORMULA it9 SHAMPOO
SANDO REDUCING AID
SLIM MAGIC
SUPER LANOLIN LIQUID
MAKEUP
VITA-YUM

348,160
373,710
2,010
2,080
7,760
78,840

24. Pepsi-Cola (Bottlers) . . .
PEPSI-COLA
$ 3,038,650
3,038,650
25. P. Lorillard
KENT CIGARETTES
NEWPORT CIGARETTES
OLD GOLD CIGARETTES

$ 3,018,660
1,568,430
389,870
1,060,360
Broadcasting

first year operating cost $35,000, revenue $50,000.
Owners are Dan Weinberg (60%) and John Keel
(40%). Mr. Weinberg is theatre-owner and realtor. Mr.10.Keel, construction engineer, owns oneMarch
third of
WCRO Johnstown, Pa. Announced
Bowie, Tex. — Montague
County Bcstg. Co.,
1410 kc, 500 kw D. P. O. address Bert Dimock
Jr., Box 131, Bowie. Estimated construction cost
$13,638, first year operating cost $25,632, revenue
$28,184. Owners are Bert Dimock Jr. and Elmer
Covey, each 50%. Mr. Dimock is editor of weekly
Bowieservice.
Banner.
Mr. Covey
is in12. tv-radio sales
and
Announced
March

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
March

6 through March

12

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. S A — special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.

Existing

Am

Stations

APPLICATION
New

han and consulting engineer Jansky & Bailey
Inc., both 1735 DeSales St., N.W. Washington.
Owners are Henry J. Kaiser Co. (50%), Fritz B.
Burns (43.5%) and others. Mr. Burns is in real
estate development. Announced March 6.

Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS

Bakersfield, Calif. — Kern County Bcstg. Co.,
uhf ch. 17 (488-494 mc); ERP 232.8 kw vis, 125.8
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 670
ft., above ground 451.4 ft. Estimated construction
cost $319,952, first year operating cost $300,000,
revenue $345,000. P. O. address 1709 30th Street,
Bakersfield. Studio location to be determined.
Trans, location Woody Road, 1.2 miles N. of
James Rd.. north of Oildale. Geographic coordinates 35° 27' 36" N. Lat., 119° 01' 11" W. Long.
Trans. -ant., RCA. Legal counsel Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, 1735 DeSales St., N.W. Washington. Consulting engineer Cautney & Jones,
1052 Warner Bldg., Washington. Owners are Edward E. Urner, Bryan J. Coleman and Maurice
St. Clair (each 25%) and others. Mr. Urner owns
KLYD Bakersfield. Mr. Coleman is savings &
loan official. Mr. St. Clair is in construction, real
estate, etc. Announced March 10.
Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii — Kaiser Hawaiian Village Tv Inc., vhf ch. 8 (180-186 mc): ERP 4.03 kw
vis., 2.02 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 6158.5 ft., above ground 67 ft. Estimated construction cost $89,000, first year operating cost
$20,000, revenue $20,000. P. O. address 2005 Kalia
Rd., Honolulu. T. H. Studio location 2005 Kalia
Rd., Honolulu. Trans, location Kole Kole Hill,
Maui County. Geographic coordinates 20° 42' 43"
N. Lat., 156° 15' 22" W. Long. Trans, and ant.
RCA. Legal counsel Haley, Wolleriberg & Kene-

NATION-WIDE

Tv

CALL

Stations

CALL

LETTERS ASSIGNED

New

Am

Stations
APPLICATIONS

New

Tempe, Ariz. — Richard B. Gilbert, 1580 kc, 5
kw D. P. O. address Box 182, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Estimated construction cost $24,100, first year
operating cost $50,000, revenue $60,000. Sole
owner Gilbert owns 61% of permittee of KZOK
Prescott, Ariz. Announced March 6.
Middletown, Md. — Frederick County Bcstg. Co.,
1320 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 16, Braddock
Heights, Md. Estimated construction cost $23,407,

•

•

Fm

•

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Sacramento, Calif.— Dale W. Flewelling, 102.5
mc, 3.5 kw
P. construction
O. address 1818
St., Sacramento. unl.
Estimated
costQ $4,900,
first
year operating cost $27,000, revenue $36,000. Sole

FINANCING

TELEVISION

LETTERS ASSIGNED

KHOG Fayetteville, Ark. — Fayetteville Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,15.1450 kc. Changed from KGRH, effective
March
KACY Port Hueneme, Calif. — Coast Bcstrs.
Changed from KYNE.
WTAM Tampa, Fla. — Kounsaville of Charlotte
Inc., 1150 kc. Changed from WIOK, effective
April
1. Fairfield, Iowa — Bcstg. Engineering
KMCD
Services Inc., 1570 kc. Changed from KFAD.
WROA
Gulfport,1390Miss.
Electronics
Inc.
of Evansville,
kc.— Changed
fromResearch
WDEB.
WVOL Nashville, Tenn. — Rounsaville of Nashville Inc., 1470 kc. Changed from WSOK, effective
April 1.

ch.WIRT
10. (TV) Hibbing, Minn.— Carl Bloomquist,
KMOX-TV St. Louis, Mo.— CBS Inc., ch. 4.
Changed from KWK-TV effective March 16.
KCPP (TV) St. Louis, Mo.— CBS Inc., ch. 11.
Changed from KMOX-TV, effective March 16.
KNOP (TV) North Platte, Neb.— North Platte
Tv Inc., ch. 2. Changed from KWSL (TV).

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

THE

Existing

WHOT Campbell, Ohio — Mod. of cp (as modified, which authorized increase power, install
directional ant. daytime and new trans.) to make
changes in directional ant. pattern. Announced
March 10.

*

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

INDUSTR

LARGEST'

Y'S
National
presents

Media
these

Brokerage

outstanding

Firm

investments

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

FULLTIME
INDEPENDENT

FULLTIME
NETWORK

1 KW
DAYTIMER

WEST TEXAS
NETWORK

MAJOR
NORTHWEST

$130,000

$600,000

$140,000

Single station. Solid
economy
plus new
government spending. Profitable.
Terms.

WASHINGTON,

High
fixed assets. Profitable operation.
Now showing over No. 1 station in market. Substantial cash
$100,000
profit be- needed
for deal.
fore taxes. Singlestation market.

CLEVELAND

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

CHICAGO,

Broadcasting

$165,000
Terrific potential. 1 kw fulltimer of Serving $350,000,000
Ideal situation for
high
prestige income
in one retail sales. Excelowner-manager.
of highest
lent staff. Good ratmarkets. Good terms
ings. Realistically
to i-ight party.
priced. 29% down.

ILL.

ATLANTA,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
Ray V. Hamilton
1515 Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754
J A 3-3431
• Largest radio-television ■ ties volume In our field.
Call

HAMILTON,

$100,000

$30,000

your

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

DALLAS,

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
March 17, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Planning

Radio

a

Station?

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As Reported by FCC through Feb. 28
AM
1 u i nsi i) ( all on air )
52
CPs on air (new stations)
3.170
85
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,307
406
115
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
521
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
237
36
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
2730
CPs DELETED
2

FM

TV

20
520
42
64
604

107
659

11
53
0
26
0
1

75
54
129
38

160
541

4001

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar. 12
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air For new stations
Lie.
85
530
Cps
AM
54
69
61
FM
520
20
3,170
107
133
TV (Commercial)
OPERATING

TELEVISION

STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar. 12
VHF
UHF
Commercial
423
85
Non-Commercial
24
7

1 There
licenses.
- There
longer in
3
uhf).
144 There
4 There
The plan above is one of three
basic radio station designs, for
new or modernized stations,
now available from RCA. It
approaches the ultimate for a
larger type of radio station.
Spacious studio area is incorporated inthis plan, with area
for other operational requirements; the transmitter would
be located in its own building.
By considering each plan individually, you can suit your
special needs exactly.

Now

available

free, without

obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
DC-22 Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
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TOTAL

are, in addition, seven tv 400'
stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were
108' on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted

owner Flewelling
nounced March 6. has teaching background. AnLima, Ohio— Howard R. Ward, 103.3 mc, 10.5
kw unl. P. O. address Box 105, Bowling Green,
Ohio. Estimated construction cost $22,907, first
year operating cost and revenue to be included
with am station. Sole owner Ward owns and
manages WTLG Bowling Green. Announced
March 10.
West Bend, Wis.— West Bend Bcstg. Co., 98.5
mc, 6.02 kw unl. P. O. address Box 60, West
Bend. Estimated construction cost $8,350, first
year operating cost $15,000, revenue $20,000.
Applicant
is licensee-owner
WBKV (62%)
West
Bend. Owners
are August C. of
Perkholtz
and others. Mr. Perkholtz is theatre and hotel
owner. Announced March 12.
Woodbridge, Va. — S & W Enterprises Inc.,
105.9 mc, 11.2 kw unl. P. O. address Carroll W.
White, 1721 DeSales St., N.W., Washington. Estimated construction cost $19,000, first year operating cost $10,000, revenue $15,000. Owners are
CarroU W. White (53.6%) and others. Mr. White
is manager, of mobile radio communications,
RETMA. Announced March 6.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KITT (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Music Unlimited.
Changed from KDFR (FM).
mc.WFMQ (FM) Chicago, III— Lester Vihon, 107.9
WPGC-FM Bradburv Heights, Md.-WPGC Inc.,
95.5 mc. Changed from WRNC (FM).
WMZK (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Booth Bcstg. Co.
Changed from WJLB-FM.
Ownership

Changes
APPLICATIONS

of AMERICA

108'

WCRI Scottsboro, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from Pat M. Courington to Lawrence
Sebring for $31,000. Mr. Sebring is deputy comMarch 8. missioner, Ala. Board of Corrections. Announced
KAAA Kingman, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license from Wallace E. Stone and John Holbrook, d/b as Stonybrook Bcstg. Co. to Wallace
E. Stone for $10,000. Announced March 10.
KNGS Hanford, Calif. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of licensee corporation (Hanford Bcstg. Co. of Calif.) from Earl J. Fenston
to James G. Fenston, executor of estate of Earl
J. Fenston, deceased. James Fenston, who will be
sole owner, has been vice president and director

of KNGS. Announced March 10.
KGMC Englewood, Colo.— Seeks assignment of
license from Grady Maples and R. B. McAlister
d/b as McMa Agency to MacLee Radio Inc. for
$290,000. New owners will be Robert McWilliams
(70%) and Lee Mehlig (30%). Mr. McWilliams is5083
in advertising. Mr. Mehlig is general sales manager, KTLN Denver. Announced March 11
KDAT South Daytona and WPEG Arlington,
both Florida — Seek assignment of license
from
Thomas Carr to Regional Bcstg. Co. for $160,000
New owners are Harold E. and Helen W. King,
50% each. Mr. and Mrs. King are also partners
in ownership of KGHI Little Rock, Ark., and
WTHR Panama City Beach, Fla. Announced
March 12.
KIPA Hilo, Hawaii — Seeks transfer of control
of licensee corporation (Big Island Bcstg. Co.
Ltd.) from Aloha Bcstg. Co. Ltd. to Bryson Ross
Gardner. Station stock was sold at sheriff's auction to satisfy $50,000 judgement against Aloha.
Mr. Gardner, semi-retired, devotes time to overseeing investments. Announced March 10.
KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho — Seeks assignment of
license from Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co.
to KBLI Inc. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced March 12.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Seeks assignment of
license from Clyde Holbrook, temporary receiver,
to Centerville Bcstg. Co. No payment. CenterMarch ville
10. Bcstg. was original owner. Announced

WABL Amite, La.— Seeks assignment of license
from Louis Alford, Phillip Brady and Albert
Smith, d/b as Amite Bcstg. Co. to Charles Fitz
and Dr. R. R. Rose, d/b as Amite Bcstg. Co. for
$22,500. Messrs. Fitz and Rose are equal partners;
former is WABL commercial manager, latter is
physician. Announced March 10.
WZKY Albermarle, N. C— Seeks assignment of
license from J. T. Presson, H. E. Payne and Mrs.
Lottie P. Kellum, d/b as Stanly County Bcstg.
Co. to Stanly County Bcstg. Co. Inc. Messrs.
Presson and Payne will each own 421,2% and Mrs.
Kellum, 15%. Announced March 12.
WHED Washington, N. C— Seeks assignment of
license from Pamlico Bcstg. Co. to John P. Gallagher for $16,500. Mr. Gallagher owns 1.8% of
KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, KPAR-TV Sweetwater
and KEDY-TV Big Spring, all Texas. He also
holds
3.7%Announced
of preferred,March
non-voting
stock in these
stations.
6.
WBHC Hampton, S. C— Seeks assignment of
license from J. A. Gallimore tr/as Hampton
County Bcstg. Co. to Hampton County Bcstrs,
Inc. Messrs. Gallimore and Joseph B. Wilder will
each own 50%. Mr. Gallimore is licensee of
WABV Abbeville, and has interest in WBAW
Broadcasting

L

Barnwell (30r<), VVSNW-AM-FM Seneca and
VVSSC Sumter (80%), all South Carolina, and
owns 30'7 of WLFA Lafayette, Ga. Mr. Wilder
has 40'7 interest in WBAW. Announced March 8.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (Great
Western Radio Co.) by Jerry Covington through
sale of 45% of company stock for $5,800. Mr.
Covington's
ownership
90%.
Announced
March will
12. thus be increased to
KPAT Pampa, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Eldon Mahon, Oscar Wilkes III and
George O. Witten, d/b as Gray County Bcstg. Co.
to Bobby Dean Garrison and Hugh Huntley d/b
as Garrison-Huntley Enterprises for $42,000.
Messrs. Garrison and Huntley will each own 50%.
Mr. Garrison formerly held 25^ of KRWS Post,
Tex. Mr. Huntlev was KRWS sportscaster. Announced March 6.
KVEL Vernal, Utah — Seeks relinquishment of
positive control of licensee corporation (Uintah
Bcstg. and Tv Co.) by James C. Wallentine
through sale of 5.025 shares to Lucile M. Johnson
and 500 shares to Hugh W. Colton at $1 per share.
Mr. Wallentine retains 20,650 shares, or approximated 41^ . Announced March 10.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.— Seeks assignment
of license from WMTV Inc. to Forward Tv Inc.
for $399,333. New owners are Lee Radio Inc.
(51%) and Lee Bcstg. Inc. (49%). Lee Radio,
which owns 51^ of Lee Bcstg., is licensee of
KGLO-AM-FM-TV Mason City, Iowa, and owns
51% of WTAD-AM-FM Hannibal, Mo. Lee Bcstg.
is licensee of WTAD-AM-FM. Announced March
10.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By decision of March 12, Commission (1) dismissed protest of Federal Bcstg. System Inc.
(WSAY) Rochester, N. Y., and (2) affirmed
March 11, 1953, grants of cps to WHEC Inc.
(WHEC-TV) and Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WVET-TV) for new tv stations to operate on
ch. 10 on share-time basis in Rochester. Initial
decision of Aug. 6, 1956, proposed affirming grants.
By decision of March 12, Commission (1) dismissed protest of Federal Bcstg. System Inc.
(WSAY) Rochester, N. Y„ and (2) affirmed May
20, 1954, grant of application of WBBF Inc., for
renewal of license of station WBBF Rochester,
and terminated proceeding.
Bv order of March 12, Commission, on request
by The Radio Station KFH Co. (KFH) Wichita,
Kans., dismissed latter's petitions for rehearing;
reaffirmed June 9, 1955 decision granting application of Wichita Tv Corp. Inc., for new tv station
(KARD-TV) to operate on ch. 3 in Wichita and
denving competing applications of KFH and
Taylor Radio and Tv Corp. (KANS); terminated
proceedings; provided, that nothing contained in
order shall be construed as Commission approval
of that portion of Jan. 27, 1958 agreement whereby KFH in consideration of allegedly partial reimbursement by Wichita Tv of expenses incurred by KFH, agreed to dismiss petitions for
rehearing and to "take no steps, directly or indirectly, which will in any way challenge, impede, delay or prevent issuance of any licenses
or authorizations to Wichita Tv which may be
applied for from date hereof through calendar
year 1960 for continued operation of its tv station
at Wichita, Kans.," quoted therein.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued
initial decision looking toward revoking cp held
by Nevada Telecasting Corp. for station KAKJ
(ch. 4) Reno, Nev. Announced March 10.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on March 12 directed preparation
of documents looking toward:
Denying oetitions by KXA Inc. (KXA), to set
aside,
stay,* etc.,
by Puget Sound
Co.
rehearing,
and Bcstg.
reconsideration
for and
Inc. (KVI),
deci1957
25,
July
Commission's
against
directed
sion which granted Queen City Bcstg. Co. a new
tv station (KIRO-TV) to operate on ch. 7 in
and denied competing applicaSeattle, Wash.,
tions of KXA Inc., and Puget Sound Bcstg. Co.
Inc
Granting application of Midwestern Bcstg. Co.
Chebogfor new tv station to operate on oh. 4 in
n
gan, Mich., and denying competing ofapplicatio
June 21,
of Straits Bcstg. Co. Initial decision
1957, proposed this action.
Granting application of Lawrenceville Bcstg.
Co. for new am station to operate on 910 kc, 500
denying comw DA, D, in Lawrenceville, HI., andIndiana
Bcstrs.
peting application of Southern
Newburgh,
in
kw
1
Inc., for same facility with
Ind. Initial decision of May 2, 1957 proposed this
action.

Notifications
DOMINICAN
Dominican Republic broadNew
of
n
Notificatio
casting stations, and of changes in or deletions
of existing stations, made in conformity with
Part ni, Sec. II of the North American D.Regional
C.
Broadcasting Agreement, Washington,
NARBA

Broadcasting

1240 kc
HI8U Puerto Plata— 0.25 ND unl. Class IV. 1-3HI9T).
58. 70 42 W 19 04 N (change in call letters from
13UV kc
HIF Puerto Plata— 1 ND unl. Class III. 1-3-58.
70 42 W 19 04 N (New).
1440 kc
HI9T Monsenor Nouel— 0.5 ND unl. Class III.
1-3-58. 70 24 W 18 56 N (New).
1450 kc
HI2K Santiago — 0.25 ND unl. Class IV. In use.
kc).
70 42 W 18 28 N (change in frequency from 1310
MEXICAN
List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Mexican broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments
of Mexican broadcast stations attached to recommendations of North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement Engineering Meeting Jan. 30,
1941.
820 kc
XEKG Fortin de las Flores, Veracruz— ID, ND.
D, Class II. (Change in call letters from XEJW.)
1060 kc
XEGE Mexicali, Baja, California— 1, ND. D,
Class II. (Delete assignment.)
1260 kc
XEOG
Ojinaga, Chihuahua— 0.5D, 0.1N, ND,
U, Class IV. (Change in call letters from XEKP.)
1340 kc
XEKZ Colima, Colima— 1, ND, D, Class IV.
(New.)
1450 kc
XEPP Orizaba, Veracruz— ID, 0.25N, ND, U,
Class IV. (Increase daytime power.)
XEJW Chilpancingo, Guerrero— ID, 0.25N, ND,
U, Class IV. (Change in call letters from XEKG.)
1570 kc
XEGE Mexicali, Baja, California— 1, ND, D,
Class II. (Change in frequency from 1060 kc.)
Routine Roundup
TV EQUIPMENT LIST REVISED
Commission has revised radio equipment list,
part A, showing transmitters, translators, and
monitors acceptable, as of Feb. 21, for use in tv
broadcast service, provided operation is in accordance with Commission's rules and that technical specifications listed are not exceeded. "Type
acceptance" is required for listing of transmitters,
approval"
latorandand"type
monitor
listings. is necessary for transIt is not possible for Commission to print list
in sufficient quantity to permit general distribution. However, copies will be available for inat Commission's
officesoffices.
in Washington,
D. C, andspection at
each of its field
Industries
and others interested may reproduce list in whole
or in part if they so desire. Arrangements may
be made through Technical Research Division of
Office of Chief Engineer for loan of copy for this
purpose. Announced March 10.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Wood's Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N. C. — Petition
requesting amendment of rule so as to make
following changes: Change ch. 10 in Roanoke,
Va., to ch. 9 — and assign ch. 10 to petitioner at
Mount Airy, N. C. Announced March 7.
United Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N. C— Petition
requesting amendment of rules so as to make
following changes: (1) Change Chapel Hill, N. C,
to ch. 8 as educational station; (2) Change
Florence, S. C, to ch. 13; (3) Assign ch. 8 to
Charleston, S. C, as educational station, and (4)

Assign 7.ch. 4 to Rocky Mount, N. C. Announced
March
Camellia Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KLFY-TV) Lafayette,
La. — Petition requesting amendment of table of
allocation by institution of rule making so as to
assign ch. 3 to Lake Charles-Abbeville-Kaplan,
La., in lieu
nounced Marchof7. Lafayette-Lake Charles. AnPETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
KCOR Inc. (KCOR-TV) San Antonio, Tex.—
Petition requesting institution of rule making
which would result in allocation of vhf channel
for use by KCOR-TV in San Antonio, Tex. Petitioner proposes following methods of accomplishing this result, namely: (1) Amendment of rules
so as to permit KCOR-TV to operate part time
on vhf ch. 9 which is presently allocated to San
Antonio for non-commercial purposes; (2) Reclas ification ofvhf ch. 9 as commercial channel
in order to permit KCOR-TV and educational tv
organizations in San Antonio to apply for sharetime facilities using ch. 9, and (3) Allocation of
ch. 2 to San Antonio for commercial purposes,
with accompanying changes in other tv allocations in cities along U. S. -Mexican border, and
with
waivers of rules. Announced
March appropriate
7.
Board of Regents of University of State of
New York, New York, N. Y. — Petition requesting
amendment of Sec. 3.606 by institution of rule
making so as to set aside ch. 13 for use in New
York metropolitan area for educational tv. Withdrawn at request of petitioner March 5, 1958.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By FCC
Commission on March
11 granted petition of
U. of Georgia, Board of Public Education for
City of Savannah and County of Chatham, and
Joint Council on Educational Tv for extension
of time for filing reply comments from March
13 to April 2 in tv rule making proceeding involving Columbus, Ga.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.11 Gifford Irion
On own motion, ordered that further hearing
conference scheduled for March 13 is continued
to April 2 in proceeding on am applications o?
Charles R. Bramlett, Torrance, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
P. Cooper
on March Basil
10
Ordered that further prehearing conference
will be held on March 24, and evidentiary hearing scheduled for March 17 is continued to date
to be announced at conclusion of further prehearing conference in proceeding on applications
of Sherrill C. Corwin and K-UHF (TV) for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 34 in Los Angeles,
Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on March
10 Neal Huntting
Granted motion by Southwest Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Redlands, Calif., for continuance of prehearing
conference from March 12 to March 28 at 2 p.m.,
in proceeding on its fm application and that of
Telemusic Co., San Bernardino, Calif.
By FCC7 granted requests of
Commission on March
Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers, Capital Cities TV Corporation
(WROW) Albany, N. Y., and Radio Service Corp.
of Utah)
(KSL)for Salt
City, Utah,
exten-18
sion of time
filingLake
comments
from for
March
to May 2' and for filing reply comments to June
2 in matter of proposal to extend daytime am
station operating hours.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on March 10
Denied petition of Frederick J. Bassett and
William. E. Sullivan (partners) as K-UHF (TV)
requesting that hearing in proceeding on its
application and that of Sherrill C. Corwin for

Florida

Southwest

$70-000.00
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Independent

daytimer in one of

the state's better small markets.
Ideal living conditions. Easy terms.
Exclusive

Fulltime facility in attractive
market with warm climate. Good
assets. Fine opportunity for owneroperator. 29% down with long term
with

payout.
Blackburn
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FOR THE RECORD continued
new tv stations to operate on ch. 34 in Los
Angeles,
scheduled
be held in Washington, D. C.,Calif.,
be moved
to Losto Angeles.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on March 6
Dismissed as moot petition for continuance by
Bosque Radio, Clifton, Tex., of proceeding on
its am application.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on March 7
Upon
request
by
Bcstg.
Williamsburg, Va., to Williamsburg
change certain
dates Co.,
in
proceeding on its am application and that of
\Vl>l>Y
(U'BI)Y)
Gloucester,
Va., ordered
that
date Inc.
for the
exchange
of affirmative
cases is
changed from March 10 to March 17; date for
further prehearing conference is changed from
March 17 to March 26, and date for hearing is
changed from March 24 to March 31.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
7

A single
complete
source
for

Grantedtension of petition
Broadcast
time fromby March
10 toBureau
March for
25 exfor
filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions
and to April 7 for filing replies thereto in proceeding on application of North Dakota Bcstg.
Co. Inc., for new tv station to operate on ch. 11
in Fargo, N. Dak.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on March 5
Ordered
that
is scheduledof to
commence on April hearing
21 on applications
Orchard
Community Tv Association Inc., Lewiston, Idaho,
for new tv broadcast translator stations.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on MarchHerbert
5
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on March 19 in proceeding on application of
Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT ch. 2)
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
5
Upon oral motion by Granite State Bcstg. Co.
Inc. (WKBR) Manchester, N. H., at prehearing
conference held on March 5, and with agreement of Broadcast Bureau, hearing on Granite
State's
application,
scheduled
to commmence
on
March 17,
is continued
to April
8.
By Hearing Examiner
Basil
P.
Cooper
on March 4

from microphone

to antenna

Ordered, retroactive to Feb. 28, that depositions
not be taken on March 3 in proceeding on application of Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHCTV, ch. 8), New Haven, Conn.; order, however,
is without prejudice to right of protestant
(Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp.) to take depositions
of witnesses at time when it will be possible for
counsel for Triangle Publications to be present
and cross-examine the deponents.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde on March 6
Granted petition of Arthur Wiliam Wilson,
Wichita, Kaiis., for an extension of time to
March 30 to answer petition to modify issues
filed by John Bozeman, Wichita, Kans., in proceeding on their am applications.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on March 6
Ordered that oral argument will be held at 9
a.m., March 11, on petition for leave to amend
am application filed by W. A. Pomeroy, Tawas
City-East Tawas, Mich.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on the dates shown
Granted motion of Joseph M. Ripley Inc.,
Jacksonville, Fla., for continuance of hearing
from March 5 to April 2 in proceeding on its am
application and that of Dan Richardson, Orange
Park, Fla. Action March 4.
Granted petition of Bosque Radio, Clifton, Tex.,
for leave to amend its am application proposing
certain changes as embodied in engineering
amendment tendered simultaneously with petition, and application, as amended, is returned
to processing line. Action March 5.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on MarchMillard
3
Granted motion of chief of Safety and Special

ALLEN
CREATIVE LEADER IN COMMUNICATION

*fc Financing available.

AND

Radio Services Bureau requesting that hearing
scheduled for March 4 be continued without date
pending action upon motion to withdraw protest
in proceeding on application of Borough of
Lemoyne, Penn., Lemoyne, Pa., for authorization
in Fire Radio Service.
By Hearing Examiner
on March Basil
3 P. Cooper
Ordered that a prehearing conference is scheduled for March 4 in proceeding on £m applications of Armin H. Wittenberg Jr., Los Angeles,
and Pasadena Presbyterian Church, Pasadena,
Calif.By Hearing Examiner
on March H.4 Gilford Irion
Pursuant to agreement among all parties to
proceeding on fm applications of Herbert
Muschel, Independent Bcstg. Co., and New
Bcstg. Co. Inc., New York, N. Y., ordered that
further hearing scheduled for March 6 is continued to March 7.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on March
4 J. Frederick
According to agreements reached upon record
of hearing conference in tv ch. 12 proceeding,
Beaumont, Tex., ordered that findings of fact
and conclusions of laws shall be exchanged
among parties on or before 4 p.m., March 21;
and reply findings shall be exchanged among
parties on or before 4 p.m., March 28, and hearing record closed.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on March 3
Granted motion of chief of Broadcast Bureau
for corrections in various respects to record
transcript of further prehearing conference held
La.
on Feb. 7 in tv ch. 12 proceeding, New Orleans,
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
ACTIONS
OF MARCH 7
WHHY
Montgomery,
Ala. — Granted
cp to
change ant. -trans, location and make changes in
ground system.
KHFM Albuquerque, N. Mex. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 1.45 kw, ant. height to minus
11 ft., and change trans. -studio location.
WDSC Dillon, S. C— Granted authority to
operate at reduced time 7:00 am to 6:00 pm
during month of March.
Action of March 6
WFHA-FM Red Bank, N. J. — Granted extension
of completion date to March 28.
Actions of March 5
WQIK Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted acquisition
of negative control by Marshall W. Rowland and
Carol C. Rowland through purchase of stock
from Thomas Edison Casey.
Granted licenses for following tv broadcast
stations: KDUH-TV Duhamel Enterprises Inc.,
Hay Springs,
KRSD-TV
HeartS. ofDak.;
The
Black
Hills Neb.;
Stations,
Rapid TheCity,
WBRE-TV WBRE-TV Die, WUkes-Barre, Pa.;
ERP vis. 589 kw, aur. 392 kw, ant. height 1200 ft.
KOAT-TV (Aux. Ant.) Albuquerque, N. Mex.
— Granted license covering cp which maintained
ant. system incorporated in BPCT-721, as modified, at the main trans, site.
WSBA Y'ork, Pa. — Granted cp to install new
KDMC Corpus Christi, Tex. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 4.1 kw, and increase trans, power
output, ant. height 280 ft.
WPFD Darlington, S. C— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6 p.m. or sunset, whichever is earlier.
WORM Savannah, Tenn. — Granted authority to
sign-on at 6:00 a.m. and sign-off at 6:00 p.m.
except during months in which sign-on and
sign-off times are earlier.
WPRY Perry, Fla. — Granted authority to remain silent after 6:30 p.m. beginning April 1 due
to decline in nighttime revenue for period ending Aug.Brownwood,
1.
KEAN
Tex. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 7:00 p.m. from March 1 through May
Aug.
KOFO Ottawa, Kans. — Granted authority to
operate 6:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. April through
31.
KJCF Festus, Mo. — Granted authority to signoff at 6:00 p.m. local time March through Oct.

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

— Established
PAUL

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

GODLEY

CO.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerlmg 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

DIRECTORY

KEAR

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

H. MULLANEY

Lohnes

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO 4 TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing
Readership Study

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Enjiseir
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

9n

NEptune 4-9558

Member'XFCCB *
March 17, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

FOR THE RECORD continued
of compleFollowing were granted extensions
to 4-15;
tion dute-; as shown: WAKE Ware, Mass., Panama
WSCM
4-20:
to
Ha.,
WPCF Panama Citv,
Cits Beach, Kla.. to 4-:i»: WTKI (TV) Albany,
\ if., to 10-li WTEN (TV) Albany (Vail Mills),
N. Y., to 8-15.
Actions of March I
KALI Pasadena, Calif.— Granted assignment of
license to Tele-Broadcasters of Calif. Inc.
WDSG Dversburg, Tenn.— Granted acquisition
of negative control by Robert William Ward
through purchase of stock from I.eRoy Ward.
WKVK. WKVK-FM Paducah. Ky.— Granted
transfer of control from Aubrey D. Reid to The
Harrington Co.
WIOD Sanford, ITa.— Upon reconsideration, set
aside Feb. 28 grant of application for voluntary
assignment of license to Sanford Bcstg. Corp.
WAGE Leesburg, Va. — Granted mod. of cp to
make changes in ant. and ground system: conditions.
KBMB-TV Bismarck. NT. D.— Granted extension
of completion date to April 15.
WMUB-TV Oxford, Ohio — Granted extension of
completion date to Sept. 24.
Actions of March 3
WOBS Jacksonville. Fla.— Granted relinquish
ment of positive control by Simpson K. R.Walker
Picus
Lawrence
to
stock
of
sale
through
Jr.,
.ohI llarrv C. Powell Jr.
KFBI Wichita, Kans.— Granted acquisition of
negative control by Hale Bondurant through
purchase of stock from K. W. Pyle.
WBLJ Dalton, Ga.— Granted acquisition of
through purbv H.T. C.
positivechase ofcontrol
and Mack Kenemer.
W. Kenemer
stock from
to inWWHG Hornell, N. Y. — Granted license
crease power and installation of new trans.
KRUX Glendale, Ariz. — Granted license coverlocation, ining changes in facilities, ant. -trans,
stallation directional ant. for nighttime use (DA-n
N), make changes in ground system, installatio
new trans, and specify studio location as same
as trans, site.
KVBC Farmington, N. Mex.— Granted license
covering changes in facilities, ant. -trans, location,
installation directional ant. for night use (DAchanges in ground system and installaN), make
tion new trans.

Johns Hopkins U.'s 'File 7'
Airs Special Edition on ABC-TV
Johns Hopkins U.. Baltimore, celebrated
its 10th anniversary on television March 8,
with a special edition of its ABC-TV (Sun.,
3-3:30 p.m. EST) Johns Hopkins File 7.
On the anniversary show, Lynn Poole, university public relations director and creator
of the program, introduce! several scholars
and scientists, who speculated on discoveries
and developments of the next decade.
ReThe original Johns Hopkins Science
view was founded in 1946 by Mr. Poole,
presenting faculty members and other experts over WMAR-TV Baltimore. Subsequently the show became a weekly feature
(TV) (now WJZ-TV) there
on WAAM
and in 1949 was first carried by the former
DuMont Network. Now an ABC-TV Sunday feature under the present File 7 name,
the program still originates at WJZ-TV.
A 76-page book, Ten Years With Tv at
Johns Hopkins, is being published to mark
the anniversary.

The radio network also is expanding its
on-air promotion activities. For example,
to stimulate audience acceptance for CBS
Radio's exclusive Basilio-Robinson fight
March 25, CBS Radio's advertising-promotion vice president, Louis Hausman, and
staff have prepared a number of recorded
announcements by the two pugilists, saying:
"If you can't make the fight in person, be
sure to hear it over this station." These
spots are being mailed to affiliates.
Broadcaster-Sponsored Association
Furthers Singing Careers
Cincinnati launched a half dozen of the
country's most promising singers on international operatic careers Saturday. They
were sought out and trained by American
Opera Auditions, a non-profit association
principally underwritten through a grant
by Hulbert Taft Jr., president of Radio
Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
and other stations).
The team heard in Cincinnati last week
will be the first to take advantage of Ameri-

'Crown'

Concludes

The Crown
Seattle, KGW
KREM-AM-TV
coast-to-coast
hunt road show

Road

Show

Stations (KING-AM-TV
- AM - TV Portland and
Spokane) wound up their
sales presentation-treasure
[Programs & Promotions,

Feb. 3] with a "salmon bake" at San
Fernando Valley Feb. 11. A reported total
of 300 agency executives, press representatives and tv stars fished in the streams
of Sportsmens' Lodge there — John Bromfield (Sheriff of Cochise) caught the biggest salmon. With Walter Brennan as m.c,
the governors of Oregon and Washington
awarded Crown Station "crowns" to ABCTV and syndicated tv stars who "dominate
ratings" in
their time periods in the Pacific
Northwest.

WDMG Douglas, Ga. — Granted license covering
change hours of operation, installation DA-N.
KDMS El Dorado, Ark.— Granted license covering installation of new trans, as aux. trans, at
present location of main trans., with remote
control operation.
KLON Long Beach. Calif.— Granted license
covering changes in non-commercial educational
fm station.
KFAC-FM Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted license
covering changes in fm station.
WNGO-FM Mayfield, Ky. — Granted license
covering change of ERP to 583 vv and type trans.:
ant. height 203 ft.
WCMS Norfolk, Va. — Granted cp to install old
main trans, (composite) as an aux. trans, at
present main trans, site.
KPSR Palm Springs, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 1 kw, change trans, studio
location and type trans., ant. height minus 600
ft.; condition.
WTAE McKeesport, Pa. — Granted extension of
completion date to Sept. 25.
WBOY Clarksville, W. Va. — Granted extension
of completion date to June 1.

CBS

Airs Plugs From

Pugs

Broad distribution of a two-record longplaying phonograph album containing "The
Big News of 1957" is being made by CBS
Radio among local boards of education,
schools, libraries and universities. Close
to 2,000 albums already have been mailed.
The records are made up of the audio
portion of a special CBS Radio year-end
report heard on the network last December.

can Opera Auditions' plan to open professional doors for them by putting the finishing touches on their training, at no cost
to the artists. The young singers will go to
Milan for study this summer and an Italian
opera debut in Milan and Florence during
the 1958 season.
Finalists in the last stages of the competition have been heard in a series of Sunday concerts on WKRC-AM-TV in recent
weeks. On Saturday the winners were heard
with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
in the annual Cincinnati United Arts Fund
concert, an event that will be broadcast by
CBS Radio at the conclusion of its New
York Philharmonic Sunday series, WKRC
has announced.
American Opera Auditions is sending
abroad the cream of more than a thousand
aspirants in its program. Some 300 singers
were screened at auditions last fall in six
ing.
cities and 22 brought to the Cincinnati
College Conservatory of Music for groomSubmerged Promotion for WBAL-TV
A new underwater endurance record reportedly was set March 5 at WBAL Baltimore studios. The start of the promotion,
run in connection with the station's Sea
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Top Hooper, makes $100,000 before
taxes, local, large market, some terms,
better phone.

Norman,
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3-5642

—

Inc.

Davenport,

Iowa

Hunt series, was carried on NBC-TV's
Today March 4. WBAL-AM-TV kept listeners and viewers posted on the 29 hour 1
minute record-breaking effort with regular
reports.
Postman

Stars in WISN-TV

Film

A typical day's work for a postman was
portrayed Feb. 13 on WISN-TV Milwaukee's Documentary 12 (Mon.-Fri. 10-10:30
p.m. CST), titled "Your Mailman . . . Unchanging." WISN-TV's cameras followed a
local mail-carrier throughout his working
day, beginning with his early morning duties
at the post office. Milwaukee postal officials
have requested copies of the documentary
for use in training.
CONTINUED

on page 121
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<t per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. * DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 oharge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

Stations selling mail order specialties to senior
citizens send rates to Box 268D, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAM, Arlington, Va.
Sales
Opportunity for a young man interested in sales
New York state. Must have car. Send background information. Box 433D, BROADCASTING.
New promotion-minded ownership wants experienced salesman for daytimer in Fort Worth,
Texas. Liberal guarantee. Commissions up to
20%. Prosperous market. Opportunity to earn
big money. Apply Bill Schueler, KJIM, Fort
Worth.
Salesman wanted for daytime station in eastern
North Carolina. Guaranteed salary against override. Will consider announcer who wants to get
in sales. Write Lee Hodges, WCPS, Tarboro,
N. C.
WEAV, Plattsburgh, N.Y. offers key sales position, 5,000 watt outlet in growing area. Excellent
setup. Stability. Background, references to A. E.
Spokes.
Experienced radio salesman wanted. Progressive
1 kw newspaper affiliate. Excellent market. Large
military installation in county. Send references,
sales results summary, salary expected, photo,
personal data first letter. In person interview
necessary. Don Ritter, Manager, WKOA, Box 22,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Metropolitan New York. Due to promotion of
one of present salesmen, we need experienced
salesman for 5000-watt fulltime independent to
sell in metropolitan New York area. Present
salesmen all average more than $10,000. Send
photo and resume, including current billing and
present earnings to Hal Walton, WNJR, Box 1258,
Newark, New Jersey.
Salesman who wants real present opportunity
plus chance for future advancement. Must be a
plugger with proven ability in time-sales field.
Metropolitan Washington, D. C, area. This is a
real chance to get ahead in the industry for the
right man. Write, wire or phone WPIK Alexandria, Va.
Aggressive but down-to-earth salesman sought
by Illinois broadcasting company to work cluster
of towns in southeastern Illinois. Good starting
base with commission arrangement. Stability and
security with promising future. Write General
Manager, WVLN, Olney, Illinois.
Anmomnctrs
Expanding chain has Immediate opening for experienced announcers at brand-new station In
greater Pittsburgh area. Will be In operation In
a few weeks. $90 to $95 per week to start, with
regular raises and unusual opportunity for advancement Into management. Minimum of 1 year
experience required. All applicants must send
tape, photo, resume with letter of application.
Box 131D, BROADCASTING.
Sportsman, must have 1st phone. Minimum three
years experience all types play-by-play. Also
strong dj personality. Salary open. Large midwest market. Box 322D, BROADCASTING.
DJ personality, must have 1st phone. Middle
size mid-U. S. market paying top salary. Box
323D, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send
resume. ABN network. Texas. Box 337D, BROADCASTING.
Western Penna station needs an experienced versatile announcer a good solid staff man. We prefer a married man who knows and likes small
town life. He must be willing to follow station
policy in programming and try to build an adult
audience rather than a big record hop following. In return he'll get above scale pay and excellent opportunity for advancement in a growing organization. Include recent photo, tape, and
resume
in first reply. Box 437D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting
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Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Bright, sparkling morning man. Good opportunity. Good salary. Benefits, on music-news
station.
a goodBROADCASTING.
man, tap out a tape and
picture If
to you're
Box 373D,
Rocky mountain station needs alert, experienced,
even-tempered all-around announcer willing to
work in return for opportunity. Preferably single.
Send
ING. details, photo to Box 485D, BROADCASTAnnouncer for midwest regional with excellent
staff and facilities. $80 for 40 hours and opportunity for overtime. Send all details to Box 500D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, competent, exnerienced announcer capable of doing news and disc jockey shows. Must
be experienced. Station located in Colorado,
5000 kilowatt station, Box 537D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — combo announcer, first class ticket.
Emphasis on announcing, no maintenance. If not
experienced as announcer, do not apply. Box
538D, BROADCASTING.
Waker upper. Entertainer and informer who can
also handle mid-morning and afternoon spots.
East coast. Box 543D, BRAODCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Six years experience all phases, wants permanent position. No
floater, family. Box 551D, BROADCASTING.
Top rated regional Texas indie needs janitor
who is a swinging deejay, newshound, and salesman. Above
average
drinkto
puts this
ad back
in. janitor's
Send tapepay.
and First
resume
ECBBB, Borger, Texas.
Wanted: Announcer with first phone for all-night
deejay show. Engineering secondary. No maintenance. Personality and newscasting talent are
musts. Salary open, commensurate with ability.
Contact William Duke, KDSX Denison, Texas.
Have opening for experienced staff announcer
on NBC station. Please send tape and resume to
KSYL, Alexandria, Louisiana.
Wanted: Announcer-lst phone engineer for east
Texas. KTLU, Rusk, Texas.
News director wanted. Good salary. Must be
good announcer, able to type, like news reporting. KTOE, Mankato, Minnesota.
Wanted for fast moving music-news and sports
operation in progressive city of 42,000. Lots of
work for right men. Need immediate tape, personal resume on combination sports and sales
and for fulltime dj board man. Prefer man
from midwest. Stan Gribble, P.D., KWHK,
Hutchinson, Kansas.
Five kw needs a pop announcer who can do a
two hour r&b show everyday and has a voice for
production tapes. Send tape and letter to WACL,
Waycross, Ga.
Staff announcer. Experienced with board and
interviews. Photo. Tape. WBKV, West Bend.
Wisconsin.
WEAV, Plattsburgh, N. Y. offers announcing-new
position. 5,000 watts with progressive news-music
format. All year recreation — boating, hunting,
skiing. Good pay, stability. Tape, photo, resume,
reference to A. E. Spokes.
Kentucky independent needs outstanding morning man. Must have good appearance and personality. Sense of humor and news delivery important. At least two years announcing experience required. Salary open. Send no tape. Give
references. State past earnings. First application
by
letter only to WLEX, Box 1417, Lexington,
Kentucky.
Experienced announcer: Good all-around staff
man with copy writing ability needed immediately for 1000 watt daytime operation going network. Good opportunity. WMUS, Muskegon,
Michigan.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer with first phone, no maintenance. Announcing experience required. Approximately
sin.
May 1. Write Manager, WNAM, Neenah, Wiscon-

Announcer-newscaster for permanent position
with Washington, D. C, metropolitan area station. Must be good combo man with real ability
in newsfield. Excellent salary and chance for advancement. Send tape, photo, resume and referances we can check. WPIK, Alexandria,
Virginia.
Wanted immediately: Announcer with first phone.
Beginner ok if interested in becoming chief
engineer of (Gates equipped) modern 250 watt
indie with two way fm news unit, salary open.
Contact Bill Rhyne, WRNB, New Bern, North
Carolina.
Midwest 5 kw CBS affiliate and full power vhf
tv needs solid announcer with experience In
control room operations. Maximum scale $100.00
for 40 hour 5 day week with two years experience. Send audition tape, recent photo and background information to: Bob Eickmeyer, WTADKHQA-TV, Quincy, 111.
Experienced announcer, first class ticket, who
wants to live in friendly small city near lakes.
Easy driving to larger cities. Friendly staff. Send
tape, photo, which will be returned, complete
resume to Les Dana, Manager, WTVB, Coldwater, Michigan.
Announcer. Immediate opening Radio Station
WVOS, Liberty, New York, phone 1680.
Technical
Transmitter engineer, first phone. Experience
not needed. Many extra benefits. Send all info
soonest to Box 372D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, for directional California radio
station. Must be experienced and with good
voice for some announcing duties. Starting
salary $7,500. Box 387D BDOADCASTING.
Wanted, 1st phone engineer for transmitter and
control room operation of radio-tv in eastern
Pennsylvania. Include job and training resume
with reply. Box 534D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Young, ambitious, first class engineer
with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. Good starting salary, plus fast advancement.
Send tape, photo to John R. Swann, WHAB,
Baxley, Georgia.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-announcer for California station who
can write, produce, and voice all types of production spot announcements utilizing sounds,
music, and ingenuity. Rush details, photo,
salary requirements and taped sample of work.
Box 453D, BROADCASTING.
News director to head news bureau for California station. Journalistic experience, administrative ability, good voice. Must be knowledgeable about all phases of news editing, including
political, for both radio and tv. Rush complete
details about yourself including your views on
radio news, salary requirements, photo and air
check. Box 454D, BROADCASTING.
Traffic clerk: Opening for experienced traffic
clerk in central Jersey City. Box 490D, BROADCASTING.
Continn&i Elector must have ideas and able to
write with imagination. Salary open. Send photo
and complete resume first letter to Manager,
WIBM, Jackson, Michigan.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
General managership wanted now. Assistant general manager 16 years experience. Worked all
phases, always top man in sales, extremely promotional, will produce. Married and reliable, references. Box 434D, BROADCASTING.
March 17, 1958
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Girl-personality, dj. run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
326D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj. 4 years experience. B.A. in radiotv. 22, single. Military just completed. Ready to
begin career. Box 531D, BROADCASTING.

DJ beginner. Run own board. 4 years selling experience. (Insurance) knowledge of accounting
and typing. 65 mile radius of New York City.
Tape and resume immediately on request. Box
390D, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent
voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.

Experiencedmercial.
discKnowsjockey,
years, Box
good 532D.
commusic,three
family.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced newscaster-announcer. Top credits.
Relocate near N. Y. Family obligations. Box
536D. BROADCASTING.
Experienced. 10 years top stations. Strong on
news. East or northeast. Box 539D. BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady, no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 546D, BROADCASTING.
Want starting place. Small southern station.
2ING.
months experience. Box 549D. BROADCAST-

Management
Manager-sales manager. Experienced metropolitan markets. Currently managing. Strong on
sales. Top flight man on production and news
gathering. Sound administrator. Available soon.
Box 441D, BROADCASTING.

Radio executive wants midwest market for manexoperations,
local g,
experience
Heavybackground
agement. tensive
promotion,
programmin
on.
BROAD489D.
Box
Reply
administrati
sales,
CASTING.
General manager, 23 years in radio, with successful record all the way. Built two real moneyearners for owners in that period. Thorough
knowledge of all phases of independent operations. Box 497D, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Experience in all phases
of production and sales. Know how to make
radio and television station pay dividends.
Proven track record in personal sales in addition
to managerial capacities. Young, energetic, family. B.S. Degree with graduation work. Seeking
opportunity with progressive station. Box 507D.
BROADCASTING.
Need a team? Manager and program director.
Twentv-eight years combined experience. In last
three years (55. 56. 57), we have produced a gross
Of $196,383.00 for a cash net of $47,320.99. Market
of 40.000. davtime operation. Box 509D, BROADCASTING.

Need thoroughly trained, professional announcer,
nine years all phases, whose dependability
equals ability? They're hard to fine, but I
qualify. Married, veteran, degree, best references." Box 403D, BROADCASTING.
Plav-bv-play announcer desires position probaseball
town. Excellent all sports. Box 404D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer looking for place to
grow with station programming for adult audinews, good sell, dramatic backence,ground.
strong
Now in eastern metropolitan area. Box
452D, BROADCASTING.
Top rated — In major market, morning man with
seven years in early slot, married, mature, production experience, presently employed. Box
470D. BROADCASTING.

Sports, news announcer: Basketball, football
play-by-play. Local news gathering, earnest
worker. Two years. Box 552D, BROADCASTING.
Personality, 27, first phone, top rated, draft exempt, gimmicks, voices, no prima donna, wishes
California or west coast. Morning man. Box
553D, BROADCASTING.
Disc-jockey. Number two rating, two million
plus market. Permanent for right offer. Box
557D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, 2 years experience with present
employer,
positionreferences.
with a future.
Reliable, wants
steady, excellent
Write Box
559D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced-announcer, news man, staff and
board work. Strong on news. Write 418 North
3-2577.
7th, Apt. 304. St. Joseph. Missouri, or contact

Old hand, 37. Sales, promotion, programming.
Skilled announcer, old engineer (1st phone).
Managing, need greater potential and stability.
Manage, lease or buy, good potential station
onlv. Prefer to stay in Rockies. Box 513D.
BROADCASTING.

Two top experienced announcers employed in
major eastern market. Solid in news, special
events, dj. programming. Permanent positions a
must. Prefer southwest. Box 476D, BROADCASTING.
Summer replacement, announcer, dj, two years
experience, currently employed. Want New England position. Box 477D, BROADCASTING.

Ownership change makes manager available with
outstanding record of success. Can produce for
you. Box 515D, BROADCASTING.

Country dj. Non-character announcer. Guitar.
Third. Thoroughly experienced. Box 478D,
BROADCASTING.

Manager: Wants permanent position. 8 years experience all phases. Idea man with top sales record in competitive market. Can make your station number one and keep it there. Exceptional
ability in working with staff. Outstanding record
in communiy projects. Best references. Box 520D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer, 32 married, family, seven years experience, would like good staff job or pd. Write
Box 480D, BROADCASTING or phone TEmple
2-2278, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
DJ experienced, young, married, draft exempt,
references. Prove performances. Box 482D,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer — currently employed
news, snorts, dj. Write 628-13th Avenue N., Jax
Beach, Fla.

Beginner, married, 3rd ticket, radio school graduate, summer o.k. prefer east. Box 483D, BROADCASTING.
Wants opportunity. Salary unimportant. Radio
school graduate. College, veteran, 23, family, one
year experience. Box 486D BROADCASTING.

ZVz years experience. Mature voice. Know good
music. Strong on news and commercial. Available
now. Don Frederick, 218 N. Knight Ave., Park
Ridge, Illinois.

Let's talk! Television sales, radio sales management, and business experience. Box 542D,
BROADCASTING.
Over 15 years experience with last ten as managementoperations
emplacing salestoandproduce
gearingsales.
independent station
Have
intergrated my life with civic life of community.
Family man. Excellent references. Box 556D.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, in all phases of radio. Can sell and
make you money. Work salary or % of net.
Can make vou money. Presently employed as
manager. Write Box 558D, BROADCASTING.
Twenty years manager WAYX. Reason for
changing, new owners taking over. Have management, sales experience. Can announce and
have first phone license. Interested in southeast,
but will consider any other location. Best of
references. Available immediately. John Tobola,
P. O. Box 528, Waycross. Georgia.
Sales

BA radio-tv, 30, 4 years experience play-by-play
major sports and track, swimming, golf and boxing. 1st phone-dj and special events. Presently
employed, prefer Pacific northwest-California.
Box 492D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Experienced, currently employed,
seeks larger market with opportunity for imCASTING. provement and advancement. Box 495D, BROADAnnouncer-dj; radio school grad, young, ambitious negro. Tape available. Box 505D, BROADCASTING.

Rock'n'roll jockey. Key market, topnotch, successful, dynamic, hard sell! Stable, mature. Policy change requires immediate move! Box 508D,
BROADCASTI
NG.

Station representative, sales development, radio/tv, N.Y.C. sell in depth-client level. Excellent
sales record, knowledge of marketing. Box 488D,
BROADCASTING.

Missing. Live mike. First phone. No maintenance. Finder please write Box 510D, BROADCASTING.
Baseball announcer. Available for season. Excellent references. First rate. Will accept baseball
season work only. Box 512D, BROADCASTING.

Radio or tv sales: Caught in recent CBS executive retrenchment, mature; aggressive 30 year
old family man with nine years N. Y. experience
in commercial film, advertising and tv, seeks
sales post with local major-market station. B.A.,
sis. bg.. will relocate, prefer east. Box 528D,
BROADCASTING.

"Pop" deejay, newscaster, staff. Experienced,
veteran, college, 25, married. Relocate, small to
large market. Minimum $65-$75. Desires white
station because
stations
don'tNousejivetalk.
"pop"
deejays.
Negro, negro
no negro
accent.
Highly recommended. Box 522D. BROADCASTING.

Sales manager, 7 years experience all phases,
announcing, sports. Past four years sales manager. Married, reliable, aggressive, hungry and
anxious to spend 20 years with one operation.
Want progressive market. Box 535D, BROADCASTING.

Mature-experienced all phases of announcing
Now doing late night record show. Metropolitan
area only. Box 524D, BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Girl dj-announcer: Experienced, good sell, newscasting, interviews, continuity, production spots,
secretary, 3rd ticket, single, car. Southwest preferred. Box 318D. BROADCASTING.
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17 years major and medium
Energetic,
versatile, sincere. Way above markets.
average radio and
tv commercials and news. Outstanding radio deejay and tv emcee. 35, married, references. Box
525D, BROADCASTING. TUlip 30-626, Corpus
Christi, Texas.

Versatile dj-newsman. Highly experienced all
phases.
CASTING.First phone. Negro. Box 530D. BROAD-

Experienced announcer, four years copy and
documentaries. Vet. Harris Berger. 559 Hendrix
Street. Brooklyn 7, New York. HYacinth 8-5479.

DJ-22-vet. 1 year experience, 3rd phone desires
permanent position anywhere, c/o Furey, 5
Lawrence St., Yonkers, N. Y. GR. 6-3096.
Announcer, recent Don Martin graduate. 1st
phone Calif.
Bill Lambert, 911 W. Poplar Ave., Porterville,
Help!! Announcer, dj, copy. Married, reliable,
limited experience. Run board. Willing worker.
Midwest first. New England second. Dick La Verne,
Andover, New Hampshire.
Attention Maryland, W. Virginia, Virginia. Two
years experience all phases, play-by-play, family.
Must be permanent. Ernie Tartler, 210 W. 16
Street, Lumberton, N. C. Redfield 9-5606.
Technical
Attention: S. Wisconsin and N. Illinois. Tech
school grad, radio and tv serviceman with 1st
phoneing. desires
position in BroadcastBox 436D, permanent
BROADCASTING.
Summer position desired by G.I. veteran college
physics student, single, experienced, first class
phone, can combo, capable of expert maintenance,
will handle responsibility, have car, minimum
$100. Box 473D. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Eight years transmitter,
studio, remotes. Consider some sales. Box 511D,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,
experienced
construction,
maintenance, directionals.
Conscientious,
reliable.
No
combo. Box 540D. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, prefers warmer climate, desires
south or southwest. Well liked by present employer. Box 550D, BROADCASTING.
First class license, no experience. Desire employment with the opportunity to learn. Salary
secondary. Gene Moore, Room 105, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Broadcasting
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Technical
Engineer-announcer, seven years experience desires permanence, preferably technical position.
Phone 7-9645. Jim Price, 348 E 2nd St., Plainfield,
N. J.
Prpdu ction-Programm ing, Others
Interested in creative program management?
Hire this woman executive with 15 years radio
experience! Top sell copy; promotion, public
service know-how; proven mike technique. Now
employed but looking for a secure future! Prefer west, will go anywhere. Box 354D, BROADCASTING.
Program director with record of proved creative
program, production, promotion ideas that create
sales for station and accounts. 20 years with top
indie. Now employed, but available. Box 496D,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman to gather, write and air news or sports.
Chicago writing exoerience. BSJ and MSJ. Box
499D. BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, 10 years in radio, experienced also
in news layout and publicity. Will consider tv.
Box 506D, BROADCASTING.
Let a team build your station! Engineer and announcer-pd who both cover news, write, produce, dj, promote, and sell. Want in with good
station to make it best. Box 527D, BROADCASTING.
Author-composer-producer of musical commercials available. Can handle entire operation myself. Have recording license. Box 547D, BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Work 24 hours a day for station that
appreciates good responsible job. 10 years exCASTING. perience. $150 minimum. Box 548D, BROADWoman

continuity director, experience: Programming, traffic, news, interviews. Production,
hard-sell
copy',
12 years,
Fast, efficient.
Excellent references.
Boxradio-tv.
533D, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv copywriter, 2 years tv, 2 years radio.
Gimmick, production spots. Young man, single,
degree. Copy samples, references. Saul Madvine,
3440 Milton, Dallas, Texas.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Productloit'Programming, Other*
Staff commercial artist needed for local television operation in northern Maine. Fulltime employment available plus opportunity for outside
work. Contact Ted Coffin. WAGM-TV, Presque
Isle, Maine.
Television copywriter wanted with experience
in writing
commercial
and and
program
continuity.
Excellent new copy
facilities
employee
benefits. Salary open. Write Program Director,
WANE-TV, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
TV copywriter — Leading vhf station has immediate opening for experienced copywriter. Qualified applicant must have thorough knowledge
of audio-video techniques. Submit samples and
complete information including earnings first
letter. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.

SOUTHWEST
1. Full time. Competitive small
market. Gross about $23,000 last
year. Studio leased. FULL PRICE
$13,500 CASH.
2. Exclusive daytime. County has
$30,000,000 sales. Well equipped.
Full price $35,000
down.

— Ours is a Personal Service —

Management
Attention Texas and all points west! Responsible
family man with experience, proven ability, and
a willingness to work desires position as sales
manager or station manager. Now employed, but
looking for greater opportunity and responsibility.
Box 494D, BROADCASTING.

with $15,000 down. Exclusive. Daytimer.

Sales
TV sales manager, now general sales manager.
VHF in important, highly competitive eastern
market. Outstanding sales record. Gilt edged
references. Valid reason for desiring change.
Prefer south, southwest or west. Would consider
position as national or local-regional sales manager. Will deliver sales. Mature, h=ird working,
with
ING. broad experience. Box 475D, BROADCAST-

$50,000 down.

Announcers

2. Daytimer. Exclusive in a
wealthy area. Stock sale. Requires

ROCKY

7 years tv and radio. Now employed. Metropolitan area only. Box 405D, BROADCASTING.

2. Absentee owned. Full time. Exclusive and captive market. Gross

Radio-know? Presently
I've got it!employed.
Now I'd like
a radio-tv
opportunity.
Tape,
resume
available. Box 472D, BROADCASTING.

$36,000 year. $5,000 down.

Staff or personality announcer available immediately. 22, out of service, 5 years radio and
television. Salary open, want good opportunity.
Gene Edwards, Rt. 1: Box 85C; Martinsburg, W.
Va. AMhurst 7-7583.
Technical

— Ours is a Personal Service —

NORTHWEST
1. Exclusive. Full time. Excellent
market. $16,000 down.
2. Full time. Rich market. Gross
$70,000. Down

$30,000.

CALIFORNIA

Reporter-photographer-announcer (in that order) ; 5 years all phases, tv-radio news, sports.
MSJ Northwestern, BJ Missouri; seek challenge,
opportunity. Tape, 27, single. Top references
current employer. Available April First. Box
380D, BROADCASTING.

1. Exclusive. Full time. Studio and

Four years experience all phases television. Desire
promotion or production in large metropolitan
market.
CASTING.College grad. Write Box 479D, BROAD-

building owned
down.

WE

HAVE
THE

Wanted, 1st phone engineer for transmitter and
control room operation of radio-tv in eastern
Pennsylvania. Include iob and training resume
with reply. Box 534D, BROADCASTING.

Production assistant, 25, relocate anywhere. TV
graduate. Can qualify as a camera man, boom,
stage and traffic manager and film. I would like
to work for an organization where I can prove
my potential for growth and development with
the desire to make a career of service with one
station. For your consideration, a resume and
picture so you may evaluate my potentialities.
Box 516D, BROADCASTING.

JACK

Girl commercial writer, Wisconsin. Must own car
to contact pre-sold advertisers. Box 493D
BROADCASTING.

8 years in major east coast market with one of
country's
leading
broadcasters.
ager for past
three
years. Will Program
relocate manwith
family for right station. Can supply highest
recommendations from above employer and
would like to give you full story of my directing-producing background both local and net.
Age 33. Box 518D, BROADCASTING.

Photographer for medium market CBS affiliate in
S.E. Film and processing experience a must.
Photo and resume first contact. Southerner preferred. Box 501D, BROADCASTING.

TV artist, illustration, lettering, set design, ad
layout, slide photography, air-brush, showcards,
etc. Samples on request. Write Box 526D.
BROADCASTING.

Broadcasting

payment

Production-Program m ing, Oth ers

Freelance news photographer and editor with
own Bolex desires to relocate in western states.
Can also operate RCA tv camera and act as
studio technician. Box 504D, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others

MOUNTAIN

1. Full time. Well established. Network. Gross $85,000. Down payment $25,000 includes receivables.

Unusual opportunity for inexperienced man who
wants on-the-job training in tv transmitter operation. First phone required. Box 691B, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced tv transmitter engineer with maximum power vhf station.
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.

with $20,000

1. Gross $36,000. Asking $35,000

Summer replacement: First phone, experienced
am, fm; desire to learn tv. Box 474D, BROADCASTING.

TV transmitter operator, will train. Increasing
power. Merritt, WICS-TV, Springfield, Illinois.

SALE

Situations Wanted

Announcers

Assistant supervisor well established tv station
in northeast with transmitter staff of 6, requires
assistant transmitter supervisor. Must be technically qualified in measurement and maintenance of tv transmission equipment. Character
and technical references required with application. Box 690B, BROADCASTING.

FOR

MIDWEST

Excellent opportunity, exceptional guarantee experienced salesman in growing single station
southwest market. Box 514D, BROADCASTING.

Technical

STATIONS

TELEVISION

Engineer, 1st phone, desires permanent tv position, experienced am-fm, audio, 2 years ALTEC
field engineer,
family, college, prefer southeast. Box 225D, 29,
BROADCASTING.

Texas tropical coast living available for qualified commercial tv announcer, some weathercasts. Send complete resume, references, photo,
tape airmail to Harry Abbott, KRIS-TV, P. O.
Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.

RADIO

&

by station. $20,000

MANY OTHER EXCELLENT BUYS THROUGHOUT

WHOLE

COUNTRY

L. STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

for

the sale of Radio & TV Stations
6381

HOLLYWOOD

LOS ANGELES

BLVD.

28, CALIF.

Hollywood 4-7279
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TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

diConscientious, capable announcer, program
experience. Eighteen
Television
rector, producer.
. Excellent
knowledge of
exoerience
vears varied
music, nous, production. Family man. Now employed as program director. Write: Gregg Chancellor KilO North 20th. Grand Junction. Colorado.
Director in three station market, 380.000 tv
homes. College graduate, vet. 28 years old. Seeks
larner market as director or ad. Available early
references from present emApril. Excellent
Write Robert J. Spittler. 610 So. 57th St..
Omaha. ployer.
Nebraska.
FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
Service, Box 2001
Planning
postpaid.A. Station
Station
Fort Wayne,
Indiana.
Stations

Texas single station market. 12.000 city zone.
recCountv seat. 10 years excellent earning
ord. $50,000. $20,000 down. 10 years to pay balance. Only qualified applicants apply. No brokers please. Box 430D. BROADCASTING.

S40,0O0 will buy half interest in well established
record company operating radio station in major
somePacific coast metropolitan market. Need
one with executive and organizational backFull
ground to reorganize and increase business.
strictly
particulars will be sent. All inquiries
TING.
BROADCAS
confidential. Box 521D.
One of the best 1000 watt station. This is a
ce must be in
straight sale and all corresponden
strictest confidence. Is now netting more than
two thousand monthly and potential unlimited.
Health demands a quick sale for cash. Only
your
responsible party considered. Brokers save
bear closest investigation. Box 541D,
Will NG.
stamps.
BROADCASTI
Western tv opportunity — Top ranked full power
network station in terrific market. Grossing at
$350,000 rate now. Excellent equipment. $225,000
down will handle. Box 544D, BROADCASTING.
VHF television station In growing market and
refion priced at estimated fair market value.
Financing can be arranged for responsible purchasers. Paul H. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Private brokerage service. Texas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma. Arkansas. Colorado, Missouri,
Kansas.
Ralph Erwin". Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
Wyoming single market quarter-kilowatt. $27,500.00. $8500 down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates. 8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Middle south, small and medium market stations.
Prices ranging $35,000 to $90,000. Terms. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Middle Atlantic, metropolitan area station, $50,000 down: medium market station $20,000 down.
Chapman Company, 17 E. 48th St., New York.
Florida small market stations, down payments
from $7,500 to $35,000. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree St., Atlanta.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave..
W. Hempstead. N. Y.
Nirmu * Nornu, Inc., S10 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Salaa, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion, experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operator*.
Several Florida stations for sale. Southern Radio,
601-2-3 Southern United Building, Macon,
Georgia.
Kilowatt daytimer in south Arkansas. Very low
fixed over-head. Ideal owner-manager operation. Priced for quick sale, cash or terms. Selling because of other business interests. Contact
J. A. West, Jr., 213 W. Oak, El Dorado. Arkansas.
California medium market quarter-kilowatt. $80,000.00 cash. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
To buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company,
33 West Micheltorena St.. Santa Barbara, California.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
1 kw GE transmitter. GE
used,
equipment,
UHF
helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
TY-24-B
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediING. ately Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTFor sale:
Ampex from
350. stock
3-052. at600.
60. 601-2.
and A
series
available
Grove
Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
For sale, Tapak. spring-wound tape recorder,
duplex-newscaster, 7'i IPS. volume indicator,
mike,
headphone,
carrying instruction
strap, batteries,
in
flashlite.
stroboscope,
book.builtList
$349.50. Best offer! Bud Pentz, KWBE. Beatrice,
Nebraska. CAnal 3-2388.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25,
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue. Burbank, California.
INSTRUCTIONS

Desires personal instructions for FCC first phone
license in Newark. New Jersey, area. Box 517D,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Management

\M radio tower, 150 feet. Stainless, good condition. Clark phase monitor, 108 E, like new. Gates
hy-watter, 2 tower array phasing equipment.
Contact WAWK, Kendallville. Indiana, phone 764.
For sale, reasonably priced, one RCA mobile tv
unit less tv equipment. Truck is 1950 model V/2
ton Chevrolet on Standard 160" wheelbase. Outside dimensions (overall): 269" long; 89" wide;
72" high. Tires— good. Mileage — 18,000. Truck may
be
seen
bv appointment. Contact — W. P. Kusack,
WBKBIllinois. ABC-TV. 190 North State St., Chicago 1,

Program
Expanding
opening
able

R.M.C. vertical reproducers. UL-ID heads. A-16
arms, EL-2B equalizer, very reasonable. WJAG,
Norfolk, Nebraska.
GE fm one kilowatt transmitter complete with
monitors. Excellent condition. Used less than
four
months.
kill. New
York.Contact Manager, WLNA, Peeks-

station
for

to build

major

group

program
and

hold

BROADCASTING

AIR PERSONALITIES
CREATIVE WRITERS
5 kw AM major established independent.
Midwest. Aggressive policies. Send
complete information.
Box 400D, BROADCASTING.
DJ.
Indie chain will soon have opening
for top DJ in one of its major martape. kets. Send biog first. We ll call for
Box 503D, BROADCASTING

Advertising agency executive seeks to buy arm
property or c.p. in medium-size market. Write
details to Box 330D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Wanted: Approximately 1200 feet of used transmission line— 3\'e" diameter, 51 ohms, ceramic,
flanged. Price and quantity to Box 498D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: HiBand vhf transmitting equipment for
high power conversion with accessories. Also
good
rear screen projector. Box 519D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good used field strength meter; send
details, price, terms. Box 133, Blacksburg, Va.
1 kw fm transmitter, KYFM, 4516, North Libby,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
FM transmitter used 1 or 3 kw antenna accesCity. sories. Radio Station XEN, Lafragua 4. Mexico
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street, N. W„ Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone, license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.

rat-

competitive

Stations

Equipment
Wanted, 10 kw fm transmitter and associated
equipment including tower. Complete details
to Box 258D, BROADCASTING.

exec

Announcers

BUY

Broadcasters with $10,000 want am in midwestsouthwest. Strict confidence. Box 491D, BROADCASTING.
Have clients desiring to buy stations in South
Carolina and Alabama. Call Southern Radio,
6-6061, Macon, Georgia.

has

market.

Box 502D,

250 foot Truscon am tower. Truett Kimzey, 3515
West Vickery, Fort Worth, Texas.
540 feet of 3Vs transmission line. Never used,
packed in original shipping crates. Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
Will buy or sell fm equipment. Ed Nail, 4516
North Libby, Oklahoma City.
TO

Director

ings in highly

For sale: Ampex 601, Electro Voice 654, phones.
Seldom used. $400. Bill Browning. 4229 5th Avenue. San Diego, California. CYpress 8-9221.
Ampex 350-2U, $1627; 600, $398; 620, $119; Concertone #23($833) $695 & $595; 601P; 601-2P. Grove
Enterprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
250 watt fm transmitters, type approved, new, in
stock, customed tuned, $2495.00. Industrial Transmitters and Antennas, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania.

WANTED

WANTED

Ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
ATTENTION
|
|
OWNER
or MANAGER

1
|

|
=
5
EE
EE
=

of 10,000 or 50,000 watt station
I have a radio program, of proven format,
that has been successfully performed in small
markets for six years. It is now ready for a
major market.
You airwilltime.
be under no commitments
other than

|
=
=
=
~=

=
I will handle the program, which is di= rected to the housewife. I will sell the proEE gram on a commission basis only, handle all
= copy, and service the accounts.
=
For additional information, contact

=
=
•=
~
5

§

§

Box 529D, BROADCASTING

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirl
—
NEED
A D. J.? —
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money) Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Writ* er wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1733 Broadway, N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

RADIO

FOR

Equipment

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

For

ouuoouuouuuouououuouuuouuuoooo
o
o
MANAGEMENT TEAM
O
o
o Two twenty year veterans, experienced all u
o phases; management, sales, programming, writ- o
ing, news. Prefer western or south western lo- OO
8
cation. Interested in station needing strong hypo. o
C
and over ride with opportunity to buy u
o Salary
substantial
interest. Write Box 481 D, BROAD- u
o
CASTING. All replies confidential.
o
o
ooooooooooooouuoouuuooooooooou
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

TV

FILM SALESMEN
WANTED

Sale

Used, 400 ft., Stainless, G-36 tower
Excellent Condition
Available immediately. Price
WEEK-TV
Peoria, 111.

We want salesmen to carry it as additional package while covering tv station
in U. S. All areas open. Excellent commission. Contact Albert Black TV Production, 450 East 63rd Street, New York,
City, Templeton 2-8614.

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Each cabinet holds 200 16-inch transcriptions. Terms Cash only, F.O.B. Cincinnati.
Standard Radio
Transcription Services. Inc.
360 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1. Illinois

SALE

Stations
NEW YORK AREA
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
Specific opportunity to join in purchase of a radio
property under experienced management now available.
This regards a specific radio purchase possibility in
market toapprox.
2 hours
from N. parties
Y. — Conn.
Detailsto
only
sincerely
interested
withline.$2,000
$10,000 cash investment. Here is solid realistic opportunity to take
financial advantage of "Hard Sell"
radio station
ownership.
All
repliesYorkheldcanin be
strictarranged.
confidence — personal meeting
in New

#>o /#*##•
/or

=
Q=SKAVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
CH 4, 3 day 50 KW antenna, used 3
years, perfect condition. Ideal for standby. Now on ground and gas pressurized.
Styroflex feeder lines. Phone or write
W. H. Hauser, WBZ-TV Boston
X*
«
L
XiCZ

Broadcasting

!
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|
]
I
|
'

u ca
a n't
be
yoat

classified ad
1

Equipment

by
was Sandy
chosen Spillman,
from the the
300 show's
women host,
who
volunteered after the station announced the project. Besides filming
her skiing efforts, KPIX filmed her
manicuring an elephant, looping-theloop in a plane and roller skating
across the Golden Gate Bridge. The
films were shown on Money Tree the
following day. As prizes, Mrs. Mahan
received more than $2,000 and a trip
for two to Hawaii.

Listener to Get Holiday

The winner of the "To Be a Millionaire"
contest by KDUB Lubbock, Tex., will be
announced Saturday and will be awarded
an expense-paid trip for two to Europe. The
contest ran Jan. 13 through yesterday (Sunday) and 12 times a day during that period
the station aired two-line rhyming clues, a
total 756 clues. The station scheduled a
spot announcement before and after each
clue and divided them between four advertisers at $200 a week. KDUB reports
the 50,000 entry blanks it distributed to
advertisers prior to the contest's start were
nearly all picked up by contestants within
three days and it was necessary to print
50,000 more.
LEGAL

STRINGERS

'

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

AN ATTEMPT to water ski across San
Francisco Bay was only one of the
tasks set by KPIX (TV) there in a
search for the "woman willing to do
anything" promotion for its Money
Tree quiz show. Mrs. Marilyn Mahan,
pictured being helped from the water

KDUB

Reply Box 487D, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
TV -Radio Package
In
western
cityarea
of twice
1 25 ,000,
surrounded
growing
trading
that size.
Combinedby
gross of #1,600,000 with net profit after taxes
of $ 1 34,000. Can be bought for 29 percent
down. Full information to Qualified buyer.
Box 545D, BROADCASTING

$4500

CLOSING OUT LAST FEW
brand new Globe-Wernicke heavy steel
transcription filing cabinets with slide compression drawer. Original cost $75.00.
While stock lasts will sell at
$14.75 each

To sell exciting, novel baseball quiz show
on film. Now available in packages of 26.
39 or 52 fifteen or thirty minute shows.
Greatest quiz gimmick ever offered.

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

in getting

top-flight

personnel

Indicative of WWDC Washington's
up-to-the-minute news coverage is the
case of the defendant in a civil suit
at a local court who died while in the
witness box. A lawyer telephoned the
station within 15 minutes with the
news the defendant had died following
a heart attack. Another lawyer called
10 minutes later with the same information. WWDC then received a
third call, this time from the judge
who presided over the case, also reporting the incident.
March 17, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

SNOW

IN KIFI PICTURE

While other stations content themselves
with an occasional snowman promotion.
KIFI Idaho Falls. Idaho, has its call
letters spread over snowy slopes all winter
long.
Kills Junior Ski School this season is
ten years old and counts 530 children
enrolled tor weekly free lessons. Young
enthusiasts are guided by 100 instructors
recruited by KIFI from local business and
professional men, whose volunteer ranks
are supplemented by younger sportsmen
serving as junior instructors. They are
easily identified as they swarm over the

instruction. KIFI sends a ski team recruited from the student body to all
regional racing events.

WOWO
Wows 'Em With Gold Discs
More than 2,500 WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind., listeners reportedly sent in requests
for "gold records" during promotion in
which the station played and gave away
discs which have sold a million or more
copies. Based on the theme "WOWO's going back on the gold standard," the campaign got underway with disc jockeys and
"golden girls" touring the city in the station's mobile units and gold colored automobiles and giving away bags of goldfoilcovered candy coins to shoppers.
Bags of the candy also were sent to
present and prospective accounts with "back
on the gold standard" promotional material.
A two-hour evening show featured among
others: the woman deputy sheriff of Goldfield, Nev.; the owner of King Midas gold
stamping company, Ft. Wayne; a gold miner
from Ontario; a former freight mover during
the Klondike gold rush; the superintendent
of security at Fort Knox, and a member
of the U. S. Treasury Dept. Peggy Lee,
Tennessee Ernie Ford and others taped or
beeped interviews in connection with the
promotion and other stars sent congratulatory wires.

KNUZ

Celebrates 10th Birthday
A budget of $10,000 went into KNUZ

Houston's 10th anniversary promotions Feb.
17-18. Teaser and other newspaper ads,
posters on buses and billboards and on-air
saturation spots featured the letters "O-T-G."
This was revealed as the abbreviation for
"On The Go," the campaign's slogan. In
front of KNUZ studios was erected a model
of Jupiter C (which launched the Explorer
satellite) to signify the station's modernity;
other kinds of models — redhead, brunette
and blonde — carrying French poodles tinted
Page 122
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Henderson

Draws

Fast in Denver

It was high noon at Magic Mountain,
west of Denver on Feb. 22. A crowd of
6.000 had gathered to watch the flash of
six-shooters in the Colorado sun. Kelo
Henderson, star of ABC-TV's 26 Men, was
there; so was "gunman" Sam Toole, Denver
auto salesman. It was the first Internationa]
Gunslingers Contest, sponsored by KBTV
(TV) Denver and The Denver Post, and
was being televised on KBTV.
Television's Henderson won the match
by besting automan Toole in three sets
of three quick-draw shots each. Their
matches were clocked by a special timing
device flown to Denver for that purpose.
It is expected the second International
Gunslingers Contest will be held this summer at Magic Mountain. Many entries from
everywhere are anticipated. Mr. Henderson
announced he'll be only too glad to attend.

Pine Basin. Idaho, slopes by their "KIFI
Ski School" badges.
Every Saturday, starting in January, at
least 1 2 buses leave Idaho Falls loaded
with budding skiers from 12 years old
through high school age.
On Sundays, youngsters 6-11 years old
have their chance at the slopes. Students
pay only for transportation. Nearly half
of this year's crop were strangers to skis,
according to KIFI General Manager Jim
Brady, but many have become racing
veterans during their years of KIFI

managing director of the orchestra, said the
presentation of the concerts on tv would be
"subject to the securing of sponsorship."

Color Pinocchio
YESTERDAY'S students in the KIFI Ski
School are today's junior instructors in
the station's 10-year-old sports project.
to match their hair, delivered birthday cakes
to agency executives. They later paraded
in Houston shopping centers. KNUZ held
two birthday parties, one for agency personnel and newspapermen and the other
for sponsors and station representatives.
How to Editorialize— WTVJ (TV)
Since September 1957 WTVJ (TV) Miami
has telecast a daily editorial and it has set
down the experience gained, plus an account
of the series' five years of preparation, in a
13-page booklet, "The Television Editorial."
Ralph Renick, vice president in charge of
news, delivers the editorial and also is in
charge of distributing the booklet. Described
by the station as a "workbook for broadcasters who are considering a local television
editorial," the booklet outlines the preparation, mechanics of presentation and the results of its editorializing.
WHCT

(TVJ Starts Editorializing

"A definite stand on important local and
regional issues," is voiced by WHCT (TV)
Hartford in Editorial (Sun. 1:15-1:30 p.m.
EST). The program is an experiment for
WHCT and it encourages viewer comment.
Air time is given to letters opposing the
station's opinions. The text of the editorial
is shown while an (unseen) announcer reads
it. thus keeping viewers from confusing
WHCT's sentiments with those of the person delivering them.
N. Y. Philharmonic Plans Series
The New York Philharmonic announced
last week that Robert Saudec Assoc., producer of Omnibus, has been selected to plan
and produce, a series of four to six Philharmonic concerts during 1958-59 for showing on network television. Bruno Zirato.

Series on WGN-TV

RCA Victor Distributing Corp. has signed
with WGN-TV Chicago to sponsor a weeknight strip of fantasy adventures in color.
The program, conceived by Ed Roth, WGNTV program manager, was developed as a
special presentation to "promote living
color." The quarter-hour colorcast, titled
The Blue Fairy and based on the adventures
of Pinocchio, is produced in association with
the Rufus Rose Marionettes, Waterford,
Conn. Mr. Rose has been identified with the
Howdy Doody series since 1952.
The series will originate in a studio (7A)
recently converted to all-color operation
with WGN-TV's purchase of a second live
color camera chain. The station is now programming color 4V4 hours a week.

VETOES

TOP

40

WISN format
Milwaukee
the scrapped
"top 40"
record
Feb. tried
20 and
it after five hours because of adverse
listener and client reaction.
Without advance fanfare, WISN
started the new music policy at 6:30
a.m., completely armed with top 40
records,
including
rock 'n' roll.
Within
ten minutes
its switchboard
lit up,
the
station reported, with callers appealing for the old standards. Advertisers
also received calls from listeners protesting the new policy and some 500
Marquette U. students drafted a petition in the same vein.
Within minutes after reverting to
standards, Carl Zimmerman, assistant
manager of WISN, recorded an announcement for use every hour. Said
he: "Within minutes after the Charlie
Hanson show went on the air . . . you
listeners told us in no uncertain terms
what you wanted to hear. It was not
rock 'n' roll. You told us you wanted
the music that WISN has been playing
for the last 18 months. . . ."
Broadcasting

Y£ n

any

wouldn't

case,

you

ONE

is

say
enough?

1. For needed

2. For adequate

protection

coverage

4. For all your property insurance

n s it necessary to have three or four — or even more —
insurance policies on your home, when just one might
be enough?
You may qualify for a package insurance policy on
your home and its contents, against fire and other perils.
You can include protection on almost any risk you are
likely to face as a property owner.
Your independent local agent or broker will be
glad to tell you about a package policy. And when you
ry
3> To car

the load

buy it, insist on Stock Company Insurance. It's known
for quality protection with full-time service. And remember: if you're not fully insured — it's not enough!

NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS An organization serving the Public and the Capital Stock Insurance Companies since 1866
85 John Street, New York 38, N. Y., 222 West Adams Street, Chicago 6, 111., 465 California Street, San Francisco 4, Cal.

Broadcasting
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IN

THE

PHILADELPHIA

MARKET...
WHICH

Most advertisers agree. . .WCAU-TV

GOES

TO

WORK

FASTER?

is the fastest way to better sales! They choose the station that

offers a combination of priceless ingredients . . . deeper penetration . . . greater acceptance . . . effective
merchandising effort. . .and low cost per thousand. Right
you
than

2 out of 3 Philadelphia
a couple

TV

of bottles of your

homes
favorite

a week.

now

The

headache

4 prime

nighttime

spots

cost per 1,000 families

net

is less

tablet.

Sales are better, faster, when you buy

WCAU-TV
. ..the station that means business in Philadelphia
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales
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"sources" brings little comfort to the agency producer. Contrary to the supposedly normal rules of supply and demand,
increased competition among the film men makes his job
much harder. Competition per se does not not reduce costs
in tv film commercial production. The prevailing rates for
talent, stage sets, technicians, laboratories, film, etc., must
still determine the base cost of each commercial. Cutting
corners can be disastrous, as many a neophyte agency producer
has learned to his sorrow.
Solicitation for agency business is brisk. Any agency producer can, without effort, schedule a sample reel showing for
every day of his week. Week after week! Naturally, the agency
producer doesn't want to seal himself off from any source
that can be of help to his client or himself. But with so many
producers seeking a share of the business, how do you decide
which is the best qualified?

1

I

AND

RESULTS, NOT

SALESMANSHIP

It seems easy enough to tick off on your fingers the obvious
qualifications to look for. If a producing firm is to turn out
a film with even minimum commercial effectiveness, it must
possess creativity, technical quality, and experience, plus the
ability to achieve results on schedule.
But try fitting these qualifications to the number of producers who solicit your business . . . including all the new
ones! Standards among those with established experience are
almost uniformly good. Too good! Your most exacting requirements already can be met by enough now-existing studios
to handle easily all the commercial business there is.
There's the rub. Your choice is already difficult enough,
so why should you consider the new producer at all?
Usually the new producer asks to be considered on the
basis of greater creativity. What if his firm is lacking in experience as a unit? After all, he points out, the same cameraman is available to any studio. In most cases, even the same
crews can be hired. And in his enthusiasm to tell his story,
he hires an equally enthusiastic salesman, eager to stress the
creative talents and special services of his new employer.
If agency producers become "difficult" and "hard to see" at
this stage, it is simply because every day comes the deluge!
In person, by phone, through the mail. And if agency producers seem wary, it is only because they have learned the
hard way that there are still those seeking commercial business whose greatest skill is only their salesmanship!
There remains the sample reel. Here, you say, is 'undeniable
proof of performance. Surely an agency producer can judge

1.
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PRODUCTION

BLINDMAN'S

Judging by the ever-increasing number of new companies
producing tv film commercials, the minute-movie industry is
either exceptionally lucrative or extremely fascinating.
Fascinating, yes. Even cut down to 60-second size, something of the glamor associated with motion pictures remains.
Lucrative? Well, that depends.
As anyone involved in the production of film commercials
will testify, an inside look at the production picture proves
the minute-movie business to be one of the most exasperating,
thankless jobs in the film industry. And mark this — sometimes,
through no fault of the producing studio the job can be completely unremunei ative, even financially disastrous.
After all, the studio must please. Costly remakes to correct
storyboard mistakes, which often are the fault of either agency
or sponsor, must be taken in stride and absorbed somewhere.
This is reason enough to drive many producing companies
into bankruptcy. Yet it seems that old studios never die —
they just multiply!
Strangely, this seemingly endless multiplication of film

QUALITY

I

rice president in charge of radio-tv, Gordon Best Co.
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the creativity and technical capability of a film studio by its
sample reel! Well, he can't, because there can be an unknown
factor. For example, director A, with a recognizable degree
of creativity, is associated with company B. He may even be
part-owner of B. But company C offers him a better deal, so
director A moves over. When he leaves B, his sample reel
stays — and also goes. There's no dishonesty about this.
Consequently, it's not at all unusual — or even necessarily
unethical — for the same commercials (usually the good ones,
of course) to turn up under the label of two, or maybe even
three, producing studios. Who is really responsible for what?
It's on this crucial question that the success or failure of
the agency producer turns. This is his cross and his crown.
After all, he — like the film studios themselves — is really only
as good as his last commercial!
MUST

FIND OR

BUILD RIGHT

COMBINATION

So, the good agency producer acts always on this principle:
it is a combination of talents and services, properly meshed,
that results in a good tv commercial. Thus, when the agency
producer, feels he has discovered a good working combination,
it is understandable that, blandishments of out-promising
salesmen or no, he should be hesitant about switching his film
source. The value of the agency producer to his client is directly related to his ability to find — or build — the best source
for the kind of commercial films required.
Because of the particularly close relationship that must exist
between the agency producer and the film producing unit, it is
impossible to deny that there is a personal element that will
enter into his choice. You work best with the people you feel
understand you and your problems best. And the minutemovie is a trying, obstinate sort of problem. It is measured
off in seconds. It demands taut writing, and that indefinable
"sense of pace" that is both craft and artistry. Realize that
the very narrowness of the 60-second time limit can magnify
a production flaw all out of proportion to comparable missteps
in lengthier films.
Ideal personnel for a good tv commercial producing unit:
(1) A director with a special talent for cramming a fulllength interesting story into a 60-second feature.
(2) A cameraman who recognizes that the client's product
is the true star of the film.
(3) An editor who is more than a cutter, who is equipped
artistically to contribute to the overall tempo and flow of
your film.
(4) Most important, a producer who is a co-ordinating
genius, with the time and patience to follow through personally on every last detail.
One final word . . . difficult as it may be, be sure to keep
your eye on the embryo producing firms. You never know
when one will create the minute-movie of the year.

Shepard Chartoc, b. June 3, 1913,
New York. Graduate NYU. Joined
CBS Chicago in 1942, heading press
information, special events, education.
From 1945, successively was radio
director, MCA; co-owner, ChartocColeman Productions; radio-tv director, Buchanan & Co.; freelance
writer-director-producer; account executive, Olian & Bronner. Joined Gordon Best in 1953. Active on such
clients as Helene Curtis, Milner Products, Maybelline.
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EDITORIALS

The Hound's
Tooth
PRESIDENT Eisenhower lost no time in filling the vacancy
created by the forced resignation of Richard A. Mack from
the FCC. In selecting John S. Cross, assistant chief of the Telecommunications Division of the State Department, the President
picked up the first name on the eligible list. Capt. Cross had been
in active candidate for the identical post when Mr. Mack was
appointed three years ago.
Perhaps Capt. Cross' greatest asset in his selection was his availability and his pending candidacy. He can't be classified as a
controversial figure. He has spent a dozen years at the State Department, all in telecommunications. He has been a delegate or
advisor at some IS international conferences in the last dozen
years. He \sas in communications in the Navy during the war.
While Capt. Cross is not well-known among broadcasters, he is
acquainted \\ ith many engineers identified with international allocations. He's no striped pants cookie pusher in career diplomacy,
but rather a tough-minded bureaucrat with a sense of humor who
admittedly has had his eye on the FCC for all the dozen years he
has been with the State Department.
Because of the very events that precipitated the Mack resignation,
more than ordinary importance attaches to the Cross nomination.
While the selection of Mr. Cross was made at the White House
stall level and cleared by Assistant to the President Sherman Adams,
the responsibility for appointment lies solely with the President. It
is a function he cannot delegate.
With the nomination made, the Senate Commerce Committee
now has the responsibility for undertaking a careful examination of
Capt. Cross' qualifications and background, before recommending
to the Senate that his nomination be approved or rejected. In all
too many cases in the past involving administrative agencies, the
Senate Committee examinations have been superficial. Once a
nominee is found fit. the Senate should expect him to carry out his
responsibilities without undue interference (or pressure) from
members of Senate or House.
Capt. Cross may not possess all of the attributes that would make
for an ideal commissioner. In the present climate, a man possessing
them probably wouldn't accept an assignment on the
ruple the $20,000 salary. Mr. Cross may not even
well with all of his prospective new colleagues. But
an engineering-allocations background which should

FCC at quadget along too
he does have
prove helpful

in grappling with the FCC's unending problems. And we have no
doubt that he's as clean as that hound's tooth President Eisenhower
has been talking about.
Same

Old

Tune

ASCAP songwriters who are supporting Sen. Smathers'
THE
bill to divorce broadcasters from ownership in BMI are basing
their case largely upon a phony allegation.
The allegation is that because broadcasters own BMI they favor
BMI music and discriminate against ASCAP tunes.
The allegation has not been proved, and it won't be. It can't be.
Every reliable piece of statistical information proves that broadcasters choose music for its popular appeal and not for its connection with any licensing agency. We are sure that when the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee hears
the facts from broadcasters and BMI when it comes their turn to
testify, the absurdity of the songwriters' charges will be evident.
Meanwhile, we have accumulated some information of our
own which we respectfully call to the subcommittee's attention.
At the first annual disc jockey conference held by the Storz
Stations we asked leading d.j.'s if it made any difference to them in
selecting music for their shows whether the music was BMI or
ASCAP. Of 89 important disc jockeys who completed that part of
Broadcasting's questionnaire only four said they took the licensing
authority into consideration. Of those four three said they tended
to favor BMI music, and one favored ASCAP. One added the
illuminating comment that he was in no position to know whether
a song was ASCAP or BMI.
If there is a conspiracy to throttle ASCAP, it is a conspiracy
without the conspirators who would be essential to its success. The
disc jockeys who answered Broadcasting's questionnaire are the
men who choose the music that is played on radio. Their answers
Page 126
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"What we need is a rash of losers on that quiz show."
make it plain that they make their choices for reasons having nothing
whatever to do with ASCAP or BMI.
A secondary allegation which the ASCAP

witnesses have made

is that BMI is debasing musical culture by promoting rock 'n' roll.
We yield to no one in our personal dislike of rock 'n' roll, but
we cannot agree that BMI has cornered the market in musical
trash. A list of ASCAP titles contains items which are vulgar in
the extreme. A good deal of music is published under both ASCAP
and
BMI tastes.
licenses without regard for the elevation of the country's
musical
But to kill or incapacitate one of the two major licensing authorities would be no guarantee of an improvement in the cultural level
of American music. A monopoly would be under no greater compulsion to produce fine music than the two big organizations now
in competition are. Indeed a monopoly, by its very power, could
accentuate debasement.
The ASCAP songwriters who encouraged Sen. Smathers to introduce his anti-BMI bill and who are arranging the testimony in support of it have been harping on the same theme a long while.
The principal features of the case they are presenting in the
Communications Subcommittee hearings are identical with those
of the case they presented a year and a half ago to the Antitrust
Subcommittee of the House and with those of the federal court case
they filed several years ago.
One forum for this case ought to be adequate, and the appropriate forum — which the ASCAP songwriters themselves first
chose — is the federal court.
Twice they have been warned by the court to quit trying the
case outside the courtroom. The most recent warning came last
week. If the ASCAP songwriters fail to abide by a double admonition itwill clearly mean that they have abandoned hope for winning
anything in a trial under present laws and have staked their future on
changing the laws to suit their own fortunes.
John

J. Dempsey

BROADCASTERS lost a good friend and the nation a distinguished and dedicated public servant in the death last week
of Rep. John J. Dempsey (D-N. M.). He was 78.
Nearly 20 years ago Mr. Dempsey led the effort to establish the
House Radio Gallery in the first move to give the radio news reporter
privileges on a parity with those of the press in covering Congress.
It was not an easy or popular undertaking because the old-line
"press" offered formidable opposition.
It was on May 20, 1939, that the House Radio Gallery was
established. There followed in rapid succession creation of the
Senate Radio Gallery and White House and other departmental
recognition. This spread through state and local governments. And
10 years later the right to editorialize was enunciated by the FCC.
In extending our sympathy to Rep. Dempsey's bereaved family,
we also suggest that a fitting memorial to him by a grateful broadcasting medium would be the creation of a Dempsey award for
meritorious achievement in broadcast news reporting or editorializing.
Broadcasting
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• Reaction

to "ripper bill" proposed by Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson
(D-Wash.) to abolish FCC and substitute
Federal Communications Administration
[Broadcasting exclusive, March 17] was
immediate and vigorous, but since measure
is simply in "drafting" stage, there are no
comments for publication. General reaction is that measure has little chance now,
but that if current investigations, either by
grand jury or House Oversight Committee,
turn up further "scandals," Magnuson
measure, or variation of it, could sweep
through Congress on wave of indignation.
•
Composite view is that setting up of
single administrator for all communications would be too complex and give too
much power to one man. There's also
opposition to suggestion that three-man
appellate court sitting over administrator
comprise only new appointees, making
present and past commissioners ineligible.
This, it's felt, would eliminate from consideration some of best qualified men and
would slow down processes because of
lack of expertise on proposed body.
•
TRIPLE-SPOTTING • Despite alarm by
certain national advertisers and their agencies over triple-spotting or "over-commercialization" on tv stations, there's other
side to coin. It's learned some agencies
and their blue-chip clients are holding
criticism in reserve on theory that too
much pressure could boomerang. This
applies particularly to national advertisers
with heavy schedules who seek entree in
prime time periods — triple-spotted or
not — on theory that position in peak audience periods justifies some dilution of
message impact. To complicate matters
for spot advertiser, there's no documentation available as to how much spots placed
side by side dilute efficacy of messages.
•
Riot act was read to FCC's Opinions &
Review section last week for inordinate
delays in preparation of opinions and final
decisions. With some cases many months
old, FCC has been subjected to criticism,
both on Capitol Hill and in industry. John
L. FitzGerald, chief of division, was instructed to get up head of steam and put
all available manpower on job to clean
up back-log of hoary cases.
•
MOMENT

PLEASE

• Telephone trouble

is reason why American Research Bureau's
instant ratings service (Arbitron) has not
yet gone into operation. Arbitron originally
was scheduled to begin first of year in
New York and soon afterward in six other
big cities. New York operation has been
delayed by telephone company difficulties
in balancing lines from sample homes to
central Arbitron office. ARB officials won't

Broadcasting

predict when system will get underway,
although privately they think it should be
within weeks in New York and not much
longer in other six cities.
•
Washington State will be host to three
celebrities in broadcasting this week. Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) is
scheduled for off-the-record talk before
Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters,
in Pullman, March 28. Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS

president, will deliver principal address at Edward R. Murrow Award Banquet at Washington State U. campus, Pullman, March 29. Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV

president, addresses Seattle's Advertising
Club March 28.
•
END MEN • Two-year hassle over one
of tv's active spot accounts — Preparation
H (for hemorrhoids) — will come to head
at this week's meeting of NAB Television
Code Review Board. Personal hygiene
and hemorrhoid advertising is "not acceptable" under current board policy.
Now board must decide whether it wants
to take more drastic action such as specifying that stations and networks carrying
Preparationscribers.
H One account
be code down
subnetwork can't
has turned
product on basis of medical claims, it's
understood. Preparation H is marketed
by Whitehall Pharmacal Co. (American
Home Products). Ted Bates is agency.
•

circuit

on issues involving politics and candidates
(even their own) for public office?
m
EASIER WAY • Industrial users now
battling for more high frequency space to
accommodate their expanding horizons at
expense of broadcast services (tv, fm, relay, etc.) are quietly attempting to have
jurisdiction over their operations transferred from FCC to Indepartment Radio
Advisory Committee (IRAC) which handles allocations for government services,
and which has been biggest road-block in
effort to get more vhf for tv. Industrial
users premise their case on military contract work and obviously feel they would
fare better in allocations under IRAC than
at FCC.
•
Personnel cutbacks got underway at
ABN Friday with beginning of reassignment of number of employes, release of
some others (see early story page 86).
But except for talent on to-be-dropped
Merv Griffin Show and lim Backus
Show — which is considerable — number involved does not look to be nearly as high
as speculation had placed it. Best inside
guess Friday: about 15 to 20 ABN people
will be reassigned to other divisions of
parent AB-PT and eight others will be let
go.
The eight include four of ABN's seven
salesmen.
©

talk
calls
local
been

WASTE OF TIME? • FCC is rounding
up comments on Civil Defense Administration request that full Conelrad test be put
into operation between 9:30 p.m. and 10
p.m., May 6. NAB is vigorously opposed,

referred to as "anonymous character assassination." Case, now inactive, involved
unidentified midwestern station which responded to FCC inquiry with explanation

Dept. of Defense has no "military" objection, and Office of Defense Mobilization
is still to be heard from. FCC will decide
whether to accede after all comments are

it tapes public's comments, edits carefully
to remove doubtful remarks. Several
months ago, Paul Segal, Washington communications attorney, raised same question with FCC. He was told that if he
wished to submit specifics, Commission
would be glad to look into matter.
•

in. It's estimated that total cost to broadcasters, switching to Conelrad operation

FCC has cocked eyebrow at radio
programs which use on-air telephone
to nameless members of public on
and national topics and which have

EDITORIAL COMMENT • Complaints
over purported one-sided presentation of
pay tv issue over number of tv stations
occupied FCC's attention last Wednesday,
with prospects that staff will be asked to
study validity of charges that stations overboundsofon Congress,
"editorializing."
Several stepped
members
purportedly
agitated by pay tv proponents, Zenith and
Skiatron, are among complainants.
•
Some members of Congress evinced
concern over being inundated with mail
following tv station appeals opposing toll
tv tests. Back of this is privately expressed concern that if stations can turn
toll tv tide overnight, what could they do

(or going off air if not in Conelrad cluster), would be between $6 and $10 million
in lost sales plus extra amounts required to
switch operations. NAB, expressing industry opinion, said FCDA's objectives
could very well be met by test after regular broadcast hours.
•
Unofficial grousing among film and program groups belonging to NAB over plan
to exclude them from annual industry convention, starting in 1959, will come to head
as station members vote on amendment to
by-laws. Amendment, mailed Friday,
would legalize action taken by NAB board
in February. At that time board adopted
resolution freezing program and service
firms holding associate memberships out
of convention exhibits as part of plan to
confine spring meeting to top management
officials and to allow only equipment firms
to exhibit. Board action, however, was not
legal under by-laws.
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Ratings: Their Use and Why — NBC Spot Sales goes probing
among top agency buyers to find out how measurements are
used in buying and selling. Attitude towards ratings reflected
in opinions from 326 radio-tv executives. Page 31.

The Big Investors in Network Tv — On a brand basis the
largest sums in January came from automobile, soap and
tobacco firms, according to TvB's first monthly compilation.
Daytime network tv that month increased 12.1%, nighttime
14.8%. Page 39.

Radio Booms Mobile Home Sales — Since 1951 use of radio
exclusively has meant $1.5 million annual volume for Chicago
dealer. Page 40.

Hazel Bishop Reducing — Drop of nearly $1 million in volume
last week prompts trimming of tv-only advertiser's outlay from
$4.3 million to $3 million. Page 44.

Money to Make Money — If MGM can see its way to plow
more dollars into television, it believes it could partake in a
greater share of tv profit. MGM would pursue additional tv
activity, namely live programming, film syndication and finance
outside producers. Also, MGM doesn't plan to cut its expenditure for radio-tv time. Page 46, 60.

Subliminal Defense — U. of Michigan marketing professor
tells American Marketing Assn. in New York that subliminal

Anti-Trust Inspection — Dept. of Justice reports it is reviewing testimony taken at House hearing on charges of some
ASCAP publishers they are short-changed in distribution of
royalties. Analysis of "hundreds of thousands" of ASCAP and
BMI documents completed. Page 80.

'Gas Lighf Ruling Stands — U. S. Supreme Court, in rare tie
vote, upholds lower court ruling that Jack Benny's tv parody
of Gas Light is infringement of copyright. Page 82.

Am Radio's Future — Management sessions at Los Angeles
NAB convention include review of aural prospects as well as
discussions of national defense role of industry and new
procedure for standards of good practice. Fm meeting will
look into medium's current problems. Page 84.

ABN Trims Further — Another show slated for dropping, leaving basic schedule of Breakfast Club, news and religion. But
network still awaits final word on its future. Page 86.

New SAG Rates for Tv Commercials — Sharply-increased
scale to go into effect, retroactive to last March 2 and subject
to membership ratification. Page 90.

Technicians, Networks Nearer Accord — Prospects brighten
for IBEW-CBS agreement as well as settlement between
NABET and ABC and NBC. Page 90.

advertising is "weak stimuli" but is not coercive or hypnotic.
It's use as an effective sales tool requires much more research.
Page 47.

Toigo Wants Pabst Presidency — Onetime agency executive
resigns Schlitz vice presidency to join faction seeking to oust
present Pabst President Perlstein. Page 52.

Oversight Committee Skeptical — Apparent conflict of last
week's testimony with earlier statements stirs committee reaction. Wolverton raises perjury question. Page 62.

Subsidies for Educational Tv — Senate Commerce Committee slates hearing April 24 on Magnuson bill to give state subsidies for ETV. Page 68.

What Group Owners Think
multiple owners on Network
three already have testified in
ownership suggestions; three
Page 70.

of Barrow Report — FCC hears
Study Report recommendations;
opposition to multiple and local
more scheduled on March 31.

More Music Trouble — House hearing told ASCAP discriminates against publishers outside its inner circle, using inadequate sample and making subjective decisions in distributing
royalties. Senate hearing told BMI deprives the public of fine
ASCAP music by subsidizing publishers, record firms and
disc jockeys. Page 76.

Broadcasting

WBC Makes West Coast Changes— Phil Lasky promoted
with Art Simon succeeding as KPIX (TV) San Francisco general manager. Page 92.

How
Skillful Tv Planning Pays Off —
American Gas Assn.'s remarkable success in
television in just one year provides pattern
that others might do well to study. Thomas
H. Lane, senior vice president at Lennen &
Newell, writing in Monday Memo, explains
procedures used by AGA. Page 117.
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to everyone
whose

who

wore this badge

. . .

presence,

participation
and interest
brought
First

success to the

Annual

Disc

and Programming
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Jockey

Convention

Seminar.

V I TAT

I O

N

to send us comments,
suggestions, criticisms
which

will help shape the

1959 Convention.
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D
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N
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NOTICE

\

to all air personalities, broadcast,
record, music

and advertising executives:

Set aside March
Annual

5-6-7-8, 1959, for the 2nd

Disc Jockey

Convention,

sponsored

j THE
STORZ
STATIONS
I
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Omaha,

by

I
I

Nebraska

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul
WHB, Kansas City
WTIX, New Orleans
WQAM,
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Porter Claims
Exemplifies

Wolverton

Contacts

from

Letter
Hill

Paul A. Porter, attorney for losing applicant A. Frank Katzentine in Miami ch.
10 case, Friday read into record of House
Oversight Subcommittee hearings letter
subcommittee member Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.) had written FCC regarding
New Jersey tv case.
Rep. Wolverton, ranked GOP member
of subcommitee, on March 30, 1953, asked
then FCC chairman Paul Walker to consider application of South Jersey Broadcasting Co. for ch. 17 Camden at April 1
Commission meeting. Mr. Porter said he
introduced letter only to show ex-parte
congressional contacts with FCC were common and that there was no impropriety
in actions of his client (Katzentine) in contacting senators and others regarding ch.
10 case.
Rep. Wolverton, chairman of House
Commerce Committee at time letter was
written, repeatedly asked witness: "Why
you select me?" Mr. Porter replied
congressman's "stature was such that
body could challenge the propriety of

did
that
nothis

practice," and was intended as compliment.
Obviously incensed, Rep. Wolverton retorted: "I regret that I am unable to see
it in that light."
Letter actually was part of record. Rep.
Wolverton protested, and had no comparison to actions taken by senators in ch. 10
case. Mr Porter read letter following lengthy
discussion among himself, Reps. Wolverton,
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman, and Joseph
P. O'Hara concerning outside "influence"
brought against commissioners. Congressional intervention played prominent role
in discussion and all four agreed some
type of legislation was in order. Rep.
Wolverton has been most outspoken in
criticism of senator's actions in ch. 10 case
and three weeks ago introduced bill legislating against such activities.
On other matters, Mr. Porter testified he
admonished Col. Katzentine against trying
to discuss merits of ch. 10 case with then
FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack. He said he
gave "serious consideration" toward filing
motion that Comr. Mack disqualify himself in ch. 10 case because of persistent
rumors commissioner's vote had been
"pledged" for National Airlines, which received grant on 4-1-1 vote. Action was not
taken, he said, for lack of sufficient proof
and fear it would hurt client's chances.
Rep. Harris questioned Mr. Porter at
length about trade press reports, prior to
FCC decision, that grant was going to National and asked if it was general practice
for press to publish decisions before official
announcement.
Reps. O'Hara and Wolverton asked Mr.
Porter about second tv case, FCC grant of
Broadcasting

deadline

ch. 7 Seattle, in which he represented winning applicant Queen City Broadcasting Co.
(KIRO-TV). Attorney declined to discuss
aspects of case without client's consent.
Status of this week's hearing was left up
in air when Rep. Harris adjourned Friday
session without announcing further plans.
Chairman obviously was unhappy because
ch. 10 phase of hearings were not concluded and earlier in day said "we might be
charged with a slowdown to keep out of
other investigations" if subcommittee does
not move on to other matters. Republican
members of committee have been pressing
for testimony from other witnesses Rep.
Harris does not plan to call.
However, indications are that commissioners who participated in ch. 10 case will
be called to testify tomorrow (Tues.). This
would include former Comrs. George C.
McConnaughey and Freida Hennock. After
commissioners testify on ch. 10, three (Rosel
H. Hyde, Robert E. Lee and Robert T.
Bartley) will be asked about personal misconduct charges made against them. Rep.
Harris also hopes to hear this testimony
this week.
FCC

Refuses

to Deintermix

Champaign-Urbana, III., Area
FCC Friday unanimously denied petitions
to deintermix Champaign-Urbana, 111., by
deleting ch. 3 (WCIA [TV]) there. Commission said Champaign-Urbana was not predominantly uhf community and that surrounding uhf outlets do not provide Grade
B service to that area. It pointed to vhf services in area, and said that if ch. 3 were deleted a "significant" number of people now
receiving tv would lose this service.
Petitions were filed by ch. 20 WICS (TV)
Springfield, and ch. 33 WCHU (TV) Champaign, and ch. 17 WTVP (TV) Decatur,
all Illinois.
Commission also added ch. 8 to Carbondale, 111., specifying non-commercial, educational use, and made ch. 61, formerly
educational, available in same city for commercial use. It added ch. 3 to Harrisburg,
111., and gave ch. 22 WSIL-TV Harrisburg
permission to use ch. 3 there until outcome
of comparative hearing for that channel.
And, FCC denied petition by Sarkes Tarzian
Inc. (WTTV [TV] Bloomington, Ind.) to
assign ch. 13 to Cartter, 111.
All commissioners were present except
Comr. Ford.
Marcato

in MBS

Sales Expansion

Expansion of sales activities by Mutual
to be announced this week with appointment
of Robert Marcato to as yet untitled post
working with sales Vice President Sidney
P. Allen. Mr. Marcato formerly was eastern
sales manager of ABC Film Syndication and
before that daytime sales manager for NBCTV.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 31.

SHOPPING

AT

NETWORKS

• Chese-

brough-Pond's Inc., N. Y., which this week
moved to consolidate all domestic advertising, sales, merchandising and market research under newly-created domestic marketing division, is also looking for half-hour
network time period to start last week in
June. Firm has bought program through
Norman, Craig & Kummel (new agency for
advertiser) titled "ESP". NC&K will service
program, but J. Walter Thompson Co. reportedly will do commercials.
ANOTHER SHOPPER • Gulf Oil Corp.,
N. Y., whose distribution covers 70% of
U. S. markets, reportedly looking for network television show to start in Fall. Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
NEW PLANS • Corn Products Refining
Co. (Kasco dog food), heavy print advertiser, may be reconsidering media strategy.
Donahue & Coe., N. Y., its agency, this
week kicks off first cycle of non-consecutive
7-week tv spot pushes in 5 major markets,
will continue through end of April, hiatus
for three weeks and re-enter for three, then
off for summer.

Bangor Tv, Phoenix Am Sold
Station sales announced Friday:
• WTWO (TV) Bangor, Maine— Sold by
Murray Carpenter and associates to Maine
Broadcasting Co. (WLBZ Bangor) for sum
in excess of $500,000. Maine Broadcasting
Co. is owned by Adeline B. Rines, William
H. Rines and family. They also own WCSHAM-TV Portland, and WRDO Augusta, Me.
WTWO is ch. 2. CBS affiliate.
• KIFN Phoenix, Ariz. — Sold by Frank
P. Redfield to Edward M. Sleighel for
$175,000. Mr. Sleighel owns KABQ Albuquerque, N. M. Mr. Redfield retains interest
in KLOS Albuquerque. KIFN is 1 kw daytimer on 860 kc. Broker: Blackburn & Co.
$8.9

Million Asked

for FCC

Bill providing $8.9 million appropriation
for FCC operation during fiscal year 1959
introduced in House Friday by Rep. Albert
Thomas (D-Tex.). Fund compares with
$8.3 million appropriated for current fiscal
year. Bill provides $5.95 million for Federal Trade Commission. Report of appropriations subcommittee hearings showed
FCC can process tv applications in 30-60
days if there is no contest but am radio
applications require around eight months if
there is no contest.
March 24, 1958
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PEOPLE
GEORGE K. UTLEY, commercial manager of WFAA Dallas, to become station
manager. MIKE SHAPIRO, formerly vice
at

Consolidated
36°o
Net
8.6%
while

deadline

Net

Income

Rises

for CBS Inc. During '57
revenues and sales of CBS Inc. gained
in 1957 to reach total of $385,400,000
consolidated net income climbed 36%

to $22,193,400, according to company's annual report being released today (Mon.).
Past year's earnings amounted to $2.90 per
share on average number of shares outstanding, compared to $2.13 in 1956. Cash
dividends of $1 per share were paid during
year, plus 3% stock dividend at yearend.
Board Chairman William S. Paley and
President Frank Stanton express view in
opening statement that "1958 can be another
year of reasonable increase in sales and
profits for CBS" unless there is •"damaging
legislative or executive action, disruptive of
the present relationships between the broadcaster and the American public." They base
this on CBS-TV's "strong position," plus
"the resurgence of radio."
Report says CBS Radio billings increased
in 1957 for first time since 1950 and that

network continued profitable [Editor's note:
Presumably this includes revenues from
owned stations, in view of recent testimony
of top officials]: that CBS-TV billings were
up 1% (""23.4('r more than . . . any other
single advertising medium"): CBS-TV film
sales' volume rose one-third: Columbia Records became No. 1 in record industry with
almost 40% gain, and Epic Records virtudoubled semicondu
CBS-Hytronto
sales; continued
"its 1956ctors)
(tubesally and
operate at loss but its results were better
than in 1956. CBS Labs "did significant
work" on stereophonic records and tapes,
expanded research to include magnetics and
some aspects of solid-state physics, and developed miniaturized phonograph and 8I/3
rpm record for Talking Books for the Blind;
CBS International ran into more competition from foreign manufacturers but ended
1957 with sales and profits '"well ahead" of
1956.
CBS-Hytron Has Cathode Tube
With 6,000-Line Resolution
New ultra-high resolution cathode ray
tube for use as surveillance eye in satellites
and in other military and industrial tv
closed-circuit applications has been developed by CBS-Hytron. Danvers, Mass.,
manufacturing division of CBS Inc.
Over 100 of original 7-inch models with
6,000-line resolution have been in test operation past 18-months and newer prototype
gives 12,000 lines (broadcast tv is 525 lines).
Navy's test satellite proves solar battery
could power tv tube, he said, thus enabling
future satellite to photograph section of
earth or sky, later transmit image to ground
when passing over U. S. as tv eye scans exposed film at proper signal.
Obstacle heretofore has been distortion
Page 10
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president-managing director, KTUL-TV
Tulsa, will be WFAA-TV station manager.
Appointments, announced Friday by Alex
Keese. director of WFAA-AM-TV, effective
caused by large size of electron scanning
beam in such tubes, new CBS-Hytron tube
having "microscopic" beam and short persistence phosphers in screen. Resolution exceeds that of commercial photographic film
and ability of human eye, it was reported.
Cole New Guild Films President,
Kaufman Continues as Chairman
Elevation of John Joseph Cole,
president, to presidency of Guild
being announced today (Mon.) He
Reub Kaufman, who nominated

sales vice
Films is
succeeds
him for

presidency and who will continue as executive committee chairman and member of
board.
Arthur R. Lerner, assistant treasurer for
past two years, was elected treasurer, and
George J. DeMartini, who has been vice
president and treasurer, was named vice
president and secretary.
Mr. Kaufman, who became ill last fall
and underwent an operation which was followed by almost three months' recuperation,
will continue actively as chairman of firm,
which he and his wife founded.
Six Opponents to Smothers Bill
Slated to Face Hearing April 15
Six witnesses opposed to Smathers Bill
(S 8234), banning broadcast licenses for
firms engaged in music publishing or record
business, will appear at Senate Commerce
subcommittee hearing April 15, (early story,
page 76). Nicholas Zapple, Communications
advisor of full Commerce committee, Friday said first series of anti-bill hearings will
end April 17, resuming in May.
Witnesses scheduled April 15: Sydney
Kaye, BMI counsel; James L. Howe, W1RA
Fort Pierce, Fla., president of Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters; Gene Autry, broadcasterpublisher-songwriter; Harrison Kerr, dean.
College of Fine Arts, U. of Oklahoma; Milton E. Mitler, WADK Newport, R. I., president of Rhode Island Broadcasters Assn.,
and Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington.
Others to appear against bill include Gov.
Frank C. Clement, of Tennessee; Sammy
Kaye, orchestra leader; Jane Pickens, singer;
Eddy Arnold, singer; Ray Bloch, orchestra
leader; Pee Wee King, singer, and a number
of broadcasters and disc jockeys.
Time Reports Record Revenues
Time Inc. (publishing company and five
tv station owner), N. Y., last year had record
total revenues and second highest net income in history of company. In annual report released today (Mon.), Time shows
$12,024,000 in net income compared with
$13,850,000 for previous year; $254,096,000 in net revenues (after commissions and
discounts are deducted), an increase of $24,722,000 over 1956. Time said it had
"rounded out" its position in tv with five
vhf stations: Time owns WFBM-AM-TV In-

April
DAVID15. C. ADAMS, NBC executive vice
president, named by network as its director
on NAB Radio Board. He succeeds Charles
R. Denny, who becomes RCA vice president
in charge of product planning.
EDWARD T. INGLE, 60, former radio-tv
director of Republican National Committee,
died Friday at Garfield Hospital, Washington, as result of virus pneumonia complicated by heart condition. He had operated
public relations firm and at one time was
with NBC.
MRS. PHILIP J. HENNESSEY JR., wife
of veteran Washington, radio-tv attorney,
died suddenly Friday afternoon, reportedly
of cerebral hemorrhage.

dianapolis; WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis;
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids; KLZ-AMTV Denver and KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt
Lake City. Revenues included sales of magazines, books and advertising; radio and tv;
pulp and paperboard; paperboard containers, timber poles and piling; printing plates
and scanned negatives plus various products
and services.
ABC Sets Programming Format
For Revised Network Operations
Policy statement on future operations of
ABC's radio network being released today
(Mon.), outlining programming format consisting of Breakfast Club, newscasts, religious and other special public service programs (early story, page 86).
New format, effective April 6, differs
from earlier speculation in that additional
news programs will be carried. Officials said
these have not yet been set, however. In
addition, news-alert warning system promised few weeks ago, at request of affiliates,
will be part of new programming. This system enables network to alert stations instantaneously when major news is breaking
[Networks, Feb. 3].
Chairmanship
Assumed

of Tv Code

Board

by Clipp at D. C. Meet

Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, becomes chairman of NAB Television Code
Review Board today (Mon.) as two-day
meeting opens at NAB Washington headquarters. He succeeds William B. Quarton,
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who leaves
board after serving maximum two terms.
In announcing chairmanship, NAB President Harold E. Fellows said E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, will fill
board vacancy created by Mr. Quarton's
departure. Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., who has been
serving partial term created by vacancy,
was reappointed to full two-year term.
Broadcasting
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Handled
editor:

With

Care

I have had many favorable comments on
the article of mine you published in your
Monday Memo [Feb. 24].
It was extremely well handled by you
and your people and I appreciate the "use
hall." P. Cunningham
Of the John
President

Second Blush
editor:
Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.
So says radio station KFWB concerning the
KBUZ Phoenix billboard as pictured in
Broadcasting [Programs & Promotions,
March 3]. KFWB's billboard was designed
by Jack Roberts, Carson-Roberts Advertisj\

On
NATIONAL

SPOT

ADVERTISERS

Time

EDITOR :
We'd like permission to use facts and
figures appearing in your fine publication.
At the moment the request is for "Television Time Sales" and "Radio Time Sales"
from page 69 of the Feb. 24 issue.
Gene Seehafer
Needham, Louis & Brorby
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]
Fm's Solo in Oakland
EDITOR:
Your now-famous April fm-status issue
[Stations, April 8, 1957] has inspired a
number of fm applications. Let me tell you
how it worked out in my case.
There were three Bay Area channels left
when I applied for a station in Oakland.

ARE

ON

F

WBU
IN

BUFFALO

HERE'S
WHY:
More and more viewers! Right
now, Channel 17's daytime share
of audience is 269% greater* than
it was when NBC purchased
WBUF in December 1955!
WBUF,

with 1,000,000 watts of

selling power, beams your sales
messages into seven out of every
ten homes on the Niagara Frontier. Sell on WBUF and you sell
big in New York State's second
largest market- a market that
spends well over $380 million
every year for grocery products.

SOLD BY iNSel SPOT SALtS

/
COLOR
RADIO!

( unningham & Walsh Inc.

They're all gone now, and mine is the only
one in Oakland. When I applied, I figured
on a five-hour day, with yours truly doing
all the work (and maybe working somewhere else to support it) .
Now, when we go on the air May 15,
we'll be running from 8 a.m. to midnight,
with a staff of five. And enough time presold to meet expenses!
Apparently fm has arrived to stay. I,
for one, thank you for your part in it.
Dan Solo
KAFE

(FM) Oakland, Calif.

In
'Perspective'
editor:
Would you kindly advise me as to the
availability of reprints of your article,
"Radio: Who Listens, When, Where" which
appeared on page 130 of the Feb. 24 ("Per'58") edition of Broadcasting.
Kenspective:Early
Sales Representative
WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are available at
$15.00 per hundred.]
Impressed
editor:

in Chicago

I was very much impressed with the two
chapters you published from the J. Walter
Thompson Co. "Tv Primer" in your March
10 issue.
I would like to order 50 reprints of that
article.
Seymour Banks
Manager, Media Planning Research
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:areReprints
been
sent at
to
Mr.
Banks. They
availablehave
to all
readers
ten cents each.]

KFWB

COMfS TO
colon

""j^BBjUli
kbuz/

I
ing, and was posted around Los Angeles
from Jan. 15 through the end of February.
Blanche E. Butler
Director, Promotion & Publicity
KFWB Los Angeles
Class Distinction
editor:
Please begin three month
twenty-six subscriptions.
Arthur M. Barnes

bulk order

Professor
School of Journalism
State University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
editor:
Confirming our telephone conversation
please consider this an order for 27 3-month
subscriptions.
Eugene S. Foster
Chairman
Radio and Television Center
Syracuse University
Syracuse 10, New York

ABOUT

THE

YEARBOOK

Broadcasting has received scores
of letters in recent weeks asking the
whereabouts of the radio Yearbook,
ordinarily published at this time of
year. In answer: Beginning this year,
both tv and radio Yearbooks are
being combined into a greatly expanded and improved single edition,
scheduled for publication in September. The combined Yearbook will
be priced at $4. Current subscribers
whose subscriptions include either one
or both of the two Yearbook issues
will receive the new edition at no additional cost.
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have the "draw" power...
morning, afternoon
and evening

a maker of hits and
an accredited salesman,

everybody knows
MORT NUSBAUM
... for 20 years
the most effective
salesman in town!

JOEDEANE's
the city's highly popular
"Mr. Recorded Music!"
(daily 12:15-3 p.m.
daily 6:30 8 p.m.
Sunday 12:15-5 p.m.)
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The dynamic Twin Cities of the South, Tampa-St. Petersburg are the center of a prosperous INTERURBIA of
contiguous cities and communities that soon will extend from Sarasota to Jacksonville! Dominate the 34th retail
market* with consistently top rated WTVT!
J
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weekly issues S7.00. Annual subscription including Yearbook Number SI 1.00. Add $1.00 per year for Canadian
and
foreign
postage. Subscriber's occupation required.
Regular
per copy. issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00

$7.00
11.00

title/ position*

a

company name
tddrett
city
Plett i end to h*me *ddre>$ ■
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SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS CHANGES: Send
to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St.,
N.W.,
6, D. C. On changes, please include
both oldWashington
and new addresses.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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IN REVIEW

PRETESTED
the adventures

of

KITTY

FOYLE

Perhaps the televised story of Kitty Foyle
will gain a large and loyal following. Others
— the casual viewers — are going to need
scorecards. Trying on a now-and-then basis
to follow the panorama of characters and
action surging about the heroine can lead
only to vertigo.
A point in favor of the new series is its
hall-hour length, even though sometimes it
takes 10 minutes to get oriented. Other solid
elements are acting, staging and camera
work. As for writer Carlton E. Morse, the
world of Miss Foyle is no One Man's Family,
the radio series which goes on interminably

BRAND-NEW!
FIRST- RUN!

7/

SUCCESS!

V;

Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Mot ion Picture Feature
Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times — "story superior"
— "a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favorite —
certified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

to the author's great credit. But then, these
are not Mr. Morse's characters and he
doesn't need to take responsibility for them.
Still this "natural history of a woman"
bids fair to engross whoever can spare a
faithful half -hour and whoever is not antagonized bythe intrusive organ background.
Production costs: $25,000 per week.
Sustaining on NBC-TV, 2:30-3 p.m. EST,
Mon.-Fri.
Production by Henry Jaffe Enterprises; executive producer: Charles Irving; assoc.
producer and director: Hal Cooper; writer:
Carleton E. Morse, from an original story
by Christopher Morley.
Cast: Kathleen Murray, Ralph Dunn, Bill
Redfield, Valerie Cossart, Staats Cotsworth, and others.
PLAYHOUSE

90

In 1940, "The Male Animal" was a smash
hit on Broadway. Later it was made into a
successful motion picture. When Playhouse
90 brought tv the James Thurber-Elliott
Nugent comedy-drama of the transformation of a thoroughly civilized man into a
male animal, it should have been a great
event. Instead, the telecast contained a
number of very funny scenes and several
tensely dramatic ones, but did not add up
to first rate viewing.
Why? The plot is as timely today as it was
in 1940. Performances were not the problem; the acting was top drawer. Andy Griffith did himself proud as Thomas Turner,
mouse or tiger. Edmond O'Brien scored
heavily as the All-American returned to
the scene of his glory. Ann Rutherford's portrayal of the instructor's wife was
an understandable mixture of love for her
husband, annoyance at his stubborn resistance of authority for a silly principle, desire
for a bit of harmless fun and attraction to
the idea of running off with an old admirer.
Gale Gordon was the same opinionated
domineering character as university trustee
he has been for years as principal of Our
Miss Brooks' Madison High. Richard Sargent made the editor of the college paper
a truly adolescent mixture of culture and
callowness. Charles Ruggles played expertly
his role of the dean who avoided trouble by

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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never reading his classes "anything later
than the 17th century."
Don Mankiewicz adopted the play for tv
with tender loving care, retaining the essential scenes almost verbatim, rewriting as
little as possible, but condensing the stage
play to tv time by pruning out characters
and actions not needed to push the plot

along. That condensation was the production's trouble. The leisurely action that occupied a full half-hour of the first act on
Broadway was cut to a few minutes of airtime. Whereas the theatre audience watched
a state of rather dull normality develop gradually into a predicament of frenzied crisis,
the tv audience got the crisis fullblown without the background. As is so often true of
tv adaptions, the clock's the villain that foils
the best intentions and craftsmanship.
Production costs: Approximately $90,000.
Sponsored by American Gas Assoc. through
Lennen & Newell, Marlboro and Allstate
Insurance through Leo Burnett, BristolMyers
through
BBDO
and KimberlyClark through Foote, Cone & Belding, live
on CBS-TV March 13, 9:30-11 p.m. EST.
Producer: Martin Manulis; director: Vincent
J. Donehue.
BOOKS
MADISON AVENUE, U.S.A., by Martin
Mayer: Harper & Bros., 49 E. 33rd St.,
New York, 332 pp. $4.95.
For over a decade now — or ever since
Frederic Wakeman left Foote, Cone &
Belding to write The Hucksters — the hapless denizens of Ulcer Gulch have found
themselves pinned down by literary crossfire, much of it emanating from within
their own camp. The adman's worst enemy
apparently has been his disgruntled and
frustrated colleague in the next cubicle,
hard at work grinding out The Great American Expose rather than one of the Hundred
Great Ads.
His best friend may yet turn out to be
an outsider, 31 -year-old freelancer Martin
Mayer, whose Wall Street: Men and Money
made quite a splash in that precinct several
years ago. For ' Mr. Mayer is that rare
species of Madison Ave. birdwatcher, an
immensely fair, meticulous reporter with a
phonographic ear for playing back executive
pronouncements as faithfully as the manner
in which they were first uttered. With wit,
finesse and a sociologist's eye for describing
tribal habits, Mr. Mayer has written what
might well be the definitive study of advertising in America at mid-century — no mean
task. His outlook is not that of the textbook writer; he leaves that task to Prof.
Albert W. Frey. The book makes no pretense to cover the entire subject and, as
such, the author is free to probe quite
deeply beyond the crusty outer shell of
Madison Ave. — past the fictionalized strata
of oversexed vice presidents and into the
working arena of the man in the gray
flannel suit. (Apropos, Mr. Mayer has proof
that the suit is really the armor of the public
relations man, not the adman).
While Mr. Mayer is fair, he does not
lean over backwards; rather, he peers rather
closely at his subjects, radiates "empathy"
— the favorite word at Norman, Craig &
Kummel — and a professional's appreciation
of the life and (often) hard times of the
advertising practitioner. He dwells not on
the clowns of commerce, instead deals with
the giants of the industry. The fact that Mr.
Mayer spends most of the book with only
a handful of agencies, especially Thompson
and Bates, should not detract from its
quality.
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"SHOW
ISTA's "SHOW
BUSINESS"

BUSINESS"
with George
Jessel . . . the kind of television program your viewers will never
forget — because it helps them to remember. Remember
the greatest moments

/VT/4's

"SHOW

BUSINESS"

in the entertainment

world . . . and your product!

. . . the show that provides a new excitement every week ... a
panorama of the wonderful world of entertainment from Vaudeo

t
/

NOW

MAKES

to Video . . . nostalgic, warm,
family tvill love!

39

SHOW

crowded

Fabulous

HISTORY!

with chuckles and belly-laughs ... the kind of television program

Half-Hours

We'll be happy to arrange

HAROLD GOLDMAN,

BUSINESS

for national

and

regional

a screening ... at your home

or office —you

National

Executive Vice-President

sponsorship
name

the whole

. . . Available

Now!

it!

Telefilm Associates, Inc.

Coliseum Tower 10 Columbus Circle New York 19, N. Y.
JUdson 2-7300

ATLANTA:
Trinity 3-3343

BOSTON:
Liberty 2-9633

CHICAGO:
Michigan 2,5561

DALLAS:
Riverside 7-6559

HOLLYWOOD:
Olympia 2-7222

MEMPHIS:
Jackson 6-1565

MINNEAPOLIS:
Federal 8-7013

TORONTO:
Walnut 4-3766

LONDON:
Vigilante 4557

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

one

to

one

BIG

Mid-Gulf!

the

cover

has been pulling further and

For two years, WKRG-TV
further ahead

takes

just

it

Now

EQUIPMENT DONATED • KRCA-TV
Los Angeles has presented a color tv monitor
and a precision cathode ray oscilloscope

Mobile

in the BILLION-DOLLAR-PLUS

Market. Also Nielsen (No. 2) gives WKRG-TV
46,000 extra families in seven extra counties
over Station "X".

NOW

■8

NEW

ADDS

TOWER

TALLER

POWER

Now

the tallest tower in the Mid-Gulf
sea level, 1057

terrain . . . adds still more
The map

below

shows

Coast area ... 1 1 99

feet above

to WKRG-TVs
this greater

average

basic coverage.
power.

For the full story of the No. 1 Station in the
Mid-Gulf

area, call your Avery-Knodel

man

or ... C. P. Persons, Jr., V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

Meridian

•

ALABAMA

SOLID LINE — WKRG-TVs old 40
DBU area.
SHADED AREA— Coverage added by
WKRG-TVs new tower.
DOTTED LINE— Past and present 40
DBU area of Station "X".

specifying its site. WHBC's tabulated results
(61.5% like the present site) were sent to
every member of the City Council and City
administration. With the listener mandate,
the mayor and council members concluded
the question had been answered and are

OBI
Reps.
March 24, 1958

A CERTAIN TYPE • WCAU Philadelphia
responded to a blood emergency at a local
hospital March 1 with special bulletins requesting all "O-Negative" blood donors to
report immediately to the hospital. By 3 p.m.
that day the hospital blood bank reported
more than 200 phone calls from potential
donors and other donors appeared in person.
BUTTONED UP • KRNT-TV Des Moines
d.j. Bill Riley urged listeners to his noontime
show to help meet the need for buttons by
the Des Moines Goodwill Industries. In two
weeks more than 200,000 buttons were piled
in the KRNT-TV studios. As an added feature Mr. Riley ran a button-count guessing
contest and a local businessman donated a
$200 merchandise prize for the winner.
OFFERS PR COUNSEL • Anderson &
Cairns, New York advertising agency, has
volunteered as public relations counsel for
New Eyes for the Needy Inc., Short Hills,
N. J., a non-profit national service organization which provides eyeglasses for those
who cannot afford them.
TAX FORUM • WTOP-TV Washington
presented four income tax experts from the
Internal Revenue Service on their own panel
quiz program two weeks ago. Operation
Form 1040 provided answers to income tax
problems telephoned by viewers to the panel
via a special line hookup. The program is one
of a series of income tax programs to be
presented before April 15. During the hour
show more than 1 50 questions were answered
by the experts. IRS officials plan to extend
the program in its present format to other
districts throughout the country.

ALABAMA

REWARD OFFERED • WLOF Orlando,
Fla., has offered $500 cash for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons responsible for a series of
bomb scares in Orlando which closed six
schools Feb. 26. The offer was aired on all

Avery-Knodel

newscasts as part of the station's on-the-spot
coverage of the story.

WKRG-TV

•

POLL SETS SITE • WHBC Canton, Ohio,
registered 5,886 opinions telephoned by
listeners during its 19-hour broadcast schedule March 12 in a poll to determine the
location of a new City Hall. Voters of
Canton had approved the building without

proceeding with plans for immediate construction, WHBC reports.
feet above

Page 24

from the station's transmitter plant to the
department of engineering and technology
of Pasadena City College. The equipment,
originally valued at approximately $5,000,
was presented hy John Knight, engineer in
charge of KRCA-TV, as part of a cooperative effort between college and station to
advance technical education.
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OUR
CASE HISTORY TRAVEL

to

Across -the -Board

News=

RESPECTS

Willson

Masters

Tuttle

IF a Hollywood talent scout hadn't happened to be in the audience of a Blackfriars
show at the U. of Chicago on a May evening in 1934, Willson Masters Tuttle
might today be checking legal briefs instead of tv scripts. But the scout
was there and young Tuttle was soon on his way to Hollywood, a Fox Films Corp.
studio contract in his pocket. Abandoned without a pang was the legal career mapped
out for him by his lawyer father.

Pacific!

For the next two years, Bill Tuttle's working hours were spent largely at Fox's
Western Ave. studios. Today, nearly 25 years later, Mr. Tuttle is again spending part
of his work week at these studios, now occupied by TCF Television Productions. This
time, he is not there as an actor but as vice president of Fuller & Smith & Ross and

IF you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of the area's eight
million usually are), Union Pacific will
reach you . . . VIA KBIG RADIO.

manager of the agency's new office in Beverly Hills, Calif., to supervise production
of the Perry Mason tv programs on behalf of Libbey-Owens-Ford, alternate sponsor
of the series on CBS-TV. For another F&S&R account, Aluminum Co. of America,

All Aboard,

Union

U P HITS SOLIDLY at the 99%

radio

homes and 80% radio-equipped cars
(1 Va autos per family!) with four newscasts aday on The Catalina Station.
"WE PICKED KBIG four years ago as a
basic for Union Pacific" says Marion
Welborn, Vice-President, The Caples
Company advertising agency, "because
its 10,000-watt island-based signal on
740 kc covers all eight counties of
Southern California, at lowest cost-perthousand. This year we have quadrupled KBIG programming for the
railroad'.'
"NEWS ON KBIG has both quantity and
quality" adds H. J. Forbes, Union
Pacific Los Angeles advertising manager. "Hourly reports from AP, UP,
and City News Service, plus Sigalert
traffic bulletins, give us complete coverage. The air work of Alan Lisser and
Larry Berrill, year-after-year award
winners in their field, assures prestige!'
WHATEVER YOUR CATEGORY, your
KBIG or Weed contact has a handy file
of case histories to help your evaluation
of Southern California Radio.

he also keeps a watchful eye on Four Star Films' Alcoa Theatre on NBC-TV.
Even more of Mr. Tuttle's time and attention is devoted to the future programming
of these and other clients of his agency. "Right now I'm busy checking new program
ideas for the 1959-60 season," he said last week. "The packagers and networks are
all thinking that far in advance and we've got to keep up with them. It's no longer safe
to wait to look at pilots when they hit Madison Ave. I'm reading scripts and
synopses and discussing ideas that haven't even been written down yet, trying to get
options on the kind of tv material that will most effectively serve the interests of
our accounts.
"That's on the assumption that they'll still be using tv two years from now," he
added. "Even the largest advertisers are taking a long, hard look at their tv expenditures and if the producers and networks and syndicators don't find some means of
keeping their costs from spiraling out of sight, a lot of companies may well be driven
back to pen-and-ink advertising."
Between Mr. Tuttle's first visit to Hollywood as a 20-year-old actor (he was born
in Chicago on Feb. 8, 1914) and his present post there, his career has encompassed
a variety of disparate but not entirely unrelated activities. In 1936 he returned to
Chicago as a member of the resident acting company of the Art Institute's Goodman
Theatre and a year later he continued east to act in two Schubert productions on
Broadway. In 1937 he also entered radio as an announcer at WOR New York,
successively becoming night manager and head of production for that station. WOR
originated many programs for MBS, a circumstance that led to a meeting with Bourne
Ruthrauff, then a vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan. Further meetings led to an
invitation to join the agency and on Jan. 1, 1940, Willson Tuttle left WOR to become
supervisor of daytime programs at R&R.
AFTER an interlude with the program production firm of A & S Lyons, he returned
to R&R in 1943 as head of new program development and executive producer of
The Shadow, Lanny Ross Show and Court of Missing Heirs. The next year took him
back to Hollywood as producer of Everything for the Boys, sponsored by Electric
Auto-Lite on NBC with Ronald Colman as star. In 1946 he became a board member,
vice president and client contact executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan.
The switch of Lever Bros.' Big Town tv series from live to film in the fall of
1952 kept Mr. Tuttle in Hollywood much of the time. He returned to New York
with the conviction that film would soon become the core of tv programming and
the desire to get into the tv film business. The first of the next year, when United
Television Programs was reorganized through a merger of the original UTP with
Gross-Krasne and Studio Films, its letterhead bore the name of W. M. Tuttle as

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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president. But things didn't work out as expected and in the summer of 1953 he
joined the John Gibbs program organization as vice president in charge of sales
and program development, handling such programs as Robert Montgomery Presents,
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars, Welcome Travelers and Charter Boat (filmed in Bermuda).
In May 1955, Mr. Tuttle was named vice president of F&S&R and tv supervisor
for Alcoa, for which he arranged sponsorship of the Alcoa Hour, dramatic series
broadcast live from New York. Early in 1958, after the program had changed from
60 to 30 minutes, from live to film and from New York to Hollywood, he moved
west to open the agency's Southern California office.
When Mr. Tuttle first joined Ruthrauff & Ryan in 1940, one of the daytime programs that came under his jurisdiction was Big Sister, starring Alice Frost. They were
lune 27, 1941, and his only complaint about his move to California is that
he is temporarily separated from his wife while she completes commitments to continue as 3 he Second Mrs. Burton in the daytime radio serial of that name. His hobbies
are golf, swimming and photography.
Broadcasting
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*Ninth in a series of ads showing how WKMH
serves the Michigan Public in Greater Defroif.

WKMH
DEARBORN-DETROIT
John J. Carroll, Managing Dir.

FRED A. KNORR, Pres.
KNORR
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CORP.

Represented by Headley-Reed

NINE

These

gentlemen

whose

by-lines have recently been seen

over broadcasting's well-read "Monday Memo" feature are perhaps best known for their ability to create productive buy lines.
All are leading agency executives ; seven, in fact, are presidents of
their agencies. They know whereof they speak - and they have
spoken in BROADCASTING, voicing expert opinions about radio and
television advertising, the nature of commercials, subliminal projection, today's agency services . . . and an authoritative roster of
other relevant subjects.
More than discussions . . . more than reviews of accepted facts . . .
what these men have written exclusively for broadcasting is articulate and penetrating, reflecting the dynamism that has made
them top figures in advertising. Small wonder that "Monday
Memo", in only a few months, has become one of the most-read,
most-quoted and most-applauded
most business publication.

HAVE

YOU

MET

features in radio-&-TV's

OUR

fore-

WRITERS?

Yet "Monday Memo" is only one of many reasons why more people who count throughout the radio and television advertising field
PAY

to have broadcasting reach their desks every week, broadcasting has more PAID subscribers (as verified by the Audit

Bureau of Circulations) than the next three radio-TV publications
combined . . . more PAID circulation among agencies and advertiser . . . more PAID circulation among station management . . .
more PAID coverage of everybody
realm of radio-&-TV business !

who's anybody

in the whole

BROADCASTING
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY

OF TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington

6, D. C.

A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

SIGURD S. LARMON
President and Board Chairman, Young & Rubicam

CHARLES H. BROWER
President, B B D 0

"On Being a 'Pioneer' or 'Settler' as Television Expands Its Frontier"
(The pros and cons of pioneering or being conventional in a medium where some risks are necessarily
less calculated — but sometimes more rewarding.)

"Even Chinese Proverbs Are Inadequate for the Picture With Right Words"
(A colorful evaluation of some basic advertising principles, with a final emphasis on television.)

ARTHUR C. FATT
President, Grey Advertising

NORMAN B. NORMAN
President, Norman, Craig & Kummel

FAIRFAX CONE
President, Foote, Cone & Belding

"Don't Bury the Product You Have Come to Praise"
(Definitive thoughts on TV commercials — and some
guiding principles toward their success.)

"Relate Your Sales Message to the Customer's Own

"What's Really Wrong With TV Commercials?"
(Commentaries on present problems confronting TV
commercials — and an optimistic note of appraisal.)

MARION HARPER
President, McCann-Erickson
"How Agency Services Cut the Risk in TV"
(A closer look at the many activities and "added services" provided by agencies that mean TV investments
-rather than gambles — for the clients they serve.)

(Some pertinent clues to the enigma of successful
advertising, pointing out the value of empathy.)
World"

ROBERT E. LUSK
President, Benton & Bowles

WALTER WEIR
Executive Vice President, Donahue & Coe

HANK BOORAEM
Vice President, Radio-TV, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather

"Needed: An End to the 'Huckster' Concept"
(A call to arms for all in advertising to combat the
popular but fallacious concepts about the "ad man".)

"Subliminal Projection: Is It Worthwhile Or Will It
Just Pass Away?"
(An examination of a timely controversy, concluding
that SP is not long for this advertising world.)

"John May Very Well Love Mary-But Does This Mood
Match Your Commercial?"
(A provocative plea for commercials that match the
mood of the program presenting them.)

It's the high acceptance of the Jac LeGofF
newscasts (6:30 and 1 1 P.M.) that makes
newscast time Channel 2 time in the 1,900,000
TV homes served by WJBK-TV.

Definitely,

Detroit's most frequently quoted, most widely
watched, most outstanding newscaster.

One in a series of local personalities
and feotures, complementing the fine
CBS program lineup, that makes WJBK-TV
a vital force in Detroit.

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL

DETROIT
Basic CBS

100,000 watts, 1,057-ft. tower
Full color facilities

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC

STORER

NATIONAL

SALES

OFFICES:

625 Madison, New

York 22, N.Y., 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, HI., Ill Sutter, San Francisco, Ca
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HOW

THEY'RE

Few phases of today's broadcast business are
(1) more discussed and (2) less understood than

USED,

AND

WHY

ings figure in the buying — and selling — of broad
cast time comes to light today (Monday) with re-

program ratings. That they are (3) important is lease of results from a cross-country survey taken
crystal clear to anyone who has tried to sell a among 326 advertising agency buyers. The forum:
5.2 against a 9.6.
A major attempt to find out why and how
mm

A new insight into timebuyers' attitudes
toward program ratings is revealed in
survey results issued by NBC Spot Sales.
While "a small minority" of buyers favor
"buying by the numbers" and another group
of about the same size is just as heartily
opposed to this practice, the substantial
majority hold that ratings are at best a guide
to be equated with such other factors as
audience composition, surrounding material,
frequency of exposure, station integrity, station standing in community, experience and
overall know-how.
Other highlights of the report, which incorporates findings from the first survey
among members of the new nationwide
NBC Spot Sales Timebuyer Opinion Panel,
include these:
• The average buyer has at least two
rating services for use in buying spot television, and at least two for spot radio.
Among the 326 buyers who responded to
this survey, the leading services were
American Research Bureau and Nielsen
for spot tv, Pulse and Nielsen for spot
radio.
• About two-fifths prefer to use the Nielsen or ARB "total homes reached" figures,
where available, rather than project ratings
to a coverage base.
• Approximately three out of ten buyers
"regularly" consider the point spread that
represents the "margin of error" in looking
at a program rating, four out of ten do so
"sometimes" and about three out of ten
never do. Smaller agencies are more apt to
disregard the point spread: 32% of this
group said they never consider it, as against
22% among the larger agencies.
• More than four out of ten "frequently"
or "sometimes" average the ratings of two
or more services in order to get a composite, but only one out of twenty "always"
does. Averaging also occurs more often in
smaller shops; 3 1 % of the panelists in agencies billing less than $5 million said they

rat-

NBC Spot Sales' Timebuyer
answers: see below.

of the buyers in the large agency group;
"never" by 37% of those in the smaller
agencies. One-third of the buyers in smaller
agencies and one-tenth of those in larger
ones would like station representatives to
submit "averaged-out" ratings on
availabilities sheets.

their

• Two out of five buyers have cost-perthousand cut-off points beyond which they
will not buy spot television. Such cut-offs are
more common among the panelists in large
agencies (24%) than in small ones (16%).
NBC Spot Sales felt that "it is very likely
that such cut-off points are established with
reference to specific accounts, rather than as
a matter of overall agency policy."
• Slightly more than half the panelists
said they "always" or "frequently" use
cumulative (unduplicated) audience data in
buying announcements in strips, while 37%
use it "sometimes" and only 9% "never."
In bigger shops the "cume" is more popular
(60% of buyers use it "always" or "frequently") than in smaller shops (47%).
• Buyers do not rely on just the latest
ratings: three out of four said an "upward
rating trend" over a period of months is an
important factor in the decision to buy. But
again this varies considerably by the size of
shop. In large shops 85% of the panelists
said it influenced their decisions; in smaller
agencies, 67%.
• Apart from ratings, qualitative factors
often spell the difference between a sale and
a miss. Audience composition is probably
the most important of these other factors;
96% of the panel consider it "always" or
"frequently," and three-fourths of the group
rated it important enough to warrant inclusion on the availability sheets submitted
by salesmen. Other high-ranked qualitative
factors, in order of mention: personality
cooperation
and
merchandising services
What

45

timebuyers

Opinion

Panel.

The

(each mentioned by more than half of the
buyers); station prestige, sales success stories
and mail-pull data. By and large, however,
buyers in smaller agencies set more store by
these factors than those in larger agencies.
The 326 panel members who responded
to the first NBC Spot Sales survey represented 225 agencies in all parts of the U. S.
In releasing the results, Thomas B. McFadden, NBC vice president, expressed the
view that creation of the panel "marks a
giant step toward meeting a conspicuous
need of the broadcasting industry." He said
NBC Spot Sales felt it would "illuminate
the changing nature and increasing problems
of timebuying, and provide a sounding board
for present-day theories and buying practices. Equally important, it will give timebuyers the opportunity to express themselves, as individuals and as a group."
Mr. McFadden thought the replies to the
ratings questionnaires "help to isolate the
actual use of ratings from the half-truths and
suppositions surrounding them." He added:
"We wanted to know the honest and thoughtful views of the men and women who use
ratings in making daily decisions on how
millions of advertising dollars are to be
spent. . . . We feel we have succeeded to a
large extent in this pioneering effort."
The report made clear that although the
survey returns were substantial, they "are
not meant to be projected to the total universe of several thousand persons engaged,
directly or indirectly, in the purchase of
broadcast time." Rather, they "represent an
interesting reflection of current opinions and
practices among a very important segment
of More
the timebuying
than 75% fraternity."
of the respondents (245
out of the 326) added some thoughts of
their own to questionnaire replies. For 45
of those comments, see page 32.

think

about

five

ratings

ratings

"always" or "frequently" follow this practice, while in the larger shops the total was
5%. Ratings are "never" averaged by 69%
Broadcasting

The

panel's

reply

on

questions
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

What

45

timebuyers

Formation of a "non-profit audience research organization" by agencies, advertisers
and media was one suggestion that came
back when NBC Spot Sales canvassed its
new Timebuyer Opinion Panel on the subject of program ratings. This was only one
of several proposals advanced by timebuyers, many of whose remarks are excerpted
below. Among others:
Thai all markets be surveyed monthly;
rating books should be published and delivered more quickly; each book should contain
an alphabetical index of programs; services
should initiate secret rating weeks; services
should be "more fairly priced" for small
agencies; all rating services should report
audience composition figures; a station
should report one rating service and not
switch from one to another according to
which gives it the best marks.
I hf comments:
SEYMOUR banks, manager, media planning and
research, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
"Television (and radio, too) is a complex
medium, and audience size is only one
element in the entire selection procedure.
Others are audience composition, cost, relationship between commercial and surrounding material — programs, announcements,
etc. — geographical distribution of audience,
patterns of accumulation and frequency
of exposure over time."
ANN

JANOWICZ, manager, timebuyer department, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

"Ratings are indications and not conclusions. All rating services available should
be reviewed and used as buying guides not
for their numbers but for their indications
of relating one availability to another. The
more rating information available the better.
Although the rating services are all supposed
to be measuring the same thing — size of
audience — the differences in their techniques tend to adjust their findings. Therefore,
you cannot compare a rating of one survey
with a rating of another. The comparisons
must be made within the same survey. Two
different surveys measuring the same period
can quote different sizes of audience but a
buyer can get some value out of using both
by comparing trends and overall popularity
appeals of program types."
PAUL CLARK, timebuyer, Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York.
"Ratings are as necessary to air media as
ABC data is to print media. They help determine value of advertising and keep costs
at reasonable levels. The ever-present problems are that they are self-contradictory and
conflict with other services in the same area."
W. ARTHUR FIELDEN, Bishopric Green Fielden,
Miami.
"A. Need demonstration acceptable by
layman as to adequacy of 'sample'. The statistical gobbledygook available is confusing.
"B. However [ratings are] far better than
Page 32
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about

guesswork, client's, relative's opinions, etc.
A useful tool if intelligently studied."
DOUGLAS K. BURCH, media group supervisor, Lea
Burnett Co., Chicago.
"Ratings, while important, are but one
measure of an availability's suitability and
desirability. Experience, know-how and
sound judgment are the good timebuyer's
stock in trade. At best, ratings are but an
indication, and a relative one at that. The
worst possible fault . . . and one that too
many stations as well as buyers are guilty
of . . . is to treat a rating as an absolute
measurement. Properly used, ratings are a
guide, never a crutch upon which to support
ROLAND
C. GALLMAN, timebuyer, Erwin Wasey,
decisions."
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles.
"Since I buy spot tv in about 95% of the
tv markets, ARB, the only service with extensive coverage of most markets, is the
only one I can use; not only because it
usually is the only service available, but for
comparison of markets for a syndicated or
network show. The advertiser wishes to see
only ARB ratings. If we were not consistent,
we could pick the service with the highest
rating, when more than one is available.
ARB reports are the easiest to read and
with."
workGRUNEWALD,
TED
vice president, Hicks & Greist,
New York.
"Rating services are given too much importance inarriving at timebuying decisions.
Often they are misinterpreted . . . everyone
has an axe to grind and uses a rating report
to his advantage. Ratings have no relation
to sales impact . . . passive listening is not
reflected . . . nor who is listening or the buying power or needs of the listener."
PAUL DAVIS, media director, McCann-Erickson,
Los Angeles.
"The greatest problem is the tendency on
the part of relatively unsophisticated advertisers to rely entirely on ratings. Any experienced timebuyer knows that subjective
judgment must be exercised and that rigid
reliance on inflexible statistical buying formulas is too constricting for optimum purchasing performance. There remains a considerable educational job throughout the advertising profession in regard to the strengths
and shortcomings of the present rating sysCHARLOTTE B. SMITH, owner, Charlotte Smith
Adv., Seattle.
tems."
"Ratings, at best, are incomplete. They
are — over a period of time — indicative of
trends. But they tell too little about the audience— its age, its mood, its education, and
most of all its 'wants'.
". . . The best help we know in filling in
the gaps is an alert, well-informed station
representative who is willing to, and does,
report frankly on what his station can do,
and so alerts us to opportunities gained in
his more personal knowledge of the station
and market.

ratings

ANITA WASSERMAN, timebuyer, L. C. Gumbinner Adv., New York.
"I am distressed at the widespread trend
— and fight it in myself — to use ratings as
the final, all-inclusive reason for making a
buy. I am glad that our agency is not one
of those which restrict timebuyers to the
use of one rating service in making decisions. All are of use — all have their limitations, either in sample size, method used,
etc. Judgment, experience, atmosphere for
your spots to hit the audience you hope to
sell, station's integrity and acceptance in
the local community, all must be considered
— not ratings alone."
JACQ'JE MOLINARO, timebuyer, Mottl & Siteman, Beverly Hills.
"A rating service is a tool of the trade.
Its primary use is to show the client that he
is buying circulation. The claims of the
various rating services have gotten out of
hand. Broadcasting is an intangible business
and ratings, though for the most part based
on half truths, are a tangible point on which
to base a decision. If the industry would
look at the ratings with a bit of humor instead of making a federal case out of each
tenth of a rating point, we could all relax
and find a little joy in timebuying."
HELENE SELLERY, media buyer, Stromberger, La
Vene, McKenzie, Los Angeles.
"I feel we have over-estimated rating
services and misused ratings to the point
where most buyers are documented by statistical extensions to the nth degree of what
should merely be an indication of the value
of a spot or program. I find that creative
buying will not meet with client approval
unless it can be documented. This is a great
handicap to a buyer and in turn, to the
client. Lower rated programs and spots may
have a greater concentration of potential
customers but are passed up in favor of a
lower cost-per-thousand or larger gross
audience. Too much has been based on
mathematics to the exclusion of good
SAL J. AGOVINO, timebuyer, McCann-Erickson,
New York.
judgment."
"Too much emphasis is placed upon
ratings; however, they are our only source
in determining the values of available time
on a market-by-market basis to clients. To
say, 'We feel this represents an improvement,' is not as strong a selling tool as,
'This represents an improvement as the
following rating service indicates.' Rating
services for the most part are doing the
best job possible — this is all we can hope
TONI PEARSON, timebuyer, Alvin Epstein Adv.,
Washington.
"When the rating becomes the end, rather
than the means, and a set of figures is accepted as the essence, rather than the symbolic figure of living, buying (or non-buying)
flesh-and-blood people, timebuying is not
for."
Broadcasting

functioning properly in the over-all picture
of advertising. In radio today, for instance,
we see programming bowing to the Great
Allah— "The Rating." "Top fifty's" the
country over are replacing the sound programming where buying audiences remained
loyal listeners. Where these listeners are going is not pertinent here, but do we honestly

intelligence level, economic stratum, etc. —
then the rating may be considered scientific
authority and will deserve devout adherence. Until then, however, common sense

ABC circulation is for newspapers? After
all, the Times carries more lineage than the
News, even though its circulation is only
one-third or one-fourth that of the News."

must govern the use of ratings."
ROBERT GLATZER, timebuyer, Ben Sackheim,
New York.

MORT YANOW, radio-tv director, Feigenbaum,
& Wermen, Philadelphia.

"There are at least
portant than ratings:
sponsor identification
audience. I am in full

believe the "rock-and-roll" fan represents
today's massive buying potential? Yet, station manager after station manager explains
the program-switching (jumping into the
sacrificial fires of the all-powerful rating) . . .
"Because we're not getting the 'national
business' we should." When the rating can
reflect with scientific certainty the exact
time and exact number of people who will
be listening, giving their exact mood, age,

three things more imthe vehicle itself, the
and the nature of the
agreement with Walter

Guild's most perceptive article in Variety
the other week. And while I, too, am
worried when ratings go down, I am still
more concerned that the right message is
reaching the right audience. Why should
ratings in tv be any more important than

"1. Definitely feel that more effort should
he made to fairly price rating service for
small agencies.
"2. Favor 'secret' rating weeks.
"3. Favor ARB's Arbitron if can be made
feasible economically.
"4. Favor less stress on ratings alone.
Ratings at best are only indications.
ratings.
"5. Favor audience composition for all
"6. Frown on stations using one service

v:-:.*...v.w.v.

The

panel's

reply

on

Among the many questions NBC Spot Sales put to its
panel of 326 timebuyers were these five especially significant
ones. The answers are given as total of the entire panel
(first column) and broken down into agency categories (second and third columns). The largest response in each column
is in bold face.
HOW

IMPORTANT

IS AUDIENCE

DATA?

To what extent do you consider audience composition data
in the purchase of announcements?
Total
ALWAYS
FREQUENTLY
SOMETIMES
NEVER
NOT REPORTING

DO THEY CONSIDER

59%
37
3
0
1

Billing Over
$5 Million
61%
37
1
0
1

Billing Under
$558%
Million
37
4
0
1

POINT SPREADS?

Rating services usually state that a true rating is somewhere
within a "point-spread" or "standard-deviation" range above
and below the printed rating figure. (Thus, for ARB, if a
rating is 5.0 and the sample size 400, the deviation would be
2.2 in either direction.) To what extent do you employ this
concept in considering availabilities on competing stations?
10%
10%
10%
17
ALWAYS
40
19
FREQUENTLY
21
42
SOMETIMES
46
28
22
32
NEVER
1
NOT REPORTING
1
1
DO

THEY AVERAGE

RATINGS?

In view of the sometimes considerable differences among
ratings services, do you average the ratings of two or more
services?
1%
7%
always
5%
4
23
frequently 15
25
31
sometimes
28
69
NEVER
50
1
NOT REPORTING 2
372

Broadcasting
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ratings

DO THEY USE CUMULATIVE

questions
DATA?

In making announcement buys in strips, to what extent do
you use cumulative (unduplicated) audience data?
Billing Over
13%Under
Billing
Total
21%
$5 Million
16%
$5 Million
ALWAYS
FREQUENTLY
SOMETIMES
NEVER
NOT REPORTING
WHAT

36
37
9
2

ELSE INFLUENCES

39
33
5
2
THE BUY?

12
40
34
to bring

In considering the purchase of the lower-rated of
ticipations or programs, would the following help two paraboutYES,
affirmative decision:
SALES SUCCESS STORIES
50%
27%
YES, USUALLY 41%
40
INFREQUENTLY 31
NO
19
NOT REPORTING 9
MAIL YES,
PULL DATA

25
168

25
15
10

39
36

33
15
35

9

17

50

24
61

30
6
8

38
8
4

5
10

42

36

46

INFREQUENTLY 27
NO
18
NOT REPORTING 13
YES,
MERCHANDISING
SERVICES

37
21
6

20
17
17

YES, USUALLY

53

44

59

INFREQUENTLY 33
NO
8
NOT REPORTING 6

43
9
4

26
8
7

YES, USUALLY

26

infrequently 36
no
24
not reporting 14
YES,
PERSONALITY
COOPERATION
56
YES, USUALLY
INFREQUENTLY
NO
NOT
YES, REPORTING
STATION PRESTIGE
YES, USUALLY

,1
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
.is criterion one month and another the next
month, depending on which is best.
"7. Quite difficult to judge a station's
standing in a market when they use a rating
service dilTerent from the one used by other
stations in the same market."
EDWARD TASHJIAN, timebuyer, F.mil Mogul Co.,
New York.
". . . One of many yardsticks in the timebuying function. Ratings should only be
used to judge the relative popularity among
programs, not as an absolute figure that
determines homes reached. There are far too
many pitfalls (hypoed rating weeks, program changes, etc.) for ratings to be used
in the latter sense."
ELIZABETH W. KIGHT, radio-tv director, Kight
Adv., Columbus, Ohio.
"I do not believe in the use of ratings
per se, but do use them as a 'yardstick'
mostly because clients seem to have heard
a lot about ratings.
"I consider audience breakdown first in
importance (especially in food products
field). I would like to see even more breakdowns by rating services and stations and
station representatives along the line of
audience
breakdown — including income
LATEST

rather blindly' from the time-of-day stand"Also, there can be much work done in
point.
furnishing agencies more information on
particular community habits, which differ
widely in different parts of the country. For
instance a community's dinner hour may
vary widely from that of other community
areas — and this must enter into the purchasing picture, necessarily. The same pertains
to how early people retire for the night, and
conversely what audience stays up for late
movies — and the potential purchasing power
of this audience for the products to be conROBERT
sidered."H. PETERSON, president, Bob Peterson
Ltd., Honolulu, T. II.
"Generally speaking, we are inclined to
prefer a rating service which is sponsored
by many, or all, stations rather than just
one or two. We place less credence in the
reliability and accuracy of a survey made
during a period known in advance by the
stations. Although it is more costly, the
survey using a large sample compared with
population is more inclined to be accepted
as being accurate. If the survey questions
are phrased correctly, we are inclined to

ARB

NETWORK

prefer the direct interview type of survey
over the diary type. (The interviewers must
be well trained.)"
WILLIAM B. KROSKE, radio-tv producer, Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.
"We refuse to bow to the omnipotence of
ratings! Ratings are taken as an indication,
in our shop. Certainly we consider them important, but so is the 'common sense'
evaluation of the market, time slot, competition and the program itself. Something else
we refuse to do is to project a limited area
rating to a complete station coverage area."
RUDOLPH MARTI, timebuyer, Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis.
"Ratings are frequently the most important factor to determine the best buy. A buyer can't assume every salesman is right and
that his station can deliver more homes than
his competition. The rating services add a
great deal in controlling and verifying the
many statements that are submitted."
GEORGE HUELSER, timebuyer, Maxon Inc., New
York.
"Everyone and his brother seems to be
attacking ratings and their use. They are
necessary. They can be given properly and
used properly. Qualify them to sex, age.

RATINGS'

PULSE
TOP

groups, shift-change times for major industries in large city areas where we must buy

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for February
Rating
Once-A-Week
Rank
Feb.
1.
38.3
Como
2. Perry
38.2
Gunsmoke
36.1
3. Lucy-Desi Show
34.5
4. Playhouse 90
5. Danny Thomas
34.2
6.
30.9
Hitchcock
7. Alfred
29.4
Groucho Marx
28.9
8. December Bride
Shirley Temple
28.9
Storybook
10. Loretta Young
28.7
28.2
11. Person To Person
27.9
12. Lineup
27.5
13. Climax
14. I've Got a Secret
27.2
27.1
15. Ed Sullivan
16. Wyatt Earp
26.5
17. G. E. Theatre
25.9
Have Gun, Will Travel 25.9
19. Red Skelton
25.9
20. Father Knows Best
25.8
Rating
Multi-weekly
Rank
Feb.
17.0
1. Mickey Mouse Club
12.3
2. CBS News
11.9
3. Price Is Right
4. Art Linkletter
11.3
10.9
5. Queen For a Day
6. American Bandstand
9.6
9.6
Captain Kangaroo
8. Guiding Light
9.4
Verdict Is Yours
9.4
10. Search For Tomorrow
9.2
Copyright 1958 Pulse Inc.

TOP

Jan.
38.3
39.2
37.6
35.1
31.8
31.6
30.2
27.9
28.5
28.7
29.8
27.7
29.8
30.4
28.9

Jan.
17.7
13.0
10.8
11.2
10.6
9.5
11.0
10.0
9.4
9.8

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Feb. 1-7
Rank
Rating
1. Gunsmoke
48.9
2. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnez
46.0
3. Perry Como
45.5
4. Shirley Temple Storybook 40.0
5. I've Got a Secret
39.9
6. Maverick
38.5
7. You Bet Your Life
38.0
8. Danny Thomas
37.9
9. Person To Person
36.8
10. Wyatt Earp
36.2
Rank
Viewers (000)
1. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnez
54,030
2. Perry Como
53,080
3. Gunsmoke
52,090
4. Shirley Temple Storybook 45,860
5. Chevy Show-Roy Rogers 41,560
6. Danny Thomas
38,590
7. People Are Funny
38,210
8. Have Gun, Will Travel 37,200
9. Wagon Train
36,680
10. You Bet Your Life
35,500
Copyright 1958 American Research Bureau

NIELSEN
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for Jan. 26-Feb. S
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
Rank
(0oo)
1. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz 19,550
2. Gunsmoke
18 785

3.
4.
5.
6.
9.
7.
8.

Danny Thomas Show
PerryGot
Como
Show
I've
a Secret

Wagon
Train
Wyatt Earp
Cheyenne
Bob Hope Show
1. Tales of Wells Fargo
10.
Rank
2.
3.
4. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
Gunsmoke
5.
6. Danny Thomas Show
Perry Como Show
Cheyenne
I've
Got a Secret
7. Wagon Train
8. Wyatt Earp
10.
9. Bob Hope Show
Tales of Wells Fargo
1.
Rank

13,428
15,343
14,620
45.1
46.7
% Homes*
39.9
39.8
39.1
38.8
38.7
38.0
37.6
35.4

AVERAGE AUDIENCE

Gunsmoke
Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz
2.
5.
Danny
3.
6. I've Got Thomas
a Secret Show
4.
Wyatt Earp
Have Gun, Will Travel
7. Tales of Wells Fargo
8. You Bet Your Life
10.
9. Ford Show
1. December Bride
2.
Rank
3. Gunsmoke
4.
5. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
Danny Thomas Show
6. I've
Got a Secret

7.
8.
10.
9.

110,3
£ A OA
Jj
10,J/U
1 j,yio
5 Ol v
1 c co©

Wyatt Earp
Have Gun, Will Travel
Tales of Wells Fargo
Cheyenne
You Bet Your Life
December Bride

No. Homes
(000)
18,148
17,383
15,598
15,173
14,535
13,770
13,685
13,473
13,345
13,303
43.6
41.6
% Homes*
37.6
35.4
36.1
33.5
33.1
32.9
32.3
32.0
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income, etc. Critics and show people criticize, but a rating shows how many regardless
of whether or not a critic likes the show.
This could be discussed for hours."
EDWARD PAPAZIAN, radio-tv media director,
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
"We use ratings strictly as a guide, rather
than as a stern rule. We have no objections
in the way that ratings are taken or the
sample used. Naturally, it would always be
more of a guide with larger samples. We
also counsel our clients on the use of ratings
and never hand them to a client without an
explanation or an analysis."
ROD MACDONALD, media vice president, Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco.
"I believe that most of the rating services
perform conscientiously within the practical
limits of their research. I am not convinced
that they are as sensitive in their measure
of radio as they are of tv. Ratings are abused
much

more than they are 'used.' Advertisers and agencies often expect too much
rating information. Most of this stems from
the expression of ratings in single percentage figures and the over-reliance on the
significance of a movement of one or two
points in either direction. If more rating
'fans' applied the same kind of logic to

Jv Report for Feb. 9-22
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
19,380
2. Perry Como Show
17,468
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
17,085
4. DuPont Show of the Month 16,873
5.. Jerry Lewis Show
16,490
6. Wagon Train
16,405
7. Have Gun, Will Travel 15,810
8. Danny Thomas Show
15,683
9. Ed Sullivan Show
15,640
10. Shower of Stars
15,555
Rank
% Homes*
46.6
1. Gunsmoke
42.1
2. Perry Como Show
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
41.4
4. DuPont Show of the Month
40.5
40.2
5. Jerry Lewis Show
6.
39.8
Wagon Train
38.8
7. Cheyenne
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
38.4
9.
37.9
Shirley Temple's Storybook
37.9
10. Sugarfoot
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Rank
I. Gunsmoke
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. Danny Thomas Show
5. Restless Gun
6. I've Got a Secret
7. Wyatt Earp
8. Wagon Train
9. Jerry Lewis Show
10. December Bride
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Have Gun, Will Travel

No. Homes
(000)
18,785
16,193
15,258
15,088
14,535
14,323
13,770
13,643
13,558
13,558
%
45.1
Homes*
. 39.2
37.0

this statistical area that the Yankee fan does
to the statistical expression of his team's
performance, the whole rating concept would
be better understood."
MARTIN DEANE WICKETT, radio-tv director, Chapin-Damm Adv., Sacramento, Calif.
"To take our home city as a prime example, we have three recent radio ratings,
and the lack of similarity is appalling. None
of them was subscribed to by all stations.

statistics. Isn't this the time for the media,
advertiser and agencies to form a nonprofit audience research organization comparable to the magazines' Audit Bureau of
Circulations. This is drastic action, but
human nature being what it is, we're going
to continue to use bad figures until good
ones come along."
HERBERT RINGOLD, partner, Philip Klein Adv.,
Philadelphia.
"Ratings are one of the greatest myths of
our time, an indication of some of the
serious sickness of our business. When you
put competent, experienced agency people
in a position where they must buy in accordance with statistical nonsense — how infantile can you get? It is a source of continued amazement to me that astute businessmen countenance this foolishness. As

This condition isn't peculiar to this area
alone, of course. Ratings, which can be one
very valuable tool in the evaluation of timebuying, have become less and less valuable.
One fault may lie at the agency door, particularly as far as local ratings go: we are
employing figures prepared and paid for by
the media, rather than prepared under the
jurisdiction and control of the buyer. There
is an economic problem here for which
there seems to be no apparent answer, but
certainly agencies are going to have to form
some set of standards that are acceptable

our own desires."
TENA CUMMINGS, radio-tv director, Sanders
Adv., Dallas.

and reject all others."
ROBERT C. HALL JR., media director, Cargill &
Wilson, Richmond, Va.

"We are not obliged to buy for our accounts strictly on a cost-per-thousand basis,
but more often than not a rating service

"Ratings are easy to misuse, and temptation to do so is often irresistible. We all
agree there is a need for uniform, reliable

is the only indication of a station's standing
in the market. More intelligent and aggressive selling on the part of stations and rep-

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
(t)

Danny Thomas Show
36.1
35.9
Restless Gun
I've Got a Secret
34.1
33.5
Wyatt Earp
Wagon Train
33.1
33.1
Jerry Lewis Show
G. E. Theatre
32.5
Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing only 1 to 5 minutes.
(t) Homes reached during the average
minute of the program.
(*) Percented ratings are based on tv
homes within reach of station facilities used by each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in
alphabeticaltv order,
in thisInformaweek's
Broadcasting
ratingsappear
roundup.
tion is in following order: program name,
network, number of stations, sponsor,
agency, day and time.
American Bandstand (ABC-81) : participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30, 4-5
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show (CBS-191) :
Ford
p.m. (JWT), Tues. 9-10 p.m., once a
month.
Captain Kangaroo (CBS-114): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 8-9 a.m.
CBS News (CBS-154) : participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Cheyenne (ABC-99) : General Electric
(Y&R), alternating Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Climax (CBS-162) : Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163) : participating
sponsors. Sat. 8-9 p.m.
December Bride (CBS-178): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month (CBS-135):
DuPont (BBDO), Sun. 9-10:30 p.m.
Father Knows Best (NBC-105) : Scott Paper
(JWT),
8:30-9 : p.m.
Ford
Show Wed.
(NBC-182)
Ford (JWT), Thurs.
9:30-10 p.m.
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Guiding Light (CBS-118): Procter & Gamble (Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:45-1:00 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-161) : Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R) alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125) : Lever
Bros. (JWT), American Home Products
(Bates) alternating, Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-145) : Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.

this report shows, we do it, too — but against

Bob Hope Chevy Show (NBC-144) : Chevmonth. rolet (C-E), Sun. 9-10 p.m. once a
Bob Hope Show (NBC-139) : United States
Time Corp. (Peck), Sun. March 2, 9-10
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198) : R. J. Reynolds
(Esty).
Wed.,
p.m. : Oldsmobile
Jerry
Lewis
Show9:30-10
(NBC-165)
(Brother), Tues. 8-9 p.m.
Lineup (CBS-162) : Brown & Williamson
p.m.
(Bates), Procter & Gamble (Y&R) alternating, Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Art Linkletter (CBS-114) participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3 p.m.
Maverick (ABC-72) : Kaiser Industries
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Mickey Mouse Club (ABC-94) : particisponsors, Mon.-Fri.
p.m. Inc.
Person topatingPerson
(CBS- 179) 5-6
: Time
(Y&R), Amoco Gas (Katz), Hamm Brewing Co. (C-E) alternating, Fri. 10:3011 p.m.
Playhouse
90 (CBS-134) : participating
sponsors, Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-118): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
Queen For a Day (NBC-152) : participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5 p.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner-Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Roy Rogers Chevy Show (NBC-104) : Chevrolet (C-E), Feb. 2, Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Search For Tomorrow (CBS-129): Procter
&12:45Gamble
(Burnett), Mon.-Fri. 12:30p.m.
Shower
of Stars (CBS-173) : Chrysler
(M-E), Thurs. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-190): Pet Milk (Gardner), S. C. Johnson & Son (FC&B) alternating, Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Sugarfoot
(ABC-119) : American Chicle
(Bates), Colgate-Palmolive (Bates), Ludens (Mathes), Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-174): Mercury (K&E),
Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Shirley Temple
Storybook
(NBC-173) :
National Dairy, Hill Brothers, Breck
(Ayer), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147) : Buick
(M-E), American
Tobacco (SSC&B),
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158) : General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Verdict Is Yours (CBS-118) : participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 3:30-4 p.m.
Wagon
Train (NBC-152) : Lewis Howe
(M-E), Drackett (Y&R), Edsel (FC&B),
Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Wyatt
(ABC-103):
General
Mills
D-F-S),EarpProcter
& Gamble
(Comton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO),
Toni (North), Thurs. 8-8:30
Loretta Young (NBC-163): Procter & Gamble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
p.m.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

resentatives to emphasize other factors beiides contradictory rating services would be
a genuine service to the agency and advertiser. Concentration on the station's advantages in selling a particular service or
product is more important to an out-oftown huyer than arguing the validity of one
rating source against another. "
richard s. paige, associate media director,
Grey Adv., New York.
"The "rating' problem is primarily a
the conproblem of user-ignorance. That is,
fusion arises due to the lack of knowledge,
by the user, of exactly what the rating service is designed to measure and the limitations of those measures."

DONALD E. LEONARD, media director. W. B.
Doner & Co.. Baltimore.
"Deviations between rating services within
the same market point out the need for one
uniform service, designed to be acceptable
to all. At W. B. Doner & Co., we prefer to
adhere to one service, always drawing comparisons to the same rating service."
R. C. WOODRUFF, radio-tv director. GriswoldEshleman, Cleveland.
"We rind that program ratings vary too
much to be even reasonably reliable. However, analyzing the ratings of any given
program, in several comparable markets,
we can find a common denominator that
h is, in the past, proved to be a reasonably
reliable yardstick."

JOHN FORNEY, radio-tv vice president. Robert
Luckie & Co.. Birmingham, Ala.
i feel the best rating service is the
with the largest sample, regardless of
"deviation formula.' Granted, ratings
be over-deified; the fact remains that

one
any
may
they

are all that's available as any buying index."
DALE R. ARVIDSON, radio-tv director, Grtlbb &
Petersen, Champaign, III.
""I cannot believe that a random sample
reflects the total audience. Samples are much
too small. We use ratings more as indicators— audience make-up is important when
considering product, etc. In many cases
we have picked the lower rating because the
audience make-up fits the product's sales
potential. How many are watching does not
necessarily mean that the product will move
off the shelves faster. We want the greatest
potential buying audience."
JACK MATTHEWS, media director, Clinton E.
Frank Inc., Chicago.
"If used as only one of many important
factors in evaluating availabilities, ratings
provide a valuable 'indication.' Too often,
however, . . . because of lack of time or
experience . . . they are used as the sole
consideration, which can be grossly misleading. This results in 'mechanical' buying.
Thus, to assure the most effective schedule
possible, an informed account executive or
advertiser should request justifications in addition to ratings only."
Page 36 • March 24. 195S

JOHN J. HACKETT, chief timehtiyer, Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis.
"I am still disturbed by actual questions
used by services to arrive at audience and
audience composition. I would like to see
these two questions on each service's
questionnaire:
"1. Who tuned-in program?
"2. a. Are you actually watching?
b. How long have you been viewing
this program and will you continue to?" Stevens & Co., Honolulu.
LARRY STEVENS, Larry
"Basically audience composition is the
most important consideration in our buying.
We would rather buy a lower-rated program
with potential buyers than a higher-rated program without potential buyers. It would be
the height of folly to buy announcements
for an appliance distributor if audience is
composed of teenagers, etc."
HUBERT R. SWEET, media director, Atherion &
Currier. New York.
"All rating services have a worthwhile
purpose but they should be used as an aid
rather than a formula in timebuying.
Furthermore, no one service should be
utilized to the exclusion of all others. They
should be examined collectively and objectively in each individual market, particularly in buying tv."
PETER M. BARD AC H, broadcast buyer, Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York.
"Rating services provide the general indication of audience size which must be one of
the determining factors of media selection;
however, in recent years ratings have become
the crutch of the inexperienced and the insecure. No present rating service provides
completely satisfactory and reliable data.
Judgment must play an important role in
media purchases."
NORMAN frankel, vice president, BeardenThompson-Frankel, Atlanta.
"While ratings alone are not the 'be all
and end all,' the buyer who is struggling to
make sound decisions in behalf of his clients
is in dire need of a variety of information
from which a conclusion can be distilled.
Ratings, station coverage and audience
composition data are all helpful data. There
is no denying that statistical analysis is
helpful and desirable— but it is not
necessarily the whole answer to the timebuyer's problem."
K. L. MILLER, account executive, Jack T. Holmes
& Assoc., Ft. Worth, Texas.

"Unfortunately, ratings are the only
quantitative measurement available. As such,
we must rely on them as a quantity yardstick. Equally important, however, is the
'quality rating' of a station — its programming, audience composition, commercial
density, and traceable results. These factors
all deserve a close look along with ratings."
AUBREY WILLIAMS, president, Aubrey Williams
Adv. Inc., New Orleans.
"Rating

services

are

better

than Ein-

stein's Theory of Relativity in figuring listeners and/ or viewers, but they're still far
from satisfactory. I do think ratings are
a help, and are necessary, but so many
other factors enter into any decision that I
consider them only one guidepost. The
best guide in the world, of course, is a
track record in a similar campaign for a
similar product. After all, dollar signs outrate Nielsen. Hooper and all the rest."
A. TRUDE JR., media
Aveyard, Chicago.

director, MacFarland,

"Rating services are a valuable tool for
measurement of radio and television. They
are not perfect by any means but should be
used with a great deal of thought and preparation in air media measurement. We need
more research, especially in tv, to find out
more about audience size, audience composition and the impression value and motivational aspects of radio and television com-

GEORGE CHAMBERLIN, general manager, Henry
mercials."Inc., Miami.
Quednau
"At best, ratings are just one indication
of probable average size of audience over a
period of weeks or months. They may indicate the trend of a program's popularity only
if competitive programming remains static.
Aside from audience composition, ratings
tell you nothing about the character of the
audience, nor the degree of attentiveness.
Take all ratings with several grains of salt!
They work better for you that way."
JOHN F. DONOHUE, media director, Lloyd Mansfield Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
"Rating services for the most part should
be taken with tongue in cheek, especially
by those who may be tempted to compare
one against the other. I feel that only the
trends of the market can be used since all
rating services are basically different, having distinct methods, questions and premises
to attain their desired goals. Rating services
have been abused beyond the point of believability. Their usage often is twisted to
the individual station's benefits and used or
misused by the stations to point up their
superiority even though this may be totally
untrue. I further feel that the only sure-fire
cure for the rating ills would be local independent surveys, taken by competent, unbiased statisticians or sociologists and not
by hirelings that do not have the professional background or knowledge suitable for this
undertaking. This situation, of course, is a
Utopian concept."
MRS. MURIEL LAMPPORT, timebuyer, Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland.
"Of course, there is a crying need for improvement of the current rating services,
through better methods and wider scope and
coverage. But there is also a need for more
intelligent application of rating information
as now supplied to timebuyers who have to
buy today. Crusade for better rating information, but also emphasize the need to
train novice buyers in discriminating use of
today's rating services."
Broadcasting

of

Maryland

by

W-l-T-H

And the other 27%

APPAREL

at

lowest

are so far from Baltimore

that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When

you buy

W-I-T-H,

you

buy all of

Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of
*Sales Management, 1957

sales

cost

per

covered

thousand

the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station. That's why, for apparel and every other
product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

It "figures"!
Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
/s . . .
Tom

Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry,

Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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334,779

Dick

Wellings...

Dick Welling lives in Tulsa and oil is the business ac which he makes his
living. Dick works for one of the 500 major oil companies that headquarter
there and make Tulsa the "Oil Capital of the World."
Like other average Tulsans, Dick's income is 20% above the U. S. per capita
average and his family owns more automobiles than the average family in
any of the first 25 television markets. Dick is typical of rapidly growing,
prosperous, cosmopolitan Tulsa.
There are 334,778 more television families like the Wellings in the big area
KOTV
TULSA

served by KOTV
Smart advertisers want to reach them. They do it over
KOTV, the station that dominates the rich Tulsa market, consistently wins
more quarter hours than all other stations combined and averages 37% more
viewing families than the next Tulsa station. Represented by Petry.
Sources: Metropolitan & Area ARB 11/57, TV Mag 3/58, Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 195~

A

CORINTHIAN

KOTV
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STATION

Galveston, serving Houston "WANE

& WANE-TV

Responsibility
Fort Wayne "WISH

in Broadcasting

& WISH-TV

Indianapolis
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued
the brand leaders) and Bufferin (No. 6),

SOAPS,

AUTOS,

TV

JANUARY

TOP

TvB

•

Daytime

•

Gross

network

tv shows

15

monthly

By Company

reports on

tv buying

sizable gain in month

of $1 million-plus chalked

Automobile, soap, drug and tobacco
companies on an individual brand basis, are
putting the most money in network tv to
attract audiences to their commercial messages.
The dominance of these national advertisers in purchases of network time at gross
rates is pointed up in data disclosed today
(Monday) by the Television Bureau of Advertising. TvB, in its first complete monthly
tv expenditure report under its arrangement
with Leading National Advertisers and
Broadcast Advertising Reports, comes up
with an array of statistics.
The TvB compilations for January include
total network gross billing for daytime and
nighttime; estimated expenditures of the
top 15 network advertisers and the top 15
brands in the medium as well as a breakdown of estimated expenditures by product
classification. (Previously, Broadcasting
compiled its own tables of expenditures,
based on Publishers Information data.)

TOP

BUYERS

NETWORK

issues first of its new

•

TOBACCOS

DRUGS,

up by

13 advertisers

Significant trends and developments in
January:
• Daytime network tv gross time billings
increased 12.1% in January compared to
that month a year ago; nighttime went up
14.8%.
• There were 13 advertisers in January
which spent $1 million or more at gross
rates for network tv time.
• Lever Bros, is now in the bigtime in
network tv, ranking No. 5 on the monthly
gross billing hit parade. Last year, Lever
failed to appear in the top 10 and last
December ranked No. 6. Procter & Gamble
still leads the parade with its $4 million-plus
total monthly gross billing.
• Brand leaders, a new feature added by
TvB to the monthly network tv billing summaries, are topped by Ford passenger autos.
Ford Motor Co. invested an estimated 56%
of its total network tv purchases on behalf
of the Ford car alone, according to the TvB
statistics. Other than Anacin (No. 2 among

SPENDING

NETWORK

all brands in the top 15 belong to the soapsdetergents, automobile and tobacco classifications.
• The Big Three automakers, which collectively bought time (at gross rates) at the
approximate level of $4.5 million in January
1956 and $3.9 million in January 1957, are
off to a bigger spending spree this year. In
January 1958 the total for the three (General Motors, Chrysler and Ford) came to a
little more than $5 million.
• Food products advertisers in network tv,
which ran second to toiletries advertisers as
a product category for the entire year of
1957, recaptured supremacy in January, outspending toiletries advertisers by more than
$600,000.

abc-tv $ 6,715,581
cbs-tv 20,231,474
nbc-tv 16,554,941
TOTAL

PROCTER & GAMBLE
$
CHRYSLER
AMERICAN
HOME
PRODUCTS
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
LEVER BROTHERS
GENERAL FOODS
GENERAL MOTORS
FORD MOTOR:
BRISTOL-MYERS
R. J. REYNOLDS
GILLETTE
LIGGETT & MYERS
KELLOGG
AMERICAN TOBACCO
GENERAL MILLS
.

4,099,327
1,905,529
1,825,602
1,800,687
1,749,107
1,716,916
1,705,214
1,466,562
1,459,021
1,264,684
1,239,998
1,157,076
1,087,335
939,342
795,712

$43,501,996

PARTS-OF-DAY
DAYTIME $13,262,816
FRIDAY 11,249,395
MONDAYSATURDAY
& SUNDAY 2,013,421
NIGHTTIME 30,239,180

By Product

JANUARY 1958
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

1958
CHANGE
ByJANUARY
Network
%

BILLINGS
1957
JANUARY

$ 9,134,917
22,072,167
+36.0%
18,387,128
$49,594,212 +14.0%
+ 9.1
+11.1
$14,868,978 +12.1%
12,666,902 +12.6
2,202,076 + 9.4
34,725,234 +14.8

Categories
JANUARY
1957

AGRICULTURE & FARMING
APPAREL,

FOOTWEAR

AUTOMOTIVE,

& ACCESSORIES

AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
BUILDING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & FIXTURES
CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
CONSUMER SERVICES
DRUGS & REMEDIES
FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
HORTICULTURE
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

$
$

283,721
4,566,890
601,203
276,117
700,620
359,898

TOP

15

By

Brand

JANUARY 1958
1. FORD CARS
2. ANACIN TABLETS
3. TIDE
4. winston cigarettes
5. plymouth cars
6. bufferin
7. chevrolet cars
8. l & m cigarettes
9. dodge cars
10. viceroy cigarettes
11. chesterfield cigarettes
12. colgate dental cream
13. lifebuoy soap
14. ipana tooth paste
15. fab detergent
Broadcasting

$ 825,810
807,834
800,980
705,846
645,552
623,873
572,268
518,320
492,599
440,490
421,565
412,619
386,640
371,994
368,200

JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING SUPPLIES
POLITICAL
PUBLISHING & MEDIA
RADIOS, TELEVISION SETS, PHONOGRAPHS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
SMOKING MATERIALS
SOAPS, CLEANSERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL, HOTELS & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS
Total

13,066
194,924

5,241,964
607,232
44,941
931,115
382,525

4,135,793

5,388,090

8,947,163
228,798

9,297,284
406,936

51,720
1,915,556
204,600

57,978
1,875,549
225,203

1,322,880
412,044

1,967,986
708,513
776,511

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
INSURANCE

JANUARY
1958

703,533
31,587

475,259

258,190

66,174
231,565

517,310

750,529

3,592,360
5,469,783
31,507
8,488,219

5,218,988
5,257,161
94,260

75,513
326,991

8,606,656
130,548
643,255

$43,501,996

$49,594,212
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of longevity Mr. Mills has been associated
with WGN
over a greater span than
WMAQ.) Audience response has been highly
favorable on all stations.
Mr. Antonucci added that mail response
to the Mills show on WMAQ "has been a
little short of phenomenal" and cited some
10.000 requests for a booklet published by
Cook County. The response was so heavy,
he added, that "it was necessary to call the

THE rolling studio of Jim Mills, Chicago radio persontdity, has been rolling up sales
to a £/. 5 million record for Cook County Mobile Homes, which has gone from about
three dozen to more than 1,000 sales a year, using radio exclusively. The disc jockey
stands with singer Eydie Gorme outside the Cook County trailer he converted into a
mobile studio.

Radio
on

$1

puts
.5

mobile

million

Since 1 95 1 a Chicago dealer has used
radio exclusively to move mobile homes in
what has mushroomed into a $600 million
industry.
The dealer is Cook County Mobile Homes,
which claims to be the largest trailer dealer
in the world, with going sales of well over
1.000 units and volume of $1.5 million annually. Its president is Joseph L. Antonucci,
whose organization has grown by leaps and
bounds in the past seven years, with the help
of an aggressive radio advertising policy
[Closed Circuit. March 10].
Meanwhile the Mobile Homes Mfrs. Assn.
estimates that trailer sales have risen from
about 40,000 in 1947 to 142,000 units in
1957, with estimated industry volume of
$600 million divided among thousands of
dealers throughout the U. S. Cook County
Mobile Homes bases its claim of being
largest on the contention that it probably
orders more mobile units from Midstate
Corp.. Union City, Mich, (itself a leading
manufacturer), than any other dealer.
Mr. Antonucci's Cook County organization spends approximately $40,000-$50,000
each year (in time and talent) for disc jockey
programs starring Jim Mills, himself a
trailer enthusiast, on WMAQ and WGN Chicago. Radio has been Cook County's only
means of advertising and Mr. Mills its prime
spokesman-pitchman.
As America started to live on wheels.
Cook County started with a modest fouremploye, cubby-hole type operation on Chicago's northwest side. It signed up Mr. Mills
for a d.j. program on WCFL in 1951 and
Page 40
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road

home
to

sales

success

later bought time on WGN, WIND and
(about 18 months ago) on WMAQ. Today,
Cook County sponsors him in a six-nightly
series on WMAQ (11:05-15) and Sundays
( 1 1 :05-30 a.m.) on WGN— a total of 85 minutes each week.
Mr. Antonucci cheerfully admits radio
has been doing an excellent job for Cook
County ever since he invested in the aural
medium. He says: "We have grown from a
very small organization selling just a few
trailers a month to the largest mobile home
dealer in the world with a 1957 report of
way over a million dollars in volume and
the sales of more than a 1,000 mobile
homes." One trailer sale a week more than
pays his modest radio advertising outlay, he
acknowledges.
Trailer sales have increased with each
year's radio investment on different stations.
In October, Mr. Antonucci advised Rudi
Neubauer, WMAQ sales manager: "Our association with WMAQ has been more than
gratifying. Within the last few months there
has been a definite uptrend in our sales. I
firmly believe this is due to the nature of
your audience as well as your clear-channel
coverage. We have been getting people into
Cook County Mobile Homes from cities and
towns that were never reached before." He
also requested further weekend program
availabilities, which thus far WMAQ has
been unable to fulfill.
Cook County also has enjoyed success
with Mr. Mills on WIND, the Westinghouse
property, and . on WGN where it originally
bought the Sunday series in 1955. (In terms

Perhaps the best testimonial to Cook
printer and re-order."
County's product is that Mr. Mills bought
one for himself and converted it into a custom-built mobile radio studio on wheels. It
cost him an estimated $35,000 but is understood to be worth closer to $100,000. The
35-foot vehicle contains a large plexi-glass
studio section, a control room and combination lounge and office, with air-conditioning. Mr. Mills has used the trailer for remote broadcasts (from sports shows, other
events) and personal appearances. (He even
utilized it one week for broadcasts from
Passavant Hospital where he was confined
for a physical checkup, programming from
his hospital bed.)
Cook County sells both new and used
trailers (the former ranging in price from
$2,200 up). Through its broadcasts it strives
to reach an adult audience, rather than teenagers. Mr. Mills' own working philosophy:
"I would rather reach one female in a
household than 40 teenagers, because she
holds the purse strings. I don't sell records.
I try to sell for the advertiser." As a result,
you hear no "top 40" or rock and roll records on Mr. Mills' Cook County Mobile
Homes programs. Through years of continuous radio activity for Mr. Antonucci, Mr.
Mills has yet to -miss a broadcast.
Cook County advertises leading names in
mobile homes: Duo, Elcar, Star, Terra
Cruiser, Pan-American and Kozy-National,
with new units accounting for the bulk of
its sales. As mid-westerners take to trailers
in
Mr. Antonucci's
firm
andmounting
radio arenumbers,
getting credit
for a significant
increase in mobile living.
Arde

Bulova,

69,

Dies;

Pioneer Spot Radio User
Arde Bulova, 69, chairman of the board
of Bulova Watch Co. and one-time station
owner-operator, died Wednesday at Encino,
Calif., while on a visit there. He had been
ill for several months. A native of New
York, Mr. Bulova was the son of the
founder of the watch firm, a major broadcast advertiser. He was named chairman of
the board of the firm in 1930.
The famous Bulova time signals were
among the first major uses of the spot radio
technique.
Long active in the vocational rehabilitation field to assist physically handicapped
workers, Mr. Bulova served as the first chairman of the employer subcommittee of the
President's Committee on the Employment
of the Physically Handicapped in 1954. He
also was a member of the steering committee of the United Negro College Fund and
he established the Bulova Foundation. More
Broadcasting
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market, smart advertisers use WDAY-TV. No
other Red River Valley media can even touch
it — for impact, economy and efficiency!

Yyl7~HEN it comes to livin' high off the hog,
' ' mighty few places in the U.S.A. can hold
a candle to the Red River Valley!
That's because our hayseeds make big money!
And they buy the same things you city slickers

Ask your PGW

go for — aspirins and artichokes . . . beer and
baby foods . . • cookies and Cadillacs!
To

sell

more

goods

in this

Colonel for all the facts.

(P.S. If you're a stickler for facts-and-figures,
we've got STACKS of surveys to prove WDAYTV's dominance. And we mean prove it!)
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recently he served as chairman of the New
York Mayor's Committee for a Quiet City.
At one time in the mid 1930s, Mr. Bulova
owned or had an interest in seven am staCity. tions— three of which were in New York
Until 1940. Mr. Bulova owned, by himself or in conjunction with others, WNEW.
WOV and WBIL all in New York. WB1I.
was deleted in 1940. In 1942. WNEW and
WOV exchanged facilities and in 1949 Mr.
Bulova sold his interests in both stations.
He and Milton Biow. advertising executive,
sold WNEW for $2 million to Bernice Judis
and Ira Herbert, and WOV for $300,000
to N. Joseph Leigh, Richard E. O'Dea and
others.
Mr. Bulova also had interests in WCOP
Boston. Mass., 1937-1944; WNBC (now
WPOP) Hartford. Conn., 1938-1944; WELI
New Haven, 1938-1944; WPEN Philadelphia. 1939-1944. These stations and the
New York stations were the nucleus of a
projected Atlantic Coast network.
Mr. Bulova's station ownership and acquisitions were the subject of investigations
by the Cox Congressional Committee and
by the FCC in 1944 and by the Commission
again in 1948. In 1949 the FCC by a vote
of four to two cleared Mr. Bulova and permitted him to sell the WOV station. He was
required to divest himself of one of the two
New York stations under the 1941 duopoly
rule, and sold WNEW later that year.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ileana Maria
Bulova, and four sisters.
NL&B's Stadelman Dies;
Senior V. P., Media Director

BISHOP
AFTER
• Firm
• Ads

BUDGET
1957

$1

CUT

LOSSES

million in hole

trimmed

commensurately

Hazel Bishop Inc., New York cosmetic
house which six years ago pioneered the
television route to volume cosmetic sales,
this year is cutting its advertising budget,
traditionally going entirely to tv, from $4.3
million to $3 million. The move follows
losses last year of nearly a million dollars
on a $10 million sales volume, as announced
to stockholders in the firm's annual report.
With publication of the fiscal report, it
also has been confirmed by Raymond Spector, chairman of the board and majority
stockholder, that talks have taken place with
Chesebrough-Ponds Inc. about a possible
acquisition of Hazel Bishop [Closed Circuit, Dec. 30, 1957]. But the possibility of
any deal was minimized by Mr. Spector who
is quoted in this week's F-D-C Reports,
drug-cosmetic newsletter, as explaining that
it is his "duty to stockholders to listen to
all responsible proposals." Hazel Bishop "is
not for sale but can be bought," F-D-C
Reports further quotes the board chairman.

Maurice H. Needham Co., died in Chicago's
Passavant Hospital March 15.
Mr. Stadelman started his advertising
career with David C. Thomas Co. in 1923

then have fallen to last year's $10 million.
In its 1954 heyday the cosmetic house
sponsored This Is Your Life and several
others on NBC-TV. This Is Your Life was

after studying engineering at the U. of Wisconsin and working as an accountant. In
1925 he helped found the Needham agency
with Melvin Brorby and Maurice H. Needham, directing media, supervising accounting and serving as office manager. With
reorganization into Needham. Louis &
Brorby in 1929. he was elected secretarytreasurer and later vice president and director.
Survivors include his wife. Ruth, and two
brothers, Elmer and Robert.

Hazel Bishop's greatest success, and the
sponsor stuck with that show four years.
Last year Bishop backed the Jimmy Dean
show on CBS-TV and currently has commercials on Manhunt and Treasure Hunt,

Working

on June

Agenda

"Major" advertising subjects will be discussed at the Advertising Federation of
America's 54th annual convention to be held
at the Statler Hilton in Dallas June 8-11.
As previewed by C. James Proud, AFA's
president and general manager, these
topics include municipal tax threats, proposed federal regulations which would curtail tax deductibility of certain types of advertising and the "current 'hard-sell' atmosphere." The national program committee
planning the convention sessions includes
Chairman Robert M. Gray, Esso Standard
March 24, 1958

Adv. president; Robert M. Feemster, AFA's
board chairman, and Mr. Proud. Also working on arrangements is a local committee.

Needham. Louis & Brorby Inc. and cofounder in 1925 of its predecessor agency,

AFA

•

Robert M. Ganger, D'Arcy chairman;
Frederic R. Gamble, American Assn. of Adv.
Agencies president; Warner Moore, Outdoor

Hazel Bishop's spectacular leap in 1952
to $10.1 million dollar sales from $4.6 million level was attributed to astute use of
television. Sales climbed to $12 million in
1954 with a million dollar profit but since

Otto R. Stadelman, 64, senior vice president, media director and board member of

Page 44

Oil advertising and sales promotion director;
Lawrence Valenstein, Grey Adv. chairman;

both on NBC-TV. Mr. Spector's firm put
the first band show on tv, Freddy Martin
over NBC-TV, when it entered the medium
and later sponsored television's first big
color spectacular, Buttons and Bows, produced by Max Liebman on NBC-TV. Two
more spectaculars went on for Bishop that
season, 1954-55, but the sponsor has not
put on any spectaculars since.
Mr. Spector, also head of Hazel Bishop's
agency, which bears his name, blamed last
year's loss on poor management and unprofitable tv spectaculars, F-D-C Reports
says. Now, after three years of losses, Mr.
Spector thinks Hazel Bishop "has turned the
corner." He resumed active leadership of the
firm a year ago after a two-year absence
[Advertisers & Agencies, Feb. 11, 1957].
From here on Mr. Spector is depending on
advertising to pre-sell consumers on a massdistributed line and is reported to be considering three desirable tv program times.
Broadcasting
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JVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued

RADIO-TV

LIKELY

•

Neighborhood

•

Donahue

policy may

& Coe

TO

AVOID

direct more

using d.j.'s, music

Chough locus Inc. President Joseph R.
Vogel recently told stockholders that MctroGoldwyn-Mayer advertising-publicity was
being cut back, there is little indication that
this policy will in any way ailed MCiM radio i\ allocations. In fact radio "might very
well" attract more ad dollars as a consequence of MCiM participation in an industry-wide trend — that of bypassing the
first-run houses in favor of neighborhood
film theatres.
I \plains an MGM official: "Breaking a
picture in a major Broadwa\ film palace is
getting to be a costly proposition." This applies not only to New York but to other
major "film cities" such as Chicago. Detroit.
San Francisco and Los Angeles where MCiM
this month and next is introducing a double
bill consisting of two productions filmed in
Great Britain and France; Jose Ferrer's /
Accuse! and Ray Milland's The Safecracker
—both in the "A" film category. "We feel,"
this executive goes on to explain, "that the
public will appreciate this technique much
more and will show its appreciation by going to see
films in the neighborhood
rather than spend over $2 for

money

in MGM

MGM

AX

to radio
promotion

timebuyers to scout availabilities, its film department (servicing such other accounts as
C olumbia Pictures, a number of first-run
houses and Republic Pictures, which several
months ago suspended production of theatrical films) meets with MGM studio executives to map out the ingredients, or
"media mix" of the proposed campaign.
Allocations depend on the number of prior
considerations, among them:
• Estimation of the film's box-office potential: calibre of the film and its stars.
• Marketing strategy: should the film be
sprung nationally or market by market? Does
it need prior testing in selected show cities?
• Audience composition: can radio-tv
rather than print reach the audiences to
whom this film is most attractive?
Those most concerned with these facets
of pre-release marketing are MGM's advertising-publicih -exploitation director Howard
Strickling, who earlier this year succeeded
Howard Dietz as MGM advertising chief;
his advertising director, Silus F. Seadler

toward a given film, the reaction of a paying audience soon makes itself felt in overall marketing approaches. But one market
doesn't tell the whole story. Says a Loew's
executive: "We may think we have a potenlial flop based on returns in Buffalo, but the
following week, Knoxville tells us an entirely different story." When in doubt, MGM
awaits further test "answers" before deciding upon media strategy.
Still, the biggest factor is the film itself.
Each motion picture presents a special
problem. For example, MGM's "The
Brothers Karamazov". Studio officials realized long ago that the Dostoyevsky classic
had all the basic ingredients of a box-office
hit: lust, love, murder, unadorned sex and
sharply-defined family conflict. Yet, facing
them was the grim realization that it would
take some hard and fast selling to put across
the film since the mass public has never gone
in for forbidding Russian titles, especially
when attached to literary classics.
The problem was solved through
jockey radio. MGM's test market was
York. Three weeks before opening the
at Radio City Music Hall, the agency

the client held a special screening of "Karamazov" atLoew's headquarters, 1540 Broadway, passed out special promotion kits (con-

bio'
data
on athe
starssynopsis,
and general
script
taining
ad lib suggestions). The d.j.
was told to go home and study
the contents of the kit until
he could pronounce Dmitri
Karamazov as easily as he

a single admission ticket." He
admits that "it's an idea born
of economic reality." The upbeat theme: to draw the customer to see these first-runs,
radio copy is very much
needed.

could Elvis Presley. D&C allocated $10,000 to New York
radio — roughly one-sixth of
what MGM spent in advance'
of and during opening week.
(Radio City, also through

Because "you cannot consider the marketing aspect of
a film like that of a box of

D&C, conducted its own campaign on behalf of the film
during the four-week run).
The test proved successful

noodles." it is almost impossible to gauge an accurate advertising budget on a yearround basis. When Mr. Vogel
told stockholders of the 1957

and at this time D&C timebuyers are looking at other
availabilities featuring wellknown disc jockey ad libbers
[Business Briefly, Feb. 17].
(Another test, using tv, ran

advertising-publicity budget
of $6.3 million ($300,000 fess
than 1956) he wasn't just
talking about media expenditures. Also involved was some
S3 million of publicity-exploitation material, salaries of

Leo's
roaring
all over
the
lot
MGM has other plans for radio-tv besides using them to advertise its
theatre product. The company announced last week that it is thinking
about entering (1) live tv production and (2) film syndication. For that
story, see page 60.

advertising-publicity staffers,
overhead and office expenditures.
Actually. E. J. Churchill,
president of Donahue & Coe, New

York,

which has been servicing the Loew's account for 27 years, is hard pressed to come
up with a precise budget figure, preferring
to leave it at saying that Loew's total billing
is "in the neighborhood of 10%" of the
agency's total $30.7 million billing. Radiotv accounts for 23-279£ of MGM billing.
Mr. Vogel has promised the stockholders
"further reductions" in advertising-publicity
expenses during 1958. He did not say
whether the cuts would be in personnel or
media allocations. Insiders at MGM fear
it will be "more of" the former.
Lone before Donahue & Coe tells its
Page 46
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(who was active in placing the Theatre
Owners of America and Motion Picture
Assn. of America into an industry-sponsored
tv-radio campaign last year), and the Donahue & Coe "team." This group consists of
agency President Ed Churchill; Oliver H.
Kingsbury, vice president and account supervisor on Loew's; Lloyd Seidman, vice president in charge of the D&C film division,
and Car] Rigrod, tv-radio director of the
department.
MGM attaches great importance to the test
run. While the comments of moviegoers to
the Pasadena sneak preview have considerable bearing ' on the overall studio attitude

one week only last fall. Cashing in on the popularity of
WCBS-TV New York's earlybird Sunrise Semester — then
"featuring" the Dostoyevsky

novel — D&C bought a number of 6:59 a.m. announceduction.)ments to talk about the film, then in proAnother reason MGM likes radio is that
it produces a long list of musical films which
lend themselves particularly to full exploitation on that medium. For example, radio
helped put across Mr. Presley's "Jail House
Rock" film, and at this time, some eight
weeks in advance of release date for "Gigi,"
d.j.'s are playing that film's score.
To be sure, MGM uses television, but not
half so much as radio. Today's CinemaScope Metrocolor film, reasons one studio
official, is made for large screen, stereophonic sound, and television, he says, "simBroadcasting

ply can't reflect the full scope of our productions." Inlieu of trailers of film clips lifted
from the reels in the manner of an Ed
Sullivan promotion, the studio shoots oneminute films, featuring specific tv ideas with
the film serving as "background." For example, for "Karamazov," columnist-tv personality Dorothy Kilgallen was shown leaving the screening room and stopped by the
tv camera to deliver her testimonial. Likewise, columnist Earl Wilson, standing in the
plush El Morocco nightclub in New York —
one of his haunts — discussed "This Could
Be the Night," the Jean Simmons-Anthony
Franciosa film that contained several nightclub sequences.
But "we've always had lots of confidence
in radio," says a studio spokesman. "In
fact, during tv's Stardust days, when everyone dropped radio like a hot potato, we held
on to our schedules. Radio, as far as we're
concerned, never went away."
And it won't now, either. MGM maintains
a set 52-week schedule in some 50 markets
at an annual cost of $250,000, and has no
intention of curtailing this activitiy. It may
even accelerate radio as savings are effected
in other activities. Reason: "A new wave
of optimism is sweeping over Culver City,"
declares a studio publicity handout, as
Loew's embarks on a new cycle of "big
picture" production. Among the films on
which MGM will stake a lot of faith— and
probably radio dollars — are "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" with Burl Ives and Elizabeth Taylor, "Tunnel of Love" with Doris Day and
Richard Widmark and "The Reluctant Debutante" with Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall.
Non-Resistance
Stressed

to Tv Messages

by NBC-TV's

McFadyen

Television's ability to get a sales message
through to consumers — whether they are
sales prospects or not — was pointed up by
Robert W. McFadyen, NBC-TV director
of sales development, in a speech scheduled
to be delivered Friday at the Advertising
Club of Hartford, Conn.
Where people have to make a conscious
effort to read print ads, they must make a
conscious effort not to see commercials on
television, Mr. McFadyen asserted.
He said this "absorbed-audience" factor
joins with television's impact and reach to
make tv "particularly effective as a marketing tool" and "give it top seeding as a preselling medium."
Mr. McFadyen said "viewing of commercials tends to be far less selective than
readership of ads; hence the tv advertiser
has a greater opportunity of equally impressing the whole market, even the most
remote prospects. With the growing emphasis
on broadening markets and pre-selling
the public, this unique 'absorption' factor
becomes a tremendously important consideration."
He stressed the "dollar-stretching" value
of the lower-priced early or late hours.
"More of our greatest commercial successes
have occurred outside of mid-evening periods than in them," he said. "In essence you
can buy more positions, accumulate an
equal or greater audience and usually do so
Broadcasting

at a more efficient cost-per-thousand. The
converse of this is that in mid-evening
periods you pay a premium to reach your
audience all at once."
To hold audience attention, he suggested,

point are, however, that subliminal stimuli
are essentially weak stimuli and the larger
the group one deals with, the weaker these
stimuli have to be to take care of the ranges
in variations of the thresholds [of awareness

"above all, insist on demonstration-type

by individuals] at one time and over time."
The economic question which arises, he
said, "is whether it will prove, ultimately,
to be more profitable to use the more frequently delivered but weaker subliminal
stimuli or the stronger, longer, but less fre-

commercials."
While television has proved to be a faster,
quicker mass persuader for "brand after
brand in the 1950's," he said, "it will become
even more powerful as advertisers become
better skilled in their on-the-air use of the
medium and in the integration of their tv
activities into their total marketing scheme."
PROPONENT
DEPRECATES

OF

SP

EFFECT

• Denies 'hypnotism/ 'coercion'
• Cites subliminal ad benefits
"We still have a long way to go" before
subliminal advertising in television "becomes
an important tool in our selling kit," a
college professor who supports the subconscious technique explained Thursday in a
talk before the American Marketing Assn.
in New York.
Ross Wilhelm, marketing instructor at
the U. of Michigan, claimed there is no
basis for the fear aroused by the method
and said it does not involve coercion or
hypnotism, as some opponents have charged.
He said subliminal advertising actually
may have important benefits not only for
the tv viewer by permitting uninterrupted
programs, but also may reduce the cost of
producing a commercial by reducing the
amount of creative effort and other factors
which enter production costs. He added,
"From the viewpoint of the networks, it
may enable them to compete with pay television more effectively by providing a
means whereby, during certain hours, they
can better approximate the uninterrupted
viewing obtainable [when FCC approves] on

The
public
movies
control

quently delivered supraliminal stimuli."
U. of Michigan instructor said the
tests held to date by tv, radio and
have been done without adequate
and means of measurement with the

only result being that they prove "we do
not know very much about subliminal."
Prof. Wilhelm observed, "We seem to be
passing from one emotion to another on
subliminal. The first reaction was fear, and
then when some television failures were reported, we began to laugh at ourselves for
being so silly.
"Certainly the fact that through subliminal
advertising sellers will be trying to influence
consumers is not unique to either this means
of delivering commercials nor even to advertising. Itis well accepted in our society
that individuals do attempt to influence
others to do things they might not otherwise do. We need cite only what the preachers do every Sunday and the politicians do
periodically to substantiate this. The things
we do object to is where the one individual
coerces the other and subliminal does not
fit under any accepted definition of coAs for subliminal's connection with hypnotism, Prof. Wilhelm said there is "no
ercion."
experimental
evidence that indicates anything of this sort. In none of the experiments using all forms of subliminal stimuli
conducted by the psychologists has there
been any indication that any of the subjects

SCHIZOCOMMERCIALS
Prof. Wilhelm said, "There is no reason
for assuming that subliminal advertising is
any
in principle from conventional
tv."
pay different
advertising, nor is there any reason for believing its effects will be any different. . . .
We are not, of course, dismissing the possibility that research may ultimately discover
dimensions of subliminal advertising which
are undesirable and do require some form of
regulation, but it seems rather silly to worry
now about all of the possible things which
may happen when there seems to be no
reasonable basis, in such facts as we have,
for such a fear.
"Indeed, from a marketing viewpoint
there seems to be little reason to be overly
excited about the potentialities of subliminal
at this stage."
Explaining that subliminal advertising's
potential was explored as early as 1913,
Prof. Wilhelm said, "We have known for
years that it will work under certain conditions. . . . The laboratory studies of the
experimental psychologists adequately demonstrate this point.
"The real points from a marketing stand-

A blind musical director of an advertising agency, by experience convinced that "the ear frequently is
quicker than the eye," is turning to
what he calls "subliminal sound" to
sell Nucoa margarine. The Nucoa
drive (Best Foods Inc.), now being
heard on 75 radio and seen on 13 tv
stations through May, was basically
conceived by Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Musical Director Glen Hurlburt.
He calls it "the diversion technique"
long used by magicians: to divert the
audience's attention to one facet of the
commercial while slipping the "whammy" in from below threshold level via
a "secondary musical line." He declines to point out exactly what comprises Nucoa's subliminal sound, saying such identification would defeat
the purpose of his experiment, but he
gives an example by pointing to the
"trickle" used at progressively softer
levels in the old Pepsi-Cola jingle.
March 24, 1958
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JVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
have exhibited anything like hypnotic beIi.imui. Indeed. am examination ol ihe literature cannot help but lead to the conclusion that subliminal stimuli are nothing
more than weak stimuli. Further, in the
two theatre tests which have been reported
there was no indication of any trance-like
01 post-hypnotic behavior in those subjected
to the subliminal ads."
Prof. Wilhelm said that by definition subliminal stimuli "are those of which we are
not aware. Now if these stimuli can be received and acted upon then it must follow
that the present advertising media are, depending upon our particular situation, delivering and have been delivering to us such
subliminal stimuli for years.
"Every time we drive our car and flash
by a billboard we probably receive a subliminal suggestion. Each time we Hip
through a magazine or newspaper we probably receive subliminal messages from the
ads and the pages we pass over. Whenever
we switch our tv sets from channel to
channel those channels we pass over which
are delivering commercials probably deliver
subliminal reminders to us — reminders of
which we are not aware. And yet, have we
to date seen any of the dire effects which
the critics have feared?"
Concerning objections of the "hidden"
aspects ol subliminal advertising. Prof. Wilhelm said the basis appears to be invasion

ol privacy and loss of freedom. "This objection does not seem to hold much water
either." he continued, "when it is recognized that it can be easily overcome by a
simple announcement to the effect that such
ads are being delivered so as to permit uninterrupted viewing pleasure. Paradoxically,
this may alter the set of the listener and
improve the effectiveness of the technique,
if it ultimately proves to be effective."
International
Ads

to $15

Latex

Boosting

Million— Heinze

In an "anti-recession" statement. W. O.
Heinze. president of International Latex
Corp., New York, last week charged that
"the so-called recession in business is in
reality a recession in initiative and enterprise." He said that International Latex
has "stepped up our advertising to $15
million a year," is "giving the American
woman an extraordinary value" and "had
the courage to back our faith [in initiative
and enterprise] with bold and aggressive
merchandising!"
According to International Latex, ''about
$12 million"" of this budget represents the
worth of its tv spots at card rates. The
advertiser is the biggest user of film barter
time: the bulk of these spots come under
this category. International Latex reports
the value of its total advertising last year
came to "several million dollars."
In Television Bureau of Advertising's
listings of 100 spot tv buyers in 1957,
International Latex ranked No. 14. investing
$4,722,660 at gross rates, its products on
tv including Playtcx bras, girdles, gloves
and baby pants. Isodine and an athlete's foot
treatment. (Barter is handled by International Latex direct: its agency is Reach.
McClinton & Co.. New York.)
Page 48
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ACTIVITY

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,216.000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
March 9-15. This is how they spent their time:

71.9% (89,311,000)
57.0% (70,803,000)
82.1% (101,981,000)
32.5% (40,370,000)
25.1% (31,178,000)
24. 9', (30,930,000)

watching television
spent 1,865.4 million hours
listening to radio
spent 982.9 million hours
reading newspapers
spent 406.0 million hours
reading magazines
spent 193.1 million hours
spent 400.1 million hours . watching movies on tv
attending movies*
spent 120.6 million hours

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co.. Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicatcd audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of March 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,579,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,671,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,764,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

Hunt

Buys

Spot Tv in 23

States

To Push Snider's Hotter Catsup
Hunt Foods is using spot tv in the Southeast, South, Southwest and on the Pacific
Coast — 270 twenty-second spots and 240
one-minute spots on 90 stations in 23 states
— to advertise Snider's Hotter Catsup, "for
people who like it hotter." Campaign, placed
by Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, has
been described as a $1 million-a-year buy,
but the agency points out that the time was
acquired at favorable rates in combination
with Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Sales Co.
(firm in which Hunt holds a substantial
stock interest) and that the two-week cancelation clause may be exercised at any
time.
Present tv spots, rushed through in three
weeks from order to air in place of the
normal preparation period of nine weeks,
are adapted from the product's magazine
advertising, picturing the head of a devil
over a dining table and the "for people
who like it hotter" message. Plans for
continued use of tv are described as "extremely flexible," but Y & R is preparing
story boards for new tv commercials to
be used if the campaign is continued.
Snider's Catsup was advertised on tv back
in 1950-51 on the Kate Smith Hour, Monday-Friday daytime program on NBC-TV;
has not been in television since its acquisition by Hunt from General Foods.
Popularity of Tv Westerns Hits
Saturation, Telepulse Reports
The current popularity of tv westerns
may have reached its peak, according to a
study of television homes in the New York
metropolitan area conducted by Telepulse
during the first week of January. The Pulse
Inc. study of 1.000 homes shows "the hard
core of western fans are still avid but the
balance of viewers that enjoy westerns

apparently are becoming satiated," Dr.
Sidney Roslow, Pulse president, said.
Nine out of ten adults watch tv westerns
(actually 89.5%), the survey shows, but, in
relation to a similar study done in July
1957, the results of the recent questionnaire
show evidence of saturation.
The study revealed that the percentage
of viewers who thought the number of
western programs was about right decreased
from 68% to 48% (as compared to July
1957); the number of viewers who think
westerns are more enjoyable has increased
slightly (from 30% to 34%); the group that
rate westerns as equal to other programs
has fallen from 50% to 41%. Half-hour
westerns were preferred over hour-long programs by 44% to 36%.
Bell & Howell
For Time

on

Sets $450,000
Four

NBC-TV

Shows

Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, will spend
the largest amount in its history for advertising and sales promotion in the second
quarter of 1958, the firm announced last
week. The company has allocated $450,000 for 12 minutes of relief time on four
NBC-TV network shows April 30 to June
23. The contract for Bell & Howell was
placed through McCann-Erickson, New
York, for Restless Gun, Wagon Train, NBC
News and Suspicion. Relief time is unwanted by the regular sponsor.
Bell & Howell is using television for the
introduction of its products (auto load projector and new 8mm electric eye camera
and others) because this medium is excellent for demonstration of new and unusual
products such as the auto load projector,
according to Carl G. Schreyer, vice president of marketing. A larger audience can
grasp the idea of a new product in a few
seconds when it is demonstrated on television, he said.
Broadcasting

goes

big

in

'cause

he's

seen

on

WBEN-TY

Typical of the WBEN-TV leadership in the Western New York market is THE CISCO
KID — seen every Monday, Wednesday and Friday on WBEN-TV 6:15 to 6:45 P.M.
CISCO

goes big in Buffalo! More than half the homes viewing television at this time

follow the daily adventures of THE

CISCO

KID. In this 3-station market, this gives you

better than 2 chances out of 3 that your TV
Channel 4.
And that goes for every TV

message will be seen if it's spotted on

dollar you have to spend in the rich Western

New

market dominated by WBEN-TV coverage. Of the forty-four 15-minute
between 8 A. M. and 7 P. M., WBEN-TV leads in 26 of them !

York

segments

You can reach THE CISCO KID'S early-evening family audience very conveniently,
very economically. How conveniently ? Call our national representatives, Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, or our sales department.
They'll show you how — morning, noon or night — your TV
on Channel 4.

dollars count for more

WBEN-TV
CBS
in Buffalo
THE

Broadcasting

PIONEER

STATION

OF

WESTERN

NEW

YORK
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I

For

first

the

maximum

time

in TV

network

history.

. .

and

per commercial minute,
(based on reaching
51/2 Million TV Homes,
per week.)

^Guaranteed

on firm thirteen-week orders.

your

potential

is even

better.

Higher

ratings will

result

cost

in even

lower

per thousand!

The

plan:

Double

Impact

. . . giving you two unduplicated audiences in two tested and
proven time periods — Sunday afternoon and one week night.
The

dates:

March

30th

to June

22nd

... in which advertisers and their agencies may participate for
one week, five iveeks, or the entire thirteen-week period.

The

program:
"The 20th Century-Fox
Hour"
. . . top-quality dramatic series, of proven popularity,
made

The

especially for television by that master studio — 20th Century-Fox.

stars:

proven

personalities

. . . such as Bette Davis, Ed Wynn, George Sanders, Merle Oberon,
Linda Darnell, Paul Douglas, Joan Fontaine, Fred MacMurray and many
The

vital

statistics:

63

TV

others.

stations

. . . reaching 84.4% of U.S. TV homes, where 81.5%
sales are made, with 86.5% of effective U.S.

of U.S. retail

buying power. (With even wider coverage, if desired.)
The

suggestion:

phone,

wire

or

write

today

. . . for the greatest assured value in television network history to . . .

' coming
is

FILM
network:
The Coliseum

Tower, 10 Columbus

Circle, New

York

19, N. Y. • JUdson

2-7300

to TV
this Fall!;

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
PABST
IN

PRESIDENCY

TOIGO'S

SIGHTS

• Resigns as Schlitz v. p.
• Joins anti-Perlstein faction
I he name Of John Toigo. longtime controversial advertising figure, added yeast and
/est to Pabsl Brewing Co.'s already highlypublicized proxy fight last week.
Mr I'oigo enlivened the fight tor control
of Pabst Tuesday by announcing his resignation as vice president
and marketing director of Jos. Schlitz
Brew ing Co. after a
two-year association.
Previously he had
been a partner and
executive vice president of Biow-BeirnToigo (later The BiOw Co. and finally
dissolved).
Mr. Toigo is seeking the Pabst presidency on a stockholder committee slate
comprising Carl Pabst. and Carl J. and
Otto I. Spaeth. They are trying to dislodge Harris Perlstein. incumbent president
and board chairman, who retained the
presidency after the resignation of Marshall
Lachner last year. Mr. Lachner became
president of Pabst in February 1956.
TOIGO

The success of Mr. Toigo's bid will be
determined at the annual shareholders'
meeting in Chicago April I.
During his two-year tenure at Schlitz.
Mr. Toigo was credited with developing the
controversial "Schlitz-lalk-* advertising campaign in broadcast and print media, a copy
approach which has been de-emphasized in
recent months as a "natural development"
of planning, according to Mr. Toigo.
A $10-12 million advertiser, Schlitz last
year spent $1,752,250 in spot tv and an estimated $2.5 million on network television.
Mr. Perlstein told a news conference that
proxies in hand and firm pledges already
have given present Pabst management a
victory and charged the Spaeth-Pabst
group "must be seeking frantically to stem
the tide. The quick grabbing up of John
Toigo as their candidate for president is an
example."
He also stated:
"All I know about Toigo's experience is
that he was a controversial figure at Schlitz
and recently resigned his six-figure job
there.

"When he joined Schlitz he brought along
some associates [Robert F. Branch, director
of market plans; Louis S. Berger, media
and market research director, and Richard
Steenberg. advertising — all formerly with
Biow-Beirn-Toigo], whose departure preceded his.
"During the time he was in charge of
marketing. Schlitz yielded its sales leadership to Anheuser-Busch. It is common
knowledge that the advertising campaign
he initiated is being greatly revamped."
Schlitz reported, however, that Mr. Berger is still with the company.
Mr. Toigo and his associates at Schlitz
have steadfastly maintained that while A-B
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may have regained overall sales leadership
in the brewing industry. Schlitz outsold
Budweiser on a brand vs. brand basis in
1957.

The brewing industry has no reliable yardstick on these brand claims.
(Anheuser-Busch also makes Busch Bavarian, other brewery products.)
Broadcasting was unable to ascertain
late last week whether Mr. Toigo was fired
or voluntarily resigned in view of conflicting reports. For his own part, he told a
news conference, "I love problems and I
can be of much more value more quickly
to Pabst than to Schlitz." Joseph McMahon,
longtime employe with Schlitz. has been
appointed advertising director, succeeding
Mr. Toigo. according to S. E. Abrams,
Schlitz vice president. E. C. Uihlein, brewery president, was reported out of town
Thursday and unavailable for comment,
but client, agency (J. Walter Thompson
Co.) and public relations spokesmen all
denied reports Mr. Toigo was dismissed.
Mr. Toigo also sharply criticized Pabst
advertising policies and its "very sick"
marketing operations. He charged the
brewery has "wasted money" for its weekly
Pabst Blue Ribbon boxing matches on
CBS-TV (which it dropped in 1956) and
that the expenditures should have been
allocated for "local advertising." (The
Wednesday Night Fights later shifted to
ABC-TV.)
The Pabst sales force should be reorganized, he suggested, to show wholesalers how
to move the product and the company
should place less emphasis on the productivity of its advertising campaign alone.

c

o

Pepsi Cola Co., which reportedly was involved last fall in merger discussions with
Pabst Brewing. At that time there was speculation that Mr. Steele might become a Pabst
director and provide certain merchandising
counsel.
Pabst spends an estimated $8.5 million on
advertising and, like Schlitz, has had an
interesting and varied agency career. In 1957
it allocated $1,480,060 to spot tv (after
placing an estimated $3.4 million in network-spot television the previous year). Pabst
currently has participations on NBC Radio's
Monitor and uses spot tv and radio in certain
markets. It recently bought Los Angeles
Dodgers baseball for its Eastside beer
(through Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles)
and a sizable spot tv schedule on WRCA-TV
New York (see story which follows on
In January
1956 Mr. Toigo resigned from
page
54).
Biow-Beirn-Toigo after Board Chairman
Milton H. Biow countermanded an agreement which would have brought the Schlitz
account from Lennen & Newell to B-B-T.
Schlitz subsequently appointed J. Walter
Thompson Co. to handle the account [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 30, 1956].
Earlier, on Jan. 1, Leo Burnett Co. officially
inherited the Pabst account from Warwick
&print
Legler.
(Burnettaccount
also had
advertising
untilhandled
August Schlitz'
1956.)
Biow-Beirn-Toigo lost the Pepsi Cola account to Kenyon & Eckhardt on March 31,

LORCAST

The Next 10 Days
of Network

Pabst is not for sale in many U. S. counties,
he noted.
Mr. Toigo also acknowledged he has long
known Alfred N. Steele, board chairman of

Color Shows

(all times EST)
CBS-TV
March 24 (8-9 p.m.) High Adventure
with Lowell Thomas, Delco through
Campbell-Ewald.
March 25, April 1 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red
Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son
through Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet
Milk through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
March 24, 31 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
March 24 (9:30-11 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
of Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone
& Belding.
March 25-28, April 1, 2 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
March 25 (8-9 p.m.) George GobelEddie Fisher Show, RCA-Whirlpool
through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett
& Myers through McCann-Erickson.
March 26, April 2 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft

1

N

G
awsnamH

Television Theatre, Kraft Foods
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

Co.

March 27 (7:30-8 p.m.) 77c Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen & Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
March 27 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
March 29 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
March 29 (10:30-11 p.m.)
Your Hit
Parade, Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
March 30 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend
Flicka, sustaining.
March 30 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
Greyhound through Grey Adv., S. C.
Johnson & Son through Needham, Louis
& Brorby
Peck
Adv. and U. S. Time Corp. through
March 30 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore
Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
April 1
Gobel
Kenyon
through

(8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
McCann-Erickson
Broadcasting

A

more

loyal

farm

following

Today, there's a sound hereabouts that's as
familiar to farmers as the rooster's crow . . . and
even more dependable. It's the voice of WJR and
it attracts farmers of the Great Lakes area with a
regularity that rivals the seasons.
Farmers
numbers

follow WJR faithfully and in great
because what they hear helps them.

is

hard

to

find

farms, fairs and conventions — and each week from
Michigan State University — come information,
interviews and news as only WJR can present
them. In broadcasts like these and in our regular
farm shows, coverage is so complete and essential
to farming that more farm folks prefer WJR for
farm programs than all the other radio stations in

"The Voice of Agriculture" and "Farm Roundup"
are the backbone of our farm program schedule.

WJR's signal area. That's a fact, according to
Alfred Politz Research, Inc., but only one of

And on Sunday mornings there are" Weekly Farm
Review" and "Farm Forum."

many that prove the degree of WJR's dominance
in this, the fifth richest market in the U.S.

Often, WJR goes right to the point of interest and
broadcasts via the WJR mobile studio. From

Want

all the Politz facts? Contact your nearest

Henry I. Christal representative.

WJR's— over
primary
coveragepeople
area
1 7,000,000
]

Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

1956, getting its severance the previous
December. Unofficial reasons given for the
switch was the similarity of art and copy
approac
Morris. hes for both Pepsi-Cola and Philip

FOR

BOOKINGS

conversations" beknowledged
Pepsi Cola and Pabst
of "exploratory
tween officers
Brewing Co. had taken place because they
felt "there might have been a sound basis
to consider a merger which could have been
a progressive and beneficial move for both
talks
added, of"these
ions."tedBut,
corporat
were
termina
as he
a result
the proxy

SEE

MY

AGENT

ON

PAGE

In May 1957 Pabsl switched the bulk of
its business (chiefly Pabst Mine Ribbon
beer) from Burnett to Norman. Craig &
Kummel. with Burnett retaining Eastside
(which it later resigned and Y&R inherited).
Grey Adv. handles Hoffman and Pabst
sparkling beverages.
Earlier, on March 14. Mr. Steele ac-

59

Mr. Steele indicated he was disturbed by
contest."
recent newspaper articles and statements
"about my participation which are not true"
and that he wanted "to clear up this situaation." He stated: "... I was contacted
several months ago by representatives of the
Pabst-Spaeth group towards the end of developing amarketing program to turn this
business around, t stated from the beginning if this was to be a proxy contest I
could not and would not take any part in
it and so when the proxy contest did develop
I dropped the work I was doing on the
marketing plans."
Pabst's WRCA-TV Spot Buy Called
Biggest on Single N. Y. Outlet
In what was described as "the largest spot
television campaign ever placed on a single
station in New York," the Pabst Brewing
Co., Chicago, and its subsidiary, Hoffman
Beverage Co., Newark, N. J., signed last
week for a saturation effort on WRCA-TV
New York amounting to $1.5 million in
gross billing over the first six months.
The campaign, placed through Grey Adv.,
New York, begins March 30 and will continue for 52 weeks, but the details of the
second 26-week cycle have not been determined.
The transaction, announced jointly by
William O. Dillingham, executive vice president of Pabst and president of Hoffman
Beverage, and William N. Davidson, general
manager of WRCA-AM-TV New York,
covers one-minute participations on various
WRCA-TV programs and one-minute, 20second and fO-second announcements to
promote Pabst Blue Ribbon beer and Hoffman soft drinks, including Hoffman Low
Caloric beverages.
The order, Mr. Davidson said, is "further
evidence of a definite upswing on the part
of many advertisers in the use of strategically-planned advertising over a long-term
period." He added that "widespread support" of the campaign at point of sale is
planned through promotions scheduled in
chain and independent supermarkets. More
than 1,500 food chain outlets and thousands of independents have agreed to tie in
with mass floor displays, according to Mr.
Davidson.
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MEDIA
WOR-TV

MEDIUM

New

York next Sunday

will begin programming (9:30-10
p.m.) a "trade publication using television instead of the printed word" in
the form of Ad World. The program,
aiming at the 150,000 men and women
in advertising and related fields in the
greater New York area, will cover
headline news in advertising through
the use of live interview and panel
discussion. Ward Byron, formerly with
NBC, ABC, Young & Rubicam and
Lennen & Newell, will act as host.
The station reported last week that
sponsorship, which is sold on a participating basis, thus far includes McCall Corp. (for Redbook), Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and Parade
magazine. The editor of the new show
is Joseph Kaselow, New York Herald
Tribune columnist.
Included on the first program will
be a test of the controversial "subliminal projection" concept.
Merger

With

Lindsey

By Liller, Neal

&

Announced

Battle Agency

Liller, Neal & Battle of Atlanta and New
York, and Lindsey & Co., Richmond, will
merge April 30, heads of the advertising
agencies announced last week. The move will
unite 30 accounts of the Atlanta firm and 19
from Richmond under the banner of Liller,
Neal, Battle & Lindsey.
C. K. Liller, William W. Neal and James
L. Battle, principals in the Atlanta firm which
was founded in 1940, are active in agency
management, as is Dan W. Lindsey Jr.,
head of the Richmond agency formed in
1942. Officers of the merged organization
are yet to be elected, but it was announced
that staffs of the Atlanta and Richmond offices and a New York service office — totaling
more than 70 people — will be left intact.
Mr. Lindsey, member of the national
board of the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, has just completed a term as chairman of the board of the AAAA Southeast
Council, a post that also has been held by
Mr. Liller and Mr. Neal. Mr. Neal also is
a national board member.
Among accounts of Liller, Neal, Battle
& Lindsey are: Armour Fertilizer Works,
Bank of Georgia, Bank of Virginia, Barwick
Mills, Brock Candy Co., Carling Brewing
Co. (Southeast), Colonial Stores Inc., Craddock-Terry Shoe Corp., James G. Gill Co.,
Hardwick Stove Co., Ingalls Shipbuilding
Corp., Kingan Div. (Southeast), Hygrade
Food Products Corp., Knox Corp., H. W.
Lay & Co., Life Insurance Co. of Georgia,
Piedmont Aviation, Seward Luggage Manufacturing Co., The Southern Co., Titmus Optical Co., and Trust Co. of Georgia.
KM&G

Opens

Washington

Office

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove's Washington offices have been moved to 1000
Connecticut Ave., N. W. The branch had
been temporarily set up at 726 Jackson PI.,
Broadcasting

WMT-TV

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

• Channel 2

• Mail Address:

Cedar Rapids

• National Reps:

The Katz Agency

..OVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued
N. W. since last December. Telephone number: Sterling 3-6554.
Personnel include J. William Mcllhenny,
manager of Washington operations; Walter J. Kerwin, account supervisor; Samuel
Patterson, James Webster and Sidney Wolfe,
account executives, and James Steele, art
director.
New

Statistics Document

Increase

In L.A. Radio Audience Since '51
Radio listening in the Los Angeles metropolitan area has risen steadily since 1951.
despite the competition of seven tv stations,
according to a report of radio audience
composition compiled from Pulse data by
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. and
presented for the first time Monday at a
dinner meeting of the Western States Advertising Agencies Assn.
From 289.000 homes using radio. Sunda} -Saturday, 6 a.m.-midnight. in 1951. the
total rose to 352.000 for the average week
in 1955. Out-of-home listening, added in
1956. raised the total number of families
listening during an average week to well
over the 400.000 mark in 1956 and 1957,
the study reports. Approximately 98% of
all homes have radios, with an average of
three sets per home; 90% of the area's
automobiles are also radio-equipped.
Peak listening time is 3-6 p.m.. MondayFriday, when nearly 900. 000 individuals are
tuned in during an average quarter-hour,
better than 20% of them in their cars.
Further demolishing the allegation that since
the advent of tv most radio listening is done
during the early morning hours, the study
shows a slightly larger total audience in the
6-9 p.m. period than at 6-9 a.m.
The male audience is about the same 6-9
a.m. and 6-9 p.m., but with substantially
more in-home listening in the evening threehour period. With women, the reverse is
true; more listen at home in the morning,
in cars in the evening. And there are more
than twice as many children and teenagers
in the radio audience at 6-9 p.m. than at
6-9 a.m. (These average quarter-hour listening figures are taken from the Pulse report
for May-June 1957.)
Art Holbrook. SCBA managing director,
introduced the report.
Mayers

Ends

C&W

Affiliation

The Mayers Co., Los Angeles agency
which on Jan. 1, 1957, became the Los
Angeles office of Cunningham & Walsh, will
resume its old name and its independent
status Oct. 1, 1958. The Mayers Co. will
continue as the agency in charge of national advertising for Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Chicago, which it handled before the merger with Cunningham & Walsh.
MJ&A Shuts Down S. F. Office
MacManus. John & Adams Inc.. Bloomfield Hills. Mich., has closed its San Francisco office because "so-called 'service offices'
by their very nature cannot offer the creative
depth and marketing guidance required by
business today," according to MJ&A President Ernest A. Jones. MJ&A will centralize
its west coast operations at the Los Angeles
office at 6399 Wilshire Blvd.
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WHO'S

BUSINESS

WHIPPING UP SALES • Top-Wip Inc. is
launching spot tv and newspaper campaign
in seven markets latter part of this month
and April to introduce Top-Wip. low calorie
whipped cream. Markets are New York.
Miami-Tampa-Jacksonville. Philadelphia,
Baltimore-Washington, Chicago. Los Angeles and northern California. Station list
was being completed last week, according
to Campbcll-Mithun Inc., Hollywood, agency for Top-Wip and its affiliate. Rcddi-Wip.
Initial campaign, to continue through strawberry season, will be followed by other seasonal campaigns up to pumpkin-pie-andTop-Wip time in fall. Overall, about $1
million will be spent for tv during 1958.
ANOTHER HELPING? • Colgate Palmolive Co.. sponsor of Dotto five times weekly on CBS-TV, reported considering nighttime version of same show, probably on
same network. Agency: Ted Bates, N. Y.
KRAFT CANCELS • Kraft Foods Co.,
Chicago (Div. of National Dairy Products
Corp.). has dropped its daytime schedule on
NBC-TV. effective this Thursday. According to Publishers Information Bureau data,
Kraft spent $1,931,942 in time charges (at
gross rates) last year for its 52-week daytime
schedule. Programs included participations in
Matinee, Comedy Time, Modern Romances
and Tic Tac Dough. J. Walter Thompson
Co.,
agency.Chicago and New

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

BRIEFLY

York, is Kraft's

NEAR

MILLION IN SALES • Eight advertisers have signed contracts totalling more
than $500,000 largely for segments in CBS
Radio's "Impact" plan on various programs.
Advertisers include Shulton Inc., Nestle Co.,
National Selective Products Inc., Milner
Products, Comstock Foods, Campana Sales
Co.. Hudson Vitamin Corp. and Gillette
Safety Co. Latter signed for sponsorship of
coverage of three race track events — Kentucky Derby May 3, Preakness May 17 and
Belmont Stakes June 17.
Other new business representing $450,000 in gross billing announced last week included: Shulton Inc. purchase of weekly
quarter-hour of Arthur Godfrey Time for
42 weeks starting April 14; Edsel Div. of
Ford Motor Co. buy of 32 weekly Impact
segments for two weeks starting March 31,
and Cowles Magazines Inc. for daily Impact segment on short-term basis. Respective agencies: Wesley Assoc. Inc., N. Y.;
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, and McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
TOBACCO GAME • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem, N. C, will sponsor Anybody Can Play, new tv quiz show
developed by John Guedel Productions, on
ABC-TV. Sun.. 8:30-9 p.m., starting July
6. for 13 weeks. William Esty Co., N. Y.,
Reynolds agency, bought live series directly
from Guedel. On NBC-TV Reynolds Co.
through Esty is renewing Bob Cummings
Show (Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.), effective September and through end of this year.
PLOWING NEW GROUND • Behlen Co.
(metal products). Columbus. Neb., in its
first use of network radio, has signed for
This Farming Business (NBC Radio, Sat.,

8-8:15 a.m.) on 52-week basis. Agency:
Potts-Woodbury. Kansas City, Mo.
LEVER LINE-UP • Lever Bros, planning
two tv network evening buys for next season. Soap firm will buy alternate weeks of
Price Is Right (NBC-TV, Mon., 7:30-8 p.m.)
with Speidel (current sponsor who is expected to renew next season) and alternate
weeks of Groucho Marx, possibly in 1010:30 p.m. time period on NBC-TV. Toni
Co.. planning to pick up other Marx week.
Lever buy not yet assigned to any of Lever's
several agencies since product to be boosted
not set. Toni agency is North Adv., Speidel's, Norman, Craig & Kummel.
WARNING SIGNALS • Royal McBee
Corp. (Young & Rubicam) and P. Lorillard Co (Lennen & Newell) have settled on
No Warning! as show for Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
slot on NBC-TV effective April 6. Show, replacing Sally (being dropped by McBee and
Chemstrand Corp., later through Doyle
Dane Bernbach) formerly appeared on
NBC-TV

as last season's Panic! under sponsorship of Max Factor (DDB) and Liggett

& Myers (McCann-Erickson) . Chemstrand
moves to Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. to join Lorillard
on Goodson-Todman's new Jefferson Drum
filmed western which succeeds Court of Last
Resort. No Warning! will consist largely of
new or unused films shot for Panic by McCadden Corp., Hollywood.
MORE

OF SAME • Fels & Co., N. Y., renews co-sponsorship of Harry Babbitt Show,
Mon. -Fri., 7:45-8 a.m., on CPRN for instant Fels Naptha, through Aitken-Kynett
Co., N. Y., for 13 weeks starting April 8.

KELLOGG COMES BACK • Kellogg Co.,
of Battle Creek, Mich., last week signed with
CBS-TV for excess of $2 million as alternate week sponsor of Goodson-Todman's
What's My Line? effective April 6 for 52
weeks. Kellogg thereby "reinvests" with network after withdrawal March 12 from alternate-week 30-minute portion of Patti Page's
The Big Record. Kellogg (through Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago), succeeds Remington Rand (through Young & Rubicam)
which has been seeking to get out of show
since early this year. RR has successfully
found "relief sponsors" in Florida Citrus
Commission (Benton & Bowles) and Mutual of Omaha (Bozwell & Jacobs) for past
seven programs. Kellogg will share tab with
Helene Curtis Industries (Stopette, Enden,
other toiletries) which has three agencies,
Gordon Best Co., Earl Ludgin and Edward
H. Weiss & Co., all Chicago.
SINCLAIR, COUNTRY STYLE • Sinclair
Refining Co., N. Y., has signed as first national advertiser for Country Music Network of radio stations featuring country
and western music organized by Charles
Bernard Co., radio representative. Sinclair,
through Morey, Humm & Warwick, N. Y.,
today (Monday) launches 40-week saturation spot drive on 18 stations covering seven
Sinclair sales regions and utilizing familiar
five-second "Drive with care and buy Sinclair" in peak auto hours. Among stations
being used KPIK Colorado Springs; KLAK
Broadcasting

Tampa and WOOO DeLand, both Florida;
VVCMS Norfolk: WBMD Baltimore; KCKN
Kansas City; KSOP Salt Lake City; KRCT
Houston; WMIE Miami; KWEM Memphis,
and KEVE Minneapolis.
MUTUAL HYPO • Readers Digest Assn.,
Pleasantville, N. Y., is investing about $60,000 for two-week campaign on Mutual covering 40 five-minute newscasts, plus 40
eight-second adjacencies to promote April
issue of Readers Digest starting today
(Monday). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y. General Electric Co. (light home
appliances), Schenectady, N. Y., through
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., will begin fourparticipation-per-week campaign on MBS'
Kate Smith Show (Mon.-Fri. 10:05-10:30
a.m.), starting April 7 for 13 weeks.
Sterling Succeeds Brock way
As Ad Council Board Chairman
The annual elections of the Advertising
Council were announced last week with
John C. Sterling, chairman of the board,
This Week magazine, elected chairman of
the board, succeeding Louis N. Brockway,
executive vice president, Young & Rubicam
Inc. Mr. Brockway served two one-year
terms as chairman.
At the same election Lee Bristol, chairman, Bristol-Myers Co., and Leo Burnett,
chairman, Leo Burnett Co., were re-elected
vice chairmen of the board of the council.
Edward C. Vontress, senior vice president,
Curtis Pub. Co., was elected a vice chairman.
Also re-elected were Frederic R. Gamble,
president, American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, and Paul B. West, president, Assn.
of National Advertisers, secretary and
treasurer, respectively; Theodore S. Repplier, president; and Allan M. Wilson and
George P. Ludlam, vice presidents.
New directors added to the board include:
Bromwell Ault, vice president, Interchemical Corp., and Philip Sporn, president, American Gas & Electric Co., elected
special directors to serve two years; Charles
E. Wilson, former president, General Electric Co., re-elected a special director to continue as chairman of the industries advisory
committee of the council.
Newly elected for three year terms were:
C. James Proud, president and general
manager, Advertising Federation of America; Henry Schachte, advertising vice president, Lever Bros.; B. B. Geyer, chairman,
Geyer Adv.; Kennett W. Hinks, vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co.; A. L. Cole,
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general business manager, Reader's Digest;
Walter C. Kurz, advertising director, Chicago Tribune, and L. H. Odell, president,
Foster & Kleiser Co.
A & A SHORTS
August Dorr Assoc., Miami, has changed
name to Hume, Smith, Mickelberry Adv.
Inc.
Waring Products Div., Dynamics Corp. of
America, account leaves Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y., agency reports. No reason was given
for resignation which becomes effective
June 30.
Broadcasting
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Advertisers

SERIES

GOING

agriculture film features farm
on 'Cross Country' may

STRONG

news, interviews, events

select their own

farm

markets

Vfooul two years ago Fred A. Niles Productions, aChicago-Hollywood film company, decided to mine for gold in agricultural

of as little as seven cents in one market,
with an overall average of 35 cents per
thousand.

America's $37 billion market, with an eye
on about one-third of the whole U. S.
economy.
\lter considerable research and stud\

Veteran farm broadcaster Lloyd Burlingham and Mill Mason moderate the weekly
program, which tv stations are encouraged
to slot in the Saturday noontime segment,
considered the best time to catch some
of the 30 million farm viewers in their

Niles evolved a new weekly hall-hour farm
i \ scries. Cross Country, designed to appeal
to 55 million rural Americans and featuring
20 of therectors.country's
tv-radio
farm diIt made thetopscries
available
to
advertisers on a flexible select-your-market
basis with conventional 13-, 26-, 39- and
52-week contracts, primarily for Saturday
noontime showing.
The series, which reports farm news, onthe-spot interviews, agricultural events and
other developments " in depth." debuted on
45 tv stations the week of Jan. 27 and now
is going strong. It is produced by Cross
Country Network Inc., a Niles subsidiary.
The clients:
Charles Pfizer Co. (agricultural chemical
products). Brooklyn, N. Y.. through Leo
Murnett Co. — some 902 spot participations
in 40 markets for 13 weeks. Honniger's
(buildings, feeds, etc.), Fairbury. 111., through
Record Adv. Agency, same city — 39 spots
in three markets for 13 weeks.
(Another key advertiser is expected to sign
shortly.)
Cross Country points out that it literally
goes cross country for its news and feature
stories. It calls on correspondents (tv and
radio farm directors) in key rural areas and
on prominent government and trade group
officials for filmed interviews (among them,
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Benson;
C harles Schuman, president of American
Farm Bureau Federation, and Lyman
McK.ee. president. American Dairy Assn.).
Land grant colleges and extension and other
groups provide basic data.
Cross Country is being made available
to all comers: a client may buy one announcement per week in one market, or a
maximum of four spots in as many markets
as desired. (There are no "must buy" restrictions.) Says R. W. (Pat) O'Brian, marketing director of Cross Country Inc.:
"A manufacturer of products for farm
consumption is interested in reaching an
audience only in those markets where he
has distribution. As a result, and since
farming is regional and seasonal, advertisers
select their own markets. . . . The spots
(one to four) can appear in one show in
one market or in all 315 [potential] markets.
"Since ours is essentially a network operation, we can custom-assemble a 'network'
of stations for an advertiser. This usually
coincides with the advertiser's distribution

pattern."
The cost to a client is based on Cross
Country's one-time, one-minute rate, minus
discounts (5 to 25%) given on the total
number of spots purchased per contract
period. Niles estimates a cost-per-thousand
Page 58
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homes. Says Niles: "They are used to
watching television at that time. The habit

PRINCIPAL moderator of Niles Productions'
Cross Country farm tv film series farmcaster Lloyd Burlingham (1), undergoes light
meter test by Jack Whitehead, cameraman,
in preparation for shooting. Tom Rook (r)
directs the studio portions of the show.

has been established."
Pre-filmed spots are spliced into shows
in those markets selected by the advertiser;
the station's own tv farm director or other
personality can deliver the local spots
live. The format is as notable for its simplicity as the advertising pattern is. Viewers
get national and local news of agriculture.
Five minutes in each 30-minute segment
are set aside for local news, weather and
crop reports, delivered live at the station.
Pat Trumbull, formerly assistant to the
farm director of WGN Chicago, coordinates
the program and works with farm directors,
including such prominent farm broadcasters
as Mai Hansen, WOW-AM-TV Omaha.
What are the advantages claimed for
Cross Country? Product-program identification for the sponsor, service to rural viewers,

proper commercial climate for commercial
messages, flexibility of package, substantial
merchandising potentials at the local community level and likable and believable farm
broadcasting personalities.
On the basis of stations signed thus far,
Cross Country has coverage in the Midwest,
Northeast and South. Fred Niles, president
of the production firm, expects to expand

Five Sales Executives Appointed
At Flamingo After Reorganization

settled out of court last week, according to
Arthur B. Krim, UA president. He did not
reveal the terms of the settlement but said

As part of an expansion program at the reorganized Flamingo Telefilm Sales Inc., New
York, Herman Rush, president, and Ira
Gottlieb, executive vice president, last week
announced the addition of five sales executives to the company staff.

it involved "substantial payments" to UA.
Defendants (Mr. Nasser, James Nasser Productions, Ressan Inc. and Strand Produc-

The new personnel served with the predecessor organization known as Flamingo
Films. They are Ed Palmer, director of station relations; Jeff Davis, regional manager
of the southern division; Ken Roswell, regional manager of the southwest; Julian Ludwig, regional manager of the west coast and
Robert Conn, manager of the eastern division.
Flamingo has completed arrangements to
distribute in the fall a new 39-episode halfhour series, Citizen Soldier, which is being
filmed in Hollywood by producer Ron
Alcorn, according to Mr. Gottlieb. He added
that O.S.S., currently carried on ABC-TV, is
scheduled to go into syndication after completion of its network run later this spring.
Flamingo, he said, is in the process of building up its feature film library and negotiating
for more than 50 post- 1950 features with
various motion picture sources.
UA's

Tv Release

Suit Settled

Suit of United Artists to block the "unauthorized" release of four theatrical pictures for use on television by James Nasser
and several Nasser-controlled companies was

"the television voice of agriculture" to 80
stations by spring and 150 by year's end.
Niles plans to start work shortly on the
second 13-week cycle of films.

tions) were charged with distributing UA's
"Don't Trust Your Husband," "Cover Up,"
"Without Honor" and "A Kiss for Corliss"
to tv without permission. The suit was filed
in U. S. District Court in Los Angeles in
1954.

NTA Begins 'Double Impact7 Drive
In line with expansion plans for the NTA
Film Network [Film, March 17], Ely A.
Landau, president, last week announced the
beginning of an advertising campaign in
excess of $100,000 to promote the network's
"Double Impact" plan and the fall programming schedule. The campaign, placed
through Moss Assoc., N. Y., in both consumer and trade publications, will last four
weeks, starting last week. The advertisements on "Double Impact" refer to a plan
being utilized on the network's 20th Century-Fox Hour programming, which begins
Sunday on a lineup of 63 stations. Under the
plan, the program is shown on Sunday afternoon and repeated on a weekday evening,
giving the advertiser a potentially unduplicated audience. The advertisements on fall
programming plans highlight the "big night"
concept of the network, whereby a threehour program bloc in prime evening hours
(7:30-10:30 p.m.) will be made available
to advertisers once a week.
Broadcasting
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FiLM CONTINUED
LOEWS

MAY

ENTER

LIVE

TV

PROGRAMS

• Also

planned:

film syndication

• Company's big problem: money
Locu s Inc. may enter live tv program
production and film syndication, thus raising its sights a couple of notches with
greater participation in tv production and
in tv's profits.
Loew's needs coin from tv desperately to
see it through its lean years of studio losses,
bypassed dividends, staggering overhead and
a rash of economies. But to get the additional In po it will have to spend new money;
thus the uncertainty.
If successful, spadework underway on the
West Coast by Charles C. Barry, MGM-TV
division's vice president, would build for the
company a solid archway into tv syndication of film series, production of a live program series — tentatively a target of six programs next season — and financing of filmed
tv production. (This financing is a three-way
venture, pursued simultaneously: MGM will
co-finance production and profit-share in
proceeds; put up all the money for an outside producer and participate substantially
in profits, and lease additional studio space
for production by outside firms.)
These projects demand money, a very
scarce commodity at MGM. Although
MGM-TV has distribution facilities for its
pre- 1948 MGM feature library leased to
stations, it presumably would take additional
stalling and facilities to engage in syndication of film series. MGM-TV's film for tv
production has been restricted to outright
network or national advertiser sale.
MGM-TV also would like to acquire
broadcast station interests but because of
the initial investments required, the company actually has retrenched (sold its interest in KMGM-TV Minneapolis to National
Telefilm Assoc.) and now owns WMGM
New York and retains a part interest in
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
In addition to selling "old" MGM motion
pictures to tv, the company has a flourishing
unit producing tv commercials for advertisers, has The Thin Man series on NBC-TV
under sponsorship by Colgate-Palmolive and
has sold the Northwest Passage series to
NBC-TV. Mr. Barry from time to time has
attempted a production arrangement with
ABC-TV.
MGM-TV already has pilot scripts for
Fastest Gun Alive (western) and Father of
the Bride (musical comedy), either series
suitable for syndication. But Mr. Barry first
will shoot for network sale on these. MGMTV has been holding back a pilot of Min
and Bill, to be offered in the late spring for
sale to a network or advertiser and has several other shows on a long range plan.
If MGM enters live programming, it will
be the first major Hollywood studio to do so.
Discussions have been held with Robert
Saudek of Robert Saudek Assoc., New
York, to produce a series of six "quality"
specials for exposure next season. Mr.
Saudek has operated his firm independently
since the Ford Foundation ended its finanPage 60
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cial association with Omnibus. Saudek
Assoc. now produces Omnibus, has completed arrangements to produce live a series
of concerts featuring Leonard Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
plans two filmed series (Annals of Medicine
and another on the post-Civil War period)
and a live panel show and has still other
properties tied up.
Meanwhile. Mr. Barry appointed William
R. Gibbs. for two years tv commercial production supervisor for Young & Rubicam
in San Francisco, as successor to Virgil E.
Ellsworth,ofwho
resigned as
director
the has
commercial
andMGM-TV's
industrial
division. Mr. Ellsworth, who had operated
Mercury International on the West Coast
(tv commercial film producer), joined MGM
about a year ago.

to Storer Broadcasting Co. for WJBK-TV
Detroit, WJW-TV Cleveland, WAGA-TV
Atlanta and WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio; to
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; WGN-TV Chicago; WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del.;
K RON -TV San Francisco; WIZ-TV Baltimore; WFAA-TV Dallas; WTVJ (TV) Miami; KTNT (TV) Seattle; KBTV (TV) Denver, and KPTV (TV) Portland. Ore.
Guild Films reports sale of its Light of the
World to ABC-TV, to start in fall in 7-7:30
p.m. Sunday period, preceding Maverick.
Guild began co-producing Light of the
World late in 1957 with Trans American
Productions, which produced program on
radio for 10 years. Film series will consist
of 39 half hours.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
ABC

Film Syndication, N.Y., has released

NTA to Offer 'Walter Winchell'
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, announced last week that the Walter Winchell
File half-hour tv film program will be offered for sale to regional advertisers and
local stations, starting next fall. The 39episode series will consist of 13 new programs being produced by Desilu Productions and 26 re-run programs of the Walter
Winchell File, which ends its network cycle
on ABC-TV this fall.

for sale to tv stations its "Galaxy 20" package of feature films, consisting of 20 British-produced motion pictures. Package includes "Lavender Hill Mob" and "The Promoter," both with Alec Guiness; "The Red
Shoes," with Moira Shearer and Marius
Goring; "In Which We Serve," with Noel
Coward and Celia Johnson; "Caesar and
Cleopatra," with Vivien Leigh and Stewart
Granger,
"Odd Newton.
Man Out," with James
Mason andandRobert

Animation-Todd

Screen Gems, N. Y., has announced that
Showcase 39, re-runs of 39 Ford Theatre

Suit Detoured

A plagiarism suit by Animation Inc.
against Mike Todd Corp. has been removed
from the calendar of the Los Angeles Superior Court, where it was to have been
heard Tuesday, on the motion of defense
attorneys that it should be tried in federal
court, since the defendant is a Delaware
corporation. The suit, asking $250,000
damages, alleges that the epilogue of the

programs carried on ABC-TV during 19561957, is being placed into syndication.
ON

CAMERA

Todd film, "Around the World in 80 Days"
was based, "scene by scene," on a storyboard designed by Animation Inc., which
received no credit in the film.

Television Programs of America's pilot of
Airline Hostess, half-hour adventure series,
has gone into production at California
studios for interior shots and Los Angeles
International Airport for outside scenes.
Milton Krims is producer, Jus Addis, director and Leon Fromkess, executive producer
of TPA series, which stars Marcia Henderson in title role.

FILM SALES

California National Productions will make

Warner Bros, reports sales of its 52-feature
"Vanguard" package to WOR-TV New
York; KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.; KROCTV Rochester, Minn.; WCNY-TV Carthage
(Watertown), N. Y.: KIRO-TV Seattle;
KETV (TV) Omaha, and KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Colo. Warner Bros, cartoons
were sold to KOLN-TV Lincoln. Neb., and
WBAY-TV Green Bay. Wis. "Popeye" cartoons went to KVOS-TV Bellingham. Wash.;
KVTV (TV) Sioux City. Iowa; WSYR-TV
Syracuse, N. Y.; KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.;
WNCT (TV) Greenville. N. C, and WECT
(TV) Wilmington. N. C. Additional Warner
Bros, features were purchased by WKRCTV Cincinnati, Ohio, and portions of its
"Gold Mine Library" (group of sundry
features other than Warner Bros.) by WTICTV Hartford. Conn., and KMGM-TV
Minneapolis.
California National Productions, NBC's syndicated film subsidiary, reports Medic in its
first off-network run has been sold to DuMont Broadcasting Corp. for WABD (TV)
New York and WTTG (TV) Washington;

Gumby, stop-motion animated series for
children, available for local programming
through its Victory Program Sales division.
Twenty-two episode series is available in
black-and-white or color, averages about 1 1
minutes playing time per episode and was
on NBC-TV on Saturday mornings last year.
Interstate Tv Corp. has announced production of new 30-minute color-tv series,
The Adventures of Marco Polo. Series will
be shot in Far East.
Reycar Tv Productions, Pine Creek, Tex.,
is producing new western series, Texas Little
Buckaroos, featuring all-children's cast
which has not appeared professionally in
past. Films range in running time from 12
to 20 minutes. Reycar is suggesting to local stations that they conduct contest to find
talent for Buckaroo sequences to be filmed
in Texas this summer. Series is distributed
through Medallion Pictures Corp., N.Y.
Robert Siodmak, independent producer, announces production of new series of 39
half-hour suspense films, titled Killers, will
begin May 5 in Munich, Germany.
Broadcasting
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• Wolverton's

LEFT

OVERSIGHT
perjury charge

• President, attorney

general

A potpourri of colorful adjectives was
used last week by members of the House
I egislative Oversight Subcommittee to describe the testimony of nine witnesses in the
M\th week of hearings on the FCC's controversial grant of ch. 10 Miami to National
Airlines.
The testimony — much of it in obvious
conflict with that given earlier in the hearings— was variously described by congressmen as "curiouser and curiouser." "fantastic." •amazing," "ridiculous," "weird,"
"peculiar" and perjurious.
Moth President Dwight Eisenhower and
Attorney General William Rogers discussed
the FCC situation in speeches last week before the Sixth Annual Conference of Republican Women in Washington. On conduct
in government, the President said: "Here
there is only one principle for all Americans
to follow — the standard of official conduct
must be the highest standard known to
human behavior. . . .
"The citizen's primary protection lies in
the assurance that the country's administrators are affected by no conceivable interest
other than the public interest. . . . All of us
can make certain, by prompt, decisive and
fair corrective action, that public confidence
in the integrity of government is maintained.
The greater the role and responsibility of
government, then, the greater the importance of uncompromising insistence on the
official standards, all the time, everywhere."
As a grand jury investigation of the ch.
10 and Pittsburgh ch. 4 cases continues, Mr.
Rogers promised that law violators uncovered during the House hearings "will be prosecuted to the fullest extent — no matter who
they are. . . . We are investigating all the
charges. If there have been violations of the
law by anyone, he will be prosecuted."
The House investigation was prompted
by charges Comr. Richard A. Mack
"pledged" his vote in the case to National
Airlines. Comr. Mack resigned three weeks
ago [Government, March 10] under the
threat of impeachment.
During last week's testimony, Rep.
Charles Wolverton (R-N. J.) charged that
"somebody" obviously has committed perjury while testifying before the subcommittee and asked that all records be forwarded
to the Justice Dept. for action. Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.). chairman, replied Justice
already is receiving daily transcripts of the
hearings.
Rep. Harris said last week it appears there
has been a "pattern" in the votes of commissioners on comparative tv cases but the
subcommittee needs to look into more decisions to determine if this is true.
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.) stated the subcommittee should suspend hearings for the
time being and do more investigating if it
wants the facts on charges of influence. He
Page 62
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INCREDULOUS
TESTIMONY

caps committee
discuss FCC

reaction

in speeches

said it is evident not enough investigating
has been done by the subcommittee staff
before witnesses were called for questioning.
"This is the time to take a pause and get an
adequate preliminary job done," he told
newsmen. "The kind of hearings we are
having are not productive of anything but
The Californian said other contested tv
cases
arc coming up for study and adequate
confusion."'
investigation should produce solid facts at
the hearings.
With the ch. 10 investigation — despite
efforts by Republican members to call more
witnesses — on its last legs, three of the commissioners arc due to testify this week on
charges of "personal misconduct." The
charges were made early in February by the
subcommittee's chief counsel. Dr. Bernard
Schwartz, who later was fired by a 7-4 subcommittee vote.
Chairman John C. Doerfer already has
been faced with and answered allegations
made against him [Government, Feb. 10].
Comrs. Robert E. Lee, Rosel H. Hyde and
Robert T. Bartley are scheduled to answer
the charges this week. No such allegations
have been made against Comrs. T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford.
All of last week's witnesses were mentioned in previous "testimony given by Col.
A. Frank Katzentine, owner of WKAT
Miami and losing applicant in the ch. 10
case; George T. Baker, National Airlines
president, and Alexander Hardy, National
senior vice president. Much of the testimony
of the most recent witnesses was in direct
conflict with Col. Katzentine's statements
under oath — which led to Rep. Wolverton's
"perjury" charge. At least one other witness,
the subcommittee openly felt, contradicted
testimony by Messrs. Baker and Hardy.
Last Wednesday, Sen. Warren Magnuson
(D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, referred a bill (S 3487)
which would prohibit airline ownership of
a tv station to the Communications Subcommittee headed by Sen. John Pastore (DR. I.). The bill was introduced by Sens.
Joseph O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) and Mike
17J.
Monroney
(D-Okla.) [At Deadline. March

On the witness stand last week: Monday
— G. Gordon Moore, the President's brotherin-law who had been accused of "engineering"' the National application, and Downey
Rice, Washington attorney who went to the
vice president's office regarding ch. 10;
Tuesday — Harry McDonald, who Col.
Katzentine testified would try to pull Col.
Moore off his "engineering" job; John S.
Knight, Miami broadcaster-publisher who
discussed the case with Mr. Hardy; Lou
Poller, retired broadcaster who talked to
Col. Katzentine, and Harry Plotkin, attorney
also brought into the record by Col. Katzentine.

Also, Wednesday — H. Earl Barber, legal
assistant to Comr. Mack at the FCC; Thursday— Milt Dean Hill, public relations counsel lor National Airlines, and Friday — Paul
Porter, attorney for Col. Katzentine (for Mr.
Porter's testimony, see At
page 9).
WITNESS:

Col. G. Gordon

Deadline,

Moore

Col. Moore was emphatic in denying
that he was one of the actors in the ch.
10 case. Asked point blank, "Were you
in any way engineering the application for
National Airlines?" he replied "No sir."
He said that he had never done anything
in any way that would connote an interest
in ch. 10.
"I am appearing voluntarily, in order
to be sure that the committee understands
I have in no way, directly or indirectly, influenced or sought to influence the decision
of the FCC in the award of a television license for ch. 10 in Miami
Furthermore, fhave never discussed any matter with
any member of the Federal Communications
Commission at any time," Col. Moore told
the subcommittee.
He denied being a member of a "White
House clique" as charged by former subcommittee Chief Counsel Bernard Schwartz,
and said he had no knowledge that such a
"clique" existed. The Dominican Republic
shipyard venture, in which he and two directors of National were involved, had no
connection with the tv application, Col.
Moore testified.
When the witness stated he had no
knowledge that he had been named a vice
president-director of the shipyard. Rep. Peter
F. Mack CD-Ill.) termed this as "fantastic"
as some of the testimony of ex-Comr. Mack.
Col. Moore admitted that his "name" had
been used in the promotion of an airline
stock venture several years ago. At times,
he said, his White House association is a
liability rather than an asset and that he is
very careful about the business ties he
makes. He told the subcommittee he refused
to become a director in two large transportation firms because it might have involved an
appearance before one or more of the regulatory agencies.
He first learned that National had applied
for a tv channel. Col. Moore stated, when
a friend told him the airline had been awarded the grant.
WITNESS:

Downey

Rice

Former FBI agent Rice told about steps
he took in finding ways of "unfixing the
fix" — if there was a fix — in the ch. 10 case.
He said he met Col. Katzentine in 1950
through Daniel Sullivan, director of the
Greater Miami Crime Commission, while
serving as counsel for the Kefauver Crime
Committee.
Earlier in the hearings, a letter Mr. Rice
had written to Mr. Sullivan concerning possible intervention into the case by Vice President Richard M. Nixon was entered in the
record [Government, Feb. 24]. Mr. Rice
said he sought aid from the vice president
and others after reports from Mr. Sullivan
that Col. Moore was pushing the National
Broadcasting
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EGYPTIAN
Ancient ancestor of our letter
A was probably an Egyptian
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GREEK
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Airlines application and the "fix was on."
He admitted he had no proof Col. Moore
was involved and said he made no further
inquiries to determine if this were true. Mr.
Rice s.i iJ he was "incensed at the injustice
of the matter" if the allegations were true
and acted as a "friend and citizen who had
been outraged."
Mr. Rice, a member of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. who has never practiced before the Commission, said he first
heard of Col. Moore's alleged participation
in late summer 1955, soon after the July
1955 oral argument. A close friend of Comr.
Lee, Mr. Rice said he did not go to the
commissioner on the ch. 10 case but "went
to the place where I thought the most good
could be done [Vice President Nixon]."
His moves were made, the witness testified, to alert the proper people of a possible
scandal. He denied trying to get anyone to
vote for the WKAT application and said
his activity was only to assure that the case
would be decided on its merits. The Justice
Dept. was not asked to intercede. Mr. Rice
said, because he felt the evidence was not
strong enough and public disclosure might
"rock the country."
Questioned at length by Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.). Mr. Rice said he could not
give a yes or no answer as to whether he
was acting under the direction of someone.
Rep. Bennett protested the witness could
give a direct answer and finally told Chairman Harris in disgust: "I give up, Mr. Chairman."
Mr. Rice, whose brother-in-law is a vice
president of National Airlines, said he had
no files on his activities in the ch. 10 case.
He explained a May 24. 1956. memo he
dictated (it was never revealed who received
the memo) concerned an investigation he
had conducted of George T. Baker, National
president. He said the investigation was undertaken for an airline client, concerned
matters before the CAB and had no relation
to the ch. 10 case.
When asked, however, if
investigation of Mr. Baker
teresting tothe subcommittee,
plied they would and agreed
report to the House body.
WITNESS:

results of
would be
Mr. Rice
to furnish

the
inrehis

Harry McDonald

Mr. McDonald, former chairman of the
Securities & Exchange Commission, was
asked to explain previous testimony that he
would try "to pull Moore off" the National
case or at least determine if Col. Moore
actually was "engineering" the National application.
"This is positively fabricated from nothing." Mr. McDonald testified, "I took absolutely no part." He met Col. Katzentine
(who made the statement in a letter to his
attorney), he related, in 1954 while in Miami
working on a civic project. He said the
WKAT owner asked him if he knew Col.
Moore and who was close to Col. Moore.
The witness said he told Col. Katzentine he
had met Col. Moore and that Pel Miller
was Mr. Moore's business associate.
This, Mr. McDonald said, was all that
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He said he "studiously" avoided
happened. involved
in the ch. 10 case and
becoming
denied ever talking to Messrs. Porter,
Moore. Miller, any of the commissioners
or anyone else about the Miami tv case.
Rep. Harris asked Mr. McDonald about
a Feb. 11. 1957 (four days after the ch. 10
grant), letter he had written to Col. Katzentine expressing "surprise" that National
had received the grant and enclosing a
newspaper clipping of the award. The witness said his "surprise" was that a grant had
been made because he had heard the FCC
case and
the going
to reopen was
was
look going
like anybody
to it
be "didn't
given
the channel." He said this information came
from Robert Jones, a former member of
the FCC.
WITNESS-

John S. Knight

Mr. Knight told the subcommittee his
version (the third account related in testimony) of a January 1956 meeting with
Alexander Hardy, senior vice president of
National Airlines. The publisher-broadcaster said Mr. Hardy introduced himself
on a Washington-Miami flight and they discussed the ch. 10 case as well as the proceeding on Miami ch. 7, which later was
awarded to Mr. Knight and his associates.
Mr. Hardy was "extremely confident,"
Mr. Knight testified, and left the impression
National was assured of the votes of three
unnamed commissioners. Asked if Mr.
Hardy said the grant was "in the bag," Mr.
Knight could not remember if those were
the exact words used.
The talk with Mr.

A

COURSE

THEY

During the genesis of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee investigation of the FCC, another member of the
subcommittee's staff (besides since-fired
Chief Counsel Bernard Schwartz) drafted
a course for studying the problems and
troubles of the Commission.
In a Dec. 13, 1957, report intended
for the committee members, attorney
Stephen J. Angland made 13 "suggestions" of areas to be investigated at the
FCC. The suggestions, according to
spokesmen, did not coincide with the
plans of Prof. Schwartz — who literally
scissored them from the report before it
was sent on to the subcommittee.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of the subcommittee, did not know they
existed until asked about their status last
week by Broadcasting.
Mr. Angland's 13 suggestions, not necessarily inorder of importance: (1) overall need for a study of the spectrum (now
pending before Congress in two bills);
(2) uhf problem, including a study of the
FCC deintermixture decisions and "their
apparent lack of rhyme or reason"; (3)
concentration of control, including multiple ownership, lease-maintenance, microwave relay (the lease-maintenance
contracts have been turned over to Herb

Hardy was "not an encounter of my choosing," Mr. Knight
A week
after the stated.
Hardy conversation, Mr.
Knight said he talked with Col. Katzentine.
"It seemed to me Mr. Katzentine had
jeopardized his chances," Mr. Knight stated
in explaining he "occasionally" tried to advise Mr. Katzentine on public relations matters. Mr. Knight, who was on the stand less
than 30 minutes, said trade reports at this
time gave support to speculation that WKAT
was going to lose out in its tv bid.
WITNESS:

Lou Poller

Mr. Poller, a self-styled "retired" broadcaster, completely contradicted earlier testimony given by Col. Katzentine. "That's
not so," he replied, when asked if he had
told the WKAT owner he did not have a
chance and that Comrs. Lee, Doerfer and
McConnaughey all were going to vote for
National.
A December 1955 telephone conversation with Col. Katzentine was limited strictly to matters concerning the Estes Kefauver
campaign for President, Mr. Poller said, and
denied the ch. 10 case was even mentioned,
as claimed by Col. Katzentine.
Mr. Poller, a volunteer worker for the
Kefauver campaign, admitted telling Col.
Katzentine in May 1956 that his tv application would have "a better chance" if a
Democrat won the Presidential election. He
said this was a form of "needling" Col.
Katzentine because the ch. 10 applicant was
not doing a good job in the Florida fundraising activities for Sen. Kefauver.
The witness also acknowledged that he

DIDN'T
TAKE
Maletz, counsel for the House Antitrust
Subcommittee); (4) Sec. 309 (c) (protest
provision) of Communications Act (Mr.
Angland found a general feeling this section has been abused, throws an undue
burden on the Commission staff and
should be repealed).
Also: (5) station sales (the feeling here
is that the FCC should have more authority over sales — standards such as used
in original grant should be considered);
(6) separation of functions (found present FCC procedure burdensome and
probably needless in some respects); (7)
budgetary planning; (8) international
communications (no central control found
at FCC with responsibilities "spread all
over the lot"); (9) standards or criteria
for grants (the current ch. 10 Miami
hearings and other comparative cases
would come under this category); (10)
enforcement of FCC rules (felt Commission needs authority to put teeth into
violation of rules); (11) license terms;
(12) FCC legislative program, and (13)
FCC rules of procedure.
On learning the 13 Angland
mendations existed, Rep. Harris
definitely would like to take a
them but did not indicate what,
action would be taken.

recomsaid he
look at
if any,
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GOVERNMENT continued
has lunch with Comr. Lee '"once in a while"
but denied ever discussing ch. 10 or any
other case with Comr. Lee or any other
commissioner. He also denied ever mentioning this relationship with Comr. Lee to
Col. Katzentine.
WITNESS:

Harry Plotkin

Mr. Plotkin was asked it he told Col.
Katzentine an FCC employe had resigned
liter becoming "nauseated" over instructions to write a decision favoring National.
"That is not true." Mr. Plotkin replied.
I here is no such employe to my knowledge." Col. Katzentine had made the claim
in testimony three weeks ago.
The witness admitted calling Col. Katzentine in late 1955 or early 1956 and telling
him the Commission had voted to give the
channel to the airline. His information came
from the trade press — either Broadcasting
magazine or Television Digest — Mr. Plotkin
stated. He told the subcommittee it was his
practice, at that time, to call the trade press
following Commission executive meetings
to find out what had been decided. In this
particular instance, he said, he could not
remember which publication had given him
the information.
"Too many people seem to have a convenient memory of not remembering what
happened." Rep. Harris retorted. The chairman then asked: "Mr. Plotkin. is this the
type of procedure that many of the attorneys
practicing before the FCC follow?"
"I'm sorry to say, yes," the witness replied. He then explained this method of
learning of FCC actions no longer is necessary because the Commission now makes
public its staff instructions. "You were down
there [FCC] for a long time and you should
know something about how these things
leak.*' Rep. Harris countered.
Mr. Plotkin, who was in the FCC general
counsel's office from 1940-51. replied that
the leaks were not so bad "in the old days."
Rep. John J. Flynt (D-Ga.) asked where the
leaks came from and Mr. Plotkin replied:
"I do not know. . . . I'm not privy to sources
of the trade press."
The witness said he heard "persistent
CASH

ON

THE

LINE

Comparing tv licenses to leases on
public land. Phil C. Neal, teacher of
administrative law at Harvard U., has
declared that television licenses "ought
to be subject to competitive bid, just
the way government contracts are."
Prof. Neal expressed his views on
Backgrounds, heard on WGBH-FMTV Boston, Mass. Interviewed by
Louis M. Lyons, on the topic "The
FCC on Trial," Prof. Neal insisted
that auctioning tv licenses would also
"get the Commission out of the business of trying to make these judgments
between applicants who are pretty
close to being equal, where it's awfully
easy for a Commissioner to be swayed
by outside influence."

rumors" that National would get the grant
but that all of them came from Col. Katzentine or within the Arnold. Fortas & Porter
law office, of which he then was a member.
He denied ever talking to any commissioner
ch. 10, saying it was not his pracregarding
tice to talk to commissioners on pending
cases.
The FCC violated "a good many" of its
own standards in granting the channel to
National. Mr. Plotkin testified. He denied
ever telling Col. Katzentine, as the colonel
had earlier stated, that Comrs. Lee, Doerfer,
McConnaughey and Mack were going to
vote for National.
At the close of Mr. Plotkin's testimony,
Rep. Wolvcrton asked that the contradictory
evidence before the subcommittee be sent
to the Justice Dept. for possible prosecution.
"Perjury is just as infamous a crime as any
attributed to anyone in this case," the ranksubcommittee member
stated. ing Republican
Rep. Wolverton said if he had known in
advance that Col. Katzentine's testimony
would be so "repudiated" by later witnesses,
he would have subjected the WKAT owner
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paid by the government.
Mr. Barber admitted that a liquor license
in a Dania Beach, Fla., hotel was held in
his name until sometime last year. He explained the hotel, including the liquor license,
was purchased in 1953 by the T. A. Whiteside Trust and Mr. Whiteside put the liquor
license under his (Barber's) name. Under
Florida law, a trust is prohibited from
owning a liquor license. Mr. Barber said
he received nothing while the liquor license
was under his name nor did he receive
any of the proceeds from its sale. He denied
illegal or "underhanded"
there
in the was
wayanything
the license was handled.
Mr. Barber claimed to have no knowledge
of a $375 check from Mr. Whiteside to
Mr. Mack in 1952 and charged to Mr.
Barber's withdrawal account at the Whiteside law firm. Mr. Barber recalled that it
may have been a campaign contribution
because Mr. Mack at that time was running
for re-election on the Florida Railroad &
Public Utilities Commission.
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.) found it hard
to believe that Mr. Barber would not know

to a "very vigorous cross examination," because itis obvious somebody has made "untrue" statements.

about the $375 figure on his account. "I
don't believe it. ... I have heard more

WITNESS:

fantastic tales in the past few weeks . . ."
relating to the ch. 10 case, the congressman retorted.

H. Earl Barber

Mr. Barber was the only witness Wednesday, the hearing being limited to a morning
session. His resignation from the FCC,
tendered 36 hours after Comr. Mack resigned, became effective only last Tuesday.
While admitting a close personal relationship with Mr. Whiteside going back
to his college days, Mr. Barber denied ever
discussing the ch. 10 case with Mr. Whiteside. He said the only time the two even

The witness also was unable to remember
a Jan. 18, 1956, letter from himself to Mr.
Whiteside containing an enclosure according

"vaguely" mentioned the Miami contest
was when Mr. Whiteside expressed his personal opinion of Col. Katzentine.
Mr. Barber was an associate in Mr. Whiteside's law firm for seven years and left in
August 1955 to become Comr. Mack's legal
assistant. He said he applied to Comr. Mack
for the job and Mr. Whiteside was not
too enthusiastic about him (Barber) leaving
Miami.

because "weird stories" and "wild and vicious rumors" had been circulated about
him and said he resented the fact no one
had tried to question him previously. When
asked by the chairman why he did not
volunteer to testify, Mr. Barber replied:

Explaining a $600 loan from Mr. Whiteside which has not been repaid, Mr. Barber
stated: "It didn't worry me. . . . He didn't
need it. . . . By the time I had saved enough
to repay him, it looked as if I might need
it to move again. It turns out I do." Mr.
Barber also testified his former employer
"loaned" him $150 in 1949 — a loan that
Mr. Whiteside did not want repaid — and
gave him his first automobile, a 1938 Dodge.
Subcommittee records showed that Mr.
Barber had made several personal telephone
calls to Mr. Whiteside and others on Comr.
Mack's private phone. The witness explained
that at the time the calls were made he
did not know they were billed to the government and, when he discovered this, paid
Comr. Mack with cash for the calls. He
defended this payment procedure because
the calls were made
Rep. Harris
situation."
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showed that $292 had been paid by Comr.
Mack on the private calls while $511 were

under a "peculiar

introduced

records which

to "standard instructions." Under questioning by Rep. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.),
Mr. Barber could not state whether two
telephone calls to Mr. Whiteside the same
week had anything to do with the letter.
Rep. Williams found this hard to believe.
Mr. Barber criticized the subcommittee

"Well, Mr. Harris, I guess I was just scared
to death." He denied, however, he was
scared because "something was wrong."
One of his first tasks after joining Comr.
Mack's staff, Mr. Barber stated, was to
digest the file on the Miami tv case. He said
he then presented the facts to the commissioner but made no recommendations.
WITNESS:

Milt Dean Hill

Mr. Hill had trouble describing to the
subcommittee an explanation he gave to
his boss for a December 1956 telephone call
to attorney Charles Steadman in Cleveland.
Mr. Hill had written on a memorandum that
Mr. Steadman was very close to then FCC
Chairman McConnaughey and was keeping
on top of the ch. 10 situation. Mr. Hardy,
Mr. Hill's boss, earlier had explained the
memo was a fabrication to cover up a personal telephone call.
About the Steadman phone call, Mr. Hill
at various times testified (1) that he did not
remember what was discussed; (2) that they
talked about airline reservations for the upBroadcasting
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bOVERNMENT continued
coming presidential inauguration; (3) that ch.
10 might have been mentioned but he did
not think so: (4) that Mr. Hardy, an attorney might consider the call personal but
he, a public relations man. considered it
business, and (5) that he and Mr. Hardy had
"agreed" to call it personal.
Mr. Hill said he made a "mistake and 1
am sorry for it." He said Mr. Hardy had
asked for justification of a "whole fistful" of
telephone calls and "1 put down the best excuse 1could think of. . . . My only concern was to get Mr. Hardy off the back of
neck."
my \llhough
admitting he staled Messrs.
Steadman and McConnaughey were close
personal friends. Mr. Hill told the subcommittee he did not know if this were actually
true. "Do you expect this subcommittee to
believe that?" Rep. Harris asked. "It's the
truth, sir." the witness replied.
Almost to a man, members of the subcommittee attacked Mr. Hill's explanation
of the telephone call. C hairman Harris told
[he witness: "I've heard the terms fantastic
and amazing [applied to previous testimony
of witnesses] but my vocabulary does not
encompass a word to describe . . ." your explanation.
Rep. Williams charged that "either you
|Hill] or Mr. Hardy is lying," and Rep.
Robert Hale (R-Me.) stated: "You leave me
with the impression that you're more anxious
to please Mr. Hardy than tell the truth."
Mr. Hill protested that he was telling the
truth and did not particularly care if Mr.
Hardy was pleased with his statements.
Rep. Mack called Mr. Hill's testimony
"ridiculous" and Reps. Moss and Williams
both said. "This case gets curiouser and
curiouser as we go along."
In answer to the questions of several of
the congressmen, Mr. Hill steadfastly denied
he had contacted any of the commissioners
or members of their staffs about National's
ch. 10 application. Rep. Wolverton read part
of an investigator's report of an interview
with Comr. Hyde which stated that Mr. Hill
had visited his office and wanted to tell the
commissioner about the outstanding character of National's executives.
Mr. Hill said he remembered the visit,
"but as I recall it, it had to do with reservation
denied attempting to discuss thematters."
ch. 10Hematter.
As Mr. Hill finished his testimony, Rep.
Williams (acting as chairman) bluntly told
the National public relations counsel that
he had "contradicted himself in many ways"
and that his testimony "contradicted information the committee has from other
sources."
Senators

Shout

Down

Amendment

To Repeal 10% Radio-Tv Set Excise
The Senate, by a voice vote March 14.
shouted down an amendment proposed by
Sen. Paul H. Douglas CD-Ill.) which would
have repealed the 10% excise tax on all
radio and tv receivers. The amendment was
offered to HR 10.021, which has to do with
the taxing of insurance companies.
In addition to radio and tv sets, the
amendment would have removed the excise
tax on many other commodities and services
Page 68
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and would have cost the government an
estimated $2 billion in revenue ($179 million loss from radio and tv sales). Also included was repeal of the 10% and 8% excise taxes on communciations and leased
wires.

the (existing) logging requirements . . .
present an unnecessary burden and should

Before the amendment was defeated, Sen.
William Knowland (R-Calif.). minority
leader, reminded the Senate that it will be
dealing with an excise tax bill before June
30 because the White House has asked for
extension of existing levies scheduled for
automatic reduction on that date under existing law.
Several bills now are pending in both
houses which would remove the excise tax
on uhf television receivers and have been endorsed by the chairmen of the two Commerce Committees [Government. Aug. 5,
1957J.

Is April

In a related action, Rep. James H. Morrison (D-La.) introduced a measure (HR
1 1 ,484) to repeal the excise tax on coram unications.
FCC

Denies

Ch.

10

Error

Despite Remand
Request
The FCC has told the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington that it made no
error in granting ch. 10 Miami to a subsidiary of National Airlines.
The Commission's position was taken in
a brief filed March 14 in the litigation
brought by WKAT Inc., one of the losers
in the controversial ch. 10 case, and by
Eastern Airlines, which sought to intervene
in the comparative hearing.
The brief was filed about a week after
the Commission formally asked the court
to remand the ch. 10 case, in light of the
tactics used by both principal parties and
brought to light during the current hearings
by the House Oversight Committee [Government, March 17].
The paradox was explained by red-faced
FCC attorneys as one of legal requirements.
Although the Commission asked the court
to remand the case, no action has been taken
on that motion and the deadline for the
FCC's brief had to be met.
Other parties in the litigation on Friday
asked the court for a week's extension to
respond to the remand motion. The deadline was March 2 1 .
NAB
On

Asks

Amendment

Frequency

Monitor

of Rules
Logging

NAB has petitioned the FCC for institution of rule making proceedings to amend
the FCC Rules with respect to the logging
of frequency monitor readings so that it
would be necessary only to make an entry
in the operating log of frequency monitor
reading at the beginning and close of the
broadcast day instead of every thirty minutes
as is now required. In case of continuous
station operation the entry would be made
once in each 12-hour period.
In support of its petition NAB declares:
"In view ... of the great technical strides
made in the design of frequency control
circuits and resultant stability as evidenced
by a recent survey conducted by this Association throughout the entire broadcast industry, the Association has concluded that

therefore be relaxed."
ETV

Subsidy
24

Hearing

in Senate

The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week scheduled hearings beginning April 24 on a bill (S 2119)
which would grant each state up to $1 million for educational television [Closed Circuit, March 17]. The bill was introduced
by the committee's chairman, Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.) [Government, May
27, 1957].
Sen. Magnuson said officials of both educational and commercial tv will testify
during the hearings, which are expected to
include an overall study of educational television. S2119 would require the state to
provide land, buildings and cost of operation and maintenance of the educational tv
station. The states, in turn, could get grants
for the purchase of actual equipment and
facilities. To be eligible for a federal educational tv grant, states would have to:
(1) Secure authorization from the FCC.
(2) Apply for monetary assistance to the
U. S. Commissioner of Education.
(3) Place operation of the station under
control of the state agency or officer responsible for supervision of public schools.
(4) Use the station for educational purposes only.
There currently are 31 educational tv
stations on the air in the U. S.
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Wash.), following
eight weeks of hearings by the Senate Labor
& Public Welfare Committee on educational bills, called for an investigation of the
FCC to find out why more tv channels have
not been awarded to educational stations.
A "prima facie case exists" against the
FCC, Sen. Morse charged. Sen. Lister Hill
(D-Ala.), chairman of the committee, said
the committee's staff — and perhaps later
the whole committee — would look into the
educational television situation.
Testimony about educational tv and
teacher shortages was given the committee
by Philip Coombs, secretary and research
director, and John K. Weiss, assistant vice
president,
both
of the Ford
Foundation's
Fund
for the
Advancement
of Education.
T. Wilson Cahall, coordinator of the
Hagerstown, Md., closed-circuit school tv
network, told the committee about that system. The Hagerstown operation was studied
first-hand last Monday by a House education subcommittee which visited the Maryland city. The system, financed by the Ford
Foundation, is operated in every Hagerstown school.
Ashley

Criticizes Toll Tv Foes

A charge that the television industry and
motion picture theatre owners are "propagandizing" the American public against toll
tv was made in Congress last week by Rep.
Thomas L. Ashley (D-Ohio). Rep. Ashley
claimed that congressmen are being pressured into opposing a test of pay tv through
the "misrepresentations" of the networks
and theatre owners.
Broadcasting
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MULTIPLE

OWNERS

HIT

Multiple owners are having their innings before the PCX' in the
current Barrow Report hearings — with three already having testified
and three more scheduled to appear.
Those who have testified have opposed the Barrow recommendations that the multiple television ownership limitations (no more
than seven to a single owner, of which not more than five may
be vhf outlets) be tightened to forbid a single owner from having
more than three vhf stations in the first 25 markets, and that local
ownei ship be given .1 greatei preference than absentee ownership
in comparative hearing cases.
They have also upheld present option time and must-buy provisions of networking.

BARROW

LOGIC

Testimony has already been submitted by C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
Corinthian stations (J. H. Whitney & Co.); Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,
King stations, and Weston C. Pullen and Hugh B. Terry, Time Inc.
stations. Mr. Petersmeyer testified a week ago Friday [At Deadline, March 17J. The others appeared last Monday.
The hearings resume March 31, with Payson Hall, Meredith stations; George B. Storer, Storer stations, and Donald H. McGannon,
C. C. Woodard Jr. and Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
It will be continued on April 8, when the ABC Tv Affiliates
Committee leads off the network affiliates committee delegations —
including those representing CBS and NBC affiliates.
tv stations now operating is being operated
by owners who had bought the facility.
Mrs. Bullitt answered that an open bidding

WITNESS: Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt

Local
no

ownership,

gauge

Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, owner of the King
stations in the Pacific northwest, took the
position that a multiple owner is often as
good as a single owner in bringing the best
to local viewers — and many times is better
equipped to do so.
There is nothing in local ownership, per
v< . Mis. Bullitt said, that includes the ability
to serve the local public "with sensitivity."
In fact, Mrs. Bullitt argued, a multiple
owner is in a position to bring benefits to
a community which would be vastly more
difficult for a single owner.
Mrs. Bullitt's recital of the activities of
the stations owned or controlled by King —
KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, KGW-AM-TV
Portland and KREM-AM-TV Spokane — encompassed local live community programming, remotes, and educational broadcasts.
These applied, she pointed out, not only for
the individual communities, but also the
region, and included coverage of national
events of interest to the Northwest.
Some of these programs, she emphasized,
would not have been possible except that the
costs were underwritten by two or three of
the stations — which also enabled facilities
to be pooled.
Mrs. Bullitt's philosophy of broadcast
operation was expressed in these words:

of

local

per

se,

benefit

the Barrow staff: "I think the Commission is
at a philosophical crossroads. The Commission must decide whether it will continue to
permit the normal growth of the broadcasting business — to give free play to the imaginative and creative forces wheh have
brought television so far and so fast — or
whether it will use the heavy hand of government authority to place onerous new restrictions on that growth."
In the question period, Comr. Frederick
W. Ford wondered whether some system
other than the present comparative hearing
process might be used to choose applicants
who apply for facilities. This was the first
mention of a possibility of change in the
present comparative hearing process. Comr.
Ford has been raising the question of the
"irreconcilability" of the complex hearing
process for original grants and the virtual
"pro forma" action in approving transfers.
Mr. Ford said he was concerned about
that situation because one out of every three

procedure for sales would not only be discouraging and unfair to entities seeking to
enter tv through purchase, but also unfair
to those who apply for original grants —
since it would circumscribe their freedom of
action if they wanted or needed to sell at a
subsequent date.
Comr. Robert E. Lee brought up the possibility that the Commission might require
that absentee owners have local management
or include local entities on the board of directors of the company — or, Mr. Lee added,
local equity in the company.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley said, "I think
we have too few Mrs. Bullitts, that's one of
the troubles in broadcasting."
Mrs. Bullitt made it plain she felt that
if a sale were held up for a year or two,
while a "comparative" hearing was held to
choose between two or more buyers, the station staff would go to pieces.
Chairman John C. Doerfer, in a sweeping
statement that reflected his attitude toward
the idea of throwing station sales open to
comparative hearings, ventured the belief
that people with capital for venture investment would not be willing to tie up funds
for the number of years required to go
through a comparative hearing in a purchase. He continued:
"The right to the fruits of endeavor, almost aproperty right, is part of the incentive
system in America . . ."

WITNESS: Weston C Pullen Jr.

"Broadcasting must come out of its studios and go into the highways and byways
to feel and find. A station's creative thinking
can be one of the greatest assets of a community, ifthe station accepts full responsibility. An owner's sincere desire to serve
is the key to community service . . ."
The experience of operating KING-TV
in Seattle, Mrs. Bullitt said, resulted in better service to Portland and Spokane.
Mrs. Bullitt bought what is now KING-TV
in 1949. She was successful in winning the
grant for Portland in 1956. and bought majority ownership of KREM-AM-TV in 1957.
Mrs. Bullitt admonished the Commission
to weigh carefully the recommendations of
Page 70
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Each
strong

station
local

Weston C. Pullen Jr., vice president for
broadcasting, Time Inc., maintained that
Time Inc. stations had a "superior" record
of
public service in its five station operations.

He said that Time Inc. managers are
"strongly autonomous" and that each station is encouraged to develop its own "personality" through local live programs, public events and news broadcasts.

develops
personality

He disclosed that Time Inc. was setting
up a special news service for its owned stations from its Washington Time-Life bureau.
The group ownership of five different
outlets, Mr. Pullen emphasized, has not
given Time Inc. any special advantages. The
stations are not sold as a group — although
a group rate was offered some years ago
which never brought much success. The staBroadcasting
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VR-IOOO Videotape Recorder
First commercially available Videotape
Recorder. Magnetically records what
the camera "sees", either black and
white or color. Playbacks look "live".

MODEL 300
Magnetic Tape Recorder
The standard of the
professional recording
industry, it consistently
delivers the finest in
audio reproduction.

MODEL. 350
Magnetic Tape Recorder
First choice of the Radio
Broadcasting industry, it
provides flexibility with
the utmost in reliability
and convenience.

MODEL 601-2
Portable Magnetic
Tape Recorder
First professional quality
portable. Lightweight
and compact, it meets rigid
standards of audio and
mechanical performance.

MODEL 300
Multi-Channel Recorder
Part of the famous Ampex
300 series, available in from
one to eight separately
controlled channels.
Makes the professional
recorder complete master
of the world of sound.

Recorders for data
and control . . . Another
major Ampex division
makes a broad line of tape
recorders for engineering,
scientific and business data.
Photo shows an FR-300
digital tape handler.
For the Home . . . Ampex makes a wide
variety of stereophonic tape recorders
for Home Hi-Fi installation. Available
in consoles, portables and modular units
for custom sound systems.
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GOVERNMENT continued

TIME

FOR

Both Time Inc. representatives testifying before the FCC on the Barrow
Report had ideas about other matters
in the broadcasting industry.
Weston C. Pullen. Time's broadcasting vice president, told the commissioners he thought compensation to station representatives should be the inverse
of what it is now. Reps, he said, should
get a low percentage of commission on
basic business, but a higher and higher
commission rate on business sold above
a basic level. As of now, he pointed
out, station reps get a flat 15% on national spot business, up to a certain point,
after which the commission is reduced.
Time stations are represented by the
Katz Agency.

tions are all affiliated with CBS, but that was
their network before they were bought, he
pointed out.
Time Inc. owns WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, WCTN-AM-TV Minneapolis,
KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City, KLZ-AM-TV Denver and WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids. Time Inc. entered
broadcasting ownership in 1952 through the
purchase of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque,
N. M., in partnership with Wayne Coy,
former FCC chairman. This was sold last
year when Time Inc. bought the publiclyowned Consolidated stations from the Harry
M. Bitner interests. It bought the Salt Lake
stations in 1953, the Denver outlets in 1954.
Local managers are given "almost complete autonomy," Mr. Pullen emphasized.
Corporate services are available to the local
manager, he said, including legal and accounting advice, budgeting and other man-

Il
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A CHANGE
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ general manager,
told the Commission it ought to revise
its renewal practices to benefit the "good"
broadcaster. "The trouble is," Mr. Terry
said, "the run-of-the-mine broadcaster
who plays records all day long gets the
same consideration as the broadcaster
who runs an outstanding, responsible operation—including local live programs,
extensive coverage of local events and national programming in both the entertainment and news categories."
Mr. Terry suggested that one way to
handle this difference is for the Commission to renew an excellent broadcaster's
license for five years whereas the "marginal" broadcaster would have his license
renewed for 12 months.

NTA FILM NETWORK President Ely A.
Landau, also testifying March 14, asked that
option time be extended one hour and that
networks be limited in first call rights depending on number of vhfs in a market.

agement practices, engineering, etc. Management meetings are held regularly, Mr.
Pullen said, and are devoted to exchanging
ideas and experiences in programming, finances, selling, etc.

ties instead of applying for facilities, Mr.
Pullen said, because of the long delays in
securing a final grant in comparative hearings.
Mr. Pullen told Comr. Craven that broad-

Time Inc.'s broadcast philosophy, Mr.
Pullen stated, is to have each station develop
a strong local personality. This leads to local
live programming, remote pick-ups, coverage
of local events and the development of local
talent and news services.

cast licenses are "a public trust," and therefore must be regulated. But, he added, there
is nothing magic about limitation of ownership to five vhfs; it could be any number.
He agreed that some limit was necessary,
due to the scarcity of channels.
He also told Mr. Craven that Time Inc.
had never directed any editorial slant to the
broadcast stations.
Mr. Pullen told Mr. Hyde that Time
picked the markets into which to buy after

Since acquiring the Indianapolis, Minneapolis and Grand Rapids properties, Mr.
Pullen said, Time Inc. has spent or committed more than $250,000 to create news
facilities, remote equipment and improve
studio and other equipment.
Mr. Pullen said option time and must buy
concepts are "clearly good, absolutely necessary to the economy .... [and] desirable."
Time Inc. bought all its station proper-

WITNESS: Hugh B. Terry

Absentee

ownership

has

cows'
'sacred
local
no
Hugh B. Terry, president and general
lie service time and over-all program service
have
been increased both quantitatively and
manager of Time Inc.'s KLZ stations in
Denver, told the Commission that his experience inover 20 years of broadcast manMr. Terry made one point about abqualitatively."
sentee ownership not heretofore mentioned:
agement "is in direct conflict with the reAn outside owner has no local "sacred
port's dual assumptions that a local applicant will serve the community interest betcows." The staff is free to use its best judgter than an absentee licensee, and that a liment on handling civic activities. He continued:
censee who owns no other station will be in
a better position to serve the local community than an applicant who is licensed to
serve one or more other communities.
Since Time Inc. bought the Denver outlets, Mr. Terry asserted, the KLZ stations
"have rendered a better service to the community than ever before. The staff is better
paid, facilities have been improved and pubBroadcasting

CORINTHIAN President Wrede Petersmeyer
(I) upheld present multiple ownership rules
in his appearance March 14 at the FCC
network hearing [At Deadline, March 17].

"The freedom of action in the general
field of programming and newscasting is
possibly greater than could ever be enjoyed
under local owners, who may, of necessity,
be affected in their judgment by local friendship, local pressures and other considerations
of Mr.
a subjective
nature."
Terry said
that certain improvements

research and discussions on "dynamic"
growth
cities. stressed that the Time Inc.
Mr. Pullen
stations are not competitive with Time or
Life magazines; networks are.
in KLZ-TV's talent, equipment and experimental programming have been made available by the additional funds secured through
its parent company.
Option time must be continued and should
not be tampered with, Mr. Terry said. And
the must buy provisions of network selling,
he added, are essential to preserve networks
as a "truly" national medium. He went on:
"But for the fact that television stations
in Denver and Salt Lake City are 'basic'
CBS stations, many of the programs sold by
that network might be denied to the entire
Rocky
Time Mr.
Zone."
Comr.Mountain
Bartley asked
Terry what he
thought of the recommendation by Ely B.
Landau, president of the NTA Film Network, that option time be extended to four
hours, with networks restricted to the use
of only three [At Deadline, March 17].
Mr. Terry said he didn't see any usefulness in changing the present option time
provisions; "It's working pretty well; don't
mess with it," he said.
Mr. Terry also answered inquiries from
other commissioners regarding Time Inc.'s
influence in running individual stations (ownership by Time Inc. has brought more freedom to the local manager, Mr. Terry stated).
March 24, 1958
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WGR Radio's mobile STUDIO 55
travels each week to a different
high-traffic location — a super
market, a County Fair, etc.
WGR D.J.'s John Lascelles,
Warren Kelly and Frank Dill
broadcast live from STUDIO 55,
attract thousands with their
personal appearances and contests.
Thousands of passing cars see the
trailer and the crowds, instantly
turn on their radios.
Over a million cars and a million
homes in this $4 billion market.
WGR covers the New York State
Thruway too, from Ohio to Syracuse,
with a loud, clear signal. Add our
Canadian coverage and you've got a
combination that can't be beat!
ABC Affiliate, Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward

BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION
iTl symbol of service
LJ A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
pi
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio. WGR-TV.
^
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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BOTH

slated in House

ASCAP,

committee

hearing

BMI
tomorrow

Senate group continues sessions to middle of April
: l „:„~tr.
ACPAP
-in, I
Hprmun
PinLrpkt^in
AVAP attorney,
:if
Herman
Finkelstein, ASCAP
said
and
ASCAP
—
giants
The two musical
the society did not present a case on its own
behalf during the two weeks of hearings.
BMJ — went through a second series of ConnameSeveral witnesses from the society defended
with
week,
last
hearings
gressional
calling andny.conspiracy charges dominating
its procedure in processing performance
the testimo
credits and distributing royalties.
ASCAP is run by a self-perpetuating inner
Chairman Pastore wound up pro-Smathers
circle that grabs more than its share of
Bill testimony Thursday with a surprise announcement: Members of the FCC will be
royalties, some of its own members charged
at House hearings.
asked to testify on the bill after they have
BMI is a monopolistic brute cheating the
had a chance to read the record, possibly
public out of line ASCAP music through
in late May or early June.
broadcast control of radio-tv performances
"This testimony affects the field in which
and recording companies, a Senate investithey
are concerned," Chairman Pastore said.
gation was told.
He
added
that the pro- and anti-bill testiof
(D-Calif.)
Roosevelt
James
Chairman
mony will also be referred to the Dept. of
the House Small Business Subcommittee
Justice.
wound up two weeks of hearings [GovernThe Senate sessions were featured by
ment. March 17] and will close testimony
these
charges, not given under oath:
tomorrow (Tuesday) with rebuttals. His
• Over half the Los Angeles disc jockeys
group then plans to spend a day with the
Dept. of Justice, reviewing sworn testimony
are bribed by BMI money advanced to music
dealing with the way ASCAP is operated.
publishers and record companies, getting up
Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R. I.) of a
to •$300-$500
a week hit-tunes
each in lists.
"payola."
Senate Commerce subcommittee adjourned
BMI dominates
• BMI has twice as many recordings as
Thursday until April 15 after closing testiASCAP.
mony on behalf of a bill (S 2834) introduced by Sen. George A. Smathers (D-Fla.).
• ASCAP is short-changed because it gets
This bill would prevent the FCC from giving
only $20 million from radio-tv though it
radio-tv licenses to persons or firms engaged
has 85-90% of the music performances,
in the music publishing or recording busione-sixth the rate BMI collects on a perness.
formance basis.
A long list of witnesses opposed to the
• There are no writers or publishers on
Smathers bill will be heard April 15-16-17,
the BMI board, only broadcasters.
with hearings resuming in May.
• Radio stations are flooded with BMI
recordings.
The going got rough last week. Here are
some of the more rugged items in the House
testimony:
• The public can't choose the music it
wants to hear because of the broadcaster
• The ASCAP inner circle forced blind
bias.
•

Alec Templeton's publishing house out of
business.
• ASCAP directors re-elect themselves
and give their own music top ratings in
cutting the royalty melons.
• Music performances on small radio
stations receive very little recognition in

published.

ASCAP's sampling routine, used in distributing royalties.
• Very few appeals from royalty pay-

Guy Freedman, vice president of Alec
Templeton Music Inc., told the Roosevelt

ments are processed by ASCAP's appeals
procedure.
• ASCAP should collect $200 million,
not $25 million, from broadcasters.
• A group of ASCAP tune-checkers are
able to identify over 99% of the million-plus
ASCAP tunes on tape recordings of stationnetwork programs.
• ASCAP

WGR

Rebuttals

HIT

royalty payments are heavily

influenced by "subjective decisions."
• Members have trouble obtaining access
to ASCAP records.
• "Weighted" voting makes ASCAP
tions unfair.

elec-

• BMI subsidizes publishers and recording companies to suppress ASCAP songs.
• ASCAP writers have to write for BMI
under phony names to get their songs
HOUSE

HEARINGS

subcommittee the ASCAP "Power House"
forced the firm out of business, citing popularity polls showing the tune "Big Ben
Bounce," for example, was on hit lists but
the firm wasn't paid accordingly in the
ASCAP distribution of funds. Testifying
Monday, he said Mr. Templeton paid more
to ASCAP as a performing artist to use his
own material at concerts than the society
paid him for performance of his own works
at these concerts.
Two larger publishers complained about

• An appeal from an ASCAP payment
brought "retaliation" to the appellant's representative.

rough treatment at ASCAP's hands. They
were Ralph S. Peer, president of Southern
Music Publishers Co. and three other firms,
and Frederick Fox, vice president of Sam
Fox Publishing Co.

• ASCAP is run by a small group of
motion-picture interests.
These charges were made under oath by
witnesses invited by Chairman Roosevelt.

First, Mr. Peer chided ASCAP for collecting only $25 million in royalties instead of
at least $200 million. He claimed publisher
and writer members of the ASCAP board
Broadcasting

Melrose— one of the beautiful ante-bellum homes you can visit in Natchez, Miss.

Visit

the

storybook

mansions

of

the

In the old days, Spring was "party-ing time" down South. And old times
there are not forgotten. During the Natchez Pilgrimage in March, sons and
daughters of old families bid welcome to thousands of visitors as

old

South

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE U. S. JUNIOR
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE . . .

thirty historic mansions hold "open house."
You will walk through gardens bright with azalea and through halls touched
by the finger of history. You will stand beneath great chandeliers whose
glittering beauty still seems to reflect the pride and happiness of a hundred

for community improvement and
conservation, youth welfare and
leadership training programs so actively promoted by their more than
200,000 young men 21 to 35 years
of age, in 3,500 American communities. Typical is their anti-litter
campaign which has helped to make
Natchez the lovely city that it is.

dancing couples. You can see America's past, too, in nearby Vicksburg . . .
on the levees that tame the Mississippi ... on the steamboat wharves which
helped make cotton King in a land where romance was Queen.
Visitors will always be grateful to the ladies of the Natchez Garden Clubs,
who have remembered and restored the splendor of a golden age in our nation's
history. They have made it a living part of the heritage of all Americans.
★
★ ★
FREE TOUR INFORMATION If you would like to visit Natchez, Miss., or drive anywhere in
the U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Corporation, 600
Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.— also ask for our colorful National Parks map.
A

SINCLAIR
Great Name
in Oil

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES
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GOVERNMENT continued
"re-elect themselves" and give themselves
funds are distributed. "Few
top ratings when
publishing houses can compete seriously
publisher members.'" he conwith board
tended, adding that the board is controlled
by a group of motion picture publishers.
Mr. Peer said performances of records
on small radio stations are not reflected in

CARY

the ASCAP performance survey. "I just
take what I can get," he said. "I can't do
his firm, founded in 1906.
said it."
Mr. Foxabout
anything
was one of the few major publishers with
no BM1. recording, movie or radio-tv connections. On questioning by Chairman
Roosevelt, he said: ASCAP cut the firm
back twice, but he regained the former
status after long study and negotiation:
ASCAP has no reserve or pool for retroactive adjustment; scanty records are kept
of appeals hearings and absent members join
in decisions; self-perpetuation of the board
is the root of trouble; the distribution formula for his firm was changed three times.
Minutes of appeals hearings are prepared
at a later date by Herman Finkelstein,
ASCAP counsel, he testified. He said his
father obtained much higher royalties on

GRANT

"Notorious"

With appropriate dignity, the statue
above depicts just one of the many
great stars in one of the many great
programs available to TV stations in
that pioneering new program service plan-NTA's FAMOUS FILMS. All
told, it offers almost 1,000 hours of
'Hall of Fame' TV programs ... by
subscription, resulting in savings
amounting to many thousands of
dollars.

Fabulous

from such outstanding producers as:

Great Half-Hour

Shows

starring such top stars as:
Pat O'Brien
Joan Blondell
Boris Karloff
Famous

Ida Lopino
Teresa Wright
Paul Lukas

Cartoons

and

"Little Lulu" George Pal "Puppetoons"
Grantland Rice "Speaking of Animals"
"Sportlighf j"
"Unusual Occupations"

FAMOUS

society for "quick money." Asked by Chairman Roosevelt about "complicated rules,"
he said, "I can understand them."
Frank Connor, president of Carl Fischer
Inc. and an ASCAP board member, de-

10 Columbus Circle 8721 Sunset Blvd.
New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, Calif.
JUdson 2-7300 OLympia 2-7222
I

scribed the society's welfare fund. He said
funds are well supervised and complaints carefully scrutinized but said his company, featuring classical and standard numbers, has suffered "since disc jockeys replaced
studio orchestras." He felt broadcasters
should pay more for music used in big
productions. ASCAP doesn't charge schools,

ASCAP

FILMS

I

"seven Swingin' Jocks" as follows: "I
have no way of knowing whether or

'payola' as a personal affront."

the society's history and said its procedure
is designed to give young composers a
chance. He said he advises young composers
to join ASCAP if they are planning a career
in the field but tells them to join another

Short Subjects
Including the following,
many of them Academy Award Winners:

made by Seymour Lazar at today's
hearing relative to 'payolas' from BMI
or any other group of publishers."
Chuck Blore, KFWB program director, sent a protest on behalf of his

because he dissented in the "Magic Circle"
appeal. He recommended that exact records
be kept of appeals hearings.

"drastically decreasing" his own payments.
He advocated a sharp simplification of the
distribution formula, with all records open
to member inspection. He contended royalty
payments do not properly reflect current
performances.
Several witnesses told ASCAP's side of
the story Tuesday at the Roosevelt hearings
last week. Otto Harbach, 85-year-old expresident and a renowned writer, reviewed

20th Century-Fox David O. Selznick
J. Arthur Rank Sir Alexander Korda

(see story page 76), brought an indignant retort from Los Angeles. The
charges were made by Seymour M.
Lazar, Los Angeles attorney.
Al Jarvis, KFWB Los Angeles, sent
the following protest to Chairman
John O. Pastore (D-R. [.), of the subcommittee: "As America's first disc
jockey and a Los Angeles d.j. in particular, Ivery much resent statement

d.j.'s at KFWB. . . . The d.j.'s at
KFWB to a man regard an attempt at

After he represented the Walt Disney
catalog and obtained a 1956 adjustment, Mr.
Fox said, ASCAP retaliated against him by

Feature Films

Charges that over half of Los Angeles disc jockeys received $300-$500
each in "payola" through BM1 promotion funds advanced to publishers
and record companies, made Thursday at the Senate Commerce subcommittee hearing on the Smathers bill

ASCAP's appeal board for a two-year term
but was kicked off after serving one year

said motion picture music "is dumped into
the pot and paid off on a basis of radio performances." He suggested segregation of
catalog.
funds by the use made of each publisher's

ultra-high quality TV shows:

LAZAR

not Seymour Lazar's statement re
'payola' in Los Angeles is true. I do,
however, resent his blatant generalization and rise to the defense of the

local logging procedure is "extremely scanty," he said, urging that an independent agency do a scientific sampling
job to guide distribution of royalties. He

... as well as these other

SCORCHES

foreign performances because he deals directly with foreign companies.
Mr. Fox testified he had been elected to

The

Start today to subscribe ... at a fixed
low price ... to this flexible new TV
station programming service that
gives you the most of the best for
the least!

KFWB

churches or funeral directors for use of
music, he said.
Asked about the 50% royalty split received by publishers (the other 50% goes
to writers), he replied, "No song has any
value until it is made available." He said
some concert artists have retired because of
the "industrial revolution." He said publisher members of the ASCAP board who
also are Users generally withdraw from discussions ifthere is a conflict of interest, and
they
do notof try
exert "influence" on writer
members
theto board.
Natalie Kissell, a supervisor in the
ASCAP logging operation, described office
procedure. She said she refers problems to
Richard F. Murray, head of the ASCAP
distribution department. She explained the
sampling procedure by which three hours of
programming are checked daily in each of
22 major markets under a rotation formula
prescribed by Dr. John Peatment of City
College. In addition, she said, 14 monitors
rove around the country, picking their own
spots.
Describing the office routine in which employes listen to taped broadcast programs
to identify tunes played, she said, "The staff
is able to identify all but less than 1% of
the numbers." Previously it had been testified that ASCAP has over a million tunes in
its repertory.
During questioning by Chairman Roosevelt, Mr. Finkelstein said it was impractical
to use the log reports submitted by stations.
"The largest station in the United States lied
in its report," he said. The report bore "no
relation" to the actual programming, according to ASCAP's own check, he said. When
Broadcasting

ASCAP confronted the station, he added,
it was told a new program director had just
been employed.
Mr. Murray, an ex-board member, said
ASCAP processes roughly a half-dozen complaints per year, a figure Chairman Roosevelt seemed to consider remarkable in view

.t

HH

f0r'

of the fact the society has 4,000 writercomposer members and 1,000 publisher
members. Mr. Murray said a lot of interpretations of the rules are made by "dissident
groups and amateur lawyers." He said the
rules are changed possibly two or three
times a year.
SENATE

HEARINGS

When Sen. Pastore resumed hearings
Wednesday, Rex Stout, author who said he
"represented the public," charged that networks are a threat to creative writing. He
argued that the "broadcasting industry combine" exerts censorship, depriving the American public of fine music by composers whose
works are not given an equal opportunity.
He, too, sounded the abuse-of-public-trust
theme. He recalled that BMI once said it
was going to develop a library of literary
works but conceded, on questioning, that

5

"very little" came of the idea. He called
BMI a "company union" licensed by the
government.
Mrs. DuBose Hayward, who with her late
husband wrote the play "Porgy," later basis
for the musical show "Porgy and Bess," said
network performance credits on popular
numbers from the show had dropped since
1948 "because the broadcasters have other
songs they want the public to hear." Boonton
Herndon, writer, said BMI looks on music
"as a commodity, not an art."
Paul Creston, composer-teacher-conductor, complained he had asked four record
companies to record some of his works in
1953 but only Remington Records replied
to his letters. Remington said all its recordings that season were from the library of
American Composers Alliance, a BMI affiliate. Columbia and RCA, also connected
with broadcast ownership, didn't even
answer his letters, he said. During questioning he conceded that broadcasters performed his works "all the time" and that
Columbia has recorded many numbers by
ASCAP composers.
John Schulman, counsel for Songwriters
Protective Assn., said BMI was organized
as a profit corporation under Delaware laws
and complained because they don't collect
all the royalties they are entitled to receive.
Burton Lane, president of Songwriters Protective Assn., said one of his songs was not
recorded by Columbia or used in a CBS
show because the script was changed.
Seymour M. Lazar, Beverly Hills, Calif.,
attorney specializing in the entertainment
business, said BMI had subsidized "The
Aberbachs," controlling Alamo Music
(ASCAP) and Hill & Range Songs (BMI),
to suppress a tune, "Bring Back the Thrill,"
after the number had become a standard.
He regretted a practice by which ASCAP
writers are said to use false names to have
songs published and recorded by BMI firms.
Mr. Lazar said RCA and Columbia have
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued

higher percentages of ASCAP tunes than
BMI selections but added BMI makes advances to publishers and recording firms so
the) will suppress ASCAP music and bribe
disc jockeys. He spoke heatedly about the
I i>s Angeles disc jocke\ situation, where he
said "payola" is a big factor in getting disc
jocke\s to play tunes on the air. "The broadcasters know this," he added.
Martha Rountree. co-owner of the new
WKTF Warrenton, Va.. said her station is
"flooded" with rock-and-roll records from
BMI. Many of them are off-color, she said,
the station performing fewer than 10% of
those received. "We have had to go out and
bu\ expensive albums ol old favorites because itis so difficult to obtain single records

of the tunes we believe our listeners want to
hear," she said. She cited a survey in which
10 top ASCAP writers said they had been
unable to get 500 of their songs recorded.
Mr. Schulman wound up the pro-bill
testimony by predicting the sad consequences
if broadcaster-controlled BMI decided to
make toothpaste or automobiles and then
sell them on the air. "Congress should allow
broadcasters to use their licenses to sell
music and records." he said, advocating
of conduct"
"rule
of the bill as aAct
adoption
in
the Communications
similar
to Sec.
315 (equal time on public issues), Sec. 314
(broadcast and telephone systems divorced)
and Sec. 317 (identification of paid ads).

Ail

libs

are

ASCAP

UNDER

JUSTICE

The operations of ASCAP are getting a
close look by the Dept. of Justice as a result
of complaints by publisher and writer members, according to Victor R. Hansen, assistant attorney general. Antitrust Div.
An accounting of the department's work
was given by Mr. Hansen last week in a report to the House Small Business Subcommittee headed by Rep. James Roosevelt (D( alif.), during current hearings on ASCAP
workings (see foregoing).
The department had an observer at the
Roosevelt hearings last Monday and Tuesday, as well as the previous week when
hearings opened. Mr. Hansen mentioned the
legal and policy problems involved in the
review of ASCAP operations and added,
" this subcommittee can perform a valuable
service to the department, to ASCAP, to the
members of ASCAP and to the nation by
airing these matters."
Mr. Hansen's report listed these main
classes of complaints made against ASCAP
since the 1950 consent decree: distribution
system, admission to membership of applicants meeting certain minimal requirements, use of the "weighted vote" by
ASCAP
licensees. and "per program" problems of
The sample survey of local stations, by
which song performances are logged, is
not "representative" and fails to reflect performances that a representative survey would
catch, according to the review of complaints.
He said Justice "has long been engaged in
an investigation of the system, including the
principles, operations and results."
In addition, complainants contend the
survey fails to give adequate credit to performances and unfairly classifies theme
songs. All this is complicated by the large
number of broadcast hours, estimated at
60.000 radio-tv hours daily.
A department analysis of "hundreds of
thousands of documents" submitted by
ASCAP and BMI was completed in midFebruary, but the information must be held
in confidence under agreements with the
two parties.

ASCAP's "multipliers" used in distribution of funds to members are being studied.
These multipliers compensate for the size
of the sample and determine the weight to
be given certain types of music such as
Page 80
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theme songs and advertising jingles. "Only
tentative conclusions have been reached,"
Mr. Hansen reported.
As to membership, he reported the de-

It's a fact— quick quips, spontaneous gestures, are best caught on
film. Then you are in control. A

partment had interceded in ASCAP's denial
of membership to Barnard Young, described
as the operator of a competitive licensing
organization, Life Music Inc. Since Mr.
Young had not assigned his music to this
group, the department felt he was entitled
to ASCAP membership. Litigation was
under way when ASCAP granted him writer
membership.

quick snip here ... a laugh highlighted there— and you have a better show . . . one you can be proud

The report reviewed ASCAP's cut-in
credits for network sustaining programs
from 44 for writers and composers and 22
for publishers to 3 for each group. The department directed ASCAP to conduct a
survey showing the number of stations carrying sustaining programs. This survey showed
that more than three affiliates carry the average network sustainer.
The weighted vote, basis of many complaints, works this way: Each writer member
gets one vote for each $20 of ASCAP income, each publisher one vote for each
$50. The matter is being litigated in a
private suit pending in the New York
Supreme Court and the department is examining the subject, having asked ASCAP
for data covering the vote problem. The
vote is allowed in the consent decree.
Many complaints have been received
about the purported lack of "a genuine
choice between blanket and per program
licenses." In 1953. Mr. Hansen stated. 51
major tv stations asked for per program licenses, requesting a federal court to fix reasonable fees. Before a hearing, he added.
"ASCAP succeeded in negotiating a blanket
license with the 51 major tv stations and
withdrew its motion."
The per program complaints contend the
ASCAP requirements are so "onerous and
burdensome" that stations have "no choice
but to take a blanket license." Here again
Justice is conducting a careful study.
As to what has been accomplished in all
this litigation, Mr. Hansen said, "ASCAP
is no longer an absolute monopoly. It no
longer has the power to fix prices or exclude
competition. The lot of a competitor is not
easy but the existence of BMI and SESAC
testifies that a competitor can survive."

of. That's because you see it before
you show it on film. What's more,
acontrol,
very important
"more,"
too, of time
and you're
station!in
Use black-and-white— or color . . .
there's an Eastman

Film for every

purpose.

For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester

4, N. Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.
Be sure to shoot
in COLOR . . .
You'll be glad you did.
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GOVERNMENT continued
ODM Asks Comments on Report
For Telecommunications Policy
The Office of Defense Mobilization last
week asked for comments on a report by an

you

need

in any

market...

ad hoc committee of ODM's Telecommunications Advisory Board on a national telecommunications policy for the United States.
Fred C. Alexander, deputy assistant ODM
director for telecommunications, asked that
interested persons and organizations, both
government and private, submit comments
by June 1.
The ad hoc committee, comprising Mr.
Alexander as chairman, and Warren Baker,
FCC; Francis Colt deWolf, State Dept.; Paul
Goldsborough, Defense Dept., and Donald
Leavens, Commerce Dept., submitted its report March 12. In essence it reviews the
recommendations on a national telecommunications policy for the U. S. contained in
Chapter VI of Telecommunications — A
Program for Progress, the 1951 report of

em

in

TULSA!

Take a billion one dollar bills and
scatter them over northeastern Oklahoma .. . makes a pretty picture, doesn't
it? And it's more than just a pretty
mental picture — it's a hard, concrete
fact. Yes, there's a billion dollar market
out there for you to tap . . . through
KVOO-TV, CHANNEL 2. Tulsa,
Oklahoma's No. 1 market sits in the
very heart of this fertile dollar area.

•
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Granted

in Arizona,

Georgia,

Oregon, Virginia, Wisconsin
The FCC made the following am grants
last week:
• Willard Shoecraft, Miami, Ariz., to operate on 1340 kc, with 250 w, on condition
that no program tests be authorized until
Mr. Shoecraft severs all connections with
K.WJB Globe, Ariz., as proposed in his ap-

• Harry A. Epperson Sr., Lawrenceville,
Va., to operate on 580 kc, with 500 w, day,

It comments on the following areas: National— (a) national defense, (b) safety at
sea and in the air, (c) international communications, (d) radio frequencies, (e) amateurs; Federal Government — (a) radio frequencies, (b) domestic services. No reference is made to FCC since it operates under
Congressional mandate.
"Telecommunications of the U. S. are essential to the national security, to the safety
of life and property, to international relations and to the business, social, educational

Jack
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The Television Advisory Board was established in 1956 to furnish advice and
guidance to the ODM director on national
telecommunication policy. It is composed of
representatives of State, Treasury, Defense,
Commerce Depts.; Central Intelligence
Agency, Federal Civil Defense Administration, USIA, and FCC.
The report makes clear that there are
three telecommunications policies that must
be considered: National, U. S. Federal Government and FCC.

coverage of KVOO-TV. Man, there's
a combination that's good for you!

For current availabilities contact any
office of Blair Television Associates.

by a U. S. appeals court in 1956. The Supreme Court heard argument last January
[Government, Feb. 3].

plication.
• Radio Valley Inc., West Point, Ga., to
operate on 1310 kc, with 1 kw, day.

and political life of the country," the report
states.

channel

that a parody on tv was not "fair use" of
the copyrighted material and would lessen
its worth. The restraining order was upheld

the President's Communications Policy
Board. Dr. Irvin Stewart, now U. of West
Virginia president, was chairman of that
committee.

Think of it . . . the "wampum" of northeastern Oklahoma plus the productive

KVOJkl?

straining order was secured by Loew's Inc.,
holder of the copyright. Mr. Benny had
done a lampoon on radio, with the permission of Loew's, but the film company did
not assent to the tv burlesque. It claimed

Benny

By Supreme
Jack Benny
Court last week
tribunal upheld
that Mr. Benny

Loses in Decision
Court Against Parody
lost to the U. S. Supreme
when by a tie vote the high
the ruling of a lower court
infringed on a copyright of

the play and movie "Gas Light."
The court split 4 to 4, with Justice William O. Douglas not participating in the
decision. No decision was issued, which is
traditional in tie votes.
By implication, it was believed, the ruling
strikes at spoofs of copyrighted material.
Mr. Benny's defense was that parodies of
written books or plays could not be construed as infringement.
Mr. Benny— and CBS and R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. — were restrained from telecasting a burlesque of the MGM chiller
"Gas Light" on CBS-TV in 1952. The re-

• K. C. Laurance, Medford, Ore., to operate on 1300 kc, with 5 kw, day.

transmitter to be operated by remote control; engineering conditions.
• Clarkwood Broadcasting Corp., Black
River Falls, Wis., to operate on 1260 kc,
with 1 kw, day.
For other broadcast actions see For The
Record, page 104.
FCC's Rulemaking on Daytimers
Brings Comments, Mostly Favorable
Although the FCC has extended the time
for filing comments to May 2, scores of
broadcasters, public officials and private
citizens already have expressed their opinions
to the Commission on the Daytime Broadcasters Assn.'s proposal to extend the operating hours of daytime am stations. As of
late last week, most of the comments seemed
to favor the DBA plan.
Specifically, the DBA petitioned the Commission to allow daytime stations to operate
from 5 a.m. or local sunrise (whichever is
earlier) to 7 p.m. or local sunset (whichever
is later). Current rules require them to sign
on no earlier than sunrise and sign off no
later than sunset. The FCC asked for comments on this proposed change of rules late
last year [Government, Dec. 23].
Among the many stations in favor of
the proposals who had filed comments up to
last week, were: WAKN Aiken, S. C;
WBMD Baltimore, Md.; WVKO Columbus,
Ohio; WKBL Covington, Tenn.; KACE
Riverside, Calif.; WGSA Ephrata, Pa.;
WLSV Wellsville, N. Y.; KAYL Storm
Lake, Iowa; WFSC Franklin, N. C; KNIM
Maryville, Mo.; KBIF Fresno, Calif.; KGRN
Grinnell, Iowa; WSBS Great Barrington,
Mass., and others.
Among the numerous opposition comments were those from: WGY Schenectady, N. Y.; WGBF Evansville, Ind.; KUMA
Pendleton, Ore.; WBML
Macon, Ga.;
KGKO Dallas, Tex., and others.
- -
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NOTICE TO EDITORS — This advertisement currently appears in
leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan
Life has sponsored similar messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

Heart

attack?

Sure

"But here I am — working almost the same as before my heart
attack. Close up shop a little earlier and take things a little
easier, of course. And I watch my diet and weight pretty carefully. Like my doctor says, I've learned to live within the
capacities of my heart."
Today, in your community — where you buy gasoline,
your groceries, your clothing — you're likely to find people at work who have recovered from heart attacks, or
coronary thrombosis.
Although coronary heart disease takes many lives, there
is much about it that justifies an optimistic outlook today.
For example, studies show that 80 percent of those who
have a. "coronary" survive their first attack . . . and that
most are able to go back to work and enjoy many useful
years. Moreover, those who make a good recovery face few
or only moderate restrictions.
They must, however, observe sensible safeguards about
work and activity . . . and particularly about diet, weight
control and rest. Those who do so generally live as comfortably as if their hearts had never been in trouble.
COPYRIGHT 1056 METROPOLITAN

Metropolitan

Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

I had

one

. . ."

The recovered coronary patient often worries unnecessarily. This is because a heart attack may be a frightening
experience which creates doubts and fears about the future.
The recovering coronary patient, for example, may worry
about having another attack or about how much he will
have to change his accustomed ways of living.
Naturally, the doctor is the best person to ease the patient's mind. But questions that puzzle and worry the patient
often arise when the doctor isn't around. Or, questions may
come up which the patient hesitates to ask.
To help fill this need, Metropolitan has prepared a new
booklet ... in cooperation with heart specialists . . . called
"After a Coronary." Perhaps there is someone in your family or circle of friends to whom this booklet would bring
reassurance.
You, too, might read it to advantage, for everyone should
know about this disease which occurs so frequently nowadays. You will find it a helpful booklet ... as well as a
hopeful booklet — reflecting a far more optimistic outlook
for those who have had a coronary attack.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Broadcasting

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

This advertisement is one of a continuing series
sponsored by Metropolitan in the interest of our
national health and welfare. It is appearing in
two colors in magazines with a total circulation
in excess of 32,000,000 including Time, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeeping, Redbook, Reader's
Digest, National Geographic, U. S. News.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
67
At

Firms
NAB

to

ing. W. Va., in conjunction with nine regional 48 state chairmen. Present plans
call for distribution of membership kits
to regional chiefs shortly after April I.
State representatives in turn will pitch the

Exhibit

Convention

A two-hotel display of broadcast equipment and services will feature the NAB

campaign directly to am-tv station man-

convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference, to be held April 27-May 1 in Los
Angeles. Fully 67 makers of equipment
and lilm-transeription program firms will
have exhibits in the Biltmore and Statler
Hotels.
I verett E. Revercomb, NAB secretarytreasurer and convention manager, last week
issued a list of associate members who aire.kK have completed arrangements to show
their products and services. Others will be
added.
Management meetings will be held at the
Biltmore, with engineering sessions scheduled at the Statler. Assorted sessions covering film problems, fm and other topics
will be held April 28, preceding the formal
convention opening April 29. Engineering
programs start April 28. The convention
closes \la\ I. I \hibits will he open at noon
27.'
April
Among non-agenda meetings will be an
April 27 session of Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters. Lester W. Lindow,
AMST executive director, said the meeting
would be held in the Biltmore Music Room
at 10 a.m.
Mr. Revercomb announced this list of exhibitors that have completed arrangements:
Associated Artists Productions; ABC Film
Syndication; Adler Electronics; M & A
Alexander Productions Inc.; Alford Mfg.
Co.; Ampex Corp.; Broadcast Music Inc.;
Browning Labs.; Bryg Inc.; Caterpillar Tractor Co.; Century Lighting; Collins Radio
Co.; CBS Television Film Sales; Conrac Inc.;
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.; DresserIdeco Co.; Gates Radio Co.; General Electric Co.; General Electronic Labs.;
General Precision Lab.; General Radio
Co.; Harry S. Goodman Productions; Governor Television Attractions; Guild Films
Co.; The Harwald Co.; Houston-Fearless
Corp.: Hughey & Phillips; International
News Service-Telenews; Kin Tel; LangWorth Feature Programs; Ling Systems;
MGM-TV; Magne-Tronics Inc.; Medallion
Tv Enterprises; National Telefilm Associates; NTA Film Network; A. C. Nielsen Co.; Official Films; Prodelin Inc.;
Radio Corp. of America, Industrial Electronic Products; RCA Recorded Program
Services; Raytheon Mfg. Co.; The Rust
Industrial Co.; Sarkes Tarzian Inc.; Schafer
Custom Engineering; Screen Gems; SESAC;
Standard Electronics; Standard Radio Transcription Services; Sterling Television Co.;
Telechrome Mfg. Corp.; Telemat; TelePrompTer Corp.; Television Programs of
America: Trans-Lux Television Corp.;
United Press Movietone; U. S. Armed
Forces Radio & Tv Service: U. S. Dept. of
the Army; U. S. Radio; Utility Tower Co.;
Visual Electronics Corp.; World Broadcasting System; Ziv-Economee Television Programs; Ziv Television Programs.
Page 84
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BPA hopes to double its present memagers.
bership to some 500 by the third annual
seminar-convention in St. Louis Nov. 16-19.
'Radio Is Close to You' Theme
Set for National Radio Month
CHARTER card No. 1 for membership
in the Broadcasters Club of Washington
was issued last week to NAB President
Harold E. Fellows (r) by Leonard H.
Marks, attorney and chairman of the club
organization committee. A buffet for
members and wives next month will formally open the Broadcasters Club of
Washington, but members already are
taking advantage of club hospitality.
Robert K. Richards, public relations consultant, ischairman of the house committee. Local membership is now in excess of 100.
BP A

Enlists 12

In Advance

New

of 1958

Members
Campaign

Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. announced
it has signed up 12 new members, including
one from ABC-TV, since Jan. 1 in advance
of its planned membership drive April 1.
Applications have been received, according to Elliott W. Henry Jr., ABC Central
Div., and BPA president, from these promotion executives and stations:
Dean Linger, ABC-TV New York; Charles A.
Roeder, WCBM Baltimore, Md.; Robert B.
Cheyne, WHDH Boston, Mass.; John C. Klemek,
WLS Chicago; Phyl Swan, WSJV (TV) Elkhart,
Ind.; Richard W. Upo, WOC-TV Davenport,
Iowa; Bud Mertens, WJW-TV Cleveland, Ohio;
Robert R. Kenney, WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; Walter Scanlon, CBS Television Film
Sales, New York; John Highberger, WLWI (TV)
Indianapolis, Ind.; Donald D. Sullivan, WNAXTV Yankton, S. D.; Juan Quesada, Manila Times
Pub. Co., Manila, Philippines.
The membership drive is being supervised by Howard Meagle, WWVA WheelFOR

GOLFERS

Industry golfers will compete for
two trophies and a list of other prizes
at the annual NAB convention golf
tournament to be held Monday, April
28, with Broadcasting as host. The
18-hole competition, to be held at Los
Coyotes Country Club, Bellehurst,
Calif., will be based on the blind bogie
handicap system. Two Broadcasting
trophies will be awarded — low gross
and low net.
The course is par 72 and 6,655 yards
long. Buses will leave the Biltmore
Hotel at 8:30 a.m., returning at 2:30
p.m. Broadcasting will provide a
buffet lunch and a 19th hole reception.
Los Angeles stations will donate individual prizes. Those planning to compete should notify the nearest Broadcasting office.

National Radio Month — May — will be
based on the theme "Radio Is Close to
You," according to John F. Meagher, NAB
radio vice president. The observation marks
expansion of National Radio Week into a
month-long ceremony following successful
promotion of the idea last spring.
Mr. Meagher said the theme was picked
to dramatize the personal role played by
radio in the lives of Americans. Variations
of the theme are planned each week. Promotional kits will be mailed to member stations
about April 1, with some of the material also
going to non-members. Kits will include
spot announcements, program and promotion
ideas, proclamations, quotes from government officials and other national leaders,
radio fact sheet, news releases, speeches and
promotional items.
Variations of the theme include: "Radio
Is Close to You ... on the Move"; "Radio Is
Close to You ... at Home"; "Radio Is Close
to You . . . and All America."
Tv Code Film to Debut
In 23 Cities This Week
First showings of a film documentary
covering the NAB Tv Code are scheduled
this week in 23 cities. The 24-minute film,
titled "A Welcome Guest in the Home,"
was produced for NAB by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. through its Pittsburgh outlet, KDKA-TV. It was presented to the
Television Code Review Board by Donald
H. McGannon, WBC president, and is available to all code subscribers on a loan basis.
The code review group will hold its quarterly meeting today (Monday) and tomorrow at NAB Washington headquarters. William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Waterloo, Iowa,
will preside.
Locally originated 5 Vi -minute cut-ins are
permitted in the code documentary film,
giving local stations a chance to explain
how they conform
the industry's
standards.
The filmto shows
how theethical
code
helps broadcasters improve programming
and advertising.
West

Virginians

Name

Ferguson

Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, was elected president of West Virginia
Broadcasters Assn. at the March 14-15
meeting, held in Charleston. A former president of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters,
he succeeds C. Tom Garten, WSAZ Huntington, as president of the West Virginia
group. Other officers elected were C. Leslie
Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg, vice president, and John Shott, WHIS Bluefield,
secretary-treasurer.
Broadcasting

New
Set

Program
for

RAB

Format
Clinics

Radio Advertising Bureau executives will
introduce a "brand new program format
designed to increase the effectiveness of the
bureau's sales clinic meetings" when the
1958 area sales clinics get underway today
(Monday), with simultaneous meetings in
Seattle and Oklahoma City.
Kevin Sweeney, RAB president, said the
new format will present as wide a range as
possible of case histories documenting the
ideas employed in successfully selling local
radio time and enable stations in similar
size markets to receive stories particularly
appropriate to the size and character of their
respective facilities and markets.
Examination in detail of approximately 30
successful sales approaches is planned for
the 43 day-long clinics (19 for medium-tolarge markets and 24 for small-to-medium).
RAB executives participating, in addition
to Mr. Sweeney, include John F. Hardesty,
vice president-general manager; Warren
Boorom, director of member service; and
Robert F. Nietman, Robert F. Nims, Carl
Raymond and Pat Rheaume, member service regional managers.
The area sales clinic schedule follows:
Small-to-Medium Date
Albany
April 8
Atlanta
April 11
Boston
April 22
Charlotte
April 17
Chicago
April 24
Cleveland
April 3
Columbus
April 25
Dallas
March 28
March 28
Denver
Des Moines
May 8
Detroit
April 15
Los Angeles
April 3
Milwaukee
May 5
May 6
Minneapolis
Nashville
April 9
Oklahoma City March 25
Philadelphia
April 10
Pittsburgh
April 1
Richmond
April 18
St. Louis
April 22
San Francisco April 1
March 25
Seattle
Tampa
April 15
Wichita
May 9
RTNDA

Medium-to-Large Date
Atlanta
April 10
Boston
April 21
Buffalo
April 24
Chicago
April 23
Cleveland
March
Dallas
April 2 27
Denver
March 27
Detroit
April 14
Indianapolis
April 17
Los Angeles
Nashville
April 2
April
Oklahoma City
March 8 24
Omaha
May 7
Philadelphia
April 9
St. Louis
San -Francisco
April
March 2131
Seattle
March 24
Tampa
April
14
Washington, D. C.April 11

to Aid Miami

in

238,000

Maine

-New

NBC-TV

Affiliate

of

the

Family

TV

Homes

Hampshire

of

this

Market

Cameramen

The contempt of court sentences against
two Miami, Fla., tv cameramen will be
fought by Radio Television News Directors
Assn., which has retained Herbert L. Heiken,
Miami attorney, to file an amicus curiae
brief. The association will take issue with
the decision of Judge Vincent Giblin, of
Dade County Circuit Court. Judge Giblin
fined cameramen from WTVJ (TV) and
WCKT (TV) $25 each for photographing
a defendant outside the courtroom in violation of his order restricting coverage to an
area 30 feet from the courtroom.
TvB Distributes Co-op

Member

WEED

-Television

Catalogue

A catalogue of "Co-op Tv Plans, a 160page pocket-size loose-leaf booklet covering
27 consumer product categories, was distributed last week by Television Bureau of
Advertising to member stations to assist
salesmen on local and regional calls. The
selling tool contains detailed tv co-op data
for 321 companies plus 345 different co-op
plans. The availability of co-op funds, films
and other on-air material is indicated.
Broadcasting

CSH-TV
W
PORTLAND,
MAINE
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Seek Equal Access in New York
The Kadio-Ncwsreel-Television Working
Press Assn.. New York, last week pressed
anew its long-running campaign for repeal
Of Sec. 52 of the New York State Civil
Rights l.a» so members may be admitted
to so-called privileged hearings.
In a telegram Monday to state assembly
leaders. RNTWPA said repeal of the section— which prohibits televising, broadcasting or taking of pictures of proceedings
bv court commissions, committees, administrative agencies or other tribunals where

witnesses testily under subpoena or other
imcompulsory process — would "be an
portant forward step in the development of
radio-tv journalism in this state in accordance with the American principle of press

freedom." Heads
Cooper

L.A. Charity Unit

Carl Cooper, vice president
tional Alliance of Theatrical &
ployes, was elected president
Picture Permanent Charities for
year.

Other officers are

Hal

of InternaStage Emof Motion
the coming
Roach Jr.,

mm

NETWORKS

CONTINUES

ABN

FUTURE
•
•

STILL

STREAMLINING;

HANGING

FIRE

Remaining: daytime 'Breakfast Club,' news, weekend religion
Decision still pends as network confers with o&o stations

\H( "s radio network continued streamlining itself last week — but still awaited a
final decision on its future.
Top officials, who only a week before
had verged on a decision to close ABN in
the face of losses running close to $4 million
a year |Lead Story, March 17], were still
pondering a variety of possibilities late last
week .
Authorities meanwhile reported that a
third program had been added to the list
of those to be deleted and that this would
leave the network with a basic weekday
schedule of (1) the hour-long Breakfast Club
and (2) newscasts. On weekends it would
be basically religious programs, which are
heavily sponsored, and newscasts which on
both weekdays and weekends are sponsored
to a considerable extent.
Officials said there is no present thought
of either replacing the deleted shows or
expanding the news coverage. This could
change, of course, depending on decisions
yet to be reached. But there seemed to be
a growing belief that — assuming ABN continues in operation — the format is apt to be
along these barebone lines. The idea of
converting to a press association type of
syndicated news operation, with "subscribers" rather than "affiliates" [At Deadline,
March 10], had not been abandoned completely, but authorities said there seemed
to be "little appetite for this."
In the face of repeated speculation and
repetitious queries about the network's
future. ABC issued the following statement
last Mondaj :

". . . we have been meeting with our
radio affiliates and our owned-and-operated
radio station managers for the purpose of
determining the best program format for
the future operations of the radio network,
to meet the requirements of the public and
our radio affiliates, and also to be compatible with present day radio network
economics."
One meeting of the o&o managers was
held last Monday and Tuesday at Detroit,
where James G. Riddell. newly elected executive vice president of the ABC Division
Page 86

representing Alliance of Television Film
Producers, vice president; Sidney P. Solow,
allied industries, secretary; George Slall,
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, treasurer and
chairman of the budget committee. Paul
Wilkins of the Artists Managers Guild was
elected vice chairman of the budget committee. Actor Jimmy Stewart, campaign
chairman of the 1958 drive of the film
charity, reported to the annual meeting that
to date $1,190,717 has been collected from
23,152 subscribers, or 97.2% of the $1,225,000 goal of the campaign, which ends
June 30.
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of AB-PT,
successful
according
not delve
Rather

has been operating the eminently
WXYZ (and WXYZ-TV). But
to participants this meeting did
into the radio network's future.
it was held to let Mr. Riddell

and the station managers become better acquainted with each other and to give the
managers an opportunity to study the
WXYZ operation. Mr. Riddell officially
moves into his new job as executive head
of both ABN and ABC-TV on July I, but
presumably is figuring prominently in the
ABN deliberations in the meantime.
The ABC statement did nothing to stem
wide-ranging rumors and speculation. One
report, heard repeatedly in New York and
at least as far west as Chicago, was that
ABN President Robert E. Eastman would
become national sales representative for the
o&o stations. There was no informed substantiation of this, which sprang at least
partially from Mr. Eastman's record as a
radio salesman (he was executive vice president of John Blair & Co. before taking the
ABN presidency last May). But neither was
there any certainty that such a move would
not materialize, depending on other developments at the network. Mr. Eastman's contract as president still has more than four
years to run.
Reports of widespread personnel cutbacks
also circulated but officials late Thursday
said these were untrue. It was known, however, that a number of sales and other people were actively seeking jobs elsewhere as
the ABN uncertainty continued.
The uncertainty also was having its effect
upon sales efforts, according to insiders,
who pointed out that it was difficult for
salesmen to face agencies without having
the answer to the inevitable question as to
the future of ABN. Even so. Sales Vice President Thomas C. Harrison announced
Thursday the signing of more than %\ million in new and renewed business, with some
of the renewals for 52-week terms.
Among the new advertisers, Pioneer Suspender Co. signed for a pre-Father's Day
push consisting of two segments per week in
Breakfast Club starting May 27, through

Feigenbaum & Werman Adv., Philadelphia:
Thomas D. Richardson Co. (U-All-NoMints) took on two weekly Breakfast Club
segments starting April 30 through Chew,
Harvey & Thomas, Philadelphia, and Scholl
Mfg. Co. (foot comforts and remedies) also
bought two a week starting April 15
through Donahue & Coe, New York. Renewals covered the Paul Harvey Sunday
newscast by Bankers Life & Casualty; cosponsorship of the Harvey weekday newscasts by Midas Muffler Co.; Radio Bible
Class by the organization of the same name,
and a weekly segment of Breakfast Club by
Campana Sales Co. (Italian Balm and Ayds
vitamin candy).
The programs scheduled to be dropped by
ABN, probably effective early next month,
are Jim Backus Show (Mon.-Fri., 10-10:55
a.m.) and the Merv Griffin Show (Mon.-Fri.,
1-2:55 p.m.), both live programs, and the
Herb (Oscar) Anderson records show (Mon.Fri., 7:15-8:55 .p.m.).
ABN's current lineup of newscasts, which
would be a major staple if the schedule develops in the direction it was moving last
week, currently runs a little more than a
score a day on weekdays, totaling close to
three hours between sign-on at 8 a.m. and
sign-off at 11:55 p.m. On weekends the network carries more than 30 news and commentary programs totaling close to four
hours. It has ten commercial religious programs, totaling five hours, on Sundays.
NBC

News

Switches

Three

Reshuffling of assignments of three NBC
News correspondents was announced last
week by William R. McAndrew, vice president, news, NBC. Frank Bourgholtzer, Central European correspondent, will shift from
Vienna to Washington in June and will be
replaced in Europe by John Chancellor, who
has been with NBC News in Chicago since
1950. Sandor Vanocur, who has been a
Washington correspondent for NBC since
in Chicago.
last
year, will assume Mr. Chancellor's post
Affiliates to Honor

Jack Paar

Jack Paar, star of NBC-TV's The Jack
Paar Show (Mon.-Fri. 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.)
will be honored Friday by officials of the
107 network affiliates which carry his program. A "Paar Appreciation Party" will
begin at the Hotel Astor in New York after
the Friday night telecast and is planned to
last through breakfast.
Broadcasting

ESSO

New

RESEARCH

toys

that

play

works

for

keeps

wonders

—

with

because

oil

of oil

J-

Why

do some

toys last longer nowadays?

i

Certainly children haven't changed. What

has changed

is the material many toys are made of — a plastic that's tougher, more flexible and color-fixed
because the color is part of the plastic. Esso Research developed from oil
an essential material from which this new plastic is made. In products for
your children, and your car, ESSO

Broadcasting

RESEARCH

works wonders

with oil.
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55,000 Engineers, Scientists
To Open IRE Convention Today
I he Insulate ol Radio Engineers opens its
annual national convention today (Monday)
in New York. An estimated 55.000 engineers and scientists are expected at its
electronics show at the Coliseum as well as
at its technical sessions there and at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
rhe I K 1 noted last week the influx of
electronics people will (ill about 70 hotels
in the city, and more than 500 trailer trucks
have been bringing equipment into New
York for 850 exhibits which will fill four
floors of the Coliseum. An estimated 2,000
workmen were employed around the clock
Wednesday to set up the $12 million exhibition. Among a number of sessions of
radio and tv interest is an afternoon meeting
today devoted to broadcast topics. This is
being held at the Coliseum.
Robert C. Sprague. board chairman of
Sprague I lectric Co. and the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, is the speaker set for
the annual banquet Wednesday night.
Zenith Net Up 32%, Sales 13%
In 1957, McDonald Reports
Zenith Radio Corp. last week reported
consolidated net income of $8,165,577 and
consolidated sales of $160,018,978 for itself
and subsidiaries during 1957, representing
increases of 32% and 13%, respectively,
over the previous year.
Unit and dollar sales of tv receiver busi-

ness also showed "substantial*' increases
while "good progress" was made in production and sale of radio sets during 1957, according tothe company. Zenith claimed continued dominance in the am-fm receiver
field. Production and shipments of all Zenith
products the first two months of 1958 are
ahead of the same period of 1957. it was
added.
E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president,
cited as company milestones in 1957 (1) an
all-time Zenith record in sales of civilian
products. (2) initial FCC action providing for
a three-year test period of pay tv (despite
later Senate and House Commerce Committee resolutions delaying approval of specific
station authorizations) and (3) a "favorable"
$10 million out-of-court settlement with
RCA, General Electric Co. and Western
Electric Co. of litigation involving alleged
patent infringements and new royalty-free
license exchanges under existing radio-tv set
patents.
Comdr. McDonald predicted "even greater
growth" for radio receivers and a "continuing substantial volume of television receiver sales" in 1958 compared with 1957.
He claimed "substantial progress" in Zenith
research and development in color tv and
assured shareholders the company "will have
reliable color television receivers in production when the time is appropriate." Color tv
research and development work centers
around simplified circuitry, picture brightness "and other technical improvements,"
according to Comdr. McDonald.
Motorola

Two
why
choice
TOM

More
Channel

2

of St. Louis
DAILY

1 1:30 A.M.
Monday

Reasons
is

first

families.

SHOW
-12:30

through Friday

Tom is tops ... a popular
personality and a hard-selling NIC on his new liveaudience show.

FRED
1 1:00

Makes

1957

Report

Motorola Inc. reported 1957 sales of
$226,361,000 (as compared with
$227,562,000 for 1956) and net earnings of
$7,824,431, or $4.04 per share (as against
$7,966,817, or $4.12 a share in 1956). Main
sales highs were recorded for two-way radio
and microwave system products. Improved
volume of business from Ford Motor Co.,
Chrysler Corp. and American Motors Co.
stimulated Motorola's contract car radio
sales, the report continued. For 1959 radios
already under contract, the company promised a new major development — an "audio
driver" transistor, to be produced in its transistor plant "whose production for auto
radios will thus be doubled."

MOEGLE

SHOW

A.M. -12:00
Saturday

A brand new show . . . filled
with fun, cartoons and wellliked Fred Moegle.

New High for Sylvania — Mitchell
Don G. Mitchell, chairman and president of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
predicted last week that 1958 will be another
record sales year for the company with volume approaching $400 million, compared
with nearly $343 million in 1957. Mr.
Mitchell cited sharply increased defense business as well as the continued over-all growth
of the electrical-electronics industry.
Sylvania's net sales last year amounted
to $342,957,061, the highest volume in the
company's 56-year history. Sales in 1956
totaled $332,344,159. Net income in 1957
was $12,655,839, against $14,835,389 in
1956. After provision for dividends on the

SAINT

CHANNEL
2
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$4 preferred stock, last year's net income
was equal to- $3.48 per share of common
stock on 3.526,274 shares outstanding on

Dec. 31. 1957, compared with $4.10 per
common share on 3,515,267 outstanding
in 1956.
DuMont's

Loss Less in '57;

Schultz Confident for '58
Allen B. DuMont Labs suffered another
loss in 1957, though not as great as in 1956,
according to its annual report released
Thursday. DuMont President David T.
Schultz told stockholders that while the
company is feeling the current business
slump, it is confident that this year will be
The DuMont loss last year was $535,000
profitable.
on sales of $43,582,000. This compares with
an operating loss of $5,149,000 for 1956 on
sales of $47,401,000, a loss reduced by a
tax carryback to $3,887,000.
Mr. Schultz claimed major cost reductions and a consolidation in operations (all
tube making in Clifton, N. J., and all equipment manufacturing in East Paterson, N. J.),
In the second half of last year, he said, the
company's tv receiver business picked up
with a "comparatively better showing" and
"profitable results" after introduction in June
of the firm's new line. Picture tube business
has been suffering because of competitive
conditions, he noted, and in color tv, DuMont isprogressing with design of a color tv
set that will use the Lawrence single-gun
color tv tube under the company's arrangement with Chromatic Television Labs which
has been developing the tube. (Chromatic is
owned by Paramount Pictures Corp.)
DuMont also makes picture tubes for
other than tv set uses, mobile radio equipment and industrial products (including various instrumentation); it is engaged in government contracts and has an international
division.

Emerson

Reports

Earnings

Up

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. reported that the company and its subsidiaries
increased earnings for the 13-week period
ended Feb. 1. The company announced a
consolidated net profit, after federal income
taxes, of $297,699. or 15 cents per share
on 1,950,862 shares of capital stock outstanding. This compared to $196,509 or 10
cents per share on the same number of
shares for the like period ended Feb. 2
of last year.
RCA

Guards

Against

Tube

Frauds

Further steps to prevent counterfeiting
and rebranding of used radio-tv tubes have
been announced by W. W. Watts^ executive
vice president in charge of electronic components, RCA [Manufacturing, March
17]. He said a permanent mold mark has
been put on all tubes to eliminate any doubt
of the manufacturer; returned defective
tubes are being destroyed and records kept
under close control; strict credit controls
have been effected to make it impossible
for distributors to get credit for counterfeits; design, custody and disposition of
branding stamps have been tightened to prevent illicit use, and substantial sums have
been invested in development of new permanent inks to preclude counterfeiting.
Broadcasting

Why
REG, U.S. PAT, OFF,
Scotch

all

three

record

video

only

with

recording

tape

Just 10 years ago, radio audiences heard their first tape
recorded delayed broadcasts. Today, the ABC, CBS and NBC
TV networks again turn to tape, to record programs for delayed
viewing.* First choice of all three is "SCOTCH" Video Recording Tape, pioneer product in the field.
This is the only tape in commercial production to successfully record sight and sound. Other tapes have tried, but only
"SCOTCH" Brand offers completely satisfactory — lifelike —
results in black and white. Unlike photographic recording
processes, VR Tape requires no chemical processing, is reusable and erasable. It offers wider and truer contrast range and signal detail than ever
possible with kinescopes — and instantaneously!
"SCOTCH" VR Tape is a good example of the kind of "miracles" that are everyday
events in the laboratories of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company — leading in
magnetic tape products and research for over 10 years.
* VR taped shows include: "Lassie", "Dupont Show of the Month", "Sid Caesar Show", "The Lawrence Welk Show", "Truth or Consequences", "It Could Be You", etc.
The term "SCOTCH" is a registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Avenue, New York. Canada: London, Ontario.
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
SAG
On

Virtually

New

Agreed

Commercial

Pact

Screen Actors Guild last week reached
agreement with major national advertising
agencies and independent film producers on
a ne\s contract covering actors, singers and
announcers in tv commercials. The agreement is subject to Guild membership ratification.
Rate increases were described as running
up to 143%. The contract is retroactive to
last March 2 and runs to June I. 1960.
The Guild said the contract covers tv
commercials not only on film but on " tape
or otherwise and whether produced bj
means of motion picture cameras, electronic
cameras or devices, tape devices or any
combination of the foregoing, or any other
means, methods or devices now used or
which may hereafter be adopted . . . the
sole exception is taped commercials made
for advertising agencies by tv stations and
networks at their own broadcasting studio
facilities."
The Guild listed these highlights of the
new pact:
On-camera minimum up from $70 to $80
per 8-hour day: off-camera up from $45 to
$55 per session. A new requirement specifies
the player is to be paid promptly by the
producer for each commercial. All use payments on spot commercials were graduated
sharplj upward. Previously they reached
maximum w hen the spot was used in more

The

Sound

than 20 cities. Class A usage is now limited
to 21 to 60 cities, with on-camera minimum
for each 13-week use increased from $140
to $170: new Class AA. 61 to 125 cities,
with on-camera minimum of $220; new
Class AAA, over 125 cities, on-camera minimum $260 and larger percentage increases
in off-camera minimums such as Class B
(6 to 20 cities) raised from $52.50 to
$82.50; Class A (not over 60 cities) up
from $70 to $105; new Class A A, $150;
new Class AAA, $170.
New York is weighted as 1 1 instead of 7
cities; Chicago and Los Angeles. 7 cities
each, any two of the three to constitute
Class A usage and all three Class AA.
Program commercial use rates were increased and the cut-off, which set a maximum for a Class A program commercial,
was eliminated. After $740 is paid oncamera or $565 is paid off-camera within a
13-wcek period, the player continues to be
paid at 17V2% of the individual use rate
for use of the commercial within the 13week period.
Program openings and closings — Oncamera up from $400 to $500 for 13 uses
in 13 weeks; from $570 to $650 for 13 uses
in 26 weeks; off-camera raised from $280
to $400 and from $415 to $500.
Dealer commercials — One-year use. oncamera raised from $575 to $700 and offcamera from $295 to $425; six-month use,
on-camera from $295 to $375, off-camera
from $155 to $250.

of

Quality

Technicians,
Closer

to

Networks

Agreements

Prospects were bright last week for a
settlement soon of the long-pending contract negotiations between CBS and the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, and NBC and ABC and the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians. The networks' pacts with these
technical unions expired Jan. 31.
CBS notified IBEW that it was making
a final proposal in lieu of further meetings.
CBS proposed that technicians pay be
increased to $110 weekly for first-year employes and to $180 weekly after three years,
said to be "a substantial increase" because
of the shortening of the escalator from its
present four years. The old contract set top
scale after four years at $175 weekly. The
network also offered to raise the pay of
supervisory and most senior technicians by
$5 per week effective last Feb. 1 and an
additional $5 weekly, effective Feb. 1, 1959.
These salaries now range between $190200. Fringe benefits also would be expanded under CBS' proposal.
Since IBEW announced the network's
offer, the indication is strong that it is acceptable to the International headquarters.
The proposal now will be considered by a
negotiation committee of eight IBEW locals.
"Among language change considered to
be extremely important to the union,"
IBEW stated, "stronger phraseology has
been employed to clarify the complete jurisdiction of IBEW in the videotape field and
CBS indicates acceptance of substantially
new

language outlining grievance pro-

The contract proposals made by NBC
and ABC to NABET approximate the CBS
offer
to IBEW. The NBC-ABC recomcedure."
mendations were sent to seven NABET
locals several weeks ago and, according to

In a quality market of 14 counties where
A
quality rural
598,800 people spent $1,016,738,000
market of 28,520 farm
— a per capita average of
homes with a gross in$1,885.00.
($204 above
come of $377,957,000 — a
the national average. )
per farm average gross income
of $14,307.00.
Salesmanagement's
"Survey of Buying
Census - U.S. Department of Agriculture
, a Power — 1957"

JOT

For over 35 years the Quint-Cities' senior station
(Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa - Rock Island, Moline and East Moline, Illinois)
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.
RA
DI
O
S
woe
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representative*
Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Davenport, Iowa
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accept the networks' offer.
AFM Local 47's Daniel Charges
Attempt to Weaken Union Stand
EliotwoodDaniel,
AFM's a HollyLocal 47, president
last week ofblasted
group
of members of the local for using the
union's strike against the major motion picture studios [Personnel Relations, March

NIGHT

■Z ^14

a union spokesman, the vote of the membership will be known by Thursday. Indications are strong that the membership will

10. 3, Feb. 24] for "disruptionist tactics"
that appear to be an "attempt to weaken the
union's position and ultimately weaken the
union itself." In a front page editorial in the
March issue of Overature, monthly magazine published by Local 47, Mr. Daniel
declared: "We can understand the desire
for more tangible evidence of strike activity, but we are not willing or ready to
Arrival
the first strike
scuttle
the ofunion."
for studio contract musicians
did much to raise morale.
out of work by AFM order

benefit checks
on Wednesday
The 275 men
will receive a

check for a week's pay ($160.70) every
other week, giving them half-pay for as
long as the work stoppage continues.
Broadcasting

PROGRAM SERVICES
SK&F

Tv Surgery

Displaces

'The Californians' in Michigan
Smith, Kline & French Labs brought
an abdominal operation in live color tv to
an estimated 1.5 million Michigan viewers
— at the "expense" of an adult Western.
March 18 at 10 p.m., SK&F's medical color
television unit, in conjunction with the Michigan State Medical Society and the Michigan Clinical Institute, covered in detail a
resection of the aortic bifurcation — a clogged
artery — with a seven-inch tube of dacron,
and telecast this operation over a four-station network consisting of WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, WWJ-TV Detroit, WJIMTV Lansing and WPBN-TV Traverse City.
The Grand Rapids, Detroit and Lansing
stations all are NBC-TV affiliates regularly
carrying The Californians in the 10-10:30
p.m. time slot. (Traverse City is a satellite
operation for WOOD-TV). Thomas J. Lipton Co. (alternate week sponsor with Singer
Sewing machines, both through Young &
Rubicam) agreed to the pre-emption
with the understanding that the three stations reschedule The Californians in local
time agreeable to the advertiser.
An SK&F spokesman indicated that the
firm knew the risk of exposing a commercial
audience to a live medical operation, but
stated that a one-station broadcast of such
an operation during 1957 met with encouraging audience reaction. He said that inasmuch as the operation represents "an
important advance in the treatment of arteriosclerosis,"disease
a
affecting most Americans past 60, "the tv show is designed to
allay public fear of such surgery." The
operation originated from Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit.
To cover the intricate operation, SK&F

Sourer, Former Air Features Head,
Dies After Cerebral Hemorrhage
James E. Sauter, 56, former president of
Air Features and chairman of the RadioTelevision division of the Democratic National Committee, died Monday in Doctors
Hospital, New York, after a cerebral hemorrhage. He lived at the Pierre Hotel there.
Mr. Sauter served as a deputy commissioner of commerce of New York under

C-C Tv Lineup

Set

TelePrompTer Corp., New York, announced last week that the closed-circuit
telecast of the Carmen Basilio-Ray Robinson middleweight championship bout in
Chicago tomorrow (Tuesday) will be carried in 173 locations in 140 cities, including seven cities in four Canadian provinces.
Irving Kahn, TelePrompTer president, who
is arranging the telecast, predicted a gross
gate of $2 million. The bout also is being
carried on CBS radio, starting at 11 p. m.
WTTM

Expands

Recording

or

radio

studios?

Then

call Northwest

Schools, the largest school of its kind in

the country. They will provide you with competent people —
thoroughly trained for every phase of local station operation.
Hundreds of Northwest graduates are working in television and
radio in every part of the country. Their good record is proof
of the studio training and background received at Northwest.
Y/ou can have immediate and complete resumes of available
personnel or personal interviews will be arranged.
Just let us know by phone, wire or letter which position in your
studio needs filling.

Unit

WTTM Trenton, N. J., has opened new
recording studios for its own use and
custom consumer business, it has been announced by Fred E. Walker, general manager. Chester Sunderland, chief engineer,
was named to direct operations of the new
sound unit, which features Ampex stereophonic equipment and a special recording
control room. At the same time WTTM
Broadcasting

Mayor Wagner presented the distinguished
service award of the Treasury Department
to Mr. Sauter several months ago for his
15 years of service as a volunteer in the
savings bond program. Mr. Sauter assisted
the Democratic National Committee in the
last four presidential campaigns.
He had been in semi-retirement for the
past five years because of a heart ailment.
In 1930 he married Anita Kerry, actress,
who died five years ago.

Mayors William O'Dwyer and Vincent R.
Impelitteri. In the early 1930s he was a
member of the New York Stock Exchange.
From 1937 to 1951, Mr. Sauter was
president of Air Features Inc., which at

used a new $50,000 camera, "Mirabelle,"
weighing three times as much as the 100Ib. predecessor suspension camera, "Clarabelle," which operated on the "field sequential" system. The new camera, much more
intricate since it works principally with
mirrors (for flexibility) was developed by
RCA on SK&F specifications.
TelePrompTer

that time cast many of the daytime serials
in radio. From 1942 to 1946 he was executive director of the United Theatrical War
Activities Committee, for which he won
the President's certificate of merit. He served
as chairman of the radio and television division of the 1 949 Red Cross Fund of Greater
New York and was chairman of the stage,
screen, radio and television division of the
Democratic National Committee.

has expanded its long-play and 45 rpm disccutting facilities. Tom Hutchinson and Don
Dewsnap have been appointed recording
technicians for the new WTTM installation.

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

Call: CApitol 3-7246
1221 N. W. 21 st Ave., Portland, Oregon
737 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

1440 N. Highland, Hollywood
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SQUIRREL ANTENNA
An antenna system, designed by
KDKA Pittsburgh Chief Engineer
T. C. Kenney, has been installed in
Squirrel Hill Tunnels there enabling
auto radios to receive signals throughout the 4.200-ft. tunnel.
In 1941 Mr. Kenney planned the
overhead aerial arrangement — report-

I he reorganization of the William G.
Rambeau Co., station representative since
1931, was announced last week by William
Ci Ramhcau. president. The name of the
company has been changed to Ramhcau,
Vance, Hopple Inc.. and Edward R. Hopple

's
in Pittsburgh
first —Tubes.
world's
edly thelong
Since the
Liberty
5.700-ft.Squirrel is not so high, the wires were
placed over the pedestrian walks.

RAMBEAU

VANCE

Shelburne Makes Appointments
For Northeastern Pa. Operation

HOPPLE

and Robert R. Vance Jr.. president and vice
president, respectively, of College Radio
Corp., New York, have been named account
executives and vice presidents of new firm.
Mr. Rambeau said that College Radio
Corp.. which has been functioning as a station representative of commercial college
campus stations, will be operated as a subsidiary of Ramhcau. Vance. Hopple Inc.
College Radio Corp. was founded by Messrs.
Vance and Hopple in 1951 while they were
students at Amherst College.
Mr. Rambeau also announced that Martin

Thomas P. Shelburne, vice presidentgeneral manager of Northeastern Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co., last week announced
executive appointments as WNEP-TV Scranton (formerly WARM-TV) and WILK-TV
Wilkes-Barre began joint operation on an
interconnected basis.

operate from studios in both cities on Scranton's ch. 16.

The newly-organized representation company has moved into new quarters in the
Chrysler Bldg., New York 17. Telephone
number is Oxford 7-0890.
to Avery-Knodel

The FCC last month approved transfer of
ownership in the stations to Northeastern
Pennsylvania, owned 60% by Transcontinent Television Corp. and 20% each by former owners of the two facilities [Stations,

Post

Feb. 17]. The former WNEP-TV group is
headed by William W. Scranton and Martin
F. Memolo and former WILK-TV owners
by Mitchell Jenkins and Mr. Shelburne.
Other Transcontinent stations are WGRAM-TV Buffalo, WROC-TV Rochester, both

Michael Joseph, national program manager for the Founders Corp., which operates
stations in five cities, has been appointed
radio programming consultant to AveryKnodel, radio and television station representative, itwas announced last week by
Lewis H. Avery, president. As radio programming consultant, Mr. Joseph will travel
to stations, analyze audience potentials and
render consulting services in programming
and production techniques.

Cincinnati's

New York, and 50% of WSVA-AM-FMTV Harrisonburg, Va.
WNEP-TV and WILK-TV are basic affiliates of ABC-TV.

Most

Independent
50,000

waffs

Powerful
Radio

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

STATION
L

On the Air everywhere
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The west coast operation of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. is being expanded with a
change of executives. WBC President Donald H. McGannon and Philip G. Lasky,
WBC's executive in charge of west coast radio and tv, are announcing today (Monday).
Louis S. Simon, sales manager of KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, was named general
manager. Mr. Lasky had been assuming
that responsibility in addition to his executive duties with WBC. In the change, Mr.
Lasky will be freed of "direct and daily
activities of station management" and permitted to devote his time and "creative and
administrative energies to long-range planning and execution of WBC community service efforts," according to Mr. McGannon,
WBC's KEX Portland, Ore., continues under
General Manager Herbert L. Bachman who
reports to Mr. Lasky.
Mr. Lasky started in broadcasting as an
engineer with KFEL Denver, became general manager of KDYL Salt Lake City in

Ross Parker, chief engineer of WNEP-TV.
was named chief engineer of the interconnected operation. Avery-Knodel Co.. national sales representative of WILK-TV
since it went on the air in 1953, will serve
in the same capacity for the twin stations.
When installation of equipment has been
completed at Wilkes-Barre, the stations will
turn in the ch. 34 permit for that city and

Rokeach, who joined the Rambeau organization as account executive and manager
of research, has been elected a vice president of RVH. Mr. Rokeach formerly was
an account executive at BBDO, New York.

Joseph

Lasky, Simon Get Promotions
In WBC West Coast Changes

24 hours a day— seven days a week

OHIO

MR.

LASKY

MR. SIMON

the early 30s, pf KSFO San Francisco in
1935 and subsequently purchased interests
in KROW Oakland, Calif., and KXA Seattle.
He and associates started KPIX in 1948. He
was general manager of the station when
Westinghouse purchased it in September
1954.
Mr. Simon, first associated with Mr. Lasky
as a member of KSFO's sales department in
1945, became KPIX sales manager when the
station went on the air. Before his KSFO
association, he worked for a newspaper and
had various positions in advertising and
radio.
WGN-TV to Sell Children's Shows
A plan for syndicating its own stable of
children's shows is being discussed by
WGN-TV Chicago. Ward L. Quaal, vice
president and general manager of WGNAM-TV, declines comment "at this time,"
but it's known the project is under consideration. Involved are such station properties as Ding Dong School, Lunchtime Little
Theatre, Garfield Goose, Bugs Bunny &
Friends and The Blue Fairy. Mr. Quaal indicated last year that Ding Dong School,
conducted by Dr. Frances Horwich with
which WGN-TV has signed a new longterm pact, may eventually be offered for
syndication.
If the syndication service develops,
WGN-TV is expected to utilize videotape
recorders (rather than film) which, along
with Ampex color conversion accessory
units, it hopes to acquire by next June.
Broadcasting

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS

CHANGING

HANDS

The following soles of
ANNOUNCED
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

LEXINGTON, KY. • Sold by Frederick Gregg Jr., Charles H. Wright and Harry C Feingold to John B. Poor for $332,500,
including the assumption of liabilities. Mr.
Poor is vice president of RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc., and was president of MBS
until it was sold last year. WLAP operates
on 630 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night and is
affiliated with ABC. Broker: R. C. Crisler
& Co.

WLAP

WKXP-TV LEXINGTON, KY. • Sold by
Frederick Gregg Jr., Charles H. Wright and
Harry C. Feingold to Radio Cincinnati Inc.
for about $200,000, including about $100,000 in obligations. Radio Cincinnati Inc. is
licensee of WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati
(same ownership as Cincinnati Times-Star),
and owns WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio;
WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, Ala., and has
a minority interest in WBIR-AM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. WKXP-TV broadcasts on ch.
27 and is non-affiliated. Broker: Crisler Co.
WORD SPARTANBURG, S. C. • Sold to
WMRC Inc. by Irvin Kahn and others for
operates WFBC-AM$136,000. WMRC
FM-TV Greenville, S. C. Chapman Co. was
the broker. WORD operates on 910 kc,
with 1 kw, and is an NBC affiliate.
WPOR PORTLAND, ME. • Sold to Hildreth Broadcasting Co. for $105,000 by
Oliver Broadcasting Co. The new owner is
a subsidiary of Community Broadcasting
Service, which is the licensee of WABI
Bangor and owns 100% of WABI-TV
Bangor and the corporation which is the
majority stockholder of WAGM-AM-TV
Presque Isle and WARM
Houlton, all
Maine. WPOR operates on 1490 kc, with
250 w, and is affiliated with ABC and MBS.
KJUN REDMOND, ORE. • Sold to Orlo
Bagley by F. Gilbert Lieser for $37,000.
Allen Kander Co. was broker. KJUN operates on 1240 kc, with 250 w, and is affiliated with ABC.
KCLN CLINTON, IOWA • Sold 75%
stock to Rock River Broadcasting Co. by
John R. Livingston, Kenneth Parker and
Errett Zendt for $600, plus $15,000 to John
Livingston, as trustee for the present stockholders of the corporation, plus other
amounts to Mr. Livingston on notes he now
holds. Rock River Broadcasting operates
WRRR Rockford, 111. Its stockholders have
principal interests in WMBV-TV Green Bay,
WMAM
Marinette, WBEV Beaver Dam,
all Wisconsin, and formerly KXGI Fort
Madison, Iowa, among others. KCLN operates on 1390 kc, with 1 kw, day.
The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,
page 104.

APPROVED

KJR SEATTLE,
Broadcasting

KNEW

SPOKANE,

BOTH

WASH., AND KXL PORTLAND, ORE »
Sold to Essex Productions Inc. (controlled
by Frank Sinatra, singer-actor) by Lester M.
Smith and Lincoln Dellar for overall figure
of $2 million. This is Mr. Sinatra's first
venture into station ownership [Closed Circuit, Dec. 23, 1957]. Mr. Smith remains as
general manager of the radio stations.
KJR operates on 950 kc with 5 kw.
KNEW operates on 790 kc with 5 kw. KXL
broadcasts on 750 kc with 10 kw. Comr.
Robert Lee voted for a McFarland letter.
WMAM
AND WMBV-TV MARINETTE
(GREEN BAY), WIS. • Seventy-five percent interest in M&M Broadcasting Co. sold
to Superior (Wis.) Evening Telegram (Morgan Murphy) by W. E. Walker, Joseph D.
Mackin and others for $211,000 plus the
assumption of liabilities totaling $360,000.
Associated with the Murphy interest, which
will acquire 55% interest, are Walter
Bridges, 10% and Normal Postles, 10%.

THE

FORJOE
FORUM
A

DISCUSSION
ON

By letter the Commission advised WFRVTV Green Bay, Wis., that latter's petition
did not warrant designation of the transfer
application for a hearing. Comr. Robert
Bartley voted for a McFarland letter.

WHIM PROVIDENCE, R. I. • Sold to
James P. Haney and Janice D. Buckley,
trustees, and Richard H. Gerken, by Richard
D. Buckley and John B. Jaeger. This involves
transfer of, without consideration, 517
shares of Buckley stock into trusts for children and sale of 150 shares by Mr. Buckley
and 50 shares by Mr. Jaeger to Mr. Gerken
for $12,000. Comr. Robert Lee voted for a
McFarland letter.

ISSUES

TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

I

T.

The

2.

Greeks

E.

had a word

for it ... so does Forjoe!

* T.S.E. stands for
"TIME

SALES

ENGINEERING

A

dynamic, creative sales concept, integrating the needs of the
advertiser, the agency and the
station. . . .

FORJOE

&

CO.,

INC.

ESTABLISHED
Time

1938

Sales

Engineers

KMYR DENVER, COLO. • Sold to Don
W. Burden, principal stockholder in KOIL
Omaha, Neb., and KWIK Pocatello, Idaho,
by Dolph-Petty Broadcasting Co. for $400,000. KMYR operates on 710 kc with 5 kw.

COLUMN

CURRENT
IN

Murphy interests include WEAU-AMFM-TV Eau Claire, Wis., KGTV (TV) Des
Moines, Iowa; 50% of WISC-AM-FM-TV
Madison, Wis., and of KVOL-AM-FM Lafayette, La., and controlling interests in
WEBC Duluth, WMFG Hibbing and WHLB
Virginia, all Minnesota. Murphy newspapers
are in addition to the Superior Telegram:
Eau Claire Leader and Telegram, Manitowoc
Herald-Times, Chippewa Falls Herald-Telegram, Two Rivers Reporter, all Wisconsin,
and Virginia Mesabi News and weekly
Range Facts, Minnesota, and Lafayette
Advertiser.
Mr. Bridges controls WJMC-AM-FM
Rice Lake, Wis., and 10% of WEBC,
WMFG and WHLB.
Messrs. Walker and Mackin will retain
5% each in the Marinette stations. New
stockholders, Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stang
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goldberg, will
own 15% equally. This is in payment of
two stock options acquired when they loaned
M&M Bcstg. Co. $200,000 last summer.
WMAN operates on 570 kc with 250 w,
daytime and 100 w nighttime. WMBV-TV
began operating in 1954, on ch. 11. Both
stations are affiliated with NBC.

PERIODIC

NEW

OFFICES IN
YORK
CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA
SEATTLE
Inquiries may be directed to
580 5th Avenue, N.Y. 36, N.Y.
uuuuuuu
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WITCHERY

WORKS

I ho management ol KTVH (IV)
Wichita no lunger has any doubt about
the existence or power of witchery —
water witchery, that is.
The station has had trouble finding
good water lor drinking, film processing
and air conditioning and has had to use
bottled water for the past two years. This
proved costly and the station has had to
limit its use of water for necessities only.

W ith the growing need for a film processor, the station contacted city officials
about running a water main to its
see
to
location beyond the city limits. The cost:
$41,500.
Since this was out of the question because of the expense. Dale Larsen, assistant general manager, called in a "water
witcher" who used a "water wand" made
of two peach tree branches joined by a
metal prong.
I he witcher arrived at KTVH. walked
around the property for a few minutes
and Snail) stopped when the wand dipped
backwards. He told the station to drill
in thai spot indicated by the wand. When
the drilling was finished. KTVH reports
that it found good water only 30 feet
below the surface.
Results: The station now not only
has inexpensive water but also has been
able to order the badly-needed film proc-

Defendant Claims Tv Pictures,
Print Stories Invalidate Trial

IN WICHITA

essor, impracticable previously because
of the
expense of using shipped-in bottled water.

judge.
WJIM-AM-TV
ABOVE, Dale Larsen (I), KTVH assistant general manager, watches while
"water witcher" Lee Griffith explains
that the "water wand" has begun its backward swing, which when completed indicates the spot to drill for good water.

Radio's
Newest
Money
Maker
HEALTHCASTS

as much

A

Sales Weapon

New

sales appeal as Newscasts
And Just As Salable
to Open

the Doors

• a permanent, stable programming
temporary gimmick
• provides steady revenue
keep him on

& Sportscasts

to New

Business

feature . . . not a one-shot

. . . gives the sponsor

Toothpastes . . . Medicines . . . Cold Remedies . . .
Diet Plans . . . Appliances
. . . Cosmetics
. . .
Insurance Companies . . . Meat Packers
EVERYONE IS INTERESTED IN HIS HEALTH ... A TOPIC
VITAL IMPORTANCE TO AMERICA TODAY

OF

Join the vanguard of radio stations already enjoying the
sales success of HEALTHCASTS
WITH, Baltimore
WNCC, Barnesboro WGH, Norfolk
WOL, Washington
WLEE, Richmond
WAKU, Latrobe
WCAP, Lowell
WRITE, WIRE OR CALL
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Declines

Slightly, 1957 Report Shows
Gross Telecasting Inc. has published an
annual report for WJIM-AM-TV Lansing.
Mich., showing broadcasting revenue of
$2,733,846, slightly off last year's $2,815,408.
Harold F. Gross, president (51% owner)
told stockholders that increased operating

WJIM Radio "continued its upward
trend." the report noted, increasing gross
time sales by 8% over 1956. No comparable
figure was given for television.
Mr. Gross' letter to holders also noted
that the company is looking for additional
properties, maintaining "a strong liquid
position in order to take advantage of any
opportunities which may arise in the

results that

HEALTHCASTS Are a Natural Tie-in to LOCAL ADVERTISERS
Drug Chains . . . Food Stores . . . Appliance Stores . . .
Baking Companies . . . Banks . . . Dairies
HEALTHCASTS Are a Natural for NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

DICK
RUDOLPH
6611 Edenvale Road
Baltimore

Revenue

costs and expenses of establishing new studios in Flint, Mich., reduced profits for 1957
to $1.68 a share, compared to $1.85 in 1956.
Working capital increased to $2,376,938 last year from $1,982,063 the preceding
12 months.

Introducing

packing

A convicted defendant has asked the
Oklahoma County (Okla.) Criminal Court
of Appeals for a ruling on his plea that he
did not obtain a fair trial because tv pictures
were taken in the courtroom and newspaper
stories covered the trial at length.
Counsel for Edward Lee Lyles, sentenced
to 15 years in prison for burglary, asked the
upper court for a direct ruling on the propriety of tv cameras in the courtroom.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City took film shots
before the trial opened, showing the defendant, attorneys and others in the courtroom. The trial judge had not yet opened
the trial.
Oklahoma courts frequently have allowed
tv cameras and microphones in court trials
where defendants have not objected. Many
trials have received tv coverage without any
objections or later appeals.
In the Lyles case, the jury entered a verdict of guilty, leaving sentence to the trial

PRODUCTIONS
9, Md.
Phone Hunter 6-4334

Cowling Forms New Rep Firm
future."
Charles H. Cowling, former national sales
manager, KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City,
has formed American Radio-Tv Station Representatives, with offices at 140 Robertson
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Telephone:
Olympia 2-8494. The firm presently serves
as Los Angeles representative of Grant Webb
& Co.. station representative with offices in
New York, Chicago, San Francisco and
Seattle.
WJDY

on Air With

Pop

Music

WJDY Salisbury, Md., is on the air with
a daytime, all-popular music format, broadcasting with 5 kw on 1470 kc, according
to Norman Glenn, general manager. The
Eastern Shore station made its formal bow
March 13 from its studios at Salisbury's
Office Center Building. Mr. Glenn, former
owner of WCHI Chillicothe, Ohio, is coBroadcasting

owner of WJDY with Hoyt C. Murphy,
Florida real estate broker and hotel owner.
On the WJDY talent roster are Johnny
Williams, Bob Callahan and Dick Ireland.
Cuban Diplomat's Briefcase
Stolen, Turned Over to Renick
After a briefcase was stolen from Cuban
Consul General Eduardo Hernandez as he
was boarding a plane in Miami, the thief
contacted WTVJ (TV) Miami Vice President
Ralph Renick and sent him the briefcase,
which was accompanied by a letter explaining the theft.
Mr. Renick showed the contents of the
briefcase on his news show and read the
letter which said that it had been stolen to

of the Hay Springs News dedicated to
KDUH-TV was passed out and refresh-

caused by act-of-God damage during the
survey period.

ments were served by the women's auxiliary
of the local fire department. Additional
ceremonies were at the community hall.

Mr. Floyd's decision to insure during
NCS No. 3 surveying — going on currently —
was based on storm damage which occurred
during NCS No. 1 and No. 2 surveys. Reduced coverage from makeshift transmitting
equipment during 1952 and 1956 storms that
struck in Nielsen rating periods cost KELOTV "incalculable amounts of business" during the years the studies were used by
agencies, according to the station.

Floyd Insures Against

Loss

To KELO-TV During NCS No. 3
Joe Floyd, president of KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D., has insured his station for
$1.7 million against loss resulting from damage to tower, antenna or transmitter during
Nielsen Coverage Study No. 3. The policy
was written by The Home Insurance Co. and
is believed to be the first of its type, protecting astation from loss of business stemming from an unfavorable rating report

"They say bad things come in threes,"
Mr. Floyd said with the undertaking of NCS
No. 3 survey. "If this third NCS follows
previous
remarked. form, we're due for a tornado," he

"save the lives of three Cuban patriots who
live in Cuba and whose photographs . . .
were being taken ... to assassins of the
dictatorship."
The briefcase reportedly contained 42
photographs of men, three of a boat and an
American-registered plane, a fingerprint
chart, $185 in American currency, an old
white shirt and several confidential reports
written in Spanish.
The letter also charged that the "mug
shots" in the briefcase were from "supposedly secret files" of Miami and Key West police. Following the broadcast, Mr. Renick
turned everything over to Richard Gerstein,
state attorney.
Radio Helps Maintain Sales
During St. Paul Paper Strike
Department store sales in St. Paul, Minn.,
for Dec. 21-Jan. 11 rose 4% above the same
period a year before despite a newspaper
strike, according to figures released by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. Radio
was assessed as "the major factor" in maintaining sales throughout the strike period,
Dec. 17-Feb. 4, according to KSTP-AM-TV
St. Paul.
For the same four-week period, while St.
Paul's two commonly-owned newspapers
were struck, department store sales closely
matched the pattern in the twin city of
Minneapolis, where newspaper service was
normal. There was no increase of St. Paul
retail advertising in Minneapolis papers,
however, nor any extra press runs there, according to KSTP.
Media used by stores in addition to radio
during the print strike included television,
neighborhood shopping sheets, advertising
throwaways and a tabloid advertising bulletin put out by retailers. KSTP-AM-TV
and other broadcasters, alerted to the strike
threat, were ready to carry the "lion's share"
of advertising service by switching to emergency schedules at the time the walkout
came, KSTP reports.

This

Far. . . "
Too
Is Going
. . . said the editorial headline in an Oregon newspaper.

The Editor was criticizing a campaign to close certain stores for a stricter observance of Sunday.
Many others will wholeheartedly agree viewing with great misgiving the present
widespread revival of "blue law" thinking and action.
// pressure for religious conformity is the product of our current religious awakening, we ivill have paid too high a price.
Seventh-day Adventists. although they observe Saturday as the Lord's Day, the
Christian Sabbath, fully respect the right of others to observe Sunday. But we believe
it should be the result of conscience, not of compulsion. And we must respect also
the rights of the vast numbers of persons who do not care to observe any day at all.
We recognize the responsibility of government to regulate working hours as necessary for public health, but we believe it is "going too far" when we yield to religious
pressures and specify that a man must rest on a certain day.
The use of law or social pressure to ban on Sunday or Saturday any activity that
is legal on every other day is plainly religious coercion. We believe it has no place
in a society of free men.
To quote Benjamin Franklin: "When religion is good, I conceive that it will support itself; and, when it cannot support itself, and God does not take care to support
it, so that its professors are obliged to call for help of the civil power, it is a sign, I
apprehend, of its being a bad one."
For an illustrated, documented brochure entitled, "Do We Really Want Sunday
Laws?" write:

Satellite KDUH-TV Makes Bow
KDUH-TV Hay Springs, Neb., is on the
air, operating on ch. 4 with 100 kw as a
satellite of ch. 3 KOTA-TV Rapid City,
S. D., it has been announced. The new station entertained hundreds of northwestern
Nebraskans at an eight-hour open house at
the transmitter site March 8, where they
were greeted by Mrs. Helen S. Duhamel,
president of the stations. A special edition
Broadcasting

Seventh-day
Information
WORLD HEADQUARTERS:
Washington 12, D. C.
RAndolph 3-0800 • H. B. Weeks

Adventist
Services

NEW YORK OFFICE:
227 W. 46th Street
JUdson 6-2336
• Helen F. Smith
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Newsworthy

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

DATELINES

MOSCOW — WCAU Philadelphia telephoned the Soviet Academy of Sciences
here earlier this month to get this country's
reaction to American satellite launchings.
The 10-minute long distance call was made
in connection with WCAU's Operation
Outer Space series, which is devoted to
informing listeners of the current missile
and satellite situation. The station told the
operator: "This is WCAU Philadelphia.
We'd like to discuss satellites with a spokesman at the Soviet Academy of Sciences in
Moscow." She placed the call and was told
to call back the next day. The contact was
completed the following morning and the
beeper phone interview was carried on several news shows as well as Operation Outer

NIPPED

IN THE BUD

The efforts of two enterprising young
teenagers in Worcester, Mass., were
cut short recently by the FCC because
they were operating an amateur radio
station that was "too professional."
The high school boys, William Aucoin
(1), 14, and Alan Jahn (r), 13, had
been operating station KMAJ from
local homes, garages and barber shops.
They featured d.j. shows, news and
weather reports and even went so far
as to sell commercials until they were
ordered off the air. But all was not in
vain. WTAG Worcester offered the
boys three 15-minute segments on
Michael Whorf's (center) Matinee
program and their studio became a remote WTAG studio for one day.

KGIL

Moved

to New

Building

KG1L San Fernando, Calif., has moved
to new offices and studios at 1325 Van Nuys
Blvd.. Pacoima, Calif., with 3,500 sq. ft.
for offices and two newly-equipped studios,
plus conference area and off-duty lounge.
Telephone is Empire 6-9555. Transmitter
and towers of KGIL remain at 14808 Lassen St., San Fernando.
Another

Reason

why

Space.
HAVANA— Two stations, KXOK St. Louis
and KGW Portland, Ore., contacted Frank
McCarthy, United Press Bureau chief in
this Cuban city, to get on-the-spot coverage
of the fighting here between government
and rebel troops. They carried beeper phone
reports of the attempted assassination of
President Fulgencio Batista and descriptions
of the crisis and rebellion inside Cuba.
TULSA — When the news of an Air Force
B-47's explosion in the air over Tulsa
reached KAKC there over its police radio,
the station dispatched three mobile units
to cover the disaster and had a report on
the air minutes after it happened. One
unit was sent to a residential area where
pieces of debris were falling and another
to the field where two of the three man
crew were reportedly expected to descend
after bailing out. The third unit was dispatched to an airport and a reporter went
up in an airplane to cover the crash scene
from the air.
DES MOINES — -In another air disaster last
month, KIOA Des Moines reports it was
able to get an interview with three men
who bailed out safely. The body of a fourth
man, killed in the accident, was found in
the plane's wreckage that evening and KIOA
gave first hand reports to its listeners through
remote facilities.

. . .

For Participating Minutes
CALL HOLLINGBERY
CO.
.9! PULSE
29
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WRBL

cated by the network's newsfilm service. In
addition WCAU-TV aired interviews from
survivors and used beeper reports.
KTLA (TV) to Add Helicopter
For Remote News Telecasts
KTLA

(TV) Los Angeles is adding a heli-

copter to enable the station to achieve "television's greatest service — hourly on-the-spot
telecasts, live, from where news headlines are
being made," KTLA Vice President-General
Manager Lew Arnold has announced.
John Silva, KTLA chief engineer, and his
staff are developing a method for transforming the helicopter into an airborne remote
control unit to provide sight-and-sound coverage of news events while in flight. The
most difficult problem, now approaching
solution, reportedly was that of keeping the
signals from the moving helicopter beamed
continuously to the station transmitter for
broadcast to the public at home.
Meanwhile, KTLA is converting two station wagons into mobile remote units, complete with power supply, which can get on
the air within minutes after arriving at the
scene of the news event. In a field test, one
unit put on a closed-circuit telecast for five
minutes while traveling at 45 miles an hour
along a freeway. The two units, each with a
reporter-commentator, will be on the road
eight hours a day, at all times in contact with
the KTLA newsroom, which will make assignments from information on fires, accidents, crimes and other happenings received
from over 300 reporters.
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

KPOJ Portland, Ore., names Edward Petry
& Co.
KFOX Long Beach, Calif., has appointed
Simmons Assoc., N.Y.
KSHO-TV
Tv Inc.

Columbus, Georgia, is a better buy!
Geographic location of Columbus, Ga., places
V3 of the rich WRBL-TV 53-County coverage
in Alabama . . . where a 1-hour time difference exists.
You
buy "Night
Edition"V3 atofClass
C rates
and receive
the
coverage in Class AA time!
WRBL-TV IS FIRST
IN ALL V4 HOURS —
"NIGHT EDITION"
6:30 PM to• sign off*
NEWS • WEATHER • SPORTS
WRBL-RADIO
. . . 55%
MORE HOMES DELIVERED
Average Rating
Monday thru Friday
THAN
STATION
"B" DAY
OR NIGHT
MONTHLY
NCS No. 2

SCRANTON— WDAU-TV here was on
hand to cover an early-morning apartment
house fire March 15 that killed two people.
It obtained films of a woman jumping four
stories into a net and of firemen recovering
the body of a victim from a third floor
apartment. The station reports that CBSTV used the films and they also were syndi-

Las Vegas, Nev., appoints Forjoe

WOBS Jacksonville, Fla., names Gill Perna,
N.Y., as national representative and DoraClayton Agency, Atlanta, as regional representative.
WEZE Boston appoints George P. Hollingbery Co.
WTVK Knoxville and WQOK Greenville,
S. C, name Stars National Inc.

'WeeReBeL'
little guy with the big following
. . . completely dominates the Columrh bus Market!

AM-FM-TV

Columbus,

Ga.

KRSD-TV Rapid
Devney Inc.
KWEL
WHRV
Inc.

City, S. D., appoints

Midland, Tex., names Gill-Perna.
Ann Arbor, Mich
appoints Devney

WMAM-WMBV
(TV)
Marinette, Wis.,
name George P. Hollingbery.
Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Cahane, interior designer. The unit will set
WCCO
When

PUPPET
John

REFORMS

Gallos. WCCO-TV

Minneapolis' "Commodore Cappy,"
dreamed-up ""Vivian Vulture," a halfbird, half-witch puppet character and
used it to introduce the station's "Bugs
Bunny" cartoon series (Mon.-Fri. 4:305 p.m. CST), he little realized he also
was creating a problem for the
mothers of children who watched the
show. The puppet looked so sinister
and behaved so wickedly that — according to dozens of letters from
mothers in the area — Vivian featured
largely in their children's nightmares.

COMMODORE
WCCO-TV's
show, and

CAPPY,

host

of

afternoon children's
his puppet creation,

"Vivian Vulture," survey some of the
Valentine cards received from local
children.
An about-face in the puppet's nature
was called for if the children were to
sleep peacefully again, they said. This
was brought about by Mr. Gallos' invention called a "character conversion
ray gun." After getting a shot in the
arm from this weapon, Vivian renounced her old ways and promised to
be good in the future. Miss Vulture
also mentioned that she'd been so bad
in the past that she'd never received a
Valentine card. By Valentine's Day
4,600 cards had been received at
WCCO-TV from children responding
to the plaintive admission.

NBC Radio's Brussels Teams Set
A team of six commentators, producers
and reporters, headed by Jerry Danzig, vice
president in charge of NBC Radio programs,
are to cover advance preparations and opening day events of the Brussels World Fair.
Assisting Mr. Danzig will be commentator
Ben Grauer; Leif Eid, NBC Paris bureau
chief; Dick Jennings, assistant managing
editor of Monitor; Sarah Palfrey, former
U. S. national tennis champion, and Melanie
Broadcasting

up facilities for broadcasts on the network's
Monitor and Nightline programs. A second
unit, headed by Al Capstaff, executive producer of Monitor, will succeed the first after
the fair's opening.
Science

for Breakfast

Success

On WBKB (TV); May Go Network
Science and public service can be as
palatable as toast and jam at 7 in the
morning, judging by response to WBKB
(TV) Chicago's new Science 58 series
lanuched last Monday. The response has
been so favorable, in fact, that ABC-TV
officials are considering the program as a
possible network property.
The network o&o station reported last
week that since it first offered a free syllabus
on the 13-week series late in February, it
has been swamped with 11,000 requests.
The daily half-hour science program is
produced in cooperation with the U. of
Chicago, which is supplying some 40 professors and scientists as "talent." Designed
to offer basic principles of science, the 13week course covers such topics as atoms,
energy, nuclear physics, mathematics, chemistry, life and growth and outer space.
Sterling C. Quinlan, vice president in
charge of WBKB, reports the program is
purposefully offered at an early hour to
appeal to a limited audience — men and children— rather than housewives. Mr. Quinlan
reportedly has had discussions with ABCTV New York officials looking toward possibility of the series
understood ABC-TV
film a representative
for potential network
KQV,

KPHO

See

"going network." It's
has asked WBKB to
sample of programs
use in later months.
Silver Lining

An "Optimists' Club" and a "Business Is
Good" campaign are being conducted by
KQV Pittsburgh and KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, respectively. KQV Station Manager Ralph
Beaudin is banding Pittsburgh's optimists
together to "accentuate the positive . . . put
away the crying towels and talk of depression." He aired a message inviting listeners
to join the club and announced that membership requires that each member "wear a
smile, have no negative thoughts . . . get out

We

got more than 20,000

in 2 weeks

as entries in

our "1 280 Jackpot" Contest. That's good pulling
in any league, we
Want to try us?

think.

andOptimistic
enjoy life."
reports culled from local retailers, banks and businesses are broadcast
each half-hour and mention the name of the
organization
supplying
the information.
KPHO-AM-TV is conducting an on-air
campaign to point up "the prevalent optimistic business trends in Phoenix. . . ." The
question, "How's business?" is asked in 10second IDs throughout the broadcast day
and answered with information about employment, construction, retail sales, bank
debits and postal receipts, etc. The campaign
has elicited favorable comments from local
businessmen, it is reported.
WKXL,

WKNE

WVET

RADIO

ROCHESTER,N

Y

in Legislature

WKXL Concord and WKNE Keene, affiliated New Hampshire stations, covered the
state legislature during a special session this
winter, marking the first time a New Hamp-

Nat. Rep. THE
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

CONTINUED

V shire legislative session had been broadcast,
according to a wire service report. Harry

LETTERS

. . . THEY

Kroyer of WKXL and WKNE's Frank Finning, news editors, handled coverage respectively in the Senate and the House of
Representatives, providing commentary during the proceedings.

Fan mail provides a unique rating system on the Perry Como Show. And the
customers who write are right insofar as
the producers are concerned, with ratings

Title Fight Promoted

to the viewers'
a secondary ofconsideration
expressions
preferences in their letters.

by WCBS

WCBS New York is promoting CBS Radio's broadcast of the Carmen Basilio-Ray
Robinson middleweight championship bout
in Chicago tomorrow night (Tuesday) by
sending replicas of admission tickets to the
bout to more than 3,000 New York agency
executives, officials of the Mennen Co., Miles
I .ihs (co-sponsors of the network broadcast) and editors, asking them to tunc in to
WCBS

tor "the fight of the year."

WINS Airs 'Voice in the Night'
WINS New York has begun programming
readings of horror tales at midnight after
an audience response of "over 3,000 cards
and letters praising a test broadcast" in
January.
Titled Voice in the Night, the program
is heard Friday, Saturday and Sunday, beginning at midnight and running until the
entire story has been read without interruption. Reading is done by Sydney Gross.
Grace

Gets

Gifts From

WMGM

WMGM New York, in line with its policy
to award gifts to new parents of babies born
at 10:50 a.m. or p.m. (1050 is station's
frequency), air-expressed its "Baby Club
Award" to Princess Grace of Monaco after
the birth of her son last week.
WABC

Personalizes

Daytime

Shows

WABC New York has eliminated "the top
40" tunes to "personalize" its daytime programming. The ABN station, after one
month of conducting "Operation 60,000,"
reported it is meeting with considerable

This explanation of the "Como rating
system" was offered by Bob Finkel, producer of the show, in an interview with
Broadcasting in New York. Mr. Finkel
questioned the value of certain aspects of
current rating services. He pointed out
these systems give the number of viewers
watching a show but fail to indicate which
part of a program is liked or disliked;
which performer viewers would like to
see again, and which facets of the show
they may or may not favor. Mr. Finkel
acknowledged that American Research
Bureau's new Arbitron may be able to
point out which segments are less interesting by recording the tune-in and tune-out
minute by minute, but claimed the technique used on the Como program is a
proved formula.
Mr. Finkel explained the fan mail system in this way: if the accepted ratings
indicate that 45 million people watch the
show (which is a customary Nielsen estimate, according to Mr. Finkel) and the
program receives its average 2,000 letters

For several years, Mr. Como has devoted aportion of his program to "The
Letters" sequence, during which he sings
a medley of tunes based on the letters he
receives. This season, the opening of the
program was changed from a quiet mood
to a more lively pace, using the Lou Da
Pron Dancers, because viewers expressed
preference for it. Certain guest stars are
brought back because fans want them. An

a shamrock pattern and "WIBG" sewn on
it as part of the station's St. Patrick's Day
promotion.

result of the "new look" at WABC,
station reported.

WEER,

WSAZ

All Out

for Ireland

Staffers of WSAZ

Huntington, W. Va.,

celebrated St. Patrick's Day by prefixing
"O" to their names. Disc jockey Pete "O'Stenger" gave free theatre passes to the first
50 people with Irish names who came to
the station that morning. Nothing but Irish
music was programmed throughout March
17. Ireland's ambassador to the U. S., John
J. Hearne. aired, via telephone, a greeting xo
WSAZ listeners.
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outstanding
example
"Snowflake,"
white cockatoo,
who iswas
scheduled the
for
one appearance but now is a regular member of the cast because letters keep pouring in with favorable comments about the
bird. In general, Mr. Finkel said, the pace
of the show has been stepped up in the
past year in order to have Mr. Como appear even more relaxed, because viewers
want him that way.
But, surprisingly, one sequence that
won favorable response from tv critics,
Mr. Finkel reported, was eliminated from
the program because of viewers' reactions.
For some time, the program featured an
interlude in which Mr. Como spoke by
telephone to his wife and other members
of the family. His fans protested, claiming that this the
sequence
was "intrusive"
challenged
prevailing
conception and
of
Mr. Como's strong belief in privacy in his
family life. The stage-to-home conversations will still be used, on occasion, but
conversation will skirt the Como's family
life, concentrate on upcoming guest stars
to generate viewer interest.

over a week's period, the producer can
estimate that each letter represents the
views of about 22,500 persons. Accordingly, whenever 200 letters in the same
week express the same likes or dislikes
about a certain element of the program,
according to Mr. Finkel, a decision is
made accordingly. Some examples:

advertiser success. In essence, "Operation
60,000" consists of polling 60,000 listeners
each week — through Teen Age Survey
Inc. — and finding out, by categories such
as "high school students, male," the tops
in pops preference according to personal
tastes rather than group reaction. Since
the first day of programming, mail count on
such shows as Martin Block's Make Believe
Ballroom has jumped 400%, WABC
claims. Such advertisers as John Wanamaker
in suburban New York reported a 15% increase in storm window unit sales as a direct
the

GET

WIBG

Promotes

Wearing

of Green

WIBG Philadelphia sent agency executives and clients a bright green necktie with

KTLN

Promote

With

Dollars

Dollars were sold on the streets during
promotions by WEER Warrenton, Va., and
KTLN Denver. WEER posted its mobile
unit on Main Street, Warrenton, from 1-1:45
p.m. March 10 and gave $2 for $1 bills
containing the figures 1-5-7-0 (the station's
frequency) in their serial numbers. More
than 700 people reportedly lined up with
jligible bills. The promotion was continued
for seven hours at WEER's studios. It estimates the promotion cost $1,100. KTLN
staffers exchanged dollar bills for 50 cents

mail.
MESSRS.

Como

and Finkel (I) check fan

in downtov/n Denver. The station also aired
serial numbers of bills. The listeners who
had a buck matching the one announced
could win $100-$ 1,000 by bringing it to
KTLN within a time limit.
KNOB

Turns

On

All-Jazz

Format

A power boost (320 w to 3.5 kw), a frequency change (103.1 mc to 98 mc) and the
initiation of an all-jazz format by KNOB
Long Beach, Calif., was the occasion for the
broadcast of a four-hour program from
Hollywood March 9, reportedly featuring
60 top jazz stars. Prior to the show, d.j.
Pat Henry hosted a three-hour salute
from San Francisco featuring Bay Area jazzmen. The day of jazz festivities was wound
up by Theme Magazine's hour-long (9-10
p.m. PST) capsuled history of jazz. To call
attention to its frequency change, the station
distributed cards with plastic knobs affixed
Broadcasting

LAS
announcing that "Coming March 9, there'll
be a new twist for the KNOB — and 10 times
the power!" Auto bumper stickers proclaiming "Help Stamp Out Rock 'n' Roll" also
were issued by the station.
WEMP

to Originate

Braves

Games

For 40-Station Radio Hookup
WEMP Milwaukee has been chosen for
the sixth straight year to originate Milwaukee Braves baseball broadcasts for a 40-station regional network, it has been announced by Hugh Boice Jr., general manager of WEMP. Pre-season games started
this month in Florida and the regular season
runs from April through September, all contests under sponsorship by Miller Brewing
Co., Clark Oil & Refining Co. (both through
Mathisson & Assoc.) and P. Lorillard Co.
(through Lennen & Newell).
Earl Gillespie, WEMP's sports director,
is handling Braves play-by-play, assisted by
Blaine Walsh, WTMJ announcer.
Games go to these Wisconsin stations:
WHBY Appleton, WATW Ashland, WBEL
Beloit, WGEZ Beloit, WCHF Chippewa
Falls, WEAU Eau Claire, WBIZ Eau Claire,
KFIZ Fond du Lac, WJPG Green Bay,
WCLO Janesville, WKTY
LaCrosse,
WLDY
Ladysmith, WISC Madison,
WMAM
Marinette, WDLB Marshfield,
WIGM Medford, WTMJ Milwaukee,
WNAM Neenah, WOSH Oshkosh, WPFP
Park Falls, WSWW
Platteville, WRDB
Reedsburg, WPBT Rhinelander, WGMC
Rice Lake, WPRE Prairie du Chien, WRCO
Richland Center, WTCH Shawano, WHBL
Sheboygan, WSPT Stevens Point, WDOR
Sturgeon Bay, WDSM Superior, WAUX
Waukesha, WDUX Waupaca, WOSA Wausau, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, WWCF
Baraboo and WLIN (FM) Merrill. Two
out-of-state stations, WDHL
Faribault,
Minn., and WJMS Ironwood, Mich., also
are carrying the WEMP-originated Braves
schedule.
WABD (TV) Debuts 'Sillman Show'
Broadway producer Leonard Sillman stars
on The Leonard Sillman Show (8:30-9 p.m.
EST) Thursdays on WABD (TV) New
York. Format of the program: Mr. Sillman
guides a young performer through a song,
dance or comedy routine, helping to polish
delivery or sharpen style while demonstrating how young talent responds to professional direction. He will have a special guest
— a known performer — whom Mr. Sillman
has launched in show business. Mr. Sillman
produced a half-dozen versions over the
years of "New Faces" on Broadway.
No Credit for KTTV

(TV) Judge

Anonymity has become the California
rule for the legal profession, so far as tv
is concerned. When KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles introduced Divorce Court as a
Wednesday, 9-10 p.m. series, the judge
was portrayed by a recently retired Superior
Court commissioner whose name was never
mentioned on the air. The attorneys appearing in the simuated domestic relations
court were also unidentified. The original
Broadcasting

Divorce Court judge, Superior Court Judge
Elmer D. Doyle, withdrew from the role
after the announcement of his participation in the program drew critical fire from
the Los Angeles Bar Assn. Earlier, municipal court Judge Evelle Younger announced
his retirement from the bench of Traffic
Court on KABC-TV Los Angeles after a
committee on judicial ethics of the Conference of California Judges had ruled his
appearance unbecoming [Programs & ProMotions, Feb. 17].
Edgar Allen Jones Jr., assistant dean of
the UCLA Law School, succeeds Judge
Younger on the program.
Stations Get Set for 'Adventure'
Television stations which buy Van Coevering Productions' new series of 26 quarter-hour Adventure Out of Doors programs
are being offered a $50 bow-and-arrow set
by Sport Lite Inc., Chicago-based distributor
of the program. The unit includes a dozen
arrows, quiver, arm guard and glove, with
the offer based on the premise that archery
is becoming more popular each season. Production of 26 segments has been completed
and the series is being made available in
both black and white and in color.
Highlights on WBAI
Listeners to WBAI

(FM) Telephone
(FM) New York

now can find out what the day's program
highlights will be by dialing Templeton 28040. The station does not promote the
number generally but gives it out to those
who write WABI on some matter. A pair
of playback recording machines, which give
the highlights, permits the number to handle
120 calls per hour.
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Anti-Soviets

VEGAS,

OF

100

THE
MARKETS

(TV) Show

An anti-Russian demonstration by Hungarian refugees and Americans of Hungarian
origin resulted from WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh
panel show discussion that included Andrei
Ledovsky, counselor of the Soviet Embassy
in Washington. The unrehearsed telecast is
believed to be the first such program in
which a Soviet official has participated. In
the show, Mr. Ledovsky was questioned by
newspapermen on Russian policy. Afterward, the counselor walked through silent
pickets outside the station. The anti-Soviet
faction carried banners reading "Freedom
for Hungary" and "Remember, your duty
is to lie."

WHBF

KMGM-TV Offers 'Rating Roulette'
Advertising timebuyers throughout the
country are being invited to play "Rating
Roulette," by National Telefilm Assoc., for
its station, KMGM-TV Minneapolis. Timebuyers are to estimate the total ratings gained
by feature films carried on KMGM-TV during the March rating period of American
Research Bureau, plus the total non-duplicated audience accumulated by the films.
The first prize winner will win six bottles
of champagne, a silver bucket and a dozen
champagne glasses. Other winners get prizes
with a champagne motif, a tie-in with NTA's
"champagne"
package
of feature films.
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GRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

the listener who noticed it and who challenged the driver would be given the
vehicle. Although CKVR-TV broadcast
clues to the auto's identity and vicinity, it
took more than a week tor the misspelled
sticker to be spotted. The dealer attributes
a greatly increased business to the promotion, CKVR-TV said.

IT'S AN ILL WIND
Cal Druxman. KFJZ-TV Fort
Worth merchandising director, turned
a mishap into an advertising gimmick
al the city's Fat Stock Show. Mr.
Druxman hail fallen from a ladder
while putting up a sign in a grocery
store in preparation for a KFJZ-TV
merchandising party. With his leg in
a plaster cast Mr. Druxman roamed
the grounds of Fat Stock Show in
a u heel-chair while displaying a

NBC Spot Salesmen to Win Autos
The two radio and tv salesmen of NBC
Spot Sales who register the most business
during a five-week period ending March 31
each will be awarded a 1958 Corvette sports
car in a current sales contest being run by
the station representative.

poster reading. "Only KFJZ-TV will
break a leg to merchandise your
products."

KTTS-TV Contest Cuts Up Stars
A composite photograph of five stars
from syndicated tv series on KTTS-TV
Springfield. M o.,
was featured in a
contest during the

NTA feels the contest will alert agency
buyers to the value of non-duplicated audience figures and at the same time will
bring KMGM-TV to their attention.
WOR Buys on Other Stations
WOR New York today (Monday) launches a four-week radio spot schedule on seven

station's fifth anniversary celebrations.
Viewers who were
able to identify the
actors comprising
the picture were
awarded cash prizes.
The face was composed of William
Gargan's (Martin
Kane) forehead,

"neighborhood" radio stations in New York.
Connecticut and New Jersey to attract suburban listeners looking for a new spot on
their dial after the local daytime stations
leave the air. On each of the stations used,
all signing off at 6 p.m., WOR has bought the
last commercial of their broadcast day,
urging listeners to switch to 710 kc for
programs to follow. Notes WOR General
Manager-Vice President Robert J. Leder:
"We buy space in newspapers, car cards and
other printed media ... we now feel that we
should invest in our own medium particularly when it is on a non-competitive basis."
The stations are WMTR Morristown and

MYSTERY STAR

Jackie Gleason's (Honeymooners) eyes,
Maxwell Reed's (Capt. David Grief) nose,
Broderick Crawford's (Highway Patrol)
chin and Duncan Renaldo's (Cisco Kid)
shoulders.

WCRV Washington — both New Jersey;
WPAC Patchogue, WLNA Peekskill, WVIP
Mt. Kisco, WNRC New Rochelle— all New
York, and WNLK Norwalk, Conn.

Sponsors Leave 'Dick & Duchess'
CBS-TV's Dick and the Duchess (Sat.
8:30-9 p.m.), which had been scheduled to
go off the air March 22, will continue on
the network in a new time period — -Friday,

CKVR-TV Listener Wins Auto
A misspelled name on an auto sticker was
the clue in a contest by CKVR-TV Barrie,
Ont.. and a local used car dealer. The name
on the sticker which the auto dealer put on
cars he sold was deliberately misspelled by
the CKVR-TV advertiser on one of the
cars. The station aired announcements that

7:30-8 p.m. The show's two sponsors —
Mogen David Wine Co. and Helene Curtis
Inc. — have canceled, effective March 22,
but the network will carry re-runs of selected episodes in the series for at least eight
weeks in the new time starting March 29.
CBS-TV's Leave It to Beaver will move
from Friday 7:30-8 p.m. to Wednesday 88:30 p.m. on March 26.

IN AKRON,

the nucleus of It's in the Name, a new audience participation show launched by WGNTV Chicago March 20. They vie against each
other, seeking to derive as many three or
more letter words as possible from the
name of a famous personality flashed on a
screen during the show. They receive points
based on the size of the different words
they have reconstructed, excluding, proper
nouns, foreign words, plurals, abbreviations,
etc. The winner gets $1 a point and remains
to face the challenger of the next of three
rounds. The champion at the end of each
telecast is asked to return and compete the
following week (and the loser receives a
shopping cart of various food products).
The second part of the contest is for viewers and involves a scrambled word game for
cash prizes. Product tie-in is achieved with
the sponsor. National Tea Co., which bought
program through Rutledge & Lilienfeld.
Chicago.

BBDO Staffer Now 'Millionaire'
The San Francisco office of BBDO produced the winner of a KGEN Tulare, Calif.,
"Become a Millionaire" contest when Rula
Wilkie submitted the nearest estimate of
the number of advertisers the station had
last year. Miss Wilkie submitted a guess
of 273 (the actual total was 269) and
received a week's expense-paid sojourn at
the El Rancho Vegas Hotel, Las Vegas.
Popular

WLEE

D. J. Gets

to Meet

A popularity poll was conducted by
WLEE Richmond, Va., to decide which d.j.
it would send to the first annual Pop Music
Disc Jockey Convention [Stations, March
17] in Kansas City. George Prescott received the most votes from listeners and,
with Program Director Bob DeBardelaben,
visited the convention. The Greyhound
Corp. sponsored the contest and supplied the
transportation.
WNEW

DJ.

to Air From

Fair

WNEW New York disc jockey Art Ford
will broadcast his Make Believe Ballroom
(Mon.-Sat. 10-11:30 a.m., 6-8 p.m. EST)
direct from the Brussels World's Fair on
opening day (April 17). The station has made
special arrangements for studio space and a
trans-Atlantic wire.
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'It's in the Name' for WGN-TV
Studio contestants and viewers both form

Model Explorer at WBT-WBTV (TV)
A working model of the Explorer satellite
has been built by WBT-WBTV (TV) Charlotte engineer Thomas L. Stutts. The model
revolves around an 18-inch globe of the
world every 114 minutes, while the globe
makes a complete turn every 24 hours. The
stations have displayed the model in a local
department store and bank and have scheduled exhibits in several cities in the Carolinas. High schools in North and South Carolina have made arrangements to bring classes
to the stations' studios to see the model and
hear lectures on satellites by WBT-WBTV
engineers.
» Broadcasting
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PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Deane Uptegrove, executive vice president
and creative director, H. B. Humphrey,
Alley & Richards, N. Y. and Boston, elected
president of board of directors. Paul Field,
copy director, and Harold Miller, art director, were elected creative vice presidents.
Emmet Faison, formerly with Procter &
Gamble, appointed vice president of marketing.
Frank Brady, formerly ►
in charge of account management and marketing divisions, Cohen & Aleshire,
N. Y., since 1954, elected
executive vice president
and member of board.
Allen Duncan, news and public relations
director, WJDM-TV Panama City, Fla., has
resigned to open advertising and public relations agency, Allen Duncan Assoc. Inc.,
that city. Evon Streetman, art director
WCTV (TV) Tallahassee, joins new agency
in similar capacity.

Arthur W. Weil Jr.,
client service executive,
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.,
elected vice president.

Ryan, L. A., to Young & Rubicam, that
city, as creative supervisor of tv commercials. Ray Wagner of Y&R, L. A., transferred to agency's Hollywood office as supervisor of live commercial tv production, with
emphasis on Chrysler and Imperial segments
of Climax. William R. Gibbs, tv commercial
production supervisor for Y&R, S. F., joins
MGM April 7 as director of industrial and
commercial films. Ray Dietrich, assistant to
Mr. Gibbs, succeeds him.
Terry Galanoy, senior copywriter, Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, to Dreyfus Co.,
L. A., as copy chief.
John L. Baldwin, account executive. Needham, Louis & Brorby, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, as account executive.
Sherman Hoyt, Young & Rubicam,
BBDO, N. Y., as account executive.

to

A. J. Shepard, vice president and assistant to
president, Grant Adv., Chicago, to Kenyon
& Eckhardt, Detroit, as account executive.
Frank Ennis, BBDO, N. Y., to Norman,
Craig & Kummel, that city, as account executive.
Phillip Katzev, drug account executive at
BBDO, L. A. and N. Y., to Emil Mogul Co.,
N. Y., in similar capacity.
Robert W. Shull, sales promotion manager,
A. G. Spalding & Bros., Chicopee, Mass.,

promoted to advertising and promotion manager, succeeding Harry Amtmann, resigned.
Charles Doepke, staff assistant to vice president in charge of sales, Fairbanks, Morse
& Co., appointed advertising and public
relations manager, effective April 1. He
succeeds Henry J. Barbour, who remains as
counselor on those activities.
Loyal E. Faunce, art director in New York
office of Kenyon & Eckhardt, to agency's
Los Angeles office in similar capacity.
Leslie Gorman, formerly president of
Gorman, Graves Inc., Chicago art studio,
to Leo Burnett Co., as art director in collateral art department.
James V. Bowler, formerly with WPEN
Philadelphia in various capacities, and C.
Derrick Dytatt, previously sales manager of
WGBI Scranton, Pa., to N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, research staff of media department.
Charles S. O'Donnell, 65, vice president of
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.,
died last month while vacationing in
Jamaica, B.W.I. Mr. O'Donnell
vertising agency field in 1924
Ayer & Son and later served
Mathes and Geare-Marston Inc.
ing EWR&R last year.

entered adwith N. W.
with J. M.
before join-

FILM
Frank Stone, salesman in South for Screen
Gems, N. Y., promoted to southern area
manager. Don Fuller, formerly with ABC

Lawrence D. Benedict, ►
also Donahue & Coe client
service executive, becomes
vice president of agency.

M Robert T. Nathe, director of radio-tv commercial
production, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N. Y., and Robert C. Kelly
and Charles A. Winchester,
account executives, elected
vice presidents of DCS&S.
Maxwell Arnold Jr., vice president of Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F., appointed copy
chief.
Lawrence Kraft, account executive, Willard
G. Gregory Adv., L. A., and Melvin Sturgis,
chief of publications and advertising director
of Wiancko Engineering Co., join Compton
Adv., N. Y., as account supervisor and
technical research director, respectively.
Ethel Cordner, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N. Y., and Florine Robinson, previously
with Norman, Craig & Kummel and BBDO,
both N. Y., to Reach, McClinton & Co.,
that city, as copy supervisor and copywriter,
respectively.
Elizabeth Wardell, copy department staff,
and Joan Usoskin, copywriter, promoted to
copy supervisor and supervisor of radio and
tv commercials, respectively, at Calkins &
Holden, N. Y.
Jules Hack, manager of tv commercial department of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Broadcasting

LOS COYOTES

COUNTRY

BROADCASTING
GOLF

BELLEHURST, CALIFORNIA

CLUB

TOURNAMENT

MAGAZINE
APRIL

28 (Monday)

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held April 28
(Monday) at the new Los Coyotes Country Club, approximately 30 minutes from downtown Los Angeles. This 18-hole, 6,655-yard course is a
par 72 championship layout. The popular blind bogey handicap system
(maximum handicap 30) will be used.
BROADCASTING will provide silver trophies to the low gross and low
net winners. Several Los Angeles stations will donate other prizes (last
year there were 27 individual prizes). Tee-off time 9 A. M.
Buffet luncheon and 19th hole
party given by BROADCASTING.
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY WITH YOUR NEAREST BROADCASTING OFFICE.

Free bus leaves Biltmore Hotel
at 8:30 A. M. Returns 3 P. M.
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IPLE CONTINUED

Syndication, to SG's southern area
Film staff.
sales

Sam
Jack Lemmon, eastern tv sales manager.
Wilding Picture Productions. Chicago,
promoted to eastern television manager, and
Arthur Wright, director with Wilding, named
New York production manager. Mr. Wright
replaces W. J. Morris, resigned. Joseph
Morton promoted to administrative assistant,
sales, for Wilding C hicago office. In addition
to his new duties, he will continue to supervise midwest tv production and sales in coordination with Ted Wescott, who has joined
Wilding as midwest manager of sales.

Verne Behnke, formerly eastern sales manager for Motion Pictures for Television and
CBS Film Sales, for past year on sales stall
ol K.TLA (TV) Los Angeles, appointed manager of eastern operations for Regis Films,
with headquarters at 595 Madison Ave.
N. Y.

has joined KFMU (FM) Glendale, Calif.,
as general manager and director of sales.

STATIONS
Klman,

manager. WATR-AM-TV
Waterbury, Conn., elected
to his third consecutive
term as president of Connecticut State Network
(WSTC Stamford. WNAB
Bridgeport, WNHC New
WHAY New
Haven. WTOR Torrington
and WATR).
Britain, W1CH Norwich
Charles Bell, WHAY. elected vice president
of network.

Robert G. Magee, vice president-general
Reading, Pa., elected
manager. WHUM
president of Eastern Radio Corp., owners
ol WHUM. succeeding Paul A. Flickinger,
prominent local hotel operator, who becomes
secretary-treasurer.
<< Byron Millenson, sales
Baltimanager, WCAO
more, promoted to vice
president of Plough Broadcasting Co. and general
manager of WCAO.

Fred R. Frank Jr.. formerly with Ziv Tv.
covering Florida area, joins Gross-Krasne,
N. Y., sales force and will cover entire
South.
Harry Wuest, Wilbur Streech Productions,
N. Y.. named executive producer.
John Russell, tv-movie actor, has signed long
term contract with Warner Bros. His first
assignment w ill be as star in new tv western
series, as yet untitled, which Warner Bros,
is preparing for broadcasting next season.

NETWORKS

^mmmmmmfflmmmm

Robert P. Engelke, formerly supervisor of
NBC Sales Presentation Dept.. to ABC-TV
as manager of sales development.
Cy Mann, formerly executive producer of
sports broadcasts for William Esty Co.,
N. Y.. named director of sports for Mutual,
replacing Norman Baer, resigned.
Robert L. (Bud) Swats Jr., account executive
for Time Inc. and Life magazine, named
manager of Detroit office, CBS-TV network sales.
John K. West, vice president of NBC's
Western Div., married Mari Wilcox March
14.

always

has

general ►

Victor E. Carmichael, vice president in
charge of sales and member of board of directors, KWK St. Louis, named vice president and general manager of KWK.
Paul J. Haller, man- ►
aging director, WELL
Battle Creek, Mich., takes
on additional duties as
vice president of Southern
Michigan Broadcasting
Corp., Knorr subsidiary.

Vern A. Milton, chief engineer, KSDO
Diego, named station manager.

San

Rex W. Parnell, station manager, WTHR
Panama City, Fla., joins KGHI Little Rock,
Ark., as station manager.
Robert Lynch named station manager and
chief engineer of WKTX Atlantic Beach,
Fla. Other appointments include Bernie
Adams as program director; Charles Brigham, commercial manager; Tommy Carroll,
director of music and chief announcer, and
Nellie Lynch, continuity director.
John D. Kelly, national sales manager,
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., to WINS
New York as sales manager.
Jack Weldon, radio veteran and also formerly with Associated Press, joins WSUN St.
Petersburg, Fla., as sales manager. Leo
Ribitski, program manager, WNAO-TV
Raleigh, N. C, to WSUN-TV as program
manager.
Paul H. Little, engaged in food and restaurant advertising in San Francisco, joins
KAFE

Francis T. Breslin, general manager
WEOK

Dave Button named general manager and
program director of KMIN Grants, N. M.
Other appointments include Dick Miner to
commercial manager; Glen G. Mills, chief
engineer and sports editor; Engena Linton,
continuity chief, and LaDonna Long, traffic
manager.

of

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., takes on additional duties as vice president.

(FM) Oakland, Calif., as sales man-

ager.
Erwin
Needles, partner, Julian Gross &
Assoc., Hartford, Conn., resigns to join
WKNB that city as sales manager.
Al Stone, program manager, WCSC Charleston, S. C, promoted to assistant national
sales manager. He is succeeded by Phil
Sutterfield, nationally known sportscaster.

Donald P. Campbell, national sales manager, Storer Broadcasting Co. Stations, N. Y.,
has been named administrative assistant to
E. K. Jett, vice president and director of
television for WMAR-TV Baltimore and
Baltimore Sunpapers.

Johnny Speciale, commercial manager-sports
director, WFMD Frederick, Md., to KCSB
San Bernardino, Calif., as local sales man-

Alfred B. Berry, formerly RKO executive
in charge of studio relations in Hollywood,
joins WGMS Washington, RKO Teleradio
Pictures station, as general manager.

Herbert E. Buck, Jr., director of operations,
ager.
WWTB Tampa, Fla., to KRSD-TV Rapid
City, S. D., as operational manager.

George A. Bron, vice president and general
manager of KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.,

the BROADCAST

TUBES

you

need

Don Courtnay, chief announcer, K1RO Seattle, Wash., named production manager and
Pat Hayes, pacific northwest sportscaster,
becomes director of news, sports and special
events for KIRO.
Frank G. King, broadcasting sales veteran,
joins KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif., as director of national sales.

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY
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Harry W. Moore, Jr., salesman, WTAR Norfolk, Va„ promoted to director of sales development. Jack B. Prince, WGH Norfolk,
joins WTAR as salesman.
Ed Bryant, WITH Baltimore, to WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., as program director.
Don Hughes, news director of KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa, broadens duties to include
supervision of news operation of KAKC
Tulsa, Okla., both owned and operated by
Public Radio Corp.
Broadcasting

Edgar S. Wood, newscaster, WLWC (TV)
Columbus. Ohio, named director of news and
public affairs.
Rod Belcher, news-sportscaster of KOL Seattle, named news editor of KTNT-TV Tacoma. both Washington.
David H. Polinger, formerly general manager of WAPA-TV San Juan. P. R., to
WABC-TV New York as sales account executive.
Don Bowen, merchandising representative,
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, promoted to account executive; Dan Verbest from production and continuity to merchandising representative, and Sidney Plotkin, formerly with
Kling Film Studios, WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee and ABC-TV, appointed producerdirector at WXIX.

newly-created position of manager, distribution and sales for division. Norman Caplan,
formerly manager, mobile product department, Bendix Aviation Corp., to RCA as
manager, communications products department telecommunications division.
J. Joseph Spelman, sales manager of industrial products, Stromberg-Carlson, to Sylvania Home Electronics (division of Sylvania
Electric Products) as Pittsburgh district sales
manager.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES •
Edgar H. Twamley, formerly manager of
WOC Davenport, Iowa, and WBEN Buffalo,
N. Y., joins Paul H. Chapman Co. as western
representative.
He will
have office.
charge of firm's
new
Santa Barbara,
Calif.,

Ed Fleming, reporter-newscaster at WPIX
{TV) New York, to KNXT (TV) Los An-

Douglas B. Kahle, formerly owner of KWG
Stockton, Calif., and
KWIN Ashland, Ore., to
Allen Kander & Co.,
station broker, as Pacific
Coast representative.

geles, replacing Clete Roberts on Six O'clock
Report and The Big News late in May. Mr.
Roberts, leaving KNXT at termination of his
three-year contract, plans to travel abroad,
shooting newsfilm for syndicated tv release.
Robert J. McAndrews, vice president, KBIG
Santa Catalina, Calif., has been elected president of Catholic Press Council of Southern
California for 1958.
Walter H. Stamper, commercial manager,
WAPO Chattanooga, Tenn., elected President of local Sales Executives Club.
REPRESENTATIVES Thomas V. Cinquina, midwest manager,
Forjoe & Co., joins John Blair & Co.,
Chicago, as account executive.

:
MANUFACTURING ««
K. B. Wolfe, retired lieutenant general in
Air Force, and Art Linkletter, radio-tv star,
named to board of directors of Cohu Electronics.
James V. Roughan, vice president and general manager, Price Electric Corp., elected
president.
George W. Chane, eastern district manager,
Management Services Div., Ernst & Ernst.
New York management consultant since
1942, to RCA, as vice president, management engineering, effective May 1.
H. C. Edgar, formerly manager, overseas
procurement, RCA International Sales, to
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Broadcasting

PROGRAM SERVICES
Edward Truman and Keith Reynolds have
opened California Recorders at 6351 Selma
Ave., Hollywood, as recording studio specializing in small group work, commercials
and demonstration records. Company has
facilities for complete program editing and
for auditing tape and reference records. Firm
is westlibrary.
coast agent for Chappell's taped
music
George Avakian, director of popular albums,
Columbia Records division, CBS Inc., has
resigned after 18 years to join Pacific Enterprises Inc., in which Mr. Avakian has acquired "substantial interest." Pacific Enterprises, headquartered in Hollywood, produces World Pacific records, new label.

Television and Radio Center, Ann Arbor,
Mich., program staff on April 1.
TRADE ASSNS.
Robert H. Alter, with Radio Advertising
Bureau national sales staff since October
1957, has been promoted to regional sales
manager. Mr. Alter replaces John T. Curry,
who resigned to become account executive
with Grey Adv., N. Y. Robert V. Coppinger,
formerly account executive with General
Outdoor
Advertising
Co., N. Y., to RAB's
national sales
staff.
Mary Pearl, director of home economics
for Heublein Inc.'s food division, elected
president of American Women in Radio &
Television, New England chapter. Mrs. Pearl
has conducted her own radio program,
Recipe Neighbors, on Connecticut stations
since 1951. Show is sponsored by Maltex
Co., division of Heublein.
INTERNATIONAL
J. R. Grisenthwaite, production manager of
CKCK Regina, Sask., named retail sales
manager. R. K. Macdonald succeeds him
as production manager.
Jack Kane, Toronto star of CBC tv network
show The Music Makers '58, to musical director of NBC Sunday evening summer
tv network Steve Lawrence-Eydie Gorme
Show.

Let Joe Floyd
show you what
A HELLUVA
SELLING

JOB

radio does

in

KEL

George Sherlock, record and artist promoter
in Hollywood, joins Capitol Records national promotion staff. He will coordinate tieins between motion picture studios and radio and tv networks.
GOVERNMENT
Leonard H. Marks, Washington communications attorney, leaves for India March 27
under auspices of State Dept. Mr. Marks,
one-time assistant general counsel of FCC,
for last decade partner in law firm of
Cohn & Marks and now serving as first
vice president of Federal Communications
Bar Assn., will lecture before Indian legal
audiences on U. S. constitutional and administrative law. He is traveling with federal
District Judge Stephen Chandler of Oklahoma City. Itinerary includes New Delhi,
Calcutta and Bombay. Mr. Marks will return to Washington May 10.

KEL-O-LAND is
a populous 4-state
market.
KELO's
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powerhouse wraps
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EDUCATION
Edwin Cohen, supervisor of National Education Television Film Service and AudioVisual Center associate, joins Educational

Studios
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APPLICATIONS
Station

Authorizations,

As Compiled
March

Oxnard, Calif.— Wilson Bcstg. Co., 1370 kc, 1
kw unl. P. O. address 1530 Roble Dr., Santa
Barbara, Calif. Estimated construction cost $33.261, first year operating cost $50,000. revenue
$60,000. William H. and Shirley Ann Wilson each
own 50' ; . They are in retail furniture and appliances, etc. Announced Mar. 19.
Truckee, Calif. — Truckee Bcstg., 1270 kc, 500 w
D. P. O. address 127 Montgomery St.. San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost $25,700.
first year operating cost $35,000, revenue $45,000.
Owners are Joseph W. Rupley and Robert Sherman (each 50%). Mr. Rupley is regional director,
U. S. Bureau of Budget, and financial editor for
various newspapers. Mr. Sherman, associated
with many phases of broadcasting over 20-year
period, is presently engaged in development of
new radio stations. Announced Mar. 19.
Knoxville, Iowa — Grinnell Bcstg. Corp., 1320 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address Ralph J. Bitzer, 298 Arcade
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$16,639, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$42,000. Applicant also owns KGRN Grinnell,
Iowa. Announced Mar. 18.
Franklin, La.— Lionel B. De Ville, 1390 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address Box 405, Ville Platte, La.
Estimated construction cost $19,568, first year
operating cost $25,000. revenue $36,000. Sole owner
De Ville. has 15% interest in KVPI Ville Platte,
La. Announced Mar. 19.
Calais, Me.— St. Croix Bcstg. Co., 1230 kc, 250
w unl. P. O. address 69 South Pleasant St, Amherst, Mass. Estimated construction cost $14,152.
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $32,000.
Robert D. Hawley and Wesley J. Wentworth,
both Amherst bank-directors, each own 50%.
Announced Mar. 17.
Ishpeming, Mich. — Tri-Cities Bcstrs. Inc., 970
kc, 5 kw D. P. O. address Box 577, Keeseville,
N. Y. Estimated construction cost $28,914, first
year ersoperating
cost $40,000,
$60,000.
Ownare Raymond
G. and revenue
Joyce D.
Blomquist
(50% each). Mr. and Mrs. Blomquist are in hotel
management. Announced Mar. 19.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Minn. Radio Co., 1550 kc,
10 kw D. P. O. address Box 736, Minneapolis 1,
Minn. Estimated construction cost $59,477, first
year operating cost $115,000, revenue $140,000.
Joe Gratz, sole owner, has been tv-radio director, Warwick & Legler. Announced Mar. 13.
Price, Utah — Inland Empire Bcstg. Co., 620 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 6675 Highland Dr., Salt
Lake City. Estimated construction cost $16,975,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $32,000.
Lawrence J. Miner, sole owner, with his wife
owns 8.9% of Granite District Bcstg. Co., licensee

Applications

by BROADCASTING

13 through March

19

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA— directional antenna, cp— construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification.
mlL ERP— effective radiated power, vhf— very trans.— transmitter, unl.— unlimited hours, kc—
communications aukilocycles. SCA—
ant. thorization.
frequency,
highvisual,
ultravis.—
frequency,
special service authorization,
SSA—subsidiary
kw— kiloaural,
aur.—uhf—
antenna,
—high
*— educ.
authorization.
temporary
special
STA—
watts, w— watt, mc— megacycles. D— day. N—
New

Tv

Stations
ACTION

BY FCC

Utlca, N. Y. — Malco Theatres Inc. — Granted uhf
ch. 54 (710-716 mc); ERP 25.7 kw vis.. 13.8 kw
aur.: ant. height above average terrain -167 ft.,
above ground 223 ft. Estimated construction cost
$111,597, first year operating cost $140,000. revenue
$155,000. P. O. address Box 2853. Memphis, Tenn.
Studio location Utica. Trans, location Oneida
County. Geographic coordinates 43° 06' 06" N.
Lat.. 75° 13' 42" W. Long. Trans.-ant. RCA. Legal
counsel Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer William L. Foss
Inc., Washington, D. C. Malco Theatres Inc.,
theatre interests and former owner WEHT (TV)
Henderson, Ky., and WEOA (TV) Evansville,
Ind., will be sole owner. Announced Mar. 13.

Salt Lake City. Consulting engineer Edward D.
Johnson, Salt Lake City. Owners are Granite
District Radio Bcstg. Co. (70r; ) and others.
Granite District is licensee of KNAK Salt Lake
City and KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho. Announced
Mar. 19.
Translators
ACTIONS BY FCC
W.H.D.L. Inc., Olean, N. Y. — Granted cp for new
tv translator station on ch. 70 to translate programs of WBUF-TV (ch. 17) Buffalo. Announced
Mar. 13.
Conewango Valley Tv Inc., North Warren, Pa.
— Granted cp for new tv translator station on
ch. 70 to translate programs of WGR-TV (ch. 2)
Buffalo, N. Y. Announced Mar. 13.

APPLICATION

New

Pocatello, Idaho — KBLI Inc., vhf ch. 6 (82-88
mc); ERP 12.66 kw vis., 6.33 kw aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 5897.25 ft., above ground
133 ft. Estimated construction cost $150,000, first
year operating cost $227,000. revenue $240,000.
P. O. address Box 192. Blackfoot. Idaho. Studio
location 1235 N. Main St.. Pocatello. Trans, location mountain peak 3.5 miles w. of Pocatello.
Geographic coordinates 42° 52' 26" N. Lat., 112°
30' 47" W. Long. Trans. RCA. ant. RCA. Legal
counsel Robert W. Hughes, 2121 South State St.,

NATION-WIDE

Am

ACTION

NEGOTIATIONS

ofc owl

li&t

WASHINGTON,

CENTRAL

CLEVELAND

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727
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Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

your

cluiniA.:

Broadcasting

ATLANTA,

STUBBLEFIELD.

DALLAS,

GA.

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.

office

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

JA 3-3431

nearest

March 10, 1958

SOUTHWEST

SOUTH

ILL.

APPRAISALS

Rogers is in tempo with trend of Hollywood personalities in acquiring broadcast
properties. First of celebrities to become
multiple station owner was Gene Autry
(KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix; KOPO-AM-TV
Tucson: KM PC Los Angeles and KSFO
San Francisco). Others with substantial
interests now include Bing Crosby (principally ch. 13 KCOP Los Angeles); Bob
Hope (minority interest in KOA-AM-TV
Denver) and Frank Sinatra (KJR Seattle,
KXL Portland, Ore.; KNEW Spokane).

MIDWEST

CHICAGO,

•

NEWSPAPER

ofc AahA^kjcL

Call

HAMILTON.

•

TELEVISION

STARS AND STATIONS • Re-entry of
Mary Pickford-Charles (Buddy) Rogers in
broadcasting business through purchase of
KFBI Wichita for $450,000 (see page
86) understood to mark beginning of project by couple toward acquisition of additional radio and television properties. Mr.
and Mrs. Rogers formerly held onethird interest in ch. 12 WSJS-TV WinstonSalem but disposed of it to principal owners, Piedmont Publishing Co. (Gordon
Gray interests) several months ago.
•
KFBI acquisition by Mr. and Mrs.
EASTERN

BY FCC

Sebring, Fla. — George W. Fee and Claude C.
Tillman Jr. d/b as Radio Sebring — Granted 1340
kc. 250 w unl. P. O. address % Mr. Fee, 809 W.
River Dr., Tampa, Fla. Estimated construction
cost $8,200, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $42,000. Mr. Tillman, 50% owner of WARN
Fort Pierce, Fla., and Mr. Fee, sales manager,
WALT Tampa, will be equal partners. Announced
Mar. 13.

RADIO

(pahL

Stations

Rl 8-1175

WEST

SAN FRANCISCO
W. R. (Ike) Twining
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
BRO ADC ASTIN G

of KNAK Salt Lake City and KBLI Blackfoot,
Idaho. Announced Mar. 19.
Existing

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS

WTYM East Longmeadow, Mass. — Mod. of license to change station location to Springfield,
Mass. Announced Mar. 13.
WGIV Charlotte, N. C. — Cp to change hours of
operation
to unl. ant.
usingforpower
of 1 use;
kw make
N-D;
install
directional
nighttime
changes
in
ground
system;
change
ant.
-trans,
location and install new trans. Announced
Mar. 14.
WFBG Altoona, Pa. — Cp to change frequency
from 1340 kc to 1290 kc, increase power from 250
w unl. to 1 kw — 5 kw — Local Sunset, install directional ant. N-D (DA-2); change ant. -trans,
location, make changes in ground system and
install new trans. Announced Mar. 17.
New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Fresno, Calif. — John H. Poole — Granted 99.5 mc,
17.5 kw unl. P. O. address 2515 East Coast Highway, Corona del Mar, Calif. Estimated construction cost $24,000, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $10,000. Sole owner Poole is licensee of
KBIG Avalon, 49% owner of KBIF Fresno and
holds cps for KB1C-TV Los Angeles and KBIDTV Fresno, all California. Announced Mar. 13.
Frederick, Md. — Monocacy Bcstg. Co. — Granted
99.9 mc, 2.12 kw unl. P. O. address 1 West 7th St.,
Frederick, Md. Estimated construction cost $17,600, firstcludedyear
$4,500,Leonard,
revenue sole
inwith amoperating
station. cost
Laurence
owner, also owns WFMD Frederick. Announced
Mar. 13.
Akron, Ohio — Akron Bcstg. Corp. — Granted
96.5 mc, 14.5 kw unl. P. O. address Palace Theatre
Arcade, 41 South Main St., Akron. Estimated construction cost $17,770, first year operating cost
$5,000, revenue $6,000. Ownership same as that of
WCXJE Akron. Edwin Elliot (60%) also is director
of WICE Providence, R. I. Announced Mar. 13.
APPLICATIONS
Sacramento, Calif. — KROY Inc., 94.5 mc, 18.2
kw unl. P. O. address 1010 11th St., Sacramento.
Estimated construction cost $20,244, first year
operating cost $3,000, revenue not included in
present plans. Applicant is licensee of KROY
Sacramento. Announced Mar. 13.
San Francisco, Calif. — Fay M. and Grant R.
Wrathall, 107.7 mc, 9.55 kw unl. P. O. address
Box 126, Oakland, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $16,000, first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue $20,000. Mr. and Mrs. Wrathall (each
50%) also nounced
ownMar. 19.
52% of KSAY San Francisco. AnSanta Monica, Calif. — Santa Monica Bcstg. Co.,
103.1 mc, 1 kw unl. P. O. address 1540 3rd St.,
Santa Monica. Estimated construction cost $19,342, first year operating cost $32,000, revenue
$35,000. Owners are J. D. and C. D. Funk (each
50%), who also have interest in KOWL Santa
Monica (12I/2% each). Announced Mar. 18.
Hartford, Conn. — General Bcstg. Inc., 93.7 mc,
18.2 kw unl. P. O. address 1 S. Main St., W.
Hartford. Estimated construction cost included
in agreement with Concert Network, first year
operating cost $22,800, revenue $24,000. Owners
are Maxwell M. and Samuel Gubin (34 and 33%,
respectively) and Robert B. Goldenhill (33%).
Maxwell Gubin is in hi-fi sales and service.
Samuel Gubin is employe of aircraft manufacturer. Mr. Goldenhill is chemical company sales
agent. Announced Mar. 13.

Baltimore, Md. — Belvedere Bcstg. Corp., 107.9
mc, 10,95 kw unl. P. O. address 1119 North
Charles 'St., Baltimore. Estimated construction
cost $8,500, first year operating cost and revenue
absorbed in am operation. Applicant also owns
and
operates WWIN Baltimore. Announced
Mar. 17.
Haverhill, Mass.— WHAV Bcstg. Co. Inc., 92.5
mc, 20 kw unl. P. O. address 30 How St., Haverhill. Estimated construction cost $13,795, first
year operating cost $2,000, revenue $5,000. Applicantnounced
is alsoMar. licensee
of WHAV Haverhill. An18.
Lincoln, Neb.— Herbert Burton, 92.1 mc, .321
kw unl. P. O. address 2400 Winthrop Rd., Lincoln.
Estimated construction cost $6,153, first year operating cost $6,210, revenue $14,000. Sole owner
Burton has classical music program on KLMS
Lincoln. Announced Mar. 14.
Ownership

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

KPAY Chico, Calif. — Granted assignment of
license to 3. Ned Richardson; consideration
$144,000. Announced Mar. 13.
KMYR Denver, Colo. — Granted assignment of
license to Empire Bcstg, Inc. (Don W. Burden,
president, and other stockholders have interests
in KOIL Omaha, Neb., and KWIK Pocatello,
Idaho); consideration $200,000 plus consideration
of $201,450 for sub-let of trans, site and buildings
for period of 10 years. Announced Mar. 19.
WAUC Wauchula, Fla. — Granted assignment of
cp to Hardee Bcstg. Co. (Robert S. Taylor president); consideration $8,801. Announced Mar. 19.
WJDY Salisbury, Md. — Granted assignment of
cp to Norman M. Glenn and Hoyt Murphy, d/b
as Salisbury Bcstg. Co.; consideration $13,058
for one-half interest. Announced Mar. 19.
WMOO Milford, Mass.— Granted transfer of
control from James W. Miller, et al., to David M.
Myers; consideration $12,500 and assignment to
transferors of stock in Marlboro-Hudson Bcstg.
Corp., applicant for new am station at Marlboro,
Mass., owned by Mr. Myers. Announced Mar. 13.
WMAG Forest, Miss. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by R. E. Hook (now 45% interest) through purchase of additional 45% interest
from W. nounced
E. Mar.Farrar;
consideration $30,000. An13.
WHIM Providence, R. I. — Granted transfer of
control from Richard D. Buckley and John B.
Jaeger to James P. Haney and Janice D. Buckley, trustees, and Richard H. Gerken; involves
transfer without consideration of 517 shares of
Buckley stock into trusts for children, and sale
of 150 shares by Mr. Buckley and 50 shares by
Mr.
to Mr. Gerken for $12,000. Announced
Mar. Jaeger
19.
KJR Seattle, Wash.; KXL Portland, Ore.;
KNEW Spokane, Wash. — Granted transfer of
control from Lincoln and Sylvia Dellar and
Lester M. and Virginia L. Smith to Essex Productions Inc. (owned and controlled by Frank
Sinatra); consideration $2,000,000.
WMAM, transfer
WMBV-TV of (ch.
11) Marinette,
Wis.—
Granted
control
from William
Walker, et al., to Evening Telegram Co. (55%),
Norman M. Postles (10%), and Walter C. Bridges
(10%); consideration $211,764 for 75% interest.
(Morgan Murphy, president of Evening Telegram
Co., has interest in WEBC Duluth, WMFG Hibbing and WHLB Virginia, all Minnesota; WEATJAM-FM-TV Eau Clair, and WISC-AM-FM-TV
Madison, Wis., and KVOL Lafayette, La. Mr.
Bridges has interest in WFBC, WMFG, WHLB,
WEAU; also WJMC-AM-FM Rice Lake, Wis.,
and WHSM Hayward, Wis.) Announced Mar. 19.
WOSA Wausau, Wis.; WLIN (FM) Merrill, Wis.
— Granted assignment of licenses from Alvin E.
O'Konski (congressman) to Wisconsin Valley Tv
Corp.; consideration $225,100; conditioned that
Antigo Bcstg. Co. (stockholder in the assignee)
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FOR THE RECORD continued

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

a

through Feb. 28
52

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

Planning

Radio

Station?

TV

FM

BOXSCORE

am
3,170
85
3,307
406
115
521
237
36
2730
2

TV

107

20
520
42
64
604

659

11
53
26
0
26
0
1

129
75
38
54
16
54
0
1

400"
108B

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM,
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar. 19
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
CP86
For new stations
Not on
Lie.
72 air
Cps
57
AM
133
20
65
536
3,170
FM
520
108
TV (Commercial)
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar. 19
VHF
UHF
Commercial
423
85
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
* There

The plan above is one of three
basic radio station designs, for
new or modernized stations,
now available from RCA. It
approaches the ultimate for a
larger type of radio station.
Spacious studio area is incorporated inthis plan, with area
for other operational requirements; the transmitter would
be located in its own building.
By considering each plan individually, you can suit your
special needs exactly.

RADIO

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
4001
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders
which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started 1082
operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

and its officers, directors, and stockholders divest
themselves of all interest and association in
Wisconsin Valley Tv Corp. and latter dispose of
am station WSAU Wausau, prior to consummation of WOSA assignment. Assignee also operates WSAU-TV Wausau, and its officials have
interest in WFHR-AM-FM Wisconsin Rapids, and
WATK Antigo. Announced Mar. 13.
APPLICATIONS
WOWL-TV Florence, Ala.— Seeks transfer of
negative control of permittee corporation (Tv
Muscle Shoals Inc.) from James B. Gumbill and
George W. McBurney to John Thompson, who is
buying
for $25,000.
he andthey
his will
step-son,
Richard \2\'2%
B. Biddle,
vote in Ifunison,
have
negative control. Mr. Thompson is composer of
piano teaching material. Announced Mar. 13.
KLRA Little Rock. Ark. — Seeks assignment of
license from WTCR Inc. to KLRA Inc. for $182,500. New owners are Leonard Coe (51%) and others. Mr. Coe until recently was 12% owner of
KVLC Little Rock. Announced Mar. 13.
KIDD Monterey, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from Pacific Ventures Inc. to Monterey
Peninsula Bcstrs. for $185,000. Robert K. and
Julie I. Sherry, free lance tv-radio personalities,
are sole stock subscribers, with 10% apiece. They
are also creditors of applicant. Announced Mar.
13.

Now available free, without
obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
DD-22 Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

TOTAL

WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from KWK Inc. to KSTP
Inc. for $175,000. New owner's broadcast holdings: KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul, Minn.; KOB-AMTV Albuquerque, N. M., and 23% of corporation
which is licensee of KWK-AM-TV St. Louis, Mo.,
and WGTO. Announced Mar. 13.
WGPC Albany, Ga. — Seeks assignment of license from J. W. Woodruff and J. W. Woodruff 5083
Jr., d/b as Albany Bcstg. Co. to Albany Bcstg.
Co. for $62,000. New owners are J. W. Woodruff
Jr. (60%) and L. M. George (40%). Mr. Woodruff owns 30% of WRBL-AM-FM-TV Columbus,
Ga. Mr. George has been station manager of
WGPC. Announced Mar. 13.
KFBI Wichita, Kan. — Seeks assignment of license from KFBI Inc. to Jayhawk Bcstg. Corp.
for $450,000. subject to adjustments. New owners
are Mary Pickford Rogers and Charles Buddy
Rogers, who also share a one-third interest in
WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C Announced
Mar. 17.
WPOR Portland, Me. — Seeks assignment of license from Oliver Bcstg. Co. to Hildreth Bcstg.
Co. for $105,000. New owner is subsidiary of Community Bcstg. Service which is licensee of WABI
Bangor and owns 100% of WABI-TV Bangor and
corporation which is majority stockholder of
WAGM-AM-TV Presque Isle and WARM Houlton, all Maine. Announced Mar. 13.
KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, Tex. — Seeks transfer
mmmmm

Southwest
91 759 OOO.
An

outstanding

daytimer

OO

Sfp.J. OOO.
Network

independent

market.

in one of the south-

II

affiliate in medium
Presently

showing

a

profit. Good potential. 29%
down and a reasonable payout.

west's top markets. Good earnings. Financing can be arranged.

CORPORATION

OO

Exclusive

with
1

of AMERICA
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NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341

• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan

1

333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE •

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLOG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE •

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

Ml 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE •

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

— Established
PAUL

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

GODLEY

Member AFCCE *

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
t. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

& Culver

Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCSE *

Member AFCCE'
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

DIRECTORY

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8213
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601

H. MULLANEY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

_j

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

Member AFCCE*
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *
A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

Broadcasting

CO.

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFC9E *

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

CARDS

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
D I. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and manager*, chief
engineers and technicians ■ applicants
far am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
'ARB Continuing Readership Study

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Eniimr
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Me.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Kaiullt in Broadcast Cngmttrmg"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-95#8

Member AFCCE *
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FOR THE RECORD continued
of control of licensee corporation (KRGV TV
Inc.) from O. L. Taylor to LBJ Co. which increases ownership from 50 to 100';. for $100,000.
LBJ Co., Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson president and
major stockholder, also owns KTBC-AM-TV
Austin and 2!!', of KHTX-TV Waco, which owns
KBTX-TV Bryan, all Texas. Announced Mar. IS
KKNY BclliiiKham-Kerndale, Wash.— Seeks assignment of cp from Donald T. Ilaveinan, .liili-s
Cohen and Sylvia D. Kessler, d/b :is Wli.ilcimi
County Bc-.trs. to Whatcom County Bcstrs. Inc.
Corporate change. No control change. Announced
Mar. 17.
Kl'J Walla Walla. Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license
from Kl'J
to Knimcrson
Bcstrs.
for
$130,000.
New Inc.
owners
are Vernon
W. Inc.
and
Edna Emnierson. Mr. and Mrs. Emmerson own
51' i of KENL Areata, Calif. Announced Mar. lit
k i ill Thermopolis, Wyo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Thermopolis Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
Big Horn Basin Bcstg Co. Inc. No consideration;
assignment involves license only. New ownership is divided among five local people who have
no other broadcast interests. Announced Mar. 13.
FINAL DECISION
Bv decision of Mar. 12, Commission dismissed
protest lando,
bv Fla.,Mid-Florida
Radio
(WLOF)
and affirmed
Feb.Corp.
6, 1957
grant Orof
application of Telrad Inc., for mod. of cp of
WESH-TV (ch. 2) Daytona Beach, Fla., to move
trans, to a site about 25 miles from Daytona
Beach in direction of Orlando and increase ERP
to 100 kw visual and 60.3 kw aural and ant.
height tition
tofor 940
as moot
peorderft.; todismissed
make grant
final.Telrad's
Initial decision of Nov. 7, 1957 proposed to affirm grant.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of J. E. Willis for new am station to operate
on 1410 kc, 1 kw. D, DA, in Lafayette, Ind., with
engineering condition, and denying competing
application of Crawfordsville Bcstrs Inc., for
similar facility
nounced Mar. 19. in Crawfordsville, Ind. AnOTHER ACTIONS
Bv order of Mar. 19. on petition by Alvarado
Tv Co. Inc. (KOAT-TV
ch. 7) Albuquerque,
N. M., postponed oral argument from Mar. 24 to
date to be determined on economic issue in
protest proceeding
Independent Theatres on
Inc.,application
for mod. ofofcpVideo
of KVIT
(ch. 2) Santa Fe, to move trans, from 2.8 miles
northwest of Santa Fe to Sandia Crest, about
14 miles northeast of Albuquerque, move main
studio from present site of trans, to within
Santa Fe, increase ERP from 0.324 kw to 28.2
kw. with aur. 14.4 kw, and make other equipment changes.
By memorandum opinion and order of Mar. 19,
Commission denied petition by Pierce Brooks
Bcstg. Corp. for reconsideration of Commission
order designating for hearing its application to
increase daytime power of KGIL San Fernando,
Calif.,
from' 1 kw to 5opinion
kw.
By memorandum
and order of Mar.
19. Commission granted petition by Philip D.
Jackson to delete issue no. 3 in proceeding on
lus application for new am station (800 kc, 1
kw D) in Weed, Calif.
By separate memorandum opinion and order
of Mar. 19. Commission granted ioint motion of
Philip D. Jackson, Weed, Calif., and K. C.
I a u ranee, Medford, Ore., to dismiss various
pleadings, not now necessary, in then consolidated hearing on their am applications.
By order, Commission granted motion by
Functional Music Inc., licensee of fm station
WFMF Chicago, 111., insofar as it requests stay,
as far as it is concerned, of Sec. 3.293 of rules
requiring fm stations holding SCA to engage in
functional music operations to conduct such
operations on multiplex basis after Mar. 1 and
extension of time for station to request waiver

ALLEN
AND

after
of such rule from Mar. 15 until 10 days upon
United States Court of Appeals rules
preliminary injunction; deWFMF's motionin for
all other respects. Announced
nied motion
Mti r 14
Commission on Mar. 12 directed preparation
ng, at apof document looking toward dismissi
on
applicati
, for
prejudice
with
but
request,
plicant's
new tv
cp
for
Inc.,
Co.
Tv
City
Port
of
La.
Rouge,
Baton
in
18
ch.
on
operate
station to
Initial decision of Nov. 1. 1957, proposed grant
°fLCPE. U. Bcstg. Co.; Jet Bcstg. Co. Inc.; WERC
consolPa.— Designated for stations
Bcstg. Corp., Erie,
idated hearing applications for new tv 13.
Mar.
to operate on ch. 66. Announced
Herbert P. Michcls, Auburn, N. V.; Century
N. Y.— Designated
Baldwinsville,
Radio Corp., ed
hearing applications for new
for consolidat
to operate on 1050 kc, 250 w D. Anam stations
, ,
' "'
nounced Mar. 13.
KPOS (FM) Seattle, Wash.— By letter, grantedg
authorizin
of
application for SCA to extent
functional music operation on multiplex basis,
but denied petition for waiver of rules to permit
simplexing. Announced Mar. 13.
By order of Mar. 12, Commission (1) granted
withF. Tracy and dismissed
petition bv Kermit applicatio
n for new am station
out prejudice his
Ark.;
to operate on 1270 kc, 1 kw D, in Fordyce,
application
and (2) retained in hearing status
station
new
for
Co.
Bcstg.
County
of Jefferson
on same frequency
k.with 5 kw . D,. in .Pine
. . - Bluff,
Ar
Bv order of Mar. 12, Commission denied petition" bv National Bcstg. Co. (WAMP) Pittsburgh,
record in proceeding on applicaPa., to ofreopen
tion Hocking Valley Bcstg. Corp. to increase
power of station WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, from
500 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1320 kc D.
granted moBy tionorder
bv KDENof Mar.
(KDEN) Denver, Colo.,
Bcstg.12,Co.Commission
on applicaproceeding
and enlarged
issues
in
tions of David M. Segal and Kenneth
R. and
Misha S. Prather for new am station (1360 kc)
in Boulder, Colo.
NARBA

Notifications

CANADIAN
List of rectionschanges,
proposed
changes, broadcast
and corin assignments
of Canadian
stations mentsmodifying
appendix
containing
assignof Canadian broadcast stations attached
to recommendations of North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement Engineering Meeting,
Jan. 30. 1941.
600 kc
CKCL Truro, N. S.— 1 kw DA-1, U. Class III.
Now in operation.
730 kc
CJNR Blind River, Ont.— 1 kw DA-N, U. Class
II. Assignment of call letters.
900 kc
CKJL St. Jerome, P. Q.— 1 kw DA-1, U. Class
II. Now in operation.
930 kc
Fort William, Ont.— 5 kw DA-1, TJ. Class III.
EIO 11-15-58. New.
North Bay,
11-15-58.
New. Ont.— 1 kw ND, D. Class III. EIO
1060 kc
Sillery,
P.
Q.—
5
kw
DA-1, U. Class II. EIO
11-15-58. New.
1090 kc
CHRS St. Jean, P. Q.— 1 kw ND, D. Class II.
NIO — assignment of call letters.
1230 kc
Campbellton, N. B.— 0.10 kw ND, U. Class IV.
Delete assignment. New.
1240 kc
Fredericton, N. B.— 0.25 kw ND, U. Class IV.
Delete assignment. New.
■ ■

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-3688
DENVER
1700 Broadway
AComa
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1340 ko
CFSL Weyburn, Sask.— 0.25 kw ND, U. Class
IV. NIO.
1350 kc
St. Georges, Nfld.— 1 kw ND, U. Class III.
Delete assignment. New.
1400 kc
CKSW Swift Current, Sask.— 0.25 kw ND, U.
Class IV. Now in operation.
1570 kc
CHUB Nanaimo, B. C— 10 kw DA-2, U. Class
II. EIO 11-15-58.
Routine

Roundup

Commission invites comments by Apr. 11 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation plan
for Class B fm stations by substituting ch. 229
for ch. 293 in Sacramento and ch. 293 for ch. 229
in Santa Rosa, Calif. Proposed change is requested by KJML (FM) (ch. 293) Sacramento,
to provide
channel toforother
it which
should
not involve interference
fm and
tv stations
in area. Announced Mar. 13.
KROV Inc., Sacramento, Calif. — Petition requesting amendment of revised tentative allocation plan for Class B fm stations by issuance of
proposed rule making so as to add ch. 233 to
Sacramento. Announced Mar. 14.
Board of Regents of U. of State of New York,
New York, N. Y. — Petition requesting amendment of Sec. 3.606 by institution of rule making
so as to set aside ch. 13 for use in New York
metropolitan area for educational television.
Dismissed by letter dated Mar. 5, 1958.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde on March 14
Granted petition by Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co.,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and Dowagiac Bcstg. Co.,
Dowagiac, Mich., for extension of time to Mar.
16 to file reply to petition to enlarge issues filed
by Circle Corp. (WKLZ) Kalamazoo, in proceeding on am applications, et al.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Ordered that hearings are scheduled to commence on May 12 in following proceedings:
L. E. U. Bcstg. Co., Jet Bcstg. Co. Inc., and WERC
Bcstg. Corp., for new tv stations to operate on
ch 66 in Erie, Pa.; am applications of Herbert
P. Michels, Auburn, N. Y., and Century Radio
Corp., Baldwinsville, N. Y. Action Mar. 14
Granted request of Voice of Three Rivers for
oral argument on its petition for intervention
in
proceeding on
applications
BinderCarter-Durham
Die. am(WAMM)
Flint, of
Mich.;
oral
argument is scheduled for Mar. 19 at 1 :30 p.m.
Action Mar. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on March 14
Issued statement and order following prehearing conference in proceeding on am application
of James H. Duncan (KSIL) Silver City, N. M.;
it was agreed
that be
applicant's
engineering case would
furnishedtentative
other parties
by
May
1.
when
parties
would
hold
informal
discussions and advise examiner so that he can
then schedule appropriate proceedings.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
17
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on Mar. 28 in proceeding on am applications
of Entertainment Service Inc.. Solvey, N. Y..
Rome Community Bcstg. Co., Rome, N. Y., and
James A. McKechnie, North Syracuse, N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.17 Clifford Irion
Granted in part petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to file proposed findings in
tv ch. 7 proceedings, Buffalo, N. Y.; date for
filing proposed findings is extended from Mar.
18 to Apr. 18, but applicants, having mutually
agreed on earlier filing date for themselves, will
file proposed findings not later than Apr. 1, and
applicants may file reply findings on Apr. 18.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on March 14
Ordered that prehearing conference is scheduled for Mar. 27 at 2 p.m., in proceeding on am
applications of Louis Adelman, Hazleton, Pa.,
and Guinan Realty Co., Mount Carmel, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on March 14
Upon motion for continuance by counsel for
Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WJTV ch. 12) Jackson, Miss.,
ordered that hearing session on application for
mod. oftinuedcpuntil now
for Mar. 18, is conApr. scheduled
18.
By Hearing Examiner
P. Cooper
on March Basil
13
Granted petition by Hall Bcstg Co. Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif., for leave to amend fm application to specify minor change in program proapplication, as amended, is retained in
hearingposal and
status.
By Commissioner
Rosel
on March
11 H. Hyde
Granted petition of Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Mar. 18 to file replies to petition to enlarge issues by South Norfolk Bcstg.
Co. Inc., South Norfolk, Va., in proceeding on
am application and that of Cy Blumenthal, tr/as
Continues on page 113
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 17 35 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcastinc expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

If you are a salesman and feel you are ready for
a big market like Washington, D. C, contact
WEAJVI, Arlington, Va.
Management
Manager with excellent sales background wanted
for attractive Florida coast-line operation. This
is a successful daytimer in a beautiful growing
market and the future outlook is excellent. We
want a young man, early thirties, with energy and
ideas. He'll be associated with a small organization with big ideas for the future. Successful
background in sales more important than previous management experience. All replies confidential. Send complete details including references. Box 617D, BROADCASTING.
General manager with extensive background in
Negro radio sales for major market Negro station. Right man can earn medium five-figure
salary. Send background, billing and photo
without delay to Box 631D, BROADCASTING.
Account
executive
for executive
Nation's top-rated
negro
station. Must
be sales
type, potential
manager. Send photo, resume, references. Confidential. John McLendon, Ebony Radio Group,
Box 2667, Jackson, Miss.
Sales
Salesman wanted for small market radio station
in California. Good draw against commission
and car expenses. Send complete resume, references, photo first letter. Interested in permanent people only. Box 464D, BROADCASTING.
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
Top sales future, KWBY regional music-indie,
more power; hours, primary population 1,460,000
needs proven, self-starter salesmen, possible sales
management. Start draw against 25% commissions. Also seeking good voice, 1st ticket combos.
Write full story, photo, stating present personal
billing to J. Buchanan, P. O. Box 764, Colorado
Springs.
Salesman wanted for daytime station in eastern
North Carolina. Guaranteed salary against override. Will consider announcer who wants to get
in sales. Write Lee Hodges, WCPS, Tarboro,
N. C.
WEAV, Plattsburgh, N.Y. offers key sales position, 5,000 watt outlet in growing area. Excellent
setup. Stability. Background, references to A. E.
Spokes.
3 station group headquartered in Endicott, N. Y.,
expanding sales force. Unusual opportunities for
advancement in management, contact Howard
Johansen, Assistant Manager, WENE, Endicott,
N. Y.
Experienced radio salesman wanted. Progressive
1 kw newspaper affiliate. Excellent market. Large
military installation in county. Send references,
sales results summary, salary expected, photo,
personal data first letter. In person interview
necessary. Don Ritter, Manager, WKOA, Box 22,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Topnotch salesman for topnotch station Florida
east coast. Send full particulars to Dale Phares,
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Florida.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Waker upper. Entertainer and informer who can
also handle mid-morning and afternoon spots.
East Coast. Box 543D, BROADCASTING.

Texas station needs chief engineer with above
average voice. Good starting salary. Box 615D,
BROADCASTING.

Negro. Religious disc jockey. Florida metropolitan
market. Established station. Need experienced
man who can take direction and fit into modern
station operation. Send tape and letter to Box
590D, BROADCASTING. None returned.

Fine opportunity Great Lakes area for good engineer with first phone, capable announcer. Write
fully Box 630D, BROADCASTING.

Texas station needs good announcer with excellent voice. Above average salary. No beginners.
Box 616D, BROADCASTING.
Competent, experienced announcer capable of doing news and dj show. Station near New York
City. Tape and resume. Box 619D, BROADCASTING.
Group of independent stations needs two announcers for eastern Pennsylvania. $80-85 a week
to start, with unlimited future. Will not consider
less than one-year experience. Group has just
added new station, have another pending. Require tape and photo with application. Box 647D,
BROADCASTING.
Smooth morning man, strong on news, with 3rd
class ticket for live-wire 1000 watter, tidewater
Virginia. Tape, photo, resume first letter. Box
652D, BROADCASTING.
Top rated regional Texas indie needs janitor
who is a swinging deejay, newshound, and salesman. Above
average
drinkto
puts this
ad back
in. janitor's
Send tapepay.
and First
resume
KBBB, Borger, Texas.
Top money for top men! Number one music and
news independent has immediate openings for
personalitystation.
deejays.
Grow
with required.
Kansas' fastest
growing
First
phone
Write,
wire or phone Ed Schulz, KJAY, Topeka, Kansas.
Combo man with first phone needed immediately,
some maintenance required. Send tape and
resume now to KLIN, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Need immediately. Combination newsman-copywriter. Also opening for morning announcer.
Ideal working conditions, good pay, fringe benefits. KRIC, P. O. Box 870, Beaumont, Texas.
News director wanted. Good salary. Must be
good announcer, able to type, like news reporting. KTOE, Mankato, Minnesota.
Five kw needs a pop announcer who can do a
two hour r&b show everyday and has a voice for
production tapes. Send tape and letter to WACL,
Waycross, Ga.
Staff announcer. Experienced with board and
interviews. Photo. Tape. WBKV, West Bend,
Wisconsin.
WEAV, Plattsburgh, N. Y. offers announcing-new
position. 5,000 watts with progressive news-music
format. All year recreation — boating, hunting,
skiing. Good pay, stability. Tape, photo, resume,
reference to A. E. Spokes.
Need bright, fresh, fast paced dj for top station
on Florida east coast. Ambition and dependability
prime requisite. Tape, resume and photo to
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla.

Wanted 1st class license engineer who can sell
or announce. William T. Kemp, KTXL Radio,
Box 2139, San Angelo, Texas.
Wanted: Young, ambitious, first class engineer
with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. Good starting salary, plus fast advancement.
Send tape, photo to John R. Swann, WHAB,
Baxley, Georgia.
First class engineer-announcer for kilowatt daytimer, immediately. Send resume, references,
tape,
call Art Grunewald, WMNF, Richwood,
West or
Virginia.
1st class engineer wanted. Guaranteed 40 hour
week. No announcing, no maintenance, two week
paid
vacation.
lorville,
Illinois.Apply Roger Moyer, WTIM, TayProduction -Program m ing, Others
TV director wanted. Full power ABC affiliate.
Good midwest market. Must have live production experience. Apply at once to Box 638D,
BROADCASTING.
Radio tv executive one girl Friday, must think
creatively, willing to take plenty of responsibilities, shorthand and typing necessary. Position
offers stimulating challenge, interesting work
in Canada's largest and most delightful city,
Montreal, with its French atmosphere and only
two hours from New York and one hour from
the famous Laurentian resorts. Box 657D,
BROADCASTING.
KBKC — the new modern sound in Kansas City
needs a continuity director with secreterial ability. Send complete information including picture
and samples of copy to Roy Stanley, Station
Manager, Kansas City 15, Missouri.
Morning man needed for KWWL radio, Waterloo,
Iowa. Must have good selling voice and lots of
ideas. Send tape and info immediately.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Over 15 years experience with last ten as management emplacing sales and gearing independent station operations to produce sales. Have
intergrated my life with civic life of community.
Family man. Excellent references. Box 556D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager with 25 years background
in radio, 22 as general manager, desires new management affiliation, preferably in the east or
south or southwest. Excellent national, regional
and local references. Interested in investment
possibilities, also. Box 577D, BROADCASTING.

Metropolitan New York. Due to promotion of
one of present salesmen, we need experienced
salesman for 5000-watt fulltime independent to
sell in metropolitan New York area. Present
salesmen all average more than $10,000. Send
photo and resume, including current billing and
present earnings to Hal Walton, WNJR, Box 1258,
Newark, New Jersey.

Announcer-dj, some experience. Pop music daytimer, must be good on news. Tape and resume
to Don Williamson, WMST, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky. Include picture.
Announcer with first phone, no maintenance. Announcing experience required. Approximately
May 1. Write Manager, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.

Am not the "best in the business", but class myself as one of the better manager-salesmen combinations. I'm a southern man from the word
"go". Want Alabama or Florida. Box 596D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Wanted immediately: Announcer with first phone.
Beginner ok if interested in becoming chief
engineer of (Gates equipped) modern 250 watt
indie with two way fm news unit, salary open.
Contact Bill Rhyne, WRNB, New Bern, North
Carolina.

24 years experience programming, sales, last six
in management top independent pioneer. Medium
and major market success. Steady, reliable, interested only in organization determined to grow
big. Best industry references. Write to Box 606D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer for midwest regional with excellent
staff and facilities. $80 for 40 hours and opportunity for overtime. Send all details to Box 500D,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

Manager: heavy experience-labor relations; building new studios; operations. Anywhere. Box 589D,
BROADCASTING.
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RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Management
Management
Young, experienced manager wants opportunity;
One year experience as combo-man have 3rd
Manager-sales manager who knows how to si tphone, AA Degree, married, vet. Box 593D,
not job! P. O. Box 178, Ellinor Village, Ormond
up and sell music and news format radio, model
Beach, Fla. Att: O.L.
BROADCASTING.
1958, in competitive metropolitan markets. Excellent industry background. Currently managSales
Staff announcer, 3 years experience, desires posiing format station In metropolitan market. Interested in lucrative single station situation, or
tion with larger station. Employed top-rated midwest kilowatt. Married, vet, $100 minimum. Box
Go-getter
experienced.
Seeking
good
potential.
active supervisory or sales executive assignment
Prefer
deal
including
air
work.
Can
run
own
597D,
BROADCASTING.
with progressive minded chain or group operation. Available soon. Replies held in strictest conboard-all-around
man
—
what
you're
looking
for.
Box 636D. BROADCASTING.
fidence. Box 620D. BROADCASTING.
Position wanted by reliable announcer-salesman.
Married, 3 years experience. Sports, news, dee8
years
radio
sales
and
management
experience
Prefer Florida. Do you want profit making radio?
jay. Rocky mountain. Box 598D, BROADCASTING.
DePresently located in mid-west.
same siregroup.
Raised growth of present station 152^ with a
sales
or
management
position
in
New
Engnet profit of 28% in competitive market. Not
land, preferably Boston area. Radio or allied
interested in financially weak organization. SalNegro personality without negro accent. Experifield. College, married, family. Will be in New
ary must exceed $13,000. Presently employed
enced all phases. Married, College. References.
England
second week in April for interview.
Great Lakes region. Box 637D, BROADCASTING.
Box 600D, BROADCASTING.
Available June 1st. Write or phone Barclay Conley, WRRR. Rockford, Illinois.
Manager/sales manager. Fifteen years experience
Topnotch smalltown dj, newsman 2Y2 years exin radio and tv sales, promotion and public reAnnouncers
perience, ready for big move. Available imlations. Know all phases of radio management.
mediately. Box 603D, BROADCASTING.
Desire to make change. Best of references. Box
Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
640D. BROADCASTING.
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
Better than average announcer looking for bet326D, BROADCASTING.
ter than average station. Box 61 ID, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Experienced in
local, regional and national sales, plus managerial
DJ beginner. Run own board. 4 years selling experience. (Insurance) knowledge of accounting
know-how learned from twenty years experiNegro deejay; experienced, will travel, ready
ence. Presently employed. Best of references.
and typing. 65 mile radius of New York City.
now. Tape. Box 613D, BROADCASTING.
Tape and resume immediately on request. Box
Married. Box '645D, BROADCASTING.
390D, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-newscaster, 12 years experience. EmAttention radio station owners: Feelin' blue?
ployed top ten markets. Wants sports-sales. Box
Sports
announcer
baseball,
football,
basketball.
614D, BROADCASTING.
Real low down? Sales slipped? Rock'n roll gottExcellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
cha? Don't know what to do? Caught in a rough
BROADCASTING.
trap? Well — I'll tell you what I'm gonna' do —
Five years experience, announcer, dj, excellent
I'll let you take advantage of me— as general
newscasts and commercials, married, stable.
Country dj. Non-character announcer. Guitar.
manager and back my ability with a cash inThird.
Thoroughly
experienced.
Box
478D,
Three years with present employer, wants posivestment. Individual 1957 billing $150,000. All
BROADCASTING.
tion with responsibility, future at progressive
replies confidential and acknowledged. By the
station. Write Box 621D, BROADCASTING.
way
you
better
write
c/o
Box
651D,
BROADAnnouncer: Experienced, currently employed,
CASTING.
Announcer, experienced, can handle board, knows
seeks larger market with opportunity for immusic, news, sports. Young, will travel. Box 623D,
Radio executive ambitious to manage, sell, and
provement and advancement. Box 495D, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
promote new or recently purchased small town
250-watt independent, whose owners value the
community interests of their listeners and
Available now, announcer, 1st phone, $85, no car.
Baseball announcer. Available for season. Excellent references. First rate. Will accept baseball
Give full details. Box 629D, BROADCASTING.
clients. Now with station (56% Hooper rating) —
season work only. Box 512D, BROADCASTING.
in large eastern market. Anxious to build profitDeep, resonant voiced announcer with working
able-proud "Home Town" station. Married, colknowledge of the business. Prefer news, music,
Mature-experienced all phases of announcing.
lege, journalistic,
punctual, no clockwatcher. Box 659D,dependable,
BROADCASTING.
Now doing late night record show. Metropolitan
commercials. Available immediately. Box 633D,
area only. Box 524D, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, dj-newsman. Highly experienced all
phases.
CASTING.First phone. Negro. Box 530D. BROADThe BIG MONEY

goes to

F. C. C. LICENSED

MEN!

F.C.C. License — the Key to Better Jobs
An FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and
more interesting employment. This license
is Federal Government evidence of your
qualification. Employers are eager to hire
licensed technicians.
Grantham Training Does the Job
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass FCC
examinations. We train you quickly and
well. All courses begin with basic fundamentals— NO previous training required.
Beginners get 1st class license in 12 weeks.
Learn by Mail or in Residence
You can train either by correspondence
or in residence at either division of Grantham School of Electronics — Hollywood,
Calif., or Washington, D. C. Our free
booklet gives details of both types of
courses. Send for your free copy today.

DJ-announcer go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady, no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 546D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, 2 years experience with present
employer, wants position with a future. Reliable, steady, excellent references. Write Box
559D, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, good music and newsman. Commercial
specialist. Try me. Box 567D, BROADCASTING.
Young aggressive personality dee- jay-announcer.
5 years experience in New Orleans market. Box
568D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer first phone. Three years experience. Good voice, high Pulse rating under
present employment. Married, veteran. Desire
location in California. Box 569D, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, college, married, 32, available
for baseball. Will travel. Box 572D, BOADCASTING.
Man — age twenty-nine — seeks radio announcing
jockey work as career. No experience. Eager to
learn. Have interesting program ideas. Hobby
writing. Need moderate starting salary. Box 578D,
BROADCASTING.

MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU.

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Jersey, first phone
combo, extensive experience, all phases. Box
580D, BROADCASTING.

I Grantham Schools, Desk B-8 ^
821 1 9th Street N W AQ 1505 N. Western Ave.
Washington 6, D. C.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can
get my commercial FCC license quickly.

Young-personable-country dj -staff announcer full
five years experience wishes to locate in west or
south. 3 years with present employer, excellent
references. Warm friendly voice. Box 581D,
BROADCASTING.

N'ame
Address
City
State
I am Interested in:
□ Home Study, □ Resident Classes
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Announcer with 8 years experience including
continuity, news, special events, pd; can program
pop, r&b, country, jazz, classical; enjoys production work, desires position with challenge and
opportunity. Box 584D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj; big market experience radio-tv,
prefer California, Florida. Box 587D, BROADCASTING.
Morning personality-salesman. Sports special
events .First phone. 6 years experience. Box 592D
BROADCASTING.

Stop-look-listen to tape of outstanding experienced dj personality. Young, married, draft exempt. Box 635D, BROADCASTING.
Seek employment with mature organization in
1 or 2 station market or suburban station in the
west. Desire variety of duties but no sales or
rock 'n' roll. Two years experience radio-tv.
Now employed in network radio. Single, 33.
Sincere,
CASTING. sober, reliable. Box 642D, BROADAnnouncer, good voice, four years experience,
first phone,
college town to further education. Box seeks
648D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, four years copy and
documentaries. Vet. Harris Berger, 559 Hendrix
Street, Brooklyn 7, New York. HYacinth 8-5479.
Announcer, 7 years experience, married, family.
Wants chief announcer or pd. Available immediately. Gene Books, Hortonville, Wisconsin.
SPruce 9-6656.
Three years radio. One year television. Announcer, cameraman, switcher. Available immediately for radio
or television
position.7725Con-S.
sider all offers.
Contact
Don Folsom,
Bishop Ave., Chicago, 111. Phone Stewart 3-8221.
Man with 11 years experience, including news,
sports,
classical
roll. 12Hard
seli
or soft. sales,
Available
Apriland4th.rock
W. 'n'
Hardy,
A Eldridge Gardens, W. Collingswood, N. J.
DJ announcer, versatile, experienced, hard and
soft sell. Excellent board operator. Go anywhere.
No primma donna. Tape and resume. Dick Karp,
Friars Club, 123 West 56th St., New York City.
Announcer-salesman for Texas, 4 years. Experienced, references, 29, call or write Del Kirby,
1114 E. Spruce, Midland, Texas, MU 2-8561.
18 years experience, programming, traffic, staff
announcing. Strong on news, concert and popular
music. Married, reliable. Four stations in 18
years.
Don W.
McWhorter,
124 N. Chestnut St.,
Clarksburg,
Va.
Available immediately experienced combo, 1st
phone, prefer west coast. Tape, photo and resume
available. Jerry Munday, 5927 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Hollywood 9-1938.
8 years experience and available soon. Family
man experienced in administration and all phases
announcing. College grad. Contact Keith Roper,
711 College, Adrian, Mich.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers

Disc-jockey announcer seeks morning or any
shift in Florida. Excellent, friendly voice. 5 years
experience. Restricted ticket. Resume, tape on request. Contact Carl Servel, 6609 S. Richards,
Tampa 11, Florida.

Looking for L.A. or suburbs. 15 years experience
including net. At present am P.D. and sports director with top rated morning disc show. Family
man with top references. Phone or write Al
Lurie, MAin 2-3344 or KTUC, Tucson, Arizona.

7 years tv and radio. Now employed. Metropolitan area only. Box 405D, BROADCASTING.

Technical

TELEVISION

Midwest: Tech school grad, radio and tv serviceman desires position in broadcasting. Box 436D,
BROADCASTING.
Summer position desired by G.I. veteran college
physics student, single, experienced, first class
phone, can combo, capable of expert maintenance,
will handle responsibility, have car, minimum
$100. Box 473D, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer, ten years broadcasting, combo
news, desires Rocky Mountain area. Small market. Available immediately. Box 570D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Experienced all phases.
Some sports or newscasting, only. Box 575D,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. 15 years experience chief, consultant
and director of engineering. Box 599D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer-announcer. Box
BROADCASTING.

649D,

Experienced in radio and television supervising
and maintenance. Prefer south. No announcing.
Box 655D, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, 8 years experience am-fm-tv. Intro.,
1481 Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn 37, N. Y. Phone
GL 6-4188.
Studio technical or production position wanted.
Experienced northern Ohio vhf. James Helsel,
RD #3, Somerset, Pa.
Have ticket (first phone). Will travel. No experience. Will learn. Salary: Necessary — but secondary. Robert Riley, 2806 Carlson Drive, Dallas
19, Texas.
Productlon'Programming, Others
Newsman to gather, write and air news or sports.
Chicago writing experience. BSJ and MSJ. Box
499D, BROADCASTING.
Radio exec with high rated horsepower need operator with super fuel. Versatile, dependable, 7
years radio. Merchandising, promotion, production commercial spot creator-producer, good sales
record agency-direct. Calif, employed. Present
grade fuel limited. Desire change Calif, area.
Box 583D, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv news editor, clear, effective delivery.
Also writes flowing, action-packed copy. $125
weekly. Box 594D, BROADCASTING.
Present program director in full power metropolitan market station desires position in southern states. Well qualified with 10 years experience in announcing, continuity, traffic and pd.
Available immediately. Best references and tape
furnished
CASTING. upon request. Box 602D, BROADProgram director, moving up! Net and indie experience! Versatile! Top production, air salesman, play-by-play, news, continuity. 6 years experience. Family, sober, hard worker. Box 604D,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Indiana-western Ohio "housewife
appeal"
Veteran
program-news
director, withstations.
management
experience,
seeks better
opportunity. College graduate, family man. $125
minimum.
Box 632D, BROADCASTING.
Qualified news director ready to move up from
half-million market. Expert local news coverage
and editorial, if desired. Over 10 years experience radio, tv, newspaper, remote equipment.
Journalism grad. Family man. Supervise news
personnel.
Box 653D, BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity director. Programming, traffic, news, interviews. Production, hard sell copy.
12 years radio-tv.
Fast,BROADCASTING.
efficient. Excellent references. Box 654D,
Photographer-producer-director-cameraman. Experienced. Desire gulf state, west coast, Mexico,
South America. Available immediately. Box
2631, Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted
Sales

Excellent opportunity, exceptional guarantee experienced salesman in growing single station
southwest market. Box 514D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Opening for top flight announcer strong on news
and commercials. NBC-TV affiliate, southwest.
Permanent. Good salary. Consider radio announcer seeking television opportunity. Send
resume, tape and recent photo. We will return
them. Box 585D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for announcer director in
midwest market. Send tape, photo, resume, etc.,
in first letter. Box 586D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Applicant for Channel 8 quad-city area interested
in qualified video and audio technicians, cameramen and transmitter engineers. Send background
letter. Box 612D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced tv transmitter engineer with maximum power vhf station.
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.
Production-Programming, Others
News director needed for midwest station, to
supervise radio and tv news department. Excellent ratings. Modern facilities. Exceptional opportunity. Write Box 608D, BROADCASTING.
Alert, experienced, energetic news man desired
to work in top rated radio and television news
department. Excellent facilities. Send full details, including tape to Box 609D, BROADCASTING.
NBC-TV and MBS-radio station in central US
interested in getting experienced sports director,
able to do play-by-play of major sports. Write
Box 610D, BROADCASTING.
TV production manager-director. A better than
average opportunity awaits a better than average
applicant. Thoroughly experienced, live-wire
with workable ideas for good low budget. Production, versatility and imagination essential as
is ability to produce, direct, switch and handle
other production details including traffic and
copy supervision. State starting salary expected,
give full particulars about previous experience
and attach small snapshot. Confidential, reply
letter only, Bob Bostian, WAKR-TV, Akron,
Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

Radio-know? I've got it! Now I'd like a radio-tv
opportunity. Presently employed. Tape, resume
available. Box 472D, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Four years on camera experience. Two years radio. Has experience in all
phases of production. Box 591D, BROADCASTING.
Ad agency references. 29, 3 years radio-tv. News,
sports, weather. Presently employed radio news.
Wife wants to quit working, must move up.
Box 658D, BROADCASTING.
Low seniority at NBC basic radio and tv in
major market forces me to run this. 8 years
radio and tv. Starvation days ahead. Help!!
Metropolitan area only. Please reply to Dean
Griffin, WAVE-TV, Louisville, Kentucky.

Engineer, 1st phone, desires permanent tv position, experienced am-fm, audio, 2 years ALTEC
field engineer, 29, family, college, prefer southeast. Box 225D, BROADCASTING.
Summer replacement: First phone, experienced
am, fm; desire to learn tv. Box 474D, BROADCASTING.
Production-Program m ing, Others
Reporter-photographer-announcer (in that order); 5 years all phases, tv-radio news, sports.
MSJ Northwestern, BJ Missouri; seek challenge,
opportunity. Tape, 27, single. Top references
current employer. Available April First. Box
380D, BROADCASTING.
5 years experience producing, directing, currentproduction
manager, seeking larger market.
Box ly 573D,
BOADCASTTNG.

TV

EQUIPMENT

LIQUIDATION

We're

forced to sell.

Everything

must

go . . . NOW!

Immediate

Possession

COMPLETE
WITH

TV

STUDIO

AUDIO

VIDEO

AND

COMPONENTS

Management
Manager, presently employed. 16 years in television and radio as manager, commercial manager, program director, also agency and network
experience. Best references. Would like station
needing reorganization to reach maximum profits,
or new station in market with high potential.
Box 625D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager or general manager. Over twenty
years of radio and television experience in sales
and management. Well known and regarded as
an experienced and caoable working executive.
Married. Box 646D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio or tv sales: Caught in recent CBS executive retrenchment, mature, aggressive 30 year
old family man with nine years N. Y. experience
in commercial film, advertising and tv, seeks
sales post with local major-market station. B.A.,
sis. bg., will relocate, prefer east. Box 528D,
BROADCASTING.
$100,000 vision
billing
medium
Four Aggressive,
years teleand radio
sales market!
and service.
creative, college graduate. Desires major market.
Box 624D, BROADCASTING.
Television salesman, veteran, experience includes
administrative assistant, radio sales management.
Box 639D, BROADCASTING.

• Television Cameras

• Control

Units
• Sync Generators
• Switches
• Mikes & Booms
• Lenses

• Studio Monitors

• Test Equipment
Parts

• Special Effects

Equipment
Inspection
Bulk

• Spare

• Motors
by appointment.

or piecemeal

WATSON

sale.

DISCOUNT

CORP.
11531 Hamilton, Detroit 2, Mich.
TOwnsend

5-1122
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TELEVISION

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Top tv director, four years experience, desires
large metropolitan market. Prefer production or
promotion. College grad. Write Box 576D,
BROADCASTING.

VHF television station in growing market and
region priced at estimated fair market value.
purfor responsibl
arranged Company,
Financingchasers.can
1182e West
Paul H.be Chapman
Peachtree, Atlanta.

Production, junior. Excellent college experience.
starting
salary. Tremendous potential.Modest
Box 588D.
BROADCASTING.
Floor manager, director, producer, actor, mc
clown
andTwo
handyears
puppets
with voices.
I've done
them all.
experience,
educational
and
commercial station. TV college background. Age
29. prefer midwest market. Will do anything.
Box 595D, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
kw GE transmitter, GE
UHF equipment, used. 1 antenna
and all studio
TY-24-B helical 4-bay
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediatelv. Verv reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.

RCA, TTU-1B, 1 kw uhf transmitter with studio
and transmitter gear. Basic for live, film and
network. Only used 10,000 hours. Box 579D,
BROADCASTING.

Film department problems eliminated, fast! Television pioneer, now in small station, desires opportunity to revitalize film department of larger
station where there is possibility for advancement. Married, 32. Best references. Box 601D,
BROADCASTING.

One model 518-B REL kilowatt fm transmitter.
Make offer. Box 582D, BROADCASTING.

Young aggresslve-tv director, writer, producer,
5 vears experience. Presently in number two
market looking for a challenging position with
a future. Single and willing to relocate. Box
607D, BROADCASTING.
International understanding programmes: Diplomatic, public relations, intangible sales executive: foreign education travel background: age
37; imaginative, creative talents, good personality,
voice: suitable position sought with forward looking qualitv station. Box 622D, BROADCASTING.

For sale, Tapak, spring-wound tape recorder,
duplex-newscaster, 1\'2 IPS, volume indicator,
mike,
headphone,
carrying instruction
strap, batteries,
in flashlite.
stroboscope,
book.builtList
$349.50. Best offer! Bud Pentz, KWBE, Beatrice,
Nebraska. CAnal 3-2388.
GE fm one kilowatt transmitter complete with
monitors. Excellent condition. Used less than
four
months.
kill. New
York.Contact Manager, WLNA, Peeks-

Top-flight sales, audience, promotion and advertising manager available. 7 years experience in
New York City as advertising and promotion
manager of network flagship stations, am and tv;
advertising, promotion and research manager of
city's leading independent tv station. Heavy research and advertising background prior to entering broadcasting field. Will relocate. Prefer east
or Pacific coast. Box 627D. BROADCASTING.

For sale RCA orofessional recorder type 73-B.
Write station WMFJ in Daytona Beach, Florida.

FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations
To buv or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company,
33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, California.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO. 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
Norman & Norman, Inc.. 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Florida medium market stations. Prices ranging
S100.000 to S300.000. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree. Atlanta.
Suburban New York station, S350.000. New York
state station, $375,000 total. Chapman Company,
17 E. 48th St.. New York.
Upper south small market stations. S10.000 to $25.000 down. Medium market stations, $50,000 down.
Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Kilowatt daytimer in south Arkansas. Very low
fixed over-head. Ideal owner-manager operation. Priced for quick sale, cash or terms. Selling because of other business interests. Contact
J. A. West, Jr., 213 W. Oak. El Dorado, Arkansas.

FM transmitters, new 10 watt $1295.00, 250 watt
$2495.00, 1 kw $3995.00, 3 kw $7995.00. Industrial
Transmitters and Antennas, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug in construction. 14"— $215.00.of 17"—
$219.00.
21"— and
$259.00.broadcast
Proven
in thousands
closed
circuit
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factorv direct sales.
Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Minnesota.
Will buy or sell fm equipment. Ed Nail, 4516
North Libby, Oklahoma City.
540 feet of 3Vs transmission line. Never used,
packed in original shipping crates. Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill, N. Y.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50.
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

EQUIPPED

BUY

Equipment
Wajited, 10 kw fm transmitter and associated
equipment including tower. Complete details
to Box 258D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: HiBand vhf transmitting equipment for
high power conversion with accessories. Also
good rear screen projector. Box 519D, BROADCASTING.
Used console, single channel. State make, age,
condition, price. Box 565D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 250 watt or 1000 kw fm transmitter,
monitor, and fm antenna. Box 641D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 1 kw and 5 kw am transmitters with
associated equipment. Also interested in towers
from 175 to 450 feet. Complete details to Box
650D, BROADCASTING.
RCA
harmonic
filter,John
Channel
62, for Chief
3's"
coaxialRF line.
Contact
Randolph,
Engineer.
WISE-TV,
92
Haywood
Street,
Asheville. North Carolina.
1 kw fm transmitter, KYFM, 4516, North Libby,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
FM transmitter used 1 or 3 kw antenna accesCity. sories. Radio Station XEN, Lafragua 4, Mexico
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located In
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street. N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwoed
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. rolling
5 tonow for
6 weeks.
classesReservations
starting Mayrequired.
1, June En25,
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Allied Brokers Company. Baker Building, Sherman, Texas. Sales, purchases, appraisals, financing, all technical matters handled with care and
discretion. Experienced. Former radio station
owners and operator.
MISCELLANEOUS
Berry Long, formerly with KOA, Denver, please
call John Gibson 2-8121, Greenville, Mississippi.
RADIO

Stations
Help

AM or fm radio station in or near metropolitan
area. Confidential. Box 571D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted

Management

Small or medium market radio station or cp
wanted. Fulltime local channel preferred. New
England, New York, Pennsylvania or New Jersey.
Give full details including terms if available.
Box 626D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio announcer has considerable
finances. Wants active participation management
and operation. Box 634D, BROADCASTING.
I'm looking for am station in city over 50,000
population. Florida or gulf coast preferred; but
will consider any metropolitan area. Please
state call letters, price, down payment, gross.
Replies confidential. Box 644D, BROADCASTING.

Program
Expanding
opening
able

REMOTE

TRUCK

Director

station
for

group

program

to build

and

ings in highly
major

FULLY

TO

hold

has
exec
rat-

competitive

market.

Box 502D,

BROADCASTING

(Used)
Complete

with

3

RCA

Switcher, Master Monitor,
Equipment, Cables, Etc.

FIELD
Platform,

Write
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Equipment
TARZIAN,

Housing

for

Announcers
DJ.
Indie chain will soon have opening

. . . READY
^Broadcast

CAMERAS,

TO

USE

$40,000

Division
Inc., Bloomington,

for top DJ in one of its major martape. kets. Send biog first. We'll call for
Box 503D, BROADCASTING

Indiana
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 108

RADIO

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted
ENGINEERS
—
NEED
A D. J.? —
B. C A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Management
\
§

Brand new GE equipped television station now on the air. Top power, top
notch operation in college city, the State
Capitol. Openings for qualified television engineers, with first phone license,
with or without experience. Salary based
on experience. Send complete resume.
Write: Durwood Neuse, Studio Supervisor
WRAL - Television
Box 9583
Raleigh, N. C.

S?'-

-Cr- u{?

ADMINISTRATIVE EXECUTIVE
GROUP STATION OPERATION

§ Extensive background
with net§ works and leading stations in
Programming and production
§
Sales coordination
§
Personnel supervision
X
Budgeting
?
Labor relations
J Top industry references
§ Box 628D, BROADCASTING

§
§
§
^
c
J
§
£
^
y
§

Announcers
«

Mr. and Mrs.

Deejay

Team

U

J Thorough
New
York musical
background, singing (bands, voJ cal groups, radio and TV), ere- I,,
\ ation of commercial jingles. Two f
years' experience as deejays in
medium-small
market. Desire
^ better opportunity in any size
market. Middle of day, no Top
Forty. Best references. AvailJ able May.
Box 605D, BROADCASTING
fi
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★a-***
Available April 1st.
Top-notch Disc MC
Glib — Creative — Friendly
10 years Radio, 4 years TV
Currently WAPI - WAFM - WABT
*
Ken Scott, 4749 Maryland Ave.
Birmingham, Ala.
LYric 2-8982
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★•it*
TELEVISION
Help
VERSATILE

Wanted

PERSONNEL
FOR
SMALL MARKET TELEVISION
Our expansion program will create opportunities for enthusiastic people with
intelligence and versatility, willing to learn
and grow with us. If you aspire to a
future in sales, promotion, announcing,
or production, you may find it in this rich
Oklahoma-Arkansas Industrial Wonderland. Send full particulars, including all
extra curricular talents and interests, with
photo and expecting starting salary to
WALTER M. WINDSOR, Vice Pres. and
Gen. Mgr., KNAC--TV, CBS Channel 5,
Fort Smith, Ark.

Dollar

NOTICE

Situations Wanted
»v» » it a m i
GENERAL AND/OR
PROGRAM MANAGER
Executive success in leaders of
competitive, million plus, VHF
markets since 1949 background
heavy in film, promotion and
sales. Equipment with top rating
histories, public service recognition and references. Young 40,
family moving for compelling
personal reasons.
Box 574D, BROADCASTING
A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

SALE

For

Sale

Used, 400 ft., Stainless, G-36 tower
Excellent Condition
Available immediately.
Price $4500
WEEK-TV
Peoria, 111.
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC
Bonding
1"
to 12" copper
widths strapping — .016" to .064" thick
Copper ground wire — #8 — #10 — #12 gauge
Copper
screen
mesh — footage
.026" x needed
8' x 24'
Write expanded
for quotation
— advise
J. L. Clark Metals Co.
2108 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, III.
Haymarket 1-4533
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI- 193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

you can't beat a

for

classified ad in getting

Dollar

top-flight personnel

Broadcasting

Denbigh Bcstg. Co., Denbigh, Va.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
ham on MarchJames
12 D. CunningGranted petition of Richard C. Simonton, Los
Angeles, Calif., for dismissal of his fm application and retained in hearing status fm application of Hall Bcstg. Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
Granted petition of Dixie Bcstrs., Blakely, Ga.,
for dismissal without prejudice of am application, and retained in hearing status application
of Radio Blakely, Blakely, Ga., and dismissed
as moot
its to
motion
to dismiss
Dixie's application
for
failure
file written
appearance.
By Hearing onExaminer
March 12Jay A. Kyle
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on April 1 in proceeding on am applications
of Sheffield
field, Ala. Bcstg. Co., and J. B. Fait Jr., ShefBy Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on March Herbert
12
On oral request of counsel for Hirsch Bcstg.
Co. (KFVS), Cape Girardeau, Mo., and without
objection by counsel for other parties, ordered
that time for exchange of affirmative written
cases of applicants is extended from March 19
to March 26, with other dates decided upon at
prehearing conference of Feb. 10 remaining the
same.
By memorandum opinion and order, denied
petition to enlarge issues to include so-called
"Evansville
filed by Ind.,
Radioin Indianapolis
Inc. (WXLW)Issue,"
Indianapolis,
proceeding
on am applications of Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS)
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Firmin Co., Vincennes,
Ind.
By Hearing onExaminer
March 12 J. D. Bond
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held on April 8 in ch. 13, Hampton-Norfolk, Va.,
proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on the dates shown
Granted motion by John Bozeman, Wichita,
Kans., for extension of time to file exchange of
exhibits and dates for exchanging exhibits and
written objections thereto, scheduled for Mar.
12 and 18, are extended indefinitely; hearings
scheduled for Mar. 21 and 24 are continued until
Mar. tion
24 andinthat
proceeding
Bozeman's
am applicaof Arthuron William
Wilson,
Wichita
(Action 3/11).
Ordered that further prehearing conference is
scheduled for April 1 and that the hearing which
was previously continued without date is scheduled for Apr. 21 in re applications of Palm
Springs Translator Station Inc., Palm Springs,
Calif., for tv broadcast translator station licenses
to cover translator stations K-70-AL and K-73AD; and for mod. of cps to increase ERP and
make changes in ant. system.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on MarchCharles
12
Upon oral request by counsel for Rand Bcstg.
Co., Tampa, Fla., and with concurrence of all
other counsel, including counsel for Broadcast
Bureau,
on Rand's
application
and thosein ofproceeding
Radio Tampa,
Tampa,am and
B. F. J.
Timm, Lakeland, Fla., ordered that further prehearing
scheduled for Mar. 13 is rescheduled forconference
Mar. 27.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Actions of March 14
WTVC Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted license
for tv broadcast station.
WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.— Granted cp to make
change in frequency and modulation system of
the aural trans, only, and redescribe the trans,
and studio locations (not a move).
WTVJ Miami, Fla. — Granted cp to install alternate driver for the main trans.
Actions of March 13
KLIN Lincoln, Neb. — Granted relinquishment
of positive control by Jonathan M. Fletcher
through sale of stock to James I. Mitchell.
WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.— Granted mod. of
license to change name to Mayne Bcstg. Co.
WPFB-FM Middletown, Ohio— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., increase ERP to 30
kw, decrease ant. height to 350 ft. and change
type
ant.;Los
conditions.
KMLA
Angeles, Calif .—Granted mod. of
SCA to use 26 and 65 kc frequency sub-channels
in lieu of 49 kc; condition.
WMMA Miami, Fla. — Granted authority to signoff at 6:00 p.m. February through Sept. 30.
Actions of March 12
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Granted mod. of
cp to change name to KBAM Bcstg. Co. and license to cover.
WKPA New Kensington-Tarentum, Pa. —
Granted
cp to replace
expired
which authorized increase
in power
and cpinstallation
new
trans, and directional ant. (DA-D).
KRCW Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted cp to
change
Peak," Calif.,
approximately
16 miles trans,
west toof "atop
Santa TvBarbara,
increase
ERP to 17.5 kw, ant. height to 2890 ft., operate
trans, by remote control, and make changes in
ant. system.
KPOC-FM Pocahontas, Ark. — Granted request
to cancel license. Call letters deleted.
The following were granted extension of completion dates as shown: KSOO-TV Sioux Falls,
S. Dak., to 9-18; KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex., to
10-1; KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark., to 9-15; WOAITV (main trans, and ant.) San Antonio, Tex., to
10-1; KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex., to 10-1; WICS
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Springfield, 111., to 7-15; KOED-TV Tulsa, Okla.,
to 9-21; wrbi Fair Lawn, n. j., to io-ir>. wxi.i
Dublin, Ga., to 5-1: WNIK
Arccibo, P. EL, to
7-31; KOWN
Escondido, Calif., to 6-1; WHO I
Campbell. Ohio, to 5-:it); Wl'CC Morningside,
Md„ to 6-20; KATZ St. LOUlS, MO., to 10-1.
Actions of ."March 11
WMIN St. Paul, Minn. — Granted cp to install
new trans.
WTRN Tyrone, Pa.— Granted ep to install new
trans, as an auxiliary trans, at present main
trans, site with remote control operation.
WWNV
N. Y. — Granted cp to install new Watertown,
trans.
KONI Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted cp to i hange
ant. -trans, and studio location and operate trans,
bv remote control.
KBEV Portland, Ore. — Granted mod. Of CP to
change ant. -trans, and studio location and type
trans.; conditions.
WFRA Franklin, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
KBI.T Big Lake, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp
to change
-trans,
location,
change
studio location andant.
delete
remote
control
operation.
WECT Wilmington, N. C. — Granted mod. of cp
to change name to Atlantic Telecasting Corp.
WSYK-TV Syrcause, N. Y. — Granted extension
of completion date to 9-13.
Actions of March 10
WNOW-TV York, Pa. — Granted cp to replace
expired cp for tv station.
WJDY Salisbury, Md. — Granted mod. of cp to
change studio location and type trans.
WFSU-FM Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.: conditions.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WWFT Terre Haute,
Ind., to 5-10: KOKY Little Rock, Ark., to 7-31;
WRC-FM Washington, D. C, to 4-19: KPIP
Riverside, Calif., to 8-27; WNCN New York, N.Y.,
to 9-3.

License

Renewals

renewal of
Following stations were granted Ward
Ridge,
license WBGC Chlpley, Fla.; WJOEWVJP
Caguas
West, Fla;
Fla. UKWF KeyAla.,
,
Mobile
WALA
a;
P R ■ WXRF Guayam
WALB Albany, Ga.; WAN A Anniston, Ala.;
W ARF Jasper, Ala.; WBAM & aux. Montgomery,
Ala.; WBCA Bay Minette, Ala.; WBGR a,Jcsup,
WBIE Mariett Gaj
Ga.; WBHP HuntsviUe, Ala.;Savann
ah, Ga.; WCHK
WBML Macon, Ga.; WCCP
us, Ga.; WCOH NewCanton, Ga.; WCLS Columb
Ga.; WDAX McRae,
nan, Ga.; WCON Cornelia, WEDR
Birmingham,
Ga. WDMF Buford, Ga.;
Thomasville,
WKTG
Ga.;
,
Athens
WGAU
Ala.; WKL'L Cullman, Ala.; WLET Toccoa
, Ga.;
Ga
son, N. O.J
Hender
WHVH
Ala.;
nt,
Piedmo
U IMI)
WTTB Vero Beach, Fla.; WABR Winter Park,
Fla • WISP Klnston, N. C; WIOI> Sanford, Fla.;
Ga.;
WBCO Bessemer, Ala.; WBIA Augusta,
Dothan, Ala.;
WBRO Waynesboro, Ga.; WDIGCedart
own, Ga.;
WFRP Savannah, Ga.; WGAA
WGSV Guntersville, Ala.; WJBB Haleyville,
Ala.;
Ala.; WJJC Commerce, Ga.; WJMW Athens,WMFC
Ga.;
WLFA Fafayette, Ga.; WMAZ Macon,
Monroeville, Ala.; WMGA Moultrie, Ga.; WMGE
Madison, Ga.; WMLS Sylacauga, Ala.; WMRE
Monroe, Ga.; WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WOOF
Ozark, Ala.; WPAX ThomDotham, Ala.;Ga.; WOZK
asville, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; WRCD
, Ga.; WRFS AlexDalton, Ga.; WRFC AthensLanett,
Ala.; WRWJ
ander City, Ala.; WRLD
Selma, Ala.; WSAV Savannah, Ga.; WSFT
Ala.; WTOC SaThomaston, Ga.; WTBF Troy, ge,
Ga.; WTUS
vannah, Ga.; WTRP LaGran
Tuskegee, Ala.; WTWA Thomson, Ga.; WULA
Eufaula, Ala.; WVOK Birmingham, Ala.; WVOP
WWGS Tifton, Ga.; WWNS States, Ga.;WZOB
Vidalia
Fort Payne, Ala.
boro, Ga.;

UPCOMING
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-25: Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters,
Western Hills Lodge, Sequoyah State Park.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America.
fourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio St Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26: Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
April 26: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
April 27-May 1: NAB May
36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.

March 28-30: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Marion, Little Rock.
2: American Institute of ElecMarch 31-April
trical Engineers, southwest district meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April
April I;thorsAmerican
of Composers,
Au& Publishers,Society
44th annual
membership
dinner, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers, conference & electronic show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium. San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Conference
on Enlightened Public
Opinion, Boston U.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New Hampshire,
Concord.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Tv and Transistors, Engineering Society of
Cincinnati
Building, 1349 E. McMillan St., Cincinnati.
April 19-20: Oklahoma AP Broadcasters, Western
Hills Lodge, Wagoner.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7 : Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
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Independent Radio-Tv Regulation
Promised by Prime Minister
Canada's Prime Minister John Deifenbaker in the election speech at Kenora, Ont.,
late Tuesday promised early establishment
of an independent regulatory body for
radio and television as recommended by
the Royal Commission a year ago.
mated early competition between
owned and CBC television stations
Canadian cities and establishment

He intiprivately
in major
soon by

CBC

or private interests of television stations in smaller centers like Kenora. With
reference to an independent regulatory

board he stated, "The time is long overdue
to assure private stations, in competition
with a publicly owned national organization, that their cases shall be judged by an
independent body. They should not be
judged by those who are actually in competition with them and are, in fact, their
judge and jury." Currently, CBC is a regulatory body as well as a network operator.
Full CBC Tv to Cover Voting
For the first time Canadians from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast will see on-thespot television election news reports when
Canadians go to the polls March 31. The
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will provide
its initial tv network coverage of election results that evening on a coast-to-coast basis.
The Canadian microwave network has been
completed from Sydney, N.S., to Calgary,
Alta, and U.S. network facilities will be
used between Calgary and Victoria and
Vancouver, B.C.
On radio, election coverage this year
will provide a CBC election team in each of
the ten provinces, rather than the six
regional teams used in last June's general
election. Radio and tv networks will provide national news throughout the evening,
with each of the six Canadian time zones
being added to the network as the polls
close in that time zone and stations will
report local results twice each hour. Party
leaders will be seen and heard on both tv
and radio networks following final results
on the Pacific coast.
Europeans to See Ampex VTR
Giovanni Gronchi, president of Italy, will
appear on the first European demonstration
of Ampex videotape, it has been announced
by the Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.
An appearance by the president will be
taped at the Milan Fair, where Ampex is
displaying the videotape recorder, and will
be shown immediately to Italian spectators.
Neal K. McNaughten, manager of the Ampex Professional Products Div., said that
VTR deliveries to television and film studios
in Great Britain will follow shortly after
the exhibit in Milan.
Quebec

Gets

Adler

Translator

Adler Electronics Inc., New Rochelle,
N.Y., has installed the first of a group of
uhf translators in northeastern Quebec, according to an Adler announcement. The
new ch. 70 installation is to serve the towns
of Estcourt and St. Eleuthere. bringing
them their first tv service, rebroadcasting
Broadcasting

ch. 3 CJBR-TV Rimouski, Que., 65 miles
away. Adler engineers with representatives
of the firm's Canadian distributor, Benco
Television Assoc. Ltd., completed the job
March 6. The translators will be Canada's
first uhf service.
Canadian

Set Sales Suffer Drop

Both radio and television receiver sales
in Canada were down for the first month of
1958 compared with January 1957, according to the Radio-Electronics-Television
Mfg. Assn. of Canada, Toronto. Television
set sales in January 1958 totaled 33,735
units compared with 39,426 in January
1957. The new total includes 4,067 portable
sets, compared with 7,029 portables in January 1957. Of the total 1958 sets, 12,795
were sold in the province of Ontario, 7,294
in Quebec province, and 2,904 in British
Columbia.
Radio receiver sales this January amounted to 30,158 units compared with 44,632
sets in January 1957. Automobile sets sold
this January numbered 7,703 compared with
15,431 the previous January.
Canadians

Set Radio

Week

May

4

Canada will have its Radio Week May 410, with the slogan "Be in the know — buy
another radio — and listen!" Charles Fenton,
sales director of the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, Toronto, has announced. Promotion
material of all types has been distributed to
English and French-language Canadian radio
stations. Mr. Fenton reported that last year's
Radio Week resulted in 20% higher sales of
radio receivers in June and July than in the
previous year.

ABROAD
NEW

DIRECTION:

IN

BRIEF

Radio

Luxembourg,

which operates several commercial broadcast services, is cutting into the West German market with a daily four-hour Germanlanguage service. The daytime disc-jockey
program is sustaining but plans are to sell
time, possibly expanding the German service
into night hours. Radio Luxembourg is
opening a sales office in Frankfurt, and will
conduct a promotional campaign in German
media. Established programs of Radio Luxembourg goby long, medium and short wave
and television to Great Britain, France,
Belgium, Switzerland and Northern Africa.
Radio Luxembourg, operating one of the
continent's few private, commercial services,
is licensed to a French-Luxembourg corporation, Compagnie Luxembourgeoise Teledifusion, and pays about 30% of earnings to the
government.
MOVIES MAY

MOVE

IN: A

bid to set

aside some of Italy's television channels for
the country's motion picture industry has
been made in a speech by Eitel Monaco,
president of the Italian film industry association. The suggestion was described as a
"vague hint" but one which made clear that
Italian film leaders are considering tv as a
means to compensate for a box office slump.
Alternative suggestions have been a pay tv
service, a British ITA-type commercial serv-

ice or an alternate program to the official
RAI service.
GERMANS JOIN 'EM: Motion picture exhibitors in West Germany are using television to promote theatre-going. The purchase of fortnightly editions of Bavarian
Radio's daily half-hour commercial service
is reported as the first of its kind in Germany.
The show, In the Neighborhood Theatre,
uses film trailers, star interviews and movie
news.
West German movie producers, on the
other hand, are concerned about German
stations cutting into their field. Dr. Wolf
Schwarz, president of Bavarian Filmkunst
AG, one of the two largest film firms in the
area, called a press conference to propose
that stations be prohibited from making their
own tv films. Germans are reported uneasy
about the government, which monopolizes
the broadcasting field, getting into the tv film
business. Widespread opinion is that Dr.
Schwarz will have little success with his idea,
according to observers, and that subsequent
stations will allow American film and theatrical product of the last 10 years to be
"dumped" in Germany, as viewership and
prices adjust upward.
SOVIET SETS RE-PRICED: Reports from
Moscow indicate that a general price cut of
20% of retail prices for television sets was
decreed by Soviet authorities, effective the
first of the year. Presumably the cut is to
push tv set circulation.

AMCI...
'Game of Day' for Trans-Canada
Approximately 35 stations of the TransCanada Network of Canadian Broadcasting
Co. will carry Mutual's Game of the Day
starting April 1 9 and every Saturday through
September, George Vogel, MBS executive
vice president, announced last week. The
baseball feature, which has been broadcast for nine seasons, has not been heard
outside of the U. S. before.

• Omnidirectional

TV

Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted

TV

Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV

INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

ATN Sydney, Australia, and CMQ Network,
Cuba, have purchased Hopalong Cassidy
half-hour film series from Fremantle Overseas Radio & Tv Inc., it has been reported.
ATN purchase for 52 episodes is effective
immediately while CMQ Network purchase of 39 Spanish dubbed films begins
this month.

American Pavilion at Brussels World's Fair
will feature first public demonstration in
Europe of compatible color television system, it has been announced by Howard S.
Cullman, U. S. Commissioner General, and
John L. Burns, president of RCA. RCA
equipment will be demonstrated in studio
which will originate both live and filmed
programs for closed-circuit transmission.
Fair opens April 17.
Broadcasting

Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.

A

L

FORD

Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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Baseball

will create

product

in

big business

Minneapolis

and

for your
St. Paul

C RON IN
JOE
Manager, Boston Red Sox

We of the Boston Red Sox will make it our aim to give Minneapolis
a winning team in 1958.

BUETEL
FRANK
Sports Personality

WTCN Radio is proud to be selected for the third year to carry
exclusive broadcasts of the Minneapolis Miller games. It will be
my pleasure again to be the radio-voice of the Minneapolis Millers.

TOMMY THOMAS
Manager, Minneapolis Millers

The Twin Cities are sports-minded. With enthusiasm like this and a
top-notch triple A club, we'll be shooting for a pennant in '58.

WTCN

/

Join
BUY PART

the

big

OR FULL SPONSORSHIP

product to the sports-minded

three

in

OF MINNEAPOLIS

Twin

Twin

Cities

MILLERS EXCLUSIVE

Cities and Upper

Midwest.

baseball

RADIO

Enthusiasm

. . .

BROADCASTS.

Sell your

is at an all-time high.

There's a new team — new management (Minneapolis is the number 1 farm club of the Boston Red
Sox ) — and an impressive new stadium. Broadcasts of Minneapolis Miller games will be in experienced,
reliable hands again in 1958. For the third year, WTCN Radio and Frank Buetel have been selected
over all other local stations and sports personalities to broadcast
interest for your product with the package

Minneapolis

Miller games. Build

that offers the greatest listener interest . . . Minneapolis

Miller baseball broadcasts, at home and away. It's exclusive on WTCN
Radio. Get attractive rate
information now. Call Jack Cosgrove, WTCN
Radio Sales Manager, or contact your Katz man.

Limited availabilities on special pregame and post-game shows. Also, 11
weekend televised games on WTCN-TV.

WTCN

radio

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
AFFILIATE, AMERICAN BROADCASTING NETWORK
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MONDAY
from THOMAS

How

MEMO
H. LANE, senior vice president, Lennen

one

year

with

tv

A few months ago our client, the American Gas Association, celebrated its first anniversary in television . . . with
some results really worth celebrating.
A.G.A. is, of course, a trade association, composed of more
than 400 leading gas utilities and associated companies.
Yet many of their individual and collective problems are
similar to those of a package goods manufacturer. Actually,
our agency's basic approach to the A.G.A. account is the same
as it is for our soap or cigarette clients; it's an approach that
might mean payoff for other marketers as well.
Three facts are important as background to a case history:
First, total gas sales have been going up each year, due
to new customers, and a larger market as a whole.
Second, notwithstanding, for ten years the total gas share
of key appliances declined steadily — until recently.
Third, the most compelling reason for this trend is not
hard to find — in every year of the decade mentioned, advertising support of major electric appliances was far greater
than that for gas, in some by as much as ten times.
It perhaps should be mentioned at this point that gas appliance manufacturers are many rather than large — there are
no gas giants comparable to GE and Westinghouse. Consequently, when a group of forward looking gas industry
leaders met to consider the situation, it was obvious that the
gas utilities would have to bear the major cost.
The medium selected was television, because it was felt that
the competition had made their greatest gains in television.
Conversely, the gas industry's voice in national television was
virtually non-existent.
A television committee was formed, under the leadership
of Frank Trembly of the Philadelphia Gas Company, consisting largely of utility sales managers across the nation. What
this group accomplished in a short period of time is so far
as I know unparalleled in American business. They succeeded
in uniting all elements of a great and diverse industry. Utilities
contributed to a television war chest on a meter and time cost
formula worked out by the A.G.A. staff. They were joined in
support by gas producers, pipeline companies, and gas appliance and equipment manufacturers.
The gas industry went on the air for the first time on
January 10, 1957. Here is the result after one year:
Although still out-spent by a considerable margin, they
have succeeded in a most startling reversal of the ten years
sales trend. For the first time in ten years, the key gas appliances are obtaining a greater share-of-market.
Second, not only has the sales picture changed drastically,
but consumer attitudes on the basis of continuing studies
have been arrested and made more favorable toward gas
development in the future.
The television program has given a tremendous lift to the
entire industry in many other ways — ranging from a whole

& Newell

outdid

ten

new spirit in sales and employe activities to a more favorable
attitude on the part of public utility security analysts.
How was this accomplished . . . how in less than a year
were the adverse cumulative effects of ten years overcome
. . . what were some of the principles employed that might
be useful to other marketers?
First and all important is the vehicle for the sales message.
The gas industry was most fortunate in its selection of Playhouse 90.
In a preliminary meeting, the A.G.A. Television Committee
set forth program requirements of large audience, good costper-thousand, stature and prestige — qualities which do not
always go hand in hand in television. Playhouse 90 met them.
The second fundamental is what-to-say, the right message.
The content of our commercials was determined by extensive
consumer and trade research by market data and analysis.
A third major element is how to say it, the words to use
and the manner of presentation — in our case, a personality
and demonstration to show the product advantages.
We fortunately were dealing with a wonderful line of products with advantages that could be shown and demonstrated
with great interest and conviction.
The committee very wisely made the decision to go first
class in everything — to get the best possible results and not
to be penny foolish in terms of production, sets, or commercial
talent. And when it came to our salesman the committee had
one instruction — simply get the best available for the job.
The result was the selection of Julia Meade . . . who has
given to the gas message great interest and conviction.
The fourth major element of a successful television operation is a host of supporting activities — "follow-through."
First, to carry through with the same sales message in other
forms of advertising and where possible with the sales personality, as A.G.A. does in its magazine advertising, and as most
of the utilities do in their local newspaper advertising.
It is important, too, that the tv sales personality be merchandised throughout the whole sales and industry level. Julia
Meade travels continually for the gas industry, appearing at
conventions, selling the story of gas at the local level.
Nothing, I am sure, could be more simple than the four
elements which have made the gas television operation successful and which can be be applied to yours: the right vehicle,
the message, the how-to-say-it, and the follow-through.
A while back we sent out a questionnaire to all the participating gas utilities asking:
1. Everything considered, have you been reasonably satisfied
with your sponsorship of Playhouse 90 to date?
2. May we have your vote to renew it for a second year?
3. Are you in favor of a continuation of the present commercial policy and Julia Meade?
The vote in each case was "yes" — 98.5%!

Thomas H. Lane, b. Nov. 13, 1913,
Hartford, Conn. Dartmouth graduate, 1935. After a stint as reporter
with the New York Herald-Tribune, joined Young & Rubicam
where he was successively account
executive, copywriter, and radio
producer. At the outbreak of war,
U. S. Treasury Department asked
Y&R to lend them a man to head
up all national war bond advertising and publicity, and Mr. Lane
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it

without

was sent to the Treasury for four
years as Director of Advertising,
Press and Radio. Following war's
end, became advertising and sales
promotion vice president of Rexall Drug Company, Los Angeles.
Returned east to join McCannErickson as a vice president, director, and member of the plans
board of that agency; left McCann
in 1955 to join Lennen & Newell as
senior vice president.
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EDITORIALS
The

Radio

Network

Plight

American Broadcasting Network goes, what next?
This question is uppermost in the minds of affiliates, rival networks, advertisers, agencies and— of course — competing media. If
ABN goes, is this the beginning of the end for network radio.'
Not in years has any national radio network made money. From
cold business analysis, the wonder is not that one network is contemplating dissolution, but rather that any of them arc still around.
But radio networks are more than businesses. They have a
national importance of great magnitude. How else, in time of peril,
can the American people be reached so quickly and completely? In
time of peril what is so important, short of effective military measures, as reaching the people at once? This is a basic importance
that network operators have recognized from the beginning. Being
knowledgable businessmen as well, and experienced in the ways
of Washington, they no doubt have been influenced, too, by the
thought of how the FCC or Congress might react to a voluntary
shutdown of one of these electronic pipelines to the people.
Three of the four networks, including ABN, have owned-andoperated stations that at least partially offset the network losses.
Without the o&o's it is unlikely that they would have endured
till now.
This, then, is the dilemma which network operators face, and
which ABN is trying painfully hard to resolve for itself right now.
We sincerely hope ABN will find a way to keep afloat and, in
time, to prosper. It would be a pity if any network went under. Yet
it must be recognized that the time may come when one or another
may feel impeHed to yield to the pressures of continuing losses.
Regrettable as it would be, even this would not signal the end of
radio networking. The network service is vital to advertisers as well
as to listeners. Like local and national spot, it is an essential part
of broadcast advertising.
IF THE

There may or may not be room for four radio networks in today's
extremely competitive economy. But if the element of networking
ever goes out of existence, it will be because the advertisers let it
go. And if the advertisers let it go, it will be because the broadcasters
cheapen their product or treat it as distress merchandise to the
point where they can't even give it away.
Not

Whether,

But

up additional cases of malfeasance? Will the grand jury in Washington indict in any of the FCC cases it is investigating?
Last week we reported exclusively the proposed Magnuson Bill to
abolish the FCC and create a new Federal Communications Administration, with a single administrator to handle the regulatory
functions and a three-man Communications Court of Appeals sitting
over it. This is the most drastic of proposals being talked up. There
are several others in both House and Senate. These came in the wake
of a host of measures to impose mandatory codes of ethics upon
all administrative agencies to eradicate influence-peddling and unethical conduct.
In the existing climate anything can happen if there is provocation. Enough exists today to send any one of the measures less
drastic then the Magnuson proposal sailing through both houses.
The Magnuson proposal, however, is so far-reaching that lengthy
hearings would be required, and our view is that its chances of
speedy enactment are remote. But another scandal of the magnitude
of that which resulted in the ignominious resignation of Comr.
Mack would probably give wing to such "ripper" legislation.
Among other bills being advocated is one that would award tv
and radio licenses to the highest bidders. This on its face is sheer
nonsense, because it inevitably would mean that all of the most
desirable facilities would gravitate to those with the most money.
It would provide an open, legal road to monopoly.
Another proposal having strong endorsement would prohibit
airlines from receiving tv licenses, growing directly out of the Miami
•
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"// was in your fan mail this morning.'"
ch. 10 grant to a subsidiary of National Airlines. Without discussing
the merits of the Miami case, we think Congress here might establish
dangerous precedent. It would exclude one class of citizen from
engaging in the broadcasting business.
Such legislation would have to be carefully drawn to avoid
strictures upon our free enterprise system. If airlines are excluded
because they draw compensation which may include a subsidy from
the government, should not shipping lines and possibly railroads
also be excluded? It perhaps would be more desirable to cope with
such situations by regulatory criteria than by fixed legislation.
At the least, Congress can be expected to approve legislation invoking mandatory codes of ethics upon all administrative agencies,
and perhaps providing for uniform legislation pertaining to rotation
of chairmanships and continuance in office of commissioners until
their successors have been nominated and confirmed by the Senate.
Meanwhile, the harassed FCC could ease its legislative lot
considerably if it adopted forthwith a code of its own. It has dawdled
all too long on the proposal pending almost since the Oversight
proceedings began in the House seven devastating weeks ago.

When?

IT'S now a question of when new legislation changing the face
and the functions of the FCC, or even abolishing it, will be
enacted by Congress. Something will be done before Congress adjourns in mid-August, or thereabouts.
The harshness of the legislation will depend upon what transpires
in the next few weeks. Will the House Oversight Committee turn
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Irresistible

Urge

WE

have heard lately of several efforts, none of them successful,
to discourage the artificial inflation of ratings by special gimmicks which stations use during rating periods.
The gimmicks most commonly used in television are intensified
local promotion and special programming. It is fairly common practice for stations to reserve their best movies, their biggest newspaper
budgets and their most energetic on-the-air promotion for those
weeks when they know a rating service is making measurements.
The gimmick most commonly used in radio is the contest with
prizes big enough to increase listening. It is doubtful if any station
has conducted a treasure hunt for a check larger than $10 in any
week when a rating service wasn't at work.
These practices are doing nothing to enhance the reputation of
radio and television. The broadcasters who deplore "rating week"
gimmicks and are seeking the cooperation of their colleagues in
ending them are to be commended. We doubt, however, that it will
ever be possible to persuade all broadcasters to resist a temptation
which is almost irresistible. The fault lies with the audience measuring systems themselves.
So far no rating service has found an economical method of
making continuous measurements in individual markets. The
American Research Bureau's Arbitron may provide the needed device, but only for the largest markets. Until it is possible to keep
a steady fever reading on all important markets, it is inevitable that
stations will make special efforts to look good when the occasional
or irregular ratings are being taken.
At best, the urge to resort to audience inflation can be only
discouraged. It cannot be stopped. The most certain way to discourage itis for timebuyers to be alert for indications of freakish
audience patterns and for rating services to exercise more vigilance
than they have in the past.
Broadcasting

The

Man

A DVERTISING MEN are beginning
^*-to realize that it is ridiculous to
spend time, talent, and money on handtailored advertising campaigns and then
spoil the effect by placing this custom
advertising on ordinary television stations. Hence the growing popularity of
KPRC-TV in Houston, Texas, which is
in a class by itself.
KPRC-TV advertising wears infinitely
longer — a matter of many months. It

in

the

KPRC-TV

makes your products and service more
attractive and more distinguished because
of the subtle methods of presentation.
The whole manner is more generous, and
therefore, more comfortable. Short pauses
are just a little longer and stay in your
mind. Even the station-identifications

Shirt

nation. You will get a great deal of satisfaction out of being in the company of
other advertisers of such impeccable taste.
KPRC-TV is run by a small company
of dedicated television men in the
City of Houston, Texas. They have been

have an ante-bellum elegance about them.

at it, man and boy, since 1949- You'll
find all the pertinent data in SRDS,

Above all, KPRC-TV makes up its
daily telecasts from remarkable sponsors,
collected from the four corners of the

or write to Jack McGrew, Station Manager, or Edward Petry & Co., National
Representatives.

Sold Nationally by ADAM

YOUNG, Inc. for WOKY

The KATZ Agency
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And the other 27% are so far from Baltimore that they're
controlled by distribution centers outside of Maryland.
When

you buy W-I-T-H,

you buy all of Metropolitan

Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645** — up
20.2% in the past seven years alone. You get blanket
coverage of the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H
*SaIes Management, 1957

It

has twice as many

advertisers as

any other Baltimore station. That's why, for furniture,
appliances, everything ... it rates as your
first choice.
** Metropolitan
Research

"figures"/

Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
is

. -

.
Tom

Tinsley,

President

R. C. Embry,

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons
and Boston; Clarke Brown

Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn

Vice-President

Associates in Chicago

in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

RATINGS

AUDIENCE

SALES

KCOP

UP

SHARE

VOLUME

18.2%

UP

UP

14.9%

34.9%

outgains all other Los Angeles TV stations, according to latest

ARB. Four month increase, Nov. '57 to Feb. '58 (Mon. thru Fri ., 6 pm
to 12M). Your KCOP account exec or Petry man has the full story!

LOS

ANGELES'

MOST

POWERFUL

TELEVISION

STATION

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

PETRY

&

CO., INC

Photo by Hamill-Solaz;

Michigan's

Great Area

Station — Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSINGwith a Dominant

100,000

located between

FLINT-

JACKSON

watt signal from its new

Lansing

and

Flint . . . NBC-

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

1023'

tower

CBS- ABC

Inc.

Dedicated

to

public

service

:h this Door," a
weekly WGAL-TV religous program conducted
by clergy of various faiths

WGAL-TV covers centennial celebration
of election of President James Buchanan
AMERICA'S

Management

and personnel of WGAL-TV

two things in common.

1 0th

TV

MARKET

hold

They share the concept of

television as an instrument of public service to
the community.
community

And they actively participate in

affairs as individual citizens . . . they

are vitally interested in education and religion,
public health and welfare, recreation and the arts,
farming and industry. These regularly scheduled
programs

are but a few of the many

community
service telecasts featured on station WGAL-TV.

STEINMAN

STATION

• Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000

LANCASTER,
NBC

WGAL-TV

Representative: The
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Company,

Inc. - New

York

• Chicago

and

WATTS

PA.

CBS
CISCO

• Los Angeles

• San

Fran
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closed

IS MUSIC ENOUGH? What may be
first frontal attack on music-news-only
radio stations took place last week when
FCC sent letters of inquiry (not McFarland
letters) to nine Atlanta, Ga., radio stations
whose licenses expire tomorrow. At issue
are program logs for 1957-58 composite
week which show that all nine had little
or no educational, agricultural or religious
programming. If answers clarify program
lacks, licenses will be renewed; if not,
process will start to hold hearings on why
licenses should not be renewed. Until answers are received and status of individual
stations clarified, stations continue on deferred licenses basis.
•
Stations which have been queried on purported programming imbalance (see above)
are WAKE, WAOK, WE AS, WERD,
WGKA-AM-FM, WGST, WQXI and
WTAM. Five Atlanta stations got licenses
renewed when composite week program
logs showed "clean" records; they are:
WSB - AM - FM, WAG A - AM -FM and
WYZE.
•
WITNESS

LIST • Federal Grand Jury in
Washington is digging deeper into Pittsburgh ch. 4 and Miami ch. 10 cases. Last
week, in Pittsburgh investigation, jury
called back two witnesses who appeared
three weeks ago plus two attorneys who
formerly represented them. Recalled were
Earl F. Reed and Lee W. Eckels, of Television City Inc., corporation which survived after merger with WCAE Inc.
(Hearst) and drop-out of three other applicants who were paid $50,000 each. Attorneys who testified briefly last Wednesday were W. Theodore Pierson and Harrison T. Slaughter, partners in Pierson,
Ball & Dowd.
o
In Miami ch. 10 case, grand jury took
testimony last week from secretaries in
former Comr. Richard A. Mack's office —
Frances Kreeger, who was personal secretary to Mr. Mack, and Frankie Fox and
Lillian Watson. Incidentally, question
widely asked in Washington is: "Where is
Richard Mack?" Answer: He is still in
Washington, living at 5143 Macomb St.,
N.W., has settled no plans for his future,
according to associates.
o
CLIFF-HANGER • FCC approval of
$3.5 million transfer of ch. 13 WATV (TV)
Newark-New York and WAAT to National Telefilm Associates will be forthcoming today (March 31). Transfer, which
has been pending since last October, would
have expired at midnight tonight. FCC at
meeting last Wednesday gave its tentative
approval to transfer with understanding
that commitment would be made by NTA
agreeing to proviso regarding antitrust
aspects, similar to that which was appended

Broadcasting

to transfer last year of control of ch. 9
KMGM-TV (now KMSP) MinneapolisSt. Paul for $650,000, plus assumption
of obligations. Vote, taken Friday, was
4-2,
with Comrs. Craven and Bartley dissenting.
o
At least one major television station in
major market has already found way to
reduce technical overhead by use of new
Ampex videotape recording. Station now
records seven-day schedule in five days,
hence needs technical production crew
only on Monday-Friday work week. Its
technical union has gone along with
change.
•
McDONALD

BLAST

• Leading advocate

of subscription television — E. F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp. —
has started new and violent attack against
free television which he accuses of running
distorted editorial campaign that scuttled
proposed tests of toll tv. Commander
McDonald has sent five-page letter to key
publishers and editors of newspapers warning that tv has power to become dominant
editorial force. Appeal, skillfully calculated to play on newspapermen's own survival instincts, praises diversity of editorial
opinion to be found in U. S. publications.
•
In his letter to newspapermen, Commander McDonald takes special aim at
heads of CBS and NBC who, he says,
"control tv broadcast policies throughout
the country by their economic domination
of affiliated stations." Zenith president
charges that "no such concentration of
power ever existed in the press" and adds
that "network monopoly is . . . threat to
freedom of speech — of vital interest to
•
every printed publication."
RUSSIAN EXCHANGE • Unusual highlevel meeting was held in Washington last
Thursday under aegis of State Dept. to
discuss furtherance of U. S. -Soviet television program exchanges, in line with
recent treaty looking toward more harmonious cultural relations between nations.
Meeting with Ambassador William S. B.
Lacey were CBS Inc. President Frank
Stanton, NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff
and AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson. While result was not disclosed, it's
understood it looks toward appointment
of coordinator for U. S. television to handle program exchanges (including commercial sale), following lead of motion picture
industry under Motion Picture Assn. President Eric Johnston.
•
Report will be published within few
weeks dealing with "propriety" of CBSTV's policy in telecasting last June its
exclusive film interview of Nikita S.
Khrushchev that created stir in Washington

circuit

as well as rest of nation. Authored by
Herbert Mitgang, New York Times Sunday tv-entertainment editor, report will be
for Republic's
of Fund
by-product
first
continuing
tv inquiry
[Government,
Dec.
23, 1957]. Mr. Mitgang proposes clarification of broadcaster regulatory obligation
as it relates to inherent constitutional
freedoms of speech and press.
•
NUMBERS

UP • Phone calls have played

big role in past hearings of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee on FCC ch.
10 Miami grant, and testimony today
(Monday) by Comr. Robert E. Lee will
prove no exception. Staff investigators have
compiled lengthy list of Lee telephone calls
— including 17 to Charles Steadman, Ohio
attorney whose name has played prominent
role in previous testimony [Government,
March 24, et seq.]
•
According to insiders, John Toigo has
better than even chance to emerge as
next president of Pabst Brewing Co. at
stockholders annual meeting tomorrow
(Tuesday). Sentiment is strong in proxy
fight for return of brewery to family represented in stockholder slate comprising
David and Robert Pabst and Carl and Otto
Spaeth. Moreover, Harris Pelstein, Pabst
president-board chairman, acknowledged
need for new president, insurgent group
pointsestablished,
out, in letter
to stockholders.
It's
now
incidentally,
Mr. Toigo
resigned of own volition as vice presidentmarketing director of Schlitz.
•
ELECTRONIC AGE • Television, which
was post World War II savior of electronics
industry, has become just another narrow
profit
"appliance"
of that with
$7.6
billion margin
dollar field,
now representing,
radio, only 20% of overall volume.
Whereas there were more than 100 manufacturers in tv set production in immediate post war era, there are less than 30.
Of these, about 10 do 90% of business,
which in 1957 amounted to 6,399,345
units having dollar volume of $832,747,000. Rigorous competition has reduced profit margin on regular line of receivers from average of 20% at peak
market ten years ago to roughly 5%
currently.
•
Telecasters who cling to conventional
10-second, 20-second and minute spots
are missing good bet, to judge by experience of KRON-TV San Francisco.
That station introduced two-second spot,
consisting of video product picture or logotype and audio of two or three words like
"Drink Pepsi-Cola," year ago, is now
realizing what KRON-TV management describes as "substantial revenue" from these
quickie announcements.
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OMAHA

• KPHO

and KPHO-TV,

PHOENIX

SYRACUSE

• KCMO

and KCMO-TV,

KANSAS

KRMG,
and

CITY

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
Gardens

and

Successful Farming Magazines
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Rating Merry-Go-Round — Revlon's Abrams and researcher
Miles Wallach come up with coincidental telephone and
personal survey test conducted in Syracuse; urge tv industry to finance nationwide service based on system. Topplaced researchers initially cold to proposed $5-million-peryear project. Page 31.

More Tv Power — It's more television for Revlon this
spring as cosmetics firm steps up diversification tempo with
number of new products to be introduced nationally, but first
on test runs involving spot broadcasting. Revlon reports net
sales gain of $9.4 million for 1957. Page 36.

ABC-TV Shows Its Pitch — Economy, programming, coverage and strength in heavier-buying homes emphasized in
presentation to advertisers and agencies unveiled last week.
Page 71.

Tv Top Revenue Getter at AB-PT — Annual report shows
gross income from television last year surpassed receipts from
theatre operation. Total gross income was at record level
but net operating earnings were down. Page 72.

AFM
TvB's Listings of Top Tv Advertisers in '57 — Procter &
Gamble leads all advertisers in all three classifications —
total tv, spot tv and network tv expenditure. Listing compiled from network figures provided by PIB and spot figures
by the N. C. Rorabaugh Co. Page 40.

Television Dollars for Flowers — Florists' Telegraph Delivery Assn. allocates $2.6 million to tv (more than 90%
of its advertising budget) for coming year, sponsoring Person
to Person on alternate weeks, in expectation that television
will help boost gross sales of FTD florists from $50 million
to $100 million five years hence. Page 42.

Unknown Factor — No reasons are given by advertiser
and agency alike as Max Factor & Co. and Doyle Dane
Bernbach Inc. unexpectedly announce termination of sevenyear-old relationship during which cosmetics firm became
major factor in multi-million dollar cosmetic field. Sweepstakes are on as new $3 million account is tossed out for
agency scramble. Page 44.

Probes Everywhere — Capitol Hill and Pennsylvania Ave.
abound with legislative inquiries, regulatory studies and assorted delving into the innards of broadcasting. Investigators
practically trample over each other, costing taxpayers and
broadcasters millions. Page 54.
Cross Examined — FCC

nominee

faces Senators in two-

hour confirmation hearing; says he wouldn't take very kindly
to pressure on votes, but sees nothing wrong in congressional
or White House inquiries. Page 56.

FCC

Misconduct Questions Again Raised
committee switches sights from Miami ch.
against present and former commissioners;
with possible legislation due this week. Page

— Harris sub10 to charges
interim report
60.

Peoria Deletion Upheld — U. S. Appeals court upholds FCC
in deletion of ch. 8 from Peoria, 111.; unanimous decision says
Commission exercised proper procedures in rule-making and
it is not for court to substitute judgment for that of FCC.
Page 69.

Eastman, ABN Talk Severance — Negotiations
for settlement of president's contract in face
program curtailment. DeGray likely successor.
group calls meeting with network authorities today.

underway
of heavy
Affiliates
Page 70.

Challenged—
insurgent L. A. group files petition with NLRB. Read's
Page 74.

The Electronics Show— Institute of Radio Engineers
abounds with electronics developments. Prominently mentioned: mural tv, stereophonic, multiplex and single-band
sideband testing. Page 80.

Songwriter Suit Dismissal Asked — Four-year-old damage suit against BMI, networks and other companies should
be dropped because plaintiffs have no legal standing to
sue, court is told. Defendants claim question of "standing"
should at least be tried before other issues. Page 82.

DuPont Awards — This year they go to KRON-TV San
Francisco, KARD-TV Wichita and NBC newsman Clifton
Utley. Page 83.

Blasts Against Recession Pessimism — Broadcasters across
country using facilities to offset fallacious ideas about present economy. Page 85.

Needed: Back Fence Talk for Tv — Intimacy isneglected dimension in television,
according to Douglas Anderson. Writing
in Monday Memo, Anderson-McConnell's
president urges re-evaluation of sales approach to sound more like people and less
like Univacs. Page 105.
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Dedicated

to

WGAL-TV covers centennial celebration
of election of President James Buchanan

public

service

"College of the Air," a daily educational program with eight participating area colleges
AMERICA'S

Management

and personnel of WGAL-TV

two things in common.

"Through this Door," a
weekly WGAL-TV religious program conducted
by clergy of various faiths
1 Oth

TV

MARKET

hold

They share the concept of

television as an instrument of public service to
the community.
community

And they actively participate in

affairs as individual citizens . . . they

are vitally interested in education and religion,
public health and welfare, recreation and the arts,
farming and industry. These
programs

regularly scheduled

are but a few of the many

community

service telecasts featured on station WGAL-TV.

STEIN MAN

STATION

• Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000

LANCASTER,
NBC

and

WATTS

PA.

CBS

WGAL-TV

Representative: The
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IS MUSIC ENOUGH? What may be
first frontal attack on music-news-only
radio stations took place last week when
FCC sent letters of inquiry (not McFarland
letters) to nine Atlanta, Ga., radio stations
whose licenses expire tomorrow. At issue
are program logs for 1957-58 composite
week which show that all nine had little
or no educational, agricultural or religious
programming. If answers clarify program
lacks, licenses will be renewed; if not,
process will start to hold hearings on why
licenses should not be renewed. Until answers are received and status of individual
stations clarified, stations continue on deferred licenses basis.
•

to transfer last year of control of ch. 9
KMGM-TV (now KMSP) MinneapolisSt. Paul for $650,000, plus assumption
of obligations. Vote, taken Friday, was
4-2,
with Comrs. Craven and Bartley dissenting.

Stations which have been queried on purported programming imbalance (see above)
are WAKE, WAOK, WEAS, WERD,
WGKA -A M-FM, WGST, WQXI and
WTAM. Five Atlanta stations got licenses
renewed when composite week program

McDONALD BLAST • Leading advocate
of subscription television — E. F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp. —
has started new and violent attack against
free television which he accuses of running
distorted editorial campaign that scuttled
proposed tests of toll tv. Commander
McDonald has sent five-page letter to key
publishers and editors of newspapers warning that tv has power to become dominant
editorial force. Appeal, skillfully calcu-

logs showed "clean" records; they are:
WSB - AM - FM, WAG A - AM - FM and
WYZE.
•
WITNESS LIST • Federal Grand Jury in
Washington is digging deeper into Pittsburgh ch. 4 and Miami ch. 10 cases. Last
week, in Pittsburgh investigation, jury
called back two witnesses who appeared
three weeks ago plus two attorneys who
formerly represented them. Recalled were
Earl F. Reed and Lee W. Eckels, of Television City Inc., corporation which survived after merger with WCAE Inc.
(Hearst) and drop-out of three other applicants who were paid $50,000 each. Attorneys who testified briefly last Wednesday were W. Theodore Pierson and Harrison T. Slaughter, partners in Pierson,
Ball & Dowd.
o
In Miami ch. 10 case, grand jury took
testimony last week from secretaries in
former Comr. Richard A. Mack's office —
Frances Kreeger, who was personal secretary to Mr. Mack, and Frankie Fox and
Lillian Watson. Incidentally, question
widely asked in Washington is: "Where is
Richard Mack?" Answer: He is still in
Washington, living at 5143 Macomb St.,
N.W., has settled no plans for his future,
according to associates.
CLIFF-HANGER • FCC approval of
$3.5 million transfer of ch. 13 WATV (TV)
Newark-New York and WAAT to National Telefilm Associates will be forthcoming today (March 31). Transfer, which
has been pending since last October, would
have expired at midnight tonight. FCC at
meeting last Wednesday gave its tentative
approval to transfer with understanding
that commitment would be made by NTA
agreeing to proviso regarding antitrust
aspects, similar to that which was appended

Broadcasting

e
At least one major television station in
major market has already found way to
reduce technical overhead by use of new
Ampex videotape recording. Station now
records seven-day schedule in five days,
hence needs technical production crew
only on Monday-Friday work week. Its
technical union has gone along with
change.
•

lated to play on newspapermen's own survival instincts, praises diversity of editorial
opinion to be found in U. S. publications.
•
In his letter to newspapermen, Commander McDonald takes special aim at
heads of CBS and NBC who, he says,
"control tv broadcast policies throughout
the country by their economic domination
of affiliated stations." Zenith president
charges that "no such concentration of
power ever existed in the press" and adds
that "network monopoly is . . . threat to
freedom of speech — of vital interest to
every printed publication."
•
RUSSIAN EXCHANGE • Unusual highlevel meeting was held in Washington last
Thursday under aegis of State Dept. to
discuss furtherance of U. S.-Soviet television program exchanges, in line with
recent treaty looking toward more harmonious cultural relations between nations.
Meeting with Ambassador William S. B.
Lacey were CBS Inc. President Frank
Stanton, NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff
and AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson. While result was not disclosed, it's
understood it looks toward appointment
of coordinator for U. S. television to handle program exchanges (including commercial sale), following lead of motion picture
industry under Motion Picture Assn. President Eric Johnston.
•
Report will be published within few
weeks dealing with "propriety" of CBSTV's policy in telecasting last June its
exclusive film interview of Nikita S.
Khrushchev that created stir in Washington

circuit

as well as rest of nation. Authored by
Herbert Mitgang, New York Times Sunday tv-entertainment editor, report will be
first
by-product
of Fund
for Republic's
continuing
tv inquiry
[Government,
Dec.
23, 1957]. Mr. Mitgang proposes clarification of broadcaster regulatory obligation
as it relates to inherent constitutional
freedoms of speech and press.
•
NUMBERS

UP • Phone calls have played

big role in past hearings of House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee on FCC ch.
10 Miami grant, and testimony today
(Monday) by Comr. Robert E. Lee will
prove no exception. Staff investigators have
compiled lengthy list of Lee telephone calls
— including 17 to Charles Steadman, Ohio
attorney whose name has played prominent
role in previous testimony [Government,
March 24, et seq.]
•
According to insiders, John Toigo has
better than even chance to emerge as
next president of Pabst Brewing Co. at
stockholders annual meeting tomorrow
(Tuesday). Sentiment is strong in proxy
fight for return of brewery to family represented in stockholder slate comprising
David and Robert Pabst and Carl and Otto
Spaeth. Moreover, Harris Pelstein, Pabst
president-board chairman, acknowledged
need for new president, insurgent group
points
out, in letter
to stockholders.
It's
now established,
incidentally,
Mr. Toigo
resigned of own volition as vice presidentmarketing director of Schlitz.
•
ELECTRONIC AGE • Television, which
was post World War II savior of electronics
industry, has become just another narrow
profit margin "appliance" of that $7.6
billion dollar field, now representing, with
radio, only 20% of overall volume.
Whereas there were more than 100 manufacturers in tv set production in immediate post war era, there are less than 30.
Of these, about 10 do 90% of business,
which in 1957 amounted to 6,399,345
units having dollar volume of $832,747,000. Rigorous competition has reduced profit margin on regular line of receivers from average of 20% at peak
market
currently. ten years ago to roughly 5%
•
Telecasters who cling to conventional
10-second, 20-second and minute spots
are missing good bet, to judge by experience of KRON-TV San Francisco.
That station introduced two-second spot,
consisting of video product picture or logotype and audio of two or three words like
"Drink Pepsi-Cola," year ago, is now
realizing what KRON-TV management describes as "substantial revenue" from these
quickie announcements.

1923-1958
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BRIEF

Rating Merry-Go-Round — Revlon's Abrams and researcher
Miles Wallach come up with coincidental telephone and
personal survey test conducted in Syracuse; urge tv industry to finance nationwide service based on system. Topplaced researchers initially cold to proposed $5-million-peryear project. Page 31.

More Tv Power — It's more television for Revlon this
spring as cosmetics firm steps up diversification tempo with
number of new products to be introduced nationally, but first
on test runs involving spot broadcasting. Revlon reports net
sales gain of $9.4 million for 1957. Page 36.

ABC-TV Shows Its Pitch — Economy, programming, coverage and strength in heavier-buying homes emphasized in
presentation
to advertisers and agencies unveiled last week.
Page 71.

Tv Top Revenue Getter at AB-PT — Annual report shows
gross income from television last year surpassed receipts from
theatre operation. Total gross income was at record level
but net operating earnings were down. Page 72.

AFM
TvB's Listings of Top Tv Advertisers in '57 — Procter &
Gamble leads all advertisers in all three classifications —
total tv, spot tv and network tv expenditure. Listing compiled from network figures provided by PIB and spot figures
by the N. C. Rorabaugh Co. Page 40.

Television Dollars for Flowers — Florists' Telegraph Delivery Assn. allocates $2.6 million to tv (more than 90%
of its advertising budget) for coming year, sponsoring Person
to Person on alternate weeks, in expectation that television
will help boost gross sales of FTD florists from $50 million
to $100 million five years hence. Page 42.

Unknown Factor — No reasons are given by advertiser
and agency alike as Max Factor & Co. and Doyle Dane
Bernbach Inc. unexpectedly announce termination of sevenyear-old relationship during which cosmetics firm became
major factor in multi-million dollar cosmetic field. Sweepstakes are on as new $3 million account is tossed out for
agency scramble. Page 44.

Probes Everywhere — Capitol Hill and Pennsylvania Ave.
abound with legislative inquiries, regulatory studies and assorted delving into the innards of broadcasting. Investigators
practically trample over each other, costing taxpayers and
broadcasters millions. Page 54.
Cross Examined — FCC

nominee

faces Senators in two-

hour confirmation hearing; says he wouldn't take very kindly
to pressure on votes, but sees nothing wrong in congressional
or White House inquiries. Page 56.

FCC

Misconduct Questions Again Raised
committee switches sights from Miami ch.
against present and former commissioners;
with possible legislation due this week. Page

— Harris sub10 to charges
interim report
60.

Peoria Deletion Upheld — U. S. Appeals court upholds FCC
in deletion of ch. 8 from Peoria, 111.; unanimous decision says
Commission exercised proper procedures in rule-making and
it is not for court to substitute judgment for that of FCC.
Page 69.

Eastman, ABN Talk Severance — Negotiations
for settlement of president's contract in face
program curtailment. DeGray likely successor.
group calls meeting with network authorities today.

Broadcasting

underway
of heavy
Affiliates
Page 70.

Challenged
Read's 74.
insurgent L. A. group files petition with NLRB.— Page

The Electronics Show — Institute of Radio Engineers
abounds with electronics developments. Prominently mentioned: mural tv, stereophonic, multiplex and single-band
sideband testing. Page 80.

Songwriter Suit Dismissal Asked— Four-year-old damage suit against BMI, networks and other companies should
be dropped because plaintiffs have no legal standing to
sue, court is told. Defendants claim question of "standing"
should at least be tried before other issues. Page 82.

DuPont Awards — This year they go to KRON-TV San
Francisco, KARD-TV Wichita and NBC newsman Clifton
Utley. Page 83.

Blasts Against Recession Pessimism — Broadcasters across
country using facilities to offset fallacious ideas about present economy. Page 85.

Needed: Back Fence Talk for Tv — Intimacy isneglected dimension in television,
according to Douglas Anderson. Writing
in Monday Memo, Anderson-McConnell's
president urges re-evaluation of sales approach to sound more like people and less
like Univacs. Page 105.

MR. ANDERSON
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FOR
• HOME

FIRST

PLACE

WQAM

The story's just

of 31.5% of the state's population.
It will be a pleasure for somebody from Blair to
tell you all. Or, talk to WQAM
General Manager
Jack Sandler.
5,000

watts

on

560 kc

TATIONS
TODAY'S
RADIO
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT

ON

And WQAM is first on the latest Southern Florida
Area Pulse which accounts for the listening habits

That's one pleasure. Then, too, there's the pleasurable ease of buying time in a market where one
station is so definitely dominant.
all of Southern

TIME

(Latesttheall-day
36.7%).
about
same average:
on Trendex.

Of course, while he's here, he'd be foolish not to
take in some of the fabulous fun Miami offers.

covering

BUYING

In addition to the Pulse quarter-hour story,
WQAM
continues to lead decisively on Hooper.

The front office may think he's working — and
technically, he is. He's here to hear for himself
why WQAM is first 95 % of the time. (410 of 432
quarter hours belong to WQAM, 6 a.m. -midnight,
Monday-Saturday, Pulse.)

WQAM

OF

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

and

radio

~1

in MIAMI

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR St CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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Hyde, Bartley Reaffirm Denial
Of Any Misconduct in Office
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee investigating FCC Friday heard Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T. Bartley emphatically deny they have been guilty of
impropriety or misconduct in office. Commissioners also defended their relationships
with industry and made plea for legislation
which would ease Commission workload.
Comr. Robert E. Lee will be first witness
when hearings resume today (Mon.) at 10
a.m. in Caucus Room of House Office Building. Comr. Frederick W. Ford, originally not
scheduled to testify, will appear this week
at his own request (for others see page 60).
Comr. Hyde, asked to bring with him
Friday records of ch. 10 case, did just
that — 22 volumes encompassing 5,385
pages of testimony, 5,000 exhibits and 85
depositions. Volumes demonstrate large
record which "inevitably results" in comparative tv case because of required FCC
procedures, commissioner stated in explaining 14-month lapse between instructions and
final decision in Miami case. It is possible,
he said, that procedures actually bury facts
rather than bring them out.
Rep. Harris termed volumes "a revelation" and said he was glad subcommittee
did not undertake to go through "the entire lot." Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.) said
long Commission delay was responsible for
much of pressure applied in Miami case and
announced plans to introduce legislation to
require "prompt" decisions and relieve FCC
of cumbersome procedures.
Chief Counsel Robert W. Lishman asked
Comr. Hyde if small broadcaster or first
time applicant might not be discriminated
against as result of entertainment and gifts
furnished commissioners by larger groups.
Witness replied there is no justification for
this theory but that required administrative
procedures do hurt smaller applicants without large financial resources.
At close of his testimony, Comr. Hyde
hit subcommittee for being "reckless with
reputations" and termed misconduct and
impropriety charges "a sickening thing." He
said "ultimate test of a man's character is
the way he discharges his duties. I hope
that you will look at my actual record of
performance."
Rep. Harris told commissioner "no one
doubts in the slightest your integrity and
honesty." Chairman also maintained certain commissioners have been guilty of impropriety— without any intentional wrongdoing— through actions developed over
period of years. He promised subcommittee
will take appropriate steps to correct these
improper "patterns."
"My record as a commissioner will stand
the closest scrutiny," Comr. Bartley said.
He was asked about eight specific trips
for which government, NAB or state broadBroadcasting

deadline

casters' associations paid per diem and hotel
bills. This, he readily admitted and listed
nine other trips taken under similar arrangements.
Comr. Bartley said that before 1952
McFarland amendment became law he paid
own hotel bills for trips but now considered
industry payment form of honorarium,
acceptable under amendment. He saw
nothing improper in few instances when
Mrs. Bartley accompanied him and industry also paid her hotel bill.
On none of trips, he said, had industry
paid transportation costs and in one instance
when he flew in Petroleum Institute private
plane he reimbursed government for ticket
already issued. He said he had done nothing
in any way which could be considered
improper.
Commissioner, as did Comr. Hyde,
denied any knowledge of five airline trips
reportedly furnished FCC by NBC for
September 1956 New York dinner honoring
Gen. David Sarnoff. He said $15.95 returned to NBC in April 1956 was for New
York trip in January of same year and
he did not learn until later network had
paid for return trip to Washington.
At no time was he under any pressure
concerning Miami grant to National Airlines, Comr. Bartley testified, nor did any
party contact him regarding case. He said
he had no recollection of discussing case
with Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), as
stated in letter entered in record several
weeks ago.
Barrow

Hearings

Resume

April 8

FCC announced Friday it was postponing
resumption of Barrow Report Network
hearing from today (Mon.) to April 8.
Witnesses due to appear then are multiple
owners Meredith Publishing Co., Storer
Broadcasting Co. and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Following this session, network affiliates committee will be heard
April 15, beginning with ABC group. Both
hearings will be held in FCC's hearing room,
beginning at 10 a.m.
HE'S

AVAILABLE

Comr. Robert T. Bartley, before
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, Friday, made it known that he
will be more than receptive to reappointment to FCC. Rep. Joseoh P.
O'Hara (R-Minn.) had expressed concern over getting qualified persons to
accept appointment in future and
Chairman Oren Harris said witnesses
may not want to comment on this
since his appointment expires June 30.
To which, Comr. Bartley replied:
"It wouldn't be a good time to leave

[FCC]."

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 31.
MORNING AND NIGHT • Pharmacraft
Co., Princeton, N. J. understood launching
campaign on NBC-TV's Today (Mon-Fri.,
7-9 a.m.) and Jack Paar Show (Mon-Fri.,
11:15 p.m.-l a.m.), using eight one-minute
participations on Today starting April 9,
and 66 on Paar starting April 7. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
CHRYSLER'S THINKING • Chrysler
Corp., Detroit, sponsor of Climax on CBSTV, reportedly is considering cutting back
to alternate week or co-sponsorship in order
to take on new network series. High officials
at Chrysler feel blood-and-thunder type of
show should be augmented by less physical
impact format to sell additional audiences.
Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
MOVIE

PROMOTION • Allied Artists Productions, Hollywood, placing $17,000 tvradio spot campaign, April 9-16, in New
England, including Yankee Network, to promote new "Macabre" horror film. Cam-

will beinsurance
keyed onpolicy
$1,000
Lloyd's
of
Londonpaignlife
given
to each
theatre-goer in event of death by fright during film. Donahue & Coe, N. Y., is placing
38-station drive.
RANGERS RIDE AGAIN • Sweets Co. of
America (Tootsie Rolls), Hoboken, N. J.,
has renewed Screen Gems Tales of the
Texas Rangers currently on ABC-TV (55:30 p.m.), for 1958-59 season. No time
period or network has been chosen for next
season. Agency: Henry Eisen Adv., N. Y.

Miami

Ch.

10 Remand

Opposed

All parties objected Friday to having U. S.
Appeals Court send back to FCC controversial Miami ch. 10 case — as requested by
Commission earlier this month [Government, March 17]. National Airlines, winner of coveted ch. 10 in Miami, said only
court can decide legal issues involved. Eastern Airlines, which tried to intervene in FCC
proceeding but was denied status, said it
would approve remand only if court ordered Commission to permit Eastern to be
party, and WKAT Inc., loser of hotly contested vhf channel said it opposed remand
unless court ordered FCC to reverse decision. WKAT also asked that court order
appointment of receiver for ch. 10 WPSTTV pending outcome of litigation. Commission asked court to remand case before
argument because of information brought
out during Oversight committee, resulting in
resignation of Comr. R. A. Mack.
March 31, 1958
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R. SPITZNER,

member

of board

and commercial manager of WIP Philadelphia since 1950, joins WFIL that city
in radio sales and executive capacity.

deadline

WILLIAM R. MATTHEWS, executive assistant to media director and EVERETT
KRNICH, associate media director. Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.. elected vice presidents.
CBS' Meighan, Ampex Planning
Videotape Commercial Companies
Formation of two companies to specialize
in production of tV commercials on videotape being announced jointly today (Mon.)
by Howard S. Meighan. resigning 23-year
association with CBS to launch new service,
and Ampex Corp.. producer of videotape
and other magnetic recording equipment.
Mr. Meighan will be president and majority stockholder (55% ) of Videotape Produc-to
tions of New York Inc.. which he hopes
activate in about two months, and also president and principal owner of Videotape Productions of California Inc.. slated to commence operations little later. Third company. Videotape Midwest Inc.. also is
planned, to be headed and controlled by
Mr. Meighan. Ampex is financing all three,
will have 45% of New York organization
and may also acquire interests in others.
In addition to tv production work, Mr.
Meighan will serve as special consultant to
Ampex.
Mr. Meighan said he hoped to open New
York operations as soon as he worked out
studio arrangements: that he realized union
jurisdictional problems in use of videotape
were complicated but that he thought he
had them "'in good shape"; that he had
pretty good support"'
"indications of some
from advertisers and agencies; and that he

was "in the market*' for good general managers for New York and Hollywood operations. Both California corporations will
headquarter in Hollywood.
Mr. Meighan emphasized econom) and
speed of taping as distinguished from filming commercials; stressed that problems in
editing of videotape have been solved completely (although videotape equipment owners do not yet have editing equipment, he
said); said about 100 Ampex videotape recorders are now in use at networks and stations and estimated station orders were arriving at rate of about one per day; reported his production work would be in
black-and-white to start and that at first he
would concentrate on commercials, implication being that he expected to expand later
into program production.
Mr. Meighan was a CBS-TV vice president, based in Hollywood, at time of his
resignation, which was effective over past
weekend. He joined CBS in 1934. Authorities indicated no replacement would be
named for him.
Mutual Advisory Committee
Lauds Network News Policy
Members of Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee, meeting Friday in Washington,
praised network's news-music-special events
programming and commended network
management for policies effective since last
summer. Network officials assured members
there were no plans to sell network. George
Page 10
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C. Hatch, KALI- Salt Lake City, was resolutions chairman.
Victor C. Dichm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.,
elected MAAC chairman. He had served
previous term in 1953 and succeeds Willard
Deason. KVET Austin, Tex. Carter Peterson. WCCP Savannah. Ga.. elected vice
chairman and Mike Layman, WSFC Somerset. Ky., secretary. MAAC members and
MBS officials held Friday evening reception
at Sheraton Park hotel for congressmen and
senators from 10 states.
Representing network were George Vogel,
executive vice president; Robert Hurleigh,
Washington vice president; Hal Wagner,
program vice president; Roy Roberts, treasurer; Charles King, station relations director;
Jack Irish, assistant director of station relations; Hal Gold, director of press relations;
Frank Erwin, director of cooperative programming; Robert Marcato, national sales
manager; Robert Novak, program executive,
and Charles W. Godwin, station relations.
Salant, Sherbow,

Bartell Plan

Reports to Ohio Broadcasters
CBS Vice President Richard S. Salant,
Judge Joseph Sherbow of Baltimore and
Gerald Bartell, head of Bartell Stations, join
growing list of speakers for the Ohio Assn.
of Broadcasters' April 1 1 meeting in Cleveland (early story, page 77).
Gordon Davis (KYW Cleveland), convention chairman, Friday said that Mr.
Salant will be luncheon speaker, outlining
current Washington developments affecting
broadcasters, including Network Study Report. Judge Sherbow, who fought Baltimore's advertising tax and was architect for
subsequent Maryland legislation banning
such levies, will report on that situation. Mr.

Sold: KEAP

Fresno, Calif.

Sale of KEAP Fresno, Calif., for $150,000 by B. L. Golden to Los Angeles group
headed by Herb Edelman, account executive at KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., announced Friday subject to FCC approval.
Associated with Mr. Edelman are Howard
Tuliis, president of Tullis Co., Los Angeles
agency; Mortimer Hall, president of KLAC
Los Angeles, and Morton Sidley, KLAC
sales manager. Broker: Wilton Gunzendorfer. KEAP operates 500 w daytime, 980 kc.
Barter

Broker

Bankrupt

Television Clearing House Inc., New
York, which has been bartering time to stations for merchandise, filed petition for
bankruptcy in U. S. District Court for
Southern District of New York. Petition
placed liabilities at $214,275 and assets at
$6,754, exclusive of undetermined claims.
TCH began operations about two years ago,
serving as "middleman" between stations
that wanted merchandise for promotion and
prizes and overstocked manufacturers [Advertisers &Agencies, July 15].

. . . But Another

Pops

Up

New tv barter firm, Tele-Goods Inc., getting up steam in New York at 152 West
42nd St., temporarily out of office of Kurt A.
Baer & Co., export-import firm and "purchasing agents." Tele-Goods, according to
Kurt A. Baer, is soliciting tv stations with
Parker liquid pencil deal ($3.95 list) for 85
cents cash and $1 time credit per pencil.
Barter firm accumulates time credits, then
sells them to national or local advertisers.
"I don't want the cream, only B or C time,"

Bartell will discuss "Tomorrow's Radio."
Due to current applicability of issues to
be covered, OAB plans news rooms to feed
bulletins and reports to stations, newspapers
and others, and is offering use of recording
and like facilities. Even greater interest

Mr. Baer said, explaining he is strictly "behind the scenes" and has no connection financially or as officer with Tele-Goods. He
said Harry Mandel is president of newlyincorporated Tele-Goods. Mr. Baer would
not disclose his source of Parker product,

prompted by Cleveland court ruling Thursday restricting court coverage and reports
that ad tax germ may infect Canton, Ohio.

explaining "there are a million ways" to
obtain such merchandise today. He said "I
can sell products below manufacturers' costs

BELLS

TO

RING

EVERYWHERE

Advertising Council Friday decided
Midcontinent Broadcasting Co.'s "Bellringer" project that bulletins positive
news about America's economy to
public (early story, page 85), would
be incorporated into Council's antirecession campaign. Description of
Midcontinent's effort plus miniature
bells will be sent radio stations. Antirecession campaign probably will start
in early May, but it's hoped radio
portion can get underway before then.

and make a profit."
KBTX-TV to CBS-TV
KBTX-TV Bryan, Tex. (ch. 3) will join
CBS-TV as interconnected affiliate under
Expended Market Plan today. (Mon.), network said Friday. KBTX-TV is owned by
Brazos Broadcasting Co., with M. N. (Buddy)
Bostic as general manager of station.
KRIG Joining NBC Radio
KRIG Odessa, Tex., joins NBC

Radio

effective April 1 as network's 191st affiliate.
KRIG owned and operated by Radio
Odessa Inc., operates with 1 kw on 1410
kc. Carl S. Goodwin is president-general
manager.
Broadcasting
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ONE

delivers

South

and

Fort

Bend

BUY

the

-

Wayne

Elkhart

markets

IN

THOSE
THREE

NBC

MARKETS

WHERE

NETWORKS

IS

THE

COMPETE

NOW

DIRECTLY

NUMBER

At the peak of the current
during those hours when
are watching

season, and
most

Americans

television, the competitive

superiority of NBC

programs

been decisively confirmed.

Both Trendex*

and Nielsen Multi-Network
which measure

program

major markets

where

has

Areaf

reports,

popularity in

the three networks

directly compete, establish that NBC's
nighttime programs are now Number 1
in viewer preference.
The March

Trendex

reveals that NBC
by 10%

report, for example,

leads the second network

and the third network

by 37%.*

In terms of half -hour nighttime
NBC

ivins,

captures 18, while the second network

leads in 1U and the third network
In just one year, NBC
nighttime

audience

second network

in 10*

has increased its

by 22%,

while the

has declined 18%.*

represents the greatest one-year

This

audience

shift in television's first decade and
provides dramatic

confirmation

that

the most popular programs
in all television are on the
NBC

TELEVISION

AT
*March

Trendex, Sun-Sat 7:30-10:30 PM

\Nielsen Multi-Network

Area Report,

Feb. I '58

NETWORK

NIGHT

OPEN MIKE

Perspective:
editor:

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

'58

The article -.Selling Ourselves Out of a
Slump" [Perspective '58, special issue,
Feb. 24] is a very interesting treatment of
material supplied by the senior economist
of an advertising agency [Arno Johnson,
vice president and senior economist of
J. Walter Thompson Co.] which happens to
number Johns-Manville among its clients.
Howard W. Allen
V. P. & Director of Public Relations
Johns-Manville Corp.
New York
Sales Slip
editor:
All of our salesmen must have had a
vacation last week without even knowing
it. according to Broadcasting. AAP enjoyed its usual fine week's sales results,
which you attributed to Warner Bros, itself
[Film, March 24]. Tut! Tut! AAP has been
selling Warner Bros, for lo these two years
and the above $40 million in sales we have
achieved has been due to the efforts of our
own staff.
Jay Smolin
Director of Advertising
Associated Artists Productions
New York
Thompson's
editor:

Ratings

ABCs

Is it possible for us to obtain reprints of
No abra-kadabbra necessary, just say
"yes" to the West Texas Television
Network

Your picture simultaneous-

ly lights 314,508 sets! For the magic
details conjure up your

Branham

genie or call ole "Aladdin" Hassett
in Lubbock

the article entitled "Taking the Mystery Out
of Ratings" by the J. Walter Thompson Co.
[Advertisers & Agencies, March 10]? We
would like to distribute these reprints among
local advertising agencies and others with an
interest in this subject.
If reprints are available, please let me
know the price for 300 so that I may send
you a purchase order.
R. D. Irving
Promotion Manager
KRON-TV San Francisco
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of "Taking the Mystery Out of Ratings" are available at $15 per
hundred.]
Super-Power
editor:

Am

PRESIDENT 1 GEN. MGR.. W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
NAT* I. SAIE$ MGR.: E. A. "SUZT* HASSETT
NATIONA1 8EP8ESENIATIVE THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Santa Monica, Calif.
Missing

the cab's intercom system and then drove
the boys home where a WBZ-TV cameraman recorded the reunion to be shown on
the newscast.
NAVAL

CAMPAIGN

• WSFA-TV

Mont-

gomery, Ala., received a certificate of appreciation from the U. S. Navy Recruiting Service for recognition of its on-the-air promotion in recruiting of a 75-man "Heart of
Dixie" company. The WSFA-TV promotion
and public service department scheduled 67
announcements in less than a month. Minute-length spot announcements were soundon-film of a local Navy recruiter made with
station equipment. Shorter announcements
were slides with copy read by station personnel. The station contributed approximately $3,000 worth of time and talent.
SPURS SEARCH • WQAM Miami has
offered $1,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the persons responsible for the March 16 bombing
of a Miami synogogue. The dynamite blast
caused $30,000 in damage to the religious
structure. Listeners have been invited to
telephone information they may have to the
WQAM news department.
LADIES'
appealed
the Red
"My Fair
of blood

DAY • WICC Bridgeport, Conn.,
to housewives to give blood for
Cross in an all-day event called
Lady Day." A total of 560 pints
was collected. WICC operations

originated all day from collection headquarters where Charlton Heston, Jackie Robinson, Mayor Samuel J. Tedesco and the
donors were interviewed.
DONOR

wonder if the monopoly groups don't have
a much greater strangle hold on the FCC
than the current scandal would indicate.
Jack Evap

That

boys' home to the studios when he spotted
the trio trudging along a boulevard in Dorchester. The driver contacted the studio via

Outlets?

The brazen presumptuousness on the part
of some manufacturers now building superpower (750 kw) am transmitters makes one

KDU B-TV
LUBBOCK.
TEXAS
K PAR- TV
ABILENE SWEETWATER
K E D Y -T V
BIG SPRING, TEXAS

HAPPY SWITCH • WBZ-TV Boston's
news department and a cab driver combined
efforts to return three lost little boys to their
home. The missing children left for school
in the morning but never arrived. An afternoon neighborhood search failed to find
them; the police were notified and the WBZTV news director was asked to show their
pictures on the 6:45 p.m. newscast. A cab
driver was delivering the pictures from the

Mailbag

editor:
Appreciate article [Programs & Promotions, March 17] but regret bad reporting
on part of someone. WOWO gold record
day produced over 30,000 requests for records instead of the 2.500 your article states.
Hilda C. Woehrmeyer
Promotion Manager
WOWO Fort Wayne, lnd.

DAY

• WHTN-TV

Huntington,

W. Va., conducted a special six-hour "Channel 13 Blood Donor Day" that provided the
Red Cross with 144 pints of blood. The
donor drive was held in the WHTN-TV
studios in cooperation with the Lions Club
and the local Red Cross chapter.
GUEST HOME • KTRE-TV Lufkin, Tex.,
offered a temporary home to the Texas Department of Public Safety's East Texas radio
station after a tornado destroyed that facility
March 5. The station was relocated at
KTRE-TV and all patrol cars of the department were in radio contact again less than
24 hours after the storm struck. The antenna
was mounted atop the KTRE-TV tower and
work space was provided in the studios for
the dispatcher until the department's new
station is completed.
Broadcasting
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the

Syracuse

WSYR-TV

This

striking margin

WSYR-TV

effective and
power

economical

exceeds

...
Big

$2^

and

When
packed

superiority, delivered

this station far and away
buy

in a market

by

the most

where

buying

billion annually.

That's

Bonus

Covers

of coverage

alone, makes

Market

Before

Counting

...WSYE-TV,

you buy WSYR-TV,

Elmira

the
N.

Y.

you also get its power-

satellite, WSYE-TV,

delivering

big plus

coverage of the Elmira-Corning area — a complete
additional market at no additional cost!

. . . and, incidentally, if ratings
gives WSYR-TV 53.8% of total
Fri.; 50.4% from 6 P.M. to 10
59.6% from 6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

fascinate you: — The February ARB report for Syracuse
weekly audience; 67.3% from noon to 6 P.M. Mon.P.M. Mon.-Fri.; 74% from sign-on to 6 P.M. Sundays;
Sundays.

Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
NBC

RJGHTER

& PARSONS

Affiliate

WSYR'TV
n r f rrrnrnrnnrxiEDCin1
Channel

3

•

SYRACUSE,

Plus WSYE-TV
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individual
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is an
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... in the world
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This recognition
through
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Francisco,

of achievement.

Storer, too, is recognized
achievement

. ,

has

consistent
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sales

in the

they serve. These

achievements

station

prove

that

is a local station.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Ave., New York 22
CHICAGO— 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

yet

known

throughout
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Storer
WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

Broadcasting
WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio

WSPD
WJW
Toledo, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich,

WJBK
W!B6
Detroit, Mich.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Company

WA6A-TV
WVUE-TV
Atlanta, Ga.
Wilmington -Philadelphia
WWVA
Wheeling, W.Va.

WAGA
Atlanta, Ga.

WGBS
Miami, Fla.

IN REVIEW

PRETESTED

HALLMARK

HALL

OF

FAME

In a tv season lull of adaptations of
novels, real-lite incidents and a plethora of
fairy tales, an original drama written expressly for television is a stimulating return
to the medium's creativity. Especially when
the script is finely-wrought craftsmanship
embellished with imaginative production
and a stellar cast.
All of which applies to the Hallmark Hall
of Fame production of James Costigan's
"Little Moon of Alhan." the first original
script done by Hallmark since it became a
90-minute show in 1955.

SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Mot/on

Picture Feature

Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times— "story superior"
— "a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92 % of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favoritecertified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
"excellent viewing audience" —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every memthe family."
Tugboat
Annieber ofoutrates
such shows
as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

Set in Ireland during the time of the
"troubles" — when British and Irish fought on
Irish soil — the script delineated the tensions
of those times in terms of personal conflicts.
At the same time it delicately handled the
struggle of a young woman who sought
religion for the wrong reasons, and regained
the real meaning of faith through an enemy.
As Brigid Mary Mangan, whose father
and brother and lover were killed in the
struggle. Julie Harris was magnificent.
Whether rejecting God in a dramatic snuffing out of votary candles with her bare
hands, or fighting for her faith in a fine
show of Irish temper with a British soldier
who denies that same God, Miss Harris gave
her whole self to an absorbing characterization. As the skeptical British soldier, Christopher Plummer's thrusting vitality was just
the
right
to Miss ofHarris'
more
sensitive
role. Eachfoilmember
the cast
offered
this
sense of Tightness to the program.
The production itself framed the drama
creatively. The blacks and whites and greys
of the sparse settings, the minor key of Irish
folksongs interspersed throughout the hour
and a half all buttressed the mood and tone
of the drama.
Certainly writer Costigan was given all
the advantages — meticulous production, topnotch cast. But it has been seen that even
these elements can leave television high and
dry when a writer (or writers) goes aground
on the island of nothing-to-say. Mr. Costigan did not.
Production costs: $200,000.
Sponsored by Hallmark Cards through
Foote, Cone & Belding, live on NBC-TV
Monday, March 24, 9:30-11 p.m.
Executive producer: Mildred Freed Alberg;
produced and directed by George Schaefer for Milberg Productions; writer:
James Costigan; scenic designer: Warren
Clymer.
Cast: Julie Harris, Christopher Plummer,
Barry Jones, Frank Conroy, George Peppard.

OSCAR

AWARDS

Hollywood honored its greats for 1957 in
another television passing parade last
Wednesday night. Stretching out for an
hour and forty-five minutes, it was a combination marathon (for participants and
viewers), Roman circus, and side show:
TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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"Step right up and see the stars . . . never
before such a galaxy under one roof. . . ."
Production planners obviously were aim-

ing for something between a DeMille crowd
scene and the "sincerity" of a small-budget,
arty film. While some stars made valiant
attempts at describing the meaning of the
awards and the work for which they were
given, varying shifts of talent rushed up to
hand over the statuettes, m.c.'s moved in to
continue their stream of patter, the huge
orchestra broke into eight bars of fanfare,
and often the award winner just got lost in
the shuffle.
According to some, this was the most
satisfactory telecast of the ceremony. This
must be credited to the Motion Picture
Academy, which took over responsibility
and picked up the whole tab for the first
time this year. It's their show, and this is as
it should be. The production was more
swiftly
tainment.paced, interspersed with more enterYet as far as pure production goes, the
Academy could learn a lot from any station
that does local programming. With all the
creative talent at the Academy's disposal,
sets resembled most a large collection of
hanging sheets. Sound was poor. Camera
work ranged from unimpressive to bad, too
often focusing on the stars presenting the
awards and catching just an ear or elbow of
the winner. Award winners were apparently
unaware of overhead mikes, crouched down
crab-like to mutter their thanks. Fluffs
ranged from an unfortunate mix-up in which
the right winners were announced for the
wrong category to a technical mixup which
brought into your living room an unsung
hero on a backstage mike. A good idea for
a diversion — showing film clips from movies
of the past — was botched by extremely poor
clipping and using Donald Duck as narrator.
It is to be hoped that the Academy will
continue to sponsor this event, if television
continues to be the medium for the Oscar
presentations. More planning and work reportedly went into this session under the industry's own banner than any other. Unfortunately the production seemed to have
been planned for a much bigger screen than
any home living room can offer. And it
would only seem fair play, if the industry
wants to sell the glamor and excitement of
movies through tv, that the m.c.'s refrain
from knocking the medium. Bob Hope remarked that the home audience was probably confused; they'd been watching for an
hour and "hadn't been sent down to the
corner store to buy anything." While there
were no commercials per se, he might be reminded that viewers were being encouraged
to
desert
their sets for neighborhood movie
houses.
Production costs: $600,000.
Sponsored by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences through Donahue & Coe on NBC-TV Wednesday,
March 26, 10:30-12:15 p.m.
Producer: Alan Handley; director: Jerry
Wald; writers: Richard Breen, Melvin
Frank, Norman Panama, John Michael
Hayes, Harold Kanter, Jack Rose, Mel
Shavelson;
musical director: Alfred Newman.

M.c.'s: Jimmy Stewart, David Niven, Jack
Lemmon, Rosalind Russell, Bob Hope.
Broadcasting
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HREVEPO

A "WET

PAINT"

sign usually means "hands offl"
But not this one! It's up there

merely to let you know that we're improving our
Monochrome

property with a brand new RCA 3-V
and color film camera chain. It permits

us to broadcast high definition pictures of
the finest quality television presently permits.
It also makes us the FIRST IN SHREVEPORT
LOCAL

COLOR

FILMS AND

WITH
SLIDES.

Your Raymer Man has the complete
information about this and everything else that
has made us the colorful, copied TV
station in Shreveport. Make your impression on
this rich market
in color!

basic

channel

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL
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H. RAYMER
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Went her and season

may speed or retard

the tourist trade, but nothing checks the

headlong pace of Florida's economic

growth.

In the past ten years the Jacksonville

area

has registered these bellwether increases:
136%
116%

more phones, 132%

more

autos,

greater port tonnage, 190%

greater

electric power production.

There's

more

to

Florida

...and

to

WMBR-TV!

By any standard,
and away

WMBR-TV

the dominant

the Jacksonville
The ARB

is still far

sales vehicle for

area. Choice

area report shows

adjacencies?
that the

top. 45 programs,

local or network,

all on WMBR-TV.

Share of audience?

WMBR-TV

commands

a total inside-

outside area lead of 131%
69.9%
Even

are

— an

average

share to the competition's 30.3%.
inside the metropolitan

area

where

theoretically stations are on an equal
footing, WMBR-TV
Quarter-hour
in 407
Without

wins?

out of 470

has a fat 72%
WMBR-TV

is first

weekly quarter-hours.

a doubt, there's much

WMBR-TV

lead.

more

to . . .

Channel 4, Jacksonville

An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
Source: ARB, November 1957: total homes reached.
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the

cold

facts

WXLW

the

in

about

RADIO

hottest

buy

Indianapolis
/

During 1957, WXLW's
increased 275%

national business

SHARE

. . . thanks to 44 of the nation's leading advertising
agencies who took advantage of WXLW's sizeable lead
in share-of-audience ( PULSE-April, 1957), to reach a
vast, captive market of product-hungry Hoosiers. And
for this vote of confidence, WXLW is indeed grateful.
Unique programming delivers the
majority of the ADULT audience
. . . more of the people who actually do the buying.
WXLW's exclusive music-and-news format — a combination of pleasant music, popular air personalities, and
live, on the spot news broadcasts — captures and sells the
adult age group.
PULSE again reveals WXLW is the most
preferred station in Indianapolis
. . . with a 22% share-of-audience! Here is conclusive
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Sun. thru Sat.
6 A.M. -12 Noon 12 Noon-4 P.M. 6 A.M. -4 P.M.
17
21
22
17
17
17
19
19
19
Sta. B
17
16
Sta. C
12
Sta. D
Sta. E
Sta. F
' Homes using radio

12
9
12
20.4

11
24.0

10

21.8
Rating Source: The Pulse, Inc.

950
H.U.R.*
ON YOUR DIAL

proof in black-and-white, that WXLW's exclusive
music-and-news format has further strengthened its hold
INDIANAPOLIS

on first place in popularity! So, if you're looking for
the hottest buy in Indianapolis radio, let the facts speak
for themselves . . . and they'll say WXLW,
time!
CONTACT
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UPCOMING
March 31 -April 2: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, southwest district meeting,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa.
April of Composers, AuApril 1: American Society
thors & Publishers, 44th annual membership
dinner, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 4: Virginia AP Broadcasters, National
Press Club, Washington.
April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
Engineers, conference & electronic show, St.
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Conference on Enlightened Public
Opinion, Boston TJ.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New Hampshire,
Concord.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Tv and Transistors, Engineering Society of
Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St., Cincinnati.
April 19-20: Oklahoma AP Broadcasters, Western
Hills Lodge, Wagoner.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
ourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25-26:
MutualHotel,
Advertising
Agency Network, Bismarck
MayChicago.
April 26: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1 : NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.

233,310

TV

JACKSON,

HOMES

MISSISSIPPI
"Television Magazine

Here's a sales-lively market rich in growth factors.
Buying power up 40% since 1950 and retail sales up a
whopping 125% in ten years. Indeed, the effective buying income per family in our Jackson market area is
$5,735.00. 00

Only the two great TV

stations in Missis-

sippi's capital city reach this market. Need more urging?
Call Holling
bery or Katz for a file of facts.
0 "Sales Management 1957 Survey of Buying Power

MISSISSIPPI

IS

1/1/ LETT
CHANNEL
HOLLINGBERY
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CHANNEL
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May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
May 9: Radio Tv Guild Industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May
bluff.15-16: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., ScottsQue.
May
National
Retailnational
Merchants
Assn.'s
sales19-21:
promotion
division,
convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
May 26-28: American Management Assn., annual
packaging
conference,
Hotel Statler, New
York.
May 26-30: National Packaging Exposition, New
York Coliseum, New York.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces, Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.
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to Frank

the key station

in
"TT'D be about as easy for me to think of the industry without commercials as
A without Frank Siivernail."
The words were those of a veteran station man at a recent regional meeting. The
sentiment has been echoed at meetings for the past ten years — or since Frank Silvernail, retiring manager of station relations at BBDO, New York, became an institution
in the business.

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

MIDDLE

MARKET

with

a

24

hour

Siivernail

schedule

and

"I won't say broadcasting won't survive his leaving," one of his colleagues said
upon learning of the retirement, "but I sure hate having to find out."
After a career in broadcasting that began 33 years ago, Frank Siivernail departs
radio and television this week in the vigor of life with a legacy of respect and affection rare in any field of activity.
"He's an aristocrat of the heart," a friend once observed.
He was also for several years chairman of the Standing Committee on Broadcast
Media of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, a member of AAAA's Media
Relations Committee, president of the New York Chapter of Broadcast Pioneers and
vice president of the national body.

5000
LIVELY

WATTS

It has been estimated conservatively that he has placed more than $25 million
worth of station time in his career.

w

A champion of radio in its darkest days and a prophet in retrospect, he told a
has over twice the number

of

listeners than all other stations
combined

in

(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hoop.r, Inc.)

group in 1955: "Radio is a greater potential medium than ever before. . . . No good,
solid, well-established advertising medium has ever been killed by a newer one. . . ."
Mr. Siivernail, born in Rochester, N. Y., and a graduate of Rochester U., came
to radio after combat duty in World War I and while holding down a job in New
York City as eastern sales promotion manager of General Outdoor Advertising.
"I was pretty musical then," he recalls, "and I had a chance to buy a guitar from
a fellow for seven dollars, so I grabbed it. Then I met a fellow who played a uke.
We were both living at the Y. This fellow knew four Hawaiians, so we all got together
as the South Sea Islanders and started doing two shows a week over WEAF. That

1925."
wasIn in1926
the National Broadcasting Co. was organized, and four years later, his
musical phase at an end, Mr. Siivernail joined the network as merchandising counsel
in the sales promotion department.

contact Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

* 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

AFTER establishing himself in radio, he left for several years to work for J. C.
Penney Co., returning to the broadcast business in 1938 as a timebuyer at Pedlar &
Ryan. Later he went to Young & Rubicam in the same capacity and in 1943 arrived
at BBDO as head timebuyer. In 1955 he was named manager of station relations.
As early as 1944, his abilities received formal recognition in a poll of station representatives that named him "top" among New York timebuyers.
He has handled radio and television campaigns, both network and spot, for almost
every type of advertiser ranging from soap to automobiles. The roll of sponsors he
has helped service includes the following partial list: American Tobacco Co., Armstrong Cork Co., Bristol-Myers, Consolidated Edison, Continental Can, Cream of
Wheat, De Soto Corp., Du Pont, Wildroot Inc., General Baking, General Electric,
General Mills, B. F. Goodrich, Hormel Inc., Rexall Drugs, Standard Oil of Indiana,
United Fruit and U. S. Steel.
Reluctant to single out any of the largest time purchases of his career, he will only
say that a number have been "well over a million dollars."
Carefully sifting his thoughts on the eve of his retirement he observed: "I don't
know what the broadcasting industry feels it owes me but I know I owe it a lot more

WILS

than I can express offhand. It's been more than a business to me; it's been an adventure. The industry group I've been privileged to belong to for more than 20 years is
known as the Pioneers and I think the name describes nearly perfectly the feeling
I mean. In radio and later in tv, we had to cut our own pathways and chop out our
own frontiers. We had to set up rules and establish law, and at the same time we had
to build. There weren't many other businesses in our generation that offered the same
kind of challenge. There isn't another I'd trade for."
Mr. Siivernail married the former Ruth Drew in 1928. They have one son, John,
28, a geologist. The Silvernails plan to continue to live in Crestwood, N. Y. His
hobbies are gardening and photography.
Broadcasting
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STEVE

SHOOTING

McNAL.LV

STARS/

"5 HOURS

TO

LIVE"

... The father of a

10- year old boy holds the stolen $100,000.
An international criminal holds the serum
that can

save the boy's life. Will the exchange

be made

in time to save the boy's life?

QUSP&KE!

CESAR

ROMERO

STARS!

"THE CAVE" ... A ruthless bandit escapes
with a fortune! How long can a man of
action hide out without

losing his reason?

WESTERN!
A3

PAT

O'BRIEN

DAVID

BRIAN

STARS/

STARS/

"NO

WAY

OUT"

...

A nurse is kidnapped
outlaw. Can the law

to help a wounded

she has

close in before the gang
outlived her usefulness?

decides

"TATTOO

ARTIST"

The police find

the body

of a dead

...

man— dead

but very

much "alive'' with intriguing clues to his
murderer. Can police decipher the clues
and

come

to grips with the killer?

o e o a>
■

GENE

BARRY

STARS/

ENFORCEMENT/

"POLICE

DOCTOR"

gunman,

rushed

...

A wounded

to the hospital, wings

police officer and

holds him hostage

examining

room.

overpower

the gunman

Can

a

in an

the police doctor
and

save the officer?
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"When a man assumes a public trust, he should consider
himself public property."— Thomas Jefferson
For thirty-six years this Jeffersonian axiom has guided the
Jefferson Standard Stations, winning broadcasting leadership
and public trust.

\

Jeffersonian standards for personnel and facilities have
culminated in the operation of WBTW. Top rated programs
from all three networks, plus influential local personalities,
have won the respect of more-than-a-million Carolinians.
In turn, viewer loyalty has produced a record of
success for WBTW's 121 national advertisers.
Look to broadcast leadership to insure sales leadership.
Call WBTW or CBS Television Spot Sales.
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
\
\
\
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Abrams

already

OVER

proposes

tested

system

network-agency

The advertising chief of one of television's
biggest customers last week started what is
sure to be a new controversy over individual
rating services.
The starting gun was fired by George
Abrams, vice president and advertising director of Revlon Inc., New York, and also
chairman of the Assn. of National Advertisers' Radio-Tv Committee.
Mr. Abrams urged the tv industry — advertisers, agencies and networks — to adopt
a single, uniform audience measurement
system for which he claims many superior
elements. The system he favors is one that
he has partly financed personally. Revlon
is not involved. His associate in recommending the audience measurement system (a
mixture of personal in-home coincidental
and telephone coincidental interviews) is
Miles A. Wallach, owner of M. A. Wallach
Research Inc., New York, who has just
tested it in Syracuse, N. Y. Highlights of
this study as related by Messrs. Wallach and
Abrams — and their interpretation and opinions— appear on pages 32 and 33 in an
exclusive interview.
Although results of the survey had not
been circulated publicly last week, the initial reaction was stone cold among some
highly-placed researchers in agency and network echelons. A timebuyer, present at a
panel session in New York Wednesday on
which Mr. Abrams and another advertiser
spokesman as well as two agency executives
appeared (see page 34), was skeptical of the
tentatively named "T-PI" (telephone-personal interviews) proposal. This executive
said no audience measurement system could
be foolproof or workable if it fails to take
into consideration the "human element."
Other top researchers were not as mild in
their reaction. One termed the proposal
"fantastic," another "preposterous" and still
a third "impractical."
The Syracuse study was conducted earlier
this month — during the week of March 9 —
using a sample of 10,200 homes, or approximately 10% of all the tv homes in the
area. Conducting the actual interviews was
a field staff of 58, half that number interviewing by telephone, the other 29 personally interviewing in homes. Three checking
periods (Sunday, 4-1 1 p.m.. Tuesday, 5-8:30
Broadcasting

single,
as

reactions

RATINGS

uniform

personal
range

audience

project,

from

The results of the 10-10:30 p.m. findings
were matched with American Research Bureau ratings for Feb. 9 (also a Sunday).
Messrs. Abrams and Wallach contend there
are major differences favoring T-PI.
Mr. Abrams estimated that at a cost of
$5 million a T-PI survey — underwritten as
an all-industry endeavor — could cover the
top 53 markets for a single rating week once
a month through a full year. The survey
would be a regular national service with a
two-week time lag for processing. On a
twice-a-month basis, the national service
could be conducted for an estimated $9
million, Mr. Abrams said, a cost representing less than seven-tenths of 1 % of the total
1 957 tv revenue.
Mr. Abrams also offered a "radical" plan
for financing T-PI: the three major tv networks would apply a rating service cost
against program costs "just as today you
are charged a fixed amount for cable, or
certain facility charges."
Mr. Wallach noted that ARB's director,
James W. Seiler, recently related that the
bureau had tested personal coincidental but
that the system had been thrown out for
two reasons: (1) it costs too much and (2)
it takes too long. Said Mr. Wallach: the cost
factor can be met by the industry, which
is in need of an overall service that can
provide "the answers," and 10 days or two
weeks from survey completion to circulation of results should be adequate.
Jack Gross, manager of ARB's New
York office, contended that studies made
comparing the diary method with telephone coincidental and personal interviewing showed the correlation to be "extremely
high." ARB maintains its diary method is
"as good or better" than any other audience
measurement in existence or proposed. Mr.
Gross said he saw 'nothing new" in the
proposed T-PI system, that it did not appear feasible because of available budgets

What

Abrams

What

New

found

York

to

it works

frigid

of people who must pay the bill for the
servicing and that agencies need "frequency" in surveying. A T-PI type of service, he thought, was not needed and ratings
with an acceptable degree of statistical accuracy are all that are necessary as a guide
in making buying decisions.
It was learned that NBC several years
ago had tested privately a similar technique
in New York City and concluded it would
be too expensive and had too many problems. A. C. Nielsen Co., it was reported,
some 10 years ago proposed for radio ratings a network financing plan similar to
that suggested by Mr. Abrams. The recommendation then was to add about 2% to
programming costs, but the networks turned
it down.
Researcher critics of the T-PI proposal
doubted that the networks would even consider adding costs to programming at a time
when the price structure is already receiving
exceptionally close scrutiny by advertisers.
They questioned also the value of huge
sampling that necessarily would move across
a wide range in a given program hour (Nielutesen, tuning.)
it was noted, records minute-by-minSaid one executive: "I know of no great
value in such a service. I find it difficult
to believe that the industry would want to
spend $5 million or even $1 million on a
service of this type." The skeptics emphasized that it is necessary to define closely
what a sampling represents, that such
sampling demands a very skilled and "fine"
technique and one that prohibits any "lost
motion
or attrition."
Nevertheless,
the proposed T-PI plan appears destined to receive additional attention. Said Mr. Abrams: He will present the
Syracuse test study before the ANA, the
Advertising Research Foundation, the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
and all three tv networks, in search of acceptance and eventual action. This will be
started in about two weeks when the full
report on the Syracuse study is completed.
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p.m. and Thursday, 10 a.m. -6 p.m.) were
used.
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What

happened

QEORGE ABRAMS, vice president and
advertising director of Rcvlon Inc. and
chairman of the Assn. of National Adversers Radio-Tv Committee, explained his
proposal for a single rating service in an
exclusive recorded interview with Broadi \mi\(, editors last week. With Mr. Abrams
was Miles A. Wallach, head of M. A. Wallach Research Inc., a company which conducted a test survey, of the kind which Mr.
Abrams proposes, in Syracuse, N. Y.
Here, slightly condensed, is the transcript
of the interview. Most of the answers were
given In Mr. Abrams. Some of those dealing
with technicalities of the Syracuse survey
came from Mr. Wallach.
Mr. Abrams, what is the basic conclusion
you draw from your Syracuse study?
I think the answer to that is that we have
found that personal interviewing while the
program is on the air can be done and can
be done inexpensively enough so that you
can operate a national rating service by that
method.
Will you review what the Syracuse study
was. when you did it, how you did it?
It was done the week of March 9, 1958.
A sample of 10,200 homes was set up in the
city of Syracuse or broadly Onondaga
County. This is 10% of all television homes
in S\racuse. There were three checking
periods used, Sunday, March 9, between 4
and I 1 p.m., purposely to determine whether
we could do late-night interviewing. The
next check was done on Tuesday, March
I I, between 5 and 8:30 p.m. to determine
whether we could interview during the
dinner hour. The third check was done on
Thursday, March 13, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.;
in essence this was a daytime check and
also a luncheon-hour check to determine
whether we could get into the homes while
mothers were preparing lunch for their
family or doing their household chores. In
all three cases we found we could.
Why

did you pick Syracuse?

Syracuse for a long time has had the
national reputation of being Test City No.
1 . It is used by most advertisers as a typical
American city. Unfortunately from a television standpoint it has only two major stations. But this was not what we were checking. We were checking methodology. Could
we do personal interviews and get the information we wanted, and how did our information compare with other methods of
rating services?
How many people did you put in the
market to do this job?
We had 58 — 29 of them doing telephone
interviews and 29 doing personal interviews.
The next step was that we divided the
sample equally, 50% by personal coincidental interview and 50% by telephone coincidental interview. A matched probability
sample using U. S. Census data projected
to 1957 was also employed so that we had
a good sample of homes.
Page 32
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Based on what the Syracuse survey cost
y ou, what do you estimate it would cost to
do this same job for a week, once a month,
on a national basis?
The answer to that is you could do 80,000
personal interviews per week and 10,000
telephone coincidental interviews in the
farm areas in probably 53 major television
markets for an annual cost of $5 million.
Could you give us some of the Syracuse
findings?
One of the important elements checked
was the sets-in-use figure and the rating comparisons bytelephone vs. personal interview,
[n trying to measure this we also took our
figures and compared them with the ARB
figures for the period of Feb. 9, the preceding month, which was then available. Our
experience as both advertising men and research men has shown that during the winter
season the sets-in-use figure for established
programs — programs that have been on the
air for several years — does not vary very
much. ARB for the city of Syracuse shows
a 67.1% sets-in-use on Sunday night from
10 to 10:30. Our T-PI— Telephone-Personal
Interviews — showed 47.2%.
When this is subdivided by telephone and
personal interview, this breaks down into
a sets-in-use figure by telephone of 49.7%
and 44.3% by personal interview, so that if
for a moment you discard the telephone interview aspect of this, and just make a direct comparison between the diary method
and personal interview, you have a 50%
differential in sets-in-use for Syracuse.
Now in terms of ratings, the ratings on
the Lor etta Young Show (NBC-TV) and
$64,000 Challenge (CBS-TV) have followed
a pretty uniform pattern over the past several
months. The comparison by telephone coincidental interview, personal coincidental interview and diary shows this: The diary
method for Feb. 9 showed 46.6% of sets
tuned to Loretta Young, and 19.7% tuned
to $64,000 Challenge. The personal interview method showed 25.7% tuned to Loretta
Young and 15.7% tuned to $64,000 Challenge. The telephone method, 31.5% to
Loretta Young and 16.4% to $64,000 Challenge. You therefore can see if you want
to apply simple statistics to it, that you get
a greater variation between the two shows
on the diary method as compared to personal interview.
What aboui the refusal rate you mentioned— the number of people who wouldn't
admit you to the house?
This was presented to us at the outset as
one of the problems we could expect to face.
In other words, could we get into homes? I
would like to add that one of the reasons
I was encouraged to go further with this
with Miles Wallach [head of M. A. Wallach
Research Inc.] was that he had done a study
for a food company in which he had actually gotten into, roughly, 7,000 homes during
their eating hours. If an interviewer could

rating

test

stand there and watch what people were
eating I then believed he could watch what
they were viewing.
From 10:30 to 11 p.m., which is the
stopping point of our interviewing, we had
a refusal rate — on telephone and personal
interviewing exactly the same — of 7%,
which shows that there's absolutely no difference in refusal rate between the two
methodologies.
In the personal concidental method, the
person actually was granted access to the
home to ask the questions?
In over 90% of the cases, regardless of
time period, the interviewer not only went
into the home but went into the room in
which the television set was located. There
was less than a 10% refusal rate as far as
entry into the house. In those, 8 or 9% of
the cases we had to conduct the interview
at the door or right inside the house.
How long is the average interview in
the home at 10:30 p.m.?
The average interview took between
three and four minutes. I would like to
get it down to below that, but it is not
feasible to do so because time is taken in
going to the room where the tv set is.
How many interviews actually were completed in your sample?
The base was 10,200 homes. Of this,
9,100 interviews were considered acceptable. That is they were complete, determined to be completely honest interviews.
The rate of interviewing by telephone was
160-170 per half hour. By personal interview 140-150 per half hour. The average
interviewer did 7-8 telephone interviews
per half hour. The average interviewer did
5-6 personal interviews per half hour.
How did the interviews break down during the week?
The breakdown of the 9,100 completed
and accepted interviews was as follows:
Sunday, approximately 4,000 interviews;
Tuesday, 1,700 interviews, and Thursday,
3,400.
What did you find with the number of
viewers per set?
We found on the Loretta Young Show
on diary technique 2.4 viewers per set,
based on their February period. On personal interviewing we found 2.0 viewers
per set. On telephone, it was 1.8. Telephone
gives us the lowest figure of all three techniques. Nielsen doesn't measure viewers
so they are out of the picture completely.
Do you know why telephone shows the
lowest?
I think one of the reasons is that you
call up and ask a few questions and you
are in the middle of a questionnaire and
you say to the person, "How many people
are watching the Loretta Young Show?"
and they say, "Oh, I'm watching it" and
just throw it off that way. I don't think they
want to be bothered trying to count. We
also feel low sponsor identification is due
to the same desire to throw off the interBroadcasting

viewing on the phone, and get back to
what they were doing.
Who are the sponsors of the programs
on the dates you interviewed?
For Loretta Young the main products
were Procter & Gamble's Camay and Tide.
Gleem comes in for some small amount.
On $64,000 Challenge was Revlon as major sponsor with Kent as minor. Revlon
featured Futurama
Clear.

lipstick and Clean 'n

On sponsor identification, on Loretta
Young how many did not know the sponsor?
Forty-two percent by telephone, 18%
by personal interview did not know the
sponsor of Loretta Young.
Now of those who did know the sponsor,
what was the breakdown?

Channel identification, or misidentification,
where they thought they were watching
one channel and they actually were watching another. You can only check such error
by personal interview.
Did Revlon underwrite this survey?
Revlon did not make the survey. Last
February as chairman of the Radio-Tv
Committee of ANA, I set up a workshop
seminar covering the major problems of
the industry. Many members had written
in complaining about rating differentials.
We planned at that point to put it on the
agenda and then we decided there was no
solution to the problem, that we could not
offer any solution to the 450 advertiser
members of ANA.
We referred back at this point to the
study done by the Advertising Research
Foundation and while it endeavored to set

Telephone, Camay 20%; personal interview, Camay 32%. Telephone, Tide 18%;
personal, Tide 33%. So you see we have
completely different figures by telephone and
personal. Gleem, telephone 8%, personal
14%. Completely wrong identification, telephone 4%, personal interview 6%. All
other categories, those who said "P & G,"
toothpaste or some other identification,
14% for both telephone and personal.
Now
what
sponsor
identification did
you find for $64,000 Challenge?
On an actual "don't know," there were
14% by telephone, by personal interview
18%, didn't know either Revlon or Kent.
Much lower than the lack of knowledge on
the Loretta Young Show. Then of those
who did know or said they knew, by telephone 80% said "Revlon," by personal interview 77%.
I would like to add here just in fairness
to sponsors everywhere that the fact that
Revlon sponsors $64,000 Question creates
a carry-over of sponsor association with
this other program $64,000 Challenge.
Also in the case of Procter & Gamble, they
have rotated a number of products through,
without using P & G as an overall identifying symbol, whereas Revlon appears
throughout our shows in the background
and in the introduction of the shows.
Will you continue the breakdown of
sponsor identification please?
By telephone Kent had no percent. By
personal interview 18% said Kent. Kent
was not the sponsor that night, but they
had one commercial at the end of the
program. Eight percent by telephone said
it was a lipstick, primarily Futurama, in
other words it was clear they were saying
the actual product, not the manufacturer.
By personal interview 14% said Futurama.
Clean 'n' Clear had no mention by telephone, it had 5% by personal interview.
On wrong identification, there was 4% by
telephone, 5% by personal interview.
What other things did the questionnaire
cover?
For example, the age and sex of viewers
of specific programs. The income of the
family interviewed. Multiple set viewing.
The members of the family who were not
viewing a tv set that was in operation.
Broadcasting

The next step was to talk with people
who were professionals in the business. We
went over the new plan with Larry Deckinger, vice president in charge of media.
Grey Advertising, and Dr. Daryl Lucas,
adviser to ARF and dean of the department
of marketing, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, New York U. Larry
had played a major role in the ARF study.
He gave us permission to quote him
throughout the industry saying this would
make a substantial contribution to the rating service problem. Dr. Lucas in his
opinion felt the personal coincidental interview was the best method, but what about
the cost? The question of the cost could
only be resolved in one way and that was
to do it.
We went to the ARF and asked them
if they would finance a study in the city
of Syracuse. They said they were not sure
it could be done. I then put the problem
up to Miles Wallach and he and I agreed
that we would use our own money as a
personal project to finance a pilot study,
and then it was up to the industry. We
may never get our money back, but at least
we have made an effort to see if this works.
We know today that the method does work,
that you can get in the home. We know
the cost of doing this type of interview. We
know the comparative results of telephone
coincidental versus personal coincidental,
and we know today that on a national
basis this can be done at a cost of about
$5 million a year.
How would you pay for such a national
service?
One idea I will call radical because it
has never been done before. This is to go
to the three major networks and have them
apply against their program costs a rating
service cost, just as today you are charged
a fixed amount for cable or certain facility
charges. I believe this is one way the networks can quickly get this into operation.
The industry will be glad to pay it once
they realize what they have in this type of
service.
What commercial rating services are
available in Syracuse today?

REVLON'S

GEORGE

ABRAMS

up a set of standards, our feeling was that
what had emerged was a definition of services, rating services, and a slight recommendation favoring Nielsen.
I have always believed that nothing can
compare with an on-the-spot research interview where you actually are talking to the
person involved, and particularly in the case
of television, seeing what they are viewing.
It has been a sore point for me for many
years that we have had to accept as the
bible of our business, reports which are
based on a mechanical device which does
not report viewing, or a diary which depends on memory in many cases, or telephone interviews which are not made coincidentally with the program on the air, or
personal interviews done the next day which
are based on memory.

About 250 ARB diaries, fixed sample
and either one or two Nielsen Audimeters.
There may be Trendex but I am not sure.
There are approximately 98,000 tv homes
in the area. We surveyed one out of every
ten tv homes there.
Isn't it true that Nielsen uses these Audimeters as part of a national sample and not
just for Syracuse?
I'm glad that was brought up. Yes, it
is true it is only part of an overall sample.
But one home can't be representative of
98,000.
Has there been much personal coincidental surveying done previously in the radio-tv field?
Not to my knowledge. But in other marketing fields this technique has been standard operating procedure for many years.
It is merely new to broadcasting and it
shouldn't be. I think people just were afraid
to go out and do it.
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Eaton: Speaking for the advertiser at the
moment, we in a sense already underwrite
the support of the various rating services,
whether or not we directly subscribe to
any single one, because we pay our 15%
commission. As far as the completely differ-

i he first question: Why couldn't a standard rating service be set up which would
embody the most accepted approach or features of each of the present rating services?
Wouldn't a combined method survey with
standardized approaches and standardized
base of sample size and length of survey
period have to be recognized if the majority
of the larger agencies and advertisers come
to an agreement that this is the only type of
data which would be acceptable?

ent system is concerned 1 don't think there
is any doubt that agencies and advertisers
recognizing the need for one ^ood service
would be willing to support it. The extent
of it is something that would have to be
decided upon later.
Abrams: Well, like Howard Eaton, our
firm subscribes to Trendex and ARB and
our agency to Nielsen services, so that in
effect we are presently contributing to the
national support of a rating operation.
However, I believe that if a standard single
service is set up the estimate of cost would
be in the neighborhood of $5 million per
year for a once-a-month service. This, in
relation to the total to advertising expenditures, which TvB estimates for 1957 at

QUESTION: \4any advertising
station executives have insisted
set of standards be developed
audience measurement research.
also insisted that rating services
these standards.

Eaton: 1 think there is absolutely no reason why it could not be done. The only problem is that nobody has done it.
Nielsen believes in the meter, but because

about

ratings

each month in order to get a high ARB
or Trendex rating, has reached the point
of being ridiculous. But assuming that it
couldn't be done, there is still no reason
why you couldn't have two rating periods
a month and bury them. This still would
not stop on-the-air promotion or newspaper
advertising of shows, but I think it would
come closer to the ideal.
Janowicz: If it is only one week to be
measured, I would much prefer the secret
week. On the other hand, if you have a
four-week rating, ' it sort of negates the
one-week rating; perhaps then it is a secret
four-week rating period that is needed.
Cogan: I think I would prefer the secret
one-week rating out of each month. Now,
one of the big problems is that — I think we
are talking about local as well as national
ratings — there are a great many places
where you can't even get one rating once
a year, in some pretty large-sized markets.
So, we are not talking about one week out
of the month in the true sense if we are

of the competition he doesn't have enough
mone\ to go out and put enough meters in
$1,475 billion, is a drop in the bucket —
i'.ic field. Hooper believes in the coincidental
talking broadly about the whole researchparticularly when the decisions we make inphone call. Because of the economic limitaing of radio and television.
tions he cannot make surveys
in enough markets or make
QUESTION: / think everyenough phone calls to satisfy
Ratings ranked high in the news last week. In addition to
body agrees that there is need
the majority of advertisers.
the brand-new but already controversial service proposed by
for accurate station circulaPulse believes in the personal
George Abrams and Miles Wallach (see page 31), the whole
tion figures which would be
coincidental. Again for ecobroad subject of audience measurement engrossed a panel
nomic reasons he cannot exesupported
by both
session before some 200 radio-tv people at a Radio & Teletiser and the
agencythe asadverwell
cute the actual personal covision Executives Society roundtable meeting in New York last
incidental so he has to sacrias by the stations. Now, obWednesday.
taining accurate total station
fice a little bit by relying on
Panelists
were
Ann
Janowicz,
media
supervisor
of
Ogilvy,
circulation figures is extremethe memory over a period of
Benson & Mather; Howard Eaton, Lever Bros, broadcast media
time. I think there is no realy difficult. If an industry-wide
director; Eugene Cogan, media vice president of Marschalk
son vsh\ it should not be
project could be set up to
& Pratt, and Mr. Abrams. Moderator was Albert B. Shepard,
finance it, the question is,
done.
account executive of Select Station Representatives. Here, in
why not work with the comAbrams: I have a prejucondensed text via tape recording, is what Mr. Shepard asked
merce departments of various
diced point of view, having
local colleges and universities
the panel and what they answered.
just finished with Miles Walwho could be sold on such
lach a 10,000-home interan undertaking as a study
view in the city of Syracuse
feature, and in this advantage, take their
(story page 31) in which we divided the
volve millions of dollars. The average halflarge manpower resources under considerasample equally, telephoning 5,000 of these
hour program today is a $100,000-a-week
tion in order to obtain proper sampling size
homes at the time the program was on the
expenditure. Or a $5 million a year exmore economically?
air, and then personally going into homes
penditure. So if you place $5 million
while the programs were on the air. I am
against $1,475 billion, I think the industry
Eaton: I don't think there would be any
can afford to support one service.
prepared to say today without any reservadisagreement that we would like to have
tion that there is no substitute for a personal
Janowicz: Yes. I think from the agency
more accurate station circulation data. But
in-home coincidental study while the prostandpoint we do now support the various
addressing myself to the question of using
gram is on the air.
industry rating services and circulation
Janowicz: It would be an ideal state to
measurement, and if there were such an . college personnel in local areas, this is a
have something like this [but I wonder]
very precise science, and an awful lot of
ideal I don't think there would be any
about the practicality of it. The economics
dollars are riding on the figures that come
hesitancy to underwrite the costs.
seem to defeat a service like this. But, after
out.
I would be inclined to think that the
Cogan: I feel very much the same.
all, this research is just a means to an end.
industry would be better off having a
Now if you put all of your dollars against
QUESTION: Do you prefer a standard
single unit responsible at one point, with
rating week, a secret rating week, a one-week
the means. I get the feeling it will be ecoits undivided attention going from top to
nomically unsound.
or a four-week report, or a four-week-only
bottom, developing this data as opposed to
report?
Cogan: I think that we could work this
relying on a great mass of people who
thing out, but it would take an awful long
Eaton: I would rather not accept any of
have separate interests as well.
period of time, and by the time we got to it, those. I would like to add a fifth — we would
many of us would be in our graves. So I rather have 52 weeks of rating. We get it
Abrams: I'm inclined to agree. You
think that while it is ideal, it is something
on a national basis. We would like to have
might possibly add to it the idea of an
that could never be achieved.
it on a local basis as well.
Audit Bureau of Circulations for this industry in which spot checks or spot sample
QUESTION: Assuming that a set of
Abrams: Certainly in today's climate I checks would be made to check out some
would favor the secret rating week. I think
standards could be developed, would agenthis business of promotion advertising and
of the figures being distributed today. But
cies and advertisers be willing to share in
conducting special events the first week of
underwriting such a project?
I certainly would employ every medium I
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could to get better figures or more accurate
figures.
Janowicz: I agree with Howard Eaton.
Cogan: I like this idea of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations check of present information. think
I
if a lot of research we
have is just verified in sample form, we
would accept it much more readily than we
do today.
QUESTION: Isn't it true that present auto
audience surveys give each station the same
percentage plus when actually some stations
may have a proportionately larger auto audience than others, due to programming slant
and other reasons. How do you feel we can
take this into consideration in arriving at
accurate circulation figures?
Eaton: One of the ARF standards is comprehensive out-of-home audience measurement. Ithink there has been enough data
already developed that indicates that there
certainly are differences in sta'ion shares,
if you measure out-of-home versus in-home.
This area is not cs yet anywhere near complete and we certainly hope thai ;omebody
in the near future will figure q hotter way
of putting funds in this area to do more
complete out-of-home measurement.
Abrams: Certainly . . . different stations
attract more out-of-home audience because
of their programs.

the sellers since it becomes a part of what
they are trying to sell us or convince us
of, and just as it would us to sell to our
clients, it behooves them to put the right
information before us.
Cogan: I would say, too, that it's really
the responsibility of the medium to at least
start. Auditing it might be the expense of
a joint committee of all three — media, advertisers and agencies.
QUESTION: Many sales people think that
some agencies have set too rigid standards of
research regarding station coverage and
ratings to be used by the timebuyers. The
result, they claim, is the elimination of "intelligent creative thinking."
Eaton: Certainly all agencies have their
standards on what they consider to be acceptable data. But as we know there are
areas which are not measured by whatever
service an agency will select. In that case
it's simply a question of deciding whether
some data, be it less desirable than they
really want, is better than no data at all.
As far as the rigidity of the standards goes,
I think they should be very rigid. At the
same time, the judgmental area is what we're

sets-in-use when personal interviews in those
same homes show only 44% sets in use,
I say again let's call a spade a spade. I think
there's too much of this condescending to
live with what we've got, and not trying to
open up a new frontier here. Trendex,
probably the most misused of all the rating
services, gets the most publicity. They will
state that Maverick is gunning down Sullivan
and Allen and then you pick up Nielsen
and Nielsen shows Sullivan gunning down
Maverick and Allen. Where do we at some
point apply the imagination we're supposed
to have, as advertising people, to this problem? Isay we've got to take it in hand —
and rather fast — because much too much
money is being spent on decisions based on
these ratings. We shouldn't leave here today
and just go out the door and say I've got
my Nielsen pocketpiece or I'll wait till the
next ARB comes in. We've got to say,
"What is the service, what do we want to
live with?" And if the others are no good,
let's kick them out, and let's get the one
best service. That's my position.
Janowicz: I think overall, as a direction,
no one can argue with that. But within the
specifics about standardization and lack of

Janowicz: I don't agree with the premise,
either. I've seen too many where they vary.
Cogan: No general figures for quarterhour and half-hour periods should be applied to the individual stations.
QUESTION: Let's look at the cost standpoint under this category: How much of the
cost should be borne by advertisers and
agencies as far as gathering accurate station
circulation figure data? You can include
stations in this also.
Eaton: We are speaking not as representatives of our respective companies but
as individuals, so this is strictly my own
personal feeling. Our agencies have the
responsibility for our advertising. And I
consider that to mean total responsibility.
In the event that a specific service is available and it comes within the realm of the
evaluation of advertising, I would consider
that to be an agency responsibility. The
point at which I would subscribe to a service is directly related to the extent to which
I would actually use that service on a minute-to-minute basis. There certainly is a responsibility beyond that for the vendors of
radio and television time. In order to improve their service they naturally need information ofthis type. So they have a share
in the responsibility as well.
Abrams: I think the basic responsibility
must lie with the seller: the station. However I do believe that the advertisers and
their agencies, and perhaps even the station
representatives, pooling some resources in
an Audit Bureau of Circulations type of operation, can be the cross-check against the
figures supplied by these individual stations.
But I think that basically it has to come
from the medium.
Janowicz: I believe it should come from
Broadcasting

PANELISTS at Wednesday's RTES roundtable on audience measurement were (I to r)
Howard Eaton, broadcast media director of Lever Bros.; Ann Janowicz, media supervisor, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather; George Abrams, vice president and advertising director
of Revlon Inc., and Eugene Cogan, vice president and media director of Marschalk &
Pratt division of McCann-Erickson.

really paying a timebuyer for. But if he is
forced by policy to close his mind, that I
would be against.

creative application, I question that one
and challenge it. What it amounts to is a
difference of opinion. If the agency has a

Abrams: I'd like to stay within the area
of the rating service because I think there,
especially, you have this great area open in

position and has a set of rules that they've
evaluated and feels within all that's available that this is the best for their needs,
and then a salesman comes in and says,

terms of imagination and creativity. I don't
think anyone to this date has taken this
problem in hand and examined it from
every aspect to create what could be considered a one best rating service. People
have lived in our industry under the Audimeter set-up, the diary, the phone, and each
have taken their own position as to which

"Well, we don't think so. We think this," all
he can expect, and we give it, is an open
hearing. That becomes a point of departure.

is the best. I think it's about time somebody called a spade a spade. And if, as we
discovered, there is one Audimeter in Kala-

occurs sometimes. I don't think it's very
general. I haven't encountered an agency
so rigid that they wouldn't listen to anybody else's viewpoint.

mazoo, you say so and say that's not good
enough for me when there are 40,000 television homes in the city of Kalamazoo. Or,
if you go to a diary method and your crosscheck shows that a diary is reporting 67%

Now if we don't succumb to the salesman's
point of view this does not imply rigidity or
standardization.
Cogan: I think that [rigidity or standards]

QUESTION:
Let's look
this purely
from another area: Making
basic atbuys
on
ratings as numbers — without consideration
of local situations, length of period over
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which the survey was made, proved sales
effectiveness of certain local stations and
programs — is to make an uneducated guess.
What other areas do you feel are most important in evaluating a station, outside of
the coverage and ratings?

Eaton: The basic bit of information we're
still interested in is how many homes did we
actually reach. The next general area is to
determine the effectiveness with which this
audience is reached.
Abrams: 1 would certainly agree with that,
and would add to it that a station in manycases has a personality or personalities who,
regardless of the fact that they may not
have as large an audience in total as a competitive station, may still be much better
merchants of your products through their
personal sell and endorsement. This is certainly true of a number of stations I've used
in the past where we have been able to trace
sales directly to a disc jockey or some personality on the air who didn't necessarily
have the highest rating. 1 would also say,
based on our Syracuse study, that certain
programs deliver a high sponsor identification. In checking one 10-10:30 p.m. time
period we found that one program had 42%
of its audience not knowing who the sponsor
was, while the competitive program had an
H0c/f sponsor identification. And I think
that is part of your problem too.
Janowicz: I certainly agree with that, and
we still come back to the fact that we've
got to develop the various research tools as
they are needed to be used. We start with
circulation. We have to know basically what
your potential homes reached could be —
what you do reach, and then, going into another area entirely, if you reach all these
people, what percentage would be your consumer potential, how much of an impact
do you make on them with your message.
I his gets into all kinds of areas of copy effectiveness, selling messages and there are
so many, many areas. I won't get into the
techniques of how do you do this or how
the industry can. But I don't think there
is any question that without the measured
effectiveness of copy there is a judgment
factor that is being used now.
Cogan: I think more should be said about
the prestige of the station. I think many of
us talk big figures too much, box car numbers and so on. I can think of one account
now where we don't want great big circulation. We want kinds of people and not
masses of people. I don't think there's anywhere near enough research as to the qualitative nature of the listeners to certain stations'
programming nor the economic status.
QUESTION: Would it not be well for
each major advertising agency to have one
or more field directors, whose sole duty it
would be to visit market by market on a
continuing basis, monitoring each station,
talking to the management, interviewing the
disc jockeys or personalities, getting their
beliefs and ideas, talking to distributors and
viewers and in this way getting first-hand
knowledge of a market?
Eaton: I know there are many agencies
which do this type of thing. It is immensely
Page 36
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desirable. What they are really doing is
contributing to the overall body of facts
about a given station and a given market.
This is sort of like motherhood and you
can't really be against that sort of thing.
Abrams: I'm for that sort of thing.
Janowicz: I agree.
Cogan: 1 agree also.

QUESTION: / would like each of you to
wrap up what we have discussed and add
any ideas or concepts that you may have.
Eaton: I would be delighted if we could
have one service. And apply the total research resources of the industry to backing
that service. I don't care if it is a commercial enterprise or non-commercial enterprise. As soon as we start in that direction
and again start with the basic area of headcounting, then we can apply more of the
qualitative information or the attempt to
gain more qualitative information as we
go along.
Abrams: I believe frankly it is just a
matter of time now until you do have the
personal coincidental method. I have talked
with Larry Deckinger of the Advertising
Research Foundation, Dr. Lucas of the
same foundation, and they both agree this
is the best way to find out who is viewing
what and when. Both of them raised the
question of costs. Was it a feasible thing to
do — and that this was the reason personal
coincidental has never succeeded or never
been done before. After 10,000 interviews
in Syracuse, we know it can be done. We
know what the cost is. We know that up
to 1 1 o'clock at night we can get into homes.
We know what qualitative and quantitative
information we can get, and I think that
the service is here. Now, I believe you will
need the AAAA, the ANA and, of course,
the ARF, and the three networks to put
their stamp of approval on it. These things
take time. I think anything new takes time.
But I believe we are on the brink today of
having a single-best rating service.
Janowicz: That is very encouraging to
hear. I certainly think from the buyers
standpoint we all recognize the need for
these tools and half our time is spent deciding whether this tool is the accurate one
or not. And if we do get a standardization
and all of this available to us, we can't get
into areas of spending our clients' money
more effectively without this big area question.
Cogan: I think that circulation is one
thing, audience is something entirely different. Ibelieve we could have a standardized, uniform, one, single circulation audit
—such as the ABC is for print — without too
much difficulty. That could be agreed upon.
When it comes to measuring the popularity
of programs, I don't think you are going
to get everybody to agree to the kind of
measurement yardstick you are going to
use. I've seen this
and I think when
tual checking of
individual stations
the problem with

thing going on for years
you get over to the acindividual programs on
you are going to have
you for a long time. I

don't hold out that much hope for any
uniform, one service of that type.
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Revlon's diversification tempo, first indicated last fall [Advertisers & Agencies,
Oct. 7, 1957], will be felt strongly in radiotv
circles,
within
the according
company. to well-informed sources
Much of the activity will get underway in
April when Revlon places Hi and Dri liquid
roll-on deodorant (through Emil Mogul
Co.) in a vastly-expanded spot radio-tv test
run (it presently is using a few selected
markets). Later in the month, another
Mogul-serviced Revlon product, Clear-ODan shampoo, will break in spot tv tests.
Through Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, Revlon will introduce Thin-Down, a reducing
aid-appetite depressant, on CBS-TV's $64,000 Question. Later this season, the company will supplement its No. 1 product, nail
enamel, with three new golden hues in wearable 24-K-gold-frosted nail laquers. Warwick & Legler presumably will place these
on the Question and Challenge quiz programs, and should Revlon follow through on
reports that it is looking at NBC-TV's Perry
Como Show [Advertisers & Agencies,
March 10], on that program as well. Revlon
also will unveil Living Curl, a new hair
spray, which it claims "will be several years
ahead of the field," as well as a second men's
line product, companion to the recentlyintroduced Top Brass hair cream.
Three products and possibly a fourth will
not come in for national billboarding in the
broadcast media, according to Revlon. These
are Fine and Handy, a specially-formulated
liquid detergent for "particularly fine fabrics
in nylon, wool and cashmere" (Warwick &
Legler); Liquid Asset, a skin conditioner
(C. J. LaRoche & Co.), and Seven Wonders
(LaRoche). A Revlon official indicated
these would make their bow in grocery
and/ or department stores without the benefit of Revlon's traditional massive ad campaigns. No reason was given for this move.
Still undecided is how Revlon will go
about introducing Femicin, a tablet developed by the Revlon owned-and-operated
Thayer Labs for relief of menstrual discomfort and pain. Apparently the first push for
this product will come through Noyes &
Sproul, Revlon's agency for ethical advertising, since Revlon's first aim is to alert
doctors to this new compound through medical trade journals.
Revlon's stockholders last week received
their annual reports from Charles Revson
in which the Revlon president noted a net
sales gain of $9.4 million over 1956 sales of
$87,767,651— an increase of 11%. Stockholders also received the happy news in
midweek that the directors had voted a first
quarter dividend per common share payable
this Thursday to stockholders of record as
of March 10. Net earnings for 1957 rose
1V2% to $8,999,337.
In a "five-year summary," the report
sketched Revlon's growth in sharp upward
curves. Net sales rose from $28.3 million
Broadcasting
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20-26, 1957

Number of
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Quarter Hours
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243
158
57
8

Percentages of
First52%Place
Quarter Hours
34%
12%
2%

NOTE: At least TWO stations were on the air
for all 466 quarter hours reported.
WHO-TV
November

is the top star in Central Iowa. The
1957 ARB Metropolitan Survey of

Des Moines' 3-station market shows that WHO-TV
is first in 52% more quarter hours than the second
station . . . 326% more than the third station . . . 13%
more than the second and third stations COMBINED!
WHO-TV's

dominance is the result of decades of

better programming, public service and highest integrity
— a wealth of broadcast experience that has made
WHO one of the great names in the radio-television
industry. Ask your PGW Colonel for the full story.
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WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
National Representatives
Affiliate

Broadcast

inc.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
in 1953 to $95.2 million in 1957; advertising costs soared from $12.8 million in
1953 to $39.9 million in 1957 but this

daytime tv because it "offers an almost exclusive female audience at relatively low

figure also includes "promotional, selling and
administrative expenses," and earnings per
share (taking into consideration the 1956
stock split) rose from 37 cents in 1953 to
$3.37 in 1957.

Chesebrough-Pond's noted that "the differences between domestic and internacosts."
tional advertising are narrowing. The American, who takes commercial television in
stride, is learning to expect advertising at
the motion picture theatres. Abroad, where
the cinema is a prime advertising medium,
commercial television is beginning to gain

Wisconsin

Farm

Folks

Partial to Radio-Tv
Wisconsin farm men and women spend a
fifth to a third of their waking time with
mass media (depending on day of the week)
and television accounts for half this time
spent, radio about 35% and reading 15%,
it is shown in a study by the U. of Wisconsin Dept. of Agricultural Journalism, Madison.
The university group placed diaries in the
homes of 523 farm families for a three-day
period to find out how farmers spend their
time. Sample findings:
Farm men on winter weekdays average
99 minutes a day with tv and 88 with radio
as compared with 40 minutes with reading
and 25 visiting. Their wives average 165
minutes with television, 123 minutes with
rado, 39 reading and visiting [not specified
whether separately or combined]. In almost
all cases, Wisconsin researchers found, farm
women spend more time than men with mass
media. Farmers work a lOVi-hour day
weekdays and Saturdays, and more than six
hours on Sundays, it was concluded. Waking time is 5 a.m.-ll:30 p.m.
As to time of day for media use, the university reports radio is a daytime medium
for the farm families, with some response
during meal hours. Tv is an evening medium,
with some response during the noon hour.
More people are in contact with more media
at noon than at any other hour.
On days of the week: Sunday is the day
of lightest media contact, although contact is spread more throughout the day than
others. Saturday is generally lighter than
weekdays.
On media exclusivity: Tv viewing is largely exclusive, with the bulk of viewers doing
little else while watching. Radio is largely a
combination activity with listeners involved
in other free-time activites.
Peak hours: Tv, 8-10 p.m., when around
50% of those in the sample were watching;
radio, 6-8 a.m., when 20-25% were listening.
Set ownership: Tv, 86%; Radio, 96.5%.
Total free time: Weekdays and Saturdays,
just over 40%; Sunday, just over 60%.
An additional questionnaire furnished respondents with the diaries to give detailed
descriptive data is still under analysis at the
U. of Wisconsin.
Chesebrough-PoncTs Reports Tv
Helped 8% Sales Rise in 1957
Television "continued to play a major
role in Chesebrough-Pond's 1957 advertising campaign" in the U. S., the cosmetic
manufacturer said last week in its annual
report showing record sales last year of
$55,496,385, a gain of about 8% over
1956. The advertiser last year turned to
Broadcasting

New

Ad

Formed

acceptance." The firm last year also used
tv in Britain, Australia, Canada, Mexico,
Hawaii, Venezuela and Puerto Rico, as well
as radio and print media abroad. Some 40
agencies produced ads in 30 languages to
sell
kets. the firm's products in 104 world marHarper Named Executive V. P.
In Series of NL&B Promotions
A series of executive appointments and
elections, designed to "add depth in management" and gird for future expansion,
were announced Thursday by Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago broadcastminded agency.

Agency,
in N.Y.,

MS&F,
D.C.

A new advertising agency, Maurer,
Schuebel & Fleisher, with headquarters in
Washington and an office in New York, is
being announced today (Monday).
One of the principals is Reggie Schuebel, a veteran in broadcast advertising and
currently in charge of broadcast relations
in the New York office of Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli Inc. Miss Schuebel will continue
in that capacity at GB&B. That agency
will maintain its present New York offices
at 515 Madison Ave. and its present New
York personnel.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, which is headquartered inSan Francisco, also announced
that it had made an agreement with Maurer,
Schuebel & Fleisher for mutual representation in San Francisco and Washington.
GB&B will represent MS&F on the West
Coast while MS&F will be available to
handle GB&B work in Washington.
The New York office of MS&F, headed
by Miss Schuebel, will be at 515 Madison

Key changes involve the appointment of
Paul C. Harper Jr., chairman of the agency's
operating committee and plans board member, as executive vice president, plus the
elevation of five current vice presidents to
the board. Also named were three new vice
presidents and a new media chief.
James G. Cominos, vice president and
radio-tv director, was named to the expanded
board, along with Edmond C. Dollard,
vice president and management representative on Kraft Foods Co.; Vinton H. Hall,
vice president and account supervisor on
Household Finance Corp. and Peoples Gas
accounts; Frederick A. Mitchell, vice president in charge of NL&B's New York office,
and F. Winslow Stetson Jr., vice president
and management representative on Lever
Bros, and Campbell soup accounts in the
U. S. and Lever Bros. Ltd. and Thomas J.
Lipton Ltd. in Canada.
Newly-appointed vice presidents are Blair
Veddar Jr., promoted from assistant media
director to media director; Kenneth C. T.
Snyder, creative staff member, who becomes
director of television and radio commercial
production, and George N. Soter, copy director in the agency's New York office.
Messrs. Dollard, Hall and Stetson are members of NL&B's account executive staff.
The board now comprises nine members,
including Maurice H. Needham, president;
Melvin Brorby, senior vice president; Max
D. Anwyl, financial vice president, and Mr.
Harper, whose position as executive vice
president is newly-created and who has
been a director since 1952.
Announcing the changes, Mr. Needham
noted NL&B has added nine new accounts
the past year and has shown a billings increase for seven consecutive years. He
pointed out they reflect an agency policy of
promoting "highly qualified people" from
within to positions of "management responsibility." Broadcast media accounted for
over 45% of the agency's estimated $30 million-plus billing in 1957.

MAURER

SCHUEBEL

FLEISHER

Ave., the same address as GB&B's
York office.
The
headed
Fleisher
N. W.

New

new agency's Washington office,
by Robert Maurer and Henry
will be at 1025 Connecticut Ave.,
Mr. Maurer is a former executive

of Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., a Washington agency; Mr. Fleisher is former director of publications for the AFL-CIO.
Miss Schuebel, prior to her affiliation
with Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, was a vice
president at Norman, Craig & Kummel.
Previously she served as radio-tv head of
the Duane Jones agency and as director of
radio and account executives at the Biow
Co. She is responsible for numerous innovations in broadcasting, among them the
placement of the first time signal campaign
on radio for Bulova Watch Co. and the
initiation of full screen IDs on tv as a replacement for split screen presentations
[Advertisers & Agencies, Oct. 12, 1954].
Daytime Network Tv Gains 19%
The average network tv advertiser reached
19% more homes in the daytime in the first
two months of this year than in 1957. In
the evening, 9% more homes were reached.
These gains were cited last week by
Harvey Spiegel, assistant research director,
Television Bureau of Advertising. TvB is
reporting monthly tv data on a continuing
basis.
TvB finds the average weekday daytime
program reaching 692,000 more homes per
broadcast this year as compared to last
year. The average evening program enjoying
a 860,000 homes rise.
March 31, 1958
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SPOT,

NETWORK

TV

Firm heads both categories in year's gross expenditures
TvB lists first 100 clients from PIB, Rorabaugh data

The Television Bureau of Advertising
last week released listings of 1957 television expenditures covering the top 100
network tv advertisers' estimated allocations
and a summary of the top tv advertisers'
investment in network and spot tv combined. Network figures were provided by
Publishers Information Bureau and spot tv
estimates by the N. C. Rorabaugh Co. Both
are gross time costs.
Procter & Gamble headed the tv adverTHE

TOP

100

11 .
X.
o.
A
H.
c
3.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
l IIIO SI 1 R
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS

47,046,015
19,375,713
18,915.776
18,535,808
1 6 ?97 ?89

o.
/.
Q
o.
o
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

GFNFRM FOODS
GILLETTE
R. J. REYNOLDS
FORD MOTOR
GENERAL MOTORS
BRISTOL-MYERS
AMERICAN TOBACCO
GENERAL MILLS
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
LIGGETT & MYERS
KELLOGG
BROWN & WILLIAMSON
REVLON
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SWIFT & CO.
P. LORILLARD
HAZEL BISHOP
MILES LABS.
CAMPBELL SOUP
STERLING DRUG
QUAKER OATS
HELENE CURTIS
STANDARD BRANDS
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
SPERRY RAND
NESTLE
PHILIP MORRIS
S. C. JOHNSON & SON

16,156,601
15,790,837
13,201,584
13,023,204
12,733,437
12,489,954
9,346,629
8,605,872
8,585,635
8,181,373
7,977,785
7,093,962
7,019,042
6,644,647
5,714,855
5,196,425
5,194,122
5,192,193
5,048,301
4,965,382
4,711,351
4,706,501
4,667,982
4,512,346
4,501,985
4,257,142
4,130,101
3,942,904
3,889,778

tisers in 1957, leading in total tv ($72,962.855), network tv ($47,046,015), and
spot tv $25,916,840). Others in the top ten
total tv category were (in order) ColgatePalmolive Co., General Foods Corp., Lever
Bros. Co., American Home Products, Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Co., Chrysler Corp.,
Gillette Co., Ford Motor Co. and R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
In network tv expenditure alone, behind
P&G
(in order) were Colgate-Palmolive,
ADVERTISERS
35
36
JO.
37
38
*TJO.1 .
J7.
40
41
4^
49
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

IN

ARMOUR
PII T SRURY Mil I S
SCOTT PAPFR
AT&T
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
EASTMAN KODAK
CHESEBROUGH PONDS
SCHLITZ BREWING
MENNEN
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING
MAX FACTOR
BORDEN
RALSTON-PURINA
BEST FOODS
AMERICAN CHICLE
WARNER LAMBERT PHARM.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
U. S. STEEL
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
KIMBERLY-CLARK
RCA
REYNOLDS METALS
PET MILK
NATIONAL BISCUIT
ARMSTRONG CORK
SCHICK
SWEETS CO. OF AMERICA
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA
PUREX
GOODYEAR
CARNATION
TIME INC.
WILDROOT
DUPONT

853 646
64?
3 805
3,342,257
3,277,929
3,201,984
3,194,715
3,164,839
3,005,514
2,997,548
2,930,851
2,886,264
2,810,739
2,723,689
2,641,965
2,617,367
2,532,393
2,526,955
2,514,090
2,501,769
2,346,917
2,344,036
2,324,721
2,322,881
2,247,934
2,194,989
2,187,732
2,160,936
2,070,723
2,062,504
2,060,788
2,054,120
2,012,991
1,806,230
1,738,960

administering their advertising programs and
controlling advertising costs.

Guides to help advertisers allocate and
spend their media money more efficiently
are rounded up in a 362-page volume, described as the first of its kind, being issued
today (Monday) by the Assn. of National
Advertisers.

A section on "controlling and budgeting
television staging and production costs"
stresses that "pre-planning [is] essential in
keeping costs down" and offers the following
money-saving idea: "Plan a shooting schedule to include more than one film; use over
key demonstration in several films; experiment in advance; prepare merchandise to be
shown in advance; pre-test talent, [and] develop pre-production agreements on handling of all scenes and transitions."
Another section includes a chapter on
"Proof of Performance Affidavits — Network
Auditing and Control Procedures" by John
W. Jackson, RCA manager of sales promo-
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Others in the top ten spot tv category
(in order) were: Brown & Williamson, Continental Baking Co., Sterling Drug Co.,
General Foods, Colgate-Palmolive, Lever
Bros., Carter Products, Miles Labs, and
National Biscuit Co.
Norman

E. Cash, TvB

president, said

"the combined expenditure report for 1957's
top advertisers is another first from TvB,
part of its continuing effort to provide advertisers and agencies with a flow of creditable facts about television."

NETWORK

ANA Releases Budget Volume
As Aid to Media Advertisers

The volume, Advertising Budget and
Cost Control, documents with case studies
its exploration of such major functions as
preparation of the ad budget, purchase of
the advertising, advertising budgetary control and advertiser-agency financial procedures. In addition, there are other detailed case studies showing the procedures
and forms used by 10 major advertisers in

Chrysler, American Home Products, Lever
Bros.. General Foods, Gillette, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, Ford Motor and General
Motors.

69
70
71
71
t Mm •
73
74
/ j.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

TV:

1957

i 675 361

VCiFRRFR
J \_ IX J t I . XX PRODUCTS
X XX V7 Yj \j X *3
WFSSON Oil &
SNOWDRIFT
SPFIDFT
O I L 1U L L
FIRFSTONF
MOGFN DAVID
CTATF FARM MIJTTIAT
riMSIOf IRIXrt.i'l
ATsIPF
111
V. I v
whir t poor
PABST BREWING
SINGER MANUFACTURING
AMERICAN GAS ASSN.
SIMONIZ
S. O. S. CO.
H. J. HEINZ
AMERICAN DAIRY
GOODRICH
CARTER PRODUCTS
BULOVA WATCH
BRILLO
ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS
KAISER
UNION CARBIDE
AMERICAN CAN
DRACKETT
SUNBEAM
GREYHOUND
GOLD SEAL

GULF OIL
95.
96. FLORIDA CITRUS COM.
97.
U. S. RUBBER
98. RONSON
99. MINNESOTA MINING & MFG.
100.
COCA-COLA

X y\J 1 J ) JU J
1
1
1
1

604
587
549
545

997
018
074
590

1 543 358
1 538 454
1,521,153
1,481.866
1,462,692
1,409,646
1,368,149
1,350,073
1,276,135
1,276,110
1,262,465
1,233,923
1,227,195
1,216,863
1,210,015
1,191,864
1,150,499
1,137,130
1,129,882
1,113,933
1,105,479
1,100,304
1,099,048
1,085,449
1,082,036
1,055,479
1,041,290

tion and advertising administration. An extensive checklist of advertiser-agency
responsibilities for expenditure control in
radio-tv and in other media also is provided.
Referring to the recently released Frey
report on advertiser and agency relationships and agency compensation [Special
Section, March 3], ANA President Paul
B. West said: "Many of the problems
brought out in the Frey report are answered
by this volume and the other books in the
series. The guidebooks furnish a fundamental working tool for advertising departments,
top management as well as agencies at a
time when advertising must function at peak
The volume, is the fourth in a sevenefficiency."
volume ANA guidebook series.
Broadcasting

THE

TOP

100
Total Tv

ADVERTISERS

NETWORK

AND

Network Tv

Spot Tv
I. PROCTER & GAMBLE
$72,962,855 $47,046,015 $25,916,840
2. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
19,375,713
27,114,793
7,739,080
3. GENERAL FOODS
24,604,501
16,156,601
8,447,900
4. LEVER BROTHERS
16,297,289
23,940,269
7,642,980
5. AMER. HOME PROD.
22,125,488
18,535,808
3,589,680
6. BROWN & WILLIAMSON
20,082,882
7,093,962
12,988,920
7. CHRYSLER
610,370
18,915,776
19,526,146
8. GILLETTE
17,679,627
15,790,837
1,888,790
9. FORD MOTOR
16,459,254
13,023,204
3,436,050
10. R. J. REYNOLDS
16,089,214
13,201,584
2,887,630
11. BRISTOL-MYERS
14,620,964
12,489,954
2,131,010
12. GENERAL MOTORS
14,286,067
12,733,437
1,552,630
13. STERLING DRUG
13,347,241
4,711,351
8,635,890
14. AMERICAN TOBACCO
12,492,559
3,145,930
9,346,629
15. LIGGETT & MYERS
12,183,213
8,181,373
4,001,840
16. MILES LABORATORIES
11,440,941
5,048,301
6,392,640
677,549
17. CONTINENTAL BAKING
10,867,609
10,190,060
18. KELLOGG
10,807,295
7,977,785
2,829,510
19. PHARMACEUTICALS INC. 9,525,785
8,585,635
940,150
20. GENERAL MILLS
901,190
8,605,872
9,507,062
21. PHILIP MORRIS
8,884,374
3,942,904
4,941,470
22. NAT'L. DAIRY PROD.
6,644,647
8,388,097
1,743,450
23. CARTER PRODUCTS
8,257,725
6,995,260
1,262,465
24. WARNER-LAMBERT
PHARMA.
8,223,263
2,532,393
5,690,870
25. P. LORILLARD
8,212,782
5,194,122
3,018,660
26. NATIONAL BISCUIT
2,247,934
8,070,254
5,822,320
27. REVLON
167,840
7,186,882
7,019,042
28. NESTLE
6,660,421
4,130,101
2,530,320
29. AMERICAN CHICLE
6,344,167
2,617,367
3,726,800
30. GENERAL ELECTRIC
5,714,855
562,230
6,277,085
31. QUAKER OATS
5,829,971
4,706,501
1,123,470
32. STANDARD BRANDS
5,821,096
1,308,750
4,512,346
33. HAZEL BISHOP
304,400
5,496,593
5,192,193
286,280
34. SWIFT & CO.
5,482,705
5,196,425
35. CORN PROD. REFINING
5,408,711
2,930,851
2,477,860
36. BULOVA WATCH
1,233,923
5,284,323
4,050,400
583,330
37. HELENE CURTIS
5,251,312
4,667,982
38. COCA-COLA CO. (BOTT.)
1,041,290
5,249,180
4,207,890
39. CAMPBELL SOUP
245,130
5,210,512
4,965,382
40. MAX FACTOR
5,177,114
2,886,264
2,290,850
41. ROBERT HALL CLOTHES
4,928,930
4,928.930
42. SCHLITZ BREWING
4,757,764
1,752,250
3,005,514
43. INTERNATIONAL LATEX
4,722,660
4,722,660
44. WESTINGHOUSE ELEC.
78,350
4,580,335
4,501,985
545,460
45. PILLSBURY MILLS
4,351,106
3,805,646
46. ARMOUR
442,970
4,296,612
2,853,642
47. SPERRY RAND
4,257,142
4,257,142
48. ADELL CHEMICAL
4,109,800
4,109,800
49. SCOTT PAPER
630,190
3,972,447
3,342,257
50. S. C. JOHNSON & SON
3,927,928
3,889,778
38,150

GM Withdraws Frigidaire,
GMC Trucks From Kudner Adv.
Kudner Adv., New York, last week confirmed reports that General Motors Corp.,
Detroit, is withdrawing the Frigidaire and
GMC Truck & Coach divisions accounts
from that agency, effective with the appointment of a new agency. Total billing on the
two accounts is estimated at $9 million.
The loss followed a major defection from
the agency last December of General
Motors' Buick Div. account, estimated at
$23 million in billing, which had been at
Kudner for 22 years. With the withdrawal
of these major accounts, Kudner's total billing now is reported at about $32 million.
C. M. Rohrabaugh, Kudner president,
Broadcasting
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Total Tv
51.
52. chesebrough-pond's
BORDEN
RALSTON PURINA
54.
53. BEST FOODS
55. EASTMAN KODAK
56. AT&T
PEPSI-COLA CO. (BOTT.)
57.
58. WESSON OIL &
SNOW DRIFT
PRUDENTIAL INSUR.
59. RCA
60.
61. STANDARD OIL (N. J.)
62. MENNEN
63.
CHARLES ANTELL
64. SINGER SEWING MACH.
65. SHELL OIL
66. KIMBERLY-CLARK
67. H. J. HEINZ
FALSTAFF BREWING
69.
68. JOHNSON & JOHNSON
70.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
71. FOOD MFRS. INC.
72. WILDROOT
73. CARNATION
74. SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
75.
MUTUAL BENEFIT
76. U. S. STEEL
77. DUPONT
78. PET MILK
79. SCHICK
80. BLOCK DRUG
81. REYNOLDS METALS
82. PUREX
AVON PRODUCTS
83. SEVEN-UP CO. (BOTT.)
84.
85.
86. THE TEXAS COMPANY
ARMSTRONG CORK
87. J. A. FOLGER & CO.
88. SWEETS CO. OF AMER.
89. BEECH-NUT LIFE SAVERS
90.
91. ALUMINUM CO. OF AMER.
NEHI (BOTTLERS)
92. TIME INC.
93. ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS
94.
GOODYEAR
95. GROVE LAB.
96. GENERAL CIGAR
97.
GOLD SEAL
98. WRIGLEY
99. HAROLD F. RITCHIE INC.
00. FLA. CITRUS COM.

issued a statement confirming the losses of
Frigidaire and GMC but added that the
agency will continue to handle other GM
accounts, including Fisher Body, Allison
Engine, Detroit Diesel, Cleveland Diesel and
GM institutional advertising. Other major
accounts at Kudner are the Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., portions of the National Distillers Products Co., the cargo division of
Pan American World Airways and the General Telephone System.
No reason was given by General Motors
for the change except that it was felt to be
"in the best interest." The termination will
take effect as soon as an agency or perhaps
two separate agencies are named. A GM
spokesman said the change will be made
"as soon as possible."

SPOT:

1957

Network Tv
3,164,839
2,810,739
2,723,689
2,641,965
3,194,715
3,277,929
211,554

713,320
Spot
Tv
1,049,160
1,059,010

3,223,067
1,604,997
3,201,984 - 3,201,984
2,344,036
3,111,236
173,460
3,106,520
3,082,078
2,997,548
3,066,630
3,001,213
1,521,153
2,993,100
2,988,137
2,346,917
2,971,863
1,350,073
627,267
2,823,447
2,819,585
2,526,955
2,792,410
2,781,640
2,658,810
1,806,230
2,560,650
2,054,120
2,551,569
2,501,769
937,431
2,534,891
2,514,090
2,514,090
1,738,960
2,374,910
2,370,851
2,322,881
2,358,922
2,187,732
2,358,490
11,090
2,324,721
2,324,721
2,291,194
2,062,504
2,287,750
514,083
2,226,353
233,140
2,225,170
2,194,989
2,194,989
2,194,020
2,160,936
2,184,366
2,180,520
2,163,673
2,070,723
2,154,430
2,012,991
2,152,011
1,216,863
2,136,093
2,060,788
2,089,048
400,519
2,088,979

1,618,070

3,878,159
3,859,899
3,782,699
3,766,905
3,630,185
3,341,329
3,250,204

2,080,588
1,973,719
1,968,000
1,885,110
1,876,948

63,400
3,038,650

767,200
2,933,060
84,530
3,066,630
1,480,060
2,993,100
641,220
1,621,790
2,196,180
292,630
2,792,410
2,781,640
852,580
506,530
49,800
1,597,460
635,950
47,970
171,190
2,347,400
228,690
2,287,750
1,712,270
1,992,030
2,194,020
23,430
2,180,520
92,950
2,154,430
139,020
919,230
28,260
1,688,460
1,056,760
868,240
1,968,000
1,885,110
777,900

1,023,828
1,105,479
■ 9
1,099,048

Schlitz Fills Top Ad
McMahon,

1,124,940
435,470

Smawley

Posts,
Promoted

Joseph M. McMahon Jr. has been promoted from field advertising chief to overall
advertising director and Francis W. Smawley
raised from assistant advertising manager to
advertising manager, the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. has announced. The appointments
follow the resignation of John Toigo, vice
president-marketing, who seeks presidency
of Pabst Brewing Co. [Advertisers &
Agencies, March 24]. The post of advertising director is newly-created. Mr. Smawley
succeeds Richard Steenberg, who quit Schlitz
last October. Both appointments are effective immediately.
March 31, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

LESS than an hour before Florists' T elegrapli Delivery Assn. went on the air with its
sponsorship of Person to Person, Steve Dalsimer (r), a floral designer and official of FTD
"ioih lies up" /lowers so they will reproduce effectively on camera. Looking on (I to r) are
Jack Bailhe, account supervisor. Grant Adv.; Gordon Conn, advertising director of FTD;
John Gaunt, radio-tv director, Grant Adv., Hollywood, and Bill Patterson, radio-tv director, Grant Adv., New York.

Florists'
group
to double
sales

plans
to use
tv
within
five years

The Florists' Telegraph Delivery Assn.,
Detroit, is allotting about $2.6 million in the
next year (more than 90% of its total advertising budget) to alternate-week sponsorship
of CBS-TV's Person to Person program for
one compelling reason: it believes television
can double the volume of sales of FTD
florists from $50 million in 1957 to $100
million five years from now. Initial reaction
has been highly favorable, FTD reports.
FTD's advertising approach was outlined
by Gordon Conn, advertising director of
FTD, and Jack Bailhe, account supervisor
of Grant Adv., New York, agency for the
association. Above and beyond the goal of
$100 million in sales, FTD is relying on tv
to accelerate business so rapidly that the
association can allocate more of its funds
to other media.
The alternate week sponsorship of Person to Person (with Life magazine) represents FTD's entry into tv on a regular
basis but, Mr. Bailhe emphasized, was not
the result of disaffection for other media. He
explained that sales had risen from about
$10 million in 1945 to $50 million in 1957
but both FTD and Grant Adv. were convinced that television could quicken the
pace of business volume.

"We felt that to expand sales rapidly we
had to have a basic platform of television,"
Mr. Bailhe related. "We felt that television,
with the money we had at present, could
give us the mass audience and the frequency
required to attain the $100 million goal."
The association presently is spending
about $250,000 a year in spot radio, newspapers and magazines and hopes that as
tv's impact is translated into sales, extra
funds can be directed into these media.
FTD is composed of about 11,000 florists
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in the U. S. and Canada and its budget is
dependent upon the volume of business
that FTD members attain. (About one-third
of U. S. and Canadian florists belong to the
association; therefore, its advertising must
persuade the public to shop at florist shops
that display FTD's Mercury trademark.)
FTD's splurge into tv was a well-considered move. As long as five years ago,
John L. Bodette, general manager of FTD,
began to think in terms of tv for the association but had to hold action in abeyance
largely because of a lack of advertising
funds. Another consideration was the need
for FTD to align itself with a tv program
that radiated prestige, dignity and respect.
Person to Person is regarded as an ideal program vehicle for FTD's requirements, according to Mr. Bodette.

FTD's allocation of $2.6 million in television for the next year is an ambitious
undertaking from many angles. First, the
association's entire budget in 1957 was only
$1.7 million, largely in the print media. Outside of random test campaigns, the only substantial outlay by FTD in television was its
co-sponsorship (with Minute Maid Corp.)
of the Rose Bowl Parade in Pasadena,
Calif., on New Year's Day in 1958 and 1957
on NBC-TV. These investments in tv cost
FTD about $100,000 each year.
Mr. Bodette regards the sponsorship of
Person to Person as "the first step in what we
expect will be an expanding use of tv." The
association's future plans in the medium,
therefore, are hitched to the effectiveness of
its current project.'
FTD's confidence in television rests largely
on the median's proven ability to demonstrate a product effectively — in this case,

flowers and plants. But, according to John
Pinto, creative director of Grant, the commercials for FTD must not only stimulate
a desire in the viewer to purchase these products but, more important, to buy them at
the FTD florist. Accordingly, the association's Mercury trademark is displayed
prominently within the commercials and is
followed by copy which stresses FTD quick
service, low prices and guaranteed delivery.
The association. Mr. Pinto pointed out,
recently revised the colors of its trademark
from black and gold to yellow and black to
heighten its visual effect, largely because of
the television effort. Though flowers are used
in the commercials as an attention-getter,
according to Mr. Pinto, FTD essentially is
selling service to viewers.
The commercials tie in largely with holidays of the year, anniversaries, birthdays,
weddings and funerals and make the point
that wherever a loved relative or friend may
be located in the U. S. and Canada, flowers
may be wired to them via FTD quickly,
economically and dependably.
Last week the association and Grant Adv.
were receiving letters of reaction from FTD
members on the initial program March 21.
According to a Grant spokesman the messages were "overwhelmingly congratulatory
but there were a few brickbats." The criticism was voiced by florists who did not agree
with the type of flower and plant featured
in the commercials. Since different types of
flowers are "in season" in the different parts
of the country, this is a criticism with which
FTD is faced perennially. Obviously it is no
easy
FTD task
tries toto please
be all 11,000
things to"sponsors."
all people,But
as
far as possible.
The commercials currently are on film
but FTD plans to experiment with live. It
realizes that the next few months will be a
period of trying and discarding many approaches. But as one Grant executive
quipped about its heavy investment in tv:
"We're putting all our flowers in one pot.
But we're pretty darn sure they're gonna
Tee-Pak

Readies

Campaign

To Get Free Radio-Tv Time
bloom!"
Tee-Pak Inc. (cellulose casings) is readying its campaign to get free radio-tv time for
July's National Hot Dog Month.
A "saturation publicity and merchandising campaign" is promised at national and
local levels, with radio and television coverage playing a vital role.
"Publicity contact work already has been
started with network tv and radio producers
to develop stunts and other activities in
order to utilize these media to the fullest
in taking the hot dog story to the nation"
starting the last week of June, according to
Tee-Pak.
Last year the "Miss Hot Dog" appeared
on 237 radio and television programs "with
an average air time of nine minutes per
show," according to the firm. Tee-Pak may
also buy network or spot radio time, according to Wilson, Saylor, Ware, the company's advertising agency. In some instances,
packers may sponsor the local radio-tv appearances, itwas explained.
Broadcasting

talk

to

Bowden
Dutch
When you think of Youngstown you think of heavy
industry . . . steel, coal, iron . . . and a lusty, harddriving, hard-living, hard-spending market of
over 500,000 people. And because of men like
Warren Williamson Jr. and Dutch Bowden who've
devoted a lifetime to the industry, when you think
of broadcasting in Youngstown

you think first of

WKBN, first in Radio-TV. For more than thirty
years, broadcasting in this market has been
spelled WKBN-CBS and there isn't a marketing
man in the business who wants to talk to Youngstown who doesn't talk first to WKBN
Bowden.

then

and Dutch

talk
to
Raymer
Just as you think first of WKBN when you talk
Youngstown,

you think first of Raymer when you

talk WKBN, for these properties have been represented by Raymer for 17 years. Timebuyers,
product managers, ad managers and the industry know the WKBN story; they know it because
Raymer

Representation has never let them for-

get it. And that's the key to the Raymer Way in
salesmanship . . . quality representation that
never lets go, never gives up, never stops selling.
When you get right down to it, that means enough
men in enough places telling a hard enough story
often enough to make an impression — and then
to make a sale.
THE PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY

Pioneer Representative Since 1932
New York
Chicago
Hollywood
Atlanta Detroit
Dallas
San Francisco

\DVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Factor,
Involves

DDB
$3

Parting
Million

Alter a seven-year association that saw
the advertiser's annual billing soar from
$200,000 to $3 million (most of it in tv),
Max Factor & Co., Hollywood, and Doyle
Dane Bernbach. New York, have called it
quits. The termination of the relationship —
attributed in a joint statement to "a mutual
difference of opinion" — becomes effective
Juls I. but Factor is wasting no time looking
at other agencies. The announcement was
made Wednesday by Davis Factor, Factor
board chairman, and Ned Doyle, executive
vice president of the agency, which maintains Factor account groups in both New
York and Hollywood offices.
DDB took over the Factor men's line in
1951, sharing the overall Factor account
first with Tatham-Laird. Chicago, then
Young & Rubicam and. as of last year, Anderson-McConnell Adv.. Los Angeles. A-M
now services about $3 million worth of
Factor business, which includes all products in the Factor pharmaceutical and specialty division. Sof-Set No-Lac, Curl Control, and Sebb dandruff remover. There
seems to be some doubt as to which agency
services Sof-Set and Dri-Mist. Formerly assigned to Anderson-McConnell, the two
products as of last summer went to Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli. San Francisco, but officials there report no activity on the products and add that Factor hasn't yet "clarified" the situation.
Last fall Factor added Nelson Lewis Gross
as director of domestic advertising [Our

CO

L

OR

Ri sim c is. Feb. 17]. Mr. Gross, a former
CBS-TV executive, went to Factor after
agency associations with H. B. Humphrey,
Alley & Richards (Breck Hair Set Mist)
and BBDO (Revlon).
DDB's responsibilities on Factor covered
the domestic sales division and the following products: Pan-Stik cosmetics; Signature
men's products; Electrique line of fragrances;
Hi-Fi fluid makeup, face powder and mascara: Erace preparation, and Primitif colognes.he
I agency serviced Factor on NBCTV's Polly Bergen Show (alternating Saturdays with Liggett & Myers' Club Oasis)
while A-M services Factor on Hal Roach
Studios' Love That Jill on ABC-TV. The
breakdown of which agency handles what
portion of Factor in broadcast has been detailed [Advertisers & Agencies, July 29,
1957].
In Hollywood Thursday, Mr. Gross declined to put a dollar figure on Factor's
advertising expenditures, which have been
estimated at around $6 million a year, of
which about $4 million is in tv. Besides
Bergen and Jill, the company is spending
about $1 million on spot television around
the country.
Creme Puff, currently handled by Doyle
Dane Bernbach, is being reassigned to Anderson-McConnell.
Mr. Gross said no decision has been made
about future advertising for other products
being handled by DDB. "We are going to
be looking at agencies," he said, adding A-M
probably will get a larger share of Factor
advertising, but with a number of competi-

C

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)

S N G®
A S T
April 3 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

CBS-TV

April 5 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

April 1, 8 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.

April 5 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North and American
Tobacco through BBDO.

NBC-TV

April 6 (2-4 p.m.) NBC
pany, sustaining.

March 31, April 7 (7:30-8 p.m.) The
Price Is Right, Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel and RCA Victor
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 1-4, 7-9 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
April 1 (8-9 p.m.) The Eddie Fisher
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
April 2 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
April 3 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
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Show,

Opera Com-

April 6 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
April 6 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
Greyhound Corp. through Grey Adv.,
U.S. Time Corp. through Peck Adv. and
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby.
April 6 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
April 8 (8-9 p.m.) The George Gobel
Show, RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
April 9 (9-10 p.m.) Swing Into Spring,
Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh.

tive products, the company will have at
least two agencies.
The loss of Factor represents the largest
block of business to leave Doyle Dane Bernbach since its formation in 1949. Five years
ago, the agency resigned Necchi-Elna Sewing
Machine Co., which subsequently went to
Grey
Doyle
Bernbach's
most
recent Adv.
loss was
the Dane
$500,000
Glim portion
of the B. T. Babbitt account, which it resigned earlier this winter. Agency billings
before the Factor loss were pegged at $20
million. But Maxwell Dane, the agency's
vice president and general manager, noted
that DDB would make a concentrated effort to recoup its loss by acquiring another
cosmetics advertiser after the July 1 cutoff date.
Schwerin

Says Context

Counts

In Commercial's Effectiveness
The commercial in the right context is
what counts in tv but too many advertisers
"think of their commercials in a vacuum,"
according to Horace Schwerin, president of
Schwerin Research Corp., New York. Mr.
Schwerin spoke before the Minneapolis
Advertising Club.
The Schwerin firm pretests commercials
with live audiences before the commercials
go on the air. Mr. Schwerin noted that his
firm's studies "repeatedly reveal that a commercial can be at least three times as effective in one context as in another." He
thus allied himself with BBDO Executive
Vice President Robert L. Foreman who last
month before a Radio & Television Executives Society group in New York contended
that a commercial's sales effectiveness
changes radically when moved to different
type programs.
The advertiser's vacuum approach, according to Mr. Schwerin, makes him liable
to failure in obtaining maximum sales benefits from program sponsorship, is responsible in part for a trend toward a deterioration in program quality and variety and impairs an advertiser's ability or readiness to
"ride out economic dips or recessions." He
said "the stampede to westerns" was a case
in point — "Excellent results can sometimes
be obtained from sponsoring a western, but
it is not the easiest type of show with which
to harmonize your commercialism."
FC&B

Makes

Changes

in Chicago

Key Chicago media department changes,
including the appointment of John L. Rigotti
as vice president in charge of media and
research, were announced Wednesday by
Foote, Cone & Belding. Mr. Rigotti continues as vice chairman of FC&B's Chicago
plans board.
Edward M. Stern was promoted from
media department manager to director of
media and Robert E. Ryan, media supervisor, was named to succeed Mr. Stern.
FC&B ascribed the realignment to the shift
of Gordon F. Buck to the general management staff. Mr. Buck, vice president in
charge of media, will supervise "several special projects." Eugene C. Pomerance continues as research director and Hugh A.
Zielske as research department manager.
Broadcasting

Alabama's

ALABAMA'S

Oldest

NEWEST

Station

PROGRAMS

Willy Leland Childs is host
to "The
EarlytheRisers'
and
greets
vast Club"
early
morning audience with music
and news on "Hi Neighbor."
Owen Spann —
'The Morning Man"
His trigger-fast wit and
sparkling imagination make
Owen

Spann's popularity
inevitable.

And when you combine
Spann's personality with
the finest in recorded music,
gag lines delivered by

Attractive
Bender
chats with Barbara
the ladies
and
sings sweetly as co-emcee
and vocalist on "Breakfast
At The Tutwiler."

Spann's alter ego —
John Q. Pixie, and weather
information discussed by
another Spann character —
LaRue Coldfront, you've
got top-flight entertainment
with a personal touch . . .

Personable
Jim Lucas
charms
the ladies
having
"Breakfast At The Tutwiler"
and entertains all on "The
Jim Lucas Show."

you've got Spann 'The
Morning Man" — an ideal
sales vehicle for your
clients' products.

| ncomparable Dave Campbell airs listeners'
and
comments
on hisquips
popular,
award-winning program.
"The People Speak."

EW-Vo/ce
TTiejN
't\\
\w

sister

Broadcasting

station

to WABT,

of

Alabama's

Alab

Best

amo

in Television

fans know Tom
Hamlin
as
the fellow who
radio
calls
the Auburn football and
basketball games and reports on "Spectator Sports."

henrH'ch^l
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
BUSINESS
availability,

BRIEFLY

anyone?

• Technical

Tape Corp.. N. Y., extending two-for-one
promotion drive (two rolls of Tuck Tape for
price of one) in radio-tv spot for second
quarter of 1958 with appropriation of $225,000. Product Services Inc., agency, now
seeking availabilities in eight major markets
for local tv. and 250 radio stations in
medium and smaller markets. Appropriation
also includes 14-week renewal on NBC-TV's
Jack Paar Show.
TRAVEL
TOPICS
• American Export
I ines, N. Y.. breaking first major broadcast
campaign early in May when its agency,
Doyle Dane Bcrnbach, N. Y.. places spot
radio drive on foreign language stations in
New York. Chicago. Toronto and perhaps
Boston. Move seeks to bolster tourist traffic
to Mediterranean "sun lane."
SUMMER

SUBS

• General Foods, N. Y.,

reportedly ready to sign contract for sponsorship of Talent Associates' new series
Too Young to Go Steady as summer replacement for December Bride on CBS-TV.
II program is summer success advertiser
would hold on to it. GF has bought
re-runs of / Love Lucy for summer replacement of Danny Thomas Show on CBS-TV.
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is agency.
RADIO SPOTS IN MIDWEST • Cities
Service Oil Co., N. Y., launching spot radio
campaign today (Monday) in 30 midwest
markets and continuing for 34 weeks. Agency: Ellington & Co., N. Y.
ORDERING FOR APRIL • Lever Bros.
(Imperial margarine), N. Y., has been active
in placing late April orders for IDs in certain radio markets. Imperial is strong in
radio spot in selected markets in South.
Foote. Cone & Belding, N. Y., agency for
Imperial, would not confirm Friday whether
orders are part of new campaign expansion
of usual lineup or adjustment of schedule.
13 WEEKS IN SPOT • Stevens Hair
Lotion. N. Y., launching spot drive today
(Monday) in 19 tv and four radio markets
for 13 weeks. Six spots weekly in each market will be used. Agency is J. J. Coppo Co.,
N. Y.
REPEAT

CAMPAIGN

WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

for part sponsorship of Monday night
series on number of Suspicion programs
in late April and May [Advertisers &
Agencies, March 24]. Sterling Drug reported last week that 1957 profits had risen
11.2% last year to new high of $18.8
million. Net earnings rose 11.5% to $37

Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., through Warwick & Legler, N. Y., has signed for 11
weekly "Impact" segments for 52 weeks,
starting today (Mon.). Hearst Publications
Corp., N. Y., through Grey Adv., N. Y..
has bought ten IVi -minute units of daytime
serials between April 17 and 21.
TAKES HOPE • Consolidated Cigar Co.,
N. Y. (Dutch Masters cigars) will sponsor

million. Much of Sterling's success during
fourth quarter in particular was attributed to Asian flu epidemic when Sterling boosted its spot tv budgets by a considerable amount. Medicinal preparations ac-

Bob Hope Show filmed in Moscow on NBCTV April 5. Agency is Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

counted for 77.8% of Sterling's total consolidated sales (including subsidiaries).

Inc. (cosmetics), is participating in LadiesFair on CBS Television Pacific Network.
Mon.-Fri. 8-9 a.m., through Sales Advertising Agency, Gardena, Calif.

NETWORK ACTIVITY • CBS Radio reported new business amounting to $1 million last week, including first use of that
network for Beech-Nut Baby Foods, Port
Chester, N. Y., which, through Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., has bought 10 weekly
five-minute units of CBS Radio's daytime
serials for 39 weeks starting Wednesday.

SLM

MOVES

INTO

Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, Los
Angeles, last week moved into its new
9,000-square-foot offices on the 12th
floor of the new Tishman Building at
3325 Wilshire Blvd., a far cry from the
700 square feet of office space the three
partners rented from their attorney when
they went into business 7>Vi years ago.
Then they had no business, no employes. Now their billings are $4.5 million a year; their payroll roster has 55
names on it. Then, they had no radiotv accounts or personnel. Now the broadcast media account for about 35% of all
billings and Harmon O. Nelson, vice
president and radio-tv director, heads a
busy department whose chief clients are
currently General Petroleum Corp.,
Plymouth Dealers Assn. of Southern
California, Coast Federal Savings and
General Electric Appliance Co. Pacific
LAYOUT

of new

CTPN

PARTICIPATION

• Roma

Lind

CARPET COVERAGE • A. & M Karagheusian (Gulistan carpets,), N. Y.. will
sponsor 50 "Bob & Ray" segments on NBC
Radio's Monitor 10 times each weekend between April 12 and May 11. Each segment
will allow one-minute cut-in commercial for

NEW

QUARTERS

Ocean Park, a new account, is also expected to be a heavy user of radio and
tv advertising.
SLM hired 11 employes and billed
$120,000 during its first three months in
business, the last quarter of 1953. In
1954 billings were $1,250,000; employes
totaled 22. Figures rose to $2.5 million
and 27 employes in 1955, $3 million and
37 employes in 1956, $4 million and 52
staffers in 1957.
In January 1954, SLM moved to
Lafayette Park Place, where the agency
progressively occupied more and more
space to accommodate its expanding staff.
Now, in their second move, the partners
feel they are set for the foreseeable future,
since a sublease arrangement gives SLM
control over several thousand additional
square feet making up the balance of
the floor of the Tishman Building.

quarters of Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie,

Los Angeles, is

inspected by veterans of agency's early days. L to r: writer-editor Frank Howe; A. E.
Jack Leener; Art Director Joe Franz; President Ted Stromberger, and Vice Presidents Hays Busch, Norv LaVerne and Don McKenzie.

• Best Foods (Hell-

man's mayonnaise), N. Y., which ran radio
spot campaign mid-March of last year in
several markets, is set to conduct similar
drive this spring in late April. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., is agency.
EIGHT FOR EIGHT • E. F. Drew & Co.,
N. Y., (Tri-Nut margarine), launching eightweek tv spot drive in eight markets starting
April 7. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
STERLING CHOICE • Sterling Drug Inc.
N. Y.. through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y.. has signed for one-half of M CATV's Suspicion on NBC-TV for 17 dates between April 14 and Sept. 15. NBC-TV also
signed Procter & Gamble Co. (Grey Adv.)
and Bell & Howell Co. (McCann-Erickson)
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iDVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
local dealers following Gulistan message.
Agency is Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.
FINAL

sor, while P&G sponsors Thursday, alternate
Tuesdays. Agencies: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
Whitehall: Tatham-Laird, Chicago, P&G.

LINEUP

• Consolidated Cigars
Sales Co. (Dutch Master cigars), N. Y., has
signed as co-sponsor of final Bob Hope
Show of this season over NBC-TV on April
5 (9-10 p.m.). Show will include film on

Mr. Hope's recent visit to Moscow. Agency:
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Johnson Motors Div. of Outboard Marine
6 Mfg. Co. was previously announced as
co-sponsor.
RETURN

ENGAGEMENT

• U. S. Time

Corp. (Timex watches), will present its second Timex All-Star Jazz Show on CBS30. 10-11 p.m. CBS personality
April
TV
Garry Moore will host show which will
feature Louis Armstrong, Erroll Garner,
Chet Baker. Gerry Mulligan, Gene Krupa,
Jack Teagarden and others. Agency is Peck
Adv.. N. Y.
FALL RENEWALS • Seven-Up Co., St.
Louis, renews Zorro (Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.) on
ABC-TV for 52 weeks, effective this September. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
AC Spark Plug Div. of General Motors
Corp., Flint, Mich., renewed co-sponsorship of Zorro for 1958-59 season. AC's
agency is D. P. Brother, Detroit. Miles
Labs, Elkhart, lnd.. announced renewal of

segment of ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse Club
(Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.) for fall season.
Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago, is agency.
LOVE

LIFE MORE

• Whitehall Pharmacal

Co., N. Y., and Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, expand their sponsorship of CBSTV's weekday serial Love of Life when
program is extended to half hour (12-12:30
p.m.) April 14. Whitehall is M-W-F spon-

QUIZ FANS • Toni Div. of Gillette Inc.
(Self home permanent), Chicago, has signed
to sponsor CBS-TV's Wingo (Tues. 8:30-9
p.m.) beginning with debut of new quiz
show April 1. Contract for 52 weeks was
placed by North Adv., Chicago.
BACK

WITH

BOONE

• Chevrolet Motor

Div., General Motors Corp., Detroit, renewed sponsorship for Pat Boone Chevy
Showroom (Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m.) for 195859 season on ABC-TV. Campbell-Ewald
Co., N. Y., is agency.
PLAYING THE GAME
• Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.,
effective March 29 started Top Dollar (based
on game of Ghost) on CBS-TV Saturday
8:30-9 p.m. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., is
agency.
COMO CONTINUED • American Dairy
Assn. has renewed sponsorship of Perry
Como Show on NBC-TV for 1958-59, with
firm 34-week contract and option to sponsor remaining 18 weeks. Agency: CampbellMithun, Chicago.
ALL IN WEEKS WORK • New business
and renewals amounting to more than $4
million in gross billing on NBC-TV daytime
programs was reported last week by network.
Topping activity was 52-week order from
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.,
for alternate-week, quarter-hour segments
on Tic Tac Dough, Treasure Hunt, and
Truth or Consequences. All start April 19.
Other new advertisers are Dow Chemical
Co., Midland, Mich., through MacManus,
John & Adams. Bloomfield Hills, Mich., for

alternate-week, quarter-hour sponsorship of
Treasure Hunt and The Price Is Right for
13 weeks, starting April 10, and S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis., through Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, for sponsorship of 10 Monday quarter-hour segMay.
ments of daytime shows during April and
Renewal business came from Lever Bros.,
N. Y., through BBDO, N. Y., for four alternate-week quarter-hour segments in The
Price Is Right for 52 weeks, starting April
28; Sterling Drug Co., N. Y., through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., for four
alternate-week quarter-hours of Modern
Romances, effective July 28, and Church
and Dwight Co. (baking soda), N. Y.,
through J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., for an
alternate-week quarter-hour segment of Tic
Tac Dough, starting April 2.
SHARPSHOOTING • Continental Baking
Co., N. Y., has renewed CBS Television
Film Sales Annie Oakley in 80 tv markets,
for third year of sponsorship. Renewal runs
to 1959. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., is agency.
REDLEGS

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,216,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
March 16-22. This is how they spent their time:
72.3% (89.808.000) spent 1,886.0 million hours
watching television
59.2% (73,536.000) spent 1,050.1 million hours
LISTENING to radio
82.9% (102,917,000) spent 429.4 million hours
reading newspapers
32.9% (40.867,000) spent
189.9 million hours .
.. reading magazines
23.9% (29,367,000) spent 335.1 million hours . . . watching movies on tv
25.0% (31,056,000) spent
120.7 million hours
........ attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is ainterviewing
cumulative week.
total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availof the
2-7 days
able within
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of March 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,579,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,671,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,764,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
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• WSAZ-TV

Hunt-

ington-Charleston, W. Va., will carry Cincinnati Redlegs baseball games for eighth
year. Station will air 25 games from Cincinnati, other National League parks, starting with opening game April 15. Signed as
sponsors, according to station, are Hudephol Brewing Co., Ford Motor Co. and
Standard Oil of Ohio.
BREWER AT BAT • Adolph Coors Co.
(Coors beer), Golden, Colo., through Revill
J. Fox, Denver, has signed to sponsor full
schedule of Denver Bears baseball team on
KLZ Denver. Station will broadcast live
at-home and away games of American Assn.
team.
TWO-WAY

ACTIVITY

WRAP-UP

BUDGETING

• Cracker Jack

Co., Chicago, through Leo Burnett Co.,
that city, has launched network and spot
tv campaign for Cracker Jack and Campfire marshmallow products. Company bought
The Lone Ranger on ABC-TV (Sun., 5:306 p.m. EST) on alternate weeks and is
running spot tv schedule in key children's
programs in about 18 cities for its Cracker
Jack, plus use of print media for Campfire. Campaign, described by firm as "biggest
in its history," got underway earlier this
month.

Dairy Assn. Heavy in Radio-Tv
Radio-tv absorbs 60% of the current outlay of advertising expenditures by the
American Dairy Assn., it was revealed at
the association's annual meeting in Chicago
March 19-20. The percentage approximates
$3 million of the $5,005,000 allocated for
consumer media. Although Lyman McKee,
American Dairy president, has called for
an even "stronger sales'promotion program"
this year, renewal of daytime participation
on NBC Radio is yet to be decided. The
association also is a participating sponsor
of the Perry Como Show.
Broadcasting
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Yes, in April. Because in April, just 25 years
ago, John Blair & Company began its work in
radio station representation.
The intervening years have been years of
Growth.
Growth in offices, from one to ten.
Growth from zero to multi-millions in volume.
Growth in advertiser-service, where we have
led in establishing departments in Sales Development, inResearch, in Station Operations
and in Industry Promotion.
Growth in station-list, to a group of stations
and markets recognized as the strongest served
by one representative firm.
So April of 1958 seems a most appropriate
time for Thanksgiving —
for putting on record our deep and sincere
thanks to advertisers and their agencies who
give Spot Broadcasting a continually greater
responsibility for building sales —
and to the management and personnel of the
stations named below, whose close and effective cooperation has made our growth-record
possible.

President, John Blair & Company

WTRY— Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBR— Baltimore
WNBF— Binghamton
KFYR-Bismarck
KIDO-Boise
WHDH— Boston
WLS-Chicago
WCPO— Cincinnati
WBNS-Columbus
KLIF-KFJZ— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KTLN— Denver*
WXYZ-Detroit
KFRE— Fresno
KILT-Houston
WIBC— Indianapolis
'Effective 5/1/58

Broadcasting

W J AX— Jacksonville
WHB-Kansas City
WNOX-Knoxville
KFWB-Los Angeles
WKLO-Louisville
WMC— Memphis
WQAM-Miami
WDGY— Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-Nashville
WDSU— New Orleans
WABC-New York
WGH-Norfolk
WOW-Omaha
WDBO-Orlando
WFIL-Philadelphia

KOY— Phoenix
WWSW— Pittsburgh
KGW— Portland
WPRO— Providence
KTSA— San Antonio
KGO— San Francisco
WSAV— Savannah
KING-Seattle
KEEL— Shreveport
KXOK— St. Louis
WFLA— Tampa-St. Petersburg
KRMG— Tulsa
WWDC— Washington
WWVA-Wheeling
KFH-Wichito
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
N. Y. Art Directors

roads

cross

the

In our office files are letters from
ing executives who

Creativity Study at Exhibit
The theory of creativity will be explored
in depth during Visual Communications
Week, April 1-10, it has been announced
by the Art Directors Club of New York,
sponsor of the annual event. The opening
event of the program is the 37th annual
Exhibition of Advertising & Editorial Art

from

report

A

want

up to larger properties

broadcast-

competent

buyers

or become

Also in the files is correspondence
would

group.

Our

consider

On April 2-3, the club sponsors the third
communications conference consisting of

for the first

speeches, panel sessions and informal discussion. Among those to address the nation's agency art directors: Remus A. Harris, Colgate-Palmolive Co.; Walter J. Friess,

job is to match

them

together

Regardless

owners

up these situations — trying
and

or

to guide us.

specific conditions

in acceptable

— and doing it with

station

selling to a qualified individual

set forth

They

with

appropriate

to fit

patterns

and Joseph A. Anderson, General Motors'
AC Spark Plug Div.; psychiatrist Dr.
Gregory Zilboorg; tv star Victor Borge;
George Avakian, former Columbia Records executive, and jazz musician Eddie
Condon.
The conference heads include Paul Smith,
president, Calkins & Holden, New York;
Walter Grotz, art director of McCannErickson's Marschalk & Pratt Div. and
president of the ADC, and Grey Adv. Art
Supervisor Lester Rondell.
Parkson

dignity.

of your problem,

tory solution are increased

& Design awards luncheon.
The exhibit opens tomorrow (Tuesday) at
the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York and
will run through April 10. Out of 12,000
entries, 467 are to be placed on exhibit. Of
particular interest this year as in past years
is the tv art classification, grouped into
three classes: design of complete unit (promotional), design of complete unit (show
titling) and advertising art. Also shown are
the top network promotional kits, brochures
and mail pieces.

step

their holdings,

to expand

time.

who

Plan

the chances

of a satisfac-

by calling on our resources.

De-Specializes

Buying

Parkson Adv., New York, is instituting allmedia buying. Buyers no longer will specialize in either print or broadcasting but will
be responsible for both, according to President Ted Bergmann. In the reorganization,
Frederic Apt remains as media director;
Herbert Gruber becomes associate media
director, Ruth Bayer, all-media buyer, and
Gerald Levey, assistant to associate media
director. Parkson handles advertising for
Pharmaceuticals Inc. About 80% of the
agency's
is in radio-tv, predominantly
network billing
television.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

Negotiators for the Purchase
of Radio

COMPANY

Wexton Co., N. Y., has announced new address, effective today (Mon.) when it moves
into expanded quarters at 444 Madison Ave.

and Sale

and Television Stations

WASHINGTON

1625 Eye Street N.W.

NAtional

NEW

60 East 42nd Street

MUrray

CHICAGO

35 East Wacker

RAndolph

DENVER

1700 Broadway

YORK

Drive

AComa

A & A SHORTS

8-1990
Hill 7-4242
6-6760

2-3623

Nides 'Crane' Adv. has changed its name
to Nides 'Cini' Adv. with appointment of
Zelda G. Cini, account executive, to vice
president. Name change is accompanied by
new telephone number: Oleander 5-7207.
Address remains 8620 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENT

Delson Candy Co., (Merri-Mints, Thin
mints), N. Y., names H. B. Humphrey,
Alley & Richards, that city.
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DuPont

''Cited

Citation

for

analysis

his

to CLIFTON

authoritative,

of public

affairs

tinguishing between fact

detail

and

flows

in

orderly

logical

sequence,

order

simplify the complex,

mizes the best

WMAQ

and WNBQ

intelligent,

in both

and

UTLEY

radio

responsible

and

inference,

and

the

primary

or

over-inflate

in American

he

result

from

to

of VVMAO

and

television.

couples

is an

thesis

the

to

and

literate

Insistent

fluent

analysis

news

and

achievement

always

ephemeral,

that

over-

epito-

telecasting."

in the field of broadcasting journalism. It is

have set the standard for entertainment

WMAQ
THE LEADERSHIP STATIONS

to

he

added to the long list of awards, longer than that of any other Chicago station, presented to WMAQ
recognition of their regular offerings— which

dis-

minute

affairs

Refusing

and

and

on

with

of current

broadcasting

salute Clifton Utley on this memorable

Chicago:

reporting

delivery

conclusion.

trivial

WNBO,

-WNBQ
IN CHICAGO RADIO AND

and

WNBQ

in

and service in the Midwest.

EPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
■
TELEVISION

Five

Runs?

even

ft

MY

LITTLE

MARGIE

174 stations have made
programming ! Even

tremendous

profits with strip

in its fourth, fifth, sixth — or seventh run,

"My Little Margie" has topped leading network, syndicated
and local shows ... a top money-maker for every station
that has bought it. 126 sparkling episodes available.

Ratings

prove

Houston-Galveston

"My

Little Margie"

. . . 6:00 PM

1!

. . . 23.8 A.R.B. ... 5th Run

Against "World At Large" / "Newsreel"
"TV News" & "ABC News" 11.2
New Orleans . . . 4:30 PM

is still No.

Av. 14.7,

. . . 22.1 A.R.B. ... 4th Run

Against "American Bandstand" 12.4, "Four Most Features" 8.1
St. Louis . . . 4:30 PM . . . 18.2 A.R.B
4th Run
Against "Gil Newsome" 3.7, "Do You Trust Your Wife?" 3.5
Birmingham . . . 5:00 PM . . . 18.3 A.R.B. ... 3rd Run
Against "Fun at Five" 12.0
Buffalo . . . 10:00 AM . . . 13.5 A.R.B. ... 4th Run
Against "Garry Moore"

6.1, "Arlene Francis" .7

Call the leader

/ representatives:

in strip programming

mtoMMmm.
UIIM
^gflKfc^

1
H■

"^^^
M

A'

^

/ Atlanta • Atwood 9610
/ Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528

• Dearborn 2-5246
/ Chicago
• Cherry 1-4088
/ Cincinnati
/ Dallas • Emerson 8-7467

//Ft.Fayettevil
2-5485
Lauderdle
ale • • Hillcrest
Logan 6-1981

• Walnut 2-2743
FILMS, INC. / Minneapolis
OFFICIAL
• Juniper 5-3313
25 West 45 St., New York / San Francisco
PLaza 7-0100 / St. Louis
• Yorktown 5-9231

SPECIAL REPORT

THE

HIGH

COST

Washington's investigations in the broadcast field are costing millions of dollars a
year.
They are taking the time of hundreds of
people, in and out of government.
Work of the FCC is slowed to a walk;
its morale is low.
Two investigations have been endowed
with heavy grants:
• The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee probe of federal agencies, concentrating on the FCC, has spent half its
$250,000.
• The FCC network study (Barrow report) has used up a special $221,000 appropriation and is dipping into current
Commission funds.

Committees, subcommittees, commissions,
select committees and special investigators
range over, across and under the same territory. Often they are chasing the same information and inferences.

Broadcasters are beating air and rail trails
to Washington, devoting time, money and
energy to the task of answering the same
questions that were asked last year and the
year before.
One network spent an
in one week (man-hours
to put in an appearance
work study hearing. It
Page 54
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OF

BEING

INVESTIGATED

times that much preparing for the appearance, starting last autumn when its staff
experts and several expensive lawyers were
assigned to the job.
This is one company and one week of
one hearing.
A look into a single day's hearing before
the Oversight Subcommittee shows an estimated cost of nearly $14,000 for government and industry.
Some of the current investigations are
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
mostly covering the FCC to date; Senate
Commerce Subcommittee studying Smathers bill (to bar broadcasters from engaging
in music publishing or recording); Senate
Commerce pay tv hearing and its allocations
study (Bowles spectrum allocation inquiry);
FCC Network Study (Barrow) and a federal
grand jury. These are getting top billing in
the headlines.

There are others, many others, scattered
around Capitol Hill and Pennsylvania Ave.
Still others are in the offing.
It adds up to a spring carnival of probes.
A check of participants in a recent day
of hearings before the Harris investigating
committee produced these estimates (based
on 200-day working year) :
Direct cost to government
Cost to broadcasting industry
6,000
$7,475

That's
one-day total of $13,475, broken
down
this a way:
GOVERNMENT:
11 Subcommittee members @ $125
6 FCC Commissioners @ $100
6 Committee staffers @ $50
15 FCC staff participants @ $50
Other federal observers
Transcript
Pro-rated cost-per-hearing-day (l/30th of
$120,000 spent to date)

$1,375
600
300
750
150
300

Estimated Total

$7,475

4,000

INDUSTRY:
15 Broadcasting industry observers
Their expenses (travel, etc.)
20 Communications lawyers

$2,000
2,000
3,000

Estimated Total

$6,000

Applying this formula, based on pay-perday of participants and observers, produces
a staggering figure for one of the early days
of the FCC's network study hearing that
opened in early March:
FCC (6 c cmmissioners, 15 staffers) $1,350
Industry
15,000
Estimated Total

$16,350

This figure does not include the money
spent by the Barrow Committee in conducting its study; the FCC staff time involved;
the months of industry time spent in preparing for the hearings. It doesn't include the
Broadcasting

cost of several hundred pages of transcript.
One industry participant in the Barrow
hearing spent $3,650 between a Friday afternoon and Monday morning for stenographic
and mimeographing costs incidental to its
statement before the Barrow hearing.
A network executive broke down the cost
of one week of his network's participation in
the Barrow hearing this way:
Time of personnel at hearing
$10,000
Travel (New York) and cabs
500
Hotels
1,000
Miscellaneous
500
Total for week
$12,000
In addition there was the cost of an
outside law firm. Communications lawyers
come high — anywhere from $150 up to
$500, and in one case $1,000, per day, plus
expenses. Five months had been spent preparing for the appearance.
On one of the early days of the Barrow
hearing there were at least 100 industry executives attending, plus half that many
lawyers, six FCC commissioners, a score of
FCC staff people, and such routine people
as reporters, photographers, errand boys
and observers.
Take a day in mid-March — Thursday, the
13th, a snowy day one week away from a
spring that seems far away. Four fullblown investigations going on, all at once:
(1) — Harris FCC study
(2) — Senate Commerce Subcommittee on
the Smathers Bill
(3) — Roosevelt ASCAP probe
(4) — FCC Barrow hearing
Each of these important investigations
seriously affected the operation of the broadcasting industry. Each required expensive
appearances by witnesses from distant
points, plus counsel, industry observers and,
of course, the lawyers — including one nationally known barrister who gets $1,000 a
day and another who commands $500.
These probes can strike at the heart of the
broadcasting business through laws, regulations and consent decrees. They offer potential damage to the major networks. So it's
understandable why vast business enterprises
must pay well for legal advice when their
commercial lives are at stake.
An eight-armed accountant with four Univacs, trying to estimate the cost factors in
these four hearings, would have these items
to consider: Three television and four radio networks; House Commerce Committee;
House Select Small Business Committee;
FCC; Senate Commerce Subcommittee;
NAB; ASCAP; BMI; broadcast station participants; minimum of 50 lawyers; Dept. of
Justice Antitrust Div. and FBI; Songwriters
Protective Assn.; hotels; railroads; airlines;
taxicab operators; Ward & Paul stenographic
firm; a dozen consulting engineers; 75 newspaper, press association and trade magazine
reporters and photographers.
All this in one day.
How about these four investigations?
What are they doing to promote the public
welfare?
The Harris study has uncovered the financial manipulations of FCC Comr. Richard
Mack, sparking inferential character assassination that has almost destroyed the FCC
as an effective arm of government. Its long
range goal is more efficient operation of federal agencies in the public interest. This
Broadcasting

may be achieved if it can overcome the
handicap of the Bernard Schwartz headcrushing and headlining tactics.
Recently this subcommittee has been
covering ground long since covered by the
House Judiciary Committee, the Senate
Commerce Committee and the Barrow report. The Barrow report covered much of
the same ground as these and other investigations of past years.
The Senate Commerce subcommittee,
headed by Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.),
has been mired in spiteful testimony by
ASCAP members who have appeared under
the banner of Songwriters Protective Assn.
on behalf of the Smathers Bill. Their testimony has been based on five years of the
same stuff, taken from hearings before a
federal court master who has twice warned
that SPA must not try its $150 million suit
against BMI in public print.
This hearing isn't even at the half-way
point. About 80 witnesses will testify this
spring against the Smathers Bill.
The ASCAP probe conducted by Rep.
James Roosevelt (D-Calif.), chairman of
the Small Business Committee, has concentrated on one subject — ASCAP's treatment of its member composers, writers and
publishers, particularly smaller members not
in a purported "power house." The testimony will be delivered this week to the
Dept. of Justice by Chairman Roosevelt. The
department is considering the possible need
of rewriting the ASCAP consent decree,
should it find flaws in ASCAP's operation.
The overlapping of questions and witnesses goes on and on.
Last week FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde was
on the stand at the Oversight investigation.
He had explained and re-explained time
after time that cases often move slowly
through the FCC for three reasons — the protest provisions of the Communications Act,
the Administrative Procedures Act and
federal court decisions; not including the
days lost in Capitol Hill appearances.
Near the end of the third day, a subcommittee member profoundly observed to
Comr. Hyde, "The Commission is lost in
its own red tape."
Besides his repeated explanations of FCC

BY
Members

GREYHOUND

of the FCC

problems, Comr. Hyde was questioned about
industry business and social meetings where
he made talks, answered questions, sipped
unfortified ginger ale and shook hands.
At a recent afternoon Commission meeting, following a morning in committee, a
member surveyed the pile of dockets and
is quoted as saying, "How trivial all this
seems after this morning."
The record of the Harris probe is now
over the 3,500-page mark. The subcommittee gets a dozen copies of each page,
probably paying around $1 or $1.25 per
dozen or perhaps $3,500 for the transcript
of testimony to date.
Industry interests buy up to a dozen or so
transcripts of a hearing of this type, paying
50^ per page delivered the next morning or
anywhere from $1 to $2 per page for hot
copies the same day.
This runs into money when several investigations are running simultaneously.
One of the more expensive hearings, on
pay tv, was held in January with Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) presiding as chairman of the
full House Commerce Committee. Three
network presidents, accompanied by staff
executives, testified in opposition to pay tv.
Preparation of their statements involved
plenty of time and money. This ground has
been covered many times in official Washington. Several high-priced lawyers testified
on behalf of pay tv. The committee room
was packed with proponents and opponents
of pay tv plus public relations people.
An It
important
the up
committee's
study:
told the result
FCC toofhold
proposed
pay tv tests until Congress decides whether
FCC has the power to conduct such tests.
The Senate Commerce Committee has
three pending bills that would ban pay tv
and plans to hold hearings in the near
future. The committee also is considering
a Capitol Hill perennial — a bill to bar
advertising of alcoholic beverages in all
media. Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.) is
author of the bill, widely regarded as a footin-the-door device looking toward a return
of national prohibition. Hearings are scheduled for April 14.
The same committee starts hearings
April 24 on a bill that would grant each

TO

THE

YMCA

face a financial

items befitting the public appearance of

dilemma as the NAB Los Angeles convention approaches, thanks to the nickelshooting queries of the Harris subcommittee into their travel expenses.

a high government official.
The hotels have cheaper rooms, but
clerks often explain they are fresh out
of $7 outside rooms.
A generous Uncle Sam will pay travel
expenses for Commissioners. The NAB
normally would be happy to pay hotel
costs of government guests who appear

Conflicting rulings of the U. S. comptroller general's office indicate that:
( 1 ) A Commissioner can collect his
$12 per diem even if his hotel bill is paid
by industry.
(2) A Commissioner can't collect his
$12 per diem in this case. He'd be violating alaw.
(3) Maybe he can and maybe he can't
collect.
A suitable hotel room, single, at the
Biltmore or Statler Hotel in Los Angeles
will cost at least $10 a day. That leaves
$2 for tips, breakfast, luncheon, dinner,
bedtime snack, entertainment and other

on the program. This year it's a problem.
It may even be a problem whether
NAB can give free registration (with
luncheon and banquet tickets) to FCC
members and department heads who
take part in the program.
Fortunately FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer is giving his convention address
the morning of April 29 instead of at
the opening luncheon, so he won't have
to buy his own chicken a la king and
peas before making the speech.
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GOVERNMENT

state up to SI million for educational television stations and networks. Chairman

CROSS

UNDERGOES

•

queries

Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), is author.
Still another investigation ol the FCC
is being agitated by Sen. Wayne Morse (DOre.) After eight weeks of hearings before
the Senate Labor & Public Welfare Committee on education bills, he demanded that the
committee conduct an FCC inquiry to find
been awardhaven't
more channels
why
out ed
educational
tv stations.
The committee
stair is looking into the matter.
There's a potential hearing in the works
at the Senate Commerce Committee, based
on the report by Edward L. Bowles, chairman of a special group that has conducted
an allocations study for Chairman Magnuson. The study went slightly astray, venturing into economics and sociology. The
project started in June 1955. After 2Vi
years it has come up with some recommendations and an array of dissenting opinions.
In the main, the proposed study would involve aclassified investigation of the entire
spectrum: an independent look into uhf-vhf
allocations, yet another FCC investigation.
These investigations could eat up a million dollars in a hurry and further upset
the processes of legislation and regulation.
About two days of FCC time have been
consumed since January by testimony before the House Appropriations Committee.
The Commission took this assignment in
stride, judging by the committee's report.
This brings up another phase of Washington investigations — committee reports. These
involve weeks and often many months of
preparation. They appear in a buff jacket
surrounding at least inch-thick text and
sometimes two or more volumes.
The problem of making public the proceedings of government agencies has been
reviewed in recent months by a House
Government Operations Committee headed
by Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.). The committee is considering legislation that would
give department heads authority to set up
their own rules on the use of public records.
Hearings were held in February. The legislation would remove some government secrecy.
A hearing was held March 6 by the Senate
Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, covering the same ground as the Moss committee.
A Senate Judiciary Subcommittee held
a brief hearing on legislation making it a
crime to attempt illegally to influence the
FCC and other regulatory agencies.
And for some weeks a federal grand jury
in Washington has been probing the FCC's
handling of the Miami ch. 10 grant, and
the Pittsburgh ch. 4 case, looking into
allegedly improper efforts to influence the
Commission and other angles.
Little wonder CBS ran up a $207,000
bill with one law firm in 1957. And it uses
two firms to handle its commercial and
governmental legal relations.
The spring rash of probes, snoopings
and legislative studies is under way. Legislators and regulators are preening their
vocal chords. Prospective witnesses are
loading up on tranquilizers. Broadcasters
are eyeing their budgets.
Taxpayers must be wondering if the high
cost of investigations will ever be investigated.
Page 56
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Committee's

friendly but

•

FCC nominee expounds on 'gifts/
John S. Cross, nominated to succeed
former Comr. Richard A. Mack as a member of the FCC, was questioned for almost
two hours last Wednesday by virtually the
lull I 3-man complement of the Senate Commerce Committee.
Questioning was intensive but
After the hearing, Sen. Warren
nuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
mittee, announced that a vote

SENATE
searching

QUIZ

in two-hour

session

DBA plea, pay tv, other views
House interference,
too, he
about White House
interference, too,
said.
He also replied, in answer to other questions, that he was aware that the FCC is an
"arm" of Congress and that he would have
no partiality toward the State Dept. because

friendly.
G. Magthe comon Capt.

of his 12 years' service there.
Pressed by Sen. Frank J. Lausche (DOhio) to express his sentiments on a commissioner's objectivity and non-partisanship,

Cross' confirmation is expected to come at
the committee's April 16 meeting.
Mr. Cross, an Arkansas Democrat, was
nominated by President Eisenhower early
this month [Government, March 17] to

Mr. Cross quietly stated: "I would call 'em

serve the remainder of Mr. Mack's term,
to June 30, 1962. He was endorsed by
both Arkansas senators. Mr.

as The
I seemost
them."
spirited and lengthy exchanges
took place between Mr. Cross and Sens.
Alan Bible (D-Nev.) and Ralph Yarborough
(D-Tex.) on the petition by the Daytime
Broadcasters Assn. to extend the operating
hours of daytime stations.
Involved in this is the question of the U. S. -Mexican
radio treaty and the clear
channel case.
Mr. Cross made it clear
he felt it is in the public
interest to permit daytimers
to increase their hours of
operation, but, he added, the
Mexican government has been
adamant about permitting

Cross was born in Birmingham, Ala.
The committee hammered
at the 53-year-old State Dept.
Telecommunications Division
assistant chief on his attitudes
toward:
• Gifts and favors from
industry, and pressures and
inquiries from congressmen
and from the White House.
• The request by daytime
nighttime operation on the
broadcasters to the FCC to be
six Mexican clear channels.
CROSS EXAMINED
He disclosed that at one point
permitted
to extend their
in the 1956 negotiations with Mexico,
hours of operation, and the decade-old clear
channel case.
the U. S. delegation offered a reciprocal
arrangement whereby Mexican daytime
• Newspaper ownership of tv stations.
• Educational tv and pay tv.
stations could operate before local sunrise and after local sunset on U. S.
Under repeated interrogation by senators,
Mr. Cross maintained steadfastly that he
clear channels if the Mexican govern"wouldn't take very kindly" to any attempt
ment would agree to permit U. S. dayto pressure him on his vote.
timers the same privileges.
Mexico was adamant in opposition to this
He said he felt "very strongly" about receiving favors or gifts from industry repreMr. Cross related.
sentatives.
He pointed out that the Mexican treaty,
"It's not so much what might result," he
which is opposed by the DBA, involves
said, "but what people might think."
only the six Mexican clear channels. The
He also declared that the matter of acFCC could if it desired, he said, approve excepting expense money from industry and
also charging the government a per diem
is a matter for individual conscience — but,
WORLD'S HIS APPLE
he added, "it wouldn't sit right with me. I
couldn't do it."
During his appearance before the
He stated that the few times he had been
Senate Commerce Committee last
week on his nomination to be an FCC
offered honorariums he, and his superiors at
the State Dept., had decided it would be
commissioner, John Cross presented
"injudicious."
an 11 -page, single-spaced statement.
After several pages of description of
He agreed with Sen. John O. Pastore
the work of the Telecommunications
(D-R. I.) that it might be a good thing to
revise the Communications Act to delete the
Div. of the State Dept., of which he
is assistant chief, Mr. Cross declared:
provision permitting commissioners to accept honorariums.
"After reading the above, I am almost
overwhelmed at the extent of my acBut questions and answers on his feelings
toward Congressional and White House
tivities." In reciting his war-time experiences as a Navy captain in charge
pressures ranged far and wide.
of
world-wide
communications, Mr.
Capt. Cross maintained he thought it
Cross
stated:
"Therefore,
few, if any,
proper for congressmen to inquire about the
officers
in
communications
had comstatus of a case or ask for information in
bined technical and administrative auorder to reply to constituents' inquiries, but.
thority of such magnitude as mine."
he added, he would "resent" any attempt to
influence his "vote. This was his attitude
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GOVERNMENT continued
have been submitted to the Senate but have
never been ratified.
Mr. Cross also disclosed that he had
written to the FCC about clearing up the
clear channel case before opening negotiations with Mexico, but that the Commission
had not done so. This move would have
strengthened the U. S. position, he said.
The clear channel proceeding began in
1945. when the Commission opened hearings to determine if any or all of the 25
U. S. Class 1-A channels should be duplicated and whether the present limit of 50
kw maximum permissible power should be
raised to 750 kw. This proceeding is still
pending an FCC settlement.

tended hours for daytimers on the 25 U. S.
clears. Daytimers have asked to operate
from 5 a.m. or sunrise, whichever is earlier
to 7 p.m. or sundown, whichever is later.
At present daytimers begin broadcasting at
sunrise and cease at sunset.
The Commission has issued a notice of
proposed rule-making on this petition and
comments are due May 2.
Mr. C ross stressed that he was not committed on the daytime proposal because of
his participation in the U. S. -Mexico negotiations.
He said that he thought that the daytimers
were '"misinformed"" in their opposition to
ratification of the Mexican agreement.
Both thai treaty and the 1950 North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement

Radio frequencies are a "unique" resource. Mr. Cross said at one point, and

NO

MONEY

WORRIES

Maybe broadcasters ought to be
regulated, like utilities, with a fixed
rate of return. In this way they might
give more attention to programs and
less to making money.
That sentiment was baldly expressed
by Sen. George A. Smathers (D-Fla.)
last week during the Senate Commerce
Committee's interrogation of John S.
Cross to be an FCC commissioner.
Sen. Smathers' position was that by
limiting the earnings of tv stations,
broadcasters would be more interested
in serving the public than in making
a financial killing.

2
#

Mr. Cross did not give a direct
answer to this point of view. He did
state that he did not think the FCC
or Congress should censor programs.
The FCC nominee said he was partial
to tv, but agreed that some tv pro-

STAKE

grams are "pretty grim."
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FCC

had the power to make a policy determination on toll television, but that Congress had every right to indicate its views.
He said he had an open mind on pay tv.

trade with the military (tv's uhf spectrum
space for additional vhf bands now used
Call Your

^age 58

and that he had no "preconceived" position.
He said he saw nothing wrong in newspaper
ownership of a tv station.
Of course, he concluded, the public
should be given the benefit of many points
of view if possible.
In answer to other questions, he said he
would not let economics outweigh the public interest — which is "paramount." But,
he continued, he would not like to see so
many stations in one community that they
all go bankrupt.
Mr. Cross told the senators that he is in
favor of educational tv and that the burden
of persuading him to approve a change of
an educational station to commercial would
be on the commercial interests.
He also said the pay tv question is an
important one and that the FCC might do
well to consult with Congress on this
matter. He asserted that he thought the

In answer to Sen. Magnuson's observation
that commercial tv might benefit from a

L OW
FREQUENCY

620

the U. S. must sit down with other countries
and work out conflcts. At another point in
the proceedings, Mr. Cross told senators,
"I'm a pretty tough negotiator."
On newspaper and multiple ownership,
Mr. Cross said he shared the "normal
American feeling" that monopoly is bad.
But, he added, there is such a thing as
benevolent monopoly, like AT&T.
He declared that he felt each case should
be considered separately and on the record,

kc
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--Wichita

Falls,

Texas

Mr. Cross urged an "acrossby the military),
the-board"
study of the radio spectrum by
a high level official group authorized to
check classified uses of the spectrum. Mr.
Cross stated he long has been a proponent
of better spectrum management, but that
until a nationwide study is made, no one
can tell what circuits are being used and
how efficiently.
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GOVERNMENT continued

HYDE'S

STAND

BEFORE

APOLOGIES
NO
'I HAVE
• Provides point-by-point answers

•

Interim report on Miami

The

House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last week continued to hold
hearings on the FCC — but the emphasis
shitted from the controversial Miami ch.
10 grain to official misconduct charges
against present and former commissioners.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde spent Tuesday,
Wednesday and part of Friday on the witness stand defending his record against
charges lodged by Bernard Schwartz, former subcommittee chief counsel. On the
ch. 10 grant. Comr. Hyde said, "I did not
feel at any time that I was under any pressure." FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
testified for three days on the subject early
last month [Government, Feb. 10].
Comrs. Robert E. Lee and T. A. M.
Craven and former Comrs. George C. McConnaughey. George Sterling, E. M. Webster and Frieda Hennock are scheduled to
testily this week in subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris' (D-Ark.) all-out drive to
complete this phase of the investigations
prior to Congress' annual Easter recess,
which begins Thursday.
Robert W. Lishman. the subcommittee's
new chief counsel, sent a "bill of particulars" with specific charges to the present
and former commissioners
March 21.
Comr. Craven was not on the original list
of those charged with misconduct but received the bill of particulars and will be
questioned about entertaining by the industry. Comr. Frederick W. Ford, appointed
to the Commission last July, did not receive the Lishman communication and is
not scheduled as a witness.

HARRIS:

MAKE'
TO
to subcommittee

ch. 10 case due this week

was in direct contrast to the tactics used
by Dr. Schwartz in questioning Comr.
Doerfer.
On Monday of last week. Rep. Harris
sent identical questionnaires to members of
all six federal agencies under subcommittee jurisdiction asking their views on a possible code of ethics. The code would cover
not only commissioners, but also agency
staffers, attorneys practicing before the
agencies, and members of Congress and the
White House.
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N.L),
ranking minority member of the commitfour "suggestions"
tee, Wednesday made
for consideration
by the committee. They
would

make the attorney of record responsible for any ex-parte contacts by his
client and recommend disbarment proceedings if any such contacts are made.

In a letter to Rep. Harris, George T.
Baker, National president, last week again
called for testimony before the subcommittee by several senators who have been mentioned in the ch. 10 proceedings "to account for their improper conduct."
Last Tuesday, a federal grand jury resumed investigations of the ch. 10 and
Pittsburgh ch. 4 grants after a 10-day recess. The grand jury sessions are highly
secret and no announcement of the course
being followed has been made.
Just what course the subcommittee will
follow after its return April 14 from the
Easter recess has not been decided. The
staff has been at work digesting material
and leads on hand with an eye toward possible investigations of other comparative tv
cases. The two most prominently mentioned
have been FCC grants of Boston ch. 5 to
WHDH-Herald-Traveler and Indianapolis
ch. 13 to Crosley Broadcasting Co.
Many subcommittee members believe the
commissioners have followed "patterns" in
voting on contested cases and that a study
of several decisions — although hearings
probably will not be necessary in all cases —

mm

The instances of alleged misconduct primarily are based on fraternization with the
industry and allowing industry groups to
pay hotel bills for convention trips while
at the same time collecting per diem compensation from the government.
Rep. Harris, openly piqued because of
the time (seven weeks) devoted to the
FCCs ch. 10 Miami grant to National Airlines" subsidiary. Public Service Tv Inc.,
promised night sessions this week, if necessary, to close the current hearing phase by
Thursday.
Also promised this week is an interim
report on the ch. 10 hearings. Professional
staffers of the subcommittee's parent Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
are in the process of drafting the report.
It is expected to avoid controversial subjects in the hope it will receive unanimous
approval of the 11 -man subcommittee.
In all probability, Rep. Harris said, proposed legislation will be introduced with the
release of the report. It is expected to cover
the problem of attempts to influence the
commissioners on pending cases and a code
of ethics.
Mr. Lishman participated in the hearings for the first time last week, and conducted the preliminary questioning of the
witnesses. His examination of Comr. Hyde
Page 60
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RETURNING to Capitol Hill last week on one of their many pilgrimages were (I to r)
FCC Comrs. John C. Doerfer, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert E. Lee and Robert T. Bartley.
This trip, as others this year [Government, Feb. 10, et seq.], was for appearances
before the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, currently in the middle of a
full-scale investigation of the Commission.
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GOVERNMENT continued
The FCC veteran defended the placing of
RCA color sets in his and other commissioners' homes. "I certainly do," he replied,
when asked if the sets were considered a
"loan." His home had been used as an of-

is needed to determine if such improper
patterns actually exist.
The subcommittee was authorized last
spring with a $250,000 appropriation to determine ifthe regulatory agencies "are administering the laws as Congress intended."
In addition to the FCC, Federal Trade Commission. Interstate Commerce Commission,
Civil Aeronautic Board. Federal Power
Commission and Securities & Exchange

fical "point of observation" in FCC color
proceedings, Comr. Hyde explained. "I have
no apology for the use I have made of color
sets," he stated.
Rep. Harris asked the commissioner about
FCC staff instructions in December 1955 on

Commission fall Under the committee's
jurisdiction. Early this year, the subcommittee temporarily ran aground with an allout battle uithin the subcommittee and its

the ch. 10 case. According to the instructions, three commissioners (McConnaughey,
Doerfer and Lee) favored National, two
(Bartley and E. M. Webster) were for
WKAT Inc., Comr. Hyde himself favored
L. B. Wilson Inc. and Comr. Mack did not
participate. In his judgment. Comr. Hyde
stated, the 3-2-1 vote would not have provided a grant and this was in the nature of
preliminary views only.
He was questioned at great length as to
why it took the Commission 14 months
from the time instructions were issued to

stall" ensuing. As a result, the chief counsel
was tired and the then chairman. Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.). resigned.
Mr. Lishman confronted Comr. Hyde
with a February opinion by the comptroller
general that it is a "penal" offense for a
government official to allow industry payment of hotel bills while on official duty.
Comr.

Hyde protested it would be "outrageous" to apply
the new ruling
actionsa
he and other
commissioners
took tounder

make a final decision. Comr. Hyde maintained this was not an unusual situation and

previous and "conflicting" opinion.
Comr. Hyde, a Republican and 1946
Truman appointee to the FCC, claimed his
actions in accepting government per diem
and travel expenses while allowing the industry to pay his hotel bills were "thoroughly consistent" with a December 1954 comptroller general ruling. "I don't know of any
personal misconduct and I have no apologies to make," the commissioner told the
congressmen.
Specifically, the witness was accused of

was necessary because of the "tremendous
record" and many pleadings which had to
be disposed of one by one. Rep. John B.
Bennett (R-Mich.) said there was no justification for the time lapse.
The commissioner declined to discuss
merits of the ch. 10 case and referred the
subcommittee to his dissenting opinion at
the time of the grant. He expressed dissatisfaction with the decision and declined
to discuss specifics because of possible further proceedings. (The FCC has petitioned
the court to remand the ch. 10 grant back
tion.)
to the Commission for further considera-

"misconduct" (1) in making trips to an
NAB convention in Chicago and NAB regional meetings in Des Moines and San
Francisco, and (2) "fraternization" with
the industry and allowing the networks to
entertain him. These charges were intimated
early in January by former chief counsel
Schwartz, but a "bill of particulars" listing
specifics was sent to the commissioners only
10 days ago.
Protesting that it is an "unpleasant experience to seem to be put in the position
of chiseling a few dollars from the taxpayer." Comr. Hyde readily admitted NAB
paid his hotel bill (a total of $265) for had
the
trips in question, while the government had
paid per diem and travel expenses. On the
September 1956 trip to San Francisco,
Comr. Hyde said, he had spent only one
night in a hotel room for which NAB was
billed $84 (three days). He explained that
on returning to his elegantly-furnished room
the second day, preparations were underway
for a wedding so he moved to a much
smaller room. He said NAB was "taken" if it
then paid for the wedding reception.
The commissioner was asked about a
New York dinner honoring Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, for
which subcommittee records show Comr.
and Mrs. Hyde were billed $25 (paid by
NBC) for a Waldorf-Astoria Hotel room
and NBC furnished five roundtrip airplane
tickets for members of the FCC. Comr.
Hyde said he could not account for the
hotel bill because he and his wife did not
spend the night in New York and denied
Page 62
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ROBERT W. LISHMAN, new chief counsel
of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, last week questioned Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde about misconduct charges lodged by
predecessor counsel Bernard Schwartz. It
was Mr. Lishman's first appearance at the
FCC hearings.
any knowledge of who used the five airline
tickets.
The government paid his transportation,
he stated, and he paid Mrs. Hyde's. Referring to this trip and other industry functions, Comr. Hyde stated, "I find nothing
... to justify a charge of misconduct against
me or my wife." He defended FCC contact
with the industry as necessary to keep
abreast of new developments because the
Commission is not equipped to conduct its
own research.
Comr. Hyde, who has been a commissoner, chairman or staff member since the
Federal Radio Commission was founded in
1927, explained that he personally has paid
for a large majority of the trips he has
taken. In showing "I am not a money grasper," Comr. Hyde cited trips to Virginia and
Pennsylvania broadcaster meetings for
which he paid his own expenses.
"I have done the best I can to follow the
rules ..." Comr. Hyde told the subcommittee in asking the congressmen to determine what would be proper.

Comr. Hyde stated none of the ch. 10
applicants, or any one else, attempted to
discuss the case with him while it was pending. He said Milt Hill, National Airlines
public relations counsel, did visit him, "but
I cannot say he attempted to discuss this
matter with me." He also told of a 1956
letter from former Mutual President Edgar
Kobak expressing interest in the Katzentine
application.
While aware the decision was going to be
a "tough one," Comr. Hyde said he never
heard rumors the grant would go to National or that Comr. Mack was "pledged"
to the airline. He also denied any knowledge of ex-parte contacts made with Comr.
Mack or of the Mack-Whiteside relationship.
He told the subcommittee he would have
taken necessary steps to bring this into the
open if he had known.
Counsel Lishman asked Comr. Hyde
whether there was not a pattern and "potential for evil" in industry gifts and entertainment of commissioners. The commissioner
agreed that if there were such a pattern it
would be "intolerable" but that he did not
believe this is the case. In answer to another question, Comr. Hyde said he was not
"alarmed" because the FCC is not
"swamped with gifts."
He added that in 1953, while chairman,
he tried to get the FCC to adopt some rules
of conduct to prevent any "embarrassing
situations" in the acceptance of gifts.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
Examiner Disapproves Extension
Of KSLM-TV Construction Deadline
After receiving rive extensions of time
from the FCC for completion of construction of KSLM-TV Salem, Ore.. Oregon
Radio Inc. was turned down last week
by Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on its request for another extension.
In his initial decision. Examiner Frederick
concluded that "Oregon Radio has not been
diligent in proceeding with construction of
. . . KSLM-TV as authorized in its construction permit . . . [andl has not been
prevented from completing the aforesaid
construction by causes not under its control. . . ." Examiner Frederick declared
that granting the Oregon Radio application
thus would not "serve the public interest,
convenience and necessity."
The FCC issued the initial construction
permit for ch. 3 in Salem in the autumn
of 1953. with construction to be completed
by the spring of the following year. The
Commission, upon successive applications
by Oregon Radio, granted five extensions
of time for completion of the station, with
the deadline of the last grant set for March
27. 1957. The initial decision in this proceeding before Examiner Frederick involved
an application for extension of time to Sept.
27. 1957.
Late in 1956 [Government, Nov. 19.
19561 the Commission turned down a bid
by Storer Broadcasting Co. to acquire
KSLM-TV. Storer had asked for a waiver
of the multiple ownership rule in order to
get the ch. 3 outlet, since the firm already
was in possession of the maximum of five vhf
stations.
KLEW-TV Withdraws Opposition
Against Translators in Area
KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho, tossed in the
sponge last week in its long battle to keep
two new translator stations out of its area,
requesting FCC permission to withdraw its
protest against the translators. At the beginning of the month. KLEW-TV had been
granted a protest and petition for reconsideration of the translator grants to Orchards Community Television Assn. Inc.
in Lewiston [Government, March 10].
KLEW-TV decided to call a halt to the
reconsideration to which it had just become
eligible because the Commission, while
designating the translator applications for
hearing, had failed "to stay the effective
date of the grants" (Jan. 8). The Orchards
translators, originally granted without hearing, would operate on chs. 70 and 76 respectively to translate programs of ch. 2 KREMTV and ch. 6 KHQ-TV Spokane.
KLEW-TV. which operates on ch. 3 and
is a satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.,
also pointed out that its decision to back
out of the anti-Orchards fight was largely
based on the "local unpopularity of [its]
continued opposition."
Ch. 3 Applicants

Plan Merger

One of two applicants for ch. 3 Wilmington. N. C has withdrawn its application so
it can merge with the other applicant in a
new corporation, to be formed when the
^age 66
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I ( C giants a construction permit for ch. 3
to the other applicant.
United Broadcasting Co., Wilmington, is
the applicant which was granted the dismissal by the FCC. United Broadcasting is
owned by Richard Eaton, multiple station
owner. New Hanover Broadcasting Co.,
Wilmington, owner of WGNI that city, is
the firm with which United will merge. In
the new corporation. Class A common stock
will be divided equally between individuals
representing the two former firms. Each
firm will pay its own expenses in connection
with the separate applications. After the
grant of the permit all expenses will be
paid by the new corporation.
Simonton Drops One Bid for Fm,
Prehearing Talk Set for Second
Richard C. Simonton. stockholder in
California and Hawaii stations, was scheduled to appear opposite Southwest Broadcasting Co. in an FCC prehearing conference last Friday before Hearing Examiner
Annie Neal Huntting, on the two firms'
mutually-exclusive fm applications. This
comes just a few weeks after Mr. Simonton
was granted his petition for dismissal of
another fm application.
Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham granted dismissal of Mr. Simonton's application for ch. 274 (102.7 mc) in
Los Angeles. This dismissal retained in hearing status the other applicant, Hall Broadcasting Co. The fm facility in which Mr.
Simonton and Southwest Broadcasting are
interested is ch. 236 (95.1 mc). Mr. Simonton is seeking that channel in San Bernardino, Calif., Southwest Broadcasting in Redlands.
Under the terms of an agreement between
Mr. Simonton and Hall for the Los Angeles
fm outlet, the former is to be given the
right to use two subcarriers on ch. 274
in connection with his functional music
operation; Hall will pay up to $300 for
the subcarrier generators. No consideration
other than that in the agreement is to be
paid Mr. Simonton and no consideration
will be paid to Hogan Broadcasting Corp.,
a third applicant for the Los Angeles channel
whose application was dismissed without
prejudice late last year.
It was revealed in the Simonton-Hall
agreement, that Hall "at least at the outset" in its fm operation would duplicate
the programs of its am outlet, KLAC Los
Angeles. The Mt. Wilson fm transmitter
site will be retained, however.
WBNY-FM

Faces Renewal

Hearing

WBNY-FM Buffalo was advised by FCC
that its applications for renewal of fm license
and subsidiary communications authorization will require a hearing. WBNY-FM,
declared the Commission, has "knowingly
and willfully continued to conduct a
functional music operation on a simplex
basis without authorization. . . ."
The FCC also denied the station's petition
for a waiver of the rules to permit continuation of its functional music operation
on a simplex basis under temporary authorization and dismissed the WBNY-FM application seeking this.

Western

Nebraska

Favored

By FCC Examiner for Ch. 13
Western Nebraska Television Inc. won an
initial decision from FCC Hearing Examiner
H. Gifford Irion last week for a new tv
station which would operate on ch. 13 in
Alliance, Neb.
The sole question which had been involved
in this decision was the determination of
Western's financial qualifications to construct, own and operate the proposed tv station. The applicant had already been found
legally and technically qualified.
The proceedings on ch. 13 in Alliance
had begun originally as a consolidated comparative hearing between Western and
Frontier Broadcasting Co. As Examiner
Irion related it in his decision: "Frontier,
which is the permittee of KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff. Neb. (satellite of KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo.), filed an application for modification
of its permit (in Scottsbluff) and specified
that upon a grant it would accept the dismissal of its Alliance application." Late last
year, the FCC granted the Frontier modification request "and simultaneously dismissed
Frontier's application in this [Alliance] proceeding with prejudice."
House

Approves

$8.9 Million

For FCC, Up $600,000 From '58
The House Thursday approved without
amendment and sent to the Senate the fiscal
1959 independent offices appropriation bill.
It provides $8.9 million for the FCC, $600,000 more than was appropriated for the current fiscal year but $50,000 less than the
amount requested by the President [At
Deadline, Jan. 13].
The additional $600,000 is earmarked
for 45 extra staff people to help eliminate
the current backlog in am and safety and
special radio applications. The bill limits
travel expenses of commissioners and staff
personnel to $107,470.
No change was made in the FTC appropriation, with that agency receiving
$5.95 million, the same as for fiscal 1958.
This represents a cut of $75,000 from the
tions.
amount requested for the FTC's 1959 operaCh. 13 Norfolk

Bid Dismissed

Declaring its proposed antenna site had
been "damned" by the Airspace Panel of
the Air Coordinating Committee, NorfolkNewport News Tv Corp. last week asked
the FCC to dismiss its application for ch.
13 Norfolk, Va. The request was granted,
without prejudice, by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham and still in contention for the vhf facility are ch. 15
WVEC-TV Hampton, Va., ch. 27 WTOVTV Norfolk and Virginian Tv Corp., both
Norfolk.
NAB,

MBS

Set Hill Testimony

Representatives of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters and MBS are scheduled to
testify at a hearing before a House special
subcommittee in Washington on Wednesday
on the ways media organizations and other
industries can help contribute to traffic
safety. Mutual already has placed into effect
Broadcasting
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For more than a quarter of a century, advertising and marketing
executives have relied on Advertising Age to bring them the
news, trends and developments

of their fast-changing field.

That's why you'll find that most of the executives of importance
to you — those who influence as well as those who activate major
broadcast decisions — give Ad Age the number one spot on their
Monday-morning agendas.
Foote, Cone & Belding, for example, ranks among the top ten
agencies in broadcast advertising, with radio-tv billings totaling $40,000,000* in 1957. Among its important broadcast
accounts are Armour and Co., Lever Brothers Co., KimberlyClark Corp., Ford Motor Co. (Edsel Division) and Liebmann
Breweries, Inc.
Every Monday, 170 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age get a
going-over at Foote, Cone & Belding. Further, 132 paidsubscription copies reach marketing planners at the advertisers
mentioned.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching almost 12,000 agency people alone, its intense
readership by top executives in national advertising companies
— and you'll recognize in Advertising Age a most influential
medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
^Broadcasting Magazine 1957 report.
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Mr. Delano entered advertising as a Young &
Rubicam trainee in 1933, after graduating
from Lehigh. In the decade that followed, he
gained experience in many phases of the
agency business through his work in such departments asmedia, copy research, production
and merchandising, and as an account executive for a variety of clients. Mr. Delano left
Y&R for a short stint as a Warwick & Legler
account executive, but returned to Y&R before
joining the U.S. Navy as an officer during
World War II. Since 1947, he has been with
Foote, Cone & Belding, where he now is a
senior vice-president, director and member of
the plans board. Mr. Delano is in demand as
a speaker, principally on merchandising and
its place in the field of advertising, and is the
FC&B representative on the Brand Names
Foundation.
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GOVERNMENT continued

Operation Roadbeat,"
project
a
31 of its stations from Buffalo
which called
under
to Miami Beach co-operate in providing
traffic information by advising motorists
of the next station on their route that will
provide subsequent travel data.
Senate

Unit Asks

Explanation

By Rogers on 'Secrecy' Stand
Attorney General William Rogers last
week was asked to reappear before the Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee to

explain "shocking" contradictions in his
views toward legislation designed to make
government information more readily accessible to the public.
The request was made by Sen. Thomas C.
Hennings (D-Mo.), chairman of the subcommittee. The senator said a March 13
letter from the Attorney General "clearly
repudiates" his earlier testimony before the
subcommittee [Government, March 10].
The bill involved (S 921) would repeal a
169-year-old "housekeeping" statute which
gives government departments the authority
to withhold certain information.
In action on a similar bill, the House Rules
Committee Wednesday cleared HR 2767
for possible floor action this week. The
House bill, introduced by Rep. John Moss
(D-Calif.), also would repeal the "housekeeping" statute. Attorney General Rogers has
described this bill as "meaningless."
IRS Says Ad Cost Must Be Added
In Figuring Manufacturers Excise
The Internal Revenue Service has published atentative clarification of its policy
on determining manufacturers excise taxes
with respect to deductions of cooperative
advertising and other dealer allowances on
product prices. The proposed regulations
under section 3443 (a) (2) of the Internal
Revenue Code appear in the March 22
Federal Register along with an invitation for
comments. The public has 30 days to comment or ask for a hearing.
The tentative ruling says that in determining product sale price for excise purposes, any extra charge required as a condition of sale, including separate charges for
advertising, is includible in the sale price on
which the tax is based. However, a manufacturer may apply for tax credits or refunds
when the price is readjusted by a bona fide
discount rebate to dealers under the IRS
proposal.
Supreme

Court to Hear

Appeal

On Court Order Splitting IBC
The U. S. Supreme Court has agreed
to referee a bout between the International
Boxing Commission and the federal government. The high court said it would hear
appeal on IBC's request that a decision by
New York District Judge Sylvester J. Ryan
last summer was too punitive and in error in
holding that the club and principal officers
James D. Norm and Arthur M. Wirtz with
Madison Square Garden, New York, were
guilty of violating antitrust laws.
Judge Ryan ordered the IBC to separate
Page 68
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HAS HI Fl, SEEKS CP
Who said the younger generation is
"beat?" Robert George Enright, 22,
certainly is ready to take on more than
his share of responsibility. Armed with
some hi-fi equipment, the Chicago
grocery clerk proposes to break into
the somewhat competitive field of am
broadcasting. His handwritten, inkblotched application and attached
series of scribbled "exhibits," submitted to the FCC last week, requests a
construction permit for a 250-w station on 600 kc.
Mr. Enright was unable to provide
specifics as to transmitter, antenna,
programming, etc., but pointed out
that once granted a cp he'd meet all
requirements. Regarding possible safety hazard presented by antenna, he
attempted to set the FCC at ease with
a primitive sketch of how it would
look in its surroundings, plus the
notarized statement: "Aircraft would
collide with two schools and various
trees before hitting this antenna. It's
impossible that this antenna cause
aviation catastrophy [sic]."
its New York and Illinois activities and
Messrs. Norris and Wirtz to divest themselves of their ownership interests and officeholding in Madison Square Garden. He also
forbade Messrs. Norris and Wirtz to contract for the exclusive services of individual
fighters and limited them and the Garden to
two championship bouts annually for the
next five years.
At stake, according to IBC attorneys, are
the Wednesday and Friday night series of
televised fights. Miles Labs, and Mennen
Co. sponsor the Wednesday Night Fights
on ABC-TV, and Gillette, the Cavalcade of
Sports on NBC-TV on Friday nights.
McConnaughey View Misconstrued,
FCC Tells Anti-Leak Bill Sponsor
The FCC never said it saw no need for a
law to assure impartiality of federal government agencies, the Commission has said in
a letter to Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.).
Sen. Jackson has attributed that sentiment
to then FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey [Government, March 10].
What Mr. McConnaughey said, the FCC
related in its March 17 letter, was that
criminal penalties aren't necessary. The FCC
letter, a copy of which was sent to Sen.
James O. Eastland (D-Miss.), chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, quoted a
question by Sen. Jackson to Mr. McConnaughey in a June 4, 1957, executive session
of the Senate committee. Sen. Jackson asked
Mr. McConnaughey what his attitude was
about "criminal penalties" in the proposed
bill. Mr. McConnaughey answered, for the
FCC, that "we do not need it," but that if
Congress thought it was necessary the Commission had no objection.
The Commission also suggested that Sen.
Jackson check FCC's comments submitted
to the committee indicating the FCC was

in favor of "'basic objectives of the bill." It
still is. the FCC said, and is on record to
that effect.
A one-day hearing on Sen. Jackson's bills
(S 2462 and 2461) was conducted earlier this
month by the Senate Judiciary subcommittee
chairman, Sen. Sam J. Ervin (D-S. C).
Radio Boise Gets Ch. 6, Nampa;
Commission Grants Four New Ams
The FCC last week granted ch. 6 in
Nampa, Idaho, to Radio Boise Inc., owned
by Roger L. Hagadone. Mr. Hagadone also
owns KYME Boise, Idaho. Ch. 6 in Nampa
at one time was licensed to Idaho Broadcasting &Television Co. as KTVI (TV).
The Commission also granted the following am stations last week:
• Phoenix Broadcasting Co., Phoenix,
Ariz., 1010 kc, with 500 w, day; transmitter
to be operated by remote control; engineering conditions.
• Public Service Broadcasting, Riveria
Beach, Fla., 1600 kc, with 1 kw, day; engineering condition.
• Auburn Broadcasters, Auburn, Wash.,
1220 kc, with 250 w, day; engineering condition and subject to one of the owners,
Edward Garre, severing all connection with
KMO Tacoma, Wash., before program tests
are authorized.
• Manchester Broadcasting Co., Manchester, Conn., 1230 kc, with 250 w. An
initial decision in the summer of 1956 proposed this action. Comr. Frederick Ford
abstained from voting.
For other broadcast actions, see For The
Record, page 93.
Legislators Accuse

Media

Of Unfair Anti-Pay Tv Tactics
Charges that tv stations and networks
used unfair tactics to persuade their audiences that pay tv would mean the end
of free television have been aired on the
floor of the Senate and the House of
Representatives.
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) led
a long discussion on the subject March 21.
He was joined by Sen. Russell B. Long
(D-La.), and Sen. Albert Gore (D-Tenn.).
Last week, on March 25, Rep. Carroll D.
Kearns (R-Pa.) had nine newspaper editorials reprinted in the Congressional Record
— all favoring the idea of letting pay tv be
tried out in the marketplace.
On March 20, Rep. Robert W. Hemphill (D-S.C.) submitted a local newspaper
editorial which favored the Congressional
committee resolutions to stop the proposed
FCC pay tv tests. And two weeks ago,
Rep. Thomas L. Ashley (R-Ohio) charged
that the television industry and motion
picture theatre operators are "propagandizing" the American public against pay tv.
Sen. Long said he had received 10,000
postcards opposing pay tv as a result of
several programs on a Louisiana station.
The FCC, meanwhile, has written to an
Alabama tv station asking for information
on its pay tv editorializing. This was done
after a complaint had been filed by James
M. Landis, special counsel for Skiatron
Electronics & Television Corp., one of the
major toll tv advocates.
Broadcasting

Court
On

Upholds

First

De-mix

FCC
Case

In its first ruling on last year's FCC deintermixture actions the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week upheld the

Your
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Broadcasting
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sales

action

■

here

■

a full-scale, evidentiary hearing.
The court said, however, that the deintermixture proceedings were rule-making
and resulted in WIRL-TV receiving a "consolation prize" in the form of ch. 25 in
lieu of ch. 8.
It referred to its 1956 Coastal Bend case
(involving channels assigned to Galveston,

to "conclude that the goal [to encourage
uhf and remove the potential of vhf competition] would be better approached in
Peoria by allotting it four technically equal
uhf channels, rather than one superior vhf
channel and two inferior uhf channels."
The decision was written by Circuit
ludge Warren E. Burger for himself and
Judges E. Barrett Prettyman and Charles
Fahy.
Pending in the same court, in addition
to the Springfield ch. 2 case, are the Evansville ch. 7 issue, and the Hartford, Conn.,
and Madison, Wis., ch. 3 cases. In the last
two, the Commission refused to delete the
vhf channels in those cities, and the ruling
was appealed by uhf outlets there.

messages

■

FCC's right to shift ch. 8 Peoria, 111., to
Davenport (Iowa) -Rock Island-Moline, 111.
The unanimous three-judge court said
that the Commission acted within its authority in determining that it was in the
pubic interest to deintermix Peoria.
In March 1957 the FCC ordered 13
cities deintermixed. In some of these, additional vhf channels were added, but in six
cities single vhf channels were ordered
moved and uhf channels substituted. In
three of these, the move hit operating vhf
outlets; in two it involved non-operating
vhf grantees.
Later the FCC reversed its thinking on
deintermixture in the Albany-SchenectadyTroy, N. Y., area and, instead of deleting
ch. 6 (WRGB [TV]), it added additional
vhf channels to make the area all-vhf.
The operating vhf stations which are
under show cause orders to change to uhf
channels are ch. 7 WTVW (TV) Evansville,
Ind., and ch. 12 KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.
Non-operating vs are ch. 2 WMAY-TV
Springfield, 111., and ch. 8 WIRL-TV
Peoria, 111. Non-occupied ch. 9 was deleted
from Elmira, N. Y.
Both the Springfield and Peoria grants
were conditioned on a no-constructon provision pending completion of the deintermixture proceedings.
All except Elmira are still in litigation.
In fact the Springfield, 111., case is
scheduled to be argued in the same court
April 17.
In its appeal, WIRL-TV charged that
the FCC acted arbitrarily in removing ch. 8
from Peoria. It claimed it was entitled to

Tex., in the Commission's 1952 Sixth Report and Order) quoting that "it is for the
Commission, not the courts, to pass on the
wisdom of a channel allocation scheme."
The court declared that it was not arbitrary
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DeGRAY

EASTMAN

president's five-year contract

of ABN

settlement

•

Seek

•

Affiliates meeting

with

network

In the wake of ABN's sharp cutback in
programming, negotiations were afoot last
week looking toward an amicahle settlement
of Robert E. Eastman's contract as president of the network.
The contract, signed about a year ago,
has approximately four years to run. If Mr.
Eastman leaves, the speculation was that he
would be succeeded by Edward DeGray,
now station relations vice president. Mr.

MR. DeGRAY

MR. EASTMAN

Eastman, it was understood, has recommended Mr. DeGray as his successor.
(oincidentally it was learned that a group
of about a dozen leading ABN affiliates last
week called a meeting for today (Monday)
to give ABN officials their own views on
how the network should be operated and to
hear first-hand the plans and views of ABN
authorities. Among those slated to attend
the meeting, it was reported, are Otto
Brandt of King Broadcasting (KING Seatlie and others) and Roger Clipp of the Triangle Stations (WFIL Philadelphia and others). The meeting is to be held in New York.
Negotiations towards settlement of Mr.
Eastman's contract stemmed from the parent AB-PT top management's decision first
to cut back and finally to abandon the alllive-entertainment concept Mr. Eastman introduced last fall. The cutback was designed
to stem heavy losses in network operations,
said to be running at about $4 million a
year, although many authorities felt the alllive format had not been given an adequate
chance to prove itself commercially.
Mr. Eastman was reported to have two
major alternatives in mind if he leaves ABN.
One is the possibility of returning to the
station representation business, perhaps setting up his own firm. His background runs
heavily to sales generally and station representation specifically. Before moving to
ABN last spring he was executive vice president of John Blair & Co.
The other possibility he was said to be
considering was that of buying a station —
probably a radio station.
In their effort to ease the losses from
radio networking AB-PT authorities at one
point thought seriously of giving up the
network altogether [Lead Story, March
17]. Finally they decided to keep going with
a heavily restricted program schedule which,
if it paid off, could be expanded later. This
format, calling for a program lineup consistPage 70
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SUCCESSOR?

executives

today

in N.

Y.

ing of Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m.
EST), newscasts, and religious and other
public service programs, was officially announced in a statement last Monday [At
Deadline, March 24]. Text of the statement:
. . In the interest of serving the public,
as well as our affiliates and owncd-andoperated stations, we have determined to realign the programming of the ABC radio network effective April 6.
"Our award-winning news operation will
be enhanced by the addition of more news
programs, and by the installation of the
news-alert warning system which recently
was worked out at the suggestion of the
ABC radio affiliates [Network, Feb. 3]. . . .
"Don McNeill's Breakfast Club, which
on June 23 celebrates its 25th anniversary,
will continue in its current time period . . .
"ABC radio will also continue its many
special public service features, including religious broadcasts, coverage of major sports
events, presidential and other important
speeches, presidential conventions as well
as other major events of interest to the
"As the radio network becomes stronger,
public.
it will expand and add to its programming
'
Sarnoff
schedule." Gives
On Comeback

Rosy Report
of NBC Radio

The outlook for network radio at NBC
was pictured in bright colors by Robert W.
Sarnoff, president, in his monthly letter to
be circulated today (Monday) to radio-tv
editors throughout the nation. It marked
the first time Mr. Sarnoff devoted his letter
wholly to the subject of radio.
Mr. Sarnoff said that "a financial and programming retrenchment at one radio network" (an obvious reference to the American Broadcasting Network) has touched
off speculation on "the precarious future of
all radio networks." He acknowledged that
since 1953 NBC has had a cumulative loss
of about $9 million on its network radio
operation. But he added that the loss in

ANTI-RECESSION

FODDER

More than $12 million in orders in
net revenue already have been booked
this far this year on NBC Radio "far
surpassing" business at a comparable
date in 1957, William K. McDaniel,
vice president in charge of NBC Radio
network sales, announced Thursday.
The orders represent nearly three times
that amount of business on the books
a year ago this date, Mr. McDaniel
said.
One indication of NBC Radio's
"healthy state," Mr. McDaniel reported, is that the increase in 1958 over
1957 was substantial, even though
1957 was "a good year" for the network. He pointed out that sales in
1957 were 41% higher than 1956. He
added that 80% of this year's business
is for more than 13 weeks, whereas
75% of 1957 business was for less
than 13 weeks.

from the potter's
has also given new
network radio as a
instrument and as

field of broadcasters. It
vitality to the concept of
national communications
an effective vehicle for

national advertising."
Ommerle,

Dann

Take

In CBS-TV

Programs

New

Posts

Echelon

Harry G. Ommerle, CBS-TV program director from 1950 to 1955 and vice president
in charge of New York network programs
since May 1955, has been named vice president in charge of all network programs,
effective immediately, it was announced last
week by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV
executive vice president in charge of network programs. Mr. Ommerle, who reports
to Mr. Robinson, will be responsible for all
program activities on both the East and West
Coasts.
Succeeding Mr. Ommerle is Michael
Dann, president of Henry Jaffe Enterprises,
New York. Mr. Dann is a former director

1957 was "substantially less" than in 1956
and ventured the opinion that the radio network would be at "a break-even point . . .
andHe soon."
credited Matthew (Joe) Culligan, vice
president in charge of the radio network,
with sparking a new management team
which has introduced programming and
sales concepts that have paved the way to
increased business. He said affiliates, at
NBC's request, have cleared an average of
15% more time for network programs in
the past year. As a consequence, he said,
compensation to NBC Radio affiliates "has
quadrupled over two years ago."
"I am consciously a little boastful in recounting the progress of the new radio management," Mr. Sarnoff wrote. "It has, without exaggeration, snatched NBC Radio back

MR. OMMERLE

MR. DANN

of NBC's program department and vice
president in charge of program sales for
that network.
Mr. Ommerle joined CBS in 1935 as a
producer. From 1937 to 1943 he was with
the William Morris Agency. For the next
two years he was vice president and account
executive with Ruthrauff & Ryan, and from
1945 to 1948 was in charge of radio acBroadcasting

tivities for A. S. Lyons agency. Until he
rejoined CBS in 1950 he operated his own
talent agency and show package-producing
enterprise.
More
Cited

January 1957 and January this year, while
CBS-TV's dropped 18%. On a Nielsen
average-audience basis, the figures showed,
ABC-TV's ratings had climbed 10% in the
same period while NBC-TV gained 4% and
CBS-TV dropped 12%.

ABC-TV
Impact
in Presentation

ABC-TV is "the value network" that
more than any other reaches the heavierbuying younger and larger families. This,
in profile, is the self-portrait that the network is painting in current presentations to
advertisers and agencies.
The presentation, shown to newsmen
Thursday, fills in the picture with statistics
designed to point up ABC-TV advances in
coverage, programming, audience delivery
and economy for the advertiser. ABC officials maintain that programming, rather
than facilities, is fast becoming a major determinant of network success and that as
this trend progresses they foresee "an even
split" of audiences among all three networks.
Eugene Accas, ABC-TV vice president
who delivered the presentation, cited Nielsen figures to show that in 45 three-network
markets ABC-TV drew 78% of its average
audience from "younger homes (where
housewife's age is below 50)" as against
70% in the case of CBS-TV and 68% for
NBC-TV. From the standpoint of family
size, he said 78% of the ABC-TV audience
came from families with three or more

Mr. Accas, calling attention to the three
networks' varying rate and discount structures, asserted that — assuming matched
three-network lineups having a 94.5% coverage factor — the annual net time cost of
the sponsor of a weekly half-hour on ABCTV would be $391,664 less than on CBS-TV
and $632,684 less than on NBC-TV.
Indeed, he said, an advertiser entitled
only to minimum discounts would pay less
for a one-hour program on ABC-TV ($74,454 net) than one entitled to maximum discounts on CBS-TV ($77,171) or NBC-TV
THE "value network" is pitched by Eugene
Accas, ABC-TV vice president.
members, compared to 69% and 70%
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, respectively.

for

Even though ABC-TV's Disneyland and
NBC-TV's Wagon Train had identical Nielsen ratings in the last November-December
reports, he said Disneyland had 26% more
"young-family" audience than Wagon Train
and 25% more in the larger-family category. Similar comparisons were drawn for
a number of other programs.
Stressing audience gains, the presentation
quoted Nielsen multi-network-area figures
showing that ABC-TV ratings (and also
NBC-TV's)
had gone up 10% between

($77,636).
The cost-per-thousand per commercial
minute, he continued, dropped from $3.04
to $2.88 (5%) on ABC-TV between January 1957 and January 1958, while on
NBC-TV it dropped 3% to $3.38 and on
CBS-TV it rose 23% to $2.97.
He also displayed charts showing that
53% of ABC-TV's programs fall below the
all-network median CPM of $3.38, as compared to 52% in the case of CBS-TV and
45% for NBC-TV.
Mr. Accas said ABC-TV's live-coverage
problems, once one of its biggest handicaps,
has been "largely dissipated" by the addition of new markets which bring the pres-
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
ent total to 82 and will raise this to 85,
representing 83% of U. S. homes, by next
fall. The network's total is 185 markets,
representing 98.7% coverage.
AB-PT'S
ITS TOP
•

TV BECOMES
MONEYMAKER

Movie

income

slips to No. 2

• AB-PT '57 gross is new high
television for the first time is indisputably
the top revenue source for American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson
announced Thursdaj in his annual report to
stockholders that income from the ABC
division last year was $109,393,000. while
theatre income was $95,280,000. In 1956,
it was a near even split of tv and theatre
income, with the latter enjoying a slight
edge. In 1955 AB-PT's theatres brought in
$30 million more than broadcast operations.
Gross income for AB-PT last year was
at a record level. $215.8 million-plus, up
nearly $9 million from 1956. The ABC
division had an increased income of about
$10.5 million; theatres were down approximately S5.2 million. But, Mr. Goldenson
said, there was a rebound in theatre business at the turn of this year, adding that
ABC-TV brought in an improved billing
performance in the last quarter of 1957.
Net operating earnings after taxes totaled
$4.9 million, or $1.10 per share last year as
against $7,735,000 or $1.78 per share in
1956 (and an additional $742,000 or 18
cents a share from capital gains that year).
Mr. Goldenson said that earnings were

lower last year because of a restricted return
from the ABC division for the first nine
months and a decline in the motion picture
business in the fourth quarter.

Goldenson reported that AB-PT's
Mr. income
gross
peak last year came about
increased
principally
volume.
Thebecause
latter, ofhe ABC-TV's
noted, reflected
an
improved and enlarged programming
structure.
In the fourth quarter of the year, Mr.
Goldenson said, ABC-TV "attained the
largest percentage increase in gross time
billings of all networks." He held up to
stockholders "impressive" audience gains, a
"more fully competitive three-network status," and improved profits in fourth quarter
1957 of the owned tv stations.
During the year, AB-PT's working capital
increased from $41.2 million to $45,848,000,
an advantageous condition," said Mr. Goldenson, because of large capital requirements
to "accommodate the expanding needs in
programming and in physical facilities of the
television network and owned stations."
The AB-PT report indirectly refers to the
changes now completed at American Broadcasting Network: "This past year, the network was given separate corporate identification to give it greater flexibility in its operation. New management was brought in
which placed primary emphasis on new programming. There is no assurance at this date
[time that report was written] of broad acceptance byadvertisers of this programming
and further changes may be required."
(Also see story on ABN, page 70.)
Mr. Goldenson noted that while ABC-TV
still does not have equal competitive facili-

ties in certain markets, the gap has been
narrowed and ABC-TV programs now reach
about 85% of tv homes on a direct live
basis compared to 76% in the fall of 1956.
He commented: "Television continues to
expand as the most dynamic of the advertising media. Competition has sharpened —
but this is in part a measure of the progress
that ABC has made toward pulling abreast
of the other networks."
At the end of the year, AB-PT operated
537 theatres through its subsidiaries. Also
in the AB-PT aegis: ABC Film Syndication
Div., which Mr. Goldenson said expanded
sales "materially"; Disneyland Park (AB-PT
has 35% interest); AB-PT Pictures Corp.,
a movie production subsidiary that thus far
has released pictures with themes of sciencefiction and teen-age problems; Am-Par Record Corp., and stock interests in three electronics concerns, Microwave Assoc., TechCorp. nical Operations Inc., and the Dynametrics

MARCATO
Mutual

GODWIN
Sets Up

To Form

NOVAK

Policy Unit

Operational

Plans

Mutual last week announced the formation of a four-man Mutual Network Policy
Committee, which will formulate plans for
the operation of the network. It consists of
Armand Hammer, board chairman; H. Roy
Roberts, treasurer; George Vogel, executive
vice president, and Robert F. Hurleigh, vice
president for news and special events.
One of the first moves of the committee
was to announce an expansion program involving the addition of three executives to
the staff.
They include Robert Marcato, formerly
eastern sales manager for ABC Film Syndication, who has been appointed to the
newly-created post of national sales manager
[At Deadline, March 24]; Charles Godwin,
previously a sales vice president for Sponsor
magazine, who has been named to the station relations staff, and Robert Novak, formerly executive vice president of Martha
Rountree Productions, who has joined the
programming department to expand the network's coverage of national affairs and informational features.
KBS

Adds

Nine

New

Affiliates

The addition of nine affiliates and a new
high of 1,034 stations were announced by

MANAGERS of ABC-owned radio stations went to Detroit for the first meeting with
their new chief, James G. Riddell (seated c), who this month was elected executive
vice president of ABC Div. of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
[Networks, March 17]. At the meeting (1 to r) : John H. Pace, managing director
of KGO San Francisco and general manager of KABC Los Angeles; Ralph Beaudin,
vice president-general manager of KQV Pittsburgh: Hal Neal, vice president of WXYZ
Detroit: Stewart Barthelmess, general manager of WABC New York, and Gil Paltridge, general manager of KGO.

Keystone Broadcasting System last Wednesday. Blanche Stein, KBS station relations
director, reported these new affiliates: WKIS
Orlando and WAUC Wauchula, both Florida; KPID Payette, Idaho; KMRC Morgan
City, La.; WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.; WHEY
Millington, Tenn.; KBBB Borger and KBUS
Mexia, both Texas, and WHSM Hayward,
Wis.
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Broadcasting

SIMPLIFIED
VHF

ANTENNA

REDUCES

IMPROVES
COSTCOVERAGE

New

General

Electric

helical antenna
complex,

VHF

is smaller,

less

gives better reception

in difficult areas.
Station KIRO, the Northwest's newest
television station, uses a General Electric
VHF helical antenna to blanket Seattle. KIRO
joins a growing list of VHF stations to benefit
from this technically-superior, proved-in-use
antenna — a product of G.E.'s thirty years in
designing and building television broadcasting
equipment.
Lower installation and maintenance costs.
The helical antenna is smaller and has nearly
90 percent less cable, junctions and feed
points. Transmission lines are inside the mast,
unexposed to weather and shielded from the
RF field. Structural rigidity eliminates pattern
fluctuations in gale winds.
Greater gain, more reliable coverage. The
helical antenna has a power gain of up to 25,
compared to the usual 12. Horizontal field pattern can be directionalized by simple tuning
stubs on helix. Power division and phasing
between sections produces null-free pattern.
Radiating element doubles as its own de-icer.
The VHF helical antenna has many other
features that mark it as a major contribution
to the broadcasting industry. Your nearest
G-E Broadcast Equipment representative can
supply you with data, or write Technical Products Dept., General Electric Company,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada,
Canadian General Electric Company Ltd.,
Broadcast Equipment Sales, 830 Lansdowne
Ave., Toronto, Ontario. Outside the U.S.A.,
and Canada, International General Electric
Company, Inc., 150 E. 42nd St., N.Y., U.S.A.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product
GENERAL

Broadcasting

A

ELECTRIC
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

MUSIC
•

UNION

Read's

HOLD

insurgents form

new

CHALLENGED

guild, ask NLRB

• MGA wants contracts 'more realistic' than
I he American Federation of Musicians,
Labor Hoard election
whose members include virtually every working instrumentalist in the land as well as all
who hope for employment in this line of
work, is about to have its monopoly challenged.
The challenger is Musicans Guild of
America. MGA's membership at the
moment is four men, comprising a temporary
organizing committee.
Cecil F. Read, who led the revolt against
the policies of AFM President James C.
Petrillo two years ago when he was vice
president of AFM's Hollywood Local 47
and as a result was expelled from the union,
is chairman of the committee. Other members are Larry T. Sullivan, first trumpet,
contract musician at Warner Bros, studio for
25 years: Justin Gordon, woodwinds, contract musician at Paramount Pictures, and
Ted Nash, freelance musician for radio, tv
and motion pictures.
At a news conference held Monday in
headquarters so new that a letterer was putting "'Musicians Guild of America" in gold
leaf on the door and a telephone installer was
hooking up the phones as the newsmen arrived. Mr. Read explained reasons for forming another musicians union. In essence,
they are:
The AFM's trust fund policies have made
employment of U. S. musicians too expensive
for the producers of filmed programs for
television (95% of these films get their
music from sound tracks recorded abroad,
he stated). The major motion picture producers are starting to seek foreign sound
tracks for theatrical pictures, also because
of "exorbitant" trust fund payments demanded by AFM (even with the reduction
from 6% to 4% offered by Mr. Petrillo
these payments would still cost the major
studios more than $5 million a year, according to Mr. Read). Inevitably, the phonograph record manufacturers will also stop
employing American musicians and go
abroad to escape the trust fund payments, he
said. So, the Hollywood musicians, who provide much of the music on records and virtually all (97% was Mr. Read's figure) of
the music on film, must scrap the "horseand-buggy" policies of the AFM and present a"realistic business deal" to employers
or reconcile themselves to less and less employment.
Mr. Read said that MGA, once it is authorized todo so by NLRB, will call for an
election under Labor Board auspices to win
recognition as the bargaining agent for musicians employed in motion pictures (about
1,000 in the past year, he estimated). Signatures of 30% of that total are needed to support the petition, he said, expressing confidence that MGA would have that many
within a week.
On Thursday Mr. Read said, "MGA today learned that its registration with the
U. S. Dept. of Labor and the NLRB was
approved, so that it is eligible to seek a
Page 74
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AFM

elections
AFM's
tnd

appear on the

showed no hesitation in accepting

MGA's challenge. A membership meeting of
ballot."47 on Monday afternoon heard the
Local
local's president, Eliot Daniel, read a wire
from Mr. Petrillo, denouncing Mr. Read
for choosing "the critical time of a strike
to finally come out in the open with a long
laid plan to form a union dual to the AFM.
No more vulgar betrayal of fellow workers
exists in the entire annals of trade unionism."
The wire promised permanent expulsion of
any member aiding MGA. On Thursday the
board of Local 47 made good that promise
by expelling five members: MGA charter
members Nash, Sullivan and Gordon, plus
Uan Rasey and Leonard Hartman, charged
with distributing MGA pledge cards to members of the local.
The previous day the board ousted three
of its own members: Warren B. Barker,
financial secretary; Vincent DeRosa, and
Virgil Evans, ruled to have forfeited their
offices by refusing to vote on questions vital
to the welfare of the local. The AFM story
is that the question was: Which union would

Read said, with "reasonable" residual payments that will go to the working musicians
and not to a trust fund and at rates that the
movie companies can pay. Meanwhile, MGA
will ask for NLRB elections for musicians
employed by the producers of tv films, of
phonograph records and transcriptions and
of radio and tv jingles and spots, and then
for the musicians employed by the radio and
tv networks and stations. MGA will also
apply
an AFL-CIO
Somefor10,000
musiciansaffiliation.
are now employed
in those fields, Mr. Read said, out of the
total AFM membership of about 250,000,
of which about 50,000 or 20% depend on
employment as musicians for their livelihood.
MGA will not go after the musicians employed in theatres, dance halls, night clubs,
restaurants and in other musical work, Mr.
Read stated. "The time will come," he declared, "when the AFM will realize that it
must accept another union in the field of
music, just as there are different unions representing actors for work on the stage, in
motion pictures and for live broadcasting."
Asked how MGA plans to halt the exodus
of work on musical sound tracks from this
country to other nations, Mr. Read said he
has a "foolproof" plan, an amendment to
the copyright law that would forbid the importation of foreign tracks for American
films. Such an amendment would be like the
one adopted in 1949 to protect American typographical
unions from foreign competition, he said, predicting it
would be rapidly passed by a
Congress concerned with
mounting unemployment.
"We can get this amendment
where Mr. Petrillo could not,
because we will offer a realistic plan to employers, as
opposed

to his horse-and-

The MGA committee
ofpolicies. . . ."
buggy fices
are located in Hollywood's Equitable Bldg. at tbe
corner of Hollywood and
Vine. Richard Perkins, former attorney for the regional
Labor Board office in San
Francisco, has been retained
as counsel for MGA.
Stressing that none of the
money collected for the lawsuits against the AFM would
be used for MGA, Mr. Read
challengers' chief read in mga's new headquarters
explained that the new union
as yet has no dues structure,
you support? The MGA version is that
no permanent officers, no by-laws, not even
the trio refused to vote without legal advice
any membership cards. Those will come
after MGA has obtained NLRB certificafrom the local's attorney, Robert Rissman,
who was not present.
tion, he stated. Meanwhile, all MGA is
AFM got prompt support last week from
asking is for musicians to sign cards authorizing MGA to ask for an election. The
D. J. Haggerty, secretary-treasurer of the
California State Federation of Labor, and
cards will be shown only to NLRB.
Mr. Read revealed that MGA on Monday
William Bassett, secretary of the Los Anhad sent the following telegram to the
geles County Central Labor Council. Both
officials issued statements to the effect that
motion picture studios for which the AFM
has ordered its members not to work in the
no charter can be or will be issued to any
"dual" organization under the circumstances.
absence of a contract [Personnel RelaHaving won its election, MGA will protions, March 24, 10, 3, Feb. 24]: "You are
hereby notified that the Musicians Guild of
ceed to negotiate "realistic" contracts for
work in motion pictures for its members, Mr.
America, a labor organization, has been esBroadcasting

tablished . . . and will shortly petition the
National Labor Relations Board for an
election to establish the right of MGA to
act as exclusive collective bargaining representation of employes. The law forbids
employer interference with employes' free
choice of bargaining representative. Demand
is hereby made that you refrain from entering into any closed or union shop or other
contract for the purpose or with the effect of
discriminating in favor of the AFM or
against the MGA or interfering with the
orderly procedure established by law for
the determination of employes' choice of
bargaining agent."
At the Monday membership meeting of
Local 45, President Daniel reported that the
International Federation of Musicians representing all of Western Europe except Spain
and Portugal, plus South Africa, had voted
unanimous support of AFM in its work
stoppage against the movie companies and
stated that no member would score any
American films. Mr. Daniel said he had
received similar assurances from the Mexican
musicians' union. But MGA on Thursday
issued a statement "confirming" reports that
both Paramount and 20th-Century-Fox
sound tracks were in the works in Mexico
City.
Tv Film Makers

Join SDG

Talks

Producers of tv films have joined the
theatrical motion picture companies in negotiations with Screen Directors Guild for
new contracts, succeeding those expiring
April 3 for tv, March 13 for feature films.
SDG members are continuing to work

under old terms pending the conclusion of
negotiations, although new contract conditions will be retroactive to March 14 and
April 4, respectively. SDG demands include
an increase in minimum pay from $600 to
$750 a week for directors in both tv and
theatrical film work and rerun fees of 50%
of original salary for each rebroadcast.
Unions

Ban

Work

NABET

By ABC, NBC for New Contracts
Renegotiation of contracts with both ABC
and NBC loomed last week as local chapters
of National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians failed to ratify proposals made
by the networks.
The former pacts with ABC and NBC expired last Jan. 31 but have remained applicable in the absence of a new agreement,
which would be retroactive to that date
[Personnel Relations, March 3, Feb. 10].
Union and network representatives reopened
discussions in New York Thursday on areas
of disagreement in contract proposals.
Ballotting covered ABC engineers in New

at Republic

Members of three unions — Screen Actors
Guild, Screen Directors Guild and Writers
Guild of America — have been forbidden to
work for Republic Pictures and its tv subsidiary, Studio City Television Productions.
The ban follows cancellation of Republic's
contracts by the guilds as a result of the

York, Chicago, Hollywood and San Francisco and NBC engineers in New York,
Philadelphia, Buffalo, Washington (D. C),

movie company's sale of a group of post'48 theatrical films to NBC without making
any arrangements for additional payments
for the guild members [Personnel Relations, Jan. 27]. The cancellations became
effective March 22 for SAG and WGA,
March 13 for SDG expiration date of its
contracts.
SAG

Board

Asks

Chicago, San Francisco and Hollywood —
personnel
employed at the two networks'
o&o
stations.
Similarly, last week, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which
represents technical employes at CBS, invited the network to a meeting in Washington tomorrow (Tuesday) to be attended by
spokesmen from various IBEW locals
throughout the country. The contract at

Pact Approval

The Screen Actors Guild board on Thursday mailed to members copies of the contract negotiated with the producers of filmed
commercials, together with ballots for votes
on ratification and letters strongly urging

CBS also expired Jan. 31 and the network's
proposals also were found to be unacceptable by local negotiating committees several
weeks ago [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10].
IBEW represents approximately 1,200 employes at CBS. Both the union and the network decline to pinpoint differences.

members to vote yes for "the finest contract
we have ever negotiated in this field [Personnel Relations, March 24]." Deadline
for return of ballots is April 10.
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HA DF ASSNSPeter A. Cavallo, vice president in charge

IN

QUINLAN,
SPECIAL
•

WBKB

TALK

AFTRA

(TV) head

TO

RATES

AWRT,
IN

ASKS

CHICAGO

skeptical of city's future in network

originations

• Radio-tv women hear other views on Chicago's place in broadcasting
The rates of the American Federation of
hasn't "got as much to offer as we would
Television & Radio Artists in Chicago "tend
like to think we have" in terms of plants
to be inflexible and do not recognize the
and talent. What's more, he observed,
age-old principle of what the traffic will
"Everybody knows our climate stinks."
hear." Sterling C. Quinlan, ABC vice presiChicago has talent "in many fields" but
dent in charge of WBKB (TV) Chicago,
not the "tremendous amount of it and great
charged in a speech before the local chapter
diversity of it" that exists on the East and
of American Women in Radio & Television.
West Coasts, he asserted.
Mr. Quinlan suggested AFTRA and other
Mr. Quinlan asserted that "right nowunions might band together and study the
even New York is feeling the squeeze" and
idea nl setting up special prices "that will
give Chicago a price advantage over its
competitors." He complained that as a
station operator he is required to pay the
same rates for late evening local, live dramatic shows as during "the most saleable
time periods." As a result, he noted, there is
little traffic in local live programming.
Addressing a capacity turnout of 180
AWRT members for a one-day workshop
session March 22. Mr. Quinlan pointed out
that all unions have "special prices for the
off-Broadway productions that are thriving
so steadily in New York City." He acknowledged that cost may not be the answer to
the dearth of local shows but might be
worth study.
Mr. Quinlan felt the problem deserved
"continuous study" by AFTRA and the
four Chicago stations, especially during
"oil-contract periods." He added that it
would be unfair to expect AFTRA alone
"to share the full cost of reduced, or flexible rates."
The ABC vice president expressed his
views in a free-wheeling talk on "Chicago;
Tv's Problem Child." holding out little hope
for the city as a future network radio-tv
origination center. He observed, "We may
not have as much influence on our network
bosses as we would like to have, but we
certainly know general policy of our companies."
Mr. Quinlan pointedly scored "fuzzy and
confused" thinking about Chicago's network tv role, charging that "there has been
too much baloney on this subject . . . too
many recriminations; too much foolish and
loose talk." He labeled the city's tv destiny
and future as a network originating center
as "negative," describing its early activity
in network tv as "fortuitous accidents." He
stated:
"We are the money machines for our parent companies. And rightly so. The money
goes down the drain in New York and
Hollywood where NBC, CBS and ABC are
spending millions to give the American
people better television programs at less
cost to American advertisers. Therefore,

predicted that "Hollywood is destined unquestionably to become the center of the
television universe as it is now the center
of the film world" in terms of live television
originations.
One "ray of hope" for Chicago, he continued, isthe development of Ampex tape
with a "sound economic base." He reported ABC "will save thousands of dollars
in cable charges by taping our network
shows in Chicago, feeding them back first
to the Rocky Mountain Zone, then to the
Pacific Coast.
A morning panel on "Toll, Tape and
Chicago in Orbit" featured Leonard A. Hase,
midwest district sales manager of Ampex
Corp.'s professional products division; Frank
Atlass, program director of CBS o&o
WBBM-TV, and Norman Paige, assistant
public relations director. Zenith Radio Corp.
Frayn Utley, midwest director of Institute
of International Education, served as moderator.
Mr. Hase asserted tv stations should be
able to reduce their programming and
operating costs by one third within three
years with the advantages of video tape recorders.
Toll tv was described by Mr. Paige as of
"vital interest" to advertisers, even though
Zenith claims its technique would not encompass commercials. He added, "We would
be utterly, absolutely insane if we thought
we could get free tv off the air."
Mr. Atlass predicted VTR would play a
vital role in future television operation,
though he raised the possibility of "difficulties in editing tape." Although not engaged
in direct debate with Mr. Paige, Mr. Atlass
noted advertisers are spending millions of
dollars in television and claimed free tv can
develop "any programs toll tv can."
The public service and publicity panel
ran concurrently, including Al Field, director of education and special broadcast
services, WGN-TV
Chicago; Lavinia
Schwartz, midwest manager, the Advertising
Council; Marian Loofe Tripp, women's
activities director, J. Walter Thompson

it's easy to see why the networks that own
us need our profits; must have our profits;
must continually nudge us for more profits.
This city is not their creative zone. This is
their vital money zone. The money we pour
into our headquarters offices help keep

Co.'s public relations department, and Judith
Waller, radio-tv consultant. Panelists reviewed public service campaigns and means
of achieving their objectives in radio-tv programs and spot announcements, including
types of materials used.
An agency slate topped one of the after-

our networks going."
Mr. Quinlan added that perhaps Chicago

noon sessions,' with talks by J. R. Pershall.
president
of the agency bearing his name;
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of radio-lv. D'Arcy Adv. Co., and Marvin
Mann, vice president, Edward H. Weiss &
Co. Helen LaPat. radio-tv director. Chicago
Chapter of American Red Cross, moderated
the session.
Mr. Pershall charged that "some people
who control advertising budgets know so
little about the creative end" and contended
"more agency reputations are being maintained these days in marketing and strategy
than in copy."
Mr. Cavallo cited a "dynamic revolution
in communications" and noted agency management changes are the result of business
management changes.
A distinction between professional and
business ethics also was underscored by Mr.
Cavallo, who singled out the growth of
"professional managers" in agencies. As a
result, "business acumen rather than advertising knowledge becomes more paramount," he suggested.
Mr. Mann singled out the increasingly diversified services requested of agencies today by clients and observed, in pointed
reference to the Frey Report: "Maybe some
day clients will let us participate in the
profits they make instead of just 15% of
what they spend on media because of the
services we perform."
Another panel highlighted talks by Clifford J. Barborka Jr., vice president and chief
of John Blair & Co.'s midwest office; John
M. Keys, advertising and promotion director, WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
and George Bogart, vice president and
Chicago manager of Calkins & Holden Inc.
They debated the "Chicago school" of
radio-tv under chairmanship of Martha
that
city.women's programs director, WLS
Crane,
Mr. Barborka

chided Chicago for its

"inferiority complex" and felt it has been
the center of "creative and dynamic selling
of sound," in which Blair has specialized
radiowise. He urged "more vigorous selling
to get dollars away from competing media."
Mr. Keys urged stations to develop a
"community character or identity," reminding AWRT delegates that "broadcasting is
much more than network origination feeds."
Mr. Bogart took sharp exception to Mr.
Quinlan's views. "The Chicago school does
exist but it's not on the air — it's undergiound because of lack of salesmanship,"
he asserted. Mr. Bogart charged that many
station salesmen (1) fail to sell in terms of
the advertiser's interest; (2) do not attempt
to relate the available programs to the
client's character; (3) don't tell agencies and
their clients what the programs will do.
New

NAFBRAT

Directors Named

Three new directors have joined 1 1 incumbents on the board of National Assn.
for Better Radio and Television, Los Angeles, it has been announced by Clara S.
Logan, president of the organization. They
are Dr. Gary Cleveland Myers, editor of
Highlights for Children, Honesdale, Pa.;
Mrs. Forrest Radcliffe, tv chairman, United
Church Women of Southern California and
Southern Nevada, and Dr. Fredric Wertham,
New York City psychiatrist.
Broadcasting

TV

CODE

FACE

INFRINGERS

CLOSER

• Personal
• Board

product

WATCH
ads

flatly condemns

annoy
SP

Television stations that stretch the rules
of the NAB Television Code Review Board
will receive special monitoring attention
prior to the NAB convention April 27-May
1.
While the board didn't say so in plain
words, it was apparent after a two-day
meeting in Washington last week that personal products and hemorrhoid preparations are still problems, along with subliminal advertising. And it was obvious that
some tv station subscribers to the code refuse to discontinue hemorrhoid advertising
much to the board's annoyance.
Officially, the board stated its position
this way: "After reviewing monitoring undertaken on 67 stations and all three networks since the board's November meeting,
as well as previous monitoring, the board
instructed the Code Board staff to proceed
immediately with supplementary monitoring of these code stations whose history has
been in substantial violation of the code's
provisions. Findings will be considered
when the Code Board meets in Los Angeles
April 28."
The action on subliminal perception was
more specific. William B. Quarton, WMTTV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Code Board chairman, said a flat ban on this type of advertising was approved and will be submitted
to the NAB Television Board at its May 1
meeting in Los Angeles.
Last November the code group asked
code subscribers to refer any proposals for
subliminal projection to the board, advising
them not to experiment with the process
pending its study.
Chairman Quarton said the problem has
been studied and added the code body
knows of no plan of tv stations to use subliminal signals. "We acted because we believe the American public has a right to approve or reject what comes over the home
screen and this requires that the public be
consciously aware of what it is viewing,"
he said. "Basically we have concluded that
'subliminal' would not be good for the public, the advertiser or the broadcaster."
The code body proposed this code amendment to the NAB Television Board: "The
use of the television medium to transmit information of any kind by the use of the
process called 'subliminal perception,' or by
the use of any similar technique whereby
an attempt is made to convey information
to the viewer by transmitting messages below
the threshold of normal awareness, is not
permitted." Tv Board approval is required
before the language becomes part of the
code.
Mr. Quarton named a three-man subcommittee to study possible code revisions
in advertising copy time standards, multiple
spotting and contests. Members are Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, chairman;
Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus,
Broadcasting

Ohio, and Donald H. McGannon,
house Broadcasting Corp.

Westing-

At the April 27 code meeting Mr. Quarton and Edward H. Bronson, tv code affairs
director, will describe new code promotional
material including a 24-minute film produced by Westinghouse for the board.
Mr. Clipp will become Code Board chairman May 1, not March 24 as incorrectly
stated in the March 24 Broadcasting. Mr.
Quarton is winding up his maximum two
terms. E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, will fill the vacancy.
Attending the Monday-Tuesday meeting,
in addition to Messrs. Quarton, Borel, Clipp
and McGannon, was Mrs. Hugh McClung,
KHSL-TV Chico, Calif. Representing NAB
were President Harold E. Fellows; Mr.
Bronson and his assistant, Charles S. Cady;
Thad Brown, tv vice president; Douglas
Anello, chief attorney; Donald N. Martin,
public relations assistant to the president,
and Robert K. Richards, NAB consultant.
Justice Moore

to Debate

Access

Before Ohio Broadcasters7 Assn.
Chief Justice O. Otto Moore of the
Colorado Supreme Court, one of the
strongest juridical voices against the American Bar Assn. 's Canon 35, will debate on
behalf of courtroom access for radio-tv at

November,

the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters' April 11
meeting in Cleveland. His opponent will be
Chicago attorney Wayland B. Cedarquist.
Judge Moore attracted radio-tv notice

October-

when he ruled in favor of broadcasting's
right to cover the Graham murder trial in
Denver. The coverage and subsequent
documented opinions on broadcasting's
court conduct from all principals in the trial
eventually proved to be one of the strongest
cases for repeal of Canon 35 [Special
Report, May 13, 1957].
FTC monitoring of radio-tv, the Barrow
Report on network practices and the local
advertising tax threats are among a host
of other current-interest topics that will be
explored by persons connected with these
issues, according to Hubbard Wood (WKRC
Cincinnati), president of OAB.
FTC Comr. Robert Secrest will discuss
the viewpoint of that agency in monitoring
commercials. Plans are also being made to
have a top agency speaker from Baltimore
to report on the threat of local advertising
taxes to media.
OAB sessions will be held in the Hotel
Carter.
Catholic

Broadcasters

Sign-On
to Sign-Off
Sunday thru
Saturday—
KFSA-TV

53.9

Station B

37.1

All others

14.4

KFSA-TV
of the

KFSA-TV
of the

leads
TOP

10

leads
TOP

20

in 9
shows

in 1 7
shows

to Meet

Improved program techniques and promotion of more religious broadcasts are among
topics to be taken up by the Catholic Broadcasters of America, at its tenth annual convention inChicago June 19-21.
About 485 active members are expected
to attend the sessions at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel and exchange ideas for better Catholic
broadcasting.
National Tv Week Set Nov. 16-22
Observation of National Television Week
is scheduled Nov. 16-22, with stations, networks, manufacturers and dealers joining in
the annual promotion. The four co-sponsors

NBC-ABC

For Choice Availabilities,
Contact —

f=ot-t Smith
Arkansas
Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Regional Representative:
Clyde Melville Company, Dallas
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fRADE ASSNS. continued
of the event are NAB, Electronic Industries
Assn.. Television Bureau of Advertising and
National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers
Assn.
Harper on Opening Day Agenda
At NAB Los Angeles Convention
Marion Harper Jr.. president of McCannl rickson, joins the list ol principal speakers
at the NAB Los Angeles convention on its
formal opening day. Tuesday. April 29. He
will address the luncheon meeting. In announcing the appearance. NAB described
him as "one of the
most dynamic leaders in the advertising world, a central
figure in the recent
move of the Buick
auto account to McCann-Erickson."
FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer and
Dr. Frank Stanton,
president of CBS
Inc., will speak at the
MR. HARPER
April 29 morning
program. Dr. Stanton will be the keynote
speaker and will receive NAB's seventh annual Keynote Award [Trade Assn., Feb. 3].
The Sixth U. S. Army Pipe Band from
the San Francisco Presidio will signal the
formal opening of the convention at the Biltmore Hotel.
Meetings of industry groups and segments of the NAB membership will be held
April 26-27-28. preceding the formal opening. Convention exhibits will open the
afternoon of April 27.
NAB's 12th annual Broadcast Engineering Conference will start April 28 at the
Statler Hotel, running through May 1 when
the management convention also closes.
Engineering delegates will meet jointly
with management the mornings of April 29
and 30. Equipment and service exhibits
will be on display at both the Biltmore and
Statler.
NAFBRAT Issues Sponsor List
National Assn. for Better Radio and Television has prepared a list of sponsors of television programs — 325 companies, listed alphabetically with addresses and the name of
the individual, usually president or board
chairman, to be addressed when writing letters of commendation or complaint. The
NAFBRAT letter accompanying the booklet suggests that letters to sponsors be specific, naming the program, station, time and
date, as well as the purpose of writing. It also
says "Address your letter to the head man!
He is responsible for the selection of programs." The booklet is priced at 55 cents a
copy.
Th ree More

NAB

Exhibitors

Three exhibitors have been added to the
list of displays at NAB's Los Angeles convention April 27-May 1 [Trade Assns.,
March 24]. They are Electronic Applications Inc.. Flamingo Telefilm Sales and U. S.
Treasury Savings Bond Div.
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MANY

AND

WHAT

THEY

DO

women.
Survey count of 2,256 stations employing 26,406 persons, 5,806 of them Average
Projected
Total
Years
Women
Women
4.2%
Employes
Employes
Total
Employment
% of
Position
263
ADMINISTRATION / MANAGEMENT
386
Total
24
.4
1.9
38 *
ART
4.1
1.5
CLERICAL
15.0
930
11.7
CONTINUITY
1.0
1,377
725
1.5
1.5
FILM LIBRARY
46
1,075
138
176
2.5
MUSIC LIBRARY
93
257
.7
3.1
NEWS
2.8
3.9
2.5
230
OFFICE MANAGER
.6
2.8
153
64
365
542
ON-AIR RADIO
1.6
174
257
ON-AIR TV
5.9
2.4
2.2
37
55
3.3
producer/director
140
1.6
202
promotion
37
.6
2.9
55
publicity
7
.1
3.0
9
purchasing
370
551
receptionist
6.0
1.5
239
161
SALES
2.6
2.0
SECRETARIAL
20.9
2.1
SWITCHBOARD
376
4.1
1.2
1,919
1.7
4.7
255
1,301
663
TRAFFIC
10.7
983
432
OTHER
293
100.0%

JS-.K

Based on average of 2.57 women per station, 3,574 stations.
9,185
407 women or 7% serve in more than one capacity.
PAYROLLS 6,213** total number of employes plus the number
of women and their average length of emLIST
9,200
WOMEN
ployment inalmost a score of job categories.
The
results,
along with projections to an
• AWRT releases study results
all-station basis, are shown above.
• 2,256 radio-tv outlets polled
The figures include women employed at
network-owned stations but do not count
Approximately 9,200— or more than onefifth — of all employes of U. S. radio and
those employed by networks in jobs not
television stations are women, according
directly concerned with station operation.
to survey results being released today (MonNo separate radio-tv breakdown was made.
In conducting the survey the AWRT
vision.day) by American Women in Radio & Telegroup
had the initial assistance of NAB and
The study, one of the first ever done on
its President Harold E. Fellows, of Robert
this subject, was conducted over a period
D. Swezey of WDSU-AM-FM-TV and of
of a year by a special AWRT committee
other station managers.
headed by Marion Annenberg, promotion
manager of WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
Missouri Plans Freedom Center
Orleans. Highlights of the findings:
• The average station has 1 1 .7 employes,
Plans for a Freedom of Information
of whom 2.6 are women.
Center at the U. of Missouri School of
• The 2,256 stations which replied to
Journalism, Columbia, will be submitted to
the survey reported 5,806 women on their
journalistic groups and reviewed next
payrolls. Total employment at these stations
December at the school's annual Conference
is 26,406.
on Freedom of Information. The plan has
• Projections of the questionnaire results
the backing of 18 representatives of news
indicate that 41,816 persons are employed
media and professional organizations who
at the 3,574 radio and television stations
met March 14 at the university. NAB was
that were on the air when the survey was
represented by Howard H. Bell, assistant to
started last March. Of these, 9,185 are
the
president and state association coordinawomen.
tor. The freedom center would be designed
• Women hold positions at virtually
to serve as a focal point in the struggle
every level from general staff to top manof U. S. news media to gain access to inagement. Secretarial, clerical, continuity and
formation which properly belongs to the
traffic jobs, in that order, are the spots
public, gathering case histories and serving
as a factual clearing house.
where women are most apt to be found. But
more than 4% are in administration/management, 2.6% are in sales, 2.5% are
ANA Workshop Set for Next Month
office managers and 8.7% do on-air work
in radio and/or tv. A total of 7% handle
The fifth annual workshop on "Advermore than one job.
tising Budget and Cost Control" will be
In the survey, questionnaires were sent
held by the Assn. of National Advertisers
to all 3,574 stations on the air last March
April 24-25 at the Westchester Country Club,
15. Of these, 63% replied with data on
Rye, N. Y. Participants in the workshop, inBroadcasting
STATION

KROW

Oakland, Calif., to KABC Los Angeles. A special Dist. 5 election is under
way, to be completed in early May.
New

Broadcasters

Elects; Fellows

WHEN Worth Kramer introduced
Lowell Thomas to the Detroit Adcraft
Club March 21, he had a tale in the
tradition of the CBS newsman's Arctic
adventures. Mr. Thomas, snowbound
in Pawling, N. Y., arose at dawn and
dug out of his home, arriving at LaGuardia Field in time for the Detroit
flight. The club had arranged to pick
up his speech from Pawling on a twoway line, but Mr. Kramer, executive
vice president of WJR Detroit and
club president, was happy to present
the speaker live.
eluding member company advertising managers, corporate financial executives and advertising budget control personnel, will explore advertising budget and cost control
policies and practices.

Club

Heads

in D. C.
Board

Local members of the new Broadcasters
Club of Washington met last week to elect
the first board of governors which in turn
elected club officers. Governors chosen by
75 Washington members are:
President Harold E. Fellows of NAB,
who was elected chairman of the Broadcasters Club board; Joseph Baudino, vice
president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Everett Dillard, engineering consultant; Earl
H. Gammons, radio-tv consultant; Fred
Houwink, general manager of WMAL-AMFM-TV Washington; Ted Koop, director of
news and public affairs, CBS, Washington;
Leonard H. Marks, attorney; Neville Miller,
attorney, Robert K. Richards, public relations counsel; James D. Secrest, executive
vice president, Electronics Industries Assn.;
Carleton Smith, vice president, NBC, and
Ben Strouse, president of WWDC Washington.
The governors elected Mr. Marks president; Mr. Richards first vice president; Mr.
Baudino second vice president; Mr. Strouse
secretary, and Mr. Secrest treasurer. Terms
for board members who are officers are until
January 1960, for others until January 1959.
John Meagher, NAB vice president, was
appointed chairman of the membership com-

mittee with Vincc Welch, Washington lawyer, and Howard Lane, managing director of
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., as committeemen. House committee: Mr. Richards, chairman; Lester Lindow, executive director,
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters;
Frank Russell, NBC vice president, and William T. Stubblefield of Stubblefield, Hamilton, Twining & Assoc., station broker.
Broker James W. Blackburn, of Blackburn
& Co., is finance committee chairman.
Indiana

Broadcasters

Elect

Higgins at March Meeting
Joseph M. Higgins, general manager of
WTHI-AM-TV Terre Haute, Ind., was
elected president of the Indiana Broadcasters Assn. at its regular March meeting in
Indianapolis March 21. He succeeds Lester
G. Spencer, WKBV Richmond.
Other officers elected by IBA were Eldon
Campbell, WFBM-TV Indianapolis, vice
president-tv; Richard E. Jackson, WSAL
Loganport, vice president-am; Elmer G.
Sulzer, WFIU (FM) Bloomington, vice president-fm; Roy L. Hickox, WLRP New Albany, secretary-treasurer; William C. Fowler,
WBAT Marion, assistant secretary; Ron
Ross, WPTA (TV) Roanoke (Fort Wayne),
assistant treasurer.
New directors are Mr. Spencer; Daniel C.
Park, WIRE Indianapolis; E. Berry Smith,
WFIE-TV Evansville; Neal Welch, WSBTAM-TV South Bend; Robert Harris, WLOI
La Porte; Paul Brines, WSJV (TV)-WTRC
Elkhart, Ind.

Five New Members Named to Join
NAB Radio Board at Convention
Five new members will join the NAB
Radio Board of Directors during convention week (Los Angeles, April 27-May 1)
as a result of elections completed last week.
Seven directors were re-elected.
Those elected were Simon Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., Dist. 2 (incumbent); Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines,
N. C, Dist. 4, for James H. Moore, WSLS
Roanoke, Va.'; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn., Dist. 6 (incumbent); J. M.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., Dist. 8,
for E. F. Baughn, WPAG Ann Arbor,
Mich.; Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer,
Iowa, Dist. 10 (incumbent); Robert L.
Prat, KGGF Coffey ville, Kan., Dist. 12
(incumbent); George C. Hatch, KALL Salt
Lake City, Dist. 14 (incumbent); Robert J.
McAndrews, KBIG Avalon, Calif., Dist. 16,
for Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC Beverly
Hills, Calif.; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM
Nashville, large stations, for John M. Outler Jr., retired from WSB Atlanta; Fred A.
Knorr WKMH Dearborn, Mich., medium
stations, for Todd Storz, Storz Stations; J. R.
Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111., small stations
(incumbent); Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM
Decatur, 111., fm stations (incumbent).
Ballots were convassed and certified by an
election committee comprising Everett L.
Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, chairman; Joseph Goodfellow, WRC Washington, and Thomas F. McNulty, WWIN Baltimore.
One vacancy remains on the Radio Board,
caused by the move of J. G. Paltridge from
Broadcasting

The percentage of "Right Buys" is in your favor when
buy KJEO-TV.
you
KJEO-TV
consistently serves Fresno and the fabulous San Joaquin Valley better for less. Call your
BRANHAM man for complete details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your energy, get more for your
money on KJEO-TV. ACT TODAY!
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MANUFACTURING

SPACE

•

But some

AGE'

new

DOMINATES

equipment,

theories have

• Samples: mural tv, stereophonic
I he annual Institute of Radio Engineers
convention loaded New York hotels, created traffic jams near the Coliseum which
housed the exhibits and spewed forth a
aids
crop of "Space Age" developments,farther
and devices soaring farther and
afield for "hroadcasting."
Squeezed in among the sessions — dealing
with everything from missiles and satellites to atomic clocks and all-glass transistors at Monday-Thursday technical meetings held at the Coliseum and the WaldorfAstoria Hotel — was mention of mural tv.
stereophonic discs, multiplex and single
sideband broadcast developments.
Robert M. Bowie, director of research,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.. detailed his
company's progress on mural tv at a news
conference Thursday. Mr. Bowie said work
at Sylvania envisions an electronic panel instead of a tv picture tube. But. he warned,
in feasibility for commercial tv is doubtful
and research at present is aimed for military
and industrial use.
Among its problems still to be ironed out:
how to obtain brightness without afterglow,
how to reduce the cost (prototype experimentation is very expensive) and how to
avoid tendencies to shading. He said experimentation with color showed the mural

IRE

MEET

application to radio-tv

discs, multiplex, single sideband

or panel system to tend to pastel shades
rather than bright color. He conceded that
the development some day in the future
might be feasible as an intensificr for tv projection in theatres. Current uses seen: battlefield surveillance and tracking of missiles.
Westinghouse Research Labs scientists reported a new experimental tv display screen
which they claimed is brighter than any previously reported and no thicker than a picture frame. It was described by Westinghouse Electric Co. as representing an "important step forward in efforts to replace
high-vacuum television picture
bulky,
the
tube with a Hat. bright "solid state' display screen." While this mural tv (called
"Elf Screen") has many advantages over the
conventional tv picture tube, Westinghouse
officials said that commercial screens are
several years away and that the outstanding
feature of the cathode ray tube not yet duplicated bythe Elf" Screen is the ease of scanning or signal distribution that is inherent in
the tube.
A development hailed as "the first comrecord" was demonpatible
byDr. stereophonic
Peter C. Goldmark, president
strated
of CBS Labs, at a news conference Wednesday. The stereophonic record was developed by CBS Labs in cooperation with

Columbia Records and, according to Dr.
Cioldmark. can be played with existing
monaural pickups and have the same level
and sound quality as the standard LP records when played with these pickups. For
full stereophonic effect, Dr. Goldmark added, stereophonic equipment is needed.
The commercial applications of the record have not yet been fully explored, Dr.
Goldmark said. He indicated the record
could have some use for broadcasting stations, particularly fm outlets experimenting
with stereophonic round.
Robert R. Thalner, chief engineer of Sylvania Home Electronics (division of Sylvania Electric Products), spoke of a new
approach to product planning that delivers
reductions of up to 50% in normal tv set
planning
bringing
themconsumer
"weeks
and
even cycles
monthsandcloser
to the
The system is described as "the parallel
approach" which starts the new product in
the
styling section but with engineering promarket."
curement and production sections entering
the planning cycle earlier than in the "sequential approach" or conventional method.
Among the technical papers: remote control of 50-kw transmitters by R. N. Harmon
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; report
on multiplex experimental work at WCAUFM Philadelphia by E. J. Meehan of the
station; field test of compatible single sideband at WABC New York by ABC's R. N.
Morris; improved compatible single sideband equioment for standard broadcast service by L. R. Kahn of Kahn Research Labs.
New

Radio-Tv

Shown

Off

to

Items
IRE

A stream of electronic developments and
products — some of them applicable to radio
and tv — flowed forth last week from the
Institute vention
ofand exhibit
Radio held
Engineers'
in New annual
York. conGeneral Electric Co. unveiled a new glass
housing for transistors that the company
said had potential production cost savings.
Transistors now are housed in metal cases
as were vacuum tubes when they were first
made 40 years ago. Corning Glass Works
showed a two-piece all-glass transistor case,
the sealing performed in about 10 seconds.
Coming's glass developments include
cathode ray tubes capable of withstanding

THE AMOUNT of shoe leather used hy an estimated 55,000 engineers and scientists
while looking over 850 exhibits filling four floors of the New York Coliseum was the
only statistic missed by the Institute of Radio Engineers in tracking attendance at
its "greatest electronic show on earth" held Monday-Thursday of last week. Shown is
a slice of the exhibition as seen from the second floor mezzanine (looking down on
booths set up on the second floor) at the opening of the annual IRE conventionexhibit. The saucer-like array towering in the background is a three-story mobile
antenna designed and manufactured by D. S. Kennedy & Co., Cohasset, Mass., that
is adaptable for scatter propagation site surveys (see adjacent exhibit story).
Page 80
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extremely high bakeout temperature; automatically produced glass screens with
562.500 precisely etched holes per square
inch (suitable for targets in image orthicon
tubes); a contoured twin-panel tube that
consists of a specially curved glass face
panel (replaces the flat-type safety plate)
that is bonded to the panel skirt of a finished
tv tube. The twin-panel tube is a shorter
assembly that allows freedom in design of
smaller more compact sets and Corning
claims it will increase picture brightness and
definition. A new Corning-developed cement
that is being used to seal the face panel to
the funnel of all-glass color tv bulbs was
shown.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. also displayed new tube developments. It has a new
type construction for electron tubes that
uses a grid made up of taut horizontal wires
Broadcasting

individually locked in ladder sequence to a
one-piece, window-like frame made of fiat
metal. The grid development is designed to
improve the overall performance of many
types of electronic equipment.
Sylvania also unveiled a universal 110degree test picture tube — an 8-inch model
weighing 2 pounds — that is a servicing aid
and a substitute for checking regular picture tubes or associated circuits.
RCA displayed publicly for the first
time various developments in electronics,
radio, television and high-fidelity sound
reproduction. Perhaps the highlight of the
exhibit was an experimental, completelytransistorized, closed circuit tv system,
which employs a portable receiver and a
miniaturized tv camera.
Other features of the RCA exhibit were
a "pencil" type tube for use in the communications systems of military aircraft,
which is designed to withstand extreme
temperatures and high altitudes; a color tv
display, which permitted visitors to inspect,
through a magnifying glass, the million tiny
color dots on the faceplate of an RCA
color tv picture tube; a line of RCA traveling-wave tubes which can be used in airborne radar, and portable, ground-operated
microwave communications equipment; a
developmental "Thyristor," a new highspeed switching transistor for electronic
computers and automatic control systems;
a giant RCA superpower radio tube with a
plate input of one million watts; two new
RCA tubes, developed to meet the requirements of high-quality, high-fidelity audio
amplifier designs.
General Instruments Corp. announced
the company has started the mass production of "economy-priced" miniature silicon
power rectifiers, designed to open up the
market for semi-conductors in consumer
and commercial products. The rectifiers,
which will cost as low as 40 cents each in
quantity as compared with prices of $1 to
$80 for other types, can be used in tv sets,
tape recorders and other equipment.
D. S. Kennedy Co., Cohasset, Mass., exhibited a new 28-foot mobile antenna,
which the company said is adapted particularly to scatter propagation sites.
The development of a new electronic
portable power source was reported by the
National Carbon Co. Its new "Eveready"
Energizer was described as a leak-proof alkaline cell, which will improve operations
of devices such as portable radio amplifiers, tape recorders and audio amplifiers.
The Yardney Electric Co. demonstrated its
lightweight battery (less than 18 pounds
in weight), which permits a tv set to be
operated anywhere.
Philco Corp. unveiled a new series of
power transistors; Pacific Semiconductors
Inc. had an animated display of a new
semiconductor called a Varicap that is no
bigger than a teardrop but is designed to
replace components many times its size
and weight in radio and tv circuits. It is
expected to aid automatic tuning of monochrome tv images, of maintaining color
tv fidelity and of locking fm sets on a
station signal.
Blonder-Tongue Labs held demonstraBroadcasting

tions in Newark, N. J., during the IRE
week of its Bi-Tran which enables two different programs to be broadcast on one
channel, thereby doubling tv program outlets. Its use is seen for special tv needs
of educators, public service and private
programmers.
Telechrome Mfg. Corp. demonstrated its
method of inserting standard test signals
in the black line between frames of a tv
picture (the vertical blanking interval). The
method permits broadcasters to transmit
video transmission test signals and local
picture reference signals during program
time.
95 Million Radio Sets in Use
In U. S. Homes, EIA Reports
American homes have 95 million
sets in use of the 273 million that have
produced by set manufacturers since
according to Electronic Industries
Another 35 million sets are in autos.

radio
been
1921,
Assn.

Forty-six million tv sets are being operated
in 41.9 million homes, according to EIA.
Basic data on electronics production have
been published by EIA in the 1958 edition
of Electronics Industry Fact Book. The industry has become the fifth largest in the
U. S. manufacturing group, according to
EIA, with the value of manufactured products amounting to $7.6 billion in 1957.
"When distribution and maintenance costs
and broadcasting revenues are added," according to EIA, "electronics industry sales
exceed $13 billion.
"An outgrowth of the prewar radio industry, electronics finds its techniques used increasingly byall segments of the economy.
Government purchases of military electronic
equipment reached an all-time high of $3.9
billion during 1957. Industrial and commercial electronics increased by 50% from
$950 million to $1.3 billion. Annual factory
sales of consumer products are up from
$1.4 billion to $1.5 billion, reflecting the
resurgence of radio and phonograph popularity. The 15.5 million radios that moved
from the production line during 1957 are the
greatest number since 1948. Phonographs,
particularly hi-fi, plus record player attachment sales passed the 5 million mark for the

You won't suffer that
sinking feeling if you
use Channel 4-Sight on
the Great Golden Spread
More than 100,000 TV
sets in a vastly healthy
and

wealthy

market.

Power: Visual
Aural

100 kw
50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

first time in the industry's history." The fact
book shows total tv production of 6,399,345 sets in 1957.
New

RCA

Division Established

RCA has established a new division called
RCA Semiconductor and Materials Div.,
with headquarters to be at Somerville, N. J.,
plant which housed the former RCA Semiconductor Div. In announcing the new RCA
divison, W. Walter Watts, executive vice
president of RCA's electronic components,
explained last week that the new unit would
be responsible for engineering, manufacturing and marketing of semiconductors and
materials and the basic components fabricated from them. Dr. Alan M. Glover was
appointed the division's general manager
and William T. Warrender general products
manager for electronic components. The
men, respectively, have headed up the former
Semiconductor and Components Divisions
at RCA.

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4
AMARILLO,
TEXAS
CONTACT
KATZ
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BMI

file motion

Defendants

SUIT

in New

York

SOUGHT
district court

songwriter plaintiffs lack legal standing
the antitrust laws, which we deny, any right
A motion to dismiss the massive, tour-yearagainst
suit
ter
old. $150 million songwri
to sue for injury arising therefrom resides
and
es
compani
related
s,
BMI, the network
in plaintiffs' publishers and in ASCAP, not
other defendants was filed in the U. S. Disin the plaintiffs."
trict Court for the Southern District of New
The affidavit contended that the plaintiffs'
York last week.
"only specific damage claim" is that they
would have received more money from
It argued that the plaintiffs — 33 songASCAP if the alleged conspiracy had not
writers, all members of ASCAP — lacked
. It said the 33 received over $2.5
existed
legal standing to sue, even if their allegations were true. The plaintiffs have 10 days
million from ASCAP during a six-year period and that the plaintiffs claimed they
extended.
be
may
to reply, but this deadline
Grounds claimed for dismissal were
might have received $4 million more.
spelled out in an affidavit by Max Freund
In the defendants' motion the court is
of the New York law firm of Rosenman
asked, if it finds "material facts regarding
Goldmark Colin Kaye, counsel for BMI and
the plaintiffs' standing to sue, to hold a
several other defendants. The affidavit cited
separate trial on these issues in advance of
the multitude of other issues involved in
legal decisions holding that "the only injury
to "business or property' which is actionable
this action." Such a separate trial, the court
was told, could save vast amounts of time.
under the antitrust laws is a 'direct' — as opposed to an 'indirect' — injury."
Already, it was noted, pre-trial examinaIn this case, the affidavit continued, the
tions have exceeded 27,000 pages and about
"alleged conspiracy to restrict the use of
10,000 exhibits and "both sides have incompositions written by plaintiffs, if it indicated that many additional persons will
jures anyone, injures the business of
be examined in the future."
ASCAP and of publishers directly. It inIn essence, the songwriter suit charges
directly injures the plaintiffs only secondarithe defendants conspired to create a monoply and in a fashion which ... is not actionoly in music performance rights, set up a
able." The affidavit went on:
music pool [BMI] and caused stations to
"If there is a conspiracy in violation of
give preference to BMI music and limit the
performance of other music. In addition to
$150 million treble damages under antitrust
laws, it seeks dissolution of NAB and divorcement of BMI from broadcast ownership
[Program Services, Nov. 16, 1953].
•

Charge

one reason for

winning

Our Miss Brooks
2-2:30 pm

Quarters

Monday-Friday

From noon to 6 pm weekdays
WMAL-TV leads in February ARB
Quarter-Hour Wins:
WMAL-TV
70
Station 2
35
Station 3
6
Station 4
4
Share of Audience:
WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

(4 ties)
(5 ties)
(1 tie)

3S.6
31.3
19.7
12.8

Average Quarter-Hour Rating:
e.7
WMAL-TV
7.1
Station 2
Station 3
4.2
Station 4
3.9

wmal-tv
maximum power on channel 7 in Washington, D.C.
an Evening Star station represented by H-R Television. Inc.
March 31, 1958
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The defendants not only denied "all alleged illegal conduct" but also claimed as
additional defenses, "plaintiffs' failure to
state a claim upon which relief can be
granted; the statutes of limitations of New
York and other states; laches [failure to act
at the proper time]; covenants not to sue
executed by ASCAP and certain of the individual plaintiffs; and the binding effect
upon the plaintiffs of the fees fixed by
ASCAP in license contracts," plus the lackof-standing claim.
The affidavit also traced the background
of stormy relations between ASCAP and
broadcasters that led to the formation of
BMI in 1940 after ASCAP refused to meet
with broadcaster representatives or let them
know what terms ASCAP wanted in new
music performance contracts.
When the court ruled in 1948 that ASCAP
was a monopoly, the affidavit also noted, it
found that ASCAP controlled "between 80
and 90% of all copyrighted music available
and suitable for public performance." As
late as 1955, the affidavit said, ASCAP's
own statistics showed that about 85% of all
copyrighted music on radio and 90% of all
on tv were ASCAP music.
The affidavit also sketched ASCAP's organization and method of doing business,
including its complicated formula for paying its members for performances of their
music. For instance:
The December 1952 distribution records

of ASCAP show that Richard Adler with
2,278 performance credits received $77.76,
whereas Richard Hageman, who had only
one-third as many [performance] credits, received $1,830.40 or almost 25 times as
much. In the same distribution Hoagy Carmichael and Dorothy McCarthy ... received approximately the same royalties,
$5,564.13 and $5,634.50, respectively; yet
Carmichael had 85,139 performance credits
and McCarthy only 35,923, or less than
The. . affidavit
also contended that "alhalf.
."
though the agreements between ASCAP and
the plaintiffs . . . state that exclusive rights
are assigned to ASCAP, the ASCAP consent
decree at all times since 1941 enjoined
ASCAP . . . from acquiring or asserting
exclusive performance rights in compositions thus assigned to it."
The motion was filed on behalf of BMI
and related companies; RCA and NBC; CBS
and associated companies; AB-PT and Mutual, along with various officers and former
officers of these companies, plus Storer
Broadcasting Co. In all there are 43 corporate and individual defendants.
UN

Will Spend

$1.7 Million

On Radio-Tv-Film Service in '58
The United Nations will spend about
$1.7 million this year for its combined
radio, tv and film service, Michael Hayward,
chief of operations for the unit, has announced. The unit is a supplier of material
and facilities for radio and tv shows to network stations.
Mr. Hayward on behalf of the UN was
host to a group of agency and station executives in a workshop session held in New
York by the Radio & Television Executives
Society. Demonstrated
was the
"hot"
kinescope
process which
Mr.unit's
Hayward
claimed is one of the fastest in tv. A kine
can be ready for editing two minutes after
the action takes place.
Previewed for the first time was an eightminute program prepared by the UN unit
and not yet offered to tv. Entitled Prospect
'58, the film is devoted to outer space
and the question of UN jurisdiction in
"space territory." Mr. Hayward urged consideration of additional advertiser sponsorship of news and special events prestige
programming, including UN material, noting
that Prudential Insurance Co. places 80%
of its budget in prestige tv shows and that
U. S. Steel (institutional) participates in this
type of programming.
Film Service Offered

in Hawaii

Motion Picture Service Center Ltd. has
opened in Honolulu, renting film equipment
and offering facilities and services for production, ithas been announced by Ed Carlson, president. Edward J. Miller is vice president and Thomas W. Flynn secretary-treasurer of the firm, located at 2424 Kalakaua
Ave. The Service Center, claimed to be the
first firm of its kind in the South Pacific,
is offering equipment at prevailing Hollywood rental rates, saving expenses of dealing with the mainland.
Broadcasting

AWARDS
DuPont

Awards

to Utley,

KRON-TV,
KARD-TV
KRON-TV San Francisco. KARD-TV
Wichita. Kan., and NBC newsman Clifton
Utley have received the 1957 Alfred I. duPont Radio and Television Awards. The
presentations for "meritorious service to
the American people" came at the DuPont
Awards Foundation's 16th annual dinner
Friday at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington, attended by industry leaders.
Last year's winners were KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles, WFMT (FM) Chicago and NBC
commentator Chet Huntley. Awards are
plaques and $1,000 honorariums.
Harold P. See, general manager of
KRON-TV, accepted the KRON-TV award
"for use of television as a medium for the
enlargement and enrichment of public experience." Dr. Francis P. Gaines, chairman
of the awards committee and president of
Washington & Lee U., Lexington, Va., said
"KRON-TV conspicuously demonstrated a
healthy and continuing concern for the
deeper and more permanent interests of
the public."
KRON-TV programs acclaimed by the
awards committee were Explorers of Tomorrow, which sought to stimulate prehigh school interest in scientific and technical careers; Mirror on Us, a study of
foreign public opinion in relation to American attitudes, and California Crisis: Water.
President George M. Brown of KARDTV was present to receive the duPont citation to his station. Praising the "scope and
consistently high purpose of its extensive

DUPONT
EIA Names

AWARD

Hoffman

WINNERS

for Award

H. Leslie Hoffman, head of Hoffman
Electronics Corp., has been named to receive
the 1958 Medal of Honor of Electronic Industries Assn. Mr. Hoffman is a director
and past president of EIA. Presentation will
be made at EIA's annual convention, to be
held May 21-23 in Chicago. The medal is
awarded for outstanding contribution toward
advancement of the electronics industry.
MPSE

Cites 'Silent Service7

Twin Dolphin Productions' Silent Service
has received the Motion Picture Sound Editors' 1957 award for the best sound-edited
tv series in 1957. The series won over four
other nominees, all westerns, MPSE said.
Admiral Thomas M. Dykers, U.S.N., and

(L TO

R): SEE, BROWN,

UTLEY

George M. Cahan, producers of Silent Service, with sound editor Leonard Davison, received the award at the MPSE annual luncheon March 18 in Los Angeles.
Peabody

Awards

Wednesday

The annual Peabody Awards luncheon
and the presentation of radio and tv awards
to winners will be held Wednesday at New
York's Hotel Roosevelt, John C. Daly, ABC
vice president and president of Radio &
Television Executives Society (sponsor of
the luncheon), has announced. Bennett
Cerf, chairman of the Peabody Awards, will
be m. c, and together with Dean John E.
Drewry of the Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism of the U. of Georgia, will make
the presentations.

public service programming," Dr. Gaines
cited a series of 59 programs designed to
educate the Wichita area in the purpose
and function of its free institutions. These
Gad, man, I can't stand tears. But
get this straight ... I want some
alert, wide-eyed time buying
around here. Just check this Cascade market. It's big, Smidley,
big! KIMA-TV with its satellites is
the biggest, exclusive TV buy in the
West. And, mind you, it's getting
bigger every day. A billion-dollar
market that's ours with one single
buy. Now let's not miss it again,
huh, Smid?

"serve a vital purpose in helping citizens to
identify themselves with their community
and integrate themselves with its life," the
Virginia educator said.
Mr. Utley heard his broadcasts described
as "authoritative, intelligent, responsible and
literate reporting and analysis of public
affairs in both radio and television." He
is heard on WMAQ-WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
NBC-owned stations. "Refusing to oversimplify the complex, or to overinflate the
trivial and ephemeral, he epitomizes the best
in American news broadcasting and tele-

Quite a market

casting," Dr. Gaines said. William Ray,
central division news director for NBC,
joined Mr. Utley in response to the honor.
Winners were reminded by Paxton Davis
of the W&L U. Lee Memorial Journalism
Foundation, acting awards curator, that cash
stipends may be used for scholarships in
communications. The DuPont Awards were
established by Mrs. Jessie Ball duPont in
memory of her husband.
On the awards committee with Mrs.
duPont and Dr. Gaines are Byron Price,
former assistant secretary general of the
United Nations; Mrs. Samuel J. McCartney,
chairman of the communications division
of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, and Virgil Carrington Jones, manager of the Washington office of the Curtis
Pub. Co.
Broadcasting
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Population
.....563,875
Retail Sales
$657,655,000
Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA. WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPR-TV. Pasco, Wash.
KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho
and KB AS- TV
Ephrata, Moses Lake, Wash.
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FILM
RKO,
Global

Rank
Tv

Sign
Films

to

Form

Setup

Broadcaster Thomas F. O'Neil last week
look the first step toward re-entering the
feature film-making business when his RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc. signed an agreement
with the Rank Organization, Pinewood,
England, that will put RKO into the film
production-financing field.
RKO Teleradio (WOR-AM-TV New
York. WNAC-AM-TV Boston. KHJ-AMTV Los Angeles, KFRC San Francisco.
WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis and WGMSAM-FM Washington), will, like United
Artists Corp.. provide capital to independent
producers in exchange for world-wide distribution rights of the films. The new company— unnamed for the moment — will make
full use of RKO and Rank distribution organizations, with Rank providing clerical,
shipping and inspection services. With the
old RKO lot in Hollywood now converted
to tv production (Desilu. etc.), it's expected
that many films will be made abroad. Universal Pictures Corp. will continue to handle
U. S. distribution of RKO products and the
new agreement does not cover Japan and
Mexico.
It is most unlikely that the new products
resulting from the O'Neil-Rank partnership will make its way to tv, despite the fact
that no guild residual payments would be
involved for foreign-made films. The reason
was put forth Thursday by John Davis,
deputy chairman and managing director of
the Rank Organization. In New York prior
to returning to London, Mr. Davis said no
Rank
be seen
on tv
the U. product
S. or inwill'
Great
Britain.
Hiseither
reason:in
television, in Great Britain, has cut into
theatrical box office by over 20%. As a
result, the British motion picture industry
has asked the Macmillan government for
relief of the steep (35-50%) entertainment
tax on theatre tickets. What is more, the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. has openly threatened any British film producer with
boycott should he spring his product on
tv.
(British tv sets-in-home currently number
8 million; within the next year, the saturation point of 12.5 million will be reached,
according to the J. Arthur Rank executive;
however, it would be "improbable" that complete saturation of home audiences would
be effected in terms of station coverage.)
Mr. Davis said that as far as he is concerned, the "last" deal Rank has made with
U. S. tv was the 1955 agreement with ABCTV for "Famous Film Festival." These pictures now are the property of ABC Film
Syndication until their rights expire in May
1959.
ABC Film Syndication Forms
Sales Division for Tv Re-runs
ABC Film Syndication, New York, has
established a new division, called Proven
Programs, which will sell to stations and
agencies the repeat runs of programs which
earlier have had network exposure or firstrun syndication showing, it was announced
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last week by George T. Shupert, president.
The division will offer 501 half-hours of
programs created especially for television
and 36 full-length feature films. The programming will include such series as Code
3, Racket Squad, Slieena, Queen of the
Jungle, The Playhouse, Herald Playhouse,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents, The Three
Musketeers and Kieran's Kaleidoscope.
Mr. Shupert reported that the new division will begin operations within 30 days,
at which time a division manager will be
appointed. He will be under the supervision
of Phil Williams, vice president in charge
of syndicated sales for ABC Film.
NTA
New

Appoints Abrahams to Head
Creative Programming Unit

The establishment of a creative programming department at National Telefilm
Assoc., New York, and the appointment of
producer Mort Abrahams as its director
were announced last week by Oliver A.
Unger. NTA president.
Mr. Abrahams has
served as executive
producer of NBCTV's Producers'
Showcase series and
recently was the producer of 22 live
shows on that network's Suspicion series. Since 1951, Mr.
Abrahams has been
active as a tv producer and earlier
served in a similar
capacity in the motion picture field with
Laurel Films and Columbia Pictures.
Mr. Unger said: "We expect to become
more actively engaged in creative programming to supply the ever-increasing needs of
the television industry. With motion pictures
becoming more limited in supply, we naturally are going to concentrate on the development of new programming concepts
which will eventually fill the programming
gaps created by the dwindling supply of
feature films. It is our intent to produce
both live and filmed programs."

films. "Break for Freedom" and "Midnight
The packet of seven films apparently was
put together with the NAB convention in
mind,
according to UA-TV sales manager
Expose."
John Leo. He calls it "a prc-convention
special with an Academy Award winner
leadingness the
pack,"
to Alec for
Guinwho last
weeka reference
won an Oscar
the
best actor of the year. Since placing it on
the block last Monday, Mr. Leo's staff has
sold some 20 markets on the packet, including WCBS-TV New York, which boasts
one of the largest film libraries in the country. UA-TV officials emphasized that this
is not the much-awaited "third package of
blockbusters." It is expected contents of
that group would be made public in Los
Angeles late in April.
FILM SALES
ABC

Film Syndication, N. Y., announces

sale of its "Galaxy 20" package of feature
films in 1 1 additional markets, raising total
markets to 21. Latest sales were to KONOTV San Antonio, KSD-TV St. Louis, WPSTTV Miami, WMAR-TV Baltimore, WNACTV Boston, KFMB-TV San Diego, KTRK
(TV) Houston, KCRA-TV Sacramento,
KPTV (TV) Portland, KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., and KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), Winston-Salem, N. C, has purchased
Boots and Saddles — The Story of the Fifth
Cavalry in four markets: KGO-TV San
Francisco, WHBQ-TV Memphis, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa and WFBC-TV Greenville;
Silent Service on WBRC-TV Birmingham,
Ala. Both series are syndicated by CalNational Productions' NBC Televisionifornia
Film division.
Associated Artists Productions reports sale
of "Vanguard" group of Warner Bros,
features to KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.;
WTVM (TV) Columbus, Ga.; WKOW-TV
Madison, Wis., and WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
Mich. AAP also has sold Warner Bros,
and Popeye cartoons to KVIP (TV) Redding.
Calif., and KHUM-TV Eureka, Calif., and
Popeye cartoons to KTRK-TV Houston.
ON CAMERA
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif., is

UA-TV Offers 'Third Package'
Of Seven Movie Films for Sale
No concrete "third package" of post-1948
feature films-to-tv has been announced by
United Artists Tv, pioneer tv distributor of
recent-vintage theatrical film, but UA-TV is
not letting hungry film buyers go unfed.
Without the fanfare of the kind accompanying its 1956 and 1957 packages, UA-TV is
offering stations a group of seven post-'48
films of which only three rated high in "box
office appeal." They are "KonTiki," a documentary released theatrically in 1950-51;
George Pal's semi-documentary "Destination
Moon," and "The Malta Story," another
semi-documentary produced in Great Britain
and starring Alec Guinness. The remaining
four are "Happy-Go-Lovely" with Vera
Ellen and David Niven, "Bullet for Joey"
with Edward G. Robinson, and two "B"

producing pilot film of new half-hour tv
series. Battles of the Century, which will
dramatize major ground battles of World
War I, World War II and Korean conflict.
RANDOM

SHOTS

ABC Film Syndication reports gross sales
during first eight weeks of 1958 rose 63.6%
over sales of corresponding period in 1957
although no new series were released this
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., reports
acquisition of 26 feature films from Mundus
Television
Corp., N. Y., all of which have
year.
been shown before on tv. Films will be assigned to NTA's re-run division, called Famous Films. Films in package include "One
Touch of Venus," "Body and Soul," "The
Senator Was Indiscreet," "Magic Town,"
and "Miracle of the Bells."
Broadcasting

STATIONS

ANTI-RECESSION

IDEA

What started out as potshots by individual stations against the harm of too much
and ill-founded recession talk [Programs &
Promotions, March 24] is increasing to a
barrage of national proportions. More stations last week reported to Broadcasting
the measures they have taken on the local
front to stomp out pessimism by orienting
the
publicclimate.
on the positive factors in today's
business
One such drive, currently on Midcontinent
Broadcasting Co. stations, has been called
to the attention of the Advertising Council
with the possibility it may be projected on
a more widespread scale. It's called the
"Bellringer" campaign and, according to
Midcontinent President Joe Floyd, stems
from reports relayed by his salesman in
the field from businessmen happy with business conditions.
As a consequence, KELO-AM-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D., and satellite KDLO-TV
Florence, S. D., accepts all such reports
from businessmen. Broadcast schedules are
interrupted by a ringing bell, followed by
the business message, which lays down the
facts and figures. These stories cover increased sales, increased production, expansion of facilities, introduction of new products, etc. "Bellringer" reports are accepted
from all, whether they are station advertisers or not.
Evan Nord, stations' general manager,
says Midcontinent has received an avalanche
of communications endorsing this positive
approach to thinking.
WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul started its
version of the "Bellringer" feature March 24
and, according to President Larry Bentson,
the local chambers of commerce and business leaders have been unanimous in their
approval.
WTOP Washington currently is conducting an "Opportunity Knocks Now" drive
utilizing a minimum of 15 spots daily featuring buying bargains in every field and urging the public to beat the recession by returning to normal buying.
WAVI Dayton, Ohio, is promoting its
"Operation: Bootstrap!" in which a series of
editorials stress the bright side of business
conditions. In addition, local business leaders' comments are aired several times daily.
KXL Portland, Ore., for one week garbed
four salesmen in formal attire — cutaway
coats, striped trousers, cravats, top hats — ■
for their calls on advertisers. Station announcements publicized the quartet and
pointed out that prosperity was still here,
citing positive facts about the economy.
WMOH Hamilton, Ohio, resorted to editorials by Ralph Shupe, news director. Repeated several times, the broadcasts stressed
expansion and new plans of different firms
and urged faith to offset pessimism.
WBBC Flint, Mich., is cooperating with
the Flint Automobile Dealers Assn. in preparing a"You Auto Buy Now" drive. Purpose is to hypo the community's economy
by stressing the purchase of more automobiles, the manufacture of which provides
Broadcasting

CATCHES

ON

much of Flint's employment. In addition to
musical jingles on radio, pep rallies are being
broadcast, air editorials and interviews are
being presented and newspapers are providing news stories plus editorials.
KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul last
week completed "Buy a Car Week" promotion that included news stories and interviews pointing out the advantages of car
buying now and stressing that automobile
sales are vital to the economy.
Powell Advertising Inc., Detroit, has been
appointed by the Detroit Auto Dealers Assn.
to handle advertising and promotion for a
"Keep Detroit Dynamic — Buy Now" campaign of DADA.
President Eisenhower at his news conference last Wednesday pointed to the need
for better salesmanship, better packaging
and better advertising by business to get the
public to buy when it thinks it has a bargain
instead of worrying about what is going to
happen in the future.
Time 'Freedom' Urged by WSAC
In Radio Editorial Broadcasts
"Freedom of Time" is the newest plank
in the editorial platform of WSAC Fort
Knox, Ky. The station is protesting a new
Kentucky law banning Daylight Saving
Time and making it illegal to set watches
and clocks by other than Central Standard
Time, WSAC has explained to listeners.
In its initial "Freedom of Time" editorial
WSAC said that in clock-setting provisions
of the new law, the state legislature "has
broken and ignored the 14th amendment"
of the U. S. Constitution. It was announced
that WSAC would file a test suit against
the state to determine the validity of the
law and listeners were invited to help defray
costs by sending $1 or more to the station. Contributors are being sent display
stickers advertising their support of the
"Freedom of Time" campaign.
The Kentucky delegation in Washington
also is hearing from constituents who are
writing at WSAC's suggestion. B. E. Cowan,
general manager of WSAC, wired Sens. John
Sherman Cooper and Thruston B. Morton

WDXR,
announces

AWAITING curtain time at the Minneapolis opening of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward's slide presentation, "A
Local Affair," were (1 to r) John Cory,
PGW vice president; F. Van Konynenburg, executive vice president of
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, and Art
Lund, vice president and director of
television, Campbell-Mithun advertising agency. "A Local Affair," showing
tv, is on a "grass-roots"
of spot agency-advertiser
basics
tour before
groups
and marketing people. Last week PGW
Vice President-Sales Development
Manager George Castleman took the
22-minute show to Fort Worth, Dallas,
Houston, San Antonio, Corpus Christi
and Beaumont, all Texas.

at the start of the drive outlining the WSAC
position and asking them to re-evaluate
"present time zones for what they are and
as originally designed and adopted by railroad interests."
Bradley, Eason in H-R Shifts
John T. Bradley, who has been with H-R
Station Representatives since 1953, has been
promoted to midwestern sales manager of
H-R Television Inc., and French Eason, who
has been with the firm several years, was
named to the corresponding position at H-R
Representatives, Dwight S. Reed, vice president and partner of the firm, announced
last week. Mr. Eason will remain at Chicago
while Mr. Bradley is being transferred from
H-R's San Francisco branch to his new position in Chicago.

Paducah,
the appointment

Ky.
of

RICHARDNEW
O'CONNELL,
INC.
WILLIAM CHICAGO
J. REILLY, INC.
DORA-CLAYTON
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STATIONS CONTINUED
McGavren-Quinn
Burke-Stuart

Co.,

Merge

East and West met last week as McGavren-Quinn Co., San Francisco and Los
Angeles, absorbed Burke-Stuart Co., New
York-Chicago-Detroit, bringing the combined station representative client list to
46 stations. Under terms of the agreement
— which was said to involve no cash or
stock exchange — a new corporation will be
set up April I to be called McGavrenQuinn Corp. (McGavren-Quinn Co. was not
incorporated).
Named chairman of the board of M-Q
Corp. is attorney John Keating, who formerly served as chairman of Burke-Stuart
Co. Daren McGavren assumes the presidency of the new firm, while Donald J.
Quinn. partner and head of the Los Angeles
office, becomes executive vice president with
his office in New York. Other officers are
Ralph Guild and Allan Kerr, vice presidents, and Edna Mae Elwell, secretarytreasurer.
Frank B. Sawdon, former president of
Burke-Stuart, said he will "have no association" with the new company. Mr. Sawdon
is vice president of sales and advertising,
Robert Hall Clothes Inc. (division of United
Merchants & Mfg. Co.) and president of
Frank B. Sawdon Inc., advertising agency
handling Robert Hall. The Burke-Stuart
company reportedly gets its name from

Mr. Sawdon's middle name
his son.

and that of

The New York office of McGavren-Quinn
will be at 60 East 56th St.. New York 22
(Telephone: Pla/a 1-4646). now the home
of Burke Stuart. McGavren-Quinn will close
its old office at 33 West 42d St., New York
36 (Bryant 9-1374).
The combined client list, reported to be
effective this week, will read as follows
WCFL
Chicago: WLAV
Grand Rapids
Mich.;
WAKR-AM-TV
Akron, Ohio
WATR-AM-TV Waterbury, Conn.; WNAB
Bridgeport,
Conn.:
KBND
Bend, Ore.
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.; WFBG Altoona
Pa.; KSET El Paso, Tex.; WNHC New
Haven, Conn.; KBRV Soda Springs, Idaho
KWDM Des Moines; WSAC Radcliffe, Ky.
WPBC Minneapolis; KONE Reno; KTOO
Henderson, Nev.; KRNY Kearney, Neb.
WIRY Plattsburgh. N. Y.; WALL Middle
town,
N. Y.; WMNI
Columbus, Ohio
WLMJ Jackson, Ohio; KAIR Tucson, and
the following California stations:
KAVR Apple Valley, KAFY Bakersfield, KHUM Eureka, KBIF Fresno, KWIP
Merced, KTRB Modesto, KWSD Mt. Shasta,
KXOA Sacramento, KSBW Salinas, KFXM
San Bernardino, KSDO San Diego, KJBS
San Francisco, KXRX San Jose, KVEC
San Luis Obispo, KDB Santa Barbara,
KCOY Santa Maria. KJOY Stockton and
KVEN Ventura.
Also serviced for the West Coast only
are WITH Baltimore; KHMO Hannibal,
Mo.; KXL Portland, Ore.; WLEE Richmond, Va., and KJR Seattle.
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Spence, KXRO President, Dies;
Was NAB Director for 12 Years
Harry R. Spence, 57, president of KXRO
Aberdeen. Wash., died last Tuesday after
a heart attack. He
was to be buried last
weekend upon arrival of his son from
Navy. ed
on
with the
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in 1926 he is
where
[Our Respects, Nov. 26, 1945], wabuying
Okina
into KXRO two years later. The broadcaster was active in Aberdeen community affairs.
Survivors P
are Mrs. Spence and a daughter
Heather, 20, both at home, and a son, James,
23, in the Navy.
KMGM-TV

This was pointed up in first reports to
Broadcasting last week from WCAU-AMTV and WIP, both Philadelphia; WFBR
Baltimore; WTTM Trenton, WMBV Millville and WCMC Wildwood, all New Jersey,
and WBCB Levittown, Pa.
In addition, WCAU-AM-TV kept listeners
and viewers aware of conditions with the
use of a helicopter. WCAU newsman Ken
Mayer, equipped with a tape recorder, and
WCAU-TV photographer Lew Clark, with
his camera, boarded a Navy helicopter and
toured the disaster area with Navy personnel.
WIP reports that the danger was increased
with the threat of a walkout by Philadelphia
Transportation Co. workers which would
have halted all public transportation at
the height of the storm. The station kept
listeners informed of the situation with beep
phone interviews from the mayor's office and
from city and union officials.
When power failure silenced other area
stations, WCMC used standby Gates equip-

to KMSP

(TV)

KMGM-TV Minneapolis, Minn., was
granted a change of its call letters to
KMSP (TV) last week by the FCC. The
new identification for the ch. 9 outlet had
been opposed by KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul.
The Commission, however, saw "insufficient" likelihood of confusion by the public
between the twin city stations' calls.

Newsworthy

ON THE SNOW FRONT— During the recent
snowstorm that hit the eastern part of the
country and crippled cities by destroying
power lines, radio and tv again rose to
the aid of the public. Broadcasters worked
their staffs around the clock, relayed emergency bulletins for local, county and state
officials and aired all other pertinent information to listeners and viewers.

Changes

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

ment for 10 hours in presenting storm news,
bulletins and other services.
GRANTS — When

KQUE

Albuquerque,

N. M., received the bulletin that Mike Todd's
plane had crashed near Grants, N. M.,
it dispatched newsmen and mobile units
to the site, 80 miles from the station,
while reporters stood by in KQUE's newsroom to relay the news. Despite treacherous
conditions caused by rain and snow in the
mountainous area of the disaster, KQUE
newsmen and rescuers reached the scene and
listeners got a step-by-step report of their
progress. The station in turn relayed the
information to CBS; Mutual; four Storz
Stations through WHB Kansas City; the
Public Radio Corp. through KIOA Des
Moines; KAKC Tulsa; KELP El Paso, Tex.;
KFOR and KLIN Lincoln, Neb., and ABN
through its Los Angeles affiliate, KABC.
CLEARWATER — When staffers of WPPA
Pottsville, Pa., were in this Florida city
making tape recordings of major league
ball players this month, they also were
able to give on-the-spot coverage to what
reportedly was the most disastrous fire
in Clearwater's history. They taped halfhour interviews with Mayor Homer Lewis,
the chief of police, the fire chief, a newspaperman and one of the owners of a
store who watched destruction of his stock
Broadcasting

of over $200,000. The fire caused over
$1.5 million damage in the center of town.
The station used the recordings twice the
following day and a picture of announcer
Ed Romance ran in the St. Petersburg Independent.
BOSTON — WBZ here reports it broadcast
25Vz hours of the House Subcommittee
on Un-American Activities hearings and
listeners were able to hear the entire sessions. The station taped them during the
day and played them back beginning at
8 p.m. until conclusion and one day it
broadcast as late as 3 a.m. In addition,
WBZ carried 25 five-minute programs during the day summarizing the hearings.
KFAB

Airs Editorial Support

Of Judge English's Open Court
KFAB Omaha took to its own air last
week with an editorial protesting local
"horse and buggy" policy on broadcast
coverage of court trials and went to the support of Douglas County Circuit Judge James
English, the object of a petition to the State
Supreme Court by the state's attorney general asking that Judge English be cited for
contempt in allowing broadcast coverage of
an Omaha murder trial [At Deadline,
Stations, March 10]. The state's highest
court in 1951 adopted Canon 35 prohibiting broadcast coverage.
The petition was filed by State Attorney
General Clarence S. Beck. It charged Judge
English unlawfully permitted taking photographs and sound reproductions of court
proceedings during the trial of George Daniel Jones Jr. The petition alleged such action
was in contempt of the power, dignity and
authority of the Supreme Court to adopt
canons of judicial ethics and to regulate
administration of justice in the state of
Nebraska. Hearing was asked before the
high court April 28.
The KFAB editorial was aired by Lyell
Bremser, vice president and general manager of the station. He told listeners, in part:

"'We cannot comment on the propriety of
the judge's action insofar as the question of
legal ethics is concerned. We are not lawyers. But we are broadcasters and as such
feel entitled to comment on Canon 35. We
will argue to the limit with anyone — lawyer
or layman — who contends that our microphones, bytheir very presence, are degrading to the court.
"We will not submit to the allegation that
our microphones detract from the dignity of
the court. Nor do we feel that a camera, if
properly operated, will harm the dignified
atmosphere of the courtroom. Canon 35,
in our opinion, is an arbitrary statement of
policy which says in effect that the only permissible sort of court coverage is that which
should have gone out with the horse and
buggy. The requirements of radio and television, namely sound and film, are not only
deemed unnecessary, but also degrading.
"We submit that in adopting this code,
the court is depriving the American people of news coverage that has long been accepted in other quarters. But worse, it is
denying the general public knowledge of our
courts. Too few people have an understandBroadcasting

ing of our court procedures. If the advocates
of Canon 35 are really proud of our American system of justice, they should welcome
the opportunity of taking it to the masses.
In the Douglas County matter, which may
soon develop into a national battle on the
question of cameras and microphones in the
courtroom, Judge James English has our
moral support."
WFBM-TV Mail Indicates
Sentiment Against Pay Tv
Mail from 479 central Indiana television
viewers voiced opposition to subscription
tv in any form, while only five letters favoring toll tv were received by WFBM-TV Indianapolis, according to Eldon Campbell,
vice president and general manager.
The response was prompted a fortnight
ago by the first of two WFBM-TV documentaries in which both sides of the controversial issues were presented, Mr. Campbell
said.
Salt Lake City area viewers also were
afforded a pay tv briefing March 22 when
KTVT (TV) in that city presented NAB
President Harold E. Fellows and Ted Leitzell, public relations director of Zenith
Radio Corp., discussing the pros and cons
of toll systems. Films were shown of the
Bartlesville, Okla., home movie project
along with explanations of the various types
of fee tv systems.
Washington
For Time's

News
Radio-Tv

Desk

Opens

WBKB (TV) Morning Service Puts
Music on Audio, News on Video
Music and comment on audio, plus time,
news and weather on video in five-minute
cycles — these represent the elements of a
new "facsimile" morning service program
launched by WBKB (TV) Chicago March
17. Titled Norman Ross and Facsimile, the
two services are designed to run concurrently
and yet independently — almost as two separate programs.
The philosophy behind the program is
that the entire family need hear only fine
music and brief commentary if it chooses,
without "the increasingly irritating time,
weather and news reports common every
few minutes on early morning radio." If
any member of the family desires service
information, he or she may view any or all
of the five-minute "facsimile" cycle. WBKB
officials describe the program as "another
notable pioneering venture in Chicago tv."
KTTV

(TV) Signs Long Coates

Pact

KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has signed newsman Paul Coates to a firm seven-year contract, giving the station exclusive right to
his performing and creative services nationally as well as locally. The station said
the agreement is the largest and longestterm no-option contract ever signed by an
individual station but officials refused to divulge the amount of money involved. Mr.
Coates currently broadcasts his nightly Confidential File series on KTTV.

Outlets

Opening of a special radio-tv news desk
to provide its radio and television stations
with daily reports from Washington was
announced last week by Time Inc. It operates within Time's Washington Bureau
and is headed by Bill Roberts, formerly of
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who will have
the bureau's full facilities and services available to him.

In "The
ate,
4-St

Giant's"
58-County

Market

in the

Southeast

are

. . .

The new service is designed primarily to
cover Washington news of special interest
to each Time station's local audience. Filmed
and taped interviews also will be supplied
regularly. The desk was set up under direction of Dick Sheverton, news director of

2 - MILLION

PEOPLE

2 - BILLION

INCOME

Time's WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich. Time's Washington Bureau is headed
by James L. McConaughy.

Write

us or WEED

for facts,

availabilities and assistance.
Taft Closes N. Y. Office

"The Giant of

Ken W. Church, Radio Cincinnati Inc.
vice president of national sales, last week
announced that the national sales offices
maintained by Radio Cincinnati and other
Taft stations (WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
and WTVN-AM-TV Columbus, both Ohio,
and WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, Ala.) in
New York have been closed. Don Chapin,
national sales manager, transfers from the
New York offices at 550 Fifth Ave. to
Radio Cincinnati's home office. Mr. Church
explained that the move will "provide a
closer liason between Taft station properties
and will allow Mr. Chapin and the national
sales staff to meet more often with representatives and agencies in Chicago, St. Louis,
Detroit and Atlanta."

Southern Skies"

m
Channel 4

Greenville, S. C.
WFBC-T

NBC

NETWORK
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STATIONS CONTINUED

PRINCIPALS in the new Northeastern Pennsylvania Broadcasting Inc. (WNEP-TV
Scranton), close the transaction which merged WARM-AM-TV Scranton and WILKTV Wilkes-Barrc and reshuffled ownership so that the new company is now owned
60% by Transcontinent Television Corp., and 20% each by former principals of
WARM stations and of WILK-TV. FCC approved the transaction in February
[Stations, Feb. 17]. Shown here are (1 to r): Martin F. Memolo, formerly WARM,
now vice president, Northeastern; David C. Moore, president, TTC; Thomas P.
Shelburne, formerly WILK-TV, now executive vice president and general manager.
Northeastern; William W. Scranton, formerly WARM, now chairman of board,
Northeastern, and Mitchell Jenkins, formerly WILK-TV, now president, Northeastern.

CHANGING

HANDS

The following transfers of
APPROVED
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

KGMC ENGLEWOOD, COLO. • Sold to
Robert Bruce McWilliams and Lee P. Mehlig by Grady Franklin Maples and R. B.
McAlister for $290,000. Mr. McWilliams
is a Denver advertising executive; Mr. Mehlig is general sales manager of KTLN Denver. KGMC operates on 1150 kc, with 1
kw, day.

page 93.

KHIL BRIGHTON-FT. LUPTON, COLO.
• Sold by Harry L. (Tiny) Hill to Hugh Ben
Larue and associates for $80,000. Mr. Larue is executive vice president and general
manager of KTVR (TV) Denver, Colo.
KHIL is 500 w, daytime, on 800 kc. Broker:
Blackburn & Co.

r): Ray Hamilton of Hamilton, Stubblefield & Twining, station brokerage firm
which represented both parties to the
transaction, and Bill Sims of Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington attorneys representing Miss Pickford and
Mr. Rogers.

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
wmmrnmmmmmwmmm%

The following sales of
ANNOUNCED
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

KLAN RENTON, WASH. • Sold by Ralph
T. Sander to William E. Boeing Jr., Seattle
businessman, for $200,000. Mr. Boeing is
part owner of KWLK Longview, Wash.
KLAN is 1 kw on 910 kc. Broker: Allen
Kander & Co.

BUDDY ROGERS and his wife, Mary
Pickford, sign the contract to buy
KFBI Wichita, Kan., for $450,000
[Stations, March 10]. Standing (1 to

WESC-AM-FM GREENVILLE, S. C. •
Sold to Robert A. Schmid, station relations
vice president of NTA Film Network, by
Mrs. Christie M. Mitchell for $267,000.
Mr. Schmid, president of purchasing firm,
Broadcasting Corp. of the Carolinas, plans
to continue with NTA. WESC operates on
660 kc with 5 kw daytime facility. Mr.
Schmid was former vice president of RKO
Teleradio Pictures.
KLAD KLAMATH FALLS, ORE. • Sold
to Burton Levine, Rose L. Lerner, Myer
Feldman, Bessie Von Zamft and Melanie
Thurman by Philip D. Jackson (see KAJO
Grants Pass, Ore., below) for $172,000.
Mr. Levine has an interest in WROV Roanoke, Va., and KOMA Oklahoma City;
Mr. Feldman has interest in KOMA also.
KLAD is on 900 kc, 1 kw, day.
KAJO

GRANTS

PASS, ORE.

• Sold to

James O. Wilson Jr., Jim T. Jackson and
Phil Jackson by James O. Wilson Jr. and
Jim T. Jackson for $6,000 by third partner
for 50% interest. Phil Jackson sold KLAD
Klamath Falls, Ore., KAJO is a construction
permit on 1270 kc, with 1 kw.
New
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Press

news

produces!

for WRCV,

WRCV-TV

WRCV and WRCV-TV Philadelphia have
issued new rate cards, No. 2 for the television station and No. 3 for WRCV. The
format of the WRCV-TV card has been
simplified and data on participating programs and basic discount plans is printed
on insert sheets to allow for new inserts
showing current changes. Sample tv rates:
$3,200 for one hour of Class AA program
time, $825 net for a 20-second Class AAA
break, $415 net for 10-second AAA break
and $1,500 net for 30-second AAA break.
Class A breaks are roughly half as much.
Participations run from $125 to $345.
WRCV's card features a 20-50 plan for
minute and station-break floating announcements. Under this scheme a floating schedule
of 20 to 50 announcements earns 20-50%
off the earned rate in time classifications
purchased, including the 6:30-9 a.m. period.
Card No. 3 also carries standard rates
starting at $450 for an hour of Class A
program time and $45 for a minute or 20
seconds of Class 1 time, with discounts.
WINS

United

Rates

Expands

Sales Staff

Sales expansion at WINS New York
was announced last week by General Manager Jock Fearnhead. Diane Neugarten,
timebuyer at Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising, New York, becomes station research and promotion director. Two former
Storer Broadcasting Co. executives — Dan
Weinig. eastern radio sales manager, and
Midwestern Sales Manager Paul Evans —
have been added to WINS' sales staff. Ray
Hamilton, former sales manager of Telestar Films and Flamingo Films, also joins
WINS sales staff.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

KRHM (FM) Los Angeles names John E.
Pearson Co.
KWBR Oakland, Calif., appoints Walker
Representation Co. and Harlan G. Oakes
& Assoc.
WSKY Asheville, N. C, appoints EverettMcKinney Inc.
WDDT Greenville, Miss., names EverettMcKinney Inc.
WHMS Charleston, W. Va., names Stars
National.
KMJ-TV
Agency.

Fresno, Calif., appoints Katz

REPRESENTATIVES

SHORTS

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell Inc., N. Y.,
is opening new Dallas office at 1915 Elm
St., with Clyde Melville in charge.
Paul H. Chapman Co. announces additional
office at 33 W. Micheltorena St., Santa
Barbara, Calif. Telephone: Woodland 67713.
STATION

British

Commercial

Tv

Doubles
Gross
in '57
Commercial tv in Great Britain grossed
more than £31.9 million (approximately
$89.3 million) during 1957, more than
double its revenue for 1956, according to a
special status report on British television released last week. Commercial tv, which
started in September 1955, grossed over
£2.06 million ($5.7 million) for that partial
first year, and increased to better than £ 12.9
million ($36.1 million) last year. (The pound
sterling currently exchanges for about
$2.80.)

WRC-FM Washington announces it is broadcasting from new transmitter and tower at
4001 Nebraska Ave.
KRKD-FM Los Angeles announces that its
sales staff has moved to 1050 Montecito
Dr., location of KRKD sales offices and
studios of KRKD-AM-FM.
KCFM (FM) St. Louis announces move of
studios to 532 DeBaliviere and power increase to 70 kw. Additional plans call for
conversion to multiplexing by early summer.
KRUX

Glendale, Ariz., has changed frequency from 1340 to 1360 kc and increased
power to 5 kw.
WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee appoints Carl
Nelson & Assoc. that city, as its advertising
agency effective immediately.
KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego has moved
to new studios on Highway 94 at 47th St.
Mail address is P. O. Box 628, San Diego
12. Telephone: Congress 2-2421.

concern and which serves "as a bridge between research and policy-making." The report in pamphlet form (three shillings, sixpence) isentitled Television in Britain.
Britain's adult television audience has
grown to 22.5 million persons 16 years or
older, according to PEP. This compares to
eight years ago when only 1.6 million of the
adult population could view television. In

country except the U. S.," PEP reports.
Among other statistics cited:
• Commercial tv (Independent Television
Authority) had 63% and BBC 37% of the
audience in February 1958.
• In the evenings the average tv audience
is twice as great as the average radio audience.
• BBC (non-commercial) was apportioned
£12.1 million ($33.9 million) for television
and £12.9 million ($36.1 million) for sound
services during the 1956-57 fiscal year. A
combined radio-tv license in the home now
costs £4.
• Food companies account for more than
20% of the tv time purchases with the
manufacturers of soaps and detergents making about 12% of the expenditures.
Rivers, Que., Vhf

IN

BRIEF

NO EXCEPTIONS: The Cuban government
silenced its own news show earlier this

Publisher of the report is Political & Economic Planning, 16 Queen Anne's Gate,
London, S.W. 1, a 27-year-old private organization which studies problems of public

Three

Falls, Que. Henri Audet, formerly chief engineer for CBC in Quebec province, is president and general manager of CKTM-TV.
Allan Rogerson, formerly of CK.SM Shawinigan Falls, is vice-president.
ABROAD

addition, there "are probably over 8.5 million tv sets in use, more than any other

SHORTS

sportcasts for the time being. Studio and
transmitter are at Mount Carmel, equidistant from Three Rivers and Shawinigan

month for "infractions of the law governing
radio transmissions," the UP reported.
As the Ministry of Communications suspended its spokesman, Luis Manuel Martinez, for 15 days, Minister Alberto Garcia
Valdes said the order was "a demonstration
of the true spirit of impartiality."
'BRIGHT' DOWN

UNDER:

The outlook for

expansion of television in Australia is "very
bright," Charles Michelson, president of
Charles Michelson Inc., New York, reported
upon his return to the city after a six-week
business trip around the world. Mr. Michelson serves as U. S. representative for Television Corp. Ltd. in Sydney and HSV Television in Melbourne, operators of tv stations
there. He reported that while in London,
he completed negotiations to serve as U. S.
representative for Associated British Cinema, program contractor of a commercial tv
station in the Midlands, and while in Iran,
he signed to act in a similar capacity for
TV Tehran, a commercial station scheduled
to go on the air June 1.
A.D. 1958: The special television plan announced by a British independent producer
for Passion Sunday, March 22, featured
Jesus Christ "as a young man of today"
dressed in blue jeans and sweatshirt. Other
modern costume details for Biblical characters: Virgin Mary, head scarf; officials
interrogating Christ, raincoats and bowler
hats; soldiers at the Crucifixion, modern
uniforms. Producer Michael Redding said

Starts

CKTM-TV Three Rivers, Que., started
operations on ch. 13 on March 30, as a basic
CBS network station, using local news and

the production was planned to be "in keeping with present day thought."

WICC Bridgeport, Conn., has reported
19.8% increase in January business this
year over last year.
WMRY New Orleans announces
changed call letters to WYLD.

it has

WAMP Pittsburgh (formerly WJAS) has
announced new rate card. Rate Card Number One, effective Feb. 1, shows basic Class
I one -hour rate of $210, 6:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
(Class A rate for WJAS was $160); five
minutes is $32 (formerly $38).
WEJL Scranton, Pa., reports its billings in
1957 showed increase for sixth consecutive
year. Figures given are as follows: 1952 increased 19%; 1953, 43%; 1954, 49%;
1955, 55%; 1956, 60%, and 1957, 75%.
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., appoints
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, for advertising.
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

KABC
Rush

'Copter Relays
Hour Traffic Data

Traffic news is important in Los Angeles,
where several hundred thousand cars are
on the highways and freeways twice daily
taking workers to and from their jobs. Only
radio can report mishaps that have halted or
slowed down traffic on certain thoroughfares
rapidly enough to divert motorists to less
congested routes. So, traffic reporting is an
important part of the rush hour service of
Los Angeles radio stations.
When John Pace assumed the general
managership of KABC Los Angeles last
December [Stations, Nov. 11] and surveyed
the situation he began wondering how his
station could better the service already
provided by the others. Their mobile units,
patroling the most-used traffic arteries, were
doing a good job of on-the-spot coverage
from the ground. Why not, he mused, top
that by taking to the air for over-the-spot
reporting? Mobile units could become entangled inthe jams they were trying to warn
other vehicles to avoid, but a helicopter
could fly over, observe tie-ups, report and
fly away.
Mr. Pace's airy thoughts took wing for
real Dec. 30, when Operation Airwatch
began its twice-a-day supervision of Los
Angeles motorways. Each workday morning,
7-9, Monday-Friday, Capt. Max Schumacher
pilots the KABC helicopter while the airborne announcer, Donn Reed, broadcasts

A
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NEVER
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EMPLOYERS

traffic bulletins every 15 minutes, with
interim Hashes as required. And each afternoon, the whirlybird watch is resumed at
3:30-5:45. On March I, Saturday morning
was added to the Airwatch schedule and
plans are being made for Sunday beach
trallic this summer.
Operation Airwatch would be worth its
cost (about $500 a day) to KABC for its
publicity value alone. Virtually every newspaper in Southern California has devoted
columns of space to this new kind of radio
reporting as have a number of magazines.
But the station has not had to put this
item on its publicity budget. "We're making
money on Airwatch," Mr. Pace said last
week. The program's commercial time —
one announcement with each of the regular
traffic reports — is virtually sold out, with
one spot a day taken for each of three sports
cars — Volvo, Simca and Renault; two announcements daily for Dodge Trucks and
Dean Van Lines and eight a day for Kellogg
cereals. All schedules are across-the-board,
calling for Monday-Friday exposure. Ross
Roy Inc., Los Angeles, first bought into
Airwatch for Exide batteries and was so
pleased with it that when Exide moved to
another agency Ross Roy kept the time for
another account, Dodge Trucks.
KABC and Kellogg are working on a plan
to land the helicopter in school playgrounds,
where the children could be assembled for
brief lectures on traffic safety as well as on
the helicopter itself. The craft is also avaliable for dealer assemblies and other promotional tie-ins for Airwatch' s sponsors.
WXYZ Detroit, like KABC an o&o station of ABC, has expressed interest in
establishing a similar operation and the
idea has also been discussed for other cities.
Senators

to Be Carried in Baltimore

The Washington Senators baseball games
will be carried on WAYE Baltimore this
season. In addition to a 48-weekend-games
schedule, the station will broadcast commentaries on the Senators' opening day
game with the Baltimore Orioles April 15
and the Washington-Baltimore double header
on Labor Day. This reportedly will be a
first
more. for airing the Senators' games in BaltiWZOK,

WWOK

Oust

Rock

V

Roll

A statement by Carmen Macri, ownergeneral manager of WZOK Jacksonville and
WWOK Charlotte, that "we do not care to
sound like a juke box without lights,"
prefaced his announcement that the stations
would not be airing any more rock and roll
music. "We don't want either station to
sound stereotyped," Mr. Macri stated, "and
that's why we allow our disc jockeys to give
free rein to their personalities as long as
they maintain standards of good taste."

REINSURANCE

'Blue Man'

CORPORATION

The "Little Blue Man," who is the subject of an Atlantic Records disc by Betty
Johnson, was featured in a contest by
WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich. The station asked
listeners to depict their idea of the Little
Blue Man in any shape or form without
writing a letter. WKMI reportedly received

2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New York, Chicago
Sari Francisco,
l07Wi!liom 175 W.
100 Bush
St.
Jackson S»
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Promotion

on

WKMI

more than 500 whittlings, sculptures, paintings, photographs, etc. A sketch of a dumpy
little blue man was chosen as the winner
and the creator was presented with a wrist
watch. Nineteen other prizes were awarded.
WLIB Ready for 'Post's' Answer
WLIB New York is carrying its competition with newspapers one step further. At
the request of leaders of the Negro community to which it programs primarily, the
station has agreed to make its facilities available to "answer" a two-week series of
articles on Harlem publishers in the New
York Post. The Negro leaders will appear
on special programs schedule at 6:30-40
p.m. Monday through Saturday this week,
with Stan Opotowsky, staff writer of the
Post series, invited to appear on the final
program to offer rebuttal if he wishes to.
New

Weatherman

for WNEW

Radio-tv audiences often have complained
of "doubletalking" weathermen; they now
have reason to, at least if they happen to
be listening to WNEW New York. The station has just hired noted doubletalk expert
Al Kelly who, as "Malbin Kimpoyd, weather
analyst," will deliver on-the-hour weather
reports. Of course, to set things right again,
a regular WNEW announcer follows the
gobbledygook with an official report from
the U. S. Weather Bureau.
WGR D.j.'s Give Away Radios
Three daytime disc jockeys on WGR
Buffalo, Frank Dill, John Lascelles, and
Warren Michael Kelly, are giving away two
Sylvania radios to each winner in the station's current promotional radio set giveaway. Immediately following his broadcast,
each disc jockey personally goes into a
Buffalo neighborhood and rings doorbells
asking the respondents to identify the mystery tune played that day on his show. The
correct answer wins a radio.
NBC

News

'Comment'

Re-slotted

Effective April 13 NBC News' Comment
will be moved to Sunday 2:30-3 p.m. timeslot replacing Wisdom which is being
dropped. Comment, currently seen and
heard on NBC-Radio and NBC-TV Friday,
approximately 10:45 p.m. to conclusion immediately following the Gillette Cavalcade
of Sports, will only be televised in the new
time spot.
Spring Clean

for WABC

Listeners

In an effort to boost its rolls of "platterpickers," namely, loyal audience, WABC
New York is offering the housecleaning services of its staff of d.j.'s — Martin Block,
Johnny Pearson, Scott Vincent, Allan Jeffreys, Ed Jordan and Bill Brophy. Said
gentlemen will scour, clean, dust, mop or
wax the house or apartment of the listener
who recruits the largest number of new
listeners to the station. Only qualified members of station's "Platter Picker's Club" are
eligible. To become one, a listener writes
to his or her favorite d.j. and receives a card
making him a Platter Picker — one whose
tastes are reflected in the station's choice of
recorded programming.
Broadcasting

KCMO-AM-FM-TV director of agriculture,
the facts concerning this second annual contest are spelled out.
"The purpose of the KCMO Meat-Type
Hog Club Contest," the brochure states, "is
to assist in expanding interest in the production of Meat-Type Hogs." Plaque and
trophy awards in the contest will be made
by the station. The contest will run through
the summer months. Sponsoring organizations include The Missouri Agricultural Extension Service, The Kansas Agricultural
Extension Service and others.
'News Round the World' From ABN
A major entry in morning world news
roundup programming will be made by
ABN March 31 with News Round the World
(Mon.-Fri. 8-8:15 a.m. EST). Linton Wells
will be New York anchorman. ABN correspondents inU. S. and abroad will make
cut-ins. The new show stems from increased
MAKING sure of a welcome at San
Francisco advertising agencies, Dave
McElhatton, funnyman at KCBS San
Francisco, took his coffee urn when
he went to visit. Accompanied by
Henry Untermeyer, general manager
of KCBS, and Dick Schutte, advertising director, Mr. McElhatton staged
coffee breaks at J. Walter Thompson,
Young & Rubicam, BBDO, CampbellEwald, Foote, Cone & Belding and
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.

Edsel Asks, 'Name the Pony7
Edsel division of Ford Motor Co., a sponsor of NBC-TV's Wagon Train (Wed. 7:308:30 p.m. EST) currently is running a "Name
the Wagon Train Pony" contest in which
contestants take a demonstration ride in an
Edsel and then submit a name for the pony.
Winners, one at each of 1,000 Edsel dealers
in the U. S., will be awarded a live pony.
Details are being announced on the program every other week (those episodes sponsored by Edsel).
This Fat Piggy Went

to Market

Hogs of Missouri unite! You have nothing to lose but your meat.
KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.,
farm promotion station par excellence, has
announced its 1958 Meat-Type Hog Club
Contest. In a neat little brochure, prepared
under the direction of George Stephens,

emphasis on news announced at affiliates'
meetings earlier this year when ABN's alllive
27]. policy was curtailed [Networks, Jan.
WMAQ

Series Portrays Chicago

A documentary series portraying Chicago
people and institutions in sound has been
launched by WMAQ there in cooperation
with Illinois Institute of Technology.
Titled City in Sound, the program uses onlocation tape interviews and reports, with
Jack Angell as narrator. Included are visits
to places of commerce and industry, cultural institutions, civic organizations and
recreational facilities. The opening program
featured a report from the downtown Greyhound bus terminal, including interviews
with passengers, drivers, ticket clerks, mechanics and others. Co-producers of the
new series are Richard Johnson for WMAQ
and Don Anderson for IIT.
KFWB

Promotes

With

March 31. Zeckendorf also purchased $50,000 worth of spot announcements on the
station in behalf of its food and beverage
services, banquet facilities and rooms. The
spot schedule has not been set.
WDGY D. J. Goes Green for Ireland
Don Kelly, WDGY
Minneapolis d.j.,
celebrated St. Patrick's Day by playing all
Irish music on his 6-9 a.m. show and announcing that he would station himself
somewhere downtown and present $1
checks to the first 25 people who recognized
him. The main clue the disc jockey gave
listeners as to his identity was that his hair
was dyed green. Within minutes, 25 people
had challenged Mr. Kelly and collected their
checks. The WDGY staffer finished the
day's festivities by hosting his annual St.
Patrick's Day Dance at the local Prom
Ballroom.
ABC-TV, ABN Tape Major Leaguers
Howard Cosell, ABC-TV and ABN sportscaster (Sports Focus, ABC-TV Mon.-Fri. 77:15 p.m. and Speaking of Sports ABN,
Mon.-Fri. 6:45-6:50 p.m., plus 10 various
weekend programs), has recorded 95 film
and 100 on-the-spot taped interviews for
broadcast from the Florida training camps
of 12 major league baseball teams. The
teams include Milwaukee, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, New York, Chicago (White Sox),
Boston, Detroit, Kansas City and Washington.

ONE
FIRST

KFWB's 24-hour broadcast day, a different
number is announced. A wheel, numbered
$5-$10-$50-$100-$500, is spun to decide
the amount each "lucky matchbook" is
worth. Listeners who have matchbooks containing numbers corresponding to those
aired have 24 hours to appear at KFWB to
claim their prize.

Astor. The couple pioneered an across-thebreakfast-table show on WOR in 1940. The
new

Broadcasting

MARKETS

Retailers in KFWB Los Angeles' coverage area are distributing a million matchbooks supplied by the station in its "Lucky
Matchbook" promotion. Each matchbook is
numbered and every hour throughout

Corp. entered into a long-range agreement
last week whereby the hotel-operating subsidiary of Webb & Knapp Inc. will use the
station to promote its hotel properties in
New York (the Hotels Astor and Manhattan). The station will program a new series,
The Fitzgeralds at the Astor (Mon.-Fri.,
12:15-1 p.m.), featuring Ed and Pegeen
Fitzgerald in an informal format broadcast
direct from the Hunting Room of the Hotel
INQUIRIES- CONFIDENTIAL
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

IT WAS

ONLY

Paul W. Limerick, vice president and
account executive on De Kalb Agricultural Assn. at Western Adv. Agency, may
have bitten off more than he could chew
during a conversation with Evans Nord,
general manager of KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D.
\\ lien Mr. Nord offered to sell him
i inic lor De Kalb, Mr. Limerick threw
out a challenge: "Let's see some tangible
evidence that farmers watch your station
during the noon hour." He added, tonguein-cheek, that he*d gladly eat all the mail
kl I O-TV (and its satellites, KDLO-TV
I lorence and KPLO-TV Reliance, both
South Dakota) could produce from farmNorth

Dakotans

Air Politics

The North Dakota Broadcasting Co. installed special telephone lines at its stations
carrying NDBC Political Poll (March 23,
3-5 p.m. CST) so listeners and viewers could
express their opinions as to who should
represent North Dakota in Congress." The
simulcast originated at KXJB-TV Valley
CitJ and was carried on KCJB-AM-TV
Minot. KBMB-TV Bismarck, KDIX-TV
Dickinson and KSJB Jamestown. Democrats
and Republicans making bids for endorsement to Senate and House seats at the state
conventions were interviewed during the
program. A political analyst reported on the
trends of calls received in connection with
the broadcast and the stations aired a nightly review of North Dakota political developments for the week preceding the conventions.
NEA Announces 'Journey' Awards
Winners of the Bold Journey (ABC-TV
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.) teacher awards were announced Saturday at the National Education Assn. annual travel fair in Washington.
Thirty-one teachers were chosen from
among 1 ,500 finalists on the basis of their
"ability to "open a window on the world' for
their students, and imaginative use of the
Bold Journey series as a teaching source-"
Vida Averhoff, seventh grade teacher in
Nashua, Iowa, won the grand national
award — a trip around the world. The others
received trips to various foreign points.
WBBQ

Issues Radio

Supplement

WBBQ

Augusta, Ga., issued a radio supplement in the North Augusta (S. C.) Star
as a promotion to announce the station's
purchase of the local ch. 6 studios, property and tower for the site of its fm outlet. Persons who presented the supplement
wrapper to a local radio set dealer were allowed 10% discount on RCA hi-fi phonograph and radio sets in a tie-in promotion.
French Auto

Gets KLTI Test

A gasoline-economy test on the Renault
automobile was staged by KLTI Longview,
Tex., and the local franchise holder. Under
surveillance by the Gregg County district
attorney, the small French car's tank was
filled and sealed. The station's mobile unit
reported the start of the event and kept in
Page 92
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ers as a result of noon announcements.
Accepting the challenge, Mr. Nord returned to Sioux Falls and set up a tenday contest for farmers. Each weekday
for two weeks, at 12:35 p.m., KELO-TV
aired spots, offering farmers an opportunity towin an electric range. They were
asked to return postcards stating the number of hours they watched tv and the
size of their respective farms.
Final tabulation: 15,319 answers from
farmers in 104 counties of five states;
average viewing per day: 8 hours and 25
minutes; average farm size: 510 acres.
KELO-TV claims about 235,000 sets in
the parent-satellite coverage area.
touch with the test car as two KLTI staffers
drove the Renault to various towns to give
demonstrations. Upon return to Longview
the D. A. inspected the automobile and computed ithad run at 42.2 miles per gallon. The
promotion reportedly promoted many inquiries regarding the Renault at the dealer.
KLTI is planning to stage an economy
marathon in which other makes of foreign
cars may compete.
KPTV

(TV) Promotes

Centennial

KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and the BlitzWeinhard Brewing Co. there are publicizing
the 1959 Oregon Centennial exposition with
a "Keep the World Green" campaign. They
plan to send a free Douglas fir tree seedling
to friends, relatives and business acquaintances of Oregonians anywhere in the world.
An invitation to the centennial is included,
plus an "Oregon Do-It- Youself Kit" leaflet
which tells how to plant and care for the
tree. KPTV has sent seedlings to 1,762 timebuyers.
KING-TV Covers 'Matsonia' Visit
KING-TV Seattle devoted last Friday to
covering the 5.5". Matsonia from stem to
stern. Every live telecast of the station's entire schedule, from 7:15 a.m. to 10:45 p.m.,
originated from the liner which was making
its first visit to Seattle.
Safety Drive by WJTN
On-the-spot traffic safety programs are
being aired by WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.
Once a week, Special Events Director Max
Robinson takes the local police chief out in

fense, economics, satellites, missiles and education. Presided over by Walter Cronkite,
the telecast was sponsored by the Prudential
Insurance Co. of America.
Tape Jockey Airs for WBAI-FM
WBAI-FM New York launched a
weekly series last Friday, Notes on
(Fri., 8-9 p.m.), a musical program
critical comments by Gene Buck,

new
Tape
with
who

the station claims is the city's only "tape
jockey." The program is sponsored by Audio
Devices Inc., New York, through Marsteller,
Ricard, Gebhart & Reed Inc. there.
Discs for KFWB

Contest

Winner

All the phonograph records in the Decca
catalogue — "1,001 nights' playing time" —
is the prize in KFWB Los Angeles' "1,001
Nights" contest which started Thursday.
The station is airing a group of seven voices
from different Decca record albums 24
times a day, with clues to help identify the
albums that contain the voices. To win the
prize (1,031 discs) a listener must identify
all seven albums.
WIP

Gets Gripes Galore

Philadelphians have a chance to air their
gripes on WIP there in Hot-point Hotseat
(Mon. -Fri. 7:15 p.m. EST). The program
gives an opportunity to almost anyone to
sound-off anonymously about his troubles.
Tuesday is celebrity night and gives wellknown persons a chance to air their views.
On Thursday host Gene Milner interviews
customers in various Philadelphia appliance
stores.
Bishop Sheen Speaks for WKRC-TV
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, national director,
Society for the Propagation of Faith, New
York, addressed a capacity audience during
a WKRC-TV Cincinnati telecast March 6.
The station is carrying re-runs of Bishop
Sheen's Life Is Worth Living series and
invited him to Cincinnati to speak at the
Taft Auditorium. There was no admission
charge and the telecast was aired as a
public service.
WNEW
Gets

Listeners to Work

Audience promotion offering listeners a
"free ride" to work is being conducted by
WNEW New York. Once weekly the station

the station's mobile unit. The chief points
out instances of bad driving and reports on
driving conditions. The program is aired at
widely separate locations and at varying
times to cover different driving conditions.

picks a listener's name from the mailbag and
provides him with a month's free transportation, whether it is a commuters' ticket on the
train, two pairs of shoes if he walks to work
or five pounds of change in nickels, dimes
and quarters if he uses the ferry or subway.
Names are picked at random.

CBS

Children

News

Produces

Booklets

Booklets containing the texts of CBS
News' telecasts Years of Crisis (Dec. 29,
1957, 4-5 p.m. EST) and Where We Stand
(Jan. 5, 1958, 5:30-7 p.m. EST) have been
produced by the network. The former is the
ninth year-end round-table report and analysis of international affairs by CBS News correspondents. Where We Stand is an examination of the relative strength of the U. S.
and the Soviet Union by authorities in de-

Win

WKRC-TV

Ponies

Skipper Ryle, host of a Monday-Friday
morning children's show on WKRC-TV
Cincinnati is conducting a "Ride the Ponies" contest. Children submit postcards
and Mr. Ryle reads one on the air. If the
child calls the station within a time limit,
WKRC-TV delivers two ponies — one with a
saddle, the other with a cart — to the winner's house on a Saturday afternoon for use
the rest of that day.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
Gold Hill, Ore. Estimated construction cost $13,000, first year operating cost $42,000, revenue
$50,000. Mr.nouncedLaurance
holds realty interests. AnMar. 20.
Lawrenceville, Va. — Harry A. Epperson Sr. —
Granted 580 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Ararat,
Va. Estimated construction cost $18,917, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $45,000. Sole
owner Epperson also owns WBRG Lynchburg,
Va. Announced Mar. 20.
Black River Falls, Wis. — Clarkwood Bcstg.
Corp.— Granted 1260 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
1710 N. Central Ave., Marshfield, Wis. Estimated
construction cost $16,500, first year operating cost
$35,000, revenue $38,000. Applicant is licensee of
WDLB-AM-FM Marshfield. Owners are Judith
S. Scofield (50%) and Hartley L. and Margery S.
Samuels (25% each). Announced Mar. 20.
APPLICATIONS

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
March

13 through March

19

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — k'llovratts. vv — watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
Tv

Allocations
CHANNEL CHANGES
By report and order Commission amended its
tv table of assignments and added ch. *8 for
educational use in Carbondale, HI., made ch. 61
(formerly educational) available in that city
for commercial use, and added ch. 3 to Harrisburg, 111., with resultant changes of offset carrier requirement for ch. 3 in Memphis, Tenn.,
from even to minus, and for ch. 8 from minus
to plus in Indianapolis, Ind., from plus to minus
in Charleston, W. Va., from plus to even in
Grand Rapids, Mich., and from even to plus in
Cleveland, Ohio. At the same time, it modified
license of Turner-Farrar Assn. to specify temporary operation of WSIL-TV on ch. 3 instead
of ch. 22 in Harrisburg, with conditions, and
temporary authority will expire automatically
upon commencement of operation on ch. 3
in Harrisburg by a permittee so authorized by
final action of Commission on any application
or applications for regular operation on that
channel; denied (1) petition of Turner-Farrar
insofar as it requested ch. 8 to be assigned
to Harrisburg, (2) Southern Hlinois Bcstg. partnership to assign ch. 3 to Carbondale, and (3)
counterproposal of Mount Vernon Radio & Tv
Co. to assign ch. 8 to Mount Vernon; terminated
proceedings. Announced Mar. 21.
CHANNEL, CHANGE DENIED
By report and order, Commission denied
petition by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTV ch. 4
Bloomington, Ind.) to assign ch. 13 to Cartter,
111., and terminated proceeding. Announced
Mar. 21.

NATION-WIDE

RULE MAKING PETITIONS DENIED
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petitions by Plains Television
Corp. (WICS ch. 20, Springfield, and WCHU ch.
33, Champaign, both Illinois) and Prairie Television Corp. (WTVP ch. 17, Decatur, 111.) to
deintermix Champaign-Urbana, 111., area by
deleting ch. 3 (held by WCIA), neither petitioner proposing that ch. 3 be reassigned to
any specific community, and alternate proposal
by Prairie to reserve ch. 3 for educational use
in Champaign-Urbana in lieu of ch. *12, assign
latter channel to Lafayette, Did., for commercial
use, and nounced
add Mar.ch.
21. 64 to Champaign-Urbana. AnNew

Brinkley, Ark. — Tri-County Bcstg Co., 1570 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address 214 W. Cedar St., Brinkley. Estimated construction cost $13,900, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $45,000. Mason W. Clifton, sole owner, is in newspaper publication (Brinkley Argus) and grain drying and
storage. Announced Mar. 26.
St. Johns, Mich. — Justin F. Marzke, 1580 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address 120 N. Clinton Ave., St.
Johns. Estimated construction cost $40,056, first
year operating cost $46,000, revenue $58,000. Sole
owner Marzke is in retail electrical appliances
sales and service. Announced Mar. 26.
Blanding-Monticello, Utah — Jack W. Hawkins,
790 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 1718, Cortez,
Colo. Estimated construction cost $25,750, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $36,000. Sole
owner Hawkins has interest in KVFC Cortez,
Colo. (67%), KIUN Pecos (25%), KVLF Alpine
(15%) and KFST
Ft. Stockton (20%), all Texas.
Announced
Mar. 26.
Clarkston, Wash.— Hub Warner, 1490 kc, 250
w U. P. O. address Box 28, Grangeville, Idaho.
Estimated construction cost $20,700, first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $38,000. Sole
owner Warner is radio production manager with
KBOI Boise, Idaho. Announced Mar. 21.

Am

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Miami, Ariz.— Willard Shoecraft— Granted 1340
kc, 250 w U. P. O. address 326 S. High St., Globe,
Ariz. Estimated construction cost $11,624, first
year operating cost $18,000, revenue $24,000. Sole
owner Shoecraft is manager of KWJB Globe,
Ariz., and owns 17% of Radio Associates Inc.
which manages
nounced Mar. 20. five Ariz, am stations. AnWest Point, Ga. — Radio Valley Inc. — Granted
1310 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address Box 29, Andalusia, Ala. Estimated construction cost $17,225,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000.
J. Dige lusia,
Bishop
(45%), WJDB
20% WCTA-AM-TV
Ala., owner
Thomasville, AndaAla.,
Clement J. Murphy (35%), salesman WLAG
LaGrange, Ga., and Wyatt R. Kitchens (20%),
vat dye interests, are owners. Announced Mar. 20.
Medford, Ore. — K. C. Laurance — Granted 1300
kc, 5 kw D. Post office address Rt. #1, Box 293,

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

•

•

Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KALI Pasadena, Calif. — Granted change from
DA-D to DA-2, U, continuing operation on 1430
kc, with 5 kw, and change location to San Gabriel; engineering conditions. Announced Mar. 20.
WDEV Waterbury, Vt. — Granted increase in

FINANCING

TELEVISION

•

•

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

MIDDLE
ATLANTIC

500 WATT
DAYTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

1 KW
DAYTIMER

EAST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

NETWORK

$200,000

$200,000

$650,000

$100,000

$75,000

$140,000

Fulltime station
in industrial market. Profitable

450,000 population within 0.5
mv/m contour.
Profitable. Ideal

now

plus potential. Terms.

WASHINGTON,

for owner-operator. 29% down.

CLEVELAND

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
EX 3-3456

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Call

HAMILTON,

FULLTIME

This
station in 250 w. fulltimer
#1
station in
metropolitan the Upper Mid- i n single-station
market. $100,000 South area is net- market. Good record of earnings.
ting over $20,000
in cash and acAll
cash. Eeal
count receivables
per
year.
Good
estate
worth
frequency.
to
go
alongwith
deal.
$40,000 — will
stand good loan.

CHICAGO,

your

ATLANTA,

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

DALLAS,

GA.

WEST

Profitable operation. No. 1 station
in market. Subs t a n t i a 1 cash
needed for deal.

SAN

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

Broadcasting

&
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f

daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing
operation on 550 kc, 1 kw, N, DA-2, U; engineering conditions. Announced Mar. 20.
APPLICATIONS

Planning

Radio

a

WAGM Prcsquc Isle, Me. — Changed to application for cp to change frequency to 950 kc; install
new trans.; install directional ant. day and night
(DA-2), with power of 5 kw and trans, located
at Easton Road, Presque Isle, Me. Announcel
Mar. 21.
WXYZ Detroit, Mich. — Cp to change ant. -trans,
and studio location to junction Ten Mile Road
and Northwestern Highway, Southfield Township, Mich., and make changes in ground system
(Request waiver of Section 3.188(b)(1) of Rules.
1270 kc). Announced Mar. 20.
New

Station?

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Baltimore, Md. — United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern
Md. Inc.— Granted 92.3 mc, 10.98 kw U. P. O. address 912 North Charles St., Baltimore. Estimated
construction cost $9,150, first year operating cost
$6,000, revenue $6,000. Applicant is also licensee
of WSID Baltimore. Announced Mar. 20.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Sentinel Heights F.M. Bcstrs.
Inc. — Granted 100.9 mc, 260 w TJ. P. O. address
711 South State St., Syracuse. Estimated construction cost $2,370, first year operating cost
$4,800,
revenue
$8,000. Owners
Milton Rubenstein, Richard Shannon,
Earl are
A. Williams,
John
F. Dougherty (22.5% each) and others. Messrs.
Rubenstein,
Shannon Unicall
and Dougherty
are stockholders in Rochester
Radio Corp.,
radio
pagers. Mr.nouncedWilliams
is
electronics
engineer.
AnMar. 20.
APPLICATIONS
Sierra Madre, Calif. — Sierra Madre Bcstg. Co.
97.1 mc kc, .847 kw U. P. O. address 420 N.
Sunnyside struction
Ave.,
Sierrafirst
Madre.
cost $11,206,
year Estimated
operating concost
$13,206, revenue $19,800. Maxime Henri Isoard,
sole owner,
is in petroleum products. Announced
Mar.
26.
Annapolis, Md. — Annapolis Bcstg. Corp., 107.9
mc, 4.04 kw TJ. P. O. address Box 749, 25 School
St., Annapolis. Estimated construction cost $11,670, first year operating cost $5,000, revenue $5,000. Applicant is also licensee of WANN Annapolis. Announced Mar. 20.

The plan above is one of three
basic radio station designs, for
new or modernized stations,
now available from RCA. It
approaches the ultimate for a
larger type of radio station.
Spacious studio area is incorporated inthis plan, with area
for other operational requirements; the transmitter would
be located in its own building.
By considering each plan individually, you can suit your
special needs exactly.

Now

available

Changes
APPLICATIONS

WHBS from
Huntsville,
Ala. — Times
Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Huntsville
to Smithof
Bcstg. Inc. for $125,000. New owner will be M.
Davidson Smith III who also owns WJIG Tullahoma, Tenn. Announced Mar. 25.
KAGH Crossett, Ark. — Seeks assignment of license from Julian Haas to Julian and Rose Marie
Haas. Mr. Haas is assigning one-half interest to
his wife nounced
so Mar.as24.to operate as partnership. AnKNGS Hanford, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from Hanford Bcstg. Co. of Calif, to
Ellsworth Peck and A. J. Krisik, d/b as Vallejo
Bcstg. Co. for $260,000. Messrs. Peck and Krisik,
who will each own 50%, are co-owners of KGYW
Vallejo, Calif. Announced Mar. 20.
WLCR Torrington, Conn. — Seeks assignment of
license from Electronic Maintenance Die. to
Pioneer States Bcstrs. Die. for $25,000 plus assumption of debts amounting to approximately
$59,000. New owners will be Albert L. Capstaff
(57.3%) and others. Mr. Capstaff, free-lance tv
and radio producer, is sole owner of WDEW
Westfield, Mass. Announced Mar. 21.

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

Ifadio

Station

Tax, estate and many

By sion
memorandum
and order,
Commisdenied petition opinion
for rehearing
by Red
River
Bcstg. Co.
(KDAL-TV
ch.
3)
Duluth,
Minn.,
rected against Dec. 11 grant of application diof
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and

Newspaper

create the need for

an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

Blackburn
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341

•

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS

Appraisals
other personal problems

NEGOTIATIONS
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Hearing

free, without

obligation, a complete stationplanning brochure. Its floor plans,
discussion of trends and equipment
requirements may save you time
and money. Write RCA, Dept.
DE-22 Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

Ownership

WIOK Tampa, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from Rounsaville of Charlotte Inc.
to Rounsaville of Tampa Inc. Corporate change.
No control change. Announced Mar. 25.
WAYX Waycross, Ga. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license to Ethel Woodward Williams,
Jack Williams Jr., Heyward Burnet and J. Mack
Barnes, as executors of last will and testament
of Jack Williams, deceased. Announced Mar. 20.
WRAM Monmouth, 111. — Seeks assignment of
license from Stephen P. Bellinger, Theodore M.
Nelson, Charles Vandever, Joel W. Townsend,
Ben H. Townsend, Morris E. Kemper, T. Keith
Coleman, Vernon J. Wilson and James W. Travelstead, d/b as Prairieland Bcstrs. to Stephen P.
Bellinger, Joel W. Townsend, Ben H. Townsend, Morris E. Kemper, T. Keith Coleman and
Vernon R. Munn d/b as Prairieland Bcstrs. No
consideration is involved. New ownership distribution: Messrs. Bellinger and Kemper (each
28.5%); Messrs. Townsend (14.25% each); Mr.
Coleman
Mar.
25. (9.5%), and Mr. Munn (5%). Announced
KIMO Independence, Mo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Craig Siegfried to KIMO Inc. for
$87,400. New owners are Kevin Sweeney (40%),
Kenyon Brown (40%) and Glenn Griswold (20%).
Mr. Sweeney owns 36% of KBYE Oklahoma
City and 32%, of KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach. Mr.
Brown'sgeles broadcast
KCOP-TV
Los An(25%,); KGLC holdings;
Miami, Okla.
(22.15%),
and
KFOX-AM-FM (17%,). Mr. Griswold owns 18%
of KBYE. Announced Mar. 24.
WMVO-AM-FM Mount Vernon, Ohio— Seeks
acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation (Mt. Vernon Bcstg. Co.) by Helen E.,
Charles M. and Stephen W. Zelkowitz, as family
group. Purchase of 12 shares by Helen Zelkowitz
from Fred Barry Jr. for $1,260 increases Zelkowitz family's ownership to 51.3%. Announced
Mar. 26.
WALD Walterboro, S. C. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (Walterboro Radiocasting Co.) by Robert S. and Virginia
L. Taylor through purchase of 225 shares from
Paul Gilmore for $22,500. After transaction, Mr.
Taylor
Mar. 26.will own 90%,, his wife 10%. Announced
WHHM Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of
license from Mid-South Bcstg Corp. to Cy Blumenthal
for KCKN
$140,000.
Mr. Blumenthal's
interests:
Kansas
City, Kan., andbroadcast
WCMS
Norfolk,
Va.
(licensee
of
both);
WARL-AM-FMTV Arlington, Va. (100%,), and WROV Roanoke,
Va. (10%,)- Announced Mar. 26.
KAZZ-FM Austin, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Frank L. Scofield to J. E. Moore Jr.
for assumption of balance due on notes amounting to $4,314 and cash payment of $7,950. Mr.
Moore is in radio supply, hi-fi, etc. Announced
Mar. 24.
KUNOment of positive
Corpus Christi,
— Seeks corporation
relinquishcontrol Tex.
of licensee
(KUNO Radio Die.) by J. C. Looney through sale
of stockershiptowill various
employes.
own-of
be reduced
from Mr.
51 toLooney's
34%,, that
McHenry Tichenor from 39 to 30%,. Announced
Mar. 25.
KRCT Pasadena, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from Bay Bcstg Co. to Industrial
Bcstg
Co. Corporate
Announced
Mar. 24. change. No control change.
WLVA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va. — Seeks involtransfer of control
licensee C.corporation untary
from Edward
Allen toof Champe
AUen,
executrix of estate of Edward Allen, deceased.
Announced Mar. 20.

<5r Gompani]

• FINANCING

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshal
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY
Sheraton Bldg.

REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

CARD

— Established

1926—

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerllng 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

PAUL

GODLEY

CO.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*
PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert- A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

C. HUTCHESON

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— -among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service
MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558

Member AFCCE*
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FOR THE RECORD continued
NoriliwiNt Publications Inc., to change main studio location of WDSM-TV (ch. 6) from Superior,
Wis., to Duluth. Announced Mar. 20.
By memorandum opinion and order, onCommission dismissed petition for reconsiderati
or rebj WREC Bcstg. Service (WREC) Memphis, Tenn., directed against Jan. 17 grant of application of Frank J. Russell Jr. for new am station (WLST) to operate on 600 kc. 1 kw, DA, D,
at Escanda, Mich. Announced Mar. 20.
INITIAL DECISIONS

Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward grant of application of Western Nebraska Tv Inc., for new tv
station to operate on Ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb.
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick issued
initial decision looking toward denial of application of Oregon Radio Inc., for extension of time
of station KSLM-TV
complete
to
(Ch. 3) Salem,construction
Ore.
OTHER

ACTIONS

By order granted requests by Union Bcstg.
Co., Elizabeth, N. J. Perth Amboy Bcstg. Co.,
Perth Amboy, N. J., and Alkima Bcstg. Co., West
Chester, Pa., for extension of time to April 1
to reply to 309(b) letter of Jan. 15; and denied
petition by Lion Bcstg. Co. Inc., Dover, N. J., for
dismissal of other applications in consolidated
proceeding. Announced Mar. 20.
WDOS Oneonta, N. V. — Designated for hearing
application to increase power from 500 w to 1
kw. continuing operation on 730 kc, D; made
AnWUWL Nanticoke,
nounced Mar. 20. Pa., party to proceeding.
WJPB-TV Inc.— West Virginia Radio Corp.
Telecasting Inc., Weston, W. Va.— Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new tv
stations to operate on Ch. 5. Announced Mar. 20.
Routine Roundup
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
National Assn. of Broadcasters, Washington,
D. C — Petition requesting institution of rule
making looking toward amendment of Section
3.111 of rules so as to require entry in operating
log of frequency monitor reading only at the
beginning and dose of the broadcast day instead
of every thirty minutes as is now required. Petitioner proposes that present Section 3.111 be
amended as follows: (a) Change present Section 3.111(b)(4) to Section 3.111(b)(5) and delete
therefrom (iii); (b). Add new Section 3.111(b)(4)
to
read as
follows:at "An
entry of the
monitor
reading
the beginning
andfrequency
close of
the broadcast day or, in the case of continuous
operation,
once in
each Section
twelve-hour
period";to
and
(c) Change
present
3.111(b)(5)
Section 3.111(6). Announced Mar. 21.
Federal Civil Defense Administration, Battle
Creek, Mich. — Petition requesting amendment of
Section 12.254 of rules as follows: Delete words
"Drill" or "Test" and replace with word "EXERCISE" so that last sentence would then read:
"All tion
messages
with such which
drills are
and transmitted
tests shall in
be connecclearly
identified as such by the use of the word 'EXERCISE' in Mar.
the21. body of such messages." Announced
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
ham on MarchJames
25 D. CunningGranted motion of Norfolk-Newport News Tv
Corp., for dismissal without prejudice of its application for new tv station to operate on Ch.
13 in Norfolk, Va., and retained in hearing status
applications of Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. (WVECTV) Hampton, Tim Brite Inc. (WTOV-TV), and

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE
through Feb. 28
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

52
3,170
85
406
3,307
115
521
237
36
273
0
2

TV

FM

520
20
64
42
604
11

530
26
0
1

107
659
75
129
54
16
54
38
0
1

400'

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar 26
ON AIR
57
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Not on air For new stations
Cps
91
535
AM
3,170
74
65
FM
520
107
133
20
TV (Commercial
4001
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Mar. 26
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
423
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
* There

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps 1092
granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

Virginia
ceeding. Tv Corp., Norfolk, in tv Ch. 13 proGranted request by Mason County Bcstg. Co.,
Shelton, Wash., to terminate the proceedings on
his application for additional time to construct
station KONK; proceedings are terminated and
the application is dismissed.
Denied petition by R. Lee Hollingsworth for
leave to intervene in proceeding on am applications of West Shore Bcstg. Co., Beacon, N. Y.,
and Westport Bcstg. Co., Westport, Conn.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on March 24
Granted petition by North Dakota Bcstg Co.
Inc., for extension of time from March 25 to
April 1 for filing proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and for fifing replies thereto from
April 7 to April 14 in proceeding on application
for new tv station to operate on Ch. 11 in
Fargo, N. D.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.
25 Gifford Irion
Granted
petition by Southeastern Indiana
Bcstrs. Inc., Jeffersonville, Ind., for extension of
time to April 22 for filing corrections to tran-

script in proceeding on its am application and
that of Northside Bcstg. Co., Jeffersonville.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on March 25
Pursuant to informal agreement of parties, 5093
ordered that prehearing conferences scheduled
for April 1 is continued to April 3, at 2 p.m., re
application of Palm Springs Translator Station
Inc., Palm Springs, Calif., for mod. of cps to increase ERP and make changes in ant. system
and for tv translator station licenses to cover
K70AL and K73AD.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on March 24
Granted request by Okla. Tv Corp., for further
prehearing conference at 2 p.m., April 7, in tv
Ch. 12 proceeding, New Orleans, La.
By Chief Hearingham onExaminer
the datesJames
shownD. CunningOrdered that hearings are scheduled to commence on May 19 in following proceedings: am
application of Ottaway Stations Inc. (WDOS)
Oneonta, N. Y.; WJPB-TV Inc., W. Va. Radio
Corp., and Telecasting Inc., for new tv stations
to
on Ch 5 in Weston, W. Va. Actions
Mar.operate
21.
Granted petition by Severn Bcstg. Co., Reedsport, Ore., for dismissal without prejudice of its
am application, and retained in hearing status
Oregon Radio Inc. (KSLM) Salem, and Lincoln
Electronics Inc. (KBCH) Oceanlake, Ore. Action
Mar. 21.
By Hearing Examiner
S. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
24
Granted petition by Granite State Bcstg. Co.
Inc. (WKBR) Manchester, N. H., for continuance
of
tion.hearing from April 8 to May 26 on its applicaBy Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
on the dates shown
On ownference is scheduled
motion, ordered
that1 re
prehearing
for April
applicationcon-of
Mason County Bcstg Co., Shelton, Wash., for
additional time to construct station KONK. Action Mar. 21.
On own motion, ordered that prehearing conference is scheduled for April 7 in proceeding
on am applications of Fox Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Geneva, 111., Radio Wisconsin Inc. (WISC) Madison, Wis.,111.andAction
Logansport
Batavia,
Mar. 24.Bcstg. Corp., AuroraOrdered that prehearing conference is scheduled for April 11 in proceeding on fm applications of Riverside Church in City of New York,
24.
New
York, N. Y., and Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Huntington, N. Y. Action Mar.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on March
24 Neal Huntting
Ordered that further prehearing conference is
Continues on page 100
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO
Help

RADIO

Wanted

Help

Looking for young man who wants to learn
radio business. Some college preferred. Send
photo, tape and resume to T. C. Hooper, WQOK,
P. O. Box 298, Greenville, S. C.
Management
Manager with excellent sales background wanted
for attractive Florida coast-line operation. This
is a successful daytimer in a beautiful growing
market and the future outlook is excellent. We
want a young man, early thirties, with energy and
ideas. tionHe'll
be associated
a small Successful
organizawith big
ideas for with
the future.
background in sales more important than previous management experience. All replies confidential. Send complete details including references. Box 617D, BROADCASTING.
General manager with extensive background in
Negro radio sales for major market Negro station. Right man can earn medium five-figure
salary. Send background, billing and photo
without delay to Box 631D, BROADCASTING.
Progressive Mutual station desires
man, responsible, proven ability and
to work to take over management
tion. Excellent new facilities. Salary
Box 692D, BROADCASTING.

experienced
willingness
of fine staopen. Write

Account executive, excellent opportunity, immediate opening. Call or write Manager, KLMO,
Longmont, Colorado.
Account
executive
for executive
Nation's top-rated
negro
station. Must
be sales
type, potential
manager. Send photo, resume, references. Confidential. John McLendon, Ebony Radio Group,
Box 2667, Jackson, Miss.
Sales
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
Michigan 1 kw network affiliate. Salesman or
woman-experienced. Draw and commission. No
floaters or hotshots. Box 686D, BROADCASTING.
Time salesman for growing market. Fifteen percent against liberal draw and travel allowance.
Airmail full details to KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.
Announcers
Announcer for midwest regional with excellent
staff and facilities. $80 for 40 hours and opportunity for overtime. Send all details to Box 500D,
BROADCASTING.
Negro. Religious disc jockey. Florida metropolitan
market. Established station. Need experienced
man who can take direction and fit into modern
station operation. Send tape and letter to Box
590D, BROADCASTING. None returned.
Texas station needs good announcer with excellent voice. Above average salary. No beginners.
Box 616D, BROADCASTING.
Smooth morning man, strong on news, with 3rd
class ticket for live-wire 1000 watter, tidewater
Virginia. Tape, photo, resume first letter. Box
652D, BROADCASTING.
Reliable beginning dj -copywriter also dj salesman. Independent music and news in south.
Send tape, resume, expected salary. Box 672D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, salesman wanted for 5 kw southeastern section. Base salary, plus commission.
Good opportunity. Box 688D, BROADCASTING.
Top rated regional Texas indie needs janitor
who is a swinging deejay, newshound, and salesman. Above
average
drinkto
puts this
ad back
in. janitor's
Send tapepay.
and First
resume
KBBB, Borger, Texas.
KBKC, modern radio for Kansas City, needs a
good experienced announcer. KBKC offers many
benefits plus an ideal place to live. Send tape,
pictures and full details immediately to 1436
West 47th, Kansas City, Missouri.
Broadcasting

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Solid opportunity for really capable announcer
with first phone at 5000 watt full time regional.
No engineering duties. Three years announcing
experience absolute minimum. We have lost a
man to the service, so call Jim Jae, at KHMO,
Hannibal,
let's discuss how you can
insure
yourMissouri
future and
in radio.
Top money for top men! Number one music and
news independent has immediate openings for
personality
deejays.
Growphone
with required.
Kansas' fastest
growing station.
First
Write,
wire or phone Ed Schulz, KJAY, Topeka, Kansas.
KQV, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, needs good, fast
moving afternoon dj. Run own tables, Top pay.
Send tape to Ralph Beaudin, KQV, Pittsburgh
19, Pa.
Need immediately. Combination newsman-copywriter. Also opening for morning announcer.
Ideal working conditions, good pay, fringe benefits. KRIC, P. O. Box 870, Beaumont, Texas.
Wanted: Announcer-lst phone engineer for east
Texas. KTLTJ, Rusk, Texas.
KVWM, Show Low, Arizona, in beautiful high
forest country, new station, adding to staff —
seeks
good, dependable announcer. Rush resume
and tape.
18 year old 5 kilowatt daytimer needs versatile
staff announcer with newscasting experience.
Better than average pay and working conditions.
Send audition tape to WLET. Toccoa, Ga.
Announcer-dj, some experience. Pop music daytimer, must be good on news. Tape and resume
to Don Williamson, WMST, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky. Include picture.
Technical
Texas station needs chief engineer with above
average voice. Good starting salary. Box 615D,
BROADCASTING.
Love Florida, wish you were here! Got 1st class
ticket? Good voice? Know-how? Come to FlorYou'll be chief engineer, announcer. Box
690D, ida.BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Young, ambitious, first class engineer
with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. Good starting salary, plus fast advancement.
Send tape, photo to John R. Swann, WHAB,
Baxley, Georgia.
Chief engineer-announcer combination. 5000 watt
remote controlled daytimer. New equipment,
immediate opening. Send complete details in
tape air mailed WHTY, Orlando, Florida, Ft.
Gatlin Building.
Production-Programming, Others
Radio tv executive one girl Friday, must think
creatively, willing to take plenty of responsibilities, shorthand and typing necessary. Position
offers stimulating challenge, interesting work
in Canada's
and most
delightful
Montreal,
withlargest
its French
atmosphere
and city.
only
two hours from New York and one hour from
the famous Laurentian resorts. Box 657D,
BROADCASTING.
Future for program man on fire; major radio
station in east is looking for executive who can
contribute and develop sound ideas; supervise
people handle
traffic administrate;
production write interesting
copy; may knows
have been
"mike" man. Box 682D, BROADCASTING.
Mutual station, central US, looking for bright,
alert dj. Wonderful opportunity. Good salary.
Send tape and complete details to Box 691D,
BROADCASTING.
Radio and tv station in mid-west wants sports
director.
Unlimited
opportunity.
Excellent
ing conditions.
Sports
minded area.
Send worktape
and resume to Box 694D, BROADCASTING.
Program director desired immediately for strong,
progressive midwest independent station. Opportunities unlimited. Excellent working conditions. Send full resume. Box 704D, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Staff expansion, non-top-40 station in university
town.
Three men, commercial, news, program,
if
you'veKLWN,
served Lawrence,
your apprentice,
Arden
Booth,
Kansas, contact
phone Viking

Progressive independent #1 Hooper rated station
m market of 322,000 needs immediately a sharp
intelligent experienced continuity writer. Capable of handling promotion in addition to continuity. Terrific opportunity for ambitious creative gal. If you fit writer, call WCAW, P. O.
Box 2791, Charleston, W. Va.
News director. To head department, gather,
write and air local and wire copy. Must have
commercial experience. College or equivalent.
Send complete information about yourself, snapshot and tape. Replies kept confidential, material returned. Manager, WNXT, Portsmouth,
Ohio.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Old hand, 37. Sales, promotion, programming.
Skilled announcer, old engineer (1st phone).
Managing, need greater potential and stability.
Manager, lease or buy, good potential station
only. Prefer to stay in Rockies. Box 513D,
BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Experienced in
local, regional and national sales, plus managerial
know-how learned from twenty years experience. Presently employed. Best of references.
Married. Box 645D, BROADCASTING.
35 years old. 16 years all radio. Family, Midwest
market. Can invest modest sum. All replies ansswered and kept confidential. Box 696D, BROADCASTING.
General managership wanted in town of 10,000
or larger. Presently managing station in small
town. Desire greater potential. Have first phone,
experienced all phases. Prefer southwest or midwest. Box 708D, BROADCASTING.
Business executive experienced in radio and
newspaper top level capacities, is interested in
radio management position in southern states,
Florida preferred. Box 711D, BROADCASTING.
Low cost per thousand man hours. Management
trainee radio-tv. Experience, sales, productions,
announcing. Chuck Lowry, 3036 S. Hoover, Los
Angeles, Calif., Richmond 8-5678.
Available June 15. Young man, well known in
radio circles, experienced in all phases of radio,
desires position as manager of radio station.
Can double in sales, dj, and newscaster, top references. Contact Jimmie Sizemore, formerly of
2-3785.
radio
team
Little JimmieIndiana,
Sizemore,"
32 Enright "Asher
Ave., and
Jeffersonville,
BU
Sales
Go-getter experienced. Seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board-all-around man — what you're looking for.
Box 636D, BROADCASTING.
Need station: Two experienced broadcasters.
Family men, college graduates. One will handle
sales, the other programming. Full control will
yield big results. Both currently employed. For
full details write Box 685D, BROADCASTING.
March 31, 1958
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

RADIO
Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Announcers

Announcers

Girl-personality, dj, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
326D. BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.

Young, aggressive, versatile announcer. Desires
staff position-southern
states. Bill
Tape, Earl,
resume,
pictures on request. Contact
WMNS,
Olean, N. Y.
DJ announcer, versatile, experienced, hard and
soft sell. Excellent board operator. Go anywhere.
No prima donna. Tape and resume. Dick Karp,
Friars Club, 57 East 55th St., New York City, 22.

Versatile, dj-newsman. Highly experienced all
phases. First phone. Negro. Box 530D. BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell. too. Steady, no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 546D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer first phone. Three years experience. Good voice, high Pulse rating under
present employment. Married, veteran. Desire
location in California. Box 569D, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, college, married, 32, available
for baseball. Will travel. Box 572D, BOADCASTING.
Employed dj— excellent personality show, news,
sports. Young, clean, single, 2 years experience.
Excellent voice. Wants bigger market anywhere.
Box 667D, BROADCASTING.
Top negro disc jockey seeks position in radio.
Great voice. College, vet., experienced. References. Preference northern stations. Box 668D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, two years, newscasting,
dj, sports. Available immediately. Box 669D,
BROADCASTING.
Ventriloquist, magician, dj, manage 1 kw. Rather
be dj. Young, clean, personality. Want to go
up. Chicago, California or Florida. Box 670D,
BROADCASTING.
Classical deejay. English speaking personality.
First phone. East. Experimentation, anyone? Box
676D, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Beginner. Limited experience.
Married, 3rd ticket, Radio school graduate. Will
travel. Box 679D, BROADCASTING.
Deep-toned, versatile, top-rated personality in
2 million plus market. 25. Single. Will consider
any major market; particularly west coast. Policy change requires relocation. Box 683D,
BROADCASTING.
Deejay, "pop" or "rock 'n' roll." Newscaster,
staff. Relocate large or small market. Experienced, 25. college, married. References. Mature
negro. No accent. No jivetalk. Box 684D,
BROADCASTING.
Attention far-west-Seattle calling. Some experience, first phone. No maintenance. Box 687D,
BROADCASTING.
Free to travel. Young, versatile announcer. Experienced. Pictures, tape, resume on request.
Box 698D, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer. Country and pop music. Operate
board.
Tape, resume. Box 699D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj, 4 years experience radio-tv, relocate San Francisco Bay area, married. Box
701D, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, dj; experienced, all phases.
Will travel. Tape. Box 703D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality dj married, draft exYou need
I need you. Let's talk
turkey. empt.Box
705D,me.BROADCASTING.
Inexperience is my greatest asset for I have no
bad habits. Studied news, dj, commercials under
pro. Draft exempt. Box 706D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, three years, good commercial
knows music, family. Box 707D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with six years radio know-how. Have
family, will travel. Happy now but would be
happier at progressive outlet with future. Box
712D, BROADCASTING .

TELEVISION

5 years directional radio and vhf-tv experience.
Good voice. Russell Nicoletti, 678 Macedon Rd.,
Walworth, N. Y.
Good combo man available, capable, alert, personable. Short on experience. Prefer western
states. Robert Raucher, 470 S. Almont Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. CRestview 1-6347.
Writer-announcer. Newscasts, boardwork. Third
license. Single. Wallace, 737-llth St., N. W.,
Washington.
Technical
1st phone. Tech school, radio-tv serviceman desires position in broadcasting. Prefer midwest.
Box 436D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced in radio and television supervising
and maintenance. Prefer south. No announcing.
Box 655D. BROADCASTING.
Presently employed chief engineer announcer
desires permanent position in Maryland or Virginia. Young married family man. Several years
experience, also assistant manager, college. Box
697D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer music, news, sports
presently
Desires job.
change
medium26, market. Twoemployed.
years present
Family,
vet.
Anywhere. Box 714D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, competent, reliable, experienced
construction, maintenance, directionals, remote
control. Box 715D, BROADCASTING.
First phone, 31, married, car, BA Liberal Arts,
tech school grad. 2 years experience am transmitter, board, disc and magnetic recording. Pat
Heffernan, 135 N. Western, St. Paul, Minnesota.
1st phone.
Ready want
to travel.
Radio-tv married,
combo man.
Have
training,
experience,
vet.
John Paradini, 1006 N. Mariposa, Hollywood, Calif.
Have ticket (first phone). Will travel. No experience. Will learn. Salary: Necessary — but secondary. Robert Riley, 2806 Carlson Drive, Dallas
19, Texas.
First phone-amateur radio experience. Like offer radio-tv. Howard Waterhouse, 226 East Washington, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Attention mid-west area "housewife appeal"
stations. Veteran program-news director, with
management experience, seeks better opportunity. College graduate, family man. References. Box 632D. BROADCASTING.
Newsman, 8 years experience. Have built top
rated news show in competitive mid-western
market. Box 710D, BROADCASTING.
Ten years professional programming experience
available to organization that recognizes programming-production value. College board of
radio lecturers. Married. 35. Box 713D, BROADCASTING.
5 years experience; restricted license, have been
program director small station; news-dj-announcer larger stations. Specialty news-can also
announce
style" if casting,
necessary.
News
gathering; rapid
have "pop
done writing,
directing
for weekly radio dramatization. 3 years Pal
Science, 2 years radio tv school, 27, have family.
Contact Chuck Casey, 427 West 12th Street,
Pueblo, Colorado. Phone Lincoln 2-0574.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Opening for top flight announcer strong on news
and commercials. NBC-TV affiliate, southwest.
Permanent. Good salary. Consider radio announcer seeking television opportunity. Send
resume, tape and recent photo. We will return
them. Box 585D, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV copywriter — Leading vhf station has immediate opening for experienced copywriter.
Qualified applicant must have thorough knowledge of audio-video techniques. Submit samples
and complete information including earnings
first letter. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.
TV director wanted. Full power ABC affiliate.
Good midwest market. Must have live production experience. Apply at once to Box 638D,
BROADCASTING.
News director needed for station to supervise
both radio and television news. Outstanding opportunity in good market. Send tape and complete info to Box 693D, BROADCASTING.
TV production manager-director. A better than
average opportunity awaits a better than average
applicant. Thoroughly experienced, live-wire
with workable ideas for good low budget. Production, versatility and imagination essential as
is ability to produce, direct, switch and handle
other production details including traffic and
copy supervision. State starting salary expected,
give full particulars about previous experience
and attach small snapshot. Confidential, reply
letter only, Bob Bostian, WAKR-TV, Akron,
Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager, presently employed. 16 years in television and radio as manager, commercial manager, program director, also agency and network
experience. Best references. Would like station
needing reorganization to reach maximum profits,
or new station in market with high potential.
Box 625D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager or general manager. Over twenty
years of radio and television experience in sales
and management. Well known and regarded as
an experienced and caoable working executive.
Married. Box 646D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Over two years experience in radio, desires radio-tv opportunity anywhere. $75 weekly. Employed. Tape, resume available. Box 674D,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer-personality, excellent background, desires position in or near major market. Box 702D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Have 2nd phone, 1st soon. Light floor and projection experience. Box 675D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer seeks responsible position with
progressive station top technical and administrative ability. Ten years in the industry. Excellent references. Box 677D, BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer, first phone. 4 years experience-video, TD, remotes, studio supervisor.
Seek permanent opportunity in solid operation,
but will consider summer relief if chance of permanency exists. Box 689D, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Operational problems? I like 'em! My 18 years
in all phases of radio and tv will help you. Presently employed but desire move to larger west
coast market. Box 665D, BROADCASTING.
Television producer-director: 4V2 years heavy experience, thoroughly schooled. Also experienced
in film. Box 666D, BROADCASTING.

Disc-jockey, top market. Have ratings, experience, ideas, family. Permanent for right station
big— or small. Box 716D, BROADCASTING.
Colored announcer. DJ staff man-newscaster,
strong on commercials! Versatile, will relocate.
Box 717D, BROADCASTING.

Excellent opportunity for television salesman
with full power station covering one million
people in the south. Guarantee while becoming
established in market. The man we want must
know tv sales and not be afraid to sell tv time at
tv rates. Please furnish complete information in
fixst letter, Box 671D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Young man, single, tv school grad, wants job in
productionmanent.on
west BROADCASTING.
coast. Temporary or perBox 673D,

Announcer, dj, strong on commercials. Young,
enthusiastic. Willing to learn. Midwest preferred.
Single, 21. Box 183, Mendota, Illinois.

TV booth anfi live announcer wanted at once.
Send tape and picture to Doug Sherwin, KGLOTV, Mason City, Iowa.

Experienced pd, promotion background, 32, family, active churchman, present employer references. Boyd Porter, 1508 South First Street, Lufkin, Texas.
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Experienced director. Cameraman. 5 years. Family. All phases production. Presently employed
top eastern basic. Desires more opportunity. Box
695D, BROADCASTING.

Broadcasting

FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001
Station A. Fort Wayne, Indiana.

FOR

Stations

Equipment
For
Ampex from
350 stock
,3-052, at600,
60, 601-2,
and A
seriessale:
available
Grove
Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.

To Buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company, 33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara,California.
-

Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50,
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.

Hillbilly-western
I'll help you
buy bya
going
operation inoperators
major —southwest
market
putting up majority cash down payment in
exchange for frequency and transmitter. You
operate mitter.
on Swapmywillpresent
frequency
transnot effect
billing and
or ratings.
Excellent
CASTING. opportunity. Box 680D, BROAD250-watt hillbilly-western station. Major southwestern market. Billing 60-65. Potential 125.
Sell for 65-15 down to good operator offering
bankable paper. 3-4 year pay out. No brokers.
Box 681D, BROADCASTING.
VHF station — all three networks — in single station semi-national southwest market, on air two
years, making modest profit. $85,000 will handle.
For full details call Amarillo, Texas, Fleetwood
6-3297.

Presto 7K disc recorder, dual speed. George
Kravitz,
ler 4-2208.83 Amsterdam Avenue, N.Y.C. SChuyVideo monitors — 8 megacycle — plug in construction. 14"— $215.00,of 17"—
$219.00,
21"— and
$259.00.broadcast
Proven
in thousands
closed
circuit
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factory direct sales.
Write:
Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Minnesota.
Will buy or sell fm equipment. Ed Nail, 4516
North Libby, Oklahoma City.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations

Gulf south metropolitan market station, $125,000
cash, small market station $125,000, terms. Southeast metropolitan area station, $250,000, terms.
Chapman
Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.

Broadcasters with $10,000 want am in midwestsouthwest.
CASTING. Strict confidence. Box 491D, BROAD-

Midwest large market station, southwest medium
market station. Chapman Company, 1182 West
Peachtree, Atlanta.

AM or fm radio station in or near metropolitan
area. Confidential. Box 571D, BROADCASTING.

New England small and medium market stations, $100,000 to $125,000 total. Chapman Company, 17 E. 48th, New York.
Private brokerage service. Texas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado, Missouri,
Kansas. Ralph Erwin, Broker, Tuloma Building,
Tulsa.

Small or medium market radio station or cp
wanted. Fulltime local channel preferred. New
England, New York, Pennsylvania or New Jersey.
Give full details including terms if available.
Box 626D, BROADCASTING.

List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former
radio and television owners and operators.

RADIO

SALE — (Cont'd)

I'm looking for am station in city over 50,000
population. Florida or gulf coast preferred; but
will consider any metropolitan area. Please
state call letters, price, down payment, gross.
Replies confidential. Box 644D, BROADCASTING.
Corporation
presently
regional
amfm
radio operation
has engaged
six figurein carry
forward
tax loss resulting from uhf experiment. We are
looking for way to utilize tax loss before it expires by either purchasing profitable radio operation or selling corporation. Any seriously interested parties invited to write in confidence to
Box 700D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

—
NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them ... with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stiilman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Technical

ENGINEERS

NOTICE

Brand new GE equipped television station now on the air. Top power, top
notch operation in college city, the State
Capitol. Openings for qualified television engineers, with first phone license,
with or without experience. Salary based
on experience. Send complete resume.
Write: Durwood Neuse, Studio Supervisor
WRAL - Television
Box 9583
Raleigh, N. C.
FOR

SALE

Stations

Equipment

Equipment
Used console, single channel. State make, age,
condition, price. Box 565D, BROADCASTING.

UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Wanted, 250 watt or 1000 kw fm transmitter,
monitor, and fm antenna. Box 641D, BROADCASTING.

Equipment

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack Li. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Collins 300E 250 watt transmitter. Excellent condition. Available in 30 days. Best offer takes.
Box 678D, BROADCASTING.
78 r.p.m. Seeburg automatic record player modified by Seeburg for broadcast station use, good
condition holds 50 records. Make offer, best offer
takes the unit. Box 709D, BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter 10 kw, WE; 4, 8 bay Collins
antennas; GE frequency-modulation monitor.
Write— Towers, #155, Philadelphia 5.
150 foot guyed antenna, complete with base,
flashing unit, weatherproof antenna tuning house
with tuning unit, meter, $950.00 as she stands.
KCMJ— Box KK, Palm Springs, Calif.
For sale — RMC reproducers, 2 A-16 arms, new
condition; 2 L2B equalizers. 3 lateral heads. Best
offer takes them. WBOB, Galax, Va.
Ampex 350-TU, $1627; 600, $398; 620, $119; Concertone #23($833) $695 & $595; 601P; 601-2P.
Grove Enterprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Two Ampex 352-R play-back machines less than
one year old. $775.00 each. Jerry West, Radio
Station KOIL, Omaha, Nebraska.

Wanted, 1 kw and 5 kw am transmitt°rs with
associated equipment. Also interested in towers
from 175 to 45U feet. Complete details to Box
650D, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25,
September
October 29.write
For William
information,
references and3,reservations
B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
BUSINESS

Sale

Used, 400 ft., Stainless, G-36 tower
Excellent Condition
Available immediately. Price
WEEK-TV
Peoria. 111.
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

OPPORTUNITY

Will trade-for $3,000 interest in new station; W.E.
transmitter, 1 kw tubes, extras, Model 443-A-l.
Model 20-B Gates control board, Gates Limiter,
two Gates CB11 turntables, two PT6 Magnecorders, Model FD-1A. Doolittle frequency monitor.
WJOI, Florence, Alabama.

Allied Brokers Company. Baker Building, Sherman, Texas. Sales, purchases, appraisals, financing, all technical matters handled with care and
discretion. Experienced. Former radio station
owners and operator.

One 1000 watt fm available from present production for June delivery with multiplex $5,525.00.
250 watt in stock 5 kw available July. Contact
your Gates
sales
engineer or Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois.

MISCELLANEOUS

Broadcasting

For

Berry Long, formerly with KOA, Denver, please
call John Gibson 2-8121, Greenville, Mississippi.

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in
getting top-flight personnel.
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.OR THE RECORD continues from page 96
scheduled for Apr. 3 in proceeding on am application of Pierce Brooks Bcstg. Corp. (KGIL) San
Francisco, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
on March II.
24 Gilford Irion
Ordered that further hearing in proceeding on
in, applications of Herbert Muschel, Independent
Bcstg. Co., and New Bcstg. Co. Inc., New York,
N. Y., is continued from Mar. 24 to May 6.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on March 21
Ordered that prehearing conference will be
held at 2 p.m., Apr. 22 in proceeding on am
nations of Herbert P. Michels, Auburn,
N. Y., and Century Radio Corp., Baldwinsville,
N. Y.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
on March 21
Granted petition by James A. McKechnie.
North Syracuse, N. V., for extension of time to
Mar. 31 to respond to pending petitions to enceeding.large issues by competing applicants in am proBy Chief Hearingham onExaminer
the dates James
shown D. CunningGranted request of Coastal Tv Co. for leave
to
answer reply
of Okla.
Tv Corp.
opposition
to move
to enlarge
issuesto inCoastal's
tv Ch.
12 proceeding. New Orleans, La. Action Mar. 19.
Granted motion by Arthur William Wilson for
dismissal without prejudice of his am application and retained in hearing status am application ofMar.
John
tion
21. Bozeman, both Wichita, Kan. AcBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on March 21
On own motion, ordered that further prehearing conference will be held on Mar. 28 at
9 a.m., in proceeding on am application of
George A. Hormel II (KQAQ) Austin, Minn.
On own motion, with concurrence of counsel,
ordered that hearing will resume on Mar. 24 in
proceeding on Evansville Tv Inc., to show cause
why its authorization for WTVW Evansville, Ind.,
should not be modified to specify operation on
Ch. 31 in lieu of Ch. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on March 21
Ordered that further prehearing conference
will be held on April 17 on am applications of
David M. Segal and Kenneth G. and Misha S.
Prather, Boulder, Colo.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
on March 20
Granted request of Okla. Tv Corp., New Orleans, La., for corrections in various respects to
the transcript of the further prehearing conference in tv Ch. 12 proceeding, New Orleans.
Ordered
examiner's
memorandumcorrection
and order toof hearing
Mar. 19 on
am applications of Knorr Bcstg. Corp., Lansing, Mich.,
et al.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
on the dates shown
Ordered that a prehearing conference will
be held on April 9 in proceeding on am applications of Oregon Radio Inc. (KSLM) Salem, Ore.,
et al. Action Mar. 20.
Granted request of WilUam E. Sullivan, partner
in K-UHF(TV) for continuance of prehearing
conference from Mar. 24 to Apr. 21 in tv Ch. 34
proceeding, Los Angeles, Calif. Action Mar. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on March 19
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Mar. 31
is continued to Apr. 14 in proceeding on application of Video Independent Theatres Inc., for
mod. of cp of KVIT Ch. 2, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on March 21
Ordered that hearing on am application of
WNAB Inc. (WNAB) Bridgeport, Conn., presently pending without date, is scheduled for
April 3.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on March 21
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from Apr. 1 to Apr. 22 for filing
proposed findings in proceeding on applications
of Northside Bcstg. Co., and Southeastern Ind.
Bcstrs. Inc., Jeff ersonville, Ind.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde on date shown
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to April 18 to file replies to
exceptions in proceeding on applications of
Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. (KOB) Albuquerque,
N. M. Action Mar. 18.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to Mar. 27 to file comments to
petition to enlarge issues by Circle Corp.
(WKLZ) Kalamazoo. Mich., in proceeding on its
am application, et al. Action Mar. 19.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Granted petition by United Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
for dismissal without prejudice of its application
and retained in hearing status application of
New Hanover Bcstg. Co., both for new tv stations to operate on ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C.
Action Mar. 18.
Denied petition by Voice of Three Rivers for
intervention in proceeding on am applications
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of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc. (WAMM) Flint
Mich., et al. Action Mar. 20.
Dismissed with prejudice application of James
i:. Peaden, Twentynine Palms, Calif., for cp to
construct tv broadcast translator station, for
failure to prosecute: and dismissed as moot
petition cation.
by Action
Broadcast
Mar. 20. Bureau to dismiss appliBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on dates shown
Pursuant to oral request of counsel for Humphreys County Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss., and
with concurrence of counsel for Broadcast Bureau, ordered that further hearing on Humam application
at 9 a.m.phrey'sAction
Mar. 18.will be held on Mar. 20
On own motion, ordered that hearing scheduled for 9 a.m., Mar. 20 is continued to 9 a.m.,
Mar. 21 on am application of Humphreys County
Bcstg. Co., Belzoni, Miss. Action Mar. 20.
On own motion, ordered that hearing is continued from Mar. 20 to Mar. 21 in proceeding on
Evansville Television Inc., to show cause why its
authorization for WTVW Evansville, Ind., should
not be modified to specify operation on ch. 31
in lieu of ch. 7. Action Mar. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on March 19
Pursuant to agreement of counsel at prehearing conference on Mar. 19, ordered that hearing
on am applications of Albany Bcstg. Corp., Albany, Ore., and W. Gordon Allen, Eugene, Ore.,
will be held Apr. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
on March 18
By memorandum opinion and order, granted
motion to correct transcript in various respects
by J. E. Willis, Lafayette, Ind., in proceeding
on his am application and that of Crawfordsville Bcstrs. Inc., Crawfordsville, Ind., and copy
of exhibit 29 now contained in docket is corrected to conform to examiner's copy.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on March 18
By memorandum opinion and order, granted
petition and supplement by W. A. Pomeroy to
amend am application for new station at Tawas
City-East Tawas, Mich., to change trans, site,
ant. to provide for DA, and revise costs and
financial plans.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
on March 18
Granted petition by WTVJ Inc., to amend its
application for new tv station to operate on
ch. 11 in Houma, La., to specify new trans, site.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown
Ordered that hearing on lay comparative issues as set forth in prehearing conference of
Mar. 17 will be held on Apr. 1 and engineering
exhibits will be exchanged on or before Apr. 8;
further hearing conference will be held at 9
a.m., Apr. 11; hearing on engineering matters
will be held on Apr. 15; hearing scheduled for
Mar. 20 is cancelled in proceeding on am applications of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc. (WAMM)
Flint, Mich., et al. Action Mar. 18; by memorandum opinion and order, granted petition by
Northern Ind. Bcstrs. Inc. (WIMS) Michigan
City, Ind., for leave to amend its am application
in this proceeding by adding one new tower to
the Northern Ind. proposal but reduce number of
towers used daytime from three to two; also proposed is new horizontal pattern. Action Mar. 20.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.19 Gifford Irion
Gave notice that prehearing conference will
be held on Apr. 8 in tv ch. 66 proceeding
Erie, Pa.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of March 21
KENY
Bellingham-Ferndale,
Wash. — Granted
assignment of cp to Whatcom County Bcstrs. Inc.
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type of ant., make minor equipment changes; ERP vis. 141 kw, aur. 70.8 kw,
ant. height 1000 ft.
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted extensions
of completion dates to June 20 (aux. ant. and
main trans, and ant.).
Actions of March 20
KTEE Carmel, Calif. — Granted license for am
station and specify studio location and remote
control point.
WESR Tasley, Va. — Granted license for am
station.
WKFM
Chicago, 111. — Granted license for fm
station.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted license covering changes in ant. system (decrease height).
WAMY Amory, Miss. — Granted license covering increase in power and install new trans.;
and license to use old main trans, as an aux.
trans, at present main trans, site and operate
by remote control from studio location.
Actions of March 19
WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss. — Granted relinquishment of negative control by F. M. Smith through
sale of stock to G. C. Newcomb and James
Reeves.
WFDS-FM
Baltimore, Md.— Granted mod. of

cp to change ant. -trans, and studio location;
change to new type ant. system; increase ERP
to 15 kw, and decrease ant. height to 240 ft.
The following were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KNOP North Platte,
Neb., to 10-1; WSTG Gulfport, Miss., to 10-1;
KDSJ-TV Deadwood, S. D., to 10-6.
Actions of March 18
WOWL-TV Florence, Ala.— Granted acquisition of positive control by Richard B. Biddle, et
al., through issuance of stock resulting in withdrawal of 2 minority stockholders and bringing
in 1 new stockholder, John Thompson (12]/2%),
step-father
of Mr. Biddle, thus creating family
control.
KELE Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted mod. of license
to change studio location and use remote control from same address.
KPAS Banning, Calif. — Granted cp to change
ant. -trans. location, studio location, make
changes
in ground system and operate trans, by
remote control.
WINE
new
trans.Kenmore, N. Y.— Granted cp to install
KLOR-TV Provo, Utah— Granted mod. of cp
to change studio location and waived Sec.
3.613 (a) of rules.
WTAE (ch. 4) McKeesport, Pa.— Granted mod.
of cp to change station location from McKeesport, Pa., to Pittsburgh, Pa., effective Mar. 20.
KGMS-FM Sacramento, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to May 16.
KWHO Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of March 17
WIOD Sanford, Fla. — Granted assignment of
license to Sanford Bcstg. Corp.
WMMA Miami, Fla.— Granted license for am
broadcast station.
WICU Erie, Pa. — Granted license covering instal ation of new trans.
WING Dayton, Ohio — Granted license covering
installation of new main trans, and operate
trans, by remote control (non-directional operation only); and license to use old main trans, as
alternate main trans, at present main trans, site
and operateonly).
by remote control (non-directional
operation
WJR Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod. of licenses
to operate aux. trans, by remote control, and
main trans, by remote control.
WIIN Atlanta, Ga. — Granted mod. of cp to
change studio location.
K76AG Shelby T. V. Club Inc., Shelby, Mont.
—andGranted
mod. of cp to change ERP to 294 w
ant. system.
WBGC Chipley, Fla.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:30 p.m. local time, except when
special programs in public interest may be
broadcast up to licensed sign-off time, for duration of current license period.
WDCR Hanover, N. H.— Granted authority to
remain silent from noon, Mar. 22, until morning
of Apr. 6, due to annual spring recess.
WSME Sanford, Me.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m. EST, May 1 through Aug.
31, except when broadcasting special event at
which time operation may continue up to licensed sign-off time.
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted extension of
authority to remain silent for period ending
May 8, due to bankruptcy.
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga. — Granted extension
of authority to remain silent through Apr. 15.
KCVL Colville, Wash.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m. PST, April through August.
Action of March 12
KWVY
Waverly, Iowa — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
License

Renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of
licenses: WHOS Decatur, Ala.; WIBB Macon^
Ga.; WIMO Winder, Ga.; WIRE Enterprise,
Ala.; WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WKEU Griffin,
Ga.; WKLE Washington, Ga.; WLBA Gainesville, Ga.; WLBB Carrollton, Ga.; WMSL Decatur,
Ala.; WNEG Toccoa, Ga.; WOWL Florence, Ala.;
WSFB Quitman, Ga.; WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
WWWB Jasper, Ala.; WWWF Fayette, Ala.;
WWWR Russellville, Ala.; WBBQ-FM & SCA
Augusta, Ga.; WCOH-FM Newman, Ga.; WCTAFM Andalusia, Ala.; WDUN-FM Gainesville, Ga.;
WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.; WMAZ-FM Macon, Ga.;
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.; WRFS-FM Alexander City, Ala.; WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.; WTBCFM Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WTOC-FM Savannah, Ga.;
WAIQ Andalusia, Ala.; WBIQ Birmingham Ala.;
WTIQ Munford, Ala.; WAAG Adel, Ga.; WAPX
Montgomery, Ala.; WAUD Auburn, Ala.; WBBQ
Augusta, Ga.; WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga.; WBHF
Cartersville, Ga.; WBLO Evergreen, Ala.; WCAS
Gadsden, Ala.; WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; WCTA
Andalusia, Ala.; WDUN Gainesville, Ga.; WEB J
Brewton, Ala.; WETO Gadsden, Ala.; WFEB
Sylacauga, Ala.; WFHK Pell City, Ala.; WFOM
Marietta, Ga.; WFPM Ft. Valley, Ga.; WGAC
Augusta, Ga.; WGAD Gadsden, Ala.; WGAF
Valdosta, Ga.; WGFS Covington, Ga.; WGGA
Gainesville, Ga.; WGPC Albany, Ga.; WGRA
Cairo, Ga.; WGTA Summerville, Ga.; WGWC
Selma, Ala.; WGYV Greenville, Ala.; WHEP
Foley, Ala.; WHHY Montgomery, Ala.; WHIE
Griffin, Ga.; WRGR Starke, Fla.; WSSB Durham,
N. C; WMGR Bainbridge, Ga.
Broadcasting
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Rollin C. Smith Jr., >
vice president and head of
art department, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, to senior vice president. With
OB&M since 1950, Mr.
Smith previously was art
director at McCann-Erickson and N. W. Ayer & Son.
Vergil D. Reed, vice
president and economist,
J. Walter Thompson Co.,
will retire June 30 from
agency to join Michigan
State U. as professor of
marketing in College of
Business and Public Service. Appointment, effective Sept. 1, was
approved March 20 by State Board of Agriculture which governs university. In his 14year career with JWT, Mr. Reed rose from
associate director of research to his current
position.
Paul M. Visser, account ►
executive, Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis, elected vice president. He has been account executive at Gardner since 1953.
■< Donald
W. Walton,
sales promotion manager,
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, named vice president
in charge of merchandising
services. Before joining
agency in 1955, Mr. Walton was with Ross, Roy
and Maxon Inc., both Detroit, and Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.
Alice M. Westbrook, creative director, North
Adv., Chicago, elected vice president.
James Cope, vice president for corporate
market planning at Chrysler Corp., Detroit,
has resigned.
Paul C. Smith, former president, CrowellCollier Publishing Co. (KFWB Los Angeles)
and executive editor, San Francisco Chronicle, to vice president and treasurer, American Export Lines, N. Y.
Charles Willard, formerly with McCannErickson, N. Y., has joined Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, that city, as timebuyer.
Jack Schluter, account executive at Atherton, Mogge, Privett, L. A., for past three
years, to Stromberger, Lavene, McKenzie,
that city, in similar capacity.
Ralph B. Trieger, formerly sales promotion
manager of WBBM-TV Chicago, to R. Jack
Scott Inc., that city, as account executive
on H-A Hair Arranger account.
Herbert F. Grayson, formerly director of
information services at WBBM-AM-TV
Chicago, appointed account executive and
Broadcasting

director of public relations at Mohr & Eicoff Inc., Chicago agency specializing in
mail order accounts.
Arthur E. Larkin Jr., vice president of
George A. Hormel Co. (meatpackers), to
marketing manager, Maxwell House Div.,
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.
Mr. Larkin, who assumes his post April
15, will take charge of overall advertising
for instant Maxwell House, instant Sanka,
and regular-ground Maxwell House, Sanka,
Yuban and Bliss coffees.
George Forman, formerly director of advertising and sales promotion, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., to Lewyt Corp. (vacuum
cleaners). Long Island City, N. Y., as advertising and sales promotion manager.
Seymour Chodorkoff, formerly with FlavR-Straws, Mt. Vernon, N. Y, as advertising and sales promotion manager, to DWG
Cigar Corp. in similar capacity.
Robert Pearson, senior copywriter, Ketchum MacLeod, & Grove, Pittsburgh, named
director of sales and technical literature.
Other appointments: Alvin B. Berry, General Electric Corp., joins agency as account
executive and Frederick C. McCormack Jr.,
director of radio-tv for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Philadelphia, named timebuyer at KM&G.
Richard F. Kieling, media research supervisor and research account head, Ted Bates
& Co., to P. Lorillard Co. as marketing research director.
Winifred S. Snyder, with Foote, Cone &
Belding for 14 years, joins North Adv.,
Chicago, as copywriter.
J. O. Peckham Jr. promoted from statistical control department to client service
executive for food and drug manufacturers'
products at A. C. Nielsen Co., international
marketing research firm.
Gladys Blair, public ►
service account supervisor
at Young & Rubicam, selected Chicago Advertising Woman of Year for
1958 by Women's Adv.
Club of Chicago at dinner
meeting March 18. She is
past president of Women's Adv. Club of
Chicago and past vice president of Chicago
Federated Adv. Club.
Edward F. Molyneux, 62, art director of
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., for past 28
years, died March 24 at St. Luke's hospital
in New York. He joined Frank Seaman
Inc. agency as topographer in 1918, became Newell-Emmett Co.'s first art director
when agency was formed in 1919 and was
elected vice president of Cunningham &
Walsh, N-E's successor.
FILM
Bill Kersey, active for many years in Milwaukee radio and tv, has opened Bill Kersey
Productions at 2809 N. 77th St., that city.

In addition to program package production,
firm will produce transcribed radio and live
tv commercials.
James H. Kimberly, formerly with KimberlyClark Corp. (Kleenex tissues, other products), Neenah, Wis., appointed vice president in charge of business development at
Kling Film Studios, Chicago. He is son of
James R. Kimberly, president of KimberlyClark.
James B. F. Boyce, previously with Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., as account executive,
appointed eastern station relations manager
of NTA Film Network.
Hillard Elkins, formerly tv talent department head at William Morris Agency, has
joined Mills-Park-Milford, New York television producing and packaging firm, as director of sales and sales planning. James
Troy, in addition to his present position in
charge of business affairs, has been made
responsible for sales promotion and public
relations. In realignment, Ted Mills and Ben
Park, founders of company, will concentrate
on live and film program development and
production and partner Gene Milford will
direct film production operations.
Jack Boyle, Mike Wims, M. W. Wilson,
Clyde Bailey and Richard Windon, sales
representatives, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., promoted to district sales
managers.
Jerry Liddiard, formerly with Guild Films,
has been appointed eastern sales manager
for Comet Distributing Corp., which handles
210 half-hour Space Patrol tv shows. He
has opened offices at 425 E. 63rd St., N. Y.
Murray Oken, formerly director of film distribution for Colonial Williamsburg Inc.,
Williamsburg, Va., appointed midwest division manager of Trans-Lux Television Corp.,
N. Y., headquartering in Chicago.
Patricia J. Trumbull, program coordinator
of Cross Country agricultural film tv series
at Fred A. Niles Productions, Chicago, has
resigned. Her duties are being handled by
Ruth L. Ratny, assistant sales manager and
promotion-publicity director.
Lou Asher, 52, chief property man for
Lassie tv series for five years, died March
25 of cancer, following six-week illness.
STATIONS
Richard Gerken, general manager, WHIM
Providence, R. I., also becomes stockholder, president and director of Buckley -Jaeger Broadcasting
Corp., owners of WHIM.
FCC has approved application providing for 20% stock transfer of
station to Mr. Gerken.
Tom E. Beal, general manager, KBKC Mission, Kan., named president of board of
directors of Mission Broadcasters Inc., operators of KBKC.
Roland L. Filiault, accounting staff, WWLP
(TV) Springfield, Mass., elected treasurer of
Springfield TV Broadcasting Corp., succeeding William L. Putnam, re-elected by board
as president and to devote his full time to
March 31, 1958
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
duties of that office and those of general
manager.

James T. Butler, formerly station manager
ol WIR1 Peoria, III., to W1SN-AM-TV Milwaukee as assistant manager.
Bob Barber, formerly with WITH Baltimore,
Md., to KTOP Topeka. Kan., as assistant
manager and d. j.

John Esau, formerly ►
general manager of KTUL
Tulsa, to KWWL-TV
Waterloo. Iowa, as general
manager.

Bob Mettler has joined KWEL
Tex., as chief engineer.

Martin Colby, formerly sales manager for
Allied Tv and Radio Productions, joins
Triangle Stations' sales staff. He will be associated with Triangle's national sales office
in New York, succeeding Sherman D. Gregory, who has joined sales staff of ABC-TV
Film Syndication.
Thomas L. Young, commercial manager.
KB TV (TV) Denver, to KMMT-TV and
KAUS Austin. Minn., as general manager.
W. E. McClenahan, operator of his own radia and tv representative company in Milwaukee, to WKOW-TV Madison, Wis., as
general sales manager.
Bernard Goodman, assistant to president,
KFMU (FM) Los Angeles, to KCBH (FM)
Glendale, Calif., as sales manager, effective
April L.
John Miilar, local sales manager, WCAX
Burlington, Vt.. promoted to commercial
manager.
Marvin Gottlieb, account executive, WPTR
Albany. N. Y.. to WOKO that city as local
sales manager.

Midland,

William Peters, producer-director, WBENTV Buffalo, N. Y., named program director
of WBEN, succeeding Gene Brook, who will
become radio-tv director of United Auto
Workers in Detroit.
Ben Calderone, announcer-d. j., named program director of KWYR Winner, S. D.
Robert N. Hart Jr. has been appointed promotion director of United Broadcasting Co.,
Washington.
Keith C. (Casey) Strange, director of public
information, Indiana State Office of Traffic
Safety, to WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis as
assistant promotion and public relations director.
Francis Scott, formerly director in WNBQ
(TV) Chicago operations department, appointed sales traffic supervisor in station's
sales department.
Richard Harvey, production supervisor,
WINN Louisville, Ky., to WBCB Levittown, Pa., as account executive.
Sean Cassidy, graduate of Notre Dame

and

recently released from service, joins WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., as copywriter.
Don Grider, formerly newscaster, continuity
writer and d. j. at WEOA and WEHT-TV
Evansville, Ind.. to announcing staff of
WIRE Indianpolis.
Carl E. Lee, vice president and managing
director, Fetzer Broadcasting Co., elected
vice president of Kalamazoo (Mich.)
Chamber of Commerce. He has served on
board past four years.
Henry Morgenthau HI, projects manager,
WGBH-TV Boston, elected to board of directors of Broadcasting Foundation of
America.
Doug Douglas, 62, who for 1 5 years broadcast Sunday funnies to children over KRKD
Los Angeles, died March 24 at his home in
that city, following heart attack. Mr.
Douglas, newspaperman, was working for
Los Angeles Times when newspaper acquired KHJ Los Angeles, where he started
in radio. For 20 years he was associated
with KRKD as announcer and editor. For
past several years he has been office manager of Bell Adv. Agency.
REPRESENTATIVES
Robert McNear, previously sales manager,
Broadcast Time Sales, S. F., has been appointed acting sales manager of west coast
activities of BTS. Linden Chiles, formerly
assistant radio-tv producer, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, named assistant to Mr. McNear. David Lieberman, formerly with Pulse
Inc., N. Y., is now business manager of
BTS office in that city.
PROGRAM SERVICES
Peter S. Willett, United Press business representative for North Carolina and Virginia,
named southern division business manager.
Luellen L. Sterns, formerly vice president,
Trans-Community Television Network, to
Muzak Corp. as New York manager.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

LOS COYOTES

COUNTRY

CLUB

BROADCASTING
GOLF

Martin Schwager, media and sales analyst
with Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y., to Gould,
Gleiss & Benn (national market research and
consulting firm), Alhambra, Calif., as west
coast statistical supervisor.

TOURNAMENT

BELLEHURST, CALIFORNIA
MAGAZINE
APRIL

28 (Monday)

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held April 28
(Monday) at the new Los Coyotes Country Club, approximately 30 minutes from downtown Los Angeles. This 1 8-hole, 6,655-yard course is a
par 72 championship layout. The popular blind bogey handicap system
(maximum handicap 30) will be used.
BROADCASTING will provide silver trophies to the low gross and low
net winners. Several Los Angeles stations will donate other prizes (last
year there were 27 individual prizes). Tee-off time 9 A. M.
Free bus leaves Biltmore Hotel
at 8:30 A. M. Returns 3 P. M.

Buffet luncheon and 19th hole
party given by BROADCASTING.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY WITH YOUR NEAREST BROADCASTING OFFICE.
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Alfred E. Teachman, veteran of 25 years in
radio communication system design and
development, to Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, as project manager. He will be responsible for installation
at missile-defense-communication stations of
interference-elimination equipment which
has been developed by PCE.
H. S. Busch, formerly with NBC personnel
and tv production departments, has been
named manager of Wilsten Personnel, new
agency at 147 West 42nd St., N. Y., which
will service radio-tv and advertising fields.
Telephone: Bryant 9-8484.

•
MANUFACTURING : *
Karel Van Gessel, general manager of SylBROADC ASTING

vacuum
tube.

tube and first water-cooled power

': i
m
m60,
GOVERNMENT
Edward
T. Ingle,
formerly radio-tv director for Republican National Committee,
died March 21 in Washington following
brief illness. Before joining Republican
Committee, he was associated with NBC and
operated his own public relations company.

ABOVE are the newly-elected officers of the New England Chapter of American
Women in Radio & Television. They are (1 to r) Carol King, WCAX Burlington,
Vt., second vice president; Claire Crawford, WORT Boston, treasurer; Mary Pearl,
WJOY Burlington, president [People, March 24]; Julie Fuller, WTAG Worcester,
Mass., first vice president, and Betty McCabe, Boston Herald-Traveler, Boston, secretary.
vania International for past three years, has
been appointed vice president and managing
director of division of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. Mr. Van Gessel will be responsible for Sylvania's international activities
including supervision of Produtos Electricos
de Mica Ltda., Rio de Janeiro, which produces and fabricates mica for electronics
industry and has plant in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Dr. Robert M. Bowie, former corporate
director of research for Sylvania, was appointed vice president of Sylvania Research
Labs., division of Sylvania Electric Products.

moted to newly-created position of assistant
to sales manager.
Deirdre Budge, formerly with publicity department of RCA Victor record division, to
newly-created position of women's editor,
RCA Dept. of Information.
Henry J. Nolte, with General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., for 45 years, retires
tomorrow (Tuesday). Mr. Nolte was cited
in 1936 for his work on first all-metal

m
' ™vice 'president
NATIONAL
INTER
F.
Hugh
Horler,
and manager of radio and television department of
MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto, appointed member of firm's board of directors.
Other new directors appointed at annual
meeting were C. J. Chandler, manager of
Montreal office; W. H. Graham, senior account executive, Toronto; and G. G. Sinclair, chairman of plans board, Toronto.
A. W. Houghton, appointed executive vice
president of Stevenson & Scott Ltd., Montreal advertising agency, with S. C. Young
appointed vice president of Toronto office.
Peter Craske, assistant advertising manager
of Kraft Foods Ltd., Toronto, to advertising
manager of Standard Brands Ltd., that city.
J. Douglas Nixon, program director of CBU
Vancouver, B. C, for past seven years, to
assistant director of English-language radio
network planning of CBC at Toronto, program headquarters.

Marvin G. Whitney, administrative assistant,
Hoffman Electronics Corp., L. A.; John
Stevens, director of engineering and manufacturing, and Charles A. Nichols, chief engineer, promoted to vice presidents in company's Consumer Products Div.
Lt. Col. Louis H. Wilson (USAF, retired),
formerly chief of radio-navigational aid
branch headquarters, Strategic Air Command, has been named head of newly-activated Colorado Springs, Colo., office of
RCA Defense Electronic Products.
Theodore A. Flynn, partner in Construction
Industries Adv., Los Angeles agency, has
been named sales promotion manager of
Packard-Bell Electronics Home Products
Div.
Vincent T. Frungillo, supervisor of accounting, Sylvania Electronic Tubes television
picture tubes division, Seneca Falls, N. Y.,
to manager manufacturing cost control for
division.
H. J. Benham, formerly administration manager, RCA computing systems service, to
manager, central service region, technical
products service department, RCA Service
Co., Camden, N. J.
Howard Spellman, traffic manager, RCA
international sales has announced plans to
retire, effective March 3 1 . Mr. Spellman has
been with RCA and its predecessor company, The Victor Talking Machine Co., for
50 years.
Edward J. Wilder, northeast regional manager, Gates Radio Corp., Quincy, 111., proBroadcasting

registered
SEE THE NEW MINITAPE
AT N.A.B. CONVENTION
APRIL 28-MAY 1,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MODEL OF THE FAMOUS MINITAPE*
BATTERY OPERATED PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER . . . MODEL M-8
INCREDIBLE ENGINEERING TRIUMPH
Within Minitape's sleek aluminum case is a compact, transistorized, battery, operated
recorder capable of network quality recording equal to the finest AC-operated units.
Yet Minitape weighs only 13 lbs. and measures 9"x 12"x 5".
REMARKABLE OPERATING EFFICIENCY
Even when carried with case closed, Minitape is operative by a thumb-activated pusn
button for instantaneous start or stop. Automatic volume control furnished by transistor amplifiers, holds constant full recording level from lip distance to 10 ft.
Lifetime nickel cadmium storage battery is capable of over 2 hours continuous recording on one charge.
IMPRESSIVE RECORDING QUALITY
Flat frequency response to 10,000 cycles at 7V4 inches per second, is achieved by
Minitape with minimum distortion, flutter or wow. Practically any type music can be
recorded. Recordings are compatible with finest standard unit tapes.

Cable Address: STANH0FF

Write for prices
and specifications:
921 North Highland Ave. • Hollywood 38, Calif.
March 31, 1958 •
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There are two sides to figures — "how
many?" and "how much?" Their relationship depends on viewer loyalty.
Well, what is loyalty — the impulse, for
example, that keeps sets tuned to Channel
7 in the 747,640 TV homes of 41 flourishing counties in 3 states? Its cause is allegiance tothe station image projected by our
thoughtful programming — by our many,
valued service features — by little things of

ONE

OF

hold

station

has

on

big import, like no triple-spot aggravations.
Its evidence lies in our steady predominance in mail counts, ratings and constant
communication. Here, that loyalty can
transfer itself to you.
So sponsors find that in the WHIO-TV
marketplace "how much?" is just about
"how many?" . . . George P. Hollingbery
can tell you more from another set of realistic figures — our rate card.
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from DOUGLAS

MEMO

E. ANDERSON,

president, Anderson-McConnell

Intimacy:
tv
selling's
Television has become the greatest single force of mass
communication since man first started to speak. Television
has changed our living habits and mealtimes, done away
with the dining rooms, changed architecture, closed the neighborhood movie house and helped elect presidents. Television,
everybody says, has grown up. Some of it has — programs and
electronics are better; but the one most important element to
mature growth in tv is still an infant: the commercial.
Networks, program producers and talent all have taken
bold steps forward — tried new, unusual and different techniques and presentations — have been knocked down a few
times and have come up fighting. But the tv commercial —
the insides — the essence of advertising is still nursing at the
secure breast of "Well, we used to do it this way."
Let's see what happens: Back when advertising first started
there used to be signs on most office buildings in New York
that read, "No peddlers or advertising salesmen allowed."
Back then in the advertising business all copy was printed.
Copy was one-dimensional. The people read the copy as
they wished: They went back over the words, repeated them,
read fast or slowly, or not at all. But, basically the reader
read at his option and according to his habits. Then in 1926
network radio entered the picture and became a force in selling advertisers' products. But radio was still one-dimensional,
except that the copy was heard instead of being read.
RADIO: SIMPLE, EASY, ONE-DIMENSIONAL
Radio copy for the most part was and still is simple, easy
to understand and easy to assimilate because it is onedimensional.
But the option to reread, repeat, study, was no longer at
the election of the audience.
The advertiser had become the prime mover and thus radio
selling was geared to the slowest reader.
I often wonder what we looked at while we were listening
to radio programs in the living room. Actually we saw what
we wanted to see — what we built in our mind's eye.
Then in 1947 the birth of the Electronics Age finally put
the eye and the ear together and for the first time advertising
had the almost perfect sales medium — television.
It was sight and sound; it was in the home; it was very close
to a personal sales call; it was intimate and personal.
So what did agencies and their clients do with tv?
They made television impersonal!
Television proceeded to use all the "tried and true" audio
devices — the obvious visual methods — and came up with a
radio announcement with pictures.
Was this personal selling? Was this Television? No.
But tv was novel and anybody would look at anything.
It was an attempt and it worked for a while because it
was new. And out of it, grew the idea of finally personalizing
a sales message.
So we had: Arthur Godfrey, Barbara Britten, Betty Furness,
Ronald Reagan, Ed Sullivan and others.
This was a start toward reaching the public. But these socalled personalized stars were symbols of manufacturers and
not of people. They had personalized the wrong guy — the
client.
Well, this is about where we are today. What's the next
step?
It's this:
In theory the man or woman who is best fitted to sell a
client's product is the No. 1 salesman for the company. He is

neglected
dimension
an acknowledged personality. He certainly knows his subject.
He's a human being and chances are he talks like one.
Well, why don't we use him?
The simple answer: he's busy doing the job he's fitted for.
Therefore, let's take his prototype — his personality, his
knowledge
that now? of the product, his way of speaking. Don't we do
Let's see what goes on. The usual tv announcement is prepared in the agency, using all the facts at hand about the
client's product. These facts are worked into about 140 words,
of which about 139 are sacred cows — phrases that "will work,"
cliches that "sing" and statements that "The Founder" said
back in 1904. So now we are ready to go on tv and where is
our salesman? He hasn't seen the copy. It may not be written
the way he talks, but he is supposed to sell the product.
Is this the same "pitch" that the client's No. 1 salesman
gives in selling the company's product?
No, but it's what we put on tv. We are right on paper —
and wrong on the tv screen. So we are still wrong.
It's time we faced the facts about selling on tv. It's time for
courage and for bold moves. It's time to realize that tv is
not the client's opinion or the client's words but only the
client's facts delivered from people to people — facts that
make television the sales medium it should and can be. We
still believe that "one picture is worth a thousand words" and
yet
we still try to cram over a minute's worth of copy into
59 seconds.
How many times have we been in a room next to another
room where the tv set is on and people are talking at the
same time? You are instantly able to tell which is the tv
audio and which is room conversation.
Agencies and their clients seem to forget the "back fence"
type of conversation. Mostly research does the talking and
it sounds that way. So, I say, let's grow up. Let's talk like
people and not like Univacs. Let's say what should be said
and show what should be seen. TV is not costly if it's creative.

Douglas E. Anderson, b. 1917, Stanton, Iowa.
Reared on Iowa farm and went to California
in 1936. Graduate, UCLA College of Business
Administration, 1942. Entered naval reserve
with Pan American Airways in San Francisco,
early 1943. Founded Anderson-McConnell
Advertising Agency Inc., Los Angeles, with
George McConnell in October 1946, with no
prior agency or advertising experience. President of Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn. (now Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn.), 1955-56.
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EDITORIALS

Wishing
Won't Make
It So
IN our Feb. 24 issue we carried an exclusive interview with Arno
Johnson, the respected economist of J. Walter Thompson Co., who
urged American business to sell itself out of the slump. Mr. Johnson's thesis was that more and better advertising could do much to
reverse the business curve.
Since then others have taken a similar position. Only last Wednesday, President Eisenhower said that better advertising and selling
would activate the U. S. market. A number of broadcasters on their
own have undertaken optimism campaigns.
Anyone who makes his living in advertising must believe that
advertising, properly used, can be a powerful incentive to business
recovery and even to a new business boom. To respect the power
of advertising is also to understand that the power is not automatic.
An ill-conceived campaign to advertise America out of the slump
could degenerate into a modern form of Coueism, a philosophy that
flourished briefly in the 20s.
The essence of Coueism was that if people thought better
thoughts, better things would happen. Its fatal weakness, of course,
was oversimplification. That same weakness can afflict an advertising
campaign aimed at spreading optimism.
It is not enough, it seems to us, to advertise the fact that Merchant
A is selling more of Product B than he sold at this time last year.
To make the advertising successful, the prospective customer of
Merchant A must also be persuaded that he needs and can afford
Product B.
The

Numbers

Game

THERE are welcome and in some ways surprising signs
program ratings are not being abused quite as blindly
stubbornly as people had thought.
For this heartening information we are indebted in large
to a Timebuyer Opinion Panel organized by NBC Spot Sales.

•
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Hyde, had been practically vindicated by Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) at the time this editorial went to press.
Did these developments hit the headlines, or top the newscasts?
Not that we could discern.

part
The

Ask the man on the street about what's wrong with government
and the chances are he'll answer: "Corruption at the FCC." The
fact that certain commissioners were cleared of improprieties will
be beyond his ken. The rebuttal never catches up with the charges,
however ill-founded.

News?

FOR weeks the "scandal" at the FCC had been front-page news.
Charges — many of them unsubstantiated — of personal misconduct, influence-peddling and graft had blackened the reputations
of all members of the FCC and, by association, of all those who
do business with the Commission, particularly tv licensees.
Last week several members of the Commission at long last
were given their day before the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. They had their first opportunity to rebut the charges
and innuendoes of ousted counsel Bernard Schwartz. They contended they did nothing illegal or untoward. One of them, Rosel
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wrong with business'!"

But let there be new hints of manipulation, or of double-billing
at government expense. It will be banner headline stuff again, along
with exhaustive on-the-air coverage — spot film clips and all.

tisers' Radio-Tv Committee, feels it can be done nationally for $5
million a year. Five million, Mr. Abrams noted, is only "a drop in
the bucket" compared with what advertisers are already investing
to sell products and services through broadcasting.
The new system undoubtedly will be given a searching appraisal
by all hands. Whatever the outcome, however, the recognition that
ratings have received in recent weeks — and in this we specifically
include the fundamental study by J. Walter Thompson Co. which
was reprinted in condensed text in this journal of March 10 — can
scarcely fail to have a good effect. This recognition has been
directed at both the strengths and weaknesses of ratings. By helping
to put both into perspective it could lead to repair of some of the
weaknesses and lead to more intelligent use of the numbers all
around.
Is

"Keep that chart out of the picture . . . his talk is on 'There's nothing

that
and

first panel project probed timebuyers' attitudes toward ratings; it
showed, as reported in detail in these pages a week ago, that most
timebuyers are not betting everything on this electronic numbers
game. For the most part the buyers say they look on ratings as a
guide to be considered along with many other factors.
There is other good news on the ratings front — evidence of new
thinking being brought to bear on the always disputatious question
of measurement techniques.
Results of a new system were tipped off at a Radio & Television
Executives Society session in New York last week and are spelled
out in detail in an exclusive interview which appears elsewhere in
this issue. This system uses personal, in-home interviews with
viewers while they're actually viewing, and its prime mover, George
Abrams of Revlon, who also heads the Assn. of National Adver-

What

Drawn for BIIOADCASTIXG by Sid Hlx

This is a fundamental fallacy of news coverage and editorial
discretion. It may be unfair.
Objectionable as this may be it is vastly to be preferred over
the only alternative — controlled news, which means censorship.
The broadcast media, to a greater degree than the printed press,
balance the news in other ways. The radio or television forum
and the interview are used to give both sides. The public has come
to expect "fairness" from radio and television.
But the press is under no compulsion to print both sides or to
give equal display to charge and answer. Nothing can be done
about it. The right of freedom of the press is the right to be wrong.
Career

Counselling

THE younger generation is being misled.
It is being told that the brightest future lies in a scientific
career.
That advice is wrong.
The brightest future is reserved for Washington lawyers specializing inbroadcast practice.
As evidence, we present in this issue a story describing the
enormous amounts of time and money being spent on government
investigations. Appalling waste is involved.
To anyone with a regard for tidy management, the spectacle in
Washington is incredible. Investigators are at work on investigations
which others have only recently completed. Most of the questions
being asked now by Senators, Congressmen and, indeed, the FCC
were asked and answered elsewhere within the past two years.
Yet the outlook is for more investigations.
Lawyers are promised permanent work at bountiful pay.
Head for Washington, young men of America. All you need to
get a start is a copy of the Communications Act, the latest volume
of the Congressional Directory, a sincere suit and the ability to
listen to a Senator in such an attentive way that he thinks you think
he knows what he is talking about.
Broadcasting
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ANNOUNCEMENT

KSTP Radio, the Northwest's 50,000 watt QUALITY station now offers
new package announcement plans — as part of a new rate schedule — that
make

KSTP

your first radio buy in Minneapolis— St. Paul.

Specifically designed to aid those advertisers who

require a saturation

campaign, these plans also make KSTP
buy in the vital Twin City Market.

a must on any multiple-station

Details of these plans are shown

For further information

the new

KSTP

below.

on

rate card . . . call your nearest Petry office or a KSTP

representative.

Class "A" 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM (Fixed Position Guaranteed)
5 20-second per week flat $90
—
5 one minutes per week flat $130
—
10 one minutes per week flat $200
Class "A" 6:00 AM to 9:00 AM (Rotating)
5 per week flat
1 0 per week flat
20 per week flat
Minutes
$75.00
$125.00
$225.00
Breaks
$50.00
$ 95.00
$180.00

Minutes
Breaks

Minutes
Breaks

Class "B" 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (Fixed Position— Not Guaranteed)
5 per wk flat
1 0 per wk flat
1 5 per wk flat
20 per wk flat
25 per wk flat
$60.00
$100.00
$142.50
$180.00
$212.50
$45.00
$ 80.00
$112.50
$140.00
$162.50
Class "C" 7:00 PM to 6:00 AM (Fixed Position — Not Guaranteed)
1 0 per week flat
1 5 per week flat
20 per week flat
$70.00
$ 97.50
$120.00
$55.00
$ 75.00
$ 90.00

Class A package announcements can be counted toward Class B and C packages for frequency but NOT vice versa
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